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Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences; Ackerman & Harris; Action Pictures, Inc.; Actors'

E. E.
G-B Theaters Corp. General Amusement, Ltd.; Genesee Theatrical Enterprices;
Gerson Studio; Giannini, A. H.; Ginsberg,
;

;

Advance Trailer Service;
Equity Ass'n;
Albany Knickerbocker Press & News; Albany Times-Union; Alexander Studios Corp.;

Henry;

AUentown Chronicle
Theaters, Ltd.
News; Allied Amusement Industries;
Amateur Cinema League; Amateur Movie
Makers; American Cinema Assoc; American

Gouldman & Feldman Circuit; Graf Bros.
Studio; Grand Island Independent; Grand
Rapids Herald; Grand Rapids Press; Gra-

Allen's

;

&

Ass'n; American Federation of
American Prod.; American ProAmerican Seating Co.
jection Society, Inc.
American Society of Cinematographers American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers; Appel Amusement Co.; Arbitration
Boards; Arkansas Amusement Enterprises;

Dramatists
Musicians;

;

;

Artfilm Studios; Artlee Picture Corp.; Ascher
Times;
Asheville
Theater Circuit;
Bros.
Assoc, of Cinemas & Theaters of Province of
Advertisers;
P.
Associated
M.
Quebec;
Ass'n of M. P. Producers; Ass'n Opposed to
AssociPublications;
Associated
Blue Laws;
ated Theater Owners of Indiana; Associated
A*lasta
Representatives;
Theatrical [Press
Pictures, Corp.; Attleboro (Mass) Sun; Authors Guild; Authors League of America;
Bakersfield
Fellowship
League
Authors
Echo; Balaban & Katz Midwest Theaters,
Baltimore
(Sun;
Evening
Baltimore
Inc.;
News; Banks, Monty Enterprises; Banner
Beaverton
Barbour Circuit;
Inc.;
Prod.,
Film Studios; Berinstein Circuit; Berry CirBirmingham News; BirBillboard;
cuit;
mingham Post; Black HiUs Amusement Co.;
George A.; Blank Theater Circuit;
Blair,
Blinderman- Stein er Circuit; Blumenfeld Cir;

Blumenthal,

cuti;

Ben;

Board

Trade &

of

Commerce of the M. P. Industry; Boas CirBooth EnterBoise Capital News;
cuit;
prises; Boston Advertiser; Boston American;
Bceton Herald; Boston Post; Boston TravelBrandt, Joe; Brandt Theatrical Enterer;
prises; Bray Prod.; Brecher Theater Circuit;
Brooklyn Eagle; Brooklyn Item; Brown,
Browm Prod., Harry J.; Buffalo
Colvin W.
Buffalo News; Burlington
Courier- Express
News; Butte Miner; Butterfield Theaters;
Caddo Co.; Calderone Theater Corp.; California Studio; Camden Courier-Post; CamCanadian Govemrnent
eron Pubhshing Co.
M. P. Bureau; Canadian International Film;
Canadian Performing Rights Soc, Ltd. Canton Daily News; Canton Repository; Capital
CarCapital Production Export Co.
Prod.
dinal Amusements; Carolina Tehaters; Casting Directors As.s'n; Castle Films; Catholic
M. P. Guild of America; Catholic M. P. Soc.
Guild
of
Writers
Catholic
America;
of
;

;

Glynne Circuit; Golden State TheMedal Pictures, Inc.
Gortatowsky Theaters;

Corp.
Gold
aters
Goldwyn, Szimuel;
;

Theater Circuit; Gray Circuit; Greater
Press-Gazette;
Bay
Amusements;
Green
Greenboro News; Greenboro Record; Greene

phic

Greenefield & ConGreen Room Club GregGrob & Knobel
ory-Bernasek Theater Corp.
Enterprises;
Grubel
Theater
Enterprises;
Gumbiner Bros.; Hagerstown Herald; HamHamilton News; Hammons,
ilton Journal;
Earle W. Hamrick Circuit; Haring & Blumenthal; Harris Amusement Co.; Harrisburg
Evening News; Harris-Voeller Circuit; Hastings Tribune; Hawley, Clifford B.; Hays,
Will H.; Hecht Theater Circuit; Heights

Co.

Amusement

Co.

solidated Theatens

;

;

;

;

;

Inc.; Hercules Studio; HeywoodHibemia Securities Co.
Wakefield
Co.
Hildinger Booking Co.; Hirshfield Circuit;
Hoffman Bros.; Hoffman, M. H.; Hollywood Camera Club; Hollywood Citizen; Hollywood Filmograph; Hollywood Studio Club;

Theaters,

;

Horowitz Amusement
Co.; Hunt's Theaters, Inc.; Idaho Theater
Theater
Illinois-Indiana
Managers Ass'n;

Hollywood Vagabond;

Imperial Pictures; Indiana Indorsers
of Photoplays; Indianapolis Commercial; Indianapolis News; Indianapolis Star; IndianIndependent Theaters Corp.
apolis Times
Independent T. O. Ass'n of Alberta; IndusCorp.;

;

Commission

Welfare

trial

International

Employees

Stage
of Theatrical
P. Operators; International

Alliance

& M.

Amusement
Corp.
Daily

;

California;

of

International

Co. ;
Interstate

News;

Amusement

News

Reel

Jackson
Times-Union;
Co.

Jacksonville

;

James Theater Enterprises; Jamestowm Journal; Japanese Movie Magazine; Jensen &
Von Herberg; Jewish Theatrical News; Jim
ton,

Bruce; Johns(Mich.) Gazette;

Johnson,

Theater Circuit;

E.

W. Ray; Kalamazoo

&

Inc.; M. P. Prod.
Dist. of Canada;
Publications, Inc.; M. P. Record;
P.
P. Relief Fund of Ainerica
M. P. Review; M.P.T.O. of America; M.P.T.O. of
Arkansas; M.P.T.O. of Brooklyn, N. Y.;
M.P.T.O. of Connecticut; M.P.T.O. of Disof
Columbia; M.P.T.O. of Southern
trict
California; M.P.T.O. of Indiana; M.P.T.O.
of Iowa; M.P.T.O. of Kansas & Missouri;
M.P.T.O. of Kentucky; M.P.T.O. of Louisiana; M.P.T.O. of Maryland; M.P.T.O. of
Massachusetts; M.P.T.O. of Michigan; M.
P. T. O. of Eastern Mo., So. 111.; M.P.T.O.
of Montana; M.P.T.O. of Nebraska & Iowa;
England; M.P.T.O. of
M.P.T.O. of
M.P.T.O. of
Mexico;
Jersey;
M.P.T.O. of Northwest; M.P.T.O. of Ohio;
M.P.T.O. of Oklahoma; M.P.T.O. of Oregon; M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pa., So. N. J. &
Dela.
M.P.T.O. of Western Penna.
M.P.
T.O. of Rhode Island; M.P.T.O. of South
Carolina; M.P.T.O. of Texas; M.P.T.O. of
Texas; M.P.T.O. of Utah; M.P.T.O. of
M.P.
Virginia; M.P.T.O. of Washington;
T.O. of Wisconsin; M.P.T.O. of Canda;
M. P. Times; Mountain, D. J.; M. P.
Stories; Movie Age; Mound Circuit; Munz
erica.

M.
M.

;

New

New

New

;

;

Theatrical
Enterprises;
Musical Protective
Ass'n; Muskogee Phoenix; Muskogee TimesNational
Democrat;
Nathanson's
Circuit;
Board of Fire Prevention; National Board of
Review; National Catholic Welfare Council;
Nationcil
Costumers Ass'n;
National Exhibitor; National Photoplay Indorsers; Nationjd
Screen
Service;
National
Theater
National Theater Supply Co.
NationCorp.
al Theater Syndicate; Navelle Studio, Jean;
Newrark
Studios;
Newark
Ledger;
Neilan
News; Newark Studio; New Bedford Standard; New England Theaters Operating Co.;
New Haven Journal-Courier; New Orleans
Times-Picayune; Newrport News News-Herald; Nevrepaper Enterprise [Syndicate; New
York American; New York Daily Mirror;
New York Daily News; New Yorker; New
York Evening Journal; New York Morning
Telegraph; New York M. P. Salesmen, Inc.;
New York Telegram; Nichols Circuit; Nix;

;

Contributors to the

;

;

Inc.;

America.

Chadwick

Chamber-

iStudio;

YEAR
BOOK
—
—

Co.;

E^nquirer; Cincinnati
nati Post; Cincinnati

M.

P.

Studio;

1928

Cincin-

Times-Star; Cinecraft
Film Co. Cinema Art Cinema Corp. of America; CinemagTundi Club; Cinema Review;
City of Miami; Cleveland M. P. Exhibitore
Ass'n; Cleveland Plain-Dealer; CUnton-MeyCoer Theaters; Cohen & Komblite Circuit;
lumbia Pictures; Columbia (S. C.) Record;
Columbus Dispatch; Columbus State Jour;

;

nal

Amusement Co.
Amusement Co.; Constanti

ConsoliCircuit;
Booking Of-

Comerford

;

dated
Cooper,

Cooperative
Cosmopolitan Studio; Costen Circuit;
fices;
Danz Circuit; DarCircuit;
D & R Theater
Darmour Prod.; Davenport
Circuit;
ling
Times; Dayton Herald; Dayton Journal;
Dayton News; De Forest Phonofilm; Delft
Theatess; DeMUle, Cecil B.; Dent Theaters;

Denver Evening News; Denver Evening
Post; Denver Morning Post; Dept. of Commerce, Motion Picture Section; Des Moines
Register

&

Tribune; Detroit Free Press; De-

M. P. Studio; Detroit News; DickinDiebold Circuit; Doremus &
Circuit;
Dowees Circuit; Duluth Herald; DurCo
kee' Circuit; Dygert, H. P. East Coast TheEastern Film Corp.; Eastern Iowa
aters;
troit

son

;

;

ReviewLiverpool
East
Co.;
Theaters
Tribune; Eastman Kodak Co.; Eavec CirD. M.; Educational Film Exchange;
cuit.
Screen;
Educationjil
Educational Pictures;
Elyria Chronicle-Telegram; Equity Theaters
EvansviUe
Erie Dispatch-Herald;
Circuit;
Exhibitors
Press Excellent Pictures Corp.
Herald;
ExAss'n of Chicago; Exhibitors
hibitors League of St. Louis; Exhibitors Tribune Export & Import Film Co. Fairbanks
Famous Players Canadian Corp.
Prod.
Feature
FBO Pictures; Farash Theaters; Feiber
&
Federal Trade Commission
Prod.
Film Associates,
Shea;' Film Arts Guild;
Carriers
Inc.; Film Boards of Trade; Film
Ass'n of New Jersey; Film Daily Directors
Annual; FUm Daily Short Subject Quarterlies; Film Exchange; Film Fun; Film KidFilm Mercury; Film Mutual
dies Herald;
Benefit Bureau; Film News; Film Players
Club; Film Spectator; Film Trade Topics;
First Division Pictures; First National Pictures- Fischers' Paramount Theaters; Fitzpatrick & McElroy Co.; FitzPatrick PicFort Worth Star-Telegram; Fourth
tures;
Ave. Amusement Co.; Fox-Case Corp.; Fox
Film Corp.; Fox News; Fox Theaters,
Corporation, Fox, WiUiam, Pies.; Frankel
Theaters; Franklin Theaters; Franklin, Harold B.; F. R. A. Operating Co., Inc.; Fredman, Ernest W. ; Friars Club; Fulton, Co.,
;

;

;

I

;

;

1

Only a

partial

but indicative of the
encyclopedic volume

list,

sweep of this

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

Handle; RowRichard A. (Sacramento Bee
Saenger
Theaters; St. Cloud Times; St. Louis Post
Dispatch
Louis
Theater
Managers
St.
Ass'n;
Petersburg Independent;
St.
Salt
Lake City Deseret Nevre; iSanbom "Theater
Co.; San Diego Sun; San Diego Studio; Sai>
Francisco Bulletin iSan Francisco Call San
Francisco Chronicle; San Francisco Daily

Rovner

Enterprises;

child
land,

;

;

;

;

;

News; Santa Fe

Studio, Sapperstein Theaters
Enterprises; (Sax,
Scenic Artists Ass'n; Schenck, Joseph

Amusement

Saxe

Co.;

Sam;

M.; Schenck, Nicholas; Schenectady Gazette;
Schenectady Union-Star; Schine Chain TheInc.;

aters,

Max;

Schlesinger,

(Schneider

Theater Circuit; Schoenstadt & Son Theater
Co.
Schwartz Theaters
Scoville Essik &
Reif
Screen Advertisers Ass'n
Screen Kiddies
Guild;
Screenland Magazine;
Screen
Press; Seattle Union Record; Selig Studios;
Sennett (Studio; Shanklin Theaters; Sharby
Theater Co.; Shauer, E. E.
Show- World;
Sheehan, Clayton P.; Sheehan, Winfield R.:
Sierra
Pictures;
Silverman Bros. Theater
Co.; Silverman, Sime; Simons Circuit, W.
A.; iSims Theaters; Si-Non Theatens Co.;
SkirboU Circuit; Skouras Bros. St. Louis
Amusement Co.; Smalley Theater Circuit;
iSmall-Strauseberg Circuit;
Smith, Edward
;

;

;

;

;

B.

&

of

M.

Smoot Amusement Co.; Society
Engineers; South Bend News

Co.;

Times

P.

Southeastern Theater Co.
Sparks
Enterprises;
Spencer
Circuit
of Canada;
Spokane Chronicle; Spokane Press; Spokane
Spokane Theaters Co.
Review
Springfield
Daily News; Springfield Republican; Springfield State Journal; Springfield 'Sun; Springfield Union; Spring, Sam; StaUings Theater
Stamatus Bros. Amusement Co. StamCo.
ford
Advocate; (Standard
Cinema Corp.;
Stanley Co. of America; Star Amusement
Co.; Starkey Theater Circuit; Steinmitz Theater
Sterling
Pictures Corp.
Co.
Stem
Studio;
Stevenson Theater Circuit; Stiefel
Bros. Theater Co.; Stinnett Theaters Circuit;
Strauss
Studio
& Ungerfield Theaters;
Mechanics Alliance; Suchman-Joelson Theaters Enterprises;
Sudekum, Tony Theater
Supreme Amusement Co.
Co.
Swartz Pictures; Switow & Sons Enterprises; Syracuse
Herald; Syracuse Journal; Syracuse PostStandard; Tamaimi Theater Enterprises; T
& D Junior Enterprises; Tacoma Ledger;
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Tacoma

News-Tribune;

Tacoma

Theater

Ass'n; Tacoma
Times; Tampa
Tribune;
Technical
News Service; Terre
Haute Star; Terre Haute Tribune; Tec Art
Studio; Teaxs Theater Co.; Theater Equipment Ass'n; Theater Owners Ass'n of No.
Car.
Theater Owners Chambers of Commerce Theatrical Enterprises, Ltd. Theatrical Managers Ass'n of Los Angeles; Theatrical Utilities Service Co.
Thomas Studio,
Richard; Tiffany-Stahl Prod.; Tiffany-Stahl
Studios; Tivoli Theaters (Syndicate; Toledo
Blade;
Topeka
Daily
Capitol;
Trenton
Times; Triad Amusement Co.; "True Story
Pictures; Tucson Star; Tulsa Daily World;
Twin City Theatens Co.; Two- Thirty-Three
Club; Underwood Theater Enterprises; Ungerfield Theater
Corp., Jack;
Union City
Hudson Dispatch; United Amuse(N.J.)
ments Corp. of Quebec; United Artists
Corp.; United Artists Studio; United Artists
Theater Corp.; U. S. Army Theaters; U. 8.
Dept. of Agricutlure; U. S. Dept. of Commerce; U. S. Dent, of the Interior; U. S.
Dept. of Labor; U. S. Navy Dept.; U. S.
Post Office Dept.; U. S. Treasury Dept.;
United Scenic Artists
U. S. War Dept.
Ass'n of Hollywood; United Theaters of California
United Theaters Corp. of Connecticut;
United Theaters Enterprises; United
Theaters of Wisconsin Universal Chain Theaters Corp.
Universal Pictures Corp.
Utica
Press;
Variety;
Variety Amusement Co.;
Visual
Instruction
Academy;
Vitaphone
Corp.; Vocafilm Corp.; Vogel, W. J.; Wahl,
Major General; Wall St. Journal; Wall St.
News; Walker Bros. Theater Co.; Warner
Bros.; Washington Daily News; Washington
Star
Waterbury Republican & American
Weaver Studio of 'Tacoma; Weekly Film
Review
Wehrenberg Theater Co.
West
Coast Theaters, Inc.
Western Ass'n M. P.
Advertisers;
Indiana
Theaters
Western
Corp.
Wheeling Telegraph ; White Plains
Reporter;
Falls
Wichita
Eagle; Wichita
Times; Wilby-Baum Theater Circuit; Williams Circuit, J. Homer; Wilmer & Vincent
Theaters; Wilmington Every Evening; Wilmington Journal; Wilmington News; Wise
Theateis,
Inc.,
Marvin; Wolfsohn, Karl;
Wolfson-Meyer Theaters; Women's Ass'n of
Screen Publicists; World Realty Co.; Worne
Prod.; Wyoming Theater Managers Ass'n;

Managers

;

;

;

;

John A.;

;

;

FILM DAILY

Chaplin Studios, Inc.;
Charleston Daily Mail; Chamas Theater CirChattanooga Times; Chesterfield M.
cuit;
P. Corp.; Chicago Post; ChiUicothe NewsAdvertiser; Christedge Theaters, Inc.; ChrisChurch and Drama Ass'n;
tie, Charles H.;
Cincinnati
Cincinnati Commercial Tribune;

Amusement

lain

;

;

;

;

Corp.
Reid, Yemm & Hays Circuit
Rembrandt Film (Studio;
Rembusch Theaters;
Rochester Democrat & Chronicle; Rogers
Prod.; Roper, V. J.; Regan Studio; Regional Dist. Ass'n; Rhoodes Theater Enterprises; Rickards & Nace Enterprises; Richards 'Theaters; Richetson & Dickson Theater
Richmond Times- Dispatch
Co.
Richmount
Picturesj Riddell Theaters Co.
Roach Studios; Robey Theater Circuit; Rockford Register-Gazette; Rockford Republic; Rock Island Argus;
Rodger Theater Enterprises;
Rosenthal, J. C. ; Rosenweig & Siegel; Rothafel, S. L.
Rothacker, Watterson R.
Roth-

Keith-Albee Theaters; Kelly, A. W.
Kent,
Kinograms
Sidney
Kenosha Newrs
R.
Kleist Amusement Co.
FairchUd
Kohn &
Enterprises; Koppin Co., George; KoppinWoodward Theater Co.
Kunsky Theaters
Co.;
Kutinsky-Blumenthal
Theaters;
LaCrosse Tribune & Leader; Laemmle. Carl;
Lakeland Ledger
Lakeland iStar-Telegram
Lambs' Club; Laske, J. L. Ljmsing News;
Lawrence Amusement Co.
Lefkowitz Circuit; Leland Theater Enterprises; Levin Theater Enterprises
Lewis Theater Enterprises
Libson
Theater
Circuit
Lichtbildbuehne
Berlin; Lichtman, Al; Lima News & TimesDemocrat; Lindsay Circuit; Lloyd, Corp.,
Harold; Location Managers Ass'n of Holly;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

wood; Loew, Arthur M.; Loew, E. M.

on-Nirdlinger
Theaters;
North
American
Theaters, Inc.; North, C. J.; North End
Amusement Co.
Northwest Theaters Cir;

cuit,

Inc.;

Notopoulos Theater Circuit; Oak-

land Tribune; O'Brien Circuit; Ogden Standard Examiner; Ohio Amusement Co.; Ohio
Showman; Ohio Theater Topics; Oklahoma

Preview; Oklahoma Theater News; Okmulgee Times; Olympia Theaters Inc.; Omaha
Bee-News; Omaha World Herald; Orpheum
Circuit; Oswego Palladium Times; Ottumwa Courier; Pacific Coast Independent Exhibitor; Pacific Studio; Paducah Sun; Pallas & Graf Bros. iStudio; Pantages Circuit;

Papayanokes Circuit; Paramount
Lasky Corp.; Paramount News;

FamousPasadena

Loew's, Inc.; Long Mand Theater
Owners Ass'n; Los Angeles Evening Herald;

Star- News; Passaic News; Paterson PressGuardian; Pathe Exchange; Pathe DeMille
Studio; Pathe
News; Pawtucket Times;

Lourie

Peerless

Cir-

cuit;

Louisville Courier-Journal;
Lucas Theater Enterprises; Lucas Film; Ly-

man

Circuit;

Howe

Studio;

Lynchburg

Advance;

Lsmch Theater Circuit; Lynn Item; Lynn
Telegram-News; Lyric Amusement Co.; McCarthy Bros. Theater Circuit;
McGowan
Theater Circuit; McKeesport News; Macon
Telegraph; Manheim, N. L.
Mann Circuit
;

Theaters; Manning & Wink Theaters;
Markell Theater Circuit; Marks Bros.; Marlow Circuit, John; Massce & Co.; Mayer,
Louis B.; Mayer & Schneider Circuit; Mayfair Club
Memphis Evening Appeal MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studio; Metropolitan Studio;
Michaels Theater Co.;
Middletown NewsSignal; Midland Theater & Realty Co.; Midstate Theater Co.; Midwest Theater Co. of
Colorado; Midwest Theaters Co.; Miles Theater Circuit; Miller Circuit; Miller Theaters;
Milwaukee Journal; Milwaukee News; Milwaukee Sentinel; Minneapolis Tribune; Minot
Nevus; Moline Dispatch; Monarch Pictures;
Montgomery Advertiser; Montreal Theater
Managers Ass'n; Moore Amusement Co.;
M. P. Capitol Corp; M. P. Chamber of
Commerce; M. P. Classic; M. P. Club of
New York; M. P. Digest; M. P. Journal;
M. P. Magazine; M. P. News; M. P. Photographers Ass'n; M. P. Prod. & Dist. of Amof

;

;

Booking

Circuit; Peerless Pictures
Peerless Studio; Peninsular Theaters;
Theaters; Peters
& Lockwood
Theaters;
Philadelphia
Bulletin;
Philadelphia Evening Public Ledger;
Philadelphia
Exhibitor;
Philadelphia
Gazette-Democrat;
Philadelphia Inquirer; Phila. Morning Public
Ledger; Philadelphia Record; Phoenix
Amusement
Co.;
Photographers
Ass'n;
Photoplay Magazine; Pickford Prod.; Picture
Play Magazine;
Piedmont Theaters;
Piermont M. P. Corp.
Pirtle Circuit
Pittsburgh M. P. Bulletin; Pizor Theater Enterprises; Plaza Pictures; Poli Theatrical Enterprises; Portland Express; Portland Press-

Corp.;

Ferryman

;

;

Herald; Portsmouth Times; Portland News;
Pouzzner Circuit; Premier Theater Circuit,
Inc.; Providence Nevi^; Providence Tribune;
Pryor Bros. & Leitch Theaters; P. T. A.
Theater Co.; Publix Theaters; Pueblo StarJournal; Quality Dist. Corp.; Quimby &
Marcus Theaters Corp.; Rachmil Theaters
Co.; Rading & Rasmussen Theaters; Raives
Theater Enterprises; Raleigh Times; R & R
Theater Enterprises
Rayart Pictures
Ray's
Theaters; Reade Theater Circuit; Reading
Eagle; Reading Times; Red Seal Pictures;
Reel and Review; Reel Journal; Regional
Chain
Theater
Corp.; Regorson
Theater
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

& News; Yost Theater
Youngstown Telegram; Zimmermaf

Yonkers Statesman
Circuit;

&

Dipson Theater Circuit; Zukor, Adolph.
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1,

is

Brightest in Film

Work

or in
Preparation on Carl

30 Pictures in

Hays Confident over Future

With the studio at the high point of
activity, 30 pictures being in work or

Further prosperity will come to the motion picture industry in 1928, of course. Always we are advancing. The
conclusive proof as to our progress is the fact that neither
within the industry nor without is there any responsible
person or group who willingly would step backward to conditions of five years or even one year ago.
Proper economies in every branch of the industry are
being brought about. Producers, distributors and exhibitors are getting closer together to help solve each other's
problems in the knowledge that no group can succeed un-

company's
special, "The Man Who Laughs,"
scheduled to be completed Jan. 16,
preparation,

Universal
close

its

and

the

plan

a

considerint?
studios.
is

to

This contemplated move is due entirely to the fact that production is
so far ahead of schedule, rather than
any move to effect economies. Another factor is that Harry Pollard
is not yet ready to start "Show Boat."
However, no decision as yet has been

less all

groups succeed.

(Continued

— Happy

Year

is

down

—

Amateur Cinema League
Plans New York Theater
Plan for a picture house for showing amateur pictures is under way by
the Little Picture House, Inc., to be
located in the East Fifties or Sixties,

ens FBO

films,

SALESMEN

in

number

of pictures, en-

co-operation

—

Seattle

National distribution of
de-

Magnolia, disc device which is
taken
signed for theater use, has been
Organ
over by the Robert Morton
distributor ot
Co., manufacturer and
1 he deal
organ.
the Robert Morton

elaborate

of
of

selling

gives the company exclusive
rights to the instrument.

Bush

&

Mag-

Co.'s

Lane Piano
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for the

Grand February Jubilee

Drive, being conducted by the organiKenzation in honor of Joseph P.
ocfew
the
of
one
is
This
nedy.
this
casions in film history that'
(Continued on Page 12)
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editorial pul)li.shed in
renrint extracts from an
additional cominent
of Oct. 28, with no
FILM

wood

several

the

additions

presentations,

new and more attractive theaters,
are among principal trade reasons

Authority to approve contracts,
provided the agreement carries with
playing
a guarantee of February
it
salestime, has been vested in FBO

men

of

DAILY

based on information from Hollyexcept to point out that,
cries for attention more ur^he matte' herein discussed

for
to
the nation,
presages a

Added

the prosperity predicted.
the general prosperity of
the outlook, leaders agree,
healthy year. Their fore-

casts follow:

ADOLPH ZUKOR

Paramount Famnusl.asky Corp.

President,
I

of

believe

our

best

personally
years.

tli.it

Two

I"*^8 will be one
important elements
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1928— A Big Year
Opinions on the outlook for
fol1928 are expressed by the
lowing:
.
„
J.
Brandt.

George E. Blair. Joe
DeM.lIe
Charles H. Christie. Cecil B.
Harold
John C. Flinn. William Fox. Henry
B Franklin. A. H. Giannin^Earle W.
Ginsberg. Samuel Goldwyn.

Hammoas,
Hoffman.
R.

Kent,

Clifford B.

W. Ray
Jesie

Hawley. M. H.

Johnston.
Laaky.
L.

Sidney

Carl
B.

Laemmle. Al Lichtman. Looi.
Charles C.
Mayer. Elmer L. Pearson.
R°«h«'",'j„5'
Pettijohn. Watterson R.

Richard A. «<>« "."^
Rothafel.
NichoSax, Joseph M. Schenck,
R. Sheeh.n.
las M. Schenck VT
war

L.

Sam

Monday
New

the

in

engaged

concentration

given

,

Tendencies

being

11

branches of the industry, curtailment

CONTRACTS

built.

Monday

and

on the fewer
of
internationalization
made,
number

(Continued on Page 12)
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No

bright.

is

executives

Thirty-three

through

Three pictures are scheduled by
Charles Chaplin in 1928 for United
Artists release, states Carlyle Robmson, the comedian's personal representative, just arrived in New York
from the Coast. The first production
will be "Nowhere," which will start
will
in February, in which Chaplin
In
play his usual characterization.
April Chaplin will commence work
on a serious production, his own
conception of Napoleon which he
produce.
and
direct
write,
will
Through his representatives in America, England and France, the comediYear

that the outlook

management, thus
better
assuring production economies without impairment of quality, cutting

—

FEATURK FOR 1928 ROBERT MORTON FIRM

New

THE
YEAR BOOK

sales expressed opinions in
the poll of sentiment, which reflects
the viewpoint of the entire industry.
Increase of production efficiency

CHAPLIN SCHEDULES THREE

— Happy

Bright prospects for a year of
prosperity are seen by leaders of the
industry in a forecast of conditions
FILM
1928
for
prepared
to be pubDAILY
While opinions
lished in January.
are varied, as to the factors which
will bring about a better year in
1928, there is a unanimity of opinion

foreign

on Page 4)

New

Claims Year Will Be
Prosperous One

domestic

made.

At present the Warner studio

Cited Back

Many Reasons

Laemmle Lot
in

Agree

History, Industry Authorities

Year's

Day, there will be no issue of
THE FILM DAILY on that
day, which is a legal holiday.
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producers or directors must pursue in order to achieve their artistic
best.
"Can we get away with it" should never become a popular
slogan in production circles. * * *
Further, what excuse can there be for subjecting this industry,
respected, progressive and prosperous as it is, to the bogey of
censorship when, as a national problem, such danger does not
exist.
If the factors in production cannot see beyond Hollywood,
There must be no
the business executives in New York should.
quarter for those inside the fold who are not broad enough to
understand that a nation's entertainment cannot and shall not be
dragged through cloudy waters.
An inspection of many new releases and a quick glance over
some of the titles of pictures to come will make this argument

doubly Strong.

Monday
Holiday.

Tuesday
Harold

B. Franklin, on way East, declares
negotiations
on pooling of four Middle
West circuits with Stanley are in embryonic stage.
Democrats and insurgents in Senate move
to forestall tax cut delay.
(ilendon AUvine joins Fox as director of advertising and publicity.
National Cinema Commission of France approves plan for establishing quota of seven
to one; M-G-M secures distribution rights
to
"Casanova," French film, for United
States and Canada.

Wednesday
"Architectural Forum" survey shows theater
construction in U. S. will fall off $37,714,500 in 1928 as compared with 1927.
Spyros Skouras chosen as general manager
of Saxe circuit in deal for pooling four

Tiresome Business
The

current crop of pictures is unfortunately afflicted by a
Mid-West circuits.
bad attack of repetitious subtitles. The idea was good in the Conference
to be held next week with Confunny
since
ceased
to
be
or
even
dilong
has
beginning, but
gress members by musician unions to seek
legislation barring foreign musicians from
verting. One picture will use the same title as many as four
competing with Americans.
or five times in different situations, of course, and the laughs Fox announces plans for a five-year production program involving $100,000,000.
R. Kent states contracts of Paramount
S.
are supposed to ring out every time.
to
supply home shows are for one year
strangely
lacking
in
ingenuity.
practice
and
dull
It's a sad,
and will not be renewed.
Thursday

KANN

Chicago

Financial
Am.
*Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd

.

Ben Shearer Plans New
Seattle

High Low Close

Sales

40^

300

40-^

.

40/8

48

•Balaban & Katz
*Bal. & Katz Vtc

60^
73'A

Eastman Kodak .164J4 164}4 164'A
Kodak Pfd
129

100

*East.

"tFilm Inspection
First Nat'l Pfd
Fox Film "A" .. 83-^
tFox Theaters "A" 22 }4

4

104^
83

83 54

22/8

Project

*Intern'l

10

TtKeiths 6s 46 ..100
Loew's,
Inc
59
ttLoew's, 6s 41ww.l06'4
ttLoew's,6s41x-war 99^

105^

59
10614

99 Ji

99/

*M-G-M Pfd

4.100
3,000

"12

i66" 100
56Vi

7,400
16
16

—

Equipment Firm

company to handle
independent
equipment. It is understood that
Larsen and Harris will be associated
with Shearer in the firm, which the
last

named

will head.

— Happy

Neiu Year

Midnight Shows

—

On B'way

All the Broadway theaters are featuring special midnight shows at
regular prices to usher in the new
year tonight.
Most of the perform-

Paramount Pfd

ances start at 11

P.

'75^

Cap.

12154

t*Par.Bway.5K's51.102J4 162" 102
24
26

••Roxy "A"
**Roxy Units
**Roxy Common
**Skouras Bros.
Stan.

Co.

of

.

.

.

.

Am..

31

27

7J4
42
54

40
53'A

6%

*tTrans-bux Screen ....
"United Art. Com. 15

ii"

United

80

Art. Pfd. 85
Pictures
Univ. Pict. Pfd.. 99
12
tWarner Bros.
Warner Bros. "A". 22 J^

Univ.

.

"u

3M
26/8
99

99"
iiM

.

10

500

12

21 Vs

21-/8

5,200

"Last Prices Quoted ••Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

ttBond Market

tCurb Market

NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louii
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
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Friday
Deal progressing for bringing Northwest Theater Circuit into

Wesco

pool.

Herald" and "M. P. World"
amalgamated, with Martin Quigley editor
and publisher.
United Artists and Loew's make deal for
"Exhibitors

be ready in January,
Its cost is to
25 per cent interest in English chain.
be $800,000.
Christie Film Co., is
Saturday
building a |500,000 studio on an ad- 1928 Outlook is brightest
film history,
in
joining site.
authorities agree in forecasts prepared for
THE 1928 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK;
"Officials of our organization reHays confident over future.
alize what it means to put thousands Universal may close studio owing to adof people out of work," says Carl
vance of production on schedule.
Laemmle. "That is the major con- Charles Chaplin to make three features in
1928.
sideration holding up our plan."
FBO salesmen authorized to approve contracts
during
Grand February Jubilee
Laemmle said Universal is already
Drive.
more than 50 per cent, ahead on its
schedule of pictures for the coming
screen year.
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 1st
"If we were to get 18 months
ahead of the styles with pictures
Very desirable space for exchange or
producer. Vault accommodations. Prosiiowing women's clothes, you can
jection room on floor
Inquire
see what our fate would be," he said.
First
Division
Pictures,
Inc.
"Our pictures would be out of date
729 Seventh Avenue
12th floor
even before they are released."

Interstate Publicity
has
Norfleet
been appointed exploitation director
Sevfor Interstate Amusement Co.
eral weeks ago Norfleet organized an
"The Man
Laughs" which
exploitation department for the R. Paul Leni is
completing stars Conrad
& R. Theaters, Inc.
.Veidt and is slated for a Broadway
roadshow run. Universal executives
Happy New Year
in the East have been instructed by
Behr Gets New Post
Laemmle to lease a theater for the
in the

Tex.— Hal

—

Who

—

—

Henry D. Behr, formerly
accounting department of Publix has
been named electric supervisor of the
circuit.
He will have charge of all
matters pertaining to electric rates,
equipment, and installation, and he
will make his office with the maintenance department.

— Happy

New

Year

—

Mochrie Managing at Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Robert Mochrie has
Ijeen appointed nianager of the Pathe
exchange, and B. M. Moran, sales
manager.
Happy New Year —

—

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Arthur

— Happy
Norfleet
Dallas,

54

"U" Production Far
Ahead of Schedule

Ben Shearer, A. M. Larsen
Seattle
{Continued from Page 3)
and Frank Harris are reported to be closed, as is Mack Sennett's plant.
leaving the National Theater Supply The latter is completing a new studio
Co. with Shearer planning to form an at Studio City, whicli is expected to

25/8
2',666
Corp..
7-^
75/8
Pathe Exchange...
45^
3M 4% 1,200
Pathe Exch. "A". 19J4
4,500
18!/2
19Ji
ttPathe Exch. 7s37 80
80
80
10
Paramount F-L ..114
lllM 114
15,000

M.

exhibitors meeting to fight demand
per cent increase of operators.
Max Shoolman states no deal made for transfer of Poll chain to other interests.
Fo.x ready to start release of Movietone Entertaitiments in January.
of

—

Vandals Destroy Reels
Ottawa Breaking into the Regent
after midnight, vandals mutilated and
destroyed several reels of film which
had been prepared for shipment to
Toronto exchanges.

—

run.

— Happy
Sunday Night

New
in

Yeat

Missouri

Town

Warrensburg, Mo.— Nick Bradley,
prosecutor for Johnson County, states
he would close the Star on its Sunday showing, and Manager Shelton
declares he would bring an action to
close all stores, filling stations and
other places open on Sunday. A revival

of

the

parently on

old "blue" laws
the way.

is

ap-
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SHOWMANSHIP ANALYSES OF

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ALL
EXHIBITORS IN BUILDING UP
PROGRAMS

Presentations

PRESENTATIONiS AT LEADING

THEATERS

,By

JACK NARROWER
Johnson's Band at Philly

SEVERAL ACTS DIVIDE

EDDIE

T

AT

The holiday week program at the
Paramount opened with a Christmas
offering in which two httle girls
dream of a visit to toyland. Their
fancies were visualized in song and
dance offerings, with choral numbers
pertinent to the season. The settings
and costumes were all attractive and
in

ELKINS'

CLICKS AT

BAND

MARK STRAND

Set the Christmas atmosphere with
the orchestra presenting "Yuletide
Tone Poem" assisted by Fania Davidson lending the vocal accompaniments against some appropriate stage
setting.
Next came "A Toy Sol-

Arnold Johnson and

his Band are
the headliners at the Stanley in Philadelphia. The act is being handled by

ON

IT

STAGE OE CAPITOL, N.Y.
The

Capitol celebrated Christmas
with a stage show called
"Christmas Revels" in which the
highly appropriate toy shop idea was
carried out with the entertainers performing after the order of automatons.
The Chester Hale girls in a
soldier drill were especially good and

Week

Romance," with Nikolas Daks
as the soldier making dancing love to
keeping with the general atmos- Patricia Bowman. Daks did a jump- Joyce

phere of Yuletide.
"Russian Revels," however, was the
chief presentation unit and consisted
of musical numbers by the Paramount stage orchestra, under the di-

dier's

the world like a toy
soldier bouncing up and down on a

ing step for

all

string.

The newsreel followed, and then
Eddie Elkins and his orchestra gave
rection of Lou Kosloff, augmented a fine brand of harmony such as they
with dancin-g and vocal selections. have been dispensing recently to the
The Ormonde Sisters, a song and delight of hotel audiences. There
dance act, were one of the big hits of was a smoothness about their work
Elkins works
the show and the Berkoff girls, unison that got the applause.
steppers, showed fine training and without fireworks, but the effect is
Between the
numbers that went over very well. there just the same.
Louis and Frieda Berkoff also ap- band numbers, several good acts
First there were
peared in single and double dance were brought on.
numbers and the Don Vocal Four the Vercell Sisters in a neat dance
The duo. Arthur Ball vocalized and was
were heard in several songs.
Paramount News, an Inkwell cartoon so good that they brought him back
and "The Gay Defender" comprised for another bit at the end. Peggy
film

entertainment.
Happy New Year

—

Wagner specialized in some nifty
acrobatic steps, and Hal Sidaire was
on for the close with some fast stepping.
Just enough stage entertamment
without swamping the feature pic-

—

ROXY PUTS ON GREAT

SHOW jOR HOLIDAYS

"The Love Mart," which was
followed by a short, "Odds and
Elkins' orchestra made the
Ends."

completely pertinent to the period and
Family Album at Hartford
offering an entertainment staged on a
Family Album is the main
The
It
scale.
extensive
lavish and wholly
attraction
at the Allen in Hartford,
is one of the biggest things attempted
booked by Amalgamated ^Vaudeville
one
far
and
stage
thus
Roxy
on the
Agency.
of the best ever offered in the picture
Happy New Year
theaters of the city. Beginning with
the Old English Christmas Carols,
Orchestra at Fays' Rochester

—

—

continuing with "The Adoration," a
The Flotilla Orchestra is the feapicturesque and reverently handled ture stage attraction at Fays' Rochesvisualization of the Birth of Christ, ter this week, the act being handled
with fitting vocal accompaniment, and from the office of Amalgamated
then the Gambarelli doll ballet (with Vaudeville Agency.
Locke-Harak-Locke, three steppers
who will dress any program), concluding with the elaborate presenta- r-tion of the "Cinderella" legend,
right straight through it's a great
show, a guaranteed entertainment.
The screen offers the news reel with

—

AMALGAMATED

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

"Silk Legs"
cartoon.

and

HARRY COHEN
Theatrical Enterprises

them

describes
dancers."

as

"sensational

JACK SHERWIN,

Mgr.

PENnsylvania 9168
Local Follies Reviews Arranged

New

Year

—

Florence Brady at Capitol
Florence Brady is one of the stage
attractions
the
Capitol,
being
at
booked through the office of Lyons
& Lyons.
Happy New Year

—

—

De

Albert Revue at Aldine
Albert Revue is the main
attraction at the Aldine in Wilmington this week.
Happy New Year
6 Acts for Stanley, Baltimore
The following six acts are on the
nigram at the Stanley in Baltimore

De

Jack

—

—

this week:
Restivo, Ruth Watson,
William Robyn, the tenor of the Vale & Stewart, Hoakem.. Veronica
Capitol troupe, sang and there was and Nesi.

a

sextette

of

accordionists

ley offered

some

playing

Smith and Had-

popular melodies.

trick steps of their
far more popular

own which proved

their rather uneffective imitaof Cy Landry's slouch dance.
Costuming and scenic effects were
The overture was "Tanncolorful.
hauser" and the screen offered the
newsreel and "Quality Street."

Standard

VAUDEVILLE

than

tion

for Motion PictBre Presentation

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGEWCY
Lackawanna 7876

1579 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

CITY

SIXTEEN AMERICAN ROCKETS
owned by

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville Acts

RUSSELL

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

K MARKERT
booked by

RUSSELL

K MARKERT

After 8 successful weeks at the
THEATRE, N. Y.

ROXY

JONES and GREEN'S New
Comedy RAIN OR SHINE

Signs with

Musical

Two New
RUSSELL

E.

MARKERT

Specialty Dancing Troupes

now

in Train-

ing will be ready for booking

December 20th
"Keep Your Eye on Us"

Vaudeville and Novelties
1587 Bway.

Lyons.

— Happy

ture.

The Christmas season was ushered grade with lots to spare.
— Happy New Year —
into the Roxy with a gala festival bill

Fox Movietone,
"Empty Socks," a

Coles and Jane Overton in
"mechanical doll" dances also pleased
the audience.
Gerardo and Adair
may properly claim the line which

&

Lyons

RUSSELL

E,

MARKERT ""TA°^

;
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Length: 9992

Pathe

M-G-M
LURID YARN OF CHICAGO
A PREACHMENT AGAINST
LIFE. HAS PLENTY OF GUTS WAR.
HEAVY ENTERTAINAND GENEROUS SHARE OF MENT THAT IMPRESSES, BUT
LAUGHS. CHECK UP ON IT NOT ALL THE WAY. CUTTING
WOULD HELP CONSIDERAFOR FAMILY TRADE.
Length: 8189

ft.

"The Gay Defender"

BLY.

Letigth: 7388

First National

Paramount
ft.

DOVE GORGEOUSLY LERO WHO TEARS THROUGH
BUT GILBERT SIX REELS OF HEROICS IN
ROLAND MAKES IT HIS PIC- FINE STYLE. COLORFUL AND
TURE IN A FINE ROMANTIC ROMANTIC BACKGROUND
CHARACTERIZATION. SEXY- ADDS TO ENTERTAINMENT.
COLORFUL— ROMANTIC.
.Richard Dix the dauntless
Cast.
..

.They don't come any more
beautiful than Billie Dove. And Fitzmaurice makes her act. Gilbert Roland never better, and hits his stride
Noah Beery adds the
in this one.
atmosphere
villain
swashbuckling
Others Armand Kaliz, Emile Chauand Raymond
tard, Boris Karloff
Cast.

.

.

Phyllis Haver, attractive
Cast
Lillian Gish very good;
Cast
and very good as Roxie Hart. Vic- Frank Currier and George Fawcett
tor Varconi, as the husband, splen- in "fat" parts which they fill excelRobert Edeson fine as the law- lently; Ralph Forbes pleasing as
did.
Others Karl Dane. Fritzi
Virginia Bradford lovely in a hero.
yer.
Ridgeway, Polly Moran.
bit.
Drama,
Story and Production
MeloStory
and Production
leased on Cbanning Pollock's play of Turner.
drama, based on Maurine Watkins' same name. This is a war story of
RomanStory and Production.
play of same name. There is a good the folks who stayed at home. Ac- tic love drama, from "The Code of
Like- tual war stuf? has been subordinated Victor Jallot," by
deal of satire in "Chicago."
Edward Childs
wise plenty of situations strong ones. to a long narration of the sufferings Carpenter.
Crammed with screen
Roxie Hart is unfaithful to her hus- of a Viennese family, stripped of ev- values, this story was a juicy bit for
band.
She crosses words with her erything by the ravages and demands Director Fitzmaurice to build up into
The idea behind it colorful
lover, shoots him, goes on trial and, of the conflict.
he
entertainment which
by traveling through clever by-ways is an appeal for an international did. A tale of old New Orleans in
The director has
in the legal machinery and harping on brotherhood of man committed to the the slave days.
The message is caught the leisurely, glamorous atmojury, goes aliolition of all war.
the
the sympathies of
free.
Red meat in this one and not clear, but the manner in which it is sphere of the old South. It is a remuch sugar-coating to disguise it gotten over could have been far lief from the jazzy modern pictures.
more effective.
Nevertheless, there Billie Dove never screened better.
either.
Roxie gets her just deserts
is considerable in the picture which
And Gilbert Roland as a romantic
in the end when her husband orders
has power.
It is unfortunate that
mean rapier
her out of the house. So right con- so much footage is consumed in get- adventurer shaking a
will have all the flappers flopping for
quers after all.
ting to these sequences.
hnu.
Noah Beery pulls one of his
Direction. .. .Frank Urson; good
Direction
Fred Niblo; nice dirty villain parts in great style.
Direction
George Fitzmaurice;
Maurine Watkins satisfactory.
Author
Adaptation
Willis Goldbeck; l)ox-officey.
Lenore J. Coffee
Scenario
Author. .Edward Childs Carpenter
Scenario
Agnes Christine
Photography
Peverell Marley;
Scenario
Benjamin Glazer
Johnston
.

.

—

Photography. .Oliver

fine.

fine

Length: 5446

"Desperate Courage"
BREEZY YARN SUFFICIENT- Pathe
Length: 4398 ft.
LY DIVERTING TO TAKE A
AT
WAR OVER
RANCHERS
MAN'S MIND OFF HIS BUSINESS TROUBLES. LITTLE TO GRAZING LAND WITH HERO
RIDING UP IN THE NICK OF
THE STORY BUT QUITE A TIME
AND PARTICIPATING
SHOW NEVERTHELESS.
Cast
Madge Bellamy the lady IN THE ACTIONFUL FESTIVIdrummer who outwits the TIES.
Cast. .Wally Wales the desperate
smart alec salesmen, James Hall.
Joseph Cawthorn a susceptible old and courageous hero who can take
codger and Maude Fulton the vainp- great chances, because a hero never
ish lady buyer.
A good cast and dies. Olive Hasbrouck his incentive.
Chas.
Bill Dyer the grizzly villain.
well suited.
Story and Production
Comedy Whitaker and Al Taylor his helpromance. The story doesn't amount mates and others Lafe McKee, Fanto much but it's a swell show never- chon Frankel, Tom Bay.
There

enough eye-getting
Story and Production. .Western;
business to keep the crowd at strict
adapted from "Riders of the Stockattention most of the way through.
Ranch." There's plenty of good
is

.

A

display

models

is

ade

on living action
but one interesting phase
plays
of

silk

hosiery

entertainment offered.
The
beach and the bathing beauties are
also put on parade and to the same
end they have Madge Bellamj' take
a bath between stocking, sales. What
plot there is concerns Madge's efforts
land a certain contract
to
against the opposition of a wisecracking drummer who happens to
be quite keen about the lady drummer and is completely out-smarted
of

the

when

it

comes

to

getting the client

on the dotted line.
Direction
Arthur

to sign
.

I

Author

Frederica

Scenario

Frances

Photography
good.

I

Rosson

satisfactory.

R.

J.

Sagor

Agnew

Bergquist;

the exhibitor who
to admirers of westerns that's
The story
about all need be said.
deals with one of the popular western situations, this time neighboring
anchers at war over grazing lands
with the girl and her pa sticking it
out against great odds until hero
arrives on the scene and gets the
he manages
crap organized.
to corral the enemy band and deliver
the bad men to the posse affords five

and

for

How

good live action, fast riding,
scraps and the customary western
Hero receives his just reward
fare.
in the hand of the colonel's daughter.
reels of

Thorpe; good
Frank Taylor
Frank L. Inghram
Ray Ries; good

Direction. .Richard

Author
Scenario

Photography

.

.

.

who

does the most improbable

feats with such snap and assurance
that the absurdities are easily for-

given.

Thelma Todd

a pretty senor-

Fred Kohler one of the screen's
best bad men. Others Jerry Mandy,
Robert Brower, Harry Holden.
Story and Production .... Comedy
drama. Gregory La Cava has made
a thoroughly good entertainment for
ita.

general audience purposes. Of course
the critical crowd who object to improbabilities will find plenty to question but for the average fan crowd
the action, the snap, the romance and
the incidental comedy business will
afford a completely satisfying entertainment.
The production is excellent.
Dix plays the role of hero bold,
the idol of the;. Spanish settlement
and their savior finally when the desperadoes have about secured the upper hand. Dix is greatly outnumbered in most of the encounters but he
is 'a miraculous victor, and a thrilling one.
Direction
Gregory La Cava;
good.

Author

Grover

Scenario .. Roy Harris,
Ktnneth Raisbe^k.

Sam

Jones
Mintz,

Edw. Cronjager;

May McAvoy and Conrad Nagel
"If I Were Single"

Buzz Barton in

FBO

hero

Photography
Lee Garmes; good good.

"The Pinto Kid"

ft.

hosiery

theless.

Photography.

Wally Wales in

"Silk Legs"
Fox

Marsh;

ft.

BILLIE

—

!

Length: 6376

DIX THE DASHING CABAL-

BEAUTIFUL,

.

y

1928

Richard Dix in

in

"The Love Mart"

"The Enemy"

ft.

Dove

Billie

Lillian Gish in

"Chicago"

1,

Length: 4884

ft.

COWBOY KID IN ANOTHER
NILE HERO ROLES. SHOULD
OF HIS INTERESTING JUVE-

Warners

Length: 6320

in

ft.

UNEVENTFUL PIECE OF
LIGHT COMEDY. A PITY TO
CAST THE CHARMING MAY
McAVOY IN SUCH TAWDRY

BE PROVIDING HIS BOY ADMIRERS WITH A GREAT KICK. BUSINESS.

Cast. .. .Completely helpless with
Cast. .. .Young Buzz a likable lad
and a Johnny-on-the-job when it the inane parts allotted them. May
comes to hoodwinking the rascal of McAvoy charming as ever but that
the party, played by Walter Shum- isn't enough this time. Conrad Nagel
way. Gloria Lee and Hugh Trevor gets a poor break. Myrna Loy has
the romancers.
Frank Rice hero's about the best role, that of the "other
woman." Andre Beranger in stock
l)uddy, as heretofore.
poses.

Story and Production. .. .Western.
These Buzz Barton pictures should
he going great with the youngsters
everywhere. The fact that a young
lad is doing all the tricks the grownup cowboys do should certainly hand

them

a thrill.
Buzz rides like a
streak and although they don't pitch
him^ into any scraps it might not be
amiss to let him take a try at it.
He's right on the job every time the
boss' daughter needs rescuing.
is providing the boy star with first
rate vehicles and they're consistently good entertainment, every one of
them. This time Buzz rounds up the
gang trying to fleece the boss out
of his ranch because a projected irrigation process will make it highly
valuable.

FBO

Direction

Authors
Twist.
Scenario

Photography

Louis King; good
Jean Dupont— John

Story and Production. .. .Comedy
romance.
It is difficult to imagine
wherever they saw the possibilities
a feature in this storJ^
And to
the director has
gone into the seventh reel with it.
young couple hitting it off fairly
enough until a vamp enters in and
then a long session of dull nothings
in which each suspects the other of
petty violations and finally patch up
the break with a reunion.
cigarette
lighter starts the trouble which is
supposed to provide a series of intimate little family squabbles intent on
of

make matters worse

A

A

laughs but the whole affair fails
miserably, due largely to poor direction and too

McAvoy

much

Roy

M. King

Eslick; good

May

she is getting.
Direction
Roy Del Ruth;
doesn't get the laughs.

Author
Delia

footage.

deserves a better break than

Scenario

Photography

Ed

Robert Lord
Robert Lord
DuPar; good
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1,

"Man Crazy"
Length: 5542

First National

ft.

Short Subjects

LIGHT COMEDY OF MOD-

ERN YOUTH AND LOVE GIVES
MACKAILL AND MULHALL
A CHANCE TO BREEZE
THROUGH AN ENTERTAINING HOUR.
Cast.

..

foreign to our fields of play. There's
the feather game of China, cheese
rolling, popular in Italy, the stick
game of the native American Indiana
and the stick fencing of Japan. These
combine to make for a very interesting attraction.

Creations Parisienne
Educational

—

McCall

Colored Fashions
of

production.

.. .1

reel

color

— Happy

novelty

daughter of wealth is charming. Jack
Hope Hampton does her gorgeous
Mulhall peps up the proceedings with mannequin act arrayed in a million

Edythe Chap- dollars more or less
gets the biggest laughs in fine ery.
All the fashion
Phillips as Paul Poiret, Boue
Others
characterization.
Smalley, Walter McGrail and Ray etc.j are represented.
is exquisite,
Hope is
Hallor.

his

gay personaHty.

man

women and

of Parisian finarchitects such
Soeure, Callot,
The color work
ditto, and the

will

girls

—

made the slight story zip along Cattlemen's Association, assigned to
entertainingly.
It belongs to that arresting horse rustlers, is pursued
type of light entertainment that al- by the heavies. He hides in a ranch
ways holds a popular appeal. Doro- house, with the aid of an attractive
thy as the daughter of wealth picks girl, whom the outlaws kidnap, bea poor boy. Jack Mulhall, for her lieving that she has witnessed what
Edythe Chapman as her is believed to have been the murder
affections.
aristocratic grandma shocked at Dor- of the investigator. He overtakes the
othy's modern ways is delightful and rustlers and, of course, rescues the
amusing. Ideal for family trade.
All old stuff, with the ridfair lady.
Bob Curwood
Direction. .. .John Francis Dillon; ing the best feature.
the star, with Peggy Montgomery the
clever.
feminine lead.
Bruce Mitchell diGrace Sartwell Mason
Author
rected.
ing

Photography.

.

.

Perry Nathan
.James Van Trees;

good.

"Legionnaires in Paris"

FBO

Length: 5771

ft.

Type

of production....! reel novelty
Subjects in this issue are: "An Old-

astounding
chemical
changes under the microscopic eye;
illustrating

"Wooden Fairly Tales," history of
Totem poles; "Bathroom Art," depicting the new fad of soap sculpturDiverting to a moderate degree.

ing.

— Happy

— Happy

New

Year

—

"Exploring England with
"
Will Rogers
Pathe
Geography and Wisecracks
Type of production....! reel novelty
Scenic

New

"Carnival

Year

—

Week"

—

Aesop Fables Pathe
The Farmer Turns Showman
Type of production....! reel cartoon

DOUAQS FOQ SHOWMEN

VOUCH MEAII

COMEDY

AND COMEDY

the farmer, stages a carnival
The festivities
front of his barn.
end hectically with a race between
Al,

announces that the rabbit
there wasn't any rabbit in
the competition. This film is typical
of the others in the series.
toxicated,

won

—but

—

— Happy

New Year
"Horns and Orange Blossoms"
Universal

Type

of production

This

is

2 reel

in

—The
—

Lone

front

of

theater.

— F.

J.

Miller,

Modjeska, Augusta, Ga.

— Happy New Year —
"The Magic Flame"
(United Artists)

While a truck was being driven
through the streets, red and green
fuses were kept burning by a boy concealed inside the truck.
The lobby
contained a novel shadow box with
two large candles the flame being
made from red crepe paper and illuminated from the rear. M. Prager,

—

—

—

—

paint

as

well as

comedy cards announcing

rather ineffective attempt at

—

—

—

the

neatly
title.

lettered

— Fred

O.

Garden, Davenport, la.
Happy New Year
"The Patent Leather Kid"

Slenker,

—

—

comedy, with Charles Puffy as the
He devotes two
principal player.
(First Nat'l)
reel's worth of efforts in demonstratPolice granted permission to print
Every traffic violation tickets so nearly like
ing how not to cook dinner.
gag in the film is antique. Directed the police ticket as to deceive drivers
by Sweet.
at the first and even second glance.
Happy New Year
For a number of days these tickets
were tucked conspicuously in the
"Defensive Line"
windshields of autos parked in the
Grantland Rice— Pathe
The message to
business section.
Real Football Plays

—

—

Today

"Modjeska

Eagle
Auto Repairing
Green's
Garage" were hung on each side of
the remodeled flivver. This contraption was used on the streets during
the two days run of picture, and when
not being driven was usually parked

of

Stupid Stuff

—

.

—

body resembling
Banners read-

"Painting the Town"
(Universal)
Lettered galvanized buckets to spell
out the title of "Painting the Town."
These buckets were of the 16-quart
variety and were hung underneath
the marquee and gave a flashy appearance.
One of the local paint
stores had a window display of cans

—

.

Ford chassis witTi a
that of an airplane.

an elephant and an ostrich. Trouble
starts popping when the farmer, in-

—

—

of the local garages loaned a

Hippodrome, Fort Worth, Tex.
Happy New Year

—

MANY

WHERE

(Universal)

One

in

This numbers presents a combinaBASED ON LEGION tion of English geography and hisCONVENTION IN PARIS. SE- tory, with a side dish of Will Rogers'
With
RIES OF GAGS
wisecracks, which are weak.
SITUATIONS
Will as guide the audience is taken
LAUGHS ESPECIALLY
on a personally-conducted tour of
England, with stops at the palace,
KIDS ARE CONCERNED.
the churchyard which Gray's "Elegy"
Cast.... Kit Guard and Al Cooke made famous and at boat trip along
1 reel novelty
of production
the delegates who have a difficult the Thames.
Only moderately inter- Type
York UniNew
of
Meehan
Chick
time avoiding the Paris police. Louise esting.
versity has directed another enterLorraine the cute French girl. OthHappy New Year
taining member of this football seers unimportant.
"It's Me"
The principal of each play,
ries.
Educational
Cameo
Story and Production. .. .Comedy.
wearing
a white uniform, is easy to
Vacation Gags
The author has used the recent Type of production. .1 reel comedy follow as he applies 1927 strategy.
football
American Legion convention as a
Monty Collins persuades his office Especially interesting for the
background for a set of comedy gags
enthusiast.
chum to switch vacation dates. Then
and situations that bring out an amHappy New Year
he rushes off to an ocean liner with
ple number of laughs although of a
Lucille Hutton is
And
his wife.
"Defensive End"
rather disconnected order. The story
charming, which helps any comedy
Grantland Rice— Pathe
follows
no strict continuity but a lot. Meanwhile the chum is seen
What an End Should Do
rather is composed of an episode
pursuing the ocean liner frantically Type of production
1 reel novelty
dealing with the adventures of the
in a rowboat, to tell Monty that the
In this lesson in gridiron etiquette,
two delegates as they try to avoid boss won't let him switch. It winds
Chick Meehan as an end demona meeting with the Paris police who
up with the chum catching up to the strates both offensive and defensive
are hot on their trail.
Al and Kit boat and breaking the news.
All
This number is as good as
work.
believe that they are wanted for a hands row back to shore.
It's the
predecessors.
its
murder which they were accused of kind of foolish stuff that this boy
Happy New Year
during armistice time but of which Monty Collins can do as well as any
they were innocent.
They are una- of them— and he does. Directed by
Shapiro Short is Shown
ware that a French general wishes Harry Sweet.
A short subject with George Berto decorate them for having saved
Happy New Year
nard Shaw, Sir James M. Barrie,
his life during the war.
Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, Sir Johns"Alien Antics"
Forbes-Robertson and other famton
Pathe
Sportlight
Direction. .. .A. E. Gilstrom; fair
Englishmen is on the opening
It"
ous
Does
"How the Other Half
Author
Louis Sarecky
George Playreel sporl program of the St.
1
Type of production
It is being disScenario
Jefferson Moffitt magazine.
house, Brooklyn.
Shapiro, 723 7th
Photography
Philip Tanura;
Grantland Rice wisely departs from tributed by Irving
staged
Ave.
has
he
which
the groove in
good.

GET

TIPS

"The Lone Eagle"

ing,

Pathe Review No. 51
Pathe
Miscellaneous Entertainment

.

Scenario

New

Year —

Time Playground," showing summer
grow google palace at Pekin; "Crystal Changes,"

Light
and Production
eyed with envy as they watch the
comedy, from the Grace Sartwell dizzy fashion parade.
Mason story, "Clarissa and the Post
Happy New Year —
Road." As long as producers insist
"Brand of Courage"
on using Satevepost stories for the
Universal
publicity value, this is probably as
Usual Western Fare
good screen material as any of them. Type of production. .2 reel Western
Clever direction and excellent dressA special investigator for the
Story

OAaV

_

Type

.Dorothy Mackaill as the

most of recent expositions of sport,
and gives a colorful change of atmosphere is this regard by showing games

—

—

the offender consisted mainly of quotations concerning the amusement
qualities of the picture from the reviewers of the Detroit dailies. Room
clerks of the hotels each night tucked
into the mail box of each new guest
a plain envelope which contained a
printed card, in black type, giving

them information about Detroit and
about
Mich.

the

picture.

— Happy
"Tea

—Miles,

New

for

Year

Detroit,

—

Three"

(M-G-M)
Made use of the letter 'T' and the
numerals '4' and '3' to advertise "Tea
for Three." The "T43" was not iised
given
in the newspaper ads but was
prominence on some of the posters
and in the large electric sign. This
_

abbreviated title attracted attention.—
Marsline K. Moore, Capitol, Oklab.oma City.
Happy New Year

—

—

Work on Kenosha House
Kenosha,

to

Start

Wis.— Construction

is

expected to start soon on the theerectater and hotel building to be
by
ed at Elizabeth and Grover Sts.
North Shore Development Co. The
building will cost $450,000.

THE
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Foreign Markets

MARKETS"

By

Hayden Out
BRITISH-GERMAN flLM
ALLIANCE ESTABLISHED
By ERNEST

FRED MAN

VV.

— Offices

have been opened
by the Hayden interests controlling IS theaters in South
Africa which are operating in compe-

Oxford

in

tition

St.

with the Schlesinger interests,
as the South Afri-

commonly known

—

can trust.
It is generally understood that the
Schlesingers regard the Hayden op-

A

position

seriously,

Schlesinger

and

came over

to

in

England

Hayden's objective which was

feat

Starting

in

Gaumont

April.

Ufa product

Kingdom.

On

in the

will

United

the other hand,

Ufa

will

acquire a definite proportion of

the

Gaumont product

and

will

handle them

for Germany,
on a percentage

Substantial advance payments
and cash guarantees will be given on

basis.

both

sides.

British industry is elated over
this deal, as it marks the first time
that a British company has been able
to negotiate a contract for volume
distribution in the Continental market.
It is planned through the combination of British-German product
to make a strong bid in Central European States in opposition to the

The

hold

now enjoyed by American

ducers.

— Happy

New

Year

pro-

—

Gance's "Napoleon" Is
Called Success in France

—Abel

Gance's film "Napolshown generally
being
is
eon"
throughout France and is reported to
be meeting with unprecedented sucAt the Salle-Maricess everywhere.
vaux here, where the film is being
shown with the aid of Gance's triple
screen invention, they are turning
them away at every performance. At
Paris

the Colisee

Cinema

in

Marseilles the

broken the box office record.
Gance is reported to have obtained
financial backing to enable him to

film has

continue his productions of the life
of Napoleon, which will take several
years to complete.

British Public Trading
Actively in Film Shares
London

—The

investing

public

is

showing interest in film stocks of
the more important British companies, and trading has been brisk for
several weeks past.
A long list of
companies have benefited from the
trading activity, including Associated
Provincial, P. C. T. Construction,
British Instructional, British
national, Gaumont-British and

Inter-

White-

interest

New

Year

is

being shown

Non-inflammable Film shares.

in

The

company

— Happy

New

Year

— Happy

New

Year

—

Egypt Shy on Theaters
Cairo At present there are

—

60
theaters for the 14,000,000 inhabitants
of Egypt, with prospects that this
number will be increased in the near
future.
There are 20 theaters here,
and 13 in Alexandria, the majority
of these being well up to modern
standards.
Several of these have a
seating capacity of from 1,000 to
2,000.
The weekly intake for the
first-runs
averages between $1,500
and $2,500. Censorship is generally
pretty strictly enforced.

— Happy

New

Year

—

made
Gaumont
ain

"The Whirlpool

star,

of Paris," a Films

The picture will
d'Art production.
be directed by Marcel Vandal.

'•>i

is

deal operating, Great Britexpected to figure actively.
Happy New Year

—

Paris Lil Dagover, German
has been assigned an important part
in

representing principally homeproduct.
With the new Ufa-

for cent

Dagover In French Film

British Studio

Notes

— Gainsborough

Studios at
Islington have postponed contemplated production on Lord Dunsany's
"If," and have started work on Roland Pertwee's "The South Sea Bubble" under direction of T. Hayes

Hunter.

Ivor Novello and Annette

Benson are

featured.
*

*

*

"The Rising Generation" is being
by Neo-Art, with William
Freshman leading man opposite Betty Nuthall.
ing.

Harley Knoles

is

direct-

—

Cutts Produces German Film

—

Orczy.

Matheson Lang
*

A

British

company

*

is

starred

*

International

Pictures

Egypt for filming of
Tommy Atkins," which Norman
Walker will direct.
Henry Victor
is

QUERYS FROM EXHIBITORS
London

rank and

*

*

leads.

*

Geofifrey Barkas and Michael Barringer are directing "Q-Ships"
for
the New Era Co. For scenes in
this
picture they have used cruisers,
destroyers and submarines with the
cooperation of the admiralty.

It

would appear from the

file

are

still

unconvinced

new venture

that the

of the C. E. A.
will put the exhibiting industry as a
whole on firmer ground.
One of
he principal doubts seems to be that
it will not help the small exhibitor.
T. Ormiston, speaking at the General Council debate, reiterated his
faith in the trading scheme and predicted that owing to the increasing
menace of the producer-exhibitor all
these matters will come to a head in

the next few weeks.

The new year is likely to see many
drastic changes in the operations of
the industry.
What Ormiston does
not seem to appreciate is that the
public will still insist on seeing their
old favorites on the screen.
And if
the companies producing these films
refuse to do business with the National Circuit, then the problem will
be presented to the C. E. A. to properly supply its clients.

—

—

Happy New Year
Protests German Ban
Berlin
In recent speech Dr. Marx,
the German Chancellor, commented
upon the "deplorable increase in the
banning of German films in the occupied area by the Inter-Allied Commission."
He thought that this action was the more remarkable, as
expulsions of German nationals and
suppressions of periodicals were de-

—

creasing.

in

and Walter Butler play the

—

questions asked by exhibitors at the
General Council debate on the trading scheme that a good many of the

— Happy

New

Year

—

Czechoslovakia Oversupplied

Prague

—

The local industry feels it
has become necessary to do something in the way of restricting imports to Czechoslovakia, as the market is overflooded. The result is that
even after a successful first run
further playing dates are hard to obtam before six months, as the theater owners are all booked up.

—

—

—

YEAR

recently purchased a fac*
*
*
tory at Lancaster where it plans to
The S'toll studios have completed
manufacture on an extensive scale.
"Guns of Loos," Sinclair Hill's latest.
Meanwhile new companies continue
*
*
*
formed
result
to be
as a
of the genHerbert
Wilcox
has started proeral stimulus given to the industry
duction on "The Triumph of the
by the passage of the Films Bill.
Scarlet
Pimpernel,"
by Baroness

—

production
first
his
as
play,
British Lion Film Corp.

important foreign markets? How
are they divided? What are the
tariff regulations, copyright relations, competition for American pictures, production activity, agitation against American
films,
taxes, the
possibilities
for future sales abroad?
All of these vital questions
and more are answered competently and fully in the Foreign Section of the 1928 FILM
DAILY
BOOK, out in
January.

filmed

hall Films.

Much

TRADING SCHEME BRINGS

Encyclopedic
How many theaters in

London

Supplying Austrian Market
Vienna
Present market figures
show that American pictures comOlcott's First for Lion Film
48 per cent. German, 2>7 per
London— Sidney Olcott will start prise
cent, with
seven per cent from
Ring"The
on
production
immediate
France and the remaining eight per
er," from the Edgar Wallace mystery

— Happy

CUNNINGHAM

—

—

distribute

to

De

cern Hkewise will be represented in to get films.
Happy New Year
the British company's production activities.

when

that

Forest Phonofilm
one of his main objects was to de-

buy control

PARIS

to Fight

"The Daily Film Renter"

reciprocal agreement
has been entered into between prominent British and German interests,
which permits the Gaumont-British
Co. to have a voice in production of
Ufa and to have a representative
present in the BerHn studios during
production, v^'hile the German con-

London

P.

South African Trust
London

Editor

JAMES

1928

NEWS FLASHES PROM FILM
CENTERS ALL OVER THB
GLOBE: MELBODRNB,
LONDON, BERUK.

RAPID STRIDES ARE BEING

MADE IN THE FOREIGN
KEEP POSTED
FIELD.
THROUGH "FOREIGN

1,

Berlin
Graham
Cutts,
English
producer, has completed "The Gambling Woman" for Sokal Films, which
has had a successful opening here.

RicHMouNT Pictures
Avenue

723 Seventh

New York

D.

J.

MOUNTAN.

Inc.

City, N. Y.

President

Exclusive foreign representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation and
other leading
independent producers and distributors.
CbWA.H«»: «^^H^«O^^Hr^^O.^^.,^a.«.:
DEEJAY. LONDON
Exporting only the Best in MotiomPictures
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Theater Equipment and Management
By

Proper supervision
in

a

is

vital

fac-

theater operation,
Harold B. Franklin,

successful

according

to

president of Wesco, in "Now," house
organ of the chain.
It's up to the

A

stand just what he wants to accomplish. To
bring about that result he must fully control
his organization by choosing competent helpers in every department of his operation; he
must know everyone in the organization and
be familiar with his theater from the cellar
to the garret.
He must love the theater enthusiastically and be able to spread confidence
throughout his organization.
He must have
ideals and make the public believe in him
and his objective.
If he does this, success
will be with him.
'Every institution that has
contributed
to
progress,'
says
Theodore
Roosevelt, 'has been built upon the initiative
and enthusiasm of an individual.
The creative
the driving part of every institution can
be traced to the individual.'
"Therefore, the manager must clearly and
definitely establish the work and the responsibilities of every one, and cooperate with them
all
so that organization may function harmoniously and with a single purpose. While
department heads are to be encouraged in
friendly rivalry which is productive of initiative,
they must not conflict, and the
manager must guard against that possibility.
"Proper advertising, for example, is dependent on early bookings. It is obvious that
the advertising department must know the
type of picture that is booked as well as its
merit if it is to create an enthusiastic campaign.
It is therefore important that bookings be made promptly and carefully so that

—

the advertising department may function efficiently.
In the same manner the projection
department must dovetail with the efforts
of the musical and the production departments.
The duties of each must be carefully
prescribed, even when they cooperate.
The
only barometer of the business of operating
Figures of the presa theater is in figures.
ent must be compared with those of the
progress
past
determine
being
to
made.

AIR SHOULD BE CHANGED

EVERY 2 TO 5
Luring patrons into the theater is
the subject of an article which appears in the current issue of the
"National Pink Sheet," organ of National

Theater Supply Co., under the

heading: "How Do You Greet the
Passerby?"
The article, which in
manager to develop a smooth-runparticular plugs the Longsign, "the
ning organization, one that functions
sign that talks," reads in part as folharmoniously, says Franklin, in his
lows:
article, which reads as follows:
"How much business goes scampering on
guarantee
"Supervision is very essential to
its way past your door at each performance?
a fine service and the larger the theater the
manager's responsimore essential it is.
bility is to know his objective ... to under-

of Lights

In Pulling Customers In

VITAL THEATER FACTOR

tor

EDDY

W.

Emphasize Value

SUPERVISION

CALLS

ARTHUR

Business which with a little serious thought
and a few dollars well spent could be turned
into profits in your box office till.
"That's a pretty broad question, Mr, Exhibitor, and one which you possibly could not
answer with any greater degree of accuracy
than we and we can't.
"The fact remains however and it"s a
that no matter how much
stern one, too
patronage you are being favored with, you're
not getting it all, and there's always plenty
of room on the outside to do some constructive campaigning for patronage.
"Your opportunity about 75% of your
chance to do your business a good turn ^is
At least that much
in outdoor advertising.
perhaps more.
And the logical medium
and the logical place to do your publicity performance is right out in front of your place

—

—

—

—

—

—

of business.

—

"That's the point of patron contact the
be he
place to catch the eye of the passerby
pedestrian or auto propelled.
"An attractive well-lighted theater front,
orderly arranged and properly decorated, is a
splendid setting the ground work of profitAnd into this backable out-door publicity.
ground must be set the electric sign, the
illuminated attention getter, that attracts the
passerby.
"Illuminated name signs, massive structures
with myriad flashing color schemes and novel
some even that
eflFects of varied description
beggar description have long been the theater owner's principal method of attracting
And today these
attention to his theater.
massive signs the most attractive ones costing thousands of dollars still present a most
effective medium of getting attention.

—

—

—

—

—

—

B.

C.

—The

Capitol,

for-

merly the Dominion, has been transformed by scenic artists and interior

A
decorators in striking fashion.
sunset scene has been worked out
with the theater dome representing
a gigantic shell in mother-of-pearl.
Dave Borland, manager, supervised
Presentations will be
the painting.
staged.

— Happy

New

Year

into the scheme of present-day promotion of the sale of seating space in theaters
has appeared a sign that has revolutionized
the process of telling the public what they
are offered for their admission price on the
inside.

"The Longsign does

—

that

very thing.
It
language, spell-

your public in your own
ing out in illuminated, animated letters, moving at right angles across the face of the
sign, any message you want to reach the
public on the streets.
And they get it
"It cannot fail to attract attention and after
attention is gained
it
holds the readers' interest in what the showman has to say.
"With the Longsign, you can flash spelling talk about your present program or exploit the merits of coming attractions. It tells
a long story or a short one and you can
change its message as often as you wish.
"Briefly, its principle of operation is this:
tells

I

—

"The mechanism

of the sign is
cabinet, 10 feet long,

contained
15 inches

compact
high and 10 inches wide.
a

in

"On

a solid

is

bank

of
6-volt,
gas filled electric light bulbs,
lighting contact to which is produced through
the medium of an endless tape on which the
letters of the message have been stenciled
by perforation.

"This tape is run through a small vat of
mercury in the sign mechanism, the mercury
projecting through each perforation makes
contact with the lamps on the face of the
sign, spelling out the message in illuminated,
greatly enlarged letters exactly as it has been
stenciled on the tape.
"The Longsign has a normal legibility of

600

and

feet

ulated

as

reading speed

its

desired.

initial

Its

may be regis
much

cost

than the average theater's main illuminname sign, and after first cost the upis negligible. It operates on any lighting
circuit
and its current consumption under
average conditions is less than Ic per hour.
less

ated

keep

"The
viz

sign

Four,

:

now made

is

six

and

in three stock sizes,
ten-foot lengths.
The

ten-foot stock sign is adequate for most theater conditions and adapts itself readily to
marquees where it may be installed in varied
The smaller signs are designated
positions.
for interior use, where they may be read at
close range."

W.

P.

Chicago— Air

Manager Does

It

in theaters

changed every two
according to the
tilation Co.

Regarding
pany says:

a
positive

ducing
able

matter

Algoma, Sault

furnishing

all

the

asbestos

installa-

United Artists theater.
Approximately 1,000 feet will be used
to cover ice water, steam and hot
water piping.
tions for the

com-

the

in

the

roof— it

is

essen-

of

reraovnig bad air by
power driven methods and Introfresh air without causing objection-

drafts.

"It

is

secure

wrong

all

healthful

air

good air with bad.

to think that you can
conditions by mixinp
First of all the bad air

must be entirely removed and when you do
this

the

fresh

air

words,
perfect
with change of

enters of itself.
In other
ventilation
concerns
itself
air
hanging the bad for

good.

"Scientific

ventilation has determined that
every person needs 2,000 cubic feet of fresh
air an hour in order to preserve his
health
balance.
If the air is subject to smoke,
gases, fumes, etc., then 2,000 to 6,000
cubic
feet are necessary.
"In this respect it is obvious that any
method of ventilation which operates spasmodically or depends upon the weather elements to make it function cannot provide
the number of air changes required
by the
laws of good health.
"It is atmospheric conditions and the cubic
content of the room to be ventilated which

are

the

tilator

ber of

minute

basis

for

selecting

the

size

of

ven-

required to provide the correct num
air changes.
For instance, if a five
air

necessary

change

is

desired,

that

all

is

estimate the cubical contents
ot the room by multiplying the len','th, width
and height. Then divide same by five which
gives you the amount of air the ventilator
should handle and determines the size of
equipment required.
"ILG Power Roof Ventilators are made
with various size fans, ranging from 12
inches to 72 inches in diameter.
is

to

MICHEL ANGELO

Ste.

Marie,

of the
Ont., has

been soliciting replies to the question,
''Why I Am an Algoma Patron,"
giving double passes to any letters
that he considers worthwhile.
He has received a flock which tell
why the theater is liked and he has
He has
published some of these.
also received

If
is

Ven-

Electric

is something more than
through an open win-

a

number

of

STUDIOS,

Inc.

214 East Superior
Chicago,

St.

111.

DECORATORS

valuable

which he has carefully

Specializing

considered.

Krez Supplies Asbestos
Krez Co.
J.

should be
minutes

McGeachie, manager

suggestions

Chicago— Paul

five

ILG

"Perfect ventilation

tially

to

ventilation

providmg fresh air
dow or an openmg

the

the face of this cabinet

How One

Redecorate B. C. House

Nanimo,

"But

You Art in thefor Any Kind of

in

Market

Theatre

Decorating

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

and
Furnishings

CONSULT US AND SA^B

UONBY

The day

of

the unadorned

stage is

Picture Houses has passed.

LEE LASH STUDIOS
LOEW BUILDING

540 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
1

TIMES SQUARE,

LOEW BUILDING

PENN AVENUE
PinSBURGH

H. J. Kuckuck, Gen'l Mgr.
1818-1838 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. C.
Brad. 4907
for designs and prices of SETTINGS.

BANNERS
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Griffith to

a^i^f^y^U^idss.
Make 3 —During 1928
1,

1928

|

Paramount Well Satisfied with Policy of Original Stories Corinne Griffith to Make 8 Under
F. N. Contract — Kerry Going Abroad with No New Plans Made -Sam Sax En Route to N. Y.

"BAniE OF SEXES" TO

Making Eight
Griffith is to make
eight pictures for First National

GOTHAM HEAD OPTIMISTIC

A

Corinne

BE FIRST UNDER PLANS
D. \V. Griffith probably will make
three pictures during 1928 for release
The first will
by United Artists.
be "The Battle of the Sexes," a remake of the picture he produced some
Because of her work in
years ago.
'Drums of Love" which Griliftth has
completed, Mary Fhilbin is
This
tavored tor the leading role.
puts at rest reports that Lillian Gish
was to be starred in the picture.

just

of Love" is the working
a
Griffith's new one but

"Drums
of

title

The production,
is expected.
released by United Artists, is
expected to be titled "Ihe Dance of
change

when

Life."

— Happy

New

Year

—

Columbia Signs Frank
Capra to Direct Another
Frank Capra has been signed to
another Columbia picture upon completion of "That Certain
Thing," which features Viola Dana
and Ralph Graves.
— Happy New Year —
Shirley Mason Starting Third
Immediately upon completion of
"The Wife's Relations," under direction of George B. Seitz, Shirley Mason will begin work in "So This Is
Love." Both are Columbia pictures.
"So This Is Love" will be her third
for the company.
— Happy New Year —
Change in "Walking Back" Lead
Ivan Lebedoff has replaced H. B.
Warner in the lead opposite Vera
Reynolds in "Walking Back," which
direct

j
,

I

I
'

De Mille
Jan. 10.

will

place

in

production

—

— Happy

New Year
Back from Vacation
George O'Hara has returned from
a three months' vacation in the north-

ern

woods.

— Happy

New

Year

—

Administration Building Planned
Construction of a new administration building is planned by Tiffany-

under her new contract. The
first, as previously annoimced.
is to be "The Divine
Lady."
Production on the picture is to
start in March, it is expected.

The new

contract is for three
years.
Three are planned for
1928, three in 1929 and two in

with

Landau

writers

to

prepare originals

proving the wisdom of the step.

Herman

J.

Mankiewicz

is

to
to

leave Jan. 8 for New York
sign more writers for the com-

pany.

WILLIAM

stay, before returning to the

the year's

Open
Bureau

New

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

•

AL
BOASBER6

Norman

''LADIES

—

—

place.

O'Donohoe Preparing "The Hawk"
James T. O'Donohoe is preparing

— Happy

New

Year

—

IN

a script for First National tentatively
titled "The Hawk."
It' is
to be a

Trevor Goes Under Knife
Norman Trevor is at the California
Lutheran
Hospital,
following
an

Milton

operation for appendicitis.

Sills

vehicle.

S.

C.

well

"Underworld" and "Nightstick"
are among examples cited as

'

—

A.

satisfied
its decision to retain staff
is

Lots )f

By RALPH WILK
Carrying with him a print of "Bart
Hollywooc
Knees, Sam Sax, president of Gotham, is en route to New York after
DE LIGNEMARE,
four months' stay on the Coast. He
popular on Broadway and or
is
scheduled to arrive in the East the Coast, is adding new laurels.
He
Monday, where he plans but a brief together with Siona Berngarten, haj

Optimism over

FRANK ZUCKER
Paramount

|i
ii

Coast.
written a waltz number. William car
outlook also tell you the exact
profits rolled
for independent producers was ex- up by "Abie's Irish Rose"
if
hf
pressed by Sax prior to his departure. would.
William, y'know, is genera
Gotham, he says, has completed one manager for Anne Nichols, whc
Arthur
to
half of its new season's schedule with wrote the play.
six pictures ready for release.
*
*
Play Broker
"Larger producer-distributor-exhiArthur M. Landau has purchased
Nick Cogley, who is acting at thi
up
the Edward Small Play Co., and bitor-organizations are so geared
certain Paramount studio, is a former Mad
function
along
that
ihey
best
plans to establish Arthur M. Landau,
lines," he said.
"They now are plan- Seruiett director. Other former di
Inc., to handle play brokerage and
ning
along
highly
specialized lines as rectors who are acting at the sam^
artists for the screen.
The new firm
they
realize that certain types of pic- studio are George Irving and J. Far
will be associated with International
rell MacDonald.
Play Bureau, organized by Whitman tures can be produced better, more
economically
efficiently by orand
Bennett.
ganizations such as Gotham, w|ho
Our good friend, Richard
Happy New Year
is
equipped for this purpose.
The
Dix,
believes that the French
answer is found on the records of
M-G-M to Produce in Africa
actors of the Middle Ages
M-G-M is planning to produce our contract department' which has
were the first gagmen.
In
"The Bugle Sounds" in Morocco in the past season listed more first
medieval drama, the actors
using the French Foreign Legion for run bookings than in any previous
often inserted gags themthe picture.
Maj. Zinovi Techkoff two seasons combined."
selves, to meet popular deIn the cast of "Bare Knees" which
is author of the story.
mand
for more comedy and
Sax
is
bringing
East
are:
Virginia
— Happy New Year
buffoonery.
Lee Corbin, Johnny Walker, Forrest
Renews Perez Contract
Stanley,
Donald Keith and Jane
Paul Perez has signed a new conWinton.
tract to title Sennett comedies.
Happy New Year
— Happy New Year
Fox Building Cafeteria
Winfield R. Sheehan and Sol M.
Kerry Going
Wurtzel have ordered construction
Abroad; Silent on Plans of a cafeteria on the northwest corNorman Kerry leaves in January ner of the studio at Sunset and
for a vacation trip to Europe,
The company will also
The Western.
star is reported as leaving Universal, build a private cafe for Fox execuis titling
but makes no statement as to his tives, where many of the conferences
future plans.
between the heads of the departments, director and writers will take
Happy New Year
1930.

Stahl.

Originals Please

OVER NEW YEAR OUTLOOK

Little
from

Cinematographer
220 W. 42nd

Street

A

TURKISH BATH''

ROY DEL
RUTH
DIRECTOR
RECENT RELEASES
"THE FIRST AUTO"
"HAM AND EGGS"
VITAPHONE ALL STAR SPECIALS
"IF I WERE SINGLE" — Featuring May McAvoy, Conrad Nagel,
Andre Beranger — Myrna Loy.

'Phones

Wadsworth 5650
Wisconsin 0610

New York

NIGHT

City

NOW IN PRODUCTION
"POWDER MY BACK"-with Irene Rich, Andre

Beranger,

Carroll Nye.

WARNER BROTHERS

PICTURES, INC.

—

THE
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See 1928 Outlook as Brightest Year
(Continued from Page

3)

One is the
are the basis for my confidence.
prosperity of the country and the excellent
prospects for its continuance on a large and
The other element is
far-reaching scale.
the condition and attitude of the industry
which in many ways seems to me
itself,
are emerging
the best in its history.
Now we are
from a period of expansion.
in the midst of the task of gearing up the
giant machinery to work at its full efficiency,
internal
solidifying
its
eliminating waste,
structure.
«
*
*

We

JOSEPH

SCHENCK

M.

United Artists Corp.
prosmotion
picture industry because
the
perity for
economists and public men of authority have
prophesied greater prosperity for the entire
It is absolutely essential for the
country.
producer to receive the highest possible returns in rentals from theaters for his picture, to enable him to remain in business and
if, through an ill-advised policy, the exhibitor
squanders a lot of money in the managemetit
of his theater, the producer more than anyone
President,

The new year should mean greater

sutlers.

else

*

•

•

WILLIAM FOX
President, Fox Film Corp.
There is a clear indication that the patronage of the motion picture theater is increasI look forward to an even
ing each year.
greater increase for the year 1928 for three

—the

reasonsof new

added accommodations by way
magnificer^t theaters that have

and

been completed, the progressive strides made
by the majority if producers in making better
and finer pictures * * * a large new patronage will be attracted by Movietone.
«
«
«

CARL LAEMMLE
Universal Pictures Corp.
obvious that something radical must
*
*
*
be done about the short product.
j
President,

It

is

would like to see moves on the part of all
companies to cut down the number of productions.
There should be a stop
to the tendency toward vulgarity in picture
1

solidation

of

CECIL

DE MILLE

Pictures will mean more than personalities
the screen of 192'8.
The personality of
itself will not draw.
The good picture even
lacking conspicuous personab'ty will be an
absolute success, whilst the picture not so
good, even if it has a great name or names
to further it, will not do half so well.

on

*

*

CLIFFORD
President,

The

First

conference

B.

*

HAWLEY

Nat'l Pictures, Inc.
(Federal Trade
Confer-

pointed the way to a closer union of
all
branches of this great industry.
It
showed the value of getting together for a
frank discussion of the problems which we
must solve.
I think we are all getting more
of what
we may term the "international"
viewpoint in the making of pictures and in
their marketing.
As we become more "in-

ence)

ternational" audiences will receive fresh inspiration from the art of foreign countries.
will
steer clear of the rut of provincialism and realize new and momentous ac-

We

complishments.

*

*

NICHOLAS

M.

*

SCHENCK

President, Loew's, Inc.
Not only do all the leading bankers and
financial experts of America herald 1928 as
a year of plenty, but all reports from exhibitors and from other film merchandising
sources also point to a new year of unparalleled prosperity.
Speaking as a showman, I can safely say that never before have
I
seen motion pictures so consistently designed to serve as universal entertainment.
*

*

EARLE W. HAMMONS
President, Educational Pictures Corp.
believe the outlook for the motion picThere is. as
ture industry in 1928 is good.
I
see it, only one important issue that is
holding up the progress of the screen and
that is the "presentation" craze.
And I feel
that the yeai
1928 will see a pronounced
reaction against this and a return to the
serious treatment which films deserve from
I

exhibitors.

*

*

*

L. LAjSKY
Vice President,

JESSE
First

Paramount-Famous Lasky Corp.
I am particularly optimistic over the prospects of the industry during the coming year.
I think, however, that our greatest progress
in the next 12 months will come from con-

We

must
to
eli-

ELMER PEARSON
Vice-President, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
I firmly believe that, notwithstanding the
great strides that the industry has made in
the past few years, they will be dwarfed by
those to come in the near future. The business is acquiring common «ence.
Efiicient
and economic methods are being installed in
every studio, and the quality of the personnel
is receiving the same careful attention as the
quality of the product.
New and keen minds
and new and novel ideas are being acquired.
*

*

to

*

RICHARD

President, Cent and Prod. M'g'r,
First National Pictures, Inc.
The stabilizing influences which have been
working toward the betterment of the business during the past year, will result in a
healthier condition during the coming
still
foresee the return to normalcy
season.
I
in the exhibiting field with exhibitors gradually cutting down their expensive stage programs and once more concentrating on picIn
genuine feature proportions.
tures of
the exhibition field, I think a word of cauof
acquisition
tion is necessary on the rapid
by various picture comtheater
circuits

Vice

panies.

*

*

SIDNEY

*
R.

KENT

Gen'l M'g'r, Paramount Famous Lasky Corp.
The year 1918 will bring a new order of
co-operation based on the necessity of solving
the problems which face the various phases
I have every confidence
of the industry.
that this co-operation from all four sides will
Economic
develop during the coming year.

And
necessity, for one thing, will force it.
through that co-operation, through closer and
more intelligent study of our problems, will
come a healthier, better industry.
»
•
»

SHEEHAN

WINFIELD

R.
General Manager

Fox Film

Corp.
predict that Movietone will revolutionoperation of the smaller theaters, whirh
are the backbone of the exhibition field.
view the new year with enthusiastic expec-

We

B.

FRANKLIN

President, West Coast Theaters, Inc.
The outlook of the industry for the year
The new
1928 is promisingly important.
year will, in all likelihood, show great progpicmotion
ress in the synchronization of
tures and sound, and every important company will probably be engaged in the making
pictures with sound producing devices.
of
Such apparatus eventually will successfully
replace the questionable music played by orcapable
small theaters where
chestras
in
instrumentalists are not available.
*

»

*

SAM SPRING
President, in Charge of Finances,
First National Pictures. Inc.
Slowly, but steadily the picture business
harmful competition
eliminating waste,
is
and destructive distrust arising from unfa'r
am sure we will
I
methods of business.
draw closer to the financial stability of other
industry by establishing greater profits and
and finanit
is not merely size, but stability
security that makes an industry great.
cial

Vice

*

*

entity.

provided

As an

—

M. WARNER
President, Warner Bros.

HARRY

The year 1928

will see such an improvemotion pictures, due to the strides
made by Vitaphone and Movietone, that
theater owners and the pubhc throughout the
world will reap an inestimable benefit.

ment

in

*

A. H. GIANNINI
Bank
President, Bozverv and East River Nat'l
Economists and important Government ofprosperficials see no dimunition in general
Signs are not lacking that a
ity for 1928.
economy
management and an
sa'neness
in
to the
in operation are asserting themselves
end that a greater profit may be returned
From the steps which are
from investment.
sure to be taken, the industry at large

may

1928, but many more books will be filmed
many of them based on famous works
of literature, the surface of which
has hardly
been scratched because of the extreme
cost
ot
production and the reluctance of the
public
the past to patronize them— a stale
of affairs which is rapidly passing.
in

and

m

WATTERSON

*

»

—

•

*

JOHN

*

C.

FLINN

Pathe Exchange.

Inc.
so fine that there is
nothing in it to advertise, compelling the theater manager to keep his attraction a secret
from his patrons, there is bound to be bad
The picture business has had plenty
business.
Another year will see
of such attractions.
fewer of them.
*
*

Vice-President,

WTien a picture

is

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
irritation

of

the

We

M. H.

HOFFMAN

President and General Manager
Tiffany-Stahl Prod.
The greatest waste is in unjustifiable overgenerals and underpaid ot
expensive
in
head,
Too many executives
incompetent soldiers.
*
The ever existing
—too few workers.
bugaboo of monopoly may be threatening to
those who are afraid to stand on their own
but fortunately brains, enterprise and
feet,
finance cannot very well be monopolized, nor
can there be a monopoly on public taste.

Vice

CHARLES

C.

General Counsel,
Material improvement

in

Boards

production.

Con-

Resumption
tinued efficient distribution.
sale
use of pictures by theater owners in their
better satisof entertainment, resulting in a
Better understanding and more
fied public.
besatisfactory business relations than ever
of

fore

between the buyers and
*

a
process that is inevitable will hnd
end ot
greater motion picture industry at the
the new year.
^
«
,

down

S. L.
like to

ROTHAFEL

producers realize
would pay more to strengthen
see

Picture

Corp.

—

*

*

CHARLES
Vice President,
Theater men are
less of huge sums

*

H.

CHRISTIE

Christie Film Corp.
finding out that regardof money s])ent on the

there is still some element lacking which
pleases an enormous amount of fans.
And
that missing link is the standard two-reel
comedy: the guaranteed laugh producer.
*
*
*
bill,

GEORGE A. BLAIR
M'g'r M. P. Dcp't, Eastman Kodak
Everything seems to indicate that motion
picture patronage will be better than ever,
and this means greater prosperity to the industry during 1928.

Sales

*

*

*

JOHNSTON

W. RAY

Rayart Pictures Corp.

twenty-seven brought about a
that will lead to the stabilization of
The mad panic
selling for the new year.
to get out yearly announcements in March
and April, instead of working toward increased sales proved a boomerang for <lc

Nineteen

lesson

creased

sales.

Already

producers

tributors are laying plans for less
pictures but far better ones.
of
»

the

the fact that it
program by eliminatthe consistency of the
runs and plac
ing the so-called Broadway
into the firsting these pictures immediately
the entire
run houses, thereby stimulating
* ' » At no time will vaudeville or

program.
program. Everyvariety have a place in our
not necessarily
thing must be a. picture, but
^
always in cellulo^id.
^

SAM SAX
President, Gotham Prod.
stars come
The year will see more new seasons
past^
several
into prominence than in
screen
Very few stage plays will reach the

and disnumber

*

*

NEWTON

I.

STEERS

Du Pont Pathe M'f'g Co.
After a record year of world prosperity, in
which America has shared generously in proportion to her contribution, our country seems,
so far as underlying conditions may be considered a barometer, to be facing blue skies
and clear weather, with enough business to
The
keep American industry fully occupied.
motion picture industry seems to be no exceprespect.

this

tion in

»

»

SAMUEL ZIERLER
Corp.

The coming year will be one of prosperity.
As regards independent producers and distribparticularly favorable.
the last 18 months
that the independents are offering very good
values and, in the final analysis, that is what

the

utors,

outlook

is

Buyers have learned

counts.

»

in

•

•

The Outlook Abroad

»

Columbia Pictures Corp.
President,
The forthcoming year is sure to witness
many new mergers and a gradual tightening
as true
up of the industiT- This will be just
The industry is
of theaters as of production.
indiof
greater than any individual or group
sifting
viduals now engaged in it, and the

would

Sterling

question of stories, players, directors of
pictures.
With producer-distributor alliances
in the theater field, outlets which mean real
money in the form of rentals are difficult
to secure.
If the avenue were thrown open
not wide open, necessarily
liut
partly so
the
principal
problem of the independent
producer will have been solved.

sellers.

JOE BRANDT

I

HENRY GINSBERG
President,

President, Excellent Pict.

PETTIJOHN
Film

*

This is the situation which independent
producers have to face: It is no longer

President,

picture-going public
against "presentations" will reach a head in
shall
see a definite return to
1928.
the showing of pictures by themselves, alone
The
and unimpeded by cheap vaudeville.
The public wants picpublic has spoken.
tures when it goes to see pictures; vaudeIt does
ville when it goes to see vaudeville.
not want the two things mixed.
*
*
*

The

*

a

Vice President and General Manager,
United Artists Corp.
Pictures in picture houses is my forecast
*
for 1928.
The Federal Trade Commission hearing made exhibitors understand for
the first time that producers and distributors have problems;
and it certainly must
have opened the eys of many producers to
problems of exhibitors.
It's
trade suicide
factors
recognize 'each
for
these
not
to
other's problems, because each is dependent
And because of this knowlon the other.
edge, now quite general and the Trade Commission hearings, I think 1928 will see great-

harmony.

ROTHACKER

R.
Vice President, First Nat'l Prod. Corp.
On the eve of 1928, I have more confidence in, and enthusiasm for, the motion
picture
industry than ever before and I
have always been enthusiastically confident

being

I

ize the

HAROLD

—

ROWLAND

A.

knit

opportunities

fruitful,

sad upheaval and such a condition would
present serious complications
for
any industry.
*
*
*

er

•

*

the

field,

be

AL LICHTMAN

B.
charge

in

industry.

tation.

more firmly

a

will conand this is
important new financing is wrung dry of
watered stock.
If this is not done, the faith
of the investing public is foredoomed to a

tinue

«

than the demands of the past year, for the
reason that the art of picture making is going
through a process of evolution which is educating its audiences to expect more and more
This unwillingeach year from the screen.
ness and desire of the public to accept and
praise the new originality in motion pictures
mind, the best criterion we could
is, in my
possibly expect for the successful future of the

Vice-President,

for

investment

»

of Production
Metro-Gold2vyn-Mayer
Nineteen twenty-eight's demands on the industry are going to be even more exacting

President

look

MAYER

LOUIS
Vice

•

B.

»

\st

incident.
•

*

our positions.

devote our attention to settling down,
strengthening the place we have, to the
mination of waste and inefficiency.

Experts dealing with\the foreigv
market which contributes from 35

45 v<^i' cent of the woi-ld's gross
generally agree that the situation
abroad tvill have to be handled with
to

good deal of discretion in 1928.
There seem to be no misgivings expressed about the future of Amera

ican pictures in overseas markets,
but the opinion is rather generally
expressed that the industry here
would do well to further study the
requirements of the territories which
they are serving.
E. iSHAUER
Foreign Department Paramount
Famous-I-asky Corp.

EMIL

Gen'l

M'g'r

of

any

organization

engage'

The
will
of pictures abroad
in the distribution
by •;,.•-''"'•*>', '"^
e gauged largely in 1928
h.ying an inte l.gent and
procfuce'' pictures
success

.

(Continued on Page

12)
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See 1928 Outlook

As

Brightest Ever

*

*

tion,

»

BRUCE JOHNSON

in
Charge Foreign Distribu1st Nat'! Pictures, Inc.

To my mind,

the

problem

that

most

it
by Government enactment.
have been much better for

*

*

*

It

would

European
the
countries, in their search for plans to develop their own industry, to devise ways and
means that would have afforded their films
free access to the markets of the world, rather
than barred access.
N. L.

MANHEIM

Universal Pictures Corp.
1928 will be fought and won
If Amerin Hollywood, not across the seas.
ica is to maintain her present position abroad
The progthe product will have to improve.
ress that American companies make in the
foreign field will depend upon the quality of
their product.

Export

M'g'r,

in

instead of
at least

20%.

*

*

EDWARD

KLEIN

L.
L. Klein

Corp.
President, E.
productions
Atuerican
of
success
no different in reality than in our
own country, for good box-office attractions
will make money for the producer and the
where they are
regardless
of
distriliutor
made, and likewise, our better productions
will be welcome at all times in the foreign
markets where, however, there is no demand
in
the
for junk any more than there is
is

L'nited

States.

»

*

*

ALEXANDER

P.

ALEXRUD

We

still
lead, but to maintain this lead,
the producers must forget old standards and
take into consideration the psychology and
customs of people in the various
correct
and not dump upon them the
countries

American

stereotyped

melodrama.

sweetened

By PHIL M.

— Happy New Year —
F. B. O. Salesmen
Okay Drive Contracts

Christmas

of

George

battle of

for

erection

London.

of

— Happy

a

dental

New

clinic

in

of

American product.
*
*

BEN BLUMENTHAL
President, Export and Import Film Co., Inc.
The foreign outlook for American pictures,
seems to be brighter than ever before, owing
to the fact that the so-called "home" producers in each of the foreign countries have
become more or less *'fly-by-night*' producers.
since they are making a picture now and
then.
When one producer stops another

company

formed and makes another picture, generally a bad one which forces the
theater owners to look for a guaranteed output.
The only one they can get is the
American picture.
is

»

FREDERICK

L.

HERRON

Charge Foreign Department M. P. Prod,
and Dist. of America
The healthy, sound, fundamental condition of motion pictures which today exists
throughout the world is based on the in-

//:

creased interest of the public in every country
of the world for this popular form of entertainment, regardless of the nationality of the
picture.
Just so long as this condition lasts,
the motion picture industry is standing on
very .solid ground, and this in itself will do
more to bring about universal civilization
built on
Occidental ideas than any other
agency.
•

•

ARTHUR

W.

•

KELLY

in Charge Foreign DistribuUnited Artists Corp.
for 1928 should be healthier
than ever before inasmuch as there has been a
more thorough understanding as to the needs

Vice-President,
tion

The outlook

'

of the foreign exhibitors by American distributors.
In other words, the American industry has fully awakened to the fact that
what is one man's meat is poison to another.
•
*
«

MOUNTAN

D. J.
President, Richmount

"laiifs

*

Pictures Corp.
The outlook in the foreign market does not
seem to be quite as favorable as that enjoyed
by American exporters during the past fewyears.
Our principal source of revenue is
England. England recently passed the quota.

News- cessory
of

—

Amateur Cinema League
Plans New York Theater
(Continued from Page 3)

New

The
Amateur

York, states "The Sun."

enterprise

Cinema

is

a part of the

League,

which

has

estabthroughout the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

He now

sales.

—

We

on a tour

is

exchanges.
Happy New Year

—

local
clubs
States.

headquarters

with

York.

Winton

states

that

in

—
Morton Firm Gets
Magnolia Distribution
—

(Continued from Page 3)
division in future will confine
activities to manufacture of the machine,
under direction of George

nolia

The instrument has Ijccn
in a number of theaters of

in-

the

a

which was a huge bed. Members of
the ballet were dressed in kiddie pajamas, and went through a dance,
after which all piled in bed. Lights
were dimmed, as Santa Claus with
pack on his back entered singing
'Toyland." Children awakening discovered Santa Claus and rushed him,
getting toys and .dolls.
Followed a
novelty dance in which kiddie cars
played a prominent part. Santa Claus

made

exit

as

returned

children

—

— Happy New Year —
Chaplin Schedules 3
Features for New Year
(Continued from

Page

3)

now

searching for a player to
assume the title role. Some scenes
The third
will be taken in France.
picture, a comedy, will be started
after this is completed with Chaplin

an

is

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street

May McAvoy

Washington, D. C.

—

—

—

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public
instruction.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

Pictures

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment
'*

1001 FILMS*'

Complete reference booklet,
at

listing

(

Fourth Edition)

nearly 3,000 educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

to

bed.

New

spreading everywhere.
Happy Nnv Year

stalled
territory.

of

in the

member

clubs are now exchanging films, and
that clubs have been formed in German v, Austria, England, Japan and
Australia,
and the movement is

Parker,

warm

know

—

—

league,

pantomime

to keep

starring.

just what Johnnie Manning of the Criterion, New
York, received for Christmas, but
we hope it ivasn't a pair of gloves.
Johnnie's a bit touchy about some
things.
Happy New Year
don't

paid us an unofficial
visit the other day. All the nice things
United
The organization is a non-profit ever said about May and they are
organization in behalf of better pic- plenty now go double in spades.
Happy New Year
tures, and the New York bureau
Norma Talmadge and "The Dove,"
includes Otto Kahn, Anne Morgan
and Harrjf Flagler among its direc- her first United Artists picture,
tors.
There are now 40 amateur pic- were honored by the U. S. Air Mail
ture clubs organized in which neigh- in Hollywood on Friday last through
borhood or city groups are produc- christening of a mail plane, "The
ing four-reel pictures.
Col. Roy W. Dove."
Winton is managing director of the
lished

a

did

—

—

—

tion

stage.

Mary Maberry,
who becomes a

BROWN

Fat Men Comedy, and
Nos. 12 and 13.
— Happy New Year

he

clusion,

newsboy trying

—

Year

-

ject,

flanking

with a newsboy com-

cold as the curtains opened, showing
tableau of angles in full stage behind
scrim. Newsboy slowly made exit as
ex-Mack Sennetter,
soprano
of? stage sang "Holy Night"
leading woman in a new ivestem
while ballet went through prepared
being produced by Fred McConnell
routine, with four light blue spots
at Metropolitan studios.
from either side on set and violet
Happy New Year
floods from dome on scrim.
At conFrank Pope of Pathe wants to clusion of this, Fitzpatrick's color
know whether Charlie Chaplin's "A film "Mary's Little Lamb" was
Dog's Life," recently revived, is the thrown on screen while the orchestra
Anyway, played. Then screen was raised disscreen's first dog picture.
it's a hound for laughs.
closing a nursery set in center of

FBO

every foreign territory in the ne.xt
few years in spite of which, 1 anticipate a
critical period in the expansion of distribu-

trees

in one,

Eastman, Eastman-Kodak found- ing out in front of the fabric draw
are legion, but none more im- singing "Rags," with steel blue spot
At conpressive than hi.s gift of $1,000,000 from dome covering him.

FBO

virtually

Opened

er,

(Continued from Page 3)
Happy New Year
right has been vested in salesmen.
Edwin Boiver Hesser, art photogUnder the plan, as prepared by Lee
manager, salesmen rapher, is entrusted with the Techsales
Marcus,
paste a special sticker seal on the nicolor sequences in Mack Sennett
contract, carrying the signature of the Girl comedies.
*
•
•
particular salesman making the deal.
Happy New Year
WILLIAM M. VOGEL
Gent M'g'r, Prod. Intcrn'l Corp.
The drive, according to Marcus, is
Dorothy
Janis, screen newcomer,
In sjiite of "kontingent" and quota sysexceeding expectations, wTth indica- is reported to make a strong bid for
tems, the American picture will remain the
all
tions that Feburary will mark the screen recognition in
backljone of exhibitor requirements in
"Fleetwing,"
countries of the world, except Germany and
bookings.
high mark of
under direction of Lambert Hillyer
The test
Russia, for many years to come.
Five features and four short sub- for Fox.
is
to take away from the British exhibitor
his
supply of American pictures and his
jects, in addition to the three Jubilee
Happy Neiv Year
business would be a losing proposition within
specials, will be released by
Al
St. John, former Fox two reel
a few months.
*
*
during February. The three specials
comedy star, appears in a prominent
COLVIN W.
will be "Coney Island," "Legionnarpicture,
role in Tom, Mix's new
ViccPrsidcnt, in Charge Foreign Distribu- ies In
Paris" and "Chicago After
tion, FBO Pictures Corp.
"Cheyenne," ivhich Gene Forde diUnless Hollywood begins soon seriously to Midnight."
rected.
consider the international viewpoint, the presOther features releases are: "Fangs
Happy New Year
American pictures in the
ent position of
Hero,"
Summer
Wild,"
"Her
of
the
world market will be greatly jeopardized by
Congratulations
to Al Tuchman.
'Wallflowers" and "The Riding Rethe competition of international pictures propromotion
his
by
"Jimmy"
duced abroad.
I look for a tremendous innegade."
four short subjects on
The
crease in
seats
and box-office revenue in
are a two reel Mickey McGuire sub- Grainger to head of advertising ac-

The

1928

For
holidays
presentation
was
'Christmas Fantasy," with two large

DALY

PHILANTROPHIES

1,

Christmas Fantasy is
B'klyn Strand Feature

That's That

Congratulations to

AB.4 Film Corp.

President.

And

*

The

abroad

di-

rectly affects the American industry in its
activities abroad, is going to be the qiie;tion of European competition, with particular reference to artificial assistance given to

afraid that, with the added
British production, we will have
7% British pictures the first year

somewliat

interest

(Co)itinued from Page 11)
There is at the presinternational appeal.
ent time and always will be a worthwhile
for
such proilnce as can
foreign market
measure up to a rigid standard of entertain
nient which will appeal to the discriminating tastes of the tens of millions of motion picturcgoers throughout the world.
E.
yice-Prcsidcnt

am

Sunday, January

Wabash

Ave., Chicago,

III.

specif); Prints

on Eastman Film
The commanding

position

which Eastman film occupies today has been won by years of
consistently high quality, backed

by years of cooperation with
the industry.

To

get the highest possible

photographic quality on your
screen, always specify prints on

Eastman

Positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

1

AGREE WITH YOU THAT 1928 WILL BE MY MOST
PROSPEROUS YEAR. I'M STARTING IT OFF WITH
~
'LOVE' AND~'THE STUDENT PRINCE'."
"I

Metro'Goldwyri'Mayer announces for the
coming months the greatest iveek'tO'tveek
release schedule in picture history!
DEC.

QUALITY STREET

JLBEKT

JAN.

WEST POINT

LOVE

THE SMART SET
THE CROWD

MAR.

JAN". 21
„.

n-ti/i

its

tl-brcakinx $Z.0()
ing <i( the Embus.%\
'ire,

N.

THE PATSY

K. Arthur)

JAN.

Jan.

:

MAR.

21

LAW OF TH€ RANGE

25

PULLMAN PARTNERS

(Norma Shearer)

WYOMING

MAR.

NOVARRO
NORMA

SHEARKR

n

The STUDCNT

PRINCE
In Old Ueidelberg

KRNST LUBITSCHVS
Production with Jean Hersholt

Adi*ertise

it

direct

from

4 Hin months at the
,$2.(X) Asfor

MLLE.

(St>eeial)
FEB.

APR.

FEB.

THE BIG CITY

J

(CoWv-Pringfi)

APR.

THE COSSACKS
.APR.

21

UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE

ETRO-GOLDWYN-

(Special)

7

LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH

8

(Lon Chaney)

31

FROM ARMENTIERES

1

WICKEDNESS PREFERRED

(Cosmo/>o/it«n)

MAR. 24
(Tim McCoy)

FEB. 4

ROSE-MARIE

24

BRINGING UP'FATHER

(Tim McCo>)

Navarro)

MAR. 17
(Marion Davies)

run

ivcrtise yitur

'^Mmuhuneous

10

FORBIDDEN HOURS (Ramon

(Greta Garbo)

BABY MINE (Karl DaneGeo.

3

(King Viaor Stfecial}

14

WOMAN

(William Haines)

MAR.

7;

(William Haines)
JAN.

THE DIVINE

FEB. 25

31

(Marion Duties)

(Lon Chaney)

14

(John Gilbert Special)

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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No. 2

The Noose
one
HERE
swer
at

Unprecedented business was
ushered in with the new year
yesterday in Broadway theaters, with wired reports from

This one is a
pictures.
with
starts
a bang.
pip.
and betitle,
main
of
the
flash
comfortare
settled
fore you
ably in your seat you are ab"lorbed in a tense, honest, gripping story. Dramatic situations

A

It

come with machine-gun rapidAs the story moves along
ity.
t becomes stronger, ending, in
our modest estimation, in the
finest dramatic sequence of the

key
box

cities

indicating

that

the

betterment was general throughout the country.
New Year's Eve found theaters, in greater measure than
office

ever

before,

offering

F.

&I

SPEEDS PLANS FOR

APPEAL OF MILES CASE

When a picture can bring tears to
the eyes of hardened old movie critit

must have something.

Here's

We'll go
picture that's got IT.
It's
further and say it's got
When it comes to
got everything.
the box office it can't miss.

THEM.

Barthelmess
When

Dick Barthelmess is at his
few of the youngsters can keep
As Nickey, Willard
pace with him.
pathetic
and sympathetic
Mack's
central character, he does the finest
best

work

of his career,

sincere,

forceful,

Minneapolis— Plan

for appeal of
decision of Federal Judge Cant
in favor of former stockholders of
the Garrick. giving them control of
the theater and a cash settlement on
ground of alleged mismanagement
and misuse o£ funds, is being speeded by Finkelstein & Ruben, William
Hamni and the Twin City Amusement Trust Estate.
The decree specifies that the stock
be returned to former shareholders

the

without
$351,000.

real.

With interest in the event whetted
by an attack on R. R. Biechele.
chairman of the unaffiliated exhibitors' committee, the contract committee, named at the Trade Practice
Conference to draft proposed changes
for the uniform contract, meets Jan.
31 at Chicago.
The attack on Biefective immediately.
Michalove, who has been in the chele was precipitated by a telegraph
industry for a number of years, until he sent Will H. Hays, pledging the
recently was general manager of continued cooperation of the western
Universal Theaters, having previous- Missouri and Kansas exhibitor unit,
ly been head of the company's dis- which he heads.
tributing and exhibiting activities in
Biechele, in reply to the attack,
Eschmann returned to stated he had no apology to make on
the South.
His position, and past
Pathe following absorption of As- his stand.
sociated Exhibitors, of which he had record, are defended editorially by
He previously Associated Publications, regionals
been sales manager.
occupied a similar post with First published by Ben Shlyen.
Meanwhile, protest has been sent
National. No successor to Eschmann
Hays by the Theater Owners Chanihas been named.

of Dan Michalove as
southern division manager and resignation of E. A. Eschmann as head
of the eastern division, are announced
by Phil Reisman, general sales manager of Pathe. The changes are ef-

Appointment

ear.

ics

pavment

and

division

The defendants owe

ber of

the

BRITAIN

NAMES HLM

HOLLYWOOD

New

M. B. Shanberg Heads "U"
Theater Chain in K. C.
for-

Action on Tax Cut
IVashing'on

Bureau

of

Bill
DAILY
FILM
THE

Washington— Sidetracking

of

the

Kansas City— M. B. Shanberg,
provides for tax
Loew's theaters revenue bill, which
pictures lately.
Unless our Coast mer city manager of
up to $1. 's
tickets
manager exemption on
here, has become general
stafif are missing by a mile there are
the Administration,
by
sponsored
not
chain, operated
other exceptional sleepers on the of the Sears-Harding
President. The .Adreport here according to the
way from this organization. After by Universal. There is a
says, favors immedi-

has been turning out

some splendid

its interest
an in-and-out year we are glad to that Universal may sell
former owners.
see First National again in the very in the chain to the
front row of the production parade
There is no truth to report that
What this business needs is
might sell its interests m
Universal
is
National
good pictures and First
HE.
chain,
Sears-Harding
doing more than its share in making the
Universal,
of
treasurer
Goldstein,
them.

MORE

ALICO ATE

states.

Commerce. New York exhib-

itor unit against the plan to

of

John Dillon has done a first class Miles Theater Corp., which owned
In the theater, $585,000, but the court
workmanlike job in directing.
(Continued on Page 4)
the hands of a less competent chief
CENTER
the production might have been just
Basquette
Lina
another
picture.
London— Boreham Wood, 12 miles
comes into the limelight with an ex- "Jerry" Beatty Takes Over
north of London, where several of
cellent performance as the cabaret
Post at First Nat'l the leading producers have studios,
finest thing she
dancer.
It is the
Jerome Beattv today assumes sup- has been renamed Hollywood. Exhas done.
It is our guess that you
build
ervision
of the First National adver- tensive plans are under way to
of
this
will hear considerably more
for
center
film
dethe
exploitation
into
village
up the
young lady.
Others in the cast tising, publicity and
On Tan. 8 he is sched- the British industry. Other compadeserving of mention are Montagu partments.
studios
Love as the suave gang leader, uled to go to the Coast. No changes nies are prepared to open
headquarters.
Thelnia Todd as the society girl and in the department are to be made. there and make it their
A goal of 30,000 population is
-Alice
Joyce, looking lovelier than Beattv has been in the industry
Essanav,
aimed at, with a preview theater and
The since 1915, when he joined
ever, as the governor's wife.
the
work.
newspaper
all the other essentials to m->ke
of
years
Henry
ten
after
production was supervised by
r.( the
counterpart
Thana
with
Hollywood
new
Successivelv he has been
Hobart.
hauser. Paramount, Universal and \inerican film center.
First National
the Will H. Hays organization.
"The Noose" is another feather in
President Favors Prompt
the cap of First National.
More like
this one and you will hear less argument about the need for high
priced presentations.
First National

T.O.C.C.

on Chicago as Place
of Meeting

ESCHMANN RESIGNS POST

special

Made by

Protest

MICtiALOVE JOINS PATHE;

midnight shows.

I

a

Price 5 Cents

Biechele Attack Whets Interest
in Contract Meeting Jan. 31

Booming

anleast
to the cry for better
is

1928

3,

ministration he
Prov'ded tax
ate action on the bill,
the ^ZZ.\exceed
not
reduction does
recommended by the
000 000 cut
Republican leaders arc
Treasury.
Demoseeking postponement, while
and insurgent Republicans opcrats

pose the plan.

hold the

New
outside
meeting
committee
York. The organization at the Trade
Practice Conference refused representation on the committee, because
of the impression the meetings would
be

held

New

in

A

York.

special

committee has been appointed by the
T.O.C.C. to draft recommendations
committee.

to the contract

Names Committee

T.O.C.C.

Work

for

Brookhart

introduced
(Continued

Bill
bill,

re-

Congress

by

''rookhart

Support of the
cently

in

to

on Page

6)

Growing
Embracing

practically

every

the union, every key
well as other towns
large and small, poll of critics'
.votes to determine the ten best
pictures of 1927 is assuming
record proportions. Two hunstate in
city as

dred and sixty-five critics have
voted to date with lists still

coming

one of the
1928
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BOOK
uary.

The selection is
many features of the

in.

to be published in Jan-
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of $1,600,000 Is Sole

The Broadway Parade

*/'filmpom

Chicago— The

entire $1,600,000 is
sue of the Alexander Pantages firs
mortgage fee and leasehold six pe^k
cent serial gold bonds was sold sooii
after being placed on the markets
Security under the mortgage embrace;'
the direct closed first mortgage oi
the leasehold estate in the land anc
Pantages office and theater building
Additional security emj
in this city.
braces the land and Pantages thel
„*
„t
u,.:ij:„„
„
t,„:„J
and store
building now
bein^
ater
erected at Fresno. The entire propl
erty yields annual net of $153,327.

New Year starts with nine long-runs carried over from 1927. "Helen of
Troy" was forced to close at the Globe due to expiration of the lease. All the
attractions enjoyed good business this past week, sharing in the holiday trade
that has been livening up the box-offices along the main street.
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Changes

29

Producing Film in India

Dec. 27

Milwaukee

— Recent theater changes

include the Lyric,
Gladstone,
Mich.,
which formerly
operated by L. Creton, Mich., has
been taken over by S. Miller and
territory

this

in

W.

The

Norway.
Mich., has been taken over by Theophil Vanden Bergh from Theodore
P.
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$10,000 Fire at Alliance, O.
Alliance, O.

American

suffer-

also

owns

the

Star,

Alliance,

and the Regent, Youngstown.

5

Lee Leaving Sterling
Manfred Lee, publicity and advertising director of Sterling is severing his connection with that company on January 1. He anticipates
eventually writing for the screen.

26%
100

10

12

22H

'760

ttBond Market

NOTE: Balaban 4 KaU is listed on the
dhicago Board; Skouras on the St. Loai*
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

HENNEGAN

Program
Covers
special Designs for
all Holidays.
Write for Samples

HENNEGAN

Plaza at Philadelphia

company, is leaving for Indi;
arrangements for th<
Philadelphia— The Plaza, Broad St.
above Porter, was damaged bv fire picture which will be made ther«
The fire and which will be finished by nex
to the extent of $30,000.
originated below the floor of the of India, with Franz Osten as di;
British
to

stage during a performance.
Panic
was averted by the coolness of the
organist who continued to play while
the operator kept the feature going.
Girl ushers went quietly among the
500 patrons and assured them there
was no danger.
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$85,000 Fire in Moline
Moline, 111.— The Mirror, at 6th
Ave. and ISth St. was destroyed by

CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio

a

at

which

is

loss

of

$85,000,

most

covered by insurance.

of

It is

lighted
cigarette
stage started the
dropped near
fire.
An explosion in the picture
booth completed the destruction.

believed

that

a
the

I

P

n»w yopk
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British International, and the British

Co.

PRES

Company

formerly
Savill,
with Gaumont has formed the producing firm of Burlington Films in conjunction
with
John Maxwell of

Brunswick

complete

rector.

Very

is

1st

desirable space for exchange or

producer.

privately
$500,000,
owned, and plans to produce at the
Elstree studios.

jection

Vault accommodations.
floor
Inquire

room on

Pro-

—

First Division Pictures, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue
12th floor

3,100

15,600

•Last Prices Quoted ••Bid and Asked (Over
the G>unter)

The

—The

ed a $10,000 loss by fire last week
The
caused by defective wiring.
American belongs to Jack Steinberg

fire

tCurb Market

Rialto,

Sophie, while at Marenisco, Mich., C.
A. Pratt has disposed of his Marenisco to Homer W. Reace. In Wisconsin the Town Hall at Cedar Grove
has been taken over by Dr A. Boscuail from Donald Fischer.

who
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Plans are in progress fo;
production of "Shiraz," whic
will tell the romantic story of TaI
Mahal, by British Instructional Film]
in conjunction with Ufa.
H. Bruct
Woolfe, managing director of thr

Damages

$30,000 Fire
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Distributor

Paramount
Fox
Warners

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" ..Universal
Ufflted Artists
"The Gauche"
M-G-M
"Love"
United Artists
"The Devil Dancer"
Pathe
"Chicago"

Terms (Postage free)
March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
remit

Picture

"Wings"
"Sunrise"
"The Jazz Singer"

of

$3.00.
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Entire Pantages Issue

ftTHE*

Vol XLII No. 2

3,

Sells 3 to Midwest
Dodge City, Kan.— The Crown, r---Cozv and Beeson have been sold by

W.
of

AMALGAMATED

H. Harpole to Midwest Theaters
Kansas City, the new owners to

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

over management the first of
the year.
Midwest -owns nine theaters in Kansas and Missouri.
take

Attractions for
Mid-West's First Egyptian House
Milwaukee The Egyptian, under

—

direction

Picture Theatres

Earl Rice has opened.
The new theater a deluxe neighborhood house was erected at a cost of
$500,000 and has a seating capacity
of 2.000.
It is the only atmospheric
of

Egyptian theater

in the

Standard

If

You At* in thf
for Any Kind of

Market

TIFFANY- STAHL PRODUCTIONS, INC.

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

Announce
They have

in the course of production
a motion picture entitled:

ALL RIQHTS PROTECTED

Acts

1600 Broadway. New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Middle West.

"WHAT'S THE BIG IDEA"

Vaudeville

CONSULT US AND SAVB

UONBY

IBND FOB OUB PBICB LIST

uiiLCoa^HBys
•^
MO
17'^St N""' VbrK.NV
Phoe* PauM. OSSO
Motion Picture Department
p. 8. «nd C«n«dt AK«nt« tor Debrto
lU^^t

I

II

i

I

f

I

first

of 1928's

big pictures!
^They're

Paramount's Big Ten

off!

^ "BEAU Sabreur"

records in 1928.

ready-made audience in every
for

saw

^

it!

its

All

who

brilliant

^ All who

"BEAU Geste" (winner of
last year).

love adventure, romance, mystery, comedy!

Sabreur."

A

country waiting

(a best seller).

"Photoplay" medal as best picture of

who

make new

leads the way.

city in the

read the book

predecessor

— off to

First ol 1928's big pictures!

Paramount's 1928 de luxe specials!

the brilliant

^

^ And

all

^ "Beau
First of

^

^

^

answer

to ^^Beau Geste^^

ff

BEAU SABREUR
The answer

to

"Beau Geste" by Percival

C.

!>f>

Wren,

with Gary Cooper, Evelyn Brent, Noah Beery and

William Powell.

Directed by John Waters.

motion
TRAD E ^ ^^_^3t ^ M A n K

picture

headquarters

—

1
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F & R Speeds Plans for

On Broadway

Appeal

of Miles'

(.Continued

—

"The Enemy"
Broadway "The Warning"
Cameo "When a Man Loves"
Capitol "West Point"
Central "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Colony "The Chinese Parrot"
Criterion
"Wings"
Embassy "Love"
Gaiety
Ch icago"
Hippodrome "In Old San Francisco"
Liberty "The Gaucho"
Loew's New York Monday, "Wild Geese;"
Astor

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
'

'

—

Tuesday, "Stage Kisses" and "Heroes in
Blue:" Wednesday, "Man, Woman and
Sin;" Thursday, "The Wizard;" Friday,
"Night Life" and "The Cheer Leader;"
Saturday, "The Lovelorn;" Sunday, "A
Hero for a Night"
Mark Strand— "A Texas Steer"

—

Paramount "Two Flaming Youths"
Rialto
"The Dove"
Rivoli ^"The Devil Dancer"
Roxy "The Silver Slave"
Times Square "Sunrise"
Warners ^"The Jazz Singer"

—
—
—

—

—

— "Sorrell

Brooklyn Mark Strand

from Page

Case

1)

ruled they might keep $210,000 for
the cancelled stock.
Advertisements
notif3'ing former shareholders of their
opportunity to regain their stock are
being carried by Minneapolis and

Detroit

newspapers.

M.

L. Finkelstein declared the figures are the plaintiffs' and not authentic.
His firm now is working
on its own. In addition to the stock
and cash as outlined, defendants
must return to the company accrued
dividends, plus salaries and other
sums alleged to have been diverted
to their own use from earnings of
the Miles firm.
Pending payment,
the plaintiffs have been granted a
lien
on the assets of Twin City
Amusement Trust Estate.

and Son"

Buy

Milford,

la.,

House

—

Milford, la.
The Strand has been
Milwaukee House Starting Soon
Milwaukee Bids on the new the- purchased by A. M. Leitch from
ater and store building being erected Davies & Livingston
by the Great Western Investment

—

have been closed, with
soon to be awarded.
The
will be erected at a cost of
at the corner of Fond du
Meinecke Aves.

contract
building
$750,000

Co.,

Brockwell Runs
Chapel Hill, N.

owner

Own

C—

S.

Lac and

House
J.

Sells at Hynesville

Hynesville, Vt.

Clark R. Thomas,

owner

of the Garden, has sold his interest in the house to W. H. Lanter-

man.
Brock-

of the Pickwick, has taken over the lease from W. S. Robertson, and appointed V. A. Hill manager.
well,

Thomas

fany Colorart short, his fourth picture

company.

;

1928

at Jacksonville

—

Jacksonville, Fla.
Locke Crumley,
who recently resigned from Universal's
theaters at Marshallton, Iowa,
has been appointed manager of the
Republic.

Kempen

Gets Kaukauna House

Kaukauna, Wis.

—Wilbur

Remodel Elma, Wash. House
Elma, Wash.
L. Kyeck has
J.

—

completely remodeled the interior of
the Armour, and enlarged the foyer.

Frank Hocking Sells Houses
111.
Frank Hocking has

Clay City,

WISCONSIN
New
Theaters
Burlington —-Orpheum
Cudahy— New Ma
;

Kempen,

former operator of the Rex at Berlin,
Wis., has purchased the Bijou
from John Cleland, and will remodel
and redecorate.

jestic.

Changes in Ownership
Black
Creek Auditorium,
sold
to
Btacll
Creek Audit Co. by L. F. Matheys; Li

—

Crosse— Bijou, sold to F. L. Keppenberge
by A. J. Cooper & Herman Tillman'
Necedah Grand, sold to Scott & Lamon
ni
by Delos Merredith; New Lisbon Home]
sold to Scott & Lamont by Delos Men
dith
Pardeeville ^Liberty, sold to Ear
Scott by Wm. Ruehl; West AlUs— Com
nl
munity, sold to C. W. Nebel by Dileo S

—

field.

—

Gents.

Il

River Falb

—

Princess.

WYOMING
Changes

in

Ownership

—America and Rex, sold W. R
Sample by Rex Investment Co. Therma
—Whiting, sold R. L. KatzonbacJI

Casper

to
;

to

and N. D. BischofT by

Close Minnesota House

—

Lake

Crystal,
Minn. John
E.
Konz
closed the Cozy.
assumed the lease when it was given
up by John Pesava, who built a modern theater here.
The Cozy could
not meet this competition, and was
forced to close.

Managing Northport House

—

Northport,
N.
Y. Mrs.
Jessie
Barker, who up to two years ago
owned and operated the Northport,
and sold to Stanzler & Wolkowitz,
again is in charge and personally will
manage the house.

t

Closings

poJls

Konz has

i

—

;

—

sold the theater here to C. W. Cook.
Hocking recently disposed of two
houses at Flora and two at Fair-

Woman

Barker Completes Short
Bradley Barker has completed direction of "Rose of Killarney," Tiffor this

Crumley

3,

Wm.

Delahoyd.

Closings

Edgarton

—L. & A. Theater. —
— Scenic; Lewistown

BeUofonte

Embassy'

Openings

Millenstown

— Opera

— The

Millerstown

;

Red

Lioi

House.

Weaver

at

WUburton

Wilburton, Okla.— W. A. Weave^
has been appointed manager of th«
Criterion and

Liberty.
,

Graves at Schenectady
Schenectady
Farash
Theater
Corp. has appointed Guy Grave

—

Hk

manager of the State to succeed
James E. Roach, Jr., resigned.
'XSj

Sm4ll Enough to be Intimate

7AeHi¥S?kPl[t

ALL THE NEWr?

o/'FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIMF,

h
itrc

Bin

asit

Big Enough to be Independent
Mi
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A Review of Reviews
By LILIAN W. BRENNAN
"The Enemy" and "Chicago" were

—

Chattanooga, Tenn. John Parks, contrachas obtained a permit to demolish two
buildings at 62'6 and 628 Market St. as the
site of a theater to be built Iiy the Reliance
Publix may take over the
Investment Co.

tor,

new house.

—

Louis Rosenbaum of Muscle
Athens, Ala.
Shoals Theaters, Inc., operating the Princess
and Majestic at Florence; Palace at Shef-

and

field,

Strand

Ore. — The

Portland,
ter
bett

announces
opened

Tuscumbia,

at

here

building of a theater
some time in April.
the

be

to

Geller opened on Fos-

Teb

Walt
just before Christmas.
the Oriental Dec. 26.

Road

opened

leased

will

be

first

of

the

It.

— The

an

Riviera,

A.
H.
comp'e-

now

theater

nearing
opening around

ready for

—

O.

the

—

It

is

reported that the owners
another theater at

-

Mich.

Roseville,

—A

new

theater

is

under

here.

—

new

has

theater

of
the

Dreamland when it
January.
The house

Ben Wise Buys at "Cincy"
Cleveland Ben Wise who runs

—

the National theater here, has purchased Boulevard, in Cincinnati. He

operate them both.

Youngclass & Latta Active
la.
Youngclass & Latta,
owners of the Foxy and Grand here,
have bought the Strand at Wood-

—

—

Stanton, Mich.
Glen Gardner
a theater here to seat 350.

is

building

—

Home,
site

for

—

Ark. Neil
a theater.

Eatman

has

New

Cleveland House Opens
Cleveland
The Garfield, new
1,300-seat

—

motion

picture

built
It
opened.

Frank Porsinski has
located at 4717 Turney Rd.
changes weekly is the policy.

by
is

Four

Fred Mercy Buys Another

—

Blank Leases $1,000,000 House
Cedar Rapids, la.— A. H. Blank
Enterprises has leased from Century
been promised by May 1. The 25year lease calls for an average yearly

—

Movietone and Vitaphone as features.
F. Charles is general manager.

R.
in

ported closed for the winter: Prescott,
Everson, Peshastin and Port

Gamble,

Washington

and

Remodel Baird Theater
The Signal is being
Baird, Tex.

—

remodeled and enlarged

at a cost of

$7,000.

Heads Kiwanis Club
Indianapolis Ace Berry, manager

New

of the Indiana, the city's largest picture house, has been elected vice
president of the Indianapolis Kiwanis club.

Berry

—

the Film Exchange Bldg., for the
distribution in Ohio of state rights

—

in

films.

for

the
lumbia.

Grjenly has been
past

ten

years,

in

Detroit

with

Co-

1928

Important Changes
Affect Atlanta Offices

days
Co.,

a

ago by
Frank

Free Shows at Ponca City
changes
Ponce C^ty, Okla. Lew Wents,
affecting exchange managers on At- a wealthy oil man, has caused a lot
lanta's
Film Row are announced. of concern to local theater owners
Hank Hearn has resigned as man- by leasing the city auditorium and
Atlanta

— Two

—

important

ager of Liberty-Specialty to join Tiffany-Stahl.
His resignation already
is effective but it is understood that
his active connection with Tiffany
will not begin until Jan. 1 when he
will open a branch at New Orleans.
John W. Mangham, Jr., has resigned as branch manager of Arthur

Bromberg Attractions, and will
Hearn as manager in At-

week

giving three shows a
public free of charge.

to

the

Lease Middletown House
Middletown, Conn. A. J. Vannie,
nephew of S. Z. Poli, and Orlando
Bellicia of New Haven, have leased
the rebuilt Middlesex which reopens

—

dec. 26.

It

seats 1,500.

succeed

lanta for Liberty.

Mangham

ceed

Just
as

who

will sucof the

manager

Bromberg exchange

had

not

been

determined.

Michaelson Now at Cleveland
William Michaelson,
Cleveland
formerly with the Terminal, Chicago,
has been named manager of the Kinsman, succeeding Larry Jacobs.

—

Stratford

Detroit— The Griswold State Bank
operating the Stratford. The booking is being done by the Co-operative,
while the Kunsky organization is asis

management of the house
new lessee is secured.

sisting in
until a

Holz worth Back

—

in

Fold

Cleveland Fred Holzworth, onetime manager of Loew's State, has
manager of the
appointed
been
Homestead. Holzworth has been out
of the picture business for the past
few years.

House Opens

—

Monroe,
new
Rochester, The
Monroe Ave. neighborhood house
It has
seating 1,200 has opened.
three Peerless projectors in the modern projecting room.

San

Reverts to
Francisco

Film Policy

— Returning

to its
forrner policy, the Wigwam is now
presenting feature pictures along with
its vaudeville.

Improve Dunellen Theater
Lease of Hamilton, Yonkers
Dunellen, N. J. Meyer Cohen has
Yonkers, N. Y.— Strahan Theaters closed the Dunellen for complete reCorp. have sold their lease of the modeling.
Hamilton to the Ross Stores who are
to erect a department store on the
Remodel New Orleans House
The lease had four and a half
site.
Orleans The Lyceum, which
New
years to run, and $50,000 was paid to
has been closed for several weeks,
abrogate it.
has reopened after extensive remodel-

—

Sell

ing.

Now

Rochester
Rochester Thomas D. Soriero, of
New York, 22 years in the vaudeville and film business and lately of
Soriero

at

—

Installs a Wurlitzer
the Comerford Amusement Co., New
H.
has succeeded Charles
Carnegie, Okla. C. W. Hartman York,
has installed a Wurlitzer organ in Goulding as manager of the Fenyvessys' new Rochester theater.
the Liberty.

Hartman

few

a

Amusement
Rembusch enterprise.

—

Tensed,

Idaho.

Cleveland Exchange Opens
Cleveland
Service
Film
Exchange, under the management of
Joe Greenly has opened an office

Two

Rochester

Eastern Washington. He has purEverett Opening Thursday
chased the Liberty, Pasco, Wash.,
Everett, Wash.
The new Granada,
from E. J. Reynolds. It is reported
Mercy has an speculative eye on Cle earected on the site of the old Rose,
opens Thursday.
It will have both
Elum and Roslyn.

Far Northwest
Seattle— Following are theaters in
eastern Washington and Idaho re-

3,

Capitol

rental of |40,000.

in

Houses Close

institutions.

Indianapolis The Colonial, which
has had a stormy career since the
bankruptc,y of Bingham and Cohen
forced its close less than a year ago,

was reopened

Bank Operates

Bldg. Co., the $1,000,000 theater unOccupancy has
der construction.

Seattle
Fred Mercy has again
added to his rapidly growing chain

Tuesday, January

C.

It

Washington, C. H. O. Harry V. Smoots,
owner of the Vine, is building a theater to
cost
$80,000 and seat 775.
Harry Holdbrook of Columbus is the architect.
Roy
Simons will be manager.

Mountain

are planning a circuit in

this territory.

the

popular

Rembusch Reopens Theater

rating.

Michigan.

purchased a

pictures

is

opened in
is
undergoing remodeling and redeco-

They

other

—

be called the

ward.

—

Detroit
Lou
Anger,
vice-president
Artists Theater Circuit, expects
new theater here to open about Feb. 1.
seats
and is located opposite
2,000,

United

and

said this tendency has a tendency
to discourage the producer from serious effort and lead him to continue
production on the popular hokum
type of film which is sure to bring
good returns at the box office.

girl.

Perry,

Marine City, Mich. A
opened here, seating 800.

ball

as against

—

will

part of
writers in dealing with current productions, Irving Thalberg of M-G-M
stated in an interview that pictures
are passing through an era of "dan-

He

Cleveland Theater Name Changed
Cleveland The Glenside recently
purchased by Thomas Shalakis will

of

of the Grand will build
a cost of $250,000.

construction

show

of

and loyalty on the
newspaper reviewers and

the fact that screen writers generally
do not back pictures the way other
special newspaper writers back base-

show-

stage

background.
"Desperate Courage" is a
western with Wally Wales, the hero.
Buzz Barton, the boy rider and youthful
cowboy, does his stuff again in "The Pinto
Kid," an entertainment ideal for the youngsters.
"Wheel of Destiny" an average program pictuie, the story involving a romance
a side

— Stressing the need

fairmindedness

gerous knocking." Thalberg deplored

Get reaction

ion convention in Paris.
Fair number of
laughs.
Richard Dix is a Doug'as Fairbanks
sort of^ hero in his latest, "The Gay Defender," told against a colorful and roman-

year.

College Corner, Ohio
Charles Randle
Oxford has opened a theater here.
Tiffin,

—

of

— Sam

in
Shapiro,
interested
the p'elton and Ogontz, soon will begin construction of a theater to cost $600,000 to be
known as the Uptown at 2240-5 N. Broad
There will be a six story office building
.St.
with stores.
Plans have been prepared by
Magaziner, Eberhard & Harris, architects.

Waterloo,
Blank-Publix
tion, will be

Los Angeles

Daily Reminder

fair

The house will seat 1,500. and
to Multnomah Theaters. Inc.

Philadelphia

Exhibitors

the
long run openings of the past week.
The
former, an adaptation of Channing Pollock's
stage play, is a preachment against war, a
rather heavy entertainment, with Lillian Gish
doing some splendid work.
"Chcago" toots
along to the tune of popping guns as might
be expected.
Phyllis Haver is first rate as
the
heroine
of
this
melodramatic thriler.
"Silk Legs" deals with the adventures of a
nifty female hosiery drummer who outwits her
male competitor and how.
"Husbands For
Rent" is the typical Al Woods bedroom
farce, -embarrassing
situation.,
risky
business and what not.
No Sunday school picture, this.
"Legionnaires In Paris" has to do
with a couple of delegate cutups at the leg-

tic

—

Ground was broken last
Portland,
Ore.
week for the Lloyd, Union and KiUingsworth
Ave., and plans call for immediate construe
tion.

Thalberg Asks Loyal
Support from Reviewers

—

Sell K.
Citj

Kansas

C. Theater
C. Baltis has sold

— H. and

College Ave.
H. H. Barrett andi
G. A. Malony are the lessees and
operators have the option of a five-j
the

to

Ritz,

12th St.

Oscar Litwin.

year extension.

I
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And

That's That

Aschers Make Final Bow
as Fox Takes Over Chain

WHEN
adel

Salvation

the
at

DALY

Army

career

Cita-

Chatham, Ont., was de-

—

of

fire

during the midst of

interest.

dan,

of the local Salavation Army officers
by placing the Princess theater at
the disposal of the army for Sunday
services free of charge until permanent quarters are obtained. The offer was accepted and the acceptance

its

vaudevil

differentiates

1

(Continued from Page

e

and presentations."

ihe

—

Lease Arlington Theater

—

organ

from St. Louis, the
Orpheum has opened with Harry P.

It's

received

of the Paris

njing
do not
iitence
rected
a lyre

violinist,

that Nero fiddled while Rome burned,
realize that the iiddle was not in ex
in Nero'a time.
Mr. San Malo corthe chairman by explaining that it was
which Nero used. New York Port.

Musicians
these

now

American Club in introdtMAlfredo San Male, to Oyt

—

have

progressed since
Instead of a lyre they

days.
use a press agent.

the

Arthur Hirsch is chairman of the
committee, which is to campaign for
passage of the bill.
Others on the
committee are: Sol Raives, Charles
L. O'Reilly, William Brandt, Hyman
Rachmil, Samuel I. Berman, Lee A.
Ochs, Louis F. Blumenthal, Harry
Suchman, Leo Brecher, Rudolph
Sanders and A. H. Schwartz.

New

Maryland Theater

for these matinees.

—

Buys Little Falls Theater
Little Falls, Minn.
Isaac J. Craite

—

Minneapolis

of

Lyric from R.

purchased
Mace.

has

J.

Buys House at Wolback, Neb.
Wolbach, Neb.—J. H. Berney has
the
purchased the Empress from Ollie
Terry.

Red Wing, Minn., House Improved
Red Wing, Minn. Extensive improvements have been made to the

—

Metro by the management.

Improve Harrisburg Theater
Harrisburg,

Pa.

—

Elaborate im-

provements are being made to the
New Rialto by Isaac Marcus, who
recently took the theater over from
the

Handshaw

Knight Joins Seattle Film Board
Seattle
Fred P. Knight, who assumed full management of Western
Film Corp., when D. C. Millward bebecame manager of Tiffany-Stahl Exchanges in Seattle and Portland, has
joined the Northwest Film Board of
Trade as its newest member.

—

estate.

Miller Repurchases Interest

Porum,

—

N. W. Film Salesmen Meet
Minneapolis
Announcement is
made by W. H. Workman of the
Board of Trade that the annual convention of film salesmen will be held
early in January, with the tentative

—

2.

is

to Carl

operating

it

Curtis

&

W.

again,

Mooreland, Okla.— Kenneth Camphas bought the theater here. He
is a son of R. B. Campbell, who owns
two houses at Waynoka.
bell

Vendome on Grand River Ave. from
M. Handler who is retiring on account of

ill

health.

Portell controls

Greenwood, Colony, Virginia
Park and a half interest in the Delray.

the

M. M. Hite Buys

—

Two

Clinton,
Okla. The
Royal and
Rialto have been purchased by M. M.
Hite.

Theater

Opens

at

Holcomb

Holcomb, N. Y.— Will H. Clohecy
manager of the new Guild, first
picture house to be opened here.

Saturday Openings for Kunsky
With Kunsky changing
the Madison and Adams to Saturday
openings instead of Sunday, practically all of the circuit's houses are
Detroit

now

Rosell and
this time

Redecorates Nebraska House
Ord, Neb.— William (Bill) Nieuxland has made extensive changes and
redecorated the Gem.

Simons Resigns
Manistee,
Mich.— Arthur Simons
has resigned as manager of the Lyric
and Ramsdell, Butterfield houses

Detroit

Cohens Cut Prices
Lou and Ben Cohen have

—

reduced prices for their new Hollywood and Colonial except on Saturday and Sunday.

—

following

this

policy.

Buys Detroit Lease
Detroit H. L. Levy, former manager of the Blackstone, has bought

—

the

lease

of

the

Warren from Ben

Weisman.

No
sold

under a receivership.

here.

from

Palace

is

Fish Operating Theater
Akron, 0.— Carl Fish, who

Alhambra

the

—

Birmingham, Ala.
Publix has
opened the new Alabama. Sam Katz,
Sam Dembow, Harry Marx and
other Publix officials were present
from. New York.

Co.

bought
Rowe.

PoTtell Gets Detroit Vendome
Detroit Joe Portell has leased the

Birmingham House Opens

his

—

as organist.

date set for Jan.

iag the

to prevent
of the industry."

Okla.— Lester Miller has
Ted Williams Buys Texas House
repurchased his interest in the Miller.
Big
Lake,
Tex.
Williams,
Ted
Organ for Kingston House
Kingston, N. Y.
With a new owner of the Texo at Texon, has
Kenneth Campbell Buys

Dodge

man

tending

plans.

—

We now offer a gem from "Cause
and Comment in 'The Quill'":
Manr people who allude, as did the ehalr-

by

shows

Lamb

M. L.

8
to
its
president,
William
Jan.
Arlington, la.
Grantham & PetMorris.
Daniel Frohman is chairers, owners of the Polly at Fairbanks,
man of the arrangement committee, have
leased the Opera House from
and Eddie Cantor is in charge of
A. R. Bird.
the entertainment program.

proud.

public

trustification

here costing about $55,000. John
J.
Zink, Baltimore architect drew the

dinner which the
Jewish Theatrical Guild is tendering

to feel

a resolution

have been invited. Peterson, manager
of the house, has promised good

—

la.

—

reasons

in

has

Carroll,

—

// you see Ray Foster, w.k. cameraman, wearing the high hat these
days, don't be alarmed, for Ray is
sporting a new Mitchell camera with
all the latest attachments and has

hailed

is

bought the theater here from R. Van
Heusen.

at Carroll, la.

Perry, la. Youngclass & Latta
Never again is the slogan adopted
by Harvey B. Day, Kinograms sales changed the name of the former Rex
munager, who tried to use Dave to the Foxy after learning the seChatkin as his guide in selecting the lected name. "Roxy," is copyrighted.
proper cutlery at a recent high hat
dinner. Harvey says such a course
Cleveland House Remodeled
might cause him, to cut his throat.
Cleveland The Gordon Square, belonging to th Scoville, Essick and
That affable Friar, William Collier, Reif circuit has been entirely reJames is
has consented to act as toastmaster modelled and redecorated.
owner and manager.
at the testimonial

record in Minneapolis,
and now has joined Publix.
He'll
be heard from.

bill

correj:ting the ills declared complained of by exhibitors, and passage
of the law, it is stated, "would inure
to the benefit of the theater-going

Catonsville, Md.
Catonsville Theater Corp., of which Arthur B. Peterson is secretary will build a theater

Change Theater Name

enviable

cam-

to

operating in offering free shows at
the Mission, at Kilbourn for four successive Saturday afternoons to which
all people living outside of Kilbourn

Buys

an

named

as

phrase.

a real pleasure to welcome a
regular fellow like Danny Finkelstein to New York. Danny has made

committee

special

paign for passage of the measure.

—

Helen Patterson, stage player, and
Kenneth Harlan, screen actor, are
to he married late this year.

1)

Sen. Brookhart of Iowa, which seeks
tj ban block and blind booking, and
prohibit arbitrary allocation of product is pledged by the T.O.C.C. and a

United Opens Kenosha House
Kenosha, Wis. Dahl's Roosevelt
on Kenosha's west side, opened to
the public on Christmas Day.
The
was duly announced in the news- theater has a capacity of 1,000 and
cost approximately $450,000.
It has
papers.
been leased by the United Theaters
Co., which also operates the Butter// the holiday greeting cards re- fly, Vogue and Lincoln in Kenosha.
ceived by Harris P. Wolfberg, divi- The theater is under direct
managesion sales manager for Metro-Gold- ment of L. A. Turner,
manager of
wyn-Mayer at St. Louis, were placed the United Theater Co.'s interests in
end on end they would reach, by Kenosha. It is of Spanish type and
Free Showrs at KUboum, Wis.
actual mileage, from Loew's State according to the management
the
Kilbourn, Wis. Approximately /O
to Belleville, III.
Such popularity policy will be pictures and presentamerchants of Kilbourn, Wis., are comust be deserved, if we may coin a tions.

And while on the subject of Xmas
cards, Henry Bate of Universal was
the author of an original and novel
one.

1928

3,

Attacks Whets Interest
in Contract Meeting

vaudeville
policy to function as a de
luxe presentation house.
Maybe there's a chance,
as long as the circuit has
been on a vaudeville basis,
that we at last will have
opportunity to learn the
fine dividing line which

The houses are the SheriCommercial, Crown, Portage
Christmas relief activities, Manager Park, Midwest and Terminal.
The
A. P. Drohan of the Princess and deal for complete ownership was
Griffin theaters earned the gratitude made some weeks ago.
stroyed by

that

in

abandoning

Ending the exhibition
Ascher Bros., Fox has
taken over ownership of the six
Ascher houses in which it has held
Chicago

By PHIL M.

Loew's
Brooklyn is

"Notice

Melba

Tuesday, January

Policy Change at Little Rock
Rock, Ark.— E. T. Oliver,

Little

manager

of the Majestic, states that
the booking arrangement of the theater will not be affected by the consolidation of Keith-Albee-Orpheum.
The Majestic is controlled by Interstate Amusement Co. of Texas, a subsidiary of the merged corporations.
It is supplied with vaudeville from
the New York group.

—
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New Year Finds Hollywood Busy
First National Signs

Two New

Frank Lloyd

for Five Pictures— Banks to

Directors — M-G-M Signs

Moran

New

CONTRACT

FIRST NATIONAL

a new contract with First National, calling for
direction of five pictures for the
companj'.
The first will be "The

Directors

elevated two assistants to the position of director.
They are Edward Ogearna and

Roscoe Hugh. They

Universal,
Tiffany-Stahl. De

Christie, Educational and a
number of other independent studios
are humming with activity.
Mack Sennett is to open his new

Divine

will direct

Woman," which

is

the' first

picture under Corinne Griffith's
contract with the company.

westerns.

new

studio in

February, while the Warexpected to reopen that

The year is expected to witness
many changes in production, and
is
there
that the

be
but

well-grounded

economy program
other

like

come more and more
tions

confidence
is not to

short-winded

a lasting one,

is

which

efforts
will be-

rigid as condi

permit.

There may be a decrease of pictures made by the big companie,
year, but independents
will make up for the difference, so
no shortage of product is ^i^ici
pated.
With the uniform contract
free-lance artists now in effect,
tention is to be turned by the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences to
drafting a contract for other studio
workers. There is to be no delay in
opening negotiations for the new
form of agreement, it is stated.
Whether high-salaried players are
to be placed on a profit-sharing basis, with the number of pictures they
make to be reduced, remains to be
seen, although executives are said to

during

the

decided upon this course at
their recent meetings on the Coast.
The year looms as a most importThe
ant one for the independents.
forward strides made during the
year by Tiffany-Stahl and Columbia,
the new combinat.V>/n of Tec-Art,
Inspiration and the Halperins and
other independent units are factors
which presage this development.

have

Preparing Continuity for Fajos

Edward

T. Lowe, Jr., is preparing continuity of "Lonesome," which
is to be Paul Fajos' first picture for
Universal.

M-G-M

Assigns Currier

Frank Currier has been cast for a
role in "Chinabound," which is to
star Ramon Novarro for M-G-M.
Vidor Directing Davies
King Vidor will direct Marion
Davies in "Polly Preferred" for

M-G-M.

M-G-M

for

Signed by

Comedy

Moran & Mack,

is

month.

& Mack

Moran

has been signed by

Series
team

vaudeville

M-G-M,

"The Two

Black

is

it

re-

Crows,"

ported.
as they are billed on the stage, are to
appear in a series of comedies for

the company.

"World's Illusion," One of
larence Brown's Films
Clarence Brown's

first

picture for

M-G-M

under his new contract has
been definitely decided upon.

not

One

the

of

"The

is

World's

make

he

will
Illusion,"

pictures

which

be a screen adaptation of the
Jacob Wasserman novel. It is probble that Brown will not commence
ew picture for at least six weeks.

will

Permit Issued for Building
Program at F. N. Studios
Building permits have been issued
for the $500,000 improvements to be
made at First National's Burbank
studios.
telephone exchange, storage house, stage, new unit for the
administration building, an addition
to the production building and a new

A

vault are planned representing about
20 per cent of the proposed building

program.

Monty Banks
Comedy for

Appear in
British Firm
to

Monty Banks is to appear in a
comedy for an English company,
name of which soon is to be announced.
Banks leaves this month
for

London.

Gus Corder Named Casting Henley Assigned to Direct
Director for Tiffany-Stahl
Adolphe Menjou Picture
Gus Corder has been named

cast-

ing director for Tiffany-Stahl, under
a new contract signed with John N.
Stahl.

is

direct Adolphe
of the Gaiety"
under his new

Hobart Henley is to
Menjou in "The Super

picture
contract.
Production
to start early in January.
as

his

fir.<»t

Paramount

Preparing Barthelmess Film
Production on "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come" with Richard Barthelmess, which Alfred Santell

directing

starts this

for

First

''Lots''

RALPH WILK

National,

next
direct

for Ufa.

Not Renewing
Maria Corda, it is reported, will
not renew her contract with First

DOTriplicate" was the
know

that

"Married

in

that was
first suggested for a play that made
The play finally got the
a "little."
name of "Abie's Irish Rose."
*

title

*

A

perfect example of "nailhood"
has been sacrificed on the altar of

Florence
"Doomsday,"
In
Vidor has a screen husband, who
amuses himself by breaking off one
of her beautiful fingernails.
art.

»

»

among
is
who made their

Stedman

Myrtle

the actresses

theatrical debuts in light opera.

Her

appearance was be-

first

fore a Chicago audience.
*

*

*

Our Passing Show. Charles
B. Mintz visiting Universal
City; Henriette and Geftrud,e
Cohn attending a preview in

Carroll
;
Pete
hurrying on H oily w o o d
Boulevard; smiling Thelma
Todd being greeted at the

Pasadena

Paramount

studio.

•

•

•

Eddie Dunn is co-directing "The
Flying Boob," the first of a series
of two-reel comedies starring Slim
Summerville and Grace Lewis. Eddie
is being kept busy on the Coast, having recently finished an assignment
In addition to coat Educational.
directing,
Eddie is also writing
cotnedy scenarios.
•

is

*

«

the age of 11, a Rushboy ivon first prize
for the best essay submitted
by youngsters. The prize ivas
Chicago
awarded at
the
The boy was
Woiid's Fair.

At

ville, Ind.,

Signs Edward Clark
Edward Clark has been added
the

to

scenario staff of Tiffany-Stahl.

week.

Ufa Signs Tourjansky
V. Tourjansky is to leave
week for Berlin where he is to

Hollywood
you

#

Mille.

ner plant

Little
from

Frank Lloyd has signed

Fox has

M-G-M,

Columbia,

A

By

Start of the new year finds considerable activity at Hollywood studios, despite shutdown of the Warner and Sennett plants, and reported
plan to close the Universal studios.
Fox, Paramount, First National,

FBO,

^

FRANK LLOYD SIGNS NEW

Year for Independent Firms

Artists,

Film— Fox Names

English

& Mack — Tiffany-Stahl Makes Corder Casting Director

1928 Seen as Most Promising

United

Make

Marian Nixon Gets Lead
Marian Nixon has been selected
feminine lead in "Cream of
the Earth," which J. T. O'Donohue
is adapting.
for

the

Titling "The Foreign Legion"
Jack
Jarmuth is titling "The
Foreign
Legion."
Norman Kerry
vehicle which Melville Brown di-

Bess Meredith to Do Scenario
rected.
First National has signed Bess
scenario
of
Meredith to write the
New Daniels' Film Completed
Major Biro's "The Yellow Lily," in
Bebe Daniels has completed prowhich Billie Dove is to star under
duction of "Feel My Pulse," under
direction of Alexander Korda.
direction of Gregory La Cava.
Plans New York Trip
Fairbanks Signs Amor
Wanda Wiley is to leave the midCarlos Amor has been assigned a
dle of this month for New York to
appear in a vaudeville sketch by Wil- role in Douglas Fairbanks' next
"Twenty Years After."
lard Mack.

Tom
wit,

and

J.

Geraghty, Hollywood
scenarist

writer,

title

film editor.
»

»

»

More Passing Show: Dave
Epstein and Hal Hall motoring down Melrose Ave.; Al
Green giving an appreciative
passenger a ride on Western
avenue.
»

•

*

Jack Egan, one of Hollywood's
rising juveniles, has moved his makeup box to the First National studio.
Jack played the juvenile lead opposite Olga Petrova in "The White
Peacock," a stage production, before
entering pictures iyi the East.
*

*

*

Ramon Romeo, who

is

writing or-

and scenarios at Paramount,
has been considering an offer to coiginals

direct

features.

1
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Partnership
Deal with G.E. and R.C.A.?

FROM DALLAS FIELD?
National Advertisers to In- Publix Expected to Take
Over Melba on 15th
crease Budgets This
of This Month
Year
With annual expenditures

for

all

of advertising now exceeding
$1,500,000,000, 1928 will witness an
increase in volume of advertising,
K. Woodbridge,
according to C.
president of the International Advertising Ass'n., and William A. Hart,
president of the Ass'n. of National
Advertisers.

kinds

Sunrise" First
Berlin (By Cable) — A vote

—

been posted for employes, but there
any break in
is not expected to be
relations, with the house expected to
reopen Jan. 15 as a Publix theater,
which holds lease of the house.
The increase, Woodbridge says, is
As a Publix house, the Melba may
a safe prediction "because advertishave a large symphony orchestra,
ing, essentially a factor used in sellatmospheric prologues of feature picing nowadays, rides side by side with
There is some talk that
tures, etc.
all other factors that are used to pro(Continued on Page (>)
mote business enterprise. As business grows, so will advertising."
Expansion in advertising, according
BY
to Hart, is "in line with the thought PARTNERSHIP
efof those who have studied the
fects of well planned and well diCITY
IN
rected advertising, and who have
noted the important part it has
played in recent years in increasing
Kansas City Midland Theater &
markedly the sales of products con- Realty Co., which built Loew's Midcerned.
land here, has acquired a 50 per cent
interest in 24 Missouri and Kansas
theaters, in a deal with Universal
had been
It previously
Theaters.
TESTTODECLAREMD.'BLUE' reported that 'M. B. Shanberg, managing director of the Midland, had
joined Universal as head of the
INVALID IS
Sears-Harding circuit.

conducted by "Der Deutsche,"

DE MILLE OUTPUT TO BE
TOTAL OF 43 PICTURES
Forty-three

productions will

where announcement of consummation is expected soon.
comJoseph P. Kennedy, FBO presi-

prise the output for the coming year
from the De Milie studios, for release by Pathe Exchange, a revised

completed by Elmer
Pearson and John C. Flinn, vice presidents, and Phil Reisman, distribution head, shows.

The

Announcement
(Continued

—

of
on

the deal
Page 6)

executives

recently

returned

from the Coast where conferences
were held with De Mille and his associates, General Manager William
Sistrom, Hector Turnbull, William
De Mille and Ralph Block.
Eighty stories, plays and books
(Continued

on

Page

6)

to All Exhibitors

Immediate release of "The Patent
Leather Kid," First National roadshow attraction, to exhibitors of the
nation, is announced by Ned Depinet,
general sales manager. This, he says,
is in accordance with company policy
of giving exhibitors first call on its

(Continued

on Page

3)

INSPIRATION TO RELEASE

3 YEARS THROUGH

U. A.

—

Los Angeles Three year releasing franchise, providing for a miniof six pictures, has been granted Inspiration Pictures by Cfnited

mum

Artists, with Walter Camp. Jr., head
of Inspiration, made a member of the
board of directors of Art Cinema

Corp.,

financing

firm

affiliated
of the last

with

Chicago.

SHOWMEN AND OPERATORS
MOVE TO AVERT STRIKE

—

Chicago Less than a week remains for operators and exhibitors
to settle their differences on wage

Exhibitors met yesterday with operators in efforts to arrive at a settlement, with operators demanding
wage increases aggregating 25 per
cent and a six day week with seven
days' pay.
Efforts are centered in attempt to
avert a repetition of last summer's
when houses of the city
strike,
closed for a week in a lockout of

union employes.

Keith-Orpheum Booking
Into 724 Houses Now

I

(Continued

on

Page

6)

Detroit Theater Owner Is
National Theater Supply
Convention Jan. 11 and 12 Arrested on Arson Charge

—

agers.

deal,

two
United Artists. Both
Compilation of vaudeville statistics
headed by Joseph M.
are
firms
1927 by Keith-Alhee show 724
for
ISchenck. Camp has acquired a subhouses playing vaudeville or combinstantial interest in Art Cinema.
in the company's houses
The agreement is effective immed ation policy
(Continued on Page 2)

Detroit— Although they protested
Chicago Annual convention of the
when arraigned,
innocence
National Theater Supply Co., is to be their
of the Tivoli
Announcelessee
Cosco,
12.
and
11
Joseph
held here Jan.
pictures.
The production played at ment of new supply products to be and Emillio Tork, his nephew, were
exroadshow prices from August to De- marketed by the firm is expected to be held in $3,000 bond and their
charge
cember at the Globe, New York, and made at the sessions, which will be amination set for Jan. 10, on a
with the deplayed a shorter engagement at the attended by company branch man- of arson in connection

WooH,

ed

of the operators, with contracts expiring Jan. 11.

ON

Now

dent,

demands

was

Baltimore A Sunday picture performance at which admission will be
charged will be given in a theater in
northeast Baltimore before the end KATZ BASES THE FUTURE
of this month, by the Liberty Defense
League of Baltimore, according to
John Callan, president of the League.
QUALITY OF FILMS
The show will open although those
back of it expect to be arrested
"With the whole motion picture
Callan says, stating "you can bank industry on a firmer basis than a year
on it that the present laws under ago, due to economics and readjustwhich the opening of picture houses ments where they had been most
(Continued on Page 6)
needed, I look forward to 1928 with
As an exthe utmost confidence.
hibitor, I base my hopes for the im"Leather Kid" Available
mediate future, and for many months
to come, upon the truly remarkable

point

declines to discuss the reportand otticials ot the other
companies could not be reached for
R. a statement.

schedule

KANSAS

arrangement between L'BO,
General Electric and the Radio Corp.
of America.
While details are lacking, it is understood, the dea'. is in
connection vvith Kenegraphone, the
synchronization device being developed by G. E. in association with
R. C. A.
A series of conferences are said
o have been held during the last ten
days, when progress was made to a
ship

ed in "Sunrise" as the choice.
"What Price Glory" is second.

PLANNED

LAW

•

Negotiations are declared progressing rapidly on a deal for ^a partner-

in 25 countries to ascertain the
best picture of 1927 has result-

FORHED

—

Talking Film Involved in
Negotiations Said to
Be Progressing

it

Dallas
Withdrawal of Loew's
from the local field is forecast by
announcement that the Melba is to
be operated under a new policy.
Customary notice of two weeks has

"U"

Price 5 Cents

1928
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IS

4,

(Continued

on

Page

6)

In This Issue
Resume

of film stock activity for the year.

Turn to page 6
Opinions on presentations bv
Harold B. Franklin, John J.
McGuirk, and Jesse L. Lasky.
Turn to page 3.
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Clitizens' Military Training
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Lors in
to sell

Camps

to the nation, in order to extend the scope of their activity are
to be discussed at a meeting tomorrow in Washington by M. J.

secretary
and
business
manager of the M.P.T.O.A. and offers of the War Dept.

O'Toole,

Seven Tennessee Houses
Bought by Crescent Chain

—

Dyersburg, Tenn.
Purchase of
three Dyersburg theaters and four in
near-l)y West Tennessee towns from
the Dyersburg Theater Corp., by the
Crescent Amusement Company, of
Nashville, Tenn., has been consum-
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Harry

Tel.

Man-

Masters, dis-

manager, closed the contracts.
Crescent company already
o))erates one local theater, the Palace.
One of the purchased houses will be
trict

di-

advertising and publicity
with Chadwick Pictures Corp. and
F'irst Division Distributors, who resigning from the latter company last
summer to complete his book,
"Breaking Into the Movies," is now
associated
with
Krelbar Pictures,
rector

H OR

mated.

of

York.

The

The other

be operated
roadshow house, the Frances.
The Cresent Company also will continue operation of the other houses
purchased at Ridgely, Tiptonville,

closed.
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will
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Market

Sig Newfield, general manager of
Stern Brothers studio, and his brother
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Sam, director of the "Let George Do
It" series, are in New York from the
Coast for a vacation.

and Theatrical insurance for
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for
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Arthur W. Stebbins

O'Toole to Discuss U.
Plans

Newfields in

think of

af-

In addi-

west.

Walter A. Futter, Pres.

21.

is

exchange managers of the
East and Central West today conWhat is an actor? — Chicago Daily Nc^.v.';.
An actor is a person who makes
clude a two days' sales meeting in
New York.
$50,000 a year some weeks.
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Keith-Orpheum Booking
Into 724 Houses Now

for First National, leaves toapproximately 300
tion
there are
day_for_the Coast. His first stop will
And here are some more sallies vaudeville houses controlled by other
ae Seattle.
Other Coast branch of- "goniffed" from "Cause and Com- companies. At an average capacity
fices will be visited, winding up in ment" in
"'rhe Quill."
of 2,000, this gives a daily sealing
Los Angeles.
capacity of 2,048,000 for these houses.
About the loneliest place on earth is a Based on statistics compiled, these
Pullman berth after you switch off the light
Steele Leaves for South
theaters are filled one and one-half
tor the night.— Newark News.
Ciiarles M. Steele, supervisor of
Well, you can't blame the railroad times daily, the weekly attendance at
exchanges for First National, left for that.'
vaudeville and combination houses is
Tuesday for a trip South. He will
21,504,000, K.-A. states.
visit the company's branch offices at
In New York alone there are some
There is an epidemic of second-story men.
Charlotte, N. C, Atlanta and Cin- New York World.
40 theaters operated by Keith-Albee,
We'll say there is! and sometimes the Greater New York Corp. and F.
cinnati in connection with the general
they tell them oftener than twice.
operation of branches.
F. Proctor.
At the Palace, the attendance for 1927 was 2,071,430. The
The long-legged sheep of the Himalayas can
company claims a weekly average atrun forty miles an hour.
Boston Transcript.
Simmons on
Well, if they want to follow the tendance of 80,000 last year at the
Mike
Simmons will interview the present
day ivlary's they will need Hippodrome.
James R. Grainger and Glenn Allvine
to.
of Fox for Station
at the

Fox

.

of

manager

600
20
900
100

are out
new.spaper.

piano.s

modest estnnate.
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Dover, O. For the third successive
Proposal to tax cameramen asRoscoe
Sunday,
Chrest,
signed to take pictures m New York
George
By PHIL M. DALY
Spidell and E. F. Adman, theater
parks, particularly Central Park, a
managers, were arrested for operating
you wish Gordon White, Educa- flat fee of |lb each, has been
IF
They appeared the foltheir shows.
Park Commissioner
tional publicitist, a happy new year, abandoned by
lowing day before Mayor f. J. Groh don't be surprised if he gets savage. Herrick, following a conference with
and were fined $10 apiece. Holiday 'Twas a murky night for Gordon and newsreel companies. The companies
crowds thronged the theaters on the a mu^dy New Year for his car claimed the same status as newspaperSunday the houses were open. The stalled when he started out to make men.
allows were not interrupted by the whoopee, and it took him all day
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THEATRE MANAGER
Enterprising, resourceful, 31, with a record as general manager of a mid-west
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New York City
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Opinions Vary on Presentation Value
fRANKLIN SAYS FILM NEVER

DECISION INDIVIDUAL ONE

''The Picture's the Thing''

SHOULD BE SUBORDINATED

This United Artists theater

is

planned to take a place

Filmdom's capitol as the Home of Premieres. Born of
the same ambitions which builded that machinery of shadow miracles known as the United Artists Corp., it will be
the first theater in America to show their renowned productions. Other attractions there will always be inside
these walls, but here, always, above all else, the picture

FOR EACH HOUSE-MCGUIRK

in

By
il'rcs.

HAROLD

FRANKLIN

B.

and Gen'l Mgr., West Coast Theatres)

of stage presentations
connection with motion picture
programs cannot be determined under
a set policy. There are certain types

The question

in

where the program

is dethe use of
presentations.
of
theaters exsuch
of
patronage
The
pect stage entertainment as part of
evening's entertainment, and
their
such attractions fulfill the taste for
"eye and ear" entertainment.
{n the so-called weekly de luxe
motion picture theaters in most of
the large cities, stage presentations
are a permanent fixture and are expected by motion picture-goers. The
degreiS of their popularity depends
entertainmg
the
on
necessarily
Yet on
qualities of such offerings.
the other hand, in practically every
large city there are theaters that are

of theaters

cidedly enhanced
attractions
stage

thru

devoted to the showing of fine motion
under a long run policy
where stage presentations are un-

will reign supreme.

After tonight, performances will be

continuous from before noon to nearly midnight, and prices
popular, that the screen may belong to the people they who
give sustenance to us of the Film. On the opening nights
of these important pictures, here will gather the fashion,
the grace and the intelligence of our city that there may
;

be huzzahs and
ceive

critiques, as deserved.

what are known

as long runs.

Pictures will re-

They

will be

shown

and then replaced, not as the calendar, but as demand,
dictates. The United Artists Theater, Home of Premieres,
under the direction of the West Coast Theatres from
Statement of Policy United Artists Theater, Los Angeles.

—

pictures

"necessary, and in many instances are
not used. In these th-;aters "the picture's the thing" and the "success oi
an engagement will depend entirely
upon the value of the uieture that is
shown. Therefore we find ourselves
with really two types of operation
one the de luxe theater, which

changes

its

good

where

program
pictures

each
are

week
shown

amidst an atmosphere of music, song
and dance, stage pictures and lighting.

that is shown
of the de luxe
program originally offered by preThey suctentious picture theaters.
cessfully fulfill whatever vaudeville
appetite an audience may have, and
yet present it in an atmosphere that
particularly belongs to the picture
theater. Such theaters generally have
very large seating capacity and stage
entertainment of quality certainly

The entertainment

today

is

a

development

Film Must Receive Due as Main
Attraction, Lasky Declares

J.

McGUJRK

Stanley

—

Co.

America)

of

Philadelphia I don't think there
can be any doubt as to the place that
presentations have taken in the leading picture houses. I would not assert that presentations are absolute-

—

essential
it
depends on the bill,
the house itself, the special occasion,
After
often and, on showmanship.
all showmanship is the real test of
ly

any program.

We
in

are, as exhibitors, constantly
the position of deciding just what

should be placed in any house to
please our patrons and to provide the
entertainment.
Our experiideal
ence has given us assurance that a
good show is always sure to be patronized.
It may take a little time
to have the news spread that a good
show is on, but as soon as people
know, the result is paying patronage.
feature picture often can fill a
house day after day. Quality counts
think that music espealways.
I
the Stancially is to be considered
ley Co. always gives every attention
to the proper musical setting for any
show, and, for yours, has been an
I
advocate of the best in music.
think as a matter of fact that musical taste has been improved by the

A

—

Stanley musical programs.

Each show presents its own probthe studio.
It
Bv JESSE L. LASKY
seems absurd that, after a studio has lems and each show ought to be
(First vice President of Paramount)
well-balspent thousands of dollars on a pro- separately considered.
The problem of presentations, duction, the house manager of a the- anced program is the ideal and it
which has been arousing so much ater, with his necessarily limited re- may take in big features or less imcomment in the trade recently, is a sources, should feel obliged to stage portant presentations. What is necssary is that they ought to be good.
vexing one and is not to be dismissed a brief act to interpret the picture
Our managers make their decisions
As a producer of motion to the audience. It would be just as
lightly.
pictures I welcome this opportunity sensible to expect the house man- according to many different deterdiscuss various phases of this ager
to
of
a
legitimate
theater
on mining factors. I do not believe that
must Broadway to stage a prologue to, there can be any rule estabhshed.
necessarily
which
question,
liave a great effect on production.
sav, "The Trial of Mary Dugan" or Each case is to be determined independently and the ideal show is that
In the first place the word "pres- "The Racket."
think it
I
ntation" is a misnomer.
Out of these prologues grew the which the manager has created and
grew out of the "prologue" vogue of presentation, which term covers the hat brings returns.
into

the

picture

at

A

Prologues were
a few years ago.
who felt
introduced by exhibitors
that properly to show a picture they
first had to put on a stage act which
through dialogue and music, would
create the proper atmospheric setThis always struck me as beting.
ing rather silly. Any well made picture carries its own atmosphere, put

contributes a great deal to building
the bulk of steady patronage that attend week in and week out, regardless of the picture that is shown.
Naturally, motion pictures that are
unusually popular build up the average gross considerably. It is fair to
assume that without such stage entertainment the theaters of this type
would not gross the large amounts
they do, if motion pictures only were
However, in soexclusively shown.
called long run theaters, where the
capacity is not quite as large, a fine
Melange of orchestra! numbers,
picture may have an extended engagement and draw on its own merit vaudeville and prologue termed a
without any stage attraction whatso- "presentation" by the movie theater
managers is not only hindering the
ever.
of better pictures, but actuallv
making
Those theaters throughout the
country that have earned the reputa- is cutting the heart out of the good

vaudeville, music and other stage attractions given with a picture in our
big motion picture theaters. As they
present,
are
constituted
at
these
vaudeville acts, bands, organ solos
and other attractions that make up
the bill are not a presentation of the
picture and have no relation to the
(Continued on Page 4)

ones

available, according to
(Continued on Page 4)

James

Katz Bases the Future
On Quality of Films
(Continued from Page 1)
line-up of pictures promised to us
by the studios," declared Sam Katz,
president of Publix yesterday in a

statement which will appear in full
in the 1928 FILM DAILY
BOOK, off the presses late this

YEAR

PRESENTATIONS HURT GOOD RELATIVE COST POINT

tion for the largest grosses, are the(Continued (m Page 4)

JOHN
(President,

month.

"The ascendancy of the motion picwhich for some time past has

ture,

By E. V. RICHARDS. JR.
(Vice President and General Manager,
Saenger Theaters)

been seriously threatened, seems to
safeguarded
definitely
been
have
through corrective measures taken at
the very source a condition which

—

to stimulate the confidence
whether he be opexhibitor,
the
of
including
If every other business
of the so-called de
theater
erating
a
"legit" roadshow house on sotlie
type, with all the usual musical
luxe
let
would
pictures
dollar
called two
and stage embellishments, or one
the picture business alone, surely the
offers film entertainment exwhich
survive.
But who
could
feature
clusively."
(Continued on Page 4)
is

bound

THE

;%^

CAJLY

Film Must Be Given

Due

Its

from Page

Therefore,

describing
these attractions it seems to me that
we must invent some new term.
In arriving at a proper appreciation of this extra-fihn entertainment
we must give some consideration to
the , problem of the exhibitor.
'By
picture.

in

exhibitor, in this particular instance,
I mean the management of our big
first-class houses of from three to
six
thousand seats because it is
with them that the problem is most
acute.
As a producer of motion pictures my heart and thought are naturally centered in the picture. Nevertheless, I have a very deep sympathy
for the exhibitor.
I appreciate that
he has on his hands a question which
he must answer if his house is to
produce a proper outfit. I believe I
have had an unusual opportunity to
study this situation in our own Publix theaters, and I know
that Mr.
Katz and his associates are giving
the matter their most serious thoi^ght.
In these large houses the de luxe
show, as a whole, runs about two
hours and ten minutes. The exhibitor
believes from experience that
this is the proper amount of entertainment to give his patrons for their
monej^ Of this two hours and ten
minutes, the motion picture enter-

—

tainment

usually takes up an hour
or fifteen minutes.
This
does not include the newsreel and a
two-reel comedy or other screen novelty.
Even with these the exhibitor
is faced with the
necessity of providing something which will occupy
the rest of the time.

and

ten

To do this he has resorted to stage
shows. These shows are created by
producers of stage acts.
The producer of the stage show, being a creator, occasionally allows his enthusiasm for his own handiwork to run
away with him. Then the stage entertainment encroaches on the time
and position which rightfully belong
the screen.
Then it
so-called
presentation
menace to the picture.

to

is

that

becomes

the
a

want

to mate myself perfectly
film must always be the
main attraction in any motion picture theater.
The time consumed
by the feature and the supporting
film entertainment should be the basic time around which the stage manager builds his show.
I

The

clear:

When

stage acts are necessary to

round out a complete program those
should be

subordinated to the
Certainly the stage act should
not be allowed to run so long as to
crowd out worthy film comedies and
newsreels.
Above all the stage entertainment should not be of such
lengtli and nature as to leave the
patrons weary when the feature picacts

film.

ture is thrown upon the screen.
It
is
the feature picture that the patrons have come into the house to
If this be not true, then the
see.
whole motion picture business is not
true.
Just as the program within the theater
must be arranged so that the picture is the
main feature so it is obvious that the theater's advertising must present the picture as
the
main attraction.
I
have no patience

whatsoever
nate a well
tion

to

the

with

film theaters that subordistar and a costly producaggrandizement of some band

known

Presentations

Exhibitors

3)
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Good Pictures Hurt by Never Subordinate

o

as Attraction

(Coiititiued
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—Quirk

Film, Says Franklin
(.Continued

^Continued from Page 3)

Daily Beminikr

R. Quirk, editor of "Photoplay

Mag-

azine."

how Quirk, writing ediviews the problem
"Stripped of all its pretense, pres-

This

is

torially

:

entation is a substitute for good
picture entertainment.
It is served
up on the same principle that inspires French chefs to invent piquant
sauces to smother a questionable fil-

Get salesman's
slant on exploi-

from Page

3)

where stage presentations are
shown. This in itself should be conaters

clusive that the public expects stage
jntertainment with their motion pictures. It is the opinion of the writer,
however, that seldom, if at all,
should the stage presentation overshadow the feature, because after all,
it is the motion picture which is the
most popular unit of a program.

The present type of stage entertain-jj
nent may change in form, but will
tation.
continue to be an miportant part ofjl
be
the de luxe motion picture theater,:
valuable to you.
for it offers a contrast to the motion,
Is
picture itself, and gives an opportun(Continued from Page 3)
ity to bring into one entertainment
Started this thing anyhow:'
Did not every appeal of the theater.
the success of the picture alone atAs the picture theater grows largtract the competition of vaudeville er in size, both motion pictures themcircles and cause them to go after selves, as well as stage attractions,
Wed., Jan. 4, 1928
pictures to use with their vaudeville? will improve in quality as well as
Stage presentations
Well, whether the picture people pretentiousness.
like it or not, they are now in the of the right sort frequently fill in a
"show business." Whether it is pres- gap where the featured picture may
entations, prologues or what not, be lacking, and it is an insurance
master, master of ceremonies or small-time formula makes no difference.
against fluctuating grosses.
Motion picture producers
vaudeville actor.
It also makes no difference which
At no time should the motion pichave invested hundreds of thousands of doloutclraws the other at the box office. ture feature be given secondary posilars in their productions and the personaliTo It costs more, and always will, to tion on the program of a motion picappear in those productions.
ties that
me it is folly for us to make this great ef- produce a supply of vaudeville than
No theaters can buik'ji
ture theater.
fort, to spend this money in exploiting these
pictures
and personalities if they are to It does a picture, because the circula- stage attractions week in and weekj.
tion of a vaudeville act or presenta- out of a quality that would entitleji
be kicked around in our leading theaters and
subordinated to some extraneous personality.
tion is limited and a picture is not. it to dominate the program.
Thcj
That is not building the picture business; it
What incentive is there For instance, 100 houses with a $4,- stage attractions that can do this areji
is tearing it down.
000 per week vaudeville bill the cost few and far between.
to a motion picture producer to make better
Therefore
pictures if he sees his best efforts used as
is $400,000 take a $400,0000.00 picture,
built as
are
attractions
stage
when
or
tabloid
show?
jazz
band
some
trailer
to
a
the same strength as a $4,000 vaudea supplementary feature of the enterJust as sure as the motion picture is subordinated in the theater so will it deteriorate ville bill, and it has a possibility of tainment,, they accomplish their pur-.,
let."

Ij

May

Relative Cost Point

Richards Query

n the studio.
said before, this whole problem is
not one that can be solved with a wave of
It is idle to say the big theaters
the hand.
of three, four and five thousand seats should
They are already built, in opnot be built.
eration and are showing excellent net profits.
Criticism and wholesale condemnation will not
No doubt
make the situation any better.
the
crept
in
to
sometimes
have
abuses
management of stage shows of our bigger
However, I am convinced that our
theaters.
circuit heads and leading exhibitors are aware
of the econmic peril which lies in the wake
of these abuses and are making a sane, inCertainly
correct them.
effort
telligent
to
the situation is not going to be cured by
recriminations.
It remains, on the contrary,
for all of us to study the problem more disinterestedly to the end that a closer cooperation will effect a solution.
As a matter of fact this very situation
may have ultimately an excellent result, because once more it drives home to all of
us the responsibility we have to every phase
The producer, in
of the picture business.
making pictures, cannot ignore
studio
his
the problems of distribution and exhibition.
The distributor cannot shut his eyes to the
difficulties that beset the producer and likewise the difficulties that lie in the path of the
exhibitor.
And on the other hand the exhibitor must realize not only his responsistockholders but
his patrons and
bility to
also to the man who sells him the film and
to the studio that made the pictures possible.
This whole situation therefore, as I said before, may bring forth great benefits if it only
brings all three elements of this business into
closer cooperation.

As

I

_

a good many thousand run's in additions to its first revenues from the
100 houses. So where is the relative
cost point to be established? I don't
know, but it seems to me that rentals have hit the ceiling.
But don't

ask

me — I

New

don't

Wales Import
Tax Is Still Pending

So.

Washington

—

Press.

Fire at Dallas

— Validity

of the

New

anew

as in the present state of the
pleadings the Court finds it impossible to make a ruling.
In reply to
counsel
representing
distributing'
companies, who asked if it would be
necessary to applv for a stay of proceedings. Justice Isaacs said the in•nction still stood preventing the

Commissioner proceeding on the film
Abouf $700,000

tax assessments.
involved.

i.=

Buys

at

Nashville

—

Nashville, Tenn. James Carnahan
has sold the Rainbow to S. F. Miller.

New Owner

at

Camp

—

Taylor

Camp Taylor, Ky. The Taylor,
Ky., has been taken over by James
L. Wilson. It formerly was operated
by Sam Webb.

House

—

Dallas Fire said to have been
caused by defective wiring caused
slight
fire

damage

at the

started under the

Old

Mill.
stage.

The

Of

course, in

where theaters have not
posal

the

very

best

sometimes necessary

instances'

at their dis-

product,
to

it

make an

is

ef-

to offset the features that are
In the
not of the very best quality.
metropolitan cities where the theaters
are of huge capacity and where stage
resources are big, the effort is naturally made to build stage presentations
of elaborate proportions, hut even in
such instances it is difficult to maintain a standard that equals the entertainment value of the motion picture
fort

South Wales Act imposing a tax on
films has not been decided by the
High Court, according to a report itself.
to the Dep't. of Commerce from AsThe final judge where stage pressistant Trade Commissioner Baldwin
entations are essential for picture
at Sydney.
The case will be argued theaters will be determined by the

Miller

Toronto House Has New Owners
Toronto
The Crescent Palace,
3265 Dundas St. West, has been purof
Rappaport
chased
by Jessie
Toronto, for |38,000, from Bernard

know.

pose best.

Franklinton, Ky., House Closes
Franklinton, Ky. The Franklinton, has closed temporarily.

—

public.

They show

their endorsement,

or disaproval by either going to the
theater in great throngs or staying
away, and as long as theaters of stage
satisfactor\'
presentations
play
to
grosses, then it is quite apparent that
the Dublic likes the idea.
What I have said pertaining tc
stage presentations naturally refers
to the larger cities.
In communities
of 50,000 or less, very few theaters
can put on stage attractions thai
mean anything at the box office, because it is seldom that such theater?

can attract talent of value.
".Tack" Tillman Recovering
Ore.— L. E. (Jack) Tillman, manager of the Columbia ex
f-hange. is recovering from an opera

Portland.

tion.

Ohio Directors to Meet
Columbus, O
A directors meeting
of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio will be
held here next week.

—

N
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Fund Formed by Industry

Relief

Reports Persist of Forthcoming De Mille Shake-up— Christie Limits "Tillie" to Six Reels—
Columbia Signs Three More— Rogell Plans All- America Film— Other Wired Coast News

BEQUESTS ASKED TO AID

Columbia Active

A

SEVERAL CHANGES TO BE

Little

Two

to

directors and one special writer have been signed by
Columbia, in the firm's aggressive campaign for new talent.
The directors are Ekiwin Mor-

be provided under plans announced
by the M. P. Relief Fund of Amer-

timer and R. William Neill, and
the writer is Anthony Colde-

which is asking stars and executives to add a clause in their wills

way.

bequeathing a percentage of their
estates for the cause.
Erection of hospitals here and in
New York, and maintenance of a
permanent fund for relief is p'anni-d.
The movement is said to have many

will

NEW
Relief for

M.P. RELIEF EUND
needy

film

workers

is

ice,

among

backers

prominent

players

and executives.

"Quentin Durward"
Be Cruze Production

Scott's
jtp

Josephson has been enJulien
'gaged to prepare scenario of "QuenDurward," Sir Walter Scott
tin
novel, which James Cruze will diThis
rect at the De Mille studio.
will be his second picture under his
"i4ejK.contract, and work on it is to

is

assignment
to be "Lady Raffles" which
Neill's

feature

first

Estelle

Taylor,

Coldeway is to do special work
and no assignment has been
given

Mortimer.

Columbia now has eight diThey
under contract.
are, in addition to the two new
acquisitions: George B. Seitz,
E. H. Griffith. Frank Capra,
Walter Lang, James Home
and Albert Kelly.

rectors

6,000 FEET IS LIMIT SET

ON LENGTH OF

His first picture is
"The Red Mark," now being comstartTtH*.*^.

"TILLIE"

Six thousand feet is the limit set
by Al Christie for the releasing foot-

pleted.

MADE, REPORTS STATE

By

There are many
concerning

stories

in

the

be obtained, state that William Sistrom has resigned as general manager of the studios, and is to join
Vera
Reynolds
has
Universal;
"walked off the lot," due to dissatisfaction over her new picture, "Walking Back;" Jetta Goudal will sign
a new De Mille contract; May Robson has left the De Mille forces.
schedule,
reported
Under the

Turnbull and Ralph Block
given increased duties of
production management, while Lou
Goodstadt and George Volk are to
take over the major portion of duties now discharged by Sistrom.
Elmer R. Pearson, John C. Flinn
and Phil Reisman, who were here
recently, are expected to pay anto be

other visit to the Coast, in the course
of a few days.

"U"

Officials

"Tillie's

be filmed in the nation's 35 keys. parture," states Christie, "is that a
This is planned as his third venture contributing factor in the success of
for 1928,
the other being "Me— feature comedies in the past was the
Gangster," a sequel to Harold Bell short running time, which permitted
Shepherd of the the exhibitor to turn over his show
Wright's "The
rapidly thus getting the maximum
Hills."
No
returns out of an engagement.
more does a producer have to make
F. N.
Molly
a picture long to prove to the trade
that he has a special, as some of the
for
Contract
past
Contract of Molly O'Day has been greatest box-office bets in the
to the
cut
features
the
been
have
National.
First
extended one year by
action-full length of six reels and
under."
Signs Lajos Biro
It is expected that the cutting and
^ajos Biro has signed a long term
previewing of "Tillie" will require
contract with First National as a
several more weeks, with the release
write!
date set for Feb. 18.
W. C. Fields, Chester Conklin,
Eve Sothern Now a Star

Extends

O'Day
One Year

Deny "Bob"

Welsh Replacing Henigson

A

special story now is being written for Eve Sothern to sen-e as her
first
Tiffany-Stahl starring vehicle.
'

$1,000,000 Firm
Pictures Corp.
of California, $1,000,000 San
Francisco company, has filed
articles of incorporation.

Consolidated

Gotham and Brown Moving
Gotham Prod., and Harry J.
Brown Prod, are moving activities
Paramount Re-signs Gary Cooper
Gary Cooper has signed a new long
contract

with

Paramount.

Rapf Leaving Tomorrow
Harry Rapf leaves tomorrow with
his wife for New York on a three
weeks' vacation.

Preparing Compson Script
M. Ritchey is preparing
Will
scenario of "The Love of Liane"
ProLouise Fazenda are starred, and are from Izola Forrester's story.
supported by Mack Swain, Babe duction is to start soon with Betty
London. Doris Hill, Grant Withers. Compson featured for Columbia.
Tom Kennedy. Kalla Pasha and
The story was written by
Tyler Unit on Location
others.
Monte Brice.
Tom Tyler and his company, with
Jane Reid appearing opposite, have
Doane Leaves for East
for northern California on loleft
They are filming Frank
cation.
manager
Warren Doane, general
scenario, "The Westof the Hal Roach studios, is en route Howard Clark's
on the story by
based
Star,"
ern
with
conferences
to New York for
Louis King is
Bitten.
Wy.ndham
M-G-M officials on next year's product.

director.

W1L.K

mHE

boys

A

ducer,
electricians

talk about the prohis
that
insisted

still

who
come

to

—

work

spot-

in

white trousers and keep them
spotless during studio hours.
less,

*

*

*

Our Passing Show

:

Gordon

a telegram; Willis Goldbeck strolling through the corridors of
the Ambassador; Felix Orman and packages piling into
a taxicab.

Cooper

dispatching

*

*

*

"Big BilU" Gorman will be a contender for heavyweight fight honors,
Bill is
if Leach Cross has his way.
a

husky stunt

man and was

at

one

time an electrician at the Paramount
Long Island studio. He has played
some important roles at local studios.
*

*

*

Charley Rosenfeld wore the
smile that won't come off when

Armand Emanuel

raised

his

bulk from the canvas at the

Hollywood Legion

after

ring,

the count of eight, and knocked
out a Mr. Doman, who had
14

knockouts

to

his

credit.

Armand is a Jewish boy and
will make his first appearance
in

a'

New York

ring

this

He is a heavyweight
month.
and is on his way to the top.
*

*

*

More Passing Show: Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Klein at

Sam

to Universal City.

term

RALPH

ft

Hollywood

Hector

are

**Lots

circu-

personnel of
Various rethe De Mille studios.
ports, confirmation of which cannot
lation

Punctured Romance,"
Rogell Plans Picture in
Universal executives brand as false
Christie special which Eddie Sutherreport that Henry Henigson will
the
Exhibitors
Hook-up with
This is approxiland is cutting.
resign as general manager of Uni"Behind
length
as
same
mately
the
Al Rogell, states "The Los Angand be succeeded by
Sutherland also versal City
eles Record," has plans for a hook- the Front," which
Carl
Welsh,
(Bob)
E.
Robert
up with exhibitors for production of directed.
personal representative.
Laemmle's
radical
de"The reason for this
an All-America picture, which would
age of

from

Jacobson
"Sunrise";
singing the praises of "Finders Keepers"; Jack Oakie,
happy, after the preview of

which
picture,
same
the
marks his debut as a screen
actor.
*

*

*

Jack Adolfi knows his Hollywood.
He was a director with the Biograph
forces at the Fine Arts studio, now

known

as

Tiffany-Stahl.
*

*

*

Screen celebrities, who have
been touring in vaudeville, are
home for the holidays. Their
numbers includes Lew Cody,
Mildred Harris, Wanda Hawley and Herbert Rawlinson. By
the way, we want to give three
cheers for the way Herbert
Rawlinson stirred the Holly-

wood Legion

fight

crowd

in

behalf of the Los Angeles Record's Christmas relief fund.
When Herbert finished his appeal the fight fans contributed
$1,200.

/
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Loew's

to

From

Dallas Field?

{Continued

Vitaphone

Withdraw

will

Page

from

be

1)

installed

thereby

coupling with the other policy of
sound-sight synchronization. There
is
no downtown theater equipped
with Vitaphone, although Louis L.
Arcadia,
playhouse,
Dent's model
now has the synchronizer. The Majestic now is equipped with Movietone, The Melba will fall under supervision of Louis Snyder, territorial

manager

for

Publix, class

A

and B

houses with headquarters in New
York. Snyder says information from
New York has not definitely pointed
out that Vitaphone will be installed
and he says he is doubtful.
Loew brought vaudeville to Dallas
in March, 1926, for a fourth attempt
The theater
to establish it in Texas,
ran as a combination house until last
June when fire gutted the stage and
It was estimated from
organ loft.
March, 1926, to June. 1927, the Loew
more than
organization
dropped
The Loew
at the Melba.
$150,000
the
notwithstanding
organization,
fire is said to have run loses into the
$300,000

range,

rebuilt

the

theater

September. During this period, the house has reached its low and high box office marks.
It broke record week of Dec. 3, with

and reopened

it

last

"London After Midnight." while the lowest mark is said
to have been reached with "In Old

Lon Chaney

in

Kentucky,"

both

with vaudeville.

playing
declared that

pictures
It

is

since repairing the house the further
losses and prospects of losing another $250,000
have been in the offing.

23,967,585 Shares Turnover
in 1 9 Stocks During 1921
Nineteen twenty-seven was an active year for film stocks and bonds.
During the year, 23,967,585 shares representing 19 issues were sold in the
New York stock and bond markets. In point of volume sales, the record
goes to Loew's 6s, of which issue 7,049,000 bonds changed hands.
Over 2,000,000 shares of Paramount common changed hands, that stock
touching a high of IIS)^ on Dec. 31, the last day of the year and a low of
92 on July 28. In the Philadelphia market, the Stanley Company ended the
year at 53>4, having touched a low of 51 K' on Dec. 21. The high for that
Loew's, Inc.
issue was reached on Feb. 4 when the stock closed at 90%.
showed a turnover of 1,979,900 shares during the year. Its high was 63%
retouched on March 17 and the low, 59;^^ made on Jan. 4.
The following table gives a record for the year.
Year's
Net
Date
Last
.Sales
1-ow
Change
Date
High
22
.'8?^
Oct.
40
2,178.000
.Tnly
20
American Seating, preferred 51
347,300
126>4
Jan. 2'8
Sept. 20
175'4
164J4 +31 J4
Eastman Kodak
1 9 "4
129
1,290
Jan. 10
-l-llVi
Oct. 31
\l\Vi
Eastman Kodak Pfd
98
8,400
Jan. 12
106^ -\-(<V2
Deo. 29
First Nat'l Pfd
106J/1
4-12'^
50
28
84
817,800
June
Dec. 20
85 /i
Fox Film "A"
1,063,000
9/ ;/S
June 29 100^ -fl%
Dec. 12
101
ttKeith's 6s '46
1,979,900
46%
Jan. 4
59!/8 4-11/.
Mch. 17
biVt
Loew's
Inc
7,049,000
101
106/ -\-%V%
Jan. 4
107^ Oct. 14
ttLoew's, 6s '41ww
96
Apr. 28
2,703,000
99/
101 '/J
Oct. 14
ttLoew's, 6s '41ex war
30,000
Jan. 3
4-54
25/8
Feb. 21
24 J4
2654
M-G-M Pfd
Sept.
19
89,300
Mch.
18
bVz
16-5^
Corp
M. P. Capital
i%
59,370
Dec. 29
12
June 17
3^
Pathe Exchange
229,500
Dec. 29
18/>
l&Vs
43^ June 17
Pathe "A"
80
1,708,000
Dec.
13
80
lOOH Aug. 17
tiPathe Exchange 7s '37
92
2,084,000
July 28
115^ Dec. 31
114J4
Paramount F-L
30.800
IH^g
July 28
121 }4
!4
124^ Jan. 12
Paramount Pfd
2,379.000
98
3
Jan.
102/ 4-4J
Dec. 20
ttPar.-B'way Corp S^iS '51. .102K-

—

1

—

"*Roxy "A"
**Roxy Units
**Roxy Common

38
43
\IV\

Skouras

Bros

48

Stanley

Co.

Universal

Pfd

Warner

Detroit Theater

Owner

Bros.

of

America..

"A"

24

24
24
24

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
.

26
5

90M

Feb.

103J^
45^4

Apr. 26

96.}4

Jan.

18"4

51'/..

5

6

The range

Low

High

8/

Film Inspection
F ox Theaters "A"

/
10%
8^
101 /
25

Projector

Trans-Lux

3

12
8

Heavy wrapping paper
hwd been run down the aisles and

side

aisle.

saturated with gasoline and the upholstery of the seats also had been
saturated. Cosco recently gave up the
Startford and Deluxe, but still has the
Jefferson and the Harper,

Bromberg

Fred

and

F.

Creswell,
were con-

formerly

supervision over the Atlanta,
and New Orleans exCharlotte,
changes of the Bromberg company.
Cresberg has not been active in the
industry during the last two years.

with

Theater-Office Building Planned
Knoxville, Tenn. A nine-story office building, over the Tennessee theater now under construction here, has
been decided on by C. B. Atkin. The
theater is to cost more than $1,000,-

—

it

22^8 —19-/8

1,194.700

W

3/

Net Change Year's Sales

4/

—2 7^

m

2,400
245,800
9,000
37,300
424,700

—3/8

—

-lO'A

—20

Wis,

— Articles

of

incor-

poration have been filed at Madison
for
the
Monroe Theater Co., of
which the incorporators are Chester
J. Goetz, G. L. Redman and Henry
Babler, Jr. The organization has issued 110 shares of stock at $100 each.
The corporation will operate the
Monroe, which previously has been
operated on a partnership basis by
H. H. Geiger, Redman and Babler.
Geiger disposed of his interest to
Goetz who some years ago was part
owner of the enterprise. Goetz heads
United Theaters, which has a chain
of Wisconsin houses.

Main

erty at Sedalia;
ton; De Graw,

Street, LexingStreet,
Grand at Moberly;,
and Lyric at Mar-

Lyric, Boomville

Kansas

shall.

New

Fourth

Grand and Baby

houses

involved

in|

the transaction are: Royal and Crystal at Atchinson; People's and Main
Street at Chanute; El Dorado and

Palace at El Dorado.
The theaters will be operated from
Kansas City in conjunction with the
present circuit of theaters at Hutchinson,

Lyons.

Salina,

Pittsburgh,

Sterling

and.

of Kansas.

all

Ii

Test to Determine Md
"Blue" Law Validity
from

(.Continued

Page

1)

are forbidden to open on Sunday artgoing to be made ineffective.
"You can't conduct a concert of,
the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
or a benefit at some big moving-pic-i
ture house and make the little family houses stay closed.
I am a member of the next legislature and I am

going to bring

it

up

there.

"But we are not going to wait for that.
The laws under which the moving picture'
houses are kept
tlosed
were written in'
1740 and in 1834, and I don't believe you
can

a

get

jury

to

believe

people

the

that

who wrote them knew anything about moving-picture houses.
They knew what operaji
was, but they didn't know anything about))
movies.

i

Sunday

"The

Amusement

League

has
sentiment

had people going about finding the
the

people.
of

lot

we have

Monroe, Wis.

is

it

immediately.
Under itsji
terms. Midland acquires a one-halfl
interest in the Isis, Linwood, Apollo,
Gladstone and Gillham at Kansas City; Sedalia, Strand and Lib-

the

at

1)

states

effective

a

C

Page

from

made by Shanberg, who

movies open on
\.

Kansas City

in

{Continued

of

New Company
Monroe,

26,300
482,600

•-1/

22
9V$

is

stated.

law

We

going

are

Sunday

if

to

get

the

we have to stop
on Sunday if
show how silly

—

industries working
to do this just to
is."

De Mille Output to Be
{Continued

from

were selected by the
crease of the

number

Page

1)

studio, but deto 43 was de-

termined upon.
Pearson, Flinn

and Reisman are
for California again, within
a few days, and during their sta>
there will complete all details rela-j
five to the production program.
leaving

Inspiration to Release
Through United Artist^
(Continued

with

from

Halperin

Page

1)

Brothers

thi;

—

—

Poor Business

March.

—

Marinette, Wis.,

House Reopens

—

Marinette, Wis. The Strand, for
merly operated by the Saxe interest>
Johnson Buys Cotineaut House
reopened recently after being clost(
Tin
Conneaut, O. H. Ward Johnson several weeks for renovating.
has bought the Main from G. D. entire interior has been repaintct
Clark. Johnson owned and operated with an elaborate lighting system in
The exterior has also beei
the Liberty at Geneva until about a stalled.
George Hannon is manSince then he has been repainted.
year ago.
ager.
out of the exhibition field.

—

I

Total of 43 Pictures

lately

distributing rights to 18 Excellent erated the Strand at New PhiladelPictures, was announced this week by phia which he sold to Skirboll Bros.
Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions.

—

seat approximately 1,600.

'9',256

Formed

Partnership

by "U"

1928:

4,

Coshocton House Changes Hands
first unit to produce in conjunctior
A series is to bei
Coshocton, O. Harry W. Strong with Inspiration.
Bromberg Buys Excellent Output has sold the Cinderella to A. V. Abel made by the Halperins at Tec-Art.
Acquisition of the and I. S. Russell. Abel formerly opAtlanta. Ga.

000,

at Hueysville, Ky.
On account of
Hueysville, Ky.
Sheboygan. Wis. "Sheboygan" has poor attendance, the manager of the
been decided upon as the name of Bosco Theater announced that all
the new Universal theater rapidly shows except on Sunday will disconnearing completion. The house will tinue until about the middle of

"U" Names Sheboygan House

5,975

53/ —29/
100
4-1/

Last

95
95
United Artists Theaters
26/8
26%
45^
Universal
12
9M
3..M
Warner Brothers
tt N. Y. bond market.
* Listed on St. Louis Stock Exchange.
Listed on Philadelphia Stock Exchange
*•* Supplied by Morton Lachenbruch & Co., 42 Broadway, N.

of Paramount
summated with announcement that
Broman Creswell has joined Arthur C.
berg Attractions as district manager

(Continued from Page 1)
struction of the theater Nov. 2 in
explosion.
Police contend that Cosco and his
nephew plotted to burn the theater
because Cosco was facing a loss of
165,000 through termination of his
lease the next day gnd would evade
this loss and get $40,000 insurance if
the theater was destroyed before expiration of the lease.
According to one of the investigators, a five-gallon can of high-test
"ssoline in a sheltered place and 14
similar cans, empty were found in a

—6

40

Dec. 21
Dec. 28
Dec. 24

for the vear follows.

—

Arrested on Arson Charge

23
26
654

32

.

Creswell Joins Bromberg
Negotiations between
Atlanta

Is

Dec. 28
Dec. 28
Dec. 28

In the New York Curb Market, Fox Theaters "A" was the leader in
1927 in point of volume trading, that stock showing a turnover of 482,600.
Trading on the last day of the year
Its high was 25y2 and its low, 12§^.
brought the year's activity to a close insofar as this issue is concerned, at 22.

Intern'l

time ago Loew announced a
program of operations in Texas and
in addition to acquiring the Melba
from Publix, built the $1,000,000
State at Houston. Whether the withdrawal from Dallas means the withdrawal from Houston has not yet
been determined.

Some
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Shake-up of Ontario
Censor Board Forecast
DAILY TIPS VnuCH

MEAN DOiXAOS FOR SHOWMEN

"American Beauty"
(First Nat'l)
Seattle Star" offered prizes
for the best dolls costumed like Miss

"The

Dove

"American

Beauty," all
given to the Elks' Christmas committee, the Red Cross and
.the Orthopedic Hospital to be used
as Christmas gifts to children wht
might otherwise be overlooked. The
paper published a picture of the star.
in her "American Beauty" dress, and
carried a daily story on the contest
under display heads for several days
Prizes were awarded for
in advance.
beauty, novelty and similarity to the
in

dolls to be

costume worn by Miss Dove.
Avenue, Seattle.

Toronto

— Shake-up

in

censorship

affairs the Province of Ontario is predicted. The intimation has been made

— Fifth

by

government

the

censorship

that

activities are to be generally curtailed; that censors are to be placed
on a part-time basis and the salaries
of the members are due for a considerable slash.
These promises are
looked upon as a feeler for public

(M-G-M)

On

top of marquee and extending
from one end to the other was a
three and four-foot beaverboard display showing scenes from the picture,
especially the chariots and horses.
Directly above this beaverboard display were two wings extending from
the theater front to the electric sign
with copy reading, "The Immortal

2.

3.

comment

pending introduction ot
censorship legislation. There also is
an indication that the personnel of
the Ontario censor board will also
oe reduced, inasmuch as there has
been no appointment to the chairmanship since the death of Major A. S.
18 months ago.
Recommendation has been made by

Hamilton

Civil Service Commissioner 'hat
the salary of the censor chairman be
reduced from |3,S00 to $3,000 per annum and that the salaries of members,
now |2,500, be reduced by
Provincial autliorities are said
:f700.
to be considering a policy whereby
only feature pictures and some comedies would be passed upon by the
censors, allowing news reels, topical,
scenic, travel, educational and other
short subjects to be presented in theaters
without examination.
This
would cut down the work of the
board materially and would perm.it
the part-time arrangement.
tlie

"Ben Hur"

1.

Romantic Novel by Lew Wallace."
Directly underneath the beaverboard
display and extending from one end
of marquee to the other were three
Meeting at Cleveland
signs emphasizing that "Ben Hur"
was playing at popular prizes as well
Cleveland The Cleveland exhibiT. Wilson tors unit will ho'd a general meeting
as giving the play dates.
Edwin, Majestic, Austin, Tex.
Thursday, Jan. 5th in the Association
rooms.
Luncheon will be served to
"The Big Parade"
all members.
William James, presi(M-G-M)
dent of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio and
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Local automobile dealers each fur- P.
J. Wood, secretary, will attend the
nished five different models; the list meeting.
including Hudson, Essex, Chrysler,
Studebaker, Nash, Stutz, and Erskine.
Cleveland Offering Suggestions
The first car in each group was
Cleveland
J. J.
Harwood, Henry
l)annered on both sides with copy
reading, "Studebaker (or whatever Lustig, M. B. Horwitz and Martin
name of car was) is in The Big Brown have been named on a contract
Parade of cars."
The second car committee of the Cleveland Exhibiin each group was bannered on both tors unit, to send suggestions for the
sides with copy featuring the title. new uniform contract to the comThe parade was led by mounted mittee working on the new contract.
policemen followed by a bannered Meeting on Hie contract is scheduled
truck carrying a brass band dispensing at Chicago, Jan. 31.
jazzy music.
Ross A. Weigand, Vic-

—

ADVERTISINQ

—

tory,

Denver.

"Get Your Man"
(Paramount)
Pamphlets containing 'Advice to
Flappers' were handed out on the
street by two good-looking girls to
all ladies.
This was done on opening morning of picture.
Of course
the advice printed in the folder had
a lot to do with Clara Bow's most recent picture as well as mentioning the
name of theater and play dates. Jess
Day, the Des Moines, Des Moines.

—

SUPPLEMENTING

YEAR

j5o

near the Ocean

ver.

called-

So modem in equipment and
well conducted it is known as
one of die Worlds finest Hotels

So
plan a Sojourn by the Sea and visit

AIlANTICaTY

at three

—

it's

TthelSreakers

"The Last Waltz"
(Paramount)
Had "The Last Waltz" announced
prominent dance halls. Just
before the last waltz v^'as played at
these dance halls, the respective managers megaphoned an announcement
that this was the l^st waltz of the
'vening and that "The Last Waltz"
was the stellar film attraction at the
Rialto.
Ross Weigand, Rialto, Den-

the editorial contents of the 1928
BOOK, approximately 400 adFILM DAILY
vertising pages present the messages of 600 advertisers
to the industry. Commencing with the statements of every
important producer, their directors and stars, the impressive parade of announcements of organizations and individuals in every department of the film business proceeds
through almost 1,000 pages of the current volume.

NEW JERSEY
JDELHILLMAN

JULIAN

rniLMAN

required three pages just to tabulate these adverThe scope of the advertising
a separate index.
tisers
impressive tribute to the
most
is
a
represented
volume
commanding position which this reference work holds as
the recognized authority of the motion picture business.
is not conThe informative value of the
It

in

YEAR BOOK

fined to its editorial data.

The advertisements
able.

VSTHEN

IN

WASHINGTON

VISIT

HARVEY'S RESTAURANT, 1th
PENNA. AVES. FAMOUS SINCE
1

mnd
1S56

carry messages equally as valu-

ational
starts

the

Mr IT«1 Ci

BAMC

yren\ all recoKlf
at the Altec, San Antonio,
when Bill Epstein Dlayed
"the best picture Cdken
*
niadcf
ever
has

MOORE
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WILD OAT
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Action^ When ?

THE

system

fallacy of the

granted. These opinions

is

on presentations and picculled

are

tures

from

directly

Read and you

the record.

will

agree
exhibitor, I base my hopes
immediate future, and for
many months to come, upon the truly
remarkable line-up of pictures promised to us by the studios * * * The
ascendancy of the motion picture,
which for some time past has been
seriously threatened, seems to have
been definitely safeguarded through
corrective measures taken at the very
President
of
Katz,
source.
Sara

As an
the

for

Hearings Soon
THE FILM DAILY
Washington Hearings will
be held on the Brookhart bill
whenever Sen. Brookhart is
ready, he has been notified by
Sen. Watson, chairman of the
Wash. Bur. of

—

Commerce ComInterstate
mittee. The bill prohibits blind
and block booking and arbitrary
allocation of product.
Sen. Brookhart states he is
not yet ready to bring up the
matter for discussion before the
committee, but expects to do so
in the near future.

—

Publix.

*

*

incentive is there to a motion picture producer to make better
pictures if he sees his best efforts
used as a trailer to some jazz band
Just as sure
or tabloid show? * *
as the motion picture is subordinated
in the theater so will it deteriorate
in the studio.
'Jesse L. Lasky, First
Vice-President of Paramount.

NEW FIRM MARKS FANCHON

—

Certainly

il

is

difficult to reconcile

with the one which

statement
precedes it.

—

would not assert that presenta-

sivel}'-

—

pends

the

A

*

*

*

Did not the success of the picture
competition
of
attract
the
alone
vaudeville circles and cause them to
go after pictures to use with their
Richards,
vaudeville?
E.
V.
Jr.,
General Manager, Saenger Theaters.

—

Here is evidence, indisputable and
convincing. And yet, we fail to note
any action taken to revamp a situation which needs it badly.

Merit
opinion in 25 nations, inthe United States, has selected "Sunrise" as the best picture
of 1927 in a poll conducted by "Der
Deutsche," well known Berlin trade
paper.
The second best is "What
Price Glory."
Critical

cluding

Any company would be proud
deed to nab

first

scope.

this

in-

honors in a vote
Capturing second

place as well, we hold, is sufficient
excuse to get decidedly puffy. Having done both, the palm goes to

A

splendid

acknowledgment

of the merits of two outstanding pictures and a noteworthy tribute to

the

organization

which

Sound Devices Available to
Industry Through FBO Deal
GOV. SMITH AGAIN ASKS

REPEAL OF CENSORSHIP

—

Albany, ,N. Y. Abolition of state
censorship again is advocated by Gov.
Smith, in his annual message, read
The
to the legislature yesterday.
message, he declares, will be this

Fanchon &

announced

8)

produced

them.

K

ANN

Making available to the industry
the present patents and experimental
facilities of sound reproduction and
synchronization, radio broadcasting
and television of the Radio Corp., of
America, General Electric Co., and
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., these three companies
have acquired an interest in FBO.
Announcement of the closing of the
deal followed exclusive statement by
indicating the

THE

{Continued

$100,000,000

IN

REALTY

ADDED BY VAUDEVILLE

THE FILM

t)y
on Page

R.C.A., G. E. and Westinghouse Acquire Interest
in FBO

This has been the governor's attitude since he first became chief executive of the state, and he always has
FILM DAILY
been consistent in his efforts to re- negotiations were under way and
move the law from the statute books near consummation.
and in his annual message he emUnder terms of the deal, two reprephasizes the fact again there is no sentatives of R.C.A. and G.E. will
necessity for such a law.
become directors of FBO. Devices
"A censorship over motion pictures was and developments controlled by the
to
of
the
State
an
agency
set up permitting
R.C.A. do not become exclusive with
{Continued on Page 8)

Realty additions to vaudeville holdings increased by $100,000,000 in 1928,

according to statistics published by
Rogers Plans 3 Specials;
The
Street Journal."
the "Wall
6 More Maynards for F. N. Orpheum circuit added ten new

—

Fox.

of

on

special

America.

of

program

{Continued

deit
absolutely essential
the bill, the house itself,
occasion often, and on
feature picture
showmanship * * *
often can fill a house day after day.
Quality counts always. John J. Mcof
Co.
President,
Stanley
Guirk,

are

tions

f:.xpansion

Marco, presentation producers, which
has for its ultimate object the routing of acts in picture houses extending across the country, becomes a
step nearer consummation with formation of the Fanchon & Marco
Production Co.
Plans for the expansion, e.xclu-

At no time should the feature be
given secondary position on the proNo thegram of a picture theater.
ater can build stage attractions week
that
quality
in and week out of a
would entitle them to dominate the
program. Harold B. Franklin, President, West Coast Theaters.
*
*
*
I

Price 5 Cents

1928

last.

*

What

this

5.

on

Page

8)

HAROLD LLOYD PLANS TWO
RELEASES DURING YEAR
Harold

Lloyd

"is stUl the
stars of all comsays "Variety" in its

leader of

all

panies"
anniversary review.

KeithCharles R. Rogers left for the houses at a cost of $29,000,000;
16
in
invested $_31,000,000
Coast yesterday. First National has Albee
Harold Lloyd will make two pic$15,spent
circuit
the
Loew
houses;
of
services
e.xercised its option on
in 1928, in his announced protures
Ken Maynard for another group of 000,000, and Pantages increased realty gram f appearing oftener on the
Rogers who, super- holdings by $3,000,000.
six westerns.
The first picture, "Speedy,"
scr
Additions of Keith-Albee and affivised "Smile, Brother, Smile," "Man
ready by Easter, and the seewi!
Orpheum
the
Crazy" and "The Shepherd of the liated houses included
October.
on
{Continued on Page 8)
{Continued

on

Page

8)

Co-operative Company Planned
by Sax in Exhibitor Tie-up
he built on lines similar to that of
the original First National organizaUnder the plan, now being
tion.
mapped out by Sax, following conferences with exhibitors, franchises
would be sold calling for the delivery of the pictures on a cost plus

Organization of a national circuit
of exhibitors, affiliated for production of pictures on a co-operative
basis, is planned by Sam Sax, Gotham
president, as one of several methods
under consideration to fight the de- basis.
clared "lockout" against his product
There are many exhibitors throughby large circuits.
out the nation which would welcome
Gotham has just arrived from the such an organization and hasten to
Coast where he has completed six join it, declares Sax, adding, however,
pictures of the company's current that he does not anticipate overnight
Sax indicated he is full of success for such a venture.
schedule.
an
"It will take time," he asserted,
fieht in his determination to find
"hilt I am ready to go through with
out'et for his pictures.

The proposed

organization

would

it."

1 1.13 announcement was made by
William R. Eraser, general manager
of the Lloyd corporation, prior to
his departure for Hollywood, after

{Continued

on

Page 2)

At Last!
Detroit — After years

of

re-

search to determine just what
is meant by an independent exhibitor,

Col.

W.

S.

Butterfield,

head of the Butterfield

circuit,

has coined this definition:
An independent exhibitor
is one on the outside trying to get inside.

Other showmen who have
been tearing their hair in an effort to find the proper definition, are invited to send in their
Frank Rembusch,
findings.
please note.
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Harold Lloyd Plans 2
Releases During Year

ffG^nsr^

(Continued from Page
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Paramount executives in New York
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Herbert Hancock Named
Kinograms Business Head
Herbert S. Hancock, for the last
three years associate editor of Kinograms, released by Educational, has
been appointed business manager ot
the Kinogram Publishing Corp., by
Captain George McL. Baynes, presiThis new
dent of the corporation.
position in no way interferes with
Hancock's work on Kinograms, for
he continues as associate editor.

"The

on

distribution plans for "Speedy."
The picture now is being previewed
on the Coast and necessary changes
made in its construction.
'Harold Lloyd establishes a precedent in
production policy this season." declared
Fraser, "in that he will take but a two
weeks' vacation before starting work on his
next comedy, which he intends to have ready
Heretofore Lloyd
release
for
in
October.
has rested several months between pictures,
though carrying on research work for future vehicles, but this year he has arranged
his schedule so that the necessary preliminary work for the picture to follow 'Speedy'
was carried on while the star was engaged
in filming his current production."
his

Loew's Not Affected by
K. C. Deal, Schiller Says
No successor to M. B. Shanberg,
former managing director of Loew's
Midland at Kansas City, has been appointed, according to E. A. Schiller.
Shanberg resigned to join Universal
as head of the Sears-Harding circuit.
Loew's will continue to operate the
Midland and Newman under the
same policy, and the company has
entered into no negotiations following
the deal of Universal with Midland
Theater & Realty Co.
The latter
companjr, represented by Shanberg,
bought a 50 per cent interest in 24
Missouri and Kansas theaters in a
deal with Universal Theaters.

Hornblow Seeking Vehicle
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., production
executive for Samuel Goldwyn, still
Yonkers Theater Opens Feb. 2
is in New York, seeking a story for
Loew's new theater in Yonkers, Ronald Colman's next picture, which
with a seating capacity exceeding 3,- is to mark his first appearance as an
000 will be opened Feb. 2nd, with individual star. Colman, and Vilma
and a host of stage Banky now are working on their last
N.T.G., of
Seats co-starring
and radio stars "in person."
vehicle,
"Leatherface."
will be reserved for the opening per- The latter's initial individual starring
formance only, the theater next day vehicle is expected to be "Innocent."
adopting its combination policy.
Both stars continue on the Goldwyn
roster making pictures for United
Artists
release.
Mayers Leave for Coast
Louis B. Mayer, his wife and two
"Circus" Opening Tomorrow
daughters, accompanied by Mrs. Ed"The
Circus" is to have its i^reYork
yesterward Bowes, left New
niere Fridav at midnight at the
day for the Coast.

WHN

Mark
Publish Arbitration Handbook
Publication of a new International
Handbook on Commercial Arbitra-

In centre of lobby, reaching to the
ceiling, erected a painted stone house,
like the house in which the gorilla
appears in the picture.
Its high,

slanting roof touched the
lobby ceiling.
Plentifully supplied
with curtained windows which were
lighted up at night.
black curtain
hung in a semicircle form from the
ceiling backed the "castle," making it
stand out by contrast. Inside of the
painted beaverboard manor was a circular cutout from the 42-sheet poster
of the gigantic gorilla holding the
form of the unconscious girl.
Just
above the entrance into the lobby
under the marquee was painted the
gigantic head of a gorilla, with mouth
\ide open. Beneath this was painted
in
large
white
letters
the
title.

A

"Thrills,

Mystery,

Siirieks,

—

"My

Best Girl"
(United .^rtists)
Lobby represented a miniature dry
goods store in that the box display
was dressed with articles borrowed
from the ten cent store. T. R. Earl,
Imperial, Asheville, N. C.

—

Ward

after all

and can't
be right

aUof

Romance,

Action, Suspense" were painted in
black at each side of the head. T.
E. Earl, Imperial, Asheville, N. C.

Woolridge Dead
Los
Angeles Funeral
services
were held yesterday for Major Ward
P.

the time

but

The Film Daily
has reyie^wed

—

P. Woolridge, reputed to have been
the founder of the U. S. Army Service and later assistant to Col. Jason
S. Joy, when the latter was in charge
of the Dep't of Public Relations at
the Hays headquarters in New York.

Worrell Buys Des Moines House
Des Moines— Fred Worrell, former manager of the Rivoli at Oskaloosa, has bought the Gem from Ray

A

Strand.

Million Feet of

Ten Thousand
Motion Pictures

admits an

Everything

—

something like

and modestly

Tones.

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
220

Stone Film Library
42nd St.
Room 612
Phone Wisconsin 0248

W.

interesting

percentage of

be published as a complete

Western Girl Rider's Record
manual on the commercial arbitraAdvance reUniversal's home office has reports can be obtained from the Amer- ''eived a report that Vonceil Viking,
ican Arbitration Ass'n., 342 Madison the western
girl
riding horseback
Ave. as they become available in from New York to Los Angeles
pamphlet form.
boosting the company's western pic-

AMALGAMATED

tion laws of the world.

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY

1st

Vault accommodations.
jection room on floor
Inquire

—

Pro-

First Division Pictures, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue
12th floor

Standard

Color Expert at A.M.P.A.
Arthur S. Allan, expert on use of
color in advertising, is^olje guest
at
todav's
open meeting of the

A.M.P.A.

Hits.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

recently staved in the saddle
stretch of 29 hours, covering
Q8 miles into Dallas. Tex., in order
to keep up her schedule.

desirable space for exchange or

producer.

Bull's

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

tures,
for a

Very

We^re human

sharply

"Kid" Has First "Pop" Run
Toledo John F. Kumler's Pantion by the International Chamber of theon is the first house to play "The
Commerce is announced by the Amer- Patent Leather Kid" at "pop" prices.
ican Arbitration Ass'n.
The com- The picture just has been released to
having formerly been
mercial arbitration procedure for each exhibitors,
country will be described first in roadshowed. Kumler reports the enseparate pamphlet form, and these gagement highly successful.
will later

Gorilla"

(First Nafl)

(

Vaudeville Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

-J

Eye

^^AU right to give patrons a lot of

Al

Christicj,

'"''A

show for the money,

world^s leading producer of first -run short

fifteen-minute

Paramount-Christie

making them today
short laugh hits

is

Comedy

PROVIDED—"

comedy

classics

says
.

.

.

.

in the de luxe style we're

included to give your fun-loving audiences the best

on the market"
ANNE CORNWALL
in

"FIGHTING FANNY"
with Jack Duflfy and
Lorraine Eddy

JIMMIE ADAMS

JACK DUFFY
in

"HOLY MACKEREL'

"NIFTY NAGS"

with Lorraine K<l(ly

with Gail Lloyd and
Jimmie Harrison

and

Rilly Kn$:le

PARAMOUNT-CHRISTIE
COMEDIES
(8

12 CHRISTIES

\

8 BILLY DOOLEYS

BOBBY VERNONS

/

8 JIMMIE ADAMS

i

Ck>4.Tfear

>/^/

Mtouon Pictme Histoiy
WHAT

PRICE

GLORY

breaks box-office records at $2.00 admissions.

•Ground broken and construction started on new $3,000,000 improvements at
Fox Studios in Hollywood and Fox Hills, California, paving the way for the
$100,000,000 picture-making program in next five years.
•William Fox acquires the Roxy, world's largest and finest motion picture theatre,
to provide worthy outlet for the new quality pictures issuing regularly from
the Fox Studios.

•LOVES OF CARMEN, with

Dolores Del Rio and Victor McLaglen, completed

under direction of Raoul Walsh.

•7TH

HEAVEN,

directed

by Frank Borzage, has world premiere at Carthay
and establishes tw^o new stars, Janet Gaynor and

Circle Theatre, Los Angeles,

Charles Farrell.

THE COCK-EYED WORLD,

June

tion

by Raoul Walsh

by Laurence

Stallings

is

announced

for produc-

to continue the amorous adventures of Sergeant Quirt

and Captain Flagg.
-Movietone developed by Fox-Case adds incredibly realistic sound to the
•with demonstration of Lindbergh film at the Roxy.

AfX^St

films,

-Greatest w^eekly gross of any motion picture theatre in the w^orld taken in at
PRICE GLORY.
Roxy with $144,267.30 in 7 days of

WHAT

-Winfield Sheehan signs exclusive contracts w^ith Carl Mayer, author of THE
LAST LAUGH and CALIGARI, and with Henri Bernstein, Europe's most distinguished dramatist, whereby both will w^rite dramas for production at Fox Studio.

-THE DOLLAR PRINCESS, BLOSSOM TIME,

Qctobea

HONOR-BOUND, SPEAF^EASY

MOTHER KNOWS

bought for production as Fox super

BEST,

films.

W. Murnau begins production of THE 4 DEVILS with Farrell Macdonald,
Charles Morton, Mary Duncan, Nancy Drexel and Barry Norton.

-F.

[$>yembei

Dec^nkj

-Fox Movietone Newsreel inauguarates weekly release of current events
you can hear as well as see.

the.t

the One Cieat Independent
,

i

^ Yea;: of Sts^jniity
InsunnS Contuiued

Fox Success
New Year

^

*»*^

new era in sight and sound divertissements with twelve Fox
Movietone Entertainments ready for release and a series of condensed versions
of musical comedies in Movietone production.

&imay|

brings

FOUR SONS

reveals John Ford playing on the heart strings of the w^orld in
the epic drama produced from the story by Miss I. A. R. Wylie.

Frank Borzage does the impossible in excelling his magnificent 7th HEAVEN
with the new Janet Gaynor- Charles Farrell love lyric, THE STREET ANGEL.
-

April
-

-

c/une

spent in production,
exhibition delay in demonstrating that
ful pictures of all time.

July
-

Smart exhibitors banish

-

Movietone installations in hundreds of theatres provide the box-office pulmotors
which theatres everywhere are demanding.

August heat is intensified by the torrid FAZIL, with Greta Nissen stimulating both Charles Farrell and box-office receipts.

SUNRISE

Broadway cabarets and the gay
dramatic sensation

Murnau production

to startle

are stripped of their glamor in the melofrom the play by Edward Knoblock.

life

SPEAKEASY,

-Dolores Del Rio and Charles Farrell rise to new dramatic heights in Raoul
(of Moscow).
RED
Walsh's production

THE

-With

w

worry for a year by contracting for 5a Fox profit
demonstrated road-show calibre.

all

brings long- waited
audiences.
appreciative
and delight

ii#in

lec^

one of the most emotionally power-

sales forces

-General release of

iVembej

it is

meet at New^ York convention for advance showing of greatest
line-up of pictures ever produced for a year's entertainment.

Fox

pictures, including five of

-

October

MOTHER MACHREE completely justifies

With $750,000

five

tremendous

DANCER

specials in production, including

BLOSSOM TIME,

THE MUD TURTLE, MOTHER KNOWS BEST, THE DOLLAR PRINCESS,
and THE COCK-EYED WORLD, supremacy of Fox Fibns in 1929 seems assured.
Ride along with Fox for another happy new year!

^ j^^^ ^^^^ ]^^^ m^^^ m.

^^ m.

— m.^-^ —
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Rayart Product Ahead of Schedule
Roadshowed— Tec-Art Speeds Construction Program — David
Paramount — Gray Made Technical Advisor for De Mille— U. A. Seeks to Borrow

Griffith's

Joins

New

Film to be

ONLY 6 MORE TO MAKE ON
IT
With

to be
program for

i
*

rect

12 pictures

remain

finished,

Leota

Worne

a

special

Morgan,

which

Duke

directing;
with Helene
Costello starred and Rex Lease and
Ward Crane in the cast, and "My

UNie ARTISTS PLANS TO
ROADSHOW

GRIEEITH FILM

is

Home Town,"

which
Gladys

Trem

D. W. Griffith's new picture, expected to be released under title of
"The Dance of Life," will be roadshowed by United Artists, it is understood. The picture was made under working title of "The Drums of

Carr is
is
Brockwell
starred in a cast including Gaston
Glass, Al St. John. Henry Sedley,
Violet La Plante and Carl Stockdale. Love."
producing.

Scott

Pembroke

will

direct.

Selznick Joins Paramount
as Production Supervisor
David

Selznick has joined Paramount as a supervisor. Until recently, he served in a similar capacity with M-G-M.

Plans Series in Britain
Percy Marmont is planning to
leave soon for England to make a
series

of pictures.

New

Role for Evelyn Brent
Brent has signed a new
contract with Paramount and her
first assignment will be the lead opposite Adolphe Menjou, in his next
picture, which Lothar Mendes will
direct
with Ernest Vajda super-

Evelyn

vising.

During

to
Griffith
plans
productions,
first
of
which will be "The Battle of the
being
Sexes."
Miss
Philbin
is
sought for the lead.

make

1928,

three

Hoot Accepts, Barrymore
Rejects Vaudeville Tour

Dorothy

Gulliver has left for a
brief visit to her home at Salt Lake
City.
Miss Gulliver has just completed
the featured feminine lead

Mille Casts Marie Prevost
Marie Prevost has been cast for tion.
"The Godless Girl," Cecil B. De
Mille's new picture now in produc- "The Silk Train" to Be Made by Fox
Fox is to produce "The Silk Train"
tion.
In the cast are: Lina BanDavid Butler
quette, Noah Beery, George Duryea by Houston Branch.
and Eddie Quillan. Jeanie Mcpher- is to direct the production, it is
son, assisted, Ernest Pascal, wrote stated.
the
story.
is
Peverell
Marley
Worne Starts New Film
cameraman.
Duke Worne is starting work on
"The Phantom of the Turf," with
Cast in "Black Butterflies"
Rex Lease and
Jobyna Ralston has been cast for Helene Costello.
"Black Butterflies," which James Ward Crane are in the cast.

Horn

will

direct.

Educational Starts Three
Three comedies are starting at Educational.
Norman Taurog is directing Johnny Arthur in a Tuxedo
comedy; Charles Lamont is directing
Big Boy in a juvenile picture; and
Stephen Roberts is directing a new

New stages have been constructed,
paving of all streets of the studio
have been completed, and landscape
gardeners now are adding finishing
Administration
buildings
touches.
now are under way. The program
calls for expenditure of $500,000.

De

Names

Schuyler
Gray Technical Advisor
Mille

Schuyler Gray, publicity man and
exploiteer, has been named technical
advisor of the De Mille studios. He

rect.

A

predicts there will be
no internationalization of pictures until there is an international
pronunciation of the word, "yes."
*

*

*

Our Passing Show: Rita
Carewe wearing Andres de
Segurola's monocle and cap
for the edification of Dolores
Del Rio; Ben Englander making a call at the TiffanyStahl studio.
*

*

*

Glowing reports filter in on "Four
Sons," John Ford's production for
Fox, which will open in New York
this month.
*

*

*

Dorothy Appleby, pint-sized
comedienne, well known on
Broadway, has been added to
to the cast of "Square Crooks,"
which Lew Seller is directing.
*

*

More Passing Show:
the

Gus
Fox

Earle Hampton

dis-

Barth motoring
studio;

to

carding cigars and cigarettes
in favor of a pipe; Dell Henderson leaving the United
Artists studio; Tom Engler
weighing himself on Hollywood Boulevard.
*

»

•

The

Meehan Leaves
Leo
left

Hollywood

FRIEND

for

Meehan,

for N, Y.

FBO

New York

to

has
confer with

director,

ringside at the Hollywood Legion club is always colorful. Among
the regular patrons who park their
Frank
chins at the ringside are
Borzage, Alan Hale, Paul Sloane,
Frank Joyce, Conway Tearle, Sam

President Joseph P. Kennedy. Meehan has just completed "The Devil's Hardy, Tom Kennedy, Malcolm
Trade-Mark," in which Belle Ben- Clair and others.
nett

is

*

starred.

De Mille Re-signs Tay Garnett
Tay Garnett has signed a new long
term contract with De Mille. He is

*

St.

*

Lois Moran, who is a Pittsburgh
girl, was one of the guests of honor
at the dinner given by University of
Pittsburgh
alumni at Pasadena
Monday following the Pittsburgh-

do script of "The Cop." which is
Elliott Claw- Stanford game.
planned as a special.
son will collaborate.
to

Renew Thompson Pact

Paramount has renewed contract
of Keene Thompson, veteran screen

Universal's story of the "sport of
T-S Making London Story
kings," featuring Marian Nixon, were
John G. Adolphi is to direct "The filmed yesterday.
Robert Hill diDevil Skipper," Jack London story,

an original

for

rected.

Tififany-Stahl.

Signs Curtis Benton
Curtis Benton has been added to
T.

S.

the scenario

stafif

of Tififany-Stahl.

"Her Cardboard Lover"
include: J. L. Campbell, Tom Geraghty and Charles Furthman.

RALPH WILK

"Thoroughbreds" Completed
Final scenes of "Thoroughbreds,"

Mermaid comedy.
Three Winters on Kane Staff
Writers at Robert T. Kane Prod,

Improvement at the Tec-Art studio are being rushed, following completion of the deal which gives Inspiration a three year releasmg franchise with United Artists.
Halperin
Brothers are to make a series of pictures at the Tec-Art plant under the
contract, with Inspiration also to
produce at the plant.

handled "Dress Parade," and has
produced several serials for Pathe.
Acceptance of a vaudeville offer Gray handled New York exploitation
from Orpheum by Hoot Gibson and of "Dress Parade."
rejection of another by John Barrj^Clara Bow's Next Set
more. marks the day's activities along
"Ladies of the Mob," by Ernest
that line.
Hoot will be accompanied
by his horse. Hell and Maria, on a William Booth, will be Clara Bow's
Oliver H.
next Paramount picture.
three month tour.
P. Garrett is making the screen adapWilliam Wellman will ditation.
Vacation for Dorothy Gulliver

with George Lewis in "Honeymoon
Flats," under Millard Webb's direc-

De

from "Lots"
By

but six

Lubitsch

Little

AT TEC-ART

production.

produced on the Rayart
the current program.

All productions, it is stated, will be
completed by April.
Two new pictures now are in production, "The Phantom of the Turf,"

by

A

Seeks Lubitsch
United Artists is seeking to
borrow Ernst Lubitsch to di-

Selznick

writer.
He now is doing
for Bebe Daniels.

On Personal Appearance Tour
Ruth Taylor has left on a 40 day

personal appearance tour of 23 cities
Cast in "China Bound"
has been assigned a in connection with "Gentlemen PreRamon fer Blondes." She has just signed
"China Bound,"
in
role
Novarro's new vehicle for M-G-M. a Paramount contract as a featured

Ames Mason

player.

Davies
"Flaming Virtue," Millard Title
M-G-M has purchased from ParaRenews Chandler Contract
William H. Curran will direct
mount screen rights of "Her CardMillard.
Lane
Chandler has signed a long
Virtue"
for
S.
S.
"Flaming
board Lover." It is expected to be
Production soon is to get under way. term Paramount contract.
a vehicle for Marion Davies.
for

y

-
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LAST MINUTE DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE INVESTMENT FIELD AND THE
DAY'S QUOTATIONS ON FILM IiSSUES

—

Financial

—

Hawley

the election of
to head one of the country's Para. -Famous

companies is esWith Joseph P.

?
The week Has been marked
by brisk trading in Pathe Exchange "A" which has been

Keith Corp
Universal Pictures
Fox Detroit Theater
B.

F.

Kennedy, president of FBO Hawley
Bldg
is one of the outstanding financial exRoxy Theater
perts who now are heading motion Pathe Exchange

.

.

6,400,000

&

Behind

the

recent

alignment

of

First National and British film interests
a move of far-reaching significance to the development of the

—

foreign

field

Street,

and

—were

prominent Wall
and Canadian

London

banking groups, engineering the details

of

the

transaction.

Expansion of Loew's theater chain
was made possible by the sale of
150,000 shares of the company's preferred

stock

through

a

of

$180,000.
145

Sons,
tect

is

Owners

W.

I.

are

Fairmount
Levin,

1011

WE Promote —Finance
SofSennan Bros., Inc.
1560 BVay

New York

Phone Biyani S607-8-9

City

expense,

286.00
717.00
133.00

Stage
Organist and orchestra
Operators
Doormen, ushers
Firemen and Porter
Vaudeville
Pictures
Advertising
Light, heat and

156.00
50.00
2,650.00
550.00
750.00
250.00
25.00
14.50
100.00

power

Programs
Office expenses
Miscellaneous

Wilmington—James B. Clarke
operate moving picture shows.

Film issues were affected only to a frac tional extent in yesterday's
Eastman Kodak
market, which generally registered an upward tendency.

City.

common

rose 1 point to a 165 close.
issues, 27,100 shares changing hands.

Loew's was the most active

Low

High
40

Seat. Vtc
Pfd
Seat.

& Katz
& Katz Vtc
Eastman Kodak Common

397^

*BaIaban

Eastman Kodak Pfd

M-G-M
P.

Pathe

2VA
100 i/i
595^
1065^
99/2
99V2
25'A

60^
106J4
100
100
25 J4
''

"A"

Roxy

.

51

84 7^
2154

Amer
Preferred

Pfd.
*tWarner Bros.
Warner Bros. "A"

*

Last Fences Quoted

t

Curb Market

1065^
100
100
25 54
4

1754
80 7^
11554
121

10154

jf

54!4

Screen

Common

100'/>
59!/2

121 /,

7

Bros

Artists
Artists
Pictures

10

10154
22
24

Units

of

100

10154
27'/^

Common

Co.

900

4

sn
1155^

25

*tTrans-Lux

"m
175^8

37

165
129

80 7^

"A"

**Skouras
**TTnited
**LTnited

2154

3',i6o

Filed

'/<

EDWARD B. SMITH
&C0.

500

27,100

Members New York, Philadelphia
and Boston Suck Exchanges

in
13
13

200
1,700
4,Oon
in
21.400

600
1

6

53^

Corporate
Financing

u"
80

9954

9954

23"

537/i;

3.>4

2SV,
9954

30

12

2354

1,866

Asked (Over the Counter)
Market
tt Bond
** Bid and

Balaban & Katz is listed on the Chicago Board. Skouras on the
All
Stanlev Company in Philadelphia.
St. Louis Stock Exchange and
other issues listed above are traded in New York.

NOTE-

—

Trenton Park Theater Co.
Wescott & Varbalow, Camden.

40

JS
°'

23J4

—

Albany Photone Talking Corp. To make
Filed by
motion pictures and phonographs.
M. G. Siegel, 1400 Broadway, New York

500

10

Corp
Exchange

Roxy

8.354

lOO'/i

Cap.

7s

164
129
4

Co.

Sales

40
48
60 7/^

104.5^^

Pfd

Paramount F-L
Paramount Pfd
ttPara. Bway. 5j4s

Stan.

165
129
4
85

Loew's, Inc
ttLoew's. 6s 41ww
Loew's, 6s 41 x-war
ttLoew's, 6s 41 x-war

*M.

Close

of the

73^

*Bal.

*Univ.
Univ. Pict.

Motion Picture Theatre Anywhere

weekly

is
estirent,
$5,893
mated for the Oriental theater, recently opened on West Adams Ave..
in a pamphlet issued in connection
with sale of stock of the theater. The
house, according to the estimate of
should do around $40,000
Miles,
weekly or $2,000,000 a year. It has
2,950 seats, and based on a 65 per
cent capacity average, the estimated
total receipts would be $1,323,067.
Estimated expenses are:
$211.75
Manager and office salaries

of

Only Fractional Changes in
Yesterday*s Upward Market

***Roxy

— Sell — Lease

Archi-

Chestnut

—Total

retary.

Exch.
ttPathe Exch.

Buy

Brown &

Ave.

St.

tP.-ithe

Theatre Brokers

300,000 chares of preferred stock with
out par value, issuable in one or
The 150,000 shares
more series.
which were sold in December were
the first of the series to be issued
The stockholders
and outstanding.
also approved the change in the present authorized 4,000,000 capital shares
to common shares. At the annual directors
meeting David Bernstein,
formerly treasurer, was elected vicepresident, and I. Frey assistant sec-

has been issued for building a theater on Baltimore Ave. above 47th St. at a cost

tFilm Inspection
First Nat'l Pfd.
fering of additional stock to their Fox Film "A"
shareholders, with such offerings un- tFox Theaters "A"
*Internat'l
Project
derwritten by their bankers.
Keiths 6s 46

Altogether, Wall Street has done
considerable work in the motion picture industry during the past year.
Some of the financing arranged
through the bankers includes:

Bonds

6^%

House

—

Amer.
syndicate *Amer.

headed by Dillon, Read & Co. Several other companies, including the
Stanley Company of America, financed expansion programs by the of-

Approval of an amendment to the
of incorporation has been
given by the stockholders of Loew's,
providing for an authorization of
certificate

Bds.
6,000,000 7% Bonds
1,500,000 Com. Stk.
800,000 6 J^% Bds.

U. A. Theater Circuit
picture companies.
Saenger Theaters
Wall Street's participation in the
recapitalization of Pathe Exchange,
Co. and other bank$180,000 Philly
through Blair
ers, is but another indication of the
Philadelphia
Permit

part Wall Street is playing in revamping the industry on a sound financial
footing. This new capitalization provided a close tie-up with Keith and
Orpheum Circuits, and with the production facilities of Cecile B. DeMille,
to strengthen Pathe's position in the
production and distributing field.

6%

Detroit
exclusive

Loew's Stockholders Vote
to Increase Preferred

.

2',500,000

SEAT HOUSE ESTIMATED

continuing its downward trend,
closing yesterday at 17?4- This
tendency is said to be influenced
by reports that directors intend
to pass the dividend.

Players. .$16,000,000 6% Bonds
15,000,000 Pfd. Stock
10,000,000 Pfd. Stock
2,500,000 6% Bonds

Loew's

COST OF RUNNING 2,950

Passing Dividend

now moving,

principal production
pecially significant.

DUSTRY'S

^i

With great progress being made toward integration in the motion picture industry, Wall Street is becoming more and more closely identified
with the control and management of motion picture companies and is taking
Especially during
a more important participation in all of their activities.
the past year, while new financing arranged through the bankers has been
comparatively light, Wall Street has been intimately identified with the
more important developments.
One of the outstanding features of the year was the election of Clifford
B. Hawley, a partner of Edward B. Smith and Co., bankers, to the presidency of First National. As an indication of the new era in which the inis

PIC-

RESUME OF INFINANCIAL STRUCTURE

'

Closer Identification of Wall St.
with Industry Marked 1927

dustry

HOW BANKERS VIEW MOTION

TURES—WEEKLY

Philadelphia

New York

Boston

by

-

THE

^ak

DAILY

(Continued from Page

And Thafs That

1)

Palace, Chicago, $12,000,000, seating
6. MO; Capitol, Davenport, seating 2,200; Keith-Albee Georgia at Atlanta,
seating 2,400; Granada, South Bend,
Ind., 2,700 seats; F. F. Proctor's in
Schenectady, seating 2,600; KeithAlbee's Uptown in Detroit seating
J, 200; Orpheum at Madison, Wis., 2,500 seats; Orpheum, Springfield, 111.
seating 2,200; Proctor's 86th Street
All
in New York with 3,200 seats.
these theaters were opened between
Jan. 1 and May 16, 1927.

The following K-A houses opened
during the last six months of last
seating
Chicago,
Belmont,
yean

By PHIL M.

(Continued from Page

DALY

MARRIAGES

and betrothals are
fast these days.
and
thick
coming
Stuart recently married Bert
Iris
McKinnon, New York Publisher;
while Patty Dupont soon is to marry
Sylvanus Stokes, Jr., New York.
Blanche

J.

Mehaffey and George

J.

Hansen have taken out a license on
the Coast, as have Johanna Mathieson "U" costume designer, and Elmer N. Woolf and Ray Griffith and
Bertha Mann.

before

1928

& M. Expansion Plan
(Continued from Page

1)

1)

DAILY

governor
fact,"
the
states, and we were on the high road to ruthless trampling down
of the rights of the
minority, forgetting that we had upon our
statute books abundant laws for the punishment of those who either by act or by speech
threatened the upheaval of the orderly processes of government.
By good sound well
groomed common sense, the rank and file of
our people demanded the repeal of certain
1923 and they were removed
statutes
in
from the statute books with my hearty exe-

condemn

5.

New Firm Marks F.

Gov. Smith Again Asks
Repeal of Censorship

$100,000,000 in Realty

Added by Vaudeville

Thursday, January

the

several months ago, call for
enlargement of the production personnel, to make acts immediately
available to every theater of the
West Coast chain, in addition to in-

dependent houses booked.
Activities are to be extended to
the Middle West, it is understood,
and to other sections as new affiliacutive
approval.
"One however, still re- tions with West Coast
Theaters arc
mains and that is the state's censorship of
made.
motion pictures."
"While I am satisfied that it should be
Stock in the new firm is divided
removed from the statute books, I am equally
equally between Fanchon & Marco
satisfied that the state should proceed with
and West Coast. There are to be
all force and vigor it can bring to its command to prosecute anybody who offends against Jio changes in management, it is depublic decency
or
pollutes
the
youth by
clared, Fanchon and Marco personthe exhibition of improper or indecent pically continuing in charge of productures."

Rath Roberts of the New England
Theaters Operating Co., Boston, is
Orpheum, Seattle, capacity to marry Edward Canter, office man3,300;
Bills will be introduced during the com2,000; Auditorium, Ottawa, capacity ager of the firm Jan. 8, with a
ion of presentations.
ing session of the legislature, which con2,500; Proctor's New Rochelle with honeymoon in New York and Holly- vened yesterday, to repeal the censorship law.
2,500 seats; New Orpheum, Omaha, wood planned.
capacity 3,000; Orpheum, Vancouver,
"Abe" Fischer Prepares
White
Keith-Albee,
seats;
3,000
Congratulations all around.
Madison,
Plains,
seating
3,000;
Hanaphone Sales Plans
(Continued from Page 1)
Brooklyn, seating 3,000; the OrThe codfish lays a million eggs,
Hanaphone, talking
Cleveland
FBO,
will be available to thj
but
pheum, Sioux City, E. F. Albee at The helpful hen but one;
film device distributed in Ohio by
entire industry.
Cincinnati, Garden in Baltimore, and
But the codfish doesn't cackle
the Fischer Film Co. of Cleveland,
First major development of the
the Chester in the Bronx.
To tell what she has done.
will be demonstrated to all interested
combination will be presentation ot
Additional K-A houses are under
So we scomi the modest codfish,
e.xhibitors upon request. A. H. Fischa new method of sound reproduction
construction in the following cities: While the boastful hen we prize;
er, general manager of the Fischer
Boston, Brooklyn, Huntington, W.
Which only goes to show, my Film Co.. who is personally handling and synchronization sponsored by G.
E.
Va., Rochester, N. Y.. Flushing, L. I.,
The equipment it is stated can
friends.
the distribution of Hanaphone, has
be marketed at a price and operated
Detroit, Toledo, Philadelphia, Balti- It
pays to advertise.
six
acts.
received equipment and
more, Richmond Hill, N. Y., MemAlexander Cooperator. There will be no public demonstra- at a cost which puts it within the
reach of the smallest theaters.
phis, Davenport and Milwaukee. The
tion, all exhibitions to be for interConsummation of the deal brought
building program foL 1928 includes
Credit Chester B. Bahn, critic of ested spectators only.
additional sites selected throughout "The Syracuse Herald" on the exto a close negotiations of several
months between Joseph P. Kennedy,
the United States, in 'New England posal, and Alma Jean Williams with
O'Brien Lead in Krelbar Film
will be especially active.
FBO president, and David Sarnoff,
The B. F. even more cleverness than was first
Eugene O'Brien has been signed vice president of R.C.A.
Keith Memorial on the site of the accorded, when she posed as a foreign
hv Sherman S. Krellberg, president
old Boston is scheduled to open this actress named Sonya Karlov.
"I have been vitally interested in
The of Krelbar pictures, for the leading
month in Boston.
name is that of the heroine in Harold male role in "Her Pasteboard Lover," the development of sound reproducLoew and Pantages also are ac- McGrath's Satevepost story, "The
tion in conjunction with motion picsoon to go into production at the
tive in acquiring new holdings, but Changing
Probably Miss Cosmopolitan Studios, New York. tures ever since the first experiments
Road."
a detailed list is unavailable.
Williams will be given the lead if the The picture, which will be the first long that line," said Kennedy, "and
story's filmed.
Mrs. Alma Kenyon release of 1928, is an adaptation of have watched with eager interest,
McGrath
relayed the information to the novel of the same name by every phase of the progress that has
Rogers Plans 3 Specials;
been made toward that end.
Long
Bahn.
Baroness D'Arville. Lawrence Win- ago, I was convinced that the so6
Maynards for F. N.
don will direct with Frank Zucker as called "talking movie" was only the
What do you mean by obstinacy ? Query.
(Continued from Page 1)
Firm and, usually, unreasonable cameraman. Jane Jennings is in the first small step.

Sound Devices Made
Available by FBO

—

—

More

Hills"

for

—

First

up supervision

National has given

to devote his time to
and three specials, re-

the Maynards
lease for which has not been determined
One will be a Western
which, he says, will have an epic
theme similar to "The Covered
Wagon"; a second called "Gold,'
will be a whaling story and the third.
"The Army of Silent Women," the
theme of which is being kept secret.
Rogers also plans a series of six
pictures introducing a new male star.

adherence to an

opinion
(See drama editor.)
Every actress should

Speaker

a

at

social

get
club.

a

or

policy.

New

man's wages.

St.

Louis

E.
St.

Louis Project

ment which

building

its

—

What

a

boon

each

for the press agent!

—

"The Bib Parade." New York Times.
For children only?
"Unusual

Attraction

—The

Virgin."

—Cin-

Kaukaima, Wis.
Now, is that nice?— "The Quill."
Kaukauna, Wis. Wilbur Kempen
who recently bought the Bijou at United Opens Another at Montreal
Kaukauna and closed it for redecoMontreal United Amusements, of
rating, recently opened the theater which George Nicholas is managing
under the new name of the Rex. director, has reopened the WestKemper formerly operated the Rex mount, following extensive alteratheater at Berlin, Wis.
The entire tions and redecorations. This is one
interior of the theater has been reno- of 12 large local theaters operated by
vated while a large electric sign has the company.
been added to the outside of the
house.
Fayetteville Changes
at

—

—

McKean Joins Premier Jan. 15
Tom McKean, former
St. Louis
manager of the FBO exchange on
Jan. 15 will assume his new duties as
vice president and general sales manaeer of the Premier Pictures Corp.
He has purchased an interest in the

—

possibilities,

deed that

picture

Beautiful chorus girls.
New faces
weeV.
Poster on East Side theater.

"The devices developed by the G.
and the methods perfected by their

engineers open the door to a developis actually staggering in

— Contract for a commun-

to include a 1000-seat
theater, eight stores, 17 offices
and an assembly hall to be
erected at Acme and West Florissant
Aves., by the G.M.G. Corp. has been
awarded to the William H. and NelThe
son Cunliff Construction Co.
theater has been leased to local theater men and an announcement will
soon be made of the opening date for
The building will
the show house.
cost $325,000.
ity

All the married ones do.

cinnati theater placard.

Kempen

cast.

them

FBO

am

and I
happy inwill be able to bring

to the industry."

"Charley" Perry at Pasadena
Pasadena, Cal. Charles C. Perry,
formerly general manager of Saxe
theaters outside of Milwaukee, has
taken over management of the Colo-

—

rado.

Explains Foreign Bans
W^ashington Dr. Julius Klein of
he Den't of Commerce, chief of the
domestic and foreign bureau, testifying yesterday before the House appropriations
committee,
said
that
some foreign countries are using the
alleged immorality of American pictures to obstruct their importation
into their lands.
Because of this
some American films are banned and
others have difficulties with cessor-

—

I

irrlpppi-ident exchange.
Associated
with him are Nat Steinbere, Tommy
Fpvetteville. Ark.
Management of Tohin and his brother, Claude W. ship. Special objection is raised to
Midwest Gets Three
*wo local houses chanered when W. McKean.
long kisses.
Dodge City, Kan. Midwest has F Srinneman. owner and manager of
taken over the Crown. Beeson and *he Palace, became manager of the
Buys Missouri Theater
Koch L°^ses Kansas House
Cozy from W. H. Harpole, and Ozprk also, and Toe Hunter, manager
Dillion has
Buffalo. Mo.— J.
S.
Howard. Kan. W. B. Koch has
Robert Tully has been appointed of the latter theater, T)ecam(? manager leased the Crooks theater and will bought the Grand from Dr. G. B.
general manager.
Hernodon and Wilbur Smithpeter.
of the Roval.
<ake possession March 1.

—

—

—
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6,

Price 5 Cents
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Marketing Talking Film
BANNER PRODUCTION YEAR
First Step in FBO Deal

COLUMBIA GETS SET FOR

CALIFORNIA

Several Million Dollars In- Brandt and Cohn Return
East After Coast
volved in Projects

Under

Way

—

Los Angeles Unusual activity in
theater construction marks the beginning of the year in Los Angeles and
the Southern California district, involving several million dollars in theWestaters under way or planned.
just
Corp.,
Building
ern
States
formed by Sol T-esser and Leo M.
Harvey of Los Angeles, intends to
erect several theaters in small towns
These are
throughout this section.
for Principal Theaters, national small

Conference
Setting the campaign for what they
say will be the biggest year Columbia
has yet enjoyed, Joe Brandt and Jack
Cohn have returned from a Coast
conference with Harry Cohn, in
charge of production.
Roy Alexander has been appointed associate

manager in the Chicago terriand John Ragland will shortly

sales
tory,

Will

Radio Films
Washington

who has pioneered in efforts
to perfect transmission of pictures by radio.

built up by Lesser European countries.
Commenting on production plans
Included are
his associates.
houses at Ventura and Santa Maria, for the year, Brandt stated that picture values will be given first coneach to cost $250,000.
major project just completed is sideration and that whatever econ(Continued on Page 8)
the United Artists, local house, built
The
at a reputed cost of $3,500 000.
theater, which is at 951 S. Broadway,
seats 2,300.
Fred A. Miller, who operates the
Carthay Circle, plans a theater in
(Continued on Page 8)

A

GR0SSES0F64H0USESIN
13

Week
on 64
are

—

KEYSTO BE OFFERED
to

week box

office

runs in 13 key
being compiled for
first

now

the

1928

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK

which

The
to be published in January.
estimates are a tabulation of figures

is

VON STERNBERG SELECTED
FOR PARANOUNT'S AWARD

talk-

tric.

The combination was completed

the three latter firms purchased
an interest in FBO.
Kinegraphone now is completed
G.E.
and ready for the market.
Claims to have the machine perfected
to a high state of efficiency, and FBO
production forces are expected to
begin an immediate study of the process, so that no time may be lost in
beginning production of talking pictures.

"Underworld" was the outstandThe Kinegraphone which is operng picture shown at the Paramount
ated on principle similar to Movieduring 1927, and its director, Josef
tone and Phonofilm, was demonVon Sternberg, receives a medal strated Oct. 21 at West Orange,
stamped in solid gold and a check
Thomas A. Edison heard and

under terms of the Paramount Theater Medal of Honor, esestimates tablished by Jesse L. Lasky, who

cities

Marketing of Kinegraphone,

ing film device developed by General
Electric engineers, will be the first
major step taken by the n_ew combination of FBO, G.E., Radio Corp
of America and Westinghouse Elec-

when

extend his West Coast branches.
Frederick Shoninger has been ap
pointed to represent Columbia in the

and

— New

Service in December

motion
the home, "brought

pictures in
in" by inexpensive radio sets,
will
be available in a few
months, states C. Francis Jenkins, inventor and engineer,

Make Kinegraphone

Films at Once

— Radio

town chain being

NEWNILWAUKEEPROJECTS

NEWS

for $10,000,

(Continued on Page 8)

when

saw himself delivering an interview.
The pictures were made in Edison's
(Continued on Page 8)

Johnson Jungle Film to
FAR EAST COMMISSIONER
Play Earl Carroll at $2 Top

Milwaukee Sixteen theaters, with supplied by "Variety."
"Simba," African hunt picture proFOR
Picture attraction of the week is duced by Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johncombined seating capacity of 18,200 and an estimated value of ap- listed in each instance, and in cases son, is to have its New York and
Washington Funds for employproximately $7,000,000, were pro- where an outstanding presentation is world's premiere Jan. 3 at the Earl
(Continued on Page S)
jected in Milwaukee during 1927, a
Carroll, according to M. J. Weis- ment by the Bureau of Foreign and
survey just completed shows.
feldt, who is handling distribution. Domestic Commerce of a special moOf this total, only one is downThe production will be given an in- tion picture trade commissioner in the
Far East as urged by representatives
town.
It
is
the Majt tic Junior
definite run at $2 top.
Orpheum house, which k y^rt of an SELWYN PLANS LONDON
Plans for distribution are not yet of the industry last month, has been
office building.
The rest of the procomplete, Weisfeldt states. The pic- denied by the House appropriations
jects are neighborhood houses.
ture was four years in the making. A committee it is shown by the Dept. of
THEATER TO SEAT 6,300 highlight of the run will lie in a pro- Commerce money bill reported yesThree of these houses included
Saxe theaters now operated by the
logue containing excerpts from the terday.
(Continued on Page 2)
Discussing the many appeals that
Midwesco and represent an investConsummation of a deal to erect
had been made for appointment of
ment of approximately $2,750,000. in London what is claimed will be
special commissioners, the Committee
One was added to the Milwaukee the largest picture theater in the
Unit
Roadshow
(.Continued on Page 2)
"Wings"
in its report declared itself to be of
by
announced
is
world, seating 6,300,
opinion that it is not within the
Arch Selwyn, theatrical producer,
Leaves for L. A. Opening the
idea of the scope of the
undamental
enterprise
in
the
who
is
associated
Poucher, Goetz
to
With a carload of special equip- Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
with Charles B. Cochran, British
members of Albert Grey's :ommerce to single out any specific
Consolidated Posts showman. Financing of the theater ment, four department
l-fr yesterday
roadshow
commodity for anv set or group of
Advancement of- Ralph Poucher to will be undertaken by a London
for Los Angeles to put on "Wings"
its attention
una new post, his ''hew title as yet
banking house which has absorbed for an indefinite engagement at the manufacturers and direct
(Continued on Page 8)
decided, with Jack Goetz succeeding
(Continued on Page 2)
Biltmore, opening January 15. Those
him as sales manager are moves been route are Luigi de Francesco, gen- Marin Leaves for Coast
ing completed by Consolidated Film Straus Offers $1,600,000
eral musical conductor. Harry JackIndustries, New York.
for F. N. Supervisor Post
son, manager, Al Lee, special projecChicago
at
Issue
Bond
Poucher has been with the comMagnascope expert, and
Ned Marin, First National producChicago— S. W. Straus & Co. has tionist and Melroy of the General
pany but slightly over a year, when
executive, leaves for the Coast
tion
Engineer
he entered the industry joining Con- purchased and is offering an issue
airplane
today where he is to become a prowho will install the
Goetz of $1,600,000 Maryland Theater & Electric
solidated as sales manager.
supervisor for the company.
duction
effects.
sound
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
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Financial
Film issues in yesterday's market provided nothing by the way of excitement, with
their general tendency downward to a fractional
degree.
Paramount common led in
the trading, with 13,500 shares being marketed.

Am.-

Seat. Vtc
Seat. Pfd. ..

'Balaban & Katz..
& Katz Vtc.

*hai.

40

• *

EMStman Kodak
164
Enst. Kodak Pfd. 129
*1Filra
Inspection.
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Pfd
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*'Roxy Units .... 34
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•

"Uoxy Common

8
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••"Skouras Bros.
.Stan. Co. of Am.
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tTrans-Lux Screer
**United Art, Com 15
••United Art. Pfd 85
•Univ. Pictures

7

.
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40
Si'A
3V4
14
80

.

m
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Univ.

Pfd.
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tWarner Bros,
Warner Bros. "A"
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9954
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(M-G-M)

cents.

Announcement by

Straus Offers $1,600,000

Bond

Issue at Chicago

(Continued from Page 1)

Office Building, 6 per cent, first mortThe
gage fee and leasehold bonds.
bonds are the direct obligation of the
63rd and Maryland Ave. Building
Corp. and are secured by a direct
closed first mortgage on the land
owned in fee and leasehold, and a
store, office and theater building, the
theater being leased to Balaban &
Katz. The bonds mature serially in
three to 15 years and are priced at

Interest
per cent.
coupons payable July 1 and Jan. 1.

par

to

yield

6

$7,000,000 Involved in

New

14^
23^4

70
1,300
5,800

••Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

Milwaukee Plans
(Continued from Page

the

1)

dismissed early in order that children might attend one of the mat-

Announcement was made from
by one of the local ministers
urging everybody to see the picture.
This minister personally endorsed the picture in a letter to tht
manager and he in turn used it as
an ad in newspaper. C. T. Perrin,

iiees.

pulpit

—

—

Poucher, Goetz Named to
New Consolidated Posts
started several years ago with the
former Erbograph Film Laboratory,
advancing to superintendent of that
company. When it was taken over
by Consolidated, he joined the latter's

Talks on Color Values
John W. Mahin, vice president of
several exploration pictures made by Barron G. Collier, yesterday outlined
the Johnsons, who recently left with to A.M.P.A. members the selling
George Eastman on a new expedition values in poster advertising and the
(Continued from Page 1)

to

Weisfeldt until recently psychology of colors.

Africa.

was Coast

district

manager

for

FBO,

;

—

to

CaU
Inc.

Walter A. Putter, Pre*,
for

Library Stock Scenes

New York
W. 46th

130

Bryant 8181

Hollywood
c/o Leon Schlesinger
1123 No. Bronson Ave.

St.

Greeley, Colo.

Sterling,

Play Earl Carroll at $2 Top

E

WAFILMS,

the president of
before the entire

assembly urged everybody to see the
picture; and the grade schools were

ttBo nd Market

his interest in the Princess
partner, Elmer Weller.

college

local

Theater Circuit, Universal subsi- sales staff.
diary, and another has been planned
for this chain.
The others were
Seid in New York
erected by other than chain interGeorge Seid, former general suests, and in some cases the total
perintendent of Consolidated Film
amount expended represents remodLaboratories on the Coast, is in New
eling and enlarging of old houses.
York.
Other theater projects which were
proposed during 1927 but which havt
Mancall Changes Regional Name
not as yet materialized involve ai
expenditure of between $1,500,000 to
Name of "Reeland Reviews," New
York regional, has been changed to
$2,000,000.
"Mancall's Film Review," by Boone
Mancall, publisher and editor.
Johnson Jungle Film to

Butler Arriving Sunday
David
Butler arrives in New York
NOTE: Balaban & Kat! is listed c n the
Chicago Board
Skouras on the St. Louii Sunday to start a production for Fox
Stock Exchange an d Stan ley in Philadelphia.
based on the career of a newsreel
cameraman.
Later in the month
Moody Sells Interest
Nick Stuart and Sally Phipps will
Traer, la.
Mile Moody has sold come East to play featured roles. ExtCurb Market

(First Nat'l)

Floral shop co-operated furnishing
Negotiations now are pending for gratis 500 American Beauty roses
operating the house under lease or and these were given to the first 500
attending opening matinee.
in conjunction with an American or lidies
British producing companies.
Sel- Eight different stories appeared in
wyn sails for London Jan. 14 where all newspapers on this stunt. The
he will announce the name of the floral shop also exhibited cards in
he window announcing picture.
operating company selected.
It is
F.
planned to make the theater a re- F. Smith, Kirby, Houston, Tex.
plica of the Roxy, and a similar type
of de luxe show will be the policj'.
"Ben Hur"
Prices will range from 25 to 75

10
>. >

MG-M

•Paramount

"The American Beauty"

months.

700

164
129
4

L lew's,
4,100
5934 58'/2
tILoew's, 6s 41ww. 1065/^ 106J4 106^
24
t1Loew's,6s41x-war lt)0
23
99^ 993^
600
Pfd
25K 25-4 25 '4
*M. P. Cap. Corp
•
7i/«
Pathe Exchange
4
4
500
in
17
Pathe Exch. "A",
6,000
17^ 17
1
81
81
t1 Pathe Exch. 7s3/ 81
Paramount F-L
114
13,500
115^ 113
.

commence

once, according to Selwyn, and
the theater will be completed in 18

Sales

39M

3954

....
....
....

1928

(Continued from Page 1)

High Low Close

Am.

will

6,

nUUr UPS WnCM MEAH DOUABS roB suovmcN

at

—

W

Work

the stock.

Friday, January

his

terior scenes will be made in New
York, but interiors will be produced
on the Coast.

Dividend Action Deferred
directors have deferred

Orpheum

action of the monthly dividend of
16 2/3 cents on the common, pend'iR completion
of consolidation of

Keith-Albee and Orpheum interests.
Future dividends are to be declared
quarterly instead of monthly.

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
A new

film

exchange

is

being formed

by responsible parties for New York
and adjacent territories.
Those having good product for above territory

'ramat

world rights will find it advantageous to communicate at once with
Box K-16S
c/o Film Daily
1650 Broadway
New York City
or

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY
Very

1st

desirable epace for

exchange or
producer. Vault accommodations. Projection room on floor^Inquire
First

Division

729 Seventh Avenue

Pictures,

Inc.

12th floor

2 ly'^
8N W

PICTURES
COIV>OR^TION

SAMUEL
E

21E9XJ^K president
-

V

O 0^ »0
I

FIRST

NAnONAI
doesDLtliave to

Advetdse-

THE N005E

ifegQt
it's

them/

got everything^

THE NOOSE
is another feather in
the cap of First National.

—here is one ansiver to the
cry for better pictures.

This one

is a pip. it
starts iw^ith a bang!-encling
in the finest dramati

sequence of the ye;
Diclc Barthelme
does finest ivorlc of his
career.
THE

OAILY

National has
been turning out
splendid pictures
irst

lately.

More like this one and
you

ivill

hear less about

the need for high
priced presentations.
John Dillon has done a
first class job.

When

a picture can bring
tears to the eyes of hardened old movie critics It

must have something.

v6rst N^nONAI
IS mthe VRONT

IH

ROWbf production
parade

^OM

IKI!
I
I

unless our coast staff are
missing by a mile there are
other exceptional sleepers
on the "way from this organization. What this business

needs

is

MORE gOOd

pictures and FIRST

NATIONAL IS
DOING MORE
THAN
S H A R
MAKING

Every quoted ^irord you have iiut read
appeared originally In an editorial In
the January srd Iwne of The Flint Dally

Ittir

Dili

*!!

life

0/^ILY^

Friday, January

6,

1928

JJga^

^wK^ ltittXu^
ft

Confirmed
Gaynor Settlement
—
—

32 Features, 12 Shorts in Work at Universal Sennett Reopening Studio Next Monday Paramount
Buys "Burlesque" Tif fany-Stahl Starts Two More — Alice Calhoun Reported Organizing Company

—

STAR, CONTINUING WITH

"4 DEVILS"

FOX, STARTS
With

start

"17" at

yesterday

of

"The

4

under direction of F. W.
Murnau, Fox confirms previous state-

Devils,"

ment

of the settHng of salary differ-

between Janet Gay/nor, and
declares she will continue to star in
Fox pictures.
Cast in the picture, preparatory
work for which has been under way
a year are: Charles Morton. Nancy
Drexel, Barry Norton, Mary Duncan, J. Farrell McDonald, Claire McDowell, Anders Randolph and Philences

lippe Delacy.

Carl

Mayer and Ber-

thold Viertel have been working six
months on the adaptation of the
story by Herman Bang.

"Burlesque" Screen Rights
Acquired by Paramount
Paramount
rights

to

has acquired screen
"Burlesque," stage play

now running

in

New

York.

The

picture will not be started for several

months.

Thirty-two

MACK SENNEH TO REOPEN

Peak

features

are

in

various stages of production
with 12 short subject units at
work at the studio and the
Stern Brothers plant, marking
the busiest period of activity
in the history of Universal.
This means that the company
is more than 50 per cent ahead
on its schedule for the coming

Because of the advanced
state of the program, the company may decide upon a shutdown, to guard against danger

yeau".

pictures presenting styles
out of date by the time the proIn this
ductions are released.
connection, it is pointed out
that some of the product will
not reach the screen for 18
of

months.

Report Alice Calhoun

Forming

Own Company

Alice Calhoun may produce pictures under her own, according to
report.
She recently announced her
intention to return to the screen.

Cast in Billie Dove Film
Lowell Sherman has been assignChurchill Ross Pact Renewed
ed a role in "The Heart of a Follies
on contract of Churchill
Option
Girl," which stars Billie Dove for
appeared in "The Colwho
Ross,
First National.
Larry Kent plays
been exercised by Unihas
legians"
opposite.
versal and his contract renewed.
U" Signs Beaudine for Another
Working on "The Cop" Script
William Beaudine has been signed
to direct another picture for UniTay Garnett now is collaborating
versal.
with Elliott Clauson on "The Cop,"
which will star William Boyd for
Given Second Lead
De Mille. Donald Crisp will direct.
Jane Winton is to play the second
lead with Milton Sills in "Burning
Martha Sleeper In N. Y.
Dayhght," which the star will make
the

Martha

for First National.

Stephen Carr Signed

Caddo Prod,

has

signed

Stephen

Carr, son of Mary Carr, for a role
in "Hell's Angels."

Sleeper,

who

plays

feminine lead opposite Bryant Washburn in "Skinner's Big Idea" for
FBO is in New York.

Little

from *'Lots"

1
Three companies

when

Mack

the
Jan.

work

start

will

Sennett studios re-

Meanwhile, work is
being rushed on the new Sennett
plant at Studio City, which is schedThe
uled to open late next month.

open

9.

new

project
$800,000.

involves

reported

a

Hollywood

REPORTS

of T-S Getting
G.

Lynn

Shores' initial directorial effort,
"Skinner's Big Idea," has all the inLynn is a
gredients of a success.

lormer assistant director and worked
under Alan Crosland for several
years.

Pictures on Schedule

John

that

in

filter

Adolfi

Way

Under
today

will

start

production of "The Devil's Skipper"
Bennett
Belle
Tiffany-Stahl.
for

and Malcolm McGregor are in the
The company on Wednesday
cast.
placed in production "Their Hour,"
under direction of Al Raboch. The
story is by Albert Levino and the
cast includes Johnny Harron, Dorothy Sebastian, June Marlowe, Huntley Gordon, Myrtle Stedman, John
Steppling and Holmes Herbert.

*

*

*

Two

*

RALPH WILK

By

Our Passing Show: Jesse
Lasky and Ben Schulberg at
Walter

Cocoanuts";

"The

Wanger playing

golf during

the rain Christmas

morning;

Fred Cubberley golfing with
Coast friends.
*

About

*

*

months

ten

Herbert Lubin

at the

ago,

we saw

opening of the

theater. T'other night, we saw
Herbert at the opening of the new
United Artists theater. He made a

Roxy

tidy sum when he disposed of his
interests in the Roxy and is paying
a neat salary to his golf instructor.
*

*

*

Cast Opposite Arthur
Estelle Bradley, appears opposite
Johnny Arthur in "Wildcat Valley,"
the new Educational-Tuxedo Com-

the comedian,
has completed a very successful year as a free-lance actor.

edy.

tures.

as feminine
lead in "Indiscreet Pete," an Educastarring
Comedy
tional-Mermaid

Betty

Boyd,

is

cast

Jerry Drew.

Maynard Producing at "U"
Ken Maynard Prod, has leased
space at Universal City.

Holt

Work

in

Civil

War

Film

has started on the

first

Irving,

Bill

He

has appeared

Christie

"U" Re-signs Harry L. Decker
Leni to Make "Last Warning"
Univerthe
Harry
L. Decker, editorial superdirect
Paul Leni will
Kearney Original for Gilbert
contract with
sal adaptation of "The Last Warn- visor, has signed a new
Patrick Kearney, who is to adapt ing," by Thomas Fallon.
Al Cohn Universal.
"Elmer Gantry" for the stage, is is now preparing the script.
working on an original for John GilCast in Menjou Film
bert.
Leave for Europe
Nora Lane has been cast as tlv
Tod Browning and his wife left second lead in Adolphe Menjou's
Fox Adds Jack Cunningham
Evelyn
yesterday for New York, en route new
Paramount picture.
Jack Cunningham has been added
the lead.
to Europe for a brief vacation.
has
Brent
to the Fox scenario staff.

seven pic-

*

*

the

*

More Passing Show: Jesse
Lasky, Walter Wanger and
Lee H. Burroughs showing
Winnie Sheehan the Paramotmt restaurant in operation; John Waters and Dr.
Leo Shulman discussing the
Emanuel-Do'man fight.
*

of

the five pictures in which Jack Holt
The
will be starred by Columbia.
story is based on frontier days during the Civil War.

in

was trained on
and Sennett lots.

Bill

*

By

the way, Bob Doman, Boswell
for the United Artists theater, is no
relative of Vigo Doman, the fighter,
but
was given clippings, headed

"Doman Knocked

Out."

*

*

The Westmore family
resented

in

well rephere.
the father, is
department of

makeup

is

work

George Westmore,
head of the makeup
the Western Costume company;
and Percy, twin brothers, also
handle make-up, the former at Paramount, and the latter at First National.
Monty is at the DeMille
studio, while Wally is ivith Paramount. The father and sons are also

Em

M-G-M Signs Flash
Ivy Harris Returns to Studio
expert wigmakers and hairdressers.
Following his initial screen ap*
*
*
recovering from a brief
Following
pearance in "Under the Black Eagle," illness, Ivy Harris has erturned to
Johnny
Arthur,
the
Educa"Flash," police dog, has been signed the ParamQunt studios.
tional
comedian, is keeping
to a long term contract by M-G-M.
[ducing.
busy.
He is one of the principal comedians in "The Desert
Arrives for "Actress" Role
Gets Release from Contract
Walton Leaving for London
Song," which has opened in
O. P. Heggie has arrived for a
Lupe Velez has secured release
Holmes B. Walton, story broker
Los Angeles, and will also
in "The Actress," Norma Shearrole
leaves
from her contract with Fr^nk Wood- and players' representative,
continue his screen work.
er's new production for M-G-M.
yard.
Friday for London.
T-S Signs

Bennett
Belle Bennett has been cast in
("The Devil Skipper," Jack London
which Tiffany-Stahl is pro] story
Belle

—

—

THE

Marketing Talking
Film in FBO Deal
{Continued from Page

1)

West

Orange laboratory and the
sound record made at Schenectady.
Later the two films were produced
on a single film with the action and
sound synchronized.
Talking pictures in which the simultaneous timing of action and sound is
claimed at all times assured, have
been announced and demonstrated by

The

G.E.

process, the result of sev-

years of experimenting in the
general engineering laboratory of the
slight
necessitates
but
company,
change in standard projectors, since
involves only the addition of a
it
eral

sound-reproducing attachment and a
loud speaker suitable for auditorium

Both tbt picture and the sound
are recorded on the same film.
The film used is of standard width,
and along the left margin is a strip,
a small fraction of an inch wide, on
which is a serrated pattern which corresponds to the frequencies and inIt
tensities of the sounds recorded.
this pattern which produces the
is
use.

-;xi^DAILY

mounted separately and the sound
and picture film negatives made as individual units, such as arrangement
being preferable when the camera is
being shifted constantly.
Again, as

Friday, January

6,

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

—

M

Theater

Booms

So. California
(.Continued

from Page

1)

Culver City. Warnopen their Los
March. The house which

Regal Square

at

er Brothers expect to

CHESTERFIELD MOTION PICTURE CORP<
SIX

ANNOUNCE

CLASS ACTION DRAMAS
with

and

AMERICANS GREATEST CANINE ACTOR

CHAMPION

is

&

NEW HIGH

PROMINENT PHOTOPLAY FAVORITES

—

HANDSOMEST AND MOST INTELLIGENT OF ALL
POLICE DOGS

g^/\S>

&

—

it is not posbreak and the
sound to continue, or for the sound

chronized at

all

times

"^^S^

sible for the picture to

to stop

and the picture

to continue.

There are three principal elements

in

Grosses of 64 Houses
in 13 Keys Offered

(Continued from Page 1)
the apparatus, including a standard
picture camera, a sound recorder and given credit
for a share of the gross,
a standard projector with a sound re- that, too, is included in the billing.
producing attachment, all driven by High and low weeks for the year,
synchronous motors.
The pictures together with the attractions also art
themselves are made in the usual

ofifered.
The compilation is but one
In recording of many features
of the Year Book,
the sounds, a microphone or sound which this year outdoes its own precollector of any desired type is em- vious
record for amount of statistical
ployed, together with amplifiers. The data on the industry.
microphonic system actuates a tiny
vibrating mirror which records sound
on the film. The light from a small
incandescent lamp being reflected by
the mirror through a tiny slit in the
(Continued from Page 1)
optical system in front of the film.
The higher the pitch of note, the to it.
Consequently it has not inhigher its frequency and the greater cluded in the bill any amount coverthe frequency of vibrations of the ing the numerous requests for such
mirror which faithfully reproducers
types of foreign trade representatives.
each sound vibration as a mark on
It is considered likely, however,
the film.
that funds for this work will be inThe sound record can be made in serted in the bill when it comes up

way on standard

/ ^^Bflk

ways:

both the picture and sound
be simultaneously recorded on

ca^i

on the floor of the house.

the

same

film

by mounting the two

Lee Buys Kansas House

—

recording elements as a unit, with the
Cherryvale, Kan. R. O. Lee, ownsound recorded uppermost and,
er of the Liberty, has purchased the
(2) the two recorders can also be Royal from S. A. Davidson.

•IW^^^^^i

NOW

READYI

"THE SKY RIDER"
AN EPIC OF THE
AIR

with

GARETH HUGHES,
Sheldon

Lewis, Josephine Hill,

J.

P.

supported by
Lockney, Aline Goodwin and

"CHAMPION"

Film Commissioner

(1)

*

FIRST RELEASE

film.

Frown on Far East

different

1928

omies are effected will not be made with S. R. Kent and Sam Katz comin the case of accompanying music,
at the expense of the company's prises the selecting committee.
can be entirely
the
picture
film
product.
Second prize of $5,000 was awardfinished and titled, the record of the
The company has signed up a for- ed Clarence Badger for direction of
music then being made on a separate
midable array of talent, including "It," and third prize of $2,500
film and the two combined on the
stars, directors and writers, names awarded Mauritz Stiller for "Hotel
finished positive.
of whom previously have been an- Imperial." The awards are made on
nounced.
the basis of quality, cost and direcFBO Executive Leaves
torial contribution
to the finished
product.
F. B. Derr, secretary and treas"The Warning" Honored
urer of FBO, left yesterday for the
Dallas
Columbia's "The WarnFoiu- B. & K. Dividends
Coast.
ing," starring Jack Holt, has received
Chicago Three monthly dividends
the M.P.T.O. of Texas Blue Ribbon
of 25 cents on the common payable
Le Baron Arrives
Award for January.
Feb. 1, Mar. 1 and April 1, to stock
William Le Baron, FBO producof record on the twentieth of each
tion chief, has arrived in New York
M'cCoy in New York
respective preceding month, and a
from Hollywood.
Tim McCoy, who recently signed fourth quarterly dividend of $1.75 on
a new long term contract with M-G- the preferred, were declared yesteris in New York, for a vacation. day by Balaban & Katz.
Building in

varied. at a cost of $270,000.
tem, the
The ever-changing amount of light
Work has started on a $500,000
is received by a photo-electric cell
house for Pantages at Fresno. West
the electric eye which is extremely Coast Junior Circuit has awarded
sensitive to any change in the amount contract to Bellah Construction Co.
The more light of Los Angeles for a $300,000 theater
of light striking it.
received, the more current it will at Redlands. West Coast has awarded
permit to pass through its circuit. a contract to Barkelew
Gould of
This current is amplified and changed Los Angeles for construction of a
from electrical to audible energy by theater to seat 1,400 at El Centro,
an amplifier and speaker.
with an airdrom to seat 1,200. Plans
To project the pictures, synchron- are being prepared for a $350,000
ized with sound, a standard projec- house for Chatham
Snider at MarSince the picture and ket and Seventh Sts., Riverside, to
tor is used.
sound records are printed side by seat 1,500. J. Roy Williams, Oxnard
side on the film, it follows that the theater owner, is planning a 900-seat
two must be properly timed or syn- theater at Oxnard.
light

of

—

Columbia Gets Set
Von Sternberg Wins
for Its Banner Year
Paramount's Award

Angeles in
The film is passed through is on Hollywood Blvd. is to cost
sound.
the reproducer at constant speed, and $1,800,000.
The Vega Corp. has
as this sound record passes rapidly awarded contract for building a thebefore a tiny slit in an optical sys- ater at Atlantic and Whittier Blvds.

amount

—

Directed by Alvin

J.

Neitz

Smart Metropolitan Atmosphere
An Abundance of Action Thrills
Real Production and Box-Office Value

Released Regionally Jan. 15th
For Available Territorial Rights Write

—

Chesterfield
1540

Motion Picture Corp*
New

Broadway

Foreign Representative^ Edward L. Klein Corp., 25

W.

43rd

St.,

York City
New York

City
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GERMAN PRESS HITS
PLAN TO

ON RADIOJLM DEVICE
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r.N.

8,
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Price 25 Cents

McGuirk

PHOEBUS

He

Ridicules Report

Will Quit Stanley Post

Government Called on to
Pictures in Home Seen by
Prevent Consummation
Inventor Within Few
of Proposed Deal
ACADEMY ACHIEVEMENTS
Months

—

Washington "Vision by radio is
simply a more rapid fransmission of
objects which have been translated
into electrical energy and at distant
sioints, changed back into a facsimile
3f the original, whether it be a still
lictu'.e

This

or a picture in action."
is

a

supplementary statement

Dr. C. Francis Jenkins
Moneer in experiments to perfect
ransmission of pictures by radio. Dr.

made by

Fenkins believes that motion pictures
n the home, "brought in" by inexpensive radio sets, will be available
,vithin a few months. Jenkins now is
xperimenting on a device which he

—

(By Cable) Protest against
deal by First National for purEIRST
chase of the Phoebus Film Co., is
being
lines
are
Party
being voiced.
Warding off, within two months
forgotten by newspapers in their demand that the government prevent after its formation, a proposed genconsummation of the deal, which they eral wage reduction of ten per cent,
feel would result in further Amer- to be followed five months later with
successful negotiation of a uniform
icanization of the German nation.
Hugo von Lustig, who last spring contract for free lance players, is a
made the agreement for distribution brief summary of the accomplishof First National films in Germany, ments of the Academy of M.P. Arts
and Sciences in the less than a year
is declared to be acting for the Amerof its existence.
ican company in closing the deal.
Spurred by its success on the free
Alfred Hugenberg, newspaper magnate, who heads Ufa, has been dicker- lance contract, the Academy now has
ing for purchase of Phoebus, but is set about to secure a standard form
declared unable to meet the high bid of contract for all other studio workBerlin

the

YEAR

OUTSTANDING

can be manufactured as
ers.
heaply as the average receiving set. made by First National.
A resume of the Academy's activiIf First National acquires the the"With a telescope we can see great
listances,
But only along straight aters controlled by Phoebus, it is de- ties for the year is a feature of THE
1928 FILM DAILY
BOOK,
ines, whereas with radio we can see clared, the market will be flooded
to be issued this month.
ilong curved lines, through obstruc- with American pictures.
ions, over mountains, and evenutally

)elieves

YEAR

shall see half
arth," he declares.

,ve

way around

the

"Wings" 300th Performance

F.

"Wings," the war aviation melo-

drama

Exhibitor Invents

New

Synchronization Device

—

Firm Buys Another,
with 20 Goal This Year

iCallet

Y.— Kallet

his city

Theaters of

They 'II Talk Soon
only a matter of several years before the silent drama will
its tongue unloosened. Talking pictures have not reached
their stride yet, but it should not be forgotten that the synchronization of sound and action is still in the experimental stage.
While it may take some time before the principle is developed
scientifically and commercially to the point where its application
to the theater can be made in a large scale, the development will
is

ITfind

come.

One

Avon at money and time on
The company now con-

have purchased the

—

Way

in the East, he is expected
attend conferences on the fourornered Wesco pool.
This has for
s object the uniting under the Mid(Continued on Page 12)

chiefmakers."
Irving D. Rossheim,
treasurer of the company, charges
there is a plot to circulate false reports regarding Stanley in an effort
to force down the stock.
"Unknown large financial interests"
are circulating false reports that there
is internal dissension in the Stanley
ranks and that heavy stockholders
are "unloading," in an effort to drive
down the stock, preparing to buy up
Rossheim
large blocks of shares,
claims.

Statements of McGuirk and Rossfollowed publication in "The

heim

Exhibitor,"

regional,
local
(Continued on Page 12)

INVASION OF PORTLAND

—

Portland, Ore. With a Fox theater declared planed at Seattle, this
city is also looking forward to a Fox
project, which would complete the
invasicn of key cities on the Coast.
In addition to the Seattle Fox
house declared planned, there is report in that citv that Pantages also
is planning a first run there.

"Firebug" Charged With
Two Blazes Is Sought
Wis.— Police are seeking
"firebug" who set fire to two of
Madison theaters and attempted to
burn a third. At the Parkway |2,000
damage was done back stage and to
equipment while at the New Orpheum
a similar fire was extinguished sTiortAt the Garly after it had started.
rick stock house, the man was frightMadison,

a

ened away.

Johnson Opening Jan. 23
is opening date of "Simba."
and Mrs. Martin Johnson's
African hunt picture which will be
offered as a roadshow attraction at
the Earl Carroll theater, New York,

Jan. 23

Mr.

rrival

with

D

Within the year perhaps not so soon practically every
producer and distributor will be selling talking films as well as M.

it.

—

—

(Continued

on

which

N. Proves Right to
"Her Wild Oat" Title FOX REPORTED PLANNING

organization which has spent a tremendous amount of
its device declares its satisfaction with the
Syracuse.
and yet concedes that the path to comprogress
made
date
to
rols three theaters at Syracuse, two
plete perfection still stretches before it.
1 Rome and two in Oneida, one in
Janastots and two in Utica, and
The field is new. While several devices have reached the
lans to extend its chain to 20 during
market, costs manufacturing and sellings— continue to make
928.
synchronization something which the de luxe operator alone can
aiiford to buy. Other equipments are on the way. There will be
franklin in Middle West
no lack of them on the market. This is certain. It is our opinion
n
to N. Y. for Confab that synchronization will become popular in a trade sense, only
Chicago— Harold B. Franklin is when the distributor brings the price down to a level which will
ere en route to New York. On his permit all theater owners, large and small, to equip their theaters
Oneida, N.

—

Philadelphia Branding as ridiculous reports that he is to "step down"
from, the presidency of the Stanley
Co., John J. McGuirk terms the reports the work of "malicious mis-

at the Criterion, will reach its
300th performance mark at Monday
Use of "Her Wild Oat" as the title
The__picture will then be of the First National picture starring
matinee.
five
and one-half months old.
(Continued on Page 3)

Oconto, Wis. The Merritt 3yncoihone, a musical device for cueing
lictures has been invented by Arthur
Merritt, proprietor of the Princess
ind Gem.
He plans to stage a deThe
nonstration in about 30 days.
nachine resembles a phonograph and
It is
'lays the standard records.
(Continued on Page 12)

Rossheim Charges Plot to
Force Down Stock by
False Reports

Page

3)

J.

ture

Weisfeldt,

which

is

will be

handling the picshown at |2 top.

—
!
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Editorial

by Maurice

Kann

Theaters

1

by Charles F. Hynes

2

Lexington, Neb.

25 Cents

Price

DEVELOPMENTS IN PRESENTATIONS,

by Jack

19!

8,

Harrozver

4

of th Majestic

— R.

E. Falkinburg, ow r
is preparing to 0||

and Lyric,

another theater here.

FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
5
6-7
REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST RELEASES, by Lilian W. Brennan
THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, by Arthur W. Eddy.. 8

Publisher

lOHN W. ALiCOATE

Published dailv except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y., and
at
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
W. Alicoate, President and
Fon;. Inc.
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
Donald
M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Editor;
and
Business and Advertising Manager; Ralph
Entered as
VVilk, Traveling Representative.
second class matter May 21, 1918, at the

EXPLOIT-0-GRAMS,

New

THE WEEK'S HEADLINES,

AND THAT'S THAT,

News

by

9

Telegraph

10-11

Eden, Tex.
Eden.

New

—W.

12

M. Daly

Jacks has opened

I

T. Molloy has opened

—

n

Ralph Wilk

—M.

Fort Stockton, Tex.
Oscar Korn
ning to build the Palace.

—

12

t

pi

is

Levelland, Tex.
W. B. Blankenship
ting ready to build a theater here.

is

—

Temple, Tex. Dent Theaters will erect
Arcadia, work starting at an early date.

San Antonio, Tex.

—A

new

unit of the \^l

Theaters will be built here at an

tory

e;

date.

PAGE

W

Friedrichstrasse,

Coast

Showmen

PFVTTJMrc

Gausman, Ambassador Hotel:
Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. London
Fredman, The Film Renter, 58.
Ernest
Great Marlborough St., London, W. I. Ber-

— Lichtbildbuehne,

for

Review of the News

by Phil

— 'Phone.

E.

lin

Tips

HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS,
"A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by

York, N. Y.. under the act
Terms (Postage free)
1879.
of March 3,
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communica
remit with order.
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 BroadPhone Circle 4736way. New York, N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Harvey
California
Hollywood,
New York.
post-office at

Daily

Tex.

Collinsville,

Palace.

PAGE

STAGE KISSES
7
....
BRANDED SOMBRERO
TWO FLAMING YOUTHS ....
6
CHINESE PARROT ....
THE WARNING
6
....
THE DOVE
WEST POINT
6
....
HEROES IN BLUE ....
WHEEL OF DESTINY .... ....
6
HUSBANDS FOR RENT
SHORT SUBJECTS
7

225.

Financial

7

—

McCamey, Tex. Oscar
under way for a theater.

6
6

Midland, Tex.

—The

&

H.

has

pl|

circuit

erect a $50,000 theater here.

6

Kno.xville.
6

K.

Korn

Tenn.

— Contract has been

let

new $1,000,000 theater by Publix, to
known as the Tennessee. Work will cq
mence at once.
a

—

High Low

Close

Sales

40
40
40
Vtc
48
Pfd
*Am.
60^
Balaban & Katz
Vtc
7354
*Bal. & Katz
165
Eastman Kodak .165M 164
129
*East. Kodak Pfd
4
*tFilm Inspection
1045i
•First Nafi Pfd
"A"...
84^
Film
84J4
Fox
83J4
tFox Theaters "A". 21^ 2154 '^Wa,

500

Am.

Seat.
Seat.

*Intern'l Project
100^
Keiths 6s 46
59^8
Loew's, Inc
ttLoew's, 6s 41WW.107

—

700
....

5,100
20
....

10

lOOM 100^
58-5'^

106M

ttLoew's,6s41x-war.l005^

99%

M-G-M Pfd

251^

2-514

Marks Buys Oshawa House
Alderman Ernie
Oshawa, Ont.

27
32

1005/5
25 54

700

TV%
4J4
17

600
3,600

*M. P. Cap. Corp..
Exchange...

5

1,300

58-Ji

107

4
16

Pathe
4J4
Pathe Exch. "A".. 17>4
4
ttPathe Exch. 7s 37 80% 80H 80%
116
16,200
113
Paramount F-L ...116
124
121^4
400
Paramount Pfd. ..124
102>^
....
ttPar.Bway.S-^sSl
28
26
**Roxy "A"
30
28
**Roxy Units

**Roxy Common

. .

**Skouras Bros.

..41

Stan.

Co.

of

6

7

Am.. 53%

*tTrans-Lux Screen
**United Art. Com.

39
S3J4
14
80
23
98
1454
23}4

15

•United

Art. Pfd. 85
..23
Pictures
Pfd.. 98
tWarner Bros. ... 1554
Warner Bros. "A". 24%

Univ.
Univ.

Pict.

•Last Prices Quoted

tCurb Market

••••

S3J4
3J4
23
98

•••
100
30
3,700
10,800

IS

24

••Bid and Asked (Over
tne Counter)
ttBond Market

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

Marks, one of the theatrical pioneers the last two years in charge of publiciNorthwest Theater Circuit
of Canada, has purchased the Martin ty for
which he has operated for some (Finkelstein and Ruben) at St. Paul
years. The price is reported at $70,- has been named assistant advertising
000 and several thousands of dollars manager to M. P. Kelly of Alidwesco
be spent in
his brothers,
showmen in the
will

and

Marks Theaters, Inc.
alterations.
Kueppers also will
were among the first have charge of publicity at the WisDominion, operating consin theater here.

"Marks Bros. Shows" many years before

the

introduction of pictures.

—

adjoining- propertv causing damage of
The fire started just be$200,000.
fore doors were scheduled to open
The house, which
for the matinee.
seated 1,300 had a combination policy.

you are thinking of

S

T E B B

1

N

Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Charles

L. Glett has returned to
after a trip through the
South where he made the last three
of the series of 13 Edgar Guest Po-

New York

etic

Jev/els.

1540

W.

Stebbins

Reopen Arkansas House
Newport, Ark. The interior was
closed for two weeks for extensive

—

New

Bryant

J040

is

Co.

new

Buys Kansas Theater

—

Arthur

Loew

Sails

—

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY
Very

producer.
jection

Vault accommodations.
floor
Inquire

room on

—

—

eral contract for construction of the
building to cost $133,755.

'

Svenione oJm

E.

r>hoprd the

wWherever
I

If you

go-

lf Plaza Hotels
W, are famous.
ft'

JL

—In Boston
—

—In New York
In London
Also in

'Hollywood
ifB the

HOIIrVWOC Dl

Hopper on Cruise
Mason Hopper sailed Friday
France for a cruise

Mediterranean.

in the

14-37

BWAY. N.y
TEUSSeO PENN.
-ALSO aS.OOO COSTUMES TO Bf MT

Pro-

First Division Pictures, Inc.
12th floor
729 Seventh Avenue

theater.

Columbia, Mo., Contract Let
Columbia, Mo. J. Dozier Stone,
chief promoter of the new Missouri,
has announced awarding of the gen-

1st

desirable space for exchange or

—

Arthur Loew of M-G-M sailed Friday night on the Aquatania for a
month's trip abroad, including a visit

Inc.
N. Y. C.

Is

Darby, Pa. Contract to build a theaterl
Chester Pike and Parker Ave. has b)
awarded by Equity Theaters, Inc., to Sims
& Co., 2313 Walnut St. William H. 1;:

—

Colony. Kans. L. O. Nickels has
purchased the Garden from W. J.
Dehler.

W. H.

the architect.

Racine House Opens Soon

Racine. Wis. The Plaza is nearjng completion.
remodeling.
The interior decorating has been completed, and it
Joe Douglas Buys Nebraska Theater is thought that it will be ready for
Dan KelliHooper. Neb.
Joe Douglas has opening in two weeks.
purchased the Amusu from A. M. her of Elkhorn, Wis., has leased the

& Co.,

Broadway

Forum Amusement

for the

Marcel Le Picard was

to Paris.

Arthur

contract for build

cameraman.

S

Specialists in

— General

Frankford Ave. and Granite
has been awarded to David Lutz & Co.,
2218 Chestnut St. The theater is being bi'l

—

think of

INSURANCE

Philadelphia
a theater at

is the architect.
The theater will seat 2,0L
House Opening This Month
Work will start at once, and it is scheduledtl
Milwaukee The 1,400-seat theater open Sept. 1.
being erected by the Layton Improvement Co.. at National and 22nd Aves..

Fire Guts Jamestown House
Jamestown. N. Y. William Smal- at a cost of ?500,000, will stage its
ley's Johnstown, formerlv the Grand, formal opening some time this month.
was prutted by fire caused by an overheated boiler. The flames spread to
Glett Back from Trip

Herman.

When you

Eddie Kueppers at Milwaukee
Milwaukee-— Eddie Kuteppers, for

Rosemont, Pa. A. C. Bieber, Philadelp
architect, is preparing plans for a 2,000-sl
theater, stores and apartments to be builtl
Rose Lane and Lancaster Ave. at a costl
Construction will start in the spril
$350,000.

PIAZA
HoUymooJ, Cal>ionii0

THE
Sunday, January

8,
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(.Continued
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N. Y.

CENSORSHIP

Albany, N. Y.—The stage is set
passage of a bill designed to
abolish the law for state censorship
for the

and

prepared

been

has

bill

drafted and will be introduced in the
Legislature Monday night when the
legislators return to Albany to take
up their duties for the 1928 session,
measure provides for repeal ot
'i he
the censor law.

The books, records and documents
of the division would be turned
to the Secretary of State or the

over

com-

missioner of education for the purpose of winding up the business and
affairs of the motion picture division.
Enactment of the act will not af-

any

fect

from Page

1)

The ckvelopment is of the greatest potential importance because it has carried the earmarks of an agency
through which new patrons can be attracted to picture theaters
while the hold on old customers is further cemented.
silent films.

Chaplin and Lloyd
Chaplin promises three for 1928. Lloyd will make two a
year, this year and all years to come. That's news for the public
as well as the exhibitor. That would mean five pictures from
two great drawing cards this year. Chaplin and Lloyd attract
money on a sheer personality basis. The public goes to see them
as comedians. If one of their pictures is more meritorious than
another, still greater box-offices record the difference. The basic
drawing power is there, however, and cannot be disputed. Therefore, their decision to turn out pictures more often and with
some degree of release consistency constitutes one of the important developments of the week.

July 1, 1928.
expected that Assemblyman
Louis A. Cuvillier of New York
City will introduce the measure. He
always has been an earnest supporter
of the abolishment of the censorship
of motion pictures by a state agency,
and he and his associates will extend
every possible effort to obtain the
early passage of this legislation.

(Continued

is

"The Gay
megaphoned

"The Enemy"

M-G-M
Aster
* * Miss Gish has liule
do except walk through scenes, and this
she does in a characteristic listless manner.

—

—

N.

Y.

—Alexander

When

work.

drags

film

the

and there's nothing for Miss Gish to do but
look agonized and emaciated, she does that.

Litchard At Batavia
Batavia,

splendid

he

is

superb.

Dix

*

*

As

*

Dix

*

Dix
fine

shooting

and

performhis
»

knifing.

is

looks un-

One doubts whether he does

POST—

do,

conpictures he

handsome and gives a
and

to

•

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
usually
ance.
riding

is

upon

called

is

own

•

»

* * His vehicle is not altogether
in that Mr. Dix is no one's
idea of an early California don; and there
are moments when one suspects strongly
that the hero doesn't like his part. * * *
*

*

*

*

The moral

is:

The Messrs.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * If the pic- Dix and La Cava should go back to light
former manager of the Babcock
cannot satirical comedy. * * •
it
disappointing at times
ture
is
in Wellsville one of the chain oper- wholly be charged to the direction of Fred
ated by Theatrical Utilities Corp., has Niblo, who has followed copy and achieved
TELEGRAM—* * * the best film in
* *
which the capable Dix has emerged for quite
been made manager of the company's much at several intervals.
a number of moons. • * *
two houses here, the New Family
POST * * * The direction is consistently
the
from
departure
distinctly
a
and
subtle
and Dellinger.
TIMES * * * Gregory La Cava, an ac-

—

—

war

TELEGRAM— *

•

*

which

film

has

,

*

*becomes a splendid
a picture which may cause a certain

o

—

Exhibitors
Daily Reminder

picture
hysteria in the 100 per cent portions of
broad land. » * *

* * Fred Niblo has taken
theme and interspersed it with a charmlove tale, and it is in these romantic

ing
scenes rather than in the
the picture achieves some
beauty. * * *

TIMES — *

*

*

There

war episodes that
fine moments of

Washington's

is

particu-

nothing

subtle about this production.
Mr. Niblo's standby, and with
is
* *
garnishes his story.

birthdays
soon. Prepare

WORLD —*

it

he

is,

I

of

"The Gay Defender"
Paramount
Paramount

shows
accordingly.

* It

AMERICAN—*

*

*

Richard

Dix

is

so

American that the cards are somehow stacked against him, cinematically speaking,

in

Sun., Jan

8,

1928

his Spanish
* • *

specimen of

silent

NEWS—

It

stuff.

DAILY MIRROR—*
fair

*

for a Night"
Universal

AMERICAN—*
Bill

*

just

isn't

Manages

drama. * •

Haines, although he

charm and

personality.

*

con-

to be a

*

There isn't any
»
DAILY
reason in the world why Richard starred in
*

»

*

is

House

for

—

Worcester

Worcester, Mass. Plans filed here
by the Keith-Albee interests for a
proposed theater on Main St., would
give Worcester its largest theater
with seats for 3,522.
The Keith-Albee interests have an option on choice
Main St. property with 30 days remaining in which to exercise it. This
is one of the houses proposed in the
K-A invasion of "Poli towns" of Now

England.

*

*

This

the

is

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

* * has the backfor a slapstick comedy of real excellence
yet the direction, unfortunately, is
so slovenly and the belief of the producers
that the insufferable character of their hero
is simply grand is so annoying that the film
becomes only a pretty fair program picture.
* * *

ground

—

*

*

an excellent example of
if
at all, by

comedy that is "made,"
gagmen, and nowhere by

—with
—
SUN

situations

either
the exception of

a
its

cast or
one. • • •
its

* * is one of those bound and
*
gagged and thoroughly witless comedies hung
* »
on a thin thread of story.

TIMES—*

Two Houses

for Leominster, Mass.
Leominster,
Mass. Ground was
broken this week for a new combination theater to replace the Music Hall
destroyed a few months ago by fire.
The new theater will be known as the
Plymouth and will have seating ac-

—

for 1200. Thomas McEvoy who owned the Music Hall
and who also conducts the Rialto here

commodations

is

building

it.

Another
new house is being
planned by Frank Tragia which will
bear his name. This will have seating
accommodations for 2000.

do

tryin' to

la our friend,
without Haines's

is

balmiest worthless and one of the most inconsiderable celluloid festivals of the year.
for some reason which I shall never
know, it is one of the funniest. » * *

• • Although the story is someinvolved and rather far-fetched,
it
possesses enough ingenuity and clever "gags"
to make it more than passably amusing. * » •

what

*

Colony

* * Tryon
young man a

the smart-alecky

POST— *

typically

vincing.

"A Hero

Hokum And,

think, one of the
all that class of
best and most important
pictures which we have come to look upon as
being "war films." * *
*

director, has succeeded in creating interest in the scenes with knife-throwing,
the whip and the gun-play. • •

DAILY MIRROR—*

larly

and

Lincoln* s

complished

our

TELEGRAPH — *
this

an injunction
title.

convincing,

ard,

direction of any other
yet visited Broadway.

1)

Cava

great
despite the

far as
cerned, this is one of the worst
•
•
*
has ever made.

SUN—

Litch-

* *
and,

caballero
*

*

La

why

nor

3,522-Seat

superhuman things he

GRAPHIC—*

has
Charter
Fla.
Jacksonville,
DAILY MIRROR * * * In clinging to
been granted to the Orlando M. P. its original script, "The Enemy" is notning
Mr. Pollock's conversuccesslul.
Co. of Orlando with capital of $100,- if not harangue
against battle has been transsational
in
000 for the purpose of dealing
ferred to the screen. * * *
Dipurchase and sale of theaters.
DAILY NEWS * * * She is a serious
rectors are S. S. Spencer, H. C. Craw- young woman who has taken direction well.
ford, Jr. and L M. Simmons.
And when good scenes are awarded her, she
does

dashing

the

as

District
nial of a request for
restraining use of the

*

*

*

EVENING WORLD—*

AMERICAN—*

—

Defender"
it.

Page

from

Moore was upheld by U. S.
Court, New York with de-

Colleen

Newspaper Opinions

to

Orlando Company Organized

fred M. Cohen of Cincinnati, international president of the Independent
Order of B'nai Brith, following conferences with representatives of the
producers, the Hays office and a committee
of
Anti-Defamation
the
League of the Order. John C. Flinn,
now en route to the Coast, will work
with Cecil B, De Mille in making the
eliminations and also in preparing a
prologue which will be added as part
of the exoneration change.

F. N. Proves Right to
"Her Wild Oat" Title

effective,
It

Revision of "The King of Kings,"
order to eliminate the sequences
in which the Jews are associated with
the crucifixion, is planned by Pathe.
i his announcement was made by Al-

KANN

proceedings pending
motion picture division
it is planned to become

suit of

against the
at the time

TO SETTLE PROTEST
in

of pictures.

A

Soon

They'll Talk

PREPARING fOR FIGHT

Fire Damages $500,000 House
Collingswood, Pa. The new $500,000 Collingswood scheduled to open
in about a week was badly damaged
by fire caused by crossed wires. The
damage to the building will delay
opening until March 1.

—

Sunday Shows

Start

—

Irvington,
N. J. Stanley-Fabian
has decided to run Sunday shows at
the Sanford, and have the backing
of the business men's association
which has been advocating Sunday
openings.

Bradley Managing

Two

Tenn.— J. P. Bradley
has been made manager

Dycr.sburg,

of Nashville
of the Palace

and Frances by the
Bradley
Crescent Amusement Co.
succeeds Walter E. Harmon.

¥He
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\By

EINE

COLOR

BIT

AT ROXY

The symphony

orchestra presented
with an allegorical
stage interpretation by Jeanne MignoThis was followed by three dilet.
the
Gambarelli,
vertissements
by
ballet corps and Adelaide De Loca.
Ihe musical settings tor these numbers were Irom Tchaikowsky, Ottenbach and Saint-Saens respectively.

Dawn,"

"The

The most

spirited stage presenta-

and also the most colorful, was
titled "A Hunt Rendezvous," typiihe
lyiiig an English hunt episode,
Cathedral choir and ensemble were

tion,

in support of the Roxy vocalists,
JrLeien Arclelle, Douglas Stanbury and
iiarold Van Duzee.
The stage set-

used

was an old English baronial
with the company just returned
from the hunt in their gay red riding
They set about the table
jackets.
that ran the length of the stage, and
the old English songs were put across
with a great punch. Plenty of atmosting

hail,

phere.

The Movietone again

featured the
accompanying
the
sounds of armj- airplanes bombing a
bridge was nothing less than thrilling.
Then came
"Roxy Revels," with
Irwin Abrams orchestra, the ballet
and the Sixteen Roxyettes. It opened
with "Hits of the Day," nicely presented by the orchestra, and then
four units were put over with the
artists coming down a stairway behind a scrim to the stage. The best
part of this presentation was the
windup, with John Griffin singing
"Love Is Like a Cigarette." At each
repetition large panels were reversed
in a series, revealing costumed groups
of various countries, the reverse side
of the panel presenting a miniature
background appropriate to the costumed group. The feature followed.

newsreel,

ALL AROUND GOOD

and

JACK

SHOW

The Paramount presented "Treas-

Capitol ofifered a stage show
the form of a "Midnight Revue"
with the performers participating in
a typical New Year's Eve revel. The
Capitolians, under the direction of
Walt Rosener, contributed the orchestra numbers with one, an impression of various songs as they
might be played by various composers. Florence Brady sang a song

a small scale musical
comedy devised and stageji by Irank
Cambria.
thoroughly good bit ot
entertainment, too.
Val and Ernie
btanton with their musical talent and
ready wit were the piece de resistance of the show ana a genuine hit.
Cliaries
Bennington, the peg leg
dancer and a group of young peg leg
ancers scored a hit.
iliese same
boys did a novelty harmonica number tliat also registered sure tire.
Ine l-elicia borei Girls offered their
usual quota of clever dancing and
tnere were "The Argentine Gauchos,"
Carlo and Norman,
specialty numb'hips,"

A

m

Fred Bowers at Newark
Fred Bowers is one of the attractions at Pantages'

xy

Box

Newark

this

week.

Art

week

policy.

Creator of Box Office Builders

BARREL O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
j

Wrile

Phone me at SPRine 4613
at 339 Lafayette Street.

me

also

N. Y. C.

Band Opens
Mark

opened disclosing the interior

on the program.

Kennedy in Return Engagement
Chick Kennedy is scheduled for a

of the

club, with the twenty-piece orchestra
Kahn wielded the baton and
seated.

the

band struck into "Blue Baby."

Then Kahn introduced Gypsy Byrne,
a girl in masculine attire,

who

sang

"For My Baby" and then went into
some tap dancing. Kahn then brought
out Vassilu and Klister, Apache

After
that
he introduced
Madeline
White,
who
sang "Clemenreturn engagement at the Branford,
Newark, N. J., for the week of Jan. tine" in that Sophie Tucker manner,
and then came the Three Night Club
14.
Boys, who opened with a song and

Cesar Nesi at Mosque
Cesar Nesi is plaj'ing the Mosque
at Richmond, Va., this week.

Office Prescriptions

MURRY LIVINGSTON

turned off acrobatic tricks to the delight of the audience and Jane Overt.^n
entertained the patrons of the
"night
club"
with black bottom.

jf

Trixie Hicks in Newark
Trixie Hicks is playing Branford
in Newark this week, the act being
Paramount, New York, the booking handled
by the Samuels Musical
being handled by Lyons & Lyons.
Bureau.
Edgar Dudley's Girls are

Penn, Pittsburgh.

from "Show Boat" and an encore
number; Willie Robyn was on deck
with his tenor solo. Toots Novello

vlills
and Shea did a right clever
of
abian was apache number and Lyndon and Farheard in "Serenade Granada' ana nan offered a smart comedy dance
'Hasta Manna."
Eou Kosloff and hat went over big. The Chester
he Paramount Stage Orchestra sup- Hale Girls, as usual, were the life
Costumes and stage
plied a peppy musical score and the of the party.
setting ana costumes, carrying out
etting were colorful and atmospheriThe overture was
he atmosphere of pirate days, were cally correct.
Wholly attractive. Ihe screen enter- 'Second Hungarian Rhapsody" and
ainment consisted of "Rose of Kil- he screen offered the newsreel and
larney,"
the
newsreel and "Two •West Point."
t laming \ouths."
Jesse Crawford
did his stuff at the organ and there
Kahn's
was a combination stage show and
Strand
at B'klyn
overture called "A Musical Bouquet,"
All Night Club" was the pro"The
comprised of vocal and dance ensenigrammed title of Art Kahn's firstles to round out the show.
week act. It opened with a film leader introducing Kahn and the various
Rita & Teska at Capitol
entertainers.
The silver draw curRita & Teska are one of the stage
tains were then closed over the profeatures at the Capitol, New York on
made
Lyons & duction stage and a specially
the current week's bill.
film from the booth projected the exLyons are booking the act.
terior of a night club upon the curThis film i;in continuous! v as
t.-f.ns.
Booking Capitol, Elizabethport
fi-.ade thrir way into the
Fally Markus is booking the acts ped(;st.ains
club, esch haviiig a "gag" to pull
into the Capitol at Elizabethport, N.
With a blackjust before entermg.
J., starting Jan. 12 with five on a split
out on the final gag the curtains

Mary

Foster Girls at Paramount
troupe of Foster Girls appear in
the Blue Plate unit this week at the

at (he

The

in

Walter bmith sang "iong

bers.

A

Dancing Debutantes at Pittsburgh
The Dancing Debutantes start a
three weeks' engagement this week

WESTERN STAGE SETTING

CHESTER HALE GIRLS AT
CAPITOL SCORE AGAIN

tne Buccaneer" and

"Blue Plate" Features

A

Paramount Program

production overture, "Bohemian
Girl," opens the program at the Paramount.
The stage presentation is
{Continued on Page

12)
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H ARROW ER

ATTHEPARAMOUNT,N.Y.
ure
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A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ALL
EXHIBITORS IN BUILDING UP
PROGRAMS

Presentations

PRESENTATIONS AT LEADING
THEATERS

ENGLISH HUNTING SCENE

Sunday, January

team.

then did some of the fastest stepping
seen here in a long time.

HARRY COHEN
Theatrical Enterprises

FOR STRAND PROGRAI
Adoption of a standardized progran
seems to be the policy at the Strand
the last several weeks' bills follow
ing a regular schedule with the stag(
presentation confined to about fou
numbers working in front of th
band.

Eddie Elkins and his orchestn
played their second week, the pres
entation being styled "Western Cap
ers" in honor of the feature "A Texas
Elkins and his band worke(
Steer."
in cowboy costume, and again de
monstrated their ability to put ove
some snappy harmony with a fin(

The

off

witl

Marjorie Whitney doing some

nift;

precision.

acts

led

stepping.
Then Arthur Ball gavi
several song numbers in his popula
Caffery & Miller were on fo
style.
some good eccentric comedy aero
batics and pantomime that got
strong hand.
Jack MTller conclude(
Th
the specials with a lariat act.
feature followed, with a short subjec
"Odds and Ends" for a chaser. "Thi
overture was "Hits of Yesterday,
presenting a popular assortment o

song

hits.

Ray Teal at Mosque
Ray Teal is acting as master o
ceremonies at the Mosque, Richmond

Sffit

Va.

Aeroplane Girls Play Detroit
Girls are booked a

Fra

The Aeroplane

the Oriental in Detroit, playing ove
the Pantages circuit.

Brady

in

Laurence Brady

Montreal
one of the mail

is

stage attractions at the Capitol,
treal

this

Mon

week.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion PicHire Presentadon

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

1579

BROADWAY, NEWYORK CITY

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

id

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vavideville

Acts

Vaudeville and Novelties
Wit

JACK SHERWIN,

Mgr.

PENnsylvania 9168
Local Follies Reviews Arranged

1587 Bway.

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

"Sffi;

aits

THE
Sunday, January
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NEWS FLASHES PROM FIUI
CENTERS ALL OVER TH«
GLOBE: MELBOURNK,
LONDON, BERLIN.

RAPID STRIDES ARE BEING

MADE IN THE FOREIGN
KEEP POSTED
FIELD.
THROUGH "FOREIGN

Foreign Markets

MARKETS"

PARIS

i^
BRITISH FACE

PROBLEM

GENERAL SLUMP SHOWN

Forces Quota Change

MARKET OPENS

BRITISH

—

OF STARS OR STORIES
ERNEST

By

IV.

FREDMAN
_

"The Daily Film Renter"
London The problem of deciding
which is the more important factor
the star or
in securing patronage
the story ^is one which is continually agitating the trade, both in this
Editor

—

—

—

There is no
country and America.
mistaking the fact that the big names
among screen players command a
keen following, but it is often the
case that patrons attracted by a star
find the entertainment from a story
point

view

of

is

often

below stan-

Vienna Failure of- Austrian
production to come up to the
quota requirements on the basis of 10 import permits for
every Austrian production has
forced the adoption of a more
elastic

ratio.

was

It

FOR

—

Berlin
Poor business in the in- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Opportunity
for
dustry is reflected by the official report of the German Board of Trade American equipment manufacturers in
for November. Production shows for the British market is pointed out by
Trade Commissioner C.
the aggregate 728 studio daj^s avail- Assistant
able, only 555 were active.
Of the Grant Isaacs at London in a report
studios,
17
were fully employed, to the M. P. Section ,of the Depart-

therefore

decided to establish the quota
on a 20 to one basis for 1928,
and 16 to one at a later period
when Austrian production war-

FRENCH DEVELOP NEW

—

dai-d.

gathering of exhibitors in America has recently been discussing the
star problem, and has decided that
many stars who have been before
the public for some time have lost
part

following,
required is new

of

their

and

that

faces and
stories.
On this side of the
Atlantic this problem might be look-

what
good

is

CAMERA AND PROJECTOR

—

Paris A new camera and a new
projector were recently demonstrated
before the Societe Francaise de Photographie which have aroused wide-

spread

known

interest.

as

the

The

camera

is

Camerette-Eclair,,

ed at in this new light.
Mery's development of his CamereThere has been a tendency to pay claire. This camera is entirely autobig figures to stars whose best work matic, takes 100 feet of standard size
lies in the past, and it certainly seems film, and can be instantly rewound
as though Britain's film success lies and changed.
It is fitted with two
rather in the selection of sound stor- lens sets which permits the instanies and the employment of new tal- taneous change from long-shots to
ent than in the reliance upon big close-ups.
The design of the new
names of the past.
camera permits it to take any size
and proportion of lenses.
The other invention is a projecFilms
tor invented by M. Lobel for sub-

Franco-German

Featured by Aubert

—

stituting
of

place

continuous movement in
Maltest Cross action.
photo-cinema scientists are
the

Paris Showing the tendency to- French
ward Franco-German films, the Etab- giving this new development a lot
recently study.
lissements
have
Hubert
shown "The Dancer of Barcelona,"
the interiors of which were made in
Standee Problem in Dublin

Damita,
Warwick Ward and Fred Solm. It
was produced by Robert Weine, proExteriors were
ducer of "Caligari."
Aubert will soon
taken in Spain.
produce another Franco-German film.
"The Whirlpool of Paris," featuring
Lil Dagover.
Berlin. ^

It

features

Lili

—

seven half of the time, six without ment of Commerce. Machinery ard
any work and the balance working laboratory equipment of all kinds is
generally in demand, the Commissioner reExhibition
occasionally.
He states that considerable
Distributors ports.
was not satisfactory.
found during the month that there sums have been spent in equipping
was a lack of cash and consequently laboratories with up-to-date mawere loaded up with overdue ac- chinery for the processing of posimachinery which is often
tive films
counts.

ranted.

A

of

described as automatic developing
machines. The report states:
There are at present several lab50 P. Ct.
France
aratories in England and others are
U. S. Fihns Last
The passage of the
contemplated.
increase the demand
London Fifty per cent of films films bill may
Studio space is confor equipment.
exhibited in France during 1927 were
sidered inadequate for existing needs,
American states the Paris corresand a demand is felt for good stupondent of the "Bioscope," who furdios to rent in view of the quota
nishes some interesting statistics on
By the end of system.
the French market.
the year 100 French productions were
made, an increase of about 15 over Exports in October Total
From September, 1926 to Sep1926.
$670,676; 25,586,617 Ft.
tember, 1927 about 413 new films Washington. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
were exhibited, of which 81 were
October exWashington, D. C.
French, 245 American, 5 British, 52 ports totaled 25,586,617 ft., valued at
German, 13 Scandinavian, 1 Spanish $670,676, according to figures made
and 9 Italian. The proportion of pic- public yesterday by the Bureau of
tures exhibited is 20 per cent French, Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
30 per cent other nationalities, with
Shipments by classes during the
the other 50 per cent American as month were: Positives, 18,815,776 ft.,
The French production has valued at $461,535; positives to nonstated.
about doubled in 1927, with the out- contiguous territories, 1,291,893 ft.,
look for the current year even bet- valued at $15,354; negatives, 737,293
Many important productions are ft., valued at $83,277; and raw stock,
ter.
now under way.
4,741,655 ft., valued at $110,510.

Showed

Year

—

—

There were several French speare being made cials made in 1927.
They are "Naby the public over the present sys- poleon," "The Chess Player," "Prince
tem of being forced to stand in line of Adventurers," "La Passion de
system of Jeanne dArc" and "La Merveilleuse
at many theaters here.
booking is urged, or some method of vie de Jeanne d'Arc."
issuing numbered cards to those in
Dublin

— Protests

A

line.

Expansion Program Set

Three New Sydney Houses
for British Lion Corp.
Films Censored in Germany
suburban
new
Sydney Three
November there houses have been opened recently,
Berlin During
London Re-equipment of the stuwere 63 features censored in Ger- the Strathfield, St. Peters and En- dio at Uxbridge is underway by Britmany, of which 25 were German and field. The first is one of the larg- ish Lion Films Corp., which has
38 foreign, including 25 from Amer- est in this territory, seating 1,800 and taken it over, and it is planned to
ica.
This compares with 19 domes- costing $175,000.
make it as complete as any in Engtic and
18 foreign in October, and
The new studio will be 134
land.
21 domestic and 20 foreign in Sepfeet long by 30 feet wide, which will
Russian Films for Near East

—

—

tember.

Big Australian House Opens
Melbourne The Palais has open-

—

ed here seating 3,000. The stage is
The
110 ft. wide by 45 ft. deep.
and ventilation
latest
mechanical
equipment has been installed as well
as many lighting innovations which
are said to be unique in Australia.

— Sovkino.

European Trip for Nathanson
Nat Nathanson, Hi-Mark president,

Friday for an extended

sailed

European

trip.

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
723 7th Avenue

—

simulthe Soviet unit, permit three directors to work
does not
company
The
taneously.
firm
Greek
the
with
has contracted
handle only the productions
of Iris for the distribution of its intend to
in its own studio, and is now
made
counBalkan
the
throughout
product
lining up a program of 24 pictures
tries, and in Syria and Palestine.
Negotiations are under
for 19128.
the product of an
handle
to
way
Representative
Australian
New
while three Conproducer,
American
GroSydney— Ufa has sent Baron
tinental productions will be made on
repspecial
its
as
Australia
to
nicka
an exchange basis.
resentative.

Moscow

T

E

U. S.

D.

J.

Inc.

New York

MOUNTAN.

City

Pr«».

Exclusive foreign represenatives for Rayart Pictures

Corporation and other leading independent producers

and

distributors.

Cable Addreu: RICHPICSOC, Parii
Cable Adreii: DEEJAY, London
Cable Addresi: RICHPIC. N. T.

Exportinpr only the best in
Motion Pictures

.

—

;

THE

W.

-.gB^
DAILV

William Haines in

and Chester Conklin in

C. Fields

WISE-CRACKING "PLEBE."

... Fields with his inimitable
clowning and professional smart guy
antics and Conklin with his inferior-

Cast.

Cast.

t}'

..

.William Haines the Ches-

who

"Mr. Dumbjohn"

gets

some

they're a great pair. Cissy Fitzgerald
good in a bit. Mary Brian and Jack

of the starch taken out of him before
the finish. Splendid in the part. Joan
Bakewell
Crawford, the girl.
in a first rate bit as hero's buddy.

Luden

Others Neil Neely, Ralph Emerson,

complex and comedy make-up

ity

in minor romantic roles.
Story and Production.
.Comedy.
It isn't often that a plot built almost
solely of gags amounts to very much
as a story.
But here's one that is
different, every stunt is pertinent and
every new gag carries the plot on
.

toward

And

climax.

a

.

there are
route.
Fields

laughs all along the
and Conklin are an ideal combination and great foils for each other.
Fields as the down and out circus
owner and Conklin as the small town
sheriff hit it off in no uncertain fash-

A

ion.

do

it

brief

justice.

at the h. o.

synopsis would never
This one is in and over

It is

no comedy
can get busy on

are

Direction

sure

fire

lapses.

and there
Exhibitors

it.

John Waters;

Wm.

Leon

Kellar.

Story and Production. .. .Comedy
romance. The adventures of a smart

West

Point, his rise and fall,
and the incidental routine of military
life at the academy, offer an entertainment calculated to please just
alec in

about everyone. The egotistical hero
is the world's worst braggart but at
the same time the most engaging
of heroes and there isn't apt to be
one in the crowd who won't favor
his reinstallation in
time for the
Army-Navy game. There's a campus romance, to be sure, and comedy

The

story

similar to that
in "Dress Parade," they're both good
entertainments and neither should
harm the other at the b. o.
galore.

Author

Percy

Heath

Scenario
Percy HeathDonald Davis.
Photography... .H. Kinley Martin;
good.

first

is

Raymond

L.

Schrock

Same

Scenario

Norma Talmadge

Photography.... Ira H. Morgan;
very good.

Length: 7304

in

"The Dove"

ft.

STRIKING ARRAY OF UNUSUAL CAMERA EFFECTS

United Artists

Length: 8450

GOOD

ft.

ENTERTAINMENT
AND A CLEVER LOT OF NEW BUT NEVER A STARRING VESUSPENSE TWISTS.. STORY HICLE FOR NORMA TALRATHER UNNECESSARILY IN- MADGE. NOAH BEERY WELL
NIGH WALKS AWAY WITH
VOLVED.
Cast.
.Marion Nixon and Ed- THE PARTY.
..

mund

heroine and hero respectively, who survive a weird orgy
of mystery business at the hands of
Hobart Bosworth and Albert Conti.
Florence Turner good as the mother
of Sojin a slick Chinese detective.

Burns,

Story and Production. .. .Mystery
melodrama.
Paul Leni, who made
the very mystifying and entertaining
screen version of "The Cat and the
Canary,"

has

direction

to

lent his imaginative
another mystery play,
but this time he lacked the fundamental story material necessary to

the

making

melodrama.

good mystery
"The Chinese Parrot"

of a truly

a striking composition of unusual
effects in both camera angles and directorial touches but it's story that
didn't warrant the involved procedure
is

The pearls disappear and
followed.
there are several people all bent on
their recoverj^.
Revenge has its entree but the plot winds up in a double

Cast. .. .Norma Talmadge lovely
and splendid in the few acting opportunities that come her way. Noah
Beery as "de bes' damn' caballero in
all Costa Roja" has the real stellar
role and he walks away with it. Gilbert Roland the handsome hero.

Story and Production. .. .Comedy
drama.
Willard Mack's stage play
has been mighty attractively picturized. It is amusing, colorful and quite
satisfying entertainment but those

Direction
good.

master at

effects.

Author
Scenario

Photography

Earl Derr Biggers
J.

Grubb Alexander
Ben Klein;

excellent.

E8A
HIE
Caii

io?

to

Roland West;

Author
Paul Leni

Direction

!«N,

anticipating a picture starring Norma
Talmadge, are due for disappointment. The opportunities just don't
come her way. Only once, when
Norma's sarcasm causes the grand
caballero to release her lover, does
she get a real chance to display her
acting wares. Otherwise there is scant
cause for complaint.
"The Dove"
soars slowly at times but it has a
generally well sustained interest.

clinch.

a

rate.

Author

1928

8,

0£.

Universal

Edward Sedgwick;

Direction

first class.

Sunday, January

"The Chinese Parrot"

"Two Flaming Youths"
"West Point"
Length: 8134 ft.
Paramount
Lenth: 5319 ft. M-G-M
BRIGHT AND BREEZY COMRED HOT COMEDY AND A
REAL BOX OFFICE BET. EDY SKIT INVOLVING THE
TEAMING UP FIELDS AND CADET MANOEUVERS AT
CONKLIN WAS NO MISTAKE. WEST POINT AND IN PARTWO DISTINCT TYPES. TICULAR THE AFFAIRS OF A
GREAT LOT OF LAUGHS.

;

Mack

Willard

Adaptation
Wallace Smith.
Scenario
Paul Bern.

Roland WestWallace

Smith-

m
Dii

Photography

Oliver

Marsh;

m
Au

splendid.

S«
ft

Rayart

"Wheel of Destiny"

"Husbands for Rent"

"Heroes in Blue"
Length: 5000

ft.

GLORIFYING THE UNIFORM
AGAIN. GOOD PROGRAM FARE

Warners

Length: 6200

ft.

BEDROOM FARCE WITH A

Rayart

Length: 5869

Jack Holt in

"The Warning"

ft.

Columbia

Length: 5791 ft.
ROMANCE OF A SIDE SHOW
SUGGESTIVESECRET
BELLE
SERVICE
AND
A
HERO
BEOPERAWHO
WITH SENTIMENTAL BUSI- NESS. IMPOSSIBLE TO REC- COMES A VICTIM OF AM- TIONS IN CHINA CONTRIVE
OMMEND
THIS
ADMIRERS
TO
NESS HEAPED ON FOR THE
NESIA. TOLD IN RATHER DIS- TO MAKE A STORY WELL
BENEFIT OF THE TEAR LOV- OF GOOD WHOLESOME COM- CONNECTED
SEQUENCES.
EDY.
STOCKED WITH THRILLS,
ERS.
Cast.
.Forrest
..
Stanley the hero
.Owen Moore and Kathryn
Cast.
SUSPENSE
AND MYSTERY ANthe
hero
Cast.
Bowers
cop
.John
Perry the principals in this marital who comes through to a glorious fin-

FLARE FOR

.

.

.

.

and Sally Rand the blonde and vivacious daughter of a fireman. Gareth Hughes a no account son of the
fireman and Ann Brody the poor old
mother who loses both son and husband in the cause of duty.
Story and Production. .Melodrama.

tangle with John Miljan and Helene
Costello the runners up. Claude Gillingwater a "Mr. Fix-It."
Others

Arthur Hoyt,

Helen Lynch, Hugh

Herbert.

Story

and Production

Farce

ish after a series of set backs. Georgia Hale the girl and the inspiration.

Miss DuPont, Ernest Milliard, Percy
Challenger, others in the cast.

fire

department, the police de-

fair.

Author
Scenario

Photography
good.

comedy.
ible

poor.

Geo.
Geo.

Walter

Pyper
Pyper
Griffin;

Author
Scenario

Photography
good.

Edwin Justin Mayer
C. Graham Baker
Barney McGill;

Cast
Jack Holt the whiskered
gent who swings a mean fist and
hobnobs with opium smugglers between rescues. Dorothy Revier the
adventuress lady who requires so

Story and Production
Drama.
"Wheel of Destiny" provides a fair
program entertainment. The story much

The story offers a negligpick-up of situations that fail to rambles a trifle and the direction is
partment and the Irish mixed well arrive at anything very close to en- not always
the best but, on the
with sentiment, a dash of fire, a sea- tertainment, at least for those who whole,
the situations maintain the insoning of romance and there you prefer good clean comedy. The busi- terest sufficiently
to keep the spechave "Heroes in Blue." It's not much ness of the honeymoon and the at- tator's attention.
It is one of those
of a story but the crowd that enjoys
tempts of the valet to suggest the yarns in which the society girl snubs
a goodly bit of sentiment will have marital duties to his embarrassed emthe hero when he is a nobody, only
a fine time. Two old codgers, a fireployer immediately taboo the picture to reach out for him when he's all
man and a policeman, constantly at for juvenile trade or church going covered over with glory. But
by this
odds over their checkers have a communities. Owen Moore, as the time hero
has found himself another
•daughter and son, respectively, in Englishman, never quite overcomes
and more sympathetic love in the
The fireman his timidity until he submits to a person of a
love with each other.
side show girl who had
also has a no account in the family "collusion" frame-up as a part of the
befriended him when he had become
and it is he who kills the policeman's divorce scheme and then discovers a victim of amnesia.
He recovers his
son and later the father himself. In
that the "other woman" is his wife. memory in time to find the home
of
the
spite
number of deaths there They wind up by the telephone oper- folks glorifying his member
for the
are enough players left in the story ator putting a "don't disturb" sign
discovery
of
a
valuable
medical
bring
it
around
to
ending.
jto
a happy
on the switchboard plug.
serum.
Direction
Duke Worne;
Direction
Henry Lehrman;
Direction
Duke Worne;

The

GLES.

fair.

Author
Scenario

Photography

Joseph Anthony
Geo. Pyper
Walter Griffin;

of his attention.
Pat Harmon
the tool of the smuggler boss.

Story and Production
Melodrama. It will never do for them to
see this backwards. It's one of those
complicated
Oriental
melodramas
that you must necessarily stick with
from the very beginning if you would

know what

it

is

all

about.

It

man-

ages to remain sufficiently comprehensive so there shouldn't Ije any dif-

knowing what

all the shootin'
shootin' there is, especially in the climax.
Of course her
helpmate turns out to be a crack
secret service man who had been
working incognito.

ficulty

is

for.

And

Direction

knows

his

Authors
H. Milner Kitchen.
Scenario

Photography
good.

Geo. Seitz

melodrama.
Lillian

Ducey-

Not credited
Ray June
;

—
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Buck Jones

in

"The Branded Sombrero"
Fox

Length: 4612

ft.

GOOD BUCK JONES WESTERN.
ACTION CENTERS
AROUND HERO'S DESIRE TO
PROTECT HIS HALF BROTHER AND SACRIFICE HIS OWN

"There

It Is"

—Educational

Bowers Comedies

INTERESTS.

Novelty

Cast.... Buck Jones the self-sacrificing hero who just can't dodge the
iiero's reward,
nevertheless.
Leila
Hyams the pretty heroine. Leo Kel"ley the scapegrace brother and Jack
Baston the double dealer.
Others
Frances Ford, Stanton Heck, Josephine Borio,

Story and Production. .. .Western.
As usual in the Buck Jones westerns,
there are to be found some splendid
locations, excellent photography
generally fine pictorial quality.

and

The

story concerns itself with conventional doings, on the whole, but there is
plenty of good action and the necessary romance.
Hero aims to keep
his foster father's scapegrace son on
the right track and therein lies the
source of his various adventures.
Rustling and gambling lead the boy
astray but Buck is ever on hand to
pull him through, eventually going
to jail himself.
But Buck is the
acknowledged hero and as such
comes around to the proper ending
wherein the boy reforms and Buck
wins the girl.
Direction
Lambert Hillyer;

Type
At

of production.

proceedings.
An
verting number.

exceptionally

di-

Wow

.

in

love

with a mermaid.

work

well

is

The

handled.

The

.2 reel

.

fell

Technicolor

last a genuine novelty in the
short comedy field. This is the first
of the Charley Bowers comedies onthe Educational schedule, and it's a
pip.
Bowers himself is a Scotch detective in kilties trying to solve the
mystery of the Fuzz-Faced Phantom
which is the "It" of the title. All
the fun takes place in a sanitarium.
The "It" does all kinds of novel
stunts.
It can fly, walk, whiz, jump
circles, vanish, or what have you.
It's one of those things you have to
see to appreciate, for words fail to
give an adequate picture of this novelty, and the laughable situations it
develops. All these novelty stunts are

story is different and handled
with plausibility.
Recommended for
jaded patrons as a pleasing novelty.

"High Stakes"
Aesop Pathe
Usual Cartoon Stuff

comedy

—

Type

of production. ... 1 reel novelty
Entirely lacking in plot, even as
plot goes in cartoon series, this pic-

ture

moderately pleasing.

is

A

few

new gags

are incorporated.
The action is assorted and insane, ranging
from a poker game to the customary concluding chase.

"Sword Points"

—

Lupino Lane Educational
Great Burlesque

"Sealed Orders"
Universal
Poor Stuff
Type of production. .2 reel Western

A

Northwest Mounted Police ofgang of outlaws
who are after money which they
believe Ramsey stole from a Toronto
bank. Happiness prevails in the final
moments of the film, which Levigard directed, when the Mountie tells^
Ramsey's daughter that her dad has
ficer tries to arrest a

Has nothing to
been exonerated.
of production.
.2 reel comedy
This boy Lupino Lane is certainly recommend it.
stepping along at a great comedy
tied up with a bunch of laughs in a pace.
Here he puts over one of
"A Short Circuit"
Aesop Fables Pathe
good story. H. L. Muller as the di- the neatest laugh numbers it has
rector has a ten strike.
And exhib- been our pleasure to see for many
Tricky Cartoon Stuff
itors have a knockout to start the months.
He can kid anything to a Type of production....! reel novelty
frazzle, and do it to a syncopation
new year with.
In this number the farmer tries
chortles,
gurgles
and honest operating his farm by electricity,
of
"Rose of Killarney"
t'gawd laughs. The plot is clever
with a flock of trick and entertainLupino ingly impossible things following.
Tiffany-Stahl—Technicolor
oh, yes, this one has a plot.
outdoes himself on some great com- Among other phenonemas the hen
"Bit of the Auld Sod"
Type of production. .1 reel romance edy gags, and it is in the bag with lays eggs by the bushel and the cow
It is up to the
Tiffany - Stahl
combines
scenic the laughs all counted before you literally flows milk.
standard set by this series.
satisfactory.
beauty with pleasing romance and book it.
Author
Cherry Wilson the result is a genuinely harmonious
"Honeymoon Hints"
"The Cloud Buster"
Scenario
Cherry Wilson arrangement that offers a nice bit
Rarebit— Pathe
Universal
The color work
Photograpihy
Reginald Lyons; of entertainment.
Glorified Screen Hash
Largely for the Kiddies
good.
is effective and enhances the charm
The Type of production....! reel novelty Type of production. .2 reel comedy
of the love story not a little.
Again Beth Brown has ransacked
In the suburbs Andy Gump makes
concerns
the romance of an
story
"Stage Kisses"
Irish baron's son and a peasant girl, the library for stock stuff which she the mistake of going to sleep on an
Columbia
Length: 5435 ft.
the nobleman threatening to dis- has compiled, cleverly as usual, into inflated mattress which goes sailing
CAST
PRODUC- with
boy if he marries beneath a diverting travelogue, fastened to- off to Hawaii, winning an airplane
own
ENLIVENS CONVEN- him. the
devoted sister pleads in the gether with titles which are entire- race from the United States. Then
A
TIONAL STORY. A
The he wakes up. The best thing about
lad's behalf and eventually the father ly satisfactory and amusing.
SOCIAL
film makes a gesture towards pro- this picture is the trick stuff in which
gives his consent.
OF
HUSBAND'S FAMILY.
viding newly-wed husbands with ad- the mattress frolics around the ozone.
Cast
Helene Chadwick the atvice as to how to entertain their The kiddies will like the film.
Vin
"Should Tall Men Marry"
tractive dancer who knows how to
brides on their honeymoon.
Moore directed.
Roach Pathe
get, and keep, her man.
John PatFarm
Type

.

.

—

.

.

GOOD

.

AND

TION

DANCER
GRADE

MAKES THE
HER

—

rick the gigolo. Kenneth Harlan the
rich suitor.
Others in an interesting
and well balanced cast include Phil-

lips

Smalley,

Ethel Wales,

Frances

Good Fun on

the

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
With box-office names Hal Roach
ofTers this entertaining comedy hav.

.

ing to do with fun on the farm, burRaymond.
lesquing the old-time melodrama. In
Story and Production. .Romance.
cast of this film, directed by
A competent company of players and the
Claude Bruckman, are Stan Laurel,
a well dressed production serve to
Holmes, James Finlayson,
Stuart
brighten a story that holds little in
Martha Sleeper and Theodore Von
the way of originality. The idea of
mention a trained don.

the dancer marrying a rich man and
combating the objections of her aristocratic in-laws provides the main
situation and after due complications
the lovers come around to the happy
ending. Hjs folks disown him at the
start and an uncle is delegated to
bring about a separation between the
two. He is well nigh successful until the tables turn and he find himself
compromised before his wife. Eventually the girl wins over her husband's people and everything is pretty.

Direction
satisfactory.

Author
Scenario

Photography
good.

Eltz,

not to
contributes

much to the
the old one about
the heavy who kidnaps the fair heroine, her lover is also made prisoner
and finally all ends hilariously with
Well acted and well
their rescue.

key

fun.

who

The yarn

is

gagged.
Ole'

Swimmin' 'Ole"

— Universal

Disney

High-Grade Cartoon

Type

of production. ... 1 reel novelty
Editor S. Barrett McCormick provides another worthwhile nurnber of
The subjects
Pathe Review.
the
Beauty Thief," colored
are: "The
shots of the flower hibiscus; "Interesting People the Editor Meets,"
showing Charlie Francis Coe, Ernie
Schaaf and Casey Jones, notables;
and "The Land of the Firewalkers,"
more views of the home life of the

taining.

Fiji

—

.

"The

"The

of production.

.

.1

reel

novelty

short centers around
Albert Kelly; the ole' swimmin' 'ole, as the title
indicates, with the traditional sheriff
Not credited endeavoring to spoil the sport. This
Dorothy Howell picture is gagged with new ones, disJos. Walker; tortion of characters playing ap important and entertaining part in the

Action

in this

Pathe Review No. 3
Pathe
Worthivhile Number

"Smith's Holiday"
Sennett Pathe
Good Fun at the Beach
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
The Smith family, with Raymond
McKee, Ruth Hiatt and cute Mary
Jackson featured, take a holiday at
the seashore, with Cousin Egbert,
who has a distorted sense of humor,
They do
as a member of the party.
all the conventional amusement park
Although there is nothing
things.
original in the fihn, which Alf Goulding directed, nevertheless it is enter.

Call of the Sea"
Colorart Educational
Technicolor Treat
Type of production
2 reel color drama
Hope Hampton essays some serious acting in this one, and gets
away with it in great style. In fact
she goes to the other extreme, and

legend

of

a

fisherman

who

Islanders.

"The Newlyweds' Servant"

—

wears practically no clothes at all m
The
her South Sea Island fantasy.
film pictures an old South Sea Island

Type

Stern Bros.

— Universal

Old, Old Stuff

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
With Snookums again winning all
honors the Newlyweds, in this opus,
take a trip to a seashore amusement
.

.

park, with the baby in charge of the
nurse. The youngster slips away
and leads his guardian on a more or
less merry chase over the roller coaster and other entertainment devices.

new

Old, old

comedy

stuff.
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Theater Equipment and
By

The Organ

As a

Big Factor
Theater Music Development

in
N.

J.

P.

in this stupendous
Its importance is

develop-

certainly
not to be denied when we point to
the careful thought and attention
given not only to the music for the
accompaniment of the picture but
the use of music as an actual drawing card.
Featuring symphony orchestras that would have eriraptured
the most fastidious music lovers of
a century ago or humbled the abilities of any metropolitan group of accomplished ^musicVansi most every
motion picture house of any size provides a musical feast as just "regular
stuff."
In addition to the pit orchestra, the jazz band attraction appears
on the stage music again
playing its part in appealing as an
attraction to a different class of mu-

—

Opportunity
England

Management

EDDY

CLAINANEWPROC[SS

ONE-CONTRACT PLAN

Make Prints Im- National Theater Supply
mune from Scratches,
Co. Busy on Equipment
End Oil Harm
Installations

Said to

and wants
equipment, the Department of
Commerce at Washington reports.
Turn to "Foreign Markets," appearing on page 5 this
issue

for

needs

detail

of

The Film Renovating Co.

a situation

ness opportunity for aggressive

for

emphasized more than ever the need
pipe organ of small dimensions which

a

would provide the correct instrumental effect
and yet conform to the requirements.
Another need developed.
The installation
of a manually operated pipe organ necessitated the retention of a skilled organist Ln do
justice
to
the
instrument, but they were
"high-priced talent." The extra expense they
were put to required economy of operation.
And so the reproducing pipe organ was offered.

But, still another requirement had to be
met.
What of the theaters which ran a few
acts
of
vaudeville on week ends?
They
couldn't be without a piano and still they felt
they couldn't afford to keep the piano and
buy a pipe organ, too.
Again this was met
in
the combination pipe
organ and piano
which exactly filled the bill.
Further improvements were continually being made until the final model provided every
detail it is possible to require.
By using a
double roll there is no interruption in the
musical program during the entire show. Instantly, the music can be changed from a
slow, sad theme to the whizzbang turbulence
of

a

Without

scene.

fight

repetition,

the

instrument will play for two hours. A further
convenience makes it possible to actually
stop and control either music roll from
in your house.
The control board
be located in your ticket office, operator's booth,
beside your switchboard or at
the entrance, within easy reach of the ticket
start,

any place

may

taker.

The

Seeburg Co. has always been
presenting new thoughts and
ideas until it has acquired a reputation which
links the name with the best and most proJ.

prominent

is

solid
oil

mass,

and

dirt

automatic

musical

instruments

Two Firms Make Gains
Minneapolis
Two Minneapolis
concerns in the equipment business
And then for the third kind of music, per- made substantial expansion during
haps the greatest attraction of them all the
pipe organ.
From time immemorial the pipe 1927. O. B. McClintock Co., makers
organ has reigned supreme, continually re- of ticket vending machines, increased
ferred to as "majestic."
What moving pic- ts output by $150,000 and added 30
ture theater of today is not equipped with
during the year.
The
some kind of a pipe organ There are a few employees
which have not progressed this far, but Flour City Ornamental Iron Works
are
minority.
they
decidedly in the
Thus
we find that most large theaters employ three ncreased its payroll by 50 employes.

—

Palm,

Sulphur Springs, Fla.
Riverdale
Riverview,
Ala.
New Maywood,
Ind.; Park, Villa Park, III.; Celtenham, Chicago; Capitol, Brownsville, Tex.;
Rivoli, San Bonito, Tex.
Majestic, Houston,
Tex.
Lyric, San Angelo, Tex.
Rivola, Oskaloosa,
Iowa; Capitol. Des Moines; Empress.
Indianola,
Iowa; Southlawn, Grand
Rapids, Mich.; Great Lakes, Detroit; Marine,
Marine City, Mich.; Rialto, Tucson, Ariz.;
Electric,
Langdon. N. D.
Orpheura, Minneapolis;
Fornea, Picayune, Miss.;
Little,
Selma, La.; Ritz, Crescent, Okla.
Dome,
Cyril, Okla.; Liberty, Seminole, Okla.; Roscoe.
Roscoe, Pa.
Roxy, FoUansbee, West
Va.
Rivoli,
Springfield
,Utah;
Embassy,
Market St., San Francisco; Ryan, Fresno,
;

;

in-

ab-

;

;

;

Cal.

Specialization
Meeting

Chicago,

mand

Inc.
St.

in

LEE LASH STUDIOS
Kuckuck, Gen'l Mgr.
1818-1838 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. C.
Brad. 4907
for designs and prices of SETTINGS.
H.

J.

END

iiiiuoa^HBys
no
West

32'«'St..Ncu;york.N.V.**'
Phona Penna. 0S30

Motion Picture Department
O.

8.

«nd C«n»d«

Agenf

(or

NEW

specialized

service.

group of such men

National Theatre Supply Co.

General Offices

BANNERS
Your

a

small parts.

Furnishings

Embellish

new

—

Theatre

and

UONEY
FOR OUS PRICK LIST

materials,

needs special equipment. Men
in turn need the
skilled organization and direction that can quickly and economically distribute the benefits of such combination.
From four bare walls to
opening announcement
all
may be handled on our Single
Complete Contract Plan. Or,
as needed, repair service and

Decorating

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

new

and equipment

111.

Specializing

You Are in the*
Market for Any Kind of

for

Even

DECORATORS

If

theatre

methods.
Only men trained
and experienced in their particular fields can meet the de-

MICHEL ANGELO
214 East Superior

modern

needs is no "handy man" task.
Science has introduced new

CONSULT US AND SAVE
in

;

;

of

stage

;

technique,

—

of the unadorned
Picture Houses has passed.

;

Mills,

sorbing state the film is originally in, thereby
streng:thening considerably the film, making
it
quite insoluble, and almost unaffected by
water.
The treatment of the emulsion by this
method makes the film impervious to ordinary
scratching due to improper projection, or
emulsion deposits on the aperture plate or
tension springs of the projector, which is
very often the cause of ruining the film in
the first run.
It also makes the film oilproof, in that should oil be deposited on the
film the oil will remain on the surface and
All that is necessary
will not be absorbed.
to remove the oil is to dip a soft cloth in
water and wash it off or better still a soft
rag itself will accomplish the same thing.
company claims its process also
The
strengthens the sprocket bridges as the same
treatment is applied to them as the body
of the film, thereby prolonging the life of the
is
film considerably.
It
also declared that
the Mackler Everwear Process tends to increase the brilliancy of, and lend depth to
the picture..

STUDIOS,

orders

its

Hammond.

ni

gressive
in
of all kinds.

numerous

branches in various
parts of the country.
Recent installations have been made in the following theaters:

is

transformed into one
stead of the spongy mushy,

tine

filling

through

not a coating, hardening, gassing, or
waxing proposition, but a method that welds
the chemical constituents of the emulsion in
such a way, that the structure of the gelaIt

now

is

scratch-proof, oil-proof and waterproof and also prevents the buckling
of the film from the heat of the high
intensity arcs.
This process is called the Mackler Everwear Process
and is explained as follows:

P.

lovers, those who perhaps form
the bulk of the middle class of today's show-goers.

music in order to jppeal to
the widest range of public taste pus:-ible.
Among these the pipe organ is without
question outstanding in its drawing power.
To maintain their standing, the smaller
300 to 1,000-seat houses have been compelled also to equip with pipe organs.
To do
this,
however, presented a problem.
Very
few could afford the inconvenience of remodeling their building for the installation of
pipe chambers or large blower compartments.

—

make them

process for films said to

equipment manufacturers.
This

Amer-

of

Mackler Bros., pioneers in film
Chicago
Attributing its fast-inprocessing, treating and renovating, creasing business to its one-contract
have after several years perfected a plan, National Theater Supply Co.
ica,

which affords a splendid busi-

sic

The day

1928

FOR PRESERVING FILMS

time in the actual production of the
pictures themselves serves to explain the great strides taken in the
entire industry.
Can't you remember when a picture showing a steeplechase or the grandeur of a waterfall, or any similar action scene would
be sufficient to attract a record
"box"?
The marvel of the invention was then the attraction. True,
this was only the infancy of the industry, but it illustrates the thought
that
gradually
the
"wonderment"
wore oflf and other things were neces.sary to provide the attraction.
This
need for something better and better
mainly responsible for the erecis
tion of such palaces as "The Chinese," "The Paramount," "Roxy,"
the "Uptown" and others.
Just what part has proper music

distinct types

8,

Seeburg Co.

Do you remember the first movie
you ever saw? I do, and as I stop
and think back, the development
which has taken place since that

taken

W.

MARSHALL SEEBURG

Treasurer,

ment?

ARTHUR

Sunday, January

624 So. Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, 111.

and Add

to
Your OLD Theatre
WRITE FOR PRICES

Charm

Offices in All Principal Citiea
(4016A)

DebrU
,

;
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MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

DAILY TIPS WHICH
"The Cat and the Canary"
(Universal)

boys
were dressed as
using white sheets and false

Fifteen

spooks

—

faces to hide their identity as well as
to give the parade a "spooky" appearance. The parade took the boys
through all the main streets.
Four
boys carried two large banners announcing title of picture, name of
theater and play dates while other
boys in the line-up carried fuses to
light up the banners.
L. CartJ.
wright, Capitol, Macon, Ga.

—

"Get Your Man"
(Paramount)
Throwaways were numbered consecutively with a limited number of
duplicates.
At the top was printed
a heart and then followed, "Don't
"be broken hearted. .'Get Your Man'
...Find the person who has the du(name card
plicate
of
this
card
number) No.
'Get Your Man' and
come to the Orpheum as our guests
to see tantalizing Clara Bow in 'Get
These throwaways
Your Man.' "
were distributed in large quantities
among the fraternity and sorority
groups of the local university as well
Chas.
as to people on the streets.
F. Shire, Orpheum, Lincoln, Neb.
.

—

—

"The Gorilla"
(First Nat'l)

The
when

exploitation

a

gorilla

went

over big
taken to
with
a
Zoo,

man was

Park
Brackenridge
newspaper photographer and

special
The reaction of the
feature writer.
animals to a likeness of a gorilla
was the subject matter for the story,
and with some very good pictures it
"made" the front page, with a four
column by ten inch layout.
Epstein, Aztec, San Antonio, Tex.

—Wm.

"The Lone Eagle"
(Universal)
squadrons
several
Presence
of
from the government air base at

Long

Island, lent atmosphere. The men attracted a big
crowd as they marched into the theNot only did they
ater in a unit.
lend color to the picture, but through
the courtesy of Capt. Gibson donated
a lot of spare wings, motors and proColony,
pellers to decorate lobby.
New York City.

Mitchell Field,

—

Try This on Your Newspaper
and See How It Goes Over
Once

a

in

while a publicity

man

Here's Another

on a brand new idea for attract-

hits

ing the cash to the box-office till. The
following original stunt, because it

One of our real F. & R.
Showmen sprung this nifty.

sound showmanship and the crea-

is

When

he has a Kiddie Matthese cold Saturdays he
makes the kids hunt their caps
and mittens before they leave
their seats at the end of the

of a practical publicity expert,
reprinted at length from the "M.
P. Journal." Credit goes to Hal Norfleet,
now heading exploitation for
the Interstate Amusement Co. ot
Texas.
Here is Norfleet's stunt in

tion

inee

is

his

show.

We're passing along the idea.
helps parents and brings
the
manager closer to the

own words:

"If

you have a

It

live

newspaper, they

will be glad to take 'The Letters of
Lucy Belle' and play it up for nothing, as they are, and will continue
to buy some sort of novelty such as

puzzle pictures and cross

directs the mitten pick-up
himself from the stage.
Could Paul Ash do better?
F. & R. Showmanship News.

—

word puz-

'Letters of Lucy Belle'
offer the readers of any newspaper
real entertainment and at the same
time have a direct advertising effect
Following is the
for your picture.
plan:

"Go

to

newspaper and present 'The
Belle,' and in nine cases
the editor will tie-up with you

your

Letters of
out of ten

Lucy

six weeks, a longer run
may be used if desired. 'Lucy Belle' is a
character, supposed to be visiting
fictitious
The newspaper will run a
in your town.
little story announcing the fact that such a
little
character is visiting in the city and
each week will write a letter to her mother,
telling her about the movies she has seen.
In order to get direct value from this tieup, these letters should run one or two days

no

less

than

preceding whatever picture you are playing
that week, that you wish to put special stress
In Lucy Belle's letters, she gets
behind.
the characters all mixed up, even using the
players from other companies, also the directors.
You can go as far as you like in
Lucy Belle's mistakes in describing the play,
players, directors and producers for your pictures.
It is then in line for the fans to
answer Lucy Belle's letter, correcting her
mistakes, always allow enough time between
the running of Lucy Belle's letter, the showing of the picture before the close of your
contest and for them to have time to write
the letter after seeing the picture.

two;

and,

for two.
their own

fourth

prize.

Of

course, the
idea as to the

they wish to

day pass good
managers may use
amount of prizes

30

ham

to see the picture there and
Later,
their opinion of it.
the picture played the Palace

as part of the contest rules.
All letcorrecting Lucy Belle's mistakes should
be addressed to the 'Lucy Belle Editor' of
would suggest that the
the newspaper.
I
manager absolutely forget about the theater
in connection with this stunt, with the excepion of mentioning the fact that the tickets
are to his theater in the prize column.
"If the newspaper thinks anything at all
of this stunt, they will give it some free
display space before the first letter starts,
and after the first letter of Lucy Belle, you
will
have no trouble making tie-ups with
stores for little things like 'Lucy Belle endorses Madam Gould's Perfume,' or "Lucy
Belle Cook Aprons,' and it is a cinch to get
'Lucy Belle Sundaes' at the drug store founletter

ters

tains.

"Without going into any more detail, with
the information I have given you on this
stunt, if you have any imagination at all you
can work this stunt out and I guarantee you
more direct results from it, if you put any
effort at all behind it, than any other stunt
costing you no more than the writing of a
letter does.
"You should always write the 'Lucy Belle
Letter' and furnish the newspaper at the
same time with corrections of her mistakes in the letter so that the Contest Editor
will have all the information on hand at the
time the first letter goes to press.
whether they cost
"Exploitation stunts,

"Now We're

in the Air"

(Paramount)

Two miniature planes were given
dispfey in the lobby
published in "The Chatham World" a three weeks'
town coun- prior to showing of picture and a
the
secured
opinion
Lost at the Front"
This proved an six-foot model plane got a week's
cilors at St. John.
showing prior to play date. These
(First Nat'l)
effective stunt as the men gave the
planes were placed in prominent wincomedy
its
for
praise
municipahties picture high
provincial
While
during run. H. D. Grove, Des
dows
BabG.
board was in session at St. John, in- and entertainment value. L.
Des Moines.
Moines,
B.
N.
Chatham,
Palace,
vited the town councilors of Chat- ineau.
when

—

Evening Graphic" ran a
of Troy" contest which started the day before the premiere and

continued throughout the engagement, offering prizes for the eight
Greater New York girls, whose photographs and measurements showed
them to have forms like that of Maria
Corda.
Photos were published each
The paper also advertised the
day.
contest by one-sheets on its delivery
wagons.
Miss Corda gave a radio-

—

and

interview

in return the station
daily for more than a
week the fact that the entire musical
score, and a "radio visualization" of
the picture had been arranged.
For

announced

microphones

were arranged

in

the pit and on the stage of the theater through which the entire musical score and a running explanation
of what was taking place on the
screen was put on the air.— Globe,

New York

give.

"The main thing in this stunt is to carry
with each letter the rules and list of prizes.
I have always made it a point to have neatness
in
penmanship and handling of the

"There should be weekly prizes as well as
grand prizes and in most cases for the weekly
prizes, I would suggest for first prize, four
tickets good at any time; second and third
best letters, two tickets each good at any
time; those are the six weekly prizes, or as
many weeks as you run the content. The
depend on how much
prizes for those who have the you money or not, all
final grand
throughout the contest as a energy you put behind thern, and if you
record
best
as much behind this one as you
whole are: First prize, halt season pass will put
of them you pay hard money for.
good for two; second prize, 90 day pass good do some
will find it worth while."
you
think
i
for two; third prize, 60 day pass good for

write

(First Nat'l)

"The
"Helen

this

He

The

zles.

for

youngsters.

"Private Life of Helen of Troy"

City.

"She's a Sheik"

(Paramount)
Converted a piano box into a box
and covered it with black and
gold cloth giving the box office the
appearance of a sheik's tent. Cut-outs
of camels, olive trees and pyramids
formed a background while cut-outs
office

Bebe Daniels, dressed as a sheik,
were placed on either side of lobby.
The old box office on the right of
the lobby and the entire walls were
draped in the prevailing color scheme
The title
of black and gold cloth.
appeared on top of cloth that extended over entrance. These letters
were white and were cut out of
beaverboard. The use of blue lamps
in the lobby gave a moonlit desert
effect.
H. L. Jordan, Strand, Anderof

—

son, S. C.

"A Texas

Steer"

(First Nat'l)

The W. K. Kellogg

Co. united
theater in putting over
many unusual stunts because of the
tie-up with the producer on its breakIn addition to the
fast food. Pep.
billing, the 24-sheet was framed and
mounted on several of the Kellogg
trucks plying between the factory
and the local freight yards for a full
Two nights of the showing
week.
were set aside as Kellogg Pep Nights

with

the

,

when employes were admitted

at a
special rate upon presentation of a
The
ticket printed by this company.
Kellogg band played in front of theater and in the theater before picCreek,
Battle
started.— Post,
ture

Mich.
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General Incandescent Use Seen
William Fox Coming to Studios Soon — M-G-M Cameraman Invents New Lens - "U" Production Hits
High Peak with 34 in Work— Griffith to Direct Lupe Velez Annual Wampas Ball Feb. 25— Other News

—

Kleig Lights Held Doomed by
Academy Surveying New Method
is

Reign of kleig lights at the studios
to be brought to an end through

meeting of the Academy of M.
Arts and Sciences.

Representatives of all studios attended the sessions which had for
their object the naming of a committee of 13 to make a survey of the efficiency and practicatjility of incanAn exposition of
descent lighting.
the uses of incandescents, with exincandescents equipment,
hibits
of
will be held during April.

Preliminary tests, it is stated, show
that incandescent lights give equal
results at a saving of 35 per cent.
A. George Volk heads the committee
appointed.

cause.

FOX EXPECTED ON COAST

TO STUDY NEW SCHEDULE

William Fox is expected at the
studios shortly to confer with Winfield R.
Sheehan on the five year
Feb. 25 ;
program recently outlined.
This
Feb. 25 is date set for tlie annual
schedule calls for expenditure of
Wampas Ball at the Ambassador. On $100,000,000 to be invested principalthe committee in charge of arrangely in the purchase of stories, on salments are: Mark Larkin, Ray Davidaries,
production expense and imson,
Harold Hurley, John Leroy
provements at Fox Hills and the
Johnston, Sam W. B. Cohn, Joe

Wampas

Ball Scheduled

Committee Named

,

Sherman and Joseph

J.

Steele.

Smith Coming East
Boyce-Smith, Inspiration treas-

IS

GIVEN LOPE VELEZ

first

picture

Newcomer

in

Murnau Role

Mary Nolan Contract Renewed
Hollywood studio.
Sheehan will
F. W. Murnau has cast Dorothy
Universal has exercised its option
make his home on the Coast perma- Kitchen, screen newcomer, ^or one
and renewed contract of Mary Nolan
nently.
of the leads in "The 4 Devils."
(Imogene Wilson). She now is apMenjou

New

York
urer, leaves Sunday for
for conferences with President WalUpon his return, he
ter Camp., Jr.
will join with Halperin Brothers in
supervision of the first picture to be

GRIFFITH FILM

IN

Lupe Velez, Mexican girl, who
will be
on the schedule made her screen debut opposite
when Gotham resumes production at Douglas Fairbanks in "The Gaucho,"
Universal City.
Howard Bretherton is understood to have been selected
will direct from an adaptation by for the lead in "The Battle of the
Jack Jungmeyer, from the play by Sexes," p. W. Griffith's next picture
It
had been
Edward E. Rose. Cast now is be- for United Artists.
ing selected.
Gotham has been pro- reported that Mary Philbin was beducing at Tec-Art, but recently an- ing sought for the role.
nounced plan to move to Universal.
Harold Shumate, editorial supervisor,
and Carol Sax, production
manager, are transferring the equip- PERCY HILBURN INVENTOR
ment, and from the standpoint of
story and physical production, will
OF "TRAVELING LENS"
have everything in readiness to start
filming "Turn Back the Hours" immediately upon return of Sam Sa.x
Percy Hilburn, cameraman, has infrom New York.
vented a traveling telephoto lens,
which is being used in filming of
"Cream of Earth" Starting
"The Cossacks" at M-G-M.
The
Production starts this week on lens keeps at the same size in the
"Cream of the Ea.rth," featuring camera an object on which it is foMarian Nixon under direction of cused. This enables the camera to
Mel Brown, who is author of the follow a moving object. The attachstory. Charles Rogers plays opposite ment is a series of lenses which
change in relationship to each other
Miss Nixon.
by alteration of the adjustments.
the

Ben Lyon is leaving First
National upon expiration of his
present contract and may join
United Artists, it is reported.
Dissatisfaction with roles assigned him is the declared

P.

RESUME PRODUCTION

LEAD

"Turn Back the Hours"

Joining U. A.

general adoption of the use of incandescents, it was forecast at the

GOTHAM PREPARING TO

"Captain

Starts

New

Fjsrreol,"

is

Picture
the

tempor-

Starting "Sally of the Scandals"

Lynn Shores

is

pearing opposite Reginald
"Be Yourself."

Denny

in

to start production

AdoTphe Menjou's next of "Sally of the Scandals" within a
Using Married Name
Paramount picture on which produc- week at the FBO studios.
Katherine McGuire now is using
tion started yesterday at Paramount's
the name of Katherine Landy in picmade under the new United Artists Hollywood studio, under direction ot
tures.
She recently married George
English Role for Alice Joyce
Production will be at Tec- Lothar Mendes.
contract.
Landy,
First National publicity man.
Alice Joyce has left for New York
Art Studios.
The screen story was written by where on Saturday she sails for EngPreparing "Golden Shackles"
Ernest Vajda from the novel of Vic- land to star in a pictiire for WestMurray Gets Lead
Dallas M. Fitzgerald is preparing
torien
Sardou.
Nora Lane, who minister Fiim Co.
Harley Knoles
James Murray has been cast for played the lead in "Jesse James," with will direct the picture.
to start "Golden Shackles," which he
the lead opposite Joan Crawford in Fred Thomson, is to have a leading
is
directing for Peerless Pictures,
"The Tide of Empire," which Jack role in the picture. William Collier, Maynard's Brother Changes Name which company is producing eight
Conway will direct for M-G-M.
films this season.
The story is by
Jr., plays a brother role to Miss Lane.
Kermit Maynard, younger brother Bob Roye.
of Ken, who has appeared in a series
for Ra>art, has changed his screen
Three Year Contract for
ary

title

of

INSTITUTE STANDARD

T/ie
Professional

Motion Picture Camera

Only $150.
specifications:

6!4x6Mx7J4

inches without magazine.
Weight, 16
pounds.
Material, aluminum alloy, finished in durable black enamel.
Lens,
finest anastigmat /5 or f3.5.
Capacity, 200 feet.
Handsome black vulcanized fibre
carrying case.

Downs

Johnny Downs

of

Our Gang com-

edies has been signed to a three year
contract by Harry Weber for a tour
of the Keith-Albee and Orpheum
circuits.

Hoot Making New Film

name

to

Ted

Austin.

European Trip for Vilma Banky
Vilma Banky plans to leave Jan.
15 for a visit to her home in Hungary.
She now is working in the last
vehicle in which she will be co-starred
with Ronald Colman, titled "The

Production has started on "Riding l^assionate Adventure."
for Fame," Hoot Gibson picture, unRole for Dorothy Revier
direction of Reeves Eason.
The
Costs less than a high-grade amateur camera. der
and scenario are by Arthur
Pictures can be shown in any theatre or movie. story
Dorothy Revier has replaced Leila
metal construction handsomely finished, Statter.
All
In the cast are: Olive Has- Hyams in cast of "The Red Dancer
lightweight and portable.
Complete with carbrouck, Harry Todd, Anne Carter, of Moscow," which Raoul Walsh is
rying ca^e.
Miss Hyams has
Write for Free Catalog and full paHiculars William Bailey and Buddy Phillips. directing for Fox.
New York Institute of Photography This is the last Gibson picture of the been transferred to cast of "Honor
Dept. 43.
14 W. 33rd St., New York "Big Gun Group."
'Bound," opposite George O'Brien.

AL
BOASBER6
is titling

''SO

THIS IS

LOVE"

;

I
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Pictures in Production
Sets New Universal Record

Thirty-four pictures in work at
Universal City sets a new production record for that company.
In

two

addition,

12
work at the
Stern Bros,

units

reel

"U"

are

and
which

plant

studio,

at

New "U" Team

at

camera

They

stage.

Man Who Laughs,"

the

makes

are:

"Freedom

Earth,"
"Fallen

of

the

Press,"

Harvest of
Hate" and
"Plunging
Hoofs," both featuring Rex the horse.

The following productions are
Sin

being

pre-

Ye Do," which Ernest Laem-

Angels,"
"Has Anybody mle will direct.
Here Seen Kelly?," "We Ameri"Phyllis of the Follies," another Ernest
Alice Day, Matt Moore
cans," "Home James," and "Hoof- Laemmle picture.
and Edmund Burns have been selected for
beats."

Outstanding

of

number

this

Who

"The Man

is

Leni

is

and

Mary

Philbin

in

the

leading

cin-Donald
play,

roles.

"Freedom

of

Press," which
George Melford is directing has a
cast including Lewis Stone, Marcethe

Day, Malcolm McGregor, Hayden Stevenson and Wilson Benge.
"Fallen Angels" is being directed by
line

Edward Laemmle.

Laemmle, Jr.,
"Home, James"

Carl

Plante

feature,

supervising.
is
the latest La
being directed by
is

"The
will

di-

rect.

In addition to the foregoing, the following
productions are being put into script form:
"The Braggart," continuity by Charles Ken-

yon for direction by Edward Sloman. "The
Last Warning," "The Charlaton," for George
Melford.
Conrad Veidt will be starred.
"Cupid at Vassar," by Owen Davis.
Wesley Ruggles will direct it, with Laura La

son)

be

starred

Brown.

"Show

will
will

Leigh

direct

will

"The

Olympic

stock

is

doing

as

direct.

the

under

direc-

Boat." which

"The

Body

(Leigh Jacobfirst
assignment.

Jason
his

Champion."

A new

Ruggles.
into

"The Broadway Romance."

Mort

form by Al Cohn.

script

McCarey Signs Polly Moran
Polly Moran has been signed by
horse.
Leo McCarey to appear in the next
Melville Brown is directing "Cream Hal Roach M-G-M comedy to coof the Earth," which J. T. O'Dono- star Laurel and Hardy.
The picWilliam Beaudine.
"Hoofbeats of
Vengeance" is starring Rex, the wild

hue

adapted.
Marian Nixon and ture is as yet untitled.
Charles Rogers are featured.
Hoot Gibson's "Riding for Fame"
New Davidson Film Titled
is being directed by Reeves
Eason.
Max Davidson's newest comedy
Nine
camera
Trick

features have graduated from the
to the cutting stage.
They are: "A
of Hearts," Hoot Gibson production;
the Prince," Glenn Tryon's newest

"Meet
"The Foreign

Legion," Norman Kerry picture; "Finders Keepers," Laura La Plante
comedy; "Hot Heels," another Glenn Tryon
film;
"Thoroughbreds," with Marian Nixon
and
Richard
Walling;
and
"Honeymoon
Flats," with George Lewis and Dorothy Gulliver.
Two westerns are in the cutting stage;

Hal Roach has been titled,
"Papa, Get Your Gun." It was directed by Fred Guiol. under the supervision of Leo McCarey.
for

Completes Role in Carr Film
Cornelius Keefe has completed the
Lila Lee in Trem
lead opposite
Carr's "You Can't Beat The Law,"
at the

The

Life of Los Angeles

Centers at the

AMBASSADOR'S

California Studios.

several pictures,

Ogeen

who

Assigned Role in "The Actress"
Margaret Seddon has been assigned a role with Norma Shearer

"The Actress."

Henry

*

*

*

More Passing Show: Bill
Russell and Jack Jarmuth discussing various and sundry

Stewart
in

New

*

Ray Hallor and 100
"prisoners" doing the
lockstep in a scene in a new
production at the TiffanyStahl sthdio.
*
*
*
viatters;

*

Our Passing Show. Jack
Kirkland and Nancy Carroll
viewing the Tournament of
Roses parade in Pasadena;
Victor Nordlinger leaving the
Rose Boivl at Pasadena.

An

assist

other

*

sports

will

"The Magic Flame."

addition to our list
writers is LeRoy

'

Howard
producer,

Hughes,

the
aviation

an

is

He makes

millionaire
enthusiast.

daily flights to and from
aviation field, where exteriors
being shot for "Hell's Angels."

the
of former are

*
*
*
Johnston,
for Columbia
Lew Schreiber, Al Jolson's repBack in 1914, LeRoy resentative, went "native" during
the St. Paul News.
his sojourn in the sun-kissed state

now Boswell

is

Pictures.

worked on

*

*

*

Friday night, found

of California.

Irving Asher states that "people him at the Hollywood Legion
fights,
who lives in glass houses should not in company will Bill Goetz.

throw parties."

*

*

>|:

*

More Passing Show:

Dave

Selznick moving into his new
offices
at
the
Paramount
studio; Ivy Harris posing for
publicity pictures; Al Raboch
hunting for his hat.
*

*

—

*

*

are

Rosa

*

Rosanova,

the writ-

*

*

After

very

a

active

year,

Harry Lichtig has been vaca-

Palm

tioning at
*

Springs.

*

From Kansas

*

City comes word of\

a

theater that has installed "lovel
There, love-sick youngstersl
can bill and coo without finding a\
billy descending on their heads.
seats."

FRANK ZUCKER
A.

S. C.

Cinem atographer

*

Harry

Hollywood

220

Rathner

W.

42nd Street

'Phones:

Wadsworth

5650,

Wisconsin

New York

0610

City

Plaza.

New

Famous

Cocoanut

Hines Film Started
Production of "Chinatown Charlie"
has been started by Johnny
Hines, under direction of Charles
Louise Lorraine plays oppoOthers in the cast are
site the star.
Edna May, Harry Gribbon, George
Kuwa, Jack Burdette and "Scooter"
Hines.

EVERYTHING NEW but
GEORGE "DOC" HENLEY

the
-

PERSONNEL

GEORGE HEINZ

ERNEST STERN
own and operate the

Lowry.

^^

Fox Makes Change
Leila Hyams has been withdrawn
from cast of "The Red Dancer of
to appear oppo.site George
EsO'Brien in "Honor Bound."
telle Taylor also is one of the leads
in this picture, production of which
soon is to start at the Fox studio
under direction of Alfred Green.

Moscow"

special 'Nights

Tuesday and Saturday.
College Night Every Friday.

161

HARRIS AVE.. LONG ISLAND CITY.

N. Y.

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND TITLES
by men who achieved outstanding reputations through their superb
workmanship.
We solicit your work and guarantee exceptional quality and prompt

—

service.

f

brother.

nd Norman Burnstine were among
those who attended the December
nu'sicale at the

*

bouquets sent our way by Bill
Lochren of Minneapolis.
Methinks,
he confuses us with our better known

Referring to Al Raboch and
his hat, it may be said that Al
has lost two hats in two weeks.
Al's "overhead" is getting ser*

*

weak from

still

\

ten

*

Marty Cohn, the film editor, is
highly elated that two of the pictures
he edited, have found their way into many lists of "the ten best pictures for 1927."
The pictures are
"The Cat and the Canary" and "Wild
Geese" not animal pictures.
*

We

ious.

in

*

*

Kmg^ on "The Woman Disputed."
He was also Henry's assistant on

York.

Blumen-

continuity for Wesley
Denny story being put

*

now on view

Plante production,

directed

"Has Anybody Plante as star.
Here Seen Kelly?" is being made by Norman Kerry
tion of Melville
William Wyler.
Bessie Love and Harry Pollard
Tom Moore play the lead. "We Punch," which
Americans" features George Sidney
under direction of Edward Sloman.

make. "Three

by Wesley Ruggles.
Michigan Kid," which Irvin Willat
be

to

Hollywood Plaza.

*

where Pitts"Vie feelst du," asked Jack Santoro.
by Stanford, "Ich bm great,"
was Carroll Nye's
members

*

*

"The Worm Turns," which Fred Newmeyer will direct.
"Give and Take," which
will

ting at the

Rose

Sam Forrest, who knows his
way about studios, directed
"Los Angeles," the Max Mar-

the cast.

Laughs," which Paul
Director William Beaudine
directing with Conrad Veidt Rainy Nights,"
a new La

the

to

discussing the contest with Myron
Selznick, while Leslie Fenton was
driving through a maze of traffic.

:

"The

IV ILK

burgh was defeated
were well populated with
reply.
of the film colony.
Following the
*
*
*
ijame, Lewis Milestone was heard
Robert Florey, who has directed

"The

pared

George Folsey hunting for
Sid Hickox, a fellow cameraman, at the Hollywood Legion
club; Ben Schwalb, Charley
Mintz and Milton Simon chat-

Hollywood

"The

Reginald Denny
in "Be Yourself," "Hoot Gibson in
"Riding for Fame," "Cream of the

RALPH

roads leading
ALL
Bowl, Pasadena,

George Sidney and Albert
Gran may be teamed in "Give
and Take" for Universal.

comedies.
of the 34 features are in ac-

Ten

Little
from aLots ft
By

Universal
tual

A

More Passing Show: Lewis
Selznick and cane strolling
through
the
Ambassador;

J.

Phone Hunterspoint 9097

—

—/Xl^
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McGuirk

Ridicules
Report He'll Quit

Week's Headlines

{Continued from Page

Monday
No

paper.

Tuesday
T.O.C.C. protest to Will Hays against holding contract meeting at Chicago on Jan. 31.
Dan Michalove joins Pathe as southern division manager and E. A. Eschmann resigns as head of eastern division.
British industry changes name of film center at Boreham Wood to Hollywood.
M. B. Shanberg, former Kansas City manager for Loew's, becomes general manager
of Sears-Harding circuit, operated by Universal.

Administration
tax cut

immediate

favors

action

on

bill.

Wednesday
Negotiations about concluded for partnership
deal with FBO by General Electric, Radio
Corp. of America and Westinghouse Electric.

showmen and operators move to
avert strike before expiration of contracts
Jan. 11.
De Mille output for release by Pathe for
season will be 43 pictures.
Inspiration to release three years through
Chicago

United Artists.
National announces immediate
"The Patent Leather Kid" to

First
of

release
ex-

And

Stated that reports are persistent McGuirk will step down from the presidency when his term expires in June,
with considerable speculation rife as
to his probable successor. Rossheim,
Morris Wolf, secretary, and Presi-

dent Judge Horace Stern 6i Common
Pleas Court, were mentioned as being discussed as possible successors
to McGuirk.
Close observers, stated
the article, were of the opinion that
none of the three are available, and
that another would be named. Wolf
is in Europe, while Judge Stern is
reported to have said he could not
accept tne post if it were offered him.
E. B. Smith & Co., bankers, it was
stated, were eager to name a member
of its firm to the office.
McGuirk pointed out that he was
given a vote of confidence at the
last meeting of the board of directors
Dec. 23, which Smith attended. Rossneim says there is no basis in fact

all

That's That

a trip to Cleveland.

DALY

you don't think there's optimism
and pep in the fast-moving TiffanyStahl
happen
organization,
just
around when Ed Smith is surrounded
by his go-getters.
The smiles and
enthusiasm of the gang at the showing Friday of "The Shanghai Gesture," give added indication that big
things mav be expected from this

IF

outfit in

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

1928.

Photo
Engraving

Nick Grinde, new M-G-M director,
cracks this one about Dumb Doras:
So dumb she left space in the glass
of ice water for the ice to melt.
George K. Arthur says he acquired
his facial scar when he fell through
The
a window in a British comedy.
director rushed to the phone to tell
the producer Arthur was hurt.
"Too bad," said the producer, "was
it

Specialists
to the

Motion Picture

window?"

a big

the reports, adding that McGuirk
was elected for one year as is the
Chaplin will pass up a good bet
Publi.x
custom with large corporations.
if he doesn't include Harry Carey in
Midland
"If I knew where the rumors are the cast if he films "The Suicide
City acquires 50 per cent interest in 24
Missouri and Kansas theaters in deal with coming from, I would get busy at the
Know your fur east, bo,
Club."
Universal.
source," said Rossheim, "but I would know your far east.
Thursday
judge that the humors are issued in
Radio Corp. of America, General Electric
an unprofessional
and Westinghouse acquire interest in FBO, connection with
The producers of Broadway revues
with de\ices of these concerns made avail- bear activity and a more or less or- evidently want the theater to be all
able to industry.
hibitors.

1928

Returns from Cleveland Trip
William Ornstein of the New York
Horlacher office has returned from

1)

By PHIL M.

8,

Industry

in

withdraw from Dallas with
taking over Melba Jan. 15.
Theater & Realty Co. of Kansas

Loew's plans

,

j

to

Governor Smith asks repeal of state censorship in annual message.
Harold Lloyd plans two pictures in 1928. the
first,
"Speedy," ready Easter.
Realty additions to vaudeville holdings
creased by $100,000,000 last year.

in-

Formation of new firm of Fanchon & Marco
starts expansion program.
Sam Sax, Gotham president, plans cooperative

company

exhibitor

in

tie-up.

Friday

ganized short selling move by large
unknown interests preparing to buy
up the stock later."
The vote of confidence in McGuirk followed motion of one of the

who called upon the board,
answer to the rumors, to put them
selves on record regarding the presi
directors
in

dent's administration.

eral

Electric

be

will

first

step

new

in

mount
flected

last

year.
Southern
in
several millions

boom

California

in

of

volved.
.\rch
Selwyn plans
seating 6,300.

London

dollars

picture

rein-

house

Saturday
J. McGuirk ridicules report he is to quit
presidency of StaiJey Co.
GeiTnan press hits First National plan to buy

John

Phoebus.
Dr. C. Francis

Exhibitor Invents New
Synchronization Device

Jenkins experimenting

with

(Continued from Page

1)

with

four discs, side by side,
electrically driven, but can be
operated either automatically or manually.
With this machine it is possible to
cue an entire picture and enable the
smaller theaters to have the highest
lass music, Merritt says.
It can be
installed in the theaters 'ait small
cost, he declares.

and

is

radio

film device.
Accomplishments of

of M.
for first year.

Academy

and Sciences outstanding

P. Arts

Life.

"Old Home Week" is being celebrated on the Fox lot. The reason is
the gathering at the studio of five
Raoul
They are:
Fox veterans.
William
Estelle
Taylor,
Walsh,

William

Farnum and Tom

"Blue Plate" Features

There

is

no place on the stage for

women, and

of

21.— The

Quill.

Lon Young, Gotham's advertising
and publicity head, denies that the
page splash in "The Los Angeles
Examiner," giving Rupert Hughes'
his company's new picture "Bare
Knees."
Just a coincidence, but a
lucky break.

—

Roxy Show

An

tation

innovation in musical presenis featured at the Roxy

this
"The Gaucho" Run Extended
week with a lyric pageant styled
Run of "The Gaucho" at the Lib- 'Joan of Arc." It is in six scenes,
erty, announced for eight weeks, has and
S. L.
(Roxy) Rothafel claims
)een extended a week, setting back it will be the most elaborate musi-

he closing until Jan. 21.

and dramatic presentation ever
undertaken by a picture house.
It
runs 30 minutes, and covers the im-

cal

Not Hollywood
London Decision has been made portant episodes in the life of the
the British film center maid of Orleans.
"^lot to name
Orchestral, baliiear Elslree, Hertfordshire, HoUy- let and choral numbers build it up
'

British Center

I

j\-ood,

:.'':;3IH

—

as proposed.

on an elaborate

scale.

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

views that revealing kness is no
breach of morality, was a plant for

Buys Fairfield, Neb., Theater
Anderson's
"Blue
Fairfield, Neb.
Allen Overturf has
Plate," which is produced along the purchased the Orpheum from Glass
lines
of
his
"Chinese Jade" and & Nevins.
(Continued from Page 1)
"Venetian
Glass'
and others of that
Saxe,
the
banner,
Theaters
wesco
ie
Northwest Theater Circuit (Finkel- theme.
stein & Ruben), Skouras Bros., and
The Saxe Lyric Pageant to
Circle Theaters chains.
chain already has been acquired as
Feature
using Motion Pictures
the first link in the new chain.
Murray

54th Street
YORK

that probably accounts for the fact that so many of
them take 30 years to reach the age
fast

(Continued from Page 4)

John

West
NEW

Telephone: Columbus 4I4I-2-3

Paramount Program
Franklin in Middle West
on Way to N. Y. for Confab

250

Santschi.

combine of FBO, G.E., Radio Corp. of
America and Westinghouse.
House committee denies request for Far East,
commissioner to represent picture industry.,
Josef Von Sternberg receives award for Ijest
"Underworld," shown at Para- Ijuilt
picture.
Theater

undressed up and no plays to go.

Russell,

Marketing of Kinegraphone developed by Gen-

DAY AND NIGHT

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the

world for the purpose of public
instruction.

Schools, Churches

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001 FILMS*'
Complete reference booklet,

{Fourth Edition)

nearly 3,000 educational films given
at reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

listing

5 South

Wabash Ave., Chicago,

III.

specify Prints

on Eastman Film
The commanding

position

which Eastman film occupies today has been won by years of
consistently high quality, backed
by years of cooperation with
the industry.

To

get the highest possible

photographic quality on your
screen, always specify prints on

Eastman

Positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Comfort
on Guni'Dipped Balloons

Tliey Ride in Safety and
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"The Circus"

TESTS Of PRODUCT TO BE

was worth it. About 27
ITmonths ago, "The Gold
Rush" reached Broadway. A
longer

Tifle

than

EXPERIMENTS WITH
RADIO MOTION PICTURES

G. E.

EOUIPMENTJEET FEATURE

since

that

Prices 5 Cents

1928

9,

went into general National Theater Supply
Not a Chaplin
listribution.
Broadcast Demonstration
Company Men Opening
Now comes "The Cirsince.
SKOURAS' NEW MOVES SEEN
Given Recently at
Convention
us," long awaited and much
Schenectady
determine
It was worth it, for,
liscussed.
to
Chicago — Tests
WESCO DEAL FORERUNNER
superiority Qf equipment products,
f you are prone to favor superSchenectady— Development of tele-

:he

picture

atives here

;oin

is

a practical aqd economic standpoint will be made at the convention
of the National Theater Supply Co.
which opens here today.

an opportunity to from

several fresh ones.

There may be new faces in
ascendancy, but there is
:he
He is as in)nly one Chaplin.
mitable today as he was in the
Pro-

lays of his two-reelers.
for
entertainment
viding

a

The

invitation is a blanket
products.
one, regardless of whether the particular firm is marketing its product

through National.
Executives of the company and
nfrequent doses, braving
managers, salesmen and service emremendous risk of a lost popu- ployes of its branches extending
arity, producing if and when he throughout the nation are on hand for
personality suc- the annual gathering, which will conthis
)leases,
Headtinue throughout the week.
:eeds in maintaining his grip.
quarters are at the Stevens Hotel
jiiickly forgetting public in too

the

A

ince August, 1925, when "The Gold
lush" was first shown.

on Page

(Continued

A Cosmopolitan Appeal
The midnight show at the Strand
vhich ushered the picture into New
cross-section of
it.
ifork proved
he city was there. The intelhgentsia
ubbed elbows with the common folk.
The high and the lowly mixed to
nake up the most cosmopolitan audi:nce that has attended a picture show

ACTOR SALARIES

MADE AT STUDIOS
Based on

a

1928

for the

BOOK,

IN

1927

computation prepared

FILM DAILY YEAR

actors'

salaries

Holly-

in

—

On

!Ionsummate from the crown of his
)ld derby to the tips of his overarge shoes.
The man is an artist
nd superb as a comic.

By Way

of Tips

—

An

outstanding picture this soley and entirely because of Chaplin.
vVithout him it would be flatter than
/Yesterday's pancake.
Destined to do
tremendous business everywhere.
<Nt suggest this:
First buy it.
Then spot in your

{Coniinued

Tients.

ence

Then make your announceThen sit back and experiextreme

on Page

New

"The Crimson Flower"
D.
under
of

W.
title

Griffith's

of

is

new

picture,

"The Drums

title

filmed

of Love."

premiere
watching the money roll in.
Jan. 25 at the Liberty, New York,
That's all, except that it would be
following run of "The Gaucho" at
highly advisable to take on extra
D. W. Griffith is leavushers.
After all, your theater must that house.
preserve some semblance of order. ing Hollywood soon for the East to
the

satisfaction

of

KANN

The seven theaters in the
are Capitol, Strand, Palace,
Colonial, Star and Florence.

The

picture

attend.

will

have

its

by

Manufacturing Co. has acquired an
interest in

FBO.

Resuming
Picture Work During May
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
ning

a

is

plan-

to the screen
(Continued on Page 4)

upon

return

legislation

developmentFtalking

chain
State,

'Fatty' Arbuckle

Berlin

Film Will
Have Premiere Jan. 25

the

Houses

company, and Roy Cooper is secretary.
The latter has been associated with Danz in local theaters
for some time.

2)

Griffith

pictures

Danz Forms New Company

Germans Would Forbid Any
American Theater Control

1

late.

to

—

RISE IN

transmission of motion
radio, is under way by
General Electric, which, in association with the Radio Corp. of Ameiica and Westinghouse Electric and
vision,

dispose of a number of
However, radio pictures still are in
neighborhood houses, and to have
the embryonic stage, with little posclosed an option for purchase of the
sibility seen that they will become
Missouri theater and office building practical
for a considerable period of
with Paramount.
ime, if ever.
Skouras Enterprises has been operRadio pictures recently were given
ating the Missouri for some time a preliminary demonstration here, it
under an arrangement with Para- is understood, to which a selected
(Continued on Page 2)
audience was invited. No announcement as to the reception of the pictures is as yet forthcoming.
Meanwhile, G. E. is putting finish7 Seattle
to
ing touches to Kinegraphone, its
Sterling Theaters has
Seattle
talking picture device, developed in
been formed with John Danz, presiThis is operthe laboratories here.
dent and treasurer, to operate a chain
ated on a principle similar to MovieI.
George
of seven local theaters.
(Continued on Page 5)
Appleby is vice president of the

ning

Run

2)

Rarely was a theater atmosphere wood have increased four cents on
tense.
The audience expected every dollar spent in production durCertainly they got it. ing 1927 as against the previous year.
omething.
In computing the manner in which
They saw the old Chaplin the painvested in production is
hetic, funny man, generally misun- each dollar
coverlerstood and as generally buffeted divided up, statistics prepared
performer
the
that
showed
ing
1926
the screen ever minute.
bout.

—

Regarded as a step
St. Louis, Mo.
toward consummation of the deal
with Wesco, under terms of which
Engiiieers of the various companies the circuit would be brought into the
engaged in equipment business have four-cornered Middle West pool,
been invited to demonstrate their Skouras Brothers are reported plan-

—

(By Cable) Enactment of
which would make it im-

individual
for
a foreign
possible
group or company to acquire control
of picture houses in Germany is being discussed.
This is said to explain the haste
with which First National is reported seeking to close deal for purchase
The comof the Phoebus Film Co.
pany wants to complete this deal, before any proposed legislation is enacted, it is understoid.
Newspapers are demanding that
(Continued on Page 2)

film held up to studio
Chief remaining problems
velopment of talking pictures

denot
in the theater or engineerir(,-T, laboratory, but in the studio, declares Lee
De Forest, inventor of the Phonofilm
and the audion tube, which is a basic
factor of radio broadcasting and reception.
Further development in
(.Continued

on Page

in

lie

5)

Radio Engineers to Attend
Talking Films Exhibition
Delegates to the annual convention of the Institute of Radio Engineers will be given a special demonstration at the Roxy tomorrow of de(Continued on Page 2)

Hays En Route

to Coast

on Semi-Annual Trip
Will H. Hays and Maurice McKenzie, executive assistant to Hays,
left for the Coast Saturday night on
They will
their semi-annual trip.
remain one month.

—

1
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"The Chinese Parrot" was a riproaring melodrama interesting chiefly
frqm_ a standpoint of unusual
camera effects.
Paul Leni who did
"The Cat and the Canary^ did well
enough but the story gave him little
to work with.
Jack Holt survived a
hectic series of adventures in "The

drama with

Paramount preferred dropped
at
1

made

Chinese

a

2

"/a

points in

121;/$,

point

to

while
117.

gains.

background.
lovely to be-

hold in "The Dove" but Noah Beery
has the prize acting role and consequently walked away with the picture.
.Splendid production, too.
"Stage Kisses" offered good pro-

gram

fare and "Heroes in Blue" was
of those uniform glorifiers

another
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that please Mr. and Mrs. Neighborhood Patron so satisfactorily.

tCurb Market

NOTE:

40

Stock

long run pictures was the addition of

went

"The Circus," the
Mark Strand for four

into the

This gives United Artists three representatives on Broadway in this

Picture

Distributor

Theater

"Wings"

Paramount

Criterion

"Sunrise"
"The Jazz 'Singer"

Fox

Times Square
Warners

Warners

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" ..Universal
United Artists
"The Gaucfao"
M-G-M
"Love"
United Artists
"The Devil Dancer"
Pathe
"Chicago"

"The Enemy"
"The Circus"

Artists

.

.

Sept. 23

.

Central
.

.

Liberty

Embassy
.

.

M-G-M
United

Opening Date
Aug. 12

.

.

Oct.

6

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4

Rivoli

Dec

Gaiety

Dec.

29
16
23

Dec

Astor
Strand

1

21

27
6

Jan.

Moves Seen

Rise in Actors' Salaries
as Deal Forerunner Made at Studios in 1927

Skouras'

(Continued from Page

mount

(CotUinued from Page

1)

whereby
and Ambassador

of
are

l

1)

the

received 25 cents, while the revised,
statistics for 1927 place the figure at
29 cents. In percentages, this means
vided on an equal basis.
The reported option probably is of course, that 29 per cent of prothe first step toward sale of the duction costs goes for actors' salariesSalaries of directors, cameramenj
Skouras real estate holdings, including the New Grand Central building, and assistants have jumped three
the Ambassador theater and office cents to 13 cents on each dollarj
buildings to Chicago and New Tork spent during 1927 as against 10 cent^
Otherlf
banking interests. S. W. Straus Co. on the dollar during 1926.
and Greenebaum Sons Livestment increases include a jump of one cent
Co .have been mentioned in connec- on the dollar for scenarios and stoTo offset these rises, decreases
tion with the transaction and are un- ries.
derstood to have offered approxi- in the following items are noted:
Studio overhead, including man
mately $8,000,000 for the Missouri,
profits

di-

assembling and
Central agement, cutting,
Grand
and
titling, was cut from 20 cents to 19}4
character or behind the mega- buildings.
The Missouri cost originally $1,- cents. Sets declined in cost from!
phone, does another good bit in "The
Cheer Leader." College yarn sure to 200,000 and is understood to carry a 19 cents to 16 cents; costumes]
It igowns, etc., from three cents to lj4i
rental value of $100,000 a year.
lease the average crowd.
was opened in November, 1920. cents and cost of shooting on locarenting of grounds,
Later the large office building was tion (embracing
Engineers to Attend constructed above and around the properties and transportation) front
eight cents to five.
theater and the entire project now
Talking Films Exhibition represents
about $3,000,000.
(Continued from Page 1)
Danish Fan Magaaine Quits
The Ambassador theater and office
vices marketed by Electrical
Re- building was completed in August,
Copenhagen Denmark's only fan
search Products, Western Electric
pub
1926, and with ground is rated very magazine, "Filmen," has ceased
subsidiary
Electrical Research maryears.
three
lication
after
the
with
and
close to $5,000,000
kets both Movietone and Vitaphone
Grand Central building will easily
in

Radio

—

.

equipment.

Transmission of still picby radio is the subject of a
paper to be read at tonight's meeting at
the
Engineering Societies
tures

Bldg.,

37

W.

39th

••Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)
ttBond Market

St.

Germans Would Ban

1,700
1,400

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Board; Skouras on the St. Louij
Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

Chicago

weeks.

in the

feature which at midnight Friday

Ralph Graves, who has come to be
a dependable personage either Ambassador

Buying
(.Continued

•Last Prices Quoted

)

quite

400

i

division.

enough melo- Missouri

Norma Talmadge was

Both Eastman Kodak common and Universal
preferred

thrilling

Oriental trickery galore.

Financial

THEChaplin

direct contrast there came
to Broadway a new team of fun makers. W. C. Fields and Chester Conk.in
need no introduction but their
joint appearance makes for a double
amount of fun.
"Two Flaming
Youths" is a real laugh riot.
"West Point," a sort of companion
picture to "Tell It To the Marines,"
brings William Haines back in the
uniform of a cadet. Plenty of good
wholesome fun, and clean rpmances.

a

1928

The Broadway Parade
one change

in

Warning,"

the market Saturday, closing
the company's common rose

BRENNAN

Without any reserves the acting
honors of the week go to Richard
Barthelmess for his superb performance in "The Noose," incidentally
one of the early box office bets of
Dramatic action, susthe season.
pense, pathos, and then some.

And

9,

Reviews

of

By LILIAN W.

Monday, January

the

of

Theaters

from Page

1)

government prevent consumma-

tion of the First National-Phoebus
deal, holding up the picture of a Germany flooded with American films.

This, it is asserted, would result in
further Americanization of the German nation.
Ufa also has been seeking the
Phoebus theater holdings, but is declared unable to meet the First Na-

approximate that amount. The Ambassador building is 17 stories and
is

situated, in the heart of the

town

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
A new

down-

district.

Skouras Enterprises is reported to
have been offered $500,000 cash and
$1,000,000 in debenture bonds for its
equity in the Amljassador and Grand
Central and the Missouri building.
deal is contingent upon the closing of the purchase of the Missouri
building which is carried in the name
of the Famous Players Missouri Corp.
Paramount subsidiary.
The new move indicat'Ss that
Skouras Brothers intends to devote
their entire time exclusively to theater operation.
The price that will be paid for the
chain in the proposed Wesco deal

The

Albee Guest at Boston Luncheon
will be based on their earning capational bid.
city over a given period and for that
E. F. Albee was a recent guest of
honor at the luncheon of the Boston
reason it is probable that some of
Molitch Made Horlacher Aide
Chamber of Commerce and in his adLouis Molitch, former eastern dis- the smaller neighborhood houses will
dress outlined the growth of vaude- trict manager of Horlacher Delivery be sold to other local interests. Four
ville.
The occasion was in celebra- Service, has been appointed personal South St. Louis houses have been
tion of the Keith-Memorial theater representative
of
Hor- mentioned in this connection but no
John P.
now nearing completion.
deal has been closed.
lacher, president of the company.

film

exchange

is

being formed

responsible parties for New York
Those havand adjacent territories.
ing good product for above territory
or world rights will find it advantageous to communicate at once with

by

Box K-16S
16S0 Broadway

FUm Daily
New York City

c/o
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AVAILABLE FEBRUARY
Very

WW

1st

desirable space for exchange or

producer.
jection

Vault accommodations.
floor
Inquire

room on

—

Pro-

First Division Pictures, Inc.
12th floor
729 Seventh Avenue

One op tue 24
T

I.

6emj' prom tippanv

FFANY-STAHL PRODUCTION

S,inc.

M.H.,HOFF/V\AN, VICE PP.E5.
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J[ NOVEMBER

Changes in Theater
Field Reported by
Film Boards

Official

Film Boards of Trade throughthe United States every
month gather data on changes

jestic

Fort Bragg

exhibition

the

rangement

by

field,

Wells
Knig by

J.

;

—

Southgate

— Palace.

—^Princess,

—

The
The Willow-

iSouthgate

Willowbrook

—

Denver, 16th & Glenarm Sts.
Yates, 44th and Yates Sts.
Changes in Ownership
Arvada ^The Arvada, sold to B. F. Bodwen
Breckenridge Eclipse,
by R. A. Pruess
sold to M. G. Foote by J. A. Theobald;
Cedaredge The Cedaredge, sold to H. M.
Hugo ^EmDumbell by B. F. Benton
press, sold to H. G. Mork by E. J. Blade;
Norwood Centennial, sold to Heiner &
Marriott by Hunt & White.

—

;

—

—

sold to C. A. Bauerman by
Fort Smith Mystic, sold
Theater Corp. by C. E. Sheil-

—

—

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
sold to N.

by L. Breitbarth.

—
—

—

——

Closings

Pierce

— Rex

— Q.
komis.
Miami

;

Garden

—
— Bon

Kissimmee
Venice
;

Air
^Venice-No;

GEORGIA
Openings
— New

Bowdon—-Dixie; Claxton

Italian

Changes

Ownership
Nelson &

in

— Princess,

Glennville

Lipsitz

sold to

Riggins.

P.

Closings
Midway

—

Oglethorpe

Habersham

;

Habersham

—

Mills.

Openings

— Moose Hall.
Changes in Ownership
Hazelton —
sold
M. F. Grimes; Kimberly—
sold
M. F. Grimes Sugar
City—^Ricks (formerly Weada),
sold
to
Ricks & Thomas
Tensed — Pastime, sold
Star,
Star,

to
to

;

;

Lou Hedges by A. Sabbe.

— Ramsey.

IOWA
New

Theaters

— Opera House Jefferson—
Openings
Cedar Rapids— Star; Fort Dodge— Lyric.
Re-openings
Boxholm— Opera House.

Boxholm

State.

;

in Ownership
Arlington Opera House, sold to Grantham
Palace,
Carlisle
Peters by A. R. Bird
sold to John Dileham by Ted Yarowsky
F.
Council Bluffs Garden, sold to
J.
Dickens
Breven by Harding & Cohen
Movie and Rivola. sold to Harry Jackson
by Chas. Doty; Earlville Crystal, sold to
O. NN. Loomis by Mrs. H. E. Holscher
Early Princess, sold to J. Reiflf by O. J.
Lapp Greenfield Grand, sold to H. H.
Stanley by G. O. Meisner; Lynnville
Isis, sold to E. F. Wood by B. A. MitPershing Family, sold to Chas.
chell
Moses by G. Karowikitz Maynard Opera
House, sold to Fartolls & Masters by C.

Changes

—

—

First

Herman Axelbank
leap into the sea of

—

;

—

takes the Ion

matrimony

Katherine Manks

Jan. 14.

is

o
th

Congratulations.

bride-to-be.

Product Tests Featun
Equipment Meet Sho\
{Continued from Page

1)

while the meetings are held at ^^ii)
Eighth Street theater.
Today and tomorrow district an

branch managers will meet and sale:
men and service men will be in se;
sion Wednesday, Thursday, Frida
has

Rathdrum

City

S«*t^*f«

t

National superviso;
Ned is popular with the home offic
gang, in fact with everyone who
met him, because he's 100 per cer
a

The company

and Saturday.

IDAHO

Closings

Lake

before his depaiture for the Coast

Gar-

den.

to

NED

regular.

—

W.

I

Closings

Dunedin Dixie, sold to E. O. Whittington
Miami New Strand, sold to E. R. Collins
Newberry Strand, sold to Chas. Keene
Orange City ^Garden, sold to Carl Sirmons; Umatilla Palace, sold to James W.
Weist and N. B. Brawn.
Fort

DALY

MARIN was honored at mluncheon given by his associate

become

Ownership
& S. Machet

in

— Park,

That's That

By PHIL M.

in Ownership
Newark Opera House, sold to L. Handloff
by C. Hubert.

Fort

Openings

And

M. Pentino by

DELAWARE

COLORADO

—

to

Changes

by

;

Ownership

Rhea;

to Tri- State

—Trulove;

;

—The

Openings

Miss R.

—

—

Denver

;

Earle

—

brook.

;

in

The-

—

;

Piamo Beach

—
Francis.

Changes

—

;

Closings

;

Greenwood

S.

sold

FLORIDA

Principal

;

—^Star Blossburg— Sunshine ButThe Butler; Greenville — Strand;
Leighton — Little Gem
Loxley — Loxley
Community Club.
ARKANSAS

ler

Somora

;

—

M.
Closings

Anniston

^^Setab

to

sold

H. W. Wells by O.
Star, sold to Rush

sold to

— Carroll,

A. Pentino.

Ownership

sold

—

Ownership

Tuscaloosa
J.

in

;

follows:

ALABAMA
Openings
West Blocton— Theatorium.
Re-openings
Foley— Palm.

'r-

Ownership

in

Changes

;

November

Clio— Universal,

Portola

Waterbury

Washington

Brawley CaliU. Anderson
to M. Rosenberg by S. U.
Forum,
Anderson
Los Angeles
sold to
John Truitt by Jack Goring by A. Pantages
Lyric, sold to Tanner & Allerdice
by F. C. Salder; Melrose, sold to A. Foxe;
Monrovia ^Mission, sold to Hamilton Steel
by M. Bonachea Pasaderija Iris (formerly
Photoplay) sold to C. W. Blake by Port
Major and Earl Sinks; Richmond Point,
Ramona,
sold to R. Fusco
Saji Diego
sold to H. H. Mathews by E. C. Wills;
San Francisco Imperial, sold to M. L.
Markowitz.

changes in ownership, re-opening and closings
are covered. Information cov-

in

— State;

by

fornia,

New theaters,

Changes

—

;

CALIFORNIA
New Theaters
—

— Belvedere,

aters

ar-

DAILY.

ering

—
—

Changes

Brawley

THE FILM

with

Closings

Changes

—Star.

out
in

;

;

—The

Caddo Gap; Decatur— MaGravette Ozark
Malvern LibMelbourne Liberty.

Caddo Gap
erty

U

;

—

THEATER CHANGES FOR

1928

9,

CONNECTICUT

sold to Tri-State

Theater Corp. by Fred Carney Pocahontas
Sawn No. 2, sold to Tri-State Theater
Corp. by Crews & lOrange Quitman Star,
sold to J. H. Williams by G. A. and J.
Swan No. 1
F. Davis; Walnut Ridge
and Swan No. 2, sold to Tri-State Theater
Corp. by Crew & Orange.

Monday, January

worth

$250,000

of

M

no'

equipmen

available for loan to exhibitors
emergencies.
About 400 will atten
the convention.

A

feature of the meetings will b
reports on exhibitor reception of th
one contract system inaugurated b
the company, under terms of whic
all material for a theater "from th
ground up" is supplied by the con
pany.
Another important subject of di
cussion will be plans for a drive o

Orchestraphone,

phonographic

syi

chronization device marketed by th
company.
Price of this instrumer
has been reduced from $3,500
$2,500.

;

—

RECCGNIZEO BY THEATRES
EVERVWHERE AS ABSCEUTELY
INDISPENSABLE 1C THEIR SUCCESS

—

—

;

—

;

TTi

Redcliffe iOipera
J.
Rialto, sold to N. L. Lamb by R.
Terrill
Van Hoosen Thurman ^Portel, sold to J.
P. Nichols by P. Stephenson; Woodward
Latta by
^lOOF, sold to Youngclaus

—

;

1)

—

—
—

Grantham;

(Continued from Page

completion of his present tour ove
the Loew time, which will be aroun
May 15. The comedian has an
House; nounced an ofifer of $5,000 for a suit!

;

CAUSE

Tatty' Arbuckle Resumini
Picture Work During Ma;

—

comedy vehicle.
made on the

able

be

will

The

pictur

Coast.

&

Martin Wade.

Q
A

trailer en &€ri^ F/diore Vcu Ftrnj Gomplefe service-wilK Ariinafedl openimgcortainirg raire cf ftieafre - day *ets
ard AnimatecJ clcsir^ tc match -

Hastings

—

Springfield

Closings
Peoples;

— The

Oto

—

Cuban "U" Manager Dies
Opera House;

Springfield.

vember. proved

KANSAS
Changes

in

—

Ownership

Alta Vista -Pearl, sold to J. F. Mickael by
Belleplaine ^Royal,
Mr?. Mary Dunlap
sold to Geo. W. Kraus by W. H. MorBucklin De Luxe, sold to Mrs. C.
rison
L. Johnson by Mrs. Emma Elland; Cherryvale
Royal, sold to R. O. Lee by S. A.
Cunningham Pastime, sold to
Davidson
F. C. Rusteback by Weatherall & Hart;
Edmond Lyric, sold to H. G. Reid by
John Stenger; Jewell Whiteway, sold to
Latham
Kendall Knarr by E. E. Gordon
Royal, sold to J. L. Smalley by L. M.

—

;

SPECIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENTS
in chargt of cxf)erf$ rcadvto MipfJy Special Arncimccnierfs
of any kind in filnriTorm at reasonable prices

ARTISTIC

ANINATED LEADERS

for your Feature, Comedy, News, Erds, Trademarks
Re»«~

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

^^SSXCmV
SCREEN SE/MC/^
CHICAGOM

S45

S

HABASH «^.

EW W.YCKK

|V>6-I5C

-»6»M ST.

LOS ANGELES

I9M S.VIRMONT AVE.

—

Strand, sold to Ray
Benj. Fyfe; Ransom
^Apex,
Shell by R. C. Buxton; Topeka
sold to B. F. Payne by Mrs. H. E. Sheppard.

Closings
—^Community;
Preu — Opera
Wichita — Pastime and Holland.

Irving

Manheim

L.

in

manager

been

New York
at

Havana

He

.

for

hai

twi

years, formerly serving the compan
in
Brazil and Porto Rico.
Jacljl

Hayes, manager in Mexico, has bee
in charge of the Havana branch, dur
ing Carramiana's illness.

—

Lucas Isis, sold to Lawrence
Oak Hill
Gilbreath by L. R. Richolson
Opera House, sold to Frank H. Dieter by
Hinton;

fever, contracted in No
fatal to Roque Cat
ramiana, Cuban manager for Uni
versal, states advices reaching N

Typhoid

—

Worcester Declines to Cut Board
Worcester, Mass.

down

the Worcester

—

Move

to cu
of M. P
unofficial cen

Board

and Theater Review,
sorship board of this

from 71
Author
ities decided the present board whicl
year
House; has been in existence a dozen

members
has

city,

to nine has failed.

rendered

commendable

service

rtti
"Gtf

—

'

THE
Monday, January

On Broadway
—
—
—
—
—
——
—
Gaiety—^"Chicago"
Hippodrome— "The Fortune Hunter"
— "The Gaucho"
Liberty
Loew's New York — Monday, "London After
Confidential"

"The Enemy"
Broadway "The Rough Riders"
Serenade'
Cameo
"Baby Mine"
Capitol
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Central
Colony ^"On Your Toes"
"Wings"
Criterion
Embassy "Love"
Astor

'

'

Midnight"; Tuesday, "Very
and "On the Stroke of Twelve" WednesThursday, "Valley
day, "She's a Sheik"
of the Giants"; Friday, "Blood Will Tell"
Saturday,
Cinderella";
"Bowery
and
"Ladies Must Dress"; Sunday, "Break;

;

fast

Sunrise"
^"The

at

—
Circus"
Troy"
Paramount — "Helen
Rialto —^"The Dove"
—
"The Devil Dancer"
Rivoli
the Moon"
Roxy — "The Gateway
—
Mark

-.%^

DAILV

1928

9,

iStrand

_

of

of

Times Square "Sunrise"
Warners ^"The Tazz Singer"

—

Brooklyn Mark Strand— "The Love Mart

_

source in the camera have been eliminated during the last year, so that
now it is possible to secure as perfect film motion with a cheap portable
projection machine as is obtained
with the finest phonograph turntable.
"For use in the projection room ot
the motion picture theater highly improved amplifiers with sound fade-in
and fade-out devices have been largely perfected.

"Nineteen twenty-eig^t will see
these various improvements which I
have described exploited and demonstrated to the public in many hundreds of theaters scattered throughout the country. The chief remainmg
problems in the talking picture art
lie not in the theater or engineering
laboratory, but in the motion picture
studio.
There scenario writers, producers, artists, and cameramen must
gradually acquire working knowledge
of the new art, and how to take full
artistic advantages of the countless

"^m

they call me the
v^orld's most

and immeasurably rich possibilities
which this new art has now brought
forth for the entertainment and cultural uplift of the motion picture pub-

popular blonde.

my name
expresses my perThey

lic."

talking pictures more
realistic than at present, he states.

Both the phonographic and photographic pictures, the first represented
by Vitaphone, the latter by Phono-

and Movietone, have been amply
demonstrated before the public m

film

(Continued from Page

first

1)

tone and Phonofilm, recording sound
photographically.
This device soon
will be ofifered on the market.
Although the associated electric
and radio firms have acquired an interest in FBO, the devices, patents

Fifth Liberty

v^/

fifth of

Boy Completed
the Liberty

Helene Turner

the cast are

is

Boy

editing.

In

"The
motion

securing perfect
film past the light

difficulties in

of

the

I

come to

v^hen

Edward Roseman. Jack Hallidav and Henry Van Bousen.

1

am

see

in

me

your

city.

kin,

—

TION AND COPYRIGHT

source).

will

Rex Archer, Grace Dur-

"The Birdwoman

I

know everyone

se-

2,000 Seater for Fitchburgh
Fitchburg, Mass. Kenmore Realty., which has been interested in a
present states of perfection would be number of projects is reported planning the erection of a theater on
quite impossible.
"Great progress has been made in Main St. which will seat 2,000.
the perfecting of the 'photion,' or gasfilled lamp, which is placed in the
camera and which, when connected
to the ouput of the audion amplifier,
>>
reproduces perfectly in light variations the electrical values impressed
upon its terminals.
The photion
A Screen Play by Vee Jouian
tube, which I first conceived in 1918
and patented in 1923, has thus far
proved its distinct superiority over
under consideration by
is
the methods of telephonic light conseveral large companies
trol such as the vibrating mirror and
the "light valve" (The latter is a
type
of
bi-filar
Einthoven string
TITLE AND TEXT ARE FULLY
galvanometer acting as a shutter to
PROTECTED BY REGISTRA"valve"
the
light
from a fixed

advanced technique along this line
which Radio Broadcast have produced
Vitaphone or the Phonofilm in their

thin kit is perfectly
wonderful that I'm
to meet all you nice
I

other very much.
love people, and

John Raymond has completed diNew York of "The Night

Raider,"

men and I cuddle
men and get rocks.

exhibitor gentlemen for I know^ we
will get to like each

rection in
ries.

for the
Lorelei cuddled rocks and got

ijj'//

picture houses, he declares, "so that and experiments made available to
is now fair to draw certain con- the industry by the deal, are not to
it
clusions relative to the practical and be exclusive with FBO.
Kinogracommercial possibilities of the two.
phone is to be available to other com"The public response to vaudeville panies. In this connection, the fivepresentations, such as constitute the cornered pool of companies which
prologue to the main picture of Vita- was formed to investigate and dephone presentations, indicates pretty velop talking films, still is reported
clearly that even with such stars as active in dickering for Kinegraphone.
Martinelli, Mischa Elman, and Talley
the interest seems to wane after ten
or fourteen weeks of this sort of
talking picture in any given theater.
"Both modern method of recording and reproducing from phonograph
and that of recording and reproducing
from the Phonofilm owe an immeasurable debt to the radio art, or
more particularly to the art of "audion
Without the highly
amplification."

say

sonality,

1)

make

—

Lorelei Lee,

Talkies' Development
Held Up to Studio G. E. Experiments with
(Continued from Page
Radio Motion Pictures
1928 will

Lorelei

J^JL^
p.

ff

B>.~rm in—

GENTLEMEN
PREFER
BLONDES"

Paramount's Sparkling Special

DAILV
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r—

MEAN DOLLAQS FOQ SHOWMEN

oS People

DAILY TIPS WHICH

Read Your Advertisement That Buy That Counts

"The Big Parade"

It's

the

Number

Who

man would walk

(M-G-M)

streets

Lobby
made out

display was large sunburst
of beaverboard and painted
in bright colors and encircled with
red, white and blue lights that were
connected to the marquee flasher. In
front of the sunburst was a cut-out
of the two leading characters in the
illuminated by a spot light.
picture
On both sides of this display was
placed a cut-out of a trench and behind the two trenches strip red lights
were placed. T. J. Miller, Imperial, Augusta, Ga.

portion of his time was spent at two
the principal street intersection
in a safety zone used by policemen—

At Sunrise"

"Breakfast

Perhaps

(First Nat'l)
in the lobby for

Table

Talmadge
opening.

Constance
and party heralded the
Table set for two, re-

mained during the showing.
The
reservation card on the table told the
public that the table was "Reserved
for Constance Talmadge and party
T. E.
for Breakfast at Sunrise."
Earle, Imperial, Asheville. N. C.

which privilege was granted by

— Warren

(Universal)

There Are Some
Film Executives

The World
Don't Read

All Over

Who

The Film Daily
Every Day
OS The Year

Secured costume of a cat which
boy wore on the streets. A sign on
the cat's back announced the playArranged with the dancehall
date.
to stage a Cat and Canary dance. A
24-sheet inside the dancehall told the
story, and 500 novelty caps with a
black cat on the front supplied atmosphere.
Egyptian, Ogden, Utah.

Irvin,

copsi

Carolina, Charlotte

N. C.

'Now We're In

the

Air"

(Paramount)

The day before picture openedl
airplane circled the city and droppe
aerial

bombs.

bomb

After each

ex

ploded, several small parachutes wer(
turned loose; the 'chutes' carrying
tag that contained the following in
scription, "Bring this 'chute' to th
box office of the Florida theater an<
j'ou will be admitted free to see thi
world's greatest comedy team Wal

—

lace

Now

Beery and Raymond Hatton
We're In the Air."— Chas.

Amos,

—

"Cat and the Canary"

—

of

—

—

in the middle o'f the
on the car tracks and another

wii

ii

H

lie

Florida, St. Petersburgh, Fla

"Shanghai Bound"
(Pareimount)
Festooned front of theater witl:
large Chinese lanterns, and dispense*
chop suey to all hands. Out in fron
under the marquee was a serviuji
table presided over by a Chinaman;
Cupful after cupful of the Chines
delicacy was served. This stunt wa
used on the opening night. Geo. T
Cruzen, Broadway, Newburgh, N. "Y

—

—

—

.

'f*'

i«L

*"'
H

(Universal)

"The

Gorilla"
(First Nat'l)

Shoe shop devoted window displa
to exploitation. A young woman witl
Man in gorilla suit made rounds musical comedy legs wore Iron Cla
of stores and other public places Hcse and Arch Preserver Shoes. He
Durwhere people were gathered.
body and face were hidden behin
ing showing he played on top of the velvet drapes: her legs kept doing th
marquee. The ballyhoo was followed Charleston and Black Bottom s(
by hanging two large banners from animatedly that crowds gathere
second story of two stores. At night, gathered around the window all daj
a spotlight from a building directly A large sign on the velvet drape ar
across the street threw shadow of nounced Laura La Plante in the fej
gorilla holding a woman in his arms ture.
Yost Broadway, Santa Ani
upon the banners.—T. Y. Walker,

•!ilnci

—

Cal.

Noble, Anniston, Ala.
•m.

Film Bureau Plans Theater
The Film Bureau has organize

"Les Miserables"
(Universal)

House for the pur
Essay contest and special matinee the Little Picture
its own theater o:
building
pose
of
The
were announced in high schools.
the East Side in the neighborhood c
topic chosen for these students was,
to shov
It is planned
S9th St.
Les
"What ideal of life do I get from
foreign pictures an
The contest was also American and amateur
Miserables?"
films and
to encourage
announced at both the local colleges.
aid the cause of pictur
other
ways
However, the title of the essay and
advancement.
the rules of the contest were left to
the discretion of the English departCarolina.
Smart,
L.
ments. Roy
Greenville, S. C.

lat(

"(v

•TfOt
Iff

—

PERHAPS!

pr

"SUk Stockings"

Southwest Regionals Combine
Dallas—"M. P. Times," regiona
published and edited by H. N. Mc
"London After Midnight"
Neill, has taken over "The Okla
(M-G-M)
homa Preview," Oklahoma City. _M
Man ballyhoo was dressed exactly H. Stone, former editor and publish
like Chaney appeared in the picture er of "The Oklahoma Preview," wi:
which consisted of long tail black be associate to McNeill.
coat, tall silk hat, false teeth and a
long hair wig.

The man

carried

a

Pictures at Rushmore, Minn.
walking up and Free
Free pictur
Minn.
Rushmore,
down the streets, was always seen
shown here recently b
in a bent-over position as if he was shows were
of Americ?
Part of the time the the Modern Woodmen
old and feeble.
lantern

and when

—

am

nil

—
4
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Gotham Revises — Its Schedule
Howard Hughes Has Narrow Escape

Airplane Crash DeMille to Lose Services of Leatrice Joy
Paramount Has 5 Pictures in Production — Columbia Signs Al Boasberg Other Wired Coast News
in

—

WTO BE RESUMED ON
RETURN OF SAX TO COAST
Weather conditions have
change

a
uction

ited

in

necessioriginal pro-

the
for

schedule
Gotham and
United States Smith," intended as
biggest
production from the
ie
iothani lot this year, has been postoned from January until April, on
ccount of the large quantity of ex;riors

and "sea

pplies

to

The same

stuff."

"Through

Breakers"

the

Bronson" units.
The Chorus Kid," from the novel
y Howard Rockey, will be placed
ito
production after "Turn Back
le Hours" which will be the first
lotham made on the return of the
nd "Hell

Ship

rganization

oy

to

Universal

City.
likely that Myrna
will be seen in the leading role

It is

more than

A

Production Data
YEAR

1928 FILM DAILY
BOOK, out late this month,
will contain a compilation of statistical data based on the releases
of 1927 and including the following segregations:
A complete, alphabetically arranged list of feature releases of the year, together
with the footage, the star, the director, distributor, and the date of
FILM DAILY issue in which the review of the picture appeared. In addition there will be a list composed of the year's releases but arranged according to companies with the release dates
recorded.
A highly valuable list is that consisting of original titles of
plays and books made during the year and released under new titles.
This readily permits the tracing of plays and novels which have
been picturized. A complete list of pictures made by directors for
the past three years (1925, 1926, 1927) is also included in this data^
with similar listings for cameramen and scenario writers. Previous
may be referred to for
issues of the FILM DAILY
a list of pictures of directors, cameramen and scenario writers for
years prior to 1925. And still another listing provides a record of
pictures made during the year by stars arid featured players, as well
Each of these lists provides ready
as other prominent players.
references and is as complete and accurate as it is possible to make

The

THE

Work on "Turn Back

the

JIM KEEFE

Iniversal lot.

*

lie Berner, Joe Nadel, Jack
Hopkins and Joseph Dewey
holding a re-union; M. H.
Hoffman, John Stahl and Sid
Algiers watching the fighters
in action at the Hollywood
Legion club.

*

them.

nVE PARAMOUNT PICTURES CONSIDINE

)

run.

Cast Opposite Betty

Armand

Compson

former

musical
)medy star and producer, has been
ist
opposite
Betty Compson in
Love of Liane," which Edwin Mormer will direct for Columbia.
Caliz,

F. N. Re-signs

Max

Ree,

gned a new

Max Ree

costume

designer,
contract with First

has

Na-

onal.

Lucky
Howard

Hughes, head of
Prod.,
suffered
only
scratches about the face in a
200-foot fall in an airplane.
The producer is filming "Hell's
Angels," aviation picture.

Caddo

IN

CHARGE OF

hotel.

Clarence Badger

CATHOLIC GUILD EVENTS

;11
the placing in

work

of
vehicle.

"The

Emil Jannings

"The Show Down."

Among

those

in

preparation for release are: "Speedy,"

Considine, Jr., newly
elected president of the Catholic M.
P. Guild of America, is in charge of
plans for a series of special social
They include William Fox
events.
Night on Jan. 16, at St. Patrick's

John

W.

Day dance on March

17,

Kitchen Writing Scenarios
from "The
K. Kitchen,
columnist, is doing scenario work for

On leave of absence
New York World," Karl
First National.

purchased by Irving
pected to serve as a starring vehicle
for Norma Shearer.

is

*

Boasberg Signs to Title
Two Columbia Pictures

producing.

M-G-M Casts Cyril Chadwick
Cyril Chadwick has been added to
Cast for Ralston Film
cast of "The Actress," Norma ShearSojin has been assigned a role in
er film now in production at M-G-M.
Always
Esther Ralston's "Something
Happens." The title formerly was
Woodruff and Benedict Cast
"Nothing Ever Happens."
Bert
cast
has
Lloyd
Harold
Woodruff and Brooks Benedict in
'Speedy," now being completed.
Two Added to Dove Cast
a
of
Heart
"The
to
additions
New
Burke Arrives on Coast
Dove's next
Billie
Girl,"
Follies
Joseph Burke, character man, has
First National starring vehicle, are
arrived from New York.
Josephine Dunn and Fred Kelsey.

*

reporters at the Criterion theater; Hugh Trevor and M.
Wells visiting the Hotel Anvbassador; Bill Goetz and Lew
Schreiber, Al Jolson's representative, chatting with Walter Morosco while the latter

undergoes
ment.

*

*

*

treat-

tonsorial

"One Eyed" Connolly

is

now on

the Coast, crashing premieres of pictures.
Page Tammany Young.
*

Columbia has signed Al Boasberg
They are:
to title two pictures.
Cast
Added to F. N.
"That Certain Thing," starring Viola
Thelma Todd has been added to Dana, and "The Wife's Relations,"
cast of "It's All Greek to Me," which starring Shirley Mason.
First National

*

Our Passing Show. Carl
Laemmle being questioned by

as

"The Last Command," "Under the Norma Shearer to Make "Ballyhoo?"
Goods,"
"Sporting
Tonto
Rim,"
"Ballyhoo," Beth Brown's novel
"Feel My Pulse," and "Doomsday."
Thalberg, is ex-

a leader in the

He

while directing a scene.

and the

Hines

is

has a barber
shop se.t in his current production,
and t'other day had his hair trirnmed

fourth annual Motion Picture Gamboul to be held at the Los Angeles

Wedding March," "Tillie's Auditorium with Johnny
Punctured Romance," "The Pioneer master of ceremonies.
Scout," "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,"

"The
Leatrice Joy will join Fox on exiration of her present contract with
The con•e Mille, it is reported.
act still has about three months

*

*

economy program.

Paramount has five pictures in production
and 11 in preparation. Those being
"Abie's Irish Rose,"
filmed are:
"Red Hair," "Partners in Crime" and

DE MILLE FOR FOX?

*

Visting dogs, interested in screen
careers, will he sheltered in new
kennels installed on the roof of the

Hollywood Plaza

With

*

*

Our Passing Show: Char-

YEAR BOOK

Patriot,"

LEATRICE JOY LEAVING

Hollywood
De Mille stumuch interest in

of the

on Broadway. It was written by his brother,
Willard Keefe, of the Keefes of Morton, Minn.

to get

,

Lots fy

taking
dio
is
'Celebrity," the new play

Hours"

under way immediately upn return of Sam Sax from New
'ork.
Meanwhile Harold E. Shulate, editorial supervisor, and Carol
ax,
production manager, are aranging details of moving producon activities from Tec-Art to the

it

RALPH WILK

By

"Turn Back the Hours."

f

Little
from

*

More Passing Show: Fred Kohler
counting up the men he has killed
as a film villain; Olive Brook closing up his beach house for the winter.

"Little

WUd

Girl" Starts

Hercules Film Prod, has started
production of "The Little Wild Girl,"
cast of which includs Lila Lee, Cullen Landis. Sheldon Lewis, Frank
Merrill, Jimmy Aubrey, Boris KarFrank C. Mattison is directing
loff.
the production.

"U" Signs Charles Rogers
Charles Rogers has been signed by
Universal to play opposite Marian
Nixon in "Cream of the Earth," being directed by Melville Brown.

—

'

DAILV

Say Pictures Belong
Up

Mary Says
I have always felt that when
one orders and expects coffee
he naturally rebels at being
In consequence
served tea.
when a person goes to a motion
picture theater hoping to view
a photoplay and is required to
sit through a long prologue of
vaudeville, he is very apt to feel
the
same resentment. Mary

—

L.

(Northwest

WEAKNESS

— My

Minneapolis
"stage show,"

PROFIT,

based

in

my

to

upon our

the
ex-

is

difficult

more

and

,

will, in

the

is

like

a

own, and even an

The whole problem then is up to
the producer to supply a product of
sufficient quality and merit to maintam the modern picture palaces that

gracefully.

to drop

He

is

presenta-

afraid

to

view

it,

maintain a standard of the 'stage
show' that will meet the demand of
such part of our public who favor
that class of entertainment and who
are admittedly becoming hyper-critical, demanding continuously a higher and more expensive standard in
acts,
backgrounds, accessories and
to

incidental features.

The outstanding economic weak-

tribute

definitely

to

motion picture

presentation.

The added "stage show" now has
and may, perhaps, for some time continue in vogue, and especially so in
the larger centers, but nationally the
"stage show" will never replace or
place in a secondary position, the

motion

pictures,
which form of
is so definitely entrenched
in the minds of the American Public.

amusement

built to contain
measure of emotional
is

But proper garnishings
its flavor.
Douglas

—

can accent
Fairbanks.

MORE AHENTION TO FILMS

*.
.aiKi

NEEDED,STATES GRAINGER
By JAMES
(.General Sales

GRAINGER

R.

Manager

of

Fox Film

Corp.)

competing with jjj
theaters
playing roadshow attrac- K
tions and the public would feel in
paying prices over $1 that they are
entitled to something besides the pic-

the Gross?

Presentations and their effect on exhibition is one of the most
widely-discussed questions in the industry.
There is no question
but that presentations have revolutionized pictvu-e theater operation, with resultant mounting of overhead costs.
There is a wide
divergence of opinion as to whether this increased cost is com-,
mensurate writh the box office results obtained. Showmen everywhere have different views on the subject.
It is to sound out sentiment, in the hope that the industry
may chart the most profitable course in a solution of the problem,
that
FILM DAILY has called upon leaders for their opin-

THE

Ition

due to the fact that

Which Counts -The Net or

ions.

ktl

to

ness of the exhibiting structure, nationally applied, is the menace of the
and feature, to make room
at the box office are also showing the jects
continually growing extravagant over- greatest number of red ink in tReir
for vaudeville.
In this case the film
head, which has already exceeded the statements.
Extravagant presenta- program is cut short by omitting
bounds of reasonableness and in tions are the cause. Pride in doing
many instances, has passed into the a big gross and fear of admitting comedy or other interesting subjects.
The people go to picture houses
zone of hazardous operation.
failure are damaging many a house
they like pictures and music.
The future success of the indus- today.
because
If such theaters were optry lies, in my judgment, in stress- erated solely on
the basis of the A good picture loses its dignity by
ing in scenario and production, the best possible net profit,
there would being shown with vaudeville and
factor of human appeal with the nat- be smiles where now
there are head- keeps away the more discriminating
ural more than the fantastic back- aches.
audiences.

ground.
Music, a natural adjunct to the
silent drama, will always be valuable and will more and more con-

a full
food.

presentation.

picture

photoplay

tions,

I

difficult as I

augment

A

is

it seems to me that in order
avoid these conditions, the showconfess failure, so he goes on taking
hard ones on the point of the chin man ought to know what the quality of his supply will be in order
week after week.
Presentations are being overplay- that he niay tormulate an intelligent
policy for the season ahead of him.
ed, of course.
Placing the feature second in imThe present situation will work to
portance is a good policy if it pays the advantage of the producer if he
and a bad one if it doesn't. Local will take advantage of it.
If the
conditions govern this entirely.
large sums of money now expendea
believe that when a picture is
I
for
stage attractions were intelligood, the public prefers it to any
gently
added to picture costs, it
other form of entertainment; but
when it is weak it is good business would prove of greater drawing
on the part of the exhibitor to bol- power than the present picture anu
ster it up with whatever he can get. vaudeville combinations.
As for what means most at the
When running a mixed program
box office, that is not important. The it is almost always detrimental to
important problem is "Which policy the picture.
The screen presentabrings the most net profit?" A mixtions are not receiving the attention
ed policy might bring greater crowds,
Either they are run
but if its cost eats up the profits it they deserve.
too fast on account of the long bill,
is nothing short of asinine to pursue
it.
Today some of the theaters or else proper musical accompaniwhich are doing the greatest gross ment is omitted, on both short sub-

tions

judgment, has created a

now

way

could find a

tertainment.
It

—after

presentation

its

indifferent picture with vaudeville
better than none.

worth

you once get hold operate under heavy expense and
In houses that are charging admisof it, it's darned hard to let go. who must have box
office attrac- sion prices of over $1 for a certain
Many a theater operator today would tions. The large operator cannot set number of seats, I believe some sort
willingly give up his last shirt if he
his policy on promises and expecta- of an added attraction is necessary
wire

live

new style of divertissement, not properly classified as motion picture enfuture, be

could not hold

COCHRANE

The average

perience, is as follows:
Primarily, we are in the field of
motion picture exhibition and must
never lose sight of that objective and
keep the motion picture, at all times,
in the foreground.
The erection of theaters of treamendous capacity, had necessarily demanded entertainment consistent and
commensurate with the capacity and
with the theater environment and
this,

NET

IS

R. H.
(Vice President of Universal Pictures)

Circuit)

reaction

It has been demonstrated that the
public prefers pictures to vaudeville
from the fact that vaudeviUe alone

is

Therefore, a prologue
well done is always worthy.
Hor d'ouvres are effective at
a banquet, and prologues may

my

COCHRANE SAYS

By

FINKELSTEIN
Theater

Anything well done
while.

would rather see

"EXTRAVAGANT OVERHEAD" IMPORTANT POINT

By M.

—

MANDELBAUM

humble opinion that the patrons of picture theaters
a good screen performance properly presented unalloyed
with different vaudeville, etc. If they were given a steady diet of really
worthwhile screen fare.
The exhibitor is well aware of the drawing
quality of good pictures and if he were assured of a sufficient supply of
box office attractions on his screen, he would be glad to discard the
trimmings which he must put out to give a semblance of an entertainment
when he has a poor picture. He can not afford to change his policy from
time to time, for the few good pictures available.
It is

1928

Doug's View

E.
(Loew's Ohio Theaters)

Cleveland

9,

Plac^

in First

to Producer to Supply Flow
of Good Pictures Mandelbaum
By

Pickford.

EXHIBITION

Monday, January

prices,

theaters

charging these

in

are

.

'

ture,

i":

presentations are being
badly over-played all over the country with the exception of two oi
a Hid
three de luxe houses.
Many man- lt«
agers are trying to outdo their fellow-manager and the result is, they
are overlooking the importance oi
the picture which is the foundation
ists
of their business.
Placing the pic «rew(
ture in second position on the bill,
to my mind, is absolutely all wrong
It
would be like building a top1

believe

|g,jjj|

ffitimi

heavy

house

which

would

.•(te

weaker

the foundation and sooner or later
crash.
If
presentations were r&
sponsible for bringing patrons to the
theater, then the theater would dc ho
the same business weekly.
As l
stands today the weekly receipts
fluctuate anywhere between $10,
and $20,000 (de luxe houses) on th«^''.
week. The feature still remains thJr''"'
main attraction of the motion pic «.cai
ture theater.
liij

ai

I believe the public is being thor
oughly fed up on presentations anc^

would far more appreciate listening
to good music and looking at shor
subjects, travelogues and a feature

At the present time, many man
agers in their eagerness to put on bif
presentations are endeavoring to cu

down on

the price of the feature film
not a healthy state of affair,

iiilit,

ilj^
Sjtliij

*|
JP"

l„

This is
as producers cannot produce fine mo Jto
tion pictures unless they can secur '%
adequate film rentals to enable then

^lutss,

lOlln

to

make

fine

pictures.

My

thought in the entire matter is
attention to features and musi
and less to presentations, and I an
certain the public will be pleased am

Uttry

More

gratified.

in

it

Plly
i:

!

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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That So

Is
a

IT'S
this

Tuesday, January

F.

merry old battle royal,
presentation argument.

has as many sides as the
A big exatskill mountains.
libitor slips us the information
presentations are

Emelka of Munidi, one of
Germany's most important film

in

companies.
The company is
continuing negotiations for ac-

here to

:hance with so

many

gold brick

coming along. Presenhim are protection. An

)ictures

ations to

qually important producer says

drunk and predicts, with
vehemence, that the
little
lo
)romo seltzer and iced towel seuel is due for billing.
ation

observation that when
he wants pictures she wants just
And then,
lat and nothing else but.
hile we're still whirling comes a
bowman by the way, and whispers
oftly in our ear that if it were not
3r the big money made in the big
louses by the exhibitor-producers
lere would be no money coming in
3
make big pictures for anyone,
nd as Willie Collier would say
There we are but where are we?"

TO BACK BROOKHART

Munich,

Dresden,

Nurnberg and

BILL

—

Minneapolis Endorsement of the
Brookhart bill, recently introduced in
Congress, is expected at a meeting
of Twin City members of the Northwest exhibitor unit, scheduled for this
week.
The bill would make illegal
block and blind booking and arbi-

Phoebus chain are the Capitol,
Phoebus Palast and Marmorhaus in Berlin and theaters at

Our favorite movie fan tells us he
as grown as accustomed to presntations as to the feature and the
dy that goes to previews with us
hirps in with the gentle but do-

NORTHWEST UNIT EXPECTED

conducted
through
Richard
Weininger and J. Von Lusting,
banking associates of First National in Germany.
In the

lat theaters have gone presen-

Being Lined Up
for Producing of New
Talking Films

Players

quisition of the Phoebus Film
Co., despite opposition on the
part of newspapers, which are
advocating legislation to prevent American control of German picture houses.
These negotiations are being

That he cannot take a

itay.

Price 5 Cents

1928

EDUCATIONAL CLOSING
FOR VOCAFILM PICTURES

Berlin (By Cable)— Carrying with it control of 40 first
run houses, First National has
purchased a majority interest

It

hat

N. German Deal

10,

The

Cologne,

board

Northwest

Kiel.

product.
directors of the
association is composed
of

allocation

trary

of

largely of Twin City members and
action would be sufficient to
(Continued on Page 8)

their

talking
pictures
of
Production
using the Vocafilm is planned by
Educational in a deal just closed givEducational exclusive use of
ing
Official announcement is
Vocafilm.
scheduled to be made later in the
David Hochreich, head of
week.
Vocafilm, backed by Pittsburgh capitalists, has been working for months
developing the device which is now
ready to market to theater owners.
Players are being lined up for the
pictures, it is understood.
Educational plans to use Vocafilm
on one or two of its important series

subjects, and individual
will be built up
(Continued on Page 8)

of short

Vocafilm programs

COMMISSION PLANNING TO

lestically firm

'

ACT

IN

PARAMOUNT CASE

Washington Bureau of

Washington

We

1

came

ole,

ying
'lying

and
the

into the stretch fairly
finished like a champ,
colors of Harold Bell

/right will win
rainers Charley

it

many

the near
future will be taken by the Federal
Trade Commission in the Paramount
{Continued on Rape 8)

and

Quit Kidding
Now
aper

that the air is full of trade
blarney, spread with unusual

lickness,
•ise
to

but

kidding

nobody,

we

remark that THE FILM
•AILY has no startling nor revolumake
to
onary
announcements
ther than that it will continue on
S merry way ALONE, as it has

UP AT OHIO MEET

in

FOX theaHctivities

—

Recommendations
Columbus, O.
Ohio exhibitors for proposed
of

amendments to the standard exhibition contract, and the state's stand
on the Brookhart bill are subjects to
be

under discussion here tomorrow

when

trustees

of

the

exhibitor

unit

meet.

SEEN

THOJ TO OTHERS

Minneapolis
a thorn

lig

—

Will William Fox

CLEVELAND UNIT BACKS

other
theater operators? is the question
(Continued on Page 3)

)rove

in

the

side

of

RADICAL CHANGES SEEN

IN

supporters,

Rogers and Al Rojockey Alec Francis will
ring this one to the front in close to
lampionship form.
ell

BILL

THE FILM DAILY

—Action

*Shepherdof the Hills''
Here's another good entry for the
iring exhibitors' handicap from the
saw it
'irst
National Stables.
a workout the other day and were
?reeably surprised with its possillities.
It was slow on leaving the
ost, picked up speed at the quarter

NATIONAL "BLUE" MOVE

DISTRIBUTION OF SHORTS
Minneapolis

— Radical

IS
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—Warning

that

the

proposed "blue" law for the District
of Columbia, sponsored by Rep. Lakford (De., Ga.) is the first step in
a nationwide "Sour Sabbath" campaign, is sounded by W. F. Martin,
president oi the Potomac Conference
of Seven Day Adventists.
Ostensibly for the District only he
said the law is actually planned as a
(Continued on Page 8)

E

—

Cleveland Material benefit to independent exhibitors will accrue from
passage of the Brookhart bill, states
a resolution endorsing the measure
passed by the Cleveland exhibitor

Small Possibility of Strike
Seen as Deadline Nears

—

Chicago Possibilities of a repetition of the strike of last summer are
seen as remote, with a compromise

settlement between exhibitors and
expected lo be announced.
operators
Members of the organization are The cont/act expires tomorrow.
urged to lend active support includOperators have been demanding an
ing use of their screen to acquaint increase of around 25 per cent and
(Continued on Page 8)
seven days' pay for six days' work.
Exhibitors are declared willing to
grant seven days' pay, provided the
operators themselves pay the wage of
a substitute for the seventh day.
unit.

chanjges

in

distribution of short subjects next
season, "especially as it afifects the
(Continued on Page 8)

''Picture's the Thing'' Chaplin

Film Proves at

Mark Strand Texas Exhibitors Plan

house, heretofore held by Chaplin.
Tent
Fight
At the midnight show, the picture
Saturdav
it
on
while
sectional meet$5,600.
of
the
First
grossed
Dallas
"The
the thing," Charlie Chaplin's
Texas will
Circus." garnered $36,735 at the Mark reached $15,750 and on Sunday $15,- ings of the M.P.T.O. of
opening
auspices
the
for
under
Attendance
Longview
385.
held
at
since
be
shows
in
19
art it has played and will continue Strand, New York,
while over the week-end
f the East Texas Chamber of Complay in filmdom's progress.
its opening at midnight last Friday. was 3,252,
(Continued on Page 8)
L I C A T E. The gross sets a new record for the 40,176 admissions were chalked up.
the past ten years. Fearing none,
Minding its own
'avoring none.
usiness and happy in the modest
)r

)

A

O

Demonstrating that "the

picture's

—

on

Shows

—

—

.
.
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Days' Conference Is
Plan of Review Board

Tuesday, January

"Adploitation"

And

That's That

Annual luncheon of the National
Board of Review which takes place
By PHIL M. DALY
at the Waldorf Hotel on Sat., Jan.
28, will be preceded by a two days' ""DILL" JOHNSON and his effithe
from
Delegates
onference.
JD cient staff of co-workers on "M.
Better Films groups and Motion P. News" still are receiving conPicture Study Clubs from over 25 gratulations on "A Record of Picstates will attend the Conference this tures and People," a handy guide to
year, as well as representatives from pictures and personalities they re-

Word

embodied in this new word, a comform of advertising and ex-

bined

Great Marlborough St., London, W. I. BerLichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225.
lin

closely
in the

—

W

—

Financial
High Low

Close

Sales

Vtc
40
40^4
40^
Pfd
48
*Balaban & Katz
60J4
Bal. & Katz Vtc
73 54
Eastman Kodak .166J4 165
165
East. Kodak Pfd.. 129
129
129
*tFilm Inspection
454
*First Nat'l Pfd
Fox Film "A"
85
84 K
84M
tFox Theaters "A" 21^ 21
21

800

Am.
*Am.

Seat.
Seat.

*Intern'l
Project
10
ttKeiths 6s 46
101
l66J4 100J4
Loew's,
Inc
58!/^
57.5/8
575i
ttLoew's. 6s 41ww.l075^ 107
107
ttLoew's,6s41x-war. lOOJ^ lOOM lOOJi
M-G-M Pfd
25 J4
25-4
25J4

*M.

Cap Corp
Pathe Exchange ..
4^
Pathe Exch. "A". MVi
P.

*ttPathe

7/8

'\"

4

Exch.7s37

of

Work, New York
Social Work; Professor

Community

School

of

500
10

3,100

500
• • • •

20
2,100
9
12

400
'466
700

.

Am.

.

41

39

54

53M

tTrans-Lux Screen
**United Art. Com. 15

•United
*Univ.
*Univ.

Art. Pfd. 85
Pictures
.

Pict.

3M

3J4

100

14
80

Pfd.

ISM
23^

"smot

is

Christmas?

creks"

differs

this

Mama"

departure will be tabbed

by other exchange managers
territory.

H.

&

H. Buy One

If

You Are

cir-

in the*

— Editorial

in

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

New

songs

too

CONSULT US AHB SATB

U0NB7

IKND POK OUS PKICK LIST

uiiuoa^HBys
no
West 32'*St,Ncwytork.N.y.*^
nioot Ptmu. 0330

seriously.

Motion Picture Department
Artists models of New York are going to
form a union. The Wasp of San Francisco.
have long wanted to see a
model union. Maybe \Ye will get our
wish after all.

They played "Dixie" at the Capitol the
other day and three Czecho-Slovakians applauded.
Hollister Noble in Musical America.

activities.

—

Coles Buy Marshall House
Marshall, Tex. Cole Bros, have

ll

p.

«n<l

8.

C«n§<U Agenta

for

DebrU

—

We

—

censorship

latest

Midland, Tex.— The H. & H.
cuit has purchased the Idlehour.

from

—

scenario editor of First National Pictures Corp. will speak on "The Motion Picture as an Entertainment."

his

progress will be watched
by other M-G-M offices. It
vastly from the old form of

its

circularizing accounts in the interest
of certain productions and affords
the exhibitor a means of contact with
his public through an indirect campaign.
Wolfberg, a veteran of the film
business, is credited with many innovations now in practical use and

Post.

Creative

In addition, of course, to

from South Bend,
and South Ferry.

purchased the Queen here.

99/
15M

more

Quill":

What

—

23

.

tWarner Bros.
16M
Warner Bros. "A". 2Ayt

53^

few

Form."
Telegraph.
Frederick Wynne-Jones, of the Ufa
We trust our English contemporPictures, and Mrs. Florence Strauss, ary is not taking these "Red Hot

a

in

of

and

closely

Alexander Bakshy, author of "ProbTo some it is a period of peace
lems of the Artistic Cinema" and and good will, to others just an
extra
James O. Spearing, former motion matinee.
picture critic of the New York Times,
will speak on the "Motion Picture as
Men are only children at heart. London

**Skouras Bros.

.

Co.

A
"The
York

New Ohio Censor
Columbus, O. Howard "T. Winters, has been named assistant director of education and will assist
J. L. Clifton, head of this department

80'/^

Under Wolfberg's supervision thi.s
new service has been inaugurated

Market for Any Kind of

tures in medical training.

Paramount F-L ..117f^ lisii 115M 14,666
'Paramount Pfd
121/2
ttPar.Bway.5>ls51.103
102J4 102J4
*Roxy "A'
28
26
**Roxy Units .... 30
28
**Roxy Common
7
6
Stan.

Speaking of F. & R.: Harold
Finkelstein. popular g.m. of the circuit, is being honored in a BellRinger Drive, Jan. 14 to 21.
A
regular fellow, Harold, which accounts for his high standing among
managers of the circuit.

Leroy E. Bowman, of the Department of Social Science, Columbia
University; Dr. John Herman Randall, Editor, World Unity Magazine;
Clarence E. Perry, Department of
Recreation, Russell Sage Foundation,
Dr. Joseph J. Weber, Teaching Film
Staff, Eastman .Kodak Co., and Dr.
F. Montague, Bellevue Hospital,
J.
authority on the use of motion pic-

New

St. Louis
"Adploitation" may not
be found in Webster's unabridged,
but it is in very much evidence around
Harris P. Wolfberg's district headquarters for M-G-M.
A new wrinkle designed to reach and assist the
M-G-M accounts in the territory is

ploitation.

A

1928

Coined by Wolfberg
—

number of national organizations, cently published.
including state chairmen of motion
Pictures of the General Federation
M-G-M has high hopes for Sylvia
of Women's Clubs and Better Films Thalberg, the company's youngest
Chairmen of the Daughters of the scenarist.
Her first work was in
American Revolution.
scenarizing "Lovers" and she's rung
The general topic of the Conference the bell again, with her adaptation
this year will be the understanding of "Baby Mine," in collaboration
and interpretation of the motion pic- with F. Hughes.
ture according to present day standards.
-lumber of critics, educators
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
The F. & R. gang is riding Jimmy
Phone Circle 4736
way. New York. N. Y.
and psychologists will make addresses McDermott, manager of the Alham4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
New York. Hollywood, California Harvey and preside over the discussions.
bra, St. Paul, who's been high-hatAmong the speakers will be Dr. ting the
Gausman, Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone.
E.
boys since he acquired a new
Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. London
Walter Pettit, Director, Department pair of spats.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 58,
Ernest
a

is

10,

South

all

HENNEGAN

ni

Program

ill

I
its

POS'

sit

Covers

those

Chicago

special Designs for
all Holidays.

10,200
235/8
5,800

iel'

btli

•Last Prices Quoted

rCurb Market

•*Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)
ttBond Market

At

last

Write for Samples

— the

perfect process!

The

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louii
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia

HENNEGAN CO.

Cincinnati, Ohio

»tl

t"
III!

'
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r—

.^EllOilC.

AMALGAMATED

Gla

"The Birdwoman"

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

— Patents

applied

for

"MACKLER

An

original formula applied in conjunction with our
that has proven the best for many years.
Not
hardening, waxing, oiling or gassing process.

PROCESS"

Sxandard,

Vaudeville

Acts

Makes

SHOWING ON B'WAY— SOME RECORD
— Ti,»
—
S'a"P —
— The Enemy —

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

»

The Circus

Chi'-i'^"

Jones. All treated by the

729 Seventh Ave.,
<

<;n,,pr

iv;v,o-s

Casey

MACKLER EVERWEAR PROCESS
New York

City.

BRYant

2158

Screen Play by Vee Jovian

is

under consideration by

several large companies

hi

—
iCtfai

scratch proof, oil proof, water proof, prevents buckling,
life of film considerably.

film

and prolongs

'^g *

a coating,

A

H
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Newspaper Opinions

Fox Theater
Seen Thorn

Activities
to

{Continued from Page

1)

asked by "Greater Amusements,"

lo-

commenting upon

the

cal regional, in

"The Love Mart"

Others

Fox

First Nat'l

invasion of the Middle West and
as exemplified by closing of the deal for acquisition of control of the six Ascher theaters in
Chicago.
"Although Fox recently confirmed
reports that sites had been acquired

Northwest,

Mark Strand
AMERICAN—* * * If the story

had been
speeded up it would be greatly improved, for
ever a picture needed a generous application of the shears it is this one. * • *
ii

DAILY MIRROR—*

*
*
Although the
action at times seems to get nowhere and
the
tempo generally slow, striking scenes
and costumes, characteristic of George Fitzniaurice, offset the sluggishness. * • •

Milwaukee, Minneapolis and St.
Paul for the erection of 5,000-seat
EVENING WORLD—* * * One thing may theater in these cities, there has been
be said about George Fitzmaurice's pictures
no definite action noted in that di—
^they
are always beautiful pictorially, if
• *
rection, although it is probable that
nothing else.
GRAPHIC—* * * George Fitzmaurice has the Fox organization is very desirgiven us something in this "Love Mart"
which is exremely lovely, but, alas, ex- ous of having all plans drawn up
in

and

in a clear state before making
public the extent of negotiations to
conscious, artificial and less than
costume melodrama that yet manages to be, date," the publication states.
thanks chiefly to its star, an agreeable, if
"The 6,000-seat Fox theater at De• *
minor, bit of cinema entertainment.
troit will be ready for opening in
POST—* * * A bit of the atmosphere of three
months, it is estimated, and in
the time and place is nicely caught. * • •
SUN * * * Despite its thoroughly ordin- addition there are Fox houses planary and familiar story, the photoplay is not ned
for Los Angeles, San Francisco,
uninteresting, for Mr. Fitzmaurice has again
St. Louis, Philadelphia, Washington,
*
conjured up a handsome production. *
TIMES * * * Fitzmaurice appears to Baltimore, Dayton and Newark, that
have undertaken a study that did not particuhave already been given frequent
larly
interest
him, for the result of his
All these
direction in
"The Love Mart" is hardly mention in Fox reports.
tremely tedious. *

•

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

*

is

a selfbelievable

my

•

•

*

* *

ing presence of Miss Dove in the title role,
this is pretty cheerless holiday entertainment.

"SUk Legs"

Fox
Roxy

AMERICAN—*

*

*

understood will seat from
3,500 to 6,000 and perhaps more.
"William Fox is understood to be
at loggerheads with the Publix and
Paramount groups and is also tangling
keenly with the Loew and
other organizations, both in the matter of film organizations, both in the
matter of film distribution and thehouses

Save for the charm-

Miss

Bellamy looks

though wide-eyed as usual, and makes
a stunning model for the hosiery she so genpretty,

it

is

building and operations. Those
personally familiar with William Fox
DAILY MIRROR—* * * It oflEers hu- know that once he makes up his
morless humor, rubber stamp situations in mind to proceed in a certain direcwhich the type shows signs of wear and acting that can be topped by any high school tion he is not easily deterred from
*

erously displays.

dramatic club. • * *

DAILY NEWS—*

and shallow

scripts,

his plans.
*

this

*

Of all the
"Silk Legs"

the thinnest we've witnessed
one weeks of 1927. * * *
of

EVENING WORLD—*

in

*

*

It

sheer
one

is

the

fifty-

is

little

seen

from any number in which you've
Miss Bellamy appear during the past

two

or

different

three

dumber than

its

years,
only
predecessors.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
made

was

only

*

amuse

to

its mission.
Madge
usually beautiful. * * •
fills

it

infinitely

is

»

*

*

This picture

mildly.

•

It

ful-

Bellamy looks un-

POST—* * * It is, to phrase it in the
most humanitarian manner possible, anguish*

SUN— *

ing.

* * The main climactic scene is
succession of shots of stockinged wax legs
in a show window
in the midst of which
Miss Madge Bellamy turns out to be the
proud possessor of the best looking pair. * * •

a

—

TELEGRAM—

*

*

Miss

Bellamy,

who

has tripped along on the strength of her
lower limbs for several pictures, does the
same thing here with some histrionics thrown
in.

*

*

ater

•

•

tions to her.

I'm trying

to re-

form Dorothy, but
she

still

wastes her

time on young men
who have a quaint
custom of not giving a girl many presents.

Dorothy and I want
to meet all you nice
exhibitor gentle-

in gettheater in

New York

men and

the
nice people who go
to your theatres.
all

.££_P. S.

We

are in

—

*

TIMES—*

*

fair, the sort
at because it

*

of
is

This is rather a silly afthing that you may laugh
absurd rather than witty.

Renames Minnesota Theater
Bayport, Minn.— E. E. Iverson,
who recently assumed management of
the theater here, has

renamed

it

the

Krellbar Signs Two Players
State.
Raymond
Hulette
and
Gladys
Remodel Benton Theater
Hackett will appear in "A PasteBenton, Ark. Remodeling work
board Lover," which Krellbar Pictures is producing at Cosmopolitan has been completed on the Imp by
Eugene O'Brien M. Kauffman.
Studio, New York.

—

is

friend, nice

neverseen before give
themselves introduc-

His surprise move

ting control of the Roxy
is said to have chagrined
the Paramount group to such an extent that it is reported Publix intends to retaliate by erecting a bigger house than the Roxy on the site
of Loew's New York, which the
Loew group has under a week to
week lease from Publix-Paramount.
"Fox loves his independence and
he isn't going to listen to the dictates of very many in pursuing his
course as he has it mapped out.
He is convinced that he has the nucleus for a producer-distributor-exhibitor organization that can meet
the biggest of them on any terms
and come out pretty close to first."

girl

Gentlemen she has

—

TELEGRAPH— *

is

but a little unrefined.

—

imaginative.

Dorothy,

his

featured.

Buys Nebraska Theater
Hayes Center, Neb. Allen Eagy
from
Allentown, Pa. Equity Theaters, has purchased the Hayes Center
Palisade.
of
Powell
Kenneth
operating a chain in Philadelphia,

Open Earle

at

—

—

AUentown

Readilng and several New Jersey
Rose Buys Philadelphia House
towns, recently opened the Earle
Joseph Rose has
Philadelphia
here, seating 900.
The theater is
featuring both Movietone and Vita- purchased the Dixie from Louis Rubin.
phone.

—

"GENTLEMEN
PREFER
BLONDES"
Paramount's Sparkling Special

—

N

Dolores
''The Dove''

if.

r

J

"Fiery, flashings
enticing* BeautiJul

— here

Norma
hestJ'

is

at her

V

YORK

CHICAGO

both sing praises of
eph M. Schenck^
e s e n i s

^^B^

David Belascds Great

^m m/Hf^^^

Sta^ Success

WL

Noah Beery am/ Gilbert Roland

Roland WPfeSf Production
which opened

at the

RIALTO-^ New York City

above the average
and well worth your time"

*'A film far

"An

excellent picture.

It is

a

pleasure to see Miss Talmadge
in this film"

N. Y. Telegram

N. Y. Times
"Interest
at

aroused and kept

is

" 'The

maximum"

Dove'

scores.

A

pains-

taking and interesting piece

N. y. World

of work"

N. Y. American

"A melodrama

of merit.

A
*

first class

"Has

movie"
N. Y. Mirror

action, color

and smooth

continuity"

'Miles better than the usual

picture"

N. Y. Tribune
"Provide good entertainment.

Norma

as beautiful as ever"

N. Y. Telegraph

N. Y. Qraphic

"You'll find Norma more beautiful than ever"

"Gay, exciting quite worthy
entertainment"

Chi. Daily Tribune

Chi, Eve, Post

—

PICTURE
A

rPdl money-Yf^rih^r n1^^,<,„hprP

—

—

;;

THE

THEATER CHANGES FOR

ILLINOIS

New

Chicago

— Avaloe,

Parkway

Theaters

California Ave.

Ogden

;

— Ogden

Kane— The Kane;

Ave.;
Hall;

&

&

Diversey
California

iSigel

—

Town

Xenia— Picks.

Changes in Ownership
Canton Garden, sold to Wm. A. Clark by
Chicago ^Clybourn, sold to L.
Joe Ross
Lyca, sold to
R. Fleischer by 1. Brotman
MadC. W. Spanuth by Morris Hellman
ison Circle, sold to E. Kushner by Sol

—

—

;

;

;

Twentieth Century, sold to M. O.
Best
Wells; Clara City Opera House, sold to

—

;

W. Cook by Frank Hocking;

C.

Dalzell
Dominic Valle

—The

Dalzell, sold to Mrs.
Pershing and
Fairfield
Wells; Flora
Rex, sold ot Pautler
Casino and Orpheum, sold to Pautler

by Joe Marchesi

&

&

—

Park The Forest Park,
Wells;
sold to A. J. Cooper by Ascher Bros.
Fulton Liberty and Lincoln, sold to Chas.
Snyder by Ed Seda; Golden— The Golden,
Legion
sold to H. S. Toops; Granville
(formerly Fairy), sold to American Legion
sold
Liberty,
by Barney Ernat Ivesdale
Latham The Latham,
to J. W. Gucker
sold to E. S. Kuhn by J. E. Armstrong;
Livingston -Eagle, sold to Oscar Wesley
by Frances Peart; MoUne Le Claire, sold
to Commonwealth Theaters by Publix TheOdin— Grand, sold to D. J. Palmer
aters
by W. A. Collins; Onarga— Onarga (formerly Palace), sold to Ernest O. Schmidt
by L. L. Dobson; Rockford Strand, sold
Shelto Jasper St. Angel by F. Chiarelli
don Family, sold to Jones & Lyons by
Mr. Warrick; Yates City ^Paramount, sold
to Thos. Mulally by C. F. Harter.
Fortet

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

Closings

—

Bloomington New Market; Donnellson
Opera House; Elgin Grove; Fremanspur
Liberty; Granite City Wilson; Harvel
Gem Palatine Auditorium Percy

—

—

—

;

—

;

Princess.

mDlANAFOLlS
New

4.

2.5

MARYLAND

Changes

in

sold
—
Langman-Mclntyre;

— Mara-Va.

Coty
East

to

Wisler;

&

Opera

Robt.

to

Harkes by

—

Majestic,
Hamlet
Foreman by Hostetler &

Hammond

—

—Columbia,

sold

Selza; Harlan Variety, sold to E.
IndianP. Keller by Werner Amuse. Co.
Eastland, sold to Hibbert & Holapolis
lander by E. Hibbert; Orpheum, sold to

M.

;

—

Adolph
by
Theaters
Goulden-Feldman
Izsak; Mentone Liberty, sold to Billy
B. Drane by Mrs. Grace M. Gorham
Peru Grand, sold to Mrs. Margaret B.
Wiese by D. L. Hammer; Wolcott Lyric,
sold to Homer Spenard by W. E. Evans.

—

—

—

Closings

Culver — The Culver; Cyn— Royal;
— Com— American Elizabethtown
Sullivan — MaLafayette— Lyric
munity
Windfall— Ideal.
KENTVCKY
New Theaters
Madisonville— Veil's Play House.
Changes in Ownership
Chas. Maddin by
Blackey — Rodney, sold
Dr. L. Whitaker; CinnviUe— Pastime
Covington— Lyric, sold
merly Raceland)
Inez

Bicknell
thiana

;

;

to

(for-

;

by Godfrey Kotzin

;

^Booth, sold to Mrs. Pearl Parslay by
'Nathan Booth; Lexington Lincoln, sold

—

W. Dixon

Berry; Straight
Creek— YMCA, sold to Chas. Messer Jr. by
Mr. Hale; Walton Unique, sold to Mr.
St. Clar by H. R. Dixon; West Liberty
Rex, sold to C. S. Wells by H. H. Carter.

D.

to

by

S.

—

Inez

— Booth
— Swan.
;

Closings
Whitesburg

— Karlton

;

Wick-

liffe

-|-4.

Ownership

in
;

—

—

;

Theaters

— The

Birmingham;

Birmingham

.5

1.5

—

— Catherine.

'((

m'<

Lufkin and Nacogdoches. This co
pany has been running Sunday sho
for years in Beaumont, Port Artt
and Orange.

212

"'^.c

"!''''(

m

George Krupa Leases
Three Harrisburg Hous m

—

Harrisburg,

lit!

Loew's Colonial and Krupa,

k

^

Detroit

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

merly of the Garrick, Minneapolis, Pennsylvania, Southern New J
sey and Delaware. George P. Aarc
las succeeded him at the Capitol.
was also renominated for secreta
and M. Lessy for treasurer.
1

Add Shows for "Circus" Rush
The Strand is opening its doors at

election will take place Jan.

crowds

to

special

midnight

see

"The

Circus,"

and

performances

be-

—

—

Closings

Thompsonville

— Idle

— New

Mable

Hour.

Theaters

Opera House;

Minneapolis

—

Granada.

Changes

Worcester,

Agfa Company Moves

Raw Film Corp., has moved
Room 600 at 1600 Broadway.

Agfa
to

Second

de

meeting

luxe

of

to

;

to

sold

;

W. Tauer by

C. C.

to

;

sold to Joe Carlson by Jacobs
Bordnes; Little Falls Lyric, sold to R.

Buhl,

Mace

—

York.
Following a business meeting, the evening will be given over
to a dance and entertainment.

Cut at Worcester

Fork

— Gem,

sold to E.
Jean Jewett by Al Peterson.

Little

Chilgren

—

&

houses in Greater

New

York.

MISSISSIPPI
Ownership

—

Brown by N.
sold to L.

—

R.

Utica Utica,
McGuire by Frank Brock
sold to S. C. Heard by C. L. McCoy.
;

Closings
Durant — Dixie
Crandall —^Airdome
High School; Fulton

—High

School.

—

^jj^

Olym^Ja
st\
Diacti

ito
5 will

Forest
Dixie; Morgan City
;

—

Albany Riskin
Productions.
To
E. Petigor, 233 West 4
motion pictures.
St., New York City.
$100,000 preferrei

J.

torium.

in

—The

—

— MWAO

—

Mass.

theater has dropped its prices to
cents for afternoon performances a
25 cents at night.
Other houses
watching the experiment with int
est but have made no revision

Loew's Opening Two More
Albany National Studios. To make mo'
Males & Lempel, 276 5th A
Loew's Avalon, Kings Highway pictures.
New York City. 1,200 shares, no par va
and Avenue J, Brooklyn, is to open
Mo
Albany — Foreign Dieterich Corp.
& Jan. 26. The company will open its pictures.
Bros., 2 Rector St
The York City.Coudert
J. new Yonkers house on Feb. 2.
100 shares common.

former is an exclusive picture house,
the latter slated to combine pictures
Closings
and vaudeville.
The two additions
House;
Campbell
Argyle Star;
Cromwell Opera House; Hendrum<— Audi- raise to over 60 the total of Loew
;

ftn

jei

i

the

Ownership

in

sold

:

Paramount Club Meets Tonight

W. Lein by A.
— Lyric,Chisholm E.Grand
and Philo,
— Finkelstein
H. Abrams
&
Abie Sosnosky by
sold
Edwin
Ruben De Graf— U & R,
Gunderson Buhl— The

Brewster

I

\z\\

Paramount Pep Club will be held
tonight at the McAIpin Hotel, New

MINNESOTA

New

1

nj

liioiio

Prices

ginning at 11:30 are scheduled.

;

—

19,

he nominations being unopposed
10:30 mornings to take care of the equivalent to election.

;

;

[

;^'

Eastern Pa. Nominates
Haupt Joins Advertising Firm
Philadelphia
Lewn Pizor vJf
Henry Haupt, formerly
St. Paul
& of the Capitol, has j'oined the West- nominated for relection to the pre
dency of the M.P.T.O. of Easts ^t
ern Display Co. Gordon Green, for-

State.
Great Lakes; East Lansing
Changes in Ownership
Caspian Opera House, sold to J. Scarlotti
Davson, sold
Detroit
by Delft Theaters
to M. & S. Schwartz by Davison Theater
Granada, sold to F. A. Wetsman by
Co.
Joseph Cosco Home, sold to Clark & WisQuo
Co.
per by Woodward Theater
Vadis, sold to
S.& H. L. Moranz by B.
E. Pool; Vendome, sold to J. G. Portell
by M. J. Handler; Warfield, sold to Henry
Chapmick by Mike Lasko Grand Ledge
The Grand, sold to H. H. Chase & C. O.
Benson by A. and E. Rice Linden The
Linden, sold to J. C. Peck by George
O'Brien; Mulliken Navajo, sold to A.
H. Stiles by Mrs. F. A. Hensky; Stephenson Thalia, sold to Arvid Johnson by
Mrs. R. G. Tetro.

;

Closings

—

MerS. Silverblatt ; Quincy
chant's, sold to D. J. Murphy; Taunton
Casino, sold to T. GaiTney by Donovan

Liberman by

Fulton- -Dixie, sold to J. M.
errand,
B. Huey; Okolona

Boyce, sold to J. E. Ray Jr. by
McLean & Prebble Natchitoches Venus,
sold to Levy & Suddath by Chas. Morel.

Boyce

Hammond

2.8

protest which w
in the local pap

Meanwhile the Dent Theaters cc
tinues to open some of its towns
Sunday amusements, while the Ei
Texas theaters has been successf
ly operating Sundays for a month

Wlieeler by J. A. Glazier; I^wrence
Cosmopolitan, sold to L. Rentzetti by Peter
Lowell Crown, sold to F. E.
(^ontarin

Changes

Changes

—1.7

of

'.

—

LOUISIANA

—The

4.1

resolution

;

jestic;

B. Wilson

1.

5.8
2.4

—

;

to L.

a

run as a paid ad

Pa.
George
former Lancaster exhibit
Changes in Ownership
Reading, Pa.
Baltimore Dixie, sold to A. H. Levin by Regent have reverted to a straight has leased from Isaac Marcus
Nat Keen Garden, sold to Mr. SchamberRialto, National and Royal for
picture policy, having found presenger by Garden Theater Co.
years with an option to buy at 1
tations
unprofitable.
change
If the
Closings
end of that period.
Krupa inter
proves successful, it is thought likely
Northeast— G & R.
to improve the three houses.
MASSACnVSETTS
that the company will adopt the
will make first runs of these upto"
straight picture policy in other PennChanges in Ownership
theaters if he can get the pictures
Hyde Park—The Hyde Park, sold to W. R. sylvania houses.
Pocomoke

MICHIGAN

Ownership

Star,

Bluff

3.2

Sunday she

been
successful
launched here, with a majority of t
business people and citizens endoi
ing the movement and patronizi;
the shows.
Some opposition devi
oped from the first Methodist Ep
copal Church, South, in the form

-1-1.6

—
—
—

—The

Temple, Tex.
campaign
has

Presentations Abandoned
at Loew's Reading Houses

Openings

New

House).

sold

Southeastern
Southwestern
Middle

;

'

Coal

2.5

MacAlloon.

Theaters

—Apollo Sellersburg— Cozy.
Re-openings
(formerly
Greencaetle — Granada

Anderson

7.

3.

19:1

SUNDAY SHOW CANPAK

—
—

;

—
—

5.4

North Atlantic

Western

—

—

Northeastern

10,

TEXAS TOWNS START

In 1928, theater construction will represent 3.3 per
cent of the entire buiWing activities in the United States.
New theaters, according to "The Architectural Forum"
will be on a par with dwellings ranging from $20,000^ toj
$50,000 in cost but will outstrip construction of banks,'
community and memorial buildings, dwellings costing over
$50,000, stores and Y. M. C. A. structures.
The total in theater construction for the year is forecast as $161,938,000, which, despite its large total is $37,714,500 less than 1927. The following chart indicates what
percentage of the total building in each geographical division will be devoted to theaters and whether or not such
percentage is a gain or a decline over 1927:

—

;

Tuesday, January

Fluctuations in Theater Construction

or NOVEMBER

to

S&l^

OAILV

i

New

Chicago Company

—

-.St
",

Ut

Jlllliai
[t

u

alesl

—

House.
Taj
Albany Little Picture
Capron & Marsh, 22 Exchange PI
New York City. $250,000 preferred, 6,
shares common.
Blanc,

—

Dover National Syndicate Theaters, I
Wilmington Corp. Trust Co. of Amei
$200,000,

10,000

shares no

par value.

—

Springfield. 111.
Charter has been
Albany Guaranteed Pictures Co. To ir
Shapiro & Sikawitt,
granted to Vendome Theaters Co.. motion pictures.
10
West 42nd St., New York City.
910 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, to shares.
operate and conduct picture theaters.
Dover
West Coast Western Theat
Sidney C. Nierman heads the corCorp. Trust Co. of Ai
Inc., Wilmington.
poration.
18,000 shares no par value.
ica.
1

—

attract

Full

f>i^||.Y Tuesday,

Jan.

10,

1928

ILSf^^ItMiUA
By— 1929

General Incandescent Use
—

Banner Year for Comedies Spence Planning New York Trip British Films
Planned by Neill— La Rocque Renews Contract with De Mille United Artists House Claims Record

Murphy

Predicts

Using Incandescents
cent lighting at the various
Time," new
studios,
"Lilac
Colleen Moore starring vehicle
for First National is being

eneral adoption of incandescent
hting in the studios would necesate scrapping of $2,000,000 worth

filmed

by

this

method.

Sid

equipment, it is estiinated, but
Hickox is chief cameraman.
saving effected would in a short
Savings would
le offset his loss.
brought about by cutting down
oduction time, cost of current and Jackman, Frank Murphy; Paramount
number of electricians required by C. E. Schoenbaum, Victor Milner
;
and Roger Nauman; Fox by J. H.
the set.
Davis, Maitland Rice, George SchA. week of demonstrations and exand Wm. Darling; Metrojitions of incandescent equipment neider
ill
be set aside in April by the Goldwyn-Mayer by Henry Sharp,
:hnicians' branch of the Academy Louis Kolb. J. M. Nickolaus, J. J.
M. P. Arts and Sciences, whose Cohn, Harry Arnold and Oliver
mmittee now is working on the Marsh; Christie by William Perry
oposed event, following a meeting and Gustavus Peterson; Hal Roach
Practically every by W. W. Wells; Educational by
Id last week.
jdio was represented at the meet- Dwight Warren, George Mitchell and
H. A. McDonell; Technicolor by
A. George Volk is chairman of J. A. Bell and W. S. Small; Colume committee named to handle the bia by Perry Harris; FBO by CarOther members are:
hibition.
roll Clark, H. F. Lally and Virgil
George Barnes, Karl Struss, Fred Miller; Irvin Willat, Nathan LevIton, Louis Kolb, J. A. Ball, Fred inson, Fred Beetson, American Soletson, Victor Milner, Irvin Willat, ciety
Cinematographers by its
of
M. Nickolaus, Frank Murphy, research committee Victor Milner,
m. Whisler and Frank Woods, Joseph A. Dubray, Percy Hilburn,
cretary.
George Barnes, John Seitz, George
At the meeting several studios re- 'Meehan, Ned Van Buren, and Gilrted satisfactory use of the new bert Warrenton.
ethod of soft lighting, as it is called,
d it was predicted that with imRalph Spence Completing
oved apparatus it will be_jn genAlT the large
His Contract with
al use within a year.
anufacturers of lighting equipment
Ralph Spence is planning a trip to
,d of panchromatic film will be inNew York on completion of his prested to send experts to the exhibi- ent work.
"Patsy" is his last pic)ns with their latest inventions.
ture to title under his present M-GIn New York, Spence
The production companies reprecontract.
nted at the meeting included: De plans to arrange for presentation of
Meanwhile, he also
ille by A. Geo. Volck, Arthur Milhis stage plavs.
and William Sistrom; Goldwyn, is titling "tillie's Punctured Ror
George Barnes, R. B. Mc- mance" for Christie.
ic. by
ityre and W. O. Meller; Universal
Frank Graves, Roy Hunter, Mar"Murray" Script by Green
Murphy, Benjamin Schwalb and
1
"It's AH
Howard
J. Green adapted
'.
L. Stern; First National by Arto Me," which Eddie Cline is
Greek
ur Edeson, Lee Garmes, W. T.
National with
First
for
rohm and Fred Pelton; United Ar- directing
Charlie Alurray and Louise Fazenda
Struss,
its
by J. T. Reed, Karl
in the cast.
harles Rosher and M. C. Levee;

—

M-G-M

M

'

'^arner

jil

Bros,

SINCERITY CALLED 1928

Emphasizing the trend toward general use of incandes-

EQUIPMENT

F$2,

—

by Hal Mohr, Fred
Allan

Dwan
Dwan

is

"The

By

the
he

Murphy, production manager of
Harold Lloyd Corp. The year,
states, will be the most success-

ful

comedies have enjoyed.

L.

as long
declares, "but
which were forgotten the minute an
audience left the theater. The coming year unquestionably will find a
general tendency on tiie part of the
producers to inject more plot, more
genuine sincerity into comedies, and
to eliminate the border line gags
that were so prevalent in the mirth
makers durmg the last 12 months."

they

as

funny

that were
lasted," he

New record in picture theater
attendance is claimed for the
first week of the opening of the
$3,500,000 United Artists theater with "My Best Girl," the
attraction.

70,000 people passed
through the doors of the theater during the week.

Fully

RALPH WILK

Hollywood
K.

Karl

Kitchen, the well known columnKitchen will do
to the Coast.
ist,
some special writing for First Na-

"The market was flooded through tional
the last year with broad, hokumish proper
comedies

''Lots''

column welcomes

THIS

Burbank.

at

Burbank

the

is

place for Kitchen, because he
writer and can make two
prolific
is a
columns grow where one grew before,

if

the

occasion demands.
*

*

*

Kitchen feels right at home at
He met George
First National.
Fitzmaurice in Rome and Bela
Sekeley, the supervisor, in Budapest.
He has also made two world tours
with Watty Rothacker.
*

*

*

our good friend, Mann Page,
the writer, we owe our first glimps
Neill to
3
R.
of "The Great Neck, (Long Island),
a unique publication,
Pictures in British Deal News." It is
and is, no doubt, closely read by
R. William Neill is leaving for
Bobby North, Philip Bartholomae and
England in February. He will direct
other former Great Neckers who are
three productions for British Lion

Wm.

Prod.,

at

Germany.

To

Make

London,

He

Naples

plans

to

and in now
remain

abroad permanently.

is

the

department
own.

has

Jimmy
appreciride to

Schable and his beret entering
the
First National

Conrad

Ha Ham Cooley
with Milton

Nagle

and

launching

Sills.

Observers predict that the day is
not far distant when scenarists will
he paid on a royalty basis, rather
than on a weekly or picture basis.
*

Hampton Opens Own Office
Earle Hampton has resigned from
publicity

it

passenger a
Hollywood; Jack Lloyd waving to a friend on Santa
Monica Boulevard; Robert

Rod La Rocque Signs New
Contract with De Mille

oflice of his

:

ative

studio;

Fox

Page's

"Lonesome,"
be made by Uni-

Our Passing Show
Trees giving an

"Sporting Goods," Richard Dix' next
Geralso will be titled by Marion.
trude Olmstead plays the lead. Malcolm St. Clair is the director.

open an

Mann

Van

director.

Rod La Rocque has signed a new
contract with Cecil B. De Mille, it
is
understood.

*

*

only two characters.
*
*
*

Richard Arlen plays the lead.
cast includes William Powell.

La Cava

*

By

vdll
versal, is unique in that

Pulse."

Gregory

Hollywood.

which

Marion Titling Two
George Marion, Jr., has been assigned by Paramount to do the titles
Bebe Daniels' next, "Feel My
''or

The

in

the way,
story,
original

More

"

*

*

Passing

Show

Jim.my O'Donohue, the

to

:

btisy

writer, lunching at the First
National studio; Charley Delaney visiting the TiffanyStahl studio.

Hour," which Joseph C. Boyle
Dillion to Direct "Whip"
is
is directing for Robert T. Kane. It
Frances Dillon has been asJohn
Man
"The
novel.
from Elinor Glyn's
Lee to Direct Pola Negri
direct "The Whip" for
and the Moment." In the cast are: signed to
Rowland
V. Lee will direct Pola
National.
First
Alice
Reed,
Donald
Sally O'Neil,
Negri's next. It is expected that Miss
White, Larry Kent, Lowell Sherman.
Negri will begin work upon her new
Again Opposite Chaplin
Eddie Clavton, Norman Trevor and
vehicle late this month.
who
Kennedy,
makes
her
Merna
Margaret Livingston.

Mad

Record Claimed

Little
from

PICTURES

IN

Sincerity will be the dominant factor of pictures in 1928, states John

the

Supervising
supervising

KEYNOTE

A

screen debut in "The Circus," again
"Gaucho"
will play opposite Charlie Chaplin
in "Nowhere," which the comedian
more
slightly
has
Gaucho"
"The
Production is
now is preparing.
s
Grauman
at
than two weeks to run

Two Weeks More

Chinese,

Cast in "The Actress"
William Humphrey has been cast

for

slated to start in February.

in

"The

Actress,"

new

Shearer starring vehicle for

Norma
M-G-M.

THE

-.gBg^
DAILV
OAtLY TIPS WHICH

HEAM DOUAOS FOR SUOWMEN

Educational Closing
For Vocafilm Pictures
{Continued from Page

When

on the same general principle as
employed by Vitaphone. JVocafilm
parallels Vitaphone in technical op(M-G-M)
eration
in employment of the disc
Organized parade consisting of a
bannered truck, 40 Chrevolet cars and method of sound reproduction. The
The ban- Vocafilm sets on a disc marked 16
a 100-piece Boys' Band.
segments to the circle corresponding
nered truck advertising the picture,

The
the parade all over tow^n.
theater front was literally covered
with flags; and huge letters spelling
out title of picture were placed on
top of marquee. The three words of
the title were in red, white and blue
colors.
Two large searchlights from
across the street played upon the
front.
C.
T.
Perrin,
Sterling,
Greeley, Colo.
led

—

to the 16 frames in each foot of film.
Above this is a register which records
1,
2, 3, etc., for every foot of film
and for every complete revolution of
the record.
In the event that film

operator stops the pro-

breaks,

the

jector,

makes the necessary

patch,

and adjusts the record to the patched
so that synchronization continues unbroken.
film

Expect Northwest Unit
To Support Brookhart

"My

Best Girl"
(United Artists)

Every class in the hig-h school
voted for the 'best girl' and the
winners were guests of the theater
at the showing.
All the students
took a particular interest in selecting
their 'best girls'.'— Earle M. Holden,
Florida, Daytona Beach, Fla.

(Continued from Page

1)

put through any kind of resolution
they might deem advisable.
A canvass of four members of the
board indicates that a resolution
favoring the endorsement and support of the bill will be adopted at
the meeting, with the appointment
"Underworld"
of a special committee to organize a
systematic campaign for the passage
(Paramount)
Three days before showing picture, of the bill.
a safe was placed in the lobby with
a card on top reading, "All persons
opening this safe by using the combination and not by force will receive a valuable prize."
Many per(Continued from Page 1)
sons tried their skill in opening the
public
with details of the meathe
safe but to no avail.
Earle McHold- sure, and "to ask co-operation of the
en, Florida, Dayton Beach, FlaT
theater-going public to assist in hav-

Cleveland Unit Backs
Brookhart Measure

—

ing the

bill

Show

1)

"The Big Parade"

passed."

Tuesday, January

things in this merry grind we
is the show business."
The phrase covers a multitude
of actions by show people that
are not understood by out-

answer: "This

They

siders.

hend our

fail

slants

to

compre-

on things be-

do not know our

cause they
business.

Why should they be familiar
with the theater? They have
own work
we have ours.
their

to

do.

And

We

use more adjectives than
commercial advertiser.
We biu-n canopy lights in

the

the daytime.

We work fifteen hours a
We are at the mercy of the
weather.
We are the target for um'nformed critics.
We are boned tor passes.
We book air flyers who cannot act.
We work the old ballyhoo
day.

overtime.

Why?
Because "This

is

the

show

&

R.

Showmanship News

cards but the unusual size led the
people to wonder just what kind of
cards they might be. Since the cards
on the counter were laid face down
the more curious picked them up and
turned them over and read, "Thomas

i

'

crack sooner or later."
And thi
condition exists, he points out, i
spite of the fact that the terrific com
petition in the newsreel field ha
been instrumental in stimulating th!
class of business to an unprecedente

leoi
jjf_

«
.

"

volume.

Commission Plans to
Act in Para. Cas(
(Continued from Page

I)

Rep. Clarence MacGregor (I^Quplij
Y.) was advised in answer to his i
quiry as to whether anything is b( Bti
is
ing done in the matter.
Biiio
(Continued from Page 1)
The commission still has befoi
nation.
whole
model law for the
it for consideration a plan for "con
\m
"This religious measure prohibits pliance with its order as submitted, vk\

National/'Blue"

Warning

Move

case,

Sounded

Ktoi

"We're AU Gamblers"
all employment and all business of
(Paramount)
every kind on Sunday, except works
Texas Exhibitors Plan
of necessity and charity. It also proLarge sized playing cards, size
Fight on Tent Shows hibits all innocent recreation, amuse3x4H, were placed on counters in
ments, sports, entertainments, educaprominent stores where they were
(Continued from Page 1)
tional lectures.
distributed to customers and placed
merce, which is endeavoring to stamp
in
wrapped packages.
The backs
were similar to regular playing out the evil of the tent show. This Infringement Claimed on
subject will be one of the chief matEvery theater
ers to be discussed.

(Continued from Page 1)
old line companies that entered thai
phase of distribution last season,"
predicted by a prominent executiv
of a leading theater chain, accordin,
to "Greater Amusements," local re tt.:
gional
Salesmen and branch managers o
feature releasing companies are com
plaining of the sales resistance me
in trying to sell shorts along witi
features, especially where they ar
"forced," the executive is quoted a
saying,
The outcome, he predicts, will b ^^'•
the merging of the short subjects di
visions, with possibly two exceptions
with distribution centralized in sue
manner as to insure a fair return ^f^..
profit from that class of business.
Figures, while not exact to th all
dollar, he says, show that the new
reels, with six of them in the fielc
are taking a heavy toll on the pro
ducers and "somebody or somethin
in
the newsreel field has got t

inki

business."

F.

192tl

Radical Changes Seen |/
In Distributing Short

Biz

outsiders ask in wonwhy we do certain

derment

10,

Film Processing Machine

the congressman

was

advised.

\^^^

Paramount's proposal has noi
been before the commission for af
proximately three months, havin
been submitted shortly after the cor
elusion of the Trade Practice Cor
ference held in

October.
sion

was

New York

early i
of the commi
issued July 9, 1928.

Tier

The order

tteati

lost,

owner has been requested to bring
injunction
an
Application
for
Close Haddonfield House
along with him to the meeting the against five defendants, to prevent
Haddonfield.
N. J. The Coloniirtiiit
secretary or manager of his local them from using, operating, manuhas been closed.
W^i
chamber of commerce in order to en- facturing and distributing a film procgroups
essing machine which the plaintiff
Meighan in 'We're All Gamblers'— list the support of all business
Remodel Schine Houses
claims
infringes
patents,
has
its
Plaza."
These cards also were used in fighting itinerant shows.
Ogdensburg, N. Y. Extensive inftirtoo
been started by Film Renovating Co. provements will be made by Schir
in a house to house canvass.
John
\\x\^
of America, and Mackler Bros.
De- Theater Enterprises at the Stran loj
Hannon, Plaza, Asheville, N. C.
Harry Bernstein Heads
fendants are: National Film RenoInterior of the latter wi
Star.
"U" Exploitation Houses vating Co., John Lyons, United Film and
be practically rebuilt. Improvemen'
Managers' Institute Plans
Harry Bernstein, former manager Renovating Co., Abraham S. Dwor- will cost $25,000.
of the Mosque at Richmond, Va., has sky and the Dworsky Film RenoTraining Ideas been appointed general manager of vating Machine Co.
Asbury Park Closing
The case will come up in the
New ideas in training for theater Universal's exploitation houses
Asbury Park, N. J. The Lyr
He Supreme Court, New York, in about has closed for the winter, with tl
management are promised by the M. throughout the United States.
Four of the defendants Mayfair and St. James scheduled
P. Theater Managers' Institute, 135 will make his headquarters at the a month.
fejin
W. 44th St., New York, whose class- company's home offices in New York. have not filed replies to the complaint. remain open.
Grcel,
represent
Weiss
Enright
and
es open Jan. 16.
Among them will
the plaintiff.
Fire at Denison Theater
be visual education. Besides pictures,
Butte Union Election
use will be made of slides, illustraDenison, Tex.-— Fire caused by a
A record was estal
Butte, Mont.
May Review Fight Films
tions, drawings and sketches.
The heater did $6,000 damage to the Liblished here with relection of the et
classroom is in the form of a mod- erty. The blaze Vv'as confined to the
Columbus, O. Review of the Tun- tire staff of officers of the stage en
ern theater with all necessary equip- second floor of the structure, which ney-Dempsey fight films is under- ployees and operators unions for tl fc'''
ment. Here will be taught advertis- was not occupied.
stood to be planned by the Supreme fourth consecutive term.
The o^ "
ing,
publicity,
exploitation,
service
Court to get first hand information in cers are O. N. Olds, president; Ca W»li:
and administration. The stage is deImprove Athens House
the action brought by Frank Man- Fredericks, vice president;
H. (
signed to teach students the science
Athens, Ga. The Dixie has been tell of Dayton and Midwestern Film Kimball, financial secretary;
Sai
of stage presentations.
Lighting ef- extensivelv remodeled, the balcony Exchange of Akron, to compel cen- Spiegel, recording secretary; Georg ifV!?
fects will be given particular con- being lowered and vestibules made sorship of the picture so they might Peiler, sergeant-at-arms, and Lav
tkaiiii

—

—

—

(

New

till

—

lest

talia

»i

t

—

—

'fcoi

,^j,

'

—

''

sideration.

on either

side of the entrance.

be exhibited or rejected.

rence Farmer, business agent

—

y
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FILM

against this

if

you

can:

"The

grossed
Strand here in
19 shows, Satur-

Circus"

the

at

6,735

sw York in
y and Sunday included. The
ogram consists of an overture,

prologue flash of circus
imals doing their stuff under
big top for which Joe
e
unkett rates a decoration
brief

—

d the picture.

You can't deny
That's all.
at the picture is the thing in
Give
:e of such business.
on
the
me of the show to 'em
the
disputes
ige nobody
owmanship of that but the
ain kick of the bill by every
jfht should be on celluloid.

—

—

Town

Talk

He even throws a

Words

of

pie in

it!

Wisdom

B. Franklin, ruminating
long distance theater operation;
"There is a certain point reached
n theater operation when contact
Theater operation is not
s lost.
many
are
There
Tiechanical.
iroblems one of the most imjortant being the nee i for perUn ss a chain
ional supervision.
important
an get super-men, it
to spread
lot to permit operatioi
)ver too great a territc y."
(A/hich many of our all-wise chains

Harold

—

beginning to

Made Order Has
Been Issued Tending

Denial

287

43 States
Ballot for 10 Best Pictures of 1927
Two

Critics in 151 Cities,

hundred and forty newspapers with a combined

circula-

tion of 17,510,092 will be represented in the poll of The Ten Best
Pictures of 1927, results of which will be announced in the 1928
off the presses late this month.
News services supplsnng hundreds of additional papers; fan
papers reaching a mass circulation of hundreds of thousands; trade
papers which blanket the entire field and nationally-circulated magazines swell the total to several additional millions.
The prestige which this poll of critical opinion now enjoys is
perhaps best illustrated by the fact that 287 critics in 151 cities
embraced in 43 states cast their ballots for The Ten Best this
The vote annually excites the interyear, as against 218 in 1927.
est of newspapers critics, many of whom conduct a poll of their own
DAILY.
among their readers and credit the idea to

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK,

to Halt Deal
THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington
tigation

LOW COST PROMISED ON

without recognizing that these
are
companies
independent

mbering up the success ladder at
speed which makes sonie of the
slow-line companies look like
experts.

turning out good, markcommercial pictures, sold at
igure which permits the showman
Further than
turn over a profit.

They're
ble,

they've discovered what some
the others haven't: that they don't

it,

ve to hit six figures to

make them.

KANN

—Admitting that invesproposed merger of

the

of

Orpheum interests
started when it became known
that such a deal was pending, officials of the D_ept. of Justice deny
that any order had been issued which
would tend to halt the deal.
However, no comment was forthcoming as to whether a hint had
been
dropped that amalgamation
would not meet with the approval of
Federal officials, a method which has
been used in the past when combiKeith-Albee and

was

nations were proposed in good faith
but having elements which might
later subject them to official scrutiny.
It

is

now

not

(Continued

COPYRIGHT BILL AGAIN

the
on

policy
Page 8)

the

of

VOCAflLMBYEDUCATIONAL
Vocafilm soon will be offered to Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Penalties for unauexhibitors at a price lower than any
other talking picture device on the thorized filming of copyright works
market, says a joint statement is- is provided for in a bill introduced
sued yesterday by Educational and in the House of Representatives by
The announce- Rep. Vestal (Ind.). The legislation
the Vocafilm Corp.
ment confirmed an exclusive story is the same as was before Congress
FILM DAILY, which last year and goes to the committee
in
stated that Educational was closing on patents, which last session held
lengthy hearings on the copyright
for the rights.
The joint statement of E. W. Ham- question.
No changes have been made in
mons, president of Educational, and
David R. Hochreich, president of the bill, which defines copyright and

—

THE

(Continued

on Page

(Continued

8)

on Page

SHARES

to

Go

Public offering soon will be made
new issue of 300,000 shares of
$2 cumulative participating preferred
stock of Consolidated Film IndusHornInc., underwritten by
tries,
blower & Weeks, Cassatt & Co. and
of a

Dominick

Law

"Wesco

is

not going to merge with
are going to devote our

We

anybody.

full development of our
which operates in a territory
the large enough and widely-flung enough

time to the
circuit

Trenton, N. J.— Repeal of
laws and substitution of a to give us plenty to do."
Harold B. Franklin, president and
statute providing for a liberal Sabbath
are to be major issues during the general manager of West Coast Thelegislative session which opened here aters, Inc. who is now in New York,
A long session is pre- made this statement yesterday to
yesterday.
"blue"

There is considerable agitadicted.
tion throughout the state for repeal
of the Sunday closing measure, which
has been under fire in a number of
communities during the last year.

THE FILM DAILY
the

in

answer to

many

garding
holding

reports in circulation rethe future of Wesco, the

company
(Continued

&

Dominick.

The

cor-

poration is being forrned to succeed
a company of similar narne which
(Continued

Steffes

on Page

8)

for West
on Page 8)

Attending

—Although

It

Repeal to Be
Asked of Jersey Solons

"Blue"

NEW COMPANY

IN

8)

Alone, Says
Franklin; Discounts Merger

Wesco

Running away with many of the
headHnes these days are
aicest
No
lumbia and Tiflany-Stahl.
ord of 1927 can approach com-

)tion

GOVERNMENT PROBES MERGER
OF KEITH-ALBEE AND ORPHEUM

realize.

Progress

tion

Price 5 Cents

1928

11,

THE FILM

Chaplin's latest is pretty much the
Charlie didn't
k of the town.
/iate an inch from his old, sucHe has given the
sful formula.
libitor and the public exactly what
That's
y want to see him in.
y the picture is a pip.

now

ALL THE TIME

No. 9

It's the

NEWS

/^LLTHE

Mirmeapolis
a

member

of

the

not
committee,

A. Steffes, Northwest expresident, will be
present when the uniform contract committee meets Jan. 31
at Chicago, to draft a new
Steffes instandard contract.
tends to submit a list of proposed changes and is calling

W.

hibitor unit

upon his membership to offer
any proposals they may have.
Steffes,

although

a

delegate,

was prevented from attending
the Trade Practice Conference,
because of a general theater
strike in the Twin Cities at
the time.

Coast

.1

—

THE

Rapf

in

New

New York to Buy

Material for

M-G-M BICYCLER MUST POST $500

Consideration of new screen mawhich will enable the company
CAPITAL
to obtain the diversity which it has
promised as the keynote of its productions for the new season, is the
Washington Deposit of $500 with
purpose of the visit to New York of each distributor with which the exHarry Rapf. He will remain in New hibitor "has or may have contracts
York several weeks.
in the future as security for the

terial
Wednesday, Jan. 11,1928
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Lesser Arriving Friday
Sol Lesser arrives in New York
Friday from the Coast.
Some time
ago, when Principal Theaters was
formed, to develop a national chain
of small town theaters, Lesser announced he planned a trip East in
January, to line up sites for proposed

versal
was awarded damages of
$656.25 against the exhibitor.
Briggs, it was testified at the hearhouses.
ing, has been a chronic offender,
with cases brought against him at
Radio Rash Hits A.M.P.A.
various times.
It was this factor
Advertising possibilities of radio which led to provision that he post
will be discussed at the A.M.P.A. deposits with exchanges.

luncheon Thursday by Charles Ainsworth, president of National BroadHe will be assisted by
casting Co.

Announcer

Sales

Vtc
40
40% 40
Pfd
48
*Balaban & Katz
607A
*Bal. & Katz Vtc
73J4
Eastman Kodak ..164J4 164" 164
*East. Kodak Pfd
129
tFilm Inspection.
"a'A
4J4
First Nat'l Pfd
104^
Fox Film ""A".. 84 J4 83"' 83
tFox Theaters "A". 20% 20M 20J4

300

Seat.
Seat.

.

10

...lOOM loOH 100^

Loew's, Inc
575^
ttLoew's, 6s 41ww.l06%
ttLDew's,6s41x-war. 10054

57

'266
4',666

500

'"2
24
8

25'A

7%

*M. P. Cap. Corp
Pathe Exchange
4
Pathe Exch. "A".. 17}^
.

ttPathe E.xch. 7s37 81"^

500
400

4
17
81

4
17
81

.

4

Paramount F-L
116M 113^ lU'A 11,000
Paramount Pfd. ...121^ 121^4 12154
100
1
ttPar.Bway.5J4sS1.102Ji 102H i02ys
**Roxy "A"
28
26
**Roxy Units
30
28
**Roxy Common
7
6
.

.

.

.

Am.

.

**Skouras Bros.
Stan.

Co.

of

tTrans-Lux

39
5354
3J4

41
54

3^

Screen

** United Art. Com. 15
United Art. Pfd. 85
Univ. Pictures
Pict.
Pfd..
Bros.
..
t Warner

Univ.

Warner

Bros.

tCurb Market

600

99"

16

15 Kg

23
99
1574
23

225/8

30
2,500
5,800

•Bid

and Asked (Over
the Counter)
ttBond Market

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louii
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
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Broadway
Bryaat

S04S

Thompson"

will have i
February, fo
lowing "Gentlemen Prefer Blonde!
into the Rivoli. National release da

"Sadie

New York
Jan.

is

premiere

in

V

14.

The Film Bureau and not the Ai
ateur Cinema League, is sponsorii
a "Little Picture House" in Ne

No

York,
made.

selection of site has be<
SI
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—
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AC H E

DELIVERY ISERVICE
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Trucks leave daily {rom New York for
Trenton, N. J., Philadelphia, Pa., Wilmington, Del., Washington, D. C,
Baltimore, Md., Richmond and Norfolk, Va.
Oreroight Service at Ezprett Ratei

—

692 Eleventh Avenue
TeL COLumbus 3774
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Coast.
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Varconi Arrives, Julia Faye Sails
Colleen at Paramount
Victor Varconi arrived in New
In view of the four weeks' engage- York yesterday from a visit abroad.

ment of "The Circus" at the Strand,
"Her Wild Oat," Colleen Moore's

Julia
Italy.

Faye has sailed for a
Both are De Mille

visit

Inc.
Walter A. Putter, Prea.
for

Library Stock Scenes

New York

to

players.

The same situation applied
mount.
to "Helen of Troy" which ordinarily
the Strand would have playefl.

PRODUCERS ATTENTION
A new
bjr

film

exchange

is

responsibla parties for

I

—

Kansas City Universal has opened the Uptown, 2,300-seat house at
Broadway and Valentinie Rd.

or
small
stage,
very well
equiped with Ughts, scenery and props.
Reasonable Rent.

Panchromatic

and perfect

Vitagraph Studios
1400

Locust Ave., Brooklyn
Navarre 4800

Tel.

PRINTING, TITLES

Prompt

Large

or world rights will find it advantageous to communicate at once with
Box K-16S
c/o Film Daily
1650 Broadway
New Yoiic City

YOUR WORK!
WANT
WE
DEVELOPING NEGATIVES,
service

Studio For Rent

New York

Those havand adjacent territories.
ing good product for above territory

"U" Opens New "Casey" House

Hollywood

W.

46th St.
c/o Leon Schlesinger
Bryant 8181 1133 No. Bronson Ave.
130

being formed

satisfaction guaranteed by

GEORGE "DOC" HENLEY
GEORGE HEINZ
ERNEST STERN

;

\

ozvners of

)

'WE

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

CPMM
.LABORATORIES
INCORPORATED
L

220 WEST 42^-^ STREET

NEW YOPK

& Co.,

Inc.
N. Y. C.

the film praised from the standpoir
of direction, despite the theme whic
is based on the stage play "Rain
which has been banned as screen mj
terial.
The picture contains alten
tions from the play, which were mac
to forestall objection.

Baltimore William M. Whitehurst
MUstein Gets L. A. Branch
has succeeded John T. Moore as
Los Angeles
J. J. Milstein has manager of the New, operated by the
succeeded Art Lamb as manager of Whitehurst
Theatrical
Interests.
the local M-G-M exchange.
Whitehurst was formerly booking
manager when the Whitehurst controlled other houses here.
Perry with West Coast
Charles C. Perry,
Pasadena^, Cal.
Buchowetzki in New York
former general manager of Saxe
houses located outside Milwaukee, is
Dimitri Buchowetzki is in New
managing the Colorado here for West York from the Coast.

the past twenty years

Arthur

Herald" and "Washington Times
premiere at the Columbia Sur
day.
Miss Thompson was credite
with an outstanding performance, an
in its

The picture now is in its third week'
Le
Kan. R.
Cherryvale,
O.
other torture device that helps you
Will at the Gaiety, New York, playing owner of the Liberty, has purchas<
enjoy a radio debauch.
to
the Royal from S. A. Davidson,
Rogers wired his regrets, saying at roadshow prices.
there was too much competition.

Specializing /n
S

—

—

next for First National will have its
New York premiere at the Para-

14

"A". 24

•Last Prices Quoted

53^4

80

99 yi

Naldi

Philips

700

6,000

106^ wevg
lOOH 10054

•M-G-M Pfd

Rich,

lengths but

High Low Close

*Intern'l Project
Keith's 6s 46

Irene

—

Washington
Gloria Swanson
"Sadie Thompson," which has bee
the subject of considerable
and eve
heated discussion since
first
ar
nounced for release, received a rous
ing send-of? from the "Washingto

Film Bureau Sponsors Theater

Short Roadshow Runs for
Carlin of WJZ,
"Chicago" Held Planned
Mayo and Nita

"Chicago" is expected to be roadoperate on shorter
showed
in the key cities for short
standard
using
all
wave
runs and then be released nationally
high frequency publicity. Bring your
own loud speakers, ear phones or any to picture houses, under Pathe plans.

Financial
Am.
*Am.

performance of the contract,"

provided for in a decision handed
down by the arbitration board against
Charles Briggs, New theater, Hancock,
Md., and Palace, Berkeley
Springs, W. Va., following his conviction on a bicycling charge. Uniis

"Sadie Thompson" Praised
at Washington Premien,

161 Harris

Avenue

Long

Island City, N. Y.

Phone Hunterspoint 9097

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

i

Which explains the
Wednesday, December

28,

rapid growth of

1927

INSIDE STUFF
ON PICTURES

Advance

Borne doubt with exhibs whether It's policy to use lengthy trailers
Wirrylng one or more of the kick, climaxes In coming pictures prior to^
Some claims it hurts biz -and have eliminated those wlty
exhibition.

Trailers

Lthrlll scenes.

^^The Press Sheet of the Screen^^

When

a new spaper comments
on a trailer ervice its worth
sitting mp
d taking notice*

MAJESTIC

ADVANCE

SERVICE,

Something unique

in film advertising
the advance feature service just inaugurated at the Majestic Theatre.
is

In reality an "animated ad," the film
announcing the coming photoplay attractions for that theatre gives a peppy
glimpse of the stars and locale of the'
story, v\ath just enough action to arouse

•<im>~

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
AND YOUR BUSINESS TO
SEE

NOW HAS

one's curiosity w^ithout "giving aw^ay"
the high moments of the coming play.

From The

THE LATEST

Bulletin,

Okla. City, Okla.
=.

ADVANCE TRAILERS
They

carry a ticket selling message to the entire family in your

or town.

The

to every

exhibitor, large or

increasing importance of

naborhood

ADVANCE TRAILER SERVICE

small, has

been acknowledged everywhere.

Clip the coupon for further details
^b
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ mm ^ m
^ ^ ^m mm ^^ b > m ^ ^m w^ w^ a^ ^
Distributing for the entire country from

729

SEVENTH AVENUE

729 Seventh Avenue,

WABASH AVENUE

York, N. Y.

information regarding Advance Trailer Service.

THEATRE

NAME

Chicago

LABORATORIES—Bronx, New York

New

CORP.,

Gentlemen:
Kindly supply me, without obligation, complete

New York
845 SO.

ADVANCE TRAILER SERVICE

City

BY
CITY

POSITION

STATE

.

OAlLY
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36 Pictures Yearly Sought by Tiffany-Stahl Studio Pathe Reported Postponing
Production Until July— Mannon is New President of Tec- Art — Other News from Studios by Wire
for

Largest Stock Company Ever
Assembled is Claim Made
Twenty-eight stars and featured
players are under contract to Fox,
for several years, under the company's policy of planning production

Griffith's

roster in the near fu-

ture.

Stars and featured players under
long term contracts are: Janet Gaynor, Madge Bellamy, Lois Aloran,
Edmund Lowe, Earle Foxe, Victor
McLaglen,
Charles
Farrell
and
Virtually all of
George O'Brien.
these players came into prominence
during the past year or two.
Among the newer faces to be seen
in Fox pictures during the next five
years are Nancy Drexel, formerly
known as Dorothy Kitchen, whose
first big role will be in "The 4 Devils," production
of which has just
started; June Collier, who appeared
in "East Side, West Side," and who
is in John Ford's forthcoming picture,
"Four Sons;" Sally Phipps,
leading woman of "High School
Hero," who will be seen in six productions during the coming season;
Marie Casajuana, winner of the Fox
Films contest for the most beautiful
girl in Spain, who is seen first in
"A Girl in Every Port;" Lia Tora,
winner of the Fox beauty contest in
Brazil, who is scheduled to play the
lead in a forthcoming picture, and
Caryl Lincoln, who is playing opposite Tom Mix.
Included in this announcement of new contract players

comes word that Fox

is

develop-

ing a new cowboy star.
He is Rex King,
"discovered" by Modest Stein, the illustrator,
while attending a recent rodeo.
He will appear in three pictures during the current season according to present plans.
Other leading men who will make pictures under the Fox banner for the next two
years are Charles Morton, who plays the male
lead in "The 4 Devils;" George Meeker,
who appears in "Four Sons," and who has
been selected for the lead in "The Escape;"
Nick Stuart, featured in "High School Hero;"
David Rollens, another extremely youthful
actor, and Barry Norton, of "What Price
Glory," who will also be seen in one of the
prominent
characterizations
"The
4
of

Devils."

Margaret Mann, the "60-year old Cinderwill continue under the Fox banner.
Other players who will be members of the

ella,"

stock company for a long period of time
include Farrell MacDonald, who soon will be
starred in his own right; Sammy Cohen and
Ted McNamara, Tyler Brooke, Marjorie
Beebe and Nancy Carroll, whose services
will be divided between Paramount and Fox.

Fox

Columbia Signs Roland Drew
Roland Drew has been signed by
Columbia for "Raffles," which is to
star Estelle Taylor. R. William Neill
directing the picture under supervision of Earl Hudson, who made
Lilyan Tashman rethe adaptation.
cently was added to the cast.
is

JAZZAGEENDEDONSCREEir

$250,000 ON ITS STUDIO
Accommodation

JESSE

LIASKY

STATE!

36

Bids

of

pictures

Monday when an aeroplane owned by land V.
Reginald Denny crashed at San Bern- Legion

PARAMOONT'S "STARS OF

Both appear in "Th
Lee.
the Condemned," whicl

of

William Wellman

ardino.

TONORROr

End

of the jazz age, so-called, ant
yearly is the goal set by Tiffany- a "wholesome, genuine era of uii
Stahl, which will spend $250,000 re- spoiled youth" is the trend on th'
modeling and enlarging its studios. screen, states Jesse L. Lasky, Para
Additional stages and office ac- mount production chief in outlinini
commodations are planned under the plans to co-star Fay Wray and Gar;
building program.
"Paramount's gloriou
as
Curtis Benton Cooper
has been appointed assistant to Ray- young lovers."
mond Schrock.
The first starring picture to b
made by the new team is a pictun
Ben Lyon Injured
of circus life which is to be started
Ben Lyon was slightly injured next month under direction of Row!

Present contract of D.
W. Griffith with United
Artists prevents him from
considering two attractive
English offers.

company ever assembled, and announces that other names are to be
to the

TIEFANY-STAHL SPENDING

;-:«o

for five years ahead.
The company
claims the largest permanent stock

added

'.

Featured Players at Fox

Stars,

Accommodation
Serial

Wednesday, Jan.

now

is

complet

ing.

ARE NAMED

Richard Schayer Renews
Richard Schayer, who writes the
New Role for Bosworth
and continuities, has been
Eleven players, five of them young screen plays
Bosworth has been assignjl
Hobart
women and six young men, are given a new contract by M-G-M.
ed a role in "Hangman's Noose," ill
designated by Jesse L. Lasky as
which William Farnum is to retur,|
Marin Arrives on Coast
Paramount's "stars of tomorrow,"
Ned Marin has arrived from New to the screen under the Fox banner
with announcement they will be
York
to take over his new duties as
i«i»
given greater opportunities to star
a production supervisor.
Bellamy
Madge
for
Story
Stone
next year.
"The Sport Girl" by John Ston|
Lorelei Lee, upon completion of
Haver, Varconi in "Tenth Ave."
will be Madge Bellamy's next fo
a personal appearance tour, will bWilliam de Mille is to direct Fox. John Stone wrote the stor}
co-starred in a series of "gold-dig"Tenth
Avenue," in which Phyllis
ger" comedies with Louise Brooks,
ty^''
Haver and Victor Varconi will play
(.Continued on Page S)
Writing Daniels' Script
the leads.
Complete "Finishing Touch"
Ethel Doherty is writing adapl
"The Finishing Touch" is the title
Pike Signed by Columbia
tion of "Hold Everything," Bee
of the latest Stan Laurel-Oliver HarSamuel B. Pike has been signed Daniels' next vehicle.
dy comedy for Hal Roach. Ed Ken- by Columbia to prepare continuity
nedy and Dorothy Coburn are also of a story tentatively titled "Virgin
Boteler Continues Free-Lancing '.1
prominent in the cast.
Lips."
j

lii

Pathe Postponing Serial
Succeeds Dagostino
Production, Report Says
as President of Tec-Art

Wade Boteler will continue a sa^
isfactory free-lance career begun si'
months ago. After several years ur
der contract to Douglas McLea

T. Mannon, former vice
president, has succeeded Albert Dagostino as president of Tec-Art, who

Prod. Boteler undertook in sequenc
engagements with Fox, First Ne
tional, De Mille, TifiFany-Stahl an

Pathe

is

reported discontinuing

its

serial unit until July.
Spencer Bennet, serial director,
transfer his
activities to feature direction at the

may

De

Mille studios.

Added

Albert

resigned.
president.

J.

Boyce

Smith

is

vice

Colleen Moore Film
Cast in Compson Film
Eugenie Besserer has been added
Margaret Livingston is playing a
to cast of "Lilac Time," new Colleen lead in "Loves of Liane," in which
Moore picture for First National.
Betty Compson is starring for Columbia.
Schedules Switched for Wampas
Location trips are being re-arDugan Appearing in Film
ranged to permit all stars and playWilliam Francis Dugan plays a
ers who wish to do so to attend the role in "The Law of Fear," his first
Wampas frolic and ball Feb. 25.
screen original, which Jerome Storm
is directing for FBO with Ranger,
Cast in "Phyllis" Role
dog star.
Lilyan Tashman has been signed
Davidson's Next Titled
for a role in "Phyllis of the Follies,"
which Universal is producing.
Title of Max Davidson's new MG-M comedy, formerly called "Papa
T-S Adds Two Players
Get Your Gun," has been changed
Mary McAllister and Gene Cor- to "Dumb Daddies." Davidson is
rado have been cast in "The Devil's supported by Viola Richard and
Skipper," Tiffany-Stahl production. Gene Morgan.
to

";cte(

!3

Paramount.

FBO

Casts Bessie Love
Bessie Love has been cast in
title

'itie

I

role of "Sally of the Scandals,]

which Lynn Shores

is

directing

fc

FBO.

Managing Players
Billy Wilkerson has
his association vrit^

Cle

ended

Demmy

Lamson and

is

now

managring

writers and directors
and handling advertising as
Included on his roster
well.
are Lucien Littlefield, Phillip
Strange and Edmund Bresse.
Wilkerson recently produced
players,

some

shorts.

I

''k

—

Wednesday, January

11,

—.ggg^
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Paramount "Stars

of

Tomorrow" Named
(Continued from Page 4)
five.

Carroll,

W'ray.
ro-starred with

The

Gary Cooper.

men chosen

six

Gary

are:

rooper, James Hall, Richard Arlen,
Charles Rogers, Lane Chandler anc
"ck

I

Luden.

Barker to Make Special
John M. Stahl announces
Tiffany-Stahl Productions has

that

tlie

a special

on

this year's

title, subject and cast
oiming very shortly.

supper, all night dancing and an elaborate program of talent drawn from
musical comedies now playing in New

York. Douglas Tauszig is chairman
in charge of arrangements.

N. Y. Public Library
Creates Picture Section

now

course of preparation a story
fur Reginald Barker which is to be
in

at the Roosevelt Hotel
The annual ball of the employees
of Fox will take place this year at
the Roosevelt.
The date is Feb. 25.

The others are
Mary Brian and Fay Eddie Cantor will be m.aster of cereThere will be a midnight
The last named is to be monies.

another of the

Nancy

Fox Film Party Feb. 25

program. The
will be forth-

Through cooperation

of the Hays
organization, the New York public
library is establishing a motion picture library for general public use.

l/iis is

Arrangements have Been made with
the various producing companies to
Hallor Engaged in "The Clash"
supply the library with desired maRay Hallor has been engaged by terial from time to time. An effort is
hristy Cabanne for the Tiffany- being made to salvage as many of the
The early press books and still photoSi ahl production "The Clash."
graphs of outstanding productions as
.;st includes Antonio Moreno, Claire
Windsor, Eddie Gribbon, and Sally possible. There has been a demand
from various quarters for material
Rand.

the gentleman who
is

I

by

on old-time productions such as those
Ralston Film Starts
of D. W. Griffith and Mary Pickford,
Esther Ralston has begun work on which now is unavailable.
Frank
"Nothing Ever Happens."
Tuttle, who is directing also is author.
"My Best Girl" Breaks Record
Adaptation was made by Florence
"My Best Girl" broke the house
Ryerson who collaborated with Ray- record of the 4,000 seat Rochester
mond Cannon.
Rochester, N. Y., the week endin'
Jan. 7th, according to Thomas D.
Evans Titling Jap Film
II,

is

editing

I

Japanese

film,

the place

cancelling her location
with "The Red Dancer of Mos-

necessitated
trip

Colo.

—Voluntary

is

public.

Mr. Eisman has alv^^ays had something

managing director of the
Rochester, who was in New York
Soriero,

Pueblo,

interesting to

Finish Shooting

bankruptcy has been filed by the
Pueblo Amusement Co., owner of the
Rialto here.
The theater has been
closed for a month. Jan. 13 has been
set for presentation of claims by
in

"The Mad Hour"

January 3rd saw the completion of
photography on the new Robert
Kane-Allan Dwan production for
First National, "The Mad Hour,"
from Elinor Glyn's novel, "The Man
and the Moment." Joseph C. Boyle
directed.
The picture went immediately into the cutting room.
Tom
Geraghty wrote the continuity. The
cast includes Sally O'Neill, Larry
Kent, Donald, Reed, Alice White
Norman Trevor, Lowell Sherman and
Eddie Clayton.
Bayside Theater Reopens
Bayside,
N.
Y.— The Bayside,
closed for extensive alterations and
installation
of a
new organ, has
opened.

Cleveland Unions Plan Ball
Cleveland Stagehands,
operators
and musicians will hold their first
local annual theatrical ball on the
niffht of February 16th in the Audilorium.
All proceeds will go to the
support of the aged members of the
unions of the state.

—

emerald bracelet.
Mr. Eisman and

Dorothyand I want
to meet you and all

Paul Moore to Coast

—

the nice people in

Detroit Paul Moore, manager of
the Palace and general publicity director for the Grand Riviera, La
Salle Garden, and other houses of
the Munz Theatrical Enterprises, has
left for Los Angeles to take up his

your city.

you

We know

will love us.

residence.

^^e^

"Cincy" Branch Moving
Cincinnati

change

own

is

—The

Paramount

ex-

move to its
new Parkway
about Feb. 15 The

planning to

building on

near Grant St.
branch at present
way Film Bldg.

is

in

the

Broad-

Van Praag on First Tour
Van Praag, newly

Morton

appointed sales director for Universal's

western division, embracing all territory west of the Mississippi, and
Chicago, has left New York on his
He
first swing around his territory.
will be on the road for a month or
six weeks.
$100,000 Improvements

Omaha— Work

p. S.

the

remodeling the
of Arthur
Frudenfeld has begun, and it will be
completely refurnished and redecorof

World under management

Close Missouri House
Columbia, Mo. Consolidated The- ated at a cost of $100,000. The stage
aters has closed the Hall as it has will also be equipped with new scenproved an unprofitable investment.
ery.

—

talk

about; for instance the last time he
was here he gave me quite a nice

petition

creditors.

cow" company.

call

Icallhim'^Daddy"
and not even that if

which

Dolores Del Rio 111
Dolores Del Rio, suffering from
lung congestion, has been ordered to
take a rest at Palm Springs.
This

name, if
him anything

his first

at all,

Juggler," six yesterday.
is
to be
released to Little Theaters.
Pueblo Theater Bankrupt
reel

interested in edu-

cating me. I never
think of callinghim

(

Montgomery Evans,
and titling "The Street

Mr. Eisman,

ff

We're

in

—

GENTLEMEN
PREFER
BLONDES"

Paramount's Sparkling

Special

—
;
;

—
;;

;;;

THE

J^ankPAILV
Hopkins by

H. Nugent; College
Regent, sold
L. I
to
Stearns
Amuse. Corp. by A. Stenzler; New York
City Lyceum, sold to Frank Koren by
J. Steinkritz; Movie, sold to G. W. Unger
by Cons. Amuse. Co.
Pantheon, sold to
D. Feldman by A. H. Amuse. Corp. Park
Lane, sold to C. O'Reilly by Universal
Theaters; Albany Central, sold to Mr.
and Mrs. Emig and L. Langdon by H.
Goodman ; Eagle, sold to A. Stone by Geo.
Roberts
Bainbridge Lyric, sold to L. B.
Aderson by W. B. Hunt; Bergen The
H.

to

—

Point,

THEATER CHANGES TOR

—

MONTH OF NOVEMBER
sold

New
Highland

Sharby

to

Park—The

—

Park.

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

Closings
Bayonne Opera House and Strand
Belleville
^Alpha
Bound Brook Palace Cape
May— Odd Fellows Hall; Carlstadt ^City
Clifton— The Clifton; Cranford The Cran-

——

—

;

;

—
;

—

—

;

Dover Plains Herberts Hall
East
Orange Brighton and Lyceum; Fairview
Eureka;
-The Fairview; Hackensack

ford

—

;

—

— Liberty

Regal

;

;

—

Hoboken— City
City

Irvington

;

— City;

—

;

—

and Warren Square; Orange Bijou and
Royal; Passaic Playhouse; Paterson LyTiffany The Tenafly
ceum
Verona
The Verona Westfield Playhouse Wood;

—The

cliffe

;

—

;

—

;

Woodcliffe.

NEW YORK

New Theaters
Brooklyn —^Madison, Myrtle &

—

St.

City

Ward, Westchester & Ward Ave.
Richmond Hill, L. I. ^^State; Westbury,
Westbury; New Rochelle Main
L.
I.
;

;

to

—

—
—

;

;

—

—

E. Cordingly; Syracuse -Model, sold to
Nathan Wallace by R. T. Stevens RoseLyric, sold to Mr. Goldman
bank. S. I.
J.

—

;

—

by Mr. Greenwald Woodridge Labor Lyceum, sold to Mrs. M. Gersh by B. Cosor.
;

Casino,
Eden,
and Whitney; Astoria, L. I.
Bayshore,
L.
Carleton
I.

Naby

Ideal,

—'Franklin

Art,

—

—

;

;

Bayside, L. I. The Bayside Bridgehampton, L. I.
Community; Farmingdale, L.
Palace; Jamaica, L. I. ^Comedy; MasI.
peth, L. I.
Arion and New Columbia
Port Washington, L. I. Nassau Webster,
L. I
City; New York City Academy, E.
Houston St. Globe, Eighth Ave. Picture
House; Prospect Paace; Regent, E. 81st
;

—
—

—

—

—

—

;

;

Verona
Washington,
Amsterdam
St.
Ave.; Windsor, 51st and Third Ave.;
Westchester;
Cedarhurst
Playhouse;
Elizabeth Victory; High Falls
Fall
View Howells Rustic Kinderhook— OpMorrisera
Maybrook Sweeney's Hall
town Palace; Mt. Kisco -Playhouse; Mt.
;

—

;

;

—

Vernon

—
—

—Embassy

—

;

—

;

Peekskill

;

—

Colonial

;

—

—
;

iStatesville

—Dunbar.

C.

J.

Andrews by

—

W. M. McKinney; Bessemer

City Palace,
sold to Bean & Plummer by E. L. Carroll; Carrboro
West, sold to G. H. Ray
by L. R. Clarke; Chapel HiU Pickwick,

—

sold

to

S.

J.

—

Brockwell by

—

W.

S.

Rober-

Croghan ^Audit, sold to T. L.
Sullivan by S. P. Gardner; Charlotte
Strand, sold to John Callman by Roy

son

;

Mt.

—

People's, sold to E.
Williford; Kinston
L. Lewis by G. W. Logan; New Bern
Globe, sold to E. L. Lewis by G. W. Logan ISalisbury Strand, sold to Forsythe
Amuse Co. by Aro Amuse Co. Sparta
Warren, sold to Rex Mitchell by Dalton
Warren; Tryon Strand, sold to Mr. Sikes
by R. W. Earley; Warsaw Rose, sold to
L. P. Stanley by E. L. Anderson Winston
Salem ^Rex, sold to Sams & Craver by W.

—

;

;

—

—

—

S.

;

Scales.

— Pickwick.

—

Closings

— Movie
—Movie
— Movie Bathgate
Forman — The
Hope—^Cozy Hamilton— Paxman
—

Churches

;

;

;

;

Rolette

;

Forman
Penn

New

—
—

—

—

Closings

—Rialto

liitli

liB
t

—

College Comer Th
College Corner; Coming
Majestic; Fn
lin
Warren (formerly Ridge)
LimaQulina Tuppers Plains— High School.

Bloomingburg

—

;

—

;

;

OKLAHOMA
Theaters
Sasakwa— Folly.

New

—^Gem
Changes in
AUen— Majestic, sold

Avant

;

&

Ownership

V. A. Hardin
Roberts; Bokoshe Joie, sold
to

—

Openings

—

Akron -Gem Cleveland Astor and Variety
Lima ^Schine's Ohio Toledo New State.
;

—

Reopenings
Cleveland—^Shaw-Hayden.

sold

to

—

L.

S.

Lanick; SasakwaCreason by S

Woods Spiro Dixie, sold to Cox & RaiA^
sey by R. S. Hunt; Stratford Folly, sol§^
Ihir
to J. H. Miller by Burnett Bros.
;

Jennings

— Crystal

—

Closings
;

Wynona

— Grand

Dttat
III'

Straight Picture Policy

is

uiion

—

-Grand.

Theaters

;

—

R.

Popular at Clevelam

OHIO

—-Palace.

—

;

—

Liberty,

;

—

Frazeyburg

Bell

;

Alexander Gem, sold to A. Toenberg by
Wm. Gunther; Self ridge—The Selfridge,
sold to J. B. Smith by C. E. Belden Tappen Union, sold to Raymond Grim by
Fred Goode: Watford City Grand, sold to
Christensen & Co. by M. A. Espeland.

;

C. Chesbrough b
Conneaut Main, sold to C
B. Clark by J. Freeman; Hamler Paul'
sold to J. P. Fredericks by Mr. Nutter
Ravenna Strand, sold to H. Rosenthal b
^Home, sold to F. O. Fod
J. Palfi; Seville
ter by Thomas Lee;
West LafayetteGrand, sold to E. Henry and A. Sattoris

Horton

Simpson by Mrs.

;

Penn Opera Co.

W.

;

NORTH DAKOTA
New Theaters
Langdon — Grant Merricourt— Grand.

Ferry

—

sold to

Cox & Ramsey by R. Ramsey Pi
The Panama, sold to Cox & Ramsey blgjj
R. S. Hunt Prague Savoy, sold to Fran

Chapel HiU

Baker

—

College Comer Gayety, sold t
Chas. Randle by John C. Stout; Columbu

—Hollywood,

Hunter

Closings

k

;

tanoff;

Ownership
to

and Temple, sold to A. C
Constant by Spragg Amuse Co.
Blooiil
ingburg Rialto, sold to Walter Storts b
A. M. Ogan Cleveland Amphion, sold t
Paul Hurayt by Mike Hudac; Ridge, sol
to Mr. & Mrs. L. P. Stinchcomb by J. All
;

Theaters

Changes in
Ayden —^Princess, sold

Ownership

in

—(Olympic

11, 192J

Bellaire

—

and Riverdale.

New

Changes

;

NORTH CAROLINA

;

—

—

— Park

—

Closings

—^American,

Brooklyn

;

Wyckoff

Wm.

—
—

—

—AUerton, Allerton Ave—
—
—
Street
Rochester — The Rochester.
Changes in Ownership
Brookl3m— Belvedere, sold
Mr. Loviti by
New York

nue

—

;

;

New Amsterdam, Olympia

—
—

Palmanteer by

H. Ingram; Cleveland Home, sold to
Moses P. Robare by C. F. Taylor; Dundee Beekman, sold to Paddock & Stalker
by A. C. BeUs; HoUey Hollywood, sold
to Max Schaier & Samuel Tischkoff by
A. Aaronowitz
Hudson Park, sold to
Frieder & Grossman by Edwin Zincke
Lackawanna Central, sold to Wm. Shaw
by W. F. Babcock; Millerton
Opera
House, sold to R. F. Shaffer by Mr. Stewart
Mohawk Bates Opera House, sold to
Harkins & Murphy by H. A. Monroe;
Niagara Falls
Amendola, sold to Nick
Johnson by Martina Bros. Columbus, sold
to
Joseph Biamonte by Tony Travis;
Oswego State, sold to M. L. Osborne by

Jersey

and Lyric Lodi Township
Maple Shade Capitol
Newark.

Clinton Square,

Wm.

—

—

in Ownership
Cranbury Palace Linden The Linden, sold
to Theo. Gumberg by B. Cohen; Newark
Mayfair, (formerly Rivoli), sold to Mr.
Kridell
Nutley
by
Mr.
Rosenthal
Franklin, sold to M. Kutinsky by Mr.
Brodsky
Ridgefield Park
Rialto, sold to
Sobelson & Rosassy by C. & V. Amuse Co-

Changes

—

Bergen, sold to

Theaters

;

Yonkers

;

;

—

Pine Island ^Pine
Casino
Rosendale
Saranac Lake
New South Beach
Hall
Strand
Fireman's
Woodstock

;

—

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Changes in Ownership
Claremont— Termont,
Fred
by R. G. Steams.
NEW JERSEY

—

Wednesday, January

;

Cleveland, O. A. E. Ptak has dis
continued vaudeville at his Lyceun:
and adopted a straight picture policj
Ptak says he has lost nothing by th
change. In fact, he is the gainer, a
he is attracting a better class of pa
tronage with a straight picture polic
than he did with a combination show
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DOUAOS FOR SUOVmEN

"Ben Hur"

(MrG-M)

Loew's Net $1,257,054 for
12 Weeks Ended Nov. 20

Freihofer in Building

Race Against Stanley

Newspaper Opinions

Net profit of Loew's, Inc.,
12 weeks ended Nov. 20 was

for the
$1,257,054, according to statement of David
Bernstein, vice president and treasurer.
Operating profit was $2,121,666
with $864,612 written off for depreciation and taxes.

—

"The Circus"
United Artists
Strand

Preview screening was given for
he clergy.
About 25 principals of
AMERICAN—* * * Chaplin has proved
joth high schools were at this screenhis ability as a director,
and though the
story is but a series of situations generously
ng and they liked the picture so well
Films or Penalty
interpolated with "gags," who are we to comthat they gave short talks in their
plain when there is a laugh a minute to
Decree more than cover a slight deficit in plot or
espective assemblies urging students
* »
big dramatic moment ?
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
o see the picture. C. Clare Woods,
DAILY MIRROR—* * * is a great picWashington
Enterprises
Colorado, Pueblo, Colo.
import- ture.
Chaplin is at his best in a riotous
ing 20 films annually, averaging 1,500 comedy with an undercurrent of pathos. It's
certain
to live long and be loved.
The hardmeters each are required to produce
est-boiled crowd in town went to the mid"The Big Parade" ^
or cause production in Hungary of night opening on Friday and laughed olf
(M-G-M)
one film of similar length for each 20 all Its mascara. * * *
DAILY NEWS—* * * a screaming delight
Veterans of the U. S. government films, under a new decree, or pay a from
fadein to fadeout.
It is a howling,
hospital and the old soldiers of the special tax of 20 pengoes (approx- hearty, happy, slightly slap-stick cinema proConfederacy, attended the show in a imately $3.50) per meter for foreign duction, wherein the inimitable Charlie gets
you more often by a laugh than by the
body on Saturday afternoon of the films censored.
This would be in tear. * * *
EVENING JOURNAL—* * * It took
second week. This stunt was spon- addition to existing taxes. Provisions
two years to film "The
sored by "The Tribune-Item" and of the decree are outlined to the M. Charles *Chaplin
* * and it was worth waiting for.
Circus,"
secured
considerable
space. P. Section of the Dept. of Commerce In my opinion it is far better comedy than
free
Higgins Tours, Inc., furnished four in a cablegram from Trade Com- his last one, "The Cold Rush." * * *
EVENING WORLD—* * * ranks among
new buses to transport 60 veterans, luissioner Canty.
his
(Chaplin's) best, and in two or three
12 nurses and three doctors from the
spots it IS as funny as anything ever put
upon
the screen.
To be sure, there are a
hospital to theater.
The buses were
few places in it which seem to drag, but
met at the New Orleans side of the Evangelist Hired in
these doubtless are the result of the extremely high standard set by the highlights.
ferry by band of 36 pieces in full
to Fight
* *
uniform. Marian
Farrera,
Strand,
Villisca, la.
Opponents of Sunday
GRAPHIC * * • a strange conglomeraNew Orleans.
shows have raised a fund and have tion, made up of inspired moments and
hoary movie stuff.
times there is evident
secured the services of Evangelist the touch of geniusAt that
is
Chaplin's, and
"The Drop Kick"
Harper to help close the theaters on still this film story is thick with aged picture
hokum.
Chaplin
has
never
done better
Sunday.
In retaliation, champions
(First Nafl)
work than in three or four episodes of "The
of Sunday shows have filed charges Circus " * * *
Gave college night at the first
HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * *
are
evening's show. About 200 students against oil stations, candy kitchens certain ones who declare that There
"Shoulder
and
drug
stores
violawhich
also
are
turned out and made things lively
Arms" was a better picture than "The Cirthrough college yells and songs from ting the "blue" law. Practically every cus," but we find this newest picture at least
funny as anything Chaplin ever has done.
person in the town has aligned him- as
• « *
the stage, under the leadership of
The
self On one side or the other.
their cheer leader.
POST * * * in the entire course of it
Capitol, Victoria,
situation here is typical of that in there is no moment when its unity of mood
B. C.

Quota

Under Hungarian

—

—

—

—

Iowa
Sunday Shows

—

Tt

—

—

many Iowa towns where
show question

"Get Your Man"
(Paramount)

is

the Sunday
being agitated.

Over 100 window cards were dis- Ohio Unit Drops Fight
two weeks in advance of to Get Fight Films Passed
picture.
These cards were adaptable
Columbus, O.— No further action
to any window reading, "Get Your to get
the Tunney-Dempsey fight picMan neckties, cigars, shirts."
Of tures passed in Ohio, will be taken
course the suggestions on the cards by the state exhibitor unit, says Wilwere those of that particular store.
liam James. Although Federal Judge
Queen, Galveston, Tex.

"Helen of Troy"
(First Nat'l)

Two

weeks before showing, 125
special 24-sheet teasers were posted.
The stands were blank except for
the

word

"Private," the three

initial

"Helen of Troy," arranged
under each other so that they spelled
'Hot" and a large exclamation point.
A week in advance the blank spaces
were filled in so that the title of picture
occupied the entire boards.
Ballyhoo took the form of a float on
the occasion of a championship football game.
With the cooperation
of an auto truck agency, put a miniature Foster & Kleiser 24-sheet on
wheels and sent it over the city
streets for a week. With the cooperation of drug stores fifty book winletters of

Hough

of Cincinnati ruled that "any
fight film made within the state is
legal in Ohio insofar as exhibition is
concerned," Chief of Censors John
L. Clifton continues to refuse to review the fight pictures. And as no
picture can be shown on a public
screen in Ohio without censorship ap-

proval, the Tunney-Dempsey fight
pictures cannot be publicly exhibited.
They have been shown generally,
however, at clubs and for private exhibition.

"Keep Films," U. S. is Told
SchanC.
Baltimore Frederick
berger at a hearing here withdrew
his petition seeking recovery of the
Tunney-Dempsey fight films, and
told the government to keep them
as "they are pretty old now, any
how." He had charged the governA ment with discriminating by pcrnul
dows displays were obtained.
special poster, a part of which was ting the films to be shown at exa partly cutout full length figure of clusive clubs.
Maria Corda in a revealing Helen
costume, war, used in each window
Reopen Arkansas House
together with enlarged stills and
Newport, Ark.—The Capitol has
copies of the photoplay edition of
two
after being closed
reopened,
Dollar,
the Erskine novel.---Million
weeks for remodeling of the interior.
Los Angeles.

—

fine

its

—
SUN —

just about unique in his profession) most
excellent fancy. * * *
more proficient work than
* * *
is

tributed

E. E. Collins,

economy of direction are threatened, or when Mr. Chaplin is anything but
himself a fellow of infinite jest and (what
and

A

"The Gold Rush,"

it

is,

but wholly

lacking

in that film's great flashes; and compared
to
"The Kid" and "The Pilgrim," it is
negligible.
But even so, Mr. Chaplin's incleverness,
being what they
genious,
his
are, and his ability to pile one stunt on an-

other being what it is, "The Circus"
to be classed as a success. * * *

TELEGRAM—*

*

is

bound

*

either because of or
in spite of ignoring over-salty tears in favor
of a C^oney Island madhouse, impresses us
as the funniest theatrical offering since "The
Gold Rush." * * *
TELEGRAPH—* * * while this latest
Chaplin "epic" is an undoubted success, it
flashes,
and somehow
in
inspired only
is
fails to add greatly to the Chaplin tradition.
*

«

*

TIMES — *

tensely

those

wanting in
same time it

*

*

is

likely

to

please

who found something
"The Gold Rush," but

in-

slightly
at the

disappointing
will prove a
to those who revelled in the poetry, the pathos
and fine humor of his previous adventure.
#

*

little

«

WORLD— *

* * To me "The Circus" is
one of the best and most amusing of all
Mr. Chaplin's pictures, and it is one of the
best and most amusing largely because of the

fact

that

is

it

out of which so
rolled.

* *

cast

in

many

that same old mould
of his earlier triumphs

*

Developing— Printing
and TITLESSpecializing in First Prints

35 and 16 m. m. equipped
Bryant 4981
130 We«t 46th St.

Philadelphia
William Friehofer
plans immediate construction on a
theater at 6700 North Broad St. in
opposition to Stanley's Ogontz. This
is believed a retaliatory move against
Stanley for invading the Frankford
district. Stanley is preparing to build
a theater on the site of the old Empire at 4952 Frankford Ave. Freihofer

is

a_ters

planning to start five new thethroughout the city as part of

The

move.

his

first

of these

is

at

2700 North Broad St. for which plans
have been drawn by Hodgens & Hill
for a 2,500 seat house.
Other theaters will be built in South and West
Philadelphia.

Ascher Receivers Named
on Stockholder Complaint
Chicago

— Chicago

Title

and Trust

Co. and General Abel Davis are receivers under bond of $100,000 for
the Ascher Theatrical Enterprises.
Theaters and other enterprises controlled are in receivership on complaint of Miss R. Davis, stockholder.

Miss Davis, who says she owns
about §20,000 worth of the corporation's stock, set forth in her complaint
that the liabilities of the concern
are about $3,500,000 and that although
the assets exceed the liabilities at a
fair valuation there is a shortage of
cash and the concern is unable to

meet

obligations.

its

Weinberg Appointed

Daniel

—

Va. Daniel H. Weinserving as assistant general manager of Shenandoah Valley
Theater Corp., Universal subsidiary.
Isaac Weinberg is general manager.
Staunton,

berg

now

is

The Shenandoah

firm operates for

Chain Theaters Corp.
of New York, theaters at Winchester, Harrisonburg, Staunton, Clifton
Forge, Lexington, Danville and Bedford.
Recently a deal was consummated at Danville by Isaac Weinberg for addition of five new thethe Universal

aters to the chain.

To Distributors
OR
State Riglit Buyers
A SUPER FEATURE
UP TO DATE
8

1

3.

AN ARSENE LUPIN
ADVENTURE STORY
BY
MAURICE LEBLANC
WITH ALL STAR CAST.
WALLACE BEERY
LAURA LA PLANTE
RALPH LEWIS
WILLIAM V. MONG
P. LOCKNEY
J.
WEDGE NOWELL
AND OTHER NOTABLES
PREVIOUSLY RELEASED BY
ROBERTSON COLE CO.. NOV.,
LENGTH 6123 FT.
1920.
CELEBRATED AUTHORS
SOCIETY.
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DAILY
Wesco

to

And That's That
An.

from Page

(.Continued

I

1)

By PHIL M.

(Continued from Page

WALTER WINCHELL

"There

known

as

a certain point reached
in theater operation," said Franklin,
is

"when contact

Theater operis lost.
not mechanical
There are
many angles to consider, one of the
most important being the need for
personal supervision.
And unless a
chain can get supermen and you
of course, realize, how difficult that
ation

is

—

—

judgment. Ned always has had a
yen to produce.
As a production
supervisor for First
gets his chance.

National,

Paul Terry, creator of and supervising artist for Aesop's Film Fables,
Wesco has been persistently men- released by Pathe, is enjoying his
Mrs.
tioned in connection with the develop- first vacation in three years.
ment of a national chain. Allied with Terry and Paul are visiting the
Wesco, it is anticipated will be a Coast, where the artist began his castrong Middle Western fjroup com- reer as a newspaper cartoonist.
posed of the Saxe chain which is already in line, the Finkelstein and
Executive ability is the art of
Ruben theaters, the Skouras houses convincing your wife that you hired
and the Lieber theaters. Stanley has your pretty stenographer on account
been mentioned more frequently than of her experience. Alexander Coany other important chain in connec- operator.
Keith-Albee and
are also reported to have

Vocafilm

ments.

accompaniments

will also be available to producers of
Vocafilm records now are
features.
in preparation in connection with
some popular current features, it is
stated.
charge will be made for reg-

negligible.

Vocafilm embraces the use of the
machine and
projection
he standard
film, together with a sound record.

a territory."

with Wesco.

that within a short time a number
of Educational's comedy and novelty
short subjects will carry accompani-

Mechanism

—

(Continued from Page 1)
1
to permit sponsors of^
such plans to go ahead with their
deals and then make a case, but,
rather, to save time and embarrass-

government

Consolidated Offers
Shares in New Go.
(Continued from Page 1)
in 1924.
It operates six
laboratories in
York.
Jer-

was formed

I

New

New

sey and California.
Details of the
financing plan were outlined exclusively by THE
cember 19.

FILM DAILY

De-

Sales of the company
months ended Oct. 31,

for the ten
1927, aggregated $6,441,775 against $7,641,879 for
the full year of 1926.
Net earnings
for the full year of 1927 are estimated at $4 a share on the participating preferred or $1.50 a share
on the common, after preferred di-

entire

apparatus

can be installed
and one day's in-

iJiC,

itp(

K

ills

lose

quickly and easily,
struction enables the operator to
handle it. No structural changes are
necessary in the projection booth or

Gopyright Bill Again
Introduced in Gongress

theater.

extends

(Continued from Page 1)
it to the
life of the

and SO years thereafter.

author

The meas-

ure provides various penalties for the
forms of infringement, ineluding the making of motion pictures from copyright works.
disdifferent

firsi

fflrse,

Don't be surprised

Al Grey, who

pilots

if

this fellow

Paramount'

•oadshow department, sells Lindergh the idea of parking atop the
Criterion,
New York, to boost
'Wings." Grey is like that. Whether or not he had anything to do
with it, Lindbergh's flights are
booming biz for the picture which
will hit about 22 grand this week
n Philadelphia, setting a record in
he Quaker City.

"Where can I get one of these here
band policies?" wanted to know a
23 Houses in Schwartz Chain
Total of houses in the Schwartz West Virginia exhibitor while visitGreater New York chain was raised
to 23 with recent opening of the New
Schwartz, Jamaica, I-. I.

Organizing

Film

Group

—

Berkeley, Cal. Sam Hume is organizing a film group here which
will begin showings in February on
the

Little

Theater plan.

New

York.

Sell

International Students
to Assist Review Board

students of International House, New
York, serve regularly on its review
committees. This step has been taken

criticism that pictures misrepresent the life and manners of foreign nationalities to American audiences as well as that they
often create an unfavorable impression when shown abroad.
International House is a community center for 1,500 students, young
men and women, studying at the
in

answer

to

the

in

Dubinsky Expands
Fulton,
Mo. Barney Dubinsky,
manager of the Miller and Jefiferson

—

at Jefferson City, has taken over the

Gem

and Pratt's Opera House

here.

—

being finished here
by Sun Investment Corp., Elmer D.
Pictures will be
Heins, president.
the principal entertainment but the
house will be equipped to handle
Opening is scheduled
stage shows.
in February.
Building

is

Chester,

Benn at Chester
Pa.— The Benn has been

aken over by Drake

& Walker

and

be renamed the Drake. Philip
The National Board of Review has Berg, former manager of the Temple
have at Camden, is in charge.
to
arrangements
completed
jlvill

Elk

i

— Morris

^'
,

—

.,

.

"E"
Bleed

haj

'-'

K

tho\i

Reopen Colorado House

I

Colo.^G. T. Donnelly

planning to reopen the Strand whicl
has been closed for §ome time.

Walter Cook Active
Durango, Colo. Walter Cook ha;
taken over the America which hai
been closed for a year, and is push

—

to

Rauh Transferred

Manchester House Reopens
Manchester, Conn. The Rialto has

"'^f

PC

Sherman

bought the Elk from L. Chasanov.

Aguila,

tlie

utj

at Philly Sold

Philadelphia

and schools
colleges
various
Greater New York. Altogether they ing alterations
represent 60 different races and na- early opening.
tionalities from all over the world.

reopened after being closed for sev-

Roanoke House Near Completion
Roanoke. Va. The American Theater

ing a presentation booker's office in

playlets.

,1

'

Week

Fifty per cent of the theaters of
the Philadelphia territory, declared to
total 825, will join in Pathe week
First
Jan. 16, according to Pathe.
runs to play Pathe features are the
Karlton, Arcadia, Palace,
Stanley,
Earle, Victoria and Globe. One hundred ninety-five theaters of the territory will play Pathe features, 173 will
show two reel comedies and 144 will
play Pathe News or other single reel
Many of the houses, it is
subjects.
stated, will show all-Pathe programs.

CI

lie

mpa

handed Jack Raper a
A
made an oflfer for control of Wesco Christmas present, naming him to
To Appear in Vitaphone Plays
management of the Des Moines extinction is made between unaware
stock.
Rich,
May
Irene
Bessie Love,
change. Everyone who knows Jack,
and deliberate infringement, the penhis go-getting sales ability and real MacAvoy, Hobart Bosworth, Conrad alties for the former being considHalf of Theaters in PhiUy personality is predicting big things Nagel, Clyde Cook, Montague Love, erablj' lighter than where the ofJohn Miljan, Mitchell Lewis and Rin fense was premeditated.
for the branch under his leadership.
Territory Plan Pathe
Tin Tin are to appear in Vitaphone

Orpheum

8i^

controlling the latter is
attached to the projection machine vidend
requirements.
Herbert J.
with a simple device. The sound is Yates, president, has contracted to
then passed through amplifiers and serve for five years, and management
to a loud speaker in front of the and control will continue in the same
screen.
The company claims the hands.

Vocafilm, Hochreich says, controls
exclusive licenses covering 22 different and distinct features of phonoreal graphic talking films.

Fox

1928

through Educational exchanges.
Within two weeks Educational expects to announce its schedule of ment, where possible, by pointing
releases.
Special Vocafilm acts and out that violations of law might
musical numbers will be released on later be seen.
a regular schedule, and it is likely

Ned Marin knows pictures. Extensive training in the distribution
No
field has given him an insight into
exhibitor and public wants.
Ned ular servicing of Vocafilm apparatus
combines that knowledge with keen and no seat tax or added fees are
Upkeep cost is declared
study of the business, plus good involved.

important not to permit
is
is
it
operations to spread over too great

tion

1)

Corp., declared marketint
of the device soon will be launched

Vocafilm

DALY

Theaters,
Inc.,
Pacific
Northwest
in "The
Theaters, North American Theaters
York Graphic" supplies these as
Corp. and several other chains which
control and manage the most import- Jaugh-getters.
...The front cover showing a girl
ant theaters along the Pacific Seaupstaging a Scot in his motor car
board.
"She'd walk a
Franklin declared his visit to New with this comment:
York carried no special significance, mile from a Campbell," and the ace
but was his regular periodic trip here. gag about the movie director yelling
He spent several days in Chicago to the Scotch actor: "In this scene
prior to his arrival going over data you give away a hundred dollars,"
"Where's
concerning the Saxe chain which has with the Scot replying:
been taken over Wesco and will be my double?"

operated by a subsidiary
Midwesco Theaters.

11,

Educational Promises Government Probes
K-A-Orph. Merger ^
Low Cost on Vocafilm

Go It Alone,

Says Harold Franklin

Wednesday, January

prepare

for

>iuce

ftitc

at

to Cleveland
Cleveland Millard Rauh has beei
transferred from the Cincinnati sale
division of the Standard, to the Cleve

—

lotl
fiiiiin

leliiin,

I.

y

D
s[

ink

Weather Affects Oklahoma
eral weeks, and is now under man- land district.
Enid, Okla. Film business gener- agement of W. R. Campbell.
Hi
Lang Sponsors British Films
ally has been slowed up by the coldNero
Montreal Bert Lang of Montre
New Minneapolis Dramatic Critic
est weather in years throughout the
ni
Minneapolis Merle Potter is new and Frank O'Neill of London, Eng
Sales have fallen off as well
state.
collaborating in the send Ufiice
land,
are
Minneapolis
"The
are
critic
of
Salesmen
dramatic
patronage.
as theater
of Bri
having a bad time covering their Journal," succeeding Carlton Miles, ing to Canada of a number
including both stag
territory because of train delays and who now is managing the Alcazar tish attractions,
plays and British film.s.
theater, San Francisco.
bad roads.

—

—

—

*liciti

!
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3ig Business???
By JACK ALICOATE

rxrAY

545

Projects

Five hundred

forty-five

pic-

the Spring
not all of
when
most,
but
\/\
the sap was still in the
rees, a hardy but mildly alarmd group of pioneers (film, not
/^estern), sat around a square
ible, face to face with each
ther and the gently irritating
ut poignant reflection that all
ad drunk far too heavily from

ture theaters involving an outlay of $41,890,900 were launched in 37 Eastern states during
states
F.
W. Dodge
1927,
Corp. There were 291 theaters
of all other types, involving
$62,074,600.
Thirty-three of the picture
projects, involving $2,282,200,

he cup of extravagance and
hat expenses must be curtailed.
Vail street was barking. Every-

month.

back

in

getting too much
loney but the stockholders,
hose who really owned the

was

ody

ompany. Something must be
Old devil banker is
one.

Where

i-acking the whip.
ire

shall

cut?

First,

ourse.
lomics,

trade

the

papers

Never mind the

of
eco-

it is at least a gesture.
Jure they'll stand for it.

Why

For years they have given
their hat, shirts, coat and

ot?
IS

lants.

Now

take

we'll

away

heir socks and perhaps, if the
vinter is mild we'll grab ofif
And so it
heir BVD's, too.

vas

decided.

^^as

formed.

jive

pound

answer

economic problem.
ee how it is being done.

Now

the exhibitor the ultimate
onsumer is his public. To the
)roducer the consumer is the
During last year a
xhibitor.
air estimate of money expended

production — manufactured
view —
the consumer

vith
ine hundred
otal

BIG

HOUSES

SEEN IN ST. LOUIS

—

-Two new theaters wil'
St. Louis
be added to St. Louis's first run total,
according to reports in circulation.

would seat between 4,000 and

5,000.

Plans also are expected to materialize shortlj^ for a theater with a
(Continued

on Page 2)

in

is

and twenty-five mil-

During the same time the
spent by these selfsame

nanufacturers in advertising in
he recognized trade papers to
:heir buyers was considerably
mder one per cent. Think of
t, and
in a business the very

which is advertising,
)ublicity and exploitation
No wonder every salesman,

essence of

(Continued

on

Page 2)

Cents

Number of Experiments in
Work for Transmission

NATIONAL CLAIMS BIG

of Pictures

—

E
Chicago

— National

Co.

saved

the

buying

first

eight

Theater Supply

exhibitors
of

$319,970.66

in

equipment, during the

months

of

operation, ac-

Experiments in television transmission of motion pictures by radio
are being conducted by practically
every company interested in producWhile tests
tion of talking pictures.
have been reported with varying degrees of success, perfection of television to make radio pictures practical
generally considered remote for
is

—

cording to figures presented the firm's
sales force at the annual convention
The company has
in session here.
several years at least.
overcome what it terms "the preGeneral Electric, which with Radio
judice of misunderstanding" and is
and Westinghouse, bought
Corp.
vigor,
with
"new
forging
ahead
now
encouraged by the prestige and good into FBO, recently gave a demonstraSchenectady,
wiil created during the first months tion of radio pictures at
reported
by
exclusively
as
of its existence."

THE

"National is strictly a service orDefinite announcement on the rp
ganization" the company states. "It
ported projects are expected within
has nothing to sell except service,
the next two weeks.
(Continued on Page 8)
Skouras Enterprises is said to be
planning a house at Ninth and
Locust, two blocks from the AmThe house, it is stated,
bassador.

743 FEATURES RELEASED
IN '27,

YEAR BOOK SHOWS

FILM DAILY.

American Telephone
and Telegraph, parent company of
Western Electric and Bell Telephone,

is

reported conducting experi-

(Continued

on Page

8)

FRENCH MEETING TO ACT

ON PROPOSAL FOR QUOTA

—

Recapitulation of feature releases
during 1927 show that 743 pictures
were placed in distribution. Accord-

Meeting of the
Paris (By Cable)
Herriott Commission, appointed to
rehabilitate the French film industry,
DAILY is expected to be held today, to con1928 FILM
ing to the
BOOK, which will appear in sider a number of proposals, chief of
a few weeks, this number was divided which is establishment of a quota
among 39 distributors.
system.
The Production Section of the
Recommendation has been made
new volume, which is recognized as that a law, effective Sept. 1 be enthe standard work of the industry, acted providing that license for nine
The ac- importations be granted French prothis year covers 200 pages.
(Continued on Page 2)
ducers for each domestic film they
The French firms may use
make.
or sell the licenses, but failure to use
Club Plans
or sell them within a specified time,
will result in the government taking

BUY CONTROL OF PHOEBUS YEAR
E. Bruce Johnson declared
yesterday that First Natiorial
has not secured any financial
interest

To

ion.

TWO NEW

to

Big Business???

)n

while ten
volving $2,615,000, were ansame
during
the
nounced

5

RADIO PICTURES TERMED
A DISTANT POSSIBILITY

in December,
other projects, in-

Nothing" Committee com- FIRST NAT'L ASSOCIATES

foolish

Price

1928

launched

The agreement
The "Take All

nenced to function. "We must
conomize" is the penny wise
.nd
his

were

12,

whatsoever

in

eithei

Emelka or Phoebus. Control
of both companies was bought
by J. Von Lustig and Richard
Weininger, fifty per cent partners with First National in
Defina, which handled the F. N.
product in Germany.

Church
Shows Despite
Emporia,

Kan.

Sunday

'Blue'

— Running

Law

to the city ordinance and the Kansas labor law forbidding labor on the
Sabbath, the men's club at St. AnJ. Von LusBerlin (By Wireless)
Episcopal Church has started
drews'
tig and Richard Weininger, Gerrnan
a club for Sunday picture shows.
First
with
partners
are
who
bankers
William Allen White, editor and
National in the Defina, as First Nawriter, is chairman of the commit(Continued on Page 2)
tee to select the pictures shown.

—

Gest Arranging for N. Y.
"Drums of Love" Opening
Morris Gest has started prepara-

New

York presentation

tions for the
of "Drums of Love," D. W. Griffith's newest picture, which will have
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued

on Page

8)

counter

Felker Succeeds Schlaifer
as 'U'

Far Northwest Head

F. Ray Felker has been named
general manager of Northwestern
Theatrical Enterprises, Seattle circuit of the "U" chain. Universal anHe succeeds L.
yesterday.
Club membership will be by invi- nounced
Schlaifer.
J.
tation, but it is understood that inSince last May, Felker has been
vitations will be extended to everymanager of the Winter Garden, Seat-

who will pay the dues. The
tle, going to that house from the Coclub plan will legalize the shows in
Prior to that he
lumbia, Portland.
organized
that
manner
same
the
at Walla Walla,
houses,
managed
clubs for pool and billiards with payWash., Salem and Astoria, Ore.
(Ccmtinued on Page 2)

one

—

)

,

THE
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DAILY
First Nat'l Asssociates

KTHESj

ULTHE HEWS

in

AILTHE TIMF

•/'FILMDOH

Big Business???
( Continued
from Page

Control of Phoebus
(Continued from Page

tional's distributing unit in

1

every sales manager and every

1)

Germany exchange manager

is

12,

ll^'^'

New York. A mighty sal
and a sweet gentle curtsey
'Big Business."

squawk-

:-h

Big Business???

known, have purchased Phoebus, ing. No wonder they are being
And what is happenir
a producing, distributing and exhibitdriven as never before.
No Most of the advertising depa
ing organization of considerable imwonder the past selling season ments, faced with the bindi
portance.
With it goes control of 16 first run was a flop. Tihe answer is not decision of the "Take All G
theaters, the most important of which hard to find.
You can't sell

\^^

is
yal. XLIII
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Two New Big Houses
Seen
(.Continued

in St.
from Page

743 Features Released

Louis in

'27,

Year Book Says

(Continued from Page

1)

of players,
stars,
featured
players,
directors,
scenarists
and
cameraman for the last three years
are listed in alphabetic order.
Features reelased by companies in 1927,
with dates, constitute another comsite.
pilation.
Last year's releases in alLocal interests plan to erect the phabetic sequence including the foottheater, probably in conjunction with age, name of distributor, star or feaa large hotel, for lease to the K-A- tured
player,
director
and

Orpheum

combination.
While confirmation is lacking, it is
understood that K-A-Orpheum has
secured an option on the key ground
Ave.
to a prominent Washington
corner as the first step toward as-

tivities

THE

FILM DAILY

review date
another important record.

is

still

The short subject field is equally
as thoroughly
covered.
Company
releases
are embraced;
stars
and
prominent short subject players, imsembling a site for the theater project. portant short subject directors are
With WiUiam Fox's S.OOO-seat at listed in separate classifications.
Grand and Washington Blvd., under
list which is
used throughout
construction, and an additional 8,000 the entire year by all engaged in proto 10,000 seats in the downtown dis' duction is that which includes 8,500
trict to be added, the present, over- titles of pictures released since 1915.
seated condition of the city will be This will appear in strict alphabetical
greatly aggravated.
alignment with the name of the dis-

A

tributor

and the release

date.

Gest Arranging for N. Y.

"Drums

of Love" Opening

(Continued from Page

1)

premiere at the Liberty Jan. 24.
This is his second association with
Griffith, having worked with him on
"Hearts of the World."
Gest will not start production on
"The Darling of the Gods" until late
its

in

Church Club Plans Sunday
Shows Despite 'Blue' Law
(Continued from Page 1)

ing privileges for members overcame
the city ordinance prohibiting Sunday pool. Prominent Emporians are
members of the new club.

Big Business???
And now, getting back to

If

this highly original idea at
and the same time. Restilt,

You Are in thefor Any Kind of

CONSULT US ASB SAVE

IND

MONEY
FOS OUB PKICB LIST

uiiLCQa^HBys
no

well as the other fellow sees it.
Consultations are in order and
bang, the stufifed club falls
gently but accurately in several
directions.

Take

a

Phon* P«nn«. 0330

O.

8.

and C«n«<U

Agtnu

for

Debrl*

i

m
lire

b!i

pie

iti

sei
Gi'

S'

nificant way. Product that an
exhibitor has a right to know
'about
goodness knows he is
getting enough bad ones.
In
the meantime exhibitors can or-

—

ganize guessing societies to find
out what's being produced in

Hollvwood and distributed from

TIFFANY- STAHL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Announce
They have

in the course of production
a motion picture entitled:

^^Companionate Marriage^^
ALL RIQHTS PROTECTED

Jf

Hie

FLOORS & OFFICES
VAULT ACCOMMODATIONS

218

WEST

||?

42 ST.

prominent

organization with headquarters
on Madison Ave., for instance,
and see how this highly efficient
business principle works out.
Here we have a great company, after an average year,
now turning otit some really
fine pictures and being" blackjacked
by the "Take
All
Give Nothing" Committee to the
point where they are forced to
discontinue advertising splendid
product, or to do so in an insig-

West 32*'St,Nc«;ybrk.N.y.**

Motion Picture Department

:

1

agreement comes another Spring of a kidding kidders' game,
with still three months for the it were. Thousands upon th
(Continued on Page 3)
"Take All Give Nothing" Club
to go.
Some of the boys must
have forgotten the password
TO-LET
and spent Avisely but not too

I

In

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCl
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Watideville

Act.

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Cit

To Distributors
OR
State Riglit Buyers
A SUPER FEATURE
UP TO DATE
8

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

I!

the

the Spring.

Market

t(

W

1)

capacity of from 4,000 to 5,000 seats
Keith-Albee-Orpheum infor
the
terests.
In this connection several
sites along Washington Ave., have
been considered. The promoters have
also considered the Ninth and Locust

"-'^^

Nothing" Committee, have abt
Others are goods in this or any other busiis the Capitol in Berlin.
used up their allotment of
the I'hoebus Palast and Marmorhaus
ness without advertising. This vertising pages. It has been
in Berlin and theaters in Munich,
business should be run in 1928 worst selling year in histo
Kiel, Nurnberg Dresden.
Von Lustig and Weininger, as style. The Civil War is past. Many pictures are yet to
noted, have secured control of the Show the above figures to any
marketed and many that h
Emelka of Munich. This company
like
Phoebus produces and distri- national advertising expert if been sold have yet to be play
Thus a formid- you want to hear a hearty How can we beat the other i
butes and exhibits.
able chain of first runs is linked to- laugh.
Hurrah for the "Take low to it? A great idea.
gether.
Dufa is the name of the All Give Nothing" Committee.
send our trade paper advertisi
First National producing unit releasThree cheers for "Big Business." direct through the mails. B
ing through Defina.
It is probable
that all three exchange systems will
seems as if all of the boys
be merged into one, like that maintained by Defina.

(

1

3.

AN ARSENE LUPIN
ADVENTURE STORY
BY
MAURICE LEBLANC
WITH ALL STAR CAST.
WALLACE BEERY
LAURA LA PLANTE
RALPH LEWIS
WILLIAM V. MONO
P. LOCKNEY
J.
WEDGE NOWELL
AND OTHER NOTABLES
PREVIOUSLY RELEASED BY
ROBERTSON COLE CO., NOV.,
LENGTH 6123 FT.
1920.
CELEBRATED AUTHORS
SOCIETY,
68

West 56th

St.

Ltd.,
Circle

2396

'C

THE
hursday, January

12,

Big Business???
(Continued from Page 2)

ands

of

pieces

expensive

of

ieces of literature thus findinp-

way

leir

and better

into bigger

Reams

aste paper baskets.
ostly copy thrown

from

of

M:he

ouse tops in hopes of finding a
[.ndine place.
his advertising

Never mind
literature

if

hits

mark.

Get it into the mails.
'lundreds of bags of it. Swamp
le exhibitor with it.
Probably
ne piece out of a hundred will
e read.
Who cares We won't

'de

!

into the trade papers beause it will offend the "Take
ut

it

dl

Give Nothing" Committee.

L

great big

[appy

New

Merry Xmas and a
Year to "Big Busi-

ess."

Motion Picture Industry

ir.

The time
ot far off,

lese

is

coming, and

when you

selfsame

trade

<&^

DAILY

1928

will

it

is

need

confidence reposed in it by its
subscribers.
It has a duty to
perform in giving accurate, unbiased news to its readers and
it will continue to do just that
for many years to come.
It might be a sweet, springlike,
sentimental thought for
this typewriter to pound out
"My industry right or wrong
but my industry" but by no
stretch
of
the
imagination
would that lovely refrain change
a childish, ridiculous cap and
bells policy into even the fly
page of that easily procured but
seldom read volume called "Big
Business."

as

Gottesman Adds Seventh House
Increasing to seven the total num-

Exhibitor In Sunday Fight

—

the past. You are endeavor\g to save pennies by blindness
nd at the same time squander
lillions
in
revelry.
Cutting
1

own on

local merchants that he will
information against any of them

on the
file

who open

their

on Sunday.

places

for

business

Graham took

this action after unfavored action on his
petition to the city council containing
200 signatures asking for Sunday

is

died here yesterday.

cut

down

needless expense.

iapers are the first line of

both

ffense and defense in this great
ndustry.
To cut an insignifi-

ant few thousand dollars in a
ull year from your legitimately
ecognized fourth estate, in the
lowing proclamation of econmy, borders on the ridiculous.
Particularly when it is a known
act that a hundred times this

imount is squandered every
ear by extravagance, incompeent high hats and in other easiy-defined ways.

A word gesture here and
here cannot replace sound busiNo one is more
who will not see.

less principles.
)lind

than he

THE FILM DAILY has been

and parcel of this industry
ince its infancy. It has thoustnds of readers the world over
ind is modestly proud of the
)art

me

and

Mr. Eisman, and
Dorothy, andl, and
we hope you will
introduce

Mac Hugh Forms Press Service
Arthur E. MacHugh now is conducting a press service in New York,
designed for picture and legitimate
work. MacHugh handled run of "The
Freshman" at the Colony.

us.

J^J^^

Confirm Milder Appointment

p.

Warner Brothers now confirm

the
of the appointment of Ma>
Milder as central sales manager,
with headquarters at the home office.
Recently, the company denied
report of Milder's

J >

•

Francis

"Piggie,"

—

Ve also believe that the trade

•

a quite beautiful diamond tiara.
I know your patrons will adore

run yourself into
Add to Iowa Chain
le most severe economic reacGrantham & Peters
Jessup, la.
ion
any business has ever
have added the Grand here, and the
nown.
Opera House at Coggen, both formWe are heartily in accord erly
owned by F. Mertz, to their
i^ith any legitimate move that
chain of Iowa theaters.
i'^ill

7-v

such nice habits that he gave

—

closely, will

call Sir

(C

dozen orchids, and
he gradually got

trade paper advertisnot the answer and you
now it. In our modest estima- shows.
ion you, Mr. Motion Picture
Thomas Hardy Dies
ndustry, with your mad, foolDorchester, England
Thomas
jh, reckless extravagance if you Hardy, who wrote "Tess of the D'
on't watch your step and watch Ubervilles" which M-G-M filmed,
ig

I

•

Piggie" is famous
all over London for
not spending as much as a Scotchman. I think spending money is
only a habit, so I
educated '*Piggie"
into sending me one

and need them just as
Bloomfield, la. Manager Harvey
adly as you have many times Graham of the Iowa has served notice
ons

•

Beekman, my English boy-friend.

of Connecticut houses in the Alfred
Gottesman chain, the company has
taken over the Majestic, Hartford,
from A. Morrison.
Deals for two
other houses are expected to be closed
within the next ten days.

publica-

/

[ms IS Ptggte^

S.— We're in—

report

THE

FILM DAILY

affiliation.

Services for Chester De Vonde
Funeral services for Chester De
Vonde, co-author of "Kongo" and
"Tia Juana," will be held at 2 P.M.
today in the Grand Lodge Room of
the Masonic Temple, 50 West 23rd St.
Services are in charge of Pacific
Lodge.
Bell Back from Abroad
Monta Bell has returned to New
York from a two weeks' trip abroad.

He
rect

returns soon to

John

Gilbert's

Hollywood

new

to dipicture.

ff

GENTLEMEN
PREFER
BLONDES"

Paramount's Sparkling Special

r"

THE

LAST MINUTE DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE INVESTMENT FIELD AND THE

:gEg^DAILY

Many Factors Cited as Reasons
— Prosperity

for

kets.
2. Vast sums expended during 1927
on new theater construction should,

during 1928, begin to show a satisfactory return on the investment.
inventions, such as the
3. New
Vitaphoncj etc., increased use of mo-

new

Postponed meeting of directors of Pathe Exchange will
be held soon at which the com-

mon

dividend action will again
be considered. In view of the

PIC-

RESUME OF INSTRUCTURE

INTERESTS MUTUAL IN

PREVENTING ERAUDl

The

—

Financial

EDWARD B.SMITH
&C0.

*tFilm
*First

Philadelphia

and Boston Stock Exchanges

Inspection
Nat'l Pfd

*Intern'!

Project

.

Philadelphia

.

Dominick.

is

Loew's Profits Off in
12-Week Period of

1,100

2,100

500

10
100 J4

"io
700
20
3

100
300

200
500
600
1

1,900

100
80
600

concludin,

Edward

L
Greene, outlining the co-operatio
being given the industry by the Na
tional Better Business Bureau, o
which he is general manager, i
preventing fraudulent film scheme
Adoption by six large Americai
producers of motion picture news
reels of a code of advertising, de
veloped by the Bureau in coopera
tion with the M.P.P.D.A. is one o
by

most recent moves for publii
and good will made b;
the motion picture industry.
Two years ago certain undesirabl
the

confidence

practices
in
newsreel
advertising
contained with respect to occasiona
competitive
statements
inaccurate
claims as to what the newsreels con
tained.
The effect was confusion ii
the public mind, which if not dis

would have invited prejudice
and consequently reacted to the de
The back
triment of the industry.
bone of the code is the acceptance

sipated

257,054 after depreciation and taxes
Investigation head
of the public.
comparing with $1,299,151 in 1926. the list of preventatives against thi
It is equivalent to $1.19 a share as
Dissemination of facts fol
faker.
against $1.22 a share for the twelve
lows, and punitive action is takei
weeks of 1926.
as a last resort.

Leo in Chicago Guarding
Ascher Interests for Fox
Chicago

—Joe Leo

is

here from

New

Telling the public is accomplished in man
ways.
In the motion picture industry, th
method adopted has been singularly efTectiv
through contact with the Motion Pictur
Producers and Distributors of America, In<
Printed bulletins which describe que'tionabl
promotions in or near the larger cities ar
distributed among newspapers, industrial or
In this way, th
ganizations and the public.
warning to "Investigate Before Investing'

to look after the financial interests of Fox, in the receivership acNewspape
tion brought against the Ascher cir- has become a tangible asset.
publicity exposing unfair practices and urg
cuit.
It would not be surprising to ing the public to check up with legitimat
see Leo named by the receivers to motion picture contacts has done much t
operate the circuit. Fox recently se- preserve good will for the industry.
contact with the moving picture pub
cured practical control of the Ascher lie Direct
is
also maintained by means of slide;
chain, through purchase of a $500,- which some exhibitors in local Bureau citie

000 stock issue.

A. P. Giannini in N. Y. Jan. 25
San Francisco^ A. P. Giannini,
president of the Bancitaly Corp., will
be in New York Jan. 25, to attend
postponed meeting of the company
Shortly
after
he will leave for
Europe.

—

Form Theater Firms

—

\OTE: Balaban 4 Katz is listed on the
ChicaKo Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

Fleetwood, Pa.
theater is planned as
part of a project to cost $55,000 by the Firemen's Ass'n. of Berks County.

tCurb Market

and

tical.

**Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)
ttBond Market

1,400

the fourth

industry and the public are iden
'27 the

2

7,000

is

Net profit of Loew's, Inc., for the
The National Better Business Bu
12 weeks
ending Nov. 20, 1927
reau and its 41 affiliated local Bur
showed a drop from the correspond- eaus follow a well-organized an
ing period in 1926, the income of $1,definite campaign in their protectioi

York

83M

This

article of the series

of the principle that the interests o

Philadelphia
Permit has been issued for
building a theater on Baltimore Ave. above
47th St. at a cost of $180,000.
Owners are
Brown & Sons. 145 Fairmount Ave. Architect is I. W. Levin, 1011 Chestnut St.

•Last Prices Quoted

Boston

200

2054

ttKeith's 6s 46 ..100J4 lOOJi
Loew's, Inc
57^8
58f^
57M
ttLoew's, 6s 41ww.l06Ji 1065/g 10654
ttLoew's,6s41x-war.lOO!/2 100^ 10054
M-G-M Pfd
25 Kz
2554
25J4
M. P. Cap. Corp... 7J4
754
Pathe Exchange
4
4
4
Pathe Exch. "A".. 18
175i
81
tiPathe Exch. 7s37 81
81
Paramount F-L .. .115^ 113% 115
Paramount Pfd ...121^ 121!^ 12154
ttPar.Bway.5}4s51.102
102
102
**Roxy "A"
23
26
**Roxy Units
26
29
**Roxy Common .. 7
6'A
Skouras Bros
40
41
54
Stan. Co. of Am.. 54
S37A
tTrans-Lux Screen 3}4
3H 3M
•United Art. Com. IS
14
United Art. Pfd. 85
80
24
24
tUniv. Pictures
24
Univ. Pict. Pfd.. 139% 13954 1397^
tWarner Bros. .. 15 J4 IS'A 15%
Warner Bros. "A". 23^ 22^ 22.%
.

Corporate
Financing

83^
20^

&

priced at $26.50 a
share, with two shares of common
being given with every ten shares of
preferred.
The participating preferred is entitled to $2 fixed cumulative dividends, and will participate
share for share with the common in
II
dividends in any year after the
common stock shall have received $2
per share in that year. The preferred
is
callable at $35 and dividends at
any time. The company agrees not
to pay dividends on the common
when net current assets are less than
Application will be made
$2,400,000.
to list the preferred and common on
the New York Exchange.

stock

Sales

45^
10454

Fox Film "A"... 84
tFox Theaters "A" ZOYi

being made today of the

of

and Dominick

present condition of the company, it would appear reasonable to expect omission of the
$1 quarterly payment on the
Class A stock now selling at
17^ against a 1927 high of 43,
states "The Wall St. Journal."

Hieh Low Close
Am. Seat. Vtc
40 Vs 40H
40A
*Am. Seat Pfd...
48
Balaban & Katz.
60%
73-4
*BaI & Katz Vtc.
Eastman Kodak
165
16454
163M
*East. Kodak Pfd.
129

is

300,000 shares of $2
preferred
participating
cumulative
stock of Consolidated Film IndusThe
tries
previously announced.
banking groups making the offer are
Hornblower & Weeks, Cassatt & Co.

stand out as one marked by numerous gigantic mergers in the motion
added profits.
picture field, that movement has not
4. Continued development of foryet reached its end, and consolidaeign markets and normal increase in
tions, long talked of, will probably
theater attendance in United States
be consummated during 1928" he
helps to build profits.
continues.
efficient and
systematic
5. More
"Competition is keen, but compemethods used in production, less
tition is an element which the inwaste, gradual reduction of high
dustry
has
long been well acsalaries to stars, etc., will tend to
quainted with and it holds few
reduce operating costs and build up
secret
problems.
Few industrial
net profits.
companies have expanded as have
in type of pic6. Improvement
the large motion picture organizatures, added vaudeville attractiolns,
added conveniences to patrons, etc., tions in order that production, disand exhibition facilities
definitely
help
in
bringing tribution
all
such that their markets will be
greater entertainment to the movie- be
goer which in turn means bigger protected."
attendance.
"Although the year 1927 will long

New York

1925

FINANCIAL

PRICED AT $26.50 SHARE
Ofifering
issue

Pathe Dividend?

tion pictures for education, religious
and industrial purposes, should bring

New York,

12,

the

picture industry in 1928 is seen by
C. C. Wakefield, financial editor of
Elements he sees
"The Express."
in support of his contention are:
consolidations made
1. Numerous
during 1927 should, during 1928,
bring about economies in operation,
lower production, distribution and
exhibition costs and broader mar-

Members

TURES—WEEKLY

DUSTRY'S

NEW CONSOLIDATED STOCK

for Prosperity During Year
Angeles

HOW BANKERS VIEW MOTION

Financial

DAY'S QUOTATIONS ON FILM ISSUES

Los

Thursday, January

—A

have run, urging their patrons to refer ti
the Better Business Bureau any questionabli
Exhibitor
solicitations which come to them.
can aid in this campaigri of goodwill pro
tection by cooperating with the Bureaus a
all

times.

Increasing Capital of
North Carolina Chair
N.
Charlotte,
J.—The recentb!
completed reorganization of the Ca'
rohna Theaters, will be followed b;
increasing outstanding capital fronL
$300,000 to $500,000, according to Ff
J. Turner general manager.
Ground now is being cleared at
Lincolnton for the construction ot
a new $100,000 theater, the next proj
ject in the

program

of expansion.

|

A'*

,

:

300,000 Shares

$2 Cumulative Participating Preferred

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.
Capitalization

Upon

completion of the present financing, capitalization of the

$2.00 Cumulative Participating Preferred Stock (no par value
Common Stock (no par value)

Company

will
Authorized

be as follows:
To be

400,000 shs.
400,000 shs.

)

Presently Issued

300,000 shs.
400,000 shs.
any dividend on the

The

Participating Preferred Stock will be entitled to a $2 fixed cumulative dividend in preference to
and will participate share for share with the Common in all dividends in any year after the Common stock shall have
received $2 per share in that year. It will be callable at $35.00 and dividends and entitled in voluntary liquidation to the distributable assets up to $35.00 and dividends in priority to the Common. It will be without voting power except upon proposals
to change the authorized stock of the company and except after and only during the continuance of default in the payment of
four consecutive quarterly installments of the fixed dividend. The Company agrees not to pay any dividends on its Common
shares when Net Current Assets are, or would be reduced by such payment to, less than $2,400,000.

Common

We

submit the following from the

letter

of Mr. Herbert

J.

Company

Yates, President of the

History and Business
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc. of Delaware is being incorporated to succeed a Company of a similar name
formed in March, 1924 under the laws of New York, for the developing of motion picture negatives, printing the
necessary positives and delivering the positives as instructed by the motion picture producer or distributor, thus
rendering an essential service to the motion picture industry. The Company operates six plants, known in the motion picture industry as "laboratories," in New York, New Jersey and California.
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc. is believed to be the largest concern of its kind and is the largest purchaser
of motion picture film in the world.
The business has been built up on the sound foundation of quality and service
This low price has been
at a price, in most instances, below the motion picture producer's own laboratory cost.

made possible through
The success of this

the Company's efificient and large scale operations.
service is indicated by the fact that the Company does laboratory

Joseph M. Schenck Enterprises
*Lumas Film Corporation

*First National Pictures, Inc.

*Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corp.
*International ^News Reel Corp.
Columbia Pictures Corp.

Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corp.
Winkler Pictures, Inc.
Under important volume

Douglas Fairbanks Productions
*F.B.O. Productions, Inc.
*Hearst News Service, Inc.
*Chadwick Pictures Corp.
*Rayart Pictures Corp.

Producers Distributing Corporation
Mary Pickford Studios
*Film Booking Offices of America, Inc.
Loew's, Inc.
Gloria Swanson Productions

*United Artists Corporation

*

work for the following:
*Kinograms Publishing Corp.

*Artclass Pictures Corp.

contracts.

In addition to the above, the Company has numerous other customers, including many industrial concerns supplied
through a special Industrial Department. Early in 1928 a department will be opened to service amateur needs.
Sales

and Earnings

Sales and earnings of the predecessor Company since incorporation and of subsidiary companies now owned, after
eliminating interest of $68,176 paid on indebtedness incurred in connection with acquisition of new properties and
liquidated prior to October 31, 1927, as audited by Messrs. Ernst & Ernst, have been as follows:
Footage

Processed

(Company

Years

1927 (10 mos.)
1926
1925
1924 (9 mos.)

figures)

294,099,611
318,110,439
274,065,855
171,032,137

Net

Net After Depreciation
and Federal Taxes

Per Share

Sales

at present rate

Preferred

$6,441,775
7,641,879
7,486,387
4,536,465

$929,676
802.371
920,651
478,044

$3.09
2.67
3.06
1.59

Based on 67,845,184 feet processed in November and December, net earnings after taxes for the full year 1927
should approximate $4.00 a share of Participating Preferred Stock, or $1.50 a share on the Common after deducting
a full year's Preferred dividend requirement.
Decline in 1926 earnings was due to reduction of selling prices in anticipation, but before realization, of lower costs
resulting from increased volume.
Assets
Pro Forma Consolidated Balance Sheet as of October 31, 1927, after giving efifect to the acquisition of the assets
and liabilities of the predecessor Company, including the retirement of its Preferred Stock and $1,000,000 additional
working capital provided by this financing, as certified by Messrs. Ernst & Ernst, showed Net Quick Assets in excess
of $2,400,000 and a ratio of Current Assets to Current Liabilities of approximately 4 to 1.
Messrs. Ford, Bacon & Davis, Inc. have certified the Companies' plants and equipment to have a sound value
Net Tangible Assets, including plants at appraised value,
(reproduction cost new less depreciation) of $2,291,246.
are equal to $15 per share of Preferred stock.

Management
Management and

control of the

Company

will

continue in the hands of those responsible for

present position

its

~

in the industry.

•

We

are offering the above described Preferred shares,
of counsel at

when, as and

,

if issued

.

.

rand delivered
.

t

•

to us, subject to

,

approval

$26. S^ per Share

With every

10 Shares of Preferred, 2 Shares of

Common

will be given

HORNBLOWER & WEEKS
CASSATT & CO.
The
*-—

DOMINICK & DOMINICK

foregoing

statements

are

obtained

from

official

sources

and

are

believed

to

be

correct.
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De Mille to Make 2 Reel —Comedies?
Universal Signs Conrad Nagel and Renee Adoree for ''Michigan Kid" Molnar to Write Series of
Originals for Paramount Clara Bow 111— Ray Griffith Plans English Film Work Other Coast News

—

—

^

SERIES TO BE

Nagel- Adoree

MADE rOR

Team

A

Universal has signed Conrad
Nagel and Renee Adoree for

PATHE

IS

COAST REPORT

the

leading

roles

in

TO WRITE ORIGINALS

"The

Kidj," which Irvin
to direct. Peter Milne
the
story by
Rex

Little
from

Michigan
Cecil

B.

De

Mille

is

considering

of a series of two reel
comedies for Pathe, according to report. This contrasts with a previous
report that Mack Sennett is to take
over all comedy production for Pathe,
embracing features as well as short
subjects.
However, it is now stated

production

the

proposed

would be

De

Mille

in addition to the

comedies
Sennett

releases through Pathe.

Willat

is

adapted
Beach.

CLARA

BOW

WORK

Smith,

formerly

Filming is to begin next week on
"Harold Teen," under direction of

posite.

Court Queries Evaluation

Method in "Credit" Suit
Mervyn Le Roy at First National.
Suit for $100,000 "balm," has been
Arthur Lake is slated for the title
filed
against Universal by James
role, with Alice White, Mary Brian
Madison and James Gruen, scenario
and Lucien
Littlefield

to

be

in

for Paramount.
He now is
engaged in writing a story for Adolphe Menjou. Several years ago, the
company produced his play, "The

Swan."

to

Raymond

preparing to
leave for England where he plans to
engage in picture work. R. William
Neill, director, also leaves soon for
abroad, where he is to direct for
British Lion Prod.
Griffith

is

KEEP
Hugh

an eye on

Hollywo
Hugh Beaumo

was a huge success in
commercial banking field in the Ea
but was so badly bitten by the sere
bug that he left an excellent po
tion to come to Hollywood. He h;
appeared in four First National p
t

tures.

*

*

*

Our Passing Show: Richard Dix praising John Decker's art work; Noah Beery

and Felix Young
Metropolitan

Carr

and

visiting the

studio;

John

Harry

Krafft
chatting at the De Mille stu*
Cast in Stage Role
dio.
Dorothy Appleby has been cast for
*
*
*
the same role she played on the
All fan letters do not carry hone
stage in "Square Crooks," which Fox
ed words of praise. One star recen
is producing.
ly received a letter containing ma:
suggestions, none of which could
Taylor in "Cream of the Earth"
considered constructive or friendl;
Stanley Taylor has been cast in
*
*
*
"Cream of the Earth" at Universal.
It is not generally known
that genial Glenn Allvine is a
New Menjou Film Started
W.,

viriters, who charge they were given
law graduate.
Glenn studied
no credit in publicity in connection
Adolphe Menjou has started proBlackstone, but deserted the
with premiere in Los Angeles of duction of his new Paramount veM-G-M Renews Bert Roach Contract "The Cohens and Kelly's
law in favor of newspaper
in Paris," hicle, "Captain Sferreol," under diBert Roach has signed a new long
work.
which they wrote. This was in vio- rection of Lothar Mendes.
Evelyn
term contract with M-G-M.
lation of their contract, they say. De- Brent, Nora Lane, William Collier,
Jack Egan, who is appearing u
murrer of Universal to the complaint Jr., Raoul Paoli and Claude King
Doris Dawson Opposite Burns
"The Headliner," may play an im
was
sustained and upon the plaintiffs are in the cast.
Doris Dawson has been selected
portant role in "Harold Teen," whicl
placed burden of amending their
by Neal Burns to play the leading
complaint to detail just how they "Hold Everything," Daniels' Next will be made by First National.
role in his newest Paramount-Chris*
*
*
arrive at the claim value of their
"Hold Everything" is title selected
tie comedy, "Just the Type."
chagrin.
Harmon Weight is keeping busy
for
Bebe Daniels' next picture.
Clarence Danger will direct.
The He directed "The Symphony," which
Lillyan Tashman in "U" Cast
Conklin Going to Honolulu
story
is
an
original
Mc- has been highly praised. He is nou
by
John
Director Ernst Laemmle has cast
Chester Conklin is now en route
completing the direction of "Mid
Lillyan Tashman for "Phyllis of the for a three weeks' vacation in Hono- Dermott.
Madness" at the De MilU
night
Follies."
Other principals are: Alice lulu.
studio.
King in Brenon Film
Day,
Matt Moore and Edmund
*
*
*
Emett King has been cast in
Burns.
Arthur Gregor wrote the
"U" Assigns Faith Thomas
"Laugh,
Clown,
which
Laugh,"
HerMembers
the
film
colony
of
story which John Clymer adapted.
Faith Thomas has been assigned
took much interest in the naby Universal to adapt "Scandal" in bert Brenon is directing for M-G-M.
De Mille Assigns Viola Louise
tional professional golf totu-nacollaboration with
Nan Cochrane. "Street Angel" is New Fox Title
Viola Louise has been cast in The story is by Cosmo Hamilton.
ment held in Los Angeles. Lee
Fox has changed title of "Lady
"The Godless Girl," Cecil B. De
Burroughs
Tyler
H.
and
Cristilinda" to "The Street Angel."
Mille's personally-directed production
Doty Preparing "Tenth Avenue"
Brooks were among the boys
Douglas 7.. Doty is preparing con- Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell
which recently was put into producwho watched the playing.
tinuity
tion.
and adaptation of "Tenth are featured in the production based
Johnny Mescall, the cameraAvenue," which William de Mille on Monckton Hoffman's novel which
man, was among the entrants.
Lang to Make Adamson Original will direct for Pathe. Phyllis Haver Frank Borzage directed.
*
*
*
Walter Lang has been signed by will be featured.
way,
the tournament arousBy
the
Johnston
to
Stage
Wampas
Show
Columbia to direct an original by
John Leroy Johnston, new head ed so much interest that golf instead
Ewart Adamson, based on the Near
Hebert in "Be Yourself"
of
studio publicity for Columbia, of films was the main topic of disEast.
Henry Hebert has been cast in
"Be Yourself," new Reginald Denny will direct the show and ball enter- cussion at the Hollywood Plaza for
Two More Hoxies Finished
production recently started at Uni- tainment at the annual Wampas several days.
*
*
*
Al Hoxie has completed the sec- versal.
frolic to be held at the Amsassador
ond and third pictures of his series
Feb. 25.
Mark Larkin is chairman
More Passing Show: Jack Dempof eight which he is making for
Dix in Davis Play
of the executive committee.
Ray sey and Estelle Taylor dining in
Krelbar Pictures Corp. The pictures
"Easy Come, Easy Go," adaptation Davidson will attend to the busi- Hollywood; Walter Wanger, Bob
"Battling
Burke" and "Out- of the Owen Davis stage play, is to ness administration, Harold Hurley Kane, Sam. Jaffe, Frank Tuttle and
are
William M. Pizor super- be Richard Dix's next for Paramount. will handle finances and Sam W. B. Wilson Mizner taking a course in
lawed."
vised.
Gregory La Cava will direct.
Cohn, publicity.
outdoor gymnastics.

the cast.

{

are

playto write a series of orig-

Work

of

Production of "Harold
Teen" Starts Next Week

is

Hungarian

ON PRODUCTION STOPS Raymond Griffith Going
England for Film

Work is expected to be resumed
the
Sennett forces, now is at the De Mille this week on "Red Hair," production
plant, and is understood to be negoti- of which was suspended owing to
ating a contract with De Mille, under illness of Clara Bow. Clarence Badterms of which he would produce ger is directing the picture with
and supervise the proposed two reel- Lane Chandler opposite. Miss Bow's
next picture, "Ladies of the Mob,"
ers.
will be directed by William Wellman. Richard Arlen is to play opVernon

wright,

Molnar,

inals
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You're Looking For a Real Honest-to- Goodness

Ij

REFERENCE BOOK

Use Every Day During 1928

to

WATCH FOR

THE FILM DAILY
1928 YEAR BOOK
[Out the Latter Part oS this Month]

AND YOU^LL

SEE SOMETHING
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National Claims Big
Saving in Equipment
{Continued from Page

12, 9

Term Radio

Pictui
as Distant Possibi
(Continued from Page

1)

1)

nothing to supply but service. Sales of ments. Western Electric mai f
pictures machines; of any of the var- turcs the Movietone and Vita o
ious items which have long been apparatus.
Dr. C. Francis Jenkins, P'|iejs;
associated with the necessities of
theater operation and maintenance are in efforts to transmit films by dijL);:
of secondary importance and inci- is working on a device he say
dental only to the rendering of ser- bring pictures to the home wi
The lowly thumb tack remains outlay equal to a moderately-] ct
vice.

Sam Sax
Announces
Purchase of the
Motion Picture Rights
to

"ABIE
of the

established.
vary, but its
value must fluctuate and is affected
by the urgency of demand for it. In
other words, if an exhibitor finds his
supply of thumb tacks exhausted, and
he is unable to post his paper without them, quick service rendered in
supplying the demand takes precedence over all else. And so with carbons; with film cement; with every
commodity identified with the mechanical operation of the theater.
"Theater outfitting, it must be admitted, has long been conducted in a
rather disjointed and haphazard manner.
In order to assist in correcting
this condition. National instituted an
engineering division shortly after the
a

push

Its

Its

cost

selHng price

may

pin.

is

by Arthur Caesar
To be produced as a

Gotham Special
RELEASED BY

Lumas Film
Corporation
Sam Sax,
Budd Rogers,

1650 Broadway!

President
Vice-President

New York City

cessfuUy has transmitted pictur
radio.

The

machine

was

"Another outstanding achievement
of National during its first year was
the establishment of the One-ConDepartment.
Plan
Sales
tract
Through this department, collaborat-

I

de o

strated recently before the Roy;

Ii

stitution.

However, it is considered, ev(
engaged in the experinntt

those

that radio pictures are "a long

\'

In this connection, it is pc t
el
out, that there still remains
development in the perfection of ils
ing films. Extensive experiment:,v;]
be necessary to prevent existinj do
fects of talking films, and brinjtlj
processes up to the standard of
off."

fection

and

efficiency,

whlich

make them

company was formed.

the success aime
led
their sponsors.

^

1)

licenls-

owners of theaters.
Under the law, a French film w j
"In assuming the position of com- be one produced entirely by a Fric
plete theater outfitters, it was neces- company, but without restriction
sary for National to take over dis- foreign capital.
Foreign firms
tribution of pipe organs. So, through form doinestic companies but i;i
a process of elimination, the execu- arios must be written and the
tives set about to secure the highest
ture directed by Frenchmen
type of organ available. The Kilgen 25 per cent of the cast French. P t
Wonder Organ was selected.
ever, the exact definition of a Fr ic
"The necessity for specialization film is to be determined by a in
in each department of theater out- mittee to be named.
The prop ;e
fitting was recognized in forming the law is flexible, so that the ratio ,ai
organization. Therefore, interior dec- be revised at the end of the r:
orating, stage scenery and drapery year.
ck-partments were installed in each
Exhibitors, who were reportedti
of the four National Divisions.
posed to the quota, are declared)
"Realizing fully the importance of ing won over to it by recomme |a|
service after sales, a twenty-four hour tion for removal of the amuserm
service policy has been established in taxes.
each of the 31 National branch
ii

stores."

Europe Saturday
Browning, director of Lon

Sailing

Tod
Chaney

for

pictures

Ni'w York.

He

for
sails

M-G-M,

is

in

Saturday for a

vacation in Europe.

Ruth Taylor Arriving Sunday
Ruth Taylor, who is making a per-

Tallmadge to Saginaw
Mich.
Kenneth
madge, manager of the Croswell
Family since their acquisition by
Adrian,

arrive in
Incidentally

to

New York
in

1

Saginaw. He is succeeded by ]|!
worth Hamer, for the last year
nected with the Kunsky interest
Detroit.

New Theaters Planned in Va
Richmond, Va.—With 250 thc;i

Sun-

yesterday's

"!

W. S. Butterfield interests, has
named manager of the new Ten

sonal appearance tour in connection
with "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," is
slated
day.

—

in

operation in the state, a

nii\i

Miss Taylor, who is one of of others are to be launchi.'
Paramount's "future stars," named by year. One of the outstanding ot
Jesse L. Lasky, was referred to as bouses is the William Byrd, ur
Lorelei Lee, which is her screen name construction here at a cost of ?4'
in "Blondes."
000. Charles A. Somma and W
Coulter are sponsoring the new hO|;(
Kissock Managing Two
Chicago Theater Sold to Bes
Villa Park, 111.
Harvey Kissock,
manager of the York at Elmhurst,
Chicago— The Mabel, 3920 \Lhi
also has taken over management of Ave., formerly owned by
Gee?
the recently opened Villard.
Goumas, has been sold to Sol Be,..
article,

—

81

vil—
i

French Meeting to
Act on Quota Mat

with the Engineering Division,
(Continued from Page
National offers a complete service to
both the owners, and prospective over and disposing of the
ing

U. S. A."

set, and recently declar
would be ready soon.
In England, John L. Baird of
M
luj
don has a device with which heiu

radio

—

1/
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30PICTURESPLANNEDF0R
the

of

ij Brookhart bill, many opinions have been expressed.

Price 5 Cents

T.O.C.C.

NEXT YEARBY SAM SAX

ON BROOKHART

-

wisdom,

ps

its

practicability,

chances for passage or

s

26

Gothams and
'28-'29

The Federal Trade Commisdeclares block booking

lon

is

Thirty features will comprise the
for 1928-29, under
plans just completed by Sam Sax,

Gotham output

Gotham productions, with the remainooking and allocation of prod- ing four slated as specials.
"While our definite plans are necExhibitors are asking The
ct.
essarily not complete in every detail
"ilm Daily what to do.
concerning our producing and re-

This

leasing policy for the season of 192829" states Sax, "we are fairly settled
upon the major outlines for the pro-

Dodo

what we suggest:

is

(.Continued

you are convinced block bookall wrong, that blind booking
basically unsound, that producers

New York

De Foresfs View

Schedule

The president of Gotham and Lumas, who
n unfair trade practice.
is in New York for a series of conirookhart bill substantiates this ferejnces with his associate, Budd
nd also seeks to ban blind Rogers. Of the number, 26 will be

Don't Be a

on Page

Dr. Lee De Forest, inventor
De Forest Phonofilm and his
audion tube, basic factor of
radio, adds his opinion to that
of others making experiments

on radio

pictures,

that

trans-

mission of pictures by radio is
remote, so far as practical use
is concerned.
"Television,

I

believe,

must

to be extremely inand must be built and

continue
tricate,

operated at

gfreat cost until

discoveries are
of physics."

made

new

in the field

7)

NEUFELDASKSEXHIBITORS

SHOOLMAN GOINGTHROUGH

not be permitted to allocate
own or affiliated thewithout calling for bids on an

aould

TOBACKSANSAXPLAN
Philadelphia — Endorsement of plan

roduct to their
ters

write

market,

pen

and

lan

him

tell

your

CongressBrook-

to vote for

art's bill.

you think the present system is
advise your representative in
ongress that you would like to see
If

bill

The

defeated.

point

is:

do something.

The

exhibitor has a chance
shape future trade policies the way

e

wants

if

he

acts.

Don't

be

a

odo.

Doubling Up
Gotham
ust twice

to

make

and a

30

next year

more than the
Important and good
trifle

urrent line-up.
ews for ye exhib. He's learned he
an depend on the independents these
ays for steady, consistent values in
roduction, available at a figure that
ermits him to stay out of hock and
ven turn over a profit.
5

along the
exhibitors,
original First National

of the
organization, is made by Oscar Neufeld, president of De Luxe Film Co.,
and a member of the firm of Equity
{Continued on Page 7)
fines

Your

gislator in Washington won't know
hat to do. If his constituents don't
ike the trouble to advise him, some
aid lobby, interested either for or
gainst the measure, will buzz him
lenty in an effort to influence the
ote.

with

That's the kind of a job Gotham
doing filling a definite place in

—

YEAR BOOK LISTS

1,

—

Deal for taking
Springfield, Mass.
over the Poli circuit of New England
houses will be completed this month,
n the opinion of Max Shoolman, head
of the syndicate buying the houses.

around

4,000.

Actual

(^Continued

on Page

map

plans to aid

product.
take sides
(Continued on Page
of

now

either

7)

TRADE PAPIaDVERTISING
A\

TO[BEyi.P.A.TOPIC

President Bruce Gallup.
Proposed discussion of

7)

ject,

it

is

criticism

the

sub-

stated, is due to widespread
of advertising curtailment

by various companies, and the agree-

the United
writers for the

OUTLETS FORIST NATIONAL

to

Shoolman emphasized that the syndiTrade paper advertising is to be
cate would carry out its plans by andiscussed at a closed meeting of the
proposed
$3,000,000
nouncement of a
A.M.P.A. scheduled for next Thurstheater planned for this city, to seat
work on the day, it was announced yesterday by

Showmen throughout

GERMAN MERGER ASSURES

rally is

passage of the Brookhart bill now
pending in Congress.
The T.O.C.C., has endorsed the
bill and pledged its best efforts to
secure enactment of the measure.
Several organizations throughout the
country have done likewise. J. Arthur Hirsch is chairman of the T.
O.C.C. committee which is campaigning for passage of the Brookhart
bill,
which seeks to prohibit block
and blind booking and arbitrary al-

WITH POLI CHAIN DEAL

"EDDIE" E
FILM DAILY YEAR

of the

"You must

EXPLOITATION TIE-UPS
States have turned
BOOK.
1928
In the Exploitation Guide which will
be one of the interesting features of
the new volume, distribution of which
will begin late this month, are listed
about 1,000 exploitation campaigns.
They are applicable to every type of
(Continued cm Page 4)

Declaring that "the war is on" the
Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce, New York, is broadcasting a
call to independent exhibitors to attend the "rally for liberty" luncheon
at the Astor Jan. 26.
The purpose

location

of

tie-up

ght,

le

Sam Sax to organize a co-operative
producing-distributing company in a

Exhibitors Plan

Luncheon at Astor
January 26

of

If

ig is

BILL

4 Specials

Will Comprise Firm's

de-

have been discussed.

;at

CALLS RALLY

ment
spring

COLUMBIA SALES HEAD
E. A. (Eddie) Eschmann has been
appointed general sales manager of
Columbia Pictures, according to report.
He is slated to take over the
new post Monday.

Until recently, Eschmann was eastern sales manager for Pathe, coming to that company on absorption
by Pathe of Associated Exhibitors,
of which he was general sales man
Previous to that, he held a
ager.
similar post with Columbia.

ers in

to limit advertising

made

last

between advertising managNew York.

Democrats Attack Plan to
Delay Tax Reduction
THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Attack on the Re-

Washington Bureau of

publican plan to delay action on tax
March IS, has been
until
cuts
launched in the Senate by Democrats.
However, assurance has been given
that the reductions made would be

The
retroactive to Jan. 1.
provides for elimination of
on admissions up to fl.

measure
the

tax

(By Cable)—The cjombi- Consolidated Stock Issue
"Let's Talk It Over" Is
Emelka and Phoebus under
Is Eagerly Purchased
Best Film Board Slogan
alable
the financial control of J. Von LusMemphis— "Let's Talk It Over,"
Issue of 300,000 shares of $2 cumssuring for exhibitors and for itself tig and Richard Weininger, partners
he continuance of an organization with First National in Germany, will lative participating preferred stock of was adjudged best of slogans for
making and
eminently well a readih
line of goods, and thereby

he distribution scheme,

aarketing

hat deserves to flourish.

KAN N

Berlin
nation of

result in the formation of one of the
(Continued on Page 4)

Consolidated

Film

(Continued

Industries,

on Pag* 4)

Inc.

Film Boards submitted by
(Continued on Page

secretaries.
7)

—
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Changes Made in Florida
Chain by Patterson
Atlanta, Ga.

— Several appointments

have been made by Williard C. PatVol XLIII No.

1
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—

W

—

terson in Universal's Florida circuit.
H. M. Johnson, who has been assistant to Claude Lee, manager of the
Arcade and Court, Fort Myers, has
been assigned to Winter Park where
he is managing the Baby Grand which
re-opens soon.
H^rry Botto, who has been in
charge of Universal's theater in Bradenton, becomes manager of the Ar-

Beach

for

E.

the

J.

4,500 shares changing hands.

High Low

Am.

40^

Vtc ....

Seat.

40

Sales

Close
40

600

48^
*Am. Seat Pfd...
Balaban & Katz.
73 !4
*Bal & Katz Vtc.
Eastman Kodak
164Ji 163^ 164M
129
Pfd.
East. Kodak
.

.

*tFilm
•First

4/

Inspection.
Nat'l Pfd..

83 K
Fox Film "A"
tFox Theaters "A" 20^8
*Intern'l

Project.

82^
20^

104/8
83/4
20/8
10

.

100}^ 100^ 100/2
ttKeiths 6s 46
58
57/ 5^%
Loew's, Inc
ttLoew's, 6s 41 WW. 107'/, 1065/^ 1065/4
ft Loew's, 6s41x-war. 1005/8 100/ 100/2
7/
*M. P. (iap. Corp.
4
4
4
Pathe Exchange
17^ 17/4
Pathe Exch. "A". 1734
80^ 81
ttPathe Exch. 7s37 81
1135/8 115
lis
Paramount F- L.
1215^
Paramount Pfd.
ttPar.Bway.5}4s51. 102/2 102^ 102/2
22'
25
"A"
24
27
*Roxy Units

2,500
1,000

"17

.

.

.

.

.

.

1,100
17
13
i',266

400
5

4,500

.

Roxy

.

**Roxy Common

.

.

.

Skouras Bros

41

**Stan. Co. of

tTrans-Lux

6

7

.

Am.

54

39
531^

United
United

Art. Com. 15
Art. Pfd. 85
247^
tUniv. Pictures
Univ. Pict. Pfd... 99
15 7/8
tWarner Bros.
Warner Bros. "A". 23
.

•

•

•

•

*

•

•

•

3%

13

24/
99

15M

15%

22 Ji

23

•Last Prices Quoted •'Bid and Asked

(Over

ttBond Market

tCurb Market

NOTE: Balaban 4 Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
Lillian
Lillian

whose

Roadshow Run

for

roadshow

is

fin

ci

Naborhood

of

le

include the Ponct
Leon, Ponce de Leon Ave.
Boulevard; the Madison, East
ta; Fairfax, East Point; and the
pire, now being erected at Gee
Ave., and Crew St., Atlanta,
latter house will be the largest (tr.
munity theater in the city wii
seating capacity of 1000.

A

Book when

2fi|

issued.
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Columbia Acquires Shorts
for Three Territories
Forty-eight two reel comedies, a
ten chapter serial and a number of
single reel novelties, in addition to
Screen Snapshots and features produced by the company are distributed
by Columbia exchanges in the Minneapolis, Omaha and Des Moines

13 "Chang" Openings
"Chang," Paramount spec
opened simultaneously in 13 the?
in Mexico City. The Olympia, I
mount house, broke its record,
viously held by "Beau Geste."
entire capacity of 3,000 seats a
sold out in the first hour, Param
states.

Changes Made at Richmonc
Richmond Changes in the stai
the Mosque have just become el}c|

—

tive

following

the

resignation

Harry Berr stein

territories.

of eight two reelers also
available in Barnyard Animals; Lucy
the
Brand, and
Novelty
Strike,
Aubrey Group. The one reelers will
be slapstick comedies bearing the

of the
versal.

as general manjei
playhouse to join liij

new
The

staff now compri s
Stewart Bryan "lucker, general nn
ager; John Leary, stage mana
and Clarence E. Boykin, publi

representative.

series

brand name of Crackerjacks.

Radio

Still

Transmission Planned

Washington

— Facsimile

"Student Prince" at Pop Price
Cleveland— "The Student Priife'
is being offered for the first timeal
popular prices at the Stillman. T
is a prerelease run, and is the Is'
showing of the picture under $2 p

transmis-

messages and docu"Al" Aaronson Here
ments is planned by the Radio Corp.
Central Eur<|e
A.
S. Aaronson,
New Faces on St. Louis Row
of America, which has applied for supervisor for M-G-M, is in
Nw
St. Louis
Many new faces will be permit to erect a station for the York.
noted along Film Row next week. purpose at Rocky Point, N. Y.
sion

of

stills,

ha,

assumes

Jimmy

Shea,

similar

at

Oma-

post

here.
at Des
here for a like berth.
has been added to M-

a

FBO

manager

Long in N. Y.
Carrier, general manager of
Schine circuit, and his assistant
Carrier and

James

Moines moves
the
Harry E. Long, are in New York.
William Horn
G-M's booking department. Stanley
Pat Dowling in N. Y.
Benford of the M-G-M home office,
Pat Dowling. advertising and pubis here to participate in the launching of the sales develpoment depart- licity head of Christie Film Co., is
Prkt of "Tillie's
ment together with Jack Hellman, in New York.
Romance," now being
exploiteer,
supervision
of Punctured
under
Harris P. Wolfberg, district manager. edited by Ralph Spence, will reach

Raper Gets D. M. Fox Office
Des Moines Jack Raper, veteran

—
the Fox

sales
member of
been named manager of

force has
the com-

pany's local exchange. Raper formerly managed the Paramount branch
at Minneapolis.

prices of
"The Passionate Adventure," last of
the Ronald Colman-Vilma Banky costarring films, is planned by Samuel

Nebraska City Fire Loss
Nebraska City, Neb. Interior of
owned by Booth
the
Empress,

Ruben Going

practically destroyed
by fire with a loss of $5,000. Cause
of the fire is unknown.

was

to Coast

Coast.

CaU

WAFILMS,

Inc.
Walter A. Putter, Pres.

—

Brothers,

next week, he stated.

Albert G. Ruben, insurance broker,
expects to leave Saturday for the

Goldwyn Film

Presentation at a legitimate house
at

Oldknow

Corp.

aters

Daily Year

New York
"The
week at

latest,

Enemy," is now in its third
the Astor, left New York yesterday
She will be guest
for the Coast.
of
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford.

Goldwyn.

controversy last February has been
continued generally in the Court of
Criminal Correction.
Attorney for
Holmes told the court that Dane's
condition was such he could not be
brought into court. Dane is suffering

Gish Leaves

Gish,

on Broadway

as a picket in
theater during a labor

Ben Reingold, Fox manager
300
20
500
300

Counter)

the

was acting

ai

—

300

• . • >

80
24/8
99

while he

S.

The holdings

1928 Film

—

front of the

Wi

ally interested.

The list of shorts now on the Columbia list in these territories are:
Louis Case Continued
12 two reel Charlie Chaplin revivals;
Trial of Oscar Dane,
St. Louis
six Winnie Winkle two reel comproprietor of the Liberty Music Hall.
edies; six Hairbreadth Harry; Izzy
3627 Delmar Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.,
and Lizzie and Snub Pollard. Three
on a charge of assaulting Clay Holmes
are

from stomach trouble.

53/8

m m

Screen

>

>

• •

manager for FBO has resigned to become affiliated with the
Al
Tiffany-Stahl exchange.
local
Geddes, formerly with Columbia also
has joined the Tiffany-Stahl exchange
as head booker.
St,

400

which Oscar

Get copy of

—

division

which Arthur Lucas and

i

Sparks Enter-

Johnson Buys Second House
H. Ward Johnson,
who last week purchased the Main
also has purchased the LaGrande,
formerly owned by J. C. Flack. Johnson formerly was identified with the
Liberty, Geneva, which he sold a

in

Jenkins are the leading facjtr
ir
to become general manager of li
borhood Theaters Corp., the At It
subsidiary of Universal theater

prises.

Conneaut, O.

—

Atlanta Alpha Fowler, in A
ta, has severed his connection
it
Community Theaters Consolid|ec
ii
E.

Hoffman succeeds Malcom Estes
to the Arcade, West Palm

—

ing,

Exhibitors
Daily Remimkr

who goes

Geiger Joins Tiffany-Stahl
Cleveland Lou Geiger, assistant
As far as film issues were concerned yesterday's market maintained a placid surface,
Paramount
with no distinct trend noticeable.
common as usual headed the list in the trad-

Subsidiary at Atla

at
Kissimmee,
succeeding
George HofTman who takes over the
management of the Edwards, Sara-

year ago.

Financial

Alpha Fowler Joins "U'

cade,

sota.

l\

for

Library Stock Scenes

New York

Hollywood

OR
State Riglit Buyers
A SUPER FEATURE
UP TO DATE
8

1

3.

AN ARSENE LUPIN
ADVENTURE STORY
BY
MAURICE LEBLANC
WITH ALL STAR CAST.
WALLACE BEERY
LAURA LA PLANTE
RALPH LEWIS
WILLIAM V. MONG
P. LOCKNEY
J.
WEDGE NOWELL
AND OTHER NOTABLES
PREVIOUSLY RELEASED BY
ROBERTSON COLE CO., NOV.,
1920.
LENGTH 6123 FT.
CELEBRATED AUTHORS
SOCIETY,

W.

c/o Leon Schlesinger
46th St.
Bryant 8181 1123 No. Bronson Ave.
130

To Distributors

68

West 56th

St.

Ltd..
Circle

2396

'

From Man to Man!
^orld-famous story of the

girl

nobody no 's. Enough of her
loves to explain her reputation.

"GENTLEMEN
PREFER BLONDES

From the famous story by Anita Loos
and the play by Anita Loos and John
Emerson. Hector TurnbuU Production, directed by Malcolm St. Clair

PAR AMOUNT'S

SpecUil of Speciak!r

THE

PROMOTIONS MADE

IN

•SXH^DAILV

Theater Contracts
(As compiled
District

—

Western

Caiiada,

following

the

manager

of

Edmonton

the

succeeding Wilson.
sistant

manager

Sam

of the

Capitol
Binder, as-

Empress, Ed-

B. Reisman is manager, goes to the Capitol at Calgary.

monton, where

Weber
ly

J.

Joins Gotham
Head Foreign

to
Sales

John Norbert Weber, until recenthead of the Tiffany-Stahl foreign

department, has joined Gotham to
head the newly-formed import and
export department. He is scheduled
on an extended
soon
leave
to

European

trip.

Association of Weber with the industry dates back from 1912 when
he was assistant cashier with Uni-

and

later traveling auditor.
Then followed a period as assistant
manager of the Detroit exchange.
After service in the war, Weber re-

versal

75

1.

82'

70
125

Northwest

17
93

Southeast

Texas

Division manager, from Vancouver,
to headquarters here.
James R. Muir, manager of the
Capitol, Vancouver, has been appointed supervisor of Famous Players
Muir,
theaters in British Columbia.
who has been in charge of the house
since the death of Ralph Ruffner, has
been succeeded there by Walter P.
Wilson, manager of the Capitol, Edmonton, Alta., and previously at

Winnipeg.
Harold Bishop, for years assistant
to John Hazza, manager of the CapCalgary, has been appointed
itol,

40

Middle Atlantic
Pittsburgh District
Central West

M. Thomas, Western

transfer of H.

the

Projects

New England
N. Y. & No. N.

Important promotions
Toronto
have been made among the managers
of Famous Players Canadian Corp.
in

by

37

43
545

states

New

England

N. Y. & No. N.
Middle Atlantic

33
72

1.

28
42
74

Pittsburgh District
Central West

Northwest

3

32

Southeast

Texas

7

291

37 states

Corp.)

New

Floor Space
169,400 sq. ft.
"
1,029,200 "
898,800 tt tt
770,800 " "
((
It
1,674,600
82,300 " "
487,500 " "
168,000 11 «

Cost
$ 1,537,000
8,871,500
7,978,000
6,978,000
11,666,500

ON FILM BLOCK PROJEl
No

definite decision has been mal
to erect a film building on the prci
erty at 136-146
50th St., recem

W.

5,280,600 sq.

ft.

$41,890,900

bought by the Namtaw Realty Cod
states
Alexander S. Kempner,
denying published reports to tl
efifect.
His company has just bouc'

712,200
2,162,600
698,800
1,060,200
1,950,300
25,500
495,700
83,600

sq.

ft.

"

$ 5,462,500

the abutting property
49th St.

**

"

"

tf

(4

"
"

"

539,000
3,327,600
993,300

"

"
"

**

'*

7,180,900 sq.

20,580,000
7,060,000
8,600,000
16,647,000
245,000
3,038,100
442,000

$62,074,600

ft.

at

W

145

65 Permits Issued in
St.

Louis During 19M^l

—

Louis Annual report of t
building department shows that
permits for theaters and other amui
St.

•I'l

uMJ-b
Loi

German Merger Gives Year Book
Outlets to 1st National
{Continued from Page

Exploitation Tie-Ups
(.Continued

1)

Germany

Lists 1,000

from Page

1)

theaters were constructed in St.
during 1927, but merely that 65 p<
mits were issued calling for eith
new building, or improvements
existing structures.
Mh>

^

and for quick reference have
principal been sectionized under the following
Consolidated Stock Issue
German cities are thus brought to- major diversions:
Is Eagerly Purchase
College, Comedies, Juvenile, Mys
gether under one control.
(Continued from Page 1)
The amalgamated chains will mus- tery, Romance, Sea, Society. Sports,
ter many thousands of theater seats. \Var, Westerns and General.
Each was sold quickly by Hornblower
The most prominent theater in the division, in turn, is subdivided as Weeks, Cassett & Co. and Domini
& Dominick, when ofifered yesterd
group is the Capitol in Berlin. Here follows:
Newspapers,
many American pictures have their
Lobbies,
Theater The stock was priced at $26.50
German premieres. In two or three Fronts, Ballyhoos, Tie-Ups, Window share, with two shares of commi
Printed
weeks, "The Circus" opens there. Displays,
Matter,
Special given with every ten of preferred
First National is, of course, assured Showings and Special Stunts.
In
Fire Destroys Hamilton House
a first run outlet in all German key other words, complete campaigns for
Hamilton, O. Interior of the Je
each type of picture are thus made
cities as a result of the deal.

most formidable chains
About fifty first runs

in
in

pictures,

ill
so

mil
1i-A

Ck

—

Ann Arbor Changes

—

Ann

escapes,
projection booths.
its,

Falls.

KEMPNER NOT DECIDED

Ho n

—

Chippewa

W. Dodge

19:1

ment places totaling |2,598,200.
ever, this does not mean that 65

—

at

F.

ALL OTHER THEATERS

Arbor, Mich. With opening
of the Michigan, several changes in
management of the Butterfield houses
have taken place. Gerald Hoag, formjoined Universal, leaving to become
manager of the Majestic, has been
er
In 1922
assistant to J. I. Schnitzer.
J.
Weber joined Tiffany in the capacity made manager of the Michigan.
of the Arcade,
manager
Helsdon,
S.
H.
of assistant to the president, M.
charge of the Majestic.
Hoffman, and later was placed in is now in
He
is succeeded at the Arcade by
sales.
charge of foreign
Nat Nealon, former manager of the
Ready at Niles. Harold Sweet conManaging Rockville Houses
tinues as manager of the Wuerth,
Rockville, Conn.
Frank M. Dil- and Alvin Stevens remains at the
lonsnyder has succeeded J. Mitchell Orpheum.
Hogan as manager of the Palaca and
Princess, owned by the Regional TheMayor Orders Theater Inspection
aters Corp.
Hogan will manage a
Camden, N. J. General inspection
theater in Milford, Mass.
of theaters has been ordered by Mayor Price, who has directed ComTom Foster Recovering
missioner of Safety David S. Rhone
Stanley, Wis.— Tom Foster, veteran
to report back to him before any
star owner and prominent in organlicenses are issued for the year. The
ization activities throughout the state,
inspection will cover particularly exis recovering from an operation for
electric wiring and
appendicitis

Awarded in 1927

PICTURE THEATERS

CANADIAN CORP.

r. P.

Friday, January 13,

fire

ferson was completely destroyed in
fire that did $200,000 damage to su
rounding property. Jewel Photoph
Co., owners of the theater, estima
Every stunt is the result of an loss at $56,000. Fire was caused
actual campaign.
Theoretical ideas an explosion of unknown origin.
been eliminated. The exhibitor ha?
Remodel Pueblo Theater
supplied the information, which is
one reason why this exploitation
Pueblo, Colo. Gordon Ashwor
manual is without rival in the in- is remodeling and redecorating t'
dustry.
Broadway Arcade and the theat
will reopen about Feb. 1.
available.
An indication of the scope
of this section may be gleaned from
the fact that the General Section
alone, lists 226 individual campaigns

—

Standard Buys Chaplin Series
Cleveland Standard Film Service
Co., has secured 12 two-reel Mutual
Chaplin comedies for Ohio, Michigan,
Kentucky, West Virginia and western
Pennsylvania. The 12 comedies are.
"Easy Street," "The Rink," "The

—

irai

WDB-

*-Soi

I

Reopen Oklahoma House

—

htf.

Daugherty, Okla. J. Featherstc
has reopened the Rex which has be
closed since last June.

Braux Managing Earlsboro Hous<
Immigrant," "The Pawnshop," "The
Earlsboro, Okla. J. Braux h hrt
Fireman," "The Floorwalker," "The been appointed manager of the Lil h
Vagabond," "The Adventurer," "The erty.
i]
Cure," "Behind the Screen," "The
Sim
Standard
Count,' and "One A.M."
J. G. Thompson Buys House
has dropped the title of Federated
Shonn, Ky. J. G. Thompson h;
at its Pittsburgh exchange.
purchased the Loyal, formerly ope
ated by B. E. Gaddie.

—

'j

—

taej

Kentucky Theater Closed
Sell Amarillo Theater
Spearman Buys Two
McDowell, Ky. The McDowell
Amarillo, Tex. ^The Liberty h
Birmingham
House
Improving
Stroud, Okla.— President W. S.
has been closed indefinitely.
to
been taken over by L. Jacobson
Spearman of the state M.P.T.O. is
Birmingham, Ala. Publix will rereported to have bought the Cozy and model the Strand and will spend $25,Texas House Burns
Epidemic Closes Theater
Barton, formerly booked by Griffith 000 in refurnishing. While the Strand
Stratford,
Tex. The Empress WJ K
Falmouth, Ky. The Duncan has
Bros.
Spearman operates the Gem is closed, the Galax will present the
destroyed by fire.
Damage was nc ^
scarlet
been
closed
on
account
of
a
and Edmund.
regular Strand shows, and after the
covered by insurance.

—

—

ftpic

—

—

—

fever epidemic.
latter reopens it is likely the Galax
Changes D. M. Manager
will undergo remodeling.
Cammer Elected Treasurer
Des Moines
Harold Stanley Buys Another
James P. Shea,
Oklahoma City "Dutch" Camme
branch manager for FBO, has been Joe Douglas Buys Nebraska House
Greenfield, la.
Harold Stanley has manager for Educational, has beeKi,
appointed manager of the St. Louis
Hooper, Neb. Joe Douglas ha.s purchased the Lyric from J. W. elected treasurer of the Film Boar
exchange, and Harry B. Frankle suc- purchased the Amusa from A. H. Thornton, following closely on his succeeding E. S. Oldsmith, who ha
ceeds him here.
been transferred to Kansas City
Herman.
purchase of the Grand here.

i^ij^

FBO

Pi

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;;
;;

;;
;
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by Felt Bros. Spring Garden, sold to Jos.
Goodstein by Wm. Simon
Susquehanna,
sold to Norris Amuse Co. by Varbalow &
Kantor; Pittsburg ^Vendome, sold to S.
Rosenfeld by J. Rolls.
;

;

lEATER CHANGES FOR

—

MONTH OF NOVEMBER
MISSOURI
New Theaters

—
—
—

Index
osstimes
Kansas
mitage;
Preston Index
Earl.
iamsville

nton

— Bixman,
Byler;

;

dre by Deignan
sold

to

Victor Cason by
Springs 'Casino,

—

&

Panos Strand, sold to
E.
J. C. Rader; Kennett—
Sew Lyric, sold to H. A. Garrett by Rayby Pappas
E. Webber by

Ga/rrett

;

Lebanont— Lyric,

;

L. Lewis by Mrs. C. H. Fayant

;

Marshall) sold
—Uptown (formerly
Colonna by Chas. Daniels; MayA. P. Sharon by H.
vood— Elms, sold
Milford —Hdle Hour, sold to

W.

J.

to

i. Sherman;
Boles Bros. i>y E.
—Princess, sold to

—

A. Schneider; Piedmont
A. G. Pierce by C. L.

M.
Bennett; PoUock The
Ridgeway
Z. Ellison by W. A. Hawkins
Rex, sold to .E E. Brown by I. W.
Maple; Salem Lyric, sold to W. N. Don^Emildson by J. L. Bangert; St. Joseph
sold to Empress Theater Co. by
)ress,
Louis Yale
iSt.
Howard Amuse. Cp.
sold to Mrs. B. Castelli by H. M. E.
BaiSteele
i'asmezoglu and Maurie Stahl
lee, sold to Elbert Jones by W. L. Davis.
Pollock, sold to
;

—

New

—
—

;

Theaters

—Lincoln.
Changes in
sold
Andrews —
Rialto,

Robinson

&

Ownership
to

W.

G.

Grissett

by

Summerall.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes

in

Ownership

—Auditorium, sold American Legion
Bowdle— Boyd Hall, sold
Bob Hines by
Palace; Redfields—
sold
E.
W. L. Boyd; Elk Point— Florence, sold
to

State,

to

—The

—
—

Curryville
The
Ethel The
Leiwiston -Gem
i^urryville
Wright City Evangelical Church.
Ethel

Branson

—
MONTANA

;

;

Changes
Igrade

;

sold

C. S. Bovee; Hartford
by W. M. Root; Reliance
Opera House, sold to F. M. Wallace by F.
The Stroll, sold to Geo.
J. Keaton; Strool
Chambers by Billy Baxter.

J.

TENNESSEE
Changes

in

—^The

Ownership

Bruceton, sold to B. .F Henderson by C. D. Kyle; Camden -Dreamland, sold to W. A. Masters by W. E. WesCooperhill Capitol, sold to W. C.
son
HartfordH. Pulliam
'Sullivan by J.

Bruceton

—

—

;

New

—H

B.

Openings

—

—

vens Community
Steele City
Lyric
Veston Opera House.
Changes in Ownership
istown Movie, sold to Sam Albert; FarireU— Sun, sold to G. A. Dilla by Ed Juel

—
—

"laha

;

Closings
to M. A. Hartman by

— Lake,

l(|jake

sold

Amuse. Co.

PENNSYLVANIA
New

J.

C.
sold to J.

— Stokely,

D. Humphries.

;

Theaters

—^Liberty; Mar—The Marlin Seymour—Green.
Changes in Ownership
W. A. Roberts;
Alvord — The Alvord, sold
to
C. JohnDennison

Sn

;

— San
ston Big Lake—
Camp Wood^New,
Gowan; Claude—
—
Gray
Midway,

Jacinto, sold
J.
Palace, sold to J. S. ;Wall
;
sold to R. S. McRialto, sold to Miss SusPalace, sold to R.
CoUinsville
;
sie
sold to Oak
E. Jacks; Dallas
Cliff Amuse Co., Inc.; De Kalb— Patriot,
sold to Carl Ross; Estaline ^Pastime, sold
Wahley; Franklin ^Gem, sold
to Clifton
Nu Gulf, sold
R. T. Grant; Goose Creek
to Chas. Trifon; Holland, sold to J. E.
Ford; Mabank Royal, sold to T. L. JenSeagraves New Palace, sold to
nings;
Pictorium, sold
Willis L. Brooks; Vernon
to Dent Theaters.

—

—
—
—

&

—

—

— Crystal;

Gainsville— Palace
Weinert Rex.

;

—

Narberth

;

—

Wynne.

Salt

Theaters Corp.

Changes

Ownership

in

—'Earle,

Equity Theaters,
Heim Jacob
Altoona Boyers,
Annville
old to S. H. Behle by F. Boyers
^Blue & White, sold to Wm. Hissner by
C.
Mauger; Braddock Grand, sold to Ceilia Baska by
Centralia
S. A. Segley
jirand, sold to J. M. Donahue by P. J.
sold

to

—

;

— Rex.

;

'^Valsh; Charleroi

— Majestic,

sold to

W.

S.

Rosenbloom
Chester
Leo iPosel by Moore &
VTiite; Conway
The Conway, sold to H.
F. Fry by John Crispino
Erie Cameo,
old to G. W. Patton by V. Manrillo
Olympic, sold to F. E. Gohrs by R. W.
IcClellen
Eans City ^Rialto, sold to Haris Amuse Co. by F. J. Kifer
Homestead
-Star Amuse Co.
Johnsomburg Longs,
old to M. W. Peterson by E. L. McDer-

erj>weeney by
ilacon, sold

Mr.
to

;

—

—

;

'i.

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

^eno

Amuse

Co.

;

Norris,

Norris
Kantor; Pas-

sold

Closings

Ask Any

VIRGINIA
in Ownership
Carbottom Bluegrass, sold to W. G. Shattuck by K. H. Trimble; Pocahontas New,
sold to O. L. O'Connor by C. T. Rees
Salem Grand, sold to H. M. Moody by

—

—

—

B. A. Baskerville.

Closings

Petersburg

— Century.

VERMONT

EXHIBITOR

Changes in Ownership
Hinesburg Garden, sold to W. H. Lantman
by Clark R. Thomas.

—

WASHINGTON
Changes

in

Ownership

Seattle— Manhattan, sold to G. Forbes by
Rivers & Robinson; Meridian, sold to Swan
Peterson by K. Ustainsteff; Yesler, sold to
S. Z. Williams by N. Levine; Sunnyside—
Liberty, sold to Junior Amuse Co. by West
Coast Theaters; Tacoma Lincoln, sold to
C. J. Kaleel by L. Shoemake.

—

to

imuse Co. by Varbalow &
all,
sold to Jesse C. Douglass by Sam
[yman; Roxy, sold to East Coast Theaters

His Programs

Changes

Kane— The

Kane, sold to E. W. AlMr. Joy The Mt. Joy, sold to J.
'heros by L. Johnston
North Braddock
"opeland, sold to Mr. Cochif by A. P.
im Parkesburg Opera House, sold to S.
Cardbetos by C. J. Seldonridge; Philadelhia—Elk, sold by L. Chasanov by C. F.
Cline
Elmer, sold to L. Chasanov by E.
'ulmer; Leno, sold to Louis Linker by

lott;
ertsch

in the Selection of

Lewiston

;

—

Help

—Airrome;
— Pastime

UTAH
in Ownership
—
Ctiy ^American, sold to American

Lake

For Ten Years the Theater Owner's Greatest

Center Point
San Benito

Changes

(formerly

Philadelphia

entown
nc, by

FILM DAILY

TEXAS

Big Lake

Ritz.

)rury) and

Walker by

Closings

Theaters

—
Openings
myra— Seltzer Narberth — The
— New Princess

lefonte

W.

Tellico Plains

AmariUo

Theaters

&

Champ;

Sam Range by A.

to

to

NEBRASKA
ten wood

of the

—

— Palace;

T. Crowley.

Week-End Edition

Kleinsaffer

Big Lake

Fred Hutch-

to

in the

Sumner Bovee by

New

Ownership

in

— Community,

hson by

—
;

and Short Subjects

J.

;

itnson

tions

to

Paramount, sold

Closings

On All Feature Produc-

to

Baltic

—

;

Bros.

SOUTH CAROLINA

sold to

Maple-

vood
;o

REVIEWS

J.

Florence

Hough by Hayter & Gregg

cinson

^.

St.

;

Ownership

in

—

& J.

;

;

—

Kansas City Gavoso, sold to H. C. Dart by
Ed C. Harper; Queens, sold to B. O. Wil-

mond

;

to

Excelsior

C.

to J.

iold

;

;

-Iro-

— —

Changes

Bert

California— Lyric
Ed—
EVans City — Rialto Garrett— The Garrett; Kersey— The Kersey;
Moore — Fire Hall Audit; Palmyra—
Philadelphia — Northwood
quois
Petersburg — Simplex Tremont— Opera House.
RHODE ISLAND
Changes in Ownership
MapleviUe—^Maple Hall, sold
A.
Leten;

HerHermitage The
Midland;
City Loew's
WilIndex
Urbana

;

Closings

—

Altoona ^Colonial
dyston ^Eclipse

Closings
La

— The Brewster;
Seattle — Lakeside.

Brewster

Crosse

— Scenic;

He Knows

m
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Hollywood Prod. Will Make Ten
Renews Contract of William K. Howard — Holt Reported Slated to Star in Westerns for
Paramount — Laura La Plante to Make Rupert Hu^^hes Story — FBO Signs Wallace Fox -Other Studio News
Cecil B.

De

New Holt Series?

LLOYD FIRM INTERESTED

"LAST CAB" TO BE FIRST

Holt,
who recently
signed a contract with Columbia, is reported slated to star in
a series of westerns for Para-

A

Little
from

Jack

Ten two

comedies will be pro-

reel

duced for Paramount by Hollywood
Prod., in which the Harold Lloyd
Corp.

is

interested,

states

a

current

report.

The company

making six Edward Everett Horton comedies for
is

the current schedule, four of which
already have been completed.

Rupert Hughes Story as
Laura La Plante Film
Beatrice

Van

is

preparing adapta-

"The Girl on the Barge,"
Rupert Hughes story tentative slated
as a starring vehicle for Laura La
tion

of

Janet Gaynor
Press representatives today are to
attend a luncheon given by the Fox
publicity department with Janet Gaynor as honor guest.
for

"Excess Baggage" for Norma
M-G-M has acquired screen rights
of
"Excess Baggage," John Mc-

Gowan
is

stage play.

Norma

expected to be starred

in

Shearer
the pic-

ture.

Tom

Tyler Assignment for King
Louis King, brother of Henry
King, is to direct Tom Tyler's next

King directed six
picture for FBO.
of the seven Buzz Barton pictures
last year.

Unknown

Gets

De

Mille

Role

Dorothy Ward, screen newcomer,
has been given a role in
"The Godless Girl."

De

Mille's

UNDER NEW AGREEMENT

By

mount.

Setting at rest reports that he
to

join

ii

RALPH WILK

was

M-G-M, William K. How-

ptfie

Lots fy
Hollyivoc

F'*'

OT a cnance
chanc
that Cecil B. D
with
^„
Mille
was
letting
a director XI
Cecil B. De Mille. The director has
_£ "Bill"
"-D.-H" TJ
and
Leave for just completed "His Country," and the type of
HowardJ getI awa '"
from him.
De Mille has just r
Far East on
Cruise the next on his schedule is to be newed
"Bill's"
contract.
HowaiC"
featuring
Rudolph
"The
Last
Cab,"
Hal Roach and his wife are en
has
bein
the
unusual
advantage
of
Howard has been with
route to Hong Kong where they will Schildkraut.
well schooled in distribution, in ac
overtake and board the round-the- De Mille since the latter left Paradition to his fine appreciation of dr;
Itai
world liner Belgenland and continue mount.
matic values and screen techniqu i;lim
the world cruise.
They probably
Great things are expected from hin ^["^j
will be gone until late next summer.
*
*
*
South Sea Island Picture
ard

Roach

contract

in

Is Planned by Paramount
Paramount will send an expedition
to the South Seas to make a picture
featuring a battle between Capt. Victor Burch, pearl hunter and an octoThe cappus, according to report.

now

tain

is

of American methods of
making pictures was the object of
A. F. Kittle, vice consul of Norway,
during a recent visit to Universal
City.
Kittle and Captains Tischendorf and Mogensen of the Norwegian
Navy were guests of Carl Laemmle.
They plan to use the information
gained to stimulate interest among
the producers of Norway in making

Study

films.

Mintz Assigned
Jack Mintz is comedy constructionist for "Harold Teen," which goes into production next week at First Nadirecting.

FBO Buys Creelman Story
James Ashmore Creelman has sold
an original, "Gang War," to FBO.

picture,

Los Angeles arranging

in

Karl

the deal.

Vice Consul of Norway
Studies Picture Making

Mervyn Le Roy

N

j,;(|j

Assigned Role in "Their Hour"
Huntley Gordon has been assigned
role in "Their Hour."

tional with

his

.

Cast in Jannings Film
Hamilton has been cast
Emil Jannings' "The Patriot."

a

renewed

has

Wife
World

Neil

Plante.

Luncheon

tf!0

Mille

it

is

Brown

will direct the

stated.

FBO

Signs Wallace Fox
to^One Year's Contract

Our Passing Show: Rupert
Julian and Bertram Millhauser chatting at the De Mille
studio; Ann Price and Marie
the
Halvey, graduates
of
Paramount Long Island studio, holding a re-union at the
M-G-M lot; Ike Friedman,

Akron

tdk

is

exhibitor, visiting the

studios.

If

Margaret Seddon is being keJfeiiD
wo
She recently finished work
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" an aaost
Wallace Fox, brother of Edwin now is working in "Trelawney of tl B3 c
Carewe has signed a one year con- Wells."
She has also appeared
m
tract with FBO. His first, under the 'Silk Legs."
agreement, will be a Tom Tyler pic*
*
*
busy.

i;

:litt(

lieii

ture.

De

Mille

Renews with Pangbom

More Passing Show: Harry
Harry Rathner,
Shei'man,
Sam Bischoff and Josef

Franklin Pangborn has signed a
new long term contract with Cecil B.

Swickard discussing weighty
problems at the Hollywood

De

Plaza

Mille.

"U" Assigns Josephine Dunn
Josephine Dunn has been added to
cast of "We Americans," which Edward Sloman is directing under supervision of Carl Laemmle, Jr. In the

.sty

idvet

Gran
Albert
serving a luncheon to the cast
hotel;

orte:

"We Americans;"

Olga
Baclanova giving a party for
a group of Russian children.
of

We

ii

MBtea

know one

director

who

^accoi

watch(

George Sidney, George the work of all his extras. T'othi
Lewis, Patsy Ruth Miller, Beryl day, one of the extras showed litt
Signs for "Paris Nights"
Mercer, Eddie Phillips. Michael Visa- interest in his work. "You had be rt'sl
Mattison Leaving for N. Y.
go home. Son, I'm afraid I'
roff, Albert Gran and Rosita Marstini. ter
Warner Baxter and Margaret LivBest
Frank Mattison leaves today for
keeping you awake," said the dire
ingston are to appear in "Paris
New
York.
tor.
Boy Writer on Coast
Nights," new Columbia picture.
Bob Carr, 18-year-old Ohio boy
Assignment for George Irving
Sennett to Star Sallie Eilers
"Blackjack" is Bancroft Story
George Irving has been cast for magazine writer, is here writing a
Sallie Eilers, who plays in Mai
"Blackjack," an original by Oliver "Partners in Crime."
high school story for Paramount.
Sennett's recently-completed featui
H. P. Garrett is planned as a George
"The Goodbye Kiss," is to be starn
Bancroft starring vehicle.
Denny to Make Snell Original
Evelyn
Paramount Signing Paul Lukas?
Brent will appear opposite and Josef
Earle Snell is writing another origPaul Lukas, it is reported, will sign in "Bad News,' by Sennett. John:
Burke and Matty Kemp are to pli rjjjj
Von Sternberg will direct.
inal for Reginald Denny.
a long term Paramount contract.
in the new feature which is by Ca§
Menjou Title Changed
Harbaugh.
Fox Assigns Larry Kent
Buys "Out of the Ruins"
Adolphe Menjou's newest starring
assigned a
Kent
has
been
Larry
First National is reported to have picture for Paramount, started in
George Marion's Record
"Hangman's House," in
in
secured screen rights of Sir Phillip production under the title of "Cap- role
Barnum
returns
to
which
William
When
George Marion. Jr., con
Gibb's story, "Out of the Ruins."
tain
Ferreol," has been captioned
cast

are

iterei

It!.,

"•ioiit

lotie

"Code

of

Honor."

Loaning Dorothy Arzner?
Banks and Whelan Going Abroad
Dorothy Arzner is to be loaned by
Monty Bank and Tim Whelan
Paramount to M-G-M for produc- leave Tuesday for England where
tion of a picture.
Banks will make a comedy.

the screen at Fox.

My

Pulse" wil
Beebe Daniels, and "Sporting Goods
Collaborating on "Scandal"
with Richard Dix, he will have e
Nan Cochrane and Faith Thomas tablished for himself the record
are collaborating on adaptation of having titled 64 pictures during tl
period of the last 14 months.
"Scandal" for Universal.
pletes titling "Feel

i

—

-

THE
January

'riday,

^^

DAILV

1928

13,

Do7i Hancock spoke on Topics of
the Day.
George Kelly played a
harmonica like the Roxy organ. Or
vice versa.
forget which.

Pictures Planned
(Continued from Page

im

'We have taken

now

this

magnitude

and personnel

titles

ar^,

we

plan a concrete proim with all guess work eliminated
far as humanly possible so that a
icerned,

announced by Gotham means a
ture actually to be produced by
title and from the story men
it
e

ned.

'We

now

process of
mination as far as story material
concerned and have progressed
te a ways in many other plan;
ich will be made known soon."
are

in

We

final

(ij

Back Sam Sax Plan
(Continued frotn Page
leaters, which operates
uses in this territory.

1)

a chain of

would be

a great thing for
;
industry if all of the independent
ater owners, particularly the big
es,
would read and give serious
3ught to Sam Sax's announcement
intends to form a national
It he
operative exhibitors buying ornization," he states.
They should not wait for a further
iiouncement or until some repreitative of Sax calls upon them, but
3uld immediately notify by letter,
re, or telephone that they are heart'It

After

it

wassail over, the announce-

—

T.O.G.G

on Brookhart

All the boys got a great kick out
of it. Here they were at last sitting
pretty with all the ivorld listening
in.
"Just think," sez Henry Bate,
"here's the wife out in Queens
Village listening on the Christmas
set with 27 installments yet to go,
knowing that her husband is part
of this great and momentous oc-

(Continued from Page

Bill

1)

with the independent exhibitor or
against him," says a broadside issued by the T.O.C.C. calling upon
exhibitors to back the Brookhart
bill. "Soon Congress will save us by
passing the great Brookhart bill forbidding block selling, avoiding blind
casion."
And that's about the way booking, giving us a free, open honthe rest of
the gang felt,
the est way to get film for our independent houses taking the power awa>
bachelors joining in the dirge.
from the giant producers and their

—

affiliated theaters."

could understand.
He was
overcome with emotion in introducing
Irene Rich. Don't blame Jiim. Harold
Flavin and Joe Shea were so dazed
by her beauty that they handed the
waiter cigar coupons when he came
to

in

collect

And

the

the

buck

waiter

for

the

dinner.

was so smitten he

handed them change.
tend these A.M.P.A.'s

It
if

pays to

you

atstrike

that waiter.

:

Truth at

last.

(Continued from Page

house

is

to start in

1)

two months, he

said.

Poll deal was to have been
Jan. 1, under terms of the
original deal made in September. At
the time, Shoolman and associates
posted $400,000 to bind the deal.
Source of bookings for the chain

The

closed

to be determined, but this fact

neither affect the purchase or
building plans, according to ShoolNegotiations have been conman.
ducted with the WiUiam Morris
agency, but no deal is as yet set.
Keith-Albee's announcement that
will

bookings would be withdrawn from
the

circuit

when

Poll

relinquished

control, with a K-A-Stanley invasion
of "Poli towns" to follow was one
of the factors which have delayed
the deal. The other was the necessity
of raising about $5,000,000 in cash.
This is declared to be practically ac-

complished.

Archie Mayo was
He looked
song into the mike.
around for his megaphone, couldn't
find it, and admitted bashfully that
he had prepared a good speech but
next to sinig his

Talk It Over" Is
Best Film Board Slogan

.et's

(Continued from Page

ma

Go
Shoolman
On With PoH Deal

still is

said she now understood why
all the clever ad copy originated in
Neiv York as she gazed into all
those bright faces. She was staring
right
aforementioned waiter
at
when she said it. However, we'll let
that pass. But the boys inhaled the

hene

applesauce and kept their mouths
open for more.
The.se publicity
in accord with his idea, which they bozos are hounds for the stuff they're
:)uld be for their own preservation, peddling themselves. Everybody had
a vision of the Hollywood P.A's
is will encourage Sam Sax to do
thing he has in mind, and do it listening in and getting the Bitter
ht."

Walton,

local

1)

secretary,

is

hor of the slogan.
second best slogan was submitted
Mrs. Georgia Moffett, Cleveland,
o offered: "Service is the Suprem-^
E. L. Cole,
nmitment of life."
lanta, was third with "Film Boards
Trade will not suffer a wrong to
without a remedy."

SHOVlfflEN

"Jesse James"
ment was made that the hook-up with
the outside world had gone all hooey.
(Paramount)
Nobody had heard all this historic
Lobby display consisted of show
event but the gang in the dining case containing a large
of
clusively for an hour.
A coupla room. But being all expert broad- guns of various calibreassortment
which were
cabinet officers and most of the sen- casters, the world knew about it any- loaned by the chief
of police and the
S>tors and congressmen were in favor
way within the next hour.
sheriff.
On top of the case in an
of giving these publicity guys the
upright position was a card reading,
air for good.
But, of course, that's
i^ohce Warning Guns on display
just pure jealousy.
Galls Rally
here were taken from criminals who

ing

Exhibitors to

Lsks

MEM1 DOltABS POB

A.M.P.A' went on the air yes-'terday at the weekly Boulevard
fiesta.
The government authorities
arranged to give them the air ex-

Bruce Gallup turned the occasion
"Save your investments, get a
Sax leaves for California this week over to Norman Pierce, announcer
square deal, be a real American," the
d upon his arrival the production for Station WMCA.
He's an Eng- broadcast concludes.
its
will again start on the final
lishman from Australia living in the
ges of completing the remaining Bronx.
He spoke in all three
Gotham Productions to be re- languages so the whole world listenWill
sed this season.

OAIiy TIPS Vnaoi

DALY

rpHE

d still keep the quality consistent
d now both our producing and
haVe
organizations
tributing
iched a point where we c-an efiently make and handle 30 feaie productions in one season.
'While we are not prepared at
present moment to definitely anunce the complete line-up so far
stories,

By PHIL M.

in

four years to dewhere we can

lop to the point
er a program of

That's That

1)

to follow the schedule
process of completion.

al

And

Year by Sam Sax

for

forgot
best.

it.

Who

Maybe

it

was

knows?

all

for

have paid the death penalty for
ing contrary to the Law."— J.
Hussey, Strand, Tampa, Fla.

Navy

Secrets

T.

"Les Miserables"
(Universal)
to carry a huge replica of a book, five feet long and
four feet thick, labeled "Les Mis-

Hired a boy

erables."
style of a

He wore

the book in the
sandwich man, and made
his first appearance at the high football game.
From then on until the
opening he appeared in the business

—

sections of the city.
Charles
Colonial, Harrisburg, Pa.

J.

Jones,

"My Best Girl"
(United Artists)
Staged a limerick contest tie-up
with the "Wisconsin Ntws."
full
page in the News, besides carrying
an ad of the Garden, also carried the
advertisements of four other merchants in town, each ad having four
lines of a limerick using the words,
"my best girl," and the reader was
to furnish the last line. To all those
who turned in suitable last lines to
the limericks, passes to the Garden
were presented. Approximately 100
passes were given away, and the stunt
created much good will.
L. K. Brin,

A

—

Garden, Milwaukee.
"Silk Stockings"

(Universal)

Persuaded

make

department

stores

to

stocking drive.
Each
store devoted a large window entirely
a

silk

and exclusively to large Laura LaPlante cut-outs and stills surrounded
by artistic silk stocking displays. A
wholesale stocking house distributed
250 LaPlante window cards in the
stores of all its dealers in Milwaukee
and suburbs. These stores also displayed a liberal

Pollock Deletes

liv-

supply of

Laura LaPlante from

stills

of

"Silk Stockpaintings and

Famous oil
Quick work on the part of Leo ings."
news editor of the Interna- numerous frames furnished by Phoetional Newsreel, prevented theaters nix were conspicuously displayed. Ten
the from showing close-up views of the dozen silk stockings of all colors
secret mechanism of the U. S. Navy's were strung out in front of theater.
new $45,000,000 airplane carrier, Fred Meyer, Alhambra, Milwaukee.

Nita Naldi stood before the mike
and worked her comehither eyes, till
Announcer Pierce whispered in her
ear that a microphone ain't no
But her pantomime was
camera.
great, and her silent delivery a

Pollock,

Pollock realized as he
viewed the scenes that some of them
showed the Navy's new air-launching

Saratoga.

mechanism

in great detail.

"Sorrell and

Son"

(United Artists)
Printed

bookmarks

three

in.

by

"father
and son" literature compiled by the
eight

in.

carrying a

list

of

Smith Joins "Movie Age"
Des Moines E. P. Smith, veteran library. These bookmarks were disIowa theater owner and organization tributed with every book gTven out in
Stevenson Opening Another
main
Victor Varconi spoke in his beauti- leader, has joined the staff of "Movie the circulating department of the
Zharlotte, N. C.^ George R. StevBesides,
regional, which is a library and 30 branches.
on, general manager of Steven- ful broken Czechoslovakian accent, Age," Omaha
Associated Publica- the library in its various branches
Theaters, has been spending con- and ended with the plea: "Write member of the
book
something about me but always tions group of regionals headed by carried a display of stills and
erable time in Charlotte perfect
will handle news jackets of various titles relating to
He
Shlyen.
Ben
He
anyway.
honest,
He's
opening
NICE."
arrangements for the
Stillman, Clevefor the publication fathers and sons.
16 of the Stevenson, Rock Hill, was among press agents, and knew and advertising
land.
in this territory.
wanted.
what
he
C.
knockout.

—

—

,

i

:

I.

—

—
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They All
RICHAR

BARTHEL

THE PAT
LEATHER
The Recoixir
The Cixywd/

/^TWO-DAY

The Hen
The Women
The Kid/
allFALL forhim!

iRECpRDj

/
/

/

W

11 TOLEDO

And
ir
I
I

rm^k

they had to put a

DETOUR SIGN
in front of the

I

PARAMOUNT
"SinU national

THEATRE,
when

SpeciaU
/,m»^^

The Private Lite of

HELEN o/ TROY

RICHARDA.ROWLAND

packed the public
froin Curb to Box-

^RUPERT HUGHEJ

Office for

gIkALFRED SANTELL/^'^ixc^
D^rededh^-MJFKD SANTELL
hodudkfKmmacfmeHt
TITLES BV

•

•

•

SCENARIO BY

its first

popular-price showing
after brilliant $2.00

— AL.ROCKETT

Broadway run!

A

•GERALD C.DUFFY
•WINIFRED

DUNN
Kieinbcr

'VKZ

N.Y.

/ Motion

Picture ftoduceis 4>4 Disiribulors of

Amciict

Inr.^VMII H.Hayt

iTHE
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UNIVERSALIS AMAZING FOUR

The Cat and

the Canary

The Cohens and Kellys

in Paris

Les Miserables

We
all

Americans

UNIVERSAL Long Run

Specials!!

.-^S5,;:-..

Free

To Film

,;,^

Daily Subscribers

THE 1928 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
The most complete volume of

statistical

pictures ever published

Out This Month

data on motion

^'V^j'*C;

sg^s^

/J

^M^-t^^Jt

*-5>

5^

%

A

m

Trem Carr
Special Production
With
Lila

w. i?Ay

Johnston

oprtsmbs
^K:r*f'

Lee

Cornelius Keefe
Betty Francisco

Warner Richmond
Story by H. H. Van Loan
Directed by Charles J. Hunt

l-^
i,^>wC.

A

RAYART

"4^MOUS AUT4tORS"

PICTURE"
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WILL NOT RESIGN
ADIO PICTURES IN

HOME

Woodhull Favors Brookhart Bill
if

Contract Runs Until 1937,

Lasky Says, Branding

Federal Control Obviated

Report False

IREGIVEN DEMONSTRATION

—

Will H. Hays
not quitting as head of the
and G. E. Exhibit
:. C. A.
producer-distributor association.
Device at Tests in
Reports that the "general" might
sever connections with the inSchenectady
of the evils which now exist wdthin the industry as between the produstry
are without foundation,
ducer and the exhibitor."
Schenectady, N. Y. Radio talking
states Jesse L. Lasky, president
:tures for the home were demonof the Association of M. P.
ated here yesterday by the Radio
inIf
eliminated
will
profoundly
the
entire
block
booking
can
affect
be
Producers.
of America and the General
)rp.
ectric
The pictures were through passage of the Brookhart dustry. Theater owners who have
Co.
until
has
contract
Hays'

Los Angeles

—

is

was voted
Columbus, O.
unit. The
exhibitor
trustees
the
Ohio
of
at a meeting of the board of
some
correcting
proposed law, it was stated, "will do much toward
Active support to the Brookhart

bill

—

oadcast to three different points in
city, one of which was to the
2
me of E. W. Allen, vice president
G. E.
of scientists and newspastanding before the first
rnien
onie television sets" ever to be
monstrated saw the moving images
d heard the voices of a man and a
)man transmitted from the research
)oratories of General Electric sev1
miles away.

Groups

So

lifelike

were

the

lights

witnesses

reproduced,

des

and
said,

the curl of smoke from a cigarand the flash of an eye were
nsmitted by radio just as a picture
folds on a screen.
t

television set is of simple
istruction and not unlike the fa-

The

first

phonograpii cabinet in size and
It was develappearance.
ed by Dr. E. F. W. Anderson,
isulting engineer of R. C. A. and

obviating any danger to the in- devoted unlimited time and energ>'
dustry which may come through to the advancement of their business
Federal regulation, "then let us work and who have given great study to
unitedly for the passage of the bill." its
many uncertainties tjationallv
This is the message to exhibitors want to give careful consideration
made public today by R. F. (Pete) to any move of this character before
Woodhull, president of the M.P.T. taking a position from which they
O.A., in a discussion of the Brook- will not be able to recede.
"In the M.P.T.O.A. my worthy
hart measure to eliminate block and
blind booking and arbitrary alloca- predecessors in office and myself have
Unaffiliated exhibi- always counselled the most careful
tion of product.
propositions
vital
of
tors will agree, he said, that block consideration
booking is a trade evil which should and we have consistently refused to
be stampeded into lines of procedure
be wiped out.
"In the consideration of the Brook- without weighing the different elehart bill as in other public situations ments carefullv.
"The M.P.T.O.A. is a Nationa'
effecting the industry it has always
been my policy to give careful con- organization and is obliged under all
sideration to every phase before mak- the rules of fair procedure to consider all situations in a national way.
ing a declaration," he declared.
(^Continued on Page 3)
"This bill is national in scope and
bill,

March,

1937,

Lasky
denying any barun,

to

pointed out in
sis
for intimation

would

resign.

that

Hays

Hays
arrives

here Saturday on his semi-annual visit to the studios.
statement Avas in
Lasky's
answer to a published report
that Hays would resign unless
assured of 100 per cent backing of his membership on policies

and plans.

NEW SALARY CUT MOVE
IS

liar

SEEN ON COAST

terior

and

his assistants

£.,
itory here.
E.,
:ently
.

in

the lab-

R. C. A. and Westinghouse

an interest in
available to the industheir talking pictures, television
i sound devices.
IJoTnplete technical description of
"home television set" will apar in Monday's issue of

50,

purchased

making

!

THE

LM DAILY.

—

The Economic Broom
DOUG FAIRBANKS,
Arts and
tion Picture

as president of the

Academy

of

Los Angeles Regarded as the first
step in a new salary-cutting move.
18 craftsmen are being laid off at

Mo- M-G-M,

Sciences, issues forth with a running

resume of Hollywood as

it

is

today and as

it

should be

if

everything functioned properly.
"I believe the industry needs a thorough housecleaning"
he states. "In many instances salaries are out of propor-

and the cost sheets of production show almost wanton
wastage. * * * If the expenditure has proved too great for
the returns of pictures, then, in my opinion, fewer pictures should be made, with more time and effort put on
tion

IIPMENT DEMONSTRATED
UNATIONALSUPPLYMEET

each one."

Doug is very gentle. He hasn't even touched on the real
and demonthis industry for
inside of the situation. Anyone who has been in
equipment are occupying
the history of motion picture
attention of the sales convention any length of time knows that if
National Theater Supply Co., in
incompetence were written in all of its unbelievable detail, a lot
ion here at the Stevens Hotel and
Page

—Discussions

liicago
itions of

(Continued

on

Page 3)

(^Continued

on

3)

effective Saturday. This affects and releases, about eight per cent
of the carpenters and electricians.
Three art directors are being retained
to take care of the various units go-

ing into production soon.
Six of the oldest assistant directors
on the company's payroll are let out
under the order, which marks a general cutting down in every depart(Continiied on Page 3)

French Commission Reject
Drastic Quota Change
Distributors asked for a
Paris
quota admitting five foreign films for
each one produced by a French company at a meeting of the cinema commission presided over by Edouard
Herriot, minister of education, but
the commission decided this was too
It now seems probable that
radical.
{Continued on Page 3)
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Canandaigua, N. Y. Petitions arel
being
circulated
here
for
showsj
from 3:00 to 11:00 P.M. Sun-
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6-7

by Arthur W. Eddy..

Daily

Tips for

8

II

Showmen

ing year.

11

A TWO REEL COMEDY
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES, Review of the News
by Phil

Marie Dressier Leaves
Marie Dressier has left for thelj
Coast, accompanied by Hedda HopJ
per.
She will be featured in several
M-G-M productions during the cor

1011

HOW WESCO TOUTED
AND THAT'S THAT,

'

8-9

8

WEEK FINKELSTEIN TRIBUTE
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, Coast News by Telegraph
"A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilk
EXPLOIT-0-GRAMS,

days. The council will decide the issuel
Jan. 20. Former Mayor William J.S
MacFarlane is manager of The Playhouse,
Schine theater, only local|
house.

4

BELL-RINGERS'

Broad

1650

1

2

THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT,
HOW TO USE NEWSPAPER SPACE

Pulilished daily except Saturday and holiday-at
1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y., and
copyripht (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
Forte.
Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Pulilisher: Maurice 1). Kann. Vice President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer
Ralph
Business and Advertising Manager;
Entered a*
Wilk, Traveling Representative.
second class matter May 21, 1918. at thepost-office at New York, N. Y.. under the act
1879.
Terms (Postage free>
of March
3,
United States outside of dreater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communicsi
remit with order.

Kann

Maurice

by

by Charles F. Hynes

PRESENTATIONS, by Jack Narrower
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELEASES, by Lilian

Price25Cent$

JOHN W. ALiCOATE

Editorial

11

To Distributors

12

M. Daly

OR
State Right Buyers
A SUPER FEATURE
UP TO DATE

12

REVIEWS.

Circle 47.^^
way.
Filmday,
4737 4738 4739.
Cable address:
New York. Hollywood, California Harve>
Ambassador
Hotel:
'Phone
G:nisman,
E.
Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. LondonFredman, The Film Renter, 58.
Ernest
Great Marlborough St., London. W. i. Bei

—

lin

— Lichtbildbuehne,

Friedrichstrasse,

225.

Low

High
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tFilm Inspection
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100
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1
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Art.

Com
Pfd

"United
Univ.

.

15

13

.

85

80

Pfd.

Pict.

98^

98}^

2454
98"^

tWarner Bros.
Warner Bros. "A"

16

15^

15H

23M

2-2

22

•Last Prices Quoted

•*Bic

tCurb Market

ttBond

.

11

H

.

.

•

io
1,000
1,400

(Over
the Counter)
Market

and

1

300
>

Pictures

*tTJniv.

Asked

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louij
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia

When you

think of

you are thinking of

T E B B

I

7

N

6

S

in

Sam
Sam

Newfield Leaves for Coast
Newfield, director of the "Let
George Do It" comedies, made by
Stern Brothers with Sid Saylor as

from

star,

George

the

comic,

has

left

McManus

for Hollywood to resume work after
Sigmund Newfield, his
a vacation.

brother and general manager of the
Stern Brothers studio, who came east
with his brother, will not leave until
next week.

1540

Stebbins

Bryant

3.

AN ARSENE LUPIN
ADVENTURE STORY
BY
MAURICE LEBLANC
WITH ALL STAR CAST.
WALLACE BEERY
LAURA LA PLANTE
RALPH LEWIS
WILLIAM V. MONG
P. LOCKNEY
J.
WEDGE NOWELL
AND OTHER NOTABLES

6
6

-

Plans Rochester House
N.
Y. -^ Kathrine
Thompson plans to be the first
woman theater owner here. She has
filed plans for a $70,000 neighborhood
film house, the Dixie, to be built
on Portland Ave.

Garyn on Sales Trip
Pat Garyn of National Screen Service leaves Saturday on a five weeks'
trip to the Middle West.

PREVIOUSLY RELEASED BY
ROBERTSON COLE CO., NOV.,
1920.
LENGTH 6123 FT.
CELEBRATED AUTHORS
SOCIETY,

68

West S6th

St.

Ltd.,
Circle

2396

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Lesser in N. Y.
Sol Lesser arrived in New York
Friday for a visit of about ten days.
Sol

Bell

Monta

Goes

Bell,

to Coast

M-G-M

director,

who

arrived back from a two-month's trip
abroad, leaves Sunday for the Coast.

Photo
Engraving
Specialists

Nat G. Rothstein 111
Nat G. Rothstein, director of advertising and exploitation for Universal,

several
grippe.

home

has been ill at his
days with a severe

'Where'....

.

Sveruone^^

for
case of

to

the

Motion Picture
Industry

House Bums

—

Hugo, Okla. The Liberty, Griffith
house, was destroyed by fire which
started in an adjoining department
Little insurance was carried
store.
on the house.

?

Wherever
you

go-

DAY AND NIGHT

Plaza Hotels
Wf are famous.
In Boston
T r

——

in

New York

—in London
Also in
Holljrwood

miLVWOC D^

& Co.,

Broadway

1

I

•

6

Rochester,

tf 8 the

W.

7

7

New York

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Arthur

6

Woman

New York

Joe Murphy, who plays Andy in
^he Gump Comedies, made by Sam
Von Ronkle for Universal release, is
'n
New York for a brief vacaHe recently completed his
tion.
quota of two-reelers for the coming
He will make appearances
season.
at New York theaters in conjunction
with Gump comedies.

Griffith

INSURANCE
S

6

cartoon

.

**United Art.

CHEER LEADER
FANGS OF THE WILD

Murphy

....

H

MOM
M.

6

7

FORTUNE HUNTER
GATEWAY OF THE MOON....
ON THE STROKE OF TWELVE
ON YOUR TOES
THE NOOSE
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104^

tFox Theaters "A". 20ii
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The Economic Broom

•Jew Salary Gut Move
Is Seen on the Coast
jrom Page

iContinv,ed

where reduction

ent,

personnel

possible.

ing on

(Continued from Page 1)
crowns would crumble into the dust and the spotlight of
dubious genius which today radiates its false rays in so many Accordingly, national officers

directions

While practically no production
at

present,

it

at when conditions
irmal, these workers

would sputter

into inglorious oblivion.

Swinging the

become

Stick

will be reenis stated, they
lower salaries

This industry most certainly needs a housecleaning. And as
thorough a cleansing operation as can be applied. The economic
reengaged.
broom should sweep, far, wide and clean.
The job is big, but if enough muscle swings the stick that
rench Commission Reject swings the broom, the results will show.
With the debris will
Drastic Quota Change go a lot of illusions about people and things,
but what of it?
(Continued, jrom Page 1)
A
little more truth and a little less camouflage in this business
e nine to one ciuota agreed upon
the Commission some time ago is one of its crying needs. Nobody can deny it.
However, it
ged.
return at much
II

KANN

be adopted.

11

The
rni

be presented in this
during the current session of the
will

bill

lamber or after the
the new
Ivocates of the
icn

May

elections

Chamber convenes.
bill

are sure that

it

be passed in time to become efRepresentatives of
Sept. 1.
Incrican producers here feel certain
at' the formation of a European
11

:tive

mbine

in

films

ench action

in

will

result

from

drafting restrictive

quipment Shown at
Nat'l Supply Meet
(Continued from Page

1)

Eight St. theater. Sessions close
In addition to Joe
Saturday.
ornstein,
Walter Green, George
Kruit and James Toler, branch
nagers and salesmen representing
ery district are attending.

H. C. Woods, president of Amern Silver Sheet and the representae of Daylight Screen, gave a lece and demonstration Thursday,
dlen of Vallen Electrical discussed
end of the business and Irving
muels spoke on "Curtain Controls."
demonstration and talk on stage
ging was given by J. R. Clancy and
)y Langford spoke on "How To
Drapes
ecify and Sell Rigging."
the subject of a lecture by P.
Landis.
A contest for the National Theater
pply Co. sales force, called "Glad
igs Race," was outlined by M. J.
ulroy of the Midland Division of

IS

Lamp Works.

itional
ion suggested is

The compe-

based on the sale
lamps during the year now under-

Connery of National Lamp
orks spoke of "Lighting the The;r." Theater interiors was the topic
cussed by Brown of the same or-

ly.

nization.

"What Newer Theater

ghting Will

Do

for the
of a talk

the subject
G. G. Thompson

Theater"
by Alvin

iler.

of

Ward

switchProjection was discussed by
ards.
R. Geib of National Carbon Co.
d F. M. Falge of National Lamp

onard

spoke

concerning

latter also speaking on
lamps. "Stage Material"
is the topic of Ed. Wolk.
After this session the convention
journed to the Piccadilly theater to
the largest organ in Chicago, a
;

orks,

t

the

Mazda

Igen.

Washington

—Attack

on the Lang-

to Blue Law.
Headquarters of the citizens' committee of the association have been

Opposed

fislation.

s

Second Meeting at Capital Wisconsin Judge Acts in
Ascher Enterprises Case
to Protest Langford Bill
ford bill seeking to foist Sunday
closing upon the District of Columbia,
as the first step in a national "blue"
law campaign will feature the meeting Wednesday of the National Ass'n.

established

at

the

Carlton

Hotel,

—

Milwaukee An ancillary receiver
was appointed recently by Judge Edward T. Fairchiid to take over the
property and assets of the Ascher
Theatrical

Enterprises, Inc., in this
Davis, Chicago, a
I.
creditor of the theatrical company
which says the company owns the
Merrill building, Milwaukee, issued a

city.

Mrs. R.

petition

for

this

action.

Langford
The U. S. Court in Chicago apbill.
A recent protest meeting was pointed Abel Davis and the Chicago
featured by attack on the measure by Title & Trust Co. receivers several
Seventh Day Adventists.
days ago and Davis also was appointed by Judge Fairchiid as ancil-

pending disposition

of

the

Greenwich Theater to
Show Feature Pictures

lary

receiver

in

this

with
discussed this proposition
agreed with me that aside from an-v
general consideration we would give
this measure that we should ascertain directly from the author of the
bill just what he believed it would
accomplish if passed.
"Secretary M. J. O'Toole went to
Washington and called on Sen.
Brookhart and discussed the bill
with him.
The Senator said that
certain exhibitors in his own state of
Iowa and others talked with him
about the matter, having special reference to the action of the Federal
Trade Commission on the question
of block booking and the order from

whom

is

expected

is

again

1)

of

1)

of

(Continued from Page

Favors Brookhart Bill
Without U. S. Control

district.

I

that body to one of the producing
and distributing companies to "cease
and desist."

"The matter of Federal regulation
as applied to the motion picture business was brought to the attention of
the senator and the danger of bringing this medium of expression within the control of political agencies
was suggested. He said that he believed this could be obviated, but
that he felt the way to handle the
proposed law would be through the
Federal Trade Commission or some,
such governmental agency.
"That compulsory block

booking

a trade evil in the industry which
should be wiped out is a fact upon
which all unaffiliated Exhibitors will
can be done
it
If
surely agree.
is

the Brookhart bill
The through
Brookhart expresses

ator
Chithat

—and
the

Sen-

belief
way of
do is to

—

Ascher company owns several
can be done that
it
cago theaters and one at Manitowoc, course the proper thing to
Film features will form a regular Wis.
p.iss the bill.
part of the program at the Green"Therefore my conclusion in a
wich Village theater which reopens
sentence is If we can obviate any
Suit Over Foreign Films
Feb. 12 under management of N.
mav
Film Arts Guild has lodged two danger to our business which
Brewster Morse and Douglas Wood.
come through Federal regulation then
Kerman
Bros.
Emsuits
against
the
Programs will consist of musical,
let us work unitedly for the passage
dramatic and picture features, with blem Film Exchange, in the Supreme of the bill. Sen. Brookhart said he
The
York
County.
Court
of
New
program changing every two
the
could procure a hearing
distribution of believed he
weeks. One-act plays will be released suits relate to the
Commerce Com
Interstate
the
by
Lovers?" with Emil
featuring Broadway stars. The policy "Husbands or
mittee of the Senate on or about
of
Sorrow"
"Streets
Jannings and
of the new management is to com16.
If the Walsh Public UtilInvalidation of Jan.
Greta Garbo.
bine the arts of the drama, music with
ity measure which has precedence,
injunction
restraining
contracts
and
a
and pictures in one entertainment.
he said, could be placed in the hands
The theater will be operated on a are demanded on alleged grounds of of a special committee or sub-comimproper and fraudulent accounting
subscription basis.
mittee then the block booking bill
and refusal to make payment of
would get the right of way. If not,
monies collected.
Prices Cut at Madison, Wis.
it would of necessity be deferred unHarry Lewis, attorney for the de- til a later date.
Madison The Majestic, which for
fendant, claims Symon Gould of Film
"We should prepare for the hearthe several months has been operatArts
Guild accepted advance pay- ing in a manner which will enable
Sundays,
ing only on Saturdays and
the us to present the most effective arnow is operating under a cut price ment of $2,000 on delivery of
Lovers"
"Husbands
or
of
negative
Members of
gument in its favor.
matinees.
with
day policy
seven
it.
In connection Congress in general and especiallv
Thomas Norman is the new manager. but never delivered
with the Garbo picture, Lewis asserts the experienced law-makers who are
Gould likewise accepted advance pay- on the Interstate Commerce ComFischer Operating at Burlington
ment but failed to deliver the nega- mittee of the Senate want only facts
Burlington The Crystal, formerly tive.
anv
Therefore
and conclusions.
operated by W. L. Uglow, has rethe M.P.T.O.A. and we
move
by
Fischer's
opened under management of
hope this will be fully concurred in
New Milwaukee House Leased
Uglow, who
Paramount Theaters.
by Exhibitors generally and all in
numa
for
has conducted the theater
Milwaukee Egyptian Realty Co., favor of the Brookhart bill, is to apber of years gave possession of the owner of the Egyptian, which opened proach this situation in Washington
property to the Fischer interests Christmas day, has leased the the- seriously and understandingly."
under a three year lease, will devote ater to the Badger Amusement Co.,
his time to his theater at Waterford, it became known recently. The lease
Install New Organ
Wis.
is for IS years and the rent for the
first year it is understood is $21,400,
Larned, Kans. The State has inPhoto
Remodel Oklahoma Theater
and increase until the fifteenth year stalled a Robert Morton
thecombination
$2.';,900.
The
theater
is
a
it
will
be
which
owned
when
Player,
Palace,
The
Okla.—
Duncan,
by Griffith Bros., is being completely cost approximately $500,000 and has a ater organ with pipes and different
seating capacity of 2,000.
traps.
remodeled.

—

—

—

—
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PROGRAMS

Prologue Flash on Strand Stage;
Simple, but Highly Effective

"JOAN", LYRIC PAGEANT

AT ROXY,

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ALL
EXHIBITORS IN BUILDING UP

Presentations

PRESENTATIONS AT LEADING
THEATERS

biggest things attempted in conjunction with a motion picture program,
was that offered at the Roxy the past
week. "Joan of Arc," done as a lyric
pageant in six scenes, from the text
and music by W. Franke Harling,
presented a thoroughly high class entertainment and showed no uncertain
amount of skill in its production.
Opening with a prologue in which an
old man explains the story of the
picture, "Joan of Arc," to his grand-

and continumg on through

little

time for a stage presentation.

was confined to a very brief prologue which nicely set the atmosphere for the picture. The curtains
parted on a circus flash which had
"barker"
been
announced by a
through a phonograph.
The set
It

of trained wild animals.

These were

immense papier-mache constructions
which were ingeniously animated,
and performed antics as the leader
snapped the whip. It was just sufthe audience nicely for
the circus atmosphere of the picture.
ficient to set

JAZZ NOVELTY ACT

PEPPY STAGE ACTS

—

AT THE

"Jazz a la Carte" got under way
The stage presentation at the Paramount was John Murray Anderson's with an introductory leader announc"Blue Plate," worked out with an im- ing the name of the presentation,
mense replica of a Dutch plate in playing up Kahn's name and the
The
blue and white for the background. names of the specialty artists.
The blue and white idea was carried curtains then opened showing the

Aviation Stunt to

Lorraine Minto at K. C.
City Lorraine Minto

—

one of the stage attractions

at

Under auspices

Pan-

Office Prescriptions

MURRY LIVINGSTON
Creator of Box Office Builders

BARREL O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
Phone me at SPRins 4613
at 339 Lafayette Street.

WrUe me

of

the
of

Promotion

American
Aviation,

Carson, well known flyer,
be known as "Miss Aviation" and a jazz aggregation of 12
musicians will fly to their engagements over the Loew circuit. The

who

stunt

Box

for

Regina

is

tages.

ly

week.

Cover Loew Circuit
Society

Kansas

N. Y. C.

''

all

^

ia'l

pair of irresistible jokesters. headin
the stage show called "Pepper P(

:

:

This comedy team prove
the hit of the bill with their rap: nPi
fire dialogue and trick gestures.
Wa »to
Roesner and "The Capitolians" su] fen
plied a snappy set of musical sele iw
tions with the drummer of the o led
chestra scoring an inning with Y plar
clever manipulation of the sticks
well as offering a vocal number.
The Chester Hale girls maintain!
their popularity with more of the
smart stepping and attractive cc ^(.f
tumes. Wallace and Cappo, two sur Mtl
Revue."

latr;

ren

AT

breathless for the finale that followRube Wolf Starts Tour
Bobby Rowland at Broadway
Rube Wolf has started his tour of ed with all hands on. The Foster
Bobby Rowland and company will
the West Coast circuit at the War- Girls were perched on the arms of
field in San Francisco as orchestra an immense windmill back stage and be one of the main stage attractions
leader.
He is presenting the Holly- were being whirled around in space at the Broadway for the current
The week.
as the curtains were drawn.
wood Beauties as an attraction.
encore act was flashy, and had lots
Eva Tanguay at Coliseum
of pep.
Dufranne at Capitol Concert
Eva Tanguay will be headlined at
George Dufranne. Canadian tenor,
the Coliseum for the first half of the
will be the soloist of the 13th Sym-

Concert to be given by the
Capitol (New York) orchestra Sunday morning.

bill

come<
with Clark and McCullough,
Capitol offered an

lite

throughout in the costuming and set- band seated full stage and backed
tings.
Lorraine Tumler sang "Two up by French curtains in front of
Little Wooden Shoes" and the Fos- which were hung black velvet streamter Girls rounded out the act with ers. The orchestra opened with "Did
Gordon You Mean It," with vocal chorus
Libellule," a Gambarelli ballet num- some nifty routine steps.
Kahn
and
King
did
some
nice
buck
step- by three of the musicians.
ber; "Twilight," a potpourri of Rusthen brought out George and Jimfolk songs,
sian
by the Russian ping, and wound up with some senmie Trainor, tap dancers, who did a
Cathedral Choir, a dance by the Six- sational team work that stopped the
Tom Long and Sally Small a fast routine to big applause. Next
teen Roxyettes and a gala Spanish show.
Eldora Stanford, soprano, was inbit
called
"Sevillana,"
featuring pulled a novelty juggling act that
troduced and sang "Among
My
Fowler and Tamara, tango experts was unique and got a big hand.
Souvenirs."
Kahn
then had the
Koslof
and
the
orchestra
stage
and the ballet and vocal ensemble.
The setting and costumes in this were followed with excerpts from "Rhap- piano rolled out and obliged with
Myers & Hanaford "Dawn of Tomorrow" and "Flapunusually colorful. The overture was sodic in Blue."
did
their
musical
saw number and perette." The Four Biltmore Boys
"Orpheus" and the film entertainwere next brought out, their novelty
ment consisted of the news reel, Koshler & Edith did some sensation- songs
going very big and proving
al
skating
on
small
mat
in
a
just
Movietone and "The Gateway of the
front of the band leader.
It was a to be the big spot of the whole presMoon "
whiz number that had the audience entation.

phonic

The

CAPlTOi

pay

six

scenes consisting ot Joan seemg the
vision of St. Michael; bidding hei
people good-bye as she rides off,
garbed in shinmg armor, on a white
imprisonment in the
liorse;
her
dugeon; the procession to her trial
and finally her condemnation in the
market place in Rouen; the story
thus
unfolds accompanied
a
by
musical score that is delightful and
a sincerity that is genuine.
Also on the prograni was a series
divertissem.ent
including
"La
of

m]

COMEDY

IMPRESSIVE

showed a circus ring with the master
With the Charlie Chaplin feature, of ceremonies in his red coat and
Circus," carrying practically
An exceedingly artistically handled "Theentire
long whip directing the aggregation
the
performance, there was
presentation, and probably one of the

son,

CLARK AND NCCULLOUGH

in

will

will

start

Jamaica week

idea
tacle

is

in

at Loew's Hillside
The
of Jan. 23.

present an aviation specevery theater, designed to

to

arouse public interest in aviation.
The Sikorsky plane to be used will
be piloted by Captain Roscoe Turner.
They will cover the Loew circuit to the Coast.

some good

dancii

Hire

|,f

|„

of the Pearl," a pantomime bal
featuring Rita & Teske, clever ada
artists, as v/ell as the Capitol bal
corps.
The overture was "Caprice
Italien" and the screen offered "La
Romance," the news reel
of

"Babv Mine."
Coast M. C. at Milwaukee
Milwaukee Dave Schooler, w
has been band master at Midwesc
Wisconsin since last July, is leavi
Milwaukee for New York on a t
weeks vacation. Schooler will be
placed at the Wisconsin for the t
weeks by Nat Nazarro, Jr., who 1

—

been master of ceremonies

at

Co
iiiie-

theaters.
liian

(

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Pictvre Presentation

teorj
'

mi

Wed

The FALLY MARKUSe;
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

IS

Lackawanna 7R76

1579 BROADWAY,

NEWYORK

CIT»

r--*Cliff

Cliff

footed lads, did

and Fain and Dunn, in song duel
added another bright spot to the pr
gram.
The revue was elaborate
staged both in setting and costu
Another divertissement was "Lege

Edwards

Edwards, as

A.
"Ukelele

at L.

Ike,"

has signed up with Fanchon & Marco circuit and will make his debut at
the Metropolitan, Los Angeles, Jan.
26.
A 14-week tour of West Coast
theaters will follow.

HARRY COHEN
Theatrical Enterprises
Vaudeville and Novelties

JACK SHERWIN,

Mgr.

1587 Bway. PENniylvania 9168
Local Follies Reviews Arranged

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCH

10 bl

kiiri
•'nouii

'Sfoi
tieise.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Act
iastii

*ey-

1600 Broadway. New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Cil

THE
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NEWS FLASHES FROM FIUI
CENTERS ALL OVER THE

RAPID STRIDES ARE BEING

MADE IN THE FOREIGN
KEEP POSTED
PIXLD.
THROUGH "FOREIGN

|

MARKETS

Foreign Markets
By

Old Films for

JAMES

P.

CUNNINGHAM

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—

Indifference to short
the general attitude of
European picture houses, according
bulletin issued by the Mo) a trade
on Picture Section of the Departjent of Commerce. The better class
German theaters is the outstandf
ig exception to this attitude, as Gerlan educational short films form a
gular part of their programs.
ubjects

is

The chief cause is the fact that
thibitors as a rule are not asked
pay for them, or if they do pay,
Naturle rental fee is negligible.
make little attempt
lly, distributors
feature or popularize a type of
which

icture

Most

rofit.

them in no
European audiences

brings

ave been educated to the doubleature program. If these features do
ot consume the allotted time, a short
Dmedy or new film is added gratis
y distributors.

short films produced in Eujpe are not of the type which would
nd to popularize this class of pic-

The

producers

are
into short
ms and as a result they are usualof the low comedy variety. About
per cent of all the short subjects
)
lown in Europe are of American

European

ire.

i^erse

to

money

putting

rigin.

Rome — Promotion
culture

as

of films having
their object has

een undertaken by Mussolini, who
as placed himself at the head of the
uce organization for this purpose,
production
important
most
he
lanned under the new scheme is

"La

SHOW
Berlin

Divina

U. S. FILMS

—

German production has

at the expense of
American product, this being shown
conclusively by the fact that during

HAYDEN PLANS TO BUCK

SOUTH AFRICAN TRUST

1927 there were 503 features passed
by the German censor, of which 232,
or 46.1 per cent, were home made.
This compares with only 202 German productions in 1926 as against
229 American. Other countries contribtited 84 pictures in both 1926 and
1927. So all the strengthening of the
home market has been obtained solely at the expense of America, as
foreign imports remain the same.

—A

report is in circulation
London
that the Clavering Circuit has been
sold to L. W. Schlesinger for over
In this connection it is
$2,000,000.
noted that Sidney Hayden, the managing director of Kinemas, Ltd., who

operates in South Africa in opposition
to the Schlesinger interests has plans
under way to operate 15 theaters in
that territory by the middle of the
His operations are being
year.
watched with interest by the British
industry, as heretofore the Schlessuccessfully
have
interests
inger
dominated the South African field.

Films Act Will Not
Increase Admissions
London No alteration in admission prices is contemplated by exhibitors in London and the suburbs
as a result of the Films Bill coming
into operation with the consequent
increase in cost of British pictures.

The "Daily Herald"

in

an article had

suggested this would be the outcome,
but it is emphatically denied by exhibitors generally, who intend to stick
to their regular admission prices.

Commedia,"

Joint Production

to be made on
:ale with assistance of the

/hich

is

a

—

large

—

production. The
released in Great Britain by First
'ational Pathe, and throughout the
orld by First National Pictures, Inc.

e

Form Franco-Chilean
Producing Company

—

Australia Against Music Tax
Sydney Complaint is being regised by exhibitors against the extent
music fees demanded of them. The
vy on picture theaters amounts to

young
a
Infante,
Paris Jorge
Chilean, has founded a producing
firm known as Europe Sub-Amenque
Films, which has its headquarters
Santiago, Chile. The first production
will be made in Europe, with the exteriors shot in Portugal and the m-

^25,000 annually.

teriors

—

f

Scheme

Paris— Opposition

m

at

Epinay, near Paris.

is

developing

among

distributors and exhibitors
against the proposed quota which producers are trying to put through. The
special commission appointed to inquire into methods of aiding the
French industry, presided over by
M. Herriot, Minister of Education,
has been investigating ways and
means to do so. Unless the Commission comes to an early decision allowing a bil Ito be framed establishing a
quota, the producers are planning to
press for a Government decree limiting imports of foreign films.
The
suggested quota figure is 12J/2 per
cent of French films.

by Franco-German Films German Bankers

Now

—

Berlin Joint production has been
Control Sudfilm Co.
arranged for a series of Franco-GerBerlin—The banking firm of Hardy
man pictures between Vandal & Delac & Co. has secured more than half
and Wengeroff Films of Berlin. The the shares of the Sudfilm Co. These
new concern is called "Aubert-Vandal bankers are also financially interested
and Delac-Wengeroff Film." Aubert in Ufa.
It is reported that J. von
will distribute in France and WengerLustig, the financier connected with
off in Central Europe. The first picDefu-First National, is behind the
ture will be the adaptation of a move, and that Richard Eichberg may
French novel, "La Sarasine," with act as producers.
Lil

Dagover

featured.

Denmark Remits Tax on "Kings"
Buys Phonofilm Equipment
Copenhagen The usual tax of 40
Edward Ricci of the Argentine- per cent on foreign films has been
American Corp. has purchased and remitted by the Danish Government
shipped a complete Phonofilm equip- n the case of "The King of Kings."
ment including the recording and studio apparatus for use in the South
Phoebus Inquiry Proceeds
American territory. Installation will
Berlin The inquiry into the albe made by Harry Jones, Phonofilm leged association of Phoebus with
engineer, now en route for Argen- one of the German Government de-

—

—

tine.

partments

French Exhibit Opens

— The

still

proceeding.

FitzPatrick in

Exhibition of Science
and Arts has opened with all the important producers represented. Cineromans Film de France have reconstructed a set from "Princess Masha"
Paris

is

London

—

producer of the Music Master series,
arrived from New York yesterday
on the Aquitania en route to Vienna
to show his feature dealing with the
life of Franz Schubert.

New York

Avenue
D.

J.

London

James A. FitzPatrick,

RicHMOUNT Pictures

picture will

tiarge of

OPPOSING QUOTA IDEA

DROPPED

been strengthened

Reorganize Irish Guild
Dublin The Cinema and AmuseGovernment Guild of the Free State has as their exhibit.
lent.
been reorganized on a new basis, with
William Orr, co-manager of the
Corinthian Picture House appointed
Plans Second British Film
It is hoped to increase
as secretary.
London The second British pic- the membership so that every distribire to be made by First National's utor and exhibitor in the territory
ritish unit is "God's Clay," according
will become a member.
723 Seventh
Harry Ham, in
) announcement by

)ante's

Ct<

lit

Backing

Italian Culture Films
talian

Blackballing of all
Berlin
exhibitors who deceive patrons
with old versions of new pictures by the Renters' Ass'n
and barring them from all
further supply of pictures is
the method being adopted by
the Spitzenorganisation t o
stamp out the practice.

—

dussolini is

FRENCH EXHIBITORS ARE

GERMANY'S 1927 IMPORT

New

—

INDIFFERENT TO SHORTS

GLOBE: MELBOURNE,
LONDON. BERLJN.
PA RIB

MOUNTAN,

Inc.

City, N. Y.

President

Exclusive foreigrn representatives for Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading
independent producers and distributors.
Cabfa Addrm; RICHPICSOC. PARIS CmbU Addran: DEEJAY. LONDON
CafaU AiUran:

RICHPIC.

Exporting only the Best in

N. T.

Motion Pictures

;

;

THE

S&^
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Richard Barthelmess in

"The Cheer Leader"

"The Noose"

Lumas

Length: 7129

First National

ft.

Length: 6000

A MIGHTY FINE PRODUCTION. EASILY BARTHELMESS'
BEST IN A LONG, LONG TIME.
CHECK UP A REAL PICTURE
FOR EARLY SHOWING.
FACTION.
Cast. .. .Richard Barthelmess gets
back into
worthy of
markably

his stride
his ability.

vehicle
Gives a re-

in

a

performance.
forceful
excellent as the boot-

Montagu Love
leg king

and Lina Basquette does her

finest vi^ork so far as the cabaret girl.
Alice Joyce a sympathetic figure as
Others Wm.
the governor's vi^ife.
Walling, Robt. T. Haines, Thelma

Todd.
Story and

Production .... Dram'a.

First National offers, in "The Noose,"
one of the first of the new year's
"best pictures." It is a mighty powerful dramatic entertainment that the
story offers and the producer, director and cast have obviously worked
in close cooperation.
Everything is

well balanced, everything jibes. There
are no loose joints.
Dillon's direction is masterful at times; the cast
headed by Barthelmess leaves little
to be desired and the production is
The
in every measure, adequate.
story is tense, dramatic, and tear
wringing.
The suspense is corking.
Direction. .. .John Francis Dillon;
top notch.

Authors

Willard Mack-H. H.

..

James T. O'Donohoe
Photography.
James C. Van

Tress; excellent.

Scenario

Photography.

..

.Edward

Gheller;

Length: 5280

Roost"
ft.

AN ATTRACTIVE STAR AND
SOME AMUSING COMEDY

M-G-M

Length: 5139

ft.

FARCE THAT RUNS INTO
GOOD OLD FASHIONED SLAPSTICK.
A BIT RISQUE IN
PARTS BUT DREW DOWN A
GREAT LOT OF LAUGHS AT

THE CAPITOL.

Length: 4833

Pathe

ft.

Louise Lorraine

Author

Scenario.
Lipton.

..

.F.

Margaret Mayo
Hugh Herbert-Lew

new

arrival
Fulfills all rein the hero line-up.
quirements quite satisfactorily. EuLongenia Gilbert, the girl.

Comedy don the

a

Tom

villain.

Others Dick Hat-

m
LIGHT

fflGLE

Fox

/

,r,

Icmt

m

ibac
ier

*idrai
itietln

care of the woman's viewpoint. Maf3
Carr, as the mother, believes hei

sriroi

grandson has become

"

a

famous dan

,

.

"'
,

cing teacher, unaware that the "grea
foot work" she hears about pertaia
to his work in the prize ring.
Hovl""*'
the little old woman becomes th_^
boy's best rooter and thus helps hin •"
win the big fight, is but one of thi ""Jf
interesting details.

Direction.
good.

.

.

.Fred Newmeyer; ver

Author
Scenario

Faxon Dean; good

Length: 4987

1

ilttr

itslte

Story and Production. .. .Comedy,
This is the best story Denny has
time.
"On Youi
picked in some
Toes" has originality and Fred Newmeyer has used the script to the ut
most advantage. The comedy is con
sistent and moves along smoothlj
with the story development.
It's <
man's picture because of the figh
angle and the romance in it take

Earle

Rami

Earle Snel
Snell-Gladyi

Lehman.
..

Still

Photography.

.

.

.Ross Fisher; goo(

Syd Chaplin

in

"The Fortune Hunter"
Warner
ft.

..

.Don Coleman

OLORi

WELL BALANCED.

^

TWISTS AND
STAMPEDE CLIMAX ADDS

.

heGi

ft.

STORY GIVES
DENNY FIRST RATE VEHICLE,
ENTERTAINING AND WITH
THE ACTION AND HUMOR
ORIGINAL

Cast. .. .Denny very good as t
Dane and George K. dancing master who becomes a fig!
Arthur a comedy contrast in their champion. Barbara Worth pleasin]
physical appearance and match up as the heroine. Mary Carr splendid
comedy manners. as the mother. Others Hayden Stev
nicely
in
their
Charlotte Greenwood a lanky com- enson, Frank Hagney, Gertrude How
edienne who makes good use of her ard, George West.

SURPRISE

Cast.

'

Cast.... Karl

SPEED, LAUGHS AND
THRILLS IN MIX'S LATEST.
COMPLICATIONS MAKE THIS
ENTERTAINING. NETS A GOOD VARIATION TO OLD HERO'S COMEDY DETECTIVE
RUSTLER YARN. IT WILL WORK WILL DELIGHT HIS
GOOD MANY LAUGHS.
THE FAN CROWD DE- ADMIRERS. TONY HAS AN
PLEASE
Cast.
.Esther Ralston first rate
IMPORTANT PART IN THE
WESTERNS.
TO
VOTED
as the blonde stenographer and Ford
Sterling in his element as the sus
ceptible boss.
Richard Arlen good
Hill,
as the clerk.
Others Doris
Blanche Payson. Natalie Kingston.

1928 L,

Length: 5918

Universal

Tom Mix in
"Daredevil's Reward"

"The Boss of Rustler's

"Figures Don't Lie"

"On Your Toes"

Photography.

good.

Esther Ralston in

"Baby Mine"

the most dignified of the lot.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy about
Farce.
Story
and Production
romance.
Not a big picture, not a
in
origin
its
story
claims
particularly strong story and yet a The
darn good entertainment, from start the Margaret Mayo stage farce but
to finish.
Plays right into the lap the idea of using a midget to imAt personate a very essential infant in
of the audience. They'll love it.
a Broadway house where the picture the household has done duty on sevThe efforts of
was reviewed they applauded at fre- eral occasions.
Greenwood, George K.
gufnt intervals, mostly when the hero Charlotte
scored an inning. And Ralph Graves Arthur and Louise Lorraine to convince Karl Dane that he is married
is right at home in this kind of thing.
Campus rivalry and all that sort of by the very tangible evidence of a
business with hero sacrificing his baby son lead to some hilarious busiplace on the team for his buddy and ness that develops into" good old
nearly losing the girl in the bargain. fashioned slapstick. Some of the stuff
But the big game arrives, and the relative to the babies and the midget
one-minute-to-play climax brings hero runs slightly off color but the crowd
Smart at the Capitol appeared to appreciate
all the glory he can carry.
direction and a good cast. First class it.
Direction ....Robert Z. Leonard;
20X office material.
satisfactory.
Alvin Neitz; clever
Direction

Lee Authmar
Jack Casey

15,

Reginald Denny in

pedal extremities.

well suited.

Author

V^an Loan.
Scenario. ...

Paramount

.Ralph Graves the rah rah
boy who smashes his way through
Gertrude Olmstead the
to triumph.
girl 'm the case with Ralph Emerson
and Harold Goodwin the rivals on
Donald Stuart in a
field and porch.
good humorous bit and others all
Cast.

Sunday, January

Karl Dane and Geo. K. Arthur in
ft.

SCORES A NIFTY LITTLE
BOX OFFICE TOUCHDOWN. A
PICTURE THAT THE EXHIBITOR CAN GIVE THEM WITH
EVERY ASSURANCE OF SATIS-

I

STORY.

Cast
Tom Mix and Tony do
some smart detective work with Billy
Bletcher a comedy accomplice.
Natalie Joyce,
the girl, and Lawford

Story and Production ....
romance. Esther Ralston is a deco- ton, Albert Hart, Ben Corbett, Wm. Davidson the ringleader of the highwaymen. Others William Welch,
ration to any picture.
In this one, Bertram, Chet Ryan.
as the blonde stenographer, she makes
Story and Production. .. .Western. Harry Cording.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
the most of a good role, although the The denouement in this one develactual story brings her no particu- ops some surprise twists that will Mix's latest will please his following
larly bright vehicle.
It offers some make the picture especially interest- especially well and audiences in gengood laughs and with Ford Ster- ing to the fan crowd who follow up eral, also. He keeps Tony well in the
ling up to his comedj' antics as the the westerns.
The explanation ac- foreground throughout and his stunts
"preferring" gentleman it should pro- corded the mystery of disappearing include most of his reliable thrill getvide a suitable entertainment. Ford cattle and the disclosure that the ters as well as a few new ones. Tom
gets into a jam with his wife because alleged rustlers have not been thiev- is a ranger, touring about disguised
of his stenographer and the girl has ing at all, but merely replacing cat- as the proprietor of a medicine show,
her own troubles with her sweet- tle stolen by the rancher's scapegrace out to get the band of highwaymeti
heart, a clerk in the office.
Compli- son during a drunken revel, are good who are holding up the stage. Hero's
cations pile on, reaching a climax bits that give refreshing variation to activities become unpleasant when he
when Esther is discovered in the the old rustler tale. Leo Maloney, finds himself in love with a girl who
boss's home.
The wife and ths whether it is a matter of playing the appears to be one of the band. A
sweetie arrive on the scene but the hero or doing the directing, always good lot of Action follows in which
misunderstandings are cleared and turns out a good job.
He has the Tom and the bandit gang match wits
everybody is happy.
knack of dressing up an old plot so and guns in fast fury with Tom the
Direction
eventual
Edward Sutherland that it takes on a new lease of life.
victor
and
prospective
satisfactory.
bridegroom.
Direction
Leo Maloney; first
Author
B. F. Zeidman rate.
Direction
Gene Ford; good
Adaptation
Grover Jones
Hoffman
Author
Author
D.
W.
John Stone
Scenario
Ethel Doherty-Louise
Scenario
Scenario
Ford I. Beebe
John Stone
Long.
Photography
Photography
Alfred Gilks; good
Photography. .Edward Kull; good
Dan Clark; good

Length: 6639

ft\

SOME FAIRLY GOOD GAG
BUT NOT NEARLY ENOUG
TO KEEP THE PICTURE TO
GETHER. CHAPLIN WORK
HARD BUT THE MATERIA
WAS LACKING.
Cast
Syd Cliaplin strives val
iantly to keep the laughs coming buj
there are not enough good opportuni
ties for him.
Helene Costello, t

lirt

ffiCl

ILLO
H,

DI
'IE

ist,,

krc
ur

in
Clara Horton the cute sm
town blonde. Others Thomas Je:
ferson,
Erville
Alderson,
Robe
Perry, Duke Martin.
Story and Production. ... Comed;
A succession of gags are hardl
enough for Chaplin in this instanC' Mo
Some of these are first rate and
fs
gets a good share of laughs out
them but in most instances the si'
uations have been laughed dry anl
lead.

iiy

II.

it

leii

even

star's noteworthy effor
produce new hilarity.
"Th'
Fortune Hunter" just doesn't pro k
vide him with the goods and conse
quently he doesn't deliver. The besi own
of the picture concerns Syd's activi
W;
ties in a hick drug store which he at
tempts to modernize and put on 2 U'it
paying basis in order to make a hi'
fail

the

to

'thi

itts

with the proprietor's daughter, mean
while forgetting all about a deal witl
a

gangster

hti(

pal.

Direction.

..

Author
Scenario

.Chas. F. Reisner; faiilJiii
Winchell Smitl m

Bryan Foy-Robt

Dillon.

Photography
right.

Ithe

Ed Du

Scaia

Par;

at

;

;
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Gateway of the Moon"

'he

Length: 5038

X

ft.

EXPLOITS THE TALENTED
DLORES DEL RIO SPLEN-

DLY BUT STORY IS TOO
JGHT TO GET FAR AS ENONE OF
SRTAINMENT.
tlOSE HIGHLY ARTIFICIAL
rNGLE YARNS.
Cast.

g

at

a

.Dolores Del Rio captivaVehicle provides
times.
display of her charm,
fine
..

all

alter Pidgeon satisfactory as her
Anders Randolf a reliable
rer.
Ted McNamara
lain at all times.
/es the comedy touches.

Ranger

"All For Nothing"

in

"Fangs of the Wild"
Length: 4578 ft.
FBO
ANTIQUATED MELODRAMATIC HOKUM OF THE "VILLAIN STILL PURSUED HER"
TYPE. GIVES RANGER A PRIZE
ROLE NEVERTHELESS.
The heroics provided the
are certain to delight the
admirers of canine performers. Those
taking part in the old hokum conducted as a background include pretCast....

dog

I

star

Roach— M-G-M
Fun

Short Subjects

Fast-Motion

Type
"All

of production.
.2 reel comedy
Charley Chase and his wife figure
in a domestic quarrel. Hubby decides
to masquerade as a Peruvian, doing
so with the aid of a waxed mustache,

Set"— Cameo

Educational

Home Wreckers
Type

.1 reel comedy
of production.
This is one of the best that Cameo
It
has turned out for some time.
gives Wallace Lupino a chance to
.

.

.

.

and makes violent love to his wife.
Then in an effort to prove his affection,
stages a terrific pantomimic
battle with her husband, or in other
words, with himself. This is a riot.
The unhappy culmination of the in-

work alone and prove that he is a
worthy member of the English come- cident comes when Charley's mousty Dorothy Kitchen, Sam Nelson, dian family of which Lupino is a
tache slips off and the wife, recoghero Tom Lingham and Sid Crossley. member.
Lupino's
wife's
brother nizing her husband, socks him. Leo
Melo- has bought tickets for the opera, and McCarey held the megaphone on the
.Drama.
Story and Production
Story and Production
They certainly give Ranger there is a frantic rush to get into picture, which is a knockout of its
lother white man goes native. But drama.
Del Rio, as the daughter of
seems to be a wholly
jungle,
e
equate reason. The story is merea background, and a good one,
)lores

opportunities to
of
a great array
prove himself the noblest of dog he-

And Ranger acquits himself
most creditably in such instances as
It has little saving the pretty little girl from a
"her performance.
od dramatic action until the climax beating by her drunken father, prelere the heroine rushes to save her venting the shooting of hero by the
er from the deviltry of her thieving fiendish villain, saving the precious
Her vamping is not in vain. bankroll, again saving the girl from
cle.
^ro sails oS in his canoe, headed an attack by the villain and so on
me, but turns back to get the native down to once more rescuing hero
Being a jungle tale when he hangs on one of those ever
he loves.
re is abundant tropical atmosphere slipping vines down a deep ravine.
way of misty swamps with alliga- No dog ever had a busier day than
The story is the
s waddling about and other touches Ranger in this one.
Where oldest and least convincing kind of
iking for correct detail.
A pity because the dog
hokum.
;y like Dolores Del Rio it should
hard.
works
satisfaction.
re ample
Jerome Storm; poor
Direction
John Griffith Wray;
Direction
Dorothy Yost-Dwight
Authors
r.
CHfTord Bax Cummins.
Author
Ethel Hill
Scenario
Bradley King
Scenario
Photography ... Robert De Grasse;
Chester Lyons
Photography
roes.

:

1

y

good.

good.

in

Length: 5970 ft.
"Blood Will Tell"
.yart
Length: 4556 ft.
HECTIC MELODRAMA THAT Fox
BEATEN
)LLOWS A WELL
BUCK'S LATEST SPECIAL^TH. PRETTY TRITE STUFF IZES IN RESCUES. ROMANCE
\NDLED IN OLD SCHOOL AND SWIFT MOVING ACTION
OVIE STYLE.
TONE DOWN PICTURE'S
Cast. .. .Danny O'Shea, a brand TRITE STORY.
in the ranks, likable enough
Marlowe the soft eyed
oine who always believes in him.
ivid Torrence one of those stern

w hero

June

d

rents
)oks,
orth.

taken over by a couple of
Lloyd Whitlock and Lillian

Cast
ready hero

Buck

Jones

the

ever

who

finds plenty of opthis to save the girl,

portunity in
played by Kathryn Perry. Lawford
Davidson, the crooked foreman. Others Bob Kortman, Harry Gripp, Austin

last minute.
gets more than a fair
share of laughs out of the business
The
of getting into a boiled shirt.
kick in the end comes when it is discovered that the opera tickets are for
Harry Sweet
the following night.

type.

The comedian

—

"Racing Mad" Mermaid-Educational
Racing Gags

Type

of production.

Dunham

Jewell.

is

.

.

.

.Western.
Meloand Production
Story and Production
Some day heroes are going to Buck Jones' latest contains a pretty
me to their senses and be smart familiar type of western story but
Dugh not to take freshly fired re- for the star's admirers and those who
ivers into their hands and thus like westerns in general, it is likely
:ape unpleasant jail sentences that that the action and lively succession
ce the pretty heroine to weep and of thrilling rescues will be enough
Buck has
all manner of things to try and
to keep them entertained.

Story
mia.

"On the
innocence.
their
oke of Twelve" has such a carelad who is accused of killing
s
own father while the guilty cul-

)ve

t

was

the

father's

secretary,

erything is duly cleared and hero
with his late dad's pretty ward,
acks so distinctly of the old school
t the audience chuckled at the most
matic moments. Not up to presday standards.
Chas. J. Hunt:
Direction

ts

)able

of better.

A.uthor
Scenario

Photography
isfactory.

Lebrandt
Arthur Hoerl
Ernest Depew;
.Jos.

a hectic time of it trying to make a
certain girl at home on a ranch that

she thinks is her own while in truth
Buck is the rightful owner. There
who has
is the usual jealous foreman
one eye on the ranch and the other
on the girl. Buck's encounters with
him provide some of the action of
the picture and his various rescues
of the girl contain some good thrills
as well.

Direction

Author
Scenario

Photography
good.

Ray Flynn;

satistac-

comedy

.2 reel

.

.

featured as the
goofy auto racing driver in love with
directed.
the daughter of the inventor of his
car.
Most of the action and the com"The Lady of Victories"
comes
in the second half, and it
edy
Technicolor— M-G-M
is worth waiting for.
They manage
Napoleon in Colors
to pull some new stunts with a racType of production. .2 reel historical ing car, in spite of all the gags that
Famous episodes in Napoleon's have gone before. There are some
they relate to real thrills in the racing sequence.
life,
especially
as
Josephine, run through this picture, The picture has snap, and travels at
which is far more costly than the gen- a fine pace, with laughs plentifully
It is a recitation sprinkled in between.
eral run of shorts.
of his career, with the tragic ending
on the Island of St. Helena. Agnes
"Pass the Gravy"
Ayres plays Josephine, Otto MattieRoach— M-G-M
son is seen as the Little Corporal
Good
Farce Situations
and George Irving does Talleyrand
Roy Neill Type of production. .2 reel comedy
It is well worth playing.
This is a "friendly enemies" kind
directed.
of yarn, at the opening of which
Max Davidson and Bert Sprotte bury
"A Perilous Mission"
the hatchet after the latter's prize
Pathe
rooster has won a prize. Max's son
Actionful Chapter Play
is sent out for a chicken to feature
Type of production. .. .2 reel serial the dinner in celebration of the peace
If this serial "The Man Without but unfortunately kills the prize-winThe efforts to keep
a Face," maintains the pace it sets ning rooster.
in its initial episode it ought to prove Sprotte from this fact causes most of
an exhibitor's delight. Walter Miller the comedv, which is one hundred
and Allene Ray are the principals, di- per cent entertainment. Direction by
rected by Spencer Bennet. According Fred Guiol.
to the story. Miller wins the admira"Spook-Spoofing"
tion of bank officials when he fruThey send him
strates a robbery.
Roach— M-G-M
to China to bring back two sisters
Gang At Its Best
The
who have inherited an enormous
.2 reel comedy
production.
of
Type
Man
"The
An embassy of
fortune.
In this picture the Gang "frames"
Without a Face," master criminal, is
Farina, making him believe he has
out to get the money and arrives in
They force
one'"of the kids.
killed
China, as Miller does, in the center
him
to take the "body" to a deserted
closes
chapter
The
revolution.
of a
graveyard and there the hilarity hits
with the sisters caught in the maleSpook effects are prostrom of a street skirmish. This pic- a high pitch.
youngsters with sidethe
vided
by
values.
ture has real production
Almost every gag
splitting results.
Phil

.

Buck Jones

)n the Stroke of Twelve"

evening clothes at the

clicks forcefully.

"Buckskin Days"

which Robert

Universal

Old Injun Stuff
2 reel western
of production
Here's one the boys will like but

Type

no one

else,

unless they have

chil-

The much-stepped-on
dren's minds.
story deals with a plot of the Indians,
led

by

a

renegade, to kidnap

Adele Buffington
Paul Gangelin is interesting. Lillian Gilmore is
Reginald Lyons sweet but Edmund Cobb is unpardonable. Walter Fabian directed.

number

a fine

It's

McGowan

has directed.

"Wildcat Valley"—Tuxedo
Educational

Mountaineer Shindy

Type of production.
The setting is in

New- moonshine

ton House's sister. There is the oldtime attack and the arrival of the
young hero to finish
hard-ridin'
wiping out the Injuns. Young House

.

.

.

.2 reel

the

comedy
southern

district, with the mountaineers staging one of their regular
feuds.
Johnny Arthur has a tough
time as the goofy younger son of the
leader of one of the warring facTo win the girl's love, it is
tions.
So he
up to him to make good.
{Continued on Page 9)
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NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

times a year do you hold a regular inspection of
times your operator would like to make additions to his equipment for the betterment of projection.
Bear in
mind that with most operators the job of rurming his machines is
an art and he needs cooperation.
Step into your booth some day and ask your operator what
you can do to insure perfect projection. Find out if he needs anything new and modern. Find out if he is getting the best carbons
or best incandescent bulbs, whichever he may be using.
See if he
can use to advantage a new automatic changeover. Check up on
his facilities for handling film in the booth.
Make that booth as
complete for him as the up-to-date kitchen in a modern apartment
house. It all means much to yoxor operator in the execution of his
job.
Impress upon him that you are vnth. him one hundred per
cent for better projection and back it up with action, not promises.
Patrons either leave your theater pleased or displeased. The
house that gives perfect projection will profit by it in the long run.
Here's something well worth your serious consideration:
If you personally are not familiar with every requirement of
National Theater Supply Co. has
the booth, call in an expert.
branches aLll over the country which will send a man to your theater
any time to inspect and overhaul your equipment for you with no
Try this service it
charge for inspection and recommendations.
will be to your advantage and may save you considerable money.

your booth?

—

Minneapolis How to use newspaper space to the best advantage is
the subject of the fifth of a series of
articles appearing in the "F. & R.

Showmanship
title

of

Under the
News."
"Using the Newspapers" the

article reads, in part, as follows:

"When we come

the subject of newspaper advertising we enter a field where showmanship is all-important.
to

"Trained

writers are providing you with
I'o.sters and
the best trailers ever written.
accessories created
by experts await your
order in the exchanges.
The general advertising department is standing by at all times
with ideas.
But, we cannot prepare newspaper ads for all theaters on the circuit.
Booking complications prevent this.
"Therefore it becomes the uuty of_ every
manager to train himself in the writing of
good newspaper ads.
When you olan to buy
newspaper lineage, remember that you are
dealing with one of the most costly fiums
of advertising we use.
At the same time
keep before you the fact that t.io features
newspaper
lineage
stand
out in importance
of
over all others^space and copy.
"Let us discuss space first, not because it
is
a film's thickness more important than
copy, but because it involves expenditure. A
safe rule of showmanship is to allot the bulk
of your appropriation to the newspapers.
"In deciding on the amount of space to
be used, your total lineage is arrived at by
estimating the possible return on the picture, the character of other advertising in
the same newspaper and the size of other
ads on the same page.
The larger return
you can foresee, within the range of possibility,
on a production the more you Ciii
spend with good judgment.
"Make your ads stand out from all others
in the newspapers by preparing showmanship
ads, not ordinary commercial ads.
There is
Reverse plates, used very
a vast difference.
little
by other advertisers, and action cuts
have a well-earned place in our ads.
Pick
up any paper in the country. Note the many
cuts in theater ads.
Why ? Because we have
personalities to
sell.
These features give
character to your ads and identify them.
"Bold type is another distinguishing mark
of theater advertising.
It
"Use white space wherever possible.
gives tone to your ads and makes iheiii easier
to read.
White space can always be used
to
advantage between your type copy and
the column rules to set your ad cff from
others on the same page.
"Much to the key city manager's advantage is the e.\change press book.
Here you
have ads already laid out for your use. Mats
are cheap.
They smack of showmanship.
"In preparing your copy for the newspaper make it snappy.
Follow the lead of
the newspaper head writer.
He is trained
to express himself concisely.
"In the Twin Cities we have found that
sometimes the best advertising appeal can be
made through the use of newspaper copy.
This was notably true of our campaign en
the 'Red' Grange picture, 'One Minute to
Play.'
Cooperative pages in the newspapers
put the picture over to good business.
"These tie-ups enabled us to stress the importance of the Grange picture as no ether
means could.
page of adverrising is a
page.
It is more than twice as valuable as
a half page, and thirty times as valuable as
one-eighth of a page.
Why? Because its
Ijigness gets attention.
"People have been taught for years to expect exaggerated advertising in this business.
do not mean untruthful advertising.
mean forceful advertising.
"Always talk in the language of your patrons.
Don't say photoplays when everyone
calls them movies.
Your audience rer.iesrrts
the masses."

A
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Los Angeles
Equipment

tra

West
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— Gallagher
Co.

office

Washington Blvd.
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—
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Overhead Cutting Ideas
Engineers' Meet Feature
Presentation Leaders

Loew Paris Houses Get

—

Waj^s and means of further reParis Two houses, the GaumontPalace and the Cinema Madeleine, ducing the industry's overhead, in
both of which are under the direc- line with the general expense-cutting
tion of Gauniont-Loew-Metro, have campaign being waged by the variordered from National Screen Ser- ous companies, will be explained at
vice, through the foreign department the spring meeting of the Society
of Loew's, Inc., a wide selection of of M. P. Engineers to be held at
Papers outlining econanimated presentation leaders for Hollywood.
omies of a practical nature are now
use in both theaters.
These leaders are similar to those being prepared for presentation at
in use in the representative picture the gathering.
houses in the United States which
Expectations are that practically
are used to introduce feature presen- every important company in every
tation, comedy, newsreels, overture phase of the business will be repreand organ features and Ends" which sented at the meeting, which will
carry trademarks of the theater as be the first ever held at the Coast.
While these leaders are just
well.
coming into use in France and England, they have been in general use
Install Orchestraphone
in the United States for over a period
Atlanta The Cameo, operated by
of seven years.
Wilby Enterprises, has just installed
"Where to Buy and What to Buy." an Orchestraphone, the new musical
The most comprehensive list of device handled by the National Theequipment manufacturers and dis- ater Supply Co. The installation was
tributors ever published, classified made by the Atlanta branch of Naunder every item, of equipment they tional.
handle, will be a feature of THE

—

1928

DAILY YEAR BOOK,

to

tribute to the gei ...
eral manager of the circuit, Be!
Rnigers' Week, which runs Jan. 1 ^^
21, will be a tribute to Harold ] fee
'

The observance tak
"Surprise Week,"
named on the F. &
Showmanship calendar.
Fmkelstein.

the place
originally

issued this month.
fers a buying guide to everyone
connected with the industry, containing the names and addresses of
individuals and firms which will
supply every equipm,ent want "from
the ground up."

ip„

of

'
,

Four

prizes are offered to the ma
score the best recorc
The leading manager in the Nort
em division, the Southern divi.sio
the Minneapolis division and the S
Paul division will be taken on a pe
sonally-conducted trip to Chicago 1
Finkelstein. Winners will 'be dete
niined by the largest percentage
increase over eacli^ manager's quo
of business.
As a sequel to the drive it is e
pected that a Bell-Ringers' Club
be formed at next summer's conve;
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Smart Gesture

jjeil

N. D.— A smart gestU
which ought to go a long ways toT
Fargo,

ard building up community good w
in a closed Sunday town is bei]
made by E. A. Phillips, F. &
manager here.
He has had thr

iirpi

'^

trailers made and shows them
his screen Saturdays, calling atte;

tion

to

the

fact

that

the

followii

day is Sunday and urging attendant
at church services.
The Gorgo Mi;
isterial

ter

of

Ass'n has sent Phillips a
appreciation.

le

Si
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needs

Scieni

MICHEL ANGELO

and

STUDIOS,

Inc.

214 East Superior

Band
Evf

St.
needs

Chicago,

111.

DECORATOI

It
iiic

Specializing
Fro

You Are in the*
Market for Any Kind of
If

in

Theatre
may
I

Decorating

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

and
Furnishings

CONSULT US ANB SAVB

UONEY

Tha day

the unadorned
Picture Houses baa passed.
of

stage in

H. J. Kucknck, (real Ugr.
1818-1838 Amsterdam Ave.. N. Y. C.
Bnd. 4907
for designs and prices of SETTTINGS.

BANNER

SEND FOB OUS PSICS LIST

uiiLLoa^HBys
no
West 32'^St--Ncu»york.N.y^*
Phont Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U.

8.

and Canada Agenti for Debria

(

ticiilai

be

This section of-

ii[

t

Mmneapohs— In

tion.

LEE LASH~STUDIOS

Open West Coast Branch

itlin

How many

ALL-IMPORTANT FACTOR

WEEK

BELL-RINGERS'

The Projection Booth

«2<

Embellish
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NEW

and Ad

to
Your OLD Theati
WRITE FOR PRICES
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Get Them In
ERE'S one
*•

How

Columbia, or

charge providing the house
was your own? What showmanship angles would you tiy
out if you were in complete

other up-to-date talking
iy
ichine that carries true tone

authority?
Those are

some of the questions that Fred Cubberly, v/ho
has jurisdiction over all Finkelstein & Ruben houses outside the Twin Cities, is asking
his managers.
Theoretically,
Cubberly points out, managers
are supposed to operate their
theaters as if they were their
own. But, to again quote Cubberly, managers sometimes forget this but they shouldn't.

If your
d produces volume.
set
town
small
luse is in a
is
music
e up so that your
ojected into your lobby. Play
Patrons will stop
lod music.
they stop to
when
and
listen
read
naturally
,ten they will

lobby displays.

Did you ever stop
It

It

Mr. Manager: How would
you run the theater in your

Wire Showman.
Brunswick Panatrope,
a
f

lur

Do

Mr. Live
Get your-

for you,

ectrola, Sonora,

to

figure

to

getting ready a good looking,

your house? Why not
your selling by first getting
em to stop in front of your
Music will do it.
eater.
Possibly you can work a tie) with a local talking machine
t

named manager

of the

new

South Side house under
direction of George Fisher. The theater is of Italian design and is expected to stage its opening about
Van Norman was formerly
Jan. 15.
president of the Wisconsin exhibitor
unit and also operated the Parkway,
Milwaukee.

Remodel Springfield Theater
Albert W.
Springfield, Mass.
Anders is entirely remodeling the
front of the Bijou.

—

Hansen on

M-G-M News

is

—

Staff

Minn.^ R.
V.
Hansen
serving as M-G-M News rep-

Willmar,

now

resentative

in

Fire Damages Dension House
Denison, Tex. Blaze of unknown
origin damaged the Liberty to the
extent of $6,000. Rebuilding is being
undertaken immediately by Quinnie
Cuff, the owner.

—

Price Cut Aids at Chicago
Chicago Tom Mitchell, manager
of the Lawndale, presentation house
which inaugurated a ten and 2S-cent
scale some time ago, announces thai
the new policy has been successful
and will be continued.

—

Fire At Walters, Okla.
Walters, Okla. The Wollam wa.s
badly damaged by fire during a performance, but the audience left quietly without any one being hurt.

—

section.

this

New
Two

for

Avith no'

ling value except those who
e standing in line waiting to

has been
National,

for Chicago Theaters Co.
Chicago Eauie :3i.verman has taken over the Pickford and Vendome

how much time you spend

owmanship lobby but

Van Norman Managing for Fisher
Milwaukee — E. W. Van Norman

—

Chicago Theaters Co.

Bogalusa House
Pine Tree Amuseof which P. H. Tessier is

Bogalusa, La.

—

tuent Co.,
president, plans to erect a

new

the-

ater.

EMPHASIZES PRACTICAL

into

NEEDS

IN

Short Subjects

PROJECTION

art

you a maline if you gave him credit in
It's a good idea
)ur program.
get one and use it.
;aler

who

will loan

By

The

ARTHUR GRAY

of the theater-going
public in motion pictures, today, extends considerably beyond the star,
the cast, and the story which the picture tells.
They have been educated
interest

expect good photography, good
music and better projection. Astute
exhibitors find that high grade projection is good showmanship, and
some have used this as an effective
advertising feature, and business getto

An increasing number of exhibitors have come to realize the
fact that a scratched, dirty film seriously impairs the entertainment value of the picture, and are insisting
upon receiving better conditioned
film from the exchanges.
The general condition of the average circulating print, judged from
the standard of screen appearance as
well as by its ability to pass without mishap through a projector, is

ter.

Specialization
Meeting modern theatre
needs is no "handy man" task.
has

Science

technique,

introduced

new

materials,

new
new

Only men trained
methods.
and experienced in their particular fields can meet the de-

mand

for

Even

a

specialized

service.

group of such men

needs special equipment. Men
and equipment in turn need the
skilled organization and direction that can quickly and economically distribute the benefits of such combination.
From four bare walls to
all
opening announcement
may be handled on our Single
Complete Contract Plan. Or,
as needed, repair service and

—

small parts.

National Theatre Supply Co.

General Offices
624 So. Michigan Avenue,
Chicago,

111.

Offices in All Principal Cities
(4016A)

improving,
gradually
undoubtedly
but need for further improvement
continues to exist.

A

normal amount of wear
film is inevitable during the
jection, but a large amount
which a film often incurs

and tear on the
process of proof the damage
unnecessary,
is

careless handling either
the exchange, during
at
the projection room at the

and is caused by
during inspection
shipment,

or

in

theater.

which separate while the
splices
being projected, and thereby cause an
interruption in the show, continue to be one
of the toughest problems with which a proThe fewer splices
jectionist must contend.
there are in a print, the less probability
Loose

film

is

will
be for mishaps of this nature.
planning which will result in the number of splices being kept at the very minimum is desirable and very important.

(.Continued

on

Page

7)

The manstarts out to be tough.
ner in which he does it develops a
all
It's
collection of laughs.
fine
good burlesque
dramas.

Charles

on

the

Lamont

mountain
directed.

The
amount

recent

circulation

of

a

buckled

Buys Lebanon, Mo. House
Lebanon, Mo.— L. L. Lewis has
purchased the Lyric from C. H.
Fayant.

Type

of production....! reel novelty
Beth Brown has taken a flock of
stock shots and compiled them into
reel recording a

a fairly entertaining

home life of the Fiji
Islanders. This is the most interesting number of the Review in some
weeks, with "Interesting People the
Editor Meets" as a splendid addition.
Firewalkers,"

Type

hos-

She
lan-

has

.1 reel novelty
of production.
"On the
in this issue are:
of the Lonesome Pine," shots
.

.

Topics

Trail
of the Blue Ridge Mounhiins; "Yes,
Baby," in which a cat
Sir, That's
mothers
a family of skunks, and "The
"Mistakes Will Happen"
Land of the Firewalkers," the final
Universal
number
of this series in connection
Weak-Minded Humor
An excellwith the Fiji Islanders.
comedy
reel
1
production
Type of
number.
ent
Harold, reporter of the San Center Clarion, fakes a news story and
"Busy Bodies"
then learns that he must prove it or
Rice Pathe
Grantland
He masquerades as the
lose his job.

My

—

tramp of his fictitious yarn in order
to substantiate his story and finally
ends up after much hectic excitement bv aiding in the capture of the
featuring
This picture,
bad man.
Bennie Hall and directed by Doran
Cox, is below ordinary.
Activity"— Hodge Podge
Educational
Fast Moving Scenic

"A Whirl

considerable

film, which results in an
the
in
in-and-out-of-focus effect
picture when the film is projected, is giving
have
causes
Various
trouble.
widespread
been ascribed as being responsible for this
condition, and attempts are undoubtedly beIt seems to
ing made to abate the trouble.
be a rather complex problem, and must reworktechnical
efforts
of
ceive the cooperative
indusers in several difffTrefit fields of the
try if it is to be quickly and effectively remedThat the trouble be remedied as soon
ied.
as possible is imperative.

of
oscillating

—

Pathe Review No. 1
child's life, from birth in a large
Pathe
pital to swimmin' hole days.
Better Than Usual
has written her titles in baby
Type of production....! reel novelty guage, to a certain degree, and
Subjects in this issue are: "A done an excellent job.
Family Tree," closeups of the pine
tree; "Interesting People the Editor
Pathe Review No. 4
Meets," intimately showing Fontaine
Pathe
Fox, cartoonist, "The Land of the
Another Good Number

there

Any

A

"Just Kidding"
Rare Bit Pathe
Baby Grows Older

of

Nothing Original

Type of production. .1 reel novelty
Body building, through various
.

.

types of athletics, is the subject of
Grantland Rice Sportlight, pro-

this

duced

by

John

L.

Hawkinson.

It

nothing startlingly original
and needs cutting. The film shows
showing, handball, basketball and
contains

other sports.

—

Character Studies Carter De Haven
1 reel novelty
Type of production
Educational
The picture starts out with the idea

Screen Impersonations
and it sucof Type of production. ... 1 reel novelty
variety
ceeds handsomely.
Carter De Haven pulls a novelty
scenes are shown, such as a racing
surf
with
a few make-up impressions of
mice,
whirling
Chinese
crew,
riding in Hawaii, negroes loading several popular screen players. Among
Harold
Keaton,
logs in record time, a fireworks dis- them are Buster
Rudolph
Arbuckle,
Roscoe
Lloyd,
railthe
on
play and a dizzy ride
Doug Fairbanks and
road around curves and along high Valentino,
The one of Harold
Coogan.
Jackie
interare
scenics
the
All
canyons.
spersed with appropriate and orig- Lloyd is best. But all are well done,
novelty that will
inal art work, some of it cleverly ani- and the act is a

of featuring action shots,

A

mated.

prove a welcome diversion.

'
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Drafting Free -Lance Writer Pact
—

Chandler Sprague Now at Fox as Editor-in-Chief Next Barrymore Film to be Directed
by Lubitsch— Heart Attack Fatal to Charles T. Horan Alberta Vaughn in Hawaiian Film

—

persi

\
ktr
to

le

Agreement Next Step Sought
in Academy Studio Program
Uniform contract for free-lance
writers is being drafted by a committee for presentation to the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.
This contract is to be the next step
taken by the Academy in its campaign to secure standard forms of
agreement for all studio workers. On
Jan. 1, the uniform contract for
free-lance players became effective.
Failure of some producers to pay
for scenarios which they deem unsatisfactory, and refusal to accept
scenarios when changing production
policies, are principal grievances of
the writers which the contract will
.seek to eliminate.

Charles T. Horan Dies
Following Heart Attack
Funeral

services will be held in
New York for Charles T. Horan,
scenarist and director, who died following a heart attack.

PARAMOUNT STUDIO GETS
GROUP INSURANCE POLICY

i

LUBITSCH WILL DIRECT

Sprague at Fox
Chandler Sprague

now

is

are representing writers on the committee, while B. P. Schulberg and M.
C. Levee are representing producers.
Reginald Barker, director, is the fifth

(tipest

at

JOHNBARRYMORE'SNEX

the Fox studios where he recently was named editor-inchief.

Ernest Lubitsch is to direct Joh
Barrymore's next picture, "The La!
of Mrs. Cheyney."
Camilla Hor
probably will be feminine lead.

Complete Buster Brown Film
Stern Eros, have completed "Buster's Whippet Race," a new Bustei
3 Added to Beery-Hatton Cast
Brown comedy which Francis Corby
Canzhorn, Burton Rupp an
Jack
directed with Arthur Trimble, Doreen Turner and Jerry, the dog who Ethan Laidlaw have been added t
the cast of "Partners in Crime.
plays Tige.
It is scheduled for late
co-featurin
Paramount's
drama,
Spring release through Universal.
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hai
ton. Mary Brian plays the feminin
Added to "U" Cast
Hugh Trevor has been cast in Uni- lead. The supporting cast include
Jack Luden and William Powel
versal's "Cream of the Earth."
Frank Strayer is the director.

Group insurance has been secured

for

the

1,500
studio.

Going Abroad
Janet Gaynor, who recently
signed a five-year contract with
Fox, will leave for Europe
upon completion of "The 4
Devils," F. W. Murnau picture,
to work in exteriors for "Blos-

som Time," with Frank Borzage directing. "The 4 Devils"
went

The INS

into production Friday.

I

Camera

Only SISO.
specifications:

6y^x6}4x7J4 inches withmagazine.
Weight, 16

out

pounds.

Material,

alumidurable black enamel.
Lens,
finest anastigmat /S or /3.5.
Capacity, 200 feet.
Hand
some black vulcanized fibre
carrying case.

num

alloy,

finished

in

Costs less than a high-grade amateur camera.
Pictures can be shown in any theatre or movie.
All
metal construction handsomely finished,
lightweight and portable.
Complete with carrying case.

Write for Free Catalog and
Institute of

New York
43.
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"Michigan Kid" Starting Monday
Production starts Monday on "The
Hoyt Busy at "U"
Michigan Kid," which is to co-star
Harry O. Hoyt who recently com- Renee Adoree and Conrad Nagel for
Morning,
pleted
"Good
Judge,'' Universal.
J. Grubb Alexander wrote
Reginald Denny script, is working on the adaptation and Peter Milne the
"Body Punch," scheduled as Leigh continuity of this Rex Beach story.
Jason's (Leigh Jacobson) first effort
a
Universal director.
"Good

feiin

Ill's
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till
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Irvin Willat will direct.

as

Morning, Judge," formerly was titled
Hall Opposite Bebe Daniels
"Be Yourself."
In the cast are
James Hall will appear opposite
Dorothy Gulliver Otis Harlan and Bebe Daniels in "Hold Everything,"
William Davidson.
which Clarence Badger will direct.

The Life of Los Angeles
Centers at the

ttl

elta

!Sc

Ambassador's

tdes

ITUTE STANDARD

Professional Motion Picture

Dept.
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workers of the Para-
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premium
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ipoit

Crosland Returning to Coast
Alan Crosland, who has been in
Directors Assigned
mount
New York considering several Euand Eddie O'Fearn
Lefty
Hough
The insurance, secured through ropean offers, is expected to return are to direct "Wild West Romance,
this
week.
the efforts of the Paramount Studio
starring Rex King, new Fox cow
Club, covers death, sickness, and acmember.
boy star.
Lasky and Wanger Leaving
cident and the small cost to the inJesse L. Lasky and Walter Wangdividual is deducted from the weekly
Griffith Leaves for N. Y.
er leave Saturday for New York.
paycheck.
Members
of
the
club
pay
Wanger is planning a trip to Europe.
D. W. Griffith left Friday for New only a portion of
the premium, the
York for opening Jan. 24 at the Lib- club taking care of the balance.
erty of his new picture, "The CrimGuy Oliver in "Abie" Cast
The insurance is wholly apart from
son Flower,*' filmed under title of
Guy Oliver has been added to cast
that carried by the company under of Anne Nichols'
"Drums of Love."
"Abie's Irish Rose,"
the
California
employer's liability nearing completion at Paramount
law.
Workers incapacitated by acci- under direction of Victor Fleming.
V^audeville Tour for Priscilla Dean
dent or sickness will receive from $20 Charles Rogers and Nancy
Carroll are
Priscilla Dean has left for New to $40 weekly and in case of death featured in a cast including Bernard
says,
tour.
vaudeville
from $2,500 to $5,000 is paid, de- Gorcey, Jean Hersholt and Ida
York to start a
pending upon the amount of the Kramer.

Waldemar Young and Alfred Cohn

iw

14

W.

33rd

full

particulars

Photography
St., New York

ROY DEL
RUTH
DIRECTOR

RECENT RELEASES
"THE FIRST AUTO"
"HAM AND EGGS"
VITAPHONE ALL STAR SPECIALS
"IF

I

WERE

SINGLE" — Featuring May McAvoy, Conrad
Andre Beranger— Myrna Loy.

NOW IN PRODUCTION
"POWDER MY BACK"-with Irene Rich, Andre

Nagel,

Beranger,

Carroll Nye.

WARNER BROTHERS PICTURES,

INC.

adde

Famous

spon
Picti

worl
Pers,

Cocoanut Grove
•tm^
Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

College Night Every Friday

Dari

——

THE
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15,

A
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Wesco's Nifty Campaign
To Tout Comedy Shorts

from "Lots"

Little

11

DAILY TIPS VnUCH

M£M1 DOUAOS FDC SUOWMEN

New

impetus has been given to
popularity of the short subject
hrough the extensive campaign in-

the
B,

RALPH WILK

kNE

of Hollywood's most vivid
personalities
is
Lena Malena.

'

Bucharest, Roumania,
father is a dancer.
She
this country as a dancer

her

d

me

man

from

is

le

to

d appeared in vaudeville.

She

re-

:mpest."

Sigmund Moos dining

*

*

Goudal watching
Li

j|

Elmer

*

"Captain"

The

Henrik

Sartov,
entering

berets,

with
the

*
is

their

talent.

Metro-

*

Lupino Lane and George Davis
the Educational studio.
*

Ben

*

*

Hershfield, the casting agent,

a busy figure in Hollywood.
By
the way. his holiday card, showing

is

whip.
*

*

*

his

More

Passiyig
Show: Rudolph
childkraut and cigar resting in
itomobile in front of the De Mille
iidio; Elmer Clifton tnotoring on
^ilshire
Blvd.; John W. Boyle,

imeraman, taking a sun-bath dur.g his lunch hour; Elliott Clawson
id Schuyler Gray in a confab.

force,"

"office

still

is

causing

comment.
*

*

a new face at
However, she is active

Ethel Jackson
the studios.

is

and has been given much work.
*

*

*

Although Joseph Burke, character
man, has been here only a few days,
*
*
*
he went "native" quick.
He lost no
Neil McCarthy has developed into
time in hobnobbing with the crowds
sensational polo player. Hal Roach
at the Hollywood Legion club.
Joe
so is a favorite in tournaments, as
is one of the best character actors in
Jack Holt.
the profession and is expected to be
*
*
*

There is a star who rides a tribetween scenes at his studio.
/e refer to "Big Boy," the younger who is on the Educational proram.
The baby started in pictures
hen three weeks old and was placed
t'cle

nder contract
ripe

when he reached

the

old age" of 11 months.
*

More Passing Show: HarLloyd reading an evening
newspaper; Douglas MacLean
old

motoring

of a scerutrio writer to
the director's building to talk
pictures with Rowland V.
fice

Lee; Esther Ralston watch-

and discarding
effects of makeup.
*

Educational studio.
*

*

Jetta

Goudal

is

>if

known

to her p.

a.

ig Schlager, as "General," while
le describes Sig as "Captain" and
Irs.

Schlager as "Adjutant."
*

E.

*

*

Durling

V.

should

be
former

added to the list of
sport writers who are now in
picture work.
Durling, who

worked on

New York

is

FRANK ZUCKER
A. S. C.

Cinem atographer
220

W.

42nd Street

Wadsworth

5650,

Wisconsin

New York

City

0610

"The Gorilla"
(First Nat'l)

*

That was
via Saulte Sainte Maria.
13 years ago, when he was sent by
the Danish government to stage the
national play at the Panama PacificSan
at
Exposition
International
Francisco.
*

*

*

Cooper came

as

a

between
(that
space
intersections
the sidewalks and the curb), along
main residential streets and
the
Copy on
around school buildings.
markers read, "The Gorilla Is Here
An imprint of a
At The Tivoli."
Gorilla's hand was used on the markE. R. Rogers,
ers for attention value.

to

Los

Lindbergh's flight
Newspaper ads embodying the wing of a plane with copy
reading "winging his way to Santa
Ana The Lone Eagle arrives Tuesday" were run six days in advance,
with follow up leading to the smash
ad day of the opening. Yost's Broadway, Santa Ana, Cal.
with

—

has

—

"The Unknown"

(M-G-M)
a window
of a suite of fine bedroom
furniture, with special handlettercd

Furniture

(Universal)

dropped

He

Chattanooga.

Tied up
to Mexico.

An-

Awnings over
placed in top center.
the box office represented a small
tent while cheese cloth between the
small tent and large tent was strung
across the entire length of marquee.
The lobby contained a generous supply of palms and a cut-out figure of
Bebe Daniels from the three-sheet.
The Daniels' cut-out was dressed in
-Milton
n real shiek cape and turban.
H. Kress, Grand, Columbus, Ga.

—

"The Lone Eagle"

*

cartoonist, but
sketching in favor of acting.
"drawn" many good parts.

geles

at night, before opening, markers were stuck in the ground at street

Late

tivoli,

*

B. Rogers, father of Charles
Rogers, a Paramount favorite,
has been visiting the Coast as
the guest of his son. The elder
Rogers is a newspaper publisher at Olanthe, Kan., and is
on his first vacation in 18 years.

Gary

•Phones:

different

Jean Hersholt has never been in
York. He came to the United
States by way of Canada, landed in
Montreal and went to San Francisco

*

a

—

test-

New

newspa-

writing titles for the
Darmour comedies.

pers,

*

—

overshadowed by a futuristic highly- boys of the city, who paraded through
carrying banners.
colored sky.
Cut outs of men run- principal streets
like a circus.
ning in all directions were placed in The city was billed
Atlantic City.
Globe,
McCarren,
John
display.
foreground of the house
Three of the men were shown roped
"She's A Sheik"
in with Clara holding them by minia(Paramount)
ture ropes, and one man was deAwnings hanging over the marquee
picted in the act of climbing a tele- were so arranged that it gave the apgraph pole. Benjamin W. Newman, pearance of a large tent while a cutLincoln Square, N. Y. City.
out of Daniels from the 24-sheet was

More Passing Show: Pola
Negri hurrying from the of-

ing

De

days in advance, a girl, stores.
Quantities of material used on the
dressed in a costume similar to the
ones used by the dancers in the pic- various stunts make this campaign
one of the most outstanding ever put
ture, danced in front of a window on
over for a short subject.
On billthe second story of theater building.
boards, over 100 special 28-sheets
A white muslin sheet was stretched stands
were used. Twenty-five speacross this window with a spotlight
cial advance trailers were made for
projecting strong rays of light in
Wesco houses with highlights from
back of girl. When the girl appeared
"The Battle of the Century," the
at the window (between the muslin
first of the series.
Cards were placed
sheet and the spotlight) it made a silin 85 different stations of the Motor
houette effect when viewed from
Transit Stages.
Thousands of dodAll around the borders of the
street.
gers distributed at fight club meets.
win.dow were painted words giving
Approximately 30,000 heralds were
title of picture.
Marsline K. Moore,
distributed
through groceries and
Capitol, Oklahoma City, Okla.
lunch rooms.
All this was topped
off with a special matinee tying up
"Get Your Man"
with the Los Angeles Pie Co., which
(Paramount)
furnished 2,000 individual pies for
A cut out was made of Clara Bow distribution to the audience.
in window display, arranged so that
"Patent Leather Kid"
her arm was raised and holding a
(First Nat'l)
lasso, which was kept revolving by a
Matinee was given as a courtesy
small motor.
Background consisted
row of multi-colored houses, performance to Boy Scouts and newsof

+

drama; Emil Jannings

Mille studio; Gilbert Pratt visiting the
to the

*

ing "Underworld" to get in
the atmosphere for her new
mystery m,elopicture,
a

*

*

assigned important roles.
*

—

several

*

*

are among the former revue and
vaudeville favorites now busy at

said to have

Pathe he used a

for

Ed-

Monday night. SevEducational
stars
appeared,
while other studios also contributed

made many innovations in
westerns. He does not believe
in using firearms in his pictures.
In one of his recent
releases

their

at the

ucational studio

*

Cody

managers held

eral

politan studio.
"Bill"

*

location

bi-monthly entertainment

and

Clifton

in Hol-

lywood.

Jetta

Sig Schlager and "Adjutant"
Marion Schlager playing tennis
on
the
Ambassador
courts;

Inn
Sunday; SchuyGray and George Dur-

yea,
whom he started in
pictures in the East, holding
a re-union at the De Mille
studio; Carl Laemmle and

finished an important role in
pport of John Barrymore in "The
*

visiting the Mission

ler

augurated at the Metropolitan in Los
Angeles by Wesco in exploiting the
Men wearing painter's white smock series of Hal Roach comedies starwere used on a special stunt.
On ring Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy.
their backs was lettered the follow- Theater owners and exhibitors who
ing: "At Last It Is Here."
Fifteen are looking for something to offset
store windows were arranged for and the cost of stage presentations would
special
water color scenic effects do well to study the box office poswere placed on each window.
The sibilities of this unusual campaign.
entire front was done in water color Additional newspaper space was used;
scenic effect.
All mirrors in lobby special 24-sheets were used for billand all glass doors also were painted. boards, some of them illuminated;
Soda fountains were treated with generous space in house organs; specards and photo enlargements
special designs.
J. D. Burke, Crystal, cial
in lobby; names of stars in lights on
Okema, Okla.
marquee; institution of a special radio hour, and innumerable tie-ups in"Garden of Allah"
cluding bus line, fight clubs clubs,
(M-G-M)
Each night during showing and for auto dealers and a variety of local

(M-G-M)

at Riverside

fitly

Our Passing Show:

"The Big Parade"

More Passing Show: Dan
Thomas, Henry Hathaway,
Harry Fried and Sidney Buch-

Hollywood

—

company had

display

cards reading " 'The

buy
for

Unknown'

will

this beautiful set of furniture
Woman's furnishing
his girl."

stoi-e
gave a window on apparel.
Cards placed in the window read as
follows: "The star of 'The Unknown'
wears the finest of lingerie Joan
Crawford, star of 'The Unknown,'

—

endorses our ladies' furnishings."
Adelphos, Ardmore, Okla.

—

E
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Week's Headlines

And

HAS 15 REGISTERED
Monday
Development

of
television
under way by
General Electric, which recently gave a
demonstration of radio pictures.
Will H. Hays leaves for Coast on semiannual trip.
Skouras Bros, reported disposing of some
neighborhood houses as step in Wesco deal.
Roscoe
(Fatty)
Arbuckle plans return to
screen about May IS.
Tests to determine superiority of equipment
product to teature National Theater Supply
meeting at Chicago.
Legislation sought in Germany to bar foreign interests from acquiring control of theaters.

Tuesday
Educational

with

closes
deal
talking film device.
Northwest exhibitor unit

Vocafilm

for

expected to endorse
Brookhart bill at meeting.
Federal Trade Commission planning early action

in

Paramount

case.

Fox

invasion of Middle West and Northwest is seen as thorn to other big theater
operators.

Thursday
in

being conducted by

television

l>ractically
every company interested in
talking pictures.
Herriott
Commission in France meets to
consider quota proposals.
National Theater Supply Co. claims saving
to exhibitors in equipment buying of over
$300,000 first eight months of operation.
Two new first run houses scheduled for St.
Louis.
First
National associates declared to have
bought control of German
Emelka and

Phoebus.

T.O.C.C. of New York calls rally Jan. 26,
on Brookhart bill campaign.
Trade paper advertising to be discussed at
closed meeting of A.M. P. A. next week.
Max Shoolman, head of syndicate buying
Poll houses, says deal will be completed

month

A.

E.

Eschmann appointed
manager of Columbia.

(Eddie)
sales

eral

Sam Sax

plans

30

next

pictures

gen-

year

for

Gotham.

Saturday
Will

H. Hays not quitting as head of

ducer-distributor

association

states

pro-

Jesse L.

R. F. Woodhull favors Brookhart bill if Federal
control is obviated; Ohio exhibitors
vote to support measure.

New

salary

cut

move seen

enrolkd,

students

at

topics

are:

historical

back-

ater,
arbitration,
exhibition, protjrain building, schedules, theater
bookkeeping, unions,

laws of the theater; theater finance, the use
and abuse of tickets and passes, theater insurance, good-will building, sources cf information; theater staff and service staff organization, staff training, general .service, selection and duties of assistant manager, head
usher, usehrs, cashier, doorman, tootmaii. etc.,
service meetings, fire drills and maintcn;ince.

Theater Advertising Principles
.Selling
forces and points, elements ot theater advertising, national and local advertising, pressbooks,
catchlines.
body-maiter,
illustraiions,
theater names, picture titles an dstar i.; mes,
directors and technical staff, music adveicising, shorts and units, schednU's, prices, success advertising, slogans, dating, summer advertising, coming attractions, ca.nipaigns.

Typography,

Layouts, Photo £uf;ravi.ig
Classes of type, type ni'^asureinent, display
type,
body type, rules ;ind liorderi, tvpe
faces and examples, steps in making a layout,
arranging copy for a layout, specifying styles
and sizes of types, dealing with the pnnier,
making changes and corrections, proitniorks,
line
engravings, half i.mis, reverses, Ben
Day, combination cuts, elcctrot.'pes, stereotypes, mats.
Newspaper Display A.lvertrsin.i; Display,
legibility of type, purposes of display, borders, headings, body-matter, ei.iphasjs, 'heater
name locations, panels, cooperative pages,

—

publicity.

— Programs,
margins,

Programs and House Organs

il-

lioiders,
covers, paper,
body-matter, headings, house organ layouts
and other advertising niediuins; outdoor ad
vertising
lithographs and posters, locations,
campaigns, painted boards, illuminated boards;
stills,
photos,
lobby displays
lobby design,
banners, frames, stands, cutouts, artist work,

—

—

heralds,

lides, rotos,
trailers.

winJiw

lards,

ncvelti-'S,

— Lobby
marquee,

in
exploitation,
l);iilt
fronts,
box office, frame-;, lianneis,
animated displays, shadow boxes. ballyhoos,
contests.
Theater interior exploitation, .stage,
screen, telephone, souvenirs, noNelties, special
performances, tie-ups, cncperative ideas.
parades,
peramb'jlrtors,
Street
exploitation,
cards, hangers, autos, ihrow-aways, trcisure
hunts.

Exploitation

^

Theater Music

— Musical

presentation o* pictures,
musical library, eue sheets, themes,
overtures, musical novelties, pip" organ, typi-

organ

specifications,

locations

and

main-

the

transformers,

rheostats,

Mazda lamps

for

projection

— Location

motor-generators,
screens.

of sites, types, planning
a theater, sight lines, floor elevations, regulations, balconies, exits, courts, seating arrangements aisles, -projection rooms, scages, r.iarventilating,
lighting,
quee,s
electric
signs,

portant factor in the

heating,

life

nity.

of

your commuDon't be 'Just

the guy vir h o runs
the theater.' Get into
the swim."

WEST VIRGINIA
New Theaters
Osage— R & M; Parkersburg— New

— Tip-Top.
Changes
Belington — Grand,
by

in

;

Theaters

H. Woodf<

R. H. Talbott; Elkins— The Elki
sold to Tyrie & Coplinger by H. A. Woe

Creek— The Lost Creek, sold to
Pattoh; Mt. Clare—The Mt. Cla
sold to G. W. Fatten by C. E. Curry;
Albans— Alhpa, sold to Oscar Williams
Ben Smith; Star City ^Star, sold to J.
Maust by Prete Bros.
Lost

W.

—

lanta.

A

lesson in modesty in considering
film offers is that of Col. Lindberg
in Paris, when he was offered $800,000 to appear in pictures and on the
stage.
"What could I do to earn
What would be
S800,000 that way?
the result and how would it help
flying or my career" the Lone Eagle

wanted

Anstead

to

know.

Some young people go to college.
Others just talk loud in the theater,
dress queer and let it go at that.
Palace Review {Ham,ilton, 0.)

—

— Lyric

Openings

—

Cairo
Opera House
E
East Lynne; Follansbee
—
Gassaway
Dixie
Jodie - Bryi
Law-on Greenwood Amuse Co. Leewc
The Leewood Rosemount ^^State Talc
The Talcott; Thurmond Lyric; Ti<
The Tioga; Vanwood The Vanwoc
Vulcan— The Vulcan.
:

Lynne— The

son

—

—

;

—
—

—
;

;

—

;

—
—

;

;

WISCONSIN
New Theaters

— Garfield

Milwaukee

Fischer's

Wausau

;

and Zenith; OshkosI
Grand.

— New

Changes in Ownership
Abbotsford Armory,
sold
to
Crosby
Schwierske by L. R. Bucholz
Boycev
Opera House, sold to H. H. Gleason
H. L. Boch Kenosha Norge, sold to
Kuchma & T. Kachowski by Remo Cor
Manitowoc Strand, sold to Geo. Herj
by Harry Hart; Milwaukee Wright, s
to Wm. Baird by C. Nelson
Nekoons
Rialto, sold by L. R. Bucholz by Lo
Simmitt; Neopit Nemonimee Mills, s
to Finney & Allen by G.
C. Hamm
Port Washington— Grand, sold to Ch
Theater Co. by Wm. Roob.

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

The

trouble in the past has been
that most of the so-called "open"
minds were merely vacant.

— LegionClosings
Blue River — Oneit
—
Movies
— Gem F
— Liberty; Grantsburg
Port Wing — Op

Almena

A

censor is a man xvho didn't take
enough castor oil when he was a boy.

;

Gushing

timid girl appreciates the sympathy that makes a man feel for her
in the dark.

reach out for names to boost the air
classic.
Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker,
premier American ace, is to be honor
guest when the show opens in Detroit, and General Pershing, in response to an invitation, writes Grey
he hopes to see the picture on his
next visit to New York.

Buy Texico Theater
Texico,
of

Tex.

New Mexico

— Civic

Theaters Co.
has bought the Texico

;

House.

WYOMING
Changes

— Rex

in

Ownership

(formerly L & A, sold_
Cra*vford by L. A. Ward and F!

Edgerton

Ham
ence

Albert Grey, who has denied the
Lindbergh flights are exploitation
stunts for "Wings," continues to

;

deeville

A

Ward Mann.

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public
instructioa

and extensive improvements are being made.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

o'clock.

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

Pictures

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

tquipment.

Classes will be in session from
9:30 to 12:30 o'clock and 1:30 to
4:30 o'clock every day, except Saturday and Sunday. Evening classes
will be conducted Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 7:30 to 10-30

and

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

,

theater

Wesf

Ownership

sold to Mrs.

—

Production for Managers Persistence of
vision, film, moving picture camera, projectors, intermittent mechanisms, shutters, flicker, elementary electricity, lenses, condensers,
arc lamps, carbons, ordinary arc, reflector
arcs,
high intensity arcs, current control,

your Kiwanis and Rotary
Clubs, get hep t o
yourself. You're supposed to be an im-

activities of

proud.

feel

Miss Rose Swerdlin, of Fox's Atlanta exchange, was married Christmas day to Perry Ginsberg, of At-

—

control.

not

boat.

—

Presentations,
Stagecraft Fundamentals
prologues, stage production ideas and tips,
holiday presentations, stage setting and curtain combinations, stage lighting, footlights,
borders, spot and flood lamps, the principles
of colored lighting, also the psychology and
symbolisms of color, lighting effects and

you're
part in

OF

according to one
definition, is a person who sails
around in sewers in a glass-bottomed

reasons to

the

19

REFORMER,

tribution,

grounds, making of pictures, film tKrh.inges,
buying,
classification
pictures,
booking,
of
releases, contract between exchange and the-

tenance.

"I f
taking

A

DALY

If you see Ray Foster, w.k. cameraman, wearing the high hat these
days, don't be alarmed, for Ray is
sporting a new Mitchell camera with
all
the latest attachments and has

cal

Coast.

By PHIL M.

15,

THEATER CHANGES FOR

That's That

44th St., New York City.
Starting dates of the other terms
are as follows: spring, April
16;
summer, July 9; fall, Oct. 1.
Under the subject of producti in and dis-

West

lustiations,

Friday

this

15

—

Wednesday
Dept.
of
Justice officials admit
probe of
Keith-Albee merger is under way.
Consolidated Film Industries offering 300,000 shares of $2 preferred stock on market.
Bill introduced in House carrying penalties
for unauthorized filming of copyright works.
Harold B. Franklin states Wesco not to be
party of any merger.
Jersey legislature opens with repeal of "blue"
laws slated for early consideration.

Experiments

With about

the winter term of the 1928 session
of the M. P. Theater Managers Institute, Inc., opens Monday at 135

Sunday, January

"1001 FILMS*'
Complete reference booklet,
at

listing

(Fourth Edition)

nearly 3,000 educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash

Ave., Chicago, IIL

specify Prints

on Eastman Film
The commanding

position

which Eastman film occupies today has been won by years of
consistently high quality, backed
by years of cooperation with
the industry.

To

get the highest possible

photographic quality on your
screen, always specify prints on

Eastman

Positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

VVV

.(<iM.'

Each year the national and
polls

among

territorial trade papers

conduct

exhibitors for the best box-office pictures of

the past 12 months.

And

each year

M-G-M

leads!

ELECTED AGAIN!
The

box- office returns are in from big

cities

and small towns and every

paper shows
AMONG THE M-G-M HITS I
PICKED BY SHOWMEN AS
PROVEN MONEY-WINNERS!
The Big Parade, Ben-Hur,
Tell

ItToThe Marines,

Kelly,

Slide,

And The

Slide,

Flesh

Rookies,

Devil,

Twelve Miles

Out, TillieTheToiler', Johnny

Get Your Hair Cut, Tin Hats,

-^^he Waning

Sex,

The Un-

known, The Flaming

Wu,

Mr.

After

Forest,

Midnight,

Road To Romance, Fair CoEd, Thirteenth

And

Hour,

Soul, Sprring Fever,

Body
Gar-

den of Allah, London After

Man, Woman And
and many more.

Midnight,
Sin

M-G-M

ifs

WE
FOR

trade-

again!

thank our exhibitor friends
their vote of confidence.

M-G-IVI pictures again have proved

THEIR
M-G-M

superiority at the hox-office.

confidently states

THAT in
THE final

1928 again
check-up will find

M-G-M

pictures at the top of

WHAT

a head-start

all

lists!

Young Blood has
'TOVE," "STUDENT PRINCE," "ENEMY"

AND

it's

just the beginning of

1928-ANOTHER M-G-M YEAR!

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

iF^NEWSPAPER

rFILMDOM
XLIII

L.

No.

Monday, January

13

16,

Price 5 Cents

1928

EXHIBITORS MOBILIZING
HOME OVER

IFILMS INTO

SECLEANING NEEDED,

Organizations Meeting to

Map

RADIO HELD PRACTICAL

FAIRBANKS DECLARES

all studios there is "unniistaknecessity for changes before a
Ithy business basis is reached," he

La
!

research laboratories of the General
Electric Co. to a home three miles
The pictures were pink in
an'ay.
color,

3.

industry needs a
rough housecleaning," Fairbanks
In many instances salartinues.
are out of proportion and the
believe

I

the

(Continued

on Page

a

characteristic

the

of

neon

gas used in the lamp which is part
Magnifying lenses
of the equipment.
enlarged the pictures from IJ/2 square
on

(Continued

Page

—

precedence over the

follow on the Brookhart bill are the subexhibitor organizations throughout the countrj'.
Several already have lined up solidly in support of the measure, preparing
to campaign actively to secure its enactment into law.
With hearings on the bill slated late this month, in event the decks
can be cleared for action in Congress, exhibitor units are scheduling
yearly
meetings to outline their
stand.

Plans for a

ject

line of action to

of discussion

among

Nat'l Theater Supply
»»

J'

/-I

Mich. High Court Upholds
Gleichman Suit Dismissal

i'

Sales Meeting Continues

11

T-Chicago-First

7)

aiming to regulate certain trade practices

bill

in the film industry.

„,

7)

,

.

annual sales convention of National i heater Supply

which opened last Wednesday
convenes today with a meeting of
SHEARER EQUIPMENT
the branch managers at the Eighth
Lansing, Mich. Dismissal by the
The meeting opens
theater.
Street
circuit court of suit brought by Phil
talk by H. A. R. Dutton,
with
a
Gleichman, of the Broadway-Strand,
IN
president, followed by talks throughDetroit, against Paramount and John
the day by experts of various
out
H. Kunsky for conspiracy and breach equipment manufacture. A demoneattle
B. F. Shearer Co. has been
the
upheld
by
of contract, has been
stration of the Orchestraphone will
med as an independent eciuipment
Supreme Court.
The concern with B. F. Shearer, president
be given in the evening.
Gleichman entered into a five year
will conclude Thursday at
general manager, and A. M. Larvention
contract with Paramount for pictures
vice president in charge of theathe Stevens hotel.
(Continued on Page 8)
decorating, draperies and floor

W

^llnd and hlock booking and arbitrarv allocation of product would be
iUegal under the bin. Administration
of the measure would be vested in
^^^ p^^^^^, ^^^^^ Commission,

Co.,

—

T.O.C.C. SPEEDS PLANS

SEAHLE

1RM FORMED

Stand

Bill

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Consideration of the Brookhart bill by the interstate commerce committee of the Senate, is to immediately follow
disposition of the Walsh Public Utility measure, which is to have

—

Schenectady, N. Y. General Elechorough housecleaning is needed
;he industry, which is "entering tric and Radio Corporation engineers
n a period of tremendous read- declare the basic principles covering
ment," declares Douglas Fair- radio television, or the broadcasting
motion pictures by radio with
ks, head of the Academy of M.P. of
sound and action synchronized, des and Sciences in a discussion of
monstrate ultimate practicability of
ers' salaries, foreign competition
extensive research in picture the development.
if
At the demonstration on Friday,
Mining.
Fairbanks' statement was
ii ed
in New York by his reprethe images and voices of a man and
^tativc, Arthur Zellner.
a woman were transmitted from the

Bookhart

js?e::.

—

FOR BROOKHART RALLY
Plans are proceeding, under chairof Arthur Hirsh, for the

manship
rally of

New York

exhibitors at the

Astor Jan. 26, when a militant campaign to secure passage of the Brook(Continucd

on

Page

8)

erings.
!'he

new company, which

ties

with oi^ces here and at Port(Continued

on

Page

starts ac-

7)

Playing Out
Old Product in N.

N. W. Due

chibitors

—

Arbitration at Standstill in

W.

"Circus''
Breaking his

own

record at

I

IGold

Rush,"

$75,000 in

its

which
first

garnered
week.

'

A ction
the

Record

the theater. Charlie Chaplin in
"The Circus" grossed $81,206
in its first week at the Mark
Strand, New York.
Midnight
shows have been held all week
I
I at
the theater.
Previous high
mark was attained by "The
I

Warners

new

Minneapolis— Halt of arbitration in this territory until
members of the
uniform contract is drawn is predicted. Exhibitor
of the
committee
executive
the
to
23
report
Jan.
to
board are
in
course
future
their
to
as
instructions
Northwest unit, to receive
fulfill a decision of the board,
to
refusing
in
action
Warners'
view of
from outlawing
and instead obtaining a writ restraining the board
the company from arbitration.

Present 'tough buying pe1" in the Northwest is due to real of exhibitors to buy new prod(Continued on Page 8)
Seattle

to

Minneapolis— Arbitration
at

a

standstill

in

this

again

territory,

lowing withdrawal of exhibitors

is

folin

protest against what are described
as the high-handed tactics of Warner
Brothers.
The actions resulted from failure
of Warners to comply with a decision of the board, and action of the
company in securing a court order
restraining the board from excluding

Studio Shutdown Is
Planned by Universal

—

Universal City Production activwill be greatly curtailed or en-

ity

tirely

suspended sometime
(Continued

on

Page

Febru-

in
7)

Hearing Suggestions
Oral

suggestions

ommendations

and

rec-

Warners from

persons,
groups or organizations interested in the new uniform con-

trial

tract will be heard at

sus
civil

arbitration, pending
of the case of the company verNels Peterson of Jamestown in

court.

Exhibitor members felt that Warner Bros, were denying the power of

the arbitration board to make decision in cases and that arbitration was
merely a farce, and so withdrew.
B. Clinton, of Clinton Myers,
J.
Duluth, in a statement to the board
(Continued on Page 2)

of

all

Chicago

has been set
the purpose by the
committee, R. F. (Pete) Woodand R. H. Cochrane,
hull
Jan. 31,
aside for

which

chairmen
unaffiliated

tributor

respectively of the
exhibitor and dis-

groups,

announce.

—

THE

OAlLy

A

Arbitration Is at
Standstill in
asked
yol. XLIII

Monday,

No. 13

Ian. 16,

1928

Price 5 Cents
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—

W

—

N. W.

{Continued from Page 1)
exhibitor members to -withdraw

from arbitration for the present and
take up with the executive committee of the Northwest exhibitor unit
whether
continue
arbitration,
to
claiming that Gabriel L. Hess, Hays
organization counsel, has attempted
intimidate arbitration and officers
of the arbitration board by attempting to set himself up as a disinterested seventh arbitrator, and has
given such counsel and advice to
members of the Film Board of
Trade as will enable him to carry out
his own ideas of justice to the detrito

ment

of arbitrators.

Clinton further stated that Hess's
conduct in the past necessarily would
result in making it impossible for distributor

members

to act of free

mind

on the arbitration l>oard. Review of
the case causing the split shows that
Warners brought action against Peterson to complete a contract he had
signed but canceled before receiving

In Saturday's short session of the market,
prices were generally on a fractional de-

Paramount common

ing

with

3,200

shares

led

Amer.

*Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd...
.

.

the

in

40

Close

Katz..

60%
7354
165
129

&

.

10454
84 J4
8454
2054 20J4

3,000

10
10054
57'4
58
57!^
tfLoew's 6s 41ww 106Ji 10654 106-54
ttLoew's 6s41x-war.l00i/J 100J4 10014

1,400

Project
*ttKeith's 6s 46
Loew's, Inc

300

*Intern'l

M-G-M
*M.

Pfd

4
4
4
Pathe Exchange
Pathe Exch. "A".. 18^
175^
17J4
81
81
ttPathe Exch.7s37. 81
114
115
Parar-.-unt F-I
116
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Pfd..
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.

.

.

.

10

**Roxv "A"
27
**Roxy Units
30
**Roxv Common .. 6J4
*Skonras Bros. ..41
Stan. Co. of Am.. 53^
tTrans-Lux Screen 3%
United Art. Com. 15

28
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Warner "Bro--. "A" 22 J4

5?4
39
53J4

3%

200
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The

pic-

arbitration board unani-

The long awaited Chaplin picture has
pitched its tent at the Strand.
"The
Circus" has come to town for a stay. When
it does start touring exhibitors will have their
hands full.
Better start fixing up the cash
register for bigger and better receipts. Chaplin
is
just
himself and that's enough.
The
laughs shaded with that well known Chaplin
pathos are there in abundance.
Up the street at the Capitol another comedy held forth.
A screen version of the
Margaret Mayo stage play, "Baby Mine,"
had Karl Dane and Geo. K. Arthur as chief
laugh-makers
with
Charlotte
Greenwood
capitalizing on her lankiness for additional

24

H

98^

98^

15 J4

1554
22J4

22^

20
200
100

MEAN OOUAOS FOG SUOVmEN

DAILY TIPS WHICH

laughs.
Another picture, comedy bent,
Syd Chaplin's "The Fortune Hunter."
scattering of chuckles but little more.

Denny scored a good one in
Toe?," a pictures that offers good
wholesome amusement and with appeal that
is general.
Dolores Del Rio looked mighty
Reginald

in

the tropical
of the

"The Gateway

(M-G-M)
The

—

—

A

"On Your

attractive

"Ben Hur"

Spark's Circus which 'winters'
in Macon, loaned the theater a cha-f
riot and two white horses
gratis.
This outfit was driven all over town
and even to nearby towns. The driver
was dressed in a Roman soldier's
costume. J. L. Cartwright, Capitol,
was Macon, Ga.

setting contained in
The story

Moon."

was sexy but far from convincing. "On the
Stroke of Twelve" was unadulterated and
antique hokum, the kind you looked for and
gloated over eight or more years ago.
Ranger, one of the dog stars, turned ofT
some splendid hero stunts in "Fangs of the
Wild."
Not much can be said in favor of
the plot wherein a back woods fiend conpursued a pretty little gal. Esther
always seemed one of the original
reasons why "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
stantly

Ralston

"Sailor's Wives" Mary Astor offers a very
unconvincing bit of self-sacrifice that somehow gets around to a happy ending.

"The Valley

of the Giants"
(First Nat'l)
Passed and printed cards on thej
street reading: "How Tall are you?|
If you are 6 feet 6 inches tall
there is a free ticket for you at the!
Des Moines Theater to see Milton!
Sills in 'The Valley of the Giants,']
starting
Saturday."
Even though
there weren't many people that received free admissiojis, the cards]

—

served their purpose and helped sellj
Jess Day, Des Moines.
the picture.
Des Moines.

—

FOR SALE
Twenty-five

Capitol

Automatic Win-

dow Movie Machines-^All
lent Condition

— At

in

Ebccel-

a Bargain

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE
First Division to

Jack

Lustberg,

727 iSeventh Ave.

Move

eastern

Tel.— Bryant

N. Y. C.
0631-8457-7541

majnager

for First Division Distributors, now
in the Godfrey Bldg.,
York, an-

New

nounces
1

his

company

will

move

Feb.

to the sixth floor of the film build-

ing at 723 Seventh Ave.

lawing them from arbitration.

Hale Brothers on Coast
Los Angeles The Hale Brothers
Lehr Arriving Today
Abraham Lehr, vice president and are playing at Pantages for the curgeneral manager for Samuel Gold- rent week.
wyn, arrives in New York today to
make arrangements for the premiere
$7,500,000, S'./iss Investment
of the forthcoming final Ronald ColBerne
Recent statistics show that
man-Vilma Bank}' feature, "The Pas-

—

You Are in the*
for Any Kind of

If

Market

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAFB

UONEY
KND rOS OUS PRICK

LIST

—

sionate Adventure."

Fayetteville Changes
Fayetteville, Ark.
W. F. Sonneman, owner of the Palace, has become manager of the Ozark also, and
Joe Hunter, former manager of the

Ozark, has taken over management
of the Royal.
Fire Destroys Strand
Sparta, Tenn.
The Strand

—

$7,500,000 is invested in the industry
in Switzerland.
Total seating in the
258 picture theaters is about 70,000.

Nickels Buys Kansas Theater
Colony, Kans. L. O. Nickels has
bought the Garden, taking over management from W. J. Dehler.

been destroyed by

fire.

110

West

32<^St.Neii'york.Ny.

Phon* Penna. 0330
Motion Picture Department
U 8. ind C«n«d» Agenti tor Debrlt

—

Sitton

has

Buys Arkansas House

—

Springdale, Ark. D. E. Sitton has
purchased the Concord here.

To Distributors
OR
State Riglit Buyers
A SUPER FEATURE
UP TO DATE
8 13.

•Last Prices L'"'icl

'Bid

rCurb Market

ttBond

and

Asked
the

(Over

Counter)

Market

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Loui]
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

AMERICAN AND FOREK»4^ DISTRfBlJfSBf
OF qUAUTY MOTION PtCTURBS

P

PicnmEs
EEARTHUR
^
LEE PRES
A.

'^f*^
p^.

W

«>f<oaK

TIFFANY- STAHL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Announce
That they have in the course of production
two motion pictures entitled:

"LIGHTNING RODS*^
"THE RAID^*
ALL RIQHTS PROTECTED

.BfnmKT^K

>

finally

mously upheld him and declared no
contract existed, ordering Warners
to return $250 to Peterson.
Warners failed to comply with the
order of the board within the time
limit,
and consequently were suspended from participation in arbitration
Warners then took the case into the civil court, and secured an order restraining the board from out-

!|

1928

Reviews

80

tUniv.

.

53M

3%

tures.

Warner

H^—

16,

BRENNAN

—

25

United

.

300
1,500
6
3,200
100

103

*-'tPar,Bv.-.-iv.5^^s51

.

15

25 5^
7/2

P. Cap. Corp

fused to accept further

.

100

tFilm Inspection
4J4
First Nat'l Pfd
Fox Film "A"... 84"^
tFox Theaters "A" 20^1
.

Sales

200

40
48

40

Bal. & Katz Vtc.
*Eastman Kodak ..
*East. Kodak Pfd.

*Balaban

trad-

marketed.

High Low

of

By LILIAN W.

anv service.
Warners, however, sent certain Ford Sterling does much preferring in the
star's
latest,
"Figures Don't Lie."
The
films which Peterson used and paid week's westerns were "Boss of Rustler's
for.
Peterson also deposited $250 ad- Roost." "Blood Will Tell." with Buck Jones
vance for films not used, and re- and "Daredevil's Reward" with Tom Mix. In

Financial

cline.

Review

—

W

Monday, January

AN ARSENE LUPIN
ADVENTURE STORY
BY
MAURICE LEBLANC
WITH ALL STAR CAST.
WALLACE BEERY
LAURA LA PLANTE
RALPH LEWIS
WILLIAM V. MONG
P. LOCKNEY
J.
WEDGE NOWELL
AND OTHER NOTABLES
PREVIOUSLY RELEASED BY
ROBERTSON COLE CO., NOV.,
LENGTH 6123 FT.
1920.
CELEBRATED AUTHORS
SOCIETY,
68

West

56th

St.

Ltd.,
Circle

2396

i

AFFIDAVIT

i"^uiiig,

JJ

'

w
.
'' ^^"^^'
•

--passed

an

^- ^-

Owner

'^"'^°'^°"

tne f i..3t

nve

.ox-offioe records
for ad

^0- establis^d

.i.ee the

™

in/i

opening.

That the William v

byF

^j^g

°^ "S-rise". directed

wee.s of it
.

''"''^ °' '^'

"'"

«*-«-ent.

'"^^'*^

^-^^^ ^^-le

That tH
the production
..sunrise- opened
at th
Cirola Theatre
.ove.ber e^th, i,a, ,
/,

r

^^-*Theatre

""

That its receipts
are considerably
Sweater th
greater
than .u.
the
receipts
for «a like
P s lor
liv. peiuod
of time of
"what Pn.. .,
Glory". ..7th
Heaven", "The Voi^ .
^^^ ^^^^^ Boatman" and all
.• .
other hi.
' ^'^ ^'"'^^'^ that
have piaved

^

'

th.

.

'•--r'^

Subsoriied and sworn

^^y of>)K<^*<^^«^^l^

to

before .e this

1928,
^^^^^ejt.^.

^

THE ONE GREAT INDEPENDENT

What
Variety:

the critics say:
"The best

picture Gilda

Gray ever made."

"Almost every quality
Los Angeles Eve. Herald:
that goes to make a good audience picture in this

New York Times;

"Justifies

prediction that this

one will have popular appeal."
'Moving Picture World;
round of the pay stile."

"Will make merry-go-

San Francisco Chronicle: "Gilda dazzles. Picture
holds much suspense. Well made and interesting."

I

I

—

eres

—

a sure-fire

BOX-OFFICE BUY
A)r£//iy THEATRE/
Go\d"*'y"

&arn"Se
^"* present*
Combining big public appeal,

showmanship

in

qualities

story, sets, entertainment.

Then, in such a box-office
setting,

adding the drawing

power of that sensational
dancer, actress, screen star,

Gilda Gray

One

— and

clearly sees

Devil Dancer"

is

why "The
a picture

that can be counted upon to

bring profits to any exhibitor.

Weeks
Golden

i^oiir
big business

nited Artists

York
City

leads

the

dance to the box-office to
the cheerful tune of "Big

the Rivoli
Ne<u;

Gilda

Business."

—Everywhere.

^.rfCAive

N\6;V°,
ctic?n

fRtR du

UNITED
ARTISTS
PICTURE

I

,
.

D/^ILY

Monday, January

16,

1928

^Ztf^Byt'^

KittXtytce

ft

A.

Code

C. Submits

S.

of Ethics

Arrangements Being Speeded for Exposition of Ircardescert Lightirg at Ccnverticn of S. M. P. E.
in April— Mix to Make Series in Argentina- Emory Johnson and McCarthy Join T-S

CUTTING OVERTIME ASKED
IN

down

a schedule of 26 pictures this
season and already has finished
18.
Those in preparation are
"Too Many Cookies," a Van
Bibber comedy, directed by O.

work,
and naming of officials who will have
the final word on photography are
asked in a code of ethics submitted
to the

of

overtime

O. Dull, "Jack and Jilted,"
with Billy West directing, and
"A Lady Lion," directed by
Mark Sandrich.

Academy

technicians' branch,

M. P. Arts and Sciences, by the
American Society of Cinematograof

phers.
The organization is seeking
a uniform contract for cameramen.
Too much overtime work injures
eyes of cameramen and impairs pho-

tography,

it

is

stated.

McLean
in

Tom Mix

Make Comedy

to

Honolulu Cline Director
;

Plans to Make
Douglas MacLean
Series in Argentine making a comedy in

Tom Mix

has announced plans to

a series of pictures in Argentine, following the expiration of his
It
contract on March 24 with Fox.
is
understood that he has received

make

is

Eddie Cline directing.
Either First
National or Pathe will release it.

Three Companies Working
as Sennett Studio

Romeos"

ing

titling

Murphy to Direct
Dudley Murphy is
original,

"Two

Flyfor First National.
is

"Stocks

and

Own

which

will be held in conjunction
with the spring meeting here in April
of the Society of M. P. Engineers.

A committee recently was named
by the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences to study the subject of incandescent lighting, with a view to
recommending replacement of the
present kleig lights.
By next year,
it
is believed,
incandescents will be
in general use, because of their efficiency and decreased cost.

Johnson and McCarthy
Reported with T.-S.
Emory Johnson is reported to have
been signed by Tiffany-Stahl to direct

is

giving the orders to the Billy

Bevan company, which also features
Vernon Dent and Dot Farley.

Story

direct

his

Blondes"

for

to

man

FBO.

Alberta

Vaughn Signs

Littleiield in "Harold Teen"
Lucien Littlefield has been added
to the cast of First National's "Har-

old Teen."

Alberta Vaughn has been signed a?
feminine
the
lead
in
"Hawaiian
Preparing "Crooks Can't Win"
Ralph I nee is making preparations Love," to be produced in Honolulu
She is
to start "Crooks Can't Win" for by Hawaiian Pictures, Ltd.
to leave soon for the islands.
FBO.

Roscoe Karns Cast
Roscoe Karns has been cast for
"Something Always Happens."
"Yellow Lily,' Marin's Next

Ned Marin
tion_ of

Paramount Signs John Farrow
John Farrow is to write originals
and

for

titles

Pararnount.

Stevenson in "Cream of Earth"
Hayden Stevenson has been added
to cast of "Cream of the Earth" at

is

to supervise producLily," for First

"The Yellow

National.

Puffy Author of Howard Film
Charles Puffy, screen comedian, is
author of "The Last Cab," which is
F. N. Signs 2 Title Writers
to be William K. Howard's first di
Dwindle Benthall and Rufus Mc rectorial effort under his new conCosh have been signed as First Na- tract with De Mille. Hector Turntional title writers on long term con- bull will supervise.

Universal.

T-S Film
Frederick and Fanny Hatton
Titling

titling

the

Tiffany-Stahl

are

production

which

Tragedy of Youth"
George Archainbaud directed with
Warner Baxter, Patsy Ruth Miller

"The

tracts.

for "We Americans"
Williams and Edward
Martindel have been assigned roles
in "We Americans."

Two More

first

in Holi

by the Selig Polyj
scope company and the first studic)
was an old Chinese laundry. Here
a pun regarding cues might be
order.
Nick Cogley and Tom Sant,
schi appeared in the picture, whicli
was called "Across the Great Dil
vide."
There were only 16 sceneif
ii

in

the picture.
*

*

*

More Passing Show: Jesse
L. Lasky,
Walter Wanger
and B. P. Schulberg in conferences about future productions.
they are smiling
comes a roar of thunder and
a puff of smoke
out of the
haze appear Victor Fleming
and an old 1904 model car.,
he found in the transportO/.

.

.

department

tion

.

.

.

.

.

.

garage

erstwhile

race-driver is
chugging Nancy Carroll
around the lot, while hun-J
dreds of eyes look at him, ana
hundreds of lips crack into
this

smiles.

Robert

"The Heart

of a Follies Girl,"
stars Billie Dove for First National.
in

Barthelmess Cast

"How

pa

who is^Higg,
rise in pictureSj^Bjttjjt

Armstrong,

making a rapid

and Abraham Schomer, play-i
wright and "icenarist, are for-J

mer lawyers.
*

*

*

1906, Sam Mintz, then^aipfjj
youngster of Moorhead, Minn., got ijjjd
his first payment for poetry.
Th( ^i
payment was in the form of several i
bottles of pop presented to him; _b)| ^i^^^^
Herman Wilk, owner of a bottlinp| y^^,
works. T'other day Sam, now a vit\\
known scenarist, and Wilk held
re-union here.
*
*
*
in

,

More Passing Show: F. Mc-.
Grew Willis and John W^
chatting at the Di
Mille studio; Alonza Stagg,\
the coach, visiting the stu-

Krafft

dios.
*

*

*

Little Dorothy Knox's letter
reached Bebe Daniels. Dorothy

not know Bebe's address in HoUf
Published
Broke Into the Movies," wood, so attached a note on the^ eH/
velope and wrote the following
in a book in magazine form has just
which been published by Hal C. Herman. "Mr. Postman: Please try to gi

Cast for "Follies Girl"
Clarissa Selwynne has been cast

Bertram
Kathlyn

film was produced
THE
lywood in 1909

Herman Book

and Buster Collier featured.
"Their Hour" Starting Tuesday
Production of "Their Hour," which
Al Raboch is to direct for TiffanyStahl is scheduled to start Tuesday.

Hollywooi

Back

for

Lead in Hawaiian Picture

RALPH WILK

the exposition of incandescent lighting,

considering

Honolulu, with

''Lots'*

for

ficials

Jack Conway

Little
from
By

Arrangements are under way

Resume
four specials.
from a group of Argentine ofJohn P. McCarthy is also reported
Three companies are at work at
and capitalists. Several weeks
to have been signed to direct.
ago Mix turned down an offer from the Sennett studios on new stories
Barnum, Bailey & Ringling to tie which were prepared for them durGertrude Astor Cast
ing the three weeks vacation period
up for the sawdust ring circuit.
Gertrude Astor has been signed bv
following resumption of production.
The Smith Family, composed of FBO for "Stocks and Blondes."
Gates Editing New Magazine
H. L. Gates is to edit "Screen Mary Ann Jackson, Ruth Hiatt and
Story Book," new monthly maga- Raymond McKee. is working under
Couderc on Comedy
Daphne
"Street Angel" is the first direction of Alf Goulding.
Pierre Couderc has been engaged
zine.
Pollard and her troupe of Sennett by LIniversal as the comedy construcstory slated for publication.
girls have started a new comedy with tionist on "Phyllis of the Follies."
Harry Edwards directing. Phil WhitConway Titling F. N. Film
offers

A

George Marshall, supervisor
of comedies for Fox Films, has

REQUESTTO ACADEMY

Cutting

PLANS EOR INCANDESCENT

18 Finished

*J3

I

It contains 60 autobiographies of how
each star broke into the movies.

get it there «
Do a little thing for Dot
bad.
Please.
Dr. Knox's daughter."
this there. I

want

iir
'Its

to

iiio

New addition to cast of "The Little
Neville Writing Scenarios
Shepherd of Kingdom Come," Rich
Mary Carr Returns
Jack Neville has been transferred
ard Barthelmess picture, is William from the publicity to the scenario
Mary Carr has arrived here fri^
.^fcptt
Bertram.
department at M-G-M.
Europe.
'olv

THE
Imday, January

16,

-JJill^
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Need Housecleaning,

On Broadway

Fairbanks Declares
(Continued from Page

— "The Enemy"
idway— "The Girl from Chicago"
— "The Plastic Age"
— "The Divine Woman"
— "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
y——
"The Fourflusher"
ion
—"Wings"
"Love"
— "Chicago"
|ky
—
'Er Go Gallagher"
llpodrome
—"The"Let
Gaucho"
Vs New York — Monday, "The Gay
)r

leo

itol

tral

.passy

jjrty

DeCurve"

Tuesday, "Dead Man's
Seeker"; Wednesday, "The
iMtlight"; Thursday, "The Gorilla"; Fri"Home Made" and "Back to Libly.
!cr";

"Thrill

Saturday,
"Honeymoon
[iinday, "Silk Stockings"
k Strand "The Circus"
limount ^"Wife Savers"
ty";

Hate";

—

—
— "The
Dove"
— "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes"
—
y
"Come to My House"
—
Square "Sunrise"
—
ners "The Jazz Singer"
—
Dklyn Mark Strand "Helen of Troy"

;to
Dli

es

ilms Into

Home Over

^adio Held Practical
{Continued from Page

1)

;ree inches square in the aperture
trout of the receiving cabinet.

I

he

:

transmission

cct
was
\e length

made

of

on

the
37.8

moving
meters

while the voice was
ultaneously sent through the air
'^79.5
meters, the normal wave
The reUi of Station
r which
Dr. E. W. Alexanderconsulting engineer of the G.
iid R. C. A., who developed the
ss here, in association with his
--of assistants, used differs from
ordinary short wave receiver in
t
it converts the electro-magnetic
into light instead of sound and
light becomes an image corresiding in movement to the action of
artist at the transmitting end.

WGY.

'I^HE week

the Parade

wanton wastage.

the Rivoli, replacing

show almost
However, I feel

sure that it is a bad time to cut the
cost of individual productions, because
the public has become much more
discriminating and shows a tendency
to shop for its entertainment.
If the
expenditure has proved too great for
the returns on pictures, then, in my
opinion, fewer pictures should be
made, v.'ith more time and effort put
on each one.
"I

would

like to see

pictures
made abroad," continued Mr. Fairbanks, "and I say it in all loyalty to
my own country. With the present
stir
in
foreign
legislative
bodies
toward encouraging their own national picture production, I believe a new

is

"The Devil Dancer."

Picture

Distributor

Theater

Opening Date

"Wings"

Paramount

Criterion

Aug. 12

"Sunrise"

Fox
Warners

Times Square
Warners

Universal

Central

"The Jazz 'Singer" ....
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
"The Gaucho"
"Love"

.

.

Sept. 23

.

Oct.

6

4

M-G-M

Embassy

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

"Chicago"

Pathe

"The Enemy"
"The Dove"
"The Circus"

M-G-M

Gaiety
Astor

Dec. 23
Dec. 27

.

.

United Artists

.

.

Liberty

United Artists
Rialto
United Artists
Strand
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" Paramount ..Rivoli

more

.

•

.

.

New

(Continued from Page

•

.

.

.

Equipment Firm
Formed by Shearer

impetus will be evident along this
line of endeavor. I sincerely feel that
this competition will foster the making of only the better-grade picture
here and the gradual weeding out of
inferior grade of entertainment.
We
have French, English and German

21

29

Dec.

31

Jan.

6

Jan.

14

House Dark

Danville

—

Danville, Va.
The Capitol, owned
by Tribute Pictures Corp., has been
closed.
This leaves the Southern
Amusement Co. in control with three
Business has been found
to theaters.

1)

land, plans to expand activities
poor in this town due to mounting
San Francisco and Los Angeles. H.
overhead costs.
H. Randall is in charge of the local
head
literature and art which reaches into offices, while Frank Horris is to
the far corners of the world why the Portland branch.
Reduce Licenses
should not motion pictures become
Shearer in August, 1926, sold his
Oklahoma
City, Okla.
An ordianother of their art forms?"
company to National Theater Supply, nance is being drawn up granting a
entering employ of National until reduction in the amount of license
Decemlier, 1926. At that time. Shear- fees to theaters that do not stay
ilar to those used in household deer and Larscn signed a two year con- open as many hours as the majority.
vices, such as the washing machine tract with National under terms of The Isis and Rialto will
benefit by
or vacuum cleaner.
The revolutions which they were placed in charge of the new schedule, as they have no
occur at a speed of 18 per second, all of the company's activities in the matinee shows.
slightly faster than a film passing Northwest.
through a motion picture camera. An
The company has an exclusive con-

—

—

observer, looking at this revolving
as the light from the Moore
lamp shines through these small
holes, would see the image being sent
by radio but this picture would be
but lJ-2 inches square.
Magnifying
lenses enlarge the picture twice so
that it is three inches square in the
lie
elements of the television aperture in the front of the receiver
receiver are a light source, the cabinet.
ning device and the synchronizSynchronization of the scanning
system.
The signal, or electro- disc of the receiver with the scanning
gnetic wave from the television disc of the transmitter is obtained
MMnitter, is received in equipment by
manually operated control, a
-;ned to receive modulations as push button held in the hand.
By
as 40,000 cycles. The amplifier means of this button, of the bell-ringsubstantially the same as the am- ing type, the picture may be held in
licr of the home loud speaker. The
the field of vision with a little pracliving system differs from a mod- tice, as naturally after a time as drivloud speaker system in that a ing an automobile or steering a bigas-filled lamp is substituted cycle.
the loud speaker. The amplified
The reproduced picture or object
rent is delivered to this lamp,
has a pink color, which is character\vn as the Moore lamp, which reistic of the neon gas used in the
ids to the intensities of the curlamp.
D. McFarlan Moore, invenand gives fluctuations of the tor of the lamp and an engineer at the
lit
diaphragm
intensity just as a
Edison Lamp Works of the General
the loud speaker reproduces pulElectric Co., found in early work that
inns of the air waves.
this gas was the most efficient and
The scanning disc is 24 inches in most sensitive for reproducing a
meter with 48 small holes. Each light which will go on and off in a
Ic
35 mils in diameter and ar- millionth part of a second.
is'cd in a spiral so that each of the
The transmission system is of the
holes will pass each other and
type using a disc with spiral holes,
c successive lines of the picture,
a duplicate of the disc in the receiviipleting or literally painting a picing machine.
spot of light is proin one revolution.
jected on the object th/jugh the
n other words, if the disc were moving disc and the reflection of this
L'olved very slowly a ray of light light is intercepted by photo electric
rough successive holes would trav- cells, which converts the light to
over the entire object.
The disc electric waves, ready for the short
evolved by a standard motor sim- wave transmitter.
disc

•

1

(

A

I

11 features in the long-run class.
The newcomer to
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," which opened Saturday night at

starts oSf with

cost sheets of production

V

L'

The Broadway Parade

1)

tract

handle Heywood-Wakefield

to

chairs in

its

territory,

and also

is

to

electricHl equipment
curtain \control.

and

automatic

THE HIGH COURT OF

IN

handle! Arctic Nu-Air, portable moNePage-McKenny
generators,
tor

JUSTICE

PROBATE, DIVORCE AND ADMIRALTY DIVISION
(DIVORCE)

Studio Shutdown Is
Planned by Universal
(Continued from Page

1)

to announcement
Laemmle.
"Our production program is so

ary,

according

of

8,

Rverside,

Province of

of

Carl

far

advance of our requirements that
such a program would interfere in
no way with our releasing," he said.
"Forty-five per cent of our production for the year beginning September, 1928, has been completed. And
of course the entire quota of pictures for the current year is finished.
'We Americans' was the only production of this year which was not
completed by last September. It has
'The Man Who
just been finished.
Laughs,' new roadshow production,
was completed Friday.
"It would be possible for us to finish our entire year's program of pictures for 1928-1929 by June or July
if
the studios were operated at the
in

present rate of production, but there
is grave danger in making pictures
a year and a half to two years in
advance. Women's styles change so
rapidly and Los Angeles is so far
away from the source of these styles
that a producer is in grave danger
of having his pictures look old and

out of style."

HORSFALL

To BASIL
late

Ibenville,

Quebec,

TAKE NOTICE

the

in

Canada.
that

Petition

a

been filed in this Division indorsed with a notice to you to appear
and answer the charges in the Petition
has

of

GRACE HORSFALL
Princess

Barnsley

of

47

in

the County of York, praying for a

Street,

In default
of marriage.
your so appearing, you will not be
allowed to addresc the Court, and the
Court will proceed to hear the said
Petition proved and pronounce sendissolution
of

tence

respect

in

notice

further

And

thereto.

that

for

the

two months

aforesaid within

take
purpose

after the

date of this publication, an appearance

must be entered

at

the Divorce

Reg-

istry,

Somerset House,
(Sgd.)

Strand,

London.

W. INDERWICK,
Registrar.

Solicitor

H.

Barnsley,

England.

Trinder

Butterley,

Kekewich

Lane, London.

Westgate,
Agents,

London

&

Co.,

2

Suffolk

Condemn Block BookingM

Exhibitors
BUND AND BLOCK BOOKING

3 MORE UNITS PREPARE TO

Using Screens at Cleveland

—

Cleveland Screens of members will be used to acquaint the public with the details of and ask cooperation for
the Brookhart bill, in campaign of the Cleveland association in support of the measure.
By unanimous vote, the association agreed that passage of the bill "will materially benefit" independent ex-

HIT AS UNFAIR IN OHIO

—

Block and blind
Columbus, O.
booking are unfair to exhibitor and
public, the board of trustees of the
Ohio exhibitor association decided in
endorsing the Brookhart bill, and

hibitors generally.

agreeing to lend active support to asIts enactment, they
its passage.

sure

would do much

correct evils
declared to exist in the industry.
"Motion pictures represent so large
a proportion of the people's entertainment that the general public should
be vitally interested in this Brookhart
bill vi'hich not only aims to give relief to the independent exhibitors of
the country but also raise the standard of picture production so that
the exhibitor will be enabled to offer better entertainment to his patrans," P. J. Wood, business manager, stated.
exhibitors
buy
"Compelling
to
their pictures 'sight unseen' and in
'blocks' is not only unfair to them but
to the public as well for the reason
that the exhibitor must use the mediocre pictures as well as the good
ones if he is to make a profit," he
declared.
felt

(Continued from Parte

1)

bill will be outlined by the T.
o. c. c.
The organization has sounded a call
for a determined stand on the meas-

hart

which

terms a lifesaver for
independent exhibitors, and is pledged
ure,

it

to use its best efforts to secure passage of the bill.

SAGALTOREMfROM
POLI THEATER CIRCUIT
New

—

Louis M. Sayears general manager of

Haven, Conn.

gal, for 30

Poll theatrical interests, will retire from the circuits when it passes
into control of the Shoolman syndicate.
The new owners are scheduled
to take over the chain of 20 New
the

England houses

No

late this

month.

decision as to his future plans
has been made by Sagal, who declined a position with the new company.
Sagal is considering offers to
enter the banking business.
He has
a number of other business interests.
Poli Theaters & Realty Co., Boston, has been formed by the new
syndicate to operate the theaters.

BILL III

—

Minneapolis Action on the Brookhart bill is expected to be taken by
the executive committee of the Northwest exhibitor association at its meeting Jan. 23. The matter will be discussed along with the arbitration

»r

deadlock caused by failure of War-

to

T.O.G.G. Speeds Plans
for Brookhart Rally

ACT ON BROOKHART

NEUFELD ASKS EXHIBITORS PRESENTATIONS MUST GO,

MORRIS GEST STATES

TO KEEP MARKET OPEN

Pictures should stand on their own
Support for the independents will
result in maintaining an open market, feet as entertainment, in the opinion
states Oscar Neufeld, president of of Morris Gest, who terms prologues
De Luxe Film Co. of Philadelphia, unnecessary, stating presentations of
who has completed a survey of gen- the sort now prevalent must go.
The time, energy and money sunk
eral
theater conditions throughout
his territory.
He says big circuits into the production or gathering of
have fallen down in operation of vaudeville acts to precede the presmany of the houses they gobbled up, entation of features is a total waste,
and are glad in many instances to he declares.
sell back to the original owners.
"Has anyone ever thought of ex-

Many

independent

owners

states

independent

In not a
that will save place where they are exhibited.
few of the larger cities of the world, symexhibitors from "being phony concerts also are held in theaters.
of a few producers and Would this fact justify the managers of sym-

Neufeld,

at the mercy
circuits that want to completely control the business with your money."

Exhibitors Playing Out
Old Product in N.

W.

(Continued from Paye 1)
uct before playing out the old, states
"M. P. Record," local regional.
"Heretofore, each j^ear, the exchanges have canceled old contracts
when selling the new, but the exhibitor was advised very fully that

this would not be done any more."
Headquarters will be here.
Max the publication states. "He was also
Shoolman, Herman A. Mintz and advised that he must buy only what
Andrew A. Stone are incorporators he needs. And he is buying just
of the firm which has 1,000 shares what he needs, and playing out the
of stock of no par value.
old contracts before he buys anew."

phony orchestras in presenting one act plays
Certainly not!
before their concerts?
"I grant you that there is a place for
presentations that will heighten the effect
of the picture seen.
That will help people
to forget the outside world when they come
into the theater.
That will bring them closer
the events, the time, the place of the
to
story they are seeing enacted on the screen.
"For atmosphere is a vitalizing part of the
Whether
theater
and theatrical productions.
X feel
they be plays or musical comedies.
that
I
was justified in reproducing a ca'The Miracle.'
thedral as the setting for
It is good and soothing and pleasing to the
theater
that has been
public to come into a
transformed into a piece of the Orient as
the Liberty theater was for 'The Thief of

—

—

Bagdad.'
"Presentations of the common sort, current
Transformations of places
today must go.
into a virtual fairyland of atmosphere are
Sooner or later
the prologues of the future.
every exhibitor will realize that and then
vaudeville
and the movthe conflict between

—

ies

will

not

be

so

great."

m.

company- from arbitration.

Capital Exhibitors Will

Discuss Bill This Month

—

Washington

Discussion of

thej

Brookhart bill and the stand to be|
taken by District of Columbia exhibitors on the measure, is scheduled
at the organization meeting to be|'|kni
held late this month.
u .r
!

Connecticut to Outline

who

hibiting a motion picture as a prowere not stampeded into selling their logue to a legitimate production"
theaters have found, Neufeld states, Gest demands.
"Applying the printhat the easiest opposition to combat ciples of motion picture theater ownLong dis- ers, I might have shown a Mack
is a circuit-owned house.
tance management has developed the Sennett comedy as a prologue to
fact that the personal contact enjoyed 'The Miracle.'
Or in an effort to
by the theater owner with his pa- coordinate the subject of the protrons is entirely lost and along with logue with the subject of any production, I should have prefaced Bait the goodwill which means so much
lieff's
'Chauve-Souris' with one of
in this showman's business.
"Just as the independent theater the excellent Russian film tragedies.
"No matter how fine these so-called proowner is again beginning to be recognized as an important part of the in- logues are in themselves, they would have
been unnecessary, ridiculous even if not
dustry, so is the unaffiliated producer annoying to those who had come to see
getting back on his feet again," is "The Miracle" or BaliefF's Chauve-Souris.
that to my mind would be just as
the way Neufeld sums it up.
He well"Yet
justified as the cluttering up of the motherefore calls upon all independent tion picture audience's time with vaudeville
theater owners to throw their sup- acts and gaudy displays.
port even more strongly to the inde"It is a foregone conclusion that just as
pendent producers such as Tiffany- the legitimate producer puts his best efforts
into his production, so into motion pictures
Stahl, Columbia, Gotham and Rayart go the best efforts of the motion picture
who. have done so much with a strong producer.
"It follows and has been proven that moline of product to help the indepention pictures are a type of entertainment
dent theater owner when he needed wholly independent from the theater.
The
help most. This is the only proced- common ground they meet on is only the
ure,

ners to live up to a decision of the
board, obtaining a court writ to prevent the board from excluding the

Stand on
New

Bill

Haven, Conn.

^j^^

Tomorrow

—

j.,fa,

Position of
Connecticut exhibitors on the Brook-ij
hart bill will be determined tonior- j
row at a meeting of state exhibitor
association.
«l
j

llei

i

111

ll

Mich. High Court Upholds

Gleichman Suit Dismissal
(Continued from Par/c

1)

1919 and after three years tro
over payments arose and the com;
in

litot

ny switched

its productions
to
Gleichman c>
houses.
tended the distributor violated
contract because the operation of
Broadway Strand was a joint veH'
ture between himself and the com'
pany.
The court held that operation
the theater was not a joint vent
and that the distributor was witl
its rights in terminating its busini
affiliations with Gleichman and si
ing the product to Kunsky.

Kunsky

tl

Si

w
ilic

iJl
liny

Itiisi

an

Kunsky Bought

Pictures

itonni

After Price Disagreement
Detroit Kunsky Enterprises pt
chased Paramount pictures after]

>ren

—

disagreement between Pa^
mount and Gleichman, according
price

Trendle, general manag

George

W.

of the

Kunsky

chain.

IIS

ilUi

istiSa

e»'s

year ci
tract for the pictures, providing
"rto
a new price agreement each yeaj^j "tores
and when no agreement was reach

Gleichman had a

five

eer

i

the third year, Kunsky was offed
Gjeic
the pictures, Trendle says.
man since has transferred activitlj
Broad^
Cleveland and the
to

Strand

now

is

operated by Univers

f

iiidic

)'(

ifemfSPkPiu
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Inventory
fp^HE

reckless pace at which

end of the
careenbeen
business has
along is about to be checked,
appears. For some eighteen
the

[

i

now

nths

I

exhibition

construc-

theater

has mounted and mounted,

succeeding

s

1

presenting

in

example of pyramided
dangerous activity such as

iher

!

1

I

industry

1

Woodhull Asked to Issue Call
for Convention on Contract

Washington

—

—"The ArchitecForum" — forecasts a drop

>>37, 7

now

vear

construc-

Request for a convention of un-

exhibitors to be held Jan.
Chicago, the day preceding
that scheduled for opening of deliberaindicates
tions by the committee charged with
affiliated

year as against $199,652,- 30

t

Which

this year.

one thing that the extravag-

at

drafting

a

been
in new theaters will be Woodhull,
ted long enough, at least, for O.A., and
committee,
libitors to find where they
has

new
made

uniform

contract,
(Pete)
F.
president of the M.P.T.
members of the advisory
of

by Frank

R.

J.

Rembusch.

Rembusch, who was secretary ot
the
exhibitors
at
the
unaffiliated
Trade Practice Conference in October, states he has had a number of
requests that a convention of independent exhibitors be held.
W. A. Stei?es, Northwest exhibitor
unit head, has stated the contract
too big for three men to decide for
(.Continued on Page 4)
i,'

their intent, being designed to
prevent block booking, arbitrary

allocation

DE rOREST SKEPTICAL ON

any

throughout

localities

the

rOR SKOURAS PROPERTIES

TELEVISION APPUCATION

need new theaters.
re antiquated houses are giving
have
Bros,
Louis Skouras
St.
Television never will be practical
public an inadequate service, it formed a holding company to which in the home, in the opinion of Dr.
Ambassador, Mis- Lee De Forest, inventor of the audion
nund business to build.
But in they have sold the
and Grand Central theater tube and De Forest Phonofilm. He
souri
many instances, the peril of building, but retaining control of bases this opinion on "the fact that
xtension creeps in and the re- these theaters, and thereby receiving the present methods require large roequity. tating parts operated by a motor.
is
an overseated condition. In $1,500,000 for the real estate
The holding company is the St.
"I do not think that any marked
coinnection, the big organizaLouis Properties Corp.
advance has been made in the Alexare not blameless.
If you take
Skouras Enterprises gets $500,- andersdn television apparatus," he
cash, enabling it to pay off out- continued, "except in the synchroni000
a of key cities, compare existing
{Contimted on Page 4)
(.Continued on Page 5)
runs with new ones planned,

—

M
•

1

will

discover that there

justifiable
li

exists

the

rder to see

a
1

1.

what

minds
into
it

of

the

those
future

foresee in this development an-

r

indication

—a

«

yy

use

1928 will be a
period of plentiful

that

Declaring the industry

is

from over-production, Joe
in
ter building, but one of careful head of Columbia Pictures,
letter to producer.'-, asks them
aing and the exercise of fully
their position on "What are
iired judgment.
ing to do about protecting
year

8.500 FEATURE TIRES

JOE BRANDT ASKS CURB

offers.

e

lous

sell films

ACTING ON HIS BILL

—

Indianapolis Early action on his
prohibiting blind and block booking and arbitrary allocation of product is sought by Sen. Brookhart, he
in a letter to Frank J.
Rembusch, secretary of the unaffiliated exhibitors group at the recent
Trade Practice Conference.

emphasizes

He
says,

has been informed, the senator
that consideration of his bill
(Continued

on Page

5)

MINE SETTLEMENT SEEN

AS BOOM FOR ST. LOUIS

a real

reason for the concern
in

peer discreetly
a

is

theaters

to

bill

States

led

films

BROOKHART SEEKS SPEED
IN

Need for Caution

of

and refusal to book or
to any exhibitors.

going.

1

introduced in the Sen-

foreign commerce.
The two bills are identical ni

Cities.

$161,938,000

be spent on picture houses

I

Twin

Putting

closing.

bill

THE FILM DAILY

—The block book-

ate Dec. 13 by Sen. Brookhart
of Iowa has been introduced in
the House of Representatives by
Congressman Cannon of Missouri and has been referred to
the committee on interstate and

,

compared with

way,

another
\

new

14,000 in

for 1928 as

1

ing

Minneapolis Voice in the contract deliberations which start
Jan. 31 in Chicago is expected to be sought by W. A. Steffes, Northwest unit head, who took a leading part in drafting the present contract form, and is sponsoring a move for a convention of unaffiliated
exhibitors at Chicago to act on the contract.
Steffes has left for New York to line up product for distribution
by the unit he heads, which operates an exchange in this territory.
He was unable to attend the Trade Practice Conference, even though
a delegate, because of a general strike raging at the time in the

Vu authority
lal

Measure Same as Senate
Bill Introduced by
Brookhart
Washington Bureau of

in.

V.

Price 5 Cents

1928

ANTI-BLOCK BOOKING BILL
IS INTRODUCED INTO HOUSE

forever indulg-

is

17,

KANN

(Continued

on Page 4)

suffering

Brandt,
an open
to state

you gothe

bil-

IN

YEAR BOOK

Spanning a period of 12 years, an
alphabetic list of 8,500 titles of features released between Jan. 1. 1915
and Jan. 1, 1927 will appear in the
BOOK.
1928 FILM
In conjunction with each will be
(Continued on Page 4)

DAILY YEAR

—

Louis Exhibitors in southern
can look forward to a long
period of prosperity starting next
spring if the news brought back by
Harris P. Wolfberg, district manager for M-G-M, is as authentic as
St.

Illinois

the source

from which

is

it

said

to

emanate.

From a former business
now high in the council of
operators, Wolfberg
the "low-down" on
(Continued

on

associate.
the mine
claims to have
the mine parley

Page

5)

—

—

THE
''

DAILV

^

K. C. Territory Salesmen
Sell Exhibitor Memberships

—

Kansas City Membership drive of
M.P.T.O. of Kansas and Western

the

Missouri has started, with the salesof local exchanges having been
instructed to do their utmost to bring
Publish If
lOUN W. ALICOATE
their customers into the organization.
The drive will end April 1,
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
with
prizes
offered to the men who
at
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
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Chicago
Stock

Stanley

in

Philadelphia.

HENNEGAN
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Covers
special Designs for
all Holidays.
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HENNEGAN

CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio

The

Garland,

J.

M-G-M

was

unanimously
the Board of

manager,

president of
Trade at the regular election of ofelected

ficers.

Sidney D. Weisbaum, retiring

Prods.,

;

company

pictures for

rece]

Th

Paramoun

lease.

machines.

Phillips at Hendersonville
Greensboro, N. C. H. F. Kir
general manager of Publix-SaeJ
here announces appointment of

—

managing

Phillips as

Queens

and

director ofl

Henderson^

Rex,

formerly owned by the late
Wells and operated by Ben CaJ

Nebraska City Fire
Nebraska City The Empress
badly burned throughout the in
when a fire which started on the

—

Paramount Film Rentals

Show

15 P. Ct. Increase

Paramount reports domestic

film

quarter of
15 per cent

greater than those of the corresponding 1926 quarter.
Officials of the
company state that a large part of
this increased business will be carried to profits.
Paxamount stock
has been selling close to its high
for 1926, and much of the demand is
said to have been based on a highly
favorable fourth quarter showing for

spread throughout the house.

Champion Opening New Hou

C—

P. L. Cham
of Spindale is opening his new
ater at an early date.
He is,
operating the Liberty there.

Charlotte, N.

Secretary-Stenographer- Salesman
Assistant to Executive
34, seeks start
film industry as secretary, stenogr
pher, salesman, or assistant to exec

Man, unmarried,

live.

and

Speaks

Lichtman Back from Coast
Al Lichtman, head of United Artists distribution in the United States
and Canada, has returned to New
York from the Coast. En route East,
he closed with Northwest Theaters
(Finkelstein & Ruben), Minneapolis
for "The Circus."
This is the first
United Artists film to play an F. &
R. house in some time.
U. A. pic-

was elected vice-president;
Duke W. Dunbar was again elected
The board of directors is
secretary.
composed of Garland, Weisbaum, H. tures play the Pantages, Minneapolis:
W. Braly, B. M. Shooker and J. T. and the Metropolitan, St. Paul,
Sheffield.
which the company recently leased.
president,

Stage Band at Covent Garden
Heads Pathe News Sales
Charles W. Stombaugh, veteran
Chicago The Covent Garden, a
Lubliner & Trinz house, has adopted Pathe executive, has been named sales
manager of Pathe News.
a stage band policy.

writes

GERMAN,

FRENCH

a;

SPANISH

good

quired with firms abroad.
Capable
conducting sales correspondence

own

%

initiative.

BOX

M-376

Film Daily, 1650 Broadway, N.Y.

WANTED TO BUY
Overhead and horizontal title
chines. Quote prices first letter.

in

HARCOL MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRIES
610-612 Baronne

New

St.,

Orleans,

I

—

Counter)

Market

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Board; Skouras on the St. Louij

F.xchange and

Meighan

in projection

80

W^arner Bros. "A". 22 f^

t Warner

Garland Heads Denver Board

Denver— R.

The

company.

an extend tour of Universal's Middle
West exchanges. It is the first extensive tour he has taken since being appointed to head the short product department.
1927.

branch

7/2
4
17.%

'4"

.

ttPar.Bway.5J4s51.103

Stan.

25

Ted Schlanger, short product sales
manager for Universal, is now on

Caddo

for

signed a contract to produce

go into rentals during
the last
Er1927 were approximately

Schlanger on Sales Trip

10

resentative

Change carbons

the

300

60%

& Katz Vtc
Eastman Kodak ..165
East.
Kodak Pfd. 129
*Bal.

•First

langer.

48

Pfd
*Balaban & Katz

Inspection

Sales

1

ducing films for release thro|
United Artists and Paramount.
company's first picture was
Arabian Knights" released by Un|
Artists, and its second, now in
duction,
is
"Hell's
Angels,"
scheduled to be distributed by

has played return engageCincinnati and Detroit so
far this season and probably will be
shown in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
and Boston.

Chicago for four weeks
Close

Charles S. Pinkerton, veteran
has been named eastern

in

This week the "King of Kings"
playing the Nixon, Pittsburgh, and
at South Bend and Indianapolis. New
bookings announced are three weeks
at the Ohio, Cleveland, followed by
one week each at Syracuse and
Rochester, N. Y. Another company,

1

cutive,

picture

ments

following

Low
39%

Exhibitors
Daily Bemimkr

"Kings" Playing Repeats
"King of Kings," now being roadshowed by Pathe, has been booked
through the Erlanger office for a
return engagement at the American,
St. Louis, starting January 22.
The

17,

Pinkerton Named Cadd<
Representative in E

is

Financial
High

Tuesday, January

"Helen"

to

Play N. Y.

Cameo

Ace Berry General Manager
"The Private Life of Helen of
Indianapolis Ace Beery, general Troy" will have a third Broadway
manager of the Indiana, has been ap- showing in New York at the Cameo
pointed managing director of all the opening Jan. 28 for a run.

—

Circle Theater Co. houses, including
the Circle, Ohio and Uptown.

Circle Chain Gets Two More
Concord, N. C. Circle Amusement Co. has leased the Pastime and

—

Westmore from W.
is

retiring

E. Stewart,

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

who

from the theater business.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

TO-LET
FLOORS & OFFICES
"f]

VAULT ACCOMMODATIONS

1^^218
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42 ST.
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Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
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1
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1920.
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SOCIETY,
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West
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Joe Brandt Asks Curb
on "Over-production"

That's That

from Page

(.Continued

By PHIL M.

DALY

Woodhull Asked

New

(Continued from Page

invested in motion picture thetry to get gloomy around aters?"
The
George Weeks these days.
"Don't you honestly believe that
executive is beaming on the whole if every producing company were to
world, claiming to be the youngest take immediate steps to reduce the
grandfather in existence.
number of pictures it is making, and
put just as much money and energy
Seymour Schussel, New York sales into making less pictures, the remanager for Commonwealth, is shak- sultant product would be much beting the chills of the city for the ter than that which is now being
mountains. He will be away several produced," he asks.

JUST

weeks.

"Prominent theater managers have
Addition of films to legit programs told me that they are compelled to
to help the audience pass the time be- turn down good box-office pictures
fore the play begins, is suggested by that would please their patrons and
Alan

Dale,

"New York American" show

a
"presentation" because

profit

to

the

stockholders,

all

—

Rockford, 111.
Great States Theaters will
lease and operate the house being built by
Latine Bros.
It will seat 1,000 and it will
open about Jan. 15.

—

with this Requst.

Robert C. Bruce,
Outdoor Sketches, is

"Money
tures.

It

alone doesn't make
takes brain-power.

pic-

"When you

producer of
pepped up
over the new subjects on which he
has been working. Bruce has just
returned from a "vacation," spent
all

making pictures

of Arctic glaciers.
He is to be guest at a luncheon
Thursday given by the public relations department of the Hays ofGov.
fice at the Town Tavern Club.
Milliken is to preside.
It's

for the industry as a

drive that brain-power
to working overtime, there can be
but one result mediocrity.
"Most poor pictures are in that
class
because
there
hasn't
been
enough time given to story development, casting, direction, and other

—

necessary details.
"Why should millions of dollars
continue to be wasted every year in
the

making

of so

many

pictures?

By

concentrating on fewer pictures the
quality could be vastly improved.
"What is more important, theatera hot race that's being staged

film basketball owners would willingly pay more
Pathe is leading with Fox, money for fewer good pictures.
"I am thoroughlv convinced that
Paramount and Consolidated bunched.
a decreased production schedule for

the
tourney.
in

New York

the industry will work out for the
constructive good and best interests
of every factor in it.
"We are ready to make 'Better
(Continued from Page 1)
Pictures'— the policy for the coming
found the name of the distributing
season.
organizations, the date on which the
are you producers going to
picture was reviewed in
FILM do"What
about
it?"
which approximates the release date and, in instances where the
feature was not reviewed, date of reExhibitors Plan Dinner Dance

8,500 Feature Titles
Listed in Year Book

DAILY

THE

lease.

—

This listing is a feature of each
Year Book. Throughout the industry, especiallj' in production, it has
proven to be invaluable as a check
on titles. In Hollywood particularly,
production heads and their staffs turn
to it in order to find out if previously
determined upon titles are free for

Philadelphia Exhibitors of eastern
Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey
and Delaware are to be hosts at a
dinner dance and entertainment to be
given at the Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Feb. 5 at 6:30 P.M.
Subscriptions are $7.50 per person.
Reservations may be made through George
P. Aarons, secretary of the associa-

their use.

tion.

chairman of the unaffiliated exhibi:
tor group, and also calls on the adp
visory committee of the group at thi!

—

—

new customers

:

a;

i

h

—

whole.

Rembusch addresses Woodhull

—

—

oPin at the Date SPisifide on contract
and I will Send you Diferent Dates with
In the next Few Days.
Theare hav Ben Sever things come up
that will Delay me From Opening on
the Dot Set hooping you will Faver me

1)

points out

—

—

i

Rembusch

conference, to issue a call for a coni
vention.
These include: James Rit||i
age.
ter, Detroit; J. J. Harwood, Clevejl|j.
Kansas City 'The Uptown, the city's larg- land; Joseph Seider, Heightstownttte)
N. J.; Arthur Hirsh, New York.
est suburban, has opened at Broadway and
]
Valentine Road.
It seats 2,500.
Under the plan, it is understooi
that delegates from each exchang leFi
Lufkin, Tex.
Ross Dorbandt of Jackson- center
would be sought for th
ville plans to build a house here, work startChicago
convention,
who wouli
ing in February, in opposition to the East
draw up suggested contract reforms
Texas Theaters.
for submission to the contract corn j..
Jacksonville,
Tex. East Texas Theaters mittee.

—

—

exhibitors,

Chicago The Regal will open in February
on the South Side, catering to colored patron-

under the present systeni
has let contract for a $75,000 theater to be
houses would retaliate by installing their hands are tied," he continues completed by June 1. The company is a subThey are forcecLto run poor pictures sidiary of the JeflFerson Amusement Co.
stage dramas.
made by prodiJcers who are more
A traveler was paying a bill at interested in quantity than in qualAmbler, Pa. ^Plans are being prepared for
The net result of these theater a 1,200 seat house with work to start this
the hotel office, when he suddenly ity.
spring.
The owner is Philip Harrison.
looked up at the girl cashier, and owners is loss of prestige, patronasked what it was she had around age and profits.
Easton, Pa.
E. H. Wenzelberger, local
her neck.
"You certainly must agree with me architect, is drawing plans for a theater
"Why's that's a ribbon of course," when I say that the only theaters and two stores to be built in the Hillcrest
Benjamin Rymon, of Easton, is
she said. "Why?"
that can hope to show real profits section.
replied
the
traveler, are those in a position to select good the owner.
"Well,"
"everything else around this hotel is pictures from among all the product
lOcean City, N. J. Hofltman-Henon Co.,
so high, I thought perhaps it was offered every season
and reject the architects and engineers of Philadelphia, are
Palace
Review, bad ones.
your garter."
completitig plans for a 2,000-seat theater to
built on Ninth St.
The owner is W. F.
(Hamilton, 0.)
"No theater-owner has the right to be
Shriver, 1141 Wakeling St., Philadelphia.
betray the public trust by running a
"Movie Age," Omaha regional, of- bad picture when he has the choice
Mauch Chunk, Pa. Comerford Amusement
fers this as a prize letter, and vouches
of playing better ones.
Co. has opened the New Capitol.
it
really
the
fact
was
received
for
by
"No producer should be so blind
an exchange
Pittsburgh — The Stanley, being built by the
to his own best interests as to want
Rec. yur Listof My Bookins and will
Stanley-Davis-Clark Co., which was scheduled
to
Plese hold up ar
hafto ask you
to stifle competition, because every
to open Jan. 1, has been delayed and will
ShiPmant at Present as I am unaBel to
good picture that is shown creates

Probably

critic.

to Gall Gonventioi

Theaters

1)

'ions

'' 1^

J.

Jan. 30 already had been set asBLjij
by Woodhull, as chairman of the tii.
affiliated group, and R. H. Cochran,;
chairman of the distributor group, |jkiyi.s
orally hear suggestions and reco; jn«5
mendations of anyone interest
Under the plan as announced, tl
committee is to go into executive s^ nitt
it'll

pittti

sion, considering suggestions

made

of the

committee

"We

is

confidently

4lyt
eve

made.
expect

that

Committee

will agree to this
posal," he stated.
"Therefore, al

tie.

standard exhibi
to be heard'
the committee should arrange,
in Chicago to attend the first
the

terested

in

contract

who wish

ti

\

ing of the Committee at noon on
31.
All written recommendation

and

lyra

may

be addressed to
not open until late in February.
It is part
Committee, care of Mr. Robert!
of a project including a 24-story office buildCochrane, 730 Fifth Ave., or
ing.
Woodhull, 745 Seventh Ave.,
Philadelphia ^Elmer Prince has opened the York.
Upon their receipt, they
Oxford at 7211 Rising Sun Ave. It is owned be delivered to the committee,
by the Oxford Theater Co.
those letters can be addressed d
to the contract committee and
to the Congress Hotel, Michigan A"
Chicago.
suggestions

ftivali

ie[

R

iiit!

—

(Continued from Page

1)

company.

A

controlling interest in
the properties company will be held
personally by Spyros. George and
Charles Skouras, brothers, and Clarence Turley, formerly vice president
of Isaac T. Cook & Co., who will b^
vice president and general manager
of the new corporation.
S. W^ Straus & Co. of Chicago
has agreed to underwrite a $2,000,000
bond issue secured bv a first mortgage on the Missouri theater building and a $1,075,000 general bond
issue secured by the three buildings
The proceeds and other funds are to
go for purchase of the three structures, including the fee to the site of
the Missouri building; for retirement
of existing indebtedness on the Missouri building,
and for additional

working capital.
It was pointed out in the announcement that the deal, which is effective Feb. 1, relieves Skouras Bros.
Enterprises from the obligation of
amortizing bond issues coverintj the
three theater properties and meeti'^
depreciation on them.

degi

Utl
oe"

m

Holding Go. Formed
for Skouras Properties

Standing debts, and $1,000,000 in debenture bonds of the Properties.
In addition, the enterprises have
a one-third interest in the properties

0'

i

writing from all sources, and contini
ing in executive session until a re

Committee members having

eadei

itiii,

'•tfctat

vo'

are as follows:
Three represent!
the
unaffiliated
exhibitors:
R.
Biechele, Kansas City; Ben Ber

IfO^f
I'

n.

Los Angeles; Nathan Yami l"^'
Fall River.
Alternates: J. L. Ror ted.^
Baltimore, H. A. Cole, Marshall i
Joseph Walsh, Hartford.
Hpinsii-t
Three
representing
distribut^Bjo an
Felix Feist, James R. Grainger, Mf':!)ea(5
Reisman.
Alternates.
S. R. Keftlsexce
J. I. Schnitzer; and Ned Depinet.
Three without right to vote r^'^k
stein,

!f«arei

seats

resenting affiliated exhibitors:
A. Schiller; Harold Franklin
Fred Desberg.
Alternates:
E
Richards; Sam Dembow and Ha
M. Crandall.
"We will recommend further t
all alternates be permitted to att(
all meetings but without right to v
unless acting for a member of a co
mittee."
Efforts to reach Woodhull
night for a statement on Rembusc
request were unavailing.

''

^fJtin!

orris

I

'tClos

""Ideal
'^ceto

".lliai
iciiit

iliatn

2nd Colored House at Wilson, N,
Wilson, N. C.

announced
open Feb. 15.
is

—A

colored thea
N. C,

for Wilson,
It will be

lithalovi

'i«ta-i;

known

the Lincoln. This is the second c
ored house in Wilson, the first bei
Pft
operated by Sam Vicks.
'"f

"SOI

dip

THE
jsday,

January

17,

1928

G-M Profits Decline
From Preceding Year
leport of

Brookhart Seeks Speed
in Acting on His Bill

Metro-Goldwyn Pictures

res of 7 per cent, preferred stock,
compares with net profits of
355,229, or |16.94 a share on the
,358 shares of preferred in preing year.
is

DAILY TIPS WHICH

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SUOWMCN

"Becky"

more

(M-G-M)

realistic effect.

The whole

dis-

play was perched on top of a table.
Featured the phonograph scene in
Roy L. Smart, Rivoli, Greenville,
picture in

with

window

one of the

—

A

tie-up
stores
showing a

display.
local music

C.

S.

(Continued from Page

letter states.

resulted in their windows
"Hula"
duplicate of the victrola scene in min(Paramount)
ature.
Cut-outs from the 11 x 14's
Spanish moss was hung in the
were placed on the record and then lobby, coming within
eight feet of
the record was caused to turn slowthe floor; in the center were two palm
ly by an electric motor giving the
trees which had a background of an
on-lookers an opportunity to see the ocean scene with a cut-out of Clara
entire
display
of
cut-outs.
Roy Bow taken from the three-sheet
Rialto,
Slentz,
Colorado Springs, placed between the trees and in front
Colo.
of the ocean scene. The entire lobby

—

1)

on system. I think that televiswill never be practical in the
e, due to the fact that the presmethods require large rotating
"The Cat and the Canary"
The difts operated by a motor.
(Universal)
is
that the operator at the
ilty
Previous to showing, black cat cutgiving end must constantly regu- out with a canary cut-out in its claw
a little knob or dial, to prevent hung from ceiling of outer lobby;
picture from becoming distorted, and during showing moved to outer
tomatic
synchronization,
which lobby. Two sets of cut-outs were on
uld
overcome this obstacle, is the corner frames. These vvere made
hty expensive and I doubt that of beaverboard cut in the shape of
ill ever be used in the homes.
ghosts on which was painted in black
still a million miles away from the title of picture and a large black
application of television on a hand casting a shadow over a canje theater screen, because eigh- ary and were backed by orange to
n inches today constitutes approx- allow contrast; and were then tapitely the largest television screen ered off by cut-outs showing varinew system must be de- ous scenes in picture. T. R. Earl,
use.
oped, based on another branch of Imperial, Asheville. N. C.
rsics, which will get away from
,vy and rotating parts before see"Dress Parade"
by radio can be made practical
(Pathe)
private use."
Competitive drills were held on the
kittle
possibility that radio picparade grounds of University to dees in the home will be developed termine
the two best drilled cadets in
a degree of efficiency to aflFect
each military company. Marist Colater attendance for "many vears
lege, Emory University, Tech High
come" is seen by radio and pic- School and Boys' High School were
e leaders in considering the new
Passes to
represented in the drills.

We

—

A

demonstrated last week at
lenectady by the General Electric
and the Radio Corp. of America.

)aratus,

picture were awarded the
winners and the drills created keen
interest at all schools and throughout
Morrison,
Ernest
city
too.
the
Howard, Atlanta, Ga.
see

the

—

—

yo

New U.A. Houses

Roll

Up Big Opening Grosses
Jnited Artists Theater Circuits has
ued a report on the grosses for the
;ning week of its new theaters at
icago and Los Angeles. The Chijo theater's gross for the first two
eks exceeded $24,000 weekly. The
jse seats 1,700.
The Los Angeles
use for the first two weeks showed
average of about $32,000 a week,
h seating capacity of 2,100.

orris
et

Booking Deal Not

Closed With Shoolman

"Figures Don't lie"

(Paramount)
During run a cut-out from the 24sheet of Miss Ralston with numerous
cut-outs of bathing girls was placed

Around
lobby.
marquee were hung
ners with a blue background and
in

of

floor was covered with sand and
green lights predominated in both
A phonolobby and on marquee.

let-

is

leader

make p>3rmanent

in the
the un-

affiliated exhibitor

organization formed at the Trade Practice Conference,
is
actively working to secure passage of the Brookhart measure. The
Indiana exhibitor unit is expected to
indorse and actively campaign for
passage of the bill.

Mine Settlement Seen

Boom

as

for St. Louis

—

FBO

FBO

young lady was

selected to be sent
California as a guest of Mary
Because of this fact, arPickford.
ranged to have stickers pasted on the
front of the Sunday issue just prior
to opening of picture on the followRoy Slentz, Rialto,
ing Tuesday.
Colorado Springs, Colo.
to

—

"Now We're

in the Air"

(Paramoimt)

A

boy was dressed

to

represent

distribute

to

is

a

series

The

True Story Pictures.

eight
tures,

it

is

by publicity

of
pic-

declaredj will be backed
in the McFadden pub-

lications.

Carlos Moore Appointed
Cresson E. Smith, eastern division
manager of Unted Artists Corporation, announced yesterday that Carlos
E. Moore has been re-appointed special

representative

in

the

Pittsburgh

wings were and Washington territories, replachinges and the wings ing C. O. Baumann.
were strapped to his shoulders and
"Bob" Workman 111
under the arm pit. By arranging the
straps this way, the boy by pulling
Minneapolis R. H. (Bob) Workshoulders forwards and back- man, M-G-M manager, is ill.
his
wards was able to make the wings
move back and forth the same as a

Two

large

—

—
Waco. Tex.

Morris stated yesterday J.
Harrison, Hippodrome,
no deal has yet been closed by
Allah"
"Garden of
office to handle bookings for Max
"The Poor Nut"
(M-G-M)
)olman who is heading the syn(First Nat'l)
Lobby contained a display in a box
ate that recently took over the
in form of a student
was
Ballyhoo
wide
feet
five
deep,
two
feet
circuit.
Morris intimated, how- about
"The Poor Nut"
represent
to
dressed
r,
that negotiations are pending. and five feet high with the bottom
banners around the camof the box covered with white sand. who carried
Palm trees, cut out from compo- pus with copy explaining the picture.
Michalove on Exchange Tour
was also used in
board, were placed in middle of dis- This same ballyhoo
Atlanta
Dan Michalove, newly play while the background showed the afternoon and early part of the
opening day of picture
lointed general representative for more palm trees and a desert scene. night on
of
;he in southern states, is making A miniature tent together with a throughout the business section
our of Pathe's exchanges in the couple of toy camels were placed the city. George M. Watson, Spen111.
ith.
near palm trees to give the display cer, Rock Island,
Villiam

to

—

tering in white worded, "Esther RalAt the
ston in Figures Don't Lie."
end of the banner was painted a body
the
of a girl from the waist down
dress being painted a bright red and
Title of picture
the girl having her stockings rolled bird uses its wings.
with her bare knees showing. F. and name of theater were lettered
on both sides of the wings. J. P.
Miller, Modjeska, Augusta, Ga.

—

Rembusch, who

movement

(Continued from Page 1)
graph was borrowed from a music
store so that Hawaiian music could
scheduled for Feb. 10 at which time
be played. This victrola was placed the wrinkles in a five-year contract
on the inside of the theater with a will be ironed out.
According to
H. B. Ha- his informant, the papers will be
loud speaker in lobby.
Rex,
ward.
Sumter, S. C.
signed and a satisfactory wage scale
reached.
This would mean that
"The Magic Flame"
mines closed for a year or more
(United Artists)
would be opened and thousands of
Carrying out the "Magic Flame" men out of work for that period of
idea, a stationery store displayed a time employed.
fine assortment of candies; a hardCircuits operated by Tom Reed.
ware store, a display of oil heaters; John Marlow, Mrs. Grace Rogers and
a jewelry store, a display of cigar- Bob Cluster have been hard hit by
ette lighters; and the local lighting the long siege of unemployment and
and power company displayed as- are anticipating a truce between minsortment of Mazda lamps. H. P. ers and operators.
Wolfberg reHof, Stratford, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. cently made a trip through Southern
Illinois to acquaint himself with con"My Best Girl"
ditions as they actually exist.
(United Artists)
"The Denver Post" was one of the
to Distribute Series
syndicate of newspapers that ran the
True Story Pictures
of
8
"My Best Girl" contest whereby a

three sides an aviator.
attractive ban- fastened on

the

1)

follow the public utilities measure pending before the interstate
commerce committee of the Senate.
"The more congressmen and senators we can get interested in the
measure, the better chance we will
have for early action thereon," his
will

—

eForest Skeptical on
elevision Application

from Page

{.Continued

and subsidiaries for the year
ed Aug. 31, 1927, shows a net
fit of $2,946,600 after charges and
ieral taxes, which is equivalent to
share earned on 176,617
.30 a
rp.

t

li

—

—

—

ALL RIGHTS OF

STOOL PIGEON
An

Original by

JEE JOVIAN
Are Fully Protected by
Copyrights

and

Registration

for

Screen, Novel, Stage

and

Serial

Puropses
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De Mille Has—Big Building Program
13

Wampas Baby

Vera Reynolds

in

Stars Selected

De

Mille

$1,200,000 TO BE SPENT

Cast— Next Chaney Film

Plans "La Paive"
Gloria

ONSTUDIOIMPilOVEMENTS

Gloria Planning to

will

the

at

Cecil

B.

De

Mille

The enlargements planned
make the studio one of the

largest in stage space.
Three stages, office buildings, a
second power plant, garages and machine shops are among the projects

planned.

A

new high

pressure fire
be installed at a cost

sj'stem is to
of $200,000.

Milton Hoffman Resigns
as Para. Unit Supervisor
Milton Hoffman has resigned from

Paramount

as

a

unit

supervisor.

WAMPA8T0PRE8ENTBABY

Swanson plans to
"La Paive."
Fred

produce
Niblo is expected to

the 13

1928

of

Wampas Baby

selected,

plans

are

ball
Feb. 25, at which the selections will
be presented as standard bearers of

N

With completion
Every Port,"

of "A Girl in
his fifty-second produc-

tion for Fox, Malcolm Stuart Boylan.
editor and title writer, was assigned
to do "The Red Dancer of Mos-

Our

logical

action, and
situations.

interesting, but
This fact is

which
start

Barker

Reginald
for

will

.

New Cowboy
"Wild West

Star Vehicle Set
Romance" has been

Fox
Harold

After

Lipsitz,

to

.

fatra

EtiiA

tiat

Gary

.

.

.

K

scenario writ-

id

.

piav

to

England

Finis Fox is to write and direct a series of three pictures
for a British syndicate.
He is
to leave for London in June.
His first picture will be a
classic of English literature, as
yet unselected.

Betty Browne Titling
Betty Browne, former Sennett

R

Michael Visaroflf has been added to
"We Americans," which Uniis making.

cast of
versal

.

.

F

Hamilton making a

.Neil

.

iKiriel

half dollar disappear in his
.Arnold Kent and Wilcuff.
liam Powell discoursing on the
cultivation of moustaches.
Evelyn Brent reading the
script of "The Patriot".
*
*
*
.

for

ire

~oivli

fisag;

.

Uo:l

.

^JiDi
'•Dav

«

C(

Mkel

Lon Chaney and Tod BrowniJ
The names have been associated [OiiGai
so long with Chaney pictures,
now new combinations are loomi:! !leo[(
lison,

Herbert Brenon is directing Chai[
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh," and ar

that picture

be

is

completed, Chaney

by

directed

William

tirecte

\|

Nigh

iei(

"Chinatown."

HalR,

title

of production, left yesterday
where they will arrive

New York

Friday morning.

Passing

More

W

manager

e

zh

.

''He

of Ken Maynp.rd's next starring
writer, is now titling "A Blonde for
picture for First National. The story
a Night" for Pathe.
is an original bv Marion Jackson. Albert
>gell will direct under superLasky and
anger Leave
vision of Harry J. Brown.
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president
of Paramount in charge of producAdded to "We Americans" Cast
tion, and Walter Wanger, general
title

en

tllan

material.

Maynard's Next Titled
"Palamino" has been selected as

K

ft'J

.

in

chosen as the initial vehicle of Rex er, will be sent to New York and
King, new Fox cowboy star.
then to Europe in a search for screen

ured.

21

(ipt V

Fay

Show:
love

Bis

.Chester
Conklin making plans for his
next New Year's eve celebra
tion.
.Richard Arlen and
discussing
Rogers
Charles
Lindbergh's latest hop.
Anne Nichols preaching her
gospel of "Abie's Irish Rose"

soon

Material

Fox

Passijjg

arettes to extras.

Tiflany-Stahl.

—

-

Wray making

declares Cecil B. De Mille.
will direct.
"The best formula for the making
of entertainment pictures is composed
Barker Starts Production
of three simple elements," he states.
Temporary title of "Power" has
"These are believable characters, been selected for the production
realistic,

last

Cooper in the jyortrait gallery
.Mary Brian serving cig-

past,

—

Going

I

ar

week when "Carl
Universal
Studio"
night was celebrated at Shrine
where
Auditorium,
Civic
"Wildfiower," light opera, is
She is prebeing presented.
mier danseuse of the show.

Mai St. Clair to Direct
William Nigh Chosen to
Next Lew Cody Picture
Direct Lon Chaney's Next
Malcolm St. Clair will make Lew

recognized by every producer, and I
am convinced that it will definitelv
Doris Dawson with First Nat'l
shape the pictures cut-out during 1928.
First National has signed Doris
cow," Raoul Walsh's current pro- Consequently, theater-goers will
not
long term contract.
duction.
laugh ofif an absurd picture with the Dawson on a
remark, 'Oh, that's just the movies.'
Lesley Mason Freelancing
Gibbs' Story for Barthelmess
They will see human stories of peoLesley Mason, former title writer
Richard Barthelmess will star in ple they can understand in other
for Metropolitan Pictures, is now
"Out of the Ruins," Sir Phillip Gibbs' words realism."
freelancing.
story purchased by First National.

Mulhall in "Applesauce"
First National has purchased Barry Connors' stage play "Applesauce,"
in which Jack Mulhall will be feat-

over

f

Laemmle

De

Boylan Titling "Red Dancer"

is

the

honored

Be

will direct.

OW that the big event

year

.

Duke Worne

RALPH WILK

Wampas Baby Stars for tl
chosen, Hollywood can sett|
down to a period of tranquilit''
Sue Carroll has replaced Vera charm and ability.
Congratulations
have been the Here's congratulations to the winnei
Reynolds in the featured role of
"Walking Back," being made by De order of the day, since announcement The choices were very good throug
Mille.
Recently, it was stated that of the 13 selections was made, and out, and the popularity of each is d
Miss Reynolds was to terminate her opinion is agreed that the selections served.
have been well made.
All of those
affiliation with the company.
In the star cast chosen for the pic- on the roster have distinguished
Beth Laemmle, diminutive
ture are:
Ivan LebedefT, Richard themselves, and it is seen as but a
{Continued on Page 7)
neice of Carl Laemmle, was
Walling and Warner Richmond.

,

cast in "Into
the Night," Raleigh production which

Lots ty
Hollywoc]

going

Wampas

ahead rapidly for the

ti

Stars

William Nigh will direct "ChinaCody's first production under this
town," Lon Chaney's next picture
actor's new long term contract with
signed to write originals for Para- following "Laugh, Clown, Laugh," M-G-M.
No title has been selected
which Herbert Brenon is directing.
mount.
for the film.
A. P. Younger wrote the story.
Negri Cast Additions
Nancy Carroll Opposite Dix
Clive
Brook,
Anders
Randolf,
completion of her work
Following
1928
to
Year
of
Paul Lukas, and Olga Baclonova
in Paramount's picturization of Anne
have been cast in "The Second Life,"
Realism,
Mille Says Nichols' "Abie's Irish Rose," Nancy
starring Pola Negri
Realism will be the dominating Carroll is to have the feminine lead
note of 1928, to a far greater extent in Richard Dix' next picture, "Easy
Gets Role in Raleigh Film
than has prevailed in the year just Come, Easy Go." Gregory La Cava
Agnes Ayres has been

Writing Paramount Originals
Thyra
Sampter
Winslow
has

Little
from
By

With

"Walking Back" Change
Revives Report of Rift

A

STARS AT ANNUAL BALL

direct.

Improvements costing $1,200,000 are
called for in a construction program
outlined
Studios.

to

Make "La Paive"— Sue Carroll Replaces
Be Directed by Nigh — Other Studio News

Gert

Show

are

George Bancroft and Fred
Kohler arm in arm after a
fierce battle for the cameras
.Wallact Beery and Ray
mond Hatton fighting for the
.

.

ly

.

lunch check in the studio cafe
.Richard Dix with his
arms loaded down with fan\
irvail.
.Adolphe Menjou
ivarning the studio barber
against taking too much off
his moustache.
.

reel

.

?.v

H

.

.

Git

.

ftc:;:

\

i

THE
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1

Orpheum Not to Transfer
/^ampas to Present
Memphis
Lease to Pantages
Baby Stars at Ball Memphis, Tenn.
— Report Orpheum
(Continued from Page 6)

of a short time before they
be elevated to stardom.
3hosen on the list are: Lina BasEtte, Lupe Velez, Flora Bramley,
itter
11

Ann

Carol,

e

Eilers,

ily

Christy, June Collyer,
Day, Audrey
Alice

Gwen
Gulliver,
Dorothy
Molly O'Day and Ruth Taylor.

rris,

e,

Marx Brothers Not Signed
picture contract has as yet been
Closings in Louisville Section
ned by the Four Marx Brothers.
Louisville
Six theaters are on the
G-M is reported seeking their ser- "closed" list in this section. They
The brothers plan a tour of are, the Ages, Ages, Ky.; Eastland,
es.
jsentations in the Middle West.
Maysville, Ky. Manco, Manco, Ky.;
Hebron,
Hebron,
Ky.
Rainbow,
"Fleetwing" Completed
Nashville, Tenn.; and Stevens, La
;.ambert Hillyer has completed di- Fayette, Tenn.
tion of "Fleetwing" for Fox. Barry
Williford at Union, S. C.
irton, Ben Bard and Dorothy PanUnion, S. C. Roy Williford reare in the cast.
cently opened the Carolina here. He
formerly was connected with the
Completing "Lady Raffles"
Eaves circuit with headquarters at
starfilm
Columbia
'Lady Rafifles,"
Recently, however, WilliUnion.
g Estelle Taylor, will be completed
ford has been operating the Strand.
diNeill
is
William
R.
week.
s
under supervision of Earl Charlotte.
.ting
vjo

—

;

;

—

In the cast are Roland
Lilyan Tashman, Winifred
ndis and Ernest Milliard.

jdson.

Velez Salary $1,000 Weekly
Lupe Velez with
of

,upe

possession

March

Herman

Sells

Hooper, Neb.
sold the
is

now

—

1.

Hooper Theater
A. M. Herman has

Amusa to Joe Douglas
operating the house.

who

Buys Kansas House
Paul Kohner Acts as Host
Paul Kohner, youthful Universal
entire
making of

the

entertained
scutive,
lupe engaged in the
he

Man Who

ni

is

Laughs," which Paul
at an affair held
turday evening at the studio's cafe
directing,

Room.

lian

—

Colony, Kan. L. O. Nickels has
purchased the Garden from W. J.
Dehler.

Midland Gets
Springfield, Mo.

—

Gillioz

The Midland

Theater Co. will take control of the
The theater was
Gillioz on Feb. 1.
completed less than two years ago
It was a Uniat a cost of $250,000.

Marie Prevost Resumes Work
versal house.
Back from a few weeks of rest
PreMarie
Springs,
Arrowhead
Apollo Changes Policy
st is again on the Pathe-DeMille
Following lead of the
Indianapolis
at work in "The Godless Girl."
theaters operated by the Circle Theater Co., the Apollo will change proMax Davidson's Latest Titled
grams on Saturday instead of Sun-

—

Hal Roach

vlax Davidson's latest

G-M
ame

comedy has
Dawn."

been

nil

Our Gang Completes Another
'Edison, Marconi
title of

n,

& Company,"

Our Gang's

directed by

latest

day.

is

produc-

Anthony Mack.

Slattery District Manager
Kankee, 111.— Great States Theater?
has appointed William J. Slattery
Tom
replacing
manager,
district
Sawyer who has entered the real estate

field.

Chase Comedy Completed
Sosna Buys Two
Chase has completed his
Ottumwa, la. Sam Sosna of Des
ict Hal
Roach M-G-M comedy en- Moines, a film salesman for many
ed "The Family Group." Ed Ken- years, has taken over the Orpheum
Gertrude Astor and Edna here, and the Strand at Victor.
iy,
irian are included in the cast. Fred
liol directed.
Grimes Buys Iowa Theater
Manila, la.— C. R. Grimes has
Johnny Hines Completes Cast
bought tlie Electra from James
Johnny Hincs has completed cast- Jordan.
"Chinatown Charlie," now in
f of
Dduction at the Tec-Art studios,
Postpone Omaha Banquet
der the supervision of C. C. Burr,
Omaha Annual winter frolic and
Film Board originle cast includes, Johnny Hines in banquet of the

—

harles

—

;

title

mooter"
Jin,

role,

Lowry,

Louise

Harry

Anna May Wong

rlyle.

M-G-M
AMERICAN —

Lorraine, ally scheduled for Jan. 23, has been
Gribbon, postponed until some time in Februand Jack ary to give the committee time to

complete arrangements.

Capitol
*

just a lot of movie
nonsense, but you're sure to derive an hour's'
fun from it. * * *
*

is

DAILY MIRROR—*
ture and
*

has funny

it

*

is a funny picby Ralph Spence.

titles

*

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

Fla.

personnel

in

— Changes

in

the Southeast
J. Fitzgibbons,

are announced by J.
eastern division manager.

"Baby Mine"

ever a cast was
endowed with the ability to make a halfway amusing comedy production out of a given
script, old-fashioned and rather vulgar, it is
that list of players included in "Baby Mine."
If

Frank Dowler, who has been dismanager for Florida, has been
named southeastern manager of theaters in Florida, Georgia, Alabama,
Tennessee and North and South
trict

Carolina.
Jesse L.

manager

becomes

Clark

Florida,

for

district

succeeding

Dowler. Clark has been manager of
Palace and Temple, the latter
* #
formerly the Duval, for years and,
EVENING JOURNAL—* * * the comedy several
months a^o, handled the Imis so ridiculous that an audience can't help
but howl. Action is fast as it should be in perial, for E. J. Sparks Enterprises

EVENING WORLD—*
POST —

TELEGRAPH —

any head * * *

WORLD—*

*

no matter what

*

its

"Gateway

pretty

It 'is

locale

may

of the

be.

sad
*

stufif,

* *

Moon"

Fox
The Roxy
AMERICAN— • * We

do not blame
Dolores for this performance, which is more
unrestrained than Carmen in her maddest

moments.

the

—

—and

there are plenty of laughs. * * *
* * For out-andout horse-play, the kind which is often very
near the risque, "Baby Mine" offers many
a laugh. • * *
Like the sole comedy feature of a
third-rate vaudeville, Karl Dane's facility for
expressing slow, simple-minded amazement at
*
l.fe is "plugged" endlessly *
* * * the photoplay teems
with boisterous rock 'em and -sock 'em fun,
well calculated to tickle the funny bone in

a farce

*

•

*

DAILY MIRROR—*

*

*

It

is

amazing

that a picture so trite and obvious should be
booked into the Roxy for a Broadway showing. » * »
* * Whenever there
was a chance for some startling scenic effects,
or a closeup of the beautiful, agonized DoHe couldn't
lores, Wray did well enough.
• *
much help the story.
* * provides an
ideal vehicle for Dolores Del Rio to strut one
of her inimitable undressed roles, but, as a
story, it is pretty thin stuff. * * •
* * * Primitive passion plus
is plastered too thickly on this screen opus,
where a little more subtlety might have
gone a long way. * * *
* * It is a pret-

while the Palace was closed for the

summer.
Charles

manager

EVENING WORLD—*
GRAPHIC —

HERALD TRIBUNE—*

ty

bad

example of cinema melodrama, but

defect is the terrible thing it does
Dolores del Rio. * • •
POST * * * There is no evident purpose
Miss
in this picture other than to afford
Del Rio an opportunity for her usual flashing performance. * * •
* * It has been quite
obviously concocted to give Dolores Del Rio
something to do between her "bigger and
its

chief

—

to

TELEGRAPH—*

*
better" pictures. * *

by James Newman.
Walter Lloyd, who has been city
manager at Daytona Beach for Pubiix,
was named assistant to Clark.
James Stelling has been placed in
charge of Daytona Beach.

Newton

*

ring and is one of the
entertaining fight films
long time. * * •

MIRROR —

with the prize

most amusing and
we have seen in a

There is only
*
DAILY
That one is not
one really funny incident.
up as a
enough to make the picture measure
»
first-rate Denny comedy. * *
*

EVENING WORLD—*

*

*

*

Denny

*

an

old story,
told many times with many carneras, but
in this new version it is well done, interesting
* *
and packs plenty of action.

manager at Gainesville, Fla., where
a new Pubiix theater is being built.
Fire at
Colo.

Yuma,

is

old,

* * Perhaps it
an unusually amusing fight opus. At
any rate, against our better judgment we
laughed at scenes which were certainly ob•
vious and perhaps hackneyed. *
POST * * * Denny is both a good
comedian and apparently something of a
The shots from the ringside are exboxer.
is

—

cellent.

•

•

*

TELEGRAPH—*

* * Denny is, as ever,
highly capable screen player, and gets
everything possible from the material with
which he has to work. • • •

a

Yuma

— An

nace of the Gem,
Bronte, caused fire

Theater
overheated fur-

owned by Frank
damage amounting

to $2,000.

Poland Managing Lakeside Co.
Kansas City J. E. Poland, former
manager of Arctic Nu-Air here, has
been made general sales manager of

—

the Lakeside Co., manufacturers of
He is planning to
ventilating fans.
tour the United States to establish
distributing branches.

Downing Leases K. C. House
Ray E. Downing has
taken over the Kirwin Opera House
Kansas City

on a year's

—

lease.

—

Dubinsky Gets Two
Barney Dubinsky,
Mo.
manager of the Miller and Jefiferson
of Jefferson City, has assumed active
management of the Gem and Pratt's
Opera House here.
Fulton,

—

Remodel Benton Theater
Remodeling work
Benton, Ark.
has been completed by M. Kauffman
on the Imp.

—

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

really

man-

Imperial and Rialto in
Jacksonville,
has been made city

is

superb all through the picture, and he is
ably supported by Barbara Worth, who provides an excellent foil for him. * • *
*

L. Treece, formerly

ager of the

Theater
Kan. The De Luxe has
been sold by Mrs. Emma Elland to
C. C. Johnson & Sons of Ellinwood.

Universal

GRAPHIC—*

city

Sells Bucklin

Colony
deab
AMERICAN —
*

Morrison becomes

at

Bucklin,

"On Your Toes"
*

S.

Jacksonville, having supervision over the Palace and Temple, in addition to the Arcade.
He
will be assisted at the Palace by
Charles Miller, at the Temple by
James Schumann and at the Arcade

DAILY NEWS—*

titled

the

Jacksonville,

Pubiix

—

purchased the Crooks and will take

Contract

lited Artists is for five years at a
sorted salary of $1,000 weekly. She
to appear in D. W. Griffith's next,
he Battle of the Sexes."

Newspaper Opinions

Koch Buys Howard Theater
Howard, Kan. W. B. Koch has

ew,

in Pubiix Staff
Made in Southeast

might

transfer its lease on
the new theater now under construction at Main and Veale to the Pantages circuit, are declared to be without foundation, in a telegram from
M. Finn, vice president of the
J.
Orpheum, to Fred Goldsmith, vice
president of Memphis Theater and
Realty Co., which is erecting the
building.
circuit

Changes

Buys Cherryvale House

—

R. O. Lee, ownCherryvalc, Kan.
er of the Liberty, has purchased the
Roval from S. A. Davdison.

Dillion Buys Missouri Theater
Buffalo, Mo.— J. S. Dillion has purchased the Grand from Dr. G. B.

Herndon and Wilbur Smithpeter, and
is

now

in

charge.

The

"The Patent Leather Kid," sensaSPECIAL, told in his own words by the man who put it over.

story of the record-breaking first-run premiere of

tional

NATIONAL

FIRST

H ow

I

leaned
with

"THE PATENT
LEATHER KID
An

95

Interview with

JOHN

F.

KUMLER

Pantheon Theatre^ Toledo
""V^ES,

made

a killing with
'The Patent Leather Kid'
It broke our previous record for a
week's gross by $2,000.
sure

I

I

.

.

.

"This First National Special
lived up to everything that the
New York, Chicago, and Detroit
road-show records had led me to
expect and then some.

—

—

Barthelmess' greatest
'the Barthelmess of Tol'able David,' etc.
That's important, because that boy
has one of the biggest fan-followings of any star, and they'll flock
around the minute they're sure he's
got a good picture. Another point
I played up was the chance to see
a new star- find, Molly O' Day, making her first big hit
You've got
the New York critics to back you
up on both these statements.
.

"Of course you can't help making
plenty with a really great picture
like this

.

.

.

But

RECORD.—^wJ

was

I

/ got

.

.

after a

it!

oftarring
"Here's how:

"In the

played that
1 6- week New York run to a farethee-well, because it certainly was
oneof the most sensational successes
of the season on Broadway. Also
the 7-week Chicago run and the 6
weeks in Detroit ... 'A $2.20 hit
at popular prices
direct from
Broadway!' I featured that in 2column newspaper ads for a week
in advance of opening, using the
New York reviews, every one of
which is an ad in itself.
first

place

I

—

"Also

I

plugged

it

as

Richard

mmm
richSid
"Presented by

mCHARDAROWlAND
^BUPERTHUGHES
/& ALFRED SANTELL
PRODUCTION

iar.rf.^^ALERED SANTELl

AL ROCKETT

TtoduetUm Management
TITLES BV
GERAia) C. DDFFV
SCBJiAHIOHT.WINTFHED DUICN*

A ItKAt

national Special

"Then all the way through I
featured the love angle
'One
of the greatest romances ever
screened'
'A Love-Story that will
live forever'
and so forth. It's
that, all right, and you can go the
limit saying so.
.

.

.

—

—

MORE

big
"Yes, sir, you've got
selling points for 'The Patent
Leather Kid' than any special I've
handled in years. I just mention
these four because they're the ones
AnyI used most here in Toledo.
way, they were enough to bring in

THE BIGGEST SINGLE DAY'S
RECEIPTS AS WELL AS THE
BIGGEST WEEK'S RECEIPTS
IN THE HISTORY OF THE
PANTHEON THEATRE. Many
times during the run we have had
to refund admission money to the
standout line and stop the ticket
sale! And it's still going strong in
its

THIRD WEEK.

"After my experience it's my
honest conviction that the only
way an exhibitor can fail to make
money on 'The Patent Leather
Kid' is if his theatre burns down!"

NEWS
ALL THE TIME
/^LLTHE

FFILMDOM
XLIII

Thursday, January

No. 16

Dynamite
JACK ALICOATE
rERE and now, from

this

)

find itself

in water

The Quota

its double chin and standing
bottom of quicksands. Our

Bill

_

Parts I and II of the British quota bill, as finally enacted, appear on page 12, this
Other instalments will
issue.
appear in subsequent editions.

vations are not just passing
rhts.
Nor are they the result
superficial investigation.

We

talked with theater owners,
man, exhibitors affiliated and

with newseditors, with bankers, with
and with a goodly represenof the dear old public,

)itors

s
i

not

I

HESS DENIES CHARGE OF
INTIMIDATING BOARD

the day we first saw
we entered the show busiOur daddy was in it before

case of a

tie,

our grand-

Denial that he ever has attempted

y was producing shows be- board

We

of

the

"know

it

all"

/er dollar so close to

we cannot

our eye

see the light.

tures First

and Alzvays

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington, D. C. The Brookhart block-booking bill is before the Department of Justice for study, it became known yesterday. The measure was sent to the department by its author
with the request that an opinion be rendered by the Attorney,,

—

With the measure due to come up before the Interstate Commerce Committee in the near future, both sides are preparing for
fighting lowan has complete faith in the bill
receiving the backing of men from all parts of
the country, who believe the measure offers the only chance they
have of stamping out block booking.
a battle royal.
and states he

The

is

Minany other arbitration
made by Gabriel L. Hess,

is

or

Hays organicommenting on charges of
guy as intimidation made by J. B. Clinton,

nan next door. On the other
we hope we will never hold

SENATOR SAYS HE IS RECEIVING WIDE
SUPPORT ON ANTI-BLOCK BOOKING BILL

to intimidate or to influence the

neapolis

half of the picture business
are just as intolerborn.

BILL PROVISIONS

General.

affiliated,

over,

id, in

Price 5 Cents

BROOKHART

rostrum, we publicly proclaim that in our opinion
>s this industry quickly starts
Back to the Picture" movewill

1928

DEPT. OF JUSTICE SCANNING

By

it

19,

general counsel of the

NEW $25,000,000

FIRM

"0"T0

LINK

HOME OFFICE

zation, in

Duluth exhibitor, who is a member
of the Minneapohs board.
"I read the statement made by J.
Clinton setting forth his reasons

AND STUDIO BY RADIO

ABSORBS N.E. THEATERS
Boston

—As

an outgrowth of the Washington Bureau
Washington
Theaters Operating

of

—

THE FILM DAILY

of
Establishment
(Continued on Page 11)
radio stations to connect its
three
a
$25,000,Co., which it will control,
New York offices with St. Louis or
000 corporation has been formed here
Kansas City and Los Angeles is
England.
New
to operate houses in
planned
by Universal, which has made
Samuel Pinanski, former Boston
BIG
INDUSTRY
application for the stations, George
organization,
new
the
heads
manager,
Cochrane, representing the company,
which will have an authorized capital
told the Federal Radio Commission,
of $15,000,000 first preferred stock,
stressing need of the film industry
(Continued on Page 11)
for a short-wave radio service.
Such a service, it was explained by
With position of the various com(Continued on Page 11)
1927, Fight in Senate Seen to
during
consolidated
panies
"continued
of
year
which was a
Cut
Force Action on
growth," manifold accompHshments Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
and in many respects outstanding in
Washington Balked in committee 40 BEST OF 1927
the 33 years of film, since the motion
force immediate ac-

B.

"SET" FOR
the first place no amount of
ment, persuasion or philosocan lead us to any other conon than that pictures alone
fill picture houses with satispatrons providing they are
)D pictures. This as a fact
)e demonstrated in every large
every week of the year. This
5try was built on a firm f oun- picture first came into existence, the
is "set" for a big year m
.n of
PICTURES. It has industry (Continued
on Page 13)
a pretty healthy St. Bernard.
a while it wagged its presion tail gleefully, but only
a while.
Now the tail is
jing the St. Bernard.
The
is not getting any stronger
if it ever lets this overgrown
ie drop you will hear the ex- Pre-release Runs on "Four
on in China and pick up the
Sons" Slated Next Month
s in Patagonia,
"Four Sons," one of the Fox
id why ? Because in this mad
at
specials for next season, will open
)etitive race the theaters inon
the Carthay Circle, Los Angeles
bun;d are giving to the public Feb 10 where it will succeed
More rise." Four days later, the picture
than they should.
Gaiety, New York,
they can afford.
They will will open at the
"Chicago.
replace
where it will
(Continued on Page 4)

New England

YEAR--WALLST.NEWS"

Tax

LISP

—

in their efforts to

tion

on the tax reduction

bill,

carry-

\Continued on Page 11)

Annual

U. S. Not to Enter Objections
to K. A.-Orpheum Combination

fliy

ate

BY NATl REVIEW BOARD

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

—While

no objection
be interposed to the Keith-AlbeeOrpheum merger by the Dept. of

Washington

will

Justice, the department will keep in
close touch with the operations of
the consolidation as it does with all

other merger activities.
At the department, it is explained
that hearings are being held on the
(Continued on Page 11)

selection of the 40 best
1927 of the National
of
Board of Review was made public
yesterday.
Most of the pictures are
cited for all around excellence but
some only for particular merit of
(Continued on Page 11)

pictures

Says Producers Rejected
200 Plays and Books
Two hundred books and plays of
best seller rank were rejected by producers, who are endeavoring to maintain high picture standards, Carl E.
Milliken of the Hays office told the
Church and Dramas Ass'n., New
York.

1
'

I
THE

DAILV

Thursday, January

19, ts|
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Cameramen Plan

Annual Dinner on Feb.
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International Photographers of the
M. P. Industries will hold their first
annual dinner at the Army and Navy
Nils T.
Club, New York, Feb. 9.
Granlund, known as "N.T.G.," will
be in charge of the entertainment and
Walter Scott will be toastmaster.
Guests expected to attend include:
Billy Bitzer, president of the InterPhotographers, who will
national

And

That's That

pj.,

By PHIL M.

formance was tendered to the
winners in the "Syracuse Heraldi'i

DALY

LOUIE RYDELL,

|[

"Variety"

of

symposium

of

"Ten Best

Pictures

1:

who

disagrees
with
Patrick 1927" at the Regent.
Chester
Henry on his w.k. speech on lib- Bahn, dramatic critic of the nev!
erty, takes the long leap into matri- paper,
the
organized
symposiil

mony

this week.
Farewells to Lou's which was suggested by the FILJ
days as a single turn were said at DAILY Ten Best selections for
the Tavern Tuesday by the boys of 1928
BOOK.
A dinner for the club was held l^'t
come from Hollywood; D. W. Grif- his office. Sime Silverman was host
night.
ij
fith, William J.
Canavan, president, de luxe.

and Harry Dignam, vice-president

of

Alliance, Will H.
Hays, Hugh Frayne of the American
Federation of Labor and George E.
Blair of Eastman Kodak.

International

the

Sterling Adds Five
States to Distribution

:

1

YEAR

A few wisecracks from "The Palace
Review," snappy house organ of the
Palace, Hamilton, O.

T. Sheffield of the Columbia exchange in Denver, gives Sterling five
additional states on distribution of
product. These are Colorado, WyomJ.

New

Idaho
will

in

Mexico, Utah and southern
which the Sterling "Eight"

be distributed.

F.

I

& R. and Publix Openiw!
Mpls. Theater in Martj

—

Minneapolis Construction of tj|
A cross-eyed girl may be good, but Minnesota, being built by Northwi'
she don't look straight.
Theaters (Finkelstein & Ruben), a
Publix,

Many

a

man

is

Contract signed between Henry his wife, but a
Ginsberg, president of Sterling, and naturally.

ing,

Financial

Syracuse Fans Discuss (f^
Ten Best Pictures Balll
Syracuse, N. Y. — A special

First

driven

lot

is

entering final stages

wil

drink by opening of the theater, largest
more take to it tween Chicago and the Pacific Coa
to

tji

March. The theater wj
sponsored by Publix, and during
slated for

Stockings were invented in. the
eleventh century, but were not discovered until the twentieth.

A quartette is four people who
think the other three can't sing.

course of
ship

its

construction a

pari

was closed between

deal

company and

F.

&

R.

Midwest Buys Three
City, Kans.—W. R. xnp
has been appointed manager of^

Dodge

It takes a half dozen governments Crown. Cozy and Besson by M4
Burger Made District Head
Samuel N. Burger, former special to decide on a program of disarma- west Theaters, which purchased
ment, but the women don't need any theaters from W. H. Harpole.
representative and more recently actconvention to make them disrobe.
ing supervisor of the New York state
Trowbridge Back from Chicai
bales division
for M-G-M has been apGuild Resuming at Cameo
Carroll S. Trowbridge, as persi
pointed district manager for the area
The Film Arts Guild will resume representative of Douglas Fairb
.... which embraces New York, Albany
consecutive
presentations
at
the has returned from Chicago whe:
•••• and Buffalo.
Cameo, New York commencing about arranged for the opening of
100
Feb. 10.
Gaucho" at the new United Ai
Mathewson Joins Pathe News
....
theater.
Atlanta
Tracy
Mathewson
has
re...^
Photographs Inside the Body
14,000 signed from Fox News and joined
Renaldo Goes to Coast
1,500 Pathe
Invention of a device for taking
News.
A. B. Chereton has
Duncan Renaldo, who last appei
....
,2 been sent to Atlanta by Fox to suc- moving picture inside the human body in the male lead of "Romany Lo'
is
credited to Dr. J. F. Montague
300 ceed him.
TiiTany color film, has gone to
2

rose IJi points in yesterday's market while other film issues figured
The same stock
in only fractional changes.
also led in the trading, with 14,000 shares

Fox Film "A"

changing hands.

High Low

Close

39Ji
Vtc
48
Pfd
68%
•Balaban & Katz
^7H
»Bal. & Katz Vtc
164^
Kodak
..164^4
1645i
Eastman
129
East. Kodak Pfd
4J^
*tFilm Inspection
104^
*First Nafl Pfd
84
85H
Fox Film "A" ... 86%
tFox Theaters "A" -21^ 20^ 20%

*Am.
*Am.

Seat.
Seat.

•intern'l Project
ttKeiths 6s 46 ....

99J4

....

10

99^
57%

99J4

59
57 Ji
Loew's, Inc
106J4 107
tJLoew's, 6s 41WW.107
ttLoew's,6s41x-war. 10654 100^4 lOO'A
M-G-M Pfd
25J4 25% 25 J^
7}^
*M. P. Cap. Corp
4
4
4
.
Pathe Exchange
17}4
17^
Pathe Exch. "A".. 17%
81
81
81
7s37
Exch.
ttPathe
Paramount F-L ....112% lllji 112

—

17

Fire at Oklahoma House
Walters, Okla.
The Wollman,
owned by A. R. Patterson, caught
....
fire from the film in the projection
1
4,500 room, causing $5,000 damage.
The
....
crowded
the
show
was
at
time,
but
2
due to good management the patrons
left quietly and no one was injured.
300

.

121^

•Paramount Pfd
tTPar.Bway.5/2s51.103
25
**Koxy "A"
28
**Roxy Units
7
**Roxy Common

102J4 102Ji
23
26
6

. .

Skouras Bros

United

Art. Pfd. 85
Pictures .. 24%
Univ. Pict. Pfd... 98 1^
tWarner Bros. .. 14%
Warner Bros. "A". 22

Univ.

M

51%

51%
3J4

••••

24%

24%

98

98

14

14

22

22

100
40
SOU
2,400

13

80

•Last Prices Quoted •*Bid and

Asked
the

(Over
Counter)

Market

ttBond

Millsboro,

111.

completely
at

a

loss

$10,000.

TO-LET
FLOORS & OFFICES
VAULT ACCOMMODATIONS
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WEST

—

Cleveland,

O.

— Paul

Gusdanovic's

Liberty.

185th St. near
Lake Shore Blvd. will be completed
It will have 1,600
about March 1.
seats and has been christened the

Salle.

42 ST.

of

Reopen Loring

—

at Riverside

Riverside, Cal.
West Coast Theaters has reopened the Loring under
Irl
a policy of first and second runs.
Wilson, former assistant manager at
the Regent, has been appointed house
manager of the Loring under supervision of resident manager Stannard.

Duane, Ky., House Bums
Duane, Ky. The Liberty, operated
by Peter Cassinelli, has been destroyed by fire.

—

(j

Coast.

;

is

fastened a long thin tube, containing
lenses and a battery of minute but
powerful lights. The patient swallows
the tube, the lights are turned on,
the camera clicks, and the celluloid
is developed in the ordinary manner.

—

House

— Fire

Schram

York,

Greenwald Named to Cleveland Post
Malvern, Ark. The Liberty, closed
Frank
Greenwald, since November, has been reopened
Cleveland
formerly manager of the Greenwald
by the De. E. Fitton Co., which purGriffith exchange, has been named chased the house from
C. N. Jenkins.
manager of the Orpheum by Paul The Pastime, which the company
Gusdanovic.
owns, will only be open; on Saturdays.
McReynolds, former manager
J. B.
Gusdanovic Opening Another
of the Pastime, is managing the

La
destroyed the

New

new house on East

NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louii
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
Fire Destroys

Clinic of

camera to which

Competition Ended at Malvern, Ark.

39

41

Stan. Co. of Am... 5254
*tTrans-Lux Screen
**United Art. Com. 15

tCurb Market

—

of the Bellevue
consisting of a

A

Million Feet of

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
220

Stone Film Library
42nd St.
Room
Phone Wisconsin 0248

W.

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone P«nn. 3580

612

To Distributors
OR
State Right Buyei
A SUPER FEATURE
UP TO DATE
8

AMALGAMATED

i

Everything

1

3.

AN ARSENE LUPIN
ADVENTURE STORY
BY
MAURICE LEBLANC
WITH ALL STAR CAST.
WALLACE BEERY
LAURA LA PLANTE
RALPH LEWIS
WILLIAM V. MONG
J. P. LOCKNEY
WEDGE NOWELL
AND OTHER NOTABLE^
PREVIOUSLY RELEASED BY
ROBERTSON COLE CO., NOV,
1920.
LENGTH 6123 FT.
CELEBRATED AUTHORS
SOCIETY,

68 West

56th

St

Ltd.,
Circle

'1

2396

I

1

,

FOX NEWS WINS
in the greatest airplane
race in newsreel history,
delivering the pictures
of

'^resident Coolidge^s

eception in Havana
brought direct from

Cuba by aerial relay

IRST to Broadway

—

-

and to all its first-runs in
the nation by air-mail

°

:

THE

^ah

DAILY

most

Dynamite
(Continued from Page

1)

soon have the same dear old public in that frame of mind that they
will take nothing less than a $3.00

show

Take

at picture prices.

the

any well known picture
star.
Every picture he or she
makes must be better than the last,
case of

regardless of

its

own

inherent val-

So with presentations. They
must be bigger and better and
MORE COSTLY each week with
ue.

the natural result of decreasing al-

ready dangerously low

profits.

We

know

of at least three big houses,
in less than a Pullman jump from
the Pennsylvania station that are
now losing five thousand frogs a
week.
not insignificant amount
even in the picture business. And
this in times that are supposed to
be good. What will happen when
real bad times come along?
Reactions do come as surely as
the bills on the first of the month.
Then you'll have a natural falling
oflf at the box-ofifice and, as a result, a hurried curtailment of the
presentation scheme to make both
ends meet. With that will come
the natural dissatisfaction of patrons accustomed to the present
big program and a further falling
ofif in attendance with the subsequent alienation of valuable patronage that has taken pictures
years to build.
The public can
always find amusement of some
kind or other. And you can't turn
magnificent picture houses costing
millions into cafeterias, garages or

A

manicure parlors.

Back

We

are

to the Picture
certainly

not

out

of

sympathy with every person making every legitimate dollar he can
in this old world.

going
us.

is

Certainly the

hard enough for most of

However, there are

certain

presentation elements that are all
out of proportion. The artist or
attraction that received a thousand
dollars a week before presentations is rjow getting two, three or
four from the picture houses. The
featured organist, who does not
play one whit better now than he
did five years ago when he was
getting a hundred, now gets five

hundred.

Back

stage, in

many

in-

stances is costing more to run than
the rest of the house.
What

all

suflFers?

PICTURES,

lasts

a week.

Its

good

will

goes out the stage door with the
Build
trunks of the performer.
good-will for your house, that will
last, for pictures you are showing,
for the pictures you will continue
to show for years and years. You
have the greatest industry in the
foundation
splendid
world.
Its
stones were built every square inch
Don't chisel those
on pictures.
stones away and attempt to replace them with toy blocks labeled

And this from Marcus Loew,
man who knew his public.

a

The

future of the motion picture business does not alone turn
on this phase which is but one
consideration in a field of many.
Production, in spite of many
honestly directed efforts and sincere attempts at economy is still
a quagmire.
Distribution is uneconomic and
far too expensive, as now constituted, for all companies.
presentations which are in reality
New financing each year to the
tune of millions cannot continue
boxes containing dynamite.
The legitimate stage of America indefinitely.
Competitive building in cities
was ruined through its own carelessness.
Don't forget that.
now overseated is destructive and
do not mean that there will not ruinous.
always be room for a Roxy or its
The foreign situation is becomequivalent. They are the unusual ing more involved.
with conditions entirely unlike the
But more on these subjects later,
localized house.
for as Will Rogers would say
"It's a long story."
,

We

Pictures in Picture

And

if

it

is

Houses

not out of order

and merely as a suggestion why
not try putting your good pictures,
your so-called specials, directly into the picture houses? How many

Two- Week Runs Policy
of Greenwich Village
Two-week

runs, with a cordial atti-

toward independent producers,
will be the policy of the Greenwich
in
legitimate
placed
pictures,
Village theater, New York, which reBroadway theaters during the past opens Feb. 12 under management of
"The screen
five
years have made money? N. Brewster Morse.
Theater is
Village
Greenwich
the
of
Some have not even paid expenses.
not and will not at any time be conYou stopped kidding the exhib- trolled by motion picture producing
itor with the false hokus-pokus- or distributing organization," states
B roadway-run-gag years ago. Now Morse. "Pictures which are suggesyour kidding no one but yourself, tive, obscene or otherwise of quescharacter will not be shown
and to the aggregate tune of plenty tionabletheater," he declares.
at the
simply because the other fellow is
Some road show
doing it, too.
"U" Minneapolis Branch Moves
Minneapolis The Universal exattractions make money, to be
change has moved into its new home
sure, but as a general rule they are
at 1105 First Ave. N., in a newly
simply taking that money from the constructed
also
which
building
public through expensively rent- houses the First National branch.
ed theaters that would come back
1,200 Attend Cleveland Ball
twofold through regular picture
Cleveland About 1,200 employes
Chaplin in "The Cir- and friends participated in the annual
channels.
cus" could probably run indefinite- Loew's Ohio Theaters, ball held in
There were games
ly in a medium-sized, legitimate the State lobby.
house at advanced prices. Instead and dancing. Joseph Laronge, vice
'president of Loew's Ohio Theaters,
he is now breaking all records at was host.
the Strand and in doing so is makAllen Adopts Saturday Change
ing more new friends and holding
Cleveland The Allen now is offermore old ones for the picture ining its weekly change of program on
dustry than all the presentations Saturday instead of Sunday.
shown everywhere in a year.
Leonard Bishop at Detroit
Here's a Thought
Ottawa Leonard Bishop, formerly
of the Regent, and previousOur mind runs back a few manager
ly manager of various theaters in
years to a journey we took with western Canada for Famous is in
the most lovable man the picture Detroit, where he is associated with
business has ever known. Our talk the Hollywood theater.
ran to the acquisition of theaters,
New House for Mount Holly
their policy and management. At
Beam and Plummer,
Shelby, N. C.
that time he had built, bought or operating the Palace, Bessemer City,
acquired more theaters than any and the Princess and Lyric here,
tude

—

—

—

And

of course.
Apply the money that you are now
spending on presentations to ad- man in the world. As we recall,
vertising and exploiting your pic- his very words were "I never
ture to the public.
Get "Back to buy or build a house that cannot
the Picture."
presentation at at least break even in bad times."

A

Thursday, January

—

—

r

19,

192,

Structural Workers' Striki
Holds Up St. Louis Projecj
St. Louis — Work on the new Fo;l
Grand and Washington

Blvds.,

is bij

ing held up on account of a striki
of
structural steel workers.
Th
structural workers, it is said, werj
called
out
by the
Internatiomf
Ass'n of Bridge, Steel and Ornamer
tal

Workers, because

Iron

of

labc'

involving the Fox hous'
being built at San Francisco.
The San Francisco project, state!
A. M. Frumberg, president of thj
difficulties

j

Theater Realty Co., Fox subsidiari.
which is erecting the building, is bc
ing carried ou! with non-union laboij
This, he said, is being done at th]
direction of the Bank of Italy, whic'
is building the San Francisco house'

Radio Proving Asset to
Industry, E. Cohen Sayl
I

Radio has ceased

to be a bugaboi
stated
Emanua
Cohen,
the
ParamounI
News, in an address to the InstitutS
of Radio Engineers, which he sayl
is proved by the fact that many o
the larger companies are utilizing th
radio as a means of popularizin
their stars and pictures.
He cite
many instances where various pre
ducers are cooperating with radio
the form of tie-ups. radio clubs, an
special broadcasting programs.
In
stead of hurting the industry, th
radio will continue to be of vast ai
in increasing picture revenue, he saic

to

the

industry,
editor
of

i

$200,000 Picture Tax
for New York
Albany

—A

^

Stafe

motion picture

ti

$200,000 is included among the
cial taxes in the budget submitted!
tedl>

Governor Smith to the Legislatfln
which will aid in giving the Stal
free cash surplus.

Form

Central

—

ai

States

Corp.

Dover, Del. The Central State
Theater Corp. has been chartew
with 5,000 shares to engage in t^
enterprises.
The incorpoil
tors are S. L. Mackay, L. C. Chrig;
and H. Kennedy of Wilmington.,
atrical

Lease Chicago Vendome
Chicago At a total rental of

—

000 the
State St.

Vendome

at

3143-47

%

been leased by B
Vendome Theater Co. for 20 yeaift
has

Hold Up Theater Manager
Chicago
A bandit invaded
apartment of S. Greenburg, mana
of the Alcyon in Highland Pa
above the theater, and forced himj

—

accompany him

to

the

theater

and hand over $2,000.

7 ft

Johnstown House Burns

—

The Grad
Johnstown, N. Y.
owned by the Miralete Co. and lea
ed by William G. Smalley, burnedj
the ground.
The cause of the
is not known.

500-seat theater at
Beam says the new
Mount
house will be in operation by March

New Winston-Salem House
Winston-Salem, N. C. The Rl
new colored theater, is to open ati
early date, and will be operated una

1st.

the supervision of R. D. Craver.

have signed contracts for the erection

of

a new
Holly.

—

Again Pathe News
reputation for dependable
fulfills

its

service
with

first

pictures of

PRESIDENT'S
IN

ARRIVAL

HAVANA

By

double airplane service these pictures
appeared in Pathe News ahead of others
while the pictures of

COOLIDGE ADDRESSING
PAN-AMERICAN CONGRESS
were included

as a second edition of

PATHE NEWS

PATHE NEWS

regular issue

means SERVICE

to

THEATRES

—

DAlLY\

Thursday, Jan.

19,

•"I'l

1928

Richard Dix Leaving Paramount?
—

Universal Shutdown from Six to Eight Weeks Announcement Paramount Bought "Burlesque" Premature
De Mille to Star Jacqueline Logan Rogell Leaving F. N.? Renee Adoree Injured Other Coast News

ROW MAY

SALARY

LEAD TO

BREAK, RJPORTS STATE
Richard Dix may leave Paramount
upon completion of his present contract,

is

it

reported.

of the report has

No

will
be
De Mille.

The first picture under the
new arrangement will be "Fire
Mountain."

verification

been received, but

is understood that difficulties are
due to salary conditions.

it

"Burlesque" Not Bought

Paramount, Lasky

refused to by
Says
renew his contract unless he receives
Announcement that Paramount had
an increase in salary, which the com- acquired screen rights of "Burlesque,"
pany is not inclined to grant.
was premature, and the deal has not
His position is similar to that of been closed, Jesse L. Lasky stated,
other players, option on whose ser- prior to his departure with Walter
vices, calling for salary increases, are Wanger for New York. Negotiations
not being taken up by producers. still are pending for purchase of the
These players are being offered re- play.
newals at the same salaries they have
been receiving.
Some are refusing
Is Appointed
to renew, while others are signing at

The

star,

is

it

stated,

Don Cobb

the

same

figure.

Auto Mishap Results in
Injury to Renee Adoree
Renee Adoree, as co-star with Conrad Nagel in Universal's new feature,
"The Michigan Kid," was painfully
injured when on her way to loca-

when

the automobile in which
riding was hit while avoiding a truck. Miss Adoree was thrown
against the driver's seat and her eye
cut by the meter.
She will be confined to her home for at least a
tion

she

was

week.

Wilson on T-S Staff
Jerome N. Wilson has been added
to the Tiffany-Stahl scenario staff.

Change

Ralston Cast
Noble Johnson is to supplant Malcolm Waite in the cast of Esther
Ralston's next Paramount picture,
"Something Always Happens."
in

Fifth Sterling Started

the Sterling schedule.
Barbara Bedford and Robert Ellis are co-featured
in a cast including:
Florence Turn-

Al Roscoe, Paul Wiegel, De Witt
Jennings and Freddy Fredericks.

er,

Added to Ralston Cast
Roscoe Karns and Jim Pierce have
been added to cast of "Something
Always Happens," Esther Ralston's
next picture to be directed by Frank
Tuttle.

Making

Fred Guiol

Roach
Chase.

New

Chase Comedy

directing the new Hal
comedy starring Charley
James Parrot, who usually
is

directs Chase, is making
son's new comedy.

Max

A

Little

from

E

By
Universal's studios will be closed
some time next month for a period
of six to ten weeks, it is declared
by H. M. Henigson, in outlining the
The comcause of the shutdown.
pany is 18 months ahead on its production
and fears that
schedule
styles of dress may change between
time of production and exhibition of
the pictures on the screen.

No

**Lots**

RALPH WILK

NEIL HAMILTON

Hoily wool'
is

now

a

mem

ber of "royalty." Following thi
role of an oil king in "The Show
Down," Neil was cast for the par;
of Crown Prince Alexander, heir
the
throne
of
Russia,
in
"Thi
ti

Patriot."
*

*

*

Our Passing Show: Jack Ludei,
and Arthur Housman figuring
(•

Statement on Report
Al Rogell Joins M-G-M

mathematical problem; Kit Guan
and Henry Lehrman buying shirt
in a Hollywood Boulevard stort^
No statement has been forthcom- Norman
Burnstine dining mi Sanl
ing on report that Al Rogell might
Monica.
terminate his association
First

with
*
*
*
National and join M-G-M.
Rogell
If
you
like
statistics,
you should b,
Story Editor at Universal now is contemplating an all-American
Don Cobb, for five years assistant drama, to be filmed in key cities in interested in knowing that Grove!
story editor of Universal Pictures, association with a number of exhibi- Jones has written 227 screen storic'
has been assigned the position of edi- tors, and also has screen rights to and directed 129 other motion pic,;
tures.
"I've worried and labored
tor following resignation of Frank "God
and the Groceryman," by
over too many screen stories to dlj
S. Beresford.
Harold Bell Wright, a sequel to "The
anything but smile when I hear re;
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come."
marks about the machine-like way
Using Incandescents
which screen stories are created,!
Brenon's Next "My Woman"
said Grover.
for
Film
"My Woman" is to be Herbert
Incandescent lighting will be used Brenon's
next, scheduled for United
in production of "A Woman DisOne of the most interesting
Artists release.
The director now is
puted," Norma Talmadge's next pic- making
writers to come to Hollywood
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh," starture for United Artists. Henry King
is
Bob Carr, 18-year old
ring Lon Chaney for M-G-M.
will direct the picture which will be
youngster, who started writstarted Jan. 25.
ing in a little town hidden in
June Collyer Gets Contract
the corn-belt of Ohio.
The
Fox
has signed a long term conJohnson to Title "Doomsday"
town
is Ashley and there Bob
tract with June Collyer.
wrote while working in o,
Julian Johnson has been assigned
wholesale
by Paramount to title "Doomsday,"
house. He is truly
Roland Opposite Norma
a born story-teller and dicHorence Vidor's new Paramount picGilbert Roland is to appear opposite
ture. Gary Cooper plays the lead and
tated stories before he was old
Norma Talmadge in "The Woman
the cast includes Lawrence Grant.
enough to spell. Bob's "forDisputed," the star's next for United
Rowland V. Lee is director.
tune" was seven cents when
Artists which Henry King will dihe received a check in four
f
rect.
George Marion to Title "Abie"
figures for a serial story.
Our good friend, "Ham"
George Marion, Jr., is to title
Farrow Joins Paarmount Writers
Thompson of New York, 7vho
"Abie's
Irish
Rose,"
and
Bebe
John Farrow, scenarist and author
is a literary agent, disposed
Daniels'
next picture, "Feel My
of the story in 12 days.
Pulse."
The titles for "Abie," it is of a number of originals produced
during the past year, has been added
announced by Paramount, will into the writing staff at Paramount.
clude excerpts from the play.
By the way. Bob, who is writii
for Paramount, has been here onlyj
Johnnie Morris Cast
Brower in "The Patriot"
Johnnie Morris has been cast in few days, but is already a confirmf
Robert Brower has been added to
California booster.
He is a stude;( i|
cast of "The Patriot" Emil Jannings' Esther Ralston's latest, "Something
of Judge Ben Lindsey's books ar
Always
Happens."
Neil
Hamilton
next Paramount picture, which is beThe story is admits having come under the Sii
ing directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
In will be leading man.
clair Lewis influence.
an
original
Director
Frank
by
Tuttle.
tlie cast are
Florence Vidor, Lewis
Stone, Vera Voronina and Tullio adapted to the screen by Raymond
Cannon
Florence
and
Ryerson.
Carminati.
"Am,erican made films are
Others already selected are Sojin,
more perfect in detail than
and Charles Sellon.
Additions to "U" Cast
those made by Germany," acLloyd Whitlock, Virginia Grey,
cording to Lieut. Rudolph
New Laurel-Hardy Comedy Titled
Maurice Murphy and Adolphe Milar
Schad,
ex-member of the
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy have
have been added to cast of "The
Bar 071 Von Richto fen's faMichigan Kid," which co-features completed "The Finishing Touch."
m,ous flying circus, who was
Renee Adoree and Conrad Nagel for Ed Kennedy and Dorothy Coburn are
the technical director on "The

King

i'

New Talmadge

K

:

I

Rosen has started direction of
"Marry the Girl," fifth picture on
Phil

Guiol

E

Jacqueline a Star
Jacqueline
Logan
starred by Cecil B.

—

—

—

David-

Universal.

in the cast.

Legion of the Condemned."

J

i

{

!

NE GRiAT

DEFINITE production

plans for the next five years are so far advanced that almost
half of next season's product is already finished. Box-office demonstrations of the
value of outstanding Fox specials will convince the most skeptical film buyers,
during the next five months, that no theatre can afford to be without Fox Films.

Did your opposition play "7th Heaven" and "What Price Glory" Or were you
as

as smiart

Fred A. Miller of the Carthay Circle Theatre, Los Angeles?

He

—

did such tremendous business with these Fox pictures that with the product of
every studio to choose from he has contracted with Fox to play:

—

^^ rfc ^m J ^J

4417*^%«««A
If Ulr

r

9tf Il9

the maelstrom of emotion produced by
from the story of Miss 1. A. R. Wylie.

John Ford

A <%f*|f^^ ^^
44C^^^AA^
^ •»* WW %f ^^ngVA
yond

their heavenly heights in

Frank Bor:age's love lyric in which Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell actually rise be"7th Heaven."

"The Red Dancer
Farrell

**

"'"

[i.Moscoivj

Raoui waish-s produc
tion featuring Charles

and Dolores Del Rio.

44 #a%f^^^

A »»C

W. Murnau's magic
W\£^mT^%^^J
M^^SwMm9
glamor
4Macdonald,
Morton, Mary Duncan, and Nancy
yM

F.

the

of circus

Charles

Gaynor, Farrell

bringing to the screen
enacted by Janet
Drexel.

life,

All of these pictures come to you for general release in next season's product, and, in addition;

W

44m^

%M^^%mm9AA^^
^«^
XfmCft%?AU»
IflOVAlCr

"Fazil"

hotter than Sahara, snappy as

• ^^5^
^^^
SUIMTaSC
lined in detail

on

the most sought-after picture of the
last three years, directed by John Ford.

more

its title,

beautiful as a dream.

superlatives than reviewers ever unleashed on any one picture, with a box-office record outthe next three pages. For Profit's sake read every word of it

inspiration of

1

'*

Sunrise'' First

—

Berlin (By Cable) A vote
conducted by "Der Deutsche,"
in 25 countries to ascertain the
best picture of 1927 has result-

ed in "Sunrise" as the choice.
Price Glory" is second.

"What

F.W

MURNAU
3heJ\loted ToxDiredfor
the film offilms, the best
picture of this year, last
year and all the years"
»•'«*«

according to the New York

Daily

News

^1

J^'

i/10^

'^

H

'ifm
^!

-I

TTo

nnse-

Smashes
records of both

"7th

Heaven"
and

"
L

What Price Glory"

in Carthay Circle Theatre
LOS ANGELES
where pictures are booked on merit
and played to make money
In the first 5 weeks

same theatre
"Sunrise" total was
in the

These actual

$25010.48 better than "7th Heaven''
$10,689*63 better than
"What Price Glory''
|

^.

of this outstanding success,

19th week,

own story
now playing

figures tell their

Times Square Theatre,

New

York

6th week, Capitol Theatre, BerUn, Germany
6th week, Tuschinski Theatre, Amsterdam, Holland
5th tceek, Red Mill Theatre, Stockholm, Sweden
2nd week, Fox-Locust Theatre, Philadelphia

—

IMDEPCN DENT
"The
ment

greatest achieve-

tures

that

seen.

A

in

motion picI have ever

picture of this

sort increases

bitions

happy

our am-

and makes

If

us

be identified
with the same orofesto

sion.

Wfii

—King Vidor

Jjpas

Director of

"The Big Parade"

;

"One

of the most outstanding triumphs of the screen."
Henri Bernstein, distinguished dramatist.

—

tremendous in its power, so engrossing in its dramatic magnificence, that it
stands alone as an example of the art of miction pictures."
Rose Pelsivick in the Neiv York Evening Journal.

"It

is

so

—

"SUNRISE,
t"It

the superb

^

and crowning work of a master."

— M.onroe Lathrop in the Los Angeles Express.

r

Irene Thirer in the Netc York Daily 'News.

stands alone as the film of films."

"I cannot tell you how delighted I am with SUNRISE and the promise that it holds out
of bigger and better things in the film industry."
Dr. R. S. von Kleinsmid, president of the University of Southern California.

—

"I

am compelled to seem extravagant

—

in

my

praise of the picture

SUNRISE.

an

extraall the other extraorIt is

ordinary achievement one that deserves to be considered above
dinary achievements in the miraculous history of the movies."
Robert E. Sherwood in TsicCaWs Magazine.

—

WILLIAM FOX

Presentation

with

JANET GAYNOR

01

and

GEORGE O'BRIEN

Story by

Scenario by

HERMANN SUDERMANN

CARL MAYER

ff

;;

;
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Denies Charge

40 Best of 1927 Listed
Intimidating Board by Nat'l Review Board

jss

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
the withdrawal of the exhibitor
acting, plot or setting.
The list is
trators of the MinneapoHs board
alpliabetical, and the order does not
arbitration claiming that I atindicate preference as to merit.
Dted to intimidate the arbitrators
Chosen on the list are:
lat board by setting myself up as
"The Boy Rider," (FBO); "The Cat and
interested seventh arbitrator, and the Canary," (Univ.); "Chang," (Para. J;
"The
conduct would result in "Flesh and the Devil," (M-U-M)
Forbidden Woman," (Pathe) "The Gaucho,"
ing it impossible for the
(U. A.); "The King o£ Kings," (Pathe);
of the board of arbitration to "i^es Miserables," (Univ.); "London After
Midnight,"
(M-G-M); "Love," (M-G-M);
with a free mind," Hess said.
"The Love of Sunya," (U. A.); "The Loves
SX no time have I ever in any of Carmen,"
(Fox)
"Madame Wants No
'attempted to intimidate or to in- Children," (Fox); "The Magic Flame,"
(U. A.); "Man, Woman and Sm," (M-Gice the arbitrators of the Minne- M); "Manon Lescaut," (Ufa); "Metropolis,"
is board of arbitration, or of any
(.Para.);
"The Moon of Israel," (FBO);
(Fox); "No Mans
le other 31 boards of arbitration "The Music Master,"

my

;

mem-

;

;

Law," (Pathe).
he United States or to set my"The Patent Leather Kid," (F. N.); "The
up as a seventh arbitrator. Nor Potters," (Para.); "The Private Life uf
"Quality Street,"
of Troy," (F. N.)
my conduct in the past in any Helen
(M-G-M); "Resurrection," (U. A.); "The
made it impossible for distribu- Rough Riders," (Para.); "Service for Lad(Para.)
"Seventh Heaven," (Fox)
jr exhibitor arbitrators to honest- ies,"
(Para.);
"Stark Love,'
i_usiiions,"
ooft
ach a just determination of the
;

;

submitted to them as memof the boards of arbitration.

(Para.).

Arabian
"Two
"•:5unrise,"
(Fox)
Knights," (U. A.); "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
Way
"The
(Para.);
"Underworld,"
(Univ.);
the controversy concerning which Mr.
"White Gold,"
(Para.);
Flesh,"
of
All
in made his statement, the members of
"WUd Geese." (Tiffany-Stahl) ;
linneapolis board of arbitration and the (Pathe);
wings,' (Para.); "the Woman on Trial,'
s to the controversy requested Mr. Petand me to give an opinion and de- (Para.); "The Yankee Clipper," (Pathe).
During the year the National Board viewed
This was done."
a number of foreign pictures of outstanding
hibitors withdrew from arbitra- artistic merit, which have not yet had very
They are:
in Minneapolis after they had wide distribution in this country.
served with an injunction re- "Carmen," (Eastern Film Corp.); "Chronicles
I
:ers

ning them from outlawing

Warn-

from

arbitration for failure to
up to a decision made by the board
ise of Warners vs. Hans Pederson

Opera House, Jamestown, N.
Following ruling and opinions of
and Pettijohn, decision was
S

tie

in favor of the distributor,

but

unanimously reversed when new
ence was introduced.

House," (Ufa); "Crime and
"The
Gourland)
(M.
Punishment,"
J.
Power of Darkness," (M. J. Gourland)
Gourland).
(M.
"The Street,"
J.
the

of

Gray

;

"U" To Link Home

(Continued from Page 1)
it elimination of tax on adions up to $1, Democrats and
ublican insurgents plan to carry
fight to the floor of the Senate.

ublicans were successful, voting
trict party lines, in having action
the
measure postponed until

ch

IS.

by Radio

Page 1)
enable the home of-

Cochrane, would
fice to keep in close and constant
touch with its studios.
spent by the company oti toll
charges, but the radio service is desired, not so much as a means of
economy, as to enable quick decisions
to be given when questions of policy
arise, he stated.
is

scheduled to arrive in New York from the Coast
early in February, and expects to do

Robert Kane

program.
work
?ally of the Scandals" is being di- some
He
ed by Lynn Shores with Bessie studio.

'-28

is

at

now
under

Cosmopolitan
the
is completing his
his First National
is forthcoming as

e in the leading role.

last picture

ther productions recently comed include "Alex The Great" and
Doks Can't Win."
''illiam Le Baron, vice-president
harge of production, has been in
conference with eastern exlives over the
1928-29 product

contract. No word
to whether the company will renew
the contract. In this connection it is
noteworthy that First National has
adopted a poHcy of eliminating out-

e

V

ks

his

arrival

in

New York

two

DAiUTTiPsynaaiMEAn douaos (OQ showmen

(M-G-M)
Received a wire from

—

circles.
The Strand will be
ed for remodeling, the Empire is
ed, and the Lyric, which has
h sed the Marcus Show and pictures
fi
several weeks, has closed.
:al

New

flight

from Daytona,

—

Window

of

one

of

breakfast room was developed and distributed from
window. And the window decorator that point.
Other newsreels rushed their films
had a special window background
New York on schedule, it is reto
that made the whole place look hke
ported.
gelalamp
with
floor
A
porch.
a sun
stores

contained

a

tin was used to give the effect of
The table was comearly morning.
pletely set for breakfast, including
real flowers which gave a realistu
touch. Two wax models were seated
at the table while another wax model
that represented a maid, stood up as

—

if

New

$25,000,000 Go.

Absorbs N.E. Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)
$10,000,000 second preferred stock and
10,000 shares of common stock.
Into control of the company goes
the following 12 theaters in the chain
of the New England Theaters Operating Co., at Boston, Beacon and

Gave away more than
200 pounds of "Casey' Jones" candy
to the children attending any performance. Joseph Steurele, Walnut,
entation act.

producside producers and confining
Kane until
tion to its own units.
recently produced in the East.

U.

—

Louisville.

(Fox)

Made

special

14 years, reading:

all

children

"Any

child

under 14 years of age, dressed in any
type of circus regaha would be ad-

A
mitted free to see the picture."
the
worked
clown
attired
neatly
A
streets in handing out dodgers.
placard on his back read, "Meet me
the
at the Rialto with Tom Mix and
wonder horse Tony in The Circus
Ace."— W. F. Brock, Rialto, Chattanooga, Tenn.

to

K-A-Orph. Deal

to Object

ondary

place.

chains and independent houses it is
pointed out, make films of chief importance and vaudeville subsidiary.^
It is understood that no objection
has been raised anywhere in the picture industry to the merger.

Para.-Mid-West Drive
Marks Ross' Anniversary

—

Chicago Ross Anniversary week
be observed by eight Middle
West Paramount exchanges during
the week of Feb. 5 as a market of
will

Eschmann Appointment
Confirmed by Columbia
Appointment of E. A. (Eddie)
Eschmann, as head of distribution
for Columbia,
Jan. 13 by

Not

with pictures taking a secannouncement vaudeville
Important picture

through local papers to
LUider

S.

(Continued from Page 1)
tiuestion, ai wn cii it nas been brought
out that the organization will show

"The Circus Ace"

exclusively

published

THE FILM DAILY,

tribute to District Manager Harry
A. Ross, who on that date celebrates
his tenth anniversary as an execuChicago, Miltive of the company.

was waukee, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cin-

announced yesterday by the company.
He is understood to have a participating share in Columbia business.

Pittsburgh, Cleveand Indianapolis
are participating in the drive for
bookings.
cinnati, Detroit,
Columbus
land,

H. Macgowan, who has been
in charge of sales for the company
Waller on Way
Meehan Returns to Coast
formWaller,^
Tom
has been promoted to the new post
Angeles—
Los
Meehan, director of the Gene
Leo
P.
manager.
"M.
of
general
ot
erly Coast representative
stories for FBO, has
Stratton-Porter
World," has left for New York.
today after a two
Hollywood
Pikeville
for
left
at
Swofford
Empress, weeks' stay in New York. Upon hfs
The
Tenn.
Pikeville,
City
Keller Buys at Columbia
nnmediately
"Bob' formerly operated by P. C. Tallent, arrival he will start work
Columbia City, Wash.
over by Thomas J. on "The Little Yellow House" based
taken
been
has
to
Columbian,
Mayea has sold the
on the novel by Beatrice Burton.
Swofford.
to N. Y.

Birmingham Theater Changes
irmingham, Ala. Changes have
ured the week in Birmingham the-

Ramon No-

Fla., has been
varro in which the latter expressed instituted following disappearance of
ins personal appreciation to the public the birdman.
The army and Dept.
for having requested a second show- of Commerce air service has been
ing of "Ben Hur." The Postal Tele- asked to co-operate by E. B. Hatrick,
graph furnished 5000 blanks for a general manager of the two news
reproduction of the message and dis- services. Brock and Schlee, aroundtribution was made throughout the the-world fliers were to have made
downtown district of the city. The the flight but secured Mosely when
wire, which was enlarged on a 22 x 28 unable to do so.
The aviator was
card, also was used in a window dis- due in New York at 4 A.M. Tuesplay by Postal. Grant Pemberton, day but up to last night no word
Pantages, Salt Lake City.
from the missing plane had been reThe two newsreels were
ceived.
"Breakfast at Sunrise"
through foresight in send"covered"
(First Nat'l)
Atlanta, which
the furniture ing a duplicate print to

C.

ago.

Air search for Ted Mosely, aviator commissioned to bring InternaNews
tional Newsreel and
films of President Coolidge speaking
York in a non-stop
at Havana to

M-G-M

"Ben Hur"

Between ^70,000 and $100,000 now

Completing Year
Program of 58 Films Robt. Kane to Work at
/ith production on "Sally of the
Cosmopolitan Studio
idals" well under way, the third
k in January will mark the comion of the 58 features on FBO's

fxpMt'0-G4am<i

Aviator Missing in Flight
with Hearst News Films

serving breakfast. James H. McRex, Spartanburg, S. C.
Koy,
The Ten Best Pictures of 1927,
chosen by neiuspaper, Jan and trade
"Casey Jones"
paper critics of the nation in the
(Kayart)
Modern; Dorchester, Franklin Park
annual poll, will he a feature of
Secured eight store windows on the and Morton; Jamaica Plains, Jamaica;
YEAR
DAILY
FILM
THE 1928
main street for displays of "Casey Norfolk Downs, Regent; Roxbury,
BOOK, to be issued this month.
Jones" records. Engaged services of Dudley, Rialto, Rivoli, Roslindale and
the quartet of the Southern Railway Shawmut; Roxbury Crossing, CriterCo. to appear on the stage as a pres-

ht in Senate Seen to
Office, Studio
brce Action on Tax Cut
(Continued from
with

11

—

—

L. Keller.

—

•

;

—

—

:
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Quota

British
IN EFFECT APRIL

I

Bill

Arrangement

FOR

PART

I.

!;

THE TEXT
1.

Restrictions on blind booking of

London Text
commonly known

2.

Restrictions

now

3.

ure,

is

of the Film Bill,
as the quota measavailable. The bill became

law on Jan.
renter

1
and, insofar as the
distributor is concerned

or

advance

on April 1, 1928. The
goes
distributors' quota of British pictures for the first year which ends

PART

17.

Prohibition against carrying on
business
of
renter
unless

18.

Returns and records.

19.

Exhibitors' Quota
Provisions
exhibitors'
as
to

5.

1929 is 7H per cent. The
quota on exhibitors becomes effective
Oct. 1, 1928 and during the first year,
exhibitors must include 5 per cent
of British pictures on the screens.
The first sections of the law fol31,

6.
7.
8.
9.

low:

10.

An

act to restrict blind hooking
and advance hooking op cinema- 11.
tograph films, and to secure the rent- 12.
ing ayid exhibition of a certain profilms, etc.
portion of British films, and for purIII.
(22nd
poses connected therewith.
Securing
for
Provisions
December 1927.)
Be it enacted by the King's most ExcelBritish Films.

licensed.

20.

quota.
Prohibition against carrying on
business of jexhibitor unless

21.

Returns and records.

22.

Provisions

licensed.

follows:

13.

—

PART

14.

on Blind Booking and
Advance Booking of Films

Restrictions

—

from the commencement of
this Act. no agreement shall be entered into
to rent, or imposing an obligation when called
on to rent, for public exhibition in Great
Britain any film to which this Act applies
unless every such film to which the agreement relates has been registered under this
Act or a valid application for the registration thereof has been made:
Provided that
1.

As

(1)

(a)

this
film

25.
26.

with provisions as to
ply
quotas.
Provisions as to licenses.
Penalties for failure to make returns and keep record books.

IV.
General

provision

which

shall

has

not

apply

to

a

been

exhibited to
public in Great
of

this Act; and
in the case of a serial film or a
series of films within the meaning
of this Act, it shall be sufficient it

three parts thereof have been
registered or a valid application for
the registration of three parts thereof has been made.
(2) In the case of a film which has not
been previously exhibited to exhibitors or to
in
Great Britain, this section
the public
shall not operate so as to prohibit the making prior to the registration or application
for registration thereof of an agreement for
the exhibition of the film in one theater only
on a number of consecutive days.
2.
(1) As from the commencement of this
Act, no agreement shall be entered into for
the exhibition to the public in Great Britain
at a date later than the expiration of the
authorized period from the date of the agreement of any film to which this Act applies
Provided that, in the case of a serial film
or a series of films within the meaning of
this Act, the authorized period shall apply
only in respect of the date of exhibition of
the first three parts.
(2) For the purposes of this section, the
authorized period shall
(a) in the case of an agreement made
before the first day of October, nineteen hundred and twenty-eight, be

any

—

twelve months;
(b)

in

Quota

of

27.
28.
29.

Renters' Quota
Provisions as to renters' quota.
Power of small renters to com- 30.
31.

Films

which Act

to

Penalties

Power
make

for

applies.

misrepresentation.

of Board of
regulations.

Trade

to

Advisory committee.
Institution of proceedings.
Interpretation.
Short title, extent, commencement, and duration.

_

exhibitors or to the
Britain before the commencement
(6)

ex-

General
Examination of returns.
Proceedings for failure to com-

23.
24.

Provisions applicable where same 32.
film rented by different per- 33.
sons for different areas.

15.

itinerant

to

PART

bine.
I.

as

hibitors.

PART

lent Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal,
and Commons, in this present Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same,

of

poses.

II.

Registration of Films
Prohibition against exhibition of
unregistered films.
Registration of films.
Inspection of register, etc.
Correction of register.
Power to require reference to
High Court.
Provisions as to alterations of
the length of films.
Marking of registered films.
Special provisions as to serial

the

case

of

an

agreement made

on or after the first day of October,
nineteen hundred and twenty-eight,
and before the first day of October,
nineteen huiidred and thirty, be
nine months
(c) in the case of an agreement made
on or after the first day of October, nineteen hundred and thirty,
be six months.
3. If any person enters into an agreement
in contravention of this Part of this Act.
or if any person exhibits to the public in
Great Britain a film the right to exhibit
which has been acquired by him under any

'.

such agreement, he shall be guilty of an offense and liable on summary conviction to
a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, and any
agreement in contravention of this Part of
this Act, wherever made, shall be invalid.
4.
Any agreement entered into after the
twenty-fifth day of September, nineteen hundred and twenty-six, and before the commencement of this Act which, if entered into
after the commencement of this Act would
be an invalid agreement under the foregoing
provisions of this Part of this Act, shall, if
and so far as it affects any films to which
this Act applies to be delivered for public
exhibition in Great Britain after the thirtyfirst

day

of

twenty-eight,
day.

December, nineteen hundred and
cease to have effect on that

PART

— (1) On and
nineteen hundred
5.

II.

day of April,
twenty-eight, no film

after the first

and

to which this Act applies or in the case of a
lerial film or a series of films, no part thereof, shall be exhibited to the public in Great

Britain unless the film or the part thereof
exhibited has been registered in accordance

with this Part of this Act:
Provided that
(a) a film in respect of

which

a provisional application for registration
has been made may, before registration, be exhibited at a series of public
exhibitions held at one theater only
on consecutive days;
(6) the prohibition contained in this section shall not apply to a film which
has been exhibited in Great Britain
before the commencement of this Act.
(2) If any person exhibits a film, or, in
the case of a serial film or a series of films,
any part thereof, in contravention of this
section, he shall be guilty of an offense ana
lialile
on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding twenty pounds for each day on
which the film or part has been so exhibited.

—
register

and

The Board

(1)
of

films

to

Trade shall keep a
which this Act applies,
of

enter therein such particulars a
may be prescribed; and the register shall
specifiy whether the film is registered as a
British film or a foreign film:
Provided that a film which has been exhibited to exhibitors or to the public in Great
Britain before the first day of October, nineteen
hundred and twenty-seven, shall not
be registered unless the Board of Trade, after
advisory
consultation
with
the
committee
hereinafter
mentioned, determine that the
shall

shown, nor

of the

if

more than fourteen days have

since it was trade shown:
Provided that
(u) a provisional application may be made
before a film has been trade shown,
and in such case on the film being
trade shown within six weeks after
the lodging of the provisional application, the provisional application
shall as from the date of the trade
show become a valid application;
(h) an application made more than fourteen days after the film was trade
shown may be accepted by the Board
as a valid application if satisfied thai
the delay was due to special circumstances and was not intentional.
the
registration of a film,
the
(5) On
Board shall issue to the applicant a certificate
of registration, and the certificate shall state
the length of the film and whether the film
is
registered as a British film or a foreign

elapsed

Registration of Films

6.

film shall be allowed.
Board of Trade shall publish
weekly in the Board of Trade Journal lists
of the films registered in accordance with
the provisions of this Act.
(3) An application to register a film shall
be made by or on behalf of the maker or
renter of the film, and shall be accompanied
by the prescribed fee, and by such information as the Board of Trade may require, and
in particular, where the application is tui
the registration of the film as a British film,
such iiiformation as may be necessary to determine whether the film is a British film.
(4) An application shall not be a valid
application unless the film has been trade
regi tration
(2) The

film,
7.

—Act

(1)

The

kept under
reasonable times be open

register

of

films

shall at all
this
to inspection by any person
prescribed
the
fee, and jny

ing the register

from the

proceedings be evidence of the matteiliilkte
without proof of the signatUiLiJ.Mf
"'
or authority of the person signing it.
8.
(1) If the Board of Trade at any tinkN*'
have reason to believe that the length of 1«1011P
film has been or has become incorrectly rei'[^,,(|ij
istered, or that a film has been incorrectlf r
registered as a British film, they may (a|pW
for such evidence as they think fit as to tl|
correctness or otherwise of the regist
of
and if satisfied that the film has been or
incorrectly registered, they shall correct tlilittlf
stated therein

counting
film
more than once for quota pur-

book-

Penalty on contraventions.
Provisions as to existing agreements.

4.

into effect

March

on

ing.

p

legal

Prohibition

films.

—

19, 192(||rA

Now Lau

Is

16.

on Blind Booking and
Advance Booking of Films

'

Thursday, January

of Schedules

Restrictions

as

— —

—

may make

on payment of
person inspect-

copies or extracts

register,

(2) Any person may on payment of the
prescribed fee require to be furnished with
a copy of any entry in the register certified
to be a true copy by an officer of the Board
of Trade appointed to keep the register.
registration of a film may be
(3) The
proved by the production of a copy of the
Board of Trade Journal containing a notification of the registration of the film, or of
the certificate of registration, or of a certified copy of the entry in the register relating
to the film; and a certificate purporting to
be a certificate of registration or a copy of
any entry purporting to be certified as a true
copy by such officer as aforesaid shall in all

—

.

register and issue an amended certificate (liij.;'
"'
registration.
If
(2) On the issue of an amended certifiiatff ?'"'
the former certificate shall cease to haveeibint
feet, except that the Board of Trade may ili.>r]|(
any particular case allow the film to be counte'
for the purposes of the provisions of Pail
III. of this Act relating to renters' and KJ
hibitors' quotas as being of the length orii!
inally registered, or as a British film, as tl
j

case

may

—

be.

9.
(1) If any person is aggrieved by tl
refusal of the Board of Trade to register
film, or to register a film as a British £1e[
or by a decision of the Board to correct tlj J JTC
registration of a film, the matter shall, ibI|
ject to rules of court, be referred b;
Board of Trade to the High Court £i',
termination, and the decision of the Com
any such reference shall be final and no ajT
peal shall lie therefrom to any other court
(2) Where the person aggrieved is a pe:
son whose principal place of business
Scotland, this section shall apply as
reference to the High Court were a rei
to the Court of Session.
10. If the length of a film is alter!
the extent of more than ten per cent. tL
after an application for registration tfi
has been lodged or after the registratit]
thereof, it shall be the duty of the maker
'Tit
the film or, if at the time of the alteratic'
[fSOfll
the film has been acquired by a renter,
renter, to send to the Board of Tra("
lepa
tice of the alteration, and if he fails
ions,
so,
he shall be guilty of an offense;
I
shall be liable on summary conviction
fine not exceeding twenty pounds.
isr
11.(1) On every copy of a regi
:o4
film there shall be marked in the pre
(.

I

—

manner

:

ifo

(o) the
(b) the

registered

person

in

number of the
whose name th(

registered;
(c) the registered length of the
(d) the words "registered as a
film" or "registered as a f(
film," as the case may be:
Provided that it shall not be necessi
comply with the above requirements
spect of any film if, whenever a copy
is
issued to an exhibitor for exhibit:
the public in Great Britain, an invoici
taining such particulars as aforesaid ii
by the renter to the exhibitor.
(2) If after copies of a film have bi
marked or invoices have been so seni
registration of the film is corrected in
ner provided by this Part of this Act
(0) in the former case, a correspi
alteration shall be made in all
of the film; and
(fc) in the latter case, new invoice!
taining the correct particulars
is

be sent.
(3) If any person fails to comply
any of the provisions of this section,
sues a copy of any registered film inco)
marked or any invoice containing ini
particulars, he shail be guilty of an
.uid shall be liable on summary convict!
a fine not exceeding twenty pounds in
of each copy.
12. in the case of a serial film or a
of films, the provisions of this Part oi
Act shall apply subject to the folf
modifications
(1) The

Jletioi

fiend

m
idevf
lily

|ict,

COI

odof
niei

stol
jarticl

insta

:

series

separate
of

parts

films

of the fil
shall be sep;

registered and each part shi
treated as a separate film:
(2) Where three parts of the fill
series have been trade show:
other part may be registered
out having been trade show:
notwithstanding that more than
teen days have elapsed since thi
three parts were trade shown:
Provided that, if the Board are al
time of opinion that it is no longer desj
to dispense with a trade show in the ci'
the remaining parts of serial films am

they may make an order ti
and on the making of the ordei
paragraph shall cease to apply.
ies of
effect,

and
'Tirtii

lltd

fci]

ei

««

an

lepr

,%,
loitki

films,

Additional sections of the
will be published in subse

bill

issues.

liO

ie»C

ursday, January 19, 1928

1

industry "Set" for Big

Pear—'Wall

St.

{Continued from Page

i

states

l''S.

iic

"The Wall

St.

picture device and for the first
in the history of the indusry, a
ral conference of principals of all
at which amicable agreemutually beneficial to all cond have been reached" the publi-

hes

is,

i"n states.

the companies enmotion picture activity in

iiarnings

of

are understood to have averaged
ic main higher than those of the
vd have been reached" the public

ion."

This has been especially the case
the larger corporations, notably
i

mount
smaller
rienced

and M-G-M.
corporations

Some of
may have

somewhat lower earningF

in 1926, but earnings of these
crns were not substantially unhose of the previous year.
he
haphazard,
chance-taking
of the motion picture are a thing
le past as far as the major corlions, and practically all of the
ler
ones, too,
are concerned.
c is now an established outlet for
product.
It is possible to set

'

'

I

I

for production which can be
and the sales of the pictures
virtually assured alrnost upon

as
-

letion.

rend in the industry, particularly
cent years, has been concentraof production, distribution and
MJtion

into

single

organizations.

correspond respectively in
industries to manufacturing,

-e units
:<'

REVIEW BOARD MEETING

News."

continuance of theater construcprograms by still others; proiiin
of better and larger schedof pictures than ever before;
ler economies in production aces; introduction of another mo-

in

earnings of Fox Theaters
Corp. for November and December
approximated $100,000 and $150,000
resp\ectively, the .company's report
shows, which compares with a total
of less than $50,000 for the two cor-

year witnessed further con-

last

(1

on Increased Earnings
Net

1)

lations of producing and exhibitunits; completion of theater exii)n plans by some of the compan-

1

Fox Theaters Net Up

News' SPEAKERS ARRANGED FORT

lesaling and retailing.
any of the larger producers in
years acquired their own distribagencies.
But in more recent
I

^ development has been centered
arily on the exhibition of the
iict.
To this end of the business
companies have applied the
od of chain operation so successmerchandising such commodiis tobacco, drugs, five and ten-

Prominent speakers, representative

many

of

activities

will

address the

respondnig months

Fourth Annual M. P. Conference of
the National Board of Review, sched-

of 1926.
The
attributes
improvement
principally to an
intensive
study
which it declares has resulted in

company

New York Jan.
the motion picture as a
creative form of expression, and as
a form of entertainment and education will be discussed.
Twenty-five
states will be represented.
uled

to

26-28,

be held in

when

more efficient and economical management of the properties.
Open-

ing of large theaters in Brooklyn,
Detroit and St. Louis, with aggregate
"The Motion Picture and Better seating capacity of 14,600, is scheduled
World Understanding" will be dis- for next September, which is excussed by Dr. John Herman Randall, pected to increase earnings materi

World Unity Founda- ally.
tion; Richard W. Saunders, comptroller
of
Paramount will present Vocafilm
some information about production.
director of the

Mrs.

Ida Clyde Clarke, author and

lecturer, will analyze the popular
taste as she had studied it. Frederick
Wynne-Jones, President of Ufa Pictures, the American branch of the
German film company will talk on
the motion picture as an entertainment. The educational value of the
motion picture will be presened by

Preparing Its
Production Schedule

With additions to the staff and
negotiations under way for various
types of acts, the Vocafilm Corpora_

of America is preparing to
start at its
York studio schedule
of productions, musical numbers and
acts. Vocafilm, which is to be placed
tion

New

on the market by Educational, has
completed a number of musical "acts"
Dr. Joseph J. Weber, of the teaching
some of which will be released in the
film staff of Eastman Kodak.
Mrs.
near future by Educational.
Florence Strauss, scenario editor of
In addition to acts and numbers
First National will bring to the conbeing arranged, Vocafilm is planning
ference interesting information on the
source of picture story material. Dr.
Horace M. Kallen, of the New School
for Social Research, will speak on the
psychological foundations of censor-

synchronize a number of regular

to

picture releases.

Business

Much

Better
at Detroit Theaters

ship.

—

Other speakers presenting different
Detroit The
theaters
here
are
angles of the conference topic, "The starting
to enjoy good business the
Understanding and Interpretation of past two weeks, as indicated
by the
the Motion Picture," and Ned E.
houses on Monroe St., which is taken
Depinet, First National; James O. as the barometer
of the city's theSpearing, former motion picture cri- atrical business.
For the past six
tic, "New York Times"; Paul Gulick.
months business has been bad, but for
director of publicity. Universal; Pro- the last two weeks
a steady improvefessor Leroy E. Bowman, Secretary, ment has been
noticed in all classes
National Community Center Assn.; of theaters.
Dr. J. F. Montague of Bellevue Hospital; Leo Brecher, Plaza, New York
Fischer Gets Felix Reissues

—

City.

Cleveland Fischer Film Exchange
model Little Photoplay Theater
has acquired a series of 30 Felix Cat
program will be presented by the
Cartoon re-issues for distribution in

A

board at the Fifth Ave. Playhouse,
the evening of Jan. 26.

Ohio.
rate

They
of two

will

a

be released at the

month.

'

Norma Gallo at Club
Norma Gallo, who has appeared

1

Broadway presentatoins
instances, has been found to be and lastly was seen in the musical
comedy, "The Ramblers," is now
ily profitable.
luring the early months of the past year dancing at the Embassy Club, Miami.
articles, groceries, etc.

This, in

in

various

Wilby Buys Steed House

—

amalgamations were consummated looktoward coordination of production and
methods.
The first was affiliation
National Pictures, Stanley Co. of
ica, and the West Coast Theaters Co. of
omia.
The other provided for a close
ice of the
Keith-AIbee companies with
eum Circuit, Producers Distributing

•*IK*

Satun
I
and the
J^

"*

Birmingham, Ala. Joe Steed, of
the Joe Steel Amusement Co. has
sold his Ensley house, the Franklin,
to R. B. Wilby, who also operates
the new Ensley.

lition

4\^
Woman
J
6

'irst

Pathe Exchange and Cecil B. De
the director.
During the last month
e year a merger of Keith-Albee interests
Orpheum Circuit was announced.
Whereas the industry in its infancy was
i to depend
on its own financing rees to extend its business, today leading
mies are able to obtain commercial credom representative institutions throughout
;ountry, thus bearing testimony to the
ra of the banking element that the Indusow is on a sound basis."

Announcing

Eight Productions with the
following Box-Office Titles:

"THE MIDNIGHT SUMMONS"
"BURNING EMBERS"
"INTO THE NIGHT"
"MORALS OF BROADWAY"

"THE SHIP OF HATE"
"FORTUNES CLOWN"
"STOLEN SUNSHINE"
"DEAR OLD GIRL"

RALEIGH PICTURES CORP.
MILTON SIMON, PRES.

^ew

Gastonia, N.

—A

C, House

astonia, N. C.
new 1,200 seat
se is to be erected here

220

W.

42nd ST.

cAlove^
dmma ofemotion

N. Y. C.

8

PICTURES
CORPORATION^)
SAMUEL ZIERLER presidet^
Y O Fk, K,
N E

W

•

e picture you i

li

III

PHYLLIS
AS ROXIE

Now

HAVER
HART

In Its 4th.

Capacitx Weeic
OAIETX NEW YORK
rl^a
;

^

2.Qfi

Pathe

TOP

bresents

e
Oei

ave been waitina for

THE BIGGEST
SEMSATION OF
THE CURRENT

SEASON!
CiERT

EDESON

SHE LAWYER

Ready for
National Release
AS

Feh. 12

/ARNER RICHMOND
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY
«^^

ADAPTED BY LENORE

J.

COFFEE

FDM THE PLAY BY MAURINE WATKINS
Piluced Upon the Stage by SAM H.HARRIS
DIRECTED

BY

Franlc Ursoiv
demille studio production

Phyllis Haver,
Victor Wconi Virginia Bradford
,

Robert Edeson, Julia haye, M^(^
Robson and T. Roy Barnes

NEWS!

AGAIN

I
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u

f
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ACTUAL SCENES OF THE OPENING OF THE
PAN-AMERICAN CONGRESS WITH PRESIDENT

COOLIDGE ADDRESSING ASSEMBLAGE
"
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now

being shown in the
Netus/
current

M'Q-M

COMING directly following its
AM AZI NG service on Hickman's
AND Lindy's flight to Mexico,
AND other big news events,

capture

M-G-M brings by fast plane the
EAGERLY awaited first pictures of
THE gala opening of the Pan-American
-G-

NEWS

IS

Congress

TRULY

THE TALK OF THE INDUST

nen

—

/

If<>

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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''Machree
DEALING

we

futures,
assertion.
this

make

Price 5 Cents
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17

in

SEN.

That "Mother Machree"
be one of the talked about
Nary
tures of next season.
:hance of getting it before
!n, we are informed, so it is
ise of reconciling yourself to
1

.

BROOKHART SAYS FIGHT
ON BILL WILL BE TO FINISH

I

inevitable

NORTHWEST PREPARING

CALIFORNIA OPPOSES

T.O.C.C. Rally

one good thing

t

1

and remembering

re for

at least is in
in the months to

you

lie.

recommend

without a
The type of
L;le reservation.
are that rates cheers from
housetops doesn't happen
ng too often these days.
iich makes the excuse for unexcitement entirely proper
n a sweet one like "Machree"

A'e

JGN ON

EEDERAI^REGULATION

E

it on the screen and heard
Movietone accompaniment and,

now

tell

a

faithful

ct

sequence what happened:

we

Ve saw a picture which

in

label

ex-

For several reasons. It is
and sympathetically handled
Jack Ford whose direction re-

tly
Is

sure touch.

a

It

a

is

sweet,

olesome story, jammed full with
hos and the sort of thing that
mightily at the heartstrings.
Is
en it has Belle Bennett as Mother
chree giving a touching performsacrificing mother to
om everything is insignificant exYes, it is
t
her boy's future.
"mother" story, but the
ther
atment—well, you've got to see it
understand fully what it is that
phes out from the screen and holds
:e

as

the

Through

it

all

runs the famous

jular melody from which the pices derives its name.

since

JJot

"Seventh

so hard and so
en nor our eyes get so filmy. Consion, perhaps, but nevertheless a
t and that is what we are dealing
here.
;h

the lead in introducing the

BOOMlST WORK

YEAR

When we

sat through "Mother
ichree," the small gathering inided a number of important bankYou know, the type of fellow
bj^

tradition,

Included in the 200 pages of production data which will appear in the
forthcoming 1928 FILM DAILY
will be an interesting
record covering the work of stars
and featured players for the three
years ending Jan. 1, 1928. The compilation embraces the work of 941

YEAR BOOK

{Continued on Page 2)

'Blue'

Law Foe Announces

Presidential Candidacy
Columbus, O.— Olin J. Ross, attorney and a member of the Counsel
for the Association Opposed to Blue
Laws, is a candidate for the Republican presidential nomination.

CLAIMS TELEVISION

HAS SPANNED OCEAN

On

—

K AN N

spanning of the Atlantic by television has been accomplished, L. G.
Hutchinson, managing director of the
Baird Television Development Co.,
said

New

sailing for
(Continued on Page 12)

before

York.

bill.

EORJW COMPANY

Jersey City Incorporation papers
be filed today for the Independent Theater Owners of America, an
organization sponsored by the New
Jersey M.P.T.O.A., for the purpose
of combatting and competing with
producers, distributors and affiliated
exhibitors on behalf of the indepen-

FBO ARRANGING TO

will

{Continued on Page 12)

MAKE TALKING FILMS
Arrangements for production of
talking pictures by FBO, made possible through result of the purchase
of an interest in the company by the
General
of America,
and Westinghouse, have been
completed by William Le Baron,

Radio

Corp.

Electric

M-C-MSEEJiSNEW FACES,

(Continued on Page 12)

HARRY RAPE DECURES
In an interview yesterday, Hany
Rapf, a production supervisor for

M-G-M who

is

now

(.Continued on

in

New York

on

Page 12)

Steffes to Oppose Any Attack
on Contract Committee Members

sometimes admits

—of

the crocodile
that day, however, thq
isk dropped for once. They sniffled
d the tears salty, not glycerine
Actually.
I.
iety.

PLANS

—

OE 941 STARS, PLAYERS

Imagine This

shedding tears

in this fight to a finish."

—

—

Heaven" do

remember gulping

o,

am

This is the declaration made by
Sen. Brookhart in commenting on his
San Francisco Allied Amusement bill to prohibit blind and block bookMinneapolis Wih a wave of favorable sentiment sweeping the territory Industries is against the Brookhart ing and arbitrary allocation of proin favor of passage of the Brookhart bill, for exhibitors of this state are duct.
His position is outlined in a
"unalterably opposed to any legisla- letter to the Theater Owners Chambill, directors of the Northwest exhibitor association are preparing to tion which savors of Federal control ber
of
Commerce, President Sol
Iramch in a big way their campaign of the industry."
Poives states.
Exhibitors of the state are declared
for enactment of the measure.
"You are going about this matter
While details of the proposed cam- to regret that internal affairs of the in the right way," the senator told
paign await sanction of President W. industry have been brought into dis- the organization, in commenting on
A. Steffes, who now is in New York, cussion in Congress.
the "rally for liberty," to be held at
the organization hopes to have a dethe Hotel Astor Jan. 26.
tailed campaign ready to present him
Letters are being sent to theater
upon his return, so that no time will
owners asking them to write to Sen.
SPEEDING
(Continued on Page 12)
Brookhart and thank him for taking

DVe saw

reporter,

"I

NEW JERSEYlf

Mightily

It Pulls

j

it

bow.

L.es its

!.

"Going About It in Right
Way," His Comment on

Every exhibitor leader in the
United States should be on hand
for the deliberations on the new uniform contract which open Jan. 31 in
Chicago, W. A. Steffes, head of the
Northwest exhibitor unit, and chairman of the advisory committee in the
drafting of the present standard contract, stated yesterday prior to his departure from New York to MinneaAttack on R. R. Biechele,
polis.
chairman of unaffiliated exhibitors on
(Continued on Page 12)

"NETOCO^AFTER

.

NEW ENGLAND CHAIi
Boston — The New England TheOperating Corp. which has taken over control of New England Theaters Operating Co., expects to exaters

(Continued on Page 12)

Getting Quota Films
Part III of the British quota
published on
is

law which
page 3 in

toda3r's issue, explains the machinery through
which the distributor and exhibitor procures quota pictures.
It is believed this will prove of
great interest to producers-distributors here.

:

1
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Year Book Lists Work
of 941 Stars, Players
(Continued from Page 1)

both men and women who
have made up the casts of the many
hundreds of features produced and
released over the three year period.
Experience has demonstrated the
value of this list. Not only is it used
by exhibitors as a permanent source
of information upon which to draw
for their programs and advertising,
but newspaper editors throughout the
United States declare they turn to
it constantly
in order to learn the
activities of players, past and current.
Froduction heads in Hollywood have
often expressed their gratification
over the existence of such a service
since, they state, it aids them in
maintaining a close touch on the pictures in which players have appeared.
players,

Ban on Films

Murder
Cases Sought in Canada

—

of

paper advertising and its development was the
subject at the A.M. P. A. meeting yesterday at the Cafe Boulevard, culminating in a suggestion being made
by Bruce Gallup that an advertising
authority outside the industry be secured to address the meeting on Feb.
16 on the subject of trade paper adof

Sunday Shows Vote

And

trade

vertising appropriations in general.
Gallup's suggestion was unanimously
adopted.

Friday, January 20,

That's That

By PHIL M.

DALY

Herrin,
ATboiled
town,

so-called hardaction pictures and
westerns are not so popular. People
there, it is explained, see so many
real gun fights that they like comedies for a change.
111.,

Harry Hershfield

gives a real plug

cartoon coTnedies in his "Abie the
cartoon strip, reviewing
Sunday
Quiet "Gridiron," one of the 26 Charles
Mints cartoon subjects. He calls
Debut at Irvington, N. J. B.
it "perfect animated draughtsmanIrvington, N. J.
Sunday shows ship smooth as possible and no efwere inaugurated quietly by the San- fort on the eye."
to

Agent"

Shows Make

—

—

Castle and Liberty, following
previous announcements on the theaters' screens.
The Rev. William H.
Hainer, leader of the "blue law" supporters, denied that there had been
any compromise between the ministers and business men.
Public officials refused to comment.
ford,

192li-

mmammmmmmasmitii
Is

Delayed at Tenafly, N.
Tenafly, N.

—The

I

jj

city council i
holding back the ballots on the Sun
day shows referendum due to allege*
misstatement in a theater advertise
ment calling on the public to vob
J.

Sunday shows.
The aj
chamber of coiB
merce sponsored and endorsed tht
movement, but that body had takei
on

"yes"

stated that the local

no official action. Also a newspapei
editorial claimed Sunday shows woul(
not interfere with church services]
whereas two local churches hold si

when pictures would be she
The town council is holding up

vices

referendum

these statements

till

corrected.

Gray Bequests to Churches
Oscar Neufeld of Philadelphia is
Lewiston, Me. The will of
one state-righter who's no squawk- liam P. Gray, late head of Pa
ing about business.
Oscar goes out mount's theater interests in
after bookings, which is one of the England, provides bequests for ey^
reasons for his success.
church, two synagogues and the
vstion Army at Lewiston and
Central Maine Genel
One of the New York dailies has burn, Me.
gone and scooped us again. We are hospital is made residuary legatee

—

Won't Approve Sunday Shows
utterly desolated
Mayor James T. m,uffed entirely

learn that we A trust fund of $20,000 for
exclusively daughter, Mrs. Monita G. Lawton ol||
that
MacMurray has refused to approve story on Sol Slumpsky's decision not New York, and a fund for his fatheiJ!
Sunday shows until the state law to go to Hollywood. We don't want and mother are the only private be^
is amended.
This statement was con- to crawfish, but s'help us on our quests.
tained in his message to the new ivord of honor, we had the lowdown
Common Council.
Amsterdam Buys Dog Films
two weeks ago.
Ben Amsterdam of Masterpi^
Shapiro Buys "Motherhood"
Immediately we called up Sol and Film Attractions, Philadelphia,
Boston William Shapiro has tak- sez: "It is true you're goin' to leave purchased the Campion police
en over distribution in New England Hollywood flat and stick right here series recently completed by Chest?
of
"Motherhood,"
from
Charles ill this jaytown?" And Solly chirps field M. P. Corp.
Goetz of States Cinema Corp., New back: "Yes and no." Then he hung
York. He willj personally handle road- up.
Fish Resigns as K. C. Manageig
showing of the picture.
Kansas City H. Bradley Fish
.That's always a tough situation resigned as manager of the local
"U" Releasing "Maestro"
for a reporter faced with a gigantic exchange.
Universal is releasing "The Maes- story when the prospect cmmters
tro," a one reel carton novelty, made "Yes and No." If he just says "No,"
KafTenberger Heads Ad Sales
for tie-ups with picture theater or- it makes a crackerjack story.
Then
Cincinnati Ed Kaflenberger,
chestras. It was first presented at we play up the report in a screamer
has been as assistant in the ad sa
the Colony, New York.
The reel head splashed across the front page department of the Paramount
caricatures the conductor of an orDENIES SCAN- change, has been promoted to
chestra. It shows a cartoon dog tak- DAL." After giving all the details managership
of that department.
ing the baton and leading the orches- of the traitor walking out on his
tra throught various passages of John town in favor of those ginks in
Second Week for "Divine Woma
Phillip Sousa's "Stars and Stripes Hollywood, and getting everybody
"The Divine Woman" is to be h^
Forever."
The reel is synchronized jazzed up, then bing! we crash the
over a second week at the Capit
with this music.
works with an O. Henry surprise
New York.
climax: "SLUMPSKY SAYS NO!"
Plainfield, N. J.

—

to

—

—

—

"SLUMPSKY

Ottawa Legislation to prohibit importation of films which have references to murder cases or other
happenings in which notorious charTo Talk On Microscopic Films
acters are involved is being urged
here.
The proposal is to place enMiscroscopic motion pictures will
cement in the hands of the cus- be discussed by Heinz Rosenberger
department.
,.is
The Sacco-Van- tonight at 8 o'clock at the auditorium
,cti episode and the Parker murder ot the American Museum of National
Los Angeles are incidents of the History, New York.
type aimed at.
On the Pacific Coast, AttorneyWilliams In New York

—

Imagine
n-orning

Film

our

feelings

the

other

when we saw everybody on

Row

excitedly reading a headline splashed across the picture page
ot

this

newspaper:

"SLUMPSKY

SAYS NO!"

Slumpsky went and
double crossed us. He told us "Yes
And he told the other
General Manson of British Columbia
Ralph B. Williams, Universal sales and No."
ftller "No."
has placed a ban on films of the chief in
Oh, well, life sometimes
the Southeast with head-

is cruel like that.
Miarian Parker murder. He is act- quarters at Atlanta,
has arrived in
ting in this case through the board
New York to confer with Earl Kramof censors.
Webb Planning Theater
Other provinces are ex- er, eastern sales manager, and Lou
Charlotte,
pected to take similar action.
Claude Webb
N.
B. Metzger, general sales manager.
On the other hand, Canada welwill open, at an early date, a new thecomes pictures of boxing bouths and
ater at either Marion, N. C, MorDavie "U" Omaha Manager
they are now readily passed for pubganton, N. C, or Gaffney, S. C.
Omaha Charles M. Davie has
lic exhibition in all provinces, Saskatchewan being the last to raise the been named Universal manager here,
replacing H. J. Chapman, who reban on fight films.
CaU
signed. Davie has been with "U" at
WAFILMS,
Inc.
Des Moines, Minneapolis and Detroit.
Walter Locke Dead
Walter A. Futter, Pres.
Portland, Me.— Walter L Locke,
for
Griffith Opens Enid House
former treasurer of the Keith-Albee
Library Stock Scenes
theater, Boston and active in financial
New York
Hollywood
Enid, Okla. Griffith Amusement
130 W. 46th St.
c/o Loon Schlesinger
afTairs in this city, died here recently, Co.,
subsidiary of Universal, has
Bryant 8181 1123 No. Bronson Ave.
aged 53.
opened the Aztec.

C—

—

—

To Distributors
OR
State Right Buyers
A SUPER FEATURE
UP TO DATE
8

1

3.

AN ARSENE LUPIN
ADVENTURE STORY
BY
MAURICE LEBLANC
WITH ALL STAR CAST.
WALLACE BEERY
LAURA LA PLANTE
RALPH LEWIS
WILLIAM V. MONG
P. LOCKNEY
J.
WEDGE NOWELL
AND OTHER NOTABLES
PREVIOUSLY RELEASED BY
ROBERTSON COLE CO.. NOV.,
1920.
LENGTH 6123 FT.
CELEBRATED AUTHORS
SOCIETY,

68

West

5

6th

St.

Ltd.,
Circle

2396

——

THE
iday,

Film

British

s^m
5

to

of all such long registered films, each
shall as respects that year be deemed
have satisfied the provisions of this Part
this Act as to the renters' quota.

length
renter

OTA ON DISTRIBUTORS

to

of

Any renter, whose business is limited
the renting of films for exhibition exclusively in a limited geographical area within Great Britain, may for the purposes of his
renters' quota count any registered British
film for the renting of which in that area
he has acquired the exclusive right and which
has not been previously exhibited to the pub
that area, notwithstanding that the
lie
ill
him has been already counted for the pur
poses of the renters' quota by some other
renter, being a renter who has acquired the
exclusive right to rent it for exhibition ii,
some other limited area, or in Great Britain
exclusive of the first-mentioned area.
15.

iiOM7i-2T020PERCENT
Liiidon

—The

must
distributors
in order to secure pictures un-

c

1

machinery

official

which

hiiigh

quota

law

ill of the

bill.

llie
I

is

explained

The

in

restrictions

exhibitors are outlined in
-ection as well. While the trade
Vmerica has no direct concern
this end of the bill, attention
It well be paid to the quota on
tors as one means of learning
over the period of the ten quota
the playing time for outside
ics will be reduced.
ut III follows:

r.iitish

1

I

I

1
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PART

III

for Securing
British Films.

T/isions

Quota

of

Renters' Quota
(1)

111

ay

of
eight,

the year commencing on the
April, nineteen hundred and
and ending on the thirty-first

March, nineteen hundred and twenty-

md
I

nine

succeeding

in the business
ting registered films to exhibitors^ for
public exhibition in Great
II pose
of
(hereinafter referred to as a renter)
n quire for the purposes of such renttotal length of registered British films

such proportion of the
registered films so acby him in the year as is specified as
the year in Part I. of the First
,
such proportion
lie
to this Act, and
rinafter referred to as the renters'
and if the films so acquired include
Ming films (that is to say, films the
red length of which is three thousand
upwards) and short films, that is
films the registered length of which
than three thousand feet), the reents of this section must be satisfied
|.ects the long films so acquired as well
ects all films so acquired.
li in any such year a renter fails to
with the requirements of this Part
quota, he shall
.s Act as to the renters'
an offense, unless such a cerlilty of
' as is hereinafter mentioned has been
by the Board of Trade, or unless he
s
to the satisfaction of the court that
sasons for non-compliance were reasons
d his control.
Jn this section, "registered British
means a British film which either at
me of its acquisition by the renter is,
ter within the same year becomes, a
ered British film; and "registered film"
a film which either at the date of its
ition by the renter is, or later within
ime year becomes, a registered film.
If a film is not registered at the time
acquisition by a renter, and is regisafter the expiration of the year in
so acquired, the film shall, for
it
is
urposes of this Part of this Act, be
i as if it had been acquired by the
in the year in which it is registered.
Where a renter has in any such year
ed any registered films and subsequently
same year his business as a renter, by
ment or will, or on intestacy, or by
ion of law, becomes vested in some
licensed renter, that other renter and
le first-mentioned renter shall for the
5es of the provisions of this Part of
as to the renters' quota be deemed
i.ct
i/e
acquired the films.
Any number of renters, none of whom,
whom not more than one, during any
/ear acquires for the purpose of renting
hibitors more than six long registered
as hereinbefore defined, may, if the
of Trade consent, combine for the
ies of the provisions of this Part of
\ct relating to the renters' quota the
length of registered British films so
ed by them in that year and the total
registered films so acquired
of all
cm in that year, and in such case if
length of such registered British
)tal
bears the proper proportion to the total
of all such registered films, and the
length of such long registered British
bears the proper proportion to the total
uting

I'-ngth

1

,

f

each of the
person engaged

in

any

;

at

of

least
all

•
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16. No British film shall be counted more
than once for the purposes of the provisions
of this Part of this Act with respect to the
renters' quota, nor, save as hereinbefore expressly provided, shall any British film be
counted for the purposes aforesaid by more
than one renter:
Provided that, if a renter in any year acquires any old British films and also acquires old foreign films, he shall be entitled to count the old British films for the
purposes of the renters' quota
(a) if the only films acquired by him
during the year are old films; or
(b) if he has acquired films other than
old films during the year and the
requirements of this Part of this
Act as to renters' quota would have
been satisfied as respects those other
films had they been the only films
acquired by him during the year.
For the purposes of this proviso, the expression "old," in relation to a film, means
acquired by a renter not less than one year
alter the close of the year in which it was
acquired by another renter.
17.
(1) On and after the first day of
April, nineteen hundred and twenty-eight, and
until the thirty-first day of March, nineteen
hundred and thirty-eight, no person shall
carry on the business of renting registered
films for exhibition to the public in Great
Britain unless he holds a license for the
purpose from the Board of Trade:

—

Provided that, where an application for
such a license has been made, it shall be
lawful for the applicant to carry on such
business as aforesaid pending the determination of the application.
,.
,,
shall,
(2) No film to which this Act applies
during the period aforesaid, be exhibited to
the public in Great Britain unless
(a) the film has been acquired by the
exhibitor from a person entitled to
carry on such business as aforesaid;
,

the exhibitor is himself a person who
entitled to carry on such busiis
ness as aforesaid and has acquired
the film for the purpose of renting
Great
in
public exhibition
for
it
Britain.
busisuch
on
carries
(3) If any person
conness as aforesaid or exhibits any film
travention of this section, he shall be guilty
of an offense and liable on summary con(fc)

m

viction to a fine not exceeding twenty pounds
for each day during which he so carries on
the business or exhibits the film, as the case

may

be.

— (1)

person who at any time
during any year ending on the thirty-first day
furnish
of March was a licensed renter shall
day
to the Board of Trade before the first
m
of the following May, or such later date as
18.

Every

any particular case the Board of Trade may

return giving such particulars a
prescribed with respect to the regisyear
tered films acquired by him during the
Board ot
in question, in order to enable the
requirements
the
Trade to ascertain whether
to the
of this Part of this Act with respect
quota have been satisfied by bim
renters'
during the year to which the return relates:
Provided that, if any licensed renter in
carry
the course of any such year ceases to
on business as a renter, the return shall be
made within one month from the time when
he so ceases to carry on the business, unless
previously and in the same year his business
other
as a renter has become vested in some
allow,

may

a

be

licensed renter.
make a return
(2) Every person required to
under the last foregoing subsection shall,
the year folin
May
before the first day of
lowing the year in which the return was
made furnish to the Board of Trade a supplementary return relative to the year to
which the original return related, giving such
particulars as could not have been given in
tor
the original return owing to bookings
exhibitions not having been completed.
.

Others by 1938

(3) Any such return as aforesaid may be
used for the purpose of ascertaining whether
the films entered in the return as having
been acquired by the renter making the return were in fact acquired by him for the
purpose of renting them to exhibitors for
exhibition to the public in Great Britain.
(4) Every licensed renter shall also keep
a book and shall as soon as practicable record

therein the title, registered number, and registered length of every film acquired by him
(distinguishing between British and foreign
films), the theaters at which each film has
been booked for exhibition and the dates for
which such bookings are made, and shall
when so required produce the book for inspection by any person authorized in that
behalf by the Board of Trade.

Exhibitors' Quota

—

19.
(1) In the year commencing on the
day of October, nineteen hundred and
twenty-eight, and ending on the thirtieth day
of September, nineteen hundred and twentynine, and in each of the nine succeeding
years, every person who carries on the business of exhibiting registered films to the
public in Great Britain shall exhibit at each
theater during the period in any year during
which he so exhibits films at that theater
at least such proportion of registered British
films as is mentioned with respect to the year
in question in Part II. of the First Schedule
to this Act, and such proportion is hereinafter referred to as the exhibitors' quota,
and. if the films so exhibited include both
long films and short films as hereinbefore
defined, the requirements of this section must
be satisfied as respects the long films so exhibited as well as respects all the films so
exhibited.
British registered
(2) The proportion of
films exhibited during such period as aforesaid at any theater shall be ascertained by
first

comparing

(2)

Every licensed exhibitor

shall apply
fications:

Board of Trade:

(a)

which the applidetermination of

in any theater to
cation relates pending the
application.
the
(2) If any person carries on such business as aforesaid in contravention of this
section, he shall be guilty of an offense, and
shall be liable on summary conviction to a

business

.

not exceeding ten pounds for each day
on which he so carries on the business.
21.
(1) Every person who at any time
during any year ending on the thirtieth day
of September was a licensed exhibitor shall
fine

—

the Board of Trade before the
the following November a regiving such particulars as may be
turn
prescribed with respect to the registered films
exhibited by him in each theater during the
year in question, and the dates and number of
times on which they were exhibited, in order
to enable the Board of Trade to ascertain
whether the requirements of this Part of
this Act with respect to the exhibitors' quota
have been satisfied by him in respect of the
theater during the year to which the return

furnish
first

to

day

relates:

of

.,

,.

^

,.,.^

Provided that, if any licensed exhibitor in
the course of any such year ceases to exhibit
at any theater, the return with respect to
that theater shall be made within one month
from the time when he so ceases to exhibit
thereat.

to

the

following

modi-

shall not be necessary for any
such exhibitor to comply with the
provisions as to the exhibitors' quota
It

as

respects

had

all

in

the

any

particular

theater,

exhibitions given by
year been exhibitions at
the
same theater, those provisions
would have been complied with;
if,

him

(6)

the

It
shall not be necessary for the
exhibitor to make a return to the
Board of Trade after ceasing to
exhibit at any particular theater, or
to keep a separate record book in
respect of each theater at which he

exhibits.
(c)

A

license to carry on the business
of exhibiting films to the public shall
suffice, and it shall not be necessary
for the exhibitor to obtain a license
in respect of each theater at which
he exhibits.

General
23.— (1) The Board

of

Trade

shall

exam-

every return furnished to them under
Part of this Act, and for the purpose
of such examination may call on the renter
or exhibitor making the return for such information and explanations as they may think
necessary, and may authorize any person appointed by them for the purpose to examine
the record books kept by the renter or exine

this

hibitor.

(2) Where on submission by the renter
exhibitor or otherwise it appears to the
Board of Trade after consultation with the
advisory committee hereinafter mentioned in
any case where the Board of Trade contemplate the refusal of a certificate that
though the requirements of this Part of this
Act with respect to the renters' quota or the
exhibitors' quota, as the case may be, have
not been complied with, the reasons for noncompliance were reasons beyond the control
of the renter or exhibitor, they shall issue
a certificate to that effect.
24.
(1) Any offense of failing to comply
with the provisions of this Part of this Act
as to the renters' quota or exhibitors' quota

or

—

may be prosecuted
ment, and
(a)

Provided that, where an application for
such a license has been made, it shall be
lawful for the applicant to carry on the

subject

—

(o)

—

each

22.
In the case of any exhibitor who in
any such year as aforesaid does not exhibit
in any one theater on more than six days
nor in more than one theater at the same
time, the provisions of this Part of this Act

—

the aggregate arrived at by adding
together the products of the total
number of feet of each registered
British film which has been exhibited
during the normal hours in the ordinary programme multiplied by the
number of times the film has been so
exhibited during the said period; and
(b) the aggregate arrived at by adding
together the products of the total
number of feet of each registered
which has been so exhibited
film
multiplied by the number of times
the film has been so exhibited during
the said period.
(3) If in any year an exhibitor fails to
comply with the requirements of this Part
this Act in respect of any theater, he
of
shall be guilty of an offense, unless such
a certificate as is hereinafter mentioned has
been issued by the Board of Trade, or unless
he proves to the satisfaction of the court
that the reasons for non-compliance were reasons beyond his control.
20.
(1) On and after the first day of
October, nineteen hundred and twenty-eight,
and until the thirtieth day of September,
nineteen hundred and thirty-eight no, person
carry on the business of exhibiting
shall
registered films to the public in any theater unless he holds a license for the purpose in respect of that theater from the

shall also keep

theater at which he exbook, and shall as soon as
practicable record therein the title, registered
number and registered length of each film exhibited by him at the theater to the public
(distinguishing between British and foreign
registered films), the dates of all exhibitions
of each film and the number of times of
exhibition of each film each day during the
normal hours in the ordinary programme,
and every such book shall be open to inspection by any person authorized in that behalf
by the Board of Trade,
The book relating to any theater shall be
kept at that theater so long as the exhibitor
continues to exhibit thereat.
in respect of
hibits films a

summarily or on

indict-

the accused is proceeded against
summarily, he shall on conviction if
if

a

renter

be

liable

to

a

fine

not ex-

ceeding one hundred pounds, and if
an exhibitor to a fine not exceeding
fifty pounds; and
(b) if the accused is proceeded against
on indictment, he shall on conviction
be liable to a fine not exceeding five
hundred pounds.
(2) In the case of a conviction on indictment, the court, in addition to imposing any
such fine as aforesaid,
(a)

whether the offender is a renter,
may, if of opinion that the offense
was deliberate, and if the offense is
a third offense, order that his license
be revoked, and may order that no
license shall be issued to him, or to

whom he is finanassociated, or to any person
acquires his business, or to any
person who took part in the management of his business and was
knowingly a party to the offense,
for such period in each case as may
be specified in the order:
Provided that, where any such order is made, the order shall not
operate so as to prevent the renter
carrying out for a period not exceeding six months any obligations
under any contract entered into by
(Continued on Page 12)

any person with
cially

who

^

Big house or small, it makes no difference to such a
wonderful attraction as the combination of Mary Pickford
and "My Best Girl/' The Eastman, a 4,000 seat house,
only experienced what many other theatres have had the
pleasure of enjoying— Packed Houses— Big Profits— Added
Prestige. This is most certainly

I

One of the greatest /T/oA/e^

1

makers this great star has
ever

made -UNITED ARTISTS

PICTURE

—

based on the story by W.Somerset
Directed

tn^

Maugham

RAOUL WALSH

New

Orleans, San Francisco, Denver, Buffalo, Minneapolis,
Washington— where Miss Swanson's latest is playing, all
claim, and box-office receipts prove it, that this is by far,
the greatest picture this popular star ever produced.
Says the Washington Herald— "One of the best pictures
we are liable to get this year."

The biq business qefter
you have been waiting

for— UNITED ARTISTS
Each picture sold individually

PICTURE

-
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ttl

JliCUS

i'athe

.V.

Let us quote from Variety, January 18th.:
"Chaplin poured more money into the Stanle
chalet than that stop off point has ever seeni
Gross nearly four times above what house has bee
averaging and over the former record, held by "Ih
Gold Rush" by about $6,000."
It's

A

The World's

Greatest

Show

of Mirth.

natural record

smasher anywhere
-UISITED ARTISTS
Each picture sold

individually

PICTURE
on tnent

I

'^

1

%}.

H'/U

T^eGAUGHO
Chicago, as

New York

tt

and Los Angeles, have

placed their mark of enthusiastic approval on
this one. In Chicago it has started off with the
most phenomenal business ever know^n for the
city. In the words of the Tribune: ''The finest
in its
picture that has ever been made."
11th week at Grauman's Chinese, Hollywood,
and in its 9th week at Liberty, N. Y.— both at

Now

$2

^bull

all

top.

make biq

money with

this

one

-UNITED ARTISTS
Each picture sold individually—

PICTURE
on ment
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H.B.WARNER

ANNA Q NILSSON

HERBERT
BRENON
PRODUCTION

oaU£^««f
From the Famous novel by

[lo

dii

Iforre

Warwick Deeping
i

Sel-

The

expression all over the country is no longe.„,
''Have you read the Book" but "Have you seen thf"

ALICE JOYCE

^

picture."

greatest

Beyond doubt "Sorrell and Son" is one of tl
box-office pictures that has been made fol

meyG
!W,"

[Jessie

sometime. Regardless of w^here a theatre is located d
vs^hat the size of the tow^n might be, this picture dra"*^

NILS ASTHER

them

in capacity style.
'

CARMEL MYERS

CL

Presented by

JOSEPH M.SCHENCK

I

Miqttty

UNITED ARTISTS

!tlt:

%>.

PICTURE
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Columbia Production Booming

s

be Keynote of Pictures During Year, Lloyd's Manager Says — Sennett Renews
Contract with Paul Perez— First National Renews Contract of Molly O'Day Other Studio News

Sincerity

to

—

IGNMENT8 AWAITED BY
BTARS AT
oduction

is

studios.
tions" and
final
pleted,
>i;^

rm

Contract, of Molly

booming at the CoWith "The Wife's
"So This is Love"
scenes

one

extended

O'Day has
year

by

First National.

being

are

on "Lady Raffles," which stars

e

been

STUDIO

THIS YEAR, MURPHYSTATE8

Columbia Scenario Staff

Sincerity will be the keynote of
pictures during the coming year, is
the opinion of John L. Murphy, production manager of the Harold Lloyd
Corp. who looks for 1928 to be proably the biggest year the comedies

Ewart Adamson is the latest ad;lle Taylor.
dition to the Columbia scenario staff.
ever have enjoyed.
scenario department is workrie
eter Milne recently was engaged.
"The market was flooded through
on several originals And adapta- Adamson now is working on an orThree scripts are completed iginal, as yet untitled. Milne wrote the last year with broad, hokumish
5.
I:

are in the hands of the producdepartment ready for casting,
ck Holt, Betty Compson and Lois
son are all set to start work on
productions, while Byron HasGeorge B. Seitz and Edmund
timer are waiting for orders to
mence shooting on their new pro-

tract.

This

who

is

an original by Armand

appears in "The Wife's

Relations" for the company.

Paul Perez Contract with

Mack Sennett

ions.
'(

continuity of "Sporting Age," as his
first assignment under the new conKaliz,

Is

Renewed

Mack

Sennett has taken up option
Sargent Assigned
on contract of Paul Perez. He is to
eorge Sargent is to title "The title a series of new pictures under
ise of the Fisherman," by Zane
the agreement.
Boteler

Directing Own Story
'orothy Arzner, who has
led
ct

Wade

Heads Schlanck Film Cast
Boteler

is

to play

the

title

been rrle in "Top Sergeant MuUigan,"
to M-G-M by Paramount, will which James Hogan is directing for
her own story for that com- Morris Schlanck.

If-Kenton Signed by Columbia
If
' olumbia
has signed Earle C. Kento direct "The Sporting Age,"
ch goes into production soon.

"4 Devils" Cast Completed
Addition of Claire McDowell and
Anders Randolf completes cast of
Devils," which F.
directing for Fox.

"The 4
nau

is

W. Mur-

ng

selected.

Run

of

"Gaucho" Closing

'The Gaucho"
1.

is

to close

22 at Grauman's Chinese.

its

in

Fox Cast

Gould, erstwhile vaudeville
performer, is appearing in "Dressed
to Kill," which Irving Cummings is
Edmund Loew is
directing for Fox.
Mary Astor plays opporun starred.
Billy

site.

Hollywood
"T
J-

HAVE
bad,"

Thelma

lots

said
is

assigned

of

luck— but

We

Thelma.

it's

all

believe

"spoofing," as she has been

some important
*

*

roles.

*

Another interesting writer here is
Burnstine, who can always

Norman

be seen with "Hootch."
Norman
does not drink, "Hootch" being his
avers Murphy, "but
which were forgotten the minute an dog. Normayi won the Van Rensselar literary -prize while attending
audience left the theater. The comColumbia and also edited "Morninging year unquestionably will find a
side," a college paper.
He took
general tendency on the part of promuch
interest in "The Private Life
more
more
plot,
ducers to inject
genuine sincerity into comedies, and of Helen of Troy," because John
Erskine, the writer, was faculty
to eliminate the border line gags that
advisor of the Columbia Poetry club,
were so prevalent in the mirth makof which Norman was president.
ers during the last twelfth month.
*
*
*
"With the proper idea in mind,
Lloyd
Corrigan,
scenarist,
who
the
there is no reason why a little thought
c^Lnnot be injected into comedies, did some excellent acting in a Writsomething to make the audiences ers Club sketch in December, atthink a little as well as laugh a lot. tended the January entertainment at
club.
Lloyd is
Waldemar
All Harold Lloyd comedies are made the
v/ith that aim.
When a Lloyd scen- Young's rival for acting honors
ario is stripped of its gags, you really among the scenarists.
have a dramatic theme, as in his
Grace Goldberg, our friend
latest picture 'Speedy' which we are
of the Paramount Long Island
iiGw hoping will be completed in time
studio days, is now $100 richer.
for an Easter release by Paramount.
lasted,"

This is one of his most interesting
vehicles from many angles, especially story, characterizations and funny
situations.
There is really enough
story in 'Speedy' to put in a novel."

new

lly

Gould

RALPH WILK

comedies that were funny as long as

they

"China Bound" Company Back
Forrest Gets Juvenile Lead
Ramon Novarro and his company,
illan Forrest has been cast as the
engaged in filming "China Bound"
enile
lead
in
"Sally
of
the
Cast for De Mille Role
have returned to the M-G-M studios
ndals."
Milton Holmes has been cast for
following three weeks location at sea.
The picture is a sea romance adapted a role in "His Country," De Mille
Added to "U" Cast
William K. Howard is
from the story by Ben Ames Wil- production.
ack Selwyn, Robert Seiter, Andy
directing the picture which stars
Will Nigh is directing.
liams.
vine and Earl McCarthy have been
Rudolph Schildkraut.
led to cast of "Cream of the
Five Signed for "Body Punch"
rth," Universal picture.
Next Ruth Taylor Role Set
Jack Daugherty, Virginia Browne
Ruth Taylor, who now is in the
Faire, Arthur Millette, George KetoGoulding Story for Colleen
sonaros and Monte Montague, have East, is to play in "Fourteen Karat
Jarney Glazer is to scenarize "Tocast for "The Body Punch," Gold" on her return to the Coast.
rrow,"
Colleen
Moore vehicle been
Leigh Jason's first Universal direcich Edmund Goulding will direct
Hatton Going Abroad
torial assignment, adapted from a
m his own story.
Raymond Hatton plans to leave for
story by Harry O. Hoyt.
New York in March, from where he
Bessie Love in Columbia Film
March 17 for a vacation in
sails
Sidney, Lewis and l-ynn Cast
'rank Capra is directing "BroadEurope.
and
Lewis,
George Sidney, George
y Daddies" for Columbia, with
Haron Lynn have been selected for
ssie Love in the principal role.
Chosen for Technicolor Subject
"Give and Take," Universal's producOlga Baclanova and Luccio Flamchinbaud to Direct First O'Neill tion of the Aaron Hoffman play. Wilma
have been cast in Technicolor's
director.
the
is
Beaudine
liam
eorge Archinbaud is to direct
O'Neill's first starring vehicle
Tiffany-Stahl. Ralph Graves will
)ear opposite.
The story now is

Little
from **Lots
By

Adamson and Milne Added
to

A

MORE PLOT TO BE INJECTED

Contract Extended

picture, "Catherine, the Great."
R. William Neill is directing.

She suggested "Show Down"
as the title for George Bancroft's

first

starring

vehicle,

and won the studio prize. Miss
Goldberg is Julian Johnson's
secretary.
*

*

John W. Considine, Jr., Clarence
Brown, Joe Schenck, Mitchell Lewis,
Al Rosen, Albert Gran, Paul Nicholson and Anna May Wong were
among those who attended the Los
Angeles prcTniere of "Hit the Deck."
*

*

*

Passing Show: Richard Dix motoring to his bank on Santa Monica
Boulevard; Doris Hill driving on
Highland avenue.
Cast for "Sally of Scandals"

Margaret Quimby has been cast

Added

to Colleen

Moore Cast

Burr Mcintosh has been added to
cast of "Lilac Time," new Colleen

Moore

picture for First National.

"A Woman's Way" New
Supervising "High Seas"
David Selznick is to supervise

"High Seas," John Farrow
which William Wellman will
for Paramount.

story
direct

in

"Sally, of the Scandals."

Title

"Paris Nights," Columbia picture,
has been retitled "A Woman's Way."
Featured are Margaret Livingston,

Warner Baxter and Armand
Edward Mortimer directed.

Kalis.

THE

DAILV
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LAST MINUTE DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE INVESTMENT FIELD AND THE
DAY'S QUOTATIONS ON FILM ISSUES

TEXAS 1927 BUSINESS

— Decreasing

YEAR BOOK,

total of failures

Texas during 1927 indicates a great
improvement in general business
conditions, according to the Bureau
of Business Research of the Univers-

TURES—WEEKLY
DUSTRY'S

motion

AS"

is

and

cial structures, assets

liabilities

of the various

"The motion

compa-

of healthy condition generally. Liabilities of the 42 bankrupt
companies totaled $503,000 against
$1,816,000 of the 114 insolvent companies in Dec. 1926. Business of 1927
was favorable as measured by commercial insolvencies. With keen competition
and profits below 1926,
failures decreased 22 per cent and
were the fewest for any year since
1924.
Bankruptcies for t|he year
amounted to 691 against 884 in 1926,
and 695 in 1925. Total liabilities were
which compared with
$11,575,000,
$11,987,000 in 1926.

having

While continued rapid development
marked industrial development in the
Southwest

in

development

1927.

in

shares marketed. Warner Bros, com- the picture industry was relatively
mon rose 1 point, closing at 15.
slow, states the Los Angeles Chamof Commerce in its monthly
Sales ber
High Low Close
Business Review.
The
200 Southwest
Am. Seat. Vtc... 39Vi 39% 39Vs
outlook for 1928 is seen as favorable
48
*Am. Seat. Pfd
In an analysis of
for this territory.
68%
*Balaban & Katz
the report, the "Wall Street Journal"
73^
*Bal. & Katz Vtc
Form F. N. Pathe, Ltd.
165
165
100 prints the following:
Eastman Kodak ..165
London Registered as a "private" East. Kodak Pfd.. 129 129 129
30
"Building construction established new recBank clearings,
or3s in the leading cities.
company. First National Pathe, Ltd., *tFilm Inspection
....
4}4
postal
receipts and water borne commerce
has been organized with a nominal First Nat'l Pfd
1045i
established new records for all time.
M*rcapital of £1,000 in £1 shares. The Fox Film "A"
3,200 cantile lines' reports varied, but in general
86}4 85;/^ 86J4
company is a combination of Pathe tFox Theaters "A" 20% 20}4 20%
500 distribution of goods was higher than in
Canners of food products had the
1926.
Freres Cinema, Ltd. and with First *Intern'l Project
10
The
most successful season in many years.
Directors ttKeiths 6s 46 ...100% 100
National Pictures, Ltd.
7
mining sections, though quiet through most
100%
and feel optiare: W. Evans, chairman; E. B. John- Loew's, Inc
58^ 1.700 of the year, operated steadily
58M 58
mistic as a result of the higher prices at9 tained at the end of the period.
son and R. Benson. Headquarters ttLoew's, 6s 41ww.l06% 106!^ 106%
are at 103 Wardour St.
ttLoew's,6s41x-war.l00M 100% 100%
12
"Manufacturers in the Los Angeles metro-

—

M-G-M
P.

Corp
Exchange . .

Pathe
Pathe Exch. "A"..
ttPathe Exch. 7s37

EDWARD B. SMITH
&C0.
New York,

Philadelphia

and Boston Stock Exchanges

4

4

100

400

Paramount F-L ..112% 1115% 112%
Paramount Pfd. ..121% 121% 121^
ttPar.Bway.5%s51.102j4 102J4 102J4
22
**Roxy "A"
25

2,500

Units

27

**Roxy Common

17%
81%

6

'*Skouras Bros.

39

Stan. Co. of

..41
Am... 52

51%

United Art. Pfd.
Univ. Pictures
Pict.

200
2

....

- *--

totaled about
1926, putting
the cities of
the only one

the city in fourth place among
the country and marking it as
of the first five cities to show
Number of
during the year.

an

97%

24%
97%

14J4

15

permits granted was
against 37,478 in 1926.
"The greatest gains in

22%

22^

....

10

1,000

200

increase

approximately

Prices Quoted •*Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

ttBond Market

Chain Grows

—

Hillsboro, 111. The Friscini chain
has added the Orpheum here to its
circuit of ten

houses

in this section.

Other towns on the circuit are Effingham, Taylorville, Mattoon, Charleston, Jacksonville and Litchfield.

38,600

as

were
Ariz., the former
Southwest

the latter close to

Last

Friscini

\.

Practically
alone will exceed $42,000,000.
all of these plants will be in operation durexpansion
of
notable
most
1928.
The
ing
existing plants was the construction of a
Los
sheet mill by the Columbia Steel Co.
Angeles manufacturing area now has about
payroll.
workers
on
the
190,000 factory

80

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

Boston

Truscon Steel Co. and S.
whose plant investments

85

NOTE:

New York

Co.,

Brothers,

13

Pfd...

tCurb Market

Philadelphia

Karpan

"Building permits in Los Angeles in 1927
$123,100,000, a slight gain over

51%
3Ji

& Rubber

15

97%
tWarner Bros. ... 15%
Warner Bros. "A". 22%
Univ.

3

25

7

..

*tTrans-Lux Screen
United Art. Com.

Corporate
Financing

4

17^
81%

area in 1927 were valued at more
than $1,300,000,000, a gain of some 2%
over 1926.
One hundred new manufacturing industries came into the district during
These included Ford Motor Co.,
the year.
B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co., Firestone Tire
politan

17^
81%

*Roxy
Members

25H
7%

Pfd
Cap.

survey

a

value

in

excess

of

In part
lows:

A

the

survey reads as

study has been made of]
business over a long periol
years, with the conclusion drawn thatl
great mass of population will go without
or clothing, but they will not go wil
amusement.
This conclusion is astonii
to a great many so-called hard headed
ness men who have always looked upo
amusement business as perhaps the froth
the most dispensible item in modern livi
special

amusement

Fox Film "A" continued

*M.

the
of the

381,520.

CONTINUES TAVORABLE
to climb
yesterday in the market, gaining lyi
Again this
points to a 86^ close.
issue led in the trading with 3,200

to

Economic Rese^
American Bond
The company st

by

Bureau
Mortgage Co.
that up to Jan. 1, this year, it
sold 36 bond issues totaling
than $7,875,000 on theater propel]

SOUTHWEST OUTLOOK

Financial

according

world,"

made

Compared with 58 insolvencies in
November, the low figure of 42 in
December is seen as an encouraging
indication

of

gainful

and latest fiscal statements. Data has been compiled
from numerous reliable sources for the 1928 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK, off the presses late this month.

ember.

1

picture theater fig^
the most stabilized
in
the
busil]
pursuits

one

as

nies

ity of Texas.
The December record
also showed improvement over Nov-

PIC-

REGARD FILM THEATER

Book
of the

1

RESUME OF INFINANCIAL STRUCTURE

contained in the 1928 FILM DAILY
Information is provided concerning finan-

picture business
Austin

HOW BANKERS VIEW MOTION

Financial
Financial Data in Year
A section devoted to the financial end

in

Friday, January 20,

permits

Tucson

in

gaining

100%

and

about

in

the

Phoenix,

140% and

for the year.

Boise,

Albuquerque showed
gained about 50%.
no marked change, Salt Lake City building
receded about 11% and San Diego some 30%,
compared with 1926."
Id.,

Help Finance House
Madison,

Wis.

— Possibility

of

a

Side theater to be started
this spring was announced at a recent
meeting of the East. Side Business
committee is exMen's Ass'n.
pected to be named at the next meeting late this month to co-operate with
a company in financing the building
of a house.

new East

A

The bureau goes further to say
American Bond and Mortgage Co.

that]

15
ago foresaw that a substantial develop!
was to take place in the theater busii
With the movement of people from homi
apartments and hotels, people no longer
the temperament or facilities for enterta
themselves and their friends in their li
quarters, and there naturally resulted
mand for professional entertainment.

As

this

was

movement

from

first

class,
the survey shows,
immediately apparent that the

wealthier

came

were not

theaters
his

of

class

of

patronage

a

character

and

new

it

exii

to
theateri
better

construction,
tilation and with more attractive settings
This
built in response to the demand.
evidenced itself in dramatic theaters bul
the movement from homes to apartments
hotels spread to all classes of people am
moving pictures developed and grew
greater popularity through more elaborate
entertaining productions, the demand
for larger, more attractive theaters with
tilating
and refrigerating devices so
three or four thousand people could be
fortably entertained at one time.
larger

size,

better

In the early history of the moving pi
business there were no chains of theal
However, as the theater business grew ti
one of the large businesses of the cou)
large chains of theaters grew up, owned
operated by the same companies and thri
rents or profits theaters properties gre
be the most profitable form of improved

have come to demand
most valuable locations^
small and large cities, which in itself
tribute to the excellent earning power of
Theaters

estate.

very

best

and

Today the moving
of real estate.
and theater industry stands among
foremost of American industries.
"The American Bond and Mortgage

class

ture

been

a pioneer in the financing of
as a
the appreciation of the executive
sonnel of the transition which was tal
place in this industry.
Through this finam
we have assisted some of the most promi;
and successful theater operators in the ci
try the list including such prominent nai
as Orpheum Circuit, Loew's, Inc., B.
Keith. William Fox, Famous Players, Si'
ley Co., W. M. James, A. H. 'Woods
H. Harris, Irving Berlin, Shuberts, Selw;
John H. Kunsky, Ascher Bros., Marks B;
Woodlawn Theater Co., H. Schoenstadtl

has

large

modern theater developments

suit of

Sons, and Lubliner

&

Trinz.

who have

eii

owned or operated the properties on wl
company has sold the bond issues.

this

Up to Jan. 1, 1928, we have sold 36
$7,875,000 on the;
issues totaling over
properties which have a value in excess]
these
Of
36 issues, ten '
$13,381,520.
already been called and redeemed at a pi
mium giving a profit to the bondholders aM
eleven promptly paid as they came due.

iL

TNE
ly,

Janua ry

20. 1928
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"The Film Daily
Splendid

is

a

Little

i

Newspaper"
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Recently remarked one of the biggest of Motion Pic-

|

time to read," he said,

p

day

p

THE FILM DAILY keeps me up-to-the-minute on

|

ture executives.

"I

have

little

"and have found that ten minutes
w^ith

w^hat's going
It is

on

in the

at the start of the

many branches

of the industry.

compact, snappy, reliable and authoritative and

in all a splendid little

all

|
|

newspaper."
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To Be
Enough To Be Independent

Small Enough
Big

Intimate
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Quota on Distributors
From 71/2 to 20 Per Gt. JERSEY ilT^CONSIDERS

JERSEY SEES BILL AS

(Continued from Page

ALLEVIATING FILM ILLS

him before
proceedings;
(b)

Passage of the Brookhart

some extent"

bill

will relieve existing

"to
ills

of the industry, the New Jersey exhibitor directors believe, and so have
endorsed the bill prohibiting blind
and block booking and arbitrary allocation of product.
Jersey exhibitors intend to campaign actively for passage of the

Brookhart

bill,

President Joseph M.

Seider states.

Northwest Preparing
Campaign on Measure
Page

(.Continued from

1)

be lost in mustering support for the
Brookhart proposals.
Prior to leaving for the East,
Steflfes launched a telegraphic poll of
sentiment on the measure calling on
his board of directors and exectuive
committee to state their views on the
bill which would outlaw blind and
block booking and arbitrary allocation of product. Sentiment is declared
to overwhelmingly favor endorsement
of the bill, with indication that a
unanimous vote on the suggestion
may be recorded.
The Northwest association intends
to go about its campaign on the
Brookhart bill in a big way.
The
campaign will be conducted along
lines similar to the Greater Movie
Season campaign launched here several seasons ago.
This means that
billboards, newspapers, slides, posters
and circulars will be utilized to enlist support of the public in the campaign.

On

return of StefTes, it is expected
to be suggested to the organization
president that he makes a tour of Minnesota, North and South Dakota, on
a speech-making campaign to line up
support for the Brookhart bill.
In this connection, Sen. Nye, (N.
D.) who is a member of the insurgent
group, which includes Sen. Brookhart,

is

expected to be called upon

by the organization
to passage of the

to lend

his

aid

bill.

Cohen Asks Suggestions
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
Board of Trade and Commerce of
the M. P. Industry, is circularizing
exhibitors

asking suggestions

Friday, January

as

to

the

(Continued from Page

institution

of

A

under

license

this

Act

shall

granted by the Board of Trade to any
person applying for the license if the applicant is not disqualified for holding the license
be

applied

for,

companied

by

and

the

if

such

application

information

acverified in
is

manner as the Board may reasonably
require in order to satisfy themselves that
the applicant is not disqualified for holding
the license applied for and by the prescribed
such

fee.

A

person shall not be qualified to hold
(2)
a license under this Part of this Act unless
the case may be, in respect of which it is
Britain and has sent notice thereof and of
any change therein to the Board of Trade.
license granted under this section
(3)
shall remain in force until the expiration of
the year ending on the thirty-first day of
March or the thirtieth day of September, as
the case may be, in respect of which it is
granted, unless previous to that date the
holder thereof ceases to be qualified for holding the license.

A

26.

—

(1)

a

return

to

make

If any person required to make
under this Part of this Act fails

the

return

within

the

time

within

which he is required
on being so required

to make the return, or
fails to give any information or explanation respecting the return which it is in his power to give, he
shall be guilty of an offense, and shall be
liable on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding five pounds for every day during

which the default continues.
(2) If any person who is required to keep
a book and record therein such particulars as
are mentioned in this Part of this Act fails
to do so, or when required by a person authorized in that behalf by the Board of
Trade to produce the book for inspection at
any reasonable time fails to do so, he shall
be guilty of an oflfense and shall be liable
on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding twenty pounds.

Three More New Theaters
Planned for New England

—

BILL

the

where the offender is an exhibitor,
may, if of opinion that the offense
was deliberate, and if the offense is
a third oifense, order his license under
this Act in respect of the theater with
respect to which the oifense was committed to be revoked, and may order

— (1)

Arranging
Make Talking

3)

that for such period in each case
as may be specified in the order no
license
in
respect of that theater
shall be issued to him or to any
person with whom he is financially
associated, or to any person who
took part in the management of his
business and was knowingly a party
to the oflfense, or to any person whose
license in respect of any theater has
been
revoked
during
the •twelve
months previous to the date of the
conviction.
(3; Summary proceedings for the offense
of not complying with the requirements of
this Part of this Act as to the renters' quota
or as to the exhibitors' quota may, notwithstanding anything in the Summary Jurisdiction Acts, be instituted at any time within
two years after the commission of the offense
in the case of a renter, and one year after
the commission of the offense in the case of
an exhibitor.
25.

FBO

FOR SUNDAY SHOWS

Sunday shows continue to agitate
various sections of New Jersey, but
the board of directors of the state
M.P.T.O. have not as j^et definitely
decided to introduce a measure in the
Legislature.
Such a step however
may be taken within the next two

tc

FJ
1)

head of production for the co

who

departs next Wednesday
Coast to begin production of f
utilizing Kinegraphone.

Three laboratories containin
apparatus have alread}

plete

R

equipped.
One is at the
studios,
York, one of the
tories of G. E. at Schenectac
the third, at Schenectady, ha

New

Meanwhile Miss May M.
assemblywoman of Hudson inspected and approved by Le

weeks.
Carty,

and is to be transported intact
County, has introduced a local opFBO studios at Hollywooc
tion bill for Sunday shows, which
operated under the supervision
has been referred to a committee of

N.

Unit Speeding
New Gompany Plans
J.

(Continued from Page

E.
In addition to the three la
ries, G. E. has completed a r|
of portable equipments whic!
been made for use in connecti
the sound recording of exteri
G.

the Legislature.

1)

dent theater owners throughout the

Steffes

Will Opp<

United States.
Atl
George L. Record, counsel for the
(Continued from Page 1)
state unit, has been authorized to prepare the incorporation papers and the contract committee, is
proceed with organization of the cor- ranted, he said.
"President Woodhull of the
poration. Record proposed the new
organization at a meeting of New Jer- T.O.A., who was chairman
sey directors, and the plan was un- unaffiliated group at the recent
animously adopted.
It calls for a Practice Conference, is impres
corporation to engage in production exhibitors the importance of
and distribution, and the buying, sell- present at the open forum J
ing and operation of theaters. Mem- and they should heed his s|
bership will be on the basis of stock ticns." Stefifes declared.
"Attack has been made on
allotment, and all members will be
holders of stock which will be non- tegrity of R. R. Biechele, our
man in the committee, and I
transferable and non-negotiable.
A nationwide campaign is being this is unwarranted," Steffe
"I have known 'Did
planned to bring in all unaffiliated tinned.
and independent theater owners. A chele for years, and he can
meeting is scheduled to take place ponded upon to do what the m
in Newark next Wednesday, at which of exhibitors of the United
ofificers and directors will be elected, want him to do in connectioi
and detailed plans drawn up for the proposed new contract
"I think the unaffiliated ex
launching active operations of the
group is particularly fortunate
oiganization.
selection of members on the c
committee. All three are ver
able exhibitors with a record fc
scientious accomplishment, and
one, will oppose any attempt tc
(.Continued from Page 1)
any changes on the committee

Gommittee

i

"Netoco" Out After
New England Ghain

tend

its

holdings throughout the en-

England territory. A statement from the new company's headtire

New

quarters at 19 Milk St., indicates the
policy will be one of acquisition
rather than construction.
The company, as noted yesterday,
has been capitalized at $25,000,000. Of
this total, $15,000,000 is in first preferred and 110,000,000 in second perferred.
The financial structure also
includes not less than 10,000 shares
of common stock. Two million shares
of preferred and common will be issued to acquire the holdings of those
interested in the Beacon, Modern,

Glaims Television
Has Spanned O
(Continued from Page

Successful

secret

1)

been conducted between New
and London, he declared.
Hjutchinson said that it ha:
possible to see faces and hai
human beings through the
ments, although the features w
distinct. This defect will be ove
at no distant future, he as

cently

ually take the place of the old ones.

modelled and rebuilt at once.

New

Faces Rapf

—

structure in a residence district.

ager here.

:f

experiments

what stand the organization should
Boston, Mass.- Three new theaters
take at forthcoming hearings on the are
in prospect in New England. The
Brookhart bill.
Maverick will be built in East Boston by James E. Rich and others
and will seat about 1500; G. C. Adams
Seeks
has drawn plans for a house in LawrDeclares erce, Mass. for Jere Campopiano, to
(Continued from Page 1)
seat 1200 and Arthur McAvoy will
hi? first visit in two years, declared build a new theater in Leominster, to Shawmut,
Criterion, Dudley, Jamhis company is committed to the seat about 1,000.
aica, Rivoli, Rialto, Morton, Allston,
policy that screen personalities are
Regent, Niagara, Franklin Park and
the dominant factor in pictures and
the Shawmut Investment Co.
Deny Theater Permit
always will be. He declared he sees
Papers of incorporation have been
a new public growing up constantly
Laramie, Wyo. Appeal of J. G. filed with the Commission of Corwhich must be catered to with new Burbank from the decision of the poration. The ofificers elected at the
faces, ideas and technique.
M-G-M, city engineer refusing him a permit first meeting are Samuel Pinanski,
he says, intends to push its old stars to erect a theater on Fifth St. was president and director; Jacob Lourie,
and at the same time has adopted a denied by the zoning board of ad- treasurer and director and James Soldefinite system of developing new justment, stating that the ordinance omont, director.
The prime mover
screen personalities who must event- prohibited
building
a
commercial is Pinanski, a former theater man-

M-G-M

2m

<

said his trip to New
to conduct official experime
transatlantic vision and inve
the prospects of developing t

Huchinson

is

suits along commercial lines.
Officials of various America)
cerns which have been interes
television development say the
no knowledge of any tests
have established television as
;

To Remodel Lynn Hous<

—

The Auditoriu
damaged by fire, will

Lynn, Mass.
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CONTRACT CHANGES NOT TO
FORESTALL BROOKHART BILL
SPONSOR TO PRESS EFFORTS TO PREVENT
ANY RECURRENCE OF EXISTING SITUATION

of $25,000,000
ndon (By Cable)—With 60

the-

already purchased at a reported
of $25,000,000, Sir Walter Gibin association with F. A. Szarfinancier, aims at a goal of 100
ers, to introduce a de luxe prespolicy
in
Great Britain,
ion
s will be low, 18d (36 cents)
charged for a stall (loge).
ins are under way for erection

Cents

Tl

T

WITH

Washington Bureau of

VAUDEVILLE

THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington Amendment of the contract at the Chicago
meeting
so as to meet the provisions of his block booking bill
A special orchestra is to be inwill
only
show more clearly the need of such legislation to precomcluded with every presentation
pany or group of vaudeville acts sent vent a recurrence of the situation which led to its introduction,
out by Chain Vaudeville Agency, rein the opinion of Sen. Brookhart of Iowa, sponsor of the bill. The
cently formed under management of
following a meeting with R. F. WoodWilliam Stevens to handle vaudeville senator outlined his views
F| 5,000-seat house here, and thepresident;
A. Julian Brylawski, Washington
hull,
P.
T.
A.
M.
O.
will be built in other cities, bciokings for Universal chain. These
t||
move is to forestall American traveling orchestras are being re- exhibitor, and Federal Trade Commissioner Abram F. Myers,
cruited in New York.
;rship of Britain's theaters.
who presided at the Trade Practice Conference.
:

my

he alternative to

scheme,"

Sir Walter today, "was the pur;
of a chain of halls and the-

The presentation companies to be
routed will include casts of 12 or 14
people.

WoodhuU

views on the measure,
be held be postponed
which
may
hearings
and asked that any
senator, taking upi
meet.
The
Chicago
until after the coming
laid before the senator his

The agency has added 14 new
by American producers, who
Arrangements
present in them their own houses to its circuit.
Chairman Watson of the Interstate Commerce Committee
res, regardless of anything but have been completed to book spe- with
{Continued on Page 12)
the question of hearings, was informed that the bill will not be
rofit to America."
reached before Feb. 10.

d

Formed
Minneapolis Exchange

rling Pictures

Principal Building Plans
to Be Up at Atlantic City

Quarterly Dividend
Sol Lesser, Fred Levy and H. O.
Pictures
of Principal Thesponsors
Schwalbe,
Directors
Co., has been formed here to
Omitted
aters, which plans a national chain of
le product
of Sterling in this
of $1 on the
dividend
Quarterly
tory.
W. C. Lestico heads the small town theaters, are to meet over Class A preferred stock was passed
any which is the first agency the week-end at Atlantic City, to dis- by Pathe directors at their meeting.
the circuit.
jsively distributing Sterling re- cuss activities of
"Expected economies of operation
Launching of theaters in various
Ten productions are avails.
not realized as quickly as anwere
near
fusections is planned in the
for immediate release.
ture, but the organization is expected ticipated and the company has' deto expand most rapidly on the West cided to conserve its resources," says
statement explaining the omission.
rlos Starts
Coast.
inneapolis

—

Pathe

Sterling

SENATOR SEES NO REASON

by

Producing

12 Films for

New Firm

reduction has been started at the
Art Studios, Hollywood on the
picture of the series of 12 for
newly-formed Quality DistributCorp., according to George H.
is of Quality.
DC Carlos is producing the series
first picture is "Black Butterbeing directed by James W.
n with a cast including: Jobyna
ton, Mae Busch, Lila Lee, RobFrazer, Robert Ober, William
leer,
Ray Hallor, Charles King

Action

— When ?

rabid on the subject of presentations.
RECENTLY we turned
any special significance in that, for we

Not

that there

is

poke sly digs at this overextended practice as often as posthis
sible without bordering on the tiresome. At any rate, on
opercircuit
occasion we pointed out how a number of important
ators agreed that the picture was No. 1 and presentations and
such trappings, No. 2, but didn't do anything about it except

George Periolat.
Henry Mc- talk.
,
,
hy wrote the continuity and Max
Now rises E. V. Richards, Jr., show^-wise executive and big
Pont is cameraman.
mogul of the Saenger chain, with the following:
.

Action

ings" Average $250
|er Capacity First 6 Mts.
including the

first six full

months

)Js Broadway run, "Wings" claims
record of averaging $250 weekly
ij/^e the house capacity for that perl.
More than 8,000 New Yorkers
(.Continued on

Page

12')

—when

?

try to cloud the issue and put the burden on picture
theaters? The producer and distributor can give the action
when they divorce pictures from vaudeville houses. Certainly the vaudeville business was well controlled and not at
the call of the picture exhibitor; said exhibitor, if I am
not mistaken, had to fight like hell to create it (presentations)

Why

(Continued on Page

3)

.

rOR EXCEPTING INDUSTRY
There is no reason to except the
picture industry from Federal regulation, in the opinion of Sen. Brookhart,
who points out that the radio, railroad and many other industries are
operating under government supervision, R. F. (Pete) Woodhull said
Friday on his return from Washinghe conferred with the
ton where
sponsor of the measure to prohibit
block and blind booking and arbitrary
allocation of product.
The Senator stated he fully realized the importance of the meeting of
the new contract committee to be

held in Chicago Jan. 31, and expressed the hooe that the new conference
(.Continued on Page 12)

F.

&

R. Dickering for

Watertown,

S. D.,

—

Houses

D. Northwest Theater Circuit (Finkelstein & Ruben) is
negotiating for the Metropolitan and
Foto Play, operated by Hess & Rau.
The firm now is operating the only
opposition house, the Colonial, under terms of a deal closed with W.
is
A. Steflfes.
J. F. Cubberley, who
handling the deal for F. & R. expects to take over the houses.

Watertown,

S.

J

—

THE
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AN ARSENE LUPIN
ADVENTURE STORY
BY
MAURICE LEBLANC
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WALLACE BEERY
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1920.
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West

5 6th

St.

Ltd.,
Circla

stock rests against his shoulder
supporting the camera.
The

Steedmans

hunt

will

in

British East

two months.
Completing Play
"Romance, Inc." is the title of a
play which H. H. Van Loan and
Crane Wilbur are completing for
Broadway presentation. Van Loan's
last picture is "The Noose," which
he wrote with Willard Mack.

A GUIDING SIGN
To Those Who

Appreciate Fine Hotels

Tacoma House Changes Hands

—

Tacoma, Wash. A. K. Wolfonden
and Whitney Mervin have just purchased
Victory from J. B.
the
Smythe.
Florida House
Universal's new
Baby Grand at Winter Park, the
millionaire winter colony closely adjacent to Orlando, opened last week.

—

Orlando, Fla.

S

A

Correction
"My Best Girl" broke records at
the
Rochester,
largest
house of
Rochester, N. Y., and not the Eastman, as erroneously announced by

United Artists.

The Hollywood Plaza

is

hotel

headquarters in

Holly-

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping

Los Angeles.
Every room is a parlor during the day time a luxurious
sleeping quarter at night.
In-a-Door Beds make this pos-

in

—

Strange

people, exotic sights, theatres, and entertainare but a step away from the door of this famous
hostelry.

ment

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
hotel now as your headquarters while in Southern

this

California.

The

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL

& Co.,

Broadway

OR
State Right Buyei
A SUPER FEATURE
UP TO DATE

—

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Arthur W. Stebbins

is

sible.

think of

INSURANCE
S

SAILOR'S WIVES

"U" Opens New

TtBond Market

When you

MOTHER MACHREE

6

office,]

To Distributors
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Pictures

new

ager.

12

6
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its

Victor Schram

Film Bldg.

12

13

15

into

9

News

—

80
961/1

moved

1,100

39

41
52

just

Exchange Moves]

— Security

Africa and will not return for about

.

..

the

Cincinnati
Cincinnati'

Plan Big Game Hunt Films
Mann Remodeling Theater
Motion pictures of big
St. Louis
Ukiah, Cal. George M. Mann has
game hunting in Africa will be made closed the State temporarily for exby E. H. and Mrs. Steedman, who tensive remodelling and the installawill depart soon
for the jungles. tion of a pipe organ.
They will take along their 18-year
old daughter, Almira Steedman.
Steedman uses a camera built somewhat like a large caliber hunting gun.
thus

12m

.

of

6-7

10

by Phil M. Daly
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News

Arthur W.

IH'

organization, as members of the ad
visory board of the company's 49tl
St.

4

8

rAGB

1,200
3

Cunningham

Co., New York, has appointed Na
than Burkan, the lawyer, and Edwi;
G. Lauder, Jr., of the Keith-Albe
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lEE

DAY PROGRAM OF

22, 1928

Action

lEVIEW BOARD ALL SET
practically

com-

d for the fourth annual conferof the Better Films National
cil and the National Board of
2W to be held at the Waldorfia for
three days, beginning
The principal topic, as noted,
J6.
)e "The Understanding and Intation of the Motion Picture

ding

to

The

."

Present Day Stancomplete program fol-

THURSDAY, JANUARY

26

Morning
riew of unreleased pictures with the Re^ommittee of the National Board meetprojection rooms of the various dis-

This arrangement is made in order
uaint the conference members with the
s work of actual review of films,
tmbling of delegates in the conference
of the Waldorf-Astoria for registration
^signment to preview meetings.
Afternoon
.c: "Definite Aspects of the Motion Field Their Practical Application."
rman Dr. Albert T. Shiels, Professor
lucation,
Teachers College, Columbia
rs.

—

sity.

—

Dr. Wm. B. Tower, ChairBoard of Review.
"The Motion Picture as a Creative

Salutation
*Iational

The Cinema,

Nature as an Art
motion picture critic.

Its

O. Spearing,
Unexplored Possibilities of Cinematic
—Alexander Bakshy, author of "The
if
the Russian Stage," "Problems of
rtistic
Kinema," "Aesthetics of the

"The

Motion

Picture

an

as

Enter-

•

nt.'

The Picture and the Public
Jones,

Ufa

President,

The Story on

(b)

Strauss,
Pictures.

:e

—

Frederick

Pictures.

—

the Screen
Mrs.
Editor First Na-

Scenario

Charges German Defense
Funds Spent on Films

1)

because the vaudeville business was beginning to encroach
as picture competition.
intend sticking to our guns. While it is true that producer-distributor theaters are largely the culprits, we believe
Richards and others will admit that other large theater operators are far from entirely blameless.
The closest approach to a solution of this serious situation
that has reached our ears is the plan discussed recently for
Atlanta. This was it
The principal theaters were to pool operations under one
guiding hand not several for the purpose of cutting overhead.
Presentations were not to be eliminated which was a sensible
suggestion for there is no doubt that in reasonable doses they
belong, but were to be curtailed. The value of the entire arrangement was simply this Cut-throat competition was to be eliminated. The public couldn't go to one house for the doubtful
pleasure of being suffocated by tinsel simply because there was
no tinsel to be found in the whole darned city. In other words,
some sanity was to be injected into operation. Mind you, the
public was to be served and plentifully, too. The entertainment,
however, was to be dished out in nicely seasoned, well prepared
trifle less strain on the dear old puband moderate portions.
system
and
certainly a proper economic gesture
lic's digestive
in theater management.

We

—

—

:

A

—

i

m

Staff, Eastman Kodak Co.
Possibilities
of
Medical

Motion

(b)

J

— Dr.

Montague,

F.

J.

Bellevue

Evening
for Conference delegates in the
Vvenue Playhouse, 66 Fifth Avenue.
Special showing, the purpose of which
emonstrate the Little Photoplay Thea1 as practically developed in a special
theater devoted to putting that idea
iccessful commercial form.
kers of the evening:
J. K. Paulding,
lan,
Committee on Exceptional Photoi the National Board of Review
"The
)f the Committee on Exceptional Photo-

ption

—

R.

(h

Management
heater

as

a

Group,

Successful

Ramsaye, author of

y

—

Manager

of the Fifth
Inc.
"Problems
of the Little Motion Pic-

Fliesler,

Playhouse

!

—The
•"The

Business

"A

En-

Million and

History of the Motion PicLittle Photoplay Theater as a
>er of Public Taste."
^program will conclude with an informal
ights

ii^neeting of the delegates and the memthe Committee on Exceptional Photo-

27

r«;:" "Social Experience with the Motion

tr

CBman,

Dr. Walter

W. Pettit, Director
Work New York

palnent of Community
lioHof Social Work.

The Determination

l(fl)

Wilton
Jational

A.

Barrett,

Board

of

of Facts

and Fal-

Executive

Review

of

Secre-

Motion

s.

Reclarification
of
the
Community
Encourage the High Type Picture
or Leroy E. Bowman, Secretary Na"ommunity Center Association and of
partment of Social Science, Columbia

I

sity.

The Public and Its Motion Picture
Mrs. Ida Clyde Clarke, Author and

)

r.

The

Psychological
Foundations
of
nlihip
Dr.
Horace M. Kallen, New
h for Social Research.
1
) The Motion Picture and Better World
)

—

necessary to prevent the negotiation
of similar ones in the future.
He
stated that the deal had exhausted
completely the Ministry of Defense
secret funds.

Newspapers recently charged that
there had been a deal between the
ministry and the Phoebus Film Co.
It j_s understood that the deal caused
the recent resignation of Dr. Otto
Gessler as minister of defense. The
motive in granting financial aid.
said Marx, was to forestall the danger of foreign capital invading the
film industry.
He said furthat the financial support extended totalled over $1,428,000.

German

ther

New

Still

Camera

Perfection of a new camera that
takes 400 exposures with one magazine standard film is reported by

at Columbia

to merchandise films. His association with Columbia can
be construed as another indication of the speed with which
Columbia intends to step.

KANN

—

Dismiss Walker Suit
Mullan of the Supreme
Court has dismissed suit of Stadium
Pictures
against
Mickey Walker,
middleweight boxing champ, for $25,000 for an alleged breach of contract.
Walker claimed that his prize ring
activities kept him from the studio,
Justice

Understanding Dr. John Herman Randall,
Director, World Unity Foundation.
Time for questions and answers will be allowed at the close of each address.

Weep Some More, My Lady

Afternoon
Topic: "Angles of the Motion Picture Industry Helpful to the Understanding of Patron and Community Worker."
Chairman Clarence E. Perry. Department
of Recreation, Russell Sage Foundation.
2:15 A Bird's Eye View of the Industry
Richard W. Saunders, Comptroller Famous
PlayersLasky Corp.
2:45 Films In and Out of the TheaterMrs. Elizabeth R. Dessez, Director, Educational Department, Pathe Exchange.
3:10 The New Advertising Paul Gulick,

picture-going public is under- so he never received a salary of $1,000
The day weekly agreed.
going a change of heart.
of the hard-hearted, hard boiled heroine is passing. The swooning damsel
whose fate it is to despair and weep Changes Made at Rochester, N. Y.
N.
Y.— Michael F.
Rochester,
Witis coming back to popularity.
ness the growing consumption of Carr, secretary of the Rochester ExClaire
succeeds
League,
glycerine as reported by the Gly- hibitors'
cerine Producers' Assn., manufactur- Meecham as manager of the Cameo.
ers of glycerine, including that used Meecham becomes manager of the
new Lake Avenue, while Howard W.
for glycerine tears.
The evidence works both ways. Shannon, former manager of the
While no accurate record of the total Piccadilly, succeeds Carr as manvolume of glycerine "wept" last year ager of the Lyndhurst.
by film ingenues is available, the

—

—

Pictures
Universal
Publicity,
Director
of
Corp.
3:30 Problems of Distribution Ned E.
Depinet, General Manager of Distribution,
First National Pictures Corp.
3:50 The Exhibitor as a Cooperator with
Leo Brecher, Director of the
the Community
Plaza Theater New York City.
Time for questions and answers will be
allowed at the close of each address.

—

—

SATURDAY, JANUARY
ture

Harry

Lilly,

General

—

former MoFederation

Community Worker and

—

—

Children— Mrs. Walter Willard, Chairman,
Division of Motion Pictures State Federation of Pennsylvania Women.
:i:00 Broadcasting Better Films WorkMrs George C. Harrison, Chairman, DiviState
sion of Motion Pictures, Rhode Island
Federation of Women's Clubs.
Matinees— Mrs.
11:15 Children's
Chestney, Better Films Committee.
'

n:30

Better Films

Work

of the D.

increase

indicated by the trend
the flapper drama and
the old-fashioned plot and
is

away from

PHIL

Pic-

the ExMrs. James E. Craig, President. Bethibitor
ter Films Committee Jacksonville, Fla.
10:15 State Motion Picture Work Mrs.
Malcolm P. MacCoy, Chairman, Motion Picture Committee, New York State Federation
of Women's Clubs.
Mrs. Harry E.
10:30 Family Programs
Grover, Chairman, Better Films Committee
of Rutherford, New Jersey.
Motion Picture Work with
10-45 State

10:00 The

—

heroine.

Activities."

— Mrs.

Glycerine Tears Increase
—The

toward

28

Morning
Topic: "Forum on Community Motion
tion Picture Chairman,
of Women's Clubs.

Morning

—

Charging that the MinisDefense had made a "business
deal"
with a producing concern,
Chancellor Marx caused a sensation
in the Reichstag last Friday.
Marx
told the Reichstag the deal must be
disapproved and that measures were

how

Chairman

FRIDAY, JANUARY

BerHn

try of

"Popular Mechanics."
The camera
has an effective lens, weighs but 40
and can be carried in the
Having packed the salesman's grip up and down the coun- ounces,
pocket. Each picture is an inch wide
try for many years, a veteran of many hard-selling campaigns and an inch long, sufficiently clear
now joins Columbia. Eddie Eschmann knows distribution and to stand considerable enlargement.

Eschmann

"The

Motion Picture as an EducaMeans."
The Present and Future of the EduFilm Dr. Joseph J. Weber, Teach-

n
3

— When?

(Continued from Page

angements are

aes:

DAILY

lay,

Piercy

Macon,
A. R.

Close Kentucky House
Tompkinsville, Ky. Dewey Hagen
has closed the theater here after
operating for two years, due to poor

—

receipts

SEZ.''

and cost of operation.

Circle

Amusement

Concord, N. C.

Active

— Circle Amusement

Co. of Charlotte has taken over the
Pastime, and closed it temporarily
tor extensive improvements.

— Mrs.

DALY

Newton

D.

Chapman,

Committee on Better Films
D. A. R.

Chairman,

National Society,

11:45 At this session the report of the
Resolutions Committee will be read and submitted to the Conference.

Afternoon
Thirteenth Annual Luncheon.
12:30 Informal Reception.
1:00 The Luncheon.

"Well, the Wampas gang surely
made a good job of
it

in selecting the
Stars of 1928'.
likely looking bevy

Baby

A

screen beauty,
coupling charm and
Congratulaability.
tions to the 13 who
were chosen for this
year's honors."
of

—

TH£
4

Vr

-JZ0f^DAILY

Sunday, January

22,
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SHOWMANSHIP ANALYSES OF

,By

AT PARAMOUNT

BILL

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ALL
EXHIBITORS IN BUILDING UP

Presentations

PRESENTATIONS AT LEADING
THEATERS

PROGRAMS

JACK H ARROW ER

ROXY SHOW SLUMPS

Present- O- Grams

HAS TROPICAL FLAVOR
The

stage

show

WITH WEAK "FROUt
"Beau Geste"
(Paramount)

consisted of a re-

vue called "Havana" with the entertainment, costumes and scenic ef-

priately

fects

American

distinctly of tropical

The

A!
guest

flavor.

Mitchel, the new Paramount
conductor, led the orchestra through
several
selections
that
included

the

stage front curtain

floor was worked by wrapping a brick
in an old coat and then slamming it

was appro- upon

decorated with French and
flags and at a given signal

front curtain

was opened and

a

very beautiful drop was displayed
with really a marvelous lighting effect
of red, white and blue colors blended
splendidly and at the same time a pic-

"Down in Old Havana Town," in
which the Boris Petroff girls appeared in a dance number and Hadji in ture of a French flag was thrown on
a guitar selection.
Then there were the curtain in center. At this time
"Dream Kisses" and "Oh, Ya Ya," our symphony orchestra with the aswith vocal interpolations in each. sistance of the organ played the
Wally Jackson, eccentric dancer, was Marseillaise just at the end of the
the evident headliner of the show. refrain the curtain was slowly drawn
He did an unofficial imitation of Cy apart and "Beau Geste" was thrown
Landry's shuffle dance and then some on the screen the French flag still
steps of his own that were first rate. remained on the screen until the
"The Flamingo" was danced by the opening scene was presented. This
Petroff Girls, also another number, effect although very simple indeed
"Serenaders." Another effective dance brought applause.
Montague Salnumber was "Lolita," interpreted by mon, Revere, Revere, Mass.
Dorothy Berke and Mario Naldi.
Wally Jackson appeared a second
"The Cat and the Canary"

—

—

—

time

as the "Paul Whiteman" of
(Universal)
Havana and there was George DewThree minutes prior to opening of
ey Washington singing "On the prologue, all lights in the house were
Road to Mandalay" and "Let a Smile turned out. Ihree minutes later, at
Be Your Umbrella."
The finale the stroke of 12 o'clock midnight,

with the entire ensemble participat-

the

organist

chimed the hour.

A

ing was "Under Your Skies of Blue," slight pause after the 12th stroke was
with a solo by Miss Hewlett. The followed by a gun fired backstage
screen entertainment included "Jo- a woman's scream and then a dull
hann Strauss," newsreel, "How to thud. The dull thud was to give the
Raise a Baby" and "Wife Savers,"
impression of the body hitting the

—

Presentations All Set
stage attractions between Paramount
M-G-M for the Paramount and
Capitol shows to be sent out over

ON CAPITOL PROGRAM

Publix and Loew circuits is now under way. The first show will go into
"Topsy Turvy" was the title of the
the Capitol the week of Feb. 11. This
latest revue featuring, as usual, the
means longer bookings for the Publix "Capitolians," stage orchestra, under
units, which will now play the Loew
the direction of Walt Roesner .and
in

— Earl

Avon Park,

M.

Holden,

Avolon,

Fla.

Mixed

bill

developed nothing

standing, and was one of the weakej
the Roxy has yet shown.
The
Roxyettes were the individual hit,ap

1(

two numbers which tbst
and dainty appear
ance scored decisively.
The stagf
act was titled "Palm Beach Frolic,'

pearing

in

precision routine

and developed nothing of
quence outside of the work

const

of

tb

Roxyettes.
Gamby was featured
a Bacchanale, and with purple grape
dangling about the set and a big _
let in her hand she flitted about dii

ii

zily

till

the wine

overcame her

am

she laid down in a corner for
count. The act went on without hi
She revived after all the acts hlij
done their stuff, none the worse fo|
her imaginary souse, and went
triumphant with a wicked looldnj
Satyr in pink tights. Douglas Stati
bury and ensemble did the "Songo
the Vagabond" well, but this andtk
Roxyettes could not overcome a w|
so bill that aroused no enthusiasm.
tl

"Man Crazy"
(First Nat'l)

Featuring two local players in oneact plays
as a prologue
feature,
brought considerable publicity to the
theater.
This prologue feature was
ii'troduced with the presentation of
"Many Crazy" when a one-act comedy entitled "In 1999" was presented
v/ith Jack Edwards and Edna Parks
as the stars. These two players have
long been favorites in San Antonio
stock company. The one-act play
was a farce on mounting cost of
food supplies, showing how the desire for possession and taste of an
egg led to great sacrifices "In 1999."
Wm. Epstein, Aztec, San Antonio,

Art Kahn's "Festival"

in a

—

—

at B'klyn
The

big act

Mark

was

Kahn

Syncopation," with Art
a3

The
and

Stram

the "Festivd

o

bilb

"a frolicsome, friendly fellow.
featured artists included SfflW

Hadley.

Charles

Jolley,

Ek

and the Serova Dancing
The stage was backed up by a si
Tiresome, Old Fashioned
fabric drop and the arrangement
Stage Stuflf at Rivoli the musicians was changed f rom tb
The routine was asW
It didn't take much ingenuity to of last week.
concoct the stage numbers built lows: The orchestra opened W
around "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" "Tiger Rose," Kahn then brought W
(Continued on Page II)
at the Rivoli.
"Favorites from Martha" was the overture, aided and
Standard
abetted by vocal chest heavings from
Georges Dufranne, tenor, and Lily
Marr, soprano. It was all rather sad,
for Motion Picture Presentation
Stralia

girii

o

"T0P8Y lURVY" REVUE

cooperative system of staging

and

circuit

screen.

floor.

Tex.

Paramount-Loew Co-op.
The

The

organist then
began playing a very weird funeral
march and then a black cat appeared
on the screen. As the funeral march
continued, two men dressed in long
black coats and wearing old felt hats,
carried a stretcher across the stage
with a supposedly corpse in stretcher.
As the stretcher bearers marched off
the stage, the projectionist followed
with a special effect of having cat
follow from screen. As the cat disappeared, picture
flashed
on the
the

addition.

the sprightly Chester Hale girls. But
Cambria, Anderson and the act that appeared to
maKe a dePartington will undertake their own
cided hit with the audience was "Balshow units to appear at either the let Caprice,"
consisting of six male
Capitol or Paramount.
Under the dancers doing a burlesque of tlie balnew system, the artists in the units
let and adagio.
The grotesque makewill have the advantage of a contract
ups and the burlesque manoeuvers of
giving them from 15 to 23 weeks, dethe troupe drew a great amount of
pendent on the number of Publix
and Loew houses booking any par- applause from the audience. Gecrgc
Givot offered some fancy stepping and
ticular unit.
the songsters. Fain and Dunn, were
on hand again with new nuitibcrs.
Novel Animal Prologue
"The Capitolians" scored with their
at Strand for "Circus" instrumental and vocal renditun of
Mechanical menagerie is the pro- "ilenry's Made a Lady Out of Lizlogue used by Joseph Plunkett for zie." Costumes and settings of Rus"The Circus" at the Mark Strand, siiMi design were thoroughlv attracNew York, consisting of a menagerie tive The ci'stomary overture was
that is entirely mechanical with each replaced with selections from "The
of the 12 animals being of full size StLcent Prince"' with vocal int •hides
hy Sylvia Miller and William Rc;byn.
and very life-like in movement.
In the menagerie, each standing on 'I'he newsreel and "The Divine Wo(Continued on Page 11)
man" comprised the screen offerings.
Harris,

I

VAUDEVILLE

not to say tiresome, old-fashioned or

what have you.
"Songs of Southern States,"
James FitzPatrick subject called

a
for

The FALLY MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

1579 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

ClTt

off-stage singing.

Either the picture
was run too fast or the folks backstage picked up their cues at the

wrong

time. At any event, the words
on the screen were several jumps
ahead of the vocal renditions except
at the end when the soprano, tenor
and basso made the grade and caught
up with the titles.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENH
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Box

Jty

%

Office Prescriptions

MURRY LIVINGSTON

Standard

Vaudeville

Acft

Creator of Box Office Builders

BARREL O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
Write

Phone me at SPRins 4613
at 339 Lafayette Street.

me

N. Y. C.

1600 Broadway, New York GH
Phone Penn. 3580

FROM THE CLOUDS TO YOU

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY for
PROMOTION of AVIATION, Inc.
Presents

MISS AVIATION
(Olevene Johnson)
and the

12-"Aspa" Flying Orchestra- 12
Under the Direction

John Scribe

of

in

THEIR AVIATION PLAYLET

"CLOUDLAND"
NOTE:

Capt.

ROSCOE TURNER,

the

R T

Flying Service,

Inc.,

and

his

giant plane S-29 will transport this aggregation of entertainers on a Safety
Captain Bernard Levey "ASPA"
First Tour in the interest of Aviation.
Advance and Publicity Representative will arrive a week ahead of this Unit

by Aeroplane.

H. Lubin and Mr. Marvin Schenck— Loew's Hillside Theatre, Jamaica,
25th, and Loew's Grand
L. I., Momday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 23rd, 24th and
Sunday,
Jan. 26th, 27th 28th,
and
Saturday
Friday,
Thursday,
Theatre, Bronx, N. Y.,

Thaiiks to Mr.

and

Direction of

I.

R.

MR

I.

SAMUELS,

R.

J.

29th.

SAMUELS

Inc. 1560

Broadway

Produced by

Telephone,

WM. HORLICK

BRYant

0554-0555

;

;

;;

'
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THE

-<^E^DAILV
Charlie Chaplin in

"Mother Machree"

"The Circus"
United Artists

Fox

Length: 6700

ft.

Cast.... The one and only Charlie
in the kind of a role that made him
famous right down to the hurling

—

of a pie. Merna Kennedy as the girl
Others Allan Garcia,
is satisfactory.

Crocker,

Chaplin, however,

Henry
is

Bergman.
the whole show.

BIG

to the last flicker.

The

story

is

well

developed and the gags even more so.
The detail? What does it matter?
Sufficient that Charlie is on the screen
every minute, pulling his comical
tricks in his cleverest

and most ac-

complished style. The situations are
very funny and all of them arc played
for everything they are worth. Chaplin is the old Chaplin once again.
Still pathetic, but in the kind of part
that the public knows and loves best.
picture is there from any and all
angles. Be sure to book it and don't
worry about the rest.

The

Direction

Charlie

Chaplin;

Chaplin
Photography. .Rollie H. Totheroh;
good.
Charlie

Wallace Beery-Raymond Hatton in

"Wife Savers"
Paramount

mara, Phillip De Lacey, Constance
Howard, Ethel Clayton, Eulalie Jensen.
All of them good.
Story and Production.
.Based on
.

short story by Rida Johnson Young.
From Ireland to America the story
of Mother Machree takes you.
It
raises a good deal of havoc with your
heartstrings in its journeyings. The
story is one of mother love, handled
in splendid fashion by John Ford.
Covering a span of years, it traces all

through them a dominating theme of
mother love and the sacrifices of
Mother Machree for her son so that
he can enter manhood fortified with
education and social position.
The
fulfillment of all her dreams for him,

and incidentally for
out the yarn.
treatment and

rounds

herself,

However,

is
the
the performance of
Belle Bennett that makes the picture.
it

John Ford

excellent.

Author

Rida Johnson Young
Scenario
Gertrude Orr
Photography
Chet Lyons
-.

superb.

ft.

"KEPT THE AUDIENCE IN
CONTINUAL LAUGHTER SO IT
MUST BE THERE. BEERY AND
HATTON RELIABLE FUN
MAKERS ON ALL OCCASIONS.

"Let 'Er

ENTERTAINING AND

Author
Scenario

Grover Jones.
Photography
good.

Arthur Wimperis
Tom J. GeraghtyGilks;

.

titles

n}'

—many

from

the

Mai

Direction

original.
St. Clair;

intelligent.

Author
John Emerson.

Anita Loos and

ft.

worth and Eulalie Jensen lend
did support.
Others Wm. Scot

Photography

Harold Rosson;

crook, will provide a

thrill.

Elmer

Direction

Clifton;

first rate.

Author.

..

.Richard Harding Davis

Photography
good.

.

Elliot

Clawson

Lucien Andriot;

L

It

fcin

lightful puppy love theme that
to a dramatic climax in which
genuinely effective pathos play|

part with excellent effect.
The
of the backwoods boy for his
daughter, the breach that their
tions in life brings, the growin;
mance of the two, the accident h
lad when he saves the girl's lif

new lease on life wh
Itarns she wants him to be her
heart
they'll like it.
finally his

—

Leo

Direction
very good.

trii

Meel

Iktioi

Gene

Author

Same

Scenario

IDDe

Lafe McKee.
Story and Production .... Romj
Gene Stratton-Porter incorporati
this particular novel her own
love for the outdoors and her kni
edge of the woods. This in itself
an interesting angle of "Free
but of chief importance is th

Stratton-Po)

Dorothy

Scenario

Photography

Allen Si

good.

"The

Nita Naldi in

Thrill Seeker"
Length: 4900

Superlative Pict.

ft.

"What Price Beaut]

.

Scenario
Alfred

LOVl

THEME AND OUTDOO
STORY THAT PROVES QUITll

Length: 4001
A
MELODRAMA THAT HAS ,Pathe
SURE SHOT FOR YOUNG- ALL THE EARMARKS OF THE MIGHTY FEEBLE ATTEM:
STERS EVERYWHERE. THEY 10-20-30 DAYS. CERTAINLY UN- STORY AND PRODUCT!
WILL LOVE JUNIOR COGH- FAIR TO FOIST THIS KIND ON BOTH LACKING IN THE
SENTIALS OF GOOD SCR
LAN IN THIS ONE.
THE PUBLIC AT THIS LATE ENTERTAINMENT.
Cast.
.Junior great as the young DATE.
.

pear to bother the audience any.
Direction
Ralph Ceder
adequate.

—

Go Gallagher"

Wallace Beery and RayHarrison Ford
mond Hatton back in the army again Sherlock Holmes.
with marital difficulties and Alpine first rate as the egotistical reporter.
climbing their chief comedy sources. Ivan Lebedeff the notorious "Four
First rate as usual. Sally Blaine and Fingers," famous crook. Wade BoteZasu Pitts, the girls. Others Tom ler a likable McGinty. Elinore Fair,
the girl.
Kennedy, Ford Sterling.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy.
From the play, "Louis XIV." Beery Richard Harding Davis' story
and Hatton have evidently not re- couldn't fit Junior Coghlan any betceived their official discharge as yet. ter if it had been "custom made."
They're still in the army and cutting It gives the boy every opportunity
up in their own inimitable style. The in the world to be himself, and he
Paramount theater audience was does nothing better than just that.
kept in a state of constant laughter As the "newsy" with a hankering for
throughout the various adventures of amateur detectives, he is a sure thing
the two which would give ample evi- from
an entertainment viewpoint
dence of complete satisfaction. The and you can bet the youngsters for
sequence devoted to Beery's acting miles around will be heading in the
as an Alpine guide was well stocked direction of the theater showing the
with good bits and his various run- picture. It's made to order for them.
ins Vk-ith his pal, Hatton, afforded They'll get a great kick out of JunBeery had a much ior's encounter with the notorious
more laughs.
"fatter" part than Hatton in this one, "Four Fingers" and an all around enincidentally.
Some of the gags joyment out of the entire picture. The
smacked of antiquity but it didn't ap- spook angle, with Junior trailing the
Cast

Dorothy, first-rate but unfortunately
has too little to do.
Ford Sterling
good as usual. Others Mack Swain,
Holmes Herbert, Emily Fitzroy,
Trixie Friganza, Chester Conklin.
Story and Production.^ .Based on
Anita Loos' and John Emersons' best
seller of same name. A living, breathing example of the ancient observation which talks about the beautiful,
but dumb.
Lorelei was a gorgeous
blonde.
After a time she learned
that looks have value. From then on
until she marries Henry Spoffard,
America's richest bachelor, the bank
roll grew and grew.
The picture deviates from the book a little, but then
it has to be stretched out into regulation
length entertainment.
Man>amusing sequences and plenty of fun-

fine.

Pathe-De MilJe ..Length: 5888

Length: 5413

ft.

Cast
Ruth Taylor the blonde. Stratton a thoroughly pleasing
Splendid.
Belle Bennett
Mother Machree does distinguish- Which makes it easier to understand of young romancers who per
ed work. Victor McLaglen, splendid. why gentlemen prefer her and them. with all the naturalness and
Hobart
Others Neil Hamilton, Ted McNa- Does very nice work. Alice Stone as ance of their youth.

.

Scenario

Length: 6871

613!

Cast

Direction
Charlie Chaplin

"Freckles"

FBO
Length:
DELIGHTFUL PUPPY

as

fine.

Author

Paramount

22, V

RESTRICTIONS. A FINE PICAMUSING AND VERY SATISTURE, NOTEWORTHY FOR FACTORY ENTERTAINMENT. CHARMING AS IT UNFO
ITS DIRECTION AND PERFOR- BACKED BY VAST POPULAR- A TRIFLE LONG BUT T
MANCE WORK OF BELLE ITY OF THE BOOK, THIS CAN BE REMEDIED.
Cast.... John Fox, Jr. and Gen,
BENNETT.
LOOKS LIKE SURE MONEY.

.

Story and Production. ..."The Circus" is a circus, from the opening shot

"Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes"

ft.

MONEY MAKER.
RECOMMENDED WITHOUT
A

SMASH BANG COMEDY. A
LULU AND CHAPLIN'S FIRST
IN OVER TWO YEARS.
A
SWEET BABY.

Harry

Length: 6863

Sunday, January

Cast

Ruth

Clifford,

Cast.

.

.Nita Naldi the pearl-1

.

James Ful- vamp and Dolores Johnson the

'

ton and Robert McKim the respecSimplicity" who finds that it is c
tive heroine, hero and villain of the
that counts.
Virginia PearsoHj
classic who do routine performances
the beauty parlor proprietress,
in routine roles.
Others Lee Moran,
make-up that well night conceal
Raymond Wells, Gloria Gray, Sally identity.
Pierre Gendron a

Long.

without

Story and Production
Melodrama. Back in the old days when
the villain twirled his mustaches, the
hero wriggled his muscles and the
poor little long haired heroine shrunk
in terror, the crowd got an enormous
kick out of the proceedings.
Today
they give it the merrj' ha-ha. as

anything

Myrna Loy,

to

Sally

ihti

mil
lETELl

ESYl
lit

Iter par
ct'iract

ponune
estlii

Be caii

O

do.

mail,

Winters,

Leo White.
Story and Production.

'an

Potel,

i

..

Treir

.An

tempt to define the status of
It isn't]
one would be tough.
mance; it isn't drama. It mig'
comedy.
It all depends upon
sense of humor. Certainly the e
demonstrated in the theater where of those concerned with the proi
picture
the
was reviewed.
This tion have been sadly wasted,
The
ni e o d r a m a t ic
antiquity is an picture is mighty poor.
imposition, if nothing else. The story value is practically nil and th
and treatment have all the earmarks tempt at a flashy production jus'
of the good old days with no effort dicates so much money cast to
at camouflage.
To mention one of winds. Scenes in and about a be;
the inconsistencies they have
the parlor make for some inexcusj
hero, aboard a tug, overtakes the business in the way, for instano
villain who is carrying the heroine showing the tortures of a fat
off in a speed boat.
It just won't do. undergoing reducing treatment,
Direction
Harry Revier picture cannot be recommende
Thos. Buckingham
Direction
poor.

f tears,

flalse,

misi

fceroine

««t off(

1

Author
Scenario

Photography
Flarry Vellet; poor.

Mabel Carroll
Not credited
Jerry

Fairbanks-

p
'.'

!!

'iring

"I

»ii

'fe

her

hear
tlie

[surprise
'

,,

rtmov

^hei

Natacha Rambov

Scenario

Photography

?ptr
gay

'

'"'ftion,

terrible.

Author

(lento

D.

J.

San
Jennings

taario

;"=jrap

good.

I

THE
January

;liay,

1928

22,

:gB^OA^^

Greta Garbo in

'The Divine

M

Length: 7300

"The Beach Club"

"Gridiron"

—

AND

.

—

;enario

Oliver

lOtography

"Sailor's
National

Marsh

Wives"
Length: 5484

ft.

NCONVINCING SELF SAC-

THEME WITH MARY

'OR IN A ROLE THAT COM,TELY FAILS TO AROUSE
E SYMPATHY INTENDED.
!lst....Mary Astor, handicapped
ler part to begin with, overdoes
character of the girl covering her
Lloyd
ortune with flippancy.
fhes the loyal sweetheart. Others
he cast: Earle Foxe, Burr Mcish,

Ruth Dwyer, Jack Mower,
Robert Schable, Gayne

Tell,

'e

itman.
tory and
o\

3
r

Drama.
Production
Trent is the sort of a girl that
your patience. Her true intent
capture your sympathy, wring
But the whole business
tears.

so unconvincing, that the
mission of the story fails,
eatened loss of her sight causes
heroine to break her engagement
lout offering the slightest excuse
then to make the most of her rening period of vision she embarks
D false,

re

of pleasure which
brings her back into the comof her former sweetheart, still
As a
cen hearted over her loss.
ax the girl shoots herself and

a

Type

.1 reel cartoon
of production.
Clever animation makes this Krazy
Kat cartoon an amusing little number.
The cat's experiences on this
occasion take him to the football field
and concern his efforts to nab a
touchdown for his team. He does
.

finally, of course,

.

by means

—

Not So Bad
"Buster Steps Out"
Stern Bros. Universal

—

.

Nothing Unusual
.2 reel comedy
hokum, attached to this
kind of comedy since their inception,
finds revival in this film, which FranBuster, Mary
directed.
cis Corby

Type

of production.

.

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
En route to the polo club Charles
Puffy rescues an old woman from
a beating being administered by her
husband; and then adopts her. But
the old lady turns out to be a mischievous nuisance and nearly ruins

.

All the old

.

Wauwatosa, Wis.,
Wauwatosa, Wis.
first

house

some time
St.,

is

to

—

Get Theater
Wauwatosa's

expected to be erected
year on West Main

this

by the Wauwatosa Development

Wauwatosa is a suburb of Milwaukee, and although to date there
have been several promises of theaters in the city, none have matured.
Co.

However, members
ment company, I. V.

of the developBrossell, Samuel
Pokrass and Jacob Ulevich, promis-;
to go through with their project.

—

—

gay pursuit

Type of production
The producer has

built

a

2 reel
slight

story around famous old Southern
The cooperation of the
melodies.
theater orchestra is necessary in this
If the accompaniment synseries.
chronizes with the action on the
screen, the result, insofar as this release is concerned, will prove to be
mildly interesting.

—

Grantland Rice Pathe
Athletic Families
Type of production....! reel novelty
This subject deals with families
which go in for sports both collectiveIt covers
ly and enthusiastically.
swimming, golf, tennis and other outdoor pastimes. The film is an interesting as one can expect in consideration of its theme.

irection

is

on.

Joseph Henabery;

f.

uthor
.enario

hotography

Warner Fabian
Bess Meredyth
Sid Hickox;

a Paramount manager at Salt
City, and Butte.

Lake

—

.

.

—

—

"Ladies' Day"
Rice Sportlight— Pathe
Athletic Modern Girls
1 reel novelty
of production

Grantland

denouement is that the Type
removed the cause of the blindIn this

The marriage

—

appointed to succeed William B. Kelly
as manager of Columbia exchange.
McGinley has been with the United
Artists here, while formerly he was

—

—

C—

t'

surprise

McGinley Heads Columbia Branch
Seattle
L. J. McGinley has been

"A Man of Letters"
New Racine Opening in February
Stern Bros. Universal
Plans are being made
Racine, W^is.
Delivering Comedy Mail
for opening of the new Majestic late
Goofie Golf
Type of production. .2 reel comedy in February.
According to Frank
2 reel comedy
Type of production
in this member of the Wolcott who will manage the new
Saylor,
Sid
Three loose nuts from a sanatanum
"Let George Do It" Scries, does a house, the old Majestic will close
are playing golf, when along comes
A gentleman and lady of Jan. 30.
mailman.
foursome.
Lloyd Hamilton to make a
tried to steal a
tendencies
crooked
He proves to be more balmy than letter addressed to his sweetheart
guessNew Policy at Montreal House
the regular nuts, and has them
Of course,
check.
The owner of the sanatarium is and containing a
ing.
Montreal Saturday change and rethe
prevents
mailman
the heroing
prices have been adopted at the
also on the links, and Lloyd with his
duced
lot of well-known comNight prices now are 40
nonsense spoils his game. The fun theft after a
Capitol.
The picture, directed by and 60 cents and Saturday matinee
antics.
really starts when the dippy ones in- edy
The com- Sam Newfield, offers mostly old prices .30 and 50 cents. Higher prices
vite Lloyd to their home.
provides little entertainedian tlien discovers himself an in- gags and
prevail on Sunday.
ment.
efhis
and
hatch,
mate of the booby
forts to escape provide a fair amount
"The Smoke Scream"
Norman Taurog diNew Stevenson House Opens
of merriment.
Sullivan Educational
Pat
better.
The Stevenson,
Rock Hill, N.
rected, but he has done much
Cartoon Antics
opened yesterday by George
was
His material had no new angles to
Typo of production..! reel animated Stevenson, assistant general manager
help him.
Felix the Cat helps his boss to of Stevenson Theaters.
"Always a Gentleman"
Hamilton Educational

smuggle smokes against

d.

good

"Prince and the Papa"
Junior Jewel Universal

orders.

;.

of a

deal of nonsense which causes chuckAnd that's all it
les here and there.
is supposed to dp.

ily

:t

?

versions, aid in beautifying the picHarry Edwards directed.

ture.

— Paramount

Amusing

—

iithor

ICE

.

Krazy Kat Cartoon

3,000 Enjoy Film Backwards
Memphis, Tenn. Three thousand
persons saw "Buck Privates" backhis engagement to charming Gloya wards Sunday, but enjoyed the picJane and Tige go motoring and fish- Gray. When he tries to correct her, ture nevertheless, and the Auditorium
ing without particularly entertaining the old vixen has him brought into offices were jubilant Monday over
The dog is by far the best court and the judge gives him a life the established success of free Sunresults.
trouper in the cast.
sentence to provide a home for her. day concerts and pictures. The picAltogether, this is not so bad a pic- ture was projected from the rear of
"Songs of Southern States"
the north hall and as a consequence,
ture which Harry Sweet has made.
Gladys Ungcr
Paramount
titles
and sub-titles were lettered
Fitz Patrick Prod.
Dorothy Farnum
"Family Frolics"
backward for those in the south hall.
Mildly Interesting

1.

t

—

Boston, Mass. The building trades
which has held up construction on the new B. F. Keith Memorial
theater, has been settled and work is
again under way towards completing
the house.
A suit by the contractor
against 16 trade unions seeking an injunction to prevent them from striking was pending when settlement
came.
strike,

Sennett Pathe
Typical Sennett Comedy
STRENGTH. Type of production. .2 reel comedy
EVICTION
ist.... Greta Garbo splendid as
Decorated by Madeline Hurlock
tany maid in love with a soldier, and with comedy antics provided by
considerable more variation Billy Bevan, this number screens
s
tr playing than is her wont. Lars much familiar but nevertheless enterson especially good as her sweet- taining nonsense. Of course, there's
Lowell Sherman the stereo- no plot worthy of mention but what
t.
d "play producer." Others Polly there is concerns the fair Madeline
Dorothy Gumming, John and her husband and their visit to
an,
k Brown, Cesare Gravina, Paul- Bevan at the beach club. The bathDuval, Jean de Braic.
ing girls which helped make Mack
Drama, Sennett famous, or rather newer
ory and Production

the play, "Starlight." There is
1
oubt that Garbo has created quite
llowing for herself and it is safe
,ay that her admirers will like
Divine Woman." Whether the
those who pick their enterrs
will
nents regardless of stars
The
ove it, is problematical.
^ has not an original theme, the
•tion wherein the wily theatrical
nate promises stardom to a girl
being of quite remote
lis fancy
Seastrom's handling of it
ige.
make it fairly interesting but
jm truly absorbing.
Victor Seastrom
rection

Building Boston Theater

Short Subjects

ft.

JCCESS DEPENDS LARGEUPON THE INDIVIDUAL'S
EREST IN THE STAR.
LL PRODUCED AND DI:TED but STORY LACKS

—

Resume

Strike at End;

Woman"

-film,

John L. Hawkins, the

director, shows how the 1927 type
of young womanhood entertains and
phyherself
develops
incidentally
Girls, including a number
sically.
of celebs., are displayed playing golf,
Modtennis, hockey, canoeing, etc.

erately entertaining stuff.

the wife's
boss's whiskers catch
Fire Damages Bergen
fire, and he runs to town and dashes
Smoke
The Bergen has
Tenafly, N. J.
ui. the stairs of a skyscraper.
bursts out from every floor and the been forced to close for several days
tenants are yelling at the windows to following fire of unknown origin that
Felix organizes himself did $2,000 damage.
be rescued.
His stunts
into a fire department.
for rescuing the people are highly

The

—

original.

He

finally

"U" Opens Cleveland House

saves his boss

from the burning whiskers, and

As a screen
elected a hero.
Felix is still holding his own.

is

hero,

Cleveland
the

— Universal

Moreland

East 119th

St.

at

has opened
Buckeye Road and

•

:

THC

DAILY
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22,
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NEWS FLASHES FROM FlUf
CENTERS ALL OVER TH»

RAPID STRIDES ARE BEING

MADE IN THE FOREIGN
KEEP POSTED
PIKLD.
THROUGH "FOREIGN
MARKETS

Foreign Markets

|

»»

By JAMES

Says

TO

P.

—

—

Berlin Amalgamation
and Lignose raw stock

of the Agfa
interests is

seen here as a strong counter move
against the recent Kodak-Pathe deal.
J. G. Farben, the German dye trust,
has acquired the majority of the Lignose shares and also controls Agfa.

As

its

that the quality of pictures

feet,

"Moreover the improvement in 1928 must
be looked for in special directions, and not
generally.
are today seriously almost
disastrously-j-short of botli the studio space'
we shall quickly need and of the necessary
personnel; nevertheless, a very greatly increased volume of pictures will be made.
What is the use of concealing the fact that
at least 50 per cent of our new endeavors
will be controlled by inexperienced people
in other words, by amateurs?
"The main defect of British production. I
am quite certain, is the story treatment.
Hardly anybody in authority in the whole
business can tell a good scenario from a bad
one.
As a rule, the whole thing is a tragic
muddle, hurried in preparation and rushed

industrial

must im-

prove if any real progress is expectIn a review of the 1927 British
ed.

I

I

'

i

j

I

I

British Building

—

cfess halls.

London An unusual number of
new theaters throughout England
and Scotland are announced as planThe Plaza, at
ned or completed.

Marsh Lane, Stockland Green,
Parker

circuit,

in the

has been opened.

A

in Ballantrae,

Ayrshire.

One

of the finest theaters in Scotland, the

West End,

seating 1,400, has been
Glasgow has a
opened in Paisley.
new house in the Blythswood, seat-

ing 1,100.

Ltd., operating in South
states that his company has
purchased 26 British productions for
the territory. This is taken as an indication that Hayden's organization
is set to give the Schlesinger interests a fight for business in South
Africa.

Kinemas,

Africa,

British Unit to

London

COLONY FOR ENGLAND

—

Further details of the
London
proposed British film colony are announced by Louis Blattner who plans
to transform Boreham Wood into a
He has acquired oplarge studio.
tions on about 400 acres of land in
and around Elstree where British International already has extensive studios, and where Whitehall Films are
building and other companies have
plans under way.
plans

— Norman

several

large

cause

it
is
the best way.
All the outcry
against 'imitating America' is due to certain
British producers having appropriated Hollywood's fatuous weaknesses instead of Hollywood's technical intelligence."

Egypt

villas for the accommodation of studio officials and players according to
,

plans.

says he will furnish the
plans to organize another company for production, and
has contracted to make six pictures
Blattner

financing.

He

"Tommy

—

in "The Scarlet PimperHerbert Wilcox has decided to
suspend production at Cricklewood

principal

until

Lang

is

again available in May.

Alice Terry's Plans
London
Conflicting reports are
heard as to Alice Terry's entry into
production.
One report states that
she is to sign with First NationalPathe.

—

Renter''

—

I

London Harold Holt has been
pointed managing director of Br
Forest

headed by
is

Phonofilms,

whiclj|f"Pl

W.

Schlesinger.
recruiting artists from the n
I.

f**'

world for Phonofilm product
is now equipping
Ci!
Garden Club at Wembley, which
supersede the Clapham studiolFIhwil
igtF
March.
Holt is planning expansion in p K,
leen

The company

I

*i'

in

gtitet

including a number of Ph
film
features of several
reels
length.
C. F. Elwell has been
technical adviser, while Frank B
ett is in charge of equipment and
studio.
Vivian Van
coi
ues as general sales manager,
company is working on a plan
attaching a special musical ac
paniment record to any existing
uct,

i:

BREAKING ALL RECORDS
films

—

London A new production
Foreign sales of French pany is planned, to be called Ail
1927 are reported to have European Films, capitalized at

—

Paris
in

A reciprocal contract
broken all records. About 10 per cent 250,000.
of French productions to be present- been arranged for producing pictj
ed for the current year are already in England and Central Europe,
sold in many countries.
About 25 board of directors will include H4
per cent of the French productions Edwards, who will be produc
made during the last 14 months have manager, and who will alternd
been sold for Great Britain distribu- direct and star. Julius Hagen,
merly of W. P. Films, will be
tion.
eral manager.
I

Combine Takes
Over Three Companies

Italian

—

Turin Expansion of the firm of
Societa Immobiliare Cinematografica
Italiana of this city

is

noted

in

an

in-

crease of capital from $2,850,000 to
$7,500,000 and in taking over of three
other companies.
These are the
Cines, the Celic and the Societe Industrie Cinematografiche.
meeting was held on Jan. 16 to determine
the 1927 budget and for the nomination of the administrative council.

Buys French Films

—

Paris Max Glucksmann of Bu(!
Aires was here recently and arrat
to purchase
several of the U
French productions as well as
tures of other nationalities for
tribution in the Argentine.

A

RICHMOUNT PICTURES, Im
723 7th Avenue

Plan So. African Theater
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Kinemas, Ltd., Jo-

—

hannesburg, the new independent
concern in South Africa, has purchased a site in the center of Pretoria
at a cost of $127,500 for a new theater to be called the Plaza, according
to a report made public by the M.
P. Section of the Dept. of Coqimerce.

D.

Ukrainian Producer
Shows Big Expansion
Odessa

—The

Ukrainian producing
concern of Wufku is rapidly expanding, during the first ten months of
1927 having made 33 productions.
From 1920 to 1927 the concern has
produced 245 pictures. T6day Wufku possesses 285 projection machines
installed in Workmen's Clubs, 648
picture halls in cities of Ukraine and
713 houses in the provinces.
More
than 700 people are being employed
in the Odessa and Jalta studios.

1

First

cal

—

nel,"

FREDMAN

"The Daily Film

stu-

one for his own use. The new
studio development will be a complete city in itself with a hotel, a
preview theater seating 1,000, an
aerodrome, hospital and numerous

Walker, direct- this year.
Atkins" for British International, has left with his unit for
Eichberg's Plans
Egypt, where most of the exteriors
Berlin
Richard Eichberg, well
will be made.
known comedy producer, has decided to return to drama productions
Wilcox Shuts Down
His
which he originally featured.
London Owing to theatrical en- next picture will be "The Slaves"
gagements of Matheson Lang, the featuring Mona Maris.
ing

i

FRENCH FOREIGN SALE S

PLANS LARGE STUDIOi

dios,

of

By ERNEST W.
Editor

Damm

Blattner

Kinemas Buys Productions
London Sydney Hayden, head

—

;

The

Crown at Ladywood, Birmingham,
built by Suburban Theaters, seating
The Robin Hood
1,300, has opened.
also opened at Birmingham recently.
Lloyd Cinemas will erect the Grange
The Capiat Dagenham in Essex.
tol at Walton-on-Thames has opentheater seating 400 has been
ed.
opened

About thirty are fit to show at
About twenty are of a grade that
would be shelved from a block-booked American output, and half a dozen are, apparently,
a dozen.

Many Houses

half
first-

Ailee

FOR BRITISH PHONO

— De

product,
52 films

"The outstandingly good ones number

SEl

—

We

combine also is a
large shareholder in Terra a prin- 20 are of a quality that would be
cipal creditor of Phoebus and a large shelved from a block-booked Ameriin editing.
shareholder in Ufa, there are reports can output, and half a dozen are ap"British films are too slow, largely because
afloat concerning the liquidation of parently so bad that they have never the shots are not broken up sufficiently. The
on
He
goes
trade
shown.
even
been
average
length of shots in American films is
Phoebus to the benefit of one of the
six feet.
In this as in many other respects
to state:
other two companies.
we must do what the Americans do, bethis

EXPANSION PROGRAM

shown.

and

Mannock states that of the
made the outstanding good
ones number half a dozen; 30 are fit
to show at first class theaters; about

Suffice

so bad that they have never even been trade

London
Surveying the British
film outlook in an article in the current Kine-Weekly, P. L. Mannock
states that the Films Act alone will
not put the industry on

McLa

Is Quality in

Alone Won't

Films; Quota

OPPOSE KODAK-PATKE

PARIS

CUNNINGHAM

K/s Problem

U,

GLOBE: MELBOURNE.
LONDON, BERLIN.

J.

New York CH

MOUNTAN,

Ptm.

Exclusive foreign represent
atives for Rayart Pictures
Corporation and other lead
ing independent produc

and

distributors.

Cable Address: RICHPICSOC. Parl^i
Cable Adreii: DEEJAY, London
Cable Addreti: RICHPIC, N. T,

Exporting only the best
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Work

in

National

First

at
—

[cLaglen Replaces Farnum in Fox Film Former Harvard Executive Named
Lileen Pringle Reported Signing New Contract with M-G-M —Sheldon Contract

IDUCTIONNOWATHIGH

Rejoining

M-G-M?

FBO Studio Publicity Head
Extended— Other Studio News

SEYMOUR NEW HEAD

MCLAGLEN GIVEN ROLE

Aileen Pringle will return to

IK

AT COMPANY PLANT

M-G-M,
ing

with
iven pictures are in production at
irst National studios, where acis at a high peak.
Ileen Moore's unit making "Li-

on location near San
Capistrano,
where about a
th will be spent taking exteriors.
ge Fitzmaurice is directing the
re, in which Gary Cooper plays

iTime"

site

is

the star.

dnej' Lazarus is titling "Burning
light," Milton Sills' new picture
First National.
Charles Brabin
cted.
Lazarus is author of "The
vk" which will be Sills' next pic-

)hn
rt

Francis Dillon has "The
of a Follies Girl" well under

Billie

.

Dove

is

starred in a cast-

Larry Kent, Lowell
rman, Mildred Harris, Josephine
m and Clarissa Selwynne. Adela
ers St. John wrote the story.
harlie Murray is at work on "It's
Greek to Me," under direction of
Louise Fazenda is coiie Cline.
including

is reported, resumas co-featured player

OE FBO PUBLICITY

it

work

Lew

IN

"HANGMAN'S HOUSE"

Cody.

James Seymour, former publicity
Victor McLaglen has replaced WilHarvard University, has liam Farnum in the cast of "Hangbeen appointed publicity director of man's House," which was to have
the
studios, succeeding Larry marked
Farnum's return to the
Wingart, who resigned to publicize screen under the Fox banner. Illness
Ploward Greer, Inc., fashion designer. of Farnum's vAie led to the sub-

director of

E. Lloyd Sheldon Renews
Contract with Paramount
Contract of E. Lloyd Sheldon, as
editor-in-chief at the Paramount studio, has been extended one year.

Sheehan Plans Trip to N. Y.
for Movietone Conferences
Winfield R. Sheehan, vice president
and general manager of Fox, leaves
Jan. 28 for New York for conferences on Movietone developments at

Westwood.

3 in February, 10 in March
on Paramount Schedule
three new
pictures
in
February and ten in
March, under plans drawn up by B.
P. bcliulberg.

Paramount

is

to

start

FBO

stitution.

Colton to Title Goldwyn Film
John Colton is to title "Lovers by
Command," Samuel Goldwyn production co-starring Ronald Colman and
Viima Banky.
The picture was
filmed under title of "The Passionate
Adventure," Fred Niblo is director.

"3 Sinners" Next Negri Film
Pola Negri's next picture has been
Rowland V.
titled "Three Sinners."
Lee is director. It is an adaptation
play, "tier
Second Life."
the
Clive Brook will play opposite.

or

FRANK ZUCKER

Additions to "Body Punch" Cast
Monte Montagne, George Kotsonaros and Arthur Millette are new
additions to cast of "Body Punch,"
which is to be Leigh Jason's first directorial

effort

story

an

is

for

Universal.

origmal

by

A.
220

The

Harry

S. C.

Cinematographer
W. 42nd

Wadsworth

O.

Street

'Phones:
5650, Wisconsin

New York

0610

City

Ployt.

ured.

Visiting Studios
scenes are being taken of
William Underwood, Dallas indebe Good," which co-features
othy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall pendent exchange operator, is visiting
er direction of Richard Wallace. the studios.
illan Dwan is completing "HeadCross Plans Vaudeville Tour
s," for Robert T. Kane.
It is
a story by Ben Hecht.
Leach Gross is planning a vaudeville tour in the East with a monologue turn.
ludeville
for
inal

idy

m

Denny
Shutdown

Tour

is

Affected by
Denny

will
accept an
vaudeville offer in event

?.eginald

weeks'
reported shutdown of Universal

It

Christiansen Leaving
Benjamin Christiansen,
reported leaving

M-G-M
director,

is

M-G-M.

AL BOASBERG
COMEDY GAGS for
"THE LATEST FROM PARIS"
Created the

l^^orma Shearer's

new comedy

riot

dios affects his unit.

Also
Cast in Novarro Film
\nna May Wong has been

cast

The Life of Lo8 Angeles

'China Bound," Ramon Novarro
rring vehicle which William Nigh

Centers at the

directing.

Ambassador's

le

IISS

I

specifications:
S'/txb'/ix.?^
out magazine.

pounds.

num

and

Tamous

alloy,

finished

in

dur

black enamel.
Lens,
finest aiiastigmat /5 or /3.5.
Capacity, 200 feet.
Hand
some black vulcanized fibre
carrying case.
ts less than a high-grade amateur camera.
tines can be shown in any theatre or movie.
i'
metal construction handsomely finished,
liitweight and portable.
Complete with car-

Cocoanut Grove

(

I

ite

•

pt.

Special Nights Tues.

and Sat,

case.

for

Free Catalog and
Institute of

York
43.

14

W.

33rd

full

particulars

Photography
St., New York

titles

for

"THAT CERTAIN THING"

inches with
Weight, 16
Material, alumi-

able

I

NIGHT IN A
TURKISH BATH''

"LADIES*

Motion Picture Camera

Only $150.

l:w

for

ITUTE STANIjAKU

ofessional

ing

titles

College Night Every Friday

U

Al Boasberg is the Most
Sort After Creator of
Humor in the World

THE
10

Ii

Sunday, January

2; t.lB

Theater Equipment and Management
By

ARTHUR

National Theater Supply Men
Leave Chicago After Meet
—

Chicago District managers, salesmen and manufacturers have returned were H.

W. Meyers

of the Midland

M. J. Mulroy.
The talks on lamps lasted for over
the first annual
three hours.
During this time a
tional Theater Supply
Co., which
concluded here Thursday. The gath- short picture was projected showing
ering was handled in a business-like "The Glad Rags Contest" which
manner by H. A. R. Button, Joe gives every salesman an opportunity
to

their

following
convention of Na-

respective

cities

Hornstein, Walter Green, and George
Kruif. It was conclusively proven
that if a convention
is
properly
hand'ed, much can be accomplished
and still leave time for the out-of-

J

De

town boys to see the city.
One hundred and twenty-five

salesmen reported the first week to get
a general outline of the sales policies
of their organization and receive in-

siruction

on the product they were

selling to exhibitors.
Checking in at
the convention hall in the Stevens
Hotel or at the Eighth St. theater,
where demonstrations were made of

Division and

himself during the year at
expense of the National Lamp
Works.
The discussion on switchboards followed.
On Monday evening a complete show was put on in
the theater with the Orchestraphonc
taking the place of the organ and
orchestra.
This was enthusiastically
received. While this was an evening
of entertainment it was at the same
time constructive and instructive. Mr.
Woods and Mr. Pollock of American
Sliversheet Co., talked on screens.
There was also a lengthly but very
interesting talk and demonstration by
Mr. Herr on the Seeburgh Automatic
Organ.
He demonstrated how an
exhibitor, by remote control, could
switch from classical music to jazz,
according to the type of music needed
with the picture. The machine plays
lor two full hours with rewinding
to outfit

the

product by manufacturers, was the
first order of business each day at
9 A.M. At noon the men check out
for luncheon together and checked in
again at one o'clock where they
stayed in session until 5:30 or 6
o'clock.
Then the salesmen went
and the shift
to dinner, and back again for an
In a sketch
evening session which generally lasted
9 P.M.
However, there were
not sessions every night.
During the first day of the convention De Kruif acted as an exhibitor who was about to equip his
theater and a salesman endeavored
to sell him his product.
This demonstration showed the right way to
sell product and impressed upon the
salesmen the selling points of the
product.
This took place on the
stage of the theater and was very
until

effective.

and

talks

Brenkert

•^

'

^
^

^

who

explained the value
J. E. McAuley of
J. E. McAuley Co. talked on his new
lamp which was of great interest to
those gathered in the hall. To demonstrate his signs Mr. Willey of
the Willey Sign Co., showed a picture of about 500 feet in length featuring Joe Hornstein as the male
lead.
This feature brought a hand
from the gathering.
Samuel Weinof

^

was followed up by
demonstrations by Karl
It

his

product.

Each one talked about

ture.

f

uct while the other was out of the
room. This same rule held in the case
of some of the others who were in the
ssme line of business.
J. R. Clancy, who has been in the
stage rigging business for the past
43 years, explained this part of the
theater equipment.
There were interesting talks by M.
J. Mulroy and F. M. Falge of General Electric on lights.
Others who
talked on lamps for National Lamp

^

^

F
I

unnoticeable.

Alfred Kilgen and
of Blizzard Fan, took

the roles of theater owners and Mr.
Berger of National the part of a salesman selling some other organ. Mr.
Burk and Pernetti of National took
the parts of organ salesmen for National, selling the Kilgen organ in
the sketch which was a riot of laughter and a strong lesson to the salesmen in how to and how not to sell

organs.
Mayer Monsky and Berger
could make the "big time" any day
now. John Hertner showed a 2 reel
picture and discussed his product. Mr.
Dififin of the
Long Sign Company
had one of his signs on hand and demonstrated
this
thoroughly.
Miss
De Berri of Da-lite Screen and Mr.
Heck were also on hand for the
talks. Mr. Frank of the Voight Compc.ny of Philadelphia demonstrated
some of the company's product.
On Saturday and Sunday nights the

salesmen left for their home towns
and on Monday morning the branch
managers were on hand to go
stein of Menger, Ring and Weinstein
showed them how to measure the through the same program for the
balance of the week.
There were
theater front for proper lobby disrepresentatives of the company from
play.
Curtain control by Vallen and
Samuels was another interesting fea- every branch in every state in the

8
^

Mayer Monsky

is

his prod-

The convention

Union.

the

cost

company, about $50,000 which was
considered well spent. Every nianu-

EDDY

W.

berg, Philadelphia Branch;
Haefele,
Washington Branc

Big Guns at Meet

New Haven Branch;
Mcllheran, Atlanta Branch;
White,
Charlotte
Branch;
Roberts, Dallas Branch; A.
fano, Memphis Branch; P. C. P
New Orleans Branch; C. P. i
son, Oklahoma City, Okla. Bfc^
A. Hanson, Los Angeles, Bran
C. Peacock, Seattle Branch;
Smith, Salt Lake City Branc
C. Barthel, San Francisco Bran
Phillips,

A. R. Button, Walter
Green, Joe Hornstein, George
De Kruif, Karl Benkert, J. E.

H.

McAuley, Samuel Weinstein,
Irving Samuels, E. J. Vallen,
J. R. Clancy, Mike Connery,
H. C. Woods, Alfred Kilgen,
John Hertner, C. Berk, Arsene
Pernetti, F. Goodwrin, C. S. Diffin, O. F. Spahr, F. G. Largen,
Mayer H. Monsky, I. L. Hess,
Kindleman,
Albert
W. C.
Michel, Morton L. Clark, R.
F. Winegar, C. E. PhiUips, C.
Frank, J. H. Kurlander,
J.
Joseph Cohen, E. R. Geib, F.
H. Longland, L. M. Woolman,
J. M. Wolfe, D. J. Burns, L.
D. Strong, S. Lears, Mrs. A.
L. DeBerri, D. Belson, W. C.
Brown, G. C. Hect, W. L.
Brandell, H. O. Button.

'.

ti

ires.

MAKES
National Theater Supply G
uounces several changes in p
nel throughout the country.
At Seattle, Roy C. Peacock h
sumed charge of the branch
covers that city and Portland
succeeds

who distributes through Nawas represented and with this
complete knowledge of their product,
facturer
tional

salesmen

the

for the

predicted

company

a

big

year

in 1928.

At a closed meeting the policies of
company were outlined to the

the

men and the big
De Kruif. The

picture disclosed by
big picture was a
graphic description of the company
and the foundation which it is built.

The

following

managers

branch

also present during the last
half of the Convention: W. C. Denney. Sales Supervisor, Central Divi-

were

O. H. Dutton, Sales Supervisor,
Central Division, W. E. Green, District Manager, New York, J. C. Hornstein, New York Branch; B. Pearln;an, Chicago Branch; H. R. Vogel,
Milwaukee Branch; Jack Stallings,
Brown,
Cincinnati Branch; J.
C.
Cleveland Branch; R. G. Colvin, Detroit Branch; D. K. Smith, Indianapolis Branch; E. B. Morton, Pittsburgh Branch; A. E. Thiele, Des
Moines Branch; J. J. Morgan, Denver
Branch; A. G. Smith, Kansas City
Branch; A. T. Crawmer, Minneapolis
Faulds,
Omaha
Branch;
R.
G.
Branch L. D. Edwards, St. Louis
Branch; H. C. Haefele, Baltimore
Branch; Jos. Cifre, Boston Branch;
A. Becker, Buffalo Branch; H. Blumsion,

^

NAT'L THEATER SOPPl

B.

F.

Shearer,

wh

formed his own equipment corrl
D. D. Brown, formerly of the v|
sale drapery and upholstering d
nient of Marshall Field & Co.,|
cago, is now in charge of Nati:
interior
Seattle.

departmer

decorating

Henry Sorenson has been ap
ed a special representative fori
gen
Wonder Organs, orch
phones, stage scenery and other
uct that fall within the scope c|
pipe organ and stage scenery
sions, at Dallas.
He has been
business for himself in Texa.'l
i

many
At

years.
Atlanta, National Theater
{Continued on Page 11)

MICHEL ANGELl
STUDIOS,

Inc.

214 East Superior
Chicago,

Sl|
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DECORATI
Spedalizij

You Are in the*
Market for Any Kind of
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If

Decoratiii^
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and

I

Furnishin

i

CONSULT US AND SAVB
The day

the uiuidorned
Picture Houses bss passed.
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in

LEE LASH~STUDIOS
H.
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and prices of
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Tour Own Newsreel
How much more interesting
Jjuld your newsreel be

^orporated "shots"

of

if

)rtable

camera and go out and
news in his comNot only do film ree-

the screen

;t

Unity.
ds of important local hapBitnings heighten interest in a
,,ieater
but also there is a
ealth of good publicity attachthe actual taking of the
I to
ctures.
One means of getting these
jljims quickly and effectively is

irough the Eyemo portable
itomatic
standard
camera,
... hich weighs seven pounds and
Mr designed to be held in the
IILind and sighted as you would
ght a spy glass. It holds 100
:o:et of standard gauge 35 mm.
Im prepared for daylight loadig and unloading or 120 feet
iiaded in a dark room.
It is
product of National Theater
upply Co.
f

NEW MOVIEADS

IN
en

PAD PRESERVES FILMS
•PE

Inc., have just placed on
market two newly-developed ac

!|^^[>vieads,

a

is

second accessory is a lotion
h hermetically seals the emulsion
of a negative, thus preserving it

le

Movieads claims, and
ing out any foreign substances,
lotion also prevents the film from

five

St

years,

iming

brittle,

is

the claim

made

It.

IZl

ovieads has sold rights to Filmite
the Filmedor to the De Forest
lish Phonofilm Productions, Inc.,
Mexico, Cuba, West Indies, Porto
all Central American countries
Spain and Portugal.

writes:
Proper maintenance of your theater is one
of the most important factors in theater operation,
because without the proper superneglect,
vision
or through
something may

happen to your mechanical equipment at a
critical point in the show, which, even if only
temporarily, may spoil your entertainment.
The term maintenance can be divided into
many groups.
Through the year, it is a cheap investment
to

have some member of your staff responsimaintenance by regular stated

ble for your
inspections.

An important item is motors. They canAlmost constant inspection
not be neglected.
should be made to see that they are functioning properly, and they must be oiled at
regular intervals.
In the large operations,
there is generally an engineer who takes care
part of the mechanical equipment
of
this
and the troubles are nil, but in the medium
and smaller types of houses, greater trouble
is apt to be experienced.
Often motors in the distant part of the
house are neglected and at a critical time give
trouble.
If every theater operator would only
give thought to the consequences and the cost
neglecting a motor causes, a smoother operation
can be effected.
Organ motors in small houses should be
inspected at least once a day, for if a motor
driving a blower on the organ is neglecled
and allowed to become dry and start to smoke,
there would be a natural tendency for the
blowers to draw this smoke up into the organ chambers and out into the auditorium.
The theater operator spends many thousands
on
little

organs
and
thought to

once installed,
proper main-

its

at

regular

intervals.

the organists or the organ repair
men should be permitted to enter the organ
ciiamber as one not familiar with the chambers will be rubbing up against the pipes,
putting them out of tune, and causing other
In case of a cipher when a redamage.
pair man is not present, one of your staff
should be familiar enough with the organ
chambers in order that he may remove the
Consoles should
pipe that is not speaking.
be covered at night with a console coyer.
Care of seats is also important. This duty

No one

should

Init

lie

ater staff.

assigned to
He should

someone on your themake his rounds twice

each
of

week and make

the seats,

Theater Supply
lake® Appointments
named Sam

Install

Velour Seats

Pa.— The new

Capitol,

Open Atmospheric House
Milwaukee— One of the first

at1902 chairs on its
which are upholstered in mospheric theaters in this section has
and mulberry velours. The been opened at 25th and Hopkms
which is operated by the Com- Ave. by Edward F. Maertz and asso-

opened, has
n floor
)e

se,

rd

Amusement

Co.,

Samuel B. Friedman

is

managed

Co.,

Page

4)

put

out

elephant and a baby elephant.
The
animals were made by Messmore &
Damon and were authenticated by
the American Academy of Natural
History.
Their life-hke movements
are controlled by electric motors, and
each works independently of the
others.

The only live thing on the stage is
the ring master, in regulation circus
order to gain the free admission;
costume, white pants, red coat and
the copy read, "Figures Don't Lie
Do you weigh 128 pounds? Any long whip, who poses as an autolady weighing 128 pounds, the same maton, whipping the animals into action.
From him is supposed to come
as Esther Ralston, will be admitted
the ballyhoo, which precedes the
free to see Miss
Ralston's latest
Paramount hit. Figures Don't Lie at showing of the picture, but which
really is said from back stage througii
the Imperial."— E. E. Whitaker, Imamplifiers
placed throughout the theperial, Charlotte, N. C.
ater and which further gives the impression of being mechanical.

in

a thorough inspection
seeing that loose ones are tightOnce a seat is neglected,
ened immediately.
it
has a tendency to work on the adjoining
one with the result that in a short time, an
Very often the bolt in
entire row is loose.
the concrete works loose and it is necessary
to install a larger extension bolt or lead can
which
at'l
l)C poured into the loose extension bolt,
will then generally hold, and in this way,
a great many more years' wear can be obInspection should al o
tained from seats.
{.Continued from Page 10)
be made to see that no screw beada have
Co. has
Berry as spe- worked loose which can tear clothing of tde
Very strict attention should be
representative for scenery and patrons.
In some
paid to the oil used for cleanmg.
e equipment, covering the entire of the houses almost daily repair is necesparThis,
theast.
sary to keep the seats together.
ticularly where the seats are very old.

ottsville.

Scales

mighty important are dis- extra scales on the streets in addicussed by Jack Mansfield in an arti- tion to placing one in the lobby
cle entitled "Mental Inventory for where an attractive lettered card anManagers," appearing in the current nounced free admissions to all ladies
issue of "Now," West Coast Thea- weighing 128 pounds. These lettered
ters house organ.
Mansfield, who is announcements were placed on the
well known in New York through his other scales as well but it was necesformer
connection
Publix, sary to weight in on the lobby scale
with

room should be cleaned

ates

(Paramount)

The Toledo

(^Continued from

a suitable pedestal, are a zebra, giraffe,
ape, hippopotamus, rhinoceros, tiger,
bison, bear, camel, kangaroo, a white

actually

patented humidor pad tenance. Very often a contract is made with
h, when placed in shipping con
some local man and it is left entirely with
him to keep the instrument in proper shape.
rs, prevents the film from be
Sometimes this is a satisfactory arrangement.
ing brittle for a period of at least
However, it is as important to select the
weeks, Julius Frankenberg, vice
proper organ repair man, as it is to select
without constant and
dent and general manager of the a good organist, becauseorgan
cannot give the
servicing, the
^any, states. The pad is held correct
best results.
Organ chambers as well as the organ blower
e especially valuable in tropical
pe

wmcH neah douabs for showmen

"Figures Don't Lie"

The seemingly unimportant details
of theater management which are

of dollars
gives very

jries

,

TIPS

local

exhibitor can inct this additional volume of
terest into his program proiding he is inclined to buy a
I

ouur

it

Any

ents?

Novel Animal Prologue
at Strand for "Circus"

"MENTAL INVENTORY FOR

ciates.

The

house, the Zenith, has a

—

—

"Love"

(M-G-M)

On
arch,

either

near

side of the procenium
base, Plunkett has

the

Contest was arranged with "The placed large harlequin heads, peekChicago American" called "How To ing through the curtain, and still in
Tell When You're in Love."
This front of these are big, clown heads
contest offered 50 pairs of tickets to
those who sent in the best letters
on the subject. The contest started

and spinning tops.
These
spotted from the front.

are

all

week in advance of showing, and
ended the day of opening.
Special Art Kahn's "Festival"
column on this was carried in the
Strand
at B'klyn
paper daily.
On Friday night after
{Continued from Page 4)
opening, an arrangement was made
with
Broadcasting Station Charles Jolley, tenor, who sang "Just
whereby the story of the play was That One Hour." Next the Serova
told over the air to incidental music. Dancing Girls were introduced and
Three musicians were used to play did a line dance to the tune of "DainKahn then had the piano
the accompaniment and special num- ty Miss."
bers
rendered announcement was rolled out and obliged with several
made that it was the same score as popular selections. Freddy Smith and
played at the Roosevelt for the pic- Joe Hadley, "Those Somewhat Difture.
E. O. Donnel, Roosevelt, Chi- ferent Dancers" followed with sonic
a

Mark

KYW

—

—

very comical steps. Madame Stralia
then appeared for her second number
She sang
in this week's program.
"Prince of Head Waiters"
arrangespecial
Memory."
A
a
"Just
(First Nat'l)
Ushers and doormen were togged ment of "Shaking the Blues Away"
"hot
out in evening clothes two days prior by the entire company was the
finish."
to showing. Each wore a plain white
ribbon across his chest with the title
and Lyons
of picture neatly lettered thereon.

cago.

Dworsky

These clothes were worn until the
second day of the run. W. F. Brock,
Rialto, Chattanooga, Tenn.

—

Deny

Claim of Infringement
Denial of any infringement of patents on a film renovating machine,
as alleged by Film Renovating Co.

"Sorrell and Son"
and Mackler Bros., is made by A. S.
(United Artists)
Dworsky and John Lyons. The latInvited a dozen or more prominent
ter pair are defendants in a suit
fathers and their sons to see the
on
the issue.
show, mailing them special invitaDworsky and Lyons contend they
tions. These were supposed to come
summons in the
from Director Herbert Brennon and have only received a
and
their demand for a
action
that
The response was
his son Cyril.
George Gilliam, Park, bill of particulars has not been met.
eratifying.
Dworsky, who says he is inventor
Cleveland.
and patentee of the machine in question, declares the suit is the out"Two Girls Wanted"
growth
of a deal for the rights made
(Fox)
but deUsed a teaser ad reading "Two with Oliver V. Allenbaugh.
clares the latter did not make payGirls Wanted." This was perplexing
ments as specified in the transaction,
to many because many girls called
with the deal nullified and judgment
the newspaper office to find out what
alleges
And not only that, was secured. Dworsky furthermachine
it was all about.
he controls all rights to the
whercomment
plenty
of
caused
it
and will prosecute any infringement.
ever a group of girls collected. The
lobby contained a big '2' with *Girls
Buys Selma Theater
Wanted' underneath; being made of
D. Enterprises
Selma, Cal.— T.
upson board and painted entirely
of
to
Selma
sold
have
the
J. L. Seiter
McKoy,
Rex,
H.
black.
Jame8

—

—

Kilgen organ and an Orchestraphone, Spartansburg,

S. C.

Manteca.

THE
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Week's Headlines

ERA or BIG SPENDING

IN

And

Carrigan in "Mongolia"
Carrigan, well knowi

Thomas

That's That

picture
in

General E'ectric and Radio
of
Corp. see ultimate practicability of radio
television applied to home films.
Douglas Fairbanks sees need for thorough
housecleaning in industry.
B. F. Shea.er Co. formed in Seattle as inde-

Engineers

pendent equipment concern.
Chaplin breaks "Gold Ru^h" record
at Strand with "The Circus" grossing $81,
206 first week.

Charlie

Northwest exhibitors withdrew from arbitraagainst

protest

Warner

tactics.

Tuesday
Brookhart anti-block booking bill introduced
Speedy consideration of bill
house;
in
sought by Sen. Brookhart.
WoodhuU receives request for convention of
unaffiliated exhibitors on contract at Chicago Jan. 30.
Lee De Forest believes television never will
for

be practical

Southern

home

Wednesday
Woodhull asks unaffiliated exhibitors
express views on proposal for general
convention in Chicago.
Quebec plans legislation restricting Sunday
shows.

R.

F.

to

Endorsement

of

Brookhart

by Northwest

bill

exhibitor unit expected; Michigan unit planning active campaign in favor of Brookhart bill.
Actors Equity scores free-lance contract negotiated by players through Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences.

France expected to moderate quota demands,
as U. S. lifts ban on French loans.

Thursday
scanned by Dept. of
Justice on request of sponsor.
Universal plans three radio stations to connect New York offices with St. Louis or

Brookhart

being

bill

Era of big spending

Kansas City and Los Angeles.
$25 000.000 corporation formed in Boston to absorb New England theaters.

New

L. Hess, counsel of Hays organizadenies charge of intimidating Minneapolis board.
Dept. of Ju tice states no objection will be
interposed to Keith-Albee-Orpheum merger.

Gabriel

W all

Brookhart

Sen.

finish

to

tells

cost-saving programs at the various
studios, attitude of producers on the
question of stars' salaries; plans for
building up new starring material;
°conomic phases of production, and
developments in talking pictures, are
veviewed.

Senator Sees No Cause
for Excepting Industry
(Continued from Page

"He can

see the desirability of concluding the contract conference prior
to the hearings on his Bill S-1667,"
the M.P.T.O. A. president continued,
"and he stated, after a conference
with Sen. Watson of Indiana, chairman of the interstate commerce committee to which the bill has been referred, that it was fairly safe to say
at this time, that hearings on his bill
would not start prior to Feb. 10 by
vvhich time the contract committee

should have completed its work but
in no case would hearings be
closed before the results of the contiact conference were brought into

that

the

Saturday
will

the contract at Chicago meetforestall action on Brookhart

of

not

hearings.
further said that his

"He

surecontrol

bill

provided for government
and that to take this out would reIj'

strength."

its

bill.

arranging for p'-ndtirtion of talking
films through use of Kinegraphone.
Independent Theater Owners of America files
N. J.,
incorporation papers at Trenton,
sponsored by New Jersey M.P.T.O.
W. A. Steflfes. head of Northwe t exhib'tor
unit, to oppose any attack on contract committee members.
New England Theaters Operating Corp. planning acquisition of theaters throughout New
England.

ing
bill.

Brookhart sees no reason for excepting film
industry from Federal regulation.
Chain of 100 houses planned in Great Britain;
60 alreaily purchased at reported price of

"Wings" Average $250
Over Capacity First 6 Mts.
(Continued from Page

1)

have paid $1.10 each to stand and see
"Wings" after finding the S.R.O.
sign hanging, according to Albert
Grey, head of the Paramount roadshow department. Present plans are
t.) keep "Wings" at the Criterion until
next New Year, thus giving the
film a Broadway run of about 72
weeks.

$25,000,000.

Traveling orchestras

to he

assigned Universal
'

presentation

and vaudeville

units.

"U" Japanese Film Booked
"Skylark," a feature made in Japan
under Universal auspices, with a native case as a phase of Universal's
good-will campaign in the Orient, will
be shown to New York audiences in
the houses of the Fifth Avenue Play-

Traveling Orchestras
With "U" Vaudeville
(Continued from Page

Greenville,

N.

C— R.

Ill

Corbett,
manager of Paradis Theaters,
Jr.,
Greenville, N. C., is seriously ill and,
as a result, H. J. Paradis is giving
his personal attention to his Greenville

theaters.

E.

tured weather:

PASSION
Cooled by Refrigeration

EGGER

INCORPORATED

Three nifities "gonififed" from the
peppy house organ of the Palace,
Hamilton, O.

Photo
Engraving

Paul Revere could have completed
half the time if so many

his ride in

people hadn't forgotten to pull
their shades.
"I might
the Venice

down

be called speedy," says
Flapper, "but I've got

four-wheel brakes."

Specialists

never rains in California except
the rainy season.

It
in

Proud Father

— My

baby can

to the

Motion Picture

say,

Industry

"Hello, daddy."
Poor Papa All mine can say is,
"Hell, no, daddy."
America's Hu-

—

—

mor.

Censor Addresses Danz

Staff

—

Seattle
Carl N. Croson, chairman
of the local censor board, was principal speaker at the banquet given
by John Danz for the employes and
managers of the recently formed
Sterling Chain of Seattle Theaters,
of which Danz is President.
There
are seven houses in the group: the
Capitol, Strand, Palace, Hip, State,
Colonial, Star, and Florence.
Al-

though George

I.

Appleby,

who

DAY AND NIGHT

250

is

vice president, is a newcomer in the
field, he is a veteran film man, formerly being identified with Pathe here

West
NEW

54th Siree
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4HI'2')I

Roy Cooper, who has been with the
Danz circuit for years is secretary.
Seattle Salesman Dies
Seattle
One of the veteran salesmen of Fiim Row was lost by the
sudden death of M. C. ("Monty")
Montgomery in the Providence Hospital.
He had been on the staff of
practically every exchange in Seattle,
over a long period of years.

—

Somerville at Wilmington
Wilmington, N. C. Harry Somer-

—

owner of theaters
at Daytona and Daytona Beach, Fla.,
now is associated with Howard and
ville,

until recently

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMK
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

Co-operating with 42 Govei

ments and loaning films frf
and speakers throughout
world for the purpose of publ
instruction.

Wells in management of the Victory
and Bijou here.

cialty acts into the

Echo,

further release of the picture in this viUe,
country.
It was not made with the
American field as an objective.
Jr.,

as

Engineering Corp., picks
up the following theater billing
the latest application of manufac-

1)

Avon, Utica; the
Syracuse, and the Schine.
Watertown, N. Y. Special presentations also will be furnished for the
house group at an early date. Uni- Weinberg houses at Winchester, Harversal has made no decision as to risonburg, Clifton Forge and Dan-

R. E. Corbett,

pla

duction.

1)

would be productive and that many
of our difficulties would be smoothed
out, Woodhull stated.

he will fight

T.O.C.C.

FBO

Amendment

St.

move

passage, of

for

"The

News" in an article which
surveys the economy trend at Hollywood during 1927. Installation of

tion,

Friday

the indus-

in

try practically has ended, states

use.

exhibitors see prosperity in
settlement of mining wage scale.

Illinois

scheduled

is

CARRIER

Monday
organizations mobilizing to outline
campaign for support of Brookhart bll;
T. O. C. C. sponsors rally called Jan. 26

Exhibitor

in

DALY

By PHIL M.

INDUSTRY SEEN ENDING

theater audiences^

"Mongolia," Broadway stage

Virginia.

Schools, Churches

—

la.
The city council has
repealed an old ordinance prohibiting

Sunday shows, and passed
tute ordinance.

The

bill

a

substi-

has not yet

been signed by the mayor. In case
of veto the council is expected to
override

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

using Motion Pictures

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

Repeal "Blue" Ordinance

Waukon,

and

"1001 FILMS*'
Complete reference booklet,
at

{Fourth Edition)

listing nearly 3,000

educational films given]

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash Av

Chicago, III

it.

1

specif); Prints

on Eastman Film
The commanding

position

which Eastman film occupies today has been won by years of
consistently high quality, backed
by years of cooperation with
the industry.

To

get the highest possible

photographic quality on your
screen, always specify prints on

Eastman

Positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

e-»m

—

''WE

CAN AFFORD TO GET GOOD

AND

BOILED. BUSINESS IS GREAT!"

MetrO'-Qoldwyn-Mayer exhibitors get
fun out of life!
M-G-M pictures are doing the business at the box-office.
"BEN-HUR," "THE BIG PARADE," "LOVE" (Gilbert-Garbo), "MAN, WOMAN & SIN"
(Gilhert), "LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT" (Chaney), "THIRTEENTH HOUR," "FAIR
CO-ED" (Davies), are just a few of many big winners. "WEST POINT" (Haines), "BABY
MINE" (Dane-Arthur) and "THE DIVINE WOMAN" (Garho), are just starting on their
way to fame and fortune And wait 'till you see what's coming!

Every week another happy

hit.

BEING ABLE TO SHOW IN ONE
SEASON THIS ARRAY OF BIG ONES I

THINK OF
BEN-HUR

IT!

PAPAnr

BIG dries
LITTLE towns—

PERHAPS never

EVERYWHERE
A Box-office

BE another
MARVEL like
"BIG PARADE"

MIRACLE!

T"=

THE

Rin

AGAII^

will there

STUDENT
PRINCE

THE rage of

BROADWAY at $2.
BREAKING

records

EVERYWHERE now.'
GRAB
it!

THE brilliant
ROMANCE now
COMES to you
FROM 4 months
ON B'way at $7

rNFM V
NOW playing

NOTE!
Capitol, hi. Y.
breaks policy
for first time
in year to hold
over Qreta

Qarbo in
"The Divine

CAPACITY at $2

ASTOR N. Y.
YOU get
SIMULTANEOUSLY

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYE

it

Woman."

ULTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

FILMDOM
/L. XLIII

Monday, January

No. 19

Television
ll

JNDERCURRENTS
rest in

I

of un-

many minds
or

television,

ting of motion pictures and
nd by radio into the home,
n't get panicky over the futelevision

for

;,

is

at

least

Contract Committee

years ofif. Further perfec1
of the device is proinised
uely somewhere around 1933,
like the weather, there is
hing certain about it.
ome of the many in this
iness who think quickly but
too well, have already been
ring out their new vocations
r since General Electric conexperitelevision
ted
its
its in Schenectady. They are
d wrong. The future of the
iness is assured if the prinfactors in it continue to
their obligations to the
t

End Many
Many

he Present Counts
good

of

enough

have

out

turning

plenty of

to

of

their

their

positions

their

in

com-

The entire industry might
devote some time, thought and

ities.

toward endearing the instituof motion pictures in the hearts
lives of the public on which it

such supThe business has
for granted.
one, but many economic probthat cry for readjustment all

le end that if adversity in the
:> of bad times or the quick rise

MADE

FILMS

IN

CANADA^

DATA ON 25

Brandt declares for a platform
Betwer. but better pictures.

'.

>y all

means.

ewer

in

ine.

Anything

If

order to

it means makmake theqi bet-

to

improve qual-

That, plus the application of
handising as it is known and
iced in other businesses, suna formula which the
this
decisions
in
try.

Cable)— While

(By

no

secured
from the British Board of Trade, il
understood here that a picture
is
made in Canada will be considered
definition

has been

(Coniiniied

officially

on Page

on the measure.

-Survey of theater owners of the
nation indicates a definite sentiment
in favor of the measure to prohibit
blind and block booking and arbitrary allocation of product, with few
instances of indecision noted,- „ .

Chief concern of theater owners is
over the Federal control aspect of
the measure, with some fear that the
industry may become a political footevent it comes under the
ball
in
scope of an especially-enacted Federal

law.

is

Financial observers now estimate
the combined total assets of the industrj' are in the neighborhood of
Practically every ma$2,000,000,000.
jor organization is listed on the New
on

(Continued

2)

Page

2)

London

on Page

British

—

2)

Campaign

War

Campaign

Pictures
stop

to

on.

Page 2)

NO CONTEST FOR CONTROL CFA OF BERLIN LINKED
PLANNED BY

N. E. FIRM

IN

CONSOLIDATED DEAL

Tlie Berliner Handelsgesellschaft,
contest for control of
for the I. G. Farbenindustrie,
will
be
acting
England
exhibition
launched by the newly-formed New k. G., the German chemical trust
(Continued on Page 2)
said to be the greatest in the world.
in

New

on

(Continued

U. A. Will

Make Seven

With Dolores Del Rio
Joseph

M.

Schenck

has

star
pictures to
to

Almost

now

in

production.

5 Years
Schenectady,

Boston—(No

in

signed
seven

Page

8)

More Houses Added by
Ackerman & Harris Chain
3

.San
in
ris,

Francisco

— Ackerman
with

association

&

HarGeorge A.

Oppen. have purchased three theaters of the Sanniel H. Levin chain
in the

Richmond
(Coiitinned

district.

on

Page

The
3)

thea-

the

propaganda" presented by
war films has been launched by Lieut.
Commander J. M. Kenworthy, naval
officer and member of Parliament.
He demands a halt on war films from
"militarist

(Continued

men who Dolores Del Rio

KANN

activity

Against
London

be made
industry United Artists
Work on the
every exneri- by Edwin Carewe.
you can think of has had its first will start as soon as the star
completes her role in a Fox picture
:e, why not this?
d

campaign

their

to a finish, exhibitors are continuing

YEARBOOK Launch

MAY MEET QUOTA LAW

-

Overproduction

With impetus given

for passage of the Brookhart bill by
the stand of the senator, himself, who
has announced that his fight will be

(Cotiiinwed

•

fliother form of mass entertainshould develop, the bulwarks
already have been reared to
tand the offensive.

Regulation

many exhibitors is that
needed, poll of sentiment indicates, and the forthcoming sessions
of the contract committee Jan. 31 at

jy

nds, rather than take

Fear Danger of Federal

relief

keep their pa-

ge contented and to further celt

Exhibitors, However,

Opinion of

Exhibitors

pictures.

work

on

consistent

a

Myers Says

presided at the Federal Trade Practice Conference, held at New York during the week of Oct. 10,
terms the agreement made to negotiate a new standard contract
"easily the outstanding accomplishment of the meeting."
"The coming meeting at Chicago will afford exhibitors and
distributors an opportunity to continue the good work of the conference in working out a definite adjustment of important differences
along constructive and mutually satisfactory Hnes," the commissioner states.
"It is earnestly to be hoped that this opportunity will be availed of, and that the proceedings will be characterized by the same
spirit of cooperation, frankness and tolerance that prevailed at
New York. If so, I am sure that the meeting will be a success and
and that many of the troubles which now beset the industry will
pass into history."

llic.

in

Troubles,

Some

to

The commissioner, who

i

s

Has Chance

the troubles which now beset the industry will be
eliminated if the Chicago contract meetings which open Jan. 31
are characterized by the "same spirit of cooperation, frankness and
tolerance that prevailed at New York," states Commissioner
Abram F. Myers in a communication to R. F. Woodhull, president
of the M. P. T. O. A.

,

•oducers

Price 5 Cents

1928

BROOKHART'S STAND GIVES
IMPETUS TO DRIVE FOR BILL

SEN.

over
broad-

the

23,

Away
N.

Y.

—Five

years, at least, is the time set
by General Electric officials before any radio television sets
can be manufactured on a comOthers are inmercial basis.
clined to believe it will be
longer before talking pictures
can be broadcast to the home.
One of the chief problems is

manufacturing a device within
means of the average oerson.
television
of
Establishment
broadcasting stations also is
needed,

it

is

pointed out.

—

;

DAILV
Brookhart Stand Gives
Impetus to Campaign
(Continued from Page
Monday. Jan.23, 1928
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Price 5 Cents
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United
TWO
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Chicago, is expected to have a large
bearing on the campaign.
at
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Made

Canada
Meet Quota Law

Films

May

Amer. Seat. Vtc
J^Am. _ Seat^. Pfd
~'BaIaban & Kat^

ah

1)

British-made and, therefore, eligible
for distribution under the quota law.
All other clauses of the Films Bill

view of its comparative proximity to Hollywood.
The
in but fractional
governing
production
market.
Warner regulations
factors are many.
Part IV of the
sales, with 5,300
quota bill, which is published on page

.

'>w

ri'^se

40

40

67%

.

S''-«

40
48

Bal. & Katz Vtc
73'A
tCon. Film Ind.Pfd. 237^
22H 23U
tCon. Film Ind.Pfd. 23^
23^ 2354
165
165
Eastman Kodak ...165
129
East. Kodak Pfd
*tFiim Inspection
454
1045^
•First Nafl. Pfd
861/^
86'4
Fox Film "A"
86
tFox Theaters "A" 2054 20i4 20^
10
•Tntern'l Project.
ttKeiths 6s 46
10054 lOOji lOOJ^
Loew's, Inc
58
58
58J4
ttLoew's 6s 41WW.107
1067-^ 106'^
ttLoew's 6=41x-war.l007^ 1007/^ 1007/^
M-G-M Pfd
2554
2554 255^
*M. P. Cap. Corp
7V2
4
4
4
Pathe Exchange
Pathe Exch. "A".. 175^
17
\7Vg
ttPathe Excfi. 7s37 8054 8054 8054
Paramount F-L ..11354 113
11354
122
Paramount Pfd... 122'.
122
*ttPar.Bwav.5Hs51
1025^
**Roxy "A"
27
26
31
28
**Roxy Units
**Rnxv Common .. 754
654

100

900
900
300

39
505^

Art. Cnm..
Art. Pfd..
Pictures
*tUniv. Pictures
tWarner Bros.
Warner Bros. "A"

13

.

.

TTntted
TTnited
•TTniv.

.

.

15
85

3M

100
3

1,000
5
7

100

400
300
5

1.5O0

100

50*4
3?4

100

24^
2554

245^

16
25

400
5,300

"Bid and Asked (Over
----- the Counter)

•Last Prices Quoted
•------— '----•»

tCurb Market

full.

Times Square
Warners

Universal

Central

....
.

.

"Love"

M-G-M

Embassy

"Chicago"

Pathe

"The Enemy"
"The Circus"

M-G-M

Gaiety
Astor
Strand

United Artists
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" Paramount
Rivoli
"The Last Command" ..Paramount
Rialto
Martin
Johnson Corp. Earl
"Simba"
United Arti.'sts
Liberty
"Drums of Love"
.

—^"The
——

(Continued from Page

Mever Gets Commonwealth Post

Faye

of

ropean

at

Faye Returning
New York for Hol-

Kings"

cities.

of "The
in a number of Eu-

premiere

..Tan.

23
24

Jan.

—
Gaiety — "Chicago"
Hippodrome — "The Haunted Ship"
Liberty — "Drums
Love"
Loew's New York — Monday, "West

sena

are

In the Financial Section of the
1928 Film Daily Year Book there
is included authentic data on 25 of
the most important companies in the
In connection with all will
industry.
be found a brief but comprehensive
resume of their financial history for
In
the last and current fiscal years.
most instances, financial statements
coverin.g the latest fiscal periods will
be in detail.

Balboa on Balboa St. near 38th
,
This gives Ackerman & Harris
houses in the bay region alone.
The company expects to openL
El Capitan at 19th and Missio*..,

April, claiming

Kew

m

it will be the largesi
house west of Chicago, sfl" 10.
3,100 and costing $1,250,000.
Tj pri
te

it

\

tk

district

will

also build a $350,000 theatef

the

Crocker-Amazon

tract,

^

'.

Mtini

itk

sea

1.500.

MliSOt

Launch British Campaij
Against

War

Pictui
Hment

(Continued from Page 1)

Utatioi

British studios, stating that these

'

._

pf sai

iizatio!
^

till

*i

Point"
"Outcast Souls" and "The Fearless Rider"; Wednesday. "The Warning";
Thursday.
"Arizona
Wildcat";
Fridav,
"The Web of Fate" and "Aftermath"
Saturday.
"Quality
Street";
Sunday,
"Opening Night"
Mark Strand "The Circus"
Paramount ^"Beau Sabreur"
Rialto
"The Last Command"
Rivoli
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"
Roxy ^"Sharp Shooters"
Times Square ^"Sunrise"
Warners ^"The Jazz Singer"
Brooklyn Mark Strand ''Man Crazy"
;

—

—

Active
12 others closely affiliated.
Universal is to open its jKterii
control of these houses will be taken house
at Sheboygan, Wis., FebiBEjijjj
company.
over by the new
The Racine house opens soon affii5„„j.
The companv does not plan to seek
purchase of the Poli circuit, according to Pinanski, who was emphatic
in

denying any such

Banks to

Sail

To Distributors

deal.

OR

Friday

Monty Banks, who
York, sails Friday for
produce pictures.

is

in

New

England

Coming
"Carry On!"
A. C. and R. C. Bromhead Production

North and South American Rights Available Through

ARTLEE PICTURES CORPORATION
701 7th Ave.,

esp
[Trad.

England Theaters Operating Corp., nothing more or less than a
ititfi
cation of war and fighting." He &
states Samuel Pinanski, president.
The firm which plans expansion clares that where producers incurwhere business justifies, is a re- porate official war scenes they are f'*"
™
organization of the old companv cut to cover up the real truth of
™«
which has been in business for 18 horrors of war.
In the old circuit were 16
years.
theaters owned outright and about
"U" Opening Feb. 18
|r.j.''

of

An

Lou

the Coliseum, Ninth
York Stock Exchange, and, it is esand
Clement
St.; the Alexandria,
extent
the
timated, new financing to
Ave. and Geary St.; and the
of $53,500,000 was floated in 1927.

left

the

6
14
21

I
glorif-

—
— —

of

lywood Saturday, following her return from a three months' trip abroad
during which she made personal ao-

King

Carroll

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

—
—

Phi! E. Meyer, former manaerer of
the
New Associated Exhibitors

oearances

4
29
Dec. 23
Dec. 27

to

State Riglit Buyers
A SUPER FEATURE
UP TO DATE
8

Balahan & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

Julia

Sept. 23
6

Mov.
Nov.

.

1)

N(}TE:

Julia

.

Oct.

ttBond Market

branch, today becomes manager
the Commonweahh exchange.

.

.

ters

Enemy"

Broadway ^"Ginsburgh the Great"
Cameo "A Texas Steer"
Capitol "The Divine Woman"
Central
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Colony "Thanks for the Buggy Ride"
Criterion ^" Wings"
Earl Carroll "Simba"
Embassji "Love"

— —
—
—
—
—

.

3

Planned by N. E. Firm
Astor

.

Opening Date
Aug. 12

More Houses Added
Firms in Year Book Ackerman & Harris ChJ

Financial Data on 25

No Contest for Control

Tuesday

24T<
16

in

On Broadway

2,100

80

16

them

....

.

••Skonras Bros.
41
Stan. Co. of Amer.. 517-$
tTrans-Lux Screen 354

6 this issue, explains

....
1,000

.

.

in

_

T

Criterion

in

(Continued from Page

Vancouver

II.

Theater

Paramount
Fox
Warners

.

lation in American producing circles
regarding the possibilities of making
quota pictures in Canada, especially

Brothers "A" led in the
shares changing hands.

Distributor

.

must, however, be met.
There has been considerable specu-

Film issues participated
movements in Saturday's

Picture

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"

be eliminated.

—

W

was replaced by "The Last Command" on Saturday!

Rialto

leads the parade with three features.

"Wings"
"Sunrise"
"The Jazz 'Singer"

ir

Broadway engagements. "Th^
of Love" Thursday, while!

"Drums

be replaced at the Liberty by

"The Dove" at the
Paramount now

Brookhart states that action
Chicago will not forestall his cam-

oost-office at
of March 3,

THE

Artists attractions have closed their

will

paign to pass the bill. If the alleged
Published daily except Saturday and holidays abuses complained of are made the
at
1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y., and subjects of provisions in the contract,
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk. Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and he feels that this action will but emJ.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President phasize the need for passage of a law
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer. prohibiting such practices,
so that
Business and Advertising Manager; Ralph
Entered as any danger of their recurrence will
Wilk, Traveling Representative.
second

23, IJ

1)

Sen.
lOHN W. AllCOATE

Monday, January

New York

Phone Bryant 6355

1

3.

AN ARSENE LUPIN
ADVENTURE STORY
BY
MAURICE LEBLANC
WITH ALL STAR CAST.
WALLACE BEERY
LAURA LA PLANTE
RALPH LEWIS
WILLIAM V. MONO
P. LOCKNEY
J.
WEDGE NOWELL
AND OTHER NOTABLES
PREVIOUSLY RELEASED BY
ROBERTSON COLE CO., NOV.,
LENGTH 6123 FT.
1920.
CELEBRATED AUTHORS
SOCIETY.
68

West

56th

St.

Ltd..
Circle

2396

.'«eph
bore

'.

THE

•v,*f
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irookhart Bill Musters SuvDort
LOUIS MEET GIVES

Copy Used on Trailers by Cleveland Exhibitors
To

our Patrons:
Senator Smith W. Brookhart has introduced an Anti-FilmTrust Bill in the United States Senate.
The passage of this bill will permit this and all other Independently Owned Theaters to choose from a greater list, the kind of pictures best suited for our audiences.
Under existing conditions we are compelled to buy the entire
block of pictures and are forced to show some pictures that are
not adaptable to our clientele.
We appeal to our patrons to kindly wn-ite to your Senator and
Representative and ask them to support the Brookhart Anti-FilmTrust Block Booking Bill.

L
Louis

—Unqualified

endorse-

of the Brookhart biU and a
e of full co-operation in secura
its enactment is contained in
ution passed by the eastern Mis-

and southern

Illinois exhibitor
organization is to
ts every influence to induce conmen of Missouri and Illinois to
special gen3rt the measure.
meeting was called to map a

The

iation.

A

on the bill,
itters which would be corrected
le passage of this bill, states the
ution, "are the very aims of the
)endent exhibitors of the counexpressed through resolution
s Trade Practice Conference held
of

York

Resolutions

City."

been adopted as follows:
Missouri and
ern Illinois, the organization
senting the independent exhibi-

Eastern

of

City of St. Louis, east-

the

Missouri and southern Illinois,
acing
approximately 8,000,000
le, in general meeting assembled,
hereby assure Sen. Brookhart
s unqualified approval and en-

ment

his

of

eration

bill

and

securing

in

its

the

full

enact-

of same, and,

—

San Francisco California exhibitors are "unalterably opposed to any
legislation
that savors of
Federal
control
of
this
industry,"
states

Thomas

Van

D.

Osten, secretary-

manager

of the Allied
Industries of California.

"I

Amusement

resolved, that this
every influence in
ower to have the representatives
e states of Missouri and Illinois
i||ongress support in every man:his measure and that a copy of
resolution be forwarded to Sen.

gades

the halls
sion."

of

Congress

the Magic,
did $10,000 dam-

fire at

was brought under con-

Joseph PoUak Returns
eph Pollak, president of
Screen

in

connection with
on the

activities

product.

bill.

Metzger Goes

to Coast

Na-

Service, has returned
a business trip to England.

RECCGNIZEE) BY THEATRES

Lou B. Metzger, general sales
manager of Universal, is en route to

EVERYWHERE

Universal City, where he is
fer with Carl Laemmle and studio
heads on product for the 1928-1929

AS ABSOLUfEEY

INE)ISPEN$ABLE 1€ THEIR SUCCESS

to con-

CALSC

R

IT

other

with few exceptions.

Metzger, from

the sales department and the exhibitor point of view, will help to determine the priority of production
for the stories in hand.

Q 'frailer en &/crij TicUure Vcu Vlcuy A

complefe scrvicc-wiffi Ariinafed openimgtlieatrc- day sets
ard Am'nnatedJ cicsind to match -

cortairing raire of

SPECIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENTS

No

Action Yet

—

Damages New Orleans House

it

this

organization's

Robert Bruce in New York
Robert C. Bruce, producer of "Outdoor Sketches," is in New York from
Hollywood for his annual visit, and
for conferences with E. W. Hammons
of Educational on the new season's

discus-

for

Stories, novels, rights to plays and
material for Universal's new
line-up already have been acquired,

lefore

Hurley,

"Personally, I believe the exhibiend has brought this (the Brookhart bill) about by incompetent leadership, and I can assure you that I
regret to see the thing come into

a letter to exhibitors of the terFred Wehrenberg, president
le organization states the bill is
most constructive document ever
sived as a cure for the motion
re industry and if adopted, it
do more for this great industry
all
the self-styled genii have
nplished for ever so long.
It
rue bill of equity and justice and
/
honest exhibitor should get
id Sen. Brookhart with his utsupport."

y.

St.,

—A.

amendment."

out
stand," he observes.

season.

—A

month

late

the

Brookhart

ikhart immediately."

Orleans
Josephine

M.

theater, who is a member
of the legislative committee of the
M. P. T.O. A., leaves for Washington

Princess

without any

probably we are renebecause of this
here,

guess

e it further
nization use

w

"Personally, I am rather reluctant
to go before Congress to have the
affairs of our household set in order.
If, however, our contract committee is unable to get the things
we are justly entitled to, then I am
whole-heartedly for the Brookhart

tor

e it further resolved, that this
nization stands ready and willing
)-operate with anji, and all indeent exhibitors and exhibitors orations toward the furtherance of
resolution, and,

1

"There is no doubt that the opinion of the exhibitors in this territory
is that we need relief," he declares.

bill

N.

territory

tion.

HURLEY GOING TO CAPITAL

Tucumcari,

of exhibitors of

on the Brookhart bill
are diversified, but sentiment is that
relief is needed, according to C. E.
Williams, president of the Nebraska
and western Iowa exhibitor associa-

DANGER or U.S. CONTROL

therefore resolved, that the

it

T.O.

in

Omaha — Opinions
this

The Management.

CALIEORNIA UNIT FEARS

EXHiem

OF OMAHA ZONE BELIEVE

action

>Jew
e

NEED RELIEF

Chicago No action has been
taken to date on the Brookhart bill by the Chicago exhibitor association.
President Jack Miller personally is "absolutely against
any interference in our business
by either local or national governments.
I believe that we
soon will crash out of most of
our

difficulties,"

he states.

in clure'c of experts leaclv tc supftv Special AnnciJiicciTieiif s

of any kird in filnriTorir at reasonable prices

ARTISTIC

ANINATED LEADERS

for your Feature, Comedy, News, Ends, Trademarks

>^<SSVO^V SCREEN
CHICAGO
ft45 S

WABA'kH
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AVE.
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EW YOH.K

lit. -ISC
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SEIMC^
LOS ANGELES
I9M S.VIRMONT
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Features of

yOCAFILM
of Interest

to

YOU

TONE — The quality of tone of the music and sound
effects is as near perfect as the highest

development

of the best modern methods of recording and amplification can
full

and

make

true.

it.

In music, the tones are rich,

In effeas, the utmost realism

is

achieved.

SYNCHRONIZATION— Pictures

w

and sound are

and protected against the
deviation from perfect harmony.

perfectly synchronized
slightest

SIMPLICITY — Vocafilm
technical help or extra help
for its operation.

handle

it

is

Any motion

easily with

one

so simple that no

of any kind

is

required

picture operator can

day's

instruction and

operation.

COST — The

cost

is

surprisingly low, by far the

lowest of any pictures-and-sound device on the
market.

No

service fees, seat tax or extra fees of

any kind are charged. Upkeep cost

TERMS — The

is

negligible.

terms of payment are within the

reach of practically every theatre, the smallest as
well as the largest.

^-;>--Si»?rA,.

.; ,.

>4i6.!t-.V

^Announcement

u hixiit

ILM

i\

i

VOCAFILM

soon be available

will

through

to every theaxre

the

Educational Exchanges in the United States and Canada.

VOCAFILM to the American exhibitor marks

I'be introduction of

the

beginning of a new era in theatre music and entertainment in sound
gcncraliy. This simple device for the synchfonizafion of
tures

and sound achieves a beauty of tone and

tion.

Its

ease and simplicity

practical for

a perfection

of operation and economy

any house, anywhere. Thus there

is

of synchronization that are a

in original cost

on

New

Announcement

wiii

will

be made soon of the

details

of Educational's

and maintenance make

it

is

possible to the greatest

at

the low

initial cost,

release schedule

of

VOCAFILM

VOCAFILM.

Educational Exchange for information as to the cost of

be amazed

revela-

York's Broadway.

"acts" and pictures synchronized with music through

Ask your

pic-

brought to the smallest town the highest type of

"acts" and of musical entertainment synchronized with pictures that
theatre

motion

VOCAFILM

to your theatre.

You

the easy terms of payment, and the practically negligible

cost of maintenance.

1
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PRESIDENT
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THE SPICE 'OFTHE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
Metober. Motion
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Lao; Defines British Film Under QuofJ^
75% Of TOTAL COST MUST

The Quota by Percentages

JL ENGLISMNE PROVISO
London

— Part

IV, the

Renters' Quota
Year Ending
Percentage

March
March
March
March
March
March
March
March
March
March

them are the toliowing:
After Dec. 31. 19^», all studios
scenes must be photographed in a
studio somewhere within the British
Until that time, however,
h,inpire.
it
has been determined that quota
pictures may be made anywhere.
While not less than 75 per cent of
salaries for labor must be British,
It is within the province of the Board
of Trade to relax these regulations

own discretion.
IV follows:

27.

—are

The

films to which this Act -ipcinematograph films other than—
wholly or mainly
depicting
(a> tilms
all

news and current events;
(b) films depicting wholly or mainly natcrf^TT^rv

lir^l

being wholly or mainly commercial advertisements;
(d) films used wholly or mainly by educational institutions for educational
purposes;
(e) films depicting wholly or ir.ainly nidustrial or manufacturing processes;
(f) scientific films, including natural history films.

(c) films

Provided that
(i) If it appears to the Board of Trade,
on application by the maker or renter, that, having regard to the speexhibition value of the film, any
of any such class as aforesaid
should be allowed to be registered
and to count for the purposes of the
renters' quota and exhibitors' quota,
they may allow the film to be registered and so counted; and
(ii) any film bemg a British film
and a
film of class (b), (d), (e) or (f)
of
the classes above
mentioned shall
without being trade shown be registerable as if it were a film to which
this Act applies, and, if so registered, shall be deemed to be a registered film for the purposes of the
provisions of this Act other than
those relating to the renters' quota.
(2) For the purposes of this Act, "serial
film or series of films" means a serial film
or series of films comprising a namoer of
parts not e.xceeding twenty-six, each part not
exceeding two thousand feet in length, intended to be exhibited at successive dates at
intervals not exceeding fourteen days.
(3) For the purposes of this Act, a film
shall be deemed to be a British film if, but
not unless, it complies with all the following
:

must have been made by
who was at the time the

It

a person

film was
made a British subject, or by two
or more persons each of whom was a

British subject, or by a British com(ii)

the
(iv)

2S.

%
%
%

(c)

in connection with an application for
registration of any film under this

for

the purpose of obtaining a license under this Act for nimself or
any other person; or
in or in connection with any return
required by this Act, or in the record book kept in pursuance of this

Act;
knowingly makes any statement or gives any
intormation which is false in any material
particular, he shall be guilty of an offence
under this Act and shall be liable on summary conviction to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding three months or to a fine not
exceeding fifty pounds.
29.— (i) The Board of Trade may make
regulations for prescribing anything which
under this Act is to be prescribed, and generally for carrying this Act into effect, and
in paiticul-jr may, subject to the consent of
the Treasury so far as they relate to fees,
by regulations prescribe
(a)

the particulars
register;

(b)

the form of applications for registra-

to

be entered

in

the

tion;

particulars and evidence necessary for establishing the British nature of a film;
(d) the fees to be paid on applications
(c)

Empire;
of the scenario must ha\'e
British subject at tne time

was made;

the

for registration, for inspections of
the register, and for certified copies
of the register;
(e) the form of the returns to be made,
and of the records to be kept under

payments

in respect of copyright
the salary or payments to
one foreign actor or actress or producer, but inclusive of the payments
to the author of the scenario) has
been paid to British subjects or per-

any person

It

Act; or

less than seventy-five per cent of
the salaries, wages and payments specifically paid for labor and services
in the making of the film (exclusive

and

—

(b)

Not

of

20
20
20

date on behalf of the League cf
Nations has been accepted by His
Majesty as His Majesty may from time
to tune by Order
Council direct
shall be treated as if they were included in His Majesty's dominions
lor the purposes of this Act.

U)

The author
a
film

17^%
17^^%

m

thirty-first day of December, nineteen hundred and twentyeight, the studio scenes must ha\e
been photographed in a studio in the

been

31.
31,

%

this

of

(f)

the

Act;
fees to be paid on applications
license under this Act.
shall be so fixed, and from time
necessary be so readjusted, that

Fees
time if
aggregate

(2)
to

the
for

amount

produced

thereby

as

30,
30,
30,
30,
30,
30,

30,
30,
30,
30,

1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

5

The

%

7^%
7^%
10

%
%
%
%
%
%

12^%
15
15

20
20
20

from the commencement of this Act up
any date would be approximately equal

to
to

the expenses incidental to the carrying out
of this Act up to the same date; and the
fees payable on application for legistration
and for licenses shall not exceed those specified in the Second Schedule to this Act.

Regulations under paragraph (c) shall
provide that the particulars reqiiired as to
(3)

wages and payments shall be cerby an accountant being a memlier of
an incorporated society of accouniaiii:s.
30.
(1) Until the expiration of the quota
period, for the purpose of advising tneia on
the administration of the provisions of this
Act, the Board of Trade shall constitute an
advisory committee consisting of
(a) two representatives of iilm makers;
(b) two representatives of film renters;
(c) four
representatives of nim exhibsalaries,
tified

—

(d)

territories under His Majesty's
protection and such
(if
any) of the
territories in respect of which a
man-

pany;
After the

British
(iii)

31,

15

—

film

(i)

31,
31,

%
%
12i^%
10
10

domiciled in the British Embut it shall be lawful for the
reof Trade to relax this
quirement in any case where they
are satisfied that the maker had
taken all reasonable steps to secure
compliance with the requirement, and
that his failure to comply therewith
was occasioned by exceptional circumstances beyond his control, but so
that such power
of relaxation shall
not permit of the percentage aforesaid being less than seventy per cent.
(4) Every film which is not a British film
shall for the purposes of this Act be deemed
to be a foreign film.
(.5) For the purposes of this section
The expression "British company" means
a company constituted under the laws
of any part of the British Empire,
the
majority of the directors ot
which are British subjects;
The expression "British Empire" includc-s

cial

requirements

31.

7J4%

Exhibitors' Quota
Year Ending
Percentage
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Board

IV.
General

(1)

31,
31,

1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

pire,

PART
pliCi

31,
31,

sons

its

Part

The

last section

of the quota law, describes what constitutes a quota picture. This is one
of the most important sections of the
law.
Other regulations to be obAmong
served are herein outlined.

upon

—

These charts explain how the British quota
both distributor and exhibitor ahke

London
affects

The

itors;
five members,

of whom one shall be
chairman, and including a woman
being persons having no pecuniary
interest in any branch of the
film

industry.
(2)

The term

of office of a person appointed to be a member of the advisory committee shall be such period not exceeding
three years as may be fi.xed at the time
of
his appointment, but a retiring member shall
be eligible for reappointment.
51-7-(l) Proceedings for any offence under
this Act may in England and Wales
be instituted by or on behalf of the Board
of
Trade, but not otherwise.
Any
process
(2)
or notice required to be
served on any person for the puropses of this
Act shall, if that person is out of Great
Britain but has a place of business within
Great Britain, be sufficiently served if addressed to that person and left at or sent
by post to such place of business as aforesaid.
3^(1) For the purposes of this Act, unless the context otherwise
requires,
The expression "trade shown" in relation to a film means either
(a) displayed within the administrative county of London to exhibitors
9f films or their agents in a building and under conditions allowing
for the satisfactory viewing of the
film after announcement to such persons at least seven days before the
display, the display not being open
to
any member of the public on
payment; or
(b) displayed to the general public in one theater only on the first
occasion on which the film is displayed in Great Britain either to exhibitors or to the public, and being the
first of a series of public exhibitions
of the film held on a number of
consecutive days:
The expression "maker" in relation to
any film means the person by whom
the arrangements necessary for the
production of the film are undertaken:
The expression "producer" in relation to
any film means the person responsible for the organization and direction of the scenes to be depicted on
the film;
The expression "renting" in relation to
films
means renting or otherwise

issuing films to exhibitors at a
or for other consideration, or mi
other arrangements with exhil
fore the exhibition thereof:
expression "acquire" in relatiotf^]
a renter includes the making or
taining possession of films for
purpose of renting them;
expression "length" in relatioi
a film means the total length of
as offered for projection at pi
exhibitions thereof.
expression "theater" includes
premises in respect of which
cense is required to be issued
the
Cinematograph Act. 1909,
would be so required if the film
an inflammable film, except tl
does not include
(a) any church, chapel, or
place of religious worship or a
or other premises used in couni
with and for the purposes of an.
church, chapel, or place of re.
worship unless the number of
formances
(exclusive
of
,reliL
services) at any such church, chi
place, or premises which consisl
or comprise the exhibition of n
tered films exceed six in any
ending on the thirtieth day of
tember; or
(h) any premises performanci
which consist partly of the exhibi
of films, but so that at no one

formance

in

any such year

does'Ji

length of the registered fil;
films exhibited exceed two thoi

total

feet.

(2) Where compliance on the part of
renter or exhibitor with the provisions o| i
Act as to quota was not commercially
ticable by reason of the character of the
ish films available or the exce-sive co:
such films, non-compliance with those
sions on that ground shall for the pui
of this Act be treated as due to reasoi

yond

his

control.

Anything required or authorized
this Act to be done by or to the Boi
Trade may be done by or to the Pn
(3)

or

secretary

or

assistant

secretary

ol

Board, or any person authorized in thi
half by the President of the Board.
Act may be cited
ii.
(1) This
Cinematograph Films Act, 1927.
(2) This Act shall not extend to No!.-_
Ireland, and for the purposes of the God
ernment of Ireland Act, 1920. the
ment of legislation for purposes simi
the purposes of this Act shall not be
ed to be beyond the powers of the
ment of Northern Ireland by reason
that such legislation may affect trade

—

places outside Northern Ireland.
(2) This Act shall come into operat;
the first day of January, nineteen hi
and twentv-eight.
(4) Part I. and Part II. of this Act
continue in force until the thirtieth dl

September, nineteen hundred and thirty
ami no longer.

—

New

Theaters
—

Milev Realty Co. i»
Aiulerson, Ind.
the Kay-Bee at a co^t of $50,(P.
The house will be operated K
seating 550.
tre Kay-Bee Theaters, with Ernest Kenwotthy as manager.

opened

—

The industries commitfi
Sullivan, III.
the Sullivan Community Club has awai
H. D. Butler of Hillsboro a contract for
erection of a theater.
Tell

has

Carlinville,
at

seating

Rialto.

work

111.

ceeding
eding on the

open

—The
— Construction
Marvel, which

Ind.

City,

opened.

is

'S

7SII'

P*

expected »

an early date.

—

Bloomington, Ind. The new Ritz, soon
open, has been incorporated by Roy Bui)
Charles Hinkle, Jesse Strubel. M. D. W«
and E. T. Wolfe.

Highland

Park,

111.

— Balaban

& Katz

>

reported negotiating for construction of a J
ater office and store building to cost $200,«
The' InsuU interests are said to be finanO
the project

.l

p
'Wv

•I

•me^u
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Sennett Again
Studio
Closes
—

"U" Not

Renew Hersholt Option

to

is

Report

Contract with "U" Extended

'IWright

MIES TO

BE RESUMED

n NEW PLANT
sing of the

Mack

IS

READY

Sennett stu-

which reopened Jan. 9 after a
own of several weeks, is anThe clos:ed by the producer.
for an indefinite period, and it
isidered quite unHkely the plant
be reopened, with activities to
;

Sterns Outline Ambitious

One Year— Row Between De

EIVE

Rift Patched
Vera Reynolds has returned
to the De Mille studio, and the
rift between her and the pro-

producer is planning a trip to
in connection with open-

e

his

Drart Will Produce

everal Films at Hawaii
rtis

Nagel, president of Color-

md Howard
lur

Brown,

treasurer,

produce three
of their Color Classics for
here

arrived

ly-Stahl,
studio.

to

working

at the Tiffany-

Upon completion of
jroup Nagel will go to Hawaii
ike another group with a South
Natives will be
background.

BE LEAVING "U" FOLD
Jean Hersholt, it is reported,
leave Universal and free-lance.

on

is

to

Op-

stated, will
not be renewed.
Hersholt's latest
screen appearance is in "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes" for Paramount, to

tion

his services,

which company

he

it

is

was loaned by

Universal.

Is

W.

L.

Wright

Extended by Universal

William Lord Wright, supervisor
of comedies, westerns and serials for
obertson and Parker Leave
Robertson and Albert Parker Universal, has renewed his contract
England, where they for one year. He now is supervising
1 route to
been engaged for picture work. "The Body Punch," which Leigh
Jacobson is directing.
Jack Daugherty plays the lead
Barker Preparing First
with his wife, Virginia Browne Faire,
eparation work is being complaying opposite.
d on "Power," which is to be
nald Barker's first picture for
Leaving for N. Y. Today
ny-Stahl.
Edward Auger, importer and exporter, leaves today for New York.
Jackson Writing Continuity

;
Jackson has been assigned by
c|mbia to write the adaptation of

}

Bessie
Love starring vehicle
It
h Frank Capra will direct.
"Broadway
tentatively
titled

)^lies."

irry

Harry Cohn 111
Cohn of Columbia has been

ned to his home because of a
t

illness.

Preparing

New

Cooper
ry
Vidor
;nce

Vidor

Film

appears
in

opposite

"Doomsday,"

h Rowland V. Lee is directing,
n Johnston is titling the picture

Paramount.

Meehan to Direct
Meehan has been assigned to
"The Little Yellow House"
•t
'"BO. The director is en route to
;o

studios

from

New

York.

from

WORK SOON

''Lots''

RALPH WILK

Hollywood

JAMES YOUNG

and Eddie Dillon
are among the directors who have

megaphone

temporarily.
acting in "The Godless
Girl," while Eddie and his makeup
lywood from New York.
Within a few weeks there will be box are taking "California constituat least five companies busy on pic- tionals" at First National.
*
*
*
tures for 1928-29.
With the excepRaymond Cannon, the scenarist,
tion of a .=mall number yet to be
made for the current season, the has been initiated into the "Lee"
Sterns are all clear for next year's clan, which consists chiefly of Chicomedies.
They expect to have a nese actors and actresses, who are
large percentage of 1928-29 comedies known as "children of the pear
completed before the beginning of the garden." Centuries ago, a Chinese
emperor presented a play in a pear
new selling season.
garden, hence "children of the pear
Sigmund Newfield

came East

left

the

Jimmy

is

after

writing a Chinese
holidays to confer with Stern garden." Ray is
and Universal executives on new prod- play and is the proud possessor of
uct.
As a result of these confer- a ring presented to him by some
members of the "Lee" clan.
ences, the Sterns are to increase their
*
*
*
production budget materially.
AlPassing
Show.
Busy
Our
though no figures have been anArthur Landau motoring to
nounced, it is declared next year's
studio; Fred Kelsey
the
comedy production at the Stern lot
introducing "Bull" Montana
will mount to a figure very close to
and "Sailor" Sharkey to som,e
$1,000,000.
visitors at Universal City.
The present line-up probably will
*
*
be continued.
These scries include
Adolph Milar is being kept busy.
the 'Let Georsre Do It' comedies with
He recently finished work in "The
Sid Saylor. adapted from the George
Devil's Skipper" and was immediateMcManus cartoons: the 'Mike and Iv cast for a role in "The Michigan
Ike' Comedips, with Charles King
Kid."
Adolph sang in grand opera
snd Charles Dorety, the 'Keeping Up
before entering pictures.
With the Toneses' comedies, adapted
*
*
*
from the Pon Momand cartoons, and
Seton 7. ("Happy") Miller, who
the Buster Brown comedies, adapted
wrote the scenario for "The High
from the R. F. Outcault comic strips.
School Hero," is an Everett, Wash.,
boy.
He is a graduate of Yale,
Scenarists
to where he excelled in rowing and
water polo. "Happy" came to the
Studio Staff Coast two years ago.
the

FBO

Contract of

tn

V

Settled

A Little

Increase of the number of companies at work at the company's
studio is planned by Julius Stern,
president of the Stern Film Corp.,
who with his production chief, Sigmund Nevifield, is returning to Hol-

HERSHOLT REPORTED TO

"The Goodbye

feature,

and Vera Reynolds

By

ducer is declared to be patched up. She is to star in "The
Heart of Rate" as her next
picture.
Miss Reynolds' contract has several months to run
and carries an option clause.

York
)f

Mille

STERN BROTHERS

UNITS IN

ansferred to the new studio at
o City, now nearing coniple,

Comedy Production Program

Boyd
under way

"Celebrity" for William

for
Preparations are
production of "Celebrity" by Willard
Keefe. William Boyd is to be starred
in the picture which De Mille will
produce.

Four
Paramount

Added

Paramount has signed Donald Davis,
son of Owen Davis, George
Waiters. Norman
Burnsteine and
Oliver H. P. Garrett, scenarists. Davis is writing an original for Clara

Bow.

*

Keep

your

*

*

eye

on

Jack

Oakie. Jack, wh« is a comedian, did outstanding work in

"Finders Keepers" and also
turned in a good performance
in "Sin Town."
*

"Lost World" Sequel Planned
Joe Bonomo, former serial star, is
Remaking "The Whip"
He
Sequel
to "The Lost World" will devoting his time to features
John Francis Dillon is to remake be written for First National
is playing an important role in "It's
Sir
by
"The Whip" for First National. .Arthur Conan Doyle, it is reported. All Greek to Me." In addition to his
Dorothy Mackaill and I^owell SherThe picture was produced several acting, Joe, who is a strong man,
man are to have the featured roles. years ago by Watterson Rothacker, conducts a physical culture correswho now is with First National, as pondence course. Joe also conducts
Seastrom's Next Chosen
an independent venture, and was re- a free mail course for 10,000 boys,
who are members of "Joe Bonomo
"Bellamy Trial" is to be the next leased by First National.
Fan Clubs."
Victor Seastrom picture for M-G-M.
author.
is
Frances Noyes Hart
Signed For "Paris Nights"
"Painted Post" New Mix Film
Tom Mix now is producing "The
Columbia has signed Margaret LivTaylor With Sennett
ingston and Warner Baxter for the Painted Post" an original by Harry
In the cast are
Matt Taylor has just signed a con- leads in a picture tentatively titled Sinclair Drago.
tract with Mack Sennett's scenario "Paris Nights," which goes into pro- Natalie Kingston. Philo McCuIough,
Fred Gamble and Al St. John.
duction soon.
department.
.

Monday, January

N-G-M CONVENTION

A Review
LILIAN

IS

By
Greta Garbo

CALLED FOR FEB. 15
Delegates from all parts of the
world are scheduled to attend M-GM's convention scheduled to be Iield
in New York Feb. 15.
Executives
are to be on hand for the sessions
for an exchange of sales, publicity
aiid. production ideas.
An entire floor of the Astor has
been reserved as living quarters for
the delegates and business sessions
also will be held at the

The

hotel.

week's schedule mapped out includes

Broadway

to

visits

houses,

picture

a number of theater parties, a series
of business talks, and a tour of film
laboratories and various other allied
branches of the industry.
Complete schedule of activities
planned for the convention are:
Feb. 15
Morning: addresses of welcome
liy Arthur Loew and Nicholas
M. Schenck,
an address, "The Great World Force," bv
Will Hays, and reports of delegates.
After-

—

noon:

screening

international
Sales Possibili"International
Operation," by Henry F. Krecke, "Domestic Sales Progress," by Felix F. Feist,
"Sales Hints," by Paul F. Burger.
Evening:
theater party.
16
Feb.
Morning: talks. "The Interna-

M-G-M

ties,"
Office

film:

of

talk.

Morton

by

special

"Foreign

A.

Spring,

—

Future by Arthur M. Loew, "Recent
Film Productions," by J. Robert Rubin,
"Short Features." bv Fred Quimbv and "Governmental Cooperation," by William Orr.
Afternoon talks, "Internati'^nal Publ'citv."
by David Blum, "General Publicity, Advertising and Exploitation," by Howard Dietz.
"Pre-Rclcase- Theale.,'" by Major Edward
Bowes. "General Run Theater," by Edward
A. Schiller.
Evening: Capitol Theater pertional

formance.
Morning: screening of new picFeb. 17
tures.
Afternoon: tour of Roxy and Para-

—

mount theaters.
Evening: visit
Sonare Garden.
Feb. 18
Morning: attendance

—

to

Madison

Capitol
tour of the
at

Theater rehearsal and inspection
ater.
Afternoon: visit to Astor Theater.
19
Feb.
Delegates invited to Pembroke.
the Loew estate, as guests of Arthur Loew
and Mrs. Marcus Loew.

—

—

Feb. 20
Morning: tour of the Consolidated
Film Printing Laboratories.
Afternoon: trur
of

inspection

of

Loew Building

offices.

nin.g: visit to Embassy Theater and
.nnre at showing of picture; visit to

man"

21

— Evening:

Farewell

M-G-M

banquet

at

acting

b\'

man, Lars Hanson. The production
is
excellent and Victor Seastrom's

The
direction capable at all times.
story lacks originality and conviction which precludes a wholly satisfying combination.
The very popularity of Anita Loos'
book should send the screen version
of her "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"
The picture
off with a head start.
proved wholly amusing and entertaining with Ruth Taylor a completely

convincing reason

why

—

Svracuse Celebration nf its first
birthday was held by The Herald
Cinema Critics Club with a dinner
for members and invited .quests. The
organization

composed

of picture
the establishment of a common meeting place
for picture enthusiasts and the constructive study of films,
Chester B. Bahn, dramatic critic
of "The Svracuse Herald," originated
the organization, which immediately
secured supnort of local exhibitors
and national producers and distributors.
It is said to be the only fan
club of its kind in the world, and so
successful and popular has it become
that there is every likelihood that it
w'ill be expanded to national proportions, with similar clubs being organized in many other cities. Bahn,
in reviewing the historv of the organization, gives the
the credit for suggesting to him the
idea through its annual selection of
the Ten Best Pictures for the
is

and the purpose

DiYAFTERDiC

THE RECOI
ARE /MA/HED

blondes are

preferred.

Raymond Hatton and Wallace
Beerv appeared in their newest laugh
concoction, "Wife Savers."
It was
almost entirely Beery's picture. Good
laughs throughout.
"The Thrill Seeker" was another
of the week's releases.
The least
said, the better.
This goes for the
Nita Naldi picture, "What Price
Beauty," also.
The Gene Stratton-Porter novel,
"Freckles," reached the screen with
the author's granddaughter and John
Fox, Jr. doing as wholesome a punnv
love story as ever you saw.
Delightful and charmin.g picture.
Especially good for family trade.

Another famed writer's work was
Harding Davis' "Let

that of Richard

Go

'Er

Coghlan.
ment.

Gallagher,"
with Junior
Especially good entertain-

Good clean comedy was on sale in
"The Fourflusher," an entertaining bit
starring George Lewis and Marion
Nixon.

"Beware of Married Men," with
Irene Rich: "Bare Knees" with VirLee Corbin and Johnnie Waland "Back to Liberty" with
George Walsh were all fairly good

ginia

ker

program

^^fel/htngfDi

pictures.

BY DIRECT WIRE FROM

Linked
Consolidated Deal

I^fa of Berlin
in

{Continued from Page

Bahn's Syracuse Fan Club
Celebrates First Birthday

is

FILM DAILY

BOOK.

"The Divine Wo-

a splendid display of
the star and her leading

Eveattend-

Astor Hotel.

fans,

in

Reviews

BRENNAN

ofifered

Radio Club.
Feb.

of
IV.

YEAR

23, j

1)

has purchased a substantial block of
stock in Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., according to the "Journal of

The

Commerce."
Igfa, as

the

German

and

allied

industries.

It

Ansco Photo Products,
and the Agfa Raw Products
latter the most important
manufacturer of raw stock in Germany and an active competitor of
Eastman Kodak and Du Pont Pathe
in the American market.
controls the
Co.. Inc.
Co., the

The German interests are reported
not concerned at the moment at least
in control of Consolidated, but are
determined to secure a share of this
and other chemical and allied businesses by purchase.
The "Journal
of Commerce" likewise reports that
Eastman Kodak has a substantial
interest in Consolidated, thus bringing two raw stock competitors, Eastman and Agfa, together in partial
ownershio of a company controlling
laboratories that use many millions
of feet of raw stock yearly.
The report of the stock purchase
is neither confirmed nor denied.
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SYMBOLS

WESTERN

FIRST NATIONAL SPECIAL

NE
trust

concerned, has adopted a policv of
nenetration into the American chemical
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PATENT LEATHER KIT OPENED YESTEB7AV Itl'THE

REC'OKB

THOU^AN-S

IVERE

IN THE fclETROPOLI TAN.

BARTHELI.IESS MORE STRONGLY

-SCREEN.

IT

I

TAN THEATRE

IS

A,

PO'.VEKFUL

A

STORY ESTABLISHING

THAN EVER AS ONE OF THE FINEST ARTIST1 OF Th:

TO TOUCH UPOH THE STORY

tTFENGTH A:« BEAUTY.

!:tT'-.OP0LI

TURNED AWAY. THE PICTURE HJ3 E3TA3LI3HED

PREDICT

I

A

COULI' OKLY FALL 5H0RT OF

CO.'jCYINC

II

PHENOMENAL' RUN FOR THE PATENT LLATHER

CONGRATULATIONS TO'FIRST NATIONAL, RICHARD DARTHELMESS, ANT IIRECTCK
SANTELL. KINTEST.REGARrS

J.J.PAYETTE,
STANLEY-CKANIALL COMPANY
lOa

lA
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1667

senate

By JACK ALICOATE

UR

good

on

Pettijohn,

'

friend

Charlie

this

page,

comes out to-day with a
ping and aggressive chaldirected to all those in any
connected with pictures, on
attitude in connection with
1667,

Bill

te

otherwise

n as the Brookhart Bill,
is the time" says Pettifor everybody to take a
ive stand one way or the
and be rein the open

ow

—

—

to his fellows for

sible

all

in the future for his posi-

tatement of Policy

24,

Price 5 Cents

1928

PEHIJOHN CALLS ON INDUSTRY
FOR STAND ON BROOKHART BILL
Message from Brookhart to
Be Read at T. O. C. C. Rally

Now

Is

Time for

All to
Position,

Make Known
He Declares
Issue of Federal

control,

in

con-

Brookhart bill from New York nection with the Brookhart bill, is
Senator Brookhart has prepared a congressmen. Letters of endorsement
clean cut, states C. C. Pettijohn, counmessage on his measure to ehminate of the proposed statute have been resel of the Hays organization, in callblock and bHnd booking which will ceived from exhibitor bodies in many
ing upon everyone in the industry to
be read at the Thursday rally of the states, the committee asserted yestake a positive and open stand on the
T.O.C.C. The meeting will be held terday.
measure.
at the Astor and present from ConThe T.O.C.C.'s stand on the uniPettijohn tersely cites Sen. Brooknecticut,
New Jersey, Michigan, form contract which will come up at hart's
declaration that the bill proWestern Pennsylvania, Indjana, Buf- Chicago next week may be ready for vides for Federal control of the infalo and Cincinnati will be exhibitor discussion by Thursday.
The New dustry, and calls upon everyone to
delegations to watch the progress of York group is seeking representation
take a stand for or against governthe open discussion and then report on the committee, principally on the ment control of the industry.
back to their respective bodies.
ground that, since it figured so im"Sen. Brookhart's statement to exThe T.O.C.C. committee has been portantly in the deliberations leading hibitors who called on him in Wash(Continued on Page 8)
busy lining up pledges of support for
ington as reported in FILM DAILY
of Jan. 22 leaves no doubt either as
to the meaning of the Brookhart bill
the

that Mr. Pettimany expres01 the intent of its sponsors," Pettione way or the other. This
john states. He is quoted, speaking
BY
YEAR
ENJOYED
RECORD
INTRODUCED
BILL
QUOTA
)eculiar business. Shadows
of the billj as follows:
ten take the place of sun"This will surely provide for Gov(Continued on Page 8)
When words that spell
1927
ZjALAND SOLON
BY
1 are called for they usually
Paramount estimates its net profits
However, Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
in whispers.
Washington Quota bill for New after depreciation and taxes for 1927, FEATURE OUTPUT IN 1927
is one expression in the
Zealand, starting with the require- including its undistributed share of
sweeping tempo as the re- ment that renters in that country earnings of Balaban & Katz, 65 per
r

guess

is

i|will not get

PARAMOUNTIURING

NEW

—

""irst

:

We

are unalterably

D|)Osed to government conof this industry or any
its branches, now or at
'
time in the future.
1

e for

(Continued

on

Page

8)

MADE BY 250 DIRECTORS

cent owned subsidiary, at $8,050,000,
as against $5,600,000 in 1926, an inThe results
crease of 44 per cent.
Two hundred and fifty directors
of 1927 operations are 41 per cent made the feature output for 1927;
higher than 1925, i+s previous record stories were adapted and written by
year when the prohts were $5,718,000. 300 scenarists and continuity writers
The 1927 net profit, after allowing and photographed by 200 camera(Continued on Page 8)

men.
This data, taken from the advance

We

Second
are opposed
block booking,
oercive block booking
the slightest suggesI
1 of intimidation should
abolished
voluntarily
b
the industry itself
A thin
b those who are respon:

handle at least Tyi per cent of British
and New Zealand films, has just been
introduced into the New Zealand
Parliament, says a report to the Dept.
In many respects the
of Commerce.
measure resembles the new British

it.

Avoid Hysteria

G.E.TALKMFILM

DEVICE

Sponsor Seeks Action on
proqfs of the 1928 FILM DAILY
covers part of the
Fight Film Law Repealer YEAR BOOK,
which covers
section
production
IVash. Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
pages
Washington— Sen. Metcalf (Rep., about 200

General Electric has started the
sound reproducing
of
production
equipment on a volume scale, at its
plant in Schenectady and the Westinghouse company is manufacturing

equipment

at

Pittsburgh.

R. L), states he will press for action on his bill to repeal the law prohibiting interstate transportation of
fight films.

New Loud Speaker Is

Seen

in

the

new

edition.

Robinson-Heflin Debate Is

Being Filmed by Movietone
Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

— Debate

between SenRobinson, and Heflin over
Gov. Alfred E.
Catholicism and
Smith is being filmed by Movietone.

Washington

ators

of Benefit to Directors
few weeks have elapsed
made
was
announcement
since
of a new loud speakDemonstration
Its
question is big.
that General Electric, Westinghouse er, which is seen of potential great
ications go far beyond the
(Continued on Page 8)
Play Over 200
benefit to directors, in enabling them "Chicago" to
n les of Mr. Pettijohn's sugarea,
wide
over
a
persons
address
to
of Feb. 12
Houses in
of
)n.
The situation is a seri- Picture Only for
as far as one mile away, was given
than 200 theaters of the naMore
s ne that deserves the earnGriffith's 'Drums of Love' in New York Sunday.
tion will play "Chicago" during the
Engineers of the Bell Telephone
)nsideration of everyone. A
Carrying out the company's policy
week of Feb. 12, according to Pathe.
Co. made the demonstration, talking
is the thing," United
picture
"the
that
The picture now is in its fifth week
of hysteria might cause a
into a field telephone, with their
of
D.
run
open
will
tonight
Gaiety, New York, where it
Artists
from the at the
to fall that would be fatal.
of Love," at voices ringing back clearly
is playing at roadshow prices.
W. Griffith's "DrumsPage
(Continued on Page 8)
8)
let that happen.
(Continued on
Only

a
the

Run

;

Week

—

—

THE

^^

DAiLV

Flying Orchestra Is
New Loew Stage Act
The
Loew

Vol XLIil No. 20

Tuesday, JaD.24, 1928

Price 5 Cents

aviation stunt starting over the
circuit is already scoring a big
hit,
with Olevene Johnson, well
known flyer known as "Miss Aviation" and the
Flying Orchestra flying to their various engagements. The act presents an aviation
spectacle which is sponsored by the
American Society for Promotion of
Aviation, and is designed to arouse
public interest in aviation.
Sikorsky plane is used to transport the
players to the various theaters, pilot-

ASPA
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ed by Captain Roscoe Turner. The
act will cover the Loew circuit to the
Coast.
Following the current opening engagement at the Hillside, Jamaica, the Flying Orchestra will play
the
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"7th Heaven"
ed to big business at the New

DALY

in its two weeks' run, anc
second week is understood to
Interest is
the A.M. P. A. meeting, they be- been a record one.
ing the newsreel editors, unsung ing displayed as to whether
heroes of the screen press, who have Circus," which opened last week
developed the newsreel into the im- equal or top "7th Heaven."

THEY'RE

going to get

rick,

hand

a

at

And the
is today.
get a lot of pointers
on the newsreel.

portant factor

A.M.P.A.

it

will

Truog Resigns

"Bill"

Kansas
sistant

sales

—W.

E. Truog,
for Univi
Future plans hav«

City

director

to New has resigned.
gloiving with smiles,- despite been announced.
some cold weather he ran into down charge

"Bob" Savini has returned

Yo7-k

M. Van Praag
west of the
South.
The reason? "Bob" goaled sippi and M. Karl Kramer c
a number of theater records with east of the Mississippi, with the
"Motherhood."
of district managers abolished,
of

M

sales

Grand, Bronx, on Jan. 26-29.

cept on the Coast.
Big smiles these days on the faces
of Frank R. Wilson and M. J. WeisMexico City Exhibitor Die
French Gov't Limits
feldt.
The reason? A wow of an
Bernard
Granat, one of the
advance sale for "Simba," Martin
Use of
Scenes Johnson
prominent
exhibitors
in
Mi
big game hunt picture which
Paris Measures have been taken opened last night at the Earl Carroll, City, died at his home there,
reported to M-G-M.
Granat w
by the French Government to regu- New York.
brother-in-law of A. L. Kalb
late the use of war scenes in picrepresentative in Mexico Cit]
tures.
Instructions have been issued
Sam Hinson, office matvager of the
to the censor to refuse to approve Fox Charlotte branch is receiving
war scenes that are dragged into pic- congratulations on the birth of a
tures to help put over comedy or daughter.
drama. The Government states that
the tragic events of the war "should
And lest we forget, another proud
not be travestied for commercial father of a baby daughter arrived last
VAULT ACCOMMODATIONS
ends."
The war, if presented in an week is our own Marvin (Kibitzer)
authentic and historical way, how- Kirsch.
S'
ever, is not banned.
Recently the
censor barred several war pictures
Omaha Leads F. N. Drive
from the Rhineland on the ground
At the end of the third week of the
that they were offensive to French First National Month sales drive
If You Are in the*

War

—

^
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tlBond Market

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

this

Lumas Again Expands
For

NOTE:

Instruction,

will in future

fer

•Last Prices Quoted ••Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

tCurb Market

Public

^s lead-

the

larged

way,

third

time

Lumas Film

years,

as

many

in

THE FILM

Sun-

DAILY,
day's edition of
\lice White, who plays the part of

Dorothy and whose work was highly
was inadvertently recommended,
1650 Broad-

Corp.,

space at
York.

its office

New

in

Blondes" which appeared

has

en-

Presented by the Martin Johnson
African Expedition Corp., "Simba,"
big game hunt feature, opened last
night at the Earl Carroll, New York.

Program
Covers

Weiss Goes

special Designs for
all Holidays.

to Coast

Weiss, president of Agfa
Film Stock, is en route to Los

Alfred

Raw

Angeles.

The

HENNEGAN

CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio

I

I
II

I

—

I

Ginsberg Goes to Coast
Henry Ginsberg, head of Sterling,
yesterday for the Coast to confer on forthcoming productions.
left

for

42
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Dat

"813"
AN ARSENE LUPIN
ADVENTURE STORY

AMALGAMATED

By

MAURICE LEBLANC
wi^

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone P«nn. 3580

All Star Cast

Wallace Beery
Laura La Plante
Ralph Lewis
William V. Mong
J. P. Lockney
Wedgewood Nowell
And Other Notables

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Write for Samples

H

WEST

Market

ferred to as Alice Stone.

"Simba" Opens

HENNEGAN

P

way mark— Omaha

ing the exchanges in percentage above
quota.
The margin of its lead is
slight, however, for the Vancouver
branch had spurted up in an effort
to capture first honors for Canada,
with the result that Vancouver stood
second. Salt Lake City is third, with
San Francisco, Denver and Toronto
following in the order named.

be represented
on the censor board by Dr. Mikulowski and five other officials of the Ministry of Public Instruction.
Each of
"Last Moment" Premiere Set
the five departments of this Ministry
"The
Last Moment" will have its
is represented by an official and thus
premiere Feb. 4 at Symphony Hall,
v,'ill be able to control the films with
Boston, as a roadshow attraction
a view to passing them for exhibisponsored by Zakora Film Corp.,
tion to juveniles especially.
Until reNew York.
cently, Poland's censorship was exercised by the Ministry of the InterAlice White, Not Stone
ior only.
In the review of "Gentlemen Preofficial
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ADAPTED BY LENORE

FROM THE

J.

COFFEE

MAURINE WATKINS
Stage by SAM H.HARRIS

PLAY BY

Produced Upon'the

DIRECTED

BY

Frank Ursoiv
demille studio production

^atch f Kis picture

smash

all

records

Haver,

is
Victor \4rconi,

Virginia Bradford

Robert Edeson, Julia raye,

Robson and

T.

M^_,

Roy Barnes

from David
Belasco^s great
stage success.

with

Noah Beery

and Gilbert Roland

WEST
ROLAND
PRO DU CTTON

by

WILLAKl

MACK
adapted by Roland

and Willard

Mac

CJ

office

Here's a great ticket aelling 4 col. mat for a newapaper ad—
You can obtain tliis at any United Artists Exchange.

Meet Don Jose Maria

1.

doval.

The

"the bes'
Costa Roja.'
don't know

it)

5.

Johnny

senor

Y

fall

madly

annoying her, who should
in but Johnny! Johnny, with
his hair, his nose, his eyes!
Love

pop
hits

—and how!

Dolores

But Jose's

Americano

and her

8.

dancing

Dolores. And she isn't for any
one but Johnny. La Paloma has
plans of her own. She'd like to
shake her skirts at Costa Roja and
head

10. He gets his troop of bad boys
and they arrange a
together
friendly gunning party which is

It's to be a sur11. Exception.
prise party for Johnny! However,
he gives better than he gets so,

12. Iron bars aren't good chaperons for a pair of lovers. Dolores
starts scheming and sends Johnny
a dandy, handy file in a loaf of
bread.

Costa Roja!
What he wants,
Well, figure it out for
yourself!
He wants none other
than teasing, tantalizing, tango6.

in love with

9. Is

Says "Howdy." What is he doing down there? New York bored
him. Not enough excitement. So,
it comes to pass that The Dove

2.

it's

dam caballero in all
What a man! You

each other. But it's no cinch to
You see, Don
get the knot tied!
Jose is the only big noise in

Dolores, The Dove.
AH men
peegs to Dolores even Jose
Maria. That is, all men are peegs
until Johnny Powell, a handsome

Where Costa Roja

Well,
is?
a land of romance and revolution, somewhere south of the Mason-Dixon line. It's the home of

San(he admits

is

he takes!

.

to

be

entirely

—with

open and above

one

no slouch!

board

13. However, Jose is just one step
ahead of them and he arrives at

14. That's

the lovers' rendezvous in time to
The Dove of a trap he has

guns explode, knives

tell

where the action starts
Horses gallop,

and never ends!

fly,

climbed, rescues follow

—

7.

enter "Justice"
to jail.

and

exit

Johnny

But see Norma Talmadge's first
Noah
United Artists picture!
Beery is superb as Don Jose, Gilbert Roland is admirable as John-

15.

them

For the U. S. A.! There isn't
enough stirring on The Red Coast.
Shootings bore her. And, just at
a time when "the bes' dam cabaUero"

Norma Talmadge

—

is
what
than to say she is Norma
at her best!
Don't miss Roland
*' T
West's production
E

16.

better,

—

H

everything in this picin— enthuse them— and send them

Story! Star! Cast! Sets!

ture to bring

4.

DOVE!"

ny and

set!

home

walls are

and

3.

arc

There

is

talking about a real picture*

One

of Normas best
PICTURE
and ^ez-Z/yst- UNITED ARTISTS
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Cut

Salary

Seen in Shutdowns

Is

—

be Resumed with Arrival of Sax on Coast Swanson Film to be Supervised by
Le Baron? —Irving Berlin May Enter Films F. N. Wants ThelmaTodd "Ramona" Praised at Preview

Gotham Production

to

—

CHRISTIE LATEST FIRM TO

WORK STARTS AT ONCEON

"Ramona'' Hits
By

ANNOUNCE CLOSING PLAN

A

HARVEY

E.

—

A

GAUSMAN

beautiful picture, direction

SCHEDULE OE 30 FILMS

which is excellent, the star
and cast good, one of the best
photographed productions of
the year. This is your correspondent's summation of "Ramona," previewed at the United

arrival of Sam Sax, production on the Gotham units located at
l.Jniversal City, will start immediately.

Little
from

of

now dark
plants
W^arners and
the
Mack Sennett
studios and two others scheduled to
close at an early date, studio workers
view the situation as the start of a
With

two

—

new move

Artists studio.

to reduce salaries.

Universal plans to close its studios
for a shutdown of several weeks, and
the Christie company is preparing to
temporarily cease production Feb. 15.
is for a period of a

This shutdown

HAYS TO DEDICATE PARK

ir:onth.

ROW AT FOX

Sennett has finished his current
schedule, and will not resume activity
until April, when his new studio will
Will H. Hays, in his official cabe completed.
pacity as head of the producers' asThere is no possibility the Paramount or M-G-M studios will close, sociation, will head the list of notables present at the Fox studio on
officials assert.
Jan. 27, when Park Row will be formally dedicated.
The building and the naming of
Irving Berlin
this structure which will house alFilms in
most exclusively, a coterie of direcIrving Ber.in may enter films, he tors and writers under contract to Fox,
indicated in admitting "he may do is the culminaticr of an .'dea long

STUDIOS

May

Enter
Schenck Deal

''Lots''

RALPH WILK

By

With

Supervisor
Harold
Howard Bretherton,

Shumate

and

Hollywood

ENRICH
^

who He

von Stroheim

is

not

unlifa

w^

some people we know very

one time solicited suljscriptioiB
"Chic Parisienne."
will start work on "Turn Back The for a publication
Hours" will start shooting this week. This was 17 years ago on his arrival
The decision to release approxi- in America. He has saved a copy of
mately 30 subjects next season has the magazine.
^
%
^
caused several changes to be made
newest
Gloria
Swanson's
current production schedule
in the
hobby is learning card tricks.
and a re-alignment of releases of the
*
*
*
remaining seven pictures is being
Mary Brian is loyal to her home
made.
Sax is to put an additional produc- town Dallas, Tex. She still wears
tion unit in operation in order to have her class pin of the Bryan Street
practically all studio work on the High School of that city.
^
^
^
1927-28 program completed early this
Passing
Charlie Byert
Our
Show
spring.
Following "Turn Back The Hours," and Hugh Trevor driving to HollySax will make "The Chorus Kid" wood in their new Chryslers; J(^
from the story of the same name by Hilliard uttering words of philottphy to interested listeyiers; Wdi
Howard Rockey.
Henius strolling through the Amdirector,

—

at

—

:

Le Baron

bassador.

to Supervise

^

One

*

4:

most colorful
Film for Gloria
This would nursed by Winfield Sheehan.
recently
social
functions
took
place
The
location
is
in
the southwest
Will Le Baron, FBO production
be in association with Joseph M.
at the
Beverly Hills residence oi
portion
of
the
studios
on
the
westGloria
Swanson's
will
supervise
head,
Schenck, it is stated.
ern side of Western Ave. The build- next picture for United Artists it is Carl Laemmle, when his daughter
Rosabelle, gave a surprise birthday
ings,
newly erected, occupy three reported.
Excellent Signs Scenarist
party in honor of his sixty-first ansides of a hollow square with an
niversary.
A buffet luncheon \va;
Adrian Johnson has been signed by artistic courtyard.
In addition to
Lang Back at Columbia
served for more than 60 gur^t-,
Sam Zierler to write eight continui- Hays, an honored guest will be John
Walter Lang has returned to the
ties for Excellent Pictures.
The first Steven McGroarty, California's phil- Columbia studio. He was loaned to Many of Hollywood's most proniinent celebrities were in attendance, m
is an original, "Women Who Dare,'
osopher-poet, together with the vice De Mille for twTi pictures.
*
*
*
*
starring Helene Chadwick which will consuls of the various countries in
The Educational studio was w^
which Fox exchanges are in operago into production shortly.
Durling, Darmour Scenarist Head
represented at the Writers' Club e*
tion,
and other guests including
E. V. Durling has been placed in
more than 100 newspaper and maga- charge of the Darmour-FBO scenario tcrtainment. From the studio caVU
British Seek Monta Bell
zine representatives.
The dedication staff. The present production sched- Jack White ayid his wife, PauliM
English producers have made an of the fountain will be made
Starke; E. H. Allen and Eddie K
by June ule calls for 36 comedies.
attractive ofifer to Monta Bell, it is re- Collyer,
man.
Fox featured player and re*
*
*
something

Swanson?

in the films."

ported.

cently

Baby
First Del Rio

selected

as

a

1928

Wampas

Laurel

star.

Chosen

latest

"The Bear Tamer's Daughter," by
Konrad Bercovici, will serve as the
vehicle for Dolores Del Rio's
picture as a United Artists star.

first

River Story for Gilbert
John Gilbert is to appear in a
Mississippi River story which Lawrence Stallings is writing.
George
Hill will direct.

Sedgwick to

Direct

Edward
Sedgwick,
"West Point" and

Keaton

who

made

"Slide.

Kelly,

Complete Another
and Hardy, Hal Roach's

comedy team, have completed

another titled, "Let George Do It,"
soon to be released by M-G-M. Arch

Heath

and is now completing "Mon"Our Gang's" Next Titled
key Business," a new Karl Dane"Our Gang's" next offering will be
George K. Arthur comedy, will direct Buster Keaton in the latter star's "Barnum & Ringling, Inc.," with
Robert McGowan directing. As the
first picture under his new
Metro-

First National is dickering to
to take over from Paramount
that company's contract with

Thelma Todd.

I

Harry Wurtzel has opene
an

office

l^s

a

personal

re-

presentative of stars, directors

-

and writers.
*

directed.

Slide,"

*

*

Joe Schenck, Jesse Lasky, Dou^
las Fairbanks, Frank Borzage ani

George Marshall were among

tht

spectators at the tournament heU
on Harold Lloyd's nine-hole count

Goldwyn-Mayer contract.
No an- name implies, the picture will savor 071 his Beverly Hills estate. Twelvt
professionals competed and Haroli^
nouncement has been made as to of sawdust atmosphere.
presented a platinum watch and
story.
Making
Davidson
Another
Lillian Leighton has been signed to
Returns
play opposite Max Davidson in his
May McAvoy, accompanied by her next Roach comedy, as yet untitled.
mother, has returned to Hollywood Viola Richard, Gene Morgan, and
from New York.
Spec O'Donnell complete the cast.

May McAvoy

Seeks Thelma

of the season's

Al

Completes Cooke Comedy
Herman has completed "Rah!

Rah! Rexie,"

comedy

his third

Darmour-FBO

starring Al Cooke.

cigarette

case

as first

seco

Cast in Next "Our Gang"
Leighton, Carolina Rankin,
and Charles King have been engagedl
for supporting roles in the next "Ourl
Lillian

Assign Tom Terriss
Tiffany-Stahl has assigned Tom Gang" comedy offering,
Terriss to direct "The Indiscretion of be directed by Charles
the Duchess."

and

prizes.

Anthony Mack.

which
Ohize

willi

andjl ^^^-^^
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JVorld Almanac^

quoted annual^

is

most widely
now on the news stands.
the

a great hook^ covering everything under
the sun^ and contains over nine hundred pages.
It

is

THE FILM DAILY
1928 YEAR BOOK
[OUT THIS MONTH]

Covers Only The Motion Picture Industry
and contains

One Hundred Pages More
Than The World Almanac
A
,

_

Great Book
Covering

A
1

Great Industry

.

Covers
Everything
^

Goes
Everywhere

—

Ill

—

—
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Galls on Industry for
(Continued from Page

EXPANSION

SOUTH

IN

— Further expansion of Pan-

tages in the South is now in contemplation, it was indicated by the
visit
here of Alexander Pantages
head of the circuit.

Pantages
on a direct
and spent
Willard C.

New

came from

Orleans

route from Los Angeles,

day

a

in

company with

Patterson, southern divis-

ion manager of Universal theaters,
making a survey of the local theater

and inspecting Uni-

generally

field

Capitol,
Atlanta
Pantages vaudeville.

versal's

home

of

From

Atlanta Pantages proceeded
Birmingham, where the new Pantages opened recently, and thence to
Memphis and Kansas City. He expects to go directly from Kansas
to

home

City to his

in

California.

states,

swing through the southern
the first Pantages has made in

many

years,

His

regarded as a pre-

is

liminary survey in anticipation of
further Pantages expansion in this
territory.

Talking Film Device
Work on Big Scale
{.Continued

from Page

1)

and Radio Corporation of America
had acquired a substantial interest in
FBO Pictures Corporation and that
the sound reproducing and recording
method devised by the engineers of
the three companies would become
available

to the industry.

However

long before this announcement was

made, the method and equipment of
General Electric had been developed
and the device shifted from the laboratory to the factory.
As the guests of David SarnoflF,
Vice President of R. C. A. and C. W.
Stone of General Electric, a visit

was made

to Schenectady last week
by Joseph P. Kennedy, president and
Colvin W. Brown, vice president of
FBO. They were shown the manufacturing resources which General
Electric had converted to the manufacture of sound reproducing equipment and were advised that the Westinghouse plant at Pittsburgh had

equally as large a factory in operation.

Westinghouse

this

is

—

duct.

The Federal regulation fear is one
expressed by some exhibitors in announcing a hesitant attitude toward
endorsing or attacking the Brookhart
bill.
Others, however, feel that only
through Federal action can they
secure the relief they say will accrue
from passage of the Brookhart bill.
These point out they have been seeking unsuccessfully for years to secure
the trade reforms embodied in the
Brookhart bill, and declare that the
dc.nger of Federal regulation is more
than offset by the prohibition of blind
and block booking and arbitrary allocation of product. They do not see,
state sponsors of this point of view,
how any Federal law could be enacted, without carrying with it Federal

control.

New Loud Speaker Is
1)

loud Speaker a mile away. It was said
to be the first time a human voice had
been thrown a mile without distortion.
The loud speaker, according to Dr.
R. W. King, sound expert of the telephone company, represents an advance over the loud speaker now
used in connection with Movietone
and Vitaphone sound reproduction.

Picture Only for

Run

of
Griffith's *Drums of Love'

prologue or presentation.

Russian Films Shown
"Czar, Ivan the Terrible," produced by the Sovkino of Moscow,

The picture is Griffith's first production under his new Cinema Art
Corp. contract, and his first independent venture since 1919.

plants

was given

are

its

United States

first

last

showing

night

when

in

the

it

was

shown

to an invited audience at the
auditorium of the Engineering Society Bldg.,
York, under auspices
of the committee on exceptional photoplays of the National Board of Re-

New

view.

H.

I'!

&

H. Buys One

Tuscola, Tex.— The Pastime here
has been added to the H. & H. circuit.

(Continued from Page

the Liberty,

New

(M-G-M)
Used two forms

of cards

for dis-

These small cards fitted into an envelope that read "For Men
Only" and "For Women Only" as the
case might be.
Copy on the cards
given to women read, "Wives Do
you belong to your husband Body
and Soul? Is a wedding ring a sign
of servitude, a symbol of ownership?
See Body and Soul."
Copy on the
tribution.

—

cards given to

men

read,

1)

York, with neither

1)

"Men — If

attaches to the Thursday
be gleaned from the com:

C.

may

named

to

make arrangements

f

Included are Arthur Hirsh, Lei
Ochs, Charles L. 0;Reilly,
Brandt, Max Barr, Sol Raives,
Berman, A. H. Schwartz, M. Rac
Harry Suchman, Leo Brecher
Rudv Saunders.

Record Year
During
by

Enjoyed
you were married to a young and
beautiful woman and discovered that
1*
Para.
she loved another, would you brand
her flesh so that the world would
(Continued from Page 1)
know she belonged to you? See the for preferred dividends, would
season's most astounding picture
equal to $12.83 per share on 579,
Body and Soul at the Garden." Fred shares of common, the average issi
O. Stenker, Garden, Davenport la.
and outstanding during the year, as
compared with the 1926 profits whfcli
were equal to $10.82 per share oe
"Now We're In the Air"
459,020 shares of common, the zva(Paramount)
age issued and outstanding durin;
The two large cut-outs of Beery the year 1926.
and Hatton in minature planes from
The profits for the fourth quarter
the 24-sheet were mounted with a are estimated at $2,400,000 as against
strip connecting the two which cov- $1,960,000 in the corresponding quiff-

IGE
"Di
atr

—

ered the entire front of marquee. The
strip had title of picture in electric
lighs, being connected to marquee
flasher.
The propellers were made

out of very delicate timber, being
so attached that they turned by wind
power.
buzzer attached to a
motor, gave the effect of a plane
motor and
this
attracted
every
Miller,
Imperial,
passer-by.
F.
J.
Augusta, Ga.

A

—

—

Ralph Morrow Resigns
From Pathe in South
Seen

of Benefit to Directors
{Continued from Page

at Rj

up to the formation of the contSittl
it should have a voice in its revi^
The importance which the T

"Body and Soul"

now

clean-cut and
everybody in the business understands
The ques\ib. meaning and purport.
tion now plainly is:
"Are you in favor of government
control of the motion picture business
or against it"?
"Those who advocate the Brookhart
government control.
bill
are
for
Those opposed to the Brookhart bill
are against government control. Now
is the time for everybody to take a
positive stand one way or another
in the open
and be responsible to his
fellows for all time in the future for
his position."
Pettijohn's statement is the first
official one to come from producerdistributor ranks on the Brookhart
bill to outlaw blind and block booking and arbitrary allocation of proissue

Be Read

to

DOUAOS FOC suowmen

(Continued from Page

and General Elecmanufacturing both
sound recording and sound reproducing equipment.
tric

P

DAlUr TIPS vnucH MEAII

1)

ernment control and that to take
out would remove its strength."

"The

Atlanta

Brookhart Messagej

Stand on Measure

PANTAGES PLANS FURTHER

24,

night

W.
roun

age

number

of

outstanding

durag

the fourth quarter of 1927 as ag;
$3.14 per share earned in the foi
quarter of 1926 on 574,590 sharej
common issued and outstanding
ing that period.

Q uota Bill Introduced
by

New Zealand Solon
(Continued from Page 1)

ottl

quota law, passed in an effort to
the British industry.

The proposed law provides

Grilt
re;

for

fluj

licensing of film renters from Jan.l
next, coincidental with the startjSl
The quol>!
the quota requirements.

be increased annually until
Exhibitors must show five per
will

'rvonf
^'
,

W

-5

)iii

<

rei

158i|i
(

British and New Zealand picti
the year beginning next Jan. 1.
The bill provides a tax on gross
rentals of five per cent for New Zea-

[nail's

New T-S Exchange

—

ear

le

This estimate will equal, after preferred dividends, $3.82 per share fn
588,690 shares of common, the aW-

land films, and seven and one-haH
per cent for British pictu/es,
1214 percent for foreign films,
Indi
eluding American product.
in Dallas, to the post of manager tions are that the bill will not ^
Parliame
the
present
of Pathe's Dallas exchange, succeed- during
ing J. L. McKinney, who becomes session.
short subjects sales manager at the
exchange.
Manageri

20 Charles
Atlanta,
Ga.,
Jan.
Callahan At Colony
Henschel, Short Subjects Sales ManWilliam J. Callahan, formerly of ager for Pathe in the Eastern Divithe Rialto, Washington, has been ap- sion, is expected to reach Atlanta topointed assistant at the Colony, New day on a swing around the exchanges
York, to work in association with in his division.
Mr. Henschel left
Jerry De Rosa, house manager.
New York several days ago and was
due in Charlotte, N. C. yesterday.
21 in "U" Variety Chain
On his arrival in Atlanta he will be
Mansfield, O.— The Ohio, 2,000- in conference with Dan Michalove,
seat house built by the Universal- general representative for Pathe in
Variety circuit, has opened. The cir- the Southern States, and W. W. Ancuit now controls 21 theaters in Ohio. derson, local branch manager.

ii

ran

ter of 1926.

—

Morrow,
district
Dallas Ralph
nianager in the South for Pathe since
absorption of P. D. C, has resigned.
It is understood that no successor
will be named since Dan Michalove,
who was recently appointed by Phil
Reisman as general representative for
Pathe in the southern states, will
have supervision over all distribution
of Pathe product in this territory.
Michalove's duties include those of
southern division sales manager.
Other changes in the local Pathe
personnel announced by Michalove
during his recent visit were as folappointment
Ernest
lows:
of
Leeves, former manager for P. D. C.

vaiii
tiiat

George
salesman,

Calderes,

has been

Los

named

atlraci

Angeles

manage!

of the Tififany-Stahl exchange at Denver, and H. M. Lentz, also of
tlit

Los Angeles

office,

has been
Francisco.

'j«tc

placefl

Calin charge of San
Able Davis wl
deres succeeds
Lentz replaces Louis Reichert m

1?

Mis

I

tlat

HI
Thomas

—

Carroll Recovers

Cleveland Thomas Carroll, man
ager of Loew's State, has recoverei
from a two weeks' illness.

score,
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FOX BUYS WEST COAST
Pictures

EXHIBITORS WILLING TO

IGH

merit stalks through
It is
of Love."
a tragedy, treated so deli-

f

'Drums

FEDERAL CONTROL?

y and beautifully by Grif-

many sequences

:hat in

Consensus of opinion of exhibitors,
ap- received to date by the T.O.C.C.,

rang through the Liberty New York,

se

Fittingly, too.
turned for

night.

W.

has

his

South America
early Nineteenth century

ground
e

to

against
ted

—

that

literally

canvass

—a

has

colorful

indicates that they are
willing to risk Federal control in order to obtain relief from blind and
block booking and arbitrary allocaArthur
Hirsh,
tion
of
product,
chairman of the campaign commitThis is the reaction to C.
tee, says.
C. Pettijohn's call for all in the industry to state their position on the

and honor, Brookhart bill.
Hirsh, who
unusual and worth-

of youth, love
3-

re the

are appreciated this proon vvrill .score instantaneWhere the saccharine is
mded the commercial fuof "Drums of Love" is unnately in doubt,
is of the type to which mo)l pictures must turn if they
d emerge from the quagof the obvious and dumb.
Griffith, of course, goes a
1
wreath. The cast superb
iryone.
Lionel Barrymore
IS in a splendid
role Mary
^

ments

is

arrange-

handling

rally to be held
(Coiitinued an Page 8)

for

the

to-

.

TRADE COMMISSION TO

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY
Power of making

economic investigations will be retained by the Federal Trade Commission, it is indicated by action of the
of
the
committee
appropriations
House, in striking out a clause to
Rep. Byrnes
prohibit such probes.
on the
Democrat
ranking
(Tenn.)
in responds to magnificent
committee had the clause stricken
tion.
Don Alvarado regis- out on parHamentary grounds and
emphatically.
without a vote.
The clause was inserted and should

Deal Being Closed for Purchase
of Richard O. Hoyt Syndicate
West Coast Theaters, Inc., is to be taken over by
the terms of a deal which has been under way for a
days. Fox, who holds a 36 per cent interest in West
Coast, has arranged to purchase the stock now controlled by the
Richard O. Hoyt Syndicate, which gives the former almost 100
per cent ownership of the important chain of Coast theaters.
The Hoyt syndicate, composed of Richard Hoyt of Hayden,
Stone and Co. and a group of First National executives and
franchise holders, was originally formed to take over control of
West Coast Theaters, Inc. The negotiations leading up to the
deal with Fox were conducted by Harold B. Franklin, president
of West Coast and Hoyt. Consummation comes on the heels of
Franklin's recent statement that West Coast intended to "go
it alone" and was not amalgamating with any other company.
Insiders have known for some time that, despite the substantial but minority interest held in West Coast, Fox has not
been getting what he deemed the proper break in bookings over
the West Coast string. Only a few months ago, James R.
Grainger closed a first run deal with Alexander Pantages in
Pacific Coast cities, thus placing Fox product in houses which
are opposition to West Coast in many spots.
Control of

Fox under
number of

CHASE WANTS SPECIAL

TEN PER CENT ADMISSION

;

the beaten track of picture enwelcome,
Therefore,
nment.
ling that's different always is.

chronicle of the big
experiences of the
n Johnsons in primitive Africa,
a film

is

hunting

and fascinating. Not mereman's picture, by a long shot,
hould have seen how the women
attracted toward "Simba" at
ing,

*'Beau Sabreur**
I

"Beau Sabreur" won't
a good picture and will
mty of business. No worry on
that

e<

'.

It's

score.

K A N N

TAX BILL

FILMS

IN

VIRGINIA

—

Richmond, Va. Vigorous protests
Support will be given the BrookChase, al- are being made by managers of leadSheafe
Canon
bill
by
be retained, alleges Rep. Wood (Rep.
bill
though he believes it should be ing theaters in the state against a
Ind.) because the commission is makwill
be offered by L. L. Watts, blind member
supervision
so
nded
amer
ing investigations never contemplated
of the House of Delegates, to im(Continued on Page 8)
(.Continued on Fage 8)
pose a tax of ten per cent on adIt is contended that pasmissions.
sage of the measure will ceasQ advances in the prices of tickets and
probably mean a loss to a number of
hart

Distributors Are Prepared
To Offer Two Concessions

pening.

1 ited as the fitting sequel of
Geste." Very satisfying enterirlent, but don't look forward to
er "Beau Geste" because you're
r
a disappointment if you do.

COMMISSI^ FOR

FULL

SHOW WITH

DISC

picture houses.
Efforts to adopt a similar bill failed at the 1926 season of the legislaDistributors will go to Chicago ture, when the late Jake Wells, local
next week to attend the meeting of
(Continued on Page 8)
the uniform contract committee pre-

pared to offer at least two concesFurther Reduction to
sions by way of compromise on
on Ontario
be
OFFERED block booking.
At the Trade Practice Conference
will be no further
There
Ottawa
held in New York last October, the
reduction of the Ontario amusement
which
booking
First presentation of a complete deadlock on block
forthcoming legislative
deliberations tax at the
picture program on Broadway, using well-nigh disrupted the
session, states J. D. Monteith, proagreement
an
finally
by
only phonographic accompaniment, was broken
This sets at rest
vincial treasurer.
marked premiere of "Simba" at the which embraced six points. Clauses report that the exemption was to
distribuwhich
two
the
4
are
Earl Carroll on Monday evening, 3 and
be raised from 25 cents to 50 cents.
(.Continued on Page 8)
Page

No

Made

MUSIC ONLY

{Continued
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—
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Tax

—

.

—
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"Sadie Thompson," which will follow
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" into the
Rivoli.

Al Litchman, who has just returned to New York from the Coast,
states that John Barrymore's "Tempest" will be shown in a Broadway
legitimate house at $2 prices. Abrahc.m Lehr, vice-president and general

Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.,
has arrived in New York from Los

manager

— Lichtbildbuehne,

225.

Friedrichstrasse.

tended run

High

Low

Close

Sales

Am. Seat. Vtc.
40;^
*Am. Seat. Pfd.
Balaban & Katz
*BaI. & Katz Vtc.

AOVi

40^

700

.

.

.

.

.

67%
73/

.

200

tCon, Film Ind
18/8
18/8
18/8
2354
tCon. Film Ind.Pfd. 23M 235/8
169
165/ 167/
Eastman Kodak
130
130
East. Kodak Pfd.. 130
.

.

.

.

Project.
6s 46

106
87J4

20/

87/
20/

ttKeiths
i66J4 16654
59.5^
Loew's. Inc
107
ttLoew's, 6s 41ww.
ttLoew's,6s41x-war. looM 100.5-^
M-G-M Pfd
25^8
25M
P. Cap. Corp.
*Pathe Exchange
17
Pathe Exch. "A".. 175^
ttPathe Exch. 7s37 80 /2 80/
lis
Paramount F-L
11354
•Paramount Pfd.
ttPar.Bvvay.5^4s51 loi-Zs 162/
.

M.

lllli

**Roxy

"A"

''*Roxy

Units

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

**Roxy Common
**Skouras Bros.

.

.

26^

25/

28

27

.

.

***United Art. Com. 15
***United Art. Pfd. 85
*tUniv. Pictures.
Univ. Pict. Pfd... 97/
.

7/
4
17

80/
114
122

102/

tWarner Bros.
15M
Warner Bros. "A". 24

800

24^

....

97/8
\Syi

200

The Acquitania which

23%

1,400

ttBond Market

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
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you are thinking of
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be admitted

of British producers.

Monty Banks who

will

make one

Buy Queens Theater
South Ozone Theater, Inc., Daniel
McCleary, president, has purchased
from the Malbee Realty Corp. the

J.

several pictures to be

made

in

in

Eng-

land for Gotham.

—

1040

tax

at the last session of the General Assembly, has declared himself a
candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor. His. declaration

bill

has been filed with the secretary
state.
Primaries are in August.

oi

Redmond
East

Schedules Opening
Louis Harry Redmond's

—

St.

for theater are at 1941-49
Pratt Street in the vicinity of
the Horn, 800 seats, and the Royal,
300 seats, operated by Frank A.

H

and 78th

OR

Hornig.

"The Cheer Leader," and the
Ambassador at Cleveland showed
"The Rose of Kildare."

R

OTemight Service

at Express Rate*

692 Eleventh Avenue
Tel. COLumbus 3774

CaU

WAFILMS,

Inc.
Walter A. Futter, Pres.
for

New York
130 W. 46th

Issue St. George Permit
Co., subsidiary
Co., will build

a $650,000 theater on Hyatt St., St.
George, L. I. The Board of Standards and Appeals decided to remove
the restrictions on building in a residential section after the Building
Bureau had refused a permit.

ATTENTION

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT
MANAGERS
Want job your foreign department. Experienced stenographer, secretary, salesdetail

man.

Speak and

tinental European cities.
Expert knowledge cables having worked British and
American cable companies. Can cut your
cable bills to minimum.
Salary no object
as ambitioas break into foreign film field.
Write Box M-376
c/o Film Daily,
1650 Broadway
N. Y. C.

PRINTING,

Panchromatic
satisfaction

guaranteed by

GEORGE "DOC" HENLEY

GEORGE HEINZ
ERNEST STERN

ozvners of

c/o Leon Schlesinger

St.

Bryant 8181

1123

No. Bronson kvt.

f^

99

An Arsen Lupin Adventure Story by
Maurice Le Blanc

ALL STAR
—
—
—

—

Lewis
Beery
Ralph
Laura La Plante Wm. V. Mong
Nowell
Lockney
Wedgewood
P.
J.
and
Other Notables
Wallace

STATE

Available for

RIGHT BUYERS]
or

DISTRIBUTORS

wrrite

French, German, Spanish.
Business experience London and Berlin, other Con-

I

Hollywood

Now

YOUR WORK!
WANT
WE
TITLES
DEVELOPING NEGATIVES,
Prompt service and perfect

E

DELIVERY SERVICE

Manhattan.

St.,

A C H

Library Stock Scenes

man and

Open with Gotham Films
Two new theaters opened last
week with Gotham pictures as initial
attractions. The New State at Toledo

L

Trucks leave daily from New York for
Trenton, N. J., Philadelphia, Pa., Wilmington, Del., Washington, D. C,
Baltimore, Md., Richmond and Norfolk, Va.

site

Specializing in
S

State Senator A. L. Mcof Carthage, Mo., who 1.,
the successful fight against Goverftor

property including the theater located
al Rockaway Boulevard and 135th St..
South Ozone Park, L. I., together
with an adjoining lot. McCleary intends to use the lot to enlarge the
theater.
The purchasers operate the
Yorkville Hippodrome, First Ave.

The Isle Theatrical
picture for British International Prod.
Vilma Banky who is returning to of Mose & Johnson
Budapest on a vacation.
Percy Marmont who will appear

when

adult.

Previousl-v

released

by Robertson
Length 6123]
|

Cole

Co.,"

Nov., 1920.
feet.

CELEBRATED AUTHORS SOCIETY LTO.

68

W.

56th

St.

Circle

;

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

rwiHiowFllll

M:fim
INCORPORATED
220WEST42^-°STREE

NEW YOPk

& Co.,

Broadway
Bryant

fol-

lowing on its passenger list:
Blanche Sweet and Marshall Neilan.
The latter will direct Gertrude
Lawrence in a picture to be made
for an English company.
Holmes C. Walton, artists representative who has secured options on
a number of important players, directors and technicians for the use

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Arthur W. Stebbins

Friday

had

NOTE:

When you

sails

England includes the

80

•Last Prices Quoted •*Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

tCurb Market

may

night at the Liberty. ent law, they

West

50
4

2iH

closing and attendance of children are major issues
facing exhibitors of this province.
Efforts are to be made to enforce the
"blue" law. and proceedings are to
be instituted against several theater
owners [jy the provincial government.
Recently, the archbishop at Montreal
made public a pronouncement against

of Film Notables
Slated to Sail Friday

able

4
13
80

— Sunday

Loew's Plans Baltimore House
Baltimore Loew's, Inc., operating
200
the Century, Valencia and Parkway
English Producer Here
here, contemplates a 2,000-seat house
A. E. Bundy, of British Instruc200
in southwest residential district here,
3
tional Film.s, Ltd., and Pro Patria
10,500 it was announced by Louis Sidney
Films, Ltd., two important English
of that company when he visited here organizations,
arrived in New York
with Sam Denbo, vice president of yesterday from London.
Publix. Properties mentioned as prob-

25%

49^

Quebec

Group

10,000
16
1075^
16
100%

39

97"

last

58/

5/

.

40
Stan. Co. of Am.
50?i
tTrans-Lux Pictures 4
.

'"e

10054

.

.

12,000
2,500

10

.

.

10

4/

First Nat'l Pfd..
Fox Film "A" .... 88K
tFo.K Theaters "A". 2154
*Intern'l

200

.

Inspection.

*tFilrn

4,000

—

Louis

Cawley

Baker's ten per cent amusement

accompanied by an

night for

Financial

of

j^m

Ticket Tax Fight Leader
Seeks Mo. Governorship
St.
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new $1,000,000 Majestic now undei
Angeles to arrange for the premiere Sunday shows.
Notice has been given by Jack construction is scheduled to be dediin about six weeks of "The Passionate
cated Feb. 15.
Adventure,,'' Ronald Colman-Vilma Nicol, provincial treasurer, of a bill
Banky picture. "Drums of Love," D. to prohibit children under 16 from
W. Griffith production, opened an ex- attending theaters. Under the pres-

W

lin

call for

roadshow

three

ing
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Three U. A. Roadshows
Planned For Broadway QUEBEC TO HIT SUNDAY
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Inc.
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CONFIDENCE!
Ferdinand V. Luporini, Inc. have acquired the
territorial rights to our pictures for Latin
America.

We

are appreciative of your belief that

Carlos

y4.

Will produce for us a standard and quality of
pictures that will meet with the approval of

your customers.
of our twelve productions, "Black Butterflies," adapted from the widely read novel of
the same name, by Elizabeth Jordan, will be

The

first

ready for screening early in February.

James W. Horne is
Buster Keaton in his
The

directing.

He

directed

picture, "College."

cast of ''Black Butterflies"

is

made up

of the

finest talent available.

JOBYNA RALSTON
MAE BUSCH
LILA LEE

ROBERT FRAZER
CHARLES KING
ROBERT OBER
RAY HALLOR
WILLIAM TOOKER
GEORGE PERIOLAT
This, Mr. Luporini,

is

another indication that

we

intend to give you the finest pictures in the

Independent Field.

QUALITY
DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
George H. Davis

"A

^tandiardi of Quality**

1540

Broadway

A. Carlos

P. J. Richrath

NEW YORK

o
1

1

me'/

«li»

.19

4
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every phase of the business, they were par-

IN

COAST PRODUCTION

A

survey of economies effected in
Hollywood since the salary reductions scheduled last June has been

made by "The Wall Street News"
which notes many economy moves
launched when the salary reduction
campaign was abandoned.
A general
house-cleaning has been efeffected, with the producers emerg-

ing in the best operating positions
they ever attained in recent years,
the publication states.
"Many new economies were placed
in effect," the article states.
"The

directed to production.
Here manj
'dead-wood' players were dropped, some of
them when their contracts expired, while
others, who were not under contract, were
immediately dismissed and still others accepted reductions in their salaries.
One of
the new savings in the studios of a large
producer has been the use of incandescent
lights
in
place of the former kleig lights
which have heretofore been used mainly in
the taking of pictures.
ticularly

"There

is little doubt that the star system
institution which is here to stay, unless the public wills otherwise.
In the main,

an

is

motion

picture patrons have not been educated up to a point where they will go to
see a picture which probably has only the
film company's name attached to it to recommend it and which does not exploit an actor
of some prominence, or has not been directed
by a director of known prestige.
Of course,
there are exceptions.
Once in a while a
photoplay, which has been made by a director

mediocre

of

having

quality,

a

cast

of

players not well known to the public, will
fare very profitably,
because it just happens to strike the fancy of a certain public.
These cases are rare, however.

companies have had practically full
co-operation of all workers in this
"Any adjustments in the star system must
regard.
For instance, many of the of necessity be handled most delicately by
film
executives.
They have studied the situastudio employes who had previously
most carefully and have tried various
noted sorne of the company's money tion
means to cope with it. In some cases where
being paid out without it receiving a big star has reached a point where his
just returns, stepped to the fore and popularity is on the_ wane, they have dropped

at the expiration of his contract, so as
voluntarily advised the management him
not to lose considerable money on future
of instances where savings could be attractions in which the player would have

accomplished through new arrange- appeared.
a fact that the motion picture busiments.
A single large corporation ness"It isis built
largely upon personnel.
Take
is understood to have profited to the
away the directors, the actors, the writers,
extent of almost $1,000,000 in its op- the stars, and you have nothing left but a
erating expense account since the highly organized production, distribution and

announcement made

initial

cost saving program.
"While the economies included

of

the

exhibition

"New
practically

machine

with

nothing

to

keep

it

running.
screen

faces,

from

therefore, shine forth
time to time.
And it

on our
is

these
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REPORTS ECONOMY MOVES

DAILV

'

new faces that producers in recent years
have made into the stars of today and tomorrow, at costs materially below those of
years.
The
old
the
of
favorites after a spell and practically demand the introduction of new personalities
from time to time.
"It is true more attention has been given
to theater
acquisitions and construction in
the past few years and during most of 1927,
than to other phases of the business, because
the competition in this particular branch has
been so keen.
With this expansion completed in many instances, at least for the
time being, more concentration has been directed to the production end of the business.
This has been particularly the case during
the last half of 1927.
The aftermath has
been economies in operation and production
of larger schedules of pictures to meet requirements of the houses which are controlled by some of the larger producers. The
type of pictures offered in a great many
instances has also been materially improved.
"The concentration of the production, distribution and exhibition in recent years in
the hands of large, resourceful organizations,
has enabled the production of a more uniformly high quality of pictures and has prompted
the establishment of larger and better equipped
theaters to the ultimate benefit of the movie
fan.

leading

film

public,

it

celebrities

is

of

contended,

other

Newsreel Editors to Talk
at A.M.P.A. Tomorrow

tires

'The talking motion picture has not made
an appreciable impression on the other forms
of presentation attending motion picture exThe Vitaphone,
hibition in the past year.
introduced in August, 1926, and the Moviefirst
publicly
exhibited
in
January
tone,
of 1927, have been successfully received, and
both seem to have attracted their own special

audiences."

E. E. Oliver Hurt

—

Cleveland E. E. Oliver, of the
Oliver M. P. Supply Co. was hurt
in an automobile accident last week
while he was on his way to deliver
mechanical equipment for the new
Ohio, built by the Universal- Variety

jrJ

r*!

,.^

25, ffl

at

Newsreel editors are to be guesi
tomorrow's A.M.P.A. meeting

when they
of

t

oi

k-

cpfciai

will outline various phast

newsreel activity.
Emanuel Cohen, editor

to

r!

1

of Panliiieiit
mount News, will discuss the genen rdnvei
production of newsreels in the domes ltd P
tic field, while M. D. Klofine, M-&.1 Parac
iicke
News, will talk on their general
duction for the foreign field.
Ray one en
mond Hall will outline public want Three

p

and

newsreels,

in

Fox News,

Truman

Talltj

le

jitted

discuss

the talldiij
newsreel. Forrest Isard, Kinograns
will outline the handling of news
reel prints and E. B. Hatrick, l^ u
will

trasses

to

ly

Hearst's newsreel

of

activities,

tli

s

-1

)|]

discuss special issues.
"Fip

$450,000 Project for Beloit

—

Beloit, Wis.
Proposal to erect flChed
combination theater and hotel buili mkw
ing at an investment of $450,000 od say
property purchased by the city OIIK
<;

li

tl

use as a city hall

Chicago

a

man

site

to

was made

b] iguresi

the city govOT

ment recently. Mayor W. K.
gill was elected chairman of a

rr

MacOBi

mitee to investigate the propositfcll
The proposed building would
seven stories high with the auditor!'
um of the theater seating I,300v,-1
b(

itprs

i;

[.Jact,

Eagle River, Wis., Firm Formed
Eagle River, Wis. Eagle Riv«
circuit at Mansfield.
Oliver's car Amusement Co. has been forme^ti m
turned turtle.
He was taken to a operated theaters and other amm ma wf
hospital at Wooster, and after treat- ment projects, with a capital of $^lit reseml
Members of the company
ment continued to Mansfield.
His 000.
automobile was entirely wrecked, but August H. LeRenzie, William
h
none of the equipment was damaged. Ashton and Margaret E. AshtonJ

—

.

1

Zipp Going Abroad
Special Police in Arson Campdgl
Pittsburgh Jack Zipp, of Warner
Madison, Wis. ::^ Mayor A.aC
Bros., has been granted a leave of Schmedeman of Madison is co:
absence to go to his home in Buch- ering the appointment of sg^cial fo
arest, to help settle an estate in which licemen at theaters in view
of thi
he is interested.
Zipp sails Feb. 1.
recent fires which were alleged
have been set by a "fire-bug."
Wolcott and Barck at Dover
mayor will not burden the s!
Dover, O.
Victor Wolcott and houses with additional expenses
Sam Barck are again owners of the will name men who are employe^

—

A GUIDING SIGN
To Those Who
The Hollywood Plaza

Appreciate Fine Hotels
is

hotel

headquarters in

tl

iss

fr;

;ey

H(

promir
i?lit,

—

Holly-

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping
in Los Angeles.

Every room is a parlor during the day time— a luxurious
sleepmg quarter at night. In-a-Door Beds make this possible.

Webber

here.

They

sold the house

some

time ago to George Chrest.
Chrest has been fighting the Sunday
"blue" laws in Dover all winter.

Deutsch and Shenker Buy House
Cleveland Sam Deutsch and Max
Shenker have purchased the Arion
from Ed Cerveny. Deutsch also has
the Sun here and the Royal at Mansfield.
Shenker has the Family here.

—

Strange

people, exotic sights, theatres, and entertainare but a step away from the door of this famous
hostelry.

ment

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
this hotel now as your headquarters while in
Southern
California.

rhe

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

for

theaters.

Flannagan at Mt. Pleasant r
Martin, Tex. Tracy Flannagan Bi
been appointed manager of the J&ii

—

ije

^^

tin.
9.j|jt!art,

Buys Texas

Civic Theaters
Texico, Tex.

— Civic

of

New Mexico

has

How

Theaters
purchased

first

leng,
'each

Lyric.

Sharrick Back at Cleveland
Reopen Denison Theater
Cleveland Andrew Sharrick has
Denison. Tex. The Star has |i
returned to handle Universal exploitation in this territory. Sharrick han- opened after being extensively
dled publicity here for Universal un- modeled and refurnished.
til
last
September, whe)n he was
Rob Shawnee Theater
transferred to the theater departShawnee, Okla.
Two ba;
ment.
broke into the Bison and after t;
up the porter, escaped with $2,1
$50,000 Fire Loss
Martins Ferry, O. The Pastime
Hugo Fire Loss
was destroyed by fire with an estiHugo, Okla. The Liberty, optilo jn,
mated loss of $50,000. Firemen from
Wheeling and Bridgeport were call- ated by Griffith Bros., was destroyj bus
by fire.
ed out.
tjPiPer

—

—

—

—

—
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"Blue" Law Charge Is
Dismissed at Louisville
liPs

vmcH MEAn DOLUos roc showmen

"Dress Parade"
(Pathe)
Reo agency ran and paid for
of display space to adverspecial children's matinee, the
reading, "The first 500 school
n to bring with them an adment of some Reo car or truck
driven to the Capitol in Reo
and given free tickets to see
Parade." The cost of printe tickets for the kids matinee
5rne entirely by the Reo cornThree bus loads of children
icked up and driven to theater

lies

;

being bannered with
Parade" signs such as. "On
Capay to see Dress Parade
Marsline K. Moore, Capiw."^
klahoma City, Okla.
busses

—

—

"Figures Don't Lie"

(Paramount)
Check Protectors were shown

11

Louisville— Charge of violating the
Sunday closing law preferred against
Paul Zerilla in city court were disZerilla,
missed by Judge Fitzhugh.
manager of the New Grand, was
brought up on charges of violating
the law during the early part of 1926.
Zerilla testified he rented the house
to a negro minister for $25 each
Sunday.
Rogers, the minister, explained that the show was run to
raise funds to help build a church
at

West

Junction.

He

may

^ures

be changed and you

[emember that liars do figure."
indow also included many
that had been raised, ink
.tors, and a still of Miss Ralslat was matted with title and
below.

.te
,

— Chas.

S.

Morrison,

Jacksonville, Fla.

"The

Gorilla"
(First Nat'l)

an dressed in a 'Gorilla' cosnd wearing a mask that very
:fresembled a Gorilla, paraded
for three days in advance of
Two special art one-sheets
easels occupied a
ss frame
ent spot in the lobby of the
ey Hotel and in the window
prominent drug store. -J. L.
ight, Capitol, Macon, Ga.

—
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19th,

1928

ABIE FINDS 'KRAZY KAT' A
'THRILLISH'

PICTURE

further stated

an

admission charge of ten
cents to children and 15 cents for
adults was made, but that any unable to pay the admission was admitthat

ted free.

In dismissing the case Judge Fitzthat it might be necessary to charge: a small admission in
order to prevent a certain undesirable class of people from attending
the services, but he warned that in
"to stay within the bounds of the
law" no fixed admission could be
charged.

By "ABIE THE AGENT."

hugh agreed

indow with

a lettered card.
say figures don't lie but unu use one of these protectors

NEW YORK EVENING JOURNAL

Cutting Chaplin Film
Wheeler Dryden, remembered for the characters he played in

London

—

Fitzpatrick's "Famous Music Masters" series of one-reelers has been
in England for the past six months
as assistant director for Syd Chaplin.
The comedian's picture, a screen adaptation of the stage farce, "A LittleBit of Fluff" recently was completed.
Dryden is now assisting in assembling and cutting. The film will be released by M-G-M.

Butler Leases Oshkosh House
Oshkosh. Wis.—-Ferrell E. Butler,
associated with Balaban & Katz in

charge of exploitation work out of
the Chicago office, has secured a
leave of absence of a year and will
operate and manage the remodeled
Grand Opera House at Oskosh. Butler will present vaudeville features on

Per Harry Hershfield.

—

down and one yard to go" doe.sn't that
MinsK. even if you only went to night school?'

"Thii'd
spjrit,

stir

your college

"Red" Grange,, in his most swiftish movements, couldn't excite you
more than Krazy Kat, at the Rivoli Theatre!
That immortal figure of George Herriman's Krazy Kat. the never
You have had your heart paljiitating at hi.s
to bo forgotten comic.
million and one drolleries his love for Ignatz receiver of more love
taps on his bean by a brick, than Peggy Joyce has diamond.s!
Regardless of hie hectish life, Kragy Kat lives anew in the hands ol
Charles B. Mintz, the producer. And being distributed by Paramount.

—
—

—

there can be nothing but a. great future for our beloved hero!
Talk about heroes, you'll he animated by his hundred-yard run, as
are the pictures themselves!
They are perfect, animated draughtsmanship— smooth as possible
and no effort on the eye!
The only effect on the eye is on Krazy Kat's head, in that thrillish
picture called "Gridironed."
With twenty-one elephants on him, our Krazy does lii.s "stuff" and
brings his side to victory!
Positivel, Minsk, I was just as excited as cue of Harold Lloyd's
football masterpieces.
Mr. Miuiz has seen to it, that the spirit ol
George Herriman's cartoon is in every movement!
My own cartoon, Abie the Agent, should be so good, is all I asl;!
I say congratulations to the producers and to the heart and brain
of our own beloved George Herriman the artist's artist!

—

In special 2-coluinn review. New York
Eve. Journal with 680,000 circulation,
hails merits of Paramount-Mintz cartoons.

Sundays and Mondays and the
"7th Heaven"

week

of the

rest
will be given over to a

(Fox)
stock company.
uee contained a beaverboard
Col. Orr Building Another
representing a flight of stairs
n steps.
Each step was letBirmingham. Ala. Col. Thomas E.
i/ith some word, such as Faith,
Orr, of Marshall County Enterprises,
k'4Hope. Courage, etc.
At the operating three theaters in the Sand
stairs was a large cut-out of Mountain district, states work will
jflfect with the title of picture
begin at an early date on his new

—

oned in
se had

electric lights.
Each
electric lights which
attached to the flasher the
first
lighting at the bottom

\X.

en going
reaching

M

;r.

—

up each
title

step and
of picture.
F.

—

Imperial, Augusta, Ga.

"Underworld"
(Paramount)
was cut in the

theater at Guntersville.

More proof

Strickland at Jacksonville

—

Ala.
C. W. Strickland, formerly of the Lyric at Anniston, now is manager of the Palace.

Jacksonville,

of Paramount'S

Birmingham Strand Closed
The Strand

Birmingham, Ala.
'flash

from closed

for

—

remodeling.

of the policeman's pistol
Steel at Gadsen, Ala.
held in his hand' as deGadsen, Ala. -W. C. Steel, a newon the six-sheet.
This hole
(|^ered with red crepe paper and comer to the theater business, is opli| t
in
the
background was erating the Dixie, a colored house.
d with a flasher button that
zzle

he

—

leadership in

;

M
i

b:

Dflf

and on.

All lights in the
a red and purple
give the picture a dim and

presented

Dr D

—Tom

.St

ous

"•y

mperial, Columbia, S. C.

atmosphere.

Hol-

Sunday Concerts Not Illegal
Pittsburgh Symphony concerts on
Sunday are not a violation of the
antiquated "blue" law, the county
court here has ruled.

—

Short Features!

—

0/^1 LY
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Swanson - Kennedy Deal?

Gloria

be Directed by "Bill" Howard— Incandescents Only at New Mack Sennett Studios
Universal Not to Renew Jean Hersholt Contract— Caddo Planning New Milestone- Wolheim Special

"Show Boat"

to

Me

SOI

^rp.

Jean Hersholt Reported
Planning to Free-Lance

PICTURES TO BE MADE AT

EBO UNDER PLANS

"Grease Paint" by Svend Gade
has been slated as the next Universal
picture and it is possible that Her-

sholt will star in it. as a free-lance
Recently it was announced
Gloria Swanson is reported negoti- player.
ating with Joseph P. Kennedy for that "The Braggart" by Benjamin S.
production of a series of specials. Cutler had been purchased as a HerThe pictures would not be released sholt vehicle.
through FBO, but through United
Artists under the plan, it is stated.
Production of the next Swanson
lot is planned
picture on the
by the star, it is understood. Will
production chief is
Le Baron,
to supervise the first picture under
the arrangement.

WORK PROGRESSING AT

FBO

FBO

Joseph
dent,

P.

Kennedy,

not

will

NEW $800,000 PLANT

be

FBO

reached

presi-

New

in

York Tuesday
office

for a statement.
His
reported he was absent from the

city.

Caddo Film to Expose
Card Sharps on Liners
Wilson Mizner and Carl Harbaugh have completed an original
which Caddo Prod, will film, with
Lewis Milestone directing.
Louis

Wolheim
an expose
Atlantic

to star.
The picture is
of card sharps on trans-

is

Only incandescent lighting will be
used at the new Mack Sennett studio,
with kleig lights entirely discarded.
The new plant, being built at a cost
of $800,000, is to open next Spring.
Sennett, meanwhile has ceased production.
Installation

of

machinery

and

HOWARD TO

DIRECT

Ill health
of Harry Pollard who
has been slated to direct the picture,
is the declared cause of the change.

FBO

to Produce

Two True

Story Pictures in Deal
Contract between FBO and True
Story Magazine, McFadden publication, call for production by FBO of
two stories published by the magai'ine.

The

pictures will be released

way.
nearing completion.

Fadden publications
licizing

Writing Adaptation

Irving Pichel, stage director,
writing an adaptation for M-G-M.

liners.

Price

Starting

is

the

Other Mc-

will join in pubWilliam Le
pictures.
production chief, now is

Baron, FBO
reviewing unpublished prize material
which will be used for the first picture.

from

professional gridiron sport wou
successful in Hollywood.
*
*
*

In the wee hours of a n
moryting, Hollywood had a
storm, and Hank Mann did
"ice
skating" for the benefi\
friends.
*

Among

Working on Langdon Film
Arthur Ripley now is working on
the next Harry Langdon film for

ert

First National.

Burke.

Ellis,

Roscoe

Karns,

Freddie

*

Douglas with "U"?
Georgena Douglas is reported

*

boys

who saw

action were Ted Wilde, Noi
Taurog, Charles Parrott, Bill
Jack Mintz and Jerry Asher,
had been guests at a party give]
Roland Asher. By the way, jui
keep the record straight, we
state that it was Jerry, and not
and, who was mistaken for a
*

*

peared in several

ing Universal either as a player or
technical supervisor of "Broadway."

FBO

a;

pn

is recovering fri
operation for appendi

ductions,

an
citis.

*

*

*

Walter Ruben, who wroi

the adaptation for
join-

lirtresi

star.

J.

Ripley

the

in

Devils."

Phil Rosen is directing "Marry the
Girl" for Joe Rock.
It is a Sterling
picture with Barbara Bedford, Rob-

Lots'*

verj'

*

Bronson will accompany
Betty
Murnau's Next Chosen
Oscar Price is preparing to start Blanche Sweet and Marshall Neilan
"The Mud Turtle" is expected to production at the San Mateo studios.
While abroad. Neilan
to Europe.
be chosen as F. W. Murnau's next He recently formed the Consoliwill direct an English picture, starpicture, on completion of "The 4 dated Pictures Corp., of California.
ring Gertrude Lawrence.

mount.

**

Peavey Wells, who has

Going Abroad

Work Soon

Gasnier Writing Bow Original
Next Zane Grey
Director Louis Gasnier is writing
John Waters is making prepara- an original for Clara Bow.
tions to direct Zane Grey's story,
"When Romance Rides," for ParaDirecting "Marry the Girl"

Little

By RALPH WILK
William K. Howard, as exclusively
Holly
predicted by THE FILM DAILY
GRIBBON,
Bill Ha
II^DDIE
Oct. 7, 1927, is to direct "Show Boat"
^ Herman Raymaker and S.
for Universal.
Production of the
don
Michie were among the
picture is to start around April 1, after the studios reopen.
Howard is who watched "Red" Grange's 1
being loaned to Universal by De over Ernie Nevers' team. Eddi
football enthusiast and believe
Mille, to whom he is under contract.

on the 1928-29 program.

Pichel

A

BOAT" FOR UNIVERSAL

equipment

at the new studio is under
Fifteen of the 18 buildings are

"SHOW

Tonto

Rim,"

"Under

wrote

tl

"Quic

Lunch," in collaboration wil4fg

Harry Fried and Sam Mintz,

Our Passing Show: Mrs. Sai
M-G-M Lead for Marceline Day
Marceline Day is reported to have Goldwyn and guests visiting vLhl^X
studio ;
Billy
BWf> - U
been cast for the lead in the Karl Paramount
Dane-George
K.
Arthur vehicle, looking at some property in thm Co
cinity of Western Ave. and Hfj^iwm
"Detectives," which Chester Frankwood Blvd., and giving himself
lin is directing for M-G-M.
mental kicks for not having ho
it years ago.
ItoUfi
Serial Schedule Revised
ci

"I

the

1

Vaudeville Tour for Mix
Brabin Directing "Burning Daylight"
Charles Brabin is directing "BurnTom Mix has signed for a vaudeing Daylight," Jack London story for vill tour of ten weeks, which will
First National. New additions to the precede his departure for the Argencast are Edmund Breese, Howard tine to make westerns under a twoTruesdell and Fred Malatesa.
year contract.

New Fox Comedy
Billy
Jilled,"

in Work
directing "Jack

and

In

the

West is
new Fox comedy.

Donald

Harry Dun- "Two

cast are Marjorie King,
kinson, Pat Cunning, Dorothea
bert,

McKibney Returns from Abroad
McKibney,

author
of
Arabian Knights," has return-

Wol- ed from Europe

Bud Jamison, Nick Copeland

and Addie McPhail.

Damon Runyon Expected
Damon Runyon, sports writer,

Returns

Monta

M-G-M
is

to

to

write originals.

M-G-M

Studios

Bell has returned to the
studio after a ten weeks' trip

to Europe.

I

*

Weiss Bros. Artclass Pictures has

*

*

fights

,iai

would not be surpnsml
rearranged its serial release schedule,
with "The Police Reporter" to pre- Kathryn Crawford wins an atf
The sprij
cede "The Mysterious Airman. The tive film contract.
police reporter is in ten episodes and dancer and singer is appearir
Walter
Miller
and "Hit the Deck" and producers]
co-featured
passed
favofl
Eugenie Gilbert.
The story is by directors have
comments on her work.
Arthur B. Reeve.
It

asli

jTliel
Ittee.

pjon for

no
I

innter
i"

Siri

1

fye

to

I

Lederer and Lloyd Cast iff Sec
Hagen in Films
Otto Lederer and Jack V. L| «
Walter Hagen, golf champion, is
ky
have been cast in the next Hal R<
I
reported considering an ofler to apcomedy co-starring Stan Laurelj
If
pear in a series of films in which he
Oliver Hardy.
Ed Kennedy i(
a

I,

'

would

co-star.

rector.

expected here to supervise the film-

Thomson Lead
Edna Murphy

ing of his
original
called
"The
Geezer," if Edward J. Montagne
scenario editor-in-chief of Universal

McCoy Back
Tim McCoy has returned to the
M-G-M studio from a visit to New

lead opposite

has his way.

York.

set

for

Edna Murphy

"the
Id

Grant and Vera Lewis Addeo
Lawrence Grant and Vera

has been cast as
Fred Thomson in "Sun- have been cast
ways Happens."
Legion."

art

pv.es»a,

]

in

"Something

"fratioi,
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Cut Vaudeville

the "Patent Leather Kid"

nd That's That

—

Kansas

DALY

By PHIL M.

:Y-SEVEN
iannini

years ago, A. H.
in a hum-

was born

house at San Jose,
son of poor Italian parents,
he is president of the Bancorp., and has just' placed his

ooming
lie

for 1927, amounting to $1,at the disposal of the Uni),
'
There's roof California.
for you, and a splendid gesture
jne
the picture industry
)me to love and respect.

City
The Mainstreet,
junior Orpheum house, will dispense
with its stage show the week of Feb.
12 during the showing of "The Patent
Leather Kid." The theater will present a straight picture policy for this
week only. Admission prices will be

advanced.

After

Beach was medalist
ualifying round of

its

showing

here,
the

picture will be booked into
Liberty for an indefinite run.
the

'

whom

Bill for

Washington

— Opening

day's

Live Ne^rs

re-

doesn 't
Write Itself—

Metropolitan showing
"The Patent Leather Kid" broke the
house record by several hundred dolceipts

the

at

lars.

in the 18-

—

first winSan Antonio William Epstein of
impionship toiirnameyit of the the Aztec reports opening with "The
s and Writers Golf Ass^n. at Patent
Leather Kid" to capacity,
Beach.
turning thousands away at the night

Kane,

3rd,

week

last

lur

S.

his

entry onto the vast stage

and took three bows, at the
of Screenland Hospital, CulArthur, 3rd, if he
Cal.
in the footsteps of his grandand his daddy is bound to befilm man, for his grandfather
i
ity,

shows.

Washington Bureau of

Washi'ngton

5

nur Kane, former president of
dozen motion picture compa;Jjncluding Realart, Select and
t, and is at present connected
he De Mille studios as story
Arthur, Jr., is at present
r of advertising and publicity

lumbia Film Exchanges.
actress

was

to the

pro-

been waiting at the beauty
for the last hour," she

5

ports for

list's

ex-

to the

figure recorded since June,
with a total of 21,004,590 ft.
valued at $662,844, it is shown by
figures made public by the Dept. of
1927,

temper.
ee," he said, "and she didn't

eh?"— The

ew York

Quill.

press agent dreamed

ight he had been appointed
ty representative, and woke his
family up laughing. N. Y.

—

World.

sreels

German-Austrian Pact

That's

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY
Mutual agreement

has been concluded recently between
the Terra-Film A.-G., Berlin, and
the Panfilm A.-G., Vienna, according
to which the Panfilm is to distribute
the product of Terra in Vienna,

Prague,
reb,

Budapest,

ZagTerra
the Pan-

film

the

Olympic

National's distributing interests there.

The American em- 1

Ufa

sion for the

to

has

approach the
secured

the

Amsterdam games,

no action has been taken
winter sports to be held next
in Switzerland.

!;h

T

ye to Discuss Film "Secrets"

)<

vie Secrets and
of a lecture to be

Why"

is

he company's product

is

now

being

Max Glucksmann

handled through
and M-G-M and Fait's activities will
center around these two concerns.
Succeeding Fait as manager of the
Mexico City branch is Robert McFarlane, formerly assistant

manager

McFarlane has
that exchange.
been associated with First National
for a number of years.
of

the

given to-

by Terry Ramsaye at the
School for Social Research at
V

23rd St.. New York. He will
"the relation between Mr.

Far Northwest Regional Moves
Far
Record,"
P.
Seattle— "M.
Northwest trade regional, has moved
to new quarters at 2419 Second Ave.
Williams at Grand, Cedar Rapids
Cedar Rapids, la. The Grand now
under management of F. E. Wil-

"The Super-men of
and " 'Comes the Dawn'
beration from the Dictation of

is

jmb-Bells."

liams.

and

live

when

it,

write

it,

and

if

neces-

sary wire

to the press-room.

it

why

DAILY

has

THE FILM
active

corre-

Los Angeles,
Washington, London, Paris,
Berlin and every exchange
spondents

in

centre.

interested financially in
film and plans joint production.

The Hague

;

be

Bucharest,

Krakow and Warsaw.

is

has asked the commercial of-

;st

to

one must be on the spot
to get

Gets Argentine Post
William Fait, formerly manager of
5
Unofficial protest by the First National's Mexican office, sails
of
Commerce is asked by Jan. 28 aboard the S. S. American
;an newsreel companies against Legion for Buenos Aires where he
of the games committee in will take over supervision of First

ttee.

is

gets into print, some-

it

valued at $422,759; negatives, 727,ft. valued at $141,559; raw stock,
2M7.737 ft. valued at |73,111, and
shipments to non-contiguous territories, 1,577,853 ft. valued at $25,415.

ft.

Ask U.S. Protest
Ban

rights to
to Ufa.

II

Exports by classes for the month
were as follows: positives, 16,361,979

Against Olympic

—

IF news

Commerce.

for Joint Production

producer was in a thorough-

ig

picture

November dropped

lowest

ted.

p,

THE FILM DAILY

— Motion

021

late for rehearsal

excusing herself

IS

•^Z^

Film Exports Reached
New Low Level in Nov.

art,"

—

5vies"

There can be no second-hand
news in a publication which
aims

to set the pace in reader

interest.

^^tk

DAILV

Offer Compromise
Distributors Prepared
To Offer Concessions
(Continued from

Page

1)

tors propose to include in the revised
contract slated to develop out of the

Chicago meeting.
Clause 3 deals with pictures offenbecause of racial or religious
Clause 4 gives the
subject matter.
exhibitor the right to cancel ten per
cent of a contracted block of pictures
by paying one-half of the stipulated
sive

price.
are successful in
If distributors
their efforts to have these clauses embraced in the contract, they are expected to go to Washington in Feb-

a hearing on the Brookagainst block booking is held
and tell the Congressional committee that outside regulation is unnecessar}', pointing to the within-theindustry efforts to iron out problems as evidenced by the contemplated action in Chicago.

ruary
hart

when

bill

Trade Commission

Wednesday, January

On Block Bookin

Text of Block Booking Concessions Offered
If any exhibitor shall claim within a reasonable
3.
time prior to the date fixed for the exhibition of any picture included in any block leased by him that such picture will be offensiv;e to the clientele of his theater because of racial or religious subject matter, such claim
shall be arbitrated by the board of arbitration of the
proper zone, and, if sustained, such exhibitor shall be relieved of obligation to take and pay for such picture.
If any exhibitor who has purchased an entire
4.
block of pictures offered by any distributor so elects within a reasonable time prior to the date fixed for exhibition
of any picture included in such block, such exhibitor may
refuse to take such picture by paying one-half the allocated
price thereof, provided that the picture so rejected out of
any block shall not exceed ten per cent of the number included in such block, and, if a rejected picture is resold by
the distributor, one-half the net price received on such
resale shall be credited against the exhibitor's obligation in
respect of such picture up to the amount of such obligation.

to

Full Show With Disc
Retain Probing Power Exhibitors Willing to
(.Continued from Page
Music Only Offered
Risk Federal Control?
Some of the
creating
1)

by the law

it.

(Continued

from Page

1)

(.Continued from Page 1)
commission are
showing at $2 top. The presentation
"wild-eyed dreamers," he contends, morrow by the organization, made is continuing for an indefinite run.
stating that some were proposing that public stand of three New York Advance sale Monday was $17,000,
no corporation be permitted to do congressman on the Brookhart meas- according to Frank R. Wilson, of
These follow:
ure.
business without a license.
Martin Johnson African Expedition
Congressman Dickstein: "I have Corp., sponsor of the showing.

members

of

the

25,

Chase Wants Special
Commission for Fi
(Continued from Page

1)

taken from the Federal Trade
mission and given to a special coi
mission created for administration
the proposed law.

Canon Chase says that the Ua
commission has too much wor|
do at the present time, and tha
interests are so varied that it'
not give to the picture industry'^ti
attention he believes it deserves.
Arguments against the BrooWu
bill because it threatens contrd
the industry, he states, can be Cffei
come by placing the administr
of the bill in the hands of a si
commission. "The only way f(^
hibitors to be delivered from,
i

T
i'

power

of the trust is to ally t^
selves with a Federal board rer..__
from politics and graft," saidfl

fct-i

"Heretofore many exhibltof has
have been afraid to commit tfi SCO
a
selves, but with an independent
mission
exercising
authority
would be able to express thema
freely on all matters affecting]
Chase.

welfare."
Dr. Chase called attention t^
pervision of other industries bj
cial
commissions that had wi
out satisfactorily, such as the
packing, railroads, radio and
eral bank currency, and said he
see no logical reason why a sj

letter of Jan. 16th, asking my
opinion about the evils attendant up-

commission operating in beha
Highlight of the showing is the
exhibitors would not prove bene
Movielustration offering of "Song of
on the fact that the Hollywood mag- Safari," an animated song reel, syn- He said that the history of the
Philadelphia— First week of "Sun- nates are stifling independent motion chronizing singing of the special song eral Trade Commission indicate^t i
iinierf
difficulties involved in supervisic
rise" ending last Saturday was bigger picture theater owners in the city.
dedicated to the picture, with films
the industry such as the Broolj ter
"My sympathy is with you in this on the screen.
than that of any of the three pre*
vious pictures playing at the Locust, fight. * *
head
The showing opens with a talk by bill would develop.
The significant statement
"Senator Brookhart's bill covers the Martin Johnson, which is reproduced
on a two-a-day basis. Fox says. The
Locust opened last August with "7th situation very fully.
from a record back stage, with a film made by the canon that the Fel
P. Council of America, a couffl
"I believe the passing of the BrookHeaven," which in its first week
prologue showing excerpts of the ad- M.
wide church organization spona
hart Bill will put an end to the negrossed $4,626 less than "Sunrise."
ventures of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
This was followed by "The Jazz farious practices of the Hollywood Johnson over a period of years. The by Protestant faiths, had a bill
"
Singer," which did $4,672 less than 'giants.'
Movielustration
follows,
with the own to meet the situation whichl
"Sunrise."
Boylan: "I am against
being withheld in favor of the Br
on
Congressman
last week's business
then
picture
shown.
hart bill.
Dr. Chase states this
"What Price Glory" opened at the Block Selling and Blind Booking. I
The picture is cued with stock recLocust last April and approached the am for Independence of the films ords, and while at times the music placed the supervision of the ii|
'Sunrise" figures but on the first days without restriction by the giant Pro- is jumpy, with much synchronization try in the hands of a special
"Sunrise" did $1,490 better than ducer."
development still needed, the show- mission, and guarded against
Congressman Kindred: "In the in- ing demonstrates the possibilities of ical influence or graft affecting
"What Price Glory." Usually heavy
work of the proposed body,
terest of the great American public
advance sale is reported.
this form of cueing pictures. Speedy
and in common fairness to the inde- development of the use of disc mu- would not commit himself as to
pendent exhibitors, the distribution sic, with records made especially for action was proposed on this
Jersey Chain Operators Honored
M. Kutisker, R. Schoen, M. H. of copyright moving pictures should pictures, when present crudities are jre, but inferred that nothing
Kleban and M. H. Kutinsky, own- be brought under the regulation and eliminated, was forecast by a num- je done to interfere with the pa^
of the Brookhart bill.
ers of New Jersey Theatrical Enter- operation of the law proposed by U. ber present at the showing.
simor
some
Senator
Brookhart
S.
in
chain
Jersey
operating
prises,
a
Under the original plan of M. J.
City, were tendered a banquet at the ilar measure."
Weisfeldt. sponsor of the Movielus- Baltimore "Blue"
A number of exhibitor organiza- tration, special records were to have
Elks' Club, Jersey City, by employes.
Is Slated for JanJy
tions of the nation are sending repreEach was recipient of a gift.
been
made
containing
complete
Baltimpre
Plans are going 1 ''Hr,
according
to
sentatives to the rally,
score for the picture. The plan, how- ward by John G. Callan, memb
Hirsh.
Gallagher at Streator
ever, was abandoned in an effort to
he House of Delegates and presj
test the feasibility of using stock of Personal Liberty League of
Gallagher,
T.
Streator,
111.— G.
records.
former manager of the Central Park,
more, to give a film performance
The phonograph used is operated day night, Jan. 29, at a neighbor]
Chicago, has been appointed general
Bill in
by a union musician. Cueing of the house here at which admission
manager of the Great States house
(Continued from Page 1)
picture was arranged by M. Heidel- be charged.
here.
The theater has
theatrical magnate, was among those berg, director of Carroll orchestra.
selected but name not divulged,
No distribution plans as yet have action is to test Sunday blue I
Fire at Eldorado House
who vigorously opposed the proposed
Eldorado. 111. The new Orpheum law.
Managers of numerous places been announced for the picture, but
Omaha Showman in N. Y,
was damaged by fire believed to be of amusement are expected to appear it is considered probable the comThe fire de- at a public hearing today before the pany will roadshow the production,
Harry Goldburg of the W« i the
of incendiary origin.
partment had difficulty extinguishing House finance committee in opposi- using the same presentation as em- Realty Co., Omaha chain ope^
Mai
ployed at the Earl Carroll.
is in New York.
the blaze.
tion to the pending bill.

"Sunrise" Sets Record In
First Week at Philadelphia

j'our

h(

I

Law

—

Ten P. C. Admission
Virginia
Tax

—
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\
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LL

WESCO

Fox-Stanley Control First National

took just about six days
:o change the map all over
Moving in right unigain.
the nose of some of the
^er-moving individuals in
fast-changing industry. Bill
has secured control of
5CO and with it something
300 theaters, the sobriquet
he wants to use it of the
fpin of the Pacific Coast and
)sition of greater dominance
lis industry than he has ever

Fox
ital

Fox-Wesco

it

L

deal

is

out

not to

On

lightly.

its

up as a move

some

of the reasons

it brings the Fox
holdings very close to
ijhead of the list. Geography and strategically, it places
Fox organization in a mighty
position the effects of
:t
:h will reach right around

merically,

liter

little

old

United

you pause

in

for a

ON BROOKHART

of

BILL

Between 150 and 200
some of them delegated

exhibitors,
to attend
as visiting representatives from a
number of state organizations, wlli
attend the "rally for liberty," sponYork,
sored by the T.O.C.C,
{Continued on Page 10)

New

UNIT TO

States.

moment

BACK BROOKHART

BILL

of four-minute speakers is being enlisted to make addresses in every
Twin City theater. Key city theater
owners are being urged to secure
four-minute speakers to address the

—

We

to speak for Fox
his policies, but it's as clear
'aylight that there will be
y ears straining to hear
t Mr. Fox has to say.
ot

presume

j

future holds almost anyFor instance
in store.
this

deal.

Fox, hand

in

assumes
Stanley,
rol of First National.
Digging
significant angle.
the past, there comes to
the yarn we once heard
1
I

with

A

It

Stanley and Fox.
(Continued on Page 10)

It

carrying with

Co.,

Unaffiliated Exhibitors Averse
to General Convention Call
No

$10,000,000 stock Issue

for

K-A Orpheum Merger

Offering of an issue of $10,000,000
Keith-Alhee-Orpheum 7 per cent
preferred stock will be made to the
piiljlic early next week by Lehman
The stock will be convertible
Bros.
of

into

This

common.

ran amalgamation
Orpheum.

of

is

to

finance

Keith- Albee

and

it

Washington, Montana, Nevada
and Iowa, and joint control with
Stanley of First National. Negotiations, which were launched
several days ago, were made
public yesterday.
The deal was closed for cash,
but the principals refused to
make public the amount involv-

Control

swung

to

Wesco

Fox by

went

Midwesco

unaffiliated
group of exhibitors, formed at the
Trade Practice Conference, will be
called by Chairman R. F. Woodhull
at Chicago to precede the contract

convention of

The-

the wholly-owned
subsidiary of the former corporation, which embraces the Saxe
houses in Wisconsin and the
Alexander Frank theaters in
aters,

Inc.,

Iowa.

William Fox stated
(Continued on Page

Angles and Angles
le

Holding

control of more than 300 theaters
in
California,
Oregon,

— Extensive

what Fox
that
the Pacific
Endorsement of the
in't control on
Boston
>oard isn't worth bothering Brookhart bill to prohibit blind and
arbitrary alloca- audiences.
very much, it becomes block booking and been voted by
tt
Every effort will be expended to
tion of product has
?.r
to understand how and the New England exhibitor associa- aid in passage of the measure, which
operators in far removed tion. Campaign to aid passage of the local exhibitors regard as a certain
cure of their difficulties.
measure already is under way.
l4's will listen to reason.
realize

Fox has acquired control of
the capital stock of the Wesco

and inten- acquisition of the Richard Hoyt
sive campaign for passage of the block of Wesco shares representBrookhart bill, and sending of a ing the Wesco shares held by
committee to the contract meeting at
the Richard O. Hoyt syndicate
Chicago was voted unanimously by
includes
the
Hayden,
the executive committee of the North- which
west exhibitor unit.
Stone and Co., and a number of
The board instructed President W. First National franchise holdA. Steffes to "spare no expense or
ers, many of them among the
effort" to bring about passage of the
The organization most prominent theater owners
Brookhart bill.
will post
100,000 one-sheets, 2,000 in the United States.
24s and 50,000 window cards. A corps
With the majority interest in
Minneapolis

NEW ENGLAND

Control of 300 Theaters,
F. N. Partnership

ed.

Let us

|iendous importance.
t

N.W. UNIT LAUNCHES BIG

T.O.C.C. RALLY TODAY

yed before.
aside
stacks

Control of First National now is held by Stanley and
Films, by virtue of Fox's deal for control of the capstock of Wesco, completion of which was made public

yesterday.
Stanley and West Coast obtained joint control of First
National in a deal closed several months ago. At the time,
management was vested in the Stanley Company for a period of years.

—

cast

FOX DEAL
Cash Transaction Involves

That Deal

he

IN

last night
10)

EDUCATIONAL PREPARES

EOR STUDIO SHUTDOWN

the

committee meetings Jan.

31,

he in-

dicated yesterday, following a poll of
sentiment of members of the group.
Opinion generally is opposed to
calling of such a meeting, as suggested by Frank J. Rembusch, chair(Continued on Page 10)

—

Hollywood -Educational
company to join the ranks

is

latest

of those
studios.

A
V hich are closing their
shutdown of several weeks is planned
late in March, with the studios to reopen around

May

15.

The company now

is

completing

it-

present season's .fichcdule of 62 two
reel comedies and 26 one reel films
XContinued

on

Pag?

7)

—
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of newspapers and
the sale of drugs, but would ban
picture shows and other amusements.
The bill calls for heavy fines and
one to three months in jail for the
second offense.

and distribution

Changes in Pathe Force
Announced by Reisman
Several changes in the sales personnel of Pathe were announced yesterday by Phil Reisman, general sales
Stanley C. Jacques, who
mr.nager.

In

a

market

evidenced a general
Loew's, Inc. rose 3H

which

downward tendency,

points to a 61Ji close.
with 60.500
in sales,
eted.

points,

The same
shares

issue led

being

mark-

Eastman Kodak common dropped three
closing at IMYi.
Sales
Hi«b Low C1os«-

Am. Seat. Vtc... 40
*Am. Seat. Pfd
Balaban & Katz
*Bal. & Katz Vtc
Con. Film Ind. .. 18

39^

tCon. Film Ind.Pfd. 23/2

23}4

17^

39?i
48

18

23^

4^

106

86^

85J4
20J4

tFox Theaters "A" 21

Intern'l Project
ttKeiths 6s 46 ..100>4 10054
SSS/s
61^8
Loew's, Inc
ttLoew's, 6s 41WW.107M 107
ttLoew's,6s41x-war.l01
100J4
25/8
2SVi
M-G-M Pfd
*M. P. Cap. Corp
3^
Pathe Exchange
16
Pathe Exch. "A". 17
*ttPathe Exch.7s37
Paramount F-L .. 113 J4 11254
Paramount Pfd.... 12154 121M
ttPar.Bway.5/2s51.102^ 10254
26
27
*Roxy "A"
28
30
**Roxy Units

..4

**Roxy Common

654
40
Skouras Bros.
Stan. Co. of Am.. 505i
tTrans-Lux Pictures 45i
*tUniv. Pictures
Univ. Pict. Pfd.. 9754
tWarner Bros. ... 15
Warner Bros. "A". 23 }4
.

.

.

.

86^
201^

Fred Aiken, short subject division

1,000
1,100

the Middle West,
has been transferred to the New York
office.
E. C. Leeves has resumed
his post as manager of the Dallas
branch, with L. J. McKinney as short
subject sales manager. C. U. Martin
has resigned as New Haven manager,
with L. J. Hacking, district manager,
temporarily in charge.

10

100^4
2
61/8 60,500
26
107M
lOOJi
11
257/8
100
TVi
4
16J^

1,600

80^4
113/2
121^4

8,000
100

1025/8

5

300

'6

39
49}^
4

50}i
4

700

24^
9754
I4/2
22 J4

9754
15

23 54

10

300
6,300

•Last Prices Quoted '"Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

ttBond Market

tCurb Market

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

sales

manager

in

Parrish Buys "Motherhood"

of

"Motherhood"

Tennessee.
production.

He

in
will

Kentucky and
roadshow the

iirfs

nity groups throughout the United fitiVe
States.
Wilton A. Barrett is ^e City
National Theater Supply Co. sales- executive secretary.
Among stA- DtgO
men now do their work to musical jects to be discussed at the conferJoe Homstein's ence will be the Little Theater move- fore
accompanim-ents.
Orchestraphone is the reason.
ment, children's matinees, state pic- Itk
ture work with children, co-opera- Cclra
Lingham, who has a father tion between the community worlai
role in "The Trail of Courage," Bob and the exhibitor, family progrJt IMS
Steele picture for FBO, claims a and educational films.
^ re
record of having played 40 father
Harriet Hawley Locher, head ffliJJerict
roles for the screen.
the educational and public service |c' ilativ
partment of the Stanley Co. is In
Mike Glutz, the well known ex- New York today from Washington
hibitor of Oompah, tells us he wants to head drive for better films for
to sue his local newspaper for mis- children at the conference.

Jr.

lii'ila

i

Tom

iiiiiog

til

[des,

i

G. Schmedeman and Scott H. Good^^
wired Mike: "Capacity is Engnight, University of Wisconsin dealt
of Patent Leather
ome
Kid.
If you weren't so dumb you'd
^^'^^
Banks Sailing Friday
know that."
Monty Banks sails Friday for E
iofaj
// the foregoing doesn't bring a land where he will make a serie
gift of a collapsible nail file from pictures
for
British
Internatio J ijrme.
First National, we're off this free Ltd. Rex Taylor, writer, will ace
advertising for good.
pany him
translation

lish

'

If

lerly ni

''

Demonstrates Sky Writing
Advertising sky-writing was demover the Public Library,
New York, by the Sky Writing Advertising Projectiongraph Corp. The

the Uni-

Stebbins Back from Coast
Arthur W. Stebbins, insurance
broker, has returned to New York
from the Coast.

500,000 at the disposal
versity of California.

of

German Film Expose Averted

—

Berlin
Efforts to force the ministry of defense to reveal the "inside
story" of a German film subsidy, was
defeated in the Reichstag.

TO-LET
FLOORS & OFFICES
VAULT ACCOMMODATIONS

218

WEST

42 ST.

ivliic

y,

itiag

A. P. Giannini in New York
A. P. Giannini of San Francisco,
president of the Bancitaly Corp., arrived in New York yesterday to attend annual meeting of the organization.
He is scheduled to leave next
month for a trip abroad where he
will spend several rnonths in the interests of the company. The veteran
West Coast financier has just placed
his 1927 income, amounting to $1,-

Plays Ether Music
"Sadie Thompson" Opens Feb. 4
Demonstration of ether music was
United Artists will open "Sadie
given at the Plaza, New York, by
Leon Theremin, Russian inventor. Thompson," Feb. 4, at the Rivoli,
He plays solely by the free movement New York.
of his hands in the air near two radio
antennae.

L. M. Parrish yesterday completed
a deal with Charles Goetz of States
Cinema, New York, for distribution

rto

We

300

20

TIFFANY-STAHL

'

ager.

....
....
7.800
1,600

DALY

—

George Collins as short subject man-

67^
73H

Eastman Kodak ..166^ 164;4 164/2
130
130
East. Kodak Pfd.. 130
*tFilm Inspection
First Nat'l Pfd
Fox Film "A"...

400

ilin

been district manager in district
No. 4 has been named divisional manCI
Mike sends us the
?ger for the Central West with head- representation.
I
icrami
"Mike
printed libel, which reads:
quarters in New York.
6,000 at Madison, Wis., Opening
Robert Mochrie, erstwhile Pitts- Gliitz's theater played capacity all
Madison, Wis. Over 6,000 people
Mike says he never
burgh manager, has taken over this week."
attended the opening of the Midwesmanager,
with
district
heard
this
picture,
"Capacity,"
as
Jacques post
of
CO Theaters new $1,000,000 Capitol
supervision over Bufifalo, Cincinnati, and that he wants full credit given
at Madison, and among the prominentjii
Indianapolis and Pitts- to "Patent Leather Kid" which had
Cleveland,
individuals to address the audienctsf
burgh.
He has been succeeded at 'em standing up all week. "What at
the opening performances wdtl,^..
Pittsburgh by B. M. Moran, with shall I do about it?" Mike asks.
Gov. Fred R. Zimmerman, Mayor*
"
l;as

Financial

Opening Annual Confab

That's That

By PHIL M.

is

THE

—

And

Fourth annual conference of
National Board of Review of Mot...
Pictures opens at the Waldorf-As
home office toria. New York, today and will conthe Legislature in opposition to the
executives are all pepped up tinue through Saturday.
measure already introduced by Miss
Delega^
May Carty, Representative from Hud- these days. The reason is "The from all sections of the country
son county, legalizing all amusements Tragedy of Youth," which the com- be in attendance. Addresses will
pany predicts will be a winner. made by Max Reinhardt, Ma
and sports on the Sabbath.
Rev. Frederick W. Johnson, secre- George Archainbaud directed under Ostenso, Carl E. Milliken and
tary of the Alliance, says that the supervision of John M. Stahl, with ney R. Kent.
The board represents a citiz
proposed bill would permit the oper- a cast including Patsy Ruth Miller,
ation of public utilities, publication Warner Baxter and William Collier, organization affiliated with commuTrenton,

Alliance
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National Board of Review

—

N. J. The Lord's Day
planning to have a Sabbath Observance bill introduced into

Thursday, January

If

projection machine was on the roof
of the Salmon building.

Leonard Resigns
Leonard has resigned

York.

Bessie

Mack

now

is

for

in thei

Any Kind

•'

as

New

in charge.

Prj

of

A'

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS jEl

c

Jltii^pliis,

CONSULT US AND SAFB

C. A.

C. A.
publicity director of the Capitol,

You Are

Market

onstrated
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rate

Motion Picture Department
U.

til

last

,

f>bon«

Don

rf'/''

the

D«bti
"itiiine^

Buy Houston Theater
Houston, Tex.
Port Huron

—

vestment

Co.

has

purchased

Inthe

Boulevard.

FOR YOUR FOREIGN DEPARTMENT OR AS YOUR TRAVELING
REPRESENTATIVE

— Spaniard,
vifidely

sales

—

28, cultured,
traveled,
great

ability,

well

educated,

and
with sound judgment and
initiative

winning personality.
Seven years' experience

in the trade,
editing, translating, titling, also in publicity, selling and exhibiting of films.
Has First Class References
Seeks connection writh concern, any capacity, offering real scope.

—

M-377
c-o Film Daily

1650 Broadway
New York City

Op«

AMALGAMATED

usin;
,

ID

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

tl

^ile:

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

'Ptnit
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"".vgan,

["tkeati

1600 Broadway, New York CiK/J;
Phone Penn. 3580
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Bulgarian Theaters Form
Jumbia Subsidiary
Big National Combine
Is Formed in Mexico
THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau

of
olumbia Pictures de Mexico has
Washington
Kino-Film, which
1 formed with offices at Mexico
was
founded
in
Sofia
two years ago,
to extend scope of Columbia
J
southern repubHc. has changed its name to Cooperation
:ures to the

—

Reynosa is president of Centrale Consommative Productive,
and August© Genin, reports Trade Commissioner George
Columbia Pictures de R. Canty at Paris to the M.P. Section
surer.
It is an
cico operates three exchanges in of the Dep't of Commerce.
cipal cities of Mexico, and plans association of all the more important
Jos. J.

.

new

firm

Bulgarian theater owners, while apMatthias
Radin,
Columbia proximately SO per cent of all the
;utive, spent three weeks in Mex- Bulgarian theaters are members of
City arranging details and clos- the association. Its object is to buy
films and also produce, and to renegotiations.
his latest development in Colum- unite all Bulgarian theater owners
foreign alliances is in keeping for a concerted film production and
3

dd

several offices in the near fu-

movement

the

1

recently started

Columbia for an international

The

organization.

uting

was Joe Brandt's European

disfirst

trip,

distribution.
The association will
also act as a protective organization
and further their interests in every

Membership

way.

open

is

to

Bul-

of garian theater owners only.

appointment
ch resulted
derick Shoniger as European repin

Willoughby Releasing 2
Home Shows Films Weekly

ntative.

;w Newsreel Firm Asks
Under contracts covering one year,
Willoughby's, Inc., New York, will
Charter in California release two 16 mm. films weekly for
acramento— H. W. Oviatt, Los home showings. The product is beCalifornia agent for the ing obtained through the Shows-AtFilm Corp., described as Home Movie Library and Bell &
|250,000 Delaware newsreel com- Howell.
From the latter concern
which has filed request for a Educational
are
secured.
shorts
\f,
eles,

is

lirspaper

fornia
^'

Shows-At-Home, among other prod-

charter.

man Showmen Ban

Billboards

Due

to Costs

uct, so far as contributed three Uni"Skinner's
Dress
versal
features,
Suit," "Outside the Law" and "Lorraine of the Lions."

—

Since Nov. 1, when Willoughby's
began distribution of home pictures,
Estimanagers, due to the cost of this about 25 have been released.
of advertising.
|i
The billboards, mate is made that between 35,000
persons have home proerly municipally owned, recently and 50,000
farmed out to a private com- jectors throughout the country.

ome

(By Cable) Boycott of
oards has been launched by the-

which raised rates as soon as

j

ing

contracts

Sunday Ticket Sale Banned

expired.

—

Memphis Three theater operators
ewspapers have been resorted to,
arrested
Sunday on a charge of vioin addition, each theater daily
lating the Sunday closing law, had
les prrigrams
of

all

other

the-

S.

karts Operation at Jonesboro
emphis, Tenn. M. A. Lightman,

—

El

Dorado, Ark., and head of

n of theaters

in

that

state,

a

was

week

to arrange bookings
the three theaters at Jonesboro
recently
acquired
from
the
>une Theaters, a holding comy of Universal which operated
Jonesboro houses. Lightman will
ate the group under a long time
!.
W. L. Mack, former manager
Tribune, will be retained as manlast

Opening 32nd House
aising
to
32 the
number

of

in the Small & Strassburg
a of Brooklyn and Long Island
ters,
the
Crescent at Astoria

their cases dismissed in police court
with a warning that any attempt to
regulate attendance by sale of tickets or taking up a collection, would
be treated as a violation of the SunThe managers reday ordinance.
leased are Bennie Ridblatt, of the
Gem; D. Schwab, Lincoln, and C. G.
Lawing, Ace theater.

these are the Ladies,

Adorable babies,

Who#
In—

put the Delight
I

LADIES' NIGHT
!n a

TURKISH BATH

Greensboro Theater Planned
Greensboro,

N.

C.

— Construction

new theater is planned by R. D.
Craver of Charlotte and several asCraver and A. F. Sams
sociates.

of a

of the Piedmont Amusement Co.,
Winston-Salem, have leased a building here, which will be remodeled
soon after they take possession about

Feb.

'J^

with
JiF Together with Dorothy

Mackaill and Jack Mulhall
at their corking best ....

comedy
last

And

and

A

cast perfect to the

character ....

Dorothy Mackaill

a

Jack Mulhall

1.

screechingly funny plot

ses

Worthey Returns

Theater Field
T. M. Worthey,

to

C—

Andrews, N.
tomorrow with Columbia's who formerly operated the Dreame Opening Night" as the initial
land, has bought the Dixie, Robbinsiction.
ville.
At the time his lease on the
Dreamland expired last March, WorSheboygan Opening Feb. 18
they went into other business, but
leboygan. Wis. The new She- now returns as an exhibitor.
?an theater being erected by Unial will open Feb. 18, according Theater Construction Drop in Canada
l^eo DuMont, who is connected
Ottawa Theater construction conits operation.
The theater will tracts awarded in Canada during
f Spanish design and seat around
1927 totaled $1,519,000 as compared

gjis

from one of the most famous
farces in

Broadway

history.

with $2,433,000

in

1926.

ASHER SMALL

Produced by

A Hui

Mmlio < Mnaon FiRun

and

ROGERS

By Charlton Andrews and Avery Hopwooi

Directed by

—

—

Presented by

EDWARD CLINI
EDWARD SMALI

national Picture
Ptoductn

>m

Oittribuun of

Amctiu

lnc.~Wlll H.Hi/> Jhjndnt

THE

-!x»nDAILY
De Luxe Houses Find Going Hard
Thursday, January

nels

OVERBUILDING STRESSED
FINANCIAL ARTICLE

IN

on the theater building
situation from both sidej. are presented by "The Wall St. News" in
opinions

the

third

of

a

series

viewing recent events

One

authority

of

articles

re-

in the industry.

the ultimate consumer

to,

—the

motion picture patron.
"Thus it has come about that there
has been great development in the
last few years in chain ownership of
theaters, and particularly in the producers' identification with ownership
It was an inevitable
of those houses.
The
development of the business.
production of motion pictures does
not hold against time.
It is something that must be merchandised
quickly.
Therefore, the producers

that
while
there are a few cities that are greatfelt that they should make these acly overbuilt in theater capacity, the
quisitions.
business can support many addi"The motion picture theater chain
tional
theaters
in
less
populated has advantages
over the individual
areas.
On the other hand, certain theater in that it can secure experiindustrial leaders and bankers faenced executives and specialists trainmiliar with the field claim that fured in the different phases of theater
ther construction at this time would
operation.
Its large buying power
create an unhealthy overbuilt situgives it the preference in securing
ation in a large number of cases.
new and popular filnis. With its
"While it is true," continues the ample financial resources it is also
article, "that a substantial majority
better able to meet the demand for
of the bigger motion picture cathelarge and more attractive theaters,
drals, such as the Roxy, the Paraand in the selection of locations for
mount, the Capitol, and the Strand,
new theaters, the experience of its
to name some of the principal ones
real estate specialists and its strong
in the Times Square district, have
financial position, enable the chain
been instantaneous successes from
to secure the best values.
their inception, it is known that not
"Of vital importance to the ina few of the similar 'de luxe' type
houses built in leadinrj cities through- dustry during the past calendar year
out the country which .have been has been the much discussed and reopened during the past year or so, newed 'pro and con' argumentation of
have had hard going and have not the so-called system of 'block-bookbeen as profitable as had been orig- ing,' a practice which has been in
vogue by practically all the members
inally estimated.
This
"In the larger houses presenta- of the trade for many years.
tions, consisting of high-priced vaude- topic was one of the main discussions
ville talent, in some instances, and at the Trade Pracice Conference held
operative
entertainment in others, last October when motion picture
were resorted to with the idea of executives, exhibitorSj distributors,
bringing increased patronage to these producers, and, in fact, all branches
theaters.
There have always pre- of the industry, met to discuss the

claims

agreed that if the motion picture industry was to operate more efficiently,
friction

between

buyer

and

seller

eliminated, and most important of all, the pipe lines through
which come the good pictures must

must be

be kept clear.
"The conference also accomplished much toward the ultimate solution of probleriis which had been the
subject of discussion and sometimes
of complaint, both within the industry and on the part of the public. It
furthered
an
understanding
also
among the various branches of the
industry and with the public, of the
peculiar problems of the producers
and distributors on the one hand,
and those of the exhibitors, on the
other."
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German Raw Stock

Deal
Pending, Says Report

Still

Washington Bureau

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

of

— Regarding

the Afgatransaction is
subject to many reports and it would
be wise to accept these with caution, states a report to the M. P.
Section of the Department of Com-

Lignose merger,

this

merce from Trade
George R. Canty at

Commissioner
Paris.

If

this

transaction be concluded, there will
be two great opponents of the raw

groups in Germany, Afga, behind
which is the I. G. Farbenindustrie
which is influential in the affairs of
the Terra-Film, and Lignose, with
film
its
manufacturing plant at
Buchen and its control of the Phoebus Film Co., against Kodak, which
Anti-Herald BUI Killed
some time ago concluded an agreeBaltimore
Ordinance introduced ment with the German Glanzstoff
into City Council by Philander B. concern, which has control of many
film

|

—

Briscoe, here, makes it unlawful to
or place printed or written
posters or circulars on sidewalks, in
autos, in doorways or under doors of
buildings, has been killed by unanimous vote, and it was requested to
be withdrawn by Briscoe.

of the

Ufa

shares.

throw

Rentals Blamed for Closing

—

Liberty, Tex. The Ager has been
forced to close temporarily, the management assigning high film rentals
as the cause.
The house has been
paying prices established during the
oil rush in the early part of 1926, the
management claims.

W.

Managers Tie in Drive
Angeles Winners
of
the
three months' "Why Better Than
Last Year" Drive, the organization
C.

—

Los

competition
of

ers

contest

West Coast

among

managTheaters, have

been announced by Harold B. Frankpresident.
The grand prize of
$500, given to the theater making
the highest percentage of improvement during the period over the preceding period of the same length,
lin,

was split between two managers who
were tied for that honor, Harry L
Hartman, manager of the San Diego
Ruttenberg Buys Interest
houses, and N. O. Turner, manager
Two
the
Stockton
houses.
Detroit
Al Ruttenberg, former of
manager of the Iris, has purchased months' preparation was allowed
an interest in the Iris from Seigel & managers before the start of the
vailed highly competitive conditions business customs and methods. The
second campaign, which will start
n production and exhibition of mo- conference was presided over by Feigenson.
Feb. 26, and continue 16 weeks. It
Abram
F.
Myers,
of
the
Federal
tion pictures.
But competition with
will be known as the Manager's OpAd Men Prefer Pictures
regard to presentations surrounding Trade Commission at whose invitaPreference
for pictures portunity Drive.
Detroit
tion
the
meeting
was
held.
a feature film has, in many instances
was registered by
during recent years become more in"Protests had from time to time over stage shows
Montreal House Changes Hands

—

—

tense than that in the production end
of the business.
"Much discussion has been heard
in recent months on this subject, especially with regard to presentations

been made regarding so-called 'blockbooking,' but no agreement had been
presented to replace it which would
be fair to the public, the theater
manager, the distributor and the

which appear

producer.

in

conjunction with pic-

tures at some of the "de-luxe" type
of theaters.
It has been claimed by
some that the surrounding bills presented in addition to the feature picture have strengthened the position
of these houses and brought to them
greater audiences.
On the other
hand, it was contended that elaborate presentations have not only been
costly to the manager, but have injured the progress of motion picture exhibition. The opinion in the

industry regarding this matter con-

"The

fact

that

to

turn, rent

it to the exhibitor.
It will
that the exhibitor, was in
the "key" position as to price for
the product.
It was, therefore, natural and logical for the producer to
seek contact with, and direct chan-

be

seen

in

merchandising motion pictures is
that no person knows the exact value
of a photoplay until after it has
played in a theater.
ing signed up for

Benefits of havcertain pictures
work to the advantage of both exhibitor and producer, depending upon the reception of these films.
"Block booking is actually wholesale selling.
It is not what is commonly called in other industries 'full
forcing.'
endeavors to
line

While

remain mixed.
sell
"In the motion picture industry the as it can, it does
usual procedure in the past had been blocks, because it
for the producer to sell his picture are more than 30
to the distributor, who would, in total of about 800
tinues

must be faced

who

as

one

many

company
pictures

not force sales in
knows that there

advertising men at a recent meeting
M. J. Caplan,
of the Adcraft Club.
president of the Metropolitan M. P.
Co., submitted a ballot, and the vote

showed

that 90
straight
picture
presentations.

cent

per

programs

preferred

without

— Al

Lyons, former man-

ager of the Peoples,
of the Terminal.

is

now manager

been

to

the

under lease since July,
being $650,000. Comprograms, catering to the

house

1924, the price

French population of the
presented at the Francais.

city,

are

Tobias Fights Sunday Shows

—

—

Bluebell
torium.

and renamed it the AudiO. W. Moldanhaur is the

manager.

—

are trying to
of the conference in October, Jan. 21, grinding burlesque, feature
last,
came a mutual understanding first run pictures and film novelties.
of most of the troubles that arise Prices range from 25 cents from noon
between buyer and seller in connec- to 1:30; 40 cents from 1:30 to 6:30
tion
with block-booking.
It
was and 60 cents from 6:30 to 11 P. M.

Out

Francais has

Tobias, Nebr. The church faction
here has been attempting to revive
the "blue" laws, but Mrs. Sobotka,
Publisher Buys Theater
Gene Huse, pub- who operates the Opera House, beNorfolk, Nebr.
Daily News," has lieves that Sunday shows will conlisher of "The
bought the old Pioneer from Herbert tinue in spite of the opposition.

Films with Burlesque at Baltimore
Baltimore
The Palace theater,
pictures annually burlesque house here rnanaged by
sell an exhibitor. William Proctor, reopened to public

companies with a

—The

by the George Rabinovitch Corp.
Joseph Patenaude, who has had

bination

Lyons Managing Terminal
Chicago

Montreal
sold

New

Racine Theater

Racine, Wis.— A $50,000 theater
for Racine's west side residents is to
within
next itv
be
erected
the

according to J. Mandor
architect, who has drawn
plans for the building.
The project
is backed by Frank P. Marino, Vincent Cottone and John Rallo, tht
sole owners.
The theater will have

months,
Matson,

an appropriate seating capacity of
600 and will be of Spanish desig4

m

greater than

WAY OF

"THE

ALL FLESH

Emil Jannings
m

'The Last
A

no

Command

Paramount Picture

finer entertainment will

be

released by anybody in 1928!
With Evelyn Brent, William Powell and

all-star cast.

Produced by Josef von Sternberg. Story by Lajos Biro.

r>r»

dram

outstanding

the

artist

them
^ Giant

star

of the

new

Jannings. "Variety" and

era in pictures!

"The Way

Emil

bed as
affect
the

I

ction

ii

of All Flesh"

and

5

Pa

by

[ainstl

have rocketed him into the front rank of

stars in

ctiarg

said

is

iratorie

America. ^ Ready

made audiences everywhere

oiint

1)

for
the

t

his

"THE LAST COMMAND."

Produced hy the

second and greatest American production—:.

man who made

'.

"Underworld."

fl

Jannings as the

Czar's

t(

lent ai

^tioi

Stu

favorite, brutal, arrogant military

commander. Swept down by the torrent of revolution and

his

mad
work
be eigl;

infatuation for the beautiful

woman who came

to kill him.

Outcast, all gone, all but his mighty,

eotiie

Lane
mpleiei

burning

spirit.

Then — one of the most amazing climaxes in screen

eDof

history !

^ The world

will acclaim

mpletf
tlieii
six.

"THE LAST COMMAND"

a masterpiece!

Sftb c(

jimatf
I

comi

Here

soon

mthis
eris

Comei
fin

10 Great Paramount
•
Specials For 1928

proces

hvo-t
iplete

leoco
dies,
itarrii

THE LASt
\

%^^
r-

>

"•

EdliC;

HAROLD LLOYD

in

"SPEEDY" *

"BEAU SABREUR"
"GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES"
"OLD IRONSIDES"
"THE LAST COMMAND" (Jannings)
"TILLIES PUNCTURED ROMANCE"
"LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED"
"BEHIND THE GERMAN LINES"
"STREET OF SIN" (Jennings)
"KIT CARSON" (Fred Thomson)

m
todi

lejo)

Iter
post
Bpam

[

lion(
lell's

\
lint

tl

*

Prod, by Harold Lloyd Corp.

Paramount

iire

Release

m^.

0/^ILY
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*aramount Starts "Lab" Suit
— Sullivan Made FBO Vice-President — Leatrice Joy Considers Two New Offers
Renewed — Lyon to Remain with Caddo — Virginia Corbin in Four Millarde Films

Cane Leaving F.N.?
Arthur Contract

or ACTIONS TO

i

LAUNCHED,

IS

New FBO

CLAIM

4bed as the forerunner of sev-

Officer

C. E. Sullivan, formerly astreasurer,
sistant
has
been
named a vice president of FBO.
He will spend several months
at the studios.

affecting other alleged viothe Leon Gauraont patent

;

:tion involving

and
l?|by

between

Paramount

ainst Chester

virtually

said, affects
ratories.

all

De

Kane now
producer making

Mille.

Made Superintendent

FBO

of

charging infringement. The

,

is

Robert T. Kane is reported severing his affiliation with First National
the only outside
pictures for First National release.

Lally
Fred

Rauch

as
L.

Studio Forces Caddo Prod, to Take Over
succeeded Lee
Ben Lyon F. N. Contract

has

Lally

FBO

studios

superinten-

Contract of Ben Lyon is to be
succeeded
of the Gaumont process for Fred Smith, who for eight years has taken over by Caddo Prod., and he
will be starred in one picture, after
ig,
toning
and
treating been studio treasurer.
which terms of a new contract will
J'rofits of 11 years of alleged
be discussed.
Lyon was loaned to
suit.
lent are asked in the
Caddo by First National for "Hell's
in
Changes
Angels."
unt bases

its

action on

its

Studio Shutdown

•

Continued jro-m Page 1)

work has been
le

finished

eight series of

two

on

reelers,

other virtually completed.

;

Lane and Lloyd Hamilton
npleted their series of eight

Dorothy Devore

;

series

B.

Smith

has

Announced
Paramount Studio

iational Prepares
c

dent.

is

is

)rocess.

two-thirds of production has
on the series of oneeo comedies. At the Chad-

ipleted

Virginia Lee Corbin has left First
S dios, Larry Semon is directtarring in his fourth produc- National to star in four pictures for
An Adele
Ea Educational.
Harry Millarde Prod.
Farrington story will be the first ve. lore
Mille Films hicle, it is expected.
n<

De

lade by Leatrice Joy
Ltija

Joy

elifter

will

make two more

which she

will accept
yvo starring offers made by
( npanies.
Tiffany-Stahl and
ai declared seeking her serf

T] )n Production
)di

Delayed

tion of

"The Grandstander,"

nell's

latest

original

for

yon, will not be started by
;ri
until after tiie rainy sea\n to the fact that most of the
nc
are exteriors.

five

the

of the

*

than

less

*

*
:

Flothow of Tiffany-Stahl, here
from New York, chatting with

Marty Cohn, the film editor;
Arthur Landau giving an appassenger a ride
Hollywood; Jack Oakie and

preciative
in

discussing
Postal
Florence
screen possibilities.
*

*

*

Charlie Byer knows it pays
to be on the screen. Ten years
ago he loaned an organist $10.
T'other day, the organist playing at the Carolina theater,
Burlington, N. C, saw Charlie
in a picture and remembered

The orhe owed him $10.
ganist dropped his keys in favor
checkbook and sent
of his
CharHe the ten-spot.

footlights

night.

is

years old.

Our Passing Show Rudolph

chorus scenes of "Sally of the
Lynn Shores
Scandals," by FBO.
moved his megaphone and parapherto

son,

horseman, although he

in the

down

Harry

his

FBO

right

two of his western storalso takes much pride in
Tom, who is an excellent

the rights to
ies.

The chorus of "Sunny" now showing at the Mayan theater was used

nalia

the

who

has the distinction
01 having furnished four consecutive
vehicles for Tom Mix, is feeling quite
The reason is
elated these days.
that German publishers are seeking

Cohen-McNamara

and work went on the better part

SINCLAIR DRAGO,

novelist,

Staff

Millarde to Star Virginia
Lee Corbin in Four Films

RALPH WILK

Hollywood

HARRY

E. Lloyd Sheldon, whose contract
aa a Paramount editor-in-chief re- Co-star
cently was renewed, leaves for Europe
in Series of 5 Reelers
May 1 on a vacation provided for in
Sammy Cohen and Ted McNamara
The agreement calls
the contract.
make a series of five reel comwill
studio
work
for but five months of
each year, during the next three years. edies for Fox during the coming
They have just complete^
B. P. Fineman, for the past year season.
and a half executive assistant to B. "Why Sailors Go Wrong."
P. Schulberg, has been relieved of
Utilises "Sunny" Chorus
his general executive responsibilities

mpleted, and Johnny Arthur
the half-way mark on his and will assume active and more disix.
Big Boy now is start- rect supervision of several important
ifth comedy of his series,
units.
With this change in Fineicimately two-thirds of the man's work the position of executive
comedies have been com- assistant to Schulberg has been abolThere are 16 two reel com- ished. Louis D. Lighton, B. F. Zeidseries
and Stephen man and J. G. Bachmann will conthis
who has directed a majority tinue their present duties as editors
soon will be directing the in chief on Schulberg's staff.
n this season's schedule. H.
Benjamin Glazer and Ernest Vajda
shooting on the third will continue to adapt and supervise
\r is
omedy in the new series of specials.
ploying the Bowers trick

Little
from aLots ff
By

is

Bennett Lab-

A

JOINING DE MILLE RANKS

to join Cecil B.

$5,-

has been
Federal
in

$10,000,000

ROBT. T.KANE REPORTED

*

*

*

George Nicholls, Jr., who did some
very important editing on "The
Wife-Savers" is editing "The ShowDown," George Bancroft's first

Signed for "Body Punch"
Wilbur Mack has been cast in "The starring picture.
*
*
*
Body Punch," which is to be the first
directorial effort of Leight Jason at
the comedy
laughing
at
still
We're
Universal.
furnished at the monthly entertainment of the Catholic Motion Picture
Worthington in Denny Cast
Guild. Sammy Cohen, William DemWilliam Worthington has been cast arest, Tom Dugan, Eddie Lowe,
"Be Yourself," new Reginald Hugh Herbert, and Tyler Brooke
in

Denny

were among the Fox actors

picture.

Titling "Soft Living"

"Soft Living," starring

Madge

Bel-

making

who

the affair a success.
Ryan, vice-president of the
arranged the program.

in

aided

James
Guild,

*
*
*
lamy, for which Frances Agnew,
Signed for Negri Cast
good friend,
our
tvay,
the
By
script,
is
wrote
the
Tullio Carminati has been cast for Fox scenarist,
Freddie Schader is now editing the
Pola Negri's next picture, "Three being cut and titled.
Catholic M. P. Guild News, which
Sinners."
is a monthly publication.
Leaves Langdon Unit
*
*
*
Fox Buys Tapper Story
By mutual consent, Gladys Mcfriends
surprised
Bellamy
Madge
Winfield R. Sheehan of Fox has Connell has left the Harry Langdon
by her marriage at Tia Juana, Mexpurchased screen rights of "The company.
ico, to Logan S. Metcalf, Los AnRiver," a story by Tristram Tupper.
geles business man.
Long
Signs
LeRoy to Direct "Oh, Kay"
with Geo. Arthur
Kohn Signed by T-S
Contract
Mervyn LeRoy is to direct Colleen
Tiffany-Stahl has signed Ben GrauGeorge K. Arthur has signed a
Moore in "Oh, Kay," following comscenarist and title writpletion of "Tomorrow," in which Miss new long term contract with M-G- n:an Kohn as
original,
Moore will be directed by Edmund M. He now is co-starring with Karl er. He now is preparing an
Night
Club."
the
"Ladies
of
"Detectives."
in
Dane
story.
the
wrote
Goulding, who also

M-G-M

Term

fjg^

m

DAILV

Goldburg Inspecting Sites
mt in Wisconsin and Michigan
^¥

^
^
m

5®

Thursday, January

^
m.

This Business
Moves Fast

Keep Up With

—

Chicago Sites for the chain of
Middle West theaters to be built up
by United Studios, local firm, are
being investigated by Harry D. Goldburg, who now is touring Wisconsin
and upper Michigan for the purpose.
Goldburg formerly was with Universal.

p.

Damaged Prints, Holdovers
Annoy Exchangemen

—

Damaged prints and
shipments are causing concern to
exchanges of this territory. Several
Des Moines

DAILY

UPS WHICil NEAll OOUABS POR SU

(M-G-M)
Invited

matinee

salesgirls to a
which started at 7
all

A

after the screening, served t(
hot coffee furnished gratis b>
cafeteria and then gave a sh
about the theater and fort
pictures.
Sam Hammard, E

—

Greenville, S. C.

late

arbitration cases will result
practices, it is stated.

the Parade

w

"Becky"

"Hula"
(Paramount)

from the

Two

boys playing H
and a dancer who
"Hula Hula" put on a very
ing prologue. The boys were
in Hawaiian costumes and the
wore the famous Hawaiian
skirt.
Palms and moss on th
local

guitars

Bradley at Dyersburg
Dyersburg. Tenn. J. P. Bradley
of Nashville has been named manager of the Palace and Frances by
the Crescent Amusement Co.
He
succeeds Walter E. Harmon. John
Hurt remains as manager of the Cap-

—

-K^

oi

gave the scene a truly Hawai
ting.
Tom Holliday, Imperi

—

liimbia, S. C.

itol.

"It

Roy Thomas Buys Three
Clear Lake, Wis. Roy Thomas

—

"J®

has purchased the Gem from O. H.
Steindorf of Amery, who recently
sold him his theaters at Clayton and

Know whafs

Prairie

Farm.

going on every day

Sale

Wert Building Loan & Savings Co.
The sale was made in satisfaction of
a judgment.

Remodel Parkside

§1

Le Roy Not

a?.
Si?

to Underwrite

—

House

N. Y. LeRoy Business
Men's Ass'n has decided not to underwrite the amount needed by the
Genesee Theatrical Enterprises of
Batavia to complete building of a
theater here.

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

"The Magic Flame"

—

Hamilton, O. The Jefferson at
South Second St. was destroyed by
a loss of $225,000.
four-story structure was
fire at

The

entire

destroyed.
The building was owned by the Jewel Photoplay Co. and David A. Loeb.

Davie

New Omaha "U" Manager

Omaha

—

(United Artists)
Featured 40-foot marquee d
Candles, six feet in height a
inches in diameter, were made
bcaverboard and placed on tl
tieme ends of the marquee E
lights were placed around ed|
body and flame of candle had as
sockets as could be accommo
Surface of the candles was cc
with white snow; amber lamps
used in candle bodies and flam(
were used in the flames. The
of marquee had a 24-sheetof

Colman and Eanky

whi(

illuminated from the top by

made

flood

one

From

lights.

candle

t!

across

to the
ran two parallel strips of lumbei
these strips were attached
on the left and 'FLAME'
right of the cut-out.
These
were painted yellow and edgi
red flame effects and sockets
placed in all letters to allow red, f
and yellow lamps to be used.—.
Bernstecker, Lyric, Jackson, Ter
of

'

"Rose

of

the

Golden

West'

(First Nat'l)

Jefferson at Hamilton Burned

•i®

-P^

renovating

—

LeRoy,

new

T^

of

Seebold Firm Elects
N. Y. Seebold Invisible Camera Corp. has elected: president, John E. Seebold; vice president.
Walter S. Ashby; secretary, D. C.
Alden; directors, L. W. Chaplin, J.
Leo Kolb, G. C. Bradstreet, W. F.
Fippinger, Paul Folger, Willis A.
Matson.
Rochester,

gv.

%

—Work

and remodeling the old Parkside at
Fortieth St. and Girard Ave. has
been started.

The
8

—

—

Philadelphia

Film Daily

suaded to bring about 125 cl
for a matinee.
F. F. Smith,

Scott,
O. The Scott, including
real estate, building and fixtures, was
sold at a sheriff's sale to the Van

by reading

"J®

(Universal)

Newspaper publicity was
when the Kiwanis Club wi
Houston, Tex.

Sold In Sheriff's

Scott

"Les Miserables"

Special tableaux, with a Sps
setting and atmosphere, were sti
in connection with the presenta'

The tableaux was enacted
clever players

k

by

o

who

possess exce
voices.
The tableaux were prW
ed immediately before the shot
of the picture.
Special scenery'
used to lend the Spanish atmospl

,

,

;

and
special
lighting
equipHJ
Charles Davie, Detroit brought the scene out to best adt

salesman, has taken over management tage. The two tableau artists i
of the Universal exchange succeed- "Only a Rose" from "The VagaW
ing H. J. Chapman.
The latter has King" and "West of the Great
been transferred to Kansas City vide" as a part of the presentatio'Si
where he will do special sales work. John Hannon, Plaza, Asheville, N l
|

——

—

ay,

January

^^

—

—

—

—

——
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^Drums of Love' Will Insure the

Exhibitor of Shekels andthe Spectator
•)•)

Finest in Film Entertainment

of the

REGINA CANNON IN
seemed to me that I had not seen in all
cinema screen episodes photographed

"It

fore

my
in

days beso

alto-

gether exquisite fashion as these * * * You will go to
the Liberty and see a typical D. W. Griffith romance,
done with all the finish and beauty which come so readily
to the screen of any D. W. Griffith romance and I don't
know what more could be expected." Quinn Martin, in
N. Y. World.

"With a musical score as appealing to the ear as the pic*
ture itself is appealing to the eye, 'Drums of Love' * *
opened last night at the Liberty. * * * So beautiful
were the hero and heroine to look upon that the spectators again and again broke into wild applause as they

The photography
and the titles are much

gazed. *
say,

Harriette

*

*

Underhill, in

the

is

New

beautiful, needless to

than usual."
Herald-Tribune.
York

better

brought to the screen."
York Evening World.

"*

*

is

still

""

"* *

*

The

Colfax, in the

Griffith

remains the same."
Evening Graphic.

touch

New York

"* * * Very excellent dramatic theme * * *
ceeded in getting a good deal of color into it."
Hall, in the New York Telegram.

worth the price of admission. * * * You will want to
'Drums of Love' more than once. It is packed with
suspense, action, thrills, beauty and love interest.
It
will insure the exhibitor of shekels and the spectator
of the finest in film entertainment." Regina Cannon, in
the New York American.

"

see

New

George Gerhard, in the

The first great figure of the movies, Mr. Griffith,
an able
and outstanding director." John S.
Cohen, Jr., in the New York Sun.

"*

is

AMERICAN

"Lionel Barrymore gives one of the best portrayals in
his career * * * 'Drums of Love' is an excellent opus,
and one of the most beautifully mounted things ever

is so much to be said for the latest Griffith screen
product that one is at a loss to know where to begin
passing out the praise. * * *
With so vivid a background on which to weave a picture pattern, it is little
wonder that the pictorial beauty alone of this production

"There

N. Y.

*

*

A

beautiful

production.

It

and exquisite photography."
the New York Evening Journal.

settings

Betty

Has

suc-

Leonard

has some striking
Rose Pelswick, in

'Drums of Love' ought to be pulling them in at the
Liberty when lots of other Broadway pictures have faded
It has all the elements
the neighborhood houses.
* * *
production.
The concluding
of a money-making
many
handkerchiefs
scenes brought out
last night, and

into

probably continue to do so for many months. But
then doesn't one always weep over a D. W. Griffith
production?" Irene T hirer, in the New York Daily News.
will

—

"Mr. Griffith has retained its (the story's) straightforwardness, touching it with those fine characteristics of
his direction; a splendid and plausible handling of masses
of people, a clear and almost three dimensional photography and a certain resounding pageantry. * * *
In
'Drums of Love,' Mr. Griffith and his cast have, in Mr.
Griffith's fashion, made a costume play vigorous.
It is
a considerable feat." John K. Hutchens, in the New

"High merit stalks through 'Drums of Love.' It is a
tragedy, treated so delicately and beautifully by Griffith that in many sequences applause rang through the
Liberty last night. Fittingly, too.
It is of the type to
which motion pictures must turn if they would emerge
from the quagmire of the obvious and dumb." Kann, in

York Evening Post.

The Film Daily.

T.O.G.G. Rally Today Fox Deal Embraces
on Brookhart Bill
All Wesco Theaters

TRADE COMMISSION CITED

(.Continued

ATTACK ON PROBES

IN

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Severely criticizing
the Federal Trade Commission for
undertaking activities which have no
relation to the matters it was origWashington Bureau of

—

created

inally

deal

to

with,

the

House appropriations committee has
called the attention of the compspending of
money by the commission on such
troller

general

the

to

activities.

Testimony given before the com-

from Page

1)

which gets under way at 12 o'clock
noon today at the Hotel Astor.

The meeting,

called to outline a
action in campaigning for
passage of . the Brookhart bill, will
be presided over by Sol Raives, T.
O.C.C. president.
Arthur Hirsch,
chairman of the campaign committee predicts a record turnout, with
strong support for the Brookhart bill
to be accorded.

plan

of

Charles C. Pettijohn, Haj's organization counsel, who has called upon
everyone in the industry to take a

mittee during the course of the con- decided stand on the Brookhart bill,
sideration of the commission's ap- pointing out its Federal control aspropriation bill for the fiscal year pect, has been invited to attend the
beginning July 1, next, alleged the rally. This, despite the fact that the
commission has undertaken a num- T. O.C.C. already has made known in
ber of investigations of an economic emphatic terms that it wholeheartedcharacter upon its own initiative. ly favors passage of the Brookhart
There has been a great deal of criti- measure.
cism regarding activities of the comA message from Sen. Brookhart
mission in fields which it is felt that will be read to the gathering, as will
body never was authorized to enter statements of congressmen and varby law, such as studies of resale ious exhibitor organizations
who
price maintenance, price bases, "blue have announced their stand on the

sky" securities and Dupont investments, for which a total of more than
$200,000

was asked.

Much

of the committee's attack
was leveled against Commissioner
Abram F. Myers, apparently believed
to be the dominant spirit in having
these studies undertaken, and he was
closely questioned by members of
the committee as to these activities,
to which other members of the com-

mission declared themselves opposed,
believing

that

the

commission

was

without authority to branch out into
such lines.
However, as noted yesterday a
clause prohibiting
stricken out

was

economic probes,
by the appropria-

tions committee.

SkirboU General Manager
of Principal Chain
Joseph Skirboll was appointed general manager of Principal Theaters
Corp. at a session of the directors
the

of

bill.

company

at

Atlantic

City.

Plans were approved for immediate
acquisition of six theaters as the first
step in a campaign of national expansion to cover small towns of less
than 15,000 population.
Principal at
the present time is operating 28
theaters.
Sol Lesser stated at the
conference that the company would
follow a straight picture policy.

Unaffiliated Exhibs.

Are Averse To
(Continued from Page

man
by

of the group,

letters

Woodhull

it

Gall

1)

was emphasized

and telegrams received by
in

response to his request

for opinion as to the advisability of
Lack of
the proposed gathering.
funds is chief reason for rejecting the
proposal by a majority of the delegates.
Some of the delegates endorsed
proposal for the convention, while
others opposed it on the ground that

who

West

New

THE FILM

DAILY

^
,

Wesco has been
the

week,

in doubt.

Early

in

Stanley-Wesco negotiations which had been under way for
a number of weeks had been called
off.
At the time Franklin arrived in
New York from the Coast there was
no idea of a deal with Fox which for
learned

the

Haring

&

deal for the sale of

Blumenthal chain

in

(.Continued

along

these

from Page

lines.

|^j

1)

Fox and

ley were to merge theaters,
hibition in ou'i pot.
Production
distribution
meaning Fox and 1
National in the other.
There
several years has held a 34 per cent
the complete and perfect motion
Theaters,
interest
in
West Coast
ture entity.
One company to m<|-j
which is controlled by Wesco. This
facture the goods and an allied cilatter company controls North Amerpany to exhibit them.
ican Theaters, 100 per cent; Golden
are probably out of all boui
State Theater Corp., 80 per cent;
Pacific Northwest Theaters, 92 per in piecing the future of this scb,
cent; Saxe Amusement Co., 100 per together, but it is a fact that
cent (operated now through Mid- and Stanley are now thrown
Frank Amusement Co. of gether in a mutuality of business
wesco)
Waterloo, la., 75 per cent; and has terests that cannot be denied. A\
a 20 per cent interest in the Golden the principals in each group will
terniine upon as their best coursi
State Theater and Realty Corp.
story that can be more accu§
It is understood the Hoyt syndicate a
in which Hayden, Stone and Fox are told later.

—

—

.

We

i

;

interested

Sl,666.66

started.
Twenty-five vears
This would he entered the picture business w
attempt to se- a capital of exactly
or organizations would have oppor$1,666.66. Tod
tunity to present suggestions which cure 100 per cent control of Wesco. he controls 340 theaters, represe
With the 300 added by the deal and ing millions enough to turn
they feel should be embodied in the
previously owned houses, the Fox dizzy and
new contract.
a producing and distrib
Wil- ing corporation
chain now totals 340 theaters.

ail

which any and

all

individuals, groups

offer for their stock.
indicate that Fox will

\il

and Fox in
Confab on New Contract

Hoblitzelle

that reaches ri|,
told
aroimd the world.
last night that plans for a key city
And with it all or maybe becaii:
chain of first runs are progressing of it, he has retained
a sense of
and that, in addition to those theaters mor and values that mark him
now in work, 25 others each seating really human. This Fox personal
5,000 or more will be completed in and the
admiration which his entj
the next two years.
prise commands stamp him as one|
The financial outlay for this pro- the few big factors in the indui'
gram will be about $150,000,000.
KAN'

liam

Fox

THE FILM DAILY

meetings held here by Karl
James R. Grainger and
New Jersey to Stanley-Fabian is Lou Remy, the latter Southern di- "These projects average between $5,manager for Fox. 000,000 and $10,000,000 each. Strikabout ready to be closed, and a com- visional
sales
pleted statement of the negotitations About two years, Hoblitzelle, repre- ing an average of $6,000,000 for
Grainger each theater, the total would therewill be issued by Stanley in a few senting
Interstate,
and
days. Haring & Blumenthal for sev- signed a five year contract which fore reach $150,000,000," Fox deeral years have been active in real placed Fox first run in the Interstate clared.
estate transactions, and at the present houses in Dallas, Fort Worth, Hous"In Brooklyn," he continued, "we
time large holdings in Westchester tcn, Galveston and San Antonio. One are building a theater of over 5,000
County, New York.
clause, it is understood, permitted capacity.
In Detroit, a house with
Fox to extend the services for an upwards of 5,000 seats will be comRemodel Texas Theater
additional period any time within the pleted in September. Likewise, in St.
San Marcus, Tex. F. K. Zimmer- first two years of the five year agree- Louis, a 5,000 seat theater will be
ment.
ready in September. The San Franman has remodeled the Palace.
the

That Deal

THE FILM DAILY

However, if you hear talk'
to a considerable extent
has been gathering in sufficient num- a third great group forming ifl
ber of shares to swing control of industry, turn to Fox and his ar
Wesco. All told, there are about 260 companies for a possible ansvj
In asking opinions on the proposed shares of Wesco stock outstanding. You won't be far wrong.
meeting, Woodhull reiterated his dec- While he refused to be quoted, John
laration that all exhibitors able to Dillon intimated last night that a
do so should attend the open forum formal notice shortly will be sent to
Fox himself told last night hff
scheduled at Chicago Jan. 31, at all Wesco stockholders carrying cash all

a representative and capable committee had been chosen to draft the contract, and should be permitted to
carry out the work entrusted to it.

Houston — Extension of the conStanley Buying Theaters
tract between
Fox and Interstate
of Haring-Blumenthal Amusement may develop as the re-

Long pending

r!sco theater seating 5,500, wi
finished in October. In Los An]
a house identical in capacity will
San Francisco house, will be
(Continued from Page 1)
Twenty-five more like these wl
finished in two years."
that Harold B. Franklin,
In connection with the acqujl
is president and
general manof theaters controlled by Wescol
ager of
Coast theaters, said that if the theaters were
[
will continue in charge of operations today the total construction
costvl
with headquarters at Los Angeles. be about $1,000,000.
Delving
There will be no change in the oper- statistics, he pointed out the fo|[
ating personnel and executive head- ing:
quarters of Wesco will be maintained
The added holdings total 35
York,
,n the Fox Film offices in
Estimated gross for 1928 is
he declared.
week, or $35,000,000 for thej
Prime movers in the deal which was per
On
the basis of a general adu
closely
held
until
scale of 33 cents, the houses,
yesterday stated a deal was
clared, could accommodate 105,06,
near consummation for purchase of
year.
There are 7,500i
West Coast Theaters by Fox, were people a
ployees on the weekly payroll. (
V\ illiam Fox, John Dillon of Hayden,
bming this figure with the empk
b1one and Co. and Harold B. Frankof Fox Film and Fox Theatei !"''
lin,
the holder of 20,000 shares of
that there are 2 ?"?
Wesco stock which, it is understood, was pointed out
persons on the total weekly pa;
played a most important part in the
of Fox's enterprises.
swinging of the deal.
U,!
For many r^veeks the future of

sult

of

Hoblitzelle,

—

I

i'

M-G-M Not

I

to Abandon

Radio Chain,—Moskoffi
Abandonment

of the recently

P'

posed national radio chain hook
headed by Station
is not cc
templated by M-G-M, states Charl
C. Moskowitz in denying publisli

WHN

reports to that effect.
He said
the company is going ahead with
tails of the plan.

tli

i

i|

\
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BROOKHART BOl DRIVE GETS
AHEND
IMPETUS AT T. 0. C. C. RALLY

MEETING NEAR;

(tAINGER

WON'T

Minneapolis

—At

legates will

least three
attend the Chi-

go contract committee meetrepresenting the Northest exhibitor unit, under a
solution unanimously passed.

Federal Control Scouted
with Unit to Redouble

gs

Brookhart

then will Ccdl
legates to go to

work

for

Washington

of

in

House

—The

THE FILM DAILY
Brookhart block booking

bill

in the House yesterday by Representative
Celler (Dem.) of New York City. The measure
companion statute
is identical with the Senate bill.
House
some
few
days
ago by Reprewas introduced in the
Missouri
sentative Cannon of
who made a few changes in
the text as drawn by Brookhart.

Emanuel

A

Emanuel Celler is one of ten New York legislators the
T.O.C.C. has so far lined up in favor of the block booking
bill.
His views and the views of the others are outlined

the

nasure.

on page
Chicago meeting of the
iittee appointed in October to
the Standard Exhibition Confew days ofiE, the importance
deliberations is beginning to
itself in more definite manner.
Miinent exhibitors and distribu-

4.

.:

Federal control

Brookhart

is

Efforts
not provided in

the T.O.C.C. decided at its rally for liberty at the
Hotel Astor, New York, yesterday,
and the organization will redouble its
efforts for passage of the measure,
considering a point gained with what
many held to be virtual condemnation
of arbitrary allocation of product, by
C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays office.
the

bill,

"I believe any theater owner has a
right to bid for pictures with anyone,"

Pettijohn said, terming the question
allocation one of the industry's
biggest problems out of which "comes
legitimate cause for complaint."
He
said,
however, that the problem
should be settled within the indusof

the

th

Campaign

was

introduced

upon all the
Washington

passage

Up

Washington Bureau of

A. Steffes, president of the
ganization, who is chairman
the continuing committee on
uniform contract, will be
e
e of the delegates.
of
the
support
Solidified
ookhart bill by all exhibitors
attendance at the Chicago
eting, will be sought by the
Ibrthwest unit representatives,
/.

10

Bill

DEPT. OF JUSTICE

WON'T

SCHENCK INTERESTED

try.

Debate as to the Federal control
aspect of the bill, occupied the major
xecutives will be on hand for
IN BIG BRITISH
FILM
portion of the rally, with Pettijohn
In
eatings at the Congress.
and R. F. Woodhull, president of
11 to the distributors' committee
Joseph the M.P.T.O.A., pointing to the
Cable)
Kent, Ned Depinet and Joseph Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
London
(By
Washington— Officials of the Dept. Schenck is reported interested in the danger of the Government regulation
Iniitzer who are alternates will
(.Continued from Page 2)
of Justice refuse to discuss investiga- chain of 100 houses planned or to be they say is lurking in the measure,
tions of the picture industry, in the acquired bv Sir Walter Gibbons at a and Leo Brecher, and other speakers,
course of which, it is understood, cost] of $25,000,000. Lord Rothermere, branding this contention as false and
agents have been sent to CaHfornia proprietor of the Daily Mail, is the misleading. In denying the bill pro17
to secure information regarding pro- principal backer of the project, it is vides Federal control, Brecher was
fortified by telegram of Sen. Brookduction activities.
reported.
was sent to the rally,
It could not be learned whether
The plan involves the introduction hart, which
(Continued on page 4)
the proposed closing down of several of de luxe presentation poHcy in
studios was considered a factor in Great Britain. Sixty houses have alsituation, nor whether the re'on Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the
ready been acquired.
liington
Admission tax collec- ported investigation had taken any
Preparations are being made for the
Agents of the departluring the calendar year 1927 new angle.
erection
of a 5,000-seat theater in
ted to $17,835,818, according to ment have in recent months been reLondon and big houses in other cities.
points
various
working
at
as
ported
just compiled by the Bureau
The project is to forestall American
(Continued on Page 2)
inal Revenue. This was a deinvasion of the British exhibition
of more than $3,000,000 from
field, according to Gibbons.
(Continued on p^S^ 8)
Abram F. Myers, member of the

DISCUSS

CHAIN?

PROBE

—

ADMISSION TAXES

TOTAL $17,835,818

—

MYERS NOT APPROACHED

TO HEAD INDEPENDENTS

EIRE AT

to

CALLS roR

THE WARNER STUDIO

PARTNERSHIP SPIRIT
public, not the theater,
te

1

should be as
concerned with the public as
eater man, according to Carl
nle who is about to celebrate
id anniversary in the industry,
lieves the viewpoint of all con(Continued

I

the

consumer and the producer

stributor are or

ler

is

on

page

8)

—

Hollywood Damage estimated at
$200,000 was caused by a fire at WarThe
ners' studio Wednesday night.
fire threatened to spread over the entie structure before it was controlled.
large stage, several storehouses
and the studio transportation office
were destroyed. Prompt work of sevjpral cameramen saved unreleased films
valued at several hundreds of thousands.

A

INGRAM TO MAKE BRITISH
FILM FOR U.A. RELEASE
Rex Ingram has signed in London with Louis Blattner of International Distribution Trust to make
one British production in which Alice
Terry will be starred, for distribution
throughout the world by United
Artists, the latter company announced
This sets at rest reports
yesterday.
(Continued

on

page

8)

Federal
Trade
Commission
who
handled the Trade Practice Conference in New York last October, yesterday denied he had been approached to head an organization of independent exhibitors, as published earlier in the week.
The denial was made over the telephone to Leo Brecher of the T.O.C.
C. who called Myers in an effort to
ascertain whether or not the report
was to be credited. Myers expressed
his indignation and annoyance over
the incident and declared emphatically there was absolutely no foundation to the report.

—

;
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exccpi Saturday and holidays

World Film Activity
Pact Meeting Near
Outlined by Hawley
Grainger Not Going

Eighty-five percent of the world's
pictures are made in Hollywood, according to Clifford B. Hawley, president of First National Pictures, who
represented the motion picture industry in a radio address, broadcast

New

in
Pulilislied

York, N. Y., and
Wid's Films and Film
copyriKtit (1928) bv
Alicoate, President and
V\
luc
Folk,
J.
Kann, Vice-President
I).
Puljlislicr; Maurice
and Luitor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
business and Advertising Manager; Ralph
Entered as
Ujlk, IraveliiiK Representative.
May 21, 1918, at the
class matter
ecoiid
the act
under
m-i ollice at New York, N. Y..
Terms (Postage free)
March 3. 1879.
,f
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Dept. of Justice Won't
Discuss Film Probe

York.

explaining

In

the

reason

popularitj' of American
tures, Hawley said:

for

motion

the
pic-

"People of the entire world like stories as
America has something
by Americans.

.

Address

told

that
ican

is

life

alluring

to

all

nationalities.

Amer-

and manners and customs and

his-

always have been of absorbing interest
Travel where you will
every clime.
in
throughout the world and you find that from
peasant to king the most romantic country
to them, the land they are most eager to
visit, the land of promise, is America.
"Foreign governments credit the motion
picture for the remarkable increase in the
And this
sale of American goods abroad.
tory

the reason for the frantic activity now
being shown by foreign governments in an
attempt to develop their own motion picture
industry.
"No producer knowingly makes a picture
To do
that will oliend any foreign power.
so would eliminate the people of that counIt is absurd
try from his list of buyers.
to state that any American producer has at
any time deliberately ridiculed any race or
is

creed.

"When a picture is made, the world is
We know that the
always kept in mind.
(Continued from Page 1)
world will see the picture and we know that
throughout the country, including the world will be influenced by the picture.
responsibility is a heavy one, aiid a
York, Chicago, where it is un- The
serious one.
We know that the Chinese
derstood they studied the recent dif- will get an idea of American life from our
We know that Russia will be govficulties between operators and ex- pictures.
erned in its views of the Spaniard, say, by
hibitors, and Hollywood.
the manner in which we depict the Spaniard
It is believed here that officials of in our films.
Therefore, caution is neces-

New

with

department do not look
"And out of this caution, this regard for
favor upon the Brookhart anti- what
the picture is doing for understanding
turn
would
bill,
which
booking
block
throughout the world, we have arrived at
over to the Federal Trade Commis- the serious conviction that every nation must
That
be truthfully presented on the screen.
sion duties which they believe the truthful presentation, to the best of our
Dept. of Justice should perform, but ability, is adhered to.
"It is interesting to note that in addition
it could not be learned whether there
to our extensive production activities in this
V as any connection between the bill country, we are forming alliances which
and the investigation, department of- will give us a growing influence on European
the

sary.

much

declaring that the study of the
by the attorney general, request-

ficials
bill

ed by Senator Brookhart, was merely
a routine matter.

C. D. Rosenfield Dead
Funeral services
Island, 111.
are being arranged for Charles Deere
the
of
president
Rosenfield,
43,
Rosenfie;d Hopp Co., local theater

—

Rock

chain.

Re-elect Theater Directors
Michigan City, Ind. Directors of
the Michigan City Theater Co. were

—

re-elected at the recent stockholders'
The officials are: Dr. E.
meeting.

Friday, January 27,

production.

"In England, for instance. First National
Pictures through a consolidation cooperates
with Lord Ashfield, Lord Beaverbrook, William Evans and other leading factors of the
British film world.
"In Germany, First National has a similar
alliance with important interests.
"In about three months the motion picIt has
ture industry will be 32 years old.
grown, it has developed through use of its
own resources. Its technical development has
It has had to train men to
been inward.
perform practically every function in connecthe selling, and the
making,
the
tion with
Its mechanical progexhibition of pictures.
has
It
has been its own progress.
ress
It is important
created as it went ahead.
that the industry be given the opportunity
must be assured of the opportunity for
The motion picture
unlimited development.
industry is one of the great assets of the
government and the people."

—

—

(Continued from Page

attend,

New York Monday
James R. Grainger, one

leaving

for Chicago.

Blinks,

L.

J.

Carow, Carter H.

—

"The Fair Co-Ed"

of three distributors on the committee,
has telegraphed Gabriel L. Hess from
New Orleans that illness will prevent
The other two
him from serving.

(M-G-M)

Ballyhoo was a donkey-driven
less and topless flivver with all
of funny sayings inscribed on
members, Phil Reisman and Felix sides and rear of tin body,
i
Feist will, however, be there while of the sayings
included, "This
one of the alternates will round out stops for all Fair
Co-Eds,"
the representation accorded produc- Fair Co-Ed said,
I don't chocs
In addition to run in 1928," "Don't
ers and distributors.
rush
R. R. Biechele, of Kansas City, Nathan Yamins of Fall River, and Ben
Berinstein of Los Angeles who will
present the exhibitors' side of the
case, many important exhibitor leaders will be on hand to advise, since
tl'ey will not be permitted to vote.

this

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes but
pick up any kind." The engine o
flivver also was exposed and

—

boys rode in the front seat. T.
son Erwin, Majestic, Austin, Ti

"The Garden of Allah"
Minnesota, as noted in a special
(M-G-M)
Minneapolis dispatch published elsewhere in today's issue, Vv'ill have a
Constructed a special beaverb
delegation of three on in Chicago. front.
The board was entirely
Frank J. Rembusch of Indianapolis blue with large white letters o
is attempting to organize an exhibiand the following wording,
tor convention to be held Monday Garden of Allah."
The base hai
preceding the actual opening of the opening which gave it the appear
Lonference.
H. M. Richey of the ot an Oriental building with red
Michigan M.P.T.O. expects to be gold border around it.
Palm
present.
were on either side of openinj
give the lobby atmosphere.
H. McKoy, Rex, Spartanburg, S,
'

—

^J;

Marmont

Slated

For

Percy Marmont, who

Two

sails

tonight

for England, will star in two pictures
there for Gotham.
Before returning
to this country next July he will also
appear in a stage play, "Riders of the
Wind," which he may later work in
for the screen.

$70,128 in Second Week
"The Circus" grossed $70,128 at
the Strand the second week of its
The total
four week engagement.
fomhe first two weeks, therefore, ex-

"Two Arabian

Knights"
(United Artists)
Broadcasting
station
annouij
free tickets would be given the
25 persons to phone the theater

hearing

announcement about

i\

"'i

Arabian Knights." The person
ing had to mention "Two Ara|
Knights" as code before being elig
to participate.
L. E. Davidson,
cess, Sioux City, la.

—

Sweeney"
(Paramount)

"Tell It to

ceeds $150,000.

Lobby locomotive was built ou
junk and closely resembled the la
Vilma Banky Sailing Soon
Vilma Banky arrives in New York in the picture. The body of the!
Tuesday with the first completed gine was made from an old metall
print of her last co-starring picture barrel, the pistons from oil cans,f
with Ronald Colman, "Leatherface." cab from beaverboard scraps, a
Miss Banky will sail on Feb. 3 on of stove pipe was used for the sfl
the S. S. France to visit her parents.

stack with the

on

it.

Cow

name

bells

'Isabel' paifl
tied on the

were made toi
by a string that extended into_
box office, and cigarette stubs,
ese punk, and incense were us
of the contraption

Nat'l

Board Conference Opens

Fourth annual conference of the
National Board of Review opened
Manr.y, H. P. Levin, G. E. Baker,
yesterday at the Waldorf-Astoria,
Tri-State Development
Dr. J. N. Ledbetter and Blair McNew York, continuing through SatTheaters
Tri-State
Arkansas City
Elroy.
Corp. is a new unit developing urday.
small towns in Arkansas, Tennessee
Four Simultaneous Runs
G.

M£An OOUABS FOR SUOWh

OAlUr TIPS WHICH
1)

make smoke come out
stack,

— N.

of the snul

Prager, Hippodrome^

Worth, Tex.

—

Four simultaneous first and Mississippi.
Boston
were accorded "The Gorilla"
Hilger Made K. C. Manager
theaters were the
last week. The
Kansas
City
C. S. Hilger has been
Scollay Square Olympia, the Washington Street Olympia, the Capitol appointed manager of the Fox exchange, succeeding H. Bradley Fish.
and the Fenway.
was Paramount
formerly
Hilger
Hold Dallas Annual Banquet
manager at Memphis.
Dallas, Tex.
Theater men and
exchange managers of the Dallas
CaU
territory were the guests of the Denl
WAFILMS, Inc.
and Robb & Rowley circuits at the
second annual banquet held at the
Walter A. Putter, Pres.
for
Baker hotel.
Library Stock Scenes
Hollywood
New York
Loew's Avalon Opens
c/o Leon Schlesinger
130 W. 46th St.
Loew's Avalon, King's Highway
Bryant 8181 1123 No. Bronson Ave.
and Ave. J., Brooklyn, has opened.
runs

—

—

TIFFANY- STAHL PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

Announce
That they have in the course of production
a motion picture entitled:

i

"ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDF^
and "THE LITTLE BATCHELOR"
ALL RIQHTS PROTECTED

*

jay,

January

27,

-jsa^
^^ ^^^ DAILV

1928

ATTENTION
REQUIRED

DIRECTOR
POSSESSING EXCELLENT BOX-OFFICE RECORD
IN ADDITION

TWO

ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
WITH PROVEN ABILITY

ALSO
LEADINQ MALE AND FEMALE

STARS
TO WORK

IN BRITISH

AND CONTINENTAL PRODUCTIONS

ALL ENQUIRIES

PREMIER CASTING AGENCY
GENERAL MANAQER
40,

*

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE

-

-

DAN

FISH

LONDON, W.

1.

CABLE ADDRESS^^'DEEWEFF'LONDON

THE

DAILY

Friday, January 27,

Term
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U. S. Control Talk Propagan
New York Congressmen Line LEO BRECHER ASSAILS
TRACES EFFORTS
Up

FOR ARBITRATION RELIEF

in

Support of Brookhart

Bill
FEDERAL CONTROL ANI

O'Connell (Dem.), Brooklyn
—p.
"I shall be very glad to support any
J.

Support

of

New York

Senator

Copeland

of
for

and nine Congressmen
Brookhart bill was announced
All of
yesterday by the T.O.C.C.
inability to attend.
The meeting was opened by Presi- these legislators have gone on record
dent Sol Raives, who immediately as favoring the measure.
Extracts from their communications
turned chairmanship over to Arthur
addressed
to the T.O.C.C. follow.
campaign
Hirsch, chairman of the
Royal S. Copeland (Dem.), New
committee on the Brookhart bill.
Hirsch traced efforts of the organi- York City "Please count on me!"
John J. Boylan (Dem.), New York
zation to secure relief on arbitration
and arbitrary allocation of product. City "I am against block selling and
Will H. Hays, he said, had co-oper- blind booking. I am for independence
ated and promised to do "all in his of the films without restrictions by
the giant producers."
power" to relieve the situation.
George
W. Lindsay (Dem.),
Reviews Deliberations
* * * "shall be pleased to
Brooklyn
The deliberations soon resolved support the Brookhart-Cannon bill"
* *
themselves into sub-committees with
distributor members refusing to meet
Emanuel Celler (Dem.), Brooklyn
as Hays requested, he charged, with —"The Brookhart Bill will do much
the results Hays' power over his to remedy this evil block and blind
membership now is a matter of doubt. booking. It will give the independDuring this period, the T.O.C.C. ents a chance for their white alley.
opposed outside interference, "and I am introducing a companion bill
were laughed at by the very powers in the House."
who now make this their propaganda
Samuel Dickstein (Dem.), Brookbasis," he alleged.
lyn "My sympathy is with you in
He reviewed the Trade Practice this fight. I believe the independent
and stated it hasn't theater owner should be entitled to
Conference,
proved very productive, so that now as much consideration from those
CCotitinued

from Page

1)

the

expressing the senator's regret at his

j

—

—

—

—

exhibitors

Congress.

He

are

taking

their

fight

to

who

control the exhibition of films as
the large exhibitor has been receiving."

outlined the Brookhart bill,
praising its provisions and stated the
organization is pledged to work for
Even though it doesn't of concerted action and the
its passage.
$500
pass, "they'll know they've been in a
deposit demanded of distributors in
fight," he declared, calling upon those
cases where an exhibitor does not
present to forget oratorj^ and "roll
abide by a decision; increase of
up your sleeves and go to work."
boards to seven members with the
Seek Unit Voting Rule
seventh member to be present at all
Unit rule of voting by the exhi- sessions; removal of clause permitting
bitor committee, with the seventh ar- the local Film Board to name exhibitrator to be named as first order bitor arbitrators in case the local exof business at the Chicago meeing, hibitor organization fails to do so, and
so he may attend all sessions and establishment of a system of taxation
sought. on contracts, or a percentage on cases
prevent
delay,
thus
is
Amendments sought to the contract heard, to enable exhibitors to bear a
include: prohibition in the warranty share of the cost of arbitration.
"Any statement that the Brookhart
adding or eliminating
clause
of
clauses not sanctioned by the con- bill constitutes Federal control of the
tract committee; starting protection iddustry is false and misleading," Leo
from last day of run; rewriting of Brecher, declared in the keynote
playdate clause to force distributors speech from the exhibitor organizato set dates where exhibitors hold up tion's standpoint. His address in part
si'bsequent runs; make exchange re- fellows:
"Six months ago we met in this
sponsible to injured exhibitor for all
delays; making laboratory cost basis place to discuss the most pressing
for
payment for destroyed filrrfs; problems in our business, and, if posprohibiting substitutions without the sible, to find a remedy. The outstandexhibitor's consent; relieving exhi- ing problem was the question of obbitor from obligation when distributor taining product for the operation of
agrees to assignment of contract; kill- our theaters on a basis that would
ing of accessory clause; making con- give us a degree of security for our
tract binding as soon as signed by investments, and an assurance that
distributor
representative;
limiting our right to develop in this business
release of a distributor from obliga- will not be hampered by unfair contion to deliver a picture to powers ditions that have grown up in this
beyond his control; giving exhibitor business.
right to cancel a picture roadshowed
"Out of the discussions, the follow"for any length of time" and to can- ing resolution was developed:
cel pictures in equal number to picResolved that negotiations be
tures roadshowed.
initiated through the Motion PicAmendments sought to the arbitrature Producers and Distributors of
tion agreement include:
elimination
America, Inc., to give the inde-

lil

legislation that has for its purpose
the elimination of the evils disclosed
at the investigation by the Federal

that if the industry does
take steps to adjust the evils, si
higher force will take the matterl
Trade Commission."
of the hands of the industry and|
Andrew L. Somers (Dem.), Brook- justjt. Perhaps. What was the
* *
lyn
"J shall be more than spoiTse?
Not a ripple. Nothing
pleased to do everything in my power the echo of our own voice coni
to help you in your fight against back
to us from far and wide, f
block selling and for the independ- our own, from independent exhibi
ence of films."
suffering under
the
same abi
effect

I

—

I

Anthony

—

J. Griffin

(Dem.), Brook- pleading for the same remedies.
am in
"Then, as if in answer to our pn

* * * "I 5gg to say that I
lyn
favor of the bill and will give
support."

Loring
Brooklyn

it

my

Black,
(Dem.),
—M.
"I am thoroughly
symJr.

in

pathy with your position in reference
to the Brookhart Bill.* * * I will be
glad to cooperate with the exhibitors
in this important matter."
John K. Kindred (Dem.), Astoria

—

my

a result of
investigation * * *
it
is evident that * * * the public
are denied the free and unhampered
exhibition
of
moving pictures to
v/hich they are entitled by the unfair
terms and conditions imposed by the
large producers, whose methods are
monopolistic and in restraint of trade
and also are violative of the spirit
of the Sherman anti-trust laws and
against public policy."

"As

pendent theater owner a fair opportunity to play first runs on equal
terms with producer-owned circuit
theaters; and be it further
Resolved that, if these negotiations fail

to

bring the desired rebe taken to accom-

sult, legal steps

plish this result.

"This resolution was adopted not
without dissenting arguments but the
arguments were all on the question of
procedure, namely, those that were
opposed to the resolution were opposed not to the demand that we
were proposing to make, but to the
idea of attempting to improve our
conditions by negotiating with the
Hays organization.
Events have
proved that those who were opposed
to negotiate with Hays were right.
Mr. Hays was generous enough in the
matter of conferences and expressions of

good

A

great deal of
time was wasted only to find out that
the opposition had no desire to do
the right thing, and that Mr. Hays
possessed no authority in any matter
of real importance in the business.
"At the Trade Practice Conference,
we again proposed our resolution and
tried to convince the opposition of the
justice of our

"On

the

will.

demands.
of December,

10th

the

Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce issued a statement once again
appealing to our opponents to correct the evils that are rapidly strangling this business, and with this appeal we also issued a warning to the

for

relief,

the

was

industry

stai

by news of the introduction of a
in the United States Senate.
A
introduced by a man whose inte
in the motion picture is not on ]
account or mine, but on accoun
the millions of the American pt
who attend the motion picture
aters
throughout the length

A man

breadth of this nation.

interested in this fight becaus
is a fight for justice.
man wh
pled^red to stay in this fight unt
is won.
fighter who has the c
age and the determination to wi
is

A

A

Senator Smith

W.

Brookhart.

Industry's Response
"Now, what was the industry's respon!
the introduction of the Brookhart bill?
several days there was a strange avals'
of communications from so-called indepei
exhibitor leaders
in
various parts of
country, extolling to the skies as the s^
of the motion picture industry. Mr.
Hays.
Was there any expression on_
Brookhart

bill
from producers, distra^fc;:|;
individuals or as members of thaHlej,
organization?
Was there any expres^Mr
the Brookhart bill from the Hays orga
tion or from Mr. Hays as an individ t
Not a word. What did this silence indi".
Was it indifference or was it contempt?
haps the answer will come later.
So t
for the response from the producers andi
tributors, but what of the response fron
dependent exhibitors throughout the coUi
and what of the response from the pu,
Senator Brookhart has been deluged

as

•

,

communications from independent exhil
from all parts of the country, both froi
dividuals and organizations favoring
and offering every form of cooperatioi
successful passage.
An astounding
has been received from the public, fl
dividuals in every station of life, a _
representatives of organizations intereste
the motion picture as a commodity in v
the public has a vital interest.
"Is exhibitor opinion unanimously in I
of the Brookhart bill?
Nearly, but not q
Here and there comes a whisper of
sition like a single hiss in the dark. an>
what is this opposition to the Brookl
i

based

E

?

Some See
"One

states

to

Evils

beware of Federal

]

tion of the motion picture industry,
more daring and original states that
which the Brookhart bill seeks to ren

poll),

and must be done away with ifl
dustry is to survive, but, and herel
originality of the objection
beware I
eral control of the motion picture in
real,

—

A

national leader for whom person
have great regard but who unfortun
not financially interested in the
business to a considerable extent, ifl
states that the Brookhart bill would
J
right if only, and here is a new angla
jection
if only it did not provide ma
for its enforcement, because that woufl
that dreaded thing
gcvernment contfl

—

"Now. whence

—

coitjes

this

wisdom

small

and

It

strangely uniform in its out
(.Continued on Page 5)

is

widely

scattered

minority

|

sioa

'pr

P?pr

H,
Mois

—

:

THE

Have Right

I //

i AIDE SAYS 70 P.C.
KHIBITORS OPPOSE BILL
(Continued from Page 4)
laiiRuage used may be somewhat
Can we help wonderin each case.
er this wisdom is not gathered at a

ic

iiurce?

the answer to this question is
a statement issued within the
by Mr. Charles C. Pettijohn,
He
unsel of the Hays organization.
speaking of the bill, as follows:
A ill
surely provide for government
reid that to take this out would
IS

I

by

lays

strength.'
carefully that

Mr. Pettijohn does
Senator Brookhart has said this.
iy
says that Senator Brookhart is
saying that this bill will surely
iir government control.
Who quoted
!ijr?
On whom does Mr. Pettijohn
the Senator has been quoted corDid he try to verify the quotaWe
course not!
But we have!
lator Brookhart whether he ever eximself as quoted, and the Senator
quotation as untrue and
-ed the
liat

-

t

ise

an issue of government control

an attempt to throw dust in your
blind you so that they can conlisturbed in their campaign to mohe industry.
Mr. Pettijohn further

1

Issue
-lie

is

Now
now

clean-cut and. everybody

understands its meaning and
The question now plainly is:
in favor of government control

:iu

tion picture business or against it?'
ys the issue now is clear.
Well, it
clear till he raised his little cloud
But I have lately asked some exlie
question in Mr. Pettijohn's own
Are you in favor of government

the motion picture business?' And
aiiswer I got: 'We would sooner
ted in our business by the United
vernment than be put out of busithe gang that is trying to grab it
hemselves.'
it
does the bill provide that gives
sntlemen the notion that it spells govcontrol ?
I

lie

ion seven of the

bill

provides that the

Trade Commission is to make suitles and regulations for giving effect
provisions hereof.
This means that
«ral Trade Commission is to see that
compulsory block bookbooking and inequitable allocation

visions against

are enforced.
government control? Then the law
a policeman to lock up a man
fing your pockets is also government
uct

his
i§

Brnment control would mean regulation
kind of pictures to be made, the numtliem or the prices at which they are
)ld
and is there anything of that sort

—

i

in
bill

this

bill?

merely says:

shalt not steal!'
And then it propoliceman to see that the commandcarried out!"

I

'inds Exhibitor

enty

per

Opposition

cent

of the nation's
tors comprising affiliated and
unaffiliated exhibitors, are opto the Brookhart bill, C. C.
ohn declared, in sounding a

ng against

Federal regulation
industry.
He called upon exrs to avoid declared dangers of
.ssage of the Brookhart bill and
vith producers and distributors
dng problems within the indus'linety per cent of producers and
mtors oppose the measure, he
ed.

n rentals will be increased from
300 per cent if the Brookhart
ecomes a law, and small pro'

to

Bid-Pettijohn
BRECHER POINTS OUT

Denies Federal Control Is Sought
In a telegram read by Leo Brecher at the T.O.C.C.
Senator Brookhart, father of the block
booking bill in the U. S. Senate, stated:
"Blind booking, block booking and discrimination in favor of the
theaters controlled by the producers* combination are the three evils

BILL'S POLICING

rally yesterday,

My

that threaten the life of the motion picture industry.
bill rethree evils and it does nothing more. Those interested
in the combination have quoted me as favoring Government control
of the motion picture industry. This claim is entirely without foundaThe Government will control only the evils that threaten the
tion.
industry and it does that for every industry in the United States. I
regret exceedingly that I cannot be at your luncheon, but trust
you will perfect an organization that will mean success for this
charter of liberty for independent exhibitors in the motion picture
industry."
Brookhart's "fight-to-the-finish" letter, portions of

moves these

which were previously made public by the T.O.C.C,
follows
"I have your

as

POWER

the small exhibitor but the small producer as well," he stated.

He

said that in his belief much of
exhibitors was on
"surprise" pictures bought in block,
prices of which were low, because the
|)roducer did not know what box office successes such pictures were.
The price of four cents a foot on
fiim destroyed was set to arrive at a
iniform figure, and is fair, he stated.
He also agreed with exhibitors that
protection should start from last day
;he

money made by

cases where runs would
the protection dates from
first day of run.
He favored a percentage clause in contracts through
which exhibitors would pay their
share of arbitration costs, but doubted
exhibitor acceptance of the plan.
of

is

letter of the 11th, and think you are going after
I fully realize that you have very
matter in the right way.
strong and powerful opponents who no doubt will do everything they
possibly can to defeat this bill. However, I feel that if the fight is
staged along the lines you are planning that there is no question but
that we will win. I am in this fight to a finish and you can count
on me doing everything I possibly can to secure the enactment of

this

this bill into law."

Clean-Cut

i-iiness

!nd

DAILV

27, 1928

January

ly,

run

overlap

in
if

Most Producers Want

Bill

"For the benefit of the press," he
continued, "I want to say: You have
a

condition

v\'here

in

affiliated

industry today
exhibitors have the

this

n.iajority of seats.
You have some
unaffiliated exhibitors
quite a few
ducers will be forced out of business, ion systems of the film industry.
The forthcoming contract meeting, who are not in favor of government
he said.
So
"I haven't lost faith in our ability he said, was suggested at the Trade control or the Brookhart bill.
own Practice Conference by exhibitors, far as the industry is concerned, 95
solve
our
or
integrity
to
problems," was his view. "It is easy James R. Grainger and himself with per cent of the producers and distrito say we are not getting anywhere," Hays sitting with them to draw up butors oppose the bill."
This fact, plus opposition of affilithe agreement.
he added.
"I have made Democratic speeches
Hays is in California, he pointed ated and unaffiliated exhibitors, shows
in
Indiana against Will H. Hays out. stating he alone was bound by that 70 per cent of exhibitors (comwhich got bigger applause than did what he said, but added that in his f'Uted by seats) oppose the Brookhart
mention of Sen. Brookhart's name, declarations against the Brookhart bill.
Thinking people of the industry opWe're swayed bill, he certainly was expressing the
a1 this meeting today.
by what's behind things, and I opinion of the majority of producers pose the bill, he said, because they
believe there is enough sincerity and
doubt if the senator would have re- and distributors.
integrity in the industry to solve any
ceived much if any applause if it
Declaring he is opposed to Federal
were not for the fact that he is the control of any business, "having seen problem which may arise.
Brecher, in reply, stated the bill
author of the bill."
in other lines," Pettijohn stated
it
dees no prohibit voluntary block
that he is confident that 90 per cent
Pettijohn Cites Experiences
booking, but prevents only coercive
of the nation's businessmen oppose
selling.
He stated Pettijohn had
Pettijohn recited his experiences of
it.
dodged the issue of arbitrary alloca11 years ago as counsel of independ"If we need a wet nurse, that's tion, in ^reply to which Pettijohn
ent exhibitors and said that he drew
different," he continued, "but I don't pointed out that the problem
fire from the organization then bemay be
cause of the opinion he gave on the believe we have reached that point." the particular one of New York exhibitors, but that the entire country,
"music tax," telling them that all that
Sees Rentals Increase
must be considered.
was left to do was pay the license
He is opposed to the Brookhart
"There's a hell of a lot of country
fee and then secure repeal of the law.
"I was called a hell of an exhibitor bill, Pettijohn declared, because its between New York and Pasadena,"
lawyer, at the time, but if I were passage would increase rentals from was his rejoinder.
Its passage, he
giving the opinion today, I wouldn't ten to 300 per cent.
Want Fair Competition
change it. You're paid the tax and continued, would eliminate every $5,
Brecher continued with the declaryou still are working for repeal of $7.50, $10, $12.50 and $15 account in
the United States, which was more ation the Brookhart bill did not mean
the law."
Five years ago, he said, exhibitors than ten miles removed from an ex- Federal control, and stated exhibitors were ready to pay as much or
asked and received a uniform con- change center.
"What do you suggest we are go- more for product if given the optract, and later obtained equal repportunity to buy it on an equal basis
resentation
settling
disputes, ing to use for money in event the
in
through the offices of the Hays or- Brookhart bill passes?" he wanted with their competitors. The bill vests
ganization.
Thirty thousand cases to know. "How are we going to take administration with the trade comnjission, which is analogous to a
have been settled in three years by care of frozen capital?"
policeman in enforcement of the law,
arbitration, with only 27 appeals to
He cited the big outlays necessary he contended.
the courts.
in
production, which of necessity
"Just as surely as you were warned
"And then you tell me we can't must be distributed over a period of that the trade commission
would act
settle our problems?"
he demanded, 2y2 years, so far as returns go, and unless
certain
conditions
were
stating that there never had been a said that only the firms with great
remedied, so now I warn you that if
trade achievement in industry equal- resources could continue.
the Brookhart bill is not passed you'll
hug the uniform contract and arbitra"Not only will you tear the hide off
(Continued on page 8)
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Group Includes

Sennett, Warners, Universal, Christie

Sennett Plans Not Set as Renewal with Pathe

EDUCATIONAL JOINS RANKS

Jessel Series
Georgie Jessel is reported to
have signed a contract to star

WITH MARCH SHUTDOWN

in a series of pictures for Tif-

is

and Educational— Columbia Not Closing
Talked — Tiffany-Stahl Signs George Jessel

A

NEGOTIATIONS STILL ON

fany-Stahl.
There are to be
joining the ranks,
Future plans of Mack Sennett are
three pictures in the series, it
a subject of speculation, following
is understood.
the list of studios closed or planning
Two of
completion of the producer's contract
to close now totals five.
with Pathe. Sennett closed his studios
these, Warners and Sennett, have
when output for the current year
been closed for several weeks, Sennett
was completed.
reopening recently only to again shut
to be Barker's
Negotiations are understood to be
down after a week of operation.
First for Tiffany-Stahl under way for a renewal of the conWarners is making one picture at
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has been tract.
There has been no break,
present, starring Louise Fazenda unassigned the lead in "Power," which merely a series of negotiations on reder direction of Roy Del Ruth.
Universal is planning to close its is to be directed by Reginald Barker newal terms, with the principals thus
far having failed to reach a basis of
plant next month, as is Christie. for Tiffany-Stahl.
agreement.
There are a number of
Educational will close in March to reReturns to Studios
reports in circulation, some of which
open around May 15.
Julia Faye has returned to the De state Sennett intends to concentrate
Mille studios after a three months' on feature production.
trip abroad.

"Power"

COLUMBIA NOT CLOSING,

COMPANY EMPHASIZES
is

contemplated by

De

Mille Casts Natheaux

Louis Natheaux has been added to
cast of "Tenth Avenue," which costars Phyllis Haver and Victor Varconi for De Mille.

is continuing to sign new
Five new writers recently
have been added to the scenario staff.

company
talent.

Added

to Cast of

"The Cop"

Maurice Ryan has been added to
of "The Cop," which Donald

cast

Dr. Berger to Direct Jannings
Dr. Ludwig Berger is to direct Crisp is directing for Cecil B. De
Emil Jannings' picture to follow "The Mille.
Patriot," it is reported. It is expected
Rosson Directing Bellamy Film
to be "Koncert" by Herman Bahr.

Arthur Rosson

"The
Sport Girl," Madge Bellamy's new
picture for Fox. Johnny Mack Brown
is

director of

Pierce in Ralston Picture
James Pierce has been cast in
Esther Ralston's new Paramount pic- and Walter McGrail are in the cast.
ture,

"Something Always Happens."

RALPH WILK

By

Hollyw
Mary Astor
Kenneth Hawks is schedulec
A honeymoon tri]
next month.
New York is planned.

MARRIAGE

of

*

*

*

Burchard, Neb., is proud o
Harold Lloyd. "Burchard, th(
birthplace of Harold Lloyd'
reads a sign on the Burchar<
depot.
Joe Reddy, Harold'i
P.A., wired, Burchard for
photograph of the sign, but ai
Burchard has only 300 inhabij
tants, it is without a photog'
i

Joe was advised tc
wire Pawnee, Neb., which
25 miles from Burchard, and
Pawnee photographer shot thi

rapher.

;

pictures.
*

NEW M-G-M CONTRACT

First National.

which features Estelle TayRoland Drew and Lilyan Tashn;an, and now is filming "A Woman's
Myrtle Stedman in "Their Hour"
Way," featuring Margaret Livingston
Al Robach has cast Myrtle Stedpnd Warner Baxter.
"So This is Love," was directed by man in "Their Hour," which he is diFrank Capra, while "Lady Raffles" recting for Tiffany-Stahl.
was directed by R. William Neill.
Edmund Mortimer is directing "A Thomson's Next, "Sunset Legion"
Woman's Way." Meanwhile, plans
"Sunset Legion" is Fred Thomare being speeded for the new picture son's next picture for Paramount reWalter Lang will direct, and the lease.
Lloyd Ingraham is director.
Raffles,"

lor,

*'Lots*

i;

Cast in "Harold Teen"
Mary Brian and Lincoln Stedman
have been cast in "Harold Teen,"
which Mervyn LeRoy is directing for

The

Columbia, the company
company has completed "So This is
Love," co-featuring Shirley Mason
and William Collier, Jr., and "Lady
states.

Little
from

EOR SENNEH RENEWAL

With Educational

No shutdown

Move

Studios in Closing

*

*

"
Excellent reports filter in on
Bride of the Colorado," which El

Clifton

Henrik

directed.

Sar'

Ramon

Novarro, Metro-Goldwyn- formerly with D. W. Griffith
Mayer star, has renewed his contract M-G-M, handled the photogra
with that company. He is now work- and got some unusual outdoor sh
^
+
*
ing in "China Bound," in which Joan
Crawford has the feminine lead.
Tim Whelan, who will diM-G-M has acquired the rights to
rect Monty Banks in England,
"Four Walls," which recently comis the fourth member of Harold
pleted a long run at the Golden TheLloyd's writing staff, to become
ater in New York "Four Walls,"
a director. The others are Fred
is
the work of Dana Burnet and
Newmeyer, Sam Taylor and
George Abbott.
Ted Wilde.
Edward Sedgwick has been signed
*
*
*
to a new long-term contract with the
This may sound like a Hi
company.
Sedgwick's first assign- Lloyd column, but Joe Reddy
ment under the new contract will be his way about and provided exi
the direction of Buster Keaton's new material.
vehicle.

Mix Salary a Record One
The highest salary ever paid a

*

star

*

*

Our Passing Show: Harold
doing some impromptu jig

Lljk
sfl

"The Freshman," with J oh
is said to be stipulated in the contract
Grey and Titn Whelan poor in
of Tom Mix, under terms of which
Harold looking for har
he will produce pictures in the Argen- tors,
tine.

from,

hut without succei^

competitors,

*

*

*
ills

Preparing Third London Story
Jack Natteford is preparing adapLondon
tation of the third Jack
story which will be produced by Tif-

fany-Stahl.
New Tyler Film in Work
Actress Departing for Honolulu
Tom Tyler has started production Hardy and Pidgeon in Gotham Cast
Madeline Hurlock, former leading
Sam Hardy and Walter Pidgeon
woman for Ben Turpin, and Helen of "Hearts and Hoofs," with FlorKlumph, Hollywood scenarist, have ence Allen and Frankie Darro in the have been cast in "Turn Back the
departed for Honolulu on the liner cast. Wallace Fox is directing from Hours," Gotham picture on which
Miss Hurlock is expected an adaptation by Frank Howard production is to start as soon as Sam
Calawaii.
Clark. The story, "Dancing Hoofs," Sax returns to the Coast from New
to remain in Honolulu permanently.
is by Adele Buffington.
York.
Howard Bretherton will diDuffy Completing Latest
rect.
Making Columbus Film?
"Long Hose," with Jack Duffy and
Gail Lloyd, is being finished at the
Blasco Ibanez has written a story
Cast for "Give and Take"
Christie studios. William Watson is based on the discovery of America,
William Orlamond has been added
Gale Henry, Eddie Baker which is expected to be produced by to cast of "Give and Take" which
directing.
and George Hall are in the cast.
M-G-M.
William Beaudine is directing.

Hugh

who has

bee

III

FBO

at

!{

lis!

and Paramount^
now working at Universa

busy
is

Trevor,

[SiCt

kt

<

City.
*

*

*
I

That Freddie Schader

h)

very warm spot for New Y(
indicated by the manner in whij
signed the guest register at the
in honor of Janet G:
"43rd St. and Broadway" foUi
Freddie's name.

*

*

More Passing Show. Janet
nor driving on Sunset

Boule'i

Arthur Landau and David

S>

chatting in Hollytvood; H. L.
Eleanor Browne and Felix Ol

motoring

to

Beverly Hills.

.

'

Pttsi

ptt

luncheon

*

If?'

m.
still
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LAST MINUTE DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE
THE INVESTMENT FIELD ANDISSUES
DAY'S QUOTATIONS ON FILM

Financial

—

y

YEARS' PROFITS

HOW BANKERS VIEW MOTION

PIC-

TURES—WEEKLY

DUSTRY'S

RESUME OF INFINANCIAL STRUCTURE

—

^^

^

1

Eastman Kodak Common Up;

WALL STREET FAVORING

Loezv's Maintains Position

IGREGATE $43,141,000
net profits of Paramount for
years extending from 1919 up to
aggregate $43,141,000, or an
of more than $5,390,000 per
"Wall Street
the
states
1,
in an article reviewing the
)layed by this company in the
al

FINANCING

PICTURE
lj4 points in yesterday's
market, closing at 166. Loew's, after rising more than three points
Motion picture financing by the inthe previous day, maintained its position, gaining a fraction of a dustry during 1927 indicates the repoint. This issue again led in the trading with 51,000 shares ceptive attitude of Wall Street toward absorbing film securities and bemarketed.
Eastman Kodak common gained

Low

High

Amer. Seat. Vtc
*Amer. Seat. Pfd
ry's
*Balaban & Katz
sent assets of Paramount are
*Bal. & Katz Vtc
ited at $152,000,000, according
Film. Ind
tCon.
publication which refers to
tCon. Film Ind. Pfd
lount as "the largest amusement
Eastman Kodak
tion in the world."
*3£astman Kodak Pfd
eviewing the organization's deInspection
*tFilm
the
aerecounts
article
iient the

39)4

395/8

lately $14,000,000.

was during the years 1925, 1926
p to July, 1927, that Paragreatest amount of theater
ition and building took place,"
"In this process the
le article.
's

ny added to its property ac$81,287,000 from January, 1925,
1927, of which $52,437,000 was
uted by stock subscription and
,

|iary company financing."
profits for 1927, after depreand taxes, including undisd share earnings of Balaban &
are estimated at $8,050,000, as
$5,600,000 in 1926, an increase
er cent, the article states. The
ar is characterized as the bigthe history of the company
ofits were 41 per cent higher
925, the previous record year,
5,718,052 was earned,
|t

18^
23|^
166

500

(•Fox Theaters "A"
*Internat'l Project
ttKeiths 6s 46

lOOj^
63^4

Loew's, Inc
ttLoew's, 6s 41ww
ttLoew's, 6s 41 x-war

100%

1003/4

25^
7"^

25/8
7/2

3%

3%

25/8
7y2
3Va

16^
80>4

15/8
80

\SV2
80 J4

14^

1125/i

112%
121%
102^

1

1025/g

28
29

Amer

166

lOO^

Pathe Exch. "A"
tfPathe Exch. 7s 37

fTrans-Lux Pictures

2134
10
1001^
62J^

IO8J/2

Pfd
M. P. Cap. Corp
Pathe Exchange

**Skouras Bros

865/^

2VA
613^
108

M-G-M

51

865^

266
700

6,200
3,000
4
51,000
74
18
100

lom

162/2
25
27

t

•

<

•

•

<

*

•

7

6

40

39

52^

50K

52%

4}^

4%

4/8

coming more
picture

closely

activities.

securities

identified

with

The outstanding

offered totaled $53,500,000.
led with $16,000,000 in 5

Paramount

23
166
130
4/a
106

165^

87^
21%

Fox Film "A"

Stan. Co. of

39S/8

18K

18/8
23

*First Nat'l Pfd

Paramount F-L
*Paramount Pfd
ttPara. Bway. 5^s
**Roxy "A"
**Roxy Units
**Roxy Common

Sales

48
67/8
73y4

development,

on of a controlling interest in
in & Katz, quoting company
s to the effect that it cost ap-

Close

300
1,400
1,600

35
4,400

per cent bonds, followed by Loew's,
$15,000,000 offering of $6.50 cumulative preferred and the Keith-AlbeeOrpheum $10,000,000 of 7 per cent
preferred to be offered next week by
Lehman Brothers. Other outstanding offerings were Pathe's $6,000,000 issue of 7 per cent bonds; Universal $2,500,000 in 6/ per cent
bonds, $2,500,000 Roxy Theater 6/
per cent bonds, and $1,500,000 issue
of United Artists Theater Circuit's

common

stock.

trading characterized the
shares in 1927, indicating increased public interest in
The majority of
picture securities.
film securities established new high
records during the past year.

Active

market

in these

$500,000 Marinette Project
Badger Building Ser-

Milwaukee
6
....
....

•

>

>

>

—

vice of Milwaukee, of which Harry
C. Dusold is president, will erect the
$500,000 hotel and theater building at

The building will
Marinette, Wis.
be eight stories high and the theater
will have a seating capacity of 1,250.

100

|i

**United Artists Common
**United Artists Preferred
*tUniv. Pictures
*Univ. Pict. Pfd
[ntories on July 2, 1927, amounttWarner Bros
$25,387,598. says the publicaIxplaining that the greater por-

the inventories is composed
ative and positive films,
pinning the article states, in
follows:
|s

If

preferred dividends
nt has always paid this distribution
The comegnlar quarterly periods.
ck since 1926 has been virtually on
share annual basis, with $2 cash bequarterly, while the $2 extra itiay
either in cash or stock at the option
During the two years in which
ors.
a was distributed, the disbursement
Cash dividends nt the
stock.
le in
$8 a share annually have been paid
In that year $5.50 a
since 1919.
;

l'\

initiation

of

15

13

85

80

....
....

24%
97J4
14j4

14^

14/

23%

23

23

*

"A"
Last Prices Quoted

** Bid and

Asked (Over the Counter)

t

Curb Market

tt

Warner

Bros.

1,206

800

Balaban & Katz is listed on the Chicago Board, Skouras on the
All
Louis Stock Exchange and Stanley Company in Philadelphia.
other issues listed above are traded in New York.
St.

San Francisco— The Bank

of Italy,

&C0.

Bond Market

NOTE:

Hollywood Bank with Film
Notables on Board, Merged

EDWARD B.SMITH

Bond Issue on

—

Chicago S.
purchased and
first

mortgage

St.

Straus

is

oflfering

6

New York,

and Boston

Philadelphia

Stock Exchanges

Louis Deal

W.
fee

Members

&

Co. has

$2,000,000

percent

serial

picture gold bonds on the Missouri Bldg..
in
engaged
prominently
as distributed to common stockholdbranches
100
over
operating
financing,
paid.
The
e in 1917 $10 a share was
St. Louis, in which is housed the
stock has sold as high as 127}^ in
California, has taken over the Missouri theater.
in
1926, while it sold as low as 40 in
Federal Trust and Savings Bank of
he present price is around 114, while
The bonds are dated Jan. 15, 1928,
which Joseph M.
in
during 1927 was 11 5 J^ and the Hollywood
mature
serially in three to 12 years,
Schenck and Louis B. Mayer are and are ofifered at par to yield 6 per
the recent refunding operation the
becomes
Schenck
has had no funded indebtedness. Its leading executives.
cent.
The bonds are secured by a
outstanding capitalization, after this a vice president in the merger. Cecil
direct
closed first mortgage on the
consummated will consist of about B. De Mille, also associated in the
land owned in fee, and the building
ihares of no par value common stock,
of
referred.
In addition it will have Federal bank, is a vice president
and
equipment.
The mortgaged
itedness of $16,000,000.
the Bank of Italy.
property has been appraised at $3,'the present debenture financing has
believed
Paramount
•npleted,
is
it
200,000.
The bonds are the direct
..asky
Corp. will have a ratio of common stock, the redemption of outstanding obligation
of St. Louis Properties
preferred, and sale of $16,000,000 debentures)
labilities to current assets of about
Corp. holding corporation for Skouras
one, and there will be no bank that total current assets were $38,742,874,
The latest available bal- Current liabilities on this basis was $10,143,- Enterprises.
tstanding.
Coupons are payable
;t as of
Tuly 2, 1927, shows (after 460, leaving a net working capital of $28,Jan. 15 and July 15.
599,414."
feet to the sale of 98,263 additional

Corporate
Financing

Philadelphia

New York

Boston

THE

'a^m
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REICHENBACH ADVOCATES

CAMPAIGN FOR MEASURE
{Continued from Page 5)
something far more serious.
get
There'll be Federal control of everything from number, type and cost of

down

productions,
missions."

cost

to

of

ad-

hands

of a political

committee,"

he concluded.
Charles L. O'Reilly, past president
of the T.O.C.C. called for support
of the Brookhart bill, and stated that
foreign pictures are improving and
may soon mean competition on the
American market.
Chain operators have a right to
discount for volume buying, but not a
right to buy at a discount to the exclusion of a competitor willing to
pay the full price, he said.

"What is the difference whether the
commission
or district attorneys enregulate any business by Federal
force the Brookhart law" he stated,
regulation,
government
Gtatue, that's
adding that Will H. Hays had done
countered Pettijohn, who hoped "vve
a "man-sized" job in obtaining the
at this point in
Whenever any attempt

made

is

to

haven't yet arrived
"I believe that

granted exhibitors.
The issues still exist, however,
and support for the Brookhart is
the only apparent means to secure a
remedy, he stated.
Statement of Pettijohn that 70 per
cent of exhibitors (based on seating
capacity) oppose the Brookhart bill,
was opposed by Sydney S. Cohen,
head of the Board of Trade and Comconcessions

this business."

any theater owner

already

has a right to bid for pictures with
anyone," he continued, citing allocation as one of the industry's biggest
problems. Out of that, he said comes
complaint."
for
cause
"legitimate
However, he continued, the industry
will get somewhere quicker "without
sabotage within the industry," and merce of the M.P. Industry, who decan work it out "by and with our- clared questionaires sent to exhibiselves" without the Brookhart bill.
tors had revealed that many affiliated
exhibitors favor passage of the bill.
Deplores Interference
William Brandt, former president
"You have stated a sound and legitimate complaint," he declared, point- of the T.O.C.C. asked for a coning out that his saying so probably certed drive for passage of the Brookto by some, and
concluding with his belief that it
could be solved without interference
of outside parties, who "have no
place or right in our councils."

would be objected

Harry Reichenbach

called

bill.

United States presidency, have apon ex- proached
Hays for screen assistance,

hibitors to get together and systematically campaign for passage of the

He outlined a plan
Brookhart bill.
for newspaper and screen messages
and speakers in theaters to enlist public

He

cited his case in Brooklyn, where he said his interests were
jeopardized by purchase of a "bootleg" theater by a chain competitor.
Backers of Herbert Hoover for the

hart

Galls for

of
(Continued from Page 1)
J.
the unaffiliated exhibitor group, called
cerned should be focussed on the
for support of the Brookhart bill, in
screen rather than on each other.
outlining his experiences with an
"The motion picture business," he dealleged boycott, following an arbitra- clares, "is the same as any other business
as regards the relation between the manufaction decision in Indianapolis.
turer, merchant and customer.
The success
It is "awful we have to go some- of the business is based on satisfied customers.
the ultimate consumer is the
V'here to get help," he said adding joint Satisfying
problem of all, the producer to make
such a course has been forced on ex- picutres that the public will want to see. and
the exhibitor to select and exhibit them in
hibitors as a last resort.
the proper way. The producer or distributor
If producers will put in writing a
has a further problem because, in addition
promise which will assure an open to the public, the exhibitor is also his cusmarket, he'll fight the Brookhart bill, tomer. In addition to satisfying the public
by making first-class pictures, he also must
Rembusch stated.
satisfy' the exhibitor, not only in the quality

—

Against Federal Control
Reiterating his opposition to Fedregulation, which he says the
Brookhart bill provides, as stated to
him by the senator, R. F. Woodhull,
president of the M.P.T.O.A. stated
he agreed with the bill from top to
bottom with the exception of its Federal control aspect.
"I'll rise or fall on my statement
tn the trade press, embodying this
stJ;nd," he declared.
eral

He drew

a comparison with Fedindustry,

eral control of the radio
cited activities of Canon

appointing the

abeyance

his

bill,

own

event of the Brookhart
of passage.
in

Chase

in

while holding in
bill, to be pushed
bill's failure

The practices hit by the bill are all
wrong, he declared, pointing out the
opportunity of the contract committee
in

correcting them.

of his pictures, but in the service he renders
to the exhibitor and the treatment accorded.
very important part of this service consists of helping the exhibitor to market the
pictures to the public.
"It
is
a straight forward merchandising
proposition.
It is similar to any merchandis-

A

ing proposition.
And the more that the viewpoint of everyone concerned is shifted to the
merchandising angle, rather than the price
angle, the better co-operation there will be
and the more satisfaction on the part of the
public.

"There should be no 'dotted

pictures,
made solely with sales contracts as the objective.
Neither should there be 'dotted line'
salesmanship, with the signing of the contract as the supreme end of all effort.
Pictures should be pointed at the screen. Salesmanship should be pointed at the screen just
as surely.
"Such salesmanship is linked with service.
Service that takes the form of square dealing, assistance in presenting the picture to
the public, and back of all this, a fertilization
of
the public mind in favor of the
picture."

Lick,

Ind.

— Fire

never will support anything projection room of the
which will put this great industry in- sulted in $1,200 damage.
"I

line'

Fire at French Lick

French

from Page

(.Continued

By PHIL M.

ALL
the

those

DALY
agent

press

birds

of

A.M. P. A. hitherto weighed

down with

the responsibility of running the industry have had the great
load lifted from their shoulders. The
fellers who run the newsreels were
their guests at the Boulevard luncheon yesterday.
And when they got
souls
through
unburdening
their
about collecting illustrated news via
airplane,
submarine, waterline and
railroad from Timbuctoo and Yonkers and selling the million dollar
product to Broadway exhibitors for
a nickel a reel well, girls and boys,
everybody wept.
lotta folks think
that Shakespeare wrote "Love's Labor Lost," but now the A.M. P. A.
knows the Newsreel Nimrods are
writing a better version every day.
The only reason they stick at the job
is because they have a suspicion that
the Broadway theaters will some day
admit the newsreel of Coolidge doing a cowboy tableau is as good a
number as Jake the Hot Hoofer.

—

A

Gordon White acted as assignment

in

Dream

the

1)

when

the previous year,
totaled $20,900,775.

colle('

Details of admission tax colletl
to be the he:
taxpayer with a total of $6,9}
lor the year, followed by Illinois!

show New York

$2,150,153, Pennsylvania with $11
964, and California with $1,404|

The following
sions

ti^x.

table

collection's

shows
for

states:
States

Alabama

29

$

Arizona

15]
16
1,404

Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut

87
144,

Delaware

16
145

Florida
Georgia

64.

Hawaii

I9j

Idaho

19,

Illinois

2,150,
228,

Indiana

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

85,
41,

198,
115,

Louisiana

Maine

20,

Maryland, including Dist. of Columbia
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

529,
873,
505,
147,
16,

378,
27,
40,

Nevada
the sub- New Hampshire

and Who Cares?" That was
ject he handed poor Mack.
But New Jersey
Mack jTom force of habit went out New Mexico
New York
to scoop the other newsreels and Nortli Carolina

Not knowing anything
proved

im.-

42,
23,

41

6,98i
2*
Ui

Ohio

70'

Oklahoma
Oregon

831
84,

Pennsylvania

1,431

Rhode Island

Then Editor White assigned Mike
Clofine of
the foreign

M-G-M News

7.

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

1
1

to talk on
field. He created a sensaUtah
tion by admitting that his rival Mack Vermont
had scooped him. All the newspaper Virginia
including
correspondents present rushed for Washington,
West Virginia
the wires to shoot the amazing ad- Wisconsin
Wyoming
mission to their editors.

E. B. Hatrick of International
Newsreel spoke on the topic: "The
Blxhibitor My Pal
Curse Him!"
It seems from brother Hatrick's re-

—

—

marks that these

lowlife exhibitors
think they are doing the newsreels
u favor to screen their mxtsterpieces
for nothing. Some exhibs even think
the newsreels should pay for the
privilege.
Hatrick said that the

a'

19;

Mississippi
editor.
He picked a tough one for Missouri
S. H. MacKean of Paramount News. Montana
"Is the Domestic Newsreel News, Nebraska

subject, it
mensely entertaining.

Rembusch, secretary

Frank

That's That

situation.
about the

Partnership Spirit

support.

And

1927 Admission Taj)
Total $17,835j

talked learnedly about the foreign North Dakota

he charged.

Laemmle

Friday, January 27,1

41
ifi,

4,

1
61

Alaska..

Ill
1

121

H

TOTAL

$17,8351

Ingram Plans Briti
Film for U. A. Reld
(Continued from Page

that

Ingram

had

1)

abandoned

work.

The new production will be s
newsreels had been greatly worried
in an English studio in six
they
had exhausted all known
for
with an all-English cast to sur
methods for spending money on their
Miss Terry. Ingram, personal!
stuff.

They

still

had some more

to

spend, and were thinking of giving
it to the exhibitors as a premium for

direct the picture, a spectacle
of the three

made from one

under consideration.

running their releases. But along
came benevolent Uncle Sam with his making his films
last three years.
7iew air mail service to nick the
newsreel bankroll. Now everything's
jake.
The newsreel boys now draw
a pay
any.

envelope

semi-annually,

if

s

has

Europe

f«

the future of the newsreel. E
an optimist, it seems. Oh,
the industry no doubt needs

is

Ray ("Optimist") Hall of Pathe
tan true to form as a member of the
Incurable Boosters. After rehearsing
all the limitations and handicaps of
the newsreel, he still came up smiling.

re-

Truman

in

He

Talley of

Fox

brave spirits.

i

But aside from all this joshin
from all the Newsreel men
informative and immensely inl
talks

ing.
Copies of their speeches S
be sent to every exhibitor and
spoke on paper editor. Both would learn

1

I
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AND

the smashing record of "THE COHENS
at Skouras' Ambassador Theatre, St.
Louis. (A last minute wire tells us that the gross is $33,406.00.)
And that ain't all It hit the high spots at the Granada, San
Francisco, with a weekly gross of $24,008.00.Universars riotous
successor to "The Cohens and Ke//\s," last year's record-breaker.
in 5 days

is

KELLY S IN PARIS"
!

U

Ul

\tarring

GEORGE SIDNEY

and

J.

PARREL MACDONALD

Universal's answer as to who has the real box office winners this season. Watch our ads
IN PARIS.
If you've booked
)r additional receipts on "THE
it
before
booked
it
yet
get
someone
beats you to it.
haven't
you
If
yourself.
congratulate
fingers
slip
thru
your
specials
Universal
big
other
Lnd don't let these

COHENS AND KELLYS

— "WE

-"THE CAT

^ORLD

IS

AMERICANS

I

.>>.A.iik:.

'kU..

"

AND THE CANARY"— "LES MISERABLES"— "LOVE ME AND THE
MINE" and LAURA LA PLANTE'S latest and greatest "FINDERS

lEEPERS."

it's

a Universal

Kun

Special,//

The year around reference book on motion pictures

THE X928 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
Complete
Out This Month

— Thorough—Accurate

Free to Film Daily Subscribers

.

FILM C
FIRST

OF CINEMALAND
928 AS PERIOD OF

LS

L.

J.

3umal devoted to the movies, declares in an ar^'11 Talk Soon," that "it is only a matter of several
y?ai|^igyp*s^Tle'silent drama will find its tongrue unloosened."
i
It continues with the startling prediction that "within the year practiPicture Mti cally every producer and distributor will Ije selling talking films as well
Feal as silent films."
This seems a bold prophecy but there is no evidence at hand to disprove
it.
If it is true, however, it means a revision and a somewhat expensive
one, all alongf the line.
The public idea of .what to expect in a motion picture must be altered;
qualifications for film actofa wiu be more expf^iig and those wlio ro^et
these qualifications will haVe Dnea_^t^
Perhaps, even those
,eftse*\
writing scenarios must dejis*^--'
^^te '^^-^>t£^\ as continuity,
|
Moreover, those m»^' ^^.s^t-'
>7^
n the voice ceases to
iliiin
o|

TESTADVANCEMENT

Paramount

.

BUT LA

'roducers Unite in the Prediction
the New Year Will Bring

'ked Progress, Prosperity

Q

.

be an adjuncj.^r'i Vve^vto^»^\°tovij9???^^ea^

^S

By CHESTER
ramadc
>
Ik

«

IS

Critic ot

BAHS.

B.

the Syracuse Hertld.

new.bwn

year. 192d, bring in the
realm of Cinema?
re atrioted locally to vaudsviL t^! ,
,.
^*"<'^v'"e this week,
proaamtmrnm^ «)»..«* -1
ll
^"' '^^^^""on to the annual

apglwn d rama

meet and

made *:r^^m^S^l^!!^\^ments lromj^|||Pi quote ware
forecaeta

'

oolumfaaV
«la&oratf

Book, an lnJsp4n«ableAfefe^enc(
fcanotum Q#Maurlce Kafla aaiMllwii

tv^^'-'C^I^Vve ^';i.sVe'»J„ota-

wet*""

jectwh/j,

A

The
t

.eft

11" tWeyehjj^^S is their
habl
the clneiillFWllelm sem to
conrz-^ti
gluing secondary, If any. at,,

^^^oV<^»''rt^'^^^8oivV'"'*y-

V»L>Vio'^^^t\*.'^,''|e.c<=>^

¥<* I

larger ^:^f

abi

higlg^perused

,*i«y

p!
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^
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:\
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'^^.^'^

^^ei» 8ayln/^,'^«^ "«

world right along.
i\t8

that win fatten

fartb^SA-e ' .//le
of «/^Ofl

.,

T'/Je
'ig-e

Of,

v^/' ^e,
atf,
''J^

*--:.

^<^^^^

S''^'
'^S^^ej

/o„^

'e,»
^^..r^^-^o^
"Ofn «'

^«.
an Item J'"-

.

o,'"'"^

o/>,

^ai,

'

"a«
'&U
^afe«

indeed, ii^^^y^eyf^''it'^i>^^
occurrence for a f&«»» '
"7%
'tV;;,
ruthleesly cut by a thea...
"^''Osi'^
that h* will have room foi-^ '
his bill. HIS raudevUle acts ta)c»
BO much time that he can't afford to

0

give thi)

mere movie

its requirMt\,»Ii>

lotment.

This Bclsaori work by «xhn»t»M
has not helped the pictures any. In
many Instanoot such operation* Haw
proved fatal

TT

has developed

In

*•

"sum,
PH01
J—

uation, particular
us who go to movie
express purpose of e4
I have protested
have many other oil
protests have been i
have been impelleq
raasing conclusion t
reads
}

The Film Daily

A>.

is

the

*;,^
.

Most Widely
Quoted

'a /xpres.scd

^

Vieaders in
the 1928

'ff>'/

«,

,''0/ Their com

'^

/"CBar" of the
/prosperity will
''/.•^ /'on
picture in«e. ' course.
Always
l^
advancing. The Conclusive
to our proereas- i» the
, neither
within the jne

^''J^p

Puhlication

\without is there any
son or group who
\8tep backward to
years ago, or

in the

Motion Picture
Industry

President,

y CorpoOhally, that
Or best ysars.

om

a period of

we are

Now

in

the

of gearing lip the
•iery to work at lis full
'dk

Bub.

^

^i,_

-^^

S^

'^'^

eliminating waste, solidly-i internal structure."
-EPIl M. SCHENCK, PreslUnlted Artists Corporation—
/jy^ "®^ y^ar should mean greater
prosperity for the motion picture
Industry, because economists
and
oublic
men of authority

hava

•^nhesled
tire

greater prosperity for
cduntry."

HOLAS

M. SCHfiNCK. Pree-

—

Loew's, Inc. "Not only do
Ing bankers and financial
's

exof America herald '1928 as
a
" plenty,
b)-:nall reports from

and

from other fil.m
sourcei also point
year of unparalleled pros-

pr.?

_'^ndislng
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i
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UNITS TO BACK BROOKHART BILL

McGuirk is Made
(ihairman of Board of

ih J.

Directors
ilelphia
s

— Irving

That Merger Again; Schenck Denies

D. Rossheim,

been serving as treasurer of
Co. of America, Friday
ated to the presidency of the

Periodic report about a merger of M-G-M and United Artists
the air again.
This time, the stories reach film circles from
the canyons of Wall Street. Nicholas M. Schenck denies that there
is ansrthing to it.
He is to meet his brother, Joseph, in Chicago the end of this
week for a business conference, but merger talk has nothing to do
with the forthcoming deliberations, he states.

iiley
\

John

y.
ill

of the

J.

McGuirk becomes

board of directors.

CHICAGO

Producers'

is in

T
lAT

Deny Control but Say U. S.
Regulation Better Than

MEEIC

Every exhibitor organization of the
nation is called upon to rally to support of the Brookhart bill in a telegram sent out Friday by the T.O.C.C,
New York. The organization warns
against alleged insidious propaganda
to the efTect that the bill means
Federal control of the industry. Even
if

iNed E. Depinet, First Nageneral sales manager,
\[l replace James R. (Jimmy)

COURTFORCESOHIOCENSOR EXHIBITOR FINED $250

t|nal

<

ainger, on the distributors'
ntract committee.
The latis ill at
Orleans.

New

and distribution leadexhibitors from many sections
lation are preparing to attend
formum of the contract comxtion

eeting.

exhibitor organizations are
representatives to the gathoutline to the exhibitor comiheir suggestions on contract
number of others are
their suggestions,
listributors will be represented

Cleveland

—Tunney-Dempsey

fight

pictures have been approved by the
censor board, upon order of the state
Supreme Court directing Censor Clifton to pass on the pictures. The or-

der followed suits by Midwest Film
Corp., Akron, and

Reisman, Ned Depinet and
exhibitors by R.
Feist;
R.
, Nathan Yamins and Ben
in.

IIUNCEBLOCKBOOKING

Frank Mantell

specifically stated that he was to play
not in
the picture at Shelton, but

The district court had ruled that
the pictures were legal in Ohio, even
though the originals had been transported into the state illegally.

tion
cally

It's

THIS

in

2.

which

he was
His conten-

district

showing other pictures.
was that while he was techniguilty of bicycling, it was not
{Continued

on Page

3)

Done This Way

the day of friendly cooperation in the picture business. Acting on a principle that there is room for a limited
number of big groups in the industry, these selfsame big
groups are extending olive branches to each other. There will be
competition, they assert, but not the ruthless kind which has soiled
many chapters in the history of the trade.

They

is

figure that

many

the sentiment of the

its passage was not
only preferable but was imperative.
Urge you and all independent Exhibitor organizations to take steps to
offset insidious propaganda now being carefully spread by our opponents
and to use every means in your power

to promote interest of your public and
your Congressional representatives
towards passage of the bill and also
to arrange for a large delegation at
the hearing which will take place in
Washington early in February. This
organization has its coat off and is in
{Continued on Page

3)

Death of Ibanez Is
Reported In France

of their problems are mutual that
Madrid Death of Vicente Blasco
Take Ibanez is reported in a dispatch reall may be better served.
enter theater wars which can result ceived from Mentone, France, where
Ibanez
diminution of profits for the author has his villa.
consequent
a
wrote "Blood and Sand," "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse" and
."Mare Nostrum," all of which were

—

;

In The Spotlight

science faculty of Columbia
at the fourth annual session

bill

Why

one way: overbuilding and
everybody concerned.

nd grasping monopoly" was
Professor Leroy E. Bowman

favor of the

meeting was that

cooperation the purposes of

exhibition for instance.
of block booking of
irough "chain theaters, butic censorship, superficial mor-

of

—

"The United States government is
good enough for us," is the cryptic
summation of the organization's

Convicted by the arbitra- stand. The telegram follows:
board of bicycling "What Price
"Big Brookhart Rally of yesterday
Glory," Walter Graham, an exhibitor v/as great success. Outside of Pettiof Shelton and Elma, was ordered to john representing Distributors who
Graham's contract frankly stated that he was not in
pay Fox $250.
Seattle

Camp

BETTER FILMS MEET by
nciation

"we would welcome Federal

tion

Dayton.

A

il

did,

states.

FOR BICYCLING "GLORY"

TO PASS ON FIGHT FILMS

I

cheduled Tuesday at Chicago.
New York distribution exeare slated to attend the Chi-

it

rtgulation as opposed to the present
telegram
the
control,"
producers'

filmed.

Which leads up to this observation Unless the dope sheet is Overseating Feared as New
wrong.
Bill Fox's strongest competitors are going to resign
National Board of Review at
Racine Projects Planned
themselves
to the fact that here is a factor worthy of their own
aldorf yesterday.
He also
ihat intelligent selection by the steel.
Wis. Overseating of this
Racine,
the
centers
spotlight
on
Fox
with a brilThe Wesco deal
and not censorship, moralism liancy that refuses to be dimmed. We happen to know some of city is feared with new projects anopoly will result in better picnounced to practically double the
the inside of the Fox scheme of things. It has been apparent to number of seats. Announcement of
Ida F. Clarke, lecturer, said us for a long time that Fox was set on having his place in the a combination house for State St. in:

'etter

Films National Council

all

—

i!

IContinued on Page

3)

{Continued

on Page 3)

{Continued on

Page

3)

—
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Friedrichstrasse,

High
Seat.
Seat.

Vtc... 40

Low
39M

67%

*tCon. Film Ind
tCon. Film. Ind.Pfd. 23 "4

23

Eastman Kodak .A66}i 165%
East. Kodak Pfd
'5"
5
tFilm Inspection
First

Nat'l

200

48

Pfd
*Am.
Balaban & Katz
*Bal. & Katz Vtc

.

Sales

39^
7354
11854
23
16654
130
106
86

106

Pfd... 106

85

21%

21%

99%

99%

99%
63%

ttKeiths 6s 46

Loew's, Inc
ttLoew's,,6s 41ww.l08'4
ttLoew's,6s41x-war. lOOJi
26
M-G-M Pfd
M. P. Cap. Corp.. 814
Pathe Exchange ..
3Ji
Pathe Exch. "A".. 15 5^
ttPathe Exch. 7s37 80'A
Paramount F-L ...1135^

•Paramount Pfd
ttPar.Bway.5^s51. 103-4
27
•*Roxy "A'
30
•*Roxy Units
**Roxy Common
654
.

Skouras Bros.

....

10

Project

•Intern'l

'266
100
4,100
1,000

5

.

86^
Fox Film "A"
tFox Theaters "A" 21S/^

300
700

.

Am..

63

62 /i

107%

WOH

108J4
10054

18,700
17

25%

25%
8

2M

3

1354
80
112H 113
12154
162J4 103
26
28
1354
80

6

39
525/3

Art. Pfd. 85
Pictures.
2354

14
80
2i'A

23K

100

Univ. Pict. Pfd
tWarner Bros
14J4
Warner Bros. "A". 23^

l^Vs
23

9754
145^
23

'366
500

United
tUniv.

.

TtBond Market

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
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think of

INSURANCE
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6
7
7

a
in Louisiana and Mississippi under
deal just completed between Budd
Rogers, vice president of Lumas, and
Jack Adams of Home State Film Co.,
Leo Seichsnaydre of the
Dallas.
Bromberg ofifice will assume charge

Gotham

of

1540

& Co.,

Broadway
Bryant

Inc.

N. Y. C.
3040

director.

The

subjects

are

to

be

rele'

weekly

in units of three, under p
adopted, Hochreich states.
Betvl

10-11

and 60 acts already have 'J''
lined up, he declared.
Vocafilm is ready to install dei']
in theaters, Hochreich stated, de'|l
ing the device will be the lo
priced of any now on the mai
No maintenance or service fee
be charged exhibitors, he declan
Vocafilm is starting to synchrc
music scores for feature product
SO

;t

PAGE

FOUR FLUSHER
HAUNTED SHIP
THANKS FOR THE BUGGY
RIDE
GINSBERG THE GREAT

SHARP SHOOTERS
SHORT SUBJECTS

II

6
6

Hochreich

7

states.

7

Referred to Unaffiliated Exhibit
Returns from his questionairi
dicate support of unaffiliated
bitors for the Brookhart bill an'
affiliated
as erroneously state

6
7

Hodes Takes Fight Film Abroad
Charles Hodes of Goodwill Pictures
in Europe on a three months' trip
during which he expects to sell Con-

yesterday's issue, Sydney S.
president of the Board of Trai
Commerce of the M. P. IndiilL
stated at the T.O.C.C. rally.

is

tinental rights on the
nej' fight pictures.

Dempsey-Tun-

sales.

Reopen Plymouth House

—

Plymouth, O. Ruben Deisler
reopened his theater here.

H

.^-^

Hamilton Thompso onf Service For
Inc., states picture rights of

Authors^

"The Rampant Age," novel by

the

boy author, Robert S. Carr, have not
been sold, as reported.
Players For Vaudeville
has signed two picture play-

ers

for

Priscilla
vaudeville tours.
at the Yonkers, Yonkers
afterwards playing the Hill-

A GUIDING SIGN

Dean opens
6,

Franklyn

Jamaica.

side,

opens at the Commodore,
Feb.

To Those

Who

iiiti

fifp;

Appreciate Fine Hotels

Farnum

New

York,

9.

Lumas Post For Molte
Lumas has appointed C. A. Molte
special sales representative for Gotham productions. M. C. Howard, another special representative, now is
in the Cleveland territory.

The Hollywood Plaza

hotel

headquarters

in

Holly-

—

sible.

Ministerial Ass'n.

this

—

is

wood, California.
When on y.our next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping
in Los Angeles.
Every room is a parlor during the day time a luxurious
In-a-Door Beds make this possleeping quarter at night.

Ministers On Sunday Shows
Binghamton, N. Y. Discussion of
the proposed Sunday show ordinance
featured the meetings of the Methodist Preachers' Ass'n and the Baptist

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertainare but a step away from the door of this famous
hostelry.

Strange

ment

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
hotel now as your headquarters while in Southern

California.

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Arthur W. Stebbins

8
9

by Telegraph

Vocjiri

Screen Rights Not Sold

Feb.

•Last Prices Quoted ••Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

tCurb Market

6

Expand Lumas Distribution
A. C. Bromberg Attractions of New
Orleans will handle Gotham releases

Loew

40
54;

500

of

..

fifty-six

America. Production is to start eij
next week, with Capt. Jack Nobli

6-7

Arthur W. Eddy

hundred

Ktra

53
454

Co.

6

6

Picture

4%

Stan.

tTrans-Lux Pictures 4
**United Art. Com. 15

6

BEAU SABREUR
BARE KNEES
BACK TO LIBERTY
BEWARE OF MARRIED MEN..
COWBOY CAVALIER
FEARLESS RIDER

200

"is

5

Brennan

FACE

4

1,600
2,300
4,400
4
4,000

News

4

12

ARIZONA WILDCAT

225.

Close

by Jack Harrower

_ REVIEWS

Financial
Am.

Coast

One

subjects will comprise the first yilj
output for release by EducaticJ,
according to David R. Hochnli
president of the Vocafilm Corpii

3

RALLY FLASHBACKS

THE

W
— Lichtbildbuehne.

2

THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, by
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES, Review of the News

HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS.

PLANNED riRST Y

1

Hynes

Charles F.

—

lin

Kann

FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST RELEASES, by Lilian W.

FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
to
Phone Circle 4736
way, New York. N. Y.
Filraday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California Harvey
New York.
Gausman, Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone,
E.
Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. London
Fredman, The Film Renter, 58,
Ernest
Great Marlborough St., London. W. L Bertions

an Editorial by Maurice

AND THAT'S THAT, by Phil M. Daly
DEVELOPMENTS IN PRESENTATIONS,

Publisher

lOHN W. UiCOATE

DONE THIS WA Y

The

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA

COSTUMES
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00-WNS
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BWAY. N.y
-ALSO 15,009

UNIF-ORMtS
TEU 5560 PCNN.
COSTUMES TO RENT==i
I

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

HOTEl
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THE
lay,
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Done This Way

It's

\nd That's That
By PHIL M.

DALY

JTH MAIER, who knows much
about publicizing screen illumes and proves it at Universal,
in article on "How I Didn't Be;h

a Movie Star" coming in the
issue of Screenland.

(Continued from page

1)

sun, not as small fry but as importantly as anybody else in' the industry. He has been building up to this for some time. Indulging
in what some called long chances, and operating at odds that
often seemed stacked against him, Fox has come through with
flying colors.
And so in these early days of 1928, you find the Fox banner
waving in the breeze as bravely as any and far more vigorously

seph Jefferson O'Neill, formerly than most.
roadway but now of Hollywood's
Ing clan, broke into "The New

Evening

<m^

PAILV

1928

The Inner

Circle

big

Thursday

World"

who

stages presentations for
ace house, the Wiscon-

Milwaukee, spends around $5,veekly on presentations.
Mean,

Each class in high school was told
about the picture with an announcemtnt that the 'best girl' of each class
would be given a ticket. Consequently, each class stayed after hours to
cast their ballot to determine the
L.
winner of
the
tickets.
Jack

yam

KAN

vesco's

"My Best Girl"
(United Artists)

Hobby, Tampa, Tampa,

For, if you please, Mr. William Fox has entered the inner
on impressions of
circle
of the elect and exclusive, despite the reluctance of some of
lam Edward Hickman, on trial
the charter members.
When you hear of industry matters and
OS Angeles for murder.
industry changes from now on, Fox is going to have his say.
eaking of interesting commentarN
Eddie Weisn show business.

a

OAiuriiPsvnucHMEAn douaos roc sk>wmen

his brother,
in connection

Max,

is

in

Galls on Exhibitors

Exhibitor Fined $250
to Back Brookhart
for Bicycling "Glory"

New

with the showing
simba" at the Earl Carroll.
ndentally, Max is making them
ke notice with his disc gag for
thole show, and his Movielustrasynchronizing a film tuith a
What possibilion a record.
hat opens up in overcoming the
costs of presentations.

k (Ippish) Goldstein

is observbirthday of his well"Film Salesmen," offiM. P. Salesmen, New
Congratulations.

fhe first
sheet,
|>rgan of

SANTI-TRUSI ACTION

ILTED BY TRADE PARLEY
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fight

New
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pacity

Hit Block Booking
at Better Films Meet
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American public was tabloid-minded "and neither legislation,
agitation or education can improve
the public taste."
Dr. Horace M.
that

the

Kallen of the New School for Social
Research psychoanalyzed censorship
and said the censors had better devote

attention

to

the

press

which

xton Transferred to Buffalo
prints details of crimes of all desU nphis
W. K. Saxton, city criptions, compared to which the moi

—

theaters tion picture policy
Loew's Palace,

an ?er for the four

emphis.

Loew

and
and Strand and Majes-

To

was harmless.

Rebuild Jefferson
Hamilton, O. Rebuilding of the
is been transferred to Buffalo
c / manager of the Loew houses Jefferson, destroyed by fire at a loss
CB
He is succeeded here by Er- of $200,000, will be started as soon
plans can be completed, states
St Lmerling, who comes from Dal- as
Schwalm, president of
A.
',
here he occupied a similar po- John
Jewel Photoplay Co., owners.
io with Loew's.
s State,

Close Lafayette
ayette,

Ind.

House

— Following

suits

—

permission, obtainable only after considerable difficulty.

Rembusch Heads Screen Club

—

Indianapolis
Frank J. Rembusch,
head of various theater enterprises in
the state, was elected president of the
Screen Club of Indiana at a recent

HAMILTON
THOMPSON

William Willman, M-G-M
manager, was elected vice president.
H. C. Dressendorfer, Educational
that the World's
nianager, and A. C. Zaring, of ZarMotion Picture Rights of the
ing's Egyptian, were re-elected to the
sensational High-School novel, just
offices of secretary and treasurer. The
out from the press of Doubleday,
retiring president is William Esch of
n.eeting.

ANNOUNCES

Doran & Company:

Universal.

The Screen Club was founded
year and

a
a half ago, for purely social

reasons.
Its membership
included
rtpresentatives of the distribution and
exhibition branches of the industry.

Leechburg, Pa.
er of the

— E.

Oglietti,

Cosmorama and

"THE RAMPANT AGE"
By Robert

are

Controls Leechburg, Pa.

own-

Palace, has

leased the Nixon from Nick Lambros, which gives him control of the
local theater field.

Robertson Sells Lowell House

Rensselaer, Ind.— A. M. RobertReopen Delaware Theater
son, former owner of the Palace and
Milford, Del.— The new Plaza has disposed of his last Indiana theater

him by owners of the reopened after complete remodeling other theaters in this territory, has
Joseph
Hemerling
^g,
has and installation of new equipment. with the sale of the Grand at Lowell
to A. M. Roper of Mebron.
the Star.
Edward Evans is the manager.
igainst

The cost of the
to house canvass.
heralds was small as half of the imprint space was sold to a beauty
shop which used copy tying in with
picture. Stills from picture and cards
bearing name of theater, were displayed in the window of the beauty
George M. Watson, Spencer,
shop.

—

for

—
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"Spotlight"

(Paramount)
Heralds were distributed through
hair-dressing parlors and in a house

independent liberty to premeditated or intentional, because
the finish. Don't let yourself be mis- during
his
absence,
his
brother Rock Island, 111.
Our reply through ignorance of the terms of conled by so called friends.
their
propaganda is that the tract had played the picture at Camp
to
"Underworld"
Brookhart Bill does not mean Gov- 2. The arbitration Board found the
(Paramount)
ernment Regulation but that if it did defense insufficient, and awarded deshield about 5' high
Beaverboard
Regulawould
welcome
Federal
we
cision to Fox.
1^'
a border of electric
with
wide
and
tion as opposed to the present prolights occupied a conspicuous spot
ducers' control.
The United States
This shield contained
in the lobby.
Cfovernment is good enough for us." Hearst-Sovkino Tieup for
20 short titles such as 'Bull Weed,'
Russian Newsreel Shots 'Bull's Girl,' 'The Betrayal,' etc., while
Contract for exclusive delivery of 20 stills were placed at various locaOverseating Feared as
all Russian newsreel
has been tions throughout the lobby. Brightly
Racine Projects Planned closed between the shots
Hearst News colored streamers connected the titles
(Continued from Page 1)
Service (International Newsreel and to
Bernstecker.
Emil
stills.
the
creased to 6,850 the number of seats M-G-M News), and the Sovkino, offiLyric, Jackson, Tenn.
represented in new projects.
cial Russian government production
The Venetian, being erected by agency.
Pollard Closes Theaters
Universal will be ready in about
Since 1918 foreign newsreel men
L. A. Pollard
la.
Farmhamville,
three months with a seating capacity have been prohibited from filming
her>y which
of about 2,500, while the new Granada Russian events, except by special has closed his theater
leaves the town without pictures.
will have an approximate seating cathe

of 1,000.
The new Majestic
will seat approximately 1,600, while
the West Racine theater will seat
I lias One result of the Trade 700, the proposed State St. house,
raices Conference so far as Texas 650 and the new addition to the Doug• icerned, was to hold up the anti- las about 400.
ul suits which the attorney gen

department had under adviseMost of the complaints in
e»
were over the operation of
iltJBoard of Trade and the enforce
of the arbitration awards by
action.
Previously it is under<M the department intended to
oi in anti-trust proceedings against
's
and Publix charging that
companies were in control in
through connivance of the
Board of Trade.

1)

—

Fla.

now

throMgK

S.

Carr

available
his office.

Service for Authors, inc.
551 Fifth Avenue

-

Vanderbilt 1777

Harry Hansen says in a pre-review in the
New York World that "THE RAMPANT
AGE does for High-School what THE

PLASTIC AGE

did for college and follows
the path cut by F. Scott Fitzgerald, using
the method more or less realistically sharpened by Sinclair Lewis."

—
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SHOWMANSHIP ANALYSEiS OF
PRESENTATIONS AT LEADING
THEATERS

Presentations
,By

COLORFULBALLETrEATORE

A

ballet called

"Buck Privates"

The

was

setting

the exterior of the

Dentelle" featuring Maria Gambarelli, Gausthaus in the picture with the
and exquisitely staged in a lavish dis- band sitting on beer barrels. German
play of lace trimmings and costumes, bar maids serving great steins of beer
was the outstanding ofifering of the
Uncle Sam's variety added to the
Roxy program. The color scheme of realistic atmosphere. Opening with
yellow, black and silver was unusual- the "Overture of 1812," such numly effective and carried out with par- bers as "My Buddie," "Pal of Mine,"

—

—

ticularly artistic results both in setting and costume.
The dancing, especially the unison steps of the Roxyettes, was splendid.
Also in this
unit of the
presentation offerings

were "The Shadow Song" sung by
Beatrice Belkin, a "Mexican Shawl
Dance," performed by Fowler and
Tamara and "Nocturne," rendered by
Jeanne Mignolet, Douglas Stanbury
and the ensemble.

The second

presentation unit was
the nature of a prologue to the
feature and called "Anchors Aweigh."
The setting was the deck of a ship
and the cast wore sailor uniforms.
The entertainment offered a good
variety of acts including roller skating artists, specialty dancers, vocal
selections and a finale by the ensemble.
The overture was Intermezzo from "Cavalleria Rusticana,"
and Finale Concerto in E. Minor,
played by the First Violin Section of
the orchestra.
The screen offered
in

"Rose of No Man's Land," and a military dance by two clever children, a
goofy dance by two buck privates and
the grand finale of the song "Buck
Privates," inspired by the picture,
was presented. The trio from the
pictura, Buddie Jamieson, Eddie Gribbon and Lee Bates, sang the song on
the opening night. The curtain closed
while the band was playing the last
chorus of the song, and the main
title

was immediately

the curtain being

flashed without

opened

for

bows.

Granada, Santa Barbara, Cal.

"The Fire Brigade"

(M-G-M)

Chief and his men assisted in staging of a catchy, impressive prologue.
fire alarm box was placed before
the street drop, on the stage of the
theater, and a fireman instructed a
child regarding its use in case of an
emergency.
brief message on the
hazard ot fire was then ottered, after
"Your New York and Mine," Fox which the fireman made his exit. The
news reel and Movietone, and "Sharp rumble of thunder followed, as the
Shooters."
child returned wearing a nightgown
to send in an alarm.
The picture
sheet was lowered for the sequence
Stages Auto Premiere
Los Angeles Capitalizing interest of "The Fire Brigade," showing the
in new models of automobiles Grau- fire headquarters, the men engaged at

A

—

A

—

man's Egyptian held the 1928 premiere of the Chevrolet on its stage.
Gordon Warren, Chevrolet dealer, carried 20

inch ads in connection with
the midnight frolic, at which the machine was introduced.

Presentation at Capitol

The
itol,

stage presentation at the Cap-

New

York,

is

"Dream Garden."

Art Kahn Holds 'Em
At Brooklyn Strand
The presentation devised

for

Art

Kahn

as master of ceremonies by EdL. Hyman was "Jazzing the
Blues Away." At opening the band
struck into
"Head Over Heels."

ward

Kahn

DANCING TRIO SCORE

then introduced

Billie

IT
cards, the sounding of an
alarm and the subsequent fire run as
unit act that led off the bill
gongs, sirens and drums were brought
the highlight on the Paramount
mto play. The next scene in full gram. It
featured the adagio vi
stage represented the exterior of a
of MyriOj Desha and Barte.
T
burning building as a rescue was dework was nothing short of se
picted.
child, in the arms of a
tional.
The way the two men ha:
fireman, was carried down a ladder
the girl brings gasps from the
to its waiting mother
Other firemen
ence. The big stunt is in a manei
were seen in typical poses, while red
where the men swing the girl
flares were used offstage for fire effeet and ankles till it looks as if
ttcts.
i homas
A.
Berta,
Rialto,
was about to fly out into the a
Rode Springs, Wyo.
ence.
But the loop swing is c
pleted with the girl describing a
"Lost at the Front"
cle and coming up under the arm
(First Nat'l)
Named the prologue for this picture her partners. The entire act in
"In the Army" and the stage setting was a succession of remark
and costumes, in addition to the rou- swings, leaps and catches that m;
tine, fitted in perfectly.
Art Landry it outstanding in its particular
and his Victor Recording Orchestra Meanwhile the "Rhapsody in
were outfitted in snappy West Point was put over with pep by the ore
dress
uniforms,
which contrasted tra, assisted by two men and a
beautifully with the red and blue at pianos set in a raised black
drapes, upon which were large white out lighted effectively from the S
This act was so good that it
stars.
The artists who appeared in
long stage presentation
the presentation included Hal Sidare, the

A

A

—

introduced as the Athletic Instructor

and who did an acrobatic dance to the
tune of "Three O'Clock in the Morning;" Frankie Stein, a young lady
who sings blue songs, and who was
introduced as the company mascot;
Hicks Brothers, banjo experts, who
stepped out from their place in the
orchestra to play a banjo duet, "Lollypop," and Burns an^i Hope, novelty
dancers, and the Mark Strand Girls
in a flag routine with the band playing familiar army tunes.
Put thirty
minutes into this prologue. Edward
L. Hyman, Brooklyn Strand.

—

Nazimova
During the

a

rather flat. Dick Edwards in his'
berleg stuff was the big draw, ane
boneless antics got many laughs.
was closely pressed for honors
Vale & Stewart, who did some
hoofing and won lots of appl;

Harry Rose worked hard
jester

and aided

stuff,

in

with,
fillingj

^
the bill
"fii
of ceremo
little of everything to make
jazzy, peppy party that seemed tl „
well liked by the regular patron&j ,;*"

comedy angle of
Kosloff was master

the

A

Nan

Halperin at Broadway

Nan

at

Jefferson

half of the week
Nazimova will be at the Jefferson,
New York. Miss Nazimova will be
seen at the Coliseum from Feb. 2 to
5.
She will appear in a new playlet,
"India," written by E. A. Woolf and
first

E. H. Friend.

Tiche-

Halperin, comedy song'
will be featured attraction on
Broadway stage beginning Mom
:rei

r

Standard

V AUDE VILLt
for

Motion Picimre Presentatloo

j

Lftckawaiuia

out and proved that he knew what
Featured are the Capitolians, the
"Rhapsody in Blues" was all about.
Chester Hale Girls and John MaxHe encored with "Diane" and left
well.
Lloyd and Brice, comedians,
everybody happy. The big finale was
appear in "Nonsensical Moments,"
"Are You Happy" with an effect
and Billy Taylor and Fain and Dunn
and Billy Taylor and Fain and Dunn feminine touch was again introduced close in which the dancing girls
revue.
Selections from "La Giocon- by the Serova Dancers, eight in num- pushed out bowers of roses which
da," will be sung by Caesar Nesi, ber, who did a line number a la spelled the name of the song when
tenor, for the overture.
Tiller while the band played "Up In all the lights were turned off.
the Clouds" and "Dream Kisses."
Two comics, Johnson and Hewett,
Taylor Holmes' Schedule
Taylor Holmes is at the Coliseum, got a big reception, after which the
x^ Box Office Prescriptions
New York, the first half of the week, eccentric dancers with acrobatic inand at the Flatbush from Feb. 2 to 5. clinations, kept up the good work and
Creator of Box Office Builders
band went into a special arrangement of "The Best Things in Life,"
Stage Acts at Chester
O'
and
Abe Reynolds and Florence Clark with trombone chorus and a vocal
are at the Keith-Albee Chester, New chorus by Theo Alban.
Phone me at SPRinK 4613
York, for the first half of the week.
Art Kahn then had the piano rolled
liiBiBI

MURRY LIVINGSTON
BARREL
FUN
PACKAGE PARTY

i

"

F

The FALLY MARKI|'
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

young

specialty dancer, who
caught on quite handily and warmed
up the house for Theo. Alban, a dinner-suited tenor who sang "Song of
the Wanderer," with strong finish
accompanied by the band.
The

nor,

PROGRAMS

playing

(Universal)

"Le Charme De La

EXHIBITORS IN BUILDING UP

JACK HARROWER

Present' O- Grams

Of PROGRAM AT ROXY

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ALL

1579

1^

7876

BROADWAY, NEWYORK

AMALGAMATED

^;

VAUDEVILLE AGENf
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

l

Vaudeville Af

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Pmn. 3580

r

C
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NEWS FLASHES PROM VlUf
CENTERS ALL OVER THB
GLOBE: MELBOURNS,
LONDON, BERLIN,

RAPID STRIDES ARE BEING

MADE IN THE FOREIGN
KEEP POSTED
FIELD.
THROUGH "FOREIGN

Foreign Markets

MARKETS"

By JAMES

Oppose Smoking

OPPOSE

(IBITORS

FRENCH QUOTA PLAN

—

Paris The National Federation of Firemen is demanding
the abolition of smoking in theIf
in

aters.

—A

quota

bill

Chamber

the

lo

will

of

be

pre-

Deputies

Senate during the present sesid the legislation is expected
iiacted before the spring elec-

lies

smoking were forFrench theaters, it

bidden
estimated

is

would

exhibitors
lose at least 25 per cent
that

of their patronage.

exhibitor protests.

spite
irst

P.

resolution of the proposed
a French film as follows:

Emelka-Phoebus Combine

by a firm that is enControls 50 First-Runs
I'rench; the scenario must be
Berlin Details of the amalgamaby a French person; the diand his assistants must be tion of Emelka and Phoebus indicate
must be that the purchase price of the Phoethe
operators
The Minassets was $1,000,000.
inside scenes must be shot bus
istry of War, in whose hands the sale
ely in studios belonging to
Phoebus' assets lay, has taken
of
firms and situated on French
steps to see that the German characy; the principal roles must be ter of Phoebus shall be preserved.
y French actors and actresses,
The new combine will control over
luced

—

;

,

\

igners

'

iion of

may

be admitted in the

50 first-run theaters in the principal

one

in four.

cities of

films are to be known as first
y films, but a second category
ided for in the second resolu-

e
I

ing

PARLS

CUNNINGHAM

Co-operative Policy Held
Need Between U.S.-Britain

nRST SOVIET FILM
CONFERENCE LAYS PLANS

—

states

is necessary for the co-starring
an American feminine lead with a
British male lead or vice versa, he

of

declares.

in the past

Fish returned to this country to
cast for several of the leading producers, after a long career in America with several production companies.
He is concentrating on the supplying of production personnel from
America, negotiating for services in
England technical workers of Brit-

and otherwise.

ish extraction

make

100 pictures yearly. The technical side of Russian films
has improved greatly, and with the
new studios planned will advance still

Schlesingers Enter

Germany, with a total seatcapacity of more than 50,000. more.

With the acquisition of this chain,
the new combination has secured a

Dan Fish, of Premier Casting
To this end a co-operative

policy

lywood.
The Wufku organization
will hnish its new studio this summer, which will be approximately as
large as the one planned for Sovkino,
to

or
any other
productions,
generally

Agency.

bovyear, he notes great progress,
kino, the boviet producing organization, is building a large studio in
Moscow known as the Russian Hol-

and plans

— British,

speaking, must find an American outin order to show a profit, and
let
enable the industry of the country
concerned to continue as successful,

Leningrad Opening of the first
Soviet conference to discuss matters
concerning the picture industry has
opened, and the special correspondent of the "Film Renter" says that
the keynote is: "No foreign films at
all, or at least as few as possible."

Reviewing development

London
European

British Theater Field

Members

of the

Soviet

who head

the conference are still set on a policy of propaganda films
The result
-^ccond category films will have
principal cities, J. Von Lustberg is that
cent of the rights of first cate- al"
a lot of childish films are beGerman
Weininger,
Richard
ing produced to meet the mentality
ims.
Many other resolutions and
bankers, associated with First Nationof the peasantry and are not fit for
rporated in the report, which
al in Germany, are principal factors
showing in the cities. The Russian
'opted by the Cinema Commiscombine.
in the new
a vote of 45 votes to two,
industry has little hope of expandanting votes coming from the
ing outside Russia while the present
policy of supervision exists.
ntatives of the exhibitors of
This
Italian
compels producers to submit all films
inimission.
Exhibitors have
International
to
the Wischy Soviet Narodnogo
objections to the proposals.
Hosaistwa, which examines pictures
lave forwarded a report to M.
Rome Production of Italian films largely from the propaganda point of
in which they declare themof international appeal is one of the view.
hostile to any quota system
main purposes of the Association of
would tend to place the French
Cinematograph Authors and Direclarket in the hands of a few,
tors, an organization just formed here.
Swiss Ban "Shoulder Arms"
eate a monopoly.
They claim Those connected with the corporation
Berne
The Swiss Government has
foreigner or an importer to in- include Gabriel d'Annunzio, the poet;
forbidden the screening of Chaplin's
a foreign film into France Augusto Gennina, director; and Aldo
"Shoulder Arms" throughout the
so only by negotiating with de Benedetti.
country. No reason was assigned, but
'ch producing concern to buy
it is
believed that the treatment of
and thus the producer will
former Kaiser and the Crown
the
Special
British
Start
lie importer at his mercy. They
London "God's Clay" has started Prince in the film is responsible.
bject to the definition of a
production for First Nationalfilm, stating that it does not in
Pathe
at Elstree studios under diwho furnishes the capital so
Graham Cutts. Anny OnIS the
film is French in other rection of
star, is to play
Czechoslovakian
dra,
IS.
These objections raised by
the lead.
hibitors have been
first-run outlet for its productions in

\

Company Plans

—

London
With the sale of the
Clavering circuit and I. W. Schlesinger stepping in as the chairman of
company,

the

this

marks the

definite

entry of the Schlesinger interests into the British Theatrical field.
With
the Schlesinger interests in control of
the South African theatrical field,
there is speculation as to the ultimate

outcome

of the

new development.

Films

—

I

—

'

.

—

FOR YOUR FOREIGN DEPARTMENT OR AlS YOUR TRAVELING
REPRESENTATIVE
Spaniard,
— widely

28, cultured, well educated,
traveled,
great initiative and
sales ability, with sound judgment and

winning personality.

— Seven

years' experience in the trade,
editing, translating, titling, also in publicity, selling and exhibiting of films.
Has First Class References
Seeks connection with concern, any capacity, offering real scope.

—

16S0 Broadway
City

M-377
c-o

New York

Film Daily

'

econd

adopted by
sub-committee of the
which represents the ex-

liission
Ir interests.

RicHMOUNT Pictures

Swedish School Plan
Stockholm
A proposal has been

—

made

Open Rome Theater

—

|ne The Ambassador, said to be
lost beautiful theater in the cappas opened in the Via MonteIt seats 1,300 and is owned
|e

Societa

Anonima

Suvini ZerAdmission prices are the highthe city.

».>

to equip all schools in

Sweden

with projection apparatus and 15,000
crowns has already been appropriated
for the purpose.

Rome

Ban Foreign Music
The Fascist Government

—

has issued an order to exhibitors of
Italy that all music played in picture
houses must be Italian

723 Seventh

New York

Avenue
D.

J.

MOUNTAN,

Inc.

City,

N. Y.

President

Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading
independent producers and distributors.
CabU Addrcsi: RICHPICSOC. PARIS Cable Address: DEEJAY, LONDON
Cable Address:

RICHPIC,

N. T.

Exporting only the Best in Motion Pictures

;;

;;;

;
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Fox

Tom Mix

"Beau Sabreur"

"Sharp Shooters"
Length: 5573

jt.

Paramount

Length: 6104

ft.

WILL TAKE THE BOX OF- SEQUEL TO "BEAU GESTE"
FICE FOR A JOY RIDE AND IS GOOD BOX OFFICE, BUT
THEN SOME. A REAL AUDI- CANNOT COMPARE WITH
ENCE LA-LA. GEORGE O'BRIEN LATTER FILM IN POWERFUL
NEVER BETTER. A TON OF STORY INTEREST.
LAUGHS.

Moran

..

Cast.
Gary Cooper carries hero
part well.
Evelyn Brent makes silly
love interest worth while.
Noah
Beery a comedy sheik who gets the
laughs
in
tense
story.
William
Powell a great heavy, as usual.
Others Roscoe Karns, Mitchell Lew-

a role altogether different
She's sweet and lovely, too.
Noah Young and Tom Dugan corking good as George's buddies. Others
Demarest, Gwen Lee and Josin

for her.

Wm.

eph Swickard.
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
romance. "Sharp Shooters" is everybody's picture. It will entertain any
audience.
It's a story of three gobs
at play and everyone knows the reputation of the navy when it comes to
sweethearts in every port.
George
O'Brien as the tar who "takes his
fun where he finds it and leaves it
there," scores an unmistakable hit
and his two buddies are a real comedy team.
The picture has laughs

—

in every foot.
If it isn't in the picture, it's one of Malcolm Stuart Boy-

lan's titles.

The romance

and the pretty
is

of

George

nautch dancer

little

a real treat.

Direction

J.

step up front,

Blystone;

G.

Mr. Blystone.
Randall H.

Author

Faye
Marion Orth

Scenario

Photography

Charles Clarke

fine.

Fox

ft.

TOM MIX IN A SPECTACULAR ARRAY OF STUNTS AND
A POLO GAME THAT OFFER
A GOOD THRILL. STORY NOT
THE USUAL COWBOY STUFF.
Cast....

and plays

Tom

polo.

Length: 4753'

breaks into society
Role varies from the

usual routine cowboy hero. Dorothy
Sebastian, the
girl.
Others Ben
Bard, Marcella Daly, Gordon Elliot,
Monte Collins, Jr., Cissy Fitzgerald,

ONE OF JACK LONDOll:
"SEA BEAST" VARIETI!
GOOD MELODRAMA F(
THOSE WHO DON'T OBJEj,!
TO A GREAT ARRAY
BRUTE STRENGTH A^
ij

PHYSICAL TORTURE.

Cast. .Dorothy Sebastian and III
Hallor, heroine and hero of some
usual adventures.
Montagu Li
first rate as the brute captain ;i(
Tom Santschi good as the innoc|v
victim of a man's jealousy.
Othii
Pat Harmon and Alice Lake.
.

'

Doris Dawson.
Story and Production
Melodrama. Mix's latest is a bit different
Story and Production
M(
Smith.
from his usual run of stories. This drama, from Jack London's no
Story and Production. .Romance, one combines ranch life with society "White and Yellow."
Undoubte
from novel by Percival C. Wren. business and arrives at action and there are those who will like
Here is a good companion picture suspense of a varied order which in- blood and thunder kind of melodra
to "Beau Geste" by the same author. cludes a polo game with Tom the that " The Haunted Ship" has to
Tony plays an important part fcr. Its display of physical tort
It has the same setting in the Sou- victor.
dan with the French Foreign Legion. in this, succeeding in riding his mas- and brutalities may prove a bit
The hero embarks on a dangerous ter through as the winner in spite harrowing for the sensitive soul. 1
The iron rule of Capt. Gant who runs
mission for the French Government, of the trickery of the villain.
basic plot has the familiar trio of mystery ship is typical of the
in an effort to offset a native uphero, villain and the girl but the mosphere found in Jack Londb
rising.
It works up to great suspense
with the hero and the villain maneu- dressing is fairly new and with the "The Sea Beast." Gant had bellei
vering for the support of a desert customary line up of Mix stunts his wife unfaithful and had cast
sheik. Fine action scenes with gallop- and thrills it becomes thoroughly adrift with her son while he thr
The idea his mate into chains accusing him
ing white robed natives across the good, live entertainment.
desert,
fights
galore thrills,
The bo
love of Tom playing polo should prove being the child's father.
scenes, and all that goes to make especially interesting to his follow- revenge culminates in a melodrami
ing.
colorful entertainment.
climax that has good suspense.
Direction
Direction
R. Wm. Neill
Forrest SheJ
Direction
John Waters;
good.
fair.
splendid.
Author. .. .Adela Rogers St. Johns
Author
Author
Jack Lon
Percival C. Wren
Scenario
Scenario
Not crecBi
Scenario
John Stone
Tom J. Geraghty
Photography
Photography
Photography .... C. Edgar SchoenDan Clark;
J. O. Tayl
good.
baum fine.
Wm. Johnston; good.

Arnold Kent, Raoul Paoli, Joan
Standing, Frank Reicher and Oscar

:ii

.

1

—

iLa

;

"Back

Gotham

Length: 5980

Length: 5800

ft.

GOOD AUDIENCE PICTURE.
HOW
A SUPPOSEDLY
STORY A RATHER WELL PUT FLAPPER SAVES HER GIDDY
TOGETHER CROOK MELO- SENSIBLE AND OLDERVERY
DRAMA BUT TOO LONG TER FROM UNHAPPINESS SISOFDRAWN OUT AT THE CLOSE.
FAIR PROGRAM

ft.

FEATURE.

Cast. .. .George Walsh good but
Dorothy Hall, as the heroine, has the
more important role.
Others Ed-

mund

Breese,

who

is

first rate

as the

crook masquerading as a big business man before his daughter. Others
De Sacia Moores, Gene Delval.
Story
Production. .. .Meloand
drama.
The clever ruse of a girl
saves her sweetheart from the electric chair and at the same time exposfes
the
real
murderer of her

The manner

FERS A FIRST RATE STORY.

.Virginia Lee Corbin, the
bare knees. Very good as
the peppy little blonde while Jane
Winton is the misleading, happily
married sister. Donald Keith, Johnnie
Walker, Forrest Stanley and
Maude Fulton complete the cast.

Cast.

Story and Production
Drama.
"Bare Knees" is a story with a moral
and one that manages to be convincing and effective without preach-

which the

ing.
fine

in

brings

fair.

Author
Scenario

Photography

.

.

Arthur Hoerl
Arthur Hoerl
Marcel Le Picard

..

girl of the

out the confession is
smart enough but it is doubtful if
the audience will be entirely convinced.
Crooks are not so ready to
take people into their confidence, especially with regard to their killing
activities.
Of course the sex angle
is used to ensnare the culprit, which
may be plausible enough. It is satisfactory program fare and the story
is handled in a manner that succeeds
in holding the attention rather well
except toward the end when they
drag the sequence dealing with the
getting of the crook's confession.
Direction
Bernard McEveety;

father.

It

modern

flapper a

break and exposes her as a

of a
ting.

to

gives the

gem

bit

of her gaudy setthe heroine, steps out
clubs, wears no stockings
in

spite

Billie,

night

and otherwise shocks her small town
brother-in-law who holds his modest
little wife as a shining example of

womanhood.

It

remains for

Billie to

save the sister from discovery when
she is on the verge of eloping with
her husband's friend.
After which
the husband,
secretly learning the
truth, mends his ways and is all for
the flapper.
Offers good entertainment for the majority.

Direction
good.

Author
Scenario

Photography.

Erie

C.

Kenton

Length: 6193

Universal

Diamond; good

ft.

THOROUGHLY PLEASING
COMEDY ROMANCE WITH

"Beware of Married Mei
Warners

Length

5421

:

MARRIAGE COMPLEX WI
CO-STAR COMBINATION SOME FAIR COMEDY ANGLi
PROVING QUITE AGREEABLE. AS WELL AS CONSIDERAB:

NEW

HAS GOOD APPEAL AND IS UNEVENTFUL BUSIN
DEPENDABLY WHOLESOME. THAT IS NOT VERY AMU

Cast. .. .Irene Rich pleasing as
Cast. ... Marion Nixon pretty and
a genuine incentive for hero George heroine trying desperately not to kj
Lewis to make good in spite of the her future husband while Sti
opposition of his rival, Eddie Phillips. Holmes has a glorious time gloa^
Others Churchill Ross, Burr Mc- over the prospects of ruining her
intosh,
Otto
Hoffman,
Wilfred ture. Audrey Ferris the flapper aj

North, Hayden Stevenson.
Story and Production. ... Comedy
romance.
Here's one any audience
should like. It's light, amusing, clean
and the romance is real. There's a
delightful
combination in it that
makes for really good entertainment.
It can be recommended without restraint.
The story deals with the efforts of a young shoe salesman who
bluffs his way through, especially
when he meets the girl he loves and
wants her to think he's a big shot.
He takes the count and things look
black when his credit is recalled and
he seems destined for the rocks. He
comes down to earth in time to make

good and the
Splendidly
all

girl is right

honeymoon

the

trip

directed

on hand for

to

and

Niagara.
interesting

the way.

Direction
very good.

Author
Adele Bufifington
Harold Shumate
.Jos.

Irene Rich in

"The Fourflusher"

"Bare Knees"

to Liberty"

Excellent

fair.

Length: 4665

29. 192

"The Haunted Ship"
Tiffany

is.

George Walsh in

girl

in

"The Arizona Wildcat"

.

.George O'Brien completely at home.
Makes the part of the
gob mighty realistic with his typical
sea-going manners.
Great.
Lois
Cast.

Sundav. Taniiarv

Scenario

Photography
good.

Wesley Ruggles

Others Clyde Cook, Myrj|fg
"
Loy, Richard Tucker, Hugh Ai"
Production.
Story
and
There are some laughs in th
ture.
Not nearly, enough, ho'
ter.

.

make

consistently amusin]
stretches that
fairly tedious.
Irene Rich is not
fortunate in the matter of vehiclj
selected for her but she makes
best of the bargain in every CSj' *
iavi
This time she is the private se^
tary to a divorce lawyer as Ayell
In an attempt to
his fiancee.
her flapper sister from the cluj
of a married man she compro:
herself and her efforts to kee
knowledge from her intended
band provides the source of V
laughs. It's a long way 'round t^
happy ending but eventually th
tain falls on three happy coupl
Direction
Archie L.
to

has

it

uneventful

Caesar Dunn satisfactory.
Earle Snell
Author
Ben Reynolds
Scenario

Franz
E. T.

Jacqu

Lowe

Photography .Frank Kesson;

;;

S^i^

THE
Tanuarv

liav.

DAILY
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Laura La Plante in

Fred Humes

Buggy

"lianks for the

Ride"

"The Fearless Rider"
Universal

Length: 6179

al

ft.

in

Length

:

WESTERN WITH

4173

Short Subjects
ft.

.

LIKE.

'S

...Star

and

pleasing

Cast.
.Fred Humes a likable hero
stays on the job protecting Barbara Worth's gold mine while her
dad, Buck Connors, recuperates in

every situation that comes
Glenn Tryon good as her
ugger sweetie.
Lee Moran,
Friganza,
Richard Tucker,
ymond others in the cast.

who

offset

with

make "Thanks

a pleasing rofor the Buggy

Corbett.

Story and Production.

..

.Western.

Ever}' time a ranchman makes a
lucky strike, or is about to make one,
there's a rascal on hand who manages to get news of it and arranges
to fleece the old fellow out of a fortune.
But there is always the re-

satisfactory.

Beatrice

lor
lario

Van
Same

Arthur Todd;

tography

Author

Basil

Scenario

Photography

Length: 5390

Wilbur

Kline

Roosevelt in

Pathe

Length: 4526

ADDED INTEREST.
BUT COMEDY, IN THE SOME
MORE PLOT AND LESS ACWEAK.
TION IN THIS ONE.
....George Jessel does well

<.

IS

as the tailor lad who becomes
but the role is limited.
Ferris in the background as

ician
7

Gertrude Astor good and
Douglas Gerrard, Jack Sanheodore Lorch, Jimmie Quinn,

roine.

Cast. .. .Buddy Roosevelt has the
double duty of finding a murderer
and clearing a young girl suspected
of the crime.
Olive Hasbrouck, the

Robert Walker the victim's
nephew and eventually exposed as
the guilty one.
Others Chas. K.
Sanford.
French, Fannie Midgley.
Comedy.
y and Production.
Story and Production. .. .Western.
one of the sober faced var- The great
open spaces are not emcpmedians, plays a small town
ployed to any great extent in this
lo buys a book on magic and
latest Buddy Roosevelt western. This
ecides to go out and mystify
time there is considerable plot and a
irld.
Disillusionment comes in
mystery for hero to solve involving
of a series of comedy epithe murder of a rich rancher and the
wherein Jessel exits from the
vn via the slapstick route and casting of suspicion on the man's
girl.

IT

.

.

.

m

home

to tell

her

because

the girl he can't
he didn't make
The story is weak and the
f incident a bit too slow to
or steady laughs, jessel seems
lackadaisical about some of
oceedings, an evident loss of
in the business of the role.
t
)s
he realized its shortcomAt least he doesn't try very
'.

while a nephew appears over
anxious to fasten the guilt on the
girl.
Usually the villain is out to
make love to the girl. There's a

niece

variation in that. Hero befriends and
The picthe girl finally clears her.
ture offers minimum amount of action
but not quite the riproaring business
the regular western fan crowds re-

lOr

o|ario

....Byron

Haskin;

fair

Anthony Coldeway
Same

biography ..Conrad Wells; good

champion bag puncher. Other sub"Two Gardens of the Old
South," done in colors, and "Fiesta
of the Mayas," unusual holiday-making in Guatemala.
Not as interesting as the previous issue.

Richard

Thorpe

fair.

Author
Scenario

Photography
good.

"Johann Strauss"
FitzPatrick Music Master Series

For Music Lovers
Type

"Running Ragged"

Cameo

of production..! reel

biography
This deals with the works of Johann Strauss, a composer noted for
his devotion to the composition of
dance music, and who was called
the "Waltz King" because of his

polka,

including the
his well
Essential to a

which was also one of

— Educational

Old Stuff

Type

of production....! reel

Lewis Sargent

is

comedy

supposed to car-

ry the comedy in this weak offering,
but does not look as if he can make
the grade.
However, the material
they handed him was so old and outdated, that he is hardly to blame.
It's the ancient gag of throwing the
comedian into a mysterious house,
where a band of liast Indians do
their darndest to scare him senseless.

The

stunts, if new, might have saved
the old situation, but they were as
old as the theme
Just another film
knocked off to keep the gang out of
mischief.
But it won't do the exhibitor any good.
Jules White directed.

"Smith's

Army

Life"

Sennett— Pathe
Laughable Stuff

Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Mary Ann Jackson, Raymond McKee and Ruth Hiatt clown amusingly through this picture which shows
McKee at a Citizens' Training Camp,
with his wife and child along to make
matters worse. The usual "awkward

squad" line is pulled with good-sized
laughs resulting and, of course, McKee gets assigned to kitchen police
duty.
Well done and the gags, alType of production....! reel novelty
Opening the issue is a sequence though none of them are bright with
showing Sid Smith, creator of the newnesSj get over. Alf Goulding directed.
cartoon personality, Andy Gump, at
his home in Michigan, "Beside the
Blue Nile" deals with relics of the
"Star Shots"
Pharaohs along the famous Egyp
Hodge Podge Educational
tian river. In "Monsters of the Past,''
Entertaining
miniature pre-historic animals roam Type of production.
! reel novelty
around and two engage in mortal
Starts off with some scenic distorcombat.
An interesting number tions through trick manipulation of
which ought to do right by any pr
the camera.
A camera man is seen
gram in any type of theater.
taking shots, with his body distorted
in a comedy way.
This is followed
"Recollections of a Rover" Lsmian by a wide range of subjects, such as
a steel worker handling red hot metal
Howe Educational
bars, polar bears, and the manoeuvers
Historical Shots
at the Culver Military Academy for
Type of production.
! reel novelty
The animated art work of
The views are historical in the sense boys.
that they show the work of the cam- Archie Griffith helps to make the reel
era in bygone years.
Lyman Howe easy to view.
in person gives some of his experiences in the old days when he first
"Wandering Minstrels"
started making pictures.
Shots are
Aesop Fables Pathe
shown of the Santiago Exposition in
How to Rescue a Lady
1915, a visit to a little Mexican town, Type of production....! reel novelty
and winter scenes in Wyoming. The
This Fable has a medieval back-

Pathe Review No. 5
Pathe
Excellent Filling Material

—

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

—

jumps to Europe and Asia, and ground and a story in which a wanhodge podge is pretty well round- dering minstrel rescues a fair damed out.
This rehash of old materia! sel when her horse runs away and
seems to have no particular point in then again from a band of thugs. It
reel

the

quire.

Direction
ction

concludes with some unusual views
of a storm gathering and breaking
on the mountain tops which are gems
of their kind.
Bruce goes after the
unusual, and gets it.

tiveness.

TOWARD SAME OLD HERO TACTICS
E DEVELOPS INTO SOME BUT STORY HAS SLIGHT VAOLD FASHIONED SLAP- RIATIONS THAT MAKE FOR

1

the thread of the canine
story some beautiful sea shots that
:idd to the entertainment.
The reel

ft.

,DLY AMUSING.

,

this

jects are:

into

compositions.
perfect screening of the picture is the
correct musical accompaniment which
naturally greatly enhances its effec-

"The Cowboy Cavalier"
ft.

pets are well trained

known

Buddy

George Jessel in

rs

The two

lives.

many beautiful waltzes, notable
among which was the famous "Blue
Danube."
The various works of
Dickey
Strauss are represented in the dance.'^
Same offered in
the picture,

good.

jinsberg the Great"

—

Robert Bruce
Educational
Dog Studies
Type of production....! reel scenic
A Scotch terrier and a wire haired
fox terrier record before the camera
an eventful day of adventure in their

work

Laura La
wholly enjoyable.
is right in her element as the
,g teacher who steps out with a
eater" and gets her song writer
The story has a
e all ruffled.
turn in the sequence where liable and handsome hero on deck to
does a black face bit in a spoil the trickery. This time Humes
e to make a publisher buy the goes through a lively series of advenher boy friend had written. tures in his efforts to prevent Wm.
Seiter has directed capably and Steele from getting control of a valuable mine. There is a fair amount of
le story moving at a good pace.
rs good wholesome amusement action and suspense and Humes is a
jleasing hero who does his stuff conle crowd that follows up the
La Plante pictures will be vincingly and without undue show.
The story, though, is pretty aged.
illy pleased.
Direction
Edgar Lewis;
ction
Wm. Seiter;
:

"Dog Days"

Others William Steele, and go through their stuff in a manwho plays the villain. Pee Wee ner to please all dog lovers. InciHolmes, Al Taylor, Jim Kennedy, dentally Bruce, as usual, manages to

Amusing comedy compli..s

of production,...! reel novelty
issue "What Every Married Couple Should Know" leads off,
showing Harriet Seeback, vaudeville,,
and her brother, Harry, world's

In

the hospital.

Comedy Benny

and Production

.

.

easily

Type

FAIR

AMOUNT OF ACTION BUT
FUN IN COMEDY RO- PLOT ADHERES TO ROUTINE
\CE THAT BRINGS OUT FORMULA: VILLAIN PLOTV'RA LA PLANTE IN THE TING TO STEAL A VALUABLE
OF PICTURE HER AD- GOLD MINE.
OT OF GOOD WHOLE-

Pathe Review No. 6
Pathe
Including Vaudeville

Betty

Frank

L.

Burbridge

Inghram

Ray Ries

presentation, except the fact that all ends in the hero slaying the heavproducer perhaps ran short of ies a la Doug Fairbanks in a prolongstuff and dug into his files for some ed duel.
Better than the average
number of this series.
outdated material.
its

the

—

—
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Theater Equipment and Management
By

"NARROW-CASTING; ONCE

JW

OLD, IS
By

JOHN

B.

TAYLOR

same thing years

eter),

and

gas-filled

tungsten

fila-

photophone permits the feeble
energy in a small beam of light to
be increased sufficiently to give any
in

a

"We
one

may

of the unadorned
Picture Houses has passed.

stage

in

LEE LASH STUDIOS
Kuckuck. Gen'l Mgr.
18I8-183S Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. C.
H.

J.

for designs

Brad. 4907
and prices of SETTINGS.

you with any number
lis

friends to place these attractive
their
windows.
In exchange for
courtesy, either give two passes per wee
an 'ad' in your program, or a slide on
screen.
The averagfie merchant is so stjl
with the attention compelling value of
flasher sign, that he is usually anxious™
willing to display it in his window, ail
ndouubtedly results in many sales of
wares to people stopped by the sign,
in

|

"The value

amount

of

desired
ing a loudspeaker.

for actuatSimilar amplifiers

be utilized at the transmitting
enable sound-collecting devices to move mirrors or actuate
other arrangements for controlling
to

The photo-electric
beam.
responds faithfully to extremely
rapid changes of light and consequently does not introduce distortion in the quality of music or give
unnaturalness to the spoken voice.
light

cell

While the tungsten incandescent
lamp does not have the brilliancy of
the electric arc, the greater simplicity,
steadiness and ability to operate on
a few cells of battery adds greatly
to convenience, simplicity and portability which are highly desirable in
some applications of the photophone

Dale Simon, manager of the Palace, Mandan, and the Eltinge, Bismarck, N. D., realizes the importance

tie

of

participation in
local activities,
civic and otherwise.
is a director
of the Bismarck Rotary Club and

He

chairman of several of

Each

its

ii

committees.

of the theaters in his charge

Nationalization L

is

supporting two annual memberships
in the local

Chambers

Commerce.

of

Various religious, civic and fraternal
organizations hold services and social
events in his houses.

MICHEL ANGELO
STUDIOS,

Inc.

214 East Superior
Chicago,

St.

111.

Only a centralized

Specializing

You Are in thei
Market for Any Kind of

in

Theatre

Decorating

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS^

or

a

nation-wide scale, mannee
by expert personnel, under
single control, and with pri
tically
unlimited
resourci
can fully serve the nation*]
theatre market,

The men behind NATIOH'^

AL

are national-minded menr
J
known in the the»^[
tre world.
Consult them 01,^
your every need.
A nCTfi,
pipe organ?
A lighting S3ffl*ie
nationally

DECORATORS

If

organi

zation, keyed to distribution

tem?
jection

and
Furnishings

write,

A

seating plan?

equipment?
or wire the

NATIONAL

Phone,||j,j

nearestj^iu

office.

NATIONAL THE ATI
SUPPLY

CO.

General Offices

tiONET
rOB OUS PSICB LIST

ND
lillLLOCI^HByS
^110 West 32'«»St_Ncwyork.NV*^
Phona Panna. 0330
Motion Picture Department
D. t. and Canada Afjtnti for Debrie

h/.

shop window

of this

you is inestimable.
The merchant is
anywhere from one to five hundrej
per month for his shop, and a si,?n fla.«
your 'Now Showing' to hundreds of [as^
by is occupying a most conspicuous s
his most valuable asset, his show wir

»

Good Contact Work

power

may

the

that

a

ant

would otherwise have passed

end

signs

with

ii

CONSULT US ANB SAVB
The day

furnish

to a hundred of these
desire, you supply us

your coming attractions in advance, ani
in turn supply you specially prepared,
cially
colored
photographs which you
sert
in
our beautiful flasher signs,
twice of three times a week, accordia
the^ number of
your changes.
"You arrange with several of your mi

place.

instruments would probably not compare
favorably with present day
phonographs and radio loudspeakers. principle.
In constructing a photophone at
The demonstration of music in a
the present day for carrying speech
or music, we have available several beam or pencil of directed light has
electrical devices with improvements been called "Narrow-casting" in orunknown to Bell and Tainter at the der to invite comparison and contrast
time of their early experiments. Per- with the parallel art of broadcasting.
haps the most important of these are
"radiotrans" (or vacuum tube ampli-

ment incandescent lamps. Utilization
of those modern amplifying devices

Flasher illuminated signs to
placed in store windows to annot
coming attractions, are being p
ged by National Theater Supply
Use of these signs is suggestec
the company's house organ, as
lows:

"Make the patron comfortable" is a top notch admonition of
smart showmanship. And one of the ways to make the patron comfortable is to cleanse the air which he or she must breathe while
watching your show.
Discussing one phase of ventilation the Reed Air Filter Co.,
Louisville, says: "Much of the discoloration of interior walls is due
to the moisture taken up by the warm air during the day, condensing at night when the air cools and being deposited like dew on the
By eliminating this dust with an efficient air
dust-coated surface.
cleaner the saving of expensive redecorating would in many cases
pay for the installation the first year."
The Reed system of air filtration can be applied to existing
ventilating systems as well as new ones and may be used equally as
well in the ventilation of an entire building. When it is desired to
conserve valuable floor space the use of Reed filters make it possible
to install the ventilating system overhead or in some out-of-the-way

whom

photo-electric
cell,
oscillograph (or high frequency galvanom-

SIGNS FOR WINDO

itself.

number of years. After a time conditions change, new needs arise, difficulties and limitations disappear in
the progress of events. Then the old
idea is brought forth again in new
clothes to be acclaimed by those to
appears new and strange,
it
and to be belittled by some who have
read that so-and-so did about the

fiers),

EDDY

Just as the administration of a theater has developed into something akin to science, so has the physical management of a house
progressed.
Comfort and service to the patron is becoming more
and more the new commandment in the exhibition business. It is a
vital phase of theater management, second only to the program

While there is much truth in the
old saying "There is nothing new
under the sun," it often happens that
an idea or a device is tried and discarded or remains dormant for a

A

W.

Cleansing the Air

REVIVED

before.
"Narrow-casting" is old in the
broad sense, but new (since many
have not seen it), and new also in
some details and in the employment
of devices not available a half century ago when Bell and Tainter were
experimenting with their photophone.
Bell and Tainter sent articulate
speech a distance of several hundred
powyards over a beam of light.
erful source of light was required
sunlight or electric arc; the diaphragm employed was of a size and
tension to be deflected considerably
under the fairly powerful tones of
closely directed voice. Motion of the
diaphragm either changed the direction of a reflected beam of light or
moved some form of shutter to
change the intensity of the beam.
Their receiver, or arrangement for
translating from light back to sound,
was a large reflector with selenium
cell at the focus, and a battery connected in circuit with the selenium
cell and telephone to be held to the
ear.
With this old apparatus, quality of speech or tone from musical

ARTHUR

|

I

BANNERS
Embellish

Charm

to

Your
Your

NEW
OLD

624 So. Michigan Avenue,

Chicago,

4l|o]

111.

and Add
Theatre
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Projecting Music
a crime both against your
trons and yourself if you
ve a good orchestra concoctgetg good music which isn't
It's

!

ig over the way it ought to.
lere is only one explanation
this: the music is not being
ectively projected back into
ur auditorium.

The

Gallagher

Equipment

of Chicago has made an
tensive study of this problem
d as a result, is boosting the
which
Resonator,
illagher
ojects sounds with adequate

).,

lume and scope.

The

reson-

suitable for practically
y theater, regardless of its
Gallagher will send upon
e.
entitled
circular
a
ijquest
3r

'

is

and dealing thorough-

pund"

Rosenwald Named District Announce Winners of
Lloyd "Speedy" Contest
Head for "U" on Coast
Announcement of the winners of
the "Speedy" advertising and exploitation contest conducted by Harold
Lloyd show that the first prize of
$2U0 goes to H. E. Jameyson, publicity representative of the Miller at
Los Angeles exchange will be taken Wichita, Kans. The contest was inby George Naylor, Des Moines man- augurated Dec. 1, 1927. and closed
Dec. 26. The best suggested features
ager.
Jack Osserman, manager at Wichita in the contest will be used in the
will
take over Des Moines.
The press book on "Speedy." The prizes
Wichita branch will be closed Feb. awarded totaled $1,000; this sum was
4 and its territory distributed be- split up in 14 cash awards as foltween the Kansas City, Omaha and lows: $200 first prize; $150 second
price; $100 third prize; and the next
otner adjoining branches.
best eleven campaigns won for their
inventors the sum of $50. The complete list of the winners and their
Berlin Exhibitors awards follows:
E. Jameyson, Miller,
1st prize, $200, H.
Berlin Discussion on block bookWichita; 2nd prize, $150, C. Harrison, Paling at a recent meeting of exhibitors ace, Cincinnati; 3rd prize, $100, Clark Mun
showed that the smaller Berlin ex- son, Virginia, Champaign, 111. Next eleven,
hibitors felt that the the abolition of $50 each, Joe Meyer, Palace, Hamilton, Ohio;
Uoob, Kunsky, Detroit; H. P. Storm
block booking would only benefit the Oscar
Leroy, Pawtucket, R. I.; M. A. Malaney,
larger houses which would be able to r.oew's, Cleveland; Russell Moon, Paramoum,
pay any price they chose, while with- New York City; G. J. Meredith, Saenger theout block booking the good pictures aters. New Orleans, La.; Harry h.. iJrowne,
New Stanford, Palo Alto, Calif.; H. E.
would be beyond the reach of the Schlicter,
Liggett, Madison, Kansas; E. F.
smaller theaters.
commission has Nutter, American, Rowlesburg, W. Va. Roy
been appointed to study the matter. L. Smart, Rivoli, Greenville, S. C. Verson
G. E. Rosenwald, manager of the
Universal, Los Angeles branch, has
been named district manager for the
Coast, in the position made vacant
by the death of D. S. Mitchell. Rosenwald's post at the head of the

Block Booking Favored

By

—

;

with this problem.

I

IHICATING or FILMS

A

;

;

AID TO PROJECTION

—

lubricating the surfilms is the subject of a paper states Wauwatosa's first theater will
d by J. L Crabtree and G. M. be ready by about Aug. 1. It will be
at an approximate cost of
lid read at the last meeting of erected
$400,000 and have a seating capacity
jciety of M. P. Engineers.
Incorporators of the comof 1,500.
IS necessary to apply some sort
in
addition to Brossell are
ricant to the surface of motion pany
film in order to facilitate its Samuel Pokras and Jacob Ulevich.
[•2
through the projector," the Peacock & Frank are the architects.
states.
"If this is not done an
Improving Eagle River House
uilation
hardened gelatin
of
on the projector gate and the
Eagle River, Wis. Plans are bewhich results often entirely ing prepared for the addition and althe progress of the film,
terations to the theater at Eagle
sent lubricating practice con- River operated by the Eagle River
(1
applying a thin line of wax Amusement Co. The entire work ineach edge of the film. This is cluding new heating and ventilating
ctory but there is a tendency systems will cost approximately $30,ly too much wax, which en- 000.
Members of the company incs on the picture area and clude A. L. and William Robarge of
spots and blotchiness on the Merrill, Wis., and August La RenAlso the presence of too zie of Eagle River.
wax in the gate is apt to cement
im to the aperture plate if the
Frank Gross Transferred
ssity

of

i

<:

—

1

tor is

threaded

when warm and

allowed to cool, so that on starthe projector the film remains
riary in the gate and is apt to
fire.

Metropolitan,

Gray,

Wauwatosa Houses Ready Aug. 1
Wauwatosa, Wis. L V. Brossell
of the Wauwatosa Development Co.

Boston.

Extra prizes of $10 each were awarded the
Tus^enbreek,
Majestic,
following:
Henri
Hartford, Conn.; J. W. Creamer, Orpheum,
Harold D. Barnes, Rialto,
Atchinson, Kan.
George F. Teckemeyer,
Burlington, Iowa;
Marsline
K.
Mich.;
Lansing,
State,
E.
Moore, Capitol, Oklahoma City; Bob Kelley,
Texas, San Antonio. Tex.; J. R. Mendenhall,
Pinney, Boise, Idaho; Geo. E. Planck, Pubtheaters,
New York City; David F.
lix
;

Perkins,

Mass.

A.

;

Merrimack Sq. theater, Lowell,
Swanke, Majestic and Riceland

G.
W. Carlson,
Stuttgart, Ark.;
Superior, Wise.
C. T. PerA. Levy,
Greeley,
Colo.;
Joel
rin, Sterling,
Wilmer and Vincent theaters, Richmond, Va.;
Alvin Hostler, Strand. Altoona, Pa.; Ernie
Kingston, Ont.; W. F.
Capitol,
Smithies,
Howell, Al-Dun, West Point, Ga.; E. M.
la.; Wallace R.
Mechanicsville,
Rtilon, Rialto,
Allen, Penn, Pittsburgh, Pa.; S. L. Stokes,
R. and R. theaters, Kingsville, Tex., and
theaters.

Peoples-Savoy,

James
N. J.

;

Frotheringham.

Wellmont,

Montclair,

Close Indiana House

—

New

Haven, Ind. George Tillock
and Theodore Lichting, owners of
the Haven, have closed it after 15
years'

existence.

Monday
Exhibitors continue activity on the Brookhart
bill;
senator states he will fight issue to
finish.

Commissioner

Abram

Myers

F.

sees

oppor-

for contract committee at Chicago
meeting to solve many problems.
M. Kenworthy, member of British ParJ.
liament, launches campaign against raili
tarist propaganda in war pictures.
General Electric officials say five years at

tunity

will elapse before

least

radio television sets

can be manuiactured on a commercial basis.
German chemical trust buys substantial bioc.c
of stock in Consolidated Film Industries.
Films made in Canada will be considered
British made and eligible for distribution
under quota law.
Newly formed New England Theaters Operating Corp. not planning control of extiibition

in

its

territory.

Tuesday
C. C. Pettijohn of Hays organization calls on
industry to take positive stand on BrooKhart

measure.
Brookhart

prepares

Sen.

bill

to be read at

message on his
T.O.C.C.

a

Thursday

rally of

Paramount proht
against

Quota

bill

for 1927 is $8,050,000 as
$5,600,000 in 1926.
introduced into New Zealand Par-

liament.

General Electric starts production of sound
reproducing equipment on volume scale.
"Chicago" will be played in over 200 houses
throughout nation during week of Feb 12
by Pathe.

Wednesday
Control
taken

of

over
Richard O.

West

Coast

Theaters to
purchase

Fox through
Hoyt holdings.

by

be
of

Virginia theater owners protesting against bill
ottered in legislature to impose ten per
cent admission tax.
Canon Sheafe Chase supporting Brookhart
bill,
but wants special commission to supervise industry.
T.O.C.C. states consensus of opinion of exhibitors indicates willingness to risk Federal control under Brookhart bill.
Federal Trade Commission to retain probing power, as festrictory clause fails.
Distributors ready to offer two concessions
at Chicago meeting of contract committee.

Thursday
control of capital stock of Wesco
Holding Co. controlling 300 theaters; Stanley and Fox now control First National

Fox acquires

through Wesco deal.
Educational studio planning shutdown of several weeks, commencing late in March.
T.O.C.C. holds rally on Brookhart bid; New
England exhibitor unit votes to endorse
bill.
Northwest exhibitor unit plans extensive campaign for passage of measure.

Friday
decides at New York rally that
Federal control is not provided in Brookbill;
Brookhart bill introduced in
hart

T.O.C.C.

Ed. Miller at La Porte
Edward Miller has
Porte, Ind.
Sheboygan, Wis. Frank Gross of been appointed house manager of the
Springfield, Mo., has been named as La Porte, succeeding
Goldberg,
J.
manager of Universal's new Sheboy- who will continue as booking agent.
gan, which opens Feb. 18.
Miller came from Cleveland, where
he was director of the Oriental.
Fischer Starting New House

—

Week's Headlines

—

La

Hojse.

Abram

F. Myers of Federal Trade Commission denies he has been approached to
head organization of independent exhibitors.
Jo;eph Schenck reported interested in chain
of 100 houses in England planned by Sir
Walter Gibbons.
Officials of Dept. of Justice refuse to discuss pending film probe.
Warners' studio suffers $200,000 damage in

e above objections have been
ime by applying a solution of
Monroe, Wis. Work on the new
Lease Chicago Theater
fire.
'issolved in carbon tetrachloride
will start next
Monroe,
Wis.,
Vendome Theater Co. Exhibitors and distributors planning to atFischer,
Chicago
entire surface of the film and
tend contract meeting at Chicago.
theater will be of Spanish has purchased the furnishings and
uffing this. The result is to im- week. The
seating capacity of equipment of the Vendome, 3143-47
design
and
have
a
Saturday
high polish to the film surface
calls on exhibitor units to support
ous to that on polished foot- 900. It is expected that the house South State St., and the Pickford, 108 T.O.C.C.
lirookhart bill.
about July 1.
E. 35th St. from John C. Hammond,
This treatment insures suffi- will be ready
Irving D. Rossheim, treasurer of Stanley Co.
property
on
leased
the
and
have
America, elected president, succeeding
of
lubrication and film so treated
Spearman at Stroud, Okla.
which the Vendome is located, for
John J. McGuirk, who becomes chairman
ervious to the effect of oil, so

—

—

—

Stroud, Okla. W. Z.
he trouble from patchiness and
has taken over the Barton
:.es on the screen caused by oils
here.
e ninated."

Spearman
and Cozy

Remodel Oklahoma Theater
Drumright. Okla. The Strand has

—

go Equipment Company Moves
cago Chicago Cinema Equip- been remodeled and renovated.
Co., manufacturer of projection
Buys Oklahoma House
;itus, stage lighting and orchesGuyman, Okla. C. M. Funk has
a Iquipment, has moved to new
nai;rs at 1736-54 North Springfield bought the American, seating 650,
hi
'

—

—

at a price of $35,000.

20 years at a rental of $18,000 yearly.

Hits "Unfriendly" FUms
Havana^ Prevention of the exhi-

—

bition of pictures considered prejudicial or unfriendly to Latin-American
countries, is the object of a resolution presented to the Committee on
Intellectual Co-operation of the Pan-

American Conference.

It

was

offered

by Castro Beeche, president of the
Ccsta Rican delegation.

of board of directors.
Nicholas M. Schenck denies recurring

M-G-M-

United Artists merger report.
Big turnout expected at Chicago uniform contract meeting Tuesday.

Declare

Loew Dividend

Quarterly dividend of $1.62j4 per
share has been declared on the outstanding $6.50 cumulative preferred
stock of Loew's, payable Feb. 15.
1928 to stockholders of record at the
close of business on Feb. 1, 1928.
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Use Soo

See Incandescents

Exposition in April Expected to Boom Sentiment for New Lighting System— Mack Sennett-Pathe Not ill
Agreement — Number of Players Seen Turning to Vaudeville After Economy Move Other Coast Highlightffe^'

—

GENERALUSESOON[RTHAN

No
No

TWO YEARS IS EXPECTED
With preparations under way

for an
"xposition of incandescent lighting in
April, which will be simultaneous
with the spring convention of the Society of M. P. Engineers, opinion is
that in general use of incandescents
will speedily be adopted generally.^
Prediction has been made that in
two years, Kleig lighting will have

passed completely, but observers feel
the development will be even more
speedy than that.
This view is strengthened by the

announcement

the

that

new

PAY CUTS SEEN REASON

Deal Yet

coming as yet on the deliberations between Mack Sennett
and Pathe, which are reported
at a standstill on terms for renewal of Bennett's contract.

Robert T. Kane, independ
producer, denies he is sever
his affiliation with First II
tional.
It had been repor]
he was to join the De

FOR VAUDEVILLE TOURS
With salaries on a downward trend,
owing to economies effected by major

forces.

producing organizations, a number of
starts are taking a fling in vaudeville.

influence
which prompts
tliem at present to try the stage is
the fact two studios are now closed,
with three more companies planning
suspension of production.

Another

Lowe

Will Take Over
Position as Scenario Head
Edward

T.

Lowe

is

become

to

scenario chief for Warners, it is reported.
This is to relieve Darryl

Zanuck from this work, and permit
him to devote all his time to producMack tion. Zanuck now is in Europe.

Sennett studio will use incandescents
The experiment will be
exclusively.
watched with interest when the new
plant opens around April 1.

Kane Denies

statement has been forth-

Dillon to Play in "Lilac

Hardy

to

Appear

in

Sax

for

Gotham Film

Gotham

a
picture.

Picture

Archainbaud

production

of

the

Started!

has

initial

stl

vehicle of Sally O'Neil for Ti[
Stahl.
In the cast are:

has been signed by Sam
role in a forthcoming

Sam Hardy

O'Neill

George

Gribbon

and

Graves,

Eddie

A.shton.

Raymond Schrock

tis

Benton wrote the

as

story.

Time"

Edward

Dillon, director, has been
cast for a prominent role in "Lilac

Time," George Fitzmaurice produc-

Shelby Joining Paramount
as Production Supervisor
Albert Shelby

leaving Tififanyis
reported, and will become
a supervisor for Paramount.

Stahl,

it

is

tion for First National starring Colleen Moore.

"Upland Rider" Next Maynard
Ken Maynard's next picture will
b(; "The
Upland Rider" by Marion
Jackson.

Collaborating on Original

George Dromgoldan and Sanford
Hewitt are writing an original, "Ball
and Chain," for production by De
Mille.

F. N. Borrows Dorothy Ward
Dorothy Ward, De Mille "find,"
is to be borrowed by First National
for a role in "Harold Teen."

Writing De Mille Adaptation
"Husband Hunt" New La Plante Film
Sonya Levien is writing the adapJoseph Franklin Poland is supervistation of "The Golden Dancer" for ing Laura La Plante's new Universal
De Mille.
picture tentatively titled "The Husband Hunt." Harry O. Hoyt wrote

Park

Row

Dedicated by

W. H. Hays

at

the story.

Fox Studios

Will H. Hays headed the list of
notables who attended dedication of

FRANK ZUCKER

Park Row, new building on the Fox

The

lot.

building

was named

Cinematographer

after

New

York's historic newspaper street,
because it is to house many Fox directors and writers who formerly

were newspapermen.

220

W.

42nd Street

'Phones:
Wadsworth 5650, Wisconsin
New York City

0610

ROY DEL
RUTH
DIRECTOR

RECENT RELEASES
"THE FIRST AUTO"
"HAM AND EGGS"
VITAPHONE ALL STAR SPECIALS
•aF I WERE SINGLE"- Featuring May McAvoy, Conrad Nagel,

E.

STEENE
PHOTOGRAPHED AERIM
AKELEY SHOTS

^

Andre Beranger — Myrna Loy.

NOW IN PRODUCTION
"POWDER MY BACK"-with Irene Rich, Andre

BURTON

D,iech,/ by

Beranger,

Chier

N\

j

WILLIAM A.WELLMAH

anematoqiapMl

HARRY PCRRY

Carroll Nye.

WARNER BROTHERS PICTURES,

INC.

E. Burton Steene
Hollywood, California

WINGS

PARAMOUNTS

— 1760

EPIC

OF THE WORLD W-

Wilcox Ave.
Gladstone

6I3|

:

ly,

January

zs^E^
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Movietone Sequence

II

^r Fox "Red Dancer"
jFox

Movietone sequence,

led, will be added to
j;r
of Moscow," in

it

A

is

"The Red
which the

paritone, Andres de Segurola,
led with Dolores Del Rio and
Jjss Farrell, will sing.

Leo Maloney Playing
in "Yellow Contraband"

from "Lots"

Little
By

Leo Maloney, Pathe star and promake-up for the first
months for "Yellow

ducer, will don
time in several

RALPH WILK

Contraband," which starts producPassing Show:
Bob Carr, Eric tion shortly.
Supporting Maloney
one of the
in Harris and
Harry Liawler buying are Gretel Yoltz, Harry Northrup,
Hollywood, is versatile, to say the waffles at Ocean Park; James Sey- Tom London,
Joseph Rickson, Robleast. He is titling "The Show Down," m.our holding a re-union with Lou
"Young Blood" Retitled
ert Burns, Bill Patton, Ben Corbett,
;ph Franklin Poland, Univer- preparing an original story, "High Edelman, an old high school class- Vesta Pegg, "Bud" Osborne, Frank
writing the screen play of mate, at the Wampas meeting.
feature comedy supervisor, an- Seas," and
Ellis and Tom Forman.
It is an
"Ladies of the Mob." John also wrote
*
*
*
original by Ford I. Beebe.
es "The Olympic Champion"
Nat Dyches described the Friednew title of the feature com "The Bride of the Colorado."
*
*
*
man Grange football game as the
Drmerly called "Young Blood."
Hawaiian Film Planned
Tom Meighan is busy with his golf treat of the season and Nat ought
n Blumenstock is preparing the
Alfred Grasso may take a comgame. He and Gene Sarazen, plan to know. Nat was a sports writer pany to the Hawaiian Islands
ition.
to proto play MacDonald Smith and Lou for several years.
duce a picture.
Sarecky
on
the
Coast.
Tom
shoots
*
*
*
jnew Assigned Adaptation
noes
Agnew, Fox scenarist, about an 85, while Lou does almost
Cast in "Honor Bound"
More Passing Show: John
as well.
Tom, and Lou are friends
!en assigned by Sol Wurtzel to
Waters enthusing over the
Tom
Santschi, Sam De Grasse
another of May Edginton's from the Paramount Long Island
fights at the Olympia arena;
and Harry Gripp have been cast in
studio
days.
an original written by the
Victor Milner hurrying to the
"Honor Bound."
*
*
*
ih novelist when she came out
Paramount
restaurant;
Ivy
Borah Minnevitch, the harFox studios several months
Harris posing for publicity
Rejoining M-G-M?
monica artist, is gathering a
Miss Agnew

JOHN FARROW,

who, at 23,
youngest writers

is

—

—

,

:

com"The Joy

recently

the

adaptation

of

list

valuable

publicity

of

Billie Dove at First National, while at Paramount, di-

with

Signed by Caddo
eral
of
America's
foremost
men and serial dare-devils have
signed by Howard Hughes to
m in the Caddo's air spectacle,
-Devils

rectors

and

stars

*

*

appeared with

Aileen Pringle will return to

pictures.

*

T'other d^y, he posed

"stills."

—A

A

*

Our Passing Show:

Charlie Chap-

M,

*

Hollywood fable
rector, admitting he has
a perfect script.

him.
*

*

Christy

*

*

Walsh,

like

di-

M-G-

reported, resuming work as
co-featured player with Lew Cody.
it

is

found

all

New Beery-Hatton "The Wife"
"The Wife" is tentative title of the
new Wallace Beery-Raymond Hatproud
ton

fathers, likes to ex toll the virtues of
his son.
T'other day, in company

co-starring vehicle.

morning newspaper;
s Angels."
Frank Clark, Roy Harold Lloyd watching a dog do
Cast in "Harold Teen" Roles
with Bobby North and Gerrit Lloyd,
n.
Maurice "Loop-the-Loop" tricks;
William Bakewell and Jack Duffy
Joe Pasternak and Elliott we heard the syndicate manager
ly, Leo Nomis, Frank Tomick
MacManus motoring in Hollywood. praising his youngster.
have been cast for "Harold Teen,"
thers are among those signed.
which Mervyn LeRoy will direct for
*
*
*
*
*
*

INSTITUTE STANOARO
ssional

Motion Picture Camera

Only Siso.

lin

reading

Josephine Dunn is being" kept
busy. As soon as she finishes
her work in "The Heart of a
Follies Girl," she will appear in

"We

Americans."
*

specifications

6j4x6"4x754 inches with
out magazine.
Weight, 16

a

*

May Freeman

First

the
fable: a

following Hollywood
writer, who says he never had
any ideas stolen from him.
*

*

*

Wesley Ruggles and Eddie Suther-

Wallace W. Fox

National.

submits

Signs Colvig Scenarist
"Pinto"
Colvig,
formerly
witlj
Mack Sennett, has been added to the
Darmour-FBO Scenario Stafif.

is taking much
work of two of his land played golf Saturday to settle Long Contract for Doris Dawson
Each posted
First National has placed Doris
proteges Nancy Drexel and Nina an athletic argument.
Dawson, who appears in "The Little
Quartaro. Nancy has been given a $1,000 to make the wager.
*
*
long term contract by Fox, while
Shepherd of Kingdom Come," under
a long term contract.
Nina
Directors
is being groomed for stardom,
and
casting
directors
are
carrying case.
by James Crnze. Wally, who is di- tnkinq much interest in Quina Lisk,
;ss than a high-grade amateur
camera.
can be shown in any theatre or movie
recting for FBO, gave the girls their daughter of a Pasadena business
Cast Opposite Maynard
tal
construction handsomely finished
Marion Douglas has been cast opfirst leads in features.
man, who has started acting.
ght and portable.
Complete with carposite Ken Maynard in "Palomino,"
3se.
which Harry J. Brown is directing.
^r Free Catalog and full particulars
Wallace Fox Directing
Cody's First A Collins Original
york Institute of Photography
"
»3
14 W. .33rd St., New York
Nigh to Direct Chaney's Next
Wallace Fox is scheduled to direct
Pierre Collins is author of the storv
William Nigh will direct Lon
"Hearts and Hoofs" for FBO, star- of Lew Cody's first for M-G-M under
ring Tom Tyler. Florence Allen will his new contract.
It is an original, Chaney's next picture, "Chinatown,"
play the lead opposite.
as yet untitled.
Mai St. Clair will an original by A. P. Younger.

pounds.

Material,
ahiminum alloy, finished in durable black enamel.
Lens,
finest anastigmat /5 or /3.5.
Capacity, 200 feet.
Hand
some black vulcanized fibre

pride

in

the

—

>

direct.

le Life of Los Angeles

Centers at the

Ambassador 's

Added

"Michigan Kid" Cast
Donald House has been cast in
"The Michigan Kid," which Irvin
Willat

is

Rcnee

to

directing for

Adoree

and

Talmadee Assignment for Marsh
Oliver Marsh has been eneae'ed tn
no the camera work on "The Woman
Universal with
Disputed,"
the
Norma Talmadge
Conrad Nagel

starred.

Worthington and Coleman Assigned

Famous
Hioanut Grove

icial

Nights Tues. and Sat.

lege Night Every Friday

New

additions to cast of Reginald

Strauss in "Abie" Cast
William Strauss has been added
cast of "Abie's Irish

to

Rose."

Dix Purchases Ranch
Richard Dix has purchased a 160
which Henry King will direct. This acre ranch in the San Fernando Valproduction will be photographed with ley, and has under construction a
incandescent lights, an innovation in nine room house and a garage.

starring production for United Artiste,

Hollywood

film history.

Henley Directing Menjou Picture
Hobert Henley is director of "Super
Gerrit T. Lloyd, personal represen- of the Gaiety," which is Adolphe
tative and scenarist for D. W. Griffith. Menjou's next picture for Paramount.
The story, by Alfred Savior, was
is preparing a script for the director
Stein Directing Next Joy Film
v/hich is expected to go into produc- adapted by Ernest Vadja.
Paul L. Stein is directing Leatrice
tion by March.
No title has been
Toy's next picture for De Mille which
Arranging Del Rio Vehicles
selected as yet.
Pascall.
is an original by Ernest
Edwin Carewe, producer, his business manager, Louis Jerome and
Vadja Adapting Meniou Story
M-G-M Buys "Kongo"
Earnest Vadia is adapting "A Harry D. Wilson are going to New
"Kongo" has been purchased by Ouestion of Honor," bv Victorian York this week to arrange for stories
M-G-M, with Lon Chaney expected Sardou, for Adolphe Menjou, at the for Dolores Del Rio under the new
United Artists contract.
to be cast in the starring role.
Paramount studios.
Denny's "Be Yourself" are William
Worthington and Charles Coleman.
William A. Seiter is directing.

J.

Lloyd Preparing Script

THE

-<^^
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Harry Ward at Charitinl
la.
Harry S. Warl
succeeded Harry Mitchnik as P

SEES SHORTAGE OF STARS

—

Charitin,

ager of A. H. Blank's Lincoln

AS BRITISH WEAKNESS
London
of the
tion,

— Shortage

weaknesses

of stars is one
of British produc-

W. Fredman in an
"The Daily Film Renter,'"

says Ernest

editorial in

which he points out that the producers have made "no drastic efforts"
in

to

eliminate

situation.

this

More

than 100 British pictures are already
scheduled to meet the quota demands,

Fredman declares.
The editorial reads

as follows:
It will probably give something of a surprise to many people, who do not follow the
trade as closely as it is our duty to do. to
discover that there are already more than
a hundred British films scheduled to meet
the demands of the quota.
This, of course, is but a beginning, and it
hoped that a similar period in 1929 will
it
discover these ramifications tremendously enlarged.

The

value

of

an

overhauling

lies

the fact that it is always posrible to discover deficiencies and weaknesses
The deficiency disthrough such a process.
covered in relation to British production is a
lack of stars.
do not disregard the studio shortage,
which also exists, but it so happens that the
lack of stars is particularly emph.isized when
comparisons are made between a line up of
Many an average film is sold beproduct.
cause of an outstanding star name, and it has
been recognized for some time that a good
star may often cover a multitude of sins.
British producers, we hope, will give thi~
matter their earnest attention, because, although the star shortage has been known
for some while, no drastic efforts have been
know full
made to repair the weakne-s.
well it is a task which demands the outlay of
a tremendous amount of money, not only in
research, but in publicity, until a likely subject has been found.
America has shown, however, that such
expense is money well spent, and we hope
that this star deficiency is not to be allowed
to hold back the tremendous potentialities of
Obstacles exist only to l.e
British production.

however,

in

We

We

surmounted.

Bowery House Sold
Reuben Cohen has purchased
theater

214 Bowery,

at

New

the

It was a good old-time rally, but
characterized by a spirit of seriousness, in consideration of the all-important question of "Does the Brookhart bill constitute Federal regula-

tion?"
^

sf;

^

"Charley" Pettijohn pulled a fast
one in reply to Leo Brecher's compliment, that "I wish you were on
our side, Mr. Pettijohn," pointing
out he'd be a good worker for the
exhibitors' cause.
"I started out to work for exhibitors years ago, and they didn't
pay me, so I went over to the other
side," was Pettijohn's rejoinder.
*

*

*

Pettijohn called Brecher "Leo," and
attention to the fact, stating
Brecher in turn called him "Charley."
Maybe, however, we shouldn't admit
the fact in "front of all the boys."

called

*

*

*

A real revolutionary clause is
sought by the T.O.C.C. with the proposed clause which would make a
contract binding upon a distributor
as soon as signed by a salesman.
"It's that way in other businesses and
it isn't
our fault if they can't trust
their own
stated.

flected in the decided views of New
York congressmen on the measure.
*

*

*

"Charley" O'Reilly sees hope for
an open market in the continued

"Pete"
Woodhull
stand "cold turkey."

to the

outlined

He

the Brookhart bill from top to bottom, but 'never will support any

—

picture business."

pense."
*

*

*

*

*

250

*

California exhiAt Columbus, he said, he was reBen
bitor, and member of the contract pudiated, by exhibitors who agreed
committee, was present observing ex- v,ith him next day. To prevent such
hibitor wishes on the contract situa- a situation he said, "Today I'll repudiate myself in advance."
tion.
Berinstein,

in

the

Ohio,

Reopen Lima Theater
Lima, O. The Quilna has been reopened by Schine Enterprises, following closing of a lease with the

—

The theShav^'nee Amusement Co.
ater has been closed since last fall.
Floj'd Focht is the manager.
Midland to Improve Houses
Kansas City Midland Theater

—

&

is planning to spend sevhundred thousand dollars in improving the 25 houses, in which the

Realty Co.
eral

company acquired
terest

annual dinner of the Interna- Milligan With Advertising Company
tional Photographers of the M. P.
Kansas City K. H. Milligan has
Industry to be held at the Army and bought a partnership in the MidNavy club on Feb. 9.
west Advertising Co., manufacturers

—

Conneaut

Pennsylvania and
New York. Shea recently completed
a $500,000 theater at Auburn, N .Y.
chain in

in

a deal

DAY AND NIGHT

West
NEW

54th
YORK

Stre

Telephone: Columbus 4MI-2-

—

Main and La Grande has been purchased by M. A. Shea, who controls
a

Industry

measure which provides for Federal
Pettijohn %vas "on the spot," and control.
He'll rise or fall on that
he surely won a hand for his courage stand, he stated.
*
and coolness. "I thiyik the ones who
*
*
advised m,e against cotning were
Rembusch and Sig Samuelson sat
concerned ivith my physical safety," together on the dais. Further along,
he laughed.
were in line Sydney S. Cohen, "Pete"
*
*
*
Woodhull and "Mike" O'Toole.
*
*
*
Frank J. Rembusch, "stormy petrel
Harry Reichenbach had this to
of Indiana," got a big laugh when he
said: "They've been pinning badges offer: "Every time I make a speech
on me for years at my own ex- I draw myself further out of the

first

interest

Motion Picture

his

agrees ivith

York,

way.

— An

Specialists

)etterment of foreign product.

—

Conneaut, O.

Photo
Engraving

Arthur Hirsch rates a real palm
the way he's worked on the
Brookhart bill. His activities are re-

Harrisburg Union Elects Officers
Celebrated Authors Start Series
Cohen inHarrisburg, Pa. The local union
Celebrated Authors Society have
tends to alter the property at the exstarted to market a series of pictures of stage hands and operators has
piration of the lease in May.
founded on stories from well known elected the following officers for the
writers, the first being "813," a re- current 3^ear: William S. McKay, Jr.,
Breymaier at Schenectady
issue founded on the Arsene Lupin president; Harry Fornwalt, vice presiSchenectady, N. Y. Frank Breydent; Harry B. Wilson, correspondstory by Maurice Leblanc.
general
appointed
maier has been
ing secretary; Paul Patterson, finanmanager of the Rivoli and Pearl by
cial
secretary and treasurer; LawforBreymaier
Chairman
Appoint
Foster
Silverman.
Morris
rence J. Katz and W. A. Davis, busimerly was identified with the Farash
Ray Foster has been appointed ness agents.
theaters as manager of the Wedge- chairman of the committee for the

in

1

for

from Mary B. Mowbray.

Shea

INCORPORATED

Suchman

Harry

men,"

EGGER

a 50 per cent in-

with Universal.

of theater accessories.

Buy

Jefferson Theater

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMI
1

108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

Co-operating with 42 Gove
ments and loaning films f
and speakers throughout
world for the purpose of pul
instructioa

Milligan will

be associated with Royal Salmon.

—

Michael & Waller
JefTerson, la.
have purchased the State from W.
W. Woltz. The new owners operate six theaters in central Iowa.
Yiddish Stars at Loew's
Bores Thomashefsky and Jennie
Moscowitz, well known stars tf the
Yiddish theater will try vaudeville via
Thoinashefsky
the
Loew Circuit.
and a company of players will offer
a sketch entitled "Mark's Millions"
at Loew's Premier and Commodore
theaters the week of January 30. Miss
Moscowitz will offer a playlet entitled
"Tell It To Sweeney" at Loew's Palace and Delancey Street theaters the
same week.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

Pictures

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

'1001 FILMS*'
Complete reference booklet,
at

(Fourth Edition)

listing nearly 3,000

educational films givei

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

II

Wabash Av

Chicago, III

specify Prints

on Eastman Film
The commanding

position

which Eastman film occupies today has been won by years of
consistently high quality, backed
by years of cooperation with
the industry.

To

get the highest possible

photographic quality on your
screen, always specify prints on

Eastman

Positive.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

1*
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'Radioitis"

EXHIBITORS
FIRM
TO
STAND
ON
BERNAYS,
POINTS WON AT TRADE PARLEY

JACK A LI COATE

iy

k'WARD
lison

L.

big cor-

for

officer

irations in their relations
he public, makes the un-

I

statement that on a re-

i?d

evenmg

radio

ala

thirty

**More Concessions Needed''

people tuned in on the
"m.
interesting.
That's
ess of our friendship for
ir

mays and

J

known repwe are in-

his

for veracity

iii

believe

to

(

—

Chicago The six points agreed upon at the Trade Practice
Conference, "most certainly" should be incorporated in the new
contract, but exliibitors are entitled to more than just these concessions, declares R. F. WoodhuU, M. P. T. O. A. president, and
chairman of unaffiliated exhibitors, who is here for the conference.

uncom-

this

"The industry tomorrow

open the most important meet"There is opportunity for
ing in its history," declares Woodhull.
If the meetings are characterised by
great accomplishinent here.
the spirit of fairness which marked the trade parley, and a true
spirit of 'give and take' is manifested, many of the present ills will

mg

figure he gives us as
of salami.
t believe
thirty
million
:ans ever did anything at

n

Ir

We

slice

me time

unless

However, that's not the
The brightly illuminated
hat on big radio nights
of people do stay home

home

en millions stay
ijLises

radioitis,

some

chronic.

What about
>r.

stormy

that

ibator of ideas
1

md

in

"Why

not

ht.

petrel

install

says

theaters,"

Advertise to
ill give
'em on
he radio

these

program

loud

home,"

it

We

think the idea

at

Dr.

gala

is
is

lub.

Man

TOP

acquire houses in England.
inal

The

orig-

controversy between Paramount
iCcmtinued

on page

Stuff and Bullets
y the way, we are inclined
we have about reached the
exy pictures and crime storay are on the boards, more
eparation and not a few are

ickly.

Just

(Continued

thought.

— Determinedly

and

seri-

The vanguard of exhibitor leaders
on hand is preparing for the open
forum, which is to mark the opening
tomorrow of the contract committee
meetings, ordered by the Trade Practice Conference, after which the committee will go into executive session
and work until it is ready with its
report.

There is no telling how long the
sessions will last, but incoming exhibitors are expected to instruct the
committee to stand its ground on the
six points won at the trade parley,
and continue negotiations from that
point on, demanding additional concessions.
Each section will have its
own particular "slants" on proposed
clauses for the new contract, and
these must be sifted and weighed
{Continued

on page 4)

on page 4)

—

ABANDON riLN

BILL

fOR RATIO DECREE

—

Paris The films bill drafted by M.
Herriot's special commission has been
dropped in favor of a decree specifying that a certain ratio of all films
shown in France after Sept. 1 must
be French-made.
The proportion is
not yet fixed, but it is expected to
be seven or nine foreign to one

French

film.

The public is
There will be no licensing system,
much of any- but exhibitors will be held responsia

Chicago

KANN

ous-mindedly. exhibitors and distributors are assembling here for what
many believe represents a grave situation in affairs of the industry, with
the spectre of the Brookhart bill hovering in the background.

Mrs. Kahn stated that any form of
censorship, whether it be of pictures,
press or pulpit, "is un-American, un-

Complete Change or Junking of
Arbitration Aim of N. W. Unit

If

)nsideration.
i tires of too

City.

By MAURICE

U.A.SEEKS BLANKET DEAL

present

you have something
ou can't go wrong in telling
u want to sell all you can
y.

with a luncheon at the Waldorf, the
principal speakers being Congresswoman Florence Kahn of California,
James C. Quirk, editor of "Photoplay," and Dr. Louis L Harris, commissioner of health of New York

4)

of the

ur product.

p

made

{.

ai ertising at the
of :auses of America's

:11

This, despite the declaration

by

Annual conference of the National
Board of Review concluded Saturday

Speaks

Mazur, big banker and one
k )ws his business Bermudas,

)ei

is

at least

Royalty checks can be
Reichenbach, care of the

Bsiness

NAT! BOARD LUNCHEON

his pre-

trial.

ul

— Paramount

actively acquiring theaters in Great
Britain, not in the open but through
individuals connected with the organization here.
The British trade is
cognizant of the move.

better than

get

i)r.

OVER BRITISH THEATERS

Adolph Zukor in London last
your patrons May that Paramount had no plans to

the

in

CENSORSHIP HIT AT

PARAMOUNT BUSY TAKING

London (By Cable)

Harry Reichour good ear

whispers

tive of

it?

Reichenbach

comes
;

pic-

contract

-lightly,

be overcome. I am very hopeful these conferences will be producuntold good for the entire industry."

was

it

will

Leaders Are Gathering for
Meetings Called an
Industry Crisis

(Contintted

on page 4)

WITH PUBLIX CIRCUIT
Conclusion of a blanket deal for
the playing of United Artists' pictures in Publix houses throughout
the nation is to be sought at confer-

Minneapolis Elimination or comchange of the arbitration clause,
and five additional concessions in ad- ences slated to begin today between
dition to the six agreed upon at the
(Continued on page 4)
Trade Practice Conference will be
demanded in the new uniform contract to be drafted at Chicago, in
sessions which begin tomorrow.

plete

The

organization, girded to fight
for inclusion of its demands in the
t.ew standard contract, is sending its
leaders to Chicago, to attend the open
forum and acquaint the contract committee with its demanded reforms.
Heading the committee is W. A.
(Fighting Al) Stefifes, president of
the organization, and chairman of the
contract committee which drafted the
(Continued

on page

4)

STANLEY NET $3,235,337
IN 1927,
Philadelphia

ROSSHEIM SAYS

—

Profit of Stanley Co.
$3,235,336.62, Irving D.
Rossheim, treasurer, reported at the
directors'
meeting last Friday at
which he was elected to the presi(Continued on page 4)

for 1927

was

..
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tragedy,

'^Stlnba," the

dropping out.

"Wings"

•

"Sunrise"
"The Jazz Singer"
.

"The Enemy"
"The Circus"

.

Opening Date
Aug. 12

-Paramount

Criterion

Fox
Warners

Times Square
Warners

.Universal

Central

Sept. 23
Oct.
6
Nov. 4

M-G-M

Embassy

Nov. 29

Pathe

Gaiety
Astor

Dec.
Dec.

United Artists ..Strand

Jan.

6

Jan.
Jan.

14

.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
"Love"
"Chicago"

.-

-.M-G-M

.

.

.

Command"
Love"

of

W

—

Financial

better

entertainment.
scored

Jannings

anoher

"

trim

latest, "The Last Command."
H
formance the highlight throughout.
"bimba," the picture dealing with
est adventures of Mr. and Mrs. Martii
son in Atrica, is a wholly enjoyable
offering, containing some thrilling exp?

game hunting.
"Beau Sabreur," the

of big

Geste,

27

entertainments.
but thoroughly

'

sequel

to

comprised another of the week
Not another "Beau

and

satisfying

.

.

.'.

.United Artists

.

.

Liberty

.Jan.

Jan.

A

sweetheart in
That's the trend of

21

a

every

port

go(

—and

"Sharp Shooters,
George O'Brien and Lois Moran.
Bu
box office with sea-goin' comedy ridi
waves.

23
24

Melodrama stalked the decks of
Haunted Ship," one of Jack Londoi,
thrillers with Montague Love the hard

THE

—

to

otnce.

Paramount
Rivoli
.Paramount
Rialto
Martin Johnson Corp.Earl Carroll

"Simba"

"Drums

i

i

23

"Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes"
"The Last

delicately
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Theater
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Love

of

and beautifully 1
Meritorious indeed and yet the "happy
Uounus won't be satisfied.
Enough g(
tures like it might serve to educat
Kmil

Putalishei

lOHN N. ALICOAIE

By LILIAN W.
W. Griffith's "Drums

D.

Martin Johnson jungle film at the Earl Carroll, and Grifiith's "Drums of Love"
The previous lineup remains unchanged, with no sign of any
at the Liberty.
features started their runs last week.

3(1

1

captain.

Welwyn

Coolheadness of Organist
Financing
British Studio Center Averts K. C. Panic in Fire
Is

Laura La Plante turned out a good
provoker in "Thanks For the Buggy
Amusing and clean.
Also

—

in

the

week's

schedule

were

Kansas City Six hundred and fifty berg the Great," some fair comedy trt
with George Jessel; "Outcast Souls,""
Negotiations have been
persons filed out of the Isis, Midland mance of old age with
Ralph Lewis;
concluded between the British In- circuit
house, when fire broke out be- Fearless Rider" with Fred Humes, a
structional Films and the Welwyn
"Cowboy Cavalier," a Buddy Ro!
hind the curtain.
The damage w5b ern;
western and Tom Mix's latest "A
Garden City authorities for two stu- estimated
at $25,000 to the building Wildcat"; Rin-Tin-Tin in a race track'
dios.
The city officials will finance and $15,000 to the contents,
including drama, "A Race for Life."
the entire project, from the land to
the organ and piano.
The latter will be acequipment.
Firemen rescued 12 persons from
Meighan Goes to Coast
quired by British Instructional, on a
Thomas
the upper stories, which are occupied
Meighan left yesterda,
hire-purchase basis which shows no

London

—

'•

!

Picture stocks generally slumped in Satur-

Eastman Kodak

day's session of the market.

common, Fox Film "A" and Loew's all figured in drops of a fraction more than one
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Bros.

the Coast to star in his first pij
by music studios.
Billy Ganz, organist, was playing for Caddo, which Lewis Milef

when he
wing

noticed a flame in the left
of the stage.
He continued to

will

direct.

most
play the organ with one hand and
Whalen Goes Abroad
and American and GerTim Whalen, author of "MyJ!
with the other he rang for an usher.
man experts will be consulted. One Ganz told
the usher of the fire and Girl," is en route to England
end of the studios will be completely
word was sent immediately to "Mick- rect a comedy.
movable, so that interior and exteey" Gross, manager. Gross mounted
rior shots may be combined
A large the
Harry MoUer at Sidney
stage and said, "Ladies and gentank will be provided for filming waSidney, O.
tlemen, the theater is on fire. Please
Harry Lee Mi
ter shots.
go out slowly and do not rush the former manager of the Bellefonij
exits."
Amusement Co., has become
By this time the curtain was ablaze ated with Thomas Broad and Tki
Bavaria to Regulate
and a few moments later it fell on to Larkin in the management
Speed of Projection the organ, narrowly missing Ganz, Capitol and Gem.
Munich
The Bavarian Govern- who continued to play to prevent a
Lease Milwaukee Hoi
ment plans to regulate the speed of panic.
Milwaukee Egyptian Real!,
projection to 28 pictures per second.
Davie to Omaha
owner of the Egyptian at Teut]
Omaha
Charlie Davie, former Ave. and 20th St., has leasedf
Lobby Novelty at Jersey Houses
Murray Livingston has arranged to salesmen for Universal at Detroit, theater to the Badger Amu^
place his publicity novelty attraction has been promoted to manager of the Co. for 15 years at a total re
$353,000.
"Barrel of Fun," in the lobbies of company's branch here.
lines,

.

....

....
10
*

.

.

—

—

the State, Elizabeth; State, Boonton.

and West

End

Newark.

at

Krofta With Tiffany- Stahl

—

"Scooter" Scoots Into Town
"Scooter" Lowry, child player, arrives in New York Saturday after the
completion of his role with Johnny

Milwaukee Ed. C. Krofta, formerly with the Walter Baier exmerly with the Walter Baier Ex-

Hines

fany-Stahl
Roberts.

Robert Pearson and Ray Gaston
have purchased the New here.

branch,

succeeding

Art

in

Buy

"Chinatown Charlies."
Paris,

Ark.,
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If
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*Last Prices Quoted ••Bid asd Asked (Over
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ttBoiid Market
tCurb Market
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ANNOUNCE

NOTE:

A

Midnight Adventure

The
Toupin Resigns
Saranac Lake, N. Y. George A.
Toupin has resigned as manager of

—

the Pontiac, a Schine house, in order
to devote more tirne to his other

Village Queen
Ships of the Night

Handcuffed

of

I'

You Are

in the

Market for Any Kind

fA

!*]

^
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Balaban & Katj is listed
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Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Ejcchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
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—
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Coast Wire Service

Out

Bennett Players Let

Paramount Adds Eight
BUT BURKE AND SALLY

to Its Scenario Staff

New

EILER8 ARE DISMISSED
tracts of all Mack Sennett playvith the exception of Johnny

]

,

Eilers have been
_by Mack Sennett. This is
of the deadlock reached in

and

r

'1

I'

George Walters, John Farrow, JulMoss, George Kates and Robert

IS IN

Carr.

S.

"Chuck" Reisner with Paramount

contract.

players are aflFected by
Sennett, in future, will
iore feature productions.
20

("Chuck")

Charles

Paramount

to

Reisner
direct

has

W.

C.

Field and Chester Conklin in "Quick

Lunch."

trier.
'

Goldwyn Going Abroad
Goldwyn leaves soon

for

ak, probably for a trip to

Eu-

(iicl

^layers

Due

in

New York

to arrive in

c lied
r
\

The

to-

News Pais

filming

and William
supervisor and co-author

lan,

picture,

.

New York

sequences of "The
hich David Butler
director

now

McGuinness a Supervisor
James Kevin McGuinness, scenarist, is to become a supervisor at Fox,
is

it

Chicago

reported.

COVERING THE

Cast Opposite Davidson
Lillian Leighton is playing oppo-

Max Davidson in his new Hal
Roach comedy which James Parrott
site

Stuart and Sally Phipps are

c

KANN

ian

Pathe on renewal joined

comedy producer's
lit

P.

staflf

Sally

lions with
^

writers added to the Paraare Louis Gasnier, O. H.
Norman
Burnstine,
Garrett,

mount

are in the cast.

Kohler in Hines' Cast
Kohler has been cast in Johnlines'
"Chinatown
Charlie."
Hines is directing.

1

V

directing.
In the cast are Viola
Richard, Gene Morgan and Spec
O'Donnell.

is

Betty Caldwell Assigned
Betty Caldwell has been added to
the cast of "Rah! Rah! Rexie," being
directed by Al Herman.

"Man Who Laughs" Completed
"L'Homme QuiRit," better known as "The Man
Screen version of

Who

Laughs," by Victor Hugo, has
Paul
been completed at Universal.
Leni handled the megaphone on the
production, in which Conrad Veidt
and Mary Philbin are co-starred. The
ng "Companionate Marriage" picture is scheduled for roadshowing
mpanionate Marriage," an or- in New York.
liy Raymond Schrock and CurCollaborating on Script
ton, is to be filmed by TififanyHoward J. Green and Harvey
Thew are collaborating on adaptation
of "The Little Boss of Arcady," by
^ igned Lead in "Lonesome"
ira
Kent has been assigned Harry Leon Wilson. Edward Kline
will direct the picture for E. M. Ashin "Lonesome," Paul Fajos'
Lipsitz Made Supervisor
(1
Lipsitz has been made a
-or for Fox.
He formerly
litor-in-chief at the studios.

Uniform
Contract

Conference
FOR THE

READERS

!

lirectorial efTort for Universal.

aemmle,

Jr.,

is

Columbia Film
nount has loaned Doris Hill
umbia for a picture which
B.

Charlie

supervising.

Hill in

is

er.

Murray

will be featured.

OF

Cast in "Power"

Jobyna Ralston has been cast opDouglas Fairbanks, Jr., in
posite
"Power," which Reginald Barker is
directing for Tiffany-Stahl.

Seitz will direct.

Added to De Mille Cast
Fighter Back at Studios
Kate Price has been added to cast
Renault, pugilist, has returned
Coast to resume picture work. of "The Godless Girl," which Cecil
B.
"Iliny

Night" Next La Plante

La Plante

is
en route to
for a month's vacation.
ext picture will be "Rainy
1

ilu

directing.

to

Make Haines Film

direct
will
Sedgwick
Edward
"Alias Jimmy Valentine," William

Metcalfe Killed

Flying to New York
Blanche MehafTey has left for an
airplane trip to New York.

^

arl

Keely

Metcalfe,

killed instantly in

actor,

a 2,000

from an airplane, in
V ch he was learning piloting.

fo

Sedgwick

is

ion.

will

Paul Scofield will write the

w

Mille

Haines' starring vehicle, upon completion of the Buster Keaton picture
which he starts soon.

which Wesley Ruggles
M-i'i

De

fall

Writing

Griffith

Adaptation

Forrest Halsev is adapting Corinne
Griffith's "The Divine Lady," which

Frank Lloyd
tional.

jvill direct for

First

Na-

the;

FILM DAILY
ASSURING
L

accurate

a complete and
report of this

important conference.
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from page

Adolph Zukor, Sam Katz, Joseph M. Broadway— "San Francisco
Schenck and Nicholas Schenck.
Astor—"The Enemy"
The meetings were to hive been Cameo —"Helen of Troy"

signature.

for

The proposed agreement,
provides

United

houses,
to that existing between

and Publix with

M-G-M

however,

This,

it

is

said,

for automatic booking of
Artists' pictures iin Publix
in a deal somewhat similar

is

Paramount
and Loew's.

reciprocal

a

ar-

rangement for trading of playing time
in Publix and Loew houses on a ratio

—"The

Capitol
Central

Student Prince"

— "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Colony "Buck Privates"
—
Criterion "Wings"

—^"Simba"
— "Love"
Gaiety—'"Chicago"
Hippodrome— "The Rush Hour"
—
Liberty "Drums of Love"
Loew's New York — Monday,
Earl Carrol

Embassy

Son"

Grogan"

Mickey

Rough

"The

"Sorrell and
the Man" and

"Law and

Tuesday,

;

"Little

Riders";

Wednesday,

;

Thursday,

"Silk

Friday, "The Fourflusher" and
Legs"
Saturday, "The Haunted
"Casey Jones"
Sunday,
"The Love Mart"
Ship";
;

;

— —^"The

Mark Strand

—

Paramount

"lOld

Circus"
Ironsides"

"The Last Command"
— "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes"
—
Roxy "13 Washington Square"
—
Times Square "Sunrise"
L. J. Schlaifer Joins United Warners— "The Jazz Singer"
Brooklyn Mark Strand — "The Circus"
Artists as District Manager
L. J. Schlaifer today joins United Censorship Hit at
District
Rialto
Rivoli

basis.

b

utors are expected to wage against
the Brookhart bill. Some are of the
opinion that the contract meetings
can obviate the necessity of the
Brookhart bill's passage, despite the
fact that Sen.
Brookhart has announced that he will push his measure regardless of any action taken
here.
He says even though the practices he seeks to eliminate are outlawed by the new contract, he wants
his bill passed to guard against any
recurrence of the present situation.

manager

of

New

York, Buffalo,

Boston,
Philadelphia,
and Portland.

New Haven

No.

1.

embracing

Sheedy Funeral Held
services were held

Funeral

Nat'l Board Luncheon
(Continued from page

from page

1)

J.

t|

totaling $2,250,484.62.
McGuirk, in resigning, nominatl
Rossheim to succeed him. The tl
tiring
office,

president withdrew from t
order to devote more tir'

in

the

to

campaign

expansion

of

t

company.
,

Para. Busy Taking

Over

|l

British Theatei^

(Continued from page

111

1)

Cinematograph Exhibitoif
Ass'n. revolved around the fonner|t;j,
and the

'

Artists as district

^1

dency of the organization, with Jo
McGuirk becoming chairman of
board of directors.
Upon the outcome of the deliberaGross receipts totaled $37,060,024.:[
tions here, depends iq large measure and operating expenses $3I,574,303.,'I
the campaign producers and distrib- with depreciation and U. S. Taxi

carefully by the committee of six. Affiliated exhibitors have no note.

Nights"

—

drawn up and ready

(Cotttinued

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

held at Chicago, but illness of Sam
Katz prevented him from leaving, and
it was determined to hold meetings
Contracts are declared
in New York.

30,

Exhibitors to Stand
Stanley Net $3,235,33: ji
Ground on Six Points in 1927, Rossheim Sa^lijf

U. A. Seeks Blanket
Deal With Publix
(.Continued

Monday, January

1)

week

for

chain

theater

dead

at

last

Michael Sheedy, former
owner, who dropped
Malba, L. I. Three years ago

he sold his holdings at Providence,
R. I., to Ed Fay.

acquisition of the Futurist theater iid
Birmingham many months ago. Th |„j
in
an exhibitor boycoj
resulted
against Paramount which was rifc.,;;
moved after the company announce) [,
relinquishing tlji.
its
intention
of
house.
Ill

constitutional and ineffective." Referring to picture censorship, she said:

N. W. Unit Seeks
Arbitration Ghange

"The time has come when we might
reasonably leave the motion picture
people to govern their own affairs as
far as internal matters are concerned,
(Continued from Page 1)
while we direct our efforts toward
present form of agreement; Theodore encouraging their making their arL. Hays, head of the public relations tistic success more possible. The picdepartment of Northwest Theaters, ture industry realizes its responsibiliand J. B. Clinton of Clinton-Myers, ties. There is no indication that the
Duluth. Alternates are Abe Kaplan, public itself wants censorship. It is
Minneapolis, and Oliver Rowe and its own censor."
Oliver Rath, St. Paul.
Quirk spoke on fan angles, and Dr.
In announcing his organization will Harris discussed films in relation to
seek five new concessions, Steffes mental
hygiene.
Other speakers
stated that any effort to induce the were Max Reinhardt, Carl E. Millicommittee to accept less, will be con- ken. Dr. John H. Finley, Martha OsHe is prepared to resist any tenso and Dr. George W. Kirchway.
tested.
attempt to nullify the six concessions
obtained at the trade parley, feeling
Bill
the committee will not make the rapid
progress necessary if it "rehashes"

hi
fine

THE FIRST BIG HIT^OF
has

New

argument on the

six points.

for Ratio

He

decHned, however, to divulge the nature of the five new concessions to
be demanded.
"We have every confidence in members of the committee," he said, "and
knc^w they will write into the con-

BROADWAY THEATRE

''SAN

FRANCISCO

Decree

A

in

We

significant
is

fact

is

PERCY MARMONT, MAE BUSCH, TOM O'BRIEN
and a Notable Cast

that

bound to be a

certainly reduction in the proportion of Ameri->
a part of the contract.
insist that the present system of arbi- can films shown in France, next year,
tration be changed, and we have re- for the increased proportion of French
fused to be a party to it until it is films will cause American and all
are unalterably opposed other foreign pictures to suffer. Only
changed.
to the present set-up of arbitration." five per cent of all pictures shown in

The

biggest and best theatres everywhere have booked
this real box-office bet
;ii

Exchanges Everywhere
Released

We

France last year were French-made.
Rushville House Dark
Of the balance, 80 per cent were
Rushville. N. Y.
Ivan Cone has American. A draft of the decree has
discontinued Saturday evening pic- been sent to the Council of State.
tures at the theater here, due to lack
of patronage.
Philadelphia House Re-opens
Philadelphia The Egyptian at BalPenn Van Seeks Sunday Shows
la Kinwood, former Stanley house,
Penn Yan, N. Y.
Agitation for has reopened.
Sunday films has started here, spurred by a vote on the proposition in
Williams Sells at Andover
Canandaigua.
Harry Morse, manAndover, N. Y. The Palace has
ager of the Elmwood theater, says been sold by Harry Williams to W.
he is neutral on the proposition.
S. Calhoun and R. O. Snyder.

—

—

—

—

m

Underworld
'Frisco After Dark
of

with

what exhibitors of the nation a basis of reciprocity any particular
want and need. We will make known nation may make a separate arrange-

The

Drama

Gripping

Love

It is admitted that there is a joker
in the decree which provides that "on

any event there

tfeart

NIGHTS*'

ble that for every seven or nine foreign films shown in their theaters at
least one French film will be shown.

in

I

41st St. and Broadway, N. Y. C.

(Continued from page 1)

ment."

its

York PremierelToday

tract

our position at Chicago, prepared to
fight for the clauses which should be

1928

at the

Abandon Film

the

(it

Now

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
Sam

Sax, Pres,

1650

Broadway

British

NOTE:

&

Budd Rogers, Vice

I*res.

New York

City

Foreign Rights:
Continental Trading

Co.,

Inc.

Tune in on Station WPCH, Hotel McAlpin,
N. Y. C, Thursday, Feb. 2nd, 6:45 p. m., and hear
a vivid description of this great picture.

to
I

lit

L/
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ARBITRATION, PLAYDATE CLAUSE
MERCER
REVISION SEEN AS BIG ISSUES

[CI OFFICIALS OF

K-A-ORPHEUM
ering

of

$10,000,000

lonvertible Preferred

Real Give and Take Spirit

Stock Planned
d for the merger of Keith-Albee
the Orpheum Circuit, with the
(ving officers elected: E. F. Alpresident; Marcus Heiman, exeand John J.
e vice president;
Offering of
lock, vice president.
00,000 of convertible preferred
of the new company to be
Keith-Albee-Orpheum
as
n

is

By MAURICE

—

todaj

new

its

work

of drafting a

Kansas, Maryland, MassachuConnecticut and Ohio.
The
committee and alternates are here,
with exception of James R. (Jimmy)
Grairger, whose illness prevented
him from attending.
He has been
replaced on the committee by Ned
souri,

en-

setts,

convertible
$10,000,000
stock and 1,100,104 shares
{Contttiued on Page 4)

tures,
•red

E.

Depinet.

C.

Pettijohn of the

C.

Hays office is here also.
The impression here
distributors will show a

5fELAND FILM MEN

prevails

that

real give and
take attitude in an effort to ward off

DISACREE ON BILL
land

begins
contract.

SuKgestions and complaints on the
contract will be presented by exhibitor; representing, California, Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Mis-

ilized

— Conflicting views on the

are expressed by two
film men, Harrj' Charnas,
lit
of Standard Film Service,
red Desberg, general manager
lart

KANN

Chicago Revision of the arbitration ;md playdate clauses of the uniform contract are chief issues before
the contract committee which at noon

holding company, is to be
with $939,000 o'f 6 per cent

a

Distributors'

Chicago Action

will be made this week by
The preferred stock
lan Bros.
be a 7 per cent cumulative iseach share convertible into 3
s of common.

new company, which

Mark

to

arrangements have been com-

lal

bill

1

Gerrit Lloyd studied motion pictures five years before he began writing
them. The result: a sensation in his first story. D. W. Griffith gave him
the opportunity, and from it came "Drums of Love," one of the greatest
Advt.
stories ever given to the camera.

—

action on the Brookhart bill.
Exhibitors leaders recognize this, and
intend to see to it that the concessions they say are necessary, will be

forthcoming.
are

enter today's
that
the
six
(Continued on Page 4)

Exliibitors

meeting

to

determined

w's Ohio Theaters.
liill,
in Charnas' opinion, "is
lustry's sole salvation."
possible aspect of government
(Continued on Page 4)

AVERTED

$2,000,000 LOSS FOR

IN

—

Dallas Action of the state attorgeneral in dropping proposed

ney

GERMAN PROJECTOR?

—

igo
Distribution of a Germaniiojector is reported under conion by the E. E. Fulton Co.
a move to compete with NaIheater Supply Co., which has
v'e
distribution of the three
it.jd

machines, Power's, Simplex

iotiograph.
German projector, it is stated,
(Continued on Page 4)

Cy'us" Gets $50,264 in
3cl>Veek at
Cainuing
le

ir<J'

ee

Mark Strand

phenomenal run at
lirk Strand, New York, "The
its

grossed $50,264.30 in

its

third

for State
Richmond,

NEWSREELS

TEXAS 'TRUST' SUIT

UrON TO HANDLE

Kill Virginia Bill

(Continued

on Page

4)

1,

YEAR

—

Based on figures from
to December 31, 1927, the
(Continued on Page 4)

Minneapolis
July

IN

K'A Denies Dickering for Poli
Circuit as Shoolman Deal Fails
Denial that Keith-Albee

is

dickering purchase of the

Poh

circuit

was made yesterday by Major Thompson of Keith-Albee. It has
been reported that a survey of the New England houses was planned.
The report. Major Thompson said, is a revival of one which gained
circulation several months ago.

New Firm Formed to Take

New Haven — Collapse

of the deal

the Poli circuit of
for purchase
A.
theaters
by a syndicate
England
New
Des Moines Central States Theis reported.
Opbankers,
Boston
of
the
operate
to
aters has been formed
A. H. Blank circuit. Harry Weinberg tion for purchase of the chain will
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

Over

H. Blank Houses

—

of

—The

Tax Levy

Legislature
has killed in committee the bill providing that ten per cent of the gross
admissions of theaters are to go to
the State.

Va.

Nearly Ready?

—Television

Boston

motion

pictures are nearly ready for
the home, according to David
Sarnoff, vice-president of the
Radio Corp. of America, in an
address at the University Club.
Radio transmission of pictures,

however, he admitted, is still
in the "earphone" stage of development. He views television
as opening up a new field of entertainment.
Sarnoff said that film companies should attempt the further development of synchronization of sound and motion.

—
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as Enterprise Closes ment

Price 5

CenU

Publisner

lOHN W. AUCOATE

—Arrangements

Lake

City

—Under

manage-

31, IS

Milliken States Ideals
to Better Films GrouJ

of Allan O'Keefe, Pathe's local

were and Butte offices have been consoliArt with an ideal and not the a:'
concluded this week by Arthur C. dated.
Butte now becomes a sub- that is spelled with a capital "A"
Bromberg whereby his organization, ofilice. W. M. Hughart, former man- the aim of the motion picture indui
Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions, will ager, continues at Butte as short sub- try, Carl E. Milliken, secretary of tl
tiike over the physical distribution of ject sales manager.
Salesmen Mc- Hays organization, declared Saturda]
Enterprise Films for eight south- Ehinny and Boomer continue on the in an address before the delegates
eastern
states,
distribution
to
be staff selling features and shorts re- the Fourth Annual Better Films Coi
handled through the established ex- spectively.
ferenceat the Waldorf-Astoria. Th
changes of the Bromberg Company
screen is now and will continue to t
in Atlanta, Charlotte, and New Oroperated "in the interest of the wholt
U.
to
Act
Against
Fight
S.
leans.
some-minded, decent people of li
Under the arrangement the presPicture Showings in Ohio world who want wholesomeness
ent offices of Enterprise in Atlanta,
Cleveland Although state censors their entertainment and an ideal
Charlotte and New Orleans will be passed the Dempsey-Tunney fight their art," he added.
abandoned and the entire handling of pictures for Ohio exhibition, U. S.
Enterprise product for the eight Attorney A. E. Bernstein has ansoutheastern states will be concen- nounced that all fight pictures ex- Joseph Schenck Carries P"
Ga.

.\tlanta,

»D)»isr^

Pathe Consolidates Offices
Salt
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Financial
Am.

Seat.
*Ara. Seat.

High Low Clo»e
40
40
Vtc... 40
48

Pfd

67%

& Katz

*Balaban

73;4
& Katz Vtc
18
18
tCon. Film Ind... 18^
tCon. Film Ind. Pfd. 23}4 22^ 23
Eastman Kodak ..164j^ 164^2 164K2
130
East. Kodak Pfd
5
5
5?^
tFilm Inspection
106
106
First Nat'l Pfd... 106
Fox Film "A" ... 84% 82!4 %2V^
19% 19J4
tFox Theaters "A". 21
*Bal.

.

10
99 J4

*Intern'l Project
tKeiths 6s 46
62
60^ (>\Vi
Loew's, Inc
ttLoew's, 6s 41ww.l07J^ 107J4 107J4
ttLoew's,6s41x-war.l00M lOOM lOOJi
26
25% 26
M-G-M Pfd
8^
P. Cap. Corp
Exchange
Pathe
3}4
Zyi
3J4
13%
Pathe Exch. "A" .. 13%
13J4
80
80
TtPalhe Exch. 7s37 80
112
112^4
Paramount F-L ...113

M.

.

.

121^

Paramount Pfd

ttPar.Bway.5^sS1.102i/$ 102]^ 102"^

**Roxy "A"
•*Rox7 Units
*Roxy Common

Skouns
Stan.

Bros.

Co.

26
28
..

...

6H
40

Am.. 51M

of

tTrans-l.ux Pictures

4'4

United
United

Art. Com. 15
Art. Pfd. 85
Pictures

tUniv.
Univ.

Pict.

Pfd... 97^4

tWarner Bros. ... 1454
Warner Bros. "A". 23

25
27
6

39
SOJ/i

51 J4

4^

'<Vi

14
80

—

(Jhicago ^A bill has been introduced before the Board of Aldermen
designed to eliminate censor appointments by civil service and vest the
authority in the hands of Mayor
Thompson. The bill has been referred to a committee for action. Exproved.
hibitors have not yet organized for
J. L. Clifton, director of education
a
ftand
on
the
proposed measure, but and
Sales
head of the state censorship
100 they will probably oppose it as the boards refused to look at the pictures
new regulation if passed would make until ordered to do so this week
thf: censors entirely political.
Mayor by the State Supreme Court.
1,000 Thompson's inayoralty power is exThe State Supreme Court ruled
3 pected to be sufficient to make the
that
the pictures under legal ban by
400 proposed statute a law.
the censor board were made within
600
state, and consequently were
the
300
Clifton
for state exhibition.
eligible
6,500
Issue
$4,550,000
had contended that inasmuch as they
2,000
St. Louis Theater had no right in the state, he had no
Clifton and
Public offering is being made by right to review them.
10,400
the board passed the pictures on
17 Halsey Stuart & Co. and a group of
27
banking houses of $4,550,000 Fox St. Thursday. Thursday night they were
300
Louis Theater Building first mort- shown in a downtown hou^e. They
300 gage fee and leasehold 6^ per cent were immediately seized and con2,300
sinking fund gold bonds, due Oct. 1, fiscated.
5
4,000 1942. The Theater Realty Co., a subFilms Shown at Columbus
sidiary of the Fo.x Theaters Corp.,
3
Columbus,
O. One hour after the
has acquired the site on Grand Boulevard and Washington Boulevard on Ohio censor board decided to give a
which a 5,000-seat theater will be favorable decision to the fight pictures
after a several months' legal battle,
erected.
the Dreamland here carried the reels
1,600
on its screen.

Bond

—

in

97"/^

14K
23

R. C. (Bob) Gary, who recently
70
600 resigned as city manager for Schine
700 at Utica, is in New York.

ttBond Market

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

Al

Heaviest Life Insuranci
Additional -insurance of $l,OOO,0(
written by Arthur W. Stebbins f(i

Joseph M. Schenck makes the pres
dent of United Artists the heaviei
_

insured individual in the industry,
cording to Stebbins, policies on

now

totaling $5,250,000.
also the second la.ov.
insured individual in the world, Ro(j
life

makes him

man

Wanamaker

being

the

fin

Adolph Zukor and William Fox

ea

carry insurance of $5,000,000.

Arbitration Continues

at![.^

Standstill at Minneapolijriwr
Minneapolis

—Arbitration

still isilstli

a standstill in this territory. Warned (w
has obtained a court order preventin H!(n
the board from refusing to hear ca<i|
involving the company, but exbiMpk
tors withdrew from the board. Tbrni
followed failure of the company t
comply with a decision of the boan -::
Meanwhile, W. A. Steffes head^
jiilii

committee which today will go bii"
open forum of the contrai;,':!^^'
"*
committee demanding.
fore the

liliCs'

VERY DESIRABLE OFFICE
SPACE FOR RENT
Vault accommodations and
room on floor Inquire

—

Project)

First Division Pictures, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue
12th fl<j

New York

....

•Last Prices Quoted **Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

tCurb Market

On

Fox

"Bob" Gary
23^

97"4
1454
23

Give Mayor
Censor Appointments

Bill to

He
hibited here will be confiscated.
states he is acting under direct orders
from the Dept. of Justice, to put exhibitors on record and let a Federal
Court decide the case.
There has been legal contention
about the exhibition of the DempseyTunney fight picture in Ohio ever
Midwest
since the fight took place.
Film Corp. oi Akron and Frank
Mantell of Dayton headed the exhibitors' efifort
to have the films ap-

Al Boyd on Vacation
Boyd, buyer for the Stanley

organization, has left for a five weeks'
vacation at Hot Springs, Ark.

Colebrook House Sold
Colebrook, N. H. The Halcyon
has been sold to H. Smalley by J.
D. Fames.

—

Cleveland House Changes Hands
Cleveland Ed Schuman has sold
the Home Theater, Wade Park Ave.
to Mr. and Mrs. Fulton.

—

TO-LET
FLOORS & OFFICES

f^'

VAULT ACCOMMODATIONS

218

WEST

42 S
!StS

Fri

HENNEGAN

Program

TIFFANY- STAHL PRODUCTIONS, INC.

all

Holidays.

The

HENNEGAN

That they have in the course of production
a motion picture entitled:

a

Write for Samples

AGENC—

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

'

Acts,

Marriage of Tomorrow^'

CO.

Cincinnati, Ohio

VAUDEVILLE

Announce

Covers
SipeciaX Designs for

AMALGAMATED

ALL RIQHTS PROTECTED

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Perm. 3580

Citj|pst
"

1

THC
January

lay,

31,

JXI^

fiAlLV

1928

Coast Wire Service

U" to Handle Mix Films?

First Nat'l Negotiating
Allan Dwan to Direct
for Brook's Contract
Production for Kane
First National is negotiating with
Allan Dwan will start work on
Paramount

to take over Clive Brook's "Satan's Bushel," adapted from Caret Garrett's story.
It will be a Rob-

unexpired contract.

Kane

ert

Named by
"Wasps" for This Year

Committees

)UT FOX ASSOCIATION
four pictures
Tom Mix has contracted to
South America will probhandled by Universal.
-tar now is rounding out his
of

ribution

)

the

1

with Fox, and will
few months for the Argenbegin work under his new

sociation
a

e^ille

Purchases

Wife" for Screen

(raig's

De Mille has purchased
Kelly's stage play "Craig's

il

which will probably be used
aehicle for Leatrice Joy. Clara
L"ger is preparing the adaptation
ontinuity.

!

Marshall and Staff Move
:'e E. Marshall and his staff of
writers suspended operations
;jay last week while they moved
new elaborate quarters along
J,

1

Row"
Id

d

.<

Smith,

retiring

screen form.

Making Del Rio Adaptation

Cava Directing Ralston
ry La Cava is scheduled

to
story for Esther Ralston, as

!

:tled.

Nat'l Signs Technicians

National has signed six tech-

I

on long term contracts for
photography department.
S

football star,

V taking screen tests.

Contract Not Renewed
of Ford Sterling with
aount has not been renewed, it
srling
itract

Crosland Returns
Crosland has returned from
York where he enjoyed a

I's

Leni on Vacation

title

doubtful
the releasing title.
is

it

By Command,"

ers

The name "Lovtoo, has

Make Next Vidor

been

dis-

carded.
,

Cobb Succeeds Beresfofd^--^
Cobb has been promoted to

I^on

Added to "Sporting Age" Cast
Holmes Herbert has been cast op-

Dorothy Gray Assigned Lead
Dorothy Gray, five year old SpanAge," which Erie C. Kenton is di- ish dancer, has been engaged to play
recting
for
Columbia.
Josephine the child lead in "The Red Dancer
Borio and Carroll Nye are in the of Moscow," with Dolores Del Rio
cast.
Armand Kaliz wrote the story and Charles Farrell, now in producwhich Elmer Harris adapted. Peter tion at the Fox studios under the
direction of Raoul Walsh.
Milne wrote the continuity.
posite

Belle

Bennett

in

"Sporting

KARL STRUSS
A.

Who

S.

C.

Chief Cinematographer

California.

T-S Assigns Landis

D.

W.

Griffith Productions

Cullen Landis has been added to
cast of "The Devil's Skipper," which
Tiffany-Stahl is adapting from a story
Mary McAllister
by Jack London.
plays opposite in a cast including:
Belle Bennett, Malcolm McGregor,
Montague Love, Frank Leigh and
Gino Corrado. John G. Adolphi is

Two

Current Release
((

Scenarists Signed

DRUMS OF LOVE
NEW

NOW AT THE

LIBERTY THEATRE.

1

YORK

Jerome W. Wilson and his wife,
Agnes Pat McKenna have been added

Betty Brown Collaborating
his return to Hollywood, H.
Betty Brown is collaborating with
iibadie
D'Arrast will direct De Mille on "Tenth Avenue." Miss
lie Vidor's next picture.
Brown titled "A Blonde for a Night."
to

under the

to the Tiffany-Stahl scenario staff.

stay.

Ei^rrast

castle-charging
filmed
of "Leatherface," but
whether this will be

The production was

position of story editor for Universal,

Leni, having completed the
direction of "The Man
Laughs"
for Universal, is spending a brief
vacation motoring through northern

directing.

ted.

n

a tremendous

its

Tests for Football Star

ny Friedman, the

in

lot

scene.

Finis Fox has been assigned adaptation of "The Bear Tamer's Daughter," which is to be Dolores Del Rio's
first picture as a United Artists' star.

that Gloria Swanson does
covici.
duce "La Paiva," United Arplanning to make the picture
ast including Rod La Rocque,
Paul
elez and Jetta Goudal.

St

7,300 extras have been busily
for the past few days on the

over

engaged

Edwin Carewe will produce and direct.
The story is by Konrad Ber-

Plans for "La Paiva"
i-nt

\

man-Vilma Banky production at the
United Artists lot.
A company of

fol^wing resignation of Frank S.
Alexander Korda's Next
It was decided to hold a dinner
"The Yellow Lily," starring Billy Beresford.
dance for the press on March 15th.
Dove,
will be Alexander Korda's next
Several hundred invitations will be
"Crooks Can't Win" Completed
issued in the near future by the W. directorial effort for First National.
Production of "Crooks Can't Win"
It is an original by Lajos Biro, who
A. S. P. S.
Sam
just recently signed a new long term at FBO has been completed.
Nelson, Ralph Lewis, Thelma Hill
contract
with
First
National.
Collins Preparing Script
and Joseph E. Brown were featured.
Pierre Collins is doing script of
Grant Added to La Rocque Cast
Lew Cody's new starring film for
Gene Towne Completes Titling
M-G-M.
Lawrence Grant has been cast in
Gene Towne has completed the tit"Hold 'Em Yale," which E. H. Grif- ling of "Flying Romeos," which Merfith is directing for Cecil ^. De Mille, vyn LeRoy directed for
Boylan Planning Eastern Visit
First National.
Towne also adapted "Ladies
Upon completion of "The Red with Rod La Rocque starred.
Night in a Turkish Bath."
Dancer of Moscow," which he is

to title, Malcolm Stuart
will go East for a month as
the guest of the Fox company. The
Swain Joins Paramount
purpose is to get a line on several
n Swain, Laboratory supervisor plays in particular which he will probI'O, has resigned in order to ably have to title next season in

I

:ti

Nancy

Boylan

'nramount.

1

Newly-appointed committees of the "Love
Hungry," in which
Association of Screen Pub- Moran is starred.
The story was
licistSj
already are at work. Those written by Heerman in collaboration
with Randall H. Faye, and Heerman
named are:
Entertainment: Beulah Livingston, is now engaged in cutting and writHelen Hancock Mason and Carolina ing the temporary titles for the picture.
Wagner.
Finance: Dorothy Meyburg, "Frank"
Menjou Enjojring Brief Vacation
Dillon and Lon Beale Conklin.
Membership: Nancy Smith, Helen
Adolphe Menjou is enjoying a vaCurley and Daphne Marquette.
cation of two weeks before starting
Printing: Mabel Brundige, Virginia work on his next production which is
Kellog and Helen Hunter.
to be "Super of the Gaiety," a story
Round Robin: Fanchon Royer, Julie by Alfred Savoir. Hobart Henley
Lang and Margaret Kimball.
will handle the megaphone.

at Fox studios.
Marcomedy offices will be deto make way for a studio scheduled

rant.

Niblo Completes Production
Fred Niblo is filming the closing
Lois sequences of his current Ronald Col-

rection of his second picture for Fox,

Woman's

Publicity:
president.

production.

Heerman Completes "Love Hungry"
Victor Heerman has completed di-

"Sunrise'

"Ben Hur"

THE

DAILY
Arbitration, Playdate
Clause as Big Issues FOX INVADING SOUTH
(Continued from

page

Ordeal Averted In
K-A-Orpheum Merger
Texas 'Trust' <=

William (Bill) Sweeney and members
of the committee.

There is some talk of appointing
two chairmen to handle the commit-

WITH ATLANTA HOUSE
Atlanta
into the
to be a

— Marking

advent

of

year lease has been
is to be
in the new Shrine building.
tree St.. at Kimball.
Work
tion, a 21

theater,

be

will

which

is

started

with the house
pleted in a year.

There

is

locally over

have on the
regarded as

new
the

(Continued from page

of

common

(Continued from page

1)

stock outstanding of an

authorized amount of 2,000,000 shares.
Fox The company has been recently in-

South, in what is expected corporated in Delaware to acquire
campaign of theater acquisi- all of the outstanding stock of the

on the theater which

signed

housed
Peachon the

cost $2,000,000,
four weeks,
slated to be comto

within

New York Journal."
Vaudeville Theaters Corp. and the
"The action also establishes o
Vaudeville
Collection
Agency, at two things," the publication s
least 80 per cent of each class of
"Either the investigations of th
stock of the B. F. Keith-Albee Vau- partment convinced them that
deville Exchange, and at least 80 per is no
need in the industry to
cent of the common stock of the
tect the public interest in the ii

Orpheum Circuit, Inc., whose preferred stock will remain unchanged.

in any such cases, or thai
chances of success were too re
The Keith circuit numbers 46 the- to be accomplished. In either
the ai?ect this house will
including seven under con- it substantiates to a great degre
situation, for the city is aters,
already overseated. The struction, owned or leased by wholly- action of the M. P. T. O. of 1
will be ten blocks from owned subsidiaries, and in addition in withdrawing from such an ef

considerable

theater
center of the citv.

speculation

will

It

seat

115

$2,000,000 Loss for

Newsreels

Year

in

(Continued from Page

1)

theaters owned, leased or oper-

by affiliated and less than
wholly-owned subsidiary companies.
Work already has begun on co-ordinating the various departments of
the two merged organizations.
Other officers of the board of di-

full

Mark A. Luescher, Reed
spend- Albee and Mvron Robinson.

New Firm Formed

1)

to

Fulton to Handle
Take
German Projector?

Over A. H. Blank Houses
(Continued from page

1)

president of the company; J. W.
Denman, secretary and treasurer.
Theaters included in this new plan
are Rialto at Ft. Dodge, Palace and
Bijou at Mason City, Rialto at Buris

(Continued from page

1)

would

retail at a price slightly higher
than that of either the three American machines. The company manufacturing the projector, at one time
planned a factory in America, but

abandoned the plan.
lington, Englert and Garden at Iowa
City, Rialto at Boone, Strand and
to
in
Rialto at Clinton, and the Lincoln at
Chariton. Weinberg is also president
of
of the Commonwealth Theaters Corp.,
Milwaukee No change is to be
with three theaters at Ames, two at made for the present in the 43 theAlbia, one at Moline and one at aters of the Saxe chain, which passed
South Omaha.
to control of Fox in the Wesco deal.
The new corporation will have no The Saxe houses will continue to be

No Change

Operation

—

connection with
houses operating

Nebraska

Blank-Publix operated by
the
in several Iowa and

be

(Continued from page

1)

A.

control is
contends.

Desberg

holds

the indl|
salvation
out any outside interference,
chief objection to the bill is th|
is not constructive. "The Brook

can work out

Ted Doner on Coast
Ted Doner has joined the Fanchon
5: Marco circuit on the West Coast.

its

that

own

prohibits, it does not propose
thing." said Desberg.

bill

DINNER-DANCE
AND

ENTERTAINMENT
TO BE GIVEN BY

Motion Picture
Theatre Owners
OF

E.

Penna.,

S.

N.

J.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY

5,

&

Del.

6:30 P. M.

AT THE

CRYSTAL BALL ROOM
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN HOTEL
PHILADELPHIA

Midwesco Theaters.

David Weshner With Stanley
David Weshner has been appointed
Elmer Harris in New York
as advertising and publicity director
Elmer Harris, recently appointed of the new Stanley which is schedscenario editor for Columbia Pic- uled to open in Jersey City some time
The house seats 5,000,
tures, is in New York for a series in March.
of conferences with Joe Brandt and which makes it the largest in the
Jack Cohn, regarding next season's Stanley-Fabian chain of 65 houses in
program.
New Jersey.
cities.

Tate,

Made

Saxe Chain

Cleveland Film Me
Disagree On 1

not at all alarming,|j
"Quite the contrary,
ernment control would be an|
provement over present metho||
Frank conducting the industry."

G.

here.

Newsreel producers now are
ing around $120,000 weekly to do a
not be taken up, it is reported.
gross business of not more than $110,Schoolman and his associates last 000, he declared, stating this does
September posted $400,000 to bind not include cost of distribution, which
the deal, which was to have been is about 30 per cent, nor the cost of
closed by Jan. 1. However, when the producing specials.
first of the year approached, the time
New business created by the keen
was extended to enable Shoolman to competition resulting from the added
raise about $5,000,000 in cash. Two number of newsreels
does not amount
weeks ago, Shoolman, in an inter- to more than ten per cent, with an
view stated the deal would be closed additional five per cent in overlapping
by the end of January.
bookings or contracts.
Unexpected action of Keith-Albee
At the peak of cancellations, Kinoin declaring its vaudeville franchise
grams dropped $8,000 per week in
would be considered cancelled as gross, under the average figure for
soon as the circuit passed from Poli the period prior to July 1, and by
control, held up proceedings, with
Dec. 31, had recovered more than $5,K-A announcing a proposed invasion 000 of the amount, the captain said.
of New England, in association with
the Stanley Co. of America.
{Continued from page

try,

ated

5,000.

Dickering

for Poli Circuit

1)

anti-trust action against severa'
ture companies, sets at rest, fol
time being, at least, a move i
was likely to be a "sensational
deal" for the trade, states "^l

B. F. Keith Corp., Greater

rectors in addition to Albee, Heiman
year will show a loss on news- and Murdock
are E. G. Lauder, Jr.,
tee for the purpose of maintaining a
reel revenue of an estimated $2,000,Walter P. Cooke, Maurice Goodman,
semblance of parliamentary procedure.
000 to the six producers of newsreels,
Henry Walters, B. L. HeidingsJ.
Capt. G. McL Baynes, producer of feld,
Lee Shubert, Joseph M. Finn,
Kinograms. stated in an interview Herman Fehr,
L. Kohl,

K-A Denies

31,1

Elect Officials of

1)

points won at the Trade Practice Conference shall be the starting point,
from where negotiations will begin.
Arbitration rules will cause considerable fuss, it is expected. This was
indicated at a meeting of unaffiliated
exhibitors yesterday.
At this meeting it was decided that Nathan Yammins, member of the committee, and
J. Louis Rome, alternate for Chairman R. R. Biechele, will furnish the
legal advice needed by the unaffiliated exhibitor members.
Genefal
discussion was held at the meeting
provided over by R. F. Woodhull.
Rembusch, who called the meeting
which about 20 attended, explained
it was to prepare a plan of action.
Among those present at the meeting
were: W. A. Stefifes, H. M. Richey,
Anthony Jim, Fred Herrington, Joe
Walsh, Glejin Cross, A. Julian Brylawski. Pete Wood, J. B. Clinton,

Tuesday, January

Reserve through
Subscription

Geo. P. Aarons, Secretary
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THREAT OF BROOKHART BILL TO
YEAR
BE USED TO GET CONCESSIONS

JACK ALICOATE

By

UT this week the
FILM DAILY

BOOK

1928

will contain over

housand pages of

statisti-

informative data, more

id

comprehensiveness
than ever before. This
le will be the tenth annuition.
Its progress is a
il reflection of the progress
great industry it repreOver two thousand men
vomen have helped make
mtents of this book accund reliable. It has become
cognized authority on film
Truly an international
•s.
opedia of the motion pic-

Distributors

ate in

Stefles to Fight

etail

—

For Brookhart

Final Decisions
By MAURICE KANN

Chicago Nation-wide pool of exhibitor sentiment on the Brookhart bill, which he is convinced will evidence a strong preponderance
of sentiment in favor of the bill, will be made by W. A. Steffes,
Northwest exhibitor unit leader, regardless of any action on block

Chicago
Brookhart

FILM DAILY

value of the

BOOKS

manifested in the
lat they are on
the desk of
ally every executive in every
of
s is

is

pictures.
The editorial
the work of years of com-

and

sive

efficient

compiling of

endeavor.

statistics

and

in-

ion the entire industry has en-

co-operated. Each year
ganization has the opportunity
ing the book bigger and beterhaps that's why we get such
out of doing it.
tically

Its

Contents

pages of smallest size type

t

lessary for its editorial index,
pictures it's in the
Production is fully covered
listribution and exhibition.
ancial section more complete
'er before.
ready-made exon guide for the busy showforeign section of over sixty
complete Hst of theaters

YEAR

in

A

A

A

These arc but pebbles

ine that contains thousands of
nuggets of information.

1

but not least, close to four
pages of advertising repreover five hundred individual
represented

>ers

are

This

list

ivery

company and ninety

in

this

of space buyers

comper

the individuals of importance
res.
If you are in the motion
business anywhere in the
t is as necessary for you to
1928
as it is
a desk.

YEAR BOOK

its

Opening

SEEK TO WITHDRAW FROM

FOX PLANS CHICAGO AND

WESCO OPERATING DEAL
Chicago
left for

— Balaban

New York

reasonable.

&

Katz

officials

MILWAUKEE THEATERS
Chicago

—William

Fox, it is reto visit here regarding the
receivership of the Ascher circuit, and
also to negotiate additional neighborhood theaters.

yesterday to work ported,

is

out operating details in efforts expected to be made to divorce Publix
houses from the Wesco pool, in which
they now are included by virtue of
long-term operating agreements with
Milwaukee William Fox is to visit
West Coast Theaters.
Separate efforts, it is understood, this city to inspect his holdings in
are to be made to divorce Loew and the Midwesco chain, which is whollyUnited Artists houses from the pool. owned by Wesco, control of which

—

These moves are due to the deal Fox recently obtained, and to build
which gave Fox control of the Wesco a new theater on the site of the Butterfly.

holdings.

Deal for F. & R. Chain Further Delay on Ticket
Tax Repeal Indicated
Pending, Finkelstein Says

No

No

deal involving the Northwest
Theater Circuit (Finkelstein & Ruben), Minneapolis, is pending, nor is
any under consideration, according
to M. L. Finkelstein, who with Mrs.
{Continued on page 8)

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

— Indicating

more delay in bringing about repeal of the tax
on admissions up to $1, which is
part of the pending tax bill, Presi(Continued on Page 8)
Washington

Bill

SAYS TODAY

IS

DEADLINE

Repudiation of statement attributed
to him that his bill provides for gov-

ernment control

of

the

industry

is

made by Sen. Brookhart, in a telegram to the T.O.C.C, New York.
"Woodhull does not quote me ac-

senator's
telegram
the
curately,"
Conn. Denial that states.
"This bill does not purport
the deal is off for purchase of his cir- to do anything but to stop blind
cuit by the Boston syndicate headed booking, block booking and discrimby Max Shoolman, is made by Syl- ination against the independents. It
vesf.er S. Poll, who says today is makes these things criminal and the

New

Haven,

—

deadline for closing of the deal.

{Continued

on

page

8)

having

full

made by

the committee

with the committee
power to act. This means
final,

that the contract as drafted will not
be referred back, but that the form
adopted will be the one which goes
to the Federal Trade Commission for

approval. The open forum adjourned
and the committee proper
early
swung into action immediately.
Unanimous adoption of the unit
(Continued on Page 7)

$102,800|I0SPENT ON
'27 COAST PRODUCTIONS

—

Los Angeles New productions involved an outlay of $102,800,000, in
southern California alone during 192627, according to Joseph M. Schenck.
This is an increase of 25 per cent
over the previous year.
Capital invested in the industry in
(.Continued

Chicago

Provides Federal Control

POLI DENIES DEAL OFF;

Decisions
here will be

on Page 7)

Campaigns On

Sen. Brookhart Hits Statement

Advertising
last

bill, is

stride today.
of today's meeting will
find
distributors in a conciliatory
frame of mind, standing ready to
agree to any demands they consider

into

A

_ains.

— Threat

of passage of the
expected to be used
as a means of persuasion by unaffiliated exhibitors to get what they want
in the contract meeting, which swings

booking taken here.
Steffes is convinced that only through passage of the Brookhart
bill can the reUef he says exhibitors need be assured, and will refuse
to abandon the campaign plaimed.

idustry.

mdy Reference Guide

Conciliatory;

Committee Has Power of

Bill

— Producer-distribu-

tors have set in

motion machin-

ery ^o combat the Brookhart
Salesmen, exchange manbill.
agers, and affiliated exhibitors
all are placing themselves on
record petitioning congressmen
to vote against the measure.
Conversely, state organizations are appealing to the public to voice approval of the

measure,
tributed,

vanced

through blanks disargument being adblock
booking
that

causes poor pictures
saddled on the public.

to

be

—

. .......

tHC

:%g^

DAILV

Growth

of Loew's

Shown

In Financial Analysis BRILL
Financial highlights of the developof Loew's. Inc. since the time
the late Marcus started a penny arcade in Cincinnati, are covered in detail
by "The Wall Street News,"
showing the steady growth in income. The exceptional progress of
the company is noted in comparison
of gross income of $18,000,000 in
1921 with $79,500,000 reported in the
period ended last August.
Net income increased from $1,800,000 in
1921 to $6,700,000 in 1927.
In 1926 and 1927 extra dividends
of $1 a share were declared after the
end of the company's fiscal year. It
is believed by interests close to the
company that the regular rate of $2
annually, with yearly extras of $1 a
share, will be continued for the present.
During the pas_t week the directors declared an initial quarterly
dividend of 1.62^^ a share on the
new $6.50 cumulative preferred stock.
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Friedrichstrasse.

225.

Financial
Low

High

•Am.

Seat. Vtc
Pfd.
Seat.
.

40

40

.

•Balaban & Katz
*Bal. & Katz Vtc.
tCon. Film Ind... 18'4
tCon. Film Ind.Pfd. 23^8
.

Eastman Kodak
East. Kodak Pfd

.
.

tFilra Inspection
First Nat "I Pfd.

.

164
130

4«

.

..

106

73H
23
164
164
129« 130
4 '4
47^
10554 106

82^
20H

.

Project.

•Intern'l

.

ttKeiths 6s 46 ... 100
Loew's, Inc
ttLoew's, 6s 41ww. 1077^
tt Loew's, 6s41x-war. 1005/^
26
M-G-M Pfd
*M. P. Cap. Corp..
3'/«
Pathe Exchange
14
Pathe Exch. "A"
ttPathe Exch. 7s37 80
113
Paramount F-L

em

'Paramount Pfd.
ttPar.Bway.S'^sSl. 102M
27
**Roxy "A"
29
**Roxy Units
**Roxy Common
6H
Co.

of

14

80
11234

12m
1025/8

.

25
27

.

6

Skouras Bros
Stan.

3H

13H
80
112

. . .
.

io2y.

3,300
4
8

400

500

14

97J4

23 «4
97V4

23

23

.

98 ji

UH

.

20
100

800

ttBond Market

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Exchange
and Stanley in Philadelphia.
Stock

When you

—

Coast closed recently, will be reopened in a few days by Louis Gold1,700 smith who will operate it indepen2
dently on a popular priced basis, it
2,700
is stated.
Louis will make no state"io ment at present concerning the matter.
For many years he operated the
Soc/ety on Broadway.

•Last Prices Quoted ••Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

tCurb Market

Reopening Liberty, Seattle
The Liberty, which West

"U" to Release Dupont Special
Universal will release "Love Me
and the World Is Mine" on March 4,
directed by E. A. Dupont, director
of "Variety." May Philbin and Norman Kerry are co-featured. In the
cast are Betty Compson, H. B. Walthall,
Mathilde
Brundage, Albert
Conti, Martha Mattox, Charles Sellon,
George Siegmann and Robert Ander-

Corp.

been formed by David Brill,
New York branch manager of Tiffany-

distribution of Ufa
productions in the eastern territory
under a five year contract, negotiated
with Frederick Wynne-Jones, president of Ufa Films, Inc. of the United
States.
The territory that Brill's organization will control covers New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts,
Connecticut,
Vermont,
Rhode Island, Maine, Delaware, Virginia and the District of Columbia.
For the current year the company will
release the following Ufa features:
Stahl,

for

the

T E B B

Wei

by Morris and

designed

Work

be started in Fell
and the theater completed by J
will

CaU

WAFILMS,

Inc.
Walter A. Futter, Pres.
for

Library Stock Scenes

New York
130 W. 46th

key
eastern terriHeadquarters will be at 729
Seventh Ave., New York. Negotiacities of the

tions

for

were

handled

HoH]
c/o Leon

St.

Bryant 8181

1123

Schlesiii

No. Bronaoo

/

closing

the deal
Nizer, attorney and executive secretary of the
Brill

in

by

New York Board

Louis

of

MANAGER!

Trade.

announcement,

confirming the

In

Give Your Patrons Authorized

Wynne-Jones

stated that his organization had also closed a deal with
Bernard Lichtig of Los Angeles for
distribution of the Ufa product on
the Coast.
Negotiations are pending
for distributing rights in other terri-

Lindbergh
Souvenir Medals
Each Medal

to

10 E. Lexington St.

—

L

If

DELIVERY SERVICE

I

N

Stebbins

& Co.,

You Are

Broadway
1040

'^

in the
of

MOTION PICTUR
APPARATUS
CONSULT US ANB SATE

MONEY

R

IBND FOR OUS PKICI

Trucks leave daily from New York {or
Trenton, N. J., Philadelphia, Pa., Wilmington, Del., Washington, D. C,
Baltimore, Md., Richmond and Norfolk, Va.
Overnight Service at Exprest Rates
692 Eleventh Avenue
COLumbus 3774

110 West
Ftaone

Uf'

32'*St.Nc«york.NLV.
Peana. 0330

ir

Motion Picture Department

I

D.

I.

and Canada Acants

lot

Osfei

Tel.

GEORGE "DOC" HENLEY

the
-

PERSONNEL

GEORGE HEINZ

[BDHLflw

m

own and operate the

S

Inc.
N. Y. C.

"

Baltimore,'!

Market for Any Kind

Opportunity

AC H E

d

by

Opportunity, Wash. Sunday shows
were voted down unanimously with

OR

Lui

Price

The SOUVENIR

tions on 19 scenarios, both originals
ond adapted works, and from these
starring vehicles for Ronald Colman
and Vilma Banky will be selected.
at

and

RIGHT NOW.

Coast

Arthur Hornblow, Jr., chief production executive for Samuel Goldv/yn, has
returned to Hollywood.
While in New York he secured op-

No Sunday Shows

»**
'

by thousands as a

Carried

Pocket Piece.
Send for
Sample

Hornblow

H

in small envelope

your Ad.

tories.

ERNEST STERN

the past twenty years

Bryant

oil

tory.

EVERYTHING NEW but

and Theatrical insurance for

1540

witi

contract for 15 years at rentahl
ing from $15,000 to $18,000 I
including the
lobby entranJ
The theater v1
Euclid Ave.
erected by the Stones, and \|j

"The Modern Du Barry," "Jealousy,"
"Two Brothers," "Dance Fever,"
"Streets of Algiers" and "The Hypocrite."
Exchanges are being organ-

Specialists in Motion Picture

W.

policy,

Lefkowich

son.

you are thinking of

Arthur

picture

straight

a

weekly changes.

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT
think of

INSURANCE
S

I

Euclid East 105th St. districl
East of Keith's East 105th !l
will have 1,200 seats, and wil

Garden at Southampton, and will
remodel it into a house seating 1,800.

Seattle

Lefkowich,

has
former

Distributing

Brilliant

the

'766

80

tWarner Bros.
14H
Warner Bros. "A". 23
.

1,000
....

Mike Gljmn Adds Another
Raising to eight the total of his
theaters in Suffolk County, Long
Island, Mike Glynn has purchased

— Max

FOR UFA DISTRIBUTION

a total of 77 votes cast.
SOJi
4J4

"ah

tTrans-Lux Pictures 4J4
**United Art. Com. 15
••United Art. Pfd. 85
.

800
800
100
30
300
300
900

39

40

Am.

•tUniv. Pictures
Univ. Pict. Pfd.

H

2SVi
8 /a

3

.

.

20

25W

.

—

83H

10
100
100
61
61
1077^ 107%
100/2 100 /j

.

.

18

18

23

S3H
Fox Film "A"
tFox Theaters "A". 20H
.

Close
40
48
67 J<

Dimitri Buchowetzki, director, is
aboard the Albert Ballin, bound for
Europe on a vacation trip of several
weeks.
It is his first visit abroad
since coming to this country three
Sales
He expects to visit Ber200 years ago.
lin, Paris and London.

Lefkowich Plans Tenil
Theater in CIev(|
of a chain of nine suburbans, has|
a new theater to be built

ized in

Buchowetzki Goes to Europe

Am.

FORMS COMPANY

Cleveland

ment

foL XLIII No. 27 Wednesday. Feb.1,1928 .Price 5 Cents
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HARRIS AVE., LONG ISLAND CITY,

INCORPORATED
N. Y.

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND TITLES
by men who achieved outstanding reputations through their superb
workmanship.
We solicit your work and guarantee exceptional quality and prompt

—

service.

Phone Hunterspoint 9097

220WEST42^-°STREE

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 293
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR
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Coast Wire Service-

diking Film for Gloria ?
BEING SOUGHT FOR

t

4 PICTURES ON YEAR'S
SCHEDULE OF HERCULES

INEGRAPHONE VEHICLE
who

Swanson,

is

transfer-

FBO

(luction activity to the
eing sought to appear in a
to be made with Kinegra-

alking film device sponsored

Corp. of America, Gen-

idio

and

lectric
^

Westinghouse.

Four pictures will be made this
year by Hercules Film Prod., headed
by Peter Kanellos.
These will be
offered on the independent market
by Frank R. Mattison, company representative, who now is on a tour of
keys of the
United States and

"The Little Wild Girl,"
of the series has been completed.
n Le Baron,
produc- Its cast includes Lila Lee, Cullen
d, is expected to return to- Landis, Frank Merrill, Sheldon Lewis
The story is
prepared to begin produc- and Jimmy Aubrey.
talking pictures.
Some time by Putnam Hoover.
The remaining three pictures on
as reported he was to superthe schedule are: "Shadows of the
ria's next picture.
Night," by Shelley Carpenter; "Sally
o' the South Seas," by Gordon Romoly; "Broken Hearts," by Louella
Sorrel.
All will have star casts, it

tl

iree

firms

in

St

recently acquired

FBO.

Canada.

first

FBO

Chattertan Signed

t

^Adolphe Menjou Film

Chatterton has been signed by
play opposite Adolphe
in
"Super of the Gaiety,"

It

is

promised.

Hint to

I

1

Hobart Henley

1

will direct.

Finis Fox Leaves for Mountains
Finis Fox has left for the San Jacinto mountains to start work on

Preparing Script
"The Bear Tamer's Daughter," DoMcConville is working on lores Del Rio's forthcoming starring
of "The Whip" to be pro- vehicle
for United Artists, which
First National.
Sam Rork Edwin Carewe will direct and provising.
McConville recently duce.
Albert Benham, Fox's chief
d "It's All Greek to Me."
aide, will accompany the writer.

Renville

\rf

d

WHEN A MAN KNOWS

t

McAvoy

Laurel-Hardy Comedy Titled
"From Soup to Nuts" is the title
of the latest Laurel-Hardy comedy,
a Vitaphone formerly titled "Let George Do It."

LOT of people can write.

Playlet
a month's vacation in the
[ay McAvoy has been assign-

iay

in

he star role of
playlet titled

"Sunny

Cali-

Ed Kennedy

directed.

Miss McAvoy is at work
under Bryan Foy's diRaoul PaolL Cast with Menjou
heading a cast which inRaoul Paoli, champion shot-putter
diehard Carle and Neely Ed- of France, is to play the part of MarThe comedy was written by cass in Adolphe Menjou's new starlerbert and Murray Roth.
ring vehicle, "The Code of Honor."
skit

.

Max Davidson's Latest Titled
expedition to the South
"Round by Round" is title chosen
being organized by Universal, for Max Davidson's recently com2<|by Alexander Markey, author
pleted comedy for M-G-M.
James
ie urer, who is familiar with the
Parrott directed.
s
New Zealand, where a drama

as

badly

portant thing

it is

Many good

to write in pictures.

graph

But

a

hard trick

ideas

photo-

many good faces do. The imto know what shows well on that

as

is

screen.

Unit to South Seas

rial

1

"iitive

life

will

oast Rider
il

I

be filmed.

Near Goal

Viking, the ranch girl rid-

New York

to

Los Angeles

oster for Universal westerns,

reached Williams, Arizona,
)n the last of her 18 days of

/

^

day

trip

as scheduled.

Charley Chase Preparing Next
Charley Chase, Hal Roach comedy
ace, is preparing for his next story,
which is to be directed by Fred

New Faces in "Our Gang"
Robert McGowan, director of "Our
Gang" comedies,

is

Tiffany-Stahl.
Assi.gns Kohler
Thomson Starts "Sunset Legion"
Kohler has been assigned a
role by Paramount for the
Production has started on Fred
in
which George Bancroft Thomson's Paramount feature, "The
ir
following completion of Sunset Legion." with Edna Murphy

>wn."

playing opposite.

years, Gerrit

Lloyd stopped reading

word out

of his mind. Nothing but pictures.

Then he began

writing for the screen, and the result
really

noteworthy, a

was

Drums

fith has

is

something

real screen language.

of Love" and out of

made one of

it,

D.

The

story

W.

Grif-

his greatest classics.

making arrange-

Edward Clark is writing continuity
of "The Albany Night Boat" for

amount

two

entirely, so he could get the printed

Guiol.

ments to use the four winners of the
Start "Michigan Kid"
ction of "The Michigan Kid" recent West Coast Theaters "Our
ted at Universal under direc- Gang" talent hunt, in his next comedy.
Irvin Willat.
Renee Adoree
Clark Doing Continuity
irad Nagel are the principals,
d by Lloyd Whitlock, Maurphy and Virginia Gray.

F OR

R.

LLOYD

"The

is

now

writing the screen play of

Battle of the Sexes" for

D.

W.

Griffith.

still

Cle

aning"P.
PAT HE

PRESENTS

WlLLIAk^

BOYD

DressBESSIE
Parade"
LOVE
with

DeMILLE

STUDIO PRODUCTION

by DouglaJsr Z.'Doty, from the story by Major Robert
Glassburn, Major Alexander Chilton and Herbert David Walter

Screen, play

o4

DONALD

CRISP

PRODUCTION

QUWWQ^

VD/UlyaL

PRESENTS

BOYD

WILLI Ak^

IN

The Sight Flyer
JOBYNA RALSTON

with
Adaptation and continuity by Walter Woods
From "Held for Orders" by Frank Hamilton Spearman
Directed by

I

WALTER EANG

WILLIAM BOYD

Produced by James Cruze. Inc.

PAT HE PRESENTS

LEOPARD lADV

"The

Jacqueline logon
ALAN HALE

and

ROBERX ARMSTRONG

JACQUELINE LOGAN

Adapted by Beulah Marie Dix, from the story by Edward Childs Carpenter
Supervised by Bertram Millhauser

Directed by

PATHE

RUPERT JULIAN

dcmille studio production

PRESENTS

rodlarocque
II

Stand ""''Deliver
with

LUPE VELEZ and
Directed by

.

fiy

Sada

Cowan

WARNER OLAND

DONALD

ROD

CRISP

Ralph Block, Associate Producer
DeMlLLE STUDIO PRODUCTION

>JeW

NowJSSflstoty
BOX

Office

Faction

PATHE

PRESENTS

CHICAGO
with

PHYLLIS HAVER,

Victor Varconi,

Virginia Bradford, Robert Edeson, Julia Faye,
May Robson and T. Roy Barnes
Adapted by Lenore J. Coffee, from the play by Maurine Watkins
Produced upon the stage by Sam H. Harris

Directed by

II

FRANK URSON

DeMILLE STUDIO PRODUCTION

LA

ROCQUE
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LANGUAGE FILMS

1,

1928

Brookhart

Bill

Threat

Used For Concessions
(Continued from page

OST FOREIGN RENTALS
language

furnished
than half the $11,480,000 gross
aentals from the foreign business
ramount during 1927, said "The
Street Journal" yesterday. This
include Canada, which is
a not
jlish

films

ji

and attack on a majority of
clauses of the present uniform contract featured the morning session
of exhibitors, meeting to instruct exhibitor delegates on amendments and
revisions to the contract.
Eighteen
states were represented at the sesrule,

.

—

45,000

.16

18,000

and

feh

fek

Philadelphia — Irving D. Rossheim,
Introduces New
who has been elevated from treasurer
es Tabulation Method to president of the Stanley Co. of
Louis — Harris P. Wolfberg, America, is a native of New York

planned by

provincial

law can be enforced in a province.
cases will be carried to the supreme tribunal of the Empire, the
Privy Council in London. This will
delay decision for months or even
years, with exhibitors able to continue Sunday operation until final de-

The

is made.
Meanwhile, the W.C.T.U. at Montreal has endorsed the "blue" drive
and the bill in the legislature to prevent children under 16 to attend picture houses, with or without adults.

cision

Alexander Film Continues
Expansion Program

Denver-—Alexander Film Co. and
Saul Going to Europe
Pyramid Film Co., of Dayton, O.,
J. R. Saul, San Francisco theater
have combined forces, and will op- and realty broker, is in New York
erate as Alexandria Film Co., con- prior to sailing for Europe for a
trolled by Alexander Industries.
cruise of several months in the MediH. E. Hollister, president, and R. terranean and a motor trip through-

R. Hollister^ vice president of Pyra- out Europe.
He has represented
mid, will work with the new adver- Golden State Theaters, T. & D.,
Jr.,
tising film company on development circuit and the National circuit
on
Physical the Coast in
of national film publicity.
a number of major deals.
plant assets and films and equipment
of

Pyramid

will be

moved

to

Denver

Vilma Banky In N. Y.
Vilma Banky has arrived in New
York with the first completed print of

and later with present Alexander
Springs
Colorado
equipment
to
where there is being built a new plant
of more
pacity.

her

co-starring

picture

Colman, tentatively
"Leatherface."
She sails Feb.
visit her parents in Hungary.

—

over the uniform contract.
Rogers has been touring the South

Mushlitz.

district

I

!ue

H-P-H

^4

Much

after the fashion of a there from 1908 to 1918 in the dea balance for a de- partment of economics, accounting
each month, Wolfberg issues and corporation finance. Joining the

striking

ment each week.
salesman either is on the credit
It

'ly

side.

He

a certain

either

number

owes the
of pictures

owe him that many on next
balance.
Same forms as are
banks are utilized. Of course
esman's weekly quota is the
f
all calculations.
This syse latest of many Wolfberg inns, has worked into instant
udging from the business acted since the bank statement

'

i

1

iis

launched.

Stanley organization he was appointed comptroller, later becoming
assistant treasurer and then treasurer.
Rossheim is a member of the Zeta
Beta Tau Fraternity and was its national

head for two years.

During

his

teaching career he wrote a text book
on accounting. He was at one time
associated with Wolf, Block, Schorr
and Solis-Cohen in the practice of
law.

$102,800,000 Spent on
'27

Coast Productions

Film Row Moves
iContinued from page 1)
ie
^Paramount and First Nasouthern
California is around $1,125,xchanges will move to new
000,000, while investment in films and
s
in Film Row in a short
.Paramount will occupy the film properties approximates $375,Twenty-five
he declares.
)art of the building which was 000,000,
thousand persons, in addition to exly reserved for the apartment
attle's

—

itrance, as the hotel will not
at the present time.
First
will be on First Ave.
The
.

1

1

ieij)f

t«

tras, are regularly employed, earning
an annual payroll of $100,000,000.

Organize More "Kings" Companies
is headBen Shearer's new equipAdditional touring companies for
Pathe and Fox are the road-showing of "The King of Kings"

Second and Battery

of
rm.

changes remaining

in the old

trict.

Bronson on Way Abroad
go Betty Bronson, who is
o England, was here yester-

f

—

route to

New

York.

are being organized by John C. Flinn,
vice-president of Pathe, in addition
to the four companies now playing.
The first of the new units will open
Feb. 9 at the Academy in Lebanon,

play around Pennsyland
vania and smaller cities in Ohio.
Pa.,

will

A GUIDING SIGN
To Those Who
The Hollywood Plaza

Appreciate Fine Hotels
is

with
titled

3

to

Wright at Troy, Ida.
Troy, Ida. H. L. Wright recently
bought the Happy Canyon frorri Ivan

tions

manager, has devised City, where he was born Sept. 26,
system of sales tabulation, 1887.
After graduating from law
ted in the main to keep the school he became a member of the
in
advised of his business Wharton School faculty, remaining

last

Ronald

than twice the present ca-

"Budd," Rogers in Chicago
Rosshelm Joined Stanley
Chicago—
"Budd" Rogers of GothFirm as Comptroller am is here looking
in on the delibera-

of berg

—Test cases are

government to determine whether the Dominion "blue"

but is in New York, and does
not intend to go to Chicago
for the meetings.
Gabriel L.
Hess, counsel of the organization, is in Chicago.

domestic business.

.39

Quebec
the

C. C. Pettijohn, of the Hays
organization, is not attending
the Chicago contract gathering, as erroneously reported,

sions.

ch language pictures accounted
nly 6.3 per cent, of the corngross foreign rentals, repre-

[n

Quebec Test Cases Planned
on "Blue Law" Validity

Not at

Chicago Meeting

1)

The unit rule was designed to present a united front on all issues. Thus,
if
two exhibitors agree on a point,
the third will fall in line.
The rule
was
adopted
because
distributors are
Both
g a total of $723,000.
expected to follow this procedure.
h and Portuguese films surDistributors' attitude is that they
the French, with 12.89 per
want
to stay here until real accomand 9.76 per cent, of total of
plishments have been recorded.
At
n rentals, respectively. Twelve
yesterday afternoon's open forum, R.
foreign language groups conH. Cochrane, Felix Feist, J. I.
id to the total,
Schnitzer, Ned E. Depinet, Phil Reislist follows:
Rental Gross Amount n:an and Gabriel L. Hess were on
age
hand representing distributors.
;h
55.25%
$6,344,000
E. A. Schiller and Fred Desberg
12.89
1,480,000
are representing affiliated exhibitors,
9.76
uese
1,120,000
without voting power on the com6.30
723,000
mittee.
6.22
in group
714,000
inavian
356,000
3,10
Sheehan Coming East
2.36
271,000
ise
Chicago
Winfield R. Sheehan,
1.63
186,000
176,000 passed through Chicago yesterday, en
1,53
EC
.41
47,000 route to New York.

bjied as

Pettijohn

hotel headquarters

in

Holly-

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping
in Los Angeles.
Every room is a parlor during the day time a luxurious
In-a-Door Beds make this possleeping quarter at night.

—

sible.

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertainare but a step away from the door of this famous
hostelry.

Strange

ment

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
hotel now as your headquarters while in Southern

this

California.

rhe

HOTEL
HOLLYWOOD PLAZA
CALIFORNIA
HOLLYWOOD,

THE

^^

DAILY

(.Continued

from page

1)

government punishes the crime as

in

other anti-trust laws.
"The only jurisdiction given the
Federal Trade Commission is when
blocks are broken up and the division
or allocation of the prices cannot be
agreed upon. All other jurisdiction is
Anybody who conin the courts.
strues this as government regulation
of the film industry is simply looking for a bugaboo."
all

Deal for F. & R. Chain
Pending, Finkelstein Says

No

{Continued from page

Old Couple Stunt

—

(Continued from page

Search for
Welland, Ont.
the oldest married couple in
the county is being conducted
at the Capitol, under direction
of Manager Tom Forhan. The
Monday
event
runs
every
night for five weeks and the
final is to be a real old-time
dance at a local dance hall un-

Tabloid Shows May Be
Tried at Colony, N. Y,

der

auspices of the theater.
The old couples are permitted
to put on any kind of entertainment for the approval of
the audience.

Tabloid stage shows may be tried
Universal is to drop

on Broadway.

Sunday Shows Started
by Maiden, Mass., Houses

—

1)

dent Coolidge strongly hints he will
veto the measure if it provides total
reduction of more than $225,000,000.
Meanwhile, action on the bill has
been held up until March IS by Senate administration leaders.

1)

Finkelstein, is in New York, visiting
th<;ir son, Danny.
The Finkelsteins intend to remain
in New York about two weeks, after
which they will take a vacation trip
to Bermuda or return to Minneapo-

1,

Further Delay on Ticket
Fight Film Showing
Tax Repeal Indicated
is Halted at Meml

Sen. Brookhart Hits

Federal Control Talk

Wednesday, February

Maiden, Mass. The Granada, independent house, and the Strand of
William Hamm, who accompan- the Publix circuit have started Sunlis.
Other local theaters
ied the Finkelsteins to New York, day showings.
are expected to follow.
has returned to the Twin Cities.

Memphis. Tenn.

Dempsey-Tunney

— Showing M
fight

films

i|

Empire Theater Monday aftei
was halted by U. S. Attorney
say Phillips, who informed the
moters that they would be prose

they exhibited the pictures,
indicated that he would tall
action against the exhibitors
if

lips

were showing the

film at the

Prii

theater.

The

differentiation

was

cause

presentations at the Rialto, Washing- the fact that a fine of $500 had
ton, it is understood, and install "tab" paid on the film at the Princess,
shows.
If they click at that house fact that one film has been brc
the Colony, New York, will shelter in and a fine paid for the Y'platii H
the Federal law against transpoi
them.
At present the Colony is the only prize fight films from one state ti
Broadway weekly change house with- other, does not make subsequenti
out presentations, stage acts having portations legal, Phillips said.
Walter Nealand, associated
been discarded just prior to resignation of Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, who has the exhibitors of the film which
joined United Artists. Novelty band held up at the Empire, declare
entertainment, however, is being pro- expected to be able to show thej
vided from the pit by Cherniavski within a short time, despite the
ent situation.
and the Colonians.

$10,000,000

Keith- Albee-Orpheum Corporation
(A

HOLDING COMPANY)

(Incorporated under the la^vs of the State of Delaware)

7% Cumulative

Convertible Preferred Stock

any time up to and including the date upon which it shall have been called for redeinption, into shares of
Comnuxn Stoc\of the Corporation, in the ratio of one share of Preferred Stoc\for three shares of Common Stoc^.

Convertible, at

Biz;
I'Aiiv

Copy

of the circular containing a letter from Mr. E. F.
Albee, President of the Keith^Albee-Orpheum Corporation, more fully describing the business and this issue of Preferred Stock may be had from the undersigned upon request.
hi

Application will he

made

to list both the Preferred

and Common

Stoc\s

on the T^ew TorX StocX Exchange,

Price $ioi Per Share and Accrued Dividend

K

In connection ^vith

th?-

above

we

are also offering a limited

amount of Common Stock

THis offering is made in all respects, when, as and if issued and delivered to and accepted bv us and subject to the approval of
our counsel. We reserve the right to reject any and all subscriptions in whole or in part, to allot less than the amount
applied for, and to close the subscription bo->Xs at any time without notice. It is expected that delivery of temporary stoc\ certificates or of interim receipts will be made on or about f^ebruary 24, 1928, at the office of
hehman Brothers, 16 William Street^ J^ew Yor\, >{. T., against payment therefor in T^ew TorJ( funds.

LEHMAN BROTHERS
HALLGARTEN €/ CO.
EDWARD B. SMITH &' CO.
tf^

ALL THE new:
ALL THE TIM!

^e NEWSPAPER

^yPILMDOM
OL. XLIII

Thursday, February

No. 28

Price 5 Cent

1928

2,

BLOCK
BOOKING CONCESSIONS
NO
)r(;ONTiiAmRDRUl£S
TO BE MADE AT CHICAGO MEETING
T

darners

Seattle

Win Case

After

Board Makes

Decision Reversal
attle— Campaign books issued by
iducer-distributor are not a part
!hc contract, the arbitration board
i<
ruled in reversing its previous
and finding in favor of Warm suit brought by that company
list Waldo C. Ives, Empire. Ana1

cs.

Wash.

he action was brought by Waras for $117.28 for rentals and exinses covering "Simple Sis," "BitApples," "What Happened to
i

Sentiment Favoring Brookhart
Bill Held Shown by
Chicago — Wire
of
Sen.
Brookhart denying his

Congressmen

bill

yet there

is

"Gay Old Bird" and "Dear-

E WARNI

no

The
1

s,

exhibitor claimed his conhad been nullified by substituand the board found for him,
(Continued on Paae 2)

KKY NOT TO OPERATE

indication the M.P.T.O.A. president will take any action on it.

Chicago

(Continued

New

'

U. A.

DETROIT THEATER

—

Detroit
Kunsky Enterprises is
interested in or negotiating any
t
d for operation of the new United
tists house, states George M. Trenvice president of the Kunsky
canization.

'Any reports that we are

financial-

or otherwise interested in the new
Artists theater are entirely
oneous," said Trendle. "The Kun{Continued on Page 4)

— Campaign to

line

up Con-

gressional support for passage of the
Brookhart bill, has been launched by
the western Pennsylvania and West
on

page

4)

$1,000,000 Firm to
Market Sound Device

—

Los Angeles Sonograph Corp. has
been organized to market a new
sound device for use with pictures.

The company,

a California corporacapitalization of 50,000
shares of $20 par value. Application
has been made to the state corporation commissioner for a permit to
issue all of the $1,000,000 authorized

has

tion,

a

capital.

E. A. Foley owns two patents to
the sound device, known as a sonograph, which will be transferred to
Sound is recorded by
the company.
the Foley invention directly on the
film, and the reproduction device is
attached to the projection machine.
It is the intention of the company to

— Contrary

KANN
to

all

expecta

distributors will make no con
cessions on block booking, at th
contract meetings under way here
with R. F. Woodhull and R. F
Cochrane alternating as chairmai
without vote. In this, they are actin
on the stand that the meeting is t
revise the contract and that bloc
booking cannot be construed as a con
tractual matter.
tions,

—

•

icr,"

Agreement

By MAURICE

Woodhull of misquoting
F.
him, has been turned over to

As

to
Chicago

provides for Federal regulation of
the industry, and accusing R.

Woodhull.

Standard Pact Assured b;
Ban on Added Clauses

Sounding a warning
Detroit
against attempts he says will be made
to becloud the issue, H. M. Richey,
business manager of the Michigan

unit, has informed his membership
Distributors c'aim block booking i
that suggested methods of campaign- a method of selling and a matter to b
ing for the bill has been prepared straightened out between each buye

by organization headquarters.
and seller. On this basis, thereforf
Thorough campaign for passage of distributors do not intend discuss
the measure is being instituted, and ing the issue.
will be prosecuted vigorously upon
Progress is being made on th
return of Richey from the contract
wa
(Continued

on

Page

4)

EOX CONTINUING DEALS

LAUNW
Fox

is

continuing

When it last
actual contract.
revised in 1926 it was agreed no dis
would use anything bu
tributor
standard clauses, except when a con
(Continued on page 4)

BY WESCO A. Sapiro Heads Booking
Combine of N. Y. Theaten
the expansion

Establishment of a co-operativ
begun some months ago by Wesco,
of which company it has acquired combine with Aaron Sapiro as hea
Next moves in the Wesco along the lines of co-operative or
control.
formed by Sapiro
pool are slated to be deals with the gj'.nizations
Northwest Theater Circuit (Finkel- other lines of business, is planne
Idward Small Closes
& Ruben) Minneapolis and among New York independent ex
stein
Agency to Join T-S
Sapiro recently was plain
hibitors.
Skouras Enterprises, St. Louis.
ulward Small Casting and Play
While there have been reports the tift' against Henry Ford in a libel suit
ency will close its eastern office to- sell their machine to boards of educa- deal with F. & R. has been closed, a which culminated in Ford's apolog
The prominent mover in the Wesco pool to the entire Jewish race. Around 2
transferring all activities to the tion throughout the country.
{Continued on Page 2)
The office is the last
st coast.
emphatically stated last night no exhibitors are declared lined up
M. L. the combine to buy films jointly.
the old line agencies in the East,
papers have been signed.
all, it is reported will head a unit
Second Round Awaited in Finkelstein is in New York, and
ducing for TifTany-Stahl.
while he denies any deal is pending,
lited

i

,

ii

Baltimore "Blue" Test

Baltimore

Danger Seen

—

Serious situation
Chicago
which presents grave potential
danger is seen by distributors
and exhibitors in statement of
David Sarnoff, vice president of
the Radio Corp. of America,
pictures
for
that
television
the home are nearly ready. The
statement caused great interest
among those here for the contract

committee meeting.

— Second

step

is

(Continued

on

Page 2)

New Fox High

awaited

Maryland Sunday closing laws, instituted here last Sunday
in the test of

at the

Broadway Garden, under

aus-

pices of the Liberty Defense League,
by John G. Callan, members of the
house of delegates of the legislature.
This will be a jury trial of Callan,
Irving Schlossbcrg and Charles F.

Mules, arrested in connection
the attempted showing.

ASSURED BYWESCO DEAL

Establishment of a new high
weekly record for receipts from
foreign and domestic business
is announced by Fox for the
week ended Jan. 27, with a total

The result
attributed to the semi-annual
celebration of "Fox Week" in
theaters throughout the world.
gross of $915,350.

will receive ap$2,000,000 of the $6,000,-

Fox Film Corp.

with proximately
000 a year in rentals paid by the the-

Callan was charged with working
on Sunday by selling programs for a
movie show; Schlossberg was charged
with working on Sunday, operating
(Continuid OH Pogt 3)

$2,000,0001eNTAL8 SEEN

aters controlled by Wesco, under the
deal which gave Fox control of Wesco holdings, according to statement
Co., New York.
issued by Doremus
(Continued on Page 2)

&

is

record was
$829,000 gross receipts for the
week ended Jan. 29, 1927.

The previous high

—

—
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Fox Continuing Deals
Launched by Wesco
(^Continued
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Friedrtchstrasse,

225.
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page

rose 2J4 points in
Sales
he market yesterday, closing at 166^
mounted to 400. Loew's, Inc., was the most
ctive among film issues, with 7,000 shares
guring in the trading.

Uigh

Low

Close

40
40
Vtc
40
48
Pfd
Am.
Balaban & Katz
67^
Bal. & Katz Vtc
7354
Con. Film Ind... 18 J4
18H
23
23^
Con. Film Ind.Pfd. 23^4
Castman Kodak ..166J4 164M 166J4
Kodak Pfd.. 129 Ji U9Vi 129J^
Last.
\.m.

Seat.
Seat.

4%

Inspection
First Nat'l Pfd
fox Film "A"
'tFilra

Fox Theaters "A".

106
82
83 K
815/^
20;^
2054
20Ji
10
100!^ lOOJi 100>^
61^ 60/^ 60-^

Intern'l Project
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X)ew's, Inc
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10044 100%

Pfd

25^8
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athe Exchange ....
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iyi
\4'A

Exch. "A"..
tPathe Exch. 7s37 80
'aramount F-L ..113}4
Paramount Pfd
ttPar.Bway.5J4s51
27
*Roxy "A"
30
*Roxy Units
'athe

*Roxy Common
*Skouras Bros.
itan Co.

of

3

14

14/8
80

80

113^

12m

102'^

26
28

Sales

A

house brought him $7.30.
Mr. Fox has just closed a
deal for 250 theaters, with a

merged in Midwesco, new operating
company which took ov* the Saxe

capacity of 350,000,
seating
which are said to earn a gross
income of $35,000,000 annually.
You cannot help admiring a
man who gets ahead, in that
way, and you cannot help being grateful that you live in a
land which offers such opportunities
to
ahead.
get

Charles Skouras of Skouras
Brothers is in New York, and Spyros
Skouras left a few days ago.
Jack
Saxe and Oscar Brachmann of the
Saxe interests also are in New York.

holdings.

Fox-Wesco Deal Interest
Is Keen in St. Louis

Midwesco,

wholly-owned

subsidiary, which now operates the Saxe chain, and the other a
management deal, under terms of
which Skouras would operate the
Saxe houses for •Wesco.

Any manager or film house employee is eligible to participate in the
contest which First National is conducting through its publication, "First
National News," on the subject, "The
Craziest Question
Patron Ever

A

Asked Me."
Cash prizes

are offered for the best
questions
submitted.
of
managers or e
ployees submitting replies are re
quested. Replies should run not over
100 words.
The contest closes on

and funniest
Photographs

March

8.

Second Round Awaited in
Baltimore "Blue" Test

Campaign Book Not

and Mules was charged
with working on Sunday by taking

in

New York

(Continued from page

&

in

1928

Telegram.

Tracy

—

Wesco

Eastman Kodak common

started in
business 25 years ago with a
single
theater
in
Brooklyn
full
which had 146 chairs.

there have been a scries of negotiawhich indicate consummation
of the deal.
Under the reported plan, the F.
& R. and Skouras chains were to be

ings

Financial

William Fox, president of the

Fox Film Company,

tions,

2,

"Craziest Patron Query"
F. N. Contest Subject'

William Fox

1)

St. Louis
Keen interest has been
stirred here by the Fox-Wesco deal,
for it is believed locally that Skouras
Bros, and Northwest Theater Circuit
(Finkelstein
Ruben) will be next
to join the Wesco pool.
One proposition, it is stated, involved pooling of the Skouras hold-

Thursday, February

Part of Contract
(.Continued

from page

1)

the projector,

tickets at the theater.
Admission to the theater

was

nil

I

III

to

1)

have been given patrons by selling
denying the distributor's claim and programs at 50 cents each following
awarding the exhibitor expenses.
the practice at ball games.
The original decision was based on
The case, it is said, will be carried
campaign books, offered in evidence to the Supreme Court.
by the exhibitor, and stress was placed
on the different stars and directors

New

$1,000,000

Firm

til

I

to

employed in making the pictures, as
Market Sound Device
Meanwhile, Fox is proceeding with compared with those listed in the
(Continued from page 1)
campaign
book.
construction of its 5,000-seat house
Warners
in having the apparatus can be attached to projecsucceeded
at Grand and Washington Bivds.
case reopened, with Joseph Hazen of tion machines already in use.

Home ofiice, pointing out to the
Officers of the company are A. B.
board that there was no substitution Stanton, president; J. A. Blackledge,'l"""i
as between the contract and delivered secretary; P. H. Harwood, vice-presiproduct, as nothing but titles were dent; J. H. Kreider, treasurer, and
200
Carrying $6,400,000 of life insur- specified in the contract.
Charles W. Hutchinson director.
1,500
km
400 ance, William Fox now ranks first
Ives countered with the claim that
30 among heavy policy holders in the
Directing Show for Frolic
the campaign book is part of the
industry, and the second heaviest in- contract, stating he bought on the
Bill McKenna is directing "Cut
3,900 sured individual in the world, Rodman strength of information the campaign Out,"
musical extravaganza, whicfi^
1,000
W'anamaker ranking first.
Joseph book contained. The board, however, will be a feature of the second an- 'W
'"3 Schenck comes second in the indus- disagreed with this contention and nual Fox frolic planned for the
C
7,000 try with policies of $5,250,000, and found for the distributor.
Roosevelt, New York, Feb. 25.
3
Adolph Zukor third with $5,000,000.
5
Fox has always made it a practice
Irving Talbot Promoted
^H"*'
Decision Important One,
to carry an amount in life insurance
Irving Talbot, musical director.TTm
o^l
2,100 equal to his cash credit at the banks
Morris Declares
the Paramount since its opening, has""
1,100
Decision made by the Seattle ar- been promoted to an executive posi- j*
1
3,200
bitration board in finding for War- tion in the Publix music department,
$2,000,000
ners in its case against Waldo Ives He has been succeeded at the Para-u'™
is a most important one, and demonmount by Adolphe Dumont, former |"™'i
strates that the company keeps faith conductor at the Rivoli.
(Continued from page 1)
The remainder will be distributed with exhibitors, Sam Morris, general
manager, stated yesterday.
among other releasing companies.
2,100
200

the

William Fox Rates
First With Insurance

'

,

'

i^-*

'

Sam

Rentals

j'^'j*'

Through Wesco Deal?

il

.

.

.

.

Am...

Syi
40
505^

4%

Trans-Lux Pictures
•United Art. Com.
•United Art. Pfd.
'Universal Pictures
tUniv. Pict. Pfd.
Warner Bros

6

39
SO

4M

15

14

85
....

80

97^4
14J4
Varner Bros. "A". 23

97!^
22

50
4J4

2354
9754
14"^

M 22M

In

.

10

100
700

Last Price* Quoted ••Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

TtBond Market

Curb Market

addition to its 250 theaters,
Arthur Kelly to Bermuda
Wesco controlled 30 per cent of the
Arthur W. Kelly, vice president of
common stock of First National, of United Artists and general manager
which company it held joint control
of foreign distribution, sailed for Berwith the Stanley Co. of America.
yesterday for a ten days' vacaWesco controlled the following muda
tion.
companies: West Coast Theaters, Pacific Northwest Theaters, Far West
Schooler Back at Milwaukee

Theater Corp., Golden State Theater
Milwaukee Dave Schooler, direcfOTE: Balaban & KaU is listed on the Corp., Frank Amusement Co., Mid- tor of Midwesco's Wisconsin stage
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis wesco Theaters (Saxe circuit), and
band, has returned after a two weeks'
itock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
North American Theaters. Together
vacation in New York. Nat Nazarro,
the theaters in this chainj have a weekJr., who took Schooler's place at the
ly income of about $700,000.
EstiFire Destroys Gorham House
Wisconsin, has been booked for 12
Gorham, Me. The Victory, owned mated net income, after all charges, weeks at a Newark^ N. J., theater.

TO-LET
FLOORS & OFFICES

218

WEST

—

L. P. Gorman of Portland, has depreciation, taxes, will amount to
)een destroyed by fire.
Temporary $2,300,000 a year.
Around 105,000,000 persons pay ad(uarters have been engaged to conmission to this string of theaters aninue the showings.
nually, it is estimated.

Buys Chicopee Theater

—

Ace Berry

in N. Y.

Chicopee, Mass. O. L. LeDuc has
Ace Beiry, general manager of
lurchased the Pastime from Frank Circle Theaters, Indiana, is in New
Vharton.
York.

A

-"-"1

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
>PfCtt|

Attractions for

kl

Picture Theatres

MiUion Feet of
Everything

Standard

Vatideville

Acts

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220

W. 42nd

St.

Room

Phone Wisconsin 0248

612

1

42 ST.

—

>y

h.

VAULT ACCOMMODATIONS

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Pentu 3580

Citf

THE
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Coast Wire Service-

Pathe Gives Preview
in a Railroad

>Jew Production Plans

Car

And

That's That

Novel entertainment was provided
the local newspaper reviewers and
By PHIL M. DALY
the trade press yesterday by Pathe
which presented an atmospheric pre.that the blonde and bruview of "The Night Flyer" in a spenette love thrill contest has been
cial railroad theater car at the Penn- staged by the Howard Dietz Foun-

NOW

(

IS

CORTAILING;

JAMES CRUZE CONSIDERS

sylvania yards in Long Island City.
recreation car is one of several
that have been equipped for the Raymond-Whitcomb Land Cruises.

The

rs TO RNANCE SELVES

OEEERS AFTER BREAK

hnent of production at MetJames Cruze is considering two ofand establishment of a re- fers, it is understood, following sevrrangement with indepen- ering of his connections with De
ncers by Pathe, indicates a Mille.
Financial differences are said
iutdown of studio activities. to have led to the break. The direcnits at the MetropoHtan stu- tor made two films for Pathe release
^uspending work, and the since joining De Mille.
IS working out a plan un-

r

of

which the unit system

xtended,

'

so

that producers
release by the

I'ictures for
will finance their
proThiis is expected to curtail

Thompson

Is Assistant to

Al Rockett at First Nat'l

Record Steel Span for
Mastbaum Phila. Theater
Philadelphia

— Claimed by the

can building construction, a 150-ton
girder will be used to support the
balcony of the new Mastbaum now
under construction here. Being built

own

I

!

\

—

'

;.f

"Oliver Twist."

way

Jack
will direct from Peter B. Kyne's

story.

ol to Direct Haines' Film
Wood is to direct "Iron
ith William Haines starred.

en

is

by Dale Van Every.

rower with Jannings
Brower has been cast for
;itriot,"
the Emil Jannings

J

Waldemar Young

is

Levine Forms

making

the adaptation.

Company

Julius Levine, formerly of the Bilt-

to pull

one of our own.

The

contest will be confined to producers

and distributors.
Which group do
you think will respond quickest to
love thrills? We're arranging to hire
Madison Square Garden for the contest.
For the first time in their lives

Stan- a

ley Co. to be the largest piece of
structural steel ever used in Ameri-

as a memorial to Jules Mastbaum, the
David Thompson, First National theater will cost $5,000,000 and seat
studio manager, has been named asThe Hoffman-Henon Con5,000.
sistant to Al Rockett.
the De Mille plant.
George Stout struction Co., builders, expect the
is
to
handle
many
iupled with the other stuof Thompson's
structure will be completed the latwns, in effect or announced, former duties.
ter part of the year.
a new low ebb for producMeehan Directs "Yellow House"
ities.
Change in Milwaukee Managers
Leo Meehan has been assigned by
Milwaukee
D^vid J. Goldman, for1
to Direct Next Film FBO to direct "The Little Yellow merly manager of the Milwaukee
House," from the story by Beatrice
erring Gloria Swanson Burton. In the cast are Lucy Beau- Theater Circuit's Downer, now is
c Niblo is to direct Gloria mont, William Orlamond, Martha manager of the Little theater at La
formerly
l's next picture, which will be
Sleeper, El TieL Jr., Orville Caldwell Grange, 111. Stanley Gross,
manager of the Venetian, has taken
the FBO lot.
It may be a and Freeman Wood.
Goldman's place at the Downer while
'icture, it is stated.
Emil Franke, formerly at the State is
Ed Davis Cast
.ming East for Premiere
Ed Davis has been cast for "The manager at the Venetian. Harry J.
Tondreau has taken Franke's place at
ret Mann is leaving for New Sporting Age," which Erie C. Kenthe State, and Art Wertheimer of
attend premiere of "Four ton is directing.
New York has succeeded Eugene
Next Crawford "Tides of Empire" Arnstein as manager of the Murray.
cire "Oliver Twist" Version
Joan Crawford's next picture is Mr. Arnstein is manager of the
theater.
C plans to produce a modern "Tide of Empire," which
Con- cuit's Kosciusko
!

dation for Scientific Research, we're
goin'

these gents will read the
Exhibition Contract that
will be the love test flashed on the
screen.
A good time should be had
by all. Just look at the fun they had
at the Dietz party.
Blondes and brunettes sat alongside each other and
were pleasantly surprised to learn
they both belonged to the same human family, regardless of what gentlemen think about blondes. So our
stunt should give the producers and
exhibs a chance to find out if they
really have anything in common, as
the Better Films Group has always
claimed.
lot

of

Standard

Geyitleynen
prefer blondes, but
wise guys know better.
At least
they do now, after that psychological
test staged by Professor Howard
Dietz to find out whether blondes or
brunettes get the biggest thrill out
of love situations. Professor Dietz's
dope shows the brunettes GET the
swell thrills. If you're one of these
"gimme" guys like us, you naturally

want

to

know which shade

GIVES

the big thrills.

ask us,

it

all

of

And

dame

if yoti

depends on the time,

and perfect team-work.
Color of hair becoTnes a minor
matter when the dam* dazzles you
the

place,

with her screen technique.

Today's

more exchange, has formed Fineart brunette is tomorrow's blonde anyDistributing Co., New York, to han- way, and even before the days of
Tuttle Directing Dix
Frank Tuttle has been assigned by dle territorial distribution of 24 two bobbed hair a lot of damsels were
Paramount to direct Richard Dix in reel comedies, a serial and a series of headliners on the Thrill circuit. Ask
features.
Dad-— he knows.
"Easy Come, Easy Go."

j't

I*ick "Lonesome" Cast
Universal has signed Glenn Tryon

First Quality Film

Abe

Completed

Carlos, producer of a series of
12 feature productions for Quality
Distributing, has completed "Black
Butterflies," first of the series, and
arrives in New York with tlie print

But to get back to
scientific research.
theater he lined a

Professor Dietz's

At the Embassy
bunch of blonde
and brunette show girls up and
showed them a love scene between
John Gilbert and Greta Garbo. He

and Eddie Phillips for "Lonesome,"
Negri Cast
which Paul Fajos will direct.
arris has been cast in "The
Higgin Completes "Skyscraper"
inners," Fola Negri starring
Howard Higgin has completed di- Feb. 10.
which has just gone into
hooked "lovemeters" on their wrists
u.
Rowland V. Lee is di- rection of "Skyscraper," the Patheregister the
thrills.
Then he
to
De Mille production starring WilWilliams Appointed
clamped these to radio receivers on
liam Boyd.
Union City, N. J.— Anthony Wil- hi.s ears and waited for the big news
Ctting "Lady Be Good"
The blonde hit a blow-out
liams, associated with the Pastime, story.
Soon
Foreign
Beauty
Expected
Bennett is cutting "Lady Be
for 15 years, has at a measly 75 miles an hour.
The
N.
City,
Union
J.,
Anny Audra, Czecho - Slovakian
'irected by Richard Wallace.
appointed manager of the the- brunette went up to 97 miles and was
beauty whom Ben Lyon discovered been
going strong.
But Dr. Dietz
still
when he was making a picture in ater.
ilystone Slightly 111
an
ear drum, sprained his kneebroke
Blystone is confined to Cali- Europe, has been signed by First
Starkey Plans New Theater
cap and went google-eyed at the
and will
ospital with a slight illness. National interests in Europe
Starkey terrific pace. She was too speedy for
Edward
M.
Berlin, Wis.
soon.
:pected to be able to return make her American appearance
of Berlin has purchased the former him. He called it a day, and handed
Dme within a few days.
"Chauve Souris" Company in Film Andre Bldg., and will also buy the the brunettes of the world the chamWith Morris Gest's "Chauve Sou- Star garage and will rebuild the pionship for out-flaming the blondes.
ling Barrymore Picture
There
ris" company in Los Angeles, ar- buildings into a theater at an ap- This is no press agent story.
there
agents
other
press
376
thewere
The
s Rosher, chief cinematograof
cost
$60,000.
proximate
for
completed
rangements will be
Mary Pickford, is doing the members of the company to take part ater will have a seating capacity of to vouch for it.
vork for John Barrymore in in the "Chauve Souris" sequences in 500.
Professor Dietz is going to pursue
t
production "Tempest."
"The Red Dancer of Moscow," Raoul
researches tvith home girls,
his
Gets Lucky 13
Walsh production for Fox Films.
He's
Ripley on Vacation
Brockton, Mass. Morris Pouzzner students, and stenographers.
has taken over the Colonial, which safe, as long as he takes plenty of
Adapting "Craig's Wife"
Ripley, Harry Langdon's
the
Clara Beranger is adapting "Craig's makes the thirteenth theater in his ivitnesses along and lays off
istant, is taking a brief vacagrass widotvs.
chain.
i^een productions.
Wife," for De Mille.
idded

to

^

—

—

—

—
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No Block Booking

Beclouding of Issue

Kunsky Not to Operate
U. A. Detroit Theater
{Continued from page

Thursday, February ^1

fxpMt'0'G4am<^
DAiiy

1)

Warning

npsvnucH meaii douaos foq showmen

not going to openjoy cordial

(.Continued

meetings at

Is

Sounded Concessions

from page

at Chic

(.Continued from

1)

Directors of cession was

made

page

I)

t

meet peculi
erate the theater.
We
the state unit unanimously endorsed in selling methods of some dis|
"The Bugle Call"
the Brookhart bill.
relationship with the United Artists
tors,
by permitting them
(M-G-M)
grciup and are extending what co"The question as to the legality of clauses. These were clearly ini
reading,
copy
made
with
Had a mat
opi^ration we can to expedite the
the bill is not, I don't believe, one by being printed in red.
"Play any of the U. S. Army bugle
opening of the new house, but are
that need cause theater owners any
The contract committee nov
calls and win a free ticket to see
loss of sleep," says Richey.
"This revised clause one, so that no Til
not financially interested.
In fact,
Jackie Coogan in The Bugle Call."
question is now being considered by tion may be made, except as a
there probably will be considerable
This stunt resulted in a steady stream
friendly rivalry between us in the
the attorney general of the Ujiited upon by the committee of the n
of near-buglers who didn't win a
States, so that before the bill comes This assures a standard contrac
booking of short subjects, but it
ticket and a sufficient number of real
to a vote that question will have been eliminates added distributor cl; I
will be friendly."
to
a
buglers who blew themselves
definitely determined.
some of which were alleged
The stunt created quite
free ticket.
Cohen Enlarging Bronx Strand
"Naturally efiEorts to becloud the objectionable.
For instance,
the
theof
neighborhood
in
the
Having extended his lease on the a din
issue will be made.
The
scare of pointed out, one distributor nowjlll
a lot of attention.
Bronx Strand and the adjoining open ater and caused
having the government regulate the clauses permitting withdrawals o
N. Prager, Hippodrome, Fort Worth,
air theater at 827 Westchester Ave.,
industry is one that is now rearing its tain types of pictures already sol
New York, by 21 years, Sydney S. Tex.
head, but can be dismissed with the not made, on the theory that the;
statement that had the government duction will be bigger and
Cohen plans to increase the Strand's
"Get Your Man"
capacity to 2,500 seats.
The house
interfered sooner, the situation today costly than originally intended
(Universal)
will also be modernized, the work
would not be what it is.
Clause seven, on protection,
starting early next summer, with
"Don't be misled into believing ably will be revised to make pi
Several thousand small sealed encompletion next Fall expected. The velopes bore the following advice: that the bill if passed would make it tion start from the last day a -i
property is owned by the Afterglow "Girls! It's Leap Year, 'Get Your necessary for you to only buy one run, instead of the first.
Affiil
Realty Co.
exhibitors will insist on this, am
Man' Let Clara Bow Rivoli Show picture at a time! Read the bill."
sky organization
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envelope
was a gold wedding ring, not 24karat of course, but a very good
Inside

each

are not expected to
This morning, the committee;
French Scientists Discover be brought before exhibitors at
Barry Curran, former publicizer of
films, is now in vaudeville, his act imitation of the narrow wreath de"1st" Motion Picture Film There was some irritation yesti
at the failure of the committee
playing the Hippodrome, New York, sign so favored by modern brides.
Paris French scientists have "dug
k
port decisions of first session
this week.
Rivoli, East Indianapolis, Ind.
up" what they declare to be the first
hibitors at large, who then requi
motion picture film ever made, having
this morning's session.
—•-^•^
la^H-"
origin
years ago.
It is a
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costume success
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with a supporting cast
of sixteen people
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Advance Reservations Are Advisable

13.

Bring McCutcheon Body East
The body of Wallace McCutcheon,

in

51 5^ ST. at

SEVENTH AVE.

burial

Circle 4983-5106

Where Smart Film Folk Gather

J.
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Wilson Back In N. Y.
R. Wilson, sales manager

has returned to
an extended sales
through the Middle West.

York

^se;(-«-

his

after

the

and exploitation for the]
Herbert L. Robinson, com]
and Charles Burden, head of
estate department.
licity

"Snookums" Recovers

"Snookums," the baby star
right temple, Newlyweds," is recovering

New York
Greenwood cemetery.

Educational,
u

Icli

M

and artist, who
Los Angeles Fri-

day with a bullet in
will be brought to

Telephones

i

has been formed t(
operations
of
ITi
Chain Theatrical Enterprises
Charles B. Paine as operating exi
five.
Supervising the working of
cabinet are Beno Rubel and E
Goldstein.
In addition to Pai^
cabinet consists of H.
his assistant; Joe Weil, who
ues as director of advertisini

actor, author, soldier

was found dead
•y

Club Mirador

m

'I

Sheehan, arrived in
New York yesterday from Hollywood; announced Fox has bought
screen
rights
to
"Me Gangster,"
Charles Francis Coe story in "The
Saturday Evening Post." While in
the East Sheehan will supervise opening of "Four Sons," at the Gaiety
R.
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be Waged by Exhibiti
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exhibitor association,
plies from 137 congressmen ao^
senators have been received to'l
with general sentiment tavorabll
the bill, states Fred J. Herringj
president.
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"U"

meeting.
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Chicago The Cleveland unitflstio
Explorer Ampas Guest
L. Eddy, explorer, the only all Ohio will wage unremitting
man who has been through the Grand paign for passage of the BrqsiiByt
Canyon at high and low water, will bill, states J. J. Harwood,
speak to the A.M. P. A. at its week- the Cleveland association.
ly luncheon today at the Cave Bouletc
vard, New York.
He will illustrate Cabinet Is
his talk with pictures at this open
Supervise
The

a:

A!

of a

ing a river in a rowboat. The only
actor was Louis Lumiere, one of the
two brothers credited in France with
the invention of the motion picture.
His brother, Auguste, was camerman.
French scientists have also discovered the second picture ever made,
according to their information, this
titled
"L'Arroseur Arrose"
being
("The Sprinkler Sprinkled.")
This
is believed to be the first film comedy
ever produced. The Lumiere brothers

for

severe attack of pneumonia, and
are under way by Stern BroSr'
new series of the comedies.

Day Returns From
for

New
trip

Harvey

Trip

Day, Kinograms saf«s
manager, is back in New YorkJ
lowing a trip through the 1

West

B.

territory.
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ration with
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newspa-

and national pulsus covering the" United
So widespread is the inthat this year 286 critics
art in the voting, many, in
local columns conducting

trade, fan

polls for the benefit of
eaders. The makers of the
:il

tions

on

this select list are

congratulated.
It is no
honor for any man's pic-

be chosen, out of the
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Deadlock Feared
By MAURICE KANN
Chicago With possibility seen that the seventh arbitrator provided for
at the Trade Practice Conference will be called in to meet a deadlock on a
number of clauses, the contract committee meeting is considered certain to
last until next week.
Day and night sessions have been instituted to speed
up work.
Some of the 22 proposed clauses have been agreed upon in principle,
but there is threat of a deadlock on others, notably the arbitration clause,
v\hich looms as the big issue of the meetings.
Practically all of the exhibitor delegates have left, leaving the committee and alternates to complete
their work.
Yesterday's session started with about ten clauses agreed upon in principle, but the meetings developed sharply conflicting views, with exhibitors
claiming distributors were refusing to concede what exhibitors claim are

240 Newspapers Covering
U. S. Join in Choosing
Year's Best

—

(.Continued on

How
Beau Geste
Big Parade

What

Way

Politics

SEEK OPEN MARKET, HIT

on pictures have become the
of poHtical
controversy in
iiy.
One large organization is
under government control
tionalistic dealings with other
are being criticized in the
y the democrats and sociaHsts.
ogress being made by Amerms seems to be the main bone
cUention. It is not unlikely that
eichstag will prove the debating

7RISC0 ROW HALTS EOX
CITIES

—

Chicago Desire to buy pictures in
St. Louis— William Fox's $50,000,the open market and unqualified op- 000 building program in two cities
position to compulsory arbitration still is tied up by strikes, with steel
are voiced to a man in the first re- workers out at St. Louis and Detroit.
sponses from exhibitor to a ques- The trouble originated in San Frantionnaire sent out over the signature cisco when Aronberg-Fried, contracof Frank J. Rembusch and signed tors, building a Fox theater there, is
thus, "Secretary of the Unaffiliated declared to have failed to meet deIndependent Exhibitors of America." mands of the International Iron
for film problems when the
Rembusch broadcast 500 letters a Workers' Union with regard to the
id abandonment of the quota week ago.
He selected his list at steel erection of the building in which
The steel conthe house is located.
from
the
1927
comes up for consideration. random
he explains, tract had been let to a cencern em(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)

FILM

Real Charity

FILM DAILY RELIEF
functioning silently and
result that should make the
of every dollar contributed to
It cause happy to be a particithis humanitarian work.
In
an one month four needy and
cases have been relieved.
A
arrangement has been eninto with the Motion Picture
Fund of Los Angeles. Here
is

:

;:r

I

aragraph from a letter just refrom the Rev. Neal Dodd,
yiy of that worthy organization:

Jicre is real charity in the hearts
vnrself and committee but you
>t
a real charity organization,
this as the prompt and exiis manner in which the plight
ii

vel

.-,.

and her family was

re-

a revelation to me who so
encounters the delays and red
organized charity institutions."
is

Price Glory?

of All Flesh

167
164
162
146
97

Seventh Heaven

Chang
Underworld
Resurrection
Flesh and the Devil
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235
205
179

Ben Hur

91
77

"Beau Geste"
1527.
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Votes

Picture

America.

tmany's Film

1

They Rank

Deal Not Off
New

Haven,

Conn.

—While

of the option has
passed, deal for purchase of the
Poll circuit by the syndicate

time

limit

Max Shoolman, the
deal is not off, and officials of
the two firms are dickering and
lawyers for both sides say extension of time probably will
be needed.
headed by

Charles M. Thayer, head of
Poll counsel, states "reasonable
time" will be granted if requested, to permit the Shoolman interests to fulfill provisions of
the deal.
S. Z. Poll believes
the deal will go through, al-

though

late.

PARIS
IF

m

THEIRSTO

QUOTA

CLOSE
ISSUED

This

is the best picture of
the verdict of 235 of the
who participated in the

is

286 critics
nation-wide poll, conducted for
1928 FILM DAILY
BOOK,
to be issued next week.
Two hundred forty newspapers and 42 fan,
trade and national publications are
represented in the poll, which is an
annual event.
Critics were asked to make their

YEAR

THE

selections from a list of all pictures
released during 1927, which was supplied by distributors, and to exclude
roadshow productions
the
several
shown only in a few cities. These

were:

"The

Gaucho,"

"The

Jazz

Singer," "The King of Kings," "Old
Ironsides," "The Patent Leather Kid,"
"The Student Prince," "Sunrise,"

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" and "Wings."
Despite the request, some critics
voted on these pictures, a tendency,
which, in previous years, placed pictures in the list which did not belong

among the particular year's selections.
Paris Theaters here will close in Thus "Beau Geste," "The Big Parade,"
(Continued on Pagi 7)
protest if the French quota decree
forcing theaters to show one French
film for every seven or every nine
U. A. Detroit
foreign films exhibited is issued, the
with "Sadie" as Offering
exhibitor association decided at a special meeting.
Detroit— With "Sadie Thompson"
Block
booking
contracts
with as the initial attraction, the United
(Continued on page 8)
Artists opened last night, under direction of Hugo Riesenfeld, who came
at Baltimore from Chicago to handle the premiere.
curious booking situation exists,
are Successful in Test
Baltimore Immunity for Sunday for today "Sadie" will have as chief
shows against the "blue" laws is pre- opposition "The Circus," opening at
dicted here following victory of John the Adams, Kunsky long run house
picture two years
G. Callen. member of the legisla- which bought the
ago.
(Continntd on page 8)
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BENEFIT FOR EXHIBITORS

SEEN BY IOWA LEADER
Omaha
will

—

benefit

Independent exhibitors
whether or not the

Brookhart

passes, declares E.
l)ill
P. Smith, Iowa unit leader, writing in

Everyone realizes
"Movie Age."
some changes should be made in the
uniform contract, he says, and unless
this is done at the Chicago meetings,
"the great majority of the independent
exhibitors will support the bill."
"The independent attitude right
now is 'wait and see' what they are
going to do," he continues. "Quick
action in accordance with the 'agreement' entered into at the Trade Conference might prevent a lot of trouble.
Most men are inclined to want to
•work out their own salvation and if
the average theater owner thought
he had a fair chance he would prefer to fight it out himself. However,
many of them have just about decided they were fighting a losing
battle contracting for film which provided for 'forced arbitration' and signing a complicated agreement that
cannot always be interpreted in a
satisfactory manner.
"Sen. Brookhart is from Iowa and
many Iowa exhibitors feel their responsibility just a little more on that
account.
They feel that any United
States senator who is willing to make
an effort to cure some of the ills of
Brookhart
this
business,
as
Sen.
seems to be trying to do, deserves a
Several eastern
lot of consideration.
state associations have endorsed the
bill and are working for the bill to

Honesty, integrity and sincerity of
purpose
committee
members,
of
"presages the success of your undertakings," C. C. Pettijohn, Hays organization counsel, told members of
the contract committee in a communication read at the meeting and
made public in New York by Pettijohn.
The committee, he said, has
a great opportunity for service to

industry.

the

CHICAGO— Looks

out of Chicago, staying over
long enough to catch the Cew
into New York. Will be East
one month. Then back to Hollyv
others all of them after a sale or to turn 'em out some more for J
the "lowdown" on the pow-wow.
Big doings on the Fox lot. 1
would you suppose the new g
Exhibitor delegates filtered in all keeper is? None other than "C
through the iveek. Pete Woodhull Eyed" Connelly, who has eras
and Mike O'Toole, who make the more gates than Tammany Y<n
pleasantest sort of traveling com- Verily, that's going some!
panions, found the Congress loaded
to the giimvales with autoTnobiles
Pat Garyn of National Sci
and salesmen assembled for the au- Service is here. Hobnobbing with
tom.otive show and rooms at a pre- hibitors as is his wont.
Pat kn(
just like exhibNot so
convention days.
many exhibs here, but plenty of
sales managers, accessory folks and
itor

—

"Every question must be solved nationally and on the basis of the greatest good for the greater number engaged in the business," he said. "A mium.

great president of our country, said
'Equal rights for all, special privileges
have a few men in all
to none.'
branches of this business, some of
them very active at present, trying
to regulate it both from within and
without, who prefer a slogan 'Equal
r.ghts to none, all special privileges
for me.' These particular individuals
cannot be helpful to you in your deiiherations.
They are entitled to a
respectful hearing, however, with all
the patience that you can commend
but they should not be permitted to
trespass too long on your time and
patience to the injury of the industry as a whole or to the damage
or the thousands of buyers and sellers of our product who look to you
for further progress and a solution
fiom within the industry of the
problems which may be sincerely
presented for your consideration.

We

"Everybody

realizes that your conbe satisfactory to
everybody.
If you attempt to write
into the contract a clause to avoid
a repetition of every complaint made
to you, you will fail.
The contract

clusions

will

not

enough

now, possibly too
individual who insists
upon a new clause to cover his particular grievance or an entire conlong

is

Any

long.

to

suit

"I say again, we now have a good
contract.
Possibly a better one can
be written. I hope so. You are going to try and do that very thing.

your own hearts and minds
that you have done your best
99
"Sure

per

—

cent

of

your

prove

That

in

is

all

the

industry

honest
that

will

,

apdeliberations.

be

will

his way here from Washington,
for in addition to the train, Lou

Rome

of Baltimore had him
his terrible bridge.

on the pan for

Old home tueek this, with leaders
like
Woodhull,
O'Toole,
Richey,
Steffes, "Peck" Baker and many
others in addition to committee
members.
There's quite a bit of
reminiscing, too, on the Cleveland,

—

James Boyd

Cochrane and suggested that
present confab be conducted ol
the "open mind" lines which he
prevailed at the meeting of the
N.A.M.P.I. That was delving bi
into real ancient history. Cochri
;

knew

W.
Deadlock Is Feared
at Chicago Session
real

—

so

reyrvarked

Frank.

that,

—

"Di

I'm

Pa. and

W. Va. Unit

to Send 10 to Hearii

—

Chicago
Western Pennsylvaijj
and West Virginia exhibitors willj
represented at the Brookhart

—

—

rental

of

the

CaU

cancelled

l£xhibitors yesterday were girding
for a fight on compulsory arbitration,
with H. M. Richey, secretary of the
unaffiliated exhibitors' committee, de-

claring

it

illegal

about 39 other

in

states.

machinery of

arbitration.

—

to the Star.

WAFILMS,

Inc.
Walter A. Fatter, Pres.
for

Library Stock Scenes
New York
HoUy
130

W.

46th St.
c/o Leon Schlesinf
1123 No. Bronson Av

Bryant 8181

Michigan and
There is no

objection to the principle, but to the

—

signed.

and

it

hearing in Washington next mO||
with a delegation of ten headed
Despite distributors' stand on block Fred J. Herrington, Anthony P.J
booking declining to deal with it at and Nathan Friedberg.
this contractual meeting, exhibitors
Buys Pella, la., House
gave indication they will seek to force
Pella, la.
Neil Huntzinger of Dl
Distributors are prepared
the issue.
to grant the right of cancelling racial- Moines has bought the Alamo fe
ly or religiously objectionable films, Chris Nelson.
and permit cancellation of ten per
cent of a block on payment of 50 per

Blair

Arkansas Theater

of Blytheville.

the com/mittee first went
session, Frank Rembusch,
Hoosier war horse, turned to "B

It was at lunch.
Around the ti
Just to prove conclusively that this were Ned Depinet, Fred Desl
smacks of the real convention stuff, Bob Cochrane, Joe Schnitzer and
we find around us several fire-eaters Schiller.
like Fred Herrington of Pittsburgh
"How are things coming alotii
and Henry Staab of Milwaukee. was the query.
Neither one makes any bones how
"All
settled,"
replied
Schill
often or how they express their sen- "We're leaving on the Century
timents.
morrow."
"Yes," replied Reisman." "the 2'\
Winnie Sheehan slipped in and not the 20th."

Valentine Sells Pastime
Quits Publix
Moreland, Okla.
Bob Valentine
Walnut Ridge, Ark. The Swan
San Antonio, Tex. Robert Blair, has sold the Pastime to Kenneth
Theater Corp. has sold the Swan to city manager here for Publix, has re- Campbell, who has changed the name
Sell

When

to

Minneapolis, Chicago, Boston, Mil- remember
waukee, Los Angeles and Columbus young."
conventions.

necessary cent of the

Train Shipments Resimied
be passed by Congress.
Waterbury,
Vt.
Film shipments
"It looks as if the independent thenow
are brought in here by train for
ater owner might be in the saddle
the first time since the flood.
The
right now, if by united effort they
Opera
House
has
been
supplied
by
could secure either an equitable confilms brought over tiie highway from
tract or the passing of the Brookhart
nearby shipping points.
bill."

v
1(

Brylawski got two rides manager.

A. Julian

you from petty and un- product, but do not believe discussion
warranted criticisms, already heralded of block booking is in order
at this
in advance of your meetmg.'
meeting.
to shelter

C.

on

(Continued from page 1)
points of improvement.
Progthe
ress was slow, and several exhibitor
of the majority of the industry as a
delegates and alternates were frankly
whole does not deserve any considerdiscouraged.
ation at your hands.

him without regard to
wishes, desires and best interests

tract

Making the rounds
Young, National's

them all.
him is H.

VERY DESIRABLE OFFICE
SPACE FOR RENT
Vault accommodations and Projectklllt
room on floor Inquire
'^B'l

—

First

Division

Pictures,

729 Seventh Avenue

Inc.
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liange on Presentation 286 Critics Select
Seen by Schlanger
Ten Best Films

Financial

(icy

is

m

of any
presentations in the

no evidence

marked

led,

Ted Schlanger, Universal

manager, states.
w exceptions he found that
which feature presentations or
ille are standing by that policy,
picture houses also
raight
no sign of changing policy.
sales

ibjects

two-reel comedy is holding
all fronts," says Schlangis just as poular as it ever
lii
the public and is just as
nt a part of the average proIn fact, even in the houses
.presentations and vaudeville
pment the feature picture, twoomedies continue as a staple.
spots on these programs
r are
r the good old screen
comedy is
thing that fills the bill."

on

Shows for "Simba"
hheduled on Saturdays

I

pecial Saturday matinees are
for the next three weeks in
rion with run of "Simba" at
111
Carroll,
York.
The
!

1

New

been bought for the next
rurday mornings for 9 o'clock
IS

for

-

members

of

the

Boys

New

York, by Charles H.
resident of Guaranty Trust

At

y.

i

1)

Middle "Ben Hur" and "What Price Glory,"

parts of the South he has

id

(Continued from page

11 o'clock, Saturdays,

for Boy Scouts are schedhese with the regular two-a>\\s makes four shows on Sat-

1

are included (rightfully) this year.
Thirty-six pictures, received ten

and were placed on
These are: "Don
the Honor Roll.
Juan," "Metropolis," "Stark Love,"

votes or more,

m

OFFERS

NEW STOCK

the

TO FINANCE WESCO DEAL

"Faust, "The Scarlet Letter," "Tell
It to the Marines," "Camille," "The
Better 'Ole," "White Gold," "The
Announcement is made by Fox
Rough Riders," "Rookies," "The Cat
and the Canary," "Barbed Wire," Film Corp. in a letter to stockhold"Two Arabian Knights," "Les Miser- ers of an offering of 125,000 shares
ables," "The Beloved Rogue," "Sor- of new Class A stock at $75 a share.
rell and Son," "Twelve Miles Out," Holders of Class A and Class B stock
"Captain Salvation," "It," "The Ma- of record Feb. 10 will have the right
gic
Flame," "Service for Ladies," to subscribe to one share of new
"The Blood Ship," "Loves of Car- stock for each four shares now held.
men." "Mr. Wu," "Annie Laurie," New capital can be thus obtained,
'The Garden of Allah." "God Gave amounting to approximately $9,375,Me 20 Cents," "Michael Strogoff," 000, will be used to acquire a con"Her Night of Love," "The Fair Co- trolling interest in Wesco Corp. and
ed," "The Kid Brother," "My Best for acquisition of remaining outstandGirl," "Quality Street," "The Prince ing Wesco stock.
of Head
Slide."

Waiters" and "Slide, Kelly,

Fox has made an
the
the

Child Law Amendment Sought
Albany, N. Y. Amendment of the
L'w prohibiting children under 16
years from attending theaters unless
accompanied by a parent or guardian
is sought in a bill introduced by Sen.
Charles A. Freiberg. Its provisions
would permit children over ten and
under 16 to attend between 2 and 6
P. M. provided they were segregated
in care of a matron.

—

offer to purchase
remaining outstanding stock of

Wesco

Corp. for $55 a share or
an alternative offer of three-fourths
of a share of Fox Film Corp. class
A stock for each share of Wesco
Corp. The holdings of Wesco Corp.
have a seating capacity of 300,000,
and do an annual gross of $40,000,000,
paying $9,000,000 annual film rental,
according to the company's announcement.

Paramount Earnings
$8,050,000 for 1927

Paramount has issued a preliminary
after completing sale
distribution rights in the United report for 1927 which shows net earnA.M. P. A. was entertained
Kingdom of his feature production^, ings of $8,050,000, equal after precheon yesterday by Clye L.
"In Old Vienna," based on the life ferred dividends to $12.83 a share on
xplorer, who showed motion
The deal was the 579,327 average number of shares
of Franz Shubert.
of his perilous expedition
closed with Mercury Booth Grainge of common outstanding during the
the Grand Canyon.
With a Film Service, Ltd., London.
The year.
The report shows average
f
husky college boys as his
picture now is playing an extended earnings of $5,500,000 for the three
ons, the reels showed the exrun at the Champs Elysees in Paris, I'ears from 1924 to 1926 inclusive.
shooting dangerous rapids in
after which European rights will be
During the three years from 1925
nail boats.
All hands voted
sold.
to 1927 inclusive, the company has
ndinger, and wished Eddy the
increased its capital stock from 235,luck in his lecture tour with
Sholtz Heads Zakoro Sales
931 shares of common to 687,389
(sational film.
Bernard Sholtz, former sales man- shares.
Sale of this new common
ager of the P.D.C., New York ex- stock to stockholders provided $40,Kane Coming East
change and previously with Fox and 000,000 cash, and an additional $16,rt T. Kane may work at the Warners,
has been appointed sales 000,000 came from the sale of 6 per
olitan studio once again.
He manager of the new Zakoro Film cent bonds last year.
(lollywood tomorrow and will Corp.,
New York distributor of
"The Last Moy decide on his future pro- "Potemkin" and
headquarters upon his arrival ment."
Street Analysis
at

of

The heaviest tradFox Film "A," which dropped

Sales amounted to 2,500.

ing

was

in

more than

point.

1

High

Am.
*Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd..
.

40/,

.

*BaIaban & Katz.
& Katz Vtc
*tCon. Film Ind.
tCon Film. Ind.Pfd

Low
39M

Close

73-4
23'/,

Eastman Kodak
1695^
East. Kodak Pfd
*tFilm Inspection.
....
First Nat'l Pfd.
Fox Film "A"
81 K2
tFox Theaters "A' 2054
.

23^
166K

.

MG-M
M.

P.

Pfd

61%
107M
100%

80
20

.

.

•

.

Paramount F-L

Paramount

.

113'^
.

.

.

Skouras

.

.

.

.

.

.

Univ.

Pict.

3

25^
W2

.

14^
80 Kg

112M

27
29
6/2
40
50 '4

97^

t Warner Bros.
Warner Bros. "A". 23
.

Interest in "Chi" Colored

cus" Closing Record

Chicago

Run

— Considerable

1,300
15
3,300

25
27

....

6

....

15 '4

47^

4854

4%

4%

80
2354
9754
1554
23

97 "4
14:^
22y2

h Plunkett,

s

managing

ly.

The premiere

on the initial
director and his band.

bill

is

tomorrow and

are Fess Williams

future. The
talization of the compay consists of
common
199,980 shares of class
cumulative $1.50 stock at par value
of $10, and 350,220 shares of no par
It has $4,000,000 of
value common.

TtBond Market

tCurb Market

NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

EDWARD B. SMITH
&C0.
Members New York, Philadelphia

and Boston Stock Exchanges

Corporate
Financing

A

with Mrs.
weeks' visit
DeVorska in New York
Hsjana, this being his first vacaJess DeVorska, who was featured 6i^ per cent bonds outstanding.
over two years.
in FBO's "Jake the Plumber" is in
lie

;trand, has returned

|nk|t

from

a

three

'

New York
jSatle

House Again Bombed
Wash. Slight damage was

—

for a few days.

K-A-Orpheum Stock

Listed

Loew's Quarterly Dividend
Temporary listing has been given
;aie,
>ec)y a bomb at the Palace-HipLoew's Inc. has declared a quarter- the cumulative convertible preferred
, non-union house.
This is ly dividend of \Yi per cent on the slock of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum
ond attempt made in two 6>4 per cent perferred stock, payable Circuit Corp. on a when-issued basis
by the New York Curb exchange.
ks o bomb the theater.
Feb. 15.

40
800
300

•Last Prices Quoted ••Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

than

F nkett Back from Havana

800
....
....

14

is

An analysis of Warner Brothers
being displayed in the new Regal, a
financial structure is presented in
has
$250,000
been
3,000-seat theater at South Parkway
"The Wall Street News," giving deby "The Circus" in its four
and 47th St., now being completed by tails of the recent reorganization and
run concluding tonight at the
Lubliner & Trinz.
The house will promotion, and the outlook for the
kiitrand, New York.
cater to colored patronage exclusivepresent outtsanding capi-

6
....

39

of Warners' Financing

House

interest

•

566

3

3

14

80
112 5/«

.

Pfd...

.

12m

Bros.
Stan. Co. of Am.
tTrans-Lux Pictures 4',4
United Art. Com l.S
United Art. Pfd 85
*tUniv. Pictures
.

.

.

3,000
10
6

.

.

>

.

13,500
5,000

ttPar.Bway.S'^sSl. 102 -^ 102-4 10254

**Roxy "A"
**Roxy Units
**Roxy Common

.

•

100^

.

.

Pfd.

.

60^ 60 "4
107 /« 10754
10014 10054

looii

•

Pathe Exchange
3^4
Pathe Exch. "A". 14H
ttPathe Exch. 7s37 80J4

M

2m
10

Corp.

Cap.

<

4%

106
80

...

.

whli

.

....
1,000
2,500

23y2
169
1295i

....

.

Intern'l Project.
ttKeiths 6s 46
Loew's, Inc
ttLoew's, 6s 41 WW.
ttLoqw's,6s41xwar.

• .

18^

.

.

700
....
....

67%

*Bal.

.

Sales

39J4
48

Wall

C

be

to

market yesterday,

the

in

gaining 2J4 points and closing at 169.
The
previous day the issue gained 2J4 points.

.

from Europe,

Eddy Shows Films

attraction

star

.

FitzPatrick Back from Abroad
James A. FitzPatrick has returned
:;iye

Quotations
Kodak common continued

Eastman

Philadelphia

New York

Boston

THE

DAILV

U.A. to Get Kane Film?

PRODUCTION

EAST

is

in

a possibility that Reginald
be starred in England in

Denny may

two pictures made by Universal.

"Satan's Bushel," Robert T. Kane
Negri to Quit Paramount?
production, may be released through
A
report is current here that Pola
United Artists, it is reported. Kane Negri will leave Paramount on the
leaves tomorrow for New York. He expiration of her contract May 15.
is reported considering production at
the Cosmopolitan studio, New York.
Brabin Completes Contract

"U" Plans
"The

Following

Series

Cohens

and

Charles Brabin has completed his
First National contract. Nothing definite is known as to whether it will

Kellys," Universal is planning to
be renewed.
make a series of "Cohens and Kellys"
Stories are being prepared
features.
Terriss in Vaudeville
for "The Cohens and Kellys in JerusTom
Terriss is playing a short
alem," "The Cohens and Kellys in vaudeville engagement in the sketch

"The Cohens and Kellys in entitled "Three Shadows."
Darkest Africa" and "The Cohens and
Kellys in Hollywood." Director and
Stroheim Gets Vaude Offer
casts will be announced later.
Erich Von Stroheim has been offered vaudeville bookings to be feat"Body Punch" in Production
ured in a special act.
Universal has started work on "The
Body Punch," by Harry O. Hoyt,
Griffith in Series?
under direction of Leigh Jason. Jack
Raymond Griffith may be financed
Dougherty and Virginia Browne by Howard Hughes in a series of picFaire have the principal roles, and tures for Paramount release.
others in the cast are Wilbur Mack,
Arthur Millette, George Kotsonaros
Colman, Strange on Vacation
and Monte Montague.
Ronald Colman and Philip Strange
are leaving on a vacation in England.

Jail,"

SiUs' Next "The HawkBenjamin Christiansen is to direct

Milton

"The Hawk" for First
Wid Gunning will super-

Sills in

National.
vise.

Langdon on Last
Harry Langdon
last

picture

for

will

First

start

on

National

to

his
this

where

My

following

completion

of

"Feel

Pulse."

FBO

Signs

Adamson

Ewart Adamson, author and scenarist,

has been signed by

FBO.

Paducah,

Ky.— Whether Ken

]

Row Halts Fox
Houses in Two Cities

'Frisco

associated with Col. Levy an
Lesser, in houses at Louisville
other points.
As Keller's prosecution is

is

undertaken under a state law,
with wins it rnay mean opening of
theater in the state on Sundaj
the union.
In a communication read before he loses, it may mean closing of
Loui
the St. Louis Building Trades Coun- now running, including
Lexington, and other large
cil, D. F. Aronberg, president of the
building company, said, that the steel The churches here have joined f
work contract was not let by Fox but against Keiler. The 11 counts
by a subsidiary company of the Bank voted for that many violationSj
of Italy, which is building the struc- ing the grand jury session.
ture.
He said that he had attempted
to prove this to P. J. Morrin of St. Schlesinger Plans Larg
(.Continued

from page

ploying workers

not

1)

affiliated

Louis, international president of the
iron workers union.
Aronberg declared it was "unjust" to penalize Fox
for conditions on a structure in which
he will only be a tenant.

Sunday Shows at Baltimore

British Production 1
Many British players and din
now in Hollywood may retu
England, if plans of I. W. S
inger. South African film maj
and banker, materialize. Schles
it is understood, is sponsoring
tion of a large British prod
unit in London. He recently ai
f(

are Successful in Test
(Continued from page

Fox Signs John Ford

ture,

who on Sunday

1)

instituted a test

John Ford has been signed to a at the Broadway Garden, under ausnew long term contract by Fox.
pices of the Liberty Defense League.
After arrest, Callen and two other
Cohn Gets Assignment
Niblo Directing Velez
defendants demanded a jury trial and
Alfred A. Cohn is writing adaptaFred Niblo has been assigned to
the grand jury refused to vote indicttion and continuity of "The Butter direct Lupe Velez in "La Paiva."
ments. Programs vvere sold, with ad%pd Egg Man" for First National.
mission to the theater free, under the
Bert Roach Signed
plan used.
Sunday baseball, which
Next for Bebe Daniels
M-G-M has signed Bert Roach to pursued
a similar course has con"She Wouldn't Say Yes" is to be a new three-year contract.
tinued unmolested since its victory.
the title of Bebe Daniels' next picture

FIGHT SEEN STATED

the-

producer-distributor houses in the is
to drop its antiquated "blue"
main, are to be found, were eliminand adopt a liberal Sabbath, oi
ated.
clamp on the lid, and rigidly er
Theaters in towns of less than 2,- the Sunday
closing law, is exp
000 population were omitted.
to be decided in the case of the
Rembusch brought the first re- versus Leo F. Keiler, who
op«
plies with him from Indianapolis for
the Columbia here.
possible presentation to the commitKeiler has been indicted o
tee handling the revision of the unicounts for violating the "blue'
form contract. He has received 16, Hearing is
set for the April
he states, and all of them favor an of the Circuit
Court, and Kei!
open market and elimination of com- prepared
to fight the case to the
pulsory arbitration. Rembusch is unof his resources.
As theses an
determined as to whether or not he derstood
to run into the million;
will
send out additional question- case is expected
to go to the
naires, but it is probable that he will.
Supreme Court, if necessary.

month.

Ray Directing "Thief in Night"
Albert Ray is to direct "A Thief in
the Night" for Fox.

1)

aters except these:
Houses in the large centers

England for Universal
There

IN

from page

(.Continued

and with no restrictions as

Denny May Be Starred
CONSIDERINGI

3,

Seek Open Market, Hit
Forced Arbitration EffECTOFPADUCAH'l

Coast Wire Service

REPORe

Friday, February

Arthur Houfman Cast
Arthur Houfman has been cast for
"Quick Lunch" which Charles Reisner will direct.

Paris Theaters to Close
If Quota Decree Issued
(Continued from page

Paramount Signs 7 Writers
Paramount has just signed the

American

1)

control of De Forest Phonofili
entered the British exhibitio:
with purchase of the Clavering
Schlesinger, who is now i
York, is declared seeking to
Britishers to return to the hom^
try and aid the industry then

comeback.
Dispossess Action Start'
Alfred Gottesman Enterpr
defendant in action to dispossi
firm from the Roger Sherma:
Haven, Conn., operated by a si
ary, the Ranrick Corp., accor
a statement from A. S, Friend
Friend Enterprises.

distributors, plus the pop-

The allegations in the pape:
ularity of American films, in con- by the 70 College Street Coi
Parpos in "Lonesome"
lowing seven writers to the scenario trast to the inferior drawing power that the Gottesman interests
Gustav Parpos has been cast in staff: Willard Keefe, Lester Cohen, of French pictures, are declared
to pay $30,000 rental.
plea in
"Lonesome," which Paul Fajos is di- Samuel Ormitz, Wglls Root, Harlen causes of the action.
ment filed by the defendan
recting for Universal.
Thompson, Ernest Culbertson and L.
denied.
Unless some new mj
Mrs. Wolf Dead
W. McLaren.
made by the defendants to st(
Irving in "Walking Back"
Houston, Tex. Mrs. Nathan Wolf, action to dispossess, the Gotti
George Irving has been added to
mother of Maurice Wolf, district interests, states Friend, will
Add to Negri Cast
cast of "Walking Back," which De
in New England quired to surrender possession
William Von Hardenberg, Blanche manager for
Mille is producing.
Craig, Helen Hunt and Lorraine Ri- and of Jules Wolf, who is in the Roger Sherman will revert
vero have been signed to the cast for theater business in Lo§ Angeles, died original ownership.
Original for Boyd
The 70
She was over 70 years Corp. and the Roger Sherman
F. McGrew Willis is writing an Pola Negri's "Three Sinners," which here Monday.
of age.
original called "Power" for William Rowland V. Lee will direct.
are among the A. S. Friend
Boyd, which he will do on completerprises in New England.
Oppose Theater Permit
tion of "The Cop."
Joyce Coad with Negri
Conyers, Ga., House Sol
Taunton, Mass. Several residents
Joyce Marie Coad has been assignSign Gertrude Clair
Atlanta The American,
ed to'play the daughter role in Pola have filed objections with the city
Gertrude Clair has been assigned a Negri's next feature, "Three Sin- council to the granting of a permit Ga., has been bought by
role in Clara Bow's next picture ners," which Rowland V. Lee will to Fred
J. Hartwick to build a the- Duke and C. M. Gay, of Ne
"Red Hair."
Ga. They take charge Feb.
ater in the residential district.
direct.
fol-

A

—

M-G-M

—

—

!
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Sunday, February

XWORIDS

5,

1928

Price 25 Cents

.-^

LARGEST

/

Theatre

\

V
V

\

V

13 Waf hincffon Jquare'
From Leroy Scott's famous novel and big N. Y. stage success. With this great cast:
Jean Hersholt, Alice Joyce, Zazu Pitts, George Lewis, Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Mel
Brown

With Barbara
Directed by Fred Newmeyer.
O'Brien, Lucille LaVerne (child actress).

Watch the Trade Papers and
Universal Weekly for actual
receipts of "THE

COHENS

AND KELLYS
—it's

a

BIG

IN PARIS"

MONEY

production.

I

#lll#e

Kent,

Lillian

Rich,

Lee Moran,

Tom

^^C AND THE WORLP

MARY

Starring
Kerry,

man

PHILBIN. With the famous "Merry-Go-Round" cast, including NorBetty Compson, George Siegmann, H. B. Walthall, Martha Mattox and
Directed by A. E. Dupont, who made "Variety."
others.

Special

The recognized reference book on motion pictures
iL

1928 FILM DAILY
Complete

Noiv Being Distributed

YEAR

— Thorough— Accurate

o%

Free to Film Daily Subscribers
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NOV E L T Y
IVrOTHING adds

zest to a

program

^ like a

good short novelty. It's
over the fence with gloom when you
flash one of EducationaVs snappy onereel pictures on your screen. Instant^

ly there's life in the party

— because

there's life in the picture!

KINOGRAMS

CAMEO

The News Reel

COMEDIES

that tops the field

{Jack White Productions)

CURIOSITIES

FELIX

The Movie Side-show
Produced by Walter

Cartoons

Flitter

By Pat

OUTDOOR

Lyman

SKETCHES
By Robert

THE CAT
Sullivan

H. Howe's

HODGEPODGE

C. Bruce

in

McCALL COLOUR
FASHION NEWS

"Character Studies"

With Hope Hampton

CARTER De HAVEN

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E.

^

W. Hammons,

"THE SPICE

Inc.

President

OFTHE PROGRAM"

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

America, Inc., Will H, Hays, President

I

^NEWSPAPER

ANDWEEKLY

fPILMDOM

FILM DIGEST

LIU

No. 30

Sunday, February

5,

1928

Price 25 Cents

FIGHT ON ARBITRATION CUUSE
fBO^NEXT YEAR
LOOMS AT CONTRACT MEETINGS
Dog

BY

Gold Bonds,
Pictures on

Bers, 26
>ii

928-29
"od

Program

— Four

pictures

Compulsion Seen as Big
desig-

iper-specials, 26 Gold Bond
id six dog pictures, star.r, will comprise the 1928-

FBO,

according to
who has just
rom New York. Two of
specials are to be made
next two months.
ron states that within a
complete outfit will be inthe studio for recording
lucing sound through emof

11

Le

the

of

lectric
ires.

'

Kt

ential

ban

&

TEN BEST SELECTIONS

— Elimination of the prefer-

treatment alleged

Katz and

its

Announcement is being made in the
given Bala- Sunday issues of newspapers through-

subsidiaries on

protection throughout Illinois, and
of "in the dark" buying of pictures
is sought by the Chicago exhibitor association, in views transmitted to the
contract
committee now meeting
here.

—

Chicago If and when the uniform
contract committee reaches the arbitration clause a "sweet battle" is certain to develop.
There are no differences in opinion
between the exhibitor and distributor
delegates over the general principle

out the United States of the results
of the poll for the Ten Best pictures
of 1927, the special story having been
released simultaneously to 500 newsBoth sides, basing
papers of the selections as announced of arbitration.
their
opinions
on
the formidable arDAILY
in
1928 FILM
ray of disputes handled through the
BOOK.

THE

YEAR

Mass meeting of independent exThis effort represents one of the arbitration committees of Film Boards
to be made by hibitors was held last week, and a most comprehensive campaigns ever without recourse to the courts, concur
be "Notice" which committee named to outline to the launched
securing
newspaper in declaring that the system is of
for

will
will direct.

lount Retires
iance of 8 P.C. Stock
ent of the balance of the 8
cumulative convertible preck is announced by ParaThis amounts to 74,950
that remained outstanding
inal issue in 1919 of 100,the company having prerchased and retired 24,600
the small balance having

c

Chicago

Issue of Sessions
at Chicago
By MAURICE KANN

special

iiy

e

new device of the
Co. in conjunction

500 NEWSPAPERS LIST

PROTECTION AMENDMENTS

Baron,

;

J

SEEK SUBSTITUTION AND

value as a time saver to both buyer
and seller.
However, the system as now conselections has
DAILY YEAR
Nat Wolf of Orpheum, Lud- become an annual feature played up stituted makes it compulsory for the
contracting parties to submit to ar(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 2)

contract committee the association's
viewpoint.
On the committee are:
James Coston of the Coston booking
circuit,

space for the industry generally, for

the

announcement

of

BOOK

THE FILM

The Contract
NOBODY knows where
has been made.
it

will all end.

difficult situation

Some

And

it is here that the rub
Exhibitors delegates to
the conference maintain that compul-

bitration.

comes
sion

in.

is illegal

and that the rules govshould and must

erning arbitration

progress in a

But the revamping

(Continued on Page

11)

of the

uniform contract is proceeding at a slow motion pace. Both
P.J.WOOD HITS PETITIONS
crted into common stock. sides have agreed not to talk.
Officially, therefore, everything is
is being retired at $120 a
great and the outcome as rosy as a sunset on Lake Michigane 8 per cent annual diviHowever, signs of irritation, dissatisfaction and resentment
lent on the preferred issue
have
asserted themselves. The exhibitor delegates have whipped
by a 6 per cent charge
sold by the company last themselves into a fighting mood.
They are dissatisfied over the
Columbus, O. Difference with the
to acquire funds for the
concessions made to date. Biechele, Yamins and Berinstein are statements made in petitions being
retirement.
hard at it. Flanking them are Cole, Walsh and Rome as alter- circulated by producers and distributors in their campaign against the
nates.
The distributors delegates Feist, Reisman and Depinet Brookhart bill, is expressed, by P. J.
with Schnitzer as alternate, likewise, are hard at it. Represent- Wood, Ohio unit business manager,
^stroyed In Fire
ing millions of dollars invested by their own organizations and in communications to his memberRiver, Mass.
With Nathe entire grotip of affiliated theaters which, it is now claimed, rep- ship.
amins in Chicago as a
Exhibitors who sign the petition
resent 65 per cent of the theater seats of the United States are Ed
r of the unaffiliated ex(.Continued on Page 11)
committee drafting the
Schiller and Fred Desberg. They are aggressive, too, but theirs is a
liform contract, two of
protective aggression, a safe-guarding of the terrific investment
al theaters were among
which they believe is endangered by the too radical change in the
r destroyed by the disasFox-Marks Deal ?
business structure of the industry which some exhibitors are
s re which swept the busiChicago— William Fox is ex!ction, causing reported
seeking. In the background are Woodhull, Cochrane and Richey.
pected here next week on a two$25,000,000. The Rialto
1

1

—

'

—

—

^1
:

'

1<

t'(

<

lemiere are the Yamins'
se destroyed by the flames
cbalso razed the Majestic
Wilbur.

eieen 5,000 and 10,000 per'ill
be thrown out of
k y the fire which called
>

'

f

u

;men from Boston and
ounding communities.

Multiplicity of Interests
This is the background. All of these groups are integral
part of the industry and yet their interests are multiple and varied.
The affiliated exhibitors, of course, have a great sympathy
for the distributor with whom they are partners. The unaffiliated
exhibitors who are essentially the small men and consequently
the ones who have continually felt the encroachments of the afiContinued on Page

3)

First, his trip is
fold mission.
reported in connection with the
Ascher Bros. Circuit in which
his organization holds a considerable
interest.
Second,
there is a recurrence of a reported deal with the Marks
Bros, whose "ace" houses are
the Granada and Marbro.

. .
..
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Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
Specialists in

Seen by Herschel Stuart
Seattle

—Acquisition

of control of
Filrn Corp. will not
change of operation of Pa-

& Co.,

Broadway
Bryant

Inc.

N. Y. C.
1040

tion is proceeding as rapidly
ies are being received from 1
ery.

7

6
6
7

Charlie Chaplin Reis

Purchased by Vi
Wafilms, Inc., New York,
chased distribution rights of
of four two reel Charlie Cha »
tures from the Triangle Lit

Stock Issue
Quickly Oversubscribed

Initial offering of $10,000,000

({{

They are all Keystc
made
by Mack Senne
of cuMabel Normand, Chester Coi
seven
Mack Swain in the casts.
Corp.
sues

^^

mulative convertible preferred
per cent stock of the Keith-Albeecause any
Pictures of the series ai K
cific Northwest Theaters, Wesco sub- Orpheum Corp. released to the pubsidiary, according to Herschel Stuart, lic
last
Wednesday was oversub- Trysting Place," "Dough an^
Northwest scribed four times by noon of the mite,"
of
"His
manager
Prehistoric
general
Re
houses, who states he does not antici- following day, according to Lehman 'Caught in a Cabaret."
pate change of "a single manager."
Bros., banking firm handling the isMuch of the stock of the local firm sue. The opening price was $101
Har- per share and accrued dividend. Apis owned by local capitalists.
old B. Franklin, president of West plications for listing on the New York
THE NAME YOU GO BYI.
Coast, holds a five year contract to Stock Exchange are in preparation.
WHEN YOU GO TO BUYtfr
51

BROO

manage

the chain.

Pacific Northwest holdings comprise 44 theaters in Washington, Oregon and Montana, aside from the
three in Seattle, the Fifth Avenue,
Seattle,
United Artists and the
scheduled to open in mid-February.
Recently Wesco leased the Strand to
John Danz who is operating it as a

New

now held at Trinity
Parish Church, Seattle, by Rev. Charles Stanley Mook.

cal services are

Spokane
1540

copies of the publication,

7

Wesco by Fox

the past twenty years

Arthur W. Stebbins

6
7

No Far Northwest Changes K-A-Orpheum

INSURANCE
S

Subscribers are keeping t
busy with inquiries concern]

fe

second run house, and now confirms
report Louis L. Goldsmith and W.
Liberty,
•Last Prices Quoted •*Bid and Asked (Over B. Ackles, have leased the
the Counter) closed by Wesco last week, and will
ttBond Market
tCurb Market
operate it as a second run house.
the
This gives the Fox interests conNOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis trol of the first run situation with the
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
exception of Hamrick's Blue Mouse
and the Columbia and Winter Garden,
operated by Universal.
The MayWhen you think of
flower which is expected to open in
March, is owned by F. Creigh Nelson, local capitalist, and the Casper
you are thinking of
Fischer interests.
Regular monthly midnight theatri22'!^

FILM DAILY.
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High Low Close

the basis for forn
Critics Club, with
ship open to all the picture
the Syracuse territory. The
become so popular that plan;
der way for making it a
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evidences of the construct:
licity directly resulting fronij
nual selections of the ten
tures, which was instituted
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DEVELOPMENTS IN PRESENTATIONS,
lOHN W. ALiCOATE

1

1

—The

make way

Medical

Arts

Rosenbaum,

will be

for a ten story
building, by L. N.

New York

capitalist,

building the new Seattle and
Spokane theaters for Wesco-Fox.
is

COSTUMI

FoUows "Circus"

Hollywood— "The

Trail of '98"

is
I

14.37

to follow the "Circus" at Grauman's
Chinese, at an opening price of $11
top.

Movietone Sequence

One

in "4

Sons"

sequences for "Four
Sons," was taken in Movietone. This
part of the new Fox production
which opens at the Gaiety, Feb. 13,
reproduces Tyrolean yodelling and
of

the

BWAY. N.Y
ALSO 25.0OO

TELSSH
COSTUMES TO REWjl

VERY DESIRABLE 0F|
SPACE FOR RENT
Vault accommodations and

room on
Firat

— Inquire

floor

Division

Pictures,

729 Seventh Avenue

1

1|

folk-songs.

TIFFANY- STAHL PRODUCTIONS, IW
Announce
That they have in the course of production
two motion pictures entitled:

"Nameless
Auditorium

razed to

who

"Trail of '98"

,!lli

Men"

"Single Bliss"
ALL RIQHTS PROTECTED

^^

February

5,
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Whether they

The Contract
(Continued from page

1)

exhibitor thus face the battle with the two groups argainst them.
y know it, however. And the knowledge of the odds
which they must contend have stiffened their demands
They maintain the small man is entitled
ir backbones.
Of that there is no doubt. They assert that beiCtion.
operator may function on a small scale is no reason why
nary rights of barter and trade should not be extended

,0

appreciable portion of the complaints aired at the conconcerns the inability of the independent theater owner
The af1 the open market against the affiliated theatergroup cites the rights which belong to the wholesaler
Of course, the chain deserves and gets
it go at that.
But when three or four of the principal
tial treatment.
ig and distributing organizations which are also intertheaters exchange their product on an automatic allocais and therefore make it impossible for the unafifiliated
to nab any part of this product, it does appear that pers interlocking system has been developed to a too high
The arbitrary allocation of product to aff perfection.
heaters should be subjected to the severest sort of scrus not unreasonable to ask that at least a small percentage
es be made available to the unattached group of operators.

One

SolutioT^

done, a surprising number of complaints against
This simple observation
3rs would automatically end.
The exhibitor is interested in the comlell be stressed
luccess of his theaters. Many, not all, of the kicks which
Itered today are traceable to the fact that under the presIm much of the best in pictures find their way into theIned or controlled by corporations operating under soJntlemen's agreements. The rights of mass buying are
Affiliated theaters most certainly are entitled to
isted.
But, as a matter of creating business
of the breaks.
and a greater intra-industry amity, it appears to us
3ars might be let down a bit to give the smaller fellow
After all, in many cases, the "smaller fellow" falls into
jory not because his theaters are inferior, not because
pay the price, but essentially because he is not affiliated
J
[educing and distributing organization.
lis

will adhere as closely to the line as they stand at
a question. The exhibitor group seems to be confident
that on this important and far-reaching issue it will be successful in gaining ground.
There is no doubt that a "club" to be

present

is

:

Block Booking
question of allocation of product and the issue over
may not be subjects of contractual relations. At
distributors maintain so, and, by strict analysis, they
The unaffiliated exhibitor group, on the other
lorrect.
Is that these are two great underlying principles which
But the possibilities are not very bright. If a
Isolved.
jcerning division of product is reached and it is most
[the block booking problem would assume a less serious
|though it will not be solved insofar as exhibitor deleconcerned. The distributors are adamant on the issue.

is

swung generously and

is

the Brookhart

bill.

Compulsory Arbitration
Under fire from many exhibitor quarters is the arbitration
system to which the exhibitor becomes party upon signing the
uniform contract. No dispute over the principle of arbitration
exists.
But there is considerable difference of opinion over the
machinery. The unaffiliated group is dead set against compulsory arbitration. It believes the theater owner should reserve
the right to turn to arbitration or not as he chooses and that he
should not be compelled to abide by the decision of the arbitration board.
It appears to us that the difference is not insurmountable; that a method of solution can and should be worked
out. Arbitration should not be permitted to fall to pieces because
one or more cogs in the machinery do not function as some think
they should.

In the Balance
These are the major problems. Not all, by any means.
Every clause is under fire. The suggestions for changes or adjustments are of varying importance. All of them can be adreasonable to conjecture.
contract committee will come to what may be construed
as a fairly successful conclusion only if a greater display of give
and take asserts itself. But a deadlock is impending. If it should
result in a severance of deliberations, it will mean the final solu-

justed,

it is

The

A meeting ground must exist
tion has merely been put off.
somewhere.
If it is not found in Chicago, it may be under auspices which
would make conditions far worse for the entire business-

KANN

A GUIDING SIGN
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—
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To Those Who
The Hollywood Plaza
wood,

Appreciate Fine Hotels
is

hotel headquarters

in

Holly-

California.

on your next trip to Southern California, make
famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping
in Los Angeles.
Every room is a parlor during the day time a luxurious
In-a-Door Beds make this possleeping quarter at night.

When

this

—

sible.

[umbia Pictures Corporation
11

Announces

that

it

has in the course of

production a motion picture entitled:

"The Desert Bride"
yimghted — and All Rights Protected

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertainare but a step away from the door of this famous
hostelry.

Strange

ment

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
hotel now as your headquarters while in Southern

this

California.

The

HOT EL
HOLLYWOOD PLAZA
CALIFORNIA
HOLLYWOOD,

—

;
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SHOWMANSHIP ANALYSES OP

,By

Heavy Hit
The

surprise

JACK HARROWER

of the Capone that drew a great

Fain and Dunn did their
song and piano act to the satisfaction of the audience. Lloyd & Brice,
comedy acrobatic team, did little and
The show
took too long to do it.
was staged in Colonial atmosphere
with settings and costumes in keepfeature.

ing.

Classics and Jazz

On

B'klyn Strand Program
Overture selected by Edward L.
"Massannelio" by Auber
and played by the orchestra, with
Kindler
conducting
(six
Sascha
minutes).
Amber spot was used on
the director as he entered going
to flood as
he picked up baton.
Bridges light blue on draw curtains
and side blue foots on production
stage, steel blue stars in cove ceiling.
After overture, and film leader announcement, Kindler played "One
Alone" from "The Desert Song."
Lights: pink spot from dome on artist,
rest of stage dark, (three minutes)
Kindler stepped back into the pit
and conducted the topical review,
which ran for ten minutes, and after

Hyman was

PROGRAMS

,

Acrobatic Dance Gel
the Spot at Parail

Present- O- Grams

at Capitol

number

The new
slowly through the center of the curtain and grasped the girl and pulled

screaming wildly, back through
the center split of curtain.
The boy
took one last look at the bird, now
almost upon him, turned to warn the
girl just in time to see her disappear
through curtain. As he grasped for
her the bird hit the stage with a terrible bang, the lights stopped flashing as the title of picture was thrown
on the plush. The boy jumped back
and ran offstage. The green flood
went with him and the show was on.
Russell F. Brown, McDonald, Euher,

—

gene, Ore.

Russian Revel Features
Sixteen Roxyettes
The

ill

EXHIBITORS IN BUILDING

Is

show, and
round of applause, was a dual voice
"Beware of Widows"
stunt, offered by John Maxwell. He
(Universal)
sang in double voice. In costume of a
Fashion revue was presented in
prima donna, as he turned his profile
to the audience, he sang in a soprano four scenes with the stage setting
voice.
Then turning his left side to a billboard showing the Meyers-Arthe audience, he revealed a soldier nold Co., ad with an oval on one end
costume as he sang tenor. The nov- opening on platform with stairs leadThe set trees
elty caught on, and registered de- ing to floor of stage.
were gnarled oaks, and the balloons
cisively.
Novelty arrangement of the usual used on the trees were inflated to vaoverture offered selections from "La rious sizes and were in various colors.
Gioconda" augmented with a tenor Fall leaves floated down across the
solo by Caesar Nesi and a dance scene during the number. Scene opennumber by the ballet corps. The ed with two little girls doing a novmain presentation was "Dream Gar- elty dance number in front of a travNear the conclusion of the
den," a revue staged by Mort Harris eler.
with Walt Roesner again conducting dance the traveler parted revealing
The Capitolians, stage orchestra. The the two set trees high lighted from
Chester Hale girls were on hand with above with spots and the billboard
very dimly lighted. As the dance was
a precision dance and Walt Roesner
broke into song and dance with the concluded, the lights were turned up
with the little girls bowing toward
aid of a male partner, as another
itol

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO

Presentations

PRESENTATIONS AT LEADING
THEATERS

Dual Voice Number

Sunday, Februaryl

policy at the Pail

seems to be to knock 'em cc!
the opening stage number, a
string along with a so-so b
picture is shown.
So they j
with the sister team of Berr]
Emily in their associate dance
which fairly sizzles.
They
with a twin somersault acr
length of the stage.

Then

f

an assortment of head-stand:
and other maneuvers, all c
unison and perfectly timed
whole act was marked by
grace combined with a high c
acrobatics.

The presentation by John
Anderson
"1
was
styled
Fans," and the fan motif was
into the different numbers for

j

phere, but didn't prove impres
it
was insufficiently emp!
Ojeda and Imbert did a Span'
dance that developed some fir

Roxyettes
came
another variation of
the oval panel in the billboard which their precision stepping maneuvers, bourine work.
Burns and D;
opened on curtains behind the oval. and scored heavily, closely followed did a "wop" sketch, an old va
These curtains parted and the first by a grand Russian revel in the pres- that clicked with plenty of
model appeared. Behind the model entation, which was styled "La Rus- The Ada Kaufman Girls
fell
was a box draped in gold cloth. After sie Ancienne." It depicted traditional on their formation and routin;
entertainment
held by the Russian
a
moment's pause,
she
stepped
ping, the work being pretty
through the opening and posed on the nobles with the scene a lavishly ap- Rae Eleanor
Ball in a violin i
pointed
banquet
hall.
Extensive arplatform in front, displaying her
went cold, but got a hand wi
ray
of
colorful
Russian
costumes
and
shoes and hosiery in particular.
As
took the spot as leader of thif
she walked down the steps, the or- an entertainment composed of Rusband
for a number. Dorothy
gan played softly until he had cross- sian dances and songs with music by
had a trick song that end
the
Balalaika
orchestra
was
attraced the front of the stage where she
high sustained note. Sigmun.
no^
again posed before taking a seat on tively presented but the general apgold was guest organist, and di
peal
did
not
seem
to
register
as
fathe rustic bench
Other models folwork with comedy lyrics flasl
lowed in a similar manner.
Each vorably as some of the more recent
Roxy entertainments. Another unit, the screen. "Old Ironsides" \('=
model appeared twice in this scene.
Roy L. Smart, Carolina, Greenville. "Silhouette," was a pleasmg novelty feature, which probably accoui*
with dancers posed to represent the the rather weak set-up of stagn
S. C.
"base" and "shade" decorations of bers.
huge lamps. "In A Southern Shanty"
"The Cat and the Canary"
offered Forbes Randolph's Kentucky
(Universal)
Jubilee Choir.
The Sixteen RoxyStandard
The orchestra opened with a soft, ette, with their rythmic dance steps,
melodiousless number.
Two-thirds were the bright spot on the bill. The
for Motion Piciare PresentaUoii
through the music and in the middle overture was made up of selections
Sixteen

through

with

i

i,

fci
!<?

#
'

VAUDEVILL

x

of a strain, a girl screamed offstage.
green flood lamp flashed on and a
girl in street clothes backs on stage^
frightened, looking into flood lamp.
At the same time a boy dressed like
Creighton Hale in the picture backed
that
came orchestral presentation, on from the opposite side of stage.
"Dancing to the Classics. The pro- The orchestra picked up a soft,
gram called attention to the fact of spooky strain, playing to action from
The girl and boy backed
the great similarity in melody of the now on.
modern dance tunes to the classics. into each other, center, and screamed
loudly.
Flash boxes started flashing
It was the purpose, therefore, of this
presentation to show how the classics and all the house lights went out.
would sound, first as a piano solo in The boy started cautiously toward
their original form and then as an left in the direction of the green flood
orchestra number arranged accord- toward which the girl points. As he
nears it, a low moan started, a mufing to the modern manner.
flled siren growing louder as he ap-

A

proaches.

Bert Gordon at Metropolitan
A loud scream was heard from
Bert Gordon and company are the the top of the
balcony, a "woozy"
main attraction at the Metropolitan bird shot down a
wire and a second
this week, appearing in the musical later,
while the boy stared in horror
comedy, "Desperate Sammy."
at the bird, a hairy hand reached

from "La Boheme" and the screen
offered the news reel and Fox Movietone and "13 Washington Square."

The FALLY MARK|
VAUDEVILLE AGENCTf*
Lackawanna 7876

1579

Fuller

Opens Booking

BR OADWAY. NEW YORK U
t

Office

Eli Fuller, veteran vaudeville play-

has opened the Standard TheatriAgency, at 251 Film Exchange
Bldg. to book acts for theaters in this
territory. He already has booked the
Variety Amusement Co., including
seven Cleveland houses, the Ohio,
Mansfield; and the Palace, Lorain.

er,

cal

Jy

Box Office Prescriptions

MURRY LIVINGSTON
Creator of Box Office Builders

BARRFX O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
Write

Phone me at SPRinK 4613
at 339 Lafayette Street.

me

N. Y. C.

amalgamated!
vaudeville agem
Attractions for

r

Picture Theatres

f

Standard

Vaudeville A

"^

i.

1600 Broadway, New York't
Phone Penn. 3580
N
•ii

Feb ruary

^lay,

5,
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NEWS PLASHES PROM FIUC
CENTERS ALL OVER THJB
GLOBE: MELBOURNE,
LONDON, BERLIN.

RAPID STRIDES ARE BEING

MADE IN THE FOREIGN
KEEP POSTED
FIELD.
THROUGH "FOREIGN

Foreign Markets

MARKETS"

By

JAMES

P.

London

— Selection

of the advisory

committee to consult with the Board
ot Trade on the administration of the
Film Acts has been announced, Sir
Alexander F. Whyte is the chairman;
"Helvetia
Switzerland
representatives of producers are A.
a new company recently regC. Bromhead and H. Bruce Woolfe;
with
the
in Berne and Berlin
of renters are Thomas
representatives
sc of establishing a Swiss film
C. Elder and C Rowson; representasponbe
to
understood
ry, is
tives of exhibitors are W. N. Blake,
by important German interests.
A.
J. Gale, E. Hewitson and T. Ormilegree to which German pro-

—

behind the enterprise

are

but the effort

ear,

is

made

accompanying

publicity

e

is

m
the

tion of the first picture to con-

the people that the venture is
tively Swiss and that it is to
farded as the serious effort to
sh a new industry that n;;-.y
te with those of other coun-

ip

Snowden.
The chairman

will

hold office for

One-half of the memthree years.
bers in each group will hold office
for two years, and the remaining h.alf
for three j ears.

I

from American Consul Tramuatemala City, in a report to

Censorship in Shanghai
recent address before the
Shanghai Chapter of the D. A. R., a
paper on "Better Films" was presentState Prize for Script
ue The Ministry of Czecho- ed by L. S. Lester, states a report to
an Commerce has granted a the Dept. of Commerce from ShangIn speaking of the movement fv>r
tion of 20,000 crowns ($59,200) hai.
best film manuscript submit- better films in Shanghai, considerable
the Film Liga, a local produc- attention was given to the work of
of

Commerce.

In

a

—

m.

Studio Notes

ritish
don

— Herbert

the

rights

Woman

of

Wilcox has
Wilkie

seCollins'

jroduction.
nee details

shortly

— Following

Emelka

of

the recent amal-

Emelka and Phoebus,

—

Banks Starts Soon; New
Circuit Movements
ERNEST

By

Editor

London

of Censors
Oct., 1927.

IV.

FREDMAN

— Monty

Banks

starts

work
The Wufku organization also is
com- contemplating erection of a new stu-

lire soon on the first of three
edy features for British International. dio.
in

Another chain of provincial theaters
soon be added to the group
owned by M. Szarvasy and Sir Walter
Gibbons, who contemplate purchase
It is understood the company has |50,000,000 for
purchases.

—

_

by

ey

W.

P.

Olcott's

German

Films,
first

production backing

"The Ringer" from

the story

?ar Wallace, which he will dir British Lion.

sh
:

International

Studios

at

have just completed the Syd

n film,

"A

Little Bit of Fluff."
will direct "Widfor British Interna-

nas Bentley
)e

Fair"

25 Features to

in Austria This

of several other circuits.

The

government and a
syndicate headed by
British
film
Commander Collingwood Hughes,
have completed arrangements for the
Spanish

Be Made
Season

—

Vienna Definite plans have been
made by Austrian producers for 35
features
Sascha,

make

during the
the

current

largest

season.

company,

will

Ottol-Film, in conjunction
with a German firm, six; AllianzFilm and Max Wirtschafer, ten;
production of a feature with a Spanish Vienna Lichtbilderei, six. in cooperanationalism theme.
tion with F-P-G, of Berlin; Hugo
Engel, three, and the rest by smaller
The Baptist Union of Scotland has 'ompanies.
aunched a national move to bring
.bout censorship.
To Produce in Italy
six;

—

has joined

Stoll's

Rinme Association of Cinematograph Authors & Directors has been
formed to produce films for international
markets.
Gabriel d'Annunthe poet,
sociation.

zio,

is

a

member

of the as-

theaters outside the Interconcerning or other

to Phoebus Tieup
Rising
Generation"
and Germany Replies
Anticipating any attack
Berlin
Cargo," two Evelyn Laye feamade in connection
and two productions in which which might be
the recent revelation that the
with
anwill
appear,
are
Edwards

.d

In 1929, another will be built
Leningrad.

will

of the
Biograph
began its activities in Co., Berlin, is in London to arrange
At present there is no a cooperative distribution deal with a
Isis British company.
of films shown at

$1,500,000.

t

will be one of the largest in
Europe.
Ten million rubles have
been given by the state for this pur-

plant

pose.

"The Daily Film Renter"

Settlement.
production company capital- national

w

TO DISCUSS EXPANSI

is

Andrew Wilson
the police inspectorship in the International Settlement of Shanghai. The as art director.
statement was made that 155 films
H. Lowenbein,
had been censored, since the Board

White" for immeWilcox expects to inspection

in

Berlin

gamation

reported to have absorbed
Suedfiim, and increased its capitalization from $690,000 to $1,380,000,
Moscow First Soviet conference
with participation by the Govern- to discuss plans for building up the
ment of $230,000. The new combine Russian film industry, has opened
now controls over 50 first-run the- here. The government, which is inaters in the principal cities of Ger- terested in all production activities,
many, with a total seating capacity is desirous of producing a sufficient
This gives the quantity of domestic product to keep
of more than 50,000.
stoii.
In addition to these there are combine a first-run outlet for its pro- the home market fully supplied withineml)ers who have no financial in- duction in all principal cities of the out having to tap outside sources.
terest in any branch of the industry, Republic.
Sovkino, the official Russian proincluding Sir Robert Blair, St. John
duction unit, is building a new studio
G. Ervine, Hall Caine and Mrs. Philat Moscow, and it is said the new

candidly admitted that the new
n can not hope to meet tluChanges in Censorship
of operation through the paChilean Minister of Interior,
Tlic
tor
t!iis
e of the Swiss alone;
jurisdiction censorship
whose
under
"Petronella," the first producfalls, has announced that films which
reviewenthusiastically
being
were formerly considered as inaphe Swiss press as a pictuf-e that
propriate for children under 15, or unproperlj expect to make a
married women, would no longer be
sful 'our even in America.
delected; but, instead, notices should
be placed outside the theaters showuatemala Theaters Close
ing the films, to the effect that chilpicture theaters in Guatemala
dren
and unaccompanied young woexlosed because of the alleged
not be admitted.
men
would
special taxes, according to ad-

!pt.

CUNNINGHAM

Emelka Buys Suedfiim
Advisory Committee
and Increases Capital RUSSIAN CONFERENCE
Named for Films Act

TSS PICTURE

s

PARIS

Dupont, completing "Moulin
at Elstree, will direct "Picas his next for British Inter-

government is
Phoebus Films,

Marx

RICHMOUNT PICTURES, Inc.
723 7th Avenue
D.

TO

U.

8.

TO PRODUCE

financially

Chancellor
Reichstag
the

surprised
v/hen he publicly stated that the Navy
Dept. made loans to Phoebus in order to prevent foreign interests from
gaining control of that company. The
government lost over $150,000 by underwriting.

H.

REX INGRAM TO RETURN

London

— Rex

Ingram intends to
Hollywood to produce pic-

return to
tures, he declared in repudiating a
was
stating
he
interview,
fpked
through with Hollywood and had
become a Mohammedan convert.
The director, who is to make a picture here for United Artists release,
was victor in his libel suit against
New 1,300 Seater in Rome
published the inRome— Cinema Teatro Ambascia- "Tid Bits," which
publishers
have agreed
Its
terview.
in
the
opened
has
tori, seating 1,300,
Via Montebello, and is owned by the to contribute a substantial sum to
charity as settlement in the action.
Societa Anonima Suvini Zerboni.

J.

New York

MOUNTAN,

City

Ptm.

Exclusive foreign represenatives for Rayart Pictures

Corporation and other leading independent producers

and

distributors.

Cable Addreu: RICHPICSOC. Parli
Cablt Adreti: DEEJAY, London
Cable Addreti: KICHPIC, N. T.

Exporting only the best
Motion Pictures

in

;;;

' '.

'

THE

'S^m

DAILV

"Drums

Length: 9000

United Artists

Lya de Putti

of Love"

Marie Prevost in

in

"The Rush Hour"

"Buck Privates"

ft.

TRAGIC LOVE STORY BEAU- Universal
Length: 6551 ft.
TIFULLY DONE. UNHAPPY FAIR QUANTITY OF ENTERENDING, IT IS TRUE. BUT TAINMENT SQUEEZED FROM
HAS LOADS OF SEX APPEAL POST-ARMISTICE DAYS WITH
WHICH WILL HELP AT THE THE
AMERICAN ARMY OF OCBOX-OFFICE.
CUPATION. MEAGRE STORY
Cast.... Mary Philbin has never HELPED BY BRIGHT GAGS.
Don Alvarado,
better.
a splendid lover. It is Lionel Barrymore, however, whose work is outOthers Tully Marshall,
standing.
William Austin, Eugenie Besserer,
Charles Hill Mailes.
.A beautiStory and Production.
ful story, an original by Gerrit J.
Lloyd, based on the famous legend
of the beautiful lady, her hunchbacked, deformed husband and the
love that springs up between the former and the latter's handsome brothGriffith, however, wove the story
er.

done anything

.

.

background of Brazil in the
19th century when the Portugese
court flourished there. The marriage
of Emanuella to Cathos dissolves
into an illicit love affair between Emanuella and Leonardo, assigned by
Cathos to watch over his wife, while
Griffith
the latter goes off to war.
tells the story in a series of beautiful
In this no doubt, he was
pictures.
aided by the author, who also wrote
the scenario.
Direction
D. W. Griffith;
splendid.
Author
Gerrit J. Lloyd
Scenario
Gerrit J. Lloyd
Photography. .Karl Struss, Harry
Jackson, Billy Bizer; gorgeous.
into a

.

"Come

to

Fox

My

WILL ENTERTAIN PREVOST YARN WHICH V^^ILL PLI
FANS. THE STORY SUPPLIES THE NEIGHBORHOOD
FAIRLY CONSISTENT COMEDY ILY TRADE AUDIENCE. PI
WHICH GETS SOME LAUGHS. A BIT JHARD ON PATHOS
.Marie Prevost the heroine
Cast.
who meets up with strange and amus- IT'S THE KIND THEY LII
]

..

as she seeks to escape
.Frankie Darrow a ts
Cast.
her sample doting sweetie, Harrison some youngster who will wir
Ford. Ward Crane and Seena Owen crowd every time. Lassie Lou i
Jobyna Ralstonl
a pair of "ship sharks" and David a cute miss.
Butler a very good type as the "big Carroll Nye the heroine and he|
the romance that's woven in.
butter and egg man."
Story and Production .... Comedy William Scott and Vadim Gra
Story and Production
Dil
from Frederick and Fanny Hatton's
"Azure Shore.' The crowd seemed to There is a very definite audiencjl
like it so that's all that is necessary. peal in a tear-tugging yarn su(j|
The constant reverting back to th^ contained in "Little Mickey Groif
old rough ocean gag with the voy- The vvai'f of the Stffiets always su'
agers rushing for the rail or indicat- to win a great amount of symi
ing the effects of seasickness gets a from an audience and in the p:
after
a while but ularly capable hands of young Fi'
trifle disgusting

fun from Eddie Gribbon. Lee Bates
and Bud Jamison. Zasu Pitts does
her usual stuff.
Comedy.
Story and Production.
"Buck Privates" frequently lapses mto slapstick but with laugh-getting ef.

.

made to act foolish and
no sympathy. Antonio Moreno has you guessing whether he's
a villain or hero.
Others Ben Bard,
Cornelius Keefe, Doris Lloyd and
Richard Maitland.
Story and Production
Society
<ii
-i-.a,
from the story by Arthur
Scaners Roche. It seems the society
gal was wayward and looking for a
thrill.
Even though she was engaged to a nice boy from one of the
is

collects

..

Long Island families, the fascinating "woman-hater" attracted her.
He said "Come to my house," and the
little heroine went.
That happened
which always happens under those
circumstances.
Scandal.
The fascinating guy bumps off the blackmailer
best

who had

the goods on the girl. She
life at the murder trial by
telling what happened.
Then follows
the cold shoulder from all her society

saves his

friends.
The "woman-hater" marries
her, but this doesn't save a very weak
story.

Direction
handicapped.

Alfred E. Green;

Author

Arthur Somers Roche
Marion Orth
Photography. .Joseph August; fine.
Scenario.

.

•.

.

.

It would have been a much
better piece of diversion had the producer stuck to laughs rather than
fect.

few dramatic moments
a
As it screens,
prove flops.
this descendant of a flock of army
comedies, is mostly a series of gags.
MacGregor falls in love with the
daughter of a German pacifist and
tries to win the father's okaj' on the
seeking

which

otherwise the story is amusing in a
mild way.
Marie Prevost has had
better vehicles.
She has the advantage of good support which she seldom requires if the story is good.
marriage.
In the eyes of the father David Butler makes a corking "butl.ya i.« compromised and the co:-v.- ter and egg man." Marie's adventures
nianding officer orders her marriage on the Riviera are entertaining.
to the man she accuses, a n!'jn ^be
Direction
E. Mason Hopper;
doesn't like. Hero pulls a kidnapping. fair.
Direction

Melville

W. Brown;

Author
Fanny Hatton.

splendid.

Author
Scenario

Photography

josnario
Fred Satiiley.
Photograi^iy

Stuart Lake
John Clymef
.John Stumar;

good.

Frederick

Zelda

and

Sears-

Dewey Wrigley

"A Race

Jannings, the great, adds
shining accomplishment to
his record.
Evelyn Brent better than
we have ever seen her before. Bill
Powell, his usual competent self.
Others Nicholas Soussanin and Michael Visaroff.
Story and Production. .An original
by Lajos Biros. Cleverly developed
yarn with interesting twists, aided
and abetted by first-rate direction of
Josef von Sternberg.
Opening in
Hollywood where Jannings seeks
and secures work as a general in the
Russian Imperial army, the story
flashes back to 1917 and develops
from that date until the ends are
picked up in Hollywood.
Engrossing and produced with fine craftsmanship.
Jannings is magnificent.
What an actor he is! He alone would
.

.

.

for Life"

.

I

especially succe;|
The exploits of the ragged lad
is
the means of restoring a y'
down and out architect are bour'
hold the attention of the avc
audience.
Frankie is rescued
a truant officer by a young girl|
together they cause a discoun
young man to find himself, thel
falling in love with the man v
the boy looks on approvingly. '•
ie

'

is

it

'

I

'

'

i

Direction

Leo Meehan;

Author

.\rthur

\^

Guy

Scenario

Dorothy

Photography

Allen

Sio,
'

Mali

Length:

Rayart

5919

FAfSLY GOOD ST 01
RINTY SPLENDiD AS USUAL. WHICH' *HGHT HAVE MADI
THE STORY ANOTHER RE- BETTER :&NTERTAINMENT?
HASH OF THE OLD RACE THE DIRECTOR HAD l\
TRACK MELODRAMA WITH FOLDED TH.B PLOT WP
THE DOG DOING THE HERO- LESS TEDIOUS DEVEL(
MENT.
fii
ICS.
Cast
Tom
SantschI'
plays
a
Cast
Rin-Tin-Tin the whole
Warners

Length:

All") ft.

hi

show..
Bobby Gordon makes a for a change, and very wefl, too. R,
strenuous effort to gain recognition. ert Ellis, the cad. Gladys Brocb
He tries too hard. Others Virginia first rate as the woman attorn
Browne Faire, Carroll Nye, James Others Florence Turner and T
Ricketts.
Mason. Pat Hartigan.

Story and Production
Melodrama. Rinty is such a faihtful performer it seems a pity they so seldom
provide him with a vehicle really
worthy of his ability. His latest is
the conventional racetrack formula
with one of those familiar last minute dashes to victory.
Of course
Rinty's heroics are interesting and
in every instance the dog is the whole
show but a more logical and convincing plot would greatly aid. The yarn
tells
about a young lad who ran
away
from
home
accompanied
by his pet dog. headed for a racemake "The Last Command" a splen- track where the boy hopes to become
Rinty saves the day for
did picture, but, in this instance, he a jockey.
has a good story, fine support and his master and the kid wins the race
for the owner through the usual
a striking production.
melodramatics.
Direction
Josef von Sternberg;
Direction.. .Rose Lederman-; fair
excellent.
Author
Chas. R. Condon
Author
Lajos Biros
Scenario
Scenario
SameJohn F. Goodrich
Photography
Bert Glennon
Photography
Ed Du: Par
.

;

fine.

.

"The Law and the

Rin^Tin-Tin in

Janniyi^s in

another

Darrow,

.

good.

good.

"The Last Command"

Cast.

.

.

.

Length: 8154 ft.
STORY OF SOCIETY GIRL Paramount
WHO LOOKS FOR THRILL VERY WORTHWHILE. JANAND GETS IT PUT OVER IN NINGS IN ANOTHER SUPERB
CHARACTERIZATION WITH
WEAK AND UNCONVINCING THE
RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
STORY.
AND HOLLYWOOD COLORCast.... Olive Borden the society FUL BACKGROUNDS.
flapper

ft

"Little Mickey Groga
Length: 58
FBO
LITTLE HEART INTEI

Lya competent, playing ing adventures

Cast

Etitil
ft.

Length: 5580

Pathe

straight role most of the while to
the comedy and love antics of Malcolm MacGregor who rings true as
Good boisterous
the doughboy lead.

House"

Length: 5430

Sunday, February

satisfactory..

Story

and

Production

.

..Dr»Ji

"False Fires3," byPP

from

a story,

tavus

Roy Cohen. The
any

tically spoiled

director pr.
possibility of v

sustained interest, through his
ling of the story which tends ti
it along without a really interest

!

ing incident although, upon am
the story discloses a rather gooi
matic situation that of the
attorney charged with prose
the man she loves.
However,
is no reasonable excuse for the
tator to feel sorry for her since
is made so obvious the man is

—

I

d:

worthy

of her love.
His guilt, savf
for a clima.x denouement, would hs't
furnished a surprise finish but inste!|
the director has permitted a cor
pletely obvious finish to be apparc'
from almost the very beginning.

Direction.

.

.

.Scott Pembroke;

Author
Scenario
Photography-..
good.

Octavus Roy
Arthur
-..Ernest

pf

Coh
Hot'

Depe^''

J

;

—

;

Tt^

a
February

i;,

'O'jcc

5,

1928

avd Jean Hersholt in

"Crashing Through"

Washington Square"
Length: 6274

,7^

DIFFERENT.

ETHING

)

TREATMENT

',

I

ft.

AND

G WORTHWHILE. COMiND MYSTERY COMBINE

.

^iOOD ENTERTAINMENT.

Pathe

Length: 44580

"Say Ah-h"

Short Subjects

ft.

ROUTINE WESTERN WITH
GOOD SHARE OF FINE RIDING AND FAIR ACTION. WILL
SATISFY THE ARDENT PATRON OF WESTERNS.

.

"George's False Alarm"
Stern Bros. Universal

—

Another Fireman Hero

Cast.... Jack Padjan a sure-footed Type of production.
.2 reel comedy
.Jean Hersholt excellent as heio who meets up with the usual
Sid
Savior,
who
in
flashes seems
icon" and Alice Joyce wholly obstacles. Sally Rand pleasing as the
to steal Harry Langdon's stuff and
as the uppish Mrs. De Pey- ranch girl and Toin Santschi, the
rasorge Lewis and Helen Fos- cal of the party. Others William Eu- handles it very well, is the big comlomantic youngsters.
Zasu gene, Buster Gardner, Duke R. Lee. edy shot in this, made by Newfield.
Discouraged because his girl's father
'od as the fumbling maid.
Story and Production
Western.
Helen Jerome Eddy, Julia Jack Padjan rides like a streak and obstructs the marriage, he tries suicide
and lands in a firemen's Evractice net
Gordon.
and with rescuing the girl, escaping and thus in a firemen's uniform. Afand Production.
Mystery from the vigilantes and once more
ter considerable which is reminiscent
It moves slowly but cer- riding to the rescue of
his lady love of "Firemen, Save My Child," he
13 Washington Square" is there is a fine array of his
madcap, takes girl riding on hook and ladder
liy
different in. theme and cross country dashes. Those who adtruck.
"fire" occurs at her home
it to hold them in spite of its
nnr- fine riding will enjoy this angle
'risurely development.
The of the production. The plot is just for the purpose of providing up-anddown-the-ladder comedy.
it's
B'-ut
atment is interesting and the the routine western business with the
only a pan of biscuits burning. Audiwith cowboy hero kept pretty busy proelement
combined
ences who like obvious, deliberate
';eep the audience thrilled and tecting the prettv girl of the rancn
m turn. The plot is decided- from the scheming of the villain who hokum comedy will like this.
.

.

.

.

.

.

A

the routine

f

and for that rea- works

'

al.

fion

r
rio

graphy

Tom

V

through the girl's
"Pathe Review No.
roping him into a crooked
Pathe
Doker game and then goading him
More Screen Articles
into a hold-up of the local stage
Type of production....! reel novelty
coach.
Hero succeeds in capturing
Subjects in this issue are:: "Wanthe bad man, turns him over to the ders of the White Wastes," depictsheriff and the stage is set for the
ing a nomadic people in Africa:
clinch.
"Foodless Food," an interesting verDirection
TIios. Buckingham; sion of how wax apples are made;.
Melville W. Brown
"Fancy Feathers/' showing the peasatisfactory.
cock and his glorified tailfeathers
Author.
Stevens
Jack
Leroy Scott
and "Interesting People," embracing
Scenario
Wyndham Gittens a screen intervicTw with Milt Gro&s,,
Harry O. Hoyt
Photography
John Stumar;
Harris Davis; father of "Nize Baby." Up to standgood.
ard, this.

can be recommended.
It
the usual adventure encouna snobbish society woman
<
out to interrupt her son's
It
with a grocer's daughter
'W her meeting with a clever
langes her views on things
le

his trickery

brother,

Tyler in

"Outcast Souls"

P antom of the Range"
Length: 4781

Length: 4866

Sterling

ft.

V;L

AVERAGE PROGRAM

SLIPS INTO
MAKES UP FOR THE LESS
ZONAL RUT. GOOD FAST CONVINCING PURSUITS O F
TDN AND A LIKABLE THE HERO ANB HEROINE.

El

N

HOWEVER.

^).

Cast.

.

.

.Lucy Beaumont and Ralph

.Tom Tyler a good looking Lewis the "December" lovers. Prisising hero who appears to cilla Bonner and Charles Delaney the
Duane Thompson young couple. Tom O'Brien in ai
is
work.
Frankie small part.
his inspiration.
Story and Prodoction
cute kid and others Charlie
Dramai.
James Pierce, Marjorie The story would have had a far more

and
[

1,

.. .Western.
'ture promises, at the outset,
a real variation to the usual
It introduces the
formula.
the leading man of a stranded
and the folks who follow up
terns are going to enjoy seeof their cowboy heroes all
But
up as a matinee idol.
city starts and ends there.
'ts a job on a ranch and then
work to keep a scheming land
lom forcing his boss into sellim sees a "nigger in the wood

ty and Production.

\

-

round of fights and
discloses that an irrigation
makes the ranch very valuHe turns his tricks in good
A and \yins the girl.
James Dugan
E ection
ti actory.
(i thor
Oliver Drake
,

id after a

S|;nario. ...

f

otography

.Frank Howard Clark
Nick Musuraca;

distinctive appeal had they concentrated upon and developed as tlie
main situation the romance of tBe
old couple,
the little old lady wlio
worked as a "come-on" in a Coney

—

Island

bus

and the

man from

the

in

to his rescue and there is a
double reunion.
Louis Chaudet;
Direction
fair.

Author
Scenario

Photography

.

darn thing works.
secret process idiea.

the

m.echanical ostrich

scream.

one

It's

Bowers'

That's

At any

rate, this
a natural screen

is

of

those

things

must be seen to be appreciated.
Charley Bowers himself plaj's the

that

of the goofy assistant on an
ostrich fann.
The owner is on the
farm taking a diet of ostrich eggs to

role

cure an ingrowing grouch. The regurefuse to lay the eggs,
till
Charley feeds one of them an
lar ostriches

and hardware.
hatching of the
mechanical ostrich. From then on its
At last a new novelty
a scream.
angle in comedies. Asnd it's as clever
as it is funny. H. L. Muller directed.
assortment oi

The

result

is

clotlres

the

—

"Flying Elepliants"

—

Hal Roach Pathe
Wife-Seeking Cave Men
.2. reel comedy
of production.
Here's one to tickle comedy-loving
audiences. It displays attractive Viola
Richaids, James Finlayson, Oliver
Hardy, Stan Laurel and others ander

Type

.

.

mhabitant stake to
variety o£
"planes."'

.

with a
converted into
usual chases occur,
aviatiora,

animal's

The

"The Looters"

"A Mysterious Night"

— Cameo

Educational

Old Stuff
Type of production. .1 reel comedy
They assigned that good comedian,
Monte Collinsi, to a rehash of the
.

.

dodging in and out of
merry chase-me-and-I'HStrictly For the Sticks
cliase-you style of comedy. This idea
Type of production. .2 reel Western no doubt can still collect laughs
Whatever plot this film contains is but it has to be tied up to a story
old

Universal

old as Westerns.
of outlaws who

stuff

rooms

in

of

the

more originality than this one.
Monte arrives home from a vacation
ing at Kate Bennison's ranch.
Bob sooner than expected. Wifey and the
mistake him for a
Custer, our hero and dashing young niothcr-in-law
as

gang

It's

about a

sheriff,

a

lot

sticks.

with

go horse-steal-

goes to the rescue but, after
hard luck, pursues the villain, who has kidnapped the girl, and
John Peter Toohey finally overtakes him. Camerawork
Jean Flannette is deserving of credit but little or
Herbert Kirk- nothing else. This may click in the

patrick; satisfactory.

wow

—

conviction

that part
of the story pertaining to the affairs
of Charles Delaney and his bride,
Priscilla Bonner, young married people who are headed in the wrong diTheft from his firm heads
rection.
the boy for prison hut his father

comes

ostrich in this number is a prize
laughs.
Don't ask us how

for

A

country who longed for companion- with characters more thaia ordinarily
It manages to be enterThis romance is thoroughly ap- distorted.
pealing and makes up in considerable taining as cartoon films go.
of

.

the direction of Frank Butler. Time
of its picture is cave men: days and
the edict that causes all the merrimerrt is that every man must take
unto himself a wife. Laurel and the
heary-, a too-fat specimen of cavemanfeood, scrap over Viola in the
"Rubbernecking"
usual cave m,an way but the stuff
Curiosities
Educational
registers, with the aii of the grotesNovelty Shots
mighty
que Enakeup of the players.
'Type of production. ... 1 reel novelty entertaining comedy.
A nice assortment of novelty scenes,
are tied up interestingly by starting
"Over the Bounding Blue"
the reel off as a sight-seeing trip.
Pathe
The titles carry out the idea of tlie
Will Rogers Cannes Home
"barker" annouocing the points of. in1 reel novelty
They ha.ve no particular con- Type of production.
terest.
his
sight-seeing
Having
completed
nection with each other, but are sufEurope, Will Rogers and his
ficiently diversified to form an ejLter- tour of
wisecracks return ort the Leviathan
taining reel tlsat should please
in a fiilm which looks like free adverOne setising for the U. S. Lines.
"Everybody's Flying"
quence is devoted to an impromptu
Aesop Fable Pathe
It'll do as
a filler but
doe show.
Better Than Usual
much
on its acdon't
promise
too
Type of prosEuction. .1 reel novelty
In this chronicle of cartoonland all count.

ship.

measure for the lack
and interest contained

Comedy

—

ft.

OUT WITH A TURE. PLEASING ANGLEFEAIN
INTRODUCTION, ROMANCE OF OLD COUPLE
THE CON-

)

riKES

— Bowers

Educational
Original Laughs
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Look.* as if Charley Bowers has
discovered the answer to the exhibitors' prayer for something special
in short comedies.
The mechanical

of

Mitchell directed.

burglar.
A cop is called in. From
then on, it is just one chase after
another, in and out of the rooms.
It's too bad, for Monte is good, if
they'll only give him a chance to

show something.
alized

Zion Myers

for directing this one.

is

pen-

Sunday, Febru;|

Managemem

Theater Equipment and
ARTHUR

By

SPECIAL LIGHT EFFECTS

EDDY

W.

COLORED BORDERS' USE

BEAUTIFIES THEATER

IN

Plugs His Staff
Toronto

PROJECTION GROWING

—An

effective

ALEXANDER PRONO'

good-

was pulled by Charlie
Querrie, manager of the Pal-

SALES STAEf MW

will stunt

suburban house, when he
advertised in a district newspaper that practically all of his
employees were residents of the
ace,

In these days of atmosphere creation for theaters, with more and more
attention being paid the matter of
concocting an attractive environment
for the patron, special light effects are
more in demand than ever before.
This is especially true of houses in

In this type
the atmospheric class.
of theater such an illusion is frequently desirable in order to bring
about the effect of a canopy of clouds
across a field of twinkling stars, thus
giving the patron the impression that
he is viewing the screen show be-

Increase in popularity of colored
borders, made possible through sup-

plementary projection, was stressed
by L. M. Townsend in addressing the

M.

Society of
stract

from

An

P. Engiheers.

his subject,

"Framing

snow, clouds, ocean weaves, effect is had by projecting, by means
falling flowers, flying birds, country of one or more lanterns, onto the
surrounding curtain a colored pattern
panoramas, flying airplanes, etc.
chosen to harmonize with the draLighting effects can be effectively matic nature of the picture and the
delivered by the Brenograph Junior, colors in the film.
Usually this borwhich produces a variety of animated der is in very low key so as not to
scenic effects. It is motor-driven and attract attention from the picture.
has automatic operation. If desirable
Very pleasing borders can be made
it
may easily be concealed in a recess or compartment so as to hide by a photographic process which
the origin of the effects from the the- permits great lattitude in coloration
pattern.
Photographic plates
ater's patrons and further increase and
their
mystification
and strengthen much larger than the usual lantern
their illusion.
Models for concealed slide, are used.

work are 24 inches wide, 30 inches
high and 30 inches deep.
Operation

Organists Included in

Organ

—

Mat Service, which offers borders,
layouts, special illustrations, "trick"
copy and slugs for any type of picture or occasion.
Exhibitors subscribing for the service are furnished
with a large book of illustrations,
each of which are accompanied by a

at the
for

Badger

here.

New York

If

You Are

Market

mat.
This supply is augmented
monthly.
Theater Ad Mat Service,
Inc., of Uniontown, Pa., operates the

Boyd

on April

for

Indus

members

five

manager

who

in

the interests of the compan
L. A. Weimer has been

manager over

to district

ern

Idaho,

southern

manager

of
District

new title assigned F.
litz, now in charge of Wise
E. McMonies has been appoi
is

Heat For Organs

is

vital

in

pipe organs,

to preservation of

its

'

the

manager over Nprth

trict

tonal

quality,
may be maintained
through the installation of Cramblet

Dakota,
Iowa.

Evenheaters in the organ chambers
and among its pipes. This set consists of an electric heat unit, thermostat control, safety switch and wiring

Russian Company

installation blueprint.
The set is delivered ready for the contractor to
fasten the parts to the wall and conI'.ect to the service wires.
It is an
adequate method of preventing an
organ from becoming "off pitch." The
is manufactured by the CramEngineering Corp., Milwaukee.

device
blet

Pomona,

—

Realizing that nearCal.
every family sends a member to
a neighborhood grocery store each
day, the California has placed 25
frames (11 by 14) in such stores.

Uu

Wyor

W. H. Dowell

district

and southern Iowa.

Even temperature

Nor

has been made assis
manager in charge of sales p
He will cover the entire C(

Nebraska.

which

has

10

states,

named
Electric

of

are:

T. P. Heenan,
ional

Help from the Grocer

Brenograph Junior, manufactured by the Brenkert Light ProjecDeal in Australia
tion Co., Detroit, can be controlled
Stoughton,
Wis. When the makfrom any accessible point in the
ers of Page and Wurlitzer pipe organs
house, such as the main switchboard
rtcently sold eight of their instruor backstage.
ments to theaters in Australia, the
agreement was that they should also
furnish players for these organs. One
Ad Copy With Service
of
the organists who has been selected
Writing copy for program and
newspaper advertising has been sim- by the company to play in an Ausplified by the use of the Theater Ad tralian theater is Rufin Boyd, organist
of the

Film

Alexander

They

force.

assistant

ders," follows:

—Alexander

of

promoted

in-

manager, head usher,
cleaner and others, whom he
listed by name.
The stunt not
only aroused additional interest
in his theater but also further
established it as a genuine community institution.

Projected Picture with Colored Bor-

rain,

These

locality.

cluded the projectionist, cashier, doorman, orchestra leader,

abthe

In recent years our taste for color
has been developed to the point
where we require that every object
presented to our view must be pleasingly colored.
We expect to see a
picture exhibited among pleasing surneath skies.
roundings.
Motion pictures usually
Stage acts, whether they are elab- are colored to increase realism and to
orate or not, need special lighting ef- give comfort to an audience.
fects for their proper presentation.
Heretofore, the picture has been
By use of machines designed speexhibited
at the center of a dark
cially for this purpose, numerous light
effects can be produced realistically screen, but a much more pleasing
in

immediate

Denver
vision

Minnesota

Two New Type
Moscow

—Two

ai
<i

and

new

Proj
types

jectors are

making

European

market.
The L,
is manufacturini

Plant

their debt

Tomp

No. 4 for stationary

installat

Goz

for portable installatior
ing the current year this p.
make 1,000 units of the fi
and 3,000 of the second tj
also spare parts for those p'
valued at 500,000 rubles.

f.c

ly

MICHEL ANGI
STUDIOS,

In

214 East Superior
Chicago,

III.

will leave

1.

in the*

Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

service.

CONSULT US ANB SATM

MONEY

The day of the viiudomed cta^e
Picture Houses has passed.

LEE LASir~STUDIOS
Kuckuck, Gen'l Mgr.
1818-1838 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. C.
Brad. 4907
for designs and prices of SE^TTINGS.

H.

J.

IKND FOB OUS PKICK LIST

in

uiiupdQHBys
no
West 32'*St.Nco<york.N.y.^^
Phoa* Penna. 03S0

Motion Picture Department
II

p.

1.

and Canada Agepti

tor

Dabila

Embellish
LOEW BUILDING

1540

TIMES SQUARE,

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

LOEW BUILDING

PENN AVENUE

Your

NEW

aiC.
J'

to
Your OLD
WRITE FOR PRICE

Charm

litsi
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—
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—
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;
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Business Off

Changes

Birmingham, Ala.
Conditions in outlying towns are below normal at present, although there are indications of
an early picking up of business. The after-holidays slump
is in full swing, however, and

OF DECEMBER

Changes in Theater
Reported by
Film Boards

ial

I
..Field

I

Boards of Trade throughhe United States every
J«si gather
data on changes

suffering

are

box-offices
cordingly.

Gary

exhibition

e

by

field,

ar-

THE FILM

with

V theaters, changes in
re-openings and closings

Information cov-

Qvered.

December

follows;

ac-

—

;

Wells; St. Cloud— GAR, sold to E. R.
Beeker by R. G. Chamberlain; Tampa
Campobello, sold to L. Marshall by Frank

Palma

Burns;

H.

by

C. Collier

W.

— Dorris.
Changes in Ownership
Camilla — Opera House, sqld
C. O. Rainey
Lyons — Lyonian, sold
by Eugene Byrd
Ronnie Carrolton by H. B. Collins;
Monroe—^Brown Lady Theater, sold

Doerum

New

to

to

Oscar Briggey

Theaters

ward

Re-openings

Jock

— Princess,

sold

R.

to

";;

Lepanto^

by

en

— Majestic,
W.

I.

—

sold

Jackson

Reeves
Brown's,

F.

D. Reeves; Harrisburg
Rex Barker by W. L.

rs.

..to

Changes

Ownership

in

Brown

to

Mt.

;

E.

J.

Ida

—

—

p!

—

;

&

Smith

Myers by Newton

Paul

Elk

River—^Rex,

Genessee

Gurden

;

— Rex

Changes
Beach
to

EI

(formerly

Segunda),

E. McMurray
(formerly Hoyt's),

McCuUock by

R.

— Strand

W.

Myer by O. Hoyt

J.

— Melrose,

sold

F.

to

J.

;

Loe

Uehling

Hostettler; Maryland, sold to
by R. C. Pence; Union
sold to J. H. Wolfe by R. R.
Maricopa- ^Mission, sold to R.

E.

Howell
e,

—

ns
ain

;

Haggerty; Orange^
H. L. Bevis by E. C.
ell
San Diego Ramona, sold to
Stewart by H. B. Mathews.
by

D.

sold

ial,

D.

to

—

;

Closings

— Dayton; Ore
— Pioneer.

Grand

geles
Cljfsidro

—Mission;

COLORADO
ale

— Sun

Openings

Changes
01

—

;

ai

Closings
;

Nucla

—
—The

—

—

;

Nucla

;

Peetz— The

;

Changes
ai

11

— Colony,

Vnger

;

in

—

Tomasino by
Centerville,

Germain by A. Tomasino

S.
tiester

—

Rialto,

sold

to

W.

—
Pentino by M. Pentino.
DELAWARE

y

Ben

Ali

;

Waterbury

Closings
-Hanark.

R.

;

South

Camp-

Carroll, sold

;

—

Chicago
Park

Villa

Waukegan

—Jenessee;

Tamaroa

;

—

—

;

Peerless, sold to Peerless Theater Corp. by

John Szanto Pickford and Vendome, sold
to Chicago Theaters Corp. by J. C. Ham;

—

mond; De Pue ^Liberty, sold to L. B. &
East
T. R. Mate by Anthony Antonino
Bond, sold to Rudy De Borge
St. Louis
;

—

—

Evanston New
Millner;
to Greenleaf Theater Corp. by
Princess, sold
Miller Spencer; Forreston
to Hiram Adams by P. D. Wales; Fort

&

—

American Legion
Lanark -Wales,
sold to Hiram Adams by P. D. Wales
Morton Grove -The Morton Grove, sold
to V. A. Nolan & Earl Niermer by Joe
Brandt; Odell Lyric, sold to American
sold

to

—

Skelton;

E.

Liberty, sold to

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

Ward; Spring Valley
L. B. & T. R. Mace by

Closings

Chesterfield — Metro;
R; Colfax — Colonial; Cora
— &Davis
House DonOpera
—
— —
Equality — Strand; Grand
nellson ^Home;
Tower — Star Harvard — Majestic Latham
Latham; Moline —^Mirror; Mt. Car—The
mel — Gem; Mt. Carroll—^Majestic; Neoga
FranElmo — Gayety
— Bluebird;
Marie — Liberty
— Crescent
Scofield
Schram
City
Schram City — The
—
Thomson — York Co-operative
^Perkin
Wauconda — New Wauconda; Worden —

Carlyle;

;

;

;

;

St.

cisville

;

;

St.

iSt.

;

;

;

Lannae.

;

—

Corpus Christie, Tex.
opened the Galvan.

— De

Bucklin
by Mrs.

—

Luxe, sold to

Emma

Elland

;

J.

Dodge

Johnson

J.

City

— Bee-

Crown, sold to Midwest
Theaters, Inc., by W. H. Harpole; Hiawatha Royal, sold to Gunninson & Dunnuck by G. L. Rugg; Lercy Kesner, sold
to W. M. Pfaff by W. L. Smith; Lyons—
Odeon, sold to J. A. Townsley by G. W.
Baye; St. Paul Grave's Hall, sold to W.
W. (jraves by B. H. Eggleston Sylvan
Grove Cozy, sold to W. W. Dehler by

Cozy

and

—

—

—

—
Wright.

—

&

Galvan

Mitchell

has

have

—

Kansas City Uptown Theater Corp. has
opened the Uptown at Broadway and Valentine Road.

—

Baltimore Community Theater Co. will
a
$35,000 theater at Hamilton, a
suburb.
build

—

Etowah,
Tenn. Manning & Wink has
opened the Gem, a $75,000 theater seating
700.
W. J. Nichols is manager. H. V.

Manning and
of

1 1

Wink

H.

C.

operate

chain

a

Etowah and Marietta,

theaters between

Ga.

—

Ottawa P. J. Nolan, owner of the Rex
and Columbia here, has plans under way for
a suburban theater to be called the Avalon,
to cost $100,000.
The site is at Bank St.
and Second Ave.
Waterloo,

la.

— Blank-Publix

seating

Riviera,

the

have

opened

2,000.

—

Enid, Okla.
Griffith Brothers have opened
It seats
$175,000 Aztec.
1,180 and is
fifty-third house in the chain.

the
the

—

Jacksonville, Tex.
East Texas Theaters,
will build a $75,000 theater here.

Inc.,

—

—

—

Salt Lake City
Earl D. Smith has opened
Gordon Thornberg is the manthe Tower.
ager.

Madison, Wis.
on State St.
Williamsport,

—The

Pa.

has

Capitol

— Coraerford

Amusement

work on a theater

Co. has started

opened

here.

—

Frankford, Pa.
Forum Amusement Co. has
bought a site on Frankford Ave. and Bridge
St.

on which work on a theater starts soon.

;

Closings

— Palace; Blaine— Blaine School;
— Pastime Fort
— Empress
Grainfield— Garden
Greeley— Legion
Moundridge— Pastime Oneida — Community
Sedgwick — The Sedgwick
Utica
— Olympic.
KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership
D. T. Brown by
Lewisburg — Palace, sold

—

Chicago The Chelten has opened at 79th
St. and Exchange Ave. under management of
Joseph Stern and F. M. Brockell.

Altamont

Cunningham

iScott

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Chicago Lubliner & Trintz has opened the
Regal at South Parkway and Forty-seventh
St.

;

to

Fred

—Rafel

Claude, Tex.
Snodgrass
opened the Rialto.

Ownership

sold to Chas. Ketterman by
Schriber; Attica
Opera House, sold
Leroy Foster by Biberstein
Bros.

Gen

will

Royal Oak, Mich. The Kunsky interests
have opened their new 2,500-seat theater.

in

— Colonial,

son,

Dorbandt

Jacksonville,
Tex. Ross
erect a new theater shortly.

KANSAS

lenkins.

LOUISIANA
Re-openings

— Princess.

Winnsboro

Changes in Ownership
Baton Rogue ^Grand, sold to Boehringer &
Richards by Istrouma Amuse. Co.
Temsold to Boehringer & Richards by
ple,
Dr. A. O. Lyons; Columbia ^The Columbia, sold to Pine. Tree Amuse. Co. by Mrs.

—

—

— Peoples,

G. Henry; Cottonport
Ury Ducote by L. A.

sold

to

Ducoate; Cotton
C. M. Holzenthal by

—

Valley Joy, sold to
A. Mullins; Isthouma— Peoples, sold to
Boehringer
& Richards by Istrouma
Anmse. Co.
Jens La Salle, sold to A.

J.

;

Coleman,
erect
Scott

a

Tex.— B.

$75,000

Dunne

Royal

C.
theater

of Dallas

Oak,

Mich.

is

Howell

& Sons

will

W.

to seat 1,000.
architect.

—The

Kunsky

interests

are planning a 2,200 seat theater to be called
Rapp and Rapp of Chicago
the Royal Oak.
are the architects.

;

Anthony Antonino.

—

Gushing, Okla.
Construction of a $100,000 theater with work to start soon is reported, but the names of the backers have
not been announced.

^Idle

to

soon

will

Closings

— lOOF Hall; Castana — Moon;
Gray — Movie; Greenfield— Lyric; Mclntire
—
Hour;
Morning
Sun — Electric;
Rowan — Opera House.

—

—

;

—

E.

—

by Meyers
Main, sold

—

—

Alma

— Pastime.

—

San Angelo, Tex. W. F. Curry
work on a theater.

start

to

Alvord -Opera House, sold
to A. W. Ritley by Nat Kroger; Atlantic
Strand, sold to O. Johnson by Watson
& Pearce Avoca Majestic, sold to J. H.
Ebersole by R. F. Brown
Cedar Rapids
Grand, sold to F. E. Williams by Millisack & Johnson; Cincinnati Royal, sold
to H. S. Corder by Chas. Best; Clermont
Opera House, sold to E. M. Houg by
C. O. Christ; Coggon
Opera House, sold
to Grantham & Peters by F. Mertz
Dee
Moines Gem, sold to F. A. Worrell by
Roy Jones; Dickens Rivola, sold to Harry
Jackson by Chas. Doty; Dumont Star,
sold to Wilson & Clemens by Joe Keefe;
Jefferson
New State, sold to John Michael
by W. W. Woltz
Jesup Grand, sold to
Grantham & Peters by F. Mertz Manilla
Electric, sold to C. R. Grimes by James
Jordan
Mechanicsville Rialto, sold to E.
M. Rulon by Scolaro Amuse. Co.; Mt.
Vernon Strand, sold to D. L. Steam by
L. D. Hendrix; Ottumwa
Orpheum, sold
to
Sorokin & Sosna by Mr. Millisack
Webb ^Gem, sold to Campbell & Wells
by American Legion.
;

Changes

—

Chestnut G
The Cora

Ownership

sold to A.
Centerville
The

by

Changes in Ownership
Aurora The "B," sold to D. J. Falkos by
John Berchi; Bloomington Market Street,
sold to Mrs. Hazel C. Ludwig by R. MagChicago Admiral, sold to H. C.
gert;
Miller by Chicago Title & Trust Co.; Alma, sold to Tom Christos by Cecil Vigdor;
California, sold to Mrs. H. M. Krause by
Joe Lipton; Independence, sold to J. S.
Meenikow by S. Abrahams & F. Cleveland; Lawn, sold to Nick Doxas by Miss
Lincoln Hippo, sold to G
E. L. Doxey
& E Enterprises by Orpheum Circuit

Carli'le— The

CONNECTICUT
ort

— Palace

Theaters

;

Trovis

C.

Miller.

Legion by C.

Frederick The
Frederick
Junction Strand
Newcastle

-Yates
w

Carmel

New

— Movie Sioux City— New West.
Openings
Calumet—'Opera House.
Changes in Ownership
Ackley — Plaza, sold
—M. E. Brown by
Le Claire

Ayrshire

Barrington;

Park;

Villa

Bryon Legion,
by Bryon M.

Denver Oriental.
in Ownership

—Strand, sold to G. T. Donnelly by
Durango American, sold to Walook by Tony Paconi.

R

—

:

— Coranada;

The
—
Woodstock —

IOWA

;

River
Cozy
Pastime.

Theaters

The
Harrington
Rockford
Shore;

—

—

;

Priest

—

Ownership

in

—-State

dan.

;

Tensed

;

New

—

;

;

ILLINOIS

Mt.

—Avalon.

to

Zell

Lake

ryville

J.

have

Ellison

;

—

Re-openings

— Wright's.

CALIFORNIA
New Theaters

;go

Strang-

Ownership
to Rowe & Perry

in

sold

—^Harold

Closings
—Pastime

Jackson;

W.

Mary D. Cameron.
Closings
Spirit

&

Paul Myers
sold to J. A. Smith
Star, sold to J.
B. Fry ; Quitman
"Irilliams by G. A.
& J. F. Davis;
Concord, sold to D. E. Fitton
jdale
Star City New, sold to
ly Morros
,

C.

to

IDAHO

—iPalace.

Changes

&

by Paschal

Jr.

—-Sylvia,

sold
by P. V. Kelly.

Sylvester

liiberty.

— Grand;
EUetsviUe— Oriental
Hen— Community; New Haven —Haven;
Peru — Grand Redkey — Lyric.

—

;

— Galax.
ARKANSAS

—

;

to

Closings

Alice, Tex.
Mrs. Rufus Hobbs has awarded contract for a theater to cost $40,000.

—

;

;

Openings

hillips.

3od

E.

GEORGIA

Ownership

sold to

B.

to

— Capitol.

Re-openings
Ci— Radio,

sold

Ceia,

Closings

Tallahassee

in

pheum, sold to Colonial Sawyer
iSouth
Whitley -New Whitley, sold to Harry Cain
by J. E. Sickafoose; Thomtown Princess,
sold to Thos. Rohn by R. W. Rohn.

&

;

Bicknell

—

— Simpson

Waurika, Okla.
opened the Rex.

—

;

—

Palm.

Changes

—

;

—

;

Gore.

— Publix.

J.

Theaters

Lowell Grand, sold to Lee Roper by C.
B. Viant; Oaktown
Star, sold to Leo C^.
Brunson by A. W. Keith Paris Crossing
^Montgomery, sold to Plaskett & Humphry by Perkinson & Lynch
Rushville^
Castle & Princess, sold to Roy E. Harrold by Fred Casady
St.
Bemice Or-

—

Changes in Ownership
Bradenton ^Starland, sold to D. G. McCormick by Walker & Hulsey; Ft. Lauderdale
Palace, sold to R. E. Dye by W. J.
Butler
Gainesville
Rodeo, sold to R. L.
Week by Y. \V. Williams; Orange City
Garden
Port Orange Port 'Orange, sold
to Parent Teachers Assn. by Mrs. Alice

Openings

ham

New

E. Popkins by M.
Kirldin
Citadel, sold to
Schellenger by Mrs. Grace May;
to

Closings

H.

ALABAMA

Kokoma

;

Ownership

in

sold

Hankinson

F.

FLORIDA

;

ji,

Corp.

—

—

own-

— Lincoln,

M.

1

,ment

Theater

Colonial.

—

JONTH

Openings

— Mack

Elwood

TER CHANGES FOR

—

—

Johnstown, N. Y. William C. Smalley
has purchased the site of the theater recently
destroyed by fire from the Avon Theater
Corp. of Watertown.
He is having plans
drawn up for a $150,000 house.

Hawthorne,

N.

J.

— Community

Theater

Corp. has completed the Hawthorne, which
has opened under a lease to Mark Block.

Trenton,

N.

J.

—Trenrex

the Lincoln
open in April.

building

which

Realty Co.
scheduled

is

is

to

Cloud by Fred Randolph
Jonesville
Liberty, sold to Fred Randolph by E. D.
Root
New Orleans iMars, sold to R.
Katz by R. W. Dodge; Rayne Frank's,
Frank De Grasuw by W. E.
sold
to

southwest corner of Main and Douglas is under consideration by a group of business men

Craig.

here.

P.

;

;

—

—

Wichita, Kan.
l>ination

— Building

theater

and

of a $450,000

office

building

at

com'
the

OAlLY
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5,
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Jones to Produce Pathe Comedies?
Company Seeks Him

Made Vacant by Sennett Break — All Pictures to Use Synchronization
Predicts —James Cruze on Own to Direct Four and Supervise 16

for Place

Device, Telephone Expert

PATHE SEEKS JONES AS

A

ITS

from "Lots"

Little

COMEDY PRODUCER

B,

Century" was staged
by Charley Chase, Hank Mann,
Jim Finlayson, Stan Laurel,
Babe Hardy and Jimmy Sullivan.
Sam Hardy, Bobby
Agnew, Paul Nicholson, Bob
Frazer, Bob Haines and Bill
Waning appeared in sketches.
of

ALTHOUGH

same

Howard

cast.

Higgins has been assigned to
Cast in "Ladies of the

*

direct.

Mob"

Mary Alden and Roscoe Karns have
been cast in "Ladies of the Mob,"
which William Wellman is directing.
Miss Alden also is to appear in
"Quick Lunch."

Crawford

and

Murray

James

as

Peverell
the De

Marley hurrying on
Bill Howard, Gordon Cooper, Bob Perry, the
fight expert, and Anton F. Grot
chatting; Vera Voronina lookMille lot;

at

publicity pictures
studio.

at

the

*

with Victor

Fox

the animal, going from Cripple Creek,
Colo., to Colorado Springs, 42 miles,
by foot.
Noble reached Colorado

4:

Heerman

at the

Jack Okie urging a writer not to mention
studio;

name

his

in

an

article; Rich-

ard Dix entering his name for
the Paramount "dub" golf
tournament and adding "185
in nine holes."
*

ie

Own

on

James Cruze is planning to
produce independently, and will
probably release his productions on a states rights basis.
He will make four specials and
supervise

16

others.

*

*

FRANK ZUCKER
A.

S. C.

Cinematographer
220

W.

42nd Street

'Phones:

Wadsworth

5650,

Wisconsin

New York

City

0610

a

clerk

will

see

only

those

picture;

which synchronize sound with
is
made by Dr. Edward B.

fi[

executive vice president of Bell Ti
phone Laboratories, who is in Soul
ern California for a series of meel
ings with scientists and engineer
Television, he says, "in its presen
stage is a long ways from practica
use." Craft is the inventor of the dia,
telephone.

Preparing "Craig's Wife"
Clara Beranger is at work on th«
adaptation of the stage play, "Craig's
Wife," which will probably be used)
as a vehicle for Leatrice Joy.
Cast in

"YeUow LUy"

Bodil Rosing has been cast

He

*

*

Bill

Martin G. Cohn

*

Powell knows his "rah, rah,

He was

at one time

at
Central
City, Mo.
*

high

school,

"Wild Geese"

*

*

"Undertow," which was written by
Ztlda Sears of the

Film Editor

cheer

De

Mille studios,

Harry Sinclair Drago
Originals

(Tiffany Stahl Prod.)

" 'Wild Geese' • great picture

....

cotnes to the screen ai

one of the most impressive

pic*

tures of the year."

—"The Film

Spectator"

^1
The Life of Los Angeles
Centers at the

Ambassador's

Masquers are making
things hum in Hollywood. The
boys are still talking about the
"intimate revel" given at the
clubhouse.
"K.C.B," Richard
Carle,

Herbert

Walter

Weems

Althoff

were among the en"The second battle

Rawlinson,
and Charles

Famous

Cheyenne"

"Hello,

Cocoanut Grove

*

The

tertainers.

ture"

"Painted Post"
(For

Tom

Mix)

Author of Ten
Picturized
Originals

Under Contract
to Fox

•11

M
,:isl

fu'

*

Charles A. Sellon is keeping busy
on the Paramount lot. The character
man appeared in "Feel My Pulse"
and then was cast for a role in
"Something Always Happens." He
will also support Richard Dix in
"Easy Come, Easy Go."
*

Ci

in "The
in his father's clothing
spent his evenings study- Yellow Lily," for First National.
ing books dealing with the drama.
He learned the rudiments of acting
from Victor Arnold, a comedian.

as

store.

and Garnett Weston of Paramount,
has been moved to Hollywood from
Cohn Adapting Mulhall Story
Springs, but the horse became ex- Los Angeles. It is a gripping drama
and may be presented on Broadway.
Al Cohn is adapting "The Butter hausted and its rider lost the race.
Elsie
Bartolett
Shildkraut,
Zelda
*
*
*
ind Egg Man," which will feature
Sears and Theodore von Eltz are
fack Mulhall for First National.
Neil Hamilton likes to reamong the leads.
call his first stage appear*
*
*
Asther M-G-M Featured Player
ance. It was in "The Better
Here's
a
hand
to
John
Jarnemuth
'Ole"
and
Neil
carried
a gun
Nils Asther will be a featured playfor his work in titling "The Jazz
and served as atm.osphere.
:r at M-G-M this year, under an arSinger" for Warners. He did a real
*
*
*
•angement made with Joseph M.
job, and his task was no cinch. Any5chenck.
Barry Norton is a linguist.
one who can't get a kick out of that
He is an Argentinian and
line: "A jazz singer, singing to his
speaks French, German, SpanGod,"
must be hardboiled, indeed.
ish and other languages.
Cruze

leads.

E. B.

;

Prophecy that the "very near

tf

Ernst Lubitsch started his career

Johnson Kansas

Back in 1900, Noble
showed more endurance than a horse
he was training. Noble raced against

«

More Passing Show: James
Kevin McGuinness chatting

rahs."
leader

Paramount

*

the

:<:

*

Our Passing Show:

*

Rogell to Direct for M-G-M
Albert Rogell will direct "Tides of
Empire" for M-G-M with Joan

*

SEEN BY

RALPH WVLK

Hollywood
Offer has been made to F. Richard
producers of
the
Jones to take over the Pathe comedy contracts which were vacated
"The Cradle Song" do not realize
when Mack Sennett and the releas- it, William K. Howard was instruing organization failed to come to mental in sending many people to
terms, it is reported. The story goes the Los Angeles performances of the
In fact, Kenneth Thomson,
that if the deal is consummated, Del play.
Lord, the director, will be associated who was interested through Bill, sent
him a telegram following the performwith Jones.
ance. Among others from the C. B.
De Mille studio, who saw the play,
Paramount Signs Mendes
Paramount has signed Lothar Men- wtre Gordon Sweeney, Rene Service
des to a new long term contract. and Miss Bobbie Hunter.
*
*
Mendes has just completed directing
Kenneth Alexander, internationAdolph Menjou in "Code of Honor."
ally known as a photographer, did
the "stills" on "Drums of Love."
Sequel to "Skyscraper"
Kenneth
has been on the Coast for
Cecil B. De Mille is planning a
year and his studio work is atsequel to "The Skyscraper," which a
tracting much attention.
will employ
the

ALL SOUND PICTURES

Special Nights Tues. and Sat

College Night Every Friday

THE
February

lU ay,

5.

DAILV

1928

on Arbitration
Clause Now Looms

iht

(Continued from page

1)

As noted, H. M. Richey,
manager of the M.P.T.O. of

dinged.
s

jan,

maintains that compulsory
any line of business has

ition in

'

declared illegal in his state and
has information he says that
cwise illegal in 39 other states
union.
exhibitor group is firm in its
iiat the existing system should
lifted to permit the exhibitor
er become a party to arbitrar
not, retaining the right to
le issue
to a court for final
-ition.

:

ctically

all

attending delegates

respective cities
he exception of the committee

I

rs

(

their

for

left

and

their alternates.

Hits Petitions

v»od

Lainst

Brookhart

(Continued from page

congressmen

asking

Bill

1)

vote

to

the bill, Wood warns, hitting
lie alleges are misstatements in
t

,

e ptition.

(omplete text of the produceritbutor petition referred to by
ol, appears on this page.)

Here 's Text of Petition Being
Used Against Brookhart Bill
To the Congress of the United States and to Our Own Senators and Congressmen:
We, the undersigned, do hereby respectfully protest against passage of the bill known
as the Brookhart Bill, which proposed to undermine the mechanics of how motion pictures
are distributed in the different motion picture zones of this country, and for the following
reasons:
individually, as citizens of your state and community, who are employed in the sale or distribution of motion pictures, or who are theater owners engaged
in the exhibition of motion pictures, will suffer serious economic
injury if such a bill is
allowed to become law.
2.
If such a bill is passed it will
upset the entire mechanical operation of the
business, and throw into chaos an industry which has solved its individual problems of
distribution by careful judgment of its experience.
3.
When this bill was first introduced it appeared to the casual reader that it might
be in the interest of the industry and of the public, and a few persons engaged in the
business, without giving the particulars of the bill sufficient consideration, endorsed it and
advocated its passage.
After careful consideration, however, we find that the bill is not
to the interest of the industry or of the public, but that it would work hardships on both.
The selling of motion pictures, one at a time, at prices like $7.50, $10, and $12.50 for
feature pictures, cannot be continued if the bill becomes a law.
The traveling expenses of
a salesman alone, to a theater 50 miles from an exchange center, would be greater than
any rental to be gained from the account.
The result would be a cutting off of motion
picture entertainment in many districts where motion picture entertainment is not only
desirable but wholly necessary for the content and well being of the community.
4.
It is our further belief that intelligent men in all branches of the industry are
perfectly capable of coping with any problem of distribution which may arise and that the
men who sells and the men who buy pictures are the logical ones to determine by contract
released for
the terms and conditions under which their product should be sold and
exhibition.
In this connection let us say that representatives of all branches of the industry
met recently in New York to discuss this whole question of wholesale selling and that they
came to an agreement concerning various changes to be made in present selling methods.
Late in January a committee of exhibitors and a committee of distributors will meet to
work out a new uniform exhibition contract, and it is understood generally in the trade
that these changes will be the same as advocated at the Federal Trade Practice Conference.
For these reasons therefore, we respectfully suggest that any attempt to set aside
the mechanics of distribution of motion pictures would be extremely hazardous and we hope
that substitution of any other plan be left to those who have had long experience in the
business.
are unalterably opposed to the Brookhart Bill and respectfully urge your opposition to its passage.
Name
Interest
State
Town
1.

That we,

.

a

t

nickel

each.

td here so

The

far are at
intersections.

f

and
Changes

Seek

—

stands

stipulates

general

release

in

nine

important weeks after close of the loop run, but
in view of the power of the circuit

it now is generally three months and
Sunday Petition
occasionally more exhibitors claim.
Wllock, Minn.— William H. (Wild This, the association feels, greatly
Bannister, owner of the Grand, lessens the value of the pictures. Ex-

Present

cured signatures of about 80 hibitors allege that houses as far as
men to a petition requesting 150 miles from Chicago, get what
ity
council to permit Sunday they term is unreasonable protection
If the petition is not acted over other theaters.
avorably,
Bannister plans to
stand
its
with
In
connection
the fight right to the public. against buying films "in the dark,"
ly shows were voted out of the
the organization wants a clause in
a year ago.
the contract specifying that the title,
and make of star or featured player
Zanuck Arriving In N. Y.
of every film contracted for shall be
yl Zanuck of Warner Brothers,
In star
specified in the contract.
Mrs. Zanuck, arrives in New
series, such designation as a No. 2
Monday after a vacation in EuChaney, or No. 2 Dix, for example,
He soon leaves for the Coast. »fould
not be sufficient.
The exhibitors want to know just
Elstree Studio Expanding
idon
Four new stages are be- what the star is to appear in, and if
iiuilt
at British International's the distributor does not deliver what
e studios, increasing its capacity is promised, the exhibitors want the
right to cancel the contract.
features yearly.
c

ss

I

1

0.

)i

"

EXHIBITORSJiUSING THIS
PETITION IN CAMPAIGN
Following

is

blank being used by

exhibitor organizations to line
up the support of the public in favor
of the Brookhart bill which is reported as being distributed by the thousands:
state

TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED
STATES AND
TO OUR OWN SENATORS AND CONGRESSMEN:
We,

having been carefully
had
the
contents
explained of Bill S-1667, introduced by Senator Smith W. Brookhart of Iowa, by our
local moton picture theater manager, and after
the undersigned,

informed

and

having

careful consideration, honestly believe that
the passage of this bill will benefit us and the
theater-going public.
If this bill i? passed the theaters will have
the
of

OPPORTUNITY
THEIR PICTURES, thus
necessity

of

SELECTING

buying a block

eliminating the
of pictures and

we

in

BEING FORCED TO SHOW PICTURES
NOT SUITABLE FOR HIS PARTICULAR NEIGHBORHOOD OR CLIENTELE.

Therefore

are heartily

BROOKHART BILL

favor of the

and respectfully

ajp-

peal and urge your support to the passage of

same.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

We

Plan Sandwich Stands
Substitution
waukee Tom and Jack Saxe,
jut of the theater field by virtue
Protection
ir recent sale to Midwesco, are
(Continued from page 1)
ng on a plan to build 10,000
te Towers" all over the United
wig Siegel, secretary of the associaThere are already 50 in Mil- tion; and Aaron Sarperstein.
c
at which the motorist or
The organization asks that protecby may stop for a hamburger tion be outlined specifically in weeks.
ich,
a "hot dog" and cof- The agreement with B. & K. now

ixes

11

—

Milwaukee Jr. Orpheum
House Opens in March

—

has been es-

Milwaukee
The Majestic-Orpheum, junior Orpheum house, is
scheduled to open in March.
This
house, which is being built by the

tablished here by decree of the minister of the interior. Under the rules,
minors may see only films of legends,

Orpheum interests, is located at
West Water and Wisconsin Aves.
and will house the type of show now

Censorship Established by
Gov't. Decree in Chile
Santiago

— Censorship

comedies. featured at the Majestic which is a
and
voyages
are forbidden to see films show- few blocks from the new theater.
Films
ing crime or love scenes.
It is pretty much of a local myspointing a moral which show im- tery as to what will happen to the
moral acts are banned, as also are Majestic when the Majestic-Orpheum
any objectionable from the standpoint opens. There is talk that the Ma)f nationalism or religion.
jestic and Garden which adjoin, will
be turned into one theater, but speculation along these lines has so far
Win Sunday Shows Poll
crystallized into nothing of a definite
N.
Y. Canandaigua, nature.
Rochester,
smallest city in the state, has voted
The two-a-day big time vaudeville
for Sunday shows by a majority of policy will be maintained at the Pal19 votes out of 2,403 cast. The anti- ace-Orpheum with all seats reserved
Sunday shows interested used auto- and three shows a day on Sunday.
mobiles to bring their supporters to
the polls.
Kelliher Finishing New House
historical

They

—

—

Variety Chain Opens Another
Mansfield, O.— The Ohio. 1.200scat house built by Varietv Amusement Co., was opened last Thursday.
Speeches by the mayor and other city
officials preceeded the program, and
a banquet for 250 out-of-town guests
followed the program at the Leland
Hotel.

Burlington, Wis. Dan Kelliher of
Elkhorn, Wis., states that the new
theater at Burlington which he is to
manage will be ready to open in about
a week.
The theater is modern
throughout and has a seating capacity
of about 700. The new Sprague theater at Elkhorn, also under Kelliher's
management, will not open for another month.

'

Close

Auburn Theater
The Auburn has

—

Little

Film Theater Adopts Stock

—

Ullenberg at Janesville

—

Tanesville, Wis.^ Frank Ullenberg,
theater,
Milwaukee orchestra leader at sevfilm
indefinitely.
which started out to be a
Milwaukee theaters, has suceral
house, and then became the home of
ceeded C. Rodwell as leader at the
Bowery House Dark
Fritz Leiber' Shakespearean players,
Rodwell has assumed leaderJeflFris.
I e
Atlantic Gardens,
York will open the beginning of February ship of the orchestra at the new
visitthe
under
stock
dramatic
v/ith
ry house, has closed.
Rockford.
Charles Ray, it is Capitol theater at
ing star system.
Santoro In
York
announced, will be the first star to
Benton City House Sold
appear under this policy.
J k Santoro, member of Warner
rciers stock company, has arrived
Benton Citv. Wash.— P. H. Marew York from the Coast for a
Fire at Auburn, R. I.
tini sold the Blue Bird to Mark Carc ion.
He will remain in the East
Auburn, R. I. The Park was ter who has renamed the house the
^
one week.
somewhat damaged by fire last night. Virginia.
."^burn,

i><

Me.

Cleveland

The

Little

little

1

New

'"

New

—

Effingham Goes Liberal
Effingham, III.— By vote of 1,218
to 600 the townspeople at the polls
recorded their preference for Sunday
shows. This followed the arrest of
a theater owner for showing on Sundays in violation of the "blue" law.
The council then called for a show-

down,

and the
whelmingly.

liberals

won

over-

Springfield Changes
Lee J. Euering,
Springfield, O.
former manager of the Princess, has
been made manager of the Majestic.

—

THE
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Paquin Controls Hull Theate

Week*s Headlines

ouiy

TIPS vnocu

And

meam doujuu roe suowmen

—

That's That

By PHIL M.

"London After Midnight"

KARP, who so capably
has handled affairs of the Edward
Small Agency, and sole survivor of
the Eastern staff, closed the doors
high of the New York office Friday.

(M-G-M)

Just before the picture started each
time, the house was darkened a shot
was fired, a woman screamed, then

$3,235,336.

.

Paramount acquiring theaters
through individuals
ain
foreign organization.

in Great Britconnected with

Censorship hit at annual conference of National Board of Review.
film commission abandons filin bill
with probable ratio of
ratio decree,
seven or nine foreign to one French film.

French
for

Tuesday
arbitration and playdate clauses
of uniform contract chief issues before con-

Revision

of

committee at Chicago.

tract

Virginia Legislature kills
tax levy.

bill

providing state

Newsreels will show loss of $2,000,000 revenue in 1927, states G. McL. Baynes, producer of Kinograms.
Keith-Albee denies dickering for purchase of
Poli circuit in New England.
Keith-Albee-Orpheimi merger plans $10,000,000 stock issue and elects E. F. Albee
president,
president,
dent.

Marcus
and J.

Heiman executive vice
Murdock vice presi-

J.

Distribution of German-made projector reported under consideration by E. E. Fulton Co.

Wednesday
Threat of passage of Brookhart bill expected
to be used by unaffiliated exhibitors at
Chicago to gain concessions.
Producer and exhibitor organizations have
set in motion campaigns for and against
Brookhart bill.
William Fox reported planning theaters at
Chicago and Milwaukee.
Senator Brookhart repudiates statement attributed to him that his
government control.

bill

provides for

Steps reported being taken to withdraw Pub-

Loew and United
Wesco pool.
lix,

Artists houses from

Northwest exhibitor unit
leader, plans nationwide poll of exhibitor
sentiment on Brookhart bill.

W.

A.

Steffes,

Thursday
Distributors not to discuss block booking at
contract meetings at Chicago, report says.
New York independent exhibitors plan booking combine headed by Aaron Sapiro.
H. R. Richey, business manager of Michigaii
unit, sounds warning against beclouding of

Brookhart bill.
Fox continuing expansion begun on Wesco
with deals pending with Northwest Theaters and Skouras Enterprises.
Exhibitors at Chicago launch campaign to
line up congressional support for Brookissue

on

maining house

DALY

a man with long white hair,
hat, false teeth, wearing a cape and
carrying a flash light walked slowly

St.

Louis

of

steel

workers.
Contract committee at Chicago faces deadlock, with possibility that seventh arbitrator will be called in.
success of meetings.

C.

C.

Pettijohn sees

"Patent Leather Kid"
(First Nafl)
Arranged with manager of a local
fighter to change his ring name to
the Patent Leather Kid.
Sporting
editors and news editors played it
up.
He fought under his new name
just before the opening of the pic-

the Rupert

Hughes book.

edition of
special

A

listing

Ten

DAILY

poll.

Best

Motion Picture
Industry

DAY AND NIGHT

250

laughing

themselves

into

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 414I'2'S4

ly

enters

the

room

6

at

emerges about midnight.
derstood

a

thrill

finish

p.m.

is

and

unplanned.

It

is

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street

ploitation, exhibitors will be urged to
resurrect horsecars.

Washington, D. C.

fl

Co-operating with 42 Goven»^

ments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout th|>
world for the purpose of pubUl
instruction.

hysterics.

The

extra cost of this campaign was
carfare compared to increase in business.
William Epstein, Aztec, San

—

Antonio, Tex.

Schools, Churches
using

"Two Arabian Knights"

(United Artists)
Ballyhoo consisted of an automobile
airplane that toured the city and distributed "Laugh Tickets" advertising
limit of option has passed.
the comedy. Certain of these .tickets
United Artists opens Detroit theater under
had numbers which corresponded
direction of Hugo Riesenfeld.
with 50 numbers posted on a panel
Satiirday
Fight on arbitration clause looms at Chicago in the Rialto lobby, and each holder
meetings;
contract
substitution
and pro- of these tickets was entitled to one
tection amendments sought by Chicago exadmission.
The chart was changed
hibitor unit.
newspapers
pictures named by FILM

to the

Harold Lloyd is spending many
hours in his projection room, viewing
the footage on "Speedy."
He usual-

"Speedy" has been months in the
making and 35 people were taken
Got 13 window displays in
from New York for exteriors.
prominent stores.
Ten book stores to and
Old horsecars were also shipped to
and the Somers drug stores gave
New York for scenes, and for exdisplays of the photoplay

unanimously oppose compulsory
arbitration and demand open market, in
answer to questionnaire sent out by Frank
J. Rembusch.
Max Shoolman's syndicate still dickering for
purchased of Poli circuit although time

hundred

S

Specialists

ture.

Exhibitors

Five

E R

Photo
Engraving

—

herald playing up the pugilistic angle
went big at the local prize fight.
for use with pictures.
Special card was printed and disH. Bradley Fish to Denver
campaign
rules
board
arbitration
Seattle
tributed
to
the
guests
at
big
hotels.
H. Bradley Fish, formerly with
books are not part of exhibitor's contract.
Distributed a small envelope printed Fox, has been placed in charge of
Friday
red, in Spanish, containing an anti- United Artists' Denver branch by Al
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK announces in
Ten Best Films for 1927 from nationwide hysterical powder to be taken before Lichtman.
with "Beau Geste" seeing the picture to prevent patrons
critics,
poll of 286
first,

GG

INCORPORATED

—

Sonograph Corp. organized for $1,000,000 in
Los Angeles to market new sound device

rated

town.

to the

hart bilL

William Fox's building program in
and Detroit tied up by strike

E

A friend in Timbuctoo rushes the
information that P. in the laundry
As the man mark of Harris Wolfberg, M-G-M
center of the stage.
reached the center of stage, he district manager, at St. Louis, indishouted, "Who Killed Roger Bal- cates a shortening of Phillip.
And then proceeded across
four?"
the stage after which the feature was
J.
M. Franklin, manager of
immediately flashed on the screen. Keith's, Ottawa, was an escort of
This little stunt gave the patrons a Pres. William T. Cosgrave of the
little scare and helped to put them in Irish Free State, during that digOllie Brownlee, nitary's visit to Canada.
the proper mood.
Criterion, Enid, Okla.
Every Monday of every week for
"Now We're In the Air"
20 years the Pathe News has been
(Paramount)
flashed on the screen of the Sheerin,
Displayed miniature airplane in Chicago.
John Sheerin, owner and
lobby.
The 'plane resembled Lind- manager, signed a standing order
bergh's 'The Spirit of St. Louis' and for the Pathe News 20 years ago and
was 16 feet long and the wings were never changed. This is said to break
12 ft. from tip to tip.
On each side all records for continuous bookings
of the cockpit was the following of any product.
That the contract
wording, "The Spirit of the Strand." has now been terminated is due to
Life size cut-out heads of Beery and the closing of the theater following
Hatton protruded above the cockpit. the death of Sheerin.
The cockpit also housed a sixteeniiich electric fan which was kept runOverheard on the lot of a Hollyning at full speed. A suspended wire wood studio:
touching the blades gave the effect
First Director: "Dmirianne may
of rushing winds.
A propeller was not be the best actress in the world,
also made to turn by a concealed but whatever she is doing, she cersmall electric motor.
A victrola in tainly does t hrow herself wholelobby kept playing "Lucky Lindy" heartedly into it.
from 1 to 11 P.M. each day during
Second Ditto: "Yes! It's too bad
the run.
H. L. Jordan, Strand, An- she hasn't thought of digging a
derson, S. C.
well"
accompanied by wierd music

in this

BERTHA

Monday
Exhibitors assembling at Chicago for contract
conference determined to stand firm on six
points won at trade parley.
United Artists seeking blanket deal with
Publix for showing pictures in latters theaters throughout country.
Irving D. Rossheim elected president of
McGuirk
with
John
J.
Co..
Stanley
chairman of board of directors; 1927 profit

—

Hull, Quebec
Donat Paquin, |v
er of the Laurier and Eden, haii;.
quired control of the Capitol, th

—
N.

daily.

ark,

J.
J.

E. Firnkoess, Rialto,

New-

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

Pictures

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

FILMS"

"1001

Complete reference booklet,
at

listing

{Fourth Edition)

nearly 3,000 educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1,50 per year

-

5 South Wabadt

Av

Chicago,

III.

i

For your
Protection
To insure exhibitors

the high-

possible screen quality,
Eastman Positive Film is made

est

identifiable.

Kodak"

The words "Eastman

are stencilled in black

letters at short intervals in the

transparent film margin.

Specify prints on Eastman Film

—look

for the identifying

words

margin— and get the film
that always carries quality
in the

through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

TRUMP THESE!
^He

4Dr

y
we go

FIRST
V

-

AT

to press

reports are in

on

Student Prince"
popular prices.

HERE

are a few:

—

'Turned them aum. Record business."
REGENT, HARRISBURG, PA.
genuine triumph ."—
WASH., D. C. -Record breaking.
Mighty nice after glorious engagement on 'Love'." STILLMAN, CLEVELAND,
OHIO. "Had to call police to handle crouds."— STATE,
BEDFORD,
MASS. •'Brra/cni^recorJi."— CAROLINA, CHARLOTTE, N. C. "Tumaway
business."
M.AJESTIC, TULSA. "One of biggest weeks in history of theatre."
GRAND, ATLANTA. "Season's outstanding picture."— PALACE, MEMPHIS. "Audience acclaims production one of best of the year. Tremendous business."

"A

COLUMBIA

—
—
— TEMPLE. BIRMINGH.AM.
us

more of these."— STATE.

,

—

"Greatest box-office attraction ever offered.

HOUSTON.

METRC-GOLDW
The Top

NEW

of the hidustry

Give

'V

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

•NEWSPAPER

fFILMDOM
Monday, February

No. 31

LIII

Thompson''

Udie
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ITER sundry and
issport

divers

'Miss

difficulties

Thompson has

idie

ar-

our midst. Ever mindlier
enchanting charms
cinated us completely, it
rfirm conviction that she

f;

itinue to receive callers,
small numbers, at the
r many weeks to come.
ived in no modest driz-

"

1

I

was

i"")!-

it

a spring

uiered her
e

'

iiat

in.

shower

Sadie is a
A thunder-

torrent.
will rain dollars into

FOX PLANS AGGRESSIVE DRIVE
TO BECOME BIG CHICAGO FACTOR
and U.A. Houses
Continue Under West Coast

Publix, Loezv
to

Publix, Loew's and United Artists
will "string along" with West Coast
Theaters under the management deal
concluded some months ago, officials
of these companies declare, in commenting on reports that a move is
under way to divorce the houses

A

powerful adap- from West Coast control. Following consummation of the Fox deal
a great story, with no
for control of Wesco, it was declared
pulled, and yet in no that meetings were under way to
(tensive.
All the basic remove the theaters from West Coast
ffice.

of the structure of the management.
Arrangements have been completed
forceful story remain

^

•

The questionable
It

is

(^Continued

on Page 8)

of

II

dem-

iship in the

and
handling of

ve subject.

iloria

NILWAOKEE HAS ENOUGH
SEATS EOR TWICE SIZE

Swanson

artist

—This

city with a population of 500,000 has sufficient theater seats for a city twice its size,

Milwaukee

THE

rises to the heights.

There

{.Continued

on

Page 8)

no more perfect performscreen in

STRAIGHT PERCENTAGE

IS

to what
strategic

many

EAVORED BY EXHIBITORS

Fox

reported interested in tying
who oper-

is

many moons.

Probe of Test Case Being
Planned at Baltimore

(Continued on Page 2)

—

Chicago Straight percentage, with
guarantee and overage eliminated, is
considered by a number of exhibitor
leaders who attended the uniform UNITED
contract conferences the final answer
of the everlasting battles between
BIG BUILDING
buyer and seller in the picture busiwho
ness.
The consensus of those
Mo. United Studios, of
are strong for this method of buying
Joplin,
pictures is that the chances for profit Chicago has just closed a deal to build
(Continued from Page 6)
a structure housing a 1,600 seat theater, a ten story hotel and ten stores.
The
theater will be atmospheric and
Ten Completed, 14 to Start Egyptian
in design.
Work on the

STJiOSSTART

PROGRAM

—

for

Berlin

German

Barrymore

—With

—

—

—

(

I

ten

Subsidiary
already
National is

pictures

(Continued

New

on Page

7)

&

Thalberg's Plan

—

—

1

most

&

—

<

the

4,500-Seat Theater
completed, Defu-First
Baltimore -Investigation of the test prepared to start work on 14 new
K.
in Chicago for B.
on top of his great work case, which the grand jury dismissed pictures. These are to include three
Katz
Balaban
will
Chicago
&
^
of Love" his artistry in last week, is planned by Commissioner Zelnik supers, with Lya Mara in the complete the Paradise at Crawford
Ray Rockett is supervising
Gaither. before he determines whether lead.
iIJS him as one of the great
Ave. and Washington Blvd. on the
His Mr. he will arrest theater owners in the program.
of the screen.
The project was started
West
Side.
inilton, ali:.s Rev. Alfred event any further attempt is made to
by National Playhouses (Cooney
is a characterization that present Sunday shows.
(Continued on Page 7)
United Circuit Sells 2
after the final fade out.
ff
Houses in Milwaukee
King him it would be hard
Theater Financing on
e anyone else in the part.
of
Brothers
Milwaukee Goetz
w a word of congratulaCost Plus Basis Plan Janesville, operating under the name
aoul Walsh, actor-director
Philadelphia National Syndicated of the United Theater Circuit, have
Hollywood Irving Thalberg
lary.
As a director this Theaters, a subsidiary of the National discontinued two of their theaters in
may leave M-G-M, having
\oung man has already Engineering and Contracting Corp.,
(Continued on Page 2)
planned to produce independIn Sadie he has announced a plan for the conheights.
e
Norma
usijig
abroad,
ently
he has been telling others structing and financing of theaters on
If this
Shearer as the star.
Comedian
Dies
Fox
vears and does it excep- a cost-plus basis. The corporation inplan materializes, M-G-M will
Hollywood Ted McNamara, Fox
cil.
tends to build a limited number of
handle the releases.
very angle "Sadie Thomp- theaters on a cost plus basis of 10 comedian, died following a week's illness with pneumonia.
(Continued on Page 8)
great picture.

inel

l:

consider

situation in Chicago with
exception, of course, of Balaban

up with these three factors

ish.

lie

—

Katz.

is
back.
Back
FILM DAILY
In her entire and suc- survey made by
ireer she has never done emphasizes.
In the last year 20,000 new seats
so convincingly.
Her ophave been added to the city's total.
is big and she lives up to
ot of the way.
No string Until a few months ago, new houses,
jtional harp is left untouched principally in the neighborhoods, were
agnificent performance. Her built up with such rapidity that
ation of Sadie is sincere, downtown operators were moved to
lid
honest.
In her big remark more seriously than otherwise

reat

Suburbans Moves Now
Being Considered

head of the Coston Booking Circuit,
National Playhouses, Cooney Bros.
and the Marks Bros, hold the key

ele-

a forceful
intelligence

Run and Tie-Up with

First

Chicago William Fox, elevated to
through which the Publix shows will a powerful position by virtue of the
be presented at the following Pacific Wesco deal, intends to land with
The first Publix both feet in the Chicago situation,
Coast situations.
unit will open Mar. 1 at the new providing real competition for BalaPublix, Seattle.
These shows will ban & Katz, Publix subsidiary.
then move in rotation to the new
Fox is due here next week to look
Publix at Portland and then to the over the situation and to complete
Granada, San Francisco and the Met- plans for a first run, and to line up
ropolitan, Los Angeles.
new strength in the neighborhood
These theaters are operated by the field, to buttress his position held by
West Coast Western Theaters Co., virtue of his interest in the Ascher
owned by Loew, ParaYnount and houses.
West Coast, in accordance with an
James Coston, who is the active

been splendidly elim-

-
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"Sunrise"
"The Jazz Singer"

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
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"Love"
"Chicago"

"The Enemy"
"The Last Command"
"Simba"
"Drums of Love"
"Sadie Thompson"
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&

Katz for

1927, will

approximate

United Circuit

$2,-

.

Jan.

Feb.

40 theaters jointly.
Some a
ton's properties; others belon;
Cooneys; while in the case
houses, the interests are cc
The Cooney "ace" houses
Avalon and the Capitol on th

3

Side.
Coston books about
aters, including the Cooney's
Marbro and Granada built ar

New

Congress Hotel May
1,500 Seat Theater
Chicago — A picture theater with a

House

by

thousand rooms, an athletic club, a
theater and a "legit" house
and costing in the neighborhood of
$30,000,000 is said to be under conpicture

sideration.

Changes

Des

Aloines

in

Blank Staff

— Resignation

Milwaukee.

One

a half ago.
The circuit

now

Stolte

as

manager

16

16

2454

2414

Fox

of

Art

Cooneys and

12
2',300
1

400

20
700
800

of

the

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

Milwaukee Exchanges Ready April 1
Milwaukee Work is progressing
on the exchange building for M-G-M
and Fox. It is expected to be completed by April 1. The building will
be one story high and cost about
$40,000. The Ludwig Film Exchange
now located at 713 Wells Street will

—

into the quarters formerly oc-

cupied by
the

Fox

at 721

new exchange

is

Wells

St.,

completed.

Coston

to

ti-

Riviera

Omaha, and the elevation of
Nate Frudenfeldt, handling publicity

viera,

has only the Park-

way and Granada

left in Milwaukee for the Riviera, to management of
besides theaters at Janesville. Beloit the Capitol here.
Paul Swor, masand Kenosha in the state. All four ter of ceremonies at the Capitol, goes
of the Milwaukee theaters are neigh- to the Riviera and Jimmy Ellard reborhood houses.
turns to the Capitol as m. c.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN DISTRII
OP qUAUTY MOTION PICTURI

jPtE, PIETURK
ARTHUR A.LEE PRES

Buys Bethlehem House

Binghamton Votes Sunday Shows

—

Binghamton, N. Y. The Common
of New
York became the owner of the Globe, Council has voted to permit Sunday
through an order entered by Justice shows after 2 p. m. The new ordiDickinson in District Court. He au- nance has been referred to Mayor
thorized the receivers of the Bridge Boyd. His decision must be rendered
Theater Co., owners of the Globe, for or against, by the beginning of
to sell the theater to Brill for $40,000. this week.
Bethlehem. Pa.— Sol

Brill

NEW VOOK

CaU
Inc.
Walter A. Futter, Pres

Plans Two Houses
$20,000 Fire at Goodland, Kan.
San Francisco Golden State TheGoodland, Kan.
Damage estiaters is building two neighborhood mated at $20,000 was caused at the
theaters in the North Beach district. Sherman by fire of unknown origin.
The two houses are to cost $600,000. E. E. Sprague is the owner.

for

—

Library Stock Scenes

New York
130 W. 46th

when
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-
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CHINATOWN
LIGHTS AND

SHADOWS
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BACK STAGE

RAINBOW'S END

All Rights Fully Protected
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for Any Kind of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

for 1928-29

HIGH CLASS PRODUCTIONS

1123

Market

Chesterfield Motion Pictures Corporation

BELOW THE DEADLINE

Hollyw
c/o Leon Schlesit

St.

Bryant 8181

If

Announce

BBVIkll

WAFILMS,

ttBond Market

NOTE:

move

to

three groups with the Fox or
tion; to jointly or perhaps oi
other agreed upon basis builc
first run in the loop in oppo
the Chicago, Oriental and Mc'
and, in general, give B. &
healthy run for kingpin posi

•Last Prices Quoted **Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

tCurb Market

Meyer

of

—

235i
9754

and

neighborhoods.
is understood to be n

tive

4854
4

Louis

All of these houses are op
to B. & K. theaters in their

capacity of 1,500 may be included in ing for the Marks houses,
the gigantic hotel which is being dis- them brand new and magnifi
cussed to replace the present Con- every sense of the word,
than that, however, it appea
gress on Michigan Ave.
A huge hostelry to include several advances have been made

Sells 2

(Continued from Page 1)

Brill

200
400

80

97f^

.

....

121 54

ttPar.Bway.S-^sSl

.

Chicago.
them, the Re- (Blank-Publix) in Omaha to become
If such a deal can be work
gent, has reverted back to Fred See- identified with a string of Publix many here believe
that the coi
gert and the other, the Radio is now houses in the South has necessitated forces under leadership of Fc
200
1,200 being operated by Anthony Bilek, who the switching of Harry Watts, man- be as vital a factor in this te
500 managed the theater about a year and ager of the Capitol here to the Rias B. & K.

100'/^

5954

Aug. 12
Sept. 23
Oct.
6
Nov. 4

K.
$7 a Share Seen as B.
Earnings for Past Year
Chicago — Earnings of Balaban &

Sales

10

59^

Opening Date

-Paramount

Houses in Milwaukee

.Se?t,

in the neighborhood sec
Chicago where many existing
would do credit to the Times
district of New York.
Like
& K. are angling for the t
which Coston controls.
Coston and the Cooney Br

ate

ated

marketed.

Paramount

•

000,000 after all charges, including
taxes and depreciation on buildings
and equipment, officials say. This exceeds 1926 earnings by $150,000 and
is equal after allowing for dividends
on the preferred stock to about $7
Satur- a share on common stock outstanding.

With film issues generally inactive
day, Warner Brothers "A" was the only
stock to rise above the one-point mark, goParamount coming up 1J4 to a 2454 close.
mon led in the trading, 2,300 shares being

•Am.
*Am.

Theater

Distributor

"Wings"

1)

months on the Main

Broad

Phone Circle 4736
*ay, New York, N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737 4738-4739.
Hollywood, California Harvey
New York.
Gausman, Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone,
E.
Diexel 7000 and Washington 9794. London
Fredman, The Film Renter, 58,
Ernest
Great Marlborough St., London, W. I. BerLichthildbuehne. Friedrichstrasse, 225.
lin

Financial

a solid six

of

Street
and it's still standing 'em up.
Chaplin's "The Circus" concluded a
four week's run at the Mark Strand.
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," at the
Rivoli, was replaced by "Sadie Thompson/'
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The beauty

spell.

worth

"Thrills

the

price

and action hold one

"Appeals to me as being the most precious gem
your crown of glorious achievement. Never
has love story been so appealing, so touchingly
told.
I defy anyone to see it without feeling a
quickening heart-beat.
I was thrilled.
Whoever loves love should see this picture."

in

alone of this production is

of

admission.

Its

in

unreeling

one spellbound- You will want to see it
nore than once. Will insure the exhibitor of
hekels and the spectator of the finest in film
lolds

—

intertainment."

JEWS
hem

DAVID BELASCO

"Wins

:

have

pictures

iray

Lavish

ouses.

Ought

applause.

in at the Liberty

when
faded

into

sets, battle thrills,

cenes."

to be pulling

Broadneighborhood

WORLD

lots of other

red-hot love

f

picture plays.

Not seen

"An excellent opus and one
most beautifully mounted things ever

RAPHIC: "A

MIRROR:

for

the

enchanted.

feast for the eyes

my

credulous.

JOURNAL: "A

Melodrama unrealed

Philbin

is

tRALD-TRIBUNE: "We

approve of all of
Spectators broke into wild applause as they
|ed.
Audience refused to go home until Grifa speech."

beautiful production.

liberty

Colorful,

tove

"f
TELEGRAPH

:

" 'IT'

red-hot love story.
I

fail

mided

to recall
his

For

dominates the story.

anything excelling.

suspense to a

A

sheer pictorial splendor
terrific

Has

pyra-

climax."

$2,00 TOP
theatre, N, Y, C,

bow PLAYING AT
Lt

are held and

exquisite-"

striking exquisite."

gorgeous spectacle."

made

You

"Griffith's best.

Mary

an entertain-

ru ms
S

in all

In-

days anything so exquisite."

rought to the screen."

ith

of the genuinely brilliant pas-

Broadway

WORLD:

the

ent

"One

tense and devious love story.

i

I

'.YE.

:

sages along the

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

«

Monday, February

DAILY

On Broadway

Straight Percentage is
Favored by Exhibitors

(Continued from Page 1)
or loss for both exhibitor and distributor are equally divided.
Astor "The Enemy"
^
One suggestion on how
Recognizing that practically all of
Broadway "Sharp Shooters"
Cameo ^"Helen of Troy"
to handle the rewriting of the
the major deals with first run operaCapitol— "The Student Prince"
tors are today made on a percentage contract was this: To take the comCentral— "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
basis with distributots, it is argued mittee members, put them on a boat
Kellys"
Colony—i"The Cohens and
"Wings"
Criterion
that, for the theater owner at least, bound for Bermuda and forget about
Earl Carroll "Simba"
the system is lacking in equity since them from that time on. The author
Embassy "Love"
the guarantee insisted upon by the of the idea was willing to bet that
Gaiety '"Chicago"
distributor, gives the exhibitor no the group would return with a firstHippodrome "South Sea Love"
Liberty ^"Drums of Love"
Nobody
protection in case of the picture thus class, bullet-proof contract.
Loew's New York Monday, "Now We're
called
him.
if
it hits, the averbought
flops,
and
In the Air;" Tuesday, "Legionnaires in
Paris" and "Peaks of Destiny;" Wednes- age cuts into the net.
Rather general expressions of reday, "French Dressing ;"Thursday, "Cheat"Burning
Up
Friday,
Cheaters;"
ing
gret that Jimmy Grainger couldn't
Broadway" and "Come to My House;" Opposition to
make the grade. He was looked for
"Baby
Sunday,
"Serenade;"
Saturday,
However, Eddie is
by the gang.
Mine"
Mark Strand— "Patent Leather Kid"
around. Which helped considerably.
on
percentGuarantee
and
overage
Paramount "Her Wild Oat"
age contracts are opposed by exhibiRialto
"The Last Command"
The Fox-Wesco deal is on every"Sadie Thompson"
Rivoli
tors generally throughout the United
Roxy "Love Me and the World is Mine" States, it was shown in a poll of ex- body's lips.
It came as a decided
Times Square—"Sunrise"
surprise to the country at large. Even
hibitor sentiment conducted by
Warners "The Jazz Singer"
Brooklyn Mark Strand "The Circus"
DAILY. The poll followed in the office of one important Chi-

—
—
—
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—
—
—
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—
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FILM

light

the

several unusual sidelights
variety of entertainment t

be found in this city, as it
others.
Fairbanks in "The Gau
is the current attraction.
The h
opens at nine o'clock in the mor
and grinds all day. The entire s
is on the screen.
shows
is the average and on Saturdays
to

Nme

Sundays by tightening up
is

possible

to

The United

squeeze
Artists

is

in

(

the b
11.

the old

remodelled. It is a beautiful,
type theater with a capacity

The entire
house was ripped
1,700.

inside

Af'

intii'

of

al'

of the

out and
with only the four walls as a _
ton, the present structure was r'P
ed.
The cost was about $600,
but you can easily see where
money went.

Maryland against percent- cago circuit which, you would think,
Frank Rembusch came to
would get the flash almost as soon as
it
happened, the news produced a meetings perhaps better prepoj
long whistle and several ejaculations thayi any other individual,
ry of Holypke has taken over the association stand.
brought a manager with him
of
astonishment.
Midway.
thoroughly efficient secretary,
Two Wis. Theaters Change Hands
Al Steffes said he wasn't sure his papers! Brief cases, valiset
Springfield House Closed
Milwaukee Changes
in
theater
whether
he was affiliated or U7iaffili- what have you all over the pla^
Springfield, Mass.
The Pine Point ownership in the state include the
has closed indefinitely.
Garden at Phillips formerly operated ated because of the speed with which
Charlie Branham is back on
by A. L. Sorenson and now managed the checkerboard is changing.
old stamping ground.
After leav;'
Taunton House Changes Name
by J. E. Keppler. At New Richmond
Universal, where he handled the KI
Generally
anticipated
here
that
the
Taunton, Mass. The Cosy has A. H. Lynch has disposed of his Gem
Loew, Publix, United Artists' houses sas City theater division, Branhjill'e
changed its name to the Bijou.
to J. H. Heywood.
will be pulled out of the Wesco pool. had an idea he might go South, mk
He's badti)(i!ii
Contracts? To be sure, but usually his visit was short.
stand

of

Berry Buys at Aldenville
age booking as it now exists, with
George E. Ber- other units called on to back the
Aldeiiville, Mass.

—

oiil

—

—

[

—

they can be adjusted so the consensus
goes.

^e»*r2
RECOGNIZED BY THEATRES
EVERYWHEliE AS AESCLUTELY

INE)ISPEN$ABLE IV THEIR SUCCESS

T

CAUSE

1$,

Dropped in at
Marks Bros.

the

— operate

Marbro, which
—theLouis
and Meyer

on the West Side.

Benny

Meroff, former vaudevillian, and his
band on the stage provided the background of the show with a number
We
of vaudeville acts dovetailed.
planned to remain for a few Tninutes, but the whole darned stage
show had slipped by before we realized it.
The Meroff personality registers
plus.
A fine stage attraction.
And the theater, like others
visited
here,
proved nmgnificent.
However, that's another story and

—

Chicago where, as he says, he
keep his shoes clear of red clay.

M. B. Shamberg, who recently
over about 26 of the Univen
aters

m

Kansas and Missoufi

partnership deal with "Uncle\
Laemmle, was another visitoi
whipping his circuit into shapfA
confident over the future.
SM
berg and his partner. Wolf;
the Kansas City Midland, you m\
The Loew circuit operates it.

M

H. S. (Doc) Gallup, king
the upper Michigan peninsula,!
ped in for an earful at the d
,

tions.

_

"Doc" was en route home

New York. Mrs. Galirf
they will vacation in
A chat with "Bill" Rudolph, new America during the next few
manager of the United Artist theater "Doc" says no, so he'll probab^
at Randolph and Dearborn, proved leaving for
the southern contine te
mighty interesting and brought to soon.
of that,

more

ter a visit to

later.

says

Q ^Toiler en &cryTldiureycuTlaij-

!i

**

A

ccmplefe xervice-H'ifli Arinnatec] openin^cortaifiir^ ranhe of flieatrc - dJay *ets
ard Arimated closing to match -

SPECIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENTS
in charge of exoerls rcadv to Mippiy Special Aiiiie»iiceireri$

of any kird ir filin Torm af rcasorable prices

ARTISTIC
for

ANIMATED LEADERS

YOt/r Feature, ComcdY, News, Erds, Tradehnarks

Urge Boycott of War Films
8,200 Using Screen Ads
London Protest against prevalDenver About 8,200 merchants
ence of war themes is made in a resoscreen advertising provided by Ale

—

»?(

—

So

lution passed by the Prescott Cooperaander
tive Guild, which urges all women
aters
to l)oycott war pictures.

Film Co., in nearly 1,900 tb[_«i
throughout the United Statt
according to the firm's estimate. Tl

company

figures

that these
Industry Aid,ing Flood Sufferers
J"
London Benefit performances are ers get reader circulation 9,OOO,0(H f^
being held for victims of the recent
Graduate Managers Assigned
Thames River flood. The shows are
sponsored by London film interests.
Gloversville, N. Y.
Four graflL,
advertt

—

111

—

^^^Xemil SCREEN StIMCr
CHICAGOSM

S

W4BAM1

AVi.

NEW
YORK
I?6-I30 W. -tClH

ST.

LOS ANGELES
l9M».VERMONrAVg.

Gets Wales' Circuit
Lanark, 111. The Lanark, including
the Peter Wales' circuit, has been
purchased by Samuel H. Rhodes,

—

Jr.,

who

ment.

will

assume

the

ates of the first classes of the Sc^i
Managers' Training School have
following assignments: T. E. \%l
Granada, Buffalo; E. T. Mi
Rialto, Little Falls; Elmer

manage- Temple, Fairport; H. M.
Bijou, Lowville.

Doiiain

It(
P;
^
ii:

THE
February

7.

6,

1928

-^7H^^im
A Review of Reviews

Coast Wire Service

G-M Denies Studio Shutdown
ON INCANDESCENT

OUT 12 PICTURES

NOW

IS

made by M-G-M

A

picture budgeted for $300,000
save $25,000 through the use of
:)ointing to their schedule of incandescent lights, it is estimated by
M-G-M cameraman
productions now under way. John Arnold,
recently conducted laboratory
»|clude Clarence Brown's pro- who
In addition, he says,
for Greta Garbo; Mai St. lighting tests.
;cting Lew Cody; Monta Bell motor generators now used by stu"The Bellamy Trial," and dios to transform alternating current
Beaumont's arodtiction of to direct current can be eliminated
incing Girl.'/ John P. Mc- and the fire hazard will be reduced
s preparing! "Nick Grinde,"
25 per cent, with a proportionate inof the Tin\.,McCoy series surance rate economy. Another econis

i,|l

shutdown

studio

is

officials

contem-

will

By LILIAN W.

Big Building Program

Continuance of "The Circus" and
the revival, at "popular prices," of
"Old Ironsides" and "The Student
Prince," together with an absence of
any new "Specials," caused a dearth
of new pictures for the past week.
"13 Washington Square" proved
popular with the Roxy audience. It
offered a story of comedy and mystery that had good general entertainment appeal and with Jean Hersholt
doing more fine work.
Marie Prevost did some amusing
cutting up in "The Rush Hour" but
the total result
ture.

was

just a fair pic-

"Buck Privates" brought on

the war again with some mildly hilarious comedy business.
Crooks and politics gets all bawled
up in "The Law and the Man," an

average

Darrow

program
is

the

United Studios Start

BRENNAN

in

The

—

Chicago United Studios are actively launched on their theater building campaign.
The Joplin deal was
closed by L. P. Larsen, president.

Harry D. Goldberg, associated with
him in the development of new theaters in moderately-sized towns in
the Middle West, has been spending
most of his recent time lining up

A

sites.

number

of deals are

m

ne-

but pending consummaUnited refuses to make any

gotiation,
tion,

statements.

New

4,500-Seat Theater
K.
in Chicago for B.

&

Frankie

offering.

"works"

(.Continued from Page 1)
plans will be started at once.
project will be ready in the fall.

"Little

{Continued from Page

1)

Mickey Grogan," one of those "Side- Brothers) and then taken over by
walks of New York" yarns with B. & K. Plans call for a 4,500 seat
Sam
n "Polly Preferred."
heart interest galore.
house to cost about $3,000,000. There
directing William Haines
The western contingent was com- will be 3,000 seats in the orchestra
earned About Women," for- work can be done by five men.
prised of "Crashing Through," with
and 1,500 in the balcony. John Eberled "Iron Mike."
These statements were made by Jack Padjan, and "Phantom of
the son is the architect.
His plans call
Arnold following completion of tests Range," with Tom Tyler.
"Casey for an atmospheric theater such as
auspices
of
the
M.
under
the
made
Jones" has Ralph Lewis doing his the Cooney Bros' Avalon and CapTheir findings stuff as an engineer.
P. Producers' Ass'n.
Another of itol except that the new Paradise will
(R OF CHANGES ARE
Vidor

is

dir^cti«^-Marion

1

omy

that where 12 electricians are
required for the present arc-lighted
incandescents in use, the
set, with
is

conclusively, according to
those in charge, that arc lights now
in use will soon pass entirely out of
The tests show that a set
vogue.
lighted by arc lights require 2450 amperes but with incandescents, the
same set can be lighted with only
850 amperes.
indicate

lANNEDAT "U"

CITY

and Hugh Hoffman
il for promotion at Universal
nature of which is not disjSome time ago it was reat Welsh was to become

4 Welsh
j

lanager of the plant.
f

Melford has been offered
director general under the

Goudal Sues De Mille
for Breach of Contract

Jetta Goudal has filed a suit in
doubtful
it is
Maurice Piver has the Superior Court here in which she
Lloyd Nosier as editorial charges Cecil B. De Mille with
breach of contract and claims $42,250

but

lanager,
accept.

in

FBO

has been named casting
Borzage's Next
succeeding Jack
r FBO,
Frank Borzage's next production
andro Berman has been
story
ssistant to Randolph Bart- will be "The River," from the
by Tristram Tupper. Charles Farnd film editor.
rell will play the lead, and Edmund

|ley

JBse

Lasky Arriving

jisky

scheduled to arrive

is

dramatic fixings.

Goulding will do the adaptation.
"Blossom Time" will follow this pro-

May Sig^n Malena
M-G-M is negotiating with Lena
Malena

Sign Soussanin
olij Soussanin has been added

Charley Chase's latest Roach comedy is titled "The Family Group."
Ed Kennedy, Gertrude Astor and

of First National's

"The

|y-"

Free Lancing
has completed his
th Fox, and now is free

iard

lliard

for a long

New

term contract.

Chase Comedy Completed

Edna Marian

Opening date

is

"Scarlet Dove" Starting Soon
Vera Clarke is writing continuity
of "The Scarlet Dove," soon to be
placed in production by Tiffany-

itir

Renew Boles' Contract
De Mille has taken up

Cecil B.
the option
contract.

and renewed John Boles'
has been assigned to
ncroft.
Austin is now play opposite Leatrice Joy in "Man
his part in "Red Hair," Made Woman," which Paul Stein will
ira Bow.
direct.

The

Austin. Kent will
Nightstick" with

there-

set

for

Oc-

CHARLES CHAPLIN
in four tivo'veel

comedy

classics

TRYSTING PLACE
DOUGH AND DYNAMITE

HIS

HIS PREHISTORIC PAST
CAUGHT IN A CABARET
Mack

Sennett- Keystone re-issues)

with
Mabel Normand, Chester Conklin and Mack Swain

New prints from guaranteed original negatives —
New paper in one and three sheets

Exclusive state rights

now

offered by

WAFILMS,

Inc.

lets for

V^illiam

and,

Versailles

are in the cast.

Stahl.

Kent, Austin
term contracts have been
Paramount with Arnold

of

French.
An innovation will be a moving
platform which will appear and disappear through the orchestra pit on
which will be the staged presenta-

—

duction.

Assisting Sullivan
has been promoted to
nti C. E. Sullivan, vice presirge of the FBO studio.
hite

typical

Theater Closed as Fire Trap
Biwabik, Minn.
Branding the
building a fire trap, the fire marshal's
office has closed the Grand here, un- tions.
til changes ordered are made.
tober.

(All
Ite

be

fore,

contracted salary she alleges was

not paid.

Changes

those "glorifying" stories with melo-

He

130 West 46th
BRYANT

St.,

N. Y. C.

8181

(bootlkggers of these subjects will be

prosecuted)

i
DAILY

6,

Milwaukee Has Se|
Enough for Twice

Three Groups Under
0^xpUlt-O'G4aiff±
West Coast Control
memi ooluds roc suowmcn
UPS

Slj

vnucu

DAILY

{Continued from Page

(M-G-M)
ran a "Ben

One newspaper

Hur"

This started a week before
playdate and consisted of a series of
questions relating to "Ben Hur" and
quiz.

requesting a letter of 25 to SO words
aL>
an expression of opinion on the
The other paper ran a page
stL-ry.
of co-operative ads on the starting

This was tied up in
of picture.
the form of a "junil:)le puzzle" contest with tickets as prizes to those

day

who

(.Continued from

1)

In the
"They're at it
hammer and tongs
at Chicago, which is
a good sign.
The
boys are showing a
real aggressive spirit,

and you can be sure
that

work

both sides will
to the best of

their ability in writ-

ing
tract.

the new conRegardless of

the outcome, you've
got to hand that
committee real credit
for the way the
job has been tackled.

Fanchon and Marco shows in the
same situations, which will include

the

put the picture together correct- the following theaters: Loev/'s State,
ly._S. O. Wall, Springfield, 111.
Los Angeles; Loew's Warfield, San
Francisco; Broadway, Portland, and

page co-op ad announced shown.
"West Coast Theaters needs our
how persons might win one of the
11 prizes ranging from a month's pass pictures and we need the circuit's the-

1)

downtown

jj'

to

section, then

Practically everyu I
one turns in the neighborhoot
theater is to be found.
Most ol
locations selected for these he Jo
are to be found in zones which
already overseated.
a
Milwaukee is a good picture th(
stand.
The difficulty exists over
fact that little or no profit is b
made because of the badly overse
condition. "It's too bad for us,'
one of the best posted executive
ra
the city, but what are we goitii
18

theaters.

do about

it?

report that Fox will bull'
large theater on the site of the
terfly is generally credited, altho
the move is deplored in view of
existing situation.

The

Fifth Avenue, Seattle, and will also
include the other cities where Fanchon and Marco shows are being

"Dress Parade"
(Pathe)

Page

that they found it difficult
up with the openings.

Sam

Katz,
for Publix, Nicholas M. Schenck, for
Loew's. and Harold B. Franklin, for
West Coast Theaters.
Ralph
E. Crabill, now in charge
of de luxe operations for Publix, will
join West Coast in a similar capacity,
and will devote his efforts particularly in connection with the de luxe
operations in which the three companies are interested.
West Coast will continue to route

arrangement concluded by

"Ben Hur"

A

m

Monday. February

r
j»

1|

full

If (01

Incorporations

Theater Financing on
exception of Los
opened
The an- Angeles, where we recently
"Dress Parade."
Cost Plus Basis Pl| f*
Richmond,
Va. Norfolk
Consolidated
"Read all of our pre-release house, we will play Corp.
nouncement follows:
To build and operate film houses.
(Continued from Page 1)
along
with
Coast."
West
One
Incorporators: Irving G. Craig, Whiting C.
the ads on this page carefully.
per
cent.
The plan also provides
This was the statement of Joseph Faulkner and R. H. Knight, all of Richoi more letters contained in the wordi
mond.
25
per
cent
of the profits of the
his
comin
outlining
Schenck
M.
have been placed
DRESS
ater, and no share in any losses.
in the window of each establishment pany's stand, with respect to the opAlbany Bailey Theaters Corp.
To build
The financing will be done oi'
whose advertisement appears here- erating agreement with West Coast. and operate theaters. W. H. Adams, 5 East
St.,
York
44th
New
City.
1,000
shares,
no six per cent basis plus one-halfi'with. Ascertain what letter or letters Schenck expressed confidence in the
par value.
one per cent for legal fees. The S;
are in each store window; then write ability of Harold B. Franklin, presidicate earnings will come from
down on a piece of paper stating in dent and general manager of West
Albany ^Goodhalls.
Motion pictures. Benwhose window you found each letter; Coast, and said United Artists is well nett & Wallenberg, 36 West 44th St.. New ten per cent profit on constructiiT
plus the 25 per cent from the pro
then state which advertisement on satisfied with the existing arrange- York City.
of operation.
The new company
He also expressed confidence
this page you think is the best and ment.
Trenton Victoria Amusement Co.
To op- opened offices in the Fox building)
William
Fox,
who
in
fairness
of
the
than
in not less than ten nor more
erate theaters.
Wescott & Varbalow, CamSign your name controls West Coast by virtue of den. $500,000 preferred, 5,000 shares comfifty words tell why.
mon.
Gross at Milwaukee Downer jj
and address plainly and mail or send purchase of control of Wesco.
Milwaukee
Stanley Gross now,| iw
"Our company has decided to make
to Contest Editor care The Augusta
Albany iKotlascope Editing! and Titling
Herald by 10 A.M. Friday."— F. J. no changes in the West Coast situa- Service, Rochester. Titles for films. East- manager of the Downer here.
tion," declared Nicholas M. Schenck. man Kodak Co.
Miller, Modjeska, Augusta, Ga.
"Harold B. Franklin will continue to
Steam Opens Another
Albany Richard
Hyde Estate.
Motion
handle our houses which are under pictures.
Chicago Meyer Stearn has open:
Hirsch, Newman & Reass,
100
"East Side, West Side"
West Coast management."
Broadway, New York City.
100,000 shares. the new Chelton, 79th and ExchanjAy
(Fox)
He is owner of the Marquette aiite.
Albany New Hyde Park Amusement Co.
th«)'
Re-Elect M-G-M Oflfiicers
M. Sulzberger, 565 Fifth Ave., New York Highway here and the Dicks
It has always been the custom to
ter. Downer's Grove.
City.
10,000
shares.
three
songs
the
at
sing two or
Stockholders of M-G-M re-elected
children's matinee, so had projection- the retiring directors at the annual
ist throw a slide on the screen just meeting last Friday. At a subsequent
to the
to see

Modjeska

to a pair of tickets

With

aters.

the

—

PARADE

l'

—

—

,

—

.

—

—

a,

1

(

—

—

—

prior to the song "East Side.
Side."
Copy on the slide read,
next song will be "East Side,

West meeting
"The

ficers

the board

of

were

the

same

of-

Everybody's toolcin,|j

re-elected.

West

real loud and don't
DeWolf at Covent
George O'Brien here
Chicago
L. P. DeWolf, former
next Monday, Tuesday and Wednes- manager of the Terminal, has taken
During the run of the trailer over post vacated by Jules Moss as
day."
at the regular performances, the or- manager of Lubliner & Trinz' CoSide.'

forget

Sing

to

it

—

see

—

played
the
song.
E.
E. vent.
Moss has been named superWhitaker, Imperial, Charlotte, N. C. vising manager of all L. & T. houses.

ganist

Columbia

KNEES

AGO™m

Pictures Corporation
\

Announces

that

it

has in the course of

production a motion picture entitled:

GET

m2(jimk L££ CORBIN mb. lUisiw cisl

WHILE

IT

'

"The Matinee Idol"
Copyrighted — and All Rights Protected

PEPPY PHOTOPLAY

IT'S

HOT.

...

,

xchanges Everywhere

LUMAS
FILM CORPORATION
BUDD
SAM
SAX,

1550

ROGERS, Vice-Pres.
New York City

Pres.

Broadway
For<'ipn Y'ghts

BRITISH

AND CONTINENTAL TRADING

CO.,

Inc.

:

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

i^NEWSPAPER

/FILMDOM
y\

XLIII

Vo

Tuesday, February

No. 32

Meddlmg

RTHUR BRISBANE,
!

speaking from the edirostrum
of
the
papers

torial
I

lawmakers should enge the efficiency and large

7,

1928

Price 5

Cents

PROGRESS MADE ON CONTRACT
DESPITE ARBITRATION FIGHT

1-

American

of

busi/ness

concerns instead of seeko interfere with that busi-

motto today

he
n
1

commerce

is,

MSSOIVE

POOL ON

industry
"The bigger
in

COHBIED

the

little

man work

Home Films Soon,
Declares Jenkins
Washington— Motion pictures

for

man, giving faithful ser!or good pay, until he finds
lance to become one of the
ig

in the home, broadcast over
averagely-priced receiving sets,
are only a few months in the
offmg, according to C. Francis
Jenkins, a pioneer in radio invention and development.

en."

Ford's Idea
rnmental meddling in this or
ler business is fundamentally
private enterjirise should be
:d to continue as such, minus
urbing and unsympathetic in-

which usually emanates
politically-appointed board.

ice

trend in modern business is
along the lines of Mr. Briscomment. Bigger, yes. Betif
course.
But not bigger
'i
any ruthless and wilful extion of the little fellow. Henry
ice pointed out that power in
must be tempered by many
s,
among them an appreciathe problems of the underdog.
industry has not advanced to
int where the advice of this
idustrial leader should be over-

Exactly
e

than a $4.40 show" was the

Moines
to ban

introduction of
blind, block booking
his bill
and arbitrary allocation of product,
Sen. Brookhart became the champion
of all independent theater owners of
America, it is declared in announcement of an exhibitor convention to
be held here Feb. 13 to discuss a
stand on the measure.
Sen. Brookhart is a popular idol

throughout

Iowa,

his

decisive

vic-

demonstrates and
ers are expected to

at the poll.=

company pool on

talking

line

up

r-

behiii

—

Chicago The committee handling
he revision of the Standard Exhiition
Contract enters its second
eek this morning with a battle over
rb'tration on its hands.
Shortly af-

leir

go

tract.

Paramount, UniFBO were the organizations which banded together
under the guidance of a committee to
investigate all talking film devices on
the market with the understanding

Exhibitor delegates, as noted, are
of the opinion that arbitration should
Despite the fact that
be optional.
each arbitration board is composed of
three exchangemen and three exhibi(Continued on Page 4)

it alone.
First National,
versal, Pathe and

(.Continued on

Page

4)

ONLY INDEPENDENT FIRST
RUN CLOSING

IN

ATLANTA

—

FIVE

NEW THEATERS ARE

Salt

—

Atlanta Future of the Metropolitan is a subject of speculation here
following announcement the house
It is expected
will go dark Feb. IL
to be taken over by new interests.
The theater is the only major first
run here not affiliated.
The house recently made an unsuccessful attempt to cut down losses,
by reducing the size of the orchestra.
The union refused to permit the
Price slashing also was
reduction.
resorted to by Sig Samuels, but the
theater continued in the red.

ander Pantages, continuing his expansion campaign. Pantages recently returned to Los Angeles following
southern cities.
ling the
figure
in
half
to a tour of eastern and
New Orleans, Dallas, Houston, San
T exuberance in press agentry
are cities A. H. Blank
Retiring
ie
luxe
house
like
others Antonio and Beaumont
hout
the
United States is slated to get new houses.
of Chain
as Active
-ig out about three times as
-A. H. Blank has reMoines
Des
Moves
Publix-Saenger
ic
show as it should. How long
turned from New York and will reig theater operators continue
in North Carolina Seen sume control and operation of all
;r ng $2.20 to take in 75 cents?
Greensboro, N. C. Further expan- Publix-Blank theaters in Omaha and
(Continued on page 4)
sion of Publix-Saenger Theaters of
of the
North Carolina is indicated in the
survey now being made in the state U. S. Charges Dropped
Adventists are agin us now. by company officials.
Prospective
1 pictures and picture theaters
in Fight Film Hearing
sites for new theaters are being ex)een called a lot of names in amined.
Charges against
Greenville, S. C.
lay, but now it's "schools of
Preceding the tour of inspection Ed Curdts, Jr., manager of the May."
Even in this funny busi- major officials of Publix-Saenger jestic, Greenville, and two employes
that's a laugh.
came here from New Orleans and of the house, of violating the United

—

New

Not
Head

—

Apple

—

KANN

Chicago
Fifteen of the
twenty-two clauses in the uniform contract have been agreed
upon in principle by the joint
committee of exhibitors and
distributors now meeting here.

ter the committee met last week it
senator in camecame apparent that one of the big
Orig- paigning for I-, ssage of the bill.
pictures has been dissolved.
C. issues of the conference would reinally formed for joint action in the C.
Pettijohn,
Hays organization olve around the existing rules which
field of synchronization, the partici- counsel, has been invited to attend make arbitration compulsory for all
pating members have determined to the exhibitor meeting.
ignators of the present form of confive

It
tiered to Tivoli patrons with a
litherto assembled
for $4.40
attractions," the copy ran on.

auce

Clauses Agreed
in Principle as

—

— By

Des

Iowa theater

The

Lake City Five new theaters,
Chicago Tivoli advertised its each costing between $1,000,000 and
week "It's the biggest show $1,500,000, are to be built by Alex-

er

Upon

2nd Week Starts

tories

PLANNED BY PANTAGES

Why

BROOKHART CALLED

SEN.

IME FILMS

better."
t

:

m

15 of 22

(Continued

on

page

4)

(Continued

on

Page

4)

"JAZZ SINGER" IN 8-WEEK

T

U.S.

A schedule of simultaneous runs
throughout the United States for
"The Jazz Singer" has been launched
by Sam Morris, general manager of
Warner Brothers,
for
distribution
with a special clause inserted in the
contract that if the feature grosses
over a certain specified amount in the
first four days, that the contract wilt
(Continued on page 4)

M-G-M

Denies

is no truth to Hollyreport that Irving Thalberg may leave M-G-M to produce abroad independently, with
his wife. Norma Shearer, as

There

wood

star,

M-G-M's

home

office

Thalberg is
yesterday.
imder long term contract to the
stated

company,

it

was

stated.

—

..

THE

:%g^

PAILV

1

"Sadie Thompson" Sets

New
Price 5 Cents

Tuesday, Feb. 7. 1928
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Cobb Backs Fi
on Paducah "Blue" 1

DAn.Y TIPS ynucu

College.

New
—

W

—

111.^11

39-^
Vtc
Pfd...
*BaIaban & Katz..
Bal. & Katz Vtc.
tCon. Film Ind
18y„
tCon. Film Ind.Pfd. 23'/,
Seat.
Seat.

.

.

.

Low

Close

39'A

39J4
48
67J^
73 >4
18'4
23

18/4
23

Eastman Kodak
169^ 166J4 169/
•East. Kodak Pfd.
12954
.

.

*tFiIm Inspection
^Fir:t Naf! Pfd..
Fox Film "A"
80^
tFox Theaters "A". 20/8

47/8

.

*Intern'l

Project.
*ttKeiths 6s 46

.

80

K

20

10

.

.

ICO
8054
20
lOO"^

.

593^

59%

107 7/,
ttLoew's.6s41x-war. 101/4
M-G-M Pfd
26
*M. P. Cap. Corp.
3^4
Pathe Exchange

107M

1077/,

101
25 Ji

101 >4
25 54

Pathe Exch. "A".. 13%
ttPathe Exch. 7s37 77

12
70
112/8

Loew's, Inc
ttLoew's, 6s

607/,

41ww.

.

8
3

3

H

12 /a
71

Paramount F-L
112^
11354
•Paramount Pfd.
12154
ttPar.Bway.5^s51. lui/R loiji 1017/,
•*Roxy "A"
27
25
**Roxy Units
30
28
**Roxy Common
6
5/2
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

**Skouras Bros.

49

38

49 ^«

45^

tTrans-Lux Pictures 37/,
••United Art. Com. 15
••United Art. Pfd. 85

3J4
14
80

Stan.

Co.

.

Am.

of

15M
2454

245^8

98

.

9m
lb

tWarner Bros.
'4
Warner Bros. "A". 25/2
.

.

.

baf
the

against

i

"blue" law.
"Your course is in line
ern thought which holds
day, outside of being set
day of rest and worship,

devoted

part

in

at

some amusement
Cobb wrote.

with
that
apart

least,

nj
i
:

should'

to

whj

for the multitu'
I

E. T. Peter Dies While f
Promoting Studio D(

—

tl

—

health and had been active in a bil
enterprise which he launched neai
a year ago upon coming to Birminl

"London After Midnight"

the
Nebraska and
western Iowa unit to the list of exlibitor associations undertaking financing through engaging in distribu-

(M-G-M)

—

Shadow box in lobby represented ham Alabama M. P. Co.. which h
for its aim development of stud
a room in a haunted house and the
sponsoring spooky nature of the picture was de- facilities that would bring produce

tion.
The organization is
three pictures: "My Lady of

'

.

—

l

—

600

30

800
2,800

ttBond Market

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

HENNEGAN

Program
Covers
special Designs for
all Holidays,
Write for Samples

HENNEGAN CO.

Cincinnati, Ohio

campaign

are

—

NOTE:

The

Theaters
message,

state.

Cobb's

Whims" picted by having the two doors of to Birmingham.
and "The Primrose Path" with Clara the room open and shut intermittentBuys Illinois House
Bow and "Tessie" with May McAvoy. ly. A small rocking chair, also rocked
500
New
111.
Athens,
The Commui
forth occasionally as a
700 Liberty Films is handling physical back and
ity has been taken over by Peti
3,300 distribution.
ghost-like figure in the background
waved its arms. All this motion was Smatlik of Chicago.
Photogr>pb«»rs' Dinner Feb. 9
obtained by the use of a small elecnner of the In- tric motor and a series of belts and
2,200
The first annual
200 tern'l Photographers of the M. P. pulleys concealed in the base of the
VERY DESIRABLE OFFICE r
SPACE FOR RENT
Industries will be held Feb. 9 at the box. Peering through a window into
Vault accommodations and Projection
2,000 Army and Navy Club.
Will H. Hays, the room was the head of Lon
room on floor Inquire
13
D. W. Griffith, William J. Canavan, Chaney in the grotesque make-up as
3
First Division Pictures, Inc.
Painted spider
700 Hugh Frayne and others are expect- used in the picture.
729 Seventh Aven-ue
12th floor
Nils Granlund will handle the webs and a toy spider were suspended
ed.
100 entertainment.
from the roof of the box to add to
100
Raymond B.
the weird atmosphere.
66
Carewe in New York
300
Jcnes, Worth, Fort Worth, Tex.
If You Are in thfi
Bringing with him a print of "Ra"i mona," Edwin Carewe is in New York
Hiers
in
Vaudeville
Grange and
Market for Any Kind of
for
a
few days.
Louis Jerome,
Red Grange and Walter Hiers have
business manager and Harry D. Wilsigned a Keith-Albee-Orpheum conson, publicity representative, are with
in
turn skit.
Aileen
200

•Last Prices Quoted •*Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

tCurb Market

entire

their

a

tract

him.

Pringle and

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

dual

Theda Bara

are

to

go

into variety this spring.
23 '4
98 y.
1534

*tUniv. Pictures
Univ. Pict. Pfd.

.

49-4
354

Sales

the

playing

Birmingham, Ala.
Edward W.'^^
Peter, 64, formerly a prominent
hiu
picked out the three young women tor in Texas exhibitor organizatict ist
who, in their estimation, approached and for many years active in the ksi
nearest to Helen of Troy in appear- P.T.O.A., is dead here of heart (
ance.
Fifth Avenue, Seattle, Wash.
ease.
He apparently was in gci

Omaha — Add

Financial
Am.
*Am.

Nebraska Unit Sponsoring
Three State Right Films

I

himself in favor of Sunday show
the fight which is raging hen
what is expected to prove a tesi

of Troy"
(First Nat'l)

"Helen

Highest

stron_g has been made district manager for 14 offices west of Chicago.

Paducah, Ky. Irvin S. Cobb,
son of Paducah, has dec

orite

Name

Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. London
Fredman, The I-'ilm Renter, 58,
Ernest
Great Marlborough St., London, W. 1. BerLichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225.
lin

—

mean dolcaos for showmen

"Goddess of the Air" selection
week-end figures fomented interest in the picture. The
were previously held by "Under- stunt won columns of space about the
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
contest. This was a tieup with "The
at
1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y., and world" and "Sorrell and Son."
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
Opening
of "Sadie Thompson" at Seattle Star" and radio broadcasting.
Folk, inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
"The Star" had but recently comPublisher; Maurice L). Kann, Vice-President the Columbia, Washington, broke the
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer. house record set by "The Big Pa- pleted the serial publication of the
Ralph rade."
Business and Advertising Manager;
novel.
The Seattle girl most nearly
Entered as
Wilk, Traveling Representative.
approaching
the original Helen of
the
at
second class matter May 21, 1918,
Iro}' in looks! and grace, judging from
post oHice at New York, N. V.. under the act
George
Armstrong
Terms (Postage free)
March 3, 1879.
jf
photographs was to receive the disUnited States outside of Greater New York,
National Post tinction of being crowned "Goddess
to
flO.OO one year; 6 months, $5.00; i months,
Cleveland George Armstrong, for- of the Air" and to receive as a prize
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communica
remit with order.
mer manager for National Theater a golden apple and |50 in cash. Sections to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
Supply Co. and who has been ill for ond and third winners were to rePhone Circle 4736
way. New York, N. Y.
Filmday, the past few months, has resumed ceive awards of cash and jewelrJ^
4737-4738-47.39.
Cable address:
New York. Hollywood, California — Harvey active duty. It is reported that Arm- Three prominent residents of Seattle
Phone,
Gausman, Ambassador Hotel:
E.
PuDlishct

lOHN N. ALICOATE

BrirF

/,

Irvin S.

Record at Rivoli

"Sadie Thompson" broke the weekend house record at the Rivoli, New
York, Saturday and Sunday, with a
gross of $19,506.50. The figure does
not include the receipts of the Friday
night premiere which went to Tsuda

uesday, February

'.ONSVhJ US AM>

Ceilings in N. Y.
Pierre Collings, well known coast

32"^St

Pbon*

Adventists oppose attendance at picture theaters, dubbing them "schools
of

The group

iniquity."

"the present

breakdown

attributes
of morality"

to films.

Saturday Change at Cleveland
Cleveland Loew's State has inaugurated the Saturday change policy.
The Allen and the State are offering

—

their

change of program on Satur-

The Stillman continues to
new program on Sunday.

day.
its

offer

Sheehan Buys Another Story
Winfield R. Sheehan has purchased
screen rights of "Dry Martini" by
John Thomas.

Betty Bronson Sails
Betty Bronson is en route to Europe to meet Sir Janies Barrie.
Griffith Returning to Coast
W. Griffith is en route to Hollywood.
change in arrangements
speeds him back to prepare for his
second United Artists picture, "The
Battle of the Sexes."

D.

A

LIST

llllLLOd^HByS
Ncu/VornNV^
^110 West

police.

Warns Against Films
The Young People's Missionary
Volunteer Dep't of the Seventh Day

'sjtyn

UONEY
END rOK OUR PRICB

Phelphs Decker Called Suicide
scenarist, is in New York from Los
Phelphs Decker, 41, scenarist, was
Angeles, having made the trip by
found asphyxiated in his New York
'plane.
Here to visit a few shows apartment, a suicide, according to
and then back to Hollywood.

Puuu. 0330

Motion Picture Department
I

U

I

«nd

C«n»<l«

Agcatt

lor

D«bi1«

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for

VAULT ACCOMMODATIONS

218

WEST

42 ST.

Standard

Vaudeville Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

||
il

I

AMALGAMATED

Picture Theatres

TO-LET
FLOORS & OFFICES

||

City

THE
February

;day,

7,
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Coast Wire Service

New

Contract

Under

Is

Fire

TO STUDY NEW

IITY

LANCERS' CONTRACT

:E

isfaction over certain clauses
iree-lance players' new uni-

drafted by the AcadM. P. Arts and Sciences, has
iitract,

Because of
o assert itself.
Meeting of the film branch of
IS
to be held this month, at

committee of

named
lie.

m

five

FILM

members

study the clauses
This may presage renewed
the part of Equity at the
to

1,

DAILY

14 TO

START AT PARAMOUNT
as are grinding on five Pararoductions. Five of the comiiims are in preparation for
irting dates, nine others are
to be in work before the
[arch and ten are being pre-

1928

—

Film Daily " 'Drums of Love' is a colorful story. Where the unusual
and the worthwhile are appreciated this production will score instantaner release.
duction now are: "The Code ously. It is of the type to which motion pictures must turn if they would
Gerrit J. Lloyd*
IT," Starring Adolphe Men- emerge from the quagmire of the obvious and dumb."
allace Beery and Raymond wrote the story for United Artists and is now writing the story of "The
1

111

^

"Partners in Crime," Anne
"Abie's Irish Rose"; Es-

Iston

in

and

V';

Battle of the Sexes" for D.

W.

"The

Patriot"

in

Paramount release.
coming three weeks
Dix will start in "Easy Come,
1,"
Bebe Daniels will begin
for

the

jt. picture,

«
EIGHT

NEW

PICTURES ON

SCHEDULE AT DEMILLE
Eight new productions are schedto be made within the next ten

"She Wouldn't Say uled

Bow

is
to commence or 12 weeks at the De Mille studio.
Mob," Wallace Beery
These are: "Man Made Woman"
ymond Hatton will begin a
V
medy, and George Bancroft with Leatrice Joy, produced by
Ralph Block and to be directed by
ti is second starring picture.
'ic
es now in the cutting room Paul L. Stein; "Tenth Avenue," with
orting Goods," "Doomsday," Phyllis Haver, Victor Varconi and
le lowdown," "Feel My Pulse," Joseph S'childkraut; "The Last Cab,"
^d lir," "The Legion of the Cona William K.
Howard production
in "
"The Wedding March," with Rudolph Schildkraut; "The
nd the Tonto Rim," "The Street Cop," Tay Garnett and Eliott ClawSi
the Paramount-Christie spe- son's story of the New York police
illie's
Punctured Romance" force with William Boyd and Alan
d Thomson's "The Pioneer Hale, Ralph Block producing and
>ut
Donald Crisp directing; "The Ticket
Chopper," a story of the New York
Directing T-S Film
subway from an original by Kenneth
Lewis is to direct "The Scar- Raisbeck. starring Rod La Rocque
e" for TifTany-Stahl with with
Hector Turnbull producing:
beijFrazer as lead.
"Ned McCobb's Daughter," for Leatrice Joy, Bertram Millhauser producing and probably Rupert Julian
',

id

;;iara

IS

"Something Always

Lubitsch is directing
timings.
This is in addition
Id Lloyd's "Speedy," now beIc

BUSY DURING SHUTDOWN

Griffith.— Advt.

iirnst

n

U" SCENARIO STAFF TO BE

YEAR
BOOK

of the

I

Jgen Starts Film
rk has started on the
sera of pictures in which Tiffanj^Stahl
will
star
Ha|ti, golf star.

Walter

directing; a new Marie Prevost picture to be produced by F. McGrew
Willis, in her new vein of dramatic
comedy; and a second La Rocque
vehicle to be produced by Ralph
Block.
This will be a prize ring
story.
Beside the eight named, Clara Ber-

Shutdown

of Universal apparently
have little effect on the scenario
department.
Edward J. Montague,

will

scenario editor-in-chief, has contined detailing assignments to various
writers on his staiif.
Stuart Anthony was assigned to
write the adaptation on Rex Beach's

Now

Being

Distributed

Ted
"The Mating Call."
Sloman has already been selected to
direct.
Isadore Bernstein was asnovel,

signed to prepare a treatment of an

"The

Stepmother."
This will be produced with an all-star

original

called

cast.

Beatrice Van will write the screen
version on Rupert Hughes' story,
"The Girl on the Barge," which will
be made as a special.

Contains

Over
1000
Pages

Assigned
St.
Elmo Boycc, formerly with
Mack Sennett, has been assigned as
Scenarist

scenarist to the Earl Montgomery
unit at the Darmour-FBO studios.
is working on the scenarization
of "Craig's Wife," which may servo
as a Leatrice Joy vehicle.
F. McGrew Willis is writing an original on
"Power" for Boyd after he completes

anger

"The Cop."

COVERS EVERYTHING
GOES EVERYWHERE

THE
Tuesday, February

Lou Metzger Back After

Progress Despite
Arbitration Fight

And

That's That

(Continued from Page 1)
it is claimed distributors are so
extensively interested in theaters that
there is not always a guarantee that
the unaffiliated exhibitor will get a
fair break.

By PHIL M.

tors,

Cleveland Operators Back

Brookhart

Bill

Campaign

—

7,

DALY

which has caused great
its opening at the
Earl Carroll, New York, as the feature of a show, music of which is
supplied by a phonograph, is developing a real "opry" air.
A few of the
celebs who have given theater parties, as made public by Max Weisfeld,

SIMBA,"

discussion since

Cleveland The operators union en- contains the names of Chief Justice
dorsed the Brookhart bill. The union Taft, Paul Whiteman, John Wanamembers passed a resolution to send maker and Mrs. Andrew Carnegie.

heads

on

Omaha Folks who do thi
show-shojjping in this town t
fore 2 p.m., got a big 25 cen
worth last week at Goldberg
World theater. In addition

forthcoming

Mclntyre

pioduct.
He brings back word that a number of "surprise" pictures are nearat
Universal City,
of them for Spring release, and
others for next year.
films
just completed or in the final cutting
stages are:
"The Foreign Legion," with Norman
Keri-y
"Hot Heels," a new Glenn Tryon

Heath

and

pacii

four other acts of vaudevil
there were Vitaphone acts aillil!
Movietone and "Alias TlF

completion

ing

Bits\

—

B. Metzger, general sales manager for Universal, arrived back in
New York yesterday after a trip to
Universal City where he conferred
with Carl Laemmle and the studio

production

Two

All for

Trip to Universal City
Lou

»L

Deacon."

some

Among

New Publix-Saenger Mc

endorsement to senators
in North Carolina S|
A real pleasant surprise was ac- picture; "Honeymoon Flats," "Anybody
and congressmen of Ohio. The en{Continutd from Page 1)
when
Wylie,
Here Seen Kelly?" with
Bessie
Love;
dorsement of the Brookhart bill by corded Miss I. A. R.
viewed "Four Sons," Fox's "Home James," a new La Plante comedy; held a conference at which tentj
the union followed an address by she
"We Americans," "Be Yourself," the next
George W. Erdmann, manager of the adaptation of her novel, "Grandma Denny "Fallen Angel?" with Norman Kerry plans were discussed. The partjj
Richards, New
Bern! Learns Her Letters."
Cleveland exhibitor association.
and "The Man Who Laughs," made by Paul eluded: E. V.
leans; R. B. Wilby, Atlanta; L
Leni with Mary Philbin and Conrad Veidt.
Ash, New Orleans; W. H. Gl
Lon Young, who acts as master
inger. New Orleans; H. A. Bei
Singer" in
of ceremonies for Gotham's adver- A. H. Blank Not Retiring
of Emile Weil Co., Architects,
tising and publicity in addition to
of

letters

;

;

Long
Runs Throughout U.S.

;

"Jazz

(.Continued

from Page

1)

be extended on a week-to-week basis.

Under this arrangement
has shown that in many

the picture
cases it can
round out an eight week's run.
The feature is in its eighth week
at

Columbus. Ohio,

troit.

It

Seattle,

St.

Louis and De-

has hit the seventh week at
Portland, Los Angeles and

Charlotte, N. C.

Runs have

started
in Minneapolis and St. Paul, and a
four week's run haa^jiost been comMilwaukee.
"The Jazz
pleted in
Singer" is also scheduled to open in
Bridgeport, Hartford and Springfield.
The Stillman, Cleveland, opened with
the picture Sunday, and it is scheduled to play all other key points in
this territory, starting some time in
February,
including
the
Dome,
Youngstown, starting Feb. 4; Opera
House, Warren, Feb. 17; and Harris,
Findley, Feb. 6.
The Vita-Temple
at Toledo held the picture over for
the fourth week. All the bookings in
the Ohio territory are with Vitaphone

as Active

playing the piano, has a new sobrisigning himself director
of
quet,

hooey and

blurbs,

Head

throughout Iowa.

publicity.

of Chain

(Continued from Page

Harry David had lix-Saenger

interested himself in these duties dur-

Rested up from a siege under the
"Mister Pathe," the AllAmerican fowl that now acts in a
trademark role for Pathe, will make
his first personal appearance, as
guest of honor at the Pathe Club's
an7iual dinner and dance at the Park
Central Hotel, New York, Feb. 21.
Kleigs,

End Five Cornered
Pool on Talking Films
(Continued from Page

that

the

findings

of

the

latest

move

New

in

spikes

the

York. others
report

committee

to

in a talking film deal which
will bring
into the competitive

America

FBO

is

aters, four of

are
Fayetteville,

now

operating

Warners

some time
state that

after Easter.

"The Jazz Sing-

er" broke the house records at the
Strand, Louisville, and the Circle, Indianapolis.
Morris has just signed
contracts for return engagements of
the Jolson film at the Capitol, Richmond, the Globe, Kansas City, and
at the Metropolitan, Washington. The
feature is still running
Chicago
and New York on extended run en-

m

gagement

$2 top.
rounded out its fourth
at

It

has

month

just

at the

Undecided on House
Although the Des
Des Moines
Moines theater is considered the logi-

—

in

Raleigh,

Chapel

Hill,

tion.

the

The company recently
new theater under constr

at Winston-Salem, but it will be
house for Vitaphone presenta- months before the house is compi
tions, A. H. Blank has not yet decided whether the installation will be
U. S. Charges Dropped

made

in

that theater

or the Strand.

in Fight Film

Made Manager

Kratzer

—

No

evidence,

indicating th
hei|

CANT

device to outside producers. This
believed to have had an important
bearing on the dissolution of the five-

cornered pool.

FBO Grand

KIS€CS

Jubilee Being

Backed by Leading Chains
Enthusiastic

response

Grand February

Schnitzer,

actuality with the release of
Bros.' "Tenderloin," starring
Dolores Costello in which the star as
well as other principals in the cast
will be heard talking.

films
at the

is

"Tenderloin" Has Spoken
Lines in Several Scenes
Warner

H

(.Continued from Page 1)
Kutinsky Starts 15th
Work has started on the Westwood, States penal code in connection
N. J., house being built by Morris transportation into South Caroliaa|
Kutinsky, as the fifteenth house in picture films of the Tunney-Den^
his chain operated as New Jersey sey fight in Chicago last fal'
dismissed by U. S. Commi
Theatrical Enterprises.
H. C. Williams.

its

rating

lines in a feature film will

Dur?,
Salislj

cal

practically every company now in the
talking film field either immediately
or sometime in the future will license

Warners' on Broadway.

Spoken
become an

17

which are located

market with Movietone, Vitaphone,
Frank Kratzer of ium through which the
Onawa, la.
Vocafilm and Phonofilm.
Clarinda has been made manager of into this state, was given
One sidelight on the present situa- he Onawa.
synchronization.
"The Jazz Singer"
ing.
will not be available for bookings tion concerns the proposed system
It is understood that
without the Vitaphone in this terri- of licensiiig.
tory until

of

H. F
that Blank would retire from active and Hendersonville.
participation in the operation of his general manager of the North
theater affiliations.
lina corporation, says his compj
has several deals under consi

1)

be obligatory on the five
Since that time, Joseph P.
units.
Kennedy has tied up with General
Radio Corp. of
Electric and the

were

sojourn

Blank's

ing

This

m

Orleans.

The North Carolina end

1)

Jubilee,

to

FBO's

A

commemo-

second anniversary of President Joseph P. Kennedy's advent in
the industry, is reported by J. I.

PICTUJI€ -WlT+A A KlCVC
Vir^iivia Lee Corbiiv
AMD GKAT SUPPORT

senior vice president, and

sales manager.
of the nation's leading circuits
participating in the tribute to

Lee Marcus, general

Many
are

Kennedy.

Agnes Franey Signs
Agnes Franey of "Rio Rita," has

signed a five year contract with WarGets Painesville Post
ners.
She is 17 years old. She is
Painesville. O.— Mrs. G. G. Har- to remain with the show in New
rington has been made manager of York until May 1 when she will go
the Park.
to Hollywood.
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FOX TAKING OVER F. & R. CONTROL
IN WEEK; STANLEY DENIES DEAL

Impractical,

Ian

They Declare
r

•.

— Support

Brookhart

of the

Star Values Lead

but with the blind
leature opposed, was voted
inciple,

Star values have maintained
outstanding importance at the
box office, it is shown in a nation-wide survey just completed
by M-G-M. Exhibitor reports,
critical opinion and box office

ors of the Colorado exhibitor

(

of the state are dethat Clause 5, which
rohibit sale of pictures beare completed, is impracti-

iters

!i

feel

figures
survey.

formed the basis of the

iNGTON UNIT DECIDES
INPAIGNFORMEASURE

LABOR TROOBLEPOINTEDTO

Firm Gets 34 Per Cent of
F. N. Stock by Purchase
of Northwest Firm

REFORM BODY EYEING
BALTIMORE "BLUE" FIGHT

Endorsement

of

its

IN E. ST. LOUIS

the

and decision to cam-

bill

T

of

passage was made by

of eastern

East

St.

Louis,

Washington ex- watchmen

armed

111.

BOMBING

—

Despite three
with
shotguns

from a dozen inland towns, guarding the Idlewild theater, the
a one-day session here.
louse was bombed. Police, seeking
S ent Ray A. Grombacher of the culprits, are inclined to the betl ;
exhibitor unit, and James lief that the bombing is the outiiie.
executive secretary, dis- Towth of labor troubles at the house.
lock booking.
Another dis- The guards had moved their cots
oleting is slated soon at Spo- from the vicinity of the explosion,
ust prior to the bombing.
,1

i|datTfuvernor

"Circus" Grossed $243,159
In Record Run at Strand
"The

mo.hitstickettax
3uis

—Amusement

taxes
iserted

nator

platform

the

McCawley

3,000

who bought programs

in his

successful fight against the
's ten per cent tax bill at
session of the legislature.

Foreign Delegate to
T-! -M Meeting
in N. Y.
the

:-M

foreign

convention

way

r

^ly

is

in

which

arrived

to
will

New York

next
Feinberg,

Benjamin

District

irst

delegates

Manager

in

Brazil.

yesterday.

Runs

to Play

Patent Leather Kid"
ir«j

hundred

first

K-A-Orpheum House
Adopts Pictures and Grind

—

St. Louis
In a move to meet the
competition of the Ambassador and
Loew's State, the Orpheum has cut
to 65 cents and adopted a grind policy,
adopting feature presentations in connection with its vaudeville.
This
move is being made over Keith-Albee-Orpheum time to compete with
A number of houses
picture houses.
have dropped their two-a-day policy
and adopted picture showings.

runs will play

atent Leather Kid" during
u:\\r.
First National estimates.

22 Clauses Agreed Upon;
Contract Meet Adjourns 1 Week
15

of
—

Chicago With 15 of the 22 clauses
in the uniform contract agreed upon
in principle and a deadlock prevailing
on the remaining seven, the committee handling the revision of the
uniform contract has adjourned to
meet here again on Feb. 15.
The unaffiliated exhibitor group

Philadelphia
Hitting reports linking Stanley and Fox,
Irving
D.
Rossheim, newly
elected president of Stanley,

Gabriel L. Hess, the latter
retary, return
to New

"There is nothing to "t. We
have no intention of combining
with the Fox company upon

any terms."
Control of Northwest Theater Circuit

145

of

theaters

(Finkelstein

&

Ruben), Minneapolis, will pass to
Fox Film Corp., in about a week.
The deal has been agreed upon and
the cointracts are expected to be
signed

shortly.

The Fox

theater holdings will thus
increased to approximately 445
houses.
In addition. Fox becomes
a partner with Publix in the 4200
eat
Minnesota, now building in
Minneapolis and at the same time,
he Fox interest in First National
m\\ be increased from 28 per cent
secured through control of Wesco to
between 33 and 34 per cent, sirace
F. & R. controlled between five and
six per cent of the voting stock of
the First National organization.

be

Stanley-Fox Merger Talk
Denied in Philadelphia

—

Philadelphia
Reports reaching
across the continent, to the effect a
merger is in prospect between the
Stanley Co. of America and the in-

William Fox, producer and
owner, were emphatically
denied today by Irving D. Rossheim,
being sec-

York

this

morning.

A

states:

at

cents each for the show at the
Hartford, were held as state witnesses.
Demanding a jury trial,
they were released on their own
recognizance with the case to go to
the grand jury, which refused to indict last week on a similar charge.
Herman Blum, head of the exhib(Continued on Page 2)

of

camr the gubernatorial nominathe August primaries.
He

f

'ts

and other
opposed in a $41,618.25.

are
in

Circus" grossed $243,159.15
record four week run at the
Mark Strand, New York.
Its gross
by weeks is: first, $81,206; second
$70,128.90; third, $50,206, and fourth
in

—

—

Baltimore The Lord's Day Alliance now is eyeing the local fight
to defeat the "blue" law, being staged
by John G. Callan and Charles F.
Mules, president and vice president,
respectively, of the Liberty Defense
League.
The pair, with Walter Stierhoff,
operator, were arrested again Sunday and ten members of the crowd
25

rt

Cents

5

joint statement declares, in part:

agreements
have
been
reached which, it is hoped, will do
away with many of the erstwhile
sources of contractual trouble between
the two branches of the motion pic-

terests of

theater

president of the Stanley Co.
"I
have been president
{Continued on Page 2)

of

the

"While

there are still many
composed of R. R. Biechele, Ben knotty problems to be solved. The
Berinstein, H. A. Cole who replaced conferences of the past week have
Nathan Yamins and H. M. Richey, enlightened each side to the other
ecretary, will remain in session here side's difficulties and complaints."
while the distributor delegates inThe "knotty problems" include discluding Felix Feist, Phil Reisman, position of the play date clause and
Ned Depinet, Joseph I. Schnitzer and compulsory arbitration.
ture

industry,

.

Wesco Sale is Not to Cause
Change on Seattle Deal

—

Seattle
West Coast will operate
the Seattle, under construction here,
L.

N. Rosenbaum,

who

New York

capital-

has
advised his son, A. W. Rosenbaum,
following announcement of the Foxist,

Wesco

deal.

jointly

by

West

building the

is

The

theater

Paramount,

Coast.

house,

is

owned

Loew's and

K

THE

Custom on Substitutions
Ruled in Seattle Decision
Seattle

—

a "well established
custom and practice in the trade to
change a star or director from one
Vol XLIII No. 33 Wedaesday, Feb. 8, 1928 Price 5 Cents
originally announced when selling
the picture to the exhibitor unless
iOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher
a particular star is specified in the
contract."
This was the stand of
Published daily except Saturday and holidays the arbitration board in reversing its
at
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and decision to decide in
favor of Warcopyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
ners
in its action for fulfillment of
Folk, Inc.
Alicoate,
and
W.
President
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President contract against Waldo P. Ives, Emand Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer. pire,
Anacortes.
Business and Advertising Manager; Ralph
Only titles of the pictures were
Wilk, Traveling Representative.
Entered as
second class matter May 21, 1918, at the specified in the contract, which the
post-office at New York, N. Y.
under the act
of March 3,
1879.
Terms (Postage free) exhibitor contended was voided by
United States outside of Greater New York, substitutions
made,
testifying
he
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, bought the pictures
"on the strength"
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
^3.00.
The board
remit with order.
Address all communica of the campaign book.
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad- originally found in favor of the exway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736- hibitor.

4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
New York. Hollywood, California Harvey
Gausman, Ambassador Hotel:
E.
'Phone,
Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. LondonFredman, The Film Renter, 58,
Ernest
Great Marlborough St., London, W. I. BerLichtbildbuehne. Friedrichstrasse, 225.
lin

It

—

W

—

Financial
Low

l-iieh

•Am.
*Am.

Seat.
Seat.

*BaIaban

Close
39 J4
48

Vtc

Pfd

&

7i]^
185^
18%
2314
23%
Eastman Kodak ..170J4 167
167^
East.
Kodak Pfd. 130
129 Ji 129>i
*tFilm Inspection
4%
•First Nat'l Pfd
106
Fox Film "A"... SlU SOVi 80J^
tFox Theaters "A" 20
19^ 19Ji
•Intern'l
Project
10
ttKeiths 6s 46 ..100^ 100
100 J^
Loew's, Inc
60^ 58>i 59
ttLoew's, 6s 41ww.l08^ 107J4 108J4
ttLoew's,6s41x-war.l01J4 101
101^4

25H

•M.

25H

2'S^

P. Cap. Corp. ..
..
8
Pathe Exchange ..
2'/^
3]/$
2^4
Pathe Exch. "A".. 11^
9
9}4
ttPathe Exch. 7s37 66^
6154
60Ji
Paramount F-L ..113J^ 112J^ 113
•Paramount Pfd
121J4
ttPar.Bway.5Ks51.101^ 101J4
**Roxy "A" .... 27
25
•*Roxy Units
29
27
•*Roxy Common
40
38
Stan. Co. of Am.. 49
47J4 47%
.

.

.

tTrans-Lux Pictures 3%
••United Art. Com. IS
••United Art. Pfd. 85

14
80

•fUniv. Pictures
Univ. Pict.
Pfd

....
....

tWarner Bros.
16
Warner Bros. "A" 2SH
.

23M
98H
15K
24%

15J4
23 ji

.

—

to abate.

(.Continued

1,500
1,500
1,300

40
....

5,400
1,500
5

2,700
21

6,806
1,000
65
3,200

a full-sized brass

band.

ts

Some press agents are bom
hooing,

bally-

others

acquire the disease
through infection, while others just
have it kicked into their lap. Lon
belongs in the latter lucky division.
Lokee what's happened to this guy.
Pause, give ear, and you will hear,
of the lucky break for this publiceer:

A

present lines."

Viertel to Arrive Feb
Berthold Viertel who has Bi
important associate of Mairi
hardt, sails from Germany Friq
the liner Hamburg, due in New

Feb. 20.

VERY DESIRABLE OFFIC
SPACE FOR RENT

a nice clean spot to lay his dome so
he wouldn't get sand in his golden
locks, he discovered a beautiful white
spot. As he allowed his bean to rest
there gracefully, a sweet voice behind him said: "If you please, lay
off my knees." Doggone if he hadn't
planted his classic dome on the bare
knees of a bathing beauty.
That
gave the quick-thinking Sam Sax his
big idea for a feature, "Bare Knees."

Vault accommodatioiis and Prejer
room on floor Inquire

Now

"'h

Named U.

A. Sales Manager
Cleveland Saul Resnick has been
appointed sales manager for United

—

Artists

Gold

for

is

this
district

—

headquarters here.
thal

now

also

with

William Rosen-

manager covering Pittsburgh, Washington, Atlanta
500 and Charlotte offices, with headquarters in Pittsburgh.
1,500
5,200

is

Baltimore 'Blue' Fight

district

(Continued from Page

association,
approve of his
itor

H OR

1)

Sundays while the law
books forbidding it.

is

on

L

AC H

E

DELIVERY SERVICE

II

Trucks leave daily from Newr York!!
inin|ton,

J.,

Del.,

Baltunore,

Md.,

PhUadelphia,

Pa.,

%

Washington, D.
Richmond and Nl
I

Va.
Overnight Service

folk,

!

at

Exprest

Ratcii

692 Eleventh Avenue
TeL COLumbuB 3774

§0 near the Ocean

it's

i

called.

'JThelBrcakcrs

i'

modem in eouipment and
well conducted it is known as
one of the \Vbrlds finest Hotels
so

he

does not
members opening

says

«

First Division Pictures, Inci
729 Seventh Avenue
12tli {

Reform Body Eyeing

Harry

territory.

manager

sal

beach hound was sunning himon Coronado Beach. Looking for

comes the big publicity deMichael J. Gourland, president of velopment that gave Lon his lucky
A new gag is going the
European, sails Saturday for Europe break,
planning to visit German and French rounds of Broadway, which is rapidproducers he represents in the United ly spreading all over the country's
States.
He also intends to select main boulevards. A gent meets a
a yearly program of art films for lady and immediately salutes the
the
Little
Cinema movement, in dame with "Hello Bemice!" As most
which he is participating by erec- of the phrails nowadays have bare
Get it?
tion of a Model Art Film theater in knees, Bemice is right.
New York to be opened next fall. What a tough break for Lon?
Resnick

1)

Rossheim who was elected
T ON YOUNG, who plays the ceed John J. McGuirk, newtl
'^ publicity piccolo for Lumas- nan of the Board of DirectorsI[
Gotham, has done one of his famous en days ago, "and you can s|
sleight-of-hand performances, and the nie that I am devoting all e
darned piccolo has blossomed out into gies to running the compan

4

200

from Page

Stanley only a short time,"

DALY

Trenton, N.

.

lOm

Epidemics Close Theater
Sand Point, Ida. Epidemics of
mumps, chicken-pox and small-pox
have reached the stage here where
children under 18 have been prohibited from attending the theater.
It
is
understood that city schools are
on the eve of closing for a period of
three weeks to permit the epidemic

That's That

By PHIL M.

self

Gourland Going Abroad

67^

Katz
*Bal. & Katz Vtc
tCon. Film Ind.... 19J4
tCon. Film Ind.Pfd. 235^

M-G-M Pfd

Sales

And

is

Stanley-Fox Merger 1
Denied in Philadelphii|

fo
plan a

Sqjoum by the Sea and visit

Celebrating Hawks' Recovery

Goldwyn-Mayer foreign department, he was confined since his collapse
returned from a six weeks' stay in last Decoration Day, will be host to
Europe yesterday.
friends next Friday at a party celetCurb Market
ttBond Market
brating his recovery.
On the comNOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the "Two Lovers" is Goldwyn Film Title mittee are Harry Hershfield, Ed E.
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
"Two Lovers" is title chosen for Pidgeon, Frank J. Hughes, Bruce
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
the last of the Ronald Colman-Vilma Gallup,
Walter Kingsley, Walter
Banky pictures produced by Samuel Eberhardt, Neil Kingsley, Bide DudGoldwyn, and based on "Leatherface." ley, Bennie Holtzman.
When you think of

you are thinking of

S

T E B B

I

Eddie Grainger Returns

N

S

Saenger

Officials

In N. Y.

Four Saenger officials are in New
Fox sales
executive, is back in New York fol- York conferring with Publix.
They
lowing a long trip through the Mid- are: E. V. Richards, L. M. Ash, R.
dle West.
B. Wilby and W. H. Gueringer.
Grainger,

C.

Specialists in Motion Picture

Anna Patterson Here

and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Anna Aiken

ATLANTIC CITY
NEW JERSEY

JOELHILLMAN

the

Arthur W. Stebbins
1540

& Co.,

Broadway
Bryant

Inc.

N. Y. C.
1940

"Weekly Film Review"

lanta,

is

in

CaU

New

Inc.
Walter A. Futter, Pres.

AtYork, at the Astor
of

for about a week.
Williard C. Patterson, her husband
and one of the best known film men
in the South, arrives tomorrow.

for

Library Stock Scenes

New York
130

W.

46th St.

WHEN

IN

WASHINGTON

VlSt

HARVEY'S RESTAtTRANT, lltk m
PENNA. AVES. FAMOUS SINCE 1«

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

[PLOW Fill

}mi

INCORPORATED

WAFILMS,

Patterson, publisher of

Hollywood
c/o Leon Schlesinger

Bryant 8181 1123 No. Bronson Ave.

ji

Breakewi

•Last Prices Quoted ••Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

Edmund

i:

i,

the

Wells Hawks, veteran publicity
Arthur Loew Back
man, who recently was discharged
Arthur Loew, head of the Metro- from the Brooklyn hospital where

INSURANCE

!'

220WEST42^-°STREE1
NEW YO R
PHONE-CHICKERINC

293

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR

J^eW'

YORK
record!

"Put 'Sadie

Thompson' on
your

list'*

N. Y. Tribune

"A

brilliant picture"

N. Y. World

"A

stirring

eased on

drama"
N. Y. Times

"Simply Great!"
N. Y. News

"Sends Swanson to
[

new

flicker heights"

N. Y. Mirror

"The

best

of

Gloria's

already accomplished
career

N. Y. Post

^sk about

New

UDI£^1+ib)s^PiO>l"
SOMERSET MAUGHAM
by

York -WashingtonDenver - New OrleansBuffalo -San FranciscoMinneapollslearn about profits from them.

the story

Directed by

W.

RAOULWALSH

Opened

atthe RIVOLIUNITED
ARTISTS THEATRE - with the
biggest SATURDAY and SUNDAY
business i_n history of house
-it should — ifs that kind of
a box-office picture
Is
your date with this moneymaker in ?

—

uinited
SArtist
EACH PICTURE SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

icture
N

MERIT

'

:

.

1

THE

jg^
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Keith-Albee Opening
Fan Information Bureau

Coast Wire Service

Demonstrate

William Wilkerson is making a series of one reel novelty
comedies. Joe Pasternak, long
with Paramount as assistant
director, will produce.

of the value
lighting are made

Major demonstrations
incandescent
each Wednesday

and Friday night
series of tests
the
in
Warners,
at
under way to demonstrate the feasibility of this form of lighting at the

The Academy

studios.

M.

of

P.

sponsoring the
tests, in association with the American Society of Cinematographers and
the Association of M. P. Producers.

Arts and Sciences

value

of

Keith - Albee - Harris No
Heidingfeld interests.
will be considered too trivial or difficult to answer, concerning any available information on players appearing
Keith-Albee has
in current pictures.
taken over the Gifts from Frankel

GEORGE JESSEL SIGNS

Brothers.

emy.

CONTRACT WITH GOTHAM
Sam Sax
sel

under

has placed George Jescontract

to

star

in

two

This is the
Gotham.
latest development in this rapidlygrowing Gotham orgalnization.

pictures

for

are
cinematographers
Jessel will first appear in "United
making daily tests, with lamp, equip- States Smith" by Gerald Beaumont.
ment and film manufacturers cooperating.
To Direct Milton Sills
Following these preliminary tests
George Fitzmaurice is to direct
and demonstrations there will be a 'The Barker," starring Milton Sills
week of major demonstrations, exhi- for First National.
and conferences, together
bitions
with exhibits of improved apparatus,
Paramount Signs Kent
equipment, etc., conducted by the
Paramount has signed Arnold Kent

Individual

Academy, commencing Monday, Ap-

This exposition will precede the convention of the Society
of M. P. Engineerj, which will be
held during the week commencing

ril

to a long

8,

I9I

Bomb Plot at Cleveland NippeiP f
Cleveland Harland Holmden, bur
nes agent for the operators' unif
discovered a dynamite bomb attail
ed to the motor of his automoM
which had been placed there while
car had been in an East Clevelall

—

l'

Detectives, called to detal
garage.
the bomb, a device composed of fl
eight-inch sticks of dynamite, stat
it
was of sufficient strength to
Holmden and wreck the surroundi*
ij

buildings.

Causes Chillicothe Fire
Fire, declared
Chillicothe, Mo.
Libson - be of incendiary origin, caused dai
questions age of $35,000 at the Hubbell.

is

arc equipment employed in the industry is between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000, according to
Frank Woods, secretary of the Acad-

The

Cincinnati
Offices of Keith-Albee
the Palace theater building are being extended to an entire floor, and
an innovation is the establishment of
a general bureau of information for
the benefit of the public.
For this purpose a private telephone will be maintained, and an
operator will be on duty day and
evening, to answer requests for information concerning the programs at
the various theaters controlled by
in

Novelties

ON INCANDESCENT USE
of

—

New Lights

ACADEMY SPONSORS TEST

Wednesday, February

term contract.

O'Donnell with Security
Cleveland E. J. O'Donnell, formerly with United Artists in Chicago,

—

is

now

Ohio
are

special sales representative in
for Gotham.
Gotham pictures
distributed by Security.

Hanaphone

is

Demonstrated

—

Get the

i
\

girls and^

you get them
GOTHAM'S

latest

all

-ritf

box

office bet is
'tdedic.a.tsd

TO THt-

TODW

Loraine,
O.— Hanaphone synchonization device had its first official demonstration here at the Temple where it opened Feb. Sth, for one
week. Hanaphone is a device offering talking movie acts, and is distributed in Ohio by the Fischer Film

Exchange. The first demonstration
was successful, according to J. Solomon of the Temple. A. H. Fischer is
sales manager of Hanaphone.

1928.

2,

April

9,

at

Bailey

academy headquarters.

Made

Casting Director

Rex

Bailey has been appointed
casting director succeeding Jack
Pandro
Votion, recently resigned.
Berman has been appointed assistant

FBO

Randolph

to

Bartlett,

title

and

film

editor.

M-G-M Gets Nils Asther
M-G-M has completed arrangements with United Artists
over
still

Nils Asther's contract
has a year to run.

to

A GUIDING SIGN

take

To Those Who

which

The Hollywood Plaza

Appreciate Fine Hotels
is

hotel

headquarters

in

Holly-

M-G-M has purchased "Four
Walls" by Dana Burnet, in which
George Abbott will play a featured
The director has not yet been
role.

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern CaUfornia, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping

selected.

in

To Produce "Four Walls"

Brent With Menjou
Evelyn Brent has been assigned to
the lead opposite Adolphe Menjou in
"Super of the Gaiety." Hobart Henley will direct.

Los Angeles.
Every room is

Jackson

&

Westchester Aves.,
Bronx.

A Long
Directly at Subway Station.
Immediately
short
term lease.
or
Moderate
available with equipment.
Rental.
SMITH. Inc.
R.
STUyvesant 2081
11 East 10th St,

TELFAIR

Forrest Stanley,
Maude Fulton &
Johnnie Walker

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertainment are but a step away from the door of this famous
hostelry.

Strange

Released

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

.

.

Now!

Exchanges Everywhere

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
Sam

The

«(

Jane Winton,

sible.

California.

Be

Donald Keith,

—

17S X 220
at

aa all siav cast of screen, favoi r
including

a luxurious
a parlor during the day time
In-a-Door Beds make this possleeping quarter at night.

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
this hotel now as your headquarters while in Southern

JACKSON FILM STUDIO

iflRGINIMttCORBIN
W

Sax, Pres.

Bud Rogers,

1650 Broadway,

Vice-PM«'

New York

Foreign Rights
British

&

ConXinevitoX

Trading Co.,

Inc.

«

I

:
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v:RSONALITIES

win never
on
the
hold

their

i>e

Time may

ublic.

new

rear

liigh in the public's favor,

Price 5 Cents

1928

9,

PARLEY DECISION HOLDS UP
ACTION ON PARAMOUNT ORDER

individual drawing card

e

has and always will

make

the

box-

dent

rcatest

at

FOX niN

PUNS WOUD

Hearings Feb, 15
THE FILM_ DAILY

Wash. Bur. of

appears no room
Eminent authors

us, there

jument.

their chance, directors

i.id

had
1

labeled

series

after

only to meet with varied
at the

criod

till,

but over the

of years

that pic-

iave clicked with the pici

rs it is

the starring per-

that

nabs the biggest

y

A

Story— True

who knows his mocture onions, told us a Httle
He was dickering
esterday.
tough boys.
ireral fihn buyers
ng and batthng over the price
ichtman,

—

the usual buyer and seller
Said Lichtman
e you fellows ever stopped to

Plans

a theater-building proprincipal capitals of the
world are announced by Clayton P.
Sheehan, foreign manager of Fox
Films, who sails Feb. 11 for a three
months' tour of South America.
Sheehan stated it is the settled
policy of Fox Films to support independent exhibitors, but wherever
Fox pictures are not getting proper
representation, the corporation will
build theaters in foreign capitals, as
in the key cities of the United States.
Besides planning new construction,
Sheehan will make a survey of the
changing tastes of South American
audiences.
They, too, are losing interest in western pictures, he finds,
whereas films like "7th Heaven" and
{Continued on Page 2)

gram

what

this

for

mean

without

Chaplin,
d,
others?"
I

argument
would.

it

What would
Fairbanks,

Talmadge,

eral days later.

Walsh

Sen. Watson, chairthe interstate commerce committee has assured
Sen. Brookhart, the latter recently said, that his bill would
be taken up after the Walsh

ended there.
Lichtman

MORE PUBLIX-SAENGER
THEATERS EOR CAROLINA

measure.

Gloria's "Sadie Thompson"
a land office business
even
;xtent of surprising the folks

—

ed.

Best Girl," "The Dove,"

ax and Gotham
t^

e Jessel signs with Gotham
pictures.
Typical of the opof this company.
Building
(Continued on Page 2)

October,

in

the

Federal

the parley.

Action on the cease and desist oris expected
to be taken in the
near future.
der

Bingham ton, N. Y. Sunday TIFEANY-8TAHL CEHING
SET FOR

tionable

vetoed

propriety,"
the ordinance.

Mayor

Boyd

of

the

Publix-Saenger

Production has almost been com-

general

sales

manager,

and

M. H. Hoffman is now in Hollywood
^'Trailof '98" for Aster;
getting set for the 36 productions for
"Rose Marie" for Capitol the new season.

M-G-M's new
of

'98,"

at

the

month.
Feb.

11

is

Astor,

"Rose
at

"The Trail
Three productions for the com"The Enemy" pany's new third dimension process

special,

follow

to

opening
Marie"

in
is

about a
to open

the Capitol.

Few Days Held Needed

For Agreement on Contract
—

Sessions on the contract are being continued by exmembers are R. R. Biechele, Kansas City,
Committee
hibitors.
Ben Berinstein, Los Angeles, and H. A. Cole, Dallas.

Chicago

NEW SCHEDULE

pleted by TifTany-Stahl on the current
schedule,
states
Edward J.

set, and a second series of 24
Color Classics for next year are well
under way.
The exchange system
created in the last year has been perfected, and throughout the organization Smith reports there is a con-

are

that the
biggest year.

fidence
its

company

is

facing

EXPECTS FRENCH QUOTA

TO BOLSTER INDUSTRY

Knights" and Doug's

are keeping Joe Schenck's
ping department in a merry
ey whirl.
Yessir, they're dowell.
)"

held

Smith,

Only

three.

e<

of

Binghamton, N. Y. Declaring the
manner in which the ordinance providing for Sunday opening
here, to be "unethical and of ques-

Of theater building and acquisition prowas gram will probably develop as a re-

towns, "Sorrell and
ooked for one week, has been

u

bill.

man

ence

Trade Commission has permitted its
cease and desist order against Paramount to lie quiescent. Meanwhile,
however, the commission has under
consideration Paramount's offer to
comply with the agreements made at
the Trade Practice Conference including the six points compromise on
block booking, and other dictums of

—

Extension

many

My

hart

Grif-

ed:

i.rabian

the

utilities

THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington Wrestling with the
problem of what to do on the action of the Trade Practice Confer-

alleged

meetings between E. V. Richntally, we spent an interest- ards. R. B. Wilby, L. M. Ash, W.
hour in the realm of higher H. Gueringer and officials of Publix.
.atics.
Went over some of
Those familiar with the South are
(Continued on Page 2)
(sses on the current United
group. Percentage bookings
ae of them. For instance, we

\v

in

measure, which
has precedence over the Brook-

sult of

in

This depends

on the progress made

Washington Bureau of

Opening Ordinance Vetoed

industry would be

personalities.

Hearings on

the Brookhart bill tentatively
are scheduled to open Feb. 15,
but there is a possibility that
the interstate commerce committee will be unable to reach
the measure until one or sev-

in

,

n.

—

Washington

Trade Commission Action
Seen Depending on Bills
to Ban Block Booking

Only a few days
for agreement in

be required
principle on the
will

clauses of the new uniform contract when the joint meetings are resumed Feb. IS, at ChiFifteen of
cago, it is anticipated.
the 22 clauses were agreed upon
when adjournment was taken.
The adjournment was made to give

remaining

committee

members opportunity

to

strenuous day and night
sessions, and to enable distributors
and exhibitors to check up on progExhibitors reress made to date.
mained in Chicago. R. F. Woodhull,
M.P.T.O.A. head, who rotated with
R. H. Cochrane of Universal as
chairman, without vote, has returned
to New York, as have distributor
members of the committee.

rest, after the

A
while

quota
it

in

may

France

is

certain

and

not result in the produc-

tion of quality pictures, it will at least
serve to draw to the French industry the friendly co-operation of bankers.
This will result in the elimination of many of the unimportant or-

ganizations

in the field
(Continued on Page

and
2)

bring

—

.
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Simmons "Telegraph"

Star Values
{Continued from Page
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Sales
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500
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300
900
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•Last Prices Quoted •*Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

tCurb Market

ttBond Market

NC)TE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

DAn.Y TIPS vmiCH

right as making good pictures at the
right cost.
Something not every outfit in this business
at this late day.

—even
KANN

has learned

MEAN DOUAOS FOC SHOWMEN

"Two Arabian Knights"
Flooded
drawn up

(United Artists)
the city with

summons

Editor; Cruikshank G<
Michael L. Simmons Monday
ceeds Herb Cruikshank as moi
picture editor of "The Morning T
graph," New York. Cruikshank lea
Sunday for Hollywood on an assi
;

form, concluding ment for several screen publicatic I
his
wife,
with the statement: "Failure to ap- accompanying
Reg
pear in answer to this summons will Crewe, former associate editor,
mean the loss of an opportunity to who will write a syndicated colu:
laugh at the season's funniest com- for Hearst's International News S
in

legal

i

edy.

It's

the story of

what happened

vice.

two buddies

escaped from a
German prison camp and found themTryon Slogan Chosen
selves in Arabia. The war's left out,
"No
Misfits with a Tryon" st
the laughs left in, and the thrills
mitted by C. W. Crawford, Ge
piled
on."
Pat McGee, Criterion,
Washington, D. C, was chosen as
Oklahoma City, Okla.
best title in a competition conduct
by Universal for a slogan for Gle
"The Wagon Show"
after

—

Expects French Quota
to Bolster Industry
(.Continued

from Page

1)

the industry which will,
pave the way towards permanent success as a producing nation.
These are the opinions of Frederic
de la Roziere, a member of the board
of directors of the Societe Generale
de Film, producers of "Napoleon"
Stability
in turn,

to

(First Nafl)
the lobby a circus atmosphere.
A 24-sheet was posted on a canvas
board and placed just underneath the
front part of the marquee. Two 3x8
cloth banners were placed on each
end of the marquee; the banners containing the following copy, "Main

Tryon

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind
I

from Page 1)
quota
will
go into effect about "What Price Glory" are coming into
Sept. 1.
vogue.
He says that Janet Gaynor
"There are too many companies in France and Charles Farrell are the reigning
and generally throughout Europe," believes de screen favorites of all South Amerla

ing

Roziere.
"I anticipate that when the siftprocess completes itself, about ten sub-

stantial companies will be found in Europe.
This will transpire in the ne.xt three years.
Then I believe you will find a European bloc
formed with the outstanding units in each

country; England, France, Russia, and Germany allied on a mutually co-operative plan.
"The attitude of the United States toward this development i? important. I think
a closer, friendly co-operation between the
factors in your country and the countries
abroad is advisable.
Not a co-operatinn that
involves money, but an understanding through
which European producers may secure sound
advice and suggestion.
It is the only way
through which a bitter trade war can be
averted.
After all, if Europe is successful in
its' production activities to the extent
of placing

eight or ten pictures in the
market, there would and could be

American
no cause

for complaint."

{.Continued

ica.

who directs the activities
the 162 foreign offices of Fox
Films, will on the present tour cover
Sheehan,

of

Brazil,

Uruguay, Argentina and

Chile.

More

Publix-Saenger
Theaters for Carolina

(Continued from Page 1)
of
opinion
economically
the
that
North Carolina offers better opportunities for theater expansion than
any other state in the entire Southern tier. The road situation is especially satisfactory and crops are reported to be excellent.

"Joan of Arc," Societe Generale's
Big A.M.P.A. Lineup
picture is now being cut and
.\ five-act bill is scheduled for the
titled and will be ready for the markA.M.P.A. luncheon today.
V. E.
et in
March.
Reports from Paris
Meadows,
beauty
specialist,
will
yesterday declare that Societe Generale has arranged with the Alliance demonstrate with the help of a living
After that it shouldn't be
Cinematographique Europeene to dis- model.
tribute "Joan" and "Gentlemen at necessary to mention the rest of the
Arms" in France, Switzerland and bill. However, Joe Fliesler will give
Belgium.
The latter company is a his highbrow lecture on the Little
Theater Movement Moving Just a
subsidiary of Ufa.
In Germany and
Central
Europe, Ufa will handle Little. James Wingate of the state
these two pictures. .\ working agree- Censor will tell secrets of the censorment covering French distribution ing trade; S. W. Harland-Edgecumbe
with the A. C. E. on future product talks on the foreign angle, and Patsy
Ruth Miller will be just herself.
has been perfected.
latest

«

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Photographers' Banquet Tonight
First annual l)anquet of the International Photographers of the M. P.
Industry is to be held tonight at the
Army and Navy Club, New York. A
big turnout has been assured, according to Ray Foster, chairman of the
entertainment committee.
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Fox Plans World
Building Program

If

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

—

Entrance Ken Maynard In 'The
Wagon Show'." And in one corner
and Joan of Arc."
of the banner was, "Hey Folks: The
The exact form of the quota Big Circus is in Town. His Latest
Greatest
Picture."
Clayton
in its details is as yet undecided, he and
stated yesterday.
A general election Turnstill, Sugg, Chickasha, Okla.
will be held in France in May and at
present
therefore
legislators
are
turning their attention to the forthcoming campaign. The trade generally anticipates, however, that the

pictures.
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up an organization geared to turn out
box-office pictures of significant importance to the exhibitor because
they are made at a figure well within
the confines of reason and sold at a
price which makes profits something
more tangible than a phantom.
Making the best pictures at any
cost is not nearly so economically

9,

for

One

Year's Subscription
to the Publisher
58, Great Marlborough Street
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Announcing

To The Screens Of America

An

Unusual

Cinematographic Achievement

The Passion of
n

Joan of Arc
A CARL DREYER PRODUCTION
of

Societe Generale
Paris,

De

France

Films

:

THE

DAILY
Fibn Exports Increase
11,000,000 Feet in 1927

Coast Wire Service-

Arranging FBO Schedule
LE

BARON CONFERRING ON

Washington Bureau of

Washington

"4 Sons" Lauded
Hobart Bosworth was master of ceremonies at opening
of "Four Sons" at the Carthay
Circle, where it was enthusiastically acclaimed.

WESTERNS AND
With

the

FBO

feature already an-

nounced, William Le Baron now is
conferring with Robert N. Bradbury,
supervisor of westerns, on the number of westerns to be produced by
the company for 1928-29 release, and
also is arranging the schedule of
comedies and other shorts.
Four pictures classed as super-spe-

26

cials,

Gold

Bonds and

six

pic-

tures starring the dog, Ranger, are
on the program. Equipment soon is
to be installed for the production of
pictures using the talking film de-

Kinegraphone.

vice,

Baggott Starting Direction
of Tiffany-Stahl Picture
of

King Baggott is starting
"The House of Scandal"

direction
for Tif-

fany-Stahl. In the cast are: Dorothy
Sebastian, Pat O'Malley and Harry

Murray.

Now "The Big Noise"
"The Headliner," new First Na'

ional release, has been retitled

stage play, was put into
production this week by Universal at
The company, headed
Sacramento.
by Wilh'am Beaudine, as director,
started work by filming scenes in
one of .the large canning plants located on the banks of the SacramenGeorge Sidney and Jean
to River.
Others in
Hersholt head the cast.
company are George Lewis,
the
successful

Sharon Lynn, William Orlamond,
Ffaney and Les Bates. Harry

Billy

O. Hoyt adapted the play. The picture is under the supervision of Julius Bernheim.

T-S

Sigrns

Lonergan

Lonergan, scenarist,
been signed by TifTany-Stahl.
Philip

cis

production which John
Dillon is directing.

New

ond

Romance

of

a

'

to

ity

a

front

by her work
route to
picture

New

at

the

Gaiety,

Florence L. Strauss Leaves for C
Florence L. Strauss, scenario edj
for First National Pictures, has

company's studios
She will confer with
officials on stories for

the

for

bank.
tion

at

I|

pro(l

19281,
I It

II

What's the use o
arguing about
rue-

"good old

fASHIONE

THE FLAPPER,
Of TODAY

7

GEORGES

MARJORIE

MOSE

AND

FONTANA
LIMITED

engagement at the
CLUB MIRADOR on
Monday, February

appearing in iheir sen-

Cameo."

sational

EL

KNm

,|P,I

13

if

JAodCTiA.J'^aids.jaethxid? an,d J'lordlt.

§e;(leUe of Superb Screerb

13th

Color

is

,'

lim

VffiGmiALSECORBIN
cJoKnn.ieWalk.er'

forrest Stanley

costume success

Jane Wmiorvj
Donald KenK
j^aude FuUoTv

TANGO TRAGICO

OIRECTtMfll
EHI.E

KENTOf*

with a supporting cast

Clara Bow Under Knife
Clara Bow is slated for an appendicitis operation some time this week.

of

sixteen

people

Advance Reservations Are Advisable
Telephones

Club Mirador
515/ ST. at

SEVENTH

AVE.

Circle 4983-5106

Where Smart Film Folk Gather

"

INCLUDING-

ern starring vehicle.

ing for TifTany-Stahl.

•

accompaniment.

^NNO UNCEMENTi

Fran-

Jobyna Ralston Cast
Reginald Barker has cast Jobyna
Ralston opposite Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., in "Power," which he is direct-

h
oil

^^^-•~

will begin a

Ray's Next "Thief in Dark"
Albert Ray's next picture will be
"A Thief in the Dark," an original
he wrote in collaboration with Kenneth Hawks. In the cast are George
Meeker, Gwen Lee and Marjorie
Beebe.

pla

"Four Sons,"
York for opening

Monday

Movietone

among

rank

in

The

has

Preparing "Dolorofo"
Jack Natteford is preparing Arthur Gregor's story, "Dolorofo," tentatively scheduled as an Eve South-

Margaret Mann En Route
Margaret Mann, 60-year old
derella," who emerges from obs

New Comedy Constructor
ma Shearer, has signed a special conRobert Eddy has joined Para- tract as "trick" cameraman with
M-G-M organization.
nount as a comedy constructor.

Classic
starting the secTifTany-Stahl Color Classic, "The

Starting

Hans Reinhard

9,

Douglas Shearer Signed
Douglas Shearer, brother of Nor-

Sherman Cast in "The Whip"
Lowell Sherman has been cast as
the heav-y in "The Whip," First National

THE FILM DAILY

— Increase

of 11,000,000 ft. in the total of films exported
in 1927 as compared with 1926 is
shown by figures of the Dept. of
are
Commerce.
Total shipments
placed at 231,995,018 ft., against 220,The 1927 ex627,206 ft. in 1926.
ports were the heaviest since the
record breaking total of 273,000,000
ft.
in 1919.
Shipments of positives were 222,546,067
ft.
valued
at
$5,775,730,
against 214,026,620 ft. valued at $6,Negative shipments
395,923 in 1926.
amounted to 9,448,951 ft. valued at
$1,455,519, against 6,600,586 ft. valued at $1,334,960. In addition there
were exports of raw stock of 49,514,121 ft. valued at $1,354,236, against
41,437,050 ft. valued at $1,033,207.
Leading markets for American
films in 1927 were Australia, Argentine,
Brazil, the United Kingdom,
and Canada, in the order named.

Big Noise."
"Give and Take" Started
and Take," Universal's
"Give
Aaron Hoffman's
of
picturization

Thursday, February

BOX OFFICE
It's READY NOW!

It's

Exchanges Everywhere
LUMAS FILM CORPORATION!
Sam

Sax, Pre*.

Budd Roger», Vice-PrM

1650 Broadway,

New

York

Foreign Rights
Continental
British

&

Trading Co.,

Inc.
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Clooperative
bW YORK

independents

mood

these
Idays.
Meetings on reguith Aaron Sapiro. Know

ware in serious

Organizer of many colawyer well groundthe fundamentals of eco-

ives, a
!

utually protective associa-

being discussed. Recog1 that the chains with their
power must and
s buying
secure preferential treatthe independent circuits
sert their situation can be
lequately and with injury
new
Interesting.
le.
safe, sane and construcn a multi-angled and percondition.
I competitive

1

t
;

A

1

;

the salesman to write it in
ract and avoid trouble."
jan taken to its bosom by
T.O. of Western Pennsylample enough to be
)ut
far and wide by all who sign
for film service.
So that
be letter perfect we would

t

-

.

Price 5 Cents
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COMMISSION ACTION HINGES
ON BLOCK BOOKING BILLS

K

SAHSFIED

MIH

PAST VHR'S
Los Angeles

time since the
company started its expansion
program three yejirs ago, Para-

IGIMIES

The

Beetson.

W.

of

Washington

—

eral

corporation also has an-

ticipated

payment

purchase

money

Beetson was elected presiCentral Casting Corp.

the

block booking bills now in Congress.
Course to be pursued on the order,
coupled with the Trade Practice
Conference action now under consideration by the commission, is reported as giving members considerable concern, for Paramount has offered

of its directors, which
producer association
the
Its activities
also were

meeting

followed
meeting.
praised by Hays. William R. Fraser,
and Irving Thalberg were named
vice
presidents and Sol Wurtzel,

to

compromise on the

order,

agreeing to dictum of the conference,
as concerns its future policy on block

SCHENCK-P.CT.DEALDUE

treasurer.

T(

TRANS-ATLANTIC MOTION

of Practices
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington Action of the FedTrade Commission on its cease
and desist order against Paramount
is expected to hinge on the outcome
of the Brookhart and other anti-

free

is

of $1,000,000
obligations not
Its
due until October next.
cash position is strong, with
current assets to current liabilities showing a ratio of better
than 3 to 1.

Cecil B. De Mille selected new president of the organization.
New vice
presidents are: Watterson R. Rothacker, Henry Henigson, Fred W.

Fred

first

of bank debt,
having paid off the last of such
loans.

mount

— Satisfaction

with the
Producers
activities of the M. P.
Ass'n was expressed by Will H.
Hays at the annual meeting, with

dent

"Cease and Desist" Order
Awaits Congress Airing

Free of Debt
For the

at

In Writing

10,

London (By Cable)

— Ensuring

booking and theater acquisition.
It is probable that the whole matter will be aired before committees
when hearings get under way on the
Brookhart and other block booking
bills.

of

proper distribution over the Provin-

Cinematograph Circuit was the
purpose of Joseph M. Schenck's deal
PICTURES DEMONSTRATED with PCT. This, it is said, was
lut
be sure the duplicates
brought about by continued theater
^ with the copy that goes to
Trans-Atlantic television was dem- acquisition on the part of Paramount
office."
onstrated Wednesday when a man in England, and the fact that purelyand woman sat before an electric British theater interests are "getting
rrymore, the Elder
eye in a London laboratory and a together" with growing strength.
fixing the credit spotlight on group of people in a darkened cellar The deal also includes an arrangeperformer. Only a few days at Hartsdale, N. Y., watched them ment for production, but nothing
me two of the outstanding turn their heads and move from side definite has been done in this direcinces of the year:
Lionel to side. The demonstration was made tion.
The New Standard Film Co., is
re
as
the
deformed, but by the Baird Television Development
being formed to take over the Standus soldier in "Drums of Co. of London.
iContinued on Page 2)
lid as the fanatical, Heaven-

start

Feb. 15 is tentative date for
of hearings on the Brookhart

measure.

cial

IS

'

cleanser of

human

Thompson."

Far

each role

souls in
afield

is

Showmanship
ne phase of service to the pub^-

A theaters

iiati

in

Cincinnati

day and night telephone

nta)

will
in-

No

service.

questions too
the general plan.
2
ic 1.
It carries the public re)ns ork which the Middle West
bei plugging consistently for
'"1 ears into more comprehennnels.
Suitable anywhere.
lal

•

1

answer,

Production at the Columbia studio 'is up to schedule, with 22 pictures completed and eight more to go
on the 30 listed for the season, states
Joe Brandt, president of the company.
Plans are all set to start
{Continued on Page 2)

is

KANN

declared Federal control aspect.
In
discussing the measure, Thomas D.
Van Osten, business manager of Allied Industries of California and publisher of "The Independent ExhibiSponsor tor," deplores open endorsement by
exhibitor organizations.
Van Osten
Theater
of
London (By Cable) Lord Roth- feels that if the contract committee
ermere, powerful newspaper pub- writes a "permanent and unbreakable
contract on motion picture distribulisher, is the prime mover in the thetion, blind and block booking," the
ater acquisition program recently begun. This disclosure follows that of Brookhart bill will be made unnecessary.
F. A. Szarvasy as backer of Sir Wal-

—

PLAN SHOWS RESULTS

ember Barrymore.

c

—

San Francisco Opposition to the
Brookhart bill is voiced by northern
California exhibitors because of its

Lord Rothermere
Campaign
U.K.

in

magnificent
ked by a true touch of hisenius.
Your audiences long

ipe,

AGAINST BROOKHART BILL

"Picture's the Thing" St.

Louis Test Emphasizes

—

Louis The picture's the thing,
state Skouras Bros., who cut presentations for run of "Old Ironsides," at
St.

(Continued

on Page

2)

instituted by
stated, will
total several million dollars.

ter

Gibbons.

Deals

Lord Rothermere,

it

is

Jack Lustberg Forming
Distributing Organization
Jack Lustberg has resigned from
and disposed of his interest in First
Division Distributors, New York, to
organize a new company which he
will

control.

Pathe Club to See Film
Tracing Firm's History
The Pathe Club

is

making prep-

arations for its annual dinner and
dance, to be held this year at the
Park Central on Feb. 21.
Among
the features will be a three reel picture presented by S. Barret McCormick, editor of Pathe Review.
It
(Continued on Page 2)

—
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Special Herald on "Four Sons"
Glendon Allvine has originated an
unusual herald which is being distributed at the Times Square theater
for "Four
Sons" opening at the
P.C.T.

Schenck-P.G.T. Deal
Due to Para. Move
(Continued from Page

Vol

1)

ard concern which controls
Schenck receives 25 per cent of the
new company stock, which gives him

25 per cent of the controlling interest of the circuit, although not 25
per cent of the whole P.C.T. issue.

American Company Looking
Over Sites at Manchester

—

Manchester, Eng. Two represenan American company
tatives
of
have been considering sites for a
theater here.
A 3,000-seat house recently

was announced by

British in-

terests.

Columbia's Economy
Plan Shows Results
from Page 1)
season's
schedule

(.Continued

new
March 15.

the

about

Brandt emphasized the

company was adhering

fact that his
strictly to the

announced policy

Talking Film Equipment
in 100 West Coast Houses

—

Los Angeles Movietone and Vitaphone reproducing equipment is to
about 100 theaters of
the West Coast chain, Harold B.
Franklin, president, announces. About
six Los Angeles houses are expected
to be equipped with the device.
Signing of the West Coast and
other deals in January, brings the
be installed

in

of limiting producRegardless of what other producers might do with "overloaded
production schedules," he said that
experience had proved to his satisfaction that limited production was
commercially sound and logical. Rehe
said,
ports
from exchanges,
tion.

Social Club

A
A

sestudio.
Over 150 attended.
new
ries of functions is planned.
use for the Vitaphone was disclosed,
the musical film being used for the
first
time for dance music.
The
board of governors, headed by Jack
Gilbert, president, and Harry Lutjen, chairman, will conduct a special
midnite performance of "The Jazz
Singer" March 3, proceeds to go to
the club's treasury.

Musicians Lower Scale
The New York Federation of Musicians has announced that it has revised its scale of union prices downward.
Details of the reduction in
prices have not yet been settled, but
the union headquarters expects to
shortly.

Stallings Quitting

— Laurence

Atlanta
author of
author of

Film Work?
Stallings,

Rowland

of the

feature.

Four Road Companies to
Start Tour with "Simba"
Four road companies are to be
sent out soon on "Simba," under plan
of Frank R. Wilson and M. J. Weisfeldt, handling the picture which now
is
playing the Earl Carroll, New
York.
The picture will be booked
to cities large and small as part of
the unit show which is being offered.
This includes a phonograph talk by
Martin Johnson, film review of the
various expeditions of Mr. and Mrs.
written for the picture, and the

fari,"

phonographic accompaniment used
throughout the picture.
Chicago
opening is March 2 at the Woods.

secretary,

for Embassy
first outside picture

"Two Lovers"
Marking the

the house, which heretofore
has shown M-G-M films exclusively,
"Two Lovers," last of the Colman-

York.

Rudolph Named
Detroit

District

—William

Manager

H. Rudolph has

been named district manager for
United Artists Theater Circuit, with
supervision over the Chicago and De-

(Continued from Page

1)

For two

Missouri.

the

years, the
house has had a presentation policy.
Receipts exceeded expectations, the
company states, announcing the success of the test.

Air Mail Rate Reduction Voted

THE FILM DAILY

Paul Terry Returns
Paul Terry, creator of Aesop's Film
Fables, has returned to New York
from a vacation on the Coast.

Managers

Institute Class Started
First sessions of the M. P. Theater

Managers

Institute,

each.
Col. Butterfield on Vacation
Col. W. S. Butterfield, Michigan
chain operator, sails Saturday for a
three months' vacation trip to northern Africa.

Dreyfuss Going Abroad
sails

tor,

Buys Lanark House
Richard A. Rowland, general manLanark, 111. Sam J. Rhodes has
ager of production for First National, taken over the Wales from R. M.
leaves for the Coast Tuesday.
Adams.

—

[

i

of $1,465,500.

55th St. Reopening
St.,

The Quirks Going to L. l!^'
James R. Quirk, editor of "F
play" and Mrs. Quirk are slat-,.
leave for Los Angeles TuesdajJ
Mfe

Unbiased IndepenA'

REVIEWS *
on

all

FEATURES an
SHORT SUBJECi,
Produced

in Great

Briti
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theater art direc-

Saturday for a vacation

in
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$3,090,500
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Henry Dreyfuss,

Price

New

York, have
started.
The course lasts 12 weeks,
divided into three terms of four weeks

troit houses.

co-

41 Theaters Projected
37 States During Jam

Louis Test Emphasizes

to play

Banky series produced by Samuel
Goldwyn for United Artists, opens
late in March at the Embassy, New

assistant film editor, is preside
the Pathe Club this year, and
gers Neilson of the publicity d
ment is in charge of the ente
ment features.

Playhouse, New,||i(,
film
theater,
is
re
Feb. 17, after being dark four tI

charge of production,

Goldman,

some of the first pictures ever
shots of home office executive
laboratories and factories, and
dealing with the studios.
There will be entertainment
the Broadway shows, the Kei
bee Vaudeville and an exhibit!!
swimming and diving by mei
of the Women's Swimming As'
the Park Central Hotel. Jack

little

"Picture's the Thing" St.

—

continues in charge of the animation
department.

(Continued from Page 1)

open with the early histc
Pathe and will include shots

will

55th

Lane Joins "Lab" Firm
Washington By unanimous vote,
George Lane has replaced Arthur the House postofflce subcommittee,
W. Carpenter in the firm of Carpen- approved reduction of the air mail
ter-Goldman Laboratories, Long Is- rate to five cents an ounce. Passage
Carpenter resigned be- of the measure will prove a big savland City.
cause of press of other business in- ing to the film industry, which is a
terests.
Joe W. Coffman has been large user of air mail.
vice president in
while F. Lyle

Pathe Club to See Filir
Tracing Firm's His

Contracts for 41 theaters invci
in 37 eastern states
awarded during January, state'l
F. W. Dodge Corp.
Thirty-fo|
Johnson, animated and synchroniza- the proposed houses are
excHf
tion presentation of "Song of Sapicture theaters, to be built at

that exhibitors had more
dates open right now than ever, as

Shauer Returns
Glory" and
E. A. Shauer, general manager of
"The Big Parade," andepartment,
nounces that here he is through with the Paramount foreign
"war stuff," intending to settle down is back in New York following a
Mrs.
three months' trip abroad.
on a North Carolina farm.
Shauer accompanied him.

"What

page features a "Letter Golf" puzemploying the letters in the title

zle

Washington Bureau of

Following lead of the Paramount.
Pathe and Fox social clubs, the Warner home office staff, forming the
Warner Social Club, gave their first
party and dance at the Vitagraph

announce them

Gaiety Feb. 13.
The inside spread
of the four-page folder represents a
checkerboard, with the photos of the
principal players, and a catchline
across the top, "Four Sons Is a
Checkerboard of Life."
The back

showed

they had not rushed in and signed
up when the season opened. With
an average schedule of two compatotal number of Movietone and Vita- nies working all the time the result
phone installation contracted for up has been that Columbia has come
to 202, according to the Western through the season on a sound ecoElectric Co.
nomical basis, with practically no layoffs or lost time at the studio.

Form Warner

iTiOay, February lol

I
I

\
I

for

I

Library Stock Scenes

1
I

Inc.
Walter A. Putter, Pres.

New York
130

W.

Hollywood

46th St. c/o Leon Schlesinger
1123 No. Bronson Ave.

Bryant 8181

58, Great MarlboroughSttf^
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Coast Wire Service

Financial

Months Planned

in 2

15

F.N.-STANLEY-WEST COAST

T OUTLINES ITS

Signs Rubin
Benny Rubin, vaudeville performer, has been signed by Fox
for a series of two reel com-

EDULEUPTOAPRILIO

edies.

planning 25 features
now and April 10, and over
comedies, cartoons and newsects will be produced for
unt

e
f

is

company.

the

i>y

lollars

is

declared

irogram outlined.

t

cently added
enario staflF.

14

Several
involved

The comnew writers

(

i|j

Arrives to
National

J^r

Make 2
Company

nag has arrived to produce
ires for release by a na-

mpany, name of which
unced.
Rochus Gleiche
the first story
,

is
is

Early resumption of production at
the Stern Brothers studio is planned,
with Julius Stern, president, and Sigmund Newfield, general manager, on
the ground, directing assembling of
the new costumes recently purchased.
The Sterns intend to stress the "girl
angle" in next year's product.

Named

Rice

Assistant to

George Marshall at Fox

which has a

locale.

a

Sterns Prepares to Start
Work on New Schedule

Andy

Irriss to Direct T-S Film
ix.fTerriss is to direct "Clothes
e
for Tiffany-Stahl.

Rice has been named assistant to George Marshall, supervisor of
Fox comedies.

new

direct the latter in the first of a
series.

Cava Directing Ralston
Ralston's
next
will
be
itlH ands" by Arthur Stringer.

also

Results so far obtained by all concerned, have demonstrated effectiveness of the plan to stabilize the three
companies through the deal by which
the Stanley Co., and West Coast
assumed control of First National,

"The Wall St. News."
"The link-up provided First Na-

states

tional with a fixed and steady marfor its films, while it gave the
Stanley and West Coast a definite
motion picture producing and dis-

ket

agency," the publication
states. "Each concern, under the arrangement, continued to function separately, maintaining its own identity
tributing

The

in the trade.

affairs of the three
a joint committee

Lgain Directing

Bebe

Preparing

Fox Comedy

rice Badger has been assign- jamas," an animal
ion of the next Bebe Dan- by Clyde Carruth.

William Austin, George
c
OS
and Johnnie Morris have

comedy

directed

re.

t

c

jjii
Direct

irii

King
g

iMi<

in

"

have been added to the cast of
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh," which Herbert Brenon is directing for M-G-M.
Dare"
Dale Austin "Miss New Zealand"

for Excellent
will direct Helene

Women Who

E^;llent Pictures.
It will be
at the Metropolitan studios.
:

Ai ed to

—

—

member of "The Actress"
company. Norma Shearer is starred.
is

latest

Paramount Casts

ba M. Klein has been added
e
st of "Three Sinners," new

have

Guy

been

Oliver and

cast

for

..

Loew"s, Inc
62^
ttLoew's, 6s 41ww. 108 >4
•ttLoew'3,6341x-wai
M-G-M Pfd
27
P. Cap. Corp. >
Pathe Exchange.
2V,
Pathe Exch. "A"..
9
ttPathe Exch. 7s37 55

M.

*

>

•

.

.

.

••United Art
IS
••United Art. Pfd. 85
•fUniv. Pictures.
•Univ. Pict. Pfd..
•

•

>

•

300
....
....

80'/,

81

19^

20

300

10

....

2,800

100
60 ^g
615^ 23,700
108
10854
19
101
....
27
27
300
>
8
,

.

>

2

3,200
6,900
851
50
55
35
114/j 11454 15,000
....
121J4
10154
4
2 54

8'/,

lom

24
26

....
....

5

38
485i

48H

4
14

....

4

the quarter ended Dec. 31,
1927, the company reports net income of $53,562 after all charges,
equivalent to $1.64 a share on the
32,000 preferred shares outstanding.
Net for December reached $24,780
the highest for any month last year.

For

2354

>
>

•

•

•

•

98^

•

in

the

same period

24 fl

filed

by

in

bankruptcy

has

....
. .

.

•Last Prices Quoted ••Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

ttBond Market

EDWARD B. SMITH
&C0.
Members

New York,

and Boston

Philadelphia

Stock Exchanges

Corporate
Financing

of

Micheaux Firm Bankrupt
Petition

100

1654 7,500
25
14.800

.

This equals, after Class A dividends,
eight cents earned on the Class B
common, compared with a net loss
of $109,085
1926.

....
....
....
....

80
•

tWarner Bros.
17
Warner Bros. "A". 2654
.

166J/j

129}«
4J4
109

—

Extra dividend of
Los Angeles
one-half of one per cent and regular
quarterly dividend of two per cent
on the preferred, will be paid Mar.
1
by Hal Roach Studios, to stock
This is the fourth
of record Feb. 15.
extra dividend of similar amount.

been

Micheaux Film Corp., 200
a picture for Inspiration, will direct. The first two in the sup- W. 135th St., New York setting
leased through United Ar- porting cast are William V. Mong forth liabilities of $5,847 and assets
and Bert Roach.
of $1,400.
1

....
....

.

200
1,600

NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

DIVIDEND

co-

Reed Directing "Glory Girl"
Luther Reed has been selected by
ire :e
Brown will direct John Paramount to direct "The Glory Girl."
rtj nd Greta Garbo in an orig5ta|'
Haines' Next Chosen
of his own.
"He Learned About Women," an
Ivi trice
Joy to England?
original by Dale Van Every, will be
e Joy may go to England
William Haines' next.
Sam Wood
Next

Project.
•ttKeiths 6s 46

18«
23 54

Mary

the

'tin

Brown's

....
....

Fox Film "A"... 81
tFox Theaters "A' 20
•Intern'l

tCurb Market

Profit Shown by Warners
Net
income of Warner Bros, for
Currier will appear in sup- starring vehicle of Chester Conklin
the quarter ended Nov. 26 last, was
and
Lew
Fields,
"Quick
Richard Dix iiO
Lunch,"
"Easy
$102,687 after interest and charges.
asy Go."
Frank Tuttle is which Charles Reisner will direct.

irence

*East. Kodak Pfd.
*tFilra
Inspection.
•First Nat'l Pfd...

....
....

Cast for "Quick Lunch"
Sally Blane,

Alden

hide.
ail]

On the M-G-M Lot
Mickey McBann and Betsy Bizer

t,

-u
li^l to

• • > •

Sales

DECLARED BY ROACH

IS

George E. Marshall, supervisor of
comedies for Fox, has started another
production called "The Polecat's Pa-

Close
39
48
67?i
7354

.

.

enabled to concentrate more on film
production and as a consequence has
not only increased producing activibut has turned out a higher
ties,
grade of photoplays.
"Likewise this new procedure has
been reflected in augmentation of the

Low

Vtc
39
39
Pfd...
'Balaban & Katr
•Bal. & Katz Vtc
tCon. Film Ind.
iiVA
1844
tCon. Film Ind.Pfd 23 U
23
Eastman Kodak ..168^i 6654
Seat.
Seat.

composed

company's earnings."
Vera Resmolds' Next Set
Vera Reynolds' next picture for
La Cava will direct from De Mille will be "The Heart of
laiation by Doris Anderson.
Katie O'Doone," adaptation of which
ANOTHER EXTRA
will be made by Douglas Doty.
luttle Signs Again
has just signed ancontract with Frank

BiKh

Am.
•Am.

directed by
Paramount F-L
IISH
of representatives of all •Paramount Pfd.
ttPar.Bway.5^s51. lom
As the amalgamation ••Roxy "A" .... 26
companies.
took the form of a co-operative move- •*Roxy Units
28
ment, it did not entail any exchange '•Roxy Common .. 6
••Skouras Bros.
40
of properties or financing.
Stan. Co. of Am
48H
"First National Pictures has been tTrans-Lux Pictures 4
are

t

lear's

stock rose IJi points.
M-G-M preferred
gained \ J4 points, closing at 27.

The

.

Grinde to Direct McCoy
Nick
Grinde, recently elevated to
Added to Cast
d Arlen has been cast op- full-fledged director at M-G-M and
e<^lly Blaine in "Quick Lunch" who made "Riders of the Dark,"
Chester Conklin and W. C. Tim McCoy's newest vehicle, will

ratount

Film issues in yesterday's market showed
an upward tendency.
Loew's common was
the most active, with 23,700 shares active.

.
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Si
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Mr. Rothafel's use of

SAFETY CONTROL

SENTRY
is

ijsioi' o'

more
PO.TO

than a tribute to the efficiency
of the device; it is a remarkable

^

R'"

Cao-»

characterization of "Roxy"
himself.

For his theatre was considered
to be the last word in Safety;
yet, when shown the opportunity to wholly remove the hazard
of film-fires, he did not hesitate
for a

We

moment.
1

"Roxy" a great showman, but back of his genius lies

•

"Tf^T

^

*e »>'"=•
« c"n«'"=*
^..e upon
,^>b.b>nd.n6-.P0

„„u«onsexceP'"

call
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and «a^s

^^^e Off>«.

.

his limitless consideration for his

patrons, the

basis

of which

is
t»;nnE5SB5-

their Safety.

SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL
makes the

risk

from film -fires

SO«RVORIG»NA»-

exactly zero.

CORPORATION
13th and Cherry SU.,

PHILADELPHL4

1S60 Broadway,

And All Branches

NEW YORK

of

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
jrr\
The

positive fire preventer.

Can

he attached to

any

projeaor.

Costs

only

a few

cents

a

day.
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Starring

GEORGE SIDNEY and
J.

FARREL

MACDONALD
with

Vera Gordon,

Price

Kate

and Gertrude Astor

Adaptation and continuity
by Al Cohn.
Story supervision by Joseph Poland

A

William Beaudine Productioo

It^s

A XJniversoX Long Run Special!
Bigger and Better than

e*Uk^t

THE 1928 FILM DAILY YEAR

%I% >K

Free to Film Daily Subscribers
IMPORTANT NOTICE;

Copies of the 1928 Film Daily Year Book are being distributed as rapidly as
they are received from the bindery. Subscribers are requested to co-operate and not burden
THE FILM DAILY with inquiries, which are assuming handicap proportions.

i

Gotham Delivers Another
One Right Smack in the
Box-Office!
A

Comedy Drama

Peppy, Jazzy,

of che Great

AMERICAN FLAPPER
God

Bless

Her

— And

Dress Her

SUPERB ALL STAR CAST

VIRGINIA LEE CORBIN
DONALD KEITH, JANE WINTON
JOHNNIE WALKER
MAUDE FULTON and
FORREST STANLEY
Wonderfully Directed by

ERLE

KENTON

C.

Screen Play and Supervision

HAROLD SHUMATE
Comedy-Drama-Romance
a

AND

MELODRAMATIC CLIMAX
will

knock 'em

As modern

that

off the seats!

as today's paper

PRODUCT lONT
Released Regionally on Feb. 1st by

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
1650 Broadway

SAM

SAX,

Foreign Rights, British

Pres.

&

BUDD ROGERS,

Continental Trading Co.,

Inc.,

Vice-Pres.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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Calling for

s

Price

—Denying the Brookhart
mean higher rentals, and
en though it did mean gov-

"LOOK TO UUIIES"

SCnCK

ownership

(which he does
ver, admit), H. M. Richey,
lanager of the Michigan exlit,
calls on members who
bill to refuse to "be kidded"
ut and work for the bill,
states "he got a big laugh"
exchange manager who was
get exhibitors to sign petiosing the bill.
"You have
ut the stick-up who signed
for

capital

punishment

he declares.

in

"The exhib-

would sign a
Iready
ucer,

is

petition, unpartially owned

be
in

same

the

class."

brands as untrue the exclaim that passage of
ould result in higher renig a careful reading of the

!n's

'ontinued

on page

SEEN BIG

ularity,

is

making

—Another

talking picthe sound reproduced on the film, is reported
as being developed here. The
device records sound, phonoon
unbreakable
graphically
cheap film rolls, eliminating
the expensive brittle discs now
in use for phonograph records.

in-

inroads upon picture popand producers must "look to

M. Schenck, United
on his
"We've got to do

dent, declared

of

Both Companies Previously
Denied Any Combine was
Being Planned

with

The inventor

Artists
presiarrival here.
something to

contest the hold that radio is taking,"
he said, pointing out that producers
must provide the "finest in entertainment" if they are to induce people to
leave their homes to attend picture
shows, in view of the character of
radio entertainments being provided,
and which constantly arc being improved.

Talking Film

Paris

ture,

their laurels" if they are to successfully meet radio competition, Joseph

the

F.

is

American

who has been

M. Johnson
Art

Ass'n,

QUOTA

Joseph P. Kennedy, president

FBO, has become associated
with Pathe Exchange, at the request of company executives.
No details other than this official announcement are forthcomof

ing.

Whether Kennedy's connec-

developing the

with Pathe may be the
forerunner of a merger of that
company, or to effect a reorgani-

device for years.

tion

PUN APPROVED

zation

of

finances,

is

Kennedy has been in
conference for some time with

BY rRENCH COUNCIL

J.

FIELD!

Lake Here from Antipodes
for M-G-M Sales Confab
David Lake, general

HORISDEVELOPNENT
THE FILM DAILY

M-G-M,

New York

sales

manager

has arrived
for the sales convention

in Australia,

which opens Wednesday.

Other

for-

eign representatives are scheduled to
arrive in rapid succession.

—

Paris Approval of a quota plan,
reported requiring the showing of one
French picture for every nine foreign films brought into the country,
has been voted by the Council of
Although
State, it is understood.
details have not been made public
French producers hope the restric-

J.

Murdock, Pathe president.
months ago, THE

Some

FILM DAILY

reported

prob-

Pathe-FBO deal, but
promptly was denied by

ability of a
this

both companies.

(Covtinued on Page 4)

20 FILMS NUCLEUS OF

— Despite

the prepondAmerican short subject
in Europe, with the annual
30ut 8,250, the market could
sed considerably, states a
npiled by N. D. Golden of
Section of the Dept. of

company's
that
a subject for specu-

lation.

12)

in

gton

— Radio

New

IS

WMC

SADIO

Los Angeles
creasing

for

Bureau of

Cents

Work

Pass Measure
g

25

KENNEDY JOINING PATHE;
MERGER WITH F B HINTED

J. P.

Be Kidded" Richey

I

1928

12,

f

of the short films

all

shown

with the possible excep-

,

shown in Germany and
American origin, espeone and two reel comedies,

ose

of

Continued

on page

12)

Offsetting Competition
M. SCHENCK raises the radio spectre
JOSEPH
industry must do something to contest the hold

NEW RAYART SCHEDULE

The

Twenty pictures have already been
decided upon as the nucleus of the
unis exercising on the American public,
he declares. In the Rayart program for next season,
der plan of President W. Ray Johnsanswer to his own question, he states the finest in entertainment ton, who now is en route to the
is the solution.
Coast. When he arrives at Los AnOf course, Schenck is correct. Once this business begins to geles, Johnston will hold a series of
totter on the brink of indifferent product it won't take much of conferences, at which will be determined the total number for next year.
a push to shove it off.
Mediocrity in pictures must be avoided
Rayart, with a schedule of 30 piclike cancer, else it will prove fatal.
have heard all of the tures for the current season, has
arguments and explanations on record about the difficulties of completed 24 of this output. Johnston will supervise production of reproduction.
again.

which radio

We

dJury Reverses Stand
idicts

on 'Blue'

Law

re-— After

declining
last
idict John G. Callan, presile
^

,

5
^

Turning out good entertainment by the mile

an easy task.

Liberty Defense League.
for presentatior of a Sunthe grand jury surprised
by citing them for viola"blue" laws, following the

2sentation last Sunday. Caliber of the legislature, plans
repeal the Sunday closing

Isn't It Overproduction?

is

not

maining pictures^
stories and titles.

and

discuss

new

Klitsch Sends Greetings

Thone

largely because of overproduction that pictures are not
Over Berlin-N. Y.
holding up. The general condition in Hollywood is one of perOne of the first radio telephone
petual rush.
can it be otherwise when a heavy releasing messages to come through from Berschedule is to be met?
One of the principal arguments put lin yesterday when the New York
service was inaugurated was a mesforward by the organizations which are turning out too many pic- sage from Ludwig Klitsch, president
It is

How

(.Continued on

Page

4)

(Continued on Page 4)
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Price 25 Cent

JOHN W. ALiCOATE

FINANCIAL,

by

Charles

F.

Editorial

by Maurice

Kann

Hynes
by Jack Harrower

War

in

Detroit

Following

by Kunsky

at

Oriental followed
the Keith-Temple
vaudeville,
feature

1

'.

DEVELOPMENTS IN PRESENTATIONS,

PubFisher

—

Detroit

rcducl

the Sta

Mea

suit.
is

12

giving

and
below both these

she

2

prices
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New Seats at Sheboygan
Sheboygan Falls, Wis.—The
theater at Sheboygan Falls,
the management of P. M. Ca
recently installed entire new

hous
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Remodel

Gutenberg to
Milwaukee Work is to begin Feb.
15 on the remodeling of the Grand
theater, a Milwaukee neighborhood
house under the direction of Andrew
The interior of the
C. Gutenberg.
theater will be entirely renovated.

Omaha Suburban Firm
Omaha— Omaha Suburban The-

has opened the new Military,
1,,000-seat house.
G. A. Ruth, secretary of the company, is manager.
aters

also

owns

To Those

Who

sign!

Appreciate Fine Hotels

in

"The (N.Y.) Graphic.

—

A GUIDING

the Hamil-

ton and Beacon.

The Hollywood Plaza is hotel headquarters in Hollywood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, makej
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping
in

Los Angeles.
Every room is

—

a luxurious
a parlor during the day time
sleeping quarter at night.
In-a-Door Beds make this possible.

Strange

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertainare but a step away from the door of this famous
hostelry.

ment

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
hotel now as your headquarters while in Southern

this

California.

Specialists in Motion Picture

and Theatrical insurance for

The

the past twenty years

Arthar W. Stebbins
1540

& Co.,

Broadway
Bryant

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL
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Some young people go to college.
Others just talk loud in the theater,
dress queer and let it go at that.
Palace Review {Hamilton, 0.)

The company

T E B B

Mgr.
Billboard— 1560

whose Min-

Another for

think of

c/o

i

haberdashery is the mecca
of film row, is in New York for a
brief visit, all peped up over the
Borsalino hats he says are going to
knock the Minneapolis film colony
dead next summer.

their
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Legion Buys Theater
Port Byron, 111.—The Coe Lamb
Post of the American Legion at
Cordova has acquired the Legion
from Byron M. Skelton.
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Chicago playing
Eckel Theatre
Syracuse to record
breaking business
J. M. SHINE
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rjE BIGGEST HIT OF
[HE CURBENT SEASON

M PHYLLIS

biggest melodramatic\mr
comedy success of the

past 5 yeai^

watcb»«b recoil*
HAVER,

Victor Varconi,

sin»

Virginia Bradford, Robert Edeson, Julia Faye,

May Robson and

T.

Roy Barnes

Adapted by Lenore J. Coffee, from the play by Maurine Watkins
Produced upon the stage by Sam H. Harris

Directed by

FRANK URSON

DeMILLE STUDIO PRODUCTION

Pathe

—
—

;.
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Offsetting Competition

fKpM4' 0-64am<i
DAHY

TIPS WHICH

(Continued from Page

MEAM DOUAiiS FOB SHOWMEN

"Love"

(M-G-M)
known High

School girls
over the business district
hand in hand. Each wore a letter on
her back and when placed together it
spelled out the title of the picture—

Four well

Newspaper Opinin

1)

tures is that the distributing machinery must have its celluloid
meals without interruption if it is to survive.
If this is the case, distribution should be placed under the
knife and the parts diseased by uneconomic ailments cut away.

This can be done without touching upon competitive selling in
any way whatsoever. The cry has always been that centralizing
physical distribution would result in an insignificant saving.
the day has approached where alleged efEach end girl carried in Perhaps, but since
wildly on its rampage through the business,
careening
is
ficiency
lettered
heart
cut-out
hand
a
her free
on both sides "Love" and a neat a reopening of the discussion along the lines mentioned here may
ribbon formed a handle. These girls not appear as childish as many have been wont to believe.
also drank beverages at soda fountains
Some day the producing and distributing branches of the inand visited the department stores and
will pocket their pride. Then instead of doing those things
dustry
hand
always
other public places but
in
hand— J. P. Harrison, Hippo- which are great for their organizations alone they will adopt
diome, Waco, Tex.
tactics which will make the future of the busines a trifle more

paraded

all

LOVE.

—

optimistic.

"Now We're

In the Air"

A Factor Often Forgotten

(Paramount)
a

whom

theater-going public.
"Serenade"
This entire structure is founded on good pictures. If in
(Paramount)
order to improve it appears necessary to cut output, whatever
Tied up with the KLZ broadcasting factors in the way should be cast overboard.
There should be
Every evening at 8 o'clock
station.
no
quarter
with
incompetence.
during the first three days, the organist played three serenades. These

Saying

serenades were broadcasted through

—

It

With

Titles

The hey day of the printed program in many de luxe theaters
has gone. They are difficult to read while the show is on and, more
often than not, do nothing more than prove annoying. Theaters
therefore, are telling the story in titles. The screen drops, the
announcement flashes before you up goes the curtain and the
;

number

is

on.

Took advantage of the curiosityprovoking title of "Very Confidential"

KANN
Gusdanovic
Klitsch Sends Greetings
Cleveland— Paul
Over Berlin-N. Y. 'Phone owns and operates

Had 3000
that picture played.
(Continued from Page 1)
envelopes distributed marked mysterof the Scherl Publishing Co., man"This Is 'Very Confidential'
iously:
aging director of the Ufa and chairBut a Life Saver for you."
man of the League of German Film
hygienicfew
were
a
there
Inside
Industries, to August Halfeld, New
ally wrapped Life Savers and a card
York representative of the Berliner
saying, "You will enjoy Life Savers
when

but you will love

Very

Madge Bellamy

Rivoli."
Rivoli, East Indianapohs, Ind.

Confidential' at the

"West Paint"

(M-G-M)

in

tween the German and American film indushigh school boys posed as tries will be furthered and intensified in the
manner.
The uniforms same
West Point cadets.
"With this wish I am sending my heartiest
were rented from a costume company congratulations to Mr. Hays, Mr. Zukor, and
and happened to be an excellent fit. Mr. Schenck."
These boys stood on either side of
the lobby entrance and carried the
Fairfield House Closes
The boys
regulation army rifles.

Two

—

Plans Sixth
Gusdanovic,

who

four local theaters

and is building a fifth to be completed
in March, will build another one on
Miles Ave. and East 131st St. The
new house will have 2,500 seats. The
building, which contains the theater
will have 14 stores on the street and
14 suites above.

Lokal Anzeiger, a Scherl newspaper
Gusdanovic
Klitsch's message follows:

"I gladly use this opportunity of the opening of direct telephone service between Berlin and New York to express the hope that
the economic relations between the two countries will be promoted by this new means
of communication, and that the relations be-

now

It will cost $700,000.

has

Norwood, Regent and

the Orpheum,
Corlett.
The

LaSalle at East 185th St. and Lake
Shore Blvd. is almost completed.

*

"S-™

While

is

(I

*

stantial film fare.

DAILY MIRROR—*
to

*

*

Gloria's

giddy,

the

then repentant Sadie
prominence. * * *

first

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

Swanson

heights in some
lovely to look upon

emotional

She

is

cellent
* *

of these
always,

many,

and

lighting

is

many

EVENING JOURNAL—*

•

*

Swanson's best

picture since "Man!
In fact, she does better work in it
has done in her entire screen career
* * * SwanMr. Maugham's heroine better than
has played anything in all of her

HEkALD-TRIBUNE*

Tush, no
good
credit to Gloria, even though it
consomme compared with the great
reat^
preceded it. * * *
*

Thompson"

TELEGRAPH—*

a

is

*

*

The

i

star

every sequence of the drama, and '
the sheer vitality of her performance
It

to

*

*

»

heighths

the

TIMES—*

of

*

*

histrionic

stirring

achii

pictorial'

with a shrewd development of the
* *
admirable characterization.
* * the star herself
been more happily cast or more drar
effective
since
she
made her "i
Bird."
;

WORLD—*

"Sunrise"

Fox

I.

L,ocust

Philadelphia

RECORD*

* Marvelous in many
alternately thrilled and delijb
lookers * * * a stirring production,
with engaging fund. * *
,.
*

*

•

*

'

MORNING ENQUIRER—*

'

•

close to being pure cinematograp:
raony as anything that has ever bet:
• * * bears the indelible print of tie
• *

as

piece.

EVENING LEDGER—*

picture,
lives in

*

telling

its

tiful story of

*

*

A'
sto.

thrilling ao,

simple realism.

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

*

MechanicJl
perfect as any picture t'r
» fascinatingly unfolded >

nearly

as

•

and compelling

simple

a

,

,

been

*

don't

miss

"Sunrise."
f

the most unusual picture that has e^
flashed before a movie audience
tain to appeal to those who wa
that inspire thought and considera:ur
'

Great States Buys One
Decatur, III. The LincoH,.^
las been acquired by the Grdft'
Theaters.

—

Quota Plan Approi
By French Gouijy
(,C<mtiHued

from Page

1)
Jj;

reduce film imp
by at least 25 per cent,
tions are that the arrangem*
be efifected next September.
With the Council of State
proval the plan goes to the
tion

will

which is expec^'i
However, righ!jj
ter the plan is held by the H
ican has been reopened by the Colo- Commission, which resumes m*'
rado Springs Theater Corp.
Im Sept. 15.
provements cost $75,000.
One phase of the plan provK

Reopen Colorado House
Colorado Springs, Col. The Amer

—

of

Ministers,

concur on

it.

=

let

«

Henry Cocke

Sells

—

Two

Fairfield, Cal.
Owing to lack of
Wellington,
Tex. Henry
Cocke
were on duty during the more important hours each day during the patronage, the Arlington, owned by has sold the Rialto and Weltex to
run of picture. J. L. Cartwright, the Blumenfeld Theater Circuit, is Nelson & Simpson, who have now
dark.
taken over operations.
Capitol, Meacon, Ga.

—

*

not a "come and bring the
picture,
it
will
give group-ups so

son"

EVENING BULLETIN-

Very workmanlike.

"Very Confidential"
(Universal)

Rivoli

AMERICAN—*

TELEGRAM—*

10'

the local station and all those sending
in the correct title of serenades were
given a pair of tickets to see the pic
In making the announcement
ture.
about the stunt, the name of Menjou
the title of picture, and the name of
theater and play dates were prominRoss A. Wiegand,
ently mentioned.
Rialto, Denver, Colo.

"Sadie Thompson"
United Artists

"Sadie

painted cut-out (4' wide
Personal aggrandizement, puerile vanity and grandstand plays
long) of Wallace Beery and
Raymond Hatton holding fast to a are resulting in indiscriminate waste of money. The guardians
parachute, and this was mounted on of the business should never be permitted to forget that they
a drop. The drop was let down two have thousands of partners scattered all over the country for
days in advance at the beginning of
they hold the stewardship of their companies- The inOn opening day 20
every show.
balloons were turned loose from the vesting public is a vital factor in motion pictures, but of it you
This stunt hear only rarely.
top of theater building.
had been advertised in advance and
The confidence of this group cannot be shaken if the industhe crowd on the sidewalks knew
Neither can any factry
is
to continue its march forward.
that the balloons contained passes.
tor in motion pictures afTord to gamble with the goodwill of the
H. B. Howard, Rex, Sumter, S. C.

Had

and

111

board of 25 members wl"'
exercise a broad censorship,
mind the treatment a^l
in
French pictures in the country
which the foreign films undo
sideration come.
a

I*

it

c

—

—
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DWMANSHIP ANALYSES OF
SENTATIONtS AT LEADING
THEATERS

Presentations
,By

fUL

PROLOGUE

:OXY BILL

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ALL
EXHIBITORS IN BUILDING UP
PROGRAMS

JACK NARROWER

Present'O- Grams

ATMOSPHERIC STAGE SET

HIGHUGHT

SOPHIE TUCKER HAS A

T

FOR THE CAPITOL BILL

'AT HOME'

"The Big Parade"
end of the Roxy bill
"On De Old Steamboat,"

(M-G-M)

age

I

ith

Forbes Rancntucky Jubilee Choir which
Set
for a second week.
d a Mississippi steamboat
with rigging and smokeof

ofiferi;ig

<

Mlhouetted.
-

'

The

artists,

deckhands, gave a program
fd from spirituals to modjazz and it went over big.

ay and Eleanor Blake vosunshine," which, the prorted, is Irving Berlin's newThe singers
contribution.
fiositions on the landings of
mental stairways flanking
The audience did not beibly excited over the song,
trpretation

came when

the

sunbeams,
representing
and other numbers grace-

--,

^^

Viennese" was the way

show was

billed.

It

started

dark house and a soprano
rom what appeared to be a
he entire stage being dark.
le another vocalist who proI

I

The Capitol stage presentation
"Dream
Garden" opened with an old
made

Victor Talking Machine Co.
Chester Hale
arrangements to use a large ortho- Colonial set with the
Girls in organdie doing a routine that
phonic machine to play "My Dream
set the atmosphere for the feature; picof the Big Parade." A soloist sung
Then Fain and Dunn appeared
ture.
several numbers that were popular
at rising pianos from the pit, and
during the war period. A five-piece sang a number.
This was followed
orchestra played the score for the by Lloyd and Brice, eccentric dancMusic was received and ers. Walt Roesner, guest conductor
production.
orchestra played the special night of the stage band, doubled with Billy
screening before picture opened.
Taylor in the song, "Keep Sweeping
Earl Shutt, Rialto, Alva, Okla.
Then the Chester
the Cobwebs."
Hale Girls were on again in a snappy
"The Love Mart"
routine, dressed in smart costumes
and carrying canes. Roesner's stage
(First Nafl)
harmonists did their specialty, "The
Stage was dark except for bright
Jazz Wedding," which was as good
light from the wings which was dias anything on the program, and
rected to the head and shoulders of
scored some real merriment.
two women darkies in plantation atJohn Maxwell was held over from
carrying cott/On, fend singing last week, doing his novelty act with
tire,
southern spirituals without accom- a double costume and featuring his
paniment.
A scrim drop separated double register. First he sang as a
them from the audience and produc- tenor, standing sidewise to the audied an effect in harmony with the ence and revealing a soldier costume.
When they had walked He switched to soprano as he turned
spirituals.
across the stage and had completed his other profile to audience, revealing
Thomas Wade Lane a costume of a prima donna. His dual
their songs,
sang "Old Black Joe" with planta- voice stunt continued to win a big
1

The show
dedicated

week

to

Paramount was

the

at

a

Home"

"Welcome

Sophie Tucker, as far as the
stage end of the entertainment was
concerned.
They built the whole
works around her, Sophie furnishing
to

a good solid foundation.
By way of
introduction to the headliner, the 6
English Tivoli Girls did their precision stuff in male attire.
They
were the only classy number on the
bill. The rest was given up to Sophie
and her intimate rock-'em-and-sock'em chatter and patter.
It's great
vaudeville material, but whether the
act will hit so hot in other cities on

Publix time is a question.
Some of
her quips have too much paprika for
family trade.
The best of her five

numbers was "Tall, Dark and Handsome," working it with a telephone
gag, with a man on the other phone
up back stage behind a scrim giving
the questions which Sophie kidded.
Sophie's son, Bert, came on before his mother and did some hoofing

was of the routine order. Lou
Kosloff had little to do as the master
of ceremonies, with Sophie running
the show.
The feature was "Her
overture was selections Wild Oat," with a Pathecolor nov-

Old Refrain," to a tion settings.
Then the orchestra hand.
The
companiment by Frederick picked up old southern tunes as the from "La Gioconda."
who was later joined by presentation faded into opening of the
This over, the stage picture.— John F. Royal, Keith's PalHers.
Stage Stuff at Rivoli
sed and on it was a lavish ace, Cleveland.
court scene, it appeared.
Is Merely So and So
and Nicholas Daks did
"The Patent Leather Kid"
One of those things at the Rivoli
dance stuff and the ballet,
(First Nat'l)
The stage stuff is the mildagain.
ng opera ballet and attired
Gave prologue or more strictly est sort of material. First the overr ingly beautiful colored
cosbetween the ture, then the news reel, then a flash
that was speaking, an interlude
it over a number
It carried
picture.
the
parts
of
two
called "The Chinese Plate" in which
interesting part of the show.
along the action and pleased the audi- Olive
Hutchinson sings "Chinese
ig the performance Harold
ence.
A brief trailer was tacked on Lullabye," Edward Molitore, "The
ee sang "Love Me and the
Mine" and then the fea- to the end of the first part of the Cherry Blossom" while Renee Wilde
A news- film, explaining the presentation to does some toe work. All right.
at name faded in.
Fox Movietone Magazine follow would carry the troops from
England Fears Presentations?
the training camps to the battlefields
places on the bill.
London M. Greene, in discussing
On the deck of a steamof France.
er, down stage, were seven soldiers the new movement of chains to buy
fcii Kindler Is
who waved their goodbyes to New and build, states that when "the link
houses throughout the
skyline was of picture
dyn Strand Feature York as the metropolitanvessels
a reality, a double
becomes
country
in
the
while
moved backward
e ierture selected was "Mornupper bay moved forward on tracks. form of entertainment will be adopted
Ma and Night," played by the
As the city skyline disappeared and and films will be slowly, but surely,
sti
with Sascha Kindler coneliminated, and the successful kinema,
the Statue of Liberty was passed the
ng
-ove's

that

"Rhyme

short,

elty

Bookijig Big

Running

of

Waters," the outstanding
on a hip-hip-hooray bill.

artistic

bit

Names

li

il

—

—

—

1

1

Lights for this overture,
liik 8 minutes, were as fol-

alier spot

going to flood as he pickBridges light blue on
CI tains and side; blue foots

ltd
j

on the director as

I,

I

on.

rodition stage, steel blue stars

Upon conclusion
epped down from the stand

0V6 ceiling.
lerj

wei onto the apron
a

violin

ria."

spi

solo,

Lights

form done on

of the big

Schubert's
follows:

as

artist,

ag^lark.
'emtinued

on page 12)

rest

of necessity, be the one which
lighted cyclorama gave the effect of must,
disregards its films for the
entirely
Then a
the sky meeting the shore.
sake of presenting the most attractive
the
beneath
from
appeared
submarine
acts of variety."
water and fired a torpedo at the largest war vessel, sinking it.
circular tracks were built
three of them
stage.

On

Four semion the forewere ships,

giving the impression of distance. On
the fourth track was cutout New
York skyline which was moved in
one direction on the tracks while the
ships on their tracks were moved in
the opposite direction. William Epstein, Aztec, San Antonio.

—

I^

Box

Office Prescriptions

MURRY LIVINGSTON

Loew's circuit is continuing to line
up big presentation names, with services of a number of leading artists
being negotiated.

Steuidfud

VAUDEVILLE
Tor

Motion PiolMre Preienlatlon

The FALLY

MARKU8

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawaona 7876
»s:«

I^OADWAY, NEW YOBK CITY

r- —

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

Creator of Box Office Builders

BARRFX O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
Phone me at SPRinK 4613
Write me at 339 Lafayette Street,

N. Y. C.
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FRENCH QUOTA DECREE

No

—

a population of 30,000 without
This town has a
a theater.

Quota

restrictions

for

drawing population

France now seem likely. The French
quota scheme adopted by the official commission which has been investigating conditions of the domestic film industry, will form the basis
despite great opposition on the part of exhibitors and distributors.
The work of the Commission closes
this week, and M. Herriot, French

of

legislation,

Education, will present
legislation immediately.
Exhibitors and renters have been
making strenuous efforts ever since
Minister

of
details
of
the
scheme to have it altered.
At the last meeting of the Commission at the Ministry of Education
the representatives of the exhibitors
and renters tried to open the question,

and M. Leon Gaumont read the

text of a resolution proposing drastic

changes.

Herriot, however, refused to allow
the question to be re-opened, and
passed on to the next item on the

agenda.

French Exhibitors Seek
Reduction of Taxes
Paris— Minister

Education has
been asked by the Syndicate of Exhibitors to slash taxes levied on pic-

Taxes

of

INVOLVES FOUR UNITS

—

Sydnej' British Dominions Proprietary, Ltd., sponsored by prominent Australians, has closed with Gaumont Co., Ltd., New Era Films, and
British Instructional Films, whereby
the former, a new company, will distribute British product in Australia
and New Zealand, through a new
system of exchanges which will be

opened by

in

per cent of gross receipts of Parisian
houses, and from 15.10 per cent to
31.25 per cent for theaters in other
cities and towns.
23

War

— British

London

Admiralty

and

Films

War

Office,

Governments

the

Swiss Forging Ahead

Geneva-^With SO firms now engaged m production or distribution
Switzerland, the industry in this
now represents an invest-

countrv

of

new

Dominions,

giv-

panies, it will
for Australian

QUOTA ACT

BRITISH

HELP TO PRODUCERS

IS

monej-, but recently, the public subscribed $25,000,000 in flotation of
eight new producing concerns.

Gaumont's New House
Ready; "Kings" Changed

— "King

Kings" has
of
opened for a run at the Philharmonic
Hall, playing to three shows a da}\
It was originally at Covent Garden.
Following

complete

Bristol, has reopened.

was

The

Palace, at
old build-

practically demolished.

British and Ger. Capital in

a vigorous campaign for complete
abolition of the Entertainment Tax.
R. H. Gillespie heads the committee.

New
English

Production

— Representing

to

Company

A. Wesson has been appointed
German and Jury-Metro-Goldwyn district man-

divided
evenly,
has been formed here

interests,

Maxim Films

produce and distribute.

Half of

controlled by
Maxim and half by British Controlled
Films, London.
Major Rassam represents the
English interests and
Herren Galitzner and Ebner, the
German group.
the

stock

capital

is

ager

in

Details

Liverpool.

Louis Blattner, producer, will have
units working by March
15.
Rex Ingram, in charge of one, commences work at Nice in three weeks,
Pick, German producer,
the Elstree Studio, here,

Lupu

starts

at

new

prti

are

closely

still

gua,

understood that the
stone of the apparatus is a cc
but,

it

is

nation of colored screens.
Thi
rangement can be adjusted,'
claimed, to any machine without
cial cost.
Berthon states that
possible during the performance
natural color film, to revert su(
ly to the original black and whilj
production, or vice versa."
'

'

Spanish Theater Merger

—

Barcelona Two important Sp
theater
companies
have
m«
Companies involved are the
\'erdaguer and L'Empressa-Id
Negotiating for Studio Spa

London

earlv in March.

—

Harold Pontefract is
ering for land at Garden City,
a new three-stage studio will be
for rental purposes.

New

Unit

After

—

Berlin
Emelka,
purchased Sudfilm,

Studio

which
is

tt
negotiatii

a studio in Berlin.
The cor
raised its capital from three
million marks.

Another Chain Deal

two

while

of a

reproducing m.
color pictures is claimed by Ru(>
Berthon, French scientist, who
worked on his invention since 19,

remodeling,

New

the Gaumont-British

ing

—Discovery

taking and

Editor "The Daily Film Rentei"

London

Abolition League met recently to
devise ways and means of launching

other

Paris
for

FREDMAN

By ERNEST W.

English product.

of

INVENTED BY FRENCIil

—

London^ A revival of the British
producing industry is the result of
the new Cinematograph Films Act,
which became effective on Jan. 1.
New companies are being formed
rapidly
and British investors no
longer look askance at producing enterprises.
Only a few months ago,
it
was almost impossible to raise

endeavor to arrange
distribution

NATURAL COLOR

London

— Seven

in Engi

Tyne-side

th

controlled by Thompson &
Enterprises have been sold to
named syndicate operating

(

i

South of England.

have

aided English producers in the making of 23 war films during the past
year.
Five are uncompleted.

ment

British

ing British pictures an assured market in those English Dominions.
Although the new company will
handle all British films released bj'
the above mentioned London com-

Berlin

France are exceedingly
high, running from 17 per cent to 40

eral

150,000.

AUSTRALIAN TIEOP

ture theaters.

in

of

of

publication

the

NEW

Theater

PARIS

CUNNINGHAM

London Within 30 miles of
London, there is a town with

REGARDED AS LIKELY
Paris

P.

about $8,000,000, with seventerprises planned.

Three Months for Ufa Film
Leningrad Ufa's health film, "The
Way to Health and Beauty," has had
a run of three months here.

—

First

Nat'l's

European Co. Raises $6,000
London European M. P. Co. (Uni-

—

versal),

a

about $6,000

special matinee, raised
for London flood suf-

ferers.

New-Era Expanding
London Following announc

—

expansion. New Era
launched a $680,000 stock

of

Filir
issui

Next

f
I

!

arrange with renters for the elimina-

I

—

—

tion of 48-sheet posters.
I

New

i

Quarters for Paramount
Liverpool Paramount is constructing a new exchange building here,
ready for occupancy in June.

—

RicHMOUNT Pictures
723 Seventh

New York

Avenue
D.

[

United Theaters Launches Stock
Protest Against 48 Sheets
London Operating ten theaters,
London
Leeds exhibitors have
United Picture Theaters. Ltd., has asked the C.E.A. General Council to

launched a $2,250,000 stock issue, for
expansion. Application will be made
to list $1,375,000 1st mortgage seven
per cent debentures on the London
Exchange. The remainder of the issue calls for 175,000 shares 10 per
cent participating preferred ordinary
shares of $5 par value.

at

—

Berlin Lya
Mara's second
for
Defu (First National's German production unit), will be "Sweetheart."
Friedrich Zelnik will direct.

)

NEWS FLASHES FROM FILM
CENTERS ALL OVER THE
GLOBE: MELBOURNE,
LONDON, BERLIN,

RAPID STRIDES ARE BEING

MADE IN THE FOREIGN
PIBLD.
KEEP POSTED
THROUGH "FOREIGN

12,

J.

MOUNTAN,

Ing

City, N.

Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading
independent producers and distributors.
Cablt Address:

RICHPICSOC. PARIS Cable Address: DEEJAY, LONDC
Cable Address: RICHPIC. N. Y.
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Exporting only the Best in Motion J^ictures
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Theater Equipment and
ARTHUR

By

FLIGHTING TAKES

m

Efficient

MARQUEE —

na

hitherto unknown owing
he icreased use of presentations,
rough its evolution has the
y
ca]ay elaborate and colorful

—

I

how

made

been

the theater.

PROJECTION — Watch

possible,

your projection very closely. Be careproper focus is there and particularly watch for dark
corners on the picture. See that the lenses are clean. If you cannot get good projection advise this office immediately, and if
necessary we shall install new equipment.
VENTILATION Be careful of your ventilating system. From
October 1st until April 1st keep steady heat, but watch it care-

use the patron out front
ueily gets the impression that
s I zing on an expensive set but
instances, as a matter of
ft 11 a standpoint of production
its

ful that the

T

set

e

s,

is

an

illusion.

—

the

It's

intelligently directed and
Influcolored lighting.
the improved lighting era is

lit

f

uis-

\y

fully and also watch stuffiness. Nothing is so anno3r!,ng as to sit
in a theater in a stuffy atmosphere. Neither should there be a
draught or a too cool atmosphere. Watch that.

b«ig felt in atmospheric houses,
rerert Light Projection Co., Deinstalled its Hi-Liter in
is

The

you don't like the
a :ature or short opens or ends
ca have it changed.
Acme Film
Broadway, New York City,
bitors,

scenes for all
res as well as various
cr n announcements,

esjDriginal

company

has

also

types
kinds

made

a

photography and undirection of H. Frohman, has
re the newest facilities for this
trick

f

production.

c

11

'P

'

new catalogue

dozen new

MICHEL ANGELO
STUDIOS,

for

Inc.

214 East Superior
Chicago,

St.j

the unadorned
passed.

itaige

the

circuit

by ex-

official

auditor.

Northern division managers proved
the biggest go-getters, doing 22 per
cent over their quota.
St. Paul furnished 16 per cent over its quota.
The Southern division went over 8.14
per cent, while Minneapolis reported
5.19 per cent.

Easy

to look at

Do

your
patrons
enjoy
shows without getting
"cramped neck"?
Is
your

your

DECORATORS

If

in Theatre

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

Decorating

CONSULT US AND SAVE

Furnishings

MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE

Kuckuck. Gen'l Mgr.
81 1838 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. C.
Brad. 4907
YC ai^os and prices of SETTINGS.

is

otherwise

good

spoiled by defective

angles of vision.

A

few inches

difference in floor pitch or pro-

make a big difpatrons' comfort,

jection angle

ference

in

in

your

Have a NATIONAL Service
expert inspect your floor and
seating arrangement. He may
show you a way to improve
them
economically.
Since
every improvement makes your
theatre more restfidly inviting,

—

it

pays for

itself automatically.

and

LIST

uiiuoci^HBys
^110
West 32'*St,Ncwyork.N.y.^^

Phone Penna. 0330
Motion Picture Department
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie

an

theatre

receipts.

in

E LASlTsTUDIOS
J.

led

and a vast difference

111.

Specializing

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind
I

installations.

"Me Houses has

H.

Segelbaum

ceeding his quota, registering 157 per
cent.
Guitterman came second with
124 per cent, Rezac with 117 per
cent was third and Joe Ryan with
88 per cent was listed fourth.
The
week resulted in a 13 per cent increase of business over the entire
circuit, according to Frank Lemke,

Many

1928-1930.
The
issue covers a variety of applications,
including
transformers,
regulators
and relays that are especially designed for low voltage alternating
current distribution networks.

\

of

son, S. D.

screen easy to look at?

Heater and Ventilating
manufacturers of
Supreme
air cooling systems and Su-

lay

manager of the F. & R. houses,
has named the following division
winners: St. Paul, Bob Guitterman,
Astor; Minneapolis, Stan Segelbaum,
Strand; Northern, Bill Rezac, Hibbing, and Southern, Joe Ryan, Madi-

—

Air Cooling Systems

half

—

eral

Electrical Devices

Theater electrical equipment embracing new developments is being
brought to the attention of exhibitors by Westinghouse through its

BANNERS
Embellish

Your

NEW

and Add

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY

CO.

General Offieea
624 So. Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, 111.

i|

I
I

to
Your OLD Theatre
WRITE FOR PRICES

Charm

R.

Minneapolis With
Bell-Ringers'
over. H. D. Finkelstein, gen-

Week

—

New

r
Tht

particularly careful about the appearance of attaches of your theater ushers, porters, etc., and
see that not only are they neat and clean at all times, but polite
as well.
CASHIER The cashier must at all times be exact and polite,
but should not overdo it. Cashier's door at all times must be
kept closed tight.
From "The Live Wire," Schine Enterprise house organ.

me

I

SUCCESS WITHE. AND

and

—

ating for theaters, report the
1 two unit system with HorV iable speed and control, for
nvf
Uptown, Louisville.
The
te is now being
completed as
oi

in tune

WEEK A

if

lie

his

THEATER ATTACHES— Be

10.

enlightened day of service

s
ejs

—

9.

Endings To Order

Aid

words cost money.
MUSIC Check your music. Keep piano and organ
see that all music conforms to the picture.

8

m Making Openings

is

office,

—

7.

A

that the Manager's place

but on the main floor of the theater when the
show is on. Managers should not have to spend more than two
hours a day in the office, and those two hours should be in the
morning. The patron is always impressed by the presence of
the Manager on the floor, and it is your duty to your theater to
create a favorable impression on your patrons.
ADVERTISING Plan all advertising matter and publicity very
carefully, and work with some definite objective in mind. Use
as little space as you can. Remember, "sell" your words, because
you have to put a "Big Kick" in newspaper advertising, and
not in the

throughout the
device gives an intense
11
ot without scatter and withofficials of the company
Si e,
Through the close control
en
es enie intensity effected by the
Lit
it
is possible to produce a
ph: window of one tint and a
olmother color, or a white spot
The Hiecil through a color.
equipped with four screens
. green and amber.
deholding color screens is
lens.
it the mouth of the

1

MANAGER'S PLACE— Remember

6

houses

es of

itr

marquee is fully lighted and propAt no time permit a dead lamp on

—

ive ss

,e

BELL RINGERS'

your marquee.
LOBBY See that the lobby is clean and presentable at all times,
for your lobby is one of the most noticeable parts of the theater
and is like a window to a store.
SEATS At all times seats should be kept in repair, because a
broken seat may cause commotion and unnecessary disturbance
and always leaves with the patron an unfavorable impression of

are of the opinion that stage
has reached a degree of ef-

I

la

EDDY

Management

See that your
erly decorated at all times.

STRIDES FORWARD

W.

Management

Offices in All Principal Cities
(3600A)

;

;

THE

Gloria

Swanson

"Sadie Thompson"

National

First

Length: 8250

United Artists

'^sa^DAILY

Length: 5087

ft.

ft.

PICTURE IT'S PILED ON THICK AND
ARPOWERFUL STORY EXPERT- HEAVY. INCREDULOUS,
IMPLAUSIBLE.
THE
AND
IN
TIFICIAL
SWANSON
LY TOLD.
BEST WORK OF HER CA- JUST A PICTURE THAT
REER.
CAN'T BE HANDED MUCH.
FINE

CORKING

Never

Gloria excellent.
Barrymore
Lionel
characterization
memorable

Cast

in

better.

a

than hero

Walsh, better
Others Charles Lane, Blanche
actor.
Friderici, James A. Marcus.
Drama,
Story and Production
based on story of same name by W.
Somerset Maugham. Plenty of punch
all through this gripping story of the
South Seas. It's strong fare, but the
speculative story theme has been
handled with enough discretion and
Sasubtlety to get it by generally.
die Thompson's skirts have not always swept clear of the mud. She's
a hard-boiled baby, mates, and knows
all the ropes. Hamilton, the reformRaoul

alright.

gets

the

as

tiresome

after

.Romance.
Story and Production.
This is based on original by Forrest
Halsey and Leland Hey\/ard, but
there isn't very much in it that is
.

.

Not
original or diverting.
The developsituation.
ment and the outcome are about as
plain as the nose on your face. Title
It sounds somewhat inwill help.
teresting, but the picture won't live
Estelle falls in love with Morup.
peasant and he's from the
eno;
she's
Sadie accepts,
er, gives her religion.
Mother interferes;
crust.
upper
Hamilton
when
comes
crash
but the
her love for hero.
sacrifices
Estelle
repents
the moralist, turns immoral,
Misunderstandings; later they cross
after spending the night with Sadie
paths; reconciliation or what have
and pays for his folly by committing
you and the final clinch. Shucks!
Sadie gets ready to hit the
suicide.
again when along comes O'Hara,
tough Marine sergeant, with his or-

trail

iginal

proposal

of

Sadie

marriage.

either

one

new

alright.

Forrest Halsey-

Author

accept.

Direction

..

Author

R.

A. Walsh;

W.

Somerset

R. A.

Scenario

Walsh

George Barnes
Photography
Oliver Marsh, Robt. Kurrle; fine.

Earle

Scenario

Roebuck

in

Ernest Haller

satisfactory.

Patsy Ruth Miller in

"Cohens and Kellys in

"South Sea Love"

Paris"

Length: 6388

Universal

Length: 7481

.

Cast.

.Colleen

..

Moore

pilots

a

rell

Patsy Ruth Miller screens and

heartbreaker.
the
handsomely as
Lee Shumway takes the acting honOthers Harry Crocker, Allan
ors.
Brooks and Barney Gilmore.
Story and Production. .. .Romance
From the story by
and adventure.
Georges Surdez in "Adventure" magThe first two reels are old
azine.
stuff.

from

Business of the girl rising
the chorus to headlining the

Here there is thrown in a
show.
mixture of a lover in the South Seas,
a wily press agent, and a young
blood who steals funds to back the
show through infatuation for the
Scene shifts to the South Seas.
girl.

Here the interest really starts. Good
and
characterization,
action
stuff,
unique scheme
tropic atmosphere.
of the two lovers to revenge themselves on the girl who has made 'em
suffer works out with a dramatic
kick.
Shumway's acting is aces.
Story ragged.
Patsy screens great.

A

Direction

Author
Scenario

Photography
O. K.

Ralph I nee; good
Georges Surdez

Not Credited
....Nick

Musuraca;

MacDonald again do Mr. Cohen

ing

son

clicks.

ii'

(

It's a riot for laughs.
Titles are funny, too.
Colleen at her
best.
You can't go wrong.

Marshall

Neilan

his military career woulc
blocked.
War is declared and'
chases the troop train and overt'!
her lover.
Direction
E. A. Du
Author
Rudolph H. Bar|
Scenario
E. A. Dupont

officer,

showmanship.
Author
Howard Irving Young
Scenario
Gerald C. Duffy Paul Kohner.
Photography
Photography
George Folsey
.

.

.

Rayart
ft.

.

resourcefulness in filming jungle

'

I

r-

,..

j

Jackson

i

"Casey Jones"

Martin Johnson African
Expedition Corp. Length: 8000

life.

Production. .. .Here's
Story and
Mr. Kelly, respectively, and
Both good one which has a lot of exploitation
don't muff a laugh.
troupers at their best. Their spouses angles. It's a straight nature drama,
are Kate Price and Vera Gordon; showing the veteran camera hunthandle the parts competently. Others ers. Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson,
Its educaCharles Delaney, Sue Carol and Ger- in the African jungles.
tional value, assures support and to
trude Astor.
.This des- this is coupled some thrills of the
Story and Production.
Starting a bit
cendant of the Irish-Jewish comedies hair-raising variety.
an original by Al Cohn, has prac- slowly, the picture gathers speed and
nothing excitingly new by winds up with some sensational liontically
way of story but the gags and the shots. Simba, is the African word
work of the players make it high for lion. A special number, "The
Direction Song of Safari" has been written for
excellent
entertainment.
and titles are important factors. Up- the picture, and adds to the exploitaThe
on learning their children are going tion and presentation value.
to be married in Paris, each papa thrill of a rhinoceros charging Mrs.
drags his wife off to the French cap- Johnson is one to remember. At the
ital.
Cohen and Kelly, although Earl Carroll, New York, where it is
business partners, hate each other being presented with phonographic
picture
has
enthusiastically.
Then comes the accompaniment, the
familiar
laugh-getting seasick proved a hit. "Simba" goes out as a
but
aboard ship.
stuff
In
Paris the roadshow, booked as a unit with the
song
and
synchronized
fathers declare a truce upon learn- animated
ing that the marriage has already phonographic presentation offered at
been done and set out to sidetrack the Earl Carroll. Looks like a bet
a vampish model and cabaret dancer. for towns large and small.
Direction
Direction ..The Martin Johnsons;
William Beaudine;
Author
Al Cohn courageous.
Photography ..The Martin JohnScenario
Al Cohn
Photography
Charles Stumar sons; very good.
.

suitable but inclined to overl '•"
for the daii-l

t;

.

.

ine,

Kerry "just the type"

i

.

Cast

i

Austrian ofificer.
Betty CoiiCT
Others Henry B. Waltl;
Martha Mattox, Charles Sellon, jfe
thilde Brundage, Geo. Siegmann,,;
Conti, Chas. Puffy.^ Emily Fitziir.
lyn, Julanne Johnston.
Story and Production
Dramjfo
Story and Production .... Comedy
pre-war Vienna, with a few soc
romance, adapted from the story by
based on an original
Howard Irving Young. The for- trimmings,
Rudolph
H. Bartsch. E. A. Dup
mula is the old reliable hokum. But
who made "Variety," directed and
Circumstances
it
clicks decisively.
influence
on the picture gives
bring the poor little gal of the lunch
touches of originality and all-aro
wagon into posing as a duchess at a
quality.
Story deals with philam
fashionable summer resort.
This is
ing officer who at first toys with
engineered as a publicity stunt by
fections of courttry miss and
Hallam Cooley, the reporter looking
falls for her.
Narrow-minded mo[
for a sensational story. The mix-ups
drives her from home, and she
that result bring a series of laughs
with her fast-s;
that are sure-fire.
The rich young to Vienna to live wealthy,
A
refor
man she has fallen in love with ping cousin.
roue falls in love with her and.
proves to be her stepson, for she
made the mistake of picking the nearly marries him as she beliij
name of his new duchess mother for that providing she wed the yc

ft.

.

.

he'

"Simba"
ft.

(*^

?'

MIXTURE OF HOKUM AND AFRICAN HUNT NOVELTY
THAT PRODUCES WHICH HAS SOME THRILSLAPSTICK
SEA
SOUTH
OF
SURE-FIRE COMEDY ENTER- LING MOMENTS, CARRIES INLOVE AND REVENGE HAS TAINMENT.
BOISTER- TEREST DESPITE SLOW
IT'S
TROPIC ATMOSPHERE. PLOT OUS AND ROUGH-AND-READY START. JUNGLE REALISM.
FAR FETCHED BUT HAS GOOD STUFF.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin JohnCast.
.George Sidney and J. Far- son demonstrate their courage and
Cast.
DIRECTION AND ACTING.

FBO
STORY

Me

"Love

l'^

.

Photography

IS

1*^

Direction

Heyward

splendid Leland

Maugham

Moore

Joseph C. Boyle; her escapade.

Direction

12,

Fit

suffering lunch wagon into society and wins
a time. her man. Larry Kent lends fine supHedda port. Hallam Cooley scores laughs
Sherman,
Lowell
Others
Hopper, Julanne Johnston, Loretta as the wise reporter. Others Gwen
Lee, Martha Mattox, Charles GibYoung, Jack Ackroyd.

Moreno

role Antonio

director

Taylor,

Estelle

CasJ

Sunday, February

and the World
"Her Wild Oat"
Mine"
^
Length: 6813
Length: 6118 ft. Universal
First National
YARN
FAMILIAR
MADE
COLLEEN IN ANOTHER OF
THROUGH INTI
HER POPULAR "CINDEREL- TERESTING
.IGENT DIRECTION AND GI
LA" ROLES CRASHES INTO ERALLY GOOD PRODUCTlC„„
SOCIETY WITH LAUGHS AND Cast. .Mary Philbin as the wh(E'.
some, sacrificing country girl
A BOX-OFFICE JINGLE.
Colleen

"The Whip Woman'

in

.

;

Length:

667i

\

RAILWAY MELODRi!
\VITH ANTI-CLIMACTIC ME
DERINGS BUT THE
THAT WILL SUIT THE
AGE NEIGHBORHOOD
ENCE NICELY.

S(

AV
Al

Cast. .. .Ralph Lewis will giv<
following a shock, in the seqti
where he imbibes too much. Th
not used to this from the great

form" hero.

Jason Robards and
Sheridan the hero and heroine
Brooks Benedict the villain.
Kate Price and Al. St. John
Story and Production. .Melodii
"Casey Jones" is told in a so:
serial fashion with the story n
ing several anti-climaxes befoR
real finish.
This doesn't maki
the very best sustained interesi
the ardent fans of melodrama wi
doubtedly find plenty to hold
attention. The substance holds i
iety of thrills with a runaway

carrying poor Ralph Lewis
threatened crash as a final \^alloF
the rescue comes in the nick o'
and the hero of sundry unifori
exj
for
further
saved
still
Charles Hunt has interrupted hi;
with some comedy bits but the
peared to please the crowd, ju
from the chuckles.
Good pre
picture.

Direction

Chas.

1

satisfactory.

Author
Scenario

Photography
good.

Arthur
Arthur
Ernest D

ES

THE
idJ February

1928

12,

Claire Windsor in

Length: 6300

t

Short Subjects

,Y

»SS

'ERS

SMALL TOWN
AND HOW THE

"A

TRIUMPHED.
NE
WINDSOR CAST IN
THETIC ROLE.

Heavy
Type

Claire appealing in a very
Vera Lewis as an aristory.
dowager does a fine bit of

Others Thomas

ot as a hero.

S(

Keefe

Cornelius

rization.

James Mack, Edithe Yorke
dge Johnston.

.Drama of
and Production.
from the story "CourMary Lanier Magruder. The

>to

.

.

ivn life,

all
:"

battles all her life against the
gossips, because of a cloud

01

ivn

ill
i!

rounds her parentage. The
dame who rules the town is
erest enemy, for she knows

.t

ie

heroine

the

legitimate

of her dead son

who mar-

e

it

r

is

against her wishes.
dramatic material that
rlA p to a satisfactory climax. In
material was evidently above
t,

d

mill

:r

I

girl

fine

;

;ctor and his continuity,
d to highlight the story
n(

ut clearly certain

ic

.

irj

lat

At

that

will

hit

it

is

for

and

very human
an appealing

the family trade.

....Burton King; weak
...Mary Lanier Magruder
irio
Adrian Johnson
>graphy
Art Reeves; good
tion

Di

>r

^1
Sc

PI

Leo Maloney in

he Apache Raider"
Length: 5755

/(

JVERLY BUILT WESTERN
|S PILING ON MYSTERY

USPENSE TO A THRILL
X. LEO MALONEY HAS
UNCH.
Leo Maloney gives a cleanformance without overacting.
|a

Gilbert a likable gal.

Tom

an ideal heavy. Others Don
Jack Ganzhorn, Frederick
Joan Renee, WiUiam McCoriRobert Smith, Walter Shumn,

pd Murdock MacQuarrie.
and Production.
.Western.
he story, "The Border Raider,"
|ir

.

.

D. Hofifman. It is a pleasure
a western that steps off the
)rn out trail and blazes a new
ith some unique and original
)ns.
The plot is cleverly cond, developing new twists that
le story humming and the suszipping. Starts oiif with a novel
supposed bandit, the hero,
i

!

;

his own cattle.
tantial evidence has

y

to

A

lot

piled

make Maloney appear

of

a

Leo Maloney; snappy
W. D. Hoffman
lario
Ford I. Beebe
tography. .Edward KuU; good
action ....

—F

B O

Slapstick

of production.

This

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

the first of the series, featuring Al Cooke.
Al and his sideis

kick Barney impersonate Lord Salisbury and his secretary and attend a
house party as the guests of honor.
The reels are heavily gagged with
the rough-and-tumble style of comedy, and there is a lot of repetition
of gags that are not any too original.
Al clowns well, and is always away
ahead of the material they give him
The old brand of
to work with.
slapstick is relied on chiefly to get the
Albert Herman directed.
laughs.

of production....! reel novelty

"Versatility"

—

Grantland Rice Pathe
Filling Material
Type of production....! reel novelty

does his rival, in a magnificent machine.
After a flock of insane but
entertaining gags Oswald arrives at
Athletes who star in various sports
her home and serenades her until a are the subject of this issue, produced
goat eats up his music. Then, while by John L. Hawkinson.
It
deals
the rivals are arguing over the lady, with Lillian Copeland of California,
she goes riding off with another Harry Fisher, former Williams Colsuitor.
This is one of the best novel- lege athlete; Walter Kinsella, Joe
ties of its kind U;niversal has dis- Pilates and Lenore Allan,
stage danplayed in many weeks.
cer.
You have seen plenty of this
stuff before from the same producer.
"Draggin' the Dragon"
Pat Sullivan Educational
"Back to Nature"
Fun With Felix
Universal
Felix the Cat steals a chop suey
Picnic Entertainment
recipe book, and is pursued by the Type of production.
.2 reel comedy

—

.

.

Chink

way

to China.
Here
With a flock of nice-looking girls
the army and the secret police and and young fellows, this
number gets
all the machinery of the law are called
along pretty entertainingly.
Arthur
on to capture him. The cartoonist's Lake has to cancel a date with his
inventive genius was going full steam sweetie in order to flivver
the family
"Wedding Ships" Cameo
on this one, and lie managed to turn out for a picnic. The aforesaid miss
Educational
out an animated that has plenty of ties up with another picnic
party desnovelty and fun.
The dragon on a tined for the same spot.
Gypsy Laughs
tramp
Type of production. .1 reel comedy flag comes to life, and then Felix frightens the girl and Arthur stages a
has his hands full.
hero act, at the end of which the hobo
Monte Collins is the happy bridemoves on hurriedly. Supporting Lake
groom. As he speeds along with his
"All Balled Up"
is
Lillian Gilmore.
It's good
film
bride in his racer, he unfortunately
Universal
stuff of its kind. Ansel Friedenberger
runs his car all over a gypsy camp.
Fat
Comedy
The gypsy chief throws him into a Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy directed.
tent with an ugly old gypsy dame.
Charles Puffy finds two pair of the"Madden of the Mounted"
The latter starts to make love to
ater
tickets and invites his sweetheart
Universal
Monte. From this situation the comThe Old, Old Story
edian manages to extract a fair quota and the boss and his wife out for an
evening's entertainment.
Unfortu- Type of production. .2 reel Western
of laughs. Collins is funny enough to
This picture screens the old, old
make even this slight situation tairly nately, the tickets are old and the partory but it is better made than usual.
entertaining. Directed by Jules White. ty is ejected. Then to a cabaret they
go and Charles has difficulty with a The type of audience for which it
too-tight dress suit and a roughneck. was produced will probably like it.
"Love at First Flight"
There are several good injections of The story has Madden, Northwest
Sennett— Pathe
slapstick and, as a whole, the picture mounted policeman, lose his prisoner.
manages to be fairly funny. Sweet The refugee hides in a cabin, and
More Bathing Beauties
forces the owner, La Mont, father of
is credited as the director.
2 reel comedy
Type of production
the girl whorn Madden loves, to help
Bathing beauties receive more glorhim plan his escape. Hero arrives at
"Chilly Days" Juvenile
ification
in
this
Sennett picture,
the cabin, and all ends well.
Educational
Jack
which, like most of its predecessors,
Perrin is starred. Lavigard directed.
Weak Number
looks like a feature. Joe Young and Type of production.
.2 reel comedy
his mechanic, Lyge Connolly, stop
"The Good Ship NeUie"
Given
wonderful
a
little player like
their Shanghai to American flight in
Aesop Fables Pathe
Big
Boy,
there seems no logical reaorder to rescue a boatload of bathing
Cartoon Pirates
son why they can't provide him somegirls.
All the misses fall heavily for
thing better than this rehash of stuff Type of production....! reel novelty
the aviators and during the festiviThis is the best Fable Pathe has
that he has done many times before.
ties more or less reason is found for
Paul Terry
They
start to build up the pathos released in some weeks.
dragging in an exquisite color sewith
the kid being abused by his step- and his associates have gone in for
quence in which the girls go in for
more-than-usual distortion of characposing and how.
Eddie Cline di- mother and thrown out in the cold. ters and action and fine entertainment
then on it's just a wild mixture
From
rected this film, which has a fair
The business has to
of old gags and sloppy situations that has resulted.
amount of entertainment.
won't do Big Boy's rep a bit of good. do with a pirate attack upon a ship
Oh, well, Big Boy is good, in spite mastered by a mouse and his wife.
all

the

—

A

.

.

Man

—
.

.

—

—

Type

"Pretty Baby"— Cameo
Educational

mont

Natural Laughs

about

of production....! reel

of

weak material.
Charles Ladirected, but he can't brag
it.

comedy

good comedians are teamed
laughs, and they deliver.
Monte Collins is just married, and

"AU Washed Up"
Karnival Komedies

the

his hotel suite with the bride.
souse, played by Wallace Lupino,
opens the wrong door, and busts in
on the happy couple. Then follows a
series of clever gags, with the souse
popping up at the most unexpected
times and the most unlooked for
The finale carries a lot of
places.
Here is a good comedy
real mirth.
team that should be built up in a
series.
They have the stuff. Jules
White directed, and at last he seems
to have hit a real live bet.

A

the

It's

fast

and furious

"New

A
Type

—FB

Goofy Salesman

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

O

Al Cooke is a goofy salesman, and
persuaded to impersonate a millionaire who is his double.
Al soon

double has a lot of
are after his life.
He
gets into all sorts of complications,
and manages to extract some laughs
from material that has been done
many times before. The titles in this
Karnival Komedy series are composed of ancient puns that should be
retired on a pension.
They don't
finds

that

enemies

his

who

Taking

—

bunch

of old shots of
the nineties, and contrasting them with the same situations
today, results in a just so-so reel. To
lend it some novelty, the Statue of
Liberty is supposed to be interviewed

comedy New York

is

stuff.

York's Sweetheart"
Educational
Old Time Shots
Type of production....! reel novelty
Curiosities

Two

for

up enters

in-man.
All the time hero is
i his cards to uncover the man
rnanufacturing all the evidence
him strung up to a telegraph
Big punch in climax.
Fast
and lots of riding and gun

hor

help Al Cooke a bit, for he is a real
comedian when they give him half a
chance. Al Herman directed.

Oswald, in his cartoonland flivver,
goes to call on his lady love and so

Social Error"

Karnival Komedies

S

Id

Type

ft.

OF

;t

Romeos"

—

Woman"

sJin and the
eel

"Rival

Disney Universal
Good Audience Stuff

on

her

a

in

impressions

then

and now.

are the supposed remarks of
Miss Liberty. After seeing a dozen
films more or less built along the
same lines, the idea loses its novelty.
Looks as if they'll have to hit something new in city views, for the newsTitles

reel

competition

is

making

for this class of film.

it

tough

—

mv

i
0/^1 LY,
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New

Reinhardt Plans
—

Lighting

Fox Contract Predicted for Pola Negri Henshaw Outlines Program of Sierra Pictures
Fred Niblo to Direct "La Paiva" British Films Planned by Revness Whitman with Fox

'

—

—

Whitman Named

((

MIRACLE

WOMAN" TO

BE

SIERRA PLANS 4 SPECIALS

Pola With Fox?
Pola Negri may
Fox, it is reported. Her new
picture under her Paramount

EIRST EILM EOR U. A.
"The Miracle Woman," which

will

Max

Reinhardt's initial picture for
United Artists, with Lillian Gish starred, will have a new kind of brilliant
according to Joseph M.
lighting,
Schenck.
be

"Three Sinners."
Arthur Rankin has just been
added to the cast.
contract

Revness to Make Series of
Six Pictures in England

Higgin to Direct La Rocque

Howard
direct

Higgin,

"Celebrity,"

Rocque

for

De

reported, will
starring Rod La
is

it

Mille.

McCarthy Contract Renewed
John McCarthy, who recently made
"The Lovelorn" and "Becky," for
M-G-M, has signed a new contract
with that company.

is

Maurice Revness leaves this month
for England to produce a series of
six pictures.

Hepburn Considering Screen Offer
Barton

Hepburn,

who

closed a successful run of

which he played a featured
considering a picture career.
definite announcement is reported

tex,"

in

role,

No

recently

"The Vor-

is

as yet.

Original for Beery-Hatton

an original by
Keene Thompson and Monty Brice,
is to be the next Beery-Hatton picGuns,"

"Great

ture.

Frank Strayer

will

direct.

Dugan Replaces McNamara
Tom Dugan will replace the late
Ted McNamara, teaming with Sam-

my Cohen

in

M-G-M

"Plastered

in

Paris."

Signs Hopkins

Robert Hopkins, title writer, has
been signed by M-G-M.

Cast in "Harold Teen"
Hedda Hopper has been cast in
"Harold Teen," which Mervyn Le-

Roy

Added to Menjou Cast
Mario Carillo and Rose Dione have
been cast in Adolphe Menjou's "Super of the Gaiety," which Hobart Henley is directing for Paramount.

Harry Sinclair Drago
Originals

Cheyenne"

"Hello,

"Painted Post"
(For

Tom

Mix)

Girl."

Beaumont

Originals

to Direct Lovett Story

will next direct
Girl," an original by

Dancing

phine Lovett.
Tuttle to Direct Dix

Under Contract
to Fox

George

Whitman, former Sennetl
has been named assistani
head

Marshall,

E.

of

comedy production.
Sierra Pictures announce through
president, Dale Hanshaw, that
four special attractions will be produced for the coming season. The
first will be "The Port of Missing
Children," by Phillip Schuyler.
In
addition to the four specials, there
will be several series of dramas and
comedies, and also short subjects.
Hanshaw recently com^Dleted an
extended trip through the country
visiting the independent exchanges.
During the 1927 season Sierra distributed the
Earle Douglas stunt
dramas; a serial "Vanishing Milits

lions;"

two

specials,

Cornelius Keefe Signed
Morris Schlank, independent
ducer, has signed Cornelius fi
for the lead opposite Mildred H
in "Hearts of Men."
James P.
gan is director of this Curwood s
which Anchor Prod, will release
Lillian Gilmore in Lead
Lillian Gilmore is feminine le
Rex King's "Wild West Roma:'
with George Beldon as heavy.

FRANK ZUCKER

"The Feud Wo-

A.

starring Mary Carr and "Was
He Guilty?" starring William Boyd;
a comedy drama and a series of six
two-reel animal stories.

man"

S. C.

Cinematographer
220

W. 42nd

Wadsworth

Spence Titling
Ralph Spence is titling a comedy
to feature Charlie Murray and Louise
Fazenda, which Eddie Cline will direct.

Meehan Writing
J.

Leo Meehan,

writing

a

story

Original

a

periences,
with William Bakewell
cast as the bellhop.
Meehan will di-

Is

rect.

Making "Pay As You Enter"

^j

COHN

director, is
bellboy's ex-

"The,
"Pay As You Enter" is the title
Jose- of a picture which Warner Brothers
are making with Louise Fazenda and
Clive Brook.
Direction is by Lloyd

h^

06lf

City

MARTI

FBO

of

Street

•Phones:
5650, Wisconsin

New York

Harry Beaumont, who recently directed Ramon Novarro in "ForbidHours,"

rector,

T

*''

Editing

"Their Houi
(

TIFF A NY-STAHL PROi

Bacon.

A new

director-star combination
has been formed on the Paramount
Walker-Love Co- Starring Team
lot in Hollywood, consisting of Frank
Johnny Walker and Bessie Love
Tuttle, director, and Richard Dix, are co-starred in "The Matinee Idol,"
star.
Tuttle is to direct Dix in formerly titled "Broadway Daddies."

"Easy Come, Easy Go," an adapta- Frank Capra is directing with a cast
tion of the play by Owen Davis, including
Sidney
D'Albrook and
which goes into production soon.
Lionel Belmore.

ROY DEL RUTH

The Life of Los Ai
Centers at the

Amhassador's

Famous

DIRECTOR

"THE FIRST AUTO"
'IF

I

RECENT RELEASES

"HAM AND EGGS"

VITA PHONE ALL STAR SPECIALS
WERE SINGLE" — Featuring May McAvoy, Conrad
Andre Beranger — Myrna Loy.

NOW IN PRODUCTION
"POWDER MY BACK" -with Irene Rich, Andre

Author of Ten
Picturized

directing for First National.

Sennett Bathing Girl Cast
Mary Maberry, formerly Sennett
beauty, has been cast for a dramatic
role
in
De Mille's "The Godless

den

Matiesen in Compson Cast
Otto Matiesen has been cast in
Betty Compson's
starring
vehicle
which Columbia is producing with
Walter Lang as director.

is

Supervisor by Mars!
Phil

sign with

Assist

Cocoanut Groi

Nagel,

Beranger,

Special Nights Tues. and

Carroll Nye.

WARNER BROTHERS

PICTURES, INC.

College Night Every

FriiJ

:

^.^tytcc
Contest Winners to Join

A

"Our Gang" for

from "Lots"

Little

in "La Paiva";
Niblo Slated to Direct

Lupe Velez

Months

3

Coincidental with change in the assignment of the lead in "La Parva,"
Cal., was
United Artists announce that Fred
&, RALPH WILK
recent
West Coast Theaters-Hal Niblo will direct this picture with
Grace Lewis, who has returned to Roach "Our Gang" Talent Hunt, Lupe Velez featured, instead of D.
Hollywood
picture work, has two pets, "Lady thereby becoming a member of 'Our W. Griffith, with Gloria Swanson m
his
autoknows
TANNINGS
Beverly," her horse, and "Spot," Gang' for three months.
Bob Eu- the principal role.
He has purchased three her English coach dog.
iles.
gene Pearson, of Oakland, Ben Parcounthis
in
since his arrival
To Produce Turner Story
*
*
*
sons. Portland, and Bill Ulmer of
ilian a year ago.
First National is planning to proother
winners
and
have
Seattle
are
More Passing Show: Harry
*
*
*
been signed up for a shorter period. duce the George Kibbe Turner story,
Gribbon, Roland Asher and
to
director,
Howard,
Bill"
'The Girl in the Glass Cage."
Walter Taylor, former UniTrial"
Bell's Next
"Bellamy
of former laiv students.
versity of California star, disColleen's Next
*
*
*
Monta Bell's next picture will be
cussing
Kathryn
football;
Colleen Moore has started work on
Bellamy
Trial."
"The
He
s Farrell has a "rival."
Crawford of "Hit the Deck,"
her next pictute, which has been ree Chandler are the only leadadmiring movie stars at pop"Nightstick" Next Banciroft
titled "Here Is My Heart."
Edmund
Hollywood who drive
in
ular dining place.
"The Nightstick" is title selected Goulding is directing.

Jimmie

youngster

Farren,
five-year-old
a
residing in Santa Ana,
declared the winner in the

1

*

*

for George Bancroft's next for ParaParamount Signs Three
numerous at 6404 mount.
d
Paramount has signed Clarence
Sunset Boulevard, where Hal Howe,
of pictures, he could make Earle Hampton and Wilson B. Heller,
Gregor to Direct
Badger, Richard Arlen and George
money dropping into water. Boswells to stars, directors, title
Arthur Gregor, author of "Dolo- Waters to new long term contracts.
Sammy doing some high writers, scenarists, or what have you, rofa," will direct the picture which Badger has been assigned to direct
cy diving in the Ambassa- share an office.
is to be Eve Sothern's initial vehicle
Bebe Daniels in her next picture.
and he performed like a
for TifTany-Stahl.
+
*

Cohen

Sartvmy

wish

to

The "H's"

are

t

•

•I

onal.
*

-ome producers reported givlanes as presents, it would
urprising if one came to E.
Steene, the Akeley expert,
:

much

shot

;

4:

w

"stuff."

air

*

4<

"Pinky"

Earl

that

^art has joined
r,
Inc., he will

Howard

no doubt
work.
He

production
been connected with stufor
to
sas

several

He

years.

Paramount from the

along
City
Star,"
Glen Allvine and Emmett
-rder.
k

*

I

*

1^

Passing Show: Ernest
rnce and Williavi Goldr

chatting at the M-G-M
Felix Young strolling
gh
the
Ambassador;
is Small entering the M-

o;

studio.
*

i!

',

nhe Twin

Show

Harold Lloyd bidding farewell
to Tim, Whelan, who is en
route to England.
*

Joseph Brown Cast

Harlan Contract Renewed
Universal has renewed contract of

Director Ralph Ince has cast Joseph R. Brown in "Notices," new

FBO

Otis Harlan.

picture.

*

Our good

friend, Phil H. Whitman, of the old Paramount Long
joined
studio
has
Island
days,
George Marshall, the supervisor of

Fox

Phil

comedies.

will

supervise

two units.
*

*

"There's gold

in

*

them thar bags,"

said Joe R'ock, as he dipped his hand
into a bag on his desk.
Joe is part
owner of a California gold mine and
exhibited the ore samples to Harry
Lichtig and Fritz Feld.
*
*
*

More Passing Show: Bill
Underwood, Sam Sax and Sam
Bischoff golfiyig; Mary Carr
watching Jack Oakie, Stephen
Carr and Mike Reilley playing
baseball in her backyard.
*

*
*

your eye on LeRoy Mason.
had a busy year and he is
"Golden Shackles," a Dallas
Id production.
"Where are
1?", we asked him.
"St. Paul,
was the reply.
"Well, we
Minneapolis."
"Does that
don't get a writeup?", asked
o\ thinking of the rivalry be-

"

Passing

More

*

*

*

;

i

It wouldn't be surprising if a motion picture contract was tossed in
the direction of "Buck" Lewellyn,
the Pendleton, Ore., officer, who was
one of the captors of William Edward Hickman. "Buck" flashed a
smile at the Emanuel-Lohman fight
that attracted the attention of directors and producers.
He is well built

and would look good

in

westerns.

Cities.

More Passing Show: Fred
is

es,
v's
1

that

likely

Georg«

whose camera work

is

photoGloria Swanson in her
excellent,

picture.

will

George

still

is

contract to Sam GoldHe started in Portland,

^r

*

*

*

Maier, publicity writer for
currently
appears
in
[md as author of one of the

Newmeyer and

Millarde Webb
discussing baseball, with Fred
informing Millarde that his

[ntitled

"How

I

month.
Be-

Didn't

Movie Star," and

the
own experiences in trying to
Jhe studio gates as an "ex-

and around

tells

New York

City.

in

the

big

JACKSON FILM STUDIO

E.

at

Jackson

& Westchester

BURTON

STEENE
PHOTOGR^PHED AERIAL

175 X 220

al,

r.eresting stories of the

appearance

last

leagues was with Philadelphia Americans as a pitcher.

AKELEY

Aves.,

SHOTS

,

Bronx
Directly at Subway iStation.
A Long
Immediately
or short term lease.
available with equipment.
Moderate
Rental.
R.
11

TELFAIR SMITH,

East 10th

St.

Inc.

STUyvesant 2081

Dnvcfed by
C/iief

WILLIAM A.WILIMAN

Cinemotoqiaphei

HARRY PIRRY

E. Burton Steene
Hollywood, California

WINGS

PARAMOUNTS

EPIC

OF THE WORLD WAR

— 1760 Wilcox Ave.
Gladstone 6131

;

^1

I
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Claim Brookhart
to
bill

proves

from Page

Week's Headlines

1)

this.

"Can you imagine a film exchange
manager worrying about the poor
exhibitor having to pay higher film
rental?" Richey demands. "Say if his
boss overheard him spout off' in earnest like that there would be an empty
chair the next Monday morning.

"He was

trying to scare the exhibitor
thinking that the Brookhart bill provided that a film company had to sell their
But
pictures not more than two at a time.
TRUE. It provides that if
that is
they want to place a total price on the pictures sold not more than two picture? can
be tied together, nor can he go to the exhibitor and offer him 30 individual p ctures,
the prices of which individually shall bear
such a relationship to one another as to work
an unfair restraint on the exhibitor who
does not want to buy the entire 30. That is
what the bi'.l really provides. It takes away
But it does not prevent the
the big stick.
salesman from coming to you with ten, 20,
30, or even 40 pictures at a time, but it
does let you pick what you want without
penaliz-ng you in price because you will not
take all.

Monday
Fox plans

run and hook-up with independent neighborhood chains in Chicago
Publix, Loew and United Artists houses
in
V/est to continue under West Coast
management.
Straight percentage, eliminating guarantee and
overage, favored by exhibitor leaders at
Chicago sessions.
Irving Thalberg reported leaving M-G-M to
produce abroad.
first

into

NOT

Section 5 of the bill makes it necessary
that the exchange, or rather the producer
or distributor, make the picture before they

No

more
for sale.
stars, stories, or directors.
known prices for unknown
offer

it

change

of

No more

titles,

paying

quantities.
press sheets alone.

No

AND
DO NOT LET ANY ONE TELL YOU
IT CANNOT BE DONE. If the law passes,
more buying from

be done. It is
done in every other business, you know that
hiding
behind the
we
quit
and it is time
statement "this business is different."
as

it

looks like

This does
It
exhibitor.

either.

it

will,

it

will

NOT mean higher film rentals
means actually money saved the
For the price of pictures will

never be higher than the trade can absorb.
How silly it i? to threaten smaller theater
owners with such statements as contained
Do you think the
in this so-called petition.
government that would pass this bill would
allow such a situation to exist?
Such a
statement simply reflects the ego of some
producer, not good common sense.

The
ducer

last section provides against the proaffiliation with exhibitors and sets up

every one must be given a free and
fair chance to buy the pictures which today
is not the case.
that

is no government regulation of your
or your methods of doing business.
But let us assume there is. Isn't that better than positive obliteration which will be
the case if the situation becomes more aggrevated.

There

profits,

But whatever is done,
Not a lot of
the truth.

I

ins'st

on getting

half truth as conas are now in the
hands
film salesmen who do not know
it
but are actually out being paid to work
against their own interests.
They have not
gone into the situation far enough to discover that fact.
If
they will they may
pass the petition around but it will be in a
mighty half hearted manner for you cannot
blaine any one for not becoming enthusiastic
about bringing about a situation where salesmen and some managers will not be needed.
That is a point not covered by the petition.

tained

in
of

such

petitions

Tuesday
Progress made by contract committee despite
arbitration fight; 15 of 22 clauses agreed
to

in principle.

M-G-M

denies Irving Thalberg leaving, pointing to long term contract.
Five cornered pool for talking picture de-

velopment

is

dissolved.

Metropolitan, lone independent first run in
Atlanta, closing.
Free-lance players' imiform contract under
fire on Coast; Equity activity seen.

Wednesday
Contract

committee adjourns for one week;
exhibitors continue in session.
Colorado and Washington exhibitors vote
Brookhart bill support.
Fox taking over control of F. & R. in week;
Stanley Co., denies any deal on with Fox.

Trade commission taking no action on cease
and desist order, pending decision on outcome of Trade Practice Conference.
Only few days held needed when committee
reassembles for agreement in principle on
all

contract

&

—

Minneapolis Marking
first
the
which Lon Chaney is starr
time Publix and Fox have opened a will arrive in
New York Mo
theater in association, the Minnesota
opens here Mar. 24, owned by Publix,

Fox and Northwest Theater Cir(Finkelstein & Ruben).
Fox is
become a factor in the house

cuit
to

&

R. circuit, in a deal which will
be closed next week.
The theater was started by Publix,
marking that firm's first invasion to
this city, long controlled by F. & R.
A deal for partnership in the house
and nine other F. & R. theaters in
F.

Minneapolis and

St.

Jane Winton on Way East
Jane Winton, who played in "The
Fair Co-ed" and has just finished a
featured part in "The Patsy," Marion
Davies' new vehicle, will arrive in

Trade Commission action
order hinges on

on

desist"

"cease

anti-block

Saturday
Kennedy joining Pathe; Merger with

House for Sheffield
Ala.— A $100,000 theater

Picture

Industry

planned by the Muscle Shoals Theon Montgomery avenue between the Sheffield National Bank

is

aters,

and the Alabama Power Co.

offices.

DAY AND NIGHT

—

room

250

of the Lyric.

Name

Syracuse House Brighton

—

West
NEW

54th
YORK

Strl

Telephone: Columbus 4141

Syracuse, N. Y. System Amusement Co. has named its new theater
on South Salina St. the Brighton,^

hinted.

Another talking film device being developed
in France; uses film rolls instead of discs.
H. M. Richey emphatically denies passage
of Brookhart bill will result in increased
film

Motion

clauses.

booking bills.
Will H. Hays satisfied with producer association activities in 1927; Cecil B. De Mille is
new president of organization.
Television
motion pictures projected from
London to New York,

P.

to the

$100,000

Fire in Projection Room
Norristown,
Pa.
Little
damage
was caused by a fire in the projection

FBO

Specialists

New York Tuesday and spend a few
days here before sailing for Europe.

Friday

J.

Photo
Engraving

pleted after construction started.

"Uncle Tom" for Toronto
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," is to open
for an extended run in the Regent,
Toronto, on Feb. 20.

and

INCORPORATE[

Paul was com-

Fox Film announces world-wide theater building program.
Hearings on Brookhart bill scheduled for
Feb. 15; few days' delay may be necessary.
More Publix-Saenger theaters planned in
North Carolina.
Federal

EGGER

through acquisition of control of the

Sheffield,

Thursday

12

Brenon Arrives Monda}
R. as
Herbert
Brenon has coi
Partners in Mpls. House work on "Laugh,
Clown, Lau

Publix, Fox, F.

Bill

Raise Rentals Is Hit
{.Continued

Sunday, February

rentals.

French Council of State approves quota

Sascha Kindler Is
B'klyn Strand Feature

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONO

Following newsreel, Helen Gaubis,
soprano, appeared before the orchestra in two numbers, her first was
"Sometimes
Happy" and the secMemory." Held
ond was "Just
presentation,
"Dancing
over
was
the
(^Continued from Page 1)
to the Classics," this being as prenearly 90 per cent of which are made
vious described, an orchestral numin
the United States.
Greece reber showing how some of the best
quires the smallest number of short
bill.

Europe Seen Big Field
For Short Subjects

films of

any country

in

Europe, tak-

1108 Sixteenth Stree

Fm

Washington, D.

A

known

classics

C

Co-operating with 42 Gi

ments and loaning film;
and speakers throughoi
world for the purpose of

sound when arranged

Film leaders announcin jazz time.
ing 150, while the United Kingdom
ing the selections were thrown on
instruction.
requires the largest number, taking
as the orchestra took up
800 annualh-.
The average is about the screen
each number.
360 for each country, making a total
for all Europe of about 8,250 short
Sentiment for and against the subjects (not separate titles, however,
Brookhart and other block booking for the same short subject may be
bills is being mustered throughout shown in dififerent countries).
the United States, with hearings on
using Motion Pictures
Should Subscribe for
the Brookhart measure scheduled
The
short
subject
situation
in
the
Feb. 15. Keep posted on this imporbe
tant legislation through
FILM United States and abroad will
FILM
DAILY, which assures you complete thoroughly outlined in
and keep up-to-date with the
coverage on all the news you want DAILY Short Subject Quarterly, to
be published March 4.
new films and new equipment
and need to know.

Schools, Churches

THE

Greenwich Village House Reopening
The Greenwich Village theater.
New York, reopens Snmday at $2.20
top with "The Whip Woman" as the
initial

attraction.

THE

Horseback Trip Ending
Vonceil Vicking, New
Mexican
ranch girl, who left New York October 15 on horseback with Los Angeles as her goal, as a boosting stunt
for Universal western pictures, arrives in Los Angeles Saturday.

and

Cluh

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREE
"1001 FILMS*'

Complete reference booklet,
at

listing

(Fourth Edition)

nearly 3,000 educational films

fits

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Waba^ Av Chicago,

lll\

).C.

For your
Protection
To insure exhibitors

the high-

possible screen quality,
Eastman Positive Film is made

est

identifiable.

Kodak"

The words "Eastman

are stencilled in black

letters at short intervals in the

transparent film margin.

Specify prints on Eastman Film

—look

for the identifying

words

margin— and get the film
that always carries quality
in the

through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Joseph P. Kennedy on Saturday denied Pathe would mergg
with FBO or that FBO would merge with Pathe. He stated he
has stepped into Pathe as business advisor because of his personal
friendship for J. J. Murdock from whom the request came.
"No stock in either company has change hands. Pathe has
not bought into FBO and FBO has not bought into Pathe. I will
have no title with Pathe and wUl get no remuneration of any
nature for my services which are founded purely on a desire to
help Pathe out of a situation," he added.
Kennedy will go to the Coast in six weeks for a conference
with C. B. De Mille. He will recommend to De Mille, as he intends recommending to other Pathe officials prior to the Coast
ti-ip, to make a cheaper grade of product which he believes economically necessary in view of Pathe's distribution and its theater

mother love
theme for

sure-fire

appeal

box-office

has

to light so far as
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strong maternal force
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Wra TO QUIT

Because competition

in

WEST COAST NOT

CONGRESS
Michigan Solon Sponsor of

New

Bill Projected as

Third in House
Washington Bureau of

Washington

no dearth of bills hitting blind
and block booking and arbitrary
allocation

of

art in letter-perfect fashion.

develop a huge gob of afAlbert Gran, "Boul" the
river of "7th Heaven" and
r

product.

Sen.

Brookhart (l^..) started the ball
rolling with his bill, with two
similar ones following in the

House

in quick succession, intro-

duced by Rep. Cannon (Mo.)
and Rep. Celler (N. Y.). Now
Rep. Hudson (Mich.) is author
of a third bill which he has introduced in the House.

AEFECTEHY FOX DEAL COMMERCIAL
Redlands, Cal. — Purchase of Wesco
IN YEAR

the indus-

THE FILM DAILY
is to be

—There

army of extras try has narrowed down to a point by William Fox, will not affect the
Hollywood studios for where it is "virtually impossible" for West Coast Junior Circuit, Harry
perfor-

11

,

CAUSE

the

in

ou will admire her
the mother. She looks and

.

lUNIOR

BARS TO INDEPENDENTS

year old player who, until
h'eehan gave her the chance
her

IN

Kennedy Denies Pathe-FBO Merger

g
indation
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BILL

World War

will be
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a
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"Four
emotional
its
indeed in
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FOURTH ANTI-BLOCK BOOKING

xt season's schedule from
fresh
entirely
)x.
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13,

TELEVISION
IS

PREDICTED

Commercial television service across
Sugarman, president and general the Atlantic within a year, is premanager of the circuit, stated here. dicted by Capt. O. G. Hutchinson,
The Junior group, he said, which managing director of the Baird Telespe- only was affiliated with West Coast, vision
Co., of London, who is in New

an independent producer to secure
adequate returns on his investment,
M. P. Capital Corp. is withdrawing

so far as
film financing is conIn future, the company is
cerned.
to function as an investment banking

from the industry,
cializing

in

will

continue this

"The Fox

affiliation.

York

in

connection with experiments.

have purchased The company a few days ago suc)OStman. A hurnan old felthe West Coast Theaters" said Sugar- cessfully projected television pictures
{Continued on Page 4)
characterization. trust.
a superb
from London to New York. There
w audiences react to him.
The company, with $3,000,000 of
are no great obstacles to such a
headed by Frank
service, Capt. Hutchinson believes.
ihile Earle Fox will prove paid in capital, is
{Continued on Page 2)
las the overbearing Major
km, he proves, by his work,
Television Wizard Coming
Ls abilities as an actor which
To
Sight in
UP
SIN"
suspected. As a matter of ROGERS
J
London
J. L.
Baird, inventor of
satisfacvery
is
cast
lentire
the television apparatus which broadle picture more so.
interests

niE protWagainst

\tente

LUMASJALES FORCE

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington, D. C. Protest against
and Sin," recently
"Man,

vice president of Lumas, is on a tour of exchanges engaged in building up the field force.

Loew's Palace, has been
with Will Hays and the Washington association by the Washington

Cordiale

Klitsch, who occupies a
wJrermany analagous to Will
Me, uses the radio telephone
^
in to express the wish that
petween both industries heNot only bere cordial.
-

United
the
luld such cordiality prevail,

it

een

ermany

Budd Rogers,

He

has added Jack

country and
ncipal foreign markets
this

all

as

(Continued

|;s

is

American provintrade tactics had better
1: boards.
The future canliured otherwise.
;

truth.

its

KANN

Woman

shown

"Street Angel" to
At Globe, N. Y.,

Open
March

leased the Globe

that the film

"highly immoral" and that it
"casts an unwarranted slur upon the
is

32

5

theater

March
opens

—

Los Angeles
Joseph M.
Schenck is here following an
extended tour of the United
Artists'

Greenwich Village House
Reopens with Films at $2.20

S

its

chain.

He

stated

his

tour convinced him that most

key

N. Brewster Morse, who has taken
over the Greenwich Village theater
combma- under lease, reopened the house last
Heaven" night. The new policy provides for
Frank the housing of all the arts under one
appears in the new picture.
Borzage directed; Janet Gaynor and roof. The program, therefore, opened
(Continued on Page 2)
Charles Farrell are featured.

weeks beginning
when "The Street Angel"
New York run. The same
tion which figured in "7th

for

Not Alarmed

filed

Chamber of Commerce.
CleveThe chamber charges

on Page 2)

(Continued 'on Page 4)

at

in Chi-

Dark

—

—

{Continued on Page 4)

Fox has

now

internagenerals here must rec-

Ition picture

Sampson

cago and E. J. O'Donnell in
He has also engaged Albert
land.

and

Show

"MAN, WOMAN AND

BUILDli

cities

were now engaged

in a bitter struggle to see

who

could build the most magnificent and palatial houses. This
condition, he refused to view
with alarm, holding that the
building gesture was entirely in
keeping with the present ambitious trend in picture making.

—
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Monday, February

Greenwich Village Hoi
Reopens with Films at$:i

The Broadway Parade
ONLY
Monday. Feb. 13. 1928
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(Continued from Page

one addition occurs this week on the long-run string, with Fox's "Four

There are now
Sons" going into the Gaiety Monday, replacing "Chicago."
four producers represented with two top-price extended runs on Broadway,
namely Paramount, Fox, MG-M and United Artists.

"Wings"

•

"Sunrise"
"The Jazz Singer"
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"

"Sadie

Thompson"

"Four Sons"

Criterion

.

.

.Universal

M-G-M
M-G-M

Astor

Rialto
.Paramount
Martin Johnson Corp.Earl Carroll
Liberty .
United Artists
United Artists .Rivoli
.

Fox

.

.

Gaiety

•

•

Dec.
Jan.

27
21

.Jan.

23
24

Jan.

Feb.
Feb.

—

W

—

3

13

among

his gang of radio enter(.Continued fyom Page 1)
from the Roxy theater, in- R. Wilson, recognized as one

of the
financiers in picture transIn its several years in the
industrv, the company has loaned
about $30,000,000, financing some 250
Among these
independent pictures.
have been the De Mille productions.

Financial

.'

'

Rogers Building

Lumas

M-G-M.

Announcemei

georS^sh
formerly general supt
Consolid
tendent
of
Laboratories, has been
ded to our

Personnel
and

is

charge

now
of

in

the

com)
labors

HEDWIG MOTIC
PICTURE LAB. L
Flushing,

L.

I.

—

Tel.

New York
1650 Broadway

FlushiagJ
Office

i

Circle,'!

Sales Force

.

I

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

—

Record at N. Y. Rivoli

United Artists copped

CaU

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Putter, Pres.
for

Library Stock Scenes
Bryant 8181

clared by

Up

—

New York
130 W. 46th

M-G-M Quarterly Divider
Quarterly dividend of l^ pe
on the preferred, payable Mar.i
stock of record Feb. 25 has bei

Roxy Rockettes will be foremost
many features that will actions.

the
contribute to the entertainment of
the second annual Fox Fun Frolic
and Dance at Hotel Roosevelt, New
York, Saturday, Feb. 25. Roxy win
the program that his gang
The corporation has made a profit
supervise
points
two
Eastman Kodak common dropped
Warner Bros. will present.
Saturday, closing at leeVzevery year since it has been in the
"A" led in sales with 18,200 shares marThere will be continuous dancing industry, but feels that with a $3,Gain of 1% points was recorded.
keted.
investment
returns
aren't
Sales with two orchestras furnishing mu- 000,000
High Low Close
39^4
*Ara. Seat. Vtc
sic.
In addition the Hawaiian Ser- commensurate with the risk involved.
48
"Am. Seat. Pfd
enaders will be on deck on the mez- With its top annual earnings around
67M
*BaIaban & Katz
"Cut It Out," a stage $400,000, the corporation's profit this
zanine floor.
73;4
*Bal. & Katz Vtc
•• panorama of music, dance and hilar- year will drop to $100,000.
18}^
*tCon. Film Ind
23
23
400
tCon. Film Ind.Pfd. ISVg
Distributor-owned
and
ity," will be presented by a company
theaters
600
Eastman Kodak ..167^ 166!/5 166i^
of 75 Fox girls, in a series of traves- alignments in the industry, which re129Ji
**East. Kodak Pfd
4^ .... ties on the picture industry. Broad- sult in the trading of playing time
tFilm Inspection
106
First Nat'l Pfd
way stars of the stage and radio with consequent shutting out of in-*
600
80% 80 J4 80%
Fox Film "A"
Supper will dependent product, are reasons un500 world will be on hand.
tFox Theaters "A" 19% 18% 18%
10
....
•Intern'l Project
be served in the Colonial Room of derstood to have prompted the cor99%
ttKeith's 6s 46
midnight.
poration to withdraw from the inbHA 2,400 the Roosevelt starting at
6144
Loew's, Inc.
61 VS
Reservations are being made for dustry.
1
ttLoew's 6s 41ww.l08% 108% 108%
101
3
tTLoew's,6s41x-war.l01^ 101
from other companies
delegations
25 J4
•M-G-M Pfd
Seid, Hedwig Superintendent
and
a number are being sold to the
7/2
*M. P. Cap. Corp
An attendance of 2,000 is
George Seid, former general super2,000 public.
iVt
Pathe Exchange ..
3yi
2Vz
H/^ 15,000 expected.
ll'/i
Pathe Exch. "A". 14%
intendent of the Lyman Howe Lab10
61% 62 /^
ti Pathe Exch. 7s37 62^
oratory,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and who
117'/,
6,000
Paramount F-L ..117J^ 115
also acted in a similar capacity with
121%
•Paramount Pfd
102
*ttPar.Bway.5Ks51
Consolidated, has joined Hedwig M.
24
25
**Roxy "A"
P. Laboratory in charge of the plant
26
28
**Roxy Units
at Flushing, L. I.
W. K. Hedwig is
5
6
**Roxy Common
(.Ccmtinued from Page 1)
38
40
**Skouras Bros
president of the company and Nathan
manager
with
Alltvater
associate
as
49}^
49%
Stan. Co. of Amer. 49%
Saland vice president and general
Jack Weil of the St. Louis branch.
....
4
*tTrans-Lux Pictures
*
14
'United Art. Com. 15
Rogers has left St. Lou-'s for Kan- manager.
80
**United Art. Pfd. .85
sas City to meet the Gotham fran2354
*tUniv. Pictures
Providence House Reopens
chise holders in that territory.
Jack
97%
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
Providence, R. I. The Continental
tWarner Bros. .. 17J4 16% 16% 2,100 Adams of Dallas, and H. K. BuchanWarner Bros. "A".. 27/ 26 27% 18,200 an of Oklahoma City will attend the on Charles St., closed on orders of
*Last Prices Quoted **Bid and Asked (Over meeting, to confer with Rogers over the police commissioner, has reopened after elimination of fire hazards.
the Counter)
distribution plans.
ttBond Market
tCurb Market
The home office of the company reIf You Are in the
~OTE: Balalian & Katz is listed on the ports that the Fox Theater Circuit
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis has booked "San Francisco Nights"
Market for Any Kind of
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
and "Bare Knees." The former has
also been booked into 80 U. S. Army
Butterfield Active
Posts.
Detroit With the opening of the
Haven,
Butterthe
Grand in Grand
"Sadie" Gets $48,500 for
field circuit has opened all theaters
CONSULT US AND SAVE
it
had under actual construction.
.

the lobby.
$2.20 top with
and $1.65 for the afternoon
Policy is two shows a day with
inee beginning at three and th(
in

is

;

Roxy and
cluding the

was On display

Hollywood
c/o Leon Schlesinger
1123 No. Bronson Ave.

St.

|

Sylvia Thalberg Here
Sylvia Thalberg, M-G-M set
writer, and a sister of Irving
berg, has arrived in New Yoii
companied by her mother,
will remain East several weeks

Roxy and His Gang Among Bars to Independents
Features at Fox Dance Cause Wilson to Quit
tainers

'

ning performance at nine.
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with a newsreel, was followed
one act playlet with Claibourne
ter, vocal numbers by Rafaelo
and the picture, "The Whip Woi
A valuable collection of paii
Price scale

Aug. 12
Times Square ...Sept. 23
Warners
Oct.
6
Central
Nov. 4
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Nov. 29

-Paramount

Fox
Warners

"Love"
"The Enemy"
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its

second

Broadway record within a month last
week when "Sadie Tliompson" grossed $48,500 at the Rivoli, shattering
the record of $40,000 for a week held
by "Underworld." Charlie Chaplin's
"The Circus" a few weeks ago set
new records at the Strand in a four
weeks' run.

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

uiiuoci^HBys
no

West 32«'St,Newybrk,NLy.^
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
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Titles

The hey day of the printed program in many de hixe theaters
has gone. They are difficult to read while the show is on and, more
often than not, do nothing more than prove annoying. Theaters
therefore, are telling the story in titles.
The screen drops, the
announcement flashes before you up goes the curtain and the
number is on. Very workmanlike.
;

KANN

YOUR OVERTURE — ORGAN SOLO— STAGE PRESENTATIONS
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS — SOLOISTS— VAUDEVILLE

VITAPHONE — MOVIETONE

GAIN AN ADDED VALUE
When Your

Audiences

WHAT

Know

You Are

Offering

Patrons Cannot Read Programs in Dark Theatres

TELL 'EM"wITH TRAILERS"
THE SPECIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENTS
OF

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE, Inc.
845

CHICAGO
S. WABASH AVE.

NEW YORK
126-130

W.

46th ST.

LOS ANGELES
S. VERMONT AVE.

1922

Now

Creating Special Announcements and Presentation
Leaders for Publix Unit Shows Publix Theatres Loew
Fox Keith-AIbee—lUniversal Theatres United Artist

—
—
—
— —
Theatres—West Coast Circuit— Stanley-Fabian— FinkelRubin— Skouras Bros. — Saxe — Butterfield and
stein &
Thousands

of

Others

F

HAVE YOU RECEIVED OUR SPECIAL SERVICE CATALOGUE?
IF NOT—WRITE FOR IT
Substantial Price Reductions

Due

to

New

Processes, on All Special Service
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Coast Wire

Supervising Five
supervise
Roy Fitzroy
five pictures for Tiffany- Stahl.
He is now supervising "The
House of Scandal," with King
will

With

the

starting

"Five-and-

of

Warners under

Ten-Cent-Annie"

at

direction of Roy
dio is resuming

Del Ruth, the stu-

Irene
production.
returned from a month's

Rich has
vacation in New York. Archie Mayo
New
also" has just returned from
first
Rich's
Miss
direct
will
and
York
picture.

M

Wizard Coming
To Show Sight in Dark

Warner Studio Resuming
WITH OTHERS STARTING

13

Television

Service-

nRST PICTURE UNDERWAY

Monday, February

The next

Baggott directing.

wUl be "The Scarlet Dove,"
Eve Southern with
starring
Robert Frazer in the male
Arthur Gregor will direct.

lead.

T-S Writer Injures Ankle

(Continued from Page

On Broadwa

1)

motion pictures across the Atlantic, intends to leave for America
soon in connection with television and
noctovision
demonstrate
also
to
which transmits pictures in the dark.

I

cast

The noctovisor enables persons to
see in the dark by use of infra-red
rays.

Junior West Coast Not
Afiected by Fox Deal
(Continued from Page

— "The Enemy"
Broadway —^"Brass Knuckles"
Cameo—
—"Battle of Coronel"
Capitol "Rose Marie"
Central— "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Colony— "The Hunchback of Notre

Astor

— 'Wings"

C riterion
Ekirl

1)

in

"but the deal does not touch the
West Coast Junior Circuit theaters
which are under my control. All our
theaters will continue to be operated
by the West Coast Junior Circuit,
which was only affiliated with West
Coast Theaters, and not controlled
will continue to be afby them.
filiated with the same interests which

Carroll^" Simba"

——
—
—

Embassy ^" Love"
Gaiety "Four Sons"
Hippodrome "Coney Island"
Liberty "Drums of Love"
Loew's New York Monday,
Tuesday, "Passion Madness

—

I
The

S|

and

Wednesday,
;
The
Thursday, "The Gateway

Sky"

the

Woman"

man

S{

'

;

Moon"
"Red

\

Friday, "Grandma's Boy'i
Riders of Canada" ; Saturday,
;

night Rose"
ferred"

Sunday,

;

"Wickedn(

—

—
—

§:
.,

Mark Strand—"Patent Leather

Kid"

I

Paramount "Sporting Goods"
Rialto
"The Last Command"

Rivoli
"Sadie Thompson"
Viola Brothers Shore, novelist and
Roxy "That's My Daddy"
titler under contract to Tififany-Stahl,
Times Square "Sunrise"
Warners "The Jazz Singer"
and that May McAvoy is ready to is carrying on at the studio with a are now under Fox control."
Brooklyn Mark Strand "Her Wild
start work indicates that the War- badly sprained ankle sufifered in a
The deal has no bearing or effect
ners' 1928 season will soon be under recent fall. Miss Shore, who is workproposal of his circuit to erect
File
A story is expected to be ing on several stories in collabora- on
way.
a $500,000 house here. Work on the
time
ready for Monte Blue by the
tion with Harry Braxton, is receivproposed house starts soon.
he returns from location in the South ing her medical treatment at the stu(Continued from Page 1)
begin
will
Dolores Costello
Seas.
dio, being too busy to afford a let-up
Miners Managing Yonkers House
Capital and the citizens therein.'
work on a special in April.
in her work.
Yonkers, N. Y. George H. Miner scenes represented as taken
has been named manager of the new in Washington are untruthfu
Cast Opposite Leatrice Joy
Stanton Again to Direct
Andrus-Loew.
derogatory, it is asserted, an
Richard Stanton, former Fox direcH. B. Warner has been cast opelimination or modificatiajn o
past
for
the
inactive
Man
been
who
has
"The
tor
in
Deputies Riot Over Film
posite Leatrice Joy
film is asked.
illpartially
to
half
due
Paris First attempt to film the
Made Woman." John Boles and year and a
Seena Owen are in the cast. Paul ness, has announced his intentions to Chamber of Deputies, Paris, in sesTakes Over Genoa Hon
Stein is directing the picture for return to the industry. He has some sion, resulted in a small riot when
Genoa, 111. Albert Awe hi
tentative plans which will be con- the Socialists objected and the ses- quired the Lyric from George
De Mille.
summated shortly and possibly may sion was suspended.
man.
direct again for Fox.
St. Clair to Direct Cody

Additional word that Al Jolson is
expected soon for his second film

1

,

—

We

— —

—

^

Protest Agains

'Man,

Woman and

—

—

—

"A Man About Town"

to be

is

Lew

starring vehicle under his
Mai St.
contract with M-G-M.

Cody's

new

Clair will direct.

Seigmann Contract Renewed
Contract of George Seigmann, has
been renewed one year by Universal.
Betty Compson in "Desert Bride"
Betty
assigned
has
Columbia

Compson

the

starring role

in

"The

Fox Purchases Story
"Hey, Hey, Henrietta," purchased
from Velva G. Darling, by Fox
Films, will be brought to the screen
as a special, according to

Fox execu-

in jour twO'Veel

tives.

D

Meeker Casts
Doris Hill has been cast opposite
George Meeker in "A Thief in the
Dark," which Albert Ray is directing.

Desert Bride" by Ewart Adamson.
Walter Lang is director. Elmer Harris is doing the adaptation and Anthonj-

Coldeway the

continuity.

Renews Hope Loring Pact
Hope Loring has signed a new
long term contract with Paramount.
Dix's Next "Knocking
next
Dix's
Richard

Mintz.

'Em Over"
picture

is

'Em

uity and adaptation and Fred Newmeyer is director.

Dudley in "Quick Lunch"
Robert Dudley has been cast in
"Quick Lunch," co-starring Chester
Conklin and W. C. Fields.

Powers Hurt in Mishap
Len Powers, Hal Roach cameraman, was injured in an automobile
accident near the studios.

New Roach Comedy

in

new

Work

picture under direction of

Ed Kennedy.

iii^
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Bound

FREE
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Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS
COVERS
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EVERYTHING
GOES

Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy, Hal
Roach comedy team, are at work on
their

FILMDOM^S
ENCYCLOPEDIA

Over," by Sam
Ray Harris did the contin-

"Knocking

CHARLES CHAPLIl

EVERYWHERE

comedy

classics

TRYSTING PLACE
DOUGH AND DYNAMITE

HIS

HIS PREHISTORIC PAST
CAUGHT IN A CABARET
(All

Mack

Sennett- Keystone re-issues)

with
Mabel Normand, Chester Conklin and Mack Sw^

New

from guaranteed original negatives
New paper in one and three sheets

prints

Exclusive state rights

now

offered by

WAFILMS,
130 West 46th
BRYANT

St.,

—

Inc.
N. Y. C.

8181

(bootleggers or these subjects will be

frosecvteo)
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CHAIN OF 1,500 THEATERS
NN) miir
MAY BE SPONSORED BY UBOR

that any merger of Pathe
or absorption of either
itiy by the other is under way
ie by Blair & Co., banking firm
ated with Pathe. Joseph P. Ken-

BO

NOW

GEHING UNDER WAY

Plans for marketing the De Forest
has become associated with Phonofilm device are reported to be
in an advisory capacity at the
under way by the Schlesinger inter1st of officials of that company,
ests, who recently secured control of
inking firm states, and will con- the American De Forest Phonofilm
to devote his time to Pathe's
It is understood that work
Corp.
'as long as needed" in the
has already started on a schedule of
There is not to be production to take care of approxiIt situation.
leorganization of Pathe, Blair &
mately 1,000 Phonofilm devices.
Itates.
I. W. Schlesinger, head of the concern, is actively in charge of the

[HER TELEVISION TEST

TO BE MADE THIS WEEK

plans for marketing the product.
Schlesinger, who recently took over
British Phonofilm Corp., controls the
His
rights to foreign distribution.
syndicate is now entering the produc(Continued on Page 2)

20,000 at Cleveland
ther demonstration of trans-Attelevision is planned by the

Television

Development

Co.,

week

successfully broadnotion pictures from London to
Increased radio power,
York.
ted to aid the broadcast, will
ed for the new experiments.
last

.

iion Scouts General Use
of Television Pictures
vision may "possibly" result in
pictures being shown in the
by radio Thomas A. Edison,
r of the motion picture," states,
e inventor does not believe the
will be practical for general

a

Nor

he enthused over talkbecause he said most
players
"have rotten voices"
is

ictures,

would
s'

Darts

spoil the

picture,

were

spoken.

rish Censors Not to
Ban Edith Cavell Film
i(

e
i

f

c

;

"

—

There is doubt that the
censors can ban the showing
film based on execution of

don
h

Cavell, British war nurse, deprotest of the German foreign

The producer, Herbert Wilontends it is true to history, and
iti-German as alleged. The verof the execution is challenged
e

German government.

Workers May
Adopt Plan Showing

Electrical

MARKETING OF PHONOFILM

Ticket

Tax Sought

lial
i

Price 5 Cents

1928

m

to Devote His
"As Long
Pathe
f ne to
As Needed"

nedy

f

14,

Brookhart

—

Bill

Urge

Passage

—

Frankfort, Ky. Ten per cent
tax on admissions to picture
shows and other commercial enterprises, is proposed in a bill

prepared
by Daniel Boone
He says the bill was
Smith.
intended to produce revenue to
pay for free textbooks, favored
by Gov. Sampson, whose home
county he represented.

FOX ENTERING CLEVELAND
WITH

WOOjEAT

Cleveland

— Fox

yvill

HOUSE

spend

$10,-

000,000 on the theater, hotel and garage which is to mark invasion of
Negotiathis city by the company.
tions are pending for a site on EucThe pro18th St.
lid Ave. at E.

in

Meeting Halls

Washington Bureau

—

available.

ing the endorsement of the BrookFactor
First
The petitions originated
hart Bill.
at
with the Cleveland exhibitor unit
through which they have been placed
Birmingham, Ala. Another factor
in all theaters of members.
will be added to the first run situation, it is expected, when the Lyric,
tab house, is taken over by a
musical
Eight
new company with pictures to be of-

hibit pictures.

Run

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Introduction of pictures into labor halls throughout the
nation, with a view to building up a
chain of 1,500 theaters, is under conInternational
the
sideration
by
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
Reaction of labor to the plan, suggested to the international by the
Hollywood electrical workers' union,
is
being sought by the parent organization.
The plan now is in formative stage, but it is declared there
are men in Kollywcod tc provide
funds to float the project.
Film exhibitions at first would be
used as an adjunct to labor meetings to induce attendance, and if successful, the plan would be extended
It is
to put it on a paying basis.
contended here labor can control a
national chain and reach their own
public, by utilizing buildings already

Approximately 20,000
Cleveland
signatures have been affixed to petiposed house will seat 5,500.
tions circulated in local theaters urg-

Another
Expected

of

Eventually, they believe,
union labor will form its own companies and produce as well as ex-

Birmingham

—

N-G-M OPENING SALES

Day and Date

Runs for "Jazz Singer"

—

Philadelphia Day and date showing of "The Jazz Singer" in eight
local theaters has been arranged by

fered.

With

continuing to

delegates

ar-

Friends Boom Jesse Jones rive from all sections of the globe,
for U. S. Vice Presidency M-G-M's international sales congress
Houston, Tex. —Jesse Jones, local gets under way tomorrow at the
Exchange
capitalist and theater builder, who Hotel Astor, New York.

Joseph Hebrew, Warner manager.
This follows a ten weeks' run at the
Fox-Locust and two weeks at the
of ideas, talks by executives, visits
Fox. Houses in the agreement are: was responsible for the selection by
to theaters and a reception Sunday
their
Houston
as
Democrats
of
the
Roosevelt, Tioga, Palm, Astor. New
at the home of Mrs. Marcus Loew,
Park, Lindy, Belmont and Model. convention city, is being boomed by
are to be features of the event. The
Sixteen other day and date runs are his friends for nomination for vice
being negotiated.

gathering

president.

Harold B. Franklin Slated

Become Head of Fox

is

for

foreign

representa-

and leading executives of the
company.
tives

to

Circuit

Johnsons Join T-S as
Writing, Directing

Team

Director Emory Johnson and his
mother, Emilie Johnson, have joined
the directorial and writing staff of
Tiffany-Stahl, working as a team.
Mrs. Johnson will write the story
while Emory will direct. The Johnsons have turned out a number of

West Coast, he informed his staff
Harold B. Franklin will be in full in a telegram outlining his position,
charge of operations and chief execu- will be the nucleus of "the finest
The
tive officer of West Coast Theaters, theater institution in the world."
recently taken over by Fox, prepara- deal in no way affects the "splentory to becoming directorial head of did" relationship with Paramount,
Headquarters M-G-M, United Artists, First Na- money-makers
Fox's theater chain.
versal.
tional and other distributors.
will be maintained in New York.

for

FBO

and

Uni-

—
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tions

—

Ambassador

Gausman,

E.

Hotel:

Shipman writes from her Sarasota,
Fla., home.
She has completed an
80,000-word novel of the Northwest

W

—

neah douaos fob showmen

Walt Winchell describes 'em as
pitchers.
He also announces
that "letch" is now main stem ap-

moom

pellation for "yen."
Credit Universal with a real exploitation stunt in the cross-country
liorse.back trip of Vonceil Viking,
who set a record for her sex on the
The start obtained
4,000 mile jaunt.
valuable publicity for Tel Wells'
westerns, in which she is to appear

woman.

Huge bugle made out of compoboard, hung in the lobby during the
time when a Boy Scout wasn't using
it for attention purposes.
regulation army bugle was so attached behind the cut-out bugle that it couldn't
be seen from a front view while the
bugler was blowing various bugle
calls.
This stunt gave the impression
that the bugler was operating the
giant bugle.
Large printed letters
on the bugle cut-out read, "Jackie

A

—

The Bugle Call." J.
Harrison, Victory, Waco, Tex.

P.

"Serenade"

— E.

"Serenade."-

R. Rogers, Tivoli.

New Non-Flam
London

—

Close

entertainment
This has had
theaters,

Kemal P

towards pub]
has develoj
its

effect

and building

is

u^.
fori

ing ahead.

Turkey has but 130 housel
for 14,000,000 inhabitants, one
to every 140,000.

m
Chaj

of California Housij

—

I

Edward Barron and Nat Sd

Sunday Shows
111.

— All

theaters

witz.

here

Detroit

Ave. and Gorge Road.

—

—

(Paramount)
days before opening, a man
dressed as a rube went around the
business district with a sign on his
back reading, "A riot of fun at the
Strand all next week Wallace Beery
and Raymond Hatton in Wife Savers."
The rube also carried a suit
case
which contained the
same
lettered message as appeared on the
man's back. ^^A. R. Thomas, Strand,

— Effective

last

Prices

week, Kun-

Non-inflammable Film sky's State revised admission prices
Co., Ltd., has been formed to mar- to make 60 cents the top for Sunket a new fire-resisting stock. Jury- days and evenings.
Business has
Metro-Goldwyn conducted tests at been off at this house, and it is ex-

"SorreU and Son"
will open about Mar. 1 with 1,400
(United Artists)
seats.
Essay contest was held on the following subject, "Does the father love
Lease W. Va. Theater
his child as much as a mother?"
Sidney Dannenberg, Alabama, BirPhilippi, W. Va.
Guy F. Gregg
ingham, Ala.
and William F. Pritchard of Weston
have leased the New Grand here from
Mrs. Lillian H. Teter.
"Wife Savers"
.

— ^la.

attitude

the
regi

—

Kunsky House Cuts

Stock

House Opens March 1
Williamsport, Pa. The new Park

Birmingham,

new

the

San Francisco James Beatty
been named president of Natio!
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Publix and Theaters Syndicate,
operating hoiij
E. J. Sparks Enterprises have pooled at San
Jose, Stockton, Chico,
operations here.
The Sunset and ville, Woodland, Madera and^^|
Queen are affected, with William tersville.
Other new official
Mahoney as manager of both houses. first vice president, Louis SloaP
George Denton, former Publix man- rectors, in addition to Beat
ager, will be transferred.
The Gar- Sloss, Walter D. Bliss, Ed
den Circle closed for repairs.
Seares, Frank S. Oliver, L. R.

—

Pa.

—

a

Publix and Sparks Pool
at Fort Lauderdale

Kraus as a showman who practices Sunday town is in the same circuit
showmanship on a community scale court
jurisdiction
as
Galesburg,
as well as in connection with his where Sunday shows were made perhouse.
He has been elected com- missible a few months ago.
mander of the Gilbert C. Crafton
Post of the American Legion.
Eastman Kodak Dividends
Eastman Kodak has authorized its
German House Opens, Seats 2,000 usual extra of 75 cents a share on
the common, and the regular quarBerlin Titania, seating 2,000, was
terly payments of $1.25 a share on
recently opened by National Film Co.
common and $1.50 on preferred.
in southwestern Steglitz.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Two

Constantinople
tablishment
of
ushered in by

James Beatty Heads

McComb,

the Tivoli, wliere a print of the proc(Paramount)
essed stock was run 180 times withSerenades were broadcasted from out showing marks of wear.
the local radio station Friday night
before opening.
All those sending
$100,000 N. J. House
in the correct answers to the unanCliffside Park, N. J.— A $100,000
nounced names of the serenades, were
given a ticket to see Adolphe Menjou theater will be erected at Anderson
in

—With

{Continued from Page 1)
tion field in Great Britain, and one
of the objects of his present visit is
secure contracts with English
to
players now in Hollywood to return
to London and produce there.
From the inside it is understood
that the production of Phonofilm
equipment now under way is part of
the Schlesinger syndicate's plan for
building up an international producing
and distributing organization.
The syndicate controls the theater
situation in South Africa.

—

(M-G-M)

in

is

Attitude Changei

Zanuck Back from Abroa
have been ordered by the city counKraus Heads Legion Post
Darryl Francis Zanuck, chi^
cil
to remain closed on
Sundays.
Fargo, N. D. Chalk up Edward McComb, which always has oeen a duction assistant to Jack L.

"The Bugle CaU"

Coogan

and

preparing for a personal appearance
Her poputour throughout Florida.
larity is attested by her selection as
queen of the forthcoming Sarasota
of
Sam
pageant, under direction
Gumpertz of Coney fame.

as leading
TIPS MMQCH

Woman"

Your

"Get

'Phone.

Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. LondonFredman, The Film Renter, 58.
Ernest
Great Marlborough St., London, W. I. BerLichtbildbucnne. Frtedrichstrasse, 225.
lin

OAny

DALY

picture production plans are
HER
being developed, Nell
rapidly

called

Under Way

Getting

Bebe Daniels Recovering
Angeles Bruises
and
a
sprained back were suffered by Bebe
Daniels in an accident which occurred
during

She

is

at his

filming of her new picture.
recovering from her injuries.

Two

Bosco Theater

at

after

a

six

—

II

"Four Sons" Opens
"Four Sons" was given a doi
opening at the Gaiety, New Y
yesterday, being shown both mail
and evening, as a roadshow presfc
tion.

HENNEGAN

P r o gr a n
Covers

Houses

for

—

New Firm

special Designs for
all Holidays,

Batavia, N. Y. Vendome Theater
Corp. has been formed by Nikitas D.
Dipson, general manager of the Affiliated Theatrical Utilities Corp.; John
R. Osborne and Judge E. A. Washburn.
The company will take over
two houses.

Write for Samples

The

HENNEGAN O

Cincinnati, Ohio

Exiwin Carewe Under Knife

—

Rochester, Minn. Edwin Carewe
yesterday was slated to undergo an
operation here for mastoidis.
His
condition became serious at Chicago
while en route to the Coast and it
was decided to rush him here for the
operation for ear trouble.

Morris Retiu-ns

Sam

E. Morris, general manager
of distribution for Warners, has returned to New York after a trip to

AMALGAMATED
i

VAUDEVILLE AGE N<il
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Chicago.

New Technical Course
Dublin A course in projection has
was completely destroy- been instituted at DubHn Technical
ed by a wind storm recently.
School.

—The

New York

Oriental.

Wind Destroys Theater

Louisville
Bosco, Ky.,

in

$300,000 Fire at Franklin,
Franklin, Mass. Damage of
000 was caused by fire startii^
the booth of a local theater, dest
ing the Morse Opera House bloc

pected that the new scale will result
in increased gross.
C. H. Miles immediately followed with a reduction

—

Los

is

vacation in Europe.

—

1600 Broadway, New Yorl
Phone Penn. 3580

k
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SOCIETE GENERALE DE FILMS
of

PARIS,

FRANCE

Invite the Attention of Critical
to

f?

America

an Unusual Motion Picture

The passion of

JOAN OF ARC"
A CARL DREYER PRODUCTION
II

A

Cinematographic Inspiration

Jl

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

NEWSPAPER

ILMDOM
Wednesday, February

When?
£ has been torn out of

h naval history and rein celkiloid form. The
'The Battle of Coronel
nd Islands" is real. No

was needed

and that

BROOKHARTS HOME STATE OF
IOWA OPPOSED TO HIS BILL
PIIU

what

is

ure deserves a place in
Intelligent

been expended on
authentic
impressive.

It is
is

t

eas
,d

ive

its
is

it

Awakening
newer

it

We

do

English

picture of
s ago was rather a hopeinsofar as the American

would indicate an urhing has stirred London
thargy to which it will

id"

n.

determined to get

is

establishment in
heartaches mental and
ill
The trade
be many.
picture

—

;

and anticipates

it

;

IVash.

UEBQI HOUSES

—

to Publi.x is expected
for the deal already has
Publix intends to form

which

momentarily
been closed.

an operating
with
Skouras
Brothers,
will operate the houses, alon Page

(Contimied

y AND

2)

ALLIES GET 4

it.

But

ke other important Euros, will find a place in the
film scheme, whether the
re likes it or not.

—

Indianapolis
Continuing their expansion program, the Keith-AlbeeHarris-Lisbon-Heidingsfeld interests,
with offices at Cincinnati, have acquired the Indiana, Hippodrome, Liberty and American at Terre Haute
on Page

8)

Join First National

Ralph D. Poucher has resigned as
an executive of Consolidated Film Industries, Inc. to join First National as
Balancing Keel
assistant to Richard A. Rowland. His
1st be a cordiality and an
official act with the company
first
of business interests be- will be a visit to the Burbank stucountry and its vital for- dios, leaving today with Rowland.
s nsible proseveral years
the balance of producis gravitating toward a

It is

1
'

el,
i

but

now when Amer-

on the

^ar goes
tient

crest.

England and
become less
American outlet.

these

moves

|;i

di

t

congress has its first sessions at the
Hotel Astor today. Delegates to the
conference from Germany, France, has been received by Budd Rogers,
Spain, Portugal, Holland, Belgium of Lumas.
Rogers, who is nT,aking a cross
and other European countries are in
countrj' tour already has visited, Buf{Continued on Page 8)

it

all

is

on

Page

8)

REORGANIZATION Of PATHE
AIDS EIRM'S POSITION
from
of
Pathe,
Reorganization
which, according to one authority, the
company emerges in stronger position than before, has been completed,
(Continued

on Page

2)

are

idering Policies
1

—

Omaha Favorable response to p!aii
for a co-operative exhibitor organization, to engage in production and
distribution in manner similar to the
original First National organization

—

and then match America

pity of

Executives to Open

International Meet Today
First M-G-M international sales

Chicago Strictest secrecy relative to progress made by the
contract committee has been maintained, but the claim that 15 of
the clauses have been agreed upon, is "all wet," it is reported on
good authority. The meetings are to be resumed here today, with
considerable "rocky going" seen in prospect before points at issue
are agreed upon.

the future will be fought
European blocs, re?islation, rapidly organizd tion industries geared to
of

connnend-

EAVORS

by,

soil.

-all

— Although

ROGERS EINDSSENTIKENT

"Rocky Going'' Ahead Seen as
Contract Committee Resumes

ii

c

Des Moines

ing the spirit of the Brookhart bill,
the Iowa exhibitor association went
on record as opposed to its passage at
its meeting here. The action followed
an address by C. E. Williams, Omaha,
president of the Nebraska and western Iowa unit, who opposed the measure and announced his organization
would take a similar stand. Iowa is
the home state of Sen. Brookhart.
BRITISH
SIGNIEICANCE
Iowa's action, explains Pres. E. P.
Smith, is because of fears of school
and free show competition which wa^expected would result, causing batl
features of the bill to overshadow
This is the first of a series of ar- the good.
C. C. Pettijohn of the
ticles surveying the British film in- Hays office was present at the ses
dustry, prepared by the M. P. Sec- sions.
tion of the Dept. of Commerce, from
report of Assistant Trade Commissioner C. Grant, Isaacs, London.
The year 1927 has been the most
significant in the history of the BritThe year has been
i.-h film industry.
{Continued on Page 2)
EXHIBITOR CO-OP.

(Continued

will

upon the

—

the

Not

take.

THE FILM DAILY

No date has as
yet been set for hearings on the
Brookhart bill. Although the
hearings were slated to get under way this week, it is not expected they will begin before
ten days, at least.

M-G-M

Poucher Resigns To

,1

ts.

of

QUOTA MEASURE8TRES8ED

TERRE HAUIE HOUSES

(Continued

Bur.

Washington

Unit Favors Principle But
Fears Dangers of tjnf air
Competition

OE

But "Coronel

concerned.

and

Hearings Delayed

Indianapolis
Confirmation of the
of the operating leases of the
Circle Theater Co.'s properties here

is

seen no otliers.

the

DM m

sale

concern

British
typical of
is producing today. On
vouchsafe nothing, be-

of the
Ve are told
)ne

;

CLOSES

KOHI

the screen.
:an market.

Price 5 Cents

1928

down

to set

nagination dictated. The
stern, actual and grim,
and stirring picture
lere

IS,

that this

along on a policy of
linal shortsightedness and
a damned thing about proforeign income without
annot survive.
lers

KANN

If

producers

are

not

inclined

to

make any concessions of any conse- Distributors
quence. e.xhibitor members of the contract

committee should

inc's*^

that the

New

Leave for
Chicago Sessions

R. H. Cochrane, chairman of the
whole contract be written by an imgroup, Felix Feist and Ned
distributor
in
a
partial judge, the T.O.C.C. says
communication to exhibitor members E. Depinct, conmiittee members left
R. F. Woodof the committee, on the occasion of for Chicago yesterday.
(Continued

on Page

8)

(Continucd

on Page

8)

The "Kontingent*
The official text of the new
German regulations which curimports of foreign film, inthat
into
American,
cluding
country is published on page 8.
tail

—
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Pathe Reorganization Significance of British
Aids Firm's Position
Quota Bill Stressed
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

and formal announcement of the
will be made within a few days.
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Details of the reorganization now
are being finally arranged, with a
trip to the Coast next planned by
Joseph P. Kennedy, FBC) president,

who became

the

Am.
*Ani.

Seat. Vtc
Seat. Pfd

39

100

48

67M

*tCon. Film Ind
tCon. Film Ind. Pfd. 23^
Eastman Kodak ..167}^

Kodak

Sales

39

39

Balaban & Katz
*Bal. & Katz Vtc

'East.

Close

73-4
1854
23/8
23/8
166;^ 166^^

Pfd

.,.-

'TFilm inspection
First Nat'l Pfd
Fox Film "A"
tFox Theaters "A"

2,500

300

1295^8

the

Publix Closes Deal For
Robert Lieber Houses
Ace

SO-A

3,200

187/i

Project
ftKeiths 6s 46
Loew's, Inc

10

100
100
6
100
7,000
61
6214
6154
2
ttLoew's, 6s 41WW.107M 10754 107./8
ttLoew's,6s41x-war.l01'4 100^ 101
5
*M-GM Pfd
2554
*M. P. Cap. Corp
7/2
Pathe Exchange ...
4
4
5,800
314
tPathe E.Kch. "A".. 16
14
11,900
ttPathe Exch. 7s37 69
67
68
129
Paramount F-L ...117M 115^ 115?^ 18,700
'Paramount Pfd
12154
ttPar.Bway.5^^s51.101J^ 101/2 101/2
**Roxy "A"
27
25
**Roxy Units
29
27
**Roxy Common
65|
5J4
**Skouras Bros.
40
38
Stan. Co. of Am.
49K 48-^ 48.^

M

.

.

.

.

.

.

tTrans-Lux Pictures
**United Art. ...
*tUniv.
*Univ.

Closin.e of the deal, it is understood, eliminates the Skouras and
Circle chains as possible factors in
the WesQO pool, which sought to
include them along with the Midwesc.o and ^^
.'est Theater
Circuit (Finkelsteiii ^ Ruben) holdings.
Properties to be taken over are the
Indiana, Ohio and Circle.
The deal
would not include the Uptown, which
also is owned b>- the Circle company,
nor the real estate holdings, which
include all the theaters, owned by
the Alarket Circle Realty Co.
Leases would be given on the three

3%

3 34

354

,200

and

theaters

would

then

tations,

continue
stood.

23'A

Pfd
.

97H
16J4
27/2

17

5.700
2754 13,200

•Last Prices Quoted "'Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

tCurb Market

ttBond Market

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

When you

exhibit

now shown

as

T E B B

W.

the films act.
The trade is therefore under obligation to
commence to fulfill the terms of the new act
The probability of the
as of Jan. 1, 1928.
passage of the measure has given various of
British producing companies encouragement for expansion, and also
inspired the creation of other production units.
Members of the present government consistently have advocated
passage of a bill
would insure protection to British
whicli
films.
The question of British films was one
of the foremost questions of the late Imperial
Conference held in London.
The propa
ganda strength of the film as a trade, poeconomic
litical
and
power has been fully
realized, and this accounts to a considerable
extent for the almost unanimous attention
the bill received in both the House of Com
mons and the House of Lords after the first
reading in the former house. Foremost among
the proponents favoring the measure has been
the president of the board of trade.
Although the government has maintained a
firm policy in the passage of the Bill, it has
at
the same time attempted to draft
the
various clauses as justly as possible to the
trade.
It
has been considered by many as
an Empire problem, for the film is undoubtedly a strong medium to be employed
in binding together more closely Great Britain, the colonies and territorial possessions
and protectorates.
the

Observe Edison We<
Los Angeles Thomas A

—

Week

being observed by
Coast Theaters this week
to the

is

man who

is

i

credited,
picture,

venting the motion
have been made with newspj

chambers

existing

of

^^^

t

If

Market

commerce.

i
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Phone Penna. 0330
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Motion Picture Depart
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I

Stebbins

N

& Co.,

Broadway
Bryant

the

In-

deal,

it

it

is

under-

"Sadie" Breaks Another
"Sadie Thompson," at the Rivoli,
New York, has broken its own weekSaturday, Sunday and
end record.

and Canada Agents

foi

Monday

of

previous

week-end mark by

this

United Artists

week exceeded

the

ANSWERil
ALL QUESTK

|2,000,

state.

Two
Two

Picture Dividends
dividends were declared yes-

Metrofirms.
picture
Pictures declared quarterly
dividend of 1-54 on the preferred, payable March 15 to stock of record Feb.
25, and Paramount declared quarterly
dividend of $2 on the common payable April 2.
terday

by

Goldwyn

stated, will
and the Circle

is

eliminate the Skouras
chains as possible factors

in

Call

the

WAFILMS,

Inc.
Walter A. Putter. Pros,

VVesco pool.

lor

Buys "Dawn" Rights
Archie
Selwyn
has
purchased
American rights on "Dawn," Edith
Cavell

Library Stock Scenes
HoUywood
New York
130 W. 46th St. c/o Leon Schlesinger
Bryant 8181

1123 No. Bronson Ave.

film.

'WE

S

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

1540

would become a law.

measure

.Although certain revisions and concessions have been made since the
initial reading in the House of Commons, the year closes with passage of

think of

you are thinking of

Arthur

at

in that position,

The

INSURANCE
S

understood all
Publix presen-

Skouras
Bros.,
probably
would be in operating control, although Ace Berry, present general
manager of the properties, would

14

tWarner Bros.
17M
Warner Bros. "A". 29^

is

it

diana.

80

.

present

under way.

15

.

1)

general
manager of the properties, is expected to continue in that position.
Robert Lieber, just back from New
York, is silent on the deal, although
other officials have admitted it was

Art. Pfd. 85
Pictures

Pict.

Berry,

filled

'

106
80 '4
SO'A

*Intern'l

**LTnited

fact

associated with Pathe
reauest of J. J. Murdock, to
aid in the present situation.
On the
Coast, he will confer with De Mille
on moves to reduce production costs.
There need be no misgivings about
Pathe's position or its future, official announcement of the reorganization, it is understood, will say, with
the company continuing to carry out
the program outlined, following its
expansion and the absorption of
P. D. C.
at

(Continued fiom Page

High Low

New

Proctor Housi
F. F. Proctor yesterday be),!
on a new $2,000,000 theatei
south side of 58th St. froi
Ave. to Lexington Ave., N«
Proctors S8th St. theater, \«
joins, will be torn down so

with important happenings, but
the most conspicuous event has been
the passing of the Cinematograph
Films Act. The act was introduced area it occupies can be add(
new structure. The new bi
in Parliament early in the year, and
there has been little doubt but that have a seating capacity of 31

though

Financial

1)

1

Inc.

N. Y. C.

Now

"THE

in preparation for season
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By John Paul Dagget
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Sam
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Sax, Pres.
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Budd Rogers, Vice
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York City
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Four Great February Dates
Sunday, Feb. 12

— Abraham Lincoln's Birthday

— St. Valentine's Day
22— Washington's Birthday

Tuesday, Feb. 14

Wednesday, Feb.

And Most Important OS

To You

All

SAT., FEB. 25
HOTEL ROOSEVELT

at

Madison Avenue at East 46th Street

"THE SECOND ANNUAL AND ELABORATE

OX.

r UN. r Rouc.

THE OUTSTANDING EVENT OF THE

ROXY^G^N^il

I

&D

1928 FILM SOCIAL

SHOW

TWO ORCHESTRAS-CONTINUOUS DANCING

ANCE

CALENDAR

WITH

75

FOX

GIRLS and BOYS
TIL

DAWN

NOW-HURRY
GET YOUR TICKETSAVAILABLE—
SO GET EM NOW!
ONLY LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS
.00

PER PERSON

$5 SUPPER
INCLUDES

TICKETS

NOW ON

SALE AT THE

FILMS EXCHANGE
NEW YORK345FOX
STREET
WEST
44th

Play Cblmnbte^l

ont and nestige
an't

ess
res^

do good
on poor
Stop

C
C

ing!

Join

ousands of

sat-

dtheatre-owners
3Jhave learned

Colum*
roduct is an
ment not an
laying

—

se!

'That
Certain Thing''

^M

Lady

with

Raffles"
with

Estelle
Directed by R.

WILLIAM NEILL

.».»

says:

—«

,

,. «_,*»

w^fcwwi

Holds spectator
'"[n tense suspense all the way through
'irst class. Can be shown anywhere."

i

skillfully ...

.

.

FRANK CAPRA

'That Certain Thing'
night at Forum Theatre to capacity house. Picture w^ent over like
a million dollars. Consider this best
comedy drama I have seen this year.
If this production does not play every
big first run theatre in the United
States then I don't know pictures. It's
a natural." — GusMetzGER, Qeneral
Manager Forum Theatre, Los Angeles,
last

\

—

Ralph Graves
Directed by

'"^REVIEWED

Taylor

Pete Harrison

VIOLA DANA

Calif.

;
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Coast Wire Service

FBO

BY WILLIAM LE BARON
There

will

be between 20 and 30

westerns on the FBO 1928-29 program, according to plans of William
These will star Bob
Le Baron.
Steele, Buzz Barton and Tom Tyler.
This supplements the previously announced program of four designed as
super specials, 26 Gold Bonds and

dog

six

pictures.

Conklin Back From Trip
With Chester Conklin back from a
in
Honolulu filming of
vacation
"Quick Lunch," W. C. Fields-Conkwill
soon start with
lin
vehicle,
Charles (Chuck) Reisner directing.
Cast for the film are Mary Alden,
Sally Blane and Guy Oliver.

Cliff

Henry King and Rod La
Rocque
have
been
named
members of the conciliation
committee of the Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences, succeeding Monte Blue and John
M. Stahl who have resigned.

own

his

right for Fox and will direct
Won't Yell," a Fox comedy.

Next
Production on Fred Thomson's latest for Paramount, "The Sunset LeStarts

gion," has been started.
It is a story
of the early mining days, an original

recting.

Davidson Making Another
Hank Mann, Harvey Clark and
Patsy O'Byrne have been signed by
Leo McCarey to support Max Davidson in his current Roach comedy.
last
comedy formerly
"Round by Round," has been
"Blow by Blow."

Davidson's
called
t.tlcd

Casting Department Is
Abolished by U. A.

Staff Complete
Paramcunt's writing staf? is operating at full strength once more following the return to Hollywood of
John F. Goodrich and Llovd Corrigan, both of whom liave been to

weeks.

h.ospitals for several

Denny Going
Denny

Reginald

to

Europe

leaving for a
vacation in Europe following completion of "Be Yourself."
His next
probably will be "The Man Disturber,"

an

original

is

by

Frederick

and

Fanny Halton.

Plannin'g Ten
S.

S.

Millarde, producer, anwill make ten

nounces that he

features in 1928. He has signed
Virginia Lee Corbin, Ruth Robnson, Lillian Woods and others.

a

story assisted by David Hampton.
In the cast are: Helen Foster,
Grant Withers, Virginia Roye, Tom

United Artists has
department.

abojished

its

Carr and Florence Turner.
Henry
Cronjager heads the camera force.

casting

Casting "Five and Ten Cent Annie"
Cast of "Five and Ten Cent Annie,"

at

the

Warner

studio,

is

now

Ford Signs

New Fox

Contract
X has s'gned a new long term
crntract with Director John Ford.

Considered as Cohen Teammate
Jack Oakie and Joseph E. Brown
arc being considered as a teammate
for Sammy Cohen, replacing the late

Griffith Starting Second Picture
W. Griffith soon is to start
production of "The Battle of the
Sexea," as his second picture under
his new United Artists contract. Lupe
Velez is expected to play the lead.
Gerrit J. Lloyd is preparing the script.

D.

Moran Cast

Polly

Polly Moran has been cast in support of Max Davidson in Roach's
next M-G-M comedy, as yet untitled.
Cast also includes Gene Morgan and

Dorothy Coburn.

Arch Heath

is

di-

Parufamet

yesterday.

will

sig

distril

"Excess Baggage" has been been
purchased as a starring vehicle for
William Haines.
The scenario is
being prepared by the author, John

Cast With Charley Chase
Richard and Edna Marian
have been cast in Charley Chase's
current comedy.
Fred Guiol is diViola

recting.

Vignola to Europe
Arvid Gilstrom leaves Tuesday for
a vacation in England.
Robert G.
\'ignola is also planning to take a
Gilstrom,

Loss Signed as Harris Aide
R. Beers Loss has been signed by
Columbia as assistant to Elmer Harris, scenario editor.

is

underi

be a desire of Alfred Hui
leader of the Nationalist pal

powerful newspaper
and owner of the Ufa, to
litical),

company from American

ini

Ufa's latest balance sheet slio?
depreciation
of
55,000,000
($13,750,000) over its previoui
ment.
Dividends have been
i

right along and the company
in a highly involved financial
tion.

Ufa's Action Pending Sim

Tri-Cornered Confrb in Oi
As far back as Aug. 14, 1927v
declared thai, f
negotiations conducted in

York by Ludwig Klitsch. mar
Ufa and Paranioiiii

director of

M-G-M

olificials,

LIfa

distributi

,

Germany would be

divorced 11
Parufamet.
Publication of the}
port was vigorously denied b^
In its issue of Nov. 7, 1927. tlii;
lication reported

"The

report

from

persists

that

I

Berlin:
Ufa will f|Ii

its
(listrilnition in
Gertnany. thus «
Tfi
ing from Parufamet's activities.
ever, will retain a 50 per cent
Parufamet, hut the amount of pi;

I

ii

Paramount and
ters has
cent.."

been

MC-M

reduced

product

from

$9,000,000 HELD

in

50

to'

INVI

European vacation.

IN

Enders on Coast
F.

sh

Cast in Negri Film
Warner Baxter has been cast opposite Pola Negri in "Three Sinners."

new alignment

the

ing

"Abe" Assignment for Thelma Todd
Thelma Todd has been cast in
"Abie's Irish Rose."

man, well known German
has been sitting in on the
pects of the new agreement

FILM DAILY

recting.

Schader's Plans
First Nat'l Buys "Water Front"
First National has purchased "Wa
Freddie Schader, who has resigned
ter Front" for Dorothy Mackaill and as Hollywood representative of "PhoJack Mulhall. The story is by Gcr toplay," is planning to join a national
trudc Orr and Will Chappel.
producing organization, it is reported.
"Excess Baggage" for Haines

McGowan.
Paramount Writing

making

c

scheduled to have been

tract

at

the

Edna Murphy
Ted McNamara.

by Frank M. Clifton.

plays opposite Thomson.
Lloyd Ingraham and Alfred L. Werker are di-

is

Berlin (By Radio)— Ufa wilUdraw its distribution from Par
met under the terms of a new

only American pictures in Gernii;
Metropolitan designed as
probably confining its activities.
a roadshow production and to be disParamount and Metro releases.,
tributed on a direct-to-consumer plan,
will handle its own and other
with 12 companies to be started out
pean films, including Frencj
under direction of Willis Kent. The
British.
company will seek to prove the feasiContract conferences have
bility of operating without an exa successful conclusion.
Dr
change system. Norton Parker wrote

l'"i

Thomson

Broughton Prod,

picture

assembled.
Roy Del Ruth is directing Louise Fazenda and Clyde Cook
as co-stars, and players selected for
their support include William DemJasper Blystone to Direct
arcst, Gertrude Astor, Tom Ricketts
Jasper Blystone, former assistant and Douglas Gerrard.
The story is
director to his brother, J. G. Bly- the work of Leon Zurade with adapstone, has been made a director in tation hv Charles Condon.

"Daisies

Ifo

Direct-to-Consumer Plan
Sponsored by Broughton

On Committee

OW

UFA TO TAKE BACK

20 Westerns Planned by
NUMBER NOW BEING SET

l^fl

)

FBO

A. Enders, head of
is visiting the studios.

FOX DEAL WITH

(Brit-

Minneapolis

by Fox

trol

f.

— Acquisition

of the

of

Northwest

T

San Francisco
fFinkelstein & Ru
ter Circuit
Raymond Cannon, Paramount scen- involve $9,000,000, it is reportei
The
Amusements."
arist, is in San Francisco acquiring "Greater
$9,00
is
to
get
firm,
it
is
stated,
for
local color and looking
location

Cannon

for a Clara

in

Bow

for

vehicle.

its

holdings: $2,000,000 of «

goes to William Hamm, and $1,
000 each to M. L. Finkelstein at
Sargent Titling Grey Film
Ruben. The balance, it is st
(jeorge Sargent is titling and edit- H.
goes to Hamm to meet the f
ing "The Cruise of the Fisherman,"
Zane Grey's personally produced indebtedness.
South Sea picture, which is to be
Jack Lustberg Forms Empu

Adapting "Companionate Marriage"
Raymond
Schrock
will
adapt
"Companionate
Marriage,"
which
will be
produced by Tiffany-Stahl
released as
from Judge Ben Lindsay's novel.

six

two

reelcrs.

Empire

Young Working on M-G-M
Waldemar Young is putting

the

touches on a script at

M-

"Crooks Can't Win" Completed
Production on "Crooks Can't Win"
has been completed at FBO studios.
George M. .Arthur directed, with star
cast
including, Joseph
E. Brown,
Ralph Lewis, Thelma Hill, and Gene

G-M. which Jack Conway is to direct.
The story is an adaptation of
Peter B. Kyne's novel "The Ar-

Strong.

gonauts of

finishing

Pictures,

located

Seventh Ave.. New York,
Script
formed with Jack Lustberg

'49."

at

has
as

1

dent.
Salt Lake House
E. Clissold has
Photoplay at Salt Lake tc
Sells

Denver— H.
the

D.

and Blanche Harrison.

%
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Sentiment Favors

"Rocky Gourse"
Exhibitor Go-op.
As Gommittee

Text of German Import Ruling

(Continued from Page

German import
drawn by the Reichs
Commissioner for Export and Import Permits and translated by the
office of German Consulate in Nexv
Official text of the

as

York:
To

adjust

importation

the

of

develop&l

motion picture films, I determine for the
kontingent period 1928-29, viz. the period
from Jan. 1, 1928 to June 30, 1929, the
following:

—

Features
I
kontingent period 1928-29 a
maximum of 260 qualified permits will be
issued for foreign feature films to be cenThe issuance of these qualified persored.
During

the

mits will take place in a manner whereby
170 qualified permits are issued to Gerrtian
distributing organizations actually operating
their
own distributing corporations during
the Kontingent period 1928-29, while the remaining 90 permits will be held for special
disposition of the Commissioner of the Reich.
Of the 170 qualified permits to be issued,
half the amount will be given out during
the year 1928, and the remaining half will
be issued after Jan. 1st. 1929.
The apportioning of these 170 qualified
organizations
distributing
permits
to
the
qualified to receive them will take place in a
manner whereljy each firm that brought out
German censored feature films in 1926-27
entitled to compensation correspondingly.
is
Corporations which only distributed one German feature film entitled to compensation in
1926-27 will not be considered.
permits will
Distribution of the special
only take place when the 170 qualified permits have been distributed among the German
distributing organizations, in accordance with
the regulations, and not before April 1, 1928.
No distribution will be made in advance.
Claims for qualified permits and the qualified permits themselves are not transferable;
the feature films censored thereby can only
be distributed in the individual organization
of the authorized distributing company.
The distribution and authorization of qualified permits for district distributing companies applies in the same manner as that for
corporations distributing throughout Germany.
The applications of the district distributors
nuiy
assembled.
be
For five applications
granted, a complete permit for the whole
territory of
Germany can be applied for.
The censored foreign feature films granted
thereby must be distributed by the district
(state)
distributors.
District
distributors
who distribute within each year but one
German feature film entitled to compensation in their district will not be considered.
'

II

— Comedies

Qualified permits can be acquired for foreign comedies and grotesques of a length
not exceeding 500 meters, also newsreels and
advertising films, without showing kontingent

1928.
These feature films must
registered with the Reichs Commissioner
Dec. 31, 1927 latest.
.lOth,

be

by

German feature films which, without being
mentioned in the current year's fall programs,
are in work but could not be completed be
fore Dec. 31, 1927 are also entitled to compensation rights during the year 1928 as
Icng as the studio work has been seriously
commenced before Dec. 31, 1927 latest and
completed without interruption.
These feature films must also be registered with the
Reichs Commissioner by Dec. 31, 1927 latest.
In regartl to these feature films, the period
for distribution and availability of the qualified permits is that of March 31, 1928.
The

(ierman feature
subject to compensation

recognized as
accordance witii

films
in

these regulations for period of transition will
be considereil for the kontingent jieriod o1
1928-29.

RKICUS COMMISSIONER FOR
K.XPORT

AND IMPORT
PERMITS

Business Office
(Signed) Dr. F-andwelir

Ill— Scientific,

Educ'l

IV— Regulations

for

oil

a co-operative basis, as a means
safeguard the independent pro-

ing

is

period of transition, the
more particularly set forth:
the

—

The

compensation rights of all German
films censored
in
the year
1927 must be
taken up before March .''l. 1928.
Therefore,
up to this period at the latest, application for
((ualified permits must lie made to the Reich'.

Commissioner

for

the

foreign

films

to

be

to a seventh

entitled

arbitra
;j

year.

sufficient

If

exhibitor

senti-

article

that

arbitration

this

ment favors the proposal, formation on has been impartially
of the company will be undertaken was stated.
soon, Saxe has promised.

is

baj

arbitrated

i:

Distributors Leave for

K-A and

Get 4
Terre Haute Houses

New

Allies

{Continued from Page

1)

Chicago

Sessi(

{Continued from Page

1)

hull,

M.P.T.O.A. president and

man

of unaffiliated exhibitors

\vr

from Western Indiana Theaters Corp. member of the party. Phil Reisr
Control is to be taken over Sunday, committee member, was unable,
wilh Al Irwin as general manager of leave due to the Pathe reorgani
Executives to Open the local houses.
tion, but is expected to leave wi
The four-cornered combination now the next few days.
International Meet Today
has houses at Cincinnati, Dayton,
iCoiitinueJ from page 1)
Averts Probable Panic
Indianapolis
Columbus, Louisville,
New York. Schedule for the first and Grand Rapids. A number of
Montreal^-Coolheadedness of,:
day includes addresses of welcome changes are planned here, with the operator of the Alexandra, ave
by Nicholas M. Schenck, Arthur Indiana to drop its two-a-day policy probable panic in a film fire at
Loew, several of the sales executives and offer a combination grind. Acts Alexandra.
The operator kept
Will II.
and reports of delegates.
are to be booked through the K-A door of his booth closed, fighting
Hays, who was to have given an office in New York. The Indiana is flames until firemen arrived, soji
address today, was unable to return the largest theater here and one of the audience was unaware of
from California, but may be present the leading houses of the state.
blaze.

M-G-M

at

a

later -session.

Delegates

attending

include:

Australia; Benjamin
Fineberg, Brazil; George Forman,
Chile; P. M. Gonzalez, Porto Rico;
George Fatt, Guatemala; N. Nielsen,

David Lake,

Denmark

Allen Byre, France; P. N.
Brinch, Germany; J. C. Squier, England; F. L. D. Strengholt, Holland;
Letsch, Belgium; F. Curioni.
J.
J.
Italy; David Lewis, Portugal; Raou!
LeMat, Sweden; Louis Goldstein.
Cuba; A. L. Kalb, Mexico, and H.
Gunderloch, France.
'^

A GREAT BOOK
OF REFERENCE
1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

of
follow-

is

j

A GUIDING SIGN
To Those WKo

Transition
For

it

on any of the points asked for
not conceded by distributors.
ducer and unaffiliated exhibitor.
Under no circumstances will
The plan, recently was announced
by Sam Sax_, president of Gotham organization concede the right of n
and Lumas, who now is on the Coast ing up its privilege of trial by
lining up production for the coming by agreeing to arbitration unless
to

Films

Period

fll

1)

Detroit, Chicago

privilege.

Qualified permits for the censorship
of
foreign scientific and educational films for
the kontingent period 1928-29 will only be
granted if the distributing corporation applying for such permits can prove by showing
of contracts or other documentary evidence
compensation in a manner whereby for every
foreign scientific and educational i^lm
for
which a qualified permit is required two
(ierraan
scientific
or
educational films of
the same length, newly produced, censored during the kontingent period and not previously
distributed are being distributed by them.

MeeJ

and Cleveland, reconvening of the sessions today
and next will visit Kansas City and Chicago.
The
communication
St. Louis, proceeding to Coast cities,
expres
before returning East. In territories thanks to and confidence in memb
visited, Rogers has found sentiment of the committee, in their "ardui
favoring a combination of exhibitors task" and states the T.O.C.C. belie!
falo,

relations

Seer)

{Continued from Page

1)

IS,

FREE
TO

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

The Hollywood Plaza

Appreciate Fine Hotels
is

hotel

headquarters

in

Holly-

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
central]}' located for either pleasure, business or shopping
in Los Angeles.
Every room is a parlor during the day time a luxurious"
sleeping quarter at night.
In-a-Door Beds make this pos-

—

sible.

Strange

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertainare but a step away from the door of this famous
hostelry.

ment

Write or wire us
hotel
California.
this

now

as

for reservations in advance.

your headquarters while

in

Appoint
Southern

censored.

German

feature films appearing in this
year's, during the fall of 1927, published distribution programs of the distributing organizations and mentioned by name, but not
wholly completed, according to previous methods, can also obtain compensation availaljility
during the year 1928 in so far as preparatory work has been started up to December
31st,
1927, and the censoring of German
feature films and use of the qualified permits
entitled thereby are taken up before April

COVERS

EVERYTHING

The

GOES

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTELl

EVERYWHERE

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

\^^

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

t

Thursday, February

No. 40
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HOPE SEEN FOR

\

CUTS THIS YEAR

May

Block
Reduction

\

Bureau,

of

WITH

— Possibilities

tax
of
including exempto $1, are diidniissions
i;r
daily as treasury officials
iblican leaders in Congress
the business situation and
ed for heavy appropriations
relief and other purposes
igton

this year,

smciisE

w

BUIER

PimOMCE wim
—

Syracuse, N. Y.
Keen competition
seen looming here by Chester B.
Bahn, picture editor of "The Syracuse Herald," who in a detailed surles which probably cannot
vey of the local theater situation
ime.
points out that with opening of
treasury it is feared that Loew's State scheduled for March
tax returns, to be filed by there will be 11 theaters on theater
will not show the rev- row with total seating capacity of
5,
At the about 18,462.
i^inally anticipated.
As Syracuse has a
is pointed out that the tax
population of 200,000, and the weekly
Page
Continued on
3)
capacity of the 11 houses is over 500,000, Bahn believes some houses will
suffer in the battle for patronage
which is bound to develop.
The survey does not include two
small houses in the downtown district, and neighborhood houses. Three
iIports
more suburbans are planned to be
(

4

PLAN CO-OP.
BUYING POWER

$3,000,000

mw

Any

THE FILM DAILY

Price 5 Cents
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N. Y. INDEPENDENTS

ency Appropriations

r

16,

is

What New Co - op.
Plans to Handle
Purchase of film.
Standard contracts.
Regulation of building
construction.
Legislation

and

— Federal,

and

plies.

and

in

policies,

operation

and

standardization of practices and
operations.

Employment

and

labor

policies.

embrac-

today are scheduled to
join in formation of M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n., Inc., theater owners' co-

operative being organized by Aaron
Contracts are drawn and
Sapiro.
ready for signing today.
The new co-operative is designed to
I.Mirchase product for theaters represented in its membership, in an effort
to secure "more equitable allocation
of product," and to serve as a clearing house for the multitudinous prob-

lems of Greater

Heads

delegates

sales jump

circuits,

ing ISO unaffiliated theaters which arc
declared to pay over $3,000,000 yearly
in film rentals,

state

local.

Co-ordination

New York

Eleven

Co-operative purchase of sup-

practice

Sapiro to be Head of New
Combine with Papers to
be Signed Today

invited

EOUR FOX SPECIALS

of

in

as

New York
of

six

the

chains.

11

circuits

organizing group

the

have been ready to sign the agree-

ment and meet Sapiro's stipulations.
The other five have been conferring

with their own corporate board of
built for the South End.
These are
and are expected to be ready
directors
company's
the
of
ition
a 2,500-seat house to cost $450,000 on
It appeared
to close the deal today.
making rapid South Salina St., a $475,000 theater
is
abroad
night
that
the inprobable
last
very
caused
will
playing
Four
specials
be
handicap
Fox
lespite the
seating 1,600 at 2606-16 South Sacircuits interested in the
iContinued on Page 3)
c
the big street in a few weeks. "Mother dependent
of theater operation and
Machree" is slated for a run at $2 formation of the organization are in
aijion to progress commensurOne of the requirements
"The Street accord. (Continued
on
Broadway.
fleign sales managers of the Hays Satisfied with Coast
top
on Page 8)
Angel" opens at the Globe on March
stated yesterday in reports
N.Y.
for
Conditions,
Leaves
5.
By that time, "Four Sons" which
the company's first internato Organize
Will H. Hays now is en route to opened at the Gaiety MQnday night Efforts
di Ingress. With speedier prog•" xhibition in the offing, conNew York from Hollywood. He has will be rounding out first stages of
Chicago
B.
O. Employes
(Continued on Page 3)
crease of sales may be ex- completed his semi-annual inspection
Efforts
are being made
Chicago
[Contiitued on Page 3)
at the studios, and recently announced
to organize the box office employes
himself as well satisfied with producFulton Starts Expansion; of film and legitimate theaters into
tion activities.
union, but so far the organizers
sijan Departure Still
Machine ahave
Handling
not met with much success.
by Pathe Affairs
Milwaukee Under management of Back stage they are 100 per cent
General Manager of
P. A. Rogers, a branch office has union but out in front and among
of the Pathe reorganizaMacfadden Film Interests been
opened here by E. E. Fulton the ushers, very little progress has
departure for
e precluded
Martin J. Starr, who has been as
Co., as a step in its expansion pro- been made to put over an organiof Phil Reisman, member
istributor contract commit- sociatcd with the Macfadden Publica- gram which is expected to result in zation.

ON BROADWAY SOON

'

1

Made

—

German

Made

resenting distributors at the
E
are: Felix Feist, Ned

tions since the firm entered the picture field, has been named general
manager of the firm's picture interests.
This follows his deal for production and distribution by
of
two True Story pictures next year.

md
.eijian

ijiiJrk

lis

Wheth

R. H. Cochrane.

leave
the
appears problematical

be

will

before

ijoi^H least,

th

.5le

to

end

of

Winkler Contract
Three Years

has completed arrangeth Charles B. Mintz, presiinkler Prod., for an addiec years' supply of the OsLucky Rabbit cartoon comhe contract provides for 26
a year, which is similar

IV sal

If

1

xisting

FBO

nation.
The
with a number of foremost cijcuits, is said to
have acquired American rights to a
(Continued on Page 3)
offices

in

keys of the

which

firm,

is

affiliated

Moses Going to Coast as

'^•.ditional

I

—

Up

arrangement.

Simon

in

N. Y. With First

New

Paramount Story Head

Vivian Moses, who for eight years
Milton Simon, president of Raleigh headed the advertising and publicity
Pictures, has returned to New York department for Fox, leaves Saturday
from the Coast with print of his first for the Coast where he will become
department for
release, "Into The Night" cast of head of the story
He succeeds Fanny
which includes Agnes Ayres, Corliss Paramount.
Palmer, Forrest Stanley, Allan Sears, Franks. Moses has an optional conRhody Hathaway, Robert Russell, tract which runs for two or three

Picture of

Tom Lingham

Series

and Arthur Thalasso. years.

Appeals

to

—

12,000

Literature adMinneapolis
vocating support for the Brookhart bill has been sent out to
12,000 theater owners, accord-

ing to W. A. Steffes, Northwest
unit president. In addition, an
intensive campaign is under
way in this territory involving
the use of posters, slides, minute speakers and circulation of
petitions.

'

fjg^
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—
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Financial
The tendency among

in

yester-

market was generally downward, Paracommon was the most active stock,
4,700 shares being marketed.
day's

mount

High Low Close

Sales

39^

100

Vtc
39^
Am.
Pfd
*Balaban & Katz
*Bal. & Katz Vtc
tCon Film. Ind... 19

Am.

Seat.
Seat.

39K

48
73J4
19
23/8
166
129J^

tCon. Film. Ind. Pfd. 23J4
Eastman Kodak .166 "4
*East. Kodak Pfd.
*tFilm Inspection..
4%
First Nat'l Pfd..
106
Fox Film "A".
795^
79.5/8
8054
tFox Theaters^ "A' 19'4 1954 19/2
*Intern'l
10
Prefect..
100
ttKeiths 6s 46
l66'
100
Loew's, Inc.
62
61^ 6134
ttLoew's, 6s 41ww.l07^ 107?4 1075^
ttLoew's,6s41x-war.l0lyi 101"^ 101^
M-G-M Pfd
25J4
*M. P. Cap. Corp
ly^.
Pathe Exchange...
4
3}4
iVi
Pathe Exch. "A".. 15
14^
14}^
ttPathe Exch. 7s37 69
69
69
Paramount F-L ..1165^ IIS^^ 116
.

.

.

.

.

.

'

Paramount Pfd

1,000
1,500

200

1,100
1,000
'"
i

2,000
1
1

3

4,700

121 J4
1

Units

28

Skouras
Stan.

..

Bros

Co.

Am.

of

.

6/

fUniv.
Univ.

5/

40

38

48/

48/

*tTrans-Lux Pict

United
United

26

Art.
... 15
Art. Pfd. 85
Pictures

W

'

expert

fellow, is to head Paramounl's
story department.
Viv always had
a yen to get in production, and with
his demonstrated ability in the story
line, big things may be expected of
Viv on the Coast.

Quebec Measure Would

48/
33/

16M
27

23/
97M

10

1654
27

600
2,900

•Bid and Asked (Over

tCurb Market

ttBond Market

Counter)

the

pers.

years.

legislature will also act soon
on the proposal for legislation to prohibit admission of all children under
the age of 16 from theaters, whether
or not accompanied by adults.

Over $2,000,000 Stock Issue
in London Theater Deal
and debentures

to-

being
is
$2,000,000
on behalf of United Pictures
Theaters, Ltd., which plans to acquire
nine London theaters with an aggreL
gate seating capacity of 18,875.
W. Schlesinger, is chairman of the
board. He now is in America, where
he has acquired control of Phonofilm and is mapping plans for British theater and production deals. Albert Clavering is managing director.

New

Boston

Boston Firm

— Warren

Amusement

Co.,

with capital of $50,000, has organized
to take over the Warren theater in
Incorporathe Roxybury district.
tors are Edward Ansin, Morris Weiner
and Annabelle Korkian.
The
Warren formerly was operated by
R & S Amusement Co.

of the Royal
Theater Co. have been elected as follows: president, L. M. Rubens; vice
president, Albert Felman; secretary,

111.— Officers

Joliet,

M.

J.

Large
or
small
stage,
very well
equiped with lights, scenery and props.
Reasonable Rent.

Vitagraph Studios
Locust Ave., Brooklyn
Navarre 4800

It

to be

—

Poster Exchange Plans Branch
is

Mile

continuing.
The Miles cut a •
sions following reduction atttelj
and added another cut to the
level, with another threatened sP
the State again reduce.
The
has pictures and Loew vaud
while the Miles books films and
II

K

tages' time.

Town

Permittc

Closed for 70 Y

El Paso,

111.

— Sunday

shows

are permitted here, after 70 ye
the "Sour" Sabbath."
Promi
clean pictures, which will not
flict with church activities, by C
Mickels of the Grand Opera I
led to the council's action in re
ing the ban.

i

—

presented a gold pass to
Universal theaters to his friend and
former business rival.

president

Moe
Thomas B.

secretary,
urer,

ing

secretary.
Ferris.

'

Grassgreen;
Spry; correi'

,

Miss

Marth;'

Joe Murphy, the Andy of the
Gutnp comedies distributed by Universal, showed his box office power,

Scheuer Leaving Paramoi
Lewis M. Scheuer who has
when he dreiv 2,500 persons at a member of the Paramount kf
matinee at the 2,000-seat Rivoli partment for three years, will
his connection with the organ
Newark, N. J.
Mar. 1.
It was with a sigh of genuine rethat the industry learned injuries
by Bebe Daniels are not seMiss Daniels' popularity is
general, and the screen needs stars of
lief

sufifered
rious.

her ability and drawing power.

Racine Showman Killed
Milwaukee, Wis. Charles W. Mc-

—

Kevett, 25, secretary-treasurer of the
killed in an
automobile accident north of Milwaukee when his car left the road.
McKevett's parents, who were with
him, were only slightly injured.

!,

A

Million Feet

c

Everything
FILM LIBRARY

SCENl

Stone Film Library
Room
220 W. 42nd St.

Phone Wisconsin

0248

Orpheum, Racine, was

Alexander Back from Trip

Max

Alexander, eastern sales representative of the Stern Film Corporation, has just returned to New

York from

his

first

sales

trip.

AMALGAMATED

DON'T BE

WITHOUT

I

n

i

1000 H

Exhibitor's Poster Ex-

Filmii
subscfW^^i

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

COV!^

planning a branch at Des

Moines.

Hampton Plans Cuban Vacation
Hope Hampton has sailed for a
month's stay at Havana, accompanied
by her husband, Jules Brulatour, and
Walter and Mrs. Vince*'*

FRll

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

operation.

change

tactic

Cloth K

—

—

slashing

1

Dunn Convalescing

dicitis

— Price

McConville Heads N. E. Bo
Boston
New officers of
Carl
L a e m m e "remembered" England Film Board are: pre:
Thomas A. Kdison on the inventor's Joseph A. McConville; vice
eighty-first birthday.
The Universal dents, R. C. Cropper and
J. L.

Rubens.

Pittsburgh Harold
Dunn, manager of the Warner exchange, is reManager ported convalescing from an appen-

Studio For Rent

Tel.

— Stock

over

talling
floated

Omaha

1400

providing for

Detroit

1|

tween Kunsky and C. H.

Sunday Shows
was

regulation of billboards, through the
placing of control under jurisdiction
of municipalities with power to order
their abolition, has been introduced
in the legislature. It is intimated that
a number of communities intend to
abolish billboards on the grounds
The move
that they are unsightly.
is receiving the support of newspa-

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

Levy New D. M. Pathe
Des Moines Arthur Levy is new
manager of the Pathe exchange here.

and all-around regu-

expected that the contract betiveen Winkler and Universal
would be renewed, for the Oswald
the Lucky Rabbit, cartoons, have
proved one of the best sellers of the
"U" short subject program. Charley
Mintz's organization has been delivering and how, and Universal is
lucky to be assured these popular
cartoons for an additional three

NOTE:

—

— Legislation

Royal Company Elects

•Last Prices Quoted

in his line

lar

Regulate Billboards

Quebec

80

Pfd.. 97J4

Pict.

tWarner Bros. ... 17/
Warner Bros. "A". 285^

....

many

friends will welcome the
news that Viv Moses, who in
his eight years as head of the Fox
advertising and publicity departments
built up an enviable reputation as an

16/ ft

CONli

PRICE CUTTING

BETWEEN DETROIT

is

2,200
1,400

ttPar.Bway.5y5s51.101'4 101!4 101/
"A"
26
24/

**Roxy C^ommon

obtained, while Fox
declared negotiating for a site
across the river in Windsor, Ont.,
where a house seating around 4,000
would be built.

DALY

the site can be

London

**Roxy

*Roxy

proposed theater

stirring interest here.
Keith-Albee is said to be considering
erection of a 5,000 seater as soon as

67M
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BLIND AND BLOCK

BAN

IS

Exhibitors

MEAN DOUAOS FOR SHOWMEN

DAILY TIPS vnoCU

ING

o

BRANDT FINDS EXHIBITORS
FAVORING INDEPENDENTS

OUTLINED

Daily ReminOer

"Her Wild Oat"
(First Nat'l

the second of a series of
There is in Hollywood an old swayurveying the British film
nag, a film "actor" who has
backed
prepared by the M. P. Seconly to appear on the screen to get
e Dept. of Commerce, from
The horse has been seen
Assistant Trade Commis- a laugh.
in many a feature picture.
Arranged
Grant Isaacs, London.
to use this horse as a ballyhoo "artbriefly
has
itish films act
ist."
Hitched to a "skeletonized"
cts
to prevent blind bookthe horse was driven about
event block booking and to buggy,
and got a laugh from every passerle showing of a fixed and
People invariably waited for the
increasing proportion of by.
horse
and buggy to pass so they could
ictures on the screens of
The act deals with read the banner advertising "Her
itain.
Wild Oat" which was tacked to the
king as follows:
back of the seat and to the rear axle.
up a system of registration,
Milt Arthur, Figeroa, Los Angeles.
administered by the

—

—

be

to

and starting Jan. 1,
"Les Miserables"
libited anyone from entering
(Universal)
anjigrecment to rent any new
re iless it has been registered,
For two hours around noon when
do not apply to pictures which the factories were at recess and when
'^"'1 shown
(either to the trade the greatest number of people were

Breakdown of exhibitor apathy toward independent product, providing
in measures up from the standpoint
is reported by Joe Brandt,
says Columbia is writing more
business this year than ever before

of quality,

who
in

Prepare

history.

its

The company, which

hit

its

spe-

numbers
for Washingcial

stride

year in a sensational rise to prominence, is convinced it is on the right
track, and will continue under the
This is
policy outlined by Brandt.

last

ton*s Birthday

due to the fact that exhibitors are
ready to "say it with playdates" so
far as the independent is coacerned,
provided he can "deliver the goods."

trade,

before start of the act.
ire cannot be registered unbeen trade shown, this preid booking.

blic)

deals with block booking by proIxioking of any picture for more
ed period in advance of the date
ing agreement.
The period is a
.il.yilecreasing one, viz:

aeements

r

made before
12

3<^, 1928
r

MMments made

Tctl,

1928,

made

months

provision, coupled with
booking, will be that the
able to dispose of picare actually made and available
and he will not be able to book
this

exhibitor in numbers which will
date on the list go beyond
specified in the act.
In this way
ng will be prevented and block
luced to "reasonable properties."
last

Hope Seen For
Tl X Cuts This Year
1)

$65,000,000 more than
by the treasury, and
opriations this year will be
ally heavy,
Stl
greater danger, however,
Republican point of view,
ill
the threat of the Demoattach a tariff provision to
f
it
ever gets on the floor
nate.
Such a provision, it
d, might be forced through,
action would result in the
the measure by the Presit
is
this,
the Democrats
vhich will keep the bill in
for

set

until

next

l,s.

oolidge in

lino

t

'as

session.

Favor

of

Tax

ngton

— Pres.

Coolidge wants

ex cts tax reduction at the preson of Congress.
He is said
'ee' :hat
Congress should follow
tl

classic

this

on either side of

—

Waterbury, Conn.

(M-G-M)

A

shadow box was made up to
contain a one-sheet mat set off by

treasury's

The struggle, of
innovations.
course, is not one for interests with
small financial resources. They cannot long withstand the double attack
from lowered receipts and increased
expenditures."

pected,

The word "Love" was

is

red letters
which appeared to be in flame due
to shadow effects from an electric
fan blowing streamers. Another light
was used to illuminate the stars'
names. This was on a flasher button
which added considerably to its apEarl,
Imperial,
pearance. T.
R.
Asheville, N. C.
in

—

M-G-M

(First

Nat'l)

Report Sales Jump
(Continued from Page 1)
Arthur
they stated.

single-column teaser ads a
advance.
Even in the pubstories, which began to appear

licity

in

on the same day, romance and love
theme were stressed as much as possible.
At the request of picture
editors two long feature articles were
prepared on the history of the tanks,
and a description of the making of
Advantage was
the battle scenes.
of the fact that the Wampas
had elected Molly O'Day one of its
baby stars for 1928, and several
stories
on her were published.
Metropolitan, Washington, D. C.

Rowland Leaves

for Coast

Richard A. Rowland, general and
production manager and his assistant,
Ralph D. Poucher, of First National,
left yesterday for the Coast.

Four Fox Specials
on Broadway Soon
(Continued from Page

1)

run while at the Times Square,
"Sunrise" continues.
The pictures will have special preIn this
release runs in key cities.
connection, it is reported a deal has
been made with the Shuberts for theits

aters.

Fulton Starts Expansion;
German

projector.

1)

The machine,

it

mantjfactured in
this country under supervision of Geris

stated,

will

be

Loew man engineers, and will retail for a
chairman of the meetings.
price equivalent to that of the PowThe delegates were welcomed by ers, Simplex and Motiograph.

M. Schenck, president of
the company, and by Gov. Carl E.
Milliken. representing Will H. Hays.
David Bernstein of Loew's, Howard
Dietz, W. F. Rogers, and William
Orr of M-G-M, were among home
office executives who addressed the
Nicholas

Billionth of Second Photo
Tested in Experiments

New

Haven,

Conn.--Photographs

man, Chile;

with exposures of a billionth of a
second Ire claipied possible with a
camera being developed at the Sloane
Physics Laboratory.
A revolving disc has been devised
which attains a speed of 360,000 revolutions per minute, said to be the
greatest velocity ever attained. This
disc is being used to study extreme-

F.

ly

delegates who made reAllen M. Byre. France;
P. M. Brinch, Central Europe: F.
LeMat,
Raoul
Italy;
Currioni,

Foreign

ports

are:

Love interest rather than war anwas emphasized in the advertis- Sweden;
J. C. -Squier, England; Bening which was begun with a series of jamin Fineberg, Brazil; George For-

week

';!|.:::

(Continued from Page

gle

50-line

1928

Handling German Machine

Delegates

conference.

"The Patent Leather Kid"

recommendations

Proposed tax cut.
[e< es not feel, it is claimed, that
reduction program has been
bar ied
by
the
delay
until

Local manageotherwise.
have already started to enprogram additions
trench, witness

ments

a black border with a small platform
The box itself was
at the bottom.
entirely black and small torch lamps
appeared on either side. In the place
for the mat was a cardboard piece
with the letters of the stars and title
cut-out and backed by colored paper.

16,

a $125,000 theater

or

fatal

Thursday, Feb.

1)

on the
street near Warner Ave.
"It is certain that none of the established theaters intend to sit idly
by and sufifer a loss of business,"
Bahn states, "whether that loss be

and

and

ons at Present Session
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY taken

se;

the

Hugo

piirpose and the huge signs
it
created quite a
sensation.
M. Leggerio, Rialto,

for

(Continued from Page
lina St.,

was used same

during its run.
Never before in
VVaterbury had a street car been used

months

at blind
will be

e

car

months

after

Page

trolley

"Love"
6

ontinued from

a

to broadside the Victor

1,

.

of

streets,

betvreen

and Oct.

9

cements
1930

on

Syracuse Seen Facing
Bitter Patronage War

Letsch, Belgium,
J.
J.
L. D. Strengholt, Holland.

short

flashes

of

light.

WANTED
First class

cartocn comedy animator. For inter-

view write
all

letter stating experience, salary

other informiation.

WINKLER PICTURES
New York
220 West 42nd

Street

and

R
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Big Business ?
The Only Reas€
li

I

For Return Dati
— 10

PHILADELPHL^
Top! Now Playing
Fox Market

Solid

Weeks

at

a Record Return D

St!

TACOMA—Broke

All Records in Ta
Immediate Return

Booked for an
Watch for New Records!

RICHMOND — Extended
Then Booked

for

Ruii

Return Date!

Extended!
Richmond's

Record Wrecker!

—

PORTLAND

KANSAS CITY
Capacity!

SEATTLE

—

4 Solid

Booked Again

—Six Weeks

Weeks

for 2

of

Weeks

ting Set for a Record Return Date!

One Week
Broke Records in Its Sixth Week! I
for Another Extended Run!

WASHINGTON— Congress

NORTH, SOUTH, EAST,

O.IWeek In, Week Out!
Six Solid Weeks! John Hamrick Now Get-

Cheer

S. R.

Took a Day Off

*'The Jazz Singer"!
StanleyCrandall Co. Booked a Return Date!

to

Broken

for

in a

WEST—

Extended Runs!

And

Dates!

JhrillinqtheWoridlWre

"

I

i

RETURN DATE F

ig

Records Regularigf

THE

s^mk

DAILV

Thursday, February

Coast Wire Service-

Six in

Work Soon

RETURNOrZANUCKTOBE

WE

Roach Aide Dies
Mollie

EOR

NEW

ACTIVITY

at

Uphold Norman *Blue' h
Students Aid Exhibit

—

Warners
A Little

Thompson, casting
the Hal Roach stu-

from nLots ff

director at
dios, died after a brief illness.

By

Production work is to start with
a rush at the Warner studios, following the temporary shutdown, upon return of Darryl Zanuck, who now
is en route from New York, slated to
arrive on Sunday.
But one company

RALPH WILK

into

Hollywood
names puzzled
Resume MIDDLE
Burr t'other day. They

Wallace Beery to
Work in Character Roles

swing Raymond

action.

William Koenig, production manager,

is

making preparations

for re-

devoting considerable time to preparations for
"Noah's Ark," which Michael Cur-

sumption of

activity,

Charley

He

to appear
in "Beggars of Life" after the comedy is finished.

Hatton.

is

will direct.

"Give and Take"
Charles Hill Maives has been cast
"Give and Take."

in

I

the

law banning Sunday shr
upheld in the District Co
when Judge Tom Pace denied
plication of H. N. Britten, Norr
cal "blue"

was

exhibitor, for a writ of habeas corj
Britten, who has been in the cust
of officers since his arrest iatej
January, will take the case to \f
Criminal Court of Appeals, hisjl
torney says, unless the appeal fc
hearing in the District CourtK
t
granted.
The students of the Universitife
Oklahoma have entered the w
aligning themselves with Britten

"Vamping Venus" Planned as
"Vamping Venus" planned

Special

lease by First National as a
special with Charlie Murray,

comedy

for re-

Mayor's Censorship Pla
Hit by Civic Lead

—

b;

join the Hollywood baseball club in
the spring.
Bob, like every good

Withdraws

in

of

Chicago
Clubwomen and
donors of the gift. The names leaders here object to the ma),
belong to members of the unit pro- plan to create a new censor
ducing "Chinatown Charlie," star- under the mayor. Censorship no
ring Johnny Hines.
administered by the police de
*
*
*
ment.
Our old friend, Boh Roth, will

Walsh May

Maives

— Validity

the

Louise hitter, likes his base hits, back in
Fazenda. Thelma Todd. Russ Powell, 1913 intervieived iis daily regardBoy" Williams, "Spec" O'Don- ing the number of hits we credited
Direct Gloria "Big
nell and other players, is being pro- him.
It was in the "good, old days"
as Fred Niblo
duced at the Burbank studios. Ed- of the Northern league and we were
Raoul Walsh may direct "La ward Cline is directing and E. M. an official scorekeeper.
Bob was
Swanson. Asher is production manager.
The specializing in doubles for the Virstarring
Gloria
Paiva,"
Fred Niblo has relinquished the as- story was written by Howard J. ginia, Minn., team.
Adaptation is by Bernard
signment, although no reason is Green.
*
*
given.
McConville and Ralph Spence will
The
"You
Know
Me, Al"
write the titles.
club held an unexpected meetGordon Cooper Completes First
ing at the Fox studio t'other
Production of "Sin Town" has
Puffy Going Abroad Soon
day.
The Al's present were
been completed for De Mille by J.
Charles Puffy will play the part
Rav, Green, Rosen and Gran.
Gordon Cooper, as his first direc- of a Vienna cab driver in "The Last
*
*
He formerly was
torial assignment.
Two
Cab," an original by himself which
hundred pounds of geniality
assistant to William K. Howard.
DeMille is producing under direction and efficiency describes Arch Reeve,
Following Paramount studio publicity director.
of William K. Howard.
Laemmle, Jr.'s, Invention
this and a part in "The Yellow Lily" Arch was born in Los Angeles, gradA new motion picture perambula- Puffy departs for Hungary where he uated from Occidental college, worktor for filming "moving shots" has will spend some time visiting.
ed as a laborer in a lumber yard durjust been invented by Carl Laeming vacations, became sports editor
mle, Jr., and will be used by Paul
of the "Los Angeles Express" and
Third "Collegians" Series
Fejos in directing "Lonesome" for
later Sunday editor of the same paUniversal will produce a new ser- per; joined Paramount as a unit
Universal.
The new perambulator
does not jerk or bounce over the ies of "The Collegians," two reel publicity man, later being promoted
uneven stage floor as the older types. comedy-dramas of life and adventure to his present position.
starring
George
the
carnpus,
It can also be taken through doors on
*
*
+
and other narrow places so that the Lewis, supported by Dorothy GulAnother
visitor,
whom we
moving
liver,
Eddie
Phillips
and
Hayden
follow
a
obmay
cameraman
welcome to Hollywood, is WilStevenson.
ject without difficulty.
lard
Keefe, of the Morton,
Minn. Willard, after wearing
Lyon on N. Y. Trip
Cast Opposite Collins
out much shoe leather along
Ben Lyon has left for New York
Lucille Hutton again is cast as
Broadway for various newson a brief- visit.
leading lady opposite Mont}' Collins.
papers, turned in "Celebrity."
This time she is appearing in the
Along come Herman J. ManDenny Leaving for Europe
feminine
"A Mysterious
lead
of
kiewies, Paramount's wrriting
Reginald Denny will leave soon for Night," an Educational-Cameo com"scout" and tossed a contract
New York where he will embark for edv.
in Willard's direction.
Just to
a four weeks' vacation in Euorpe.
keep the records straight, we
might
add
that
Jason Completes "Body Punch"
Willard's
Archinbaud to Direct Original
brother, Jim, is a good writer,
"The Body Punch," initial direcGeorge Archinbaud is to direct torial venture of Leigh Jason, has
as are their cousins, Johnny
"Ladies of the Night Club" for Tif- been completed at Universal.
and Andrew P. Keefe.
Jack
It is an original by Ben
fany-Stahl.
Daugherty
with
Virgina
Brown
*
*
*
Grayman.
Faire and George Kotsonarus headPassing Show:
Clive Brook and
ing the supporting cast.
pipe visiting the Paramount studio;
Taylor Writing Original
Maurice Ryan motoring on Sunset
Matt Taylor is writing "The
"Fallen Angels" Completed
Blvd.; Freddie Fleck, Caryl S. FlemCohens and the Kellys in Turkey."
Production on "Fallen
Angels" ing and Dorothy Hechtlinger, gradutiz

Norman, Okla.

i

were on
a card on a brass fireplace set, which
Wallace Beery is to resume work was presented to Charley as gift on
now is at work at the studio, making
his birthday.
Charley was finally
in character roles after completion
"Five and Ten Cent Annie." Upon
informed
the names were those of
of another co-starring picture with
return of Zanuck, it is expected that
about a half dozen units will

16,

has been completed at Universal. Ed- ates of Paramount Long Island, holdward Laemmle directed.
Charles ing a re-union in a Hollywood resLogue adapted it to the screen from taurant; Earle Hampton motoring on
the story by Arthur Somers Roche. Western Ave.

"U" House

to

Drop

Vaudevi

Pantages vaudeville

will be di;
tinued at Universal's Capitol, At

and the house booked by Chain
deville Agency, headed by Wi
Stephens,
Willard
Patte
C.
southeastern head of Universal
aters,

who

in

is

New

York,,

nounces.
Child Attendance on Holidays Si
Albany, N. Y. Children froi
to 16 years of age would be pi
ted to attend picture theaters oi
urdays and holidays without
accompanied by a parent or gua
under an amendment of the lav
posed by Sen. Freberg. A n
would be provided for each 20Ci
dren. The Society for Prevent
Cruelty to Children is oppos:
the measure.

—

t'l

^^

Garyn Back in N. Y.
Pat Garyn, general sales m.'M-^
of National Screen Service, kw-*i
turned from a trip in the Ij
West.
Burks

at

U. A. Chicago Ho|

Chicago— Landen Burks ha;i
named by !District Mana^erjp

Ham

K. Rudolph as publicity|f
tor of the United Artists. Nell
veil handled publicity on recen'l|
ing of the house.

Managing Chicago l|
Chicago Charles H. Durrel
merly with Aschers and Lubljl
Trinz, has been named mani||
Durrell

—

the

Regal.

K.

C.

HandUng Wichita

—

Att

Kansas City Shipments ff
handled from Universal's
branch, recently closed, now
ing routed from the local bi|

Sampson Managing Lumas
Chicago Jack Sampson
sumed management of the
Lumas branch, having acqul

—

interest in it with Jerry Adail
also is to be exchange su|
for Lumas distributors in t''
die West.

THE
February

m

George Ellis by E. S. Sutter;
Kingston Majestic, sold to Merle Warden
Maywood Elms, sold
by F, E. Warden
Buchanan by A. P. Sharon;
to E. V.
Milan Hammond, sold to Wm. M. Wood
Richmond Gayety, sold
by V. C. Rose
Bingham;
to J. B. McClellan by F. C.
South Gifford Palace, sold to to J. H.
Montgomery by G. H. Roberts; Trenton
Hubbell, sold to H. B. Cushman by Tri-

cess, sold to

—

CHANGES roR

—

;

—

)NTH OF DECEMBER

angle Amuse.

langes in Ownership
Hall,

I'escogus

C.

to

House

—

Openings

—

;

;

;

Kol

F.

pheum

iStoughton

;

&

— The
Henry— Henry

Theater Corp. by Joseph Cosco
Blanche M. Ryder by Mayer
Gratiot, sold to J. M. Leasia
Cosco; Greenfield, sold to Mike
ko.'l Barbu & Frisco; Mt. Elliott, sold
It ;. Monroe by Jaffa & Garlock;
Griswold First State
atfiB
sold to
nk
Joe Cosco; Warren, sold to H.
La by Ben A. Wis«man; Gladstone

Gothanburg
Holbrook

&

Miller

W.

F.

—

;

;

Sicher

Honey

——

Ulysses

;

Dosek by W.

Closings

;

;

;

Richmond

~St, sold to Pete Lange by M.
rist« en
Grey Eagle Cozy, sold
derman and Earl Davis by A.
eblol Hallock— Grand, sold to W.
by Bennie Berger
Sebeka
mo^l, sold to Art Poppler by W.

—

;

Changes in Ownership
Laurel
Springs Laurel,
sold
to
Laurel
Springs Improvement Co. by East Coast
Theaters ; Linden The Linden Lyndhurst
'Star, sold to R. Mustardo by Standard
Theaters Inc.

—

R.
to

O.

—

—

H.

—
R.

mg.

;

;

ville

— Pastime.

Kelliher

MISSISSIPPI

—

hanges in Ownership
-The Duck Hill, sold to E. A.
Mortony Dr. C. N. Wilkins
sold to Fred Home by W. N.
Wiggins Palace, sold to G. W.

—

;

—

by C. B. King.

MISSOURI
New Theaters

—

Ferguson
Branson ^Community,
Branson by E. C. GrundUffalo— Grand, sold to J. S. Dil-

City of

—

Hendon;

;

;

;

—

;

Passaic
Playhouse; PatiSomers
Point Seaside
Tenafly— The Tenafly
Veroma The Verona
Orange Royal
Westfield
Playhouse; Woodcliflte The Woodcliffe.
;

;

—

Bunceton Prini to Brent Peters by H. C. Ernst;
—Gem, sold to R. G. Brooks by
^ B Hawk; Excelsior Springs Casino,
R. E. Wood by J. C. Hough;
1

McClain
Albia,

;

—

;

—
——

la.

at Albia, la.

— Milford

McClain

of

Newton, has taken over management
of the King, operated by the Commonwealth chain, which Harry Weinberg heads.

—

l-iwet'
'''"'

'

-Alamo,

';•>

.

;

Mrs. S. B. Allison
Glasco Lyric, sold to
by W. A. Hillhouse;

sold to

—

Goodale Gets Charlotte Office

—

Atlanta- George G. Goodale now
S Davidson
M
is at Charlotte, N. C, as office manisi City— Columbia and
Tivoli, sold to ager of the Arthur
C. Bromberg At"-glH. West; Ellsworth, sold to M. F.
He was with Eny Fleming & Moore; Empire, sold tractions branch.
Judd by J. W. Stockdale; Prin- terprise here for ten years.
Stroud

;

1928

is

The 1928 edition is, as have been its predecessors,
an indispensable reference volume. Our hearty congratulations go again to our contemporary.
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y

if
if
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;

;

—

for

;

j

—Town Hall Sullivan Lyric,
hanges in Ownership
berty,
sold to
Max Weiner by
;

—
—
—

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

—
—

;

—

;

Orange— Bijou
ersom Lyceum

Magee;
High

Theater.

G..B.

——
—

;

—

Closings

Opera House and Strand
BelleAlpha
Bound Brook Palace Clementon Palm Garden; Clifton— The Clifton
Cranford -The
Cranford
Dover
Plains ^Herberts
Hall;
East
Orange
Brighton; Lyceum and Oxford; Elizabeth
'Victory
Hackensack Eureka
Haddonfield
Colonial
Hammonton Eagle Hoboken City Irvington City Jersey City
Liberty and Lyric
Lodi Township
Regal;
Morristown Palace;
Newark
Clinton Square, New Amsterdam, Olympia
and Warren Square ;Ocean Grove— Strand

—

Closings

;

Bayonne

Closings
Barnum
The Barnum
W. A. Hall; Cottonwood

Flora;
Magee The
Loxley Hall; PachuU

Hammonton

Rivoli.

hanges in Ownership

BOOK

the tenth edition of this recognized standard authority. As well try to imagiae the picture business
without pictures, as to imagine it without this exceedingly valuable work.

if
if
if

Theaters

— The Fords.
Openings
—
Cleraenton— The Clementon;

'pHE FILM DAILY YEAR

y

NEW JERSEY

Fords

Re-openings

ind

;

;

New

MINNESOTA

(

;

;

;

Hall;

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
<'*

Olexa.

S.

——

Pastime

helM.

-Jean,

sold
to
Matt
sold
to
F. W.
sold
E.
H.
to

:.:

— Elec-

;

Isis,

— —
—
Electric;
Holstein— Moon;
Hubbard
Pastime Omaha— Garden Potter— Sefang
y
Ulysses—Jean; Walthill—^Swan
Wymore y
— Lyric.
if

he
;
Doris
Hillman
ermansville
Hall; OtisviUe— Regent ; WU-

— Paderewski

\i

Arnold Isis ; Cortland The Cortland Crab
Orchard ^Crystal
Gandy ^Ruby
Giltner
Capitol;
Gothenburg Lake; Haigler

—

if
if
if
if

J,:

;

Sterling

;

"s

er»ij

\l

—

—
Reynolds— Movie,

Gross
Biggins

Closings
Armada
Carsonville

—

Ownership

sold to G. W. Morgan
sold to R. A. Davis by
Lyman Ideal, sold to J.

;

;

ung

in

— Lake,
— Lyric,

Morrill—
G. A. Parberry
Ideal, sold to L. E. Stearns by G. A.
Parberry
Osmond Star, sold to Victor

—

.dar-

V
.

Co.

Morgan by

F.

Marenisco The Marinesco,
Homer W. Reace by Mrs. C. A.
itt; Norway
^Rialto,
sold to Vanden
WatervUet
.gl» )y
Theo.
Sophie
ipae sold to H. C. & M. C. Monroe
J* G. Adams.
tc

Amusement

Sparks;

Theo.

,

S.

i.i

Openings

Changes

;

to

[..

NEBRASKA
Theaters
y
Ulysses; Wynot — Community.

Ulysses

;

to
reton

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

Hoefert.

New

langes in Ownership
)urtesy, sold to M. & S. Warren
Wo ward Theater Co. De Luxe, sold

lid

if
if
if
if
if

;

— Orpheum.

KuJl|y

y

if
if
if
if
if

—

;

if
if
if

y
if
y
y

;

MICHIGAN

ru',

PRAISE INDEED

—

;

;

Closings

IS

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

L.

to
ert

;

—

Halpert & Sam Wilikson
Somerville Winter Hill, sold
WorcesJi.B Branca by R. Maxwell
iburg, sold to United L. A. W.
H. Steinburg.

M

c.

Lucerne

;

if
if
if
if
if

— Opera

Goodman

;

in Ownership
Belgrade Community, sold to Martin LawGrass Range
rence by Fred Hutchinson
Grand, sold to Jess Morgan by W. E.
Star, sold to J.
Brassey
Ingootiar
M.
Terry Rialto,
Miller by Henry Harbicht
sold to George Kahn by Rex Flint
Troy
—(Princess, sold to B. T. Metter by W. F.
Keintz
Winifred The Winifred, sold to
A. W. Harris by Paul Sudan
Worden
Project, sold to Seward Orton by Delano

Welton
sold
—Victory,
Hammond Salem — Corn-

Geo.

ly

W.

to
to

sold

PRAISE TROM CAESAR

B.

Changes

—

Leadore,

•The
..owell

y

MONTANA

State.

jjianges in Ownership
ivilll Midway, sold to F. L. Graves by
Lawrence Cosmopolitan,
ckman
OoPeteer Contarino by L. Renzetti
id on

J.:

Piedmont Princess PortageRavenna Community
St.
Steelville
Gem
White
Joseph Star
Oak— The White Oak.

—'Lyric

ville

\[ASSACHUSETTS

al

—
—

;

H.

to

Clarksville

— Palace
— Rex

;

;

Community

noM Broadway Garden.

;

sold

Frederickstown
Lillboume
lElectric

Closings

1

— Princess

Blackwater

MARYLAND

;ht(a
„

Royal,

Co.;

Cushman by M. W. Hubell.
Closings

H.

Anderson.

S.

if
if
if
if

—

MAINE
sold

y

if

—

;

A
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1928
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11 Circuits Seen
N. Y. Independents
Plan Buying Go-op.
{Continued from Page

Ready

of a consistent supply of quality
product, due to the competition, or
threatened competition of affiliated
circuits.

1)

Disturbed by Overbuilding

Sapiro,

The 11 chains now parties to
year.
the plan buy over |3,000,000 worth of
film per year.
Mass Meeting Saturday
Sponsors are so certain of consummation of the deal that arrangements
have been made for a general meeting at the Plaza on Saturday at which
time Sapiro will meet the group behind the plan and potential members.

No

fight with
circuits in the

producer-distributor

New York

territory

Behind the move,
contemplated.
which has been the subject of a number of serious conferences is the desire of the independent theater owner
is

to

improve

tained

that,

It is
his business.
while profits are

mainbeing

made, the general tendency of theater
business today is downward.

tions is concerned, the independents
realize that there is no relief through
legislative channels, but that the adjustment will have to be made within
the trade.
Several of the advocates
of the plan are prone to believe that
the affiliated circuits will finally consent to cooperate. They also feel that
distributors will help generally, basing
this opinion on the fact that exchanges lose business rather than
otherwise when a zone is overcrowded
with theaters, thus making it impossible for any one exhibitors in that
section to pay high prices for pictures
since keen competition makes it impossible for any one operator to show
real

profits.

The

Line-up of Circuits
circuits which have been

11

considering the move are declared to
Contributing Causes
control 95 per cent of the theaters in
the
ascribes
group
independent
The
their respective zones.
Those intercondition to several causes. Perhaps,
ested include:
the most important is overbuilding.
Harry and Billy Brandt and Rach"Bootleg" theaters are continuing to mil and Rinzler in Brooklyn and East
spring up all over the city. In many New York; Joelson and Suchman,
zones, which independents assert are Lawrence Bolognino
and Grob and
now properly theatered, building Knobel in the Bronx; Mayer and
operators with sharpshooting proclivi- Schneider, Charles Steiner
and Leo
ties are erecting houses solely to seek
Brecher in the East Side and Harlem;
to force a sale to the established ex- Hamburger
and Springer and Leo
Several ex-thehibitor of the zone.
Brecher in the Broadway district
ater operators, thoroughly familiar (above 72nd
St); Henry Siegel, Small
with the exhibition conditions, are & Strausberg and the Brandts in
included as the worst offenders.
Brooklyn; and Arthur Hirsch in the
This recklessness in construction is Bronx.
The latter is chairman
one evil which organizers of M.P. Ex- of the board of directors of the T.O.
hibitors' Ass'n., hope to eliminate. C.C.
For instance, by-laws of the new
The M.P.E.A. will insist upon a
organization will provide that no binding agreement from all members.
member will acquire or build a the- Not only would each chain take stock
ater in any zone for a period of three membership therein, but each chain
years unless the board of 18 directors would vest in the M.P.E.A. power of
of the M.P.E.A. passes on the trans- attorney to act along agreed lines,
It is felt that this will prove such as have been previously
action.
outlined.
sufficient deterrent to the "bootleg" Each member will sign a three year
builder and while, it is admitted that contract which is the length of service
this may not prove sufficiently strong to which Sapiro will commit himself.
to stamp out the evil, it is believed Sapiro will be president and chairman
an understanding can be reached with ex-officio of all committees. He will
the affiliated circuits to the end that sit in on all matters and give his
overbuilding which hurts all theater personal attention to every problem.
owners, regardless of ownership, can If the contract is signed today the orbe eliminated.
ganization
for
which membership
papers have been prepared, will begin
Would End Practice
functionmg Monday.
Second primary reason for formation of the new co-operative, is the
alleged practice of "playing a picture
to death," downtown, so that by the
time the neighborhood run is reached,
the picture has lost the major portion

of

its

drawing power.

Facilitation

members,
grams,

in

of new financing for
their expansion
prothird major purpose of

is a
organization.

Exhibitors claim
have difficulty in obtaining
loans, because they have no assurance
the

they

18

on Directorate

An

line.

indication of

the plan has

Act

to
how

carefully

been developed

may

be
de

16,

Soo^
I

Row

on at Rochester
Saturday Midnight

0'

gleaned from the fact that final
Sl|
cision has been delayed because five
Rochester, N. Y. Local sh(rt
circuit operators had to refer the plan are at odds following action
to their own board of directors from Rochester Theatrical Managers','
whom the circuit head must secure in demanding the Rochester ca'
approval before Sapiro will consent to its scheduled 11:30 showing
S
head the association.
day of "The Gaucho."

—

ci;

whose legal and orSapiro believes that, when the M.ganizing reputation came into na- P.E.A. begins to function its buying
tional prominence through his libel power will assure its exhibitor memsuit against Henry Ford some months bers a source of pictures which can
ago, was that the combined annual be depended upon from year to year,
buying power of charter members making financing considerably easier.
would total at least $2,500,000 per
Insofar as the overbuilding situa-

made by

Thursday, February

William A. Caliban,

of

the.,'L

man staff, president of the aSiP
Threatens To Restore
tion, called up other
Ontario Amusement Tax carried their compla —'embersM
of thl*
Toronto

—Threat

to
restore the
tax on theaters was made
by Premiere Ferguson prior to the
opening of the legislature, because he
had been advised exhibitors of the
province have not passed the reduction in tax to theater patrons, he
claimed, but were charging the old

amusement

leged

Sunday law

violation

t(;

A. Fenyvessy, g(
manager of the Rochester, only,]
ter member of the association,
drew the -midnight show
he'll resign from the associatfeil
police.

A.

The show would have

lasted

shortly after miv^night, Fen)i
claimed, but said New York thi

The matter was formally brought to Ferguson's atten- have shows of this kind weeklv
tion by a deputation representing 12 Eastman now changes its bill
prominent women's organizations of days, but the show is over 11:
the province.
The Rochest' ' seats 4,500 ar
The delegation also asked appoint- first runs on
''-'^d
Artists
scale of prices.

ment

of

women

On-

inspectors for

tario theaters for enforcement of the
juvenile law, claiming male inspectors did not enforce the regulations
governing children under 16 years of
age.

i

here.

The F

has a
Fay's theatejl'*

,an

si,

smaller capac
discontinue
independent vani
after this w^k, on account
close comp
aon.
The Roc?
has Pantag s vaudeville.

Goldburg Reorganizing

First Division Pictures Censor Board Is Nam.
by Everett, Mass., M
Jesse J. Goldburg, of First Division

Pictures, has arrived from the Coast
the reorganization of his company and to arrange for an affiliafor

tion with a production company with
the object of covering both producing and distribution of the company's
Plans are being made to
product.
produce 18 feature productions for
1928-29.
Goldburg stjjes he expects
to be in a position within a week to

Evere
Mass.
has appointed a
,

sors, three
take office
subject to

— Mayor

women
Mar.

J. A,

new
5.

board (
and two me

The

board

confirmation by
There are but three

tl

council.
in the city.

t

Plan Coleman, Texas, Ho
Coleman, Tex. The Howell
announce the name of the producing
be constructed on West Pecarl
organization with which he is negotiating.
He has bought out Jack
Lustberg, former secretary in charge
of

the

eastern

division

of

—

com-

the

pany.

Baltimore Clergy Called
Divided on "Blue" Fight
is

—

Opinion of the clergy
divided on the subject of Sun-

Baltimore
here

day shows, which

A

is

causing a

fight

was

held recently
when the pro and con of the subject
was discussed. Meanwhile, John G
Callan and Charles F. Mules, president and vice president of the Religious Liberty League, are awaiting
trial
on a charge of violating the
"blue" law, for presenting a show
last Sunday.
They were indicted by
the grand jury, which previously hac'
^m
by a refused to return a bill against
here.

rally

Direct decisions will be made
board of 18 directors, divided as folBoothby Back from Abrof
lows:
Six, representing circuits of
eight theaters or more; six, representW. C. Boothby, First N;
ing circuits of three to eight theaters; comptroller, has returned to
six representing exhibitors with hold- York from Europe.
ings of one or two theaters.
There also will be a functioning
Reopen Royal, Friscc
committee of four to work with
San Francisco The Rov^l
Sapiro. There will be no "pulling out" and California Sts., has rei
for members who sign on the dotted ter improvements costing

—

,

na
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LEGALITY OF BROOKHART BILL IS
AHACKED BY C.C.PETTIJOHN

put the skids

rumor market as
Those
cerns Pathe-

Imder the
t

hav^ the welfare of this
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!

squint

ical

1

now
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is

is

around

right

ntinue to crow
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loudly
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ever before.
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— innuei
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REAUGNMENT OF PATHE

nd guarded ciMnment notanding.

-

Happy Day
stments?
Certaini_
Change
cy?
If necessary, why not?
can afford to stop for any
of time in this business. Conchange almost over night,
ogressive company is the one
.

and revamps
meet them. Pathe's

of strategy, seeing the

a course,

nil

is

wisdom

putting the plan

actice.

company's friends everywhere
glad to learn, as we are, that
banner will carry on. The

1

the

ion

rests

ion

of

WORLD HLM "ANGLE"
STRESSED

facts

nization to

on

ure.

ATM-CM MEET

Internationalization
of
pictures,
theater operation
and exploitation were leading subjects discussed yesterday at second
day sessions of M-G-M in international convention, being presided over

comedy production,

to

make

alities,

pictures appeal to all nationwithout giving offense to any,

while Fred

Quimby

(.Continued

[8%

in

the

years ago foreign revenue
per cent of the world's gross.
it is 40 per cent.
Figures by
M. Loew, who handles MFl^ overseas business and handles

W

ty well.

nlalbering
'roof

is

^y

steacmy upward, no
necessary that America

foreign markets in order
duct a successful business,
e, should the need for mainfriendly foreign relations be
t.
If the industry recognizes

ler

>d

iSP

se

it

—

is

its

outlined
on Page 2)

comedy

T-S

TEST ON ADVERTISING
Tiffany-Stahl branches throughout
the nation now are testing the value
of various advertising media, in the
organization's
expansion
program.
Newspaper, magazine, billboards, direct mail and car cards are being
tried in the campaign.

The medium proving most effective
will be used generally, but the others
will not be discarded for M. H. Hoff-

unbelievable to think
policies are strange in

KAN>(

memorandum

at-

his contention.
He also calls attention to the practice of choosing a
"show window" for playing of product in a particular zone, stating that
location, price of admission, manner
of presentation, general reputation, etc.
are important factors to be considered, equally, if not more important
than the rental paid by the theater.
The effect of the Brookhart bill, he
claims, would be to ignore these considerations and make the rental price
the one controlling feature.
Pettijohn attacks use of the term
copyright, as designed to overcome
the court decisions on right of choicw;
of a customer, as in other industries.

man, vice president, is convinced that
different forms of advertising prove
,U. S.
most effective in different situations.

Three Years

|e

ai;

IS

by Arthur Loew.
J. Robert Rubin, vice president and
substantial
counsel, stressed the work being done

accomplishment,
no misgivings over

real

need be

a

Complete text of Charles C.
Pettijohn's

Pathe sales
Paris (By Cable)— Quota of 9 to 1
tacking the Brookhart bill will
is
to be established by government force, effective Feb. 20, has been combe published in the Sunday
decree next week, with the council of pleted by Phil Reisman, general sales
issue of THE FILM DAILY.
realignment,
Under the
ministers meeting tomorrow to act manager.
Space restrictions crowd the
on the proposal which was voted 48 Harry Scott continues as short subtext out of today's edition.
to 1 by the Herriot Cinema Com- ject sales manager, with Les Weir,
mission. The quota is to become ef- Stanley Jacques and Dan Michalove.
fective some time within the next six as Western, Middle West and SouthChief legal objection to the Brookmonths. A commission of 25 mem ern division managers respectively.
hart bill is that its effect would be to
Branches affected by changes and their new
bers is to be established.
managers are: Albany, C. J. Stombaiigh; deprive producers and distributors "of
Favored treatment is to be given Boston, R. C. Cropper; New Haven, L. J. their absolute right to choose their
Hacking; New York, W. E. Raynor, with own customers," states a memorannations showing the most French Robert Wolff
as sales manager; Philadelphia,
dum attacking the measure prepared
films, in what is declared a thinlv W. G. Humphries; Washington, R. C. Robin;
Atlanta,
W.
W.
Anderson; Charlotte, E. L. by C. C. Pettijohn, counsel of the
veiled coercion attempt.
The quota
McShane; Dallas, E. C. Leeves; New Or- Hays organization.
is expected to reduce American imleans, Guy C. Brown.
This right, Pettijohn contends, has
portations from 25 to 30 per cent.
Buffalo, Oscar Hanson; Cincinnati, J. A.
been upheld by the courts, and he
(.Continued on Page 2)
cites a number of decisions to back
of

\'

:cognizes

Right to Pick Customers,
He Contends

SALES FORCE CONPLETID
Realignment

The famous

familia-

IS

itiffi

EffiOEII NEXI WEEK

reorganization at Pathe

r,

Measure Denies 'Absolute'

more

ground.
completed.

Price 5 Cents

Sapiro to Outline Co-op Plan at
Meeting Scheduled To-morrow

Control Not Needed
In Industry, Hearst Says

Federal regulation of the film industry is not needed, states an editorial
being published in the Hearst
newspapers, attacking the Brookhart
bill.

Unaffiliated theater owners of New 3 Stanley Houses Seating
World's Radio Audience
York tomorrow will attend a meeting
5,000 to be Opened Soon
Estimated at 90,000,000 at the Plaza to hear outlined the plan
,

t

^
c'

—

Ninety million persons for the exhibitor co-operative, which
on radio programs broadcast is beng formed, with Aaron Sapiro
Every unaffiliated ex57 countries, it is estimated by as its head.
>nd P. Geddes, executive vice presi- hibitor of the zone has been invited
'
of the Radio Manufacturers' to attend.
^n, in a statement to the National
Meeting yesterday, 11 circuits put
^rated Radio Trade Ass'n in con- over until tomorrow the signing of
n here.
More than $20,000,000 papers, which will start the organi-

Milwaukee
,e.

in

Within two weeks the Stanley Co.
will open three 5,000Thursday the Stanley

of America
seat houses.

at Jersey City will begin operations,
Mar. 17 a theater at Newark will be

opened and on Mar.

27,

a house at

Pittsburgh, incorporated in a $7,000,000 office building, will be opened.
^sted in broadcasting stations zation functioning as M. P. Exhibi- All three houses will play pictures
iis country, with gross business tors'
Ass'n., Inc.
This was due to and presentations.
Stanlev has acquired the Roxy at
last year totaling the fact that the circuits which alt'iC " industry
'y ''"J-K r\i\r\
Maple
Shade, N. J., seating 800.
Page
iContinued
on
2)
,000.

|

\

'

j

j

!

;

I
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S. to Seize Fight Films
If Shown in Virginia
Richmond Prizefight films will be

U.

And

—
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That's That

St.

By PHIL M. DALY
attempts are made to show
REAL booster for independents
them in this state, according to Callom B. Jones, assistant U. S. attoris Milton Simon, who heads the
ney of this district, who commented newly-formed Raleigh Pictures ortoday on the opinion handed down ganization, and has brought to New
yesterday afternoon by Judge E. W. York the company's initial picture,
Hudgins in the City (Circuit Court "Into the Night."
of Richmond, granting authority to
York, to exJ. R. Seeman, of New
Paul Terry, creator of Aesop's
hibit the Tunney-Dempsey bout pic- Fables, is to give the lowdoivn on
tures in Virginia.
animated cartoon characters
his
Jones said, after being advised of over WEAF, New York, today, with
the decision, that the attorney-general Don. Hancock doing the interviewhad directed the pictures be seized ing act.
wherever shown and that persons
showing them be taken into custody.
popularity of

THE

Realignment of Pathe
Sales Force Completed
(Continued from Page 1)
Harris; Cleveland, O. J. Rul)y; Indianapolis,
Mochrie,
Oscar Bloom; Pittsburgh, Robert
Graham as
Chicago, H. S. Lorch, with Harry
Detroit, Henry Zapp; Milsales manager;
waukee, J. H. Maclntyre; Des Moines A.
MemLevy; Kansas City, E. S. Alsmith,
Albert
phis, L. T. Duncan; Oklahoma City,
A
O.
Denver,
Danke; St. Louis. C. D. Hill;^
Edwards; Los Angeles, J. b. Stout; PortA J.
land, H. L. Percy; Salt Lake City,
O'Keefe; San Francisco, M. E. Cory; Seattle,
L. A. Samuelson.

if

A

Emphasis

The department proposed
of Labor.
that musicians be required to make
known their itinerary and the length
of time they intend to remain in the
country. This is unsatisfactory to the
federation

which

wants

musicians classed as laborers in the
field of music, contending restrictory
action is needed to protect American
musicians, who are declared in "danger of losing their jobs."

Will

Plan

yesterday, did not represent the $2,500,000 minimum of annual buying
power, demanded by Sapiro, as the
first condition under which he will
However,
head the organization.
sponsors say only formalities remain
to consummation of the deal.

served

in

memory

of the late

Marcus

Loew.

—

recently

negotiations
cago.

failed

Pcac

at

Cbi,

New Cleveland House Opened
Cleveland The Moreland, 1,60'
seat house has been opened by tjL,
chain.
Universal-Variety
Williir

—

Michalson

Mrs.
arrive

is

manager.

Mrs. Veidt Arriving
Conrad Veidt and daugb
in

New York

Feb.

'

20 fn^

Germanv.

A GOLD

INFORMATION
1000

"The Wedding March," which has
in production for more than two
years,

month
house,

is

at

to have
a

its

Paramount

Yammins

legitimate

FREI

states.

TO

to Rebuild

—

Nate YammiiT;
once on a new ancl
larger theater to replace the burned
Work will start later on
Empire.
Fall
starts

River, Mass.

work

cavating

is

Film Ds

at

SUBSCRl

COVI

Ex-

already under way.

EVERYTHll

Laemmle Chauffeur Dies

goes'

everywhi

Joe Kramer,

for 13 years personal
chauffeur of Carl Laemmle, died yesterday in New York from cancer. He

had been

ill

\

Pag

Cloth Bou

premiere next

New York

MINEO"'

several months.

WARNING
Distribution rights in this MetropoHtan territory are
trolled

by

COMMONWEALTH FILM

coii

CORPORATIOl!

on each of the following pictures

MAYTIME

Sending M-G-M Lion on
Personal Appearance Tour
of M-G-M, exemDietz, head of advertising, publicity and exploitation,
is to again assert itself with a tour of
hon.
the nation by Leo, the

"Young blood"
plified by Howard

M-G-M

The "personal appearance" tour was
May Vote on Daylight Time
announced by Dietz yesterday. ReMontreal The city council is conunusual pub-

sidering advisability of holding a special referendum on the question of
Considerable opdaylight saving.
position has developed locally against
the changing of time.

for exhibitors of the district.

been

a theater to replace the Rialto.

Philadelphia— An $8,000,000 house production asking for suggestions.
planned by Fox at 17th and Market Major Edward Bowes, managing diThe theater will seat 5,000, be- rector of the Capitol, New York,
Sts.
ing the same size as the Mastbaum, stressed the need for better theaters
Stanley house, which is three blocks in the various countries represented.
away.
David Loew expressed appreciation
of the delegates' work. H. F. Krecke,
William Orr, A. L. Kalb, and David
Outline
iro
Blum were among other speakers
A minute of silent prayer was obGo-operative
ready have signed the three year
agreement, or were ready to do so

another suspension of coal ininin:
in southern Illinois is expected Apn
1, presaging continued "hard sledding'

ordinary

World Film "Angle"

1)

—

Louis Although additional
|
toward peace are to be man^

Noted

to

{Contuiued from Page

forts

All but

is

Sap

the

"Wild Geese" was
Tiffany-Stahl's
placed when Mark Goldman, Clevemade a
Foreign Musicians land branch manager,
futile canvass of 16 exchanges tryexmusicians,
of
foreign
Exclusion
ing to borrow a print for an Apricept noted artists, from the United
run.
of
in
excess
those
States, so far as
the quota are concerned, is requested
March" Opens Next Month
by the American Federation of Musi- "Wedding
Cut to 12 reels, Eric Von Stroheim's
cians in a second request to the Dept.

Wants Ban on

Carry Out Plan
Is Stressed by M-G-M
for Philadelphia House
{Continued from Page I)

Fox

on

Exhibitors Fear

Another Mine ShutdoiBi

promptly seized by the Federal authorities

111.

17, 1928

Dietz secured
licity with a non-stop transcontinenThe
tal flight with Leo featured.
plane was wrecked in Arizona.

cently,

Albert Sondern Dies
Albert Sondern, 41,
Milwaukee
manager of the Pabst Theater Co.,
which operates the Pabst, died at his
home here recently. Mr. Sondern
came to Milwaukee from Germany

—

as an actor in the German speaking
company here. Subsequently he became director of the company and
was made manager of the Pabst company two years ago.

DARING YEARS
POISONED PARADISE

SHADOWS
MEDDLING WOMEN
WHITE MAN
THE FIRE PATROL
THE AVERAGE WOMAN
MOTHERS-IN-LAW

THE EARLY BIRD
THE CRACKERJACK
THE SPEED SPOOK
RESTLESS WIVES
Exhibitors are warned not to rent any of the above pictu
from unauthorized holders who have obtained prints
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Revising Free-Lance Pact
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Fractional

CONTRACT COMMITTEE TO

Le Baron*s Aide
been
has
named assistant to William Le
Baron, F B O production head.
He will be in charge of producTvfo more
tion supervisors.
are to be added in April.

contract back to the committee. The
film division of Actor's Equity also
is

interesting itself in clauses of the

contract under

Mix

Leave "U"
Contract Expires

Mel Brown

When

to

Brown

Melville
versal on expiration
contract.

is

to leave Uniof his present

fire.

Injuries Expected to

Postpone Vaudeville Tour
Vaudeville trip of Tom Mix is expected to be postponed as a result of
illness of the star, who has developed
a severe cold, following the accident
during filming of his last picture for
The star suffered three fracFox.
tured ribs, a sprained wrist and injured leg. The mishap occurred during filming of a fight sequence.

Gibson Buys "Points West"
Reeves Eason will direct "Points
West" which Hoot Gibson has pur
chased. The story is by B. M. Bowers.

La Rocque Going Abroad
Rod La Rocque is en route to New
York on a trip to Hungary, where he
will rejoin his wife,

Vilma Banky.

Casting for "Yellow Lily"
Gustave Von Seyffertitz, Jane Winton and Charles Puffy have been cast
Bedard Leaves Swanson Unit
Pierre Bedard has resigned as pro- in "The Yellow Lily," which Alexduction manager for Gloria Swanson. ander Korda will direct for First National.

Sutherland Joining M-G-M?
Eddie Sutherland has resigned from

Paramount and may

join

M-G-M.

Janet McLeod Cast
McLeod has been cast

for a
part in the fifth of the Al Cooke picdistribution by Larry
tures for

Janet

Polly Moran in Davidson Comedy
Polly Moran appears opposite Max Darmour.

Davidson

in

a

FBO

new Hal Roach com-

edy which Arch Heath is directmg.
Gene Morgan and Dorothy Coburn
are in the cast.

Heart Attack Fatal to Plummer
Lincoln Plummer, actor, is dead
from heart disease.

ONE THOUSAND
PAGES OF INTEREST
1000 Pages
Cloth
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FREE
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Puffy in "Last Cab"
Charles Puffy has been cast for
"The Last Cab," his own original,
which W. K. Howard will direct.

Scenes at F. N.
Seventeen hundred and SO film
players were drafted into service at
the First National studio for the war
scenes of "Lilac Time," a Colleen
Moore-George Fitzmaurice special
production.

EVERYTHING
GOES

EVERYWHERE

being

Paran

film

FBO.
Norton Contract Extended
Norton has signed a long

term contract with Fox.

pendicitis.

affected.

Capital
P.
Stockholders of M.
High Low
Corp. are to be asked at the annual
....
meeting, March 7, to ratify decision •Am. Seat. Vtc
*Ara. Seat. Pfd
of President Frank R. Wilson to *Balaban & Katz
withdraw from financing of film en- *Bal. & Katz Vtc
terprises, so far as specialization in tCon. Film Ind... 19^
23'4 23
risks of the industry are concerned. tCon. Film Ind.Pfd.
Eastman Kodak ..165}^ lesvi
It is expected they will vote to re- *East. Kodak Pfd
....
Inspection
strict or entirely discontinue lend- *tFilm
•First
Nat'l
Pfd
ing of money to producers, and recFox Film "A"... 79yi 7m
ommend concentration in other lines. tFox
Theaters "A". 19 ji
19

9,1

CIo
3!

i(
li

'

The

company's position recently
was outlined by Wilson, who stated
that affiliations in the industry, which
result in trading of playing time and

II

Project

•Intern'l

J
1
I

•ttKeiths 6s 46
....
Loew's, Inc
62^ 61%
ttLoew's, 6s 41ww.l075^ 107H
ttLoew's,6s41x-war. 10154 101
26J4 26J4
controlled situations, preclude possi- M-G-M Pfd
P. Cap. Corp
bility of profit for independent pro- Pathe Exchange
3H
ducers.
tPathe Exch. "A". 14^ nvt
66>/4
ttPathe Exch. 7s37 68
Paramount F-L
115?i \UM
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Paramount Stockholders

Up

It
i:

•Paramount Pfd
"
In 1927 ttPar.Bway.5Hs51.102
**Roxy "A"
**Roxy
Units
in
per cent increase
••Roxy Common

23 Per Cent

Twenty-three
the number of
of Paramount

common

.

stockholders **Skouras Bros.
in the year Stan. Co. of Am.
ending Dec. 15, 1927, bringing the tTrans-Lux Pictures
•United Art.
total to 5,010.
•United Art. Pfd. 85
1920
from
During the eight years
tUniv. Pictures
23
.

was made

.

.

.

.

to 1927, both inclusive, the common
stock has paid $81.25 a share in cash,
valuable rights and stock dividends,
or considerably more than the average
selling price of the stock in 1920,
which was $67.50 a share. Last year
the stock paid $11.87^ a share in
dividends and rights, figuring the
latter at their average market price
and the two per cent stock dividend
Net earnings in 1927 showed
at par.
an increase over the previous year of

•Univ.

Pfd

Pict.

tWarner
Warner

Bros
Bros.

"A"

17^8
27

16H

11

25M

21

•Last Prices Quoted •*Bid and

All
tlw

ttBond

tCurb Market

Marki

Balaban & KaU is listf
Chicago Board; Skouras on the
Stock Exchange and Stanley in PI

NOTE:

than 40 per cent and were
equivalent to $12.83 a share on the

more

comon

stock.

Income of Amer. Seating
in 1927, $938,359
Net income

of

Net

American Seating

1927 totaled $938,359 after
depreciation
and Federal
taxes, compared with $1,229,383 in
1926. The company has declared quarterly dividend of 75 cents, payable
April 1 to stock of record Mar. 20.

Co.,

in

EDWARD B. SMI
&C0.

charges,

told delegates to the international sales meeting now in sesYork.
sion at the Hotel Astor,

New

Members New York,

PhilaJil]]

and Boston Stock Exchanp

Corporate
Financing

Foreign revenue has been increasing
steadily, he said, pointing out that
three years ago it represented but 12
per cent of the gross.

Barrj'

Clara
Clara Bow
following
ily

issue

men

M-G-M,

Cast Opposite Joe Brown
Gertrude Ohnstead has been cast
opposite Joseph E. Brown in "Notices" which Ralph Ince is directing

ordq
practic

Capra Making "Matinee Idol"
Johnnie Walker is co-featured with Foreign Business 40 P. C.
Bessie Love in "The Matinee Idol" of Film Grosses, Loew Says
which Frank Capra is directing for
Foreign business of the industry
Columbia from adaptation by Elmer
represents 40 per cent of the gross,
and continuity by Peter
Harris
Arthur Loew, first vice president of
Milne.

the

featured in the trading with
marketed.

War

for

COVERS

QUiniNG FILM BUSINESS

was

drops

a

day in the market yesterday,

Sarecky

Louis

Clarification of points declared to
be of minor importance is to be entrusted to the contract committee
which drafted the uniform contract
covering services of free lance playAfter an attack on the new form
ers.
of agreement, the executive committee of the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences, voted to refer the

Quotations

CAPITAL TO VOTE ON

P.

Bow Improved
reported resting easan operation for ap-

is

Loew's

in

Demand

Considerable demand is reported
evidenced for stock of Loew's, with
buying coming through houses which
were identified with first climb of the
stock several years ago. This is declared due to anticipated increase of
earnings as a result of expansion.
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New York
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Price 25 Cents

Good news travels fast/
When you

have an honest-to-goodness hit you can*t keep it dark
if you try.
By some unexplainable underground method, wordof-mouth advertising travels like greased lightning until the whole
trade knows it and wants what youVe got. And the whole
trade

knows

NOW

that

Presented by
Carl LaemmU

Starring

GEORGE SIDNEY and
J.FARREL MACDON ALD
with

VERA GORDON,

Kate

Price

and Gertrude Astor

A WILLIAM BEAUDINE
PRODUCTION
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a cleanup everywhere! At Skouras* Ambassador, St. Louis;
at the Granada, San Francisco; at the Cort, Wheeling, W. Va.;
at the Plaza, Northampton, Mass.; at the Cameo, Pittsburgh; in
New York; in Los Angeles everywhere! EVERYWHERE!
This UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL IS
CLEANUP!
is

—

LONG RUN

rom every
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against American films is seen
here following the adoption of the
foreign film restriction decree by the
French government, with France,
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Under
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Delegates attending the M-G-M
international convention journeyed in
a body Friday to pay tribute at the
Tour of
grave of Marcus Loew.
Broadway theaters was made in the
afternoon, and last night they visited

Madison

Square

Saturday

Garden.

(Continued on

couple.

How

developing business,

fast

of

selling
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films.

Complete text of the Pettijohn memorandum attacking
the Brookhart bill appears on
pages 4-5-6.

as claimed bj- the Brookhart
blind and block booking and alliiged unfair discrimination threatens
to create a monopoly in the industry',
these practices are matters which
should be brought to the attention
of the Dept. of Jusfice and the FedIf,

bill,

Trade Commission for prosecuunder the anti-trust laws which
are "ample to correct any such evil,"

page

12)

C. C. Pettijohn, Hays organization
counsel, says in his memorandum attacking the bill.
These allegations, he claims, "are
nothing more than self-serving declarations and assumptions made by the
author of the bill without any foundation or justification fact."

"Last Laugh" to Play
Toronto as Ban Lifts
With ban on German-made films
lifted in Ontario, "The Last
Laugh" opens Feb. 20 at Shea's Hip-

or

distribution
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eral
tion
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and no danger of

production,

pictures.
It is throughout a
)etitive business, which threatens
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industry,"
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pass. The editorial follows:
Tickets
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Mille studios around April
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1, is reported planned.
great activity at the studios at
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restrictive measure, American producers will be compelled to purchase a large block of
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Others Sell
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podrome, Toronto, Universal
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is a lesson in merchandising from which this indusSunday Shows Lose Hot
learn something
try
Fight at Mattoon, 111.
In an effort to analyze the value of different types of adMattoon, 111. Sunday pictures were
vertising media, the Association of National Advertisers, through voted down here at a special election
Walter Mann, its director of research, asked members to dissect by the narrow margin of 683 votes.
and then report back on the agencies through which it gets great- The vote was comparatively light, an
important factor in the final outcome.
One hundred and sixty members selling more than Proponents of Sunday shows were
est results.
300 products in thirty- six majpr classifications have thus far re- penalized by the fact that the polls
were closed at five o'clock and the
ported their 1928 selections as follows
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to Make Another for M-G-M
Herbert Brenon, who returned to
New York this week from the Coast,
after
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26>^
26^ 26/,
Pfd.
100
7
7
7
.\I.
P. Cap. Corp..
1,100
3
354
3^
Palhe Exchange
1,700
12/8
Pathe Exch. "A".. 133/i
12'/i
66-4
10
66
ttPathe Exch. 7s37 66'/^
113^^ 113J4 17,500
Paramount F-L

M GM

eturned to

N. Y.

in

insurance

COVE

Irving Thalberg.

.

Ruben,

EVERYD
Thalbergs, Frances Marion Here

2.000
2,400

Ruben Back
.A.1

8-9

'•A^^

M

600

nounces.

7

BATTLE OF CORONEL AND
ROSE MARIE
S
FALKLAND ISLANDS
cDnD-^r^•A- ^^^nc
^^ORTIXG
GOODS
BEYOND LONDON'S LIGHTS.. 8
THAT'S MY DADDY
BURNING UP BROADWAY.... 8
VALLEY OF HUNTED MEN
8
FOUR SONS
SHORT SUBJECTS
9

Financial

Am.

I

Cloth bI

—

Am.

Denver climate, necessitating
transfer back to Los Angeles,
Smith, general sales manager,
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THEATERS
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A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ALL

Presentations
,

By JACK

Historical

EXHIBITORS IN BUILDING UP

PROGRAMS

HARROW EH

"Tab"

IL

at the

Roxy

TAP DANCING FEATURES

The second

UKELOUUT ISN'T
of

iley

American

airs

com-

overture at the Capitol,
I'ith a play of red, white and
\11 Tits on the orchestra while a
of Lincoln unfolds on the
m- "his fades out to a flash of
t-e
of Lincoln with a group
[heir arms in supplication to
Incipator with the entire infntered in an oval frame. The
launched its overture with
le

1

the national anthem.
half rose to
It in indecisive manner when
licians launched into another
Thus, the bill got ofif to a
^t unfortunate bit of show-

With the celebration of Washington's Birthday as a nucleus, the Roxy
will have a historic pageant called

episode, representing the
period before the Civil War, is characterized by a plantation scene in

m

FARM, ATMOSPHERE FOR

HIT

audience

h at

console

the

in

"The

Yesterday and Today'"
ith the audience in pretty
mor.
"The Brook," a colif
shots probably edited by
ter staff was the next nume incidental music to the

|of

m

but the

Iped,

number

didn't

click.

presentation

was

of variable

most of it very mediocre
ubbed "The Fast Mail" and
y Frank Cambria, it opened
tion pictures showing differiums of sending mail and
he introduction with a raised
and a locomotive headlight
oving down on the audience,
esner, master of ceremonies,
postman, distributing let:he musicians comprising the

G

ms

occupied
a
full
of Foster girls
steppers did two numbers.
ame Roy Shelton, dancer;
Gordon, of the jazz singing

group

—

Roman

AT ROXY

Of

Tieing up with Lincoln's birthday
Roxy, in opening its stage bill
last week, presented a number entitled "In Memoriani," which was in
every respect a credit to its prodepartment.
A backdrop
duction
showed the Lincoln Memorial at
Washington and on a flight of steps
in the foreground, front stage, were
grouped Forbes Randolph's Kentucky
They
Jubilee Choir, negro singers.
sang "Massa's in De Cold, Cold
the

Ground," "I Am
and other fitting
the close of
was lighted

Home"

Coming

Near
numbers.
the episode the backdrop
in

its

,

center

to

reveal

George A. Billings posing as Abra-

ham Lincoln.
"A Study

Black and White"
was the billing on the second number, which opened with a large inkin

Next full
well effect front center.
stage was used with a background
done in Pierrot and Pierrette fashion.
Daks
and
Gainbarelli,
Nicholas
George Kidden went through a fannumber and the Roxyettes, attired in black and white costumes,
did some Tiller work effectively. Lil-

tastic

number lian La Tonge sang.
Foster girls which was a
The familiar nightclub
sad affair;
the
Three Le vided the thought for the
a

Ho!

who

A

t.

gladiator

idea
final

prostage

ery clever contortionists, and 'number, billed as "Cabaret."
There
iddie Hill, a singing-talking was nothing startlingly original about
Han who provided this re- the set, which depicted the usual type
vith a very annoying five or of club, with a fan-shape background
inutes. Feature "Rose-Marie." and gold-colored drapes.
Frederick
Itixnrt

Fradkin and his fiddles scored heavily with "Just a Memory" and other

Holiday Shows at Capitol
of the approaching holi- selections.

mor

will be five de luxe peres of the stage revue at the

;re
entertJ

on

lanii
is

Washington's

Birthday.

new Mort Harris producbe part of the stage program

a
'1

kti
d
SoiitliilUding

the

feature

and

in

this

Sparkling Gems
a novel dance routine.

Ormonde's
ear in

Wolf at Warfield
Wolf, the orchestra leader, is
a hit at the Warfield, San
CO, duplicating his success at
ropolitan in Los Angeles. He
luled to remain there twelve

iube

more.

final bit as they did their tap
formations up and down a staircase
clear across the stage.
A blackface
comedy team, Glenn & Jenkins,
dressed as porters with brooms had
a good line of patter that scored the
laughs.
Lots of the gags were old,

their

jars of

the

T STAGE BILL

which Forbes Randolph's Kentucky
"Tableaux Americana" which is di- Jubilee Choir will sing a group of
Tap dancing featured the ParaThe first negro spirituals. "Ante Bellum," by
vided into three episodes.
mount
stage presentation, "Steps and
Washington at Paul L. Dunbar, the blind negro poet
represents
tableau
Steppers," designed by Jack PartingValley Forge, a reproduction of the will be recited by Leslie Stowe. The
famous painting of that historic closing episode is dedicated to Lin- ton. There were six hoofers of each
George A. Billings portrays sex, and their formations were the
episode, in which Washington will be coln.
usual stuff.
A kick was injected in
impersonated by William Calhoun. the role of the great Emancipator.

Beatrice Belkin contributed a mezzo-soprano solo and Margaret "Mickey" McKee whistled seriously.
Tap dancing was offered by
Jimmy and George Trainor and the
Jubilee Choir helped round out the
program along with the ballet and
Roxyettes.
With the exception of the initial
presentation, the stage program didn't
register strong.

Minnevitch With Fanchon & Marco
Borah Minnevitch and harmonica
artists, have signed up for a Fanchon

& Marco

unit.

B'KLYN STRAND STAGE
Featured

"Down On

a
the

stage

Farm."

band was arranged

in

presentation,
The stage
a full stage

setting representing the interior ot a
barn, with a barn backdrop showing
haystocks, straw lofts, corn husks,
wagon wheels and other props. The
band boys were outfitted in yellow
satin overalls with white shirts and
wearing the hayseed hat. The number opened with Down on the Farm
Foxtrot, after which a farm boy
came on from the side displaying a
card "Barnyard Chicks" for the next

number. This was done by six girls
of the pony ballet who were dressed
in unique costumes representing white
chicks.
The farm boy brought out

snappy delivery

seemed to
also introduced
a colored boy who did a tap shoe
shine number that was as good as
anything on the bill for real enterbut
get

the

them

across.

They

tainment.

Ilomay Bailey sang with the step-

number scoring as light as
her costume.
But Ilomay is awfully
good to look at. An unbilled act was
a gent with an abbreviated concertina
who drew jazz and classic from the
instrument, and also played it while
rolling over, standing on his head,
and like maneuvers.
The overture

pers, her

was "Mephisto" v\ith an atmospheric
stage set by Paul Oscard that was
the neatest thing on the bill.
The
Spirit of Evil was represented. Moving clouds, and changing beams of
liglit gradually illuminating the hid-

card again, this time for La Scala, den singers in costume, grouped on
who stepped forward from a block formation, all contributed to
his place in the band and played good orchestration.
Gene Rodemich
"Lollipops" and followed with a hot led the stage band, a new system havnumber for a fine finish. The next ing been maugurated by Publix
"Burlesque
Clas- whereby he with Lou Kosloff and Al
card announced
Pauline Mitchell follow a stage unit through
sique," a travesty dance.
Miller came next, singing Rappee's New Haven, Boston and New York.
composition,
"When Love Comes This keeps them rotating every three
Stealing" and after her the band weeks at these cities.
played a series of southern numbers.

his

banjoist,

Then came "Carry Me Back

to

Old

Virginny," with a chorus sung by
Pauline Miller, and then "Old Black
Joe" with a trombone chorus by
George Stell.
As a finish to these
southern numbers the six girls did a
fast stepping cakewalk.
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'Taka Chance Week"
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Paramount

The Paramount is staging the annual "Taka Chance Week" starring
Saturday, and the entire program is
No billing appears on the
a secret.
front of the theater, and even the title
of the picture is kept dark.
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Producers^ ^ Distributors' Brief
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.. et al.
Docket 835, except that there has been added
statement that the films are copyrighter.
Page 4. Line 23 The positive films
being then cohered by copyright are
distributed by distributors to exhibi-

against

Key to Text
THESE arguments against

ASSERT Bill CLAMPS ON

Brookhart bill were
the
prepared by Charles C. Pettijohn, counsel of the Hays organization.
All type matter in

IL
The chief legal
legislation is that

objection
its

effect

to

this

proposed

would be

to
their

Commission
vs.
Beechnut
Trade
Supreme
Packing
in
the
Co.
U.
S.
Court, wherein the right of a seller to choose
Illushis own customer at will is affirmed.
Federal

trative of
assertion

extent

the

of

rule was
by Justice

this

the

from the bench
McReynolds, during the argument of this case,
that a trader had the right to refuse to sell
to a man because his hair was red.
This statement of the law was not challenged.
of the
peals,

One

the latest decisions is that
United States Circuit Court of ApSecond Circuit (New York) in the
of

Hubbard Ayer, Inc., vs. FedCommission, decided Nov.
1,
After reviewing the acts of the respondent, the court held "In doing this we
think the i)etitioner did no more than it
might lawfully do in selecting its customers
whom it considered desirable.'' petition for
certiorari denied by the Supreme Court, March
1927.
This rule of freedom of choice
14,
case of Harriet
eral

Trade

1926.

—

is well established in numerous decisions and
there can be no denial of its importance in
the motion picture industry.
E\'ery producer, necessarily from the very
nature of the industry, desires to have his
pictures exhibited in the best theaters.
This
is
especially true with respect to the first
run exhibition which, in effect, is the showwindow of the territory and often determines
whether the picture is to be a succc-^s or a
failure.
The character of the theater, its
location, policy, prices of admission, seating
manner of presentation, class of
capacity,
patrons, general reputation, etc., are all matters of vital importance to the producer and
distributor, and often they are equally as important, if not more so, than the rental paid
by the theater.
The elfect of the Brookhart bill would be to
ignore all these important considerations and
make the price of the picture the one con
trolling feature in the industry and deny to
the jiroducers and distributors in this industry
the same right of contract granted to manufacturers and wholesalers in other industries,
to wit. the freedom to choose the.r own customers.
The author of the bill probably had
in mind the rulings of the court on this question of freedoin of choice of a customer, so in
drawing the ]iroposed bill sought to avoid this
rule by emphasizing the fact that the films
are copyrighted.
Almost without exception
they are described as "copyrighted motion
I)icture films."
This was done probably for
the purpose of making the motion picture industry an exception to the law governing all
other industries and to bring the proposed
law under the decision of the United States
district Court for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania in the case of the United States
vs.
M. P. Patents Co. et al, which was a
proceeding brought by the government under
the Sherman law.
In that case the defendants
owned a patented device used in projecting
a picture on the screen.
It was necessary
for exhibitors to have licenses to use this
device and the defendants would only grant
such licenses on the condition that it be used
to project pictures distributed by them, thus
compelling the exhibitors to buy their pictures.
This was, of course, held illegal and
the court entered an order of dissolution.
This state of facts, however, presents an entirely different question from that of a producer offering his product as a whole at a
lower i)rice than that fixed for one or two

was

italics

deab-

prive producers and distributors of
solute right to choose their own customers.
It has been repeatedly decided by the Circuit
Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court of
the United States that a manufacturer and/or
wholesaler may select his customers at will;
and in the absence of a conspiracy or concerted
action to coerce, intimidate or boycott, may
refuse for any reason he considers fit, to sell
The leading dehis product to a retailer.
cisions on this point are to be found in the
cases against manufacturers and/or wholesalers of various commodities who refused to
sell
their products to retailers who did not
keep and maintain certain resale prices and
are commonly known as the Resale Price
Maintenance Cases.
One of the leading cases is that of the

the

inserted

FILM DAILY

in

by

tors

assumed

by

text of the

bill.

or from that of a producer who
I)ictures,
chooses as his customers such exhibitors as
The mere fact that
he thinks are desirable.
these films are copyrighted does not make them
no
analog^ between
There
is
an exception.
a copyrighted film and a patented mechanical
Every picture is difierent and no
device.
Their
two can possibly 'je exactly alike.
value and worth is to be found, not in the
tact that they are protected by a copyright,
but in their drawing power at the box-office.
In every show year several hundred desirable
Some are better
pictures are on the market.
certain
audiences and theaters
for
sUited
than others and some are more popular gen
All ol
erally over the country than others.
which goes to make an open market and keep
Entirely different from
intensive competition.
the situation presented by one and only one
mechanical device, which is pat
necessar\
ented and for which there can be no sub

Section

1

— Page 2— Line

brings
1

This follows the title of the bill (page
is devoted entirely to definitions.

and

Section 2

— Page 4— Line

1)

9

In the course and conduct
of the motion-pictitrc indnstry the prostudios
in
or
operate
ducers own
the States of California, Nem York.
Nezv Jersey, and other States ivhcre
they make or produce motion-picture
In the production of motionfilms.
picture films lart/e quantities of unexposed negative and positive films are
shipped from otiier States to the studios.
At the studios and on suitable sites
"locations" scenes are photocalled
graphed upon reels of tiegativc film,
the
ncyativc film is developed and
and
edited, and at least one positive film
is
The negative film is then
made.
Section

sliippcd
located

and

2.

from

the studios to laboratories

sometimes in the same States
sometimes in a different State,

many positive prints are made
as may be necessary to meet the demand
The positive films being
for the films.
then cjvcred by copyright arc distributed
by distributors to c.vhibitors in the several States.
When the films are projected by an exhibitor upon a screen
tlie final stage of tlie pliotographic process takes place and there is then depicted what is commonly knozvn as motion pictures..
To facilitate tlie delivery of motion-picture films to the exhibitors most distributors have estab.lislied
branch offices throughout the
United States known as "exchanges,"
'vhcre negotiations for the booking of
are conducted with exhibitors,
films
/•'lom these exchanges, located in the
pi incipal cities in the various sales districts
throughout the United States,
service is given to smaller cities and
towns in contiguous territory, the films
in passing between the exchange and
the exhibitor frequently crossing State
ivlicre as

lines.

This section is devoted entirely to a descri|)tion of the interstate commerce and as
this question has been definitely decided by
the decisions of the Binderup case, the Con
necticut tax law case and Fox vs. Federal
Trade Commission, it is of little importance
except for its phraseology.
comparison
shows that this section has been copied al-

A

most

verbatim

from paragraphs

2 and 3 of
the findings as to the facts filed by the Fed-

eral

Trade

Commission

in

its

recent

DISTORTED

States.

case

3.

— Page 5— Line

12

conditions that liai'e made it necessary
for many crhibitars to affiliate with
the producers and distributors in order
to obtain an adequate supply of suitable motion-picture subjects, such afbeing established by means
filiations
of giving to a producer or distributor
control of such e.rhibitor's theater or
titeaters through total or partial stock
leases,
operating agreements,
othcnvise, or by former exhibitors
acquiring a substantial interest or control in a producer or distributor.
As
a result of tins condition, theaters controlled by or affiliated with- one distributor are in many cases operated by another distributor.
There is an increasing number of cases of control of a
theater or group of theaters by two or

control,

or

distributors.

Such common,

in-

terlocking interest and control by one
distributor in the theaters of another
distributor results in restricting the supply of suitable copyrighted motion-picture films obtainable by exhibitors who
me not so affiliated with a producer
or distributor.
The continually increasing control of motion picture theaters
by producers and distributors results
in restricting the number of motionpicture theaters in which may be e.vhibited the film productions of producers and distributors not affiliated
zcith motion-picture theaters.

Certain practices have grcrwn up in
distribution of films the continuance of -which tends to increase the
restrictions above described and threatens to create a monopoly in the business of producing, distributing, and e.rInbitiny
copyrighted motion pictures.
1 he..e
practices consist of {a) blind
booking and block, booking (b) unfair
discrimination
in
the
allocation
of
product in favor of exhibitors affiliated
the

with,

producers and distributors and
prejudice

the

the producers and distributors
the latter by block booking succi
monopolise the playing dates
exhibitors.
This practice of blind am

A

as well as the distribution and exhibition of films.
Their control of production and distribution has resulted in

more

of exhibitors

not

so

to

booking
benefit

the

tastes

of

his

public,

but

is

re-

quired to lease all of the product of a
given distributor offeicd for release during a gi^en period long in advance
of the time when the product is to be
delivered and often before the making
of such product has been commenced.

system of "blind booking" and
hooking" makes it incumbent
upon an exhibitor to lease films zvltich
arc not suitable for his needs and
which he does not want in order to
obtain films which from the descriptive
Tiie

"block

matter

he

concludes

demand and which
the successful

his

he

patrons

must

have

wilt
in

conduct of his business.
This system of blind and block booking of films requires the exhibitor to
show films of poor quality or to suffer the loss of the
rental on such
films, and precludes the small producer
having only a few films a year or any
other producer or distributor having no
theater affiliations, from competing with

waived

frequently
theaters

affiliated

By

the practice of arbitrc^ry]
of produce theaters affiliati
producers and distributors a
trarily
given the choice of
'.without affording the unaffilia\
hibitor competing with such
or affiliated theater the opport:
bid or compete for such choice
This section describes certaai
ditions and practices in the Indus
clares that the practices of blind
lion

1

booking and

unfair discrimination
affiliated and chain theaters, in pri
independent theaters, threatens t'

monopoly in the industry.
form the base on which the

These
bill

is

as
the following sections are
correct these alleged evils.
They a:
more than self-serving declarations]
sumptions made by the author of
without any foundation or justificati(|
If these assertions, allegations am
tions, be true in fact, they are mat(,
should be brought to the attention tj
partment of Justice and the Fede,
Commission for prosecution under
trust laws, the provisions of which
to correct any such evil.
i:

The Federal Trade Commission,
extensive investigation, issued an on
block booking but before attempt!
force such order, very properly
in
co-operation with representative
whole industry, at a Trade Pra|
ference, to find a sales system to.
for block booking and at such
members of the industry agreed
modifications which, when put'into
entirely eliminate any possibility
any of the practices heretofore
(

i:.

The Department of Justice, as is v|
is
making a comprehensive inves
the industry, so there seems to be

need of this legislation.

The

real

these declarations and assumptions
injected here into this bill is that
seeks thereby to justify the radica
tic
provisions of the sections wh|
These provisions, as will be seen
criminate illegally against membe]
industry, by depriving them of
enjoyed by all other manufacturit(
tributing concerns in the country,

do

and thereby crcumvei]
economic laws and court
IS sought to make an exception of|
try by these allegations and dec
threatened monopoly.
to

this

settled

af-

Blind booking and block booking is
the system of booking films whereby the
exhibitor IS denied the right to view
the product he is to lease and to select
sucii part thereof as he deems suitable

is

of

ducers and distributors.

Section

filiated.

to

CH

IS

either the
or findings,

in

continuous supply of attractive motion-picture subjects is essential to the successful conduct of a
film exchange or motion-picture theater.
Lcitam producers and distributors who
means of direct ozvnership or
by
tnrough total or partial stock control,
leases, operating agreements, or otherwise arc also exhibitors enjoy a ccrntrolling advantage over distributors and
exhibitors who are not so affiliated.
Sucli controlling advantage is theirs
hy virtue of controlling the production
Section

producers

law

several

Section 3

preparing

stitute or alternative.
An analysis of this proposed
out other objectionable effects.

the

TRUE TRADE CONDITII

commission's original complaint
otherwise they are practically identical.

THE

and distributors with the original

in

There was no such allegation

the brief for publication so that
the reader may compare the

stand

—

Section
of

this

any

4.

— Page

A

8

Lij

Six months after

Act

shall he unla\\
or distributor
motion-picture
films
it

producer

righted

current of interstate commerce
or offer for lease for exhibitio
theater or theaters copyrightea
picture films in a block or

.

two or more films

at a designatl

sum

price for the entire block
and to require the exfi
all such films or perm!
none: or to lease or
for exhibition such nu.
ture films in a block or groujmi
or
more at a designated
price for the entire block or
at separate and several pric
arate and several prices fi
and several films, or for a
numbers thereof less than
number,
which
total
or
price and separate and sev
shall bear to each other sii
as to operate as an unreasikbli
%\
.ttraint upon the freedom of .' ei
tor to select and lease for use td
hition only such film or film of
block or group as he may aire
prefer to procure for exhi\io»

only

lease
lease
lease

mm

J February

I

19,

—

—

:
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o ok hart Bill Declares It Illegal
PRICE FIXING

I

OVIDED IN MEASURE

Also these provisions (Section 4 and 7)
power to fix
commission
"the
give
the
the differentials which may be observed between the price of a block or group of films
and the price of a separate or several film
or films less than such block or group."

Section 7
or such relation to tach othtr
tnd to require an txhibitor to
ch an entire block or group or
he lease of any portion or porereof, en shall bear such relatach other that the effect of
oposed contract for the lease
films may be substantially to
ompetition or tend to create a
y in any part of the certain

commerce

among

the several
to wit, the business of producexhibition
of mo\tribution and
ure films.
ion is an identical copy of parathe Order To Cease and Desist
y 9, 1927, by the Federal Trade
in its proceedings against Famous
ky Corp. et al, Docket 835, except
rd "copyrighted" has been inserted
words "motion picture films" (line
of this section, the enforcement
vested in the Federal Trade Comthe provision of Section 7 (text
ipears in next paragraph, and is set
nrould be to deprive exhibitors and
of the right to freely bargain and
;er and would eliminate all competirices, as it gives the commission the
the prices at which the pictures are
If this bill becomes a law, any
not satisfied with the prices being
pictures by any distributor may
t

commission and it will then
upon it to investigate the raattry out the
\
full hearing and
to whether the prices complained
enable or not, and as to whether
the

it
»liit

prices

1

may

substantially

lessen

or tend to create a monopoly.
provisions (Sections 4 and 7)

Six months after the date of
shall be unlawful for any
or distributor of copyrighted
icture films in the current of
it

commerce

tease or offer
;
for exhibition in any theater
ers copyrighted motion-picture
' a block or group of two or more
invd
a designated lump-sum price
h l<
entire block or group only and
J
e the exhibitor to lease all such
Hi
permit him to lease none; or
v.t
or offer for lease for exhibition
jjc
tionpicture films in a block or
K
f
two or more at a designated
, k'J
w price for the entire block or
meiiib
d at separate and several prices
»f
rate and several films, or for
r or numbers thereof less than
.i:!f;
number, which total or lumpand separate and several
Kiimvi
\ce
hall bear to each other such
(inn
as to operate as an unreasonJe(
'raint upon the freedom of an
to select and lease for use
ibition only such film or films
block or group as he n\ay deprefer to procure for exhibisnall bear such relation to each
tend to require an exhibitor
such an entire block or group
o the lease of any portion or
thereof, or shall bear such reeach other that the effect of
[posed contract for the lease of
J may be substantially to lessen
on or tend to create a monopoly
f
part of the certain line of
e among the several States, to
'business of production, distribuexhibition of motion-picture
e

to

'

-

:

1

11

,11

i'li'i

reiirl

1

1

ito

'

'

'

*

if

Administration of this Act
in the Federal Trade Commisich is hereby authorised and
td to make suitable rules and
ns for giving effect to the prohtreof, including
the power,
hearing, to fix the differenich may be observed between
of a block or group of films
price of a separate and sever films less than such block
as mentioned in section 4
>
'I

'
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Lines 5-8 "to
7, Page 10,
the differentials which may be obprice
the
between
of a block
served
or group of films and the price of a
or films
several
film
separate and
less than such a block or group as
mentioned in Section 4 of this Act.
Section

fix

pure and simple, and
This
that it is impracticable and unworkable is
self-evident to any one with knowledge of the
No two pictures are exactly alike.
industry.
They are not comparable to other products,
for example shoes, hardware, lumber,
like,
price

is

iron,

or

steel

The value

coal.

or

static;

of

pictures

but

for it in other sections of the
country? (Tould any commission fix a "difOther outstandferential" for this picture?
ing examples are to be found in the pictures
stars which
certain
formerly made featuring
at one time were in great demand and commanded large prices, but on account of unforeseen accident in the short space of a

there will

be

^

they became almost worthless in
Pictures by different stars,
country.
directors and authors vary according to their
Also the theaters vary
individual popularity.
as to type, location, seating capacity, clientele,
No set
policy, presentation and desirability.
standards, or "differentials" can be
rules,
theaters.
all
and
made to apply to all pictures
No quantity discounts for buying in large
quantities can be formulated as may be done
in the case of such products as iron, steel,
You can safely conetc.
shoes,
coal,
tract to give buyers of shoes by carload lots
a discount varying on the number of carloads
pair of shoes is worth as much
bought.
in Boston as in Dallas, Texas, but this cmnot be said of such a picture as "Wings."
picture is shown in the Roxy theater in
New York, and also in the Circle theater in
Both are first-run showings, in
Indianapolis.
class, first-run downtown theaters; but
first
New York
the picture is worth more in
Inasmuch as no such
than in Indianapolis.
fixed "differentials" could be fixed by the
commission, it would necessarily follow that
each case would have to be considered separately and decided according to the facts
The effect of
peculiar to each transaction.
this would be ruinous to the industry. There
are hundreds of thousands of picture contracts made each year, any of which, under
the provision of this bill, could be brought
before the commission for review and deSuch a procedure would require
termination.
months of time and litigation, as will be deSuch delays would be
veloped later herein.
Pictures must move
fatal to the business.
quickly as their advertising exploitation begin
long before their release and their publicity
They must be sold
value does not last long.
and exhibited quickly or there is a resulting
on the shelf.
carried
be
loss.
They cannot
Newness, novelty and publicity are the very
essence of their value and such a procedure

few hours

this

A

A

as

is

no distinction made between them and

contemplated by this legislation would
unfairly not only to the protlucers

operate

and distributors but

to

the exhibitors as well.

A

further effect of these price fixing provisions would be to put the producer and/or
distributor in the same category as public
service corporations, while the Federal Trade
Commission would occupy a position comparable to that of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the various state public utility

commissions.

The legislative regulation through comrnission of public utilities finds its justification
in the fact that they are quasi public corporations which enjoy the benefits of the exercise
of the right of eminent domain and are, therefore, held properly subject to public regulation in the theory that they enjoy the benefits
of quasi public status and should, therefore,
bear the burdens of such status.
Producers and/or distributors of films, even
though they be copyrighted, cannot be classed

other

manufacturers and wholesalers.
The producer is a manufacturer; the distributor a
wholesaler; the exhibitor a retailer, and the
Congress
public, of course, is the consumer.
should not undertake to discriminate against
exercise
control
over
industry
and
seek
to
this
There is no difference
it
in this manner.
and/or functions of this
in the essentials
industry and other manufacturing industries.
The only distinction that can be made is in
the nature of the product and the necessary
effect of this section would be to deprive the
producers and distributors of their rights to
choose their own customers as has been fully
heretofore.

discussed

fixing

on the contrary, is extremely variable and no commission can fix a fair and reasonable price for
a picture which will apply to all exhibitors
A picture is worth more to one
generally.
exhibitor than to another, and vice versa,
according to the type and character of both
the picture and the theater. To illustrate:
"Wings" is having a successful run on
Broadway, but who can say what demand
constant

liot

is

There can be

public service corporations.

as

industry

this

If

be

singled

out

for

gov-

facturing industries.

The exhibitors who are opposed to block
booking in buying pictures seem to desire to
pick and choose where they please at their
price.

There

absolutely no mechanical differensystem under which this industry
The minute you fix the maximum
that a picture can take in,
and that is
exactly what this system would result in, you
retard for all time the ambition and the
reward that come
with trying the unusual.
You discourage the greatest thing back of the
production end of this industry, and that is
the incentive for larger grosses and larger
returns which are necessary to bring to the
screen such pictures as "The King of Kings,'
"Ben-Hur," "The Covered Wagon," "What
Price
Glory,"
"Robin Hood," "The Sea
Beast," "The Patent Leather Kid." "Keeper
of the Bees," "Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
Right here is where the public become?
etc.
an interested party. Not only would the memis

tial

price

can

live.

BLOCK BOOKING BASIS
price quoted, he can buy some other brand
of merchandise, and there are too many successful brands on the market today to any
longer dispute the old idea that an exhibitor
had to have certain pictures in order to live.

The industry has

—

bers

of the industry lose all of the savings
they should be able to get from chain
operation, but they would have a situation
more chaotic and more costly than ever before presented in this business, and these
fundamental facts certain people absolutely refuse to see.

that

must not be forgotten that
when there were two or more

the past,
theaters in
competition, it often resulted in the exhibitors
getting together and doing the price fixing
themselves. The producer-distributor-exhibitor
It

in

corporations can cite many concrete examples
where this has been done: that not only the
niaximvim pi ice was fixed, but the service was
absolutely allocated,
and an understanding
existed as to which pictures a certain exhibitor would bid on and which he would leave
alone.
Such an unstable market as is proposed could not and would not last, and it
would not be long before these unaffiliated
exhibitors would want to tie-in competition
with the circuit.
Individual houses would
turn right around and make agreements with
a circuit house, with which they were in
competition, in order to control the price of
their film.

many
country

a

It

may

be

possible

for

them

to

time

There are

All of these considerations are very pertinent to the man who is making and selling
motion pictures.
There are many exhibitors
that producers purposely lose as customers
because of the type of exploitation management they represent. It is not true that the
producers always sell to the highest bidder.
It would not be healthy if they did.

This industry has prospered and grown as
rapidly as that of any other industry that
has come to our attention.
Up to only five
years ago. practically no money from the public was taken in by producers from the theater end of this business.
The industry had
expanded and it had been built out of profits.
The entire basis of this prosperity and this
growth was the same block-booking or wholesaling plan by which exhibitors purchased
their pictures, the same as they would buy
one thousand suits of clothes from Hart,
Schafner & Marx, with confidence in the
manufacturer as a great asset.

There are
many exhibitors who have
"picked pictures and gone broke."
The man
asserts
he can always tell what his
audience wants is nothing short of foolish.

who

The wisest men in this country, with years
and millions involved, have gone
wrong and repeatedly gone wrong in trying
to guess what the public requires.
The individual who sets himself up as such a judge
is
automatically making the claim that he
of experience

personally

possesses a greater knowledge or
the public taste than all the
combined brains of the industry, who are
constantly striving to figure out what the
public wants.
insight

into

True,
stance,

— and

some have guessed where, for
western pictures are not going at

inall

made

other guesses where certain types
of pictures do not go over, but in the main,
no exhibitor has been able to successfully
guess the tastes of the audience, and do it
consistently.

Big exhibitor ventures have been made on
the basis of tying up with the output of
reputable manufacturers, who made quality
productions on the one hand, as against those
exhibitors who have made just as much money
by running an entirely different kind of
business, who use a cheaper grade of pictures,
under a different policy, and who have progresse<l just as satisfactorily.

Section 5

— Page

9

Line 9-18

Section 5. After eighteen months from
the date of this Act it shall be unlawful for

buy

any producer or distributor of

motion-picture films, in the current of
interstate commerce, to make or enter
into any contract, agreement, or arrangement for the leasing of any film
or films for exhibition to the public,
unless such copyrighted film or films
hai'e been completed and are available
for immediate release and without first
affording the exhibitor desiring to least
such film or films an opportunity to
view a projection of such film or films
upon a screen if he so desires.

By this token not every exhibitor can have
United Artists, First National. Fox, etcetera,
and just the same as there are varying degrees of quality in merchandise in other lines,
so does the same thing exist in the selling of
motion pictures.
But on top of that, even
if this condition
was established and the better pictures were to be distributed among
everybody who desires them, they still will
want to pick and choose from these better
own

The

provisions of this

section

would make

unlawful for a producer and/or distributor
to make and/or contract for the sale of copyrighted films unless the same have been completed and are available for immediate release and
to
refuse exhibitors a preview.
Here again is an extraordinary discrimination against this industry.
In no other line
of commerce is the manufacturer prohibited
from making sales for the future delivery of
The United States Steel Co.
his product.
it

When a producer offers a block of pictures to an exhibitor and states that he wants
a complete sale or none at all, the exhibitors
can refuse to buy that way, if he does not
desire to do so.
Nobody argues sensibly any
more that any one brand of pictures in this
industry is necessary to an exhibitor.
If he
does not like the selling plan of, for example, Paraniouiit-Famous-Lasky Corp.. at the

present

pictures

knows exists and is at the
present time taking advantage of.
When the
prices get too high, he changes his source
of supply; when the quality is not right, he
does the same thing.

Chevrolet or Ford or some other agency.

pictures with a fixed differential in their
favor.

the

situation.

being made than the
can consume.
This is the situation

more

that the exhibitor

Not everybody who desires to be in the
automobile business can have an agency for
Rolls Royce; not all of them can sell Packard cars or Cadillacs.
After these agencies
are sold the manufacturer has secured his
outlet.

at

over-production

serious

ernmental regulation and reconstruction as is
proposed in this bill, the next session of the
Congress will find factionalists from many
other industries asking for similar regulation.
In effect, this bill would be the first
step or entering wedge of regulation and reconstruction by the Government of all manu-

own

INDUSTRY HELD BUILT ON

THE
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•ci^ak
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Right to Select Customers Defendi
ALWAYS

SAY PRICE NOT

DETERMINING FACTOR
business almost entirely on orHenry Ford is
future delivery.
now and has been for years doing business on
Such a prodeliveries.
contracts for future
hibition would work an unreasonable hardship
on the producer, distributor and exhibitor.
producers, to some extent,
Practically all
finance their operations on the credit derived
from future contracts and to many of the
smaller ones this is the only means of obtaining credit available to them and it would
be an unfair discrimination against them,
unjustified by any precedent of either law
As has been heretofore pointed out.
or fact.
pictures must move rapidly as the advertising
campaigns have to start long before the completion of the pictures and reach their climax

conducts
ders for

its

The effect of this secon the release dates.
tion would be to slow down the whole course
of the business and compel the producers and
distributors to carry films, representing investments of millions of dollars (frozen capThis
ital), idle on their shelves for months.
would be ruinous to the smaller concerns as
they have neither the capital nor credit to
The effect upon the excarry such a load.
hibitor would be equally as unfair, because
of contracting for
means
no
he would have
Exhibitors
his supply of pictures in advance.
want to be assured long in advance of their
supply, so they can arrange their programs
In the
and publicity matter accordingly.
fall of 1923, Paramount tried to initiate such
this
section,
required
by
as
is
system
a sales
but found the trade unwiling to accept it.
The exhibitors wanted to book wholesale and
After a few weeks' trial, with a
in blocks.
resulting loss of over a million dollars. Para-

mount was forced
to

to

abandon

it

and returned

the present system.

provisions of this section would absoThey constilutely abolish the news reels.
tute a prompt news service, similar in funcFrom their
tion to the daily newspapers.
very nature they cannot be exhibited in advance of their sale any more than could a
newspaper be similarly previewed.
News reels service is sold by the year 104
release
two each week.
The
issues
for
prices run from $2 to $10 per theater per
issue.
To attempt to sell each issue sepTo prohibit
arately would
be impossible.
the sale of this news service by the year
mechanically
and
physically
would make it
impossible for any of the six news reels to

The

—

exist.

Section 6

—Page —Line
9

19

Secti<nt 6. After six months from
the date of this Act it shall be unlawful for any producer or distributor to
or
rent copyrighted
allocate,
lease,
films to theaters which are affiliated
directly or indirectly with such producer
or distributor or with any other producer or distributor without affording
all competing exhibitors an equal opportunity to bid for such films in free
and open competition.

This is the most extraordinary section of
extraordinary bill.
It
would make it
unlawful for any producer and/or distributor
this

sell copyrighted film to theaters affiliated
with any producer or distributor without affording ail competing exhibitors an equal
opportunity to bid for such film.
Such a
law would deprive producers and distributors
of their right to choose their own customers.
Today there are affiliated theaters in all the
key cities of the country and also in most of
the other large cities and towns, and a producer desiring to sell to affiliated houses
would have to put his pictures up at auction
in the most important cities and stand by

to

and see them knocked down

the

highest
bidder without regard to the character of the
theater operated by him.
The producer would
hare no assurance of a first class, first-run
showing of his pictures in the key cities,
which is a matter of the utmost importance.
The producer would lose all control of his
product and would be deprived of the right
to

own pictures. There is and can
be no law making it illegal for a manufacturer to market his own product.
The whole
economic trend of the day is toward this
sales system, as evidenced by the rapid grovrth

to retail his

of the chain store movement.
If this proposed sales system was to be enforced in
other industries it would, for example, compel the United Cigar Co. to offer its product
at auction and would prevent it from operatfurther effect on
ing its retail stores.
producers would be to require them to offer
their own pictures to their competitors.
No
court would sustain such a law.

compel manufacturers to recognize the incusagainst
their
as
dependent
stores
tomer, the chain stores; but the courts refuse
One of
to sustain the Commission's orders.

First National Pictures, Inc., has something in the neighborhood of 1,000 contracts
with exhibitors over the country which are of
indefinite
duration and by the terms of
which the rentals are fixed and determined
by the agreements and provisions of such contracts.
These contracts constitute a valuable
property right, both to the producer and the
exhibitor.
If enacted this section would abrogate these contracts and deprive these exhibitors of this valuable right.
Other producers have also made long-term contracts
with exhibitors which would be similarly ef-

Section 7. Administration of this Act
vested in the Federal Trade Commission, which is hereby authorized ana

A

fected.

a common practice to rent motion pictures for exhibition on a percentage basis with
the receipts of the theater divided between
distributor and exhibitor on an agreed percentage basis.
This is recognized as a fair
and equitable sales system.
The enactment
of this bill would abolish the renting of pictures on such basis.
It

is

The
booking

strongest'

— auction

argument against

the

blind

block

feature of the Brookhart bill is that although it is seriously embarrassing to the producer, distributor, exhibitor
corporation,
it
works worse hardships on the very exhibitors supporting this
bill.
If the provision for sale to the highest
bidder is efficacious, then the producer-distributor who has invested enormous suras in
the highest class motion pictures has no assurance for the supply of his theater. If it is
not efficacious (and it is difficult to see how
it can be since the affiliated theater could bid
exaggerated sums for pictures as long as it
was paying them to its subsidiary or to the
company which owns it), then the unaffiliated
theater would be the one hit since it would
have no assurance whatever of product.

This feature would also destroy the present
system under which a theater builds up its
patronage in establishing good will in the
minds of its customers between a certain line
pictures or certain stars.
If
Colleen
Moore's, for instance, should be offered separately at auction, no theater would care to
build up a Colleen Moore following.
boxoffice in a particular theater sometimes thrives
in proportion to the fan following which has
been built up for the stars exhibited in that
theater.
It would be difficult for a star to
capitalize on his or her popularity, if the pictures featuring that star are to be shunted
from one theater to another.

of

A

The

by a producer to chain theaters in preference to an unaffiliated theater,
in many cases, is merely the reflection of the
economical factor both as to safety and outlet,

selling

and the lesser cost of selling that goes

with

a chain sale.
It is much cheaper to
100 houses of a circuit, or 50, than to
negotiate for that number of separate contracts.
Furthermore, each circuit, having a
tremendous investment, has a greater appreciation of a tie-in with a quality producer
than an individual that uses one brand of pictures this year and may go elsewhere next

sell

year.

There is an imperative need for distribution costs in this industry to come down and
as chain operation becomes more and more a
vogue (as it has in every other line of business), reduction of .sales costs must go hand
in hand with it.
For producers to be deprived of the right to sell the chain and offer
in each separate locality the pictures to the
highest

bidder,

against

as

would mean that

it

the

would be

chainowner,
impossible

to

sell to a chain of theaters with any degree
of safety, and even the producer who desires
to own his own theaters, would find himself
in a position where he would not be sure of
his own product for his own houses.

The

intent and purpose of this section is to
prevent the producers and distributors from
selling to chain theaters on better terms than
they do to unaffiliated theaters.
This question has also been litigated in the Federal
Courts in other industries, and it has been
definitely decided that a manufacturer may
sell to chain stores on better terms than to
independent stores and having the right to
choose the customer, may refuse to sell independent stores who are competitors of the

chain stores.
tempts by the

These

cases

Federal Trade

from
Commission

arose

at-

to

FUTURE DELIVERY SYSl

leading cases is National Biscuit Co. vs.
Federal Trade Commission.

the

Section

— Page 10—Line

7

is

empowered

to

make

su-itable

rules

and

regulations for giving effect to the provisions hereof,, including the power,
after full hearing, to fix the differentials which may be observed between
the price of a block or group of films
and the price of a separate and several film or films less than such block
or group as mentioned in section 4 of
this Act.

This section gives to the Federal Trade
Commission the power to enforce the bill and
make rules and regulations for giving
to
effect

after
tials.

to its provisions including the power,
full hearing, to fix the price differenThe most remarkable feature of this

section is that it makes no provision for an
appeal from any decision, rule, regulation
The
or order entered by the Commission.
broad and unlimited powers granted by this
proposed act would put the motion picture
industry absolutely under the control of this
(Commission with no right of appeal to a
This commission is not
court for a review.
a judicial body, but an administrative body,
and the enactment of this bill would deprive
this industry of the right to have these important questions of law and equity determThe Federal Trade Comined by a court.
mission Act has an express provision for an
appeal as of right to the U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeal from any order of the commission
and similarly orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission may be reviewed by the
This legislation is the most
Federal court.
drastic of any of
laws yet proposed.

As

the

so-called

been

tant localities.
At the conclusion of the evidence the examiner would have thirty days
in which to prepare and file his report, after
which counsel for the commission and the
respondent, would file their exceptions to the
same and their briefs and then the matter
would come on for argument before the commission and final determination.
The length
of time taken by the commission in determining the cases before it, is notorious.
The
important cases take years and even the smallest cases take months.
An examination of
the records would show that in the last five
years seldom, if ever, has a contested case
been finally disposed of in less than a year
from the time it was first brought to the attention of the commission.
Such a procedure
would be fatal to both exhibitors and producers.
In order to speed up the procedure,
it
would be necessary for the Congress to
make a very substantial increase in the commission's annual appropriation as the personnel of the commission and staff would have
to be greatly increased.
In order to handle
the large volume of new cases which would
accrue from the passage of this bill, the
number of commissioners would have to be
increased, also more investigators, trial examiners and trial counsellors, would have to
be employed and provision made for increased
expenses, such as travel, mileage and fees
for witnesses, stenographic expenses, etc. That

increased personnel would be necessary,
seen from an examination of the
Commission's Annual Report for the Fiscal
Year ended June 30, 1927, which was filed
with the Congress last December.
On page
104 of this report are found tables summarizing the work of the commission.
Taljle 3
shows that during the last five years the commission, after investigations, docketed a total
of 568 complaints or contested cases.
This
is
an average of 113 a year.
During the
same period 686 cases were finally determined
is

readily

I

Section 8
Section
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kiiozvingly
and
provision of this

regulation

or

ip
Liij

wl

person

i]

willfully violt
Act or any ordt
made by the

tiijB

more than $10,000 and not
$1,000, or to imprisonment
than

and

one year or
imprisonment,

to

in

both
the

!

fjfptl

sentenced to a fint

be

States,

am.

nil

Trade Commission, shall, upon
tion in any district court of tht

pointed

an enormous amount of litigation at a cost
Each case would
of much time and money.
have to be investigated, a complaint prepared
and a copy served upon the respondent who,
under the present rules of the commission,
The iswould have thirty days to answer.
sues being thus joined, the matter would be
referred to a trial examiner before whom the
testimony would be taken.
This would necessitate much travelling over the country and
the subpoenaing of many witnesses from dis

this

disposed of, being an averag
It will thus be seen that aj
a year.
of only several thousand cases a
II
overwhelm the organization as noi
tuted.
There are arbitrated or con4
the motion picture business approxin
000 disputes each year between b|
sellers of film and between 4,000
of these disputes are actually heari lirf
termined each year by the 32 arbitratf
ifri
There can
in the United States.
tion but that this bill would resul| 'h
sands of new cases every year, bed Wt'
utterly impossible to fix any stal
"differentials" that will apply fairlj w(
picture and every theater throughoul
ki
There is probably no qHest|l
try.
industry upon which there is suflf
difference of opinion as that of fifl |« Crt
On questions of price all authoritiq fh
and each case would be different
lieili;
require a full hearing on the merits! tktt
lays and red tape incident to this
would afford no relief to the ind|
on the contrary would impose un
dSrii
By the titnej Bjp
burden and expense.
the
pic^
litigated,
tion of price was
tern
be so old as to have no exhibition
lEal

and

commission

out heretofore, the
effect of this Bill would be to bring thouthis commisbefore
price
disputes
sands of
This would involve
sion for determination.
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Federal Trade Commission,
crime and branding producers,
and exhibitors who violate it as criil

Hearst Papers LJ
Up Against Broof
(.Continued

from Page

"Blind booking," buying
and unmade, is nothing but

'.

pictij

sellinj

a practice uni;
every leading business in the ci
would
contract
abolish forward
future

delivery,

11-Eil

pendent producers" more than
affiliated

interests.

Such contracts are the basis
loans with which the independent!)
There are plenty of
payrolls.

ifl

pendent producers, just as ther
sands of independent exhibitors.
The most unfair part of the bj
tempt to deny producers the rig]
For example, t]
their exhibitors.
It is an
theaters they own.
back the clock of economic pro
fusing to this one group of manu|
right to

to the pub
Bill would i
confusion into film di

sell

directly

The Brookhart

pense and
forbidding the long-term cent
It would r|
business is done.
tion more uncertain and costly
would be produced, if none Ci
until completed
that is, if then
"blind booking."
government disappr lift
Finally,
industry would give for
film
ments a fine new excuse to hat I ^
can films by discriminatory leg i *«
The Brookhart Bill should i "'i
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STRIDES ARE BEING

P)

THE FOREIGN
KEEP POSTED
HROUGH "FOREIGN
IN

Foreign Markets

).

MARKETS"

NEWS FLASHES FROM FILM
CENTERS ALL OVER THE
GLOBE: MELBOURNE,

LONDON, BERLIN.
PARIS

^
OF

OUTUNED

discussion of the
}ta bill, the third instalarticle on the industry
I prepai-ed by the M. P.
the Dept. of Commerce

lows:
of the act enforces the
proportion of British films in
Britain by means of
f Great
The act lays
d "The quota."
one shall exhibit a new picture
registered,
and, furfirst been
y renter shall acquire for rentyear and every exhibitor shall
:red British films in a fixed and
easing proportion to the registerms rented or exhibited by bim.
m is called the quota, and there
arate quota for long films (films
in length) and short films, so that
films (which are cheaper and
ce) cannot be used as quota to
long foreign
importation of
in any British film be used for
a renter more than once.
!S by
apply, and
Jitor this does not
proportions simply on the BritThe proign footage shown.
ction

"',11

renter's

le

and

and exhibitor's quota

will be see.i that the
iligation
starts later and at a
J the
renter's which should promargin of British pictures for
ind give the exhibitor a reasonlity of selection.
, _

it

Schedule

First
I

rt

— Renter's

Quota

to be a foreign film and therefore will have
to find quota before it can be dealt with in
It may well be that where the
this country.

nature of the story necessitates the filming
scenes abroad, bad weather conditions,
breakdown of transport, or some other reason

of

involve the payment of salaries and wages
to foreign personnel exceeding the fntended
proportion, and thus prevent the picture from
In order to
ranking as a British picture.
mitigate this very unfair result the Board of
"Trade is given power to grant an exemption
It will be
within the limits to such cases.
noted that a picture will not cease to be
British because it is made by a foreign director or because the cast includes a foreign

may

star.

The Advisory Committee
last provision of the act, which it is
necessary to summarize, is a very important
one.
It provides for the setting up of a
committee to advise the Board of Trade on
the administration of the provisions of the
This committee is to consist of:
Act.
Two representatives of film makers.
(a)
Two representatives of film renters.
(b)
representatives of film exhibitors.
Four
(c)
Five members, of whom one shall be
(d)
chairman and including a woman, being persons having no pecuniary interest in any branch of the film in-

The

dustry.

e year

h

attached by the trade
committee, as the
film business is an exceedingly technical one
and the commercial arrangements are very
complex.

Great importance

Per Cent

31.

is

to the establishment of this

7 'A

10
10

U'A
15
\7Vi
17'A

rd

—

Paris
So bitter and determined
is the opposition of French exhibitors
to the new quota legislation, that
a theater strike is suggested for April
when every theater in France
13,

would

by Assistant Trade
Grant Isaacs in

C.

ler

1758 Subjects Released
in England During 1927

20
20
20

TAXES HALT THEATER

ALL FRENCH THEATERS

ities

its

port

—

Government authorinvestigating film conditions in Australia, and film executives here appear doubtful
as to the success of a quota,
chiefly because of unwillingness of financiers and the public to invest the money needed
for domestic production.
Sydney

rilN IS
itgf

THREATEN TO CLOSE

Quota Trouble?

close.

All of the 13 exhibitor associations
were represented at a mass protest
meeting held in Paris, where it was
revealed that the Minister of Education had abandoned the idea of carrying through legislation embodying the
proposals which exhibitors had examined, but, instead, would apply, by
decree, new measures, the text of
which was not made public until just
before the measure was presented to
the legislators.
At the protest meeting, exhibitors voted
against the new proposal to establish a list

The
of priority for the exhibition of films.
proposals gave exhibitors no guarantee assuring their livelihood and independence of
their theaters, and, in fact, gave certain persons a firm grip on the whole French market.
Once again, the exhibitors went on record
with the statement that the French trade
could be protected without quota restrictions, or without injuring exhibition.

New

8

—

Houses Scheduled

BUILDING IN JUGO-SLAVIA
IVashington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

High taxes have
halted theater construction in JugoWashington

No new

slavia.

houses opened

War

Films Banned in France

—

Paris
Foreign and domestic pictures dealing with the World War
will no longer be permitted on French
screenSj
because
they
"stir
sad
recollections" and keep old bitternesses alive. Albert Sarraut, Minister
of the Interior, who issued the decree,
ruled
that
such films placed in
production after Jan. 1, 1928 are

Vienna Austria has 762 theaters. banned.
Eight more will be opened in 1928.
Britain will Bar

The

theaters operate as follows: 209
give daily performances; 180 are open
two or more nights per week; 172
open once or twice weekly; 164 show
only once a week; 18 open but three
times each month; nine open irregularly and ten are closed temporarily.

in

1927 and probably none will be erected
in 1928, according to a report from
Consul K. S. Patton, Belgrade, to the
M. P. Section, Dept. of Commerce.
The situation has become so acute
that theater owners contemplate closing unless cuts are made.
Present
tax amounts to 33 per cent of grosses
in Serbia and 44 per cent in Croatia.
A new tax was imposed in 1927,
amounting to three dinars per meter
on each picture imported.
About 284 films were purchased
from the States in 1927.
Agitation
against American films does not exist.

London
film,

will

— "Dawn,"

"Dawn"

the Edith Cavell

be banned in England by

the unofficial censor, T. P. O'Connor,
Irish

member

of Parliament,

who was

made by

influenced by a protest

Sir

Austen Chamberlain, Foreign Secretary.
It is felt by Government authorities

that

the

picture

would

re-

Rules Against Fast Projection
vive war-time animosities.
Exhibitors in Bavaria are
Munich
In 1927, 1,758 features and
London—
Aafa Pays 10 Per cent
protesting against the proposed order
II
Exhibitor's Quota
shorts were submitted to censors, an
Berlin
Ten per cent dividend,
le year
to limit projection to 28 pictures per
:h31.
Per Cent increase of 40 subjects over 1926,
claims ac- for 1927, has been declared by Aafa,
Government
The
second.
..
5
when 6,288,176 ft. of film were sub- celerated projection causes fires.
which announces 12 features for 1927..
7 A
mitted. The 1927 linear total reached
28.'
Rudolph Walther-Fein, 'Max
..
7'A
.. 10
6,593,995 ft.
Obal
and Dr. Johannes Guter will
Houses
Closed
German
43
12^
Majority of the releases were passed
15
German direct.
most
Berlin Although
for general use, while a number were
15
theaters are well-kept, authorities have
'U
approved for adult showing only.
20
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Herz, Polish Producer, Passes
Warsaw Alexander Herz is dead
here at the age of 49. He was chair-

Film

—

a British film under
must comply with the following

D qualify as
I

:—

man

have been made by a British
a company registered in the
ire, the majority of the directors
(t

Prior to the
associated

was

British subjects,
scenes must have been phoa studio in the British Empire.
)t apply during the
first year of
as it is thought that there may
e of studio space.
athor of the scenario must have

Somptier Leaves Paris

Paris

,

«2 ish

on an

tographia Internationale has been organized at Geneva, to import and export.
Deals with several companies
are pending.

subject.

75 per cent of the salaries and
making of the pictures must
aid to British subjects, but one
[0 r or actress, or a foreign pro*' be engaged and the salary paid
»»; ion
need not be counted in the
allowed to be paid to foreigners
J the

Le Somptier,

Government

films.

Victoria Censors Drastic

—

Melbourne Many complaints have
been received from theaters and producers because of severity of the Victorian Censor Board.

'?

,

Sovkino Closes Deal

Oilier

the

I

which

Hit

tor

is

the

not a British film is
purposes of the act.

I

—

New
—

London

British Daily

"The

Cinema," weekly
with Sovkino to distribute all Sovkino trade publication, now publishes a
product in Syria, Balkan States and daily, titled "Today's Cinema." Sam
Harris is publisher.
Palestine.

Moscow

Iris

Films,

has

closed

D.

J.

Inc.

New York

MOUNTAN.

City

Prw.

director,

official

Italian

Rome — Socicta

'* St
'

Company
Anonima Cinema-

— Rene

mission to the French
Colonies, where he will produce sev-

is

eral

New

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
723 7th Avenue

!

llittt

r'

Herz

with Pathe Freres, Paris.

(ijudio

»

Films.

of Sfinks

World War,

|7

closed 43 in the Rhineland. Structural
have been ordered in
alterations
eighty.

Exclusive foreign represenatives for Rayart Pictures

Corporation and other leading independent producers

and

distributors.

Cable AddrcM: RICHPICSOC. Parla
Cabl* Adreit: DEBJAT. London
Cable Addreaa: RICHPIC, N. T.

Exporting only the best

Motion Pictures

in

I

THE

DAILY
"Four Sons"
Fox

Length: 9412

ft.

ATTRACTION. EMOTIONAL APPEAL OF STRONGEST KIND IN MOTHER LOVE
FINE

..

.Margaret

Mann,

hitherto

an unknown comes through with

fly-

/•«.

60';

Cast.

.

.Joan Crawford pleasing

.

James Murray,

title role.

in

satisfactory.

DONE AND OF PARTICULAR ERS OF LAUGHS.
INTEREST TO MEN.
Cast.
.Star as entertaining
.

Cast. ... Principal actors the grim
British sea dogs. They do their work

House Peters splendid.
Creighton
Hale in nice characterization. Others: well.
Story and Production .... With the
Gibson Gowland, George Cooper,
cooperation of the British Admiralty
Polly Moran.
Story and Production. .. .Based on and Navy League, the only two deMeeker and Charles Morton all fine
as the sons; Others: June Collyer, musical comedy of same name. Just cisive naval actions of the war have
At Coronel, the
a so-so entertainment. Best described been reproduced.
Frank Reicher.
Story and Production. .War drama, as a picture that is "all right." The German men-of-war sent the British
based on I. A. R. Wylie's story, story thread is rather thin to be to the bottom, but at Falkland Is"Grandma Bernle Learns Her Let- spread over the footage allotted to it. land, Britain ready to avenge her deters."
A German mother is the cen- Which results in making the picture feat caught the Germans in a trap
another exactly what it is: An attraction of and by superior gun fire and speed
figure
of this
story,
tral
drama with the Great War as a back- about average appeal, laid against a succeeded in sinking the enemy. The
The
ground. Carrying the war into Ger- background of the Northwoods and drama in this subject is real.
man territory and showing how the painted drops. Rose-Marie, a love- incidents are not fiction but fact and
ravages of the conflict left its mark at-first-sight situation, a murder, the therefore sweeping in their hold on

ing colors as Mother Bernle; Albert
Gran excellent as postman; Earle
Foxe splendid as the major; James
Hall, Francis X. Bushman, Jr., George

there as it did elsewhere provides a
One by one
rather
new slant.
Mother Bernle's sons are taken from
her. All hope seems gone when, with
the end of battle, comes a message
froin the boy who had gone to America calling for his mother to join
him.
Their speedy reunion should
close the pictuse, but the ending is
dragged out unnecessarily. The trim-

0^

19,

Reginald Denny in
"Rose-Marie"
*The Battle of Coronel and
M-G-M
Length: 7745
"That's
My Daddy"
Falkland Islands"
JUST FAIR. ALL THAT CAN Artlee Pict. Length: about 8,500 ft. Universal
Length:
BE SAID FOR PICTURE VER- DRAMATIC PRODUCTION OF NOT A TYPICAL DENNY
SION OF MUSICAL COMEDY. A STIRRING EPISODE IN BRIT- HICLE BUT GREAT AUDIEt
WITH SOB STUFF SA
NOT ENOUGH ACTION IN TOO ISH NAVAL HISTORY. WELL FARE
WICHED IN BETWEEN L

STORY WITH WAR AS A
BACKGROUND. NEEDS TRIMMUCH FOOTAGE.
MING AT THE END.
Cast.

Sunday, February

man

hunt, the girl's efiforts to save
the impending attack by
and the clinch. There you
have it.
Nothing that fans haven't
seen time and time again.
Nothing
in the development to make it stand
out from dozens of other pictures
which are basically exactly like it.

the spectator.

The

picture

is

a vivid

.

Jane La Verne, the

ways.

a:

oqifc

child of the yarn, appealing
clever.
Barbara
right in a colorless lead.

therniore

Tom

O'Brien, Armand Kaliz.
Story and Production
Cod
with farcical trimmings, creditei
Denny as an original. Not par
larly original, however, but dire
by Fred Newmeyer and acted cap
throughout.
The situations ari

amusing and the

titles,

insane

as

are, are distinct

knockouts. The
has Denny, in trying to avoid a;
mons for speeding, tell the cop
he is rushing to his little dauf
who has been injured in an accii
Of course he hasn't a daughten
this is the fact that causes a %

reproduction of the battles and the
events that led up to then\ expertly trouble when an orphan child
handled and engrossingly presented. hospital adopts him. The yo:
It
will appeal particularly to men gums up his forthcoming mat
and children.
Likewise the picture with a lady whose bankroll is
has potentialities since it is vastly and paves the way for a love i
different from the average run of with her nurse
It's an excellent
Director
Lucien Hubbard; films. The fact that it is an unusual ture for family audiences, whole,'
type
of
entertainment should be and honestly funny.
Director I
satisfactory.
stressed in the handling.
meyer knows his comedy stuff.
ming should be made here.
Author .... Based on lyrics by Otto
Direction. .Walter Summers; good
Direction
Direction
.John Ford; very good
Fred Newrai
Harbach and Oscar Hammerstein.
Story
British naval history splendid.
Author
I. A. R. Wylie
Scenario
Lucien Hubbard
Scenarist
Philip Klein
None credited
Author
Scenarist
Reginald D
Photography
Photography
Scenario
Photography .Geo. Schneidermann;
None credited;
John Arnold;
Earl
fine.
very good.
Photography. .Arthur Todd;
excellent.
.

her

lover,
the villain

i

.

.

.

Richard Dix

Helene Costello in

in

"Sporting Goods"

"Burning

"Beyond London's Lights"

Up Broadway"

Buffalo

Bill,

Jr.

in

FBO

Length: 5583 ft.
"The Valley of Hunte
THEME
DEUNUSUAL
LOVE
Sterling
Length: 5245 ft.
Men"
V ELOPED WITH CHARM, Pathe
SILLY STORY MADE FAIRLY
LOTS
PEPPY
ACTION
IN
OF
Length: 452
ENTERTAINING BY ST.
AGAINST FINE ENGLISH
LOTS OF ACTION ACR
HUMAN, APCLAIR'S DIRECTION AND ROUGH AND TUMBLE STORY BACKGROUND.
DIX'S ACTING. JUST A FAIR OF BOOTLEGGERS AND REVE- PEALING STORY MAKES REAL THE MEXICAN BORDER C
WITTING BANDITS. NEW
PROGRAM NUMBER.
NUE OFFICERS. HELENE COS- ENTERTAINMENT.
.Richard Dix lends an air
Cast.... Lee Shumway gives a fine GLE AND GOOD WORK
Cast.
TELLO HAS CHARM.
portrayal.
Gordon Elliott handles a STAR GIVE PICTURE A PUJi
of plausibility to a wildly improbable

Paramount

Length: 5951

ft.

..

Cast. .. .Helene Costello is dainty difficult role well.
Adrienne Dore
and has personality. Robert Frazer and Jacqueline Gadsden as rivals
given a colorless role as hero. Ern- both score.
Herbert Evans does a
est Hilliard ditto, as the revenue good character bit.
Others Florence
chief.
Sam Hardy a convincing Wix, Templar Saxe, Blanche Craig,
gangster.
Others Max Asher and Katherine Ward.
Gordon.
Story and Production. ... Romance
Story and Production. .Light com- Jack Rich.
Story and Production. .. .Just a drama, from the story, "Kitty Caredy. If they had made this a straight
burlesque of the poor young sales- rough and tumble story, but it has stairs," by J. J. Bell. Stamped by inman succeeding against terrific odds, punch and works up to good suspense. telligent direction throughout. Dititle
misleading,
the rector Terriss took a human story
is
for
Instead, The
it would have been a wow.
they put it over as a legitimate story ."Broadway" atmosphere is more like and handled it with restraint and unHero im- the Bowery, and so are the sets. If derstanding. The locale is an English
from the comedy angle.
likes
an underworld village, later changing to London.
personates a wealthy manufacturer your crowd
at a California hotel in order to win story, with gangsters, bootleggers and The son of a proud English family
All the time he is trying revenue officers all in a merry mix- is torn between his love for a village
the girl.
to put his invention of an elastic up, here it is. The suspense is work- girl and his impulse to marry a titled
Without a ed up with a little mystery, for you lady who can help his career. T!ien
golf suit on the market.
jit
in his pocket, he goes through don't know till the climax that the Lee Shumway enters as the friend
the society stuff and collec'.s a lot heroine is really a revenue agent get- of all three, resulting in developing
It is grownof laughs in his frantic endeavors to ting the goods on the bootlegger who an unusual love story.
yarn.
Gertrude Olmstead provides
the feminine menace acceptably. Ford
Others
Sterling good business type.
Philip Strange, Myrtle Stedman, Wade
Boteler, Claude King, Maude Turner

A
avoid detection as an impostor
nice Horatio Alger ending, v. itli hero
made general manager and winning

runs

a

cabaret

for

a

blind.

neighborhood house fare,
to give the male patrons

Good up entertainment,

you want
a thrill. But
Star and director n-.ake a it has little appeal for women and
the- girl
girls, except the charm of Helene
lot out of slim fare.
Malcolm St. Clair; Costello, which is considerable.
Direction
Direction
Phil Rosen; good
good.
Author
Norman Houston
Author
Not credited
Scenario
Frances Guihan
Scenario. .Tom Crizer, Ray Harris
Photography
Photography. ...Edward Cronjager;
Herbert Kirkfine.

patrick;

fair.

if

that even the flap-

Cast.... Buffalo
part

matching

border gang.

Bill,

his

Jr., has

wits

Kathleen

Collinsj

welcome

Griffith,

Frank

Ellis.

Story and Production
We:
from the story, "Ride 'Em Cow'i]
The
by Harrington Strong.

J

rides single handed into the out
village across the Mexican be.

As a revenue officer, his schet
to get the gun runners to chase
back to the American side wher!
rest of the revenue force can"
them.

His method

is

gives the story a kick.

original,

He

kid

outlaws individually, and keeps
uncertain whether he is an
or an outlaw like themselves. C
twists keep the interest mour

Any

this

S'l

Photography
good.

Bob De Grass;

*

nishes the heart throbs.
Oscarf
fel the polished outlaw.
Others
Ganzhorn,
Alma Rayford, F

patronage will Works up to a sizzling climax,
sweet and wholcsoDie the dash across the border witi
story told with a real dramatic punch. gang following him into the
Direction
Tom Terriss; Unusual suspense, for you fef
hero is in danger every minute.
splendid.
Direction
Richard Th
Author..
J. J. Bell
fine.
Scenario
Jean Dupont
Author
Harrington
pers can enjoy.

;

againsi

Frank L.
Photography. ....... Ray
Scenario

In|

Rie

K

itlFebruary

DAILV

1928

19,

So Al gives Tabby the

xspaper Opinions

Short Subjects

—
,N

Gaiety
*

*

*

The

picture
that go

com

is

toward
the elements
;ood screen entertainment.
iIlKKOR— * * * is a treat for
If you don't like sad pictures
If you do, they don't come any
II

;EWS— *

*

*

There

good deal of pathos

of

little

is

"Four

this

in

half the director has
interesting treatment of
Then he
R. VVylie's war tale.
loHve forgotten that a picture must
the

first

iorliina,

JOURNAL— *

• * Sympatheti
and understandingly handled,
the credit going to John Ford,

;

ed

is

may

*

John Ford,
deeply proud of his

feel

game

*

*

or four
directors

For the first three
outdone the German

>

*

beautiful production.

a

WORLD—*

down on

putting

of

"The Swim Princess"

"The Lady of Victories"
Technicolor— M-G-M

Fox

diinisical flavor of
* * *
i-n.

film
in a small

life

Mack

Sennett

production

... .2

reel

color

historical.
Here is a dignified

and entertaining
presentation of the highlights in the
romance of Napoleon and Josephine.
The courtship is shown, the marriage,
and flashes of the Napoleonic troops
inspired to victories by "Our Lady ot
He crowns her Empress.
Victories."
Then the tragedy develops an heir
to the throne is imperative, and he is
forced to divorce Josephine, for the
welfare of the Empire comes before
even his love. That marks the downThe last shot
fall of the Concjueror.
shows him a broken hearted man.
alone on the barren island of St. Hel-

—

a lot of the gags that
in the feature college
edies of similar theme. The girl

have ries produced in England by British
com- Instructional Films, Ltd. This is ancom- other illustration of the first law of

edian furnishes most of the fun as she nature, and through the magnifying
is chased by a sheriff and arrives at lens reveals
how the battle for selfthe meet in time to win for her preservation extends down to plant
college.
The one bright feature are life.
The camera shows how the
the occasional shots of the bathing p. ant that survives is usually
the fitgirls, done in Technicolor.
The pro- test. Not new, but interesting.
duction and old gags are crude.

a

*

*

*

has

a
love

It

written

flutter
s

IPH— *

E^ ^M — *

*

l)y

laughs,

*

Most of the acting is
directed by John Ford,
and an interesting, hold-

irj

s" is a credit to its makers, and
be a joy to the fans. * * *

id

*

*

Quite

graphic

a

concep-

sufferings and tribulations
her during the World
"Four Sons," * *

of

War

»

ItlH-*

re of
ishion

a
is

I thought it a splendid efa mother's sacrifice made
that all its notes of sen-

desjjondency were minimized
actual expression upon

igic

m

their

Sadie

Thompson"

New Orleans, La.
IKS ICAYUNE— • « * Gloria's
Satjger,

perhaps

the

lUUNE— •
-on's
•

best
•

•

»

her

of

Among

per
long
all

none rank high-

successes,
«

-pi^j

whole picture
and startling

cnsational episodes

H xports Rise in
^ vember, Gov't Says
Bureau of

;ton

w
au

e
if

inei

?

97

feet

THE FILM DAILY

—December

film

today

Foreign

and

follows:

valued

ex-

postives, 19,at
$479,833,

6,361,979
valued
at
feet
759 a November; raw stock, 4.25 eet
valued
at
$100,338,

ist

valued at %7i,iie^ltivts, 967,807 feet valued at
714 against 727,021 feet valued
141 i9; shipments to non-con-

ist

?<Z7.7i7 feet

us territories,
feet
1,766,420
d
$20,825 against
1,577,853
.ah at $25,415; total 26,556,649
val •d at $719,710, against 21,90 et valued at $662,844.
:1

Africa get loose, the fun
stunts the animals
do is above the average.
laugh reservoirs in any

The

son's

makeup.

really begms.
are made to
Will tap the

normal per-

Directed by Stephen

Roberts.

.2 reel comedy
of production.
llooks like one of the best short
"A Simple Sap"
Hal Roach
comedies of the season.
Chadwick Educational
has given this two-reeler the care
Good Number
and attention of a feature comedy, and
production.
Type
of
.2 reel comedy
built it up logically to a real knockLarry Semon comes through witli
Charley
out in the way of laughs.
Chase is the comedian, and with a real an old-time rough and tumble slapvehicle he shows that he is of the stick that piles up a good percentage
caliber from which feature stars are of laughs. The fun is ridiculous, but
made.
good gags are outstand- the kind that forces you to laugh in
Larry is a store
ing.
Charley in a street car with one spite of yourself.
And clerk, and as one buyer after another
of those sneezy colds is a riot.
he creates one before they throw him is ready to close the deal, he manages
His kid wins the prize at a baby to upset the works. It winds up in
ofif.
show, and the proud parents take a free-for-all fight. It's a mussy party,

Type

.

.

—

.

.

Two

him

to the photographers for a family
portrait. As they pose, the gags that
are pulled to secure the proper photo
are a succession of howls and gurgles.
You owe it to the community to give
'em this prize example of laughology.
Fred L. Guiol directed. And how!

but

absurdly

Larry Semon

funny.

directed.

"Social Lions"

Universal
Slapstick Lawn Party
Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy
millionaire rents a mansion
Sap Center and the editor of the
Clarion decides to marry off his
daughter to him.
The newcomer
stages a lawn fete which gives birth
in

"The Smile Wins"
Our Gang Pathe
Rather Flat

—

reel

comedy

a house decthey put wall

orating riot in which
paper on all the walls in their own
original manner. As can be imagined,
is a very messy party, and strings
along with this gag till it becomes
rather tedious.
No doubt the Our
Gang fans will think it's the berries.
All kids enjoy pranks, so guess that's
the answer. Anthony Mack directed.
it

"Mother Bird"

—

Curiosities
Educational
Bi7-d Life
Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy
collection of bird shots depicting the mother bird in the process of
feeding and caring for its young.

A

These have been strung together and
up into an interesting reel with
titles that play up the mother angle.
The grouse, bluebird, cuckoo and owl
built

are some of the subjects. Its sole interest is that of a nature study with
particular appeal to bird-lovers.

"Dumb

Daddies"

— Hal

Roach

M-G-M
Gets

Type

Over

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

Max Davidson

plays the distracted
father worried about his boy.
The

"Spec" O'Donnell, who has
interested in amateur theatricals.
Max is worried about his
boys mysterious antics as he sees him

latter is

become

A new

rehearsing privately, thitiking the kid
has gone cuckoo.
He follows him
to the girl's home, where they rehearse.
Another girl claims that
"Spec" has done her wrong.
Max,
eavesdropping, thinks it is on the
level.
From then on his efforts to
save his boy from disgrace produce
all the fun that any fan can reasonably
ask for. Davidson and "Spec" make
And they had a real
a fine team.

the usual slapstick antics, including chases.
It all ends with the revelation that the "millionaire" is an
be of help to his
Hal Yates dimother. The other kids in the Gang escaped lunatic. Film affords a fair- script to work with.
make life miserable for him, until sized number of laughs and is aver- rected.
Fatty comes to his rescue. He pro- age in entertainment as other memPathe Review No. 9 Pathe
poses to dig for oil in Farina's back bers of the Harold Highbrow seiics.
Good Variety
yard. They happen to tap an oil pipe Doran Cox directed.
Type of production. 1 reel magazine
from a big gusher, and as the oil
Starts off with views of two women
spurts skyward, the landlord sees it
"A Blaze of Glory"
art celebrities at their work
one a
$50,000
and offers the sick
Fables— Pathe
mural decorator and the other an
Lively Cartoon
option on the property. When he disInteresting
covers the strike is a fluke, it's too Type of production. .1 reel animated illustrator of child life.
Below the
late.
All hands happy.
Old Al assigns the Cat to clean out views are shown of the Farthest
Seems less the mice that infest his home, but poor North bathing resort at Riga in Lataverage for this series.
spontaneous than usual.
Thomas is licked almost unconscious. via.

by the Type of production.
Domestic
Farina is featured.

reported
as

M-G-M
A Winner

a full house.

eauti fully

ir

"The Family Group"— Hal Roach

Exhibitors can trust

*

*

to support

S(

ject.

Gang

Slapstick

Type of production. .. .2
comedy
The Gang runs wild in

is

mr

increasingly rhythmical
minutes sped
tear-stained

an

H

El

for her alone, caused
handkerchiefs that
of

— Our

M-G-M

—

Animal Fun

,

;n

"Rainy Days"

"His Maiden Voyage"
Mermaid Educational

of production. .. .2 reel
gorgeous, the colors registering
out
This fun-fili:.i doesn't really get
clear and in perfect harmony with the going till the second reel, when it
sets and costumes. Here is class in the shoots along at a merrj' clip and regwork of Margaret Mann ..nd way of a short that j'ou can't overisters laughs with regularity. George
* * *
J's direction.
look.
Agnes Ayres as Josephine is Davis as the comedian disguises him*
TRIBUNE— *
The st(.r\
alluring; Otto Mattieson records a self as a stewardess in order to be
out much too slowly after the
striking resembleance to the great near his girl on the boat.
: war, but the picture as a whole
Dad obentertainment.
William Neill di- jects.
John Ford is a historical figure.
Davis burlesques the female
but somewhat deliberate. * * *
rected admirably, and with proper r^ role in great stj'le.
But when the
* * Mrs. Mann, as if the picstraint in handling such a difficult subwild animals being shipped from

—

heartrending
tried to an
on of mother
presented with a reserve of emuappealing pathos partly due to

'.

it

.

girls, and
been used

The Technicolor work through- Type

ena.

— Pathe

Just the average cartoon, but
at a lively clip.

"The Battle of the Plants"
Type of production. .2 reel corned;*
British Instructional Film, Ltd.
The Sennett lot must be running dry
Interesting Nature Film
on gags and situations. They use the Type of production.. 1 reel educational
old swimming meet of the college
One of the "Secrets of Nature" se.

of

moves

Not So Hot

Artistic Success

Type

As Al

When

new.

"Four Sons"

air.

sleeps, a fire occurs in his home, and
the mice make matters worse by filling a patent fire extinguisher with
benzine.
Al uses this, his property becomes a total loss.
Nothing

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

to

He

sets out to
sick and destitute

—

.

—

mammy

.
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Gotham Lining Up
New
Schedule—
ij

Denny Contract Sought by United

Artists

Signs for Madeline Brandeis Series

Thelma Todd Joins

— Dickering

for Hersholt

First

l/t

—

pr/j

National— Patbe
Other Studio News

—

Of 26 ON NEXT YEAR

SIX

ALREADY CHOSEN

LIST

UNITED ARTISTS TAKING

Little
from

OVER DENNY CONTRACT?

plans for the present season's releases all scheduled,
Sam Sax is devoting considerable
time at present to lining up the augmented 1928-29 Gotham program to
consist of approximately 26 Gotham
productions and four designed as specials.

offerings have
been decided upon, first of which, as
previously announced, is Georgie JesThe
.«el
in "Abie of the U. S. A."
Be"The
other five are:

Six

the

of

future

Woman

tween," by John Paul Daggett; "The
Bright .A.isle," by Kenneth James;
"Gypsy Love" (temporary title), by
Ivor Buckani; "The Uncensored Woman," by Laura K. Breckwith; "Island Madness," by Wadsworth Bale.
The company has completed seven
of the 12 pictures on the current
vear's schedule.

United Artists may take over contract of Reginald Denny from Universal,

it

The

reported.

is

planning a

trip

to

star

is

Europe.

Madeline Brandeis Will
Make Series for Pathe
Madeline
with Pathe

Brandeis
has
signed
to produce a series of

educational pictures entitled, "Children of All Lands."
Mrs. Brandeis
will leave for Europe in April, but
will make the first of the series, an
American Indian film, before leaving.
She will then produce in England.
Holland and Switzerland.

Gunning Original

for Sills

Ciunning's original, as yet untitled, will serve as the next Milton
Sills' vehicle following "Burning Daylight."

Leyser Leaves Pathe
William Leyser has resigned from
First National has taken over Thelma Todd's contract from Paramount. the Pathe publicity department.

Being Probed

Police here are investigating death
Reginald Morris, scenarist, and
an autopsy has been ordered.
of

Book on Makeup
A book on the "Art of Makeup

to "Scarlet

Lowell Sherman and Margaret Livingstone have been added to cast of

"The

Scarlet

Love."

Signs New Contract
First National has signed a new
contract with Director Mervvn LeRov.

LeRoy

Cast Opposite Bosworth
Eugenie Gilbert has been assigned
the
in

lead

Cline

Hobart Bosworth
Storm," which George

opposite

"After the

B. Seitz

is

directing for Columbia.

to

Direct

M-G-M

studios.

Love" Cast

F.

Film
"The Little

N.

Eddie Cline is to direct
Boss of Arcadv" for First National.

Donovan Gets Assignment
Frank' P. Donovan is to direct "The
Village Doctor."

Preparing Continuity
is preparing the continuity for "The Man Disturber," Reginald Denny's next picture for Universal.
This is an original by Frederick and Fanny Hatton.
Snell

Earle Snell

Editing

Howard

Picture

Paramount studio

after her personal

with

is

another Uni-

tract.

*

^

George Manker Waiters was "a
song and dance man" at the tender
age of four. No ivonder "the song
and dance nian" in "Burlesque" is
K faithfully draivn character. "Burlesque" was ivritten by George and
Arthur Hopkins.

The Hickman murder
Mecca for m.embers of thl
ony. Clarence Brown, Soft!
Dorothy Mackaill, Ruth CS
Dorothy
Sebastian,
F.
Jones and Lonnie Dorsa
attending some of the
King Vidor and John CoiJ

Our Passing Show: Clarence Badger and Bob Eddy
chatting at the Paramount

been reporting the case fo
paper.

studio; Frayik Reicher motoring on Western Ave.; William

Wellnian,
Clara Bow and
John Farrow taking tennis
lessons from a professional.
*

Bow

Clara

is

a football en-

She has missed few
games at the Los Angeles
Coliseum, and Paramount pub-

*

^

Speaking

^;

(Tiffany-Stahl Pre

"Wild Geese
"Streets of Shanj

"Nameless

Me

dogs.

"Red"
Grange's
Benny Friednuin's BullGilbert, King Vidor and

between

Yayikees and
.Jack

The Life of Los A]
Centers at

Originals

t]|

Ambassadoi

Famoui

Cheyenne"

"Painted Post"
(For

Tom

Mix)

'Phones:
5650. Wisconsin
City

Author of Ten
Picturized

0610

Originals

Under Contract
to Fox

l'*!oJ

Special Nights Tues

CoUege Night EverF

[

(Ml

the
film
colony ivas well represented at the

game

wiri

>"'

|ii»:fa:

Cocoanut

42nd Street

New York

P

football,

of

"Hello,

Cinematographer
Wadsworth

td

men

are authoritj' for the
fact that she has learned to play
the game.
licity

a

ibt

Ef -

A. S. C.

W.

!ii
met

*

Harry Sinclair Drago

FRANK ZUCKER
220

^k

lirh

Martin G.
Supervising Film

I!

Bfi

thusiast.

Powell in Bancroft Film
William Powell has been added to
cast of George Bancroft's new star-

Seek Hersholt
Jean Hersholt

*

til

"Gentlemen

ring picture, as yet untitled.

versal veteran whose services
are being sought by other companies.
Both United Artists
and Paramount are declared
seeking to take over his con-

wo

Barbara Hunter is editing "His Dudley Murphy were in one party,
Country," which W^illiam K. Howard while others included Ralph Ince,
recently completed for De Mille.
Emmett Flynn, Ednumd Breese,
Tom Reed, Bill Goetz, Pandro BerRuth Taylor Back
man, Walter Hiers, I, Friedman,
Ruth Taylor has returned to the Max Larey and John Grey.
appearance tour
Prefer Blondes."

*

hitting the ball, his racqui
ing in the right eye.
Hi
years ago, Kathryn Crawford is back on the job at th
was dancing in the chorus. Now dios.
*
*
she is the feminine lead in "Hit the
Deck" and judging from the interest
Motion pictures pros
aroused b}' her screen tests, it won't
most healthful occupatioK
be long before she is given an attracworld, according to Dr.J
Kathryn is 19,
tive picture contract.
Strathearn. He points
brunette and has oodles of personalthe studios afford a
ity.
of fresh air and sunshii

for

and Screen" has been completed by Cecil Holland, makeup di-

*

Irving Cummings misd'
tennis racquet the other
sun ivas very strong, and in.

Hollywood

*

Stage

rector of the

Added

Lots ff

\\'\d

Thelma Todd Contract is
Taken Over by 1st Nat'l
Morris Death

*

it

RALPH WILK

By

With production

A Hollywood fable Once
time there were a star and a_o
who praised their supervi;

bruary

19,
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Theater Equipment and
By

My

IPHONE AND FILMS

ARTHUR

—

your person and, your

prieties,

with this talking film de-

purse."

— John

by the William H. BrisMachine Co. The device,

Victor,

president

Vic-

tor's Theaters, Inc.

declared a success when
at Philadelphia a few
can be attached to any
tor, including regular or

ftjjed

operates on a
nilar to that of Vitaphone.
difference is that Brisnot attached directly to
or but instead is attached
of wire cables.
It is op1 the projection room by
operator.
From his pole room the operator can
rfect control of the synBristol claims.
n,
It is
he timing can be thrown
and back into synchronin at the will of the op-

TACHOMETER ONLY MEANS

al

OF KEEPING SCHEDULE
The tachometer
within

power

the

which

it

schedule,
Trapnell.

the onh' means
of a theater by

is

can run its screen show on
according to Nicholas M.

An

abstract from his pa"Tachometers for Use
in Motion Picture Work," read before the Society of M. P. Engineers,

per

entitled

follows:

"Tachometer is the name of
of measuring instruments
which the best known number
class

OAST OPENING

the

only

iER'S DRIVE SOON

that

give

—

and

schedule.

to
of
e.xact

maintain an
never suspect

to

One would

Another intensive when viewing
a well projected

drive

is

being plan-

ture

is

modern theater is able
most truthful rendering

motion
eles
tting

a
of

automobile speedometer.
It is
by the use of the tachometer
the
the

how much

rehearsing

pic-

reWest Coast Theaters for quired to bring
about perfect synrien the Manager's Oppor
chronism between orchestra, picture,
e opens.

Four groups

being organized.

e

ling

of

Man

prizes in each
ill
receive $150,
second
$100 and wrist watches
he third award.
During
e four months the drive
weekly prize of $20 will
he manager whose house
group for that week. Spefirst

of

$100 will be award;nd of each month of the

jj

3t

leater Supply Co.
ig Clancy Products

idfl

lucts of J.

R. Clancy, Inc.,
makers of the
'ge rigging, will be disNational Theater Sup|y
der an agreement which is
•e,

N.

Y.,

curtain

and

light

effects,

attained its objective.
Our faith in
the future lies in those of the field
organization who are never content
with present results, and who are
constantly striving to improve; who
PROFITS,
not onlj' work hard, but work together.
These are the real pillars
of West Coast.
They are the ones
By HAROLD B. FRANKLIN
Pics, and C'cn'l Mgr., West Coast Theaters who get results and are ones who
Good will is an intangible asset, but are slated for bigger responsibilities.
can be rated at great value, where Nineteen 'twenty-eight will be good
management's aim is high and where to the motion picture theater where
consideration for the public interest management is determined to win
For that management
comes first. Not by aiming at profits leadership.
aloncj but by aiming at good will are an eventful year is in the making.
profits insured.
Good will comes as
the result of public approval, and in
Install Big Kilgen Organ
theater operation, there is no perSt. Louis
One of the largest themanent success without it.
Good
ater organs installed by Kilgen in
will is crystallized public sentiment.
The motion picture theater enjoys many months has been placed in the
Palace, Stamford, Conn.
Since the
a large and grateful patronage, and
last week in January pipe organs
we who are responsible for the operahave been shipped to six other
tion of many theaters in a very imhouses in various parts of the counportant territory, must so conduct
try, as follows: Gold, Brooklyn, N.
ourselves and our theaters that we
may prove worthy of the public trust. Y. Cortland, New York; Endert,
Crescent City, Cal.; Capitol, RockTiie privilege of serving the public
ford, 111.; Classic, Sparta, Wis.; Band
is deserving of our best effort, and
Box, New York.
nothing builds public confidence as
readily as a sincere desire to serve.
The continued improved character
'If You Are in the«
of motion pictures, as well as theater
Market for Any Kind of
operation is reflected by constantly
increasing public support.
must
remember, however, that with this
increased prestige comes greater responsibility.
To insure for ourselves
a safe pa^ssage througli ihe new year,
CONSULT US AND SAVE
we should, each of us, try just a
MONEY
little harder than before, to the end
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
that
we continue our record of
progress.
No one can afford to rest
on past achievements.
No business
West 32'*St,Ncw>brk.N.y.^^
is charged with greater responsibiliPhone Penna. 0330
ties than that which caters to public.
Picture Department
The progress and prosperity of our II U.Motion
S. and Canada Agents for Debrie
theaters are very intimately connected with a faithful and conscientious
service.
There can be no good will
except through the practice of the
highest standards.
Back of every
policy, there must be fairness and

SAYS

—

.chines.

stolphone

EDDY

MNKLIN

conveniently located theaters.
To establish and maintain
amusement centers which must
always safeguard your pro-

Preparations
rllry, Conn.
nijway for the marketing of
pictures for use in
e' and

Management

GOOD WILL INSURES

Creed

"To
provide
pleasurable,
wholesome entertainment in

FOR DISTRIBUTION

W.

11

is

and how

of this depends on accurate measurement of projection speed. Every
foot of film is projected, time and
again, until that speed is found which
gives a correct tempo in keeping
with the nature of the photodrama.
Then all depends on being able to
all

;

We

uiiuoa^HBys
110

sincerity.

Competition will continue to be
keener than heretofore, and many
will be put to the test; those who are
"Precision speed measuring instru- alert and take each step only after
ments must be used also in the many clear understanding, will prove equal
processes which motion picture film to the task and will successfully cope
undergoes
before
it
reaches
the with the future.
Preparing for the
theater."
future is business insurance, and by
thinking ahead we are enabled to fit
ourselves for enlarged opportunities
Open Engineering Department
Atlanta
An engineering depart- which is of especial importance at
reproduce

this

speed

accurately

in

the theater.

—

ment has been opened

in

connection

this time.

Long headed and stout hearted
with the Southern district of the Nateam
work has generated a force
tional Theater Supnly Co.
Oscar
within the ortjanization which does
S.
Oldknow,
ing effective.
vice
president
of
the
The Clancy
concern in charge of this district, not relax for an instant until it has
les stage hardware and achas personal supervision.
John H.
Vickers is consultant in charge of
The day of the unadorned tta^e in
the department.
'ree Song
Picture Houses
Slides

}

music publishers are prolout charge slides of their
Their only stipulation is

Equip Brooklyn House
Crown M. P. Supplies has installed
xhibitor returns them in all equipment at the Empress, Emition.
Slides may be pro- pire Boulevard, Brooklyn, which has
ugh the publishers.
just opened.

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

has passed.

LEE LASH STUDIOS
H.

J.

Kuckuck, Gen'l Mgr.

1818-183S Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. C.
Brad. 4907
for designs and prices o< SETTINGS.

EXHIBITORS

NEED THIS BOOK
1000 Pages
Cloth

Bound

FREE
TO

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS

EVERYTHING
GOES

EVERYWHERE

—

;

THE

ia&<

DAILY
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How

Week's Headlines

Sunday, February

19_

Fxpect Sunday Veto to H;
Binghamton, N. Y. F.xih
are that the board of aid.:;
{Continued from Page 1)
sustain Mayor Boyd's veto
appears that trade papers in at least thirty-six industries bring ordinance to allow Sunday
to the manufacturers and sellers of those commodities the l^est
results.
This surYcy proves itMagazines are second, direct
mail advertising falls into third place, while newspapers are fifth
on the list.
Likewise it is extremely interesting to note that trade paper
budgets for 1928 represent a fair increase over 1927.
It appears
to us that these statistics are of great significance.

Others Sell

-

Monday
Xew

modeled after Brookhart measure

liill

in-

troduced in house; four bills pending.
Narrowing of competition practically precluding profit for independents causes M. P.
Capital Corp. to restrict loans to producers.
Commercial television in year predicted.
Kennedy denies any merger of Pathe and
FBO is planned.

EGGER

INCORPORATED

Tuesday
Ten per cent tax on admissions sought
Kentucky.
Harold B. Franklin

Fox

Kansas Enterprise

in

Photo
Engraving

cooperation. "The Ottawa (Kansas) Herald," withjM.
P.
of
otit
president
solicitation,
is publishing a series of tie-up ads on behalf of
Cecil B. De Mille elected
Producers Assn.
local
industries
with no other objective in mind than the creaChain of 1,500 theaters planned by Interna
tional.
tion of a better feeling toward these businesses on the part of
Brotherhood of Electrical workers, showmg
the public. A splendid gesture. Under the heading, "The Movies
films in union headquarters; may produce
own films.
as a Community Asset," this newspaper voices the following
Marketing of Phonofilm getting under way.
editorial boost for motion pictttres in advertising form
Wednesday
slated

head

to

This

c.r

is

Specialists

:

We

Exhibitor association of Iowa, home state of
Sen. Brookhart, vote opposition to his bill.
"Rocky going" ahead seen as contract com
mittee resumes meetings.
Pathe reorganization completed, with position

in

Thursday
New York

independents plan exhib
seeking Aaron Sapiro a

Northwest unit leader.
Will H. Hays, satisfied with Coast conditions,
returning to New York.

Meetii.g

New York
Phil

Reisman

sales

bill attacked in memoPetti'obn, Hays counsel.
Saturday to outline Greater
exhibitor cooperative plan.
completes realignment of Pathe

Brookhart

of C.
called

C.

own

country.

The

MP

Expect to Make Go-op U. A. Los Angeles House
Now Operated by Firm
Plan National in Scope
{Continued from Page

films.

the

European Combine
Seen Against U.
from Page
whicli they

iCotitinued

{Continued from Page 1)
theaters in their respective

1)

New

York, Brooklyn and Bronx zones have

S.

1)

can use
powers
aKaiiist American companies if they
refuse to handle a fair proportion of
French product. With 74 French productions last year, Britain bought 34,
fierniany 30 and America only eight.
Tiie indications are that France, Germany and England are getting together for mutual protection against
Aiuerican sui:)remacy, with the object of cutting down materially the
63 per cent of the total of 581 pictures in France last year by American

companies.

in
mind
number of

similar

associations in a
allocation
said to be arbitrary in

cities

where the

of product is
view of the predominance of affiliated
theater interests and where protection accorded first runs over subse-

quent engagements has reached what
thev term an unreasonable stage.

Between $1,750,000 and $2,000,000
in
annual buying power has been
lined up for the New York cooperaIt is anticipated that No. 3,
the goal of $3,000,000 which the independents interested in the movement have set will be assured.

I'nited .\rtists.
This is in line with
the announcement made some weeks
ago to
bv Joseph M. Schenck. Lou Anger is reported resigning from tlie theater
circuit, but will continue to be associated with Schenck in realty ventures.

Schrieber Opening House
Alec Schrieber tomorrow

—

Chicago
will open
Michigan.

Loop

the

at the Aster, and in the
afternoon view "The Enemy" at the
Astor.
Sunday the group are guests
of Mrs. Marcus Loew and Arthur

using

Two

for East Utica

—

L

at

Cass

Motion

Strei

Washington, D. C.

Co-operating with 42

Gi

ments and loaning filn
and speakers througho
world for the purpose of,

I

instruction.

and

Kreiger Buys Another
Batavia, N. Y.
David Kreiger,
owner of the Marlowe in Buffalo, has
taken over the Liberty in that city.

—

and

Clwi

Should Subscribe

Pictures

for

i

|

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREB
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001 FILMS''
Complete reference booklet,

formance

L.

1108 Sixteenth

Schools, Churches

M-G-M

Pembroke,

Columbus 4141

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONC

THE FILM DAILY

Marcus Loew

at

Scr

tive.

Utica, N. Y.
Two neighborhood
houses are planned for East Utica.
is The Carlton will open within a fewTribute to
Delegates days on the site of the old Savoy
Paid by
and erection of a theater at Albany
{Continued from Page 1)
St. and Kossuth Ave. is planned.
morning they attend a rehearsal per-

Loew

:

54th
YORK

KANN

Pettijohn attacks monopoly threat charge; says
true, facts should be presented for acif
tion under present laws.
Exhibitors, Inc.. expect to make co-op
plan national in scope.
See danger of three-power European combine

broad

Telephone

thus publicly encouraged, is appreciative of the gesture.
paper feels it is doing a public service. Everybody benefits.

Saturday

American

West
NEW

250

is

week.

atrainst

DAY AND NIGHT

"The Herald" believes this is good business. Correct, of
course. The exhil)itor, like the other business man whose enterprise

force.

French commission vote-; for 9 to 1 (luf'ta; de
cree making quota efTective expected next

their

standards are high. They bring to our city the best talent in the
world, and we are able to enjoy it for a few cents.
More power
to the movies!

Friday
of

Picture

Industry

do not believe that boys are led astra\- by bandit pictures
or that the movies in general are exerting an unwholesome influence on the youth of our community.
We consider the moving
picture house a real community asset, a source of pleasant recreation and amusement.
Here in Ottawa we have three movie houses. Their program

Twelve thousand exhibitors asked to support
Brookhart bill in campaign of W. A. Steffes,

randum

Motion

plan to go to the movie together once

We

head.

I.cj,'alitv

who

is an extremely enjoj-able event to them.
country people who find in the movie
their only source of year-round recreation.
We know hundreds who have inimeasurably broadened their
vision of life by glimpses of distant lands and of important events

opens sales convention.

cooperative

a family

the

We know many

Germany.

itor

to

"Movie Night"

a week.

aided.

Greater

a professional man who says he finds a perfect rest
at the movie.
A\'hen he is tired he goes to

We know

Publix closes deal for Lieber Indianapoli>
houses; Skouras to operate.
Ufa to take back own German distribution
Parufamet handling only American films in

M-G-M

know

and mental relaxation
the picture show.

at

(Fourth Edition)

listing nearly 3,000

educational film; :«

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

5 South

Wabash Av

Chicago,

II

For your
Protection
To insure exhibitors

the high-

possible screen quality,
Eastman Positive Film is made

est

identifiable.

Kodak"

The words "Eastman

are stencilled in black

letters at short intervals in

the

transparent film margin.

Specify prints on Eastman Film
—look for the identifying words
in the margin— and get the film

that always carries
through to the screen.

quality

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

PUT THEM ALL TOGETHE
THEY SPELL

her greatest picture

—and

one more

just

hit

from the boys who never
stop delivering

DAVIES

in

West Coast Theatre
it

as

comedy of

her career. Audience
'

ate

it

up.

Every ex-

^hihitor looking for

SET

CITY

Advance

I

reports as-

IJust

sure exhibitors the

Haines
all.

hit

Wait

I

A shouM-G-M pro-

jectionroom

this

week

promises the best

you see
snappy

Chaney
'

great to he

bet sinc4
"Unholy Three."

an

M-Q-M

STUDE.
Luhitich Novar\

t

arrived from

TH

JOHN
GILBERT in

I

coast.

ing in

of them

'till

happy,

gold- getter.

it's

the

William

biggest

this

pictures like it."

I

THESMART
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"Ben-Hur."
It

be the

whole naGilbert's most
the

fascinating role.
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r a d e
"Love"astheI
outstanding
And soon ano
l.

M-G-M

Watch

showmanl

sm

for

Enemy"!

ETRO-GOLDWYNTHE INDUSTRY
THE TOP OF

making box-0

history.

already

talking about
talk

is
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ULTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

fO SIGN AS HEAD
IEATERN.Y. CO-OP
Organization Is
t|ied at Meeting of
Exhibitors
shortly

ipiro

New

Plaza Saturday,
ing committee of 11 un-

DEVam

FOil

THUB

at the

\d

Development

of

a

"manless"

or-

ore

chestra devised for small theater use
is under way by W. D. Smith, inventor of the device. The invention consists of regular orchestra instruments
to
each of which is attached a
reproducing unit. On the string instruments, the unit is attached to the
different strings, while the units on
the wind instruments are attached to
the mouthpieces.
With the instruments connected
with an electrical power amplifier the
principle of resonance or sympathetic
vibration makes each instrument respond to tones played by its counterpart in the original band.

lits

to a radio set, electrically
{Continued on Pane

represent-

circuits

leater

New

York houses
eater
ntatives of practically all
exhibition interests in
met

Sapiro and heard
conception of the
cruing from a properly
his

exhibitor

association,

were made by

speeches

Leo Brecher,

>man,

Billy

Arthur Hirsch, each
ing a separate phase of
The minimum guaranteed
rer on which Sapiro has
J.

lending his name to
s been passed.
Over $2,Im rentals is represented
::

HMLESS OBCKSTIAIIEING

expected

is

)ntract to head the M. P.
York
Assn., Inc., of
It of a general exhibitor

>.

FOX-STANLEY DEAL OR "SOME
UNDERSTANDING" PREDICTED

which have agreed

ntinued

to

3)

Held Impossible
Congress Tightens
THE FILM DAILY

—Fear

any

tax
unless
ilts its liberal appropriaCoolidge,
Jlt by President
K to use his veto power to
ton

be

I'ill

reproducing

The
March

Seattle,

Seattle,
1,

and

the

opens

Portland,

Porlaind, Ore., on March 8.
Publix, Loew's, Inc., and West
Coast Theaters are partners in
these theaters
As rapidly as
.

arrangements can be made Publix

shows

Sam

will be routed in.
Dembow, vice president

of Pubb'x, leaves Friday for the

openings. Harold B. Franklin,
president of West Coast, in
which operation will be vested,

probably will attend.

Competitive Building to
Force a Get-Together,
Philadelphia Feels
Philadelphia

that

prevented

is

"the

in

belief

a deficit.

Elimination

admissions up to $1, is
proposed features of the
|Dn bill, action on which
postponed
until
after
|)n
1

prevails

trade

two

circuits

the
inevitable to halt the
competitive theater building program
outlined by each," declares "The Exhibitor," local regional.
In Philadelphia, where Fox plans
a new 4,800-seat house against Staney, which is building the Mastbaum;
at Newarkj where Fox intends to
position with a 6,000
solidify
its
is

and at Pittsburgh, where Fox
declared seeking sites, highly competitive situations exist, the regional
points out.
Fox's 34 per cent holding in First National, which becomes
a fact with signing of the papers in
seater,
is
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PLANNED BY ZIERLER

the

R.)

'^)

Northwest Theater Circuit

ti

hlesinger has returned to
ter a short visit here to
iminary plans for marketfilm,
which he recently
id rom De Forest.
He also
ii 5
negotiations with Engin Hollywood to return
01 and make pictures for the
le rganization the Schlesingic :
has launched.
Schles1^ leduled to return to New
i|.iJ>out

six

weeks,

when he

IJIactive marketing of the
li^device.
Production work
y nder way at the New York

&

(F.
also is seen as a "threat"
Stanley.
The latter company is
deal,

Nineteen
features
have
been reported to have temporarily abanFrench Commission Set
scheduled for the coming season by doned work on the Mastbaum here
Zierler. president of Excellent in hope of making a deal with Fox.
to Enforce Film Bill Sam
Pictures.
Zierler has adopted a deReport persists of proposed resigParis
The government commis- finite policy of securing outstanding
nation
of Al Boyd, film buyer, which
sion is preparing to administer pro- British and German productions for
{Continued on Page 2)
visions of the film decree and the exclusive distribution in the United
American
comrepresentatives of the
States, convinced that the impending
panies here are anxiously waiting to changes in foreign production to meet
see just how drastic the action may American requirements are going to Philadelphia Houses
be, as the commission is vested with result in a material increase in the
Install Sentry Controls
unlimited power.
popularity of films from these two
Accordingly he has purRepresentatives of the Hays organ- countries
Philadelphia Every theater of this
ization arrived Sunday, and are in chased the American rights to Gau- city must be equipped with a Sentry
From Safety Control in order to obtain a
conference with officials of the Amer- mont's "Roses of Picardy."
ican organizations to decide on a Berlin he has secured "Crime and license for 1928, the fire marshal has
Nearly all local houses are
course of procedure. As the decree Punishment," and "Power of Dark- ruled.
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2)
equipped with the device, as a re-

—

Must

—

sult

Arranging
Market Phonofilm

circles

some understanding between

of

announcement

of

made some months ago by

Higer

that

denials

contemplated,

that

.

list

—Despite

any Fox-Stanley deal

to

on Page

iureau of

The instruments may be connected

Far N. W. Openings

Sen. Brookhart Reported as
Boomed for Vice Presidency
confident of their ability to place

—

Washington There is no
talk in Washington of Senator
Brookhart of Iowa as a possichoice
dency.

ble

for

the

vice-presi-

Boom for Sen. Brookhart for the
vice presidency of the United States
is
Enunder way, it is reported.
thusiastic supporters of the lowan,
who occupies a commanding position
by virtue of his leadership of the
insurgent group in the Senate, are

him

on the Republican ticket, probably as
running mate to Secretary Hoover.
This, it is stated, would have the
effect of a coalition between the old
guard and the insurgents.
Because of his sponsorship of the
bill to outlaw blind and block booking and arbitrary allocation of product, his backers claim Sen. Brookhart
could swing support of the screens
of
unaffiliated
exhibitors,
which
might be expected to prove a powerful factor in the campaign.

his

stand

the mar-

shal.

Mutual Franchise for
Far Northwest Bought

— Charles

W. Harden, forArtists manager, has secured the franchise in this territory
of
Exhibitors'
Mutual Producing
Corp., headed by Harry Garson. The
franchise which is for five years,
calls for 26 pictures a year.
One
half of the stock of the company is
to be held in trust for exhibitors who
receive one-half of the profits.
Harden's territory covers Washington,
Seattle

mer United

Oregon, northern Idaho and western
Montana.

—

. ....
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Manless Orchestra
Developed for Theater

^xsfmi^
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the

tCurb Market

French Commission Set
to Enforce Film Bill

Criterion

Times Square
Warners

Sept.

Universal

Central

M-G-M

Etmbassy

Nov.
Nov.

"Sunrise"
"The Jazz iSinger"
.

....

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
"Love"

.

.

M-G-M
Astor
"The Enemy"
Paramount
Rialto
"The Last Command"
Martin
Johnson
"Simba"
C orp. Earl
Umted Artists
"Drimis of Love"
Liberty
"Sadie Thompson" ....United Artists .. RivoJi
Fox
Gaiety
"Four Sons"
.

.

McChesney corporaticm

will

of the theater April 1,
will retain control of
building.

but
the

Oct.

Dec
Jan.
Carroll Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.

23
6
4

29
27
21
23

24
3

13

Opposition Rears Here to Record Ticket Dem?
Showing Cavell Picture Reported for Ami
One hundred requests
Opposition to "Dawn," British film
based on the life and execution of to the Naked Truth dinr
Edith Cavell, war nurse, is manifest- A. M. P. A., scheduled
ing itself in New York, following an- been received up to Sail
nouncement that Arch Selwyn plans Treasurer George Harvey,"
to exhibit the film in this country cations that the advance sa
Mayor Walker has expressed a record. Tickets are $1S|
soon.
himself as opposed to the revival of for members, and $20
members.
war hatreds.
ambaswar-time
Gerard,
W.
James
sador to Germany, says he will seek
Join Timely
of

American contingent.

with Print of Picture

Selwyn Sailing Next

Martin Funeral Tomorrow
Funeral services are to be conducted tomorrow from the Universal
Parlors, Lexington Ave. and 52nd St.,
for P. J. Martin, 43, member of the
firm of Straus & Co., investment firm,
died from injuries received when
struck last Wednesday by an automobile.

for
of

— Arch

New York

Week

next week

H.

W.

Filr

Peters, formerly

of circuit bookings for Pat|
Coast, today joins Timely
as^
special
representativ*
Western division. W. A. J^

formerly Pathe's manager
kee, becomes assistant genJ
sentative of the

Selwyn plans

to leave
with a print

"Dawn"

the
for exhibition in
He denies the film
United States.
evokes war hatreds, stating it is educational and so should be shown.
cable to Gov. Smith has been sent
by Selwyn asking the governor to
view the film to decide whether it
should be shown in the state of New

A

under

Tom

Mid-WesteJ
Both

North.

Aschmann will
Day and Aesop's

TopiJ
Fables

sell

.

Handling C.P.A. Sep
Clark Kinnaird now ii
film reviews and news for
Press Ass'n., with offices irj
Bldg., New York.

York.

the

"The Crowd"
tonight.
The affair

Call

WAFILMS,

WaHw

at

A. Putter, Pree.

Now
44

1

Library Stock Scenes
N«w York
HoUywood
W. 46th St. e/o Leon Schlesinger

il30
Brruit

ID preparation for season

8181

1123 No. Bronson Ave.
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All Rights Protected

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
Sam

Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway

|
I

{or

Capitol to see

with a banquet

I

Inc.

by Kenneth James

assume

.

Opening Daq
Aug. 12

4^

Sen. Borah says public
the picture.
attitude toward the film should be
adverse.

—

Cosmo

Theater

Paramount
Fox
Warners

now, it restricts distribution
Beof American films 25 per cent.
fore the week is out, the commission
is
expected to make an announcement as to its policy that will determine the counter moves of the

Robarge Retains Interest

Robarge

Distributor

"Wings"

an injunction against presentation

1)

stands

XOTE:

control

two weeks.

Counter)

In the final negotiaMerrill, Wis.
tions with the AlcChesney Theater
Corp., A. L. Robarge will retain a
tjuarter interest in the Cosmo at MerThe
rill it was announced recently.

additions,

will

Picture

ttBond Market

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

week without any

(.Continued

the program for
closes tomorrow
the Astor.

23

this

has been denied.

to

14
80

.

from Page 1)
Boyd is said to hold
He has been
40,000 Stanley shares.
a staunch supporter of Paramount
product, and should a new buyer
take over the position, demand of
Stanley bankers that First National
product be given an equal break
might be enforced. That might lead
to invasion of the territoy by Publix, which is declared to have remained out of the territory, due chiefly to
the satisfactory break given Para-

continue

none of the present entries

drop out dutj
"Simba," originally scheduled for four weeks, has been

current month.
for

Delegates to Visit "Lab"
Consolidated Film
the
to
Visit
Laboratories is scheduled today for
delegates attending the M-G-M international sales congress with a visit

102

27
'Roxy "A"
**Roxy Units .... 28
**Roxy Common
6J4

pictures

indications,

.

9.466

12m

.

'

.

12
62

114/

money

big

present

'Some Understanding'
or Deal Predicted

who
1.300
2,400

3

''VtPar.Bway.5;/4s51

""'Skouras Bros.
Stan. Co. of Am.

7.900

26/

•^M-G-M Pfd
*M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exchange
IVi
TtPalhe Exch "A" 12/,

THE

Paris
2,500

Monday, l<ebruary

The Broadway Parade

1)

pickup device attached to the phonograph.
The inventor claims no instrument
has Ijeen produced which is superior
to the cone loud speaker for reproduction of the human voice, and that
100 per cent fidelity in orchestral
music might only be secured if every
instrument in the original were represented by its counterpart in the
reproducing "orchestra."

(Continued from Page

High Low Close

Am.

from Page
a

mount product by Boyd.

Film issues experienced an uneventful day
Paramount common
the market Saturday.

led
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Budd Rogers, Vice
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Sapiro to Sign as Head
of Greater N. Y. Go-op

Coast Wire Service-

Langdon Leaving

rry

F.

N.

from Page 1)
participate in the association.
Actual signing of contracts will be launch-

DICKERING f OR

A

EAT METROPOLITAN

Little
from **Lots"
By

^angdon

negotiating for
|ers at Metropolitan studio.

more

|ie

picture to

make

for

under his present conwhich a new releasing

jnal,
fer

bnt

is

RALPH WILK

is

contemplated.

-le Schader to Become
int to W. R. Sheehan

Hollywood

ly'EEP

your eye on Hugh Trevor.
*-* A year ago he was selling life
insurance and had his own agency.
He was so badly bitten by the acting
bug, that he came to Hollywood.
He is now working in a Universal

ed this week.
Herbert R. Ebenstein, prominent
insurance broker actively identified
with theater insurance in the Greater

New York

is

the

j"°

ted

Cecil

B.

De

Mille pic-

It was at the request of L. R.
Gignillit, a fellow alumnus, that the
York.
film was sent to

New

lonklin.

Sparing "Glory Girl"

M.

Watter

and

Luther

preparing "Glory Girl" as
starring vehicle for Esther

which Reed

will

direct.

for Barbara Leonard
Leonard has been signed

jRole
I

ured role in "Ladies of the
ub."
ris in

Daniels' Picture

Morris has been cast in
of
Bebe Daniels i n that
ure to be directed by dar-

railroad

tickets;

and

Gary

laughing loudly; Florence
Vidor discussing her favorite sporttennis; Charles Christie, Elmer Pearson,
Sidney Brennecke and Scott
Sidney playing golf.

;

Sunday, "Buttons"

ii:

H:

E. Oswald Brookes made an auspicious debut on the radio, when introduced by Ruth Roland. In fact,
one of his listeners 'phoned to the
radio station and asked Brookes to

IT

—
Last Command"
—^"The
"Sadie Thompson"
—
Roxy "A
Every Port"
Times Square— "Sunrise"
—
Warners "The Jazz Singer"
Brooklyn
Mark Strand — "Patent
Rialto
Rivoli

Girl

putting the
finishing
preparatory to releasing it

in

Consolidated Earnings Up
Increase of over 34 per cent in
January earnings is reported by Consolidated Film Industries with cash
on hand as of Feb. 1 totaling $850,000 and no bank loans.

Guests at Pathe Fete

Rod La Rocque, William Boyd and
Donald Crisp are

to be guests of the

Pathe Club at the annual dinner and
dance to be held tomorrow at the
Park Central.

sing a feiv nuynbers.
However,
Brookes intends to confine his activities to motion pictures.

Chase Comedy Titled
"Aching Youth" is the

title

of
for-

Q ^^kiUtr en (S^n/ PJekf^ you Plai/
A

complefe servicc-H'ifh Arimafea operin^cortainir^ raire of theatre - dJav icf$
ard ATifrafed closing to match -

SPECIAL SERVICE CEPAHTMENTS
ificha rgfe

of cxpeits readv to $ii|:)fIy Special /irnounceireiTis

of any kind in fjlir torm at reasorable prices

ARTISTIC animatee:> leaders
for

YOiir Featiirc,

Comedy, News, Erds, Trademarks
1—
—
O
-M

for Dorothy Mackaill
Dorothy Mackaill has been given
the feminine lead in "The Whip,"
which John Francis Dillon will di-

i^

rect for First National under supervision of Sam E. Rork. Bernard McConville is making the adaptation.

>^a\C)HAL SCREEN
CHICAGO845 S

WACASM

AVE.

M

EW YCiVK
-»6

116 -ISO W.

Leather

Kid"

"Whip" Lead

ow

Hills"

Week

CAUSE

IS

i

EVl

of the

Chance"

ine:>ispensa1ble to their success

ar

yd Considering Three
Lloyd has three ideas for
follow "Speedy" on which

a

RECOGNIZED BY THEATRES
EVERYWHERE AS ABSCEliYELY

'

*

ker.

Clfl

ers"

Cooper

Charley Chase's latest comedy
Other members of the merly called "Loud Speakers." Chase
selected are James Hall
is supported by Edna Marian, Eugene
am Austin.
Pallettc, May Wallace, William Orlamond and Harvey Clark.
Fred
3yd New Leading Woman
Guiol directed.
oyd has been elevated from
of the Paramount-Christie
Murnau Adds to Cast
igade
to featured parts in
F. W. Murnau has added Bobbie
Fl
3Jeel comedies which Christie
Mack, Tina Burroughs and Curley
''Ijing for Paramount.
Miss Phillips to the cast of "The 4 Dev*o be seen in "Long Hose,"
Jack Duffy is starred.
Id

—

;

m^Ti

More Passing Show: Lane Chanddetailing his experiences when

ler

selling

—

— "Take

For Next Year
Planned by

den Replaces Arlen
uden has replaced Richard
:he juvenile lead in the next
feature Lew Fields and

—
—
—
—
—
—

Paramount

Passing Shoiv: Al Mannon watchZierler
until
recently ing the Johnny Hines unit in action
Schader,
(Continued
at
the
Page
TecArt
studio;
from
Ernst
1)
resentative of "Photoplay,"
me assistant to Winfield R. Lubitsch and his inevitable cigar ness," with the Moscow Art Players.
hurrying on the Paramount lot; Ivan
Excellent is entering its second
vice president and general
Lebedeff chatting with Gerritt J. year of production activity, having
jf Fox, it is reported.
Lloyd at United Artists.
marketed 18 features on its first year's
schedule.
Distribution is handled
Jarthy's Next Chosen
George Mankker Watters,
through independently owned exchanges in all key cities. Zierler has
nd Handcuffs" has been seco-author
"Burlesque,"
of
lined up his foreign markets so that
started his stage career at the
the tentative title of the
he now has complete distribution
tender age of four. He is now
hich John McCarthy will
throughout Europe, with the excepa member of the Param.ount
M-G-M under his new contion of Germany.
He has just rescenario staff.
radley King is doing the
ceived a contract from Gaumont of
and Dorothy Sebastian has
Adolphe Menjou cannot attend the London for his entire series of 18
en for a part.
New York alumni re-union of gradu- current productions, after that comates of the Culver Military academ/y, pany had released the initial four in
ille Adds Prankie Lee
but twenty feet of film fro')n "The Great Britain on a try-out basis.
Lee has been added to Code of Honor," his current producThe Godless Girl," person- tion, ivill be shown at the banquet.

lUj

—
——

"The Enemy"
Broadway "Beau Sabreur"
Cameo "Battle of Coronel"
Capitol— "The Crowd"
Central— "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Colony "Hunchback of Notre Dame"
Criterion
"Wings"
Earl Carroll "Simba"
Embassy "Love"
Gaiety "Four Sons"
Hippodrome "Streets of Shanghai"
Liberty "Drums of Love"
Loew's New York .Monday, "The Student
Prince"
Tuesday, "City Gone Wild"
and "Her Summer Hero"; Wednesday,
"South Sea Love"; Thureday, "Texas
Steer"; Friday, "13 Washington Square"
and "Comrades"; Saturday, "Sharpshoot-

Astor

Mark Strand—"Shepherd

19

*

*

territory for years,

sponsor of the new organization. It
was he who first approached exhibitors and then interested Sapiro in
its possibilities.
Ebenstein has been
dividing his time between the theater owners who constitute the organizing committee and Sapiro.
On
Saturday Sapiro for the first time
met the exhibitor body as a whole.

picture.
*

On Broadway
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Mr. Rothafel's use of

SAFETY CONTROL

SENTRY
is

,011

-«•-»"'

more

than a tribute to the efficiency
of the device; it is a remarkable

CBIV«

characterization of "Roxy"
himself

For his theatre was considered
to be the last word in Safety;
yet, when shown the opportunity to wholly remove the hazard
of film-fires, he did not hesitate
for a

We

S^gSSSiiii*!

moment.
*""'"
7.

"Roxy" a great showman, but back of his genius lies

^""ra"""--''

call

seaH <»„,, and
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.

V/tX^

his limitless consideration for his

patrons, the
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is
1E55ES'-

their Safety.
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positive fire preventer.
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projector.
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a
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CO-OP

Organization Is
i.ed at Meeting of
Exhibitors
piro shortly is expected
a |)ntract to head the M. P.
or Assn., Inc., of New York
of a general exhibitor
r< It
d at the Plaza Saturday,
ing committee of 11 uneater circuits representeater New York houses
ntatives of practically all
id
exhibition interests in
;

o

Sapiro and heard
conception of the
pruing from a properly

met

his

P h

association,

exhibitor

li

were made by

speeches

o

man, Leo Brecher, Billy
J. Arthur Hirsch, each
ing a separate phase of
The minimum guaranteed
er on which Sapiro has
lending his name to
3 been
passed.
Over $2,Im rentals is represented
lits which have agreed to
ore

ntinued

Held Impossible
Congress Tightens
on

THE FILM DAILY

— Fear

that

any

tax

prevented unless
ilts its liberal appropriat by
President Coolidge,
to use his veto power to
st a deficit.
Elimination
in admissions up to $1, is
proposed features of the
be

vill

;

on

bill,

action

postponed

1928

Price 5 Cents

FOX-STANLEY DEAL OR "SOME
UNDERSTANDING" PREDICTED
HtNLfSS OnESTIIAtEING

DEvan
Development

m tueab
of

a

"manless"

or-

chestra devised for small theater use
is under way by W. D. Smith, inventor of the device. The invention consists of regular orchestra instruments
each of which is attached a
to
reproducing unit. On the string instruments, the unit is attached to the
different strings, while the units on
the wind instruments are attached to
the mouthpieces.
With the instruments connected
with an electrical power amplifier the
principle of resonance or sympathetic
vibration makes each instrument respond to tones played by its counterpart in the original band.

The instruments may be connected
to a radio set, electrically reproducing
(Continued on Pane i)

Far N. W. Openings
The
March

Seattle,
1,

Seattle,

and

the

opens

Portland,

Porlaind, Ore., on March 8.
Publix, Loew's, Inc., and West
Coast Theaters are partners in
these theaters
As rapidly as
.

arrangements can be made Pub-

shows

will be routed in.
Sam Dembow, vice president
of PubUx, leaves Friday for the
lix

openings. Harold B. Franklin,
president of West Coast, in
which operation will be vested,

probably will attend.

Competitive Building to
Force a Get-Together,
Philadelphia Feels
Philadelphia

on which

until

after

— Despite

any Fox-Stanley deal

is

"the

in

belief

prevails

trade

two

circuits

the
inevitable to halt the
competitive theater building program
outlined by each," declares "T?he Exhibitor," local regional.
In Philadelphia, where Fox plans
a new 4,800-seat house against Staney, which is building the Mastbaum;
at Newark, where Fox intends to
its
position with a 6,000
solidify
is

and at Pittsburgh, where Fox
declared seeking sites, highly competitive situations exist, the regional
points out.
Fox's 34 per cent holding in First National, which becomes
a fact with signing of the papers in
seater,
is

19 FOR NEXT YEAR

PLANNED BY ZIERLER

Northwest Theater Circuit (F.

the

R.)

t<

hlesinger has returned to
1
ter a short visit here to
pr iminary plans for market101 film,
which he recently
ed rom De Forest.
He also
i] 3
negotiations with Engye in Hollywood to return
loiand make pictures for the
rganization the Schlesinge has launched.
Schles^leduled to return to New
)0ut six weeks, when he
active marketing of the
device.
Production work

vly nder

way

at the

New York

&

also is seen as a "threat"
Stanley.
The latter company is
deal,

Nineteen
been reported to have temporarily abanfeatures
have
French Commission Set
scheduled for the coming season by doned work on the Mastbaum here
Zierler. president of Excellent in hope of making a deal with Fox.
to Enforce Film Bill Sam
Pictures.
Zierler has adopted a deReport persists of proposed resigParis
The government commis- finite policy of securing outstanding
nation of Al Boyd, film buyer, which
sion is preparing to administer pro- British and German productions for
(Continued on Page 2)
visions of the film decree and the exclusive distribution in the United
representatives of the American com- States, convinced that the impending
panies here are anxiously waiting to changes in foreign production to meet
Philadelphia Houses
see just how drastic the action may American requirements are going to
be, as the commission is vested with result in a material increase in the
Install Sentry Controls
unlimited power.
popularity of films from these two
Accordingly he has purRepresentatives of the Hays organ- countries
Philadelphia Every theater of this
ization arrived Sunday, and are in chased the American rights to Gau- city must be equipped with a Sentry
From Safety Control in order to obtain a
conference with officials of the Amer- mont's "Roses of Picardy."
ican organizations to decide on a Berlin he has secured "Crime and license for 1928, the fire marshal has
course of procedure.
As the decree Punishment," and "Power of Dark- ruled. Nearly all local houses are
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2)
equipped with the device, as a re-

—

Must

—

.

sult

Arranging
Market Phonofihn

circles

some understanding between

of

announcement

of

made some months ago by
sfiger

that

denials

contemplated,

that

to

on Page 3)

ureau of

20,

Sen. Brookhart Reported as
Boomed for Vice Presidency
—

Washington There is no
talk in Washington of Senator
Brookhart of Iowa as a possichoice for the vice-presidency.
ble

Boom for Sen. Brookhart for the
vice presidency of the United States
Enis
under way, it is reported.
thusiastic supporters of the lowan,
who occupies a commanding position
by virtue of his leadership of the
insurgent group in the Senate, are

confident of their ability to place him
on the Republican ticket, probably as
running mate to Secretary Hoover.
This, it is stated, would have the
effect of a coalition between the old
guard and the insurgents.
Because of his sponsorship of the
bill to outlaw blind and block booking and arbitrary allocation of product, his backers claim Sen. Brookhart
could swing support of the screens
of
unaffiliated
exhibitors,
which
might be expected to prove a powerful factor in the campaign.

his

stand

the mar-

shal.

Mutual Franchise for
Far Northwest Bought

— Charles

W. Harden, forArtists manager, has secured the franchise in this territory
of
Exhibitors'
Mutual
Producing
Corp., headed by Harry Garson. The
franchise which is for five years,
calls for 26 pictures a year.
One
half of the stock of the company is
to be held in trust for exhibitors who
receive one-half of the profits.
Harden's territory covers Washington,
Seattle

mer United

Oregon, northern Idaho and western
Montana.

—

,
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cent fidelity in orchestral
music might only be secured if every
instrument in the original were represented by its counterpart in the
reproducing "orchestra."
100

The Broadway Parade

1)

pickup device attached to the plionograph.
The inventor claims no instrument
has been produced which is superior
to the cone loud speaker for reproduction of the human voice, and that
a

per

'Some Understanding'
or Deal Predicted

mtTHE

money

big

present

pictures

current month.

continue

none

indications,

of

the

this

week without any

present

entries

additions.]

drop

will

in

out

dl]

"Simba," originally scheduled for four weeks, has been

two weeks.

for

Picture

Distributor

Theater

"Wings"

Paramount
Fox
Warners

Criterion

"Sunrise"
"The Jazz iSinger"

....

Opening Da
Aug. 12

Times Square
Warners

.

.

Sept.

Oct.

23
6
4
29
27

Universal'
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Central
Nov.
M-G-M
"Love"
EJmbassy
Nov.
M-G-M
"The Enemy"
Astor
Dec.
Paramount
Rialto
"The Last Command"
Jan.
21
Martin,
Johnson
orp.
"Simba"
C
Earl CarroU. Jan.
23
United Artists
"Drums of Love"
Liberty
Jan.
24
Rivoli
"Sadie Thompson" ....United Artists
Feb.
3
Fox
Gaiety
"Four Sons"
Feb. 13
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

rmo
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from Page 1)
Boyd is said to hold
He has been
40,000 Stanley shares.
(.Continued

has been denied.
a

supporter of
and should a

staunch

Paramount

new buyer
product,
take over the position, demand of
Stanley bankers that First National
product be given an equal break
might be enforced. That might lead
to invasion of the territoy by Publix, which is declared to have remained out of the territory, due chiefly to
the satisfactory break given Paramount product by Boyd.

fScl

Opposition Rears Here to Record Ticket Dei
Showing Cavell Picture Reported for Ami

itti

One hundred requests ^^''
Opposition to "Dawn," British film
based on the life and execution of to the Naked Truth dinr
Edith Cavell, war nurse, is manifest- A. M. P. A., scheduled Ml liFui
ing itself in New York, following an- been received up to Sat
nouncement that Arch Selwyn plans Treasurer George Harvey,! Mr.
to exhibit the film in this country cations that the advance sa ih
Mayor Walker has expressed a record. Tickets are $U k
soon.
himself as opposed to the revival of for members,
and $20

b

Film issues experienced an uneventful day
Paramount common
the market Saturday.

in
led

sales

in

with 9,400 shares marketed.

High Low Close

Am. Seat. Vtc.
*Am. Seat. Pfd...
.

387^

.

Katz..
Katz Vtc.

&

*tCon. Film. Ind.
*tCon. Filmlnd.Pfd
.

.

Eastman Kodak
East. Kodak Pfd.

\M%

*tFilm Inspection..

4'/.

.

Nat'l

•First

3854

&

*Balaban
*Bal.

.

.

.

Pfd...

Project.
6s 46

.

4K.
106
77'/.
7854
19 Mi

P.

.

7
3

3

.

ny,

Co. of

Am.

.

.

.

.

'tTrans-Lux. Pict..
^"United Art.
...
**United Art. Pfd.
*tUniv. Pictures
'Univ. Pict. Pfd...
Bros
t Warner

....
....
....

40
49 54

38
49 '/2

....
15

....
14
80
....

85

.

Warner

Bros.

"A"

16'4

15

24-78

24

9,400

102

.

Bros.

an injunction against presentation of
Sen. Borah says public
the picture.
attitude toward- the film should be
adverse.

Western

Selwyn Sailing Next

Week

division.
W. A.
formerly Pathe's manager
kee,

J
i'

becomes

assistant geni
sentative of the Mid-Weste

with Print of Picture

5/«

.

....
....
....
....

49/
4

• • • •

....

23

. •

^

Paris
Arch Selwyn plans to leave under Tom North. Both jh
Martin Funeral Tomorrow
for New York next week with a print Aschmann will sell Topi
Funeral services are to be conduct- of "Dawn" for exhibition in the Day and Aesop's Fables
He denies the film
ed tomorrow from the Universal United States.
Parlors, Lexington Ave. and 52nd St., evokes war hatreds, stating it is eduHandling C.P.A. Se
A
for P. J. Martin, 43, member of the cational and so should be shown.
Clark
firm,
Kinnaird now
cable to Gov. Smith has been sent
firm of Straus & Co., investment
who died from injuries received when by Selwyn asking the governor to film reviews and news for ,
struck last Wednesday by an auto- view the fihn to decide whether it Press Ass'n., with ofifices in "
should be shown in the state of New Bldg., New York.
mobile.
York.

Delegates to Visit "Lab"
Consolidated Film
to
the
Laboratories is scheduled today for
delegates attending the M-G-M international sales congress with a visit
Visit

to

the

98/
\y=A
24/8

2,400

"The Crowd"
tonight.
The affair

Call

WAFILMS,

Inc.
Walter A. Fntter, Pres.
for

Capitol to see

^.

....
....

the program for
closes tomorrow
the Astor.

with a banquet

at

Library Stock Scenes
N«»r York

Hollywood

W.

46th St. c/o Leon Schlesinger
Bryant 8181 1123 No. Bronson Ave.
-.-.>

130

EDITION
LIMITEJ

*Last Prices Quoted **Bi i and Asked (Over
the Counter)

tCurb Market

ttBond

M arket

Now

XOTE:

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

ia preparation for season

will

assume

of the theater April 1,
Robarge will retain control of
Cosmo building.

control

woBurri'

by Kenneth James

—

McChesney corporation

1928-1929

^^THE BRIGHT AISLE '*

Robarge Retains Interest
Merrill, Wis.
In the final negotiations with the McChesney Theater
Corp.. A. L. Robarge will retain a
quarter interest in the Cosmo at Merrill it was announced recently.
The

but
the

31-G-J!

H. W. Peters, formerly
of circuit bookings for Pat
Coast, today joins Timely
fl^
as
special
representative

i;|

121H

.

Stan.

7,900

1,300
2,400

12

62
11454

62

Paramount F-L...114J4 113^
"Paramount Pfd.
'ttPar.Bway.5}4s51
27
24
**Roxy "A"
26
''Roxv Units .... 28
5'/.
**Roxy Common
6/2
''*.Skouras

it

.

26/

3>/«
Pathe Exchange
tiPathe Exch "A" \2V2
it Pathe Exch.7s37. 63 Vr

now,

members.
war hatreds.
ambaswar-time
Gerard,
W.
James
sador to Germany, says he will seek
Join Timely Film

—

2,s66

191/8

Corp. ....

Cap.

1)

restricts distribution
Beof American films 25 per cent.
fore the week is out, the commission
expected to make an announceis
ment as to its policy that will determine the counter moves of the

stands

American contingent.

.

-M-G-M Pfd

M.

2,700

10

.

99 i^
99/,
59
5744
107
107
ttLoew's 6s
ttLoew's,6s41x-war 100'/. 100!/> 10054
.

300

4J/

99 i/
59
41ww. 107

ttKeith's
Loews, Inc

(Continued from Page
Sales

1295/8

Fox Film "A" .... 7854
tFox Theaters "A' 191/s
*Intern'l

164

38^4
48
6754
7354
19ys
223^
164

French Commission Set
to Enforce Film Bill

AH

Rights Protected

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
Sam

Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway

Budd Rogers, Vice

New

Pres.

York City
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Sapiro to Sign as Head
of Greater N. Y. Go-op

Coast Wire Service-

Langdon Leaving

irry

N.

F.

(Continued from Page

participate in the association.
Actual signing of contracts will be launch-

IAN DICKERING f OR

A

IE AT METROPOLITAN

Little
from **Lots"
RALPH WILK

By
•;

u

Langdon
more

le
\

Metropolitan studio,

at

ters

negotiating for

is

make

picture to

for

under his present conwhich a new releasing

'flonal,
r

nt

is

contemplated.

d|e Schader to Become
nt to W. R. Sheehan
Schader,

recently

until

resentative of "Photoplay,"
assistant to Winfield R.
vice president and general
af Fox, it is reported.

me

Jarthy's

Next Chosen

nd Handcufifs" has been
tentative

the

McCarthy

John

hich

M-G-M
radley

se-

the

of

title

will

under his new conKing is doing the

and Dorothy Sebastian has
len

for a part.

[ille

Adds Frankie Lee

Lee

;

t|!ei

ted

Cecil

added

been

has

The Godless

your eye on Hugh Trevor.
**- A year ago he was selling life
insurance and had his own agency.
He was so badly bitten by the acting
bug, that he came to Hollywood.
He is now working in a Universal

ed this week.
Herbert R. Ebenstein, prominent
insurance broker actively identified
with theater insurance in the Greater

New York

territory for years, is the
sponsor of the new organization. It

was he who first approached exhibitors and then interested Sapiro in
its

Ebenstein has been

possibilities.

dividing his time between the theater owners who constitute the organizing committee and
Sapiro.
On
Saturday Sapiro for the first time
met the exhibitor body as a whole.

Astor

—^"The
—

Enemy"

—
—

Broadway "Beau Sabreur"
Cameo "Battle of Coronel"
Capitol "The Crowd"
Central— "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Colony "Hunchback of Notre Dame"
Criterion
"Wings"
Earl Carroll "Simba"
Embassy "Love"
Gaiety "Four Sons"
Hippodrome "Streets of Shanghai"
Liberty "Drums of Love"
Loew's New York .Monday, "The Student
Prince"
Tuesday, "City Gone Wild"
and "Her Summer Hero"; Wednesday,
"South Sea Love"; Thursday, "Texas
Steer"; Friday, "13 Washington Square"
and "Comrades"; Saturday, "Sharpshoot-

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

ers"

;

19

—

Sunday, "Buttons"
"Shepherd of the Hills"

—

picture.

—

;

Mark Strand

Paramount "Take a Chance" Week
Rialto
"The Last Command"

—
— "Sadie Thompson"
Roxy — "A
Every Port"
Planned by Zierler Times
Square— "Sunrise"
—
Warners "The Jazz Singer"
(.Continued from Page
Brooklyn
Mark Strand — "Patent

For Next Year

Passing Show: Al Mannon ivatching the Johnny Hines unit in action
at
the
Tec-Art
studio;
Ernst
1)
Lubitsch and his inevitable cigar ness," with the Moscow Art Flayers.
hurrying on the Paramount lot; Ivan
Excellent is entering its second
Lebedeff chatting with Gerritt J. year of production activity, having
Lloyd at United Artists.
marketed 18 features on its first year's
schedule.
Distribution is handled
George Mankker Watters,
through independently owned exco-author
changes in all key cities. Zierler has
"Burlesque,"
of
started his stage career at the
lined up his foreign markets so that
he now has complete distribution
tender age of fotir. He is now
throughout Europe, with the excepa member of the Paramount
tion of Germany.
He has just rescenario staff.
*
*
*
ceived a contract from Gaumont of

Adolphe Menjou cannot attend the London for his entire series of 18
Neiv York alumni re-union of gradu- current productions, after that comates of the Culver Military academ-y, pany liad released the initial four in
but ttventy feet of film from "The Great Britain on a try-out basis.
to Code
of Honor," his current produc-

Girl," personDe Mille pic-

B.

Hollywood

TT'EEP

On Broadway

1)

Rivoli

Girl

in

Consolidated Earnings Up
Increase of over 34 per cent in
January earnings is reported by Consolidated Film Industries with cash
on hand as of Feb. 1 totaling $850,000 and no bank loans.

Guests at Pathe Fete

Rod La Rocque, William Boyd and
Donald Crisp are

to be guests of the

Pathe Club at the annual dinner and
dance to be held tomorrow at the
Park Central.

tion, will be shown at the banqiiet.
It tvas at the reqipest of L. R.

Gignillit, a fellow aluTnnus, that the

film

Replaces Arlen
uden has replaced Richard
the juvenile lead in the next

was sent

)

feature

Lew

Fields

and

to

York.
*

More Passing Show: Lane Chandler detailing his experiences when
selling

railroad

tickets;

lonklin.

Cooper

Sparing "Glory Girl"

tennis; Charles Christie,
son,
Sidney Brennecke

laughing

Vidor discussing

M.

Walter

and

Luther

preparing "Glory, Girl" as
starring vehicle for Esther

which Reed will

direct.

Sidney playing
*

and

Gary

loudly;
Florence
her favorite sport-

golf.
*

E. Osivald Brookes

Elmer Pearand

Scott

ured role in
ub."
ris in

made an

aus-

Daniels' Picture
i

ties to

to be directed

Chase Comedy Titled
"Aching Youth" is the

title

of
for-

?er.
Clo

"Whip" Lead
yd Considering Three
Lloyd has three ideas for
EVw follow "Speedy" on which

low putting
^Jreparatory

the
finishing
to releasing it

IT

OUJSC

1$

motion pictures.

by Clar- Charley Chase's latest comedy
Other members of the merly called "Loud Speakers." Chase
ar selected are James Hall
is supported bv Edna Marian, Eugene
am Austin.
Pallette, May' Wallace, William Orlamond and Harvey Clark.
Fred
Jyd New Leading Woman
Guiol directed.
oyd has been elevated from
of the Paramount-Christie
Murnau Adds to Cast
igade to featured parts in
F. W. Murnau has added Bobbie
eel comedies which Christie Mack, Tina Burroughs and Curley
:ing for Paramount.
Miss Phillips to the cast of "The 4 Devto be seen in "Long Hose,"
ils."
Jack DufTy is starred.

•.ure

INE)l$PEN$AlBLE 1€ THEIR SUCCESS

picious debut on the radio, ivhen in-

troduced by Ruth Roland, hi fact,
one of his listeners 'phoned to the
radio station and asked Brookes to
"Ladies of the
sing a few nn7nbers.
However,
Brookes intends to confine his activi-

Morris has been cast in
of
Bebe Daniels
n that

RECOGNIZED BY THEATRES
EVERYWHEliE AS AESCLtiYELY

*

for Barbara Leonard
Leonard has been signed

ole
I

IN

New
*

*

iden

for Dorothy Mackaill
Dorothy Mackaill has been given
the feminine lead in "The Whip,"
which John Francis Dillon will direct for First National under supervision of Sam E. Rork. Bernard McConville is making the adaptation.

(Z ffuilercn 6tc/x/ Tidum Vcu TLay -

A

coirplefe service -wilF Ariiratecj openiir^ccfitaining^ rairecf theatre - clay sets
ardi Aniirated closir^ to match -

SPECIAL SERVICE DEFARTMtNTS
irchargie of experts leadv to si<p[)iY$pecfail/iiinoiiiiccirerfs
of any kind in filtri torn) at reasorable prices

ARTISTIC

\
'

ANIMATED LEADERS

for your Feature, Conicdy.NcwsvErds, Trademarks

SCREEN StfMCJF
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CHICAGOYORK LOS ANGELES
N

MS

S

WAB/i&H

AVE.

Leather

Kid"

EW

116 -ISO W. -te IM ST.

I9M ».VlHMONT AVE.

Mr. Rothafel's use of

SAFETY CONTROL

SENTRY
is

more

than a tribute to the efficiency
of the device; it is a remarkable

characterization of "Roxy"
himself.

For his theatre was considered
to be the last word in Safety;
yet, when shown the opportunity to wholly remove the hazard
of film-fires, he did not hesitate
for a

moment.

We call "Roxy" a great showman, but back of his genius lies
his limitless consideration for his

patrons, the

basis

of which

is

their Safety.

SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL
makes the

risk

from

film -fires

exactly zero.

CD
13th and Cherry

Sts.,

R P D R AT D
I

PHILADELPHIA

And

All

^

1560 Broadway,

NEW YORK

Branches of

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
_r^r\

The

positive fire preventer.

Can

be attached to

any

projector.

Costs

only

a few

cents

a

day.
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Film

Stale

serious this time. Quibhas been sidetracked.

petty differences. Indeexhibitors who buy $4,of the $7,000,000 spent
heaters, affiliated

Greater

in

1,

EXHIBITORS IN ARMS OVER
M-G-M SPECIALS IN SCHOOLS

and un-

New York

buying power and
in the hands of one EXHiiiioe

)ling
it

lal

—a

isor

\

He

and lawyer.

the constructive, bemutual reciprocity but
gish in his tenacity,
makes his debut in the
He has a job on his
He doesn't delude himBut he thinks
)Ut that.
1

.

aid in its solution.

(msumer Power

—

them.

when

iits get film
it

hits

lys Sapiro.
1

Ilk

New York
it's

stale

Broadway.

IN
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New Publix Firm

m

—

St. Louis
Skouras Super
Theaters Corp., Publix subsidi-

the firm which will opthe Indiana, Circle and
Ohio,
Indianapolis,
recently
taken over from Robert Lieber.
ary,

is

erate

With Aaron Sapiro as
M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n.,

president
Inc., will

the

begin actual operations in about ten
Offices are now being sought
days.
in the

Times Square

district.

The New York
tive movement has

exhibitor cooperalined up $4,000,000
of buying power, far more than the

minimum

DEAL FOR nSCHER CHAIN

upon

by
Sapiro before he consented to head
the group. No contracts between the
independent exhibitor interests and
Sapiro have been signed.
He has
figure

circuits

mittee

insisted

word while

—

At Brookhart Hearing

Parent-Teachers' Group

Endorse Brookhart

—

Bill

Cleveland
The Parent-Teachers
of Cleveland last week endorsed the Brookhart bill. This action was the result of work done by
Mrs. Percy Essick, wife of Percy Essick of the Scoville Essick and Reiff
.A^ss'n

and chairman of the motion

picture division of the P. T. A.

Cleveland

— George

W.

Erdmann,

Cleveland exhibitor
unit and M. B. Horwitz, general manager of the Washington circuit, were
appointed delegates by the association to attend the hearing of the
Brookhart bill in Washington. Both
will attend prepared to speak in behalf
secretary of the

of the

bill

before the Interstate

Com-

merce committee.

And maybe you

000 Theaters

in Five Years,

Goal of Principal Theaters

igan of the Associated AdClubs of the World is truth.

misleading advertising can
than to hurt the
French Film Decree to
, his product and the indusOperative Mar. 1
represents.
The days of
even in this business, are
Paris The council of ministers has
c past. It does nobody good approved the film decree of the speee e exhibitor bunked into buy- cial commission appointed by Minpic res that drive future patron- ster of Education Herriot, and sprung
frc his doors.
a surprise by advancing the date of
he '.ually reliable First National its operation from September 1 to
niz ion is advertising "The Whip Mar. 1.
This took the representamai as a $2 attraction.
And tives of the American producers by
or of the worst pictures of the surprise,
and the general opinion
ew York newspaper critics here is that other European nations
k ( ;n less of it for what they will follow suit and draft legislation
simply terrific.
sat to definitely curtail imports from Holugl the premiere at the Green- lywood.
1
\ lage theater and beheld the
Under terms of the decree, the powtac of an intelligent audience ers of the board of censorship have
I

ither result

Become

—

We

;

(Continued

on Page

2)

is

claimed,

several of the

Cleveland Delegates

1

it

Mrs. Barlow buy the entire
ompany output to obtain the two spe-

It's

Advertising

The M-G-M salesman,
insisted

he's right.

th in

—

Minneapolis Exhibitors of the Iron
are "up in arms" over action
of M-G-M in selling "The Big Parade" and "Ben Hur" to the schools
at Coleraine and Bovey, when the
company failed to reach an agreement
for leasing of the pictures to Mrs.
Joseph Barlow, who operates theaters
in
the two towns, states "Greater
.Amusements."
Ban on the company's product is reported under con-

Range

sideration.

rORECASTBYNEWriRH

pledged to sign.

circuit,

Minn. Showman Stirred
by Deal for "Big Parade"
and "Ben Hur"

Madison, Wis. Regarded as forecials, and when she refused, sold the
unncr of a deal for the circuit, artion the organizing group com- cles of incorporation have been filed two pictures to the schools. M-G-M's
e-xploitation representative sold the
have
signed,
with
others
(Continued on Page 2)

given his

it actual participation in prochain stores in every organistry control manufacture, he
That is, all but the film inWoolworth does not manuThe proNot necessary.
ils all
over himself to land
outlet that Woolworth supleater owners are the closest
n the direct consumer
the
Therefore, they should, but
ive a voice in production.
forced to take what the

hands

KIWITIES

is

of

tter

mt mis

disinterested busi-

Sapiro.
iiizer of grain cooperatudent of economics, ad-

,

Price 5 Cents

21, 1928

(Continued on Page 4)

—

Los Angeles One thousand small
town theaters extending across the
United States ^vithin the next five
years is the goal set by Principal
Theaters, President Sol Lesser. More
than 37 theaters now are controlled
in towns of 15,000 population or less.
Acting on authority of the executive board, Joseph N. Skirboll, general manager, has left to establish
territorial offices at San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle, Denver, Kansas
City, St. Louis, Memphis, Louisville,
Cleveland and
Philadelphia.
Los
Angeles will remain national headquarters.
of

Success achieved with the theaters
the chain already acquired, con(yContinued

on Page

2)

schools the idea of using the school
buses to furnish free transportation
from nearby towns to the school
shows.
O. H. Lambert, assistant to W. H. Workmanager, who was out of the
(Continued on Page 2)

man,

M-GM

"Sadie" Gets $43,120 in

Week

Second

at Rivoli

After establishing a house record
in its first week at the Rivol
New
York, with gross of $48,500, "Sadie
Thompson" garnered $43,120 a new
high on a second week, and second
only to its first week so far as house
record is concerned, inclement weather notwithstanding.
1,

Cohen and Aron Leaving
To Close Sentry Deal
Involving,

said, several million
for British and Continental rights to distribution of the
Sentry Safety Control will be closed
in England by Joseph E. Cohen, president, and Max Aron, secretary of the
Sentry firm, who sail for abroad Friit

is

dollars,' a deal

day.

Since

formation

of

the

company

(Continued on Page 4)

No

Issue

Tomorrow

Tomorrow, being Washington's Birthday and a legal holiday, there will be no issue of
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Exhibitors in Arms

And
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That's That

Over M-G-M

Specij

dubious en-

(.Continued from Page 1).booing and razzing
By PHIL M. DALY
It was a lovely
tertainment gem.
city,
explained it was not the —
practice to sell product to non-tSwn
poke at the dear old institution of the
Price 5 Cents
and better than ever, the Every effort was made to sell Mrs. Ba
Tuesday, Feb. 21, 1928
Vol. XLIII No.44
motion picture.
A. M. P. A. Naked Truth Dinner the product but her terms wer?
The industry is passing through is promised this year. It's to be held ulous they could not even be consUptf
PUBLISHER
JOHN W UICOATE
No M-CJ-M picture has played eitKi^J
cleansing pains, 'tis said. The pruning
Mar. 31 at the Hotel Astor, New or Coleraine during the last five wa
Published daily except Saturday and holidays scissors then might well be turned York, and should be a wow.
Any- said, and it is the instructions of fel
office of the company that the two W
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and to the problem of advertising ethics.
at
instillthe
pep
watched
who
has
one
Film
and
cials
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films
"Ben Hur" and ''The Big R,
and
President
Alicoate.
Bruce
should play every possible screen in
since
W.
Folk. Inc.
J.
K N N ed into the organization
"""
ica
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice President
preferably
theater screens,
Gallup took over the presidency, there
was absolutely no chance of ,„a,a,
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasiirer
big
will
be
T.
N.
T.
Ralph
knows that the
pictures to the theater, a non-theatrici
Business and Advertising Manager;
Entered as
M-G-M Meetings Closing
Wilk, Traveling Representative.
And the coiumittee is ex- count would be given a chance to
doings.
the
at
1918,
21,
May
matter
for the films.
second class
M-G-M'.-^ international convention ercising showmanship, in reverting
post-office at New York, N. Y.. under the act
Lambert denied that an M-G-M
Terms (Postage f^ree) comes to a close tonight with a ban- to the gridiron nature of past T. N. had anything to do with the bus Hi
of March 3, 1879.
\ork
United States outside of Greater New
screen advertising the carrying of
cpiet at the Hotel Astor, New York. T. dinners.
3 months.
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Foreign, $15.00.
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Filmday
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inated

as

non-theatrical dehas been elimdepartment.
separate

a

Loewe was

manager

fi^r

Ohio

division
Pathe non-tlieatrical pic-

Five Years

in

(Continued from Page

1

ince liim of the economical need for
national circuit of small town
houses. Lesser said, with his program
endorsed by Mike Rosenberg, president of Prinicipal Theaters of California, and L. B. Leutterstein, general manager of the real estate di\

a

Buys Switow House

—

Danville, Ky. -Switow and Son
Enterprises, Louisville, have sold the
Kentucky here to Principal Theaters

4

15"
9954

23
9954

10

15J4

400

15M

3,200

24/8

*La>t Prices Quoted **Bid and Asked (Over
the Counter)

ttBond Market

of Louisville, of which Lee Goldburg
and Col. Fred Levy are officers. The
theater, built at a cost of approximately $100,000, was opened last
spring under the same management
Kentucky, Lexington, and
as the

other

theaters

Frank Sutton

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

XOTE:

Circle 3994 or
519 Steinway Hall
New York City

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AG

dis-

Art Guild.

owned

will

Attractions fo;
Picture Theatr

Deal for Fischer Chain
Forecast by New Firm

1000 Theaters

by

Switow.

remain manager of

(Continued from Page

Standard

1)

here by Fischer's Paramount TheaOf the
ters, Delaware corporation.
250,000 shares of no par value, $18,512 has been paid in and the proportional value of this stock to be used
in ^Visconsin is not to exceed $25,000.
Details are to be announced
soon, states Frank J. McWilliams,
one of the incorporators.
The I'ischer chain extends throughout Wisconsin and Illinois. Recently
it
was declared that Fox was seeking to take over the circuit, which
is one of the chief opposition chains
to

Vaudeville

1600 Broadway, New York'
Phone Penn. 3580

If You Are in the"
Market for Any Kind

MOTION PICTUF
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND

Midwesco.
I

I

CaU
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Inc.
Walter A. Putter, Pros.
lor

Hollywood
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4eth St. c/o Leon Schleaiager
Bryant 8181 1123 No. Bronson Ave.
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MONEY
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no West
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Library Stock Scenes

New York
130

Ne|

Phone

plays ivas made by delegates to the
M-G-M international film congress
in a visit to the

Original

Short scenes interior Ame
Church during servi<ji

tures.

vision.

49 -js

Study of cutouts and lobby

Pathe

Chester

29
40
49-4

Wanted

— The

of

1.666

.

16
tWarner Bros
Warner Bros. "A". 25/8

tCurb Market

Cincinnati

600
100

2(>i'

"M-G-M Pfd
I'athe

forces of the 39 First Na- leap Saturday at the Little Church
exchanges hold meetings Sat- Around the Corner, New York.
urday, at the direction of Ned E. De- Marie Elizabeth Shaefer is the bride
pinet, sales manager, to niap plans to be.
A honeyvwon to Bermuda is
This planned.
for tlic annual clean-up drive.
Congratulations.
is a two months' campaign to close
all unsold spots on past and cvirrent
"The Red Kimono" proved a hot
releases. The drive closes April 20. one for the Temple, Louisville, the
film exploding during the show. Five
hundred persons filed out in orderh
Non-Theatrical Department Dropped fashion.

99^

6054
Loew's, Inc
12
tLoew's. deb. rts.
^t Loew's, 6s 41 WW. 107
ttLoew's,'6s41x-war. 101
'

.

8

8

8

100
3,100
1,700

i

and from surrounding towns
and Bovey to see the picture.

tional

.

.

.

Chris Hinck, oivner of the Claridge, Montclair, N. J., takes the fatal

F. N. Sales Meeting Saturday

partment
'-ioo

'

(k
lH

Sales

Sales

39J4

'

fift

to
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Phone Penna. 0330
Motion Picture Departme
U. S. and Canada Agents for Di

this theater.
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Inc.
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Pictures Corporation
that

it
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has in the course ot

production a motion picture entitled:

I
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"The Hoofer"
Copyrighted — and All Rights Protected
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"The Whip

Rialto,

Woman"

Broadhurst, American,

Broadway and Orpheum have

been acquired here. This is the first
development in the expansion program recently announced. Jack Frost
has taken over management of the
houses for the new owner.

Greenwich Village

UAILV NEWS—*

*

*

action is so stilted
so tritely ludicrous that the audimirth
when the tale
into
spasms
of
ence goes
has reached what should be a tense climax.

and
*

titles

*

*

EVENING JOURNAL—*

Atlanta

— National

Amusement

Co.,

Wilby, has
taken over management of the Metropolitan, first run which reopened last
night after remaining dark a week
during which the house was overCarter Barron is manager.
hauled.
"The Jazz Singer" and Vitaphone is

headed

by

Robert

B.

Wilby has
the current attraction.
a number of Georgia and Alabama
houses and is a prime factor in Publix-Saenger Theaters of North Carolina.

Interstate to Build House
Costing $2,500,000

—

Can Houston "stand"
Houston
another big de luxe house? This is
the quetsion being asked here, following announcement by Karl Hobthat Interstate Amusement
build a $2,500,000 theater.
No site has been chosen, but the
house is expected to extend the first
run zone several blocks south. Work
on the structure begins this summer,
with about a year needed for completion.
While theaters here are enjoying business, there is speculation
about the effect another large house
will have on the situation.
litzelle

Co.

will

Sunday Show Petitions in
Circulation in Birmingham

—

Petitions for
Birmingham, Ala.
Sunday shows are being circulated
here, with the local Scripps-Howard
newspaper championing a liberal
Sabbath. Pastors recently denounced
Sunday shows from their pulpits.

*

Quite unin-

more
photoplay
provoked
the
laughs than a custard pie comedy, due more
than anything else to a series of almost incredibly absurd subtitles.
Joseph C. Boyle
gets credit
if
he wishes for the direction.
* * *

tentionally,

—

—

EVENING WORLD—*

Wilby's Firm Takes Over
Metropolitan at Atlanta

*

* *

What happened

'"The Whip Woman" between the time
it
was conceived by Forrest Halsey and Lcland Hayward and the time it was delivered
to the producers by Director Joseph Boyle
in conjectural.
But whatever it Was made of
it
is one of the worst pictures ever put out
under the imprint of Robert Kane or of
to

Allan Dwan.

*

*

*

GRAPHIC—*

* * The picture is too terfor words as it shows down in the
\illage pieces of disjointed sequences representing impossible situations. * * *
* * justified our
worst fears and proved an ever increasing
It is one of those
tlelight to the scoffers.
melodramas which occur in the best regulated studios once in a decade and for which
no man seems responsible. * * *
* * * Their picture is a gruesome
matter called
"The Whip Woman," and
against a field which includes much hideous
competition, it is here personally pronounced
one of the two or three worst films we have
*
ever seen.
* * * As it stands the picture is rubbish, but barnacled to a series
of utterly appalling subtitles it assumes such
a rare order of incredibility that it is actually

rible

HERALD-TRIBUNE-*

POST —

TELEGRAM —

TELEGRAPH—*

*

Whip Woman" would
brilliant

The

story

"

*
*

*

TIMES — *

is

few

the most

in the cinematic

star

ridiculous

position.

A

*
kill

like

It

one year ago, contracts
secured for over 10,000 una
tions, with the equipment
over 1,000 theaters.
The d

ir.

the outgrowth of a
experiment in one of

of

delphia theaters.
Separate
and patents pending now are
tered in 47 countries.

h-

M.P.T.O.A.

1

New York

presi-

yester-

day from Chicago meetings of the
contract committee, which continues
in

session.

P

HENNEGAN
r o grai

Covers

Frank Newman Resigns
Los Angeles Frank L. Newman,
managing director of the Metropoli-

—

known

his

new

plans a six
before
making

plans.

Write for Samples

Birmingham House Reopens
The Lyric has

Birmingham, Ala.

1^^''^

special Designs /oiji
all Holidays. IH™

He

has resigned.
months'
vacation

tan,

1

—

The

reopened with a straight picture policy at 10 and 20 cents admission.

HENNEGAN

Cincinnati,

(

Ohic

-4®!!

Where Smart Film Folk Gather
Pr

ex-

relaxed, and
hoots of laughter,
and situations followed
ponderous attempts of
motion picture to realize

Hays Returns
Hays has returned
his

MO

AN D

MIRADOR

New

to
semi-annual trip

FONTAN;
AT THE

»

itself seriously.

GEORGES

MARJORIE

surrendered itself to
and absurd sub-titles
one another in the
an average program

to

APPEARING NIGHTLY
IN THEIR

Coast.

George H. Earle Dies
Earle,
H.
-George
72, lawyer and financier, former

SENSATIONAL
COSTUME SUCCESS

Philadelphia-

y associated wi th Mastbaum Brothers
and Fleischer, died after an illness
of a year. He left an estate estimated
Maria Corda Going to England
The Stanley
to exceed $20, ,000,000.
Maria Corda is going to Europe to Co.'s Earle th eater here was named
make a picture for British Interna- for the former associate of the Mast
baums.
tional Film Co., London.

EL

TANGO TRAGia
with a supporting

In Freparation for 1928-29

''The

projec:

Cohen's

orafiamme.

unworthy

is

suddenly

Jr.,

I)

8JCC

*

wild

York from

R. F. Woodhull,
dent, returned to

"The

WORLD—*

the

(Continued from Page

Woodhull Back from Contract Meet

flamingly

reasonable to suppose
that when this picture was started there was
not the least intention of making it funny,
but that after the title-writer started work
he preceived the impossibility of taking the
actions of this lady with a whip with any
* *
great degree of seriousness.
* * A first night audience * * *

Will H.

1

from Page 1)
been greatly increased, so that it is
possible for them to taboo almost any
foreign picture they deem advisable.
From Minister Herriot down, the general attitude is that the French industry must be built up at whatever
cost.
The new commission practically amounts to a direct government control of the picture industry
in
France.

Cohen and Aron Leavij
To Close Sentry!

(.Continued

First Nat'l

—

High Point, N. C. Raising to 22
the number of theaters in the Publix-Saenger Theaters or North Carolina chain, the

French Film Decree to
Become Operative Mar.

Newspaper Opinions

CHAIN BUYS FIVE MORE

Tuesday, Feb

of

sixteen

cast

people

Mark on the Wall"
and

^^Street Corners''

Advance Reservations Are

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

RALEIGH PICTURES CORPORATION
Milton Simon, President

Foreign Rights;

Richmount
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ANLEY GOING TO FOX
New Contract Effective in May;

Trial

'air

committee
s drafted a new uniform
itract along lines sugat the Trade Practice
The block booking
ce.

^|E

contract

thus partially met.

is

the agreement

will

be a

hich will permit exhibcancel one-tenth of any
pictures bought in a

ip||f

ovided they pay 50 per
the rental of films

Minor Points

Arbitration procedure, as it
exhibitors, remains the sole point to
be cleared up at sessions of the contract committee scheduled in June,
following close of the present sessions

It

it

from which block
may be equitably

It is, therfore, entitled

Any

trial.

individual

the industry's future at

1

recognize that

ill

it

is

and other
must be settled. Out-

thin that this
s

erference can only take

bothersome and unletic meddling and, as a

fc

I

pi

of

mce, should not be sup-

ei

Twin Evils
''

settling
;

process

young industry

through

is

passing,

has

been

and

twin
should be grabbed by

evil,

reached

DAILY

where

intimidation,

the neck and politely
d Jerboard. It is bad practice
htt the screws of one as it is
injthe club of the other. This
si the practice of block book'.Fa ors in the saddle unfortursist in driving hard baro: n without
moral or busireg -d for the other partner to
anxtion.
The agitation over
of

bc<ing has assumed this form
y. The only way in which this
ryan march forward is on a
oi mutual
cooperation.
The
of ancellation which the new

receives full credit).

which the committee feels is an improvement over the present one, predicting it will do away with many

tional by Fox is included.
_. _
P'ox's deal for the Finkelsteiti
and Ruben circuit has not been
sealed by contracts, but papers
'

NEW YORK

WASH. UNAfHLIATED TOR,

HOUSE EOR ASTOR SITE

start

r

bring about adoption of a

may

But

not be enough.

be Cleared Up

Control of the Stanley Co. of
America will pass to the Fox
which was attended by announcement sources of discontent in the industry. Film Corp. under terms of a deal
from the committee that a complete The contract soon is to be published
expected to be closed in the near
agreement was reached on all points, and explanations of its clauses broadfuture.
Not only will the 270
The cast in booklet form.
including rules of arbitration.
Exhibitors still feel, it is stated, theaters owned and operated by
new contract is slated to go into effect
(Continued on Page 2)
next May.
Stanley be absorbed by ihz Fox
chain but control of First Na-

6,000-SEAT

a concession-

is

of First National
Included
to
Copyright,
1928,
by THE FILM DAILY
seemed
times
which
at
Difficulties
(Permission to reproduce^ in whole or in part,
were overcome to is
affects insurmountable
provided
THE FILM
hereby
given,
contract

so

Progress.

1.

Houses and Control

270

Within two years, Broadway's

seatto be increased 6,000

ing capacity is
by a first run planned on the site
The proposed
of the Hotel Astor.
house, report of which was first published several months ago by
FILM DAILY, has been offered to
Warners, which firm is considering
the proposition.
So far, the negotiations are only
(.Continued on Page 2)

THE

AFriLIAe AGAINST

BILL are being drawn and signatures
are to be affixed momentarily.

—

Seattle
Sen. Brookhart's bill to
end blind and block booking and arbitrary allocation of iproduct was
praised by unaffiliated exhibitors and

condemned by affiliated
ing of 60 Washington

at

a

The Fox chain

will then be
about 340 houses.
the Stanley deal is con-

augmented

When

to

meet- summated, the Fox theater prop-

exhibitors.
the state ex-

Pres. Grombacher, of
hibitor unit, called for pro and con
discussion pointing out the organization is neutral on the subject as
(Continued on Page 2)

erties will total over
of

among them some

600 houses,
thefmest in

the United States.

The deal, easily the largest individual transfer of interests in
the history of the industry, has
been under way for some time.
Theaters Close "Mikes" in Col. Lowry Expects
It will bring into the Fox fold
Difficulties on Quota
Chicago to Meet Edict
theaters
in seven states and I'ae
serious
diffiNo
Paris (By Cable)
Chicago Orchestra leaders of theConnectiaters, hotels and cafes have removed culties for Arnerican companies as a District of Columbia.
quota, cut, Delaware, Maryland, New
16 microphones, carrying out the edict result of the new French
American Federation of effective March 1 is anticipated by Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,
of
the
Musicians that such music shall not Col. Edward Lowry, Hays organiza
Western Virginia and the Dis(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
trict are embraced while the individual properties are located in
78 cities including Hartford, Al-

No

—

—

Compulsory Arbitration to be
Attacked by N. W. Exhibitors
—

Mi^ineapolis Legality of compulsory arbitration in Minnesota may
becorhe the main point at issue in the
case of Warners (Vitagraph) versus

Hans Pederson, Jamestown, N. D.,
which has resulted in bringing arbitration to a standstill in this territory.
This is iridicated by attorneys
for the Northwest exhibitor unit, now
preparirtg their answer to the restraining order sought by Warners to

show

Cfiuse

why

the

company should

not be entitled to hearings in dispute
before the board of arbitration.
Warners brought court action after
the board outlawed its cases, when
the company failed to comply with
a decision in the Pederson case. This
action caused exhibitors to "walk
out" of arbitration.

The Film Board has demanded resumption of arbitration and has notified the Northwest unit that a meet-:
ing will be called tomorrow, ajj^'! ^
(Continued

on

Page 2)

m.

•

•

'

bany,

Washington,

Baltimore,

Atlantic City, Newark, Camden, New
York City, Erie,
Scranton and Philadelphia. In
the latter city alone the Stanley
holdings total 77 houses in operation and two under construction.
With pHrchase of the controlling interest in Wesco, Fox scr
ctired about 28 per cent of the
capital stock of First National.
The F. and R. deal will swell the
total to 33 or 34 per cent- Stan(Continued

on Page 2)

—
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Committee's Work is
Praised by WoodhuU

—

—

Financial
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.

.

%

.

7
(s) M. P. Cap
99!4
99^4
(s) Orpheum Pfd.. 9954
(s) Para. F-L
.WtVi 114^ 115^4
MWs,
do --Pfd.
(s)
(b) Par.By.554s51
101J4
.

.

.

Pathe Exch.
do "A"
do 7s37
(b)
(s)
(s)

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

1254
62

13 54

625^

.

2'5

do Units .. 27
6 54
do Com.
Skouras Bros.. 38
Stan. Co. of Am... 5054
(o) Technicolor
154
4
(c) Trans-Lux
(o) United Artists. 14
80
do Pfd
(0)
2
(o) Univ. Ch. Com
do Pfd.
80
(o)
*(c) Univ. Pict.
(s)
do Pfd.
9954
(c)
(s)

Warner

.

.

Unaffiliated for,

.

.

40
4954

Bros.

175^

27>4

it

was organized

terest of

to

—

Balaban

New

6,000.Seat
York
House for Astor Site

regardless

of

in-

state,

affiliations.

Independent

promptly

exhibitors

passed a resolution praising the bill,
opposing an amendment to appoint

ed against the bill and both reports
are being sent to Sen. Brookhart.

300

(Continued from Page

4

85"

16

23
9954
1754

25J4

26^

40

stage, although
Warners is interested in the proposition.
However, the theater will be
built, whether or not Warners lease
the house, it is stated.
The theater,
it

is

understood, would be housed

a hotel or

Warner

case

is

i

office

building.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for

1)

Steffes,
association
president,
has
notified exhibitors of the territory
to ignore summons of the board and
to refuse to submit evidence until the

15

85

& Katz

listed

is

P.

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

settled.

1,700
8,700

(Bid and

on the Chi-

Now

formal

the Level Club, 253

1928-1929

by Harry O. Hoyt

affair

New York

is

W.

73rd

St.,

New

York.
Belgian Gov't Won't Act
Brussels The ministry of foreign
affairs has refused to interfere with

—

exhibition of

m preparation for SMson

"THE BOWERY*'

Club Plans Beefsteak

of the M. P.
to be a Beefsteak, held at 7:30 P.M., Mar. 23 at

First

Club of

"Dawn"

here.

1)

preliminary

the

a committee to investigate the measure.
The affiliated interests report-

no arbitrators appointed by the exhibitor unit are on hand to serve,
then the board will appoint exhibitors to sit on the board.
W. A.

49 J4

(Continued from Page
in

promote the

every exhibitor of the

cago Board, Skouras Bros, on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

M.

—

KANN

Asked),
Stock Exchange.

NOTE:

J

1)

900
4,000

3

9954

(Continued from Page

All Rights Protected

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
Sam

Scix,

Pres.

1650 Broadway

Acquire
Control of Stan
to

(Continued from Page

1)

ley. owns
about 25 or
per cent, thus ultimately
ing
to
Fox well eveper cent of the 60,000 shjim
First National stock outstw|
Offers will be made to secur
remainder by purchase.
1

Bargain Matinees Offei
Reade's Hippo,

Cleveland

—

offering daily bargain matine...
price is 25 cents and prevails
5 P. M.
The reduced matine
mission is a bait to the tired

—

Aifiliated Against Bill

13

62

* Last Prices Quoted.
(c) Curb Market.
(0) Over the Counter Transactions
(s)

Wash.

Arbitration Attacked
by N. W. Exhibitors

.

"A"

do

discovered is necessary," he said.
was a long and difficult ta.sk and
I believe it is deserving of appreciation and fair consideration."
is

23

he industry exists.
Distributors maintain they know
f no other practicable selling method.
They oppose elimination of block shopper to
come in and rest
booking because they feel that to remove it will let down the bars for
Shenker Sells Last Hou
business disorder and chaos of such
Lorain, O.
George Shen
proportions that the entire fabric of
the industry will be rent asunder. sold his last house to the 14
Sam T. Re
Regardless of whether or not this is Theaters, Inc.
an exaggeration^^ exhibitors should re- manage the house.
Shenkec
member that the men who control ly sold his other Lorain the
the manufacture of pictures
the life ). V. VVolcott of Cleveland,
blood of the business are talking. now disposed of all his hold
As a matter of fair and impartial business, their claims should be listened
to with due consideration.

"It

1,300

26
29

.

.

Praise for the earnestness and sincerity of the contract committee, in
its efforts to provide a contract for
relations nation-wide in scope, was
expressed by R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. president and chairman of
the unaffiliated exhibitors, who rotated
with R. H. Cochrane, distributor
chairman, as chairman without vote
at the Chicago meetings.
"The contract committee as provided by the resolution which gave it
birth is a continuing committee and
will meet at such future times as it

3

3

..
.

ioo
10,800

.

354

.

Roxy "A"

be looked

.

.

.

embody must

.

THE

.

contract will

1)

1)

Due Consideration

PUBLISHER

The
(These quotations aye as of Tuesday.
Stock Exchange was closed yesterday, Washington's Birthday).
High Low Close Sales
3954
*(s) Am. S. Vtc.
7354
do Vtc.
63
63
63
Bal. & Katz..
•
73 !4
do Vtc
19'
400
19
19
(c) Con. Fm. Ind.
fcl
22^ 22'i 22Ji 1,200
do Pfd.
400
163^ 165
(s) East. Kodak. .165
.... 129^8
do Pfd.
(s)
'366
4
4
4?4
(c) Film Insp.
106
*(s) First Nat. Pfd
(s).Fox Fm. "A". 78J4 773/^ 78J4 l',566
3,600
(s)
do Rts. ..
y»
Yi
400
195^
1954
(c) Fox. Thea. "A" I9/2
8
(c) Intern. Proj
Keiths
46
6s
(b)
99J4
500
(s) Loew's
59M 59>^ 59Ji
100
12
12
do Deb. Rts. 12
(c)
3,000
do 6s 41ww.l06}4 10654 106-5-^
(b)
6,000
do 6s41x-war.l00^ 1005i 100^
(b)
200
26
26^4
(s) M-G-M Pfd.
26J4

(Continued from Page

that the present set-up of arbitration upon as the recognition of the rights
should be improved upon, particularly of the buyer by the seller.
as concerns the sharing of expense by
This is to be the chief
exhibitors.
feature worked out by exhibitors beThe distributor, as a consequence,
fore the June meetingThe contract is patterned along the is entitled to the right of a test in
order to find out whether or not this
lines agreed upon at the Trade Pracparticular concession will provide the
tice Conference, indicating that the
relief the exhibitor needs.
It may or
distributors
at
six points conceded by
the parley are part of the final docu- may not be sufficient. But it at least
denotes that a common jumping-off
ment.
place can be arrived at and that the
possibility of settlement from within

Price 5 Cents

lOHN W. ALICOATE

Fox

Fair Trial

Contract
{Continued from Page
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Coast Wire Service-

yart Completing Schedule

and

i)N ON COAST TO

A

RVISE PRODUCTION

Little
from **Lots"

Johnston, head of Rayart
as arrived here for a stay
Work has been
weeks.

"The Danger

Patrol,"

a

ne Production to star WilVirginia Browne Faire,
li,

\A

yjbakman and Napoleon, the
ures

"Gypsy

of the North,"

JAMES CRUZE TO RELEASE

ON FRANCHISE BASIS
James Cruze

Hollywood

the art of character delineation, cos-

and "Phantom tuming and facial make-up.
«
«
rf," starring Helene Cosn jone into the cutting room,
Our Passing Show. Wilson
r is a Trem Carr Produc.Mizner and Raymond Griffith
the
d by Scott Pembroke,
chatting at the Ambassador;

Duke Worne produc-

d by Worne.
[cGowan is preparing

Walter Ruben
and Harry Fried discussing

Sam. Mintz,

to

|)

*

*

—

but three more pictures
>o»leted on the Rayart 1927-8

"Clothes

Make

the

which

fany-Stahl,

his

pic-

Woman" for
Tom Terriss

in

Tifwill

Dove" with Robert Frazer and Low-

a very easy subject to photograph.

tor.

*

Arthur Gregor

Sherman.

ell

is

to direct the
Jrd Jones
-Hatton film for Parats reported.

bug, that he
is

^

to Hollywood. He Universal.
in a Universal pic- lish offers,

came

now working

i>i

He
it

is

is

considering

Eng-

stated.

*

Kilker in

Film Daily
in
ed

Their

Motion

Taken Over

|rod. has taken over conIcien Prival from First Na-

—

ays "Out of the Ruins"
Ithe Ruins" has been purFirst National as a RichJ
felmess starring vehicle.

.mong

Quote

Moran Cast

More Passing Show: Ralph HamHenry Kilker has been cast in
meras and Lee Garmes discussing Lois Moran's "I Won't Marry," for
photography at the First National Fox. James Tinling is director.
studio;
Lewis King visiting the
Karl
United
Artists
studio;
K.
Hamilton Opposite Lois Moran
to Direct T-S Film
Kitchen, the columnist, and Tom J.
Neil Hamilton has been cast opthe
writer,
chatting at
|en has been signed by Tif- Geraghty,
posite Lois Moran in "I Won't Marto direct "Marriage of First National.
ry."
*
*
I" an original by Raymond
Bosworth in Columbia Film
Another Hollywood fable
Hobart Bosworth has been signed
Once upon a time there was a
Writing Air Story
double or "stand in." who
by Columbia to star in "After the
lam Baker is writing a
thought she was not as pretty
Storm," sea picture. This is expectpommercial aeronautics for
as the star she worked for.
ed to be a companion picture to "The
irard Hawks will direct.
Blood Ship."
Contract

Constantly

for

ture.
*

the World

direc-

Montagne Reported
Keep your eye on Hugh Trevor. A
Direct Next Film year ago he was selling life insur- Resigned from Universal
ance and had his own agency. He
Edward Montagne is reported to
'ing Beery, Hatton was so badly bitten by the acting
have resigned as scenario editor
is

Over

the

Josephine Borio with T-S
TifTany-Stahl has signed Josephine
Borio on a long term contract. Her
first
picture will be "The Scarlet

A Hollywood fable Once
upon a time a cameraman had
*

All

direct.

J.

professional football.

ing on three Rayart-Westig Buddy Roosevelt which
to production next week,

^

release

Eve Sothern Vehicle Set
Eve Sothern is to be starred

4i

a

will

on a franchise basis to indeCHARACTERIZATION," a semi- pendent exchanges. Five year frantechnical book based on Robert chises are planned. The first picture
Edeson's 40 years' experience as a will be "Ann Boyd," slated to start
stage star and featured player of the production in March at Metropolitan
"Ringers of the Ring" and
screen, will shortly be off the press, studios.
The work deals with "Alibi Ann" are to follow.
it is announced.
tures

;orgia Hale,

r

Publications

RALPH WILK

By

R

Newspapers

Names

Harry Sherman, who

is

remem-

Picture

and
Financial

Pages

FBO

bered for his work in handling "The
Extends Contract of
Birth of a Nation" in several states,
Shores for 1
is busy on a state-rights proposition,
Contract of Lynn Shores has been
which will bring some very important names to the independent field.l renewed one year by FBO.

Lynn

Year

jted for Vitaphone
keles

—With

Fanny

Brice

Ited to make a Vitaphone
|hich Edward Small will
release by Warners, sevimportant names are beIned as Vitaphone feature
f'ese
include John Barrylova and Irene Bordoni:
I

Walthall has been signed
hone playlet, and Irene
make a second playlet.
o,
IS

substituting for Bryan
the East attending

in

funeral, will direct WalLloyd Bacon will direct

TIFFANY- STAHL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Announce
That they have in the course of production
a motion picture entitled:

"Bachelors' Paradise''
ALL RIQHTS PROTECTED

Film Daily
is

Reliable

DAILV
Fund Being Built
Up by Twin City Union

Strike

Television Sets

—

Two per cent asMinneapolis
sessment on salaries of union musicians of the Twin Cities has been
ordered to create a strike fund. Their
contracts do not expire for two years.
The aim, it is stated,, is to build up
a fund permitting payment of sufficiently large strike benefits to avert
dissatisfaction said to have been the
case in last year's strike.

Status of Liberty at Union
House Causes Battle
Kansas

—
City "A

Restrains Picketing
at Seattle Theaters

sale here at
Owners will be able
$32.50.
to see the pictures of
figures broadcast in the ex-

been placed on

periments being conducted by
J. L. Baird, inventor of the apparatus. Baird is preparing to
sell parts to enable amateurs
to build their own sets. Later
machines of higher technical
capacity would be built for receiving transmissions sent out
on a 45 meter wave length.

orlons and a number of individThe order will remain in effect
*
at least three weeks pending re[•^^n from San Francisco of the attorney representing the theatrical
federation of amusement trade unions.
The Oak Theater Co., complainant,
represented by Attorney Jay C.
is
Allen.

several

allied

Union Sues to Enforce
Milwaukee Labor Pact

Theaters Close "Mikes" in
Chicago to Meet Edict
(Continued from Page

1)

be broadcast by "remote control"
unless broadcasting orchestras hire
equivalent orchestras to sit silent in
the studios while the music is broad-

Morrow wth U. A.

at Dallas

—

—

ists'

the

of

Suit

That's Th

By PHIL M. DALY

AL RUBEN
and

is

back from

his

jaunt,
he was pler.f
during his stay in the film
Trust the go-getting Al to
with a flock of new policy i
Al's personality and ability hav

One of the chief pictures to get unway at that time is "Noah' sArk," him tremendously

der

which Michael Curtiz will direct. H.
M. and Jack Warner, president and
studio chief, respectively, are due
back soon from Europe and will be

when

Hollywood

(production is
resumed. Practically all of the stars,
with exception of Monte Blue, who
now is in the South Seas, will be on
hand for the reopening. Blue returns
in

April.

Col.

Difficulties

popular as
surance broker in the picture

on Quota
1)

which won

its seco;

cesslve championship of

the

League. The deciding game

u

from Paramount.
Walt Winchell

moom

'

describes
also ann

He

pitchers.

T.

E.

main

Mortensen

ste

of

Amusements" reports
made at Chicago by

%

this

'

,

Loebtm,^.^,

tion representative, he stated on his Connecticut: "Woodhull /awn
arrival here to confer on the new 9 Brookhart bill, but opposes
to 1 quota with M. Herriot, minister forcement."
great deal
of public instruction.
depends on how the decree is adRussian Film to Play CaU""'

A

ministered, he said.

"Czar Ivan, the Terrible*
have its premiere soon at ^
Tiers' Cameo, New York.

branch.

Fox Openings Switched

tm
1st Division Buys Cruze Product
"Mother Machree" will open Mar. S
Warners Move Soon,
Los Angeles Distribution of the at the Globe, New York, instead of
Warners, Vitaphone and ^
James Cruze product in the New "Street Angel," which will have its
York territory has been acquired by premiere at another Broadway legiti- move Feb. 27 to the compapi *
building at 321 West 44th
mate house.
First Division.

—

(,.jj

n

Marks with Pizor
Jerry Marks, has joined
liam M. Pizor distributing
tion.
Marks has left on a
that will take him through

the Wil-

H j6

organizasales' trip

a

the prin-

ice

against

Iris,

A GUIDING
To Those Who

operator.

comply with the
terms of the contract Jan. 8, and since
has failed to employ a union operato

tor at the union scale, it is alleged.
The union is suing for the wages
due their operator on the balance of
the contract. It is believed to be the
first time that contract law as such
has entered into a labor dispute.
'

;

Kansas City Exchanges Merge
Kansas City Midwest Film Dis-

—

tributors has taken over distribution
of Enterprise product in this territory.
Ed Witherns, Enterprise manager, will continue to direct sales.
The move is one of economy, states,
Elmer Rhoden, president of Midwest.

•

"U" Manager P.-T. A. Chairman
WiUiam M. .Hartford,
Seattle

—

liianager of Universal's Portola, hasi
been elected chairman of the filmcommittee of the Parent-Teachers'
A&s'n here.

^y

>

—

Welsh ceased

r

Here's a hand to Pathe's
ball five,

that "letch" is new
pelation for "yen."

Lowry Expects No
(Continued from Page

cast.

cipal cities of the Middle West.
H. E.
neighborhood
house, has been brought by Jo- Vitaphone Opening at Madison, Wis.
seph Padway on behalf of local 164
Wis. Vitaphone made
Madison,
of the M. P. Machine Operators' Un- its public debut here recently at the
ion.
In the complaint it is alleged Parkway, with opening of "The Jazz
that on Sept. 8, 1927, Welsh entered Singer."
into a contract with the union to hire
a union operator for one year and
agreed to pay $42.90 a week as wages.
The union was to supply the union

Milwaukee

Welsh

Warners will open its Hollywood
studio March IS with seven production units in work, Albert Warner;
company vice president, announces.

in

—

And

iR.]5,flRM ANNOUNCES

dummy

Dallas Ralph A. Morrow, former
Picketing of the various
Seattle
John Danz theaters here was forbid- southern district manager for Pathe,
den by a temporary restraining order is to succeed Joseph E. Luckett as
•^nted Danz against the Central La- sales manager of the local United Art-

Touncil here,

WARNERSTUDIO REOPENING

—Television Sets have

battle of pickets"

has been staged at the Liberty. One
placard brands the house as nonunion because of the fact that its
sign painters are not organized. The
other stated the house was 100 per
cent unionized, but that the sigTi
painters were non-union because of
"personal prejudice."

Danz

London

Thursday, February^
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The Hollywood Plaza

SIGl

Appreciate Fine Hotels
is

hotel

headquarters

in

Holly-

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shoppingj

Los Angeles.
Every room is a parlor during the day tifne a
In-a-Door Beds make
sleeping quarter at night.
in

—

luxurious
this pos-

sible.

Strange

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertaina step away from the door of this famous

ment are but

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

hostelry.
[

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. AppoiiHJ
this hotel now as your headquarters while in Southem|
California.
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Carl

io pictures at that

reached

3t

was

ii«ndustry

still

City— Cecil B. Dedenies shutdown of the
is contemplated.
MeanHal Roach will close

March 24

for a five weeks' layinstead of the annual clos-

off,

dignity

ing in July.

and entry

theirs today,

:lts

Mille
studio
while,

time had

the

CLEAN-UP OF ST. LOUIS
NOW BEING COMPLETED

Mille Denies

Culver

f iiemmle opened the White
l^ont theater in Chicago.

UEMMLE

largely

gamble.
n ; wenty-two years, many
glhave happened. Motion
u|; have made their force
rijit around the world. The
isif has grown from nothndjred a

In

c(i;t

this

has played more than

nil le

part.

He

iipe years,

can look back

if

he

IN

CHICAGO AS

will,

with

progressed

it

cannot be

Territory

CELEBRATING

22ND ANNIVERSARY

HIS

I

A

are

coming

Some

of

in

rapidly,

is

stated.

members are:
Orpheum, New

Palace,

the

it

uniform contract will deJUt of Chicago. Skeptics and
cf nothwithstanding, the new

^t|i;er

;^it, effective in

May,

will

OF CAMERAMEN'S PACT

show

—

Los Angeles

Majority of the
cHnents over the old.
In any points at issue on the standard conrsll:nt, there must be displayed a
tract for technicians, have been agreed
:lti|in vision and a tolerance in
upon by the Academy of M. P. Arts
so that a mutually beneficial and
Sciences
and the American
This seems Society of Cinematographers.
in be obtained.
Emleen the spirit of the members
)ntract committee. Undoubt-

Move

Fischer, of Fischer Film Exchange,
Cleveland, who with Meyer Fischer,
head of the exchange, was in New
York yesterday. The Fischer company distributes Hanaphone in the

{Continued

Krazy Kat
have played on Broadway.
sixteen

)ne

of the

house but

in

practically
the street.

luxe theater on
;ome pet the Mintz
)r the family.

boys

KANN

of

this

terri-

April

1

will

move

his

production units

V

whom

m

BROOKHART CAMPAIGN TO
BE OUTLINED AT PHILLY

—

Norma
is

Shearer Contract

Renewed by M-G-M

Philadelphia Campaigns for passage of the Brookhart bill will be outlined at a three day convention of
the western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia exhibitor unit, which opens
here April 15.

At the

sessions, inembers will be
the progress being made
throughout the state to line up sentiment favorable to the Brookhart
and other bills hitting blind and block
booking and arbitrary allocation of
product.

told

of

Conspiracy Suit Is Now
Being Tried at Dallas McCarthy to Handle "The

—

Dallas Trial of suit of Ray Stinnett and Si Charninsky, operators of
the Capitol, against Paramount and
a some members of the company aski 1
corporation.
distributing
Banky and Ronald Colman, both of ing $450,000 damages for alleged connow are abroad, will begin spiracy to prevent them from obtaintheir individual starring careers at the ing pictures, is under way. When the
{Continued on Page 2)
United Artists studio on their return.

Hollywood from Culver City.
Goldwyn recently was elected an
owner-member of United Artists, the
to

cials.

on Page 2)

—

chased "a considerable" interest ii
United Artists Studio Corp., and

won't have to worry about
warm milk from now on.

— Clean-up

Selling film on friendship has hurt
the fdm business in this territory, it
is declared, with film virtually given
away in some instances. An indication of the situation is the case of
an exhibitor holdout, in a town of
25,000 who informed a leading company that it was receiving a good
break by his offer of $75 for two spe-

Cleveland territory.
Ten already have been filmed, and

•

of

Louis

ups which followed.

ployment regulations are settled, but
Norma Shearer, now en route to
a point regarding working hours re- Europe
with her husband, Irving
iccounts for the satisfactory mains and is to be settled this week.
Thalberg, signed a new M-G-M conion of the conference,
This
tract before her departure.
ew contract will not be permake
would
report
she
the
at
rest
puts
Goldwyn Buys Interest,
o one need expect that.
It
pictures abroad produced by Thalhowever, that it will bring Will
to U. A. Studio berg, or that she might retire from
tfll^Ore equity in those directions
Adding two new the screen.
Los Angeles
^iie
need for equity was apstars to the United Artists studic
group, Samuel Goldwyn has pur-

Whe Mintz Kat"

St.

tions are said to have led to the shake-

—

AGREE TO MAJOR POINTS

Good Job

Trade Abuses, Probe
Emphasized

combination, and others

Chicago-

of the

;

himself.

of

alleged, distributors refused to serve
the booking circuit, has opened offices
here as Associated Theaters,
Inc.
Nineteen Indiana and Ohio
houses have been lined up in the

HEAD or NEW COMBINE

etthat he has held his post Broadway,
Gary, 52
)
in the front line of Gar}'; Indiana, Sipe, Colonial, Kokomo;
Wiser
Grand,
Columbia,
Many of the pioneers Muncie; Murray, Murrette, Ritz,
PLANNED IN FIRST YEAR
ropped from the ranks Washington, Richmond; Palace, Marion; Indiana, Palace, Anderson. The
iSnce, but Laemmle, dog- Ohio houses are: Palace, Valentine,
Fifty-two subjects, consisting of
two acts eachj are to be released dury nd determinedly, contin- Lyceum, Canton.
ing the coming year, with Hanaphone
tonaintain the place he has
accompaniment, according to A. H.
eSifor

Was Hotbed

tory has been practically completed
Twenty-two years ago to day, Carl by the Hays organization, it is unLaemmle opened the White Front his derstood. There has been a gradual
The date weeding out process, in an effort to
first theater, in Chicago.
has a special significance for Laemmle correct trade abuses, alleged to have
who dates the inception of his mov- existed in this territory.
ing picture career from that day.
These abuses, it is stated, ranged
Laemmle came to America in 1884 from bicycling, some of which was
It was 22 done in collusion with exchangemen,
with $50 in his pocket.
years before the sight of his first pic- to kickbacks on rentals, and prices
ture theater prompted him to forsake for film described as ridiculous. Some
the clothing business in Oshkosh and time ago, there was an investigator
put $4,000, his entire capital, into the here from the Hays office who probed
then little known picture business.
the situation and his recommenda-

For as the new buying

iitnable pride-

ms

CASANAVE

Charles Casanave, head
former Associated Theaters of
Ohio,
Cleveland buying combine,
expansion, which ceased operations after, it is

tothe proportions of a col-

Price 5 Cents

Trail of *98"
J.

J.

showing

M

Roadshow

McCarthy will handle roadof "The Trail of '98," M-G-

picture which opens Mar. 13 at
the Astor, New York.
He has handled "The Big Parade" and "Ben

Hur" roadshows.

;

THE

DAILV
Abolish Censor
Board in N. Y. Filed

Bill to

Albany, N. Y.

—

Friday, February

No.45

Friday, Feb. 24,

1928

Price 5 Cents

PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Piiblislieil daily except Satiiiday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk. Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kanu. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Business and Advertising Manager; Ralph
Wilk, Traveling Representative.
Entered as
second class matter May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y.. under the act
of March 3,
1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Cireater New York,
months,
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $.S.OO;
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
$3.00.
Address all conmiunicaremit with order.
at

price run in

New York

:

at

Democrats

16.S0

Omaha — Phil Monsky

of

Liberty

Mayer Monsky

as

uct.

Community

This

deal

Theaters, of West Allis.
leaves Kelliher with the
here
and the
Sprague,

Princess
Sprague, which
by Easter.

is

expected to open

is

—

stated. planning.
installations,
Fischer
Difficulties of synchronization have

Szarvasy Denies

—

British Censor En Route
London Denial that Lord RothcrLondon— T. P. O'Connor, M. P. mere, newspaper publisher, is backfilm censor, has sailed for the United ing him in theater acquisition deals,
States on a trip being made for his IS made by F. A. Szarvasy.
health.
He stated before leaving he
still adheres to his decision in banning

which

terprises,

of
president.

Nikitas Dip;
device also

St.

Louis,

111.

It

—

Majestic opens tomorrow.
has a seating capacity of 2,000.

551,000,000

—W.

B. Fulton, who has
appointed division sales
Redmon's manager for Vitaphone, visited Atlanta last week.

Atlanta

E. St. Louis Opening Set

East

is

being installed in

Pa.,

Greenbi

its

house.

German L.
The

Berlin

S.

—

Changes

German

Policy

L.

S.-

Producing

Syndicatebecome a shareholders' comp;
Board of directors met at Frank
and made the change from a clc
corporation.

Fulton Gets Division

"Dawn."

Dinner for Sapiro
Sponsors of the M. P. Exhibitors
Ass'n, Inc. the New York buying
Aaron
invited
cooperative,
have

—

N. Y.
Vitaphone ll|
been installed in the New Famoperated by Genesee Theatrical

hibitors'

with

talking film devices.

Genesee Firm Buys Vitaphone.1
Batavia,

th

been on a special assignment at the field, the last of the former Saxe
M-G-M studios, sails today for chain to be opened in Milwaukee, is
From there he will go to now at the Oriental and Jack Plant,
France.
northern Africa to do preparatory original manager of the Oriental is
from Page 1)
work on a picture the company is at the Garfield.
all set to go ahead

been overcome, following months oi
A feature
experiment, he declared.
of Hanaphone will be its low price,
Fischer said, for it will be installed
at prices considerably less than other

of these houses he has closed

I

Midwesco Managers Changed
Milwaukee
Midwesco's Oriental

Hanaphone Films
Planned in First Year
(Continued

as

is
The
Mandelstamm Sailing for Europe
and Garfield have changed managers. been placed in the company's
Valentin Mandelstamm, who has J. ^V. Deubach, who opened the Gar- ters in Jamestown and Hornell,

—

company

"Blos

make

will

I

—

the

which he
Movietone feature.

—

Circle 4736-

52

work on

preparatory

for

Time"

—

Broad-

Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. LondonErnest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 58,
Great Marlborough St., London. W. I. BerLichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225.
lin

theater now being negotiated
director soon will go to Eur

The

Night Flyer" into the Hippodrome
Goetz Going to Coast
opening Mar. 12 and "The Leopard
Charles Goetz, head of State Cine- Lady" into the Colony, where it Competition Ends at
Walla Wal
ma, New York, is planning a trip to opens ill a week or two.
Walla Walla, Mich.
Edwin
Los Angeles to attend opening of
(Eddie) Rivers has sold his Str;
"Motherhood" at a West Coast theKelliher Sells 3 Houses
Walla Walla, to Fred Mercy T
The picture is being roadater.
gives Mercy control without op;
Elkhorn,
Wis.
Dan
Kelliher
has
direction
under
showed on the Coast
disposed of his interests and leases sition in Walla Walla, with a
of Buddy Stuart.
in the Majestic, Lake Geneva; Grand, record of 12 houses purchased d
East Troy, and Plaza, Burlington to ing the past several months. So
Phil Monsky in Gotham Deal

Films, and not
previously reported in error has taken
Phone
way, New York, N. Y.
Gotham franchise in this
Filmday, over the
4737-4738 4739.
Cable address:
New York. Hollywood, California Harvey territory. Gotham Pictures Exchange
E.
Gausman, Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone. has been formed to handle the prod-

THE FILM DAILY,

to

Borzage to Attend Premiere
Frank Borzage will come to
the Mark York for premiere of "Street Angd
tomorrow. which is to open soon at a legitinii-

will Strand, where it opens
to abolish state This will be followed by a second
censorship backing a bill introduced run at the Broadway, after which it
>^esterday by State Senator Philip M. goes out over the Keith-Albee cirKleinfeld.
cuit.
Pathe also has booked "The

.1

tions

i'.;

"Chicago" at "Pop" Prices
"Chicago" will have its "pop"

make another attempt
Vol. XLIII

24,

Sapiro, president, as guest at a dinner
to be given in about two weeks at
Nordlinger Goes Abroad
which a complete statement of policy
Victor Nordlinger, casting direcwill be made.
At a meeting yesterday, a tentative directorate was elected tor of Universal City, is en route
to serve until the election next month. to Germany on a vacation trip.
The association will be incorporated
"Gamby" Leaves Roxy
today.

been

just

Hamilton Joins Graphic
Atlanta James Hamilton has

—

join-

ed Graphic Films to supervise laboratory work. He will continue as Pathe

News

representative here.

Another for L. N. Strike
Lake City— The L. N. Strike

Salt

Maria Gambarelli, "Gamby" prima Amusement Co. has purchased the
New Publix-Saenger House
ballerina of the Roxy, New York has Thorley at Cedar City.
Contracts are resigned from the theater to open a
Charlotte, N. C.
Patsy Ruth Miller Sailing
signed for the erection of the ten- ballet school.
Patsy Ruth Miller sails tonight for
story Publix-Saenger office and theHersholt in Griffith Cast
Europe aboard the Olympic.
ater building in Winston-Salem. The
building will be located in the rear
Jean Hersholt has been cast in D.
Deutsch Firm Moves
of Fourth St.
The opening of the W. Griffith's "The Battle of Sexes."
Cleveland The Import Film Co.,
theater is tentatively set for early
Arthur Lake to Make "Blue Heaven" handling foreign film and operated
in 1929.
"Blue Heaven" is to be Arthur by Richard Deutsch, has moved inLake's
next picture.
to 203 Film Exchange Bldg.
Conspiracy Suit Is

SALE OF

THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
All equipment in
58

EAST

PROCTOR

STREET

THE/
must be sold at one
Theatre coming down.

TRE

Apply

to

MR. PILAND
on the premises by

Feb. 28

—

—

Now

THE ONLY BOi
OF ITS KIND
1000 P

Being Tried at Dallas
(Continued from Page

1)

Cloth B

defendants learned the theater had
booked United Artists product, they
are alleged to have prejudiced the lat-

The

against the exhibitors.
may be a precedent for

suit
similar suits
is

FRI

company

ter

throughout the

state,

said.

it

Now

''THE

Call

WAFILMS,
for

Library Stock Scenes
Bryant 8181

Hollywood
c/o Leon Schlesinger
1123 No. Bronson Ave.

St.

1928-1929

LAW OF BLUE

TO
fHOBUCTIi

RIDGE''

FilmG

by Alan Swinburne

SUBSCRI

All Rights Protected

COVE
EVERYT

Inc.

Walter A. Futt«r, Pros.

New York
130 W. 46th

in preparation for season

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
Sam

Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway

Budd Rogers, Vice

New

Pres.

York City

^

GOl

EVERYVi

1

bmething That Has Never Happened Before!

HISTORY
is

written today in the

motion picture industry

KING VIDOR'S

THE CROWD
in

one

at

popular prices

week

sensational

at

Capitol Theatre, N. Y.,

the
lifts

Road'Show class
by popular and critical
itself

into

acclaim and

is

now

playing

TWICE DAILY at $2.00
at the ASTOR THEATRE
Again M-Q-M makes
Always M-Q-M makes

history!
history!

THE TOP OF THE INDUSTRY

ETRO-GOLDWYN - MAYER

THE

Coast Wire Service-

Langdon Remaining with

F.

N.
DIVIDEND

DEW NOT TO A Little

COMEDIAN

Harry Langdon

studios.

SIXTY

facial expressions are required to be a successful motion
picture star, according to Esther RalThe expressions range all the
ston.

*

Universal has purchased "Leave It
to Me" by Carl Krusada, and "Making the Grade" by John Foley for

Glenn Tryon starring

vehicles.

M-G-M Has
M-G-M believes it
Ann Page,
York girl who has
find in

froin utter terror to placid

dumb-

Find

has a screen
17-year old New
signed as a feat-

ured player.

*

*

Stanley directors
meet to-day, and may pass the regular
quarterly dividend.

At

(s) Am.
Seat,
(c-b)
do 6s i6
*

39
.103
.

do vtc
Bal. & Katz.. 63
(c) Con. Fm.
Ind. 18J4
(c)
do pfd. t.. 22y2
East.

(s)

39

103

m

....

63

63

18^

1S)(

22 j^

nl

Kodak... 165 1^ 165

165

*(s)
do pfd
*(c) Film Insp
(s) First Nat. pfd.106

106
today's session it is reported, all
Fox Fm. "A". SOJi 7834
on the proposed deal with (s)
(s)
do rts
114
%
Fox, under terms of which the latter (c) Fox. Thea. "A" 19^ 19J4
would secure control of the company. *(c) Intern. Proj
166"
Pending this deal, work has been sus- (b) Keiths 6s 46.. 100

buill

Close

38J4
103

will center

pended on five local houses being
by the company.

ness.

Stories

—

Philadelphia

Hollywood

way

"U" Buys Two

AT STANLEY MEET TODAY

RALPH WILK

B3
is to remain with
The comedian has
First National.
cancelled negotiations for studio space
at Metropolitan and his unit will continue to produce at the Burbank

High Low

from *'Lots"

MOVE TO METROPOLITAN

Quotations

MAY BE PASSED

(s)

*(c)
(b)
(b)

Loew's,

Inc.
.
60J/i
do deb. rts
do 6s 41ww.l07

i
100

59M

60

1

106^

do 6s41x-war.l01J4 101

Charles F. "Chuck" Reisner likea
(s) M-G-M pfd. .. 2614
2654
7
to reminisce regarding "the good, Pathe Stock Remains Firm (s) M. P. Cap...
7Ji
n
*(s) Orph. Cir. pfd
old days" in Minneapolis. He start13 After Rise (s) Par. F-L
116M lis" US
ed his theatrical career at the old
do pfd
m\
Interest in picture stocks in the *(s)
(c-b)
47
thun6s
and
blood
home
Bijou, the
9ZH 98J/2
of
trade this week has centered chiefly (b) Par.By.5^s51
101)
*3"
der melodramas, and then moved to on Pathe, which has been holding (s) Pathe
3
3J4
the Orpheum, where he was a around 13, since its rapid rise from (s)
do "A" .... 13H
12.5^
13
champion scene shifter. He also 8% within recent weeks. The stock (b) do 7s 37... 62^ 625/8 62!
Roxy "A"
25
26
found time to become a professional went to 15 last week, but lost ground (o)
do units ... 27
(0)
29
fighter and lost only one bout, al- to remain firm around 13.
(o)
do com. ..
6^
(o) Skouras Bros.
38
40
though he met some very good men.
Stanley Co. .. 50
49
He dropped fighting in favor of act-

Around

.

Eddie Sutherland
Eddie Sutherland
direct a picture for

writh

has

M-G-M
signed

to

*

M-G-M.

Franklin Signs New Five
Year Contract With U. A.
Sidney Franklin has signed a new
five year contract with United ArtHe is to leave for Europe next
ists.
month searching for new talent and
material, returning in August to direct "East of the Setting Sun," possibly with Constance Talmadge starred.

Terriss to

Make "Naughty Duchess"

Upon completion of "Clothes
Make the Woman," which he is directing for Tiffany-Stahl,
riss

direct

will

Tom

Anthony

TerHope's

"Naughty Duchess."

"He Learned About Women,"
which Sam Wood is directing.
of

Woman

*

Serle, only woman assistArthur
is
to assist
director,
Gregor in direction of "The Scarlet
Dove" for Tiffany-Stahl.

Nagena

ant

Added

—

every Tuesday with Ben Amsterdam,
who will devote more time to Equity
Theaters, of which he is chairman of
the board of directors.

Rio making some purchases at a Melrose Ave. delicatessen store; Travis Banton,
Dick Johnston and E. H. McRae at "Pigs"; Jim Tully visiting the Paramount studio.

Incorpora tions

weights"

"stage
"proscenium arches."
*

or

*

Credit Ken Whitmore with originating the phrase "The Bagdad of
Ballyhoo," in describing Hollywood.
*

*

*
is

since

his

work.

Jack

dropped

tures for five years,
auspicious return in
fender."

to

J.

out
but made

an
"The Gay De-

to Dix Cast
Frank and Joseph
cast

in

"Detectives."

Irving in

George

"Honor Bound"

Irving

has

been

cast

in

Sue Carol Cast

"Honor Bound" which Al Green is
William K. Howard has added Sue
directing for Fox with George Walsh Carol to cast of "The Last Cab,"
as star and Estelle Taylor opposite. which he is making for De Mille.
"One Eyed" Connolly recently was
added

to the cast.

85

99J
17

25^
104H

Over the Counter Transacts

Asked),
Stock Exchange.
Balaban & Katz is liste
cago Board, Skouras Bros, on
Stock Exchange and Stanley ioj

— Balin

Motion Pictures, has organ$50,000 capital as a distributing
company.
Incorporators are Veronica M.
Kavanaugh. Elizabeth M. Carleton and Joseph Friedenthal.
Boston

with

ized

— Goodhalls.Wattenberg,
To make

Albany
St.,

&

Bennett

tures.

New York

City.

100

—

Cooke Signs New Contract
Rogers Signs Marion Jackson
Al Cooke has signed a long term
Marion Jackson has been signed contract with Darmour Prod., makby Charles Rogers to write scripts ing comedies for release through
FBO.
for Ken Maynard.

Dover

— International

mington.

To

operate

motion

36
shares

Dover Goodwin Amusement
delphia.
To operate theaters.
picture antee & Trust Co., Wilmington.
picno
par
value.
of

Adds Marceline Day
J.
Marceline
Day has been cast with
Richard
Franz have been
Karl Dane and George Arthur in
Dix's "Easy Come, Easy Go."
Christian

85

Cambridge, Mass. Porter Theater Co. has
incorporated with $50,000 capital and will
open the new Porter within a few weeks.
Incorporators are Edward Markell, Julius
A. Rudnick and Samuel Markell.

making rapid

return

strides

15

(s)

—

*

hooks,"

3

3H

NOTE:

The first joke played on novicet
around studios is to send them for
"sky

3%

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
Curb Market.

(b)
(c)
(0)

Our Passing Show: Dolores

*

1}^

.

(c) Warner Bros. . 17j|
(s)
do "A"
27
(c-b)
do 6Hs28...104%
*

Del

*

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

New

*

+

(o)
(c)
(0)
(o)
(0)
(o)

United Art.
.
14
do pfd.
... 80
Philadelphia
Louis Korson is to
Univ. Ch. com. 2
do all film buying for Masterpiece
do pfd
80
Film Attractions, visiting
York *(c) Univ. Pict
(s)
do pfd
99^

Through this column, Sonya Levien, the sceyvarist,
acknowledge a
wishes
to
"round robin" letter from
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Behrendt,
Burnett Hershey, Walter Ruben and Jake Wilk.

Jack Compton

Aide for Gregor

*

*

*

Wood Assigns Bert Roach
Bert Roach has been added to cast

Louis Korson to Do All
Buying for Masterpiece

ing in vaudeville.

&C0.

pic-

West 44th
common.

Co.,

EDWARD B. SI

Phila-

Members

New York,

and Boston

Philadi,

Stock Exchar^

Corp. Guar2,000 shares

Amusement

Co.,

Wil

Corp. Service Co., Wilmington. 100 shares no par value.
theaters.

Percentage Aids
Increase of Paramount earndue to general adoption of
the percentage system on bookis
being predicted in
ings,
financial circles. It is expected
that about SH a share can be
shown on the 687,800 shares of
common outstanding. Rentals
have shown an increase of 15
per cent during the final quarter
of last year. The company has
paid off all bank loans, and is
in a strong position financially.

Corporate
Financing
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{
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m
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The Milton Gropper-Max
Broadway stage hit

comedienne
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"^
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We

LA PLANTE

Kellys
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Paris

in

Siegel

GEORGE SIDNEY and
PARREL MACDONALD

Finders
Keepers
Mary Roberts Rinehart

starring

the

J.

Saturday Evening Post

with Vera Gordon, Kate Price,
Gertrude Astor.
A WILLI4M BEAUDINE PRODUCTION
supervised by Julius Bemheim
screen adaptation and continuity
by Ai Cohn story supervision

—

Americans
featuring

with Patsy Ruth Miller, George

A WESLEY RUGGLES PRODUCTION
with Johnny Harron, Edmund

Lewis, Beryl Mercer, Eddie

Breese, Arthur Rankin,

AN EDWARD SLOMAN PRODUCTION

Phillips, Albert

Capt.

Duncan.

by Joseph Poland.

GEORGE SIDNEY

story

Gran

supervised by Carl Laemn\le,

Jr.
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lig Money Pictures
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by Carl Laemmle
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CONSPIRACY SUIT AT DALLAS
of Measure to

)(|jents

hard

First,

Senate

mmittee States

New

sT.O.C.C. will meet at
ork headquarters today
ass the Brookhart bill.
exhibitor leaders
: cown
,

i.

Monday

re of the

hear-

are preparing to attend.

htreau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hearings on the
which seeks to ban
bill
lock booking and arbitrary

ton

Contract Effective
1st;

May

Stinnett

Changes Are Outlined

commerce.

A

"partial solution of the so-called block booking problem" was
the manner in which Gabriel L. Hess, general attorney of the Hays
organization summed up the distributor concessions mad,e at the
Trade Practice Conference, which are embodied in the new standard contract.
The Hays association, he said, had nothing to do with the contract deliberations, which were carried out by the committee named
at the conference.

eral others for alleged conspiracy in
restraint of trade under Texas antiDefendants have served
trust laws.
notice of appeal, to the Fifth Civil

Court of Appeals.
The case, one of the most sensa-

Proponents

to

Works Way
Roadshow Run

iwing the

first

week

May

first.

(*owd"

of a

wo-week's engagement at
New York, King Vidor's
d" has scored so decisively
I have transferred the atthe Astor at $2 top. The

substituted "The Latest
for the current week,
Crowd" at the
t of "The
be limited, for "The Trail
"

loked for opening Mar. 13.

FBOTO
NEW TOM

theaters
Universal
by
the country, sponsored by
mle as an annual event,
pictures, songs and an

on what Lindbergh has
mercia will be features.
St

NIX SERIES

Negotiations have been completed
by Joseph P. Kennedy, president of
FBO, and Fred Kley and James S.
Douglass, trustees of the HollywoodArgentine Cinema Co., for distribution
by FBO of the series of productions
which will be made by Tom Mix in
the Argentine. The western star and
his company will leave for South

America early

waters Set Aside
as Lindbergh Day
gh Day" will be observed

Action Under State
Anti-Trust Law

—

product are to start Mon.
ates the Senate committee
sure are to be heard

date set for adoption
throughout the industry of the new
standard exhibition contract, third to
be adopted within the last five years
by the industry, since first attempt
was made to draft a uniform contract.
The new contract, drafted by the
contract committee named at the
Trade Practice Conference, held in
1

is

New York

last October, was agreed
by the committee which adjourned
sessions Feb. 21, after 14 days
its
of deliberations with but one week
intervening between the first and
second meetings. Only a few details,
concerning exhibitor procedure on
sharing arbitration costs, remain to
June, following a be settled, and these will be taken up

in
(Continued on

Page

to

(Contimted

2)

on Page 3)

tional in the history of film business
in this state, has attracted wide attention. The plaintiffs contended that
because of the alleged combination,

they were prevented from obtaining
first run pictures, and forced to sell
the theater, with resultant actual and
exemplary damages, they claimed
totaled $450,000, the amount sued for.
In his testimony, Charninsky read
a letter alleged written by Harold B.
Franklin, then with Publix, asking
that Stinnett and Charninsky refrain
from booking Pantages vaudeville into the Capitol, pointing out that it
would bring about a ruthless, destructive competitive situation, as Dallas
is not large enough to support two
vaudeville houses, and stating his in(Continued on Page 3)

STANLEY CUTS DIVIDEND

Space Grabbers

FROM $4 TO $3 A YEAR

McKERNON, Eastern division superintendent
EDWARD
the Associated Press, discussing publicity bunkers and space

of

thieves, says

'

t

^bach Joins "U";
jepartment Formed
]|ichenbach, last associated
lount as special exploita;ntative,

has joined Uni-

It is uncapacity.
handle
leic'henbach
will
like

k on "The Man Who
Broadway," "Show Boat"

A

speIniversal specials.
lent has been created for
will work independently
organization, neither resubstituting for anyone.

Philadelphia

dangerous and socially destructive business that modern methods have developed is the business
I vvould
of stealing space in the news columns of the daily press.
like to see every publicity crook in the penitentiary. There is an
irony about this, too, that ought to be brought home to all who
employ those skilled in stealing space. The newspapers are bunked
occasionally, but where they are bunked once the employer is
bunked a dozen times. I have no sympathy for the receiver of
stolen goods, and if any one thinks he is buying 'influence with
the press' I hope he will pay well for his share in the futile con-

"The most

spiracy.

"The one

sure

way

to get

thing in which your neighbor

newspaper publicity

may

1

his affiliation
ntinued on Page

is

to

do some-

be interested."

The publicity fraternity in the industry is behaving itself
rather well these days. This is as it should be. The goodwill
with Uni- of newspapers must be retained, for in the battles of today as

2)

(Continued on

Page

3)

— Resignation

of

Al Boyd, veteran film buyer of
Stanley, is understood to have
been accepted at yesterday's
meeting of directors. Boyd was
replaced on the directorate.

vicious, politically

has been handling a
o important commercial ac-

bi

Charninsky

Dallas Damages of $337,500 were
awarded by a jury in district court to
Ray Stinnett and Si Charninsky,
former owners of the Capitol here,
against Paramount, Publix, the Dallas
Building and Realty Corp., and sev-

'f

te

Win

and

Philadelphia— Stanley Co. of Amerreduced its annual dividend rate
from $4 to $3 Friday when the board
ica

of directors declared a quarterly dividend of 75 cents per share instead of
Four new directors,
the usual $1.
milall of them representing potential
added
been
have
capital
new
in
lions
to the board. They are E. C. Jameson, president of the Globe and Rut(Continued on Page 3)
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pheum

3

Kennedy

states that his con
three distributors who
been negotiating for Mix's sc
since completion of the star's

7

by Charles F. Hynes..%9

tract

—Liciitbildbuehne,

Friedrichstrasse,

225.

M-G-M's Foreign M'g'rs
Now En Route Home
A majority of M-G-M's foreign
sales managers who have been attending a sales conference in New York
left for their respective territories on
the S. S. Paris Friday night.
Included in the group were Allen
Byre, of Paris; J. C. Squier with
M-G-M in England; F. L. D. Streng

FBO

10-11

Friday for a

Those

still

ney

will

visit

the

studios

first

and

then sail from San Francisco, P. N.
Brinch of Berlin sails next Friday
while Benjamin Fineberg of Rio de
Janiero is scheduled to leave in a few
days.

German Budget Increased
to Aid Phoebus
Berlin
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Toledo, O.
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Department Formed
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Nelson

&

Simpson Add

Wellington, Tex.
Weltex have been
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Portland, Hits
Portland, Ore. The new Oriental
is proving to be a strong factor in
local business, and is cutting into
competing houses of the East Side
zone.
The Empire on Grand Ave.
has been closed by S. I. Siciala indefinitely, who admits the Oriental
cut deeply into his business.
Oriental,

—The
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When on your next trip to Southern California, make
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conferences with Schnitzer.

Film Daily
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FBO

ond at the Stevens, Chicago, Su
Branch managers from adjoinin;
ritory will be brought in. Lee
cus, sales manager will condnc:

(By Cable)-— Decision has

closures recently made that Phoebus
had received large sums from the
Reichswehr's secret funds resulted
in a government investigation and
upheaval in the German industry.

two

Sales Meetings
Schnitzer will

12

News

REVIEWS.

Firm

been reached by the Reichstag budget committee to
add 10,000,000
marks to the supplementary budget
bill so that the government's promise
of aid to Phoebus could be met. Dis-

L

sales meetings,
first will be held at the Stinton

luncheon.

final

town will leave within
the next week. David Lake, of Sydin

Joseph
at

Henry Cocke by Nelson & Simpson.
holt, Amsterdam unit; J. J. Letsch of versal permits him to retain several
The
latter have seven houses in their
Brussels; Tage Nielsen, Copenhagen; which are not conflicting.
Al Feinchain.
F. Curioni, Rome; David Liews, Lis- man, who has been associated with
bon; Raoul Le Mat, Stockholm, ana Reichenbach for the last two years,
H. Gunderloch, Paris.
moves up with Mr. Reichenbach as
Several of this group met at the the latter's assistant.
Astor

with Fox.
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Los Angeles.
Every room is

—

a luxurious
a parlor during the day time
sleeping quarter at night.
In-a-Door Beds make this possible.

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertainare but a step away from the door of this famous
hostelry.

Strange

ment

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
hotel now as your headquarters while in Southern

this

California.
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HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Conspiracy Suit
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Stanley Guts Dividend
From $4 to $3 Year

A

1)

tomorrow, this agency for the moulding of public
withdrawing Loew vaude- opinion will have its say either for or against motion pictures,
the Melba.
dependent entirely upon how the industry keeps faith.
from Page

'ontinued
f
1

has been receiving a
First National product, but
tages vaudeville was booked,
laimed Franklin refused to
lit the next season on First
or any other preferred prodrought back Loew vaudeville

*'The

Crowd

ft

—

—

On a visit to the result as something well above the ordinary. There isn't an
Charninsky stated he was unnatural situation in the film. In the event you don't realize
be would be deprived of all
it, this is handing "The Crowd" a big league compliment, estn.
lobHtzelle showed corres- pecially in this day when cheesy situations, artificial drama and
and wires offering splits and moviesque fiU-um are scampering after each other for first honors
that the pictures concerned in the production roster.

a partnership, whereas if
been any injury it was to
ration, and the partners had
Appeal
1
for their stock.
cen on this point and alleged
ble evidence introduced at

By way of innovation, Metro now switches the picture from
where it has been playing at "pop" prices to the Astor
Capitol
the
theater at $2 top. New idea and one worthy of watching.

KANN

)y

jh

01

li

New

Contract
Effective

May

(Continued from Page

Fox Listing
ew York Stock Exchange
ditional

ted to trading an additional
358,607 shares of Fox Film
common stock.
jar class

A

Committee Praised

1st

Praise for the "fine work" ot
the contract committee was ex-

1)

June, after the contract becomes

in

Friday
by R. H.
Cochrane and R. F. Woodhull,
chairmen respectively of the distributor and unaffiliated exhibi'
pressed

operative.

The new

contract,

made

public Fri-

day by R. F. Woodhull and R. H.
Cochrane, chairmen respectively of
the unaffiliated exhibitor and distributor groups, embodies the distributor

tor groups, in making public the
text of the new standard contract.
Members of the committee, they said, "gave unstintingly of their time at a great
sacrifice of their personal interests to do a constructive
piece of work for the motion
picture industry at large."

concessions made at the trade conference, concerning block booking and
These provide
other changes made.
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short subjects shall be included

any block

in

of features.

Protection will begin on the last
instead of the first day of run.
Distributors must provide prints
"suitable for exhibition."
Exhibitors are reheved from playing pictures not "generally released"
during the life of the contract, unless
the exhibitor gives written notice of
his desire to play the pictures, which
then must be supplied within two
years or the contract cancelled.

Protection is established during the
of the contract over any new the-

aters built in the zone for
pictures are bought.

holders

in the Stanley organization
elected a director and vice-president, replacing A. R. Boyd.
In connection with the reduction
of the dividend rate. President Irving
D. Rossheim, said: "The directors declared a quarterly dividend of 75 cents
per share in place of the dividend of
$1 per share paid during the latter
part of last year. It is believed that
this return to the policy of endeavoring to accumulate a substantial surplus from each year's earnings will
recommend itself to the stockholders
as a prudent and conservative move."
Morris Wolf, prominent in the business life of the city, a member of one
of its best known law firms and son
of a millionaire family, continues as
secretary.
It was reported Thursday
that Stanley might pass the dividend
this quarter.

was

Censors Pass "Ivan"

The M.P. Commission (censors) of
New York on J'riday passed "Ivan,
the Terrible", a Russian picture "with
few cuts", according to Sovkino who
will handle sales here.
The picture
opens at the Cameo, New York in a
few weeks.

which the

or specified story or play, although
distributors retain right to change
titles

or

and make alterations, changes

in

Plan Hoboken Theater
Hoboken, N. J. With plans for a
house to be built by the Jersey City

—

adaptations of the book or play Theater

zone

specified.

is

Co., the Boulevard Plaza
to get its fourth theater.

The exhibitor must not cut pictures,
except newsreels, without written or
Arvid Gilstrom to Europe
telegraphic approval of the distribuAfter directing ten of this season's
tor, and must adhere in advertising to
36 Christie comedies, Arvid Gilstrom
the form of announcement contained
has completed his year's work for
in the distributor's advertising matter.
Christie and goes to Europe for a
additional
an
Distributors are fined
vacation of two months.
He sailed
ten per cent of the award, for every
from New York Friday.
month which elapses following their
failure to comply with the award. This
Open Third in Chain
is the only change in arbitration rules.
Rutherford, N. J.— Bradder & PolExhibitors are relieved at the discretion of the arbitration board from
religiously racially

Only two pictures may be with- playing pictures
drawn from the block for roadshow- offensive.
Salesmen are subject

An
liable

Newark have opened the new
Ridge Road, Lyndhurst, third

lack of
Ritz,

theater in their chain.

It seats 1,600.

23
99Ji

16/

255^ 26
103/ 104

to discharge

code of ethics.
exhibitor may hold the exchange
for missouts caused by another

exhibitor, who, in turn,
the distributor for the

is

liable

damage

Now

to
in-

1,200
1,000
12,000

Quoted.

Counter Transactions (Bid and

The

exhibitor

is

relieved of liability

1928-1929

by Ivor Buckani

on prints damaged in transitFilm damaged or destroyed is to
be paid for at actual replacement cost,
instead of the aribtrary figure of four
cents per foot.
The exhibitor shall not be required
to play any picture, substitutions to
which have been made so that it docs
not correspond to the identifying description, as concerns star, director.

in preparation for ssason

"GYPSY LOVE"

volved.
170

xhange.
ban & Katz is listed on the ChiSkouras Bros, on the St. Louis
txcl ige and Stanley in Philadelphia.
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An exhibitor may cancel ten per
cent of any block on payment of 50
per cent of the rental of pictures can-

Simon H.
Fabian w'ho

celled.

99/

ph.

ar.

1,000

4
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Sales

1)

King Vidor's new picture will click- An average
manager of
average people just two out of the mob but the director has losky, Alfredthe company; Lewis SabW. Fleischer and Mordemonstrated a sincerity and humanness in its handling that mark ris Wolf.

withdrawal.

1 in the town but not availthe Capitol.
fense did not offer any witit pleaded that the suit was

from Page

gers Insurance Co., L. J. Rosenwald,
vice
president
of
Sears-Roebuck;
Louis J. Kolb, Philadelphia capitalist
and Mrs. Jules E. Mastbaum,
widow of the late president. They
story of replace Frank W. Buhler, general

apitol

f<
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NEWS FLASHES FROM
CENTERS ALL OVER

RAPID STRIDES ARE BEING

UADE IN THE FOREIGN
KEEP POSTED
FIELD.
THROUGH "FOREIGN

Foreign Markets

MARKETS"

By JAMES

QUOTA ACT TO BE
GIVEN EAIR TRIAL
Continuing its discussion
of the British quota bill, the
fourth installment of an article on the industry in England, prepared by the M. P.
Section of the Dept. of Commerce, from, a report by Assistant Trade Comnnissianer
C. Grant Isaacs, in London,
follows
Although

the
1928,

act
the

until

later.

before

the

1,

effective

actual

will be experienced.
to be enforced as of

is

American companies operating

able.

in

this

market appear to be of the opinion that the
Films Act will cause no immediate disturbance to the trade.
The requirements of* the Films Act are
far more elastic than when the bill was
first
read in the House of Commons, and
under its present regulations American and
foreign companies are given considerable latitude in participating in British film productions from
both a financial and artistic
point

view.

of

American productions account by

far

for

major portion of the films exhibited
Great Britain. It is estimated that fully
80 to 90 per cent of the films exhibited
in Great Britain during the year were proDistribution
duced in the United States.
of films in this territory might be divided
Approximately 50 per
into three classes.
the
in

are distributed
that is, the
direct representatives or distributors of Amero« Page 11)
( Continued

cent

of

the

American

by

films

exhibited

companies

or,

Two German

Units Bankrupt
Film Co. and Tri
anon Film Co. are bankrupt. Credi
tors of the latter are asked to allow
Berlin

— Candor

moratorium

a

to

regulate

margin over M-G-M
current sales year—offering to back up the statement with
Arthur
a substantial roll of bills.
Loew, visiting the French office at
the time, said: "Let's put it in writing."
Yesterday, Byre, now attending MG-M sales congress in New York, got
"Osso pays."
a wrire from Paris:
Final tabulations showed, according
to Byre, that Paramount beat Metro
by only one and a half per cent, just
48^ shy of the specified mark.
of a 50 per cent

principal clauses are not
The clause for renters
imposing a quota of 7}4 per cent is not
effective until April 1, 1928,
Also, exhibitors are not required to comply with the
quota clause effecting exhibitors until Oct.
1928, when five per cent of the exhibi1,
tions must be British films.
Now that the
Films Act has become a law all sections
of the trade appear determined to give the
measure a fair trial.
Some form of protection for the British film trade geems inevit-

Jan.

manager in Paris, has collected
on a wager made last Spring,
Adolphe Osso, Parawith
mout sales representative in
France, on total sales for Metro
and Paramount in France dur-

during

debts.

Assets are uncertain.
Exhibitors Backing New Unit
Sj'dney Headed by L. R. Oswald
Sealy, of the Piccadilly, several Sydney exhibitors have formed a com-

—

pany

the

i

QUOTA A POSSIBILITY

—

(By Cable) Acting on beSydney— "If Will H. Hays
the Hays organization Col. idea
of extending his activities tc
Edward G. Lowry, is conferring with tralia, he is though he may no*.
French officials regarding the film ize it contemplating a step
tha:
decree designed to become effective whole industry here will
re<
March 1. in some quarters, possi- states Gayne Dexter, in the edi'
bility of setting aside of the edict is
columns of "Everyone's," in an
discussed, these opinions pointing out
to a report which stated Haj
that Government decrees are not alconsidering appointment of a
ways enforced.
However, unless missioner to watch film affairs in
speedy action is taken, the nine-to- Zealand and the Orient.
one agreement goes into operation in
Dexter further states:
a few days.
"It is a tradition with us tfii
The New York Times reports that are independent people, refusing
efforts are under way to secure a lib- side control and frequently, to
eral
interpretation of the
French own detriment, refusing outsidt
Paris

half

its

first

year.

By

Germany

Banning Other

—

—

starred.

British

That, however,

vice.

is

entirelj

affair."

Ibolr

P.C.T. Issue for Expa

A

—

Fluff" has been

—

—

Committee Meets

London

— Provincial Cinemato

Theaters has launched a
71/2 per cent stock issue

new

arc
pro-

Theaters are being erected throughExchange to Every 27 Theaters
Sydney Australia's 1,215 film the- out England on a wholesale scale and

to
tskii

British

Company

—

London

in U.

3.

British
Inst
Ltd., has contracted wl

Films,

unnamed American company
duce quota films for the

tij

lattei
liteii

Wilcox with New Conqt|
London^ -British & Dominion
Corp. has been formed to produ
distribute.
Herbert Wilcox

—

si|]j

three-year contract

head

to

pi

tion.

To Film

"Revolt in Dese
Collingsworth H
forming a new producini

London

who

is

—

pany, has acquired film rights c
volt in the Desert," the sens
war novel by T. E. Lawrence.
An
Wetherell will direct.
around $145,000 is declared t
been made by an American
ft

rights to the story.

1

RiCHMOUNT Pictures
723 Seventh

—

aters are served by 45 exchanges, one
for every 27 houses.
More are expected to open when the flood of Eng

are being immediately gobbled
chains.

lish-made productions hit here late in

Fred Paul is to produce a series of
two reel "Dr. Sin Fang" detective
stories, by Patrick Heale.

up by

A

J.

MOUNTAN,

In(

City, N.

President

Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading
independent producers and distributors.!
Cable Address

Filmcraft Prod., Ltd., has
cians' union serving theaters, have been formed to produce.
stock
filed a protest against the importation
has been launched.
Headissue
of hundreds of Italian musicians.
quarters arc at 85, London Wall.
British

New York

Avenue
D.

CHPICSOC, PARIS
Cable Address:

liittf

theaters.

Little Bit of
shipped to M-G-M.

International

\m.

$4,3

"A

duced.

—

h:i

of

of artificial trade barriers will again
have an airing at Geneva.
number of nationSj. including France,
England and Germany are tentatively
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
bound by the findings of their repEditor "The Daily Film Renter"
London Sir Frederick Whyte is resentatives who, at a Geneva conchairman of the quota advisory com- ference, voted against the principle
mittee, which met for the first time of stimulating trade by restrictive
Final
decision
is,
of
to formulate plans for operation. Al- measures.
though the Films Act, which created course, in the hands of the respecthe committee, specifies that the latter tive governments.
should act only when advice is needed
on the questions of registration of
Successful in
films shown before Oct. 1, 1927, and
Pictures
in cases when the plea of "circumstanLondon Germany objected with
ces beyond control" is advanced, T.
C. Elder, secretary, points out that success to showing of "Mare Nosthe new Board of Trade intends to trum". "The Four Horsemen of the
obtain the advice of the committee in Apocalypse" also may be withdrawn
general matters, especially on ques- in England for the same reason, it
tions where interpretation of the act is brought out in the controversy raging over banning of "Dawn," on prois not clear.
test of the German government.
New Era, which launched a finanOsborne on Censor Board
cial issue for expansion, has five feaSydney
Prof.
W. A. Osborne,
1928.
tures planned for
senior professor of Melbourne "U",
An unknown company has pur- has been appointed to the Commonchased the 12 houses owned by the wealth censor board until Minister of
Yorkshire company. New Century Customs Pratten and his Cabinet outline the future policy of censorship in
Pictures, Ltd.
Australia.

charge of Hans Vajda.

Melbourne Musicians Kick
Melbourne Members of the musi-

NO INTE
-a^itfi'r''

British Quota Advisory

Syd Chaplin and Betty Balfour

1928.

PARLS

end of that period, the entire own
question of quotas and other forms

to distribute European films in
Australia.
Capital
of
is
50,000
listed by the unit, which will be in

1

LONDON, BERLIN,

CUNNINGHAM

quota law during

print of

r

THB

GLOBE: MELBOURNE,

the

American

FIIM

sales

ing 1927.
The bet was made last April. Osso
told Byre that his company was sure

:

sometime
Films Act

M-G-M

Byre,

H|l^

LIGHTENING OE FRENCH

Byre Collects
Allen

will
It
be
effects of the

P.

26,

Cable Addrwa:
N. Y.

DEEJAY, LOND'

RICHPIC.

Exporting only the Best in Motion Pictures
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cmANSHIP ANALYSES OF

Presentations

EENTATIONiS AT LEADING

THEATERS

,By

ATMOSPHERE

NIXED STAGE BILL

SMATROXY

AT THE

iriC

Opening

a big play
the stage of-

|a tableaux of

"Washington

atmosphere got
ly.

"orge," done in silhouette,
Olson impersonating the

Then came

Icommander.
Jlum,"

in

Forbes

which

Kentucky Jubliee Choir,
ntation costume, were seen

Ip
•i

outdoor pulpit.

ng "Go

ly

They

Down Moses"

ef-

and

as a preacher, recited

)ve,

ar's poem, "Ante Bellum."
:t ove.r big, largely because

't

too large a house for the
follow such a recitation.
time the Jubilee singers

cA

a flight of steps, gazed
aainted Lincoln Memorial
'Massa's in the Col', Col'
This number was a repetiprevious week, with the
1

Lincoln
ntHscrim.
in

appearing

behind

one Harold Van Duzee

My Souvenirs," while
being set for "The Old
trrent vehicle for Frederick
d his four violinists. The
studio interior. After the
d pleased with "Caprice

'A

)ng

ig

ras

I

"Capriciette" and "Gav"Old Master" fell asleep
xy chorus appeared behind
ostumed in ye old time
igBid offered an old-fashioned
'

r.

sh

up the stage

:

bill

was "An

)3(

dding Festival," using an
ene and all expected ateffects.
In this number
;nsemble, ballet corps and

tt

entertained, in addition to

ir

ei

Nicholas Daks, Ruth
Kars, Helen Henry
Van Duzee.

tt,

mise

a

1

aer at Paramount
tage band director makes
t the Paramount with John
iderson's "Roman Nights".
nuel Baer, a former pupil
Reisenfeld at the Rialto,

known

J

to

Broadway

His Singing Societies

rman

fans.

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ALL
EXHIBITORS IN BUILDING UP
PROGRAMS

JACK HARROWER

NIFTY STAGE SET AT

A

—

of the series thus far, when Madame
Johanna Gadski will appear as soloist.
Additional emphasis will be placed on
the purely symphonic quality of the

cast

of

principals

Thompson, Nicholas

includes

Henry
DougCoombs,

Vasilieff,

Stanbury, J. Parker
Joseph Santiago and Marie Sampson.
Orchestra, Ballet Corps,
program, Beethoven's Fifth Sym- The Roxy
phony in its entirety being offered for the Roxyettes and the Chorus are
utilized. A corps of fencers have been
the first time to motion picture audispecially engaged.
las

ences.

Feature Song Contest

singling societies, the
Scott Sanders at Broadway
By way of a stage attraction the
Maennerchor, the UhlScott Sanders, character comedian,
Bagdad, the Von Herberg theater in
Mozart Verein and the
amateur appears at the Broadway. He is preinaugurated
Seattle,
has
"sclr Saengerbund, have been
senting his own studies.
song contests every Thursday. The
d sing in four Loew theaters
stunt has rung the bell, and is being
ion with the showing of
adopted rapidly by other theaters in
:nt
1;

(

FEATURE AT STRAND

CAPITOL SCORES WELL

As the overture started, there was
Chance Week
was given at the Paramount, and de- presented a tableau flash of George
veloped nothing out of the ordinary. Washington seated on a beautiful
stripes
No names or acts were mentioned on white horse, with the stars and closed.
curtains
the program, to carry out the idea of waving above as the
"Take A Chance." For instance, the Mort Harris designed the stage
production, "Gems," which featured
first number on the stage program
the jewel motif in costume and sets.
Exclamation
"Twelve
billed:
was
suspended
Points and a Couple of Dashes." A Ropes of pearls were
A sectional curtain
across stage.
lot of customers were playing crossword puzzle trying to dope out the raised, revealing the legs of the girls
In turn the
program, and in this way missed part on a raised platform.
to show the
manipulated
was
curtain
Two
stage.
on
the
of the festivities
effective.
Very
faces.
girl's
bodies
and
sisters were used to introduce the
great flash, with the
turns. After their little sing-song in- The finish was a
framed in
troduction, they chirped "We Thank girls in glittering costumes
stage.
You," and flitted off stage. Seemed diamonds, set high up above the
were
jewels
colored
whirling
Three
came
appearance
In order of
sappy.
The
girl in each.
the ballet of twelve, a male singer, lowered, with a
carried out effecwas
idea
"Gems"
assisting
ballet
the
soprano
with
a
tively, and made a hit.
in flowing robes, two girl dancers, and
On the stage bill were David
male steppers.
Rubinoff,
the violinist, who was the
ordinary,
were
All these numbers
Burns
and then two clown acrobats appear- individual hit of the show.
turn,
comedy
Chink
a
and
Kissem
did
into
laughs
pep
and
put
some
ed and
is
the proceedings. They were followed and sang a parody on "The Song
Three
The
ordinary.
Ended,"
both
whose
collegians,
three
comedy
by
Dennis Sisters did a piano and vocal
stuff was good and got an encore.
Also there was a chap with a zither number, and later did a harmonizing
who kidded the stage band as it ac- number. They scored light if any.
companied him, and his offering got Walt Rossner's "Capitolians" did
of a Gerover nicely. The finale was a wedding their best bit in costumes
different
featuring
band,
man
comedy
march, with gorgeous costumes and
Good all around proall hands on.
Jesse Crawford was at instruments.
gram, with plenty of pop elements.
the console, and he did a ballad, a
pop number and a waltz clog;. The
Scenic Effect at Roxy
stage band contributed a special jazz
S. L. Rothafel again utihzes the
number, that had nothing particular
musical and dramatic properties of
to recommend it. The entire bill was
his organization in an adaptation of
ordinary, with the two comedy acts
Dumas' novel, "The Three
giving the only pep to the proceedings Alexandre
at the Roxy this week.
Musketeers,"
conwas
stuff
as far as the stage
Gay Musketeer"
It is called "The
cerned.
and has been arranged in four scenes
with music by Maurice Baron and
Gadski at Roxy Concert
The seventeenth of the symphonic lyrics by Channon Collinge. It folelaborate musical and stage
concerts by the Roxy Symphony Or- lows the
proportions of the special presentachestra to be given at the Roxy on
The
in recent weeks.
Sunday, will be the most important tions given
The annual Take

GOOD PROLOGUE FOR

stage presentation was confined
prologue for the feature, "Shepherd of the Hills." Joseph Plunkett

The

to a

originated a colorful number that put
over nicely the story of the picture
and set the proper atmosphere. The
painted drop showed a mountain
scene, with a trial leading down to
the stage.

Four mountaineers came

on and sang a medley of old pop numbers with the sentimental flaire. They
were billed as the National Male
Quartet, and were good. Then they
were joined by Margaret Schilling,
who soloed as they sang a special

number named after the feature. A
scrim was lowered at the close, and
a dozen sheep filed across the stage
as the twilight effect faded the stage
set into the opening title of the picture.
Just enough to set the atmos-

phere nicely.
The overture by the house crchcstra

was "Symphonette

Spirituelle," a

misleading monicker, for it turned out
to be a nice piece of orchestration
done in the popular vein. An instalment of Prince William of Sweden's
African Hunt was ,shown on the
screen, as well
"Inklings".

as

Dave

Fleischer's

Jack Richmond, at Madison
Madison, Wis. The engagement of
Jack Richmond, tenor and master of
ceremonies at the Capitol which
opened recently has been indefinitely
extended. Before coming to Madison
Richmond was playing at the Chicago

—

theater.

Standard
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for

Motion PiolSre Presentation
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jni the

Prince".

P

/ sxander

Utfaf

St

Carr Billed

Carr is staging a return
Faruiie Ward at Coliseum
with engagements at
Fannie Ward, who has been enterand Chester theaters, first taining audiences at the Palace, goes
lives of this week, respec- to the Coliseum for a four-day's entiuman Character Studies." gagement beginning March 1st.
r

idi ille
fiily(
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Attractions for
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Victor McLaglen in

"The Crowd"

Length: 8548 jt.
"A Girl in Every Port"
IMPRESSIVELY Fox
Length: 5500 ft.
WITH FINE DIRECTION, AND SURE-FIRE
ENTERTAININTENSELY HUMAN STORY MENT WHICH CAN'T FAIL TO
THAT WILL GET THE CROWD HIT AT THE B. O. A COMEDY
ANYWHERE. HAS UNIVERSAL DRAMA THAT FOX CAN BE

M-G-M

SCORES

APPEAL.

Eleanor Boardman does
Cast.
best work of her career as the wife.
James Murray scores with fine portrayal of the shiftless, lovable young
husband.
It's
their
triumph, and
others only background.
They are
Bert Roach, Daniel G. Tomlinson,
.

.

PROUD
Cast.

.

OF.

..

.Victor

McLaglen

great as

Robert
the rough-and-tumble sailor.
Armstrong splendid as his pal and
fighting partner. Louise Brooks satisfactory as the girl who gyps McLagOthers, all
len out of his savings.
in
unimportant roles, Sally Rand,

Del Henderson, Lucy Beaumont.
Story and Production.
.Drama of
everyday life in New York City.
King Vidor takes an average boy
and girl, and highlights the joys and

William Demarest, Francis MacDonald, Natalie Kingston.
Story and Proluction. .. .Based on
an original by J. B. McGuinness. It's
a series of episodes, with no particutragedies that are common to thou- lar connection, but all overloaded
sands of married couples.
He tells with gags, good acting and somethe simple story without buncombe, times touches of pathos.
First class
exaggeration or dramatics.
But it's titles packing comedy punches help.
so true to life as countless thousands McLaglen meets up with Armstrong,
have lived it, that it clutches the another fight-loving seaman^ and afheart, dims the eye, and plays on ter scrapping with and for him, beevery emotion.
A man and wife comes his pal. Finally McLaglen
fighting
the
everyday battle for falls for a carnival high-diver who
existence against the Crowd.
The has a Coney Island past. But the
husband loses his job the baby is girl is after Jack rather than Victor.
killed
quarrel separation
reunion. Armstrong, who "knew her when,"
Bucking the Crowd together once tries to tip off his battling companmore.
It's
life
realism.
It
grips ion but instead is suspected by Mcyou. Minor faults of repetition, un- Laglen of being intimate with the
.

—

—

—

.

—

—

necessary detail, indecisive ending. An
almost great film.
Direction ....King Vidor; superb

lady.

excellent.

Author
King Vidor and
John V. A. Weaver.
Scenario

Photography

Story

B. Guinness
Seton L Miller
Photography
L. W. O'ConnellJ. Berguist; good.

I.

Length: 5300

First National

Length: 6385 ft.
GOOD OLD HOKUM PILED FBO
ON THICK MAKES ENTER- CATCHES THE CARNIVAL
TAINING MELLER, WITH MA- SPIRIT OF CONEY ISLAND ADRINES AND CHINKS AND MIRABLY. PUT OVER WITH
GALS IN A MERRY MIXUP.
SNAP BY HAND-PICKED CAST.
Cast
Kenneth Harlan as the THE BOX-OFFICE BERRIES.

in

"Fashion Madness'

ft.

5E

i

Alec. B. Francis domiCast
nates picture as the Shepherd whose
Molly O'Day
faith saves his people.
gets little chance in stereotyped part.
John Boles acceptable as the mounMatthew Bets a contain
hero.
Romaine
vincing
Others
heavy.
Fielding, Otis Harlan, Joseph Ben-

WOODS.
Claire
Cast
Windsor
through a part meant to be d||

Reed Howes

a good action!
no action in tq
Winter good as haiJI

but

there's

Laska
Others Donald

Ham
Maurice Murphy, Edythe Chap-

McNamee tA

^

Tooker.
nett,
Story and Production ....
man, Carl Stockdale, Marion Dougnaps the society girl to whoir
las, John Westwood.
Drama engaged, and takes her on his
Story and Production
of the Ozark mountains, from the to his cabin in the North Wo
Howard Bell Wright. teach her that there is son
novel
by
Touted as the most popular work of more in life than gowns at
E.

H«*

Business
author, the screen version car- whirl of fashion.
But
all those elements that appeal gal pouting and sulking.
The daughter of the
It starts draggily, tion.
to his following.
but gradually picks up as the con- guide also sulks around the
and hate get for she loves the herOj too.
flict
of love, faith
working. There is a drought in the accidentally shot. The two gir
mountains, and the Shepherd fights him on a sled to the doctor
The half-bret
ceaselessly to keep his people from trading post.
and
sheep and the man in the sled slip anj
deserting their homes
He has faith that rain will over a precipice. The girl sal
herds.
come, but the villain seems to have her life so her society rival c;'
This one punch scen>;
Consider- him.
all the luck in his favor.
The save a weak story acted withi
able suspense is worked up.
Direction ditti
big fight is not very convincing. But or conviction.
the Wright trademark, and
it bears
Direction
Louis J. C]
has all the heart interest that should poor.
bring them in.
Author
Victoria
Direction. .. .Albert Rogell; good
Scenario
Olga P;
Harold Bell Wright
Author

the

ries

i

Marion Jackson
Scenario
Photography ..... Sol PoHto; good

"Red Riders

of

Canada"

Length: 6419 ft.
FBO
UNINSPIRED VERSION OF

Photography

0,

J.

fair.

"The
Ay won

Woman Temp^
Length:

t\

THE ANSWER TO

WHYif
FLAT. ¥'

THE OLD NORTHWEST ISH FILMS FALL
MOUNTED STUFF. LACKS AC- TEURISH, HEAVY, AND
TION AND THRILLS, WHICH LIKE A FLAT TIRE,
ONLY OCCUR IN WEAK CLI- ZERO MINUS.

lil

MAX.

Cast. .. .Juliette Compton
.Patsy Ruth Miller has one
Cast.
marine sergeant hero is there. MarCast.... Lois Wilson rides a win- of
"walk-through"
parts. siren heaves through the rej
those
garet Livingston as the tough gal ner with her winsome personality.
North- a longshoreman. Warwick \\J
jazzes it up, and makes the picture Lucila Mendez as the "wise baby" Charles Byer represents the
without
a mount.
Mounted
He only player with any screen teij
west
entertainment.
Pauline Starke, the steals everything but the sets. Eugene
Harry
Woods
as the Nina Vanna amateurish. Oth(l
canoe.
uses
a
heroine, rates secondary.
Sojin a Strong convincing.
Rudolph Cam- fur pirate is the only one who puts colm Todd and Joan MorgaiU
colorful mandarin villain.
Others er-on and William Irving also there.
.Di
Rex
Story and Production.
snap in the fiat proceeding.
Eddie Gribbon, Jason Robards, AnProduction.
.. .Romance
Story
and
Lease
also
in
a
small
part.
society,
from
the
novel
by
(I
good
na May Wong, Mathilde Comont.
.Drama of Cathcart. Wardour of Londil
Story and Production.
Story and Production .... Lots of of the hotsy-totsy carnival city. The
color highlights the reels, with a title is great box-office, and for once the Northwest Mounted. It is slight- have made this when the Bril
gambling house in Shanghai, wild a title more than fits the story. A ly off on the title, for the riding is their backs to the wall and w|
American gals, and the Chink pro- big salaam to Joseph Jefferson O'Neill done in a canoe chase. This is a perate. Looks like an old
prietor scheming to undo the hero- who wrote the story. Joe knows his draggy sequence, as the Northwest judging by the coiffures and!
ine, who is in charge of the mission Coney-— and also knows how to write sergeant trails the gal who is being of the women players, which al
school.
Into the plot enters the ma- box-office into an entertaining story. taken by the villain to his cabin. Her lessly old fashioned. Tells tl|
rine sergeant and his buddies.
Some The villain is trying to put the young brother is being held captive there, of a siren who drives good
entertainment
good
is
cooked up owner of the Gaint Coaster on his and the gal has freed the fur raider the bow-wows and to throwin|
The
with Margaret Livingston
the own skids, as it were. Into this idea from imprisonment by the Sergeant selves under trains.
as
wild gal trying her darndest to win is woven the romance of his ticket on condition that he releases her eternally draping herself oveij
The sergeant follows the which gets monotonous. Thl
the hero from his love for the mis- seller, and a rich play boy and his brother.
sion leader. The last reel is all hec- jazz baby. The latter, done by Lucila clues the girl leaves along the trail. is as slow and draggy as al
tic
thrills,
with an attack on the Mendez, is a delight. If the produc- It is really remarkable how he un- ment speech on the budget. ^1
mission school by the bad Chink coo- ers have any showman sense, they'll erringly spots handkerchiefs, pipes, heave and throw themselvesi
a solitary footprint scattered the sets tragically till it gr(l
lies, with the marine sergeant and play Lucila right across the board. and
comer.
Color action
a
carelessly over miles of trackless for- ribly depressing.
Sad endil
his two sweethearts staging a great She's
Can't miss. Grab est. Of course the climax is the fight titles make it 100 per cent J
defense till the marines arrive. Just thrills suspense.
out-and-out meller, put over with it. It's there.
with the fur robber's gang. It's orMauricif
Direction
pep, laughs and lots of thrills.
Direction
Ralph Ince; aces dinary.
very poor.
Direction
Robert De Lacy;
Direction .. Louis J. Gasnier; good
Author .Joseph Jefferson O'Neill
Author
Countess
unsatisfactory.
Author .... Don Francis Natteford
Scenario .Joseph Jefferson O'Neill
Scenario
Countess
Author ..William Byron Mowrey
Scenario. .. Don Francis Natteford
Photography
Taylor;
Ber
O.
Photography
J.
Scenario
Oliver Drake
Photography
Max DupontPhotography
Nick Musuraca amateurish.
Bob Martin; fine.
Earl Walker; O. K.
.

.
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Patsy Ruth Miller in

"Coney Island"

ft.

Length: 8188

Windsor

HAROLD BELL Columbia
Length:
WRIGHT STORY SHOULD DRAGGY, UNCON V I N C
DRAG THE WRIGHT FANS IN
TO SEE HIS MOST POPULAR STORY OF REFORMING
NOVEL SCREENED.
CIETY GIRL IN THE N
TYPICAL

Lois Wilson in

"Streets of Shanghai"
Tiffany-Stahl

J.

Scenarist

Same
Harry Sharp

Howard Hawks

Direction

Claire

"Shepherd of the Hills"

—
THE

1

'sther

Length: 5837

oit

7

Ralston in

ove and Learn"

ROMANCE

AFJY

zSS^

DAILY

ebruary 26, 1928

Short Subjects

ft.

WITH

IMPOSSIBLE SITUA"Watch George"— Stem Brothers
SLAPSTICK COMEDY, "Outdoor Sketches" — Robert Bruce
Educational
Universal
FARCE. WHAT
C)M
Fine Scenic
Mummy
Mixup
OU. ARTIFICIAL SIT- Type of production....! reel scenic
Type
of
production.
.2 reel comedy
GETS LAUGHS.
j
Some splendid views are presented

Dl

"The Crowd"

43.

.

Esther Ralston's comedy
personal charm worthy of
use.

a

IS

a

IS

Lane Chandler would
wooden soldier, but a
Hedda Hopper
lead.

mother type.
worthy husband.

(lern

Claude
Helen

jazz baby.

Production. .. .Farce.
runs so wild that you
njoy it by taking temporoi your sanity and letting
blooey along with the
-lo

and

lice

Approaching
the story.
don't-give-a-cuss
festive
iiust be conceded that you
e laughs flow free and care-

of the successful building of a bridge
across the Cascade Rapids of the Columbia River, connecting Oregon and
Different stages are
Washington.
presented, showing the men working
at dizzy heights on the steel span.
Bruce has built it up like a regular
drama, till the big climax is reached
as the steel girders meet in the middle
By way of contrast,
of the rapids.
twilight scenes are shown on a mountain lake.

"Leave 'Em Laughing"

rank Tuttle

•.

is

past-master

a of getting cleveV twists and
dy lants out of goofy story masther starts out to raise a
der to get the minds of her
T a separation.
She lands in
and starts to save
.s free

e

•

—

udge from a badger game.
be com farce stufif right here
le
laughs.
Senseless but

—

\'.

...Frank Tuttle; clevei
the
Doris Anderson
i:na
Louise Lang
otc raphy .... Harry Fischbeck
rec )n

Donald
"Ik
Westhof"
Trial of

Length: 8828

ft.

HANDED GERMAN
M hat drags on and
iresome affair that
lttle merit for this
rk|t.

.Nobody who is known to
audiences.
Imre Raday as
stilted and unnatural. Eliza
a a flapper role shows promSij has personality.
Others in(arin Ewans, Oskar Homalka,

:ricji

:

Tena, Nicolai Malikoff.
and Production. .. .Adapted
s ry of same name by
Felix
an' r.
Here is an average yarn
li ie
nothing new by way of
itio
Further it
has
been
llec n a typically foreign manner.
"v, principally because of the
1

!,

'

and

the

direction.

A

stolen from the home of his girl's
dad.
Two thieves break in and disguise themselves as mummies in order
to scare poor Sid, and escape with the
valued treasure. In the general mixup of mummies that follows, the
comedian manages to make the offering quite laughable.
He eventually
saves the
and knocks out the
intruders, thus winning the approval
of the girl's father. Nothing unusual.
Fred Newfield
Just a fair number.
directed.

mummy

.

Aesop's Fables

Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy
two buddies who provide the
howls. Stan has a toothache, and his
pal drags him to a dentist. They both
accidentally are knocked out with
When they come to,
laughing gas.
they jump in their flivver still laughing, and continue their mirth which
is so contagious that it has you chortThe knockout seling with them.
quence comes at the end as they encounter a traffic cop and jam up traffic
Here is a brand new
still laughing.
gag that is worked up till it pyramids
one gurgle on top of another. A real
funfest. Clyde Bruckman directed.

now.

are the

—

Pathe

ready for the
county fair. They feed the hen some
magic meal that bloats it up to an
his

entry

enormous size, and it looks like a
walkaway for the blue ribbon. But
things happen unexpectedly, and all
hands have an exciting time before
the event is over.
The reel has the
usual appeal of this series, and proves

reasonably diverting.

"High Strung"
Mermaid Educational
Good Gags

—

.

—

Good Gag

"The Payroll Roundup"
Western
Featurette Universal
A rather unusual idea is used to
Usual Stuff
advantage by Johnny Arthur who sucType
entertainof
production.
.2 reel western
ceeds in making the offering
He takes a poor
ing and laughable.
Bob Curwood supplies the thrills

Type

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

—

.

.

which will not ap- old lady home to live with his wife in the usual western. He is unjustly
to American audiences after he finds a brute of a man beating accused of robbing the stage coach,
But after the little old lady and sets out to prove that his accuser
ust|it is not the
sort of thing her up.
at accustomed to see.
A Ger- gets the run of Johnny's home, she is the head of a gang that actually

bjnme
w ely

aiifair

reared in the country, goes

b(.

makes

herself

such

a

pest

that

he

did the robbery.

Of course

cannot vouch for

*

*

good.

is

It is

moving

and affecting, but so
sombre that it leaves you depressed.
Even
the happy ending doesn't relieve the macabre
•
*
quality which runs through the story.

EVENING GRAPHIC—*
gram

fihn,

*

*

a fine pro-

with clever touches, deft handling

of mob scenes, excellent characterization and
a simple story well told for the camera. * *
James Murray * » • goes through these
reels like a veteran. * *
• * Tremend-

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

of the screen. • * * James Murray *
does a remarkably fine piece of acting

*

*

*

Eleanor Boardnian

*

EVENING WiORLD— *

*
*

*

is

*

King Vidor

there

is

excellent.

has brought to the screen the humdrum life
of an average, struggling young man of New
York and he has treated his subject in
such an artistically sincere manner that it
stamp of that much-maligned
bears
the
•
word, masterpiece.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

is

*

*

the picture

hardly a merry one, nor a tale

melodramatic

"The

e.vcitement.

nevertheless an honest
effort to present the

filled

with

Crowd"

is

and rather successful
life and
the strivings

what all of us like to call, in our superior
It is aided, too,
way, "the average man".
by the excellent direction of King Vidor, by
two exceptionally fine and moving performances by James Murray and Eleanor Boardman • » * and by Joe Farnham's sensible
of

titles.

"Ringside Romeos"
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Lake Comedy Universal
Gets Over
They manage to make a just so-so
Type of production....! reel comedy situation entertaining by gagging it
As the boy behind the soda foun- with some good comedy slants. Jerry
tain, Arthur Lake manages to get Drew carries the comedy burden, and
over a fairly entertaining comedy, proves himself possessed of the goods
with the help of the good old stand- that bring screen laughs.
It is all
Arthur loses his about a bag with jewels stolen from a
by, a prize fight.
job when a customer shortchanges lady in a hotel.
The comedian is
him.
He enters a boxing contest, suspected, and with the hotel deteclicks his rival, collects the dough and tive on his trail, lots of fun develops.
Director Friedberger man- It winds up with a hypnotist giving a
the girl.
ages to make it fairly peppy and gets performance, and the comedian being
over a few laughs.
used as an unwilling subject. Average story, but the comedian's work
"Visitors Welcome" Tuxedo
gets it over nicely.
Educational
.

DAILY MIRROR—*
thoroughly

*

Type of production....! reel cartoon
Farmer Al is assisted by Mr. Cat
getting

We

*

ments

Good Animated

in

*

the film's box-office success, but we do unhesitatingly recommend it as' something different and interesting in picture entertainment.
"The Crowd" is well thought out
and painstakingly done. * * * It should find
its way on the list of the ten best pictures
of 1928.

ous in Its simplicity.
Vidor has taken just
an idea and developed it with such skill
and sensitive understanding that the picture stand? out as one of the few achieve-

"The County Fair"

.

Add

—

EAtY

Saylor is appointed a special
guard to keep a mummy from being

.2 reel comedy
of production.
this to the line of snappy comedies Hal Roach is turning out right

Type

Capitol

AMERICAN—*

.

Sid

Rings the Bell

.

el

— Hal Roach

M-G-M

id

M-G-M

MORNING TELEGRAPH

—

Eleanor

work with conJames Murray * * *
vincing definition.
There will be
adds verity to the scene.
more than one kind of crowd wherever this

Boardman

*

POST — *

•

does her

plays.

finest

five

*

*

films'

It

is

one of the

we have

ever

or

four

"The

seen.

is Vidor's and John V. A. Weaver's
and between the writing if it, Vidor's
and James Murray's and
it
direction
of
Eleanor Boardnian's fine and tender performances in it, the distribution of laurels is

Crowd"

stoi-y,

bewildering.

SUN —

Eleanor Boardman and James
to great advantage. * * * it
a finely conceived and directed film.
•*

* *

Murray appear
is

*

* * *
*

*

on the whole, "The Crowd" represents
realization of an am-

admirable cinema
bitious attempt.

an

TELEGRAM — *

*

*

*

story unfolds with
that

humor and charm and gentleness
never for a moment does the picture
S'uch

reflection in the mirror jar.
« The direction
beautifully acted *

or

the

pall

It

is

and the

photography are masterly.

TIMES— *

*

*

a

substantial

and worthy

pictorial feature. * * *
* * * admirably cast.

Eleanor Boardman
amazingly appealing * * » James Murray
had responded ably to Vidor's imaginative
is

*
* * a good, honest, entertaining play, one in which the authors succeed
picto a marked degree in setting down a
torial dairy of the commonplace home of a
commonplace young married couple in New

WORLD — *

direction.

*

becomes involved with a realizes why the other guy was beat- the girl, who brings the sheriff and York.
attempts to save her from a ing her up. The gagging is good, and his men in time to cinch the victory.
Three Kentucky Theaters Close
,il
marriage and thinks he it scores handily with some good Bruce Mitchell directed an ordinary
western just that way.
Harry Sweet directed.
Louisville— The Lyric, Beattyville,
niil murder
in
endeavor. chuckles.
his
Ky., the Burlington at Burlington,
t
trial, the confession by the
and the Petersburg, Petersburg, have
cujrit and the finish.
Old ma-

^'Cr|i,

II

of the Short Subject Field
Short Subject Quarterly of THE FILM DAILY

il.

•rcjon

The Pulse

Wendhausen;

Fritz

IOC

uth'
en; St

hot

R

Felix Hollander

rraphy..Kurt
au; good.

Wendhausen

Fritz

Courant-Gun-

will

The Spring
appear March

on short

features.
pletely covered.

An entirely new batch of showmanship ideas
New trends in this field, authoritatively and com4.

closed.

Open Illinois Theater
Rockford, 111.— The Capitol, seating 1,000, has been opened by C. B.
Anderson and
Albin Johnson

Theodore Ingrassia.
manager.

is

-

THE
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Theater Equipment and Management
\By

Each

Duty

is the constant nightmare of
the theater owner. Its potential

life

and property

is

APPROVAL

of
week THE FILM DAILY

will

MINUSA NEW TYPE

endeavor to have

inspected and approved one standard product of equipment
for theater use. There are many different kinds of lights,

FIRE

dangers to

HYNES

F.

The Stamp

TALKING SHOP
A

CHARLES

signs, projectors, screens, chairs, chair covers, aisle lights,
sound producing devices, music stands, cooling systems,
etc., which every theater owner sooner or later must con-

an

ever present fear, so that every possible precaution should be taken to
guard against fire hazards.

sider as part of his equipment.
It is difficult for him to immediately decide which
believes
make is best for his house.
that through this column once a week it can give its readers information that will help them in the purchase of this
equipment. Production will be investigated and analyzed
and approved. This will give the exhibitor a basis upon
which to start. These opinions will not be one man opinions simply but will be based upon reports from leading
theaters throughout the country in which such equipment
is in general use.

THE FILM DAILY

One

of the

most important precau-

tion which can be taken is installation
of the Sentry Safety Control device.
Over 1,000 theaters are equipped with
the device, while orders for some 10,000 unit installations have been re-

ceived.
to seize

Exhibitors should be quick

upon

this

device,

which

is

attachable to any standard projector
and renders impossible a film fire
while the device is in use. Every one
of the nation's estimated 50,000 pro-

machines should be equipped
with this efficient device.

CALLED PUNCTURE-P
Kansas City

MARR&COLTONNOWOrrER

OBTAIN MANY ILLUSIONS

— Minusa

m;

is

new

type of screen, usin^
fabric, so woven as to make

ir
it

puncture proof, state;
Greening of Great Western
Equipment Co. Greening's
cently was appointed distribi
cally

)|

the Minusa screen in westei]
souri and Kansas.
Another Alinusa innovatici
new steel frame, built of rolh^
CO steel.
This is light and c

and has extensions of

variousi
side for

attachable

to

masking

and scenery.

in

its

It

ed for fiyifig, there being
truding lag screws, bolts or
parts of any kind. This prev^
fouling of the scenery wl
screen is being raised or lo^

No

jection

SC[

tacking

screen

necessary,!
to
thi
use of brass bolts a|

is

through

is

clamped

The
Theaters of Philadelphia, where the

WITH BRENOGRAPH,

JR.
company is located, are nearly 100
In fact, the fire
per cent equipped.
marshal has served notice that no
A wide range of moving and scenic
theater can secure a license in the color effects projected by the Brenocity, unless it installs the Sentry de- graph Junior has been prepared by
vice.

Your

fears of fire in the booth can
be practically eliminated through inYou
stallation of Sentry Control.
owe it to your patrons and yourself
to thoroughly investigate the merits
of the device.

Inspecting your theater chairs
regularly and often will add to the
cotnfort of patrons, prevent injuries
and generally build up good will and
patronage.

When

is being ushered
your entire organization
narrows down to that one employe,
and your entire institution is judged
That's where
by that single usher.
proper training on courtesy tells, this

the patron

to his seat,

often

spelling
vour theater.

success

or

failure

of

ORGAN CONSOLES
Warsaw, N.

— New

Y.-^

COLOR

type of finish able for any size screen,
in one hour.

Brenkert Light Projection Co. The
Junior is adaptable for theaters large

Co.
Finishing consoles in colors makes

and small.
Atmospheric theaters use the device
to project a canopy of clouds moving across a field of stars, to complete

it

that pictures are being
viewed outdoors.
Back stage, also
scenic effects of all kinds are projected from overhead, or from the
wings with a suitable back drop.
The motor driven, automatically
operated. Junior has been designed
for these purposes.
When equipped
with a short pedestal it occupies only
24" by 30" high and 30" deep.
It
may easily be concealed so as to hide
the origin of the effects.
It is especially designed to short range work
for covering large areas.
One, two
or four units are used, depending on
the shape and size of the area to be
covered.
the

illusion

possible to have them harmonize
with the interior appointments so
there is no jar or clashing of color

scheme.
One popular finish is the white and
gold.
Consoles finished in this combination show up beautifully when
colored spot lights are flashed on

them while the organist plays. Anpopular color scheme is the
Chinese red and gold.
Marr & Colton have many other
color combinations, some of which are
the Burmese blue, antique mahogany.
Palmetto green, Abbot gray, oriental
gold, Bolero cream and driftwood
smoke.
other

Dutton Transferred to Coast
H. Dutton, for three
years district manager in this territory for National Theater Supply

Omaha — O.

Rufus A. Davis Gets New Post
Co., has been transferred
Charlotte, N. C.
Rufus A. Davis on a special assignment.

to

has become new sales manager for
National
Theater Supply Co. in

—

—

758 of 1928

and humidifying machines manufactured by the Buffalo Forge Co. of
Buffalo, who are making the Carrier
washer.

BOOK,

FILM DAILY YEAR

as a tax-free publisher.
organization is a member of

The
the

American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers, which charges
a fee for

all

compositions.

LEE LASH STUDIOS
H.

Kuckuck, Gen'l Mgr.
1818-1838 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. C.
Brad. 4907
for desicDs and prices of SETTINGS.
J.

912 Theaters of U.

Now

Use Ad-Mat

i)

Nine hundred and twelvd
of the nation now use Thd
Mat Service, state Nat Ltl
William Slater, New York n|
tives of the company. The c|
headquarters is at Uniontov
Mats are supplied on a wj
of layouts, which enable thel
to avail himself of art worll
cost.

Vender Cuts Ticket
Drawer and Record

)i

^

A machine patented by
inventor cuts off tickets
from a reel and sold, cif
opens a cash drawer and t(?
sales.

Seattle

New D. M. Equipment Firm
North and South Carolina. W. P.
Des Moines
Exhibitors Service
White succeeds him as Charlotte
Dallas Distribution of the Carrier
and Sales Co., equipment concern,
manager.
Air Washer for Texas, Oklahoma,
has opened offices here.
Arkansas and Louisiana is being hanA
Correction
dled by the Buffalo Engineering Co.,
De Sylva, Brown & Henderson,
incorporated in this state. George W.
The day of the unadorned nage in
Thornton is president of the new Inc., music publishers of 745 7th
Ave., New York, are listed on page
Picture Houses has passed.
company.
Buffalo will also distribute cooling

ca|

organ consoles has been developed sembled
during the last year by Marr & Colton
for

—

Buffalo Engineering Co.
Distributing Air Washers

IN

screen can be stretched
wrinkles removed by a fej
turns of the brass wing
screws.
The frame, which

SALE OF

THEATRE
EQUIPMIN
All equipment in
58

EAST

TRE

PROCiO

STREET

'Bl

must be sold a
Theatre coming downA|>f ly to

MR. PILANl
on the premises by

Ti-1i

THE

^T

CHAMBER

IN

:&^

DAILV

^ji];bruary 26, 1928
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Trailers Build Business
publicity man of a theater
should know," is contained in a catalogue just issued by Pat Garyn,
sales manager of National Screen Service.
In the booklet, which
is attractively done, Garyn stresses the importance of the trailer in
building patronage and fostering goodwrill for the theater.

"What every owner, manager and

ORGAN NECESSITY

—

assure
Designed
to
aiee
ea erature for organ cham;ha keeping the pipes in tune,

and cheapest medium for securing public interest in your theater and assisting you to build
goodwill," Garyn writes. "Use this medium judiciously. With each
change of program let a special trailer inform your patrons of some
feature of your theater, its physical attractiveness or coming entertainments.
Don't overlook a single thing that bears telling about,
and in a surprisingly small space of time you will find such 'Trailer
Talks' have not alone paid for themselves but brought you added
patrons and dollars."
The catalogue contains illustrations of the wide range of trailer
subjects available, covering practically every want of the theater.
Trailers for announcing all coming attractions, are supplied by the
company on a yearly contract basis, with the trailer shipped ten
days in advance of playdate. These have actual scenes from the

"The

manufactured
Cramblet Engineering
K nail temperature variation
ilvenheeter,

h

!

y he

as six degrees will cause
to go "off pitch" and a
iriation is accompanied by
oring loss of tune and peritt

pijs

s.

stallations have dampness
unless this is overcome,
de rioration, requiring expen:n:ing results.
/!

id

:,.

be accomplished through
an electric heating
W h thermostat control. The
ic is approved by the UnderCi

most

effective

pictures.

^eiieeter,

iboratories, consists of an
'ater unit, thermostat conswfitch and wiring ini blueprint.
It is completely
idlso that it requires only a
the house electrician.
>y

trailer is the

'

ieeter

is

inches

eight

md two

feet

high,

in

this

preventing overheating

-3

of the organ,

s

and assur-

cven
temperature.
The
yiype construction produces

d circulation
:

cold

1

^^'irging

of

heated

Fifty years of research improving
the secret formulae is represented in
development of Transflex gelatine,
marketed by the Central Import Co.
The Transflex sheets are available
in unlimited quantities in all popular
current shades. The colors, produced
by German dyes, are guaranteed under all conditions.

from the floor
heated air upwards
air

able velocity.
age to be used per
Is

air,

Transflex Gelatine Result
of 50 Years of Research

Merrill Sells

House

—

Kirkland, Wash.
Guy Merrill has
cham- sold the Rialto to H. T. Keinsha-

I

-.chamber cannot be heated
from one heater unit, nor

Jr.

Jackson

—Joseph

and Robert Stern,
Marlow, Grand,
the

properly controlled operators of
thermostat.
For that rea- Eastern and Lyric at fronton, plan
Evenheeter units are not a house opposite the Cambrian Hotel,
rature

than 1,500 watts, the
larger than 2,000 watts,
requiring over 2,000 watts

:er

this

Building in Milwaukee
more than one set inMilwaukee
West Waters and
long
narrow
chambers Grand Holding Co. is erecting a
re a set at either end.
For house at West Water St. and Wis-

Tolan Opens House

—

|en of
Iters
:ady,

Schenectady

— Ushers,

door-

leaners are on strike at the
h houses here, charging the

ywith employing non-union
and cutting the
scale.
sympathy strike will be
other craftsmen is not yet

W
ij

Businessmen Back Theater
Businessmen are
Lewiston, Me.

—

raising funds for
ater at Auburn.

erection of a the-

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind
I

of

SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS

tract

the

and arbitration.

uni-

,u
I
I

stands,

Service

Through thirty-one

Its

service,

EVERYTHING

J

GOES

EVERYWHERE

too,

is

and

far-reaching,

unique,

localized.

The prospective theatre ownneeds to
walls and

er, in city or village,

Cloth Bound

Film Daily

1926.

-''''^'m

Phone Penna. 0330
Motion Picture Department
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie

theatre

National

a

too.

reaches.

nish

TO

West 32<*St,Ncwybrk.My.^^

there,

roof.

YEARBOOIC

IIIILLOd^HByS
no

wherever

1000 Pages

FREE

WlLY<«aa

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

Localization

provide

3te

If

broke the

in addition to

branches, strategically located,
this unique equipment and service institution reaches the

A COMPLETE BOOK
OF REFERENCE

It seats 350.

is

ays organization,

full-page cooperative

most remote regions.

MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

the date set for the opening term of the M. P. Theagers Institute, 135 West
•Jew York.
The first term,
ts
third week, is paying
attention to the workings

A

Sunday before opening

Wherever the railroad runs,

CONSULT US AND SAVE

Term Opening Date

"Wife Savers"
(Paramount)

"The

Fargo, N. D. The new Delchar
has been opened by Charles Tolan of
Mayville.

C.

Ohio.

—

Out on Strike

N. Y.

— H.

best western movie tradition.
Robey, Princess, Plain City,

—

—

consin Ave.

went through the town

circus

with a young elk (also real) carrying
a card on either side of the animal
bearing the words:
"The Princess,
To Nite, Hoot Gibson." The cowboys were dressed in their full regalia
and the elk was roped and led in the

New
—

city.

fe

the "split" sets are manto take care of all of the
IdPJ
zes of chambers.

local

(Universal)
couple of real cowboys from a

Shows

s

1,

A

the regular theater ad and write-ups
about the picture. Three days in advance and during run inside lobby
had an exhibit of ware of merchants
participating in the cooperative ad.
All Night
Is
Merchants displayed a card alongSeattle Policy side of their merchandise similar to
Seattle
Joseph Danz has recently "You can purchase these ultra fine
put into effect an all night policy shirts at the Toggery Shop." Cards
at his Embassy, at Third and Union. reading, "Wife Savers" were a part
The last vaudeville girl revue goes of the merchandise display in lobby.
T. R. Earl, Imperial, Asheville,
on at midnight, following which
there is a complete new program for N. C.
the night patrons.
Buys Wenatchee Theater
Danz has announced a 15 year
lease on the Liberty, at First and
Wenatchee, Wash. Charles Greime
Pike, from the Liberty Theater Co. has bought the interest of B. N. BarThe entire rental is reported to be nett in the Mission, which will be
approximately $700,000. Danz opened operated by the firm of Greime &
the house Wednesday night with Pasken.

evening show.

Stems Plan Another House

meah oouabs (ob showmen

"The Rawhide Kid"

Girl From Gay Paree." He will
popular
cater to family trade
at
prices and will offer in addition to
Latchis Building One
feature pictures, a jazz band in featVt.— D. Latchis & ure offerings, girl revue and vaudeBrattleboro,
Sons plan a theater at Claremont, ville acts. The house will open daily
work starting in April.
at 10 A. M. and run through the

upon outdoor tempera- gen,

an chambers should be
temperature of 68 to 70
if
outdoor temperature is
to 20 below zero, larger
needed than if the miniiierature
is
the freezing

DAiur TIPS vnocH

only

the

NATIONAL
every

from screen

will

equipment

furdetail

to sidewalk.

Repairs and replacements
none too small to command courteous attention.
too;

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY

CO.

General Offices
624 So. Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, 111.
Offices in All Principal Cities
(3S99A)

:
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U. A. Studio Expansion Plannec
Raymond

Griffith to

"The Racket"

is

Make Two

Pictures for

Caddo

Prod.

— Fox

Drops

New Cowboy

Meighan Vehicle — Title Writers Form

Bought as

Own

—

Star

Organization

'

Footlights Claiming

$250,000 TO BE SPENT ON

Caddo Signs
Raymond

IMPROVEMENTS AT STODIO
United Artists studio intends to
launch an expansion program immediately, following purchase of an interest in the plant by Samuel Goldwyn,
who on April 1, will move the Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky units
to the studio. Improvements contemplated involve $250,000 and include a

new

executive building, new stages
and other equipment.
Goldwyn has left for New York
where he is to arrive Monday, sailins?
Friday for Europe, where he will seek
a new leading woman for Colman
and a leading man for Miss Banky.
Several Hollywood players are declared under consideration.

EXCELLENT STARTS ITS

Griffith

NEW SEASON SCHEDULE

pictiu-es.

Production for the new season has
been launched by Excellent Pic-

"The Racket" to Be First
Meighan Film for Caddo
Caddo Prod, has purchased Bartlett
McCormick's play, "The Racket" for

Thomas Meighan's first production
under the company banner.

FBO

Completes Another

Jacqueline Logan has completed
"Stocks and Blondes" for FBO and
will take a few weeks' vacation before starting on her next picture for
Pathe-De Mille, with whom she is

under contract.
Cast for "Prey"

"U" Buys

Lena Malina and Dorothy Sebas-

Original

"Why Announce Your

Marriage?"

an original by Lewis Allen Brown
and Alan Crosland has been purchased by Universal to be directed
by Ernst Laemmle. John Clymer is
writing the adaptation.

Sign

My ma

Hoffman

Tiffany-Stahl has signed Myrna
Hoffman to a long term contract. Her
first picture will be a Tiffany Color
Classic

which Hans Reinhard

will di-

rect.

Titular Bishops Club

Organized by Titlers
Formation of the

first

organiza-

ian are the first to be cast for "Prey,"
will direct
for M-G-M.

which John P. McCarthy

Stein to Direct Leatrice Joy
Paul Stein will direct Leatrice Joy's
next vehicle for De Mille from a continuity by AHce D. G. Miller.

M-G-M; Randolph Bartlett, production editor for FBO;
Herman J.
Mankiewicz,
Paramount;
George
Marion,
Paramount;
Ralph
Jr.,
Spence, free lance; Garrett Graham,
lance;

free

and

Walter

Anthony,

Ranger starring vehicle

Justice,"

direct

another picture of the

to

series,

upon completion of "Show Beat."
Matt Taylor now is writing an adaptation of "The Cohens and Kellys
in Turkey," which Pollard probably
will

direct.

substantial savings.
of 19 pictures is scheduled for the coming season, which
marks the second year of activity for
The company's product
Excellent.
is handled through independent ex-

resulted

A

in

program

changes

in

key

cities.

Foreign

dis-

has been contracted for
tribution
European
every
practically
with
Gaucountry outside of Germany.
mont of London is handling EngZierler is hooking up for exland.
American distribution on
clusive
British and German productions, his
latest acquisition being Gaumont's

in

Chize directed.

is

for

one

of

Auto Mishap Fatal
Rudolph Berquist, Fox cameraman,
died from injuries received in an automobile accident.

Herbert

"HAM AND

EGGS"

VITAPHONE ALL STAR SPECIALS
•a?

I

WERE

SINGLE" — Featuring May McAvoy, Conrad
Andre Beranger — Myrna Loy.

NOW IN PRODUCTION
"POWDER MY BACK"-with Irene Rich, Andre

'iff!,

Margar^

Rawlinson,

Bert Lytell, Lew Cody, WiiUa
mond, Charles Ray, Mrs.
Reid, Harry Carey, Priscilla
Mitchell Lewis, Frank Mayo

^

mJi,

jji.'

mill

Hampton,

Grace Darmond
H
Roland,
Walter Hiers
hi
y'«
Grange.
Bessie Love, as previOUipiMi
nounced, will desert the scr
20 weeks when she opens an
ment with the "Burlesque"
at San Francisco, on the
March. It will be produced
lian
Albertson.
Johnny
who played the lead with Mil
in
Columbia's screen vei
"Burlesque" called "The

has

leaving for Englan
next week or so, w
signed for a 20 weeks

ville

engagement.

Idol,"

is

the

in

It is possi

Walker may make a picture
with an English company be

y.

return.

FRANK ZUCKIii
A.

S. C.

Cinematograf)h«i
220

W.

42nd

Street]

Wadsworth

5650,

I

Wisconsla

New York

(

City

«W
Jit
K]

kii

*"

TheUfeofLosAnfl
Centers at

the

Ambassador's

Famous

I

CocoanutGif

Nagel,

Beranger,

PICTURES, INC.

Sn

^

Special Nights Tues-aiK

Carroll Nye.

WARNER BROTHERS

Hi

*''

ingstone, Larry Semon, Ben

DIRECTOR

RECENT RELEASES

t

screen players to desert thi
temporarily for the footlights
Blythe is slated for a vaudei
gagement in the near future
stage has recently
claimed
from the silver screen, amon(
are listed Tom Mix, Buck

'Phones:

ROY DEL RUTH
"THE FIRST AUTO"

Cohens and the Kellys," wants

completion of each feature
without loss of time or duplication
The system was
of studio effort.
developed in the production of the
present season's schedule of 18 pictures, and according to Zierler has
assure

production at F B O under direction
Love in Sills' Film
Others are Nita
of Jerome Storm.
Marfan, James Welsh and Al J.
Montague Love has been added to
Smith.
cast of Milton Sills' "Night Birds,"
which Benjamin Christianson is diCast in "Mission Bell"
recting.

production editor for Universal.

To Make New "Cohens and Kellys"
Harry Pollard, who directed "The

tures, states Sam Zierler, president
Zierler has estabof the company.
lished a definite policy of production
on each feature, from the time the
film
the
until
script is prepared
reaches the cutting room, which will

Renews Child Actress Contract
"Roses of Picardy."
Mary Ann Jackson, child actress,
has signed a new five year contract
"Our Gang" Comedy Titled
She appears in
with Hal Roach.
"Fair and Muddy" is the title conOur Gang comedies.
ferred upon the next "Our Gang"
comedy, just completed by Hal Roach
Hearns Heads Ranger Cast
Edward Hearn heads cast of "Dog for the M-G-M program. Charles

title writers, to be known as
the Titular Bishops, has been completed by a group of title editors of
the motion picture industry.
Charter members of the new orBill Begs, John Prince and John
ganization
include:
Julian
John- Ford are in "Mission Bell," the third
ston, production editor of Paramount of the Tiffany Color Classic series,
Studio;
Malcolm Stuart Boylan, which Hans Reinhardt is directing.
production editor of Fox Films; Jo- Myrna Hoffman has the lead.
seph Farnham, production editor of

tion of

Screen Players
Betty Blythe

has been
signed by Caddo Prod, for two
Griffith

]

College Night Every

iR^

THE
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INCLAIR DRAGO,
who

the

writing originals
es to reminisce about his
Harry
ilays in Toledo.
ter on the Bee, and his
as R. H. Cochrane, now
P. D. Cochrane was
is

.

i.

editor and Frank Conoirt story writer, now in
Elizawas a reporter.
the actress, was assistant

1

,

George
Houston Branch

of reminiscenses,

,

iatters,

ilarkson held a reunion
George, co-author of
managed several Des
aters and also operated
s stock company, where
nrad Nagle his first op',

an actor. Houston was

s

lit

in

Rex Lease

Pes Moines, while

Houston and B^en aie

•0,

n Holly uood.

to

free

lance.

(.Continued from

*

*

*

*

*

is estimated that the total number of
released for exhibition during 1927
approximately 800.
Of this quantity
there were approximately 600 American features released in Great Britain during 1927.
The major proportion of the American film
trade is divided between about eight wellknown American companies.
The total footage of film submitted for
censorship during 1926 amounted to 6,288,176 ft., embracing 1,718 subjects.
Of these
1,384 were passed for universal exhibition,
and 334 for public exhibition with the

It

features

was

restrictive "A" certificate, while four films
were entirely rejected.
In addition, 18
films
were submitted for censorship but
were held in abeyance and no certificate will
be issued for these unless certain drastic
alterations are made in the themes.
The
"A" certificate approves a film only for
adult exhibition.
The principal points enforced by the British censors are an observance of certain religious and political
customs, a proper presentation of British

Prod.

—

"Dollar Princess" for Janet Gaynor
Janet Gaynor will make "The Dollar Princess" abroad, it is reported.

the footage of a supporting
player.

Melford to Direct "Lingerie"
George Melford is to direct "Lin-

More Passing Show:
Gerrit J. gerie" for Tiffany-Stahl.
Lloyd and James Smith crossing
Santa Monica Boulevard; Karl
Hawks Casts Sue Carol
Struss and George Folsey, Jr., playSue Carol has been signed for the
ing at the Los Angeles Tennis Club. lead in Howard Hawks'
next avia-

military organizations, and a general censorship of themes relating to social problems,
Considering the
crime, and cruelty.
sex,
quantity of films censored during the first
eleven months of this year, it would appear
that the total footage will be appreciably
For the period
larger than during 1926.
January to December, 1927, inclusive, 6,105,431 ft. of film were approved by the British

]

ing

Show: Leon d'Usseau

liamroy giving automobile
aireciative passengers; Jack
:tor
McLaglen's trainer,

)

Frank

ith
3

Joyce;

Jane

reader at the Fox studio,
experiences as an actress

*

1/

yni directors are attending
'
itary Academy in Holly-

include Jackie Coogan,
and the offsprings of

II

:/

anklin,

Earle

Al
Elmer

Foxc,

Ben Hendricks,

-I-

Al Green.

(;|

ice
Fleckels
took a
V rkout t'other day, walkiri his Hollywood office
he lotel Ambassador.

in pan-

alter Sheridan, Joe Nadel,

smer and Ben Behrens,
holding

a

*

*

—

A

Hollywood fable Once
upon a time four Hollywood
motion picture men dined in a
Hollywood restaurant and did

in

a

P

5

*

*

*

in

mind"

*

*

—and

re-

f

fi

t

Paramount studio,
editing as editor of the
rd Jvocate. Frank Tuttle also

work while

Show:

»g

njc

buying eight magazines
Hollywood Boulevard
d; Cluyus Williams, the

a
'Sti

:oo St, visiting

Martin G.

Cohn

in

Adolphe

the studios.

remain permanently

for

at

the

Collier

value.

office

Starting

First

William

Collier, Jr., is starting his
starring vehicle, as yet untitled, for

is

Tiffany-Stahl within the next few
days.
At present Collier is vacationing at Lake Tahoe with Buster

Para-

Keaton.

"La Paiva"

United Artists is seeking to borGeorge
O'Brien,
Emmett
Laurence Stallings, King row Raoul Wals'h to direct "La
Vidor,
Dudley Murphy, Hallam Paiva."
Cooley, F. Harmon Weight, Max
Larey, Charles Lang, Ben and Bill Glennon to Direct Le Baron Original
Goetz were among the spectators.
Bert Glennon is to direct William
*
*
*
Le Baron's original for FBO.
Our good friend, Joe Jefferson O'Neil, is again enjoying
Sloane Leaves Pathe
Paul Sloane has resigned from
whiffs of printers ink. He covPathe.
ered the Hickman murder trial
for the New York Evening
World.

Supervising Film Editor
'as

directing.

Goetz Remains at Studio
Harry Goetz, assistant treasurer,
to

depend upon the box

ly

Cast With

Haines

Henderson

has been signed
for the role of a proprietor of a night
club in William Haines' starring pic-

Del

ture,

"He Learned About Women."
Mills Cast in "Notices"

Frank Mills has been cast in "Notices," which Ralph Ince is directing
for

G.

FBO.

ADOLFI

Director

did.

*

at the

)m editorial

is

JOHN

Sheldon, one of the edi-ch

which Fred Windermere

Professional football games are mount studio.
drawing much patronage from the
Walsh Sought
film colony. At the Friedman-Wilson

ollywood fable Once
time there was a castector, who said "I'll
II

Francis in Columbia Role
Alec B. Francis has been cast in
Columbia's
"Broadway
Daddies,"

not discuss pictures.

—

1

!

"Love and Passion".

Flynn,

Show: Nick Carter
Paramount studio; John

istemers,

film effort,
*

This quantity emBoard of Film Censors.
braced 1,637 subjects. This indicates the quanAltity censored for the various companies.
Alcensored for the various companies.
though it is an interesting comparison, the
statement by no means conclusively indicates
a comparison of the value of the films censored.
The value of the films would natural-

game,

•sing

u viewing a picture

*

tion picture for Fox.
Pola Negri was once a Red Cross
Pidgeon in T-S Film
nurse in Russia her first salary was
Walter Pidgeon has been cast op$11 a week and her real name is
Apollonia Chalupez.
She wrote, di- posite Eve Sothern in "Clothes Make
rected, produced and acted in her the Woman," Tiffany-Stahl film.
first

dure picture stars, exccn-

*

total

year.

"Hearts of Men," whic'h James P.
Hogan will direct for Morris Schlank

A Hollywood fable Once
upon a time a cutter was
merciful and did not shorten

this

The

Curwood Role for Thelma Hill
Thelma Hill has been signed as the
lead
in
James Oliver Curwood's

*

TifFany-Stahl Prods.

Trial

4)

market for American films.
box office receipts taken in
by cinemas throughout Great Britain is e«timated to aggregate approximately £33,000,000 to £35,000,000 (about $175,000,000) a
of

Gotham.

Jesse L. Lasky, Jr., who
spent his midyear vacation,
writing titles at the Paramount studio, will return to the
Coast in June, at the end of
his school year at Princeton.

Page

ican films and about 20 per cent is accounted
for by British and other foreign films which
are generally distributed by British renter
companies'.
Without access to statements
of the box office returns, it would be almost
impossible to definitely determine the value

It pays to be optimistic. Two
ago, a character actor, out of work
was on the verge of committing
Nancy Carroll Borrowed by Fox
suicide.
T'other night, we saw him
Fox has borrowed Nancy Carroll
driving his new automobile, which for the feminine lead in Henry Lehrcost as much as a small pistol fac- man's next picture, "Mr. Romeo."
tory.
One of the screen's newest
feminine stars wanted to commit
Gotham Casts Edna Murphy
s^dcide last year, but now agrees she
Edna Murphy has been signed for
acted wisely in deferring an unthe lead in "The Chorus Kid," which
happy ending to her real life.
Howard Bretherton is directing for

on one of the papers

I

intends

His contract with Fox, which intended to groom him as a successor of
Tom Mix, recently was terminated
years with no reason for the action stated.

RALPH WIUC

Hollywood

11

Rex Lease Free Lancing
Quota Act to Be
After Leaving Fox
Given Fair

from "Lots"

Little
Bj

t

-.%g^DAILY,

To Be Released

*^THE DEVIL^S SKIPPER'*
(Belle Bennett,

Montagu Love)

''THE LITTLE SNOB''
(May McAvoy, Alec

Francis, Robert Frazer)

Recent Release

''WHAT HAPPENED TO FATHER"
(Warner Oland)

THE
12

-.gB^DAILY

Sunday, February

26,

Carmichael Back at Atlanta
Building Denver Exchange
Atlanta W. G. Carmichael has reDenver
Preliminary wo:
turned as sales manager of the United
started on the new United Art,;
Artists
exchange.
He had been
change which is expected to be
southern division sales head at AtBy PHIL M. DALY
by May 1.
lanta, and his return is due to rethe
at
was Scotch Field Day
Monday
organization of the sales policy.
R.
A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Boule- S. Beacham, booker, has been named Deal or "some understanding" between Fox
and Stanley expected.
vard Cafe this week. The guests ^^ office manager.
Sen. Brookhart reported being boomed for
honor were Miss I. A. R. Wylie,
vice presidency.
author of "Four Sons," and Margaret
Sams Gets Another
W. D. Smith, inventor, developing device
Mann, who played the part of Grandfor "manless'" orchestra.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
A. F.
N
ATED
Aaron Sapiro expected to sign contract to
ma Bernle. They were introduced Sams,
of
the
Auditorium,
Amuzu
Jr.,
head
P.
M.
Exhibitors'
Assn.
of
New
Swenson
another
Scotchman,
Joel
by
and Pilot, and the Victory and Strand
York.
from Stockholm.
theaters, Salisbury, has taken over I. W. Schlesinger completing plans to market De Forest Phonofilm.
Miss Wylie was delighted and the Ideal at Winston-Salem, former- Sam Zierler, president of Excellent Pictures,
ly operated by B. F. Southern.
has 19 features scheduled for coming seasurprised to find that the Fox or-

And

—

That's That

—

Week's Headlines

IT

EGGER

—

ganization had really used her
Dipson Adds Two More
story after buying it.
On hearing
the
Batavia, N. Y. Two more theaastounding
all
news,
this
assembled press agents realized ters at Steubenville, O., have been
that Glenn Allvine was slipping added to the chain of the Theatrical
over a clever bit of publicity. But Utilities' Co., of which Nikitas Dipcan he get away with it? Imagine son is pj[esident.

—

the newspaper editors would
Rosenberg's Territory Extended
say to that yam. No producer has
ever been known to use the story
Omaha
Ben Rosenberg, who
of a popular novel after buying the heads the district embracing the
It sure is a great Denver and Salt Lake
screen rights.
Fox exchanges,
publicity stunt, Glenn, and if you has been given supervision over
the
can get away with it, you're good.

what

—

Kansas

Omaha and Des Moines

City,

branches, in addition to the

Margaret Mann, also being Scotch, named.

how she saved all her tears for
one scene. She looked very well fed
But look at all
for a Scotch person.
the free luncheons she's attending

first

two

told

House Destroyed
Kan. The Colum-

Dickinson
Junction

City,

—

these days. However, they fooled her bia, owned by the Glen Dickinson
was completely deat this luncheon. They served Scotch Enterprises,
The company will
pheasant that had been raised on stroyed by fire.
thistles.
good time was had by all. rebuild at once, and meanwhile is
picking the thistles out of their teeth. operating the Cozy.
The Scotch spirit was contagious.

A

Everybody was borrowing

cigs,

Dodge Resigns from Paramount

and

—

Cleveland Harry Dodge has resticking extra rolls in their pockets.
Yea, Bo, the economy wave has hit signed as manager of the local Parathe A.M.P.A.
mount exchange. He announces that
he has severed his connection with
Protest Halts Sunday Shows
film distribution to enter the adverTabor, la. Churches here have tising business.
His successor has
protested
against
Sunday shows not been announced.

—

which have been discontinued
George Bronson of the Tabor.

Thomas Back

Bond Resigns
Bond has reas district manager for WarThe post is being abolished,

at

—

Jacksonville

signed

Fla.
John Thomas,
formerly district booker in Publix
theaters office here, has returned to

ners.

manage

Spier Named W. C. Portland Head
Portland, Ore. Richard Spier, former manager of the California, San
Francisco, has been named head of
the Portland division for West Coast.

Jacksonville,

sparks

the Riverside for the
Enterprises.

E.

J.

Ackles and Goldsmith Reunited
Seattle
W. B. Ackles and Louis
L. Goldsmith have bought the Society, Seattle, from P. J. DeClerq.
This is a combining of forces and a
homecoming. Goldsmith owned the
house for many years, selling to Ackles, who later sold out to DeClerq.
It was recently reported that Ackles
and Goldsmith had leased the Liberty from West Coast but the deal

—

was not consummated.
Evanston Losing Theater
Evanston, 111.—William F. Krahl
of the Krahl Construction Co. has
purchased the new Evanston theater
building and will remodel the structure,

dismantling the house.

Tuesday
showmen

Minnesota

"Big

of

it

is

understood.

M-G-M

protest

and

Parade"

"Ben

lease
to

Hur"

Coleraine and Bovey.
Deal for Fischer chain in Wisconsin and
Illinois forecast by incorporation of Fischer's Paramount Theaters in Delaware.
Parent-Teachers' Ass'n of Cleveland has endorsed the Brookhart bill.
Principal Theaters plans 1,000 theaters in
small towns within the next five years.
schools' at

Specialists
to the

Motion

Picture

Thursday

Industry

Control of Stanley Co. expected to pass to
Fox shortly, carrying with it control of
First National.
New exhibitor contract slated to go into
effect in May, with only minor points to
be ironed out.
Plan 6,000-seat theater on site of Hotel
Astor, New York, within two years.
divided
Washington
state
exhibitors
on
Brookhart bill, with unaffiliateds for, and
affiliated against measure.

DAY AND NIGHT

I

Friday
Hays

office announces that
a clean-up
St. Louis territory with elimination

of
of
the
trade abuses is completed.
Carl Laemmle celebrates 22nd anniversary of
his entry into industry.
Plan 52 Hanaphone subjects in first year.

New

buying combine opened

250

Chicago by

in

Charles Casanave under name of Associated Theaters, Inc.
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences agrees
with cameramen on majority of points of
new standard contract.

Samuel
Artists

Goldwyn

West
NEW

54th
YORK

Sot.'

Telephone: Columbus 4MI'2

I

interest in United
and will move to

buys
Corp.

Studio

United Artists studio April 1.
J. McCarthy's office will handle the roadshowing of "The Trail of '98."

Cla3rton

— Clayton

Photo
Engraving

son.

J.

by*

Minneapolis

CORPOR

I

Saturday
Stanley Co. reduces annual dividend rate from
$4 to 3.
Four new directors added to Board.
Ready to start hearings on Brookhart bill.

FBO

to distribute

new Tom Mix

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOWi
1108 Sixteenth

Street

series.

Washington, D. C.

—

Nabel Appointed Manager

—

Burlington, Wis.
C. W. Nabel, of
Milwaukee, has been named resident
manager of the new Plaza, Burlington,

which

is

owned by Fred Oberg

and Olaf Hogenson, and until reEducational to Build at Mpls.
Minneapolis Educational plans to cently was leased by Dan Kelliher
build an exchange here. The branch who disposed of his lease to the Comnow is located in the Loeb Arcade, munity Theaters, of West Allis.
but there is strong agitation to force
removal from the loop. The Educational branch is one of the few remaining exchanges in the loop.

—

Co-operating with 42 Gon-

ments and loaning films
and speakers throughout
world for the purpose of p
instruction.

Schools, Churches

Censors Pass "Chicago"
Cleveland It is reported that "Chicago" has finally been passed by the
Pennsylvania
censor
board
with
changes in titles. The picture is now
undergoing a similar operation in Columbus at the hands of the Ohio

—

censor board.
East Texas at Mt. Pleasant
Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—Tracy FlannaBuys Merkel, Tex., House
gan, associated with the East Texas
Merkel, Tex. Thomas A. Pence
Theaters at Longview, has taken the has bought the Palace
from
company in on his deal for the Mar- Smith. Pence was formerly George
connecttin here.
ed with the R. & R. Theater Corp.

—

using

Motion

and

if

,l

Club

Should Subscribe

Pictures

«

*

for

!n

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREE,
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

FILMS"

'*1001

Complete reference booklet,
at

(Fifth Edition)

listing nearly 3,000

educational films gi||

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash Av

Chicago,

III

For your
Protection
To insure exhibitors

the high-

possible screen quality,
Eastman Positive Film is made

est

identifiable.

Kodak"

The words "Eastman

are stencilled in black

letters at short intervals in

the

transparent film margin.

Specify prints on Eastman Film

—look

for the identifying

words

margin— and get the film
that always carries quality
in

the

through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

I

YOU HEAR

IT

EVERY DAY!

THE TALK OF THE PUBLIC
NEWS OF THE WEEK

.

.

.

W. W.Jolmson

of the Hollywood Theati

that's how gO(|
Cincinnati re-books "Hats Off," the Stan Laurel-Oliver Hardy comedy
Laurel-Hardy are going over like Lindy in South America
M'G'M shorts are
this week they saw Norma Shearer in "The LatJ
officials of M-G-M are wearing smiles
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

from Paris" and they actually cheered in the cold projection room ... it is Norma's higg|
tj
they also saw Lon Chaney in "The Big City" anci more cheers!
box-office hit
dope is that Chaney has come through with another "Unholy Three"
are you watchil
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"The Student Prince" at popular prices?
A pleasure! "West Point" busted Chris Buckle
records up Albany way this week
Watch for Bill Haines' next one "The Smart S<|
Chris, it's his best yet
Any way you look at it M-G-M ^xhibjt ors are sitting prett]
.

.

!

this

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

grand and glorious industry!
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Hollywood
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W.

C. Fields and
to leave ParaFields will
indicated.

,od

Price 5 Cents

27, 1928

KEITH-ALBEE-ORPHEUM BUYS
SUBSTANTIAL F B
INTEREST

Menjou are
is

connection with the comlarch and now is considerlin offers, although he may
Menjou has offers
leville.
land,

France and Germany.

nt reports of a reorganiza-

r

City indicate that
be temporary
studio, if the reorganiza-

niversal

may

acRae
e

been elected presiP. Directors' Assn.

)tto has

arrymore's "The Tempest"
its premiere in New York
in

dict in

John

March.

W. Con-

to be present

Directorate
Keith-Albee-Orpheum

of the large circuits of the
a subject of speculation here,
following victory of Ray Stinnett and
Si Charninsky, former owners of the
suit
their
conspiracy
Capitol,
in
against Paramount, Publix and others.
tivities

state

is

the state is predicted,
been agitation here for some tiine
against alleged practices of chain
operators.
Some time ago, the state
attorney general was asked to review
alleged acts violating the state antitrust statutes and to take action if
violations were shown, but after preliminary probe, the matter was held
This probably was due,
in abeyance.
in part at least, to the Stinnett-Charninsky action, which now is considered as establishing a precedent. Accordingly action by the attorney general is declared anticipated.

bined interests of four organizations,
Kennedy and associates, the KeithAlbee-Orpheum group, representatives of the Radio Corp. of America,
and flie General Electric Co. Keith-

recently
interests
Albee-Orpheum
merged vaudeville and picture thea-

and booking facilities of B. F.
F. Albee in the East and
the Orpheum circuit in the West. The
new company controls or books nearly 700 theaters in the United States
and Canada, it is said.
ters

Keith-E.

Kennedy

HALT FOX THEATER PLAN SEENUNDERNEWCONTRACT

M

deal for control

of

the

Stanley Co. is having no bearing on
former's plans for theaters in
two Stanley strongholds.
Plans for the new 4,800 seat Fox
house in Philadelphia where the company now has two theaters are continuing.
In Pittsburgh, another of
the cities where Stanley is strongly

the

Mass., Refuses to

tO]

Ian

ft

on Picture Show

—There

be no
"exclusive"
,ch never has had a picture
an doesn't want one, accordii
selectmen, who voted two
e aliinst granting a permit for
Mass.

ows

0-s. t

\

Lo{
tal

in

will

this

house here.

ets

30 More

—

Raising the
Angeles
houses in the Principal

chain to nearly 100,
I ntucky and
Tennessee
use have been acquired, ac-

lea s

to

rdjj

mp

announcement. The

too

nt

on Page 2)

Elimination

many

of
points
between exhibitors
effected
will
be
standard contract,
which becomes operative in May, in
the opinion of R. F. Woodhull and
R. H. Cochrane, chairmen respectively of the unaffiliated exhibitor and
They see the
distributor groups.
(Continued on Page 2)
of
trade differences
and distributors
through the new

towns of 15,000

and has set a goal of
leaters within the next
LFs.
Sol Lesser is presi'

the company.

also

business

advisor

in

Keith

-

Albee

-

Orpheum

formed to consumate merger
K-A and Orpheum holdings,

Corp.,
of the

owns

but a small minority in Pathe Exchange, which is carried at $1 on the
books of the subsidiary company.
However, Pathe has a close working
agreement with K-A-Orpheum, with
houses of the circuit playing the
Pathe output.

Hearing Today
Washington Bureau of The Film Daily

FOX NET $3,120,556

AL BOYD JOINING PUBLIX

AFTER LEAVING STANLEY
Al Boyd, for years film buyer for
the Stanley Co. of America whose
resignation is understood to have been
accepted, by directors last Friday, will
probably join Publix, it is indicated.
(Continued

on Page 2)

1927, REPORT
Fox Film Corp. and subsidiaries
report net profit after Federal taxes
of $3,120,556, which is equivalent to
$6.24 a share earned on the combined 500,000 shares of no-par class
(Continued on Page 4)

y plans a national chain

th ters in
let

(Continued

Pathe

DECREASE OF TRADE ROWS K-A-Orpheum Has Small
Interest in Pathe Firm

STANLEY MOVE FAILS TO

The Fox

is

which K-A-O holds
minority interests and a booking contract for all Pathe product.
for

ung, for three years direci
vertising and publicity for
im, esigns March 3 to transfer
:uv es to production. He leaves
ch 5 for Hollywood to take
His
e
a production unit.
sso has not been anonunced.

have,

—

at

)ung Going to Coast
I oduction Unit Head

officials

Federal courts, up to the Supreme
through Joseph P. Kennedy, acquired
Court of the United States, it is beThis
a substantial interest in FBO.
Dallas Whether this state is to
lieved.
arrangement brings together on the
witness a series of suits based on
Filing of other suits throughout
board of directors of FBO the comalleged conspiracy, with the possibility
for there has

The partners were awarded ^377,500, by a jury in district court after
they testified that the alleged conhe-minute news of produc- spiracy forced them out of business.
ities, received by wire from Appeal is to be taken to the civil court
appears on page 4.
of appeals, and if necessary to the
intends

,

Deal Brings Four Firms
Together on Company

Texas Conspiracy Action

of the attorney general's office stepping into the situation scanning ac-

rried out.

M.

New Moves Awaited After Ver-

Si Fabian,

New Buyer

Warners Plan Studio

of Film for Stanley

—

for British Production

Plans of Warners to produce picFabian, son
Philadelphia Si
Jacob Fabian of the Stanley-Fabian tures in Europe, with a studio to be
Corp. who was elected a director and established near London are expected
(Continued

of

on Page 2)

(Continued

on,

Page 4)

—

With report
Washington
current that Sen. Brookhart is
prepared to demand a Senate
inquiry of the motion picture
industry, to determine if a trust
exists, hearings on the senator's
bill
to ban blind and
block booking and arbitrary allocation of product are scheduled to get under way at ten
o'clock today.
Proponents of
the bill are to be heard first,
under plan of the interstate
commerce committee.

A

num-

ber of exhibitors are expected
to attend today's session.

—

.
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Saturday into the Astor, where it will continue for two weeks when "The Trail
of '98" is scheduled to start a run there.
"The Enemy" closed at the Astor
Friday after running since Dec. 27.

PUBLISHER

lOHN W. AllCOATE

Saturday and holidays
at
1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y., and
copyright (1928) hy Wid's Films and Film
Folk.
Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Puhlibher; JIaurice D. Kann, Vice President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Business and Advertising Manager; Ralph
Will;, Traveling Representative.
Kntered as
second class matter May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y.. under the act
daily except

Ptililislied

Picture

Distributor

"Wings"

Paramount
Fox
Warners

"Sunrise"
"The Jazz Singer"

Terms (Postage free)
1879.
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $.S.OO; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
$3.00.
Address all communica
remit with order.
March

of

one change takes place in the lineup of the long run pictures this week.
developing big patronage at the Capitol, "The Crowd" was moved

After

Price 5 Cents

.

Criterion
.

....

Opening Date
Aug. 12

Times Square
Warners

Sept.

23
6
4
29
21

Oct.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"

Universal

Central

"Love"
"The Last Command"
"Simba"
"Drums of Love"

M-G-M

Embassy

Nov.
Nov.

Paramount

Rialto

Jan.

Thompson"

"Sadie

3,

.

Theater

"Four Sons"
"The Crowd"

.

.

.

— Lichtbildbuehne,
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—
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2
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Proj

Intern.
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pf7.101
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(s) Loew's, Inc. .. 59^
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do 6s41x-war
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Skouras Bros.. 40
Stanley Co.
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*(o) Technicolor
.

2654
6J4
9954
116

500
3",266
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pfd

Roxy "A"

300
400

U9H

106
79^ 83/2 13,500
1
iVi 10,000
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8
'266
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101
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5954 59%
1154
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(s)
do "A"
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Contract to
Halt Fox Theater Plan Decrease Trade Rows
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"A"

(Continued from Page
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understood a

site

is

the front will house stores
limited number of offices.

and

a

14

85
23
100
100
1754
17ii
17Vi

26H

261/1

26>4

10

^"Soft

1)

agreement as
over

—
— "Sadie Thompson"
Roxy—
Living"
Times Square— "Sunrise"
—
Warners "The Jazz Singer"
i
Brooklyn
Mark Strand—"Patent"!
Rivoli

Kid"

great
preceding cona

FOR SALE
7

Duplex Printing Machinet

the contract made public last Friday
are
Unaffiliated exhibitors: Ben Ber-

1

Houseman

3

—

3

''

—
—

'If

Market

His duties have not as yet been deBoyd has been on a vacation
during the last few weeks, during
Complete text of the new standwhich reports he had resigned were ard contract and rules
of arbitration
denied.

will

appear in an early

MOTION

PICTUIj

APPARATUS'

issue.

Two

Universal

—

SAVl

MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE

.

Long Runs

London "Uncle Tom's Cabin" has
(Continued from Page 1)
vice-president of the Stanley Co. of passed its third month at the Lincoln
Another Universal film
America on Friday, will buy film for Pavilion.
the circuit, replacing Al Boyd, re- playing a long run in London is Ivan
signed. Bill Heenan, at present First Mosjoukine in "Prince of AdventurNational manager, was discussed for ers," now in its third month at the
the

You Are in the
for Any Kind

CONSULT US AND

Si Fabian, New Buyer
of Film for Stanley

Macboii

Box K-166, care Film Daflyl
1650 Broadway
New York

Affiliated exhibitors :Fred
Cleveland; E. A. Schiller,
New York; Distributors: Felix F.
Feist, Ned E. Depinet, Phil Reisman.

Desberg,

Printing

Duplex Polishing Macbiim
Simplex Projectors
Steel Drying Drams

2

Los Angeles; Nathan YamFall River; R. R. Biechele, KanCity, (H. M. Richey, Detroit,

instein,

fined.

;

L3

I

UIILCOaCHB!

no

West 32'*St,N«!«>W.l"
Phone Penna. 0330
Picture Departmi^
and Canada Agents for 7

Motion
U.

S.

Rialto.

post.

a Success

the

in

festivi-

entertainment

then
charge of "Roxy." The home office
orce turned out en masse.
additional

2

"Gen

Committee members who drafted

sas
secretary;)

1)

of

improvement

which included a big show during supper, followed by dancing and

80

— Monday.

—

tracts.

ins,

After Leaving Stanley
(Continued from Page

new form

ties

United Art
15
do pfd
85
*(o) Univ. Ch.com
*(o)
do pfd
*(c) Univ. Pict
(s)
do pfd
100
Bros...

is

Grainger participated

3

(o)
(o)

Warner

it

Fox Party

38
4954

.

New

Annual supper-dance of Fox Film
Corp. was held at the Roosevelt Saturday. Winfield Sheehan and James

27

*(c) Trans-Lux

(c)
(s)

Fails to

Boyd Joining Publix

Fm. Ind

*(c) Con.

Move

Stanley

being assembled while in Newark, N.
where Fox now operates the Terminal, a new theater
to seat 6,000
will be built.
This will be a replic-a
of the Roxy in the interior although

39
103
7354
63

Seat

do 6s 36
*(c-b)
*
do vtc
* BaL & Katz

Love"

of

York

"Chicago"
Paramount "Feel My Pulse."
Rialto
"The Last Command"

J.,

Sales

?

;

;

(Continued from Page

High Low Close

New

Mark Strand

intrenched,

Financial

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Liberty —'"Drums

Prefer Blondes"
Tuesday, "San F
CO Nights" and "Wolf Fangs"; W
day, "Lone Eagle"; Thursday, "B
Troy"; Friday, "Open Range" aoo
man Wise"; Saturday, "That Ci
Thing"
Sunday, "The Devil 0«H(|

—

lin

—

Loew's

THE

FILM DAILY, 16.S0 Broadto
way, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736Filmday.
4737-4738 4739.
Cable address:
New York. Hollywood, California Harvey
E.
Gausman, Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone.
Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. London
Ernest W. Frednian, The Film Renter, 58.
Great Marlborough St., London, W. I. Bertions

—

Astor "The Crowd"
Broadway "Love Me and the
Mine"
Cameo "Battle of Coronel"
Capitol "The Latest from Paris"
Central
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Colony "The Leopard Lady"
Criterion
"Wings"
Earl Carroll "Simba"
Embassy
'Love"
Gaiety "Four Sons"
Hippodrome "Sailors' Wives"
'

Martin Johnson C orp. Earl Carroll Jan. 23
United Artists
Liberty
Jan.
24
.... United Artists
Rivoli
Feb.
3
Fox
Gaiety
Feb. 13
M-G-M
Astor
.Feb. 25
.

in

BRITISH FILM FIELD

—Adaptations, Originals,
— Comedy Constructor

Screen writer
Titles

YOU

Immediately available for British
affiliation.

Correspondence invited.
Box M-378, care Film Daily
1650 Broadway
New York City

Get Along

Can't
Withoi
1000 f

300
300

Cloth

^'

*

Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o)

Over

the

FRI

Counter Transactions (Bid and

Asked),
Stock Exchange.
Balaban & Katz is listed on the Chicago Board, Skouras Bros, on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

Now

(s)

in preparation

f(»r

saason 1928-1929

'

f AR

BOOlt
°

NOTE:

''THE

UNCENSORED WOMAN''

1926

/iRTLE

PICTURES
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LEE PRES
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Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway
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HEW YORK
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cov

Budd Rogers, Vice

New

Pres.

York City
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LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
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All Rights Protected
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AMERICAN AND FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS
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DAILV
Fox Net

Coast Wire Service-

Academy

to Fete Engineers

NEW LIGHTING SYSTEM TO

F.

BE FEATURE OF MEETINGS

company

Society of M. P. Engineers will be
feted by the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences at a banquet scheduled
April 11. This is in .connection with
the spring convention of the engidelegates

the

of

neers.

The two

on

operating

experiments
of

incandes-

mine the
cent

practicability
lighting.

Dwan May Join
Allan Dwan will join
ists

if

now

are coto deter-

organizations

Robert T.

Kane

U. A.
United Artdoes,

it

is

reported.

"Heir to Broadway" Denny's Next
Reginald Denny's next picture will
be "Heir to Broadway^" which Fred

Newmeyer

will direct.

"Outcast" for Corinne Griffith
Corinne Griffith is to make "Outcast," by Hubert Davis.
Philbin in Griffith Film

Mary
D.

Griffith has cast Mary PhilBattle of the Sexes."
Hersholt also has been cast.

W.
for

bin

Jean

according

to Richard A. Rowland,
visiting the studios.

1)

Report for the year endt
A and class B stock. The previous 31, 1927, by M. P. Capiu.
report for the fiscal year of 1926 shows a net income of $97,2'/'
showed net profit of $3,124,000, which interest and Federal taxes, wt
however included profit credited in equal after preferred dividenflj
the period in respect of excess amor- cents a share on the 173,164

who

tization previously written off, as well
as $232,603 profit arising through the
sale of leasehold.
This was equal to
$6.24 a share on the combined stock
also.

is

"Circus" Makes Paris Record
United Artists claims a new rec-

showing

at

the

Salle

Marivaux

its

in

Cast in T-S Film
Paris.
The normal gross for this
Lee Shumway and Ida Darling theater is between 40,000 and 70,000
have been cast in "The House of francs per week, whereas United
Scandal," which King Baggot is di- states the feature on its opening
day grossed 76,000 francs and 451,700
recting for Tiffany-Stahl.
francs for the entire week.

Branch to Write Continuity
Hueston Branch has been signed
by Tiffany-Stahl to write the conNight
the
of
tinuity on "Ladies
George Archainbaud will
Club."
direct.

Leyser Joins Langdon
Billy Leyser, former publicity man
with Pathe, has joined Harry Langdon Productions as director of pub-

Show Repeal Sought

RALPH WILK

By

Hollywood
of the

will be held, for Sunday shows
were voted at a referendum four years
ago by a majority of 375 votes.

an executive capacity.

Universal reports net income for
the year ended Nov. 5, 1927, at $1,502,666 after charges and Federal
taxes, which is equivalent after second and preferred dividends, to $4.60
per share earned on 250,000 shares of
no par common stock outstanding.
The gross revenue for the period was
$28,635,718.

worst golf

"We

He is
ing kept busy.
xvorking in "Turn Back

Hours" and

ivill

now

the
also play in

—

others.

Frank Otto New Head of
M. P. Directors' Ass'n
Frank Otto has been elected president of the M. P. Directors' Ass'n.
James Horn is assistant director,
Fred Newmyer, techtiical director;
Frank Cooley, treasurer, and Francis
Powers, secretary.
Trustees are:
Reginald Barker, William Beaudine,
Reeves Eason, Phil Rosen, Roy
J.
Clemens, George Irving, Norval MacGregor.

signed to handle the business arrangements for both the Adolphe Menjou
and Esther Ralston units, although
it
has been the custom to assign a
company business manager to but one
unit.

*

*

*

Our Passing Show:
ence,

Flor-

granddaughter of Lewis

J. Selznick, turning somersaults; Phil Carle motoring on

One

*

*

when production will be
Just
started abroad has not yet been determined, with Warner awaiting return from Europe of Harry and Jack
Warner, who arrive
tomorrow.

in

stockh
'

presidi

them to approve a plan
rectors to restrict or disconi
tirely the loaning of money
the industry as restriction ol
pendent
production
had r
returns so that the profit was
proportion to the risk.

New

Theater for

Lowell, Mass.

—A

'

Lowel;

4,S00-sea;i

planned for incorporation

Hamilton Mfg. Co.

plant,

it

|

in the

i

creation of a 1,300-seat

store
and apartment buil(^
Green Bay, Wis. A petition!

addressed to the mayor and
council asking that the propol
for the theater be included!
first business districts of the |
der the zoning law.

Swiss Unit and Fery
Co. in Cooperative

—

Berne Helvetia Films, A.,
shortly cease production an I
bution activities, turning ovef
sources to Fery Film Co., o\
for three years.
Production and distributiosJ
combined interests will bej
hands of the German orgs!
with

Helvetia

"William Tell"

supplying
is

first.

Warner now is supervising removal
of the home office to the new Film
321 W. 44th St., in larger
quarters made necessary by expansion of the firm.
Bldg.,

Knight Gets Portland House

—

ALL EXECUTi:
KEEP IT HAIJ
lOOOf**:'

Cloth

i

FFl

New York

Portland, Ore.
M. Knight has
citizens is Burr Mcintosh, who is an taken over the lease of C. R. Potter
actor, lecturer, photographer and to the Majestic. Knight runs a string
magician. Burr is playing important of small theaters, operating out of
Calwell.
character roles.
of Hollywood's most versatile

f

—

reopened after being improved.
The Arnerican also is again doing
business after having been dark.

Santa Monica Boulevard.
*

to

$

has

Americans" Completed
"The Butter and Egg Man"
Universal 'has completed producand 'Oh, Kay". Sam is also
Warners Plan Studio
tion of "We Americans" with a star
active in the ivork of the
cast directed by Edward Sloman, supMasquers club.
for British Production
ervision of Carl Laemmle, Jr., Wal*
*
*
{Continued from Page 1)
ter Anthony and Albert DeMond are
At to be completed by Albert L. WarHenrietta Cohn enjoys work.
titling.
The cast included: George her own request, she has been asner who sails April 4 for Europe.
Sidney, Patsy Ruth Miller, George
Lewis, Flora Bramley, Michael Vicarofl, Albert Gran, Eddie Phillips and

ing year.
In a statement
Frank R. Wilson,

or
the

i

Universal Net Income

New

in

compares with $295,848,
share on the common in

—

Fish Managing Branch
Denver
Bradley Fish has been apParamount lot
pointed manager of the United Artparticipated in the "dub" tournament
ists
office,
succeeding Jack Krum.
arranged by Harvey Pugh.
Executive at
Feiler
He formerly worked in this territory
*
*
*
for M-G-M and Vitagraph.
United Artists Studio
Sam Hardy, whose presence
Mark S. Feiler, New York attorney,
here cuts down the supply of
Coloraodo Springs Houses Opens
has joined the United Artists studio
New York witticisms, is beColorado Springs, Col. The Burns
than 50
MORE
players on the

outstanding,

—

Totals $1,502,666

from **Lots"

shares

Norwich, Conn.
Repeal of the ported.
Sunday opening ordinance is asked iv
petition presented to the council. Less Lipman Planning Green Bay
Milwaukee
than one fourth of the voting populaMilwaukee
tion signed it.
It is expected a refer- headed by Carl Lipman is in

licity.

Little

common

is

Sunciay

endum

A

P.

Corp. Drop During

Report Show^s

(Continued from Page

ord for Chaplin's "The Circus," in

"The

Pola May Make "Nana"
If Pola Negri leaves Paramount
she will make Zola's novel, "Nana."

history,

Earnings of M.

$3,120,556 in

i

More films will be produced
by First National during 1928
than during any previous year
in

Visiting

N, 's Plans

1927,

Monday. Febn
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JOOKHART SEEKS PROBE

y

Read

[t

text of the

new

uni-

exhibition contract is
ly.
It represents the
forts of both exhibitors
butors and is the result
siege of day and night
ntract has

been the

any shots. We recall
no :laims have ever been
'

that

vi^as

it

But

a perfect

fact has
sight of in the shuffle.

n'lt.

;he

this

confusion and

fficulty

ADOPT NEW CONTRACT
Complete text of the new
standard exhibition contract appears on page 6.

much

have been cre-

ase the exhibitors are
ively rare virho have
to read the contract
inning to end. This is
w^hich makes every
u tract binding and yet
neter owners who sign it
ith full knowledge of
thy do.
'"

The Text

All distributors will adopt the new
standard contract, putting it into
effect May 1, it is beheved.
The
arbitration agreement, it is stated,
will virtually cause every distributor
to become a party to the new form
of agreement, for arbitration boards
beginning May 1, will function under

The Hays organization, it is pointed
out by Gabriel L. Hess, general attorney, had no part in drafting the
{Continued on Page 2)

SHEEHAN AND GRAINGER
BUSY ON FOX SCHEDULE

it

Hollywood

Way

outlined. About ten of the 1928-1929
line-up have been finished.
he new season's schedules
He will be joined on the coast by
ced in the spring, watch James R. Grainger, general sales manlier of changes.
Star af- ager, who has returned to
York
-,ic undergoing many shifts. from a six weeks' combination busi:va,l
{Continued on Page 2)
instances,
several w.k.

ui\

New

being dropped.

'"'

Want

Sea

is
is

the first to worry,
are actualities in

now

Engand Germany, with Aus-

Fr ce
cr ping up as the next to fall
e.
)eplorable, but once avoid-

^

t

now, however.

hart.

now

should

turn our efforts to

constructive legislation."

LEGISLATION ONLY RaiEF
SEN. BROOKHART STATES
Bureau of
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alleging a trust exists in the industry,
was indicated recently by Sen. Brook-

For the time being, however, proponents of the Brookhart bill will
content themselves with a presentation of existing conditions with respect to block and blind booking and
alleged discrimination in allocation of
product.
These three subjects, it is
pointed out by observers here, comprise
the
most important points
which would be studied by a more
general inquiry.
It is claimed the
testimony to be placed before the
committee will bare conditions in the
industry sufficiently to give Congress
a very comprehensive -''ew of the

can be achieved only through legisla- situation.
It is possible that Brookhart may
tion. Sen. S. W. Brookhart, sponsor
of the bill to outlaw blind and block use his measure as a lever to secure
booking and arbitrary allocation of a sweeping investigation, but it is
product, declared at the opening of generally believed that, while he is
prepared to urge such a step upon
hearings on the bill.
The senator, to emphasize his con- the committee, he first will seek to
tention,
cited
the
Federal Trade adduce testimony on w'lich such a
Commission's cease and desist order demand could be based.
against Paramount, which he said
Sen. Brookhart alleges there exists
would require years of litigation to a "gigantic monopoly" in the indusenforce and, at best, applied to only try which is forcing the smaller inone of half a dozen firms engaged in dependents to the wall "unless they
block booking.
accept the biddings of the trust."
Injecting a new angle into the pro- Congress, he says, should immediately
(Contintied on Page 3)
take steps to break the alleged monopoly.

The

Stanley Reported Looking with
Favor on Merger with Fox
Fox Expected

nn been the last to do anyab it the foreign situation, the
he

enough such investigations and

too

y for the producer to make
" y on their pictures.
So
tism and kow-towing becompany trade mark are
led in favor of good busi-

cross the

Washington General inquiry into
the industry by a Senate committee
may develop out of the hearings on
the Brookhart bill which started here
yesterday before the interstate commerce committee of the Senate. That
he would demand such an inquiry,

Washington

Winfieid Sheehan leaves for Hollyand understand wood
today after a visit of several
are doing.
weeks in New York during which
plans for next season's product were

Read
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Opposition to
a congressional investigation of
the picture industry is voiced
by Representative Hudon (Rep.
Mich.) author of a companion
bill to the Brookhart measure,
which has been introduced in
the House.
"I do not favor Congress
setting itself up as a quasigrand jury or a quasi-judicial
body", he said.
"We've had
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to Build

Houses Throughout South
Atlanta

— Extension

of

Fox opera-

—The

Philadelphia

Fox-Stanley ne-

gotiations are considered to be in
"status quo" here.
It is understood,
however,
certain
influential
that
groups in the Stanley organization
look with favor on the merger.

tions throughout the South is forecast here following visit to the city
of William Fox, who recently anInsiders are of the opinion that Fox
nounced plans for a theater here. occupies a more strategic trading posiFox, who proceeded to New Or- tion than Stanley at this stage of the
leans,
is
expected
to
return
to deliberations.
One condition which
Atlanta for a visit of several days.
{Continued on Page 3)

industry, says the senator, is
proper subject for congressional
inquiry "because it is a potent force
a

in

influencing public opinion".

Los Angeles Congressman
Hits Brookhart Measure

—

Little chance for
Washington
passage of the Brookhart bill is seen
by Representative Joe Crail of Los
Angeles, who says he has found op-

position to the measure among members with whom he has discussed it.
The only effect of the bill would be
"harmful interference with a legitimate business," he sajs.
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That's That

Edward L. Lindeman has been appointed by D. W. Griffith to act as
By PHIL a. DALY ^.^mm
his personal representative and conHe
tact man with United Artists.
Howard Dietr to pull a
for
will
on all
contracts
pass
fast one every now and then. His
Griffith pictures, and will tour ex- latest nifty is the personal appearance
changes to maintain contact between motor tour of Leo, the M-G-M lion,

TRUST

Lindeman

representative and
the Harold
capacity.

was connected with wrecked.

Lloyd Corp.,

in a similar

to

New Gontr

(Continued from Page
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contract, so its adoption is m
association affair, despite whicl
animous acceptance of the new

agreement

of

producer

and the sales force. docile beast who refused to even get
for several years was asso- ufTled when the plane in which he was
ciated with United Artists as special making a cross-country flight, was
the

Adopt

28,

The

is

forecast.

Disney's Here

Walt Disney, producer
wald cartoons,

of

th'

on a vacatio:
to New York from Hollywood,
companied by his wife.
is

Mr. and Mrs. Walt Disney are in
second class matter May 21, 1918, at the
New York on the first trip in years.
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
Paramount Managers Shifted
Had no
Confirmed Cali/vrnians.
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
Fred Baer Moves Office
United States outside of Greater New York,
Harry H. Goldstein, branch man- sooner stepped on the Eastbound
Fred
Baer has removed his
months,
year;
6
months,
$.S.OO;
3
$10.00 one
ager of the Paramount Albany ex- train
ivhen
homesickness almost licity offices to 366
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Madison
Address all communica- change, has been transferred to Pitts- made them turn back.
That's what where he now operates as
remit with order.
Fred
tions to THE FILM DAILY. 1650 Broadburgh.
He replaces J. E. Fontaine the climate "out thar" does.
and Associates.
His partner
Phone Circle 4736way, New York, N. Y.
to Cleveland on March
Filmday, who goes
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Burr Price and Henry F. Wooc
New York. Hollywood, California — Harvey 3, replacing H. W. Dodge, resigned.
What a kick Louis K. Sidney will
'Phone,
Gausman, Ambassador Hotel:
E.
Kenneth Robinson will take over get out of "the Latest from Paris,"
Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. London

|

r

j

1

i

_

Ernest W. Fredman. The Film Renter, 58,
Great Marlborough St., London, W. I. BerLichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225.
lin

—

Goldstein's duties at Albany.

Norma Shearer vehicle, for the veteran Loew executive is a brother of
George Sidney who has a prominent

Aschman with Timely Films
Minneapolis
W. A. Aschman, role in the picture.
former Pathe manager in Chicago
and Milwaukee, has been appointed
His many friends in New York
special
representative
of
Timely will regret to see Lon Young leave
Films in the Middle West, under su- for the Coast to take up production
pervision of Tom North,
work, but they're with him in his
new venture, confident of his sucLon is a veteran publicist of
cess.
Half Million Grosses on
high standing, backing up a long
for 2 Films Seen experience with good, sound judgGross of $500,000 by two company ment and ability.
pictures in first runs in New York
is being forecast by United Artists.
D. W. Griffith made a good selec-
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ness and vacation trip in the
including a visit to Havana. Gnj
leaves for Los Angeles in a
week to confer with Sheehan
schedule.
He will be gone
three weeks.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGEM
Attractions

for

Picture Theatres

Standard

VatidevilU

.1

1600 Broadway, New Torkil
Phone Penn. 3580

Meyer, New Paramount
Warners Return Today;
Purchasing Director
To Produce Abroad
H. M. and Jack L. Warner arrive
New York today on the Leviathan
after a two months' trip to Europe.
A group of the 1928-29 program will
be produced abroad. The portion of
the work done in Great Britain will
be under the supervision of Arthur
in

Managing Director of
Clavering,
Warner Bros. English company.

Now

in preparation for soason

1928-1929

''ISLAND MADNESS''
By Wadsworth Bale

All Rights Protected

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
Sam

Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway

Bndd

Rogers, Vice Pres.

New

York City
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prints, posters, press

(Bid and

advertising
and publicity. During recent months
Lewis has been connected with the
roadshow branch of Universal.

in

Very much so asserts Johnny Man-

800
21,000

Bros, has rejoined the dedirector

personal

of

Eddie (Mule) Lindeman.
The veteran contact man is widely known
and with his ability and experience,
should prove a real asset to Griffith.

ning of the Criterion, New York,
and pointing to the large number who readvertising material provided. Uni- main seated after the show's over to
versal will reissue "The Hunchback renew rouge and powder washed
of Notre Dame" on May 27.
away by tears in the punch scene.

With new

Frank Meyer, for years assistant
secretary of Paramount in charge of
the Long Island laboratory, has taken over the purchasing and supply
departments
of
Paramount
and
Publix, succeeding George M. Spidell,
who has resigned to become eastern
100 sales manager of the E. F. Houser800 man Steel Partition Co.

partment under the supervision of A.

Waxman,

tion

Is

connected with the advertising force

P.

Mark

Reissuing "The Hunchback"

Lewis Rejoins Warners
Warren Lewis who was formerly

Warner

at tTie

theaters.

NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the Chicago Board, Skouras Bros, on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

of

month

Strand grossed $243,159.
In three
weeks, "Sadie Thompson" has grossed $125,802 and next week enters its
second month.
Both pictures have
broken all records at the respective

Sheehan and Graii
Busy on Fox Pre
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rapped comthe
bitration, which he declarllcd by "kangaroo courts"
senator

cs legislation.

omcnt was answered by
11,

C.

Hays organization counmake a statement

sked to

rse of which he traced the tice a decision as to the legality of
and declared that the
nt of the industry, assert- arbitration

'

'

sion was that they were viewing the showing "Ben Hur" and "The Big
whole matter as a business rather Parade," he said.
than a political proposition.
"The theater owners are buying
The afternoon hearing developed from the biggest bully who carries
considerable more of interest as rep- he biggest stick and is most able to
resentatives of the independents hit build a theater," he said. "That is the
their stride in attacks upon the Hays one you buy your films from."
Samorganization and the affiliated produc- uelson was still on the stand when
ers.
Frank Rembusch of Indiana, he hearings adjourned for the day.
describing the whole thing as a family
Canon William Sheafe Chase, head
quarrel, outlined five years of effort of the reformers was an interested
o secure from the Department of Jus- spectator at the afternoon hearing.

ors invaded the producers'
the latter invaded the exArbitration, he
deleld.
not one-sided and asserted
10,000 cases handled yearnegligible number require
lit
of a seventh arbitrator
le courts. Court cases have
ced from 2,100 to four a

opinioin rendered by the Attorney
General was not entirely in consonance with the reports from field in-

vestigators,
clared that

some

of

whom

had de-

whole plan was indefen-

He

aroused considerable interest when he told the committee he
had been fined $60,000 some years
ago and had laughed at the organiaid.
zation, but that last year they had
reforms achieved by the closed down on one of his houses
•self were cited by Petti- and he has not yet been able to laugh
...
as elimination of advance it off but has since received no films
its.jwhich at one time totaled for that particular theater.
"") or $20,000,000, the money
It was suggested by Senator Couzfor financing of pictures. ens that undoubtedly the organizaaid, there probably is less tion had learned some of its tactics
00 of advance deposits in from the Klan in Indiana, to which
sible.

!

mies'

The

treasuries.

re-

Rembusch

agreed,

declaring

that

has there had been four Klansmen and
iiethiaterially the uniform con- two Democrats on the board which
dealt with his case.
The first real
briefly outlined the posi- fireworks of the hearing came when
le
producers and distrib- Sidney E. Samuelson of Newton, N.
iig they were anxious to J. took the stand, declaring that the
:es for any defects and that Hays organization had given the pubo could suggest a better lic nothing but lip service since its
creation.
He asserted that the pubcj distribution would be wel|le
said that the picture lic was the most interested party to
as in no controversy with the proceedings, that the trade press
khart or the government does not report all of the film hapto do that which is best penings throughout the country. He
cture business as a busi- said in explaining his ignorance of a
ago meeting,

he

said,

!

;

recent

wrs

Texas

suit.

Samuelson

cussed the three big evils in detail,
that the producers determined what pictures 'he should buy,
v/hat he should get and even what
he should charge and gave examples
to prove his point.
What the exhibitor buys is determined by block
and blind booking, he said, adding
he buys all or gets none.
Explaining blocking and buying sight unseen sometimes has unusual results,
said Samuelson w'hp added the outstanding example of blind buying was
"White Flannels," a Warner Bros,
production offered as a tennis picture
but delivered as a coal mining story.
What the exhibitor shall charge is
also determined by the producer, the
theater owner having been compelled
to double his usual admission when

and distributors with
declaring
li^of the boards, dominate ar••oceedings. Sen.

Brookhart

nying the system is fair.
>r
then called upon Leo
^'ew York, former general
ferof Universal Theaters, to
n e situation in the industry
his three theaters.

t;iTits

'^

no trust

much

is

i^>:

among

producers,

inter-relation, de-

-her in outling alleged difencounters in trying to
pictures for his houses, bethe adjacency of theaters
favored by Fox in the dis)f pictures.

challenged
Pettijohn's
the industry does not
'er government control is
the
atir question in the bill, and
ler that

Pettijohn's

•M

statement

he

(.Continued
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bill

Program

ito

Couzens and Senator Wat-

has under way.
Howard Crane, Mid-West architect has prepared plans for the 4,800
C.

house planned by Fox at 17th
and Market. The present Fox house
Owing to a last-minute decision by at 15th and Market, considered by
the interstate commerce committee many one of the choicest
spots in the

last

Friday,

time

for

setting Monday as
of hearings on

start

the
the

seat

is not considered large enough
hold the Roxy policy which Fox
plans for Philadelphia. This is why
the larger theater is being planned.
There has been some difficulty experienced over the site.
A number
of old buildings now occupy the land
and so far leases on all of the property
has not been obtained, and construc-

city,

to

Sen. Brookhart was unable to
give exhibitor organizations the ten
days' notice he had promised, but on
Friday sent out wires to all who had
asked to be advised.
The hearings, it was indicated yesterday, bid fair to run for a number
of days, as there are many who de- tion will start in the spring.
sire to express their views.
Under
the plan of procedure, proponents of Rossheim Denies
Deal
the measure under the leadership of is Under Consideration
the Iowa senator, are being heard
Philadelphia
Despite prevailing
first.
opinion that the Fox-Stanley deal is
Owing to the many matters pending before the committee on which "in the bag," Irving D. Rossheim,
hearings must be held in the near Stanley president, denies there have
bill,

Any

—

it is probable that after a day
two, the Brookhart bill will be
turned over to a subcommittee for
consideration.
This is acceptable to
the senator, who desires only to get
his people's testimony in the record.
If this plan is followed, the subcommittee would report its findings
to the full committee, which then
would decide upon the action to be
taken with respect to reporting the

future,

or

even been preliminary conversations
for such a move.

Goldwyns Arrive
Goldwyn has arrived in
New York from the Coast with MrsGoldwyn (Frances Howard). They
are en route to Europe seeking new
Samuel

supporting players for Ronald
nian and Vilma Banky.

McLarin of Michigan; M. B. Horointerstate commerce committee witz of Cleveland; M. Frieberg of
before which the pros and cons of the Pittsburgh and Sol Raives of
bill will be argued, is headed by Sen. York.
It is expected that at today's

The

New

sessions Messrs. Wood and Ritchey
James E. Watson of Indiana.
Present also were P. J. Wood, will speak and Sid Samuelson will
Cleveland; H. M. Richey and J. C. complete testimony began yesterday.
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influences opinion in this direction is
the building campaign in Stanley
strongholds which the Fox organiza-

Entitled

i

:

Favoring Fox Merger

in

that "All who
are for Federal conall vho
oppose it are against
firolit control."
chi was questioned closely
by
ouns as to the right of pro
lj show
their films in their
1011 s, the senator pointing
out
f
bill prohibiting discriminais
lopted, the producers and
)Ut s could get around it
by
Ig more theaters.
Brecher
n I stand as the morning sesnd
ate

dis-
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A

Real Box^ Office Opportunity
for the Theatre -Owner who wants the
greatest possible returns
rental investment!

on

his film

CThere^s no guesswork about Columbi
Pictures* They can make money for|
you — just the same as they are makin

money

for other

Showmen.

CSee your Columbia Exchange managet|

He

has an attractive;
proposition on Columbia Victory Drive

immediately.
that

you

can^t afford to overlook.

Qet^cquamteii with the Best Bi

[VB

CINCE

its

inception -seven years ago

•

Columbia

O^ictures Corporation has attained a position of
(uership in the motion-picture industry.

SEVEN YEARS,

Col-

making boxi^ product designed on
BBlnianship lines and sold to
:^itors on a basis of square
nqa has been

:alig

and mutual

profit.

SEVEN YEARS,

Dl

the

back of this comhas been the
njant urge to give exhibitconsistent and depend-

ivig force
ing

s

policies

>lebrogram of pictures.

V]RY

PROMISE

Columbia

ad
was kept. Its tradear has come to be a buying
lie for exhibitors who want
dt the greatest possible re-

turns from their film rental investment.

AS EXHIBITOR

confidence
has grown, so Columbia has

grown.

TODAY,

Columbia Pictures
regularly in the finest theatres in the world.
are

shown

TO ENHANCE this exhibitorconfidence

the goal of Columbia Victory Drive, which
has been inaugurated as an opportunity for theatre-owners
who seek extra quality and extra value for every dollar they
put into their screen programs.
is

good of your Box-Office,
^tn and play off as many Columbia Pictures as you
inl while
COLUMBIA VICTORY DRIVE is under way.
el behind

P?

this drive for the

ValtMe inthelHilustrp/

j

:

,

:
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Complete Text of Uniform Contra
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*DiRECTiON TO Salesmen
While you
have every right to trade among prospective
customers to obtain the best offer possible for
your product, after you have selected a particular exhibitor whose offer you believe to be
:

(B).
thirty

Contract Changes at a Glance

the best obtainable and take a vtritten application from such exhibitor, you are hereby
directed to forward the application to the
office of your company and make no further
effort to sell the same service to any other
exhibitor directly competing with such exhibitor until the application so forwarded has
been duly rejected, accepted or withdrawn
violation of
in accordance with its terms.
this direction will subject you to discharge.

tion Contract, effective

This

direction to Salesmen shall
but shall not be deemed a

instead of the arbitrary figure of four cents per foot.
The exhibitor shall not be required to play any picture, substitutions to which
have been made so that it does not correspond to the identifying description, as
concerns star, director, or specified story or play, although distributors retain right
to change titles and make alterations, changes in or adaptations of the book or
play specified.
The exhibitor must not cut pictures, except newsreels, without written or
telegraphic approval of the distributor, and must adhere in advertising to the form
contained in the distributor's advertising matter.
announcement
of
Distributors are fined an additional ten per cent of the award, for every month
which elapses following their failure to comply with the award. This is the only
change in arbitration rules.
Exhibitors are relieved at the discretion of the arbitration board from playing
pictures reUgiously racially offensive.

WITNESSETH

by such Contract Committee, and
any additional clauses appearing upon a
hereto annexed, are not inconany
Rider, if
sistent with any of such numbered Articles.
It is agreed that any clauses contained in
that

such Rider shall be of no effect unless such
It
is
Rider be signed by the Exhibitor.
agreed that any agreement contained in the
describing
what
photocovering
or
Schedule
plays are licensed hereunder and in respect
fee, exhibition dates and any
permitted by the provisions of the
numbered Articles hereof shall not be deemed
an additional clause for the purpose of this

of

any license

provision

period specified for fhe exhibition of any such
positive print at any other time or place.
Such license shall be specifically for such
exhibition of such photoplays, and for no
other purpose.

The Exhibitor agrees to pay for
license as to each of such photoplays
the fixed sums herein specified at least three
(3) days in advance of the date of shipment
from the Distributor's Exchange or from the
last previous exhibitor of the positire print
thereof.
FouSth:

such

Payment, if any, made upon the
Article.
execution hereof by the Exhibitor shall be
Second: (a) The Distributor hereby grants deemed payment on account of the sums last
to the Exhibitor, and the latter accepts, a payable hereunder.
license under the respective copyrights of the
Sixth: During the life of this contract
several photoplays designated and described
Distributor
to exhibit or license

the Schedule herein subject to the terms
and conditions hereinafter stated to exhibit
(during the period of one year commencing
with the date fixed or determined as hereinafter provided for the exhibition in the theater hereinafter designated provided for the
exhibition in the theater hereinafter designated
of the first photoplay deliverable hereunder,
unless otherwise in the Schedule provided)
each of such photoplays at the said theater
only for the number of successive days in
If more than
the said Schedule provided.
one theater is hereinafter designated no photoplay is licensed hereunder for exhibition
at more than one of such theaters unless
otherwise specifically agreed upon in the
in

Schedule.
case any of such photoplays (except
photoplays which shall be "roadshown") shall
not be "generally released" by the Distributor for distribution in the United States
during the period beginning
and ending
such photoplays shall be excepted and excluded from
this license unless the Exhibitor shall give
written notice to the Distributor not later
than thirty days after such last mentioned
date that the Exhibitor elects to exhibit all
of such photoplays hereunder.
If such notice
be given the Distributor shall deliver and the
Exhibitor shall exhibit such photoplays as
and when available for exhibition hereunder,
except that any of such photoplays not so
"generally released" within two years after
such last mentioned date shall be also excepted and excluded.
The Distributor may
exhibit or license the exhibition of any photoplays excepted and excluded as aforesaid when
and where desired by the Distributor, and all
claims or causes of action in respect thereof
are hereby expressly waived by the Exhibitor.
Third: The Exhibitor agrees to exhibit
under said license said photoplays, but only
at the theater hereinafter specified, on the
exhibition date or dates fixed in the Schedule or determined as hereinafter provided,
and not to allow any positive print thereof to
leave the Exhibitor's possession during the

In

,

the

Fifth:

agrees not

the
the

any such photoplays in
of
conflict with the "run" or "protection period," if any, in the Schedule specified. Unless
otherwise provided herein, such "protection
period" shall be computed from the last date
of e-xhibition of each photoplay as fixed herein.
If "protection" is granted hereunder against
a specified theater or theaters which "protection" shall indicate that it was the intention of the Distributor to grant such "protection" against all of the theaters in the immediate neighborhood or vicinity of the Exhibitor's theater, then, unless otherwise proexhbiition

vided in the Schedule, such "protection" shall
be deemed to apply to and include any theater
may hereinafter be opened in such neighborhood or vicinity.
that

Seventh: The Distributor agrees to deliver to the Exhibitor during the period specified
in Article Second hereof or otherwise
in the Schedule provided for a positive print
suitable for exhibition of each of such photoplays for exhibition at the said theater on the
dates specified or on the dates determined as
Delivery of such positive
herein provided.
prints by the Distributor to the Exhibitor
at the Distributor's exchange or to a common
carrier or to the United States postal authorities for mailing or to any agent of the Exhibitor shall be deemed delivery by the Distributor to the Exhibitor hereunder.
All

deliveries

other

utor's

exchange

shall

than at the Distribbe made in time to
enable the carrier thereof in accordance with
the carrier's time schedule to deliver to the
Exhibitor or at the place where the Exhibitor's
theater is located prints at least one hour
before the usual time for the opening of the
Exhibitor's Theater.

The Exhibitor agrees

to return each posireceived by the Exhibitor hereunwith the reels and containers furnished
therewith, to the exchange of the Distributor
from which the Exhibitor is served or as
otherwise directed by the Distributor immediately after the last exhibition of such
tive
der,

print

positive print, in the

same condition

as

when

received

by

the

Exhibitor,

reasonable

wear

tear due to the proper use thereof excepted.
The Exhibitor agrees to pay all costs
of transportation of such positive prints, reels
and containers from the Distributor's exchange or the last previous exhibitor having
possession of any of such positive prints (as
the case may be) and return to the Distributor's exchange; or if directed by the Distributor,
to ship such positive prints elsewhere than to the Distributor's exchange

and

transportation charges collect.
It is agreed
that the delivery of a positive print properly
directed and packed in the container furnished by the Distributor therefor, to a carrier designated or used by the Distributor
and proper receipt therefor obtained by the
Exhibitor, shall constitute the return of such
positive print by the Exhibitor.
If the Exhibitor fails to or delays the return of any positive print to the Distributor
or fails to forward or delays forwarding (as
directed by the Distributor) any such print
to any other exhibitor the Exhibitor agrees
to pay the Distributor the damage, if any, so
caused such other exhibitor as shall be determined by Arbitration as provided for in
Article Eighteenth hereof.

Eighth: The exhibition date or dates of
each photoplay, unless definitely specified or
otherwise provided for in the Schedule, or
otherwise agreed upon, shall be determined
as

follows

The Distributor shall mail to the Exhibitor at least fifteen days' notice in writing
of the date upon which each photoplay will
1.

be available for exhibition by the Exhibitor,
consistent with prior runs and/or protection
heretofore or hereafter granted to other exhibitors
(which date is hereinafter referred
to as "the available date"). Such notice shall
be of no effect unless prints of such photoplay are in the exchange of the Distributor
from which the Exhibitor is served.

Within fourteen days after the mailing
suoh notice, the Exhibitor shall select an
exhibition date or dates within a thirty day
period commencing with such available date,
by giving written notice to the Distributor of
2.

of

the date, or dates, so selected.

// the exhibition date or dates so selected
the Exhibitor are not open for the Exthen the exhibition date or dates shall
be designated as provided in the following

by

hibitor,

paragraphs "A" and "B":
(A). If other dates within said thirty
day period are open the Exhibitor shall immediately select from such other open dates
another date or other dates; failing to do so.
then the Distributor shall designate the date
or dates which shall be within a period not
earlier than two weeks nor later than isx
weeks from the date first selected by the Exhibitor, by mailing fourteen days' notice thereof to the Exhibitor.

Distributor.

If

the

Exhibitor

immediately designate such date or
provided in this paragraph "B,"
tributor shall designate the dale
within the same period by mailing
Exhibitor fourteen days' notice of

i

i

r

s

or dates.

//

is established during the life of the contract over any new theaters
zone for which the pictures are bought.
Only two pictures may be withdrawn from the block for roadshowing.
Salesmen are subject to discharge for violation of the code of ethics.
The exhibitor may hold the exchange liable for missouts caused by another
exhibitor, who, in turn, is liable to the distributor for the damage involved.
The exhibitor is relieved of liability on prints damaged in transit.
Film damaged or destroyed is to be paid for at actual replacement cost,

hereto agree as follows:
F:rst: The Distributor warrants that there
is contained herein all of the numbered Articles of the "Standard Exhibition Contract"
agreed upon by the Contract Committee appointed at the 1927 Motion Picture Trade
Practice Conference (an authenticated copy
of which has been filed with the American
The Distributor
Arbitration Association).
also warrants that any clauses in addition
thereto appearing upon the Schedule have been

approved

written request therefor) then
shall
designate the date
shall be within a period no;
than two, nor later than six weeks
last date of the said thirty day pt
immediately giving written notice th

I

1:

Protection

parties

thi

c

built in the

Agreement, made in one or more countera corporation
parts between
(hereinafter referred to as "the Distributor"),
party of the first part, and the Exhibitor
hereinafter named and referred to as the
"Exhibitor," operating the theater or theaters
hereinafter designated, party of the second
part,

wit

hibitor

cancelled.

STANDARD EXHIBITION CONTRACT

dates
(after

iter's

The exhibitor may cancel ten per cent of any block on payment of 50 per cent
of the rental of pictures cancelled.
No short subjects shall be included in any block of features.
Protection will begin on the last instead of the first day of run.
Distributors must provide prints "suitable for exhibition."
Exhibitors are relieved from playing pictures not "generally released" during
the life of the contract, imless such exhibitors give written notice of their desire
to play the pictures, which then must be supplied within two years or the contract

be printed upon
part of the Standard Exhibition Contract.)

The

May

If no other date or
day period are open

which

Following are important changes of the new Standard Exhibi-

A

*(Note:

(0

the Exhibitor

fails

to

make

ml

tion within fourteen days after the m
the available dates of any photopl
the Distributor may at any time desi.

exhibition date or dates thereof, oii
or dates shall not be prior to the
date, by mailing notice thereof at le
teen days before such exhibition
dates; and if any such photoplay si
been exhibited by any other exhibili
a "run" prior in point of time and
ately preceding the "run" sfecififi
Schedule granted to the Exhibitor,
Distributor shall designate the eihib:
or dates thereof, which shall be
period of forty-five days comme»c
the available date.
In case tki
date or dates of any of the pi
be designated by the Distributor
this paragraph, "the period of pri
any, specified in the schedule, sluU
the fifteenth (lith) day of the thirt:
iod specified in paragraph 2 of tki
_

3.
The exhibition date or dates (
the photoplays selected by the Ext
available), or designated as in thi
Eighth provided, or otherwise tpi
between the Distributor and the i
shall be for all purposes the exhibf
or dates of such photoplay as though
specified in the Schedule.

4.
In case this contract embracfti
feature photoplays, five reels or,
length and featuring a particular tl
rector, the Exhibitor shall not ht
hereunder to exhibit more than one,

of

any such

of

Ninth:
Distributor

series every five weeks

The Exhibitor shall
a sum equal to the

p;

a

placement at the Distributor's exc
each linear foot of any positive
stolen or destroyed or injured in ail
the interval between the delivery

li

t

the Distributor and the return then
Exhibitor in full settlement of all
such loss, theft, destruction or inju
payment, however, shall not transfi
or any interest in any such positiv
the Exhibitor or any other party, i,
the Exhibitor from liability arisii
any breach of this contract. Tb *
utor shall at the option of the »*
repay or credit to the Exhibitor *
paid by the latter for lost or sto f

excepting "news reels," upon their
the Distributor within sixty (60)
the date when the same shoulrf
returned hereunder.
The Exhi!
be liable for the damage or (iany positive print, provided t;
establishes such damage or dt~i
truction occurred while in trail
Exhibitor.
The Exhibitor shall
notify the Distributor's exchange b
of the loss, theft or destruction _t
age or injury to any positive prin
positive print shall be received {ro|
hibitor by the Distributor or any
exhibitor in a damaged or partialljj
condition it shall be deemed to ha
damaged or destroyed by the Exl

:^
''

.

'

i

the latter, prior to the see
exhibition thereof shall have tel^|
Distributor's exchange that such ptj
ceived by the Exhibitor in a dl
partially destroyed condition, and »
fully the nature of such damag
amount of footage so damaged or c|
less

Tenth: The Exhibitor shall
quired to accept for any photopla
in the Schedule as the photoplay
or of a director, or based upon
story, book or play, or by an
description, any other photoplay of
star or different director, or basl
different story, book or play,
responding to such identifying de='
the case may be.
Nothing hereii
shall limit the right of the Di:
change the title of any of such pbt9
as respects any photoplay based
story, book or play, prevent the ft

*

^

W

]bruary

~.gg^

OAiur

28, 1928

w

Agreement Operative May

changes

adaptations

or

in

warrants that none of the
hereunder are reissues from
old negatives renamea, c*iically set forth as such in
r

1

performance by the Exhibitor shall begin
promptly after the removal or abatement of
the contingencies or causes of such disability
or prevention of performance, provided
that if such delay and/or prevention of performance, caused as aforesaid, shall continue

of

for a period of three

contract shall not be asparty without the written acassignee and the written conprovided, that if the
r party;
ir
disposes of his interest in
lafter specified, he may assign

I'liis

purchaser of such interconsent of the Disassignment shall become efli
written acceptance thereof
e
such assignment, however,
the Exhibitor of liability
e
Distributor consents
the
CSS
Wlelease the Exhibitor from such
the

written

.

The Exhibitor agrees
cpting "news reels")

to
as

run
de-

excepting with the
raphic approval of the Disto requirements of duly au-

alteration,

authorities necessitating any
Exhibitor also agrees to adjiaounce each photoplay as a
i all newspaper advertising and
by the Exhibitor relating to
=STfl
the Exhibitor shall adhere to
uncement contained in the adissued by the Distributor.
J accessories used by the Ex-ction with the exhibition of
must be leased from or
tributor and must not be sold,
away by the Exhibitor.
Liitract expressly provides for
in the City or Town wherein
>

'

specified

located,
itoikgrees not to advertise any of
'herein provided for announce.ng or otherwise prior to, and
ompletion of, the exhibition of

treinafter

:r

is

by any other exhibitor having
"first-run" thereof in said

le

or shall not in any wise be
jreach of the provisions of the
eceding paragraph contained in
Itandard Exhibition Contract"
I

exhibitor.

The

Distributor warrants
plays herein provided for will
advertising matter for which
received by the Distributor.
The E.xhibitor agrees to pay
Itor
'

upon demand any tax, fee
now and/or hereafter
upon the delivery and/or

charge
ed
i

positive prints of

the

photo-

on the sums payable under this
Exhibitor to the Distributor.
...statute or ordinance any such
or kier like charge is or shall be
•'
Distributor and the
"Id by the
".lyable

•herein

hereunder by the

Ex-

fixed or candetermined then the Exhibitor
iich part of any such tax, fee
harge, paid or payable by the
It
4 shall be fixed in the manner
d
the then
President of the
^'iration Association.

The

definitely

Exhibitor

warrants

and

ing the period each of the
b ein provided for shall be exd theater the Exhibitor will
r 3' lission to said theater an actual
fei vhich shall not be less than ten
les: a
greater minimum admission
he n elsewhere specified, for each
ai that such photoplays shall not
ted jnless such
admission fee is

;

(3)
this

Eighteenth: The parties hereto agree that
before either of them shall resort to any court
determine, enforce or protect the legal
to
rights of either hereunder, each shall submit to
Board of Arbitration (established or
the
constituted pursuant to the Rules of Arbitration filed with the American Arbitration As-

New

York
sociation, 342 Madison Avenue,
City, bearing date
1, 1928 and identified
Contract
Committee
signatures
of
the
by the
appointed at the 1927 Motion Picture Trade
Practice Conference, a copy of which will be

May

Exhibitor upon request) in
situated the exchange of
Distributor from which the Exhibitor is
served or if there be no such Board of Arbitration in such city then to the Board of
Arbitration in the city nearest thereto (unless
the parties hereto agree in writing that such
submission shall be made to a Board of Arbitration located in another specified city) all
claims and controversies arising hereunder
for determination pursuant to the said Rules
of Arbitration and the rules of procedure
and practice adopted by such Board of Arbifurnished

the
the

city

to

the

wherein

is

tration.
.1TI
I

ont
ih<

he
)n,

3m
isd

ma
be

In case the Exhibitor shall be
irevented from the performance
:t
with respect to any of the
in specified by reason of censor
ements, accidents, strikes, fire
:ts of
God, the public enemy,
or order of any Court of comlon, then such delay or failure
with respect to such photo:

xcused and

I

damages

!

r.

.:

all

claims or causes
or arising

therefor,

hereby expressly waived by
bui
In any such event, the time
hit r to perform
this contract with
ar such photoplay shall
be extendpei
equal to the time of such deormance thereof because of the
oi ".y such cause
or contingency is
mi 5ible, in which case performance
.xh tor with respect
to any such
si
be waived.
The resumption

The parties hereto further agree to abide
by and forthwith comply with any decision
and award of such Board of Arbitration in
any such arbitration proceeding, and agree
and consent that any such decision or award
shall be enforceable in or by any court of
competent jurisdiction pursuant to the laws
of such jurisdiction now or hereafter in force;
and each party hereto hereby waives the right
of I'ial by jury upon any issue arising under
contract, and agrees to accept
clusive the findings of fact made
this

as

con-

by

any

Board of Arbitration and consents to
introduction of such findings in evidence
in any judicial proceeding.
In the event that the Exhibitor shall fail
or refuse to consent to submit to arbitration
any claim or controversy arising under this
or any other Standard Exhibition Contract
which the Exhibitor may have with the Disor
tributor
any other distributor or to
such
the

THE FILM DAILY
The new con-

If tne license fee
so excluded is to be

—

Washington
tract came up

months either party

contract, but only
hereto may cancel
with respect to any such photoplay the e.xhil)ition hereunder of which has been so delayed
or prevented, by sending after the e-xpiration
of such three (3) months' period to the other
party notice in writing to such effect.
In case the Distributor shall be delayed in
or prevented from the performance of this
contract with respect to any of the photoplays
herein specified by reason of the elements,
accidents, strikes, fire, insurrection, acts of
God, the public enemy, public calamity. Court
orders, censor rulings, delays of any common
carrier, or of the United States Postal authorises, delays in production or failure of
the producers of any such photoplays to make
or deliver them to the Distributor or of any
star or other performer to appear herein in
time for delivery as herein provided, then such
delay in or prevention of performance shall
be excused and all claims or causes of action for damages therefor or arising therefrom are hereby expressly waived by the Exhibitor.
In any such event, the time of the
Distributor to perform this contract with respect to any such photoplay shall be extended
for a period equal to the time of such delay,
provided, however, that in case any such delay of prevention shall prevent the Distributor from "generally releasing" any such photoplay during the period specified in paragraph
(b) of Article Second, the provisions of such
paragraph shall govern, unless performance
because of the happening of any such cause or
contingency is rendered impossible, in which
case performance by the Distributor with respect to auy such photoplay shall be waived.
The resumption of performance by the Distributor shall begin promptly after the removal or abatement of the contingencies or
causes of such disability or prevention of
performance and the Distributor shall deliver
to the Exhibitor any such photoplay at the
available date thereafter, and such
earliest
delivery in any such case shall be with the
same force and effect as though delivery took
place within the period herein above limited
and the Exhibitor agrees to accept, pay for
and exhibit any such photoplay at such later
period pursuant to the terms hereof.
Seventeenth: The waiver by either party
of any breach or default by the other party
shall not be construed as a waiver of any
other or subsequent breach or default by such
other party.

condition of so excluding such photoplay) received by the Distributor for such re-license,
shall
be creaited to the Exhibitor by tht
Distributor.

Reform
Wash. Bur. of

1

or

at the hearings
on the Brookhart bill yesterday when Charles C. Pettijohn, counsel for the Hays

part

in

for any such photoplay
computed either in whole

upon a percentage

^f

gross

re-

ceipts of the Exhibitor's theater, then for
the purpose of computing such one-half of
such license fee payable hereunder in respect
of such photoplay, such gross receipts for each
iay that any such photoplay is licensed here
under for exhibition thereat shall be deemed
to be the average daily gross receipts of such
theater during the period of thirty (30) operating days immediately prior to such date
01 availability of such photoplay.

organization, pointed it out as
an instance of reform in its
business structure which the
industry is introducing from
the inside.

Exhibitor
shall
Twenty-First:
If
the
claim that the exhibition at the theater herein after specified of any photoplay licensed

hereunder

will be offensive to the public in
place where such theater is located because of racial or religious subject matter,
and if the Exhibitor shall give written notice to the Distributor of such claim within
a reasonable time prior to the date fixed for
the Exhibition thereof hereunder such claim
shall be immediately submitted to the Board
Arbitration
herein
specified
If
such
of
Board of Arbitration shall specifically determine that the exhibition of such photoplay at
such theater will be offensive to said public
because of racial or religious subject matter,
then such photoplay shall be excepted from
The Disthis contract and -not otherwise.
tributor
may exhibit or license the exhi-

the

abide by and forthwith comply with any decision or award of such Board of Arbitration upon any such claim or controversy so
submitted, the Distributor may, at its option,
demand, for its protection and as security
for the performance by the Exhibitor of this
and all other existing contracts between the
parties hereto, payment by the Exhibitor of
an additional sum not exceeding $500 under
each existing contract, such sum to be retained by the Distributor until the complete
performance of all such contracts and then
applied,
at
the option of the Distributor,
against any sums finally due or against any
damages determined by said Board of Arbitration to be due to the Distributor, the bal-

In the event that the Distributor shall

fail

ance, if any to be returned to the Exhibitor;
and in the event of the Exhibitors's failure to
pay such additional sum within seven (7)
days after demand, the Distributor may by
written notice to the Exhibitor suspend ser-

hereunder until said sura shall be paid
and/or terminate this contract,
or refuse to consent to the submission to arbitration of any claim or controversy arising
under this or any other Standard Exhibition
Contract providing for arbitration which the
Distributor may have with the Exhibitor, or
to abide by and forthwith comply with any decision or award of such Board of Arbitration
upon any such claim or controversy so submitted, within the number of days specified
vice

in Article Twenty-Second opposite the name
of the City in which such Board of Arbitration is located, the Exhibitor may at his option terminate this and any other existing
contract between the Exhibitor and the Distributor by mailing notice by registered mail
weeks after such failure
within two
(2)
or refusal, and in addition the Distributor
shall not be entitled to redress from such
Board of Arbitration upon any claim or claims
against any exhibitor until the Distributor
shall have complied with such decision, and
in the meanwhile the provisions of the first
paragraph of this Article Eighteenth shall
not apply to any such claim or claims.
Any such termination by either party,
however, shall be without prejudice to any
other right or remedy which the party so terminating may have by reason of any such
breach of contract by the other party.
The provisions of this contract relating to
arbitration shall be construed according to
the law of the State of New York.

Nineteenth:

Contract

This

is

complete

and no promises or representations have been

made by
set

forth

either party

to

the other

except as

heretic.

Twentieth:

If the license herein granted
shall apply to an entire group of photoplays
offered by the Distributor to the Exhibitor
at one time, and not otherwise, the Exhibitor
shall have the right to exclude from this

contract up to but not exceeding ten percent
the total number of such photoplays, but
only if the Exhibitor shall give the Distributor written notice to such effect at any
time not later than fourteen (14) days before the date fixed for the exhibition of any
such photoplay is available for exhibition hereunder, and if at the same time the Exhibitor
shall pay to the Distributor one-half of the
license fee payable in respect of any such
photoplay.
In computing such ten percent,
fractions of less than one-half shall be disregarded.
If any such photoplay shall, Decause of such exclusion, be thereafter licenced
by the Distributor for the same run as that
specified in this contract, for exhibition at
another theater where such excluded photoplay would not have been exhibited if not
so excluded; then one-half of the license fee
(up to but not exceeding the amount paid
by the Exhibitor to the Distributor as a

of

bition of any photoplay so excepted when
and where desired by the Distributor free
from all claims of the Exhibitor.
If the Distributor shall be of the opinion
that any photoplay licensed hereunder
will be offensive because of racial or religsubject matter, to the public in the
ious

where

the Exhibitors theater is loDistributor shall have the right
to except and exclude such photoplay from
this contract, upon condition that such photoplay shall not thereafter be licensed for exhibition in such place unless such racial or
religious subject matter is eliminated therefrom in which case such photoplay shall again
be deemed licensed hereunder.
place

the

cated,

Twenty-Seconu: This instrument shall be
deemed an application for a license under
copyright only and shall not become binding
until accepted in writing without alteration
or change by an officer of or any person duly
Distributor
and notice
authorized by the
of acceptance sent to the Exhibitor as herein provided.
The deposit by the Distributor
of any check or other consideration given
by the Exhibitor at the time of application as
payment on account of any sums payable
hereunder or the delivery of a print of any
of the photoplays or the furnishing of any
advertising accessories shall not be deemed
an acceptance hereof by the Distributor.
Unless notice of acceptance of this appliby the Distributor is sent to the Exhibitor by mail or telegraph within the number of days after the date thereof hereinafter
specified (immediately following the name of
the city wherein is situated the exchange of
the Distributor from which the Exhibitor is
served, or if such city is not hereinafter
named then within the number of days speciimmediately following the city hereinfied
cation

after
shall

named nearest
be

deemed

thereto)

withdrawn

said

and

application
Disthe

forthwith
return any sums
account thereof by the Exhibitor.
Atlanta
Boston
10;
20;
10; Buffalo
Charleston ll; Charlotte IS; Chicago
10;
15; Cincinnati 20; Cleveland 15; Dallas 30;
Denver 20; Des Moines 15; Detroit IS; Indianapolis IS; Jacksonville 15; Kansas City
IS; Los Angeles 25; Little Rock 15; Louisville 15; Memphis 20; Milwaukee 15; Northern New Jersey 7; Minneapolis 20; Butte
30; New Haven 10; New Orleans 15; New
York City 7; Oklahoriia City 20; Omaha 20;
Peoria 15; Philadelphia 10; Pittsburgh 14;
Portland, Ore., 30; St. Louis 15; Salt Lake
City
San Francisco 20; Seattle 30;
30;
Washington, D. C, 14.
tributor
paid on

shall

Albany

This application and any application for
other photoplays of the Distributor executed
by the Exhibitor at the same time shall, for
the purpose of this Article only, be deemed
one application unless an agreement to the
contrary contained in the Schedule is specifically signed by the Exhibitor.

A

copy of this application, signed by the
Exhibitor, shall be left with the Exhibitor at
the time of signing, and in the event of acceptance thereof as above provided, a dupli-

I

«

^

THE

copy, signed by the Distributor,
be forwarded to the Exhibitor.
cate

shall

Approved Additional Clauses
1.
If this contract designates certain photoplays by title, it shall be non-cancellable
embraces a
If
it
as to such photoplays.
series of photoplays not designated by title
series
cancelled
as
to
such
by either
be
it may
party after two photoplays of such series
have been exhibited and paid for, by notice
in writing to the other party after playing
second of said photoplays, such canthe
cellation to take effect after
(
)
photoplays shall have been exadditional
hibited and paid for.

*The Distributor's right to approve or

2.

reject this application or any other application signed by the Exhibitor at the same time,
or any other time, is not dependent upon the
approval or rejection by the Distributor of
such other application or this application.

AGREED TO:
Exhibitor.
.

This clause may be added to
*(Note:
the Schedule only in respect of photoplays
produced by a producer not controlled by
the x3istributor, and only if the Distributor's contract with such producer provides
that such pictures shall be sold separately

and apart from other pictures distributed
by the Distributor, and shall be of no efunless specifically agreed to in writing by the Exhibitor.)
fect

The Distributor

shall have the right to
and/or cause to be exhibited as a
"roadshow," at any time prior to the exhibition thereof hereunder, such of the photoplays licensed hereunder as the Distributor
may from time to time select and determine,
provided, however, that such roadshow exhibitions shall be at theaters at which admission prices for evening performances, during
such exhibitions thereof, of not less than
one dollar shall be charged for the majority
of the orchestra seats, and further provided
that e.xcept in the cities of New York and
Los Angeles not more than two of such photoplays shall be so roadshown.
If any such roadshow exhibition shall be
in the city of New York, N. Y., and if the
3.

exhibit

Exhibitor's theater be situated in a territory
then served by the Distributor's exchange or
exchanges located in said City, the Distributor shall have the right to except and exclude from this license any such photoplay
(not exceeding in the aggregate two of such
photoplays) so roadshown in said City upon
sending written notice to that effect to the
Exhibitor not later than eight weeks after
the commencement of such roadshow exhibition in such City, provided the Distributor
shall by like notice except and exclude such
photoplay from all other contracts containing
this clause and licensing the exhibition of such
photoplay in such territory.
Such exception
and exclusion shall not be affected in case
the Distributor shall inadvertently omit to
send such notice to any of such other exhibitors.

If any such
the city of

roadshow exhibition shall be
Los Angeles, Cal., and if the
Exhibitor's theater be situated in the territory then served by the Dstributor's exchange
or exchanges located in said City, the Distributor shall have the right to except and
exclude from this license any such photoplay (not exceeding in the aggregate two of
such photoplays) so roadshown in said City,
upon the same terms and conditions above
provided for the exception and exclusion of
photoplays roadshown in the city of New
in

York.
If and when
tion (except any

any such roadshow exhibiroadshow exhibition in New
York and/or Los Angeles) shall be in the
territory served by the Distributor's exchange
or exchanges serving the Exhibitor's theater,
such photoplay so roadshown in such territory shall forthwith be excepted and
excluded from this license.
The Distributor
shall send written notice to that effect, to
the Exhibitor within fourteen (14) days after
such roadshow exhibition commences.

The

Distributor may so exercise such right
except and exclude any such photoplay
from time to time, in the respective territories, as above defined, in the United States.
Any photoplay so roadshown in any place in
the United States, and not excepted and excluded from this license as aforesaid, shall
not be deemed available for exhibition hereunder until after the completion of such roadshowing of such photoplay in the United
States, and such photoplay shall be exhibited
to

hereunder as and when available.
For each photoplay that the Distributor
shall except and exclude, as aforesaid, the
Exhibitor is hereby granted the option to
except and exclude from this license one of
the other photoplays licensed hereunder, but
only

if the
Exhibitor shall give to the Distributor written notice to that effect not later
than fourteen days before the date fixed for

the exhibition hereunder of such other photoplay.
The Distributor may exhibit and/or
license the exhibition of any and all photoplays excepted and excluded from this license
by the Distribiitor and/or the Exhibitor, as
aforesaid, when and where desired by it,
free from all claims of the Exhibitor in respect thereof.
If this contract calls for payment or
4.
any part thereof computed upon the Exhibgross receipts, such payment or any
itor's
part thereof shall be made daily, together
with a correct itemized statement of the gross
receipts of said theater for admission thereto upon the exhibition date or dates of each
photoplay for which payment is so required
to be made.
Should the Distributor, so require, such itemized statement shall be made
upon forms furnished by the Distributor. Upon such date or dates an authorized representative of the Distributor is hereby given
the right to verify the sale of all tickets of
admission to said theater, and the receipts
therefrom; and for such purpose shall have
access to the theater, including the box office,
and also the right to examine the Exhibitor's
books and records insofar as they relate to
such gross receipts.
The Distributor, or its
authorized representative,
shall
also
have
access for a peiiod of sixty (60) days after
the receipt by the Distributor of the final box
office statement, to all of the Exhibitor's books
and records for the purpose of verifying such
to the provisions of this Clause will be treated
as confidential, except in any arbitration proceeding or litigation in respect of this contract.
The Distributor agrees, unless such
representative be a regular employee of hte
Distributor, not to employ as such representative any perscn a resident of or regularly
employed in the place where the Exhibitor's
theater is located, excepting with the consent
of the Exhibitor.
5.
If the license fee of any photoplay licensed hereunder is to be computed either in
whole or in part, upon a percentage of the
gross admission receipts of said theater, and
if
the Exhibitor fails or refuses to exhibit
such photoplay as provided in this contract,
the Exhibitor shall pay to the Distributor as
liquidated damages for each day that the Exhibitor fails or refuses to exhibit such photoplay (in addition to any fixed sums payable
hereunder in respect of such photoplay) a sum
equal to such percentage of the average daily
gross receipts of such theater during the period of thirty (30) operating days immediately
prior to the date or dates when such photoplay should have been so exhibited, provided,
however, that if the Exhibitor shall exhibit
such photoplay for less than the full number of days provided for in this contract, such

sum

equal

to

Coast Wire Service-

Columbia Studios Bus
COMPANY NOT FOLLOWING
CURTAILMENT TREND
General trend for s'hutdowns and
reduced production schedules has had
no effect on the Columbia studios,
where shooting is going on at full
speed.

be identified by specific designaa star or director, or as based upon
literary material or described by an
identifying description of the story, provided
that in long terra and/or franchise and/or
service contracts providing for more than one
year's "releases," the photoplays may be generally described as photoplays released by the
Distributor or a like general description, and
in such long term and/or franchise and/or
service contracts the provisions of the Standard Exhibition Contract may be incorporated
therein.
Any "short subject" photoplay may
be identified or described by brand or simshall

tion of
specific

ilar

description.

All approved additional clauses, if any,
added to the Standard Exhibition Contract
and any provision permitted by the provisions
of
in

the
the

numbered Articles

shall

be

set

Paramount Plans S«

stars Belle Bennett, in a cast includ-

to "Abie's Irish li
ing Hoimes Herbert, Carroll Nye and
Paramount is to make a si
Josephine Borio.
Frank Capra is shooting the tent "Abie's Irish Rose" next fall.!|
show scenes of "The Matinee Idol," Fleming will direct.
featuring Bessie Love and Johnnie
Cast with Leatrice JOj
Walker.
two
leadCissie Fitzgerald and Jedjj
Betty Compson and her
ing men, Allan Forrest and Otto have been added to cast ol]
Matiesen are working under direction Made Women," starring Lea m
which Paul L. Stein is dire ife
Walter Lang.
-ii
On another stage, camera work has De Mille.

liilit'

started on some of the interiors of
"After the Storm" which stars Hobart Bosworth under direction of
Preparations are
George B. Seitz.
progressing on stories and casting of
with
productions,
other
several

"Broadway Daddies," scheduled
into work this week.

go

to

$1,000,000 Involved U
3-Year Griffith Co
Contract closed between

Complete Three

from **Lots
RALPH WILK

Hour," Al Raboch,

Hollywood

JOSEPH VON STERNBERG

Titl

Viola Brothers Shore an
Braxton have completed titl
Devil Skipper," directed by
Adolphi; "Saturday Night,"
by George Archainbaud; an

Little
By

director

fany-Stahl.

has

Universal Completes

the distinction of having directed
two pictures that broke
Hi
three Broadway theaters.
Last Command" established a
weekly attendance mark at the
while his "Underworld" broke
records at the Paramount and Rivoli.

"Phyllis of the Follies,'
Day, Matt Mooire, Lilyan

4=

4:

4=

Lester Cohen, author of
"Sweepings," and Jack Pegler
are holding a re-union at th<
Paramount studio. Cohen has
been added to the Paramoi^nl/
scenario staff, while Jac)
handling international pro\
tion

work

at the stvdio.

1

and Caddo Prod., is
years, and is declared to inV
Griffith

000,000.

\\

and

Edmund Bums,

pleted at Universal.

has bJ
Ernst T

Production on

directed.

Take" also has been finish!
Njam Beaudine directed wij
ii^uding George Sidney, J]
Shall

sliolV-S'ccn-ge-ieAsds.

and

Sam
Clift

Hardy.
to

Denison
land
of

to

Produce Aba

Clift is
direct his

London."

"The Charge

en

rout«|

original]

He also plail
of the Light F

Boteler Signed for "Pcj
iffany-Stahl
has sigOi
fact that many of the leading direcBotelef-4or a featured rfife
tors are former cutters. The number
a r ltw*
includes
Clarence
Brown, Lewis er" whichltegmald B coni|
Boteler has just
ing.
Milestone, Dorothy Arzner, Howard
title role in James Hogan's
Alice Terry
Bretherton and others.
geant Mulligan."
was also at one time a film editor.

photoplays

and/or

"news

-

*

*

*

Our Passing Show: Gary Cooper

being stung by a bee while motoring
on Vine street; Harry d'Arrast being
Rules of arbitration will appear congratulated for his direction of
in an early issue of THE FILM "Service for Ladies," the admirer
DAILY.
having seen the picture in London.

reels."

i

week saw

the
film, while three

current

Film editors point with pride to the

re-issues of photoplays or old negatives
re-named shall be included in any group of
new photoplays.
No "short subjects" or
ne "news reels" shall be included in any
group of feature photoplays, and the licensing of "news reels" or "short subjects" groups
shall not be made a condition of licensing
the exhibition of feature photoplays or vice
versa, piovided that the Distributor may include in any long term, franchise and/or
service contract,
feature photoplays and/or

subject"

Cot

forth

Schedule.

No

"short

The

completion of one
other companies were at work.
Erie Kenton has finished editing
of "The Sporting Age," and the print
has been shipped to New York. This

puted, upon a sum equal to seventy-five per
cent (75%) of the gross receipts of said theater for the last day of the exhibition thereat
of such photoplay.

which

Writers

Scenarists must not cone
unjustly the work of j'
colleagues, when seeking
ployment, under terms of
code of ethics now \
drafted by the Academy o
P. Arts and Sciences and
eming relations between
ers and producers.
.

such percentage shall be com-

On the same side of the contract upon which
the Exhibitor is required to sign, there shall
In the Schedule
be printed the Schedule.
there shall be specified the license fees of the
photoplays; the number of days for which each
is licensed; the run and protection period, if
any, agreed upon; any provision in respect
of the exhibition date or dates of the several
photoplays; the description of the photoplays,

New

Withers Cast as

D<l

In "Golden Shackles," th(j|
productic|3
Fitzgerald
las
Withers appears in the rol<r
tor.
He will next be see't
'"^
in
Olrastead
Gertrude
=**
"Bringing Up Father."

li_.

\
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REWORKS EXPECTED
DEADLOCK AT COLUMBIA VICTORY DRIVE

RlflON

Petti John to Fire Opening
Gun in Fight Against

Exhibitors Organize

Brookhart

IVashington Bureau of The Film Daily

MARKS SEVENTH BIRTHDAY

INflPOLISCONTINUES

— Threat

of distributors
Celebrating the company's seventh
Victory
lianiber of commerce to anniversary,
Columbia's
tors to act for exhibitor Drive, a seven weeks' campaign to
the Northwest exhibitor mark the birthday observance and
\alked out" on arbitra- to strengthen relationship between
niter threat of Pres. W. the company and exhibitors was inthe exhibitor body, to augurated Feb. 20 by the 33 Columorder restraining any ar- bia branches of the United States
Each week of the
r.ding
outcome of the and Canada.

is

!

which caused the "jam" campaign
st

moves

in the local sit-

symbolically represents
year of Columbia history.

a

A

ised his

members

to re-

on the board and to
nouses issued, pending
the case. Warners, hav11 comply
with a decision
secured a writ to ree

i.

ird from refusing to arunipany's cases.
de-

A

case

11

is

expected

in

national advertising, publicity
and exploitation campaign on the entire "Perfect Thirty" has been launched and will be continued during the
drive.
Special circulars, accessories,
and banners will be used to ballyhoo
the campaign.
Four features and
one special will be ready in addition
to productions already announced.

about

Then notice of the court
served, exhibitors with-

Woods Plans

s

to Film "The
in England
H. Woods will pro-

Green Hat"

ibitration.

have taken no action

—

London A.
duce 'The Green Hat," Michael Arreturn to the city of len play, filming of which was ban-;
ned by the Hays organization, with
Marshall Neilan handling direction
and Blanche Sweet starred. Woods
. ll^hibitor Unit to
hopes to complete the picture by May
when, it will be shipped to America
tU] ;h Expansion
1

to appeal to the chanilerce to appoint arbitra-

Plan

for exhibition in Woods' houses.
If
exhibitors served
the picture is successful, a corporaMi leapolis are to be invited
tion is expected to be formed by
th. Northwest exhibitor unit,
Woods for production of other pictid' stood,
in a membership
tures here.
Woods secured screen
OOJ to get under way.
An rights of the play from Fox.
yn|nt plan on dues is to be
incentiyes offered.
At
organization is confined
1st

eaf

is

— All

'

Loew*s Opening

nesja,

North and South Da-

at Indianapolis Saturday

perior. Wis., but tlie new
take in western Wiscon-

U?er Michigan exhibitors.

Plans Expansion
U«rmountain States

—

valC ity Expansion throughermountain territory by
CUi Enterprises is being plan:th laho cities to be first obit he campaign.
Boise, PoI ho
Falls and Blackfoot
;s :pected to be invaded.
A
•i

th ter at

pl ;d.
d 50 at

—

United Artists and
specials with a stage band
to be the policy of the Palace, to

Indianapolis

M-G-M
is

;ui

Run

be reopened Saturday by
bringing a new factor to the

Loew's,
run
house which has
first

situation here. The
been dark since last June when the
Keith interests relinquished the lease,

been
completely
redecorated.
Emil Seidel is to direct the pit orchestra and be master of ceremonies
for the band.
Lester Huf? will be

—Unaffiliated

Washington

Washington Bureau of

ex-

—

Fireworks are ex-

when

producer-distribu-

Washington

representing 14 states
have organized here to take
care of congressional legislative matters, particularly with
respect to bills to outlaw blind
and block booking and arbitrary allocation of product now
pending.
Charles L. O'Reilly,
New York, is chairman, and
Frank J. Rembusch, Indiana,
secretary of the group.
A
steering committee of ten has
hibitors

pected today

Bill

THE FILM DAILY

tors and affiliated theater owners open
their fight against the Brookhart bill,
with C. C. Pettijohn, counsel of the
Hays organization, scheduled to fire
the opening gun in the campaign at
the session which opens at 10 A. M._
Disclosures of a sensational nature
are predicted.
Presentation of the exhibitors' side
of the block booking situation was

when representaexhibitors in Midwestern
states explained the situation in their
organizations. Fred J. Herrington of
Pittsburgh declared that exhibitors
in
his state are suffering from the
worst of conditions due to the coal
He alleged that producers are
strike.
compelling them to play pictures contracted for even though there is no
money in their towns, a condition
which Pettijohn indicated would be
straightened out.
London Failure of first run inde- taken up and
Herrington also brought out that producers
pendents to support the
trading have the privilege of withdrawing from a
scheme sponsored by the Cinematog- block any picture they desire to hold out
raph Exhibitors Ass'n., has led to even though the block was sold on the basis
concluded yesterday

been named.

tives

APATHY

of

CAOSESCEITO

E

—

abandonment
combine.

of the

proposed buying

This was due,

it is stated,
of the indeconsidering selling out

to the fact that a

pendents are

number

to circuits. The committee reporting
the situation states the plan could be
carried out better independently of the
exhibitor association.

Fox Stock Subscribed;

Loew and U. A. Dividends
With

expiration

Monday

of

the

time limit during which stockholders
of Fox Film were entitled to subscri!)e for 125,000 shares of Class
common, at $75 a share, the entire
Earnissue has been subscribed for.
ings for 1927 were $6.24 a share.
Loew directors have declared
quarterly dividend of 50 cents on the
common, payable March 31 to stock
of record
March 14, and United
Artists Theater Circuit has declared
a l^/i per cent dividend on the preferred payable March 15.

A

has

that film and, after roadshowing such a
picture for some time, attempt again to sell
He also asserted that there
it to exhibitors.
is
a provision in the contract under which
additional clauses may be added by the producer at any time.
Mrs. Rufus M. Gibbs, representing the
Citizens League for Better Motion Pictures
of Baltimore, declared that block booking deprives the exhibitor of any opportunity to
cancel pictures which do not appeal to his
patrons.
She refused to permit questioning
by Pettijohn but efforts of members of the
of

committee to determine what effect Maryland
censorship had on the quality of films de
veloped that she believed the censors "were
doing the best they could."
Henry A. Staab of Milwaukee, a member
of the voluntary censor council of that city,
answered the censorship question by stating
that the difficulty was in cutting out the bad
matter without ruining an otherwise excellent picture.
Block booking is less successful
in Wisconsin than in other states, he said,
there
because
is greater absence of producer
competition in the smaller towns.
He discussed the arbitration system declaring that
the exhibitor rarely asks for the seventh arbitrator because he
feels
it
would accomplish no good.
Six weeks' protection for producer houses
was the complaint of P. J. Wood of Columbus who outlined the situation in Cleveland.
He told the committee that the British film,
law contains anti-blind booking provisions but
asserted the trade press here had not carried
that

Emelka and

Lichtspiel
Theaters Linked in Deal

—A

fact.

Samuelson also discussed longtime
by outlining the situation in New
ersey where, he said, Stanley-Fabian were
demanding long time protection for their
Sidney

Protection

featured organist.
W. A. Tinney,
Berlin
deal be- houses.
(By Radio)
St. Louis independents are putting
Pittsburgh, district manager, is su- tween Emelka and Lichtspiel Theaters on double programs with one film secured
from independent exchanges to offset the
Marcus has houses pervising the opening. C. L. Wins- is reported under way, although the effect
of long time protection, Fred WehrenOgden and Provo. 'ion is resident manager.
(Continued on Page 2)
former denies a story to that effect.

Twin

Falls also

is

—

. .....
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at Brookhart Hearing
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"Mike" Simmons Succeeds

Lon Young

Gotham

at

Michael L. Simmons, former mo-

"The

(New

Morning Telegraph,"
Gotham Marth 5 as director

joins
of ad-

editor

picture

tion

of

York)

succeeding
resigned to enter
In his new capacity
production.
Simmons will read books, plays and

and

vertising

publicity,

Lon Young who

scripts for selection of film material.
Sciolly

Made

Mgr.

.
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exchange
district

Quoted.

M-G-M

M-G-M

Releasing Lindbergh Film
"Forty Thousand Miles with Lindbergh" is the title of a three reel
picture,

M-G-M

manager

United Artists.

which

M-G-M

will

Dividend
have

directors

declared
cents per

quarterly dividend of 50
share on the common payable March
31 to stock of record March 14.
British Censor

release

Here

T. P. (Tay Pay) O'Connor, "Father
the first week in March as a short
subject special. As its title indicates, of the House of Commons," and
chairman of the British censor board,
it deals with the aeronautical career
has arrived in New York for a visit.
of Col. Charles A. Lindbergh.

1927 Projector Exports
are Valued at $641,461
Washington

— Projector

the open market against the afPettijohn and other represenfiliated group.
tatives of the producers will take the stand
today and expect to clean up their side in one
bid

in

"Drums of Love" Closing
"Drums of Love" Sunday is

Samuelson

on

stand
the hearings adjourned.
the

Figures submitted by C. (^. Pettijohn,
Hays organization counsel,
showed that more than 850 features
are produced annually in the United
States and of this number, according to Samuelson, the average exhibitor can show but a small percentage, probably not more than onefourth, and is precluded from getting
the best films, both independent and
affiliated,
by reason of the block
booking system under which he purchases many inferior pictures to get

few good ones.

a

tone

artistic

she

said

of

pictures

is

,i

response to
Dill (Wash.), but the vtr
of films makes possible the inclusi
proper matter.
The witness refus&i
mit questioning by Pettijohn saying
not wish to become involved in i
in

from Sen.

ment and had no reason for
hearings other than to present
her organization.

Film Boards Given

attai
tlie

0,

]|

another investigation is under way
agent of the department named Eui I
tin,
told Rembusch, he says, tha 1
rangements were unlawful and
ferred and sent to California.
\

Brecher predicted that if the siti
tinues it will be "only a short
two or three men could sit down
table and decide what the motion p
of America would be and what
should be."
Brecher alleged appea
H. Hays were met with the answer
was powerless to cope with the
ti

;

silj

Distributors' alleged practice o;
films to independents and inducing
tributors to follow suit were cited t
declaring, in answer to a querj
Couzens that such tactics are in i
trade.
Sen. Brookhart stated he
this
matter up with the Dept.
but "had gotten no satisfaction."

Pressed by Chairman Watson for a suggested cure for the situation, Leo Brecher,
New York exhibitor, whose testimony was

Monday's

of

should not
ready to be seen.

would

"I

be

proceedings,
sold

until

Cartoon Apparatus

de-

Title Machines

they

Film I

them to the theater
them properly, the house

sell

able to exploit
to pay the best

best
able

Improved Design

E. S.

price for the picture," he
would have each picture scMd
merit.
I would not tie-up a group
of poor pictures and compel a man to accept them in order to get the one, two or
three good pictures which are included in
that group."
Only five per cent of Paramount's customers contract for 100 per cent of the output,
Pettijohn interjected.
He also pointed out
that Samuelson has pending a $300,000 suit
against producer-distributors and the Hays
organization.
Block booking is opposed because it permits circulation of pictures containing matter not suitable for young minds, it was declared by Mrs. Moray V. Kerns of Philadelphia, appearing for the National Congress
Parent-Teachers' Associations.
of
The orsaid.

on

"I

/'

its

RINALD

Chester, N.

own

J.

You Are in the
Market for Any Kim!
'If

MOTION PICT
APPARATUI
I

CONSULT US AND

S^

MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICI

IS

I

Call

WAFILMS,

Inc.
Walter A. Futter, Pres.

to

its

exports in
1927 totaled 3,402 representing a deLewis Milestone in N. Y.
clared value of $641,461, according
Lewis Milestone, director, is in
to the M. P. Section of the Dept. of York from the Coast.

had been

Monday when

run of six weeks at the Liberty, New York.
close

t

Film Boards of Trade and their L
were "whitewashed" in 1926 Jy tl
Block and blind booking permit of Justice after an investigation, I
the continued distribution of pictures Rembusch, Indiana exhibitor, dcxlaiil
hearing Monday.
The department,!
which otherwise would not find a held no hearings but issued a statcil
market, Sidney E. Samuelson, New- investigation by its operatives. Til
ton, N. J., exhibitor testified before was handled by Abram F. Myeni, nl
eral
Trade Commissioner.
Wnenl
the Senate interstate commerce com- tested against the statement to AB
Gen.
Donovan,
he was told the r
mitee at resumption of hearings on
closed, declared Rembusch, addinj,'
the Brookhart bill yesterday morning.

are

Bond Market.

New Haven and also
in New England for

at

THE

hightlight
clared films

Curb Market.
Scully has been appointed
Over the Counter Transactions (Bid and
eastern
in
the
Asked),
manager
district sales
Stock Exchange.
(s)
territory by Brill Dist. Organization,
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the ChiScully wai cago Board, Skouras Bros, on the St. Louis
handling Ufa product.
former manager of the Paramount Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

Henry

independents,

h;

block booking.
steadily,

Concluding the presentation of the proponents side, Leo Brecher quoted from an
editorial appearing in
FILM DAILY
Feb. 5 on the inability of the independents

a
(b)
(c)
(o)

the Missouri

in

session.

4

80!^
20Ji
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to
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Qs Q short Feature that:
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GRANTLAND RICE
the world's foremost
sports authority and
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Edited by

GRANTLAND RICE
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FAVORED BY BROOKHART
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Only one important change was
made by the contract in Rules of
hot. Arbitration,
which supplement the

straight

tips,

and still
you won't go new

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—
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Revision of arbitraenable the exhibitor and dis-

—

Washington Building up his
defense by citing changes in the

uniform contract, Charles C.
standard exhibition contract, ef- tributor each to select an arbitrator,
Pettijohn yesterday quoted refective May 1.
This provides that agreeing jointly on a third arbitravisions in the agreement as redistributors be fined an additional tor is sought by Sen. Brookhart, on
ported in
FILM DAILY
ten per cent of the award for every
and read into the record the
request of exhibitors, he told the
2d of Victories'
month which elapses, following their Senate committee at yesterday's hearentire new text as printed first,
failure to comply with the award.
and thus far exclusively, by this
ing, during the course of testimony
D-ri
dramatic subject in
Other clauses have been clarified, on arbitration by C. C. Pettijohn,
publication.
:ok 5, produced by Techni- but their intent and meaning remain
Hays organization counsel.
d
leased by M-G-M and the same.
"Personally," replied Pettijohn, "I
;ncjh to cause lusty cheerfavor the selection of arbitrators in Washington Bureau of THE FILM D/l^LY
Full text of Rules of Arbitration this way in preference to the present
Washington There is no monobn. It is the finest short
appear on page 6.
(Continued on Page 2)
poly in the motion picture industry.
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—Twenty-six

pictures
to be sold on five year franchises
with exhibitors participating in the
profits, will comprise the first year's
output of Exhibitors Mutual ProducHarry Garson is head of
ing Corp.
production for the new firm, Jules
The
Bernstein in charge of sales.
Chemical National Bank is associated
(Continued on Page 2)
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—More
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Eight pictures will be released during Columbia's Victory Drive, which
is
to mark the seventh anniversary
of

the

organization.

The

drive,

Pictures

of

the

(Continued

"Perfect

on
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Thirty"

ure, on order of Chairman Watson
of the interstate commerce committee
of the Senate, who has served notice
the hearings must terminate tonight.
Pettijohn sounded his declaration
twice yesterday, once at the morning
(Continued on Page 3)

PEniJOHN HIT FOR IOWA
UNIT'S CHANGE OF HEART
Washington

—

Considerable

criti-

cism of C. C. Pettijohn, Hays counsel.
by Sen. Brookhart marked yesterday's
hearing on the Brookhart bill for the
switching of E. P. Smith, president
(Continued
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was indicated at a general
meeting of Ufa yesterday. This, it is
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Washington Bureau of

America by M-G-M and
Paramount, than the four stipulated

tion

annually

which extends for seven weeks, was
dy piled on thic ly, but
started Feb. 20 by the 33 Columbia
diverting and the sort branches of the United States and
rubs the funnybone the Canada. A national advertising caming way.
Laurel and paign has been launched in connection with the drive.
musing pair of comics.

KANN

the

as arbitrators when members refused
to serve in cases involving non-mernExchanges were victorious in
bers.
The state
all of the 13 cases heard.
exhibitor unit some time ago passed
a resolution forbidding members to
arbitrate cases of non-members.

Berlin

nov-
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tures will be taken over for distribu-
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Release More Ufa Pictures

M-G-M EIGHT

See j
he knoc.

Cleveland

Ohio exhibitor association appointed
by the chamber of commerce acted
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stages

cks.
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26 PICTURES FIRST YEAR

is

First-rate for first runs
1

against the Brookhart bill lead by
C. C. Pettijohn, counsel of the Hays
organization, wlio today will wind up
the case against passage of the meas-

Hays' Power

it

undestood, does not affect Ufa's plan
to release pictures in America.

Agreement between the three companies was shortened four years at
yesterday's meeting and now expires
Aug. 31, 1932. Ufa retains a 50 per
cent interest in Parufament, which in
future is to handle only American
films, while Ufa will distribute only
Playing time for
European films.
Paramount releases in Ufa theaters
was reduced from 50 to 33 1/3 per
(Continued

on Page 2)
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Washington Political power
of Will H. Hays is sufficient to
defeat any attempts at legislation, one of the letters read by

Wash. Bur. of

Sen.

—

Brookhart at yesterday's
said. This elicited from

hearing

C. C. Pettijohn, the rejoinder
that Hays never has read the
bill, and that no member of the
committee has been talked to
on anyone before the hearings.

..
..
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Year Plan to Release
More Ufa PicJIOi
by Mutual Firm

26 Planned in 1st
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Pettijohn

courts,

Spearing Titling Brenon Film
James O. Spearing, who has been
closing of the
Island studio, has

since

lancing,

free

Paramount Long
been engaged to
Laugh."

title

"Laugh, Clown,

Carpenter U. A. Detroit House Mgr.
Detroit Cy Carpenter, who has
been serving as assistant manager,

—

management

assumed

has

United

succeeding

Artists,

of

the

Charles

Hammerslough.
Montreal Firm Building 14th
Montreal Site for the 14th local
house of the United Amusements
Ltd. chain, has been purchased on
Wellington St. N.
The house will

—

Financial

seat

Work

1,750.

starts in

April.
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the venture, with George Converse,
vice president of the bank, head of
the company.
The first three pictures now are in

Paramount and

cent.

in

be required to

up

live

M-(||

to

thi]

in Germany whether
theaters or produce, it is |

ments

production.
Among pictures on the first year's
schedule are: "Lingerie" by Harold
Gilsen, "Thin Ice" and "The Beloved
Woman" by Kathleen Norris, "Night
Club Sally" and "The Love Prisoner"
by Charles K. Harris and Edna
Sherry, "What a Girl" by Rupert
Hughes, "Sauce for the Gander" by
"For Love or
Kyne,
B.
Peter

I

French Quota, 9 to
Goes Into Effect
Paris

—The quota

compulsory

it

to

be

shown

law, wh
for one Fremi
for every nin

films
imported,
effective today.

officially

Col.

Lowry, representing

E(

Will

Money", "Wanted, a Husband" and is still here, conferring will
"Passionate Heart" by Mary O'Hara, ment officials in an effort,
'The Desert Lovers" and "Chips" about a change or coi
by Elma F. Alsop, "The Falcon",
"The Legion of Strangers" and "Blind
Orders Produc
Courage" by Captain Norman le Gai,
Films ini|
4
"Wild Youth" and another by Gilbert
Parker,
"The White Pigeon" by
A. E. Bundy of British !
James Austin, "The Pillagers" by al Films has secured an (
H. O. Tuttle and Harry Chaudet, Fox to make four pictui
and "The Sage Hen" by F. R. land, designed as quota pi
Buckley.
The pictures will be madi

Fox

Quota

wyn Garden

City.

Bund'

Schwartz Gets N. Y. Franchise

brought "The Battles of C
with Falkland Islands" to Newi
formerly
Schwartz,
Ben
Tiffany-Stahl, has secured the Ex- senting it at the Cameo.
Mutual Producing Corp.,
hibitors
franchise for the New York, Albany
Sc
and Butifalo territories, and in about Eight
ten days will open an exchange in
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Booking Corp.

Merchants Opposed to
Merge in $25,000 Firm
Quebec "Blue" Sunday

Capitalized

Exhibitors
has been
formed by consolidation of Exhibitors Poster Supply and Progressive
Poster Co., New York firms engaged
in poster service for
15 and eight
years respectivelj'.
The new firm

Progressive

at

$25,000,
Co.,

Poster

,

Lindbergh Film at Astor
"Forty Thousand Miles with Lindbergh," billed by M-G-M as a three
reel special, is to have its premiere
Sunday at the Astor, New York, playing with "The Crowd," now being
presented at $2 top.

Paramount Signs Ludwig

who
oli at
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Over

the Counter Transactions

Asked),
Stock Exchange.
Balaban & Katz is listed on the Chicago Board, Skouras Bros, on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
(s)

NOTE:

Judell Buys Collwyn Series
Collwyn Pictures, New York, has
sold the five Mayflower revivals to
B. N. Judell for the Chicago territory.
Next release is "The Hell
Ship," directed by and featuring Victor Seastrom, which is scheduled for

March

15.

Ludwig, author of "NapoBismark," and other biograhas signed a contract with
Paramount to write a biography
which will be produced as a film. The
subject was not announced, but is a
figure famous in world history.
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(Bid and
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starring
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Beaumont.

"Chicago" Held Over for
Second Week at Strand
run in New York
at pop priceSj "Chicago" is to be held
over a second week at the Mark

Playing
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first

Strand.

For Biography Story
Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
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be released, in additio
already announced includf
man's Way," featuring

and Margaret Living
Sporting Age," starring
Montreal Sunday closing is op- nett; "The Matinee Idol,'
posed by the Retail Merchants Ass'n. ing Bessie Love and Job'
of Canada, representing thousands of er; "The Desert Bride," St
retailers throughout the Dominion, ty Compson; "After the S[
the organization declared in a state- ring Hobart Bosworth.
ment attacking the proposed ban on
Sunday shows throughout Quebec.
First Banky, "The Ii!

make available to exhibitors
posters, photos and slides.
Harry
Cook at Orange, Tex.
Schlitt is president of the new comE. W. Cook of
Orange, Tex.
pany, Louis Weinzimmer vice presibeen
made
manager of
Beaumont
has
dent, Harry Egert treasurer and Sam
the Strand for the Saenger AmuseBram secretary.

will

Films
During Victo

to

Poster Co.'s

.
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Run

Players Canadian
Corp. plans a new first run on Sparks
St.
The firm has three houses here
the Regent, Imperial and Russell.
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HAYS MEMBERS MADE 410

Author

THE FILM DAILY

—Authorship

of

Of 852 FILMS LAST YEAR

the Brookhart bill was questioned at yesterday's hearings
by C. C. Pettijohn, counsel of
the Hays organization, leading
to an argument over the point,
until Chairman Watson stopped,
it with the remark that a senator is presumed to be the author
of any bill he introduces, unless
Sen.
he indicates otherwise.
Brookhart declined to make any
definite statement, but intimated
he wrote the bill.
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Washington
produced

at

the ten distributors cited.
Sen. Brookhart interjected to read

852 pictures
only 410 were

the

last year,
the ten producer-distributor
of the Hays organization

Hays organization testified yesterday in opening the defense against
the Brookhart bill before the intercommittee of the
state commerce
There are 26 members of
Senate.
the organization, Pettijohn, said.
the

particularly

booking

— Of

THE FILM DAILY no monopoly

statements made by Pettijohn at a
meeting of Iowa exhibitors to the effect that passage of the bill would
proving they have no monopoly on let churches and auditoriums
bid for
product, C. C. Pettijohn, counsel of films and drive exhibitors
out of bus-

made by
members

welcome this hearhas become neces- be to abolish wholesaling, he asuch a hearing where serted, leading Brookhart to remark
"Everything that if such was the result he wanted
stated.

.lock

the

Pettijohn explained this would
be the result of selling films singly
and that the church and other organiness.

izations have no overhead and would
drive small exhibitors out of business.
In the discussions on the Hays association. Sen. Couzens and other

Although he previously had assured the committee that he could
conclude his side of the case in one
day, he had hardly started on his
presentation when the morning sesInterrupted repeatedly
sion ended.

committee members expressed interest in Will H. Hays' salary and Pet-

the committee to amend the bill as
been that end is not aimed at.
lo never had anything
Section 7 of the bill, Pettijohn said,
tribution or any ex- would give the Federal Trade Comm. by members of the committee who
This bill proposes to the right to fix prices through its delved into all phases of the organization of the Hays association and
'hn declared, has

cxltence the present plan
t'Moiting and distributiiictures in the United
offering, anything to

authority to fix differentials.
In closing the hearing. Chairman
Watson served notice that the hearings,

must come

to

an end tonight.

except a bureau or
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at

agitation against it
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john was unable to make much headway.
Pettijohn's statement that ten na-
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culty if he has a good film.
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exhibitors, to opposition
after he originally was

favor of its passage.
The senator read
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knew the figure but
confidential and wanted

he

Hays' permission
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The Hollywood Plaza

Appreciate Fine Hotels
is

hotel

headquarters

in

Holly-

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping
in Los Angeles.
Every room is a parlor during the day time a luxurious
In-a-Door Beds make this possleeping quarter at night.

—

sible.

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertainare but a step away from the door of this famous
hostelry.

Strange

from
Smith and one from another Iowa exa

letter

ment

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
hotel now as your headquarters while in Southern

hibitor, the latter still in favor of the
bill.
Brookhart accused Pettijohn of

this

having engineered a meeting of the

California.

executive committee of the Iowa organization, at which advocates of the
bill were converted.
At the opening hearing Monday,
the senator had criticized Pettijohn
for lining up around 32 Iowa exhibitors, out of the entire state, and having a small minority adopt a resolution condemning the bill.

it

Pettijoiin
said, however, that
he
had no objection to telling his salary,
and when pressed stated "it ought
to be more," finally declaring he receives $16,000 a year from the Hays
organization and $18,000 from Film
Boards of Trade.

of

competition, he declared, but today
there are too many theaters and too
many pictures. There is not and can
be no monopoly in the industry,
Each year a
Pettijohn continued.
different company gets the reputation
of putting out the best pictures and
any independent, he asserted, can get

iti-trust laws,

ch

booking

block

(Continued from Page 1)
session when he pointed out that the
ten producer-distributor members of
the Hays office last year produced but
410 of the 852 pictures made, and
again at the afternoon session when
he stated that there is in the industry today an overabundance of intensive competition.

Monopoly denotes an absence
that films today
form of human exmtcd out that none of
'tured in the daily parcel carried at all in the
'I'lared

the

tional distributors are

de-

which he claimed demonstrated
is held in production by

tion,

H'askington Bureau of

It

'

interruption as Sen. Couzens (Rep.
Mich.) inquired whether this group
is the sole support of the association.
Pettijohn then read a list of the 26
members of the organization and
cited figures on last year's produc-

The

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

X

Marks spot %
old record vfi

NEW YORK X

CHICAGO X
PHILADELPHIA X

COLUMBUS X
DETROIT X
SCHENECTADY X
WASHINGTON X
CHARLOTTE X
LOS ANGELES X
SPOKANE X
PORTLAND, ORE. X
MILWAUKEE X
KANSAS CITYX
TULSA X
MERIDEN, CONN. X
TRENTON X
BAY CITY. MICH. X

ALLENTOWN X
BETHLEHEM,

OMAHA

PA.

X

X
N. Y. X
CONN. X
X

BINGHAMTON,

NEW HAVEN,

FINDLEY, O.
LIMA X
SAN FRANCISCO X
FORT WAYNE X
PITTSBURGH X
GILLESPIE, ILL. X
BOSTON X

TAMPA

X
X

FARGO
WASHINGTON, PA. X
MINNEAPOLIS X
TROY X
KENOSHA, WIS. X

YOUNGSTOWN X

TERRE HAUTE X
CLARKSBURG X
PROVIDENCE X
ROCHESTER X
NEWCASTLE, PA. X
BUTLER, PA. X

MONROE, MICH. X
FRACKVILLE,

TARENTUM,
MOBILE X

ILL.
PA. X

X

and 234 other a
WARNER B

AIJOLSON

re

lined
PAUL X
SEATTLE X
ST.

TACOMA X

JACKSONVILLE x
READING, PA. x
ST. PETERSBURG x
RICHMOND X
HAZELTON x
BALTIMORE x

TOLEDO x
WEST PALM BEACH x
SCRANTON X
WILKES BARRE x
ST.

JOSEPH, MO.x

BRIDGEPORT, CONN, x
POTTSVILLE, PA. x

HARTFORD x
BUFFALO X

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. x
INDIANAPOLIS x
CLEVELAND x
LOUISVILLE X
WHEELING X
IOWA CITY X

DENVER X
DULUTH X

PORTLAND, ME. x
EDWARDSVILLE, ILL.x
MADISON X
HIBBINGx

OLEAN X
ALBANY X
ELMIRA

X

HORNELL X
PUEBLO X

WOOD

CITY, ILLx

JAMESTOWN X
ERIE X

McKEESPORTx

and date

ALTON, ILL.x
PALMER, MASS. x
ELLENSBURG, WASH.x
HILLSBORO, ILL.x

ATLANTA

x

STAMFORD, CONN.x
ST. LOUIS X

'emeTriumph

HE JaII SiNGBtf
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DAILV

Under

Arbitration
RULE

I

ELECTION OF BOARD OF ARBITRATION
shall consist
1.
The Board of
shall be memof six persons, three of
bers of the Film Board of Trade (called Distributors' representatives) and three of whom
shall be proprietors or managers of theaters
in the territory where the Film Board of
Trade is located (called Exhibitors' representatives) provided, however, that in no event
shall such Exhibitors' representatives be managers of theaters owned or controlled by
producers or distributors.
of the three Distributors' repre
2. Each

Arbitration

whom

sentatives
and two alternate Distributors'
representatives shall be appointed by the memEach of
bers of the Film Board of Trade.
the Exhibitors' representatives and two alter
nate Exhibitors' representatives shall be appointed by the local Exhibitors' association.
If there is no local Exhibitors' Association
or if such Association fails to appoint Exalternates then
representatives or
hibitors'
the President of the Film Board of Trade
shall request the President of the Chamber
of Commerce of the City in which the Film
Board of Trade is located or if there is no
such Chamber of Commerce or if the President thereof fails to appoint then the Mayor
or other chief executive of such city, to aprepresentatives
Exhibitors'
point
three
the
and two alternate Exhibitors' representatives.
Failing such appointment the designation of
Exhibitors' representatives and alternates shall
be made by the then President of the American Arbitration Association from among exthe territory
in
hibitors operating theaters
wherein such Board of Arbitration is located
who shall not be managers of theaters owned
or controlled by producers or distributors.
3.
Each of the Exhibitors' representatives
and alternates and each of the Distributors'
repre.-:entatives and alternates shall serve for
one month and thereafter until their respec-

successors are appointed, provided that
any Exhibitors' representative or alternate
appointed otherwise than by the local ExhibiAssociation shall be replaced by an
tors'
alternate
representative
or
apExhibitors'
pointed by such Exhibitors' association as
soon as such appointment is made.
4.
No member of the Board of Arbitration shall hear or determine any case or
controversy in which he has an interest, direct or indirect.
5.
Upon written notice given to the Secretary of the Board of Arbitration at least
seven (7) days prior to the date fixed for
the hearing of any controversy submitted for
arbitration each of the parties to such controversy shall have the right to challenge
not more than two members of the Board of
Arbitration, in which case the Distributors'
alternate representative or representatives, as
the case may be, shall act as a member or
members of the Board of Arbitration to hear
and determine such controversy in place of
the member or members thereof challenged.
6.
In case of the refusal, disqualification,
challenge or disability of any Exhibitors' representative to hear and determine any such
controversy the remaining Distributor's representatives or representative shall appoint from
the Distributor's alternate representatives a
substitute for such Di,stributor's representative.
In case of the refusal, disqualification, challenge or disability of any Exhibitor's representive

tative to hear and determine any such controversy the remaining Exhibitor's representatives or representative shall appoint from the
Exhibitor's alternate representatives a substitute for such Exhibitor's representative.
7.
In case of a tie vote a majority of
the members of the
Board of Arbitration
shall appoint a seventh arbitrator, and if they
are unable to so appoint a seventh arbitrator,
then the Secretary of the Board of Arbitration shall request the President of the Chamber of Commerce of the city in which the
Film Board of Trade is located, or if there
is
none or if he fails to appoint, then the
Mayor or other chief executive of such city
to appoint a seventh arbitrator, who shall be
neither a distributor nor exhibitor nor interested in the motion picture business.

II

POWERS OF BOARD OF ARBITRATION

The members

of the Board of Arbitrameeting thereof designate from
among their number a chairman whose duty
and authority as chairman shall be strictly
limited to maintaining order to the end that
all proceedings
before the Board of Arbitra:ion
shall
be conducted speedily and with
1.

tion

at

each

Board

of
after

general power,
hearing of
tial

Arbitration
a

,

,,

,

have

shall

thorough and

impar-

or controversy,
(1) to determine such dispute or controversy,
thereon,
(3) to direct
findings
(2) to make
what shall be done by either or both parties
with respect to the matter in dispute, and shall
fix the maximum amount (not exceeding that
specified in the arbitration clause of the Standard Exhibition Contract) which each such
distributor may demand as security pursuant
said arbitration clause in the event of
to
the failure of the exhibitor to submit to arbitration or to comply with the award.
own rules of pro3.
It shall adopt its
cedure and practice, which shall provide for
of the time
parties
the
reasonable notice to
and place of the hearing and of the nature
of the dispute, afford the parties an opportunity to be heard in person or by counsel
and to submit evidence.

any dispute

findings, determination and directhe Board of Arbitration upon such
controversy shall be conclusive and binding
upon the parties thereto.
5.
In any controversy submitted to a Board
of Arbitration upon the complaint of a distributor which is determined in favor of the
exhibitor the Board of Arbitration may in its
discretion include in its decision or award an
award of a sum to be paid by the distributor to
the exhibitor not to exceed the cost to the exhibitor of railroad transportation from and
return to the city or town in which the exhibitor's theater is located and an additional
sum not to exceed $10 provided the exhibitor
has attended the hearing.
The Board of Arbitration shall not have
6.
power or authority to adopt or apply any
rule which shall be at variance with any of
Exhibition
the provisions of the Standard
Contract or the rights and obligations of the
parties thereunder.
The Board of Arbitration shall not en7.
claim or controversy unless the
tertain a
same arises under any contract other than
those mentioned in paragraphs (a), (b) and
of this Rule, excepting with the writ(c)
ten consent of both parties to such claim or
controversy.
Every dispute or controversy must be
8.
submitted for determination to the Board of
months after
(9)
Arbitration within nine
the date of the breach of contract or of the
act of omission or commission out of which
such dispute or controversy shall have arisen.
dispute or controversy shall be deemed submitted when a written statement thereof is
delivered to the Secretary of the Board of
claim or controversy which
Arbitration.
cannot be submitted for arbitration because of
the limitations of time prescribed in this paragraph may not be introduced as a counterclaim.
Members of the Film Board of Trade
9.
shall not proceed as provided in paragraph
three of Rule IV of these Rules unless the
decision or award of the Board of Arbitration
determines a claim or controversy arising

The

4.

of

A

A

out

of

A

contract which contains or incorreference all of the numbered arStandard Exhibition Contract
ticles
of the
with the Motion Picture Producers &
filed
Distributors of America. Inc., identified by
the signature of its President on March 1,
1926, or
contract bearing a date prior to
(b.)
the 1st day of April, 1926, the provisions of
which are substantially in accord with the
Uniform Exhibition Contract, or_
contract which contains or incor(c.)
porates by reference all of the numbered articles of the Standard Exhibition Contract filed
on May 1, 1928, with the American Arbitraidentifidd
by the signaAssociation,
tion
tures of the Contract Committee appointed by
the 1927 Motion Picture Trade Practice Conference.
(a.)

porates by

A

A

RULE

III

REFERE:NCE OF CONTROVERSIES TO

BOARD OF ARBITRATION

1.

Whenever

hibitors

out

shall

resorting

possible

distributors

endeavor to
to

settle

and

ex-

claims with-

arbitration.

a member of the Film Board
of Trade shall be unable to settle a claim
an exhibitor arising under
with
or controversy
a contract containing the arbitration clause,
such member shall notify the Secretary of
(located in the
the Film Board of Trade
city out of which such exhibitor is served)
the claim
submit
that such member desires to
or controversy to the Board of Arbitration
having jurisdiction thereof, advising the Secretary of the name and address of the exhibitor and the nature of the controversy.
2.

RULE

.

The

tions

New

The

decorum.
2.

the

Wheneyer

Secretary shall thereupon give written
notice to the member, the exhibitor, the local
Board of
Exhibitors'
Association and the
Arbitration at the request of such member
and of the time and place of hearing.
Likewise upon receipt by the Secretary
3.
of the Film Board of Trade of a notice from
any exhibitor that such exhibitor desires to
submit to arbitration a controversy with a
distributor arising under a contract confkining the arbitration clause, the Secretary shall
give written notice to the exhibitor, the distributor, the local Exhibitors' Association and
the Board of Arbitration having jurisdiction,
that the controversy has been referred to the
Board of Arbitration at the request of the
exhibitor.
4.
In case either party to a controversy
referred to the Board of Arbitration shall
demand a hearing thereon in less than five
days for reasons deemed by the Board of
Arbitration sufficient, the notice provided for
in paragraphs 2 and 3 hereof may be dispensed with and in such case twenty-four
hours' written notice of the time and place
of the hearing shall be given to the parties
to the controversy, the local Exhibitors' Association, and the members of the Board of
Arbitration.
Nothing herein contained shall be con5.
strued to prohibit the filing of claims or controversies by members or exhibitors directly
with a Board of Arbitration having jurisdiction thereof, pursuant to the rules of procedure and practice adopted by such Board
of Arbitration.
Each of the parties to a controversy
6.
submitted for arbitration shall have the right
to one adjournment of the hearing, thereof
until the date of the next succeeding regular meeting of the Board of Arbitration by
sending a written demand therefor at least
three (3) days prior to the date fixed for
the hearing of such controversy, addressed to
the Secretary of the Board of Arbitration.
If either of the parties to a contro7.
versy submitted for arbitration fails to appear at the time fixed for the hearing thereof, the default of such party shall be noted.
In case of a default in appearance of the complainant, the complaint shall be dismissed, and
in case of a default in appearance of the respondent, the Board of Arbitration shall hear
the evidence of the complainant and shall make
an award to the same effect as if both parties
had been present.
The Board of Arbitration may, in its discretion, upon application setting forth reasonable grounds, made within seven days after
an award has been rendered open the de
fault of either party upon such terms and
conditions as many deemed just.

RULE

IV
ENFORCEMENT OF DECISIONS OF
BOARD OF ARBITRATION
Board

of Arbinotify in
writing the Secretary of the Film Board of
Trade located in each city out of which
the exhibitor is served of (a) the name and
address of each exhibitor who has been found
by such Board of Arbitration (1) to have
refused to submit to arbitration a controversy arising under a contract containing
the Arbitration Clause, or (2) to have refused to comply with a decision of such Board
of Arbitration; and (b) the maximum amount
(not exceeding that specified in the arbiwhich each distributor may
tration clause)
demand as security pursuant to such clause.
2.
Upon receipt of such information, the
Secretary of each such Film Board of Trade
shall advise all members of such Film Board
of "Trade for their exclusive and confidential
information (a) of the name and address of
every exhibitor who shall have been found
by a Board of Arbitration (1) to have refused to submit to arbitration a controversy
arising under a contract containing the arbitration clause, or (2) to have refused to
comply with a decision of such Board of
Arbitration, and (b) of the sum which such
Arbitration Board has fixed as the maximum
amount which distributors may demand as
.security from such exhibitor.
Subject to the provision of Rule 11,
3.
on receipt of any such notice, each mernber
having a contract (or representing a distributor having a contract) containing the arbitration clause with any such exhibitor shall
demand payrrent by such exhibitor of such
sums as in the judgment of such member or
distributor shall be sufficient to protect such
member or distributor in the performance
Said
of each contract with such exhibitor.
sum shall not exceed the actual value of any
under
each
print thereafter to be delivered
such contract plus the rental contracted to be
1.

The Secretary of
from time
shall

tration

the

to

time

jgi

1,

Contrac

paid therefor, and in no case shall exci
the maximum amount fixed by the Board
'Thereafter t
Arbitration as aforesaid.
distributor (represented in the membersk
shall
have fa
whom such exhibitor
to
within seven (7) days to pay the amount
demanded by such distribi
security so
shall proceed to suspend service under t
such contract until such exhibitor shall I
furnished such security or complied »
the decision of such Arbitration Board. „..
service under any such contract shall Mlii
so suspended for a period of ten dayswiii
contract, at the option of the distrilMft; si.
tei
may then be cancelled. No member or
tributor having so suspended service
any such contract with such exhibiior s
thereafter resume service under any si.
contract unless and until such exhibitor sl&iffl
have furnished said security to such maillot;
or distributor or shall have complied i"
the decision of the Arbitration Boar(}. l
the happening of either of such events
vice under such contract shall be prom:
resumed by such member or distributor.
In case either party to a dispute o
4.
controversy arising under a Standard t
ardj
bition Contract submitted to the Board
i ^.
"
Arbitration shall claim that a right or
airfB-V"'
another
Stai
under the same or
ity,
it
Exhibit Contract, exists or may exist
cause of the facts involved in such cor
versy) against or in favor of some o
party, not then a party to the controvi
but a party to a Standard Exhibition
tract with the distributor, a party to
dispute or controversy, the Board of Ark] IMte
tion on application of either party sha!'
written notice to such effect, make such
party a party to the controversy, and
award, if made in favor of or against d
other party, may be enforced as provide!
51
these Rules.
The Secretary of the Board of Arbjj
5.
tion shall from time to time notify the
retaries of the Film Boards of Trade
fied in paragraph 1 of this Rule IV in \
ing of the name and address of each exhil|
previously found by the Board of Arbif
to have committed one or more of the

M

mT

T

(

il

_

..

si'

specified in paragraph 1 of this Rule IV,
shall thereafter have submitted to arbitra,;
or shall have complied with the decision ol
Upon receipt of
Board of Arbitration.
such information the Secretaries of the
for their exdi
Trade
Film Boards of
and confidential information of the name
address of every such exhibitor, and
upon each member or distributor having
pended service under any such contract

;

t!

such
of

exhibitor

this

provided

(as

Rule IV)

shall

in

resume

(

paragrai
service t

under.

.

of the Board of Arl
tion shall from time to time notify in wi
the Secretary of the Film Board of 1
and the Secretary of the local E.>:hibitors
sociation of the name of each member
distributor represented by a member f
by the Board of Arbitration (1) to hav
fused to submit to arbitration a contro'
with an exhibitor arising under a CMJ
containing the Arbitration Clause, or
6.

The Secretary

hi

I

to
of

have

refused

to

comply

with

a

oei|

Upon recei'
the Board of Arbitration.
such information the Secretary of the
Board of Trade shall, from time to tm(
vise all members of the Film Board cf
of the name of every member and d-!represented
by a member, found ^^
Board of Arbitration (a) to have rci'i;'
to arbitration a controversy a
a contract containing the arbitil
to
have refused to
(b)
clause, or
with a decision of the Board of Arbitr|
Thereafter such member or distributor
not be entitled to redress from the
of Arbitration having made such a detef|
tion or finding upon any claim or contrci
against any exhibitor until such memW
distributor has submitted to arbitraticl
has complied with the decision or awa
such Arbitration Board and there '!
added to the amount of such award
equal to ten per cent (10%) thereof f">
thirty days after the time fixed for comp
therewith that such member or diiti
fails or refuses to comply with such
provided that demand for the pay"ii
such award shall have been m.ide 1tered mail upon the home office u
distributor.
The Secretary of the Board of
7.
tration shall from time to time notif
Secretary of the Film Board of Traoi
the Secretary of the local Exhibitors' Ail
tion in writing of the name of each <^_
ber or distributor represented by a i"

subrqit

under

:'

'

H

THE
March

s^/,

committed one or
paragraph 6 of

to have
specified

nCind

acts

DAILY

1928

1,

in

V, thereafter submitting
liaving complied with a

to

Coast Wire Servicer

arbi-

decision

Upon receipt
Arbitration.
iimation the Secretary of the Film
Trade shall advise in writing all
the Film Board of Trade of the
member or distributor, and
ich
member or distributor shall
i;ch
titled to redress from such Board
of

id

New

"U" Preparing

Stories

ion.

RULE V
DAMAGES
mount

I

damages which the Board
award for "bicycling,"

of

shall

lion

any other unauthorized exhiphotoplay shall be determined
as provided in Section 25 of the

SCRIPTS BEING RUSHED TO

A

or

I

aw

the

of

distributor's defense to such
such failure or delay was caused
the failure or delay of another
returning the print of
such

the
t

if
II

forwarding

in

:ir

it
to the comdirected by the distribu-

as

liibitor

Universal is rushing preparation on
adaptations in anticipation of reopenThe
ing of the studio in April.

temporary shutdown, it is stated, will
eliminate any delay in getting the new
vehicles under way.
An original entitled "His First
Case" has been written for Denny
by Gladys Lehman, who wrote "Out
All Night."
Beatrice Van, who has just completed an adaptation of "The Girl on
the Barge," a Rupert Hughes story
from which Universal is to make a
feature production, has been assigned
to adapt "If I Were Rich," by Max

same

Ahoy," which Clymer is to put into
script form and which Ross will direct with Arthur Lake as the star.
An original has been written especially for Laura La Plante by Frederick and Fanny Hatton. It is called

of

Marcin.

1

other

h

exhibitor

xhibitor

for

awarded

damages

against

RULE

the

to
the comdistributor.

the

VI

AMENDMENTS
and

regulations shall not be
fled r repealed by the Boards of Arbin < the Film Boards of Trade withthe pproval first obtained of the beContract Committee.
ese

iiles

with Hanff-Metzger
B. Zabin has resigned from
:d Artists publicity and addepartment and on March

lin

c staff

of the

Hanff-Metzger

ng Agency.

a mpions
ilott

is

-fense

Health Series

making

a

pictures using

first.

f

the

for

Argentine to begin

d uc|3n

of a series of pictures
ch
will distribute.
first
al)ear in vaudeville in ten key

BO

He

a

story

entitled

"Ship

"The Man Disturber." Earl Snell has
been assigned to adapt.
Harry O. Hoyt, the author who
wrote and gaged most of the Glenn
Tryon comedy features, has just been
commissioned to do an original for
Miss La Plante. It is to be called
"The Husband Hunt" and will be
adapted by Paul Scofield for direction by Wesley Ruggles.
Cast Opposite Maynard
Gladys McConnell has been

of opposite
cham- Scarlet."

Mix Sailing June 9
om .lix is to sail from New York
e

finished

series

Mickey Walker appear-

ith

le

irt

in

John Clymer and Nat Ross have
just

Ken Maynard
Joe Brown is

cast
in "Code of
director.

**Lots''

PATHE,

NEW PACT SHOWS

RALPH WILK

By

Arbitration shall postpone
such controversy and shall
such other exhibitor be brought
e a party thereto.
If the Board of
shall
find that the complaining
entitled to damages on account
lim the Board of Arbitration shall
iward in favor of such exhibitor
distributor.
If the Board of Arill
find that such failure or delay
by such other exhibitor,
the
Arbitration at the same time shall
ward in favor of the distributor
of

ird

J

from

BE READY FOR REOPENING

United

States pro:i
the Board of Arbitration shall
ly such act was not wilfully done
damages shall be fixed at not
hundred dollars ($100).
lie
a controversy in which a claim
gainst a distributor for damages
ur delay in delivering any photo'.

DEMILLE REMAINING WITH

Little

Marie Prevost has signed a new
one-year contract with De Mille, unCARR, the
der terms of which she will continue
is writing a high school story for
as a Pathe star.
This is taken as
Paramount, interviewed William. Ed- corroboration of the statement De
ward Hickman for the United Press. Mille will remain with Pathe.

Hollywood
youngster who

ROBERT

*

*

*

Boh

Yost, head of the Fox studio
publicity department, has had a
mei'ry and exciting life. For yearn
he ivas a criminology expert on the
Los Aiigeles Examiner and solved
the
Arlington bungalow murder
mystery, which baffled the police department. He was also a Mexican

Partes Cast in "Lonesome"
Gustave Partes has been cast in the
role
of "Romantic
Gentlemen" in
Universal's forthcoming production,
"Lonesome," which Paul Fejos is directing.
Glenn Tryon is starred with
Barbara Kent in the feminine lead.

border ranger. Bob was with Oliver
Change in "Chorus Kid" Cast
Morosco, when the producer was in
Virginia Browne Fair has replaced
his heyday.
He did much to popu- Edna Murphy in "The Chorus Kid,"
larize Lenore Ulrich, Bessie Barriwhich Gotham is producing.
scale,
Laurette Taylor and Leo
Carrilo, who got their start on the

New Firm

Plans 6 Feature
Comedies for Independents

Coast.
*

+

*

Bob also did the
work on "The Brat",

publicity
in which
acted.
EdL-

Six feature length comedies will be
produced for independent release by
Corp.,
Charles
Brothers
Pictures
which has leased space at Metropolitan
studios.
The first, "Flapper
Anne," will be started within the next
few days with Bruce Mitchell directing and a star cast of free lancers.
The second will be "Four
Bells" by Charles Payne.

Edmund Lowe
mund is now with Fox. Bob
ivas bom in St. Louis, but has
been
years.

on

the

He has

Coast for 24
been dramutic

and music

editor of the leading local dailies and was city
editor of the Examiner, when
he deserted newspaper work
seven years ago, in favor of
Tnotion pictures.

Monte Brice Writing Original
Monte Brice is writing an original
vehicle for Wallace

F. Richard Jones to Work mond Hatton
in England, Reported

titled,

Beery and Ray"Great Guns."

Returns to Screen
Jones will direct in
After several years of retirement
England for Maurice Revnes, folGriffith Signs Belle Bennett
Rosemary
active screen work.
from
lowing
completion
of
one
picture
for
has
signed
appear
Belle Bennett
to
Cooper, former leading woman, has
in D. W. Griffith's "The Battle of Paramount, it is reported.
returned to pictures and is playing a
the Sexes."
Columbia Role for Jacqueline Logan part in Leo Meehan's latest FBO
Little
House,"
Jacqueline
Logan is to make production, "The
Joins Goldwyn Forces
Marie Frances Lee, story editor, "Broadway Daddies" for Columbia, which features Martha Sleeper and
has resigned from M-G-M and joined under direction of Fred Windermere. Orville Caldwell.
F.

Richard

Samuel Goldwyn.
iro

Distributors

kla >ma
an the

Merge

City— Home

State Film
Enterprise Distributing

Texas have been merged by
lad Walthall, former manager
Ei :rprise here.
Headquarters
at

'4

West Grand

St.

:ums of Love" Closing

Allan

Dwan with M-G-M
Dwan is to direct

for

M-G-M.

Filming of "Tempest"
Completed at U. A.
With filming of John Barrymore's
new picture, "Tempest," completed
after more than four months of cam-

Drx 'S of Love" will finish its era work, Director Sam Taylor and
his staff are preparing to cut and edit.
ige ent at the Liberty
Sunday
linj

^eT|

r
1

I

pai

Camilla
more.

Horn

plays opposite BarryAmong the supporting play-

ers are Louis

JOHN

G.

ADOLFI

Director
To Be

Released

*^TH£ DEVIL'S SKIPPER**
(Belle Bennett,

Montagu Love)

''THE LITTLE SNOB''
(May McAvoy, Alec

Francis, Robert Frazer)

Wolheim, George Faw-

Office for Emanuel Stern
cett, Ullrich Haupt, Boris De Fas,
manuel Stern, head of the Lena Malena, Albert Conti and others.
nt Medical Department, has Charles Rosher headed the camera
de medical director of the battery and William Cameron Menzies designed the sets.

Recent Release

''WHAT HAPPENED TO FATHER''
(Warner Oland)
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Oi Short Month
But
Accompli
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-William Fox purchases the motion picture rights to "The River," the new novel bv
Tristram Tupper, which is proving a "best seller" everywhere.

"With
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Fox

the

Hills,

two tremendous sound-proof Movietone

studios nearing completion at

California, Winfield

work on the first
novel by Edna Ferber.

start

Sheehan announces that J. G. Blystone soon will
complete audible feature "Mother Knows Best," based on the

oi

hi
tt
si
of

B
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-"Park Row," the

new

building at the Fox West Coast studios to house directors,
is formally dedicated with Will Hays and

authors, scenarists and title writers,

other notables.

d<
01
P<

F
E

-plans for an international theatre building program announced by Clayton P. Sheehan,
foreign manager of Fox Films, on the eve t>f his departure for South America.

b<

hi

"Despite a general curtailment of production throughout the industry eleven companies are working at top speed at the Fox studios turning out big attractions for
next season, including F. W. Murnau's "The 4 Devils," Raoul Walsh's "The Red
Dancer (of Moscow)," and- John Ford's "Hangman's House."

or
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E

""Four Sons," John Ford's latest road-show special, opens indefinite engagement at
the Gaiety Theatre, New York, and settles down to an immediate standing room
routine at every showing, making it one of the biggest screen successes in 10 years.
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"Winfield Sheehau announces the signino; of Charles Francis Coe to assist in the direction of his two great stories, "Me Gangster" and "The River Pirate," Just purchased by Fox for next season's release.

—
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"William Fox announces record plans for having four $a.oo attractions running simultaneously on Broadway: "Sunrise" at the Times Square, "Four Sons" at the Gaiety,
"Mother Machrcc" at the Globe, and "Street Angel," which will open in March al
another legitimate theatre.

th

-"A Girl
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Every Port" Victor McLagleu's first starring vehicle, breaks the world's
record for a single day's box office receipts at the Roxy, New York, when it grossed
$20,463.00 on Washington's Birthday.
in

"Margaret

new

Mann

star for her

captures Broadway by her personal appearances and

work

in a single picture,

"Four

is

hailed as a

Sons."^
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"Alfred E. Green completes his biggest film undertaking, "Honor Bound," based on the
sensational novel by Jack Bethea and featuring George O'Brien, Estelle Taylor,
Leila Hyams, Tom Santschi and Sam De Grasse.

-"Dressed to Kill," Irving Cummings' satirical melodrama of the masquerade of the
underworld, featuring Edmund Lowe, Mary Astor, Ben Bard and Charles Morton,
completed at Fox West Coast studios and heralded as Lowe's greatest characterization,
notwithstanding his marvelous performance in "What Price Glory."
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Washington
The average
small town exhibitor today is
(Cia/;.

NEW
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West Coast Reported to
be Buying Seattle House

DIVISION

UNDER DEAL
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—Threatened

,

Showmen
:ome to the conclusion that

who squawks

the loudest

iness usually proves to be
P as a showman.
The boys
theaters as a money-making
on't have time to dump all
bles into somebody else's
y re too busy turning mindollars.

hip is
wise.

The
as

field for

good

broad as Amer-

KANN

Washington
percentage

now

is

— Playing

on
any evil
block booking of pic-

remedy

the

existing in

pictures
for

tures, S. R. Kent, general manager
of Paramount, yesterday told the interstate commerce committee of the

Senate

at

resumption of hearings on

the Brookhart bill.
Despite the chairman's decision to
end the hearings yesterday, presentaion of the case was not completed,
and meetings are being resumed this

morning.

"The reward is automatic for a
good picture and the penalty automatic for a bad one," Kent said, adding that approximately 50 per cent of

(Continued

on Page 2)

New House

Omaha KENT DRAWS $100,000

—
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U. S. Will Parallel

Brookhart

Russia

Law Passes,
Washington Bureau of

—

COCHRANE TAKES STAND
FOSTERS MONOPOLY

is

If

Claim

THE FILM DAILY

Washington If the Brookhart bill
enacted and the experiment proves

successful, other industries will be
brought into the fold, and eventually,
the United States would parallel the

present Russian government.

was the summation yesterof C. C. Pettijohn, Hays counsel,
Washington The Brookhart bill, in his closing arguments on the Brookif enacted, will drive the independent hart bill, who contrasted the record
out of business, stated Robert H. of arbitration in the film industry with,
Cochrane, vice-president of Universal the record of the trade commission,
It
"The in which would be vested administrathe hearings yesterctay.
r|uickest way to build up a monopoly," tion of the proposed law.
The industry, Pettijohn pointed out,
he said, "is to drive the independent
(Continued on Page 4)
{Continued on Page 2)
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essive but sane lines. Such
:iy take time, but it canned that it fails of results.
utfers the proof.

Existing

Ills

Paramount business today is done on
Reorganization of First Division percentage of some form.
With his vivid description of operaDistributors, which brings new captal
into
the organization,
is
an- tions in the industry, Kent had no
lounced by Jesse J. (loldburg, who difficulty in retaining attention of

competition of
Mayflower to West Coast
Leads to Fear
will he averted through a deal just
closed, it is reported, with the latter
of Overseating at
scheduled to take over operations of
Omaha Ground will be broken
the house.
The deal was closed next month for Goldberg brothers'
through Real Estate Improvement new 2,200-seat Omaha theater. UnCo., which acquired all interests in less other theaters beside the Emproperty of Washington Theaters En- press close their doors on the comterprise Corp.
This firm was build- pletion of this new house, which, it
Seattle
the new

eighth year and movnever has before, Co-

on enough of the festive
imduct a Victory Drive.
my has been developing
and in accordance with a
<le that calls for expansion

carrying as much of the load as
he can stand and the remedy
lies in reducing production and
distribution costs, S. R. Kent,
general manager of Paramount,
yesterday declared in the course
of his testimony on the Brookhart bill.

— Thorough

investigation of
the Spanish industry by film leaders
has been authorized by the Spanish
government acting upon demand of
the Union Artistica Cinematografica,
for protection against American films,
states "Cinematografica Francaise,"
French trade journal. This is coincident with the French quota decree
which became effective yesterday.
Two-thirds of pictures shown in
Spain are American, with only ten
pictures costing $200,000 having been
made in Spain last year.
quota
or limitation law is urged. The gov;rnn:ent is expected to extend full
aid to domestic producers.

Paris

—

System Remedy
for Any Block Booking
Calls

R.
year

Kent

is

salary
He also gets
per cent of the net after de(Continued on Page 2)
in
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Upon examina-
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Washington
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tion at the

Brookhart hearings

yesterday,

S.

R.

Kent

said

Paramount's 1927 gross income
for all sources was nearly $100,000,000 with a profit of about
eight per cent.
Film sales
reached $42,000,000 of which
$30,000,000 were in domestic
sales. Eight million came from
small American exhibitors and
$22,000,000 from 1,240 large accounts.
It cost $4,000,000 in
operating expense to get this
revenue, Kent said.
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Washington

HELD INDUSTRY'S BANE

or

New York

sell

leadership of Aaron Sapiro, S.
R. Kent said yesterday he would
answer the question when put
to him in concrete form with
full information as to the organization and its purpose.

the building of
theaters is the biggest menace confronting the industry today, S. R.
Kent, general manager of Paramount,
testified at the Brookhart bill hearing yesterday.
He pointed out that
there is a crystallization of buying
power coming about just as it has in
chain drug, grocery stores, etc., and
in

The economic

Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
New York. Hollywood, California Harvey
'Phone,
Hotel:
Ambassador
Gausman,
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Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. London
Ernest W. Fredmaii, The Film Renter, 58,
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BLOCK BOOKING BAN HELD

Cochrane Takes

num-

FATAL TO

—

'UmE FELLOW

—

Made

now managing

director of theater, was
those members
The picture present.

production supervisor.
is

To

the

committee

Block booking, in some form or
another, has existed since almost the
Theater for Flushing
beginning of the industry, he said,
Irving I. Rosenberg, representing pointing to the steady increase in
George J. Brown, has sold to prosperity as proof that it does not
Rabin & Warshaw parcel on Bayside stifle growth. He told the commitave., 163rd St., 27th ave. and 164th St., tee of his experiment in individual
Flushing Manor, for improvement selling, and how it had to be abandoned because exhibitors displayed
with a theater to seat 3,000.
Distribution Deal
H. L. Jack Conway, of Ideal Pic-

no interest but bought films from
competitors selling in blocks while
he was selling pictures singly.
"I

New

am

perfectly willing to tear

down

is in
York block booking tomorrow if
it
has
a deal for disserved its purpose so far as our comtribution of several of the company's
pany is concerned." he said. "I am
pictures.
opposed to the Brookhart bill be-

tures Corp., Chicago,
in

connection

with

cause

British Internat'l Capital
Increased to $3,750,000

—

London Capital of British International Pictures is being increased to
£750,000 ($3,750,000) through issuance of 600,000 additional ordinary
shares.
The additional capital is to be used
development of general production
facilities and services at the Elstree
studios.
There is great demand for
for

space

at

the

studios,

the

company

states.

CaU

WAFILMS,

impractical in theory and
would not be workable if passed.
"The fact that the number of contracts for a single picture ranges
from 100 to 14,000 is proof of that
fact that the 'all or none' policy is
not followed."
With respect to ability of exhibitors to produce, he cited First National which, he declared, had the
most rigid block booking plan ever
followed, where it was necessary to
buy stock to get any pictures and
exhibitors had to agree to take every
film
without exception.
Arbitrary
exhibition values were set and prices
fixed and contracts could not be
cancelled for six years.
it

is

Inc.
Wrfter A. Putter, Pre*.

F. N.

Library Stock Scenes
Bryant 8181

Hollywood
St.

c/o Leon Schlesinger
1123 No. Bronson Ave

cities of the territory and under
Universal's policy he can get a week's
/rogram at a very low price.
Block booking is the only thing
which enables the small showman to
j-et along, Williams said, for he knows
that he is going to get over an extended period blind booking is not
l^lind for he
knows about what a
given star will produce and can safely buy on star names.
The screening privilege means nothing to the
exhibitor but additional expense, he
kc\-

Managers

at

Home

Office

Paul Krieger, Cincinnati, and W.
Heenan, Philadelphia, First National branch managers, are visiting
J.

the

home

office.

Bill

Sta

Fosters Monopi

(Continued from Page 1)
out of business and that will be
1 the bill is enacted."
He said his company is an

pendent and would be lorced

lo:

operations if the bill was passei
cause Universal produces ovir
fihii.a year and could not ci
Ihianoing if forced to hsve thi
complete d before sale.

C'

r;:ne's

types

figure, of course, include
of pictures, features and

Sen. Brookhart
asure contemplated any

s'lbjects.
I.I.

Meyers Heads
Phil

T.-S.

deni

Bram

Meyers, formerly
Pathe. has been named mam
the

E.

New York

Interrupted by Brookhart, who dehis bill was not intended to
make block and blind booking illegal,
and would be amended if that was
provided in the measure, Williams
told him the bill was not worth a
"tinkers cuss" and would mean nothing and there was no excuse for the
clared

legislation.

arbitration
Williams
declared
hoards are helpful to the exhibitor
and denied that any member of the
board would vote for the producer
through intimidation, pointing out
that the exhibitor was their customer.

change, succeeding Dave Brill
has formed a new company.
Gibbs,
special
representative,
been named sales manager.
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Tiffany-Stall*

said.

H. A.

for

New York
130 W. 46th

onimittee was told by Williams. He
to play the big pictures within
30 days after they are shown in the
is al)le

a possible reissue.

Conway Making

branch of the
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of

(.Continued from Page 1)
preciation and reserves, but thi
dition he offered to sell "cL:
Pressed by Sen. Brookhart to aKfjl
tion salaries of Paramount execuliiilll
Ivent said at the hearing yestep
that he had no knowledge of oil
salaries.
He said he received $![
000 a year up to last year whenf
figure was cut to $75,000, being'
stored to the original figure :•
beginnng of 1928.
It also cai
light that Aaron Sapiro, who
signed to head the buying org
Mon of New York independei
hil)itors, is to be paid the samf
as Kent.
-

ber of prints which can be produced
controls first runs, he claimed. Selling of pictures to the highest bidIVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
der, he said, as advocated by Leo
Brecher, New York exhibitor, is not
Washington Abolition of blind and
logical and could not last, he claimed, block booking would drive the smah
because better and better houses exhibitor out of business, C. E. Wil
Edith Cavell, Subject
would be built to take away pictures Hams, president of the Western lowi
in 1918 from those having them and the com- and Nebraska exhibitor unit, yester
of Film
Agitation over "Dawn," English petition would be suicidal.
day testified at the Brookhart hear
film based on shooting of Edith Ca"The exhibitor wants the right to ing. characterizing the bill as "not
English war nurse, yesterday pick and choose and get the cream worth a tinker's cuss."
vell,
brought to light the fact that another of production at his own price," he
"The trouble with you, senator,"
film along similar lines was produced declares.
be declared addressing Sen. BrookIt
in 1918 and distributed by Select.
hart, "is you don't know anything
was "The Cavell Case," directed by
about the picture business." And he
John Adolfi and featuring Juha
got away with it.
at the Strand,
Arthur.
It played
The small exhibitor in the "sticks'
New York in October, 1918 on a bill
Ills is in the most enviable position of
Plunkett,
Arms."
"Shoulder
Joe
with
{Continued from Page 1)
film industry the
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and 5 P. G. Net Year'
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independent

chain owners and asAddress all communica- sociates are taking advantage of their
remit with order.
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the
report persisting a
practically agreed upon,

nlj; bookings,

Prominent Film Men

.

Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
considerable specu- NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the Chifuture of the com- cago Board, Skouras Bros, on the St. Louis
deal Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

il|[ncreased

Over Five Hundred

floated

Philadelphia

New York

Boston
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New

Capital for First
Division Under Deal
(Continued from Page

1)

president of the compa;ny.
The reorganization consolidates with First Division the producing firm of Robert S. Furst and Raymond Wells. Goldburg is to devote
most of his time to distribution from
New York, while Wells will be vice
president supervising production on
the Coast and Furst will be financial
executive in charge of production.
Nine stars are to appear on the

continues

company's

as

roster,

appearing in two

pictures each during the
son.

coming

sea-

Reinhardt Leaves for Germany
Reinhardt is en route to Germany, planning to return in September when he will direct his first
picture which will be a Lillian Gish
vehicle for United Artists.

Max

T-S Exchanges Engaged
in Spring Cleanup Drive
en
are
branches
Tif?any-Stahl
gaged on a spring cleanup drive,
which started Feb. 4 and continues
The nation has been
until April 8.
divided into four divisions in connection with the drive.

Royster on Theater Deal
Xat G. Royster, business manager
of the North Carolina exhibitor unit,

Coast Wire Service-

Chesterfield to Produce
14 Pictures This Season
including
productions
Fourteen
eight
dramas to be released as
Chesterfield Productions and six action dramas featuring Champion, dog
will be
produced during the
star,
1928-29 season by Chesterfield M. P.
Corp., according to George Batcheller, president.

Friday, Mard

De

Mille Closing Seei

SHOTDOWN SLATED FOR

Accompanied by Lon Young, who

A

in

ater

COHEN

Paunch

Progress of the motion picture will
be traced and warning against throt-

Added

to

Boyd Cast

Jacqueline Logan, Robert Armexpression
strong
and Alan Hale have been cast
at
made
be
a speech to
Providence, R. L today before the in "The Cop," starring William Boyd
semi-annual meeting of the Society at De Mille studios.
of Colonial Dames, by R. F. Woodhull,
president of the M.P.T.O.A.
Stone in "Mr. Romeo"
VVoodhull has been ill the last week
Arthur Stone has been added to
with grippe. He will be guest of Ed
cast of "Mr. Romeo," which Fox
Fay and other Providence exhibitors
is producing.
during his stay at the Rhode Island
Ford Sterling has been cast in "Mr.
tling

this
sounded in

medium

of

capital.

West Coast Reported to
be Buying Seattle House
(Continued from Page

1)

Orth Completing Feature
George Orth is completing

Gloria Returning to Coast
Gloria Swanson left New York yesterday for the Coast to start her next
picture which is expected to be re-

Page

1)

arbitrates 10,000 cases annually, while
the record of the commission is the
settling of 113 cases.
To handle the
film industry, he declared, would require enormous increases in personnel and expenses of the commission,
and it might be expected the number
of cases would be nearer 30,000 a
year, if the commission is to fix differentials.

Irish Endorse "Mother Machree"
Thirty-five Irish organizations and
Catholic societies, embracing those
which joined hands in nationwide
protest against other films alleged
to be objectionable to the Irish, have
endorsed "Mother Machree," following previews at New York and Washington.
The picture opens March 5
at the Globe, New York.

leased in

fall.

i

1

*

number

of situations, in what is
regarded as another step in the development of talking pictures, using

spoken

lines

throughout.

New House

Leads to Fear

of Overseating at
(Continued from Page

Omaha
1)

is
said, will excell the Riviera in
splendor, there is danger of an overHarry
Delf,
vaudeville
player, seated situation.
The name of the
leaves for the Coast tomorrow ac- theater will be emblazoned in mazdas
companied by Bryan Foy, director, atop a tower so that it will be visible
to appear in Vitaphone numbers.
20 miles awav.

Delf Signs for Vitaphone

*

or

a

role

in

came

aid,

Columbia Role for Jacqueline Logan
Jacqueline Logan has been signed

«

to

Jesse L. Lasky is chairman of the
executive committee of the Parastudio.

B.

P.

Schulberg

.

*

4:

fi

I

Tom

Terriss' sketch, "Threi
so popular at the
geles Orpheum that he was
bookings for the entire Orph'

was

ows,'"

1

However, Tom's motioi
work prevented him from
cuit.

i\

the offer.
*

:

0}(r Passing

Show:

Bi|

King, Beimard McEveet\
Tom Persons motorini

Hollywood

Blvd.;

Menjou and

his brother

Ad

Paramount

s

Arthur Ripley 111
Arthur Ripley, scenario e
Harry Langdon, is confine
Osteopathic Hospital with

pi

is

Joins Langdon Compl
Earl Rodney, formerly of
torial

Langdon

he next
foi

Dolores del Rio's picture for United
Artists.
It is an adaptation of Konrad Bercovici's story "'The Bear
Tamer's Daughter." It will be the
first of seven pictures the star will
make for United Artists. Finis Fox
is
preparing the script, and Edwin
Carewe, who has returned to Hollywood after undergoing an operation
at Rochester, Minn., will start production in a few weeks.

at

at the Christie
will be "gag'i

staflf

studios,

lett

"Revenge" Is del Rio Title
"Revenge" is title selected

atten

school here.

ting at the

Lasky Chairman of
Studio Committee

I

California

father and are

their

"Broadway Daddies,"

chairman, and other members
'Tenderloin,' New Talking vice
are: Henry Herzbrun, J. J. Gain, H.
Film, to Open March 11 M. Goetz and J. F. Singerlin.

a

of an egotist.

trait

Sam's sons, Arthur and

mount

Despite the fact that the picture
is holding up to a figure which warrants continuance of the run, Warners will close "The Jazz Singer" at
the Warner theater. New York, Mar.
11, in order to make way for "Tenderloin."
As "The Jazz Singer"
utilized Vitaphone in its musical sequences, "Tenderloin" goes a step
further, using Vitaphone dialogue in

in

England village and ending
Sam, in describing
cago.
"The Great Bear," states it is

direc-

Says United States
Will Parallel Russia

generations, beginning

five

leaves soon for the Coast to start a Hum's original, "Soft Shoulders" for
Fox.
new picture for M-G-M.

duced by and starring Paul Tellegen.
Production is at Cosmopolitan studio.

(.Continued from

tion and the believing mind."
n turn, describes Lester's "f;
ngs" as an extraordinary stij
he rise of an American famil

Browning Back From Europe
Rosson to Direct "Soft Shoulders"
Tod Browning has returned to New
Richard Rosson is to direct Philip
York after six weeks in Europe. He

tion of a five-reel feature being pro-

g,
lif

'A Yankee Passional,' a study
conflict between American c

Romeo."

New York

other territories.

and
the
Jowl,'
on American political

satire

—

in

'*Lots

^^^_

deal.

memberships in behalf of the state
M.P.T.O. This follows similar move

from

APR. 15, COAST HEARS

resigned as advertising and publicity
By RALPH WILK ^1
director of Gotham, Batcheller leaves
Reports persist in reliable quarters
for the Coast next week to supervise
production, which starts immediately. to the effect that the De Mille studio
and S
Seven pictures will be ready for re- will close about April 15 until June 1. T ESTER
Previous report that the studio is to
Ornitz are among the new
lease Sept. 1.
Lester desi
be shut down, was denied by De ers at Paramount.
Mille.
Samuel as "the author of 'H
Addressing Colonial Society

on a Charlotte the- ing the Maj'flower, which is to be which Columbia will produce.
completed April 1, in a proposed
building program embracing PortCapra to Make M-G-M Film
Vancouver, Salt Lake City and
Film Salesmen to Campaign land,
Columbia is loaning Frank Capra
Denver. Whether these projects will
for Iowa Exhibitor Unit be carried out now appears problem- to M-G-M to direct the next Karl
Dane-George K. Arthur picture.
Des Moines Film salesmen of the atical.
territory are to conduct a drive for

is

Little

feature

U\\

First National.

Leonard Contract Rerl
Robert
signed a

Z.

Leonard,

new long term

dini
coij

M-G-M.
Tyler Starting New
Tyler is scheduled*
work this week on his pictf
untitled.
Robert DeLacy
from a story by Oliver Dr'

Tom

Bedard Leaves SwanscJ
Gibson Purchases 6 Stories
P. A. Bedard, productioilj
"Hoot" Gibson has purchased six has left the Gloria SwansH
novels from B. M. Bowers, promi- zation.
nent authoress, including her latest,
"Points West."
Gibson has placed
the authoress under contract to write
the titles on his future productions.
Reeves Eason will direct the next
Gibson production.

Krelbar Changes

'I

To

avoid confusion wiff
"Her Cardboard Lover," Ij
tures has changed "The

Lover"

to

"The

Faithless'
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THE PICTURE FOR THE WORLD'S MILLIONS!

featuring

GEORGE LEWIS
BERYL MERCER
GEORGE SIDNEY with George Lewis, Patsy Ruth

Miller, Beryl Mercer, Eddie Phillips, Albert Gran,
John Boles, etc., etc.

From

the

Broadway

stage success

by Milton H. Gropper and

Max

Siegel

AN EDWARD SLOMAN PRODUCTION
Presented by Carl Laetnmie

— Supervised by Carl Laemmle,

Jr.

Adaptation and Continuity by Al Cohn

A UNIVERSAL BIG MONEY PICTURE

"A

real picture for the

world.

whole family anywhere in the wide

Will make them laugh with tears in their eyes."
EXHIBITORS DAILY REVIEW

Ei>R

THE BIG FIRST RUN MONEY EVERYWHERE!

wise to this:

length,
Hlong on moneycirt

in

y ing possibilities

SHORT
FEATURES

THIS ISSUE

T^EVOTED

TO THOSE _ CLE, BIG
REELS THAT BUILD AND

HOLD PATRONAGE

JVEWYORK:

Paramount,

BOSTON:

Million Dollar, Loew's State.

Arcadia.

SEATTLE: United

Fairfax.

LOUISVILLE:

KANSAS

Wisconsin,

Stanton,

Karltoi,

WASHINGTON:

Metr

Shea's Buffalo, Shea's Hi|L
Olympi

MEMPHIS:

Liberty.

MINNEAPOLIS:

Strand.

ANGElEv

TAMPA: Tampa. MIAMI:

Arcade.

PORTLAND, ORE.:

CITY: Midland, Newman.

MILWAUKEE:

Palace, State.

Stanley.

BUFFALO:

Capitol.

JACKSONVILLE:

Rialto.

PHILADELPHIA:

BALTIMORE:

Artists, Liberty.

LOS

McVickers, Roosevelt.

Metropolitan.

DETROIT: Madison, Adams,

politan, Earle.

podrome.

CHICAGO:

Rivoli, Rialto.

ST.

Lyric.

LoctJ

PAUL:

A

CHRISTIE COMEDIES
MONTREAL:
Capitol.

OMAHA:

TORONTO:
Capitol.

NEWARK:

Capitol, Loew's.

SAN ANTONIO:

Rialto.

Uptown, Shea's, Pantages.

PITTSBURGH

:

Grand.

OKLAHOMA

Mosque, Branford.

SAN FRANCISCO:

Texas.

VANCOUVER:

NEW HAVEN

:

Capitol.

Olympia.

CALGARY:

CLEVELAND:
Keith's Palace.

Queen, Kirby.

CHARLOTTE:

Capitol.

SALT LAKE CITY

YOUNGSTOWN:

FORTH WORTH:

Palace,

Princess, Paramount.

COLUMBUS:

Keith Albee.

Hippodrome.

Criteric

Warfie

Metropolit
:

Paramos

RO

CINCINNATI: Albee,

Carolina.

TOLEDO:

Stillman, Allen, Keith Palace.

Granada,

WINNIPEG:

LEADING FIRST
Victory.

CITY:

Lyric,

AKRON:

Southern, Keith Palace.

DES MOINES: Des

Capifj
'

Str;

HOUST

Moines, Cap

THEATRES EVERYWHERE
INDIANAPOLIS:
Rialto.

Circle, Ohio.

NEW ORLEANS:

*and

BROOKLYN:

Strand,

Liberty.

Loew's Metropolitan,

SHREVEPORT:

S. S. Circ.

Saenger.

Republic. DElWi

MOBILE:

Saerj

this is only a partial, sketchy list at tha

|
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for Situation in Brookhart Bill
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EFEAT OF BILL

SEEN

IS

Trust Laws More Suitable

DYEARFOR SHORT

Action Soon
IVash.

IB.:CTS IS
of

i,nt

PREDICTED MONOPOLY, BRECHER SAYS

the

new

selling

wo months away, inventaken of the short subnth indications that short
aiin are to be accorded the
tio they deserve.
r'ing year may result in
subjects, but they will be
K grade, because of the inof ;hort subject competition,
lange made in the new
c
d
ntract, which forbids the
short subjects with fearinued on Page 4)
'

u,

j

I

.

NG OUT SITUATION

—

les
Short feature prolarking time to determine
e
le

Washington Bureaji of

Washington

Commission
on French Quota Decree ANY

wind is blowing," with
market for the coni-

i

omplete inventory to be
to

niett's

gauge the market
studio

is

lai

PI

on Page

4)

Gov't Refuses
ebus Loan Details

he government, through
Hergt, presiding in
let neeting, refused to pubX ort on the investigation
bus scandal in which the
Ids
about $7,000,000 which
n aned secretly to the film

;ia^illor

«tie

action

was taken even

ajority of the Reichstag
nittee voted that the in-

hould

be

given

HRM

Washington
embodied

laws,

to

the

in

THE FILM DAILY
Existing anti-trust
the

Sherman and

Clayton acts are more suitable for
the handling of any illegal practices
in the industry than the legislation
recommended by Sen. Brookhart.

cluded

IN

3 BRANCHES

bill,

its

will

hearings on the Brookhart,
lean to that opinion it was

indicated

TRUST

OE

members.

favor of the bill at earlier sessions. recommended two amendments to
One sought to declare the
E. Williams, head of the Ne- the bill.
production and distribution of pic{Continued on Page 2)
tures a public utility and the other
Brief would provide that nothing in the
M.P.T.O. to
measure should be interpreted to inSenatorial
terfere with block booking.
With a view to securing results
Producers, he said, are appealing
along the most effective lines in the to "gutter instincts" instead of lookconsideration of the Brookhart bill, ing upward.
.A..
Julian Brylawski of the Board of
{Continued em Page 2)
in

British Government Not
to Resume Censorship

—The

British Cabinet will
not resume ofificial censorship of
films, Home Secretary Sir WilHam
Joynson-Hicks in the House of
Commons, announces, stating local
authorities will continue to exercise
the censorship.

THE
new

of

—

C.

Submit
Committee

To

closed,

open until the producer's
ready this month. Chris:.d need its annual vacation
h the Educational studio,
tinued

IVaMngton Bureau

by Senators Gooding and
Fess of Ohio. They asked witnesses
many questions along this line at
INDUSTRY HELD
hearing and indicated
yesterday's
not see any cure for the
Washiugtou Bureau of THE FILM DAILY they do
Washington
Any producer en- situation in the Brookhart bill.
Final presentation of rebuttal tesgaged in all three branches of the intimony
by proponents marked clospotential
dustry is a monopoly or a
one, Sen. Brookhart declared Friday ing of the hearing.
Canon William Sheafe Chase was
at final hearing on his bill, reading
opportunity to make a brief
given
a letter from Frank J. Rembusch,
Indiana exhibitor, who had testified statement in the course of which he

—

Thirty-two
Paris (By Cable)
representatives of the government
and industry have been appointed to
the commission which is to adminisPaul Leon, diter the quota decree.
rector general of the Dept. of Fine
Arts, is president of the commission.
The industry is criticizing the size
of the commission and it is probable
that administration of the decree will
be taken over by a sub-committee

London

various studios engaged
ig of short features have
ha on activities, until a careilnade of the current situaler

to

of about seven

— Consideration

The interstate commerce committee of the Senate, which Friday con-

.

'

'

THE FILM DAILY

on Illegal Practices,
Committee Indicates

THE FILM DAILY

Washington

— Instead

Named

of

of the Brookhart biU "at the
earliest opportunity" was promised by Chairman Watson of
the
Senate
interstate
commerce committee at the conclusion of the hearings Friday.

of the more
than 800 pictures claimed, there are
less than 700 suitable pictures produced annually, of which only 159
are independent and 510 are pro{Continued on Page 2)

32

Bur.

No More

Varying Prices

Clubs

rules of arbitration which go hand in hand with the
uniform exhibition contract contain the following:
No "short subjects" or "news reels" shall be included in any
group of feature photoplays, and the licensing of "news reels" or
"short subjects" groups shall not be made a condition of licensing
the exhibition of feature photoplays or vice versa, provided that the
distributor may include in any long term franchise and/or service
contract, feature photoplays and/or "short subject" photoplays
and/or "news reels."
In the new structure built up as a partial solution to the

the de,cision regarding short
features. And it is mighty important. In other words, the exhibitor now buys his short subjects separately. No salesmen can
swing a club over his head and tell him that, unless he signs for
features, he can't get the little, big pictures. Likewise, does it

block booking problem,

this

(Continued

is

on Page

4)

Wash. Bur. of

THE FILM DAILY

—

Universal's
Washington.
complete service program came
in for considerable interest and
Brookhart
discussion at the
hearings, which wound up FriIn his testimony C. E.
day.
Williams had cited the low
price at which he was enabled
to buy the complete service.
Great interest in this booking

plan was shown by Sen. Gooding of Idaho, who showed keen

disappointment when figures introduced did not show that
Idaho exhibitors were obtaining

programs at prices as low
some exhibitors in other

their

as

states.

...
.
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SHORT SUBJECTS ARE LEARNING TO TALK, by
CARTOON POPULARITY, by Nat L. Mints
ACTIVITIES IN THE SHORT SUBJECT FIELD
WHAT MAKES 'EM LA UGH. by Al Christie
EUROPE: A FIELD FOR SHORT SUBJECTS
REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST FEATURES
SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS
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High Low

2

W. Hammons...

E.

(s)
*

5

413
8

(c)
(s)
(s)

9

13

—Three

picture theaters

here continue to be open on Sunday
contrary to ordinance, but with popManagers are arrestular approval.
ed every Sunday, fined $15.45 and reThis has been going on all
leased.
winter.

Farewell Party for

Young

Members of
Lon Young a

the A.M. P. A. tendered
farewell party Friday
Young leaves
night at the Manger.
Sunday for Los Angeles to become
a production supervisor for Chesterfield

Prod.

Cotton Offering New Device
Cleveland Robert Cotton, former
Pathe division manager, now is vice
president and general manager of
Playgolf, Inc., a company formed for
the manufacture and distribution of
golf balls, golf sticks, bags and a golf
game which may be played on the
lawn or in the house.

—

(c)
(b)
(s)

19

City, S. D.is

— Norman

erection of a studio here.

When you

think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking of

S

T E B B

I

N

S

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Arthur W. Stebbins
1540

& Co.,

Broadway
Wrvqnt
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BRONC STOMPER
COMRADES

PAGE

FEEL MY PULSE
SOFT LIVING
13
SHORT SUBJECTS
13
13

13

Pathe
do "A" ....
*(b)
do 7s 37 ..
(s)
(s)

13

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

Any Firm

Production Figures
Three
Branches Held Trust
Show Monopoly
in

(Continued from Page

braska and western
unit,

who

testified

(Continued from Page

1)

Iowa exhibitor
against

the

bill

Thursday,

duced by

Roxy "A"
do units
do com

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hays organization mem-

New

bers, Leo Brecher,
York exhibitor, declared at Friday's conclud-

24"
27

40
50

Stanley Co.
*(o) Technicolor
*(c) Trans-Lux
(o) United Art.
15
(o)
do pfd
85
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
*(o)
do pfd
*fc) Univ. Pict.
(s)
do pfd
100
(c) Warner Bros.
10S7A
(s)
do "A"
27H
*(c-b) do 6'^s 28 ..
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-.

3

13)1

66

6

38
4954

13

80

t

so'
23

.

.

.

2Ji

29
7

Skouras Bros.

.

1)

3

14M
26"

99'

i

ion

108
27
108

had done an about face
since the Trade Practice Conference ing session of the Brookhart hear- * Last Prices Quoted.
This, he asserted, proves the (b) Bond Market.
in October, where he voted the other ing.
(c) Curb Market.
Williams, existence of a monopoly.
^vay, the senator charged.
(o) Over the Counter Transaction!
Asked).
Attacking
arbitration
'ho proved a star witness for the de
boards (s) Stock
Exchange.
fense. Was not present yesterday, Brecher declared that when a man's NOTE: Balaban
& Katz is listed »
credit
was
'laving left for his home upon receipt
declared bad, he is forced cago Board, Skouras Bros, on the
of news that fire had destroyed his to put up large sums of money as Stock Exchange and Stanley in PI
security or get no pictures.
house.
This, interjected one member of
the
committee,
indicates
boycott.
"Abie" Georgia Jessel's Next
The new contract, Brecher conTHE NAME YOU GO B>
Georgie Jessel, who has been signed tinued, does not correct
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY
any of the
for two pictures by Gotham Prod.. evils
complained of.
will first make "Abie of the U. S. A."
instead of "United States Smith.''
New Cleveland Exchange
UNIF
This picture will be included in the
Cleveland Lee Chapman, formerly
14-37 BWAY. NY
TEL 55
—
ALSO
25.0OO COSIUMES TO St ^
1928-1929 program and will go into associated with Fred Schrani in Seproduction about the middle of the curity Pictures Corp., is opening an
year.
Jessel's second picture has not exchange of his own called Independent Pictures.
been selected.
,

BROO

^Sin
GOWNS AMD

—

Dawn,

reported to be considering

Kodak

.

'"

I

Reported Planning M.P.T.O. to Submit Brief
Rapid City, S. D. Studio To Senatorial Committee

Rapid

East.

39H

Keiths 6s 46
99-^
99 /j m'
Loew's, Inc.
60^ 60
(b)
do 6s 41ww. 106"/^ 106^ my,
(b)
do 6s41x-war. 10614 106J4 my,
(s) M-G-M pfd. .. 26ii
26
26H,
*(s) M. P. Cap. ..
*(s) Orph. Cir.
23
*(s)
do pfd
23^
(s) Para. F-L
.116% 115^ 116^
*(s)
do pfd
121}.
*(c-b) do 6s 47 ..
Mil
(b) Par. By.5^^s51. 102'^ lozyi 102^1

20
20

Dawn
director,

do pfd

*(c) Intern. Proj.

REVIEWS

—

Dover, O.

.

Fox Thea. "A". 20 y^

(c)

18

—

Theaters at Dover, O.,
Continue Sunday Shows

.

.

THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, by Charles F. HynesA4-lS
WIRED HOLLYWOOD NEWS, "LITTLE FROM LOTS," Ralph Wilk. 16-17

THE

.

do pfd
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
*(s) Fox Fm. "A",

13

PRESENTATIONS, by Jack Harroiver
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
AND THAT'S THAT, by Phil M. Daly
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES

Am.

Seat.
do vtc
*(c-b) do 6s 36 ..
•
Bal. & Katz .
(c) Con. Fm. Ind.
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ANSWERJl

ALL QUESTIN

1)

Directors of the M.P.T.O.A. will sub-

mit a comprehensive brief to the interstate commerce committee of the
Senate.
Representing the national
organization, Brylawski attended all
of the Brookhart hearings in Washington and has secured permission to
submit the brief.
Considerable testimony was offered which had sectional and local angles.
This, of
course, does not meet with Brookhart's purpose in his endeavor to
correct business evils within the business.

Brylawski will present the national
angles in his brief and will endeavor
to make
essential

it

fully

comprehend

more
up some
the

phases and clear
ambiguities which makes general action difficult when local or sectional
situations are stressed most.

Season

J 928-1929

'SAYITWIMOWERS'
Adapted from Marion Craig
Wentworth's (author of
Nazimova's "WAR BRIDES")

"THE FLOWER SHOP"
All rights protected

[MPIR[PRODUCTIONS,lnc.
723 SeveDlh Avenne, Vew York

City

TEMIS OF

\7

kCHIEVEMENT
Embodied

FLASHES
itlRRENT

in

T

FROM

.URN BACK time

PATHE

NEWS

for

Sees

Knows

All

All

seventeen years. Pathe
News was a toddling youngster. An editor, with little to
direct, a handful of cameramen, a dingy laboratory, crude
machines. Its first unit was hardly more than a procession
of foreign royalty.

Down

tne years, slowly, surely, the organization

increased and extended to the corners of the earth.
Olympic Games,

Pathe

Moritz, Switzerland

every

News camera became a symbol
land. The Pathe News was the

screen.

It

more than did

was

The

of the cinema in
life-blood of the

share to bring the industry

its

out of the nickelodeon to the modern picture palace.

Today
is

organized like a giant press association. It

regionally edited so that a

passes
pectacular Carnival,

it is

city.

on the news

It is

man

close to your

own

city

to be gathered and presented in that

the greatest user of commercial aviation. It has

Nice, France

increased and installed local laboratories to bring to the
theatre with greater speed the
to that

community.

Its

knights of the tripod answer every

challenge in every clime.
fastest,
Its
Premier of
irmany, visits France

B^Miv streseman,

m
IHERE IS

most complete

news of most importance

It is

the latest, most up-to-date,

service ever issued to theatres.

experiences of yesterday and achievements of today

atc thc assutaucc of progress

tomorrow.

NO SUBSTITUTE FOR. PATHE NEWS

^

,
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Short Features Are Learning to Tali
No More

NOW

VIEWED AS NOVELTY

Producers Sounding

Clubs

(Continued from Page

Out

1)

Situati

(Continued from Page

n

1)

the strength of box-office which have closed for three and
of course, that the market months respectively.
Hal Roacl|is
on
March
24
for
five week=
takes
to
close
competition
that
before
ever
is thrown more open than
two-reelers becomes the Universal is closed, although tlv
a new spurt and that quality in one and
dio is to open April 15, to begin
determining factor.
duction of westerns and other sirl
features.
L. J. Darmour, howe r,
die
will
The
flops
marketImportant for the short features
is continuing at FBO without a sitwill
There
dough.
the
will
get
by the wayside and the winners
down.
subject
This shutdown is but a temper
be nothing on which the weak members in the short
one, and is caused by the gluid
family can now hang on for an existence.
market of last year, when short \r
tures, particularly comedies virtu j
went begging, due to the intense cii»
This year, producers -e
When the talking picture steps into a bigger and longer petition.
prepared to first ascertain the n rsome
fact
there
is
matter
of
stride, watch for innovations. As a
ket's capacity for
absorption,
d
discussion at this very moment of novelty short features with then increase values to a point \vl h
sound accompaniment as substitutes for vaudeville or presenta- will assure favorable reception d
tion numbers, if you like. We're rooting for it to come to pass. adequate revenue, and will serve:©
restore comedies to their former >
If the idea is handled with any intelligence at all, the result
sition, from which they were ougd
value
mathan the
will be far more productive of entertainment
by the presentation craze, so-caI;i
jority of the inane, banal numbers that are to be found on the Plans in preparation- indicate they &
be successful in this attempt, adva:
stages of every de luxe theater in America today.

become impossible to sell features on
BUT A REAL NEED LATER values in short subjects. Which means,

,,

'-'

;

By

E. H".

HAMMOXS

1-

1

President,

Educational Film Exchanges,

Inc.

use of instruments for the synTHE
and
pictures
of
chronization

sound is in a period of growth and
development through which it must
pass just as every big forward step
in picture entertainment has passed
through such a period. The mechanical problems have largely been solved following years of experimenta-

but the industry is only now
beginning to learn how to put to best
use the results of these long years of
And
experiment and achievement.
here again the short feature is showing the way, as it has done so often
tion;

in

the past.

For the next couple of years, the
pictures and sound synchronizing device is going to be essentially a short
features matter. By that I do not
mean that no longer features will be
set to music and sound. This, in fact,
has already been done. And it will
be done with increasing frequency.
But I do mean that the great bulk of
the entertainment provided through
such instruments will be in connecwith short features. The theater depends on the short subject for
the novelty side of its film program.
The pictures-and-sound device is still
tion

more or
this

less of a novelty.

reason alone,

if

for

And

for

no other, the

development of its use for a time
would be with the short subject primarily.
Practically

all

the

"acts"

which

have been shown so far have been
And even while we
short subjects.
are considering a film version of the
Gilbert and Sullivan opera "The Mikado" for the Vocafilm, we are still

working within the short subject field,
for the film part of "The Mikado"
would be limited to not more than
two reels.
Suppose we roughly divide the
theaters of the country into five classand E on the basis
es
A, B, C,
of their importance and resources.

—

The Class
Roxys and

D

A

—

houses, including the
Capitols, the Chicagos and
Graumans, do not need to worry
about these devices for providing

Talking Short Subjects

—

In connection with talking short subjects, Earle W. Hammons has many interesting ideas. Discussed by him in full else-

where

in this issue

and worth reading,

KANN

still be out of reach of the very
smallest of these theaters.

may

D

theSo it is the Class B, C and
aters that are most to be considered
in the development of pictures-andsound devices. The larger of these
houses are fairly well equipped with
orchestra and organ facilities; the
smallest ones, of course, not so well.
On the average, these theaters could
use such mechanical devices to pro-

vide music and sound accompaniments practically throughout the
whole show when such accompaniments are available on all pictures.

—

When

a sufficiently large number of
these theaters are equipped with
these devices, such accompaniment
The producer will
will be available.
have to provide them. But the number of these houses so equipped will
be decidedly in the
of necessity
minority for awhile longer, and these
theaters will continue for awhile to
make other arrangements for providing music and sound effects. As the
number of theaters using these devices grows, the number of feature
pictures synchronized by them will
increase, and as the novelty wears off
the use of this new marvel will approach nearer and nearer to perfection, just as motion pictures themselves improved in the quality of

music and sound effects. Their almost unlimited resources enable them
to have the best organs and the biggest and finest orchestras, and to
provide their own splendid music
and sound accompaniments. These
theaters, however, can afford to install such instruments for occasional their entertainment as their novelty
use and for novelty and they have grew less.
done so. The Class E theaters, at
But for the time being the theathe other extreme, with only the ters equipped with pictures-and-sound
most elemental facilities for music, devices are going to make use of
would welcome the music and sound them primarily for novelty effects
accompaniments provided by instru- and for special "acts." .^nd so the
ments such as Vocafilm for the en- short feature again leads the way for
tire
program.
But these devices the industry.

Banner Year

for Short

ing the short feature to a

new

h

position.

Despite the handicap of a glutjd
market, short feature producers m
tremendous strides during the
season. Swept before a wave of fji
teria, with theaters ever^'where vie
to outdo each other with lavish p

entations, vaudeville, operettas
all the trimmings, which forced le
short feature out of the picture, p)is
ducers held their ground so far is
(Continued from Page 1)
quality is concerned.
10 l)locks, or clubbing methods to
Chief among the advances of lie
.orce purchase of short features with short feature during the season dr:'
features or vice versa.
ing to a close is the policy of putt
Another important phase of the "names" into comedies. Stars he
ituation is the growing desire and been won away from the feature fi;d.
tendency of theaters to curtail over- to lend a new strength and digi y
to the short feature.
Efforts Ire
lead,
which is being

Subjects

Predicted

i

attempted

through
costs,

a

pruning

and

of

substitution
short subjects.

presentation
of

quality

This back-to-the picture movement,
beheve, presages a regeneration
of the two reel comedy, which has
suffered through being relegated into
the background because of overlong
programs caused by elaborate presentations.
Producers are cognizant

many

been made at standardization in
matter of quality, so that an exhib
in buying a certain brand could
reasonably sure of the quality of
entertainment he would receive.
Short features have had "tO!
sledding" during the 1927-28 sea;
but producers have refused to
come panicky. Instead, they are
vancing cautiously, but advanc
nevertheless. Viewed from all ang

changed sentiment, it is reand they are setting out to there is much to be optimistic
the
short feature outlook
)ring two reel comedies up to a in
1928-29.
tandard which wmII justify and increase the tendency toward a return

)f
the
ported,

to

comedies.

The change

(j

Nine Local News Editiciby Paramou

Now

the contract proIssued
hibiting inclusion of short subjects
in feature blocks, is seen as a boon
newsreel editions of V
to short features generally.
^ mount News are now reler
This
vill have the effect, it is believed,
of in nine key spots throughout
naking each short subject stand on country.
"The Wolverine" sent
its own merit, without the supportof Detroit, is the newest.
ing prop of features, it also will
Key points include Boston. J
give an exhibitor more open time, England edition; Philadelphia,
which he can reserve for the best State edition; Cincinnati, Central;
short subjects on the market, and lanta. Southern; Dallas, Southvv
provide diversity in his programs, ern; Chicago, Mid Western; Deti
Tough being able to select the pic- Wolverine; Los Angeles, Pacific;
tures he buys.
Francisco, Golden Gate.
in

IOCAL

i

'<x

nday,

March

4,
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Cartoon Popularity

Paper That Sells

By

NAT

L.

Special Poster

MINTZ

Vice President of Charles B. Mintz Co,

^etto^oidu/y/i'^^ayeip'esmts

HAL ROACH

^y DAVIDSON
VIOtA RICHARD, THILMA
MILL.SPICO'DONMCLL
-'CEME
7l

l,,.„hJI,

MORCAN

MAI.

Y*T«f

B. MINTZ CO. is the producer of the Krazy Kat
and Oswald cartoons. The former series has to its credit Broadway bookings for its first sixteen releases which have played at
practically every first-run theater on the street.

CHARLES

that has been said reevil of presentations
and the menace they represent insofar
as the future of short subjects is concerned, one form of short subject,
the cartoon, continues serenely on its
way to wider use in motion picture
Since its screen debut in
theaters.
the form of Windsor McCay's immortal "Gertie," the cartoon has remained firmly fixed in public favor.
spite of all
INgarding
the

More than

this,

it

way.

The managing director of first run
becoming more presentation theaters is always crowd-

is

popular with each season.

The cartoon

much action as does the average high grade two reel comedy. It
should contain the same number of
gags.
Action and gags can be padded out with extraneous material in
a two reel comedy, but as much as
ten feet of padding in a cartoon is
deadly because patrons have come
to demand action every foot of the
tain as

occupies an unique po-

ed for time. His overture, newsreel,
presentation and feature picture take
up a _specific number of minutes. Seldom does he find the twenty to
twenty-five minutes which the running of a two reel picture must have.
Occasionally he finds that a feature
picture is shorter than anticipated
and it is then, and only then, that

4o ,ooo

MILES WITH

that there is no action its
characters cannot portray. Situations
impossible in the usual form of screen
entertainment, stunts which no living character could possibly perform,
One sheet now available for threeideas which the limitations of even
reel special on Lindbergh.
the trick cameras make impossible the two reelers finds its place on the
le kind of one sheets M-G-M sup- of realization, fall into the routine of
screen.
showmen on Roach comedies. the cartoonist to whom are entrustThe great advantage possessed by
ed the accomplishments of the tasks the cartoon is that, as most, it recalled for in the script.
quires from three to five minutes of
Aside from psychological elements running time. In nine cases out of
accounting for the cartoon's popular- ten, the managing director finds that
NLY
IN
ity,
this form of short subject is he has this space to fill.
Knowing
strongly favored by not only the how desirable the comedy element is
smaller theaters, but by the manag- in his show he immediately spots in
popular club idea is being used
ing directors of the largest and finest a cartoon. The result is that no other
The reason for the form of motion picture is given such by exhibitors showing Big Boy Comfirst run houses.
widespread usage in first run theaters edies by using a "Big Boy" button.
'OX FILMS is shooting well ahead latter is readily apparent.
formed matinee
have
Exhibitors
In addition to being truly funny, as is the cartoon.
subjects schedule.
of its short
being given a
member
each
clubs,
Charles B. Mintz Co., producers of
While
•ut
of 52 shorts on the Fox list a cartoon is a short subject.
button entitling him to membership
cartoons
for
more
than
fifteen
years,
ft.
long,
r
the current season, only eight cartoons are frequently 600
Matinee Club." Each
feels that as regards its particular in the "Big Boy
"inin to be completed, and three of the best of these subjects is seldom
button has a photograph of "Big
form
of
short
subjects
the
cartoon
is
There
is
a
over
in
length.
550 ft.
All
-e are already in production.
the
destined to experience even wider Boy" printed matter showing that
the 26 one-reel Fox Varieties are sound reason back of this limit in
wearer
is a member of the club and
film footage.
cartoon could con- usage and greater popularity.
lished and ready.
a number.
'he Fox schedule of two-reel comBy announcing that a Big Boyes this
season includes ten ImJuvenile Comedy is being shown_ at
Lindy's
to
rial
Comedies, eight Van Bibber Junior Sports
every Saturday matinee and posting
medies and eight Animal Comedies,
in the lobby ten to twelve^ numbers,
Special added attention is directed to the thein 3 Reel
these, two of the iirst group,
town has all sorts of kid's
:ee Van Bibbers and three Animal
Thousand Miles with ater's program. Each member of the
sports teams, placing at the dismedies remain to be completed.
club wearing a button whose number
Lindbergh,"
is the title of a short
posal of exhibitors, unlimited source
corresponds to one of those on the
impersonatTyler Brooke, who is
of supply for live-wire athletic tieups subject special which reviews in inAnbulletin board is admitted free.
Harding Davis' char- of the type which
? Richard
is sponsor- teresting reels, the rise and aeronaufeature worked by means
added
other
just
has
Bibber,
ter, Reginald Van
ing for the "Mickey" McGuire series. tical career of the Lone Eagle. This of the buttons is to draw numbers
:^hed "Too Many Cookies," with
junior baseball, basketball, or film will be released by M-G-M all
the
for
prizes
special
for
inside
ille Miller as his leading woman
football league, staged during the over the United States this week.
youngsters.
(1
Marjorie Beebe as the principal showing of the McGuire series, could
novelty giveaway on these comFeatured with maps and statistics
"T-bone for Two" is be made to swell the till at the b.o.
maker.
Miles
is
a toy paper "bang gun,"
edies
Thousand
"Forty
flight,
the
idy to start production.
Competition among the juveniles of
manufactured
by the Spotswood Spechapsense,_ a
The Imperial Comedies have a line- would be made keener if an inex- Ivith Lindbergh," is, in a
The
Lexington, Ky.
of
cialty
Co.
A
aviation.
of
of actors including such players pensive
trophy the "Mickey Mc- ter in the history
atthose
to
given
are
guns
paper
first
Hallam Cooley, David Rollens, Guire Trophy" was presented to the shot in the beginning shows the
or special performshows
tending
heavier-thanan
of
flight
ione Ellis and Caryl Lincoln. "Jack league, emblematic of the chamoion- successful
ances or as giveaways to friends and
d Jilted" and "Dasies Won't Yell" ship.
Smaller prizes can be offered air machine at Kitty Hawk, S. C, patrons of the theater.
first
brothers
Wright
the
e now in work, and "Her Mother's
to the individual players scoring the when
The "bang gun" is a kid toy shaped
Then come
-k" is now being written by the
most hits, greatest number of runs, launched their plane.
like a real revolver, made of cardconthe
of
history
the
in
steps
other
iiarists and gag-men on George E.
etc.
When it is pulled
the Paris board and paper.
rshalls staff.
If the exhibitor takes photos of the ouest of the air showing
through the air rapidly, it gives a
abroad,
recention
Lindbergh's
flight.
has arranged to
The Polecat's Pajamas," "A Lady winning team,
The flight to loud report like that of a gun. On
n,"
"A Cow's Husband" and have them autographed by "Mickey," and his homecoming. and Caribbean the sides of the gun, there is printed
Central American
ar Knees" are among the box- and returned to members of the team, the
and
known as the good will matter telling of the comedies
republics,
letters.
personally-written
along
with
the
on
'Ct
come
to
titles still
thethe
regarding
information
other
bringing out many inimal Comedy program. All of the Standing of the teams during the tour, is shown,
photograph of "Big
The film ends with his re- ater as well as a
X comedies are made under the showing of the series might be posted cidents.
Boy."
cent return to St. Louis from Havana.
on a board in the theater lobby.
rsonal supervision of Marshall.
sition

in
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BUILD
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A

History Shown

Tieup
Aid "Mickey" McGuires
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-1928SCHUBERT
CENTENNIAL YEAR

STILL USING

HARNONICA CONTESTS

Two

campaigns

that

will

empha-

Short Feature exploitation are being promoted
in Texas and in Seattle in connecThese events
tion with "Big Boy."
size the possibilities of

are elaborations of the Juvenile

PLAY
James A. Fitz Patrick's

Com-

Contest
Playing
edies-Harmonica
idea, exclusive with Educational.

Three large circuits in Texas
Dent Theaters, Inc., R. & R. Theaters, Inc., and Jefferson Amusement
and a number of independent
Co.
houses, making a total of 60 theaters,

—

co-operating in conducting the
state-wide harmonica contests, under
are

SCHUBERT
CENTENNIAL

SERIES
PRODUCED IN OLD VIENNA
SIX ONE REEL
CHAPTERS FROM
THE LIFE OF
FRANZ SCHUBERT

Accompanied by

HIS
Issued

OWN MUSIC

With

Full Orchestrations

Including Solo Piano and

Organ

Nathaniel Finston

BOOKING

and

supplied theaters free of
the intention of those in
charge to "plaster the country." Cooperation has already been solicited
from newspapers. Chamber of Com-

and

it's

FITZPATRICK
PICTURES,

Inc.,

729 Seventh Avenue,

NEW YORK

CITY

Telephone BRYant 8139

Detroit, Wolverine;
Pacific;
San
eles,

Los AngFrancisco,

Golden Gate.

From

Springtime", Edu
prepared a series
nine period costumes.
These
available in electro or mat form
around them, the distributor has p
pared a costume guessing contest
sufficient interest potentially
terest newspapers.

to

The idea is to tie up so that ifipi't
newspaper will publish the costunj}
keyed with numbers. Local clothjr
merchants and women's shops
be brought in with contributions
the form of apparel.
All costumes shown are fami
u
through repeated use in films or
'

these points, prints are

made and shipped to surrounding territory. Each release includes shots of important national and international happenings, in addition to newspictures

the

state

finals.

The formation
bands

will

also

UNIQUE EXPLOITAIN

(|

ji

firi

of local
be en-

Consequently, it will req
research to make it a sim
matter for your patrons to iden
Annouce that prizes will
them.
awarded patrons identifying the c
books.
little

T OS ANGELES—West
The^
experiment
Coast

aters recently tried an
with a short feature.
It was "The
Battle of the Century," a Roach tworeeler starring Stan Laurel and Oliver

Hardy.
Practically every practical
agency of exploitation was utilized,
including 24

sheets which, in number, probably constituted a record
for that type of picture. "Leave 'Em

i\

i

appear on a cert
newspaper.
Ex
copies of the paper containing t
story might be secured for distri

tumes which

will
date in the local

By way
tion among patrons.
variation, the cut could be reprodu
in the paper utider the head:

—

"W

iO

HI

m

itl-

Prefer And Wh^
Prizes of tickets to the theater shoi
be given to those writing the hVff^Kt
letters to prove why they prefer j;' •
modern or old-fashioned girl.
Even where a contest is not o
ducted, the layout itself might h;
enough interest to be used in
newspapers with a story from
press sheet. Then the cut should h^

Do Gentlemen

the

"How

caption,

Another idea
test.

is

Times

H

a doll costume c

one or more of
They would comi

dolls in
styles pictured.
for an auburn-haired doll provi*
""
by a local merchant, and named

Hope Hampton

ills

II?

Children should be invited

dress

USFD ON RfACH COMEDY

all

The response

has been most encouraging and to
top it all off arrangements are being
discussed to have Governor Moody
present at the final.
The contests
are to start on or about April
9, and
will carry through locally until
May
Jl.
Wmners will then proceed to
Dallas the first week of June for

couraged.

UNITED STATES

Western;

trailers

being

harmonica

BOOKED DIRECT TO
FIRST RUN THEATRES
ANYWHERE IN THE

South-

Mid

"Love's
FORtional
has

various styles of past years.

slides

the participating towns.

READY FOR IMMEDIATE

England edition; Philadelphia, Tri-State edition; CinChicago,

AND HOW TO WORK

newspaper mats,

merce secretaries and mayors of

NOW

New
em;

m

sipots

throughout the country. "The
Wolverine" sent out of Detroit,
is the newest.
Key points include Boston,

cinnati, Central; Atlanta,

19;

Changed," and the "key" also she
be reproduced so readers can see

cost,

Compiled by

Paramount News are
key
nine
in

leased

COSTUME GUESSING

^^

leadership of L. H. Grandjean of the
of activities in local territory.
Dent organization, assisted by F. A.
Tomes, manager of Educational's Dallas branch.
In Seattle, the contests
are being conducted in the 11 houses
of the Northwestern Theatrical Enway the Seattle contest is attracting
terprises, Inc., with a final contest
attention.
As in this instance, each
to be held in a big downtown first
one of the eleven suburban theaters is
run. B. W. Rucker, manager of Eduholding a contest to select a local wincational's Seattle branch is cooperatner.
When these have been chosen,
ing.
the winners are to be taken downThe Texas campaign will start with town to the Winter Garden to comeach theater selecting, by a series of pete in the finals for city championelimination contests, the outstanding ship.
This circuit has nine theaters
harmonica player of its district. This in the Seattle district and two
houses
winner will be sent to Dallas at the in Corvallis and Eugene,
Ore. and all
theater's expense to take part in the will conduct
contests.
final contest for state championship.
The
number
of contests conducted
The winner will receive a gold medal
commemorative and a musical in- as a result of this national tie-up is
strument of the type he or she most rapidly approaching the thousand
mark and numerous instances are on
prefers, both of which are being provided by Educational and M. Hohner, record where exhibitors have claimed
the contests have resulted in bigger
Inc., harmonica manufacturers.
business.
Exploitation accessories such as one
sheet posters, window cards, stills,
are

Parts

Up to Nine
of
LOCAL newsreel editions
novy re-

4,

lisb

h.

;u

Doll."

One Sheets Booster
for Snookums Two-Reel

100

THEoutGreat
of

Lakes

its

way

|i:)w.

Buffalo, w
to boost Snoi

in

ums, baby star of "The Newlywi
and Their Baby" comedies when
_

Laughing,"
another
Laurel-Hardy was booked into that house. Fi:
In addition to the
cooperation comedy, a similar campaign was put an attractive hand-painted lobby st;
which Educational is extending
there on when the picture played at the was made, featuring the youngs
IS also another factor
which will mean Metropolitan.
While in magnitude In addition, 100 one-sheets w
considerable to those concerned
it
is too
extensive for the average ordered, an unusual order for a sh
Hohner, Inc., will make a special
These were plastered
drive showmen, nevertheless it offers an comedy.
through Its Texas distributors,
over Buffalo.
In the billboard
on all idea of what might be done.
customers for cooperation in
plays
the
star got the saj
baby
the naOne hundred twenty-four sheet
ture of window display
break as the feature.
and newspa- boards
devoted entirely to "Leave
per advertising. Prizes for
Universal
the local 'Em Laughing"
reports
added ki^
were used in Los
events will consist of
some of the Angeles alone.
business resulted.
All newspapers carhnest instruments handled
by
company and will be similar to this ried special space on the comedy and,
those in addition, numerous
which may be secured
merchandise
through all tie-ups were
arranged. Radio broadChristie Comedy Contract
Educational exchanges by an
exhib- casting, tack cards,
window
cards
Anne
Cornwall, star of ChriS
"?'^ Boy"-Juvenile marquee
Cn'm^H"^'"^-*^"
lipfhts, special trailer, house Comedies,
Lomedy
series who desires to
has completed her cd
conprograms, lobby cards, and the Hal tract for her
duct contests in his
series with "Lovl
theater.
Roach fleet of 27. motor vehicles were Young Screarn"
Kucker is enthusiastic
which was finish|
about the also extensively
utilized.
this week.
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NIGHTS" SOLV[

PROBLEM

ONE SHEETS: A SALES ARGUMENT
FOR SHORT FEATURES

IN ST. LOUIS

—

Louis With the multitude of
subjects released this year and
ny exhibitors in the St. Louis
tjritory at a loss to unload wisely
r'l
profitably, Harris P. Wolfberg,
trict manager for Metro-Goldwynlyer, has evolved a departure that
serving as the long looked-for
He has labelled his innacea.
ration "Variety Nights" and exlitors are follo^ying through to a
'^t

z^l^f^
DAILV

rt

•JWMm

.

DON'T

?i*TiiD

sells

forget paper

pictures.

Therefore, don't stint.

)py consummation.
the
title
doesn't make
the
)cess clear to you, here's how it
rks: once a week the exhibitor
IS a program of short subjects and
For instance,
Is it Variety Night.
h M-G-M-'s lineup of shorts many
[f

These are samples

of

one

of

sheets

typical

the material turned out

by Paramount on

Colors

short features.

The
}grams can be arranged.
in of Wolfberg's suggests leading
newsreel to be folwith a M-G
Ived by a Our Gang comedy. Then
one-reel oddity and closing the
pgram with a Laurel-Hardy com-

all

are attractive and lay-

M

outs

are

carry

to

designed
the

to

onlooker

a sales appeal for the

y.

subject.

the other hand there are the
subjects, "Great Events,"
lich can be used to round out a
And
]:sentation of short subjects.
w that M-G-M is releasing a three-

3n

o-reel

"40,000 Miles with Lindother program combinations

ler titled

Irgh"

home

possible.

assist the exhibitor in making
lown this new program to his
itrons, the exhibitors service deirtment, now an important cog in
St. Louis district, effects a mail
picture-goers
ntact
with
the

To

Qugh

a selected list gathered by
exhibitors.
jVariety Nights have caught on.
spots where they have been used
It
results have been gratifying.
proving a saving grace to the ex)itor in a quandary over the suris of shorts he has under contract
d its proper disposal.
The thought of staging a program
short features to Wolfberg upon
aring a remark dropped by a worn leaving the theater. She had reirked to a friend that the feature
;

This Presentation Business

':

theater

—and

it

costs less.

"Songs of Ireland"
\s an added attraction for St. Patk's Day, Pathe suggests the playof "Songs of Ireland,' 'a Fitzick "Famous Melody," one of the
[le reel subjects produced to synnize with music.
This drama,
bduced in Ireland and told to the
les of
Irish folksongs, features
iggy Shaw.
"Come Back to Erin,"
"larney," "Believe
Me, If All
Endearing Sweet Charms,"
Low-Neck'd Car," and "Widow

ise
,e

hree," are the songs used in the

iJompaniment.

i

Kinograms claims employment of
She
first newsreel camera girl.
is Angela Murray Gibson of CassleRodeo pictures she sent
ton, N. D.
to Kinograms and the nerve she disntaking them won her apattendance.
The tabulation showed played
camera women.
that 90 per cent of those who voted pointment as a news

The growth of presentations in straight picture theaters has created
problem of real consequence. One important phase concerns short
features which break into first rims only with difficulty because of the
time devoted to stage numbers. The following ideas prove interesting:
0.

—

Los Anugeles Edwin Schallert
"Los Angeles Times" says:
"The prologue and vaudeville

in

the

in

the picture houses have lessened the
interest in the smaller type of film,
but they have not afforded the big
The theater for this type of film
film.
will probably receive especial attention during the list for years.
"The seven reel film should, nevertheless, receive the concentrated interest of the film producer just now.
It would be a good thing if some of
those identified with the bigger sort
of productions would give their at-

impress her but the comedy
IS
fine.
In other words, for her
rsonal pleasure, the comedy saved
show.
Bethought Wolfberg,
ly not then a program of "savers?"
le seed was planted then and there.
tention between times to_ this shorter
The exhibitor who takes advantage type of picture. The length of a picnew wrinkles is the successful ture has nothing to do with its greatowman.
The public demands a ness ,and will have less to do henceange and its whims should be
There is one thing to be
forward.
tered to before a siege of monotony
said especially for the long film, howts in.
It's just as easy to spend
ever, and that is it limits the time
monotonous evening at home as in
That is aldevoted
to the prologue.
e

Jn't

First Newsreel Camera
Girl Claimed by Kinograms

ways a good thing

—

—for

pictures."

Detroit Harold Hefferman, in a
recent issue of the "Detroit News":
"The problem of presentations vs.
straight picture programs, which has
been tearing the interior of the movie
industry wide open in recent months,
has been grasped by the public,_ it
now appears, and some interesting
viewpoints are being heard.
"Not the least of these came from
a recent meeting of the Adcraft Club
when, M. J. Caplan, president of the
MetropoHtan M. P. Co., put the question to a ballot of the numbers in

the

i

attention

favored pictures straight without the She first attracted the
H. E. Hancock, associate editor of
stage vaudeville trimmings.
"Of course, the Adcraft vote is Kinograms, when she asked him for
composed altogether of male view- suggestions on newsreel pictures. She
gained considerable expoints, but it does indicate rather stated she had
in taking pictures, and had
perience
conclusively that 'men prefer the
movies.'

"Now it would be
hear the verdict of a few feminine
interesting

to

associations."

Newlywed Comedies to be
Key Product of Sterns
A new

series of

several educational, industrial
scenic subjects to her credit.

series increased.
Similar enlarged plans have been
arrived at for the "Keeping Up With
the Joneses," comedies the "Buster
irown" comedies, the "Let George

Kiddie Tie-up

EVERY

comedies and others.
Production plans are being mapped
hy Julius and Abe Stern and Siglunid Newfield, general production
manager.

ful that

of Cars"

New

York, is
Henry
ahndling distribution of "The Last of
the Cars," one reel subject. NegotiaAxelbank,

tions now are pending for showing
of the picture at the Cameo, in conjunction with "Ivan, the Terrible."

child, in

Lex-

Snookums, and R. E.
Falkinburg, proprietor of the
Majestic and Ralfal. The birthday card is a cheery blue affair
with a picture of Snookums and
an appropriate verse of greetThe gift is an admission
ing.
to either of the theaters. This
goodwill builder is so successfrom

Axelbank Has "Last

school

ington, Neb., receives a
card and a gift on his birthday

this

)o It"

and

The suggestions and other information were forwarded to Miss Gibson after a check on her previous
work. Soon after the rodeo pictures
were received.

"The Newlyweds

and Their Baby" comedies, featuring
Snookums, the baby star, will be the
key product of the Stern studios for
next year, with production budget for

of

Falkinburg is showered
with telephone calls and notes
The data of birth
of thanks.
of every child is obtained from
the census records of the Covm"
ty Superintendent, and each
week the proper cards are sent
out.
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Unique One-Sheet for Serial

By AL CHRISTIE
the good
BACK
lecture days

old chautauqua
it lised to be considered funny for one of the village
smart-crackers in the gallery to stand
in

up and shout "Louder and Funnierl"

The man who was talking about
the lantern slides didn't sec any joke
in

it.

and

to the

it's

no joking matter now

comedy producers

either be-

cause "louder and funnier" is their
slogan today and if your directors
can't make two hearty laughs grow
where only one chuckle blossorned
before they are soon out peddling
their wares at the dramatic studios
where life is slower and thirty reels
of film are allowed to go by without
waking up the audience in the expensive upholstered seats.

The amateur expert thing in the comics is
a big category in which is included all those
f.iiniliar situations in which the hero of the
comedy, knowing nothing about aviation, or
prize lighting or cowpunching or plumbing,
becomes successively an aviator, a prize
lighter, a cowboy or a plumber, according
to the script, rule of thumb or distance from
the vernal equinox as the case may be, proven to be always good for laughs by Chaplin
in
the Pilgrim, Lloyd in several of his
comedies, Douglas McLean, Mack Sennett
and any number of other diagnosticians of
humor.
This also includes the matter of fright
which is always funny and enters into the
making of those thrill comedies which have
Whether it is a
been successful since 1912.
blindfold man about to fall off a twelvestory building, or a colored man being chased
by a lion, or a servant in a haunted house
with a rattling skeleton, it has always been
considered funny to see someone scared.
When two policemen are chasing a burglar
and one policeman swings at the culprit
with his club, misses him and hits the
other policeman, it is a basic situation called
Or when one
"crowning the wrong guy."
of the comics is about to be socked over
and someflowers,
the head with a vase of
one else comes up behind him and socks
the socker over the head with another vase
of flowers, someone always laughs because
someone unexpected gets it in the neck. And

What's more your exhibitors want
to hear the cash customers laugh. If
the operator of your local palace of
pictures can't stand out on the sidewalk and hear 'em laughing inside his
verdict is that the comedy has flopped
how we love to see someone else get it in
and the next time he buys pictures the neck
he'll put on a serial instead.
Father tending the baby has always been
for a laugh and probably always will,
Humor goes in cycles; sometimes good
because on latest advices from our sleuths
and statisticians who are continually doing
it runs around in circles, but it doesn't
matter as long as the audience laughs. research work throughout the world on
matters comic,
are told that fathers
The comedy producer is betting his are still walking we
the floor at night with the
bankroll that the demand for stomach dear young things, fathers are still stepping
laughs will continue and that the on tacks at four A.M., while cooing to the
infant,
and folks with babies are always
tide won't turn again toward sweet visiting crabbid old
bachelors whose houses
little
romances sans kicks in the are filled with rare objects d'art for baby
to
play
with
and break.
trousers.

A

novel piece op paper prepared by Universal for "Haunted Islandjtmix.«
a pirate-htinted treasure chapter play. It will attract attention Hi te

1

—

Joe Cook used to say

Caught

in

the

act

is

likewise

good

for

course many variations, guises and disguises.
One
of his meandering remarks that "a of the familiar contretemps is that of the
kick in the drink is worth two in the impersonator losing his wig just as the cops
make their entrance. This is also inter-repants" but I doubt it when you come lated to the situation of father kicking
the
to making fun films in the movies. unwelcome suitor out of the front door so
I don't mean a literal kick in the that he falls on the "Welcome" doormat.
Closely allied is the noctumally rambling
pants; it may be only on the shins husband being caught by
a policeman as he
or perhaps in the neck.
is
sneaking into an upstairs window or
in the

Here are six sure-fire comedy situations which seldom fail to make audiences laugh.
1.

Heaving the

2.

The lover foiled.
The Amateur Expert.
The crowner crowned
also
known as the

3.
4.

pie.

Kibtickles.

(this

is

5.

Father and the baby.

Caught

The

first

in the

socker

act.

of these symbolic bases of comedy was discovered when Eve in the garden
of
Eden made a custard pie and Adam,
making wise cracks about the quality and
consistency of same, was made recipient of
•aid pie, forcibly propelled in his direction
by enranged and insulted wife.
I say this
IS only symbolic, and advisedly
because pies
are seldom hurled in comedies today. It
is
more hkely to be cabbages or parsnips or,
*e .»re seeking to be more subtle in our
comedies, French pastry.

When the lover is foiled in a movie comrfy. It IS usually done by the
tender young
sweetheart's father or by the
ferocious rival
(vilUm or heavy )
If the father, paterna
ancotor usually has gouty foot which
suiter
rival

All of which,
leads to a chase,

and rightly so, generally
and why not?
For in
comedies when someone is about
to get It in the neck there
must be an attempt to flee from peril, just as in
all good
melodramas there is a ride-to-the-rescu?
all

socked.)

6.

through the coal hole. Or again the unlucky
husband, espied by his spouse, seated in a
cabaret or on the beach or perhaps on a
park bench by moonlight with a bathing girl
or a follies queen upon his lap.
This, however, goes back to the French farces
of
Mohere and does not, strictly speaking
germinate with the Genus Americanus of

lover he is always a
great big tough
kjoking individual and the
hero a little bU
of a sTinmp. which makes
it
funny.
If the

good

or

beauty-in-distress.

The only
always
comics

difiference

that beauties are
rescued
from distress, while
are aUdwed
to
languish
sad of
is

^l

'" *'"= '•^Pths

spair!'"*"'"'

of^^^d^ o,^ de

Old Pirate Map, Novel
One Sheet on "U" Series
As one

of the principal advertising
for
its
new serial,

accessories

"Haunted Island" Universal

put-

is

ting out a novel one-sheet.
It is an
old pirate map in five colors and
with
illustrations showing the thrills
in
the picture done in the old
carto-

graphic
ancient

style,

and

similar to the
are sought by
Adonil it
would then be a ''i*'''"^
drama and be shown in thr art collectors at the present time.
elec r,c
ights out in front of
Ihe map is suitable for lobby
th^ theater
That „ he on y dicerence.
disThe lover f^led play, for
store-window tie-ups for
••"= mo.her.in law
a^le which iVlhr'""''"'" """•
travel agency window
•>"'!
then so
tie-ups and
iCf MniJr J .'.''?*". '?
for display in libraries.
The map is
also reproduced in the

^idT'

^

'°°'''"8

maps which

'

herald

Here's
HERE

T' treasure

is

nothing

A

Sweet One!

new about with the numbers on the mercBishowmen dise. Those who hold the s(i|r
how success- number as attached to the mercfiB

Old

hunts.

know from

=

experience
fully they usually work out. "Haunt- disc are presented with that nred Island," a Universal serial, is a chandise free.
Advise all merchants in the corst
natural for this type of campaign.
There are 10 episodes in the serial to paint the numbers tagged to fiir
which give the showman a running merchandise on the front of
campaign over that period of weeks. treasure chests so that they ca
Your treasure hunt should be quickly seen.
On the day of
worked with the help of the leading
i

'

I

merchants

in

town and your news-

paper.
The first move is to help
the newspaper to promote a double
truck cooperative page announcement
built around the treasure hunt.
In a
recent campaign in Newport News,
Va., the "treasure hunt" was worked
and resulted in the newspaper getting
out a complete treasure hunt section
consisting of eight pages. This section explained the purpose of the
hunt and announced the prizes on
the first page.
The balance of the
section was devoted to advertisements
of the merchants participating in the
hunt; publicity stories for the same
merchants; large ad for the picture
as well as advance stories and scenes
from the picture.

How

to

Work

the

Hunt

Special 8 Page "Treasure
Hunt" Section Promoted
in

Newport News

hunt the chests are taken out

ofht.

.

Every merchant in on the "hunt" window and placed in the baciofi^„'|
agrees to donate some "buried treas- each store so that the crowds wiibe^^jj.j,
ure" as the prizes.
treasure" is locked in
chest" and exhibited
(together with stills,
announcement of the

This "buried
a big "treasure
in

his

window

forced to travel the entire lengtj oJl.
the store before examining the limbers.
Merchants in on the stunt ai
make "treasure chests" out of'l^
trunks, packing cases, etc. and^''
help of a little paint.
Don't fi?f
to remind the merchants that thM,
thing this stunt puts across i^

,:

posters and an
"hunt" and the
picture).
On your opening playdate
announce that the "Pirates of Haunted Island" will give out lucky numbers in the lobby of your theater.
guarantee that more crowds tha
(By distributing these lucky numbers has had in a long while will visij
^^^ ^°^^y '" P^^^^ o^ Jnside store on the day of the hunt. I|
u ^ u"
the
theater you avoid infringement of dition,
give each store publiciti
the lottery law).
your screen.
Remind them ah
Each piece of "buried treasure" the special "treasure hunt" sectii
(merchandise sold at each store) is the newspaper
which should a]!
tagged with a number.
Those who on the day of the hunt. "HaiH'"*
receive numbers make the
rounds of Island's Treasure Hunt Day"
the stores

and compare

their

numbers good day on which

to run sales

,Sui|ay.

March

4,
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FAR FROM EXHAUSTED

—

Europe offers an exmarket for short features and,

ashiiigton
nt

of the fact that American
subjects dominate on the ConEurot,
it
is believed that the
field for this type of picture can
This is
iicreased considerably.
rsult of a survey conducted by
Motion Picture Section of the
The reiPtnient of Commerce.
in the form of a special Trade
rniation Bulletin is replete with
able trade pointers for producers
distributors of short features,
highlights of which will be outpile

t

J

in

this article.
policies of European

theater
particularly with regard to
programs." declares
ble feature
Julius Klein of the Department,
d the methods by which most
rt
films are distributed have reted the sale of short films much
)w that which the market can ab-

The

lers,

Field for Short Subjects
An
'PHIS

Analysis

•

report on the place

of short features in

Eu-

rope will prove of value to
the producer who thus will
be enabled to learn the
present status of his product in those markets.

films will weaken when it
clearly evident that they arc
paralyzing native film industries and
that international capital is thus prevented from being employed in the
expansion of theaters in Europe.
Then when American companies are
permitted to merchandise their feature programs without the worry of
quota threats, prospective tax increases, and so on, the short film
should 'come into its own.'
Along

feature

becomes

however, must come an edto convince European motion picture patrons that a
he present unsystematic method diversified presentation, rather than
distribution is considered one of the double feature which is now in
handicaps which the effect in so many countries, will furgreatest
them with more entertainment
rt feature faces on the Continent, nish
report points out. No country in and a 'better run their money.'
ope today can compete with the
America Has No Competitor
ited States in the production of
country in Europe today can
"No
reel comedies, the analysis shows.
begin to compete with the United
report states, in part:
States in the production of two reel
Europe offers an excellent market
comedies, because in Europe it is imAmerican short subject films. But,
possible to mobilize credits necessary
ardless of the country discussed,
for the financing of the pictures, and
feature film in Europe, as in
because artists there have not beeii
lerica, is the backbone of the motrained to enact comedies.
As a re1 picture industry, whereas the unsult, the majority of European short
'niatic
manner in whicli short film
producers have relied chiefly on
are now handled clearly indiadvertising connections to justify the
that they are used mainly as
making of such films and usually offer
In a few first class houses,
them for free exhibition. Obviously,
ver, the short film receives some
when accepted, they are used merely
iction.
to comj^Iete programs, and are not
Room for Betterment
intended for entertainment. This polWhetl'.er the chief cause of the icy tends to discourage motion picsent lack of appreciating of the ture patrons more than anything else.
)rt film lies with the producer, the
A wiser arrangement of programs
tributor, the exhibitor, or the pub- would cost but little more and would
is hard to determine.
True it is create sufficient additional revenue
It
short film rental prices are in- to defeat this penny-wise and poundnificant (except for German edu- foolish policy.
Neither does any Euional shorts), thus tending to dis- ropean company at present engaged
jrage distributors, who can hardly in making newsreels of topicals prope to profit from them. Then, too, duce these films in the same interestexhibitor, with high theater taxa- ing maimer as American companies
is unable to advertise his short
with their world-wide facilities. The
"cct exhibition as he does his feat- European topicals generally are of
with the general result that the local interest only, and, being very
Mic is indifferent to them.
Pa- cheaply made, present a slapstick aplms rarely go to a cinema theater pearance.
Germany seems to do
'•' the
express desire of seeing a more with its educational films than
subject, be it comedj', news- other countries.
is, or educational film, and in only
"The American short film, thereilated cases do programs consist fore, dominates the European market,
tirely of short films.
The short though profits in rental, if any, are
bject in time, however, will surely insignificant.
With greater stability
ly an important part in the devel- in European motion picture affairs, it
ment of motion picture entertain- seems certain that American compa-"nt in Europe.
nies now engaged intensiveh' in pro"Artificial
barriers
to
American ducing short subjects will give inwith

creasing attention to this field. Little
initiative can be expected on the part
of the European exhibitors, the most
of whom are not showmen in the
American sense of the word.
The
'American distributing companies must
specialize in selling and renting their
shorts just as they do their feature
pictures if they hope to increase their

two

profits.

cinema theater in London, insists it
will run programs similar to those

Cooperation

Would Help

reel comedy, all run off at breakneck speed to their bewilderment.
"England, the United States' biggest customer in Europe, has been
thoroughly schooled in the double
feature system, so that the short subject has no other place than as a
'filler.'
One prominent American
company, however, building a large

"Certainly it would appear that co- shown in leading New York picture
By properly tilting these
operation between European exhib- palaces.
itors and American distributors in the short subjects it is believed that the
rental or sale of short subjects as policy will be so successful that other
parts of well-balanced programs, spe- houses, eager to change their system,
cial exploitation films would be a long but not daring to risk the loss of pastep ir. the right direction.
European tronage in so doing, will follow suit.
patrons will be better pleased, they The successful American distributor
will become more frequent customers, in Europe in the future w<ill be the
and new patrons will be added, if man able to release complete prothe entertainment includes a feature, grams composed of suitable and up-

new two reel comedy, a newsreel. to-date material.
and possibly a one reel educational
Short Features in Wide Use
film, together with a proper quota of
"Throughout the Continent most
music (an important element in an motion picture theaters run short subevening's entertainment in Europe), jects with features, but whether or
instead of a double feature, a news- not they exhibit one or two shorts
reel,
and possibly a superannuated
(Continued on page 12)
a

this,

ucational

program
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16 on

first

Broad'w^ay!
— cold
y^mmoard

hard

first

16

KRAZY KAT CARTOONS
this

season

mount,
RIVOLI

facts:

shown

at Para-

Rivoli,

Rialto,

Strand, Capitol Theatres,

N.

Y.,

and they want more!
PRESENTED BY

CHARLES B. MINTZ

'1,

t

fparamoanl MINTZ Cartoons

^
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/IKE the bright flash of
a comet has been the swift

new
star in the comedy sky. The
screen now offers another
and steady

rise

of this

great comedian. Lupino Lane
has joined that glorious little
band of comedy immortals.

An artist to his fingertips, Lane is
also the

most consistent producer of

comedy in the business today.
You can always count on him to deliver the laughs
and with each picture
his name means more to your box-office.
sure-fire

—

+

O other comedian ever offered such
versatiUty as this, or a
line of hits:

more un-

broken

A Northwest "Mounty" in "Monty of the
Mounted." A delightful comedy "kidding" the
Northwest dramas, and beginning a series of
character satires and burlesques that have opened
up a whole new field of comedy.

A would-be hero fireman in "A Half-Pint Hero."
With a display of comedy acrobatics
any house howling.
A comedy Daniel Boone in "Some

that will set

Scout."

You

never knew the funny side of pioneer days could
be as funny as this.

A sailor on shore leave, with a

tough "buddy*

a sweetheart who has a twin sister, in "Hello
Sailor," As the Film Daily says, you just "can't go

and

wrong on

this one."

A

swashbuckling swordsman of Romantic
France, in "Sword Points," over which the critics
are all raving now. You've never played a greater
two-reel

comedy than

this.

And a female impersonation in "Listen Sister.
Brother, listen for the laughs. There'll be plenty.
EDUCATIONAL
ILM EXCHANGES.

Inc.

^MTyUtu.

Member, Motion Picture Producers and

Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays. President

'
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about 90 per cent of the market de-

mands.

A

POSSIBILITIES

MARKET

Syracuse, N.

fAR FR£E)(HAUSTED
depends

(Continued from Page 9)
upon the IcnRth of the feat-

m

the
Whereas
ure heinn >ho\vn.
ciisless
or
more
been
past it lias
to inttunarv for tlie American trade
practically
films
subject
short
chide
featgratis with the sale or rental of
Rivmg
ure tilnis. this practice is now
shorts
to seasonal contracts for

way

corresponding
i>r for the disposal of a
bought
features
to
shorts
of
number
or

The

rented.

prices

received for
arc at

however,
disappointing, even

American

shorts,

though
present
they sell at higher prices than those
The Ameriof foreign competitors.
can trade distributes the short for as

much

as the particular market involv-

Y.— The

HTZPATRICK

—

Netherland.s This market is
considered a good one for short featAll theaters include this type
ures.
Most theof picture in their shows.
aters use a two reel comedy and, if
the feature is not too long, a single
reel and a newsreel or magazine.

Critic Speaks

The

idea of

short
a theater specializing in
Chester
to
appeals
features
Bahn, film critic on the Herald
who thinks:

NOW

READY

WITH SCHUBERT

\b

m

Schubert
THE
six single

Centennial Serio
from tlij
United Kingdom The market is life of Franz Schubert, issued wit
regarded as the largest for American full orchestrations, is ready for earl
Short subjects are release by James A. FitzPatric!
short features.
Those whose other series include Fanioi;
essential on every program.

A

exhibited

are

predominantly

Ameri- Music Masters and Famous Melodic
i

When short
and some educational.
features are used, they are usually
two reel comedies.
Turkey and Bulgaria American
short features comprise 95 per cent

—

novelties and of two-reel comsuch as 'Our Gang' and
'The Collegians,' would lijre
many a man and woman with
a half hour or hour to kill. Such

Two reel
all those shown here.
and news
educationals.
comedies,
weeklies are not popular.
Yugoslavia— Of the 250 to 300
short features used annually here, 90
per cent are of American origin.
Most theaters use one short subject
to complete their programs and, in
American short
some cases, two.
features are most popular, far more
so than those produced by other proof

show should not run over 90
minutes, or it would defeat its
a

^

Fitz Patrick
made the series
Vienna and vicinity upon the locak
identified with the life of the con
Exteriors and interiors wei
poser.
Franz Slavicej'
staged in Australia.
loaned through the courtesy of thj^a:
\'ienna Opera Co. plays the title roj^b
and is supported by a Viennese casj

can and include newsreels, comedies,

edies,

•

reel incidents

—

"I have another well-groundhunch that a theater specializing in short subjects vvould
coin money for some exhibitior.
program of news reels (I
know many who consider the
newsreel the piece de resistance
of the show, the feature film
but a dessert), of scenics, of

ed

•

Finston has compiled
76 Schubert compositionj
ncluding the "Unfinished Symphony|
"Erl-King," "Lindern Tree," "A\|
Maria," "Hark,
Hark the Lark:
"Praise of Tears," "My Sweet R>
pose," "Serenade," and "March Mi
taire."
Full orchestrations will I
Nathaniel

score

i

of

own purpose. This, incidentally,
ed can properly pay, with the result
would permit the exhibitor to
that sales prices in the various P-ugive at least eight performances
ropean countries bear no particular
and
a day figure the turnover
relation to one another, while rental
profit."
prices are based on a very small
provided for each subject, includir
percentage of the gross receipts. Efducers.
solo piano and organ.
forts are" made in most cases to obEach of the Schubert Centenni
tain five per cent of the gross receipts
in
included
be
short features are to
series tells a complete episode in thj
for each reel booked.
Tiffany-Stahl
Color
From 400 to 500 short
the program.
life of Franz Schubert, while the s
Accurate statistics relating to Eusubjects are used annually, of which
Classics Half
conand
possibilities
when shov\-n in chronological ord
ropean market
American-made.
are
per cent
75
Tif?any-Stahl state that of the 24 give an interesting understanding
sumption of short subjects are un.American short features bring the Color Classics promised for 1927the genius of the man.
available, chiefly because this trade
prevailing prices for that type
highest
systemati1928, twelve have already been comhas never been carried on
of product.
pleted and the greater part of the
Beaudine to Europe
cally."
Greece Not popular and seldom remainder of the schedule is now in
show-s:
survey
Harold Beaudine, a Christie dire
By countries, the
shown here.
work in Hollywood.
Austria A good market for short
tor will visit Europe for two montb
Hungary This country uses beSome theaters make a spefeatures.
tween 200 and 250 short features
cialty of showing them, while others
United States
show at least one short and a feature. annually, of which the
theaters
Most
supplies 95 per cent.
annually,
of
From 350 to 450 used
feature, and
which 80 per cent are American made. show at least one short
depenTHE
Belgium Not a big market for in some cases two are shown,
of the long
upon
the
footage
dent
theaters usu-

—

—

i

I

Completed

—

—

—

I

mo.

—

Larger
short features.
feature.
ally include both newsreel and a short
Italy
This market is a poor one
The doufeature in their programs.
for American short subjects, because
ble feature system leaves little room
of the activities of the L. LI. C. E.,
for short subjects.
the
government film
propaganda
How Each Country Does It
agency, which, by official decree, coniBaltic .States
.'\bout 200 shown anl)cls exhibitors to show its product,
nually in this territory which includes
thus taking time on the program
Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania and,
which iiiight otherwise go to the
of this nrmber, about 150 are Ameri.^merican ])roduct.
The American
can.
It is customary for all theaters
short subject, however, is the most
in Latvia to use one or two short
popular in Italy.
Especially favored
features in each show.
As a matter in secondary houses and in
the provof fact, they are held to be necessary.
inces.
Czechoslovakia This market uses
Poland Most theaters in Poland
1.250 short features a year, American
use short features w^ith their long
product representing 52 per cent of
features, the length of the latter dethe total (including newsrecls).
The termining whether one or
two picaverage program includes a two reel
comedy or two one reelers. Short tures can be shown in the same program.
subjects have a vogue in this country.
Roumania There is very little deDenmark The United States supmand for short features here, but
plies practically all of the short featdistjibutors other than American ofures used in this market. The average program includes a one or a ten supply a short subject, usually a
comedy to go with a feature when the
two reelcr.

—

WHEN

BETTER
CARTOONS ARE

—

—

—

France The annual market requirements are about 250 two reelers
and 350 one reelers, of which the
American trade supplies about 95
per cent.
Every French show includes at least one single reeler.

MADE

WINKLER
WILL MAKE THEM

—

Experience gained through
many years of cartoon pro*
duction has made

—

—

latter

are

relatively short.
required annually, of
is

WINKLER CARTOONS
Produced for

About 300
which the

United States supplies about 90 per
Two short features— a comedy
and a newsreel are occasionally used.
American comedies are very popular.
cent.

—

as

much

the leaders of this type of
film entertainment.

Winkler Pictures

—

About 50 per cent of the theaters use
Popular in Spain
two short features in each program,
Spain American two reel comedies
a one reelcr and a two reeler.
and newsreels
very popular. CarGermany— Most theaters in Ger- toons commandarcalmost

LUCKY RABBIT

INCORPORATED
L'lrllllll''

CARTOON PRODUCERS

de-

many use short features with their mand and
practically all theaters inlong features, the length of the lat- clude
American short subjects in their
ter determining whether one or two
programs. The United States supplies

VnwersalW\W\Ji^ Cartaord
I

DAILVL
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Bebe Daniels in

"Feel

My

Paramount

scribbled their names on a paper
before he passed out. The gang takes
the paper from the heroine, and careGood Burlesque
pe of production .. 1 reel animated fully preserve it to prove how dumb
)swald plays the part of the bold they are and give the Mounted hero
vpuncher who arrives at the Sage- a chance to finish out the reel. Hero
There is the heroine, rides a beautiful white horse, Starsh Salon.

Sagebrush"—Winkler Car-

—Universal

toon

who

lie,

keep

to

tries

Oswald

light,

which does some good work.

Length: 5808

First Division

Length: 5400

ft.

laughs from thin material.
William
Cast.
.Helene Costello a
Powell offers good support as the ing heroine. Gareth Hughes
picturesque leader of the bootleggers cowardly brother realistic.
Richard
Arlen
effectively. Keith acceptable
heroes
as hero.
Others Melbourne McDowell, George Swickard has strong part.
Irving, Charles Sellon, Heinie Conk- Lucy Beaumont
and
.

.

informs us that "Starlight's
super-intelligence made him one of
the few white horses in the Mounted." lin.
Story and Production
MeloStory and acting are on a par with
The
intelli- drama, with comedy highlights.
this
title.
they
the
Why
used
Oswald ^ursue'is on his
rbine.
gent horse makes it a mystery west- story belongs to that far-fetched
-se, and that highly intelligent anschool with a plot that runs wild and
his
master cook the ern. Jack Perrin is the hero, and Dihelps
al
throws plausibility to the winds.
It
responsiLevigard
takes
the
rector
Iain's hash in approved Western
looks as if it was just built to order
kidding
the bility.
getting his face messed up.
the hero strides boldly inside,
t
is sent sprawling by the villain,
o jumps out in pursuit of the

in

of
It is all good
le.
hokum, and carries the
estern
Walt Disney did the
ighs nicely.
imation.

"Golden Flower of Evening"
Pathe Review No. 10
African Shots
Opens with some gorgeous views of
; Yosemite Valley showing particua fine
the evening primrose
•ly

Then

lure study.

follows the dress

oblem of the modern
latest

the

But

dress.

girl

showing

for all manner
the offering is chiefly

styles

for the splendid shots taken
Prince William of Sweden on his

•table

hunting

trip.

title

charmas the

Donald
Joseph
Others

James Lloyd.
Story and Production. .". .War Romance.
Here is an appealing story
that has been handled with restraint
and
sincerity
by
Director
Cliff
Wheeler. It is essentially a story of
youth, based on the comradeship of
the
hero for the brother of the girl
to give Bebe some situations in which
he loves.
The brother has been a
she
could
get
over
her
particular
style
Oily
Bird"Pat
Sullivan
"The
physical
coward
from childhood. War
of comedy. In this it succeeds, if the
Educational
laughter of the audience is any indica- is declared. Hero enlists in the name
Animated Larks
As a pampered daughter of of his pal, who is afraid to go overType of production. .1 reel animated tion.
wealth
who has inherited a sanitar- seas. From this situation a conFelix the Cat is accused by the lady
ium,
she
goes there for a quiet rest. vincing drama works out with lots
of the house of stealing her jewels.
Bootleggers
have taken over the place of real suspense and heart interest.
He sets out to find the real criminal,
for
their
operations.
When they It works up to good suspense, and is
who proves to be a wise old hen.
as entertaining a film in the indeFelix does a regular Sherlock Holmes, learn of her arrival, the bootleg lead- pendent field as
the season has ofquickly
er
transforms
it into a saniand at last tracks down the guilty
The war stuff has been
again.
From here on it's fered.
one. Up to the usual standard of this tarium
funny, thanks to Bebe's clever com- handled cleverly so that it is made
series.
incidental to the love drama.
edy work.
Direction
Direction
Gregory
La
Cava;
Cliff Wheeler; good
"Feline Frolics"— Robert Bruce
good.
Author
William Gilbert
Educational
Author. .Howard Emmett Rogers
Sporty Kittens
Scenario
Ruth Todd
Scenario. .Keene Thompson-Nick
Type of production. .1 reel magazine
Photography
Ted
Tetzlaff;
Barrows.
Interesting studies are presented of
Photography J. Roy Hunt; okey. good.
.

.

He

certainly
game, and the views are
it the big
rilling and unusual.

frican

A.

/f.

HER USUAL NICELY BALANCED ENTERCOMEDY WORK IN WEAK TAINMENT. WAR ROMANCE
STORY. COMEDY COMPLICA- WORKS UP TO GOOD SUSTIONS WITH BOOTLEGGERS PENSE IN CONVINCING,
SINGET THE LAUGHS.
Cast.... Bebe Daniels proves her CERE STORY WELL ACTED
title as a good comedienne in getting AND DIRECTED.
DOES

STAR

adie

"Comrades"

Pulse"

.

cats mothering a dozen kittens.
antics of the tiny bundles of
animated fur are very entertaining and

two

—

"Love's Springtime" Natural
Color Educational

—

Romantic France
ype of production.

.2 reel in

.

is

a very pretentious produc-

which a big gob of money
have been spent for costumes,

on on

1

ust
Inch are gorgeous.
King Louis of

|[ampton

is

amusing.
lot

Madge Bellamy

"The Bronc Stomper"

Bruce must have exercised Pathe

of patience to get the various
shots, for they include a concise history of kitten life in all its activities.
The second half of the reel covers
highlights of a trip through the Ton-

Tech- a

nicolor.

Here

The

Length: 5408

quin Valley in Alberta. Bruce's Out- TAINMENT.
JUST FAIR ENTERTAINMENT.
Sketches are always marked by
door
Cast.
.Madge Bellamy acts "cute"
Hope
France.
Cast.... Don Coleman looks the
seen as the bashful little fine composition and unusual photog- part of a Western hero, and certainly as usual, but that's all the acting she
A few scenes later she raphy, and this is no exception.
knows his riding stuff. Ben Corbett does. John Mack Brown acceptable
It is in

the time

.

[invent girl.
married to the Marquis her daddy
as picked for her, but she won't let
im into her boudoir on her wedding
ight.
So the Marquise flirts with a
)ose lady from the Paris Opera, and
len Hope relents.
It is the sort of

—Mermaid

"Indiscreet Pete"

Educational

Pullman Gags
2 reel comedy
of production
Jerry Drew is the high hat comedian who finds himself in trouble with

Type

as leading man.
Mary Duncan good
as the gold digger. Others just backThey are Joyce
villainy in convincing style. Eugenia ground for the star.
Gilbert the gal. Others Frank Clark, Conipton, Thomas Jefferson, Henry
Frederick Dana, Ray Walters, Robert Kolkar, Olive Tell, Main Geary,

comedy as his pal. Tom
London and Bud Osborne do the

Tom

5

Farm Gags
final event, and win from his rival.
Type of production. .2 reel comedy Coleman puts up a fine exhibit of
Some good comedy work is done high and fancy bronc riding. Other
Flat
Mary Ann Jackson. Raymond Mc- shots of the rodeo are authentic, and
Type of production.
.1 reel Western by
Kee and Ruth Hiatt who as the Smith carry a kick. Good punch at the end,
The director got his atmosphere family go to uncle's farm to have a
when hero kidnaps villain and wins
ightly mixed, for it combines all the
quiet vacation. It results in a strenuthe dough and the gal.
ibual western hokum with a Northous time, in which the city folks manLeo Maloney; good
Direction
ivest Mounted
acting as the hero. age to mess things up generally and
Barr Cross
Author
However, that in itself is a novelty. make Hfe miserable for the hired help
Ford I. Beebe
i\
Scenario
new variation on the worn-out and the poultry. It
well gagged,
Photography. .. .Edward A. Kull;
western wheezes.
The gang has and registers a reasonable quota of
"The Ring Leader"—Western
Featurette

—Universal
.

.

.

.

is;

off

the

gal's

father,

who

laughs.

Phil

Whitman

directed.

.

supplies the

Burns, Florence Lee.
omantic story that will make all the
Story and Production. .. .Western.
als say "oo-h" and "a-ah".
They his tailor. The latter is on his trial The champion bronc buster and his
ertainly will rave over the gorgeous to collect his bills, and Jerry escapes pal hit town just before the big rodeo
ostumes Hope wears. Camera work to a Pullman car where the usual mix- meet.
When the villain who has
fine.
The garden scenes splendid, ups occur that always do occur when backed his henchman to win the bronc
'he acting, including Hope's, can best a comedian in a two-reeler escapes riding bout, learns that hero is a
Only the real better rider, then the double crossing
e interpreted throughout by playing to a Pullman car.
The March of the Wooden Soldiers." comedy sense of this good trouper work begins.
Moves along rather
^eonce Perrett directed, but Techni- save the proceedings from getting slowly till just before the rodeo starts.
olor and the cameraman grab all the terribly monotonous. Harry Sweet is Hero, who has been arrested by the
redit marks.
They're both aces, the guilty director.
sheriff
on a trumped up charge,
ioward Green is the cameraman.
breaks loose and rides hell-bent to
"Smiths' Farm Days"— Pathe
the rodeo in time to come in for the

Dumped

"Soft Living"

ft.

GOOD RODEO STUFF FEAT- Fox
Length: 5629 ft.
URES WESTERN, WITH HERO GIVES STAR CHANCE TO
DOING SOME GREAT BRONC DISPLAY LINGERIE, LEGS
RIDING AND OTHERWISE DE- AND REST OF HER FIGURE IN
LIVERING LIVELY ENTER- STORY THAT MEANS LITTLE.

fine.

Dugan, David Wengren.
Story and Production
Comedy
romance. Highly colored and exaggerated yarn of alimony gold diggers.

Madge

secretary

learns while acting as

for a divorce lawyer how
a man and then start to

to marry
collect the alimony
the rich young man

payments.

But

she picks overhears the gold digger coaching her
before the wedding.
Wised up, he
plans to teach Madge that the "soft
living" she was seeking isn't so soft,
after all.
He takes her to his lumber
camp, and there the fun begins. Hubby frames the gold digger, and
proves to his misguided wife that
he's no sucker after all.
The star
exhibits her lingerie and most of her
anatomy in two bath scenes, and this
looks like the answer to the picture.
Direction
James Tinling;
good.

Grace Mack
Frances Agnew
Photography. .Joseph August; fine.

Author

Scenario

vP
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Theater Equipment and Management
,By

TALKING SHOP
Pointers
are a lot of ways you can
increase the pulling power of your
Kijuipnient for instance,
advertising.
offers an endless source of material.
Your patrons are interested in your

TllhKE

equipment, because they want to go
where they arc assured the greatest
comfort. .Advertising your equipment
pays profits at the box office.
*

*

CHARLES

F.

PROJECTOR EXPORTS

The signs
Directional signs are a necessity to any theater.
that are best for general usage are signs that tell their story clearly
Another question
and, at the same time, are neat in appearance.
There
that generally comes up in the purchase of signs is price.
are companies such as Willey Sign Co. which specialize in signs.
They are made up with clear letters easily readable and likewise
The Willey Sign Co. manufacture signs that have
are attractive.
frames of designs to suit any style of architecture.

SHOW

when

they decided to take their
patrons' behind the scenes, and let
them know the intricacies of equipment, and comfort-assuring devices,
which were being provided in their
theaters, to guarantee full enjoyment
In turn,
of the shows presented.
patrons were made acquainted with
the tremendous project represented
in the theaters' cooling system, the
miles of piping, the intricate and highly
efficient
and expensive system
which assured perfect air conditions,
seating,

lighting
*

t

The experiment proved

a success
for patrons' responded, to this copy,
which appealed to their love of com-

totaled 3,042 machine

and 16 mm. projectors. Next yea'
the two types are expected to be sej^
regated in the department report.
|

With

your

to

ability

"make

your

own

weather," to produce startling effects
They are
with lighting and drops.
curious about your acoustics, your
organ and your booth. You can capitalize this curiosity in your adver-

Make

FOR PERFUMING THEATERS

you have
the best in equipment, and then go
Philadelphia For perfuming air in
after it strong in your advertising.
Y'our dealer will be glad to aid you theaters economically, the Sanazone
in supplying selling points to put over
Chemical Co, has placed on the maryour message.
ket the Sanazone Disseminator. This
tising.

certain that

—

*

*

*

add punch and pulling power

to layouts, but small exhibitors
often find that the cost of art work
and plates is prohibitory, except of
course, for the stereos to be made
from mats supplied by the distributor.
Because of this fact, much of
the value of institutional and catch-

They became interested in the
theater as more than "just a place
to see a show," and the manner in
which the public began seeking to line copy is lost, through lifeless
participate in operation of the houses, colorless copj'.
*
*
through stock purchases, gives strong
emphasis to the worth of this style
To meet this situation. Theater
copy.
Mat Service of Uniontown,
fort.

DAIV,

projector

valued at $641,461 show an increas
of 1,099 for 1927 over 1926 when
\
943 projectors, valued at $510,2(i
were exported, states the M. P. Se(
tion of the Dept. of Commerce. Thes
include standard 35 mm. projecto

THE FILM

CUTS
*

IN 192'

THE FILM

— Exports of

Washington
in 1927, which

These have been designed by John Eberson, one of the leading theater architects of the day. They are made up under a trade
name of Perlite. Two separate divisions, Standard and Period.
This product has been personally inspected and can be recomDAILY.
mended. It has the Stamp of Approval of

and the myriad of

other features.

INCREASE

Washington Bureau of

Some few years ago, Balaban &
Katz launched an advertising innovation,

J0V(

HYNES

The Stamp of Approval

and

is
provided in five different ornamental designs, suitable for hanging
anywhere. These are: Simplex, 8 by
3 inches, which has a ring in back
for hanging and also is available
equipped with two rigid brackets;

which

is

accounted

for

bj

increased theater building.
Next comes the Far East whic
took 908 American-made projectof
with a declared value of $142,817 a
against the 574 valued at $141,587

j

il

1926.

Canada which

more or
our
in

less

is

considere

a domestic market

)

third best customer importin'
1927, 483 projectors with a vain

of $91,059

compared with 399

valuej

at $73,746 in 1926.
Following Canada comes Africa and tt
Near East which has increased its impoij

Duplex 3j4 by 5% inches; Plaque, of American projectors by some 300. t
4 inches in diameter byj4 inches other words, during 1927, 358 machines will
a value of $89,263 were imported as cot
thick; and cylinder Zyi by 7 inches, pared with the 48
valued at $9,578 in 192
which comes equipped with two Finally comes Latin America which import<
from this country for year 1927, 302 pr'
brackets.
jectors
Sanozone Disseminators are made

Ad

respect to distribution, Europ
remains our best customer in quar
tity and value, importing 991 pre
jectors with a declared value of $240
859, as against 669 valued at $205,9S|
in 1926, an increase of over 300 prcj
jectors,

with a value of $77,463 as again
260 projectors with a declared value
$79,298 last year.
Analyzing the individual countries it
found that with but two exceptions increase
have taken place in all of the ten leadid
countries.
Japan has advanced from oil
fifth market in 1926 to our leading marW
i

adapted for the
Pa., is purpose.
This is made necessary by
*
*
*
offering a monthly mat service to the fact that they
must be soft
Your patrons are interested in your theaters on a flat fee basis. The firm enough to readily absorb the liquid
prepares a monthly catalogue of the and then disseminate
equipment.
the odor and for 1927. Her imports of projectors reach)
They're wondering at
mats available, which comprise lay- yet hard enough so that they
641 in 1927 as against 142 in 1926. Canad
will is our second
market and next comes ^
outs and borders mortised for inser- not break easily.
United Kingdom which increased her in
tion of local copy, according to the
from 302 projectors in 1926 to 391
When shipped Sanazone Dissemin- ports
theater's
1927.
Australia shows a slight decrease
wants.
Date strip and
ators are dry and must be charged the year 1927 importing 243 American pr
punch line mats as well as layouts
jectors
as against the 295 imported in 192^
by filling the hole with the liquid
for policy announcements also are
The fifth market is Germany our bigge!
selected.
When
first
put
in
use
the
offered.
competitor in equipment her imports totaliij
If you have no house artist,
and are looking for an economical hole should be filled again after the 188 projectors of American make in 1927
against the 38 imported in 1926.
Switzerlai!
way to dress up your newspaper first filling has been absorbed, which too, shows
a remarkable increase over
will require
only
a few minutes, previous year importing during 1927, 13
copy, investigate this service.
when the Disseminators can be at projectors as compared with 28 in 192
is
our seventh market with an
once fastened or hung in any place France
crease of 21 projectors in 1927 over the sani
Advance Naming Representative
desired and may be used as a vase period of 1926, taking 102 projectors in 192
Minneapolis Appointment of a disfor artificial flowers. Thereafter they as against 79 in 1926.
Our eighth mark:
trict
representative
for
China, purchased 78 in 1927 as compare
Advance are filled only when needed.
Trailer Service is planned by Walter
with but i3 in 1926.
Mexico has decrease
her
of a special mixture,

fc

fc

s

tl

i;

—

Frudenbergcr, sales manager of the

company.

The new

representative's

territory

will
comprise Minnesota,
North Dakota and Wisconsin. Frudenbergcr, on his visit here,
gave
screenings for exhibitors and
reports

closing of a

number

of contracts for

trailer service.

Pittsburgh Theaters Must
Eliminate Fire Hazards
Pittsburgh

number

of

standpoint

LOEW BUOOINC

BROADWAY
NEW TORK
1

TIMES SQUARE.

LOEW BUILDING

540

PEKN AVENUE
prrrsBURCH

Levy Named to WurUtzer
Post
Chicago— George A. Levy has been
appointed district manager
of the
organ division of the
Rudolph Wurhtzer Co., with
headquarters here

—

Improvement

of

and equipment is expected here following the thorough inspection ordered by
Safety
Director
James
Clark.
One-third of local picture
houses

are

safety

director.

fire

hazards,

states

imports of projectors by 38 during 192',
There were 61 projectors exported from th
country to Mexico during the year just fi
ished as compared with the 99 imported
1926.
The tenth market is South Africa ii
porting 59 projectors in 1927 as compari
with the 42 imported in 1926.

a

local theaters, from the
of building construction

the

The day

of the unadorned
Picture Houses has passed.

sta^e in

LEE LASH~STUDIOS
H.

J.

^^^
'c

Kuckuck, Gen'l Mgr.

C

1818-1838 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y.
Brad. 4907
for designs and prices oi SETTINGS.

THE
y,

March

4,

-^^
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i

Mark

INTENSITY LAMP

COUPON BOOKS URGED AS

Season's
Hey wood-Wakefield Chairs

HIGH

which he says increase greatly the efficiency, comfort,
longevity of Heywood-Wakefield Co. opera chairs have
Jcveloped for the current season's output, according to L. H. Francis
company's New York ofifice.
istallation of steel back panels and base boards, which make the chair
illy weatherproof, so far as changes of temperature and humidity are
rned, is one of the outng features. Others are

Chicago Use of coupon books is
advocated strongly by the Arcus
Ticket Co., which lays claim to being
Speediest Ticket Facfor theaters large and small, is de- "America's
clared to have been completed by tory." This method of securing cashHall & Connolly.
The lamp has in-advance on future sales is outlined
been made experimentally by the in a booklet prepared by the comfirm since 1919, but only recently has pany.
The $3 books are recommended
been brought up to its present standespecially by the company, based on
ard.
The new lamp, it is said, will re- its experience with demand for
coupon tickets. Various methods of
place the high intensity lamp in use
co-operating with
merchants and
for several years in the larger theaters
other local institutions to assure wide
of
the
United States and Great
distribution of the books are outBritain, and also will replace the low
lined.
intensity lamp used in the average
The company, in connection with
run of theater where the throw is not
its Christmas coupon book, which is
too great.
offered as a gift suggestion at Yule-

movations
VT iV

features

onomy and

.._

ly-developed ball rollerg hinge, for raising and
ng
the
seat,
which,
is says, assures smoothoi operation and silent
'julation. Another feature

s

le

newly-designed steel
or legs.
This is
niented by a genuine T
center standard, with a

'-'lards

Development

clopment of the steel
panels and baseboard,
ling to Francis, success-

the

disad-

igc of wood veneers, parrly
in
theaters
which

y cooling systems. The
ammonia refrigeration,
e the range of temperand humidity is especially
often caused the veneer
eel, as well as affected
glue on the plywoods.
led to splintering, which
d a serious menace to
irt
and to clothing of
f

is

stated.

the H. & C. high low intensity reflector arc lamp, the high
cost drawback is declared eliminated,

Through

New

features of construction introduced
this season are embodied in this Heywood
Wakefield opera chair, one of the tivo types
being specified for Pnblix houses.

ns.

new

decorative end stand- der, the standards and colors specihave been made available, fied by the purchaser.
ell
as some novel effects in
A number of the innovations were
coloring fo rend standards, first introduced in Publix theaters, IS
to harmonize with the theater's of which recently completed or in
r.
All chairs are made to or- work.
ral

ilso

and

its makers claim it will improve
projection in the large theaters and
makes high intensity projection feasible in the smaller houses.

>\

onds.

NIMATED ORGAN SONGS

A

swinging foot of one of
the moving figures or a moving part
of the background sets the tempo, for
the organist in manner similar to a
leader's baton.
Plenty of time is
given to put in organ tricks and

effects.

enver

—A

new

animated song
"^^'nre film has been added to regular
liiction of the Alexander Film Co.
first

song,

Prometheus Small Heater
Is Designed for Booth
"Among My

was

cnirs".
'ne

song a week

;dule.

They

is

present

the

are being produced

er direction of the originator,

Conkie,

composer

and

nerly with the Publix.
to
serve primarily

W.

organist

The songs
as

—

Simplification of the H. & C. high
low intensity reflector arc lamp, to
a degree claimed to make it feasible

far as

securely.

overcomes

AID TO BETTER BUSINESS

FOR ALL-SIZE THEATERS

of the new lamp so
smaller theaters are concerned,
has been held up, it is stated, because
of the difficulty of making a reflector
which could stand the heat of a possible 50 or 60 ampere arc, required to
equal high intensity arc equipment.
The low intensity lamp, used by the
smaller theaters, used 20 amperes at
the arc, while the high intensity lamp
employed in the large houses, uses
from 100 to 150 amperes at the arc.
The high cost of operation of the
high intensity lamp, precluded its
general use in the smaller houses, it

spread, assuring greater
ge on the floor, thus eng the chair to be set

ixANDER NOW OFFERING

organ

ties.

he syllables are flashed on the
en as the organ plays the music,
1 backgrounds of animated figures
i to add color.
natural color
rlude without words is inserted,

A

Prometheus Electric Corp., New
is marketing a small electric

York,

heater designed especially for ticket
booths.
It is built in a similar way
to the more heavily constructed heaters, and is declared to eliminate danger of mechanical injury, operating
on an electric lamp socket, thus obviating need for special wiring.
All
parts are completely enclosed and
its size is
12 inches wide by nine
inches high by three inches deep.

which can be played an old Button Making Far N. W. Survey
ody related to the main song. For
Seattle— O. H. Button, district
final punch, cartoons are added. manager for National Theater Supeliminated push buttons and ply Co., is here making a survey of

Expert Had Charge of
Acoustics for Stanley

—

Pittsburgh
Carlos
Fleming,
Belgian acoustician, perfected the
accoustics in the new Stanley here.
The technique is to pad with acoustical felt where necessary and to stop
echo and where tones are flat to
sharpen them up. Every type of instrument, and all variations of voices,
full organ volumes graduated down
string stop were tested,
all sections of the theater making notations
on the results and then working to
correct defects.
to a single

iwth acousticians seated in

the

local

situation.

B.

F.

Shearer,

former National Supply head
territory,

in this

recently resigned to form

an independent supply company.

tide,

the

offers

free

slide

a

advertising

book with orders amounting

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

to

|12 or more.

Coupon books
form or

are

size desired

made up

in any
by the purchas-

All coupons bear the serial numer.
ber of the book, which enables easy
The coupons
check-up on results.
are printed on tough, stiff paper
stock, all the same size and shape,
so they may be stacked and packaged by values after they are counted.

2,000 "Slide-0-Grams"

Now

Supplied Theaters Monthly

—

Over 2,000 "Slide-Oare mailed out each month
by Quality Slide Co., to organists
and theater managers of the United
States and foreign countries.
The company specializes on song
shdes, making available to exhibitors
illustrated slides of popular numbers.
Another feature of the service is the
Chicago

Grams"

"Communovelty"

for

community

Special singing
singing in theaters.
lessons, old time favorites and song
specialties are are included in this
series.

A GREAT BOOK
OF REFERENCE
1000 Pages
Cloth

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind
'If

Bound

FREE
TO

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS

EVERYTHING

ing

er signal devices, as is the case
V h slides, for no matter at what
s ed the film is run the tempo of the
g cannot be varied over ten sec<j

LOW

15

no

GOES
5?'*St.Np«»'york.N.y.*^
Phone Penna. 0330

W<"it

Motion Picture
U.

S.

Department

and Canada Agents

for Debrie

EVERYWHERE

i':vN

Equity Resumes - Studio Activity
Rayart to Produce at Metropolitan Studios45 to be Named to Association Advisory Board
Sammy Cohen— Other News
Montagne Continuing as' U" Scenario Head-Fox Names New Partner for

EL[CTION MARCH 12

8HN

Pennock-Cohen Team
been
has
named as co-star with Sammy
Cohen at Fox. He fills the
place made vacant by death
Jack

FORERUNNER OF CAMPAIGN
Advisory board of 45 luenibcrs will
elected March 12 by Actors Equity,
inarkiiiR resumption of activity of the

of

Ted McNamara.

,

Kquity some months ago "washed
its hands" of the film players, so far
IS dickering for Equity contracts are

A

Little
from

Pennock

l)c

association at the studios.

EDUCl ACTIVE; WINDING

ADOLPHE MENJOU SLATED

when players', disregarding Equity's warning, joined with the
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
in negotiations for revision of working conditions at the studio. The free
Adolphe Menjou probably will sign
lancers' contract, negotiated through
the Academy was criticized severely with a French company upon leaving
Paramount, it is understood. Report
by Equity.
hat he had reversed his decision and
intended to remain with the company
Contract Expiring Soon
is denied.
Contract of Marion Jackson, who
has been with the Charles Rogers
Beranger Signed for Three
First National unit for two years, exAndre
Beranger has been signed by
I)ires this month.
Negotiations are
Warner Bros, for three pictures.
on for renewal.
i.oncerned,

TO SIGN WITH FRENCH FIRM

UP CURRENT SCHEDULE

;_^»
Educational

operating

is

at

feshil

RALPH WILK

W. "Sonny" MacLAREN, oA

full

capacity and will continue open until
this season's complete schedule has
been completed. The program of £8
two-reel comedies and 26 one-reelers
is being rushed.
At least four companies have been shooting at all times
on the 1927-1928 schedule.

By

*'Lots''

L.

of the new Paramount scenaric
writers, was born in Minnesota, as

was Willard Keefe, who was alsc
born in the Gopher state. Willard,

who

is

now

with

Paramount,

ha:'

written "Tears of the Coward," whicl
will be a Broadway play.
He is alsc
Of the eight series of two-reel com- the author of "Celebrity."
edies, camera work has been finished
^^
*
*
on three series and one other series
Jimmy Aye, brother of Maris nearing completion.
It is expected
that production will be completed the
yon Aye, the actress, is gainlatter part of March.
ing prominence in pictures.
With its completion, the studio will be inactive
He played a "heavy" in "The
for no longer than the customary anFour Flusher," which Wesley
nual vacation, while the schedule for
Ruggles directed, and is wotir,
1928-1929 is prepared. Actual shootworking in "The Cream of th
ing on the new season's pictures will
Earth," being directed by Mel

probably

start

in

May.

ville

Prehistoric Animals in

New

Serial

from "U"

Brown.

Our Passing Show: Jay A. "Kitty''
visiting the Paramount stej

Howe
dioi

.

..

John Walters and Roscoe Kam-\f^

Universal will produce a serial en- playing squash at the Hollywoo(
"Terrors of the Uknnown" Athletic club; Victor McLaglen, Pau

titled

Bums

Thom.pson and Harry
remin: ,^:uw
fl»'oit:3'!'
players, an aggregation of iscing over "the good old days" o.(J»'oit:3'!
dinosaurs, ichthyosaurs, plesiosaurs, fistiana.
pterodactyls, diplodoci and other prei news;
historic monsters.
group of scenarist are working on the story, aided
Karl Kingsley Kitchen, the
by geological authorities from Calicolumnist, will leave for New
fornia institutions.
It
is
expected
York next month, making the
that the serial will enter the camera
trip via Havana and New Orstage late this Spring.
leans. He has been doing some
writing at First National and
is on a leave of absence from
<
Cast in "Notices"
the
York
which

will feature, in addition to the

human

f

A

New

Gertrude

Ole Ness, Lee
Schumway, William Norton Bailey,
William Francis Dugan, and lone
Holmes have been added to the cast
of "Notices," which Ralph Ince is to
direct for FBO.
Joseph E. ^rown
and Gertrude Olmstead appear as

Evening World,

Astor,

Colonel Jason Joy, Earle Kentori

Monte Brice, John Grey, Keem
Thompson and Walter Hiers weri

among the spectators at the
man-Grange football game.

Fried'

leads.

Gibson's Next Selected
Hoot Gibson's next picture

"Doublin'
Statter.

with

George

E.

Marshall

Supervisor of Comedies

FOX

for

Trouble"

Henry McRae

Eugenie Gilbert

in

by
will

the

be
Arthur

will

direct
lead.

Pegler Leaves Paramount
Jack Pegler, in charge of international exploitation at the
studio, has resigned and
to
York.

New

The Hollywood Legion fight clul
resembled the Lambs club t'othe:
day.
Jack MacGowan, the play
wright, and Clarence Nordstrom,
musical comedy favorite, who hat
come to Hollywood with Tom Mei
ghan, were in the audience, and wen
habnobbing with Felix Young.
course, oijr old friend, Sam Hardy

Paramount was
is

en route

:

also in evidence.
*
*

*

Filmdom was well represented a,
the benefit show given for the mothe'i
Christiansen Signing New Contract
of Wallace MacCutcheon and thu
Benjamin Christiansen may sign a wife
of Earl Metcalfe.
The per
long term contract with First
Na- formance was held at the El Capitai{
tional, It is reported.
theater.

t

.^.

0;tg(£^^£^
Chadwick Being Starred
Chadwick is starring in an
story written by Langdon

lene

1

ue

.

il

20 FILMS TO BE NUCLEUS

playwright,
theatrical
production. Metropolitan
;
Her supportare producing.
Charles Delaney,
st includes:
Rayart Pictures has leased space
ease, Frank Beale, Carl Gerard,
net Wade, John Webb Dillion, at Metropolitan studios, for producBurton King is super- tion of its current season's output.
thers.
Art Reeves is in charge of Twejnty pictures are to form the
The play was adajited nucleus of the 1928-29 output, accord;raphy.
ing lo President W. Ray Johnston,
Irian Johnson.
who now is on the Coast.
Twenty-four pictures of the 30 on
Marshall Writes Story
rge E. Marshall, supervisor of the 1927-28 program have been completed, and Johnston is supervising
ies for Fox Films, has written a
The
for a national magazine entitled. the remainder of tlie schedule.
Must Have Money, They're in company's next picture is "The
Branded Man," an original by Tod
ivies."
It is based on his own
Browning.
Scott Pembroke is dicnce.
recting.
Duke Worne's next picture
is "Midnight," an original bv Arthur
'erev Titling Hines' Latest
Hoerl.
Perev, former Mack Sennett
and who has titled Johnny
Complete Fox Comedy
;•
"Homemade"
and
"All
"Too Many Cookies," Van Bibber
rd," is titling Johnny
Hines'
latown Charlie."
It is now in comedy, has been completed at Fox
utting stage under the supervis- studios under supervision of George
Marshall.
is
E.
Tyler
Brooke
f George Amy,
film editor.
niick,

OF 1928-29 SCHEDULE

in

is

1

starred.

O. O. Dull directed.

Conrad Nagel Cast
(nrad Nagel will play the role of
In Abernathy," in M-G-M's forth-

Negotiating for Jackie
"U" Signs New Contract
with Edward Montagne
with British Company
Edvvard J. Montagne and Universal
Arthur Bernstein is leaving for New
have reached an agreement, tnider York this week with Jackie Coogan,
terms of which Montagne continues Sr., and will sail for England on the
as scenario editor in chief.
Majestic, March 10, to complete negotiations with a British company
Newman and Schlieff Get Para. Posts for Jackie Coogan.
I'^rank Newman, Jr.,
and Joseph
Brabin Gets "Whip" Assignment
Schlieff have been named Paramount
Charles Brabin lias replaced John
unit l)usiness manager.
Francis Dillon as director of "The
Whip."
Assigned Leading Role
Grant Withers has the leading male

Boylan Titling Special
"The Road to Ruin," the
Malcolm Stuart Boylan, having
Cliff
Broughton production which
completed editing and titling "Dressed
Mrs. Wallace Reid is making at Metto Kill," featuring Edmuncl Lowe and
ropolitan.
Mary Astor, has begun work on "The
Red Dancer of Moscow," Raoul
Brown Completes Latest
role

in

Mel Brown is finishing the cutting
and titling of "Cream of the Earth."
It

is

froni

his

own

story.

production

witli

in

leading roles.

Reginald Denny's Next
Reginald Denny's next Universal
vehicle \\ill be "The Heir to Broadway," an original by Earl Snell and
Joseph Poland directed by Fred Newmeyer.
The scenario is being prepared by Snell and Faith Thomas.

-

Signed
been cast

in a

Fields-Chester
Charles Reis-

Preparing Lake's Next
Joseph Franklin Poland, whose feature comedy department at Universal

continues to function

in

in

without fail quoted as the continuity.
newspapers throug'hout the

oi

Nat Ross

Lake.

icning of "Street
ai

A.

Angel" starring

Henry Sharp Assigned
Henry Sharp, who photographed
"London After Midnight," has been
assi.^ned to photograph "Diamond
Handcuffs," which John McCarthy is
directing

for

M-G-M.

Mark Sandrich

Gaynor and Charles Farrell,
\v York soon will give Katharine
r
and H. H. Caldwell, Fox
record of three
Is on Broadway.
"Sunrise" and
Sons" are the other two to
Uitorial and titling credit of them.
tion editors, a

Ih

also

vhh

is

"Mother Machree,"
at a Broadway

titled

due for a run

10' 2.

Cast in Circus Story
lly
Marshall and Michael Vahave been added to the cast of
ef in the Dark," circus mystery
a which Albert Ray is direct^'or Fox.
'aramount Contracts
)ntracts

of

Renewed

er-supervisor

title

W.

have

Join as Story

and

Wadsworth

New York

joined forces as story
ling authors' material.

"Love

0610

Is

Blonde"

City

The Life of Los Angeles
Cento's at the

"A Midsummer Knight's Steam"
"A Lady Lion"
"A Cow's Husband"
(Fox-Imperials)

Ambassador's

"High Strung"
(F/ducational- Jerry

famous

^

Drew)

"Some Scout"
"Hello, Sailor"

Cocoanut Grove

"Sword Points"
(Educational-Lupino Lane)

Agents

Britann

Director

42nd Street

'Phones
5650, Wisconsin

writer and

respectively,

renewed by Paramount.

Blair

220

Herman Mankiewicz

Benjamin Glazer,

n

S. C.

Cinematographer

Laymon
agents

ew Cummings Picture Chosen
nng Cummings is to direct "Her
H Time Marriage" for Fox.

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

College Night Every Friday

of

will direct.

FRANK ZUCKER
Four Specials

Titled

spite

the cessation of production, is supervising the preparation of "Navy Blue,"
Earl Snell original vehicle for Arthur

Lewin Changing Name

tost

Charles

Karreli and Dolores del Rio.
Boylan
will leave for the East upon the completion of the picture.

Marian Nixon and Buddy Rogers are

Cast with Comedy Team
Al Barnes' midget troupe has been
li?
production
of
"Diamond signed by Leo McCarey to support
lalcufifs," which John McCarthy is Roach's M-G-M comedy team, Stan
Martha Mattox
Irect.
Eleanor Boardman, Doro- Laurel and Oliver Hardy^ in a proMartha Mattox has
Sebastian, Lena Malena are in duction, which James Parrott is di- role in the new W. C.
St.
The story is an original by recting.
Conklin comedy which
Wilson, scenarized by Bradner is directing.
-ing.
Director Writes Story

"The Man About Town," which
Mai St. Clair is to direct with Lew
>ert
Lewin, scenarist, is plan- Cody as star, is an original by St.
to officially change his name to Clair.
Hugh Herbert adapted the
Lewis. This, because his name story and George O'Hara prepared

original

Walsh's

"

'

I

.Hiicli'

DAILY

SHOWMANSHIP ANALYSES OF
PRESENTATIONS AT LEADING
THEATERS

Sunday, March

192

I

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ALL
EXHIBITORS IN BUILDING UP

Presentations

PROGRAMS

JACK HARROWER

,By

Atmospheric Prologue
ALBERTINA RASCH
for Strand Program

I

LIGHT OPERA IS BIG

4,

GIRlSi
SiffW

;_1

stage entertainment at the
Strand was confined to a very brief
prologue to introduce the feature,
It showed a set repre"Chicago."
Chicago slums, with
the
senting
Margaret Schilling and Arthur Boylan
She
as the gangster and his gal.
sang a number, and as she walked
off, a real tough gal comes on and
goes into a dance with the man.
cop strolls past, gives them a dirty
look, which they return, and they
continue their dance as the titles of
feature fade in. In view of the dramatic theme of the feature, it seems that

The

THE PARAMOUNT STAGE

STAGE SMASH AT ROXY
One

of the

most elaborate

iver presented in the

Roxy

The
"The Murray

oflferiiigs
is

attraction was a John
Anderson otTering called

stage

opera- "Roman Nights," and it was mainly
(iav Musketeer," heing a hght
occupied in kidding ancient Rome and
Dumas
Alexandre
of
tic' version
It
It opened with a proIts glories.
Musketeers."
novel, "The Three
using six good looking
the cessional,
representmg
scenes
four
was in
and girls, and featuring a solo dance by
town square, the garden, corridor
good number
rather Elsa Greenwell.
l.allroom of tiic palace. Opens
three was the Roman Imperial Ballet which
the
featuring
scene
a
with
vlow

A

The
musketeers and D'Artagnan.
garden scene is a knockout, with a
gorgeous fountain and costuming
which is fairly dazzling. The finale
the palace
in the ballroom scene of
effect
of the king is magnificent, the
muskeof the ensemble of knights,
in
lecrs, squires, pages and peasants
costumes making a
colorful
ihcir
great smash. Roxy fairly outdid him-

The

finale

brief

flash

white

was the chariot race,
showing two teams

ponies

racing on

a

The

earlier part of the bill featured
Fradkin, the
violinist

concert

them ahead a

la

the

a
of

treadmill

Ben Hur

chariot

The Roxyettes then came

on as "the "Fascinating Vamps," and
thev were all of that. Their costumes
were smart, and they went through
some snappy drill routine that earned
The newsreel and
big applause.
Movietone ran long, and the latter
was one of the hits of a program
that was overflowing with big time
entertainment. The overture was another outstanding number, featuring
the solo work- of a cellist in "Poet
Roxy just scattered
and Peasant."
entertainment with a lavish hand.

Night Club Set for
Brooklyn Strand Stage

of

Rome

could

finish.

The overture was a popular arrangement called "Broadway Hits,"
which was well received. Jesse Crawford with his wife at the stage console
gave their usual performance.
Fitzpatrick's "Melodies of Spring" made
an interesting screen ofiEering.
The
feature was Bebe Daniels in "Feel

My

Pulse."

draw curtains.
Although the stage presentation

Contest for

New

West Coast Theaters

Talent

are featuring

which one girl in each
which Fanchon & Marco Ideas

a contest in
city in

the

immense pendulum swung down,
which two of the girls were seat(

cc

t;

.a large

tie till

sj

s

itoteri

saeased

or eclii

_'.

Ji

i»ui

A platform drop lifted, reveali'
Publix Route Realigned;
panels in which girls were pose
New Theaters in Link With the Rasch Girls posed on t
stairs below, this was a great fla^
has re- and one of the best the Capitol h
sulted in a new route for the Publix shown.
The stage numbers introduced t^
unit shows, which went into effect
this week.
The route starts with male vocalists, a couple of eccentj
team d
New Haven, and from there to Bos- dancers and a soprano.
ton, New York, Washington, Balti- a cuckoo act that drew a lot of laug)
more, Pittsburgh, Montreal, Syracuse, and these boys were also there wh'
Buffalo, Detroit, Cleveland, Colum- it came to eccentric stepping.
Walt Roesner must have run shi
bus, Indianapolis, Chicago, Minneapolis, and then the West Coast. The of ideas for his band, for they
latter covers Portland, Seattle, San liberately copped Warings' band P
Then tine on the "Ice Cream" numl
Francisco and Los Angeles.
the jump is made to Denver, and then Like all imitations, it fell flat co:
the Middle West and Southern time, pared with the genuine article. Me^
fii'ishing at Atlanta.
doza's orchestra presented a fine ov*

The

addition of

new houses with

Loew

it-Gen

circuit

A

"Morning,

styled

Night."

Markus Hits 100 Mark

.•sapitil,

:iiewwtf

A

Noon

ai

long show, but good

tbe way.
Fally Markus' office is now booking
100 theaters weekly, which is
I
Bard As M. C.
is
top record.
Markus has been
Ben
Bard, who has played charac^'^
gradually
eliminating
the
weaker
parts in Fox pictures, has been sigrt.
houses, and is now concentrating on
as a master of ceremonies for F:!
the better class theaters, many of
which only use acts for one or two theaters.
days.

over

•'««iiers

Woods as assistant to J. J. Mur(lock.
Dan Simmons has been given
Pat

theaters

to

book

in

the

-^^wiatet

VAUDEVILLE
for

I

al,

Standard

Keith-Albee Booking Changes
Reorganization of the Keith-AlbeeOrphcum booking department places

additional

Change

ii-Dtiit«

rat Gen

i

Publix Booking
east.
tained its
previous
title,
"Mark
I'uiiiix has decided not to book the
Strand Gaieties," numerous changes smaller houses in the chain which
Nazimova in Sketch
rewere made in the cast of principals. quire stage acts.
Bookings for the
Nazimova
has been booked to apThe curtains opened disclosing the small theaters are ^^ow being handled
pear in a sketch called "India" based
interior of a club, with the 20 piece by
independent agencies and cir- on the current novel
"Mother India".
-tr.t;c
band seated.
Jerry
Sears cuits.
The Publix organization will She will play western time, opening
ui.ldcd the baton and the band confine itself
to its presentation pro- A|)ril 15 at the
Palace, Chicago.
struck into "Sunrise."
Next came ductions. Earl Sanders is in charge
Ruth Watson, soprano, who sang of the .Artists Booking
Agency, which
"Among My S<^uvcnirs." This was books the acts for Publix houses.
[ollowed by KamcrofT, a Russian who
xy Box Office Prescriptions
plays an accordion in unique fashion
Loew Books Private Slack
and blends it with hot Russian dancPrivate Clayton Slack, the World
ing.
The next number was "The War hero, has been signed
Creator of Box Office Builders
for 30
S.n^ is Ended," the Berlin ballad. weeks over the eastern
O'
and
Loew
circuit.
Mint; by Arthur Ball, tenor.
As a He has made several trial appearances
finish the
Patterson Twins did a as a special attraction
in connection
Phoneme at SPRinK 4613
sister act.
with an official war film.
Milll
ttBBS
re-

fl'

ture

Fanchon and Marco Start

overture
was Gomez' "II play will be given a chance to join the
The
Ciuarany."
Lights a flesh colored circuit and appear in a stage presenMestrum flood from the dome on the tation. Contests will be held in 18
musicians; foots and borders of large cities and with the aid of newspapers,
The
stage in blue; steel blue Mestrum will stage elimination contests.
rls
who qualify will be given a
floods from the dome on the purple
spangled draw-curtains which were contract calling for a minimum of
closed over the production stage; 4 12 week.s' booking with an option
steel blue arch spots on the pleats for additional time.
111

ci

jjeial

I

The burning

race.

Kentucky Jubilee Choir and Gladys be seen in the background. With the
Rice, the latter singing from the side entire company on, it made a rousing
balcony.

.;jij Frail

Dipt,

Boris Petroff originated the staj
production, "Tick Tock," setting

which was above the average,
was very ornamental, and in whij
with stairs on each side and a clo)
also on each side, with the penduluil
A swinging.
The Albertina Rasch G\\
were the hit of the show, doing U
snappy routines in flashy costumJ
The first was a combination of bli
and silver, and in the last numb
they came on in yellow gowns wii
a more appropriate prologue could
immense lawn hats. At the finale
have been arranged than this one.

urged several of the

as the drivers of the chariots

>clf.

the

was handsomely costumed. A comedy team dressed as Roman gladiators did a burlesque fight in the arena
which was good for considerable
hilarity.
The stage band, dressed in
bright robes and wearing head bands,
contributed two entertaining numbers.

HIGHLIGHT AT GAPITI

f

Motion Piclare Preienlallon
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The FALLY MARKUi
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

1&79 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

CttVI

in

MURRY LIVINGSTON
BARREL
FUN
PACKAGE PARTY

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCWM

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Petin. 3580

Citji

-
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Sunday Shows Okayed
After Lid is Clamped

GOVERNMENT AID ASKED

Foreign Markets
By JAMES

19

Millburn,

fOR INDIAN INDUSTRY

CUNNINGHAM

—

ICITIES

IN FRANCE,

Madras Government aid for the
nation's film industry was asked by
G. K. Ran, speaking before the Indian

Foreign Influence
Sydney

— Some

members

of

Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
shingtoii
In surveying the theuld in France and Germany, the
,,tcni

cently concluded investigation
the operations of the trade.

and

argued

Dept. of Commerce discovers
u:eneral construction trend is
jvirds large type theaters.
ijiring the three-year period, 1925theaters seating from 750 to
increased from 107 to 127 in
During the same period,
lay.
1,000 in:s seating more than
ed from 64 to 150. Of these inles, Berlin boasts of but 8.
France, 68 houses were conted or enlarged in 1927, adding
The types
al capacity of 50,530.
as follows: seating from 2,500
2,000 to 2,500, five;
,000, two;
"
to 2,000, one; 1,000 to 1,500,
750 to 1,000, ten; 500 to 750,
e\)iteen; under 500, twenty-seven.

Bitish-German Unit
Starts Operations Soon
rlin

— Deutsche

er cent German
ish capital, will

few weeks.

a

in

Film, A.G., with
and 50 per cent
begin production

British interests
British
Co., while Maxim

Major Rassam's

ided by

Film
instein and Paul
rnian syndicate.
jlled

technicians,

result.

New

Zealand Quota Bill
Is Put on the Shelf
Wellington — A measure to enforce

quota situation
has been shelved.
a

—

)me
3a
iiiage

Zealand

It

is

Sascha Resumes Activities
Vienna Sascha Filmindustrie A.G.
has
resumed production activities
under new management.

—

Two
Vienna

Schubert Films

— Celebrating

Poster Concession

Effective immediately, a
will
operate and
stands for posters, hav-

paid the city of Rome
for annual rental of the boards,
vl :h heretofore had been in control
)f ity authorities.
Space rates were
11' ;ased
by the new operators and
h ter owners now pay 60 per cent
ir

^dltional.

provincial

that

and

central

—

tightly last

Sunday.

governments

should encourage the
film industry by every means within
their power, and A. A. Hibes, of
the European Ass'n., pointed out that
the showing of Indian films over and
over again would eventually prove
fatal to the domestic trade. The committee

make

will

government

its

in spring.

Milwaukee Exchange Moving
Milwaukee M-G-M and Fox have

—

signed ten year leases for space
the

Bldg., on
State Sts., which will be

Abandon Reading House Plans
Reading, Pa. With the sale of the
Heggie Returns East
property at Tenth and Penn streets,
O. P. Heggie, who recently made
the Nypen Theater Co. has abandon- a dash from New York
to Hollywood
ed its plan to erect a theater.
to play one of the leading roles in
Norma Shearer's "The Actress," has
Showman in Mayoralty Race
signed
a contract calling him back
motion
Seattle
Local 154,
picture
to New York.
He will play the role
operators, has indorsed Frank Edwards' candidacy for mayor.
Ed- of "Hardcastle" in George Tyler's
wards formerly was owner of the revival of "She Stoops to Conquer,"
which will open in New York
Winter Garden.
Tuesday.
Elks Plan Green Bay House
S.R.O. at New Pittsburgh House
Green Bay, Wis.— The Green Bay
Elks Club has under consideration a
Pittsburgh Overflow crowds are
plan for the erection of a six story the order of the day at the Stanley,
building which would house a the- which opened Monday.
The house

—

—

—

is

Osborne's Policy
W. A. Osborne, recently appointed censor chief, contemplates
no drastic changes in the

part of a $10,000,000 structure.

— Prof.

P-H

j^

board's

nietliod of censorship.

Competition Seen for Sydney
Keen competition in the
first run
field is forecast when the
Capitol and Regent open.

Sydney

—

A GUIDING SIGN
To TKose

Who

Appreciate Fine Hotels

—

—

ilCHMOUNT PICTURES,
D.

J.

Inc.

New York

23 7th Avenue

MOUNTAN,

Blattner Will

City

Pr«t.

London

— Blattner

Make

Six
Prod, will pro-

Rayart Pictures
'orporation and other leadng independent producers
itives for

distributors.

Address: RICHPICSOC. P«ri»
Adreii: DEEJAY. London
Cable Addresi: RICHPIC, N. T.

ment are but

issue.

hostelry.

Boyd Signs with Pearson
London Welsh-Pearson Prod, has
signed Dorothy Boyd for three years.

hotel
California.

—

Cablt

Motion

the best in
Pictures

Meller in French Film

— "La

Venenosa" is the title
story to be produced with
Raquel Meller starred. Al Carcero, a
The film
Spaniard, is the author.
will be made in France and Spain.
Paris

of a

new

is

hotel

headquarters

in

Holly-

sible.

Strange

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertaina step away from the door of this famous

Write or wire us

:«ble

f^xporting only

The Hollywood Plaza

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping
in Los Angeles.
Every room is a parlor during the day time— a luxurious
In-a-Door Beds make this possleeping quarter at night.

three each for Gaumont and
British International in 1928-29.
L.
Blattner plans a $2,000,000 stock

duce

exclusive foreign represen-

in

new Film Exchange

Eighth and
ready for occupancy about April 1.
report to the Several
other concerns are negotiating for space in the building.

the
centennary of Schubert, Allianz Films Co.
will release two features dealing with ater.
the life of the musician.

Vienna Co. Expands
Vienna Film Co. has beNettleford's First Five
e associated with Berlin
Film
London Archibald Nettleford will
i. and the merged interests
soon produce five features
for Butcher's
launch a production program.
Film Service, Ltd. Titles are: "The
Silent
House", "Wait and See",
"Troublesome
Wives",
"Virginia's
Husband" and "Hell Cat."

md

Dewan Bahadur Ramchandra Rao

J.

of

policy.
Appointment of
Osborne is only temporary, while the
4,000,000 government
decides
upon a new

D|

lenna

re-

into

enough

Ebner head

company
ail

New

in

believed the
bill again will be introduced at the
next session, in June, by which time
a committee of legislators will have a
full report on conditions in the industry.

Sydney

lov't Sells

afraid

that
domestic productions will become foreign in viewpoint as a

—

Cinematograph Committee, which

Australian trade are said
to be worried about importation of foreign directors, stars
the

N.

This village has
"blue" Sunday and
has voted to permit the theaters to
remain open, if closing them on Sunday means cessation of every other
activity save that of necessity or
charity. Only one dissenting vote out
of about 200 was cast.
Attempt to
close the theaters resulted in a retaliatory move with the lid clamped

had

this

now

as

for reservations in advance.

your headquarters while

in

Appoint
Southern

The

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

;;; ;

t
DAILV

^0

And

ProUniversity by
.\lexander Klenun of New
York University before a meeting of
the Optical Society of America. The
films showed an airplane propeller revolving at high speed and the flight
of a bullet, as well as air currents in
Harrv darsson is handling produc- motion. At the high speed at which
tion and Jules Bernstein in charge of the pictures were taken, these ob-

AX

appeared in slow motion. The
camera used in filming the pictures
turn the had no shutter, but employed a spark,

Flo Zieyfeld intends to
vibrating with high frequency.
tables and launcfr a counter-attack
seeking beauties in Hollywood for
Traps Alleged Camera Thief
He has commissioned
his shoivs.
to visit the studios for

Wautoma,

.\lertness of

check-ups,
and then notified the police with Russo held in $1,000 bail.

Wis.,

Firm Formed

—

Formation of a
Wisconsin Changes
$25,000 stock company for the erecMilwaukee, Wis. Recent changes
tion of a theater at Wautoma is now
in ownership of Wisconsin include
in progress and it is reported that
the Opera House at Eagle where
$10,000 of the required amount alKalke & Reed have sold to M. Guthready, has been subscribed.
Susrie.
At J^Iarathon City the Village
criptions for the stock are being
Hall now is operated by W. H.
solicited by J. H. Muns, who was
Boight.
It
was formerly operated
formerly connected with the theater
by
Ed.
Xewhouse.
The Richland
business in Los Angeles. Three posat Richland Center has been opened
sible sites have been optioned.
W'automa,

Wis.

—

by George Gassen.

Leases Electric, Van Buren
\'an Buren, Ark.
The Electric has
been leased by the Henderson Theater Co. to Mrs. Hargus of Ozark,
who operates the New in that com-

Buffalo Club Meeting
Buffalo
G. Emerson Dickman
(Fox), heads the M. P. Ass'n of
Buffalo, recently formed organiza-

munity.

tion of office

—

—

managers, salesmen and
bookers which tomorrow is to elect
New House for Las Vegas
12
directors
at
a
luncheon here.
I^s \'egas, Nev. -Ryberg-Soren- Other
officers
are:
Otto
Siegel

—

sen of Salt Lake City
$100,000 house here.

will

build

a

F B

terest" in

buys

"substantial

in-

lO.

Deal for purchase of Stanley control fails to
lialt Fo.x building program in Stanley territory
Al Boyd reported joining Publix
controversy

of

—

pic here.

F. N. Plans
Seattle

New

Seattle

— Construction

Palace,
closed.

Enter-

(Univ.), vice president; F. Ray Powers (F. N.), secretary-treasurer.

Schramms Get Portsmouth House
Cleveland— Fred Schramm and
brother
nati,

Olym- town

Exchange

starts
soon
an exchange building for First
National at Second and Wall Sts.,
in a deal closed by Charles M.
Steele!
supervisor of exchanges.

on

Victor

Schramm

Portsmouth

house,
for
ten
house a
500-seater

years
The
has been remodeled

new ownership
opening

llie

Geese.

R.

and under the

will play

picture
S.

Wood

—

week stands
was "Wild
is

house manager.

appointed

Cameramen

London— Annual meeting

Office

his

Cincin-

have leased the Garden, down-

Hartley-Davies Heads

Open Boston

of

Paramount

against
$377,500 verdict
Dallas conspiracy action.
Theaters gets 30
Tennessee houses raising

Kentucky

Principal

chain

in

—

Williamsport. Pa.
will

of

Eastland has succeeded R. L. Moore
as

manager

of the Palace.

Moore

is

the

riage?"

Brown.

an original by Louis Allen

March
Next month

mark opening of the Park on
of the Hippodrome
which

site

was destroyed by
Luppert

going with Wesco.

Laemmle's Next Set
Ernst Laemmle's next picture will
be
"Why Announce Your Mar-

—

IS

fire.

Valentine

C

the owner.

May Reopen Derby House

to

total

General inquiry of industry by Congress
sought by Sen. Brookhart; legislation is
only relief for present alleged evils, he says
exhibitors attack industi-y trade practices.
Stanley reported looking with favor on merlatter expected to build
ger w'ith Fox
houses throughout South.
All distributors to adopt new contract May

"ntlres?

^^

•e°Pe"'n& of the Hull,
'^-^ ^''^''' S. Friend

Oth^

Specialists

;

1

;

te.xt

new agreement

of

to the

published.

Motion Picture

Wednesday
C. C. Pettijohn,
today to open

Hays

counsel,

takes

stand

Industry

attack on Brookhart bill
organize legislative committee at
arguconclude
exhibitors
Washington;
ments" favoring Brookhart bill.
conArbitration deadlock at Minneapolis
tinues
exhibitors will seek court order if
attempt made to arbitrate cases before
Warner issue, which caused walkout, is
I"!

states

;

settled.

Thursday
No monopoly

in
declares

the industry,

C.

DAY AND NIGHT

Petti-

C.

Brookhart hearing in
at
john
keynote speech of attack on bill; Brookhart criticize? Pettijohn for reversal of
stand by Iowa exhiljitor unit, -which opsenator favors revision of arbill ;
bitration to permit each side to name one
arbitrator and both to agree on third

poses

Pettijohn personally concurs but says others
Pettijohn says Hays hasn't read
won't
Hays' power
in contradicting claim
bill
can defeat any attempts at legislation.
M-G-M and Paramount to release more Ufa
pictures in United States.
Added fine of ten per cent per month for
distributors who default on decisions only
change in arbitration rules text published.

250

;

West
NEW

54th
YORK

Street

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-3

;

Friday
Percentage booking is cure for any ills of
block booking. S. R. Kent tells cominittee
at Brookhart hearing; calls "insane" competition industry bane and says costs must
be cut
C. C. Pettijohn pictures orgy of

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

government control if law is successful
R. H. Cochrane of Universal says law fosters monopoly and will put independents
out of business.
Spanish industry seeks
pictures.
First Division
new capital

1108 Sixteenth Street
eliminate

to

U.

S.

Washington, D. C.
Distributors

brought

reorganized,

with

in.

Saturday

Co-operating with 42 Goveri

of Brookhart bill, forecast as committee indicates belief Clayton and Sherman act? are sufficient to cure any illegal
practices in the industry ; Brookhart says
any firm engaged in production, distribution
and exhibition is a monopoly or
Production figures show
potential one.

Defeat

monopoly,

Leo

Brecher

ments and loaning films freel
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public
|

instruction.

com-

contends;

mittee promises early consideration of

bill.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

Pictures

-^^^ interests are reported to 11
be anxious to buy the
property.

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

-1001 FILMS*'
Complete reference booklet,

nn\v ;

Photo
Engraving

and

of

BritBoston Balin M. p., Inc., has ish Cameramen's Ass'n
was held at
opened offices here to distribute the Players' Club.
C. Hartley-Dav"Fools pf Passion" in Maine, Massa- ies is chairman.
rhusetts.
New Hampshire, Rhode
island and Vermont.
Opening Set for

Perdue Succedes Moore
.\nson. Tex.
Barnes Perdue

GGERS

INCORPORATED

between exhibitor and distributor predicted
under new standard contract.
Hearings on Brookhart bill start.
Additional suits expected in Texas following

;

Schines Close Palace
Watertown. N. Y. The
formerly the Wonderland, has
It has been operated by Schine
prises, who run the Avon and

E

;

after leaving Stanley.
Elimination of many points

Tuesday

Camera Exchange,

vacation.

Keitli-Albee-Orpheum

around 100.

Eddie Ruby of Ruby
New York, led to
arrest of Joseph Russo of 170 W.
Miami and Havana may be expect- 48th St., on a charge of stealing a
ed to be breaking in the news these De\'ry camera valued at $800 from
days for Nat G. Rothstein, e.xploiteer the stateroom of Alfred Gandolfi,
the Pathe
with
left
has
extraordinary,
News cameraman on the liner
missus for the southern cities on a Paris. Ruby made several
the purpose.

cc:

Monday

fessor

jects

Henry Olive

—

struction in the central section of S
tillo will seat 1,200 and open in
M;

Columbia

at

imposing array of story material
has bci-n assembled for its first
recentlythe
hv
product
vear's
formed Kxhihitors Mutual Producing
There are some capable and
forp.
known authors on the list.
well

4, 1!

Theater for Mexico
Theater now in

Mexico City

E.xliibition of pictures taken at the
rate of 20,000 a second were shown

DALY

sales.

New

Pictures Taken at Rate of
20,000 Per Second Shown

That's That

By PHIL M.

Sunday, March

(Fifth Edition)

nearly 3,000 educational films given
at reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

listing

5 South

Wabash Av

Chicago, HI.

For your
Protection
To insure exhibitors

the high-

possible screen quality,
Eastman Positive Film is made

est

identifiable.

Kodak"

The words "Eastman

are stencilled in black

letters at short intervals in

the

transparent film margin.

Specify prints on Eastman Film

—look

for the identifying

words

margin— and get the film
that always carries quality
in the

through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

-—

THE SHORT SUBJECT SPECIAL!
^^-^y/"^

LEAVE IT
TO LEO!
Metro-Qoldwyn -Mayer

puts

over the biggest sJiowmanship
ACT QUICKLY!
Wire

nearest

clean-up of the century

telephone your

or

M-G-M

—

Exchange

N. Y.1060 Broadway

ALBANY,

ATLANTA. GA.—

Itiatii

SMASHING

N.W.

191 >X'alton St..

BOSTON, MASS.—

ACCESSORIES
READY FOR USE!

60 Church Street

BUFFALO,

Y.—

N.

509 Pearl Street

CHARLOTTE,

,e«o-^

C-

N.

^'

219 West 4th Street

CHICAGO,

Three Sheet

ILL.-

Wabash Ave.

831 So.

CINCINNATI,

One

OHIO-

526 Broadway

CLEVELAND. OHIO-

Sheet

Press Material

and

East 21st Street

[km.

Payne Avenue

Ad Copy

DALLAS, TEXAS
300^4 So. Harwood

St.

PENVER, COLO.—
805 21st Street

DES MOINES,

lOWA-

High

1111

Street

DETROIT. MICH.—
2310 Cass Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.438 N.

KANSAS

Illinois Street

CITY.

1706

MO.-

Wyandone

LOS ANGELES.
1964 So.

St.

^oo2

CALVermont Ave.

'^^

MEMPHIS. TENN.—
494 So. Second Street

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—
102

Ninth

Street

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—
74

Glenwood Avenue

NEW HAVEN. CONN.—
Meadow

134

Street

NEW ORLEANS. LA.223 So. Liberty Street

NEW YORK CITY—
729 7th

Avenue

OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA515 So. Robinson

St.

OMAHA, NEB.1512 Davenport Street

PHILADELPHIA,

PA-

PITTSBURGH,

PA-

1014 Forbes Street

PORTLAND. ORE.451 Glisan Street

ST.

LOUIS

MO.—

3332 Olive Street

SALT LAKE CITY.
204

UTAH-

E. First So. Street

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.2

1

SEATTLE,

5

Golden Gate Ave.

WASH

2401 Second

WASHINGTON,
1009

D.

Avenue

C-

New Jersey

ONLY

once in history

COMES

1228 Vine Street

Ave.

N. W,

TORONTO. CANADA1205 Royal Bank Bldg.

a

Lindbergh

TO win the hearts of
THE classes and masses!
PROFIT

AWAIT

and cheers

your flash of

"40,000

miles with

LINDBERGH" (a

GO

marvel!)

get the coin

SHOWMEN

PLAY IT
TODAY!
Three

Reels

of

Lindy's

complete aviation

triumph,

from
fame

world
of America

obscurity

—

the idol

i

to

I

of America!

metro-goldwyn-Mayer
SHOWMEN-FIRSTi
LAST AND ALWAYS!

I

Carl

Laemtnle Denies Report of Universal Sale
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

K^FILMDOM
XLIII No.

70L

Monday, March

54

^'rom Within
\HE

1

Brookhart hearings have
ended. The odds are heavily
against the bill.
So heavily,
ct, that it is highly improbable
the measure will be reported
)f committee.
Editorial broading from this rostrum has been
[and insistent against any form

OUTPUT TO APPROXIMATE
UST YEAR'S, DESPITE ECONOMY
Selling Season Starts

We have

May

supern was dangerous because it
of necessity subject this inry to the caprices of political
ay and unnecessary because

1 is official

date of the start of the

BY

—

A

-^

'

fails to

prob-

it

New

Series of Tests
for Television Planned

do concern him and,

therefore,
be dismissed with a wave of
land.
Similarly, the producer
d have an appreciation of the
Together
r
owners' troubles.
must iron them out.

of Independents

season. This

Hollywood— Output

m
IN

TO BUILD HOUSES

25 KEY CITIES Of GLOBE

it«

under a house-divided theory.

^sues That
th

J

Are

Vital

unfriendly elements sitting on
outer fringe and picking away
lotion
pictures offer sufficient

a

60 releases will

come from

that stu-

dio.

international theater building
program of Fox embraces construction of 25 big theaters in world capitals.
In some instances. Fox will
interests
as
local
financial
have
partners, but, in the main, the plan
at present calls for no participation
by outside groups.
Clayton P. Sheehan, foreign manFollowager, is in South America.
(Continued on Page 2)
Tlie

Fox Clears Los Angeles
Site;

Theater

Now

—

new

He will return soon with Baird to September, 1929.
continue the tests which will function handled final real
between Newark, N. J. and London. Fox.

Alec
estate

The First National program will
not be fixed until the latter part of
next week. The Fox total will not be
decided upon until the return of W.
R. Sheehan, but it is expected to
total about 50, the same as the current season.
United Artists
tures.

the

Universal
as

year,

are

(.Continued

FRANCE

will release

18 pic-

making plans for
the Warner Bros.

is

on

Page

3)

Pli~EOR

A

Sure

Arrangements are under way for
Los Angeles Marking the success
series of high power two-way
transcontinental television tests by of two years of negotiations, the
short wave radio to be conducted by Fox organization has cleared the
ni
Baird Television Development property at 7th and Figueroa and the
the
')
say that it cannot be done, is Co. of London. The new tests were 5,500 seat theater, in contemplation
riculous. It can because it has to. announced by Captain O. G. Hutch- for many months, will go ahead.
It', the ultimate in childishness for
inson, managing director of the com- Work starts May 1 on the 5,500 seat
th! industry, or any other, to operpany, before he sailed for London. project. The house will be ready in
i

1928-1929

for

about the same figure as the
current season, with the probability
that the total number may be slightly increased due to the activities of
several independent producing units.
Paramount will furnish about 70
pictures, while Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
will make 52 pictures.
Pathe has
made plans for the production of 43
while the FBO output will be considerably larger than that of 1927, as

will hit

Distributors are completing plans for annual sales conventions.
Several will be held after May 1.

U. 8.
contract is a demonstraIt gives exhibitors
a better
ii,<
on any disputed points. Not Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Indictments will be
iv«l/thing
Each step
they desire.
ird, however, is an undeniable sought by the Dep't of Justice in the
of progress.
The agreement Federal court at Chicago against the
lly
meets the block booking Chicago Film Board of Trade and
perfect instrument? Not its members, charged with conspiracy
m.
long sight.
Nobody makes any in restraint of trade, in connection
with alleged refusal to sell pictures to
— claims.
remain open
often fails to under- theaters which sought to
'lie exhibitor
This, it
strike.
during
Chicago
the
that this business must be co(Continued on Page 2)
nve if it is to thrive. He won't
because he
—perhaps
—but the producers'

new selhng

Due

tive.

new

it

1

emphasized by action of the contract committee in setting the
day as that on which the new standard contract will become opera-

CHICAGO EXCHANGES FACE

Increase Probably
to Activities

Slight

May

is

Dusiness is sufficiently grown
adjust its own trade abuses
out interference from the out-

e

Price 5 Cents

1928

1928

[)vernmental control.
ys felt that Federal

iioperation — A Need

5,

Kempner

details

for

WORLD BAHLE ON FILMS
London
lose

—

France
will
maintain
watch on the manner in which

If
her pictures are handled abroad.
in other
countries or accorded unfair treatment, the government will use reprisals, according to M. Herriot, Min-

French pictures are banned

(Continued

on Page

3)

le

;

adverse legislation

irtache

—for

is

always

the exhibitor

Visit of

Production, 'U' Chief Says

more

than the producer, maintaining
oodwill of the public without
the entire organization of moictures cannot exist is an ever-

Attorney Concerns

K A N N

PRODUCT

IN

CANADA

Educational is taking over distribuH. Cochrane's tion in Canada of Tiffany-Stahl probeen bought by the Du ductions, under a deal just closed by
Ed J. Smith, general sales manager.
Ponts.
Selling and exploitation campaign
Laemmle, who is ill at his home is to be launched soon by Oscar
rrc, says that McKay is conferring Hanson, general manager of Educawith him on certain production mat- tional in Canada. Smith is at ToronHenry H. Henig- to conferring with Hanson on the
DuPont interests have been named ters. Meanwhile,
is
en
route
to
New York.
campaign.
son
as possible purchasers, the report

—

Laemmle
Carl
denies there is any truth to report
There
it problem.
that Universal is to be sold.
se are vital outside issues lost 'I'd
been an impression here that
of in the perpetual scramble visit of W. S. McKay, a company atAn torney, was in connection with regoes on within the ranks.
In this connection, the
diture of energy in these direc- ported sale.
would help.

T-S

Los

Angeles

persisting
^tock had

that

R.

. ...

;

'2{ V

«-

Monday, March

DAILY

^

S, Ifti

Hi"''

Si-

Chi Exchanges Face
Prosecution by U.

The Broadway Parade

{Continued from Page

week with Fox leading the
march of the big time shows continues this
off
"Mother Machree
starts
company
This
specials.
three
with
narade
"Drums of Love" closed Sunday at the Liberty after

is

THE
MtMliy, Mirck

IILXUIINI.S4
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PnciSCeiU

1828
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PDBIISNER

W. ALICOATE
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hol'd'ys
Publi.hed daUy except Saturday and
and
1650 BroadwaT. New York N. Y.,
at
and Film
ooprr.ght 11928) by Wid's Films
W. Alicoate. President and
h.c
Fo^k
J.
Vice^Preaident
P^bli.hVr- Miurice U. Kann.

Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
Address all coromunica
with order.
2^1' .r-THE FILM^ DAILY. 1650 BroadPhone Circle 4736
way, New York. N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737 4738 4739.
Naw York. Hollywood, California— Harvey
Phone.
K Gauaman, Ambassador Hotel: London—
Drtwl 7000 and Washington 9794.
Renter,
58.
Etnest W. Fredmaii, The Film
oerGreat Marlborough St., London, W. i^fin— LichtbUdbuehna, Frfedrichatraase, 225.

Criterion

•

Sept.
Oct.

23

Nov.
Nov.

4
29

Rialto
. . . •
;•;,• •,, Jan.
Martin, Johnson Corp. Earl CarroU Jan.
Feb.
....United Artists . . KyoSi

23

Feb.
Feb.

13
25

.

"Love"
'The Last Command"
"SJmba"

Treasurer
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau.
Ralph
Bui.ncM ami Advertising Manager;
Wilk, Traveling ««?««"««'',"• ,o?."'", ,^
at the
Kcoiid ciass matter Mav 21, 1918,
act
I^ifBce at New York. U. Y.. under thefree)
(Postage
rr March 3. 1879. Terms
York,
United States outside of GreaWr New
raon""110.00 one year; 6 i«o»ths $5.00: 3

Thompson"

"Sadie

Opening Date
Aug. 12

Theater

Dlstribtrtor

Paramount
"Winerf'
".;..
Fox
"Sunrise"
"The Jai» Singer" .... Wamenj
Universal
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"

Times Square
Warners
Central

.

Embassy

M-G-M

.

.

.,

M-G-M

Gaiety
Astor

Fox

Glohe

Fox

anti-trust prosecution
to be under way.

6

now

II

1

1

Financial
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(s)

Am.

39

Seat

K
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39«
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da vtc
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Sal.
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(a) East. Kodak
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.

FL

.
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(s) Pathe
do "A" ....
(9)
•(b)
do 7s 37 ..
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
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do units
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Skouras Bros.

Stanley Co.
•(o) Technicolor
(c)
(o)
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.

United Art. ..
(o)
do pfd
(o) Univ. Ch. Com
(o)
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•(c) Univ. Pict.
•(s)
do pfd. ...
(c) Warner Bros.

do

(>)
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•

Last

Prices

>

100
400
100

)

DON'T BE

5

3

....

100
99/,
60 J4
106}^

26
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2,100
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1,000
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23-4
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26
29

24
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49«
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m
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85
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19
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;
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under a long-term

To Reopen Everson Theater

—

tl

«4

.1

sU
•

Film

Dailr

Vi

Vi*i7.

Sclii

Pt

to

M

Ik

FultCt

ti;

t-Cifiiii.

SUBSCRIBE

I «

COVERS
EVERYTHIM

Ii4i»'

I

:!;

Iff
"

is

of

"H Bh

the

Moment" at Greenwich Village
"The Last Moment" will be pre-

•II

ted

for

an indefinite run at the

Greenwich Village commencing Mar.
It

is

a

psychological

film

di-

RECOGNIZED BY THEA1RES
EVERYWH EliE \% ABSCLtiTELY

by Paul Fejos.

INE)ISPENSAELE 1€ YHEIR SUCCESS

Fox Signs Charles Beahan
Cecil

B.

by Fox

formerly with
Mille, has been signed

Beahan,

De
to

act

as

New York

story

CAUSE

T$

editor.

3K

100

Returns to Duties
Paul Leni has returned to his duties
following a serious illness.
He recently completed the direction of

23
100
19J4
27/2

200
1,000

"The Man Who Laughs." Walter
Anthony is now completing the titles.

Quoted.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the (hunter Transactions (Bid and

(s)

Asked),
Stock Exchange.

NOTE:

Balaban i Kati is lilted on the Chicago Board, Skouras Bros, on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia
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SPECIAL SERVICE DEEARTMENTS
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1928
THEATRE OR STUDIO
MACHINE OR TALKING
April

1,
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ECONOMIC
Box M.379

Bnrawr eaw

c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
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.....v.

for your

'

Sin

-Ere

.., ......

Ne,

Feature, Conicdv, News, Ends, Trademarks
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PICTURE DESIGN

y ynoH

ibfiiiii)

FREI
TO

a

Vi,

"Last

Charles

(b)
(c)
(o)

f»f^ ft

1

GOES
BVERYWHEjtf

lease.

Everson, Wash. Carl Gritch
planning to reopen the Liberty.

Bouiil

I

108H

.

latter

Cloth

—

— "Sadie Thompson"
Roxy— "If
Were Single"
Times Square— "Sunrise"
—
Warners "The Jazz Singer"
Br~>klvn Mark Strand — "Shepherd

400
300

80

19H

Knees"
;

11.

2

85

"Bare

Thursday, "Two Flaming Youths"
Friday, "Satan and the Woman" and "Spoilers of the West"
Saturday, "The Chinese
Parrot"
Sunday, "Streets of .Shanghai"
Mark Strand "Chicago"

rected

6

40

Wednesday,

;

(Continued from Page 1)
ing a tour of both East and West
coasts of the southern continent, he
will return to New York in May and
The end of
sail for Europe in June.
the year will find him making a tour
It is reported a
of the Far East.
theater site in the West End of London is now under consideration. The
London theater, however, may be
built for Fox and operated by the

Pagi*

HQls"

99
102J4

uy.

Woman"

Foreign Cities

Whip

Tuesday, "Coney Island" and "The

—

121H

14K

—
—
Central — "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Colony— "Finders Keepers"
Criterion — "Wings"
Earl Carroll— "Simba"
Embassy— "Love"
Gaiety— "Four Sons"
Hippodrome— "Chicago After Midnight"
Loew's New York — Monday, 'Rose Marie"
in Paris"

IT

1000

Houses

J

Kill

':

Rivoli

200

3

—

to Build

*1.H

Paramount "The Showdown"
Rialto
"The Last Command"

7

.

•(cb) do 6y59 28

>

106K
26

•

7
.
.

TransLux

164
126/.

.

4

Fox Thea. "A'

KeithAO

100

*

19

•(c) Film Iiisp. ..
•(s) First Nat. pfd
•(s) Fox Fm. "A".
•(c) Intern. Proj.

....

19

..

.

39H
ny^
63

.

Con. Fm. Ind

Sales

102%

..

& Katz

Close

Astor— "The Crowd"
Broadway "Cohens & Kellys
Cameo "Battle of Coronel"
Capitol
"The Smart Set"

understq

WITHOUT
in

.V0

3

Mar.

Fox

to

J

13 00
remit

On Broadway

1)

houses

21

Paramount

"Four Sons"
"The Crowd"
"Mother Machree"

these

For some time, the department
been investigating the case at C
cago, and is understood to have u
covered information leading to t

24.

Picture

forced

dark.

the Globe.

from Jan.

a run

said,
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France Priming for a
World Battle on Films

TllATER CHANGES FOR

(.Continued

MONTH OF DECEMBER

NEW MEXICO
Changes
Bayard

—Veteran's

Theater, sold to E.

Ward by Thomas Brent; Hot Springs
Lon
nlto, sold to W. J. Williams by

—

H.

to

Texico Lyric, sold
y by Guarassas Est.
an;

L.

persons going in and out of theater Fashion Show
Warren Irvin, Carowere forced to pass through openings lina, Charlotte, N. C.

Theaters

&

Wyckoff
Queens
York City

Myrtle
George, Pineapple

lyn— Madison,
'.

St.

L.

ig'e,
!e,

I.

Farms Road &
The Yonkers.
ikers
vt

"1

St.

— Queens; New
235th & Broadway, New

;

;

Chester,

Tremont

—

Ave.;

Openings
-Uptown.

Changes

h»

—The

n

Ownership
sold to Wm.

in

Bergen,

Palman-

tl

by W. H. Ingram; Brooklyn— Elite,

(I

to

Mr. Nathanson;

Milo,

to

sold

J.

lino by Milo Fried Corp; New Blake,
M. Yacht by Rosewald Amuse
to
s|l
Fozzorotti by
sold
to
Victory,
p.
twar & Schechter; Carmell Memorial

—

;

Memorial Assn
Fonda.—
Rhode, Wallace & Rathjohn
HagerDonaldson
Fultonville
and
Larkin
by I.
,w>— Capital, sold to W.
Co.

;

—
Lackawanna — Park,

;

iser

Putnam

to

sold

jll,

;

;

E.

sold to L.

Bayimberlain by V. Dzierzanowski
L. I.— The Bayside, sold to H. Li5.
Port Jefferson, L. I.
n by A. J. Corn
;

;

Mike Glynn by

to

sold

Jefferson,

'ort

Hampden;

Center,

nnd,

Costa

Rockville
sold to F. De
Sajrville. L. I.

L.

I.

by

Jr.

I.

——
The Sayville. sold
ijerome, sold to

-ser;

Mr Liman; May field

ker & Booth by Mr. Armstrong; Midjhurg
Rex. sold to Myron Van Ruren
The MillerF. A. Sullivan; MiUerton
sold to Mr. Shaffer by Mr. Stewart:
Bellmore, sold to E.
City
jw York
;lm; Lucky Star, sold to S. Bierman by

—

—

—

,

&

Savoy-Grant,

Circuit;

S.

sold

tr.

kum Amuse. Ent. Inc.; Superior,
Mr DoUinger; Russell Town Hall,

sold

—

Sands

sold

SyraA. Papayanakoe by F.
Langan, sold to Miller & Schultz
le
Model, sold to BenLeo H. Bladen
ladel & Winter by N. Wallace; Savoy,
i to Dewey Michaels by D. J. Harrison
Crescent, sold to Chas. L.
hitney Point
T,.

—

;

;

;

—

&

da by Escover

Ballard.

Closings

—

display built to look like the entrance dition to the above, the store paid the
This extended cost of all the models and every
of a desert fortress.
all the way across the lobby so that other
expense connected with the

—

NEW YORK
New

"Beau Sabreur"
Fashion Show in their regular ads
(Paramount)
and in a special five column by 12
Lobby consisted of a compoboard inch ad in both newspapers. In ad-

Ownership

in

J

Genoa

;

•

—

—

—

(Paramount)
department store staged a fashion show and hired a New York stylThen they had
ist to stage the show.

A

their artist
sisting of a
to allow the

—

—

Kinderhook

;

I.

;

;

—

—Franklin,
—

—

—

—

—
—

;

;

—

—

—
;

Maybrook
City
L.
I.
Hall
Mt. Vernon Embassy
Opera New York City
iwark Valley
ademy (E. Houston St.), Bellmore, Carlebster,

feeney's

;

M.

Star.

&

S.

Ma-

North Star, Prospect Palace. SuperWashington, Westchester and WindPine Island
PeekskiU Colonial
Rochester
Portchester 'Strand
ne
Casion
Rushford 'The
obe
Rosendale
Silver
ishford
Saranac
Lake New
Beadh ^Strand;
jrings
Strand;
Sooith
Park
Yonkens
Tacuse
Everybody's
itic.
•,

— —
—

;

;

;

——

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

—
;

—

NORTH CAROLINA
New Theaters
Kelford— Paramount.
;aw—The Burgaw
Changes in Ownership
— The Bnrnsville, sold to Lee Grif;

isville

W.

by

11

to E. R.

a

—The

C. Gillespie;

Medd by

Maxton,

sold

Hickory
S.

— Princess,

Brown; MaxT.L. Lucas by

E.

to

M. McAustin; Robbinsville— Dixie, sold
T. M. Worth by Miller & Son; Shelby
J. E. Webb by Claude
WaynesviUe The Waynewood, sold
E. Massie by R. W. Sherrill.

Webb's, sold to
ebb
J.

i
;

;

—

—

Closings

—

Point American: Jacksonville AmuWalnut Grove Stokes Playhouse.

—

—

upon the manner
"treated
abroad,
to
foreign films

which French films are
and in granting permits

in

to

show

their

in

use reprisals."

In other words, adds the Times, a
war is threatened with all countries which do not accord to French
films the same treatment which foreign films will receive in France. The
attitude which American film profilm

ducers,

who

literally flood the

market, will take up

is

keen interest.

1928 Output Same
as Last Year's
{Continued from Page 1)

James Cruze will make four specials
and supervise 16 program pictures
for the independent market. TiffanyStahl is expected to be represented by
36 features^ Columbia's total is yet
Gotham will
to be definitely set.

—

—

N. Y.

represented in the market.

Center

—

—

;

Closings
Community Courtenay

— Rex
Gwinner— Rex
Grandin—^Auditorium
Sykeston — Opera
Thomas —'Opera House
Wdford—
House; Van Hook— Ikidish
Auditorium; Werner —Auditorium.

Chaffee

—

;

;

;

1928-29
Among

the

CELLENT

Eighteen Feature Productions which EXPICTURES CORPORATION will produce

next season, will be picturizations of these stories:

St.

;

;

OHIO
New Theaters

— Palace and Riverdale.
Re-openings
Cheviot—^Twin
Changes in Ownership
Horwitz &
Cincinnati— Boulevard, sold
& Ireland, Roosevelt,

"ONE SPLENDID HOUR"
by Adeline Leitzbach

Dayton

City.

to

Wise by Vance, Fine

sold to J. Lustgarten by F. Cole;
Opera House, sold to Pearl

—
W.

—

;

Clarks-

;

More names of

stories

Rowden

and authors announced tomorrow

;

—

;

H. Hunt by John Van Camp; Yellow
Opera House, sold to H. L.

—

iSprings

Bender.

Closings
Camden Dover
Strand

Carbon
—
—
Marie
Lucasville— Sylvan
—Gem
Club; Pleasant City—
— Community
South Charleston—Garden.

Bradford

Robert

WOMAN"

—

;

—

to

"THE ORCHID

Fannon

Coluinbus Capitol,
P. Andrews
by
sold to H. C. Bradford by H. B. Ryan;
Hollywood, sold to Mason, Andrianos &
Hoolis by W. C. Chesbrough Lewisburg
Vans, sold to Chas. R. Jordan by John
Van Camp Middletovim Lorenzo, sold to
Dennis & Lorenzo by Louis Martin Plain
City ^Princess, sold to H. C. Robey by
Harry Galle West Alexandria Savoy, sold

Hill
Stein

The City;

;

;

;

;

French

awaited with

Ownership

sold to F.
H.
Forman
Dykendirg by J.
The Forman, sold to E. P. Layton by J.
G. Baird; New England Rialto, sold to
Arvid Wiklund & A. O. Lona by P. B.
Feitz
Nome Opera House.

in

Rogers as Congressman Brander in have 30.
'A Texas Steer' elected by a landslide
The independent field will be very
of laughs.
At the E, F. Albee The- active, with Rayart, Sterling Prod.,
ater."
Automobile was loaned by Weiss Bros., Raleigh Prods., S. S.
a local dealer for publicity accruing to Millard, I. E. Chadwick, Jesse J.
new model. The ballyhoo was kept Goldburg, Burton King Excellent
on the streets for a number of days. Pictures, Dallas Fitzgerald among
E. F. Albee Theater, Brooklyn, the numerous producers who will be

—Auditorium,
A. Birdahl;

Dunn

films

France it will take into account the maimer
which French films are welcomed abroad.
French films are banned in other countries or do not get fair treatment we may

in
If

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes

ville

d Riverdale.

h

a special set con-

huge clock tall enough
models to come through

a door in the center underneath the
face of the clock they advertised the

;

Lucky

Casino,

idt.

—

;

;

—

make

"The kinema," he states in the London
Times, "was born in France and it ought to
conquer the world, as did the French stage.
The Government has instituted a policy to
favor
and encourage our film industry.
Without having recourse to a percentage of
foreign films which are to be authorized in
France, the film commission will have its
hands free and will grant preference to
French films so as to compete on equal terms
with those foreign countries which employ
protective weapons.
"The commission will keep a close watch

;

Carleton Bridgehampton,
yshore, L. I.
Cedarhurst ^Play^Community
I.
Park; Eastport. L.
use; Corona, L. I.
—Community; East Quogue. L. I.
Farmingdale, L. I. Pallantic Hall;
Maspeth,
Comedy
Jamaica, L. I.
I
Arion and New Columbia; Pelham,
Picture House; Port Washington,
I.
^City
Victor,
L.
I.
Nassau
I.

—

"Shield of Honor"
(Universal)
Offered prize for the best letter
written by a boy scout telling of

The efplaced behind the fortress.
fects obtained were splendid inasmuch some honor deed performed by him
The Gear
as lobby floor and several feet up or by some other scout.
on either side of the walls is of white Watch Co., donated a wrist watch
marble.—T. Y. Walker, Noble, Ann- which they displayed in their window
during the contest. All letters were
iston, Ala.
submitted to the newspaper, and winning one was published.
Obtained
"Chicago"
the permission of the Scout head(Pathe)
On the day picture opened, 1,000 quarters to circularize all scout
of that day's newspapers were pur- masters about the picture and the
Hippodrome, Cleveland,
chased at cost and immediately taken contest.
to a printer who overprinted in red, Ohio.
"Roxie Hart Jazz Slayer Confesses
"A Texas Steer"
in
Chicago Capitol Theater Now."
(First Nat'l)
Three regular newsboys were em"Cowboy" Jack Miller in cattleployed to yell out these headlines on man's garb except for a congressional
the main streets of the city for an frock coat, carrying a lariat, rode
hour- at the same time giving the about the streets in an automobile
papers away. Marsline K. Moore, which was provided with a pair of
horns from a long-horned Texas
Capitol, Oklahoma City, Okla.
steer, mounted on top of the radiator.
"Fashions for Women"
Banners on hood proclaimed: "Will

Coney IsHigh Falls

— Gem;

Howells Rustic
View
Opera House; Astoria, L.
11

number

palms placed in lobby also added
the atmosphere of the display.
Flood lights of various colors were

of
to

1)

—

and Whitney

Ritz

ngsway,

A

or gates of the fortress.

Picture House; Brooklyn AmerBt xville
Cleveland, Huntington,
n. Art, Casino,

id^Gates;

MEAM DOiUAS FOR SHOWMEN

DAILY TIPS WKICH

from Page

ister of Education and a prime mover
in enactment of the quota here.

Excellent Pictures Corporation
SAMUEL

ZIERLER,

NEW YORK

President

CITY

—

t

... ..

;

4|l» e

DAILV

Monday, March

Virginia

Coast Wire Service

North Carolina
South Carolina

NEW THEAeS

251

Georgia
Florida

DeMille Completing 8

TO BE BUILT

IN

1928

Southeastern States

Kentucky

.

.

.

West Virginia

niMS BEING COMPLHED
FOR RELEASE BY PATHE
Eight new productions are scheduled to be finished at the De Mille
They
studios the next few weeks.
are "Man Ma^c Women" with Leatrice joy; "Tenth Avenue" with PhylVictor Varconi and Joslis Haver.
eph Schildkraut; "The Last Cab"
with Rudolph Schildkraut; "The Cop"
with William Boyd and Alan Hale;
"The Ticket Chopper" with Rod La

Rocque; "Ned McCobb's Daughter"
with Leatrice Joy, a Prevost picture

and a second La Rocque.
Directing

Vidor

The Mojavc Desert

Davies
again
Davies'

is

mosphere" for Marion
vehicle, which King Vidor

is

E

'kittle

ITISOis

from

new

direct-

ing.

«

Grinde,

McCoy's Director

"The

Masked

Grinde will

Stranger."

of

Lillian

«

*

starnight, he

studded veil of a Montana
ivas singing "Sujianna." to a herd
Three years ago,
of' restless cattle.
he tried to convince Los Angeles
editors they should engage him as a
cartoonist and now he is happy they

We

refer to genial

Gary

Cooper.

No.

the smiling
the screen, is
popular with the Charleys
Burr and Hines and, as a reof
sult, is again in support
Johnny Hines.
of

—

*

Lane Chandler

veteran

is

ol

60,000
15,000

9,940,000

Rhode Island

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ohio
Indiana
Illinois

Michigan
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
South Dakota

North Dakota
Nebraska
Kansas

Middle States

Montana

.

Wyoming
Colorado

.

.

.
.

States

.

.

1,250,000

120,000
150,000
55.000
110,000
90,000
40,000
723,000
105,000
60,000
1,453,000

5,622,000
1,490,000
13,110,000
4,125,000
1,556,000
1,471,000
1,560,000
1,100,000

Erwin Reiners."

Rich to

175,000
320,000
30,528,000

925,000

Arizona

....

Idaho

Washington
Oregon

395,000
35,000
689,000
310,000
3,775,000

California

Oriental

illl

735,000

S

10,750,000

22

;

Western States

6,129,000
Total United States. $68,938,000

Pictures in England
Lillian Rich is leaving this
for England where she is to

vising editing of "Phyllis of the Follies/' plans are being made for his
next.
This will be an original by
called.

Marriage?"

inf

Ifrancc

lanients f

New York
New Jersey

9,685,000
2,361 ,000
4,982,000
1,100,000

27

Columbia ....

700,000

3

North Atlantic States..

18,828,000

60

District of

Thomas Back from Coast
Harry Thomas of First Dii

5

23
2

Pictures has returned to

;tieir

1

New

from the Coast, where he lined
product for the coming season.

f

character

Preparing Laemmle's Next
With Ernst Laemmle busy super-

land

Iitopract

*

actor, was one of the men responsible
for the launching of the Little Theater movement in Japan.

Louis Allen

Make

/I

....

New Mexico

1

15

150,000
105,000
60,000
785,000
150,000

.

.
.

....

Connecticut

Northeastern

.

.

1

....

Massachusetts

Maryland

said to be
Hollywood's first and only redheaded leading man.
*

$

Pennsylvania

*

*

Louisiana

Texas
Oklahoma
Arkansas

Amount Thaaten Utah

State

Vermont

Kuwa,

George

publication conducts an annual
survey among architects and, in addition to the data on theaters, gathers
information on 18 other building clasStatistics on actual consifications.
struction in work is multiplied by an
index figure established by "The Architectural Forum" over a period of
In this manner, a total of
years.
$161,938,000 is arrived at for theater
building, this including houses of all
types.
By states, actual construction
as reported by architects participating in the survey follows:

The

New Hampshire

*

*

.
.

Mississippi

Southwestern States

Maine

*

Alabama

19:;^

K/^At^Y K^r-

direct.

Purchases Wasserman Novel
M-G-M has acquired rights to
Wasserman's
novel,
"The
Jacob

Masks

for

Ten years ago, under the

Sojin,

Nick

made

Tennessee

$13,110,000.

program
releases, while important road shows
require 300 or more prints. Specials
require from 200 to 250 prints.
ar,e

*

Tim McCoy has begun work on the
first of a new
series for M-G-M,

WILK.

estimated that an average of
prints

Chinaman

Lederman Joins M-G-M
D. Ross Lederman, who directed
Rin-Tin-Tin's last three pictures, has
been signed by M-G-M to make "The
Deadline" as a new vehicle for the
dog, Flash. The first film in which
Flash appears is "Under the Black
Eagle."

Lots''
Hollywood

did not.
"at-

RALPH

Bf

'*

Reports of 1,793 architects to "The
Forum" reveal that
Architectural
plans are being drawn for 251 theaters costing $68,938,000 to be built
Illinois heads the list with
this year.
totaling
contemplated construction

S,

THANKS

''RED''

Brown and Alan Cros"Why Announce Your
John Clymer

is

prepar-

ing the script.

week
make

Turkey Adventures Next
Harry Pollard is preparing the
third of the "Cohens and Kellys"
Edeson to Free Lance
series which will be called, "The
Robert Edeson plans to free lance Cohens and Kellys in Turkey." The
on expiration April 5 of his contract story was written by Matt Taylor
with De Mille.
who is now working on the script.

Friday, Ftb.

24, 192B

three features.

Meeker in Fox Cast
Snell Preparing La Plante's Story
George Meeker has been cast by
Earl Snell has been assigned the
Fox in "Mr. Romeo."
adaptation^ of "The Man Disturber,"
which Universal has purchased as a
Two in Preparation for Rogers
starring vehicle for Laura La Plante.
Paramount is preparing two stories This is an original by Fred and
for Charles (Buddy) Rogers.
Fanny Hatton.

Added

to Boyd Cast
"U" Buying "Sutter's Gold"
Logan. Alan Hale and
Universal is purchasing "Sutter's
Robert Armstrong have been added Gold," a story of the .California
gold
to cast of "The Cop," De Mille pic
rush, as a starring vehicle for Jean
ture starring William Boyd.
Hersholt. It is probable

Jacqueline

the picture
be released under the title of
Phyllis Haver in Griffith Film
"The Richest Man on Earth." The
D. W. Grinith has signed Phyllis story, written by a French novelist,
Haver for "The Battle of the Sexes." was published
in
"Cosmopolitan
Mary Philbin and Jean Hersholt are Magazine" under title of "The Days
in the cast.
of '49."

"The Mintz Kat"
Krazy won't have

to

worry about

a supply of warm milk from now on.
The first sixteen of the Krazy Kat
cartoons have played on Broadway.

Not in one house but in practically
every de luxe theater on the street.
That's some pet the Mintz boys
picked for the family.

KANN

Presented by

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

Animated by

BEN HARRISON

and

MANNY GOULD

will

iPdtamount MINTZ Cartoon

ill

9>mc Time to Elapse Before Brookhart Decisior
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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55

1928

6,

Price 5 Cents

I S. MAY SUE PARAMOUNT
Distributors

Ironic
BANCY

In
several governmental arms are sticking
disturbing and clumsy finthis

the

this

situation.

into ])ractices

which the

quotas. On this side
uW e waier, the trade t^ets nothle||.lating

in|

P. Exhibitors

Buhler Out?

—

Philadelphia It is reported
Frank Buhler, long general
manager of Stanley, will resign
rather than accept management
of the company's Philadelphia
holdings, a post planned for
him. Moe Silver is said to be
slated for Buhler's job.

ill

tlie

iierce

manent, result-bringing ambasfor American business.
The
how films have heliJcd motor
try for one has never been fully
It is one case of many.
In a
f

section of Australia, the pubtfoots it to American films to
icas on styles and when action
nces pass through the projeclic operator turns on the lights
the audience talks about the
iier or what have you.
II

understanding between this
and some of the other inal giants in the United States
a visionary idea.
A strong
;i)r motion pictures can be built
'Ss

t

presentation at Washington.
It
ought to include a couple of
mtial planks like these.
pictures alone.
Instead of
iiing expansion by throwing the
water of judicial probes on every
that is under way or contem'1.
devise a constructive program
will focus the attention of the
nment on the intensive and sysIf

I

organization a booking combine
and. while they stand willing to sell
exhibitor
members as individuals,
they will in all probability refuse to
sill through .Sapiro. as agent.
Distributors |)oint out that there is nothing lui the statute books which prevents a wholesaler from selling or refusing to sell to whom he pleases.

COMPLEe
I'urchase

of

Levy

BY SAM SAX

iive

stories,

four

of

which w^ill be designed as specials in
Gotham's program of 30 pictures for
1928-29 have just been purchased by
President

movements abroad

to throttle

business.
Films are only
fry in the game.
The lines of
ess that prosper through the
rtising value of motion pictures
Id be enrolled
in the offensive
(Continued on Page 2)
ican

Action To Be Started If
Cease and Desist Order
Not Complied With
of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Suit against Paramount will be undertaken in the near
future by the Federal Trade Com-

Sam

Join Sapiro

as Advisor on

Buying

understood Jules Levy, at
present First National manager in
New York, will join the M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n, Inc., buying pool of
independent exhibitors now being
formed under general leadership of
it

mission in an effort to force compliance with its cease and desist order
issued

last

July,

unless

Paramount

immediately complies with the order.
This is indicated at the office of
the commission simultaneous with

announcement

that

the

commission

disapproves in its entirety, the olan
suggested by Paramount for compliance with the order to Paramount
to put an end to block booking
and theater acquisition, where such
acquisition was done by illegal means
or for illegal purposes.
In its reply to the order, Paramount denied it has been guilty of
(Continued on Page 2)

is

.Karon

Sax.

purchased are: "The Woman Between" by John Paul Daggett; "The Bright Aisle" by Kenneth
James; "Gypsy Love" by Ivor Buckani; "The Uncensored Woman" by
Laura K. Breckwith; "Island Madness" by Wadsworth Bale.
The company's first special for the
new season will be "Abie of the
IJ. S. A.," which will mark Georgie
Jessel's debut as a Gotham star.

May

—

EATE OE OTHER BILLS

DEPENDS ON OUTCOME

.Saiiiro.

Stories

Oscar Neufeld Resigning

Selwyn Here Today With
"Dawn", New U. K. Film
Archie Selwyn is due in New York
today from London with a print of
"Dawn", l-'nglish film just completed
by Herbert Wilcox and made by the
latter
in
conjunction with
InterCilobe Export Co. This is the Edith
Cavell story which has aroused such
comment in Germany and England.
Sybil

from De Luxe Company

wyn

Thorndike plaj's the lead. Selhas imrchased American rights.

Washington Bureau of

Washington

around March 15. He is said to be
planning to open a new independent
exchange.

—

Many

N. W. Unit to Carry Fight
on Arbitration to Finish
Minneapolis

—

Finish

fight

on

aside decision of the
arbitration board against Warners
has been declared by the Xorth{Continued on Page 2)

efforts

to

set

petitions against the step are
circulated.
The Canadian
Workers Federation of Returned
Soldiers and Sailors and the International Moulders' Union have joined the fight against the proposed
"blue" law.
The Retail Merchants'
.^ss'n of Canada, recently denounced
.Sunday closing.

being

time

probably

com-

merce

committee of the
Senate
makes any decision on the Brookhart
block booking bill.
It will be some days before the
testimony of the hearings is printed

(Continued on

BROOKHART

Page

4)

BILL DEEEAT

ISEORECASTBYSTEEFES

Fight on Sunday Closing
Continues in Quebec
Montreal -Agitation against proposed Sunday closing of theaters
throughout the province continues.

THE FILM DAILY

— Some

will elapse before the interstate

—

Philadelphia Oscar Neufeld, for
four years associated with Sam Stiein
operation of the De Luxe
fcl
Film Co., is to retire from the firm

1

•K

Ass 'n

tile

PURCHASE or 5 STORIES

face of Department of
figures
wliich
estimate
rir every foot of film exported,
ican industry secures a return
in trade. Motion pictures are

is,

to

.National distributors will probably
refuse to sell New York independent
exiiibitors who are banding together
in the M. P. E.xhibitors Ass'n, Inc.
of which Aaron Sapiro will be president.
It is understood they consider

more than official indifferor lukewarm sympathy at

$1 a Foot

(le

M.

Refuse

Washington Bureau

iu-

should be permitted to
on
the inside.
In Eng^t
lanj, France and Germany, the
gojrnments rush to the assistant of their film industriL's by
ry

fw

Sell

country,

May

—

Minneapolis Defeat of the Brookbill due to a lack of organiza-

hart

is forecast by W.
president of the Northwest exhibitor unit.
Five
hundred exhibitors should
have attended the hearings on the
measure, and should have a substantial defense fund which would enable
"the selection of a committee of at

by exhibitors

tion

A.

Stefifes,

one member from every state
the union to act as a lobby until

least
in

Congress adjourns."

—

..
.
... .

Tuesday, March
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Paramount
(Continued from Page
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THE

to

1)

in

announced
sent

Suit

restraint of trade and
that instructions had been

conspiracy

field

all

New York last October.
No period within which Paramount
must comply with the order has been
but

it

is

probable the usual 30

days will be given.
Kick J. Ludvigb, general counsel
of Paramount declined yesterday to
connnent on the action of the Fed-

Trade Commission.

eral

Wednesday

Franklin Arrives

M-G-M

Sidney Franklin,
arrives in New
from the Coast.

Low QOM
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B.ilalian

accu-

(Bid and

Jean Hersholt Seeks to
Buy Release from **l

KANN

N. W. Unit to Carry Fight
on Arbitration to Finish

Jean

New

Series of Tests on
Television Being Planned

A new

series

across the
Atlantic on television will be started
of

tests

soon between London, England, and
Newark, N. J., according to Capt.
O. G. Hutchinson, managing director of the Baird Television Develop-

ment

Co., of

p;,riy will

exhibitor

unit.

Warners

re-

order

re-

is

listed

Viertel Arrives in
Bcrtlioltl

X'iertcl.

London.

arrived in Xcw
scenarios for I'ox.
ha.s

New York
^'oik

b'

it

coi

Covers

states President
will fight efforts to

special Designs for
all Holidays.

A. Steffes,
aside the decision "if it takes
every dollar in the treasury."
corps of attorneys has been retained
for the purpoe.
The case comes up
in district court around March 10.
set

A

Eph Rosen Recovering
Milwaukee J. E. Rosen, TitfanyStahl branch manager, is recovering
from an attack of grippe.

Write for Samples

The
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CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio
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VAUDEVILLE AGENCH

1928-29
the Eighteen

Feature Productions

EXCELLENT PICTURES CORPORATION
produce next season, will he picturizations of these
i(

Attractions for

luhich

Picture Theatres
it;i[I

Standard
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Vaudeville

A

i

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

SOCIAL SUICIDE"

Cit^;.

L. V. Jefferson
'If

AND MODELS"

"HEARTS

Market

Mo re names

of

stories

You Are
for

in the

Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

and authors announced tomorrow

CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

arrives
today
fur a vacatioii.

German

10

grant his release.

Henigson Arriving

Henry
HeniRsoii
from Univcr.sal City

seeking

Program

on the Chi-

cago Board. Skouras Bros, on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

is

HENNEGAN

Leota Morgan

& Kati

Hersholt

release from Universal.
doubtful, however, whether the

(Continued from Pagt 1)

west

W.

Asked).
Slock Exchange.

<s)

KOTE:

racy.

its

li

Fox Has Three on B'way
Making the third Fox long run
on Broadway, "Mother Machree" N. D., exhibitor.
opened last night at the Globe.
The organizaton,

Among

.

.

in

in Austria

A. FitzPatrick made
Schubert Centennial Series of filn
in Vienna and other points in Au
tria which are identified with the
of Franz Schubert.

outlawing
company cases, pending compliance
with the decision, handed down in
case of Hans Pederson, Jamestown,

1

.

.

.

We

cently obtained a court
straining the board from

10.

1.000

26
29

.

.

2.666

the picture made its
sat through
New York debut.
again and carried away a firmer
it
conviction than ever that our first

unerring

Make Ten Weeks' Ton

to

Made

night,

was

Denny

James

—

Last

Madrid, as first step in reported me
ger of several outlying houses.

Reginald Denny is to make a te
weeks' personal appearance tour
kev cities.

be one of the
pictures of next season.
.tbout
talked
* * * We recommend it without a single
It is a sweei, wholereserv.ition* * *
some story, jammed full with pathos and
the sort of thing that pulls mightily at
the heartstrings. • * * Yes, it is another "Mother" .story, but the treatment
well, you've got to see it to understand
fully what it is that reaches out from
the screen and holds you.
will

12m
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About five weeks ago we devoted
an evening to a private screening of
"Mother Machree." After which we
said editorially:
"Mother Machree"

—

Kansas City Jack Roth, form^
manager of the I sis here, and latef
with Loew's in the South, has rettirtj
ed and interested himself in

his

Sales

40
73/4

40

40

.

March

"Mother Machree*'

Wednesday

York

"Czar Ivan the Terrible," newest
Sovkino production will have its
Xew York premiere at the Cameo
.Saturday,

perpetuate American supremacy
abroad. Don't discount the pressing
need for action.

'

City for Theater Merge

1)

to

opinion

"Ivan" at the Cameo

Financial

(Continued from Page

managers advising

them no adequate substitute for
block booking has been offered, but
offering to co-operate through all
branches in enforcing the seven recommendations made by the industi-y
at the Trade Practice Conference in

set,

Roth Returns to Kansas

Ironic

Gov't Plans

S.

6, 192i

director.
to wri't
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Everything is
Along Old Broadumy
John Ford^s

FOUR SONS
Try and

get in at the

THEATRE
f
inr
V
GA
£^ M C# M m
B'way

at

46th

St.

S.R.O. at 44 Performances Since Opening

John Ford^s

MOTHER
MACHREE
The

long-awaited screen success
which opened last night at the

CYMJ %^ n
D 1?
tf\

F.

W.

JE#

THEATRE
B'way

at

46tK

St.

Mtirnau's

SUNRISE
"The most important picture
history of the movies."

25th

— Life

in the

Week

A

HTTILf
17C^ C^
M, mifll!«9 9!|{«

THEATRE
B'way

&

42nd

St.

Coming This Month
Frank

Borzctge^s

exquisite love lyric

MJkNET GAYNOR 8i CHARLES FARRELL

STREET

ANGEL

At Another Broadway Theatre

Tuesday, March

Other BiUs Hinge
On Brookhart
{Continutd from Pag*

Production at StandstiUl
At Universal Studil

Coast Wire Service-

Cameramen Hours Too Long

Bill

I)

With completion of camerawork^
"Lonesome," the Mann Page stl
directed by Dr. Paul Fejos, all s|

and more time must elapse before
members of the committee digest the
testimony.

The

interstate

commerce commit-

probably is the busiest committee in Congress at the present
time, with a large number of matters
pressing for attention. Among other
things, the committee has pending
the coal strike in Pennsylvania and

dio work at Universal City now iJ
a standstill.
Production will not]

Suggest Change

COHMIHEE TO SOLVE

tee

scandal hearings, as well as
the
a host of other matters.
In the meantime, it is not considered likely that any action will be
Uken on the anti-block booking bills
These are
pending in the House.
will
all in committee and probably
comSenate
the
until
touched
not be
mittee has made its decision.
Senate committee turns
the
If
oil

Hours of cameramen are too long,
the committee considering a code of
ethics for cameramen is agreed. Producers and the technicians' branch of
the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences are preparing a solution to
cameramen's overwork problem.

Movietone subject
which James A. FitzPatrick is diThis music subject,
recting at Fox.
written by FitzPatrick, is based upon
the life of Stephen Foster and his
compositions are being played and
sung before the Movietone camera.
special

about the middle ^
the studio will be pai|i
re-opened for the purpose of putti
several western features in wc
until

when

April,

Regular production probably

weeks

start for several

ommends.

Brill to

Dave

Cruze to Direct Haines
»
in "Excess Baggage

will

thereafter.

Give Luncheon

Brill

will give a lunchto exhibitors at the Astor on Thi
day at 12:30 to mark the for
launching of the Brill Distribu

Corp., New York, with offices at ,
7th Ave. Trailers of the Ufa pictu;
that the company is handling willij

"U" Casts Mary Philbin
James Cruze has been signed by
Mary Philbin has been cast in "The M-G-M to direct William Haines in shown.
Girl on the Barge," which Edward "Excess Baggage".

•In a
the

resumed

Free lance writers should be
paid on a weekly instead of a
per story basis the contract
committee of the Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences rec-

OVEitWORK PROBlfN

thumbs down on the Brookhart bill, Sloman will direct for Universal.
an effort may be made to get the
Betty Bronson to Return
House bill acted upon, but it is not
any great enthusiasm
believed that
Betty Bronson, who is vacationing
exists for the measure in that quarter at present in Europe, will return to
of the capital.
Hollywood in a few weeks to start
work on a production being lined up
She expects to return to
for her.
FitzPatrick Making Movietone
or France again
Germany
England,
title
Music Shoppe" is the
of

6, 1|

to

make

a picture or two.

Warners.
Louise Fazenda
and Clyde Cook are co-starred.
at

JACK

first

picture

for

Universal,

"Lone-

some."

Fazenda Comedy Completed
Roy Del Ruth has completed production on "Five-and-Ten-Cent Annie,"

Fejos E^st for Premiere
Paul Fejos, director of Zakoro's
unique film, "The Last Moment,"
yesterday wired he will attend the
opening of his film at the Greenwich
Village Sunday.
At the same time,
he will complete the shooting of his

Holt Returning to Paramount
Jack Holt is returning to the Para-

mount studio to
Grey westerns.

"CON"

star

in

two Zane

i1

\i

Cast in "Detectives"
Addition of Clarence Lyle, fornstage celebrity, and Koo Mai, Jainese character actor, completes Cit
of

"Detectives,"

co-starring

Ki|

Dane and George K. Arthur.
an original by Chester
Franklin and Robert Lord.
story

is

%
\i
i

Knispel Goes to Philadelphia
Fred H. Knispel, Pathe speq
representative,

made

his

who

heretofore
at ChicaJ

headquarters

arrived in New York Sunday
route to Philadelphia on a spe^
sales

assignment.

CONWAY

TITLING
''Sally of
(Fox)

the Scandals''
(F B O)

44

Back

Stage^'

(F B O)

To FoUow
Another

Paramount

FB

GOLD BOND SPECIAL

(1927)

"Jake the Plumber"

"Knockout Reilly"

i

"Legionnaires in Paris"
"Cabaret"

"Coney Island"

"Nevada"

(FBO)

"Two Flaming Youths"
"We're

AU Gamblers"

"Flying Romeos"
(First National)

I

Dmmtsston

Faramount

to cstart

Once

A^ctton at

V
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U. S.

OT much

change in the
Output will total

line-iij).

pretty much
season as this-

the

II

a.diinyton

he inde])endents may swell
sear's productions to even
r proportions.
11(1
so in a ])erio(l \vhen poI'llm circles are talking lots
It
economy but practising
of what they talk, plans are
I

ing themselves for another
\e months of overlapping
ibution, overproduction

Bureau

Washington

of

—

THll

FILM DAILY

Instead of passing

measures like the
"hamstringing" the

Brookhart

bill

industry, Congress should assist the American in-

dustry to maintain world supremacy
in
the face of hostile regulations
abroad, declares Joseph M. Schenck,
in a telegram to Rep. Crail of Los
.Angeles, rapping sponsors of the bill.
Tlie telegram was read into the record at the recent Brookhart hearings.
.\ny reflection upon industry by

(Continued

and

on

Page

2)

liuilding of theaters.

husiiu'sscs.

the

COLUMBIA PLANS RELEASE

inaiuifac-

inaUcs an attempt to find how
Mlions have clianged. Tliat's how
deteniiiiies his output.
Not in
industry, so far as we can diser.
And if we are wrong, somey somewhere can do us a kindly
1 by giving us liglit.
The dear old
business at some long past date
ved at tile conclusion that 600 or
features a year was a pretty good
and has stuck to the guns ever
e.
Isn't it ridiculous to assume
1

market

requirements remain
stant year in and year out, esially in an
industry that is rekable for the rapidity with which
hanges its spots?

Sausage Epidemic

'he

much money

"go
•

is

being spent
reasons, an

are

turned

out.

for

will

liia

\Stability
|ese

L

and Dollars

problems of moment.
are matters which might pave

licse

next season are to be
German,
into
generally

pictures

booked
French and British theaters, in return for the distributing arrangement.

are

{Continued

on Page 2)

U'asliinnton

of ethics

Commissioner Abram

now

F.

Net

Months

profit

of

action in the Federal Trade
Commission's cast against Paramount
would be followed by similar suits
against every company engaged in
block booking in the industry, is the

Myers

subject of speculation here.
If the Federal Trade Commission
brings general suit against producers
and
distributors
practicing
block
booking, it will not be filed until

MOST INDEPENDENTS EAVOR

af'er the companies involved have
been given a hearing, in conformity
with the i)rocedure usually followed
by the commission, it was explained
yesterday by Commissioner Abram
F. Myers.

BROOKHART

BILL IS CLAIM

among

Brookhart

the

bill

exhibitors of the
nation shows a large majority in fa(Continued on Page 7)
unaffiliated

London (By Cable)

— Damages

for

alleged wrongful dismissal and arrears in salary are sought by J. D.
Williams in suit filed against British
National Pictures, Ltd.
The defendant company admits liability for part
of the salary but says Williams' dismissal was justified because he refused to obey "reasonable and proper
Williams' salary was $25,orders."
000 annually. -Suggestions that Williams was extravagant were denied.

to

for the
31, 1927, is

months ended Aug.
shown by the combined statements
eight
of

B.

F.

Keith Corp., and

affiliated

companies and the Orpheum Circuit
and subsidiaries. This is applicable
the interest of the new corporation, the Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp.,
on the assumption of the acquisition
outstanding common
of the entire
This compared
stock of Orpheum.
(Continued on Page 7)
to

Washington

—

for

action

CLEVELAND UNIT STANDING
EIRM

AGAINSHERCENTACE

Cleveland exhibitors oppose percentage and will "stand by their
guns" on the ruling against percen(Continued

THE FILM DAILY SILVER,
Decks are being

the Federal
against
case
generally believed here the company will continue its refusal of several months
ago to abide by the cease and desist
order, as no acceptable substitute
plan for block booking has been advanced.
In this connection, the commission
is declared ready "to go to bat" on
its
action, within the next two or
three weeks, convinced that immed(Continued on Page 2)

cleared

All companies against which proceedings were planned would be given
a secret hearing before the board of
review of the commission. No information as to the companies named or
the matter divulged at such hearings
would be made public until it was
determined to bring suit.
Officials
of the commission refused to discuss
the probabilities of a general suit
pointing out that the procedure in
such cases w^as public.

on

Page

2)

STWg. M.;

in

$1,924,865 Trade

$1,924,865

THE FILM DAILY
Whether proposed

being studied.

is

Washinglon Bureau of

for 8

of

—

court

Continue
Refusal to Comply with Order

Keith and Orpheum Net

Bureau

Washington

adopted at the Trade Practice
Conference in New York last
October, may be made public
next week, the Federal Trade
Commission states. Report of

Company Expected

a

•'J.

U

PVench and German producers
be distributed in the United
States by Columbia if negotiations
now under way are completed abroad
by Frederick F. Shoninger, European representative of the company.
Columbia is to handle these picColumtures on a reciprocal basis.
ish,

Which

glutted market and a
epidemic of stupid entertainReleases follow in on each
so fast that specialized attenis
impossible. Thus additional
tial
profits are lightly pushed
I'f
the reckoning.
Distribution
ips and duplicates when no reafor it exists if personal pride,
poleonic tendencies and desire for
*er are eliminated.
^

— Code

Of EUROPEAN PICTURES Williams Files Suit for
Ouster from British Firm
Several pictures produced by Brit-

oduction for many
tant one being that too many
'cs

Are Cited

THE FILM DAILY

of

Washington

Referendum on

Market Needs
ntlicr

Bur.

SUITS

Hearings First Would Be
Held If Any Others

Code Next Week

RESTRICT— 8CHENCR

same

Major pro-

SHOULD AID NOT

Wash.

won't vary appreciably,

is

Price 5 Cents

1928

ON GENERAL

ILENT
1928-1929

7,

OTHER CHANCES SOON

Commission's
Paramount, for it is

—

Philadelphia Jacob Fabian, a large
stockholder in the Stanley organization, from now on is expected to play
a more important role in formulating
(Continued

on Page

7)

Alicoate to Coast
John W. Alicoate, publisher of
FILM DAILY, left last night

THE
for

his

wood.

semi-annual

trip

to

Holly-

Wednesday, March

DAILV

1

1928-1929
(Continued from Page

the

ViL
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Sales

1928 Price 5 Gents

Seat
do vtc
*(cb) do 6s 36
*

lovN w.

PUBLISHER

kiimn

THE

Expected to
Continue Refusal
'Xoiitiiiucd

frnm Page

iate court action is

As was pointed out by

THE FILM

19 last, legality of
DAILV,
block booking is a matter the United
States will be called upon to decide,
if the lower courts sustain the coniThis was made a
missior.'s order.
practical certainty at the Trade Practice Conference, by the attitude of

distributors toward block booking.
particularly when, in announcing the
six points concession, they made it
clear they did so without sacrificing
any legal rights in the matter.

The commission,

almost certain, will be forced to seek recourse
in court to enforce its order.
The
commission, it is believed here, has
got itself too deeply into the matter
to back out and will go through with
its order,
putting the seal of government disapproval upon block booking in any form.
The commission is understood to
have watched the Brookhart hearings with a great deal of interest.
with a view to securing any additional
arguments it could in support of its
is

it

stand.

1.

Chadwick Returns to Coast
Chadwick has left for Holly-

do
Film

Kodak

.

pfd
Iiisp.

.

Intern. Proj.

Against Percentage
3,500
500

?,QV2

19J4
8

.

'566

99H
99J4
99/2
991/2
99}^
0>) Keiths 6s 46
Cs) Loew's, Inc.
62^ 61^^ 6VA
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do 6s 41ww. 107J4 10754 107'/i
do 6s4Ix-war. 101^
00
26
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.
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99H
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Technicolor

*(c)

Trans-Lux

(o)
(o)
(o)
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United Art.
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.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Prices

64

99/2 44,666
6,000
7,300
3/8
2,100
14
6,000
64

7'

39
49.>^

is"

i'i"
80

.

99/2
20/8

\9y2
27Ys

108/

23
99/.

19«

Out of the 115 members of the association, only three violations of the
organization's ruling have been discovered, and these members expelled.
Percentage, bookings are considered
detrimental to the majority of exhibitors and no exceptions to the rule
will be made.

27./S
108.7$

studio.

"U" 1928-29 Program Over
65 Per Cent Completed

32,000

(s)

Asked).
Stock Exchange.

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

Slightly more than 65 per cent
of the 1928-29 Universal schedule is
completed, being cut and
either

headquarters
will

Chicago.
all

Unite(.'

resume production for First
Division Distributors. His next pic-

"The Miracle
Compson.

his arrival

conferences

with

New York

in

R.

for

Cochrane,

H.

Beno Rubel and Lou Metzger. Sufficient

stories

gram

have

complete the probeen purchased, but
to

of prospec-

T E B B

I

N

S

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Arthur W. Stebbins
1540

& Co.,

Broadway
Bryant

Inc.

N. Y. C.
3040

i

helpe
niotio

ture.

Meyer on His Own
Abe Meyer, for years ass

Hugo

with

Riesenfeld,

has

i.

Abe Meyer, Inc. with offices in
way Hall. He will handle pre
tion acts, artists for picture th
and private entertainment.

le

r

-I-

OFFICE
and

EXCHANGE

1

with

PROJECTION,

CUTTIIi;

ROOM

and SHIPPING

I

IN

|

I

i

ESSENTIAL
TRATED

IN

SPRINKLER.
1

CONCi-l
ONE. lOo
\

3

-

PASSE

FREIGHT

j

EIi

WAFILMS,

|
!

for

126- 130 W. 46th

Library Stock Scenes

New York
130 W. 46th

Hollywood
St.

Bryant 8181

c/o Leon Schlesinger
1123 No. Bronson Ave.

5

Between B'way and 6th /

Leavitt Buildii
2nd Floor

1928-29
the Eighteen Feature Productions

luhich

xvill

Phone Bryant

7

EXCEL-

produce

next

KcaKOii, will he picturizations of these stories:

you are thinking of

c

industry and have never
progress of the American

VATOR.

I

Among

INSURANCE

Mil

pictures.

Girl,"

think of

ler.

favor

of the Brookhart hi
insignificant exhibitors who a
terested in getting pictures u
paying a reasonable price. Th(
not the constructive element
in

GER,

Inc.
Walter A. Putter, Pres.

LENT PICTURES CORPORATION
When you

i-

Th

said.

day on

to

lure is to be
starring Betty

of the

THE HEART OF T1,S
MOVIE DISTRICT. EVeV

here permanently.
the United Artists
which has been withdrawn from the
\\'esco pool and supervise U.
IK.

.\rtists

'

measures on the part
governments, Schenck

LIGHT ON FOUR SIdL

Henry Henigson, general manager of Universal City, stated yester-

manage

houses
in
Detroit
and
Riesenfeld will also score

only

will

1)

Congressional enar
encourage further

titled,

Riesenfeld Now on Coast; Henigson has a number
U. A. Headquarters There tive pictures in mind.
Los Angeles — Hugo Riesenfeld arrives from New York today to make
Me

proposed

VAULTS

10
1,800

Quoted.

his

Caddo

1-2.

wood

S

of

—Sche

(Continued from Page

reported

is

•1,200

(o)

(b)

Restrict

considering production at Paramount's Long Island

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter Transactions (Bid and

(c)

W.

bill.

Howard Hughes, head

"

99'yi

28.5i
109

George

states

Erdmann. business manager of the
organization, who stopped over in
New York from Washington returning from hearings on the Brookhart

Prod.,
85

the Cleveland exhibi-

association,

tor

1)

Production in East

85

.

.

made by

tage

"m-

2

.

(Continued from Page
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Hughes Reported Planning

50^
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so
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(s)
(c) Warner Bros.
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*
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3

6
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& Katz
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Published daily except Saturday and holidays
and
t 165(1 Broadway, New York. N. \., Film
•opviicht (1928) by Wid's Films and
Alicoate, President and
\V.
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Folk. Inc.
PiibliNher: M.iiirice U. Kann, Vice President
and Kilitor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer^
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"MASQUERADE MARRIAGE"
By Pamela James

*WE

NEVER mSAPPOINTI

^

"DAUGHTERS OF DESIRF'
By Janet Vale
More

vo-})ics

of stories

and authors announced tomorroiv

Pictures

ipi^

G

SaMITEL ZiERLER

NEW YORK cnrr

president

INCORPORATED

I

220 WEST 42'iPSTRBT

^

NEW YORK

^^Oi

ALLAN A.LOWNES.CEN.MC

^HAT YOU ARE ALWAYS
SEEKING TO BOOK
What you

are always hoping you

—

have hooked
is

IJ'ROM the director—
^ Edwin Care we - and

DOLORES

te star

lEL

RIO and

the

(ganization that gave

RESURRECTION^^
•

United

iomes

this

irtists

Picture — the

:reen
re

story

mill ions

waiting for you to

nnounce.

here in

mAMONA"
A Truly Great Box^Office Picture

I
Think of

these

money

values

DEL RIO
One

of the most popular
sensational screen stars of
the day.

Presented by

INSPIRATION PICTURES INC

and

EDWIN CAREWE

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

—
Hail

—

DOLORES DEL RIO - ^^RAMONA|
it's

tte ans'wer to any box=
office problem

With

the tremendous worldwide popularity of the book
the enthusiastic BIG drawing
power of the star the pulsating, absorbing heart appeal in-

—

This

is

terest of the story, gorgeous!,

and

vividly caught by the cam—
era "Ramona'' enters the

field

as

one of the most pleasurable

buys of the season*

On—

you will Bank
and Bank Onl

a picture

Bank On

Get a

"

Ramo I

Campaign
and
the

see the

Bol<
lis

many worh

ups
have been secie^

while

t i

e

lat

for this picture.

PAUL WHITEMNI
Victor Record

Drug

Stores

—

— Natnal

Federation of

Won

Clubs and others.

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

'^'

^

•

J
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Coast Wire Service

Studios

Not Closing

SPIKES REPORT

Code

Directors'
Code

IWN

of ethics for directors
and producers is to be drafted
by the Academy of M. P. Arts

WAS PLANNED

and Sciences,

will not be closed,
Baron, vice president in

idios

)roduction, declares in deiblished statement that a

was planned

until

June

1.

Le Baron,
never have been more ac-

these reports," said

to

iidios

inception of the company. \ye
top speed, with six companies
and at various locations through-

*

it

We

i.

will continue to operate

cater activity during this month
soon as all our plans for the
pkram have been definitely com-

picture proto our motion
laboratory containing the apthe use of the Radio Corp. of
General Electric method of sound

ion

'

1

and synchronization is being inThis labHollywood studio.
ue operated under the supervision
)!

_

Electric

_;-al

,

wn

Suffers Collapse

FBO,

for

g

Ralph

which

tices,"
lGI

engineers."

Joe E.

Ince

Brown

ardies a disappointed corned-

other

Tl

day while enacting

tragic scene, Brown was
a tremendous nervous
I der
else enacted his role not
(
It
too well, as he suffered

it

understood.

is

Warners Starting Work on
"Noah's Ark" April 5
Dolores
stellar

have the
"Noah's Ark," which

Costello

lead in

to

is

Michael Curtiz will direct for Warners.

The

phone

effects.

April

5.

picture will utilize

Production

is

Vita-

Most Independents
Favor Brookhart Bill
{Continued from Page

\or of its passage, Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the Board of Trade and
Commerce of the M. P. Industry, told
Sen. Watson, chairman of the interstate commerce committee, in a recent letter.
Exhibitors, said Cohen, feel that "a
stronger force than any existing today should be invoked to better safe-

guard their investments and interests
in the motion picture industry and
that this bill's sincere intent, if put
into operation, will be an instrument
which will alleviate their most press-

ing present ills and will permit
to better serve their public."

them

Haring

Silver, Stanley

{Continued from Pacje

and adapted the story.

company

jiolicics.

1)

Additional changes

the executive personnel arc looked
for in the next two weeks.
in

Blumenthal

Date for
"Trail of '98" Opening

G. M.;

Other Changes Soon

Anthony Coldeway wrote

&

Final closing of the long pending
deal for the flaring & Blumenthal
theaters is announced by the Stanley
Co.
The houses are the Central,
Union and Ritz in Jersey City, and
the Lincoln and Roosevelt in Union
City, New Jersey.
With the closing
of this deal the Haring & Blumenthal circuit passes out of existence.
The houses will be under supervision
of the Stanley-Fabian Corp. which
controls 65 theaters in New Jersey.
Addition of these five theaters gives
to Stanley Co. operation
of
more
than 275 houses in seven states and
the District of Columbia.

March 20

to start

Florence Vidor's Next Named
Florence Vidor will make "The
Magnificent Flirt," upon completion
of her role in "The Patriot."
Loretta Young, Marietta Milner and Albert
Conti have been assigned roles.

1)

Stanley Buys Houses of

Is

March 20 is date set by J. J. McCarthy for premiere of "The Trail
of '98," new M-G-M roadshow at
the Astor, New York.

Keith and Orpheum Net
Moe

Silver has been apjioiiitcd
director of the Stanley

man-

Co.
aging
with headquarters in New ^'ork. .Silver has been connected with Moe

Months

for 8

$1,924,865

{Continued from Page 1)

with a net profit of $3,813,105 in the

Mark for 14 years in the operation year 1926 applicable to such interest.
Belle Bennett to Star in
Total income for the eight months
the Mark .Strand holdings in New
Four for Tiff any-Stahl of
Kngland.
Frank Buhler denied ye>- was $23,147,315. against $36,480,356
Tiffany-Stahl has signed Belle Bennett for four pictures.

"Lummox" by

he.

The

first will

Fannie Hurst.

Prepares "U" Story
ordered home by
William Lord Wright is preparing
fKir, but has recovered suffi- a story which Universal is to make.
continue his work.
It is titled, "Terrors of the Unknown"
and is based on the adventures of a
Quota group of people who in some manij II
find themselves on an unknown
Pictures in France ner
land wherein dwell prehistoric aniMenjou may make quota mals such as the dinosaur, icphyosauFrance for Paramount, rus, brontosaurus and the diplodo-

he intended resigning frc.ni
Stanley, as reported.
He will continue in charge of the company's
Philadelphia holdings.

terday

in

tiie

1926, and net income
after depreciation,
of leaseholds was
against |5,402,227.

year

from operations
and amortization
3f2,842,352,

He was
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OSWALD— THE

Vera Reynolds Borrowed
for Columbia Picture

-of all cartoon characters

Vera Reynolds has been loaned by
Mille to Columbia for "Golf
Widows," with Harrison Ford and
Sally Rand. Erie Kenton is director.

-a

De

^

R?:YES

SPINDOLA

fact since

-originality in

§b near

the

Ocean

it's

callaL

visiting the
)ach studios.
*

*

mong our
rers in

M-G-M and

fo

dients responsible for

modem in equipment and

well conducted it is known as
one of the Wforlds finest Hotels

Produced

fo

OSWALD'S GREAT
SUCCESS

*

Hollywood we

PRODUCED BY

list

NEW JERSEY

,

*

touch divine and shivering
I'll turn this water into wine,"
sub-title eliminated from. "The
d Rogue." However, the title
ecorates a water cooler at the

Winkler Pictures

ATLANTIC CITY

|;

*

for

plan a Sojourn by the Sea and visit

leading monocle

von Stroheim, Ivan LebeLucian Prival, Andres de
urole and Douglas Gerard.
*

theme and

treatment are the ingre-

X

)ert,

is

of the present day.

I

Passing Show: Leland Hayeading a copy of the Amerercury; Peter Mole, the light-

he

screened cartoon figure

has

distinction of being the only
assistant director on the
He is a member of the Hereon unit and works with Ray
who is Brenon's chief as-

proved

the most consistently

Hollywood
JL

PEER...

Joel Hillman
President

JuLi.\N A. Hillman
Vice-President & Manager
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Artists studio.
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WASHINGTON

VISIT

HARVEY'S RESTAURANT, 11th
PENNA. AVES. FAMOUS SINCE
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WHERE ARE THE PICTURES?
this oft-repeated question for without pictures — good pictures—the majority of theatres
AGAIN
throughout the country are deprived of their one great attraction.
;'

The average motion picture house has no symphony orchestra, no glorified tabloid vaudeville with
which to gloss over mediocre pictures. It must depend almost wholly upon the quality of its screen
entertainment, so when this is poor the theatre's business must suffer.
At present there is a dearth of good pictures, the few in circulation coming from two or three
Let us ask another question. Where would the unaffiliated exhibitors in particular be
were not for the consistently good product of Fox ?
Fox announcements for the future bespeak such a continuance of super product as merits the
support of all exhibitors.
Good pictures can save the industry and good pictures alone. Pictures should not be used as
"chasers," as at present is the case in many houses. There is no incentive to producers to improve when
the picture is relegated to a secondary place. And the irony of the situation is that the worst offenders
in this matter of burying pictures beneath presentations are those big companies making the most consistently mediocre pictures.
Let these companies now so committed to presentations, and so engrossed in the acquisition of theatres concentrate their best efforts upon the production of consistently worthwhile pictures. Then there
will no longer be any need for the utterance of the exhibitor's plaintive and impatient query
sources only.
this season if

it

WHEKE

ARE THE PICTURES?

"THE ONE GREAT INDEPENDENT"

WE

wondered at the significance of the above designation which appeared in the Fox advertisements appearing in last week's trade papers, until we learned of his acquistion of West
Coast Theatres ; then we were enlightened.
We have frequently termed him a "great independent ;" but being like all really "big" men,
modest by nature and preferring to let others say the nice things the real truth about him ; he
has been content to go along independently ( and howl) making constantly improving pictures.
But now all is made clear; the significance of his announcement of a 100 million dollar production program for the next ten years becomes apparent; and his frank assertion of his position in
the industry—that of being THE ONE GREAT INDEPENDENT—becomes understandable.
William Fox's record of successes in the past, dating back to his successful fight against the
General Film Co., and his promise of still greater ones in the future, both as evidence by his announcement of next season's product, (and it must be borne in mind that these great box office
pictures of his are given to the exhibitor before all the life has been drained from them) as well
as by his latest theatre expansion, fully entitles him to this designation.
This expansion, his
acquisition of control of West Coast Theatres, which have been operated up to now by Paramount,
United Artists and Metro-Goldwyn in which he already held 36% interest, was made necessary by
the fact that his product was not given an adequate representation in these territories and might
have been locked out later. And if he had not taken them, both on the coast and in Wisconsin, they
would have been taken over lock, stock and barrel by United Artists, Paramount, Metro and the
Fi^st National group, all fellow members of the same producers organization.
Now that he has taken these theatres over, perhaps the whole complexion of theatre building
by- producers will be changed. If this happens
it will serfe to encourage independent theatre owners
in improvmg their theatres or building
new ones in their territory. Not only would this help the
independent theatre owner, but aid the producer by way of more customers for their product.
William Fox's success has not been attained at the expense of "small fry" ruthlessly crushed
under toot in his progress nor is it built upon
a foundation of destroyed investments and shattered

..

—

;

William Fox is trtily THE ONE GREAT INDEPENDENT, and it is our sincere hope
that he
continue to bear and deserve this title
for a long time to come. And it would be wonderful for
tne industry at large if there were a few
more of its more prominent figures worthy of a similar

may

llie One Cteat Independent

I

It
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THE FILM DAILY

Washington Code of ethics drafta first rate, gripping
ed at the Federal Trade Practice
lich
contains romance,
Conference in New York last Octhrills, action and pa- tober, which is to be issued next
lendid cast, which does week in completed form by the Fedlighty well and produc- eral Trade Commission, will be bind^ of real merit.
Lordy, ing on every company and individual
in the industry.
The commission has
arn grips all the way, final say on provisions of the code.
a very, very good picThe commission is prepared to undertake enforcement of the code, in
accordance with its plan announced
at the conference, stating action will
1^1, the Terrible'*
launched against, any offender.
'issians
continue to mill be
While
the code becomes binding
iihe doldrums. We were told
immediately, companies or individe
Terrible" was greater
still have recourse to court to
iikin."
It isn't.
We were uals
set aside any provisions of the code,
led it represented pretty
cited, may defend its proicme of merit in Russian or when
in court.
Codes adopted for
cedure
Too bad for Russia, if
other industries have been generally
nine morbid, depressing
observed, records here show.
-tory
itle,

\

—

includes rape, murf,
not forgetting some
lor tricks like the use of
byplay with daggers, and
of humans with spears.
Russia perhaps, but compeless for America and, we
>t of the globe. Even the in1 that gathers at the art
find

vill

"Ivan"

difficult

to

Last Moment'*
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r unique story idea, dealdoes with a drowning man
h courses through his mind
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In soine sequences
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"Lonesome," the

first

It will

Pygmy Land"
A

while as a travel picture.
if
the Stirling-Smithsonian
n to Dutch
Guinea

New

pygmy

race was unearthed.
interesting and different,
from film triangles and

ishy

Philadelphia
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Partial

dramas.

KANN

per-

formance of a contract makes
the entire agreement binding,
the arbitration board here ruled
in the case of Liberty Film
Corp., versus Interurban Theater, Inc. of Narbeth. The latter had played a comedy in the
belief it was a spot booking,

despite the fact that existence
of any contract was denied, because the purported agreement
was not signed by officers of
the corporation. The company
previously
had notified exchanges that all contracts must

be approved by officers. The
board has instructed the ex-

pay for refused shipments and complete the conhibitor to
tract.

OWN STAGE

UNITS

The Stanley

organization will produce its own stage units under general supervision of Joe Plunkett. Each
unit will be routed, similar to the
Publix plan. About ten weeks have
been lined up with more in the offing.

LASKY FORECASTS DEAL
FOR TALKING PICTURES
Los Angeles Sound is to be the
most important development in the
industry during the next five years,
but this development will not take
the form of dialogue productions,
states Jesse L. Lasky, who says the
company is to enter the field of this
new type of drama in the greatest
possible
pictures

way.

To make

all

THE FILM DAILY

—

al

Washington Action
Trade Commission

of the Federto enforce

its

cease and desist order against Paramount is expected to be confined
to efforts to outlaw block booking,
for the commission is not seeking,
nor has it power to force the company to divest itself of its theater
holdings.

This limitation of power was emphasized in the Supreme Court dein the Eastman-Kodak case,
the court held the commission
has no right to force any company
to divest itself of property already
acquired.
Because of this decision,
no provision for divestment was contained in the cease and desist order,

cision

when

Page 2)

Brookhart Opposition Held

theater operation
is
an unfair practice, Commissioner Abram F. Myers pointed
out at the Trade Practice Conference,
so that it is expected that all of the
commission's legal guns will be trained on block booking, in the forth-

Distributor

not, in itself,

coming

legal actions.

Meanwhile, although the commission is naturally expected to act
against
all
companies
practicing
block booking, such actions are expected to hinge on the case against
Paramount.
'

talking

would turn progress of the
{Continued on

{Continued on Page 2)

Reflection of

Washington Bureau of

which was aimed at block booking,
and the acquisition of theaters for
purposes of intimidation and coer-

—

ITS

Trade Body Cannot Force
Theater Divestments,
Court Has Ruled

cion.

STANLEY TO PRODUCE

No

Iowa Sentiment

Educational Revises Plan
and Won't Close Studio
Los Angeles

—Educational's

sched-

ule is keeping so busy that instead
of a complete shutdown before starting work for 1928-1929, the studio
will be kept partly open through the
usual vacation period.

—

for

be interestwhat he has done.

c,

Ruling on Contract

others, just tire-

popular appeal prac"The Last Moment" rates
tion chiefly because of the
Paul Fejos, who shows
Universal has him under
v^ide

nished.

Price 5 Cents

1928

COMMISSION AHACK SEEN AS
CENTERING ON BLOCK BOOKING

bell

some

8,

Television Demonstrated
Aboard Atlantic Liner
On Board the Berengaria — Marking first reception of telephone pictures in mid-ocean, a demonstration
was given aboard ship, with photos
broadcast from the Baird Television
Development Co., studio caught on
At times
the screen of a televisor.
the vision was remarkably clear, with

some

of the

images

identified.

Indianapolis Vote taken at the recent convention of the Iowa exhibopposing the Brookhart
itor unit,
bill which has been the subject of
considerable discussion, should not
be taken as indicating the sentiment
of Iowa exhibitors, H. N. Davies,
Spencer, la., showman, who was
present at the session, declares in a
to Frank J. Rembusch, secretary of unaffiliated exhibitors.
letter

The meeting, which was
{Continued

on

held Feb.
Page 2)

Cooper Loses
Foot in Train Mishap

Col. J. A.
Toronto

—

Col.

John A. Cooper,

president of the Canadian M. P. Distributors' Ass'n, has had his foot

amputated as a

result of falling un-

der a moving train at Regina, Sask.,
while on a tour of western exchanges.
He was otherwise painfully injured
but is recovering.

—

—
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Stanley to Produce
Its Own Stage Units
(Continued from Page

1)

will

Edward L. Hyman of the Brooklyn
Mark Strand and Harry Crull of the
Bradford, Newark.
Plunkett will continue direction of
the Strand, New York, but when the
route becomes larger it is probable
he will devote all of his time to
stage production.

Lasky Forecasts Deal
for Talking Pictures
(.Continued
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Earl Kramer Returning
to Head "Big U" Office
Earl Kramer, eastern sales director of Universal, on Monday is to return to the "Big U" exchange, with

plans for talking pictures, but some
arrangement with Radio Corp. of
America and General Electric is declared to have been under negotiation.

years ago.

1928-29
Among

the Eighteen

LENT PICTURES

Feature Productions which EXCELCORPORATION will produce next

seciHon, will be picturizations
of these stories:

"GILDED LOVE
By

Jennifer

6*f^

Eu
for

begin

to

preparations
picture.

Attractions

for

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

"I cannot say whether the results would
have been changed had the vote been taken
at a different time^ but I do know there are
great many exhibitors in this state
strongly in favor of the bill."
a

Davies,

who

are

You Are in the"
Market for Any Kind
'If

who formerly was an

ex-

change manager, wrote for Northwestern Iowa Theaters, embracing
the
Solon and
Eraser,
Spencer;
Strand, Milford; Royal and Opera
House, Spirit Lake, and Uptown,

CONSULT US AND

C. C. Pettijohn, Hays organization
counsel, could not be reached yesterday'
for
a
statement on Davies'
claims.

"Hutch

New York from
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West
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Motion Picture Departmei
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Class
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11

One of the major companies is looking for a highj]
class sales executive whose experience stampsll
him as a
especially successful in selling roadj

man

show

y

pictures.

The man we want knows

virtually every important situation in the country and exactly howr
each of these situations should be handled inj]
marketing really big super pictures.

The man we want
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probably

known

to us by|

reputation already-

man we can offer a propositionP
keeping with his value.

the right
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state.

fully in

John Sexton

of stories
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yesterday

West

"BONDS OF BIRTH
By
More names

Coast,

two-thirds of the exhibitors left to get ready
for the evening banquet, and then the question of going on record against the Brook»
hart bill came up.
"There were not over 25 exhibitors present, and a number of us tried to get the
meeting postponed until it would be possible
to obtain a more general opinion.
However,
the matter was put to a vote and there were
enoLigh exhibitors present who opposed the
bill to carry the measure.
The vote should
not be taken as indicating the sentiment of
Iowa exhibitors.
Even among those left in
the room, there were several who favored the
bill, and the
15 or so exhibitors who voted
against it are not enough to indicate the
sentiment of the exhibitors throughout the

To

)>

New York

new Chaney

"Mr. Pettijohn addressed the meeting and
his talk a number of business matters
were taken up and the impression given out
that the meeting was practically over. About

New

Haven branch. New complications
in the New York territory are ascribed by the company to the change, to
which Kramer readily agreed.
He
began in the New York branch 15

is

turned from a vacation

after

Arnold's

Trans-Lux

Morris Joseph returning to the

says.
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probably play four weeks
around New York, including the
Strand in New York and Brooklyn,
Newark, Jersey City and then play
Washington, Pittsburgh and PhilaPlunkett will be production
delphia.
general, and will alternate a unit with

Shows

Low Qos«

High

Price S Gents

Thursday, March 8, 1928

nLXLIIINo.S7

13 "dragged along from 1 :00 until
about 5:30 P.M., declares Davies.

for Coast
has jus

Tod Browning, who
left

(Continued from Page 1)
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by enactment of the Vestal

bill

per-

mitting divisible copyright, members
of the House patents committee, now
considering the measure have been
informed.
The bill would permit an author to
dssign separately the various rights
conferred under copyright, the purpose of the bill, as explained by Rep.
Vestal (Ind.) chairman of the committee, being to protect the author
and give legal expression to rights
under the copyright act already rec-

tiding
;rs

of

'Em Out

presentations

blame

:ion on pictures.
Not con?ood enough, is their argu
uch merit in what they say,
will be little argument that
s not holding up all along
it

should.

For

this state

overproduction must be
The "fewer but better" pic-

|i,

will always hurl back a
hollow echo until market
e gauged intelligently, econ distribution are affected
'

;

t

over their ability to get product,
despite reported differences in opinion in distributing ranks over the
policy to be adopted insofar as the

proposed buying cooperative

is

con-

cerned.

Contracts have been signed witti
circuits representing 125 theaters and
which buy over $2,500,000 in films
Incorporation papers went
Albany yesterday, the impending
contract with Aaron Sapiro will be
signed this week and by Monday, it
annually.
to

is anticipated the association will be
ognized in fact.
Hearings were recently held on ready for business. It is understood
Louis F. Sapiro has conferred with several
the measure, at which
Schwartz of Paramount, represent- distribution heads and has not met
with the strong opposition to the
{Continued on Page 2)

{Continued

on Page 2)

Grainger to L. A. to See
$12,000,000 New Warner
Sheehan on Fox Line-Up Budget; Studio Resuming
Washington^ames H.

Grainger,

Fox

sales manager, left here last
night for the Coast, via Atlanta and
other Southern exchange centers. He
will confer with Winfield Sheehan regarding the Fox line-up for next

season.

intensive merchandising is
of the industry's structure.

K

ANN

—

Hollywood Production budget of
Warners this year calls for expenditure of $12,000,000.
This includes
features as weJl as Vitaphone shorts,
it

is

understood.
The company on
15 will reopen its studios of-

March

Course Expected To Be
Determined on Visit
To Coast
Possibility of Joseph P.

Kennedy,

FBO

president of
succeeding to the
presidency of Pathe, was the subject
of speculation yesterday upon his departure for the Coast, where he is to
take stock of production for Pathe,
which company he is serving in an
advisory capacity.

Rumblings of a change have been
some time, and it is felt

current for

that the Coast trip will be the determining factor. Kennedy announced when joining Pathe that he was
going to the Coast to seek to reduce production costs, which are declared to have attained proportions,
where the company gross precludes
possibility of "coming out" on a picture, aside

from any consideration of

profit.
It is believed, he will seek to reduce De Mille's fixed "nut," and re-r
duce shooting overhead.
De Mille,
however, holds a contract, and it may
be some period before the readjustment can be brought about.
De
Mille is expected to continue with the
company, with Kennedy's mission to
see if lower production costs cannot
be brought about.
Colvin Brown, one of FBO's vice
presidents, now is headquartering at
the Pathe home office, handling a

number

of details for

Kennedy, dur-

ing the latter's absence.

ficially.

Gov't Checking Status
Hodkinson in Harness;
(;RUZET0MilKE20YEilllLY
of Foreign Players Here
Handling Travel Film
Hollywood

in the

ers

IS

WORRIED OVER PRODUCT

Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
New York independent theater
Washington Operations of the in- owners interested in the M. P. Exdustry would be facilitated greatly hibitors' Ass'n, Inc., are not worried
IVashhiotoit

stly

r

N.Y. INDEPENDENTS NOT

movie

ilie

,

COFVRH

IN

—

msnv

— Legality

of

residence

"Adventures in Pygmy Land," a
being in- record of the Matthew Stirling expedi-

United States of foreign play-

now

at

the studios

is

immigration authorities.
Some time ago there was
strong demand among Equity mem-

vestigated

by

bers for investigation of the status
foreign players, but this was
of
tabled.

tion to
race of

Dutch New Guinea where a
pygmies was discovered, will

reach the market under guidance of

W. W.

Hodkinson, who

the Coast.
at the 55th

The
St.

is

now on

Stirling film played
Playhouse recently.

rOR ALLIED DISTRIBUTORS

—

Hollywood
Twenty pictures a
year, four of which will be directed
and the remainder supervised by
James Cruze, will be produced annually by James Cruze, Inc., for release by Allied Distributors on a
{Continued

on Page 2)

A.S.C.A.P. to Continue

Williams' Suit Against
British Firm Settled Combination House Only
Quarterly Fee Payments

—

One

London (By Cable) Action of J.
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers will not insist D. Williams against British National
Omaha
The decidedly
that exhibitors pay music license fees has been settled out of court.

in

Black at

—Theater

Omaha

business here is
with the various houses
yearly in advance, instead of quart- amount of money involved was not here taking it "on the chin."
Pracerly, as heretofore, J. C. Rosenthal, made public, but the company is said tically the only house making money
general manager, states. The annual to have paid William on the salary is the World, combination house opfee will remain at ten cents per seat. claim and costs.
(Continued on Page 2)
off,

—

'

;
:
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DAILY
Gruze

Benefit to Industry
in

Friday,

larel

9.

PriciSCiRts
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PUBLISHER

N. ALICOATE

FnblUhed daily except Saturdiy and holid»yi
and
M 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., FDm
•ovy right (1928) by Wid'a Filma and
Mk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate. Preiident and
Publuher: Maurice D. Kann, Vice Preaident
and E«Utor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Baaiiieu and Adrertising Manager; Ralph
Entered as
Wtlk, TraTcUng Representative.
ccond da»t matter Ma/ 21, 1918. at the
set-office at New York, N. Y.. under the act

Terms (Poatage
March 3. 1879.
Uaitcd Sute« outsidf of Greater New York,
110.00 one year; 6 monthi, fSOO; 3 month*.
Subieriberi should
Foreign. $15.00.
13.00.
Address all oommunicafMnit with order.
1650 BroadDAILY,
FILM
lioni to
Phone Circle 4736way, New York, N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
737 47314739.
N«w York. Hollywood. CalKornia— Harvey
Gausman, Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone.
t.
Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. London
Imest W. Fredman, The Fflra Renter, $8,
Great Marlborough St.. London. W. I. BerRn— Lichtbildbuchnc. Fricdrichstrasie, 32S.
tree)

•f

THE

Arthur W. Weil,
pubHshed.
representing film interests, also appeared in favor of the measure, giving similar testimony.

been

Single Reeler Made
New Color Process

by

plus

planned.

Shown

Page

is

vice

Sherman is to leave this week on
a tour of the country selHng franchises to exchanges, while negotiations are under way for a studio,
with work on the first picture to start
in 60 days.
Cruze, it is understood,
may make some pictures abroad.

remain in
New York until Samuel Goldwyn's
return from Europe late in March,
when he will return to the Coast to
direct a picture for Goldwyn.
Brena(n

To Handle Ufa

screens,

color

white negatives, ordinary prints are
made, which are then photo-chemi-

The method
cally tinted and toned.
of projection employed is based upon a combination of the "additive"
and "subtractive" methods.

French Color Process
Purchased by Eastman

—

Paris Eastman Kodak has purchased the Keller-Dorian process for
producing pictures in natural colors.
This carries with it exclusive rights
for standard film in the United States,
England, Canada and Australia. The

made

practicable

Over 100 exhibitors attended the
luncheon at the Astor yesterday given
by Brill Dist. Corp. to mark launch-

of a three-color

screen.

do not depend on hand

Jersey;

ning substantially ahead of earnings
for the first three months of the year
when net of $102,000 was reported,
compared with a loss of about the
same amount for the corresponding
period of a year ago.
Higher prices
of shares are anticipated, because of
bright future prospects, with new
Vitaphone installations and popularity of "The Jazz Singer" seen as
factors.

process described as microscopic engraving enabling the engraver, by
means of special tools, to apply upon
the celluloid surface, matrics in the
of tiny cylinders, 1,600 of

which

square millimeter.
occupy
The honeycombed film then is passed
through screens containing three
primary colors, reproducing natural
colors, it is claimed. Eastman Kodak
believes the process superior to its

Levy,

Brooklyn.

(Continued from Page

association cannot succed

erated by World Realty Co. Publix's
Riviera, opened last year, is said to
be running in the red, and the Orpheum, one of the prides of the circuit, is switching to a split week policy.
The house has been playing
week stands since its opening 29
weeks ago. Competition of picture
houses is the declared reason for the
policy><;hange.

of

process.

i

in

it.

Ra

Broadcasting
Keith-Albee-Orpheum

d

is

considering plans to enter the
casting field. This is expectci'
done through the Radio Ccl
firm
virtue

by

partnership,
cently-acquired

K-j
of

holdings

in

Universal is another compani
sidering a radio network.

CaU

WAFILMS,

Inc.
|

Walter A. Putter, Pm.
for

New York
1 30 W. 46th
Bryant 8181

\
I

Library Stock

Scenei:
Holti

e/o Leoo SchUj
1123 No. Bronmo!

St.

\l

Notv

in Preparatio

WHO^s cuai
By Adrian

Johnson

A TEN EPISODE

SERl

All Rights Protected

JAMES F. 8AMM|
Prodncer of Liberty Bayi'Set

1658 Broadway,

New Yorl

1928-29
the Eighteen Feature Productions which EXCELwill produce next
season, will be pioturizations of these stories

^

YOU'LL USE

EVERY

DAI
1000

LENT PICTURES CORPORATION

Cloth

:

"NIGHT ANGEL"

FB!I

By Pamela James
n

SABLES FOR TWO"
By

More names

of stories

Grevil

Film'ii
SUBSCBi

West

and authors announced tomorrow

only one

own kodachrome

withe

cooperation of distributors,
probably have to succeed

1)

Among

The

films
coloring, the

Joseph

Warner Earnings Continue
Upward Trend in Quarter Combination House Only
Warner earnings for the current
One in Black at Omaha
quarter are understood to be run-

by Andre

Berthon, is declared adaptable to all
black and white films with only
comparatively
slight
expense
of
manufacture, and can be exhibited in
colors or in black and white, as
wished, through insertion or omission

iorm

fa

it.

in

in East

(

banded

America, with which

Brill Dist. Corp. Starts;

^PICTURESCO/^
^ ' /Oil*
SAMIIEL ZbERLER
f^cfU^;
*w
NEWYORKcrrr

EVER"irt"
G«S

BVERTi'W

president

i

]

together cam
the serious attitude of distril
at least until they are fully
with the purposes behind
also felt that if such a coops

will

I

Fraunhofer
After development, the same
sa-ys.
method as that used in black-and-

process,

itors thus

K-A-0 May Enter

Brenon Awaits Goldwyn's Return

"The Gauche" at N. Y. Rivoli
ing of organization which controls the
"The Gaucho," which played nine sale of Ufa product in the eastern
weeks at the Liberty at $2 top, is territory.
Leo Brecher spoke unto follow "Sadie Thompson" at the officially on the Brookhart Bill.
EnNew York, opening to- tertainers were Vincent Lopez, Benny
Rivoli,
morrow. In its first month, "Sadie Davis and Joey Moore.
Frederick
Arcade theater, New York, by
Thompson" grossed $149,849, an all- Wynne-Jones of Ufa and Dave Brill
Photocolor Co. of Berlin. Hans Von
time record at t,he Rivoli. The pic- were the speakers. Two reels made
Franhaufer, general manager, states
ture now is in its fifth week.
up of shots from the current Ufa
a feature production in color ii
features were shown.
planned for release in about six
Lichtm^ Returns
Jack Meyers is salesmanager for New York
months.
Al Lichtman returned to New and New Jersey; Harry T. Scully, New
with
an
The negative is produced
England
manager; Sydney Strauss, ManhatYork yesterday after a vacation trip
ordinary camera upon a specially
tan and Brooklyn; Jerry Sobel, Long Island
to Palm Beach.
and New York State; Adolph Weiss, New
treated film, and without the use of
80-called

''

sell

Cruze

Allied.

conditions,

'II

1)

re[i||

natural and
and various colors were
artificial,
shown in a reel of colored film, declared produced by a new method,
which was demonstrated at the

Lighting

Not Won
(Continued from Page

1)

basis.

president of
president.

A

service from
seaboard.
to Pittsburgh now is being

New York

IndependentjJ'''

Harry Sherman, buying plan as has been
who formerly handled "The Birth of prevailed. The organization
a Nation" in a number of states, is the stand that refusal to
cost

Herbert

Horlacher Expanding Service
additional
Pennsylvania
Eleven
cities have been added to the overnight service of Horlacher Delivery
Service, which daily serves, according to William Ornstein, New York
manager, more than 1,000 along the

N. Y.

Twenty Yearly
(.Continued from

ing organized producers and distributors, declared that the bill would
take control of the copyright situation out of the hands of the publishers, where it now lies, and give
He declared that
it to the authors.
efforts on the part of producers to
print synopses of stories to which
they had obtained film rights, had
been interfered with by magazines
in wli'ch the stories had originally

Atlantic

Make

to

Copyright Seen

{Continued from Page 1)
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Friday, March!,

From One Yegg
rt-

to Another

Dear Scarface:
because you

I just seen a Fox picture called "Dressed to Kill," and I thought I better slip you a load of it
ain't likely to see it up there in the bi?: house- It's too good a picture to play the Sing Sing circuit.

me when I was doing my stretch
of punks. It was one of the reasons why I was
glad to ease out of the big can last month. I was particular glad to be out when I seen "Dressed to Kill," and 1
figured it was no more than fair to put you hep to it,
because you oughter throw out your lines to see it when
they turn you out of your canary cage up there.
The

was a

pictures they gave

lot

Well, Scarface, old boloney, I see where I was all wrong
in trying to be a yegg. After taking a squint at "Dressed
to Kill" I felt I was all wet in them stick-ups I pulled and
I better lay off them for good. I found I didn't have the
clothes to go with them.
It seems like nowadays you can't pull a joint or blow a
can without having the glad rags. I mean the real royal
overalls, the iron shirts and shrouds. While we been
learning how to make shoes and do our tatting up the
river, it seems the world has been moving forward by
leaps and bounds, getting all dressed up like a fire horse
to go out and turn a trick.
When you and I used to go gunning for the sugar, we
would just get all rigged out like a couple taxi drivers,
turn up our coat collars and hop to it. Them days is
gone forever. I tell you, Scarface, it costs money to be a
crook nowadays. We ain't got the wardrobe.
Take this bird Edmund Lowe, who plays Mile-Away
Barry, the bozo who packs the big gun. He's a yegg and
yet he dresses like Grover Whalen, including a sporty
new moustache that's just been fixed to Lowe's pan.
You'd think he was no more of a stick-up artist than
Queen Marie of Roumania.
But him and Ben Bard, which is another good fashion
plate gone wrong, they take off their silk ventilators, put
on caps but keep on their committee of welcome duds, and
then they do a dance around a bank at night. They clip

watchman and make a breeze with the sugar,
and then they're all set to drop into a classy hophead
joint and spend their dough without going to the trouble
the night

of changing into their shop-front clothes.

Then they was another angle that's a lulu. That was
when they found a waiter at the night club where the
mob hung out was a double crosser who was mickeyfinning them with the police. They let him inhale the
smoke from their gats, kind of quiet and private. Then
them sweet angel-face yeggs, all dressed
in the right store clothes, rhey act as pall-bearers for
the dear departed waiter.
at the funeral, all

up

Oh, baby, that wrinkle gave me such a kick I nearly
But you and I could never get away with it, Scar-

rattled.

face.

We

ain't got the clothes.

And there's a nifty stick-up of a fur store, that's the
works, only that trick don't work, because a moll with
the mob lets out a yip that queers the racket.
She's been picked up by the mob because Lowe's gone
cuckoo on her, but I could of told him myself that

women

only hatch trouble when they ain't bringing up
don't need no fancy vest to see that. Sometimes
them top hats don't hold so much after all.
kids.

I

and in the end she
rap. Once his heart gets a dent his
vest ain't so bullet proof. But I liked him even if his
fingers was manicured. I guess all them flashy mugs with
the roll is breaking into the crook game and taking the
bread out of regular yeggs' mouths. If you and me wants
to keep working at the old stand, Scarface, I guess the
only way we can do it is to hire a couple of waiters' outfits, or else go into some other business where the competition ain't so classy.
But they stick to

this broad, see,

makes Lowe take the

Your Old

Pal,

Hair Trigger Harry

cA
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Masquerade of the Underworld
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Presented by

with

to KILL''

WILLIAM FOX

EDMUND LOWE ^ MARY ASTOR
CHARLES MORTON

BEN BARD

Conselman and Irving Cummings
by Malcolm Stuart Boylan

Story by William
Titled

Scenario by

HE ONE GREAT INDEPENDENT

Howard Estabrook

IRVING CUMMINGS

Production
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.
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Since films released in 1924 and
1925 by Paramount were written
down to $1 each in those respective
years, they have produced $1,900,000
Jn rentals, a factor in the optimistic

rentals received, more than SO per
cent of such cost is written ofif in the
first three months after the film is released, more than 75 per cent in the
first year and 100 per cent in the

two

first

years.

Between two and

three per cent of total revenues
earned by the film are usually produced in the third and fourth year
after

which

from

it is

withdrawn

ordinarily

circulation.

$1,000,000 Theater Loan
Loan of $1,000,000 for five years
at five per cent has been made by

Central Union Trust Co., New York,
to the F. F. Proctor New York Theaters Co., on 146-162 E. S8th St., and
964 Third Ave., where a new theater
is to be erected.
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Equity Theaters Reported
Planning Sale of Stock

STARIG SOON

"The Scarlet Dove," under direction of
Arthur Gregor, with Robert Frazer, Josephine
Lowell Sherman, Margaret LivingBorio,
Shirley Palmer, Julia Swayne Gordon,
Carlos Durand.
"Clothes Make the Woman,"
under the direction of Tom Terriss, with Eve
Southern, Walter Pidgeon, George Stone,
H. O. Pennel, Gorden Beggs Margaret Selbie. Templar Sax, Duncan Renaldo, Adolph
Millar, Katherine Wallace.
"Ladies of the
Night Club," under direction of George Archainbaud, with Barbara Leonard and Ricardo Cortez as leads.
"Lingerie," under
direction of George Melford.
Cast now being selected.
The following productions are being edited
and titled:
"The House of Scandal," directed by King Baggott, with Dorothy Se-

ston,

Pat O'Malley, Harry Murray, Gino
Ida Darling, S. W. Wilcox, Lee

Singleton.
"Bachelor's
Paradise," directed by (jeorge Archainbaud,
with Sally O'Neill, Ralph Graves, Eddie
Gribbon, Jean Laverty, Sylvia Ashton and
"Their Hour," directed by
Jim Finlayson.
Al Raboch, with John Harron, Dorothy Sebastian,

June Marlowe and

others.

Members Niw York, Philadelphia

and Button

Stock Exchanges

First National, which

Mark Larkin

1

Presidency of Waipag
has been elect
president of the Wampas. E
ley and Barrett Kiesling ai
presidents.
George Thomas t:.
er and Charles West secreta

investment banking,

was voted at the recent annual
meetmg. Recommendations for the
move was made by President Frank
Wilson, who says that present
alignments and conditions in the industry make financing of independent
pictures unsound, except in excep-

Philadelphia

Boston

i

Scofield Adapting Story

Paul Scofield is adapting "Tl
Hunt," Laura La Plante's ne^
ring vehicle for Universal.

Columbia Signs Phil Res'
Rosen has been sigi
Columbia.
His first picture
Phil

"Modern Mothers."

AM— the

instances.

Orpheum Dividend Declared
Quarterly dividend of two per
cent on the preferred, payable April
15 to stock of record March 15, has
been declared by Orpheum circuit.

^S
sex-

spice

a

dramatic

of

tt

chase

heav
featurt

—a

real celluloi'
chuckle.

— the

choice of ai
Class "A" the

Curtailment of activity of M. P.
Capital Corp., in the picture financing
field, with the corporation hereafter

R.

New York

v

c

Scott Fitzgerald's story, "He
Shoulders," published in the
day Evening Post.

after

M.P. Capital Backs Wilson
in Anti-Film Loans Stand

tional

r

M-G-M Buys "Head and Sholeis'
M-G-M has acquired right;

—the gloom

calls for purchase of several
houses within the next few weeks.
The company has acquired a half interest
in
Warner's Metropolitan,
1-800-seat Baltimore house.
Walter
J. Steinmann, local banker, has been
added to the company's board of

in

Electedo

program.

which

specialize

calls or

Mark Larkin

KRAZY KAT

Philadelphia Flotation of a stock
issue is declared planned by Equity
Theaters, in its expansion program,

to

(

production of four picture;

directors.

Corporate
Financing

?

th

KiC>A%Y Y.AT

—

&C0.

Colleen Renew,
Colleen Moore has sign
new one-year contract

Schumway and Jack

108H
$7 to $12
* Last
Prices Quoted.
Estimates of earnings of Fox for (b) Bond Market.
the current year range from $7 to $12 (c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter Trintactioni (Bid and
a share, due to the company's peculiar
Asked),
method of writing off depreciation on (s) Stock Exchange.
NOTE:
Balaban & Katz is listed on the
pictures.
Company's hits of the cur- Chicago Board;
Skouras on the St. Louis
rent seSson are declared already re- Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
flecting the increased earnings antici-

EDWARD B. SMITH

4,

Four pictures are in work, four
being edited and titled and continuities being prepared for six more.
This is a brief resume of activity
at the Tiffany-Stahl studios, where
there is no talk of shutdown, with
production continuing at a rapid pace
under direction of John M. Stahl.
Pictures being filmed are:

Corrado,

Fox Estimate from

pated.

WORK, EDITING

6 MORE

bastian,

85

85
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....
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195i
265i
109
1085^
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2',666

18^

Fm. Ind. 18^

4

Animated By

Ben Harricon
and

Manny Gould

PRESENTED BY

CHARLES
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XLIII No. 59

11,

1928

Price

25

Cents

y Request
of

hundreds

and
Saturday Evening

of exhibitors

thousands of
Post movie fans— Carl Laemmle
presents Victor Hugo's immortal

Ruth Miller Ernest
lorrence, Norman Kerry—
Directed by Wallace Worsley
with Patsy
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SATISFACTION

WEEKLY ENDORSEMENT OF TRIED AND
PROVED PRODUCTS,
BASED ON ANALYSIS
AND PERFORMANCE

From

I
FILMOGRAPl
W

Preview

'TURN BACK THE HOURp
Based on stage play by Ed warm
Rose; screen play by Jack Jungr^
'

Produced by Sam Sax-Gothair'
Directed by

PRODUCTIOMT

HARD BOILED
HOLLYWOOD
IS

ff

Howard

Brethertot

Photographed by Norbet Brodi
Supervised by Harold Shumate.;
Titles by Sasey Robinson.
'

by Don Diggins.
Production Manager: Carrol Sai
The play is the thing, we have
taught, and "Turn Back the Hoi
Eldited

!

certainly lives up to that saying,
the .story h9lj^a.,?,^^?',^ ^UgatltlB,
2L<
the verv beHnnifig to thp end .d
Director Howard Bretherrton mus!)e
credited with revealing a Myrna %i m
that is different than any one we \vt ^,
!•],•
seen in a Warner Bros producik
Walter Pidegon, fits perfectly as 'le
lead opposite Miss. Loy, Sam H;y
should be featured in a series )f
"Bad Men" roles, for he makes lit
of the serious situations, but, withn
understanding that only he can d
still
command attention. George ju
Stone again does one of those b'rAj.
"
beaten "Rats" little Mister Nobly
.<

SWEET ON

TURN BACK

who

doesnt amount to much butllways worms his way in to the 'A
and demands consideration, throjh
really emote. SheljatagSl
to Sam Hardy ij*^.
excellent, his true ability as an a(;r
came to light here. While Brody
Duanne was fine, she easily cp
have had more to do, but, the st
had to be told with the young fc
his

the

ability

to

Lewis as an aide

HOURS

•>9

aided and abetted by the villain, vo
is killed off in the end.
The screen play, handling of
production by Director Brether'
:

Cinematographer Norbet Brodin,
pervisor Shumate, Production M
ager Sax, was on a par with the mI, Jand EXHIBITO ;'^
balanced
cast
-

SO IT MUST BE GOOD !

HAVE MUCH TO kECOMMkl'
NOirp

"I'lll^N kA(,k T^^k
cjean entertamment
it
is
*^^it

wit'

rVfl^f'

'i'^n

Yl'l^yle

m

the k
jamilv. ii.
I

e-nqugh seriousness .^to holo^and co
man d att en tion all the way
.

;

|i,

HARK.V BURNsi

irjroLLYWOOD is the hard-*
est headed spot in the

heels of "San Francisco Nights"

world for

peachy reception of **Turn
Back the Hours" is a definite

-'*'

critical

opinions

on films. When they like
them there, it's an endorsement de luxe for the rest of
the country. Coming on the

and **Bare Knees/*

indication that

the boX' office

this

Gotham has
aim down to

a Science.
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t^News Flashes

Will Be Made
Wedding March"

Second
Trial of Warner Case

Stroheim is to recut
e(ing March," making two

Vi

of the footage,

joldburg, president, who
expansion of the
at the studios complet1928-29.
plans^ for
idl|t:ion
re o be 18 pictures on the
r le stars making two each.
J.

c ripleted

.

:ulve

Joins F. N.
at Studio
in

Frde Going with
Ilompany to S- A.
former Christie pronager,
has joined the

irde,

unit

rican

which

Tom Mix

is

series

to
for

news of production ac-

e

r^ived from the Coast apige 11.

ly^hows Issue in
stite N. Y. Elections
e

— Sunday

N.

Y.

at

the

shows

spring polls in
in the
Fairport finally

Imyra and Holley
veeks.

Penn Yan wants

).

measure,

e
s

n(

Was Illegal
— Execution of the

spurred

Paramount Denies
award

made by the aribitration board in
favor of Warners and against Waldo
Anacortes exhibitor, has
Ives,
been stayed bj' a temporary injunction, with Ives taking the case to
The exhibitor contends that
court.
the first decision, which was in his
favor, should stand, alleging the second board, which found for the dis{Contintied on Page 4)

Edmund Ruben

N. Y.
Working on Deal with Fox
Edmund

has joined First Naan executive ca-

!h
lio

Ruben

in

of

-Future affiliation of
Mille is believed to depend greatly on the outcome of conferences with Joseph P. Kennedy,
now serving Pathe in a special advisory capacity. Kennedy was slated
to arrive here Saturday, but illness

prevented

York

De
comment on

issued or are contemplated, the

join

company

stood

states.

Twelve

pictures, for release at the
rate of one a month, starting in September, will be produced in its first

year by Empire Prod., newly-formed
independent
company headed by
Jack Lustberg. The first production
will be finished next month.
All
will be adaptations of novels, a number of which already have been
purchased.

Facts,

SURPLUS OF $112,493 ON

RECORD STANLEY GROSS
Philadelphia— Surplus of |112.49.S
remains after payment of $3,181,089
in dividends on a $3,293,582 profit for
Stanley in 1927, when gross income
totaled $37,060,024, Irving D. Ross-

alt'
1

<

Stierhoff, operator, for
the "blue" law in pre-

iday shows.
Sentence
pe ed, pending appeal, wi+h
d sts to total around $200.
r Davis and Joshua Lever.

the

Lord's

th( trial.

Day

Alliance at-

seeking

be

to

he

might

is

under-

services.

his

heim rejiorted

to stockholders at the
Assets of $7,660,091
are shown in the report, compared
with current liabilities of $827,623.
Value of properties owned is listed
at $57,089,234 and value of properties

this

connection,

it

stated

is

Pathe officials have signed a contract which has been offered to Marie
Prevost, but that she is awaiting
outcome of the conferences between
officials and De Mille, intent upon
remaining with the latter.

G.E. HAS

NEW

LINE OE

MOTOR GENERATOR SETS

annual meeting.

Investments
leased at $12,087,736.
are carried at $4,693,223. Fixed assets
are recorded at cost, which the president states creates a material hidden
(Continued on Page 4)

Hot and Cold

ONE

—

to

New

declines

report

United Artists, which

In

recent Sunday, Hollywood turned to its "Los Angeles
and read the following by Harry Carr, whose
Times"
10' —Motion for ret-'ial has
dishing up highly seasoned words ir a palatafacility
for
n ed, and meanwhile fines
pronounced
ave
been
su=pend°d. ble dressing is
c :viction
on five counts
Personally I think the big studio idea is doomed.
n
Callan and
Charles
With the topheavy overhead the profound array of execuresident and vice presitives
it reminds me of a racetrack.
th Liberty Defense League,
All the race officials are earls and barons; dressed in evening
r.

the

from

Pathe banner.

to

success.

his departure
until Thursday.
Mille, meanwhile,

Opinion on the De Mille lot is that
the p'roducer will continue under the

New York

Twelve Pictures Slated
by Empire First Year

—

De

to disregard the ruling of the

Northwest

today, presumably to
coinplete details of the deal with
Fox, under terms of which the latter takes over control of the NorthThere is little
west theater chain.
doubt that the deal already is "in the
bag," with only routine details and
date of transfer of control remaining to be cleared up.

Los Angeles

Cecil B.

commission on block booking
No
of Paramount product.
such instructions have been

(Finkelstein
& Ruben),
Theaters
Minneapolis, is scheduled to arrive
in

Producer Refuses to Talk
on Report He Might Join
United Artists

The whole matter of Paramount's action on the Federal
Trade Commission ruling now
rests in the hands of the legal
department, the company
Friday, denying pubstated
lished reports that orders have
been sent out to its sales force

by

Baltimore Fines
ending New Trial

Cents

25

Claims

C.

on Coast on First
n Production Plans

iTj

Nhh

Seattle

the sec-

"Honeymooners."

titled

Price

DE MILLE AFFILIATION IS
CASE GOING TO COURT
SEEN HINGING ON CONFABS

Exhibitor

icires

"'^e

1928

SEAniE "SUBSTITUTION"

Hollywood

)i

11,

—

In the bandclothes with ribbons of nobility across their chests.
stand, music is provided by the Boston Symphony Orchestra,
the United States Marine Band and the Mexican National Band.
The signal for the race is given on a solid gold bell by an official
who rings with a diamond wand.
At the signal, the picture comes out. It is a poor old spavined
horse; legs wrapped with red flannel; a burr hidden under the
(Continued on Page 4)

Schenectady,

N.

Y.

—

Designed

especially for projection use, a line
of
constant-potential,
multLple-arc,
induction motor-generator sets is being offered by General Electric.
These sets will change 50 or 60cycle alternating current from the
power lines into suitable direct cur(Continued on Page 4)

Nebraska Congressman
Opposes "Blue" Bill
THE FILM DAILY
—"Blue"
law advocates

IVashington Bureau of

Washington

cannot count on the support of Rep.

Edgar Howard

of

Nebraska

if

their

introduced by Rep. Lankford of
Georgia, ever comes up for consideration.
This was made unmistakably
bill,

by the congressman

in reply2,000 letters he has received, apparently a start of an organized campaign, asking his opposition to the measure.
"I cannot support such a bill," he
declared. "My Quaker mother taught
me that I must accord to all persons
the right to worship God in their
own way and not try to compel them
own way."
by law to worship in

plain

ing to

some

my

—

THE

e&an
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Coast Ne7vs

by

F. Hynes..8-9
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Telegraph

11

U

Ralph Wilk

Review

of the

News

12
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—
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May

Switch Operators

Without Asking Union
Cleveland

Joseph Dannenberg

O'Neill Scenarizing Plays

Eugene O'Neill has rewritten "Desire
Under the Elms" and "The
Hairy Ape" in scenario form, as a
step in plans
for the screen.
first

write

to

directly

Sampson Joins Columbia
Joe Brandt has appointed George

W. Sampson, Columbia manager

in

Omaha, with supervision over Des
Moines.

Chase Comedy Titled
"Limousine Love" is the title given
Charley Chase's latest Hal Roach
comedy by H. M. Walker, vice president.
Edna Marian and Viola Richard supported Chase, under direction
of Fred Guiol.

300,000

Pay

to See "Jazz

Singer" in St. Louis

—

Run

Louis Three hundred thousand patrons "laid their money on
the line" for "The Jazz Singer" and
Vitaphone in its ten weeks' run at
the Grand Central. The run proved,
St.

the picture's the thing,
acts having been
the run.

no presentaused during

tion

Whtn you

S

T E B B

I

N

1540

& Co.,

Broadw«y
Bryut M4«

East.

Ind.

Kodak

19K
25^

.166^

81 J^

Fox Thea. "A" 19^

(c)

*(c) Intern. Proj
*(c) Keith-A-O pfd
*(b) Keiths 6s 46
(s) Loew's, Inc. ..
*(b)
do 6s 41ww

61 J4

6s41x-war. 10044
*(s) M-G-M pfd
(s) M. P. Cap
7
*(s) Orph. Cir
*(s)
do pfd
(s) Para. F-L..
*(s)
do pfd. .
*(b)
do 6s 47
(b) Par. By.5KsS1.102

nvA

Pathe
do "A"'
*(b)
do 7s 37
(s)
(s)

Roxy "A"

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

.

25
27J^

(o)

Prices

"2
366

7

119-4

120%

25 100

S

Inc.
N. Y, C.

MASKEI>

ANGEL

2

FRANK

400
600

3

13^
24"

k»
k\

:l

directed

995^
102
14

O'CCIOI

64

2554
38
49

H

3

m

United Art. ..15
ii"
do pfd
85
80
*(o) Univ. Ch. com.
2
*(o)
do pfd
80
85
(c) Univ. Pict.
18% 18}^
]9Ji
(s)
do pfd
100
100
100
*(c. Warner Bros
....
19J^
(s)
do "A"
27
26J4 27
*(c-b) do 6J4s 28
108'4
Last

FILM OFFICES
FOR RENT

700

22
100

(o)
(o)

(c)

"THE

500

25 7^

Trans-Lux

.

IN
1,700

loOM lOOH

y

BETTY
COMPSON

6

.

Stanley Co. ... SO
(o) Technicolor
..
IVJ
*(c)

61

3

do units
do com. ...
7
Skouras Bros.
40
.

500

100
615^
106 J4

102

3

.

1,200
1,200

12m

14
...

23 '4
23y,
166
166 J^
125
4
106
80 ^^
8054
19M 197i
8

employed by

99^

do

(b)

18M

41
73 Vi
103
65
19'4

.

1,200
10
i',666

Quoted.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter Trtnsaetiont (Bid and
Asked),
Stock Exchange.

We have

NOTE:

Speeialiett in Motion Picture
and Theatrioal inauranct for
the pa$t twenty yeara

Arthur W. Stebbint

Con. Fm.
do pfd

*(s)
do pfd
*(c) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s) Fox Fm. "A"'.

(s)

you art thinking of

& Katz

Bal.
(c)
(c)
(s)

(b)

INSURANCE

Seat.

do vtc
*(c-b) do 6s 36

•

Diivk of

Am.

(s)
*

— Operators

a circuit may be transferred from one
theater to another within the circuit
at the discretion of the circuit owner,
without referring the matter to the
executive board of the operators'
union for approval. This decision was
recently handed down by Judge W.
R. White when he granted a permanent injunction to Hyman Friedland
against Local 160 of the LA.T.S.E.

1876-1926

Balaban & Kati is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St
Louis
block Exchange and Stanley in PhUadelphia

smaller
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and a few
immediate

and

projection rooms.
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AMD

St.
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floor
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FROM CURRENT
PATHE NEWS

LASHES

p^ri
Sees

Knows All

All

»

-

1

«..»

German

at

lart

Brooklyn Leap Year Babies,
Born on Feb. 29

Butchers' Celebration

Munich

Los Angeles returns to Lakehurst
4000-mile Caribbean cruise

of 44th International 6-Day

ike Race,

Madison

Garden

Sq.

after

Pathe News is Organised
ike CrPeat
iRE

was a time when a Pathe News

neraman in the
to the

n

Press Association

mailed his negYork headquarters

field

New

development, editing and releasof the finished print.
oday,
1

how

Pathe Branch Office,

world there

known

as a

These Bureaus, headed by an
liorial staff, and thoroughly equipped
^au.

11 1

laboratory

can handle

community or even for
The relative value of news

^itive for
ition.

facilities,

a

rmines the distance the negative
travel before

being put into

its

hed form.
Lich

an organization

as

well as the national

field. It

for all -'round efficiency,

sureness in

right spot in the right time, a proper

A

value.

great press association

world for news

combs the

hungry presses.
Pathe News combs the world for visual
news and every one of its cameramen
works with a knowledge that an editor, a laboratory and rapid shipping
facilities are

There

is

tion better

for the

near at hand.

no world-wide organizageared up for speed and

smoothness of operation than
is

built

for

makes

coverage, the certainty of being at the

weighing of news

different

the big cities of the

speed, for speed in reaching the local

is

Pathe

News.
-**

ir

17 years the IVorld^s Leading* News Reel

—

—

THE

Globe

wont
DAILY MIRROR—* * * probablyproducbreak records as a special dollar-fifty
But it will be great for a general
tion.
release.

DAILY NEWS—*
somewhat

forced,

is

*

,i
"Mother Machree
exaggerated and not
*

.,,,

***

wholly convincing.

^..-,

-^

story

the

good

EVENING WORLD—*

*

*

and

however,

box-office,

well handled.

is

,

* * John Ford
picture lacks the siiicere
tour
other production.

this
his
of

but

poignance
It's
Sons."

•>

.

,

EVENING JOURNAL—*

directed,

* ,

.

*

*

*

*

*

*

GRAPHIC—*

*

,

weak

a

story,

^

,

treated

the
in mediocre fashion and without any of
features which might warrant its being re
leased as a special production at road show
*

prices.

*

*

*

Not a

POST—*

*

*

It

Mr.

is

McLaglen who

saves "Mother Machree" from making a sad
* *
thing worse.
* * * The direction is ad
mirably done and the cast supporting Miss
Victor McLaglen
Bennett almost perfect.
brings another fine characterization to the

TELEGRAPH —
*

TIMES — It may

be an old, old story, but
one with a strong appeal * * * It is
beautifully staged and capitally photographed.
* * * I think I can say with
safety that nothing in the history of the
films may be quite compared with it in point
of its positive disregard for not only what
might have been but also what could have
is

WORLD —

been.

*

*

glorified racetrack picture

closer to the heart of things.

*

And Thafs
By PHIL M.

That

It's

in the

for leaders

and too few privates.

They landed on their individual two feet this week. Fay
Wray, working for two years in features which have not yet
been released, makes a promising appearance in "The Legion
The girl has appearance, personality and
of the Condemned.''
ability
to perform. Next appearance proba not inconsiderable
ably in Jannings' "Street of Sin" and thirdly, in "The Wedding
March," if the strong-minded Von Stroheim ever drops the editing scissors long enough for Paramount to sneak the picture
away from him.

Barry Norton, who plays a small part exceedingly well in
the first named production, is the other. He has loads of good
looks, youth, appeal, personality and a flair for acting. Norton is
one of Winnie Sheehan's discoveries and is being developed
under the Fox wing where his contract keeps him away from
competition for several years.
star of the near future.

A

a

coupla Yeils at least.
The dame is
always more attractive that way. And
they've gone and thrown a veil of
seductive ($17 word) mystery around
the Gala Event of the industry. The
party will be thrown March 31 at the
Astor. (As if you didn't know that.)

Al Grey, go-getting head of Paramount's roadshow department, left
night for Philadelphia to extend run of "Wings" at the Aldine,
where it originally was booked for
14 weeks, to 20.
last

Pat Campbell breezes around with
confident look these days.
thing up his sleeve, has Pat.

a

A

to

SomeAnyone
Z knowledge

the biz, plus a personality which
him in with exhibitors, can
expect to see him land with both
feet very soon.
of

gets

Universal

home

have formed a

office

social

employes

What he says sets a
establishing the validity
tracts on "The Circus" ^
ion of the New York
board upholding a contrac n
brought by Joelson-Suchi
against
United Artist,^
nounced yesterday by
Nizer, counsel for the disf
the action.
Harrv Suchrl
scnted the plaintiff.
The exhibitors contended thatl
had not lieen made one year frj
:

the
date
of
signing I
was
invalid.
Nizer con
year had not elapsed, so farX
concerned, as the contract timl
year from exhibition date of tl
toplay, and that the agreement
f
date as seven days after coin
houses in the Bronx, so that tM
be computed from seven days aff
run.

1926,

it

a

He further pointed out that
production from October to D«
and that injunction obtained byj
lin tied up production from Jan
tember, 1927, so that 11 moni
beyond control
deducted, even
to

deliver

a

of

the

produceL

were

the distrlo:
not delivii
he did not a!-

print

producer, which
Clause 18, stating that
elapsed, which he also did noti
cellation must be entered by
within 100 days after such
This provision, he said protects
as much as the distributor.
cited

i

|

Surplus of

$112,1

:

DALY

Almost Modest Press A.gents
in
draping Truth with

his

get a lot of rookies

KANN

believe

who knows

You

Two Personalities Bow In

altogether naked, y'unnerstan'.
NOT
These A. M. P. A. bimbos— short
for

which Carr draws is much
like the old wheeze about
be a general and many of

army wanting to
them getting away with the pretense.
everybody

sou.

has gone to work on this picture half-heartedly, and plausibility has been tossed to the
winds to make a movie holiday. » * *

it

The

*

HERALD TRIBUNE—*

screen. * *

—the

the case.

,

the Irish everywhere are going to love this one, and they
are going to cry over it to their hearts content.

that pictures are the product of an intimate
author, director and actor; that this is found in
Therefore, he maintains
little companies, but lost in big studios.
He is way off. We, for one, don't
the big studio is doomed.
think so at all. As a matter of fact, the tighter this business
Stugets, the greater the concentration in production will be.
dios will, therefore, get larger not smaller. At any rate, we do
not think that the area a plant covers has anything to do with
trinity

(ti

VALID DESPIHlii

It is Carr's belief

safe to say that,
^most^ enter
of its kind, this is one of the
taining films of the new year.
is

it

mUS' CONTRACl

1)

Just before it
saddle; an electric battery in the jockey's whip.
goes onto the track, some one takes a syringe and gives the poor
old nag a big jolt of "hop;" it goes frisking stiffly out on the
track; staggers to the quarter post and collapses.

Fox
* *

Sunday, Marc n

Hot and Cold

{Continued from Page

AMERICAN—*

I

-SXH^DAILV

Facts,
"Mother Machree"

!

FRENCH 'CLUB' SEEN AS 300

G. E. Has

Motor Generaitor
(^Continued

U. S.

PICTORES HELD UP

New Line of
from Page

Sets

1)

rent for the motion picture machine

Record
reserve

—

Paris
No American films have
been passed by the new censorship
commission since it was appointed a
week ago, and more than 300 pictures, or about 80 per cent of the new
season's product are being held up
awaiting the commission's pleasure^

The
U.

situation
S.

Dept.

is

of

so serious that the

Commerce has

in-

structed Commercial Attache McClain to take up the matter with the
French government. With Col. Edward Lowry of the Hays organization, he is visiting M. Herriot, minister of public instruction.
The powers of the commission enable it to delay indefinitely passage
of American pictures, and it is feared
this may be used as a club to secure
better reciprocity in America for

French pictures.
Five members of
the commission are producers.

organization
to be known as the Universal Club.
"Brain" Film Shown
Som^ auspicious events are looked
"Mechanics of the Brain," a Rusjudging by the enthusiasm sian film depicting a series of exfor,
shown at the organization party at periments in psychology, was given
which E. H. Goldstein acted as mas- a private screening at the Academy
ter of ceremonies.
of Medicine, New York.

line

minutes occurring at 15-minute intervals.
The continuous rating in amperes ranges
from 20 on some types to 300 amperes on
others, and the overload capacity is provided
to carry the load during periods when the
arcs are being changed over.

{Continued from Page

tributor,
case.

t'n

For a

time, efforts v
on acquisition
by lease, rather than add
estate holdings.
Sites rec.
been purchased at Philad
VVilkinsburg, Pa., and a
Y.
New houses are una;
tion at Philadelphia, Pitts:
boken, Jersey City, Bridgi|
and Utica, N. Y.

and

its

subsidil

operate, control and partic^
operation of 255 theaters,
capacity of over 350,000.
are grouped as follows:

Stanley-Fabian, 63[
130;
Davis-Clark, 31; Stanley-Ci
Stanley-Mark-Strand, U.
Of these, 248 are in s;
tion and seven in construe
are located in 75 cities in si
and the District of Columl

Other new developments in the
equipment field will be f-ound on
pages 8 and 9.

Seattle "Substitution"
Case Going to Court

of

centrated

Stanley

includes sets driven by single
or polyphase squirrel-cage, induction motors
or Ijy high-reactance, squirrel-cage, induction
motors.
All sets are given a continuous rating in kilowatts, ranging from 1.6 kilowatts
on some types to 30 kilowatts on others, and
are designed to carry overloads of approximately 100 per cent for periods of three

Sharks to be Filn
William Beebe, New
leaves Mond;:;
Florida keys to film ";:
sharks, which he declare?
tack human beings.
thologist,

1)

had no jurisdiction

in

the

Substitutions is the issue involved.
specified
exhibitor's
contract
titles onl}', and the pictures were delivered accordingly, but Ives claimed
the campaign books, on which he said
his purchase was made, constituted
part of the transaction, pointing out
that substitutions were made.

The

because

value.

arc.

The

Stanley^

{Continued from Pane

Dodge Forms

Advertisii

f

—

Cleveland Harry Dodgjj
signed as local Paramounj
Alarch 1, has opened VisB
tising, at

Columbus,

of screen advertising.

for thi

He I

3-year contract with the|
of Ohio to supply their

a

vertising.

.
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Herron Denies India
Objects to

Foreign Markets
By

JAMES

P.

Non-Inflam Stock

—A

London

NEWS

JBRinSH EilM
BlERNEST W.

FREDMAN

"The Daily Film Renter"

'

— Assuming

control of GoBritish

new company

is

formed

for production of
a new non-inflammable stock.
It will be an all-British enterprise and is understood to have
the backing of important finanto be

ciers.

Films,
lernational
.^..ated Films, Ltd.,

Edward

edjy
>

ma Godal claims he was never
carry out producing plans
formulated some time ago.
ill
be placed in work imle
new company,
the
atc by

)

s

stars, directors

and

stories

way.

in<r

cial

a

erit

Cinematograph Theaters
large house in Sandgate

Folkestone.
SOO

and

It will seat be-

2,000.

m

of Glasgow, is
arrange for the sale of a
Scottish theaters, worth, it
id.hear $2,500,000.
Youll,

1

1

i.

Wardour
a German

by

ovjig

Id A^ar,"

"The

of

has
contro-

film,

p;tponed, due to the
lling over "Dawn."

img and Theater
(j's Complete Merger
m-Societa Immobilaire

Cine-

grica Italiana, of Turin, a rentexhibiting organization, has
asf its capital from 50,000,000
110

The

30).

ff.

d

increase

was made

the absorption of Cines,
Societe Industrie Cinema-

fi(

Smoking Forbidden
M91 Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

Kigton —The prefecture of the

,

at Strasbourg, has notified
'vners that the police order
iurbidding smoking in the11
be rigidly enforced here::ording to a dispatch to the
ection, U. S. Dept. of Com-

AMATEUR FILMS HURT

London

— Exhibitors

of

northern

offering
aters.

serious competition to theThey are growing in popu-

laritv.

Chinese Boycott British
Films for Quota Act

from

Trade

Commissioner

Paris.

cluded in

its

British Unit Will

Zabin"

as such, receives the benefit
tax.

Mix

follows

in

June.

Mix Vaudeville Tour
Vaudeville tour of
start

March

include

31.

New

The

Starts

March

Tom Mix

is

31
to

star's tour will

York, Chicago, Denver,

Kansas City, St. Louis, Minneapolis,
Milwaukee and Cleveland. On completion of the tour. Mix will go to
South America where he is to produce a series of pictures.

—

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

Considerable agitanorthern Ireland for a

tation exists in

Be

New German Wrinkle
Berlin — A revolving audience
to
is

the new wrinkle in theater construction, under plans of Walter Gropius, Dessau architect, who is designing the house for Erwin Piscator,
director of the only Communist theater in Germany.
Gropius plans to build a theater
in which the parquet, with its audience, can be turned at an angle of
180 degrees.
The spectators will
thus suddenly find themselves transported to another part of the round
theater, where they will see a different stage setting from that upon
which they gazed at the previous
angle.

be

Columbia Buys "Fall of Eve"
Columbia has purchased "The Fall
of Eve," three-act play written by
Anita Loos and John Emerson.

ASK
FOR

THIS!
STIRRING

Film in Each Dominion
London

REALISTIC

—

Plans of the recentlyorganized British Dominions Film Co.
provide for the making of one feature yearly in each of the British
dominions: Australia, Canada, India
and South Africa, using a local story
Stock issue of $1,in each instance.
500,000 was launched.

PO WERFUL
ROBERT
(i

Exhibitors Protest

New Tax

— Further

representations
have been made to government auexhibitors,
Calcutta
thorities
by
against imposition of a new license
Theater owners point out that
tax.

Calcutta

—

decided that "Uncle
is
a picture of this

produced.

Make

—

rtificates to films of instruc-

Douglass

FBO

Tom

be

will

title.

32 SiamiEse Theaters

Jue, has

IVashington Bureau of

—

a new fee is unnecessary and is based
If
on unsound economic principles.
ok Practically all theaters the additional tax is imposed, total
from each theater
collected
are controlled by Phathana- fees
ematograph Co., Ltd., whicli would amount to $1,500 yearly.
rates 32 houses, with 13 in
American Group Interested
Three other Siamese theowned by Chinese and show
Geneva American interests are unproduct, exclusively.
derstood to have purchased about
$20,000 worth of stock from La Camiicle Tom" in Gerntuiny
pagnie Generale du Cinematographe
—A committee empowered to Geneve.
ols

S.

of the Hollywood-Argentine Cinema
Co., sail March 17 with a technical
staff to build a studio at Buenos
Aires, where the series of pictures
release
Mix, for
starring

Singapore Chinese exhibitors are
so incensed at the British quota bill
that a boycott of English-made product has been unofficially ordered. A
distributing company was forced to
change its company name due to the
fact that the word British was in-

,

1

Proposed

for Northern Ireland

Revolving Audience to

Fred Kley and James

England are complaining of new competition in the form of amateur films.
Several minature amateur theaters
have recently opened in the district
and although they only show occasionally, theater receipts drop on these
Home movies are likewise
nights.

Bill Is

denies there is opposition among the
quota bill, similar to the British law,
natives of India to American films
but no decision as yet has been made
showing divorce and certain love on the proposed law
by the ministry of
scenes, as claimed in newspaper recommerce, Trade
George
ports.
He said that India was try- Canty reports to Commission
the M. P. Section
ing to encourage her own native of the Dept. of
Commerce. Meanfilms but welcomed pictures from this
while, the trade in Ireland is planning
ountry.
The agitation against to oppose the bill and secure reduc\nierican pictures, the major claims, tion of the entertainment tax to the
is the work of British producers who
British level.
are trying to discredit Hollywood
production in favor of their own pic-

Kley and Douglass Leaving
This Month for Argentine

ffices

ig

F. L.

tures.

has been
Godal, to pro-

are at 12 D'Arblay St.
internal difficulties in Inter-

Our Films

Herron, foreign manager of the Hays office, New York,

Major

CUNNINGHAM

VliODAL VENTURE;

Film

War Film
Brussels — The War Office is

New

co-

operating with producers of "Yser"
in filming war scenes.

FURST

presents

SOULS AFLAME
Directed by

1»

RAYMOND WELLS

In the Burning Ozarks

Grim Faced Men Fan an
Age-Old Hatred Into Flame

100%

AUDIENCE PICTURE

RELEASED BY FIRST DIVISION DISTRIBUTORS,
Jesse

J.

723 Seventh

Belgium

S.

Goldburg, President

Avenue,

New York

City

Inc.

-^
P^

;

;

;

'

DAILY
George Bancroft in
Norma Shearer in
"The Showdown"
"The Latest from Paris"
Length: 5300 ft.
Length: 7616
Paramount
7743
ft.
Length:
ONE THAT WILL M-G-M

sterling

HERE'S
-EM WITH A

HUMAN FROTHY ENTERTAINMENT
heart GIVES STAR GREAT CHANCE
the
has
5tory
fine TO SHOW HER CLEVERNESS.
to
Ituff; and builds
GOOD COMEDY AND SENsuspense.
TOUCHES. WILL
apTIMENTAL
very
Cast ...Barbara Bedford
gets your PLEASE SHEARER FANS.
that
role
a
in
pealing
HOLD

sympathy.

De W.tt ^^''^\^\'^%l'^
Ellis

Robert
character bit.
Freddie Fredheroes acceptably.
natural beerick one kid that acts
Florence
Others
a camera.
fore
Weigel.
Turner, Allan Roscoe, Paul

good

Drama.
Story and Production
Because its
gets you, this one.
The characters all
<;o darn human.
honest to gawd human
like
act
It

One

of

Which helps a lot.
beings.
moving
the most natural, sane and
It constories that we have seen.
young
penniless
of
a
efforts
cerns the
widow to provide a home for her
She is persuaded to pose as
child.

to
the widow of a soldier supposed
have been killed in the war. So with
into the
the little boy she moves
home of the old and rich grouch,
who thinks the kid is his grandson

old grouch melts when the kid
The soldier
creeps into his heart.
returns, and a real love story dePhil Rosen directed with
velops.
natural.
charm and punch.
Phil Rosen
Direction

The

A

Norma

Cast

the
as
delight-

Shearer

saleswoman gives

traveling

performance. George Sidney and
Tenen Holtz get laugs as the cloak
ful

Ralph Forbes
and suit partners.
lends pleasing support as male lead.
Others William Bakewell, Margaret
Landis, Bert Roach.
Light
Story and Production
comedy. A. P. Younger supplied the
story, which is the exhibitors' guarantee that
star,

is

it

made

to order for the

and gives her every chance

to

The love story
put over her line.
centers around the rival male salesman, and Norma beats him to his
biggest customer, and sells her line.
But she falls in love with her rival.
Then a very pretty little love story
develops, with lots of delicious comThe
edy and sentimental touches.
cloak and suit partners are a wow,
and taken from any angle the picture
has all the elements that will make
But it's Norma's
picture throughout, and she makes
the most of many opportunities.
this

go over

nicely.

Sam Wood

Direction

.splendid.

Wyndham

Scenario

Photography
first

Gittens

Frances Guihan
Herbert Kirk-

class.

Author

Length: 5800

Younger
Younger

William Daniels;

/(.

Columbia

Length: 5996

as he sinks.
With this introduction
and conclusion, there is encompassed
in the development the story of a
lifetime of incident.
With the exception
of
several printed insertions
which appear logical in the action of
the film, there are no titles.
Fejos

displays considerable imagination in
his direction and is apparently an adherent of the Continental school
which goes in heavily for unique
camera angles.
Parts of the production are extremely interesting;
parts are not.
An intelligent experi-

ment.
Direction

Paul Fejos;

variable, often excellent.

Author
Scenario

Photography

much

excellent.

Cast.... Star duplicates his "Underworld" performance of the smilEvelyn Brent the
ing roughneck.
nice lady whom the tropical atmosHelen Lynch
phere almost gets.
rates next to Bancroft on performance as the warm baby. Fred Kohconvincing menace.
Others
ler
a
Neil Hamilton, Arnold Kent, Leslie
Fenton, George Kuwa.
Story and Production
Melodrama of the tropics, from an original by Houston Branch.
Looks
like a combination of "Sadie Thompson" and "What Price Glory," with
two roughnecks fighting over the gal.
Atmosphere of the jungle, with rain,
throbbing oil pumps, heat, booze, and
deviltry thrown in, regardEvelyn Brent comes to the
jungle hut where Bancroft is super-

general
less.

intending his

oil well.
She's a nice,
refined married gal. all dolled up in
Parisian finery.
Bancroft protects
her against the human vulture. Helen
Lynch as the jazz baby gives a more
colorful performance than Evelyn.

Paul Fejos
Paul Fejos

Leon Shamroy

.

.

.Tom Moore

In a fight between the two men the
girl
shoots the heavy, the house
catches on fire, and the villain though
shot gets away and frames the girl
for his murder. Then the proceedings
grow hectic as it works up to preparations for the execution of the girl
on the gallows.
An unnecessary

amount

of

morbid

details

duced here, which makes
tionable

was
it

introa ques-

family trade.
story has
lots of thrills, and packs a punch
with some good suspense as the hero
works hard to save the girl.
Has
little appeal for women.

Barring

feature
for
climax,

this

Direction.
capped.

..

Author
Scenario

Photography

the

Shumate

Story and Production
R(
comedy-drama. William Russei

i

the part of the wandering AiiH^Ih
jaunting around the world inHfj'

women and

of

"Law

consulate in Per'
meets his old pal in charge|J
Collyer as his assistant causesitaju
trouble, for the woman-hatirjB<if;
sul,
the Romeo and the jj

Pasha

for her.

all fall

It

is

RMftiii

and he manages to|H>(«
the ragged story amusing aniev'
exciting in spots.
But the s y
self is one of those far-fetcheciir
that makes a tough assignm
any director.
Just a fair
number.
Works up to ki

picture,

'

with the Pasha
Oriental gang. Good laughs.
Direction
Albe^Bitu
fight

finish

;

Hsiit

fair.

Author
Donald Mc|
K. McGuinness.
Scenario

Photography.

.

.

.

Randall t^Btmi
Sidney

okey.

Laura La Plante

in

of Fear"

F B O

adventure.

American

Houston Branch

Scenario
Hope Loring
Photography.. Victor Milner; expert

hi

"Finders Keepers

Length: 4769

/(.

Universal

Length:

'

HOKE COMEDY

(1

PLA^

RANGER IS A REAL DOG STAR FOR SURE-FIRE LAl
THE STORY SIZZLES
WAR TIME CAMP SCj
WITH SUSPENSE AND IN
GAIT ED FOR THE
THRILLS. ONE OF THE BEST WON'T ATTRACT CRI'
STAR.

AUDIENCES.

OF ITS CLASS.

Cast. .Laura La Plante doi
pantomime and gets laughs
John Harron good foil as herj
boy sweetie. Edmund Bre(
.

Ranger

and acts
like a vicious
and pulls
some unusual stunts. Sam Nelson
the hero sheriff.
Jane Reid the girl.
Al Smith does a Lon Chaney as the
hunchback bandit, with a convincing
makeup.
Cast.

...

looks
man-killer,

Story and Production

of these dog stories are built
mechanically to give the canine a
chance to show his stuff.
But this
one has a really fine plot that packs
an abundance of thrills and works up
to a strong climax.
Ranger's mate
base been killed by the hunchback
bandit, and the dog starts out for
revenge.
The bandit plays a double
role, posing as a ranch owner in
love with the girl.
The audience is
let in on his identity, which adds to
the thrills.
Ranger is before the
camera most of the time, and his
work is really remarkable. He is
bound to make a host of friends, and
where this type of picture draws, it
will go over strong.

Jerome Storm;

Direction

Scenario

.

.William

Francis

Not

Photography. .Robert De

Ray June; poor good.

Others
hard boiled colonel.
Rankin, Bill Gorman, E''
lips, Joe Mack.
Story and Production
'

Drama. comedy.

Most

Author.

Harold

Others Walter Pidgeon, Raou'ai
Ernest Shields. Duke Kahan qI?^

J.

Author

.Byron Haskin; handi- excellent.
Harold Shumate

ican adventurer doing the Rcl^^'
Persia. June Collyer the prettij
Theodore Koslof? the Iw^''
ace.
Pasha with a passion forjfif'

Victor Schertzinger;

box-officey.

ft.

does well with
Cast
Otto Matiesen's work the role of hero.
Dorothy Revier
varies.
Fair in first half; generally lends charm to the lady pursued by
Others the villain.
splendid in closing reels.
Norman Trevor is the
Georgia Hale, Lucille La Verne.
menace, and does a good bit of charStory and Production
Drama, acter work. Others Jed Prouty and
from an original story by Paul Fejos. Otto HofTman.
In many respects, this production is
MeloStory and Production
decidedly out of the ordinary.
To drama.
Revenge is the theme of this
begin with, the theme concerns a
drowning man and the rush of hectic meller. A crook plans revenge
on the society girl who loves the hero.
thoughts that pass through his mind
Cast.

5

.

.

Ranger

LACKING IN GENERAL APTALE OF REVENGE FEAPEAL, UNIQUE STORY IDEA TURES A GALLOWS SCENE AS
DEVELOPED IN SPOTTY THE HIGHLIGHT. HAS LOTS
FASHION, BUT MUCH OF IT OF MELODRAMATIC THRILLS,
DIRECTED WITH IMAGINA- BUT CLIMAX TOO MORBID.
TION AND ABILITY.

Wise"

Length:

ft.

FAIR.

"The Siren"

"The Last Moment"
Zakoro Film-S.R

A. P.
A. P.

Scenario
F*hotography
very good.

Fox

ORIENTAL SETTIN(
GIVES BANCROFT A ROMANTIC STORY OF Hi'«^„
CHANCE TO DO HIS HE-MAN GO-LUCKY ROMEO. JUStK
STUFF IN TROPICAL STORY NUMBER THAT'S ALL. W;
OF SEX, OIL AND MELLER.
.William Russell anlJLin)
Cast.

Direction....

fine.

Author

"Woman

Girl"

"Marry the

patrick;

Sunday, March li^E'

Dugan

Adapted from Mar|

I

Thj
story.
scenes, cf
entirely to seen

Rinehart's

erts

avoids

actual

almost

itself

war

recruiting camp. Laura is the
ter of the colonel who falls
a rookie.
Just as the contin
ready to sail overseas, all
are barred from camp. La;r

'

'

!i

i

disguised as a doughbo
to get the chaplain for the
in

:i

Here the mam
ceremony.
come, as she lines up for gen
This sequence is
spection.
gagged and strung along fo!
good laughs. The star's pan!

work

gets

all

the close-ups—

<|

around us were hy
What more
with giggling.
want? Good army types an(|
atmosphere.
Wesley R!
Direction

gals

all

shows

qualitJ^

credited

Author.

Grasse;

Scenario

.

.

.Mary Roberts R

Photography.

Beatru
.

.Virgil

Millei|

I

THE
arch

,ay,

1928

11,

J queline Logan in

"On

"Ivan, the Terrible"

Leopard Lady"

'TO

Amkino

Length: 6650

Length: 8500

ft.

Short Subjects

HASN'T A CHANCE IN THE

ft.

CIRCUS AMERICAN MARKET. TYPIRWS WILD. BIG THRILL CALLY RUSSIAN: MORBID,
NE lOVERDONE GETS GHASTLY, STARK, AND IN
MISSES ADDITION, FAR BELOW
GH INSTEAD.
,,

ELORAMA OF
T

'

AMERICAN

DII iCTION.
St

i

..Jacqueline Logan lacks
nique to put it over. Alan
fat part as the villainous

ga

Robert Armthe circus.
Others Hedwig
)-so hero.

ir.

as.

indi

Bradbury, Sr., Dick
Sylvia
Burt,
William

"HI.

Melory id Production
Featuring an
a o circus life.
does all the dirty
ille: who
_.. is supposed to provide the
an
Its owner, the
ai thrills.
s
ick der in the circus, gives a
ncii
.1-01

performance. He is after
Lady, who while han>ig cats is really acting as
She
the Viennese police.

rd

Cossack is commurders through the ape.
tire the picture goes blah,
shows Jacqueline
scene
bi)
a room with the ape. She
n\
that

,-er

the

tH brute into shooting itself,

dragged out so long

is

sc< e

that it only got laughs,
a if the director could have
thi into real thriller.
Rupert Julian;
isp se
;

cm

STANDARDS.

Cast....M. Leonidoff, excellent as
czar.
Others Safnat Askarova, M.
ArkanofT,
J^ MakarofT, S. Garrell
and L Klt^kin.
Story and Production
Drama.
A ruthless page out of mediaeval
Russian history.
True to the Russian formula and, as a consequence,
anything but entertainment.
The
producer included four murders, at
least one case of rape, adultery, a
suggestion of the homosexual, a
graphic display of daggers doing
their dirty work and a lovely shot of
a spear piercing a servitor in the
household of the czar.
A second
inventory would undoubtedly recall
Place these
to mind several more.
ingredients
entertainment
dubious
against a crude production background such as American pictures
boasted of a decade or so ago and
the result is "Ivan, the Terrible."
Leonidoff as the czar dominates the
picture, but it would have taken far
more than his performance to make
this production acceptable.
Direction
Juri Taritch;
•

—

—

ancient.

-.ry.

Author

Childs Carpenter

I'^dward

Beulah Marie Dix

i:i

Not
Not

Scenario

credited
credited

M. Vladimirsky;

Photography

John Mescall;

Lo.aphy

crude.

Eugene O'Brien

Pygmy

djentures in

in

Length: 6800

Length: 5626

Krelbar

.

.Mother Nature, an

aero-

ders of the expedition and
ies of Dutch
Guinea.

New

nd Production .... The

tale

itthew W. Stirling's cxpedithe heart of Dutch New
search of a pygmy race.
rd is authentic, as witness
that the Smithsonian InWashington and the Dutch

H

'

1

1,

outfitted
irations

Batavia sponthe

for

expedition.

what

must

a hazardous undertaking
the establishment of base

iterestingly
portrayed,
'ring by aeroplane and

the
the

three months
iiat the 'plane did in three
[any shots from the air are
^ The picture is diverting.
it
is educational and enterthe same time.
iiich

ft.

takes

Nip and tuck

Good
'

fortune

Peck;

.

.

The
the

gal had

release an important attraction.

—

"Circus Blues" Devore
Educational

suitors.
She picks
other, a hard headed

sap in as his partner, bequeathes his fortune to the girl in
his will, then goes on a fishing trip
and leaves the sap partner to finish
building the dam. With such a start,
anything might happen. It does. The
lero engineer comes back in time
takes the

to

the
the

swim into the gal's bedroom as
dam breaks. They go through
bedroom window in a rowboat.

burlesque material
that mops up if handled right.
For
some mysterious reason the director
the

It's

sort

of

treated this prize farce stuff seriously.

Direction
poor.

Author
Scenario

Photography
all

right.

Comedy

Lawrence Windom,

Type

of production..! reel animated
.Ml about the adventures of Milton
Mouse who enters a sleigh race. But
the villain Thomas Cat steals his girl
while the race is on.
Milton has
entered the race to win a diamond
ring which the villain has oflFered as
a prize. So when the hero gets back
victorious, he finds he has another
race to catch the gal.
Old Al Falfa
does his stuff, and adds to the general merriment.
This one carries the
usual snap and comedy of the Fables
cartoons.

"Special

Edition"— Highbrow
Universal

Monkey Shines
Type of production..! reel comedy
Ben Hall is the comedian who gets
himself into a jam as the editor of
the country paper when he runs a
libelous article about a crook that he
cannot prove, as he has lost the evidence.
The real comedian in this
offering is a small monkey, who does

Old Number
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
The first reel is niereh' filler to some funny stunts and finally sucwork up the circus stuff that is pulled ceeds in locating the evidence and
in the final reel.
Dorothy Devore saving the day. It is rough and tumdoes her tomboy act, and goes ble stuff that moves fast, and the
through a string of gags suspiciously monkey's antics give the comedy
like
the material Chaplin uses in punch.
Doran Cox directed.
"The Circus." The audience thinks
she

is part of the show.
But they
to register sufficient hilarity. And
if it didn't seem funny to them, it's
ex])ectinn; too much of film fans to
laugh uproariously. Cliarles Lamont
directed.

Rio Rita Girls in
A Piano Duet
Fox Case Corp.

fail

of production
2 reel comedy
Billy Bevan has a typical goofy
role that gives him plenty of opportunity to be dizzy and roll up a good
percentage of laughs.
Billy flirts
with a girl riding in a car with her
brother-in-law and his wife.
Then
the complications.
It is well gagged,

TyiJe

.

and moves

at a

.

snappy pace.

Harry

FIdwards directed.

Gertrude Lawrence in
"I Don't Know"
Fox Case Corp.

—

Excellent

,

two

The

sap.

.

and successful construction engineer,

Chance

«|raphy.... Richard K.
evv of conditions.

.

trouping makes the cheap production
Gladys
look worse in comparison.
RayHulette sunk in a sappy part.
Others
mond Hackett amateurish.
Barrett,
fane Jennings, James S.
.jc'orge de Carlton.
Drama,
Story and Production.
rem the story by Baroness D'Arville.

.•

'"

—

capability for inducing laughter
not
gales of it, but the continuous, chuckling kind.
Which is what she does
in her first appearance in talking pictures.
The subject in itself is good.
This, plus the reputation as an entertainer which she has built for herself in the United States, makes the

Snappy

ft.

ISTRUCTIVE.

M

of Production. .Talking Picture

Miss Lillie is a very clever comedian and a mighty droll person. Her
antics before the Movietone camera
are quite
amusing.
She has the

Pathe

•

in

Type

"The Bicycle Flirt"— Mack Sennett

HAS NOTHING TO RECOM'FRENT AND THERE- MEND IT, EXCEPT THE WORK
DMMENDABLE. A PIC- OF THE STAR. CHEAP PRONARRATIVE OF EX- DUCTION, STORY AND DIRECi/riON IN A LITTLETION.
iV
LAND. AUTHENTIC
good
O'Brien's
Eugene
Cast.

iluthorities

—

Amusing

"The Faithless Lover"

Land"
odkinson

Beatrice Lillie in
"She's My Baby"
Fox Case Corp.

PRODUCTION

Ice"— Fables
Pathe
Good Cartoon
the

Type

of Production. .Talking Picture

—

Satisfactory
Type of Production. .Talking Picture
This subject is short.
Important
for showmen equipped to project

Movietone

know.

films to

The Rio

Rita Girls in evening clothes play a
fast moving duet on the piano.
The
recording is generally very good, but
seems to miss out in several places.
A satisfactory release.

"Spring

Has

Came"

— Cameo

Ekiucationa!

Gets Over
Type of production I reel comedy
Monty Collins is stepping right
.

.

along with his own brand of funmaking. This one is a pretty good
play on the moving day wheeze.
Friend wife stands alongside giving
orders and making things worse. It
is

sufficiently close to the actual ex-

Gertrude Lawrence, well known periences of a lot of husbands that it
English musical comedy star, sings makes for genuine comedy.
.'^nd
one of her best known immbers in Monty has the real comedy slant.
this Movietone subject in which the Jules WHiite
directed.
recording is excellent.
The lyrics
of "I Don't Know" are amusing. "Married Bachelors"
Puffy Comedy
Add to it Miss Lawrence's charming
Universal
voice and mannerisms and the reUsual Mixup
sult is an excellent number.
Tyi^e

"Cutting

Up"— McDougall

Alley

Bray Studios
Flat

Type
The

of

production. .2 reel

comedy

kids in this series are modeled
along the lines of the Our Gang
bunch. But it ends right there. The
stuff they do is a rather sad imitation, and the production in general is

cheap and drags along without any
Baroness D'Arville
pep or spontaneous humor. There is
Jack Murray an art in directing kids in comedy
Frank Zucker; antics, also in gagging their stuff.
This sample flops generally.

of

production. .2 reel

comedy

Three husbands sneak away from
wives for a fishing trip. Charles
Puffy plays sick, and has one of his
friends impersonate a doctor, who ortheir

ders him away for a rest.
It winds
in the country hotel with one of
those wild chase scenes, with a general mixup of three strange dames
and the wives and husbands all participating.
It's a heavy affair, and
the fun is too mechanical to arouse
any real merriment. Director Ceder
evidently couldn't do much with the
poor material.
uji

{Continued on

page

12)
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Theater Equipment and Management
,By

NO ANNOUNCEMENT YET

CHARLES

F.

HYNES

The Stamp Of Approval
We

have
This week it goes to Gallagher orchestra equipment.
personally inspected the Gallagher equipment, have seen it in actual
use and have made inquiries from theater managers and owners as
to its value and reliability.
Gallagher advertises that Gallagher Pit Equipment makes small
orchestras large ones and large orchestras symphonic in results, and
This company has an interesting
after all it's results that count.
new catalogue which can be obtained direct or by writing to this

BY FULTON ON PROJECTOR

—

Chicago No announcement has
been made as to the projector which
will be distributed by the E. E. Fulton Co., which recently announced
nationalization plans, calling for
However, it is be16 branches.
lieved the machine will be of German

The

—

Requisites Bewarj
of Deadheads

We

can safely recommend this comi>any's product to exhibitors.

ONofthebusiness

theater, as in no

manufacture.
C. H. Fulton, F. A. Van Husan
and A. G. Jarmin have charge of the

The SILVER,

organization.

sales

Fulton factory is to continue to
manufacture Fulco products, and its
scope enlarged.
The Fulton reorganization was
sponsored by a number of theater
chains, following expansion of National Theater Supply, through acquisition of a number of companies.
These chains are said to hold a 50
per cent interest and the company,
and the Fulton firm the remaining
50 per cent.
Whether the company
will be able to secure some of the
product handled by National is problematical,
although a number of
products have been lined up for distribution.

Branches are to be established at
Chicago,
St.
Louis,
Indianapolis,
New York, San Francisco, Atlanta,
Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Boston,
Pittsburgh, Detroit, Omaha, Jacksonville, Milwaukee, Kansas City, Dal-

Washington, Denver, Seattle,
Minneapolis, Los Angeles, New Or-

las,

leans,
Oklahoma City,
City, Albany, Baltimore,

Salt Lake
Tampa, Des

Moines, Portland, Buffalo, Charlotte,
Memphis and Cincinnati.

Monsky Gets Rocking Pony
for Iowa and Nebraska
Omaha— Phil Monsky
Films
the

has

acquired

Go-Pony

This

is

a

for

of

of

Iowa and Nebraska.

novelty

being offered

theaters, a pony said to gallop as
rocks.
Go-Pony races will be

it

theaters under the plan.

'If

Market

You Are in the«
for Any Kind

of

no
I
I

I

U»'•<^
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the

in
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Phone Penna. 0330
Picture Department
t?*c*^°".
U. S. mnd Canada Agenta for Debrie

l«
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FOUR SIZES FOR THEATERS

and peacock blues,

all

York,

Round

Pa.

Door

of

which

—
—

asserts.

The

floor will be of terra cotta.

secure protection from fire, the
chests may be installed in York safes
or in a concrete block which can be
built bv a local contractor.

will

Oppose Examining Board Abolition

—Opposition

to proposal

M. P. Examining
Board, which is composed of exhibitors, operators, electricians and
the

Oklahoma City— Pat R. Richards
now is in charge of Oklahoma sales
of the Carrier Air Washer and Humidin

addition

to

Arctic

systems which he has
the

last

Nu-Air

handled for

three years. Buffalo Engineering Co., Dallas, is regional distributor of the two cooling systems.

*

factors

quired

in a successful thea'|j
attraction power, (2) ptf

( 1 )

make

understood,

itself

i.e.|J

and (3) power to get
message to those whose attfj
drawn, i.e., selling power.
read,

*

*

*

Realization of these three
tant factors accounts in grea
ure for the success of Lti
Signs, Inc., Chicago firm, wl
fers electric signs of every tjT

on

ticularly specializing

theatfl

theater department is C(t|
of showmen, designers, mei
men and businessmen. Thei
what the theater requires alj
that knowledge refreshed by
and study, specializing in sc
service to theater owners
Its

1

chitects to aid
lems of electric
*

Lu-Mi-Nus
Safety Campaign

— Carrying

On

out threat to
close theaters not properly equipped
or carelessly operated, so far as fire
precautions are concerned.
Public
Safety Director Clark has closed the
Victoria, until further notice. Failure
to keep films in metal containers, and
prevalence of debris backstage and
in dressing rooms, led to the order.

—

El Dorado, Kan. Sale of his patent to a projector company is planned
by Harry J. Allard, of the Erie theater, who claims to have developed a
device to prevent film fires in a proclaims his invention
is a simple, economic device, attachable to any standard projector.
It
does not interfere with operation of
the machine, he states.
Sensitive
trfps, which
function as soon as
there is a defect in the film, cutting
off the power, and dropping a shield
in front of the light are the basis

solve
signs.

thpr

*
*
responsible

(
fif

spectacular signs.
Anothenl
the
Interchangeable A'lT
Board, which enables a thiij
keep its current attractions!!
lights. These boards have real
beauty and selling power. Ifl
your sign wants, give consijj
to this firm of specialists.

SPEAKING
careless

El Dorado Showman
Plans Sale of Device

is

and

is

you've

jector.

*

important

I

To

Pittsburgh

ifier,

Burglary

many

of a York Chest enexhibitor to lowest burglary insurance rates for theaters. The
saving thus obtained, in contrast to
the usual rate
double that paid by
the merchant
emphasizes the economy of installing the chest, the com-

pany

Three

York

an

Pittsburgh

supported

abolish

of

Installation

titles

by marble columns.

ble,

Cleveland

sizes

Chests, inexclusive features,
and available in finish of olive green
or French grey enamel, have been
especially designed for theaters by
the York Safe and Lock Co. Many
chains throughout the country are
standardizing on this equipment, the

corporating

be Gverglazed to give an antique effect.
One wall will be mirrored,
while the rest will be finished in mar-

to

— Four

compan}' says.

decorative plan.

Instead of gold, silver and aluminum leaf covered by French lacquer
are being employed.
This combination, decorators claim, reflects light
better and gives the impression of
greater depth. Cut plush fabric, with
gold background and purgle surface
will be used for interior walls.
The foyer color scheme contains a
number of shades, starting with a
ceiling of burnt orange and soft
rose, intermingled with jade green

Richards Heads Sales of
Cooling Systems in Okla.

CONSULT US AND SAVB
MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

IN

otljl

house, does
trie
sign assume such impj
The "flash" a theater mak()
determines the pulling powej
box office, for family and til
patrons, a_re shopping for tfl
tertainment, not just going t;j
ater, so that the electric dis[||
front is all-important.
*

—

Minneapolis No gilt or bronze is
being used in decorative scheme of
the Minnesota, to be opened here
March 24 by Publix and Northwest
Theaters (Finkelstein & Ruben). A
corps of 75 decorators are at work
applying the coats of vari-colored
paints and gold and silver leaf on the
three huge domes, as the first step

representatives of the building inspector's ofiice, is voiced here.
The
board passes on qualifications of applicants for operators' license, and it
was proposed to vest this power with
the Civil Service Commission.

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

II

SCHEME

AID COLOR

to

staged

in

YORK BURGLARY CHESTS

ALUMINUM LEAF

Liberty

distribution

E

publication.

its

national

Sign's Three

of the lights oj

often

showman,

lamps remain

in

wondered |

who

his

le|

sign,

misspells billing on the a'j
board.
A few dead lamps
pulling power of any sign, al
hazard spelling on the boal
causes contempt for the ml
intelligence.

See to

it

and boards are kept
and copy is correctly

that yol
brillian
spelleiH

Allard

of the invention.

The day

of the unadorned
Picture Houses has passed.

LEE LASH
H.

J.

iti

STUDIll

Kuckuck, Gen'l Mpjj

1818-1838 Amsterdam Ave., N.
Brad. 4907
for designs

'

and prices

of

SBTTM

THE
daii

March

11,

mbitor's Responsibility on
Organ Selection Stressed
Courtesy of
Son, Inc.)

by

<>im

&

definite
at-

who

paid

ney at the box office for the
urpose of being entertained
insed, and therefore, if he is
3e
i

iccessful, the exhibitor must
{jtertainment that appeals to

n.

d

rsely,

there

if

is

anything

ng about eUher his theater
rograms, he

is

defeating his

and actually endangering the
nutation of his house. Often
en said that people are prone
things

forget
ut

they long

No

es.

please

that

remember their
is this human

place,

evidenced than

rfre

in

the re-

of theater-goers.

no one theater asset
is
:ontributes .'".o much to the
iment of an audience as a
It is actually an orches
an.
ch renders either great symompositions or solos by any
There is
s of instruments.
of music, popular or classic
the pipe organ is not read

;i

As an accompaniment

)ted.

has proved to be inFor the purpose of sup

;ing

it

ible.

ing the renditions of orches
its tonal grandeur, many
have found it invaluable. It

th

accompaniment

photo
lowever, that the pipe organ
cbed its greatest usefulness.
Mi h its broad scope of tone, it
le

to

W§ the organist to musically in
emotion and
pnj every human
rv'creen action that may be poriiecessity for using great care
;ting an instrument which is

general utility and promin1 programs
is obvious.
Not
>es the exhibitor desire an orlich possesses the finest tone
and broadest range of expresit he must have one that can
ended upon to function prop1

times.

all
is

ig
in

nothing, for example,

more

an audience than a
an organ that is, where

to

—

continues to sing out after
anist has taken his finger from
Nothing is so jarring to
y.
lience as the noisy banging of
made expression shutters or
aking pedal key.
It is then
advantage of an exhibitor to
te

selecting his organ
its action is made
1
and its parts so perfectly
icted,
that these mechanical
vill not appear.
:h care

he

is

in

sure

another annoyance, is the
voiced organ the organ that
;n voiced in a manner that re-

—

1

indistinct tones.

The

strings

sound like reeds, the reeds
ites and flutes like diapasons.
>ipe speech causes an audience
ome restless after the organ

en played
since

it

An

for any length of
lacks tone color and

sounds the same.

organ

is too expensive a part
exhibitor's equipment to be
bought in a haphazard manner. Since
it is too expensive to trade in at the
end of six months or a year, a poor
organ once installed will worry the
audience of a theater for several years
and wjll certainly keep down the attendance at the theater.
The exhibitor owes it to his pa-

of

They have

theater.

1

i

Kilgen

Geo.

has a very
the people

hibitor
u
ion jility to

t

S&^

DAILY

1928

the

trons to purchase a good organ. He
owes it to them to investigate and
deal with a firm that has had enough
experience to know proper design.
He should select a firm that employs
voicers who can give proper tone coloring and true orchestral effects
and that has developed a dependable

Importance of Projection
Cited at Managers' School CLANCY
Rising importance of projection in
successful operation of a theater was
stressed by Simon Terr, business
agent, and Charles F. Eichhorn, vice
president of M. P. Machine Operators Union, Local 306 in recent
talks before the M. P. Theater Managers' Institute in New York.

'"The

effifcient

manager

today

of

ployer," he stated.

Chicago

— Aid

in

financing theater

projects, co-operation with the local
architect in designing and equipping
the theater and a "definite opening
date" guarantee, are among features
offered by United Studios in its plan
of coordinating all phases of theater
building. The company has built a
number of Universal's theaters in the
Middle West, latest of which is the
Venetian, 2,000-seat house at Racine,

Wis.

A

— Koch

parading
up and down the aisles playing a
portable board, strapped around his
neck, which had a cable connection
with the organ.
trick

then divulged

Snow White Ink
for

Use

Rochester, N. Y.

now

Specialty

in Industry
J. W. Johnston

—

making a specialty of supplying Sriow White Ink for uses within

Universal Theaters, is associated
operation of the company.

in

Goldman with Filmack
Chicago Dave Goldman, former

—

manager
has

of the
joined the

Downer, Milwaukee,
sales

force

of

the

find

Snow White

making lobby posters and
cards and in making layouts for the

of aid in

ink is guaranteed to adhere, and may
be applied effectively with pen, brush
or air brush. The ink is an opaque
water color fluid, and aids in cover
ing pin holes and blocking out and

subordinating backgrounds.
Players
also find it of aid in writing their
name on dark surface photographs.

blocks, manufactured from
terns, the company states.

new

pat-

To

prevent
excessive
binding
diameter of the sheave
must bear a proper rati© to that of
the

stress,

A

"Due

consideration should be given
question of friction," the company says, "as these blocks are genthe

erally

situated

where

tions,

— never

inaccessible

in
is

posi-

difficult to oil

them

and sometimes danThese blocks are all mountinviting

gerous.

on

ed

it

turned

shafting

of

suitable

on ball-bearings of our own
make, tested by a load of 2,200
pounds, running almost constantly for
eight hours a day for nine months."

size,

set

A

Check-up Service

The best equipment in the
world needs frequent inspection.
Parts break, loosen, or
become less dependable, as

your

escapes
ance.

And

A GREAT BOOK

But

constant vigilpatrons notice!

before you realize why,

attendance drops

off.

your theatre is not packNational Service exAt an
pert find the reason.
If

OF REFERENCE

ed, let a

insignificant cost, he

1000 Pages

the

titling outfit.
Theater artists

The

1885.

wear and tear proceed. Often,
because so gradual, the wear

Filmack Co.

is

The ink has
picture industry.
been on the market since January,
1915, when it was readily accepted
by the art studios of producing companies, for hand titling on dark-colAmateur phoored surface cards.
tographers, also find it advantageous
for the sanie use, and Snow White
now is included in the Bell & Howell

since

patents covering its
rigging equipment which boasts a
number of innovations.
Plans for safety curtain rigging include the use of fireproof curtain

L. P. Larsen is managing art director of the company and Harry

Goldburgh, formerly connected with

—

hardware

atrical

the rope, the company points out.
ratio of 40 to 1 is the minimum allowable.
The importance of a fine
pulley, which will double or treble
the life of the rope, as compared
with a small or cheap block is
stressed.
Sheaves must be true and
clean, or the life of the wire rope
will be greatly shortened, it is stated.

Coordinated Building Plan
Offered by United Studios

Des Moines Herbie Koch, solo
organist, gave patrons of the Capitol
quite a thrill with a "remote control"
spot was thrown
organ rendition.
on the playerless instrument, and the

Hanging and operation of both asbestos and act' drop curtains are outlined, and assurance of safety-first
equipment has been devised by J. R.
Clancy. Inc., manufacturer of the-

by the better understanding of each
other's work, will go a long way to

ing the time necessary to investigate
the reputation and length of building experience that a firm has had,
to make a careful study of several
finished installations and if reasonably possible, to visit the plant where
The last menthe organ is made.
tioned is important since it enables
the purchasers to see the quality of
materials that are going into the instrument and the type of men that
are building it.
If such a study is
made the exhibitor is not very likely
to go wrong on the purchase of his
organ and he has fulfilled in every
his
respect
his
responsibility
to
audience.

Des Moines Patrons Kick

HANGING or CURTAINS

company owns

cement a feeling of friendship between the projectionist and his em-

Organ Gives

OUTLINES

spares no expense in providing the
necessary equipment to insure per"The
fect projection," Terr said.
theater-going public has been educated to the point, that they are the
first to discover imperfections in the
presentation
of
pictures
and decreased box-office receipts are very
often the results.
A spirit of cooperation and good will, prompted

organ action.
The purchase of an organ is not
as complicated as some exhibitors
seem to think. It simply means giv-

"Playerless"

nRN

Cloth Bound

FREE
TO

YEAR

BOOlt

i92a

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS

EVERYTHING
GOES

EVERYWHERE

may

save

you from grave loss, and boost
your profits to what they
ought to be.
There's no service or replaceand
too small for him

—

ment

none too large!

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY

CO.

General Offices
624 So. Michigan Avenue,
Chicago,

111.

Offices in All Principal Cities
(3610A)

—
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SHOWMANSHIP ANALYSES OF

By JACK

COLONY REVERTS TO
PRESENTATION CLASS

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ALI
EXHIBITORS IN BUILDING M.
PROGRAMS

Presentations

PRESENTATIONS AT LEADING
THEATERS

HARROWER

Royal Pekin Troop Stands
Out in the Capitol Show
stage show at the Capitol
"Pagoda Land," designed by
Mort Harris as a regular unit. The
stage band did some good work,
notably a comedy number, "Must
You Wear a Mustache?"
Some
classy stepping was provided by Al
and Ray Samuels. Some good kidding was done by Ipene Taylor with
the assistance of Walt Roesner, fea-

HOLD-OVER STAGE

M

LAST WEEK AT

1^

Neat

A

return to presentations marked
a change at the Colony last week.
It was nothing elaborate, but was
done in an intimate style that filled
well with the size of this house.
The stage was built out over the
orchestra pit, and the orchestra was
The stage show was titled "Hula
transformed into a stage band dowith the general ating their stuff in Oriental costumes Blues," fitting in
mosphere
of the feature, "The Showthat were rich and effective. Josef
Cherniavsky leading the band was down." Opened with Chief Tui Poi
and his Royal Samoans. The setting
the main draw, and he had a line of
kidding in broken Turkish or Per- showed the typical tropical volcano
spouting red fire. The men and wosian that scored a lot of fun.
The band did some good jazz men, in native costume, did some
work, but the best bet was a num- novelty dance and song numbers that
ber
in
which Cherniavsky came carried the real Samoan flavor, if
down to the front of the enlarged you know it when you see it, which
But it clicked.
platform, and rehearsed the audience we don't.
The specialty numbers were varied,
in
a kidding accompaniment
He
di\nded the cr^jwd out front into and outstanding was the work of
three sections, rehearsing them with Drena Beach in a solo dance, "The
Arrayed in a strip of tiger
the sound of a kiss, a sneeze and a Tiger."
"Ha-hoo." When he had the audi- skin and nothing else but, Drena did
ence pepped up on these, the band a series of contortions that were cerThe
went into a bit of jazz, and then tainly tigerish and realistic.
the leader called for the audience girls supporting her were dressed as
accompaniment
in
turn.
The Zulu warriors, and cringed before
crowd entered into the spirit of the the "tiger" as she twisted and leaped
around them.
Had sensational elekidding.
It looks like a good gag
if
they can find variations to keep ments, and was the hit of the show.

"TIGER DANCE" SETS THE

PACE AT PARAMOUNT

going on succeeding bills.
After four jazz numbers, Murray
and Alan were on for a long topical song gagging a lot of funny
nonsense titled "3000 Years Ago,"
with
Egyptian atmosphere.
The
it

crowd seemed

to take to

it.

Big Anniversary Program

At Roxy This Week
For the celebration of the first anniversary of the Roxy, S. L. Rothahas

gathered
material
for
the stage said to surpass any of the
presentations given thus far at the
theater, will have "Anniversary Revfel

els,"

the orchestra, all the members
of Roxy's "gang," the ballet corps,
the Roxyettes, and the ensemble, to
which 100 new members have been
added, Renoflf and Renova, dancers
on the operatic stage, have been engaged to do an adagio and Lillian

La Tonge interprets a "dance of the
flame" with the one-candle birthday
cake as a background. Gladys Rice
and Les Reis contribute a duet number
appropriately
called
"Hello

Everybody." Among the divertissements are Beatrice Beldkin, Adelaide
De Loca, Harold Van Duzee and
Douglas Stanbury who sing the quar•ette from "Rigoletto," and
Jeanne
Mignolet, who gives the "Bird Song"
from "I Pagliacci."
"La Boudoir
Pompadour" is another characteristic
number.
"East Side, West Side"
depicts a typical

New York

scene

Another good card was Anna Chang,
a Chinese singing girl who sang
straight American songs in native

Two

costume.

vaudeville

comedy

acts gave the contrast to the spectacular
presentation
effects.
Moore

and Powell had a good comedy routine featuring music on saws.
Fritz
and Jean Hubert did some good comedy stuff in which the girl took some
tough falls that were good for laughs.
These numbers were enough to carry
the show, and they were needed, for
the finale was a mess of heavy colors
featuring a painted backdrop of an
immense ukulele surrounded by open
spaces in which girls sat. With lights
flashing, and some cheap festoons
lowering in front, all hands were on
singing "Under the Ukulele Tree."
Stage Lineup at Capitol

The

stage presentation at the Capital this week features the
following: Emile Boreo, late of Balieff's
"Chauve Souris," Erner and Fisher,
eccentric dancers; Jerrie, accordionist; Sylvia
Miller, lyric soprano of
the Capitol "Family"; an ensemble

in

"western" atmosphere
which his band has been developing

turing

the

good comedy effects.
The Royal Pekin Troupe was the
outstanding attraction, working in

in

new

steps.

front of the band.
This well known
vaude aggregation proved a novelty
relief
to
the
picture crowd,
and
should be good for a return engagement any time. The Chester Hale
Girls seem to be a popular fixture,
and did th»ir routine stepping arrayed in nifty garb. But the Chinese
tumblers had the rest of the bill
stopped with their fancy acrobatics.
Harry Perella, one of the Paul
Whiteman outfit, now working here
regularly, did a neat bit on the piano
with Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue."
David Mendoza put the orchestra
through some selections from "Aida"
for the overture.
A well balanced

program

that

seemed

to

generally

please.

Erno Rappe

stage.
tra in

led the

o

Sheba," which was done with k
spirit.
Then followed pop nui;r
r

from the

triple console, with theiv

elty twist of assistance from thdc

den orchestra.

The divertissements were

ma(t

numbers, leading off
Fradkin doing his fine violin ^
assisted by four others.
A
accompanied Fradkin in two iL
three

of

iti

h;|i

The Kentucky

tions.

sang two negro
ting

was

Jubilee ili
spirituals.
Thelj

effective,

as they

sat!

framed opening under subdued
Fradkin and his four assistantj.c
companied on their violins, plug
from the side and under a dim
li|tj

ijrf

ing,

with the rest of the

stage

Very

black.

Roxyettes completed
the program, doing

imnli

effective.

this divisica

some

roM

stepping that was ordinary, but
fancy costumes made a great pici

Roxy

giving his newsreel a
time having all thtw
companies represented. As usua
break,

is

i,

this

t

College Atmosphere

At Brooklyn Strand
The

oi;;

the overture, "The Que

Movietone was featured,

stage band

was seated on a
with
checkered
music
stands, and backed up by a silk cyclorama, in front of which were hung
15 ft. pennants of various colleges.
Borders of smaller pennants completed the setting. Band was dressed
in collegiate manner and opened with
a medley of college tunes to which
platform

the girls did a college dance, or parade, previous to the business of going through a football game. Then
came the Freshmen Five wheeling
out a toy piano.
These five boys
did some close harmony and finished

up by tugging their miniature musicbox off the stage at the end of a
huge rope to strains of "The Volga
Boatman." The Frolic Four, young
men in gray trousers and blue blazer
coats, opened up with a novelty dance,
in which walking sticks played an
important part.

the be

3:

these being shots of the Byrd S
Pole Flight crew as they rehe;
with their dogs, the yelping of|
canines creating a great kick as
pulled the sleds over the snow

s<:

where

in

New

England.

Standard

VAUDEVILLI
for Hotion

Pietwe PreaeouUaa

The FALLY MARKl
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
LaekawaiuM 7876
lA'i'9

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Vl\

h\

r—

AMALGAMATED W\
VAUDEVILLE AGENCi
Jim
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

xy

Box

Office Prescriptions

MURRY LIVINGSTON
Publix Booking Ahead
Publix is now booking acts ahead
of schedule for the various units.
The greatest call at present is for
dance acts.

i;

for

chorus of 16 male voices, "The Singing Eagles" and a group of "Petroff

Dancers"

Held over from last week, the x
presented "The Gay Musketee
four scenes, which took up thcp
gest part of the running time ohi

Standard

Vaudeville Aci

%

Creator of Box Office Builders

BARREL O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
Write

Phone me at SPRins 4613
at 339 Lafayette Street.

me

N. Y. C.

jl'l^i

New York m\

1600 Broadway,
Phone Penn. 3580

gs»iag^.,v

s

.......

.3,

Mj0f^ufyizItM^

Varner Reopening Set March 15
—

Seven Units Starting Activity with Resumption of Production Degree Men as
Advisors on Collegiate Pictures Sought — Wilk's Personality Notes from Studios

m

RESUMING

Selection of six holders of
college degrees to be made
observers on college pictures
from inception to completion,
later becoming instructors of
college film courses, was suggested at a luncheon conference
of college officials and the college relations committee of the
Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences.

ODUCTION ACTIVITY
lin-ln-Tin

the

is

first

Warner

toprt work on the 1928-29 prom. although official opening date
15, the dog star already is
on "The Land of the Silver
1

emporary

under direc-

title),

The

Ray Enright.

story is
Ch les R. Condon, continuity by
wa! Smith. In the cast are Leila
I

am

T

1

first

picture

25 will start
for next year,

"Five and Ten Cent Anam
Is been completed under ditioijf Roy Del Rutl-i. Louise Fada id Clyde Cook are starred.
lile,

isky Fetes Ne^w Writers
Paramount writers were feted
e L. Lasky at a dinner in

;

nor.

To Mendes
Mendes

)e"

is

Lint.

Universal Studios to Reopen April 27
Universal studios are to reopen
April 27.
The plant closed last
Saturday, upon completion of "Lone-

some."

lendicitis.

to Direct Colleen
Seiter is to direct Colleen

eiter

am
in

"Tomorrow."

Dillon Replaces Korda
Francis Dillon has replaced
der Korda as director of Billie
'The Yellow Lily."

na Rubens
Rubens is

in Stage Play
to star in "Rhap-

stage play by Ramon
here next month.

I

Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD

Romeo

Boulevard

ginning to look

is

be-

Clever constructive editing may
transfer that near winner into
a

like a bit of old

WOW

Broadway. Bob Welsh and Vivian
Moses stop to hold a re-union. Gil
Boag and his smile greet old friends;
Freddie Schader, happy over his trip

New

WILLARD

York.

FRANK ZUCKER

hour on a tennis
Al Herman directing Al
Cooke and Barney Hellium on Sunof'

ionate
Marriage" at Metropolitan
studios for release by First Division
Distributors.

Forbes Gets "Whip" Lead
Ralph Forbes has been cast as lead
in "The Whip," which First National

their lunch

court;

A.

Buys

M-G-M
"The

Rogers

Foxe

*

220

*

John's Story
has acquired screen rights
Single Standard," Adele

St.

John

to Play in

«

in "Roulette" Cast
Warner Oland has been cast in
"Roulette" at the First National
studio.

Edeson to Freelance
Following three years as a contract featured player with Cecil B.
De Mille, Robert Edeson on April 5
will join the freelance ranks, upon
the completion of his agreement.

HOY DEL
RUTH
DIRECTOR
'RECENT RELEASES

HB FIRST AUTO"
"HAM AND EGGS"
VITAPHONE ALL STAR SPECIALS
? I WERE SINGLE"— Featuring May McAvoy, Conrad Nagel,
Andre Beranger — Myrna Loy.

NOW IN PRODUCTION
"POWDER MY BACK"-with Irene Rich, Andre

*

The Life of Los Angeles
Centers at the

Beranger,

EARNER BROTHERS PICTURES, INC.

famous

«

•

—

Hollywood fable Once
upon a time there was a Hollywood girl, who did not want
to work in pictures.
*

*

Cocoanut Grove

*

Keep your eye on Harry Cording.

He

playing the "heavy" in "The
starring Emil Jannings.
He is a graduate of the Paramount
Long Island studio, but has been
on the Coast for several months.
is

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

Patriot,"

JOHN

College Night Every Friday

6.

ADOLFl

Director
To Be

Released

*'THE DEVIL'S SKIPPER'*
(Belle Bennett,

Montagu Love)

''THE LITTLE SNOB**
(May McAvoy, Alec

Carroll Nye.

Ambassador's

*

A

Oland

0610

City

*

"Give and Take," after having
worked in several at FBO.

"News Parade"

Earle Foxe is en route to Florida
to play in "The News Parade" for
Fox.

42nd Street

'Phones:
5650, Wisconsin

New York

Sharon Lynn, a home grown
product, having been born in
FuUerton, is keeping busy.
She recently finished work in

story.

W.

Wadsworth

Katherine Hilliker and H. H. Caldwell, production editors, have established a record.
They worked on
three pictures, which are now being
shown on Broadway at $2 top. The
pictures are "Sunrise," "Four Sons"

St.

S. C.

Cinematographer

and "Mother Machree." They also
worked on "The Street Angel."

producing.

DuBRUL

*

Our Passing Show: Ralph Block
and Edward H. Griffith spending
part

A.

Film Editor
Scenarist
Phone: Navarre 4800

set Boulevard, with the comedian,
clad in Bvds, eager to slip into their
"Companionate Marriage"
bathrobes; Jack Egan making a test
James Ormont leaves New York
for a part in "The Barker."
in a few days to produce "Compan-

of

Clara Bow Better
Bow has left the hospital folrecovery from an operation

RALPH WILK

Plans

rabin to Direct Corinne
es Brabin is to direct Corinne
s second picture for First Na-

\

Bf

*

is

:hj

from *'Lots"

to

Films Chosen

to direct "Helioind "Interference" for Para-

,ot r

Little

Miljan

Loy on March

lyri

he

John

Carroll Nye,
Santschi.

A

College Advisors

More Passing Show: John Stahl,
Fred Beetson, E. H. Allen, Bennie
Zeidman, Bob Mclntyre, Harry J.
Brown, Harold Tarshis, Armand
Kaliz and Henrik Sartov at "Interference"; John Boyle giving a ride
to an appreciative passenger.

Francis, Robert Frazer)

Recent Release

''WHAT HAPPENED TO FATHER**
(Warner Oland)

DAILY

Sunday, March

11

m

Short Subjects

New

(Continued from Page 7)

Week's Headlines

EGGER

Theaters

"40,000 Miles vvith Lindbergh"

M-G-M
First Rate Attraction

Monday
1928 output to approximate last year's, survey indicates.
Selling season officially starts May 1.
Carl Laemmle denies report any sale of Universal is planned.
disEduca.tional taking over Tiffany-Stahl
tribution in Canada.
France priming for world battle on films.
Chicago exchanges face conspiracy prosecution for alleged refusal to serve films during strike.
,
,
.
to build houses in 23 key cities of globe.
.

.

Fox

Tuesday
Federal Trade Commission warns Paramount
court action will follow if cease and desist order is not complied with immediately.
Distributors probably to refuse to sell New

York exhibitor co-operative.
Frank Buhler, Stanley general manager,

re-

ported to have resigned with Moe Silver as
successor.
Fate of similar bills depends on committee
action on Brookhart measure.

Wednesday
Federal Trade Commission silent on reported
plan for suits against all distributors practicing block booking; action against Paraas company is
not expected to comply with order.
Federal Trade Commission to issue code of
ethics for industry next week.
Columbia plans release of European pictures
on leciprocal basis.

mount looked

for

once,

at

Type

A

of Production. .3 reel historical

—

amount of Lindbergh footPhiladelphia
Uptown Realty Co. has awardage was boiled down to secure the ed general contract for the Uptown theater
and office building to Cramp & Co.
interesting shots of the famous Lone
Eagle in his various aeroplane jourWillow Grove, Pa. ^John N. Landberg is
neys in Europe, the United States, planning a 2,500-seat theater to cost $300,000.
InMexico and Central America.
Keswick Amusement Co. of
Glenside, Pa.
itial shots show the first 'plane as
Philadelphia is planning a 1,700-seat theater
developed by the Wright Brothers. at Wharton Ave. and Easton Road. Charles
In quick order comes flashes of the H. North of Philadelphia is architect.
perils daily met by air mail pilots
WilkesBarre, Pa. Coraerford Amusement
in the conduct of their duties. Then
Co. of Scranton has plans ready for a theaLindbergh history is picked up. His ter to be built here shortly.
arrival in Paris, his subsequent tour
of
European cities, the return to
archiPhiladelphia tHoffman-Henon
Co.,,
Washington with its attendant cere- tect firm, is preparing plans for a theater
corner
built
the
southeast
of
S2nd
to be
at
monies, the flight around the United and Chestnut Sts. for the Stanley Co.
vast

order theater divestments.
to
Jesse L. Lasky forecasts Paramount talking
picture deal, but sees field limited.
Stanley to produce own stage units routed
over about ten weeks' time.
Iowa exhibitor charges "set-up" at meeting

when Brookhart
nies

stand

itors

of

was condemned;

bill

sentiment

represents

de-

exhib-

of

state.

Code of ethics to be
Trade Commission.

enforced

by

Federal

—

FBO

Kennedy,

head,

regarded as

new choice for Pathe presidency.
York co-operative not worried over

possible

New

product.
Benefit to industry
vision seen.

James Cruze

to

in proposed copyright

make 20

pictures yearly

re-

for

Allied Distributors

Saturday
De

Mille affiliation
confab.

Two

is

Beloit,

seen hinging on Coast

States

promote

to

interest

flight to

Louis are given in proper picand chronological order.
Interesting, engrossing and sure-fire.
St.

torial

"You're

Dam

Tootin'"

Roach— M-G-M
Slightly Flat
Type of Production. .2 reel
.

One

of

the

.

proposed theater
seating capacity of
1,550.
The other deal involves Fischer-Paramount Theaters, which has
offered the First Baptist church $85,000 for a site for an 1,800-seat house.
have

a

Racine House Near Cornpletion
Racine, Wis.— Universal's $1,000,000 Venetian is rearing completion.
The theater will seat 2,500.

comedy

Laurel-Hardy

series,

Tex.— The New,

seating

600.

has

San Angelo, Tex.
erecting

a

—The

house here,

R. & R. circuit is
be opened shortly.

to

DAY AND NIGHT

—The

Oak, Mich.

Polytechnic, costing
1,000, is being built by

Theatrical
— Kunskyhouse
here

terprises will open its new
few days.
It seats 2,200.

Va.

Radford,

— W.

Lorton

D.

has

Enin

a

been

259

—

West
NEW

54th
YORK

Street

Telephone: Columbui 4I4I'2')

questionable good taste for a lot
of men to rip their trousers off in
a public thoroughfare.
Family trade
will turn

up

its

nose and properly

so.

Onie Partner in Security
Cleveland— William (Bill) Onie, for
nine years with the Standard Film
Service as manager of the Cleveland
branch, as district manager and as
manager of the Detroit exchajige.

A GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION
1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

FREE
Film Daily

J.

succeeded

Burns, of
Harry p.

SUBSCRIBERS

Arson Charge Against
Showman Dropped

COVERS
EVERYTHING

Detroit— Charge of arson brought

^ho

The Hollywood Plaza

Appreciate Fine Hotels
is

hotel

headquarters

in

Holly-

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping
in

Los Angeles.
Every room is

—

a luxurious
a parlor during the day time
sleeping quarter at night.
In-a-Door Beds make this possible.

Strange

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertaina step away from the door of this famous

ment are but
hostelry.

Crosby as manager of the Lafayette.

against Joe Cosco, former owner of
the Tivoli, Highland Park, has been
dismissed.

A GUIDING SIGN
To Those

Y.— Justin

has

Industry

punctured with a few laughs but more awarded contract for building the Capitol.
often with flatness.
This team is
amusing, but the present opus is not
Quincy, III., House Sold
always funny.
Quincy, 111. Leo H. Mulinex and
The gjags in themselves are all right, with the excep- Carl L. Ziegler have purchased the
tion of the final sequence where it Princess from A. P. Werbner.

Batavia Manager Changed

Lockport,

Picture

opened.

Royal

TO

Batavia, N.

Tulia,

been

Fort Worth, Tex.
$15,000 and to seat
W. F. Hamilton.

has resigned to enter partnership with
Fred Schram in Security Pictures
proj- Corp.
Security distributes Gotham
Uni- pictures in Ohio.

The

secured.

Motion

avia-

in

Mexico and other
Southern republics and the return to

tion, the

Wis., Projects

—Two

would

to the

—

Beloit, Wis.
theater
ects are pending in this city.
versal is planning the erection of a
$525,000 theater, seating 1,550 and
hotel building as soon as a 99-year
lease on part of the city hall site
is

Specialists

—

is

Friday
Joseph P.

Photo
Engraving

—

Thursday
Trade Commission action against
Paramount expected to center on block
booking, as commission is without power

Federal

INCORPORATED

Brookline, Pa.— Salasin & Freed have started work on a new theater.

GOES

EVERYWHERE

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
hotel now as your headquarters while in Southern

this

California.

The

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

For your
Protection
To insure exhibitors

the high-

possible screen quality,
Eastman Positive Film is made

est

identifiable.

Kodak"

The words "Eastman

are stencilled in black

letters at short intervals in

the

transparent film margin.

Specify prints on Eastman Film

—look

for the identifying

words

margin— and get the film
that always carries quality
in

the

through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Check over these comedy

M-G-M

calls

successes.
to the con,

your attention

sistently great Hal

Roach comedy product

<<OUR GANG''
Yalevs.Harvard—TheOldWallop—Heebee
Dog Heaven— Spoof Spooking^
Rainy Days
Edison, Marconi &. Co.—
Barnum &. Ringling, Inc.—etc.

Jeebees

—

—

CHARLEY CHASE
Sting of Stings—Lighter That Failed—Wav.
of All Pants—Never The Dames Shall Me«|
All For Nothing Family Group, etc

—

—

STAN LAUREL>OLIVER HARD1
Second Hundred Years
Pants

—

^Hats

Off-Putting

on Phillip—Battle of

Leave 'Em Laughing

the Century^The Finishing Touch

—

etc.

MAX DAVIDSON

—

What Every Iceman Knows Call of the
Cuckoo—Love 'Em and Feed 'Em Fighting Fathers
Pass The Gravy
Dumb
Daddies Came the Dawn, etc.

—

—

PICCOLO PLAYER

—
—

EXTRA!
As we go

to press

reports from ever\

M-G-M branch
office indicat(

vs.

that "40,000 Mile

with Lindbergh'

SHORT SUBJECT
—Kerens

an

interesting tip from

a shrewd

M-G-M
AM GRATEFUL TO AN M-G-M SALESMAN FOR SHOWING ME HOW TO MAKE

ARE

"I

$250 EXTRA EVERY WEEK!''
Maryland

exhibitor.

them HAL

writes

Instead of acts

ROACH COMEDIES.

elaborate musical presentation

M-G-M NEWS and other

I

give

M-G-M

theatre

owner I

Short Subjects

of such

HIGH quality that
EXHIBITORS substitute

a

give

THEM

Instead of
I

the greatest sen
sation of pictun
history.

is

them

TRY

Short

it

for costly acts—
yourself!

Subjects."

HISTORY REPEATS!

In

its

first

year of feature

production M-G-M
year of Short Subjects

became The Talk of the Industry, And now M-G-M's first
have established Young Blood in Junior Features, Our prophecy for the

M-G-M

IN

future:

SHORTS TOO THE TOP OF THE INDUSTRY

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Member

'dntnittee

Declares for Brookhart

klLlVil

Bill

NEWS

ALL THE TIME
Monday, March

No. 60

y III

..

Year Old

)n ^

ROXY has

yE:

St year.

It

finished its
was a ter-

period for Roxy and
ociated with him in the
Hard
of his project.
_f
unHmited chunks,
i: In
asie from that there must
ic

a

a

b':n

;

tremendous degree

48 From

on and concern over what
had in store,
all

Los Angeles

5,

is

i

In

success.

Idi

Y

The

gone now.
its

As

nslution of entertainment
an exponent of the worthe i several of the arts, this
nif ent theater, with Roxy

has carved its
whatever permanent
accomplishment exists

—

M

N.

F.

Rowland.

ontrols,
to
f

N.Y. BUYING CO-OP SET;

SAPIRO

That Fascinate

IS

PRESIDENT

one amusement enterprise

i almostalmost

$5,500,000 in lone
ink of
6,000,000 peolyit their half dollars and dolit t:
box offices of one theater
believe
y-ifo weeks' time!
loj taught the business some
^hich the business never beIt opened up
vre possible.
'a of ^possibilities.
It showremained untapped possi-

We

wonder

superior
;hip of the man at the helm
The enor:to full account.
ting capacity of the Roxy,
was an important factor in
The
up the record gross.
those 6,200 seats was a job
lol' had to carry. How well he
e

"d that is

if

the

open history. The

success that the Roxy has
likewise Roxy's. It was a
^
task to put the house
R:y deserves felicitations.
hi
ours herewith.

GROSS

IN

play
i

vvn."

"Dawn'*

over the

Cavell picThere was a dispute

th lead originally.
British
ar newsMpers
published

and

Aaron Sapiro has signed a conhead the Independent M. P.

tract to

Exhibitors' Ass'n, Inc., as president.
Offices will be leased on the 22nd
floor of the new Ampico Bldg., at
Incorporation
5th Ave. and 47th St.
papers are expected from Albany momentarily, thus bringing the New
York exhibitor cooperative controlling $2,500,000 in annual film rentals
(Continued on Page 4)

Television Nearly Ready,

Close working arrangement, which
entering its second eventually may lead to a merger of
is seen in the trend
year, rolled up a gross of $5,468,529 Pathe and
for the 52 weeks which ended Friday of events which has brought mutualnight. The first anniversary is being ity of interests, through the KeithAlbee-Orpheum tie-up.
celebrated by an augmented show.
K-A-O has an interest in both
Twenty-nine weeks in the first year
show a gross above $100,000 and 23 Pathe and FBO, and its theaters,
weeks below that figure. The record which heretofore have been the outfor this theater, which is also a let for Pathe product, now are to be
world's high for any theater or mo- made available to FBO, as well.
presiJoseph P. Kennedy,
tion picture, was reached with "What
Price Glory?" (Fox) the week end- dent, has assumed an advisory posiing Aug. 20 with a gross of $144,- tion with Pathe, and is being dis267.
The low gross was made with cussed as probable new president of
(.Continued on Page 4)
the company.
This is said to hinge
on conferences this week on the Coast

The Roxy, now

FBO

between Cecil B. DeMille and Ken-

FISCHER'S-PARAMOUNT TO
BUILD

Development Co., stated
his arrival here from the United
machine now is being built
States.
in America for two-way service, he

to take over the assets of Fischer'sParamount Theaters, Inc., and for the

la

KANN

THEATER BUYS KEEPING

of building and acquiring
theaters, plans to build 13 Wis(Continned on Page 4)

BRITISH TRADE

purpose

Schlanger

Named Eastern

Sales Director for

Television

on

A

nedy, who is seeking to reduce production costs.

—

—

Southampton, England Television
is nearly ready for commercial use,
Capt. O. G. Hutchinson of the Baird

13 THEATERS

Chicago
Fischer's - Paramount
Theaters Corp., recently organized

for Commercial Use, Claim new

"U"

Ted Schlanger, recently-appointed
short

been

declared.

subjects sales
eastern

named

(Continued

manager, has
and Canadian

on Page

2)

By

ERNEST

Editor

London

Sen. Dill Tells Exhibitor He
Will Work for Bill 's Passage
Seattle
bill

is

— Passage

at

of the Brookhart

favored by Sen.

member

of the

committee,

now

interstate

C.

C.

Dill,

commerce

considering the

bill

Washington, as well as by Rep.
Sam B. Hill, congressman from this

at

state.

Their views are outlined in
D. H. Mangone of the Rex

letters to

Newport, who asked
Declaring he

their support.

familiar with and
heartily in favor of the bill. Sen. Dill
said: "As a member of the interstate
is

commerce committee, I should be
glad to help report it to the Senate
and pass it if possible."
Rep. Hill said he favors "the character of legislation proposed
a

measure.

by such

IV.

ON EDGE

FREDMAN

"The Daily Film Renter"

—

The

British

market

is

passing through a period of wild
There is more theater
excitement.
buying under way than old observers
can recall has ever transpired before.
Circuits are changing hands almost
daily, the principal facts in this

ment

move-

Szarvasy-Gibbons
group and the Gaumont-British Corp.
There is considerable unrest and even
being

the

(Continued

the

•rmany knowing right along
t
film, now works up rightiijignation
over its release.
d England is excited.
The'
can be done is to reserve
intil the picture is shown.
ly's shooting at random and
i
shots are falling wide of

in Offing

FIRST YEAR

We

tflCa^c of

Working Arrangement or
Possible Merger Held

FBO

ion picture exhibition.
rtijej
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Forty-eight

pictures will comprise the 192829 output of First National.
Production details now are being mapped out at the Burbank studios by Richard A.
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Head Says Chain

Serves 13,000,000 People
Philadelphia— The 248 theaters of
subsidiaries, and seven
under construction, located in 27 cities of seven states and the District
of Columbia comprising a territory
Stanley and

of 195,000 square miles, serve a fixed
population of 13,000,000 and have a
potential drawing capacity of 27^000,These were figures submitted
000.
(Continued on Page 4)
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leading the parade along the main street with three features in the heavy
money division. Only one change takes place in this week's lineup, and that
is at Warners, where "Tenderloin" with Dolores Costello replaces "The Jazz
The latter hung up a record of a five-months' run.
Singer."

Fox

is

Picture

Distributor

Theater

"Wings"

Paramount
Fox

Times

Universal

Central

M-G-M
Paramoimt

"Sunrise"

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"

"Love"
"The Last Command"
"Simba"

.

.

.

Square

Sept.

23

Embassy

Nov.
Nov.

4
29

Rialto

Jan.

21

.

.

"Four Sons"
"The Crowd"
"Mother Machree"
"Tenderloin"

Seven Theaters in Pod
for Buying at Po
Portland,

Row Over

On Broadway
— —
——
—
—
—
— 'Love"
E'mbassy
— "Primanerliebe"
Fifth Ave.
— "Heart
Clown," "The Lost
Fifty-Fifth
Tribe"
—
Gaiety "Four Sons"
Hippodrome—^"The Night Flyer"
Loew's New York— Monday, "The Circus;"
"The Crowd"
Broadway "Patent Leather Kid"
Cameo ^"Ivan the Terrible"
"The Enemy"
Capitol
Central "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Colony—i"The Count of Ten"
"Wings"
Criterion
"Simba"
Earl Carrol]

Astor

Vitaphone at
Louis Theater Settled

St.

—

Louis Agreement was reached
conferences between musicians
and Skouras Brothers, operators of
St.

after

Grand Central, following a protest which delayed opening of "In
Old San Francisco" and Vitaphone.
While no details of the agreement
were divulged, it is understood that
musicians to the number equivalent
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Curb Market.
Over the Counter Trantactiont (Bid and

Asked),
(s) .Stock Exchange.
^OTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

Hall Signs

New

Contract

James Hall has signed a new Paramount contract. The company also
has signed Harry T. Morey for Bebe
Daniels' "The Fifty-Fifty Girl."
Ireton Bans Sunday
Iretoii, la.

of

——

—t"The
—

Last

Command"

"Sadie Thompson"
— "Dressed
Kill"
Times Square—^"Sunrise"
—
Warners "Tenderloin" (opens Wednesday)
Brooklyn Mark Strand — "A Girl In Every

Roxy

to

Port"

Anti-"Blue" Association
Plans Pennsylvania Drive

—

Drive on state
Manorville, Pa.
Sunday closing laws is to be undertaken soon by the National Association opposed to the "Blue" Laws,
which has started a correspondence
club membership drive in the state.
Detroit Business Slow
Detroit Despite improved indus-

—

houses, as the musicians are seeking
to prevent any cutting down of orchestras, when so-called canned mu-

employed.

sic is

"Big Parade" Shows Strength
Louis "The Big Parade" has
withstood what is said to be the heav-

—

St.

an improvement

downtown

condi-

tions are no better.
This is due to
the increased seating capacity and
lack of outstanding attractions, observers believe.

show

stage

G-M war

failed

epic

in

to

from

budge the Mposition

its

as

record holder of receipts at Loew's
State.
However, Jolson passed "The
Student Prince" landing in second
place.

June CoUyer Arriving
June Collyer, Fox player, arrives
in

New York
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Laurel- Hardy Comedy Titled
"Their Purple Moment" is title of

Utest 3?'<*St.N<«a»viork.NLy**
Phon* Penna. 0330

Shows

Sales Director

E||

today for a vacation.

CONSULT US AND SAVB

(m

Named

Cammack, Atlanta

—

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS
OF qiMLITY MOTION PICTURES

Schlanger

sales director for Universal.

person in conjunction with the regular screen and

Wilson Returns
Sydney Although

to Politics
Sir Victor Wilson contemplates re-entrance into
political circles, he will not resign as
president of the M.P.D.A., an organization similar to the Hays outfit.

Richland, a $35,000 theater,!

opened by George Gassen.
gave the first picture exhibil
Muscoda and formerly opeT
chain at Randolph, Pardeevil
Lodi. For the past few yearsL
owned a house in Prairie dul
The new theater is modern t|
out and has a seating capacil

Even Al Jolson

Voting on Sunday Shows
N. J. Sunday shows will
be voted on in a referendum here

box

Gassen Opens Anothc|
Center, Wis.—

Richland

assault that will be directed
against it for some time to come.

skirt houses show
over last year, but

conditions,

— Seven

ations.

iest

Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy.

— Sunday shows are pro-

hibited in an ordinance enacted here.

to the theater orchestra, were added
to
orchestras
in
other
Skouras

offce receipts
have been slow in picking up. Outtrial

2

.
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Adventure," "Broken Mask;"
"Love and Learn," "40,000 Miles
With Lindbergh;" Sunday, "Lady Rafiles"
Mark Strand ^"Heart of a Follies Girl"
Paramount "The Secret Hour"

"Canyon

Rialto
Rivoli

.

.

Tuesday, "Willful Youth," "Branded Som"Daredevil's
Rebrero;"
Wednesday,
ward;" Thursday, "Man Crazy;" Friday,
Saturday,

*(c) Intern. Proj
•(b) Keith's 6s 46
(s)

of a

Ore.

aters are members of a bu
bine, purchasing films thd
Henderson of the Laurel!
pool, which now is in the
tal stage, is expected to ex

the

'

High

Entl

the
Northwest.
New
planned at Portland, Vane
Lake City and Denver.
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previously reported that
scheduled to take over op
the house.
The compan
state they hold a lease lot
and that they will continuj
ate this and their other tl

Martin Johnson Corp. Earl Carroll. Jan. 23
Feb.
....United Artists . . RivoJi
3
Gaiety
Feb. 13
Fox
Astor
M-G-M
Feb. 23
Globe
Fox
Mar. 5
Warners
Mar. 14
Warners-

Thompson"

"Sadie

.

—

West Coast Theaters h^|
over the new Mayflower,

Opening Date
Aug. 12
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with West
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Washington Theater
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cM picture that
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Liberty Theatre''

Great entertainment^

Business
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Q/ie Gaucho' has what

be hard to find than
Doug's picture at
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State''
^dueriiscr

Mil stand comparison
\xritK
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»

any

picture ever

<^OTQeovs film.

Openea to capacity
crowds at Regent!

A>IADA

outstrips anything he has pro-

duced/'
Call

1^

.American
It has all the things

that Fairbanks does

A typical Fairbanks
film

Atlanta Da

I
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Post
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United

BIG

Theatre.'''
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Far
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a film marvel

Dei. 6ve.Times

CA

BIG
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best. Capacity business
at Chinese:'
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L.A.J^erald

produced."

rairbanks in his
^^^
best torm.

hIV

they

Star

A thrilling romance.

ill

BG

One

of his best now
at the St. Francis."
Bulletin

Fort Worth -Salt Lake- Brooklyn. N.Y

agree that

VQi/ciAS Fairbanks
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a picture every
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Buying Go-op Set;
Fischer's-Paramount
Sapiro Is President
to Build 13 Theaters
from Page

(Coittiiiued
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Contracts already
theaters.
have been let for a $750,000 house at
Beloit, to seat 1,800; an 1,800-seater
at Appleton, to cost $765,000; a $300,000 house at Monroe, to seat 1,000;
consin

$520,000 house at Stevens Point
seating 1,600, and a $450,000 theater
a

at

Watertown

seat

to

1,500.

1)

An

organization
in actual existence.
meeting will probably be held today,
to be followed by a general meeting
about March 19 at which directors
In
for the first year will be named.
the intervening few days, it is anticipated several circuits who have not
yet

signed,

become members.
permit them to have a

Pathe,

is

in

New

York.

Talley to Direct Hungarian Film

Truman Talley, head of Fox News
and Fox Varieties, who is en route
Europe
cameramen,
Hungarian
to

Roadshows at Capitol
Opening of "The Enemy," last Saturday marks the fourteenth roadshow picture in two years to play
14

first at

pop prices

at the Capitol,

native cast.
to return to

THE

With Mrs. Talley, he
New York May 15.

assembling cast for "TropiLove."
is

LUCKY RABB«T

OCd^

EXHIBITORS
Produced
for

EVERYWHERE
OSWALD

—praise

the
series of cartoons

"Hnjjujpj*'

is

Making "Tropical Love"

FBO
cal

a record.

mo

to reorganize his news
will direct a picture of
life at Budapest with a

New

York, in what Major Edward L.
Bowes, managing director, claims is

leased by

—a

re-

U NI VERS AL.

sure sign of the popu-

larity

Theater Buys Kee'f
$5,468,529
Gross in First Year British Trade on I|

(Continued from Page 1)
"Soft Living" (Fox) the week ending March 2, 1928 with $86,000.

Gross receipts for the year, as reported weekly by "Variety," compiled by
FILM DAILY 1928
YEAR
and brought up to

THE
BOOK

date follow:

will

In addition, plans are under way This will
for theaters at Merill, Wisconsin voice in the election of the directors.
Rapids,
West Bend, Rhinelander,
Sapiro, an advocate of the busiWest Ellis, Delavan, Ft. Atkinson ness principle that the consumer or
and Elkhorn, all in Wisconsin. The the factor in closest contact with the
corporation also plans to build ex- consumer which in the film indusIndiana and try is the exhibitor should have a
Illinois,
tensively in
Ohio. Approximately SO theaters will preponderance of rights in selecting
he added to the chain this year, and the product which he sells and that
negotiations are now pending with massed buying power should be the
several chains for the acquisition of controlling factor.
His salary will
This official state- approximate $100,000 a year. Exhibtheir holdings.
ment from the corporation spikes the itor members of the I.M.P.E.A. will
report that Fox intended to purchase pay five per cent of their film rentals
their holdings.
to maintain the organization.

Maberry in New York
Cecil Maberry who has resigned
as Middle West district manager of

Roxy Hits

of this product

— $87,000

—the

buy

,week ending Dec.

23.
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Mar. 26
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Love
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Apr.
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28
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4
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7

June 1 1
June 18
June 25
July
July
July
July
July

2

9

16
23
30

Aug. 6
Aug. 13
Aug. 20
Aug. 27
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Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
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Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

3

10
17

24
1

8
15

22
2'8

Nov. 4
Nov. 11
Nov. 18
Nov. 25
Dec.
2
Dec.
9
Dec. 16
Dec. 23
Dec. 30
Jan.
6
Jan. 23
Jan. 20
Jan. 27
Feb.
3
Feb. 10
Feb. 17
Feb. 24

Mar.
Mar.

(one
opening
$31,700

Sunya
Sunya
Clothing
stage

125,927
95,000

and augshow
129,100

Yankee Clipper, The
Love Thrill and Alaskan

107,850
110,971
124,500
98,800
102,153

Adventures
96,730
Zat So? and Jazzmanians
(stage band)
...101,316
Fighting Love
94,300
Cradle Snatchers and Lindbergh and ChamberlainLevine flight film
116,160
Heart of Salome
88,055
Secret Studio and Movietone
Lindbergh
recepIs

—

tion
Alias the Deacon
Moon of Israel

108,000
103,500
99,200
103,500
88,300
97,000
90,000
101,000
94,600
144,267
137,900
126,000
118,400
123,000
108,900
113,000
91,500
106,600
104,200

Dearie
Singed
Blood Ship
Paid to Love
Painting the Town

Don Juan
What Price Glory?
What Price Glory?
What Price Glory?
Joy Girl
Seventh
Seventh
Loves of
Loves of

Heaven
Heaven
Carmen
Carmen

Gay Retreat
East Side. West Side
High School Hero and
ing Aaronson
Main Event
Pajamas
Two Girls Wanted
Good Time Charley
The Wizard
Wild Geese
Ladies Must Dress

Irv-

91,000
91,500
107,000
95,600
106,000
92,000
89,000
87,000
87,000
129,000
116,000
...105,000
92,000
106,000
... 94,000
91,000
106,000
121,000
86,000
*95,000

Girl From Chicago
Silk
Legs
Silver
Slave
Gateway of the Moon

Come

to

My

House

Sharpshooters

Washington Square
Love Me
My Baby
Girl in Every Port
13

-

That's

2

Soft

Living

9

If

Were

I

Single

.$5,468,529

Estimate

WiNiaER Pictures
INCORPORATED

I

"U" Cancels Pantages
Atlanta
Pantages'
closed March 10 at the

—

At

at

CapitH

franchise for the service havin|(
cancelled by Universal.
Befji
today, acts will be bookeijl
the Capitol by the Chain Vaili
Agency, Universal's subsidia:!:
ganized to provide stage attr'i
for the Universal chain.

Minneapolis
Minneapolis
for opening of
built by Publix

Opening Mardl

— March

that

company

the

and
in

Northwest Theater
& Ruben).

24

is

d!

new

Min o
to be open
association
I

Circuit

(,li

stein

Barach Again Active
Nat Barach,
manager for Warner

—

Cleveland
district

who

has been ill for the pa
is again active with
'

months,

Bros, as division manager

in

Barach covers,
of Vitaphone.
land, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cin
Indianapolis and Detroit.
Black Gets Hillside
N. J.— Harry

Hillside,

Pos
Bla(

mer manager

of the Park, a
well, will be in charge of Fre^
ner's Mayfair, when the housi
late this month.

$700 Revenue Stamps on
Toledo, O. Revenue stami
ing $700 were carried on the m
for :tfl,400,000, under which bd

—

new Toledo-Paramount th
at Huron and Adar
was issued. The filing fee
the

be

built

'

while

the lease in connecti(
the realty transaction cost |
fees to record.

Pollard to

Make "Show

Universal City

— Carl

B

Laem

nies any intention of selling
rights to "Show Boat" or t
director other than Harry_
film

it'

Alexander Leaves Colum

Costello Sisters Leave

Chicago— Roy Alexander
signed as associate manager

Columbia exchange

re-

here.

Stanley Head Says
Serves 13,000,000

Selig Has New Assistant
Gertrude Smith, formerly of Pathe,
has succeeded H. Berg as assistant
to Al Selig, director of advertising
and publicity for Tiffany-Stahl.

(Continued from Page

to

(
1
1)

stockholders by President

D. Rossheim at the annual

i

The company gross of $3'
established a new high, he

Neilan on British Film
London Marshall Neilan will direct one picture for British Film-

—

craft.

.Epidemic Closes Theai
Williamstown, Ky.— Scarhl
epidemic has caused closing!
theater and schools here.
.

I

a

vatl

i

Ur^iuersammilQ Cartoon

»

•

has been considered to

Dolores and Helene Costello are
en route to Hollywood from New

York via the Panama Canal, to
sume work at the Warner studio.

Produced hy

in the theater line-up.
In production, new compani
seeing the light every day. Pi
tuses are all over London, all on
asking for a good deal of moni jl
many of them not warrantini (i

ous attention.

Receipts

Sunya,
performance
of

changes

t|

1)

in the trade
ol

week

week
from Chicago"

16;

night)

them.

public likes them.

Glory"

20.

Love

Mar. 12

*

—exhibitors

Price

Week Ending

Total

is—

— $144,267,
Must Dress'' — $87,000,
and "Girl

High: "What
ending Aug.
Low. "Ladies
ending Dec.

(Continued from Page

more speculation

For Sale
Theater leased by
one of the largest and
most responsible circuits for sale. Capacity 2,600. Property
includes stores and

office building,
located in one of the
fastest -groi/v^ing sections of Greater Neii^

York.
Inquiries should be
addressed to

Box M 384
The Film Daily
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ROGERS FINDS SENTIMENT

PROJECTION
JAMES R. CAMERON
INTRODUCTION BY S. L. ROTHAFEL ("ROXY")

A

Little

from

FAVORS EXHIBITOR CO-OP

By

550

1280 Pages

Illustrations

COMPLETE WIRING
DIAGRAMS AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE

INS TALLATION

AND

OPERATION OF THE
VARIOUS "TALKING
MOVIE" SYSTEMS IN
USE TODAY.

VITAPHONE
MOVIETONE

way at Universal City between Sam Sax, Gotham president, and Bud Rogers, vice
president, who has just arrived at the

"The Standard Authority"

Conferences are under

studios following a swing around the
country.
The executives are mapping plans for the 30 productions to
be produced by Gotham for 1928-29
release.
his

cross-country trip, Rogers
On
sounded out exhibitor opinion on a
proposed co-operative producing-distributing organization, which Sax recently said he was considering, and
which if launched would be on the
Favorable reFirst National plan.
action from the key cities visited is
reported.

Selected for "Roulette" Cast
Lina Basquette and Margaret Livingston have been selected Dy First
National for "Roulette."

Assigned to FBO Cast
H. B. Warner and Montague Love
have been cast in a mystery picture
for FBO, which Bert Glennon is to

—

motion picture engineering."

Gets Fox Comedy Lead
Marcella Battelini has been assigned the feminine lead in the new Sam-

my

Film Daily:
Alotion

Picture Projection
Standard Authority."

lives

up

to

its

slogan

"The

Cohen-Jack Pennock comedy

Fox which Ben

Hugh

Allan also

StolofF
is

in

is

for
directing.

the cast.

Motion Picture News;
"In comparison with
book

stands

in

a

other works on the market this
be in the
is
not a

all

class by itself.
Should
projectionist.
The price

library
of
every
criterion of its worth."

Bxhibitors Daily Revieui:
"The best book ever written on

the

subject

of

Projec-

tion."

Dept. of Public Instruction, Washington, D. C.
"By far the most complete manual we know
most complete work

Smithsonian

Institute,

"We

"of

its

The

of.

kind."

Washington, D. C.

appreciate greatly what you have done to
subject better understood."

make

the

M.orning Telegraph:

Hi

GERRITT

LLOYD,

wl
scenario, "Drums of Lo
attracted much attention, ha;
a book.

J.

well as the proin

churches and

American Photograf)hy:

"The Mystery

of Amjcant
a psychological stut. Ger
ritt makes much use of his
s
a psychologist when writir' srarios.

which

is

3%

*

*

title

You Are

picture

*

*

Mark Sandrich

projection

in the

YOU NEED

by

Cameron

was

badly

Motion Picture Business

THIS

BOOK

THE LATEST, LARGEST AND MOST COMPREHENSIVE
BOOK ON THE SUBJECT EVER PUBLISHED
Through

FB

*
is

i

keepir

busy hi the comedy field,
directed 25 two-reelers, but
tions are that he will be us
megaphone feature. Mark
directing at Fox, but has mad
comedies at Educational.
*

More Passing Show:
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AlbeiiGr;

renewing acquaintance with

Schumann-Heink

j

^lianl

following h

cp

Laemmle, 'enr
Henigson, Eddie Montagne
Rosen at preview of "The Ma Wr
Laughs" at Santa Anna.

cert
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A Hollywood

fable

— Once

ire

there was a star, who r lii
that his nam-e be left out of t
vertising matter on his picti.
tim,e

Anotl

"The Shanghai Gesture," "The Trial Gene Morgan and Dorothy Cam.
of Mary Dugan" and four other stories.
"The Shanghai Gesture," is a
Tom O'Brien Cast
Woods play, and like "The Green
Tom O'Brien has been cast irTk
Hat" was banned from filming by the Chorus Kid," which Howard hthHays organization.
erton is to direct for Gotham fli
Virginia Brown Faire has the iiin
Stevens Adapting Story
Harold Shumate is
ine lead.
Louis Stevens will adapt "Hell vising.
Ship Bronson" from the original by
Norton S. Parker for Gotham.
Helene Chad wick in Excellent

Helene
Lillian

Cast in Cohen Film
Gilmore has been cast

opposite Sammy
"Plastered in Paris."
lead

Cohen

De

Interested

will so

three pictures for

Davidson Completes

the

needed.

If

keijng

"Hiior

Neilan Buys Stories
Max Davidson's newest lacb
Marshall Neilan, who leaves soon comedy just completed has beertW
for England to direct "The Green "That Night."
Archer Heath ettHat" for A. H. Woods, has purchased ed with a cast including Polly Jr»,

satisfaction."

Billboard:
"Motion

*

Conway is
busy.
He is titling
Bound" at Fox and
Jack

i!'

"This ... is a veritable encyclopedia and the most
complete and accurate work on the subject.
Over 1,000
pages of solid matter ... and has not once failed to

The

'

,r!

'.'('

"Written with the amateur in mind as
fessional.
Those using motion pictures
schools will be especially interested."

give

^

.ji

direct.

Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Progress Committee:
"A notable publication Motion Picture Projection by
Cameron is extremely complete, covering all phases of

*'Lc\f
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By

*

PHONOFILM

—

Coast Wire Service

AH

Dealers or Direct

CAMERON PUBLISHING

CO., Maahattan Beach, N. Y.

Mille Casts Julia Faye
Faye has been added to cast
of "The Godless Girl," which Cecil
Julia

B.

De

Mille personally

Boris

is

directing.

Cast with Talmadge
de Fas, Michael Vavitch,

"Women

Chadwick is at woi
Who Dare" for Exc;

In the cast are CI
Pictures.
Delaney, Jack Richardson,
Quinn, Nancy Price, Margaret,
Wade, Joseph Mack, Mickey N'
nett, Grace EHiott and Henry K
rows. The story is by Harry Cl'io
pft'
lee who is supervising the
tion.

Wurtzel and Seller Sail Mard
Sol Wurtzel and Lew Seile
Fox sail on Wednesday for Eu

Michael VisarofT and Marian Templeton have been added to the cast of
"The Woman Disputed," starring
Norma Talmadee under direction of
Henry King. Gilbert Roland is male

De Cordova Gets Assignmec
Leander De Cordova is to dtl
"A Little Bit of Heaven" for ^

lead.

cellent

Pictures.
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«c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the &>untcr Transactions (Bid and
Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
Balalian & Katz is listed on the
JIOTE:
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
Last

members

us

pledged

at

Chicago

to

the

Our

follow

rule and that disputed points would
The meetgo before the seventh arbitrator.
closed doors when we thought
behind
ing was
are informed that
should be open.
it
the vote was more often five to one than
One person who had no vote
any other.
was very drastic and a better contract would
the

unit

We

lieen made
It
was
conference in

without this person interagreed at the commission
New York that the independents
would have a right to approve or reject the

have

ferinjf.

The new
contract before it is in force.
contract has compulsory arbitration that no
This contract was made
other industry has.
government suggestion and concerns
investments and property rights of many

under
the

citizens.

"Good Morning, Judge"!

'366

12m

.

the contract committee, so that
arbitrator would be necessary.

of

seventh

"The independent exhibitors, who
allege they are working for the rights
of the unaffiliated independent exhibitors and who vote one day against,
and the next day for, compulsory arbitration and against block booking
and who do everything they can to
keep the present system in vogue, are
particularly guilty of 'spoofing'.
Sales
"These and the entire industry
need their whitewash removed. The
whole set-up is such that a strict
1,000
and rigorous senatorial investigation
I'.ioo
is being asked for so that the com1,200
pulsory arbitration and the violent
1,100
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was agreed that no one affiliated with producers would serve on the unaffiliated side.
was agreed that the unit rule would be
It
fiillovved absolutely by the Unaffiliated niemIwrs

Eight Pictures to be Made
By Dailey for 1928-1928
U. M. Dailey and Leo Silverstein,
attorney, of U. M. Dailey Prod., Hollywood, are in New York conferring
with William M. Pizor on the 192829 program, which will embrace eight
pictures,

of

first

completed.
production
weeks.

which

has

The second goes
within

the

next

been

A.

DuBRUL

Film Editor
Scenarist
Phone: Navarre 4800

ning tomorrow.
Fleisler
is
Joe
handling booking for the chain. Lou
Lusty is now in charge of theater
operations and
Sam Datlowe, in
charge of publicity.

Burr in New York
Burr has arrived in New

from the Coast.

Country Store Legal
Colorado Judge Rules

c

with lease of the Colonia
town, S. D., with the rem?
tion taken under advisemei

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Bromberg Gets

First

I

Distribution of First Divi
tributors product in the S
been acquired by Arthur
berg Attractions in a deal

(|

>

President Jesse J. Goldb'
left Atlanta Sunday for tl
where he will remain for or

Hellman Leaves M-(|

—

Louis
Jack Ut\\\
severed his connections witll
as

district

exploitation

r(|

tive.

1)
Lois Wilson VacationI
purchased an admission
Having completed the \\
ticket but was presented with an- playlet,
"Miss
InformatiJ
other ticket bearing a number, in Warners, Lois Wilson hasl
another part of the theater front, en- Palm Springs for a briePvaf
titling the bearer to a chance on

prizes to be

distributed
inside.
that the prize
tickets were given to the general public without
charge, only the admission tickets being paid for, and that
prize tickets were given to all requesting them regardless of whether
or not a ticket was purchased.
It
was ruled that this was not operating
a lottery within the meaning of the
law.
It is
reported that District Attorney Foster Cline will appeal the
legal aspects involved in the case for
a supreme court ruling.
Attorneys
the

The evidence showed

Frederick Sass and Charles Morris
represented the exhibitor defendants
in the case.

COMPANY OF AME|
CONSECUTIVI

35th

DIVIDEND
The Board
Company
ciared

of Directors of So

of America

:

the

Common

Stock of the

pany, payable April

Reissuing "Keeper of the Bees"

FBO

is reissuing "The
the Bees," in which Clara
the lead.

Keeper

Bow

havi|

quarterly divid
seventy-five cents 75c} a
a

stockholders

of

2,

record

1921

Ml

24, 1928.

JAMES M.

of

plays
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Asst. Tre
Phiadelphm,
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Program
special Designs for
all Holidays.
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Covers
Acts

I

court.
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riot.

AMALGAMATED

Vaudeville

o

vestigator

--t

Standard

Northwest exhibitor
was victorious in 11 out
brought against him in

St.

told by a musician that the manager
could not afford vaudeville this week,
and even was without funds to pay
the orchestra.
Patrons made a mass
movement toward the box office to
money and it was
get back their
York empty. Police quelled the ensuing

Ckver

WILLARD

president of the organization to operate this intimate type of theater in
those cities.
Mindlin is putting on shows for
the Little Theater Guild of New Haven, which operates under auspices
of the Yale faculty.
The performances will be given every two weeks,
the first to run the four days begin-

Si

A.
unit

Audience Riots When Acts
Expected Do Not Appear

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

WOW

Cities
1)

into
four

Lustberg Going to Coast

C. C.

More

11

—

Minneapolis

niingham, Norfolk and Los Angeles
have approached Michael Mindlin,

Completin.g his final purchase of
novels which will comprise the Empire 12, Jack Lustberg, president of
Empire Prod., leaves about the middle
of the month for the Coast.

Prices

constructive editing may
transform that near winner into
a

15

{Coniinued from Page
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Wins
W.

Steffes

Theaters in

Little

Exhibitor
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^"As
of

all

in 1926, Harold Lloyd
stars

Variety's"

of

all

1927

is still

companies."

the leader

This from

box-office check-up of

stars.

^ ^^SPEEDY" presents the box-office king

new and novel

characterization

boy in the Big

City,

to another.

in a

—a bewildered

jumping from one laugh

^ Wait 'till you see

it!

^ With the best box-oflSce bet of the year you
get the best advertising

of the year

— the

and exploitation ideas

lion

cream of hundreds of cam-

paigns submitted in the $1,000 Prize Contest.

They're as new and novel as "Speedy"

itself!

^ Get behind the picture with this material and
write a

new

box-oflice record for

1928!

THE

S. R.

O.

GUARANTEE!

:

THE
sdai

March

13,
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Liebmann Returning to Minneapolis
Walter Liebmann leaves New York
today to resume management of the

Coast Wire Service

with Columbia

I(lt Still

OHAKE FOUR FOR

Fox

nRPARAMOUNTS

has

just

"Harold Teen" for

his role in

nouncement

force.

First National.
continuing as a Cor, and has not left the comwhen anintimated
vas
Aide
Gelsey
it was made he is to star in
Paramount, with
es for
at
to Paul
two more. That contract
Erwin
joined
M-G-M
Gelsey
has
present
his
of
extension
lit
as assistant to Paul Bern.
Columbia.
jmpleting the pictures for
Gotham Role for Noah Beery
Holt will return to make
I,
Noah
Beery will play the male lead
are
which
Columbia,
for
.fes
1928-29 pro- in "Hell Ship Bronson" with Mrs.
e irJuded on the
which Sam Sax soon
w :h is to get under way in Wallace Reid, production,
will
into
as one of
put
remain
There still
anonth.
t
produced for the the 30 pictures on the company's
'S to be
1928-29 program.
ogram.

for-

merly of the Pathe home office, has
been appointed manager of the New

Named
Bern
M-G-M

Erwin

"Last of Czars" Is Title
Twelve pictures,
consisting
of
of the Czars" is title of three groups of four pictures each
the one reel subject being distributed will be produced this year by Cresby Henry Axelbank, New York.
cent Prod., headed
by Morris R.

"The Last

Ill

,,

I

m

D'Arcy

Bought by Gotham

;lories

has purchased "Flying
y Captain Dingle and "The

by Gerald Beaumont.

ng JdoI"

¥ol Directing McLaglen
ird is to direct Victor Mclext picture, a story of the

an English background.
Griffith

for

led

Hawks

in
Rollins

I'llins

has

Cast
been assigned

n

Howard Hawks'

^

yet

aviation

Sue Carol

untitled.

an has been cast in "Ladies
ght Club."

Make London Film
will

.A.dolfi

direct "Prowl-

Sea," an adaptation of
story for Tiffanyiidon's
le

1

Lead for Mary Duncan
>uncan has been 'cast in the
\ W. Murnau's next picid Turtle."

1

I

iti;

nge in

Cummings Cast

ollyer
'

UUman

has

been

is

planning to pro-

duce pictures.
to

English "Liberal" Dead
Fejos En Route
Henry Mills, founder and
Paul Fejos, scientist and author,
secretary of the National Sunday who recently was signed as a direcLeague, died here at the age of 60. tor by Carl Laemmle, left Hollywood
He has been waging a fight against yesterday for a vacation in New York.
"blue" laws for 40 years.
He has just completed his first Uni-

London

—

assigned

Permanent
Charles

injunction
restrains
acting until he fulcontract he is said to have

been

cast

•o

from

sail

Replacement in Cast
William Nestell replaces Ethan
Laidlaw in the cast of "The* Eagle's
Talons," which FBO is producing
starring

Tom

Completes "Limousine Love"
Love"
is
Charley
"Limousine
Edna
Chase's new Roach comedy.
Marion and Viola Richard are in the
Fred Guiol directed.
cast.
SiUs'

Here are the follow-ups on the
— and bigger money makers

list

than ever before

Tyler.

for First National.

The

A

Modern Du Barry
with Maria Corda

picture

was

to

man

Disputed,"
ilmadge.

start

starring

Wo-

Selman to Direct Hagen
David Selman is to direct Walter
Hagen, new Tiffany-Stahl

Dance Fever
with Maria Corda

Assisted by Irme Raday and
Alfred Abel, Directed by Alex-

ander Korda

Tartuffe, the Hypocrite

Next Titled

'The Hawk's Nest" is the new
conferred upon the story in
title
which Milton Sills will be starred

Talmadge Film
will

UFA!

you made
first Ufa films
'^Variety'*, and "Faust'' and

soon for a vacation

Mille for a part in "Man Made
men," starring Leatrice Joy.

King tomorrow

Bloomington

money
THE
with the

Wurtzel and S«iler Going Abroad
Sol Wurtzel and Lew Seller are

Katharine Crawford Signed
Katharine Crawford, who has the
to supervise production, feminine lead in "Hit The Deck."
be resumed officially on playing here, has been signed by De

Starting

at

—

Six Ne'w Sensations

in

Studio

Warner has returned
s

Sunday Campaign

Ray from

"Man Made Woman," starring Leatrice Joy for De Mille.

Christiansen will direct.

director.

ner Returns to

"Lonesome".

versal picture^

Ray Restrained from Acting

Joy Cast
has

Lofif

Madge Bel- originally "The Hawk" and later beBenjamin
Bride."
"Night
Her Part Time Marriage." came
is

Four will be James Oliver
stories, four society melo-

Maurice
dramas and four war comedy dramas.
and general counsel of Keith-Albee- The first picture has been completed
Orpheum, sails with Mrs. Goodman and stars Pat O'Malley and Carmetoday for an extended European trip. lita Geraghty.

with Emil Jannings
Assisted

by Werner Kraus and

LU Dagover, Directed by
Murnau

irmerly given

immings

Curwood

to Produce

George Ullman

Added

Sailing Today
Goodman, vice president

Bloomington, 111. Sunday shows
fills
a
will be voted upon here April 3.
villain
eventually made with Edward Gray and Ram- Campaign on the issue is under
hero,
real
James say Wallace, theatrical producers, for way. The Kirkwood opened here reappearance in "Yen."
cently.

pseudo-comedy
routed by the
Murray.

Jeanette

Schlank.

Goodman

''Metropolis''!

Mran Gets Assignment

to

is

—

scheduled to
in Europe.

lead.

le

—

cast

Lady,"

starring
jriffith for First National.
arconi will appear in the
Lionel Barrymore also is
i.
scght for a part.

Divine

Role

realizing a lifelong
ambition to play the hero instead of
in
being cast for the
the villain
leading role in Marion Davies' current picture, "Her Cardboard Lover".
However, the role is that of a sort of

Film

Cummings has been

New

in

Roy D'Arcy

of the

Twelve Pictures Planned
by Crescent Productions

Haven branch.

is

lit

1)

1928-29 schedule
expected about April 1.
Five of the eight pictures on the
current season schedule are completed and the sixth in production.
Conferences now are being held by
Ginsberg with his associates, Irving
L. Walenstein and Joe Rock.

Duke and Smith Resign
Hayden Duke and W. C. Smith
have resigned from the Pathe home

Mack at New Haven
New Haven — W. A. V. Mack,

Arthur
completed

signed

who has

Lake,

{Continued from Page

Pathe exchange at Minneapolis.

office

Lake with Fox

Ginsberg Completing
Plans for New Sterlings

star.

F.

W.

Jealousy

with Lya De Putti
Assisted by Werner Kraus and
George Alexander, Directed by
Karl Grune

Book

Streets of Algiers
with Camilla Horn
Assisted by Maria Jacobini and
Jean Bradin, Directed by Dr. W.
Hoflman-Harnisch

Two Brothers
with Conrad Veidt
Assisted by Lil Dagover, Direct-

ed by Karl Grune

Now From BRILL

729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

New

Assisted by Victor Varconi and
Willy Fritsch, Directed by Alexander Korda

2
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le ride public very shortly.
...shington.

PEARSON IN LEADING PAPT
"UNCLE TOM"IN SOUTH
IN REORGANIZING PATHE

Universal
tussle

in

is

the

priming itself for a
South over "Uncle
What will probably

speculation is niount- Tom's Cabin".
the contents.
This, be the first showing there will be at
Auditorium, Memphis, Easter
the
is interesting:
Week.
The most difficult spot in
eC de is designed to bring the entire Southern tier is expected
tai inter-industry coopera- to be Atlanta. The picture as shown
Itnakes practices illegal at the Central in New York contains
sequences dealing with the
h te trade has itself de- long
march of Sherman's army through
inei are illegal and is obGeorgia to the sea. These sequences.
Dryupon the entire busi- Universal believes, will prove objec1 us, in one act, it re- tionable to Georgians and, perhaps,
cuses from the entire to other sections of the South. For
part of the country,
all
companies exhibition in that
itrjl since
the bulk of this material has been
U ler its provisions. An edited out.
liziion may not subscribe
In Kentucky, there is a law which
le ode,
but the code is prohibits "Uncle Tom" on the stage.
proposed showings
th ess binding.
Those It is possible that Louisville
may lead
in Lexington and
fai|to observe the dictums
to a test case.
se down are considered
,

:

tor
'd

and are usually projgainst by the Trade

To

"ion.

indus-

date,

have passed through
conferences have
to
the
code of ethics
MJd
iWl therefrom.
This is
for the film business

U.A. LIMITING LIFE OF

?

About Maberry
and all
compa-

distribution

ars in

but two

with

lie

picture

'the

business, too.
joins Columbia
manager.
And so

Maberry
sales

are in order both ways,
for taking on a man
ed sales ability. To Maassociating with a rising
n that is doing things in
good old American way.
G.S.M. is strong for the
inger plan: .Sleep in Pullin an office in a new city
'iiing.
Fresh on the job.
characteristically left for
e West yesterday.
Yessir,
tan of film right under his
s

bia,

',

yUncle

Tom"

and sentiment that runs
Ifiave to be overcome in the
lore "Uncle Tom" can be
h. test case looms in Kenle,

11

|w
II

very intriguing.
it

be

lirersal.
1

stake.

REUASES TO TWO YEARS
Two years after national release
date United Artists' pictures will be
withdrawn from

tiber.

will work
interested.

There's

Nobody
out,

but

Particua lot of

KANN

sales circulation, acBy this plan,
which is part of United Artists' volume distribution instituted a year
ago, every run will play each picture
within the two years. The arrangement is retroactively efifective on pictures released after Sept. 1, 1927.

cording to Al Lichtman.

"The two-year releasing period means bigger grosses for showmen through qnick playing off." Lichtman said.
He cited good roads,
automobiles, radio, newspaper syndicates, air])lanes, national magazines and other factors
making towns and cities of the United States
sinudtaneous in thought, and gave it as his
opinion that showmen only coidd do justice
to their product by giving it to the pidjlic
when the public most wanted it and was
willing

to

pay most

money

to

get

Summons

to Coast Refutes
Report of Resignation;
Confabs Starting

MABERRY MADE SALES

it."

ing part
Cecil

P2.

Maberry

for

four

years

connected with P.D.C. and Pathe as
Middle West Division manager, is
new general sales manager of Columbia Pictures. He already has as-

sumed

his

new

and leaves toin the Middle

duties

day for a sales trip
Prior to his affiliation with
West.
P.D.C, Maberry was for five years
with the former Goldwyn company
as vice president.

Enthusiasm over Columbia's out(Continued

now under way under

direction

of

Joseph P. Kennedy, it is indicated by
a wire
from Kennedy summoning
Pearson to the Coast.
Pearson left

New York Monday.
This action is regarded as refuting
report, published before Pearson

the

returned from the Coast, to the effect
he was withdrawing from Pathe.

DEMILLE WORKERS GETTING

—Department heads

Los Angeles

at

De

Mille studios have been ordered to discharge employees following completion of work on current pictures.
Memphis, Tenn. There is nothing
Conferences between De Mille and
in "The King of Kings" likely to
Joseph P. Kennedy, Pathe advisor,
stir up religious or racial hatred or
were slated to get under way yesprove inimical to public welfare, the
terday following the latter's arrival
Circuit Court here held in restraining
at the studios.
police interference with the picture,
in what is considered a death knell to
the power of city censors.
IN
The court's impromptu opinion, described here as brilliant, set a precedent in the state, for it holds that
an}^ court may review the actions of
any censor board and pass upon its
fitness or unfitness for public exParticipation of picture stars in
The case will be appealed. national hook-ups of radio broadcast
hibition.
is protested by R. F. Woodhull, president of the M.P.T.O.A., in a letter
Woodhull says a reto producers.
cent broadcast resulted in 'an attendance slump, according to reports
the

—

NAT!

BAN ON STARS

RADIO HOOK-UP SOUGHT

FBO SHOWMANSHIP

AIDS

of exhibitors.

Stars should realize that it is wrong
do anything which provides competition to the medium through which
they make a living, says Woodhull,
he has l:>een assured by many of the
producers that they will not encourage any movement that has for
its object the appearance of stars before the microphone, he states.
to

Under supervision of J. I. Schnitza Department of Showmanship
With creation of the post of super- has been formed by FBO.
visors, W. A. Finney, formerly manExhibitors are being notified to
ager of Loew's State, Memphis, has call on FBO for complete service
ter,

on Page 2)

will take a leadreorganization of Pathe,

NOTICE; KENNEDY THERE

Number of Promotions
Made in Loew Chain

(Continued

in

on Page 2)

ON ANY AND ALL FILMS

been appointed supervisor of Loew
houses in the Middle West and
.Southwest.
A.
Downs,
William
formerly of Loew's State, Newark,
is New England and Canada supervisor; Lionel H. Keene now is southern division supervison, and Carl
Levi and Eugene Meyers have been
made supervisors in the Greater New
York area. Joseph R. Vogel, former'

Elmer R. Pearson

HEAD OF COLUMBIA

COURT OVERRIDES CENSORS
>>
u
OF

.ph

plctice

le

Price 5 Cents

1928

14,

"U"PREPARING TO SHOW

fast centering

is

hie

ra

NEWS
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from preparation of publicity
(Continued

on

to cuts

Page 2)

Louis Auerbach, Exporter, Declining Number of Films
Shown in Censor Report
Dies Following Stroke

—

Albany, N. Y. Steady declining
Louis Auerbach, vice president of
Export and Import Film Co., Inc., number of films released is shown in
and a familiar figure in the New York report of James Wingate, director of
export trade for

many

(Continned

on

years, died in
Page 2)

the

New York

State

{Continued

M.

P. Division,

on Pag* 2)

—
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Maberry Made Sales
Head of Columbia
{Continued from Page

pictures remaining
on the current schedule, the company
lias mapped plans, which will assure
even greater strides than made during the current season, when the
company advanced to a front line
position,"

he

six

said.

Louis Auerbach, Exporter,
Dies Following Stroke
(Continued from Page

Atlantic

City

was brought

1)

Monday. The body
New York by Ben

to

(Continued from Page

were released, and
745 eliminations made; in 1922, 3,703
films and 3,945 eliminations; 1923, 3,144 films and 2,881 eliminations; 1924,
1921,

7,524

films

3,855 films, 3,780 eliminations;
3,902 films, 4,236 eliminations;
3,184 films, 1277 eliminations.

1925,
1926,

Pope Ahead of "Simba"
Frank Pope, who has resigned from

*
(c-l))

Seat.

Abe Carlos

ing

Correction

Bal.

FBO

is

16.

Showmanship
Aids All Films

(Continued from Page

and mats.

This service

fined exclusively to

is

FBO

1)

not con-

exhibitor

copy and an exploitation campaign
applicable to his local needs will be
prepared.
Exhibitors are advised to
notify what mediums they are using
for display advertising, what the rates
are, what specialties they desire to
announce and how they desire the
space divided.
They are advised to
budget their campaign so that
may plan the whole campaign from
twenty-four sheets and heralds to
the single column slug and thumb
nail used in the throwaway and pro-

FBO
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Specialiats in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years
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& Co.,

Broadway
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OF GREAT VA
1000
Cloth

"THE LOVE MYSTERY"
adapted from "The Interpreter"
Gertrude Capen Whitney.

by

All rights protected
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The publicity department

pictures. If

has other product he
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do pfd
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(c)
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and P.

March

.

(s)
do pfd.
(s) Para.
F-L

going to Europe Mar.
J. Richrath will make a
tour of the country, in connection
with the 12 features to be produced
by Carlos for release through Quality
Distributing Corp. It previously had
been erroneously announced Carlos
would tour the United States, start16,

.

do vtc.
do 6s 36

Pathe publicity department, has (c)
(b)
left for Boston to prepare for open(s)
ing there of "Simba," which is be- (b)
(b)
ing roadshowed under direction of (s)
Frank R. Wilson, head of M. P. Capi- (s)
(s) Orph.
tal Corp.

Bryant 8181

When you

High Low Close

Am.

(s)

the

A

1

manager

with but 1,798 films released in 1927,
when 949 eliminations were made. In

Blumenthal and funeral arrange- gram.
ments made for tomorrow morning
at 10 o'clock from Campbell's Funeral Parlors, at Broadway and 66th
WAFILMS, Inc
St.
Auerbach, whose heart was
Walter A. Futter, Pres.
weak, went to Atlantic City about
for
two weeks ago to rest and while there
Library
Stock
Scenes
was afflicted with a paralytic stroke.
New York .
Hollywood
A widow and a son, Warren, sur130 W. 46th St.
c/o Leon Schlesinger
vive.

Financial

1)

1)

look for the current year was expressed yesterday by the new sales
manager. The company, he asserts,
was the only one which last year delivered 100 per cent on its product
as scheduled, and already has completed plans for the 1928-29 output.

"With but

Censor Report

(Continued from Page

—

—

in

Number of Promotiigi
Made in Loew ^

of Films

That they have in the course of production
a motion picture entitled:

"COAL"
ALL RIQHT PROTECTED

NEVER

DISAPPOI

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^1-° SIR

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC
ALLAN A.LOWNES.

t

c

CEN.Ml!
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DSTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Announces

"Black Butterflies"

"The Lookout

Girl'

"Jazzland'

"The Hand That Rocks
the Cradle"
From

the novel

"Wishes Come True"

by Georgia Fraser

Romance

by Ruby M. Ayres

*The

"Women

of a Rogue*

From

the novel

From an

at Forty"

original

story

by Noel Thomas

"The Second Honeymoon"
'Children of Despair"

From

From an

story

original

by Myles Connelly

From

"The Love Hunter"

the novel

by Ruby M. Ayres

the novel "Singing

Waters" by
Elizabeth

From

"The Piper's Fee"

the

Stancy Payne
novel by

Samuel Hopkins Adams

From

"Burned Evidence"

the novel

by Mrs. Wilson

Woodrow

Twelve gripping and dramatic stories that
please any picture audience.

will

Our

now

production, "Black Butterflies"
ready for screening. The cast includes
first

is

JOBYNA RALSTON
MAE BUSCH
LILA LEE
ROBERT FRAZER
ROBERT OBER
This

is

we

further indication that

you the

finest pictures in the

intend to give

independent

field.

All Rights Fully Protected.

QUALITY
DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
1540 Broadway, New York
GEO. H. DAVIS

"A Standard

A.

of Quality**

CARLOS
V.-Pres.

Pres.

P.

J.

RICHRATH

Secty.-Treas.

w
1

iMM^ta^MAAMMia

DAILV
Yugoslav Theaters Dark
in Protest Against Tax

—

Equity Advisory Board
Glazer

have been able to meet film compeNinety per cent of film shows
tition.
are American.
N. Y.
superingeneral
Sol M. Wurtzel,
tendent of the Fox studios, Lew
in

and Mrs. Wurt-

director,

Seiler, the

arrived in New York yesterday
en route to Europe for a vacation.
June Collyer also arrived for a visit.
zel

"Tenderloin" Opening Tonight
Declared to mark a radical departure in the use of dialogue in a picture, "Tenderloin," Vitaphoned production starring Dolores Costello,
opens tonight at the Warner theater,
New York.

Vilma and La Rocque Returning
Vilma Banky and her husband, Rod
La Rocque, will sail from CherFrance,

bourgh,

March 2\
March 27.

on

arriving

the
in

Majestic,

New York

"Speedy" at Rivoli on 6th;
Benefit Premiere First
The new Lloyd

picture, "Speedy,"

on April 6. Reopening performance

at the Rivoli

opens

the

for

ceipts

TO BE MADE PUBLIC TODAY
With counting of ballots scheduled
completed by tellers, announcement
is expected to be made today of the

members

45

the

of

new

ing.

New

Contract
Benjamin Glazer has signed a new
contract with Paramount.
His first
wprk under his new contract will be
an adaptation of Jim Tully's story,
"Beggars of Life," which will be filmed under the direction of William
Wellman, production to start in
April.

Laura La Plante's Next

advisory

board of the film branch of Actors'
Equity. One hundred and fifty m*embers cast ballots for board members
at
a meeting at which Lawrence
Grant was temporary chairman. Sixty-nine members were nominated, 22
of which were members of the old
committee, which was dissolved. The
meeting was confined to the ballot-

Signs

Preparations are going forward at
LTniversal for Laura La Plante's next
vehicle. "The Husband Hunt," from
the story, "The Man Disturber," by

Fred and Fanny Hatton.
Ruggles will direct.

St.

turned over to the Theatrical
Representative of America.
Lloyd and his staff will attend from

Clair

is

to direct.

^

K^A^Y KAT

Hollywood.

Lehr to Coast Tomorrow
president

of

PARAMOUNT-MINTZ
CARTOONS ARE

Sanmel Goldwyn, Inc., leaves New
"York tomorrow for the Coast where
he will superintend the transporting
the Goldwyn units from the De
Mille lot in Culver City to the United
Lehr
Artists studio in Hollywood.

of

prepare for "The Innocent," in

will

PARAMOUNT

t

which Victor Fleming is to direct
Vilma Banky; Ronald Colman in an
original by Dana Burnet, and a new
Brenon production.

xiJORtO

— They are

Saunders Rejoins Para,
in
Claud

Mid-West Division

Saunders

has

returned

To Make Own Pictures

—

Hollywood Columbia has placed
Frank Capra under a long term contract to make a series of Frank Capra

He

has been loaned to

to direct a

M-G-M

Dane-Arthur comedy.

I

MUSI^

FILM
ANNOUNCES THE
COMPLETION OF

"

SCHUBI
CENTENNI
11

SERIES]
SIX

ONE REEL

CHAPTERS FROM^

THE LIFE OF
FRANZ SCHUBERT
WITH ELABORAll
|(

SCHUBERT
MUSIC SCORE
Compiled by

experience.

FOR
If

RECORDIN
AND

more fine theatres
than any other short
tion in

4

'^
fc» * * » ^

Columbia Signs Capra;

in

—They have had representa-

Tilden Here
Fritz Tilden, publicity representative for Clarence Brown, director
of "The Trail of '98," is in New York
from Hollywood to attend premiere
of the picture March 20 at the Astor.

years

fifteen

department, from which he resigned
two years ago.

I

OF

produced by an

manufacture by

their

at Chicago.
Saunders was organizer
and head of Parainount's exploitation

PRODUCE!

Nathaniel Finston

organization educated

-V,

to

Paramount as exploitation chief in
the Middle West, with headquarters

Prods.

—They are the best cartoons
on the market.

TH6

PIONEET

McGuire Comedy Completed

which Howard Bretherton is directAssigned Camera Work
ing for Gotham, has been started.
Roy Clark has been assigned to
Harold Shumate is supervising. Cast
Bryant Washburn, Tom do the camera work on "The Man
includes:
O'Brien,
Hedda Hopper, Thelma About Town," Lew Cody's next starring picture for M-G-M which Mai
Hill, Virginia Brown Faire and John
Batton.

James A.FitzPatrl

HIS

"The Chorus Kid" Started
Mickey "Himself" McGuire.
Production on "The Chorus Kid,"

Press

vice

Wesley

Earl Montgomery has completed
"Mickey's Wild West," the ninth of
the Darmour-FBO series based on
the cartoons depicting the career of

will be

Abraham Lehr,

jl

Coast Wire Service

Yugoslavia's 900 theaBelgrade
dark in protest against
gone
have
ters
heavy state and municipal taxes.
Legitimate houses are reaping a hartime they
first
vest, marking the

Fox Party

Wednesday, March

•jflHHHHk*

^M

Animated By
Ben Harrison

M

and
anny Gould

U^aramount

RIGHTS

feature.

—They

are distributed

by

PARAMOUNT

WIRE OR TELEPHO}

PRESENTED BY

JamesA.FitzPatrii

CHARLES B. MINTZ

MINTZ Cartoons

729 Seventh Avenue,

NEW YORK

CITY

Telephone BRYant

8139

I

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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Friday,

No. 64

[I

OICOONEY BROS. AND
[SIRCUITS REPORTED
of the National The(Cooney Bros.) and the
chain is consummated,

igoSak
irc

t

Bi
ly

16,

1928

Price 5 Cents

PATHE CANCELS CONTRACTS
OF ALL INDEPENDENT UNITS

according to a report in
Fox has been dickhouses, it is understood.

>,

March

e

Cluits

pos of

to

cor-

there is no truth of reif the chain to Fox.

Opns Exchange at
stti as First of Chain

Portland, Ore. and

New Haven

towns under consideration

are the

now

economy which

New

Haven.

This

is

one means

distributors are discussing.

1

President

J

open soon

clphia.

The

releases

are

ntinued

ready,

"A

>d

is

tur

which will be shown
United Artists' theaters.

h-v od,"

xpressionistic
picture,
IS
story of two extras who
t
s cide, was made on a co( ntinued on Page 2)
's

1

Ider Signed for
h n Paramount Film
1

— Ruth

ly

in

Elder has been

the lead in "Glorifying
Girl",

sets of $5,442,218

and cur-

of $2,528,687 are shown
Keith-Albeesheet of
orp., and subsidiaries, as
1927.
Combined states

tl-

le

two firms and subsidiadate showed a net profit

24, S.

in al

surplus

of 'hich

and

common

1,100,104 shares are
was $21,859,236, and
sse were $65,518,139.
on Page 8)
( ntinued
Its-

iding,

MAKE AUSTRALIAN BOW

OF THE PUBUX CIRCUIT

By GA YNB

James A. Cowan, at present head
of the production department for Publix is slated to become general manager of the circuit, insiders state.
This will be a new post which will

DEXTER

Editor, "Everyottes" of

Sydney

reorganization of the company
progress under direction of

in

Joseph

—

Kennedy,

FBO

president,
as advisor to Pathe.
executives are to be
transferred to the De Mille studios,
it is understood.
There is a report
production may center
that all
at the De Mille plant.
P.

who is acting
Some FBO

FBO

Colony Becomes Two-aDay Theater on March 28
The Colony, New York, now a
weekly change house, will revert to
a two-a-day long run policy on
March 28.
"We Americans", for
which Universal is planning a roadshow run, probably will be the initial

An augmented orchestra,
by Joseph Cherniavsky, will

attraction.

directed

Sydney The Capitol and Regent, be a feature. Universal has the house
both 3,000 seat theaters due to open under long term lease.
next month, will be the first atmosembrace part of the duties handled pheric houses Australia has seen. The
Edwards,
until now by Sam Dembow, vice- Capitol is being built by Union TheMilton H. Feld, formerly aters from John Eberson's plans on
president.
Elected
of Seattle
(.Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
Frank Edwards, former
Seattle
of the Winter Garden, and
on 52
Vocafilm
Features Planned for manager
part owner of 11 suburban houses,
Pictures for Educational
U. A.-Dodge Radio
was elected mayor over Mrs. Bertha
Transmission of the event by tele- K. Landes, incumbent, by an overWith a number of productions alThe election culready completed, Vocafilm is con- photo, launching of arrangements whelming vote.
tinuing production of the 52 subjects for recording it by talking picture minated a bitter campaign in which
(Continued on Page 2)
planned this year for Educational re- and a hook-up with European staJohn W. (Jack) Noble, form- tions, and proposal for a two weeks'
lease.

Showman,

Frank

—

Mayor

New

Working

Hour

{Continued

on Page

(Continued

2)

on Page 2)

Final Decision on Fox-F.

Assets $5,442,218
s of Aug. 31, 1927

of

NEW TYPE THEATER TO

which Florenz
Paramount.

o produce for

,

Sine FOR G.M.

on Page 2)

t\

th

COWAN

company's

m Id Scoring Florey
Jmressionistic Film
w — Hugo Reisenfeld
score for Robert Florey's
"The Clues —a Rhapsody
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Pittsburgh

Barry" featuring Maria

in
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David
at
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in the

shipments would be handled in

Mille Studio

Los Angeles
Contracts for all
independent
releasing
producers
through Pathe have been cancelled,

plan develops, exchanges in these cities will be scrapped
and a shipping station established to handle physical distribution
for all companies, the cost tO' be borne pro rata by all participating
organizations. In the instance of New Haven, selling would be done
out of New York and Boston; likevrise collections. The actual
If the

Hiry T. Scully as manager,
)istbuting Corp., has opened
Boston, first of a
a ;e in
ot fices planned in the East,
o

De

at present.

of effecting

Executives

Expected to Move to

Cut Exchanges

series of joint shipping stations to supplant exchanges now
functioning in cities where the return hardly warrants their maintenance is planned by distributors as a body. Butte, Mont., Sioux Falls,

age -Marks Bros, deny any
'^^ circuit and J. J. Cooney
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Move on
A

Deny Truth
Fox Sale

F B O

Some

iorherre.

Deal Expected

in

a

& R.

Few Days

Final decision on deal of Fox Film
Corp., for purchase of control of
Northwest Theater Circuit (FinkelFrancisco
at
stein & Ruben), Minneapolis, is exAction and sound pictures exclu- pected to be made within the next
sively is the policy of the Embassy, day or two.
The deal has been practically set
1,400 seat San Francisco house, operated by William Wagner, who arrived for some time, but signing of papers
in New York Thursday for confer- has been held in abeyance, pending
financial
out
of
details.
ences with Earle W. Hammons, Edu- ironing
cational president, on Vocafilm. Wag- Principals are declared determined on
early action in the matter.
ner made the trip by airplane.

Synchronized Films Only

San

House

Paramount Buys Pictures
to Meet British Quota
London

— Series

of Sexton Blake
being produced by British
Filmcraft Prod., Ltd., has been purchased by Paramount for British
quota requirements.
pictures,

Jack Bower District Head
for Columbia in West
Los Angeles

Jack Bower,
—manager,

former
and lately
United Artists' manager at Los Angeles, is new western district manFirst

National

ager for Columbia, following purchase of interests of John Ragland,
in
West Coast exchanges, by the
parent company,
headed by Joe
Brandt.
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"The appeal (of the motion pic- out of date here, with a
Broad
on details with Victor M. Shapiro
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650
tures) is to the gutter mass," ac- limit on rentals.
Phone Circle 4736
way, New York, N. Y.
Artists.
United
of
Filmday.
Cable address:
4737-4738 4739.
The American Telephone and Telegraph cording to a clerical critic of the
"The Volga Boatman"
New York. Hollywood. California— Harvey
Co. will send telephotos to receiving stascreen.
A
conical motion picture the Capitol, Melbourne, a!
'Phone.
E Gausraan, Ambassador Hotel: Londontions in eight keys, namely New York, Atproducer might retort that the mo- of over a year; but in the ti.l
Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794.
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Renter,
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Friedrichstrasse,

225.

Frank Edwards, Showman,
Elected Mayor of Seattle
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58.

Ber-
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Edwards was opposed by the three
dailv newspapers and the Chamber of
The mayor-elect, who
Cornmerce.

Louis,

Kansas City and San Francisco, for

Announcenewspapers in these territories.
ments of the broadcast, in which Douglas
Fairbanks, Norma Talmadge, Mary Pickford.
Charlie Chaplin, D. W. Griffith, John Barrymore and I)olores Del Rio, will be made
in New York for two weeks on the Dodge
sign atop the Mark Strand.
This is esto reach 7,000,000 persons
Fifty-five
stations
will
participate

timated

weekly.
in

tlie

hook-up.

Vocafilm Working on 52
Pictures for Educational

manship methods characterized Ed- Byrne.
wards' campaign.

James D.

Law

Dies

—

Philadelphia Funeral services are
to be conducted today for James D.
Law, 66, inventor of processes and
instruments for motion picture and
still photography, who died here following an operation. He became Interested in pictures in the early days
of the industry and five years ago

with his son, he had
perfected a natural color process for
still photography.

announced,

The

latter

was an actor and

director in the industry years ago,
and since has been producing radio
features for the Columbia broadcasting system.
Larry VVilliams is chief
of the camera staff.
Frank Muchmore, technical and art director;

(Whitney) Ruehl in charge
of construction, and Jack Kelly, chief
electrician.
Jack Ward is in charge
of properties and Bert Ward handles
Joseph

laboratory work.

Livingston in

New

Murry Livingston,

—

H

record.

A

\\

motion picture has been made
of "Mother Machree," and all quar-

members now

look forward ivith
eager anticipation to the screening
the
masterpieces:
following
of

FOURTH EDITION NOW
Introduction by

S.

L. Rothafel

("

"Sweet Adeline," "Juanita," "Sweet
Rosie O'Grady," "Maggie, the Cows
Are in the Clover." The (N. Y.)

—

Sun.
''HftlECTION

Master

Sidney

Skolsky's
shrewd observation that the reason
why movies are silent is because if
they weren't they would be in dialect.— "N. Y, Evening Graphic."
It

is

'^"t^H,

^e^'ON

Stepping along this Warner Club
gang, giving its third function
tonight, the third in its brief month
and one-half existence. A housewarming at the new ho-me office is

"Jimmy" Gleason, playwright and

Quarters

publicist

now-

New
at

—

Sam Dembow of Publix leave here
soon to attend opening March 24 of
the new Minnesota at Minneapolis,
built by Publix in association with
Northwest Theater Circuit (Finkelstein & Ruben).

Arcadia, N. Y., Sold

The Arcadia, Third Ave. and 59th

comedian

extraordinary,

who

con-

knock 'em over in "The
Shannons of Broadway," is taking the
whole company to the Colonjr this
afternoon, so they may take a peak
at Jim in "The Count of Ten".
tinues

to

Harbor

Universal officials wore a broad
smile yesterday following receipt in
New York of a print of Reginald

ferman of Sofferman Bros.

Judge," and are enthused over the

St.,

New

York, has been sold by Bell

Amusement Co. to Daller
Amusement Co. through Adolph Sof- Denny's new

Elinor Glyn Leaves

picture,

"Good Morning

picture.

Elinor Glyn has left New York for
the M-G-M Coast studio, where she
will prepare an original.

Reisenfeld Scoring Florey
Expressionistic Fihn

Opens Exchange at
Boston as First of Chain

(Continued from Page 1)
operative basis.
Florey used his
kitchen as his studio, with laundry
shirt pasteboards serving as minia-

Brill

ture sets.

(Continued from Page 1)

nings.

House Planned
Strand Amusement

"The Lady From Nowhere"
adapted
ment's

from

Catherine

Plumer

Be-

"A SPINNER OF WEBS"
All rights protected
Inc.

723 Seventh Avenue
New York City
Call

—

Ky.
headed by Col. Fred Levy, and

operating the Grand here,
ning a second house.

is

plan-

Inc.
Walter A. Putter, Pre*.

Season

for

Library Stock Scenes

New York
130 W. 46th
Bryant 8181

Hollywood
c/o Leon Schlesinger
1123 No. Bronson Ave.

St.

OF

BCll

REFERENIi.4
Cloth

WAFILMS,

Fulton, Ky.,

A GREAT

lOOOlnJ

EMPIRE PRODUCTIONS,

Corda, which opens Saturday at the
Colony, New York, and "TartufiFethe Hypocrite." featuring Emil Jan-

Fulton,

it

today's function.

serving 28 theaters in Greater

Co..

notched record figt
the house $8,000 net, with
net on the week.
The wei
ceipts ran below those of
Commandments," which
days

that,

Zukor and Dembow to Mpls.
York, has moved to new quarters
Los Angeles Eugene Zukor and 270 Lafavette St.

New

picture

being.— "The (N. Y.) Sun."

tet

takes office in June, set a record with
majority of 19,000 in the polling
(Continued from Page 1)
which brought out 100,000 voters.
Mrs. Landes was the first woman erly with Griffith, is in charge of
mayor of a metropolitan city. Show- production in association with Jacques
a

did not create a "gutmass" to heed its appeal, but
accepted the human family as it existed when his industry came into
tion
ter

H2^

1928-1929

U

a spot on your playdates no other

may own,

That big profit awaits you for months you have known.
Well, the picture's a hit on hard-hearted

And you
you

can sign up for

it

now any

Broadway,

day.

love the dear silver that shines on

your

till.

And the statements that show that you just made a kill.
Well, you just ain 't seen nothing

Oh,

this picture

till

you play Machree,

means real dough, take

it

from me.

-^amdthahNoBi
^^^Mother Machree^ will be one of the talked
recomabout pictures of next season
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MOTHER MACHREE
JOHN FORD PRODUCTION
Story by

Rida Johnson Young

Production Editors

Katharine

Hillik(|

Scenario by

and

Gertrude Orr

H. H. CaldweUl
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Coast Wire Service-

Snow

obtained with merchants who featured their windows with golf equiprnent,

Invented

Filter

DiULY TIPS vnoCH

sports clothes, stills from the
and cards announcing the
picture.
E. R. Rogers, Tivoli, Chat-

MAtt DOUADS (OB 9NOWMCN

picture

$

DEVICE SAID

A

ELIMINATE GLARE

i

olsey, First National

cam-

white beach, on water

le

01

''Lots'*

By RALPH WILK
ivorking on a new camera
ivn as the "snow filter,"
tly established Academy
The filter
ra laboratory.
to improve the photoility of scenes filmed in

1

Little
from

Hollywood
Fred Newmeyer, the director,
and Eddie Cronjager, the cameraman, who worked on "The Quar-

DIX,

terback," are turning their attention
to "Knocking 'Em Over," a baseball story written by Sam Mintz.
4>
«
*

It
glaring desert sand.
:he intensity of the direct
ra
•j^ eliminates halation and

Lee Garmes, the cameraman, loses
One
little time between pictures.
morning
he
finished work on "The
well-graduated middle
Little Shepherd of' Kingdom Come"
d of the dense shadows
started work

voidable under such cirTests of the filter, con-

day in a snow
"The Yellow Lily,"

brilliant

u

in

the device will be a deIvement on old lenses and
tests were conducted
tmes.

and in the afternoon,
on "The Yellow Lily." Lee has

Term Contract

\ng

has signed
with Fox.

ict

long

a

'alsh

Dyke Stays On
an Dyke, now assisting
producer of "NaNorth" and "Moana" in
South Sea Island picture

herty,

has

signed

a contract

mpany.

Show:

Howard

J.

Green and Jack Mintz, two Holly-

wood

wits, discussing serious problems; Svend Gade chatting with Max
Ree at the First National studio;
Cornelius Keefe, Norman Burnstine
and Melville Baker viewing "Wild
Geese."

Fred Thomson will pilot his motor boat, "Frances Marion," at sevThe boat
eral regattas in Florida.

ng Last of Series

Calif.,

now

editing 'The
in a series of

pictures.

Oswald Ready

t

Pictures has received the
21st "Oswald" cartoon

e

The

Toast.

series

is

re-

«

is

Wade

Changed

ty-Fifty Girl" is title of
Is' picture now in producClarence
direction
of

h James Hall playing opformer title was "She
,e
ay Yes."

Jooks Basis of
KTw Universal Serial
F
at

Reckoning"

will be the
niversal serial to be based
al

high school team. Now Wade
enacting the role of Managei

"Buck"

Doyle

in

"Knocking

Newton

House

"U" two
.\'i

ill

be

lit

will

reel
starred.

supervise.

into

Watertown from nearby towns on
different nights of the week, giving
a reduced round trip fare.
These

New Chicago Firm
Chicago
Henry Stitzberg, Jack
Rubin and M. A. Salkin have organized the Peerless Theater Corp. with

—

offices at

own and

3955 S. Parkway Ave., to
operate picture houses.

excursions were

advertised by spethrowaways in the various towns.
The Coach Company also bought

Andy Anderson Resigns
Andy Anderson, for three years
space in the papers of the neighborconnected with Loew's and who has
ing towns advertising the excursions.
resigned as manager of the new house
— L. J. Carkey, Olympic, Watertown, at Syracuse, is in New York.
cial

N. Y.

"Sporting Goods"
(Paramoiant)
The Dodge agency placed one of
their new models
a Victory Six
in the lobby during the showing of

—

picture and also distributed and paid
the printing cost of 5,000 novelty herTwo splendid displays were
alds.

Eastman Film Destroyed
Films of the George Eastman African expedition were destroyed, and
members of the party narrowly escaped death or injuries in a fire on
the train in which they were riding
near Cairo, Egypt, according to the
Associated Press.

HP-H J,

at

western
William

A GUIDING SIGN
To Those Who

'Em

Over," the baseball story starring
Richard Dix.
By the way. Wade,
also writes scenarios and is probably the busiest writer-actor in Hollywood. He is also collaborating on
a Chinese play with Raymond Cannon.

Sterling has three more to go on
the 1927-1928 schedule, "A Million
for Love," "It Might Happen to Any
Girl" and "Undressed."

The Hollywood Plaza

Appreciate Fine Hotels
is

hotel

headquarters

in

Holly-

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping
in Los Angeles.
Every room is a parlor during the day time a luxurious
In-a-Door Beds make this possleeping quarter at night.

—

sible.

Strange

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertaina step away from the door of this famous

ment are but

"U"

Protected on Lake's Safety
In event Arthur Lake is killed or
disabled in air scenes of the Fox aviation picture in which he is to appear, Fox will pay Universal $25,000,

under terms of the agreement by
which Fox borrowed Lake from Universal.

obtained from the G. A.
'ks.

excursions

special

$2,000,000 House for Danville
Danville, 111.— Great States Theaters will be lessee of the theater to
be erected by the J. J. Reeding Co.

Boteler

Three to Go
Title

run

111,

declared sponsor
of a new theater to be built at Galena Ave. and Main St., Freeport.
is

*

*

Several years ago,

Jniversal.
iela

to

at Freeport,

— Fox

a close friend
seeing the sights
of Hollywood as the guest of Mr.

and Walter Johnson, the pitcher,
were teammates on the Fullerton,

Boy

(First Nat'l)

Arranged with the Colonial Coach

Fox
Chicago

Ind.,

.t-G-M.

last

"Patent Leather Kid"

—

is

and Mrs. Thomas Meighan.

CTS,"

Canton, Ohio.

was sent by truck from Hollywood
Tampa and the truck established
a speel record in making the trip.
Thomson invented and built the engine, which he uses in the boat. John

y and Aileen Pringle are
irred in "The Baby Cyh Eddie Sutherland will

'irner is

—

Slavin Leases L. A. House
Los Angeles Samuel Slavin, N. Y.
showman, has leased the Mayan.

to

Jenks of Brook,
of George Ade,

on "Baby Cyclone"

id

Our Passing

*

1

,

*

*

t

Raoul Walsh

also

established a record in having photographed five consecutive pictures,
using incandescents exclusively.

(Universal)
Invited all the boys in the city
to see the picture as his guest provided they came to the theater one
Saturday morning dressed as typical
Cohens and Kellys.
The Canton
Hardware Co. which was introducing
a line of sporting goods, donated
fine prizes of a baseball glove, a bat
and a flashlight for the best costume.
Other runners-up were given passes
to the theater.
Joe Calla, Strand,

Co.

—

tanooga.

"Cohens and Kellys In Paris"

Young's First Set
"Gentlemen Preferred" is to be the
first picture produced by Lon Young
tor Chesterfield

M.

P. Corp.

hostelry.

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
hotel now as your headquarters while in Southern

this

California.

The

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

«t

.. .
.

*aM

itii

I

1

i
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4 Picture Cancella

Via the Air

Financial
NEW

LISTINGS OF K-A-O

of seven per cent, cumulative convertible preferred and 1,400,104 shares
of no par common, and Loew's 150,000 shares of $6.50 cumulative preferred stock.

theaters.
to
at

West

Rhinelander,

Allis,

Delavan,

boro

and

Drake

Asheville,
arriving
ample time.

took

it

there

to
in

a g

livered.

—

clared

— Marking

parture in sale of territorMj
the contract of Friedman fm
for the 12 pictures of Cv
A four picture cancellat;.
included in the agreemen
jections are to be made af
tures have been screened,
eight of the 12 will be s<

is

Loew Boston Firm Dividend
Boston Regular quarterly dividend of 25 cents, payable May 1 to
stock

Atkinson and Elkhorn.

Ft.

Minneapolis

L. L.
using
his aeroplane for transportation
Not long ago an exof film.
hibitor in Asheville had no picture for his day's show, Paramount sent the film to Wades-

Co. for $1,400,000.00 in bonds to
cover the erection of five Wisconsin

These houses are: one at Beloit.
seat 1,800 and cost $750,000; one
AND
Appleton, to seat 1,800 and cost
$765,000; one at Monroe, to seat 1,Two picture issues were admitted 000 and cost $300,000; one at Stevens
to trading on the New York Stock Point, to seat 1,600 and cost $520,Exchange during the week. They are 000; one at Watertown, to seat 1,500
new listings of Keith-Albee-Orpheum and cost $450,000. In addition, the
new company plans houses at Merrill,
and Loew's, Inc.
K-A-0 had admitted 100,000 shares Wisconsin Rapids, West Bend,

LOEWS ADMIHED

Included in

—

Wadesboro, N. C.
Drake of the Ansonia

record April 16, was deby Loew's Boston Theaters.

of

Another "Wings" Recori
"Wings" ended a 12-we
the Tremont, Boston, last
eraging weekly receipts
which is declared by All
head of Paramount's ro;
partment,

to

surpass

tl

done by any other $2 pi
presented in the Hub. The
Extra "U" Dividend
K-A-0 Assets $5,442,218
grossed $16,000, Grey stated,
Extra quarterly dividend of two per still such an attraction that
of Aug. 31, 1927
cent on the first preferred payable Al Sheehan of the Tremont
{Continued from Page 1)
that "Wings" could have pla;
April 2, was declared by Universal.
more weeks.
The company was incorporated on
Jan. 28, 1928, in Delaware to acquire
Larry Semen Bankrupt

As

$25 SHARE

"A"
Chicago
Theaters,

IN

IS

COST Of

nSCHER nRM

—

Paramount

Fischer's
organized to

take

over

Fischers-Paramount Theaters, Inc..
in the expansion program mapped
out by Frank W. Fischer, has a capitalization of 100,000 shares of nopar Class "A" and 150,000 shares of
no-par Class "B" stock.
The offering price of the Class
"A" stock will be $25 per share and
the Class "B" stock will be $5 per
share. However, none of the Class
"B" stock will be offered to the pub-

outstanding stock of the B. F.
Los Angeles Listing liabilities of
Keith Corp., the Greater New York
and assets of $300, Larry
$454,639
\'audeville Theaters Corp. and the
Semon filed a voluntary petition in
N'audeville Collection Agency and at
bankruptcy. Secured claims are $30,least 80 per cent of each class of stock
000, unsecured claims $277,639, and
of the B. F. Keith-Albee Vaudeville
accommodation
paper $97,000.
Exchange and of the common stock

—

all

The new company was organized
the purpose of acquiring and
building additional theaters and at
the present time has entered into a
contract with George M. Forman &
for

Orpheum

Circuit, Inc.
The
balance sheet gives effect to the acquisition of all of the Orpheum Circuit common stock.

of the

George Hill Sailing
George Hill, who has just completed work on "The Cossacks" for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer sails tonight
for

Europe.
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Members
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Keith-AO.pfd
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on a picture which I.
will produce for First
tributors.
Miss Garon

C-..S

4

.

*(c)
*(c)

EDWARD B. SMITH

Pauline Garon in N. Y,
Pauline Garon is to return
lywood in a few days tr> stiri

Quotations
(s)

lic.

li

BY

sefi
the
of twenty-six one^?
cartoons produced t

UNIVERSAL

by

.

.

•

Last

(b)

Philadelphia

NeM York

(c)
(o)

Boston
(s)

Prices

.

Quoted.

Winkler Pict
INCORPORATED

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter Transactions (Bid and
Asked),
Stock Exchange.

riP^^-

Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Skouras on the St. Louis
and Stanley in Philadelphia.

^°*'''^:
k,x^1Exchange
btock

Vmversal\i\miUl Carte:.

1

AHDWEEKLY
FILRDIGEST

with GEORGE SIDNEY, George Lewis, Patsy Ruth Miller, Eddie Phillips. Beryl Mercer, Albert
Gran, John Boles, Kathlyn Williams, Josephine Dunn— AN
SLOMAN PRODUCTION from the Broadway stage play by Milton Herbert Gropper and Max Siegel supervised
by Carl Laemmle Jr. Screen adaptation by Al Cohn Presented by Carl Laemmle.

—

It's

e

unbiased

pide to
31

L

a

ice

EDWARD

—

UNIVERSAL Long Run Special!

Film Dally Revie^ws

box

values

—

Money Tips

in

the showman^s

The Recognized Authority

own

language

I

Loyal Legion
of the

Lens

Sees All

Knows

3

I
THE WORLD BEFOHI
YOUR EYES IN CURKEI
PATHE

NEVl^S

I

All

Coast Qi/ardsmeti battle gale
of passengers and crew of

in
ill

rei'

fXi

i^pbert E. JCee

Going, and going
quick, to where heaven

sends

its

blessings or

old hell breaks loose, Pathe

men have

written

News

many noble

camera-

chapters in

Coach Knute l^pckne directs springji
ball training at Notre Dame

the annals of the screen.
The taking of daring chances and encountering
thriUing adventure has often been their lot. They have
kept pace with progress and followed disaster in

all

and with a zeal, and sense of devotion to the world-wide organization they represent, to
the theatre manager and the public, not even second

their varied phases,

to the soldier

on the

firing line.

Miss Faith DePorde selected Miss Mia.
at Beauty Carnival, Miami Ben

For more than seventeen years the lens of a Pathe
News camera has turned on every happening of import in every part of the globe.
Just another factor, this

mention of the unsung
heroes of the screen newspaper, that is keeping Pathe

News

miles ahead of the pack.

Find

oil

on Kansas Indian Reservatn

<•'

For 17 years the World's Leading News Ree

of French

ict

Motion Picture Decree, Page 4
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WINS ACTION

Cleveland Deal
Cleveland

IIT FIRST
$75,110

11

Judgment

Foreign Sales
(a "The Kid"

t

lgi;nt for $75,110 representmspf Charlie Chaplin for an
ion of his share of reles of "The Kid" abroad
Friday by a jury in the
York.
el<burt of
it^firkan reoresented ChapHn

New

William M. Vogel,

.

who

haplin picture in foreign
or First National rolled
of $329,954 in the period
1920 to Sept. 30, 1925,
_ fense was, adding that of
,

Vogel retained 25 per
share thus turning over

^^t

— Complete

control
largest the-

of this city's 13
aters, which means virtual control of the first and second run
situations here, has been ac-

quired by Loew's, Inc., through
purchase of interests of the
Laronge, Strong, D e s b e r g
group. The deal is said to have
involved between $8,000,000 and

Los Angeles

GOTHAM

{Continued on Page

litem an Returning California, L. A.

I

the Roxy Medal, to be
nnually to the individual
Ml for greatest achievement
ditry throughout the world,
ojiced by members of the
-lization at a dinner at
>f

—

J. J.

Sullivan, veter-

—

3)

interest.

Established as
al A ward in Industry

NAMED

FOR 30 NEXT SEASON

Woman"

ftidal

IS

ON

Burkan made the Shumate, "Abe of the U. S. A." by
Caesar, in which Georgie
ogel's sales arrangement Arthur
starred; "Without Sin"
ational had no bearing on Jessel is to be
Rockey
based on the
by
Howard
al.
The judgment for
ludes
the
unpaid sum story "Paradox," "The Hell Skipper,"

teman and his orchestra
16 Paramount, New York
an engagement expected
ver three weeks, with a
Mon each week.

FBO
JACK SItUIVAN

an Fox exchangeman, is new booking
SET
STORIES
manager of West Coast Theaters.
His appointment to the post was announced, coincident with arrival here
of James R. Grainger, general sales
manager of Fox. Sullivan for three
years has been manager of the Los
Los Angeles Declared to set a Angeles exchange, and prior to that
precedent in early completion of proserved in similar capacity at Seattle
duction plans, all of the 30 stories
and Minneapolis.
which are to comprise the Gotham
output for 1928-1929 have been purGoldburg in Charge of
chased by Sam Sax, company presi-

but

•amount March 31

FBO-PATHE DEAL CLOSER
AS COAST AWAITS MOVES

Taken

Columbia Sales in West

Los Angeles
resigned

as

Executives

De

on

Mille Lol^May Use
Latter's Plant

WESTCOAST BOOKING HEAD

I

IS

Price 25 Cents

1928

$10,000,000.

ional $247,465._ The disasserted, remitted $174,Chaplin,
lin as his share.
aimed his deal called for dent.
Four of the stories are designed
>f the entire gross.
First
These are:
as
special productions.
erted he was entitled to
"The River
by Harold
of the amount turned
^

18,

Los

Angeles

—While

outcome

of

conferences between Joseph P. Kennedy and Cecil B. De Mille is awaited,
the declared plan to move a number
of FBO executives over to the DeMille plant is regarded as highly
a possible

significant as

reported plan to merge

FBO.
FBO,
its

it

is

studios,

step

in

the

Pathe with

stated, soon is to vacate
and the report is that

when this step is taken, the entire
force will be moved over to the DeMille plant. Meanwhile, report continues that De Mille is dickering with
United Artists.

H. Goldburg, who
—booking
manager of
J.

joined Columbia Pictures as western sales
manager.
The company recently
took over interest of John C. RagGoldland in western exchanges.
burg has for years been associated
with West Coast.

West Coast Theaters, has

Atlantic City Dropping

VISA SYSTIM CONTROLS

France

control exhibition by
government visas under
official French decree,

will

a system of
terms of an

which appeared in the Journal Officiel de la Republique Francaise on
Atlantic City Annual fall beauty Feb. 19 and became effective as of
Los Angeles Morris Fitzer of SyEvery foreign film subracuse, owner of a chain of New pageant, at which "Miss America" March \.
York theaters, has taken over the usually is crowned, has been discon- mitted for visa must be presented in
California here, and will reopen the tinued, as detrimental and not truly the exact version as it was or is
representative of American girlhood. shown in the country of origin and
house this month.
with an exact and integral reproduction of the title and sub-titles, of
which a French translation must be
furnished.
Visas will be issued by

Annual Beauty Pageant

Over by Morris Fitzer

—

—

Making Them Talk

ONE

of the next big arguments will revolve around the use
of dialogue in sound in motion pictures. The case of "Ten-

{Continued

on Page 4)

Four Contracts Are
Renewed by M-G-M

derloin" with its spoken dialogues produced on the VitaLos Angeles ^Renewals of four
is the first of its kind. Jolson spoke a few lines in "The
M-G-M
contracts were announced yesitial medal was presented
recall that the eflfect at the
Jazz Singer," but only a few.
John
terday by Louis B. Mayer.
othafel, on condition he
premiere of this last famed picture was electrical.
Gilbert, who has just completed "The
lattJit as outlined.
It appears to us that spoken lines in what is now known as Cossacks". William Haines, Dorothy
Sebastian and Joe Farnham, the titlesilent drama have a place in productions of tomorrow.
the
pic Returning to England
writer, will continue with this comExactly what that place is and how importantly it is to fit into pany.
C lespie, owner of the Moss
whole scheme nobody understands at this time, because it is
the
ci uit in Great Britain, sailed
foi England.
an entirely new medium of dramatic expression insofar as motion
"U" Extends Newmeyer Deal
pictures are concerned. Are the dramatic sequences to be long?
Universal has arranged with Parartni lerg on Way East
Or are they to be short? How often will they fit into the feature mount and Harold Lloyd to retain
ry nsberg is en route to New without defeating the illusion, undefinable as it often is, that one the services of Fred Newmeyer for
another six months.
Froi the Coast.
{Continued on Page 3)
.
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grounded knowledge of the bi
his ability and reputation for i-
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shooting.
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MAKING THEM TALK, An Editorial by Maurice D. Kann
FINANCIAL
THE IVEEK'S HEADLINES
TEXT OF OFFICIAL FRENCH DECREE GOVERNING FILMS
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningliam
REVIEWS OF NEWEST FEATURE RELEASES

Price 25 Cents

Publisher

lOHN «. ALICOATE

THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, by Charles F.
DEVELOPMENTS IN PRESENTATIONS, by Jack Harrower
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, COAST WIRE NEWS

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
and
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
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W. Alicoate. President and
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Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. ViceJPresideut

"A LITTLE

LOTS,"

3

4
5

6-7

Hynes..S-9
10

by Ralph Wilk

11

Bruce Gallup, go-getting

11

of the A.M.P.A. is back on
after illness.
That's good ne

pr
i

SHORT SUBJECTS

and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau. Treasurer.
Business and Advertising Manager; Ralph
Entered as
Wilk, Traveling Representative.

12

the

organization, for the old
ginger is making things hu:
carving a new niche for the A,

REVIEWS-

matter May 21, 1918. at the
pest-office at New York. N. Y.. under the act
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months. $5.00; 3 months.
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all commumca
remit with order.
1650 Broad
DAILY.
FILM
tions to
Phone Circle 4736
way. New York, N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-47.19.
New York. Hollywood, California Harvey
'Phone,
Hotel:
Gausman, Ambassador
E.
Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. LondonErnest W. Fiedman, The Film Renter, 58,
Great Marlborough St., London, W. I. BerLichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225.
lin
second

FROM

Columbia, too, profits h
change, which brings Joe Gc
to its fold as sales manager
West.
Joe is a veteran o
standing and a quality gowho should strengthen the co
on the Coast.

1

2

class
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ALEX THE GREAT
CHICAGO AFTER MIDNIGHT.
COUNT OF TEN
DRESSED TO KILL
HEART OF FOLLIES GIRL
HORSEMAN OF PLAINS
LADIES NIGHT IN TURKISH
BATH
MARLIE, THE KILLER

THE

—

7
7
7

6
6
7

6
6

PAGE

PORT OF MISSING GIRLS.... 7
SADDLE MATES
6
SECRET HOUR
6
SKINNER'S BIG IDEA
7
SMART SET
TENDERLOIN
6
TURN BACK THE HOURS.... 6
WHEN FLEET MEETS FLEET. 7
SHORT SUBJECTS
12

Exhibitors everywhere wi
come news that Fred C. Ai
to
handle sales on the p
Grantland Rice Sportlights.

'/

a real oldtimer of the businei
has a host of friends through}
country, who know him as a
i

shooter.

—

Shea Working on

Ontario Gets $1,700,000
in Theater Taxes in 1927

—Report

Provincial
Treasurer for the fiscal year of 1927
shows that the province derived over
$1,700,000 from theater goers and
Of this total,
theaters in Ontario.
$1,567,630.48 was secured from the
ticket tax despite abolishment late
in the year of the tax on tickets up
The province collected
to 25 cents.
$78,365.24 through theater license and
other fees while road shows paid

Ottawa

of the

$19,147.09.

revenue

Total

from

censorship

fees was $37,837.60, this being paid
to the Ontario Board of M. P. Censors. The province also derived $26,753.80 through film rentals from the

government picture bureau which has
There
a studio at Trenton, Ont.
will be no changes in taxation, either
increases or decreases, during

1928.

MilHken to Attend Meeting
Annual meeting of the

Cleveland
film

—

division

of

Women's Clubs
March

Federation of
will be held here
the

Carl E. Milliken, secretary of the Hays organization, will be
the guest speaker.
21.

New
Louis

St.

—A

Louis Theater

sponsored by David D. Israel.

Work

starts late this year.

High Low Close
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Appreciate Fine Hotels
is

hotel

headquarters

in

Holly-

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping
in

Los Angeles.
Every room is

—

sible.

(Bid and

Strange

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertaina step away from the door of this famous

ment are but

TEL 5580

COSTUMES TO

PFM-r

PENN,

hostelry.

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
hotel now as your headquarters while in Southern

this

California.

The
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HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

UJVIFOFtMS

NY
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a luxurious
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That's That

By PHIL M.

(o)
(0)

large theater is included in the $3,000,000 theater and
hotel project at 15th and Market Sts.,
St.

And

Financial

'Trail of

Joe Shea, who has been v
on "The King of Kings," and

I

j

1

March

lay

1928
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Making Them
Headlines

V^^k*s

(.Continued from Page

gets from silent motion pictures?

Monday
f

expected to result
arrangement between or merger

bill.

iit
,

keeping British trade on edge.
signs contract to head New
co-operative,

Jiibitor

1^

r's

Theaters to build 13
Wisconsin with others planned.
for
lal
to produce 48 pictures

Paramount

-

ason.
^tois $5,468,529 in first year.

ar

De

seeking

still

Ists

Mille

deal,

nials.

Colorado judge holds.
housecleaning of Midwesco cirlegal,

ire

Drama: On Film and

Sydney

'

Parliament, which opened on
The investigation
22.
Feb.
lasted nine months and the
trade is anxiously awaiting full

improvements,

no

ict

Frank

J.

Indianapolis, states, asking conprobe of industry.

in l

REPORTED

in the instance of "Tenderloin," severa
servations may be drawn. In the first of the ta

•

The second dialogue which

the

,

Warners

text of the recommendations
for legislation of the industry.

REDMAN

Dolores Costello, accused of theft, is subjected
iltn Renter'
highly
intere
was
result
The
s under way to
gree by the police.
iyers
along the
Costello
passed,
tl
which
Miss
tal torture through
^ he name
screen
the
as;
on
the eyes of the audience saw
'^*f-.
nal
is mentioned,
,.
r
form because the processes of her mind we- ^j^^ recent acquiwords- The fact that her voice reproduced ex
international of
course, helped. This was a definite demonstrs for its product, it
of dialogue. The situation rang true princij '^*„^;,^"^^*|o'°"J,°
•Qgram, 12 films
spoken lines were dramatic.
Germany and
,

—The Royal Commis-

sion named to invtstigate conditions in the Australian trade,
has presented its report to

Now

-',

Tuesday

I

ir;

These

^f^

ment. The only manner in which they can
come through experimentation.

FBO.

interstate commerce committee
he will work for passage
Iter

:io

1)

Report Ready

interests

ind
[

T

GOV'T ACTION SEEN ON

ALLEGED TITLE CHANGES
BY GAYNE DEXTER
Editor,

with internaoduct will unV foreign units,

"Everyone's"

—

.,

.S\dney Government inquiries are
replaced by Vitaphoned music descended into
Ijeing made into reports that pictures
R Pearson to take leading part m most lurid type of melodrama. Mitchell Lew
-vision of Brit- are being shown in Australia under
leaves for Coast on
)rganization
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A New and Flexible Technique

This, however, is certain The lines for spoken dialogue represent a new technique. Producers will flounder until they learn
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The Warners

are rightfully entitled to credit for taking a
bold step in an uncharted direction. Exhibitors and others should
bear in mind that there exists no precedent for this type of undertaking. The result, of necessity, will be spotty until experience points the way out of the maze of mediocrity.
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Guild Plans
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Unfurls Its Banner

Thirty pictures for next year. Gotham has thrown its hat
into the competitive ring. The Sax-Rogers outfit has fine-combed
loads of material and has settled on thirty. Titles selected with
a canny eye on the box-office stick out all over the announcement.
The stories are of the type that scampers up and down the whole
scale of recognized entertainment values. Variety? What would
you have? Gotham's succeeded in getting in all of the best established brands.

Harry Reichenbach, having dabbled
estate and transatlantic flights, has eased
is.

Florida real
into the picture business once again. Harriet Beecher Stowe's
story may have wildfired across the country before and after the
in pearls,

Group, Inc.
s s the first will be erected Civil War, but it is Reichenbach who is going to keep on telling
!th it.,1 between
Sth and 6th
the world of Uncle Carl's version of "Uncle Tom" and what it
in ^ew York, work on which
tar Vlay 15 for September open- means to all self-respecting box-offices. And you've simply got
ers are planned for other to admit that Harry knows how
and howl
ms New York, Chicago, BosHo 'wood and Rochester.
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By James G. Dunton
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COUNT OF T£i> films, the Commission
DRESSED TO ^leration, the whole of
HEART OF FO/involved, and more par-

HORSEMAN
BATH
.

MARLIE,

information:

location of the theater.

conditions under which it will be
operated, especially as regards the provisions
made for assuring the safety of the audience.
2.

The full name, profession, domicile,
3.
place of birth and nationality of the proprietors, directors and operators.
If the theater is owned by a company,
to be operated by a company, the
of its Board of Directors and a
certified copy of its by-laws.
Receipt of this statement shall be acknowl4.

or

is

members

edged promptly.

The

prefectural administration shall send a
copy of this statement to the Minister of
Public Instruction and Fine Arts.
Changes in the ownership, management or
operation of cinema theaters must be reported under the same conditions as the first

statement.
Art. 3.

The concessionoirs and operators
of cinema theaters must comply with all
ordinances, decrees and regulations respecting
public order, safety and sanitation.
The laws regarding the policing and closing of theaters shall be applicable to cinemas
and the established fee for the benefit of the
poor and the hospitals shall continue to be
levied.

Art. 4.
The public projection of moving
picture films shall be subjected to the control
of the Minister of Public Instruction and
Fine Arts.
With the exceptions determined by a ministerial decree
to be issued based on the
opinion of the commission organized by virtue
of Article 5 of this decree, no moving
picture
h
may be shown to the public unless this
hlm,_ including its titles and sub-titles,
has
obtained the visa of the Minister of Public
Instruction and Fine Arts.
This visa can be granted only on the
proper
recommendation of the commission referred
to in the preceding paragraph.
This visa
must appear on every film exhibited.
Every foreign film submitted for a visa
must be presented in the exact and integral
version as it was or is projected in the
country of origin, and with an exact
and integral
reproduction of the title and sub-titles,
of
which a French translation must be
furnished.

m

Art. S.
A Commission composed
members, appointed by the Minister,

formed

of
shall

32

be

the Ministry of Public Instruction
'"« Arts, for the control of films
^"ij., f
This Commission will include- The
Director General of Fine Arts,
one of the
Assistant Directors or Bureau Chiefs
of the
Department of Fine Arts, three representatives of the Ministry of
Public Instruction
at

.

Public Instrucappoint annually

Rome—At

least 10 per cent of all
screened in Italy must be
domestic product, by the terms of
an inactive decree which has been
resurrected and will be enforced im-

pictures

mediately.
All theaters are to report their showings.
Control will
be vested in the prefectures and also
employees of the Ministry of Commerce. The same price must be paid
for renting Italian product as distributors and exhibitors pay for foreign films.

Visa System Controls
Exhibition in France
(Continued from Page
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icepresiden,ts of the Com- tant bearing on the future of AmeriThe said can and all foreign films in France
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production,
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section as regards the examina~i films and their eventual inclusion in prove of interest to the American inlist provided for in the preceding article.
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in Ohio of Rayart product
coming season. The company
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releasing six pictures featuring
Howe, six Billy Sullivans, six
Roosevolts, six Tex Maynan
Jack Perris, and three serials.
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Theater for Bradford,

Vi

—

Bradford, Va.
A theater
named the Capitol is to be bui
on the site formerly occup
Delph's Hotel.
W. D. Lorb
the contract.

Brodie Operating Baltimore lips'
Baltimore
The Majestic a
Light St., has been taken
Joseph Brodie, the owner,
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formerly was name
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York,
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months,
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Oaters and two French mo^nd eight persons chosen
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QUOTA MEASURE IS

RESURRECTED BY GOV'T
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Vol

Sunday, March
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The Commission and

its

permanent section

may

permit authors and editors interested to
submit written or oral observations.
Art.

and

The members

8.

its

the

of

permanent section

shall

Commission
be paid by

means

of "chits" given to each person present at a meeting, the value and the method
of payment of which are fixed by a decree
countersigned by the Minister of Public Instruction and Fine Arts and the Minister of

Finances.

The fees for the censorship and visa of
the films, including those for verifying the
translations of the titles and sub-titles, fixed
according to the tariff established by law,
shall be paid by the persons interested.
Art. 9.
The provisions of this decree do
not limit local police measures that may be
taken for the enforcement of the provisions
of article 97 of the law of April 5, 1884, and,
at Paris, of the law of August 16 and 24,
1790.
This decree shall become
tive beginning with March 1, 1928.
Art.

10.

Toldeo House Sold
Toledo
The Superba, belon
for several weeks over the exact proIt is published Jack Gardner, was sold last t
visions of the law.
W. V. Archer and Ralph H;
in full elsewhere on this page.
Swiss City Has 17
Zurich Seventeen houses are now
in operation here, having a combined

—

capacity of 10,000.

— In

January, censors passed
45 features, of which 18 were German and 27 foreign (23 for America), as compared with 26 foreign
and 26 domestic during the month
previous.

to

It

is

of Justice, the Minister of Foreign Afthe Minister of War, the Minister of
the Ma/-ine, the Minister of Commerce and
Industiy, the Minister of Agriculture, the
Minister of Colonies, are each charged, insofar as they are concerned, with the enforcement of this decree, which shall be
published in the Journal official of the French
Republic and inserted in the Bulletin des
Lois.
Done at Paris, Feb. 18, 1926.
ister

fairs,

GASTON DOUMERGUE.
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Henry Golden.

Heads "U" Club
H. Goldstein, Universal treas-

urer, has

been drafted for the presidency of the Universal Club, composed of home office employes.

Uvalda, Ga., Gets Picture
Uvalda, Ga.— Charles J. Ciaj
Ij

opened the Strand,

Montgomery

first

,

^:;

the!;

county.

Boosts Admissions
The Tivoli ^
Chattanooga
Egner, K. C. M-G-M Manager
creased admissions from 30
Kansas City Russell F. Egner, cents, to 40 and 60 cents, the!
j^
who has been serving as special rep- figure for matinees and the '^

—

—

resentative,

is

<

new manager

of the

M-G-M

exchange, succeeding Charles
Gregory.

for night performances.

Modern House

for Westboro,
After die

Westboro, Mass.

Yeomans Buys Sumter House

—

Sumter, S. C. A. H. Yeomans,
former Dublin, Ga., exhibitor, now
is

operating the

Rex

here.

PAUL PAINLEVE.
GEORGE LEYGUES.

all

&

Interior,

LOUIS BARTHOU.
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winter.
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fall.
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—Efforts

—Jules R. Moss,
of the Convent

effec-

Algeria.

Reopen

to

Brainerd, Minn.

Get
Chicago

Theater in Oslo
Oslo City of Oslo has purchased
The decree of July 28, 1919, is repealed
beginning with this date.
a majority of shares in the A-S StortArt. 11.
The President of the Council, ingagaten 16, Casino theater, a new
Minister of Finance, the Minister of Public
Instruction and Fine Arts, the Minister of house located in the center of the
the Interior, the Keeper of the Seals, Min- city. It will seat 800 and open in the
applicable

Seek

dark

German Production Slumps
Berlin

—

"Bill"

Burke Again Hurt

—

Butte, Mont.
William Burke, publicity head for West Coast Theaters
here, suffered a broken leg when he
slipped and fell while crossing the
street.
Sixteen months ago, he broke
his right ankle in a similar accident.

—

with film interests for two]
with no results, Frederick E. Ti
son has decided to erect th(
modern picture house in this]
Plans are being prepared and|
will begin shortly.
j

Martin Opening Eighth Ho
Columbus, Ga.— Eighth hoi!
the Martin Theaters chain, of,
by R. E. Martin, the Royal,;
seat house, opens here early m
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etition

some

containing

of registered voters

who

open on Sundays. This
checked against the
cords. Charles C. Greer,
the committee in charge

and municipal taxes, according to
survey by George R. Canty, U. S.
Trade Commissioner, who reveals
greater

use

that with a
long features, French production
creased substantially.
slightly

participation
American
French market continued

of
in-

the
decline

in

to

with other foreign counabsorbing most of the loss.
tries
German films, in particular, found a
mucii greater response in France
Substantial headthan heretofore.
way was made in construction in
1927, and theater holdings of leading
.American jiroducers increased. Gross
last

year,

especially

indication of a future
likely involve other European

an
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American Films Receive
"Conditional" Licenses

—

.Sydney Under the \"ictorian censorship act, the following IS American pictures have been given only
conditional licenses- they cannot be
seen by children under 16:

—

"Speedy Smith" (Rayart): "Blood Ship"
(Columbia): "Hard-Boiled Haggerty" (First
"Amei.Xat'l); "Crystal Cup" (First Nat'l)
;

ican

(First

Beauty''

Nat'l);

"Madame Pom-

of daylight sav-

padour" (Paramount); "Figures Don't Lie"
(Paramount); "Singed" (Fox); "Mockery"
(M-(;-M); "Adam and Evil" (M-G-M); "Irresistible
Lover" (Universal); ".Silk Stock-

n in St. Louis blew up
i^ of the Associated
Rennced that the organi-

ings" (Universal); "Svirrender" (Universal);
"Back to God's Country" (Universal); "At
the Count of Ten" (Universal).

—Danger
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cment to have daylight
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1
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the third
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time on
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April.

move
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under way to
along the

players

British

lines of United Artists.
of British International is

The name
mentioned.

In connection with the recent acquisitions by British International of
Continental outlets for its product, it
is stated in Berlin that, in addition to
B. I. P.'s British program, 12 films
will be produced in Germany and
five or six in Austria, with international casts.
The product will un-

doubtedly be made by foreign units,
but under direct supervision of BritInternational.

ish

Porto Rican Business
Hurt by Rainy Season
San Juan

—

;i

— Although economic

con-

by Sabatini.

London

— Fritz

German Films

BY GAYNE DEXTER
Editor,

"Everyone's"

—

.Sydney Government inquiries are
being made into reports that pictures
are being shown in Australia under
altered titles, changes having been
after the original print

passed the censors.
Occasionally news

from

remote

and

title

Syney
mentioning

reaches

districts

films with titles so sensational that it
hardly seems probable that they could
have been passed by censors, and
the belief is that the original ap-

jiroved

title

was

Board

changed.

of Censors presented these facts before the Customs Dept., under whose
authority administration of the regulation comes.
An official investigation will i)e launched.

Lang's "The Spy'
Great Britain

be distributed in

will

by .\. F. Film Service. Wardour has
secured distribution of "The World
War." another German film.

New

$1,500,000 Theater Deal

London

— Arrangements

are

about

Visugraph to

Sell

Films to

S.

Ad.

America

Advertising pictures will be introin
South America, and the
value of domestic pictures from an advertising standpoint pointed out to

duced

completed for sale of the Black Bros,
circuit of seven theaters, three
f
which are in Newcastle.
officials
Althou,gh government
of
countries
the purchaser is not mentioned, a visited, by a unit which Visugraph
well known London firm is said to Pictures, New York, is sending to
be interested in the deal, involving southern republics. The unit, headed
about $1,500,000.
by Mar\' Warner, sails from New
York Feb. 2 and returns in summer.
Continental Firms Getting With Miss Warner are two cameraequipped with
in on Australian Market men and assistants
Akely, Bell & Howell, Eyemo, two
Continental companies are still cameras and a portable projecS\ dncy
(

—

beating the Fnglisli distributors into
the Australian market. Ufa is already
established here and now the newly
formed European Film Co., handling
Sascha, Pan and a dozen other Austrian and French brands, have secured

own

house in Sydney.
Apart from the English productions
which are going through Paramount,
their

First

first-run

National,

M-G-M., Universal.

in

;i

—

—

ALLEGED TITLE CHANGES

-

Distributing

Porto Rico are gradually Fox and Australasian Films, only one
improving with the sugar centrals direct distribution channel for British
working at full speed, tobacco and film has been formed, the British
coffee crops have not improved, and, Dominion Co., and while about seven
due to the rainy season, the picture of its 201 releases for 1928 are bein.g
business is in depression,
booked, none as vet has had
run.
A large house is contemplated for
Seek Patsy Ruth Miller
Santurce.
According
to
present
London Negotiations are declared
plans it will be the biggest on the
under way with Patsy Ruth Miller
island.
for her appearance in a film to be
produced by a British company.
Poulton in "Mystery" Film
These deliberations, it is stated, were
London Mabel Poulton has becM begun immediately upon the star's
signed by Gaumont for a feature.
arrival here for a vacation.
ditions

GOV'T ACTION SEEN ON

made
Film Enterprises Start Work
London Film Enterprises, Ltd.,

in

that
countries.
will
New companies were annotuiced and as many
li(|uidated.
For the first time in the his
tory (if American companies in France the
government moverl to collect certain taxes
hitherto not required from an American distributing
company operating under French
laws.
.gave

aign, feels

1

—A

recently-organized production unit,
advance and signed Harry O. Hoyt to direct three,
amusement taxes showed a relative* first of which is Cecil Roberts' "Sagusto."
Although Roberts is with
ly substantial gain over 1926.
British Authors' Prod., he will coImportant mergers involving American in
terests were closed and cooi)erative producticjii
operate with Hoyt on the new vehi
features between Germany and France
of
cle.
.Second is "The Lion's Skin."
trend
of
theaters,
recoints
continued to
Paris,

II

Saving in St.
Appears Remote

London
combine

FREDMAN

"The Daily Film Renter"

Editor

:

s

sure it represmall part of the sentipeople of Birmingham.
ition has been encounlerurch leaders, who have
nmiittee to combat Sun-

By ERNEST W.

—

Paris The French situation con
tinued to be depressed during 1927
due chiefly to excessive state, poor

Royal Commis-

Parliament, which opened on
Feb.
The investigation
22.
lasted nine months and the
trade is anxiously awaiting full

COMBINE OF BRITISH

HEAVY TAXES CAUSED

—The

named

to investigate conditions in the Australian trade,
has presented its report to

sion

CUNNINGHAM

Y.

ly, I.

Report Ready

Foreign Markets

that

tor.

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

inc.

New York

MOUNTAN,

City

Ptm.

Exclusive foreign represenatives for Rayart Pictures

Corporation and other leading independent producers

and

distributors.

Cable Addreis: RICHPICSOC, Paria
Cablt Adreii: DEEJAY, London
Cable Addreaa: RICHPIC. N. T.

Exporting only the best
Motion Pictures

in

;

;

BilUe Dove in

"Ladies Night in a Turkish

"Dressed to KiU"

Dolores Costello

"The Heart of a

Follies

ft.
Bath"
Length: 6592 /(.
KILLING
Natiotval
First
A
Girl"
YOU'LL MAKE
WITH IT. GREAT ENTER- ONE OF THE SADDEST AL- First Natioiml
Length: 5957 ft.
UNDERWORLD LEGED COMEDIES OF SEATAINMENT.
FALLS
FLAT
WITH THIN
SECOND
SLAPSTICK
TAKES
STORY THAT
SON. TWO REEL
STORY CARRYING SLIM ENPLACE FOR NO OTHER OF STRETCHED TO FEATURE TERTAINMENT.
STAR POSES
TURKISH BATH
ITS TYPE.
LENGTH.
PRETTILY THROUGH REGUIt's
Cast. ... Edmund Lowe, fine.
SCENE ALL WET.
LATION STUDIO STUFF.
a new Mary Astor: she's alive and
Cast
Jack Mulhall and James
LACKS PUNCH.
that.
at
actress,
dramatic
a splendid
Finlayson licked by combination of

Length: 6566

fox

Ben

Others

Ed Brady and

Bard,

the greatest collection of tough eggs
Marvelous types.
you've ever seen.

sterilized

and

gags

weak

but the
treatment is sensible and sane without sacrificing one iota of dramatic
Mary Astor is out to vindieffect.
cate her lover, falsely accused of
stealing bonds. Lowe and his crowd
have them. Mary learns it and becomes a member of the gang. Lowe
learns to love her; she tells him the
truth; he delivers the bonds and then
Just a sketchy
the gang gets him.
of

the just

of

outline

triumph

the

finally,

Irving Cunmiings;

fine.

Wm.

Author

Conselman

Irving Cummings.
Howard Estabrook
Scenario

Conrad Wells;

Photography

into

girl's

One girl was real naughty,
But
showed a bare shoulder.
They
maybe the blanket slipped.
and

stuck Finlayson in this riotous scene,

and expected him to do a magician
Five reels of
act and get laughs.
draggy love story get you all het up

Selwynne, Mildred Harris.
Story and Production.
.Romance
of a Follies girl.
From an original
by Adela Rogers St. John.
She
must take the blame for this flimsy
.

fairy story telling of the
of a pure little Follies gal.
Heroine
proves that these ladies of commercial frivolity have kind hearts, and
can throw over a rich sugar daddy
for a poor but honest working boy
without a murmur. In this case the
hero is the secretary of the big

spender.
Billie Dove marries him,
is greatly sifrprised to find out
this fact.
Seems she had overlooked
to ask him just who and what he
was.
So it goes, from one impossible situation to another.
You can
book this for pretty poses of Billie

and

—and

missed plenty.

Avery Hopwood,

Author.

Charlton Andrews.
Scenario
Henry McCarthy
.

.J.

MacKenzie;

Pola Negri

fair.

Paramount

that's

..

Scenario

Photography

POLA 'WAY AHEAD OF
TRAYAL IN CONFUSING LOVE
TRIANGLE THAT HAS FANS
GUESSING WRONG ON OUTMATERIAL. GIVES FINE POR-

COME.

•(

IN D

WITH THRILLS
FAIL TO LAND. OF T
TALKING SEQUENCES
FIRST IS INTEREST
TION,

OTHERS DRAWBACKS.
Cast.

.

.Dolores

.

Costello,

bi

as usual, does good work. S)
voice,
splendid.
Conrad
typically heroic but it's the p;
him. Voice registers nicely.
Mitchell Lewis, Georgie Stom
(

Kelsey.

i

well.

wasn't the

It

fault of

thor entirely in this instanci
rection and the treatment a
what the public expects to
1928.
"Tenderloin" is an exai'
how they used to be made
first spoken dialogue where
1

is

under

esting.
is

by the police
The second where the
fire

is

about to attack her

flops,

I

the lines are so banal. The tl
the finale, ends with "Swee
hnc"' and coming as it does af

simply
Direction

second,

isn't

there.

Michael

John

J.

Hughes;

Author

Melville

Scenario

E.

Photography

T.

Cri

La

Ha!

excellent.

Pathe
ft.

OLD FASHIONED

misses.

.Adela Rogers St. John
Chas. A. Logue

"Marlie,

Length: 7194

about all.
Francis Dillon;

good.

in

"The Secret Hour"

.

Length:

UNDERWORLD MELODl

Story and Production
Th
was the first handicap here,
heart throbs drama is great in pictures,

Direction. .. .John
script tied him.

Author

pleasing eye-

right there.
Larry
Kent a wooden hero. Lowell Sherman does his cynical man-about-town
as per schedule.
Others Clarissa

in

"Tenderloin"
Warners

stops

Dove

funnier than the picture.
Direction
Edward Cline

ft.

LOADED WITH HOKE
WHICH GETS OVER DESPITE
SOME RAW MELLER STUFF;
WILL PLEASE AS OUT AND
OUT MELODRAMA.

Press book

Dove

Billie

but

full,

much

"Turn Back the Hours"
Length: 6500

boarding

blankets.

Photography.

splendid.

Gotham

a

school atmosphere with prim maidens walking in and out of rooms
muflfled from head to heel in white

for this riot of sadness.

story.

Direction

denatured

Cast

direction.

Dorothy Mackaill ornamental. Others
Sylvia Ashton, Harvey Clark, Reed
Crook Howes, Guinn Williams.
Story and Production
drama. To begin with, the yarn is a
Story and Direction. .Farce. From
And so a lot of difficulties stage play by Avery Hopwood. The
peach.
But perfect example of a naughty stage
were removed at the outset.
Director Cummings built the picture farce washed laughless and simple
with suspense that gets you and for the pure screen. The censorship
There are
holds you to the end.
bugaboo evidently had 'em scared.
several surprise angles but to tell you The Turkish bath scenes which were
what they are will merely spoil it. a scream of laughter on the stage are
Of course, the law and the power

(

:

The

Wally

Killer"

Length: 4600

Wales

in

"Saddle Mates"

ft.

AVERAGE DOG PICTURE, Pathe
Length: d
AND KLONDYKE DOES HIS FORMULA WESTERN »
BAG OF TRICKS IN REGULA- SMOOTHLY, DEVELOPS'
TION STYLE. SLOW STORY STORY, AND UNCOVERS
WORKS UP TO HECTIC CLI- ACTION BITS. STAR E^
MAX.
MAKES THE GRADE.
Cast.
Klondyke. the police

.

i

dog,
.Myrna Loy is attractive
Cast.... Star shines in drab role
Cast. ..Wally Wales has
a good sleuth and fighter.
Francis
and shows promise; Walter Pidgeon of waitress.
Looks old, but still
ing personality, and gets pep
X. Bushman. Jr. a worthy son of his
acceptable as hero; Sam Hardy does emotes as Pola can.
Jean Hersholt
ing and fighting stuff.
Han
Blanche Mehaffey the usual
stuff well in new role as menace. ably seconds her in fine characteriza- dad.
good
support.
Gordon
J.
heroine. Sheldon Lewis fine menace.
Others George Stone, Sheldon Lewis, tion of big-hearted wop.
Kenneth
Peggy Montg
Others Joseph W. Girard, Richard typical heavy.
Cast.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in

Ij

Jo.sef

Swickard,

Ann Brody, Nanette Thomson

Villon, Joyzelle Joyner.

and

verj-

the

third

good.

side

of triangle,

Others

George

Story and Production. .. .Tale of Kuwa, George Periolat.
Story and Production
Love
adventures on an island in the Carribean with a gunboat and marines drama, adapted from Sidney Howcalled in to save the day and drive off ard's stage play. "They Knew What
Wanted."
The latter was
the renegades, who seek to steal the They
heroine
and her father's wealth. banned from the screen, so the proHero, discharged from navy for ducers whitewashed the censorable
cowardice, is rescued by heroine af- stuff. The waitress marries the other
ter shipwreck.
He proves yellow man, the father of her baby. This
when bandit insults girl, but finally change from the stage play gets it
develops backbone, and protects the by
the
censors,
but
spoils
the
home until arrival of a gunboat. dramatic and human interest. Pola
Some of it far-fetched, but fights, arrives to marry the middle aged
knife-throwing, hardboiled stuff and owner of the orange grove.
The
the final flag-waving carry it over. sympathy is all built up for the audiTheaters catering to hoke' will find ence to expect this. When she flops
this to their liking.
Nothing in it to the other man, the picture flops,
to offend any nationality.
too.
Pola's sincere work along with
Direction
Howard Bretherton; Hersholt's colorful role alone save
it.
Audience seemed confused at outputs in thrills.
come. But Pola's work may carry it.
Direction
Rowland V. Lee;
Author
Ed. E. Rose
admirable.
Scenario
Jack Jungmeyer
Author
Sidney Howard
Scenario
Rowland V. Lee
Photography ...
Norbert Brodin;
Photography
Harry Fishbeck;
very good.
all right.

usual phrail.

.\Iexander.

Story

and

Production.

... Meller.

Hero is sent by his dad to supervise
building of irrigating dam, and fire
the foreman who has been hired to
delay the work.
So hero takes his
dog along

for

company.

The

fore-

man

has his gang attack hero who is
'ater
brought into camp evidently

suffering from loss of

memory. But
shamming, and goes to
work on the dam as a laborer. The
foreman figures he's safe, while hero
he

is

only

gets the inside dope on the crooked
play. The gal in the construction office, the dog and hero triumph over
the villainous foreman in his desperite attempt to blow up the dam.
.^
hectic finish with lurid highlights.
^^'ill get a play from the dog film
fans.

Direction
average.

Author
MacDonald.
Scenario

.

Photography
clear.

Noel Mason Smith
Hazel

Christie

George W. Pypei
Harry Cooper:

Lafe

Others Chas.

McKee, Edward

Wli

Cecil,

Allen.

Story and Production
W
the
story
by Harr
Strong.
Hero and his pal hit
and bump into the heavy wl
swindled them out of a ranch.!
villain is now running anotherr
with his gang. He plans to hal
hero bumped off, but the latter

From

of plot.

They

surprise the baj
the ranch, and brini
back to the bank.
They fore
to draw out the money to cov
stolen ranch. Works up to fa
ish. and the highlight is a scr|
tween hero and heavy on
a moving freight train.
Gooil
tinuity, and story works Up
suspense.
Rates usual class
Lester F. Scott productions,
satisfy all the horse opera fan:

alone on

Direction
snappy.

Richard T

Author

Harrington

Frank

Scenario

Photography

.

.

.

Ray

L.

Ini

^^.
'

Ries;s

THE

'S&ai^lUL
"Alex the Great"

hePort of Missing

FBO

Girls"

I

Length: 5872

ft.

ANOTHER STORY OF "BIG
Length: 7270 ft.
STUFF SHOWING BUSINESS" JAZZED UP LIKE A
SMART ALiL$ FACING MODERN COMIC STRIP.
UMAN STORY HAS ECKY STUFF JUST IMPOSECTION. OUGHT TO
A NICE
SIBLE NONSENSE.
"(o-es
O.

Jarbara Bedford extremeMalcolm McGregor the
includes
Fine
cast
o.
Hedda Hopper,
Jngston,
Imng, Wyndham Standing,

Nicholson,
Paul
e,
Bodil Rosing, RoseLotus Thompson, Amrard,

,

Production
Drama
life.
Irving Cumha; taken a very human and
si y, and by a fine sense of
bn it into a strong presen-

d

len social

true to

—the

sort of
ncc«|that might happen to any
It carries
R" in a big city.
punch in showing that
L-rf
P ents are blind to the pittheir
daughters.
luri unding
out all night
octjt love affair
sgraced the girl is afraid
ST
She falls easy prey to
I

life

1

—

I

ickals.

Told without bunk,

a punch all the way.
Ivertise this as a film no
1
a j'oung daughter should

V

Irving

FLOP.
Cast. ...Richard "Skeets" Gallagher

William Haines clowning like. Jola Mendez as ingenue shows
Convincing
underworld
Ruth promise.
and messes it up.
Dwyer a good player in the wrong types. Others Helen Jerome Eddy,
Avery just fair. Bob Seiter, Frank Mills, James MaPatricia
fillum.
Others Albert Conti, Charles Byer. son, Ole M. Ness, Christian J.
Frank, Carl Axzelle.
Story and Production. .. .Romance
Story and Production. .. .UnderFrom an original
of business life.
world
meller, from the story by
wisecrack
can
He
Witwer.
H.
C.
by
K. Harris. As a sample of
Charles
in slang, but wisecracks don't make
the
specialty,

tries

That's
six reels of entertainment.
just what's wrong with this impos"Skeets" Gallagher essible yarn.
says the line William Haines alone
can get away with and flops sadly.

the

tackles the hardheaded owner of
a big department store, and sells him
SO delivery trucks with comic strip
methods. He gains admission to the
big man's office by sending in a card
stating he wants to discuss "petrified
anchovies for Siberia," or fool words
to that efifect. And he gets in! That's
typical of the rest of the reeling

ties,

—

He

Rotary members
the wrong way.
will laugh
Direction
Dudley Murphy;
reels.

1

Your

—

local

H. C. Witwer

Author

Howard Estabrook
Howard Estabrook
.Charles Van Enger;

Dudley Murphy

Scenario

Photography

Virgil

Miller;

"A Horseman

Count of Ten"
Length

:

5557

of the

Plains"

ft.

RAY HOPELESS- Fox
Length: 4397 ft.
AS PRIZEFIGHTWESTERN STAR GETS GOOD
OIE OF THE WEAKEST BREAK IN NOVELTY RACE
3AMAS EVER FILMED. THAT GIVES HIM CHANCE TO
U>T LICKED BY MATE- SHOW HIMSELF AT HIS BEST.

.:ii\ST

.

Charlie- Ray picks
ispberry.
James Gleason,
does great characterizaless cause.
Jobyna Ralsall
any gal could do.

.Poor

Ivthe
Chapman,
Sellon.

Arthur

Production

Drama

iid

<

Here

Jng.

Ray

rlie

is

the

shown

SAFE BET.
Cast.... Tom

better
riding
stacle

Blane
to

a

kicks

gentle
as

a

lights.

Mix

doesn't act any
or worse than usual, but his
tricks all on display in obrace at country fair.
Sally
the usual feminine adornment
Heinie Conklin
horse opera.
in with colored comedy highOthers Charles Byers, Lew

Marvin,

Grace

Harvey,
Ryno.

William

for the heavympionship.
Laugh that
n go on with the story.

Story and Production. .. .Western.
This is the next to the last that Fox
will do for Mix.
They've made a

a fine, sincere perforhe way.
He's ably secmies Gleason of "Is Zat
lio does a great character-

showmanship job

iHtender

•s

manager.

Tom

of it.
is there
of his fancy embroidered shirt. As usual, his acting
is in the best traditions of the horse
opera school. His sentimental mugin

all

the

glory

But what
scenario was so far ging hasn't improved.
But, oh boy,
ch a farce on the fight what a break he gets on the stuff he
IS
ery fan knows it, that it really can do.
He rides high, free
lal before it's half unreeled,
and fancy and how. Why bore a
ha you sit and wait for the
busy exhibitor with the theme of the
-ar get it.
Charlie enters mortgaged ranch that $10,000 prize
mj )nship fight with a broken
at the county fair race
the villains
5r
good reason at all. He's overcome in bunches,
etc.,
etc.?
I play's licked. Also the
What
you
want
to
know
is
that
ers
his

le

—

—

—

1

'i

"-nine-ten-out!"

James Flood;

:tic

fa

t.

jr.

ogi jhy
OOf

there is an obstacle race that's a darb.
Built up to great suspense.
It clicks.
Direction
Benjamin Stoloff

Beaumont showmanship.
..Harry O. Hoyt
Author
Crerald

iri(
.

Virgil

Miller;

good.

shown
reality.
The
is

three nice old men left alone to carry
the burden.
Others Ole M. Ness,
Chas.
Wellesley,
Martha Sleeper,

Hugh

Trevor, Ethel Terry.
Story and Production. ...

Harry

Sinclai,

Fred My ton
Photographer ..Dan Clark; expcn
Scenario

It's

hard

classify this one.
Looks like a
bid for the vote of the older generation of office clerks.
Shows how
to

with an atmosphre of
characters don't overplay, and they
are all well represented
cops, flat-

ancient office drudges get all
pepped up with young blood, dress
collegiate, and close big deals on the

gumshoes, mugs, gunmen, stoolpigeons.
After doing a fifteen-year
bit, the gang leader hits Chi to give

has been given

—

the squealer the works. The squealer
is sitting pretty running a swell night
club.
The gangster bumps him off
the gal's sweetie is accused of the
crime, and the gal plays stool-pigeon
with the cops to get the murderer.
Works up to an exciting surprise
climax.
Plot sags in spots.
Fair
dra\v.

three

golf links.

Washburn

as the

orders

manager

by the firm

to fire the old fossils.
He brings in
an actress as his secretary to pep
them up into youthful go-getters.

Presto! Just like that they leap for
the golf links and corral the biggest
order of the season.
It will put the
tired

business

man

to

And

sleep.

convmce him that no one in Hollywood ever worked in a business office.

Ralph Tnco

Author

Author

Charles K. Harris

Enid Bibbard
O. Taylor;

Scenario

Photography

Lynn Shores;

Direction

workmanlike.

"When

flat

Henry Irving Dodge
Matt Taylor

Scenario

J.

Photography

Length: 7953

.Henry Stuart

.Phil

Tannura; good

"The Smart Set"

ft.

SCENES OF BATTLE OF
JUTLAND FURNISH REALISTIC THRILLS. LOVE STORY
DRAGS. TYPICALLY BRITISH
PRODUCTION. NEEDS PLENTY
OF CUTTING.

.

William Haines in

Fleet Meets Fleet"

Hi-Mark S.R.

2S

.

it's

Bryant Washburn only a
William Orland, Jas.
Bradbury, Sr. and Robert Dudley
Cast

figurehead.

spotty.

okay.

Dh

"Underworld" school,

The Chicago underworld

Direction

Cummings; handicapped.

how.

giphy.

"Chicago After Midnight"
"Skinner's Big Idea"
FBO
Length: 6267 ft.
FBO
Length: 5967 ft.
RATES FAIR AS UNDERWORLD THRILLER. INCE WEAK NUMBER. THREE
KNOWS HIS MELLER, AND OLD CRONIES DODDER
FEEDS IT TO THE FANS IN
THROUGH THE REELS. STORY
BIG GOBS. STORY RAGGED.
"BIG BUSINESS" HITS
Cast. .. .Ralph Ince plays lead as OF
gang leader and directs the gun opera KINDERGARTEN GRADE.
also.
Both performances showman-

M-G-M

Length: 6476

ft.

SMART ALECKY
COMEDY BUILT TO ORDER
FOR HAINES. HE DELIVERS
THE LAUGHS WITH HIS FASTTYPICAL

STEPPING NONSENSE.

Cast.... Star works entertainingly
his standardized formula of the
Goetzke good as German commander. conceited kidder.
His original line
Nils Asther acceptable. Others Agnes bound to click with the fun-lovers.
Esterhazy,
Eugene
Burg,
Darry Jack Holt merely used for dignified
Holm, Heinrich George.
contrast.
Alice Day dresses the sentimental
with genuine
atmosphere
British
Story and Production
drama of world war, produced by In- screen charm. Others Hobart BosA purely worth, Coy Watson, Jr., Constance
Corp.
ternational Cine
Nicholson,
Paul
Julia
The only Howard,
British propaganda film.
Cast.

ish

..

commander

just

as the Brit-

fair.

Bernard

in

appeal to American audiences are the Swayne Gordon.
Story
and
Production.
Light
sequences showing the Battle of JutDirector and story writer
land between the British and Ger- corned)-.
man fleets. Many of these scenes had William Haines and nothing else
.

are

from the

official files of

the Brit-

Admiralty, and therefore realistic
and gripping. Especially one shot
showing the sinking of a battle
cruiser.
It turns turtle, and the crew
are seen slipping off into the water
by the dozen. The incidental naval
shots are thrilling, but the first five
They tell an
reels are only filler.
involved triangle love story typically

ish

.

.

in
mind on this one.
So Haines
as the fresh, wise-cracking, conceited,

gag-pulling smart-aleck is played up
from every possible angle.
The
story's a puff of smoke.
Haines is
in
society, meets the daughter of
aristocracy, and keeps cracking wise
with her throughout the reels.
He
gets her so mad with his damfoolishness that she is cheering to have

—

slow and heavy after the British him shot or run over by a Ford
manner. Overtitled. Needs cutting- but she loves him just the same.
Builds up to international polo game.
plenty.
with Haines winning for America.
Graham Hewett;
Direction
Director

heavy.

Author
Scenario

Photographer

Not
Not
Not

....Jack Conway; classy

Author

Byron Morgan

credited

Scenario

credited

Photography

Ann Price
Oliver Marsh

credited

very good.

I

,

Theater Equipment and Management
By CHARLES

NATIONAL

NOW

F.

HYNES

The Stamp of Approval

HANDLING

FILM DAILY Stamp

LOSTfiOLITE SIGN LINE

—

Chicago National Theater Supply
Co. has secured exclusive distribution
of Lustrolite signs, which has its factory at Davenport, la., and branches
Chicago, Cleveland, Minneapolis,
Des Moines, Kansas City and Cedar
The company, which two
Rapids.
years ago started an expansion program, plans to open ten additional
Display signs and illumibranches.
nated marquees, featuring the patat

ented Lustrolite deep level edge letter are among products which the
company manufactures although it
makes practically every kind of electrical outdoor display.
E. M. Clark, who is president of the
Lustrolite firm, has been in the sign

THE
wood

of Approval this week goes to HeyWakefield theater seats. In the Roxy, the world's largest
theater, Heywood Wakefield seats are used.
We visit the Roxy
every week and sit in the mezzanine where one can find solid comfort and really enjoy the show.
One of our friends, when he first sat in one of those chairs,
said, "I'm going to give up my apartment and hire a seat in the
Roxy." That's fact. We listen for comments in theaters and often
in this house we hear people remark how restful the seats are.
Give your patrons comfort with the show. It means much to
your business.

Joins

— L.

system.
Free trial of the
device also is a sales feature.
The cost of the Cashier is four cents a day, the
companj' states. It is nine
inches square.
The Brandt's subtracting

Davies, long
J.
associated with F. A. Leatherman, of
Atlanta, who handles the Reproduce
organ in the Southeast, has the Nelson-Wiggen Organ Co. of Chicago,
makers of the Selector-Dulpex Pipe

Organ.
Fire Guards Impress Mich. Governor
Detroit
Safeguards for fire prevention particularly impressed Gov.
Fred Green on his recent visit to the
Film Building, the state's chief executive declared.

—

You Are in the"
Market for Any Kind
'If

ticket.

Change

is

Wz-oiVbrkNy**
West 32'*St
32'*St,W'«aiV6rkNV'

Phone Penna. 0330
Picture Department
and Canada Agents for Debrie

»

11

hindered from doing

purchase, which helps eliminate

box

lines

in

so

i

the problem presented by ani
tion.
Hand played or electric
and small organs, too, are

capped

in

tiveness,

obtaining maximuci
because of the sam.

lem.
I

To

rneet

this,

H. C.
turning its r,
the

Co., Chicago, is
to theaters. ofJering loud
and reproduction units which
clared to efficiently and econc'

f

overcome

difficulties of ampli;'

LTtah

exponential one-piece
equipped with Utah units, are'
suited

for

Brewer,

theater

Ww

use.

York

states

representa

returned

direct to the patron, enabling a speeding up of the

front

of

the-

The speakers range
bo

Orchestra

has

a

horns

loud

20-foot

with

air

air

from

x\

speaker,

column
columns

di
O'

inches in length. The compai
is
to put On the market thi
Dynamic speaker, which is
bination cone and exponentia
If you are interested in ampli
devices investigate the Utah
and reproduction units. Eve
ater should have radio recep
this day of strong competitive!

ofifice.

The coin tray on the
front of the machine takes
the place of the cash drawer
or till. The coins are stacked in natural order, with
channels provided as follows:
nickles
dimes
(2).
halves (1).
The ma(2)
chine also may be supplied casts.
The Brandt Junior Automatic Caahie r.
with silver dollar capacity
if desired.
The tray can be
well can be
moved without disturbing its contents, so it may be placed in position
ater's
greatest asset, hii
fully loaded at the start of business.
Its capacity is $150.
sonality often much more im'
The keyboard boasts a featherweight touch, computing and paving than the pictures he plays. 1
return change by depression of one key, claimed a unique Brandt feature.
pearancc of your house, clqll
The one key subtracting feature eliminates necessity for mental calcula- and the attitude of employes
tion in making change.
The double swiveled delivery cup mav be placed more than elaborate trimniin
at any angle.
lavish furnishings.
Don't Sj
fortune to build a house, a

MANAGER

A

Cleveland

lyiLCoa^HByT
nono
S.

ponding

pressing
by tht
of the key corresto the price of the

cashier

School Opens

CONSULT US AND SAVE
MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

Motion

the fraction of a second,

through

National Program
Monday Expansion Opening

Electrical Advertising
of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

U.

keyboard computes and returns change automatically

features

Nelson-Wiggen

:

—

in

Davies

are many instance:'
a theater wants to ft:
piano, phonograph or other
wishes to bring in radio mu

a Feature of Brandt Sales

80.

Birmingham

Position

nPHERE

Watertown, Wis. Ten year guarantee is a feature of the Brandt
Junior Automatic Cashier, marketed by the Brandt Automatic Cashier
Co., which for .15 years has been selling its change-maker under this

A

Lustrolite
changeable letter electrical advertising service, and carries over 20,000
Lustrolite changeable letters of different
styles
and sizes in stock.
Electrical
advertising
displays,
or
theatrical displays are installed on
long term advertising contracts, which
embrace a complete service, including
copy changes in the sign at stated
period, usually about every 30 daj's,
but in some cases oftener.

Your

is

His son, M. L.
for 45 years.
sales
vice president and
is
manager, W. J. Housman, secretary,
assistant treasurer and general manager, for 16 years has been a banker
in the Tri Cities.
civil engineer,
staff of artists, designers and draftsman are on the staff, which numbers
conipau}'

Profcf

of Amplification—

Ten Year Guarantee Marks

field

The

Helping Solve the

-*-

Clark

about

»

TALKING

— Courses

School
of Electrical Advertising will open
Monday at the Ncla School of Lighting of the National Lamp Works of
General Electric, and will continue
until Thursday. A similar course was
held March 5 to 8 at the Edison
Lighting Institute of the Edison
Lamp Works of General Electric,
Harrison, N. J.
C. J. Eaton, chairin

the

Expansion program
Program and Printing

of
Co.,

Starts
in

N.Y.

National
Chicago,

has been started with opening of a
branch plant at 320 W. 46th St., New
York, to supply exhibitors formerly

money on your

shows,

only

things due to lack of fc
prevent your patrons from en
the show. Take inventory tod
see that things are ship-shi
vvays remembering the patron]
titled to every break.
little

•erved out of Chicago.

The company, at present, says it is
supplying program service to over
600 theaters extending across the
ninn of the
Electrical advertising United States.
A. Steinberg heads
committee of the National Electric the main plant at Chicago, which he
Light
Ass'n,
is
conducting
the says is the largest institution of its
courses.
The Westinghouse Lamp kind devoted exclusively to producCo. is co-operating.
tion of theatrical advertising matter

The day

of the unadorned iBS
Picture Houses has passed.

LEE LASlFsTUDK
H.

J.

Kuckuck, Gen'l

Mgr.

1818-1838 Amsterdam Ave., N.
Brad. 4907
for

desi^s and

prices of

'
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Are You Wasting Lighting?

STUNT EMPHASIZES VOLUME

Pointers for Efficient Lighting

or SEEBURG ORGAN

Be
More Light but
Used." With that
National Theater Supis engaged on a better

sure you aren't burning larger lamps than necessary.
Replace dead lamps at once.
Watch the marquise, and sign for "duds."
Don't allow dead lamps to ruin the effectiveness of your decora-

Not

ively
,

campaigning against
Survey of the na-

e,

tive

and effectiveness.
Be sure the auditorium

service

Ight.

company

the

rs,

nendous waste

of

states,

straining glare.

money

Have your

theater Hghting.
and production divisions
Mazda are co-operating

iiess
;rin|
:;i:!

iically installed

shows

to

use

ms;
ueil

niijber of

in

cases,

it

was

adequate but without eye-

office receipts

many houses

are

or larger bulbs, in fixfor 40 watt lamps.
r lamps, in a wrong dethe biggest possible flash,

tt

led

The engine blower outweights 450 pounds.
The keyboard is similar to that of
piano,
a
and the Calliaphone is
similarly played. By pressing a lever.
mechanism.

NOW

system,

fit

BUILT

er

overy

FOR USE
Muscatine,

la.

IN

—

THEATERS

The

Calliaphone,

which for 14 years has been manufactured by the Langley Co., here, is being offered for theater use, to serve
the purpose of the pipe organ.
number of houses, particularly in the
Middle West, are finding in the Calliaphone a new tonal quality, for the

A

man
who

Keeping

Up With

—

A

Inventions

the Parade

Mayfield, Ky.
In order to keep the
Dixie and Princess up to the minute
in every way, the Strand Amusement
Co., is spending several thousand dollars.
The Princess will have a new
front and an arcade, which will extend the full length of the building
Two new
and be tiled in white.
projectors and a new organ, have been
installed.
changeable electric sign
At the
is to be added to the front.
Dixie, 300 new seats and a new pipe
organ are to be installed, while the
front of the house is to be improved.

without any manipulation of the
manuals, the organ started to play.
Then the instrument became silent
again and House endeavored to explain how human-like in temperament
a pipe organ can be.
Again a few
strains of his selection were heard
without his aid and he called upon
the organ to play the entire chorus
while he sang.
After the applause, a spot was
thrown on the other side of the theater where, on another elevating platform appeared the Seeburg reproducing pipe organ, in its entirety, all
standard parts, pipes and blower
being used.

A

camera has been designed with
which 400 pictures can be taken on
of standard film.
coating for photographic
negatives is being produced from
wood fibre cellulose instead of gela-

one

A

filling

film

feature

was the

fact

no other equipment than stand-

ard was used.
was the same

is manufactured
by the company.
The instrument is light, small and
compact, and is practically of allThe Calliaphone designed for
metal construction, making it practitheater use.
cally weatherproof.
The tone is between that of a pipe organ and
calliope.
The instrument is 59^4
inches in height and covers floor the automatic mechanism is set in
space of 24 by 32 inches. Its weight motion with a roll used similar to
A small engine is used that of a player piano. Ten rolls are
is 375 pounds.
to operate the air blower which fur- played, and the device rewinds autonishes air for pipes and a vacuum for matically. The instrument is built in
playing 43 and 58 whistle models.
automatic
operating
the

tgher
quipChi-

elevating console of
the five-manual grand organ and began his act.
All was serene until

The important

street ballyhoo, also

by

customary way, took

in the
his place at the

that

'

new

singing organist."

of the featured organ.

i(!

velty
I be-

"the

This demonstrated the adaptability
the remote control device.
The
Marbro seats 5,250 and hitherto it
has not been thought possible that
sufficient volume for such a large
house could be secured from an instrument of the Seeburg type, and
yet here it was rendering a duplicate

:

land,

Reproducing Pipe Organ, was the
organ stunt recently put over at the
Marbro here by Edward K. House,

of

cueing of pictures, according to NorBaker, head of the company,
entraining glare, where soft
says 98 per cent of Calliaphones
wb intended by the design- in use are Tangleys.
The Calliaphone is encased and installed in manner similar to a piano,
ciuf Gets National Post
with no special installation necessary.
xj-W. C. Denny has taken The air blower, or motor, goes in
of O. H. Button in the the basement or an adjoining room,
National Theater the same as with a pipe organ, and
st for
headquarters here. Dut- may be any distance removed from
the instrument, to which it is conin Seattle on a special
nected with a hose. The instrument
ment.
may be played automatically or by
hand. A loud volume Calliaphone for

1

un-

Seeburg

quite a serious
situation,
and of
course, he affected to offer apologies
when, just in the midst of his talk,

light bills will

dis-

pair service and careless
of dead bulbs are con
ctors in theaters of the
of which are
giap, some
using from one to three
\
he mount of current necesf^aire to immediately replace
causes loss of eflfectivecareless replacement has

the

warrant it.
depend in part on good lighting.
Light properly used adds 50% to the effectiveness of your stage

monthly

or screen production.

niei

with

suddenly the instrument refused to
toot a note!
Obviously, this was

due to poorly installed
cms, exhibitors are wasting money on light bills to

new

possible

the saving

if

,

inlallation of a

— Demonstrating

effects

House,

Remember box

of

(3)

is

ing system.
Be sure the origfinal installation is right.
Do not hesitate to re-install completely or partially

systems;

correctly incarelessness in
of lamps.

lit

lighting

lighting system regularly inspected by experts.
Don't allow economy to reduce the effectiveness of your light-

in

the survey

le,

scheme.
Discount the original cost of a lighting system against future

Chicago
usual

The

pipe

complement

used in standard
models of the small size now being
offered.
The blower was not only
the same, but actually mounted on
the same platform as the organ. (It
might be mentioned that the blower
was encased in a Celotex covering).
as

THOUSANDS
HAVE THIS BOOK
1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

FREE
TO

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS
EVERYTHING

tine.

Theater Signs Cause Complaint
Milwaukee -Notice has been served on theater owners here that they
must comply with the building code

—

or suffer revocation of license, because of loose signs in the lobby.

GOES

EVERYWHERE

10
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Predicts Wide

ROXY AT HIS BEST TOR
1ST ANNIVERSARY BILL
Anniversary

Week was

at the

Roxy.

The program was elaborate in the
extreme, marked by a gorgeous and
that
production
impressive
stage
carried out the idea of the Cathedral

name

of Motion Pictures, Roxy's pet
Dressed as white
for his theater.
robed choir singers, the chorus came
slowly down the winding stairs at

each side of the proscenium, chanting
as they bore aloft lighted candles. As
they reached the stage, curtains parted
revealing interior of cathedral with the
altar
occupying the entire stage.
Background sliowed an immense

A

stained glass window.
figure of
the A'ladonna was at center of altar,
with grouped figures on the white
stairs.
Groups of singers in the
balconies sang the anthems as the
stage ensemble executed the ritual,
moving in front of the altar in stately
processional.
The Madonna wore a
gold robe over her white raiment.
Soft,
diffused colored spots
were

JACK HARROWER

Vogue

Australia
for Wisely-Handled Presentations KNOCK'EMHOTAI
in

travagances

—"All

arguments in
the
the world won't stop presentations
in Australia.
It remains for the new
Capitol and Regent to put over the
show properly and the vogue will
flash around the continent," according to Gayne Dexter, editor of "Everyone's," who believes that "the
public wants something more than
pictures, and wisely-budgeted, wellhandled presentations without ex-

Sydney

—

PARAHOUNT STAGE SHOW
FLOPS BADLY-AND

uniform

staff

were

brought before the curtain for a brief
drill.

What was

evidently intended as the
big hit fell pretty flat, however.
It
was a spectacle number to typify the
Roxy birthday party. Introductory
song, "Hello Everybody", was sung

by
If

Gladys
this

tomers
sadly.

Rice

from

was meant
in the

The

to

the balcony.
put the cus-

birthday

lyrics

spirit, it missed
were sing-song, and

the scoring more so. Curtains parted
to show an immense white frosted

the

gap

very

Tapping of theater box
by tin-hare races,

office

re-

ceipts

carnivals,
stock companies, etc., can be attributed to the fact that they offer "novelchange something with more
ty
zest than pictures."

—

—

"About

130,000,000

film theaters

people attend
every year in Australia,"

Dexter points

WITH THE

out.

Looks

as if Major Bowes
for the anniversary coi!
at the Roxy, for he camel
with a darb of a stage prei
such as the Capitol has not!
a long while.
The outstari
self

was Emile Boreo, who
"Chauve Souris" over

helpo

not

He

did four numbers,
ping its predecessor. His
Soldier" got a great hand, 1
tie
dramatic turn for the
pulled 'em right up from th
Mort Harris staged the
tion, "Northern Knights," wb

ago.

i'

WELL BALANCED

BILL

ed Canadian atmosphere all
shop.
There was an addei^
Confining itself to three numbers, tion in the Sixteen Singing'
One of the flattest stage presentadressed as Northwest Mount
tions seen in this neck of the woods the Strand stage bill furnished ungroup opened the show v
for many a moon was the tidbit pretentious entertainment that proved
labeled "Galloping On" at the Para- diverting and lively.
Opened with a Petroff Girls in nifty gar
mount. Back to Merrie England in black drop and nothing but a white through a neat routine. Tl'
the old days, when gents in red hunt- lamppost and white barrel alongside lowed Jerrie with his accord
ing jackets drank and sang before and for contrast.
Billy Randall appeared cialty dance, but his second
after the fox was caught. The setting all in white, and after some myster- in a Charleston with slow
was a "wild" woodland, and it clut- ious movements, fishes a violin from topped by a mile-a-minute
tered up most of the stage for no good the barrel, and went into some eccen- the customers a chance to
reason.
There was no real hunt, io tric steps, playing the instrument in which they did. As if this
enough, Erner and Fisher
diey really didn't need much stage. perfect harmony.
They threw in a lot of third rate hoofThe next number was Billy Randall, out for a slapstick bit calli
ing and vocalizing, and tried to give the Australian tenor, who got a big Spirit of St. Vitus" that was
it
a Ritzy atmosphere by labeling it hand as he appeared.
He pulled a They ran Boreo a close set
in three scenes (on the program): neat group of songs, finishing with popularity on a bill that w;
•Before the Hunt", "The Hunt In Irving Berlin's latest, "I Can't Do from all angles. The finale w
Surrey Wood", and "The Masque Without You." He could have stayed and novel, with the ensemb
After the Hunt". You could walk in there for the rest of the show, judg- ed as Indian maidens in a fc

fin;
a;

ing by the reception he received. flash. The electrical effects
He's a classy vocalist who catches the staged, and all hands wal!
popular angle in high grade stuff. reasonably assured that tk,
The last bit offered the colorful at- seen an honest t'gawd prograj
in

mosphere with "the Night Club Gyp- the chapeau to Major
sies".
The set was a blue sky drop earned it on this one.
with trees and hanging festoons, and
striped Oriental tents, one on each

side of stage. The seven accordionists
spilled some sprightly music, and
that made the customers momentarily the girl gypsy sang pleasingly.
For
forget that they still had another scene the finale James and George Trainor
to go in the English Hunt agony. were on for some nifty stepping. Their
Before his appeared Alfred Latell in work both solo and doubling was
the skin of a goofy bulldog who snappy, and they were just the right
kidded with his mistress who was touch for the brief but worthwhile
trying to make him understand cer- entertainment.
tain things.
The crazy antics of this
Reiser took the orchestra through
comedy dog and his barks and growls excerpts from Victor Herbert's "Forthat were half-spoken words were tune Teller", nicely arranged and not
done with a fine comedy slant that too long. In addition to the feature,
scored decisively.
These two bright Pathe's short of Will Rogers in Loncomedy spots, however, only served don completed the bill.
to make the rest of the dumb proceed-

birthday cake surmounted by a burn- ing and settings worse by comparison.
ing white candle.
The figures were
grouped on the "layers" of the cake
Johns to Indianapolis
as decorations.
The ensemble went
St. Louis
Skouras Bros., are negothrough very routine stuff, featured tiating for a personality to succeed
by flowing robes of gauzy material.
Brooke Johns at the Missouri. Johns
bronze dance with Renoff and Renova is booked for transfer to Indianapolis,
wearing gold and silver bronze and where he will endeavor to put over
•'ot rnuch else, was the best part of the Skouras branch of
stage shows
the birthday party.
at the Lieber houses.

—

A

fill

HOW

—

The

—can

profitably."

'

played from sides and overhead, and
with the stately music and ecclesiastical decorations it furnished a dignified and impressive number.
The special invocation that marked
the premiere of the Roxy was repeated, with Leslie Stowe delivering
it in center stage opening, lighted in
soft yellow with the rest of the stage
darkened. As he finished with "Let
There Be Light!" lights broke out
on orchestra pit. Then Van Dusee
appeared in front of curtain as a at any time during the three scenes,
clown, and performed a dramatic bit, and any one of those captions would
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh".
apply.
For the stage set never
The divertissements covered a bird changed. Just woods -wooden woods.
song sung from the left balcony, a And a lot of wooden acting, singing
boudoir scene with the Roxyettes do- and dancing.
ing a routine dressed as white powder
Just two bits stood out, and they
puffs, a quartet from "Rigoletto," deserve all the generous applause they
and a repetition of "East Side, West got. Ben Blue and his funny, loose
Side", a silhouette in red lighting that legs did some fast and hilarious work
scored.
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old Leaf Valuable Reflector

Elnent Increases Intensity of Light Without Any Discomfort to Players and Aids Results
Cltistie Staff Seeking Material — Other News and Wilk*s Breezy Comments on Screen Personalities

ITS

Lloyd Plans College Film
Harold Lloyd is considering pro-

BY FRED

duction of
next
for

)l

njfiew in the science

ir

a

college

picture

as

his

following
Paramount,
It is one of three themes

L

"Speedy."
under consideration.

of

J.

J.

Gain Returns

Legion

E

playing
a

**Lots''

RALPH WILK

By

ivith

Waters
James

Flood and a bystander snaking

'kittle

from

John

club;
golf

^^^

Hollywood

pun

—"flood-waters."
*

*

*

Our

old friend, Leo Pierson, formerly stage manager of the Paramount Long Island studio, has
joined the Paramount coast staff as
a unit business manager.

Gain, executive manager of
J.
J.
been tried out
RYAN, a familiar figure at
studio, has returned
Paramount
the
be
Th nson and found to
the
Paramount Long Island
and
busivacation
from
two
week's
a
y It is the use of gold
studio, is busy on the Coast.
He
trip to New York.
ness
behind
ecting
element
L. W. "Sunny" McLaren, here for
n
has
just
finished
a
role
in
"Power"
the first time, declares he has yet
00, ind 2,000 watt incanSmall Denies T-S Report
and was recently seen in "The Heart to see
-lib
a beautiful girl in Hollywood.
Small in denying he is to of a Follies Girl."
Edward
conhe ecent experiments
Mebbe,
our friend, "Sunny," is mak*
*
*
join TitTany-Stahl says he will deAssociation of M. P.
tl
ing a guarded statement, as Mrs.
himself in 1928 to special provote
Our Passing Show: Joe
t Academy of Arts and
Lester
McLaren is with him.
Small will produce "My
ductions.
Schenck, in golf suit, writing
a IK the American Society
Cohen, the 7iovelist, describes HollyVitaFanny
Brice.
starring
Man,"
telegrams; Gwen Lee practicit
has been
iat( raphers,
wood as "the musical comedy fronting violin between scenes smilnegative is phone probably will figure in this
t
1 nchromatic
ier."
\. Cohn is
production
which
Alfred
ing
Ben
Silvey
discussing
*
film
especially
*
*
is
his
writing and which Howard Walfights and pictures.
to ;llow light and cameraErnst LubMoments
Rare
lace will most likely direct.
*
*
*
ftb s over their lenses,
Harry
itsch minus a cigar;
im ing "The Sunset LeTwo of the oldest film editors in
Brown
missing a Jackie
"Joe"
Signed for Columbia Cast
est Paramount picture,
point of service are Eddie Robbins
Fields fight; Charley Rosenfeld
Alec B. Francis and Rex Lease and Ralph H. Dixon, both with
led to experiment with
Fox.
hissing Armand Emanuel in acHe enclosed have been signed by Columbia to Eddie started with the Chaplinbulbs.
tion; Paul Snell and Joe Nadel
ual reflectors, but cov- support Jacqueline Logan in "Broad- Essanay unit, while Ralph has been
minus smiles.
tion silver surface with way Daddies."
*
*
*
chief film editor of Universal and
frosted the side of the
Triangle.
know
one place where execuWe
Brook, Irene Rich Signed
lie set.
This made all
tives take orders and like them. That
Clive Brook and Irene Rich have
colored.
It was found
Bill Wright spends his vacations is the Paramount gymnasium, where
increased the intensity been signed to appear in a mystery in Lawrenceburg, Ind., Ray Harris,
Dick Kline sends the executives,
ithout causing any dis- story, as yet untitled, that will be the scenarist, wanted Bill's
Law- stars and directors through their
the
the players, and at
produced by FBO, with Bert Glen- renceburg address, but was informed
His students include Sam
paces.
splendid photographic non dfrecting.
he needed only the name of the town. Jaffe, J. G. Bachmann, Charles "BudLatvrenceburg has only 300 people, dy" Rogers, Lane Chandler, Sam
with many other exWins $5,000 in Contest
and, no doubt. Bill is its most illus- Alintz and others.
'homson believes that
Rena Vale of Los Angeles won ti'ious product.
By the way, Bill
*
*
*
the future will be done first prize in the Paramount-"Photorecently returmed from a countryOur old friend, Leon d'Usseau,
ent bulbs as soon as play" contest for story ideas.
Total wide tour, on which he publicized
dropped his duties as a supervisor
.ineers
have invented awards were $15,000.
Ruth Taylor, the blonde whom gen- long enough to say, "I do," in front
reducing the heat they
tlemen prefer.
In
of a gentleman in a frock coat.
Hecht Completes "Hector" Script
other words, Leon was married, and
Kalmun Hecht has completed the
W. Pledge Browne, long a "star
scenario of "Hector," based on the reporter" on New York papers, will Ottola Nesmith, former Broadway
ie rroduction
Greek mythological character. He make his first screen appearance in actress, changed her name to Mrs.
d'Usseau.
iff Seeking Ideas has been working on the script for
"The Bellamy Case." Browne workhristie production peo- the last six years.
ed on the Hall-Mills and Snyderon vacation jaunts in
Grey murder cases, and in Los Anic ideas while the stu"Miracle Girl" Next Compson
geles found Welby Hunt for his
closed in preparation
"The Miracle Girl" will be Betty paper nine days before the police arLife of Los Angeles
ison of picture making. Compson's next picture for release rested Hunt.
director, and Al Mar- by First Division Distributors. She
Centers at the
r, have left for
Hono- recently completed "The Masked
A Hollywood fable Once upon a
r
Hawaiian islands on Angel" for the company.
Ambassador's
ti^ne there was a title ivriter who
Honolulu."
Directors
never read a humorous publication.
Gillstrom are already
Grinde Signs New Contract
o Europe. Frank ConkNick Grinde, who is now directOur Passing Show: Edliead, is in Tahiti and
ing the first of a new series of westgiving an
ward H.
cts las just
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Bobby Vernon

Ml.
F.I

New
j;

in

York.

leave

Al Chris-

Hollywood

for the

preparing production
new year of pictures.

n,
t\

cc structive editing

om that

Edi
>ho

a

WOW

RD
T
y.

may

near winner into

A.

erns

starring

titled,

Tim McCoy,

and who

not yet

also directed
of the Dark,"

Coy's "Riders
signed a long-term

contract

Mchas
with

M-G-M.
Root Named Selznick Aide
Wells Root has been named assistant to David Selznick at Paramount.

DuBRUL
Scenarist

Navarre 4800

Signed for Vitaphone
Mme. Schumann-Heinck and Rosa
Raisa have been signed for Vitaphone numbers.

Griffith
•appreciative passenger a ride
from Culver City to Hollywood; Emit Jannings attending his first fight at the

famous

Cocoanut Grove

—-^<m»^

FRANK ZUCKER
A.

S. C.

Cinematographer
220

W.

Wadsworth

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

42nd Street

'Phones:
5650, Wisconsin

New York

City

0610

I

College Night Every Friday
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love to the doctor's daughter, who
gives him every encouragement. So
the bashful doc escapes to a quiet
sanitarium, and finds it filled with
After one of 'em
wild chorus girls.
gives him the love works, Tyler re-

Short Subjects

Beniamino Gigli and Guiseppe De alizes what he has been missing all
He steps out to collect back
his life.
Luca in
It's
a
and how.
love payments
Scene from "Pearl Fishers"
natural for laughs, and the comedian
Vitaphone
keeps the fun going at a fast clip.
Ope7-a Stars Sing Gorgeously
Directed
by Orville Dull.
Picture
.Talking
Production.
Type of
Gigli and De Luca, long prominent
Metropolitan
of the
in the ranks
"His In-Laws"
Opera stars, render a famous duet
Universal
from Bizet's opera. Both of them
The Relatives Move In
have superb voices which register exType of production. .2 reel comedy
proc-

—

.

.

through the Vitaphone
This picture features Charles Puffy,
Like most operatic stars, they
ess.
who has the misfortune to have his
in
their
cosattractive
appear
don't
in-laws "move in on him" and make
tumes which in this case, are Orienmiserable.
He devises a plan
life
This, however, should make
tal.
whereby
he
hires six men to pretend
very
are
The
voices
no difference.
much there and it doesn't matter to be lunatics, and as a matter of fact,
whether you look at them on the they are. They capture Charlie and
start to dissect him but he escapes.
screen or not.
Finally the usual madhouse keepers
The picarrive and end the panic.
"Screen Snapshots" No. 5
ture, which Ralph Ceder made, is
Columbia
moderately entertaining from the
Interesting Fan Material
standpoint of lovers of rough-andTj'pe of Production
tumble slapstick.
1 Reel Fan Magazine
cellently

Introduction of the Wampas stars,
Pickford and Will H. Hays, is
"Ship Ahoy"—Variety
the highlight of this breezy edition
Fox
of a new behind-the-scenes reel of
Unusual
Hollywood.
There is a light be- Type of production
1 reel special
tween Carroll Nye and a dog with
Fine study of an old-time fourmastRin-Tin-Tin coming to the rescue, ed schooner manned by its picturesque
the auction block scene from "The
captain and crew.
The latter are
Love Mart," a visit to several other shown going
through their daily
sets, a comedy skit by Joe Rock and
tasks, and it looks like a beautiful
the rescue of Lupe Velez from fire
picnic and yo heave ho for the life
by Rod La Rocque. Up to the standof a sailor.
Then a storm starts
ard of this series and a dandy one
brewing. The big schooner lurches
reeler.
and sways in the trough of the angr^
sea.
The boys go aloft to dizzy
Adele Rowland in
heights, and scramble through the
"Stories in Song"
rigging as they furl sails and mak
Vitaphone
the ship snug to weather the big gale.
Entertaining
Type of Production. .Talking Picture These scenes are positively thrilling.
Well known in musical comedy, The camera man went aloft, too,
Adele Rowland makes her debut in and took some dizzy shots of th
talking pictures via Vitaphone.
She deck and the roaring sea 150 feet beGreat marine number that will
sings several numbers of the jazz low.
all
lovers
of
adventure.
variety and does them well, on the please
whole.
Hers is the type of voice Crammed with ocean atmosphere.
that reproduces well. Will give gen-

William of Sweden. Thrilling views
shown of a hunt for a rhinocerous,
and the native methods used to catch
are

crocodiles.
teresting.

"Count

Pathe Review: No. 11
Good Variety
Type of production. ..1 reel magazine
Opens with intimate studies of bird

Me Out"— Cameo
Educational

Ordinary

Type of production. .1 reel comedy at nesting time, shown beautifully in
Followed
by
more
The main comedy is supplied by the Pathecolor.
.

.

hired man on the farm.
He agrees
to fight Battling Burlock, a big bruiser and thus prove to the girl's father
that he is worthy of daughter's hand.
It is about time that this old gag be
given a much needed rest until they
can find some new angle to inject
real comedy into the ancient idea.

—

studies

hard,

but

develop

little

Zion Myers directed.

the

"Interesting

People"

Albert Payson Terhune is
shown with his collies around which
he wrote his dog stories. Frank Wilseries.

lard

is

also

interviewed,

and

count on this one to get the e'
Directed by Clem Beauchamp

Playing

"By

the

Waters

of the Perksiomen,"

"Did You Mean It?" and "Varsity
Drag"
Vitaphone
Jazz Number, Very Much 0. K.

presented, and some rare
fun. shots are shown of wild animals in
their natural haunts.
is

Pathe Review No. 12
African Hunt
Easily Clicks
Type of production. .1 reel magazine
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Opens with scenes in Pathecolor
Tyler Brooke has been given a of the famous Harlech Castle, prejuicy

.

part for building the laughs.
He is the bashful assistant to a fashionable doctor who has a lot of pretty women patients.
In fact Tyler is
so bashful that he cannot even make

EGGER
NCO

RPOR ATED

I

Type

of Production. .Talking Picture
This one is in. There is no denying the appeal that a first class jazz
band has for the average audience.
Lyman and his boys know how to
put it over.
Three songs on the
Vitaphone prove it. The setting is

Photo
Engraving

a la night club; quite attractive and
the proper thing for this sort of sub"Did You Mean It?" is sung
ject.
by one of the boys.
He does it
well.
The audience thought so too,
judging by the applause the night
this was ????
"Varsity Drag" is
corking fine numa little finale.

Specialists

Motion

.

ber, put

over in fine

"That's

|

to the

A

Picture

Industry

style.

That"— Buster Brovyn
Universal

Kid Fun
Type

of production. .2 reel

comedy

Buster and Mary Jane are assisted
by Tige in making things tough for

DAY AND NIGHT

father who is trying to sell his bombing plane invention. The kids make

themselves generally disliked, and
then by a fluke become heroes by
saving the customer's life.
So dad
gets the order.
The mischievous
pranks of the two kids will no doubt
appeal to the juvenile fans. Francis
Corby directed this rather slim num-

250

West
NEW

54th
YORK

Telephone: Columbus

Sire

4141-2

ber.

"Listen Sister"
Educational

Lupino Lane

—

A Wow
Type

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

Circumstances force Lupino Lane
to disguise himself as a girl and enter
The rest of the
a boarding school.

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOH
1108 Sixteenth

pupils find lots of things of interest
their new playmate.
He in
turn gets a bunch of thrills, and is
going along fine until they enter him
To get
in a bathing beauty contest.
the proper girlish figure, he uses an
inflated rubber costume,

which blows

up too much, and then things hapIt's a
pen sudden and amusingly.
lot of funny nonsense, and the work
of this clever funster again proves

Street

Washington, D.

about

C.

Co-operating with 42

Gov

ments and loaning
and speakers throughout
world for the purpose of
films

pi

instruction.

Schools, Churches
using Motion

senting interesting shots of these historical remains of a great example
of_ architecture.
But the kick comes
with the installment of shots taken
of the African expedition of Prince

and Club,

Should Subscribe

Pictures

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREE!

"The Kiss Doctor"
Van Bibber— Fox
.

shots are in-

talks

about his cartoon strip, "Moon Mullins."
Part 3 of the African Game
Expedition of Prince William of

Barney Helium and Buster Brodie Sweden

work

in

The jungle

that he has the stuff to deiivf
fire
laughs.
His acrobatics
good as his comedy antics. I
the fun grows hilarious. Y

Ahe Lyman and His Orchestra

Mary

eral satisfaction.

Sunday, March

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001 FILMS*'
Complete reference booklet,
at

(Fifth Edition^

listing nearly 3,000

educational

filnwgiV'

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-
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For your
Protection
To insure exhibitors

the high-

possible screen quality,
Eastman Positive Film is made

est

identifiable.

Kodak"

The words "Eastman

are stencilled in black

letters at short intervals in

the

transparent film margin.

Specify prints on Eastman Film

—look

for the identifying

words

margin— and get the film
that always carries quality
in the

through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,
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Good news

travels
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Exhm
wisely bo oil

business.

this

who

M-G-M's Shorts as wei
Features have found
this

complete quality
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i

i

the most conaj

is

good

tive force for
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has been introduced
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the industry in years.
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TO book the
COMPLETE

the leaders of all

NORMA SHEARER
RAMON NOVARRO GRETA GARBO
CHANEY
DANE-ARTHUR
TIM McCOY
LOKl

FROM

"OUR GANG" — TKis
ads

consistently best

HAL ROACH COMEDIES
GANC'-CHARLEY CHASE
MAX DAVIDSON-LAUREL-HARDY
••OUR

I

VENTS
tinguished drd

series in

the

Technicolor

OFA

oduced

ail oi«T ihc MHirld

name m
The public

They

are a riot! Exhibitors advertised

li

'

One hit after another!'
like a feature.
made them a krujwn money draw.

and

MAX DAVIDSON

—

the consistent qual-

ity of

exhibitors

Hal Roach

comedies amazes all

comedy

producers.

increasing

WITH an entire
M-G-M
QUALITY show.

CHARLEY

—

CHAlj

his comedies at'

the de luxe ck

Watch

for^

THE BEST COMPLETE SHOW ON THE MARKET

ijm:

sine Love."

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYE
fflWr

y
lo

STAN LAUREL -OLIVER HAM

RECEIPTS
M-G-M

at the b.o.

program

is

ARE

money

Metro-

THE proof
THAT more

MORE

is

these rascals.

GOLDWYN-Mayer.

BEN-HUR

THE BIG PARA0E
THE ENEMY
LOVE
THE STUDENT PRINCE

-f:

SMART buying

JOHN GILBERT

WILLIAM HAINES
CODY-PRINGLE

EVERY DAY!

ON Film Row
THEY call

TALK ABOUT VALUES
THAT GO TO MAKE A
MONEY SHOW! M-G-M
HAS THE TOP
OFFERINGS IN EVERY
DEPARTMENT!
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MARION DAVIES
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EXHIBITOR OPPOSITION SOUNDS
KNELL FOR NATIONAL HOOK-UPS
Not Renewing

G ilDICATION DE

WILL JOIN U. A.

ill

Oils

»jd Contracts of
Is Players

—

^lales

ecil

Indications
B. De Mille

are

March 29 Broadcast
Last for

will

The producer

tfl^\rtists.

g contract of Lina Bas3r| Clarence Burton, who
him 12 years. If the
j|le, De Mille would noi
United Artists picture

U. A.,

Will be

Schenck Says
—

Los Angeles United Artists will
go through with plans for radio ap-

Flood Benefits

;

Los Angeles

—Theaters

pearance of

its stars in a national
55 stations March 29.
but the stunt will not be repeated.
This is the assurance given R. F.
Woodhull, president of the M.P.T.
O.A. in a telegram dispatched by

here

hook-up

are cooperating with the Red
Cross for benefit shows Wednesday to aid sufferers in the
zone at Santa Paula.
flood
Screen stars are to appear in
connection with the event with
Sid Grauman staging the show.

AN8 30 HOUSES
RiiERN

of

Joseph M. Schenck.
Woodhull, following a poll of exhibitor
sentiment,
which showed

overwhelming opposition

—Thirty

;co^

the state

is

Corp.

iters

$1,000,000

1.

H.

Samuel
firni

le

is

Theaters
Lesser.

1

(Continued

theaters in
the goal of
of

North- E.

company
Levin

1

MEET EOX ON BIG DEAL

William Hannn, M. L. Finkelstein,
H. Ruben and Herbert Charles,
latter attorney
for Northwest
ihsidiary now operates the
7
southern California Theaters Circuit, are in New York
in Kentucky, Indiana awaiting a conference with William
.\

Fox regarding

less.

in the

^lans Dinner for
at Ritz April 16
InAss'n,
nest of honor at a dinliis honor by the T.O.
Vork at the Ritz. The
16.
The function will
iro's
official
induction
ire
industry.
<>.

pre.'iident of the

.P.

Exhibitors

the sale of the F.

&

Fo.x has been vacationing
R. chain.
South.
Both groups are in agreement and
This
have been for several weeks.
(Continued on Page 4)

Pawtucket, Only 'Blue' R.

dinner to be held at
on Thursda)' eveninp:
st function of the re>

M.

r.

president of the

1.

«

,ke

n-

Club of New
refreshments

definite

clul),

announce-

location and date of
the
new clubhouse,
bring guests.

of

thea-

owners, opoosing national broadcasts by stars will put a damper on
if
not entirely eliminate such hookups in future.
This is emphasized by the reaction
to the scheduled broadcast by United
Artists March 29, with 55 stations
throughout the nation participating in
the

Announcement of
was followed by poll

iiook-up.

broadcast

the
of

exhibitor sentiment by R. F. Woodhull,
M.P.T. O.A. president, which
demonstrated a preponderance of
sentiment against the event. Joseph
(Continued on Page 2)

May Have Ban Lifted
Providence, R.
— Farcical provis-

City,

I.

ion of the state law,

which prohibits

Sunday shows at Pawtucket, although
permitting them elsewhere in the
state, subject to certain regulations
as concerns hours, would be amended
in a bill introduced in the House.
similar bill to include Pawtucket
in the entertainment law has been on
the files of the House judiciary committee since the first week of the session this year.

Big Time Show All Set
To Smash AMPA Records
Now

time

for all regular
guys to come to the aid of their
own organization, sez president Bruc?
Gallup, head barker for the .\MP.A.S.
(.Continued on Page 2)
is

the

ARBITRATION FIGHT^IN

SEAHLE COURTS SEEN

Rose,"
which is
slated for an extended run in New
Vork next winter, will play at the
Hearing on the temporSeattle
Winter Garden, legitimate house, if ary injunction obtained by Waldo C.
negotiations said to be under way Ives, Anacortes exhibitor, restraining
"Abie's

Irish

—

are

successful.

M. P. Academy Approves
Free Lance Actor Pact
Hollywood

I.

CI b's First Party
A
Le' a Club Thursday

lainment,

WINHR GARDEN

PLAY AT

contract-

chain of 1,000 thed by Lesser in towns

Overwhelming sentiment
ter

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE" MAY

I.

1

to the proPage 4)

OEEICIALS TO

as

a subsidiary
of America,
Some of the

have been

\'

on

March 29 Broadcast to Be
Made but Future Stunts
to Be Barred

—The

producers'

com-

mittee of the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences has approved the new
form of contract for freelance actors.
It goes before the general body of
actor members on March 22.

Fischer-Paramount Chain
Plans 85 Houses in Year
Fond du Lac

—

Eighty-five theaters
the goal set by Fischer-Paramount
Theaters in the Middle West by the
end of the year, according to Louis
Lutz, manager of the company's
Fond du Lac here. Work starts
in a month on five theaters to seat
between 1,000 and 1,800 at a cos'
of over $2,500,000, and plans are under way for 50 more to be built or

execution of the award made by the
arbitration board in favor of Warners and against Ives, is scheduled
(Continued

on Page 2)

French Film Committee
to Announce Import Rules

—

Rules governing selection
Paris
of imported product will be published
.American films are expected
today.
to get two licenses out of every seven
In round numbers the
for imports.
schedule calls for American producers purciiasing 50 French films to
get the 200 licenses they need. This
re(iuires spending about $1,000,000
annually on French product.

is

purchased
Ohio.

in

Illinois,

Indiana

and

Back
Los
will

in

Angeles

return

to

Films

— Mae

Murray

pictures

either

with Paramount or Tiffany*The deal will be set
StahL
shortly.

—

..
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Theater owners throughout the nawith but few exceptions, pointed
out that the broadcast would serioustion,

ly affect their grosses, citing the loss

sustained on the previous national
hook-up in which Will Rogers and
Al Jolson participated. That broadcast, it is estimated, caused an aver-

age falling off of $50 a theater.
the major circuits have denounced national broadcasts in no uncertain terms, KeithAlbee having taken the lead some
time ago, in citing radio as competition and banning its vaudeville performers from appearances before the
all

of

"mike."
In the exceptions in exhibitor
opinions on the Woodhull poll, approval was qualified with the condition that the broadcast be after theater hours, eastern standard time.
However, the difference in time

throughout the nation, would change

Financial

(Continued from Patjc
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be

to

March

not be duplicated.

Practically

Seattle Courts Seen

1)

M. Schenck has promised the stunt
will

in

\)

court

district

here

27.

High Low

Am.

Seat.
36.
*(c-b) do 6s
Bal. & Katz
(c) Con. Fm. Ind.
(c)
do pfd.
(s) East. Kodak
*(s)
do pfd. ...
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'(s) First Nat. pfd
.

41

.

.

Close
41

41

65
17'/«
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.
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is
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1,300
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that first decision in the case, which
in his favor.
The action is based on suI)stitutions made
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22K
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Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
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bought by the exhibitor, who
bought them on the strength of the
campaign book which, he contends, is part
in
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said

of
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pictures

in
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.

the
the

contract.
Only titles were specified
contract, so the company contended
delivering pictures as promised.
exhibitor's attorney claims the second

was
The
award is illegal, because only four grounds
upon which an award of a former board may
be vacated, are provided for under New
York arbitration laws under which the board
functions.
These are (1) Corruption, fraud
or other undue means; (2) evident partiality;
it

(i) arbitrators guilty of misconduct, or refusing to hear evidence material, or misbehavior;
(4) where arbitrators exceed their
powers.
He also points out that the rules
provide for the findings to be conclusive and
binding.
He says the second board had no
right to reopen the case.

We have
smaller

one

floor anat

offices for imm«.

occupancy
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and
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no future value."

Big Time Show All Set
To Smash AMPA Records
(.Continued

Tickets

from Page

1)

big blow that will
sweep through the Astor on March
31 are selling
ahead of schedule.
That's not enough, for the boys are
out to make this the biggest ever.
Do your bit, and help the gang hit
the 1,000 mark, which will prove this
organization can sell its own show,
as well as the screen shows of the
industry.
Let's go!
for

the
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was

the status, so far as exhibitors of the
Lipman Buys Another in Wis.
Middle and Far West are concerned.
Racine, Wis. The Wisconsin UniWoodhull pointed out to Schenck
versal
Theaters, which operates seven
that the broadcast would depreciate
stars' value at the box office because houses in W^isconsin, has taken a year
"their artistic merit is expressed best lease on the Orpheum with the option
The theater will be
in scjeen productions and must fall to purcliase.
renovated
and
reopened April 7 as
below that established standard if
Carl Lipman is
used on radio."
He also called at- Lipman's Allen.
Victor Harlowe will mantention to the potential falling off of president.
age the house.
receipts and said the
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Efforts of Gabriel L. Hess, general
attorney of the Haj-s organization in
New York, to bring about an out of
court settlement of the controversy,
failed when the distributor refused
to accede to the exhibitor's demand

—
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on the BIG
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this swifter, bigger, better

news

of the day.
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On Broadway
—

— "nringing Up Father"
— "Uncle loni ("ahin
—
"A Modern Du Barry"
Colony —
"Wings"
Criterion
—^"Simba"
Carroll
Earl
— "Two
Lovers"
Embassy —
"The Lost Shadow"
Fifth Ave.
— "Vanina"
—
Gaiety "Four Sons"
Men"
Hippodrome—
New York — Monday. "O'd IronAgainst the
Capitol
Central

{Continued from Page \)
\
posed broadcast, had proteadHll
Schenck.
The latter advisedllf
Woodhull's protest arrived too
as contracts for the broadcast^!
had been signed.
Schencicl|
that if consensus of exhibitor opi-

The Astor opens tomorrow
in the long runs this week.
"The Trail of '98", replacing the short run of "The Crowd." At
"The Last Command" is supplanted by "The Legion of the Condemned.'" On Thursday, "Two Lovers" succeeds "Love" at the Embassy. "Simba"
The roster:
stays on at the Carroll for two more weeks.
i^«

,_

changes

night with
the Rialto,

I

'

s

Picture

"Wings"
"Sunrise"

.

.

,

,

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
"Simba"
"Four Sons"
"Mother Machree"

Fifty-fifth

^".Nanieless

Tuesday, "Woman
Wednesday,
World" and "Wall Flowers
Thursday, "Soft LivSabreur":
"Beau
ing"; Friday. "Chicago After Midniglit
Saturday,
and "My Wife's Relations"
".Shepherd of the Hills"; Sunday, "On
Her Toes"
;

Times

Square

.

.

Sept.

showed opposition to
casts, he would see

23

.

.

"Two Lovers"

.

Paramount

.

Mar. 17
Mar. 20
Mar. 22

M-G.M
Astor
United Artists .... Embassy

—

can

—

—

And

That's That

Thompson"

DALY

By PHIL M.

{Continued from Page

Jamestown, N. Y., Houses Pool
to Charley
The Palace, CONGRATULATIONS
Jamestown, N. Y.
his efficient coand
McCarthy
Wintergardeii and Shea's here have
workers on the "Speedy" press book.
been consoiidated under joint management of New York Theaters It's a wow and loaded with showpages and three
It's 28
Policies manship.
Corp., and M. A. Shea.
contain
some real box
special
inserts
have been changed to avoid conflict-

—

ing competition.

Knoxville, la., House Sold
Knoxville,
la.
H. Graham

—

has

A new

idea was
in
asking
exhibitors
ployed
campaign suggestions, which
embodied in the book.
office

slants.

em-

for
are

Games Operating Sioux

City

— L.

House

E. Carnes now
Palace, which he

$500,000 House for Ithaca
Ithaca, N. Y.
Harry and Benjamin Bernstein, who operate a chain

—

in

Albany, Dunkirk and Elniira, will
a $500,000 theater to be built

manage

109 State St. by a new company
known as Cornell Theaters, Inc.,
at

headed by Lewis Henry.

Construction starts April 15 for fall completion.

Capacity, 1,800.

—

Clark Sample

is

the

owner

of the project
to the

which will be leased
New Orleans organization.
The plans prepared by Emile Weil
Co., \ew Orleans, call for a two.atpry. re-inforced concrete and terra
cotta building to cost about $150,000.

built

here,

Ya..
it

for

—The

is

Norfolk

Fox

reported.

be

thrilled,

shocked,

44

Position Wanted
Enterprising young man, 28, forme;
connected with one of the largest m
tion picture producers, desires positic:

Experienced in exchange
having been in complete
advertising

References

maj-

Box M-390
c

o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N.

That they have in the course of production
two motion pictures entitled:

"FOOL'S GOLD"

"THE FLOOD"
ALL RIQHT PROTECTED

Y.

(

t

B. MINTZ'
i

%
i

— because

If

has been
associated with only
the highest quality of
film entertainment,
since

Animated by

Ben Harrison
and

it

it first

on the

—IT
Announce

(

explanation

How."

INC.

procedun
charge

accessories division.
furnished
upon requK

it-

reliable embalming fluid.
You at
least know what you're drinking.
So stand by for tomorrow's thrilling
installment: "Lifting the Seventh

TIFFANY -STAHL PRODUCTIONS,

pic

— a legend that needs no

you're a better man than I,
Giinga Gin. If you insist, make it
Gordon, Synthetic, or plain Wood
Alk.
Personally we prefer the old

—and

start

"PRESENTS"

not,

Veil

Rei:

BronxviUe House Sold
Rosenthal Bros, and N. Pi
have purchased BronxviUe the:
BronxviUe, seating 1,400 in a
closed through SofTernian Bros

CHARLES

dazed,

and knocked cuckoo. The party
self will knock you unconscious.

of the

of Pennsylvania tha;
leave the stage in June

return to Hollywood to
production.

—

—

meeting

K/>A%Y YAT

you can stand for one day. Tomorrow we may or may not lift a
comer of the Curtain of Dazzling
Mystery and give you a peek inside.
You'll

Saenger in El Dorado, Ark.
El Dorado, Ark.
Bids will be
taken today for a theater at Main and
West, which will be operated by
Saenger.

transfer in ownership would include
the 3,000 shares of First National
stock which F. & R. own. The book
value of this stock is about $108 a
share.

Norfolk,
TFe're taken a solemn oath while
standing on the remains of the
Brookhart bill and holding a fried
egg aloft in our left hand not to
print the low-down on the gr-reatest,
most stu-pen-dous and glori-ous
fnn-fest ever to he held in the history of this here dizzy film business.
But there's no harm in giving you
guys just a HINT, do you think?
Or don't you think? No matter.
This is about all the exciting news

1)

is the present status.
No detail concerning financial considerations have
been worked out. Not only are the
F. & R. houses involved, but the

Fox House

repurchased the Grand.

Sioux City, la.
is
operating the
owns.

&

R. Officials to
Meet Fox on Big Deal
F.

at a

Women

would

—

Times Square "Sunrise"
Warners "Tenderloin"
Brooklyn Mark Strand ^"Sadle

tljan injure |«|
""

—

nounced

—

—

aid rather
attendance.

Gilda Gray Back to Screen
Philadelphia
Gilda
Gray

;

Mark Strand— "The Noose"
Paramount "The Garden of Eden''_
"Legion of the Condemned"
Rialto
Rivoli— "The Gaucho"
Roxy "Dressed to Kill"

would

cast
ater

.

Rialto

national br
to it tha^

United Artists stars took par
such a stunt again, pointing on
was under the impression the br.

,

.

" Legion of Condemned"
"Trail of "98"

'

Fox

Opening Date
Aug. 12

Universal
Central
Nov.
4
.Martin Johnson Corp. Earl Carroll. Jan.
23
Fox
Gaiety
Feb. 1
Fox
ulobe
Mar. 5
Warners
Warners
Mar. 14
United Artists.
Rivoli
Mar 10

"The Gaucho"

..idcs

Theater
Criterion

.

"Tenderloin"

Loevi-'s

Distributor

Paramount

Hi

19.

March 29 BroadcaslL
Will Be Last for U, If

The Broadway Parade
P1EVERAL

Astor— "The Trail of '98
Broadway— "A Cirl In Every Port
Cameo '•(zar Ivan the Terrible

Monday, March

IS

was flashed

screen.

THE

MARK OF

HALL't'^

EXCEL-

LENCE.

*.

Manny Gould
.«***

,'

CHARLES B. MINT!
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Air

the

i/ijr

do about radio?
I'e
a
powerful
is
ncy
which,
somemake-up,
contains
ts
r to

Price 5 Cents
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ANTITRUST ACTIONS TO AWAIT

ON BROOKHART

DECISION

BILL

ive "out" for pictures

;

Why

:ture business.

unearth

The use

it?

onalities over the air

which creates sharp

•

The

of opinion.

pre-

argument is
Yet nobody knows
of

1

it

lisequent business iniportionately

or

not

no need to play

is

;erous experiment.

that.

ippose

it.

And

that's

The value

a builder of institu-

can be utilized

Iwill

cutting

:verely

endance.

nt'ff

ON 111 MDIO

A

into

SM

intend to tie-up with
the national broadcast of United Artists' members March 29, declares Al
Lichtman, company sales head, who
says the plan is to install radio sets
in theaters to give the public a comIn
bined picture and radio show.
New York, the Rivoli will tie-up the
stunt with "The Gaucho," and Licht(Continued on Page 2)

Program for Hook-up on
March 29 Is Announced
the national hook-

Broadcasting in
up March 29 will
Hollywood, where
as toastmaster of

be "on the lot" at
Fairbanks will act
the occasion.

The

star will also talk

on "Keeping

Fit."

(

will render
Continued cm Page 3)

Hani-

riously with business

the Middle West
arcely will be noticed

Woodhull Hopes Producers
"Watch Step" In Future

West even

Hope that all other producers and
distributors will investigate any proposed national radio hook-ups, before
entering into any contract "without
considering possible competition to

in

Far
r

is

less.

to stay off the

^how time.

—

Hollywood
Cecil B. De
Mille wants $1,000,000 to cancel his contract with
Pathe
which has several years to run,

Exhibitors

hook-up John Barrymore

he afternoon will not

;

Asks $1,000,000

according to report.

What

Kennedy thinks
has not come to

the

It

can be

of

Joe
terms

light.

Capital Belief
Washington Bureau of

by the Dept.
Justice looking toward the instianti-trust
proceedings
tution
of
against members of the picture inof

will be postponed
interstate commerce committee concludes its deliberations on
Members of the
the Brookhart bill.
(Continued on Page 2)

dustry

CUTTING 100 SALESMEN

THE FILM DAILY

— Action

Washington^

until

probably

the

Hearing Slated Today on
Divisible Copyright Bill
WILL SAVE $500,000
Washington Bureau
THE FILM DAILY

Theater

business.

now

show

during

ting
;

CHOIIS FUK

Present Laws Sufficient To
Curb Monopoly, is

of

Washington

— Hearing

is scheduled
Savings aggregating about $500,- today on the Divisible Copyright bill
000 a year are being effected by sev- before the patent committee, with the(Continued on Page 2)
eral distributors by reducing sales

In some quarters, the move
described as the usual trimming
process which precedes each new
selling season. It is understood, however, that in line with the general
movement toward economy the
slashes will be made permanent.
First National, with a sales force
of about 175, is eliminating between
30 and 40 men. At an average weekforces.
is

{Continued

on Page

3)

Sapiro Heads I.M.P.E.A.;
OflScers Are Elected

Partington in Charge of
Stage Units at Publix
Jack Partington will become head
the stage production department
A.
succeeding James
Publix,
at
of

on Page

{Continued

3)

RAYART'SlOlTDIVIDtD
INTO THREE GROUPS

At a meeting of the Independent
their customers, was expressed yes"Rayart's Box Office 20," which
terday by R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.- M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n yesterday,
rloin" Revised O.A. president. He is pleased with Aaron Sapiro was elected president; will comprise the company output for
to the Warner theater the assurances received from Joseph J.
Arthur Hirsch, vice-president; 1928-29 will be divided into three
Object another peek at M. Schenck, that United Artists Lawrence Bolognino, treasurer and groups: eight Famous Authors, eight
The second spoken would not participate in future broad- Herbert Ebenstein, organizer of the Imperial Photoplays and four Exmovement, secretary.
been cut out. Replaced casts, Woodhull stated.
ploitation Specials.
In the first group are two published novlied music and the picels by George Bronson Howard "The Maa
d.
It is still apparent
(Continued

dramatic dialogue
h the industry will have

lion of

before this encment can be mastered.
ads us to remark that
pictures become the
itself

I

believe they will
d colony will be swelled
cr
of
stage
directors
k side by side with the
ect<
At the moment, this
ive

the )ne

am

way

entirely

to

meet an un-

new production

KANN
I

Fox Angling for
Marks and Cooney Holdings

on Page

3)

Publix and

Costen Circuit Extending
Operations Outside "Chi."

—

Chicago Extension of activities of
the Costen circuit outside of Chicago
The firm buys for all
is under way.
of the Hammond, Ind., theaters and
plans to sign up theaters in all sections of the territory.

Chicago

—The

Marbro and Gran-

ada, two of Chicago's most beautiful
theaters owned and operated by the
Marks Bros., may go over to Balaban

and Katz and, therefore, Publix, although Fox is trying hard to land
them. B. and K. have been angling
for the theaters for some time as they
(Continued on Page 2)

Meeting

May 15?

—

Indianapolis Convention of
unaffiliated exhibitors to which
unaffiliated producers and, distributors are being invited is

suggested for week of May 15
at West Baden, with a poll of
sentiment on this date now being made by Frank J. Rembusch.

—

.
.

'
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By PHIL M.

lieved
Justice will be called to take a hand
in the situation.
Any suit brought
by the commission to enforce the
provisions of its July order would
be instituted by the commission itself and would not mean that the
Dept. of Justice was undertaking any
new anti-trust prosecution.
It is well understood here that the
Dept. of Justice would prefer to carry
on any prosecutions which might be
made against the industry, rather
than have enacted any legislation,
such as that contemplated by Sen.
Brookhart.
Officials of the department steadfastly have maintained
that the present provisions of the
law are adequate to meet any situation which might arise in any industry, and do not look with favor upon any effort to enact new laws to

New York

cases.

80

85

9714
18 K'

97/2
1854

26K

26^

22%

107M 106 /2

'98"

at

9754
18 /2

40
300
400

as Aide to Al Rockett

Astor

hasten to correct an error for

was Russ Holman and

it

his

advertising go-getters, with cooperation of Les Whalen of the Lloyd organization, who prepared the corking
They
press
sheet
on "Speedy."
utilized a new idea, getting exhibitors to contribute campaigns for the
picture.

to

Sterns

Immediate resumption of activities
at the Stern Film Corp., was announced by Julius Stern on his arrival in New York from the Coast.
Details of the production

plans are

promised by Stern, who says many
innovations are to be included
year's product.
former

in the

trip

to

Marks' holdings represent tht
important de luxe neighborhoi
aters not embraced in B. and
allied

holdings.

Starr Leaves for Confercnc
Starr of Warner;
route to England for conit
with Arthur Clavering, manas
rector of the British offices,
pictures the company will
England next season.

executive
for the Sterns, and for the last season eastern representative, left yesterlay for Hollywood to aid in the Spring production drive
in the Stern studio.
During the last month
he has been out in the territory, visiting
middle-west exchanges, and sounding exhibitor sentiment in the way of comedy entertainment next year.

Alexander,

t

"LOVE

IS BLIND

Adapted from Arthur H.

studio

"Name"

Fanny Brice

First

to be Signed

by Vitaphone

—

Los Angeles
Fanny Brice has
been signed as a \'itaphone star, as
the first new addition, with others
soon to be made. Four talking pictures are completed, "The Jazz Singer," "Tenderloin," "The Lion and the
House" and "Glorious Betsy." Another Jolson feature, the vehicle for
Miss Brice and other sound pictures
soon are to be announced.

Nora Bayes Dead
Nora Bayes, stage

star,

who

G. ]u

"THE MAN WITH THE

re-

cently has been doing picture house
time,
died yesterday in Brooklyn
following an operation.

Hearing Slated Today on
Divisible Copyright Bill
{Continued from Page 1)
atrical producers slated to be on hand
to oppose its passage.
The bill is

FA

All rights protected
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no
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Phone Penna. 0330
Motion Picture DepartniJ
U. S. and Canada Agents for BJ

supported by the Author's League,
Dramatists' Guild and the American
Society of Authors, Composers and
Publishers and would permit segrega-

joins First National as assistant to
Al Rockett, First National production

manager.

might be sold individually and inde-

You
Get Along

Can't ""
Withoii
lOOO

I

pendently.

Cloth

HENNEGAN

Program
Covers
special Designs for
all Holidays.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

The

HENNEGAN CO.

Cincinnati, Ohio

lijK!

FBI
TO;

Fib
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

I

SUBSCR
COVI

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

EVERYT,

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

EVERY'

Write for Samples

a

for

Herman

Comedy Production
Be Resumed by

Max

1)

the Cooney theater
Avalon and Capitol.
Fox is also understood to bi
these two.
The Cooney ar

have

tion of various rights by the owner
of copyright, so that film, radio and
other rights, now included in the
blanket definition of dramatic rights,

26 Z
107
11,000

York.

following

F. N.

—

Buchowetzki Returns
Dimitri Buchowetzki has returned
Europe.

Federal Trade
have

WE

DALY

Paramount

Los Angeles Bobby North, has resigned
from United Artists and

2

New

the

Bobby North Joins

48:J4

"The- Trail of '98," M-G-M's new
roadshow production, opens tonight
at the Astor,

and

company does not, it is behere, mean that the Dept. ol

Prices

"Trail

that

meet individual

Quoted.
<b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter Transactions (Bid and
Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
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law.
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.

Brookhart

committee, during hearings on the
measure, expressed the idea that
probably the Dept. of Justice would
be the best avenue through which to
reach producers and distributors who
might be operating in violation of the

The
High Low

Decision

(Continued from Page

for

(Continued from Page

mind, he declares.

To Await

That's That

1)

says he understands exhibitors
in other cites plan a similar step in
conjunction with the company's pictures, while some intend to flash on
the screen pictures of the personalities as each broadcasts.
business on
Citing increase of
"The Jazz Singer," following the
broadcast in which Will Rogers and
Al Jolson took part, Lichtman says
he is confident the United Artists
broadcasts would aid attendance for
Exhibitors
United Artists' pictures.
already are getting in pictures with
this belief in

& Fox An^l
M. & G. Hold!

Publix

man
ViLXLIIINo.67 Taisday, March 20, 1928
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Three Groups
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adapted

alters,"

"The

from

Devil's Chaplain."
"The
CQrnelius Keefe.
!iy Mrs.' Wilson Woodrow will
"His Third MasBrockwell.
Urandt, will feature Henry B.

Program for Hook-up on
March 29 Is Announced

Coast Wire Service

Divided

Organizing Cameramen

let's

"The

and

Vanderwater
for which
"Sisters of Eve"
en selected.
of E. Phillips Oppenheim's
Mae Busch
L
of Tavernake."
"Anne Against the World,"

Terhune

liginia

wo

Sisters,"

FJULURE OF UNION

HOVE

Joining

rl,

group

is

"Meet

the Prince,"

featuring Al St. John and
"Brothers," an original by
yet

not

1,

"Some

cast.

Bennett Cohen and fea,arr.
"Isle of Lost Men," by
vis
Nebel will feature Tom
weet Sixteen," an adaptation
lay" story by Phyllis Duganne,
cted.
"Handcuffed," an origby

ir
Hoerl, not yet cast.
"A
iiture," by Robert Dillon, and

Come True" by Victor Rous-

15

Lila Lee.
oup, consists of "Ships of the
ieorge Pyper, yet to be cast.
ire," by Robert Dillon featur!

and Jason Robards; "ShangArthur Hoerl and starring Mae
The Divine Sinner," by Robert
111

mg

a

woman
of

virapletion

star

work

to

be

under

anan-

be produced at Metropolitan
direction of Trem Carr.
Three
1

Worne and

Pembroke, Duke

t

Ane, will wield the megaphones,
ario staff, consisting of Arthur
Dillon and Bennett Cohen,
e work on the stones.
Charles
'ost has been engaged as pro-,er,
and shooting on the new

Lommence April

20, with "The
as the first offering.
W.
president, now is on the Coast.

100 Salesmen
11 Save $500,000

t
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tinned
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figure of $125 including
traveling expense, this
alone will save about
arly by cutting out 40

it

is

reported,

M-G-M

SEEN BY OBSERVERS
Eastern organizers are at the studios seeking to unionize cameramen.
Their efforts, in the opinion of observers here, are foredoomed to failure, as the cameramen are members
of the American Society of Cinema-

program, synchronized with the coast
by the telephone hook-up. Sponsored
by Dodge Brothers, the radio fea-

A

ture

Little

understood to be an-

ibutor which will trim.
a third, although it is
by the Company that the
erely the usual ones for
of the year.
In the agis
estimated about 100
ill

be

from

on in Charge of
Units at Publix
tinned from
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Anderson and Boris

irray

leater Executives
tted Minnesota Debut
V

"^'C!

car, attached to tomor"entury will carry F. and

now

in

New

York,

Sam

hers to Chicago en route
'lis, where the Minnesota
ly night.
F. and R. and
equal partners.
The B.
lating staff will be presChicago:
likewise
Abe
lert
Lieber and others
fiddle

West.

known

as

the

"Dodge

ANTHONY

if

Make

^;

cludes George B. Seitz, Frank Capra,
Walter Lang, Byron Haskin, E. H.
Griffith and Erie Kenton.

good reason that he was penniless.
Soon he was discovered by a picture
scout and given the starring role in
a Western.

His

first

day on the

set

Heerman Titling "Love Hungr}r" found him battling with his director,
Victor Heerman has completed di- because he did not like his tests. A
rection of his second Fox production, few days ago, the studio executives
"Love Hungry," and

is

cutting the

picture.

decided the cowboy-star's work was
unsatisfactory and gave him his release.
are not certain that he
is again sleeping in the cemetery.

Three Players Complete
Educational Contracts
Johnny Arthur, George Davis and
Dorothy Devore are reported to have
completed their contracts with Educational.

Stephen Foster.

Columbia Pictures Corporation
Announces that

OFFICES
and

EXCHANGES
with

FitzPatrick Completes Subject
James A. FitzPatrick has just completed "In a Music Shoppe," Movietone subject based upon the life of

1)

as noted, assumes the
nagership of the organiitington has been handlunit until now, alternat-

;>,

be

Lots'*

let out.

;e

will

Film Stars Radio Hour."
tographers.
Joseph M. Schenck, United Artists
**
Recent adoption by the A. S. C. of
head, has told R. F. Woodhull, M.
a code of ethics for cameramen, dealP.T.O.A. president, that the March
By RALPH WILK
ing satisfactorily with working con29 hook-up will be the last, so far
ditions and hours of employment,
Hollywood as the company is concerned. His
will forestall any general unionizaJOWITT, who ap- statement followed receipt of protion, it is believed.
peared opposite Gloria Swanson test from the exhibitor organization,
in a picture, has returned from a year acting on a poll of sentiment which
Mizner Signs with Fox
He played in several pic- showed opinion overwhelmingly opWilson Mizner, playwright, has abroad.
tures that were made at the Para- posed to the stunt, because of its
signed to write originals for Fox.
affect on attendance.
mount Long Island studio.
it
*
Lloyd's Anniversary
Benny Rubin's hobby is
Harold Lloyd will celebrate his
Edward Laemmle Arrives
spelling names backward and
fifth anniversary as an independent
Edward
pronouncing
that
Laemmle, Universal's di'em
way.
producer with the release of "Speedy,."
*
rector, is due in New York today on
now Hearing completion.
his way to Europe, where he will
Hollywood actors lead clean
spend a month or so visiting relalives.
Forty-nine of them
Phil Rosen Signed to
tives and friends.
own a laundry here.
He recently com^
^
Columbia Film
pleted "Fallen Angels," his latest
A few weeks ago, a certain cow- Universal production.
Phil Rosen has been signed to direct a picture for Columbia.
He boy slept in a local cemetery, not
joins the company roster which in- because he was dead, but for the

We

is

to

Charlie Chaplin is to give a number
of impersonations, and also disclose
inside stories of filming of a number
of his pictures.
Dolores Del Rio
will sing a Spanish song. Paul Whiteman and his band, broadcasting from
New York, are to be part of the

for three picwill join
tures. She has been under contract with De Mille.

!.

:al.

M-G-M?

Leatrice Joy,

.11

rue, will feature Edith Robwrote "The City of Puranother of this group, star to

1)

Norma Talmadge

the

stars

'3aird

"Soliloquy."

speak on "Women's Fashions in
Motion Picture World," D. W.
Griffith will talk on "Love," while

is

lure

.
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Program for Hook-up on
March 29 Is Announced
the national hook-

Broadcasting in
up March 29 will
Hollywood, where
as toastmaster of

be "on the lot" at
Fairbanks will act
the occasion.

The

star will also talk

on "Keeping

Fit."

will render
iContinued on Page 3)

Ham-

iwer
ig

is

show

to

stay off the

time.

It

can be

"Watch Step" In Future
Hope that all other producers and
distributors will investigate any proposed national radio hook-ups, before
entering into any contract "without
considering possible competition to

their customers, was expressed yesterday by R. F. Woodhull, M.P.T.^ederloin"
He is pleased with
O.A. president.
into the Warner theater the assurances received from Joseph
Object another peek at M. Schenck, that United Artists
3in."
The second spoken would not participate in future broadhas been cut out.
Replaced casts, Woodhull stated.
iphoned music and the pic'plped.
It is still apparent
iction of dramatic dialogue
which the industry will have

Revised

before this enw element can be mastered,
lis leads us to remark that
)und pictures become the
nd we believe they will
,'wood colony will be swelled
umber of stage directors
work side by side with the
arize

itself

light.

CUTTING 100 SALESMEN

Capital Belief
Washington Btcrcau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—Action

by the Dept.

of Justice looking toward the instiproceedings
anti-trust
tution
of
against members of the picture industry probably will be postponed
until the interstate commerce com-

mittee concludes its deliberations on
Members of the
the Brookhart bill.
(.Continued on Page 2)

Hearing Slated Today on
Divisible Copyright Bill
WILL SAVE $500,000
Washington Bureau
THE FILM DAILY
of

Washington

— Hearing

is scheduled
Savings aggregating about $500,- today on the Divisible Copyright bill
000 a year are being effected by sev- before the patent committee, with theeral distributors by reducing sales
(Continued on Page 2)

In some quarters, the move
described as the usual trimming
process which precedes each new
selling season. It is understood, however, that in line with the general

forces.
is

toward

economy

the

slashes will be made permanent.
First National, with a sales force
of about 175, is eliminating betweer
30 and 40 men. At an average week(Continued on Page 3)

Partington in Charge of
Stage Units at Publix
Jack Partington will become head
the stage production department
succeeding James
A.
Publix,
at
of

on Page

(Continued

3)

rayart'sIoiTdivided

Sapiro Heads I.M.P.E.A.;
Officers Are Elected

into three groups

At a meeting of the Independent
"Rayart's Box Office 20," which
M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n yesterday,
Aaron Sapiro was elected president; will comprise the company output for
Arthur Hirsch, vice-president: 1928-29 will be divided into three
J.
Lawrence Bolognino, treasurer and groups: eight Famous Authors, eight
Herbert Ebenstein, organizer of the Imperial Photoplays and four Exmovement, secretary.
ploitation Specials.
first group are two published novGeorge Bronson Howard "The Man
(Continued on Page 3)

In the
els

Fox Angling for
Marks and Cooney Holdings

by

Publix and

Costen Circuit Extending
Operations Outside "Chi."
Chicago

— Extension

of activities of

At the moment, this the Costen circuit outside of Chicago
the one way to meet an un- is under way.
The firm buys for all
and entirely new production of the Hammond, Ind., theaters and
plans to sign up theaters in all secctor.

KANN

has not come to

movement

West WoodhuU Hopes Producers

Middle
fftt scarcely will be noticed
he Far West even less,

Hollywood
Cecil B. De
Mille wants $1,000,000 to canPathe
cel his contract with
which has several years to run,
according to report. What Joe
Kennedy thinks of the terms

Page 2)

seriously with business
ast; in the

—

SH

intend to tie-up with
the national broadcast of United Artists' members March 29, declares Al
Lichtman, company sales head, who
says the plan is to install radio sets
in theaters to give the public a comIn
bined picture and radio show.
New York, the Rivoli will tie-up the
stunt with "The Gaucho," and Licht-

Present Laws Sufficient To
Curb Monopoly, is

Asks $1,000,000

Exhibitors

hook-up John Barrymore

the afternoon will not

1

ANTI-TRUST ACTIONS TO AWAIT
DECISION ON BROOKHART BILL

"out" for pictures

the )icture business.

ry

Price 5 Cents

20, 1928

tions of the territory.

Chicago

—The

Marbro and Gran-

ada, two of Chicago's most beautiful
theaters owned and operated by the
Marks Bros., may go over to Balaban
and Katz and, therefore, Publix, although Fox is trying hard to land
them. B. and K. have been angling
for the theaters for some time as they
(Continued on Page 2)

Meeting

May 15?

—

Indianapolis Convention of
unaffiliated exhibitors to which
unaffiliated

tributors

producers and disbeing invited is

are

suggested for week of May 15
at West Baden, with a poll of
sentiment on this date now being made by Frank J. Rembusch.

—
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By PHIL M.

Buchowetzki Returns
Buchowetzki has returned
following

WE

DALY

have

hasten to correct an error for

was Russ Holman and

it

his

advertising go-getters, with cooperation of Les Whalen of the Lloyd organization, who prepared the corking
They
"Speedy."
press
sheet on
utilized a new idea, getting exhibitors to contribute campaigns for the
picture.

well understood here that the
Dept. of Justice would prefer to carry
on any prosecutions which might be
made against the industry, rather
than have enacted any legislation,
such as that contemplated by Sen.
Brookhart.
Officials of the department steadfastly have maintained
that the present provisions of the
law are adequate to meet any situation which might arise in any industry, and do not look with favor upon any effort to enact new laws to
cases.

as

F. N.

Aide to Al Rockett

—

l)u

the Cooney theatfc
Avalon and Capitol.
Fox is also understood to
these two.
The Cooney (jl
Marks' holdings represent tlj
important de luxe neighborh(|
aters not embraced in B. andj
allied holdings.
for

Starr Leaves for Confereil
Starr of Warnerl
route to England for coni
with Arthur Clavering, mana|
rector of the British offices,|
pictures the company will
England next season.

Herman

Comedy Production to
Be Resumed by Sterns
Immediate resumption of activities
the Stern Film Corp., was announced by Julius Stern on his arrival in New York from the Coast.
Details of the production plans are
who says many
innovations are to be included in the
year's product.

promised by Stern,

Max

Alexander, former studio executive
the Sterns, and for the last season eastrepresentative, left yesterlay for Hollywood to aid in the Spring production drive
in the Stern studio.
During the last month
he has been out in the territory, visiting
middle^west exchanges, and sounding exhibitor sentiment in the way of comedy entertainment next year.
for

ern

"Name"

Fanny Brice

First

to be Signed

by Vitaphone

—

Los Angeles
Fanny Brice has
been signed as a \'itaphone star, as
the first new addition, with others
soon to be made. Four talking pictures are completed, "The Jazz Singer," "Tenderloin," "The Lion and the
House" and "Glorious Betsy." Another Jolson feature, the vehicle for
Miss Brice and other sound pictures
soon are to be announced.

Nora Hayes Dead
Nora Bayes, stage star, who

"LOVE

IS BLINEI

Adapted from Arthur H.

All rights protected'

EMPIRE PRODUCTIONS,

has been doing picture house
died yesterday in
Brookh'u
following an operation.
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time,

Hearing Slated Today on
Divisible Copyright Bill
(Continued from Page 1)
atrical producers slated to be on hand
to oppose its passage.
The bill is

no

•

West 32«*St.Newyork

Phone Penna. 0330
Motion Picture Departm
U. S. and Canada Agents for

1

k

supported by the Author's League,
Dramatists' Guild and the American
Society of Authors, Composers and
Publishers and would permit segrega-

joins First National as assistant to
Al Rockett, First National production

tion of various rights b}- the owner
of copjright, so that film, radio and
other rights, now included in the
blanket definition of dramatic rights,

manager.

might be sold individually and inde-

You

Can't
Get Along Withoilt
1000

::-

pendently.

Cloth

HENNEGAN

Program
Covers
special Designs for
all Holidays.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

j

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

Write for Samples

Dimitri

New York

the

11,000

"TraU of '98» at Astor
"The Trail of '98," M-G-M's new
roadshow production, opens tonight

New

that

anti-trust prosecution.

Prices

Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
<o) Over the Counter Transactions (Bid and
Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

to

Federal Trade
Commission and Paramount have
parted company does not, it is believed here, mean that the Dept. ol
Justice will be called to take a hand
in the situation.
Any suit brought
by the commission to enforce the
provisions of its July order would
be instituted by the commission itself and would not mean that the
Dept. of Justice was undertaking any
fact

Los Angeles Bobby North, has resigned
from United Artists and

.

at the Astor,

1)

committee, during hearings on the
measure, expressed the idea that
probably the Dept. of Justice would
be the best avenue through which to
reach producers and distributors who
might be operating in violation of the

Bobby North Joins

m

Last

from Page

Bill

•

.

•

Brookhart

meet individual
•

.

.

Decision

It is

.

.

mind, he declares.

To Await

& Fox Aiiji
M. & G. HolIB
(.Continued from Page

law.

Close

for

at

The

High Low

That's That

1)

says he understands exhibitors
in other cites plan a similar step in
conjunction with the company's pictures, while some intend to flash on
the screen pictures of the personaUties as each broadcasts.
business on
Citing increase of
"The Jazz Singer," following the
broadcast in which Will Rogers and
Al Jolson took part, Lichtman says
he is confident the United Artists
broadcasts would aid attendance for
Exhibitors
United Artists' pictures.
already are getting in pictures with
this belief in

Ma

Publix

man
«iLXLIIINo.S7 Tus(iay.March20,1928

Tuesday,

a

trip

to

The

HENNEGAN CO.

Cincinnati, Ohio

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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adapted from "The
l„,irln rters,"
"The Devil's Chaplain."
nok,' md

"The
f«ure Cornelius Keefe.
II
.jtl,"iy Mrs.' Wilson Woodrovv will
"His Third Masllady Brockwell.
MajJrandt, will feature Henry B.
>
Vanderwater
Terhune
ginia
Vhe ,vo Sisters," stars for which
"Sisters of Eve"
yet en selected.
aptal 11 of E. Phillips Oppenheini's
Mae Busch
of Tavernake."
nipti
"Anne Against the World,"
eatui
,r
T me, will feature Edith Robaird wrote "The City of Purs.'^nother of this group, star to
'

1,

1

"Meet the Prince,"
"featuring A! St. John and

group

al

is

an original by

"Brothers,"
yet

not

I,

"Some

cast.

by Bennett Cohen and feaarr.
"Isle of Lost Men," by
is
Nebel will feature Tom
veet
Sixteen," an adaptation
lay" story by Phyllis Duganne,
"Handcuffed," an orig:cted.
Hoerl,

r !ir

not

yet

"A

cast.

by Robert Dillon, and
Dreap Come True" by Victor Rouslc>nture,"

St

I!

Lee.
consists of "Ships of the
eorge Pyper, yet to be cast.
re," by Robert Dillon featurLila

bird •Qup,

by
illioi

J n and Jason Robards; "Shangb:\rthur Hoerl and starring Mae
md ?he Divine Sinner," by Robert
teat|ing a woman star to be an3t.
:

Completion

•"

work

of

produced at

be

1

under

an-

Metropolitan

Trem Carr. Three
Pembroke, Duke Worne and
u vne, will wield the megaphones,
e sclario staff, consisting of Arthur
"obt Dillon and Bennett Cohen.
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direction of
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figure of $125 including

traveling expense, this
alone will save about
jcarly by cutting out 40
1

'

Program for Hook-up on
March 29 Is Announced

Coast Wire Service

Divided

Organizing Cameramen

(Continued from Page 1)
let's

FAILURE OF UNION

MOVE

Joining

M-G-M?

Leatrice Joy,

it

is

reported,

Eastern organizers are at the studios seeking to unionize cameramen.
Their efforts, in the opinion of observers here, are foredoomed to failure, as the cameramen are members
of the American Society of Cinema-

program, synchronized with the coast
by the telephone hook-up. Sponsored
by Dodge Brothers, the radio fea-

A

ture

Little

understood to be an-

which

•i;iributor

will

Make

trim.

cludes George B. Seitz, Frank Capra,
Walter Lang, Byron Haskin, E. H.
Griffith and Erie Kenton.

good reason that he was penniless.
Soon he was discovered by a picture
scout and given the starring role in
a Western.

His

first

day on the

set

Heerman Titling "Love Hungry" found him battling with his director,
Victor Heerman has completed di- because he did not like his tests. A
rection of his second Fox production, few days ago, the studio executives
"Love Hungry," and

is

cutting the

picture.

decided the cowboy-star's work was
unsatisfactory and gave him his release.
are not certain that he
is again sleeping in the cemetery.

cational.

Stephen Foster.

ill

estimated
be let out.

about

100

irlton in Charge of
Sige Units at Publix
yntinued

from Page

Theater Executives
tfjtid
'1

Minnesota Debut
car,

attached to tomor-

'^entury will carry F.

and

New

Sam

now

in

York,

others to Chicago en route
'olis, where the Minnesota
ly night.
F. and R. and
c equal partners.
The B.
perating staff will be presChicago:
likewise
Abe
BiRobert Lieber and others
in|

Middle West.

Columbia Pictures Corporation

1)

noted, assumes the
anagership of the organiartington has been handl;
<-n unit until now, alternatth lurrav Anderson and Boris
ho, as

the

"Dodge

Announces that

OFFICES
and

EXCHANGES
with

Johnny Arthur, George Davis and
Dorothy Devore are reported to have
completed their contracts with Edu-

is

icji

Three Players Complete

by the Company that the
erely the usual ones for
of the year.
In the ag-

I

it

as

>i;

FitzPatrick Completes Subject
James A. FitzPatrick has just completed "In a Music Shoppe," Movietone subject based upon the life of

although

known

ANTHONY

Educational Contracts

third,

be

from

is

a

<I

will

Film Stars Radio Hour."
tographers.
Joseph M. Schenck, United Artists
*'Lots*'
Recent adoption by the A. S. C. of
head, has told R. F. Woodhull, M.
a code of ethics for cameramen, dealP.T.O.A. president, that the March
By RALPH WILK
ing satisfactorily with working con29 hook-up will be the last, so far
ditions and hours of employment,
Hollywood as the company is concerned. His
will forestall any general unionizaJOWITT, who ap- statement followed receipt of protion, it is believed.
peared opposite Gloria Svvanson test from the exhibitor organization,
in a picture, has returned from a year acting on a poll of sentiment which
Mizner Signs with Fox
He played in several pic- showed opinion overwhelmingly opWilson Mizner, playwright, has abroad.
tures that were made at the Para- posed to the stunt, because of its
signed to write originals for Fox.
affect on attendance.
mount Long Island studio.
*
*
Lloyd's Anniversary
Benny Rubin's hobby is
Harold Lloyd will celebrate his
Edward Laemmle Arrives
spelling names backward and
fifth anniversary as an independent
Edward
pronouncing
that
Laemmle, Universal's di'em
way.
producer with the release of "Speedy,"
rector, is due in New York today on
now Hearing completion.
his way to Europe, where he will
Hollywood actors lead clean
spend a month or so visiting relalives.
Forty-nine of them
Phil Rosen Signed to
tives and friends.
own a laundry here.
He recently com*
*
Columbia Film
pleted "Fallen Angels," his latest
A few weeks ago, a certain cow- Universal production.
Phil Rosen has been signed to direct a picture for Columbia.
He boy slept in a local cemetery, not
joins the company roster which in- because he was dead, but for the

We

is

Norma Talmadge

to

inside stories of filming of a number
of his pictures.
Dolores Del Rio
will sing a Spanish song. Paul Whiteman and his band, broadcasting from
New York, are to be part of the

M-G-M

will join
for three pictures. She has been under contract with De Mille.

SEEN BY OBSERVERS

"Soliloquy."

speak on "Women's Fashions in
the Motion Picture World," D. W.
Griffith will talk on "Love," while
Charlie Chaplin is to give a number
of impersonations, and also disclose
is

has in course of production the following motion pictures
it

VAULTS
PROJECTION, CUTTING
and SHIPPING ROOMS
LIGHT ON FOUR SIDES.
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MOVIE DISTRICT. EVERY

ESSENTIAL
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The

New York

Green Eyes
The Love Slave
Restless Youth
Copyrighted — and

All Rights Reserved

ONE. 100%
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GER,
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VATOR.
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21,
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Price

of '98

il
AL,

BALLOT JIOT TRICKERY
Opposition to Measure Is
Outlined by Unit
President

1(1

;

corners of the na-

the our

forgot everything in

Big

treated as such'.

linment

and

Easily

es.

produc-

the

Metro claims

t

Des Moines

roadit

to

trick-

over, and that many
exhibitors voting in opposition to the bill, despite efforts of
a few present to put off the vote,
{Continued on Page 3)

to

left,

1

for overenthusiasm.
no mistaking that the
icked.
The opening is
\ec1

was
some 25

as

A

narrating how the discovacross the country. Then
rush out of 'Frisco, the
hat marked the trek across
hilkoot Pass, the Yukon,
L-aking toil for the yellow

how many

just

li,

we gave up

>e

first

A

half

was

VOR "VAMPING VENUS"— First
little

gal

who knew

her

National's

VATCH

VUNNY!

comedy Spectacle on

IT and how! — Advt.

BROOKHART
I

AND MAY SET FOR

APRIL

U.A.

Fine Job

His
directed.
successful pictures gets
ing mark with "The Trail
Vhen Brown is talked about
on, it is this picture that
e the discussion.
The cast
Del Rio, Ralph Forbes,
of

e, Harry Carey, Tully MarG)rge Cooper do fine work,
se of the cameraman or
n cannot pass unsung.

—

72 SHORT FEATURES ON
E

Commemorating

the ninth anniver-

Artists,
company
United
salesmen during April and May will
engage in a nine weeks' sales drive,
Al Lichtman, distribution head, anBranches will compete on
nounces.
sales during the drive.
The opening gun of the drive will

sary

of

{Continued on Page 3)

we're going to find out.
it spotlight deservedly must
1 on him or them for a mag-

lut

itiiece

of work.

Fantomscreen
wslide

and the shooting of

ds were projected via
creen, which magnified

the
the

nd threw it on an enlarged
hereby getting an efTect

and

1

(ing

as

actual
it

Howard

— that

was

was

startling,
Dietz a hat that

wouldn't run a year on
Howard can collect the
any time he likes.

jre
ly.

K

ANN

CHANCE

—

Cleveland Good chance for passage of the Brookhart bill is seen by

1928-29 PROGRAM

Seventy-two short features all produced by Larry Darmour Prod., for
Standard Cinema Corp., will be released by FBO during the 1928-29

ing here.
They base their belief on
the attitude of senators and congressmen, who have not declared themselves as opposed to the bill.

F B

season.

These include a series of 12 jockey
by H. C. Witwer, now running in "Cosmopolitan Magazine," a
stories

(Continued on Page 3)

Morris Sets 235 Day and
Date "Jazz Singer" Runs
$13,000,000 Financing

the

BILL

M. B. Horwitz, George Erdmann
and P. J. Wood, delegates to the recent hearings on the measure, who
made their report to the Cleveland
exhibitor association at an open meet-

We Famous Canadian Plans

ow who photographed

CLEVELAND SHOWMEN SEE

the

the count
over.

Brown

ei 2

VIBRANT! VIVACIOUS! VOCIFEROUSLY

thrills

ran't be identified in nuni-

t

any

meeting

clock the punches.
iajiice
was the barometer.
rlni forget it was an opening.

is

that

sentiment of Iowa exhibitors.
Davies had alleged that members
were given the impression that the

Thrills
ed

— Denial

ery was resorted to in vote of Iowa
exhibitors Feb. 13, condemning the
Brookhart bill, or that the decision
represents "canned opinion" is made
by E. P. Smith, president of the Iowa
unit.
Smith takes to task H. N.
Davies, Spencer showman, who, in a
letter to Frank J.
Rembusch said
the vote was not representative of

rush to the gold

len ed

Cents

IOWA ANTi-BROOKHART

utimerica when the lure
down from the
! ached
when
lies3.of the Klondike

iiiei

5

stirring, story of

ave of madness that

hel

ti

NEWS

EWSPAPER

ANTI-U. S. FILM

GAIN

MOVES

GROUND

—

IN

SPAIN

Two hundred and thirty-five theaSpecial meeting of Famous PlayMadrid,
Spain With
sentiment
ers-Canadian Corp. has been called ters throughout the United States will being mustered against American
play
Singer"
during
the
"The Jazz
for March 29, to authorize $10,000,000
films, which comprise 75 per cent of
twenty vear first mortgage six per week of March 24, according to Sam foreign pictures shown in Spain, a
cent bonds and $3,000,000 6^/2 per E. Morris, Warner distribution head, meeting of domestic
film
interests
Arrangements for who believes the day and date book- will be held late this month for forcent debentures.
sale of these bonds have been com- ing sets another record for the pic- mulation of a policy towards foreign
ture.
The Roxv, New York, is pictures.
pleted.
It is also proposed to create 600,- among the houses playing the picAmerican pictures are being charg(Continued on Page
(Coiitinucd on Page i)
ed with various offenses ranging frorra
immorality to causing social unrest
Changes in throughout the
Coast Drops Houses F. N.
nation.
Proposed inShaving of Personnel crease of the tariff is not seen here
in Three Iowa Cities
Chicago R. C. Seery, First Na- as providing a solution, with a strict
Waterloo, la. Alexander Frank is
district manager here, has been censorship expected to be instituted
tional
Rialto,
again operating his Plaza and
which would curtail greatly circulawhich went to West Coast in the transferred to the Coast, headquarin
the
tion of American pictures
North American Theaters deal. The tering at Los Angeles, with L. O.
Spanish market.
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)
.">)

Making

West

—

—

....

THE

DAILV
Ansco and Agfa Merge
With H. Davis as Head

"Trail of '98" Opens;!

Fantomscreen,

Financial

—

Binghampton, N. Y.- Ansco Photo
Products and Agfa Products have
been merged with the new Agfa
Price 5 Cents
Ansco Corp. issuing $5,500,000 of
ViLXLIII No. 68 Wednesday. March 21, 1928
seven per cent cumulative preferred
PUBLISHER and 300,000 shares of common of no
lONN W. ALICOATE
Horace W. Davis of
par value.
holidays Ansco is president, Walter Lenger,
and
Saturday
except
daily
Published
\ork, N. Y., and Carl Bornman, Rudolph Worch, John
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Film
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I.
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Folic,
J.
Vice-President presidents, Rudolph Worch, treasurer,
Kaun,
D.
Maurice
Publisher;
Treasurer
Otto Von Schrenk, secretary, C. E.
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau,
Kalph
Business and Advertising Manager;
King, assistant secretary. The board
as
Entered
Wilk, Traveling KeP'esentative.
at the
of directors includes the following
second class matter May 21, 1918,

Wednesday, March 2 IP'
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THE FILM DAILY,
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Filmday,
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4737-4738-4739.
New York. Hollywood, California— Harvey
Phone,
Gausman, Ambassador Hotel:
E.
Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794. LondonErnest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 58,
Great Marlborough St., London, W. I- Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne, Friednchstrasse, 225.
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way,

New

All

Union Employes Out
at Danz Seattle Houses

—

Musicians, janitors and
Seattle
operators are off the job at the Embassy, Liberty and Rialto, owned and
operated by Joe Danz. Trouble between the musicians and the management is said to be the reason for the
union's action which is termed a

walkout and a lockout by
They
the various groups involved.
are being replaced by other workers.
.strike,

The

a

International

New

in

York

granted authority to the nine operators to walk out in sympathy.

New York: Herman A. Metz,
president of General Dyestuff Corporation; Almuth C. Vandiver, attorney; Otto Von Schrenk of the firm
of Briesen & Schrenk, and Paul M.
Warburg, banker.
from

"Legion" Breaks Record
the Condemned"
broke records at the Rialto, New
York City, on its opening day, Saturday. The picture grossed $10,313.30
with a top of 99 cents.
Prior to
Saturdaj' the largest receipts ever

"The Legion

of

recorded for one day were $9,020.85,
taken in on a Sunday during the run

"We're In the Navy Now",

of

at 75

cents top.

Ezell Completes Sales Trip

Claude C. Ezell, southern and western sales manager for Warners, has
returned to New York after a nine
weeks tour of offices through his territory.
Among the cities he visited
were San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Denver, Salt Lake City,
sas City, Dallas and Atlanta.
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to Tokio

Clarence V. Hake, formerlj
ager in Japan for First Natioi
recently connected with the
home office, will sail from Sat
Cisco March 30 to take charge.
Fox office in Tokio.
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Fraser En Route to Montreal
Bringing with him a print of
"Speedy," which opens April 7 at
the Rialto, William R. Fraser, gen-

Price Cutting Continues
At Kansas City Houses
Kansas

City

— Price

slashing
is
eral manager of the Harold Lloyd continuing here, but business has not
The Midcorporation arrived in New York yes- increased in proportion.
terday and leaves today for Mon- land is latest house to cut, dropping
to a 50 cent scale, with loges at 60
treal, to deliver the foreign print to
Morris Milligan, general manager of cents. The Mainstreet, Globe, Pantages and Liberty charge SO cents or
Famous Lasky Film Service.
less, and with the 75 cent top grind
Sunday policy at the Orpheum, comFive
petition is unusually keen.

Honorary Members
Planned by Academy

— Election

of five honbeing considered
by the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences. It is suggested that a dinner be held May 11, when degrees
would be conferred. Thomas A. Edison would represent technicians, under the plan.

Los Angeles

orary members

When you

think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking
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of
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S

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Arthnr W. Stebbins
1540

& Co.,

Broadway
Bryant

Boyce-Smith Leaves for Coast
Boyce-Smith, vice president of

is

Inc.

N, V. C.
3040

J.

Inspiration,

with

is

en route to the Coast
to join Vic-

Edward Halperin

Halperin there and set

Publix-Saenger Ending
Competition at Raleigh

—

Raleigh, N. C.
Raleigh Theaters,
Publix-Saenger subsidiary, has taken
over the Palace and the Capitol, ending competition here.
The company
has the State and Superba.
The
Palace acquisition brought to 23 the
of theaters controlled by Publi.x-Saenger in eight towns of the

total

Edward Laemmle Sailing
Edward Laemmle, Universal direc-

Thirty-nine star acts so far are
Nat Rothstein Back
scheduled to appear in the benefit
Nat Rothestein, advertising manwhich the Jewish Theatrical Guild of
ager of Universal, has returned from
America will hold Sunday at the
a vacation in Florida.
Century, New York. Georgie Jessel,
Eddie Cantor and Al Jolson, lead the
entertainment committee.
Call

WAFILMS,

—

serving as Coast representative for
"Exhibitors
P.
Herald
and
M.
World."
Ray Murray recently
J.

is

rcsitriu-d.

modem in equipment an

conducted it is known i
one of the Wbrlds finest Hottj

to

'

plan a Sojourn by the Sea and v:

15rcaker
ATLANTIC CITY
MEW

Joel Hillman
President

JEIVSEV

Julian A. Hi'
Vice-President Sili

state.

in

Hodges Now Coast Representative
Hollywood Douglas Hodges now

§6

*'

well

motion tor and his wife, en route to Europe,
Inspiration's program for 1928, which will sail tonight aboard the S. S.
contemplates two Inspiration-Halper- New York for stay of two months
in specials for United Artists to be or more. Jack Freulich, chief portrait
made at the Tec-Art Studios.
photographer at Universal City, will
sail for a vacation in Europe aboard
the same boat.
39 Star Acts at Benefit
tor

TThclSreakers

Inc.
Walter A. Futter, Pre*.
for

Library Stock Scenes

New York
130 W. 46th
Bryant 8181
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West Coast Drops Houses 72 Short Features on
Morris Sets 235 Day and
In Three Iowa Cities
Trickery Date "Jazz Singer" Runs
1928-29 Program

Ibti-Brookhart

a

Not

aW/L

from Page

</

iniber

was

(.Continued from

1)

present.

Page

ture at the time, showing second run
to the Warners which played the
film 25 weeks at roadshow prices.

went on
Brookhart bill beared school and church
Nothing Pivor Brings "Man Who Laughs"
Smith said.
Maurice Pivor, head of the ediIf this element
iissed.
ed from the bill, I have torial department at Universal City,
lit
what Iowa exhibitors arrived in New York yesterday with
Man Who
first print of "The
rt whole heartedly the the
educed by Sen. Brook- Laughs".
convention

the

I

13 meeting,

1.

,vn course
nith.

"members

and had

Injuries in

free

Second

FBO

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

Brill Release to

Have Buffalo Premiere

(Continued fiom Page

with the Orpheum,

Test Case of Ohio "Blue"

With the company's first release, amount.
"A Modern Du Barry" now playing

Mishap

—Max

central
Milder,
at the Colony, New York, David
and L. E. (Nicky) Brill, president of Brill Distributing
New Fan Paper
branch manager here Corp., recently formed to handle Ufa
"Cinema Psychology" soon will
narrowly escaped serireleases in the East, has closed con- make its appearance, sponsored by
when the car in which tracts for the second picture, "Taruffe Mrs. Adele Woodward. The pubiding turned turtle.
the Hypocrite" with Shea's Hippo- lication will concentrate on the betdrome, Buffalo, where it opens April ter films field, reaching motion picP. Division Lists 7. A number of other runs also have ture leagues and club women.
been booked.
or,

,

,

—

Cuts During 1927

(I

a previous report of the

Commission that only
first six months of 1927,
nes Wingate of the M.

^.

of the State

Educational

has issued a complete reg that 2,804 eliminations
in 1927, which compares
lade in the previous year.

has opened.

ie;ters

Members

of

lUee Exhibitor Unit

—

Seventy Milwaukee

theaters in this territory,
understood, will distribute the Mos- of Universal
now
is operating the Strand and Orjoukine films.
pheum, Fort Madison, and the PalThis
ace and American, Muscatine.
F. N.
in
reduces to four the houses operated
in Iowa by Universal, two of which

Making Changes

Shaving of Personnel
(Continued from Page

1)

hereafter to concentrate on
the Seattle district.
Carl Lesserman,
Chicago manager, is transferred to
Cleveland, with Gradwell L. Sears
coming here from that branch.
after

resigned

Wednesday.

after

Wehrle,
SkirboU

six
years.
R.
assistant to J.

S.

former
S.
in Europe, has replaced J.
attsburg Houses Burn
C. Bullwinkel as Albany manager.
J.
N. Y.
Damage of These
changes are part of a general
caused by lire which
rearrangement and cutting down of
Plattsburg and Chnton
personnel.
lie Clinton has been dark

—

''

Canadian Plans
Financing

)i;

1)

no par common, 300,000

'.

be issued to present
ders on the basis of four
c old and 20,000 shares
holders of second preof 50 per cent of standidids on arrears, on the basis
ilvv no par shares for arrears
lare of second preferred.

Marshalltown

at

and

two

MSite for Toledo Theater
O.
The site has been
the
new Paramount-

Huron and Adams

the

national

radio

broadcast of.
29, with a

campaign

of

newspaper publicity, inhistorical,
to
be
and

Griffith.

Remodel Liberty at Sharon
with the
Sharon, Pa. The Liberty has been
Washington and Philadelphia houses, closed for two weeks to undergo exto start Monday showing pictures and tensive remodeling.
vaudeville continuous from 12 noon
adopting

until

11

grind

P.M.

policies

The

circuit

—

rapidly

switching houses to the new policy,
with few two-a-day houses remaining.

is

ALL EXECUTIVES
KEEP IT HANDY

CORPORATION

1000 Pages
Cloth

Bound

FREE

WITH TEARS"

by Ruth Agnes Abeling

TO

"PENNY PRINCESS"

Film Daily

Ann

by
More names

of stories

SUBSCRIBERS

Austin

and authors announced tomorrow

COVERS

EVERYTHING
GOES

Sts.

are the Lundorff-BickCleveland.
The theater
?2,000,000 and is to be cornChristmas.
lers

of

l)e

company members March

Switch to Grind Policy W.
Two more Keith-Albee houses are

—

;

For U. A. Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

Two More K-A

ill

;

Set

Fictionizes "Speedy"

the Eighteen Feature Productions which EXCELwill produce next
PICTURES
season, will be picturizations of these stories:

"PAID

May

The company is asking
launched.
700 newspaper editors and critics to
Holman has Actionized vote on which ten of 68 United ArtRussell
Harold Lloyd's "Speedy," which is ists pictures they consider best, with
being published by Grosset & Dun- publicity stressing the fact that only
75 films have been released by the
lap.
company since its formation April 5,
by Mary Pickford. Charlie
1919,
Houses to Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and D.

Holman

Among

LENT

at

April and

stitutional

1928-29

$i3,000,000

inued from Page

are

Charles City.

•

er}"^

Ann Nichols Arrives Today
Ann Nichols and Wm. De Ligne-

—

Claude R. Beachman has resigned
ten years as Atlanta manager,
- ;s
represented in the Miland is succeeded by C. A. Clegg.
eiibftor unit, organized reFred M. Jack has been named Memstate
isjan auxiliary of the
lie
The chief objects are phis manager, with Douglas Rathbone of Memphis transferred to St.
lb
adverse legislation and
Louis, succeeding Harry Weiss, who
Meetings
icbivage problems.
iu:e

—

Marion, O. Test case of the state
laws is being made by Ed
Raynard, local theater owner, who
will stand trial on a charge of keeping his theater open. He pleaded not
guilty when arraigned and was bound
over to the grand jury.
"blue"

Midland Circuit Takes
Over More "U" Houses

—

House Opens
— The Empire, seating
by Empire Enterprises, Lukan
1

Laws Planned by Showman

niaire arrive in New York today from
Mosjoukine in Berlin
the Paramount Coast studio, where
Berlin
Ivan Mosjoukine continues
Kansas City The Midland Circuit, they assisted on "Abie's Irish Rose."
with his contract at the Greenbaumnumber
Universal, it is which recently took over a
Matador studios.

ita

ern,

1)

Clinton
and Isis and Majestic, Cedar Rapids, series of "Polly and Her Pals," based
recently were thrown into receiver- on the cartoon strip, a series of 12
ship.
Central States Theaters, Des Micky McGuire, two reelers, based
Moines, has taken over the Clinton on the Fontaine Fox cartoons; a sehouse and Bluechel & Lannin, for- ries of Standard Comedies, with the
mer owners, have taken back the Ce- three fat men, "Fat" Karr, "Tiny"
Alexander and "Fatty" Ross featdar Rapids theaters.
ured, and a number of other subjects
to be announced. Al Cooke will play
U. A. Has Three on Broadway
the featured part in the Witwer series
With opening tomorrow of "Two and it is probable Alberta Vaughn
Lovers" at the Embassy, United Art- will return to the FBO banner to star
ists
will
have three pictures on in the "Polly and Her Pals" series.
Broadway, "The Gaucho" at the Rivoli and "Garden of Eden" at the Parhouses,

fjccM

SaMITEL ZeERLER
KEWYORKcrrr

EVERYWHERE
president

'/Oil*
'W

—

.

I
ID'

UAILV
Co-op Advertising is
Planned by I.M.P.E.A.

Coast Wire Service

Decision on Code Soon
CAMERAMEN AGREEMENTTO
PROVIDE 10 HOUR DAY

Wednesday, Mi

And

Co-operative

advertising and exhook-ups in addition to
co-operative film buying is planned
by Independent M. P. Exhibitors'
Ass'n., combine of New York indeFirst Division Completes
pendents headed by Aaron Sapiro.
Executive committee of the organizaCurrent Schedule
1 tion announced
yesterday consists of:
With only six pictures remaining Leo
Brecher,
Samuel
Berman,
on its 1927-28 schedule to deliver, Bernard Grob, J. Arthur Hirsch, Wm.
First Division Distributors, Inc., will A. Landau, Samuel Lesselbaum, Elias
have its program
for
this season Mayer, Max Richter, Edward Rugoff,
completed by May 1 and get off to Henry
Segal,
Rudolph
Sanders,
a good start for the new season. The Samuel Schwartz, Harry Suchman,
six pictures soon to get underway are Harman Yaffa.
"The Belle of Avenue A," "Free
Lips," and "Creole Love," James Ormont productions, and "You'll Never Daylight Saving Is Issue
Get Rich," "The Age of Sex," and
at Jefferson City, Mo.
ploitation

May

Decision is expected soon by the
producers committee of the Society
of M. P. Arts and Sciences on the
code of ethics for the American SoThe
Cinematographers.
of
ciety
proposed agreement calls for a 60
hour day with
hour week or ten
"Brunettes Preferred."
The latter
straight time for overtime.
Jefferson City, Mo.
Daylight savRecent meetings of Coast camera- three are Chadwick productions.
ing is a local issue here with an ordiorganizers
labor
men with eastern
nance proposing it to be voted on in
visiting the studios failed to satisfy
Carr Cast Completed
April.
Proposed advancing of clocks
the cameramen. A charter could not
at St. Louis has been abandoned, for
"The
Branded
Man,"
with
Charles
meetbe secured for one year. The
Delaney and June Marlowe in the this year, at least, following protests
ing was not called by the A. S. C. leads is first
of the series of 18 from Associated Retailers.
to
eager
members
but unofficially by
features
to
go
into production at
have several questions answered by
Metropolitan where Trem Carr has Screen and Stage Stars
representatives.
the labor
leased space.
Others in the cast are
to be at
Ball
Andy Clyde, Lucy Beaumont, Gordon
Henaberry to Direct for Gotham
A number of prominent figures of
Griffith,
Henry Roquemore, and
Joseph Henaberry has been as- George Chesborough.
Scott Pem- screen and stage will appear at the
signed direction of "Hell Ship Bron- broke is directing from a script writ- sixth annual ball of the Paramount
Pep Club, which takes place March
son," which is to star Mrs. Wallace ten by Todd Robbins.
23 at the Astor, New York.
Paul
Reid for Gotham. Noah Beery is to
Louis Stevens preWhiteman's orchestra will be present,
play male lead.
Jack Holt's Next Chosen
with music for the dancing to be
'--red the continuity.
"The Vanishing Pioneer," a Zane furnished bj' Vincent Lopez.
Grey story, will serve as Jack Holt's
St. Clair to Direct Jannings
Malcolm St. Clair will direct Emil first production at Paramount. John
Jannings' next picture, as yet un- Waters, who directed Holt in several
westerns last year, will make it. Sally
titled. The star now is making "High
Blane will play opposite.
Ernst
of
direction
under
Treason,"

—

Paramount

That's

n

By PHIL M. DALY

TN

the

last

AM PA

thrilling

\

installment;

George Harvey was

mystalL
trying

tc

the cancelled mortgage. As he
ed into the Astor for the ^li^
on the fatal night of Marchp^
found the main hall deserted }<::
"
million frantic guests. They
on his neck at once. "Have c
i

friends,"
will be

which

he spoke gallantly,
no speeches tonigh:

news

good

the

phnlt
,

fainted and their escorts feintiP"'
their right and knocked Georw
goal. They all felt sore becaul
had their little speeches pifct^f
go on with the story. § m

Now

"Who are you?" hissed
as he saw a dark form huclM
the balcony floor. "Good byt
spoke the dying man, "they
I hit the wrong joint." Thei
was staggered. "Who are j/ij
thundered. "Brookhart
i

the dying voice. And thenrow's installment is wone\
fail to

miss

it!

Permitting Sunday She
Hartford, N. Y.-

New

tion of voters in returning

against

Sunday shows

i

at th4

referendum, the village bo
granted permission for such

j

Lubitsch.

Art Acord Burned
Gas escaping from a leaking pipe
William K. Howard will direct ignited when Art
Acord started to
Victor McLaglen in "The River Pi- light a

Howard

to Direct

McLaglen

rate" for Fox.

Publicity

Men

Join

Paramount

A WORLD OF

cigarette causing burns about
the face, which may interfere with
the western star's screen career.

DIFFERENCE

with

IN CARTOONI

National, and Al Wilkie, veteran publicity man, have joined the
Paramount publicity department.

AND OSWAl

Francis

Perrett,

formerly

First

A

Columbia Selects Leads
Eugenie Gilbert and Charles De-

Little
from

laney have been chosen as leads in
"After the Storm," which Columbia
is producilng with Hobart Bosworth
starred under direction of

George B.

Seitz.

produced under the sj
conditions manufactu
by the same process— sim
in appearance to a g!

—

*^Lots**

RALPH WILK

By

—

Hollywood

"OICHARD DIX

was

quite

elated

extent

-'*'

t'other day when he was inhis "Knockout Reilly" is an
authentic fight picture. "It's the best
fight picture I ever saw," Mickey
Walker told him.

formed

Anthony Completes Titles
Anthony has completed
titling
"The Man Who Laughs,"
Walter

which

Paul

Leni

directed

for

Uni-

Tiffany Picture Titled
is

the

new

;|c

^

A few

years ago Thelma
Todd taught school in Lawrence, Mass., now she receives
fan letters from her former

versal.

"Nameless Men"

^

title

of Christy Cabanne's production completed recently for Tiffany-Stahl.

Preparing "Don't Marry"
James Tinling is preparing "Don't
Marry," which will go into production shortly.
Lois Moran has the
stellar role.
The story is from the
Hungarian stage play by Bela Senes,
"I Will Not Marry."

BUT
PRODUCED FOR

others lack the box-office"
that has

made

OSWA

the outstanding figure on

market.

pupils.
*

*

*

Do you know: That Douglas

PRODUCED BY
Fair-

banks kept Evelyn Brent under contract for seven months in order that
she might be his leading lady in a
production; that Iris Stuart's hands
are considered the most beautiful in
Hollywood; that Arnold Kent, now
with Paramount, is a Carl Laemmle
discoverv.

Winkler

Picti

INCORPORATED

Z/muersammiEll Carh>

Co-ops Are Forming

^bitor

Other Sections

in
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NLMDOM
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:C hi' Move

INDEPENDENTS FOLLOWING

S

and Fox are after
and Cooney
larks
Four
Chicago.
in
involved

laters

;

competition

N.Y.LEADON COMBINE

all oi

Sapiro Group, However, to
Confine Activities to
Greater N. Y.
With the Greater New York ex-

B.

to

Publix lands them,
control the

town

Publix will

then

ill

lU

hibitor co-operative, headed by Aaron
Sapiro, just beginning to function,
plans are contemplated for establishment of similar co-operatives in

trade with Fox and
|dous theater buying

is

other

The

better terms.

ir

northern
New Jer
Cleveland and Philadelphia r/

figured four per

formed

K. dominated, you
lere the former would

opening wedge

means

several

and K., and
All of which
Chicago situation one

B.
Publix.

load of vivid values.
years. FIRST

The

big take off that will rake off the biggest gross in

NATIONAL SPECIAL.—Advt.

for

TO

Jew Blood
the stage is known and
the reputation of the
t Theater is recognized.
:i,
back from Europe, has

strong

— now

playing

this
in

lans to bring them over,
ollectively, to appear in
his should interest HolR'ictures need new faces.
yi so need new talent.

Hohn

raise for his

of

credit

Litling

on

'

^

—

work.

His

his

behalf.

The U. A.
night. Tune

the air that
ur house if you can arnot, build up the strong-

know how and ad|.s hard as you know how.
as hard as you know how.
|n you

KA NN

May

1

and 2 are

dates selected for annual convention
Northwest exhibitor unit. The
convention will be held here instead
of aboard a lake steamer, between
Duluth and Port Arthur, Ont., as
of the

proposed.
Arbitration,

now

at a standstill in
on Page 2)

or STANLEY GROSS

The

Price.

—

Philadelphia Doubling of revenue
of 1927 by the Stanley Co., was predicted by Irving D. Rossheim, company president, at a dinner in his
honor last night attended by 100
leaders of the industry and civic life
He bases his preof Philadelphia.
diction on comparison of business of
(Continued

on Page

Lupino Lane Signs
Educational Contract
Los

—

Angeles Lupino Lane has
signed a new long-term contract with
Educational. He is expected to make

two

comedies
Hereafter, his returns to musical revues
will be incidental to his screen work.
Lane has been in pictures three years.
at least

for

the

eight of his

company next

reel

year.

Washington Bureau of

Washington

2)

THE FILM DAILY

— Extension

time
until April 15 has been granted Para-

mount

of

in which to file a further reto the Federal Trade Commission's order of March 6, rejecting
the company's proposal for compliance with the cease and desist order issued last July.
The company had offered to abide
(Continued on Page 2)

ply

latter arrived

yesterday

from

the

Coast and, it is reported, is here
concerning distribution of the Talmadge series. Price also has with
on Page 2)

IN '28

Paramount Gets Extension to
File New Reply to Commission

Busy?

approaches.

'

Minneapolis

(Continued

repeated, did a magnifiA'e are delighted to pen

ROSSHEIN SEES DOUBLING

Oscar

New York

(Continued

ISSUEATNORTHWESTMEET

Seitz

^search yesterday brought
e fact that it was John
photographed "The Trail
sterday, we promised a

BE-I

Talmadge has signed a
make a series of pictures

Richard
contract to
in

of

___^

on Page 1)

DICK TALMADCE SERIES

CHARLIE MURRAY, THELMA
— TODD, LOUISE FAZENDA IN A
veritable vortex of vociferous vun "VAMPING VENUS" a vivacious van-

;hed.

group

,^

PRICE TO DISTRIBUTE

it

for

Prague

__

(Continued

i^'

for

sive operator in a rich
It also

\n<'

mov

similar

being considered
is learned by
New Jp

Fox were stubborn

these houses,

wHere

ties

nation and the terfour
it,
'ed out of

ets

territories.

Buffalo,

Strike at Louisville
K.-A. Houses Settled
Louisville

—

Strike

of

stagehands and musicians
cal Keith-Albee houses is

operators,
four lo-

in

settled.

No

were divulged. With the settlement made, it is expected that
prosecution of George P. Laffel,
president of the musicians' local, and
five others, for alleged throwing of
details

stench bombs in the theaters will be
dropped.
The men recently were
bound over to the grand jury.

Expansion of Agfa-Ansco
Firms Seen Under Merger

—

Binghamton, N. Y. Erection of an
addition to the Ansco plant here, and
construction of a siding which will
cover more than 100,000 ft. of ground
and more than double size of plants
at Binghamton, Johnson City and
Afton, and expansion of activities
of both firms is seen in amalgamation of Ansco
Agfa Products,

Corp.

Photoproducts
into the

with

Agfa Ansco

.

,

...

'

DAILY

See Doubling of
Gets Extension to
Arbitration to be
Stanley Gross
File New Reply
Main Issue At Meet

4/FILMD0M
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lOHN W. ALICOATE
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1)

territory, because of refusal of
to abide by a decision made,

Warners

with court action in the case pending, will be the major issue at the

forthcoming sessions.

Hi
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Merse.eau, l';«asn.e..
r,"d Editor; Donald M,
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Manage.
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Foreign, $15.00.
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with order.
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FILM
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Cable address:
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New York. Hollywood, Lalifornia-Harvej
Phone
Ambassador Hotel:
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J300

femit

UALY,

THE
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Another Firm Closes for
First Division Product

—

Dallas Home State Film Co. has
acquired distribution in Te.xas, Oklahoma and Arkansas of the 1928-29
output of First Division Distributors.
Arthur C. Bromberg .Vttractions, Atlanta, also signed for the product
with Jesse J. Goldburg, president,
who now is on the Coast conferring
with Raymond Wells and Robert S.
Furst on the new line-up.

by the decision of the Trade PracConference, rather than meet the
dictum of the July order against
block booking and theater accjuisition.
In rejecting this proposal, the

lin— Lichtbildbuehne,

Friedrichstrasse,

2^5.

Producers Drop Stand
Against Copyright Bill

definitely

the

comply fully
with its order, otherwise the commission would seek enforcement in the
to

1

Purchases N. Y. Hou«

M.

New

Seattle
James Beale, Portland
manager, has been transferred to the
Seattle Tiffany-Stahl branch.

High Low

Josepi.

signed

...

Seat.

40

40

Close

102J4

dirfe.^.''.

65
17

17"
son," which is to
22-4
Reid for Gotham. Iv, 22 J4 169-4
Loui s'69/8
play male lead
129^
^7'

*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
.

(s)
(c)

Sales

100

40

Fox Fm. "A", 78/2
Fox Thea. "A" 1854
'

*(c) Litem. Proj.

77^

WA

4
106
77/8
18/8

100
1,000

New House

1,700

C. Seery will be special home
representative with headquarters
at Los Angeles, and L. E. Davis will
Portland manager, transferred
be

900

8

.

99^ 99/2 99/ 12',666
Keiths 6s 46
900
18
18/8
do pfd.
18Ji
300
95
95
95
do com.
68^ 13,700
70^
(s) Loew's, com.
200
.102/2- 102^ 10214
do pfd.
(c)
do 6s41ww.l09^ 108:>i 109>4 16,000
(b)
11,000
101
100^4
do 6s41x-war.l01
(b)
100
25M 25^
(s) M-G-M Pfd. .. 25J4
100
6/
6/2
Cap.
..
6/2
(s) M. P.
29
*(s) Orph. Cir
99/2
(s) do pfd.
8,300
..llSJi 117
117J4
(s) Para. F-L
do pfd.
*(s)
6,o6i)
995/8
99^
9954
do 6s 47
(b)
2,000
Par. By. 5/551.102/4 102 '4 102J4
II,)
3,300
2/2
2/8
(s) Pathe
2.>i
3,100
"
14
do "A"
(s)
13U 14
18,000
58
60
do 7s 37 .. 60-4
(b)
28
27
(0) Roxy "A"
32
29
do units
(0)
7
do com.
6 "4
(o)
50
49^ 49M 49M
(o) Skouras Bros.
4
2
(o) Technicolor
'3/8
ioo
Trans-Lu.x
3/8
(c)
15
13
(o) United Art.
80
85
do pfd
(o)
2
*(o) Univ. Ch.com.
85
do pfd.
80
*(o)
Univ. Pict.
22/8
(c)
20
(s)
do pfd.
97/ 96;4 96M
500
(c) Warner Bros,
187/8
18/8
18^
26
3,700
(s)
do "A"
27y4 26
(cb) do 6/2S 28
106M 106^ 106H 20,000
'.

(b)
(c)
(s)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

12m

K

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

m

Wis.

— Dark

two weeks

because of difficulties with stagehands, following change of policy
from stock to pictures, the Orpheum,
Midwesco house, has reopened. The
stagehands were given notice, but
protested, with the union insisting
one man be kept backstage.

To

Distribute
Dick Talmadge Series
(Continned from Page

him

a

series

of

four

1)

pictures

pro-

duced on the Coast.
He is head of the Consolidated
Pictures Corp. a new corporation
which has taken over the Pacific
Studios at San Mateo, near San Francisco.

.

Attractions

Standard

fast

.

•

Last

Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(0) Over the Counter Transactions (Bid and
Asked).
(3) Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
Prices

Work

week

starting tomorrow.

been
years.

in

the delivery business for 15

no

West

PRICE

I

L

32*'St,Ne«ybrk,i

Phone Penna. 0330
Motion Picture Departmj
U. S. and Canada Agents for Dl

Roscoe Karns
Richard Dix's current feature, "Knocking 'Em Over."
Fred Newmej^er is directing.
Boteler and

have been cast

in

I

CORPORATION

"THE WRECKERS"
by Francis Lynde

"KING SOLOMON^S WIFE"
and authors announced tomorrow

_PK:TUREsCo(Bto^

£«*M

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR

Cast with Richard Dix

Wade

1928-29

of stories

PICTU

APPARATUSf

II

the Eighteen Feature Productions which EXCELPICTURES
will produce next
season, will be picturizations of these stories:

More names

i"™

CONSULT US AND SAm

niversary of the city, and a tribute
to the part pictures have played in
development of the municipality, Diamond Jubilee Movie Week has been
set aside by Mayor George E. Leach,
the

You Are in the"
for Any Kind

MOTION

— Marking the 75th an-

by Edna Buckler
Feltman Takes Over Anderson
Nat Feltman of the Daily Film
Delivery Co., which operates in Hudson County, N. J., and Staten Island,
has taken over Anderson Film Delivery, which operates in the same
New Jersey territory. Feltman has

Market

Films Honored in Diamond
Jubilee Week at Mpls.

for

If

is

Among

LENT

'

Boucher

Wyn.

Vaudeville

1600 Broadway, New Yorl'
Phone Pcnn. 3580

progressing
on the remodelling of the Empire.

Little

for

Picture Theatrei

local

Chain.

.

.

at McCutclKij

j

subsidiary of the "U"
will supervise management of the Empire, Colonial and
aters,

Minneapolis

Price

ISl

amalgamated!
vaudeville agh

office

Boucher With "U" Theaters
Frank M. Boucher has been appointed city manager at Winchester,
as Va., for the Shenandoah Valley The-

Kenosiia,

«

Depinet Confirms Changes
in First National Force

sent the patents committee at Washington advising the stand taken.

Kenosha House Reopens
Stagehand "Jam" Settled

taken

York.

theatrical

200

has

McCutcheon, N. J. —Them
Cutcheon has opened here.

THE

i.

Tamler

Miracle, Melrose Ave. and

—

i

trict of Columbia, valued
a
000,000, he said.
Last night's
was one of the most auspicl
cial events of film history.

courts.

Beale at Seattle

i

if

theaters in seven states and

from Seattle, where L. O. Lukan,
producers former district manager, is branch,
have withdrawn objection ot the Di- manager, Ned E. Depinet, First NaBill,
visible Copyright
because in tional sales manager, states in contheir opinion all relations between
firming realignment of the sales force
playwright and producer are based on
FILM
outlined yesterdav bv
contractual rather than copyright arDAILY.
rangements.
A telegram has been

New York

Financial

indicated

company would have

.

company theaters in the la
years.
The company now

R.

E

LondonDrexel 7000 and Washington 9794
«en er. 58.
Ernest W. Frednia.,, The Film
L Ber
Great Marlborough St., London, W.

(.Continued from Page

1)

tice

commission
hoUday^

and
Publisbea daily except Saturd.y
\., and
loiO Uioadway, New \ork N.
at
and t dm
1' ilms
couvvi^lit (1928) by W id's
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business is great!
Mr' k

Wr

"LEGION OF THE
CONDEMNED'smashes

otiraph taken in front of Rialto, N.

lEGION OF

^et

b

8:55 A. M., Monday, March 19th

THE CONDEMNED."

O. Minneapolis and

[I.

,

Y.,

St.

Smashes

Louis. Nation-wide sensation,

50% above normal

iROLD LLOYD

in

New

York.

Paul, and as exhibitor joyfully says: ^^Try

standing room!" Picture held over.

St.

record.

business

"SPEEDY"

iisiness is

^

Equalled record Ambas-

q CLARA BOW

Minneapolis,

St.

in

"RED HAIR"

Paul, everywhere.

(Lloyd Pro. Paramount release) coming!

great

if

you

W PARAMOUNT!

he Genius of all

Nation

FOIJ

.

JOHN FORD
(Ireland)

WHO

smashing successes "The Iron
Horse" and "Three Bad Men" now surpasses
directed the

triumphs and gives us a mighty picture

his previous

P

and sympathy for
At the present time Ford
which his race is known.
has two pictures playing at $2 top on Broadway —
"Four Sons" at the Gaiety and "Mother Machree"
instilled

with

all

at the Globe.

the dramatic

fire

i

MARGARET MANN
(Born In Scotland)
A

S Mother

Bernle

-^^ Endearing

.

.

.

.

.

.

who

Lovable
will

.

.

.

Gentle

.

.

.

awaken cherished

memories of your own youth aAd mother, plays on
the heart strings with such emotional force that the

New York

Telegram

reviewer

acclaims

her

"A

Cinema Duse."

One of the 3rcserved-seat specialsj

^ONS
JUNE COLLYER

man

jFiit.

(America)

BECAUSE

of her refreshing

and her

natural beauty

intel-

ligent interpretation

of dramatics,

this glorious

of American

ideal

Youth makes her

role in "Four
Sons" ring true as the sweetheart
of one of Mother Bernle's sons.

This

Wampas Baby

York born and

Star

is

New

bred.

ALBERT GRAN
Native of Belgium')

(/4

^T(E

THE

LEOPOLD

AUGUST TOLLAIRE

lustria)
lire

1» Emperor

of Austria,

estitles

Mayor

of nobility in

Glory"

Empire
enof an aide-de-camp

rian

i"

.

.

.

with genuine

iction .

.

.

Again
he

re-

will

in

will

make

ever-

of body,

who

and animates his important role in "Four Sons" with
the same warm sympathy and
tender understanding that brought

in

never be forgotten...

"Four Sons"

is

and

... as stout

enlivens

of the
HIS amusing portrayal
"What Price

holder of one of

postman

of heart as he

(France)

descendant of Franz

self \t

genial, gallant

faithful

as a

him fame

Mayor,

millions laugh

as the picturesque taxi-

driver in "7th

FERDINAND
SCHUMANN-HEINK

Heaven."

and

chuckle and add further lustre

Hollywood

to his reputation as a fine actor

Leopold will soon
1 in Filmdom.

{(jcrviatiy)

with an unerring -sense of comedy.

M.

Tollaire was

born

in

T4E

Paris.

illustrious

diva,

The Biggest Film Success
In The Last 10 Years!

NOW PLAYING
GAIETY THEATRE

TWICE DAILY

at

CARTHAY

New York

son of the noted

Madame Schumann-

Heink, world-famous and worldbeloved ...

As

a staff officer in

"Four Sons," Ferdinand
Schumann-Heink shows

definite

TOPCIRCLE THEATRE

promise of winning for himself a
share of the glory that has been

Los Angeles

moxntr.

^2.00

bestowed upon his illustrious

—

.
Presented by

WILLIAM FOX
Based on the Story by
Adapted by

Philip Klein

MISS

I.

A. R.

WYLIE
Production Editors

Katherine Hilliker and

H. H. CaldweU

JOHN FORD Production
"

t is

making (^jf the talk of Broadway

DAILY
comedy now in production. F. Richard Jones is directing the picture under supervision of B. F. Zeidman
It is an original by Grover Jones and

Coast Wire Service

Flop Writers Answered

Gilbert Pratt.
Frank Butl_er
ing Jones on the story.

Gets Warner Post

ATMS FOLLOW FAILURES

Anthony Coldeway has been
named editor-in-chief of the
Warner studio.

When

author

an

or

ability.

That was the statement made by
Jesse L. Lasky at a meeting of the

Paramount i)roducing staff and
new writers who have just
brought from New York.

sevei;

been

'There have been many cases," Lasky
stated, "where a successful playwright or novelist has tried his talents in pictures, and has

New York

returned to
The motion picture business is unlike the stage in that we of the
motion jiiclures cater to the masses and not
to a certain few, not to the so-called intelligentsia.
We therefore must have screen
stories that will appeal
to shop girls,
the
merchant or the banker and not to the
reader of Freud.
"These authors have tried in vain to please
us, submitting stories that are impossible for
filming, jtories that would bring the wrath of
the censors down upon us, stories tftat would
stock the morals of the world craving entertainment.
They fail and go back home
and tell the world how mismanaged the industry is, in their narrow minds."
The seven new authors are: Williard Keefe,
Lester Cohen. Samuel Ornitz. Harlan Thomson, Ernest Culbertson, L. W. McLaren and
failed, then has
flay the industry.

—

Wells Root.

to

skit.

,!

aid-

is

Sam Hardy Assigned
Sam Hardy will enact the

i

rol

"Di;

Mdi

Wolheim in Meighan C«
Louis Wolheim has been ci'''"''
Shirley Thomas Meighan's "The Ro'

Shirley Palmer Gets Contract

articles

denouncing the industry as ignorant
and childish, he is only exploiting his
own lack of understanding and in-

A

by Arthur Stringer have been purchased by Tiflany-Stahl.

playwright

Hollywood and writes

tour of the West Coast Circuit^
other Roach players, "Red"
and Charles Hall, arc withhinil)

T-S Buys Two Stories
ganster leader in M-G-M's
"Ramsey Milholland" by Booth Handcuffs," which John
Tarkington and "The Gun Runner" is to direct.

LIISKYFLIIYSCRITICSWHOSE

leaves

Thursday, Match a]

Ince

Film Completed

Ralph Ince has completed "The
Hit of the Show," featuring Joe E.

Brown and Gertrude Olmstead for
FBO. In the cast' are: Gertrude Aster, Daphne Pollard, Lee'Shumway
and William Bailley.

Hagen Back at Studios
Walter Hagen has returned to
Coast to resume work on his
picture

for

Tiffany-Stahl,

Tififany-Stahl has signed
to a five year contract. Her
first
lead will be in "Marriage of
Tomorrow," an original by Raymond

Palmer

first

Paramount

production

for

will release the

i
(

pic

Schrock.

h!-Whatah

Lasky Fetes Otto Kahn
Kahn and Jesse Lasky addressed Paramount stars and exOtto

ecutives at a studio luncheon yesterday.
the
first

"Green

Grass Widows," which was postponed when he was called to Chicago for a golf show.

Returns to Screen
Marcia Manon, one of the screen's
first "vampires" of many years ago,
returns to the screen in Lew Cody's
current production, which Mai St.
Clair

is

directing

M-G-M.

for

Cortez in T-S Film
Ricardo Cortez is to play the male
lead in "Ladies of the Night Club"
Leonard
opposite.
Barbara
with

Branded

George Archainbaud

broke will direct for Rayart release.

is

the star's

director.

Beery-Hatton Cast Chosen
Lane Chandler, Gardner James and

Mary Brian have been assigned leading roles in the newest Beery-Hatton

Carr to Make "Branded Man"
Trem Carr is to produce "The

Man,"

which

Scott

Pem-

Film Comic in Vaudeville
Charley Chase will spend the five
week annual vacation of the Hal

Roach Studios

in

The Honest Truth About
jewel
your program
THE news
news
possessed
a ton

JVHNNYim

a short vaudeville

Chinatowk.

Charlie
A

7ir6t national

NEWS

REELS

I

reel is the brilliant
in
of motion picture entertainmeiH
reel, it is
If it is the right
of personality, that becomes a def
of
inite personal influence in your playhouse, working for your prestige and profit everj
week in the year.
With six news reels to pick from it would appear at first glance that you had a widi
range of choice, but the facts as demonstrated by performance show your choice is morii
restricted.
Consider the two essential, fundamental elements for a news reel a world-wid
scope of activity and clarity and beauty in photography and printing and you find youj
I

i

—

—

range of choice narrowed down.
And then you encounter the thing that makes the real difference between the mas
ter product and the cut and dried offering. This thing is handling!
Just as newspapers are dull or brilliant because of the brains, experience and eni
thusiasm of the men responsible, so also are news reels. This third element further nar
rows your choice and brings you closer to Kinograms as the one news reel essential.
The makers of Kinograms make no other product whatever. All their time
energy and thought are centered on the production of the finest news reel on earth, am
it is this independence and this concentration on a specialty that have made the differenci

|

!

between

Kinograms and all the

Kinograms, by

rest.

conscientious, painstaking and enthusiastic
effort, has gained the premier place in the news reel field.
— A dvert isement

,^^//}--i/

Silf^Jpi^^M^^^xyu^

ill

THE
y,

was

New York

ng

)V^

nued from Page

a

national

iidependents to produce
pictures, buy, sell and
'

This

is

of a pool
tor theater

to

ters.

Pete

New York

Dana T-S

Manager

Buffalo

A GUIDING SIGN

Stahl branch.

To Those Who

Antis Stall Birmingham
Sunday Shows Election
Birmingham, Ala. — No date has

other cities where simre contemplated.
^r

The-

—

a similar independent
that city. Buffalo and

in

Badger

distributors.

Albany Pete Dana, former Buffalo manager, has succeeded Jack
Krause as manager of the Tiffany-

York exhibitors
.r

continued

by

a Milwaukee combine, also disreported similar
for
operation,

reason.

planned

compete
chains and

declared sifting the
to serve

a is

Corp.,

Ian Keith Leaves for Hollywood
Ian Keith left for the Coast yesterday to appear in Corinne Griffith's
next, "The Divine Lady".

1)

proposed

refused

aters

On Combine

L€id

jg^

S^KL

larch 22, 1928

combine,

The Hollywood Plaza

tion,

until

interest

dies

down some-

what.

in

laws is declared to
the present attitude.

rce
in

"ONE MAN'S WOMAN"
Adapted

from

Catherine

"THE MATING
DORIS DINSMORE"

was allied with Associated
headed by Charles Casa-

es,
t

—

Write or wire us
hotel
California.
this

now

as

Appoint
Southern

for reservations in advance.

your headquarters while

in

The

.\hich through Midwest Thea buying circuit for a chain
ugh Illinois and Wisconsin.
Iiiis
a Chicago buying circuit

and

Los Angeles.
Every room is

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertainare but a step away from the door of this famous
hostelry.

Inc
723 Seventh Avenue
New York City

has a booking combine in
ventures of this sort are
on the ground was Bala-

lis,

Holly-

ment

EMPIRE PRODUCTIONS,

etracted.

st

in

Strange

OF

All rights protected

discontinued activities afrefused to serve the comch position they are under-

ter

i

headquarters

sible.

Plumer

Bement's

110,

,v

hotel

a luxurious
a parlor during the day time
sleeping quarter at night.
In-a-Door Beds make this pos-

the home of
Corp., headea
nil.
This firm had a buying
ith
around 130 theaters in
insylvania. West Virginia anil
recalled,
is
trical Utilities

<

•

is

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping

been set as yet for the forthcoming
referendum on Sunday shows. Opponents of the liberal Sabbath, it is
charged are seeking to stall the elec-

will not be associated
the other proposed cotending to devote all its
Posjvvn organization.
nning afoul of the inter-

Appreciate Fine Hotels

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL

Season

1928-1929

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

100 theaters.

buying circuit headed
Northwest exhibitor presia

of

business

v^hen

service

The Record
In a criticaly impartial, uninfluenced week by week analysis of all the
ires Today made the following significant and conclusive judgment:
1.

Actual Firsts:

Number

KINOGRAMS

28

This gives

50

Tied for Firsi

KINOGRAMS

3

..

Pathe

3

.

7

1

...

3

Fox
Paramount

1

M-G-M

1

International

.

M-G-M
International

3.

...

KINOGRAMS

three to one over

its

1
.

.

.

.

nearest competitor.

The Most Entertaining News Reel on Earth

KINOGRAMS
EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES,
•THE SPICE

Motion

''eels,

7

Pathe

Fox
Paramount

of reels reviewed

news
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Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

E.

W. Hammons,

of America, Inc.,

Will H. Hays,

Inc.

President

President.

.

.

.
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None
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KING

ETHICS CODE TO GOVERN

minds general-

that this industry

,^ree

more than

loing

'28-'29 SELLING

its

by supplying milwholesome entertain-

SEASON

.od

the

advance

finest

American goods

i)r

Text by Members of Trade
Commission to be Issued
Momentarily

our films are ad-

lad,

so

THE FILM DAILY
Washington The code of ethics
leveloped from the Trade Practice

Washington Bureau of

A

benevolent
ssjlinselfish and eager alto [nd the helping hand.

Conference,

lied

tarily

)ped-

—

vjiat is

lever

The junk dealwas more brisk,

important companies

I

loped the direct mail

Printed matter

itch.

;

ropelled in the directidal
exhibitors like
gets over like gentle

The

moonlit lake.

a

iping such advertising
waste baskets.

THEY HAD TO CALL OUT THE ARMY WHEN LADY GREEK BRECHER SAYS DECEPTION
fall for Irish Sheik—but Oh, how you'll fall for "VAMPING

wouldn't

VENUS" FIRST NATIONAL'S

Americans"

^^»

the

for

hoke

—the

times

II

box

nnan

than

vunny!

office.

rehable

touches

vull of vivid values.

big Special

—Advt.

re-

De

sprinkled

performances, chiefly
Sidney, Beryl MerGran and Michael Visirge

Fred Desberg Continues as

Loew Head
Cleveland

and
ih,

as

often hectic flagusual makes the

^ure.

ituations
ide

that

enter

overdone.
popular appeal?

the

We

that the genial Elmer and
coster are to remain budon, it is whispered guardnave a good deal to say
nping of Pathe. That will
ws to the many through-

ntry

who know

him.

ng Cummings
)f

Missing

Girls"
and
Both current, both
Cummings.
Different

Kill."

y

well done.
Beuch for this director's abiloducer of sound, sensible,
Dries, yet

pictures.

— Fred

KANN

Los Angeles
will join

films yearly,

Desberg

producer,

will con13

— Cecil

United

at Cleveland

it

it

is

B.

Artists,

De

Mille

making two

reported here. The
stated, will take with
is

him William Boyd, Phyllis Haver and
by executives who have been with him a
Loew's, Inc., from Loew's Ohio The- year or more. It is not expected that
Personnel of the theaters and he will renew his option on the De
aters.
tinue as general manager of the
local houses recently taken over

Cleveland office will remain the
same, according to Desberg.

the

ason and Pathe

)

INFLUENCED IOWA VOTE

Mille to Join United
Artists, Making 2 Yearly

ce

lie

comedy spectacle—vibrantly

It

kind,

we can

—villed

nine reels.

its

momen-

It is anticipated here that its
provisions are to be made public almost immediately in order to give the
ndustry an opportunity to adjust itself to its clauses before the 19281929 selling season gets under waj^.
All members of the industry, individual and corporate, whether signatory to the agreement or not, will
)e bound by the provisions.
The Trauc Tiav-iice Coiiicrence la
{Continued on Page 6)

needed,
going on in our

nyard.

issued

sion.

proof were
i

be

will

by the Federal Trade Commis-

Mille studio property located at Culver City.

Dies After Year Illness fURTHER ACQUISITIONS BY

— Funeral

services are

arranged for Mrs. Charlotte
Pickford, 55, mother of Mary Pickford, who died yesterday from cancer.
Mrs. Pickford's name formerly
was Charlotte Smith, with the name
Pickford assumed when her husband
being

When Mary

died.

Pickford became

known

as a screen actress, Mrs. Pickford gave up her stage career to devote her time to the interests of he
children, Mary, Lottie and Jack.

"Two Lovers" Premiere
New York premiere of "Two
ers" was held last night at the
bassy.

New York theater owner,
proponents of the measure
it the recent hearings on the bill, on
statement of E. P. Smith, Iowa unit
president, that no trickery was resortBrecher,

who

led

WOOD

HITS

Em-

COCHRANE ON

EOX BEING NEGOTIATED

BILL

STAND

—

Columbus. O. Criticism of R. H.
Cochrane, U'nversal vice president,
for sending out a letter to exhibitors
warning the if the Brookhart bill
passes
impossible for Universal
complete service
contract, is expressed in a letter to
members eeut '^••'^ '^" P. J. Wood,
business '•'
._..
~"mo exhibitor unit.
., ood urges exhibitors to
•

Los

Angeles

— Further

t

'

,

important
acquisitions, as well as production and
distribution agreements, are planned
by Fox, it is learned following return
here of Winfield R. Sheehan, vice(Continued on Page 5)
president and general manager. Sheehan intimates that a number of big
Souvenir Nights Legal as
deals are under way, and will be anThe
nounced soon in New York.
Cleveland Repeals
three-cornered deal involving Fox,
Cleveland Ban on souvenir nights,
First National Pictures and the Stan- similar to country store nights, has
ley Co .of America is still reported been lifted by action of the city coun(Continued on Page 2)
under way.
.

—

Lov-

on Page 2)

(Contiuued

BROOKHART

Mary Pickf ord's Mother
Los Angeles

If the manner in which Iowa exhibitors were induced to vote againsi
the Brookhart bill does not constitute trickery, "let's get a new definition for the term."
This was the comment of Leo

Ban

,

Friday, March
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Vice-President
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liea.urer,
Mersereau
,„d Editor; Donald M,
Ralph F.E. delegates a dinner the opening
and Advertisnig Managei
Uiisi.iess
i;.,,,
l?*n*r^*;piitative.
Representative,
Addresses will be made by
night.
W ilk. Traveling
^^
"^"^j^f
at tne
^t
1918,
1918'1
,econd class matter May
representatives of various branches of
On April 12, there will
production.
be a visit to studios.
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$5.UU,
moi
cmnn one
mi? year;
vear: 6 months,
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Cable address
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Ambassador

Gausman,

R

M.P. Club Holds First
Party at Level Club
P. Club, New
held last night at the Level

First party of the

'Phone.

London--

1)

Holman

bill.

record
convention went on
feared
against the Brookhart bill because they
said.
church and school competition," Smith
the
"If this element caj. be removed from
•^' .-. f no doubt but what Iowa exhibitors
would support whole heartedly the measure
introduced by Sen. Brookhart."
,

Iowa

—

Jefferson, S. C. J. D.
taken over the Jefferson

the feature.

Votes Daylight Saving
Bennington, Vt. Daylight saving,
adopted as a war time measure, has
been approved for this year by vote

—

two

to

Up

Sunday Shows

—

in Holley

At the annual vilHolley, N. Y.
lage election, to be held soon, a proposal to legalize Sunday' shows will
be voted upon.

zation counsel, says Brecher, at which
Pettijohn gave exhibitors the idea
that passage of the bill meant school
and church competition.
"Of course, this is a misrepresentation of

Sets Aside
Felix F. Feist Weeks

N. C.

Holman

has

H

B.

from

"Wings" goes

into

its

ninth

month

New

York, today,
with its 450th performance. The picture will remain at the house until
at

the

Criterion,

opinion

in

of

Paramount's

No

other $2 film has been confronted with the opposition met by the
Paramount roadshow, says Grey, for
in addition to the ten weekly change
houses, a new high number, includthe bill, and if it is not trickery, let's get
Com- ing the Paramount and Roxy, and 18
a new definition," Brecher declared.
menting on Smith's statement that Iowa exfilms presented in _ legitimate theahibitors would support the bill if this ele
More than
incnt were removed, Brecher says that such ters at advanced prices.
an element never was present in the bill.
10,000
persons
have
bought
standing
"We are glad to learn, that aside from
the deception (not trickery) which was prac- room during the run, he says.

San Francisco

Weeks have been

—

Felix

set aside

F.

Feist

by the M-

Chicago— With

of

organized by Dunlap

Charles Goetz Returns
Charles S. Goetz, head of States
Cinema, has returned to New York
from Youngstown, O., where he handled opening of "Motherhood" at the

Viennese liftPaul Oskar Hocker now being
prepared by Willie Goldbeck. Gilbert
will first do "Four Walls" and Miss
Garbo "W^ar in the Dark."
Aloritz," an original of

by

EXECUTIVE
in all departments
of the film business-production, publicity, and
sales desires to make a connection where initiative is a requisite.

writh

{Continued from Page
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in

ized widely by neighborhood theaters,
is to be resumed immediately, it is

understood.
ing the ban.

Grosses

fell

off follow-

46th
Bryant 8181

for

synchronized

Hollywood
St.

c/o Leon Schlesinger
1123 No. Bronson Ave.

pictures,

the'

playing week stands. The houi
be rushed to completion this su

Massey Buys

OppositionllV

C—

J. D. Massey
Selma, N.
operates the Playhouse, has
over the Selma.

i

lis

funniest

f

JNIMHriM
Chinatowi
Charlie
Jmi

IlatiorioLPii^

Hill

THIS BOOK
1928-29
Among

the Eighteen

LENT PICTURES

1000

Feature Productions which EXCELCORPORATION will produce next

season, will be picturizations of these stories

'^BROKEN BARRIERS"
by Carolyn

F.

Cloth

DAILY ;a

Hayward

S^MULIEL

1926

NEW YORK crrr

Film

[i

SUBSCRlj

and authors announced tomorrow

ZlERLER president;

FRl
TO

COVE

-^^^iU^

FpiMi

E'I

YEARBOOlt

"MONTMARTE ROSE"
of stories

l||

:

for

York

Pik

called Hamrick's
Box, and it, or the present
Mouse, will become a long runi

be

Address Box K-167

Inc.

Library Stock Scenes

W.

between Union and

will

It

c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

Walter A. Futter, Pres.

130

Ave.,

by Adeline Hendricks

WAFILMS,

will cost

YOU MUST

More names

!New

project.

The proposed house

thorough experience

Liberty.

& Ridgway.

repealing its ordinances forbidding such drawings. The stunt, util-

cil

the

b

—

Hollywood John Gilbert, Greta
Garbo and Clarence Brown, the trio
responsible for "Flesh and the Devil,''
will be reunited in "A Son of St.

$50,000,

Souvenir Nights Legal as
Cleveland Repeals Ban

ai

"Flesh and Devil" Trio
to Make Another Picture

Film Laboratory has been

Chicago

i

Seattle— With the Mayflower
under construction and the S
recently opened by Publix, L
and West Coast Theaters,
first run house is being planii'
John Hamrick, who operates thi
Mouse here and at Portland an
coma. Construction is to start
Hamrick now is a
early date.
Angeles conferring with Warm

Feist in behalf o;
producer-distributors and exhibitors

Chicago "Lab" Firm Formed
capital

mil Ftt a

tions launched by

Iowa are

is
it
"Incidentally," Brecher continued,
amusing to see the scramble among the trade
papers for a front seat on the bandwagon of
those who were 'unalterably opposed' to the
The funeral pyre is being
Brookhart bill.
turned into a bonfire, and all who helped to
kill the bill are exulting, but isn't the celebration just a little bit premature?"

<

il

000 and be located directly aero
street from the Blue Mouse, d

one.

May 12. The drive was launched b^
"Wings" Entering Ninth
George A. Hickey, western division
Month of N. Y. Showing supervisor, in tribute to the innova-

The Iowa vote against the meas- New Year's at least,
was taken at the meeting address- Albert Grey, head of
ed by O. C. Pettijohn, Hays organi- roadshow department.

that exhibitors of

is

"The Dove"

nilST

G-M field organization during tht
period starting April 29 and ending

ure

ticed upon them,
for the liill."

to

the public tomorrow.

M-G-M Force
at Jefferson,

Cook.

associacd to in connection with the
Brookhart
tion's vote denouncing the
"The

Journal Square. This house, latest
added to the Stanley-Fabian chain,
was constructed at a cost that exceeded $2,000,000. The theater open^^
in

featured the event.

Iowa Vote Influenced
By Deception, Claim
{Continued from Page

M.

York, was
Beefsteak and entertainment
Club.

9794
Urexel 7000 and Washington
I'.lm ««" ".gSf.
Ernest W. Fredman The
London W. L BerGreat Marlborough St.,
225.
lin— Lichtbildbuehne, ! nednchstrasse.

Jersey City The Stanley, second
largest theater in the metropolitan
area, with a seating capacity of 5,000,
opens tonight to an invited audience,

of

.*

,

MHEI)

—

MrHtWSPAPU

•filmdom
l»

10

5,000-Seat Stanley Opens
Tonight at Jersey City

NEEIING IN

23.,

^ "lOkl

EVERYT
GOi

EVERYW

y^to?n.^^riety

March 14 th

yrauman's Chinese
Los Angeles vttie
Circus still best
bet in town -^ -^
bringing *eni in

from outskirts
and big pla>^
from women*

icture

MERIT

—

—

—

——

;

;
;

'

DAILV

Friday, March

Re- Openings

Dorris

THEATER CHANGES EOR

//

Changes

would be ever genial and greet
I would rememguests with a smile.
ber to say "please" and "thank you"

Alhambra

Changes in Theater
Field Reported by
Film Boards

Film Boards of Trade throughout the United States every
month gather data on changes
in the exhibition field, by arrangement with THE FILM

Changes

—

in

—

New
Paris

T. Nichols by

— Pastime;

Slocumb

—

—The

New

—

Mr.

;

—

;

—

by Esber Jones.

Plateau;

Hunter

— Gem

Theaters

Re- Openings

San

Lake City

;

Fernando— Teatro Fernando

— Luna.

THERE

IS

Plymouth;

;

San

Ga-

ENOUGH
KR|AZY

cartoon to balance any

Grand
— Paramount.

Changes

Aurora

— Hollywood,

ner by

— Strand

— gags

are not repeated

Bea Harrison
and
Manny Gould

sold

Sam H. Hor-

to

—

;

S.

Grand Junction— Strand, sold to John R.
Gollenstein
Manitou Cameo, sold to A.
E. Judd by C. G. Argust
Newcastle
Moon, sold to Frank Weller by F. C.

—

padded

— Musu

Palm

Closings
;

Paonia

;

Dolan

has ami

750-seat theater.

Sparta, Tenn.
ed

—The

Oldham

has beta

,

here.

1

—

San Bernardino, Cal. Work has
menced on a $500,000 theater on Cour
l)etween D St. and Arrowhead Ave. ,!lk:
tects are Balch Bros.
The theater
eater
L.
built for John
McKeon, Elmer
:r
J. Be"
associates.

Sweetwater. Tenn Construction of a
in which the moving picture
Moneta, operated by Booth Enterprises

building

'

be housed, will be started soon, it is
The building is to be of brick and
and will cost $15,000, including decor,and furnishings.
s

•

—

Changes

—

—

Norwich

Middletown

— Broadway.
in

— Ariana,

Auburndale
by Ira

P.

;

M.

James

sold to
Burn-s;

Starland,
by D. G.

kins

—

G.

to

C.

sold

McCabe

to

Ray & WilDe Funiak
:

Samuel LudLauderdale
Creswell by R.

to
Ft.

Palace, sold to Fred F.
E. Dye; Gainesville
Metts. sold to R. L.
Meek by C. L. Fuhrman La Belle The
La Belle, sold to F. Watts Hall by Mrs.
Mary Havs Davis Miami Beach Strand
sold to Fred F. Creswell
by
W. R.
Hodges; Palatka Lincoln, sold to J. A.
Compton by Ralph Tacobsen St. Cloud
Palm, sold to R. G. Reynolds by L. H.

—

—

;

—

Zehrbach.

Openings

— Ritz.
Changes in Ownership
Ball Ground — Greene, sold
A.
Lovelady,
by A. L. B. Greene; Brunswrick
—^Jaxon, sold L. Stein by Dr. R. N.

Macon

to

St.

at

Louis

Ambassador, St. Lo
Lowry, M. C. a

— Ed

,i

—

;

—& American,

;

sold

to

H. W. Dukes by A. C.
Capitol, sold to R.

—

C. M.
Miller;

Gav and
Cordele—

C. Harris by A. GoraRose, sold to C.
S.

towsky
Dublin
Smith by A. H. Yeomans
Lincolnton
Starland. sold to S. L. Smith by H. W.
Ulm Macon Criterion, sold to Lucas &
Jenkins by Publix Theaters
Newnan
Ritz, sold to G. L. Winn by C. S. Smith;
;

the

West Coast Theaters

in

S'i

of ideas for stage

shows at the
During his absenct

Ambassador

revert

will

to

pi

policy.

Chicago House Opens
Chicago David M. Brotman
opened the Avaloe theater at
fornia Ave. and Diversey Blvd.

—

Steinberg to Build at Danvil
Danville, 111.
E. Steinbet
drawing plans for a new $1,00

—

theater.

Lewis

&

Daughtery

—

;

:

Thomaston

W.

Hiram

— Ritz,

— Park

sold to

Hardy

Stubb?.

C.

;

Closings
Wrens Florence.

—

& Odom

^

wi

associated with him in handling
tails of the project.

;

by

«*

Ambassador is en route to the
to make a Vitaphone subject.
\Vhile in the West he will

J.

Columbus Grand, sold to LuJenkins by Publix Theaters
Con-

Jackson

iParamount MINTZ Cartoons

Change

Capitol.

GEORGIA

to

MINTZ

.'

:

Jr.,

PRESENTED BY

Starte

Winston-Saleni, N.
A tlij
and apartment building to cost$
S
000 has been started from plan
Johnson and Brannan. archil
Publix-Saenger has a 25-year
on the house which will seat

bassador.

— The Bagdad: Inverness— Avalon
Palatka — Lincoln
River Junction — Twin
City
Tallahassee—

Bagdad

cas
yers

r;

C—

—

Bradenton Lincoln,
Wiest by Frank H.

McCormick

;

exaggerations of
everyday incidents in life.

Gurdon, Ark.— F. E. Wright will
Wright, recently damaged by fire,
house will be enlarged.

Winston- Salem House

Ownership

sold

Stone;

\

El Dorado, Ark.— The McWilliams
plans a $150,000 theater and has selec
Site at Cedar and Jefferson
and has rel
E. M. Kolben of the Exchange Bank
St. Louis to prepare the plans.

FLORIDA
Changes

A. Troutmaii'
building on Mair
house the Artcraft, run

the

Closings
Commodore
Hall
;

will

— B.

brick

I

Bridgeport Colonial, solil to L. J. Anger
by A. E. Chatlos;
Hartford Majestic
sold to JL-ijestic Theater Co. Inc. by A.
Gottesman.

Derby
Grand

It

N. C.

Gresham.

I.

Denver

Ownership

in

—

Mooresville,
erecting a

states

—

Craig Victory;
Gayety.

CONNECTICUT

are

B.

Wash.— Ed

Hoquianf,

IS

Closings

CHARLES

lease.

—

Ownership

in

:

— stories

—

Winston-Salem, N. C. Work has
meuced on an 11 -story theater and apan
house at Fourth and Imars Hall Sts.
lix-Saenger will take it over on a 2i

and

;

\.nimatedi by

wilj

;

A. Pruess
Denver Emblem,
L. French by Sam H. Horner;

R.

sold to

Junction

;

—

are not

—

Wash. Rolla Duncan
500-seat house in April.

I

is

;

program

—gags

1

the Soutl

j

Springs Murray's, sold
wig by H. E. Murray:

in a

in

i

Openings

— Paramount
Gypsum

Cortez

REAL HUMOR—
— concentrated

—The

Riley.

^

K^AXY KAT

one of the largest

i

'j

;

— Dixie.

briel

KAT

—

;

Closings

CALIFORNIA
New Theaters

N ogales Lyric

Closings

Eagle

;

—

—

Olympia,
a

Heights.

Tex. Interstate Amusement
under way for the new Ma
$2,500,000 and seating 4 500

;

Dorris Arcade; Plymouth
iSuisun Arlington.

Ownership
Wann Jonesboro

in
to

sold

plans

to
cost
will be

I

Alamo

and

Hill,

Houston,
has

—

;

Theaters

to

Beacon

;

COLORADO

Changes
Star,

Elite.

— Liberty.

;

—

View Gem, sold to Odus Brown by
Mulberry Electric, sold
Sherber Brown
to Mrs. Will Hargus by Gus Henderson
Gem,
sold
to Lawrence Johnson
Swifton

ARIZONA
Flagstaff

—

tain

W. W. Lowery.
Plateau

—

Empire, Liberty and Strand, sold to State
MounTheaters Inc. by Tribute Theaters

Closings
Elberta

—

Antonio,
Tex. Victor's Harli'l
has opened.
Other sulmrlian
open are located at Highland
b,

soon

—

— Liberty.

Gould

—

W.

;

—

—

;

—

—

San
theater

;

;

ARKANSAS

—

—

—

—

Ownership
to Tom Baxter

by H.
Universal, sold
Clio
Franklin, sold to Ens\V. Wells; Ensley
ley Theaters Inc. by Joe Steed; Palace,
sold to Bijou Amuse Co. by Ben Jaffe;
New Brocton Gypsy, sold to Richard
Sawyer by C. H. Carny Oakman Crystal, sold to L. W. Bagwell, Sr. by L. W.
Bagwell, Jr. ; Thomasville Rivol, sold to

;

;

Theaters

—

—

—

calling

"The Live Wire," Schine house organ.

ALABAMA

New

Goring by

sold to John

—

I would always remempleted later.
ber that one dissatisfied guest of our
From
theater was just one too many.

New theaters, changes in ownership, re-openings and closings
Information covare covered.
ering January follows:

and

Ownership

in

— Garfield,

—

satisfy
to
everything within reason
them.
If the party wanted is not in
would courteously ask party callI
ing if they desired to leave a name or
number so that the call could be com-

DAILY.

— Dayton

Theaters; Arroyo Grand Misto C. E. Mosher by Wm. T.
Gustine; Big Creek The Big Creek, sold
to I'aiil Reardon by E. E. Pollock
Byron
Tlie
Byron, sold to John F. Wood
Garden Grove The Garden Grove, sold
to O. A. Olsen by K. C. Kirkart
Graham Kinema, sold to B. Bronstein by
Anna JL Pixley; Irvington Lea, sold to
E. Clark by Peterson Circuit
Long Beach
Carter, sold to J. P. Hanson by E. E.
Bartlett
Los Angeles Alhambra, sold to
S.
Lazarus by
West Coast Theaters
Union Square, sold to F. E. Daniels by
H. Wolfe; Middletown— The MiddleJ.
town, sold to F. B. Herrick; Point Arena
Scott, sold to Henry & Buti by R. L.
Dennen
Point Richmond
Point, sold to
Mrs. Viola Langer by R. Fusco
San
Francisco
New Balboa, sold to Alexandria
Theater Co. by Sam Levin Circuit Selma
The Selma, sold to J. L. Seiter by T
& D Jr. Enterprises Upper Lake Lake,
sokl to Clark Green by Mr. Davis
Willowbrook Tlie Willowbrook, sold to O. A.
Olsen by L. Melara.

on the telephone
is probably as important as the guest
I would politely asat the window.
certain the wants of all such and do

The person

Angeles

I'rincipal
sion, sold

and, in general, to impress, but not
offensively, the purchasers of tickets,
I would
or those making inquiries.
do this with unvarying good nature.
I would do my entertaining of friends
before or after hours; and courteously but firmly discourage all attempts
at entangling conversation.

Official

Los

Gem.

/ Were Cashier

I

OF

— Arcade;

Mrs. Fluegel Plans Anothe
Peking, 111.— Mrs. A. Fluegi
the Capitol is having plans i
by Berger and Kelley for a new
ater to cost $150,000 to be en
next year.

Ik

DAILY
Is

"Circus" Is British

iJlrookhart Bill

—

urging passage of

Charles Chaplin's
London
"The Circus" is classified as a

Cochrane would
in view of the fact
ire week of the hearing on
liefore the interstate com-

British production, under the
British quota requirements. The
reason given is that Chaplin, as
star, producer, director and pro-

rmmiti from Page 1)

len

Mr.

that
rtter

the Senate, he sat ophart and heard the latter
occasions that he would
of

English, although the
picture was made in the States.

moter,

is

manner 'whatsoever

any

I

be unlawful for the dislures before they are made
csired to continue to buy
.t

r,"
II
of

.

Wood

states.

the business done by
'complete service,' is with

nliitor,
I

.

and Mr. Cochrane's

to frighten this class
believing that the passage
bill will harm instead of
lerefore urge that you pay
soever to Mr. Cochrane's

tempt

Theater Delayed
Due to cold weather,
been delayed on the
e, which will not open
ie of April. A. Kramer
is the principal backer

—

Plea Tabled
Petition signed by
J.
asking Sunday shows

|liows

—

.

tabled by the town
A report by the town
cd the petition is il^ he believed many of
are in the same handinie of the signers are

Crawford Titling
Merritt Crawford has just completed editing and titling of "Tracy,
the Outlaw," adapted from the play.
Otis B. Thayer produced the picture
It will be roadshowin San Antonio.
ed by William Steiner, who controls
world rights. Crawford has been specializing in film editing in recent
weeks and has in work a number of
productions,
soon to be
foreign

shown

in

New

York.

Scheuer Opening Office
Lewis M. Scheuer, formerly a
member of the legal department of
Paramount and of Goldwyn, has
opened an office for practicing law at
70 W. 40th St., New York.

DAILY TIPS VnOCH

Excellent Signs

Two

been signed to appear in pictures produced for next season by

just

ers'

at

the

Palace,"

—

ver

—

"Get Your Man"
(Paramount)
Wedding rings were put in envelopes which contained copy reading,
"Girls!— It's Leap Year— 'Get Your
Man' Let Clara Bow show you
how."
Announcement of the pic-

—

ture was made at a public dance hall
three days before play date and then
the girls were asked to step forward
to receive one of these wedding rings.
The stunt created a lot of ta'k and
the girls hung on to their gifts to
show their friends. The remainder
of the rings were distributed on the
streets.
Walter League, Florida, St
Petersburg, Fla.

—

"Sporting Age" for Million Dollar
Los Angeles Premiere of "The
Sporting Age (Columbia) will be at
the Million Dollar, which has just

—

ace, Cleveland.

"The Gaucho"
(United Artists)

Newspaper sponsored a Douglas booked the picture.
Fairbanks' Jump Tournament which
Rippey Buys Liberty Theater
was also known as the "Gaucho"
Liberty, S. C.
C. H. Rippey has
Contest.
Entries from all the local purchased the Liberty at Liberty

—

to participate
these three typically Fairbanks'
events: running high jump, standing
broad jump, and hop, skip and jump.
A. A. U. rules governed the contests,
and entries were limited to amateur

from A. E. Gloom.

in

McGinnis Leases Hoxie House
Hoxie,

Ark.

— K.

v.

ivicUiiuns of
the Tri-

Walnut Ridge ha= Ippsed
ingle from L. R. Warner.

Today the theatres are
few that do not use

]^e World Moves/

AD-VANCE SERVICE

lers

COMPANY WHICH SUPPUES YOU

ON EVERY

/TRAILEL

an

received

This stunt was placarded
award.
in each dance hall with scenes from
the picture and a picture of the douIn two halls
ble with a mask on.
banners hung from the ceiling telling about the stunt.
Used a megaphone in each dance hall to announce
when the double had been discovered,
introduced her and her finder. Pal-

Styles Change-

SERVICE

Fairbanks' Trophy Contest, silcups to three athletes making
Stillbest averages in three events.
man, Cleveland.

cial

gyms were assembled

Mae Busch and Margaret Livingston are among the stars who have
Excellent Pictures.

voters.

MEAN DOUADS POP SHOWMEN

"Finders Keepers"
(Universal)
Laura La Plante's double and a
ballot on the problem of whether
a man can fall in love after he is 30.
First, a high school girl who looks
like Laura La Plante visited dance
halls each night as Miss La Plante's
double. The first person in each hall
who identified the girl with the
words, "You are the double of Laura
La Plante, heroine of 'Finders Keep-

1

liE

athletes under 19 years of age. The
trophies were silver loving cups to
winners of the first, second and third
places in all events; and, in the Spe-

Cochrane

FEATURE

FCTURE-^

Sffi^^
)EWS,

Inc.

AND OTHER

;hibitors state
;rvice is

our

exceptional

-ouk trailers

NEW^ — ORIGINi^L -

ENTERTAINING

— DIFFERENT

ADVANCE TRAILERS
represent an institution—

"M PRESS SHEET OF THE mw

jsiness-getters.

729 Seventh Ave
NEW

YORK. CITY

I

SERVICE
SUPPLIED YOU AT

COMPLETE

845S.\^bashAve

A

SAVING OF OVER
^150.00 A YEAR
COMPARED TO OTHERS

CHICAGO

AD-VANCE TRAILER CORP.,

standpoint of Showmanship'^ ofPatronage
- L/ld-vance9railers fit logically into
-^qfj^rice
he order of thinjs for i/our theatre.
torn the

:an

—

you afford to delat longer?

729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. C.
Gentlemen;
Without obligation on my part please send
details regarding

ADVANCE SERVICE.

Name
Address

me

further

(Theatre)
City

State

dmf^

K

...

DAILY
Ethics

Financial

Code

to

Govern

'28-'29 Selling
(Cmitinued from Page

a
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LOEW NET

—

Loew's, Inc.. lias just rounded out
a highly successful six months, which
are understood to have netted considerably more than the $3,887,654
reported for the corresponding period
This year's profit, it is
last year.
stated, will establish a new high for
Anticipation of the
the company.
record earnings has caused a sharp

common now

selling at
of 10 from

the

rise

in

67.

This is an advance
low of 57 which was

the

reached

earlier in the year.

Strength of the stock is considered
due to the fact that the company is
just beginning to reap the benefit of
its expansion program, to its strong
financial structure, and to the grosses
now being obtained bj' M-G-M,

wholly-owned subsidiary.

of

an

proposition with

individual offenders," it was explain"It regards industry as occupying a position comparable to that of
'friend of the court' and not that of
the accused.
It wipes out on a given
date all unfair methods condemned
at the conference, and thus places all

—

Eastman Kodak
Rochester, N. Y.
is operating its plant here on a basis
of a 13 month j'ear of 28 day months,
About 14.000
with signal success.

March

is

—

E-K Meeting April 3
Directors of Eastman Kodak are
to meet April 3.

trials or employing any compulsory
process, but multiples results by as
many times as there are members in
the industry who formerly practiced
the methods condemned and volun-

tarily

Utica House Profit $35,246

abandoned.

effected and the cooperation established by voluntarj'
action, and the w-iping out at one
time from an entire industrj- practices
which the industry considers bad, has

will be paid April 1 to stock of record March 17 by the State.

Quotations
Am.

Low
39M

Close

Sales

700
39M
10,000
1025^ 103
....
65
65
900
2234 22 .)4 22
(c) con. Fni. Ind.
22 '4
....
(c) do pfd. ...
168'/ 168'/
600
(s) East. Kodak
129 '4
*(s)
do pfd. ...
106
*(s) First Nat. pfd
4,666
(s) Fox
Vm. "A" 8054 78
78
18'/
18'/
500
(c) Fox Thea. "A'
iS'A
99'/
....
*(b) Keith's 6s 46
200
(c)
do pfd.
9A% 94 '4 94'/
600
18
(s)
do com.
18
iS'A
67
(s) Loew's com.
67
6,400
f>SVs
(s)
102
101'/ 101'/
300
do pfd.
(1))
do 6s 41ww 1 08 'A 108/ 108/ 10,000
(Ij)
101
do 6s41x-war 101
4,000
\00H
(s) M-G-M pfd.
100
2554 25J4 25./
(s) M. P. Cap..
6/
*(s) Orph. Cir.
29
....
99'/
*(s)
do pfd.
(s) Para.
lis
ii6.i^ 117'/,
5,166
*(s)
do pfd.
....
fc-b)
99
do 6s 47.
99
1,000
-V^
99J^
*i
no Par.Bv.5'y4s51. 102!4 102'/ 102 '4 6,000
(s) P.-ithe
2V„
2:J4
2H 4,100
(s)
do "A"
14
14
800
iiVi
(b)
do 7s.?7
60
60
60/ 1,000
(o) Roxy "A"
27/
26'A
(o)
28'/.
do units
30/
(o)
do com.
7/
6'A
(o) Skouras Bros.
38
40
49 '4
.Stanley Co.
49
49
(c) Trans-T.ux
37/,
3 7/«
566
3Vi
(o) United Art.
13
15
Co)
do pfd. ..
80
85
'(c) Univ. Pict. ..
22ys
(s)
do pfd. ...
9654
(c) Warner Bros.
19
700
i9M 19
(s)
do "A" ..
27'/
26-5^
265^ 2.700
(c-b)
do 6^.s28 106^ 106
106
30,000
(s)

Seat.

.

.

40

.

103

(cb)

do 6s 36.
Bal. & Katz.

6.S

«

\7m

.

•

'

EDWARD B.SMITH

.

.

.

&C0.
Members

New

.

.

York, Philadelphia

.

.

and Boston Stock Exchanges

use as evidence in any proceeding
directed to an individual member of
the industry who fails or refuses to
abide by the rules of conduct laid
down by such a conference, and who
indulges in practices condemned by
the industry and by the commission
as unfair.
Following the adoption of
a code, the commission corresponds
with all members of the industry affected inviting them, also, to subscribe to the rules.
Whether or not
they subscribe, they are bound by the
code, and those who fail to subscribe
and are found to be violating the
code are proceeded against. Generally, however, the codes are very well

.
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Corporate
Financing

.

M

.

.

.

•

Philadelphia

New York

Last

'c)

Boston

'o)

Prices

Quoted.

Bond Market.
Cnrb Market.
Over the Counter Transactions (Bid and
Asked

'«!

F.xchange
Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board: Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
'?tnck

NOTE:

Lodger," "Hindle Wakes," "Palavtr,"
"Somehow Qmi,'
"Nelson,"

Somme" and "The

Battles

of

Cum

Falkland Islands."

the

The probability of the passage of 1'
act naturally greatly increased the w.'
British pictures,
the production of
companies expanded their pr
lished

Films Act that foreign studios
used for the coming year. This won!
fore, permit the use of such studici
Rex Ingram in Nice, and at the a

the

the film would conform to the rtqu;
From a company otgi
of the Act.
point of view, the Gaumont Pictuit
Ltd., is very probably situated in
advantageous position as regards ff
distribution and available finances,
was recently organized as a public c
and controls Ideal Films, Gainsborou
tures and the W. & F. Film Sen.
The corporation also controls a nm
well established cinema houses. The
International Pictures, Ltd., whiyh k
the Elstree studios for production
through Wardour Filmdistributed
recently floated a public company
these two companies are amalgam
share issue was oversubscribed. V.^'
British International have had a v?
cessful year, and this new company c
a place as one of the foremost in
i

i'

'

The StoU

film production.
ported idle and

studios

understood the
present are ver;
According to present announcements
not appear there will be a shorta|e|,
number of British films to meet witklf
quirements of the Films Act.
fff-'
of

this

The

at

schedule

varies, but
of four or

British film pr
of
stated about 47 Briti

is

it

is

it

company

more

reels

in

length W't'

production during 1927. One ore
(Federation of British Industries) wli
actively sponsored British film produc'
timates that over 60 feature films vm^
started in production during 1'27.
includes those Ml
timate, however,
in

>,

M
lil

.

•

in 1926, but were not
1927.
It is very difficult to a(
estimate the average cost of these
films, but the cost ranges from a i

were started
until

i

Ramon Novarro is en route from
Hollywood to New York and will
later
go to Europe.
Anna May
Wong, appearing in "Across to
Singapore". Novarro's latest, arrives
in

New York

Torrence

is

tomorrow.

due

in

Ernest

New York

or

films,

Players Traveling

shortly

that

is

films

the £10'
are, too, v

of

There
any importance. Tl
ougni
British producers have mostly s«ugn|

£150,000

class.

stars

film

of

,

,,
<

gage well known artists of the leptjj'j
and capitalize on his or her estaUai
3SiL
It

believed

is

the
tinued.
in

United

Only

ediBV
practice proved
States and has beojl

this

a

i

few

»
exclusively

«il
tl'

inl

England,
respect the film is practically open an<'
serious competition, as is the case

have

lieen

developed

in

i)

for a vacation.

wood.

.

.

'b)

Flight
hill,"

approximately £10,000 to a maxi
As yet, British
per film.
have not undertaken the production

M-G-M

.

.

.

"k

"The Flag Lieutenant,'
Commander,"
"The Ring,'

£30,000

.

.

"Mademoiselle from Armentieres,"
Picardy,"

of

observed.

.

FL

'

i

"The economy

—

Hiifh

\ji

P. Section of the Dept. of Co
merce, from a report 6j/ i
sistant Trade Cammissimer'^^
Grant Isaacs, in London.

p-

28.

Boston Theater Dividend
Boston Quarterly dividend of $2

the

competitors on an equally fair competitive basis.
It performs the same facilities and new producing orga::
There is at
function as a formal complaint with- have been formed.
shortage in studio equipment in Gre;
out bringing charges, prosecuting ain, and this accounts for the concc

Utica Profit of $35,246 is shown
by the Olympic for last year. W. H.
cents May 1 to stock of record Linton is president of the corporation,
B. W. Wood, vice president, E. A.
April 16.
Bander, secretary and Evans W. Lin- commended this procedure to both
Others on the board industry and the public."
ton, treasurer.
Paramount Meeting March 28
Gerwig,
B. W.
are:
of
directors
The findings by an industry conMeeting of Paramount directors is Aaron Eaton. William T. Lewis and
demning
a given business practice
slated for April 17, with books to
E. P. Smith.
are available to the commission foi
close

by

i

13-Month Year Basis is
Used by Eastman-Kodak

—

I

England, prepared

offers to an inopportunity to eliminate

ed.

Boston Firm Declares Dividend
Boston Loew's Boston Theaters
will pay quarterly dividend of
15

Moi^

the fifth of a sfri
p
of articles on the induitr\j kl
is

total

the company.

employes work on this basis, which
in use bv about 100 firms.

in 11

1,63;

one and the same time anj' methods of competition which the industry itself considers unfair, wasteful
or bad.
In other words, it is pointIn the 11 months ending Nov. 30
ed out by the commission, it permits the British -board of censors pas*
features and shorts, having a
an industry to make its own rules of 6,105,431 ft.
Of this total, A
of business conduct.
productions, of course, have enjojn)
popularity during the year.
Cms
"The Trade Practice Conference German
"Faust," "Cine
films were:
procedure is concerned solely with "Metropolis" and "The Student of p
trade practices or methods, not with The most outstanding British films b

according to company figures.
This is exclusive of vaudeville
and presentation entertainment.
The buying is handled by S. H.
Fabian, recently named a vicepresident

This

at

More than

Philadelphia
$10,000,000 is spent annually
for films by the Stanley Co.,

TO REACH NEW HIGH

Films

1)

commission and

dustrj-

$10,000,000

new

comparatively

the

British Censor

Season

"U" Booker
Returns from Coast
Eugene Arnstein is
at the local Milwaukee
Dr. Edward Kilinyi has
theaters office as well as manager of the Coast after scoring "Abit
the Kosciusko, while H. J. Tondreau Rose" for Paramount.
Arnstein

Milwaukee
now booking

is

is

—

retjiilljji

accountant at the

ing the

manager

office besides be-

of the State theater.

Hopfenberg Back from
Sell

Grand

at

—

Laporte

Laporte, Ind.
The
been purchased from A.
the Indiana Theater Co.

Following a two months'

Grand has
J.

Stahl

bj'

trip to the

Argentine,

J.

S.I

b

A. I

berg of the Ma.x Glucksmann
zation, has returned to New

'i

bf

tAM\
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tions of
Halles'

Coast Wire Service-

MacArthur

(F J4 BRANCH ALSO

Signing

Christie Film Co. is reported
signing Douglas MacLean for

[IS VICE CHAIRMEN
has been selected as
he advisory board of the
)f Actors' Equity. Consecond vice chairman,
by board
elected
en,
Tully Marshall, Louis
Mitchell Lewis.
i

MacLean

two features
Paramount.

tor release

through

y

;

;pi
afl

ig
IS

New La Plante
have begun on "Hus

rs,"

which

La
Wes-

Laura

lake for Universal.
gl| will

direct.

Casting

is

aji

lefteturns to

c

Gotham

has returned to the
signing a long term coneraman.
in Griffith
play
will
of
n" support

ssler

of a wisecrackvaudeville artist whose wife becomes a screen star. James Cruze
John McGowan, author,
will direct.
personally adapted the story to the

Tom Mix

Suit for $25,000 alleging breach of
contract has been filed against Tom
Alix by A. MacArthur, who claims
that in 1920 he made a contract to
act as the star's agent.
Despite this,
he alleges, Mix made a contract with
Fox without taking MacArthur into
his confidence.

Haines plays the role

mg

screen.

Three Added to Vidor Cast
Marietta Millner, Loretta Young
and Albert Conti have been added to
the cast of "The Magnificent Flirt,"
Florence Vidor's new production for
Paramount.
H. d'Abbadie d'Arrast
will direct.

Film

Universal Pushing Specials
on "Showboat" and "Broadway" is being pushed by Universa
with plans made for both produc
tions to be specials.

Work

Young to Do "Trial"
Waldemar Young has been entrusted with the script for M-G-M's
"The Bellamy
the

Trial," which is from
mystery novel by Francis Noyes

Hart.
The author's idea of having
story told from tiie lips of witnesses at a trial will be carried out
in the filming through use of a series
the

"The Dragnet" Started

dra-

Dorothy Dwan Signs
Dorothy Dwan has been signed
for a role in "The Virgin Queen,"
which Technicolor will make for rethrough M-G-M. Aileen Manning and Forrest Stanley also have
featured roles.
R. William Neill is
lease

directing.

Nils Asther Cast

As

under his contract
Nils Asther has been

his first part

M-G-M,

with

;ast opposite Dorothy Sebastian in
"The Dancing Girl," which Hunt
Stromberg will produce. The producwill be a filmization of the Josephine Lovett story.

tion

McRae

Directing Gibson

Henry McRae, maker

of a series
starring Rex, the horse,
will direct Hoot Gibson in the western star's next vehicle for Universal.
Eugenia Gilbert has been cast for the

pictures

if

feminine lead.

West Makes Change
Charles West has resigned his post
with the Cecil B. De Mille publicity
department to become a press representative for Colleen Moore.

Production has started at Para- of "dissolves."
Corinne mount on the new George Bancroft
Joseph von
picture, "The Dragnet."
The Divine Lady."
First Division Names Films
Langdon Role for Alma Bennett
Sternberg is directing. Harold RosFred
Windemere has been assigned
Alma Bennett has been cast opVitaphone
I for
son is cameraman. The cast includes
and
the megaphone for "Three Lips" in
Harry Langdon in the composite
1, dramatic soprano,
Evelyn Brent, William Powell and
which Pauline Garron will be featured edian's next picture for First Na;kett, tenor, both of the
Fred Kohler.
for First Division.
Company, have
Other produc- tional.
,c Opera
Vitaphone appearances
Cline Directing Murray
Hackett will be
/arner.
Eddie Cline will direct "The Boss
Joyce Compton.
of Little Arcady," which is to feature
Charlie Murray, with Donald Reed
Seeks Cowboy
and Doris Dawson in tlie cast.
yan has reached Fort
AMAZIN G FILM OF
YEAR
in his quest for a playClara Beranger on Way East
it Rex King, Fox's shortClara Beranger, who is writing a
n protege.
scenario for M-G-M, is en route to
New York.
issler

R

Haines in Usual Role
"Lxcess Baggage," William

In

Files $25,000

Suit Against

include
Chevalier,"
K. Harris,

will

"The Bum" by Charles
"The Comeback" by Raymond Wells
and "The Pink Pearl.

Jam Hardy Heads Board
4

company
Mocking

that

"The

a

WIRE FOR MOST

THE

,,

ff

FANY-STAHL
)^UCTIONS,

A

Inc.

Little

have in the

of production the
\g motion picture
i:ions:

oian's Kiss

C vil's Apple Tree
G rden of Evil

F mily Doctor
E vorce Sequel
Ii lien
Ii

Lady

)1

fi^

m. :h

Id
I

the

House Tops

se

aughty Duchess

Band

ii

g the

1

tights Protected

oi the

from **Lots"

announce
ley

The Breaking

By

RALPH WILK
Hollyivood

THERE

were

Wampas

Wilson

sallies

Ffolic

Mizner

galore at the

last

and

week, with

John

St. Francis

Conway

About 900 Feet

taking the lead in passing out cracks.
Conway termed Mizner a screen
writer "who was on Paramount's payroll six months and never sharpened
a

in

Dam

99

Length

Full of Real Action

No

pencil."

Exclusive Territory Sold

Come, First Served
Get Your Own House or

First

"Jimmy" Quirk of "Photoplay" told
how Mizner had gone into the office
of a studio supervisor and laid down
a paper, on which was about 50

A BIG CLEAN-UP

words, the synopsis for a complete
play, one of the best Quirk said he
had ever had seen. The supervisor
said there was nothing to it, and as

Wire

to

was leaving Mizner

chirped, "You
fool, it has already played three years
on Broadway," and told him the
Broadway success to which he relie

Territory

ferred.

"Three years on Broadway," the
supervisor reflected.
"It must be
good.
Embellish it a little and wc
will use it."

WILLIAM
6060

HORSLEY LABORATORY

SUNSET BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD,

Released March 24th

CALIF.

THERE'S

SOMETHING NEW UNDER THE

JAMES CRUZE
WILL MAKE

AN ANNOUNCEMENT
of the

Utmost Importance

to Every

INDEPENDENT
EXCHANGE OPERATOR and EXHIBITOR
In This Country

NEXT WEEK
Watch and Wait

IT'S

for

It!

THE BIGGEST NEWS BEAT

IN

YEARS
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Sunday, March
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Double your playing time—
1928
World Premiere Wednesday, March 28,

V/E
starring

Patsy
Beryl

GEORGE SIDNEY
Ruth

Miller,

George

with
Lewis,

Mercer, Eddie Philhps, AlKathlyn
Boles,
Gran, John
and
Dunn
Josephine
Williams,
bert

otheirs.

AN EDWARD SLOMAN PRODUCTION
Supervised

by

Carl

Laemmle,

Jr.,

from the Broadway stage play by
Milton Herbert Gr<^per and Max

W

%

AMERICANS
It^s

a

Laemmle Special!

Siegel.

Presented

by CAR|<^,

Ik

fi

Do
ec)

pace with

ress

in the

quipment field

it

through

Theater Equipment

and Management
A

regular Sunday feature

The guide to the
best in theater

equipment

Walter E. Greene Presents

i

PORT OF n

''THE

MISSING

Unanimously Proclaimed by Hollywood
and New York Film Critics
44

A BOX-OFFICE GOLD
MOTION PICTURE NEWS

THE FILM DAILY
Real Box-Office StufiF Showing PitHuman
falls Facing Modern Girl.
Story Has Fine Direction.

OUGHT

TO "MOP
Cast.

.

.Barbara Bedford extremely

McGregor the

Malcolm

natural.

young

UP."

Fine

hero.

Direction.

.

.Box

cast.

office

and

H O W.

Irving
Story and Production
Cummings has taken a very human
and moving story, and by a fine
sense of values built it into a strong
presentation.
True to life.
Carries powerful punch.. .You can advertise this as a film no parents
with a young daughter should miss.
.

.

.

.

.

Motion Pictures

gory is undoubtedly "The Port of
Missing Girls." ... Makes a strong
bid for business in houses that can

No
see production's possibilities.
father can read of the girls who disappear each year, whether they be
Smith College seniors or the daughters of immigrants, without a certain fear that he, too, may be the
next to suffer similar sorrow and
trouble.

.

.

The mothers can be depended upon
to come in droves, bringing with
them their allegedly independentlydisposed daughters for the object
lesson the picture discloses.

TODAY

A

The

did

one and takes advantage of the op-

Straightforward story, by a splencast of well known players.
Holding interest from beginning to
end.. .Will have a vital appeal and
every mother and father and girl
.

and boy who sees it will come away
satisfied with a vivid and exciting
drama.

theater

THEME AND
UP POSSIBILITIES MAKE

TIEIT A

BOX-OFFICE GOLD MINE,
we predict
who books
behind

it,

that the live
this

and

showman

then gets
and runs it as

picture,

exploits

it

it is, will be richer at the
end of his engagement by many ad-

missions

GARY GRATZ.

Preview

owner who plays

Westlake
Hollywood

Theater,

at

Here is a great independent producand a credit to all that had any-

tion

thing to do with it. ... A timely
story... ably directed with a fine
It will accomplish a lot of
cast.
good.

BOX-OFFICE OPINION:

Get behind this one and play it up. It
is a great money-making subject,
well staged, with lavish settings,
and box-office names. Good for one
week stands with right ballyhoo,

THE BILLBOARD
Aside from the box office appeal of
the title and the strong cast, is rather
Suspense
interesting
film
fare.
nicely sustained.. .Subject delicatecensor
ly
handled.. .Practically
proof. .in spite of fact it forcefully
shows why girls leave home and
.

.

.

.

this

.

portunities the picture has, will certainly not regret it. Take this as a
tip.. ..J. S.

D.

average big city is "port" of the
mysteriously missing each

many

HOLLYWOOD FILMOGRAPH
Westlake Theater,
Hollywood

year.

NATIONAL BOARD OF
REVIEW

at

For once a story is really indicated
by its title, and though dealing with
a subject which has sometimes been
considered too delicate for successhas
been achieved.. .The story follows
a pleasant melo-dramatic line that
timely
consistent, conveys
is
a
moral.

ful screening, a beautiful picture
.

the special

MOTION PICTURE REVIEW

.

Preview

ITS TITLE,

MINE*'

Every so often an "exploitation"
picture comes along. The latest to
be placed in this very select cate-

«

"Port of Missing Girls" unanimouspassed without change by large
review committee. Picture was recommended to family audiences including young people of high school
ly

age.

Committee

feels picture deals

with theme holding unusual interest both for parents and their growAlfred B. Kuttner,
ing daughters.
Review, Secy.
.

.

.

BRENDA PICTURES CORPORATION
130

WEST 42nd STREET

Tel.

Wisconsin 2087

NEW YORK

CITY

Mille Studios Preparing for
iTHE

ANDWEEKLY
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1928-29 SEASON
Will

Features

d Out Program
\

New Year

r

will comprise the
This is an
for 1928-29.

lures
I

four pictures over last
am. The features will be
by 72 two reeiers proarmour Prod., an increase
year.

last

ires

designed as specials.

Mix productions, 26 Gold

Tom

!i

Tylers,

six

Bob

Ranger dog pictures and
Bartons are on the

WHY

1928

25,

Price 25 Cents

Here and There

CONFERENCES CONTINUE;

silly slips in detail? Especially when carebe avoided so easily. You would think that business
concerns investing hundreds of thousands would be hawk-eyed in
their search for bulls.
For instance in "The Crowd," King Vidor includes a panorama shot of
Mille to
Only
the Paramount theater. New York and a semi close-up of "Liberty" in a
Stars
sequence that takes place in 1921. In "The Trail of '98," Clarence Brown
introduces Dolores Del Rio in a hat of the 1928 mode when the year in the
Coast Reports
film is 1897.
At another point, Cooper and Forbes are presumably shiverHollywood With current pictures
ing in a temperature of 40 below zero (according to the title) and yet they
the
final
stages
of
producIn "Two Lovers," in
sit before a fire in their shelter minus their mackinaws.
the period of which is 1572. Vilma Banky's bedroom contains some fur- tion, the De Mille studios are preparniture that looks a good deal like the stuff used by Louis XVI who didn't ing for the shutdown, which will follow actual move of the producer to
see the light of day until manj', many years later.
the United Artists studios, where, it
These instances are picked at random. The guilty parties are legion.
is undertsood, he is to make two picThis criticism may or may not be important. It seems to us, however, that
tures annually.
the day of greater accuracy and more intelligent attention to detail had
No announcement of De Mille's
long since arrived. If not, certainly it is vastly overdue.
plans have been made, and conferences with Joseph P. Kennedy are
Philadelphia
cortinuing, but it is reliably learned
From "The Exhibitor":
that Pathe has agreed to a settleiContinued on Page 4)
Just what happens when the film companies stop advertising is being demon-

must producers make

lessness

may

U.A.DEALJEPORTEDSET

De

Take
Few
With Him, Say

—

Observes

quite clearly at present in the local territory by the almost complete suspension of buying by the exhibitors.
While it is true that most of the theatermen are pretty well bought up and
that the exchanges have sold nearly all the available spots, nevertheless there has
never been quite so marked a buying lull as now.
One big local exchange, which averages the year around a weekly gross of
about $35,000, last week dropped to $1,800 total new business on its features and
shorts.
Similar conditions are reported from other exchanges.
*
Advertising is the very life and breath of motion picture merchandising.* *
No other industry pounds home to its merchants the need of exploiting its product
to the public as much as do the film men to the exhibitors, and yet these self-same
film men, in their attempts to save a few thousand dollars, have adopted a niggardly
advertising policy which is costing them probably $10 for every dollar they save.
strated

anpaign Heralds
inneapolis
.lis

Opening

— Heralded by the most

advertising campaign

in

Northwest theatricals,
built by Publix in
with Northwest Theaters
& Ruben),
I'inkelstein
of

Ota,

day night to an invited
Public opening is today.
which seats over 4,000,
as the nation's fifth largfinest theater between
Its
id the West Coast.
irked introduction of Pubmtinued on Page 2)
I

10

vCity House, 276th
>anley Chain, Opens
ity,

y,

N. J.— Seating 5,000,
276th theater in the

The house
any throughout the counIrving
ny officials claim.
111, Stanley president; Gov.
ed last night.

Jew Jersey, Mayor Hague
City, and James Wilson,
Paterson Chamber
The
were speakers.
Italian Renaissance was

of

the

;rce

'ontinued

on Page 2)

Pennsylvania
Unit to Be Revived

th ast
e:

t

5te
ly-

itt
e:

Advertising agencies are familiar with the recent experience of one of the
leading radio companies which had been spending between $2,000,000 and $3,000,000
a year in advertising and which decided that its brand was well enough known
not to require further expenditures, discontinued its advertising appropriation for
one year.
It
nearly wrecked the company and today its advertising policy is
more liberal than ever before.
Incidentally, Liggett-Myers has announced it will
spend $20,000,000 for advertising in 1928.

Miss Astor Finds Herself

—

When

"Dressed to Kill" gets on your screen and over at the box-office
as well
by way of observance, you might notice what excellent work
Mary Astor does. This attractive young woman has been playing leads for
a long time, but never has she shown so much animation as is displayed
here.
She proves herself to be an actress of merit. We were surprised
and agreeably so.

—

nRST NAT'L PROFITS
INCREASE BY $124,010
First National Pictures, Inc., and
subsidiaries report for the year ended
Dec. 31, 1927, consolidated net profit,
after taxes and all charges, of $1,156,665, equivalent to $49.22 per share on
23,500 shares of 8 per cent, cumulative partici.pating first preferred outThis compares with $1,standing.
032,655, or $42.58 a share earned on
24,250 shares outstanding the year beTotal income for the year 1927
fore.
was $24,155,863.
Commenting on the year's opera{Conttnued on Page 4)

K A N N Player-Violin, Similar
Player Piano

January Exports $727,188; Jimmy Grainger Week at
Fox Set for June 10-16
Increase Over December
Washington

— January

exports of
valued at

films totaled 24,811,794 ft.
$727,188, according to the

Bureau

of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
This is a material reduction in quantity from
shipments of December

which totaled 26,556,649 ft. but the
value shows an increase, the December total having been $719,710. Exports by classes were; raw stock,
ater owners to be held in 4,654,500 ft. valued at $128,499; negang Hotel, Wilkes Barre, tives, 925,302 ft. valued at $115,524;
ft.
valued at
18,573,524
Officers will be elected and positives,
$466,401; and shipments to Porto
s named to cooperate with
ibitor bodies in the state Rico and Hawaii, 658,468 ft. valued
'ontinued on Page 4)
at $16,764.

ibitors organization formed
rt^ istern
Pennsylvania some
igc will be revived at a meett

Shutdown Soon

The Fox sales force will make a
drive for play dates June 10-16, which
has been designated Jimmy Grainger
Week.
Jack Sichelman, assistant
sales manager; E. T. Gommersal,
short subject sales manager; E. M.
Grainger, special sales executive; Nat
Finkler, in charge of the contract department; H. H. Buxbaum, N. Y.

branch manager; Claude Eckhardt,
Chicago branch manager, and Roger
Ferri,

are

in

charge.

"Tom" Coast Premiere
have

its

—

Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Coast premiere Mar. 28.

Los Angeles
will

Set

Paris

(By Cable)

name given

to a

is

to

Invented

—-Violinista

is

mechanical violin

the
in-

vented by two Frenchmen, which is
to the violin what the player piano is
The music notes are
to the piano.
The
produced by perforated rolls.
bow is drawn mechanically across the
strings witli a speed and pressure
within control of the operator. The
device is to be demonstrated next
week.

Bill to

Law

End N. Y. Censor

Dies as Session Ends

—

Albany, N. Y. Proposed repeal of
the state censorship law, embodied in
favored bv Gov. Smith, died
bills
with closing of the legislative session.

—

..

,
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as second class matter

May

1918,

21,
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HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS,
"A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by
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"Bill" Underwood of
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talking animatedly ivhen
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by James P.
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THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, by Charles F.
DEVELOPMENTS IN PRESENTATIONS, by Jack Harrower
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1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
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Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225.
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Big Campaign Heralds
Minneapolis Opening
{Continued jrom Page

the Northwest.
Prices range from 30 to 65 cents.
Harold D. Finkelstein, general manager of the circuit handled the openli.x

presentation.s

FilmD

The

theater was launched by Publix as a separate venture, but a partnership deal with F. & R., was closed
while the house was under construction, Publix acquiring an interest in
a number of F. & R. houses here
and at St. Paul. Many important theater operators attended the premiere.

By PHIL M.
High
(s) Am. Seat.
'(c-b) do 6s 36 ....
Bal. & Katz..
(c) Con. Fm. Ind..
(s)
East. Kodak
(s)
do pfd. ..
*(c) Film Insp. .
(s) First Nat. pfd.
.

.

—

months

returned

after

three

in the States.

.

designed by F. W. Wentworth and
F. J. Vreeland of Paterson and built

by the John

W. Ferguson

Co.,

Harry W. Crull has been appointed
managing director and John A. Mathews his assistant, at the Stanley.
Crull continues in charge of the Branford,
Newark.
Nellie
Revell
is
handling exploitation at the Stanley.
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Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years
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Appreciate Fine Hotels
is

hotel

headquarters

in

Holly|

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping
in

Los Angeles.
Every room is

—

a luxurious
a parlor during the day time
In-a-Door Beds make this possleeping quarter at night.

Quoted.

sible.

Bond Market.

Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

BROOKS

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertaina step away from the door of this famous

hostelry.

Write or wire us
hotel
California.
this

now

as

for reservations in advance.

your headquarters while

in

Appoint
Southern

HOTEl
HOLLYWOOD PLAZA
CALIFORNIA

COSTUMES
OOWNS AND UNIFORMS
TEL.5580 PENN.
C0S1UMES To cfm-t

Strange

ment are but
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Broadway

of

from the film angle,
doesn't stop Winkler Pictures, from
getting a run for its Krazy Kat com"Love Sunk," 17th of the seedies.
ries, is at the Rialto, with "The Le-

654

99

Roxy "A"

Warner

25H

1175i 116
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do 7s37
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*(c) Intern. Proj.
*(b) Keiths 6s 46
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*(s)
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Fox Fm. "A"
79%
Fox Thea. "A" 18%

(s)
(c)

(s)

(Continued from Page

39^
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.

*(s)

Jersey City House, 276th
of Stanley Chain, Opens

.

.

(s)

Kennebeck Back in Australia
Sydney John Kennebeck, director
of exploitation for
Paramount in
has

That's That

SUBSCRIl

in

ing.

Australia,

And

Financial

1)

HOLLYWOOD,

I
1

|

I

ti:

THE WORLD BEFORE
YOUR EYES IN CURRENT
PATHE NEWS

The S-4 is raised and brought to anchor
at dry dock at Charlestown Navy Tard.

Tom

Eadie, hero diver of the S-4
salvage -work.

In-and-Ouier

^^V il^ii^^^^H

and teams and business organizaims you find the in - and - outer. One day it's the rah,
and the next day it's the raspberry.

^illONG individuals

.

one has any lasting faith
n chine or unit of any kind.
S^

in this type of person or

Lindbergh given Wilson Medal. N.
Davis presents award which

S.

carries $2^,000.00

on a heavyweight who looked
one round and a dub in another.

Y\u wouldn't bet a nickel
a

le

champion

in

team that ran wild one
urday and was swamped the following week.

^lu wouldn't back a football

wouldn't have the

of confidence in a busid:ss organization that delivered the goods only in spurts.

^j>u

least iota

St. Orr of New Zealand does
some fancy shooting with his feet.

Mr. Clem

^the News has gained an enviable reputation for deering the visual news of the world to the screen day
and day out, week in and week out, year in and year
>it
and Pathe News has been on the firing line for
ii)re than 17 years.

—

\lashonedayandaflopthenextdoesn'tmakeanewsreel.
ink it over. Act in accordance with your deductions.

For

California rebuilds flood swept area.

'•>

17 years the World's Leading News Reel

—

DAILV

Sunday, March

Lower Taxes Sought by
Conferences Continue; Richardson Named to
Exhibitors of Belgrade
Post With Fox-Case
Deal Reported Set F. H. Richardson, veteren projec- Belgrade — A congress of owners
(Continued from Page

1)

been appointed to

tion authority, has

ment with De Mille, whose contract the staff of Fox Case Corp., and will
It had
be associate editor of "Movietone
has about two years to run.
been reported he was wilhng to set- Bulletin," issued weekly to users of
tle

The publication is deMovietone.
signed to instruct projectionists in the
best manner of handling the equip-

for S1,000,000.

Contracts of stars and directors
arc beginning to expire and are not
being renewed, with Pathe seeking ment.
to make deals direct with some workLynch to Operate at Glencoe
De Mille
ers on the De Mille lot.
Chicago David T. Lynch is planwill take Rod La Rocque, William
of the
Bovd and Phyllis Haver with hmi to ning to take over management
erected
be
Glencoe,
to
at
Municipal,
others.
L'nited Artists, and possibly
by municipal authorities. The house
will seat 800 people.

—

Griffith

Going Abroad

New

York,
Griffith is in
by his wife, Bertha
slated to sail soon
is
He is to return to Hollyfor Italy.
wood by June 1 to star in his first
is colpicture for Caddo Prod.

Raymond

accompanied
Mann, and

He

laborating on the story with Wilson
Mizner and will be teamed with
Louis Wolheim, while Lewis Milestone will direct.

Plan to License Projectionists
Licensing of
City, N. J.
projectionists here is under consideration by the council. A committee

—

Union

now

is studying the benefits of
licensing policy at Jersey City.

Cragin and Pike to Operate
Las Vegas, Nev. Cragin and Pike,

—

Roy

T. CHfford has started his act
of 21 people called "The Mississippies," on Stanley time. It has already
plaj-ed the Mosque, Newark, and the
Stanley-Fabian at Paterson.

latter

organization

Salt

Lake.

The

the contractor.

is

Hold Sport Tournament
Chicago Annual sport tournament

—

of

employes

Lubliner

&

theaters

of

Balaban & Katz,
Trinz and other Publix
of

tions.

Commission Arrives in Paris
The Ukranian Cinema Commission
arrived recently in Paris for the purpose of establishing relations with
French companies for Franco-Russian film productions.
It is reported
now the Pathe-Nord has joined with
the Russian group for the production of two feature films.

Thursday
Blane Opposite Holt
Stewart Operating Concord Houses
dance.
Concord, N. C. W. E. Stewart has
Sally Blane has been assigned the
taken over the Pastime and Westleading feminine role opposite Jack
"Sex Appeal" Is "U" Title
more, which have been under lease to
Holt in "The Vanishing Pioneer,"
"Sex
Appeal" is the releasing title Circle Amusement Co.
the
on
Zane
Grey
western
the next
Paramount program. John Waters chosen by Universal for the picture
from Beatrice Van's
it will produce
Gould New L. A- Fox Manager
will direct.
story.
Edward Laemmle probably
Los Angeles Ben Gould is new

—

—

First Nat'l Profits
Northeast Pennsylvania
Increase by $124,010
Unit to Be Revived
(Continued from Page
1)

tions,

Clifford B.

(Continued from Page 1)

Hawley, President

said:

The balance

sheet shows total as$18,415,169.
Current assets
$13,256,933 against current
liabilities of $4,875,780, a ratio of approximately 3 to 1. Unappropriated
surplus amounted to $6,433,897.
sets of
totaled

care for legislative and other situations.
This section of Pennsylvania
is approximately 150 miles from New
York or Philadelphia and exhibitors,
finding it inconvenient to attend the
meetings in either of the above cities,
decided to revive their own organto

national
hours; United

Artists not to <|
more alter March 29.
Sol Les:>er plans 3U theaters in
California.
Indications are strong De Mille

any

Lnited Artists.
F.

is

R.

-

in

otficials

New

York

"i

on Fo.x deal.

Tuesday
Any

anti-trust
actions
expected to
Justice,

BrooKhart

by

the

await

fi

bill.

Exhibitors plan hook-up on Uniti
broadcast, Al Lichtman says.
Publix and iox angling tor Coo:
and Marks Bros, holdings in U
Distributors to drop lUU saiesmei
overnead by $500,000.
Cecil B. De Mule reported asking
to cancel Pathe contract.

Wednesday
P. Smith, Iowa unit presidem de;,
tr.ckery
was employed wnen i ^
voted opposition to BrooKhart bill;
exnibitors see cnaiice tor Um
Seveuty-two short features on

E.

-

-

program.

this

will direct.

opposition sounds deatll
'rauio
hook-ups durintl

Exliibitors'

i

territory was held
night with 1,200 in atten-

Sally

Monday

A

resolution
was
was formed.
adopted, and forwarded to the assistant of the minister of finance. The
resolution states that present economic conditions and taxes assessed
on picture houses are tending to destroy the industry. The ministry was
The
requested to lower the taxes.
resolution requests further that a
maximum tax of 20 per cent on gross
receipts be assessed only on houses
in cities of over 40,000 population,
w^hile in the cities and towns of 20,000 to 40,000 inhabitants a maximum
of 15 per cent on gross receipts be
assessed and in towns of less than
20,000 a ten per cent tax.
The congress further requested the
ministry to take proper action at once,
as the financial condition of the exhibitors is said to be in jeopardy under the existing taxation and regula-

who

operate the Majestic, are
building the new theater previously
reported as being constructed by RyInc.,

berg-Sorensen of

"Mississippies" for Stanley

the

of picture theaters was held here and
an association of the cinema owners

Fox manager here replacing J. J. Sulwho has been appointed book-

Thursday

\

Arbitration main issue at Northwe'e-''
tor unit meeung at Muincapoiia it
Paramount geis uutu rtpiu lo tu
repiy to Irade Commission.
Oscar Price signs Jt^icnaru Talrajje
-

I

fi

series.

\

ExniDitor co-operatives being plannedi
sections, louowing New iorK lej

othi

'

Friday
Code of ethics auopicu uy
Conference is to govern

TradeTjctii

lyiaiiseiiu

sea:>on.

t'uriner acquisitions by
i„eCii

B.

ue Mine

maKing two
Leo Brecher,
ceptioii

to

pictures

Fox

ber.

join

L

annuauj.

New York exhibitor, yt d
mrtuenced Iowa exuioii^ u-i

anti-Brookhart

bill

vote.

Saturday
Si.xty features

m

scneduied tor

release

iy.i:8-2y.

j

dies
legislature ends session.

Censorship

repeal

bill

as

N

•

P£
,

livan,

ing

manager

of W^est Coast Theaters.

Social Notes

Three events last night a.aci
Producers Seek Brook
film notables, the Famci
many
Clive Brook, w^hose contract with
Paramount expires in August, has t'ep Club's annual ball at th'Asi
York, the n€\
received otifers from First National hlotel, New
and M-G-M, but has made no deci- Women's Club ball at the
opening of the Stanley, Jers..
sion regarding his future plans.
1-^

ization.

Columbia Pictures Corporatid
1928-29
Among

the

has in course of production the following motion pictures

Announces that

Eighteen Feature Productions which EXCELwill produce next

it

LENT PICTURES CORPORATION

season, will be picturizations of these stories:

The

"DAVID VALLORG"

Sex Appeal

"MELLOWING MONEY^^

The

Final Curtain
Law of the Underworld

by Francis Lynde

/ tfP^"^^
\J*

SaMITEL ZiERLER
NEWTORKcrrr

president

Flying Marine

^

Behind Closed Doors
'i

/Qv

Copyrighted— and All Rights Reserv^

THE
cb 25, 1928

P.

PROGRAM FOR

I

MEETING SET

SIflNG

in

n up the following pro-

(ira

\,-ilr

onday, April 9
of Welcome

•

;

Inc.,

Libraries,

B.

Cook,

New

\ ork.

rrangements Committee.

of

rt

W.

by

Address
!

Progress in the M. P. InF. A. Benford, General ElecCo Schenectady, N. Y.

lort

<

'

stry"

—

c

Stories by Radio for
Picture
ertainment" by C. Francis .Ten-

Society of

the

of

ider

M.

P.

igmee
Lull' :on.

Pap

Fihn Process for Motion
(with demonstration)
cture: n Color"
Warner Research
Powrie,
t.
J.
New York.
ibnral y.
in
of Mobility of Form and
the Motion Picture Kaleidoby L. A.
vith demonstration)
H. Tuttle, Research
C.
ncs Jid
reen

Line

.

Kodak

Eastman

ihnraly,

Co..

Cwith demonstraSolution"
W. Coflfman, Carpenter-Gold-

I

m)

bjj.

m

]

Problems

Photographic

Imical

Long

joratories.

Island

City,

y.

Picture Presentademonstration) by L. M.
Hennessy, proW.
and W.
gineers, Eastman Theater and
of Rochester, Rochester, N.

Motion

vel
Ivith

;

v"'

1

Welcome by American

of

ct

Daniel

Cinematographers,

1

B.

rsident.

Importance of Research in
by L. A. Hawkins. Research

he

General
N. Y.

Electric

ly.

:taa

Thursday, April 12
9:30 Old and New Business:
Reports of Secretary and Treasurer.
Reports of Papers and Publications, Publicity and Advertising, and Membership
Committees.
Reports of Standards and Nomenclature
and Theater Lighting Committees.
"The Aims and Purposes of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences" by

Frank Woods.
Announcements of

New Apparatus by the
Following Manufacturers:
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
Film Inspection Co., New York, N. Y.,
C. P. Goerz American Optical Co., New
York, N. Y., Hertner Electric Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio, National Carbon, Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio, Sentry Safety Control,

Philadelphia, Pa.
The above and other

apparatus will be
the convention.
Open fonmi questions and suggestions are
invited
regarding the welfare of the
Society and the Motion Picture Industry.
12:30 Luncheon.
"The Measurement of Pulsating Currents"

on

by

N. Y.

'

ne

dent.

M. P. Engineers
Hollywood April 9-

of

ty

met

"Needs of the Trick Cinematographer"
Douglas Shearer, A.S.C.
"Methods of Producing the Sound Effects
Accompany "Wings" by Roy J.
to
Pomeroy, A.S.C.
"Dramatic Cinematography" by Charles
Rosher, A.S.C. and Carl Struss, A.S.C.
7:00 Banquet by Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences, Douglas Fairbanks, Presi-

''uesday,

Co.,

Sche-

April 10

e.xhibition

—

during

W. N. Goodwin,
Weston

Engineer,

Jr.,

Chief Electrical

Electrical

Co., Newark, N. J.
"The Fogging Effect

of

Instrument

Metals

on De.

veloping Solutions" by J. F. Ross and J.
I. Crabtree, Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Co.
".Suggestions for a Technical Reference
Work on the M. P. Industry" by D.
L. and M. L. Mistry, Bombay, India.
"Perspective Considerations in the Taking
and Projecting of Motion Pictures" by
A. C. Hardy and R. W. Conant, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.
12 :30

2:00

Luncheon.
Papers:

"Pull-Down Mechanisms for Motion Picture Cameras" and "A Spring Driven
35 mm. Camera" by A. S. Newman,
Newman- Sinclair Ltd., London, Eng-

Seating Capacity of the Theater" and
"Application of the Tandem Condensei
to the High Intensity Projection Arc"
by Roger M. Hill, Consulting Engineer,
Atlanta, Ga.
'The Importance of Good Projection to
Richardson,
the Producer" by F. H.

New York, N. Y.
'Hollywood and the 16
Carrigan,

B.

Editor,

Distributor in Deals

—

the independent

field, has sold a
westerns featuring Fred
Church, for Texas, Oklahoma and
mm. Film" by J. Arkansas to Jack Adams of Dallas;
Amateur Movie
to Arthur C. Bromberg, Atlanta, for

Makers.
Automobile trip to Santa Monica
:00
and Venice.
:30
Papers:
"The Incandescent Tungsten Lamp in the
Motion Picture Studio" by F. A. Benford. General Electric Co., Schenectady.
N. Y.
"The Use of Incandescent Equipment in
Motion Picture Photography" by Peter
Mole, President, Mole-Richardson, Inc.,
Hollywood.
"Report on Experiments on Mazda Lighting" conducted by the Academy of M.
P. Arts and Sciences.
"The Aperture of Motion Picture -Lenses"
by J. Dubray, Technical Editor, American Cinematographer.
"Camera Lenses for Motion Picture Photography" by W. B. Rayton, Director of
Research, Bausch
Rochester, N. Y.

New

Hollywood National ipilm Sales
Co., a new distributing organization

& Lomb

Optical

Co.,

Saturday, April 14
Papers:
"The Acoustical Properties of Rooms" by
J. B. Engl, Technische Hochschule, Ber-

in

of

series

Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee, Georgia, North and
South Carolina. This series is being
produced by Belmont Prod.

Aronson and Brown Retiring

—

Charlotte, N. C.
Barney Aronson
and Ollie Brown have retired from
business, selling their various theaA. B. Huff, former owner of
ters.
the
High Point Amusement Co.,
High Point, has purchased the Grand

and

Oasis at Kinston, and O. T.
Kirby, Palace, Roxboro, has taken
over the Forest, Wake Forest, and
Publix-Saenger has purchased the
Palace at Raleigh.

:30

lin.

"Artificial Sunlight for

Photographic Sensitometry" by Raymond Davis and K. S.
Gibson,
Bureau of Standards, Washington.

"American Motion Pictures Abroad" by
N. D. Golden, Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Washington.
"An Optical Printing Device for Trick
Work" and "A Short History of Motion
Picture Cameras" by C. L. Gregory,
Consulting Engineer, New York, N. Y.

Another Racine, Wis. House
Racine, Wis. Another theater is
being planned for Racine, sponsored

—

Lawndale House Changes Hands

—

Lawndale, N. C. J. Reid Tillman
has taken over the Lawndale.

Alex Hyde at Portland
Alex Hyde has
been appointed master of ceremonies
Portland at Brodwayi and
at the
Main St. He was formerly conducPortland, Ore.

—

tor at Shea's theater in Buffalo.

Ohio Amusement

—

Sells

House

by Parkway Investment Co., headed
by Joseph Domanak.
Work begins

Cleveland
The Yale, St. Clair
Ave. and E. 81st St., belonging to
the Ohio Amusement Co., was purchased by S. Vermes. Vermes also

this spring.

owns

the Eclair.

land.
s

Writing"

by

Macpher-

Jeanie

Casting
Central
of
a
Fred Beetson, Association of
iducers. Inc., Hollywood.
11
Picture Actor" by Milton

ation
y

by Irvin

Director"

Picture

n

Art Director" by
and Mitchell Leisen.

Picture

in

ilibons

trip
Hills.

ii>bile

ly

— seeing

Hollywood

Co.,

with
GenY.

the
Film
inical
Status
of
by L. M. Griffith. ParaI'amous-Lasky Corp., Hollywood.
Photomicrographs of the Progress
Photographic
velopment
of
a
C.
H. Tuttle, Research
Eastman Kodak Co., Roches-

v.

Development of Motion Picture
Film" by Roy Hunter and J.
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in

the

N. Y.
"Equipping an Animation

Production of Motion Pie-

ty R. Nauman, chief electrician,
lount Famous Lasky Corp.
n Motion Picture Photography" by
Perry, A.S.C.

ter,

Gillette,

Eastman Kodak

Studio" by C.
Co., Rochester,

"The Control

Exposure

Printing" by C.

of

in

F. Tuttle, Research Laboratory, Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
"A Device for the Accurate Timing of
Master Positives in the Printing of

Duplicate
Negatives" and
"Reduction
Printing in Cinegraph Production" by
CapstafiF,
G.
Research Laboratory,
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester. N. Y.
"Dye Toning with Single Solutions" by
J. I. Crabtree and C. E. Ives, Research
Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Co., Roches.1.

;..iv.v"

by

WIRE FOR MOST lilZIN G FILM OF THE YEAR

fr

The Breaking
of the

_

Vednesday, April 11

lory,

of
Projection,
Publix Theaters
Corp.
"The Lateral Swelling of Thin Sheets of
Gelatin
and
Photographic
Emulsions
During Photographic Processing" by S.
E. Sheppard and J. McNally, Research
Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Co., Roches-

visor

N. Y.

Motion Pictures with Sound"

Marvin, General Electric
Ay, X. Y.
nn of Motion Pictures
Courtesy
-companiment.
;ctric Co., Schenectady, N.

•<'

Mount Everest expedition.
"The Magnascope" by H. Rubin, Super-

_

-on.

f

"Motion Picture Photography at High Altitudes" by J. Noel, Cinematographer,

ter,

2 :00

St.

About 900

to

motion picture studios.

7:30 Papers:
"Photographic Characteristics of Motion
Picture Studio Light Sources" by L. A.
.Tones
and M. E. Russell, Research
Laboratory,
Eastman
Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.
"Lighting and Equipment Requirements
for
Motion Picture Photography with
jNIazda Lamps" by R. E. Farnham, National Lamp Works, Cleveland, Ohio.
"Characteristics of Flame Arcs for Motion
Picture Photography" by D.
B. Joy
and A. C. Downes, National Carbon Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
"Some Suggestions on the Use of Incandescent Lamps in the Studio" by E.
W. Beggs, Westinghouse Lamp Co.,

No

N.

J.

Friday, April 13
9:30 Papers:
"Theater
Management" by Harold B.
Franklin, West Coast Theaters. Inc.
"Continuous Projectors" by J. F. Leven.thal. New York.
"The Effect of Projection Angle Upon the

Exclusive Territory Sold

Come, First Served
Get Your Own House or Territory

First

Kodak

Bloomfield,

Feet in Length

Full of Real Action

N. Y.
Visit

Francis Dam

A BIG CLEAN-UP
Wire

WILLIAM
6060

to

HORSLEY LABORATORY

SUNSET BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD,

Released March 24th

CALIF.
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;
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DAILV
"The Trail of
M-G-M

'98"

Length: 11000

"Bringing
/t.

VERY BIG. AN OUTSTANDSTORY
ATTRACTION.
I N G
PROIS
SWEEP,
EPIC
HAS AN
DUCED WITHOUT STINT AND
CARRIES THRILLS THAT
WILL GET ANY AND ALL
AUDIENCES.
Uniformly excellent and
Dolores Del Rio, Ralph
includes
Forbes, Karl Dane, Harry Carey,
Tully Marshall, George Cooper m
major roles and Russell Simpson,
Cesare Gravina, Emily Fitzroy, Tenen Holz as secondary leads.
Story and production. .. .Drama,
adapted from novel by Robert W.
Service. Here is a gripping, thrilling
picturization of a theme as old as
the world: man's desire for gold.
Set in the background of Alaska in
1897-1898 when gold was discovered,
Clarence Brown has produced a stirrealistic drama of the untold
who
those
faced
that
hardships
braved the trail that sometimes led

ring,

The picto gold, and often death.
ture has been handled in a big way.
loaded with punches. Here are
of them: the snowslide. shooting of White Horse Rapids, the trek
up Chilkoot Pass, the burning of
Dawson City. Occasionally faulty on
It is

some

detail; also slightly long.

Author
Scenario

Photography

Clarence

Brown

Length: 6344

ft.

W.

Service

Benjamin Glazer
John Seitz;

Artists
Length: 7300 ft.
PLENTY OF LAUGHS IN United
SMART CONTINENTAL COMCOMIC STRIP STUFF. LOW EDY
COMEDY LOADED WITH MOUNTED, CLEVERLY ACTED
SLAPSTICK. PULLED OFF IN AND DIRECTED. STORY SLIM,
BUT HAS THE CINDERELLA
HIGH SOCIETY.
STUFF THEY LOVE.

HANDSOMELY

Polly Moran as the Irish
Cast.
Corinne dresses the picture
Cast
Charles Ray miscast in
wife doing society stuff is a scream gorgeously.
Marie Dress- light comedy role of hero.
Louise
in Mack Sennett gags.
ier ably seconds her.
J. Farrell Mac- Dresser does well by part of Baron.

comic strip ess.
Lowell Sherman the polished,
Donald is "Jiggs",
Others Jules cynical boulevardier. Others Maude
fame, and he's good.
Gertrude Olmstead, Grant George, Edward Martindel, Freeman
Cowles.
Withers, Andres de Segurola, Rose Wood, Hank Mann.
Story and Production
Light
Dione, David Mir, Tenen Holtz.
sophisticated comedy.
Based
on
the
Story and Production. .. .Slapstick
play by Rudolph BernIrish comedy.
From the well known Continental
and
auer
Rudolph
Osterreicher.
comic strips of George McManus. Up
Opens
with some gorgeous color
to the exhibitor to judge his audience
shots in magnificent settings.
Herofor
of the Irish have

some

reaction,

shown

themselves

ticklish

on

the

The gags are pulled
racial question.
in polite society mostly.
Broad refer-

ine comes to Paris with operatic ambitions.
wardrobe woman in a

A

19

AmericansI

Universal

GOOD BOX

Length'

OFFICE

hr.

S

ISH STORY NOT STAR
LY ORIGINAL, BUT

MONEY MAKING

POS

ALSO PLENTY OF

HOl'.

MANY HI
TOUCHES THROUCOi
TIES.
Cast

.

of

Others,

all

"

George Sidne;,
of them go..

Beryl Mercer, Albert Gran
fine actor). Patsy Rutl
George Lewis, John Boles,
Visaroff, Josephine Dunn.
Story and Production
mn
drama, based on stage play, iloki
holds sway in "We Americ|5."
a

(.ict\;

!

good deal

of it is very hur^
will secure quick response tr
ences. Some of it is plied r
too thickly.
York, as

New

ing pot for the nation, bi|gs
gether the Levines, the Schn:tS3
the Albertinis and makes
thi

cabaret takes her to Monte Carlo as
her daughter.
The former is really Americans. The prejudices id
ences to Irish mannerism are unity of the old generation ; to
a baroness who is spending her vacamistakably there, but, because it is
down by the children who, iham
tion and her annual pension being her
based on the comic strip, this hardl)'
fornier regal self.
Hero meets the of the parents, are instrunjital
"ould be avoided. The Irish daughter
sending them to night scho'whi
girl, and a clever romance develops.
lands a count, vvhile her mother and
The
truth of the girl's identity comes they learn the ABC's of p;|ioiis
dad gum up the society stuff for her.
etc.
Then the war, thejc,*'
out at the wedding. Complications
Usual Irish battles between Marie and
laughable situations very clever bits. mother's sacrifice to her coury,
Polly.
Broadway audience laughed
It's
smart and sophisticated.
Far death of her boy to save ;ie
continuously.
Spence's
titles
are
fetched story gets over providing of the Gentile captain who es
wows.
laughs through clever direction and sister, peace and clinch.
Direction
Jack Conway; ex- acting.
Direction
Edward om;
cellent.
Direction. Lewis Milestone; classy usually good; often excellei;
1;

—

I

1

1

Author

George

Length: 5954

McManus

Frances

Scenario

Photography.

..

.Wm.

the

World"

ft.

GOOD DIRECTION JOB ON
RAILROAD MELLER WITH
PLEASING NINETEENTH CENTURY ATMOSPHERE. STORY
SLIM, BUT MAKES FAIR ENTERTAINMENT.

Marion

Daniels; fine

"A Woman Against

"The Night Flyer"

Tiffany-Stahl

Length: 5382

Authors
Rudolph BernauerRudolph Osterreicher.
Scenario
Hans Kraly
Photography.
.Jdihn Arnold; none
.

.

ft.

GOOD DRAMATIC SUSPENSE
BUILDS NICELY IN MURDER
MYSTERY WITH NEWSPAPER
ATMOSPHERE. RATES ACCEPTABLE PROGRAM ENTERTAINMENT.

Authors

Max

Length: 6400

ft.

Milton

iopp

Siegel.

Scenario

-

Ah''

Photography. .Jackson

"The Tragedy of Youth"
Tiffany-Stahl

Cast. .. .Harrison Ford handles the
William Boyd the fireman hero in finished style. Georgia Hale
hero, acceptable. Jobyna Ralston ef- swings
the story with sincere acting.
fective in quaint pioneer role.
Philo Lee Moran a typical reporter.
GerMcCullough the heavy does good trude Olmstead has little
to
do.
work. Others Ann Schaefer, De Witt Others William
Tooker. Ida Darling,
Jennings, John Milerts, Robert Dud- Walter Hiers,
Harvey Clark, Sally
ley.
Rand,
Rosemary Theby, Charles
Story and Production
Melo- Clary, Jim Farley, Wade Boteler.
drama of railroad life in the '60's'.
Story and Production .... Drama of
There is nothing wild or woolly about newspaper life.
New York's Newsthis one, as the usual meller of this paper Row and the atmosphere of
type runs.
The director handled it the city room are convincingly premore from the human interest angle, sented. Georgia Hale as the girl reand worked up a pleasing love story porter stumbles on a clue in a murder
with some nice touches. The thrills mystery.
She learns that the hero,
are there, with a brace of good fights, accused of the murder, is innocent,
and the highlight is the first run ol Ijut she cannot prove it.
He is
the new mail train to cop the Gov- sentenced to the chair.
His society
ernment contract for the railroad. wife divorces him, and hero and the
Fireman hero and engineer heavy are girl reporter fall in love. The night
rivals for the gal's hand.
The en- of the execution, things begin to
gineer speeds recklessly on a curve, happen. The real murderer is
traced,
and ditches the train.
Hero takes and by a ruse the girl gets him to
the throttle of an old engine, and confess.
Good love interest, smooth
brings the mail bags in on time. continuity, and nice
suspense.
Has
Slight material handled well to build wide audience appeal.
up human interest. Pleasing program.
Direction .... George Archainbaud;
Direction. .Walter Lang; creditable well handled.
Author
Albert Shelby Le Vino
Author.. Frank Hamilton Spearman
Scenario
Gertrude Orr
Scenario
Walter Woods
Photography
Chester Lyons
Photography
Ernest Miller; fair good.

Cast

"We

"The Garden of Eden"

i

.

Robert

superlative.

Pathe

M-G-M

Corinne Griffith in

Father"

.

Cast

Direction
magnificent.

Up

Sunday, March

'
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"Wallflowers"!

FBO

Length \\m

DEVELOPS MILD IITE
SHOULD CLICK WITH TAINMENT
IN STOP
YOUNG FOLKS, WITH STORY
VI
TRIUMPHING
LOVE
OF YOUNG GIRL MISMATED
ID
WOMAN'S
JEALOUS
FINDING HER IDEAL AT LAST.
AVERAGE
PROGRAM.
NICE PROGRAM.
<

Hugh Trevor fail to
Cast.
tinguish himself, but flat pa hai
of hero the gals rave about.
Patsy capped him.
Mabel Julien: Sc
Ruth Miller okay in sympathetic part. puts all the color in show wn ch
Buster Collier good for the type of acterization of jealous worn?
dub hubby. Others Qaire McDowell, Arthur as heroine just tl
Harvey Clark, Margaret Quimby, Others Charles Stevenson, Li
Billie Bennett.
Mrs. T. Pigott, Crauford Ke; Kt
Story and, Production. .. .Modern nald Simpson.
romance of youth. Gets away to a
-So
Story and Production
rather slow start, but picks up nice- drama. From the novel of saSns
ly.
Patsy is in love with love, and by Temple Bailey.
The n'el
picks the wrong number to lead to the regular sweet and romai
the altar.
He's a nice boy, but they dished up in the women's m
simply don't hit it off.
She wants In adapting it to the screen ;»'
the little loving attentions, and he's to develop anything out olihe
just the matter-of-fact husband with dinary.
No outstanding rne?
a yen for the bowling alley instead the cast to help.
Hero's st|mot
of the cosy corner. Wifey and hubby's is young, and a very scheniii da
best friend are thrown in each other's She rags hero's father to dtjh v
society, and the usual happens. They her tantrums, then tries to nfry
.

Cast.

.

.

.Warner

Baxter

the

.

(

.

kind

J'

\

:

But playing square with son in order to gain the 0^1
hero walk out of her of the family fortune.
Bu'|ietc
life.
Nothing startlingly new in that. true to his young love, and iCO*
But it's the way it's handled by di- a clue to a hidden will tha ditc
rector and cast.
Ending is happy the designing dame.
Just!.not
but rather weak and has the romance proof that most magazine; stoi
fall in

love.

hubby, she

'

lets

they love.

make

Direction .... George

smooth.
Author.

..

Archainbaud;

.Albert Shelby Le Vino

Olga Printzlau

Scenario

Photography.

.

.

.Faxon Dean;

clear

so-so screen fare.
Direction .... Leo Meehan
canoed.

Author

Temp

Scenario

Dorot

Photography
good.

Al

Siegl

hai

Ba;
i
'

*
;

THE
Krch

^

25,

"No Fare"

"Nameless Men"

Legion of the

"Tij

J%0^

DAILY

1928

Tiffany-Stahl

ondemned"

Length: 5708

ft.

MELLER LOADED WITH
Length: 7415 ft.
moim
HOKE
AND THRILLS HITS
ONE
OF
A PICTURE.
ROUTINE
GRADE BECAUSE
BEE OF THE NEW YEAR. OF LOOSELY BUILT STORY.
GRIPS
THAT
ORY
L
GOOD UNDERWORLD ATMOSHC DS. TALE OF AVIA-

—

Jack White Juvenile Educational
Great Kid
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
They could just let Big Boy walk

Short Subjects

.

'S

PHERE.

I

a .^RIES KICK.

M

Cooper, good.

iary

it

Fay

bow

in features. You'll
ma s
nore f her and deservedly so,
'

Ban Norton, splendid. Others,
llicDonald,

cis

H. Calvert,

E.

Ch.-dler.

id

)ry

Production. .. .Original
A draSaunders.

Cast.

..

.Antonio

Moreno

the

Se-

cret Service agent posing as a crook
rates fair.
Claire Windsor the usual

sweet blonde.
Eddie Gribbon gives
best performance in unique role of
comedy heavy. Others Ray Hallor,
Sally Rand, Charles Clary.

Story and Production
Underworld meller, from the story by E.
Morton Hough.
Antonio Moreno
levil
as the Secret Service man gets himitly
self in Sing Sing so he can pal with
to
the crooks who have pulled a bank
iark<
In entertainment robbery, and get the lowdown.
r
t grip.
Afranks high, one of the ter doing his bit, he meets the blonde
tt
gal working in a hotel, learns that
rea ns being the excellent and
her brother is one of the crooks, and
ible tory that has been develT title is intriguing and it now you know the rest of the story.
There is double-crossing, and all the
d b well for the exhibitor to
what it dirty work that gunmen stage when
his public wondering
mbittered by life either an outsider tries to give them the
IS
ohn vionk
sty of

of young
viators who try to die as
they perform their sworn
It moves quickly,
-ance.
with suspense and the

band

a

,

own

carelessness or
a group of Amerithe legion of the conjoi
led. Cooper's adventures as one
provide form the prinle s lad
igh heir

i]sio|nent,

tht

works. The highlight is a bank robbery that is well staged, and works
up to a great punch. It's hoke meller, and it is honestly so, and goes
after the thrills regardless of plausibility.

red n

Wellman;

....William

did

John
John

thq

sna)
lea de Limuir.
otoj-aphy

Monk Saunders
Monk Saunders

Direction
ordinary.

Christy Cabanne

Author

E.

Scenario

Henry Gerard;

Photography

Morton Hough
Jack Natteford
Chet Lyons

good.

len

Maria Corda in

[odern

Klondike in

Du Barry,»
Length

:

7000

"The Law's Lash"
ft.

Pathe

Leyigth: 4902

ft.

NICE WORK BY DOG STAR
SHOWS MARIA IN STRONG NORTHWEST
SHE WAS LEARNING MOUNTED OPUS. BUILDS TO
NOT FOR AMERICAN GOOD SUSPENSE, WITH DOG

^MBER DUSTED OFF
iELF
'

TRADE.
Maria

Corda

goes

from

ENTERTAININGLY
FEATURED.

Cast
Klondike is a great police
dog, and bound to make friends.
Robert Ellis as Northwest corporal
very good.
Mary Mabery typical
ignate, all done by unknown heroine. Others Jack Marsh, Richard
R.
Neill,
LeRoy Mason, William
.- players.
Walters.
Jrland PrO|duction. .Romance,
Story and Production
sjings in Paris and a mythical
Meloof the Northwest Mounted.
>p«i kingdom.
It's Cinderella drama
VMi,
but a tough mannequin Rates a good story with plenty of
action and thrills. Direction is smooth,
erjla who allows a half dozen
Klondike gets
t support
her while her pure and so is continuity.
searching for her mysterious all the breaks, of course, and the dog
He
ie turns out to be the king is as good as any of his kind.
IK lia.
The king takes her back does some really fine solo work, and
ledn to a king's playmate, with
eart, soiled rep and a black
nderella done to a cinder,
king, a count, a general and

,

t

ris,

1

his subjects gets sore

and

'^volution, but the villainous
te who is also after Maria
t
hearted and sticks him

•

throne again.
And
his queen.
Maria
black wig in order to make
n

his

lapccomes
sj

good. The rest of the titles
if
they were written by a
icjay
rounder.
Some women
vik out on this one.
\H

dj s

"'
'

X. Cugat and His Gigolos Playing through a series of pictures, and do
his
inimitable stuff with his own
"El Relicario, La EstrelHta,"
facial expressions, and it would be
"Mighty Lak a Rose,"
entertainment.
In
one
this
his
Spanish Dance and Y Como Le Va mother leaves him in care of a neighVita phone
bor while she goes to town.
The
Satisfactory "Talkie"
story is rather slim fare and the comType of Production. .Talking Picture edy situations rather trite. But the
kid is a wonder and it would take
Lots of tuneful music in this
a terribly flat picture to destroy his
Vitaphone release, played by a string
natural appeal.
orchestra that does its stuff in satisThe musicians are
factory fashion.
"Africa Before Dark"
garbed in Spanish outfits and are
Oswald Universal
spotted in a garden set. The selections are generally well played, alClever Cartoon
though the dance number which Type of production. .1 reel animated
closes
the
subject is just so-so.
Walt Disney is turning out a
Sound reproduction very good, but
steady
stream of crackerjack Oswald
Warner
theater
when shown at the
in New York somewhat hard on the cartoons, and this one rates well up
eardrums because of the volume. with the rest. Oswald is here seen
Would have been more effective if on his trained elephant hunting in
Africa. The artist gets some original
toned down.
twists into the drawing.
The comedy work is first class.
"Galloping Ghosts"

—

.

Hal Roach—Pathe

3on

Alexander

Korda;

:ked him.

* ";
irio

i!>graphy.
.

Not credited
Not credited
Not credited

thrill

lovers.

Direction. .Noel

Mason Smith;

pert.

Author
Scenario

George

W.

.

man

Edward Meagher

Photography. .Harry Cooper; good

.

Oliver
love with the girl.
Hardy, as the colored servant, supplies most of the merriment, and all
kinds of spooky things happen to him
as he trails the bandit who has stolen
The main laughs develop
the jewel.
n a country churchyard, where the
mysterious thief has stipulated the
in

special

of

the

vineyards of Southern France.
It
covers the activities of the peasants
from the time the grapes are picked
till the sparkling wine is packed and
ready for shipment.
Here is a
chance for American audiences to get
a great kick as they watch these
lucky peasants sampling the vintage.
The processes of preparing the wine

ransom must be paid. Jimmy Finare most
layson and John T. Murray help to
keep the fun going at a lively pace.
Directed by James Parrott.

interesting.
The social life
of the peasants is worked in for nice

atmosphere.

—

Sportlights

Rates Ordinary

Type

of production.

.

.

Recommended.

"Season to Taste"
Pathe
California Sports

Universal
.2 reel

comedy Type

of production.

.. .1

reel novelty

Octavus Roy Cohen having written
The varied seasonal sports of Calithis, you naturally expect something
fornia are shown, giving an insight
disappointed.
special. But you'll be
of the outdoor fun enjoyed in various
It's just another of those things that
altitudes and locations.
Winter and
come from the comedy lots. Charles summer sports are practically enPuffy travels heavily and laboriously
joyed at the same time. Almost every
through gags in which babies are the
of outdoor sport is pictured,
A rather sad affair variety
main feature.
and
gives
one a comprehensive idea
throughout, for anything that started
Ralph Cedar of the fun that can be enjoyed by all
out to be a comedy.
sport lovers if they have the time and
takes the responsibility.
"Edison, Marconi

&

the coin to sojourn in the land of
sunshine, snow and rain.

Co."

Our Gang—M-G-M

A

"A Son

Bell-Ringer

of the

Frontier"— Western

Universal

Ordinary
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Here is a fine mechanical gag Type of production. .2 reel featurette
worked throughout for a merry
Features Newton House, a youngsround of laughs. It seems that Bob ter who knows how to ride in reguMcGowan who handles the Gang is lation Western style. He is better
convinced that you can make a two- than the story, which is the usual
reel juvenile comedy amusing, novel theme concerning hero risking his life
and original. This one is a bell- to prove that another man is not
If we weren't so hard boiled, guilty.
ringer.
Hero discovers bandit is his
we'd rave over it. The Gang manu- uncle. So he impersonates the ban.

through

a

racing

traffic

.

car,

on a joy

and

ride.

start
It's

box-office berries.
If you can
it cold in a projection room,
it
ought to rock your cathedral of
Anthony Mack directed.
the M. P.

the

Pyper;

Vintage"— Variety
Fox

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Picturesque
The fun revolves around the fam- Type of production. ... 1 reel
ous Hope diamond, which comes inHere is a beautiful story
to the possession of the rich young

factures

ex-

"The

Good Burlesque

il

has some exciting bits in lone encounters with the fur thieves.
The
corporal
is
discharged
from the
service for failing to land the murderer,
an unknown fur thief.
So the
corporal plays pals with one of the
fur gang, and he and his dog finally
land the gang in a whirlwind finish.
Several good fights are staged. Both
dog and master work well together.
Will click with the dog fans and

.

laugh at

and does a neat piece of riding.
Outside of that the proceedings are
fiat,
and move along conventional
lines.
Director Fabian showed noth-

dit

ing particular in this one.
{Continued on page

12)
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Theater Equipment and Management
By

OUTRIGHT SALE NEW

CHARLES

F.

HYNES

The Stamp of Approval
is its

POLICY ON HANAPHONE

)

TALKING Sm

cashier and
of the most important features of a theater
ONE
made. Mix-ups at the box
the efficiency with which change
is

wrindow prove a body blow to i>atronage, for explanations do
not suffice when a customer is short-changed. Nor is the element of
over-change a negligible one, for it causes considerable loss to the
office

Philadelphia— Outright sale on a
flat installation price, on easy terms
is the new policy adopted for Hanaphone. The device, which synchronizes pictures and sound phonographically, heretofore has been rented to

An

on sales, pending improvement and
development of the device. The device is portable and is especially dehave
will
installations
pleted by May 1, according to statement of Gene Marcus, who with
Harry Marcus and Robert Hanover,
is handling the device through the
Twentieth Century Film Exchange.
As previously stated, 52 one reel
Hanaphone subjects are planned the
first year, as well as one feature.

Is

Bought

Hottinger, Brooklyn
ornamental and decorative painting
firm, specializing in theater work,
plans to open a branch at Philadel-

1^

I

11

A.

phia.

ANSWERS
ALL QUESTIONS
1000 Pages
Cloth

Bound

FREE
TO

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS

EVERYTHING
GOES

EVERYWHERE

ai|

of go-getters are

ft

i

r,;

make

things hum in th(
ment field. Quietly and with
fanfare
of
trumpets, the
company is carrying on its ex

out to

Collaboration with Architect
is Promised by E.E.Fulton Co.
— Close

theater architects

sign,

co-operation
is

platform adopted by

with

a plank in the

E.

E.

Fulton

has taken over distribution of Synchalso manufactures a number of prodraphone in Iowa, Nebraska and South
ucts of theater equipment under the
Dakota. The Synchrophone is manutrade name "Fulco."
factured at Kansas City by a concern
C. H. Fulton is president and other
The
headed by George Breneman.
officers are: Pat Casey, vice presiof
a
along
the
lines
built
instrument,
dent; F. A. Van Husan, vice presiphonograph, is designed especially for
Frank
sales
manager;
dent and
small theater use.
Meyer, secretary, and A. G. Jarmin,

Hottinger Plans Philly b.-anch

crowd

|,,
|ri.i.

['

for Omaha Territory Co., which recently expanded to bea national theater supply disOmaha— U. S. Theater Supply Co., come
The company
tributing company.

Charles

Advertisir,

program, which aims to blan hh
country with Fulton brand; «',i
Fulton service.

Chicago

Synchrophone

Field-

CHARLES FULTON

THE FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL

About 30
been com-

Auspiciis

change-making

—

—

New

Improving

means

of taking the guesswork, or even need for
is installation of the Brandt Junior
Automatic Cashier, a standard device for change-making. Its simit is supplied with dime, quarter, half and dollar
plicity of operation
vencUng change by slight pressure of one key, assures eliminaslots
tion of mistakes on change, aids in speedy sale of tickets and general
Guaranteed for ten years, the machine is a praiseworthy
efficiency.
as
one, and has
a reputable and dependable article of equipment.
efficient

calculation, out of

has not concentrated

signed for small theaters.

Start in

theater.

exhibitors.

The company

Fulton Making

treasurer.

The reorganized company will distribute theater supplies and function
as a theater servicing organization
on a national scale. The expansion
program calls for the opening of
branch stores in cities throughout
the United States to supply theaters

harmony

of

decorations

A glance at the various
products to be handled by

s
tl

pany reveals a formidable
and while there are difficultiel
and overcome, the output which
is

stage equipment.

offering the trade, augurs

"In connection with our engineer- its future.
*
*
*
ing services to cooperate with archiThe Fulco trade-mark is a
tects, builders and theater owners,
we have not the slightest notion of one in the picture business,
endeavoring to function as architects, been synonymous with gO(
but simply to lend our endeavors to chandise, for many years pi
secure greater efficiency from the may be expected to continue
equipment installed in theaters. We in the enlarged field which tl
do not undertake to furnish theater pany has just entered. This,
plans nor to encroach in any way with Charles Fulton's sales
upon the architects' legitimate field. should put the company v\
These services are offered in line on the equipment map.
^
with our policy of being an organization fully equipped to handle all the
EFFICIENT uses of the m'yai
problems dealing with equipping of
vertising mediums avail e
a theater in every department," says
advertising, are the
subject no
President Fulton.
being dwelt upon at the M. jTiii
|

sN

sft

i

aters'

Institute of

New

Yorliin

r

Krumrei Heads N. Y. Office
course on theater advertisiiiL
Carl Krumrei is in charge of the
There is much room for
New York office, opened recently by
in all territories.
The company now E. E. Fulton Co., in line with the ment in the tone and dignity
operates branches at 3403 Olive St., company's expansion throughout the ater advertising, students a
St. Louis; 340 No. Illinois St., Indianapolis; 151 Seventh St., Milwaukee, and 115 West 45th St., New
York City, in addition to the home
office in Chicago, at 1018 So. Wabash Ave., and the manufacturing
plant, at 3208 Carroll Ave.
Zone offices soon are to be opened

Atlanta and San Francisco, to
serve branches located in their zones.
Branches are planned also at Philadelphia and Cleveland, with service
at

Constant advances are being
and the Institute is prepared

nation.

New Equipment
Mark Fox

—

Features

Philly

House

Philadelphia C. Howard Crane is
architect of the neAv Fox to be built
at 17th and Market Sts., at a cost,
with ground of $8,000.
The house,

their

architects.

The

services of this

engineering organization cover the
multitude of engineering phases of
theater equipment, such as illuminating engineering, projection room de-

'

which

—

and

"

copy, layout, and exploitatir
adv
paigns.
Principles
of
typography, photo engraving
tation and publicity are bii'
of the many subjects discufsi
the general heading of advei

During the term just ci
is
to seat 5,000, will be of
Hindu design, with many new equip- dents have had the opp<
ment features promised.
hearing lecturers, who arc
stations at Seattle, Denver, Los Anin their field.
J. A. Schc
geles, Minneapolis, New Orleans and
Advance
Trailer Continues Bausch and Lomb Optica;
Washington and sales representaOpt
tured
on
"Projector
Organizing Sales in West Managers." The lecture w;
tives at Oklahoma City, Salt Lake
City,
Albany,
Baltimore,
Tampa,
Denver Advance Trailer is con- trated with slides by which
Des Moines, Portland, Buffalo, Char- tinuing organization of its sales staff dent managers were shown
lotte, Memphis and Cincinnati.
throughout the nation.
Arthur A. test lenses for faults, such a^
The company has organized an en- Schayer recently was here in con- cal, chromatic aberrations, ci
gineering staff of theater specialists
to offer services to theater owners

-

students the latest meiii

nection with the organization work.
Dode Samuels has been assigned to
the San Francisco territory, while
A. T. Ball is southern district sales
manager. Charles Stern and M. H.
Cohen are covering the territory

around Salt Lake

City.

and poor definitio
Raver lectured on and demo
of the field

screens.
The students were
to test screens, using I
Jones and Clifton Tuttle's
Pr
of
tion
Characteristics
Screens" as a basis.

how

iiiu

:

St

Md;h

V,

25,

DAILV

1928

HMDS SOLVE COLOR
[INIErrECT

les)

Co. are available in
d are particularly adapThey
u in theater signs.

Elec

ic

zes,

or

way

ch p and efficient
cole effects and are

a

to

recom-

by lany sign manufacturers,

d

ment

epla

of

lamps

is

a feat-

Rec Hoods.
hoo> are

made

in

is

GENERAL OUTDOOR GETS

Feature of Orchestraphone

PROBLEM

Reco Hoods (full and
anufactured by the Rey-

ago

Simplicity of Operation
Chicago

—

Favorable response of

exhibitors to Orchestraphone synchronization device, recently placed
on the market by National Theater
Supply Co., is reported by the various branches throughout the country.
feature of the machine is its
simplicity of operation.
Before the
performance starts, records are arranged according to the cue sheet,
within easy reach of the instrument.

A

seven stand-

One

record

phonograph

A

plug

inserted

is

"on"

on

screen
presentation,
the
operator
"playing the picture" as would an

each

into

the

and when ready

switch

is

additional Rainbow tube manufacturing plants are being established,
while a number of service stations
are planned.
Manufacturing plants
are located at Cleveland, Detroit,
Chicago, Kansas City, Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, Atlanta, New Orleans
and Long Island City. These plants
will produce 300,000 ft. of luminous
tubes per month.

electric
to start,

When

turned.

General Outdoor Advertising Co.
has contracted exclusively with Rainbow Light, Inc., for its luminous
tube requirements. This will absorb
the entire output of the Rainbow
company.
E. C. Bull, former president of Hahn Motor Co., New York,
has been made president and general
manager of Rainbow Light.
In order to assure prompt service
to the many branches of General

Outdoor, throughout the nation, eight

table, needle in position.

light socket

the

placed

is

Orchestraphone is not a talking deone picture for which
it is made.
Completely independent
of both production and projection, it
provides music synchronized with the

vice, limited to

RAINBOW LIGHT OUTPUT

cue sheet calls for a change in music, the white button is pressed and
To
the
change is instantaneous.
"fade out" the music from one disc
and to bring in the music from the
other, only the pressure of a finger
is needed.
Any electrically recorded phonograph record can be used. The amplifiers, of special design and construction, are subjected to control
,

that will step

up the volume

New Inventions
pedal-operated device enabling a
musician to turn the pages of music
without removing his hand from the
instrument has been invented by a

A

any

to

degree or tone it down to
lightest cadence.
It is more sensitive and more easily controlled than
the acceleration of an automobile.
A new type of horn is used, made
expressly and exclusively for OrAll hisses, scratches,
chestraphone.
and harsh metallic sounds are com-

New York

desired

pletely
eliminated,
the
company
Any number of horns may
claims.
be connected with the amplifier and
placed in any designed positions, near
or distant as conditions require.

Senate Theater, ChiVhich Reco Hoods Supply

Duluth Partnership Dissolved

Duluth— H.

old

daylo

blue,

canary and opal.

The

ruby,

:

or,

blue,

colors also are availuoise, topaz, celeste blue,
5ld. jade green, lemon and
plain or iridescent finish
ecial

lu

nomy
mliny,

is

pointed

which states

and are declared to have a high
transmission value.
The company
states they will last for the life of
the average sign.
The hood snaps
over the lamp and is held securely b}
a
strong non-corrosive,
phosphor
bronze spring.

glass,

The

full

hood has a screw cap

rangement.

out, by
that sta-

The metal cap

organist or orchestra leader.
It has
all the elasticity of an actual orchestra with a large library of music, and
is
free from an orchestra's limita-

is

ar-

made

•JJ'

^

^,

a

'M

_j

hood covers

the entire
ley are of natural colored

5

i^F

1

Hlf You Are in the
for

Any Kind

of

(HON piauRE
APPARATUS
AND SAVE
MONEY
FOR OUR PRICE LIST

JSVLT US
tV

LLOd^HByS
I

The Reco Full Hood and Screw Cap
fit
the thread on the hood.
Its
purpose is to relieve the strain on
the neck of the lamp, also to shut

to

3-Color Switchboard for
Keith's Flushing

House

—

East Pittsburgh, Pa. Three colors
on both the stage and auditorium
sections are provided on the switchboard of the new Keith theater.
Flushing, L. I. The board is being
built

by Westinghouse Electric and

Thomas M. Lamb.

Each color group

will

have

its

own

individual master switch which will
be interlocked with both the stage
main switch and the house main
switch, thus enabling the operator to
black out the entire board by operating only the main switches.
The
dimmer bank will be directly behind
and assembled as part of the main
control board with the dimmer control handles located on the board
directly under the circuits that they
are to control.

out direct as well as light rays from
being reflected back on to the sign
surface.
The cap may be clamped
under the screw socket or bolted to
the face of the sign or letter.

Theater Supply Co., all assets
which have been assumed by S. J. Segal.

and

liabilities of

"Soup

to

Nuts"

Discontinuing Two Branches
Horlacher
Delivery
Service
of
Philadelphia

is

discontinuing

York and Washington

its

offices.

New

Yes, we replace any piece or
part of theatre equipment
from a small projector part to
a pipe organ.
But our real
forte is complete designing,
equipping, and furnishing, all
on our famous ONE-CON-

TRACT PLAN.
Every

dollar you spend with

NATIONAL
dred

cents'

nets you one hunworth of sound

value.

And service! No order is
too small, none too big, to receive the prompt and courteous attention to which every
customer is en-

NATIONAL

titled.

That

superlative

The day

of the unadorned
Picture Houses has passed.

sta^e

in

H. J. Kuckuck, Gen'l Mgr.
1818-1838 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. C.
Brad. 4907
for designs and prices of SETTINGS.

service,

operating through Thirty-one
Branch Stores, has earned the
esteem and firm goodwill of
the whole American Theatre
Industry.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY

LEE LASH STUDIOS

West 32'«'St,Ncwyork.My.^
Phone Penna. 0330
3n Picture Department
and Canada Agents for Debrie

with-

North-

tions.

tect

eliminated through inof hoods.

1'fet

has

in the

ern

The Orchestraphone in Operation

Mfg. Co. Electrical contractors are
Fischback and Moore and the archi-

is

11

Segal

Service

)ws it costs 16c per lamp
n artificially-colored lamps,
t

W.

drawn from partnership

the

Color Effects

man.

CO.

General Offices
624 So. Michigan Avenue,
Chicago,

III.

Offices in All Principal Cities
(3611A)
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SHOWMANSHIP ANALYSES OF
PRESENTATIONS AT LEADING
THEATERS

Sunday, March
"^<=bH

Presentations

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO i,
EXHIBITORS IN BUILDINGb
PROGRAMS
[

By JACK

VAODE FEATURES FOR
II

CLASSY OFFERINGS HIT

STAGE BILL STRONG ON CAPITOL STAGE

Played up acts throughout the presentation at the Paramount, with individual hits being scored. The stage
dressing was secondary, and of little
consequence. This new unit of John
Murray Anderson's was styled "SeeSaw", and meant little if anything.

The band numbers

also ran secondary
First the Foster
Girls were on for a routine number,
and came back midway for another
neat bit featuring colorful umbrellas,
that developed some good drill maneuvers.
The Wainwright Sisters did some
harmonizing with jazz features that
was just ordinary and created no
particular interest.
Then came a
straight vaudeville act, a novelty for
Broadway picture houses. Max and
his "Gang", consisting of five finely
trained fox terriers, rated second in
the applause.
The dogs worked in
unison with their trainer in some
to the specialty bits.

acrobatic

Neat comedy

flips.

were worked

bits

with the dogs making false starts and recoveries. This
animal turn is finely trained, and has
class.
It scored heavily.
Followed a
song and dance specialty by George
Griffin

HARROWER

in,

and Rosette, assisted by the

stage band. The girl did some neat
toe work, and the man's voice put
over a ballad.
Light number, but
pleasing.
The big hit was Joe Jackson doing his regular pantomime with
the bicycle as the comedy tramp. He
kept the house tittering all the time
he was on. The finale had all hands
on for a routine windup, with the
decorative wings opening to disclose
the Foster Girls in tableau about a
revolving fountain.
The overture
carried the St. Patrick spirit with a
group of Irish melodies, and a male
and female singer soloing.
Jesse
Crawford had a mixed program at
the console with snatches from Schubert's "Serenade" and his usual pop

NOVELTY STAGE ACTS AT

BROOiaYN MARK STRAND

Novelty stage presentation got over
Again Major Bowes came through
with a nifty program that rated all nicely with some comedy highlights
numbers well up in the popularity and Jack Pepper, new master of
class.
The stage show was a Boris ceremonies introduced Adele Angor,
Petroff production called "Araby", who sang "Was He My Boy Friend?"
and seemed to fit perfectly. The stage Novelty was added to her number by
band wore Arabic robes, the leader having the trumpet, trombone and
dolled up in white outfit and helmet. banjoist help out with some humorous
Two immense ornamental vases stood business, winding up with the bass
on either side of the band platform. player tearing up some of his music
Rita
Owin, a recent "Follies" and throwing it into the air.
Pepper then announced the best
specialty, copped first honors with
dressed artists in the business.
The
her goofy dance and ridiculous costume.
She has personality plus, and band then took up a prelude to an
and
with fine teamwork from Walt Roes- impressive overture and Shean
ner and his band, could have stayed Phillips surprised the crowd by walking out in ill-fitting comedy suits, doon indefinitely.
classy number,
and she put the customers in a merry ing an unusual routine of eccentric
mood. Roy Smeck followed and did dancing in which their walking sticks
good work with the uke and banjo, played a part.
Jack Pepper then introduced a
a smart bit that was delivered with
lady whom he called "Sugar",
young
a lot of snap.
Then came "Rosemary," a vocalizer whose voice was a announcing that he had "discovered"
her in Texas during a recent vacalittle light for the size of the house,
but she got it over with a comfortable tion. This little girl has quite a personality and made an instantaneous
margin to spare.
hit with her first number, "What a
For the windup they had Johnson
Wonderful Wedding". She then had
and Hewitt in some clever comedy
some humorous business with the
acrobatics that clicked without any
master of ceremonies, after which she
strain.
Then the Albertina Rasch sang her second and concluding
Girls were on for the finale with
number, "I Can't Believe That You're
nifty costumes and smooth routine.
Pepper then anin Love with Me."
Right now this aggregation look
nounced the biggest midget in the
about the cream as far as the Broadworld," who turned out to be Bob
way picture houses are concerned.
He did
They and the Roxyettes at the Roxy Stickney", the man on stilts.
his
dance, using a flight of
stilt
have become as much a part of their
steps on which he danced up and
individual shows as the stage bands.
A fine bunch of girls who get a hand down, closing his routine.
as soon as they show.
An added bit
Start First Stanley Unit
for the stagehand was a specialty by
the tuba player, who imitated radio
The Stanley circuit will start its
noises with comedy highlights.
He first unit April 2, staged by Edward
scored a personal triumph.
Taken L. Hyman of the Brooklyn Strand.
anyway, it was a bill that even topped Two other shows will get under way
last week's offering.
shortly under direction of Joseph

A

Plunkett and Harry

Crull.

Golde Opens Booking Office
Lawrence J. Golde, veteran Keith
Starting March 28, the Colony,
New York, becomes a two-a-day booker, has resigned to open his own
house, opening with Universal's "We booking office at 1560 Broadway. He
Whiteman Back at Paramount
Americans."
Presentations will be will handle entire bills and individual
Paul Whiteman will start a three
eliminated.
Severe competition and acts.
week's engagement at the Paramount,
uptown location at the end of the
New York, on March 31. The sched- the
Loew Books Ray Alvin
Main Stem are reported too heavy
ule calls for a special unit to work
handicaps to buck the other houses
Alvin and his Banjo Boys have
Ray
with his band each week. The regwith the presentation vogue in its started on an extended booking over
ular Publix

Colony Goes Two-a-Day

of

is

the initial

bill

for

present elaborate form.

the

the magician,
ceremonies.

after.

slant

for the presentation
policy has been started by the Greenwich Village theater. New York,
to

act

as

master

of

first

number

featurdi

The

remaining act was tl
Aristocrats, and they did str
their disc recording special!
voice and instrumental. The an
classy aggregation, and it tk
audience a little while to w!b
but they finished strong and iler
good applause.
;

The news weekly was

built

following the feature the
showed "Inklings", a clever
ink reel by Dave Fleischei
overture was unusually go(

from

selections

Victor

"Eileen" that was well

Pardo with
Louis

;

1

receiv.K

Skourasj

— Eddie

Pardo
signed to act as master of cei^'
at the Missouri.
Pardo mac
for himself in Dallas wherete
St.

i

tablished his
cier,"

a

new

name

as a "Cfere
publicity gag.

Fox Books

Acts

!•

New

bookings for Fox ho.-'S
the following: Ted and Al W
the
Mosconis, De Marcos
Ward and company, Mai H;
orchestra. Art Franks and c
and Bernivici.
IjLi
;

'

,

Standard

V AUDEVIL
for

Motion Pictare

E

Preeentatic

The FALLY MAR] Vi

Loew

Lackawanna 7876

1579

BROADWAY, NEW YORK aH

AMALGAMATE!
VAUDEVILLE AGE O

circuit.

at

Louisville

that

will

open

for'

Picture Theatres

Loew Opens Two

which has signed Brewster Morse,

Magician as M. C.

new

FroHc"

garet Schilling in "Moonliif
Roses", assisted by the \:
Ballet who did a pleasing

Attractions

Whiteman's band.

Two additional houses playing up
strong on the presentation angle will
soon open on the Loew circuit. They
are the new theater in Richmond,
Va., to open April 9, and the house

A

Slight stage fare was servd
Strand, evidently counting]
drawing powers of Barthelmdl
Noose," to carry over the shd

VAUDEVILLE AGENC

numbers. Pleasing hodge-podge
mixed entertainment that this
house seems to like.
slide

productions will be routed into the Capitol from Boston during this period. 'Rainbow Rhapsody"

FOUR ARISTOCRATS

soon

Box

I^

Office Prescriptions

MURRY LIVINGSTON
Creator
of

Phone me at CANal 64S0
at 270 Lafay

me

Vaudeville

Utt

Box Office Builder*

BARREL O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
Write

Standard

1600 Broadway, New YoiCity
Phone Penn. 3580
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darmour Not

to

Work

Suspend
—

jhn Barrymore Declared Planning Return to Stage Christies Considering Vehicles for Douglas
Other Wired News from Coast Studios
[acLean Wilk Takes Over Film Daily Coast Office

—

NW

—

COMPLETING

Returning to Stage ?
John Barrymore

lEHDULEFORFBO

return to the stage, after
three years on the screen, it is
reported. The star, now nearing the end of his contract, is
reported planning to visit the
East to discuss a proposed return to legit with theatrical
producers.

Larry Darmour produclaking comedies for restudio officials.

have completed
schedule within the next
.<6lvo reel productions in all,
' 'he
Standard Fat Man
[ickey (himself)

md

Karnival

McGuire

Komedies.

schedule calls for produc72 hort features.

,ear
f

Named

Sea Picture

lOUt

the

of

ildri

has been
of a story which

a the title
^larky will direct for

(1

UniSouth Sea Island. The
venture has been describtempt to portray the ori5t disappearing South Sea
.

rd Sutherland

'

Sutherland

-

WG-M

Back

has

studios

returned

after

hand in an airplane
recent trip back from New
igned to direct "The Baby
he second of the new Lew

A
le,

Pringle series, Sutherlad a hurried trip to New York
tl
stage performance of the
R jrning to the Pacific Coast
n

^il

route,

a

Sutherland was in a

THE FILM

Harvey
on the

E.

Wilk has been

staff of this publication for a

number of years, during which he
has made several trips to Hollywood.
Last October he was assigned special work which took him to the
Coast where he has been since. His
knowledge of studios is wide and his
acquaintance among those engaged
in every branch of production is extensive.

London

in

like

ca-

engaged in
"he South Sea Bubble" for
While with First
y<j Hunter.
present he

is

head

of the

department, has written more press
matter on roadshow pictures than
any other writer.
He is a veteran

Zierler Plans "Penny Princess"
"The Penny Princess" is to be one
of the 18 pictures which Samuel Zierler,

president

of

Excellent Pictures,
The story

produce next season.
by Ann Austin.

will
is

Sojin

Wallace, who directed
is enthusiastic over
the reception the picture was accorded at a pre-view at Santa Monica.
Cards were distributed and th(
spectators asked to give their reactions to the picture.
"Good, clean
entertainment" was the verdict.

Richard

"Lady Be Good",

Ben Graumann Kohn

is

not

man. His persistency
won him an opportunity at the
Tiffany- Stahl studio. His first
original, "Ladies of the Night
Club" was so well liked that
he was given a one-year cona "no"

tract.
*

Given Character Lead
has been signed by

*

*

Our Passing Show:

First

National for a role in Milton Sill's
"The Hawk's Nest" which BenjaWith English Company
min Christiansen is directing. MonTavares, for five years a tagu Love is in the cast.
with First National Stuw affiliated with Gainsbor- Considering Vehicles for

t

McMAHON,

MacLean-Christie Films
Several stories and plays are under consideration for the two pic-

Eddie
Laemmle, Willard and James Keefe, Opal
Cotton, Ike Friedman, Kenneth Harlan, Ralph Graves,
Miss Stephens and Donald
Davis are at "Excess Baggage" ; Bob Frazer, Danny
O'Shea, Walter James and
Norman L. Sper discussing

*

*

*

McManus as the
Incidentally, Elinor's
birthday also fell owSt. Pat-

Elliott
hosts.

Day.

rick's

M-G-M

to Get Russian Stories
Radmier Dantchenko of the Moscow Art Theater, who visited Holly-

wood
thority

year,

last

has been given auto select writers in

M-G-M

by

Russia to write stories for the company.
The writers will remain at

home.
for

Dantchenko did some work
last year, and the com-

M-G-M

pany is declared to have sought to
induce him to remain, but his duties
in Russia necessitated his return.
Preparations for "Show Boat"
Location scouts have been dispatched by Universal to the Ohio,
Mississippi and Sacramento Rivers
to report on the suitability of these
scenes in Edna Ferber's
Boat."
Shooting will beg^in
late in spring under direction of Har-

places

for

"Show

ry Pollard.

Cline, Rosabel

Carewe Remains at Tec-Art
Edwin Carewe, working at

the

newly enlarged Tec-Art Studios, will
produce Konrad Bercovici's "Bear
Tamer's Daughter" as his next picIt will reach
ture for United Artists.
the screen under the title "Revenge."

aviation.
^

^

^

The Life of Los Angeles

Allen Garcia, whose work as the
Tavares edited pictures for tures Douglas MacLean will produce
under the Christie banner, for re- circus owner in "The Circus" atIs, Corinne Griffith and Colre.
His last work before lease by Paramount. The first will tracted much attention, is playing a
ir
England was the cutting be filmed this summer under super- district detective in "The Dragnet",
starring George Bancroft.
Goodbye Kiss" for Mack vision of Al Christie.

Borrows De Mille Players
De Mille players have been
Columbia for "Golf Widley are Vera Reynolds, Hard and Sally Rand.

at the Tec-Art studio.

Elinor Golden Flynn, who
left "Criss Cross" to enter
pictures, was the guest of
honor at a St. Patrick's Day
party, with Joe Pasternak and

Pathe-De Mille studio publicity

DAILY,

Gausman.

mr Chicago.

ures in

Lots f>

RALPH WILK
rooms
Hollywood

By

HENRY

(t

and left
newspaper work to do advance work
Ralph Wilk Takes Charge for legitimate shows. Several years
of Film Daily on Coast ago he joined J. J. McCarthy, who
handles roadshow pictures. Now he
Effective immediately, Ralph Wilk
specializes
in
getting international
becomes West Coast representative publicity for
Pathe-De Mille.
succeeding

having

:)roken

d
311

Little
from
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More Passing Show: Joe E. Brown
makeup;
Le Roy Mason moving his makeup
box from the Tec-Art studio to the
FBO plant; Al Mannon watching
carpenters building new dressingtrying a walrus mustache

Centers at the

Ambassador's

ROY DEL RUTH

Famous

ount Stars Assist
^>ancis Flood Benefit

RECENT RELEASES
"THE FIRST AUTO"
"HAM AND EGGS"
VITAPHONE ALL STAR SPECIALS

Cocoanut Grove

ramount stars and featured

"IF

vith

who
I.,

the

exception of Bebe

on location at Randsand Pola Negri, who is in
is

arbara,

participated in the
benefit held for the victims
t. Francis
catastrophe,

Dam

Metropolitan.

DIRECTOR

I

WERE

SINGLE" — Feafwring May McAvoy, Conrad
Andre Beranger — Myrna Loy.

NOW IN PRODUCTION
"POWDER MY BACK"-with Irene Rich, Andre

Nagel,

-««)»Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

Beranger,

Carroll Nye.

WARNER BROTHERS PICTURES,

INC.

College Night Every Friday
I

12

Foreign Markets
By JAMES

P.

Color Classic Star
Production on "A Per

Short Subjects

fourth of the series of T;
Color Classics, has been s
ron Sage is featured. It

CUNNINGHAM

"Ohm Sweet Ohm"
Pat Sullivan Educational
Lively
Type of production..! reel animated
Felix the Cat steps out into a
thunder storm, and gets a bright

inal

—

TAXES 40 PER CENT OF

GROSS

IN

NEAR EAST

WHAT THE TRADE
DOING AND

IS
Received

irashixglon Bureau of

—

Washington Exhibitors of Smyrna
and Constantinople are seeking to
reduce taxes which reach 40 per cent
of theater grosses. In addition, theater owners pay income tax, prop-

erty tax and an educational fund tax,
according to a survey of conditions
in Asia Minor, forwarded to the M.
P. Division of the Dept. of Commerce, by John Corrigan, Jr., department attache at Smyrna.
Before the War, Smyrna and Constantinople were cefflers of the film industry in the
Near East, and supplied exhibitors in Egypt,
Greece, and some of the Balkan States. After
1914, owing to interruption of shipping and

communication facilities between Turkey and
the U. S. and European ports, the industry
in Egypt and Greece became established independently, and now some producers have
established agencies at Alexandria to supply

Near East.
During the war,

the

films shown were prinorigin,
although a few
Italian productions, which had
been imported at great cost by way of Switzerland, were exhibited in Smyrna and Constantinople, but after the armistice, the revival was rapid, and pretentious and expensive films from various countries were shown.

German

cipally

of

French

and

Rapid Progress

in

Theater Construction

Even during

the period of occupation by
the Greek troops (1919-1922)) the theaters
of Smyrna were well patronized.
From the
two original theaters, constructed by Pathe
and Gaumont in 1908, the industry had spread
in ten years until the city was dotted with
houses.

Although the Smyrna fire in 1922 destroyed
most of the theaters, that city and the suburban villages have now 14 houses, and 28
other towns in this section of Asia Minor
each have one or two theaters.
Admissions have advanced since the war
from 2 gold piasters (9 cents) to 50 paper
piasters

(26 cents).

Cost of Films to Exhibitors
Rental for ordinary films is 6 to 7 paper
piasters per meter for films in which wellknown artists appear, and for films in the
production of which lavish outlay is required
the rate is 15 to 17 piasters per meter. These
rates
are charged for the first
run for
one week.
In certain cases a flat rate ranging from 300 to 1,000 Turkish pounds ($156
to S520) is paid for each film without regard to length.
Exhibitors in Smyrna and Constantinople
complain that in order to obtain a feature
film

it

is

necessary

to

lease

at

same
Some manthe

time two or three inferior films.
agers in order to exhibit the higher class
films run two theaters, showing the features
in one and the inferior films in another.
After
a week's run in a first-class theater a film
IS either returned
to the agent or sublet to
one of the smaller houses.
Legends used in
him productions are printed in Turkish and
French, the Turkish version being prepared
in the studios at Constantinople.
Advertising is practiced to good advantage
by local dealers.
Announcements appear in
the daily press for a week or more
before
the showing of an unusual film.

Censorship in Turkey
Although Turkey has no board of
film
censorship, the government interferes
on occasions to prevent the showing of films
which
might savor of communistic propaganda,
or
offend public sentiment, or have
immoral tendencies.

The ordinary program

from

in a first class

house

consists of a drama of 5 to 12 reels,
a comic
nim. on rare occasions a short
series of
current events, and usually one or two

tisements
A performance usually lastsadverfrom
I'A to 254 hours.
Music usually accompanies
the projection.

Trade

Commissioner

George

R. Canty, Paris.
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EGGEI!

He

bottles the lightning bolts,
and starts to use them in a practical
way.
First he tries an experiment
on a cabby with an old plug.
He
furnishes him a bolt of lightning in
place of the old nag. Then things
start to happen to the cabby.
Finally he harnesses some lightning to an
old lady's broom, and before the
idea.

by E. Morton Houg

incorporat'd

Washington The German Spitzenorganization at a recent meeting discussed all important questions of the
daj-. It was resolved to appoint representatives in foreign countries and
to improve the foreign office reports
regarding
film-production
abroad. electrified sweeper gets through, it
The exploitation of sensational law has cleaned up the works including
Well done on cartoon gags,
cases and similar events by producers Felix.
and exhibitors will not be counten- and has the laughs.
anced by the Spitzenorganization it
"Aching Youth"
is said.
Exhibitors also will be forCharley Chase— M-G-M
bidden to show "stills" of film-scenes
Clicks
deleted by censors, according to ad- Type of production.
.2 reel comedy

Photo
Engravini

—

.

i

Specialists
to the

Motion

.

Pictu;

vices.

Charley Chase has a nice one to
M. Louis Nalpas, of the French work with, and it is gagged up right
through the reels with very little in
Societe des Cineromans was recently
way of repeats. Charley goes to fix
in Berlin negotiating with the liquia radio which is to be a surprise
dated Bruckmann Co. with a view of
gift to a wealthy woman's hubby on
reorganizing this concern either on
his birthday.
He is introduced as the
his company's account or in cooperadaugliter's beau by the mother, so
tion with a German firm, it is reportthat he can sneak around and wire
ed.
This company's desire to affiliate
the radio. The comedian easily brings
with American companies has been
this one into the division of real fun
known for some time.
makers. Directed by Fred Guiol.
Dr. Max Class has resigned from
directorship of Terra Films, of Berlin, and is establishing his own producing organization, states a Berlin

message.
British

exhibitors
are
watching
with increasing concern the number
of large public buildings being fitted
for exhibition of films.
great many
of these buildings have specified purposes which are not likely to change
in a life-time; but others have a less
permanent character, and a change in
their function might take place imperceptibly, with ultimate detriment
to local exhibitors.
In any case, the
development is one that cannot be
watched too closely, the British trade
press reports.
The latest building
to be equipped in this way is the new

A

Museum and Art

Gallerv now being
built by the Belfast City Corp. The
building, which is a very costly one,
is
rapidly Hearing completion, and
will be one of the most up-to-date in
the country, containing a full sized
lecture theater with the latest pro-

Industry

DAY AND

i

NIGh

"Duke's Dirty Doings"

Skylark— Bray
Ve7-y Sad

Type

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

250

comedy

—

To call it sad is i:iild praise it's
really terrible. The count is trying to
win the daughter. The family has a
picnic, and the girl, the mother and
the rival are there with the count.
The rest is slapstick of the cheapest
vintage.
Craig Hutchinson directed.

54th
YORK

5ect

Telephone: Columbus

41 -2-)

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECOMIK

"Penny Postals"
Curiosities

West
NEW

— Educational

Novelty

1108 Sixteenth

Type

of production....! reel novelty
Just a series of scenes of foreign
countries built up with a title gag to
liold the interest.
The idea is that
Tillie is on a European vacation, and
is sending postals to all her friends
back home. You get the postal message as a title, and then the explana-

tory views. Winds up with an aeroplane chase of a rum runner, that
has nothing at all to do with the
novelty that means little.
subject.

Strt

Washington, D.

(

Co-operating with 42

oven

ments and loaning fils
and speakers throughit
world for the purpose

i

fn
ti

pcBl

instruction.

A

jection equipment.

The

British Renters' Ass"n conraising before
an early
council meeting the question of the
desirability
of
preparing statistics

templates

concerning production, exhibition, and
distribution of films.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

— First

National

tional

films.

The company

distrib-

utes First National and Pathe product in Great Britain.

Should Subscribe

Pictures

for

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

Pathe,

Ltd. has reduced prices of all posters and publicity accessories on Pathe
pictures, to conform with lower prices
charged for accessories on First Na-

Clws

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREI^

Cuts Prices of Accessories

London

and

FILMS''

**1001

Complete reference booklet,
at

p

(Fifth Edition)

listing nearly 3,000

educational

filin^vCT

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash Av

Chicago,

I

For your
Protection
To insure exhibitors

the high-

possible screen quality,
Eastman Positive Film is made

est

identifiable.

Kodak"

The words "Eastman

are stencilled in black

letters at short intervals in

the

transparent film margin.

Specify prints on Eastman Film

—look

for the identifying

words

margin— and get the film
that always carries quality
in

the

through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

——
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can get seats

wer

there for that other picture."

RATHER STAND ON LINE HERE AND SEE 'LOVE.' THESE
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES ARE ALWAYS GOOD."
"I'D
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N
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first

we have
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not only from
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all

typical of manyi
.sent to

HAPPENING!
REPORTS

A LETTER

percent

M-G-M

useif

product

I
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readily say that of J

Parade,"

^The Enemy,"

Prince" create patrons

public recognizes

M-G-M

the different

pictijs

shown each

moij.

the attractions

M-G-M

to be good bets

supremacy

fio

always pr«
for "

MYRON VAN BUH
Rex Theatre,

keeps coming regularly to

IVIETRO-Goldwyn-Mayer shows.
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N
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THE TOP OF THE INDUSTRV

Goes Under Fox Banner Soon

oithwest Circuit

ULTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

\

IS TO

REP

I

TO BE CLOSED

DECREE CRISIS

iucr Distributor

^fter

i]s

FOX DEAL FOR

HANDLE

Head

R.

18 WEEK

Completed
and
Papers All Ready
for Signing

for

represent the industry in
to >e taken in the situation
of the recently-adopted
't

e

&

Details

Meeting on

Siiation Abroad
H Hays sailed Saturday

F.

t(

— M.

Minneapolis

L. Finkel-

&

stein denies the Fox-F.
R.
deal is set, stating that the sit-

decree, which drastical
American industry
tect tke
sity or inmiediate action in the
stressed at a meeting of
r w
,-,r,
ization members and termers of the member com
al

uation

is

tiations

the same, with negocontinuing.

1

RULES TO SLASH

iIGN

'

FILM IMPORTS

ive hundred is the maxiber of foreign-made pich will
be admitted to
her colonies from March
Sept. 30, 1929, regulations
by the Cinema Control

.i.ciiU

This

show.

figure,

on Page

-ontinued

how-
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to Cure
<verseating Situation

Moves

f . 'o-op

the Greater New
co-op is to be made
rseating, with a commitosed of
Bernard Grob,
uj
Harmon YafTa and Sam
an now making a survey of
gjd situations.
Two more
If are to be named to the comDenial is made that any
ing war is contemplated.
a 'fifort

ELMER— PAPA SPANK!" FOR YOUR BANK ROLL
VAMPING VENUS, Try and Buy
To be Wealthy, we

"DON'T ROAR

Fat'ning Diet,
should guess yuh'll

it.

Have

to play

FIRST NATIONAL'S SPECIAL.— Advt.

Tie-up

Banned

ago
Several exhibitors
iqplanned to tie-up March
h the radio hour in which
ers of United Artists are
rticipate, say they will be
z'i to

do

so,

because of re-

placed by the muunion on radio remote

ns

in theaters.

dge Bros, have insured for
appearance of United
i"ts members in the radio
5|)00

and R.)

Hamm

Then followed

20 PICTURES ON EXCELLENT BEHER BREAK FOR FREE

SCHEDULE FOR 1928-29

UlNCE ARTISTS ASSURED
Hollywood

Excellent Pictures Corp. will spon-

—The executive board of

Academy

of M. P. Arts and
Sciences today will act on the new
contract which gives free-lance actors

sor 20 productions for 1928-29, says
Samuel Zierler, president of the company, announcing yesterday that the
revised schedule descriptive campaign
(.Continued on Page 4)

the

better

working conditions.
(.Continued

on

The

ac-

Page 2)

R. C. A.' Victor Combine Forms
to Make Talking Pictures

B.

&

K.-MARK8 DEAL

REPORTED DROPPED

—

Chicago Deal for purchase by
Balaban & Katz of the Marks Bros.
theaters has fallen through, it is
understood. Executives of the former
deny negotiations for the Marks and
(Continued

on Page 2)

Rembusch Again

—

Development

largest combine for the production and exhibition
of talking pictures is seen in deal
under way by the Radio Corp. of
America for acquisition of Victor
Talking Machine Co. This deal follows close on the recent purchase of
stock in
by R. C. A. This will
assure the use of Victor stars for
broadcasting also.
Control of the

BUFFALO AND ALBANY TO

STAY AS 'CHANGE CITIES
of

don exchanges in secondary towns
like Butte, Sioux Falls and New Hav(Continued

on

Page

2)

the

FBO

distributors to cut
down the existing number of exIt is
changes continue to be held.
practically: determined upon to aban-

Meetings

of

,

set.

a period of weeks duron Page 2)

(.Continued

—

31

(F.

William Fox that the deal was

of

liter

will take

over Northwest Thein about a week.
It is understood that, following conferences held last week at which were
present William Hamm, I. H. Ruben,
M.
L.
Finkelstein
and
Herbert
Charles, latter attorney for F. and R..
negotiations launched a number of
weeks ago were developed to the
point where the contract covering
transfer of the houses will be signed
in the next few days.
This will bring to an end speculation over the future of the F. and R.
circuit.
had given his word to
ters

his

l|

N

"i

Fox

Friday.
departure, Hays con
mntinued on Page 4)
last

:inl

31

Victor company when completed will
permit R. C. A. to produce talking
pictures through FBO, using Victor
artists on an extensive scale.

Indianapolis Frank J. Rembusch, "stormy petrel of Indiana," is sponsoring another congressional investigation.
This
time he wants the Senate to
probe his charge that Will H.
Hays is using his office as producer-distributor head to spread
via the newsreels propaganda
favorable to Secretary Hoover's
candidacy for the presidency.
Rembusch recently asked the
Senate to probe alleged monopoly in the industry.

..

'
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Monday, March

Fox Deal for F. and R. Buffalo and Albany to
to Be Closed This Week Stay as 'Change Cities

Racine Manager Nan
Racme, Wis. Donald M.

—

has been apopinted manage

New Granada, which is ex]
(Continued from Page 1)
open around Easter.
through
en,
although
the
machinery
which
will
iiifj which the
John Dillon of Hayden, Stone and replace these exchanges with a joint
Cents
Price
5
1928
26,
Mareh
VoLXLIII No. 72 Monday,
Specula- shipping station, maintained by all
Co., took no further steps.
tion and, it is understood, some un- distributors, has not been worked out
PUBLISHER
certainty developed among certain ex- as yet.
lOHN W. ALIGOATE
gag!
It has also been suggested, and
ecutives of Northwest Theaters as to
holidays
and
Publishea daily except Saturday
whether or not the deliberations tabled just as quickly, that Buffalo
|newstul1\ork, N. \-. ?!""
at 1650 Broadway, New
would be brought to the conclusion and Albany be discontinued as exLMm
and
Films
Wid's
by
(1928)
copyright
They came change centers with sales and collecW. Alicoate, President and first determined upon.
Inc.
Folic,
J.
feai re
Vice-President
Pulilisher; Maurice D. Kann.
York last week to settle tions handled out of Syracuse. The
New
to
Treasurer
With
Mersereau,
and Editor; Donald M.
thus
opposition to this plan on the part
Entered the matter and the deal was
Harry Cr m
Business and Advertising Manager.
at the
Fred KoH:
of several national releasing systems
closed.
as second class matter. May 21, 1918,
the act
Louise LigDt
post-office at New York, N. Y., under
has ended the discussion.
free)
Sojin
Terms (Postage
of March 3, 1879.
f
Publix Changes at Charlotte
Anna Majl
United States outside of Greater New \ork.
months.
Publix
made
N.
has
3
Charlotte,
C.
$5.00;
months,
Kranz
Going
Cleveland
6
to
$10.00 one year;
Subscribers should many changes in its managerial stafT.
Foreign, $15.00.
$3 00.
Charles Kranz has joined States
Address all communicaremit with order.
James H. McKoy, formerly of Char- Cinema Corp., and will go to Clevetions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway New York N. Y. Phone Circle 4736- lotte, and for the last two years man- land, where he is to assist Al Straus?
{.Continued

from Page

Fox

1)

interests,

ew

new

—

Filmday.
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
Wilk Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone Drexel 7000
London— Ernest W.
and Washington 9794.
Fredntan, The Film Renter, 58, Great MarlLichtbildbuehue,
Berlin
borough St.. W. I.

—

—

Friedrichstrasse, 225.

ager of the Publix theaters in Spartanburg, has been transferred to the
management of the Publix, Macon,
E. E. Whitaker, who has been
Ga.
manager of the Imperial, Charlotte,
has been transferred to Spartanburg
o assume the management of all Pub-

theaters in that city.
J. S. McKenna, former assistant manager of
the
Carolina,
Charlotte,
has been
named manager of the Imperial, suc-

in
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(Continued frmn Page
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Stock Exchange.
Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. LouU
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.
(»)

NOTE:

AMERICAN AND FOBErCM DISTRIBUTORS
OF CyjALITY MOTION PICTURES
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»!

JBSJ«BW vORK^B^tWr^W

tors'

"Surpassed everything

i'

h"''

ever made. This is ov
brag about. Great titi^
story and great gags. NC

AT RE

IS TOO BIG FOR
PICTURE."—Jed Buell,
Westlake

ger,

Theatre i

Angeles, Calif.

A

lirAt Tiationa^ ^hir

m

IN

DOUBT

— as

to the enterlin-

Pictures.
Samuel Zierler
president of both concerns.

is

Milwaukee House Changes Policy
Milwaukee The Tower, operated
by the Midwesco Circuit announces
a change in policy.
The program is
changed four times a week, instead

Quoted.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter Transactions (Bid and

1)

York, has bought distribution rights
for its territory for next season on
Irving Cumming's production, "The
Port of Missing Girls."
Commonwealth also handles product of Ex-

of three, as in the past.
•

Charlie

Lance Artists Assured

WHEN

—

1,400

CHINAfo>l(

Better Break for Free

Commonwealth Buys "Missing Girl"
Commonwealth Film Corp., New

80

22
97
18Ji
2654
106

JOHIIHYi

ac-

branch of the Academy late last
week approved the revised agreemen:
which eliminates the so-called "satisceeding Whitaker.
faction" clause.
This permitted producers to dismiss an actor without
Empire Buys 3 Stories
cause or further pa}'. The new form
Jack Lustberg, president of Empire stipulates that Sunday work is an exProductions, announces that his com- tra day and must tje paid for and
pany has purchased three published that the minimum period of emploj'novels as part of its 1928-1929 pro- ment is one week.
Complaints are
gram.
to be referred to the conciliation comThese are "The Flower Shop" by mittee of the Academy.
Marion Craig Wentworth (author of
Nazimova's War Brides), to be released under the title, "Say It With
Flowers"; "The Love Mystery" to
be adapted from Gertrude
Capen
Whitney's "The Interpreter"; and
"The Lady From Nowhere" adapted
from "A Spinner of Webs" by
Catherine Plumer Bement.

cellent
2,800

13

.

(c)

800

H

99;^
99
99/2
Loew's, com.
67% 68
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rts
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*(c) Intern. Proj.
(b) Keith's 6s 46.

Sale'

"Motherhood",

orcling to Charles S. Goetz.

lix

Financial

of

—

& K.-Marks Deal
Reported Dropped
(Continued from Page

1)

Cooney Bros., holdings, which last
week were reported progressing. Fox
also is dickering for the Marks and
Cooney Brothers theaters, which occupy

a

situation.

key

position

in

the

qualityof

your feature

us«an

''OSWALD'

— cartoon.
^the

|

sure-fire lagh

provoker.

Zaring Buys Another
Indianapolis The Garrick, neighborhood house, has been acquired by
A. C. Zaring, president of the Griffin
Investment Co.
Zaring owns and
operates the Zaring Egyptian.
Fred
Rusch is manager of the Garrick.

B.
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I
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market.
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Paramount obeyed.

Result:

new

behind his

first starring

picture, ^^The

Showdown."

A smashing hit! And a giant

box-office asset for exhibitors!

GEORGE BANCROFT
in

"THE SHOWDOWN"

with

Evelyn Brent &= Neil Hamilton.
Directed by Victor Schertzinger,
Story by Houston Branch. B.
P. Schulberg, Asso. Producer.
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book on the entire product will be
ready for circulation within a fortProduction plans, he stated,
niRht.
are well advanced.
"Excellent is entering on its third

splendid

with

of production
i)rospects," he said,

year

"Our f^rst year
was small in amount of production,
This year we had
but satisfactory.

it
18 pictures on our schedule and
a
will be completed on time within

few months."
line-up for the forthseason includes the following:

E.xcellent's

coming

"Daughters

of

Desire,"

hy

Janet

Vale;

"One Splendid Hour, by Adeline Leitzbach;
"Mellowing Jloney," by Francis Lynde; The
Orchid

Woman," by Robert Roden;

Roses of

Picardy," by R. H. Mottram; "David ValMod;
lory," by Francis Lynde; "Hearts and
els[" by Leota Morgan; "Montmartre Rose,^

by Adeline Hendricks; "Fanny Hawthorne,'
by Stanley Houghton; "Gilded Love,' by
Jennifer West; "Broken Barriers," by Carolyn F. Hayward; "The Wreckers," by FranPamela
cis Lvnde; "The Night Angel," by
James; "Sables for Two," by Major Greville
Sexton;
West; "Bonds of Birth," by John
"Masquerade Marriage," by Pamela James;
"King Solomon's Wife," by Edna Buckler;
"One Good Woman," by Fred Baer; "Penny
Princess," by Ann Austin; "Paid with Tears,"
by Ruth Agnes Abeling.
The sources of all, except a few of these
stories, are from novels, magazines or plays.
All of the productions will be produced in
Hollywood.

FBO

Makes Porto Rican Deal

ever, may be altered, in the discretion of the commission, should conditions warrant. The regulations alFO
provide that for each French picture
of the first class shown in a foreign
country, the producers of such films
shall be entitled to exploit seven for-

eign films in France. These regulaof 600
tions include only features
meters or greater length shorts not
being included in the decree.
The commission also has power to
revoke censorship license of any person, producer or distributor, which
shall have produced, distributed or
exhibited abroad anj' films regarded
as reflecting unfavorably on France.
Ever}' French film, except those adjudged immoral, will be entitled to
a visa from the commission.

—

—

Theater for Teaneck

A

theater to seat 1,500 will be included in
an apartment building

planned at Teaneck, N.

J.

Mountan on Way to Europe
David J. Mountan, president
Richmount Pictures, is en route
Europe on a short trip.

On Broadway

lo

Sails to Hail(

French Decree

ris

(Continued from Page

l|

— —
Cameo — "Ivan the Terrible"
Capitol— "The Big City"
Central— "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Colony — "We Americans" (Opens Wednesday)
— "Wings"
Criterion
Earl Carroll — "Simba"
Embassy— "Two Lovers"
Gaiety — "Four Sons"
Hippodrome— "Skinner's Big Idea"
Loew's New York— Monday, "The Dove;"
Tuesday, "Tragedy

ferrcd with Sen. N)-e, chairrrlc
Senate public lands committi
certaiii the committee's attile
ard hit trip to France. I;.
replied there was no objeci,
vidcd he is not to be gone
or iive weeks, or held
readiness to return after a lom
absence if the committee s iJd
sire to interrogate him furtlj.
]
chairman also thanked Hayi'or

Can't Beat the Law;" Wednesday, "Cohens
and Kellys in Paris;" Thursday, "A Girl
in Every Port;" Friday, "Marry the Girl"
and "Four Footed Ranger;" Saturday,
"LTnder the Tonto Rim;" Sunday, "Wo-

cooperation he has extended Ijcc

Astor "The Trail of '98"
Broadwray "Square Cooks"

of

Youth" and "You

t,

i

r

i

Way"

man's

Mark Strand

—

Virginia Corbin

"The Noose"
Paramount ^"Red Hair"
Rialto
"Legion of the Condemned"
Rivoli
"The Gaucho"
Roxy "The Jazz Singer"
Times Square "Sunrise"
Warners "Tenderloin"
Brooklyn Mark Strand "Heart of a

— —
—
—

— —

'

mittee.

—

in N.

Virginia Lee Corbin,

Knees," Gotham
York.

Follies

Girl"

'

picture,

Rome Na[med

,

star
i-

Presimt

Baltimore Exhibitc

Ui

Barthelmess Making "Roulette"
Baltimore J. Louis Roni n
Richard Barthelmess is at work in president of the Maryland]
"Roulette," from the story by Fan- unit, succeeding Herman
nie Hurst.
Other
First
National who declined to again be a id
units in production include Milton stating he needed a rest.
hi
Sills and Doris
Kenyon in "The ficers are: Louis Gorman,
Hawk's Nest," and Ken Maynard in dent; Frank A. Horning, ea"Code of the Scarlet."
and William E. Stumpf, sec arvi
business manager.
Directc

—

of
to

IS

i

!

!

:

'i

Cleveland Company Formed,
Cleveland Federal Film Guild has
been formed here. Officers are S.

—

Pedro Gelabert will distribute FBO
product in Porto Rico, Santo Domin- G. Atiller, president and M. L. WienH. Klein is manager
go, Trinidad and the Guianas for the er, treasurer.
Federal Film
next two years. Gelabert is the larg- of the branch here.
est native distributor of pictures in Exchanges of America is the parent

company whose home

Porto Rico.

Monday, March

Hays

French Rules to Slash
20-Picture Schedule
Film Imports
for Excellent in 1928-9 Foreign
(Continued from Page 1)

office

is

here.

•ir.

dition to officers are: Fran D

Sunday Shows Win by Three Votes Dr. J. H. Whitehurst, Wi
Cokato,
Minn. By the narrow Hrebert Zimmerman, H.
margin of three votes, Sunday shows Charles E. Nolte, Louis

n

—

hii.

and Phillip Miller.

were victorious here.

Columbia Pictures Are Good Enough for the Besi!
West

Coast's Million Dollar Theatre

in Los Angeles

Books

^^The Sporting Age*'
with Belle Bennett, Holmes Herbert, Carroll

Nye

Directed by Erie C. Kenton

There^s
The

'

No Guesswork

Best Box-Office

in

i

Columbia Product
Value

in the Industry

A

'THE

message from the director of

COVERED WAGONr OLD

I

RON"THE

PONY EXPRESS r
FIGHTING COWARDr "RUGGLES OF RED
GAP/' 'THE OLD HOMESTEAD" AND FIFTY
OTHER OUTSTANDING SCREEN SUCSIDESr "THE

CESSES.

JAMES CRUZE
ANNOUNCES
(turn the page)

OF TWENTY
JAMES CRUZE PRODUCTIONS

A

SERIES

TO BE RELEASED DURING THE SEASON

M

t-

R*
^

CRUZE

1928-^29

will personally direct

The remaining

four super-features-

sixteen productions will be filmed
his personal supervision

and

will

under
be of

them for reunder the banner of James Cruze*

a standard that will qualify
lease

Veteran exhibitors

know

that Cruze

productions are box-office winners- This

master director has no

'^flops''

registered

against his record.

Add

guarantee that

pictures of the

all

to this fact, the

new

be produced at a cost compatwith the purse of the independent

series will

ible

exhibitor

and

and you have the

ideal sales

releasing proposition.

James Cruze, Inc. is the name of the
new producing concern and James Cruze
is the man back of each of the twenty
pictures.

PUBLISHED STORIES
+ FEATURE CASTS
Published fiction

—the works of well

known writers

—

picture filmed

by James Cruze,

will

be the basis of every
Inc*

Fam-

ous and popular film players are to be
cast in

Add

each of the twenty productions.

to this the Cruze master touch of

direction
picture

—

and you have the
artistry

combined in a

and

ideal

motion

box-office appeal

perfect blend.

Bear in mind that practical business
administration

is

to parallel

all

produc-

economy and saneand handling of each

tion activity, assuring
ness in the filming

of the twenty releases.
will

However, there

be no skimping in production and

every dollar spent will be reflected

the

on

SCREEN.
(turn the page)

INQUIRIES INVITED
We

will

be pleased to consider ap-

plications for franchise

from the

lead-

ing independent film exchanges in the

various key

cities*

All such corre-

spondence will be regarded
tial

and applications

will

as confiden-

be

filed for

consideration in the order received-

We

invite inquiries

from reputable

and adequately financed
organizations only

distributing

—exchanges with

a

record of square dealing that have inspired the confidence of the exhibitors
in their respective communities.

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.
distributor for

f

JAMES CRUZE INC.
729-7th Ave.

New

York

Buying Strike on Protection Is Galled

e^eland

>«EWSPAPER

ULTHE NEWS

IILMDOM

ALL THE TIME
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Tuesday, March
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27,
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THE

UNTIL DEMAND IS MET

will not re-

comedies

tire

fe.

once,

at

ilffefcive

NO FILM TO BE BOOGHT

of policy

when

Exhibitors Refuse to Buy
Until 1st Run Protection

Projection room
for this type of re-

n c cold.
ng:

now

from

out,

ar

Is Settled

on.

itai is taken in the belief
wiiout
audience reac-

af r appraisal
at,

;

tance of a

difficult

smash

— Members

of the Cleveassociation
have
pledged themselves not to buy any
service for the coming season until

land

except, of course,

•ivi
i

is

Cleveland

e.xhibitors

coinniittee, appointed at a general
of the association last Thursday, has settled upon equitable pro(Continued on Page 2)

a

meeting

at-

}n.j

lis consequently unfair
mducers, as well as the
ito to determine comedy
ider conditions
>
that
cajrather than aid formuIt

e

CHICAGO EXCHANGES SUED

BYU.S.FOR^CONSPIRACY

oan opinion.

f'

—

a Declaration

n.i

conies as a voluntary
part of this publication,
utors have ignored this

ision

lews of feature comedies
clear,

but from this time

ILM DAILY

is

policy

outlined.

herein

commit-

Meller
sse L.

111

•There

"VE VANT VAMPING VENUS— VHAT A VONDERFUL VE-HICLE"
—Vote vestern vilm vanguard. FIRST NATIONAL SPECIAL vith very
vigorous

reiion
leito

VITAPHONE FOR EVERY
FILM,

have
for

been

some

leaning

time.

We

in

hope

pass, for then producers
to cut out much of

fftciently

from

loose

its

permit picturization of
amatic stories, now tabooed

public even
tsiU of bla-a-h.
ieihe

?

now has

country and abroad made by
H. M. and Jack L. Warner.

in

this

here.
Thumb the
the current season

t's
f

out

'd
i

that's

they

all

—only

thunder

suc-

and
are:

well done.

GraHfied
nlad," said

an important exe-

sterday, that
itliow

•P into
'iiive.

im

someone point-

often glaring
pictures.

errors in

Critical,

Maybe Hollywood

Alicoate Returns
John

but
will

KANN

W.

THE FILM

publisher

Alicoate,

of

back in New
York following a regular semi-annual

trip

not

Lasky says
melodrama impends. Im-

O'iof

age.

theaters during strike last
The
of picture operators.
Chicago exhibitor unit, which caused
the lockout, also is named in the govPictures were withernment's suit.
held from theatres which declined to
join the lockout, it is charged.
film

to

summer

DAILY,

12M0RETHANIN'27-'28 PUBLIC NOfiOLVED

is

to the Coast.

Tiflany-Stahl will release 36 fe_atThere will be 12
ures next year.
specials and 24 Tiffany-Stahl Gems.
The first group will include four

John M. Stahl Prod.; four Reginald
Barker Prod., and four based on well
known plays and books.
This

season's

output

totals

24

features.

—

Atlanta Legality of expulsion of
Eltraban Film Co., from the local
Film Board is under fire in an inAtlanta Fox has filed a complaint junction obtained by Eltraban. Hearwith the Film Board here and in ing on the temporary writ is set for
Charlotte against Publix because of April 14.
the failure of the latter to give dates
Thomas A. Branon, head of Eltraon contracted product.
It is under- ban, alleges he joined the board in
stood a similar move has been taken September, 1927, and says that, on

Publix Before Southern
Film Boards; Fox Kicks

—

Oklahoma

City.

CHICAGO TANGLE

(.C(nttinned

on Pag* 3)

1$

CLAIM

way in
Public interest was in n
volved or affected in the al'.eged action of exchanges in refusing service to theaters during the Chicag
operators' strike, and tlie a! eged aci>

>

were not

in violation

(Continued

Atlanta Firm Sues Film Board
for Expulsion on Blacklist

in

IN

for

the 1928-29 season will be Vitaphoned.
The announcement follows a survey

audiences todoor of prejudice will be

t>

.

the

36rR0MT]EFANY-STAHL;

WARNERS STATE

Every Warner picture made

Js.that intrigues

'

of

is

e [labled

T;;

The most magnificent comedy spectacle
Thelma Todd, Louise Fazenda.— Advt.

Lasky:

Neil

gns

vallop.

Charlie Murray,

a very definite feelir that we are on the verge
of serious drama, strong
.ill unhappy or tragic endings,
niodrainas, done in the modern

-

Chicago Conspiracy to restrain
is charged in complaint against
11
film companies filed in Federal
Court here by the Dept. of Justice.
This is in connection with alleged
refusal of local exchanges to serve
trade

on

(

f

Sherman

t

Page

2)

Mtlliken Denies
Newsreels have not and cannot be used for p-opaganda
purposes, states Carl E. Milliken, secretary of the Hays organization, in answerins; Frank
Indianapolis
Rembusch,
J.

showman, who
newsreel

is

alleged that the

being used by Will

H. Hays for propaganda favorable to the presidential candidacy of Herbert Hoover.

..
.

THE

^ggg^DAILV
Not Buy Until

Three Sales Conventions
Will
to Be Held by 1st Nat'l
held

sales conventions are to be
this spring bv First National.

The

first

Three

Price 5 Cents

Tuesday, March 27. 1928
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Planned

Paramount plans

,

around

May

its

conven-

sales

three different
cities, covering the three divisions of
Washington, Kansas
the country.
City and Seattle are cities mentioned.
1,

in

Klein Corp. Sues A. C. A.
J. Rosett, acting for Edward
Klein Corp., has filed a suit for

Leon
L.

$28,500 in the Supreme Court of New
York against the American Cinema

Ass'n claiming balance due in connection with foreign sales of A. C. A.
product.

Friedrichstrasse, 225.

Han-a-Phone to Be Shown
at Philadelphia Today

Financial

—

Philadelphia Talking pictures at
new low- price are to be tradeshown here today, with the Han-aPhone to be demonstrated at the Lora

Am.
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raine.

Ornstein Forms Service
William Ornstein. manager of the
New York office of Horlacher De-

which has discontinued
and Washington
branches, has formed an independent
livery Service,

New

its

service
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Not Involved

for subsequent distribution
Cleveland until the 57th day folExhibitors
lowing the first run.
claim that this protracted protection
has played havoc with the box office
receipts of subsequent runs which
comprise 118 out of a total of 131

;ii

houses.

I

AMALGAMA1
VAUDEVILLE Aj

theaters.
Cleveland e.xhibitors not only protest against
the excessive period of protectoin as such, but
further protest that even when the Loew
houses have finished their run before the expiration of the 56 days, the pictures still are
unavailable until the 57th day.
As proof
they cite the example of "The Noose," which
played the Allen the week of Jan. 29, the
Park the week of Feb. 5, the iJoan and Liberty the week ending March 17, and which
is
not available for any other theater until
April

A

8.

setting forth the injustice of this
long protection period, showing that a canvass of the leading cities of the country has
been made, in none of which such protection
is
granted, and asking for equitable protection, has been sent to every e-xchange manager in Cleveland and to the home office
general sales managers.
No objections are
registered
against the
Keith theaters nor
against the companies serving the Keith theaters, which are granting 29 days protection.
letter

Executives Return to N. Y.
from Minneapolis Opening
Sam

Katz,

Dembow

and

among

Zukor, Sam
Ned Depinet were
who arrived back in

Eugene

those
yesterday from Minneapolis where theye attended the opening Friday night of the new Minnesota theater, owned jointly by F. and
R. and Publix. Zukor and Dembow
left New York several weeks ago to
attend the premiere of the new Publix house in Seattle, then journeyed
to Los Angeles from which city they
went to Minneapolis.
Ralph Kohn, treasurer of Paramount, likewise arrived on the Century from California.

Attractions

offices

in

New

York,

it

is

claimed.

injected into the northeastern Pennsylvania organization in a meeting
held here Sunday attended by 11
R. F. Woodhull,
theater owners.
M.P.T.O.A. adpresident of the
dressed the gathering.

I'i

Picture Theat;J

Standard

Vauden

i

1600 Broadway, New iil(
Phone Penn. 35\

HENNEGy^lflt'

P r o gr
Coverl
special Desigvl
all Holiday
Write for Same?

TheHENNEG/Ki
Cincinnati,

(iio

levr

a

(III

mme

Pa. Unit Gets
New Life at Philly Meet
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — New life was

1)

declare
Alfred
S.
Austrien,
counsel for distributors, and Weymouth Kirkland, attorney for the
Chicago exhibitor unit.
Whatever
action was taken by Chicago managers, was taken without knowledge

^

i

in

Act,

home

runs, are

Phil

—

Philadelphia "The
Ja
has set another record h
52 weeks of actual playingr„7
city.
The Fox-Locust
picture ten weeks, and

Chicago Tangle Eastern

(Continued from Page

of

first

available

•

.

2
*(o) Univ. Ch.com.
*(o)
do pfd. ... 80
•(c) Univ. Pict
•(s)
do pfd
(c) Warner Bros,
(s)
(c-b)

•

— Hearings

Public

Reade's Hippodrome,

Sets

Record for

New York

are
scheduled
today on suit of Waldo C. Ives, Anacortes
exhibitor,
against
Warner
Bros, alleging substitutions.
In the
initial suit, Ives was victorious, but
decision was reversed.
Seattle

.

.

area,

Seattle Substitution Case
Slated for Hearing Today

.

United Art.

metropolitan

handling emergency deliveries.

.

(o)
(o)

the

,

... 20
do com.
(c)
101%
do pfd
(c)
68}4
(s) Loew's, com.
do pfd
(s)
1077A

.

York

in

Met

"Jazz Singer"

getting 56 days protection.

Paramount

hoO

Is

Marw^

Inasmuch lowed by two weeks
as the first and second run situation, Next ten neighborhood
Sales Meetings with Keith as the sole exception, is day and date runs of t\
now the picture is beii
in Three Cities controlled by Loew's, all pictures week day and date
played by the Loew houses are not

Francisco.

tion

Demand

(Continued from Patic 1)
tection for first run theaters.
With the exception of Keith's PalKeith's
East 105th S't. and
ace,

lantic

at

Tuesday,

iWith
HariGr
Fred'.ol

Loui I
Sojii

Annille

^^

Sco<'

!

JOHHIIHP

Quoted.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter Transactions (Bid and

Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

FLOOR AVAILABLE MAY 1st
Especially Suitable and Arranged
for Motion Picture Distributor,

Exporter or Producer

EXECUTIVE
with thorough experience in all departments
of the film business-production, publicity, and
sales desires to make a connection where initiative is a requisite.

Excellent building service.

Fireproof

and sprinklered throughout.

POWERS BUILDING

Address Box K-167
c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

air.

723 Seventh

Avenue

Corner 48th Street

Charle
"Johnny Mines'

'Chinato-d<n

pletely
coldly

spectatait.

captivated a
ciitical

hou.i,

dramatic moments thrilled
cdy sequences conviilseil.
consider this one of the
ever previewed here and
ny nines' picture ever prodif
Lee IVilbur, Mission Court Wi'
<

Comprises 2500 net square feet o f space. Large containing vaults,
shipping room, examining room, sales and private offices.
Exceptional space, flooded with light and

CuCMATCf

Bryant 6067

(-

I

.
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Firm
Su s Film Board

ita

Page

cd from

was

1)

required to write

from
deposits,
idinp
he boycott list of the
letters, he says, were
protest, with claim

"The

exiiangc should not insist
-lilintedating its member-

•

He

lard.

he was violat-

notified

\',„i

ratii
'

says he af-

rules,

by serving ex-

black

list.

that the company
for first offense in

ide
U

l|icklisted

A

member, and

Wet or second offense, with
on the latter
fire ipproval
This, the plaintiff as•lit
board rules
ille d, because
offense is necesliat third
i)ulsion.

re

board

1?

t

nit ig

:i

—

restrained

be

arbitration.

Chattanooga
This city is to have

PLned
HOC

to

it

The company

at

Building permit
Reliance Investmarket St. house has
John Parks Co. and
the project has start-

tiaters.

the

ion if

w

's
'

'

1

interests are negotiatto
cost about
a ;heater

>ajt'

sa: Did "Abie" Score
'

arcnik who wrote original
'bid Ironsides," "Wings''
iftant pictures concciviir "Abie's Irish Rose"

debut on Broadwa>'.
was not the comfi|t
reported, but chief asamecnik.
Kilenyi, just
Its

lyi

Coast, will conduct
night of the pre-

he

esh the

Rmers Go Abroad
id
Mrs. Rodner are en
Iiirnpe

an

for
to

is

meet

indefinite
•

I

lerman

^land.

AMERICAN— Clarence

Brown * * * has
* The snowslide
another triumph *
sequence is truly amazing, as are the scenes
depicting a ride through the rapids. * • *
Hit "The Trail of '98" at the Astor.
You
won't regret this two hour cinematic hike.
It
has three wallop
DAILY
scenes which knock you off your seat. * • *
* * interests you
The spectacular quality
and moves you far more than the story.
(Dolores del Rio's) playing and that of Ralph
Forbes and the entire supporting cast is
geared in highly theatric key. * * * It is a
film,
might
be
bettered
good
which
by
some eliminations * • * But as a spectacle
of the elements "The Trail of '98" cannot
and
be beaten.
Its thrills are magnificent
the
huge snowslide scene alone is worth

MIRROR—

*

*

One

of

most

the

pictures ever filmed. * » * It is
continuity written by Benjamin
Glazer and Waldemar Young.
It has worthy
titles by Joe Farnham. * * *
splendid cast
lias
been utilized to the greatest avail and
the direction is superb.

powerful

excellent

of

A

EVENING JOURNAL—* * * done on a
• •
tremendous scale.
Karl Dane and
George Cooper supply the comedy, both doing
goo<l work.
Miss Del Rio is lovely, and the
entire

cast

is

capable. * * *
a little too

stands now is
judicious cutting
gold rush of its
it

box

The

picture as
but with
will undoubtedly bring a
it
own into the Astor theater
long,

office.

EVENING WORLD—*

*

*An epoch-mak-

picturization * * * It is thrilling in the
extreme in three of its sequences, and these
are great individually, but most of the film,
a particularly long one, is given over to a
rather trite story, which retards and mars
the action.
But those three thrills are among
*
the greatest ever brought to the screen. • •
N'ou can't go wrong by attending the picture.
ing

)r

»

»

HERALD-TRIBUNE

—

The

pictorial

ac-

count of the gold hunter's pilgrimage from
San Francisco to the Klondike is handled with
d liro^id sweep." with a feeling for mass drama,
that makes the word "epic" seem far less
than ordinarily foolish.
Directed and photoijraphed with fine skill. * * * For the most
part though, the tnelodramatic scenes * * *
are pretty generally ham and they are hardly
aided by the work of the beautiful Dolores
Del Rio.
Ordinarily a splendid actress. Miss
Del Rio here overacts sliockingly. * • * By
far the best performance is contributed by
'ieorge Cooper.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— *

*

*

Filled

with thrills, dramatic suspense, ever-quickening action and several l)riiliant mise-en-scenes
and ensemble shots that will long stand out
•
Clarence
in the memory of film fans.
•
Brown's direction
again makes him
•tand out as one of the master directors of
;he screen.

on Sales Trip
ificr iias left on
a sa'cs
rn exchanges which will

The

picture's

* * * illustrated by two great
on which you can peg this picture
your memory for however long a movie

in its first half

iTioments
in

memory

*

lasts.

SUN —

*

*

•

a crowded, tumu'tous
vividly biting and real,
*
sometimes as lurid as a dime novel. *
Pictorially as well as emotionally, "The Trail
of '98" is an amazing mixture. * * * is a
thrilling if somewhat uneven pageant. * * "
* * a rugged, eye filling,
lavishly presented chronicle of the red ra^e
*
*
*
'98.
of
It is essentially a picture o
scenic moments.
Five or six of them arc
quite unforgettable. * *
the picture's entertainment value is almost entirely a visua;
one, bounded north and south by its unusua
scenic splendor. * * *
spectacle,

•*

is

it

sometimes

TELEGRAM—*

il

WORLD— *

money.

DAILY NEWS—*

catches and retains in a
the restive fever of the
•
frontier of Alaska *
great moments are definitely

nervous, overnight

scored

the

*

*

sweeping panorama

New York

Astor Theater,

I

POST— *

'98"— M-G-M

Trail of

* *
with all its ponderou
apparent colossal effort, its cost an(,
its determined intent, the picture as .a document of dramatic historical record is a )ong
* Mi s
way from being the real thing.
Del Rio is there, and she is magnificent. * • "

heft,

its

Romeos"— 1st

"Flying

Loew's

Nat'l.

'You

State, L. A.

see

EXAMINER—

The scenes in the ichool are
* The scenes in the barber
very funny.
shop were not particuarly amusing. * * * One
thing in favor of this merry comedy is it

HERALD —

should

never

came

*

*

wilder.

slapstick
*

*

*

screen

There

is

"A worthy

middle of

•Hand

Colman Return

and her husband, Rod
have returned to New
a vacation in Europe.

iky

1ST

AMAZING FILM OF THE YEAR

Breaking
of the

'rancis

Dam'

900 Feet in Length
5al Action
iive Territory Sold
t

le,

First

Served

Own House

3/G

or Territory

CLEAN-UP
Wire

N. Y.

TIMES —

"Perfect motion picture."

EVE.

set

Blvd.,

Hollywood,

March 24 th

and

Third Big Week

On Broadwayf

Boulevard, L. A.

EXAMINER — It

is

a

rip-roaring

THE

melo-

drama

of the first water and gives the audi• • »
ence a surplus of chills and thrills.
* * * contains much of the usual
hokum of mystery melodramas, embellished
in this
instance with photography of high
order.
The hokum is not very convincing
stuff.* * * Should appeal to those who like
their .screen drama flavored with knife ana
gun play.

TIMES —

TERRIBLE"
Produced by

HOLY WEEKS

Calif.

SOVKINO of MOSCOW
(Producers of "Potemkin")

James A. FitzPatrick's

44

TELEGRAM

"CZAR IVAN

"The Warning"— Columbia

Perfect Added Attraction for

EASTER

TIMES

RECORD—*

HANDEL"

Starring

L.

M.

of the

LEONIDOFF

Moscow Art Theatre

ONE RREL "FAMOUS MUSIC MASTERS" SUBJECT
SPECIAL HANDEL SCORE-W'WH FULL ORCHESTRATIONS
INCLUDING SOLO PIANO AND ORGAN of

For

EASTER'S GREATEST MUSIC

Amkino Corporation

"Hallelujah Chorus" and "Largo"
Direct Anywhere in the United States— WIRE

WIRE — Booked

FITZPATRICK PICTURES,

to

HORSLEY LABORATORY
Released

T/ie

.*\pril.

to

Mordaunt Hall

fare

r

tlie

mile

picture."

little

story in the film to impede the presentation
•
of the many laugh-producing devices. •
In all fairness it must be said they (Murray
and Sidney) succeed in keeping the laughs
going.
* * doesn't rate so high al
though the comedy pair manage to tie the
audience into knots with some of their an
tics,
credit for which must go to Charlie
and George and not to the film itself.
If Irish and Jewish comedies still
interest you it is quite likely that you may
be able to negotiate a few snickers out of
this one.
It seems to me that "Flying Romeos" is just about the worst of all pictures of this type.

a

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

shortness.

*

walk

it."

729

SEVENTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

Telephone, Bryant 8139

Inc.
CITY

Booking.'-

Apply Direct to

723 Seventh Avenue

New York

City

Bryant 7678

——
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The Talk
j

Warner Bros .Vitajl
Dolores Costello
inTenderloin^wM
Conrad Nagel
Playing to capacity audiences twice daily at $2 prices
in the Warner Theatre on Broadway. Now available!

Live wire showmen and their audiences are in for
a thrill when they see and hear Dolores Costello and
Conrad Nagel talking on the Vitaphone.

The

New York

Papers

said:

We
is

earnestly recommend a visit to the playhouse where Dolores Costello
appearing in "Tenderloin."— Herald-Tribune.

Warner

Bros, have every reason to be proud of this.

Replete with

thrills,

action and suspense.

Underworld atmosphere

of the

Good melodrama- Speedy
"Tenderloin"

is

a picture

American.

most convincing

race.

A

— World.

thriller.

sort.

—Daily News.

Telegraph.

which should not be missed.

Mirror.

Talking Pictures

Talk

A

WARNER

Profits

BROS.

PRODUCTION

7

ew York

.

Talking Pictures
Ihe Uon and

il

Dolores

the Mouse'

Costello ifu

With

MayMVivoy and

dorious
^

lionelBartymore^
Adapted from the celebrated stage
play of the same name by Charles
Klein, and destined to surpass on
the screen its world wide reputation
as a sure-fire attraction.

Lionel Barrymore and

May McAvoy

every performance.

Talking Pictures
Talk Profits
A

The crowning

achievement

of
Costello, "the belle of the
box-office."
Directed by Alan Cros-

Dolores

talking on the Vitaphone have all
the value of personal appearance
at

^etsy'witk
Conradkaqel
land who has given the industry
such memorable successes as "The
Jazz Singer," "Old San Francisco,"

"Don

Juan,"
Loves."

and

"When A Man

Talking Pictures
Talk Profits

WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION
A

WARNER

BROS.

Al Jolson in
The Jail Sinqer

PRODUCTION

,

Holds the record
running day and date

for

^

more broken records than any other production ever made.

in 235 theatres.

Talking Pictures Talk Profits

A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION

liable

Now

I

;;

;;;

SENATE TAKES UP

THEATER CHANGES FOR

Exhibiiors

OF

OiULV TIPS WHICU MEAI1

"The
Washington

committee

Ownership

Dodge;
K.
E.
to
Rex, sold to
Pocatello
Clarksfork Jewel
old to
T. M. Morris; Soshono Baiigh,
Tensed Pastime, sold to
D. W. Wilson
sold

—

H.

Happy Canyon
Ivan

Wviglit

A.

sold to \V.

Spring

time, it is proposed to interrogate a
representative of the Treasury Dep't.
who will be armed with the latest
statistics as to the amount of income
received by the Government this year
as compared with a year ago.
Giving assurances that there will
be tax legislation enacted during this
session of Congress, Senator Smoot
declared that there have been very
few requests coming to him for hearings on the bill, and there are only
about three items in the measure of

Brush up house,

h:

Muslilitz.

ILLINOIS

New

here.

is

uniforms,

Theaters

— Chelten.
Re-Openings
Equality— Strand: Freeman Spur —
Changes in Ownership
American Legion
Chadwick — Grand,
Chicago— Grayland.

etc.

Chicago

Lilierty.

to

sold

hv

Kingery;
Karl Mag by A.

H.

R.

J. Daniels; North
to Lincoln Irving Theater Co.
Overland, sold to
by Lubliner & Trinz
Wm. C. Brockhoff by Vincent Beliher
Rosette, sold to Bayers & Krzyzowski by
Clayton— Pastime, sold
E. F. Hulquist
East St. LouisR. Haldeman
to
C.
New .American, sold to John Mi]<e by
Franklin Princess. soV
Steve Habanek
to W. C. Calhoun by H. L. Hamilton:
Genoa Lyric, sold to A. F. Awe by Geo.
Dreamland, sold to
Glassford
Geithman
George Rice by E. Groninger; Hillsboro
Orpheum, sold to D. Friscini by Ed
Ivesdale— Liberty, sold to R. E.
Felli?;
Milligan by J. W. Gucker; Ladd The
Ladd, sold to Guy Tonozi by J. Piacenti

sold to
Star, sold

Tuesday, March

;

is

it

3,

Troy-

Hedges

Lou

Henna by

S.

will

announced by Senator Reed
Smoot of Utah, chairman. At that

—

—
—

;

—The

Senate finance
take up the tax bill,
already passed by the House, on April

'

in

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

IDAHO
Changes

27, 1928

which he

has heard

any complaint

at all.

;

Von Boon

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

Lanark

—Whales,
Adams;

M.

R.

Rhodes by
Lawrenceville Phoenix
to

sold

S.

J.

P.

to

—
—

T.

—

;

—

—

Closings

—

time

;

—

—

Princess

;

—

Bellflower

— Palace:

—Apple

Media— Community

— Rex

Okawville
Raritan lOpera

St.

—

;

;

;

;

KANSAS

—

to

to

C.

—

&-

Thompson by Mr. Thieme: New Haven
Haven, sold to Hugh Thimlar by G. W.
Tilloch ; Paris Crossing
Montgomery, sold
to Plaskett & Humphrey by Perkinson &
Lynch
Peru Grand, sold to Don Ham-

—

Leon

—

;

—

ald;

Glencoe

Carlisle— Star
Evansville
French Lick Dream; HuntLa Fayette Star; New-

—Alharabra;
—
ington — Gem;
—
port — Holly;
New Richmond— Shadows;
Redkey— Lyric Somerville— Home.
:

Ackley— Palza,
C.

Travis;
Bluechel &

in

sold

Cedar

to

—

and

— Rodney

Blackey

E.

—

Rapids

Broom by
Isis,

sold

J.

to

Stanley

— Liberty

C, now

nas,

Toledo

is

Aid,e

formerly
Enterprises at Sid-

assistant to

circuit

Nat Char-

owner.

Wilder at Norfolk, Va.
W. S. Wilder is
Newport, recently
opened with 1,000 seats.
Its cost
was approximately $200,000.
Norfolk, Va.
managing the

—

j

and delicatessen w
heavy display ad of the engage
According to the practice of w;
the check was laid face dowi
rotisserie

beside the patron's plate. Conset
h', the ad was plainly in view
the check remained on the
The theater furnished the check
the restaurant used about 25,(j
the checks each week, Graujn'
Chinese, Los Angeles.

"The Enemy"

(M-G-M)

A

was made with radii
owned by local newspape'in

tie-up

tion,

they plaved the music from tli ai
war, to be identified by con;i
for passes to see "The Enemy"., k,plan resulted in having the plaJi||Ll
and the picture and theater annc^ftl
over the air for a 15 minute
for three days.
Victor Wilsc^BB
jou, New Haven, Conn.
I^vi

—

"Feel

Changes

in

Ownership

—

Katz.

Closings

H

New Orleans— Grand and
I

gold— The Ringold.

St.

Maurice; Rin-

My

Pulse"

(Paramount)
Co-operative

tie-up with a
resulted in that store utl
it's
window for a display ofj
favorite candv, photos of Miss l|
and a neatly lettered windov
reading, "Oh Doctor! Feel My|
and see if it isn't about time
another box of Geo. K. Bl
Chocolates See Bebe Daniels il

store

Celebrity Closes for 25

Sydney

—

Celebrity Pictures has
taken over distribution of 25 features brought to Australia by European Films Co.

—
—

Playing Third Week
Last Moment" is at the My Pulse It's a Scream Tivj
Greenwich Village Theater for a third H. R. Rogers, Tivoli, Chattaf
Tenn.
week.

"The

Archer Wins Sales Drive
Vancouver, B. C. J. E. Archer,
local branch manager, is winner of

"Finders Keepers"
(Universal)

—

the First National

Month

sales drive.

Vidors Going Abroad
Eleanor Boardman and lier

husband. King Vidor, are to leave soon
for

Europe

Brandt, Europe-Bound
Joe Brandt, president of Cohinil)ia,
is
aboard the Leviathan, due in
Southampton the end of tlie week.
He will be gone six weeks on a combination business and pleasure trip.
Otis Thayer in N. Y.
Otis B. Thayer, who years ago was
with Selig, is in New York, following completion of direction of "Trac>,
the Outlaw."

;

Circus"

Part of the exploitation wallif
use of waiters' checks in well kiv;

—

A

song by the same name

tlir

film was dedicated to the star.
La Plante some time ago by.
Corbell and Merton H. Boriu

music store carried a window
sheet music, the cover of \\\\\
the star's picture. Stills and tl
date also were displayed. Th
broadcasting station placed tli
on its programs three days
vance with a special introductic
ing

attention

to

Loew and U-A Open Theater

—

Columbus, O. Loew's and United
Ohio theater, a new $3,000.-

showing! V,.-

W.

Va.

|

"Her Wild Oat"
(First National)

On

a table under the marq
the sidewalk's edge, was a bo: filled
with earth, with oat shoots gi Vili!
sign surmounting tl bt.^
in it.
read: "Coming Up, 'Her Wil ,0a;
M
with Colleen Moore." To the
:

[ft

growing wild

oats

was

.\rtists'

the

000 theater with 3,500 seats, has opened.
Officials attending the opening
were E. A. Schiller, Louis K. Sidney,
Charles Moskowitz and Joseph Vogel.

filled with various articles.
projecting up from the barrel
"Find 'Her Wild Oat' here M

Schulberg and Jaffe Plan Trip
B. P. Schulberg and Sam Jaffe
plan a trip to New York, from the
Coast.

pi.:

the

ginia, Charleston,

A

Camp

;

sold to Ferd Dudenhefer by
Mrs. C. H. Coflfree; New Orleans Mars.
jold to J. Gussoni & B. Ducoing by
R

F

Greenfield— Lyric, ?oId to H
by M. Meisner; Holstein— Moon,

Bulan

MelvUe— Star,

;

Peters by

Pace

— Barre's.

Farmcrsville— Liberty, sold to A. L. Davis
by Copeland & Cariington
Fredericksburg

&

Gill

Edgard

•

Grantham

to

LOUISIANA
New Theaters

;

sold to

Ownership

Taylor;
Gatliff- The Gathff;
Hueysville Bosco
Madisonville
Bell's Playhouse.

—

Mertz;

—Amer-

Closings
;

Tayloi^The

Lannon by Frank Amuse. Co.;
Clermont Opera House, sold to E. M.
Houg by C. O. Chri?t: Davenport—Liberty, sold to Ward & Carrow by
Joe Matthews; Dcs Moines— Star, sold to Lawrence Prosser by Harry Vickers
Diagonal
—Crest, sold to RTr. Collier by B. West

—Burg,

in

Worth; Wickliff— Swan, sold
by C. B. Wickliffe.

— Lyric

Comer

Ownership
M.

Tomkinsville

Princess, sold to Fred Jenkins;
Alta Vista—.The Vista, sold to J. H.
Kincheloe by Mrs. M. Dunlap
Latonia
Derby, sold to J. F. Potts by
Daniel

.Sterling.

Changes

;

SHOW!

(United Artists)

Adairville

Dodge

Fort

Vail— Cozy

;

Glencoe

Changes

IOWA

—American;

Re-Openings

—The

:

Openings

Terrill— Rialto

McDon-

ican.

;

Aurelia

—The

KENTUCKY

Closings
;

—

Closings
The Leon; McDonald
Parker— City Hall.

mer by Mrs. Margaret Weise.
Blandford— Star

—

;

;

sold

Is Chamas
Von Boon,

;

J.

sold

— Electric,

—

;

;

Clifton

;

—

;

to

Enter.

&

D. Karris' by C. M. Worley
EJldorado^Eldorado and Palace, sold to
Midland Theater & Realty Co. by Capitol
Herndon Opera House, sold to
Enter.
John Schieferecke by W. P. Portschy
Howard Crooks Opera House, sold to W.
B. Koch by Geo. Gotobed
Jennings
American Legion, sold to John Schiefereck
by E. D. Heatherington
Meade Globe,
sold to Ed Rowland by W. H. Griggs;
Melvern Happy Hour, sold to A. R. Ball
by C. W. Ingels; Utica Olympic, sold to
Ray .Schell by Anna Nelson.

— Court Hazelton — Decker.
Changes in Ownership
Indianapolis— Colonial,
F.
Remhusch Ent.
Knightstown — Strand,
A. Chiarenza by H. H. Diffendorfcr
La—Lyric,
W.
A. M.
fayette

Capitol

sold to E.

— Village.

sold

by

Co.

:

INDIANA
New Theaters

Auburn

Ownership

in

Atchison Crystal and Royal, sold to Midland Theater and Realty Co. by Sears
Amuse. Co. ; Chanute Peoples and Mainstreet, sold to Midland Theater & Realty

House;
Elmo— Gayety Wilmette
;

Water-

Rialto,

—

— Princess;
Louis— Bond;
Industry — GaieNoble— CommunRantouU — Home
Rockport — Star;

St.

Blossom

Hardin
ty;
ity

E.

;

Changes

Beckemeyer

ney,

;

Stratford— The Stratford;
Plaza and Riviera.

House;

— La

with the Schine

Mclntyre

;

;

loo

Toledo

;

;

;

;

—

Port^Victory

Little

;

;

City

;

—

Baylis^Paramount

Clio— Pastime
EUma
Rivola
—
Irwin
Majestic;

Dickens

;

— Pas-

Marble Rock — Opera House
Hall
— Idle —
Prescott — Community
Lyric
Melvin
Rowen — Opera
Riverside — Rainbow

:

Closings

Brandon

City Opera House;
Orpheum
Clinton

Colona Colona
Iowa
Family;

—

—

to

Barnes

V. and Geo. W. Burlison by
Bauer; Mt. Carroll Majestic,
Geo. H.
sold to Wm. K. Ware by Glenn Horton
Potomac Opera House, sold to American
T-egion by L. T^. Dobson
St. Francisville
Crescent, sold to G. W. Shouse by R.
H. Brines; Villa Park Park, sold to A.
Paramount, sold to Wm. K. Ware by
Yates City
J. Cooper by E. L. Frum
Tho?. Mulally.
sold

A. Clark & J. M. Hupf by C.
Christenson; La Claire Pastime, sold to
Frank Sheeser by R. Williams; Mechanicsville>— Rialto, sold to F. M. Rulon by
Palla-Alama, sold to
Scolaro Amuse. Co.
Neal Huntzinger by Chris Nelson; Sioux
City Palace, sold to Mr. Games by Ed
Awe; Toledo Cozy, sold to W. J. Miller
by Mr. Rogan.
sold

DOUABS fOC

TAX BIEL ON APRIL 3

Daily Reminder

J

Continued

ChalUs— Challis,

—

—
—

——

;

'

Tuesday and Wednesday."
away in some of the articles

•afl

1

the

Any Irson
barrel were oat grains.
discovering one of them was f litled
'Fred
to a pass to see the picture.
Young, Victory, Salisbury, N.

DAIUY

-Coast Wire Service

And

Paramount Talking Film

By PHIL M.

DEVICE SOON

T'

Again Together?

BE USED BY

EiitM

talking

picture

the

of

.11

eloped by

Roy Pomeroy,

recall that startling serial
story that has been appearing in

is

pictures,

for

and

irejisteni,

which

FBO

also

is

with Milton Sills
Kotsonaros has a support-

ist
:or;

"The Hawk's Nest,"

-ol|in
'

*-in

Doris

Sills.

star-

Kenyon is
with Mon-

eminine lead,
and Sojin in prominent
Jenjamin Christianson is die

ng

nee Titling "Lilac

Time"

Spence is titling "Lilac
recently-completed Colle-George Fitzmaurice pro-

iie

loiifor

First National.

Signs

Shirley

Palmer

Ay Stahl
nfi

n
>at

ro

Two

in Preparation for T-S
"The
will
direct
for TifTany-Stahl,

Arthur Gregor
Loves of Sappho"

Viola
Archainbaud will make "Ladies of the Night
Club" with Cissy Fitzgerald.
the

story

Brothers

being
Shore.

has signed Shirley
to a long term contract. She
completed the second lead
Scarlet Dove," and her next
will be "Marriage of Toan original by Raymond

by

George

Columbia

to

direct

at

A

Little
By

**

Lots''

RALPH WILK

HICKOK, who has been assoROD
ciated with Tom Terriss for IS
years,

have

Cuba

B3 Starting First of
few Season's Specials

ford's father.
has the lead.

FBO

is

the

him on "Clothes
Rod and Tom

assisting

Woman".

made

Spain,
and other countries.
trips

to

France,

Our Passing Show: Lambert Hillyer and George Stone giving rides
to appreciative passengers; Hurry

today at

editor, are cutting, editing

ing

John Barrymore's "Temivhich soon will be ready for
by United Artists. John W.
ne, Jr.,
ill

who

supervised, probpersonally take a print to

'ork

upon

its

completion.

First National.
*

Al Martin, who

*

*

187 pictures
in 1927, is enjoying a ivell earned
vacation in Honoliihi. Al has titled
500 pictures, which is believed to be
a record.
titled

trying to hire
for the big
industry for the fatal

at

Johnny Mack Brown

Blow
night

of
of

the

March

31.
It seems that
the Astor ballroom will only contain
1,000 guests. Already 5,000 people are
clamoring for tickets.
go on
with the story.

Now

A pretty youth dashes in to the
Astor,
bearing a manuscript
ivrapped up in a Colitmbia press
sheet. It is no other than the great
playwright, Alex Morse. He is pursued by David Belasco and the Shubert boys. They frantically wave big
royalty checks at him for the precioiis

right

manuscript. Alex throws his
hand above his classic dome

and

dratnatically,

back

boys!

I

love

"Stand

cries:

crinkle

the

of

your checks, but this skit can ordy
be
produced
worthily
the
by

AMPAS."

Believe

it

or not,

the

Shubert boys and Belasco believed
him.
In the next histallmeyit the

Read

real dirt will be uncovered.
at your peril.

it

June Collyer, Fox player, believes
being up to the minute in every
respect.
She now is negotiating purchase of a cabin monoplane, for compurposes
between
New
nmtation
Vork and Los Angeles.

in

in

Motion pictures are being utilized
diplomacy by the British, with a

complete record of his present tour
to be given by the foreign office to

Ameer Amanulla, Afghan

sovereign,

from tvhom concessions are being
sought.
The Ameer is fond of pictures.

Byer Finishes Role

the

Woman."

Hersholt Contract With

"U" Extended One Year
Contract of Jean Hersholt has been
extended a year by Universal.

You Are in the'
Market for Any Kind
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Film Daily
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COVERS
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Phone Penna. 0330
Motion Picture Department
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debris

I
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Cloth
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AM PAS,

Charlie Byer has completed his
role in Tiffany-Stahl's "Clothes Make

on the
ture of the 1928-29 program, Brand, Harry Lichtig, Lou MaranJ as a special.
Clive Brook gella and Sam Katzman chatting at
ne Rich head the cast under the Fox studio; STniling Helen Logan
f-tjn of
Bert Glennon.
William auburn topped, discussing blondes.
*
*
n wrote the story, based on
angwill's "The Big Bow MysBig Ben Silvey is one of the
with screen
adaptation by
busiest assistant directors on
31 Adamson.
the Coast.
He has worked on
12 pictures since coming to
utting Barrymore Opus
Hollywood and is now assisttor Sam Taylor and Hal C.
ing Benjamin Christianson at
starts

Holly-

studios after a lengthy
absence, when Harry Beaumont begins "The Dancing Girl," in which
Gordon plays the role of Joan Craw-

from

Howard Hawk's Make

pduction for Fox, untitled.

studios,

M-G-M

Hollywood

lawks Cast Complete
Armstrong, borrowed from
e, and
Heine Conklin, comfor

Metropolitan

Huntley Gordon Signed
Huntley Gordon will be back
the

"Be-

Dbt

cast

the

the Rialto.

Blondes."

e

back,"
sey Magazine story by Charles K.
Harris; "The Mocking Chevalier"
and "The Pink Pearl."
It is understood that these are only
working titles and changes will be
made before release.
Goldburg is

Friday to be present at opening of

"Speedy"

Signs Buckingham
Buckingham has been

cd|by

The stories are "The Come"The Bum," from the Mun-

at

^bia
.io

have been purchased
Goldburg and have been

stories

wood, arranging for players, writers
Fazenda in "Noah's Ark"
and directors for next year's 18, the
addiFazenda
is
the
newest
Louise
"Noah's Ark" first of which is scheduled to go into
tion to the cast of
which Michael Curtiz will direct for production early in May.
Warner Brothers. Noah Beery and
Frances Hyland Active
Dolores Costello also have featured
parts with the role of the Biblical
Frances Hyland has completed
character yet to be filled.
continuity of "Marriage of Tomorrow,"
original
an
Raymond
by
Cast With Harry Langdon
Schrock and has started "Beautiful
P^lorence Turner has returned to but Dumb."
the screen, and is playing a role in
Harry Langdon's current production.
Cast with Harry Langdon
Chas. Stevens has also been cast for
"Bud"
Jamison, Charles Stevens,
Alma Bennett plays oppoa part.
Harry
Schultz and Florence Turner
site the star.
have been signed for parts in Harry
Langdon's current production, an
Lloyd Leaving Friday
Harold Lloyd leaves for New York original by Arthur Ripley.

'

•o<

.

prepared

to

e

Four

tributors.

first

hero of the

Madison Square Garden
by Jesse J.
decided upon as the first four of the
1928-29 product of First Division Dis-

undertaken by Paraan early date. The device
was designed to produce

with "Wings." Like Moviedevice also enables filming
The device
'tj<ing newsreel."
iloped in cooperation with
Electric, so the company may
ited to use the G. E. talking

BY JESSE GOLDBURG

is

tures.

this column at odd intervals.
It is
a True Romance that Bernarr Mac(•"adden's publications passed up be-

cause it was too hot.
In the last
spasm we had Galluping Bruce, the

reported.
The partners recently dissolved the firm,
after making a number of picit

to -be

ects

EOUR STORIES PURCHASED

Asher, Small & Rogers may
bj formed again as a producing
iirm,

DALY

VrOU may

A

IE|]Y

That's That

GOES

EVERYWHERE

—

Qualified>-Qua]ityj
Harr^i Ashcr gp Bostm

knows ProcliicGr's\^liic
I

A, Carlos
\

supervised

the first

mam-

moth production ever made
in

this

country,

"The

Daughter of the Gods."

He has

supervised productions costing a half million

and he has made
pictures in every section of
dollars

the universe, including Italy,
Palestine and Egypt.

A, Carlos
has supervised production
of such pictures as

"The Tale of Two Cities"
"The Honor System"
"Cleopatra"
"Jack and the Beanstalk"
"The Unknown Purple"

All mammoth Box

Office

Attractions.

You can depend on A.

Carlos
putting every ounce of his
production experience in

Quality's pictures.

QUALITY
DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
1540 Broadway, New York
GEO. H. DAVIS

A.

Pres.
P.

J.

RICHRATH

Secty.-Treas.

CARLC
V.-Pres.
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Critics

PROGRAM OF

disliked
writers
lost
editors
financial
Drt if
market,
if
jircick for the

UNie

snrts

MEMBERS 0N52 STATIONS

was

thought all
if dramatic editors
art

iti?

or
of

sympathy

Average Radio Audience
5.4 Persons Per Set,
Survey Disclosed

the
wat a pretty pass things

cue

We

to.

for

might add

n jcture critics to the list,

Fifty million persons comprise the
potential
audience
for
the
radio
broadcast in which United Artists
members will participate tomorrow
night.
This estimate is based on a
survey made some months ago states
the National Broadcasting Co., which
showed an average of 5.4 persons

discourse deals with
rothers of the profes-

thi

bhen,

Jr.,

by

written

Dllowing,
S.

who

dissects

fo the "Evening Sun" in
Y(k, has been brought to

on each set on ordinary programs.
This number, it is stated,
may be increased on special programs. There are close to 7,500,000
sets throughout the nation.
Fifty-two radio stations, in 31
listen in

ttetion
such

t'he

stage

thi

production

a

comes

ird'

r

is

'The

as

town one knows
safe from any onto

artistic, on the
* One realizes
analytic, cxcit* * offers more entertain-

ht^ommercial or
*

screen

m,

^Continued

value
the

all

ythmic

effects

per

inch

smashing,
of

ot

learly

VONDERFUL! VIVACIOUS! VIBRANT! VOLUPTUOUS! VULL
vim and vigor. "VAMPING VENUS." Vhat a vUm! FIRST NA-

of

shows that John

is

neither a lover nor an adGranting that he
It
to slam bad, little picuse they are bad, it apis that, in all fairness,
he
clear of complete bias,
nice chap, but someone
e him for a walk through
nd straighten out his angle

TIONAL'S

tremendous

Louise Fazenda.

SPECIAL

with Charlie Murray, Thelma Todd,
comedy galore. Advt.

—

Spectacle, pageant and

lictures.

CHILDRENTO BE BARRED

^

OFFERED BY COLUMBIA

s.

Meighan
onsiderable

de

in

a proper story.

the

Tommy

soon be back on the
"The Racket".
Shooting
commenced with Lewis

arjwill
•

Here is a star
iternational following that
5 been a credit to pictures.
JCterizations
have always
;e
of typical red-blooded

n directing.

Pff

--.

manhood.
forecasts
St picture.

Advice from
"The Racket" as

Protection
nable

in

ixtended
•

many

the

Six pictures are being offered at a
special price to exhibitors who have
not played Columbia pictures, as an
introductory group offer in connection with Columbia Victory Drive,
which started Feb. 20 and continues
until April 7.
Led by Cecil E. Maberry, general sales manager, Columbia sales force now is carrying on its
campaign throughout the nation. The
{Continued on Page 8)

prestige

and

get
ad-

n^if first runs are exhausted.
'
"! a practice that needs ad-

K A N N

Made by
Warners in Germany

Reciprocal Deal

—

(By Cable) Warners have
production and distribution
agreement with National Film A.G.
The latter is declared taking over 18
Warner films under its "kontingents."
Berlin

made

a

—

Cleveland Radio broadcast Thursday by United Artists members has
failed to cause any stir here. Exhibitors are too excited over the protection situation and little has been said
about the broadcast. Effort is being
made by the local United Artists offices to induce theaters to hook-up on
the program.

FROM QUEBEC THEATERS France Looks Forward
Montreal

Arrival of Will H.

— Third

reading of the bill
to bar children under 16 years of age
from picture theaters was passed by
vote of 57 to 5 and the law will become effective following termination
of the session in April. This makes it
an offense to permit children to attend a theater at any hour of tl^e day

or evening, whether or not accompanied by a guardian. The only con\Continued on Page 8)

Complete Service Plan Keeps
1,000 Houses Open, "U" Says

situations,

beyond natural
goods from mov-

ents the
luent runs, therefore,

l.eii

8)

Cleveland Not Excited
Over U. A. Broadcast

nar-

first-rate

latened by Bias

5f

on Page

round,

audience

ai|

i,'U<than

is

The growing importance to small
exhibitors of Universal's Complete
Service Contract, is outlined in a

Paris
of

American

French

Hays
attitude

with re-

by the

This is the
question agitating France, eagerly
awaiting arrival here Friday of Will
H. Hays. Whether Anierican producers are ready for a reciprocity arrangement, or intends to ignore the
restrictive decree?

French market until the decree is
modified, are subjects of speculation.

Stanley Centering More

New York

Activities in
For the

time in its history,
directors of the Stanley Co. meet in
New York today. Irving Rossheim
president, is averaging three or four
days in New York and the organizafirst

(.Continued

on Page 8)

Lasky Coming East
Jesse L.

to

by

will be the
film companies,

spect to the situation caused

statement by Ben Y. Cammack, newly appointed sales manager for short
products and complete service.

Complete service was brought
the fore in the Brookhart hearing
(ContittMed on Page 7)

— What

to

in

Lasky

NeV' York

Coast.

is

slated to arrive
week from the

late this
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Steiner to Produce Hart
Series for Canadian Firm

Cents
74 Wednesday, March 28,1928 Price 5

William Steiner,
Alta.
Calgary,
New York, is to have charge ot
production of a series of Neal Hart
l)ictures planned by a local syndicate
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Address

order.
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all

THE FILM DAILY,

Broad-

1650

Phone Circle 4736way, New York N. Y.
Filmday
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
Wilk Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone Drexel 7000
London— Ernest W.
and Washington 9794.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 58, Great Marl-

—

borough

St.,

W.

Berlin

I.

— Lichtbildbuebue,

Friedrichstrasse, 225.

to

is

of

ficers

make quota pictures. Ofcompany are: Pat
the

Burns, millionaire meat packer and
rancher; A. E. Cross, owner of considerable ranch property; and John
MacFarland, former president of
I.
the Alberta Pacific Grain Co.

(s)

ern sales manager left New York
yesterday for Atlanta, New Orleans
and other points in the southern division.

"Cress" Smith Back
Cresson E. Smith, assistant general
sales manager of United Artists, has

New York

returned to

from a three
through the middle

months' sales trip
west and south.

Seat.

Bal.

& Katz..

con Fm.
do pfd

(c)

*(c)

.

.

Rochester,

High Low Close

Sales

4m
71

1,000

22^

'366

41K
70^

.

Ind.. 225/8

22 J^

22

Kodak

K

172

167Ji 168
*(s)
do pfd
12254
(c) Film Xnsp.
454
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
106
(s) Fox Fm. "A", 7S7A
7854
77J4
(c) Fox Thea. "A" 18J4
18/8
East.

(s)

.

.

*(c)

Ezell Leaves for South
Claude C. Ezell, southern and west-

Am.

Intern. Proj. .
Keiths 6s 46.. 99ii
21
do com.

Buys "Last of Czars"
Arthur Lake to Star in
Herman Axelbank has sold disSeries of One Reelers tribution in the New York territory

—

Universal City Arthur Lake will
be starred next season by Universal
in a series of 13 one reel comedies en-

"Horace of Hollywood." The
series will portray the adventures of
a young man trying to break into
Lake also is slated to be
pictures.
featured in two full length pictures at
titled

Universal City during the coming
months. One is expected to be "Navy
Blue," from an original by Earl Snell,
and the other "Ship Ahoy," by John
Clymer.

to

Chicago

—There

great

is

interest

here in tke complaint filed by the
U. S. district attorney against 11 film
companies and the Chicago exhibitor
unit, charging conspiracy to restrain
trade in connection with alleged refilms to
of
theaters which
to remain open during the
operators' strike last fall.
fusal

sought

Price Places Second Star

Under Contract on Coast
It

who

understood Oscar A. Price
has just signed Richard Tal-

is

madge

to

make

a series of pictures

has placed another star under contract.
The name is held secret for
the time being.

When you

think of

you are thinking of

T E B B

1

N

Three Film Co.

W. Ray

Johnston,

president

.

.

1

Rayart, back in New York from the
Coast, said yesterday that work on

"The Midnight Adventure,"

last of
the current season's schedule of 30
pictures is now in work.
There will
be 20 for 1928-1929, as noted, and
work on them will begin about May
at

Metropolitan.

FitzPatrick's "Famous Music Masters" subjects for Holy Week and
Easter Week showings because of its

.

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

.

1540

W.

Stebbins

& Co.,

Broadway
Bryant

3040

Inc.
N. Y. C.

reco

Stuber, president of Eastman
has been appointed a colonel

Gov. D. Sampson

of

stal¥

o

tucky. Col. Stuber is a nativ
tuckian and it was as such

He came to E
1894, after buildiaL
photographic materials busiil
Louisville.
He has played
part in success of Eastman

was honored.

Kodak

in

From

the position of vice pi
company, in charge of
graphic quality, Col. Stuber su
George Eastman as president
of the

when Eastman became

chair

the board of directors.
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against percentage of returns,

700
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Prices

1,200
1,600
55,000

Quoted.
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(c)
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Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter Transactions (Bid and

Is)

Asked).
Stock Exchange.

Balaban

Harr\
Fred V
Louise

:.

Sojin

Anna

"

Scooter

& Katz

is

listed

on

V
fjc.

the

Chicago

Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

150,000 Shares of Pathe

JOHHH

Stock Held by K-A-0

Chinatomv
Charlie

Keith-Albee-Orpheum, through B.

"It's

a positive wozv.

Prodi

complimented upon having

maiii

ably funny comedy out of matei
to classed as melodrama withoi
sto-ry
value.
A great cast.
story, good gags and excelled
—C. C. Chellew, Mgr., West i.
andria Theatre, Clendale, Caii

.
''

oi".
''•
'''

Broadway

S.

W. Hatch Returns to N.
W. Hatch, western

Y.

Stanley

sales
National has returned to the home office after two
months spent in his territory, mostly
on the Pacific Coast.
for

First

struction.
Orpheum has 20 theater
properties which it owns in fee and
32 theater leases through subsidiaries.
In addition 115 theaters are owned,
leased, or operated by companies in

Pole

flight

will

be

of his

WAFILMS,

Inc.
Walter A. Futter, Pre*.
for

South

ture record of the flight to

His picthe North

Pole was released by Pathe.

:i
"WE NEVER DISAPPOr'_

[jMLOW

Fl

i

INCORPORATE

Call

220WEST42^-"STE1

NEW YORK

Library Stock Scenes

made by Com-

mander Richard E. Byrd.

"HrAt national ^fc

which Keith owns varying amounts

Byrd Plans Fihn Record
Motion picture record

^

of stock.

of Trip to South Pole
Arthur

— In

8,966

.

theme and musical score.
Handel F. Keith Corp., holds 150,000 of the
wrote some of the most famous ora- 700,876 shares of no par common
torios including the Messiah, portions outstanding of Pathe
Exchange, it
of which including the "Hallelujah is revealed
in data contained in apChorus" are featured in the score. plication of K-A-O to the New York
The Paramount, New York is show- Stock Exchange for recent admission
ing "Handel" during Holy Week.
of 100,000 par value $100 preferred
and 1,400,104 no par common.
Fox Continuing With 3
The listing shows that the Keith
organization had 25 subsidiaries and
Long Runs on
Fox will continue with three road- 35 affiliated concerns while the Orshow runs oiil Broadway, with open- pheum Circuit had 39 subsidiaries
The
ing April 9, of "The Street Angel" at and seven affiliated companies.
Keith companies own in fee 17 thethe Globe. "Mother Machree" moves
ater properties, and have three under
froni that house to the Times Square
Twenty-seven theaters
April 9, replacing "Sunrise," which construction.
the day previous will close a run of are leased by the company and its
28 weeks.
"Four Sons" continues at subsidiaries and two are under con-

manager

S

Y.

of his achievements in the w
business and photography,

.

.

.

NOTE:

FitzPatrick Has Easter Film
Exhibitors are booking "George
Frederick Handel," one of James A.

200
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.
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Rayart Starts 1928-'29
Line-Up About May

1
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Governor
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lOHN W. ALICOATE

Stuber

New York
130 W. 46th
i

Bryant 8181

Hollywood
St.

c/o Leon Schlesinger
1123 No. Bronson Ave.
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big box-office attraction!

^ Skies are blue. Business
^ Coming to smash

all

is

great

!

^^Speedy'' is here

previous records sky-high

lAROLD Lloyd
n 'Speedy"

Produced by Harold Lloyd
Corp.

A Paramount

Release

OAILV

Wednesday, March

28

a

Coast Wire Service-

First

Advertising
in the

Cruze Film Chosen

LYA DE PUTTI SIGNS TO

STAR

IN

A

from

FOUR YEARLY

FILM
DAILY

lowing completion of "Excess Bagwhich he is making for

gage,"

REACHES

M-G-M.

HOWARD

writing scenarios for Fox, got his
whiff of printers ink, while attending high school.
He was editor
and business manager of "The Jest-

"The Goodbye

monthly publication.
^Vhile handling the magazine, he also
worked on "The Detroit Free Press,"
of which his brother was night city
editor.
Howard also found time to
play left tackle on the high school
team.

One
Loy

er," the school's

*

A

Sally O'Neil has been signed by
D. \V. Griffith for "The Battle oi
the Sexes."
Phyllis Haver, Belle
Bennett and Jean Hersholt are al-

ready

*

Hollywood

POWER
of the

who

Way
for

will play

Direct Myrna

]

Mayo

will direc

Street,"

starring

Warners.
opposite.

Conrad
William

and Georgie Stone are

Warners Complete
"Pay as You Enter,"

in

tk

Schec[|
final

on the current season
been completed by
Lloyd Bacon directed.

tion

pi

has

^\

3 Vitaphone Features Relied
subjcc
Vitaphone
Three

;

is

following

in the foot-

is tossing off originals and scenarios
Darrow in "The Racket"
Caddo Prod, has signed John Dar- with facility, started as comedy contow for a prominent role in "The structor, and Jack is now doing com-

available for immediate disti
with the company planniii.'
sound in all of its pictures
The three pictures an
year.
derloin," "The Lion and tin

Racket," Meighan's

and "Glorious Betsy."

first

starring vein the cast

hicle.
Louis Wolheim is
and Lewis Milestone is directing.

Production Is Suspended
Production activity of the Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks' unit
has been suspended temporarily, due
to death of Miss Pickford's mother.

is

titling

many

*

fany-Stahl.

Davies-Haines Co-Starred
production

co-

Marion Davies and William
Haines has gone into production on

starring
the

M-G-M

*

Sid Hickox
busiest
Coast.

*
is

one of the

cameramen

on

the
He recently finished
work on "Lilac Time", starring Colleen Moore, and his
ivork was so well liked that he

was assigned to photograph
Colleen in "Tomorrow".
*

*

"Power."

Completes Continuity
Frances Hyland has just completed
continuity of "The Marriage of Tomorrow," an original by Raymond
Schrock and Edward Clark for Tif-

Vidor's

Sam, who

pictures at Universal.

Sam Taylor

King

Sam.

edy
construction
for
"Roulette,"
which Al Santell is directing at First
National.
Jack also "gagged" on
"Harold Teen" and has worked on

Writing T-S Vehicle
Viola Brothers Shore is writing
Stahl.
ton, also

establishing a little
record of his own.
He has directed
is

now direct
He is believed
director who can claim

Mary Pickford and

will

i;

:

Leatrice Joy in "Bellamy 1
Leatrice Joy has been eng
play the leading feminine
"The Bellamy Trial" for
This picturization of Franci
Hart's serial goes into pi
soon, Monta Bell directing.

Doris Anderson Assign
Doris Anderson has been

'.

;

1

'A

e

G
o

r

ig"'

adaptation
mount's next starring ve!
story
a
Ralston,
Esther

t

Hands," from an original b
Gregory LaCava
Stringer.

'

write

to

the

i

rect.

Douglas Fairbanks.

Titling "The Escape"
Jj
HilHker and H.
Katharine
Mary
well. Fox production editors, e
and Doug.
They «
ing "The Escape."
*
*
completed "Street Angel," Jai (
"Dressed to Kill", an Irving Cum- nor-Charles Farrell picture.
mings production, is believed to have
made a record in losing little time
Griffith Completes Pict;
from, the date of its preview until
Production on "Hold 'EnY
its opening on Broadway.
It was
starring Rod La Rocque, 1
previewed in Glendale and three completed at De Mille studi

be the only
^o have given direction to both
to

1

»

'

lot.

OF

Miller Is Selected
Director Bert Glennon has selected
Virgil Miller as his camera man on
"The Perfect Crime," first
special for 1928-29.
Miller has photographed for Universal in the British
Isles and did the panchromatic night
sequences for "Uncle Tom's Cabin."

THE YEAR

Authoress Vacationing
Beatrice Burton has left on a brief
visit to Cleveland following comple-

EVERY DAY

to

did not wish screen credit.

Jack Mintz

cast.

but Dumb" for TififanyMiss Shore, with Harry Brax-

INDUSTRY

— Once

Mayo

Archie L.

*

"Beautiful,

MOTION
PiaURE

fable

upon a time there was an actor

steps of his brother,

BUYING

Kiss."

first

Sally O'Neil in Griffith Cast

the

Lots'*

Mack Sennett is reported
Hollywood with United Artists for didijL,^
ESTABROOK, who is through that company of his ipr^

Lya de

Putti has been signed for
years by James Cruze, and will
be starred in "Alibi Ann," his initial
personally-directed picture for Allied
Dist. Corp.
The contract calls for
four starring pictures a year, and will
not interfere with her work for other
companies. Gaston Glass may appear
opposite. Cruze is considering production of the picture in Europe, fol-

*'

RALPH WILK

By
five

SENNEnSEEKSTOi

Little

FBO

tion of her first screened novel, "The
Little Yellow House."
her re-

On

turn she will prepare other stories for
production.

weeks later opened at the Roxy in ward H. Griffith directed.
Howard Estabrook
York.
wrote the scenario for the picture.
Sax Buys Two More St «*
*
*
«
Sam Sax has purchased "Tj,B^
I«ii
Hollywood is full of fight auery" by Harry O. Hoyt
thorities, but Al E. Green, the
Law of the Blue Ridge" for^,

New

aij'

knows the ring game
to Izzard. His knowledge of the fistic art was of
benefit to him in his direction
of "Is Zat So."

director,

from

A

*

*

among the 30 pictures
Gotham for 1928-29.

tion

by

d

Geo. O'Brien to Pla^f
in

Warners' "Noah'^K'V

More Passing Show Owen Davis
and newspaper strolling through the
lobby of the Ambassador; Ralph lores Costello, in "Noah'i
Kohn and Harry and Bill Goeiz which Michael Curtiz will

George O'Brien has been
from Fox for the lead opp<|f
1

:

'

chatting.

pi

Warners, starting April

5.
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EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES.
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Inc.

———

B

Wednesday, March
Liberty,

*

sold

Wagner &

to

'A

Tob

Ferguson; Marshall— Audit,
sold
land Theater & Realty
Co. ^

THEATER CHANGES FOR

Amuse.

Co.

Moberly— Baby

;

and New Grand, sold to
Theater & Realty Co. by
Sear
Co.
Monett Gem, sold to
hams by L. A. Ruscha; Nevi
sold to Midland Theater &
Reali
Street

OF

The 1929

FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOK
Is

Now

sold

Scheck.

and Aladdin;

—

MICHIGAN
New

and
— Michigan; Detroit— Avalon
Flint — Capitol; Grand Haven

Changes

Berkley

— The

Kimmel

Berkley, sold to

Theaters

Central
;

;

;

—

—

;

In Preparation

Bros,

—

Detroit Mt.
Co.;
Elliott, sold to Jaffa & Garlock by H. C.
Monroe Regent, sold to W. F. Klatt by
Warren, sold to
London Operating Co.
Raymond Schreiber by H. L. Levy MaFamily, old to Frank & Nellis
rine City
Baker by W. D. Ward Metamora FamFrancisc by A. D.
sold to K. D.
ily,
Pine Grove, sold to
Francis Port Huron
E. N. McFarland by Wm. Jahr; RcrnioFamily, sold to Hedmark & Viglus
naux by John Porter.

by

—

;

Closings
Bad
Axe Opera
Hall
Atlanta Town
House; Camden Pastime; Berkley The

—

—
—

;

—

Detroit
Clarksville
Family
Berkley
Elk Rapids
Arcade, Miles and Regent
Elk; Halfway— The Halfway; Howell—
;

;

;

— —

^Averill

—

—

Romolus-^Family

;

Trufant

;

Community.

MINNESOTA
Changes

— Bluebird,

Argyle
Gast

Hume;

&

sold

P.

to

C.

Beaver Creek

Conrix;

Menzel by

— O'Heri-on,

—

—

;

sold

tic,

Oliver Roscoe by L.
Spring Grove Audit,

to

—

Estate;

tle

Hubbell, sold to H. B. Cushnia
angle Amuse. Co.; Royal, sold

Cushman by M. W. Hubbell.
Closings
Bosworth Gem; CentraUa— Pniet

—
— Electric

—

ber Lake
Orpheum, sold to L.
by G. J. Waterbury.

nell

—

The

Silex;

—

—

;

C.

—
—

Tim-

;

Young

Paul

—

—

—

;

Pillager
Woodman
New Francis.

Village

;

Hall

St.

;

Isis

;

Gi-

House.

Billings
Princess, sold to B. G.
R. H. Smith; Boonville Lyric,

to

Princess',

to

by H. C. Ernst; CarroUton
Royal, sold to R. F. Tevis by Mrs. E.
Waybill; Carthage— Crane and Royal, sold
td Midland Theater & Realty Co. by Capto

Kalb— The De
by

sold

Bud

Kalb, sold
Scott; Foster

W.

D. Bearce by
Gideon Princess, sold to
M. V. Mumma by H. D. Munna; Green
City Royal; Kansas City Apollon, sold
to
Midland Theater & Realty Co. by
Ralph Amuse. Co.
Bonaventure, ?old to
Geo. Costa by C. F. Nelson; Eighteen
Street, sold to Gertrude Parker by C. R.
Leslie; Gillham, Isis and Lincoln, sold to
Midland Theater & Realty Co. by Sears
Amuse Co. Gladstone and Linwood, sold
to Midland Theater & Realty Co. by Capitol
Enter.
Knobnoster City Hall, sold
to K. C. & N. S. Goodnight; Latham—
The Latham, sold to R. PeiTigo by R, H.
Latham
Lexington Mainstreet, sold to
Midland Theater & Realty Co. by Sears
Amuse. Co.
Lilbourn Rex, sold to L.
B. Craven? by C. C. Cravens; Maiden—
F.

A. Scho!ler

to

;

—

—

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

Openings
Carter— Co Agent;

Oni
— Mission Chinook—
Winnett-rTlL
Changes in OwnershI
Bainville— The
Belgrade— Community,
Lawrence
Grass

Ignatius

;

'|

Range— Gri_

;

Mrs. M. C. Dugan; Moore-l
sold to Harry Edwards; Sidii
to F. W. Ameden; Terry—
Geo. Kahn.

NEBRASKA
Openings
Bartley— Tivoli;
Elba Movie
Farwell Sun;

—

—
mouth—

Chambers—Tol
Elsie

;

—Americal^,

Hastings—Arij!'*
iSutherland— Pa

;

at

Changes

in Owners?
Big Springs Movie and Waten
Dorn & Babcock by Heniv
Bruning Opera House, sold'
West by Park & Bruning; D

—
—

sold

H.

to

C.

—

i.

e:.

Rasmusj.

Grant Grand, sold tLymani Ideal, soli
Morgan by G. A. Parberr
American, sold to B. V. Rose l»
Cura; Miller Ray, sold to
ton by Ray Miller; Omali_

—

—

Epstein Bros, by Chal
sold to R. C. i

to

Boyd.

Gray by

to

Opera House,

Closings

—

Polk— Viking,

sold

;

Enter.; De
F. H. Jayes

W. F

MONTANA

L.

—
sold
Midland Theater & Realty Co. by Sears
Amuse. Co.
Brookfield— Dr. Graw,
Midland Theater & Realty Co. by Sears
Amuse. Co.
Bunceton —
sold
Brent Peters

itol

to

Marshall.

—

sold

Ownership

;

in Ownersl
sold

'1

Cape

;

Steelville

in

— Hubbell

Coffeeville
Palace;
Richton— Kit]
gis
Pantaze; Wesson—Airdome

Star,

;

—

W.

T.

terburn;

— The Adrian Alton —
rardeau — People's
Ethel — Opera
Re-Openings
— Gem.
Changes

Changes

— Palace,

Wiggins

Myers;

MISSOURI
New Theaters

Adriaai

Trentom

MISSISSIPPI

Litsold to

Lake Star; Callaway Home; Hewitt
Community; Hinckley Lyric; Holloway The Holloway; Howard Lake Triangle
Mentor Movies Parkers Prairie

—

—

Overland- Comirm
Empire; St. Joseph—Nicitci

Audit

Closings

—

Fornfelt— Midwav
Morehouse Tv

;

Hour;
Mills— Star;
Idle

W.

A. A. Honaas by Henry EUingson

Battle

'Springfield- Ritz, sold
by
Geo.
Scovil-

sold

sold to Wilmer Teason by A. J. Peters;
Gully Colonial, sold to Conrad Hanson
by C. M. Kniidson Lake Benton Majes-

JANUARY

Calhoun;
Sedalia Liberty and
sold to Midland Theater &
K
by
Sears
Amuse. Co.; Seyn
Hour, sold to S. H. Yoffies by

Bainville, sold to

Ownership

in

sold

sold to Martin

by
C. Mercier; St. Louissold to A. T. Pappas by Chas.
Rohm, sold to Thomas Curley

—

Montrose
Luther Gilbert;
State; Onaway
Bijou and Family; Onsted
Star; Otisville Regent; Petersburg

Temple;

Out Next

— Missouri,
A.

—

—

Cravens

by E. E. Bowen

Delamater

Ownership

in

B.

—

Theaters

Ann Arbor
Redford;
Grand.

L.

to

Ridgeway— Rex,

Hugh & Baker

Closings

—

sold

Cravens;
evieve

Baltimore Broadway, Garden
Sharpsburg Potomac.

Piedmont-

to

Lyric,

Alhambra Thea-

to

&

by Pearce

Inc.

ter

Ownership

in

— Leader,

Co.;

C. N. Sawyer by A
G
Pollock— The Pollock, sold to VV
kins
by M. C. Ellison; Poii

sold

MARYLAND
Baltimore

Amuse.

Sears

Continued
Changes

—

;

— Fad

Closings
Avoca Town

—
—Ben;
Ideal; Merrimaji
— Lyric Oakdale——Phil
Oak.

Arlington

Opera

;

House;

Grove

Grar.i

;

NEVADA
Fallon

— Palace

Re-Openings
and Rex; Rea|
McMillan by

sold to Milo G.
Fallon
Palace.

—

Gottlieb Gets St. Louis

Manie Gottlieb has beenl
sales manager of the St. Lol
Artists'
Pickler.

exchange, succeed!

Blanche Sweet Starts!

—

London Blanche Sweetl
menced work on "The «
White" for Herbert V'
London.
Production
eight weeks following whit
portray the lead

"The Green Hat"

in

Mich:

for Al

fioa-.

THE

-^E^S^OL
pi te

Service Plan

Houses Open

ee)S

'o'liued

from Page

1)

president of the M.N'ebraska and Western
stifled that small exhibiritory have service from
,der a blanket contract
weekly rental and that
;
ijuld buy pictures at such
l.cyivould have to go out of
\\s,

;

"The proof

of the value of this service
indicated by the fact that most of the
current users of Complete Service have signed
Naturally all of them
up year after year.
are now using last year's complete service
list.
Still
others, are a year behind that.
is

The Complete Service Plan has enabled many
to
come a year or more closer

exhibitors
to release

date than their rental possibilities
ever permitted before.
"As aforementioned, the weekly rental for
Universal's Complete Service is surprisingly low.
Univer.sal was able to cut down on
the rental because of the saving in selling,
booking and handling of the vast number of

Cammack, "is
says the means

—

lat

'illianis

ing

nany small exhibitors
-low

many

actually

in

arc

ke open and make a small
a suit of Universal's generms hard to estimate. They

s

a thousand, no doubt.
ndf Df other complete service
re labled to make a fair or

ISC

)

rofi who otherwise might be
the ragged edge of profit
'

was originated

service
Lctzger,

now

general sales
He then was

Universal.
City exchange manager.
le eagerly seized upon the
cans of helping the small
exhibitor to remain inThe service was created
in mind, although
extended to include
and big houses.

all

;n
s

town

nts of the service are as folFori specified weekly rental, genperiod of 52 continuous weeks,
ilertakes to supply the exhibi1

;

1

3:omplete

and

V,

He

program, including a
such short subjects as
the pick of the
except for the curthe International Newsgets

ictions,
iirrent

releases of the ColleAnd the weekly rental is
being, in most cases only a
...
over what the exhibitor formt a feature alone.
existence four
in
has been
?'l
'een started with the Universal
Complete
1924-1925 season.
::t3
for the 1927-1928 season,
,

-

i

iclude

all

productions now beCat and the Can-

vcept "The
-e;Miserables,"

"Love Me and the
Ine," and "The Cohens and the
International Newsn faris," the
Spud Collegians and "The HunchVfe Dame" and "The Phantom of

>

Service Con67 features, includC'jfent Reginald Denny productions,
re St of
Jewel releases, the Hoot
pi uctions
and the Western and
iti s,
as well as the first Collegian
f
'o-reelers, the
Newlyweds come;rn Bros, comedies, the
Gumps,
Charles
one-reel comedies, the
PI
o-;lers, 52 Western featurettes, and
t chapter
serials.
nrrent

.;-j

Complete

a total of

ctures become available to the
soon after release date as the
oijnarily effecting his
case permit.
from a few weeks to as many
as in ordinary booking situaether he plays the picture one,
e days has little or no bearing
t, although it might make a slight
e price under the original arrange5

r

mal service supplied to users of
e Service Plan includes one feaand whatever short subjects the
!eds to round out his program.
to the one feature a week, the
y. if he so chooses, take all of the
t, or a
total varying from seven
eels of shorts.
In many cases,
it has
enabled exhibitors to ada
iy to their showings, using, say,
of shorts with the feature, and
emaining short reels for a special
ll-«}iort
subject show.
aibitor does not have to use
a
ularly every week.
He may let
up on him and run several the
depending upon film routing
The only restriction is that he
led to play up back features after
itmg date of the contract.

editor

extraneous entertainment.
"I note that Mr. Williams, at the Brookhart hearing, gave the impression exhibitors
generally through his territory, were getting
Universal's complete service at $9 a week.
This is by no means the case.
There may

started

he

some

isolated situations where
low as that, but ft is safe

the

rental

is
as
to assume
that such exhibitors are very small exhibitors and that they are using our complete
service product of several years back, perhaps the 1924-25 or 1925-26 release line-up.
For the very small exhibitors, there are a
number of cases where the rental runs around
$12.50 and $15 per week.
From that figure
our rentals vary, for independent houses up
to as high as $200 a week, paid by a theater
in Altoona,
Many circuits also are
Pa.
users of complete service, the outstanding

instance being Finkelstein and Rubin, with
a rental approximately $2,000 weekly."

Loew Richmond Opening

—

New^ipaper Opinions

— C.

D. Struble, until
recently connected with, the general
ofifices of National Theater Supply,
has joined Associated Publications as
vice president and business manager.
In addition to handling business and
finances, Struble will act as associate

headed

line-up,

il

Kansas City

The price is determinea
pictures involved.
to a great extent by the same factors that
into any price arrangement, the theater,
[he town, and the length of run and the time
after release date, whether first, second _ or
subsequent run, all going into a determination of a fair weekly rental basis.
The hnai
results, however, practically mean that the
exhibitor gets
handsome reduction over
a
former prices on his feature and gets his
The
short subjects at a very low minimum.
.hort
subjects angle of the situation has
important
many aspects.
One of the most
has been the ability of the little man to add
variety to his program because of the wide
selection of one and two reel pictures made
available to him.
This has built up the entertainment value of his show and made for
pyramided box-office results.
It
has also
been a weapon in the hands of the small
man in his fight against vaudeville and other

go

CO ract," said

C. D. Struble New Business
Mgr. of Regional Group

Paramoimt
Metropolitan, L. A.

EXAMINER— All

Punctured Romance"

one

eight regional trade papers.

string

with

humorous

RECORD — The

Eastman Returning Home
Rome George Eastman arrives at
Naples today on his way to the

—

United States, following his African
hunting trip.
He is expected here
for an audience witji Premier Mus-

is

a long
written

is
funny in some
and frequently noth-

film

others

in

—

TIMES Opening with its most amusing
equence, a delicious burlesque on the sicklysentimental school of the drama, and acted
to the hilt by Louise Fazenda, Mack Swain
and Chester Conklin, the film soon entangles
.tself in its own feet, so to speak, introducing more characters than it knows what to
do with and then, on the battlefield in France,

—

sighs

tiredly,

curls

up and

—

dies.

"Ladies' Night in a Turkish Bath"
First National

Film-

industri, principal producer and exhibitor in Sweden, capitalized at 10,jvjU,OuO crowns, made a net profit of

Olympia, Boston

TRANSCRIPT— It

is

diverting, and

at-

it

.empts to be nothing more.
(The other Boston newspapers did not re-

166,834 crowns during the year ending June 30, 1927, 41,000 crowns
more than the preceding year, state
advices to the Dept. of Commerce
from assistant Trade Commissioner,

vietu the picture.)

Ambassador,

POST —
It's
STAR— * *

St.

Louis

enjoyable little comedy
* Riotously hilarious in spots.
Other spots are drab with an emptiness that
comes from a good situation over attentuated.

Emil D. Dahl, Stockholm.
Assets
and liabilities balanced at 13,790,000
crowns as against 16,410,000 crowns
on June 30, 1926.

It

is

fine

a fast,

for an

evening of light entertain-

ment.

TIMES— •

*

*

It's

really a splendid little
real humor.

^

comedy, well acted and containing

April 9

Richmond, Va. April 9 is date set
for opening of Loew's new $1,000,000 theater at Sixth and Grace Sts.

it

titles

effort.

spots, vulgar
ing at all.

papers.

Svensk

some

the aggregate

and

gags

of

for the most part, the film
hodge-podge in which no one of its
dependable cast is really amusing.
It starts
off to be burlesque, then slips mto straight
comedy, and very little of that.

Profits of Swedish Company Increase
Washington bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—Aktb.

silly,

a

is

Thnes," local regional, has joined Associated Publications, bringing to eight the total
number of papers in the syndicate,
with circulation in 19 states. V. W.
Crisp, one of the founders, will remain with "The Times" as editor
and manager.
Associated Publications last August absorbed "The Reel
Journal" and two other regionals and

Washington

those

HERALD — But

P.

additional

of

EXPRESS — In

Taken
Over by Shlyen Group

Dallas Regional

four

that

is left of
"Tillie's
* • * It's
is the title.
foolish film affairs that
start nowhere and end the same place. * * *
Not that there isn't a laugh here and there.

Kansas City.
The firm,
by Ben Shlyen, publishes

at

Dallas— "M.

Punctured Romance"

"Tillie's

K>C>A%Y K47-

A LEGION OF
LAUGHS

solini.

FOLLOWS

Consolidated Business Expands
Film processed by Consolidated
Film Industries, New York, during

February totaled 33,365,000
pared with 27,739,000

ft.

in

ft.,

com-

February,

1927.

"U" Theater Aids Victims

"The Legion

of the

Condemned"

AT THE

RIALTO THEATRE

NEW YORK

CITY

—

Whittier, Cal. Universal's Scenic
joined with "The Whittier News" in
running a special benefit matinee performance for the Santa Clara River
flood victims. Receipts were turned
over to the fund.

SUPPLIED BY

Krazy Kat
Love Sunk
IN

Hooking

Up

to Broadcast

Reception of the Dodge Brothers'
radio hour, in which United Artists'

members

are to participate March 29,
its regular program by the Fifth Ave. Playhouse
theaters, New York.
is

planned as part of

Col.

Lucas Named Delegate
Ga. Col. Arthur Lucas,

Atlanta,

—

head of Educational in the Southand prominent theater executive,
will be one of the Georgia delegates
to the Democratic national convention, which meets June 26 at Houston, Tex.
east

((

»»

ONE OF THE FUNNIEST
CARTOONS EVER MADE
PRESENTED BY

CHARLES B. MINTZ

fParamounl MINTZ Cartoons

u

;

Wednesday, March j

Children to be Barred
from Quebec Theaters
(Continued from Page
is

that censored films

tutions.

This is part of a drive in this province against films, with test case
soon to be instituted to close all the-

Only T. D. Bouaters on Sunday.
chard, member from St. Hyacinthe,
and operator of a theater, opposed the
At the session, a quota law for
bill.
Special
the province was demanded.
censorship for "fiction features" also
All films now are censored.
is sought.

Lukan and Davis Transferred

—

L. C. Lukan is returning
Seattle
as Seattle manager of First National,
after an absence of six years, having

Les
manager.
Davis, Seattle manager, returns to
Portland as head of that branch.
This is part of the general economy
move, recently launched by the comCoast

been

Theaters

1)

may be
shown at educational institutions, but
only to children attending such insticession

New

Correspondent Enthuses
Over French Color Film

district

pany, effective April

Kew Gardens, L. I.— Small & Straussberg
are ready to open their new theater.
Woodridge, N. J.— The
has just been opened.
Uvaloa, Ga.

Lexington House Changes Policy
Lexington, Ky. The Ben Ali has
ended its vaudeville season and
changed to week picture stands.

—

Prices of admission will be adults
30 cents from 12 Noon until 6 P. M.,
and week day evening prices for
adults, 50 cents.

Peeler Gets Hickory House
Hickory, N. C. The Rivoli, dark
for several weeks following failure of
Carolina Theaters, has opened under
management of Charles A. Peeler,
who has leased the house and equipment from Lee Enterprises. Peeler
operates the Imperial at Lenoir.

—

J.

theater

Kane, Pa.

New Chase

— E.

W.

here

Uvalda has opened
first

AJbertson has opened the

Fla.—M. Tucker, Inc., has
Gainesville,
started work on a $175,000 theater to seat
1,250 which will be leased to Publix-Saenger.

—

Amusement
Comerford
Pa.
Bloomsburg.
has opened the Capitol, at a cost of
$200,000 and seats 1,800.

— Felt

Brothers will erect the
43rd and Walnut Sts. to seat
Ballinger Brothers are the architects.

Philadelphia

Commodore
1,500.

—A

Joplin, Mo.
to cost $700,000

combined theater and hotel
planned for Fifth St.
is

and Virginia Ave.
Joplin

Building

It will

be constructed by

Corp.

—

Port Washington, Wis. J. B. Ross
ning to build the Lyric to seat 1,500.

is

plan-

Television Seen Reason
for R.C.A.- Victor Deal
of television and talking pictures is seen as cause for the
proposed acquisition of the Victor
Machine Co., by Radio Corp. of
America. Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson, inventor, has predicted that pictures would be broadcast to the home
in five years, but others even more
optimistic predict radio pictures in
about a year.

Development

ly of P.

Two

Planned
Birmingham, Ala.

at

—Tony

Sudekum

plans

a theater at Gadsden, Ala.
another source, it is reported
that Will B. Wood will also build a
house at Gadsden.
It is also said
that Sudekum is dickering for a site
at Talladega, Ala.

From

Strauss Handling Ohio

Runs

Cleveland— Al Strauss is here to
handle roadshowing in this territory
of "Motherhood" for States Cinema,

New

York.

Additions to Cast
Ruth Stonehouse, Lincoln Stedman
and Arthur Kaliz have been added by
Wilfred
Noy, director, to "The

Cage" in which Pauline Garon
being starred for Chadwick.

Devil's
is

Introductory Group is
Offered by Columbia
(Continued from Page 1)
pictures
are:
"The Blood Ship"
Alias the Lone Wolf," "Sally in
Our
Alley, "The Tigress," "The
Opening
'

Night" and "The Warning."
lege

to

among

make

substitutions

the company's other
pictures, is given.

—

ple,

Gadsden

Privi-

from
1927-28

The

films

showed

The

secret is declared to lie in application
three main colors on the spectrum.
When the film is shown without full application of the invention, it makes the ordinary
black and white pictures, to which color is
given by a small screen placed over the proExtra cost per foot is declared
jector lens.
An Alsatian engraver namea
negligible.
Keller Dorian is the inventor.

the

Simon Annonces

Titles

part of the Masonic Tem$150,000 building, plans for

is

a

which were prepared by John Graham
of Cleveland.
It will be completed
late in the summer.
Other houses
owned and operated by the circuit
are the Riatlo, Gordon Square, Madison, Ezella and Sunbeam.

American Films Unsettle
Minds of Spanish, Claimed

—

"~

'

OuynpswocHMun douabkobs

W. Pyper

with Agnes Ayres, Forrest
Stanley and Corliss Palmer, directed
by Duke Worne; "Fortune's Clown"
by Joseph Le Brandt, "The Mark on
the Wall," "Ship of Hate," "Morals
of Broadway" by Peter Milne, "Burning Embers," "Dear Old Girl" and
'Prisoners of Fate."

Kid
(First Nat'l)

A

film cost guessing contei]
big booster for the pictar|
suited in many columns off
in the Pittsburgh Press w:]
a

up on the stunt.
The coi[;t
run during the first week c
ture's engagement.
The or

i;

nouncement was
three column head

More
New York

(Continued from Page

tion
its

is

gradually centralizing more of
than in Phil-

The production department is
moving along in full swing, the first
unit an Edward Hyman show, startStanley, Jersev

Ticket Agencies
Control by

top

i

of fii

tion, with a story under a \x\
head each day for the renui
On til
days of the week.
day the names of the •mw^

announced

clear across
the page. Six illustrations ij
with the stories, five being f:[
Prizes were offered for iH
tion

nearest to the
cost of the film.

actwjl

—

Gra;

burgh.

"The Warning"
(Columbia)

A

late

model machine

from the U.

S.

gunl

Cavalry was|

the lobby in front of a cutof Jack Holt. The Cavalry
ished one of their recruits
and demonstrate the weap'
Floyd,
Robert
lookers.

—

o
ti

\

!

"Circus" Breaks London
"The Circus" grossed md
New Gallery Kinema than
lin picture ever shown in.
setting a new record for
according to United Arti.'^i
I

;i

1)

activities here rather

ing at the
April 7.

carried

Houston, Tex.

Stanley Centering
Activities in

r

"Patent Leather

of 8 Raleigh Pictures coming
Titles of the eight originals, which
are to comprise the year's output of
Raleigh Pictures, are announced by
President Milton Simon. The pictures
will be: "Into the Night" by George

adelphia.

seats,

—

Washington

color pictures prac-

and cheap.

at

manager.

Washington

at

make

Co.

T. A. Little, formerD. C. and Enterprise, is now
connected with M-G-M as office

Now

to

every natural color and was declared
to give objects a higher relief than
black and white films. Ordinary projector and screen are used.
of

Street theater.

Cleveland Exhibitors Expanding
Cleveland
Scoville, Essick and
local
Reiff,
theater owners, have
taken a 90-year lease on a house now
under construction at Willoughby, O.
The theater, which will have 1,000

Little

clared
tical

the first theater here, which is also the
picture house in Montgomery county.

the

1.

— Charles

first

Revolutionary changes in the industry are forecast by the Paris correspondent of "The N. Y. Evening
Post," following demonstration of the
process,
decolor
Keller-Dorian

City,

on

'"

T.-S. to

Sue Fannicl

in Screen Rights

ol.^

Under

Tiffany-Stahl has instruc
torneys to sue Fannie Hur
vent her from carrying oi
"Lummox" to United Art

New Law

rights

latter

"

company

claims

to

and says that any
Albany. N. Y. Ticket agencies in which arises must be bet
New York are under state regulation fany-Stahl and Miss Hurst
under the law signed yesterday by

—

Gov. Smith. Under the licensing plan,
a fee of §100 is charged for each
principal office and $50 for each
branch office.
A schedule of box
office prices, with those charged by
the agency must be displayed.

Madrid, Spain "Speed panorama"
presented by American pictures tends
to unsettle the Spanish mind and
Stations to
make for social unrest, it is claimed
by agitators of the anti-American film
(Continued from Page 1)
move now gaining momentum in
Spain.
Customs of a people enjoy- States and extending from New York
ing full liberty, easy divorce and an City to Los Angeles and from Fort
attitude of constant pleasure seek- Worth to Minneapolis, will broading are among factors, say the op- cast the Dodge Brothers-United Arponents of American product, which tists program tomorrow night at
have
harmful
a
influence,
when nine o'clock eastern standard time.
shown on the screen.
Norma Talmadge, Charlie Chaplin,
This would
be diminished by a strict censorship Douglas FairbankSj^ John Barrymore,
they say.
D. W. Griffith and Dolores del Rio,
Spanish picture-goers are the most will
broadcast
from
Hollywood,
impressionable in the world and are with Fairbanks master of ceremonies.
inclined to take to heart what is por- One hour will be consumed by the
trayed on the screen.
Because of program, which will also feature Paul
this, critics allege, Spain would be
Whiteman's orchestra, from New
better off if it selected its films in York; Pryor Moore's string sextette,
keeping with the traditions, emo- from Hollywood; and Graham Mctions and civilization of the nation. Namee, announcing from New York.
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Law

1 Silly

of morals in
Province of
backward
the
legal
have
invoked
L)u )ec

make

stock dividend of as
high as 25 per cent is reported
under consideration by Loew's.
discussions, it is stated, but some
directors are declared in favor
of the step. The present policy
of common dividend payments,

—

;

the

spite legislation.

;

hurt

The

exhibitors
ro' severe, no doubt. But
nirnt gentlemen who conlaw-mak; te province's
should be mature
realize that by depriv:h
im s of any form of wholeei srtainment, they leave
an thought open for di)m which youth is inexlernl

WIELIAMS COMING BACK

$2 a share per annum, and extra of Si a share is to be continued it is stated.

ear-

WITH FOREIGN PICTURES

to

enough to seize upon.
is, therefore, a grave
ss
the legal gen(,e and
ol Quebec must face the
nces,
whatever they

ice

;

be.

London

SOME THEATERS

TYING-UP,

OTHERS ALOOfONHOOK-UP
With some

theaters

prepared

to

tie-up to the event, others declaring
certain to decrease their box ofit
the Dodge Brothers
receipts,
fice
United Artists Radio Hour, goes on
the air tonight at 9 P.M., eastern
standard time. Close check is expected to be made to determine effect of the program on theater at-

tendance.

Art Business

h

what crimes are comthy name!
One of them
rder the art theaters, sogetting away with. These
e
strong for foreign picrt,

the "made abroad,"
the intellectuals or what
'id watch the money roll
c had several swell times
Paris we found to be
Of Berlin, we've heard
nf good cheer.
But why
nil
have to sit through some
irjim atrocities such as reach
and 55th St. Playhouses,
nd our depth.
never
es could be so bad until
d the habit of visiting the
mas.
I' not
the gambling type, but
s <e
a spring hat against a
:aiation that we can turn to
ti
old Year Book and in
ninutes pick out
enough

vank

STANDARD CONTRACT

HIT

There have been no formal

it

n differencesitute carries

Price 5 Cents

Common

impossible
lildm under 16 to attend
or not it
es. Guardians
3

29, 1928

PITTSBURGH DELEGATES

Stock Dividend

HE guardians
nei to

March

A

number of houses throughout
the country, following recommendation of United Artists representatives, will receive the program on
their sets or instruments installed esRadio
occasion.
the
pecially
for
stores are loaning sets in many instances for the advertising value.

(By

Cable)— J. D. Wil-

liams, formerly with British National
pictures,
is
managing director of
United M.P. Producers, Ltd., and
leaves soon for the United States to
market British and Continental pictures selected by the new company
for distribution in the United States
and Canada. Six films already have
been selected, it is stated.
The capital is entirely subscribed,
William states, and is all British. He
is working on the basis that America
maintains eight distributing units in
Lngland and that England is therefore
entitled to one in the United States.
Cecil Harrison, associated with Williams in British National, is interested in the new company. Both will
York within the next six
go to
or seven weeks.

New

le

to

American product, once
keep those theaters busy

itire

year.

ho or What?
till
not
jjdo you

I
I

^

what do you know,

know

in

the picture

The principal
entirely too many
is a fellow's ability to play
kiss himself into the famthe yessing system's stock

ion
5

r
1

truthful.
in

good buy.

KANN

— This

territory's

dele-

PERCENTAGE TO BE ISSUE

LOEW COMPETITION FOR

—

Guarantee and
Oklahoma City
percentage contracts will be the big

when Oklahoma,
Texas and Arkansas exhibitors consubject of discussion

National Hook-ups Aid
Business,

—

Wood

National radio
Columbus, O.
hook-ups, such as the United Artists' program for tonight, are beneficial to the industry, in the opinion
of P. J. Wood, business manager of

No comthe Ohio exhibitor unit.
plaints on the program have been
received from Ohio exhibitors. Loew's
United Artists Broad here is to receive the program on the stage.

Smoke Screen is Thrown
Around Hays Intentions

—

There are a
Paris (By Cable)
great deal of wild assertions and
hullabaloo being made over scheduled
arrival

tomorrow

of

Will H. Hays,

with alarmists seeking to create the
impression that Hays is coming here
to

fight the French industry, threat(Continued on Page 2)

Cooper is Reelected
Canadian Unit President

Col.

—

CINCINNATI IS SEEN

Feels

Rotten grammar, but, oh
y

Pittsburgh

gates to the Trade Practice Conference, Anthony Jim and Nathan Friedberg, are "anything but satisfied with
the new contract adopted at Chicago,
declaring the committee did not carry
out instructions as recommended at
In this, they state
the conference.
they speak for the western Pennsylvania exhibitor unit.
"First, the contract committee was
to be composed of six members: three
producer and distributor members,
uiree non-affiliated exhibitors and H.
M. Richey of Detroit, as secretary"
they declaie.
{Continued on Page 3)

AT OKLAHOMA MEETING

e

We

Jim and Frieberg Bitter
on Alleged Methods of
Committee

Toronto Col. John A. Cooper was
secretarypresident and
reelected
treasurer, as well as a member of the
{Continued on Page 2)

vene here April

9,

according to

W.

Z. Spearman, president of the state
has issued call for the
unit,

—

who
Cincinnati Competition in the first
run situation here, for the Libson the- convention on orders of the board
There has been conaters is looming, with Loew's mak- of directors.
ing a survey of the local situation. siderable discussion of percentage,
Representatives were here inspecting throughout the state, with opposition
Taft auditorium in the new Masonic to the overage system voiced.
Temple.

However,
{Continued

it

is

on Page

sa.id

a

site

3)

Stanley Plans 5,000-Seat
House at Atlantic City
Atlantic City — Work starts within
60 days on the Stanley, 5,000-seater,
which, it is stated, will cost $1,500,already has been purSite
000.
chased on the Boardwalk near Ar-

kansas Ave.

Biechele Advises Members
to Pay Their "Music Tax'*

—

Kansas City With the Americart
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers active in this territory,
preparing to prosecute infringement
of copyright, R. R. Biechele, president of the Kansas and western Missouri exhibitor unit, is advising memPast
bers to pay the "music tax."
efforts to defeat the levy have failed,
he says.

Northwest Paramount is
Formed for F. & R. Deal Demonstrate Han-a-Phone
—
ParaMinneapolis

Northwest

at $100,000 and
Katz, has been
as operating company for
City theaters of
the eight Twin
which Northwest Theaters Circuit

mount

headed
formed

capitalized

by

Sam

(Continued

on Page 2)

at Philadelphia Theater

Philadelphia

—Around

100

theater

of the territory attended demonstration of Han-a-Phone, synchronThe
ization device, at the Lorraine.
{Continued on Page 3)

owners

....
.....
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DALY

MERRITT CRAWFORD

is

re-

turning to his specialty, that of
editing and titling.
Before specializing in trade paper work, Merritt was
well known in the titling field, and
kept pace with progress in the field,
between trade paper activities.

Interstate,
Fabian,
Stanlej%
Harris, Schanbcrger. Gus Sun, West

St.
Louis Through comimi
reached with the officials of tiHiv
union of musicians. Skouras
have engaged a 7-piece orchei,i,
he Grand Central although thaB|r,
is
now devoted exclusively Mtt
showing of Vitaphone featureMfe

don't

Make

Two

(Finkelstein & Ruben) and Publix
are partners. This includes the Minnesota, opened here last week. Sam
Katz, F. L. Metzler of New York,

Hamm

Paul and M.
L. Finkelstein of Minneapolis are in-

William

of St.

corporators. Other

members

of F.

&

H. and Edmund R. Ruben and
Harold D. Finkelstein, are not included in the new incorporation. Harold

I.

Finkelstein is general
F. & R. circuit.

o) tJver the Counter Transactions

(Bid and

The

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220 W. 42nd St.
Room 612
Phone Wisconsin 0248

j

public of St. Louis haU
to Vitaphone and the Grand !:ni
has been doing big business jsp
the prevalence of unemployme| c(
siderable influence and the »r
season.

Carey at A.M.P.A. MeetitJ
Harry Carey is to be todayt
of the A.M.P.A. luncheon, wlj
minute news of the Naked|
lowing its run there starting Christ- Dinner Saturday
will be ou:j
picture
was
booked
the
mas day
again in February and its third reBudd Rogers Returrig
turn now has been contracted for.

from
Around 100

Nation-wid(fi

Completing a swing aroi|l
attended
Wilkes-Barre convention last country, during which he soivA
the
Sunday, and not 11 as previously exhibitor sentiment on pictm
Rogers, vice presi.
stated due to a typographical error. Budd
Gotham and Lumas, returns
exhibitors

ii

i

Tom

Mei.ghan

is

popular

so

York
in

today.

-

On the Coast,,;
Sam Saxe, Gotha|p

ferred with
the 30 pictures to:; p
the company for l'jl-29

Miami that the ninth hole on the dent over
La Gorce course in the Florida is duced by
known as the Meighan hole.

PRODUCER

Brandts Tune In

distribution for Warners, for week
runs of "The Jazz Singer." This will
break a long standing precedent which
usuallj' calls for split weeks in these
theaters.

enterprises, operating
a string of Brooklyn theaters, have
hooked up their various houses for
the United Artists broadcast tonight.
Special one sheets are announcing
the tie-up to the public.
Other NewYork exhibitors have taken similar

DIRECTO

with

a varied experience in orlJ
and features, is desirous of I'ting
with a reliable company in th ast.
Will consider a reasonable gu attt

against percentage of

returns.

Box M-38S
c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, /.C-

steps.

Cooper is Reelected
Canadian Unit President

Col.

Smoke Screen is Thrown
Around Hays Intentions

(Continued from Page

1)

board of directors at meeting of directors, which immediately followed
(Continued from Page 1)
annual meeting of M. P. Distributors
eiiing boycott of French pictures or and Exhibitors of Canada.
Directors
withdrawal from the French market, elected are. A. Cohen, C. Hague, O.
in
retaliation for the quota decree R. Hanson, R. S. Bell, B. F. Lyon
ind censorship. This, it is stated, is and
M. A. Milligan, representing
not the case, althougli those closely Class D. members; C. Robson and
observing the situation say that, at J. Arthur, representing Class E. membest. Hays will be able only to strike bers and J. P. O'Loghlin and P. T.
bargain, acceptable to the French. Tavlor, representing all members.

JOHNNY

i

TIFFANY -STAHL PRODUCTIONS,

Chinatovn

INC.

Charliij

Announce
That they have in the course of production
two motion pictures entitleci:

Million Feet of

Everything

-

r

manager

Policy Altered for "Jazz Singer"
The Fox circuit in Greater New
York signed contracts this week with
Sam E. Morris, general manager of

NOTE:

A

week

minutes every two hours. Th
for the remainder of the pro
furnished by the Vitaphone.

The Brandt

Asked).
(s) Stock Exchange.
Balabaii & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

full

the prevailing rates for th|:
although they play only two
at

Prices Quoted,

Bond Market,
Curb Market,

require a pit orchestra'T

musicians are paid a

>

Disdainfully avoiding any fanfare
Coast and independent chains and
of trumpets, Mike Simmons will ofhouses.
fer opposition to the national radio
hook-up tonight in which United
Artists stars are to participate, by
Plans
to
Goldburg
going on the air with an interview
Pictures in Europe with Howard Rockey, author of
Upon his return from the coast, Gotham's "The Chorus Kid."
Jesse J. Goldburg, is going to Europe
to arrange for distribution of First
Three engagements in three months
Division product there and also for at the same house testify to the sucpurpose of making two pictures on cess of "The Jazz Singer" at the
next year's program abroad.
Metropolitan, Washington, D. C. Fol-

of the
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High Low Close
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.

in all

Keith-Albee-Orpheuni,
Loew's, Foxj Proctor, Pantages, Poli,
of

theaters

Northwest Paramount is
Formed for F. & R. Deal

Financial

(s)

Week

N.V.A.

and Canada.

be observed simultaneouslj'

And

Thursday, March 29^'

"Is the most pretentious film i'"'"'*
Hines has appeared to date. !' '''
I'
to be his most successful.
exploited zvill put him over i;
ivay on the First National

Should score in all types of
and small. A few more like
Hines linll be sitting pretty."—
Me) cury.
'

"The
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en ignored by the men we
represent us on the con-
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However,
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this

was

so far as the members
)inmittee representing the
as Mr. Pettijohn had copies
.se

le

c
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Washington on Monday

lin at
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latiment as expressed

e

our organization
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is

that

an equitable conis
practice
trade
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for

fair

completed,
Outlaw," in this neighdeclared planning to build

he
Dclis

"The Day

icpere.

of Atonethe next produc-

slated as

selman Sells Holdings

—

C. J. Musselman, vetoperator, has retired from
er business, with sale of his
Tex.

na

and Cozy here to Dent

May Wong

Sailing

Vlay Wong, Chinese actress,
ay for Germany where she
in Ufa pictures.

Han-a-Phone

tjistrate

.Philadelphia
[C(»ttinued
I

iiom Pag';

Theater
1)

members

of the audience
nt smoothly, with the tonal
tion of the instrument pro-

nee,

Strong

reflectors,

that

act

upon

much

lawn-sprinkler does
water, have made
of the new incangeneral studio phoThe new
tography, it is claimed.
apparatus has arrived from New
York and is being used at the MG-M studios in filming scenes in
"Detectives."
The flood-lights consist of parabolic reflectors in which are great
lamp globes, but the reflectors, instead of being smooth, are fluted
with curving radial lines, much resembling the riflings in a gun-barrel.
These Imes cause the rays of light
to whirl and twist, much as a bullet
does on leaving the barrel of a gun,
so that the light that falls upon the
actors is constantly whirling at a
high speed, and therefore is "diffused" or made extremely even.

as a
on a stream of
practical the use
descent lights in
light

Frances Agnew Titles "Love Hungry"
Frances Agnew, Fox staff scenarist,
has just completed the titles for
"Love Hungry," starring Lois Moran,
and the picture has been shipped to
New York for premiere at the Roxy.
This is Miss Agnew's first titling job
in Fox's Coast studios, but she established herself as a titLe writer in
the Fox eastern studios last year
when she edited and titled "Siummer
Bachelors," starring Madge Bellamy.

Another for Haines
Forty-five minutes after William
Haines had stepped out of character
with the completion of "He Learned
About Women," he had begun work
on his next production for M-G-M.
He is co-starred with Marion Davies,
with Polly Moran, Roy D'Arcy and
King Vidor
Paul Ralli in support.
is

directing.

organ number
comprised
Han-a-Phone, it is stated,
offered at a new low price
vaudeville

ry

1

The
Gene

Marcus
Co.,

is

M-G-M.

iJeaumont for

Sax Signs Alma Rubens
for

Two Gotham

Alma Rubens

has been signed to

"The River "Woman" by HarSax.
The
old Shumate is to be the first.
second

is

being selected.

of Twentieth Cenhandlinc; the device,

produce

52

Han-a-Phone

for its first year's schedule.

WANTED
High

class

salesman

New York
porary

TO

FIVE

Five features are in work and five
preparation by Fox. F. W. Murnau's "The 4 Devils" heads the list,
with Janet Gaynor, Charles Morton,
in

who knows

K. C. Golf Tourney April 16
Kansas City Annual golf tournament conducted by the Film Board is

—

Norton,

April

16 at

Excelsior

Farrell

Sally
Phipps and Nick
Stuart, under direction of David Butler;
"Plastered in Paris," starring

featuring

Sammy Cohen and Jack Pennick,
under direction
of
Ben Stoloff;
"Don't Marry," which James Tinling
is
directing with Lois Moran and
Neil Hamilton; "Mr. Romeo," which
Henry Lehrman is directing with
George Meeker, Nancy Carroll and
Ford Sterling.
Frank Borzage is preparing "Blossom -Time," Movietone production.
Others soon to be started are "Me,
Gangster" and "The River Pirate,"
both written by Charles Francis Coe;
"Part Time Marriage," in which
June Collyer will have the feminine
lead, and "None But the Brave," in
which Lionel Barrympre will ap-

Flu Epidemic in 111.
Louis
Influenza epidemics
have closed schools of De Kalb and

John Adolfi Returns
John G. Adolfi has returned

Hollywood from
he

spent

several

New York
weeks

to

wher;

reseaich

in

work

for hij next Tiffany-Stahl production, "Prowlers of the Sea."

Cast in Night Club Story
Cissie Fitzgerald and Douglas Girard have been cast in "Ladies of the
Night Club," an original by Ben

Grauman

Kohn

directed by
George Archainbaud for TitTanyStahl. This completes the cast which
includes
Ricardo Cortez,
Barbara

being

—

St.

Anna,

111.

Twelve Originals

Among

First Division's 18
Of

the 18 pictures contemplated on
the 1928-29 program of First Division Distributors, 12 \yill be from
originals and the others from novels,

according to Jesse J. Goldburg who
is here lining up writers.
Six remain
on the current schedule to deliver,
three of

They

them Chadwick productions.

will be

completed

May

1.

"We Americans" Opens
Marking return ot the house

pear.

to a

two-a-day policy, "We Americans,"
new Universal picture, opened last
night at the Colony.
The premiere was planned and executed by Harry Reichenbach. Many
prominent individuals were present.

$1,225,000 Theater to
Be Built at Ottawa

—

Famous Canadian Corp.
spend $1,225,000 on erection of
the new Capitol here, with seating
capacity of 2,500, to be opened Jan.
Ottawa

will

1,

1929.

Leonard, and Lee Moran.

Christie Soon to Start

Building

Construction

New

Studio

to start at once on
the new Christie studio, adjoining
Mack Sennett's new plant at Studio City.
Production is to be started
soon on the new lot, with all activity
eventually to center at the proposed
studio.
is
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Marcus Loew

late

is

Nancy Drexel and scheduled for
MacDonald iieading the cast. Springs, Mo.
Others are: "The News Parade,"

Barry

exhibitors for tem-

c/o Film Daily, 1650 B' way.
New York City

The

here.

declared for years had thought
of building a theater named for him
here, in the city where he began his
theatrical career running a penny
arcade.
it

Fihns

star in two pictures for Gotham, in
a contract closed by President Sam

turns

ynchronization devices.
lone Co., headed by
11

Dorothy Cummings Cast
Dorothy Cumiiiings has been cast
with Joan Crawford's "The Dancing Girl," to be directed by Harry

WORK,

BE STARTED BY FOX

Work

An

natural.

IN

iNCANDESCENTS PRACTICAL

lit

laza

preferred at Fountain Square, near
new E. F. Albee theater. Libson and Keith-Albee control the situis

ation

REFLECTORS SAID TO MAKE FIVE

—

ntonio,
Tex.
hich
recently

Seen

the

Planned
Foto Arts

an Atonic Studio

is

for

{Continued from Page 1)

was

decision

our surprise, there
d for a seventh arbitrator
Hess, attorney for the
lization also was admitted
Fiut, to

nce.
the contract
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Loew Competition

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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The Secrets
HELEN WILLS

CHAMPIO
BABE

RUTH

4

SIXTY-EIGHT

WHEN

and women, have shown their art and skill
and action before Sportlight^s far ranging

you THINK
OF SPORTS
VartiaX

ered b>

Sportlights'

iE«

The scenes shift from Babe Ruth
Bobby Jones to Aileen Riggin

Football
Baseball

Golf

From Gene Tunney

rack

Field

Glenna CoUett.
Correct form and

Hockey
Polo
Soccer
Cricket
Fishing

is

Hunting

and'"|

jjjj)!

to

Helen Wills and

through slow motion
blended with the action and drama of
style

j

actual contest.

You can see how they
win and why they
win. Every leading

BOBBY JONES

—

Jiu Jitsu

Flying

Tumbling
Jai Ali

Hurling
Diving

champion from every

Rowing

field

Dancing

marches before

you.

Pool

GENE

Billiards

Skiing
Skating
Curling

and"*^

Suzanne Lenglen

Tennis

Yachting
Archery
Boxing
Fencing

Ij

cameras.

Tobogganing

1

l«
j

of sports cov-

list

world^s champions, men

^

TUNNEY \
AILEEN RlGGlN

Just

Camping

one element

tremendous

Squash
Water Polo
Canoeing
Ice Boating
Cycling

in

appeal of
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thi
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Subject.
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IL H. HAYS, prior to
for Paris
his departure
an quota troubles, took
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s tat newsreels were beili2 cl to spread presiden-
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ON STANLEY COMMITTEE

3n

iganda

)ro

for

Herbert

"ortunately so for this
the chief business of
supply the American
h entertainment.

:r.

ry:
is

)

We

w

no more dangerous
pursue than a risky
on with politics and its
le

t

tendencies.

raiding

World," which
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is

so

Finances
Philadelphia — A new finance

the

BUTTERFIELD SEEKING
25 MILES PROTECTION
Detroit

com-

prominent Philadelphian, who is reputed to be worth between .pJS 000,UGO and $40,000,000, and Albert L.
Smith, of E. B. Smith and Co., for
years bankers and financial sponsors
ii:

Nearly Every Theater of

Detroit's System

mittee, representing many millions in
potential new capital, has been appointed for the Stanley Co. oi iVmerica.
It is composed of job.n McCarthy, executor for the George
Earle estate which is heavily interested in Stanley; Col. Louis j. Kolb,

N^\v'

troit

—Zoning

territory

of the
recently

Detroit Territory
Affected

Dewas

films

Detroit
Protection over an area
covering 25 miles for 30 days is being sought for the Butterfield circuit

Michigan houses. There are 75
theaters in the chain, which now is
confined to the lower peninsula of
Michigan, but intends expanding in
the upper peninsula.
Publix is a partner in the Butterfield
chain which includes such cities as
Ann Arbor, Battle Creek, Bay City,
Flint, Grand Rapids, Hillsdale, Ionia,
of

some time, but only recently
was put into written form.

The committee

holds periodical
conferences to revise the new
zoning system.

Jackson, Kalamazoo, Lansing, OwosPontiac. Port Huron, Saginaw,
so.
Ypsilanti,
Adrian, Alpena, Benton
Harbor, Big Rapids, Cadiliac, Grand
Haven, Ludington, Manistee, Niles,
St. Joseph, Three Rivers and Traverse

:

any

p< litting

such

change

is

—

completed by exchanges here
in co-operation with exhibitors
in an arrangement declared one
of the best in the nation for
independent theaters. Maximum
protection is 28 days, starting
with the last day of the run.
The system has been in force

(Continued on Page Z)

for propaganda
any party or politician
es lor
serious results »
The
policy of
impartiality in
e
res is changed, millions will
d steps will be taken through
iv bodies to stop it.
The realiof hat fact should, and no doubt
ifficient to deter the industry
of

Price 5 Cents

1928

McCarthy, Kolb and Smith
In Charge of Company

constituted that it
dly pin something on
could, points out edi- of the Stanley organization.
Ac i;.c directors' meeting
y- nd fairly so
U!

60.

360THEATERSE0RI0X

City.

With

in

BY CRIMP IN BUSINESS

CHAIN StEN BY SEPT.

1

cities,

affect

this wide range of principal
the protection sought would
nearly every theater of the

territory.
obvious anyway that
Sept, 1, there is
Angeles—
Los
By
off
Chicago
Business
continues
5try has enough on its
here, with a number of houses unable expected to be 360 houses in the
Exchanges Plan
ith investigations, cento stand the gaff of dwindling re- Fox chain of theaters, it is stated in
p-even though mild gen- ceipts.
Open
House for
Mix
The Pantheon, but a short 'Now," house organ of West Coast
— ixation and adverse time ago a leading Northside de luxe Theaters. This will follow complehouse
for
Open
Tom Mix will be
it n.
More than sufficient house operated by Lubiner & Trinz, tion of Fox houses now under coii- held by FBO exchanges in connechas succumbed to competition and on
olitical, alreadyin
numerous key cities tion with the star's vaudeville tour.
April 3 becomes burlesque house, struction
Exhibitors are being invited to atthroughout the country.
(Continued on Page 2)
tend to become personally acquainted
Imng Rossheim
with the star, who leaves Hollywood
two months in office. Yet
Saturday on a two months' vaudeville
ge of Jules Mastbaum, now

—

FBO

Tom

;

of
is

the powerful Stanley
recording progress. Es-

a

financial

10

much

man, one who

of economics that

some years ago and now
very tough problem: The
imming and adjusting his
to the point where, on a
annual gross, it can ree than $112,493 to surplus.
hard nut to crack.
Rosslizes it.
But, being young,
fident; and, being confident,

Brylawski Praises Committee
for Accomplishment on Pact

it

Washington

I

into

the

T&ntle

future with opti-

Boiling

behind

cupped hands concome whisperings of this

that for control of Stanley,
offer; Publix has
lund; Fox is still on the job.
me ago, K-A were looking

made an

at's

your guess?

KANN

CONTRACT HELD SHOWING
IT

NEED

BILL

—Julian

new standard

exhibition con-

tract.

"Perfect?
Certainly not, but just
study of as certainly a step in the right dithe contract he is "more than ever rection and, so far, the best contract
convinced that the Brookhart bill, ever put before the industry."
That is the way
with the exception of Articles 5 and
FILM
7 is a very good measure and ought DAILY expressed it, and Brylawski
to pass," states Herman A. Blum, states his opinion exactly coincides.
who last week retired as president of
"I attended the first session of the

Baltimore

—After

careful

THE

the

Maryland exhibitor

unit.

articles referred to are those

The committee

banning very

in

FBO

A. Brylawski,

chairman of the board of directors
of the M.P.T.O.A., is impressed with
the progress made and the results accomplished by the committer in drafting the

tour, prior to sailing for the Argentine
early in June to make a series of
pictures for
release. Fred Kley,
president of the company to produce
(Continued on Page 2)

Chicago and

have

a

definite idea of the size of the

block booking and vesting administra- task they tackled and the difficulties
tion of the act in the Federal Trade and objections with which they had
Commission.
to contend," Brylawski says.

Burnside Joining Publix
To Stage Unit Shows
R. H. Burnside will join the Publix
production department unit early in
April to stage shows in alternation
with John Murray Anderson and
Frank Cambria. Jack Partington will
be supervising director under James

M. Cowan,

director-in-chief of pres-

entations.

Menjou Signs

New

Contract with Paramount
Adolphe Menjou has signed a new
contract with Paramount, setting at
rest report he might leave the company.

;

-

!
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Handschiegl Gets Patents
on Photographic Process
Patents have been granted Max
Handschiegl of Los Angeles covering the Handschiegl Process of
motion picture photography on which
the inventor has been working several years with assistance of Ray
Smallwood who controls world rights
to

process,

the

announced

A.

3'esterday.

Smallwood

N.

The process

has been the subject of litigation.

SmalKvood

asserts the Handschiegl

process, in brief, permits photographing two or more separate actions on
the one negative so that action can
be placed on foreign scenes, stock
sets, still or paintings.
Two negatives are made, color selectivity being the basis of the process.
The

remaining

work

is

done

with

an

The

finished picture
is on one negative, the other negative serving for masking purposes
only, so that there is no duping or
multiple printing, he asserts.
optical printer.

Seattle

1)

Wednesday, ccononiie3 put
tl*'c<t by Irving Ros^neim ^-i.lce
o!i

presiueKc/ sixt^
endorsed and coni-

over

iLck

;ie

PUBLISHER

the

days aj^o were
n-cndtd

Sheck Gets Another at Baltimore
Phillip J. Sheck has
Baltimore
taken a five year lease on the Dixie
Sheck has a
from A. H. Levine.
number of picture houses here and
plans to remodel his new acquisition.

—

Sunday Shows Favored
Sunday shows were
Tenafly, N. J.
victorious here by vote of 1,084 to

—

460 in an informal referendum conducted by the Chamber of Commerce,
which is to refer the outcome to the
council.

Salem, N. J., Houses Sold
Salem, N. J. Art Amusement Co.,
of Philadelphia and Collijngswood,
has taken over the Palace and Fenwick from W. C. Hunt. Allen Peterson will manage.

—

FBO

Exchanges Plan
Open House for Tom Mix

May

$5,000 on

is

Larceny Charge

Testimony of six witnesses that the
defendant had promised ten per cent
of the gross of a film called "The
Spirit of 76," in return for investments, caused Magistrate Glatzmaycr,
in West Side Court, New York, to
hold Charles L. Forester in $5,000
bail on a charge of grand larceny.
Forester claimed he acted in good
faith under belief a letter written him
by Nathan Braunstein of 729 7th
Ave., gave
the money.

him authority

to

collect

Hickok Gets

New

WAFILMS.

Sid
Hickok, who photographed
"Lilac Time," has been given a three
year contract by First National. He
is a former Eastern cameraman.

for

130

W.

46th

Bryant 8181

Hollywood
St.

c/o Leon Schlesinger
1123 No. Bronson Ave.

Portland Theater Ties Up
On United Broadcast

—

Portland, Ore.
Bert Levy, manager of the Columbia, took advantage of last night's United Artists'
program, securing radio time immediately after the program to announce that the Columbia plays
United Artists' product.
Otherwise
indiiiference characterized local re-

Orpheum

is

another
switched

short

a

career,

is sv

and musical

tab

being changed

is

toj tta

a-vveek change house.

Novarro Leaving

Ramon Novarro
the next few
a vacation.

is

days

for

Euije

leaving nti

for

Engl,

Goldwyns Sail Tomorrc
Samuel and Mrs. Goldw;
from France Saturday on

—

idly.

Work on

Mille

sal

tJI

turn trip to

New

York.

New York

in

Dremiere of
Rivoli April

Tuesday,
his

re

'

Harold Lloyd Coming to
Harold Lloyd is expected

Theater Progressing at Cooperstown
Cooperstown, N. Y.
Work on
William C. Smalley's new theater,
replacing the one destroyed by fire
last New Year's, is progressing rap-

;

Tower

circuit's

pictures

to

action.

to

Y
t,rr

ai'

1

"Speedy'.

6.

,

N. E. Firm Announcdst

House

in Expansion'ki

Boston

theater

— First

in

pansion program recently

will be erected in Central

r.

:

;;

'

by Sam Pinanski, president
England Theaters Operatiij

.

i

S( n

Meridian St., East Bos'
house will seat 2,000 and
next fall.

1)

Makes Counter
PRODUCER
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with

Los Angeles
Charges that the
book was plagiarized from the Bible,
ridiculed the Deity,

is

DIRECTO

varied

experience in Kt
is desirous of ! irt

with a reliable company in th
Will consider a reasonable ju
against percentage of rrturnt.

viola-

jsi

itn

Box M-385

of

from her book, "The

a

and features,

immoral, blas-

phemous and unclean, making

iarized
ing of

Star and

house which
after

^

1)

K.

&'
doing business.
Balaban
closing the Covent Garden,

c/o Film Daily,

Paul Rallie Cast
Paul Rallie has been signed by MG-M to play an important role in the suit of Joan Alquist, alleging plot
current
Davies-Haines'
co-starring of "The King of Kings" was plag-

Woo-

1650 B'way,

pin the

Mary Magdela."

C

pardiib

Another for Oliver
Gu3' Oliver,
of

who

Holt

Jack

in

is

now

"The

—

Rals-

Michigan Theater Fire

Detroit
Fire destroyed the Fleur
De Lys theater at River Rouge with
loss estimated at $100,000.
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Scooter Lowr;

1000 Pages

lOUHMTHIIf*

Cloth Bound

TOM WHITE
Announces that he has

in the

course of production a motion
picture titled

wnll

first.

All

fully protected in this

for-

eign countries.

HOLLYWOOD

COVERS

EVERYTHING
GOES

Office:

6276

BLVD.

Hollywood, California

Chihatovn
Charlii

TO

SUBSCRIBERS

rights

and

FREE
Film Daily

be ready for release

May

I

Harry Gribboi
Fred Kohler

Vanishing

will

$100,000

with

support

in

play in Esther
ton's forthcoming production.

Library Stock Scenes

New York

tation
lesque,

copyright impossible under
Federal lav^-s, comprise plea of Cecil
B. De Mille, asking dismissal of

about

Walter A. Putter, Pre».

who operates the
The new Lawndale

Diversey

tion

which
Inc.

(Continued from Page

imder operation of Louis

Charges in "Kings" Suit

Contract

SEA FURY
Call

toward the national
which members of

radio hook-up in
United Artists participated. The local United Artists house did nothing to capitalize the tie-up and local
exhibitors adopted an indifferent attitude with no agitation evident. Difference in time here, contrasted with
the East, of course, proved a factor.

De

16.

Pioneer,"

Film Promoter's Bail

— Antipathy marked attitude

of local theaters

Contest Story
(Continued fiom Page 1)
Preparations
have
begun by Parathe pictures, sails from New York
mount on "Swag," Rena Vale's winSaturday for the Argentine.
Exchanges to be host to the star ning story in the Photoplay Magazine
contest.
Evelyn Brent will be coare: Denver, April 4; Omaha, April 11
Kansas Cit^-, April 18; St. Louis, starred with George Bancroft.
April 25; Chicago, May 2; Cleveland,

production.

Orlamond in Cast
William Orlamond has been added
to cast of "The Woman Disputed."

31

Antipathy Marks Seattle
Millions Represented
Chicago Houses H
Reaction
Hook-up
to
Committee
On Stanley
By Business G
York

mXLIII No.76

Friday, March

EVERYWHERE

"/.( ready for shipment in sc'
sand exhibitors whose hox c;
in need of laughing stimulant
not a bromide for a press
is
the hone ft reaction, from
turc."
Exhibitors Herald aiiii;*"*
Picture World.
.>

—

A

lirAt national

i.

!.

f^

*

(_9

Jhe Finest Picture she has ever
made for the

Silver Sheet
YOUR BOX OFFICE WILL PROVE

.

.

IT

.

'With

LOWELL SHERMAN
LOUISE DRESSER
and

CHARLES RAY

Based on the play by Rudolph Bernnauer
and Rudolph Oesterreicher.
Supervised by John

W.

A LEWIS MILESTONE

Considine, Jr.
Production

^^The Finest Creation
of motion picture entertainment in which
this star has ever

appeared."

Scenes!,,, Big Cast!... Big
It is

electrifying entertainment of the

unusual kind.

The

most

Human! Joyous! Engrossing!

brilliance and breath-taking beauty
of the star photographed as never before.

Moments!

This intensely fascinating story of
Montmartre night life and Monte Carlo
high life is going to be a Big Winner
everywhere.

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

—

ADAM AND EVE

It

Will
say the

9,HE
to

——

MODERN

IN

Make Money
—
and why
not

critics

beauty of Miss Griffith has always

any theatre

—

Lowell Sherman

this picture

daz2,ling

The

attracted

screen

have never been seen to greater advantage.

splendor of the production

fascinating

crowds

will increase that box-office value.

— Louise Dresser — Charles Ray, popular

players everywhere

The

DRESS

itself

and gripping appeal of the story

for all

types of movie patrons

The

exceptional brilliance of the direction

The

urgC'tO'buy

power of the

The unmistakable stamp of
so noticeable in

all

title

a picture well

made

United Artists Pictures

These are the factors that will make

CORINNE GRIFFITH in
"The Garden of Eden"
A

Tremendous

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

For

Any

Theatre

Dumont Manager Fined

Coast Wire Service

for "Blue"

aiamount Studio Busy

Law
—

$1
Violation

T?

And

That's That

Hoboken, N. J. Edwin Ruckle,
manager of the Dumont, at Dumont,
By PHIL M. DALY
was fined $1 for violation several
months ago of the state "blue" law,
we come to the purple pasoperating his house on Sunday. Consion stuff in this throbbing serial,
siderable attention was drawn to the "The Naked Truth." You will recall

NOW

WORK

C|RES IN

New

COMPANY PLANT

Al

nres are in production at
They are:
ant studio.
tieion," the Emil Jannings

case at the time of his arrest, because
attempt of police to evict patrons
from the theater.
of

Belden has been
George
signed by Fox as a western

He replaces Rex King,
whose contract was terminated
some tijne ago, after a brief
association with the company.
star.

"The Fifty-Fifty
ig Bebe Daniels; "The
tarring George Bancroft;

Bischoff in New York
Bischoff is in New York from

Sam

Direct Own Original
irst time in four years,
will direct a story of his

Division, will depict a
socialistic nature.

community

of

Malcolm Stuart Boylan,

title

called

his

trusty

the big surprise kick at the Astor
party Saturday night. But the chariot

caught an eyefull of some-

drivers

The chariot drivers tore their silk
robes from, their shoulders, and
thrust them through the curtain,
yelling:
"Oh, sweet lady, please
take mine!" Even Paul Benjamin

in the

New York

territory.

Lichtman on Sales Trip
Boylan Made Editor

Gallup,

Rayart Producer in E^st
Carr, producer for Rayart,
New York from the Coast.

Trem

starring
'Em Over,"
is
in
Magnificent
"The
ix;
staing Florence Vidor; an
Brooks En Route to Coast
enjou starring picture; May. Made in England.
Louise Brooks, Paramount player,
Sirers," starring Pola Negri
is en route to the Coast after a vantitled pictures, one cocation in the East.
Film
Samoan
Makes
Raymond
lace Beery and
starring Esther Ralston
"Fagasa," taken in the Samoan IsSemon in Vaudeville
th 1 a W. C. Fields-Chester lands by Raymond Wells for First
Larry S^mon is playing vaudeville
cciedy.

hero,

gang around him and rehearsed the
chariot race which is going to be

thing going on behind a curtain. Even
the horses and the Astor bellhops
joined them for a peak. Now go on
with the dirt.

;sch;

"Skirts" Is Syd Chaplin Title
"Skirts" is new title chosen by MG-M for the Sydney Chaplin picture
formerly titled "A Little Bit of Fluff,"
which the company will release in

that

Coast lining up stories and attending to other business in connection with the six features on his current program.
the

by

directed

being

icle

Fox Star

Al Lichtman left
writ- terday on a trip to

New York
St.

Louis,

yes-

Kan-

Immediately upon comer,
has been appointed supervising sas City, Dallas, New Orleans and
in the Dark," he
of
Fox Films by Winfield Atlanta. He is to return April 6.
editor
the megaphone on his
Sheehan.
inzibar," a melodrama of
Lucila Mendez Leaves
Lucila
Mendez has left New York
Return from Location
for Hollj'wood.
Pirate"
"River
vrz. Gets
The cast of Fox's, "Don't Marry"
Evening Post" has returned from location at Santa
iturday
b-vCh arles Francis Coe are Cruz and is now doing interiors. Lois
ared for production by Moran and Neil Hamilton are coRaoul Walsh preparing featured.
'Me, Gangster," William
has been engaged by
Deimy on Vacation
leehan to do the second,
Reginald Denny is leaving on a
Pirate."
motor tour of northern California
pending the preparation of "The Man
"Vs Return Delayed
Distributor," his next film.
.

'War

and Don Hancock, hardened menaboiit-town, came over for a peak.
They jumped right inside the curtain.
Pretty soon out came two
smiling youths dressed as boudoir
maids.
But everybody knew they
were Jack Trop and Dave Bader.
"It's all right, boys," they said,
"Miss Naked Truth is all dressed
now." Sure enough, she was. And

how!

You'll have to com.e to the
you want to see the beautiful dame dressed all over again.

Astor

in

if

There are 1,870,000 jobless people
the United States, not including

the ushers in

moving

picture houses.

MECHANICAL PERFECTION
— in

has delayed his return
York, expecting to start
[Dbably tomorrow.

c

May

Direct

Ovm

Monty

Fairbanks, Jr. Cast
Fairbanks, Jr., has been

Chadwick

Helene

peSte

in

n Mothers"
which will be
Ethel Gray Tery ilumbia.

ARoscoe will have supportPhil Rosen will direct.

is.

ee will
igel
in

be

featured with
society se-

"Diamond

Eleanor Boardman playlead
larles

in

the

Stevens

underworld
has

also

to the cast.

.

Released from Fox Contracts
Katharine Hilliker and H. H. Caldwell, title and production editors at
Fox for more than a year and a half,
have secured at their request a re-

from

ther for Florey
Florey, who recently
The Extra's Nightmare"
St of $97, wiU film "The
te of Poor Zero," a story
year 1945. Florey said
will

—THERE ARE NO FLICKERS.

contract, to enable
them to leave immediately for a longplanned tour of Europe.

-THERE ARE NO

leads.

not spend

more

nilOO on the picture.
It
done in 1,200 feet and
s|s will be in miniature.

Greta Garbo in Niblo Film
Fred Niblo announces that by arrangement with Louis
Mayer
B.
Greta Garbo will head the cast of his
forthcoming picture, "War in
the
Dark," by Ludwig Wolff.
Produc-

DIS-

TORTIONS.

Preparing Own Original
M-G-M has bought "Dark Fire,"
an original, from Dorothy Farnum
and assigned her to preparation of
the continuity. Production will probably begin within ten days with
Greta Garbo and John Gilbert or
Ramon Novarro expected to play the

attained

tainable.

their

rt

e

by the use of
the best equipment obis

the

M-G-M's

of

Brice is writing an original
for Bebe Daniels and may direct.

lease

Baby Star Cast

the production of

OSWALD CARTOONS

Story

Released by

—THERE ARE NO SMUDGY BACKGROUNDS.
- THERE ARE NO DEFECTS IN THE PRODUCT OF—
Winkler Pictures
INCORPORATED

;

tion is scheduled to start April 9,
with Bess Meredyth handling the scenario.

Umuers<z/\J\milQ. Carloons

A

"

...
.
.
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30
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Financial
IT

Quotations
CHECKS FOR QUARTERLY

NOW READY

DIVIDENDS

(s) Am.
(c-b) do

Seat.
6s 36

corporations in the picture
business are about to mail out checks
on dividends already announced.
Balaban and Katz Corp. has two
falling due as of April 1, payable to
stockholders of record on March 20.
One is a 25 cent monthly dividend
and the other $1.75 quarterly divi-

Many

dend on the preferred.
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.
pay a dividend of 40 cents on
the preferred, covering the period
from Jan- 19 to April 1. This to
stockholders of record as of March
will

15.

Eastman Kodak stockholders

as of
Feb. 29 will receive checks of $1.25
as quarterly dividend on the common, an extra of 75 cents a share
on the preferred while there is also
payable a quarterly dividend of $1.50
on the preferred.

A

quarterly dividend of $1 a share
and B common will
on Fox Class
be paid on April 15 to stockholders
of record as of March 30.

A

Loew's Boston Theaters have declared and will pay on May 1 a quarterly dividend of 50 cents a share on

common

the

to

stockholders whose

names appeared on the books
April

16.

Loew's,

Inc.,

the

Paramount pays
dend on the

its

42?^

.

.

.

104M
76

.

16M

16M

2'2^
22J4
22'A
Kodak
170J4 1691/2 170
...
pfd.
122J4
pfd.

.

.

im

18

.
.

98 j4

98^

9SV2

5',666

20
92
67'A

20/
92/

1,600
200
4,200

67 5y^
10154
109

lom

101 '4

109

10814

1007/^

100^ lOOM

M-G-M

pfd.

..

25

M.

Cap...

5

5

do pfd
Para. F-L ...
do pfd
»(s)
(b)
do 6s 47 .. 100
(b) Par. By.Si^sSl. 103
(s) Pathe
3/2
IS
(s)
do "A"
do 7s 37 .. 66 ^^
(b)
30
(0) Roxy "A"
3i
(o)
do units

U6H

(s)

.

.

Stanley Co.
(0) Technicolor
(c)
(0)
(o)

do

.

.

pfd.

3

997^
103
3Vs

14^
66/

14
63
33
37
8

47/

4754

2
4'A
13

4

4/

15

80

85

LTniv.

(o)

4%
85

•

Last

,c)

o)
(s)

Prices

1,000
3,800
2,300
20,000

200

Hotel Astor

'.'.

22^
31/

23/
32

Stanley Co.

dividend

109/ 109/106,000

Quoted.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter Transactions (Bid and
Asked),
Stock Exchange.

NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia

to

is

in

terday over the previous clos-

EDWARD B.SMITH
&C0.
Members

New York,

and Boston

On

exactly what is
happen unless you
is

Don^t read all about
the next day and wish you were
fast.

there.

BE THERE and enjoy the most

Philadelphia

Stock Exchanges

thrilling

A.M.P.A. dinner you

ever attended.
Call Bruce Gallup, Bryant 7300

Corporate
Financing

The attendance
tically

limited and

HAVE NO

Pick up that phone and callB

reached 95^.

common and "A"

NOW.

were both active

in yesterday's
trading.
Common closed at
2314. with 13,800 shares changing hands. Over 29,000 shares
of "A" were sold at 32.

completed.

REGRETS—

sold at 111, record price for this
year.
The low range in '28

is

seating arrangements are prac-

the

Warner

I

or George Harvey, Bryant 6700
and make sure of your tickets.

Curb Market, 106,000 bonds were sold at 1095^.
Wednesday, 87,000 bonds were
ing.

that
--^ going to
it

Bonds Active
Warner Bros. 6^s, 1928 bonds,
dropped a point and a half yes-

"OUT
speak

the

This is seventyfive cents per share on the common,
is a quarterly dividend and is available to shareholders as of March 24.
Two dollars a share on Universal's first preferred also will be
paid on
Monday to stockholders
whose names appear on the company's books on March 15.

Saturday Evening,
March 31

13.800
29,400

15th.

A

DINNE

T. N. T.

OF THE A.M. P.

March

immediate offering.

THE

21
97

.

.

7',666

at the last min-

going to—

3,100

40

47^

Ch.com. 2
80
do pfd.
*(c) Univ. Pict.
*(s)
do pfd.
Bros., 24
(c) Warner
(s)
do "A" ... 35
112
(c-b) do 6'^s 28
*(o)

12m
997^
103

TERRIBLE^

ute and find that you had
been left out of the really one affair of the entire
year that everybody's

99^

.

.

Trans-Lux
United Art.

up

300
500

5

115^ 116/

7
do com.
Skouras Bros.. 38
.

to call

29

(s)

(o)
(o)

200
6,000
5,000

25%

25 J4

7/8

*(s) Orph. Cir. ...

.

300

21

92-4
68

.

.

1,200

8

do com.
do pfd
Loew's. com.
do pfd
do 6s 41ww.
(b)
do 6s41x-war.
(b)
P.

77^

77H

.

.

'166
900
500

106

7m

Fox Fm. "A",
Fox Thea. "A" 18/8

(s)
(s)
(s)
(c)

(s)
(s)

42H

Fm. Ind. 16Ji

*(c) Intern. Proj.
(b) Keiths 6s 46

parent

common on Monday

stockholders of record as of

(s)
(c)

(b)

quarterly divi-

1,000
1,000

.

do
*(s)
*(c) Film Insp. ..
*(s) First Nat. pfd.

as of

company, will pay its quarterly dividend of 50 cents on the common tomorrow.

Sales

42'/
104 J4 104Ji
74^ 74>4

.

& Katz

Bal.
(c) Con.
do
(c)
(s) East.

High Low Close
.

WOULD BE

Phllad«lpliia

Nam York

Boston
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Price 25 Cents
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of pictures
^;e

showmen
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The lowdown on box

office

••^''^^fS/Fri'^^:^'--

values

Film Daily Revieivs
The Recognized Authority

Backed by

a
high average of
consistency for
ten years

EVERYWHERE
On The
Desk of
Every
Executive

You^U Find
This

Important

Book of
Reference

A Great Book
Covering a
Great Industry

Free to every subscriber to

THE FILM DAILY

:

Cpposition Expected to

:

End Star Radio Hook-ups
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No.

Sunday, April

1

im PADLOCK

BILL

lFUM NEW JERSEY
Senate
Passage in

Dies

Mfisure

\.fter Its

in

Assembly
the proposed New Jersey
padlock law was promptly
in the Senate early yesterday

BROADCAST EXPECTED TO
BE LAST OF HLM STAR HOOK-UPS

U. A.

Off; Maybe
Radio, Maybe Rain

East

:eat of
r

inR after the

state exhibitor as-

M.
headed by Joseph
had brought home to mem-

lon,
r.

provisions of the bill,
Miss
by
was introduced
sponsor of last session's cen-

the unfair
1

les,

>m

ill.

the proexhibitor or advertiser of an
cut or salacious film would have
Orcfuilty of a misdemeanor.

l|der

terms of the

bill,

': .

had been
producer
bill
had passed the

the

ily,

The

ed.

nibly.

BRIGHUAYS ROGERS

II

outlook for independent distors during the 1928-29 season
-n by Budd Rogers, vice presiof Gotham Prod., who has just
ned from a trip to key cities of

ight

'^ation.
N.

B
if

^is reaction"
said Rogers, "I received
hand," and is not at all based on hear>r guess work.
In fact the primary obof my eight weeks' mission on the road
sound out definite sentiment one way
Mher, and on the basis of these findid we finally come to the policy decided
tham for the season of 1928-29.

"TAKE

Opinion Divided on Effect
of Program on Theater

OFF," YELL

IT

Box

weather which prevailed generally throughout the
East Thursday night made anPublix
difficult,
but
alysis
stated Friday that business was
slightly off from nine to ten
o'clock when the U. A. stars
were on the air and, more de-

Rainy

AUDIENCES; OFF

IT

IS

Boos, catcalls and hisses greeted
the United Artists radio program at
theaters of the Fifth Ave. Playhouse
group. So pronounced was the senti-

ment against the broadcast that

in

the 5th Ave. Playhouse, the 55th St.

against the first
Dodge hour several weeks ago.
One factor was the hour. The
first broadcast was held at 10
finitely off as

This

left its

St.

ater business.

j SHOW
h

a

iter

FORM

preview

of

this

much-

AMPA's

^a palpitating

special
are going to bust

world Saturday night

Astor, we are here to state
the hottest show of the seaIt has a lot of paprika and cin{Continued on Page 2)

the

tjt it

is

Earned
By Paramount in 1927

2.84

a Share

let profits

of $2,407,570.42 for the

months and $8,057,997.76 for
year ended Dec. 31, 1927, after
rges and taxes, were reported by

ee

(Continued

on Page 4)

on Page 4)

mark, wires

received by Publix indicated.
In the Southwest, the broadcast left a slight mark on theater business, a check-up revealed.

AT 'FRISCO AND OAKLAND

SOUAWK ISMSTERED BY

—

No noticeable drop EXHIBITORS J1T;CLEVELAND
attendance was noted at
San Francisco and Oakland, because
Exhibitors squawked
Exhibitors Resent Radio
Cleveland
of the United Artists radio broadcast. against the United Artists broadcast
in Atlanta Zone Ackerman & Harris, inspired by suc- and are of the opinion the stunt
Atlanta No statement for publica- cess of the chain's theaters with radio should not be repeated.
San Francisco

in

theater

—

Program

—

available from any exhibitor
but the general feeling is that
United Artists, by its radio hook-up
crave- away some of the value of the
very thing the company is selling to
exhibitors.
tion
here,

is

reception of the Dempsey-Tunney
repeated the feature, heavily
fight,
advertising it and it proved a flop.
Two other downtown theaters
which tied up and advertised the
(Continued on Page 4)

Lines of Defense

ON March

6, this editorial

pot boiled over this extent

are sticking
In this country, several governmental arms
which the "'^"^*'-y ^^°"^^
their disturbing and clumsy fingers into practices
°f,
.a"<l.G"many the governments
permitted to adjust on the inside. In England, France
On h's s.d
quotas
rush to the assistance of their film industries by legislating
official indifference or lukewarm
of the water, the trade gets nothing more than

Fancy

this

Loew's State and Stillman, and

all

Universal-Variety and Washington
circuit houses tuned in on the program, the Loew houses breaking the
show with short subjects at 9:00 to
receive the program, continuing the
show at 10:00. Keith houses did not

hook up

RAIN

to the

program.

PRElTSCHECK-OP

situation.

which estimate that for

"Naked Truth" super

ted

the
3

ITS BEST

Declaration that the

(Continued

'

TRUTH ALL SET

Offices

Little likelihood that there will be
a repeat on similar broadcasts to that
of United Artists members, is seen
in the industry, following a day's
reflection on effects of the program
put on the air Thursday night. Fiftyfive stations, blanketing the nation,
participated in the hook-up, one of

highly publicized radio proGeorge Play- the most
broadcast.
grams
ever
house, the program was turned off
Opinion today is divided on the
(Continued on Page 4)
broadcast, and its effects upon the-

Playhouse and the

P. M. Eastern Standard time
and the U. A. hour at nine o'clock.

iPENDENTHROSPECTS

Price 25 Cents

1928

1,

'"""^hiJ, ?n thf face of Department of Commerce figures
return of $i,n trade.
every foot of film exported, American industry secures ^
for American busiMotion pictures are a permanent, result-bringing ambassador
industrial
this business and some of the o"^"
strong case for motion
giants in the United States is not a visionary idea.
And it ought to include
picrures can be biilt up for presentation at Washington.
a couple of substantial planks like these:
.Uv^,,,:,,,,
cold
'^rmving the mid
Instead of hampering expansion by
pictures alone.
r,et
or contemplated, devise
way
under
is
that
deal
every
on
nrobes
water of iudicial
the
on
government
will focus the attention of the
r^onstrucdve
Films are
American business
intensive and s>stematic movements abroad to throttle
The lines of business that prosper through the
n the game.
onlv s^rall fry
in the offensive to perpe^
of motfon pictures should be enrolled
advertising
Don't discount the pressing need for action.
uate American supremacy abroad.

""''An ^understanding between

A

INNEWYORKTEilTORY
Inclement weather prevented an
check-up on effect of the
United Artists broadcast on theaters
of New York and adjoining territory.
Heavy rainfall, which started an hour

accurate

(Continued

on

Page 4)

.

_

programXch

.

BIECHElf SEES DANGER IN

vXe

On March

21,

Governor Milliken, one of the Hays

aitibassa-

NATIONAL RADIO HOOK-UPS

Advertising
dors traveled along identical lines in addressing the
Kansas City National broadcastobservations
Club of Cleveland at which he leveled the following
ing
hook-ups are not approved by R.
the
American wares,
Without being consciously in the business of advertising
president of the Kansas
Biechele,
R.
film
of
foot
*
every
For
*
influence.

—

film

nevertheless,

exerts

a

far-reaching

(Continued

on

Page

4)

(Continued on

Page

4)
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Paris—"The Passion of Joan of
Gengang have been Arc," produced by the Societe
is practically ready
Films
erale
des
for
heads off on it
The picture deals with
Can't give the show for release.

{Continued from Page 1)

namon

in

it.

All the

working their
two months.

awav, but here's a

Ziegfeld's

hint.

Beauties will meet the male guests
at the door, and offer competition for
If that doesn't
the gent's partners.
start the affair off with some excitement, then you're a tough bird to
please.

And

news reel! What
Big Guns in that reel

the

done to the
Vic Shapiro
nobody's business.
assisted by Warren Nolan edited it.
And if you know their line of stuff,
why say more? Clef Club band
skit
course banquet special
17
soda pop
chariot race bubble dance
and then came the dawn.
is

is

—

—

—

—

Grainger Returning April 10
San Francisco James R. (Jimmy)

—
general

sales manager of
Grainger,
Fox, plans to return to New York
April 10.
Grainger, with Winfield R. Sheehan, vice president and general manager of the companyj recently were at
San Francisco inspecting the new
S,000-seat Fox theater under construction.
During their stay in that
city, they were feted at a luncheon
attended by newspapermen. Bank of

Italy officials and
vision manager of

Arch Bowles, diWest Coast The-

the last eight hours in the

French

heroine

and

life

of the

took

seven

months to shoot. Work started last
May and the final scene was made
Since then editing,
December.
in
cutting and assembling have been
under way.
Miss Falconetti plays the part of
Joan and M. Sylvain, dean of the
Comedie Francaise, that of Bishop
Cauchon. "The Passion of Joan of
Arc" was directed by Carl Dreyer,
a Dane; photographed by Mathe, a
Ufa cameraman while sets were built
by Worms, who served as art director for "The Cabinet of Dr. Cali-

page of M-G-M. They rate
hand on the "They Can't Do
by Nell" copy, recently turned

"Dawn" May Show in London
London The
country
council
Tuesday will, recommend to the city

al

office.

H. B. Johnson, veteran Educ^Df!
salesman in Minneapolis whol

the Shadowland at b
City, took the lead in securing
day shows for Cokato, Minn. tB
a speaker and entertainer of

operates

m
>•

of Finkelstein &'
ben. Max Stahl and Joe Garrist
Educational, also spoke during

campaign, which was won by
narrow margin of three votes.

New

British Regulations
for Manufacture of Fihn

Dorothy

Littman,

of

Un

%

Artists' foreign department, ha.
London Sir
Joynson-Hicks come engaged to Maurice Silvers
announces passage of new regula- managing director of Allied Aii
tions affecting manufacture of raw Corp.,
Ltd.
Silverstone's
Kid^i
stock. The order stipulates that strip- quarters are in London.
Miss .tt-^\\
ping and drying shall not be done in man is loated at the home offici ^'
any room unless in a single story
building and separated from other
01
Shanghai's First
compartments or passages by walls
Shanghai -The Capitol, most i"*
of fire-resisting material. Persons are ern and largest
theater in Shaii
prohibited from bringing an open opens soon.
It is
located in
light or flame, or even smoking mate- central downtown
district and n
rials,
into the building.
All com- sents the first in Shanghai buil
bustible materials are also prohibited. history where a
theater has

—

Wm.

>.

—

overbuilt by offices and apartmc

Zucker on Menjou Assignment
Frank Zucker is photographing
added scenes in New York for
Adolphe Menjou's new picture, directed by Hobart Henley.
Educational Films Planned
Cambridge, Mass.
Educational
and scientific films are to be produced
by the University Film Foundation,

NAME YOU GO BY
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BUY

^SflT^TS
UNIFORM

—

&0-MrNS
(4-37
I

.A.ND

B WAY. N.Y
ALSO 25.0O0

TEL. 5560 PEr

COSTUMES tq PEmt

with assistance of the faculty of "Harvard and other institutions.

—

council that permit be given to show
"Dawn," recently banned, following
protests from the German foreign

.|gh

(\

Ben Turpin is Will Rogers' <
for the presidency, the cat:
said at Atlanta, "because he
only man who can see both

gari-"

"Joan" cost about $300,000, an unusual figure for a French production.
Dreyer, the director, previously made
"The Master of the House" and
"Michael," which thus far are considered his outstanding pictures.

a|-ea

John Branton

7-12

Berlin—

"Joan of Arc," French
Film Ready for Release

c th

plane it
v
taken by Howard Dietz and Si
ler, capable salesmen of the pite'

7

6

Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225.

Naked Truth All Set
To Show Its Best

DALY

the short subject
deserves is being
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That's Ihe

By PHIL M.

1

4

l.lgzgj

Tourneur's First in France

—"Gentleman at Arms"

is the
picture Maurice
Tourneur has made since his return
For the Societe Gento France.
erale de Films.

Paris
title
of

the

first
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aters.
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in preparation for season
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S

Spedaliste in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

By

Seville

1928-1929

YEAR

SAPPHO'*

TO

BOOlt

1926

Dorian

SUBSCRIBE
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AH

Rights ProtecUd

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
Sam

Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway

Bndd Rogers, Vice

New

Pres.

York City

Film Dai
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COVERS
EVERYTHII
GOES

EVERYWHE2

THE WORLD BEFORE
YOUR EYES IN CURRENT
PATHE NEWS

Repetition

Reputation

is

Polishing process of real diamond stars
begins under supervision of world's
greatest experts in New York^.

—and

Pathe News

has been screened
Sees All

more times than
any other subject.
Native worshippers at Singapore insert
spears in flesh to honor deity.

ofN the whole history of
motion pictures there is no
unit that has had the worldwide distribution of Pathe
News, no unit that has been
shown so many times to so many people.

World's greatest flying center at
III. from which planes carry
mail to all points in the country.
Chicago,

For more than seventeen years, Pathe
played each week to millions of persons.
This accumulation of good

will,

News

has

of the confidence

of the theatre manager and the public easily makes
Pathe News the safest and surest advertisement for
each of your programs, for your theatre as a staple

The senior cadets ofNorwich University, Vt.
and hurdle in snow in night ride.

take hill

institution.

Pathe
repetition

News

is

the best

—which means

known news

reputation. It

is

reel

through

the best

news

—

of performance
the same corresponding achievements today that have been characteristic
of it through almost the entire history of the industry.
reel because

Mrs. "Thonuii Hitchcock wins honors at
society horse shov) at Aiken, S. C.

••>

For 17 years the World's Leading News Reel

Sunday, April

"Take
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Financial

when

High Low Close

Am.

«(c-b) do

'iSH
Seat.
36..
6s

*

& Katz..

(s)

Bal.

Con.
do
*(c)
(c)

.

Fm.

.

Ind. 227/8

pfd.

47/8

Sales
1,200

43

104^
74/

22/

...

22^
22/

box office
viv? 169y4 171
Kodak
(s) East.
122/
ended for refunds. *(c) do pfd.
4/
Insp. ..
However, these few were consider- *(c) Film
106
*(c) First Nat. pfd.
ably outnumbered by the audiences (s) Fox Fm. "A" IIV^ 77
77
17/ 17/
at each theater which, by cat-calls,
(c) Fox Tliea. "A" V'A
8
whistling, stamping and applause in- *(c) Intern. Proj.
98/
*(b) Keiths 6s 46
dicated in no uncertain measures that (s)
20
20
26
do com.
for them the broadcast was the bunk, (s) do pfd.
92/
...
perform69-/4
regular
68
the
Loew's,
com.
(s)
69f^
and that it was
101/
101/
pfd.
101/2
(s)
do
ance they wanted to see.
109/
(I))
do 6s 41ww. 109/ 109
It appears that the straw that broke
do 6s41x-war. 100^ 100J4 100?^
(b)
the
was
audiences
(s) M-G-M pfd.
the patience of the
2554 25M 25 y*
5
sales talk for Dodge cars which the *(s) M. P. Cap..
29
Cir.
*(s)
Orph.
president ot the motor car company *(s) do pfd.
99/
gave after Paul Whiteman had played (s) Para. F-L .. 118/ li?
118/
At the St. George *(s) do pfd
12m
his first selection.
do 6s 47 ... 100/ i66'/r 100/
Playhouse in Brooklyn, the program (b)
(b) Par. By.5J^s51. 102 '4 102/ 102/
Whiteman had (s) Pathe
didn't get that far.
3:^^
3%
3/
157^
do "A"
147/r
UVs
plaved a half a dozen bars when the (s)
their

visits

to

the

1,600

3,300
....
....

.

broadcast

.

.

2,100
100

.

.

.

.

.

*

*

demanded that the regular
show be resumed. At the 5Sth St.
Playhouse, it was Norma Talmadge's
for a
talk that brought demands

7s

.

.

.

.

.

.

termination of the program.
At the 5th Ave., Playhouse, the (c) Trans-Lux
4/
broadcast lasted exactly 20 minutes. (o) United Art. .. 15
(o)
do
pfd.
85
and stamping
whistling
Razzing,
2
*(o) Univ. Ch.com.
brought the manager to the stage on *(o) do pfd. ... 80
He asked for a vote and (c) Univ. Pict.
the quick.
*(s)
do pfd. ...
of the 260 odd persons present, all
(c) Warner Bros.
22/
wanted
they
but a few indicated that
(s)
do "A"
32^8
the regular show. The general senti- *(cb) do 6^s 28.
ment in all three houses was that
the broadcast was an intrusion and • Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
didn't belong on the bill.
.

.

.

.

o)

1)

understand, the

Hays

organiza|

.

.

io

.

.

1

3,700
3,700

28
t

....

*

7

37

47/

....

4

4/

4/

600

13

....

80
85

21"
97

21 '4

30/

21/
30^

Paul Fejos

5,000
16,400

of the subtitleless picture. Sold sufficiently onl
theory that any and all situations can be filmed without resorj
to printed titles, Fejos stands willing to take on as many knij
problems in picture construction as you can hurl at him.
to prove the point, this young Hungarian directed "'Ihe
Moment," that interesting mixture of the very good and the
in motion pictures.
Also believes films should remain silent. Sound, he ass<
can be introduced without actually making noise. It's all in
way you photograph it. Somewhat true, but we maintain sou
has a place in the pictures of tomorrow. Producers have to h
what that place is.

KA

109/

Asked),
Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia.

H-P-H

Stock

(s)

^^

program

caused disillusionment to
fans, because of the transition from
silent to speaking performances on
the part of the stars, is countered
with the assertion that great cumulative advertising was secured for the
industry.
Claim that theater grosses
were handed a decided wallop by the
program, is met with the counter
declaration that new friends vvere
won for the industry which will result ill increase of box office receipts.

WARNER EARNINGS MAKE

Biechele Sees Danger
In National Hook-ups
(.Continued

from Page

1)

and western Missouri exhibitor association, who believes they keep people
at home and so cause box office
receipts to drop.

A GUIDING SIGN

GAIN
Warners' net made a jump of almost 500 per cent during the second
quarter of the year ended March 1,
for which approximately $500,000 is
reported compared with $102,687 in
the

quarter of the

first

This

is

fiscal

year.

around $2.50 a share on the

199,980 shares of Class

A

outstanding.

$12.84 a Share

Earned
By Paramount in 1927
(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount.

The year

figures

in-

$786,000, Paramount undistribA movement like the United Artists clude
uted earnings of Balaban & Katz.
hook-up, Biechele fears, will set a preEarnings after preferred dividends
cedent with other companies probare $3.84 for the three months and
ably following suit, which would tend
$12.84 for the twelve months, on the
to disrupt further business in this
common
outstanding.
territory which already is off.

Rain Prevents
Disappointed At
New York Check-up
'Frisco and Oakland
(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

1)

1)

event, reported that they did not get
over 50 additional admissions over
previous nights for a week during
the same hour.

or

more before the program was put

on the air, prevented clocking of
houses of the territory to ascertain
the program's reaction on theater
business.

U

0B

Champion

Curb Market.
Over the Counter Transactions (Bid and

.c)

U. A. Broadcast
Expected To Be Last

we

•1

preparing to do.

16,700

68

67
30
33

.

.

This,

of their salesmen.
is

.

Roxy "A"
units

100

this

.

37... 69 V4
.. 33
37
do
do com.
8
(o) Skouras Bros.. 39
Stanley Co.
47/
2
(o) Technicolor

do

(b)

*(o)
•(o)
*(o)

17
15

from

The agitation abroad ferments because trade follows inl
wake of films and it is international trade that the big powers
seeking. The film industry is entirely within its rights in asln
that those businesses which profit most directly from the|
tensive circulation of American pictures abroad shall enrol
the fight to prevent extermination of one of the most pow(

*

.

aud'icnce

22,166
100

.

*

.

466

.

.

{Continued from Page

country, the Department of Commerce has determined thil
American business secures a return ot at least $1 in trade. And last year foreig
exports of film amounted to 231, 995, 018 feet, distributed in 30,000 picture theatei
outside of this country.
Pictures are the equivalent of 100,000 American salesmen telling the worl
of our products, and because of this foreign governments have erected econom
trade barriers for pictures, in spite of the warnings of the World Econom
Conference that each nation's commerce is being hampered by barriers established 1
other nations, resulting in a situation, especially in Europe, that is highly detriment
to the general weltare.
Such encroachments upon American business concern the business men
It is for them to take a tirm stand, also, against any impo.
America directly.
tion of added burdens by our own government while the industry is seeking
maintain its leadership in supplying the world with its chief amusement."

exported

1)

the combination radio and picture
This was evidenced by
program.

m

(Continued from Page 1)

It Is

after it proRressed twenty minutes at
the outside.
At each theater, a number of patrons spccihcally attended to catch

the

I

Lines of Defense\

Off," Yell

Audiences; Off

1,

To Those

Who

The Hollywood Plaza

Appreciate Fine Hotels
is

hotel

headquarters

in

Holly-

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping

Los Angeles.
Every room is a parlor during the day time a luxurious
sleeping quarter at night.
In-a-Door Beds make this posin

—

sible.

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertainare but a step away from the door of this famous
hostelry.

Strange

ment

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
hotel now as your headquarters while in Southern

this

California.

The

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL
HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

any

m

—

—

THE
April

.

1928

1,

Foreign Markets

Commission Members

— Dewan

Bahadur T.
Rangachariar is chairman of
the Indian Cinematography Inquiry Committee, appointed to
investigate conditions and report on advisability of making
new legislative changes. Other
Calcutta

"The Big City"

M-G-M
Loew's State, St. Louis
ii:-DEMOCRAT—There's plenty
the picture and if you don't
too powerful a glass, it's

-

of

examine

members

good en-

UISPAITCH—The

gets

too,

plot,

times with two rival gangs
The last
rach other right and left.
ws Chaney a'oout to go straight or
Either
Ml to, one is not sure which.
Inck

at

satisfactory to us.
is a Lon Chancy gang thrillThe snapper in the plot is crook
iHS.
inn.
In this respect it recalls "The
Man." * * *
places
The story is complicated
::S
:i!S
to miss the point at which it is
entertainBut for all that it is an
..Irama, full of old "hooey," but nevermusing and worth seeing.
tly

^Here

:

—

m

,.

Granada, San Francisco

ILETIN — *

* *

while the present pic-

among his best, at the same time
many moments of suspense through-

iiot
_

photoplay.
Good acting through-

the

of

length

AND POST —

!,

thriller worth while.
plot and action it serves
interest keenly.
this

s

•

S

— In

"A

to

Fox
Louis Theater,
>l?E-DEMOCRAT

St.
1

;

\|

* *

few laughs * * *
* *
a good picture

I

I

Louis

St.

—

|rg

—

is

It

laughable

kind,

its

feature comedy.

* a splendid

a

provokes
of

and

throughout

film

*
rth seeing. * *

'.

"Partners in Crime"

—

and do

*

•

*

burlesque the crook

with laughs.

it

—

they
here,
but
Possibilities
As it is, the only
muffled in transit.
reare
the
exception,
as, with about one

vl'KESS

some

ef

of

ECORD — *
exception

is

George Marion,

titles,

the final

*

*

Jr.'s,
episode. * *

Wallace Beery and Ray-

Hatton picked the biggest

i

[MES—

their

of

hit

*

*

association,
*

the most legitiand it
of all the male team pictures which
come this 'vay since the pre-war days.
*

*

is

"Red Hair"
Paramount
Loew's State, Los Angeles
XAMINER — The irrepressible Bow
Hair"

ied
ish

happy and

light,

is

—

full

of

fetching,

I'ocative spriteliness. She should have no
lulty in retaining her fans with this picand might gain a few more.
IMES Not since Clara Bow won the
t

—
and department

store

of

Antonio Mo-

"It" has she appeared to such good
It
is
a thoroughly enterrequiring no mental acroon the part of the audience.

in

.ntage.* * *
ing picture,
.s

Warfield, San Francisco
ULLETIN— Clara Bow lives up
itions of
ad siren.

*

(Clara

the

Bow) has

e

planted "It" on the silver sheet in
ruddy gobs, and there's more of the
along with "Red Hair," her latest ve-

t

*

idy
illy

* *

HRONICLE—
'

*

jr-tale

usual

*

*

Clara
with her

*

herself

fetching

abandon,

throws

she does not succeed in
;hing.

XAMINER

—

In

much

of a picinto the

isn't

making

it

present

mean

oresident of the Milwaukee exhibitor
unit,
elected at a recent meeting.
James Higlr is vice president; Fred
S. Meyer, secretary; Ernest LangeGeorge Fischer,
treasurer;
mack,
Steve Bauer and A. C. Guttenberg,

rEWS—

down

rules for
the rules

Be Held

The Hague

The

Hague

English Cameramen and
Technicians Organize

German Exhibitors to Meet
German Cinema Exhibi-

Berlin

—

Ass'n will hold its annual meeting in Berlin in August.
All exLondon Cameramen, art direc- hibitor organizations in Europe and
tors, negative developers and techni- America will be invited to give the
directors.
cians in British studios have formed assembly character of an international
the British Ass'n of Cinematograph- congress.
Seek to Prevent Razing
ers & Allied Technicians, headed by
Detroit Court action to prevent L. Young. At the first meeting, the
Dupre Joins Vitagraph
razing of the old Miles theater build- following
addition
to
in
officers,
Paris
Leroy Dupre will manage
of
owners
ing has been started by
Young, were elected: Kenneth Gor- the French renting departinent
of
the property. The lease, it is claimed, don, vice-chairman; Phillip V. East,
Vitagraph, distributing Warner prodcontained no provision for destruc- secretary; Claud Macdonald, treasur- uvt.
He recently resigned from
tors'

—

—

—

er.

An

was

selected.

executive

committee of 16 Pathe.

Improving Newburyport House
Ncwl)ur\-port, Mass.
trance for the Premier

—A
is

new

being

en-

built.

Kallet's Buy Utica Opposition
There will be no
Utica, N. Y.
competition here, for the present at
Kallet Bros., which have
least, as

—

James and Orpheum, have taken
new Lincoln, which is to
open soon as the 13th of the com-

Germany Now

Holmberg Buys French Films

Allotting

Certificates to Producers
Berlin
Import certificates are now

—

being allotted

Commissioner

The

pany's chain.

Rome,

firm

Syracuse,

has houses

Oneida

and

Canastota.

Peckham Hits
Des Moines

at Detroit

— Ralph

E.

British

London

Cut Registration Cost
Films under 1,000 ft. will

—

a reduction in registration
according to a revised schedule
tuade public. The new scale will be
about $2.50 instead of $5.

—

Two

—

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
723 7th Avenue
D.

receive

Peckham,

Sunday Shows Win

Folke Holmberg, of Svenska. "Napoleon" and "Joan of Arc" are included.

J.

Inc.

New York

HOUNTAN.

City

Pr««.

fees,

Gaumont in Deal
former P.D.C. manager at Detroit
and who recently took over manageParis
Gaumont Co., of France, is
ment of the Columbia exchange, working- out a distribution arrangemade an auspicious start here and has ment with Pittaluga Films (Italy).
been leading: the nation on the Vic-

Port Henry, N. Y. Sunday shows,
victorious in a referendum by vote of
221 to 152, will make their debut
Easter Sunday.

—

Paris Purchase of 25 French films
for Scandinavia, has been made by

to producers by the
for Foreign Trade.

the

over the

instance

Bow, the girl who is commonly underd to have originated sex appeal, employs
artistic quality to a finish.
Isn't
an "It" by any
* * *
iner of means but it is a zippy story, more
less risque in an innocent sort of way,
has as much fun in it.
•a

laid

—

tory Sales Drive.
the

FREDMAN

American,
French,
Although
German, Russian and Italian film
Plan Improvements
its own conduct.
Warwick, N. Y. Remodeling is were published in "Le Matin" (and firms are said to have booked space
planned at the Oakland by Wisner subsequeiitly withdrawn from later at the International Film Exhibition,
Bros.
editions), they were hazy and rec- to be held here April 14-May 15.
orded nothing about a four-to-one when the second European Educational Film Congress will take place.
Heads Milwaukee Showmen
ratio for American films.
Milwaukee Henry Goldenberg is

*

ALL AND POST— She

commission

the

at
to

vivacity credited to the auburn*

By ERNEST W.

—

Throughout the picture she

Bow) plays with her usual

ra

—

—

tion of the property.

situations.

ERALD

ACQUIRE 56 HOUSES

FRENCH SITUATION

Neogy.

child,

* *

ever.

TO

BRITISH CHAIN

With arrivals
Paris (By Cable)
Editor "The Daily Film Renter"
here Friday of Will H. Hays, French
producers believe that he is prepared
London— Launching a $17,000,000
to offer overtures, which will clarify stock issue, General Theater Corp.,
Racine, Wis., Opening April 7
the situation greatly, so far as recip- Ltd., will acquire a chain of 56 theRacine, Wis. With capacity of rocity for French pictures in America aters. Directors are the Right Hon.
1,000, the new Granada opens here is concerned.
Viscount Chetwynd, C. H.. chairApril 7 under management of I.
There has been adopted a watch- man; Edward Beddington Behrens,
Universal's $1,000,000 Vene- ful waiting attitude, for the French Hugh Bicket, George Black, FredMasik.
tian opens April 12.
believe they are in an -advantageous erick Richard Graham-Yooll, David
position for trading- purposes. There Livingstone Honeyman, Harold LipStamford House Reopens
son and Lt. Col. Sir Walter Gibbons,
is little likelihood that American disStamford, Conn. Thoroughly ren- tributors are prepared to "write off" who is managing director. Although
ovated, the Rialto has opened under their French business, in order to the company was formed to take
new management.
force modification of the quota and over 56 houses, it is understood the
censorship decrees.
circuit will extend its activities still
Rockford to Get Theater
No American films have been ad- further.
Rockford, 111. Persistent reports mitted to France since March 1, when
of a new theater for Seventh St., here the commission was created, and it is
are being revived.
O. L. Frederick- beins pointed out, despite French as- International Exhibition
sen and G. L. Anderson, it is stated, sertions, that a shortage of American
to
at
will build the house.
films impends.
At a recent meetitig,
C.

hU of personality, giggles and advanced
erism as

NEW

—

Paramount
Los Angeles

Metropolitan,

\A,MINER

C.

I.

A.

;

CUNNINGHAM

—

Every Port"

Girl in

(secretary)

P.

EXPECT HAYS TO CLEAR

M. Green,
Sir Haroun Ebrahim Jaffor, J.
Coatman, Col. Crawford and K.
S.

,ent.
•

are: G. Cooper,

By JAMES

—

Paris-

Ukraine,

Franco- Russian Films
Group of film men from the
Russia,

who

arrived

here

made an agreement with
Pathe-Nord Prod, to make two
recently, has

Franco-Russian pictures.

Exclusive foreign represenatives for Rayart Pictures
Corporation and other leading independent producers

and

distributors.

Cable Addreu: RICHPICSOC, Pari*
Cabit Adreit: DEEJAY, London
Cable Addreia: RICH PIC, N. T.

Exporting only the best
Motion Pictures

in

'5'inHav. Anril

Clara

Bow

"Two

in

"Red Hair"

United Artists

Lon Chaney

Lovers'
Length: 8500

Shirley

in

"The Wife's

"The Big City"

ft.

NOT

Mason

1,

in

Relations'
Length:

Columbia

55i
M-G-M
SATISFACTORY BUT
NUMBER
GJi
BRIGHT
OUTSTANDING. BANKY AND TUST FAIR UNDERWORLD OVER
WITH
NICELY
LOTiO
CLICKS AS A "HOT" NUM- COLMAN SOFT PEDAL ON YARN,
WITH LON CHANEY
PLEASft
BER ON SEX APPEAL WITH
SCENES IN ROMANTIC PLAYING STRAIGHT PART LAUGHS AND
LOVE
STEPHER
HAS
THE
ANGLE.
LOVE
HAVE
CLARA SHOWING
THEY
MELODRAMA.
AND FURNISHING THE EN- ULAR ELEMENTS THEY L
INS AND WHAT-NOT. PIFFLE DONE MUCH BETTER
WITH
MISSES
TERTAINMENT.
Cast. .Shirley Mason troupes
STORY WITH B. O. DIREC- Cast
Vilma Banky beautiful, but WEAK ENDING.
Gaston Gh
in nice love role.
TION.
her love mak-

Length: 6331

Paramount

ft.

Length: 6838

ft.

]^i

.

nothing Spanish about

Lon Chaney's
Cast
gives
All Clara Bow, in bathing ing or her blonde hair. Colman
picture look better than it is.
makes
lover
romantic
gold-digas
performance
a
a nice
suits, undies, and doing
disguise as gang
Beery as the cruel He plays without
ging act with jazz and laughs. Lane and fighter. Noah
Day. a weeping
Marceline
leader.
menace.
Chandler a good looking support. Duke does his usual smiling
Pollyanna, cries through the reels and
in
out
stands
Eddy
William Austin gives best perform- Helen Jerome
Murray not so
Nigel de Brulier, gets tiresome. James
ance in sugar daddy role. Other prm- small part. Others
Betty
good as in "The Crowd."
Besserer.
Eugene
King,
Bradford,
Claude
Virginia
cipals Lawrence Grant,
behind eyeglasses.
disguised
Compson
Romantic
Story and Production
Jacqueline Gadsdon.
George,
century. Others Mathew Betz, John
sixteenth
Light melodrama
of
Story and Production
Virginia Pearson.
novOrczy's
Elinor
Baroness
from
Adapted
comedy, from an original by
UnderStory and Production
Colorful settings
Glyn. Director Clarence Badger col- el "Leatherface."
Due
to Tod Browndrama.
world
historic
the
Recounts
credit.
costumes.
the
of
and
cent
per
lects at least 75
Madame invasion of Flanders by the Span- ing's capable direction and the finpicture.
It's a director's
and iards. The "flower of Spain" is mar- ished performance of Lon Chaney,
story
sappy
him
a
passed
Glyn
and ried to the hero of Flanders in order the picture manages to sustain fair
gold—
screen
he moulded it into
a note of sincerity,
how. He puts Clara through all her to spy on a nationalist plot against interest. It lacks
She turns in the evi- which is its chief fault. In this one
paces and keeps the interest the invaders.
personality

Cast

sexy

zipping by keeping the red-head out
She's an acof too many close-ups.
tion girl, but it took Badger to discover it. Three sugar daddies givegive-give, and Clara takes all and
Clara disrobes and
cives nothing.
throws her undies at the old boys

dence to her uncle, the Spanish Duke.
realizes she loves her foreign husbandj and works desperately
to undo the damage she has done.
This misses principally in love scenes
that are restrained when fans expect

Then she

something warmer

from

—
—

this

pair.

hits occasioncheers. But Story moves leisurely
sexy laughable. al thrills and suspense but drops on
it's jazzy
big love scene. Not their best work.
Badger and Bow hit the B. O.
Direction
Fred Niblo;
Direction........ Clarence Badger;

who bought

—

'em.
dizzy

showmanship.
Author
Scenario

Photography

Hero

—

—

O. K.
Elinor Glyn

Agnes Brand Leahy
Arthur Gilks

Alice D. G. Miller

Scenario

Photography

Geo. Barnes;

"You Can't Beat the Law'*
Length: 5260

ft.

WEAK

ft.
NUMBER. UNDERDEVELOPS
THEME
WORLD
COPS A BLUE RIBBON. THIS
NOTHING ABOVE ORDINARY. DOG KLONDYKE GETS BETMECHANICAL STORY AND DI- TER IN EVERY PICTURE. AND
RECTION.
A HUMAN INTEREST STORY
outnothing
SENDS THIS IN.
Lila Lee does
Cast

Cornelius Keefe the one
standing.
Cast.
.Ray Hallor does a neat bit
bright spot in ordinary cast. Warner
natural
acting.
Margaret Morris
of
Richmond weak as gang leader. Betlooks as if she will be further heard
Francisco's usual pep gets no
ty
Others Charles from. Le Roy Mason a convincing
chance to show.
heavy.
Others Wilbur Mack, Clark
Starkey, Frank Clark.

King, Bert
UnderStory and Production
world drama. Looks like a potboiler
H. H. Van Loan turned out in between his Broadway stage plays. It's
just a rehash of a dozen other underworld films that have gone before.
Heroine is in love with the hero cop.
Her brother is the leader of a gang
that has pulled a job. The gang tries
to frame the cop in order to discredit him with the girl.
But the
trick only helps him to get a line
on the gang and eventually round

The gang leader is killed,
up.
the cop vindicated, and the gal realizes what a hero he was throughout
the dreary proceedings.
flat production throughout, not even relieved
by a few genuine thrills.
them

A

Direction
poor.

Author
Scenario

Photography
fair.

Chas.

J.

Hunt;

H. H. Van Loan

Arthur Hoerl
Ernest Depew;

.

Comstock, Howard Davies.
Story and Production
Drama,
featuring dog star Klondyke.
They
get away from the usual meller entirely and tie the police dog up with
a dramatic and human story.
There
is
less bunk in this one than the
usual story of this type where the
canine's stuff is relied on to put it
over.
Circumstantial evidence lands
hero in jail for a payroll holdup of
which he is innocent. Klondyke trails
liis master to the camp where he is
working with the chain gang. Only
the dog knows that the deputy warden is the real criminal. The latter's
plot to stage another payroll holdup
is
thwarted by hero and his dog.
Works up to nice suspense. Klon-

dyke a real star bound to

click.

Ray Taylor;

Direction
expert.

Author

Bennett Cohn
Bennett Cohn
Harry Cooper,

Scenario

Photography
David Smith;

first

class.

E|

ff
Story and Production
comedy. Nicely balanced story
ries a lot of genuine entertainrn
The rich heroine gets fed up oij
ritzy fiance and the gay life
Florida resort, and beats it to
York and freedom. Gets a job,|
meets the hero, who is a young cl|

acting as
sion
owned
ist

Author
Scenario

Photography

Tod Browning
Waldemar Young
Henry Sharp

Author

Stephen Co

The
Ray J^

Scenario

Photography
smooth.

"The Bullet Mark"
Pathe

^

Betty Compson in

Jack Donovan in

Length: 4293

Maurice Ryan, James

—

"The Avenging Shadow"

.

Kaliz,
son.

I

Klondyke in
Pathe

Others Arthur Rankin, ]
cook.
Belmore,
An
Finch,
Lionel

caretaker of the
by the girl's fol
Hero marries the gal, [
fiance.
they have a sob sister who is honest they plan to sell his auto pain!
but dumb. She thinks her cook pals vention to her rich daddy. Theii
So the stage by having hero's pals (|
are honest citizens like herself.
they grow penitent, turn back to the up as a maid and butlers, and
cops the loot they have worked so Turpin acts as cook. The girl's]
hard to gyp from another bunch of ents arrive for dinner, and from
crooks, and Chaney marries his gal on it is a series of great gagsj
while his pal marries the sobby Polly- hilarious fun.
Ben Turpin
anna. Looks like a sop to the moral- scream.
For pop entertainment]
ists
but it makes weak drama.
Laughs aplenty.
is itDirection
Tod Browning;
Maurice MarsJ
Director
smooth.
good.

expert.

excellent.

excellent.

Rayart

Baroness Orczy

Author

Ben Turpin c:[
dignified hero.
the comedy in great style as a (

The Masked Angel" P^*

Length: 4550

ft.

Chadivick-S.R.

Length

:

5651't.

AVERAGE WESTERN GETS

FAILS TO CLICK. DIl
OVER WITH SMOOTH DIREC- TION POOR AND CONTINUl
TION AND FAIRLY ENTER- SLOPPY. STAR AND MAl
TAINING STORY. STAR RATES RIAL ARE THERE, BUT BC«p
WELL IN ACTION STUFF.
INEXPERTLY HANDLED.
Cast.... Jack

Donovan good wes-

Cast. .. .Betty Compson beauti|
screened, but loses out with poo^B!
Rest of cast ordinary,
ly. Margaret Gray the usual Western rection.
gal.
Others Joseph W. Girard, Lin- includes Erick Arnold, Wheeler Ccman, Jocelyn Lee, Grace Cunard, 1
coln J. Plumer, Gladys McConnell.
coin Plumer, Robert Homas, J
tern type who knows his riding. Albert J. Smith does heavy convincing-

Story and Production
Western.
Keckley.
is double crossed by the
heavy, who is the foreman of the
Story and Production .... Roma e
ranch owned by the gal's father. The drama.
From the story "Remoi
foreman holds up the bank and makes by Evelyn Campbell. The mateil
it appear that the
hero is the guilty was there for an intensely hurn
party.
From this situation the story story. But a combination of slo
develops some good suspense and fast scenario and poor direction licket
action.
Hero does some good detec- The gal is in a cabaret, and her
tive work, and finally pins the crime has been mussed
up, although
on the foreman through tell-tale was a nice gal once. She is hireJ
bullet marks in a bag that contained entertain old suggar daddies, and
the stolen money.
It works up to menace is her sweetie.
She meet
some fair thrills in the climax, and temporarily blinded soldier, and
gives the star a chance to show his grows to love her, thinking her
p
fighting stuiT and some fast riding. and all that is fine. She marries
His name is cleared, and he gets the Then the old sweetie crashes
gal, as per the routine.
Nothing un- works. Hubby stands by her. Eve
usual,
but smooth continuity and thing jake, with love and roses. Wi
star's work click.
handling rates this just a filler.
Direction
Stuart Paton;
Direction
Frank O'Conn
good.
poor.

The hero

li

Author
Scenario

Photography
clear.

Harry

Wood

Joseph Roach
Allen Davey;

Author

Evelyn Camphi

Scenario

Maxine

Photography

Ted

fine.

All'i

Tetzls

;

THE
inday, April

1,

"Square Crooks"
ft.

National A. G.

Cast. .. .Robert Armstrong as one
the honest crooks does wonders

Length: 7200

ft.

Short Subjects

opportunities. John Mack Brown
her flat as his pal. Dorothy Dwan
d Dorothy Appleby are mild decJackie Combs a great kid,
itions.
Others Eddie
pks like a comer.
th

Clarence

urgis,

gang

mean

Zilzer in the leads

Story and Production.

.Drama of
modern German
.

.

the

Production .... Light
and
iiiedy of reformed crooks hounded
Adapted from the
a dumb dick.
ige play of James T- Judge. Tells
the trials of a couple of reformed
loks trying to go straight while a
ck-headed bull hounds 'em out of
The picture travels on a
;ir jobs.
theme of the missing
e-string
arls which keep the two ex-crooks

youth against the harsh discipline and

Story

kinds of
the son of
lis, and he is
the works.
eresting part

The

hot water.

all

kid

one of the reformed

gumming

continually

He's about the most
of the show, and the

kid that makes the women
Action is slight,
out loud.
Story sags through
love angle.
of

of

revolt

the

restrictions

of the older generation.
The scene is set in a German boarding school. It shows the typical professor browbeating his family, and
then carrying the same harsh discipline into his classroom.
revolt
develops among the students, following the suicide of one of their number
who has been driven to take his life
by the Prussian tactics of one of the
professors.
In spots the picture
awakens a real sympathy for the
struggles of these youths for freedom
and a desire to express themselves in
the terms of the modern age.
But

A

iniuir

hopeless amateurishness licks

,0

pletely.

/ided

and no main

interests,

Lew

jDirection

Seller;

lead.

so-so

Scenario

Photography ....R.

J.

Author
Scenario

Photography

Bergquist;

'od.

Not
Not
Not

A

ing the magic worked in the desert
valley of the Colorado River through

Contrast is shown with
shots of the old days of the '49ers
were traveling over the desert with
the pack mules, and present day
irrigation.

transportation in the motar car. One
where you learn something about your country in an entertaining manner.
of those reels

"Screen Snapshots" No. 6

Columbia
Some Hollywood Highlights

Type

of production

1

will find much to interest
this snappy one reeler. There
is a tennis bit with Milton Sills and
Doris Kenyon, a chorus girl se-

Fans
them in

Glass.

credited
credited

"Wilful Youth"

nc7na

R.

Attractions-S.

Length: 6000

Length: 5644

Peerless-S.R.
ft.

ft.

ORDINARY. MELLER FILLED

GOOD IMPORTED NUMBER WITH HEART-THROBS AND
MATURES ITALIAN STAR IN THRILLS POORLY THROWN
DOUG FAIRBANKS DOUBLE TOGETHER. GOOD CAST
DLE.
PLENTY THRILLS. HELPS A LOT.
[CE PROGRAM.
Cast.... Edna Murphy decorative
.Luciano Albertini does some
pleasing.
Kenneth Harlan 'way
and
-at stunts and holds interest in fast
ahead of material. Jack Richardson
irk.
Elizabeth Pinajefi, the Russian
the menace with a punch. Othncer, a pleasing heroine.
Hans does
ers James Aubrey, Barbara Luddy,

Cast.

bers,

German

plays a pol-

actor,

heavy impressively. Others all
iilian and German players unknown.
Story and
Production
Meloama.
Made by the Arfa Films in
rmany.
It tells an Italian story,
d is very well mounted, with some
ed

James Flory.

Story and Production. ... Romance
melodrama. From the story "Whispering Pines" by Edith Tupper. Good
material, but they rushed it through
and spoiled what could have been
built up into a strong program num"'
interior sets.
The Italian star
some really impressive stunts, ber. It has all the thrill and heartScene is
throb stuff the fans love.
the close-ups show that he really
menace
lumber
camp,
with
the
bossa
es them.
He plays
1

a double role.

ing the works, while his young brother who is the real owner acts as a
gang foreman. Hero brother crosses
with menace for the hand of the girl.
A wronged gal -villainy vengeance
retribution
rosy finish all there.
idit, and keeps the suspense going
Nicely paced for action and suspense,
the way.
There are some novel but hurried methods dish up a hash.
i-'ts
in the story, which is a little
Will ride second best on double bill.
dved at times, in the Continental
inner.
Should please the thrill and
Direction
Dallas Fitzgerald;
lion lovers, for it has lots of both,
hurried.
the count just married, he starts
t
to land a noted bandit who has
ibcd him of a necklace, and also
cover a nobleman who is the real
lain.
He does his best work as the

—

—

—

Arthur Lake

—Universal

Juvenile Pranks
Type of production. .1 reel comedy
Mary has a birthday party, and
Arthur draws all his money from the

—

Direction

Author
Scenario

Photography
lay.

Max

Obal; good

Rosenhaym
Not credited
Edward Lambert;
Paul

Author.

.Edith

..

Scenario.

..

sents it to his girl, his rival gives
him the laugh. Later the crook enters to steal the birthday presents,
and Arthur overpowers him and becomes the hero of the day.
Just
routine stuff that follows the usual
lines.
Directed by Friedberger.

"The Finishing Touch"
Stan Laurel— M-G-M
Aces
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
In Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy
M-G-M has a comedy team that is
immense. Of course, they have been
provided with a laugh number that
gives them a chance to get some.

where with

Milton Moore;

.

their particular

Stuff

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Walt Lantz is featured to carry
.

the comedy, but the story is so crude
that he can do little with it. He and
his helper on the farm meet the gal
from the city and start to show her
the joys of farm life.
One gag consists in showing her how a cow is
milked.
As there is no cow on the
farm, they rig one up out of props,
and proceed to stage some business

that

is

drag

The

very sad.

final

sequences

wheeze of an auto
Walt Lantz is a darn good
the old

in

race.

animated cartoonist.
If they can't
do any better by him than this, he
is
losing time on the wrong end
of the screen.
Directed by Stan de
Lay.

"Hidden Loot"
Featurette

—Universal

Flat

Type of production..! reel Western
Bob Curwood is featured, and does
good riding in the rubbertype of story that all the
western fans must surely know by
heart by this time.
The pay train
is robbed, and the loot hidden on the
girl's ranch.
Of course hero has to
outwit the gang, and fight them
single handed.
Of course he wins
and marries the girl. Bruce Mitchell

Clyde

Bruckman

directed.

"Japanicky"
Educational

Felix

—

Cartooon Comics

Type

stamp

directed.

Pathe Review No. 13
Pathe
Pleasing

Type

of production

Neat number,

1 reel magazine
this one, with a well
.

.

entertainment.
"Interesting People" is the first offering, and
shows three famous Indiana sons,
Meredith Nicholson. Kin Hubbard
and George Ade. They are shown
in intimate interviews in their home
surroundings. Then follows "When
Day Is Done," displaying some fine
work in Pathecolor. The reel concludes with "Party Clothes," which
contrasts the dance frock of today
and yesterday, with all the votes in
favor of the present vintage. Pleasing throughout.
diversified

brand of

They are commissioned
clowning.
to complete the building of a frame
house. Their dumb antics in handling their tools and each other are a
succession of side-splitters. The climax is a knockout. See it for yourmisled you.
self, and see if we've

Tupper

.Edith Sessions Tupper

Photography
good.

Sessions

.

bank to buy her a nice bracelet.
Crooks stage a con game on him,
and palm off a trinket from the
ten cent store. Arthur thinks he has
a real bracelet, and when he pre-

star is there.

jie

—

Sad

his usual

"One Every Minute"

.

"The Dreaded Bandit"

reel fan

magazine.

credited

spotty.

Luciano Albertini in

"Barnyard Rivals"
Whirlwind Bray Studios

of production....! reel novelty
pictorially beautiful reel, show-

quence with Dorothy Mackaill, some
com- buffonery by Clyde Cook, a bit of a
Vera Reynolds' film, a skit by Flora
Finch, Shirley Mason and Gaston

Robert Land

Direction
amateurish.

James T. Judge
Becky Gardiner

Author

it

Type

it

.

noth-

ing in this country.

Lydia

Burton,

..

ckson.

id

"The Desert Blooms"
Varieties Fox
Unusual

—

.Acted by a bunch of German schoolboys reaching college age,
who seem to have had little training
for the screen. Names given of Fritz
Kortner, Greta Mosheim and WolfCast.

tries it on the natives.
doesn't go so well. Then he
gets the idea of introducing chairs
into Japan.
He winds up by selling
the idea to the Mikado. Done in the
original style of the
Pat Sullivan
studio.
Makes good amusing entertainment.

But

MENT VALUES.

LOT.

and

Jitsu,

HOPELESS GERMAN FILM.
ijust fair. misses clever
AMATEURISH
EFFORT
IS
Its of original stage DULL, HEAVY, AND ENTIRE.ay. good gagging helps LY LACKING IN ENTERTAIN-

I]

I

"Primanerliebe"

Length: 5397

\,x

^^

DAILY

l9/io

of production. .1 reel animated
Felix the Cat starts on an unexpected trip for Japan. He has learned something about the art of Jiu

"Fun Afoot"— Grantland Rice
Pathe
Sporting Legs

Type

of production..! reel Sportlight
reel sets out to prove that
athletic sports are still preserving to
humanity the use of their legs in spite
of the general use of legless travel
by automobile. All varieties of athletic activities which require the use
of the legs are shown, such as cycling,
sprinting, dancing.
The Sportlight
series seems to have pretty well exhausted all the fields ef sporting ac-

This

and
number.

tivity,

this

one

is

a rather thin

(Cnntinued on Page 12)
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Theater Equipment and
\By

VIKIHG DIRECTIONAL SIGN

OFFERED

IS

IN 13

sign

is

15^^ by 6^2 inches overall. The
face panel is 13 by 4 inches.
Lettering is -K to 35^ inches high.
Trade-marks, script and special lettering may be ordered as well as ornaments for decorating the casings.
Each sign uses the T-10 (6" tube)
letter

lamps,

with

operating

You Can Beat the HeatKeep 'Em Cool-

Because of their importance, the organ should be selected with
utmost care, with price a secondary consideration in the theater
owners' demand and insistence upon organ quality. Long recognized as a standard instrument, which measures up in every respect
with the best instruments the market afford, the Wurlitzer organ
has THE FILM DAILY Stamp of Approval and is recommended
for theaters large and small.

in

size,

TALKING SHOn

the last few years the theater organ has assumed a new
position of importance in picttu-e theaters. Featured organ numbers are proving popular throughout the nation, and the organ is
proving a box office asset in putting over many houses.

Roxy

made in 13 models and
bronze statuary of variThe comous enduring lacquers.
pany offers verde antique, bronzed
choose from.
or solid colors to
Bronzed finished signs may be had
statuary
of
shades
various
in
bronze and special finishes may be
ordered. The sign is made in one
The

HYNES

DURING

MODELS

Special, electrically illuminated directional sIru, originally
designed to harmonize with the Spanish Plateresque of the Roxy theater.
finished

F.

The Stamp of Approval

Vikins Products Co., New York,
has made a standard line of its output the

CHARLES

Recognition

VTOW

Three Types of Aisle Lights
Offered by Kauselite Firm

is

how

fort.

Time was when people shied frJ
summer months, U

theaters in the

has been proved that a cool tl
will bring them in.
Pub
showed it by chalking up a big^
gross in the summer nionths th
during any other period' of the ye,
Sam Katz is authority for the stal
ment, and he attributes it in grf
measure to the cooling systems
it

ater

—

Chicago Three types of aisle lights are
being manufactured by the Kausalite Manufacturing Co., under the trade name of Kau-

consumption

of 50 watts.

These are the wall type, made in two
standard and junior, the integral aisle
light and the standard chair type.
salite.

Tiny Instrument for

the time to be figuring'i
you're going to combat __
mer weather, and retain patronl
during the hot months. Just setti
in good pictures won't do it alol
for a big factor is your patrons' col
-^^

sizes,

New

Paramount Talking Film

Theaters throughout the country are paying
to directional lighting than ever
before, it is stated, and aisle lights are proving sound investments in helping to speed up
filling and spilling the auditorium, increasing
convenience for patrons and avoiding acci-

which these theaters boost.

more attention

Roy J. Pomeroy, Lasky Studio, in
describing Paramount's new sound
recording device declares that the
tiny instrument greatly resembles the
new Neon sign- lights but is very
much smaller. The lowest voice vibration causes this delicate device to
respond vigorously and this in turn
is photographed along the edge of a

dents.

Cooling systems are a favoti
subject of Katz, who is one of
originators of refrigeration in tfl
aters.
He outlined his views
Integral
Aisle
Light Built into

H

e y w
o dWakefield Chair.

a

For "Wings," Pomeroy reproduced the sound of machine bullets and drone of an aeroplane.
film.

March, 1927, but what he said
just as true
even more so

—

is

day, for the public has
cated to cool theaters in

now

insists

th

—

^|

become e<3
summer, a|

upon them.

n
There are a number of meritonc
cooling systems on the market. Yl
owe it to your patrons and yoursf
them, choosing the ol
best suited to your theatl
Start today, and you'll be set for tl
hot weather when it rolls around.f
to investigate

A GOLD MINE OF

which

INFORMATION
1000 Pages
Cloth
BAILY^^

YEAR

Bound

FREE
TO

BOOlt

1926

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS

EVERYTHING
GOES

EVERYWHERE

Standard Chair Type

Diaphragm

to

Flush Wall Type

Improve

Talking Films
Hermann

is Invented
Fischer has invented and

patented a sound transmitting and
receiving diaphragm for use in connection with talking pictures, radio,
telephone and other mechanisms re-

producing sound waves.
He has
made a study of Vitaphone, Movietone and other talking-picture inven-

is

American Seating Chairs
in 12,434
Chicago

U.

—American

S.

Theaters FOX-CASE made
Seating

Co.

chairs are installed in 12,434 theaters
of the nation, with combined capacity of 24,968,436 persons nightly, the
company claims.

a wise choice
selection of F. H. Richardson,
handle projection angles on Mov|
tone in "Movietone Bulletin," we
ly publication sent to users of t|
talking picture
device to instr
projectionists in the best manner
handling the equipment.

Richardson is a recognized autb
on projection, to the betterme|
does away with all static, mePictures Shown in Plane
of which he has devoted the last
tallic and unnatural
sounds in reParis Motion pictures were shown years, through publication of tel
production.
Abe I. Feinberg who
in
a Paris to London airplane in books and trade paper articles. E
represents attractions for picture thehas been an uphill battle, in ovf
aters and has booked artists with flight, the small projector being furcoming apathy and fostering bett
talking picture companies, is business nished with power by a generator
projection, and to his perseveran
manager for Fischer in the market- operated by a small propeller which
may be attributed much of the b(
ing of the invention.
the wind turned.
ferment projection has enjoyed.
tions,

and declares that

his

inven-

ity

tion

—

inday, April

1,
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Four

Way

Deflector Feature
of Lakeside Ventilator

URNISHED BY UTAH RADIO

house with fresh

Radio

Utah

cly furnish
an-a-Phc«ne.

Products Co. excluampHfication for the

The company

also

other forms of ampliion for theater use.
in

cializes

With the development of power
iplification creating a tremendous
has become necessary to
loud speaker unit which
stand the volume without
.uld
attering or blasting states Robert
Breuer of the New York office,
iiich is headed by Alilton E. Schejter. Naturally, in bringing out such
;|unit it has been desirable to lose
iLime,

it

Hermansville,

Mich.

—A

four-way
air deflector is a feature of the Lakeside
Electric
Ventilator, manufactured here by the Lakeside Co- This,
the company states, sends a powerful
current of draftless, deflected air to
all corners of the theater, forcing out
devitalized
air,
and flooding the

air

of

finition

The Lakeside
installation.

down

of

floors,

and

is

requires no tearing
or ripping up of

It

walls
is

shipped ready for

compact

so

it

fits

into

a small space. It can be disassembled
to move through small door openings.
Quiet operation is stressed by
the company as a feature.

the sensitivity and clear
which has heretofore been

Utah Radio Products Co.,
developed a unit to meet the
ove stated requirements in every
This new development
rticular.
nsists of an adaptation of the WilThe construction of
diaphram.
t
s

is

at

the unique construction, the posoility of chattering or blasting is
tually eliminated regardless of the
nount of volume thrown through

speaker. This unit has therefore
ercome the objections that heretore have been raised against other
r column speaker units.
e

"When used

in

combination with

— One

of

the

elein the
sets for

projection arcs is the degree of silence with which the machine performs its essential duties in keeping
the picture on the screen.
In the great majority of theaters,
the motor generator is located in the
projection booth itself or in a room
adjacent to it, usually very close to
at least a portion of the audience and
sometimes just above the lobby ceiling.
It is apparent, therefore, that
vibration in the motor generator will
set up noise in the surrounding structure in direct proportion to the extent
the

oscillations

producing

it.

The presence

ual in this type of reproducer.

!

Pa.

ments of prime importance
operation of motor generator

of

'"The

unit is radically different from
of the past insofar as it emoys a small diaphram to which the
ylus is attached, and which, in turn,
riveted in three places to a larger
aphram. This method of construc)n permits the use of a very thin
;d therefore sensitive diaphram. Due

MOTOR GENERATORS

Allentown,

utes.

j

,nt

INTO

every few min-

a

live

STABILARC BUILDS SILENCE

The Lakeside Electric Ventilator Assembled

Unit Construction Board
for Rochester Theater

New

Rochester, N. Y. Unit construceach unit consisting of two pilot
switches, one for the control of each
scene, is a feature of the switchboard
built for the new Keith here by WestElectrical coninghouse Electric.

The "Laugh Recorder," a device
calculated to take the human element
out of judging comedies, was tried
out for the first time at a recent preview of a two-reel comedy at the

—

tion,

Fischbach and Moore,
York, and architects are Graven

tractors

New

are

Device Automatically
Clocks Audience Laughs

Western, Los Angeles, by
Tack
White, producer of Educational Mermaid comedies, Educational says.

or absence of this
vibration and noise depends upon the
degree in which the rotating armature of the motor generator has been
balanced before shipment. The conventional method of accomplishing
this consists of supporting both ends
of the armature assembly on level
knife-edges and gently rolling until
it comes to rest with the heaviest side
on tne bottom. Weight is then added
to the opposite side and this process
is repeated.
However, this "cut and fill" method
is but a rough approximation at best.
When the armature is inserted into
the machine and current is applied,
the speed of rotation up to 1750 revolutions per minute immediately translates even a slight
unbalance into
objectionable vibration and noise.
The Automatic Devices Co. claims
almost perfect rotary as well as
transverse balance in Stabilarc Motor
Generator sets through the use of an
expensive but highly accurate mech-

The machine automatically records anism known as a dynamic balancing
machine. The armature is placed in
laughter of the theater crowd
this
machine and rotated at full
and
by means of
e
consisting of a pilot board, a separ- seeing the picture,
speed and the location and extent of
remote con- cues imposed on the recording med- unbalance is immediately indicated
"The Utah exponential type horns ate magazine panel and a
in the ium, the action which brought the
mounting
board
for
tactor
and corrected.
Having thus duplie layer-built, and are very rigid
laughs, is readily identified.
board
is to be a two
The
basement.
cated the action of the rotating eleThe
'ough light in construction.
The apparatus consists of a radio ment as in actual service, the machine
scene preset type with provision for
?idity is a most desirable feature
broadcasting studio microphone to when shipped and installed is
in
complete
scenes
setting
two
up
assured
hen great volume is employed, for
The which is attached an ampHfying de- of practically noiseless operation.
advance of a performance.
lUirally it is essential that there be
e

Utah exponential horns, the

;ss

clearamplification possibilities of

and
combination are unsurpassed.

extraneous vibration as posble in the speaker of this type. It
a comparatively simple matter to
a large hall with a volume of
)und using this combination and
ill
it
will be noted with interest
at there is a total absence of disirtion or disconcerting vibrations."
little

1

If

Market

You Are in the;
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

LiiiLCoa^HBys
^110 West
32'*St,Nc«;ybrk.My.^^
32'*St

110

Phone Penna. 0330
Picture Department
and Canada Agents for Debiie

Motion
U. S.

I

and Magyer of ChicagoIt will be a remote control board

the

the output of which is fed inmechanism which transfers it to
phonograph record. The speed of

board will be for the control of each

vice,

scene.

to a

The board
colors on

will be arranged in three
both the stage and audi-

Each color group
torium sections.
have its own individual master
switch which will be interlocked with
stage main and house main
the
switches thus enabling the operator
to black-out the entire board by operating only the main switches.
The dimmer bank will be directly
behind and assembled as a part of
the main control board with the indimmer control handles
dividual
located directly under the circuit on
the board that they are to control.
Each color group will have its own
master control which will be cross
interlocked with a Grand Master
Wheel Drive, enabling the operator
to brighten or dim the lighting in
any color group.
will

Inventions
have developed
scientists
German
a motion picture camera that can take
20,000 pictures a second.

a
the recording machines can be synchronized with the speed of the projection machine, which permits the
reproduction of the laughter at the
correct time when the motion picture
is
later projected in the exhibition
rooms at the studio.
The Laugh Recorder is the invention of Freeman Lang, Los Angeles
radio engineer and owner and operator of a mobile broadcasting station.
The record, reproduced in coniunction with the showing of the picture,
will show the producer, director and
cutters which parts earned the laughSlow spots in
ter of the spectators.
the picture are also recognized by
the lack of response on the record-

National Branch Bulletin

—

Dallas "Weekly Doings in Texas"
is the title of a weekly bulletin issued
by J. I. Roberts, manager of the National
here.

Theater

Supply

Co.,

branch
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SHOWMANSHIP ANALYSES OF

;

JACK PARTINGTON HAS 'EM PETROrr

AT

in his

"Hey, Hey!" stage

show he presents

a darb spotted with

mount, for

entertainment

great

John Boyle had
through

the

throughout.
Girls

his

working

show, and when

they

miniature doll number
doing the Black Bottom, it made the
average routine stuff of the ensemble
gangs look sick.
An old musical
comedy idea, but proves that the
hoofing gal groups can be made to
vary their monotonous stuff with
real novelty entertainment.
staged

their

Jack Powell kicked

in

with his ec-

drumming, playing on chairs,
stage floor, the band leader's dome

centric

—

fact, everything but the drum.
clever number, well gagged for
laughs. This was the big draw, along
with the fine work of Frank De Voe
who trailed along with the Boyle
Girls, and then finished with a kidin

A

ding number on his own.
With a
boy at the piano, he sang three songs
and went into his kidding stuff that
had the house rooting strong at the
close.
This immediately preceded
the finale, with the ensemble all on
with the principals, and a good background flash with revolving mirrors
and colored lights that gave it a
rousing finish-

The overture was class, presenting Nevin Melodies with a stage
presentation of "The Rosary" vocalized by seven girls and four men
grouped about an altar
sive

setting.

in

an impres-

Sigmund Krumgold

at

the organ hit a novelty with a pedal

concerto in which he used his feet
entirely, his hands spread wide to
emphasize the stunt.
But Partington's stage show needed nothing by

way

of support.
going out.

It

had 'em talking

SHOWS

By JACK

Boris Petroff staged the unit show
routed over the circuit. Harry
the Capitol, called "On Parade,"
Lewis is in charge of these, and
with a West Point atmosphere. The
a version of "The Music Box
feminine splash was furnished by
Revue" is now playing. The
Tom Nip's Sixteen Dancing Cadets
production is elaborate, and
and the Albertina Rasch Girls. The
runs over an hour.
latter easily outdistanced the other
bunch even though they were disguised in hideous striped suits that
threw them all out of proportion.
Simmons Handling K-A Bookings
Walt Roesner and his stage band
Dan Simmons is now in charge of
were rigged out in military costumes
that were the last word in a guessing bookings for 35 K-A-O houses, havcontest.
Walt looked as if he had ing sole charge of all theaters exstarted out for "Horses, Horses" cepting the Palace, in New York,
number with his riding breeches, and Westchester County, Northern New
Newburgh,
Poughkeepsie,
then finished dressmg for the Beaux Jersey,
Arts ball. But the gals were spiffy Philadelphia, Washington and Baltiin their West Point dress clothes more.
with the broad white bands across
their chests.
They got a chance to
show in the finale, parading through
cne front of the house down both

beating snare drums. Another
were disclosed posted on revolving columns across back of stage
aisles,

juncli

with their little drums.
Made
an effective close.
At one point the drop curtain was
used for a screening ot a West Point
aress parade, with a girl at the side

Olympia

New

Haven.

Morris Lines Up Acts
is on by the office of William Morris to line up all acts which
have played picture houses.
The
general tendency, as reflected by this

A

drive

to use talent already developed, with the supply of this exceedoffice,

Cherniavsky Wrote Score
The "We Americans musical score
was compiled by Joseph Cherniavsky.
Stanley

Launches

Joseph Plunkett
of

the

Band

will be

in

charge

stage band unit to be
launched by Stanley, which will start
Its tour of the circuit
April 2.
first

Spanish Atmosphere At
Brooklyn Mark Strand
atmosphere was Edward
Hyman's keynote for his stage
show "In Granada." It opened with
front draw curtains parting to show
Spanish

L.

another front curtain of S^panish lace
tinted yellow,
through which the
stage band, costumed a la toreador,
could be seen highlighted by baby
spots.
At opening the spots high-

as the lace was drawn
show full stage. In order then
came The Cansinos, Antonio and

Castillian
Dance;
baritone,
"Gypsy
Dance" by six members of the ballet
corps; Irving Berlin's newest
song, "Sunshine" as a band number;
Jack Pepper, who had been introducing the acts, in vocal "Laugh

Catherine, in a
Carlo
Ferretti,

Clown Laugh"; Seven Capitol AcChaz Chase, eccentric

"Uncle Tom" on Coast
pantomime; the Cansinos again in
Los Angeles— "Uncle Tom's Cabin" "Cape Waltz" and the finale by the
has opened at the Criterion here.

entire

company with Ferretti singSong" from "Carmen."

TO SUPPORT THE
The Roxy gave a big play to
feature "The Jazz Sin^

Jolson's

throughout the stage entertainm

The overture

;

consisted of a mecfc

of Jolson's songs with a special

The opening

rangement.
ber

showed the

[

stage ntl

ballet corps

and

Roxyettes on an improvised

I

inclij

runway built clear across the st/
The girls came down from the rl
and spread out

in various formaticT
the tap-tap of their feet and tu
colorful red costumes with red fea[
ers in their hair making a great spll
of color and sound.
It was the o|
stage presentation outside the
logue to the feature, but with
long Vitaphone special rounded
a good entertainment.

The prologue was
showing a synagogue

"Kol Nidil
setting, wit]

window on
Around an immense white
were grouped Harold Van Du|

beautiful stained glass
left.

1

I

tar

and the Roxy Chorus in suitable
tumes.
Les Reis impersonated
jazz singer to carry out the moti^
the feature picture. One of the
unpretentious stage shows Roxy
presented, but nicely balanced
back up the screen entertainment

Players in Stage Acts
Present conditions in Hollywcl
are forcing a lot of prominent
players into stage appearaii
the New York section the
lowing players are already appear
personally or are booked for ejL
appearances: Harry Carey, Virgil
Lee Corbin, Priscilla Dean, Bif
ture

In

Jones and Larry Semon.

Standard

VAUDE VILL
for

Motion Pictare Presentation

The FALLY MARKUJ
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

1579

BROADWAY, NEWYORK

CITYI

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENC1

ing "Toreador

Managers' School Starts Term
M. P. Theater Alanagers' Institute starts its new term April 2

with an enrollment of about 20 stuPublix Unit Policy
dents. Value of presentations, among
Publix has adopted a plan of as- other things will
be stressed.
signing units to the various producers, and the talent also is assigned, working on a fixed budget
for each unit.
James Cowan is in
charge of engaging the acts.

in this territory.

cordionists,

is

ing the demand.

Races are to be

all

to
'

in

by Phil

Omaha

World Realty Co. theOmaha, under a deal closed
Monsky, owner of the device

staged in
aters in

at

lighting the band were dimmed down
KHocKout acrobatic dance. Franklin
as front flood came up on lace curo: bianiey came through with a comtains, band playing "An Old Guitar
edy dance.
Nothing startling, but and an Old Refrain." Gene Wallin
retrotf deserves credit for pacing it
stepped in front of curtain and sang
nicely to cop applause.
vocal chorus

latest

at the

Go-Pony Races

Omaha— Go-Pony

diso

singing.
Ihe stage band gagged a
C'vveetneart" nuiiiDer, with various
members of the band pulling a Jew,
a tough guy, an Italian ana a "aear
boy."
One of the best bits was the
uttering of Raymond Capps sitting
with tne band, called on tor a saxophone special, and finishing with a

ROXy BUILDS STAGE SHO

Pantages has inaugurated a
policy of vaude versions of musical comedies which will be
built up as unit shows and

at

Partington Unit
Jack Partington unit is
"Rah, Rah, Rah," which opens next

week

Pantages' New Units

SKILL IN

New

The

HARROWER

CAPITOUTAGE SHOW

HIS

Just about the best thing Jack
Partington ever did for the Para-

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ALL
EXHIBITORS IN BUILDING UP
PROGRAMS

Presentations

PRESENTATIONS AT LEADING
THEATERS

Mix Booked

Tom Mix
will

the

for Chicago

with his horse, Tony
play the New Palace in Chicago

week

of April 29.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
ly

Box

Office Prescriptions

MURRY LIVINGSTON
Creator
Box
of

BARREL

O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
Phone

Write

me

me

at

Standard

Vaudeville

Act

Office Builders

at

CANal 6480

270 Lafayette Street.

NYC.

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Citj
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Paramount Talking Films Soon
—

Movietone Pictures to be Handled by Ben Jacksen Fox Picture Acclaimed at Burlingame
Preview Pithy Paragraphs on Screen Personalities by Ralph Wilk Jolson Starting in April

—

—

OiDEI

A

from "Lots"

Little

TO PARAMOUNT

:

JACKSEN NAMED HEAD OF

RALPH WILK

By

Our old friend, Ira H. "Joe"
Hollywood
Sound recording equipnitnt to be
connection with trie process TT'S a wise author who knows his Morgan, one of the best cameramen
ill
in the business, joined "The Hole in
which Roy Pomeroy is making ^ own "brain child" when it reaches
One" club t'other day while golfing
;periments is expected within a the screen. Ben Stoloff, the director,
Pomeroy plans and his gag man, Harry Brand, Hke on the Rancho course in Culver City.
leek at Paramount.
He accomplished the feat on the
make a series of tests following to reminisce about the "good old twelfth hole and is probably
the only
in
days"
Pacific
Coast baseball. Ben,
[irrivalcameraman
eligible to membership.
who was an infielder, was the first William Boyd
and Mrs. Morgan were
Jewish boy to play professional baseInce to Make Special
playing the course with "Joe."
Ralph Ince will direct "The Beauti- ball on the Coast, while Harry was
*
*
*
Bullet," an FBO special from "The a well known sports writer on a Los
Duncan
Rinaldo,
Angeles
newspaper.
who re,ed Book" story by Harold McGrath.
cently arrived from the East,
Inid Hibbard and Ince are working
is working on "Clothes Make
Our Passing Show: Fred Newthe continuity.
meyer and Richard Dix, who were
the Woman," which Tom Terris is directing.
Tom has also
so successful on "The Quarterback,"
Columbia Signs Blumenstock
appeared in several Colorart
Mort Blumenstock has signed a discussing scenes for "Knocking 'Em
subjects, made here and in the
Lng term contract to write titles Over," their baseball picture.
cJ

1

^

1

'i

j

*

Columbia.

5r

"Hellship Bronson"
With cast completed on "Hellship
Starts

tracting

Carrol Sax, production
rouson,"
lanager for Gotham has started the
icture.

is

*

East.

and he

attention,

now working on

a

story

vnll direct.
*
Hi
*

KEWB, Warner

'ction of

Brothers

*

are

playing the part of "Karl," a German aviator, in "Hell's Angels." John
is one of the most promising juveniles on the Coast and is destined
to

has been raised from $5,000
$15,000 in charges growing out
f
alleged abuse of three girls un,er 12 years of age.
iuild,

o

Writing Peace Film
S. Schomer, playwright,

writing a screen story,
an anti-war story.

"The War-

ier,"

On

Stage Play
Adam Hull Shirk and George H.
'homas. First National publicity men,
ire collaborating on a stage drama,
'Nightmare." The play will have a
ocal production first with plans beng made for presentation in the

Working

2ast later.

Flood to Direct for T-S
James Flood is to direct for Tif'any-Stahl.

F.

Name Mumau's Next
W. Murnau will direct "Our

Daily Bread" for Fox, combining an
idea of the director's and the stage
play, "The Mud Turtle."

*

—

—

entering a Hollywood
Boulevard bookstore.
*

in

has

the opin-

many of those who attended
preview of "The Red Dancer of Moscow" at the Peninsula, BurlingameThis Raoul Walsh feature, which costars Charles Farrell and Dolores
Del Rio, is expected to bring to
prominence, Ivan Kinow, a new character six feet eight inches tall.
The
picture, portrayed against a massive
background, has heart interest, comedy, intrigue and drama.

Josephine Lovett Leaving
Lovett is to leave

Josephine

England

in

for

May.

Schwab Joins M-G-M
Ben Schwab, former studio execu-

beret

*

and

again

ion of

*

The

clicked

tive for Universal,

has joined

M-G-M.

*

now

The

Los ADgeles

Centers at the

Abraham
>

Fox has

"made" another player

Wright, Columbia's Art Director
The opening of Hollywood's largwriting continuities for Tif- est department store brought a flood
Joseph Wright has been signed as
He was formerly in the of telegrams from members of the art director for Columbia, succeeding
fany-Stahl.
Messages were received Robert E. Lee.
film colony.
M-G-M scenario department.
*
*
*
from Doug and Mary, Sid Grauman,
Abe
Oscar Smith, the bootblack "mag- Peter the Hermit, Ivan Kahn,
Eddie Quillan, E.
nate," is playing the role of the and Julius Stern.
D- and H. H. Herkheimer, Doraldtrainer in "Knocking 'Em Over.
former diHe is a Richard Dix discovery and ina, and Herbert Blache, lamp
shade
Life of
gets
is now in the
he
who
when
rector,
bootblacking
his
drops
department.
business.
casting
a call from the
is

Arrested on Statutory Charge

"Red Dancer of Moscow"
Hailed at Coast Preview

far.

More Passing Show:
two Eddies Horn and Adams
discussing motion picture
problems; Monta Bell and his

Added to M-G-M Cast
*
*
*
Robert Armstrong and Gwen Lee
Totman,
Lewellyn
friend,
Our old
ave been added to the cast of "The
and
newspaperman
Minnesota
former
aby Cyclone," in which Lew Cody
New York publicity representative
nd Aileen Pringle are co-starring for

Bail of Leroy Lane, 43, one of the
roprietors of the Screen Kiddies'

go

*

the present station.

[-G-M.

*

is

Hollywood next month. New
equipment has been placed in

liony.

*

John Darrow, who attracted much
attention in "The High School Hero,"

radio station, will be moved
to the new Warner theater in

Reed Howes, Helen Foster,
ames Bradbury Jr., and Jack An-

a-,t

much

which he

Noah Beery and Mrs. Wal-

Reid are co-starring under diJoseph Henaberry. In the

ice

*

John G. Adolfi is keeping
His
busy at Tiffany-Stahl.
"The Devil Skipper" is at-

Ben Jacksen, Fox studio manager,
has been placed in charge of Movietone productions, it is reported. Edward W. Butcher, Jacksen's assistant,
is to succeed him as studio manager.
Maitland Rice is taking over ButchAndy Rice is to hand'ic
er's duties.
talent and stories for Movietone.

New
Warners

Screen

Team

are reported planning to

co-feature William
Audrey Ferris as a

Collier,

new

and

Jr.,

screen team.

phone

Berger to Direct Last Negri

Ludwig Berger

is

to

Negri- in "Fedora," the
picture for Paramount.

direct
star's

Pola
last

in

Jim
"Beggars

of

picture.

of Life"
author, is to act in
Life" for Paramount.

Howard

will

direct.

is

suffering.

Cocoanut Grove

Kennedy Signs New Contract
has signed a new long

Ed Kennedy

term contract with Hal Roach.

Champ Begins Series
Illness Postponed Start
Walter Hagen, golf champion, is
Start of May McAvoy's first picunder his contract with Tifture for next season, under direction working
He will be seen in a series
fany-Stahl.
postbeen
of Roy Del Ruth, has
six golf pictures, the first of which
of
severe
a
to
due
Warners
at
poned
cold from which she

Tamous

Crisp to Act in Howard Film
Donald Crisp, director, is to act
"The River Pirate," which Wil-

liam K.

Tully in "Beggars
Tully,

Ambassador's

Jolson Arriving in April
Al Jolson arrives at the Warner
studio in April to start his next Vita-

is

"Green Grass Widows."

-^#i)>5*-

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.
i

College Night Every Friday

DAILY
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"The

Short Subjects
Page

(.Continued from

Newlyweds'

Junior Jewel

Friends"
—Universal

Snookum

Frolics

.2 reel comedy
of production.
typical Snookums offering, showing the cartoon-strip kid at his baby
antics.
The kid's parents are guests
at a wedding.
Of course Snookums

Type

7)

.

Brown Again at Moorhead
Moorhead, Minn. W. L. Brcl
former Lyceum manager, is tall

—

Week*s Headlines

"Green-Eyed Love"

— Educational

Cameo

of production. ... 1 reel comedy
is the comedian who
decides to surprise his wife on her
birthday by buying a beautiful necklace.
The girl from the jewelry
store brings it over to the house.
Wife hears the phone call, and thinks
hubby is dating a strange blonde up.
It develops nothing hilarious.
Hall
does not go over as a comedian.
Zion Myers directed.

George Hall

"How To

Please the Public"
Educational
Inside Stuff
Type of production. .1 reel novelty
A really interesting novelty is developed with a trip through the Ly-

Hodge Podge

—

man Howe plant showing how
Hodge Podge pictures are made.
done

all

is

in

pretty

It

animated drawing, and

intelligent

is

idea

of

how

.

the

If

the

shows the securing of shots in all
corners of the world right through
to the production of the finished product.
All the different processes are
labeled, so that the fans will get a

work

—

Charley Bowers Educational
Trick Stuff
Type of production. .2 reel comedy

the

Stern Brothers
Bell Hop

— Fox

Type of production
2 reel comedy
A merry mixup comes through the
medium of the comedian's straw hat.
comedian,

the

and

The boss's mischeivous
son has placed some valuable papers
loses his job.

hning of Nick's straw hat.
Nick arrives home, he tries
his hardest to get rid of the straw
hat, which he considers a jinx. Poor
Nick has his hands full. A good idea,
well gagged for some good comedy.
Directed by Billy West with class.
the

When

Gags

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

Principally concerned with the activities of Sid Saylor as a bell hop.
He happens to get a job in the hotel
owned by his sweetie's father. He
leads a very busy and hectic existence, with the hotel guests calling
upon him to do all sorts of odd jobs.
Some lend themselves to comedy,
others are just flat.
Director Newfield turned out an average
picture
that gave the comedian no outstanding chances for getting big laughs.

—Universal

Pathe Review No. 14

Cabaret

Fun

Diversity
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Type of production..! reel magazine
Latest in the series of "Keeping Up
Opens with interesting views of
With the Joneses." Again the good
Brighton on the English Channel.
old standby of the hero without
his
Magnificent shots of the sea as one
pants is used throughout to get the
laughs.

business appointment.
sufficiently

ihese two boys

.

.

them a chance.

without any
It.

ture

This sample

new angles to
Gus Meins directed.

distinguish

Beeville, Tex.
Hall Industries
theaters, which operate the Rialto
here, has acquired the Palace
and
Ken-Tex, Kennedy and the Lyric

is

off

Runge. The Ken-Tex has been
changed to the Rialto.
The firm
formerly had a half interest in
the
three houses. Eight theaters
now are
included in the chain, which
ooeratcs
at
Sinton,
Taft and Three
at

•

title.

are
action

—

play the part

A lot of loose gags are thrown
random, and they get the picnowhere.
It takes the count

along with its
Francis Corby.

the

Buy Three More

laugh.
at

Eltraban Film Co., goes to court to force reinstatement in Atlanta Film Board.
Chicago exchanges and exhibitor association sued by U. S. for alleged conspiracy during last year's strike.
Carl E. Milliken denies Rembusch charge
newsreels are being used for Hoover propaganda.

Directed

bv
I

Specialists
to the

Motion Picture
Industry

Wednesday
Fifty million estimated potential audience for
United Artists' radio broadcast.
Complete service plans keep 1,000 theaters
open. Universal states.
Children to be barred from Quebec theaters
under new law.

Pittsburgh delegates to Trade Practice Conference assail new standard contract.
Loew expected to enter Cincinnati first run

DAY AND NIGHT

Percentage

and guarantee to be big issues
at Oklahoma convention.
Stock dividend of 25 per cent expected from
Loew's.

Friday
Butterfield circuit seeking 25 mile protection
for 30 days in Michigan.
Millions represented on new Stanley finance

250

committee.
Chicago houses socked by crimp in business.
Fox chain to number 360 by Sept. 1.
Julian Brylawski praises new standard contract,
Herman A. Blum says it demonstrates why Brookhart bill should pass.

Telephone: Columbus 414 1-2-3

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Sattirday
Opinion

divided on
United Artists radio
broadcast, but stunt not likely to be re-

Padlock
after

bill

is

killed

Kivers.

in

New

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

Jersey Senate

passing Assembly.

Garyn Names New Dallas Manager
Dallas— M. A. Wolf has succeeded
Jack Underwood as manager of the
Dallas

National Screen
Service.
He was appointed on recent
visit of W. P. (Pat) Garyn.
office

1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

for

Sears at Marshalltown
Marshalltown, la.— W. C. Sears of
Kansas City has taken over management of the Casino, Strand and
Odeon, replacing Carl Baker, who
is managing the Plaza at Waterloo.

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public
instruction.

Schools, Churches
using

the list.
It just doesn't show
anything that can be labeled
as a real

m

The gags

and

out his trousers is slightly overdone.
It s the old slapstick and
merry chase,

.2 reel corned

who

lively,

fast enough to provide hilareven though you may have a
strong suspicion that a gent running
through the entire performance with-

ot the twins seem to
have something
if the
stuff they are fed ever
gives

Photo
Engraving

Eleven

bad with

ity,

Like Its Title
of production.

in

moves

"Taking the Count"
Mike and Ike— Educational

Type

Pa McGinis gets

friend wife, who hides his pants.
Pa
escapes to a cabaret where he has
a

factory.

INCORPORATED

peated.

"Her Only Husband"
Stern Brothers

looks out from the famous cliffs. The
next subject presents the fishing fleet
of Newfoundland.
The reel closes
with studies of screen players and
their activities outside of
their regular studio work.
For instance, Albert Vaughn is seen as
president of
a
Turkish bathtub concern, and
Huntley Gordon running a hosierv

EGGER

situation.

Type

Good Gags

is

Monday

Thursday

"When George Hops"

— Universal

Imperial

in

good as the
Charley Bowers works
as

and has been done too many times
before to arouse any mirth. Directed
by H. L. Muller.

done.

Stuart

comedy was

trick stuff that
in
with his mechanical curiosities
that seem alive, the offering would
be great.
But the comedy is flat,

"Hold Your Hat"

Kick

.

new M[

Hays goes

Will H.

goes

Type

of the

head.

to Paris on French decree crisis; French rules to slash Amerialong, and makes ^a general
can film imports.
mess of the proceedings. All the fans FoxF.
& R. deal set, with papers to be
who read the Newlyweds comics will
signed soon.
Excellent
Pictures announces 20 on new
vote this an immense number.
It's
schedule.
the kind of comedy they enjoy, and
Balaban & Katz-Marks deal reported dropped.
the director has not been stingy in Buffalo and Albany to remain as exchange
cities.
throwing in all the gags that SnookCorp. of America anl Victor Talking
ums is capable of acting through. It Radio
Machine combining to make talking picwinds up with a thief stealing a necktures.
lace at the wedding, and Snookums Frank J. Rcmbusch asks Federal investigation
of alleged propaganda for presidential canproving the hero.
The kid is good,
didacy of Herbert Hoover.
for he's so natural, and looks as if
Tuesday
he were really enjoying the whole Cleveland exhibitors
declare buying strike
affair.
Gus Meins directed.
until protection system is revised.
Every Warner film to have Vitaphone sequences next year, Warners announce.
"Whoozit"

Birthday Surprise

management

over

.

A

Motion

Pictures

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

FILMS"

"1001

Complete reference booklet,

iF^h

Edition)

listing nearly 3,000

educational films given
at reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash Av

Chicago. Ill

A

Preordained
"

—

the

final result

of the motion picture

on the screen was preordained from the
day that Edison got

Eastman

his

first

sample of

Film.''^

That was in 1889. And today the film
that made motion pictures practical is the
film that makes the most of the cinematographer's art and carries

through to the screen

all

the quality

— Eastman

*Page 209 ''A Million and

Film.

One

Nights, the History of the Motion
Picture"

— by Terry Ramsaye.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

TRY

THIS TEST!
i

NOTE:

PICK ANY TERRITORY IN
AMERICA AND YOU'LL FIND
THAT EXHIBITORS ARE

Place your

finger, blindfolded

on

map

a

Amer-

of

Read the

ica.

re-

ports from that
section.

what

No

DOING THE BIGGEST
BUSINESS WITH METROGOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES

matter

territory

you

pick you'll find the

the box-office facts
are the same.

a few
from current

for instance^ here are just
hox-office reports

issues of

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW— EXHIBITOR'S TRIBUNE (Oklahoma)— MOVIE AGE (Omaha)
REEL JOURNAL (Kansas)— FILM TRADE TOPICS (ColoTado)—THE EXHIBITOR (Pennsylmnia)
GREATERAMmEMEhITS(Minneapolis)-M.P.DlGEST(Canada)-NAT.EXHlBlTOR(Wash.,D.C.)

EAST

NORTH
The Student
Prince
Business very
good. Audience

much

very
pleased.

THIRTEENTH

HOUR

One of best. A real
one, boys. Dickinson,

N. D.

Omaha,

Wright, Minn.

Nib.

BIG

BABY MINE
Good

box-office.
Toronto, Can.

PARADE

Come-bac k lun
another big week.
Ottawa, Can.

BEN-HUR

Midnight

Making picture
history. Set new

night after night.
Albany, Nf. Y.

records.

THE BIG CITY
Business excellent.

Des Moines.

SOUL

Drew good crowd.
Bricelyn,

Toronto,

Can.

BEN.HUR
Third

run
another success
Ottawa, Can.
local

Minn.

WEST POINT

THE BIG CITY SPRING
Very good busi- FEVER
ness.

Audience

thrilled.
Mich.

Detroit,

They don't make
them any better.

FRONTIERS-

Cloquet, Minn.

McCoy's

DIVINE

WOMAN
Good
Detroit,

London After
Standing room

BODY AND

BEN-HUR
Greatest ever
made. Book it. You
can't go wrong.
Chri sti nson &

business:
Mich.

BUTTONS
A picture that
pleased them.
Albany, Minn.

LOVE

Excellent

One

ness

.

Highly

praised.
D.

busi-

Very good
best to

date. Beverly, Ohio.

THIRTEENTH

Wash.

C

BODY AND
SOUL
Good

business.

Pleased the patrons. Wilmington,

Pleased 100 per
cent. Wash., D. G.

BECKY
Excellent business. Wash.,

THE

Business good.

Wonderful. Cimarron, Kan.

D. C.

MAN,

Kar\sas City.

big.

Wilmington, Del.

MAN,
WOIAAN &

WEST POINT
Good business.
Lake City.

SIN
Well received. Did

good business.
Wilmington,

Dei.

UNKNOWN
BABY MINE
Business good.
Oklahoma City.

ev

e-

O.

good. Salt Lake.

lent. Cincinnati, O.

Cleveland. O.

G-M has plenty of

Audience

these surprises.
Patrons ate
Dickinson,

it

up.

N. D.

ROSE- MARIE

Veryentertaining.

fine.

Kansas City.

Satisfied all.

BABY MINE

BUTTONS
A picture that

Drew

Cit>.

Minn.

Mick.

N. D.

City,

office drawing
power. Okiahorfla'

Detroit,

Strong draw-

ing power. Willow

Harbors, Minn.

Good business.

WOMAN

good box-

well and
pleased. Dassel,

box-office.

Arm

BODY AND
SOUL

London

Set new house
record. Brockei,
N. D.

They're still talking about it. Give
us more. Brocket,
N. D.

BIG

PARADE

Four days to capacity. 100 per
cent. Palm, Minn.

FAIR CO-ED

MiDNIQHT

LAW OF THE
RANGE
One

fine Western.
Watertown, Minn.

SPRING
FEVER

made. Perfect entertainment. Hoff-

Another dandy.

pleased them.
Albany, Minn.

man, Minn.

Brocket.

cUckins best!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYf^
INuuSTR\
THE

City.

Action. Comedy.
Best Davies ever

Wp^t-^4^^M h

lb lUi- Ujb

very

^Ttfr^rife

Business excel-

Very

favorMic K.

Real

BECKY

DIVINE

tion very

reaction excel-

Business good.

Prince

Cleveland, O.

LOVE

Exceptionally

The Student

Good business.
Audience r eac -

Business

Another wow. M-

Two

LATEST
FROM PARIS

Prince

Audience

Prince

Colo.

J.

able. Detroit,

The Student

great
Denver,

N.

The Student

ton, Del.

it

ness. Trenton,

Audience fascinated by star.

Midnight

Superb. Wilming-

picture.

O.

Good business.

Excellent business.

lent.

WEST POINT
A big hit. Harris-

business.

WOMAN

busi-

I

Heavy

burgh, Pa.

ADAM & EVIL

SIN

'a^t. Smith,
f^?X2SJ^

C

.

Capacity busi-

DIVINE

London After

BIG PARADE

thought

WOMAN &

Del.

Salt

ever made.

land,

HOUR

Went over

week

BABY MINE

Prince
Second week.
Cincinn^iti,

Second

ness.

WEST

OLD
KENTUCKY

IN

of the best

patrons. Sunbury,
Pa.

THE CROWD

MAN

SOUTH
WEST POINT

Well received by

The Student

Set house record.

N. D.

|

Quizzing All Companies Which Block- Book

S.

/.
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Illusions
aERHAPS

is

it

G.

difficult

flLM DEVICE

Neverthea glamor and

HELD READYFOR MARKET

about pictures and
personalities that must be

Development of the talking picture device on which General Electric

define exactly.
less,

there

is

illusion
ir

I TALKING

to

irded.

Each

ijures his

—a

we

believe,
image of his

fan,

own

conception created
the personality he sees on the
orite

een.

very fact that pictures
so long been silent,
t
they are visionary rather
In real is one of their greatest
ets.
It would be an instance
The

for

e

the wildest folly for this in-

to encourage any deture, radical or conservative,

has been working, has reached the
stage where the equipment is ready
A sales manager
for the market.
has been appointed, and actual sales
are to start within a few weeks. Because of the development, it is believed
stock of Radio
Corp. of
America, through which the device
will be offered, has been soaring during the last week.
(Continued on Page 2)

BUSINESS ONEVEN KEEL,

would prick the bubble of
which every picturefinds somewhere on the

nance
:;r

iieen.

Romance

keeping the

Ittempts to give shadow characbody or voice are dangerous, for
i;ives the way to disappointment.
V personalities in voice or in ilesh
possibly live up to the varied
iceptions
of
those personalities
cli a wide
public has developed.
:

ADOLPH ZUKOR STATES
Volume of business being done by
the industry at the present time is at
least keeping pace with the turnover
in the first quarter of last year, and
states
seems likely to continue,
Adolph Zukor, Paramount head, in an
interview on business conditions with
"The

New York

reduction

of

costs,

(Continued

the industry
under the
Page 2)

which,

stars

screen

made

mark on
where they

their

and that

is

from current fluctuations in
tfices which may or may not
ade up in potential business
broadcasts like United Artists'

i

I

not advisable for the reasons here

1

1

Likewise personal appeargeneral,
should be disraged.
This is by no means a
ined.

on

'

:iaragement to the personality- It's
many-angled effect on the audii: that should not be overlooked.

ladio

<

-

he

his
'

now silent drama is in
What producers will do

factor.
that their

,

t

se

We

progress necessarily
it is to be progress
At this time, it is well to

be slow,

'ill.

is an undo know, how-

regard, of course,

wn

'

'

'^Talkies"

problem of injecting

serious

offing.

1

The Naked Truth

party,

the

big

oil

Page

2)

if

extreme caution.

KA N N

THE

to

DAILY

the

outcome

in

FILM

arbitration

case

Minneapolis over
the long distance telephone
from St. Louis, where he was
reached, while en route to Hot
Ark.,

to

recuperate

his health.
decision,"
"This

he

said,

"em-

phasizes the fact that distributors must
abide by and comply with arbitration decisions, under penaliy ol disDistribubarment from arbitration.
tors have the means of forcing exhibitor compliance with decisions, and this
decision
shows that exhibitors also
The decihave enforcement power.
sion greatly strengthens arbitration."

Minneapolis Case to Halt
Arbitration Disbarment
Lost by Warners

—

Minneapolis Appeal of Warners
on the arbitration decision rendered
against
against

the company in its case
Hans Pederson, Jamestown,

N. D., exhibitor, has been denied in
district court here.

States, Joseph E. Cohen, president,
and Max Aron, secretary and treasurer of the company, return tomorrow to New York from abroad. The
fire prevention device, which has been
on the market a year, is installed in
1,000 theaters of the United States
and company officials state they have
on hand 10.000 orders for control
units.

re-

cases.
This was followed by walkout of exhibitors from arbitration.
W. A. Steffes, Northwest
\^\yuniit.it»fcu on X'aye I.}

When

CALLS UPON LJIEMMLE

CHAHANOOGA,

PUBLIX STRONGHOLD

—

Keen competition
Chattanooga
between Keith-Albee-Orpheum
and Publix, looms with proposed invasion of this Publix stronghold by
here

K-A-O.
ing the

Dan

Columbus, O. Declaring that Carl
Laemmle's circular letter, asking exhibitors, who have "We Americans"
bought to play it on percentage, because of its quality and production
cost,

emphasizes the need for pas-

sage of the Brookhart bill to prevent
blind booking, P. J. Wood, business

manager of the Ohio exhibitor unit,
calls upon the Universal president to
endorse the

bill-

Michalove, representin southern states,

company

(Continued on Page 2)

COMPROMISE ON DECREE
PREDICTED

—

IN

FRANCE

Paris (By Cable)— With Will H,
Hays here in personal charge of the
situation,

Bringing news that interest in Europe in Sentry Safety Control is
nearly as great as in the United

The company,

fusing to abide by the arbitration
decision as unfair and illegal, had
asked that the board be enjoined
from refusing to arbitrate company

—

Washington Bureau of

Europe Hails Sentry,
Returned OflBcers Say

ROW

T00.K.BR00KHARTBI1I

Object is for Records in Any
Suits Government May Start

last

into the,

id

'

and

week's hook-up, there
been wide discussion.
It is apnt that, if radio is to be utilized
ill
as a comprehensive publicity
lium, voice personality must be
jled
with
screen
personality.
crwise, the combination is futile.

ince

described

NOW

annual splash of the AMPAS, went
over Saturday night at the Astor with
a pep and enthusiasm that reminded
(Cotitinued

of the most important
developments since arbitration
That is the
was instituted.
manner in which W. A. Steffes,

K-A-0 IN

SHOWJT THE ASTOR

in

!es,

Praises Decision
One

im-

AMPAS STAGEIG

side

ARBITRATION

now

;

ture

IN

World."

The major problem facing
is

COURT REJECTS APPEAL

Springs,

5try

It

Price 5 Cents

1928

2,

there

is

evidence that the

THE FILM DAILY French are open to compromise on
the censorship and film decree, which
distributors who
(Continued on Page 3)

Washington All
are known to practice block booking
are appearing before the board of review of the Federal Trade Commission with a view to making it a matter of record in order that the codefendants in any suit which the commission may bring against block
booking distributors generally may
be determined.
A request that the commission put
the resolutions adopted at the October Trade Practice Conference into
operation temporarily in an effort to
(Continued on Page 3)

Pathe Pays
Pathe Exchange on Saturday met sinking fund requirements on its seven per cent debentures, which pasmient was
not made when due Feb. 1By meeting the payments, the

company prevented it being declared in default, as the period
of grace had not expired.

—JXI^.DAILV
Court Rejects
Appeal

in

{Continued from Page

Monday.
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Price 5 Cents

1928

PUBLISHER

lOHN W. ALIGOATE

—

—

—

Friedrichstrasse, 22S.

doM

Sale*

4354
104J4
74 j4
2254 22yt
22J4

200

High Low
(s)

Am.

*(c-b)
Bal.

Seat.
do 6s 36

.

43 Ks

.

.

& Katz

.

(c) Con. Fm. Ind. 22
*(c)
do pfd. ...
*(s) East. Kodak
(s)
do pfd
*(c) Film Insp.
•(s) First Nat. pfd.

H

17i"

.

(s)

Fox.

"A" 77^

Fra.

78

*(c) Fox Thea. "A
•(c) Inter. Proj. ..
(b) Keiths 6s 46 .
(s) Loew's, Inc.
7U

98 J^
70/8

.

(s)

(b)
(b)

*(s)
•(s)
*(s)
•(s)
*(s)
•(s)

Loew's pfd.
101% lom
do 6s 41 WW. 109H 109/2
do 6s41x-war 100 -^ 101/2
.

M-G-M
M.

P.

pfd.

.

Cap.

.

Orph. Cir.
do pfd

29
995^

(b)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(0)

Pathe
do 7s37

12154
10054
1025^ 102J4
35^8

Roxy "A"

..

69J4
33
37

do units
do com
8
Skouras Bros. 40
Stanley Co.
47/2
.

(c)
(o)
(o)

Trans-Lux

.

68
30

H

United Art.
15
do pfd
85
*(o) Univ. Ch.com.
85"
*(o) do pfd
•(c) Univ. Pict.
(s)
do pfd
97Ji
.

33
7

38
46 J4

4!4

Warner

(s)

do

"A"

"(c-b)

do

•

Prices

Last

Bros,

30^

6!/Js28.

1,000

13

80

Book on New Product
Excellent Pictures will have in disearly next week its campaign book on the 20 pictures artribution

ranged for 1928-29.
Among the 15 authors responsible
for stories to be used in next season's
pictures are Francis Lynde's three
novels, including "David Vallory,"

"The Wreckers" and "Mellowing
Money"; Ann Austin, who wrote
"The Penny Princess," which was
printed in serial form in hundreds
of newspapers; Ruth Agnes AbeHng
author of "Red Geraniums" which
will be filmed as "Paid With Tears";
Adeline Leitzbach,
Splendid Hour."

who wrote "One

Business on Even

Zukor

Keel,

Universal

States

(Continued from Page 1)
petus of our national prosperity, have crept
up until the margin between cost and turnover has become too narrow.
However, this
problem is being met by persistent pressure
of economy in all branches of the industry
and the margin of profit is gradually but
surely getting into proper adjustment with

combining to readjust the costs downward.
As to unemployment, we have received no
evidence that it is any more acute than ever
at this time of year.
In other words, what
unemployment there is seems to be seasonal
and confirmed chiefly to unskilled workers
who will be absorbed when the road building
and farming season begins.
With the problem of costs being brought
into hand, the motion picture industry has
every reason to expect an excellent year.

French Legion Film

21

97/2
21J4
ioji
30J4
109VJ

10
4'.866

Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
.c) Curb Market.
o) Over the Counter Transactions ( Bid and
Asked).
(«) Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia

Paris

—

A

history of the French
Legion will be filmed by

Foreign
Super Film Co., which
'La Pente" as its next.

announces

Now
wesiicTioHS

now

most

has 80

of

which

To carry on this expansion program, stock is to be offered on the
New York market by Bonner, Brooks
firm has outstanding 35,000
preference stock, 40,000 shares
class "A" common and
10,000 class "B"
common. The corporation on Dec. 31, 1927,
had net tangible assets of $2,217,989, equivalent to $63.37 a share on the 35,000 shares
of preference stock outstanding, $43.21 of
this amount representing net equity in land,
buildings and equipment at depreciated value.
Goodwill and leaseholds are carried on the
books at $1.
Gross income increased from
$1,290,283 in 1925 to $2,173,665 in 1927,
an increase of 58.4 per cent, and in the same
period net income available for dividends increased from $90,853 to $301,896, a gain of
over 232 per cent.
Current earnings have
been at the rate of over $400,000 per annum,
equivalent to $11.42 a share on the preference stock.
Dividends on the preference
stock are being paid quarterly at the annual

shares

rate of

of

$3

share.

a

First National Pays Dividends
First National Pictures is paying
out $47,000 on April 2, covering dividends on First Preferred 8 per cent
stock of $2 per share. The company
also sent checks to the holders of
the second preferred "A" 7 per cent
stock amounting to $14,886.90 to cover quarterly dividend of $1.75 per

share payable April

Tiesler Returns

Now

to

New

A

dmner.

special

program

in

(Continued from Page 1)

been here looking over sites,
which he has submitted to New York.
has

K-A-O

has

I-'*'

of

event was one of the hits,
\^Jr",
contributions
from
members \ '^

the AMPAS.
Dancing started^'"™
midnight, and kept up till morni '^'
The guests? Write your own M "'"'.''

''

V

book of the industry, multiply
and you'll have the answe*

'''f

three,

^}:
iriit's

New

Film Exchange Building

Film Center Corp. has

II

'IB anno

purchaji

Wtion

the block front on the east sid^orsU
Ninth Ave., between 44th and 4i
Sts.,

film
ed.

New York, on which a 12-stsr
exchange building will be en-

M-G-M's New York branch

occupy a

floor of the building,

'.i

jicistoi

G. E. Device Held
'w
Ready for Marl

%

R- C. A. is planning a hook-up
or acquisition of the Victor Talk"
Machine Co., which will give it
of that firm's product.
This thtcornered combine is said to have ':

Publix Stronghold
Heretofore,

'

(Continued from Page 1)

Hans Tiesler has returned
York from Europe.

K-A-O

1)

oldtimers of the good old days. Th™,
were so many novelty surprises t|^
It kept the guests constantly
on tl
toes.
The lobby was a gag on L
penny arcade, with funny mirrO
slot machines, and goofy signs 1L<
ding everything and everybody.
The dining room was a massf
decorations, with cutouts of the
s^i
ranged around the balcony bo:
The Clef Club jazzed up the
mony, and provided specialties, ."e"
stage skit was a take-off on the;
cent national broadcast, with a t'
vision novelty.
A great news
clicked big.
All kinds of kid&,_,.
stunts were pulled throughout W'-""

1.

veloped an instrument which pres;
revolutionary changes in the talk>
picture field. Television developm;!
also is a factor in the proposed cell
bination.

Hany

|

steered

clear of Publix towns, but it is believed that the $10,000,000 expansion

some

announced

months

ago, is about to get under way. Publix controls the first runs here.
K-AO vaudeville has been out here for
two years, having been discontinued
when Publix adopted a band policy
at the Tivoli.

in

EXHIBITORS

NEED THIS

u

BOW

«Ofl(
It

1000 Pag

FREl

preparation for season 1928-1929

''KNEE HIGH''
B.

FUm Dafc

Dawson

SUBSCRIBER

ANOTHER GOTHAM BUILT for BETTER PROFITS

PICTURES
PffES

Sam

MOeUCTIOMS

in

All Rights Protected

COVERS

Lumas Film Corporation

EVERYTHIlD'"

Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway
^H^>M YOow novA (trr 6355

(Continued from Page

Cloth Boul

AME(7ICAN AND FOREIGNf DISTRIBUTORS
OF q^UAUTY MOTION PICTURES

/IRTLEE

firm

theaters in 39 cities,
are in New York.

By Maurice Stephens and Charles

ARTHUR A.LEE

The

ally-

program,

97J4

Chain Theaters,

planned by Schine

Co.
Campaign & The
Schine

80"

.

•(c)

6851

4M

.

Excellent Issues

the capital investment.
In the picture business more care in commitments on costly productions, closer organization and improved methods, all are

118K

..

*(c-b)
do 63 47
(b) Par. By.S^sSl 102>^

*(s)

122Ji
454
106
7754
2,300
....
17J4
8
1
98J4
6y/8 10,500
200
1015^
2
109/2
101/2
1
25J4
5

.

Para. F-L
do pfd

169J/^

200
....
1,500
....
....

to

who

Launching of an immediate expansion program in Ohio, which will
elevate the company to a position in
that state similar to that which it
now holds in upstate New York, is

2, Isr^iAi

Ampas Stage Big
Show at the Astlft

OHIO

president,

appoint exhibitor arbitrastated they would not involve themselves in the controversy
unless requested to do so by both
sides.
It was believed impossible to
secure unaffiliated exhibitors to arbitrate, as a number approaclied were
declared to have refused.
tors,

SCHINES PUNNING WIDE

1)

announced organizamembers no longer would arbitrate, effort was made by the Film
Board to induce the mayor and members of the Civic and Commerce

unit
tion

Ass'n,
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Coast Wire Service

"Dawn" Passed by English
Object Is for
Records in Gov't Suits Censors; Cohen Returns

Equity Again Active

{Ccmtinued from Page 1)

how

see
it

is

they work, has been denied,

by the

indicated

board of review

is

that

fact

the

holding these hear-

ings.

IIOGRAM TO BE MAPPED

THBEE GOLDWYN UNITS

NEW

AT MEETING TONIGHT PREPARING
branch
scheduled for

Samuel Goldwyn's producing

Special meeting- of the film

Equity
night, with the association to outActors'

I

is

I

e new steps to perfect organization
The branch also inthe studios.
ids to decide upon its form of goviment and rules of procedure at

light's

meeting.

election of the new board,
aded by Sam Hardy, the Equity
inch has given indication that it
become increasingly active, in
11

Since

ntrast to comparative dormancy
the free lancers' uniform conAcademy
ict, drafted through the
M. P. Arts and Sciences, was
opted in defiance of Equity rules,
might's meeting is expected to reIt in announcement of Equity's deice

•mination to secure a standard confor all players.

ict

PICTURES
or-

today will complete removal to the United Artists' studio.
Vilma Banky and her husband, Rod
La Rocque, are both in New York.
Miss Banky arrived last week from
Europe.
They leave tomorrow
for
the
Coast, where she is to
begin work immediately on "The Innocents." by Frances Marion, with
Victor Fleming as director- Colman
leaves within a few days.
His arrival there will be the signal for proganization

duction on

Dana

Burnet's

new

"Diamond Handcuffs."

e cast of

A

Little

from
By

*'

Lots''

RALPH WttK

Hollywood

SANTELL,

father of Alfred
• and
Marty Santell, is acting as
chnical advisor on "Roulette," which
Ifred is directing.

E.

*

*

*

whose

Langdon,

Harry

vaudeville act has much to do
with automobiles, has joined
the ranks of new Ford owners.
*

*

*

untitled.
director or cast has yet been selected.

E. H. Griffith to Direct La Rocaue
E. H. Griffith will direct "The
Ticket Chopper." a Hector Turnbul'
oroduction for De Mille starring Rod

Jesse Goldbur? Seeking
Names for New Program
First Division Distributors is going
after big names for new season picViola Dana, Shirlev Mason
tures.
Priscilla Dean, and Noah Beery are
a few mentioned as having been apnroached in connection with the First

*

*

tures.

Martha

In

*

*

*

rejection

I

room

at

Decree Predicted
(Continued from Page 1)

at

shutting out American

Intimating that he

is

the Palace,

New

York.

pic-

tures.

here to offer

a reciprocal deal. Hays said on his
arrival that he has come to find out
the situation in France and other European countries.
Until he studies
the situation fully, he said, there is
nothing to be said regarding the new
regulations. The American industry,
he said, is determined to do its share
n promoting international amity.

Louisville Chain Adds One
to Circuit at Indianapolis

—

Indianapolis Lease of the Apollo
has been taken over by the Fourth
Ave. Amusement Co., of Louisville,

headed by Fred Dolle, J. C. Murphy
and D. H. Long. The company has
18 Louisville theaters, and recently
entered Indiana, with opening of a
theater at Terre Haute.

RVICE

Lucy

Beaumont,

Tacquelin Gadsdon, Otto Lederer and

RECCGNIZEC) EY THEATRES

Richard Tucker.

EyERVIVIIEliE X% AESCLUTELY
INDISPEMSAEEE TC THEIR SUCCESS

Pierson New Unit Manager
Pierson former actor, has

Brothers to plav the role of Mary
Tane in Buster Brown Comedies for
next season.

Jackie

Leaves Our Gang
Condon has left Our Gang

comedies after seven years' service
with closing of the Roach studios.

Roland Brown Writes Play
Roland Brown, comedy constructor, has written a play, "Pay Day"
which is expected to be produced on
George Broadway.

First National.

action has been taken as yet on
the New York M. PCommission with the picture, which
recently was reviewed, still under
consideration.

supporting cast are

the

Maddox,

ade in the East, has joined the

Passing
Show:
''Brien enthusing over his role in
NJoah's Ark"; Irving Berlin showing
uch interest in a
1928
FILM
'AILY YEAR BOOK; Al Green
latting with Emmett Flynn; Ralph
[ammeras and Jack Okey entering a

No

"Dawn" by

Co-starred in Excellent Film
Bryant Washburn and Lila Lee are
co-starring in "A Bit of Heaven,"
now in production by Excellent pic-

Irma Harrison, remembered for
sr work in pictures D. W. Griffith

More

is

Action Taken in N. Y.
on Censoring of "Dawn"

Lupine Lane in Vaudeville
Lupino Lane, Educational star,
opens a vaudeville engagement today

Leo

*

Im colony here.

now

No

Division program. The papers have
not been signed yet.

*

Tom Wilson, the character man,
ho trained Bob Fitzimmons, is a
reat admirer of Armand Emanuel
id believes the San Francisco boy
)uld knock Paulino Uzcudun "upde down."
*

Compromise On

No

marine story, as yet

Eastern ioined Paramount as business manJoyce,
former
Mike
imeraman, will photograph "The ager of the new Florence Vidor proittle Boss of Arcady," which Eddie duction, "The Magnificent Flirt."
line will direct. By the way, Mike
to be married in April, but we
Sterns Signs Harwick
ave not learned whether the "boss"
Little Lois Harwick, child player,
uestion has been settled.
has been engaged by the Stern
*

Specializing on Theaters
Buffalo, N. Y.— Harry A. Wander
and Nathan H. Sturdy, architects and
engineers, now are specializing on
theater designing and construction.
The firm makes preliminary color
studies, sketches and detailed estimates, and its own engineering designs and layouts in all of the trades.

sub-

La Rocque.
Roche in Cast
John Roche, recently on the stage
th Elsie Janis, has been added to

Report United Artists would be
included in any suit brought against
block bookers are believed to be unfounded, officials of the commission
having been advised that the organization does not block book-

Milton Cohen of Inter-Globe Exis handling foreign distribution of "Dawn," £nglish picture dealing with the life of Edith
Cavell, British war nurse, has just
returned from a three months' trip
abroad.
He states the picture has
been passed by all British censor
boards, except one in a territory in
which the picture has not as yet been
submitted.
The picture is being
talked of as a roadshow for America.
Archie Selwyn controls it.
port which

Kent in Talmadge Film
Paramount has loaned Arnold Kent
to

United Artists

Talmadge
puted."

in

to support

"The

Woman

Norma
Dis-

Jack Votion also has been

added to the

cast.

IT
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Monday, April

New

Theaters
LL

Santa Maria,
will open a 1,200 seat theater.

Wood

J.— Charles

N.

Ridge.

theater

a

Inc., is planning
St. at Woodridge

on

H

Princeton, Ind.— Gibson Hotel and Realty
hotel
Co. is planning to build a theater and
at a cost of $150,000.

O.

Dewees

pictures

will

continue.

The only

addition

Picture

Distributor

Theater

"Wines"

Paramount
Fox

Criterion

"We
is that of
three productions,

.

open

.

Collingswood, N. J.
Co. has opened a $500,000

Astor— "The Trail of "98"
Broadway "Dressed to Kill"
Cameo "Ivan the Terrible"
Capitol— "The Big City"

—
—
Central— "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Colony — "We Americans"
— "Wings"
Criterion
—
Earl Carroll "Simba"
Embassy—-"Two Lovers"
—
Gaiety "Four Sons"
Hippodrome—^"Flying Romeos"
Loew's New York — Monday,

Opening Date
Aug. 12

Times Square ..Sept.
'.;
Nov.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" ..Universal ...... Central ......
Martin Johnson Corp. Earl Carroll Jan.
"Simba"
Feb.
Gaiety
Fox
"Four SoAs""
Mar.
Globe
Fox
"Mother Machree"
'^'-r.
Warners
Warners.
••Tenderloin"
lur.
Rivoli
United Artists
••The Gaucho"
Rialto
Jiiar.
••Legion of Condemned". Paramount
Mar.
Astor
M-G.M
••Trail of "98"
Embassy
Mar.
United Artists
••Two Lovers"
Colony
Mar.
Universal
'•We Americans"

Buren. Ark. J.
open a theater here.

will

money

"Sunrise"

— E. Dotson soon
Amusement
—Lesseytheater
seating

Van

big

Reis.

Hackensack

Road.

Paducah, Ky.— R.
the Loop today.

the

Fox leads the parade with
Americans" at the Colony.
"Four Sons," "Mother Machree" and "Sunrise."

soon

23
4

23
13

"The Sr|
Set;" Tuesday, "The Masked Angel" iS
"Beyond London's Lights;" Wednesti
"Count of Ten;" Thursday, "The H

M5
1«
17

20

of a Follies Girl;" Friday, "Stronger

22
29

——

—'"Legion
—

Rialto
Rivoli

—

—

McCarthys Buy
Montevideo,

Montevideo

at

Minn.

—

McCarthy

Underwood Gets' More
Underwood of

William

States
the Lib-

Furman Transferred

—

Crawford Titling Artlee Film
James C- Furman, adverMerritt Crawford, who recently
Midwest Gets Two More
tising and publicity director of the
Kansas City Midwest Theaters, Howard, has been transferred to completed editing and titling of
which operates 12 Kansas and Mis- Metropolitan, Dallas. Jack Chalman "Tracy, the Outlaw," is editing and
Atlanta

—

titling "Shooting Stars" for Artlee
souri theaters, has taken over the will succeed him, it is stated.
Pictures.
The picture was made by
Benton, seating 850, and the Vista,
Anthony
Asquith, son of the former
900 seats, from Mrs. Anne I. WatTheater
Taylor Gets York, Neb.,
British premier.
son. W. C. Rhoden is vice president
York, Neb.— O. C. Taylor has takand general manager of the company.
Cook
from
the
Dean
the
en over
Amusement Co.

—

Stevenson Theaplanning to invade South Caroand extend operations through-

Charlotte, N. C.
ters

is

lina,

out North Carolina. The firm now
is adjusting various spots, having disposed of the Capitol, Raleigh. This
was a highly competitive spot, with
three Publix-Saenger houses as
petition.

com-

The Stevenson

chain recently built a house at Rock Hill,
and has several other projects under

way.
25 in N. C. Chain
Raleigh, N.
Acquisition of the
Capitol gives Publix-Saenger control
here, and increases total number of
houses in the chain to 25 theaters

C—

in

this state.

'

of

the

Condemned"

"The Gaucho"
— "The
Jazz Singer"
Times ^Square—'"Sunrise"
Warners— "Tenderloin"
Brooklyn Mark Strand— "The

Noose"

Bros., operators of a

—

Stevenson Chain Planning
to Invade South Carolina

f

Roxy

strmg of Mm- erty-Specialty Co., Dallas, which disManchester, la. E. W. Williams is
theaters, tributes the picture in 11 southern
Dakota
North
nesota and
ning a $50,000 theater.
have taken over the Star here from states, has acquired additional terrihas
Jensky
The latter intends to tory on "Motherhood" in a deal
Mass. Samuel
Haverhill,
Jay Gould.
opened the Palace seating 1,900 on Main present pictures at the Opera House, closed with Charles S. Goetz, head
Ellis M. Brody is manager.
St.
The
during winter months, and to tour of State Cinema, New York.
North Attleboro, Mass. — New England The- the territory in summer with his fam- new territory is Colorado, Wyoming,
aters Operating Corp. will start construcNew Mexico, Iowa and Nebraska.
band.
Funk & Wilcox ily
tion in May on the Elm.
The production is being roadshowed.
are the artchitects.
plan-

Vil

and "Foreign Devils;" Saturday, "Sail]
Wives ;" Sunday, "The Latest from Pa'
Mark Strand "Stand and Deliver"
Paramount "Doomsday"

1,800.

Dothan, Ala. Alabama Amusement Co.
plans a $100,000 theater here, which will be
J.
one of a chain of eight in this section.
C. Wadlington, will be general manager of
chain.
the

l!|i

On Broadway

The Broadway Parade

Dorscy

Cal.— Harry

2,

O. H.
Carlson is to
Volin, S.
reopen the Opera House.

Reopening Volin,
D.

S. D.,

— Hardy

from O. E. White.

sub jects—in new ideasJ

—

—humorous

House

Charles Sandbloom

is

treatmentl

of gags.

Lefiferts-Liberty Theater Corp. is
building a 2,700-seat house on Lefferts St., and Liberty Ave., Brooklyn.

Nij

—the parade of cartoon!

Faith, S. D., House Sold
Faith, S. D.
Robert Redburn has
purchased the Wapaz from Mrs. M.
G. Kelly, taking possession April 1.

Building Brooklyn

Goldwyn Arriving Friday
Samuel Goldwyn returns to
York Friday from Europe.

KRAZY K AT LEADS

—

Isis

Goldburg is on his way from
Angeles to New York.
It will
another week before he reaches M«|
hattan as he is stopping off on
way for a sales trip to San Era
Cisco, Seattle, Omaha, Minneapc
and Chicago.

K»A%Y K47-

Brown Buys Deadwood House
Deadwood, S- D. Alva Brown has
purchased the

Goldburg on Way to N. Y.
After making final arrangemei]
for next year's program.
Jesse

— mechanical

architect.

details of

I

production.

Fall City, Neb., House Opens
Falls City, Neb.— The Rivoli, built
at a cost of $75,000, has opened.

KRAZY KAT LEADS
Animated By

TIFFANY -STAHL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Announce

Ben Harriaon
and
Manny Gould

—in theatre bookings
and in public

favor.

That they have in the course of production
the following motion picture productions:

The

PRESENTED BY

',

Affairs of Josephine

The Caravan
The Desert Call
ALL RIQHT PROTECTED

CHARLES B. MINTZ

^paramount MINTZ Cartoons

—

—

\rbitration in Industry Enjoys Its Biggest Yectr

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

1^ NEWSPAPER

/FILMDOM
XLIV

)L.

No.

Tuesday, April

3

War on Soon

Sennett's Plans

grand push gets un-

rHE
der way

The

soon.

offen-

bookings will be
inched with a barrage of anuncement books. You know
•m nicely besprinkled with
Then the shock
Id and tinsel.
sive for

—

)ops

swing into

will

Los Angeles

With

a production budget of $3,000,000, Mack
Sennett is expected, to concentrate on features this year at
the new Sennett studio, re-

F.

lagara.

ing protection policy: 21 days' protection from the last play date for first
runs, as equitable and ample protec\nd what is the showman going,
tion; an extra seven days' protection
do? If he's smart, he'll do a lot
is conceded when a picture is held
Also some figuring
listening.
for a second run of seven days, thus
He'll
;ntally and mathematically.
making the picture available for subto
Has to. Got
Sure thing.
y.
the 36th
But sequent run distribution on
ve pictures for next season.
after the last play date of the first
day
everyire's no need to sing for
run engagement.
If we were in exng in sight.
It is reported that the exchanges

The Listening Post

lition

entire

the

Id.

We would

contract

for

the

best

available.

ff

We

would remember our producerfriends:

tributor
lOse

is Partner
with Publix in 11

The

fellows

product makes the most

money

us.

approached have agreed that this is
equitable. They have stated that they
favor cutting down the first run protection for the reason that they are
then enabled to play up their product
in a reasonable time.

Butterfield Extending
Control in Michigan

APPEARANCE ON RADIO
Swanson

Gloria
ticipate

in

the

declined

to

par-

United Artists radio

program and has refused other radio
because she intends to remain
a screen star exclusively "in fairness
to exhibitors whose investments deserve protection," she told R. F.
offers,

Woodhull, M.P.T.O.A. president,
a telegram.

Woodhull asked her

reason she did not take part

in

in

the
the

program.
{Continued

on Page

& R. Retains Ownership
of 140 and

action.

—

over

FOX-F.&R. DEAL SEEN
IN N.W.AS BLOCKED
GLORIA OPPOSED TO

PROMION

look

Price 5 Cents

1928

cently completed.

atoons of them, squadrighting,
LIMIT
ublequicking, in close forma- 21 DAY
n and in open formation. All
? professional rules of combat
SOUGHT IN CLEVELAND
11
be brought into play.
Cleveland Exhibitors are asking
Usually
"H. A." gas, too.
21
days' protection for first runs, as
ngerous, often fatal because it
an equitable policy to supersede the
Is the exhibitor into a false
present policy of 57 days' protection.
cuiity, hot air gas this year is A committee of exhibitors appointed
ling to descend on the poor by the Cleveland exhibitor associaof the exchange
O. with the force of a young tion called on several
managers and presented the follow-

We would

3,

7)

Warner Hollywood House
to Make Bow April 26
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— Warner Brothers' the-

(West Coast Bureau,

—

Minneapolis Further negotiations
on the Fox deal for purchase of control
in
Northwest Theater Circuit
(Finkelstein & Ruben) is regarded
here as blocked. This is due in part

which makes that
a partner with F. & R. in
11 Twill City theaters.
F.
R. retains its ownership of
its other 140 theaters of the NorthFinkelstein, who
west, states M. L.
said that I. H. and Edmund Ruben
and Harold Finkelstein, former members, also are associated in the PubFinkelstein spiked report
lix
deal.
that all future building was to be in
partnership with Publix, but said
deals on proposed new houses might
be made between the two companies.
to the Publi-x deal,

company

&

ater will open April 26, states Jack "Jimmy" Grainger Starts
Warner.
"Glorious Betsy," VitaUnder
Contract
phone feature starring Dolores CosR. Grainger, general sales manJ.
tello,
will be the opening picture.
ager of Fox yesterday began work
The house seats 3,000.
on his new five-year contract, which
charges him with the responsibility

New

Work

GEN. HARBORD PREDICTS

of the national distribution of Fox
Grainger, last week compictures.
pleted his first three years with Fox.

Now at the Fo.x Studios in Hollyconferring with Winfield SheeTELEVISION DEVELOPMENT wood
han on next season's product, he is

leaving the Coast tomorrow to
Chicago Television will be an im- turn to his New York office.
Only trouble results otherwise.
Giving the
Battle Creek, Mich.
portant factor in the 1932 presidential
We would hold some time open circuit control of every first run sit- campaign,
Maj. Gen. J. G. Harbord
the good things that always come uation in lower Michigan, with the
Radio Corp. is Ready to
told the Chicago Ass'n of Commerce.
ng. Nobody can tell how many.
Muskegon,
and
exception of Jackson
"Were I one of the prophets, I should

We would

steer

wide of overbuy-

Arbitration
Another year gone.

Thousands

of

and millions of dollars in disover the country settled out
The machinery
courts of law.
11
groans.
Some stiff joints need

ies

te all

lubrication, but isn't it a fact
the principle of arbitration is

tter
It

The cornerstone is right.
experience and right thinking
rear the proper structure.

jnd?
ne,
!1

Bouquets
Bruce Gallup gets 'em.
ecting sufficient pep into

Butterfield, on Sept. 1, will take over
the four Glenn Cross theaters here,
the Post, Regent, Garden and Strand.
This increases the chain to 80 theaters.

—

Los Angeles Suit for an accounting, removal of J. Boyce Smith Jr.,
and Walter Camp, Jr., as trustees in

which announced "The dissolution of Inspiration Pictures,
Eden." Very clever copy. has been filed by Charles H. Duell,
N Jr., organizer of the company.

KAN

—

perhaps tell you that in the campaign of
1932 we shall both see and hear by radio,"
General Harbord said.
"Even today it links
the nations together in the betterment of
relations and the promotion of enduring peace.
(Continued on Page 2)

15,451 Disputes Involving
$4,269,752 Settled in '27

Duell Files Suit Against
One for
Inspiration Pictures
the Naked

uth Dinner to make it one of the
Secondly,
St functions of the year.
r
his craftsmanship in turning out
e insert
irden of

—

Involving $4,269,752, a total of 15,451 controversies between distributors and exhibitors were disposed of
during 1927, it is shown in annual
report of Film Boards of Trade for
1927. The report also states that 22,165 pictures were donated to "shutins" of nearly 1,000 different instituiContinued on Page 7)

re-

Market Talking Device

Radio Corp. of America
ready to launch

its

is

selling

reported

campaign

within a month.
Although the corporation has been keeping its plans
secret, advices from an inside source
are that the device can be used as a
voice amplifier, for straight recording
of phonograph records, in conjunction with disc devices like Vitaphone,
or as an ordinary radio set. The ma(Continued on Page 2)

Fitzgerald to Remain as
Midwesco Gen'l Manager

—

Milwaukee Harold Fitzgerald will
remain as general manager of Midwesco for "some time to come," it
is
stated, despite the housecleaning
recently instituted by Fox.
"Fitz"
has a contract.
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Friedrichstrssae, 225.

E. Morris Month has been
aside by the Warner sales stafif
from May 1-31, in tribute to Sam
E. Morris, general manager of distribution.
All branches have been
working on the drive since January,
and already, it is declared, the May
business written sets a new record
for the company.
This is the third successive year
set

Morris Month has been observed,
and the two already held have both
proved record breakers. Business already is ten per cent ahead of the
high mark of 1927, the company says.
The committee in charge is Claude C.

and

western
manager;
A.
Ezell,

A.

southern
Abels,

sales

eastern

Texas Unit Meets May 8
for Annual Convention

High Low doae
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1,666
1,600
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700
20,000
9,000
100
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among subjects to be discussed
the Texas exhibitor convention
to be held here May 8 and 9. There
is
considerable
speculation
as
to
whether Col. H. A. Cole will continue
as president.
are
at

Executive's Father Dies
Singerman, the father of Sydney
Singerman, head of the program department of Universal, died Sunday
evening, as the result of a heart attack.
He had been suffering a year.

9,666
14,000
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300
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21

33%

20

'Z,

31'/«

110

Country
fire

store nights
here, for despite

first attack on practhe district attorney has caused
arrest of owners of the Queen. These
exhibitors were acquitted on a directed verdict some time ago.

97/2
200
7,700
22'A
31/2
8,300
110
30,000

If You Are

ACTHI

—

lecture course.
"There is a technical limit for the
You can not put
use of television.
two television images on the same
wire.
You can not break in on the
other fellow's face.
"While engineering study of television leads us to be very conservative of the extent of its future use,
the public must not forget that television is an active accomplishment.
The last frontier of the art of communication has been conquered tech-

great

athletic

magazines pubimaginative articles which enlarge upon such possibilities. But the
cost would be simply enormous, and
unthinkable that this will be
it
is
actually done.
lish

"A far greater likelihood than this is television in the theater or in gatherings of many
Here the cost of the special transpeople.
mission facilities could be borne by a large
number, possibly by many who pay large prices
to see football games or pugilistic exhibitions.
"The practical experience of the television
engineers of the Bell Telephone laboratories
thus far leads them to the conclusion that
radio is much less suitable for television than

Development

(Cmtinued from Page
page

decision

is fir

The claim grew out of a contr
versy which arose last May, whi
house installed Vitaphone
sought to reduce its orchestra

the

ai

fro

15 to 11 members, declaring the Vit
installation was a change
policy, which voided the labor co

phone

After a deadlock, the hou

tract.

dropped the orchestra and used or
organ music, becoming non-uiU(
when the organists were called oi

Another Chicago Theatei
Drops Picture Poli(

—

Add the Ambassador
of theaters which have dro
ped pictures, because of intense co:
petition.
On Monday, the hou
which seats 2,500, will go to a sto
Chicago

the

list

M.

policy.

&

H. Theaters Coi
Drakem, built t

whicla operates the
theater in 1925.

HENNEGAN

Program
Covers

1)

already flashed across
the oceans.
International broadcasting will
become commonplace. The operas of Europe
and the incomparable music of those great
countries to the south of ours will be nightly
heard in American homes."
i)rinted

The

and binding.

of

Television Predicted
The

for the purpose.

is

special Designs for
all Holidays.
Write for Samples

The

HENNEGAN

CO.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Radio Corp. is Ready to
Market Talking Device
(,Coi:tiin.ed

from Page

1)

chine will be sold to exhibitors as a
universal device adapted to similar
disc devices already installed with the
addition of the other features mentioned, backed by the patents controlled by General Electric and Radio
Corp. covering talking devices and
radio.

A GOLD MINE

O^

INFORMATION
1000 Page
Cloth Bouil

in the"

Prices

Quoted,
(b) Bond Market,
.c) Curb Market.
o) Over the Counter Transaction! (Bid and
Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed on the
Chicago Board; Skouras on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange and Stanley in Philadelphia

Hayfield, Minn., Bans Sunday Shows
Hayfickl, Minn.
Sunday shows
were defeated here by the narrow

Market

margin of

19 votes.

Weshner in Jersey City
David Weshner is handhng pubh'city and exploitation at the new StanJersey City.

for

Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

—

ley,

—

Denver

again are under
his reversal in
tice,

2

111

Country Store Again
Under Fire at Denver

46/2

4%
80

Japs Honor "7th Heaven"
"7th Heaven," has been voted the
best of the year in the Far East by
readers of "Kinema Jumpo," Japanese fan paper in Japan.

LoJf

of
Atlanta Claim of the musician
from the local for $7,200 against the Metr
commercial viewpoint, Dr. Herbert politan for alleged breach of co
E. Ives of the Bell Telephone Labora- tract, loss of salaries of members ai
tories, told Yale students in the an- loss of prestige to the organizatio
nual Lee De Forest communication was denied by an arbitration boa

"U"

P.

•

102'J^
3!/.

— Costliness
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.
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2,000

—

Block booking, the FedTrade Commission action against
Paramount and the Brookhart bill
Dallas

eral

8

98%
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Salec

Haven, Conn.

or spectacle like a
The popular
event.

Philadelphia.

Financial

New

"MET" DAMAGE

3, 19i

television will limit its use

manager; Max Milder, central sales manager; division mana- nically.
"We do not look forward to bringgers, H. E. Elder, Boston; H. Lusing into the home by radio an actual
tig, Los Anegeles; Joseph Hebrew,
sales

ATLANTA MUSICIANS

COMMERCIAL TElfVISION

Price 5 Cents

Tuesday, April 3, 1928
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Disputes

;J51

And

Settled in '27
(Continued from Page 1)

a consequence, it is estithat 170,000 inmates of these
US see pictures weekly.
year's trade disputes there
14,655 claims totaling $3,963,made by distributors; and 796
.tahng $306,749.24 by exhibiourteen thousand, three hun-

As

,

1

t

'

;

controversies in^3,825,636.76 were disposed of
A-s: 4,671 claims totaling $1,i4
were settled before subn
to arbitration; 2,368 claims
ms $671,920.32 were withdrawn
submission to arbitration; 6,593
involving $2,047,723.16 were
cd by the boards of arbitrawhich number 426, involving
Of this
,il.35 were dismissed.
of claims but 36, involving
,171, required a seventh arbififty-six

1

1

1

That's That
iflj

PHIL M. DALYi

has been ringing
being the official
"Missing Persons" Bureau to check
up on the lost, strayed or stolen casu-

desk phone
OUR
constantly, we

the terrific battle that was
staged Saturday at the Astor by those
AMPA's. War sure is hell, as Gen-

alties

The

trouble is that a lot of guys started
staging private wars after 3.30 Sunday morning in hangouts all the way
from Staten Island to Yonkers. Reports are still coming in from hospitals, hoosegows and private asylums.
We've succeeded in restoring 17 so
far to their

were

sent

missing families. Three
being so badly
back,

couldn't recogdamaged
checked 'em at the
nize 'em.
They'll come to
Astor cloak room.
Was
in time for next year's AMPA.
their

folks

We

were 425 claims, involving
"I'll
Chorus:
awarded against distri- it a w-wow party?
while the awards against ex- say sh-sho!"
;;
were 6,017, involving $1,rs
There were five claims
17.73.
Manv of the other 700 guests had
Those
\nii $878.72 litigated before sub- similar delightful experiences.
There were olives they served at the banquet
to arbitration.
A tall skinny
iviilving $48,344.55, requiring a certainly had a kick.
rc

84.23,

'

.

,11

l.roceeding after submission, of
nine, involving $1,ore court proceedings to en-

number but

impliance with the awards
and for the entry of judgments.
rnd of 1927, there were pend.

,

.

claims, involving $444,115.30
,|ju3ed of.

the four years that arbitration
)een conducted in the industry
have been 50,006 controversies
sad of, totaling $11,230,298.94.

Opposed to
Radio Appearances

>ria

(Continued from Page 1)

have no reason to believe the
favorably
c will accept me as
radio as on the screen," she
Adding she feels she is obd.
ed to devote her entire time to
production of pictures to keep
with exhibitors who have inpictures
;d in contracts for her
erection of theaters. This stateshe says, is not intended as
:ism of those who took part in
program.
t,

Minute Margin Decides

a toreador act. He tried
bull, but there were to
press agents there.

many
of

the

affair

Vic Shapiro and Warren Nolan were
cockeyed from congratulations and
Well, they were entitled to get
cockeyed, weren't they?

—

al

was received

at 10:30.

lilas

&

in

Texas

of the

Robb &

Rowley

— Expansion

a number of Texas
The chain will
planned.
a $400,000 house at San An-

'ley circuit in
s
I
,

is

as

the

show.

Ten

We

ular guy on Broadway.
did a
nice business selling chances for the

next dance which we knew had been
dated up by Si Seadler.
All the Big Shots in town were
there.
Every place you moved you
stumbled over producers, publishers,
stars, directors and Paul Benjamin.
Paul sure ivas popular. He was demonstrating a new non-re fillable bottle
up in one of the rooms. Remarkable
how muny guys are interested in this

of

Existence

has

There Been
Such

scientific stibject.

Somebody allowed Harold
sample a new mouth wash

kimmel.

Years

A

Tremendous

Demand
for

Filmdom's Book
of Reference
as in

the

1928

Flavin
called

He

Messrs.
Armando, Griffith and
Glotz dressed the program up with
illustrations that were as good as
if they had been paid for.

Film Daily

Year Book

Earle Hanmions and Lou Metzger
were seen wandering into another
party being staged by the Knights of
Pythias.
They were putting up an
aivful
argument with the head
ladies.

—

—

pansion Planned by
ojbb

after

Kriight because they couldn't find the
The hotel manager led them
back to the right place, and everything was jake.
check up later as a possible B. O.
Howard Dietz, musical comedy
title
Will the gentleman who left his
producer, was collecting gags for his
next shoiv Oscar Price came on collar, tie and vest in a washroom at
specially from Hollywood to make the Astor please call for them? Last
seen of him he was headed for BosBruce Gallup an offer for the
song, and
production Jesse Lasky was de- ton singing the new
His
lighted that he did yiot have to make waving his tux over his head.
line
for
the
chorus
was:
a speech Nat Rothstein, Pete Wood- main
hull, Joe Seider, Jerry Beatty, Glenn "Whoo-pee!"
Allvine and Paul Gulick issued a
VVotta party! Wotta pa.ty!
formal request to the Press not to

—

of withdrawal of application at
on the same day notice of ap-

in

was the nevvsreel.
picture clicked with a volley of

—

3

company came

After we danced with her, we suddenly found ourselves the most pop-

other

At the door was genial George
Harvey, official hostess Trem Carr
ites voided contract
came in on the arm of Ray Johnston
the
Irs- K. B. Krazymanski, of
so he could go back and tell Hollyaction
and
here,
theater
ih
wood how to stage a real party
ght against her by M-G-M to Ruth Elder fleiv in at 11:30 and
fulfillment of contract was dis- later made a perfect take-off to the
ed.
M. Fowler, representing the Mayfair Jack Cohen wrote the
bitor, testified he had delivered words "Naked Truth" on a memo to
:e

in its

immediately wandered
out into the night; and has not been
Every title and
heard of since.
laughs.

The popular smash

NEVER

Elinor Millard of the "Burlesque"

to

Was Withdrawn
of 15
—The narrow margin
application

;

names

to
to

We went looking for this magic
room, and landed up on the roof.
There we found a bunch of the boys
and girls studying astrology.
The
lesson had gone too far, to pick anyAstor
the
all
over
flitting
fellow kept
thing up, so we shot down to the
ballroom scattering flowers and sun- sub-basement where we found Don
It was Bruce Gallup putting Hancock, Ed McNamee,
shine.
Alex Moss,
the finishing touches on one grand Hank Linet and Al Selig in the reHe collapsed from hand- frigerator all laid out nice and lifelittle fiesta.
shaking at 3:30; murmuring: "I do like on cakes of ice. Somebody had
not choose to gallop."
stuck up a sign alongside: "The Skit
IS
ended, but the headaches linger
Nathan Burkan was making a on."
speech to the jury in the lobby.
Dave Bader and Jack Trop turned
"Gentlemen," he said, "this woinan
She out a de luxe program that was a
innocent of the murder.
is
Everything in it contributed
couldn't hit anything." His wife was pip.
standing alongside taking shots at by AMPA members.
We spent a
good part of the evening looking for
the penny shooting gallery.
the gal on the cover. But Joe Shea
probably saw her first. He would.
Spanish.
went
Rcichenbach
Harry
"The Trail of '98" is just one of his
He was dashing all over the place in trailing
numbers, if you get ivhat we
a sombrero and a red blanket doing
mean.
the
throw
to

jntract
;troit

be sure and sign all their
the statement.

of

Volstead once remarked.

eral

mention that they were there and

one of several new theaters.

—

—

AMPA

AMPA

"There Must Be

A

Reason"

I
Tuesday, April

Coast Wire Service

Films to be Used in
Training of Soldiers
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Use of talking pic-

IVoshinoto,,

tures in the training of soldiers is to
be tried out at the infantry school at
Fort Benning, Ga., it has been an-

A

nounced by the war department.

of scenarios are to be prepared to illustrate training in various
subjects, showing of which will be
followed by a test to determine
whether they are practical.

number

Numerous films were taken and
used advantageously during the world
war for training purposes. A considerable part of the film was taken
up by the titles. At times, it was
found necessary for ajn instructor
audibly to supplement the titles during the projection of the picture. An
apparatus which will record both

sound and motion synchronously and
thus enable lucid and simple explanation to be projected audibly and coincident with the depicted motions
seems worthy of test-

New M-G-M

5

STUDIOS TO REOPEN

Directors
DeMille's 55th

CRUZE,DWAN,8UTHERLAND,

Production

CAPRfl,

WIMY, ON

LIST

Five directors, all new to the Mbanner, will begin work shortly on productions to be released next
They are: James Cruze,
season.
Allan Dwan, Edward Sutherland,
Frank Capra and Chester M- Withey.
Next week will see two productions
being started, when Capra will begin
work on "Brotherly Love," co-starring Karl Dane and George K. Ar-

G-M

on

De

Mille's

"The Godless Girl" has been
completed, two days under
It marks the 55th
schedulepicture De Mille has personally
since
"The Squaw
directed
Jeanie
Man" back in 1913.
Macpherson and De Mille are
cutting and editing.

has joined
"It had

Excellent

been

my

Empire Prod.,
Pictures.

intention

to

go on with

Empire the coming season, but after much deliberation I decided that what the independent
field
needed most was quality rather than
quantity in production," Lustberg said.

Victor Schertzinger

direct a

to

is

thur;

tributor for Playgolf,
fices at 7 E. 42nd St.

with of-

Inc.,

The company,

A

reported.

is

Hoot Gibson's Next
finishing work in "Doubling
for Trouble," Hoot Gibson will start
in "Points West" by B. M. Bower,

Upon

his

Duke Distributing Playgolf
Hayden O. Duke, who recently resigned from Pathe, is New York dis-

G.

Italian

Practice

Gets Heavy Role
Raymond Nye will

play the
Deadline," di-

Rome—

Increasing its capital from
50.000,000 lire (about S2,500,000) to
150,000,000 (about $7,500,000), Socie-

Immobiliare Cinematografica Italiana,
of
Turin,
will
immediately
absorb Cines, Celic and Societe Industrie Cinematographique.
ta

operation.

Cast in

M-G-M

Roles

Sam DeGrasse and Evelyn

Bf

WIIX

Hollywood

BROMLEY,
exhibitor,

*

former
visiting

is

the studios.
George was
college football star before
the exhibiting field.
*

Pell Mitchell, business manager of
the Darmour-FBO productions, is
convalescing following a successful

Firms Merge

tUWH

noted
entering
a

Hall

studios are to reopen April 30.
of the comedies will star Cll
Chase, ten co-star Stan Laure|
Oliver Hardy, ten star Max EJjV

son and

Jimmy Cruze's new
M; Jim Anderson,

ten,

Added

to Cast
Hjyg
Breese and Gladysl
Connell have been added to thafcjbE
of "The Perfect Crime" whichl

Edmund

Glennon

will direct for

Miller

cameraman.

is

been

cast

Hatton Leaving Paramountj

Raymond Hatton

is

leaving

jica:

mount, which will mean dissol|
of the Beery-Hatton team.
»ngi

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERl
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULAl
ETC., REQUIRED BY THE AC!
CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912
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Wilde's assistants, celebrating the
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completion
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Lloyd's None.
"Speedy" by playing golf on the
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That the two paragraphs next
grass at the Metropolitan studio; giving the names of the owners, stoc'
security holders, if any, contain not oi
Eugene Zukor, Harold B. Franklin list of stockholders and security hold
and Sam Dembow dining in Los An- they appear upon the books of the
office
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ten years associated with C.
F- Mensing in local theaters, died
here recentlv.
Correctionville,
Correctionville,

Everette
the

New

St.

la.,

la.

House Sold

—

Cecil

and

Peters has taken over

Radio from Cecil

SefT.

i

ill

for

Girl," to be directed

t

fciiie

FBO.

"The Dancing geles.
but also in cases where the stockholde
security holder appears upon the books _o
*
*
by Harry Beaucompany as trustee or in any other
mont for M-G-M. Dorothy SebasCharles Maigne, former director relation, the name of the person or _C0|
tian plays the daughter.
and scenarist, is devoting much time tion for whom such trustee is acting, is g
"Chicago" Passed in Ohio
that the said two paragraphs 00
to fiction.
His serial, "For Country," also
Cleveland— "Chicago," finally passstatements embracing affiant's full know
Dane-Arthur
in Baldwin Story
which
ran
in
the
Argosy,
is
appear
to
and
belief
as to the circumstances and
ed by the Ohio censor board, is availFrank Capra will direct Karl Dane in book form, as is "Spanish Moss," ditions under which stockholders and sec
able for general release in Cleveland
and George K. Arthur in an original for which he gathered local color on holders who do not appear upon the
April 22. It played a one-week first
the company as trustees, hold stock
by Earl Baldwin, titled "Brotherly a recent trip to Florida and Havana. of
securities in a capacity other than that
run engagement at Keith's Palace
Love,"
with
continuity
Charley
the
old
by
Baldwin
is
a
graduate
of
bona
iide owner; and this affiant has no
the week of March 18.
and Lew Lipton. Capra, under con- Maurice Tourneur "school" at the son to believe that any other person, ass
tion, or corporation has any interest dire<
tract to Columbia, was borrowed for World Film studios. Fort Lee, and indirect in the said stock, bonds or
Leavenworth Showman Dies
the M-G-M picture by Harry Rapf. his "co-graduates" include John Gil- securities than as so stated by him.
Leavenworth, Kan. Walter W^alThat the average number of C(
5.
bert and Clarence Brown.
lace, for
have

Ni

Our Gang.

;

Passing Show: Bill Nigh viewing

Convalescing

Mitchell

from ''Lots"

Alinnesota

"heavy" role in "The
rected by D. Ross Lederman.

Ma-

Little

GEORGE

next for Universal release.

headed by Robert Cotton, Cleveland,
handles the Playgolf
chine for golfers.
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Make Paramount Film

Schertziner to

—

of

M

Forty comedies will compris
Hal Roach output for 1928-29.

and Withey will commence picture for Paramount.
work on "The Bushranger," starring
Cyclone,"
"Baby
Tim McCoy.
Estabrook with Paramount
adapted from the play, and a co-starHoward
Estabrook has joined the
ring vehicle for Lew Cody and Aileen
Paramount scenario department.
Invisible Camera Firm Bankrupt
Pringle, will next start under Eddie
Rochester, N. Y. Invisible Camera Sutherland's
Following
direction.
Mason Joins T-S
Corp., which made a concealed cam- this, Allan Dwan will start Peter B.
Leslie Mason has been placed unera, which used standard rnotion pic- Kyne's "The Tide of Empire," an
der contract by Tif?any-Stahl to write
ture film, has been forced into bank- epic of the California gold rush.
titles.
ruptcy with assets placed at $95,000
Cruze
is
In the meantime, James
and liabilities of $117,000. The cam- preparing to direct "Excess Bagera is equipped with an invisible flashgage," adapted from John McGow- Columbia Signs Contract
Hght for night work, and a gong and an's play,
and starring William
signal system which will ring at any
With Margaret Livingston
Haines, who w-ill play a young vaudedesired place and make a motion picColumbia has signe-d Margaret Livville performer.
ture of the room in which it is placingston to appear in several of the
It is designed principally as a
ed.
Making "Companionate Marriage" company's 1928-29 productions.
safeguard against robberies.
Asher, Small & Rogers and Sam
Sax will produce Judge Ben LindLustberg Joins Excellent
Marriage," it
Jack Lustberg, who recently an- say's "Companionate
nounced formation

3,1

*

*

*

Contract Effective
Uniform contract for free
lance players became effective
yesterday.

of each issue of this publication sold or
tributed, through the mails or otherwise
paid subscribers during the six months
ceding the date, shown above is 5,320.

Eddie Byrnes, one of
most interesting characters and who
D. M. MERSEREAl
was a member of D. W. Griffith's
Business Mani
unit for several years, has finally
Sworn to and subscribed before me
reached Hollywood. Eddie toured 30th day of March, 1928.
Europe vnth Griffith and was more
(Seal) Florence C. Lj
(My commission expires March 31, 19
than at home with royalty.
filmdoin's

;.;

—
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complications. Overseas,
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and

are in so to speak,
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liling- is

at

fu-

apt to be rather

home, only a com-

handful
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SITUATION

icture business are pretty

uich

4,

realize

that

Continental Markets On Up
Trend; Activity Far Flung
Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

— Films

growing
are
Europe; production
very definite influence on is on the increase and American pictire make-up of the busi- tures are not finding the wide market
This decline
whicii was once theirs.
When you realize that 30 will be more than oiTset by the steadper cent of the world's ily growing number of new theaters
there were 72ii built in Europe last
comes from foreign sales year and the anticipated increase in
are
These
observations
lat those revenues are in rentals.
drawn by George R. Canty, trade
jeopardy, it becomes eas- commissioner for films and represenunderstand why the con- tative of the M. P. Section of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce in Paris and are included

lappens on the other side

Washington
more popular

—

Eyes on France
right of you appears the
inside story of how the
in the French situation are beHays is in Paris,
noeuvered.
all
of Europe has its
ally

he

;ic,

in a special bulletin made public yestheaters of the Amerterday.
ican type are being built. Last year,
according to Canty, there were 7ZZ
either newly built or reconstructed

New

in

Great

Decree Stands

in

and

Britain

{Continued

on

Continental

Page

3)

—

has
angle:

which it hits principally, might
have resulted otherwrise. The
four-to-one arrangement is inconsequential, since it can be
changed any time by a vote of
the entire commission of 32
members, which is dominated
by M. Sapene, publisher of

pioblerns in Europe.
Those who
hold this view point to the fact that
the titular head of the American industry is in Paris to personally handle a situation which is complicated,

"Le Matin."

imed, will be punctuated with
and judgment. The stakes
The reasoning must be
ivy.
;

any misstep might easily
economic fibre of the in-

since
the
as

it

rarely,

if

ever, has been

Happy Family
Grainger stays on with Fox

ly

the happy
on. There
.rmony prevalent there that is
widespread throughout the
e

more years and
Fox carries

circle at

i

is

it

)ves
the

Each execushould be.
through a familiar groove,
appointed tasks, sidetrack-

for the advancement of
ganization, Bill Fox tops the
course. Jack Leo, little heard
litics

AND

K. PROriTS

mm

DIX WITH

PARAMOUNT

FOR FOUR MORE FILMS

—

Outlook for 1928 is
$4,000,000.
bright, executives report to stockholders.

Fox and Eastman Lead
General Stock Uprise

here does nothing
worthwhile from

now

felt

America

for

it is

in

been

turned

delicate

their

else,

this

that the real leaders
the first time have
attention seriously to

and serious.

Hays is in daily conference with
Embassy officials and representatives
of the Department of Commerce. He
hours with the latter on
Saturday and had a long session yesterday, familiarizing himself with details.
A conference with Eduoard
on

Page

europeanIloTagain

—

Hollywood Richard Dix has renewed his contract with Paramount
The deal just closed
for one year.
Dix's poputhroughout the country is tremendous. Many are of the opinion
for four pictures.

calls

larity

that he is the outstanding individual
bet in the Paramount line-up.

TAX CUT

IS

DEPENDENT

ON TREASURY SiPlUS
Washington Bureau of

—

3)

THE FILM DAILY)

OVcst Coast Bureau,

Chicago Balaban and Katz report
an increase of $362,982 in profits for
1927.
Last year's net totaled $2,021,092 as against $1,658,110 for 1926.
The current report shows earnings of
$6.89 on the common, an increase of
The
61 cents per share over 1926.
corporation's surplus is now over

If his trip

it

(^Continued

FOR

$362,982

it.

spent five

:

,

—

Paris (By Cable)
The future of
American pictures in Europe is hanging in the balance.
All Europe is
watching what happens in France
and what Will H. Hays does about

Despite
Paris (By Cable)
the prevailing mystery over its
actual operations, the French
decree stands, where closer
watch by the American trade,

d eyes on him, awaiting with

what he does and how he
For France may be said to
nt the crux of the entire Euro- B.
His course, it may
roblem.

Future of American Films
Depends Largely On
Will H. Hays

—

London (By Wireless) Talk of a
European bloc against American
films which has waxed warm and
cold for over a year in London,
Paris and Berlin is again under way.
Paul Ebner, president of the Maxim
Gesellschaft of Berlin, is here to ally
English interests in a tri-cornered
cartel,
Germany and France, of
course, figuring in as the other participants.
Ebner anticipates the bloc
will be functioning by May.

THE FILM DAILY Brockliss

Named Head

Europe
Increase from 75
Washington
Frank Brockliss has been apJ.
Eastman Kodak and Fox Film "A" cents to $1 of the admissions exempt
contact on finances always were film features on the Exchange from tax, as provided in the revenue pointed European sales representaThen Sheehan on the yesterday when most film stocks bill passed by the House last Decem- tive for Tififany-Stahl, with headquarant.
Eastman ber was yesterday given the approval ters at Paris. He already has left
Everybody knows what he's closed at higher prices.
And Grainger common gained 55^ points, closing of the Treasury Dep't. by Secretary to take over the new post.
at the studio.
Brockliss has represented AmeriFox "A" stock Mellon appearing before the Senate
DCS more to help the Pullman at 174^, a new high.
can companies in Great Britain and
The
change,
Committee.
Finance
active
were
Both
;et its dividend dates than anypoints.
jumped 4^
re know.
shares of Eastman Mellon told the committee, will result on the Continent and was instrumen15.500
issues,
of T.-S. in

—
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U. A. Broadcast Fails
to Click in

Ottawa

— Now

tliat

Ottawa

there has been

ample opportunity to check up on
the U. A. radio hour, it appears the
broadcast was pretty much a total
Reception was terrible.
loss here.
Station CNRO, an air blaster, pumped out a program all evening that
prevented most fans from getting
Many people were
outside stations.
apparently more interested in the
hockey match.

U. A. After
United Artists,

10

Its

Best

9th
during
its
anniversary month which is April, is
asking critics to select the 10 best
United Artists' pictures from a list
of all pictures the company has re-
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42 y>

104M

1,100
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Sales
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"366
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East. Kodak .180
'(.s)
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4
(c) Film Insp
(s) First Nat. pfd.. 100
(s) Fox Fm. "A". 82
(c) Fox Thea. "A" 19
'tc) Intern. Proj
*(i>) Keiths OS 40.
...
(s)
do com.
20
do
pfd
9iy2
ii)
(s) Loew's, com.
7V4
(sj
10234
do pfd
(h)
do 6s 41ww. no
(b)
do Os41x-war. 100?^
(c)
(c)
(s)

.

.

.

.

M-G-M
M.

P.

pfd.

.

.

Cap.

.

.

.

.

Orph. Cir.

•(s)

.

4
106
106
775^ 82
18

im

'166
100
10,000
800

S

9syi
20

20
93/2

H
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(s) Para.
F-L
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68
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(0) Roxy "A"
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36
(o)
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7
8
Skouras Bros.
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37
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Stanley Co.
46
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?
(o) Technicolor
4
(c) Trans-Lux
434
4/«
kVs
(o) United Art.
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SO
85
*(o) Univ. Ch.com,
85"
*(o)
do pfd.
... 80
(c) Univ. Pict.
23
23
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*(s)
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...
97
(c) Warner Bros.
22
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21|i
(s)
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33/ 32
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(c-b) do e'As 28.. 110
110
110
.

.

12m

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

100

H

a

.

*

'766
3,200
7,000

Last Prices Quoted.

(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter
(s) Stock Exchange.

NOTE:

(Bid and Asked),

Balaban & Katz

Skouras,

St.

Louis;

is

listed in

Stanley,

Chicago;

New

Orleans

Fox and Eastman Lead

{Cimtinued from Page 1)
Orleans
changing
hands, and 10,000 shares of
Saenger has

New

—The

prices.

Fox

selling at 82.
First National first preferred gained
two points, closing at 106; M. P.
Capital Corp., up one point, at 6;

Loew's,

Inc.,

pfd.,

up

Y^,

at

102^;

M-G-M pfd., up Yi, at 25^; ParaJack White in Town
Jack White and his wife, Pauline mount, common, up Yi. at 116)^;
Starke, arrive from Los Angeles to- Warner Bros. "A", up Y^, at Z2.
Universal common, listed on the
day aboard the Manchuria. The trip
Curb Market, gained two points, last
was made via the Panama Canal.
selling

Pettijohn Returns
Charles Pettijohn, counsel for the
Hays organization, is due back today
from a vacation in Europe.

When you
I

think of

N S(U R A N C E
you are thinking of

S

T E B B

I

N

S

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Arthur W. Stebbins
1540

& Co.,

Broadway
Bnrant

Inc.

N. Y. C.
3040

March

31,

at

23.

Eastman Net Over $20,000,000
Net profits of Eastman Kodak Co.
for

1927,

totaled

$20,142,161.

Schwartz in Rockville Center
The Davison-Wright property at
Merrick Road and Park Ave., Rockville Centre, L. I., has been purchased by A. H. Schwartz, who will erect
a
$1,000,000 theater and business
structure on the site.
The theater
will

leases,

139,261.

owns

1933.

Milwaukee

seat 2,250.

By PHIL M.

sion April

Fischer Turns Back Theater

—

George

Fischer is
North Mil-

turning back the Ritz,
waukee, to the owner, Mike Brum,
who will take over the house on

May

DALY
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Eve
Warner

Bernstein,
publicity

member

has ir
author.
"Tragedy," a short ;n
hers appears in April Scrib
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Ih

reaction of exhibifi
Morris Month has charai
the May observance, since
started in 1926.
Sam E. Ml
popular with showmen, the
over, because he knows hil

—

Universal has given
up the Fern. It bas been leased to
M. Therion, who will take posses-

That's

PROMPT

"U" Gives Up Milwaukee House

Philadelphia.

General Stock Uprise

cut its scale from 65 cents to 50
cents top and the Orpheum from 75
to 50 cents.
These are week day

seating

or controls 72. houses seating 77,658 and is
a substantial shareholder in other
companies which brings total holdings up to the figure mentioned
These facts became public
above.

Milwaukee

leased.

Price Slashes in

theaters,

yesterday in connection with an offering bv the Royal Securities Corp.
of an issue of $3,000,000 of 20 year
The
6Y2 per cent gold debentures.
offering price was 100 and accrued interest, to yield 6Y2 per cent. The proceeds will be employed to redeem $1,092,000 of 6H per cent first preferred
6,000 stock and $1,000,000 of 8 per cent sec7,666 ond preferred stock, as well as for
Under
11,000 general corporate purposes.
1,300 the trust indenture, holders of these
200
2,000 debentures will be entitled to purchase
common stock without par value,
ranking equally with the 320,000
shares to be issued and outstanding,
at the rate of ten shares of common
for each $1,000 debenture held, the
3,766
purchase prices ranging from $25 for
the period over March 31, 1930, to
including
share
to
and
$35
a

93/

*(s)

.

Canadian

The company

Corp.,
123

in

100
100
70
70
10,500
200
102
102^
109-54 110
12,000
100/, 100^ 18,000
100
257/8
2S7A 25/8
6
6
100
29

.

Cs)
(s)

122^

4"

Famous Players Canadian
owns and is interested

Ltd.,

And

is a better comedy than
Mr. Hines has released in

f.i

two or three years for the reasoti
comedy and thrills are combined

—Pete

A %At

Harrison's Jfl

national

15.

Chandlee Awaiting F*rint
Harry Chandlee is remaining in
New York to edit "A Bit of Heaven"
for Excellent, as soon as the print arrives in the East.
Bryant Washburn
and Lila Lee are co-starred.

Colman in "Scarlet Pimpernel"
Ronald Colman, who left New
York yesterday,
may first star
in "The Scarlet Pimpernel," by Baroness Orczy.

Samuel Goldwyn arrives on the
Mauretania Friday from Europe and
will at once proceed to Hollywood.
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Europe Built 733 Theaters in 1927

Markets
Up Trend

(Continued from Page

These three
producing
.re

1)

Many

efore.

Canty

countries.

points

to

'Very

effort

:anty

estimates

better

Great

out,

films

native industries.
features produced
involving $16,460,

Europe numbered
Most of these came from German,
lOO.OOO.
Germany proor French studios.
Jritish
luced 241; France followed with 74, while

Britain turned out 44 during the year.
'eland produced 17 features: Austria, 16;
Denmark,
10;
:zechoslovakia, 11; Sweden,
}reat

Italy,

•elative share of the British market declined
Germany took 192 American films
ilightly.
n 1927, a drop of 37 from 1926 while France
ook 368 as compared with 444 the previous
In Germany and France the ratio of
fear.
fVmerican films to the total number exhibited
leclined as compared with 1926.
While increased production, says Canty,
our chief European markets will unquestionably have a tendency to lower the proof American films shown, this de|)Ortion
dine will be more than offset by the steadily
growing number of new theaters being built
ind the resultant increase in film rentals.
In the long run it is probable that the next
few years will witness an increase in revenue
From exports of films to the European market, in his opinion.

Brockliss Named Head
of T.-S. in Europe
(Continued from Page

1)

"Queen

making

Elizabeth,"
with Sarah Bernhardt in the leading
In 1922, Brockliss established
role.
the M-G-M organization for the Conin

tinent

After

and became managing
leaving

that

became managing

director.

organization, he
director of First

National in Great Britain.

Hyman

Gets N. Y. Strand;
Plunkett on Stage Units

Management

of

the

New York

Strand has been turned over to EdL. Hyman, who will operate it
conjunction with the Brooklyn
in
Strand, where he has been in charge
for a number of years. Joe Plunkett,

ward

Britain

100

95,000

44

5

3,875
4,000
3,000

9
10

Netherlands

8

Belgium
France
Spain and Portugal

2

20

6,000
2,200
50,530
12,000
10,000
14,000
3,500
10,000
2,000
2,000
5,000
15,000
130,000
15,000
2,000
6,500

7ii

391,605

68
56

..

Italy

15

Greece and Albania
Bulgaria

21

Rumania
Hungary

14

6

4
4

Austria
Switzerland
Czechoslovakia

8

49
280

Germany
Baltic

50
4

States

Finland
Total

Tax Gut Dependent

On Treasury

Surplus

Page

iCotttinued from

Feature

Quebec

5
1

1,500

3

10
6
2

4
74
12

.

1

U
241
17
.

4

30,000

458

16,681,500

Law
•

—

for Minors

Churches, as well as

theaters are on the blacklist in this
in a reduction of about $8,000,000 in
province insofar as showing pictures
revenue.
to children under 16 are concerned.
The Treasury head also recom- The new law a boomerang for remended a reduction from thirteen and ligious agitators in that the new act,
one half to twelve per cent in the now in force, applies to churches and
general corporation income tax with Sunday schools where pictures have
an increase in exemption from $2,000 been regularly or occasionally shown.
to $3,000 in the case of corporations
This matter was not brought up bewith incomes not in excess of $25,000
fore the legislature at Quebec when
and revision of the rates on income the legislation was being discussed.
between $14,000 and $75,000.
These changes are based on a surHowever, if
plus of $200,000,000.
flood relief and other expenditures reduce the surplus to $182,000,000, the
Treasury recommends only reduction
of the general corporation rate and
revision of the individual income
rates and would not approve an increase in the exemption from admission tax.

Ontario Censor

Dies
Special censorship for
Ottawa
children and the raising of the age

—

vv^eIhe^,'

Bill

New York

Stanley in

New

Philadelphia—The

located in new executive quarters on the second, third and fourth
floors of the Earle Bldg., 11th and

now

Market.

Pearson Returning East
Los Angeles Elmer R. Pearson

—

of

Pathe is en route to New York, following conferences with Joseph P.
Kennedy, FBO head, who is acting
as Pathe advisor.

La Plante in Five Next Year
La Plante will make five,

Laura

pictures in 1928-29 for Universal. Thel
titles are "Home James," "One Rainy;

"That Blonde," "Dangerous?,
Dimples" and "The Last Warning."

Night,"

THERE ARE
MORE

— hone

St- to-

goodness

picture than in any
other cartoon

BECAUSE

jTo

near the Ocean

— the themes are original
— the gags are original
— the action is not

it's

called.

Xthel^reakcrs

one of the Worlds

finest Hotels

So
plan a Sojourn by die Sea and visit

1Brcaker$
ATLANTIC QTY
NEW JERSEY

Assistant Manager

Crillon

"OSWALD*^

limitation from 15 to 16 for children
to attend pictures have been defeated
in the legislature.

modem in eouipment and
weU conducted it is known as
is

the

laughs in an

padded

^o
Quarters
Stanley Co.

at

all callers.

trade to react favorably to the decree
and the administrative regulations
which would compel the purchase of
French product at exorbitant prices,
naturally, in return for censor visas
under which foreign and American
pictures can be shown in France.
The general tone of the European
press on Hays' visit is very friendly.
Some papers, however, are severely
criticizing the American industry for
its many errors of policy in Europe.

10,000
70.000
200,000
5,000
125,000
10,000,000
350,000

4
16

.

is open to any
Leaders in the French
trade do not quite grasp this procedure.
They expected the American

suite

and

.

3

(.Continued from Page 1)

Herriot, Minister of Public Instruction, who will operate the French
decree, returns to Paris on Tuesday,

following an
Easter vacation at
which time Hays will confer with
him.
Hays, in the interim is pursuing a firm, but polite policy.
His

total cost

$2,600,000
15,000
350,000
275,000
20,000
20,000
2,250,000
200,000
160,000

Applies to Churches, Too
Montreal

1)

Estimated

managing

director of the
house, has been placed in
charge of stage units for the Stanley Co.

at present

films

produced

Poland

5.

American features distributed in Great
Sritain numbered 723, an increase of about
However, our
100 over the previous year.

tal

Seats

added

Norway
Sweden
Denmark

establish
1927
in

n

Number
of new
theaters

Country

than
more
smaller countries are exerting

and

Watching France

—

market in 1927, as
Washington
prepared by George R. Canty, American trade commissioner in Paris, who
functions under direction of the Motion Picture Section, Specialties Division of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce:

ountries, having an aggregate seatIn new contig capacity of 400,000.
truction Germany had a long lead
vith 280 having a capacity of 130,000.
Jreat Britain followed with 100 with
apacity of 95,000 while France built
i8 with a capacity of 50,000.

A

All Europe

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
^This is an analysis of the European

Joel Hillman

Julian A. Hillman
Vice-President

President

& Manager

PRODUCED
FOR

"OSWALD"
THE LUCKY RABBIT
Produced By

Winkler Pictures
INCORPORATED

Young man two years experience in theatre
Knows
business, desires to make a change.
A-1 references.
all angles of theatre.

Box M-386
1650 Broadway

c/o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

WHEN

IN

WASHINGTON

VISIT

HARVEY'S RESTAURANT, 11th and
PENNA. AVES. FAMOUS SINCE 1856

Vmversai\ti\mil\l Cartoons

1

SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL
attached to any standard projector
is

a

no

guarantee that

film-fire

can occur.
I

cost

Its

is

trifling,

is

absolute.

It

its

protection

means your

your employes, your

audience,

investment

are safe

i

from the

worst menace in theatre operation

—

fire!

And

it

gives

possession

you

that

priceless

- peace of mind.

i

1
CORPORATtOh
I3lh and Cherry

Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA

1 560

Broadway,

NEW YORK

And AH Branches of

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
.r-r^
The

positive fire preventer.

Can

be attached to

any

projector.

Costs

only

a few

cents

a

day.

&

5

R. Notifies

Fox That Northwest Deal

is

Off

^NEWSPAPER

ULTHE MEWS

^FILMDOM

ALL THE TIME

XLIV

D.

No.

Thursday, April

5

Vew Wonders
f^HINK

of

it!

Motion

pic-

over
transmitted
telephone wires. Spanning
ist 1,000 miles of land and
tures

I

s,
,

—

merely a
ten feet of film
yesterday were
is true

—

it

New York

from Chithat
demonstrating
thus
far
from
age of wonders is

.1

into

,.,

1

u^ting
1,

Price 5 Cents

1928

MOTION PICTURES TRANSMriTED
BY WIRE FROM CHICAGO TO N.Y.
a

W HOB,

Ten Feet Reproduced At
$5,000,000 EIRM EORMED

1928

itself.

mystery of a darkened
a pin head of brilliant

ir

5,

COAL OF SCHNE

OW

TO PRODUCE ROADSHOWS

—

Formation of Merger Pictures,
Twenty theaGloversville, N. Y.
playing against a celluloid,
ters in Ohio is the goal set by Schine California concern with authorized
idrical strip, the drone of Enterprises for 1928, it is declared. stock of 15,000,000, for production of
miliar and exciting motors. The company recently completed a series of roadshow pictures, first
launched in a naral minutes pass and a foot plans for new financing, with stock of which will be
being offered on the New York mar- tional tie-up of far reaching propora half of motion pictures
The tions, was announced yesterday by
ket by Bonner, Brooks & Co.
jumped from one American firm now has 80 theaters in 39 cities. Richard Thomas, veteran independent
Epoch- Four of the houses are in Ohio, with producer, and Charles S. Goetz, indeliopolis to another.
pendent distributor, who are presiir.g progress for the hand- four more under construction and negotiations under iivay for eight addi- dent and sales manager respectively.
news tional theaters.
national
vital
of
They leave Saturday for the Coast to
map plans for production of "The
Who can say what units.
:;

I

;

\vn fields

Woman Who Was

remain for motion

aided and abetted by J. 8.
wizardy of modern science?

ures,

A

LONG WITH "M. P. NEWS"
Celebration

ne years ago today, a band of
y souls formed United Artists,
ays, the personality group in the
stry, the dawn of its tenth year
company flourishing as
the
Under the guidance of
r before.
;

Schenck, United is geared more
pactly than at any other time in
Its record is,
iventful history.
ourse, like an open book. Corned to a poHcy of making them
t rather than making them often,
individual ideas find full exsion.

DICKERSON DEAD;

You may

not

get

many

United Artists, but you usually
them good.

1

J.

S.

Dickerson,

associate

editor

tion Picture

News

died at nine o'clock

Tuesday night from pneumonia,
lowing a week's

Long

fol-

illness.

a familiar figure at the
{Continued on Page 4)

News

strong counsellor and a worthy
has been lost by the Motion
In the death of J. S.
ure News.
innumerable
exhibitors
terson,
lUghout the nation have lost a
npion. Drawing upon his extenbackground as an oldtime showDickerson recognized the many
)lems of the exhibitor and, drawI,

up that knowledge, did much
William A. Johnston to shape

constructive editorial polwhich always has been characitic of the News,
^e voice our regrets at an untimesane,

)assing.

KANN

Motion pictures transmitted over
telephone wires became a fact yesterday.
Ten feet of film showing a
close-up of Vilma Banky smiling and
turning her head were photographed
in Chicago at 10:30 yesterday morning, put on the wires of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
after development, received in New
York at the rate of a foot and a half
every seven minutes, rushed to the
Consolidated lab. in Long Island Ciiy
and shown on the screen of the Embassy theater at 7:15.

The system is known as Telephotograph and is an A. T. and T. development. Its principal application
to this industry is expected to be in
connection with newsreels since it
outdistances
in
every way every
known method of communication.
Telephotograph stations have thus

on Page 4)

{Continued on Page 2)

Film Boards Convention
UNITED
at Hollywood May 21
Annual convention of Film Boards
Trade will be held May 21-25 at
Hollywood. Twenty-three of the sec-

Pearson Has No Statement
to Make on Return to N. Y.
Elmer R. Pearson, who has

just
yes-

returned from the Coast, said
terday he had no statement to make
concerning company affairs, pointing
out that any statement must come

from Joseph P.

Kennedy, who

is

on

retaries

May

are to assemble

Chicago, with

16

in

more to board the
Omaha^ May 17, and

five

special car at
Salt Lake City

and Butte secretaries
joining the party at Salt Lake City
May 18. Only five secretaries must
travel alone, the Dallas, Oklahoma
City,

Seattle,

Francisco

San

and

ARTiTSTARTS

TENTHJEAR TODAY

of

United Artists, founded April 5,
by Mary Pickford, Charles
Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and D.
W. Griffith, today begins its tenth
year of operation as a releasing or1919,

ganization.
During nine years only 75 pictures
have been released for 29 producers
an average of eight productions annually.
The four founders have released in nine years a total of only
35 productions an average for them
of one film per producer per year.
Financing, story, casting, direction,

—

Portland.

Dickerson

ciate

I

(Continued

and assistant publisher of the Mo-

the Coast.

J. S.

Forgotten," by
Bess Streeter Aldrich, production of
which starts within 30 days.
The picture has the backing of the
National Education Ass'n., with 25
per cent of the receipts to be turned
over to the association for the build-

Rate of V/z Ft. in
Seven Minutes

Belief Fox is Stalling Causes
R. to Pull Out of Deal
F.

&

—

all production elements from script
to screen, are directly in the hands
Theater CirNorthwest
Selwyn Charges Germans cuit (Finkelstein & Ruben), Minne- of the artist-producer. The com(.Continued on Page 4)
Seeking to Bar
apolis, is concerned, the Fox-F. & R.
German influence is at work to bar deal is off, John Dillon, of Hayden- Eight Features, Series of
exhibition in New York of "Dawn," S'tone, was apprised of the fact yesReelers from Hi-Mark
Arch Selwyn charges, pointing out the terday in a telegram received from
Eight features and a series of 12
state commission has not passed on the Minneapolis firm.
Irked by what the firm regarded as two reelers will comprise the Hithe film, stating no decision would be

So

far as

"Dawn"

Two

In the
reached before next week.
ordinary course of events, he already
would have been advised whether the
film is to be passed or barred.

&

stalling tactics, F.
of the deal, which
off.

William

R.

now

Hamm

{Continued on

is

pulling out

is

definitely

and M. L. FinPage 4)

Mark Sales Corp. output of the 192829 season. The features soon are to
be announced. The two reel featur{Continued on Page 4)

I

Z^ES

DAILV

Clip from First

Thursday, April

5,

I

Wired Motion Pictures

Pictures Transmitt«
From Chicago to N.
(Continued from Page

1)

been established in New
Chicago, Los Angeles, San ]
Cisco, Atlanta, Boston, Clevelanc
St. Louis.
Present equipment
mits the transmitting of motion
tures at the rate of a foot and
a
every seven minutes. The cost
any one given station to the
seven is $105 per foot and a ha
$2100 for a 20 ft. shot. It is po
far

Thursday, April
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Price 5 Cents

1928

5,
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out that for flashes of outstai
national importance newsreels
been known to spend conside

more

without
approximating
transmission or del
available under the Telephotog
system.
The tie-up which opens up
reaching possibilities in the dev
ment of newsreel matter has beei'
speed

THE

—

—

in

der way for three months bet ei
A. T. and T. officials and UnitecU

—

Friedrichstrasse, 225.

lists for

which company

details

handled by Victor M. Shapiro
Warren Nolan.

Ten

Financial

to

feet of Vilma Banky shot in Chicago yesterday,
via wires of A. T. and T.

were transmitted

New York

"The Patriot" to be Roadshcl
"The Patriot," new Emil Jam
;•

picture,

High Low C^ose
42
(s) Am. Seat.
104 >i
(c-b) do 6s 36
*
Bal. & Katz
(c) Con. Fm. Ind uli
do pfd.
(c)
175
Kodak
(s) East.
126
(s)
do pfd.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*(c) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

Fox Fm. "A". 83^4
Fox Thea. "A" 20J4

*(c) Intern. Proj
(b) Keiths 6s 46.

98^

do com. ... 1954
... 93-^
do pfd.
Loew's com.
71 }4
do pfd
102J4
(b)
do 6s 41WW..111
do 6s41x-war.l00^
(b)
(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)

(s)
(s)

.

M-G-M

..25%

pfd.

M.

P. Cap...
Orph. Cir
do pfd.

*(s)
*(s)

6

(s) Par. F-L
11954
•(s)
do pfd.
(b)
do 6s 47...100M
(b) Par.By.5/2«51.103}^

Pathe
do "A"
(b5 do 7s 37

(s)
(s)

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

Roxy

iYi
....

15

66}4

"A"

.

.

31

do units
35
do com.
7%
Skouras Bros.
37 }4
Stanley Co. .. 44"/^
(o) Technicolor
2
.

.

.

.

.

(c)
(o)
(o)

Trans-Lux

.

5K

.

.

41 Kj
4154
10454 104Ji
78/2
isH 165^
24/8 24M
17154 171/
126
126
4
106
8254 83
1954
195/i
8
97 ji
98 J4
1954
1954
9354 9iy2
69K 7054
1025^8 1025i
11054 111
10054 100/
25J4 25^8
SJ4
5H
29
9954
neVi 11854
12154
100
100J4
10254 1035^
354
35i
15
1454
6654
66H
33
37
854
3954
40?« 42
4
454

United Art.
13
do pfd. ... 80
.

<s)
do pfd. .
96^
(c) Warner Bros. . 22J^
<s)
do "A" ... 33
(c-b) do 6V2S 28.. 110
.

* Last

Prices

500
7,000

3,500
5,800
100

14,000
4,300
i',666

200
100
11,400

400
16,000
30,000

400
200

25,900
s',666

6,000
2,400

600
2,000

23

32
109 J4 109 J4

100
3,500
4,800
11,000

Quoted.

(s)

Stock Exchange.

Skouras.

St.

& Katz

Louis;

is

listed in

Stanley,

Chicago;

Philadelphia

Whalen Returns

to N. Y.

Leslie

use.

three

strips at
plates

These

5x7

a

time

were

Stanley Co., Takes Over

Commodore from

between glass
re-photographed

inch positive film, in most
ways identical with "still" telephotographic
film, was placed on the sending machine in
Chicago.

moved transversely across a constant beam

of

This current in the present case is
and then transmitted from Chicago
to New York over telephone wires and here
converted back into a beam of light of proportional intensity which acts on an ordinary
sensitized ~ film.
The motors operating the
respective sending and receiving equipments,
between the two widely separated cities, are
driven by tuning forks which, combined with
other apparatus, have the difficult assignme;it
of keeping the motion of the films perfectly
synchronized throughout the transmission.
Both sending and receiving machines have
somewhat the same appearance as Thomas
Edison's phonograph of the old cylindrical
style. From an aperture on one side comes
light.

Philadelphia
Fred D. and

—

Felt

will seat

1,500.

Brandts Get Another
Brandts' Theater Enterprises has
a bright penetrating beam of light and this
taken over the Empress, 2,00()-seat moves across the cylinder
on which is curved
house on Empire Blvd. and Brooklyn the film.
Each transmission takes seven
and all strips are numbered so that
Ave., Brooklyn.
The firm operates minutes
the continuity is not broken.
the Atlantic, National, Bunny, CarlThe results for transmission of motion picton, Cumberland, Duffield, Parkside, ture film are said by telephotograph representatives to be the same whether the pictures
Carlton
Roof
Garden,
Biltmore, are
transmitted from Chicago or from Los
Stratford and Terminal.
Angeles or San Francisco.
Special methods

You Are

VAUDEVILLE AGEN(
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville At

1600 Broadway, New York C
Phone Penn. 3580

A GOLD MINE

a

INFORMATION
1000 Pal

in

Cloth Bote

the

Market for Any Kind

of

freI

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

Film Da"

CONSULT US AND SAVE

SUBSCRIBE

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

uiiLCoacHBys
no
West 32«*St,Ncwyork.My.^^

Phone Penna. 0330
Picture Department
and Canada Agents for Dd>rie

Motion
U.

i

AMALGAMATED

the

amplified

'If

studiosj!^

from
of

Connnodore, under construction at
43rd and Walnut St., was announced
by Stanley yesterday through President Irving D. Rossheim. The house,
which is to be completed in September,

Mille

Felts

Acquisition

Abraham

De

New York

Whalen, sales promotion
vcntions together with standard types manager for the Harold Lloyd Corp.,
of telephone and telegraph apparatus has returned to New York after a
vhich have b.^en readapted to this new tour of exchanges.
The negative motion picture film taken in
Chicago was there developed and dried and
cut into strips six inches long.
It was then

arrived at the

and Cecil B. De Mille.

the

ture transmitting system.
The apIiaratus in its present form represents
the association of many recent iri-

and a solid
5,300

of

to

Flinn on Coast
Los Angeles—John C. FlinnJ

cos-

American Telephone and Telegraph
Fleming Renews
Co. and the Bell Telephone LaboraVictor Fleming has been signed on
toiies, Inc.
It is the outcome of
work coverini,' several years and pro- a new contract to continue with
Paramount.
vides a simole, rapid and accurate pic-

Telephotograph transmission is accomplished
producing an electrical current proportional in intensity at all times to the shades
of light in a picture, the film of which is

96/
22%
32/

h

conferences with Joseph P. KenidS

Henry Dreyfuss Returning
Henry Dreyfuss, scenic and

Telephotograph which for the first tume designer, returns
motion from Europe April 10.

time yesterday transmitted
pictures is a development

plates.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).
Balaban

TRANSMITS PICTURES

placed

(b)
(c)
(o)

NOTE:

HOW TELEPHOTOGRAPH

i',966

85

96K

roadshowed by

mount.
been devised to compensate for film
shrinkage which takes place during the developing and drying processes, as well as to
care for the many factors which effect the
necessary continuity of a motion picture reel.

by

.

to be

have

Sales

15

.

•(o) Univ. Ch.com.
2
•(o)
do pfd. ... 80
*(c) Univ. Pict

is

S.

TO

COVER!

EVERYTHI
GOES

EVERYWH

y
1

The

response with which our

met

franchise proposition has

so far
tures

on the James Cruze
is

most

Pic-

gratifying.

Next week we

will

announce

the names of some of the leading independent exchanges

have

signed

to

who

handle

product in their respective

our
ter-

ritories

%
JAMES CRUZE PICTURES INC,
distxTihuied

by

ALLIED DISTRIBUTORS CORP.
729-7th Ave.

New York

Thursday, April

J. S.

United Artists Starts
Tenth Year Today
(.Conliitiied

from Page

1)

pleted films then are booked by theater owners individually.

Eight Owner-Members

During nine years only four addiaddtional owner-members have been
TalNorma
Schcnck,
M.
ed—Joseph
madge, Gloria Swanson and Samuel
These, with the four
Goldwyn.
founders, comprise the whole ownermembership.

who have been

stars or
Artists'

Actresses
featured players in United
pictures include: Mary Pickford, Norma Talmadge, Gloria Swanson, LilGish, Corinne Griffith, Vilma
lian
Banky, Dolores del Rio, Gilda Gray,
Alia Nazimova, Norma Shearer, Dorothy Gish, Edna Purviance, Mae

Madge

Marsh,

Bellamy,

Evelyn

Brent, Carol Dempster, Mary Philbin, Alice Joyce, Mary Alden, Bilhe
Dove, Lois Moran, Florence Turner,
Clare Eames, Mary Astor, Belle Bennett. Estelle Taylor, Lupe Velez, Patsy Ruth Miller, Eve Sothern, Camilla
Lucille RickHorn. Greta Nissen.
sen, Marjory Daw, Kate "Price, Marceline Day, Marguerite de la Motte,

Claire McDowell, CarGeraghty, Kathleen Clifford,
Effie
Rich,
Bennett, Irene
Enid
Shannon, Agnes Ayres, Kathryn McAnna Q. Nilsson, Carmel
Guire,
Myers, Louise Fazenda, Jewel Carman, Anna May Wong, Louise DresBarbara LaMarr, Mary Macser.
Laren, Gertrude Astor, Barbara Bed-

Thelma Todd,
melita

ford.

Directors

who have made

Sam

Taylor, Donald Crisp,
Luther Reed, Alan Crosland, F. Richard Jones, Arthur Rosson, Graham
Wilcox, Jack Pickford, Buster KeaPaul
Powell,
Dillon,
ton,
John
Charles F. Reisner, James W. Home,
Sam de Grasse, Charles Bryant, William Beaudine.

Actors on Roster
Actors,
in

United

either starred or featured
Artists' pictures since 1919,

Charlie Chaplin, Douglas
Fairbanks, John Barrymore, Ronald

include:

Colman, Adolphe Menjou, Louis
Wolheim, Rudolph Valentino, Buster
Keaton, Lionel Barrymore, Richard
Barthelmess, William S. Hart, H. E.
Warner, Alfred Lunt, Jack Pickford,
Wallace Beery, Wallace Reid, William Haines, Joseph Schildkraut, Don
Alvarado, Jean
Hersholt,
Conrad
Veidt, George K. Arthur, Karl Dane,
Ben Lyon, Tyrone Power, William
Boyd, Noah Beery, Hobart Bosworth, Gilbert Roland, Nils Ashter,
Holbrook Blinn, Ben Turpin, Ivor
Novello, Lowell Sherman, Gibson
Gowland, Lupino Lane, H. D. Walthall,
Monty Blue, Charles Ray,
Emmett Mack, Robert
Charles
Harron, Matt Moore, Neil Hamilton, Tully
Marshall, John Boles,
Lloyd Hughes, Clive Brook, W.

Shown

Long With "News

Tribute by exhibitors and the

(Continued from Page

pubUc to the results achieved through production iridependence is claimed by United

where

$5,000,000
))

1)

his association ran over a per-

iod of eight years, Dickerson passed
at his home in Linden, N. J.
widow and three
at the age of 46.

away

Artists in the fact that virtually every one of the 75 pic-

A

children survive him.
Funeral services will be held at
the Ogden Funeral Parlors in Elizabeth, N. J. at 4:30 this afternoon
and burial in Aurora, N. Y. William
A. Johnston, publisher and editor of

tures it has released during its
nine years of existence still

being played everywhere
throughout the world, many of

is

bemg revived several
times in the same theater.
them

News who

has been vacationing in
Florida was advised of the death by
radio.

He

the

S.

S.

arrives in

Shawnee

New York

this

on
morning.

Dickerson had many years of exGeorge Cooper, MonFields,
C.
tagu Love, Warner Baxter, Douglas perience as an exhibitor, having operTorrence, ated a number of theaters in upper
Ernest
Fairbanks,
Jr.,
David Torrence, George Walsh, Hen- New York State towns. He brought
ry Hull, George Fawcett, John Bow- to the News a practical knowledge

James Hall, Marc MacDermott,
Donald Crisp, Creighton Hale, Alexander Carr, George Sidney, Sojin,
Ralph Graves, Mack Swain, Walter

ers,

Long-

^

.

.

,

.

Most Stories Original
Of the 75 pictures released by
United Artists between 1919 and
1928, 36 have been based on stories
written directly for the screen, 29
on novels and short stories, nine on
stage plays and one on a song, "Lit-

of exhibition and a newspaper training secured earlier in his career. Of
late, his duties concerned compilation of statistics of theaters in the
United States, how first runs were

divided and a check-up in general on
various phases of exhibition. He was

Firm To

Produce Roadshovl
(Continued from Page 1)
ing and maintenance of homes for
tired school teachers.
Part of
picture, it is planned, will be film
by the Thomas color process, wh;|
the Merger firm owns.
Co-operation of the 800,000 sch
teachers of the nation, in the sale
tickets for showings at theaters whi
the picture plays is assured.
i
will
reach directly the 25,000,(
pupils of the United States and th
12,500,000 persons.
Thomas, one of the youngest pi
ducers and directors in the indi
try, recently acquired a 30-acre
at Burbank, Cal., for a studio to ci
around $350,000.
He has been
tive in the industry since 1919. Goi
for 15 years has been connected w
distribution, and heads States Cinen
tl

which now

is

contract

to

Out
Of Fox Deal

Pull

(.Continued from

kelstein recently
for a showdown

came

'featf

roadshowing "Moth

Eight Features, Series of
Two Reelers from Hi-Mai
(Continued from Page 1)
will be known as "Gems

ijeai'

BieK

tear

liffinj

lion,

NOW READY FOR OCCUPANCY

Mi

Office Space in
Bini

M-i

WARNER BROTHERS

hwt
\m,
tini

THEATRE BUILDING

fiiire

fcpi

U

CI

ptits

United Artists units include Camilla
Horn, Lupe Velez, Gilbert Roland,
Don Alvarado, Roland Drew, Merna
Kennedy and Louis Wolheim.

& R.

lie

10

the:

Duncan Sisters, Gilda Gray, Walter Camp, Jr., Morris Gest, Edwin
Herbert
Brenon,
Henry
Carewe,
King,
Fred Niblo, Rex Ingram,

F.

h

hood.

Twenty-two Added
During the three years after March,
1925, when Joseph M. Schenck was
elected chairman of the board of directors, 22 major stars, directors and
producers of films became associated
with United Artists. They are:
Norma Talmadge, Gloria Swanson,
Samuel Goldwyn, Lillian Gish, Corinne Griffith, Vilma Banky, Constance Talmadge, Dolores del Rio,
John Barrymore, Ronald Colman,
Rudolph Valentino, Buster Keaton,

Howard Hughes, Jr.
Newcomers under

SLIV

<

second in command to Johnston and ettes
had considerable to say in the formu- Great Authors." Exchanges at N
lation of the editorial policy under York and Boston, known as the A..
which the News operated.
A. exchanges, have been opened
handle the shorts.
Nat Nathansc
lined at the time Fox began nego- Hi-Mark president, recently return
tle Annie Rooney."
Seventeen United Artists' pictures tiating for purchase of control. This from Europe, bringing with him "T
have exhibited at $2 prices on Broad- will result in an intensive building Queen was in the Parlor," starri
way and 40 other United Artists' pic- and acquisition drive to entrench the Lili Damita, which will be handl
tures have played extended run en- firm's position in Minnesota, North by Pathe in the United States
gagements of from two to five weeks and South Dakota and western Wis- Canada, and "The Dancer of Ban
consin.
in key city first runs at regular prices.
lona," and "Fleet Meet Fleet."

films for

United Artists' release include: Charles Chaplin, D. W. Griffith, Ernst
Lubitsch, Herbert Brenon, Fred NibJosef von Sternlo, Raoul Walsh,
berg, Lewis Milestone, Edwin Carewe. Mack Sennett, Henry King,
George Fitzmaurice, Albert Parker,
Roland West, Marshall Neilan, James
Clarence
Fleming,
Victor
Cruze,
Brown, Allan Dwan, John S. Robertson,

All Being

Dickerson Dead;

5. 1!

Page
to

on the

1)

New York
deal,

which

would have given Fox control of F.
& R., only to find that William Fox
was absent from the city and would
not return to close the deal.
Any future overtures on the proposed deal must come from Fox, and
Fox must go to the firm, this time,
it is stated.
Only a trip to the Twin
Cities by William Fox, it is declared,
will reopen the negotiations now at

a standstill.
Meanwhile, F. & R. now is planning to go through with the expansion program, which had been out-

N. E.

Comer Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD

Blvd. and

Wilcox Ave.

f.Foi

CALIFORNIA

m
A modern,

up-to-minute office
building in the heart of Hollywood
especially suitable for Managers
and those connected
Bookers
with the Theatrical and Motion
Picture Industries.

—

JBgt

bti

Leasing Department

JOE TOPLITZKY COMPANY
Exclusive Agents—205 H. W. Hellman Building

fsfii

Los Angeles, California

m

[tlas

m

——

/

S. Distributors
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Standing Pat in French Crisis
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Vho Knows ?
NY

minute now we expect
Y to hear long yelps from
This talk
theatertops.
about
e wild, some sensible
ision and talking pictures
he home, is certain to create
:teinent. The snap judgment

—

I

\

iiigent will get

ready to close

heater doors, but the sensible
will exhibit

;nient to look

enough sound
around a bit

they get nervous.

ire

o begin with,

anybody who

he can dope out the future

^

Ldvering
n

lot

telephone

in

les,

a

there

is

of

ground.

and radio

sharp difference

RADIO TALKING FILM FOR
BELAUNrnTBUFfALO
HOME BEING DEVELOPED

SAPIRO CO-OP PUIN TO

Meeting of Exhibitors of
Zones is Called for

one camp say telea fact. Others
f
a five year date on it. Still
rs maintain it's around the corWell-informed
persons
who
lid know, but perhaps may not,
leers

in

in the

—

Sapiro is slated to address a meeting of independent exhibitors of upstate New York here Apirl 18.
Sidney Pfeiffer, exhibitor unit counsel,
is reported as active in formation of
the new co-operative.

F.

&

R.

the picture business. The idea
of course, is to market the
pment so that both factors profit
eby. For purposes of the moment,
ever, it is significant to note that
d

e,

is

we hold

not commercial. Thereit to be highly advisable

the trade to sit hard on its hands
wait. Opposition, ravings, loose
or any other kind of talk will
halt the progress of science or
ntion. What's to come will come,
why not wait until it approaches?

don't think

it

will

by

smash

attraction.

Jolson's

Singer" with Vitaphone accom.ment is literally knocking 'em
of their seats. You know, every
on you get just a few big hitskind that clicks wherever shown,
on's first feature is in this en;z

class.
It's doing for many
ivmen what the hard-boiled breththought had become a museum
ime: dusling off the S.R.O. sign
actually hanging it out in the
ile

KANN

Showed

sets

the average radio set, vnll be a
fact within a few months, in the
opinion of Dr. C. Francis Jenkins, pioneer

irl

transmission of

motion pictures by

radio.

"Vision by radio is simply a more
rapid transmission of objects which
have been translated into electrical
energy and at distant points, changed
back into a facsimile of the original,
whether it be a still picture or a picture in action," the inventor says.

in Jan.
Possibilities of

New Device
Radio talking pictures in the home
is the goal toward which engineers
of General Electric, Radio Corp. of
America and Westinghouse Electric,
are working, and considerable progress along this line has been made, it
engineers bebe possible to offer a set for reception of radio talking films, as simple in operation as
the ordinary radio set.
As reported by
FILM
stated, so
lieve it soon
is

that the
will

THE

DAILY,

TELEVISION TAR OFF,

RADIO ASS'N. SAYS

EXPECTED TO

Television is far off, probably five
years at least, in the opinion of radio engineers, and only then as a
separate, distinct and costly apparaMinneapolis No time will be lost tus and not as an attachment to a
by Northwest Theater Circuit (Fink- radio broadcasting receiving set, de(Continued on Page 4)
elstein & Ruben), in starting the new

radio talking pictures were demonstrated successfully
at Schenectady, being broadcast to
three different points in the city, one
of which was the home of E. W. AlThe aclen, vice president of G. E.
count of the experiment follows:
"Groups of scientists and newspapermen
(.Continued on Page 4)
Jan.

15,

LAUNCH NEW EXPANSION

—

PHOTOPHOlfPLACED
ON NARKET BY RCA

expansion program which will solidify
the firm's position in its territory, it
is understood.
This follows the deadlock of the Fox deal, due to withdrawal of F. & R. from the negotiations.
Several deals for expansion
are declared under way.

Telephotograph System

Marketing of Photophone, formerknown as Kinegraphone, the
for M. P. Filjn Possible talking picture device developed by
Improvement in Telephotograph, General Electric, Radio Corp. of
the system by which motion pictures America and General Electric, will be
were transmitted from Chicago to handled through RCA Phototone,
(Continued on Page 4)
This confirms
Inc., newly formed.
statement made last week by THE
ly

(Continued

French ''Concessions'' Fail

to

Cause Change

in Situation
(By Cable) — With diplomatic

be too late

Jolson

•y-

in

which cost about as much as

Name
real

home brought

Experiment Made

pictures

some day be

that when television is perfected
the usual problems of price, disition and manufacture are met, a
)erative hand will be extended to-

vision

— Radio

April 18

Bide Your Time
will

Radio Films
Washington

Buffalo
Extending of the Sapiro
co-operative plan to this territory is
declared under way, with formation
of a combine planned, which is to be
affiliated with, if not a part of the
Independent M. P. Exhibitors' Assn.,
recently formed
in
Greater New
York with Aaron Sapiro at its head.

ipinion.

II

Price 5 Cents

1928

6,

Paris
of Fischer Chain
conferences to be held after Monday,
Now Wis.-IU. Theaters American distributors do not intend
Chicago— Name of Fischer's Para- to be browbeaten into taking infer-

mount Theaters, which operates a
string of theaters throughout Illinois
and Wisconsin, has been changed to

French films for the American

ior

Reisman on Coast for
Conference With Kennedy

Phil

(West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Phil Reisman, general sales manager of Pathe, has arrived at the studios for conferences
with Joseph P. Kennedy, who is here
John C.
conferring with De Mille.
Flinn also is here.

—

market, in return for admittance of

American pictures on the American
Wisconsin-Illinois Theaters. This was market, and will stand pat on their
done to avoid confusion, as the firm present position.
No statement as
has no connection with Paramount. yet has been made by Will H. Hays.
Frank W. Fischer, head of the cirThis is indicated despite the French
cuit, recently announced new financ- "concessions,"
suspending operation
ing plans, as a preliminary to an ex- of the quota system temporarily. The
pansion program, which will give the suspension admits immediately 200
chain, theaters in practically every pictures, including all passed since
principal
consin.

on Page 4)

key and sub-key of Wis- Jan

1,

making

available at once about
Page 4)

(Continued on

/,

England Off
British quota is making
impression on American
sales operations in England.

The

its

London
fast
tails

page

reports the situation

is

growing serious. Full dein an exclusive story on
9,

this issue.
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Sunday Shows Lose in
Bitter Oklahoma Fight

—

Sunday shows
Norman, Okla.
were defeated in the bitter campaign
here, which culminated in a referendum, at which proposed repeal of the
ordinance was defeated by 312 votes.
Students of the University, who attempted to vote were challenged at
H. N. Britten, Norman
the polls.
theater owner, intends to contest
right of these challenges.

Credit on Posters Popular
on
exhibitors
to
Dallas Credit
their used advertising posters is provaccording to M. S.
ing popular,

—

White, head of the White Poster Exchange here.

Omaha Shovmian Disappears
Omaha— J. F. Bredon, manager of
the Grand here, has disappeared. Employes waited for him to open the
house one day recently but he failed
to appear.
Patrick

Buys

Birmingham, Ala.

at

—W.

Troy

D. Patrick,
who for many years operated the
Strand theaters at Dothan and Florela, Ala., and then took over the
Kelsie City at Kelsie,
Fla.,
has
bought the Trojan at Troy, Ala.

Freeman

—

Buy Two
Central

Cily,

at Central City

Neb.—Thomas

M.

and Francis T. Brown have purchased the Empress and Donelson here.

Change Enables
"Ben Hur" to Set Record

Policy

Minneapolis— Despite the fact that
it was a fourth run in the
zone and
that others had played it at 10 and
20 cents, W. A.
Steffes
booked
"Ben Hur" at the Logan for five
days, changed to a reserved seat policy at 20 cents straight, and set a new
ail-time record for the theater.

run could have been extended.

The

utr

Arkansas Unit Scheduli
Convention for April

Los Angeles— "An Extra's Nightmare," produced by Robert Florey

Little Rock, Ark.
With asstation dues recently reduced by le
board of directors, and a member ip

a

50 PER CENT OE NATION

reported cost of $97, has been

slipped into the United Aritsts' the"Sadie
with
conjunction
in
ater
Thompson." This is what the critic
of '"The Express" thinks:
"In staccato-like sequences, not particularly
rhythraatic, the picture shows an extra's arrival in Hollywood, his exchange of a name
for a number, and his fruitless wait for a
job. * * * All this is set against a jumble
of weirdly shifting shadows, unusual flashes
of huge structures, flashing signs and mad
wheels. * * *
"The picture is said to have been made at
a cost of $97, but the raw film alone must
have exceeded that amount."

have been arranged on Han-a-Phone,
The device, which
it is understood.
pictures
and sound,
synchronizes
through means of a phonograph attachment, is manufactured by the
V'oiceaphone Co. here, headed by
It was
Gene and Harry Marcus.
demonstrated last week at a local

6

—

campaign now under way,

—

Philadelphia Territorial rights for
more than 50 per cent of the country

a re-d

turnout is anticipated here for le
annual convention of Arkansas txi.
iters slated for April 16.

||

Mayberry Plans Another

Tri]

Cecil E. Mayberry, new gei a'
sales manager of Columbia, who
returned to New York from a tr «
the
Middle West, leaves tonht
for Philadelphia and Washingtor
<

theater.

I

Jordan New Atlanta "U" Hea
Wis. Chain Expanding
Atlanta—
Holl5rwood
C. T. (Shag) Jorda
Leave
Milwaukee
Three theaters are
M-G-M Directors
new
manager
of the Universal bra
three
under
construction
completed,
arrived
Goulding
has
Edmund
from Hollywood and will return to by Wisconsin Universal Theaters, succeeding Ben Y. Cammack, rec
which is not connected with the Uni- ly named general manager of s rl
the M-G-M lot in a month.
Buster Keaton, Edward Sedgwick versal circuit. The chain is expand- subjects and complete service.
and Mrs. Keaton left Los Angeles ing throughout the state. Its houses
T.O.C.C. to Nominate
yesterday for New York to film ex- are: Idle Hour and Allen, Jefferson;
New officers of the T.O.C.C, w
teriors for
Keaton's first M-G-M Allen, Racine (opens April 7) and
houses, all named Allen, under con- York, are scheduled to be nomin;d
vehicle.
King Vidor and his wife, Eleanor struction at Lake Geneva, Kenosha April 10th.
Boardman, soon will leave for the and Green Bay.
i
East. They plan a two months' tour
CJiarley Chase in N. Y.
Weil-Gulick Collaborating
of Europe.
Charley Chase, Hal Roach cueJoe Weil and Paul Gulick are col- dian, is in New York.
laborating on a motion picture farce
Rosengarten Resigns
comedy dealing with the speculative
David Rosengarten has resigned as frenzy now sweeping the country. 250
and Date Ri
kunaf
N. Y. branch manager for M-G-M
They have titled it "Wall Street."
for
Lloyd
Pict
t
and as president of the Film Board
Harold Lloyd's "Speedy" will aHarry Thomas becomes
of Trade.
New Manager at Brooten, Minn.
day and date during Easter Weei
temporary president pending an elecBrooten, Minn. Lawrence Reine 250 theaters of the United States
tion of the board.
has succeeded George Sonstegard as Canada, Paramount states.
manager of the Brooten Opera House.
Sells South African Rights

New

—

:

:

i-

Day

New

—

Ben Wallerstein,

New Denver Exchange

Bufifalo exhibitor,

who owns

world's rights on "Mazeltov," has sold the feature for South
Africa to the International Variety
Theatrical Agency.

Buys Two Nebraska Houses
North Bend. Neb. Mrs. Anna
Moss of Ashland has purchased the

—

here from Fred Mehaffey and
the Liberty at Morse Bluff, from A.
Herman. Both will be operated by
O. M. Moss and J. H. Smith.

Star

Denver

— Able Davis

ganizing an
to be known

Call

WAFILMS,

reported orindependent firm here
as the Atlas exchange.
is

Inc.
Walter A. Putter, Pre*.
for

Library Stock Scenes

Southern 111. Theaters
Hit by Closed Mines
Louis

of Southern
through the
suspension of work by all of the bigger mines because of failure of the
S't.

New York
130 W. 46th
Bryant 8181

HoUywoc
St.

c/o Leon Schlesing
1123 No. Brooson Av

— Exhibitors

Illinois will

be hard

hit

miners and operators to get together
on a new wage agreement. The old

Sunday Shows Agitation at Ames contract expired March
Ames, la. Agitation for Sunday
shows is evidenced in this university
town, which has been without them

•s

-

t2£2s

31.

—

for

six

years.

Sentiment

is

said to

strongly favor a liberal Sabbath.

Showman Arrested

at Jasper

Jasper, Fla.
Fred L. Freeman has
sold the Alimar at Live Oak, and
bought the Fay theater here.

b,

Coast Critic Calls $97
Picture a Weird Affair HAN-A-PHONE LINES UP
at

VoL XLIV No. B

Friday, April

for Our
Gang Members on Stage

Oklahoma

—

CityFor the second
time, an exhibitor has been arrested
for violation of the state child labor
law, as result of a stage appearance
of members of Our Gang, with Peter

Sinopoulo, Orpheum manager, declaring he will fight the charges to
a finish.
Recently, the manager of
the Ritz at Tulsa was arrested on
.similar charges.
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LOTS OF MONEY

IN

"WAll STRfET!"
WHAT

A TITLE!

Come ^^,
Hon o«<*

r^ecreatro^

'^

COVERS
EVERYTHING
GOES

EVERYWHERE

-jAanage'^

Can You Beat

It

Pictures always happen in cycles. There's
the football, baseball, airplane, crook movie, every conceivable
kind of movie season.
It really

couldn't

fail.

And now,

the newsreel camera has its fling.
David Butler has
just completed the direction of "The News Parade," a movie
glorifying the newsreel cameraman, in which Sally Phipps, Nick
Stuart and Brandon Hurst are featured. And now comes word
from the coast that Bebe Daniels' next production will be "The
News Reel Girl" and that Neil Hamilton will be her leading man.

And

— Buster Keaton,

Talmadge Keaton, and Director
Edward Sedgwick are already on their way to New York, where
Natalie

exteriors will be made for Buster's next movie. The story is as
yet untitled. Byron Morgan wrote it and it concerns the misadventures of a newsreel cameraman. Can you beat it?

—

—New

York, Daily News, April 5

Can You Beat It ?
Wot Unless You Make 'em Quickies

The News Parade
Now

Being Titled and Edited
Will be Generally Released

MAY
and available

i_
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and
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Conselman
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directed this story by

LAKE PLACID, NEW
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for

earlier pre-release
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^^^^^ DAVID BUTLER
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HOLLYWOOD

CAST OF CHARACTERS;
Newsreel Nick

NICK STUART

Morgan
Dillon Morgan

Brandon Hurst

SALLY PHIPPS

Sally

Prince Oscar
Mysterious Stranger
^o^^s Walpole
Director-in-Chief Talley

Cyril Ring
Earle Foxe

.......

Underwood
.Truman H. Talley

Franklin

^\[^SETS THE PACE for the INDUSTRi'

r
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sulting
Photophone Placed
C. W.
The
RCA
on Market by
sound
{Continued from Page 1)

the

that the device was
a sales force bemarket,
the
for
ready
being assembled and actual sales to

FILM DAILY

gin at once.

Demonstrations of Photophone have
been held in New York during recent
weeks, to put finishing touches to the
apparatus before it was offered to
market. It is to be sold to the-

the
aters and non-theatrical institutions.
Production of pictures for users of
the device is expected to begin soon.
the first
is expected to make
Photofor
directly
pictures designed

FBO

phone

users, as

inghouse

company.

RCA,

own an

G.E. and West-

interest

in

However, the device

is

to

made available to all companies.
Equipment for Photophone pictures
is

being installed at

FBO

stu-

dios.

Maj. Gen. James G. Harbord, RCA
head, is chairman of the board of the
new company with David Sarnoff

Elmer E. Bucher vice
president;
president in charge of commercial
activities,

Movietone and Phonofilm prin-

The company

claims it is as
simple to operate as an ordinary radio

ciple.

set.

Standard films without the sound
can be used without any change in
the machine. The only thing the operator has to do is to close one switch
when he is projecting pictures with
sound, and open it when he does not
want the sound. The type of sound
reproducer to be used will vary with
the size of the room in
pictures are to be shown.

which the

The reproducer embodies new developments in
acoustics.

that

be

now

engineers are Dr. Goldsmith,
Stone and S. M. Kintner.
synchronizes
Photophone
photographically, similarly to

and Dr. A. N. Goldsmith

vice president in charge of technical
matters. George S. De Sousa is
treasurer, Lewis MacConnach, secretary and Charles J. Ross, comptroller. Directors are: Owen D. Young,
General Swope, Paul D. Cravath, E.
M. Herr, E. W. Harden, Cornelius
N. Bliss, James R. Sheffield and
David Sarnoff. On the board of con-

Home Talking

Film
Being Developed

(.Continued from Page 1)
standing before the first 'home television
sets' ever to be demonstrated saw the moving

images and heard the voices of a
from the
a wcjman transmitted

man and

research
several miles away.
shades
lights
and
"So lifelike were the
reproduced, witnesses said, that the curl of
smoke from a cigarette and the flash of an
eye were transmitted bj' radio just as a
picture unfolds on the screen.
"The first television set is of simple construction and not unlike the familiar phonograph cabinet in size and appearance."

Hochreich Hits Plan for
Talking Films in Home
Plan of the Radio group to make

And

Photophone devices available

for use
non-theatrical institutions and for
radio pictures in the home "points
a plan which we feel will do the motion picture industry as a whole incalculable harm," in the opinion of
David R. Hochreich, president of the
in

ern

19

That's That

By PHIL M.

HARRY

6,

CAREY,

DALY
minus

his

we

makeup but using

his

spi

rode into the hearts of t
PA'S at yesterday's luncheon, a
kept the boys rocking with gags
Vocafilm Corp. of America, allied a half hour. Harry admitted that
with Educational in the talking pic- a speaker he was a washout, but a
guy who can spill the nifties like
ture field.
Other talking film firms are con- did can get a free lunch any Thui
their activities to the theater
exclusively, Hochreich points
out stating persons in the trade are
wondering if theater owners are to
be asked to install the theater device
prepared for them as a part of the
more voluminous plan of building
competition for themselves in the

fining
field

homes from which they must expect
Vocafilm,
to draw their patronage.
he said, rejected a plan to
ture Vocafilm sets for the
sale

manufachome, for

through department stores.

plenty,

AM

i

day.

Speaking of washouts, Harry sc
he survived the one in Califorr,
that swept his ranch, but he waffi
so sure about himself in "The Tr
of '98." There they have him doi
an oil merger in the climax, spiUi
a lighted kerosene lamp over himsi
and going out all lit up for curtail
Harry sez he doesn't mind being
up, but he knows a better way thi
that.

Harry is noted for two thinj
He's a big hearted bozo and a gr«
judge of horseflesh. He proved be
praising the Boulevard lunchec
by
(Continued from Page 1)
It's never been done before by a
New York Wednesday for the first
guest. It will probably ne\
time, to handle standard width film
be done again.
are in the offing. Negatives five by
seven are now transmitted over the
Richard Thomas of Merger P
wire
and
in order to handle motion tures brought a big hello from t
in
Busch to Star
picture film it is necessary to cut the Coast to the gang.
First Division Series negative into strips which are clampMae Busch has been signed for a ed in the five by seveii inch frame.
Much of the success of the Chi
series of pictures for First Division The cylinder which receives the pho- go-New York motion picture tra
Distributors.
tographs through a system of elec- mission experiment, is attributed
tric light impulses can be converted United Artists to Nick Tronoloi
into the width of standard film so efficient superintendent of the Ct
that development and delivery after solidated
Film Industries plw.
transmission can be speeded.
which developed the film, receiv
over the wire iyi New York.

laboratories

of

G.

E.

Telephotograph System
for M. P. Film Possible

AMPA

Mae

NOW READY FOR OCCUPANCY

Television
Office Space in

THEATRE BUILDING
N. E. Corner Hollywood Blvd. and Wilcox Ave.

HOLLYWOOD

CALIFORNIA

Off,

Radio Ass'n. Says
(Contitiued

WARNER BROTHERS

Far

clares

bunk"

from Page

1)

a statement aimed to "detelevision misconceptions, is-

sued by the Radio Mfrs. Assn., New
York.
The statement points out
that over-enthusiasm has resulted in
what practically amounts to misstatements, with respect to the commercial adaptability of television, particularly in the home.

Goldwyns Returning Today
and Mrs. Goldwjm are
scheduled to return to New York
Samuel

A modern,

up-to-minute office
building in the heart of Hollywood
especially suitable for Managers
Bookers
and those connected
with the Theatrical and Motion
Picture Industries.

—

Leasing Department

JOE TOPLITZKY
Exclusive

COMPANY

Agents— 205 H. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles, California

today from Europe.

Lloyd at Premiere Tonight
"Speedy," Harold Lloyd's lat«
has its New York premiere at t
Rivoli tonight when the proceeds Vi
be turned over to the Theatrical Prt
Llo)
Representatives of America.
just in

from the Coast,

will attend

Naming Ash Successor
Chicago Successor to Paul A:
who goes to the Paramount, Xt
York, May 4, is to be announced
the Oriental next month.

—

Goetz to Start Roadshow
Of Merger Film in Au
Roadshowing of "The Woman W
Was

Forgotten,"

first

picture to

produced by Merger Pictures, will
begun next August, according
FailCharles S. Goetz, head of Stat
to
Cinema, New York, who will han(
Goe
(Continued from Page 1)
exclusively the roadshows.
120 features. This, it is pointed out, with Richard Thomas, head of Mei
was brought about not by American er, leaves tomorrow for the Coa
representations, but by pressure from where the picture is to start witl
theater owners, because of threatened 30 days.
"The Woman Who Was Forg'
shortage of good pictures, which
would darken the theaters. American ten" has the backing of the Natioi
distributors are willing to co-operate Education Ass'n., which is to receii
to secure representation in the United 25 per cent of the gross for buildi|
States for meritorious French prod- and maintenance of homes for

"Concessions"

Cause Change

'

Members
co-opera- tired school teachers.
uct, but insist that this
tion cannot be forced, and that intimi- the association are pledged to bi
dation of the quota restrictions must and sell tickets for showings through
Goetz who for
Otherwise, it is sug- out the country.
be removed.
gested, they may quit the French years has been active in distributic
now is roadshowing "Motherhood
market.
'
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Margaret

Mann
oAnother Miracle of the Movies
whose leap from obscurity
has

to

made her

fame

in this

John Ford production

the toast of two coasts.

CARTHAY CIRCLE

At the GAIETY THEATRE
New York/Tour Sons" has been S.R.O.

At the

twice daily since opening, February i3th.

has done sensational business.

n

THEATRE, Los

Angeles/Tour Sons"

Both Engagements at $2 Top

YOUR PEOPLE WILL DEMAND

JOHN FORD PRODUCTION
r
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To HerYoungest Son
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INDEPENDENT

"Four Sons".

.

that which

is

.

as a great box-office picture.
will love

it,

for

it

is

known

Audiences

has every ingredient

of audience appeal. William Fox can be
iVt'B' York Eveningjoiirnal
proud of it.

—

The sympathy and

of her portrayal is a
Margaret Mann remains in character throughout, playing on the
heartstrings of her audience with a tenderness and
sweetness that will make this picture rank as one
of the really great and inspiring contributions to
restraint

masterpiece of naturalness.

Sincere and touching, beautiful in feel-

the' screen.

ing and photography, "Four Sons"

She has the safe, human naturalness that Duse had,
and her acting like Duse's makes each member of

the picture a

lot erf dissatisfied

have been waiting

is

people

for.

—

Boston Globe

the audience feel in intimate touch with her.

— Film

Philadelphia Record

"Four Sons" will be a great
"Four Sons" is a picture to which the
Fox Co:npanycan point with pride. It
can very well take its place with some
of tlie other excellent productions that
have put this company in an enviable
place.

Los Angela Examiner

Net since Mary Carr came
attention as the

mother

in

to national

"Over the

Hill," has a finer selection for such a
role

been made.

Los Angeles Express

those qualities which

success.

Bulletin

It possesses

make people talk. And we

could have fallen on Miss Margaret Mann's neck
and wept my gratitude. It was a very fine piece of
acting. Most of all I was struck by its restraint
the simple, half-completed gestures and the commendable absence of tears.
I

I.

A. R.

the Author, in the

WYLlE

Nerv York Times

WILLIAM FOX

A

from Fox.
emotional sweep

prizes

picture powerful in

its

and worthwhile for its direction, its performances and its prodigious puilings
at the heartstrings.

Its

—

foundation

is

mother love
and a more sure-fire
theme for universal box-office appeal
has never yet come to light so far as
we know. Ftlm Daily
Exhibitorscantrust"FourSons"tosupMorningTelegraph

port a full house.

A profoundly moving picture. ..thefilm

all

know that the best advertising any picture can get is
word of mouth advertising. Exhibitors DailyReview

Miss

Another of the

is

an achievement in

There
live.

isn't a

The

picture

characters.

artistic realism.

moment when it does not
is

rich in fascinating

There can be no question

of the work's merit.

Variety

John Ford's picture,"Four Sons," is a
greater piece of work than Ford or anyone else expected it to be. It's the greatFord has ever madt.— Exhibitors
Herald and Moving Picture World

est film

Presents

FOUR SpNS
JOHN FORD

M

production
Production Editors

Adapted by

Katherine Hilliker
and H. H. Caldwell

Philip Klein

>„C^.
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!uota Hits
itlTORS CAUTIOUS;

Ifavoring u. k. films
don

—The

quota law

mark on

is

already

American Sales

able dates.
So then, for every date
open, the exhibitor is offered five or
six and, sometimes, ten pictures.
He

IN

Since

the

bill

sales

was

in

first

ouse to committee, to the Lords
jack again and as pages (of
sfments and re-amendments were
the exhibitor and the renter
So
l^e more and more confused.
so, in fact, that when the law
nally enacted, and the text pubthe K.R.S. (the distributors'
Jization) and the C.E.A. (the exrs' association) formed separate
ittees to get on the job and inthe

clauses,

the new year arrived and
ade began operations under the
everyone was more or less
sed.
The exhibitor, therefore,
lued to withhold buying.
In
on, most theater owners were
d fairly solid until the end of
with British and other pictures
ed immediately after the finish
e American schedules last Aulen

many American comscheduhng pictures for release
September to December, 1928

a result,
s

found the pickings light indeed,
is an entirely new situation here.
because there never were so

,

'

f,

British pictures available. Secbecause the instant the bill

announced, English producers
ahead and scheduled pictures
ork for release on the first open
which were, of course, the fall
ths
which followed in after
rican distributors completed their
ly
schedules.
In other words,

on an individual basis and an allround increase if you don't want
to find that your sales expense has
eaten your profits.

GERMAN MARKET

Special
correspondents
in
principal foreign cities report

important developments by radio, cable and mail to

THE

FILM DAILY.

The

been enabled to

sell

outputs in

the situation would have been
ly different since they could have
wed in immediately after the
ish.
However, the law provides
there must be no selling further

one year ahead,

Every picture must be trade shown

London with seven days prior
in
notice to the trade before selling gets
under way.
Registration must be
applied for including evidence that
the trade show has been given. With
bookings so far ahead, the difficulty
for
American companies may be
easily appreciated.
Prints must be
here, naturally, in order to hold trade
shows. Without trade shows, selling

cannot be launched.
Some see the
gradual elimination of the number of
imported pictures in this market as
a result.

The companies that have been
bringing in a lot of cheap product
are going to be hit. These organizations will be unable to keep it up because the 7j^ per cent quota in force
the first year will leave its mark
and, being unable to book in advance, they can't successfully sell the
This is
"flat price program idea".
another indication that importation of
American and other pictures will be

and under "Foreign Markets"
every Sunday all that you need
to

know about

overseas trade

be found.

from

course, that

is

to

1,000

1,600.

— Russians

are making
energetic efforts to win a prominent
place on German screens, reports
Trade Commissioner George R. Canty, Paris, to the M. P. Section of the

Washington

Dept. of Commerce.
Canty's report reveals an organization has been started to produce Russian and German films, appealing to
the working classes especially. First
film to be shown will be "Last Days
of

St.

Petersburg,"

directed

Pudowkin.

Vienna

—Theodor

Bachrich was

re-

French Church

—

Now

Theater
one of the
France has

by

W.

London

—

in

Feb.,

1929

General British release

"King of Kings" is set for
Feb., 1929. Following delays in some
sections, it has now been passed by
censors in the principal sections in
the British Isles.
date for

New German Company

—

Erda-Film Co., producing
has been formed. The company
closely allied with Efa and will
is
produce three for Matador Films
Berlin

unit,

(Universal).

^

KiC>A%Y Y.AT

You May Walk

A Mile
—to see a cartoon

The

elected president of the Federation of
Film Manufacturers of Austria, at a
recent meeting.

"Kings" Released

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

curtailed.

Paris Built in 1562,
exactly what the
most
historic churches in
was designed to do. Sales since
been rebuilt into a theater. It is lofirst of the year have been very
cated at Montpellier.
;h and every big releasing comV whether American or British is
Film Section in Arts Ministry
plaining.
The trade is in the
:ess of readjustment. Dates being
France Senator Chastenet is ence and it being impossible to sell deavoring to obtain the institution of
far future delivery, each company a film section in the Ministry of Fine
jncentrating on annexing all avail- Arts.
f

—

individual must keep
abreast of moves abroad. Daily

— but you won't be walking
^in

—

:

k,

City Acquires Oslo House
Oslo, Norway
Oslo Commune
Cinema Board (Kinostyret) has completed negotiations for purchase of
the Norske Theater at a reported
price of one million crowns.
The
board will rebuild, enlarging capacity

well-in-

formed

will

directing, with Jean Angelo and Madin the leads.
Marcel Lherbier will next produce "Money,"
by Emile Zola.
Rene Barberis has finished
"The Wonderful Day," latest story by Mirande and Guinson.
Rene Leprince is in
Marseilles where he will film "Sibylle." Jacqueline Forzanne has signed a long-term contract with an unnamed German company.

ame Delarmoy

to

part of the bill which seeks to
regulate practices of the trade is succeeding, but that part which was to
stimulate production has to be yet
proven, for while the volume is greater (about 100 pictures available in the
of the dates for the fall of this first exhibitors quota year against
have been filled by domestic their needs of approx 200) the quality
hasn't yet soared to anything like the
ucers.
equal of their American competitiors.
le
restrictive measures of the
a bill likewise aggravated the
ition.
Bachrich Re-elected
If American companies
ed

—

Foreign Markets

Eng- volume.
anBooking on a decreasing scale of 12
last March, the exhibitor
ijed
months ahead until October, 1928 and
lackened up tremendously in
then six months ahead until 1930
The sales figures and means selling only a few pictures at
trying.
of all distributors from March
a time to any customer. That being
icember, 1927 will prove this
so, the salesman must cover the terriMore particularly, this is tory much more often to keep sales
lent.
uth insofar as American corngoing and product sold. The exhibitor
are concerned.
is picking only the cream and sales
the bill was passed through
expense is away up. What can you
stages of Parliament from
s
do but get the price you are entitled
its

Paris Active
Paris Work continues on "Une
Java," at Menchen studios, where
Henri Roussell and Jean de Size are

RUSSIA SEEKS PLACE

is holding his own auction sale and
prices are tumbling.
One or two of the big companies
have started price cutting in earnest
in
order to get playing time and

England

in

if

to
Animated By
Ben Harrison
and

Manny Gould

the right direction

do not lead
the theatre showing

your

steps

KRAZY KAT
— the

best

known

cartoon

character

PRESENTED BY

CHARLES B. MINTZ

—

^paramount MINTZ Cartoons

Friday, April

6, 1

Coast Wire Service-

r

Another Studio Planned

NEWSPAPERS

NEGOTIAIIONS UNDER WAY

m

AND

STUDIO CITY PLANT

Fairbanks Picture May
Be Produced in Frare
Douglas Fairbanks' sequel to '"
Three Musketeers" may be produg
in

France.
Itts-.'

With

PUBLICATIONS
ALL OVER THE WORLD

CONSTANTLY QUOTE
THE

FILM DAILY

the

Mack

and

completed

Sennett

work on

studio

the

new

scheduled to start next
week, negotiations are in progress
for another major studio at the new
Studio City.
Seven companies now
have studios completed or under way
in the San Fernando Valley, improving of which is going forward at a
Cliristie plant

rapid pace.

May McAvoy Back at
May McAvoy, Warner

chief feminine role g.nd the cast includes: George Barraud, Margaret

Anita Page, Eddie Nugent, Margaret Seddon, Polly Ann
Young, Jack Raymond, Kalla Pasha
and Cosmo Bellew.
Livingston,

of

Brenda, has sold "The Port of Missing Girls," first of a series to Harry
Asher, American Feature Film Co.,
for New England.
Struss to Film Griffith Picture

I

Betty
Betty

in "Miracle Girl*
has started worl t

New

Excellent Stories

Ruth Agnes Abeling's

story.

produced by
cellent Pictures during 1928-29 us
the title, "Paid with Tears."
cellent also has purchased two stoJ
by Pamela James; one "Masquer
Marriage" and the other called "
Night Angel."
Geraniums,"

will be

De Grasse in "The Racket"
Sam De Grasse, character acl
has been signed by Howard Hug|
prominent role in "The Rack
which Lewis Milestone is directil

for a

"The Battle of the Sexes." Struss
has "The Covered Wagon," "Ben
Hur," "Sunrise" and "The Drums
of Love" to his credit.
Billy Bitzer,

More than 90 per cent of the All
ican film output is produced in
fornia, according to statistics.

photographer of the early

"Beau Broadway." James J. Jeffries, Sue Carol, Hugh Trevor and

"Handle writh Care" First Ricl
"Handle with Care," by Anth(j
Coldeway, will be the first star
vehicle for Irene Rich on the 19
Lloyd Ba
29 Warner program.
will direct from a script by Ro|
Lord with cast including Audrey
ris, William Collier, Jr., Claude <|
lingwater,
Anders Randolph j|

Heinie Conklin are in the support.

Jack Santoro.

Cody-Pringle Title Changed
new Cody-Pringle picture,
which went into production as "The

The

Man About Town,"

will be released

as

New Warner

June Collyer's Next
June

Collyer
lead in Irving

is

to

play feminine

Cumming's next for
Fox, "Part Time Marriage."

READER CONFIDENCE
READER INFLUENCE

Compson
Compson

90 Per Cent of Films Mas
in Southern Calif on

Griffith's

READER INTEREST

«

Karl Struss will be chief cinematographer for D. W- Griffith's forthcoming picture for United Artists,

days, will assist Struss.

HAS

star,

has been resting at the seashore f
a short vacation trip, has returned
Hollywood to prepare for work
"Fog Bound," her first product!
for release during 1928-29.

the Chadwick studios in "The ML
cle Girl," designed as a special
"Bellamy Trial" Under Way
"The Bellamy Trial" has started at "The Miracle Man," which sev«|
M-G-M under direction of Monta years ago elevated her from obscu|
Bell.
Bell's last film' was "Man, Wo- to stardom.
man and Sin." Leatrice Joy has the

Asher Buys Brenda's First
Walter E. Greene, president

IT

Studiol

Ruth Roland Returning
Ruth Roland may return to
screen, making her own features
release through First Division
tributors.
Conferences on the
now are being held.

the

Title

"State Street Sadie" is title selec
for the Warner picture Archie Mil
is directing with Conrad Nagel l|
Myrna Loy heading the cast wl
includes William Russell, Geoi|
Stone and Pat Hartigan.

for

Disdeal

Starts Fifth Color Classic
Tiffany-Stahl has started prodI
fifth of the Color Class
The stf
"Girls of Today."
Morton Hll
is an original by E.
and is being directed by Hans Rej
hard.
Jack Thomas, Winifred
dis and Betty Egan are featuredj
the cast.

tion

on the

titled

Complete Paramount Contracts
Vera Veronina and Marietta Milner have completed
with Parainount.

their

contracts

Greta Nissen Signed
Greta Nissen has been assigned to
Sennett Studio is
play opposite Jack Mulhall in "The
Over to Produ<
Turned
Butter and Egg Man," which RichCompleted in four months, si
ard Wallace is to direct for First National.
The supporting cast includes the time construction was begun,
Gertrude Astor, William Demarest new Mack Sennett studio has bi|
turned over to the producer.
and Sam Hardy.

Mack

———
——

——

;; ; ;

;

..
.

THE

DAILY

1928

ray, April 6,

CHANGES FOR

lATER

Showmanship
Fifty per cent of a picture's
success may be attributed to
exploitation, experts estimate.
Just what can be done along
these lines is demonstrated by
the picture "Motherhood,"
which Charles Goetz of States
Cinema, New York, is handling.

"

OF
Continued

NEW JERSEY
New Theaters
Siver —
Capital.

— Nujoy.

Changes

Ownership

in

—

Highland, sold to H. H. Hustler
Camden CoHighland Amuse. Co.
Stanial, sold to Handle & Rovner by
sold to
Rutherfordi
Rex,
Co. ; East
Cosman; Elizabeth Elmora, sold to L.
man by Edora Amuse Co. Hoboken
nor, sold to Melasur Amuse. Corp. by
bon

—

;

—

—

;

—The

Rusalen;

Iselin,
sold to
by S. A. Linoli

Iselini

Amuse. Co. Inc.
Milford— Park, sold to G. Abbittilo
Mack Swedesboro^Embassy, sold
Samuel Levick by East Coast Thea-

lin

w

G.

;

—

Westville Victoria, sold
ikoff by B. A. Harrison.
;

—Alph

J.

Closings
House and Strand
Bound Brook Palace

— Opera

one
e

to

;

—

A.

Cam

;

Clifton— The
Carlstadt— City
East
Cranford The Cranford
ange Brighton; Lyceum and Oxford;
Elizabeth VicRutherford Park
St
Hoboken
Hackensack Eureka;
y;
y; Irvington City; Jersey City Liblyodi
Casino
Keansburg
Lyric
and
y
Palace
Morristown
wnship Regal
wark Clinton Square, Lewis, New Amrdam, Olympia and Warren Square;
PlayPassaic
Grove Strand
ean
Lyceum; South Orange
use; Paterson
Verona
TenaHy The Tenafly
Tameo
Playhouse
Westfield
Verona
The

J—Elm
fton

—
——

;

—

;

—
—

;

— —

;

—
——

;

;

—

;

—

;

oodcli6fe— The

;

;

Woodcliffe.

NEW YORK
New

I

&

;

Walk-

—

;

Queens
York City
New Major (Canal St. and
oadway)
Yonkers Loew's Yonkers.
•oadway)

—

—

;

;

Changes

over

—Audit,

in

sold

Ownership
to Calhoun &

—

;

Snyder

—

Nelson & Renner by
Manhattan, sold to
arnet Amuse. Co.
Rugby, sold to J. Cosman
Gladstone
Tip Top, sold to Moon
:
E. Spiegel
Utica, sold
omedies Inc. by G. Heisler
by
E. Spiegel; Buffalo
Cos'man
J.
Ik, sold to Wm. Hodge by J. D. Butch
iberty, sold to David Kreiger by Chas.
to
sold
Cattaraugus Playhouse,
iehl;
B. Cunningham by Rhode, Rathjen &
East Kingston^ St. Coleman's,
Wallace;
>ld to J. J. Byrne by T. P. Larkin; For
rthe— The City, sold to Mr. Block by
Hobart Grant's, sold to
Goldschlag
[r.
O. Fuller by Mrs. Ida Grant; Arveme,

jnperial,

sold

to

;

;

,

;

;

I

—

.

—

;

—The

Arveme, sold to Jaysie Amuse.
k I.
!orp. by Mr. Schneider; Bayside, L. I.
apitol, sold to H. Grossman by I. LesL. I.
The Bellmore. sold
iv; Bellmore,

—

South
Piccione;
).F. Kilgour by C.
to
M.
Glarden,
sold
I.
lampton,
L.
llynne by
D. Brewster; Mayfield Je-

—
—

—

Mr. Jerome by Mr. ArmTOng; Middleburg Novelty, sold to M.
Mohawk
Mattice
lattice
by John
Sates Opera House, sold to Clauson &
New Rolasco by Harkins & Murphy
Jhelle— North Ave., sold to V. V. M. P.
New York
!;nt.
Inc. by G. Michaelfelder
'ity
Majestic, sold to V. Schulman by
& S. Circuit; Louis (Westchester
.vc ) sold to E. Tanning? by L. Kovellan
Park Plaza ("Univ. & Tremont), sold
Lask & Greenberg by Universal Chain
heaters Inc.; Rose (45th & 2nd Ave.),
'Id
to Levy & Saducca by D. Moses;
I'erona (2nd Ave.), sold to Mr. Giglo
'awUng Lyceum, sold to MacClellan &
Rensselaer
Chase;
lacKenna by A.
iright Spot, sold to Ross F. Fayles by
\.
sold
to HarSyracuse
Avon,
Stone
">r<'
Amuse. Co, by G. M. Beede GedGordon Longcoy by C.
sold
to
State, sold to J. J. Rayest; Utica
iiiud
& I. Schancupp by G. B. Theasold

>ine,

to

;

;

;

—

—Gem, sold A. W.
Varius Jermain; Woodridge—
Wilson

Abplanalp
Harris by

;

to

—

;

Closings

Benenson — City
Orange
——Ampliion,
Gotham,
Garden,
Navy Brooklyn— Ridge, Utica and
Kinderhook
Rustic
Howells
—
Whitney
—Arcade and
Opera House Astoria, L.
Carleton
—
Franklin; Bayshore, L.
Bridgehampton, L.
—
L.
Chan—Corona
Community Broad Channel, L.
L.
— Playhouse;Eastport
Cedarhurst,
L.
I.— Colonial and Park
— AtlanCommunity East Quogue, L.
Palace;
—
L.
Hall; Farmingdale,
— New Columbia;
Webster; Maspeth, L.
L.
Jamaica,
Ritz;
—
Flushing, L.
Long Island City — Victor and
Comedy
Picture House; Water—
Pelham, L.
— Fireman's Hall Maybrook
bury, L.
Sweeney's Hall; Mt. Vernon — Embassy;
Lyceum,
New York City— Lucky
New Houston, New Strand, North
Prospect Palace, Ray, Regent, WestchesWindsor; Peekskill— Colonial;
Portchester — Strand
Hall
ford — Town
Rushville—The RushRosendale— Casino
Woodbndge—
Strand
viUe; South Beach—
The Woodbridge; Woodstock— Firemen's

Baldwinsville

t

;

Loew's Boston Dividend

;

Quarterly dividend of 15 cents a
share will be paid May 1 by Loew's
Boston Theaters to stock of record
April 16.

;

port,

I.

;

BellI.

Bell;

I.

I.

;

nel

ofiEer

;

;

Brooklyn
Ideal,

of New
15,000 shares
Theaters, Inc. par-

Brooks and Co.

are about to

A

Lyceum ,sold to Woodridge Labor Lyceum of Workmen's Circle by Mrs. Gersh
Yonkers Hamilton.

I.

High Low Close
104-5^ 104-4 104^

36..
Katz.

6s

Bal. &
*(c) Con. Fm. Ind
*(c)
do pfd. ..
Kodak
(s) East.
*(s)
do pfd.
..
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd

174^

Fox Fm. "A"
Fox Thea. "A'

S2y,
i9y^

78J4
16/«
.

Intern.

*(c)

.

24^

.

V2'A

172

.

•

.

•

.

—

;

;

—

I

—

Victor Town Hall, sold to
Palmanteer; Wells— The Wells, sold
Babcock
o Wells High School by Geo.
Egbert
A/hitney Point
Tyler, sold
to
ers

Corp.

;

Vni.

—

.

106

•

82^
18%

83
19>/«

5,666
1,400

8

Proj.
6s 46.

.

•

. .

Keiths
98U 9S% 987^ 1,000
....
*fs)
do pfd.
..
93'A
300
iy/2
(s)
do com.
1954
i9.ys
70-4 10,200
(5) Loew's com.
70H 70
102
400
(f)
pfd.
...
1027/8
7/,
do
102M
111
....
*(b)
do 6s 41ww
7,000
(li)
do 6s4Ix-war 100J4 100/2 100J4
100
(s) M-G-M pfd.
25H 2SH 2SH
(t)

.

.

(s)

M.

Cap..

P.

*(s) Orph. Cir.
*(s)
do pfd.

6

6

200

6

29

....
99 -^
120
26,400

.

..

120 /« ns'vi
F-L
do pfd. ...
121M
166 'A \66'A lOO^i 11,666
(cb) do 6s 47

(s)

Para.

.

.

.

fs)

.

Par.By.S^sSl 103

(I.)

Pathe
do "A"
(?)
*fb)
do 7s 37
(=

(c)
(0)
(0)
(0)

Roxy "A"

..

103
3/4

14H

14M

29
34

31

.

.
.

.

Trans-Lux

.

.

.

.

41M

2

4

.

....

44

15
85

(cb)

Bros.

do "A"
do 6Ks

.

..

.

13,300
. . . •

....

2

80
....

85

2374
327A

22^

23
96!4

.

Warner

....

SH

5H

7

80
.

....

8

39J^

37J^
44/2

13

.

.

(c)
(s)

500
600

....
....

36

7

.

United Art.
('^)
do pfd.
*(o) Univ. Ch.com
..
do pfd.
*(o)
*(c) Univ. Pict.
's) do pfd. ..

2,000

66/2

..
..

do units
do com.
Skouras Bros.
Stanley Co.
(0) Technicolor

(c)
(0)

102

M

3 '4

15

3 'A

)

32
110

28. .111

....
....
....
....

22%

7,200
32>4
4.400
111
44,000

I.

Pools Reported Being

I.

tic

I.

Formed

I.

;

Star,

Star,

Pitts-

;

*

'A'

A

I.

ter,

Fox Film

number of pools are reported being formed in Fox Film "A" with
several commission houses advising
clients to pick up some of the stock
Recent rises
recessions.
all
on
brought the stock to 83 at yesterday's

;

I.

in

;

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
Curb Market.

(b)
(c)
(o)

Over

(s)

Stock Exchange.

NOTE:

the

Counter (Bid and Asked).

Balaban & Katz

Skouras,

St.

Louis;

is

listed in

Stanley,

Chicago;

Philadelphia.

close.

;

;

Hall.

Two Fox

NORTH CAROLINA
New

—

Theaters

—

Coodeemee New
Devere;
Tribly
Salisbury
Franklin Audit
Aeerless
High School Wilson Lincoln.

Coates

——

;

Dividends

Class "A" and "B" Fox Film will
pay quarterly dividend of $1 on May
7 to stock of record April

&C0.

6.

;

Halsey, Stuart on the Air
Halsey, Stuart & Co., New York
Bailey Royal, sold to N. D. Flowers by
financial house, which handles Fox
E. O. Strickland; Concord Pastime and
Westmore, sold to Circle Amuse. Co. by and other picture stocks, last night
W. E. Stewart Dunn Colonial, sold to instituted a series of weekly broadH. J. Paradis by W. R. Jernigan Eliza10 P. M. eastern standard
bethtown— Howard Stan, sold to Howard casts at
Stanley by G. F. BuUard; JacksonviUo— time, over the red network of the NaTwenty-six
Paul's, sold to J. W. Erwin by A. A.
tional Broadcasting Co.
Lincolnton Motz, sold to T. A.
Paul
used, with the numare
now
stations
Prmcess,
Marshall
Motz;
Little by J. S.
ber to be increased to 32.
sold to R. R. Osmer by R. C. Keller;
;

—

Changes

Ownership

in

EDWARD B.SMITH

—

Members

and

New York,

Philadelphia

Boston Stock Exchanges

—

;

;

—

—
to H. B. Mitchell
New Bern— Globe,
by G. W. Logan; Stanley Creek — Taylors,
Dr.
F. V. Taylor;
by
T. A.
sold
F. H. Sikes by
Tryon — Strand,
R W Early; Warsaw— Rose, sold
Cottle by Paul Stanley; Wilmington
Robt. Herring by
sold
— Brooklyn,
McMillan.
;

sold

to

Little
sold

to

to

J.

J.

to

Two

Meetings Scheduled

Paramount

directors

will

hold a
with

meeting April 17,
Pathe directors meeting April

dividend

Corporate
Financing

24.

Tom

'

—

.

4

....
.

.

....
1.801

126

.

(5)
(c)

Sal «

4,00«

;

;

—

'.

in

I.

Baldwnnsville Variety,
Id to J. H. Corbett by B. B. Gustadt
rooklyn American, sold to C. ManzaAtlantic, sold to T. Tarla by B.
;le;
:uttman; Elite, sold to J. A. De Maria;

John Karcanes

and

SOON

The prospectus coverper annum.
ing this contemplated issue declares
that for 1927, net income amounted
to 13.9 cents of every dollar of gross
income, as compared with 10.2 cents
in 1926 and seven cents in 1925. The
company increased its gross from
$1,290,283 in 1925 to $2,173,665 in
1927, or an increase of 68.4 per cent.
In that same period, net income increased from $90,853 to $301,896, a
gain of 232.3 per cent.
The preference stock participates in
earnings of the company and is concommon
vertible into the Class
Application will be made
until 1935.
to admit the stock to trading on the
N. Y. Curb Market.

small.

I.

Astoria, L. I.
Queens;
Village, L. I.
Marblehead (231st and

evr

has been clicking

;

Theaters
Ave.)

8th

in the
ture, which
cities large

OFFEe

of Schine Chain
ticipating and convertible preference
stock, at $37.50 a share, paying $3

Buddy Stuart now is
West handling the pic-

;

klyn—Avalon (Kings Highway)
(64th
escent;

Bonner,

York

;

;

;

TO BE

is

;

—

—
—

(cb) do

trate the point: Heilig, Eugene,
Ore., (Population 1,000), $533.70 Monday, Feb. 13; Liberty,
Oregon City, (population 500),
$336, Tuesday; Majestic, Dallas,
(population 400), $123.10, Wed-

nesday.

Belle-

;

which

picture,

Quotations

15,000 SCHINE SHARES

not one
of the hygiene or other sensational films, has been garnering
house records in several sections.
As an example, here are
three Far Northwest runs in
three successive days to illus-

The

Openings

Norris

11

Closings
Real Estate Value Rise
Fairmont— Dixie
Old Peerle?s
—
Robbinsville— Dixie.
Raleigh— Grand
Benefits Theater Firms

Cooleeme

;

;

;

OREGON

Theater expansion programs are
proving beneficial to assets of chain
operators, because of increased value

Openings

Portland

—Empire.

Changes in Ownership
Monmouth— Rex, sold to Ross Nelson;
ley

— Greentree,

PaisBenefiel;

sold to C. S.
sold to R. J. Nicol

Salem^Hollywood,
Jack

Martin.

Closings

Portland

— Peninsula.

by

of real estate and leasehold acquisitions. Many of these were signed in
years of lower value, with the property now mounting to a point, considerably above purchase price.

Philadelphia

New York

Boston

1

Paramount Pictures
Now Made

Available

FOR INDEPENDENT RELEASE

SERIES

WM.

S.

OF

8

HART

t

RE-ISSUES

New

Prints

— New Paper — New Accessories

FOLLOWING BOX OFFICE ATTRACTIONS
1.

Singer Jim

McKee

%. O'Malley oS the
3.

Wild

4*

White Oak

Bill

S« Tlie

Mounted

Hickox

Toll Gate

6.

Sand

?•

The Testing Block

8.

Three

Word Brand

REVIVED FOR THE FIRST TIME

Wire— Write— Call
for your territory

SAM BISCHOFF
HOTEL ASTOR

NEW YORK

CITY

Coast Office:

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS, HOLLYWOOD
i

I

.

AND WEEKLY
FUiiDlGEST
IVOL.

XLIV

No.

Sunday, April

7

8,

1928
mtliimttUB^^MiU^ltjW^n

Price 25 Cents

-^

i

i

Here^s

Double

AnsiDerl
'"WE AMERTGANS'

your
playing
time

really

bi-j

everyone.
It's

picture.

You don't forget

it

"'WE AMERICANS'
you

is enHere's one picture

will love."
-Ccorsc

;^

'

^:

GcfjlitFdj.'f^VY. E.c.

'"WE AMERICANS'
on your

GEORGE SIDNEY,

a

is

Should get

a lulu."

thralling.

treat for

With

YoW

Patsy

Ruth

Miller,

young and

a

is

Put

it

list of gictures to see."
— RcL'ina Ca/tnpn, (V. Y. .\n\erican

'"WE AMERICANS'

George Lewis, Beryl Mercer, Eddie Phillips,
Albert Gran, John Boles, Josephine Dunn,
From the stage play by
Kathlyn Williams.
Milton Herbert Cropper and Max Siegel.
Supervised by Carl Laemmle, Jr. Screen
adaptation by Al Cohn.

old.

World

should

them

flock

in drives to see
this newest two-a-^ay picture."

'"WE AMERICANS'
indeed."

rare

— F. M<}ra"aUnt
Hall. N. V. Times
. ^

An EDWARD SLOMAN PRODUCTION

is

'^'

.

c

'"WE AMERteANS'

Presented by Carl Laetnmle

has
proper mixture to please
everybody."
— Harriette

NOW
at the

going

BIQ

;

Unde^^tt^^- V. Heratd-Trihune

It^s

Colony Theatre

a Laemmle
Special

Broadway, N.Y.— $2.00 Top

AMERICANS
again/ Universal has theVictxxresf
A determining
factor in the
success of any
picture.

In

this issue

Proiection Progress

Keep posted on
progress in the
projection field.

Get wise.
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NEW YORK CITY

!

Completes Code of Ethics for Film Industry

S.

\

iTHE

AHDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST

FFILMDOM
XLIV

[..

No.

Sunday, April

7

PDBIO

MACK SENNEH SIGNS NEW

AMERICAN PICTURES OUT

CODE TO BE MADE

IV

FEW DAYS

CONTRACT WITH PATHE

UNTIL FRENCH YIELD

Will
Attitude
ay in Publication Not Standpat
All
Until
Suit
lue to Paramount
Continue
Restrictions Cut

Commission

of
..i.iion

Bureau

THE FILM DAILY

of

—

Paris

(By Cable)— There

will

be

no American pictures released on the
Commission of the French market until the quota redrafted at the New strictions, aiming to force Americans
Trade Practice Conference last to distribute French pictures in the
This
il)cr
expected within a few United States, are withdrawn.
is
the report of the commission'^ is the stand of Paris directors of
stl on the document having been
American companies taken at a meetIt is
iitted to the comniissioners.
ing here with Will H. Hays.
ins for the issuance of the code an answer to the French "coticesmade some weeks ago, but the sions," which would have admitted
to
itself has been withheld pending immediately 200 foreign pictures
jpiirt on it by counsel.
relieve the situation.
is emphasized by the commission
Not an American picture has been
delay in issuing the code is not sold in France since March 1 when
Amert'l
the extension of time given the quota became effective.

.ishington
:ral Trade
nf ethics

Publication by the

;

,

•

:

uiiount for the filling of its an111 the cease and desist order of
Inlv.

i'st

tions.

Coast Begins to
Set in

Fox Pictures

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY}

oajJ

I

—

With "Sunrise" as
attraction, the Criterion
is switching frqni a reservedtwo-a-day to a grind policy of
'(Continued on Paye 2)
Angeles

<

•

ican distributors take the stand that
the restrictions violate the Geneva
anti-trade barrier signed by France,
the United States and 20 other na-

This

(^Continued on Page 2)

—

Efforts

ITiller

this

vetoed a

bill

which would

of provisions on Sunday.
vernor stated he stands fouragainst any attempts to comilize the Sabbath.
sale

I

!

modify

to

laws failed when

rigid "blue"

1

-

1

1

nes Cruze

May

Lease

Metropolitan Studios
roast Bureau,

Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)
Cruze may

— James

the Metropolitan studios,
reported.
The director starts
11
his first independent picture,

I'ver

h

Walter Lang

will direct.

be ad-

Producer to Make 38

Projection

ed.

A number
on pages 4

THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles Contract of Mack
Sennett has been renewed by Pathe,
the new agreement calling for production of 38 two reel comedies for
(IV est Coast Bureau,

1928-29 season.
John C. Flinn,
arrived at the studio this week,
made the announcement.
These will be the first pictures to
be made by Sennett at his new studio, which has just been completed at
Studio City.
Sennett recently announced a budget of $3,000,000 for
1928-29 production.
tiie

articles on
found in this

to

who

7.

PROJECIN TO BE

BIG

TOPIC BEFORE S. M.

P. E. Sennett

Projection, its importance and development, will be one of the chief
topics discussed at spring meeting of
the

M. P. Engmeers
(Continued on Page 10)

Society of

—

Los

of

projection will be
issue

to

Has Made Over

200 Comedies for Pathe
More than 200 comedies have been
produced by Mack Sennett for Pathe
release, in the producer's five years
of association with the company.

Shlyen Forms 2 Papers,
Milligan Joins Group
Expansion

of

Associated

attle
1

'

a

— Theaters

test

case

on

here are preparthe legality of

y store nights, with six arrests
country stores made
«ng the last few weeks. They are
Red with operating a lottery in
ition of the local ordinance.
iti

D|

!

1

operating

Publica-

of sticking to their tions, Inc., into two more territories
content with the cobbler business
Hollywood way and appointment of James A. Milout
folks
lasts, some of the super-endowed
of which ligan as eastern representative and
production
of
persist in milling around in branches
advertising manager, was announced
yesterday by Ben Shlyen, president
thev know nothing or next to it.
refer

NOT

disgustedly-we

Specifically and concretely— likewise
and whatnots who must turn
to production supervisors, directors
with fellows who think
author. The coast is filled to overflowing
and others of their ilk than
they know more about Dumas, Hugo
headquarters for he superthe originals. Hollywood has become
spirit is
"we'll show 'em how
iority complex clan. There, the

of

the

New

regional

group,

who

is

in

York.

The new expansion will result in
establishment of regionals in the
Pittsburgh and Boston territories.
"Exhibitors' Forum" is the new Pittsburgh paper, and "New England
Film News" the Boston publication.
Milligan joins the Associated Pub-

its persistence
unflagging, undying and undefeatable in
properties bought for lications after 15 years in the trade
story
valuable
many
And so, you find
football gridiron where they are paper field in New York, during
tidy sums, let loose on the studio
(Continued on Page 2)
unfamiliar hands iintil
kicked around and stepped on by clumsy,
other
the
at
forth
dropped into the prodtiction mill and brought
Brady to Testify on
ruined.
plain
often
end sadly flattened and
adheres
Ticket Tax Reduction
when the industry
Stories are hard to get. Certainly,
600
Washinciton
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
out
practice of turning
to its old-fashioned and uneconomic
Washington
William A. Brady^
dethat many new ideas be
or 700 features a year. How can
representing the theatrical interests,
but
chief basic trouble,
is scheduled to appear before the Senveloped in any creative field? This is the
is existent it does not
situation
the
ate finance committee April 12 to
accepting, as you must, that
is secured, advocate increase in exemption from
material
picture
suitable
necessarily follow that when
one better by practically tax, tickets priced above 50 cents..
the studios need necessarily go the author
The committee begins its hearings
this is one of the
rewriting the text. Yet this is often done. And
on the tax reduction bill Monday.
hopeless junk. Indications are that tickets up to $1
reasons why a lot of pictures turn out to be a lot of

—

'imtry Store Test Case
to Be Made at Seattle

Two

Reelers for 1928-29
Release List

Projection will be given more
attention next season than ever
before, it is indicated. The Society of M. P. Engineers, meeting April 9 at Hollywood, will
focus attention on the subject,
as will a number of new developments soon to be announc-

Author, Author

I

'in

will

vanced to the French government by
Ambassador Herrick next Tuesday,

initial

W to Modify "Blue"
Law Vetoed in Mass.

contention

Price 25 Cents

1928

8,

KANN

may

be exempted.

"Br

Sunday. April

8. 1

(

II

I

MJl^" ^^ FILM DIGEST

KrWWSPiPU
•/'FILHDOM

»A Xlff Hi. 7

AUTHOR AUTHOR!,

Pnblishir

ALICOATE

ff.

an

St.,

W,

London,

to

7

"Joe Schnitzer

8
8
9
10
10

Joseph

president of

Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225.

NEED THIS BOQl

PAGE
9

9

FOUR FOOTED RANGER

9

9

LOST SHADOW
STAND AND DELIVER
SHORT SUBJECTS

1000 Pan

9

U.

Out

S. Pictures

Until French Yield
(Continued from Page 1)

Carolina, Charlotte,
prize of $400 in the
newspaper advertising division of the
Paramount-Christie advertising and
contest conducted by
exploitation
Publix from Jan. 1 to March 17. His
ad on "Holy Mackerell," the judges
ruled, sold the comedy effectively
without overshadowing the feature.

10

FRE

which is being awaited by Hays.
There is no crisis here at present,
so far as any shortage of films are
concerned for there are enough AmerSecond prize of $150 is won by George
ican pictures in circulation to keep
runs supplied for about five T. Cruzen, Broadway. Newburgh, N. Y.,
first
who sold "Nifty Nags" and "Splash Yourmonths.
self" through a "Why do you like comedies"
The French are declared disap- contest in a newspaper and a series of speHugh J. Smart. Empire, Montp tinted at the Americans' "hard- cial ads.
gomery, Ala., gets the third prize of $75
boiled" attitudis in standing pat, on for his consistent, eye-catching ads on "Water
their "concessions" which were said Bugs" and "Ocean Blues."
Fourth prize
to have been offered for two purposes of $25 goes to E. R. Rogers, Tivoli, Chattanooga for his unique ad on Bobby Vernon
(1) quieting of exhibitor protests, and in "Sweeties."
Fifth prize of $25 is for
(2) bait for a compromise agreement John P. Read, Rialto, Colorado Springs, Colo.
to bring about a reciprocity deal.

Shlyen Forms 2 Papers,

Group

Milligan Joins
(Cotititttied

from Page

1)

which time he has been advertising
manager for "Billboard," "The Morning Telegraph," "M. P. World" and
until recently was assistant manager
of "Exhibitors Herald and M. P.

World."
office

has been opened

Sth Ave.

think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking

T E B B

I

of

N

S

Specialists in Motion Picture
for
the past twenty years

and Theatrical insurance

Artbur W. Stebbins
1540

won by Walter League
Petersburg, J'la.
using the small

& Co.,

Broadway
Brvant

3040

Inc.
N. Y. C.

the

of

"Sweeties"
cut

who staged

a

Christie

Comedy Week,

up the schools
contest, had a

on a Christie star drawtreasure hunt, used special ads and lobby display, and had banners
on automobiles.
Second exploitation prize of
$50 goes to Charles H. Ames of the Riviera,
Knoxville, Tenn.
Amos, together with several inexpensive stunts tied up "Sweeties"
with the candy stores for window displays.
Third exploitation award of $25 is for Charlie Morrison, Arcade. Jacksonville,
Fla. Automobile tie ups and getting the Mayor to
officially receive a print of "Just the Type,"
were among the various things done for the
Christie money.
Fourth exploitation prize,
$25 goes to T. Y. Walker, Noble, Anhiston,
Ala., who put over a campaign on Richard
Dix in "Sporting Goods."

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

COSTUMES
OOWNS AMD
.14.37

BWAY.

UVIPORIMS

N.Y.

EVERYTH

in

8

GOES

EVERYWH

New York

Al Lichtman returned to New York
Friday from a sales trip in the Middle West.

J

T,

A GUIDING SIGN
To Those Who

Florida, St.
sold by
the ex-

In the exploitation division, first prize
$150 goes to Adna Avery, Palace, McAllister,
Okla.,

Lichtman Back

15

COVERSi

'^•m-^

of stage

notables were on the program.

was

furnished by
change as a dominant ad corner.

ing

When you

S

"Water Bugs" was the picture he advertised
convincingly yet not to the detriment of the
feature,
"The Divine Woman."
Seventh
prize of $25 for newspaper advertising is

tied

A New York
at 551

His newspaper ad for "Just the Type" was
a good example of short subject selling without adding space.
Sixth prize of $25 goes
to Guy Kenimer, Florida. Jacksonville, Fla.

number

i

Film Da
SUBSCRIB

Press Representa-

A

TO

BOOK

1926

"Speedy" Opens at Rivoli
"Speedy" was given its premiere
last night at the Rivoli, New York,
at advanced prices for the benefit
of the Theatrical
tives of America.

Bo|

Cloth

9

Yf AR

Warren Irvin,
N. C, won first

senior

ill.

EXHIBITORS

FLYING ROMEOS

Winner Announced in
Christie Comedy Campaign

is

11

Quotations
Thursday's stock quotations appear
on page 10, this issue. The exchange
was closed on Friday.

FBO,

H

9

9

III

Schnitzer,

I.

11
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town runs here. J. J. Sullivan,
mer local manager for Fox, is
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BROKEN MASK
CANYON OF ADVENTURE....
CHILDREN OF NO
IMPORTANCE
DOOMSDAY
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is
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West Coast Begins to
Set in Fox Pictuis

INDEX

The Hollywood Plaza

ai

Appreciate Fine Hotels
is

hotel

headquarters in Holly-

wood, California.
When on your next trip to Southern California, make
this famous hostelry your objective.
Situated in the heart of Hollywood, the hotel is most
centrally located for either pleasure, business or shopping
in Los Angeles.
Every room is a parlor during the day time a luxurious
sleeping quarter at night.
In-a-Door Beds make this pos-

1%

the

—

sible.

people, exotic sights, theaters, and entertainare but a step away from the door of this famous
hostelry.

Strange

ment

Write or wire us for reservations in advance. Appoint
this hotel now as your headquarters while in Southern

n
me

California.

The

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL

ma

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

TEt_5580 PENN

I

THE WORLD BEFORE
YOUR EYES IN CURRENT
PATHE NEWS

Sees All

Car of Juggematit drawn by

pilgrims.

Great throng gathers at Pttri, India,
to take part in Hindu's ancient sacred

rite.

Tuned
in with the

Air. Elephant steps lightly into town. He
alights from special train bringing
the circus to open season.

gods of speed!
1 HE entire Pathe News organization is geared for speed and accuracy like a Pathe News
camera, the greatest reporter of them all.
Pathe

News

phase of modern science
in expediting its "copy" to

City of Milan -will serve as base during
General Nobile's T^rth Pole
expedition.

fosters every

and development to aid

it

the public.

I

Pathe

News

is

away from the mark

of a news event and

it

at the first flash

functions with lightning speed

with

all its

ment

are safe in the hands of

various units until the cans of entertain-

showmen.
Texan who secured convention for

Time
marvel
<•»•

a happening with the screening and

at the

speed with which Pathe

News

you

will

functions.

Houston. Mr. Jesse H. Jone's work of
bringing Democratic National Conuention south of the Mason Dixon Line
has placed him in political spotlight.

••

For 17 years the World's Leading News Reel

I
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Theater Equipment and
\By

STRONG MIRRORLITE LENS

—

brilliancy of definition

By the new method of utilizing a
reflector to pick up the maximum
light from the arc and converging it
into the projection lens, the angle
of the light cone and the color spectrum of the projected rays has been
changed materially. This is said to
elimmate predominance of some colors, poor definition and lack of brilliancy or depth of focus, and in some
instances marked loss of light. With
the Strong Mirrorlite, used with a
reflector type arc, it is claimed, no
parts of the image show a red or

common

to

many

BOOTH UNIT

IS

mRN

NEW

—

Philadelphia Stern Metal Works,
manufacturer of motion picture equip-

Handle Accessories
Montreal

— Canada

Theater Supply

distribution

of theater
accessories throughout Canada after
being out of this department of theater
equipment business for two
years.
R. B. Burke is general man-

ager.

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind
I

If

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAVB

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

110 UJest
West

i2''St„N«u^tork.f*.V.**
32«'St,Nc«york.N.y.<
Phone Penna. 0330
Motion Picture Department
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie

I!

—

Any Unproved
Machines

GENERATORS,

DESCRie

—

Schenectady,
N. Y. All motor
generators of the new line of constant-potential,
multiple-arc
induction
sets
designed especially for
recently

announced

by

Electric,
are
compound
wound and will hold the voltage constant within a very small range at
all loads up to their maximum rated
capacity.
Motors are selected to carry the maximum overload without
appreciable drop in speed. Those sets

driven by high-reactance motors may
be itarted on full voltage without
exceeding the starting current per-

Type 1-A unit complete with 1015" reel cabinet, pair of No. 1 hand
rewinders

and

ment

supplies,

booth

unit.

is

110

motor.

volt

specializing

in

a

This is the Type 1-A
Unit, which is complete compact and
fire-proof.
The firm has been in
business for 30 years.

The steel unit is finished in bronze
green body and black enameled castings, consisting of the following articles: a table complete with
three
drawers and easy moving, a self-closing waste can, one pair of hand rewinders and enclosed magazine rewinder, constructed with ball bearings and tension springs to hold reels
in
position
while revolving, with
quick action break and regular reel

One pair of 15-inch reels
furnished free with each unit.

cabinet.
is

Fantom Screen

Is

described as one of the
most important projection developments in years is the Fantom Screen,
introduced with "The Trail of '98" at
the Astor, New York.
This illusion
may be used generally for spectacle
sequences.
is

There should be a close co-op
tion
between the exhibitor i
projectionist, a co-operation wih
results in thorough and sympathc
understanding of the duties and pilems of both, through discussioi i
these problems.

Keeping the projection room
shape is a first requisite
proper projection. Keep
chines

in

in

s'

secui

your
and be sure

repair,

your equipment is up-to-date,
provements
mited by N.E.L.A. rules.
constantly
are
b<
To secure stable operation of the made. You should keep posted
Don't be per
arc, a ballast rheostat must be used these developments.
in series with each, projector, spot- wise and pound foolish in making
light, etc.
This will reduce the vol- repairs necessary. The best obt
tage from that furnished by the gen- able is the most economical for
erator to that required by the lamp. ter projection and will mean ir
A line of generator panels for wall satisfied patrons and larger box
mounting, suitable for use with these fice receipts.
sets, also was announced recently by
General
Electric.
These
panels
Consult your equipment dealer,
mount a direct-current ammeter, direct-current volt-meter and a genera- arrange to have your booth mspei
Then take
tor field rheostat, all in a sheet metal at regular intervals.
enclosing case. The side of this cab- advice of the expert who makes
inet is
removable to permit easy inspection. This will prevent dair
to prints you play and assure a be
access to the back of the panel.
The ballast rheostats designed for picture on the screen. You cai
use with these sets include a starting be too conscientious on the sub
section, a permanent resistance section and a section for regulation with
seven regulating points. The proper
regulating point is selected by means
of a dial switch mounted on the front
of the panel. The rheostats are rated
from 20 to 200 amperes.

Orchestraphone Used for
Chicago "Simba" Score
Chicago

Termed

Big Projection Stride

often, the exhibitor ignores the
portance of his projection, permifj
It
to remain an unsolved myst
with the result that the pictures,j
projected suffer.
-

General

What

no

G. E.

projection,

poor correction

has resumed

Pays

Condition
Investigate

goes on inside the be
"» of the theater is of
vital cone
to the success of every house,

PANELS ARE

METAL'S SPECIALTY

field is

Montreal Firm Again to

in

Ship-Shape

l^HAT

is eliminated.
The
declared to be flat and sharp
at the edges, as in the center with
all the whites pure white (not yellow
or gray) and the soft halftones are in
the correct degree of density, it is
stated, the blacks evident in contrast
by a jet black brilliancy.

to

Keeping Your Booth

STAMP OF APPROVAL.

owing

lenses,

TALKING SHOPl

and handbook of projection.
James R. Cameron long has been recognized as an authority on
projection and has been an important factor in its development to
its present degree of efficiency.
He writes in forceful and simple
language, interestingly and convincingly.
The volume, a mine of
information as a textbook and guid^e, has THE FILM DAILY

green fringe and the excessive blue
cast

HYNES

and

absence of color.
Since introduction of reflector arc
lamps, the entire optical system back
of the film line has been changed,
This, it is
the company contends.
stated has impaired the projected picture, because old style lenses were
not made to meet this condition.

l!

Management

Projection in all its phases is thoroughly covered in the Fourth
Edition of "M. P. Projection," just published by the Cameron Publishing Co.
The volume, which contains around 1300 pages, is
replete with informative data on the subject, constituting a manual

Toledo, O. To eliminate claimed
defects of old style projection lenses,
the Strong Mirrorlite Lens is being
marketed by the Strong Electric Co.,
designed for use with reflector arc
lamps. The lens has been developed
ov.
the axiom that maximum light
transmission must be consistent with
a screen inxage, having a perfectly
field,

F.

8,

The Stamp of Approval

CALLED PROJECTION AID

flat

CHARLES

Sunday, April

to

score

— Orchestraphone was used
"Simba,"

of projection.
*

*

*

T\URING

the new year, it is
dicated, several new projec
may be offered on the market. S
of these already are being offei
some are to be an outgrowth

-'-'

machines heretofore confined

to

non-theatrical field.
Some of t
will be meritorious, it may be
pected, others will have their di
backs,
BE

BUT ALL WILL

CAREFUL

now is
INVESTIGATL
Woods here, Standard machines on the ma

which

being roadshowed at the
under direction of Max Weisfeldt. have attained their present rating
This is the first time the device, han- virtue of PERFORMANCE. Tl
dled by National Theater Supply, has has been no overnight success
been used for a roadshow. Weisfeldt success based on years of den
handled the picture in its New York strated worth, with constant impr^
run at the Earl Carroll, presenting it ments made to keep them abreas
with phonograph accompaniment.
the times.

WORNOUT PROJECTORS
AND
DEFECTIVE PARTS
ARE COSTING EXHIBITORS
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

EVERY YEAR
IN LOSS OF PATRONAGE

AND INJURY TO PRINTS
F.

H. Richardson

Better Projection Pays

SIMPLEX AND POWERS'
PROJECTORS
For Better Projection
International Projector Corporation
New York, N. Y.
90 Gold Street

THE

-^m

Sunday, April

DAILV

Better Print Suggestions

owners

The film exhibitor should be the
one most desirous of securing good
prints and maintaining them in a like
condition, but it is a lamentable fact
that only too often he allows his machines to become so badly worn before eflfecting repairs that much damage is done to the film, and very oft-

considerable annoyance
to the audience.
Projectors should at all times be
kept in perfect operating condition.
All worn parts should be promptly
The mechanism should be
replaced.
Oil
carefully inspected each day.
should be applied daily to each oil
Too much oil
hole, but sparingly.
is detrimental and is certain to reach
the film and cause trouble.
The following items are the most
important in good projection and
should be given close attention:

en

causing

Gate Tension
Avoid excessive spring tension

in

the gate or trap. The proper tension
is the equivalent of a 16 oz. pull to
draw the film from the gate when not
engaged with sprocket. This tension,

should be evenly divided
each side. A simple test
a small piece of film
is
and place one-half of it in gate on
right hand side. If tension is correct
the film when held about IVz inches
above gate can be pushed down without bending. Repeat test on left hand
Be sure to have equal tension
side.
on both sides.
Keep face of springs clean and
When untracks highly polished.
even or grooved, springs or tracks
should be renewed.
of

—8

Safe and efficient handling of fuses and
adjusting switch and cutout clips is
claimed with Trico Fuse Pullers, manufactured by the Trico Fuse Mfg. Co.,
Milwaukee.
Elimination of shocks and
burns is promised through use of the
fuse pullers, which are made in three
sizes, the Midget size five inches long
with three laminations, with gripping

course,

ozs. on
to split

Sprockets

Examine

tion.

and often and

much

same

— —
—

The

entire

gamut

of musical reproduction will be
for you.
The
huge pipe organ, perfect in tone and
volume from the shrill treble of its
narrowest pipe to the vibrant roll of
its
deepest bass note.
famous

nm

jazz

band

—an

A

internationally

With

the Orchestraphone, anyone
can "play the picture" as would an
organist or orchestra leader.

Instant change of score can be

made.

Hear

it

at once!

You are cordially invited to an Orchestraphone Demonstration. Or send
for
Orchestraphone Book No. 114
which tells how it works and what it
will

do.

It's

FREE.

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COGeneral Office
624. S. Michigan Bonlevard, Chicago,

111.

Offices in all principal cities

C4101A)

for

(leiiii

fuses

pro,

The Fuse Puller in Use

Guide Rollers
function of guide rollers above
the gate or trap is to guide the film
down past the aperture to intermitWhen rollers are not
tent sprocket.
properly lined up with sprocket, the
sprocket holes strike the teeth of?
If
center, thus damaging the film.
rollers bind, ridges will develop on
the flange and roughen the edge of
film.
It is important, therefore, to
keep these rollers properly aligned
and in good condition.
Frix;tion

Take-Up

This should be sufficient to take

An

excessive or uneven
pull will cause damage to perforations and severe wear to sprocket
teeth.
Keep the spring properly adjusted, the discs true and unglazed,

up

full reel.

just

with a jerky motion.

enough tension

when

reel

is

to feed

Keep
evenly

full.

The Trico Fuse Puller

idlers

—

Intermittent Movement
Steadiness in projection is

dependent

absoproper

on the
of
play between moving
parts of intermittent.
Adjustment is
niade by setting the eccentric so that
intermittent fly wheel turns freely
without any shake in the sprocket.
In conclusion, if the projectionists
will heed the following suggestion
much better projection will result and

amount

damage

to film will be greatly less-

ened:
Tighten
after

all

locknuts and setscrews

making adjustments.
{Continued on page

12)

tri

illar

m

ite

teste

Better Projection Pays

itle

lie

Projection

one

is

detail of theater

management which probably
less attention,

tance, than
dustry.
It

considering

anything

receives

impor-

its

the inis unfortunately true that
many theater owners look upon
projection as a necessary evil and almost resent the expenditure of every
cent for the improvement of screen
presentation. Their knowledge of the
projectionist and projection is frequently based upon conditions that
existed from ten to 15 years ago and
the equipment is often in a deplorable condition.
else in

Requests that come from the projectionist for new projectors, or even
moderate repairs, are refused and the
projectionist
criticized
for making

Sometimes the pro-

such requests.

who

is

keenly aware of

how

lie

I

P. A. McGUIRE
International Projector Corp.

By

taiv

K

1

se

his patrons should refuse to keep

projection

equipment by reasona
and repair from ti

replacement
to time.

The patron may not

directly

«iact
ireta

m
ital

bfeB

projection for his failure to prope
enjoy the entertainment provided, 1

the
ton'

mi
satisfaction will unquestiona
largely depend upon the manner
putting the picture on the screen,
iri
the picture is blurred and unstea
if the light is poor, if there is ai
thing that creates eye strain, •tiate
patron's enjoyment will be lessen in
This seems obvious, but if there llfictc

his

IB

'priiii

.iriflit,

is

any theater owner who questions

'

ottk

truth of this statement, he should Kscn
least look into the matter to see
these are not details directly un( ei ar
his control that warrant his att^'attei
tion.

Projection is a highly techni
poor the projection is, fears to ask
even for small sums for suitable re- matter and no one in the theater 1
pair and replacement.
In many in- a proper comprehension of it exo
stances, considerable improvement in the projectionist, but every manai sofa
projection could be secured for a very should know the difference betwi
In soM
small amount, if the management good and bad projection.
would take up the matter with the cases, he will readily realize what
cause of the trouble is and will ti
projectionist.
If the latter has the
In
slightest claim to be called a projec- steps to secure a remedy.
tionist, he knows better than any vast majority of instances, howen
one else when the projection is poor he will find that if he will take
the trouble with his projectionist,
and how it can be improved.
will soon receive competent explai "Amf
Many projectionists
great
iiid

should move freely from side to side
without touching sprocket teeth. Set
the idlers away from sprockets
the
distance of slightly more than one
thickness of film.
Intermittent Sprocket Shoes
The rounded corner of shoes should
be set at the top. Keep tension just
enough to cause film to hug the
sprocket, but do not allow shoe to
touch side of sprocket teeth.

lutely

a:

(ODie

illrac

jectionist

Sprocket Idlers
properly adjusted,

When

i

iptess

The

famous

soprano.

only

one-half to one-half inches in diameter;
pocket size, 7^ inches long with five
laminations for fuses up to 200 amps.
250 volts and up to 100 amps, 600 volts,
and giant size 12 inches long, with seven
laminations, for fuses 100 to 600 amps.
250 volts and 60 to 400 amps. 600 volts.
The fuses are made of horn fiber, tested
at 35,000 volts.

er alignment.

will feed

—

end

carefully
for prop-

as too much tension causes too great
a pull and consequent damage to the
perforations.
If set too loosely film

You can never appreciate the great
achievement of Orchestraphone until
the opening
measures of the first
number reach your own ears.
There will be an overture by a
world famous symphony -rich with its
original tone and power
full
resonant. There is no harshness
no metallic roar.
Instrumentation is as perfect as though that great orchestra
were actually there upon the stage.

one

BJiior

sprockets

test the

on

nd

film mutila-

and absolutely; free of oil.
Upper Magazine Shaft
The spring tension on upper magazine shaft must be watched closely,

...brings ''Big Time"
Music to any theatre

jaws

damaged sprockets

Badly worn or
are the source of

iAH

Avoiding Fuse Accidents

Offered by Consolidated
As part of its cavipaign to assure
better prints, Consolidated Film Industries, New York, has prepared a
pamphlet outlining the care of film
from the exchange and theater viewpoint. Following are suggestions on
the care of pjnnts offered to theater

8, 19I

iliicl

[f

iro'

fan.

ths

'

ii(r,j

take

a

interest in their work and would take
much more, if the management would
show a similar interest. It is not
always necessary to spend large sums
to improve projection and it often
happens that a great improvement
can be made by the expenditure of
a very small amount.
In some theaters, the projectors are in a deplorable condition and in such cases,

replaced with new ones,
or at least, better second hand ones.
If the theater owner cannot afford
to buy new ones, repaired second-

tion

of

the

cause

of

the

trout

Sometimes, the projector may requ
a complete overhauling but once t
is
done, inexpensive, moderate
pairs and replacements will keep

Ta
wo:

'iafi
mall

1

projector in reasonably good cor
tion. Better projection pays.

bv

Mtlie

McKeans Head

should be

St.

Kean

St. Louis

Screen Service Bran
Louis — Tom and Claude &
will

manage

the

St.

attl
:ptioi

Lcs

branch of National Screen Servi
hand ones will sometimes do very with Beverly Miller, who forme
nicely, but certainly no theater owner handled this and Kansas City tei
who makes any attempt to please tories, devoting all time to the latl

some
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the Thing
Depends on Projection

rie Picture^s

Imd

it

Foreign Markets
By JAMES

KERN LARKW
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
By

I

1

projection lens might well be
red as the neck of the motion
bottle.

The whole producing

the industry is concentrated
ttled up in the film which must
'le projection lens to be made
for the consuming public.
le
press it another way, the prois that part which connects up
ome and outgo of the industry.
Illation between the two must
mi upon value received by the
who spend the dollars to see
I

'•:S.

new theaters, luxurbeautiful music and
modern attractions are not an
r
in themselves but simply help to
less painful the separation of
liar from the theaters clientele.
are much in the nature of a
;ice rendered to the customer who
1
to see pictures but likes to feel
'ortable while doing it, just as the
ninbile owner buys transportaliut gets also luxurious upholseasy riding springs and tires,
.,
le

attractive

comforts,

i

1

1

;

see one of these lenses but even
illumination is only one of several
factors concerned in good projection.
Cinephors depend for their superiority on a perfectly balanced ensemble
of the following qualities: sharp definition, flatness of field, strong contrast between black and white areas,
and illumination.
to

Motion picture projection consists
the reproduction on a flat screen
of the image of a flat object, the film,
in

so that flatness of field, or sharp definition from center to margin is of
prime importance. Depth, the semblance of time distance values, must
come from the art of the original

photographer but is reproduced on
the screen by a proper rendering of
the lights, shadows and halftones.
Illumination, it goes without saying,
is necessary to produce a bright picture

which can be observed

for hours

•

manager

overlooks the source and concentrate it on the film
element of good projec- aperture in such a way as to secure
in the effort to make his custhe brightest and most uniform ilIt should be
ers comfortable.
Inasmuch as the first
lumination.
ic in mind that people pay their
condenser lense must set close to the
laniental

.

primarily to see pictures and light source to intercept as much light
sharp and snappy pictures as possible, it is subjected to terrific
the first essential in any movie heat and the problem of breakage is

ie\

liright,

se.

(jrtunately, this is easily done.

)lcm
iai

;

is

one involving

factors, a source of

The

SPAIN TO PRODUCE TEN

BRITISH-AUSTRIAN FIRMS

also an important one.

FEATURES DURING 1928
Madrid

— Production

Spain

in

is

the Hght and a suitably reliiit,'
All of these factors
screen.
optical
the
concern
of
llie
ill' er
and have received a great
of attention in the last few years.
indeed, the success of the en!s
ers in designing projection equiphas made possible the
it which
nge from the inky black cubby
;s so familiar to the old nickelon fan, to the magnificent, well
ited theaters of the present in
ich the aisles, seats and surrounds are sharply visible and the picthe screen is sharper and
e on
?hter in direct proportion,
"he highest development in projec1 optics comes as one might expect
m "America's Leading Optical Inution" and may be all summed up
The backthe word Cinephor.
>und of three quarters of a century,
the making of fine lenses, accomlied by a glass plant which can
requirements and
theoretical
et
I

which reduces breakage to a miniThis lense collects the light
rays and narrows the cone of light
to an angle which can be handled
by the front lens. The front Cinephor condenser lens use a combination of curves which concentrates the
central and marginal rays to a uniform plane area slightly larger than
the film aperture and at such a point
that the principal and flicker shutters
These
can completely control it.
lenses were designed for this one purpose and fulfil it with true Cinephor

sers. Spherical, parabolic

projection lenses under
y condition make the most of the
ht that has passed through the film.
e sometimes are told that this
&
fee
or that produces a "lighter"
have yet practically alone in the
:ture on the screen.

Cinephor

We

and

field.

CANTY

to

be constructed during 1928, but in the
larger cities four or five with a capacity
of 6,000 to 8,000 will be erected.

Lyons,

General aspect of the business in Spain
during 1927 was good, judging from increase
in consumption as compared with previous

the chemical products for Plavic.

year.

Although

implies

this

progress,

it

does not signify prosperity.
Presentation
is
expensive and returns are limited.
The
abundance of material obtainable causes keen
competition and raises costs of desirable
imported films, whereas the entrance fees in
almost all cinemas are so low that returns
do not adequately cover rent of films, amortization, high tariffs, and necessary publicity.
No laws or decrees have been promulgated
against importation and production of foreign
films.
Cei-tain
resolutions,
however, have
been passed against films which ridicule
Spain or the Spaniards.
It
is
estimated that during 1927, 360
American features were shown, which constitutes about 80 per cent of all features

which manufacturers film.
Lumiere previously supplied most of

A number of French colleges have
equipped their buildings with up-toamong them

the

des
Ponts
Chaussees, and Ecole des Mines.

et

date film theaters,
Polytechnic,
Ecole

The Czechoslovakia Ministry of
Railroads will produce a propaganda
film,
showing the organization of
Czechoslovakian railroads and landscapes of the country.
The picture
will be a feature.

Plans Completed for Film
Exhibition at the Hague
The Hague

HUNGARIAN GOV'T RULES

—

Budapest Maximum number of
theaters which may be licensed in

Hungary
Interior,

set at 906,

is

according to

made by the Minister of the
who decreed that Budapest

may have

a

maximum

of

only

90

film

details

an

for

exhibition at

the

Grand Royal Bazaar having been
completed, committee in charge has
selected April 14 as the opening date.
It will last

a ruling

— Final

international

ON NUMBER or THEATERS

a month.

The committee

states the purpose of this
give a review of cinematography in all its phases.
Profits, if any, will
be turned over to the Red Cross.
The exhibition will be divided into various
sections such as dramatic, culture, historic,
technical, accessories, cinematograph, adver-

exhibition

tising,

is

to

and amusement.

permanent and six summer houses,
which quota has already been reached.

elliptical

reflecting surfaces are required for
different purposes and to withstand
the terrific heat, the glass the silver
and the mirror backing must be suitably combined. These rigid requireL reflectors
ments have left B

R.

—

thoroughness.
In addition to the licenses allowed
The combination of a Cinephor
at
present, there are 1,003 villages
Projection lens and Cinephor Conof more than 1,000 inhabitants in
combinprojection
ideal
is
the
denser
which theaters may be established at
ation for pictures which come up to
In the villages with less
a later date.
modern standards. Both are adapt- than
licenses are not to be
1,000,
of
types
able to any of the standard
granted.
machines.
The present decree is effective imdiwhich
reflector
While the glass
mediately
and remains until Dec. 31,
rects the rays of light from the arc
1931, in cities, and up to Dec. 31, 1933,
machine,
the
with
comes
or Mazda,
in villages.
;cision instrument makers who can it will be of interest to know that
the
under
made
all
practically
they
are
lunt the finished product, is not to
denied and Cinephor Projection same roof as the lenses and condenAsquith Making New Film
nses,
Condensers and Reflectors
nd at the head of their class.

By GEORGE

in-

DEAL

features based
U. S. Trade Commissioner, Paris
on Spanish classic drama are conParis Sascha Film A. G., Vienna,
templated.
It is expected, ten will
and British International Pictures,
Average cost of
be started in 1928.
London, have affiliated for distribuproduction is between 30,000 and 10,tion in foreign markets.
This folAt
000 pesetas ($5,100 and $8,500).
lowed approval of the Cesterroichische
present, cost of home product must
Creditanstalt, one of Vienna's leadbe limited because few are shown
ing banks, which is financial backer
outside of Spain.
of Sascha.
In 1927, Sascha produced
Approximately 20 to 25 new theaters have
only
three
pictures, but plans five
About
been constructed in principal cities.
100 houses show theatricals during part of for 1928.
the year and pictures during the remainder.
Cinemas in the capital seat from 1,500 to
Etablissements Lumiere, Paris has
2,000 and those in the towns, from 800 to
1,000. It is difficult to estimate the number
secured control of Societe Plavic,

exhibited.

mum.

IN DISTRIBUTING

Several

termittent.

The Cinephor back condenser is
three esof a heat resisting glass
composed
light, con-

of

CUHNINGHAM

so,

without eyestrain in an auditorium
which is at least partly lighted. Cinephors will produce these results under
any conditions better than any other
iking sets and other doodads. lense under the same conditions. This
things in time become so mat- fact is easily demonstrable.
fact that the essentials themThe function of the condensers is
s are taken for granted and many
to collect the light from the light
lieater

P.

London
son

— Hon.

of the late
Asquith,
"Sliooting Stars,"

who

Anthony Asquith,
Lord Oxford and
finished
producing a

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Inc.

New York

MOUNTAN,

City

Prw.

Exclusive foreign represenatives for Rayart Pictures

Corporation and other leading independent producers

and

distributors.

RICHPICSOC. Paris
DEEJAY. London
Addreai: RICHPIC, N. T.

Cable Addreu:

CabU Adrni:
Cable

recently
is

now

second film, of which
author and director.
"Underground."

he
It

is

is

both
called

Exporting only the best
Motion Pictures
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Building Program at "U" City
Studio Stage to

Under

Have Removable Walls — Warners Getting

Way — Ralph

Wilk Supplies Sidelights on

First of

Activities of

New

lELL

Season's Pictures

Well-Known Coast Folks
jii

Five Warner

NEW

STAGE, ROADS, PIPE
LINES CONIENPLATED

Universal

is

planning an extensive

improvement program which

will in-

clude the construction of a number
of new buildings, as well as roads and
One of the
necessary pipe lines.
biggest features is the construction of
a new stage that will cover more than
two acres of ground. The walls of
this stage will be removable and each
will be constructed so as to represent various periods in history. The
present stages, of which there are
five, will be slightly remodeled to conform with the latest ideas in construction.
New heating, lighting and
sprinkler devices are being built.

Ruggles Renews "U" Pact
Wesley Ruggles has signed a new
contract with Universal, under terms
of which he continues with the company two more years.

New

Get

More Passing Show:
Flynn admiring a new

Cameramen

A

Assignments

Little
from

sm,iling

*

Thomson to Make Kit Carson Film
Fred Thomson is planning produc-

*

Frank

.tafric

iii'.ck'

Eddie Small and Bill
Beaudine dodging the rain after watching bouts at the Hollywood Legion club.
*

*

Reed

is

fi

ifej

sister;

Luther

rol

IB

autohis
brother,
Flynn, the ivr

surance man, bought for their

BILL

fornia sunshine.

which

mobile

Assignments of cameramen for the
first pictures on Warner program for
"Lots*'
1928-29 have been made by Darryl
By RALPH WILK
Francis Zanuck. Cameras for "Noah's
Ark" are to be under the supervision
Hollywood
Barney McGill will
of Hal Mohr.
FIELDS, the comedian, and
Archie
Mayo's next,
photograph
his friend, Sam Hardy, were all
"State Street Sadie," while Norbert
Brodin has been designated for "No smiles t'other day, when Bill stepQuestions Asked," being directed by ped out and won a handicap golf
Roy Del Ruth. Rin-Tin-Tin's first, tournament, which had majny en"Land of the Silver Fox," is being trants.
*
*
filmed with Frank Kesson at the
camera.
Passing
Our
Show: Bob Welsh
and Phil Goldstone giving rides to
appreciative
passengers;
Charles
Two Stories Purchased
crossing
the
ParaKing
and
smile
Columbia has purchased "Acquitted" by Mary Roberts Rinehart and mount lot; Charles Moskowitz of the
"Restless Souls" by Cosmo Hamilton. Loew theaters, here to bask in Cali-

Bay

*"

*

receiving

sfl|

fan mail.
One letter from Chici
praised him for his "acting" in "'
World at Her Feet," while anot
letter, coming from a small townL^
Massachusetts, also spoke highly „,
his "acting." The truth is that Lut
K
directed the picture, but did not
lb.

^ij

0!

1

pear in

it.

Warren in "Diamond Handcuffi
E. AUyn Warren has been ad< nebai
to the cast of "Diamond Handcuflpin-Ji
*
which John McCarthy is direct
comedian, who for M-G-M.
jjjniiiii

llliet

Tom

Kennedy, the
for several years was one of the best
tion of a picture based on the life of
fighters on the Coast, is proud of his
Middleton in "The Racket"
Kit Carson.
protege, Russ Walters, who is a
Charles Middleton, of "Dead-L^ ^o,
heavyweight.
Russ has been bowl- Flint fame in "Kongo," has bi
Badger to Direct Next Daniels'
ing over opponents with little trouble. signed by Caddo for "The Rack*
Barbara Kent Contract Renewed
*
*
*
Clarence Badger will continue as
which Lewis Milestone is direct!
Contract of Barbara Kent has been director for Bebe Daniels in her next
For
lovers of statistics, our
renewed by Universal.
picture.
He is at present at work
friend, Billy Leyser, who is
Hines' Next, "Black Magic" "The
with the star on "The Fifty-Fifty
an enterprising publicist, has
"Black Magic," an original by Ji
Fitzgerald to Make StUlivan Series Girl."
compiled facts and figures reTownley, has been purchased
James Fitzgerald will direct a Billy
garding the "props" being
Johnny Hines for his next com(
Sullivan series of melodramas for the
used in Harry Langdon's cur"U" Executives Going Abroad
for First National. Production sta
independent market.
Julius Bernheim, Universal producrent vehicle.
in a few weeks.
*
*
*
tion supervisor, and Sigmund Moos,
Gaudio Shooting "Racket"
lENT
Wilfred Noy has been busy
Tony Gaudio is cameraman) on in charge of the leasing department
directing and acting.
While
"The
Racket"
starring
Thomas at Universal City, leave in a few days
acting in "Interference" at a
Meighan which Lewis Milestone will on a vacation trip to Europe.
Holl}rwood theater, he also didirect for Caddo.
Lila Lee Signed
rected "The Devil's Cage," for
Writer
Lila Lee has been signed for her
I. E. Chadwick.
Tenen Holtz Cast
*
*
*
Tenen Holtz has been cast in the second Burton King production, "A
Under Contract to Warner Broi< '<m.
Charles "Buddy" Post, remembernew Marion Davies'-William Haines' Bit of Heaven," in which she plays
the
lead.
ed for his work in "Wild Oranges"
picture, "Breaking Into the Movies."
Grt
and other pictures, has dropped the
Adding to "Noah's Ark" Cast
makeup box and is now production
Ince to Direct McGrath Story
Additions to cast of "Noah's Ark," manager for Trem Carr, who is proRalph Ince's next picture for FBO
Vitaphone feature soon to go into ducing at Metropolitan.
is based on a story by Harold Mc*
*
*
Life of Los Angele^i GeT
with Dolores Costello
Grath, which appeared in "Red Book production
starred,
are
Myrna
Loy,
Helene
Malcolm
Stuart
CosBoylan,
who has
Magazine." It will go into producCenters at the
tion next week. Ince and Enid Hib- tello, Leila Hyams, Audrey Ferris made rapid strides up the producand
David
Mir.
Michael
Curtiz
tion
will
ladder,
is
now
supervising
edbard are working on the continuity.
Ambassador's
direct.
itor of Fox.
T-S Announces Two
Al Raboch is doing the script for
"The Albany Night Boat," an origsDap,
inal by Ben Grauman Kohn.
The
production is on the program of Tiffany-Stahl with Eve Sothern and
Malcolm MacGregor co-featured and
RECENT RELEASES
Edgar Lewis directing.
|j.ti„„.

ito|_

fei

ROBERT LORD!

1

!« to

playi

II,

ivi.

V

tls t\

The

:

parti(<

ROY DEL RUTH

li

all

Tamous

DIRECTOR

Wyler
William

to Direct "Cat's

Wyler

will

Paw"

direct

"The

Cat's Paw" by Charles W. Taylor
for Universal.
It will be his third
for the 1928-29 schedule, the other

two being "Has Anybody Here Seen
Kelly?" completed, and "The Shake
Down" by Charles Logue soon to go
into production.

"THE FIRST AUTO"
"HAM AND EGGS"
VITAPHONE ALL STAR SPECIALS
•IF I WERE SINGLE"— Featuring May McAvoy, Conrad Nagel,

Cocoanut Grovi

—Myrna Loy.

Andre Beranger

NOW

IN

PRODUCnON

"POWDER MY BACK"-widi

Irene Rich,
Carroll Nye.

Andre Beranger.

WARNER BROTHERS PICTURES,

INC.

Special Nights Tues.

and Sal

CoUege Night Every Frid»

itti,^

[*"

"»
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Rod La Rocque

Florence Yidor in

in

Length: 5652

Pathe

First National

Length: 5423

ft.

ENTERTAINING NUMBER.
ENGLISH WILL PLEASE THE FANS WHO
LIKE COLOR IN THEIR
Ci/ E L LACKS MATERIAL.
THRILLS
AND ROMANCE.
NO
STORY
HITS
RGGY
GOOD
CAST
OFFSETS WEAK
CHARACAND
SPOTS
Id
CONTINUITY.
,

ft.

FILLUM.

WICAK

AROUSE NO INTEREST.

-^

Florence Vidor decorative
it|old in unsympathetic part. Gary
cr in role of typical lower class
husband will get no cheers
...

,, it.

Cast.

.

Ken Maynard

"Flying Romeos"

"Stand and Deliver"

"Doomsday"
iMunt

m^

DAILV

1928

.Rod La Rocque goes Greek
fine romantic lover. Lupe

and makes a

Length: 6184

TWO

COMEDIANS

FIRST-CLASS

Cast.

.

.

.Charlie

Murray

75 per cent

of the

,

!i

.

.

;

li

—

i

•

il

—
—

1

l;.

Fii-st

—

—

!

Dynamite

Shadow"
Length: 5175

ft.

vJOTHER IMPOSSIBLE FILM
DM BERLIN.
TELLS A
IRD STORY FROM SOME

"Children of

in

"Four Footed Ranger"
Universal

Length: 4426

ft.

distress.
Virginia Browne Faire
not so hot as a Spanish senorita type.
Eric Mayne, Theodore Lorch and

in

Tyrone Brereton good Spanish Dons.
Story and Production. ... Romantic
drama of southern California in the
days of the Spanish grandees.
Lots of color and adventure, with the
spirit of romance all over the screen.
Maynard is the United States land
agent who comes to the rescue of the
Spanish senorita and her dad, they
having fallen into the clutches of a
scheming grandee and his son who
are after the land holdings and the
gal respectively.
Scenes built in and
around a picturesque hacienda. Here
old

the star stages some sizzling fights
the Douglas Fairbanks swashbuckling style.
Work of himself and
Tarzan, the white horse, furnish fine
riding thrills.
Light entertainment,
snappy and full of action, love and
suspense. Star's name strong draw.
in

Nat'l Film {German)

Albert Rogell; snappy

Direction

Author

Marion Jackson
Marion Jackson

Scenario

Photography

Tom McCord;

,very good.

No

"The Broken Mask"
Length: 5600

Anchor-S. R.

Importance"
ft.

Length: 5800

Cast.... Ken Maynard the whole
show, puts up lively brand of entertainment rescuing the Spanish lady

;

'The Lost

National

ENTERTAINING ROMANCE
WASTED ON WEAK SCRIPT. OF OLD CALIFORNIA. STAR
MURRAY-SIDNEY TEAM GET DOES A DASHING HERO ROLE,
WITH GREAT RIDING AND
OCCASIONAL LAUGHS.
GOOD FIGHT STUFF.

show; they can't kill a good
V'elez stepping right along; the Mex
gal is there.
Warner Oland does a comedian, no matter what they hand
George Sidney just fair, but
Greek brigand and makes the pic- him.
Lawrence ture. Others Louis Natheaux, James material didn't give him chance to
Vnierican flappers.
Fritzi Ridgway weak as the
does fine bit as banker hubby, Dime, A. Palasthy, Frank Lanning show.
femme
attraction.
Others Lester
outclassing Cooper and Flor- Bernard Siegel.
Story and Production.
.Romantic Bernard, Duke Martin, James BradSiry and Production. .. .Modern drama.
Tells of an English clubman bury, Jr.
Story and Production
IrishFrom the who is bored stiff and joins up with
English life.
a of
of same name by Warwick the Greek army to hunt a bold bandit Jewish comedy of aviation. The only
nig. Producers evidently figured
named Ghika who burns villages and thing Irish-Jewish about it is that
lould repeat the success of the steals pretty maidens.
The picture Murray looks Irish and Sidney looks
The rest is a series of gags
the
and
Son,"
but
s
"Sorrell
is
chiefly notable for a picturesque Jewish.
done in regulation two-reel comedy
lovel lacked the screen guts. setting for the bandit's hangout.
It
style by Director Mervin Le Roy,
[ a sentimental hash that gets nois atop a high cliff that can only be
e and arouses no real interest.
reached by an immense basket that who was a Hollywood gagman before
He had
i\\ er
class English gal has the is lowered on a windlass by a rope. he grabbed a megaphone.
Two
a farmer and Pathe grabbed that from one of its a poor script to work with.
e of two hubbys
Miker.
Loves the young farmer, Reviews, and had a story built around barbers in love with their manicurist,
reads the drugery of farm life. it.
Good old hokum. The English who is nutty on aviation. So they
get into the Translarries the rich banker who gives hero and the Greek gal get in the become aviators
\crything everything but love. clutches of the bandit. Ghika wants Pacific flight with a nutty aviator
a e
back to the farm and the gal, but the Englishman outwits and become heroes on fluke flying
stunts that the nut pulls. Flying sery
and she likes it. Yes she and outfights him.
Colorful bandit
The modern gal knows better. atmosphere, nice action. Continuity quences good, but first four reels
rertion
Rowland V. Lee; ragged, but La Rocque, Lupe and just so-so two-reel comedy gags.
Direction
Mervin Le Roy; not
1 licked him.
Oland get it over for fair program.
.ithor
Warwick Deeping
D'rection. .Donald Crisp; adequate good.
Author
John McDermott
enario
Donald W. Lee
Author
Sada Cowan
Scenario
John McDermott
lotography
Henry Gerrard;
Sada Cowan
Scenario
Photography
Dev. Jennings
llcnt.
David Abel; fair
Photography
.

"The Canyon of
Adventure"

ft.

AS AN AVIATION COMEDY,

TAKES A NOSE DIVE.

in

/(.

GETS OVER NICELY WITH
GOOD CAST AND APPEALING
DREARY LOVE INTEREST. ENTERTAINENTER- ING STORY WORKS UP TO

Length: 4990

ft.

ROUTINE WESTERN, AND FLOPS WITH
DOG STAR SHOWS NO FORM STORY LACKING IN
CIENT GERMAN MYTH. TO TALK ABOUT. BEEN DONE TAINMENT VALUES. TYPICAL STRONG SUSPENSE.
PROBLEM PICTURE. Cast
Barbara Bedford screens
S NO APPEAL HERE.
MANY TIMES BEFORE, BUT GERMAN
LITTLE APPEAL FOR well, and does a sincere bit of actHAS
MUCH BETTER.
AMERICAN AUDIENCES.
ast....Paul Wegener plays the
ing. Cullen Landis good as the Latin
a violinist who sells his
to the evil one for a magic

of

low
in,

and rants and raves

all

over

screen.
Others, unknown Ger1
players,
including
Werner
ott. Great Schroeder, Lydia Sallova.

and Production. .This woozy
was evidently taken from some

tory
lent

German

legend.

It tells of

the

and love quest of a violinist who
d many years ago, and who played
the wealthy people at their home
Is

:

parties.

who
inist

He

is

in

love with a

and sends the poor
into mad rages in which he
flirts,

Cast.... The principals are Ralph lover.
William V. Mong builds in.Edmund Cobb plays lead
dog and makes no particular Ludwig, Margot Misch, Fee Wach- terest in small part. Others Wheeler
mostly Oakman, James Marcus, Pat HarBernard
Goetzke,
impression in riding or battling the smith,
Dynamite just an juvenile cast which works with one mon, Philippe DeLacy.
cattle
thieves.
Others stolid
ordinary police dog doing simple eye on the director.
Story and Production
Modern
tricks. Marjorie Bonner does the gal, German types of lower class.
love drama.
combination
of inA
Story and Production. .. .Problem
heroining mechanically. Francis Ford
telligent direction, a good cast and
Gerin
children
of
illegitimate
play
looks like a good heavy, but the
well balanced story make this an
many, farmed out in tenements. This
stuff gave him no chance.
entertaining number. The story starts
have a strong appeal for Germay
Story and Production. .. .Western.
man audiences, but has no place on rather slow, but works up to a good
The only difference between this fea- American screens where such condi- dramatic situation that holds lots of
suspense. The locale is New Orleans,
ture and the Universal two-reel westtions as shown do not obtain in our
and
the girl and her father are polierns is that this one was stretched to
chilsystem of caring for unwanted
cover feature footage, and shows i: dren. It could have been made into tical refuges from South America.
As a dancer, she is featured in a
plainly. They use the old formula of
a great human interest story, but it
show backed by a famous
stage
the cattle thieves, with the neighbortold with the same amount of
is
ing ranch foreman superintending the screen technique that enters into a surgeon who is in love with the girl.
Hero is the Texas newsreel.
dirty doings.
dreary, sad, sordid The girl meets a boyhood sweetheart
It's
Ranger who starts to uncover the and very depressing.
No dramatic whose face was scarred in her deCast.

..

for the

all
over the place.
Then
Dapertutto, a sort of Mephisto
says if the violinist will give him
shadow he will give him a magic
assistance of the dog.
lin
with which he can win back thieves with the
The scenario was routine, ditto direcgal. But when the people see the
tion and acting. There are too many
r man has no shadow they chase
screen, and to get
out of town as an evil spirit, good dogs on the
showed at an "intellectual" the- by these dog pictures have got to
doesn't.
r,
but it can't make money in a show something. This one
ular picture house.
Direction. .Stuart Paton; ordinary
)irection. .Paul Wegener; terrible
Paul N. Bryan
Author
luthor
Karl Meyers
Cromwell Kent
Scenario
cenario
Not credited

rms
les

I

*hotography

Not

credited

Photography

Jerry

Ash;

fair

highlights to relieve the heavy, slow

Three unwanted
children are farmed out to an ignorOne dies from
ant German couple.
exposure, another tries to commit

moving

suicide

script.

—typical

Direction....
heavy.

Author
Scenario

German

film

fare.

Gerhard Lamprecht;
L. Heilborn-Korpitz
L. Heilborn-Korpitz

Photography.... Karl Haffelmann;
good.

He is a tango dancer, also.
he scarred face furnishes the motive for a strong dramatic situation
involving the rascally surgeon. Will
fit well on any family program.

fense.
1

Direction.
good.

.

.

Author
Scenario

Photography

.James P. Hogan; very
Francis Fenton

Adele

Buffington

Edward

Shirley Williams; excellent.

Gheller,
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"Love Sunk"
Projection, Big
Krazy Kat Komedy Winkler—
Paramount
Before S.M.P.E.
(Continued from Page 1)
A Feline Funfest
Type of production. .1 reel cartoon be held April 9 to 14 at Hollywood.
Kray Kat gets the laughs in this,
Such papers however, as "Theater
the 17th single reeler of the current Management," "The Importance of
"Hints On Hunting"— Bruce
program, which carries considerable Good Projection to the Producer"
Educational
Krazy is smitten, and pre- and "The Magnascope" will be of
action.
Nature Studies
vails upon the animal medicine-man interest and of great practical value
1
reel scenic to give him a phial of love potion.
Type of production
to all theater owners, managers and
Presents some unusual shots of wild What happens after that, is nobody's projectionists,
in
the
committee
animals and birds, and gently kids in business, but Krazy's affinity is de- charge points out.
termined to just love him to death,
its titles the hunter who finds sport
"Conceding the vast importance of
A good paper
these harmless animals. until he escapes in terror.
killing
in
dealing with the scientific,
camcomedy reel for any program.
Shooting these animals with the
manufacturing and producing departera certainly seems far more interest
ments of the industry, there is no
"Code of the Mounted" Western
ing as Bruce presents it, than doing
question that papers that have a more
The
Featurette Universal
it with a double barrelled gun.
direct concern to those engaged in
reel concludes with views of the ocean
Routine Stuff
the practical management and operaLike
on the Pacific Northwest coast.
Type of production
1 reel western
tion of the theater, will have a much
fine oil paintings, done in the manJack Perrin is featured and seems wider audience and will be of more
of
work
the
ner that distinguishes
to be about ten jumps ahead of the direct practical value," say the comthis scenic camera artist.
material they hand him. It is the old mittee.
"What goes on in Rochesline about the Northwest Mounted ter, Hollywood and even the activuncovering the villain as the fur thief ities in our national and state legis"Oozie of the Mounted" Oswald

—

—

—

and crimping his chances of winning

Universal

the gal. There must be a steady market for this line of canned and stand-

Good Burlesque
Type of production. .1 reel animated
Oswald the rabbit is used to k'd the
Northwest Mounted mellers in this
offering.
The hero starts out to get
But Oswald
his man, Foxy Wolf.
.

runs into a lot of trouble with his
mechanical horse, who gets his rider
into difficulties due to static and other
air interference.
By a ruse he capthe

tures

bandit.

The

work

art

is

Another entertaining cartoon.

clever.

"Kitchen Talent"— Mermaid
Educational
Cabaret Gags

Type

of production

When

in

why

quibble about

lative bodies, are always important
to theater owners but what goes on
in his own town and, particularly,
what goes on in his own theater,

only things over which he
has any direct, positive control.
"Too much time appears to be
"On a South Sea Shore"
given to matters over which theater
Varieties Fox
owners and managers have little, or
Fine Scenic
no, control and such influence as they
Type of production....! reel scenic may exert is secured by the indirect
Some gorgeous views are shown of method of detailing some one else
Tutuilla, an island in the Samoan
Thousands
to look after the work.
roup in the Pacific. The happy natives
theater owners
and managers
of
are shown at their play and toil. The
never get an opportunity to exert
ceremonial feasts of the tribe are in- direct control
or even express their
terestingly depicted, and the hula girls
views.
What goes on in the theater
are seen doing the dance in its wild is the direct concern and responsiand native state. The tropical scenery bility of the management.
it?

are the

—

s

delightful,

comedy
your comedy raphy

2 reel

doubt, build

ardized goods, so

and the excellent photog-

makes

this

PROFIT OF $823,658

EARNED BY FOX

.

.

—

Topic

a

number

that

around a cabaret setting, seems to be should please.
the rule on the comedy lots this sea" Newly wed's Imagination"
son.
Here we have another versiori
of wild doings in a cabaret.
Jewel Universal
The
comedy is furnished by George Davis
Snookums' Gags

Profit

makes surplus

who makes life miserable for tht
Hebrew proprietor with his goofy

actions.
ly

well

It's

the usual slapstick, fair

gagged and rates

fair.

"A Big Bluff"—Joneses
Universal

.

.

—

—

of production.
.2 reel comedy
This is a well gagged offering, with

Jimmy

.

.

Finlayson
furnishing
the
laughs with regularity.
In the cast
is Anita Garvin, the vamp who causes
the trouble.
Anita is very good to
look at, and knows how to do some

particular significance for news reels,
is the opinion of Ray Hall, editor of

Pathe News.
Hall states he has been conducting
experiments in the transmission of
motion pictures by wire since July,
1927.

These experiments were

Tl
:ater

of $1,447,760.23.

accounts, and accrued
on loans and notes receivat
Land, leaseholds, buildings, fur
ture and equipment are listed at cc
less reserve (net of mortgages of $

on

doubtful

terest

808,112.34) as $2,151,611.51.
Inve
ments are listed at $20,432,904.65,
ganization expenses at $222,254
and theater leases, value on the 1
sis of enterprises acquired upon

(1

ctietii

,j,([

'i

™

;f

,

.

fctrii

CI

isien
lict^

organization and minority intere
subsequently acquired, of $3,41
624.63.

A

Net worth of Class
stock, s
thorized 3,900,000 shares of no i
value, issued and outstanding 800,1
shares of no par value, is set at $1
600,000 and Class B: authorized,
sued and outstanding, 100,000 shai
of no par value $2,200,000.
Capj
surplus, arising from appraisal
lands and leaseholds is $3,528,239.

"!*"'

and

Str

d
Hie

Financial

(

lite
store

as

No

Type

the y.pcai|

Of this amount, $1,200,068.39, co
prises current assets including ca
notes receivable, miscellaneous
counts receivable less reserve

and making the physical conditions

and the Newlyweds are happy once
"The thought, however, that he
Fair Gags
more. The offering is bright, is nice- gives to his own affairs, his own
Type of production....! reel comedy ly paced and well sprinkled with gags. town and his own theater, if properRecounts the adventures of Pa and Gus Meins directed.
ly directed,
will be productive of
Ma McGinis trying to bust into sociegreat benefit to his patrons and to
ty by giving a reception to a count.
himself.
Universal Releasing
Ev&n though the picture
But the nobleman turns out to be
"Taking the Count," a Mike and is quite unsatisfactory, some of the
just another fourflusher that the police Ike two reel comedy, is being re- sting can be taken out by seeing that
are looking for.
So the McGinis leased by Universal and not Educa- the patrons' comfort is properly
persaude the detective to pose. Hits tional, as reported in a recent issue.
looked after."
the average of this series, and is
broadly gagged for the easy laughs.
Whitney to Manage Denver House
Hall Sees
Newsreel
Denver Gerald Whitney will manChange by Telephoto age the America for the Alladin the"Old Wives Who Knew"
Transmission of a ten foot motion ater interests, which purchased the
Imperial Fox
picture by wire from Chicago has no house from Universal.
Clicks

for

IN

Assets of $28,555,833.64 are sho\

(These Quotations are as of Thursday.)

—

I

of $823,658.68

u*"

ended Oct. 31, 1927, was earned
Fox Theaters Corp., including
justment of the reserve for Fede
income taxes, it is shown by
firm's
balance sheet.
This pn

"Getting the patron into the theater

pleasant as possible are details
which, for the most part, should occupy the manager's attention almost
to the exclusion of everything else
connected with the industry.
The
Type of production. .2 reel comedy picture is made and the reel upon
Another adventure in the Newly- which it is to be shown is to be used
weds series, with Snookums causing exactly as it is received. The manall
the trouble and creating a fair ager has had nothing to say about
amount of fun.
The setting is on the making of the picture and the
board ship. Snookums is finally cor- thought that he gives to Hollywood
ralled in the pilot house fast asleep, accomplishes absolutely nothing.

8, 111

initi-

ated because of the present high cost
acrobatic stuff, as well as act.
She in rapid delivery of film from distant
is an unusually strong card for the points, and also in
the hope that the
two-reelers.
It's a classy comedy, time taken in delivery could be masnappiiy directed by Billy West.
terially shortened.

Jesse J. Goldburg Returns

N. Y. After Coast Trip

to

After several weeks on the Coast,
during which he supervised finishing
touches to the current season's sched-

purchased a number of
vehicles and signed players for the
1928-29 program, Jesse J. Goldburg,
ule,

and

president
in

New

of

First Division,
York yesterday.

arrived
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Presentations

Week*s Headlines

wncH heah douaos foq showmen

=
"The Crowd"

cow with banners
"The Crowd" at the Merheater is some show and this

Appeal

L,^:

—

This old gag had people
Man was hired
iiiig and talking.
now a couple of fake fits and
he was brought out of them,
nded out cards. This was reon Saturday night the openArlate, and he was arrested.
^axe, Merrill, Milwaukee.
bull!

—

—

(1

—

of

cree.

Picture business on even keel, Adolph Zukor
says.

Keith-Albee-Orpheum

ill

at
different intervals
He
the crowds were thickest.
e a sign on his back advertising
picture
T. Y. Walker, Noble,
1-ton, Ala.
district

"Jaws of Steel"
(Warners)
•n opening night newsboys were
ited and they showed appreciation
marching to the theater carrying
IK rs and accompanied by a 25band at about 6 P- M. Roy
i'ms, Strand, Knoxville, Tenn.
.

—

1=

"Old Ironsides"
(Paramount)
ship model which was
'sed a
This
nature of "Old Ironsides."
ik

the center of attraction in a
store window with cards an-

—

Chas.
title and playdates
Amos, Riviera, Knoxville, Tenn.

iiicing

"Ramona"
(United Artists)

California romance which is a
history and literature study.
letter was sent to every school
ncipal, tying up the historical idea
th the photoplay, and stressing the
thful interpretation of the novel
Francis,
San
St.
the
screen.
ancisco.
:

orite

—

(Paramount)
Secured two unusual window dislys.
One displayed a beach scene
th a cut-out of Clara Bow and a
ge arrow leading to the window,
other window displayed a large
lored photo head of Clara in the
y time, and at night this photo
IS removed inside of the door unE. R. Rogers,
r
a spot light
le

—
Chattanooga.

P

"The Student Prince"

(M-G-M)
Induced a German singing society
mposed of 45 male voices, to apar on the stage on Monday night.
ley sang "Old Heidelberg" and a
:

of other old German folk songs,
so tied up with music dealers for

ndow

on record.
displays
own. Strand, Akron.

—Ray

seen

R.

as

1932 presidential

RCA

Harbord.

presi-

on

pro-

tection.

Gloria Swanson voices opposition to radio appeariinces of screen players.
Arbitration boards settle 15,451 disputes involving $4,269,752 during 1927.

Wednesday
abroad delicate, with all Europe
watching France; European bloc again discussed in London; Continental markets on

Situation

upward trend.
Richard Dix signs to make four pictures for
Paramount next year.
J. Frank Brockliss named Tiffany-Stahl sales
head

in

Europe.

Thursday
Motion pictures transmitted by telephone from
Chicago to New York.
Twenty Ohio theaters 1928 goal of Schine
circuit.

&

F.

R.

notifies

Fox, deal

is

Merger Pictures, $5,000,000
J.

produce roadshows.
S. Dickerson, assistant

News,"

P.

of

dies

off.

firm,

formed

publisher

to

pnei:nionia.

Friday
U.

distriTjutors

S.

standing

pat

French

in

crisis.

Radio talking film for homes being developed
by General Electric, RCA and Westinghouse Electric; television far off, radio
manufacturers assert; Phot iphone placed
on market by RCA.
F. & R. prepares to launch new expansion
in Northwest.
Sapiro exhibitor co-operative plan to be launchBuffalo.

Saturday
renews contract with Mack Sennett;
38 two reelers called for in 1928-29.
Code of ethics for industry to be made public by Federal
Trade Commission in few
Pathe

days.

No American
until

pictures to be released in France

restrictions are removed.

"U" Studio Executives

to Sail

Julius Bernheim, production super-

and Sigmund Moos,

in

charge

of the leasing department at Universal City, arrived in New York
Moos
Friday, en route to Europe.
will spend six weeks or more visiting in Germany. Bernheim will make

an extended trip during which he will
The two will sail
visit the Levant.

from

real

summery

One of the highlights was "Shades of Blue,"
a nicely balanced medley of "Blue" songs, including
such favorites as "Blue Danube
Other
Waltz" and "Rhapsody in Blue."
special numbers were "Changes," with a voFrank
cal trio and sextet, and "Ramona."
Cambria handled the stage units that worked
with Whiteman's aggregation.
The entire
presentation was billed as "Rainbow Rhapsody."
The first act was O'Hanlon & Zambuni, a fine comedy dance team, followed by
.Toe Penner, with his original comedy gagging.
He was on for several bits, generally interrupting

Whiteman when he was about

to

maKe

His goofy appearance and

an announcement.

the house in a constant
He is a natural for picture houses.
Other acts were Amato Grassi,
the Tamaulipas Troubadours and the Lenora
Dancers.
But the Whiteman organization
easily held the main interest, and with a few
specialty vocal numbers from the members
and the fine balancing and pacing of the jazzy
syncopation, presented a gala entertainment
that sent them out talking.
Sigmund Krumgold was at the console, and
he had a pleasing diversity in his program
that drew a generous round of applause. The
overture was "Mission Bells," built around
a nice color screen short of Tiffany-Stahl.
line of chatter kept
state of merriment.

"M.

of

United Artists starts tenth year of operation.

visor,

"Red Hair"

&

F.

of

dent, predicts.
Cleveland exhibitors seek 21-day limit

ed at

Znnipaign included drive in the
lools, the production being based on

voli,

control

Paul Whiteman and his band started a three
weeks" engagement at the Paramount, and
got off to
a great start, dishing up a brand
of syncopated entertainment that is peculiarly a Whiteman product.
The leader and band
were dressed in white, and the stage setting
was a sort of Spanish patio effect that made
it

Tuesday
for

n

—

Chattanooga,

Pathe E.xchange meets sinking fund requirements on debentures.

campaign, Maj.-Gen.

opening day, a man dressed in
panish costume and carrying a
cage that contained a white
walked the streets of the busi-

;

to build at

stronghold.

Pulili-K

New York Wednesday.

Varied Stage Bill for
B'klyn Mark Strand Stage
Presentation opened with the Eight English
Mascots appearing "in one" in front of spedraw curtains, doing a unique line dance.
For the end of this number draw curtains
Next came
ope.ied, disclosing the full stage.
Collins & Brown, acrobatic dancers, who in
CoUette
Sisters.
turn were followed by the
Novello Brothers, tumbling fiddlers, did an act
in the order of the Auranut Brothers. These
were succeeded by Jules and Josie Walton,
The next was
brother and sister dancing act.
"The Man I Love," a number by the band,
Collette
Sisters.
chorus
the
vocal
by
with a
For their second number, Novello Brothers
pulled the "Whistling Birds," a pantomimic
act.
"Thou Swell" from "The Connecticut
Yankee," was the number used for the finale,
in which the entire company did something.
cial

St.

Brooke Johns to Retire
Brooke Johns enters

Louis

—

Creator

go

into

pro-

some

fair

feminine

hoofing.
relief,

Bonner

Sallie

and

she

did

a

was

dance

the
that

outstariding.
One memSailor's
Hornpipe,"
which clicked strong.
The setting for this
act was very striking, being a deep blue drop
with double 16-inch gun turrets silhouetted
in jet black giving a fine representation of
the gun deck of a battleship.
One of the
most effective stage sets seen around Broadway picture houses for a long time.
The presentation opened with a female harmony trio, followed by Pauline Alpert, the
Victor recording artist, at the piano.
Just
fair, both of these;
The overture was "Dance
of the Hours," with Reiser conducting.
This
was one of the strongest numbers on the
program.
Pathe short of Will Rogers
"Roaming the Emerald Isle" v/as a good
screen attraction.
Just a fair bill, the Strand
stage policy still being up in the air till the
new Stanley units start working.

was not particularly
ber

contributed

"The

A

Stars on Vitaphone

Screen and stage stars are taking
their turns on the Vitaphone stage
at Warner Brothers studios in Hollywood.
The artists include Hedda
Hopper, Harry Delf, Daphne Pollard,
Eddie Peabody, Charles Irwin, the
three Bronx sisters and the banjo

comedians of the Ziegfeld Follies,
Bailey and Barnum, and Gus Arnheim and his Cocoanut Grove Orchestra.

Easter Bill at Capitol
special Easter setting has been
provided for the Boris Petroflf revue,
"Spring Festival," at the Capitol (N.
Y.)
David Mendoza will direct the

A

orchestra and the stage band in selections from "Faust." For the stage
presentation an unusual number of
acts will appear, including Renofif and
Revona, classical dancers; Markell

and Faun, comedians; Paul Howard,
acrobatic dancer; Georgie Hale, and
the Russian "Tarasofif-De Valery"

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Piclare Preaentiitlon

The FALLY

MARKUS

Lackawanna 7876
his

1579

BBOADWAY, NEW YORK

ClTl

week

MURRY

to

in the

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

as master of ceremonies at
Eddie Peabody, the
the Missouri.
banjoist who has built up a rep on
the Pacific coast, will succeed him.
last

—

which is scheduled
duction soon.

The Strand Frolic was chiefly notable for
work of "The Dancing Gobs," dressed
regulation white of the navy, who did

the

dancers.
Jolly Joyce in Jersey City
Jolly Joyce, the comedian, has been
looked over the Stanley Circuit, openOn completion
ing in Jersey City.
of the circuit, he goes to Berlin to
appear in feature comedies.

Stage Shows for Skouras
Weisfeldt in New York
Skouras Bros., have inSt. Louis
M. J. Weisfeldt has returned to
conducted stage
personally
stalled
New York following close of the run
shows in all their important neighborof "Simba" at the Woods, Chicago.
hood houses in St. Louis.
Weisfeldt, with Frank R. Wilson,
staged New York showing of the
picture, marking the first $2 presentaF^ Box Office Prescriptions
tion with phonograph music accomLIVINGSTON
paniment.

Cameraman Chosen
Hal Mohr will shoot "Noah's Ark"

STAGE AHRACTION

PACK THE PARAMOUNT

block booking pictures being
by Federal Trade Commission.
Compromise predicted on French quota dedistributors

Television to be feature of

n

PAUL WHITEMAN AND BAND STRAND BILLS ORDINARY

quizzed

deal
blocked.

(United Artists)

arbi-

tion.

All

Fo.K

"The Dove"

Warners from Minneapolis

tration decision rejected by court; W. A.
StelTes calls ruling big victory for arbitra-

luk carried a
;

NARROWER

Monday

(M-G-M)

•

By JACK

of

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

Box Office Builders

BARREL

O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
Phone me

at

CANal 6480

Write meat 270 L«f«y

•=

"

'

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

THE
12

Sunday, April

Closings
Joy Butler— Criterion
Fargo— Com- Better Print
—
nuinity
Headrick — Cozy;
Lovell — The
Lovell; Sallisaw — New Wonderland; SupSuggestions Offered
ply — School Theater; Vega — The Vega.
(Continued from Page

Adair

THEATER CHANGES FOR

;

Openings

;

to

in

Ownership

—

—

—
—

;

—

;

Mrs. Mary O'Toole; Watford
sold to Stratrud & Hoag by

J.

P.

Christensen

C.

H.

Geil.

gent

;

;

Ypsilanti

— Audit,

Closings
Opera House
Regent

—Sheldon
— Community. — The
;

sold

Re-

&

E.

— I19th

Youngstovra

— New

Changes

Akron

—Alhambra,

in

sold

State.

Bell,

Feltman by Lowe'l
Ehle;
Arlington
Globe, sold to E. L. Marquet by R. L.
Lans'ng; Bremen New Columbia, sold to
R. H. Rarrick by Lee Bevard
Charleston
Garden, sold to Dunham Bros, by
M. Heller; Cleveland Arion, sold to
J.
Schenker & Deutsch by Mr. Cerveny
Home, sold to Mrs. A. R. Fulton by E.
Schumann; Parkview, sold to M. J. Raful
by J. Tittl; Columbus— Doyle, sold to E.
Writzel by Hackett & De Bray; Conneaut La Grande, sold to H. W. Johnson by J. Flack; Main, sold to W. H.
Johnson by G. D. Clark; Coshocton
Cmderella, sold to Abel & Russell by
Harry Strong; Dayton Mirror, sold to
H. Friend by Chas. W. Wetzel; Wyommg, sold to Mr. Michael by J. C. Ebker
E. Liverpool— Gem, sold to A. Fultz by
Fultz; Lima
J.
Quilna, sold to Schine
Enterprises by T. Cunningham; West Salem Opera House, sold to R. C. Mowrey.

—

;

—

—

—

•

—

—

Closings
Buchtel— Star
Dayton— New Globe; De
Graff— Lincoln
Gloucester
Ambrose;
Hamden High School; Hillsboro PalaceLewistown— High School; Westervill&-^
Garden
Wharton— Kimmels
Xenia— Orpheum.

—

;

;

;

—

;

Dewar—Majestic

;

Theaters
Enid— Aztec

Rex.

—

Grove

—

by

ters

;

Waurikar—

L,!^
sold

."'«''
to

—

—

—

—

Ownership

W

F'-ed^'cf^ee;
Morris by M. C. Upchurch

Mooreland--Pastime,
sold
to
Kenneth
Lamphell by Robt. Valentin; Newkirk—
Palace-Cozv sold to E. C. Schmidt
by
Newki
Theater Co.; Quapaw— Palace,
5?'9 *° C. E. Barber by Stanley Bros.:
Quin-an- The Quinlan. sold to H. Gifford
by Henry f ockerill
Wellston-Lyric, sold
to B. R. Kaleheart by C. H.
Bradshaw.

Keep valve rollers
volving freely.
Use

oil

One drop

clean

and

G
G
E RS
INCORPORATED

re-

only sparingly, but daily.
each hole each day, ex-

Photo
Engraving

in

cept
the intermittent case,
bring about the best results.
in

Avoid the use

damaged

E

reels.

will

of bent or otherwise
Old reels are false

Specialists
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Motion Picture

;

Industry

Above

all

carefully

— Victory.

each

else,

examine and

shutter

fire

several
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times

da}'.

Changes

in Ownership
Anderson The Anderson, sold to Mrs. J.
Rowely by F. Menida
Barnwell Vamp,
sold to R. G. Hei-ndon by Thos. K. Bolen.

—

—

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes

Alpena

— Dreamland,

Ownership

in

sold to

C.

—

in
the
United
which is estimated at
equipped with the

projector

States, total of
around 50.000,

Sentry Safety Control within four
years is the goal of Joseph E. Cohen,
company president, who with Max
Closings
Aron, returns from Europe Monday.
Andover Opera
House
Elkton Scenic
Timber Lake Orpheum
Wakonda Leg- Already 1,000 theaters are equipped,
ion
Wilmot Opera House.
with 10,000 orders for Sentry units
on hand, says Cohen.

—

—

—
—

;

——

;

;

DAY AND NIGHT

Sentry Device on Every
Projector, Cohen's Goal
Every

H. Lund by
W. S Thompson; Buffalo—The Buffalo,
sold to J. D. Hollister by A. D. Flagg
Lennox Crystal, sold to Arthur Thomas
by F. W. Larson; Marvin The Marvin,
sold to Steve Kane by Earl E. Bell.

West
NEW

250

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-3

;

TENNESSEE

Changes

Ownership

in

— Broadstreet, sold
Hunt &
De Stefano by A. R. Richards
Dyersburg — Capitol, Francis and Vaudette,
Crescent Amuse. Co. by Dversburg
Amuse. Co.
Halls— Palace,
Crescent Amuse. Co. by Dyersburg Amuse.
Co.
Highland Heights — Boswell Gallaway,
Brown & Imes by E.
Boswell;
Jackson — Palace,
F. M. Davis by
E.
Drake
Obion — Princess, sold
Crescent Amuse. Co. by Dyersburg Amuse.
Co.
Ridgeley — Palace, sold
Crescent
Amuse. Co. by Dyersburg Amuse. Co.
Tiptonville— Virginia Dare,
Crescent Amuse.

Binghamton

to

;

sold

to

sold

;

to

;

sold

to

J.

sold

L.

to

to

;

to

;

sold

to

Co. by Dyersburg Amuse. Co.

Closings

Lafayette

— Stevens

Nashville

;

— Rainbow.

—

—
—

The advantage of the Sentry Safety
Control is its adaptability.
It can
be attached to any standard projector
and once the installation is made
the company's guaranty from any
danger of film

—

—
—
Hughes

Springs

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

absolute.
All
servicing, when any is necessary, is
taken care of by the Sentry Corp.,
either direct or through the National
Theater Supply. Whether service is
needed or not, a service man calls
every two weeks to make an inspecfire

is

1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

Co-operating with 42 Govern-

t-.on.

Clark

Theaters
;

ments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public

New Columbus Manager

Columbus, O.

—

E. H. Brauer has
resigned as manager of Paramount.
Duke Clark, formerly with the Pittsburgh office, succeeds him.

instruction.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

Pictures

for

& McGee;
& R M

JHE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

—

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

Idalou Sunset, sold to F. B.
Petty; Irean— Hyland, sold to M. R. Williams; Merkel— Palace, sold to Thos. A.
Pence:
Mt.
Pleasant— Martini, sold to
East Texas Theaters Inc.
Naples Palace, sold to J. A. Mortimer; Pittsburg
Crystal, sold to H. C. Houston;
Rich'^^ Richland, sold to Edward A.
i?"
R'chland Springs New, sold
».?"' J""to W.
B. Champion; Stamford Joyland,
sold to I. W.
Maple; Stamford— Only,
sod to Pete Blackshear; Taft— Rialto
Three Rivers Rialto; Walnut Springs
Capitol, sold to Gilbert May by Ben Bostwick; Whitney— Opera House, sold to D.
S. Sensing.

—

—

—

I

.

;

— New.

'

;

reset a loop while projector
running, and never use too large
a loop
Frame the picture somewhat slowly and with an even movement.

SOUTH

—

A

Never

is

;

;

;

squarely under idler roller.

economy.

—

—

W. Harry MarLone Wolf— Liberty,

Chaplin studio.

the upper magazine in proper
alignment so that film will feed

;

—

;

sold to

sold to A. J

Rialto,

—

to
W. Harrison
J.
Happy Hour, sold to Walker

^"'<^ ^"'^ Liberty!
^^'''"T^^
H. Hiltner by C. W. Griffin-

Clive the artist, has b
the technical staff of

to

—

;

;

—
— —
—

;

Hudson; Enid— The Enid, so'd
to Arthur Lewis by B. Isley;
Freedonv—
Liberty, sold to E. R. Archer by
Mrs

Jennings— Crystal,

S.

added

Closings
Make careful and proper splices,
Conway The Conway
Johnstown Alhambra; Leeper
Gymnasium; McKees Rocks using a standard make splicing maBroadway Martinsburg Deford Mauch chine.
Chunk Capitol (formerly Opera House)
Parkesburg Opera House; PetroUa Rex;
Dont mutilate the film for signal
Philadelphia
Rose (formerly Dixie)
Rob- purposes. Use a cue sheet.
The use
ertsdale
Liberty; Shinglehouse
Star;
Tremont Opera
House
Turbotville— of tinfoil or wire for this purpose
Community.
has caused many fires and damaged
CAROLINA
thousands of reels of film.
New Theaters

—

;

7

John Dobbins by

sold to

—
Weisner.

Wilson

Salle;

sold to R. E. Johnson; Amherst
Gem, sold to Murrel Autry Archer
City— Royal, sold to John T. Richardson,
Austin Dunbar, sold to C. G. Mer.
Jr.
oney
Canyon Strand, sold to W. J.
Wooten by Otto White; Dallas ^Bison,
sold to L. L. Dunbar; Fox, sold to Harry
Harris; Doucette Hoo Hoo, sold to Mrs.
W. A. Ferguson; De Kalt Patriot, sold
to T. J. Smith; Eldorado— Palace, sold to
M. R. Williams; Eliasville— National, sold
to Byrd Ashburn ; Grapevine
Palace, sold

;

LD.

S.

Ager— Liberty,

Buffalo, sold to C
F Mr
Dowel! by Fred L. Berry; Co Line—
Co Lme sold to C. C. Parker by The
Bill
Jansen
Crescent— Criterion, sold to Geo.
Graff by K. H. Blakley
Davidson— Rtiz
sold to E. C. Teel by Frank
Gillum
Dewey— Gem. sold to Hedges & Knight
by

Dr.

La

E.

J.

;

in

by

TEXAS

Princess.

Changes

u

—

New

Re- Openings

Buffalo— The

Gold

;

OKLAHOMA
New

N.

Epstein;
Pittsburg
Lincoln, sold to M. A. Rosenberg by Harry Gauding
Schwenksville
Audit, sold to Jos Schell by J. Sturgis
Somerset Grand, sold to Mrs. Jane Win-

;

—

—

to

;

Ownership

—

to

;

Oglietti
sold to

—

to

;

Stein-

S.

to

Edgefield

sold to B. Fi?h
Pastime,
L. Hendricks by L. A. Bucklew
Waldo, sold to J. C. Waldo by C. Hartlaub
Ansonia Ansonia, sold to Smith &
sold

to

Re-Openings

Moreland (Buckeye Rd.
St.);
Mansfield— Ohio

Garfield;

sold

sold

Orangeburg

OHIO
New Theaters

Cleveland

sold

Brill

ti^onal,

—

Geneseo

Bethlehem

;

J.

sold
to
C.
H. Geil
Buffalo
Audit, sold to C. H. Geil; Carson Audit, sold to C. H. Geil; Edmunds
Audit, sold to C. H. Geil; Granville
Audit, sold to C. H.
Geil;
Hatton—
Dakota sold to Joe Anderson by H. B.
Olin; Havana Audit, sold to C. H. Geil;
Leal— Audit, sold to C. H. Geil; McCluskey Audit, sold to C. H. Geil; Max
Audit, sold to C. H.Geil
Mercer Audit
sold
to
C.
H. Geil; Northwood New
Grand, sold to P. J. Sougstad by H. B.
Olin; Oberon— Audit, sold to C. H. Geil;
Pingree Audit, sold to C. H. Geil Tolna
—Audit, soU to C. H. Geil; WalesMovies, sold to A. C. Nelson by J. Fischer;
Walhalla Opera
House, sold to Peter

—
Campbell by
City — Audit,

Eftinger

Eclipse,

— Audit,

J.

— Globe,
by Bridge Theater Corp.
Eddystone—
B.
berg by
D. Farber; Harrisburg— NaRialto and Royal,
G. M.
Kurpa by L Marcus; Lebanon — Colonial,
G. A. Lichtenthaler by Apollo
Amuse. Co.
Leechburg — Nixon, sold
Guy
by N. Lambros; Philadelphia
Stanley
to
Sol

— Rex.

Changes

—

;

;

Re- Openings

—

;

;

NORTH DAKOTA
New Theaters
Alexander— Legion Hall.
Brinsmade

Henry

Keep

— Grand Clarion — Orpheum
Johnsonburg — Palace
Johnstown — Alhambra
Midland — Liberty and State PhiladelphiaKent and Ritz Wilson — Rialto.
Changes in Ownership
Bala — Egyptian, sold
P.
Lawler by

Continued

River

6)

PENNSYLVANIA

Bristol

Forest

Chaplin Signs Clive

;

;

OF

1'

8,

"1001 FILMS''
Complete reference booklet,
at

listing

i

(Fifth Edition)

nearly 3,000 educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash Av

Chicago,

HI.

il

Preordained
^^

—

the final result of the motion picture

on the screen was preordained from the
day that Edison got

Eastman

his

first

sample of

Film.''^

That was in 1889. And today the film
that made motion pictures practical is the
film that makes the most of the cinematographer's art and carries

through to the screen

all

the quality

— Eastman

*Page 209 ''A Million and

Film.

One

Nights, the History of the Motion
Picture"

— by Terry Ramsaye.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

WE'LL NEVER
A SHRINKING
VIOLET AGAIN!
urged

ive merely

M'Q'Ms

hook

to

EVENTS

exhihitorS'

GREAT

should have insisted on

this

is

a feature! If it doesn't

our fault."

—Dwight Hill
—PACIFIC NATIONAL THE-

THE FLAG

«w^-f,4

"'LADY OF VICTORI ES'
far out of the beaten path.

worthy of featuring on
the finest programs in the

It is

A

best theatres.

valuable

on any program."
Anna Aiken Patersoa
WEEKLY FILM REVIEW, GA.

asset

I

VICTORIES

contracted for the

Great Events,
ized

LADY OF

—

"When

I

never

real'

how interesting and

entertaining they were. They
are worthy of any program.

—Clarke A. Sanford BUFFALO

BILL'S

LAST FIGHT

— GALLI

CURCI THEATRE
MARGARETVILLE, N. Y.

T EVENTS
Each

TAKEN

hold of

M^aM^s

in Technicolor

THE FLAG — BUFFALO
LADY OF VICTORIES —
CRHT-THE VIRGIN QUEEN

series of

TECHNICOLOR dramas—
THEY are playing today
IN thousands of
BIG and little—

theatres

EACH one is based on
A Great Event of
ROMANTIC history—

PRODUCED

'

Reels

positively

DISTINGUISHED

ATRES, SAN. DIEGO, CAL.

is

is

THRILLING the way
EXHIBITORS have

— and

increase the gate receipts,
thats's

it!

IT

M«j||£ FLAG' is the finest
thing we ever saw in a short
Technicolor feature

we

Technicolor-

in

IN

like

features—

beautiful colors.

THEY will positively
BRING added receipts
TO any theatre!

\

Naturally,

The

Best Things

Always Come From

]

>

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Oklahoma Unit Prepares

to Fight "Blacklisting"

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

rjiemtSPmit

/FILMDOM
I
XLIV

C.

Monday, April

No. 8

"Speedy"
LOYD'S

,

a

.

latest.

money maker.

some

of the stuff

As

usual,

Here is
"Speedy"

Babe Ruth,
Island,
interest, gags
.eliall, love
oie inimitable, some slightly
1 ked
with age action that
uney

—

e?
L

r

fast

lits

34 From Warners
Eight specials and 26 pictures
comprise the Warner program
All pictures, it is
for 1928-29.
stated, are to have Vitaphone

sequences.

9,

NEXT EXHIBITOR CO-OP IS
TO BE FORMED AT BOSTON

The company plans
Audrey

to elevate to stardom,
Ferris, M3^na Ley and

Conrad

Nagel.

Plans Declared Under Way
for Organization Like
Sapiro Group
CONN. UNIT SECRETARY

NEW CONTRACT SCORED BY

and very furious once

its

love interest
as breezy as ever

Price 5 Cents

1928

stride,

— Lloyd,

ore.

Speedy" is not the best picje Lloyd has made, but it has
ire than enough of the mate-

150 HOUSES

IN CAPITAL

ZONE, PLANOT
Washington Bureau

NEW

CHAIN

THE FILM DAILY

New
ment

Haven,
is

Conn.
expressed by

—DisillusionEdward

G.

Levy, secretary of the state exhibitor
unit, over the new standard contract
drafted at Chicago, who denounces
the new agreement as one-sided and

Boston

—

This territory is expected
develop an exhibitor cooperative
along the lines of the one formed in
Greater New York with Aaron Sato

piro at its head.
Whether the Massachusetts co-op will be allied with,
or a part of the Sapiro combine is
not as yet apparent. Meeting on the
subject is expected to follow the organization campaign at Buffalo.
The Sapiro group, it is stated, first
intends to concentrate in New York
state, confining its activities there,

of
unfair.
that will prove highly
"Like Dickens I had 'Great Expectations'
One hundred and
Washington
lerting for children, young
when the committee assembled in Chicago to
fifty theaters, within a 200 mile radius
draft a new contract — like Hamlet I was a
The picture runs one of Washington are planned by Thea:1
old.
(Continued on Page 2)
or and twenty-five minutes, ters Corp. of America, of which Mark
can be cut to advantage, Gates is general manager. Gates, who
managed the Columbia here
until careful study is made to deter'mming would tighten up sev- has
since 1921, resigns April IS to bgcome WILLIANS PLANS EXCHANGE mine whether extension
to
other
il
long sequences and make general manager of the company.
states will in any manner violate inpicture fit its title more Gates formerly operated first runs at
commerce laws. However,
SYSTEM INJI.S., CANADA ifterstate
Istly. Likewise would cutting Indianapolis, Toledo and Cleveland.
such a co-operative is formed here,
His brother, Sidney Gates, for ten
it might be expected to receive the
the exhibitor. Lloyd gets top
years associated with Loew's, is to
London Between 26 and 32 ex- benefit of advice from the Greater
CCS forlhis pictures. Therefore, have charge of the state of Virginia changes will be established throughNew York cooperative.
shorter the film the greater for Theaters Corp.
out the United States and five others
Proin Canada by United M. P.
[nl)er of shows per day.
ducers, Ltd., of which J. D. Williams

—

in it

t

—

Tie-Up

De Luxe

SIXHELDINBOilNGOF

managing

director, it is stated.
(Continued on Page 2)

is

This

S.M.P.E. SPRING MEET

[eep your weather eye peeled for

Woman Who Was

Forgotten."
production in about a month,
lool teacher story, neatly tied in
h tlie National Educational Assn.
Richard Thomas who will proand Charley Goetz who will
re
One-quarter of
idle roadshows.
receipts will RO to building of
nes for teachers made inactive by
Eight hundred thousand of the
Each buys
ifession to be enrolled.
tickets and urges pupils to see
picture. Looks like a sweet merproposition
mdising - exploitation
ich exhibitors ought to look for.
le

ters

;.

Preparing

?

when showmen begin to exconcern over grosses is either
What are you doing
e or near.
Modern equipment for the
lut it?
ater has eliminated entirely the
:e-serious problem of warm weath-

of
HAMMONDJND., THEATER Weiss Renamed Head Vote
Agfa by Unanimous
Hammond,

Ind.

—

William Klei-

bege, majority stockholder of Northern Theater Co., and five others, including Joe Millian, business agent of
the local operators union, are held
under bonds totaling $220,000, charged with bombing of the $1,700,000
(^Continued on Page 4)

in-

creased from three to five and Weiss,
H. Davis, E. Friedlander, H. Carson and O. Von Schrenk were elected

open with an address of welcome
by President W. B. Cook.
Papers
will be read as follows: "A Line

ing.

The board

of directors

There is a cooling or ventilating
of
tern available for all types
The range in prices is sufises.
No exhibitor need
ently wide.
irlook the possibility of breaking
vn buyers' resistance because of
ts.

K

ANN

was

Report of arbitration boards in the
showing that $4,269,752 in
claims were settled during 1927, well
industry,

of arbitration in relieving the congestion of court calendars, states Lucius R. Eastman,
president of the American Arbitration Assn., New York.
Eastman says that recent affiliation
(Continued on Page 4)
illustrates value

will

(Continued on Page 2)

directors.

Unit Meets Today to Map Its
Stand in Arbitration Row
Arbitration Society Head
Praises Work in Industry

—

Hollywood The spring meeting of
the Society of M. P. Engineers opens
at the Roosevelt today and will continue till Saturday.
Today's meeting

Alfred Weiss was reelected president of Agfa Raw Film Corp. by
unanimous vote at the annual meet-

jpring
ss

OPENS ON COAST TODAY

Oklahoma

City

— Efforts

of

the

Film Board to enforce awards made
by arbitration boards in other cities
and percentage and overage contracts
are chief issues to be tackled at rneeting of the Oklahoma exhibitor unit
to be held here today.

The organization
action of the
service to

Film

is

incensed over
Board to shut

theaters in Seminole
and Wewoka, unless a decision handed down by the Kansas City arbi(Continued on Page 4)
off

All Great States Houses
to Make Local Newsreels
Chicago

— Local

newsreels

are to
theater of the
Great Strates circuit, for incorporation into regular newsreels shown at
houses of this Balaban & Katz sub(Continued on Page 2)

be

made by every

Biggest Year Seen by
Lichtman After Tour
Returning from a two weeks' tour
the southern and midwest exchanges, Al Lichtman of United Artists, states he found evidences everyof

where that general business conditions are improving, and that thea(Continued on Page 2)

—

...

1

THE
Monday, April

DAILY
Hays Denies He
of Picture

Monday. AprO

VoL XIIV No. 8

9,

Price S Cents

1928

PUBLISHER

lOHN W. ALICOATE

S.M.P.E. Spring Meet Biggest Year Seen by ii
Lichtman After TcB"
Industry Opens on Coast Today
and
Czar

Is

Hays is not the czar
denies that he wields a great power
as an advisor in the industry, admitting however "that his advice in said
industry is valued in various reThis definition of his posispects."
Will H.

is contained in answer filed in
Federal Court, New York, denying
conspiracy charge of Valeska Suratt
and Mirza Ahmed Sohrad, in connection with alleged pirating of their
story for production of "The King
of Kings."

tion

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. V., and
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
W. Alicoate, President and
Folk, Inc.
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York.
months,
$5.00; 3 months.
$10.00 one year; 6
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 BroadPhone Circle 4736way, New York N. Y.
Filmday,
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
Wllk. Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone Drexel 7000
London Ernest W.
and Washington 9794.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 58, Great MarlLichtbildbuebue,
borough St., W. I.
Berlin

—

—

—

Friedrichstrasse, 225.

(Continued from Page

Screen Film Process for Motion Pictures in Color," by J. H. Powrie;
"Reproduction of Mobility of Form
and Color by the Motion Picture
Kaleidoscope," by L. A. Jones and
C. H. Tuttle of Eastman Kodak;
"Some Technical Photographic Prob-

New York

—

New

in

(Continued from Page
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have
theaters
chain,
the
equipped with cameras and a
ber
the

of

the

staff

YOU'LL USE

to

operate

coming
at

EVERY DAY
1000

FREE!
TO
I

Film Da3|

to

SUBSCRIBERiJH

an early

The com-

COVERS
EVERYTHING
GOES

j

year.
is British and backed
by British capital. No pictures will
be produced, but the company is prepared to advance money- for British
first

its

The company

EVERYWHER]^

weather interfered.
Russell McLean Resigns
Russell McLean, special district
from
resigned
has
representative,
Pathe.

NOW READY FOR OCCUPANCY
Office Space in

New

Contract Scored
by Conn. Unit Sec'y
(Contintied

disillusioned
in, he says.

from Pane

man when

the chips

1)

were cashed

"Pettijohned with the propaganda that conwere to be made and vital issues
amicably adjusted, I can only justify the
debacle by assuming that the three who were
present in lieu of independent exhibitors were
Hess'd and Hayes'd into a state of obfuscation.
I expected bread and we got nothing
but chaff.
"Where are the cancellation clause, the
non-theatrical clause, the limitation on production delays, the new arbitration rules?
cessions

The
contract, that's certain.
ideally inequitable and unilateral
is
an anachronism for possibilities
of torture, it out-Spanishes the Inquisitors."

—

If

Market

—

—

You Are
for

in the'

Any Kind

of

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

WARNER BROTHERS
THEATRE BUILDING
N. E. Corner Hollywood Blvd. and Wilcox Ave.

HOLLYWOOD

CALIFORNIA

A modern,

up-to-minute office
building in the heart of Hollywood
especially suitable for Managers
Bookers
and those connected
with the Theatrical and Motion
Picture Industries.

—

CONSULT US AND SAVE
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS
OF qUAUTY MOTION PICTURES

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

UIILCOdQHByS
no

lUcst 32«*St,Nc«ybrk.N.y.*^
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture
U
701

SO/BKm

A>/».

NEW YORK

BBVA^rr 8J5S

Pages!

Cloth Bounc

pany intends to handle between 25
and 40 British and Continental films
during

IT

Every house of the
in on the United Artists
broadcast, and reported good production.
inclement
except where
business,

Quoted.

Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras. St. Louis; SUnley, Philadelphia.

trained

been

mem-

machine.
circuit tuned

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).

(s)

operations.

1)

In each of the 16 cities of

Not in the new
new instrument

7,200
4,400
44,000

=t'

expected to be ready by

is

Great States Houses
September.
Williams is
New
York
from
London
Newsreels
to Make Local
date to start

High Low Close
36.. 104j^ 104K 1045/g

optimistic.
Lichi
believes recent developments i
talking pictures, television and othe
scientific advances are having a direc
and favorable reaction on the box oi
fice.
The year, says Lichtman. promi
Ises to be the greatest in film historjj

man

Plans Exchange
System
U.S.-Canada
system

(These Quotations are

owners were

ter

lems and Their Solutions," by J. W.
Coffman; "Some Novel Motion Picture Presentations," by L. M. Townsend and W. H. Hennessv.

All

Financial

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

Anniversary at Bangor House
Bangor,
Me.
Anniversary week
arrives
was held at the Bijou, and manager
in a few days for
Connie Moore staged a gala performa trip in Europe.
ance with some fine stage acts imported for the occasion. E. J. Moore
Film
Industrial
Shooting
Zucker
Frank Zucker is handling camera acted as master of ceremonies.
work on an industrial picture which
Stanley Advertising Co. starts today
at the Cosmopolitan Studios, New
Bennie Berk is production
York.
in
manager.
(Continued from Page 1)

Novarro in
Ramon Novarro
York today sailing

9, 192

S.

Department
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DAiUV
Unit Meets Today

Coast Wire Service

Roach Studios to Reopen
for New Year on May 1
Production

or

WENT

SCHEDULE

at the

1

Columbia

working

diligently to

finish this season's product.
George B. Seitz is back at the stu-

to

is

be resumed

Hal Roach

studio,

May

workers

which now are enjoying the an-

of

nual
is

{Continued from Page

following completion

vacation,

of the 1927-28 output.
Forty comedies will be on the 1928-29 program,
the same number as produced for the

current season.
dio after several days spent at sea
on "After the Storm." Erie C. KenUniversal Reopens May 1
ton is shooting on "Golf Widows."
Universal studios will resume acVera Reynolds, Harrison Ford and tivities on May 1.
Sally Rand appear in the production.
With the addition of Douglas FairThree Davis Originals
banks Jr., and Barbara Kent to
Owen Davis has written three orig"Modern Mothers," Phil Rosen is inals for Paramount in as many
at work. Helene Chadwick plays the weeks.
Thomas Buckingham has
mother.
Gain Stays with Paramount
put finishing touches to script of
Gain, executive manager of
J. J.
"Beware of Blondes" and is selecting
his cast. Editing on "Broadway Dad- the Paramount studios in Hollywood
has signed a new contract with the
dies" is finished.
The scenario department is clean- company.
ing up the balance of the 1927-1928
Marie Prevost in Meighan Cast
productions in preparation for the
Marie Prevost has been loaned to
new season.
,

to Direct "La
Artists
United
Paiva" for
Production of Douglas Fairbanks'
sequel to "The Three Musketeers"
has been postponed, and Sam Taylor,
who has signed a year's contract with
United Artists, is to direct "La

1)

tration board is complied with. The
has
an understanding
association
with the local Film Board that no
arbitration award would be recognized or any penalty imposed on any
Oklahoma exhibitor unless the award
was reviewed by the Oklahoma City
board, and has demanded that the
decision be reconsidered until after
today's meeting.
Unless the Film Board withdraws
its stand, President W. Z. Spearman
will ask the Oklahoma unit to with-

arbitration, and will seek
state and Federal courts,

draw from
relief

in

"from such unjust and unreasonable

9, 192t|

Arbitration Society He
Praises Work in Indus
(Continued from Pckge 1)
of the National Assn. of Amusei
Parks with the American Arbitr
Assn., the final link in the cha
arbitration surrounding the an
ment world was completed. "In
of its branches," he continued,
the Dramatists' Guild of the Authl
League of America, where much|j
what we see and hear on stages
silver screens originates, to the/
ual presentation of stories on
stage and screen, the way is sm<^
ed bv arbitration."

"Street Angel" Opening
Street Angel," opens ton
at the Globe, New York.

"The

conditions."

A

committee

is

to

be named today

a plan of action
guarantee and percentage.

to

against

outline

Six Held in Bombing

i

Hammond, Ind., Hou
{Continued from Page 1)

St.

Clair Assigned
Clair will direct

State here Nov.

8,

causing damage

"The around $1,000,000.
Canary Murder Case," murder mysMillian, it is declared, has ci
tery novel by S. S. Van Dine.
fessed his part in the plot, stati
Mai

St.

that

Kleibege

gave

him

$2,000

connection with the bombing, dccic
"Abie's Irish Rose" at
upon when Kleibege found the
the 44th St. for N. Y. Run ater a white elephant. Millian
ll

s;

New York

Meighan's "The Racket."

play which

he gave one-half the money to Hai
L. Ames, business agent of the h
carriers'
union,
a
co-defenda

D'Arrast to Make Fox Film
Harry D'Arrast has been loaned
to Fox to direct one picture.

ganization is now set with engagement of the 44th St. Theater. No
date has as yet been set for the
premiere.

business agent of the finishers' unic
Marwood Williams, trustee of
hod carriers' union, and Dean M
ler, a Calumet City bartender.

Caddo

Sam Taylor

in

Row

Arbitration

Columbia Studios Busy
COMPANY NEARS END

Monday, April

Neil

Prod.,

for a role

in

Thomas

The
Irish

Rose," the

run

"Abie's
Nichols

of
successful

will be roadshowed by
Paramount and the playwright's or-

Others under arrest are: James Tu
t

Hamilton Free Lancing
Hamilton is" leaving Para-

mount

to free lance.

Paiva," instead.

Studying College Angle
R. MacDonald, University of
Southern California student, has been

W.

assigned to the M-G-M studio as obLester Cowan has been asserver.
signed to the United Artists' studio
to study all phases of production, and
later to become director of the motion picture course for instructors.

Warner Baxter in FBO Film
Warner Baxter has been signed by

FBO

for the featured role in

"Dan-

ger Street," a screen version of Harold McGrath's novel.

A

Little

Keith Opposite Garon

Wilfred

Noy

is

directing.

RALFH WILX

Bs

/GEORGE

"

actor,

E.

Days

least.

STONE,
him

find

working

"State

in

Street

George made his screen
"Seventh Heaven."
*

*

Sadie."

debut

Marshall

Neilan will direct "The
for AI Woods in Holly-

wood

instead of in England as previously planned.

Joining U. A,
Heru^ Henigson may

?
leave

Universal and join United Artists,

it

is

reported.

will bring

in

*

John Adolfi

*

*

keeping ac"Prowlers of the Sea" for TiffanyStahl and has other assignments awaiting him.
The
tive.

He

is

is directing

Tiffany -Stahl

studio

is

familiar

territory for John,
having worked at the studio
several years ago, when it was
known as Fine Arts.
*

*

*

Eddie Horn and Harry Glickman
are being kept busy, showing friends
the working operations of the Tremont Film Laboratory, which is one
of the showplaces of Hollywood.

joy to

you

through your box office
if you are one of the

Country

*

99

THE LUCKY RABBIT

Our Passing Show: Jack Warner
and Harry Rapf chatting at the

will direct.

Green Hat"

OSWALD

in

"The Racket" at the Metropolitan
studio, vvhile nights find him busy at
the Warners' plant, where he is ap-

Hillcrest

"Green Hat" to Be Made
by Neilan in Hollywood

but

character

keeping busy, to say the

is

Club; Herbert L.
"Bellamy Trial"
Yates and Ben Goetz making a
Margaret Livingston has Deen cast
friendly call on Charles Christie and
in a leading part in "The Bellamy
Phil Ryan at Metropolitan.
Trial."
Monta Bell

M-G-M Making

bring joy to children

Hollywood

pearing

Donald Keith will play lead with
Pauline Garon in her new Chadwick
production,
"The Devil's Cage,"

EASTER BUNNIES

from "Lots"

LUCKY EXHIBITORS
who have booked

Produced for

f?

OSWALD

99

Produced By

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

Vmuersai\i\mLlU. CaHooni

Us

1^1

Outline Stand in French Crisis Today

to

\ays

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

E

A Gem

have often had it in our
mind to some day compile a list of noteworthy
uctions, a sort of hall of recwherein will be registered
in our opinion, constitute
great in motion pigtures.
1928, we would include "The
Angel" for one. What;t

may make

the grade
year, this gem, by every
belongs in that limited
t,
xy of permanent achieveelse

Asks

NEWDETROIT ZONING PLAN
BECOMES EFFECTIVE MAY 1

Relief

Columbus, O.

— Independent

exhibitors of the nation are "in
a deplorable plight," and need
the relief which the Brookhart
bill would provide, P. J. Wood,
business manager of the Ohio
advised
has
unit,
exhibitor

Butterfield, Meanwhile, Is

iPORTANCE OF ACADEMY

members of Senate
commerce committee, asking
them to vote for passage of
Enactment of the
the bill.
interstate

Seeking Protection Over
25 Mile Area

STRESSED BY MEETINGS

measure, he says, vinll enable
the small exhibitor to remain
in business and earn a livelihood.

—

here is serving to emphasize the importance of the Academy of M. P.
a work of unusual beauty
Arts and Sciences, especially in conicture that unravels a panection with its investigations in
ic but magnificent love story,
Mazda lighting and other steps to
ANTIREPEAL
{Continued on Page 4)
d by its principals such as
pictures are acted commerFORECAST
CHILDREN
y and artistically of the
E
grade and a production
5t
Quebec There already is a hint
reflects lasting credit upon
hose who were fortunate to that the new law prohibiting admis- ENCINEERS IN
sion of children under 16 to theaicipate in its making.
will not
it
;

OF QUEBEC

;

LAW

—

HOLLYWOOD

ters

is

so

that

drastic

—With

the

Butterfield cir-

THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Meeting of the So- outside Detroit, seeking protection of
ciety of M. P. Engineers under way 30 days over theaters within a radius
iVest Coast Bureau,

t.

is

Detroit

cuit of 75 theaters, controlling practically all first runs of the territory

IV est Coast Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

25

of

miles,

Detroit's

new zoning

agreement goes into effect May 1.
The new agreement was drafted by
the Film Board and the state exhibitor

unit.

provides maximum protection of
28 days, from the last day of exhibition for the first runs to seven days'
protection for second runs.
Protection of 21 days for first runs of houses
in key zones is granted.
It

19 Greater

New York

Houses Under One Buyer

The
survive more than one year.
Hollywood The Spring meeting
Stamatis Bros., Brooklyn operators,
you say? It is, but greatest objection has come from of the Society of M. P. Engineers
interested in the Bronx, Yonkers and
these
because
themselves
parents
:
Street Angel" deserves all of
cannot got under way yesterday at the Jersey theater holdings of the Cocalaudation which may be heaped adults have found that they
Roosevelt Hotel. There will be six lis circuit, have merged their interests
themselves
show
picture
attend
a
it
Heaven."
1 it.
After "Seventh
{Continued on Page 4)

Achievement

—

iivish praise,

much

to expect, perhaps, that
same players, even under the
J of the same director, could even
But
each their first picture.
don't know if "Sevhave.
Heaven" or "The Street Angel"
It makes no differle greater.
since both are outstanding in
somewhat similar treatment.
Gaynor as the street angel
;t
oves doubts if there were any
she is one of the greatest of the
natural actresses in motion pic-

too

We

,

—

She

s.

rell

;nt
St

if

is

magnificent.

Charles

more than exwe could but find the word
excellent,

is

And Borzage who
permanent slice of glory
"Seventh Heaven" here adds

his

work.

lered a

his
lustre to a reputation that can-

without

home

leaving

their

children

Safier

with Jack Margolis, bringing together 19 theaters seating 18,150. S.
D. Cocalis has been appointed buy-

at

alone.

Howard Sheehan Named

Heads Long Run
Department of "U"

Morris Safier has resigned from
Warners to become sales manager
of the Universal long run depart-

West

Coast Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Howard J. Sheehan,
district manager for Fox, on April
16 will join

West Coast Theaters

in

be dimmed.

Meeting of Hays and Herriot
Scheduled in Paris Today
Handle
Series
Author
Star and

Paramount

to

itted

—

;

E.

KANN

New Wage Demand
— Denial that wage increases

Denies
Detroit

asserts.

Fore !
won't be long now, for
the committee is holding meetIt

was
name
cameraman's
Twelve two reelers to be released
from the program last night.
He is a under the general title of "Great Stars
ly we do riot know.
and Authors," have been contracted
Iter of motion pictures; an etcher
a superb craftsman. for by Emanuel Cohen, Paramount
rare moods
short subject head, in a deal with
!"here were many gorgeous and
sequences. Eugene Spitz who has an agreement
handcolored
)ressive
must not forget to record the with the Actors' Fund of America
wheredit that properly belongs to Gus- and the Author's League Fund
Brock for his unusual artistry by he will be enabled to draw on the
A percentage
this direction.
talents of members.
'he

Detroit Operator Union

ment.
In his new capacity he will an executive capacity, states an an- aggregating ten per cent and a six
undertake plans for roadshowing of nouncement by Harold B. Franklin. day week have been demanded by the
"Uncle's Tom's Cabin," "The Man Sheehan has been with Fox since Detroit operators union, is made by
Who Laughs," "Show Boat," "Broad- 1919, as home office representative M. Ruben, business representative.
and district manager.
(^Ccmtinued on Page 4)
The matter of wages for next season has not yet been taken up, he

•e

Ictures Like Paintings

{Continued on Page 4)

To West Coast Position

{Continued on Page 4)

(By Radio)— Will H. Hays
expected to confer today with Edouard Herriot, minister of Public Instruction, on the French Film situation.
Herriot is due in Paris today
following an Easter vacation.
Ambassador Herrick is likewise expected
back today.
The conference will
probably be a three-cornered affair.
There has been no change in Hays'
policy.
Concessions so far made by
the
French have not altered the
American stand one iota.
Paris

is

ings

selecting a date for the
Spring Golf Tournament. The
event is to be held early in
June, and the duffers already
arei begiiming to polish off their
form getting ready for the Big
Push.
Last year's event was
at Westchester, so in accordance with the custom of alternating, the Spring tourney will
be held on Long Island. More
details later.

... .
.

'

THE

•y

:%g^

DAILV

Warner House
THE FILM DAILY

Tuesday, April

Lambs Name Committees

"Glorious Betsy" at

Mf^^ULTHE HEWS
miTHE TIME

West Coast

Bureau.,

—

Los Angeles
will

be the

initial

And

"Glorious Betsy"
attraction

the
April

at

Warner theater, which opens
The house, which seats around
3,000, was built at an estimated cost

Major James

That's J hat

By PHIL M.

DALY
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Goldwyn Signs Two
Damiti, star of the Felner Co.,
Berlin, and Walter Butler were signed abroad by Samuel Goldwyn as
leading woman and leading man for
Lili

Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky,

New

l,5(X)-Seater

23
24'"

3\H
111

96'/2

24

400

33
111

2,600
9,000

— Southern

Tampa

Naked Truth

party.

Some day

we'll

be saying about him: "Sure, I
knew that guy when he first told the
story about the traveling salesman.
Look at him now! He's still telling
it.
And making you laugh at it." It
must be great to be a magician.
all

—

Warner Postpones Trip
Pressure of business in New York
has postponed European trip contemplated this month by Abe Warner, who has been forced to cancel
his passage.

U. A. to Open at New Orleans
New Orleans United Artists is
planning to open an exchange here
at an early date.

ninger

will

be

associate

Coll

now four. The new
named Marilyn.

arrival will be

Changes in Tennessee
Mountain City, Tenn. P. M. Jo\
and J. C. Rambo have taken over
Strand, formerly operated by C.
Lane; William Rise has taken

—

Manchester, Ky., form"
Manchester; F. W. Kan
has taken over the Regent, Russ*
Ky.
the

Clay,

ly called

r—

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCti
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Actij

1

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Cit]

Barlow Joins Hennegan
Al Barlow, for years
First

National's

sory

department,

New York
negan Co.
agent,

is

to

in

charge of

adver'tising

has

acces-

named
the Hen-

been

representative of

M. Loeb, purchasing
assume supervision of the
J.

accessory department, in addition to
other duties.

ANSWERS
ALL QUESTIONS
lOCX) Page

Cloth Boi

the Counter

Now
(Bid and Asked),

More Material for Gotham Gladness
ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

Waxman, advertising and
publicity chief for Warner Bros., has
engaged Jack Lewis as a member o.
P.

Lumas Film Corporation
Sam

Lewis was formerly with

the organization but resigned three
years ago to go to Europe to write.

FREE

1928-1929

Shumate

Jack Lewis With Warners

stafif.

in preparation for season

'^PAJAMAS FOR TWO*'
By Harold

Stock Exchange.
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.
(s)

NOTE:

his

Pu

Lambs' Gambol, at the Metropoli
Opera House, New York, April
R. H. Burnside and Charles V

Prices

Over

A.

re-

laugh cocktail that will even make a
janitor - superintendent
laugh, they
should give Don Hancock the up and
down. Don created that "Topics of the
Nite," screened with screams at the

Theaters is
Punch copy and nothin' else but, is
building a $200,000 house seating
turned out by Tom Gerety, in charge
1,500 at Lafayette St. and Grand Cenof short subject publicity and adtral Ave.
This is one of the Publix
vertising for M-G-M. Tom's been a
strongholds.
real factor in putting over M-G-M's
short subject department.
Veteran Showman Dies
Salem, Mass. William H. Koen,
George Fish, artist in the Univeran old time showman, died here of
sal home ofiice art department, has
heart disease.
He and his brother, announced the arrival of a baby girl
John E. Koen, owned seven theaters
It is his second child,
at his home.
in Massachusetts.
the other also being a girl, Virginia,
Fla.

Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o)
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85

will gp
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15

85
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Walker

the
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Tampa,

1,000

once

J.

Collie,
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8

98^
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..
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do pfd.
...
(b)
do 6s 41ww.
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..
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3,000

172H 172>4

24!/,

174'/4

.

Close

41

lo^'A
76

.

Low

itself

as

again.

This is one of the last of regional
meetings scheduled prior to the Dallas convention May 8-9.

Financial

looks like

sor

John Spargo, whose name Harry G. Sommers, chairman of
executive committee, with Alfred,
is synonymous with the "Exhibitors
"Dawn" Passed in England
Herald" in these parts, is back. Asrons and William G. Norton,
n,
London After an all night ses- John's had a long siege of illness. chairman. W. Spencer Wright,
eon, British censors decided to pass But Florida and a medicinal grape man, and Robert L. Hague,
Now chairman of the souvenir prL.„
'Dawn," with one scene deleted, that fruit raised there cured him.
he's gradually making the rounds committee; and Mark A. Luescl
of the chief of the firing squad, shootWhich means the Hunting chairman and Frank J. Wilstach, \
ing a member of the squad who re- again.
Room at the Astor once more takes chairman of the publicity commit
fused to fire on Edith Cavell.
George Vivian will be general st
on that familiar look.
director and Victor Baravalle
First Guild Theater on Eighth St.
gj
Promoting "Wings" has made an eral musical director.
First house of a New York chain
he says is planned by Film Arts aviation enthusiast of Al Grey, who
Not at Grand Rapids
Cleveland to make ready the
Guild, will be built on W. Eighth St., flew to
Battle Creek, Mich.— With de
under
auspices
the
premiere
of
between Fifth and Sixth Aves, states
Symon Gould, director of the Cleveland Chapter of the National purchase of the three Glenn Cm
Aeronautic Assn. Sunday he flew houses completed by the W. S. BH
Guild.
from Cleveland to Detroit and terfield circuit, the new theater prii
then will take the air for Pittsburgh ect planned by the latter is expecn
Texas Meeting April 12
to be abandoned.
The deal gii
for the opening at the Nixon.
Waco, Tex.
Exhibitors of 45
Butterfield control of this city
towns within a 100-mile radius of
If they can use a nifty titler out every other key in the lower pen
Waco are to meet here April 12. Hollywood
way, one who can mix a sula, with exception of Detroit.
of $2,000,000.

lOHN W. ALICOATE

10, 1
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1650 Broadway
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Film Trade
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Covering Okla. City
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Memphis
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IndianapoHs territories
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Detroit
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Engineers Dined
In Hollywood
(.Continued

from Page

1)

used

in the theater for the

embellish-

This was a
prepared by

the program.
highlight of a paper

ment

of

Lloyd A. Jones and Clifton Tuttle

Eastman Kodak research

of the

lab

conference days during which at Rochester.
The instrument constructed for
papers will be read and visits
Last night making such film by the two-color
paid to various studios.
the American Society of Cinemato- process consists essentially of a standgraphers tendered the S.M.P.E. a ard Bell & Howell camera to which
dinner of welcome. Tomorrow night, is added a suitable holder for the
the Academy of M. P. Arts and two-color taking filters, a kaledioscopic prism, a pattern plate of colSciences will act as host.
Addresses of welcome to the 100 ored gelatin designs on glass, a lamp
delegates attending, were made by for illuminating the pattern plate, and
Lieut. Governor Fits, Fred Niblo, the mechanical means for driving the
elements in synchronism.
various
Fred Beetson and John W. Boyle.
A number of interesting papers Diagrams were shown illustrating the
C. Francis Jenkins of various types of symmetrical, quasiwere read.
Washington, whose experiments in symmetrical, and unsymmetrical pattelevision have centered considerable terns formed by the use of various
attention upon him from engineering types of prisms. The paper was iland technical experts, was author of lustrated by a reel of film showing
a treatise which discussed motion both the form and the color sequences
pictures in the home, via the radio. obtainable.
It declared that equipment has been
perfected by which it is practical to
of
transmit pictures by radio so that
with
home
the
in
viewed
they can be
a receiving set which shows an image
{Continued from Page 1)
about 7 by 8 inches in size. In the
broadcasting station a motion picture promote motion picture technology.
"The Academy composed of nearly all imfilm is passed through the transmitcreative
the
five
portant
personages
of
ter which analyzes each picture into
branches of motion picture production, is a
Hnes by means of a number of lenses unique experiment in organization engineerfull

many

Importance

Academy

in a disc which rotates rapThe
idly in front of a light source.
light passing through different parts

mounted

picture is of difTerent intensity and is received on a light sensitive cell which sends a correspondingly strong or weak electrical curBy the
rent to the sending station.
use of a similar disc in the receiver
the image is reconstructed for viewof

the

ing.

Interesting developments in color
films were described in two papers.
John H. Powrie, of the Warner research laboratory in New York said:
"Motion pictures in natural colors can he
made by the use of an ordinary camera in
conjunction with a specially made film. Very
lines are printed
on the fiim photofine
graphically and then colored by dye mordanting. The colored lines thus produced, being
very fine, analyze each part of the image
into the three color components. When this
film is developed a negati%e in compiemeatary
color results.
From the negative any number of positives can be printed by the use
of a similar film.
Ordinary projection equipment is used in exhibiting these positives."

By combining

a kaleidoscopic

prism

with a suitable motion picture camera
possible to make motion pictures
color which show the changing
patterns produced when a suitable
grouping of colored elements is
moved slowly past the end of the
prism and such color film may be
it is

in

Stressed

being an attempt to unite the memberbranches of motion
the common good,"
states Secretary Frank Woods.
"It is not
a company union, its main purpose being the
advancement of the motion picture as an
ing,

ships of five creative
picture production for

institution

and

in

all

methods and forms of contracts.
Employment relations were without recognized standards.
Various abuses existed that demanded
correction.
In the interest of the industry
as a whole the Academy has been able to
act promptly in these matters by the friendcooperation of

Safier

its

Heads Long Run
Department of "U"

"We

m

Smith Opening Capital House
"The Last Moment" will be the
initial
attraction at the Bandbox,
Washington, D. C, new house sponsored by Arthur Leslie Smith.

Paramount

Handle
Star and Author Sei\

R.

to

(Continued from Page 1)
the net is to be turned ovenl
these societies.
Production of

of

New Louisville
Louisville The

first, "Two Masters," is under i|
House Opens
Uptown, Eastern at Cosmopolitan under directioril
Pkwy. and Bardstown Rd., has open- Edward Lawreiice and John ]l

—

Amusement

Fourth Ave.
ed.
owner.

Co.

is

Cutcheon.

by Rita

The

story is an origil
the cast inclul

Weiman and

Mary Eaton, Rex Cherryman, Ca^l
McComas, Clark Silvernail, MiBll''
Brackin Observing Anniversary
Young, Efl
Bainbridge, Ga. The Walter J. Dupree, Tammany
Brackin theater interests here are Nelson, Jenny Eustace, Ann Sutl
Milesl
this week celebrating their 21st an- land and Eddie Robbins.
Gibbons will assist Cohen.
niversary of theater operation.
Distributing "Devil's Passion"

Cinema Attractions has acquired
the rights to "The Devil's Passion"
for Greater New York and Northern
Jersey.

Adler Now Distributing
Port Film Corp., headed by ^P*'Adler, veteran publicity mati,
taken over distribution in up||
New York of "The Port of
li

M

Clem Clay Price Dead
Live Oak, Fla. Funeral services
were held here recently for Clem
Clay Price, Sr., 64, veteran East
Chattanooga, Tenn., exhibitor.

Brenda production.

Girls,"

—

Ball

New

Salt

Lake Manager

—

Salt Lake City
Wayne Ball has
succeeded Dave Farquar as manager

of

the

Warner exchange

Americans"

and

"The

Call."
Safier's first work in pictures was
in the sales department of the Big
at the time the Bluebird brand
was established. Since that time he
has been identified with pictures Hke
"The Birth of a Nation,"

U

New York
Under One B

Houses

Fulton Auditorium, Classic and Pai
in Brooklyn.
The Cocalis tl
aters in which they hold an inter
are the Broadway, Parkhill, Orphei
Cameo, Interborough, Rosedale a^

Firm Formed
To Handle Ufa Product

Cincinnati

— Charles

two others building

in the

Bronx

a

Cincinnati
organizing a

NOW READY FOR OCCUPANCY

m

Office Space in

WARNER BROTHERS
THEATRE BUILDING
N. E.

Comer Hollywood

Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD

and Wilcox Ave.

CALIFORNIA

A modern,

up-to-minute office
building in the heart of Hollywood

Managers

and those connected
Bookers
with the Theatrical and Motion
Picture Industries.

Leasing Department

Production for Early Release

JOE TOPLITZKY

Chesterfield Motion Picture Corporation
Broadway

in

way

here.

—

Announces

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

1540

I

(.Continued from Page 1)
ing agent with offices at 729 7th
Stamatis Bros, operate the ApoJ'

A Startling Drama of Today
in

|e?J

19 Greater

"Way Down

East," "Robin Hood," "Orphans of
the Storm," the Chaplin pictures and
"The Jazz Singer."

"THE HOUSE OF SHAME"
Now

^^^1

bl

Mating

BATCHELLER

^

-^

—

especially suitable for

GEORGE

Ijl

branches."

{Continued from Page 1)

way,"

10,

A. Kuehle is Yonkers, and the Strand, Royal
company
here to handle Gaiety, Elizabeth, N. J.
Margo]
its arts and sciences.
however, to become distribution of Ufa product in Ohio, theaters are the Regent and Nj
in employment probMichigan, Indiana and Kentucky.
Classic, in Brooklyn.

It has been obliged,
temporarily interested
lems, such as uniform contracts, for the purpose
of
promoting
harmonious
relations
within the industry, but only as a necessary
preliminary step toward unified effort.
"At the time the Academy was organized
it
found each studio with its own rules,

ly

Tuesday, April

jj.

Y. City

Exclusive Agents

—205

H.

COMPANY

W. Hellman

Los Angeles, California

Building

iv

Roadshow Reported Planned Next Year

"elevision

ALL THE NIWS
ALL THE TIME

;frNEWSPAPER

XLIV

AJL.

Wednesday, April

No. 10

Dawn
r

is

jolly well easy to under-

stand

why

showing of
England and
have
should

the

this picture in

Continent
i^ed such a fuss on the other
lie of the big pond.
In fact,
V

nearly started a minor conin

ct

story

c

room

as

was unfolded due

to

the projection

son

presence of a

c

30-DAY PROTECTION OVER

Process Ready

25-MILE

taken immediately, following a
demonstration at which com-

pany

Hence.

It

again like

el

camera, natural color pictures

TEXAS CLUBWOMEN SEEK

are taken, it is claimed, developed the same as black and
whites, and then projected in
color through means of a lens
attachment on the projector.

RESIGNATION OF HAYS

With the

Dallas

made the writer
a war correspon- 8. M. P.

E.

PROPOSES

will

e

not

'hat side of

may

be involved

concern

ourself.

the situation should

be handled by those
ompetent to do so. If those
tid

will

owers that be consider it sufciently out of keeping with inirnational comity and goodwill
will probably never reach the
creens of America. If, on the
;

ther hand, they see
rful

preachment

it

as a

pow-

against

miversal horrors of war,

it

the
will

shown and cause no end of
:omment as it has abroad. As a
»e

)ictorial

)ased
t

is

narrative,

said

BRANCH ON COAST

com-

international

to

be

on authoritative history,
a tremendously fine piece

IVest

Coast Bureau,

Los Angeles

—

THE FILM DAILY

Formation of a PaCoast division of the Society of
M. P. Engineers is being sponsored
by William V. D. Kelly, with a de-

—

Texas clubwomen have

started a movement to ask for resignation of Will H. Hays as president
of the producer-distributor association, states Mrs. William Bacon, a director of the Te.xas Federation of
^Vomen's Clubs.
Resolutions will be presented at the
district meetings of the Federation
of Women's Clubs and the Federa(.Continued on Page 3)

absorbing, tense,
;st.
In the latter
8

human and hon-

greatness
ind, likewise, its possible objection
Getting away
:o universal showing.
iron: the conventional in pictures is
interesting.
In
"Dawn"
ilways
A subject that
:here is the unusual.
s all powerful, but at the same time
extremely sensitive.

I

lies

IS

SEEN BY

PROGRAM or 14 PICTURES
Des Moines

OUTLINEDBYCHESTERFIELD
With

three pictures

already com-

pleted, George R. Batcheller, president of Chesterfield M. P. Corp., who

has arrived in

New York

with Pro-

E. P.

resorted to in

some

instances.

— Cases

SMITH

brought

undeij'

new

arbitration
rules
should
prove satisfactory to everyone concerned, as they will not be "forced
arbitration" under the Hays organization rules, declared E. P. Smith,
president of the Iowa exhibitor unit.
(Continued on Page 3)
the

—

Berlin (By Radio)
Distribution
rights in America to three Russian
pictures has been acquired by Arthur

Hammerstein,

New York

theatrical

producer, in an agreement with the

Russian

The

Commercial

Commission.

now

en route to
are to have

pictures

are

America, where they
premiere on Broadway

their

new Hammerstein

(Continucd on Page 3)

tribution

theater.

arrangements

in

at

the

No

dis-

America

have been made, although United
Denny Making Four Films 36 PICTURESInT928-29,
Artists
mentioned.
For 1928-29 "U" List
Reginald Denny begins work next
COLUMBIA Cohen Plans Expansion
month in "Red Hot Speed," first of
PROGRAMJ
Of Paramount News
the four pictures he will make for the
is

Chicago Hears

New Television

Device Is Being Developed

its

ALICO AT E

—

Protection over a 25 mile
with a minimum clearance of
30 days is reported being sought for
the Metropolitan, new Pubhx house
here.
This is declared in line with
similar
extended protection being
sought in other keys.
Competition has been keen here
since opening of the Publix house,
and a spirited battle for business has
been in progress, with price cutting

THREE RUSSIAN PICTURES

•

The prinof Edith Cavell.
character, that of the English
lurse. is splendidly and intelligently
Jone by Sybil Thorndike. The story

Denver

ARBITRATliliTERMENT

CaveU

:areer

Denver Move in Line With
Demands Being Made
Elsewhere

(Continued on Page 5)

screen literature.

•.ipal

SOUGHT

cific

Fred
1928-29 Universal program.
Thirty-six features, ten of which
direct. are designed as specials, but which
will
probably
Newnieyer
Other Dennys scheduled for the new will be part of the group of 36, will
Edith
year are "The Night Bird," "His be produced for 1928-29 release by
Lucky
Day" and "Partners for the Columbia. The jirogram calls for an
H_rbert
directed
by
The story,
(Continued on Page 3)
Night."
*Vilcox, is founded upon the war
)f

IS

area,

ent.

lications that

AREA

announced the
process perfected.
By means
of a lens, attachable to any
officials

therland in the small selected
ii

Price 5 Cents

1928

Marketing of the Cox-MultiColor process is to be under-

the

of

11,

Discrimination Claimed on
Ticket Tax by Brady
Washington

DAILY

THE FILM
— Legitimate
theaters

Washington Bureau of

have been discriminated against in
the removal of war taxes, William A.
Brady declared yesterday asking the
(Continued >n Page 3)

Chicago
vision set

— Development
is

here by a

of

a

tele-

being carried on secret-

young

Brazilian inventor.
Various demonstrations are said to
have indicated that the device soon
No
will be ready for the market.
detail description of the device is
obtainable, although those interested
(Continued on Page 3)
ly

With 18 regional editions of Paramount News now being published
at strategic points
country, the service

throughout
is

the

to be further

expanded until it will cover every
country on th.e globe, according to
Emanuel Cohen, editor of Paramount

News and

director of the short feature
Nine of the editions now
(Continued on Page 3)

department.

Gourland Returns to N. Y.
After Deals in Europe
Having obtained distribution rights
America and Canada for a number of European productions, Michael

in

Gourland, president of Phoenix Photoplay Exchanges of America, has returned from abroad where
he conferred with his associate com-

J.

(Cemtinued

on

Page

3)

..

M

..,

Wednesday, April

PAILV
F.

N. Discontinues

Mf^^ULTHE

NEWS
niLTHETIME

Branch

—

at Louisville

Buy

St. Louis Firn
Tom McKean, Walte
St. Louis
Light and Joe Walsh have taken ove

Financial

which

National,
First
Louisville
the last ten years has operated
a branch here, has closed the office.
out of St.

PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICDATE

handled
Louis, while Eastern Kenbe covered by Cincinnati.

Western Kentucky
tucky will

Sentry Device Sold Abroad
and
Covering 30 countries of Europe
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. \.,
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and iilra and Soutii America, foreign patent
W. Alicoate, President and rights and distribution of the Seninc.
Folk
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer, try Safety Control device has been
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
acquired by a syndicate of English
the
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at
bankers, state Joseph E. Cohen, presipost-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
Terms (Postage free) dent, and Sen. Max Aron, general
March 3, 1879.
ot
United States outside of Greater New \ork. counsel of Sentry, who have just
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscribers should returned from Europe after closing
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Published daily except Saturday and holidays

with

remit

order.

Address

communica-

all

THE FILM DAILY,

BroadPhone Circle 4736way, New Y'ork N. Y.
Filmday,
address:
Cable
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
Wflk Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone Drexel 7000
London— Ernest W.
and Washington 9794.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 58, Great MarlBerlin— LichtbildbueUiie,
borough St., W. I.
tions

to

the deal.

1650

—

Friedrichstrasse, 225.

T.O.C.C. Elects April 24
Election of T.O.C.C. officers will
Nominations
be held on April 24.
made at yesterday's meeting include
Raives and Harry Suchman,
Sol

Damages

Memphis
ing

— After

the

in

Memphis

at

two days' hear-

a

fourth

court of
Xydias, of
J.
CaHfornia, won

circuit

Anthony

Tennessee,
Sunset Pictures, of

the suit for damages brought by
I. M. Cohen, of the Dixie Fihii Co.,
which arose over dispute of ownership in the film "What Love Will
in

the film, "What Love Will Do," and
offered it to Xydias' company for
discussion arose as to the
sale.
•ownership, Cohen declared, resulting
in Xydias coming to his office, where

A

an argument ensued and Xydias had
Cohen carried to the police headquarters where he was detained for
more than an hour. Cohen claimed

Barr;

secretary,

Sam

Sonin.

N. Y. Censors Pass "Dawn"
a few subtitles and certain scenes depicting the execution
deleted, "Dawn," British film depicting the life and execution of Edith
Cavell, has been passed by the New

York censor board.
Jack Warner in Charge
Jack L. Warner,

Los Angeles

—

in

charge of production for the company, will be executive head of the

new

Warner

theater

here

which

opens on Ajiril 26. George Riley is
to be house manager and Frank V.
Bruner director of publicity.

St.

York from

ment.

FBO at St. Louis
Another managerial
Louis
change here places Harry Weiss, for
six years First National manager, at
Weiss
the head of the FBO office.

—

was let out in
ment of First

general curtailNational employes,
which led to elimination of around
200 employes from the company payroll.
This is Weiss' third position in
the 20 years he has been in the inthe

dustry.

Marshall Theater Opens
Marshall, Okla.
has opened.

—The

new Royal

-J»e*=e

.
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Progress Pictures Corp., establishec
by Torn Leonard
The new owners have taken chargt
and are completing details for prod
uct already having taken over dis
tribution in the territory for Nationa
Screen Service. Tom McKean sev
eral weeks ago resigned as FBO man
ager to become sales manager foi
Premier. He has sold his interest it
several years ago

that

a trip to

Los Angeles.

Company in Deal
With Nordisk, Denmark

British

—

of the Industrial Commission
Ohio which has designated April
"No Accident Month."
ty

—

lit!

hfitl

.

.

,

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

,

WANTED

,

to further develop several

patents now pending on
talking pictures and sound
reproduction, some thing

new.
*

Last

Quoted,
(b) Bond Market,
(cj Curb Market.
(0) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).
(s) Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

I

N

S|

BOX
c-o

1650

Players in N. Y.
Eleanor Boardman, with her baby,
arrived in New York yesterday and
will remain here until joined by her
husband. King Vidor, later in the

Market

U R A N C E

T E B B

1

N

Arthur W. Stebbins

& Co.,

Broadway
Brvant

304P

Now

Fir

N.Y.C.

You Are in the«
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

month, when the two will sail for
Europe.
Another arrival in New
York yesterday was Marceline Day.

CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Call
i

UliLLOCIGHByS
no West SZ'^St.NewXork.My.^

WAFILMS,

Inc.
Walter A. Putter, Pres.
for

Library Stock Scenes

New York
130 W. 46th

II

Hollywood
St.

Bryant 8181

Phone Penna. 0330
Picture Department
and Canada Agents for Debrie

Motion
U.

S.

c/o Leon Schlesinger
1123 No. Bronson Ave.

''CIRCUS
By Courtney

S

Inc.
N. Y. C.

in preparation for

season 1928-1929
VUCTIOHy

WOOPCT

of

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

1540

en

Film Daily

Broadway

'If

M-G-M

M-387

NEVER DISAPPOINT

think of

you are thinking

S

Address

Prices

'WE

When you

of

as

Vicksburg, Miss., Opening Soon
Vicksburg, Miss. Stacey Rowley^S.'
soon will open the Sun here.

— New

company,
British
Wembley Picture Corp., having a
capital of |4,000,000, has acquired
shares of Nordisk Films for |1,000,000, paying part in cash and part
Herr Bencard,
in Wembley shares.
of Nordisk, will be a member of the
board of the Wembley unit, which
will produce three in Denmark, four
in Berlin and 12 in London.

London

company.

Exhibitors Aid Safety Drive
Cleveland
Ohio exhibitors ar
asked by P. J. Wood, business manager of the AI.P.T.O. of Ohio, to ru
a safety slide a couple of days every]
week during the month of April in
cooperation with the Division of Safe-

.

Weiss Joins

mistreat-

this

for

.

.

& Katz

Bal.

Con.
do

(c)
(c)
(s)

.

Low

Bra

—

.

E. B. Hatrick in N. Y.
E. B. Hatrick, vice president and
general manager of M-G-M News,
International Newsreel and Cosmopolitan Prod., has returned to New

damages

$10,000

Seat.
6s 36

.

With but

Cohen claimed he purchased

Do."

Leo

Louie Geller; treas-

J.

Max

urer,

president,

vice

brecher and

for

(s) Am.
(c-b) do

»(s)

president;

Xydias Victor in Suit

High

be

will

I92im^^

McKean, Light, Walsh

Its

for

Cents
VeL XIIV No.10 Wediesday. Apry 11,1928 Price 5

11,

From

LOVE"
Cooper

Riley

the magazine story, "Sisters of the Air"

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED
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Discrimination Claimed on 36 on Columbia's
Gourland Returns to N. Y.
Proposes
Tax
Ticket
Legitimate
by
After Deals in Europe
1928-29 Program
[Branch on Coast
(Continued from Page
{Continued from Page

L P. E.

1)

(Continued from Page

jxpected to be

1)

made

meeting comes

before the

to a close Sat-

prospective members
form tlie nucleus of the diviFifty

less sessions are the order of
which will be occupied chiefly

;ading of papers, culminating
banquet tonight given by the
ny of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
to be read today are:
Technical Status of the Film Labby L. M. Griffith, Paramount stuotion Photomicrographs of the ProRthe Development of a Photographic
by C. H. Tuttle, Eastman Kodak;
P. Negative
e Development of M.
Roy Hunter. Universal studio;
jy
Notes on the Making of Duplicate

by

s"

J.

Ci.

Capstaff.
P. Film"

Eastman

by V. P.
'Moisture in M.
)uPont-Pathe "Preservation of M. P.
E. Ives,
and
C.
Crabtree
E.
)y
J.
Kodak; "Systematic Control in the
of Motion Pictures" by R. Nauman,
mt studio; "Aviation M. P. Photogby Harry Perry, A.S.C. "Needs of
Douglas
by
Cinematographer"
ick
A.S.C. "Method of Producing the
Effects to Accompany "Wings" by
Pomeroy, A.S.C; "Dramatic Cinephy" by Charles Rosher. A.S.C. and
rauss, A.S.C.
yesterday:
read
papers
are
ving
Writing" by Jeanie McPherson;
io
Operation of a Central Casting BuBeetson, Association of M. P.
y F.
rs; "The M. P. Director" by Irvin
P. Art Director" by Cedric
M.
The
and Mitchell Leisen; "A System of
B.
Pictures viith Sound" by H.
This latter was
General Electric.
Photoby a demonstration of the

to existence

of the stage.

More than 90 per cent of the cities
of the country now are without legitimate houses, he said, pointing out
that film houses have been taken care
of by the increase in the exemption,
Brady asserted, but this had no efifect
on the legitimate theaters.
A similar plea was made by Frank
Gilmore, executive secretary of Actor's

Equity.

Program

of 14 Pictures

Outlined by Ghest'field
(Continued from Page 1)

duction Supervisor Lon Young, yesterday listed titles of the 14 pictures
which will comprise the company's
1928-29 output.

The

pictures are:

"The Adorable

Cheat," starring Lila Lee, which has

completed; "The House of
Shame," "Campus Nights," "Circumstantial Evidence," "South of Panama," "Below the Deadline," "The
Roaring Forties" and "The Peacock

been

Fan."

There also will be six pictures starring Champion, canine star, the first

two of which, "The Sky Rider" and
"The Silent Rider," are completed.

Chicago Hears Report

New Television

Set

(Continued from Page 1)

is

(Continued from Page

Seen

1)

Phoenix Films of France and
Phoenix Films A.G. of Germany.
Gourland was named a director of
the
French company which has
completed "Vira Merzeva" and "Expiation," which Gourland will dispanics.

aggregate outlay of nearly $3,000,000.
The pictures will be known
as "The Perfect 36."
"The Younger Generation" from the play
and magazine story "It is to Laugh," by
Fannie Hurst, will be one of the specials.
Another will be "The Fall of Eve," by John
Emerson and Anita Loos. Other vehicles are:
"Trial
Marriage,"
from
"The
Saturday
Evening Post" serial; "Restless Souls," by
Cosmo Hamilton; "Acquitted," by Mary Roberts Rinehart; and "Power of the Press,"
from "The McClure"' short story by Frederick A. Thompson.
To direct these stories Columbia has selected: George B. Seitz, Philip Rosen; Frank
Capra, Walter Lang, E. H. Griffith, Erie C.
Kenton and Thomas Buckingham.
Negotiations are pending for others.
Among stars who will appear in Columbia
productions next years are:
Jack Holt, Hobart Bosv.orth, Betty Compson, Bert Lytell,
Lya de Putti, Margaret Livingston, Dorothy
Revier and Lois Wilson.
Several will be written directly for the
screen by Columi^ia's own scenario department, which includes Elmer Harris, scenario
editor; Norman Springer, R. Beers, Lois and

together with

tribute,

Gourland

of

became associated

also

lin.

International
angle
is
being
stressed in the studios of Filmwerke
Staaken of Germany and the Studios Reunis in Paris, he says, declaring he has been asked to be on the

lookout for American stars for leads
be made by the French-

Facilities of the studios were doubled during the past year by addition
of the former Horsley plant.
Several new stages have been erected
and additional improvements made.
Work is nearly completed on a stage
which will give Columbia the largest
individual stage in any studio in
Hollywood, it is claimed.
A nationwide advertising and exploitation campaign is to be launched
to put over "The Perfect 36."

German

in the project are declared planning
to route the first television roadshov^',
using the instrument being developed
locally.
If the plans are carried out,
the roadshow would be ready to open

Lillian Gish Sailing
Lillian Gish sails todaj- for a
tion trip abroad.

interests.

Cohen Plans Expansion
Of Paramount News
(Continued from Page

1)

being released are permanent and the
remaining number occasion editions,
issued only as local news breaks warrant.
tutes

Each regional
from 100

edition

consti-

to 200 feet of film.

Meet
Boardman, Bobby Vernon, Mae West and possible Jeanne
vaca- Eagles will attend the A.M.P.A.
luncheon tomorrow.
Stars at A.M.P.A.

^

K^A%Y \^AT

MANY ARE
CALLED

, new product will be sold on
:w contract," he says. "Therea copy and
t will pay to get
several
carefully, perhaps
it
All independent theater ownlould realize that from now on
ew contract will be taken for
ibout what it says and oictures
Insist on
played.
It must be
being satisfied as to price and
ig time or don't sign."

— cartoons
— but— few live up

to

the name.

another reason

why

KRAZY KAT

has

been played in more

ibwomen Seek

theatres this season

Hays' Resignation

than ever before.

(Continued from Page 1)

of Music Clubs asking for the
;ration of all club women in reing the resignation of Hays be-

of "his unfortunate connection
the Teapot Dome investigafeel that the movies, through
''e
universal appeal to children,
very intimately the home life
ir country and thinking women
that the position of director
Id be occupied by one who is

-and

every

one

started with a
Animated By
Ben Harrison
and
Manny Gould

BROADWAY
FIRST

1

Presented
'.-f^irlmti/'

CHARLES

RUN

By

B.

MINTZ

.suspicion," the resolution reads.

Torrance in New York
nest Torrence arrives in
today from the Coast.

:

number

with production of "Princess Tarkanova," directed by Raymond Bernard and "Volga, Volga," directed
by Tourjansky. He is to handle the
Russo-German production which the
Derussa company will make in Ber-

in pictures to

isiness.

;

a

others.

Harvey Thew.

he warns members not to
ight of the fact that the conabout next September, probably makprobably is more binding and
ing its bow here.
id than any in the history of

ver,

1)

1)

Eleanor

of

terment of
Arbitration

(Continued from Page

Senate finance committee for removal
of the taxes, which he said is vital

New

^ammount MINTZ Cartoons

!

THE

DAILV
M-G-M
4

Penalized

"Big Parade"

—

When

is

Failure
Wasliiiititon
supplj' "The Big Parade" to the three
theaters operated by Taylor Thcati'icai Corp., owner of the Lyric, Nor.Vppalachia,
ton, Va., Cumberland.
V'a.,
and .^niuzu. Big Stone Gap,
Va., causing the houses to remain
dark, resulted in a $1,000 decision
against the distributor before the arbitration board.

"U" Racine House Opening
Racine, Wis.— Seating 2,200, Universal Venetian, built at a cost of
§1,000,000 opens here tomorrow.

Beale T-S Portland Head
Portland Charles D. Beale, formerly with Universal, is managing
the Tiffany-Stahl branch here.

—

Elias in Seattle Zone
Seattle
Hal Elias has been transferred here from Denver as M-G-M
cxploiteer.

—

Dates had been confirmed and extensive advertising done, the exhibibition firm testified, despite claim of
the distributor that no contract ex
isted as the application had been rejected. Notice of rejection was given
the day b^'.'ore the playdates, and the
board held this to be insufific'eut.

Out Loud Brings

—

ern act that is scheduled to
shortly over the Stanley time.

to

Illllllllllllllllll

Newark

Illllliiliiiiil
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a

GO-PONY
CONTEST
Lubliner

being used by
Inc.,

Wisconsin

& Trinz, Chicago

Goldberg Bros., Omaha
Alexander Frank, Waterloo
Peery Bros., Ogden, Utah
West Coast, Los Angeles

\

^\

THESE WISE SHOWMEN

\
\

Mihvauke':;

Co.

Wl'

N

V

GRAUMAN
PRES
^ ™E GO'PONY
J. S.

Gentlemen:—
Without obligating me
in any way please send me
information and circulars
taining to the Go-Pony.

Name
Theatre

Address

.

KNOW

Let us explain this greatest
business getter of the season

PresideS"'"^"'

The Go-Pony

\.

"Decisions as to the

start
in

i

public

amusements may come

an|

but try as they will the pro(|
Kelliher Sets Opening June 1
can never get a better slogan to
Chicago Dan Kelliher will open their footsteps than that trit
his new Elkhorn, Wis., theater about show business maxim
'Give tl
June 1, he stated on a visit here.
laugh and a tear.'
"If,
instead of heading a
organization that produces abo
British Studios
feature pictures a year, I had tc

—

—

Are
Praised by Monty Banks

—

III!

^»illlllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllll!lllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliy^

COMPANY

\
full

per-

713-717 Wells

v

^

\

St.

Milwaukee

™.

WIS.

Illlll
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Hn^ m^

X^CKJ.\J.^9 mJ%JLj( JIUC

success—

Build your box-office
business with the

Midwesco Theatres

I

laugh and a tear" is sti
best formula for making motio

Harry Carey with Stanley
tures.
And always will be,
Harry Carey is lining up a west- opinion of Jesse L. Lasky.

Exhibitors! ''ipi^ J ^

now

Formula, Lasky
"A

—

lllllll|ll|lf|||||||||lll!lllll!lllllll!l!lllllllllllll!lllllllillllllllilllllllll^^^

pony

Laugh and Tear Best

$25 Fine at
duce just one picture, 'a laugl
London British studios compare a tear' would be the slogan
Newark, N. J. Reading
titles
aloud, and talking during a musical very favorably with those in Holly- would guide me."
performance, twin banes of picture wood, declares Monty Banks, here
Larkin Gets "Photoplay" Pci
houses, is an expensive pastime here, producing a series of pictures for
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM D.
George Lopez discovered when he British International at Ellstree. The
Los Angeles Mark Larkin
was fined $25 after a fight which en- comedian now is making "Adam's
under direction of Tim been appointed western editc
sued after he had disturbed a patron Apple,"
Whalen.
"Photoplay Magazine."
who objected.

—

ride this

11]

!

Titles

"Street Angel" on Coast
Los Angeles "The Street Angel''
had its Coast premiere last night at
the Carthay Circle.

m mwm

Hearing in "Blue" Case
Marion, O.
Ed Reynard's trial for
keeping his theater open on Sunday
conies up for hearing tomorrow.

—

Cancelled
of M-G-M to

Wednesday, April

'

GO-PONY

•f^

Mille Remaining With Pathe Until

'e

End of Year
NEWS

^NEWSPAPER

ALL THE

fFILMDOM

ALL THE TIME

XLIV

)•

No.

Thursday, April

11

Artists
PALMER,

RNEST

cin-

Harry

and

ematographer

Oliver, art director. Joint-

hey

contribute

great

in

12,

Price 5 Cents

1928

PARAMOUNT,PUBLIXLOSEMOTION
FOR NEW TRIAL IN DALLAS SUIT

ure to the artistry and un-

charm of
Angel." No com-

photographic

l

Street

on

this superlative produc-

second victory of Ray Stinnett and Simon Charninsky over Paramount, Publix, et al, for the alleged conspiracy which forced them
to sell their Capitol theater.
There is little doubt that the case will be carried to higher courts
by the defendants, even to the Supreme Court of the United States
if necessary, to set aside the $337,500 verdict obtained by the former

i^^hole.

he Street Angel" contains

wherein composigrouping and photography
adequate description. In-

after shot

scenes

are

Capitol owners.
During the last year, there has been considerable agitation
against chain activities in the state, and the exhibitor unit last year
asked for an investigation under the state anti-trust laws. The matter has been held in abeyance, probably due to the Stirmett-Charnin-

literally

sky action.

d on celluloid, so breath-

g are they

A

masterpiece

of

HAYS TAKES UP BAN ON

N.Y.TRflDE0N911IAVE.

New York

and Paris was
A central building for exchanges
Movietone and voices and industries allied with motion pict on the
h ends reproduced. And if you tures in New York will be built on
think it carries a thrill, as a dope- 9th Ave., between 44th and 45th Sts.
Center
This It will be known as the Film
^^ou are thoroughly wet.
Bldg., will be 13 stories in height
art of the surrounding program
square feet of space on
with 18,000

The Street Angel." Stunts in
vimming pool, Winnie Lightner
numbers,

jazz

ig

loulin

rehearsal

of

Rouge in Paris, opening
new building in Lon-

Lloyd's

ttended by the king and queen
material

which

(^Continued

Movietone

on Page

FOREIGN TRADE QUOTAS
Paris (By Cable)— Will H. Hays
yesterday conferred with Minister
Wilson, the American government's
representative to Switzerland regarding the unratified agreement informally

made by

the representatives of

over 20 European nations at Geneva
(.Continued

5)

on Page

5)

of Love" and New Prints of Russian Films
To Arrive Next Week
Finish at Rialto Soon

Beginning
Love" opens
a

run.

April

21,

"Drums

at the Rialto,

of

New York

The ending has been

changed by D.

W.

Griffith.
{Continued on Page 2)

It

is

Prints of the three Russian pictures
purchased abroad by Arthur Hammerstein are to arrive in New York
next Wednesday.
The productions

that
energetic
group of
workers foregathers to discuss
mis, exchange ideas and record
ess in the technical advance of
lin

veek.

is

The

The

M. P.
Hollywood

Society of

conve 'ng

in

e? <.est

ut

parallel

in

work
this

Fox Program

Now

West Coast Bureau.

Los Angeles

Washington

it

does

is

business.

KANN

THE FILM DAILY
German Em-

—The

openly stepped into the
situation and is expected to
lodge protests against its exhibition
with the State Department on the
ground that the Cavell story will
awaken anti-German sentiment. All
(Continued on Page 5)
bassy

has

Budd Rogers Month to
Be Observed by Gotham
Budd Rogers Month has been

set

aside by Gotham Prod., during May,
in tribute to Budd Rogers, vice president.
Distributors handling Gotham
productions will conduct a special
drive for dates on six pictures of the
(Continued on Page S)

THE FILM DAILY
B. De Mille

1st National Sales

Confab In Place of 3
First National has canceled plans
annual
sales
convenfor
three
tions and will hold one instead. The
city is Chicago and the time, begin-

ning April

30.

— Cecil

Set will round out the current production
weeks
four
After
year, at least with Pathe, after which
Francisco—
San
attention of spent at the studios and here in con- he will join
United Artists, it is

tudios should be turned to this

ization for the

Deal with Kennedy Revised;
C. B. Joining United Later
Grainger Starts East;

to

Prevent Showing of *Dawn*

One

Without Fanfares

leers

German Embassy Moves

{Continued on Page 2)

king.

idustry.

it is indicated.
of the action was held six
ago, with Stinnett and Char(Continued on Page 2)

"Dawn"

"Drums

for

lashes of the variegated enterent

be taken,

Washington Bureau of

not gone.

)pening of the telephone service

en

will

weeks

EXCHANGE BUILDING EOR

Voices from Paris
the wallops are

were awarded damages of $337,500.
The motion was overruled by District
Judge F. O. McKenzie, sitting in
Judge Royal R. Watkins' Ninetyfifth District Court room here, after
it had been argued two hours by defendants' counsel.
Further appeal

the

ra's art.

of

—

Dallas
Paramount, Publix, the
Dallas Building and Realty Co., and
other defendants were denied motion
for a new trial in the suit in which
R. J. Stinnett and Simon Charninsky

Trial

in their loveli-

Upheld

in Conspiracy Action
Decided in Hour

—

Dallas Filing of other conspiracy suits throughout Texas, with
possibility of the attorney general instituting a probe of the activities of circuits throughout the state, is being forecast here following

approach completewithout duly recording the
their handiwork plays in
could

erable

Verdict

$337,500

Other Suits Forecast

Two reports concerning a
nection with the new Fox theater stated.
under construction, James R. Graing- settlement made with Joseph P. Kener is en route to Chicago, and is nedy are in circulation: one that he
scheduled to return to New York will complete the current season
(Continued on Page 2)
about April 19.

Fox Record
Los Angeles

—Fourteen

pic-

tures finished and 16 in work is
the record chalked up at the
Fox studios on the 1928-29 pro-

gram.

T

..
.
.

DAILY
Mf^^&UTHE NEWS

Lose Motion for

New Trial in

ALITUE TIME

{Continued from Page
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Price 5 Cents
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In little more
first run product.
than one hour, the jury returned with
an award of $150,000 actual damages
and $187,000 exemplary damages.
Notice of appeal was given immediately, on the ground that inadmissable evidence had been introduced,
get

suit was brought by a
partnership, whereas if there had
been any injury it was to the corporation and the partners had been paid
for their stock.
No witnesses were
offered by the defense.
Charninsky at the trial read a letter alleged
written by Harold B.
Franklin, then of Publix, asking Stinnett and Charninsky to refrain from
booking Pantages vaudeville into the
Capitol, pointing out the move would
bring about a destructive competitive
situation, stating the city could not
support two vaudeville houses, and
declaring Loew vaudeville was to be
removed from the Melba. The Cap-

and that the

had been splitting First National

.

.

.

.

12,600
ii',666

"566
3',666

product, but after booking Pantages
vaudeville, a split on that or any
other preferred product the following season was refused, it is claimed,
with Loew vaudeville brought back
to the Melba.
Charninsky said that
on a visit to Franklin he was told he
would be deprived of all choice film.
Karl Hoblitzelle, at thg trial, showed

John Barrymore

is

in

.

Round

Out Current Yd
schedule,

i

Russian
To Arrive Next

Patterson, associated with the International Association of Sheet Metal

Workers.

Last Prices

(c)

(0)

The first picture, "The Last o
Petersburg," made by the Soviet
ernment,
will
succeed
"Gc

(.Continued

500

understood

from Page

Don

1)

Cathos

Barrymore)
the

lovers

(Lionel

sacrifices himself so that

(Mary Philbin and Don

Alvarado) might find happiness.
its

original version,

the reverse

true.

In

was

"Connie's" Next Set
Constance Talmadge's first United
Artists picture will be "East of the
Setting Sun," an adaptation from tht
McCutcheon story.
Barr
George
Miss
Sidney Franklin will direct.
Talmadge is in New York with her
sister, Natalie Talmadge Keaton, and
Buster Keaton.

Quoted.

Now

Stock Exchange.
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

in preparation for

Dawn"

at the Hammerstein the
Hammerstein will return to
York in three weeks.

r---'

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENC
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville An

1600 Broadway, New York C
Phone Penn. 3580

YOU'LL USE

**THE

NOTE:

EVERY DAY
1000

SEA DEVIL"

Film Da

ANOTHER QOTHAM BUILT FOR BETTER PROFITS

Everything

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

FILM LIBRARY SCENES

Lumas Film Corporation

Stone Film Library

W. 42nd

St.

Room

Phone Wisconsin 0248

612

Sam

Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway

Budd Rogers, Vice

New

Pai

Bo

TO

by Kent Hale

Million Feet of

IT

FREl

season 1928-1929

(s)

220

8

—

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),

A

W

set

Cloth

(b)

I

Fisher, president of the Piano, Organ Prints of
Film
ar.d Musical Workers Internation.TJ
Union of America; Warren Rise(Continued from Page 1)
brook, head of the Organ Workers
I
probably
will be retitled for Ame
Local No. 9; Frank Wilson of the
release, according to A. Grady,
International Brotherhood of Eleceral manager for Hammerstein.
trical Workers; Daniel Baxter, of the
Riggers local, which is afifiliated deal for their release has been ii
and he asserts, nor have dates for
Bridge
International
with
Richard showing at the Hammerstein
Structural Iron Workers;

Plans a Feature
The Stanley Advertising Co., producers of educationals, willl start a
feature at Cosmopolitan the end of
Stanley Building at Albany
Working title is "The
the month.
Albany, N. Y. Work is to begin
B. K. Blake will
Civilization."
New
May 10 on the new 1,600-seat house direct and Frank Zucker will photo
to be built here by the Stanley Co.
graph.

of Love" and New
Finish at Rialto Soon

10,100
2,200
27,000

Mille to

joining United Artisl|
September, the other that he
remain another year with Pathe
Considerable interest is rife in the
According to the former repord
trade over the suit filed in the FedMille will produce two pictures, Il
eral Court for the District of New
starring Rod La Rocque, PI
York by the Aeolian Co., Rudolph Haver and William
Boyd, to
Wurlitzer Co., M. P. Moller, Inc.,
plete present series contract,
Estey Organ Co., Skinner Organ Co.
other report states he will con I
and Austin Organ Company, repre- to produce
for Pathe for a year
senting total assets of about S34,000,will make two specials during
000 asking for an injunction to retime.
strain more than a score of union
officials and their organization from
Sailings
compelling them to employ exclusiveJane Winton, who has a feat
An order has been role in "The Patsy," sailed on
ly union labor.
issued by Judge Bondy requiring the Columbus last night.
defendants to show cause tomorrow
Ernest Torrence arrived fr
why the injunction asked for should coast yesterday and sails on t
not be granted.
de France April 28.
defendants
include
The
Jacob

arranging for electrical effects for the
production of "Hamlet" he will stage
next September at the Hollywood
Bowl, Hollywood.

.

.

De

''

New York

"Drums

.

GLOSEDJHOP UNIQUE

The plaintiffs said that they had
determined that the successful operation of their business made the open
shop necessary, to the end that it
correspondence and wires ofifering might be free from unlawful intersplits, showing the pictures in ques- ference and because of coercion, work
tion were open in the city, but not in the Universal, Brooklyn; Stanleyavailable for the Capitol.
Fabian, Linden, N. J.; Castle Hill,
Bronx, and others, is claimed to have
Barrymore in New York
been delayed.

.

.

.

*

3,200
16,900

200
3,000
110J4 llU-Vi, 1105/g
102
10,000
102^8 102
pfd. .. 25 7/,
25 7/^
200
25%
Cap... 6
6
6
100
Cir.
:.
29

•(s) Orph.
*(s)
do pfd.
(s)

1,400
1,200

4

*(c) Intern. Proj. .
(b) Keiths 6s 46. 99
(s)
do com.
19
(s)

'560

24%

.

FoK Fm. "A" ki'A
Fox Thea. "A" 21'A

(s)
(c)

200
1,000

174
126

do pfd. ...
*(s)
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
.

41/
104/
75/
16

Ind.

pfd

East.

Low

Sales

AGAINST

12,

(Continued from Page 1)

testifying that alleged conspiracy and unfair tactics of the defendants had forced them to sell their
Capitol here, because of inability to

itol

Close

m

1)

niiisky
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SUBSCRIB
COVER!

EVERYTHl
GOES
Pres.

York City

EVERYWH

I
I

1

greatest gross
ver rolled u P
n one week
y one picture
n history of
how business!

records

go jlooeyl
RIVOLI,

NEW YORK

"Speedy" opening breaks
Saturday and Sunday hou^e
record

i

ROOSEVELT, CHICAGO
" Speedy " opening tremen
dous.

All reviews

ments

great.

and com

INDIANA, INDIANAPOLIS
65% of average weekly gross in
two days!

first

AMBASSADOR,
More than 50%
weekly gross in

ST.

LOUIS

of average

first

two days

RIALTO, DENVER
more
than average weekly gross
despite temperature below
First three days $500

freezing

ARCADE, JACKSONVILLE
50% of average weekly gross
one day

in

TAMPA, TAMPA
First day almost

50% of aver-

age weekly gross

Harold Lloyd
in

ff

Speedy'^

Produced by Harold Lloyd
Corp. A Paramount Release

LYRIC, McKEESPORT
Opened

to

more than 30% over

average Saturday business.

FENWAY, BOSTON
Business tremendous topping
record held by "Kid Brother.'"'

—

.

OLYMPIA, NEW HAVEN

1

"Speedy" opening tremenl
dons and willunquestionabl)

make

a.

new record.
•''Icli.

MILLION DOLLAR, LOS
ANGELES

)

Opening of Harold Lloyd ir
"Speedy" tremendously big
Previous Lloyd Sunday mati-

Produced by
Harold Uoyd Corp,

A Paramount

Release

nee record shattered by
margin.

wi^mm

big

MIAMI, PALM BEACH,

MIAMI BEACH
"Speedy" a clean-up. Critics,
public and exhibitors claim

U^@^\2)

it

lli'i

best Lloyd ever.

in

SEATTLE, WASH.
Let

S

brother

Go!

Mother, father,

eister,

"Speedy" grosses first four
days three thousand dollars
better than first four days
"Kid Brother." Criticisms

—off for the bag joy-ride with Harold

Lloyd in '*Speedy."

A

year in the making,

an hour and a half of laugh, laugh, laugh t
Get your seatfl early and watch Harold break
all

records for fun in "Speedy."

marvelous.

Special Newspaper Advertising offered by Paramount.

business

great!

is

MIDLAND, KANSAS CITY
Biggest Saturday and Sunday
since Christmas holidays.
Audience ate it up.

ROYAL, ATCHISON, KAS.
50% higher
than first day "Kid Brother.''

First day's receipts

^ Clara Bow

in

"Red Hair" breaks every house record Olympia, New

Haven, by more than a thousand dollars.

^"Legion of the Condemned 99

opening week McVicker's, Chicago, tremendous!

a

a

a

LYCEUM, DULUTH
"Speedy" opened with the
biggest business in months.

SurSj, business is great
if

*'OId

you're playing

Ironsides,"

Beery

&

PARAMOUNT!

"Three Sinners," weekly

"Speedy" opened to capacity
business in spite of cold,
stormy weather.

Hatton in "Partners in Crime," Esther

Ralston in "Something Always Happens," Emil Jannings in "The
Last

Command," Adolphe Menjou

SOUTHERN, COLUMBUS,
OHIO

in

"A Night

of Mystery," Pola Negri in

ELECTRIC,
SPRINGFIELD, MO.
day 35% better than
"Kid Brother."
First

hits,

regardless of the season! Business

is

great!

Biedr

lursday, April
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llxchange Building

For N. Y. Trade
(Continued from Page 1)

For months, a Hays comcomposed of Charles M. Steele

floor.

!

e

National, J. S. McLeod of
i-M, Ed Leishamn of Universal
A. S. Dickerson of the M.P.P.
\. has been active on such a proFirst

I

!

t.

V
t

,

t

I

;

•

corporation known as Film Cenhas been formed to erect
building. The work of demolishon the site will start at once and
building is expected to be ready
Inc.,

The
and Kahn

architects are Buchi;i
of 2 Park Ave. Abe
Adelson, owner and builder of No.
'ark Av^. is president of the comThe R.
n\ and principal owner.
House Constructive Co. is the
Jan.

,

1.

has been concted for by First National, M-G-M
Universal. National Screen SerInto
is about ready
to close.
plans have been incorporated

Space

itractor.

U. A. Chicago Profits
M. P. Academy Host at
Budd Rogers Month to
Hit $12,000 Weekly
Be Observed by Gotham
Dinner for S.M.P.E.
Chicago

—The

United

and

Dearborn

Artists

at

.West Coast Bureau.

—

theater to the Illinois-United Artists
Theater Co. for 25 years at an annual rental of $162,500.

of the advanced features of
National's building in Detroit,
hiding the, loading platform and
I\cway inside building itself. The
,\ ate driveway will extend. A large
iniber of vaults will be provided on
ist

with one floor probably
iiiLC
given over entirely to vaults
be shared in common by smaller
'iicerns.
Each vault will be suriinded by a fire-proof wall.

tt-ry

floor,

Completes Titling
Helene Turner has just completed
itiiig and titling in New York of
Vero Nutticals."

(Continued from Page 1)

is

it

really

Hays Takes up Ban on
Foreign Trade Quotas
(Continued from fage 1)
last year at which time "kontingents"
and other forms of artificial trade
barriers were held to be uneconomic
and contrary to amity in international
trade relations. There has been fur-

ther action since the Geneva conference, but another meeting is scheduled for the Summer.

Loy.

Four More for Australia
Stuart
Doyle,
of
Australiasian
Films, will visit America shortly and
while here expects to arrange for construction of four more atmospheric
theaters in Australia, he has advised
John Eberson who prepared plans
for the Capitol which opened in Syd-

Week,

ney
Circle

Jane Winton Sails
Jane Winton sailed for Europe last
night to spend the summer visiting
Berlin, Vienna and Italy.
She may
appear in pictures abroad.

Take-A-Chance

program: "The Satin Woman," starring Mrs. Wallace Reid;
"The Girl from Rio," starring Carmel Myers; "Bare Knees," starring
Virginia Lee Corbin; "The Cheer
Leaders," co-starring Ralph Graves
and Gertrude Olmstead; "San Francisco Nights," co-starring Percy Marmont and Mae Busch, and "Turn
Back the Hours," starring Myrnr
current

and that goes for the menu, as usual.

il

me

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood The third day of the
yesterday
furnished first indication of its earn- S.M.P.E. meeting closed last night
ings in connection with an offering with a dinner tendered the 100 visof $1,300,000 first mortgage 6^4 per iting delegates by the Academy of
cent sinking fund leasehold gold M. P. Arts and Sciences. Today's
bonds to be made through De Wolf program included a visit to the stu& Co., Inc., McGowen, Cassady & dios, reports of various committtees
White, Inc., and Meyer, Connor & and announcement of new product
Co., Inc.
For the first nine and one- by various equipment manufacturers.
half weeks following the opening on
Stars at A.M.P.A. Luncheon
Dec. 25, 1927, net weekly earnings
A bunch of notables are lined up
averaged over $12,000 after operating
expenses, ground rent and taxes, but as guests at the A.M.P.A. luncheon
before deductions for depreciation, at the Boulevard today, including
Eleanor Boardman, Mae West, Bobby
amortization or film rentals.
These bonds will be direct obliga- Vernon and Jeanne Eagels. They
tion of the Chicago-United Artists have all proniised to send their unTheater Corp., which has leased the derstudies if they cannot appear, so
Randolph

on Sunday.
It is Australia's
atmospheric house and, according to Doyle's cable to Eberson,
created unusual comment.
Loew's

Reopening Saturday

first

—

Indianapolis The Circle, recently
acquired by Skouras-Publix in a deal
with the Circle Theater Co. is being
remodeled and reopens Saturday with
a stage band and presentation policy.

Monday

Va.,

which

city.

Cleveland House Changes Hands

German interests have been working under cover for many weeks to
prevent exhibition of "Dawn" in the
United States.

—

Cleveland The Amphion has been
purchased by John Neuzil, Sr., and
John Neuzil, Jr., from Paul Hurayt.

Rayart's unbeatable eighteen^

i<

The Box- Office Twenty'' JVill Create a Sensation for 1928-29
ASK THE MEN WHO HAVE SECURED THE NEW FRANCHISES:
''

Louis Hyman, San Francisco
St. Louis

Nat Steinberg,

Jack Grauman, Milwaukee
Herman Rifkin, Boston

David

D. C. Millward, Seattle

Sam

Oscar Neufeld, Philadelphia

E.

J.

Flax, Washington, D. C.

Drucker, Denver

Mountain, Foreign Distributor
GET YOUR FRANCHISE NOW BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE!
J.

RAYART PICTURES CORPORATION
City
723 Seventh Avenue

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

I

to

(Continued from Page 1)
that the State Department can do is
to point out to those interested in
the picture that it might be inadvisable to exhibit it.

iliillllllllllllllllllllllliillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^

u

opened

an Eberson theater.

Prevent Showing of 'Dawn'

—

this

is

German Embassy Moves

Bair Gets Two More
Indianapolis R. R. Bair has acquired leases of the Ritz, Uptown
and Dream, neighborhood houses,
bringing his string to a total of six
in

Richmond,

in

New

York

Q/^ILY

Thursday, April
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"Diamond Master," First at 'U' City
Technicolor Discussing Expansion Plans -Gotham to Star Carmel
United Artists —Ralph Wilk Supplies Sidelights on Activities

PICTURE TO BE

MAY

STARP

picture

Universal

May

Expansion plans of Techninow are under discussion
conferences between Dr.
at
Herbert T. Kalmus, head of the
company, and Judge Travis
Jerome, vice president and
treasurer, C. A. Erickson, Harold Bell Wright and Porter
Emerson Brown. Plans include
production of features and concolor

"The Diamond Master"
first

to

City

be

when

will

be the

produced

at

plant

re-

the

Jack Nelson will direct the picture under general supervision of William Lord Wright, seGeorge
rial and short subject head.
H. Plympton and Carl Krusada made
the adaptation and scenario.

opens

1.

tinuance of short subject production for M-G-M.

Caddo Prod. Gets Lucien Prival
Lucicn Prival's contract with First
National has been taken over by Caddo Prod., which recently took over

Ben

I.von's contract.

Starting "The Ticket Chopper"
"The Ticket Chopper," starring
Rod La Rocque, is to be started the
latter

Gotham Signs

Dix Undegoes Operation
Richard Dix underwent an opera-

produce a

se-

for

will

appendicitis at Roosevelt
Hospital after a sudden attack.
tion

"Barney Google" comediej

Pictures

the Argentine."

part of April at the De Mille
E. H. Griffith will direct.

Darmour Prod,
ries of

Two

to Star in

Myers

Carmel Myers has been signed by
Sam Sax to star in two Gotham picModern Sappho," by
tures, "The
Seville Doran, and "The Girl from

studios.

Barney Google Comedies

C.

of

for

ATU.A. STUDIO THIS YEAR
Samuel Goldwyn yesterday returned to Hollywood. The entire Gold-

Signed for 6
Tiffany- Stahl has signed E
cardo Cortez for six picture
At present, Cortez is workir
in "Prowlers of the Sea," heir

Columbia has signed Anita Stewart for a picture as yet untitled which
begins production this week. Huntley Gordon and Gaston Glass are in
the supporting cast. The story is an
original by Erie C. Kenton, who is
also directing.
Peter Milne prepared
the adaptation.

f

organization has moved today
new quarters provided for
them at the United Artists studio.
New offices and other improvements
were made to a value of $180,000 in
order to accommodate the Goldwyn
group. Goldwyn's production schedthe

ule calls for five pictures for 1928.

McManus
Elliott

in

McManus,

FBO Film
FBO publicity

writer and assistant to Jim Seymour,
has been assigned a role in "The
Perfect Crime," which Bert Glennon
is directing with Clive Brook.
McManus will appear in the courtroom
Tully Marshall has also
sequences.

been cast for a prominent role

in this

picture.

Three Pictures Chosen

New Fox

for

S

Three pictures have already
selected for

cowboy

Rex

star.

Bell,

He

is

new
now ma

the

"Wild West Romance," to be
lowed by "The Cowboy Kid"
"The Cvclone Lover."

Hogan

to Direct "Free Lips'
will direct "I
Lips" for First Division Distribut

James

Holgan

Fred Windemere, who was
directed
inal,

it,

to

h

instead will write an

which he

will

adapt and

di:

Furst Going to Home Ofifice|
Robert S. Furst, vice president
treasurer of First Division Distri|
tors, is to leave in a few days
to

assume an

executl

position.

A

Little
Bf

from "Lots"

REISNER,

the diFellows,"

F.

June Collyer Cast

The odor

FBO, where

her return from New Yc
June Collyer will begin work
"Part Time Marriage" for Fox.

Upon

RALPH WILK

Hollyzvood

CHARLES

Adolfi,

the company.

New York
for Columbia Film

by John G.

directed,

wyn

into

FBO.

Anita Stewart Signs

at

Well-Known Coast Folks

GOLDWYN TO MAKE 5

Technicolor Plans

AT

1

Myers— Five from Goldwyn

of arnica is noticeable at
several cripples are nurs-

ing
injuries.
Gloria
Swanson is Columbia Buys Fannie Hurst PL
comedy, on crutches, due to a tennis accident,
Columbia has purchased sen
and un- while Robert Bradbury, supervisor of rights to "It Is to Laugh," a p
"Steam- westerns, is also nursing an injury to b)' Fannie Hurst.
Bill, Jr.," starring Buster Kea- his foot. Dorothy Yost, the scenarist,
boat
Thorpe Directing Ruth Roland
He also was hurt in an automobile accident,
Lois Wilson Assigned
Richard Thorpe is directing the ton, will soon be released.
in
"The as was Leon d'Usseau. Bill LeBaron
Chajilin
directed Sydney
first picture of the series which is to
W'ilson's first assignment
Lois
is
still
receiving treatment for eye
mark Ruth Roland's comeback to the Better 'Ole" *and *other * comedies.
der her Columbia contract is in
trouble.
screen.
Cliff
Broughton is pro*
*
*
Francisco," temporary title.
Passing Sho^v: George Frank,
ducing.
Alfred De Gaetano, the film
Artie Jacobsen, Sid Simon, Jack
MacDonald to Direct
editor, has the distinction of
Cast Opposite Gilbert
Oakie at Long Beach, watching
having edited four consecuWallace MacDonald is giving
Joan Crawford will have the femi- Bryant Washburn try out his new
tive Harry Laiigdon comedies.
acting to become a director and w
nine lead opposite John Gilbert in act; Felix Young ivaiting for his
He was one of the first editors
make a feature for First Division Di
"Four Walls," shortly to go into pro- partner, Myron Selznick; Frederick
employed by Fox.
tributors.
duction under William Nigh's direc- Chapin giving an appreciative pastion.
senger a lift.
rector finished "Odd
Fields-Conklin
the
latest
three days ahead of schedule
der the budget. "Chuck's"

i

+

Brown Concentrating
On Ken Maynard Series
Harry

Brown, who,

associaRogers, is producing the Ken Maynard series for
First National, will continue to devote most of his time to them.
He
and Rogers will also produce two
specials for national release.
Recent
reports that gave the impression
Brown would return to Rayart this
year and direct for that organization
J.

in

tion with Charles R.

were erroneous.
However, Brown
expects to direct one or two for
Rayart

this year.

*

*

Hollywood is so naughty that
it has no night clubs and Elinor
Glyn books are banned at its
library.
"The Captive" caused
Los Angeles dramatic critics
to rise in arms.

a,

Dax'e Selznick
tennis match

Myron, who
racquet.

Bill

is

is

in training for

with his brother,
a veteran with the

Wellmann

is

training

Tully, the author who
is a former prizefighter, has bought
some ice cream pants, tennis shoes
and a racquet, and is practicing the
net sport.

Dave.

Jim

TIFFANY -STAHL PRODUCTIONS,
Announce
That they have in the course of production
the following motion picture productions:

THE FORWARD MARCH
THE POWER OF SILENCE
THE FALL OF HEAVEN
SIX HUNGRY DAYS
ALL RIQHTS PROTECTED

INC.

THE
ay,

A pril

12,

^^9^^
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The Motion

Picture

Has Taken

Its

Greatest Strides

—

During the Past Ten Years It Is No Longer in Its
Infancy But Is a Big International Giant
The
Progress of This Great Art, Its Trials, Heartaches
and Humor Will Be Fully Covered in the

—

TENTH ANNIVERSARY
NUMBER
OF

THE FILM DAILY
OUT MAY

24T"

Special Edition But an
Edition of Value and Human Interest

Not Just Another
to
\

P

Everyone

in

Any Way Connected

With Motion Pictures

m

ir

PHIL4PELPHM

I'il

say it's ^irbanks bes
PUBLIC LEDGER:
and best

film

"Fairbanks latest

must necessarily take

wonted place among the
the year, owing

its

velous beauty,

its

spirituality

its

finest pictures of

high rating to

its

mar•

underlying strains of

and novelty and

powerful drama.

its intense,

Doug Fairbanks

is still

RECORD:

"The theatre was crowd!
The picture will disappoint no Senor Fal
banks admirer.
them, one and

It will

delight and thi

'The Gaucho'

all.

crowded, turbulent

a b|

is

affair, full of hail

riding and hard fighting and every

The

ceivable variety of athletic feat.

was plenty

cc|

of suppressed excitement

same nimble acrobat and daredevil of
old. 'The Gaucho' is Fairbanks most picturesque role in several years and he
makes the most of it. You'll enjoy Doug.
If you care for advice, go and see 'The

vault a wall higher than his head as easil

Gaucho' and take the family with you."

will find the

the

iAsli

the auditorium. Is a marvel.

He

can

stl

as you could eat a fattening ice creaj
cone.

Long

live

Noboc

'The Gaucho.'

two hours or so of

its

unre(

ing dull."

INQUIRER: "'The Gaucho'
Romance and

Full of

is

of Doug's Agile Stunts.

Douglas Fairbanks, the actor-producer

came

to the Stanton yesterday to

the hearts of young and old.
best.

gladden

Is at his

Dope with the usual Fairbanks

swank and

brilliancy.

He always

something new to the screen."

Book
Now!

brings

EVE. BULLETIN:
Fairbanks fans.
flights

and

all

"Will

delight

There are

fights

t

am

the free display of leapin

posing, running and jumping for whi

the

acrobatic hero of

famed."

it

all

is

justlj

Holds Forcing of Arbitration Is Impossible,

^urt

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

|r NON-THEATRICAL

COMPANIES PROMISE 729
FEATURES FOR NEXT SEASON

36

jMPETlTION PROMISED
IS Asks Exhibitors To
end N. W. Meet To
Hear Plan

—

Non-theatrical showeapolis
;
to be stopped in the North^. A. Steffes, president of the
est exhibitor unit, promises in
nent calling on all exhibitors
territory to attend the annvention May 1 and 2. Stefhe has evolved a plan to ef;
non-theatrical

stop

y

compe-

her feature of the convention

compulsory arbitration, with
ociation determined to abide
decision of a majority of thevners of the territory, as to
r arbitration is to be continued

How the Line
Allied

Dist.

1927-1928 1928-1929
20

(Cruze)

Amkino

1

Artlee
Artclass

*

.

.

6

6

12
*

Ayvvon
Bremla

.

.

ups Compare
1927-1928
54

iM-G-M
Merger

*

1

Millarde,
New Cal

S

S.

.

1

Paramount

78
54
6

Peerless
Quality
Raleigh

78
8
12
8

8

14

3

6

30

36

18

12
8
19

FBO

58

60

Ufa

First Division
First National

18

18

52

49

United Artists
Universal

61

52
14

Warners

26

Hi-Mark

6
8

52
30
12
12

12
18
63
34

638

729

Krellhar

5

,8

Crescent

M

Dailey, U.
Excellent

Fux
Goth:.m
Gourland,

M. J

20

Rayart

30

Sterling
Tittany-Stahl

8

2

24

36

15

Goes East
rranging Distribution

l-rcedman, producer of "The
I' nient,"
is en route to New
arrange national distribution
iiction Bridge," which consists
ne reelers dealing with bridge.
C. Work, authority on bridge,
red in the series, which is done
inicolor.

Rex Lease and

appeared

in

support of

Sally

Work

first.

Signed to Direct

For British Internat'l
ERNEST

ly

IV.

FREDMAN

"The Daily Film Rente-r"
ion (By Cable)
Denison Clift
en signed by British Interna-

'itor

—

id immediately is to start diof "Paradise," by Sr Phillip

Betty Balfour is the star. Clift
iving a welcome from the Briade which remembers him for
:tures he made for Ideal a few

PRECEDENTS ESTABLISHED

ON FREE-LANCERS' PACT
li'est

THE FILM DAILY

Coast Bureau,

Hollywood

—

Conciliation committee
of the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences reports that a precedent has
been established regarding Sunday
work.
complaint stated that free
lance players in a cast had worked
all of a Saturday, Saturday night and
until 6 A. M. Sunday, the charge
being that the producing company
did not count the six hours on Sunday as Sunday work. Investigation
proved that this was an error and
that the free lancers had worked only
{Continued on Page 8)

A

Plans Not

Set.

—

Join with British,
nans in Move vs. U. S.
ich
s

(By Cable)

— Europe's

cartel

the United States in film pron and distribution is a step
cojisummation today as result
reciprocal deal closed by Jean
t

e,

leading French producer, and

1

and

eal

German

film

interests,

was closed through the Cine

ns Co.

$1,000,000 TO BE SPENT

ON RESEARCH LABORATORY
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau.

Los Angeles

— One

will be spent the
stalling a research

million

first

year

dollars
in

in-

laboratory, spon-

sored by the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences and financed by the M.
A specialist is
P. Producers Ass'n.
being engaged this month as a research director.
Fred Niblo was
toastmaster at .the banquet tendered
to the Society of M. P. Engineers by
the Academy at which the announcement was made.

Louis B. Mayer praised technicians
(Continued

on Page 8)

Minneapolis Decision Cites
Voluntary Status of Boara

igo.

Minneapolis Arbitration will
be Resumed here today, following disposition of the Warner case, which resulted in an
exhibitor walk-out on arbitra-

Minneapolis
for

—

It

is

the

in motion of Warners for a temporary injunction restraining the arbitra-

not

The announced

complete.

probably reach
between 750 and
This survey is
predicated on information supplied by
producers and distributors.
Experience in compiling an analysis of this
nature shows that released product
always varies from announced prodtotal,

therefore,

will
765.

In other words, while the proposed releasing total is in the neighborhood of 750 features, it is difficult
to gauge exactly what the new season will actually bring forth. Trade
uct.

conditions

are

often

responsible

on Page

(Continued

for

8)

Expansion Program to Be
Launched by K. C. Circuit

—

Kansas City M. B. Shanberg has
resigned as manager of Loew's Midland to devote his time to the Midland circuit of theaters, which he
heads.
The Midland firm has under

way an expansion program, which
will result in annexation of a number of theaters to the chain.
H. H.
Maloney succeeds him at the Midland and Harold Evans will take over
management of the Newman. Shanberg still retains his interest in the
Loew houses.

Warner Convention to
Open April 27 in N. Y.

Warners' annual convention is to
by the board's decision in favor be held April 27-29 in New York.
of Hans Pederson, Jamestown, N. D. Headquarters will be at the PennThe company's stand has sylvania Hotel.
exhibitor.
withdrawal
exhibitors'
in
resulted
ai)ide

The

"manifestly imcourt to compel
specific performance of a contract of
this kind, the District Court here held
possible"

tion board from debarring company
cases, because of the firm's refusal to

in the territory.
was not brought for the specific

from arbitration

tion.

Thirtv-six organizations have lined
up 729 features for 1928-1929 season.
The only major organization for
which plans are indefinite is Pathe.
Amkino, Aywon, Brenda, Merger
Pictures and New Cal. Prod, are yet
to be heard from, since their plans
are

Total

)ped.

ijjman

1928, by THE FILM DAILY
Reproduction in whole or in part permitted
with Credit.

Copyright,

Cinema
Columbia

Unannounced

.

Chesterfield

Attractions

Total To Be Swelled By
Six Products So Far

10

Pathe

1

1928-1929
56

suit

performance of the arbitration clause in film
contracts because the parties to the contracts
are apparently willing to arbitrate, but the
board, which is not a party to the contracts,
The board is
refuses to act, the court held.
not a governmental agency, nor does it appear to be an official board of any corpora(Continued on Page 6)

Fifth of Population

Claimed

in

Hackensack, N.

J.

Membership

— One-fifth of the

population
of
the
United
total
States is embraced in the membership of the Lord's Day Alliance, re(Continued on Page 8)

THE

Exchange
Opening Branch Offices "BLUE LAW

Internat'l Film

—

Cleveland Albert A. Milhnan has
t>pened an office of International Film
VgLXLIVNo.12

Friday,

Price 5 Cents

AprU 13.1928

lOHN W. U1C0ATE

PUBLISHER

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. V., and
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
Folk.
Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. VicePresideni
ind Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Business and Advertising Manager.
Entered
as second class matter, Slay 21, 1918, at the
po'^t office at New York, N. Y., under the act
at

March

i,
1879.
Terms (Postagre free)
States outside of Greater New Yorl
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months
{3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
remit with order.
Address all communica
ot"

L"nited

tions to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
way. New York N. Y.
Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday.
New York.
Hollywood, California Ralph
Wilk. Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone Drexel 7000
and Washington 9794.
London Ernest
Fredman, The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W. I.
Berlin
Lichtbildbuebiie.

—

W

—

—

Friedrichstrasse, 225.

Lee Chapman Firm in

Exchange here. He recently opened
New York office. Cleveland is the
first of a series which will be national ui extent.
John McKay, former general manager of Mayflower

May

Chapman and

associates

for

Wiener

to its

fices in'

Cincinnati soon will be open-

board of directors. Of-

The company will handle all
Rayart product for the coming sea-

miere

John

of

Barrymore's

cials,

well as many other
including Vilma Banky in

as

Lady from

Paris," and
Dynamite," a two-reel

pest."

Buy

Interest at Bowie
Dallas— P. S. and T. D. Stalhngs
have taken o.ver the. Majestic at
Bowie, Tex., having purchased interest of C. E.'Stailings.

issue.

Lee Chapman

is

Spooners Broken

spe-

Chaplin regeneral man-

ager of Independent.
Steiner Sells Territories

William Steiner of New California
Films has sold "Tracy, the Outlaw"

Up at
Ont., House
Ont.— Manager A. P.

Chatham,

"The

"Dough and

Chatham,

Drqhan

of

Griffin'.s

,has.

.effectively

and

permanently broken" up 'the
"spooners."
Noting a growing tendency on the part of young couples
to cuddle up during
performances,
Drohan hit upon a unique "break"

system.
When loving patrons are
now noticed by ushers, the latter
pass them a card on which is printed
Liberty, Philadelphia, and
Photo-Art "Kindly Change Your Position." The
Prod., Dajas and Denver.
'effect IS instantaneous.
So far, no
one has resented the printed hint.
Hoover Building
Oklahoma City— Ground has been
Fred Thomson in New York
broken for the 1,000-seat
theater to
Fred
Thomson arrived in New
be built at Elmwood Park
by T A York yesterday.
He will be here
Hoover.
al3out a week before returning
to the
Coast to begin work on a
picture
Spanish Stage Suffers
based on the life of "Kit"
Carson,
Photocraft Prod., New York; A.
C. Stein, Baltimore and
Washington'

,/5<>n» Film Competition ihomson is accompanied by J M
Jerauld of the Paramount publicity
Madrid-Long fought battle
for

A

tory here April 16.
Cleveland exhibitors

Radio Station

Hollywood

in

delegatl
will atte

H

Warner

— Warner

Bros.

—

Cardington, O.
Fred Hindman
fined $50 and 30 days for keep-

ing the Dreamland theater open on
Sunday. The s.enttnce was suspended, however, when Hindman promised not to open again on Sunday.

Bloomington,
for

111.

Sunday shows

department.

leei-

—A

will

EACH R" .-ERVlUG

hot campaign
be determined

POSSESSED

here for patrons when film interests
have the question- on the April ballots
again for voters.

—

Butler, N. Y.
Sunday shows were
defeated in an informal referendum
here, costs of which were paid by
owners of the Butler theater.

McAlester,

Sunday
feated

Okla.— Repeal

closing

in

the

ordinance

Palmyra.
to 204,

of

was

"

CHAIRS

the
de-

referendum held here.

to

supremacy, waged between
the

to be chief topics of discussion
meeting of exhibitors of the

"Tem- was

ed.

son,

Shaker

arrives in

Jr.,

April 21 to arrange pre-

distri-

bution of independent pictures in
Ohio, has increased its scope by having added S. O. Miller and M. L.

— Sunday

shows may be
Heights, exclusive
residential suburb, so far as
council members and police are concerned, the mayor has announced.,
following a meeting of the council.
Plans for a theater at Kinsman
Cleveland
operated at

Seen as Highli

and one every three weeks
station, KFWB, will move
The line-up includes "Love and Lee Roads had been discussed, from the studio to the newthis
V
Eternal," with Vilma Banky; "The and the council was asked its atti- theater at Hollywood
Boulevar
Legend of Love," with Qreta Garbo tude on Sunday closing before pro- Wilcox Ave.
and Lars Hanson, dir.ected by Mau- ceeding. Van Aken said there is no
ntz btiiler; "Husbands' or Lovers," law against Sunday shows and memM-G-M Buys Butte Rous
with Emil Jannings; and "The Rus- bers of the council agreed not to pass
Butte,
Mont.— Louis Rosei
sian Revolution," taken by camera- any adverse legislature.
stating he was. acting for
men of Soviet Russia showing the acM
tual overthrow of the czar regime, the
Omaha—."Blue" laws are under fire has purchased the Empress he
rise and fall of Kerensky, Trotsky
in a number of Nebraska towns.
C.
and Leriine.
B. Marks, Rex, Albion, has succeedMillman was formerly with the ed in obtaining a referendum. WakeCapitol Film Exchange and Universal field and Wayne will vote on
Sunday
at riiuadelphia.
shows at their regular elections and
at Newman Grove liberalization of
Considine Arriving April 21
the Sabbath also is sought.
1,

John W. Considine,

—

Bills

Pittsburgh— The new uniforr
tract and Brookhart bill are
ex

therafter.

Cleveland Expanding New York
Cleveland
Independent Pictures.
organized two months ago by Lee

Contract and Brookhj

AT SEVERAL POINTS

a

Pictures, is at the head of International Lxchanges.
The company will
release its hrst picture locally on

"MOP

N.

Y.

— By

vote of 414

Sunday shows were

defeated.

P

Andrews

^.
lAanager

Theater Aids Children
in Stricken
Cambridge,

Mine Zone

O.— Several

hundred
canned
vegetables and fruits, wearing apparel
and $20.55 in cash, were received at
the Colonial, when the C. and M.
Amusement Co. through Manager
Fred E. Johnson, staged a benefit
preformance for the starving children
of Guernsey County.
articles

of

food,

including

EXHIBITORS
NEED THIS BOCI
I

1000

Paj

Cloth Boi
way, the reason being
in addition
to competition of
the c^'n

In

Its

Now

mas

ha"
are few and far
between, while actors in
the front rank

«ood new plays

h^ve ceased to please.

CaU

WAFILMS,

W
Bryan;
130

4fith Cf
'si s^

^\

/
,

T

„„,,
Hollywood

Film Dal

ANOTHER QOTHAMBUILTFOR BETTER PROFITS

SUBSCRipl]

,,''^3-^?." S^hlesinger

covers]

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED
Sam

Lumas Film Corporation
Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway

gudd Rogers. Vice

ar

TO

By Adele Buffington
Inc.

Library Stock Scenes

FRl

preparation for season 1928-1929

^'SOMETHING TO LOVE"

Walter A. Putter.
Pret.

New York

in

Pres.

^few York City

EVERYTHil
GOES
EVERYWHJI

\li

"famous novel

I

*,

now

great JJMura

II

RAMONA
Inspiration Pictures^ Inc.

and Edwin Carewe presents
Helen Hunt Jackson's
American Love C/assfc
supported bu

Warner Baxter

Los Angeles

Pittsburgh

"Tremendous business
first week of UNITED

"Ramona at Pennplayed

?

one of biggest week's
theatre has had since
to

Artists. Second week,

Holy Week, as good
as first. Remarkable

opening."

Telegram

record."

Telegram

Vera Lewis > Roland Drew
Michael Visaroff

EDWIN
CAREWE
PfKpOUCTION

ULniieci
^yi\rtts
i
SOLD
N D V O U LLV. ON
I

I

I

/K

I

dure

MER.it r—^--^e'—

"
IT

\

Spyros P.Skouras-w/io A/ioa/s ^sonjs

^^Tenderloin

a

is

'S.--

J? Si

boK-oit\ce
na\ur aV
AA27 42 WL ST LOUIS MO 8

D'.VB462

SAM E. MORRIS

WARNER BROS

A

•

NL TOLEDO OHIO 9

SAM E MORRIS

NEW YORK

V/ARNER BROS

NS'.V

YORK

TENDERLOIN OPENED TO TR2MEND0US BUSINESS STOP AS

TENDSRLOn: IS A SETISATION STOP PRESS ACCLAIliS

BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION IS A NATURAL STOP WARNER

IT MOST THRILLING PICTURE IN YEARS ATTENDANCE

BROS TO BE CONGRATULATED ON THIS OUTSTANDING BOX

RECORD

OFFICE ATTRACTION REGARDS

TI01!S AND REGARDS

Fir! ST

T.70

DAYS SMASHED STOP COMGRATULA

SPYROS P SKOURAS

JACK OCONNLLL

GRAND CENTRAL THEATRE

VITA

Warner

TEI.iPLS

fi:

Dolores Costell

t

Conr.
Available

Now

I

M'n

COLUMBUS OHIO 944 A APRIL 9 1928

CC532 59 2 EXTRA NL SPOKANE

SAM E. MORRIS

V/ASH

SAM E MORRIS

WARNER BROS

NOT YORK

TENDERLOIN SCORED SENSATIONAL HIT STOP

'.VARNl^R

COMl/iENT

AS GOOD AS JAZZ SINGER STOP FIRE DEPARTMENT

BROS

HE'.;

YORK

TEND.^,RLOIN DOING TREKENDOUS BUSINESS STOP OPENING

DAY KATINEK AND EVENING BIGGER THAN JAZZ SINGER
STOP WONDERFUL COMMENTS ON PICTURE FROM ALL SIDES

STOPPED TICKET SALE EARLY LAST NIGHT IN SPITE
STOP SINCERELY CONGRATULATi: V/ARNER BROS KINDEST

OF STRONG OPPOSITION CONGRATULATIONS,

REGARDS

J REAL NETH

GRAND THEATRE

I.Real

Fire

RAY A GROMBACHKH

LIBERTY THEATRE

UetU -who knows -sa(fs

department

stopped the
Vxcket saVe
resent

n lenderloiii' with
<agel

n you need it/
J.

—

H

THE

jg^

DAILV

Decision Cites
Status of Board
{Continued from Page 1)
tioii. It appears to be a mere voluntary committee, selected by three corporatu.ns and
governed by a set of rules adopted by them.
It

to
tract

is

kind.
of such a

the

for

court

performance of a con-

specific

this

of

dered

impossible

manifestly

is

compel the

The service to be rendistinctly personal nature

performance necessarily involves
its
that
the active, unconstrained co-operation of the
Their mere presdefendants tliemselves.
ence at a hearing might be compelled, but
to hear and rememtestimony, or to use their judgment
The court does
in determining the issues.
does
It
not act in a mediatory capacity.
is
able to enforce
not make orders unless it

we cannot compel them
ber

the

them.
forgets

Plaintiff

whom

that

it,

and

the

parties

has controversies, are always
at liberty to submit their disputes to other
There is nothing ofificial or exarbitrators.
clusive about this board, although it apparently has considerable prestige in the motion
picture world.
The parties have not been
deprived of their rights to arbitrate their
disputes. They have merely been denied the
with

services

of

board.

this

is

cannot

by

include

the

occupy
the market if it

plaintiff
in

privilege

will

of

the future services of the board is in any
event entirely beyond the purview of this
If the board is under any legal obligation to serve the plaintiff, such obligation is
based upon a series of implied contracts.
Each of such contracts is necessarily lim-

suit.

a
specific
transaction.
After the
of
the
resolution
complained of
(the
resolution denying further arbitration
on Warner Brothers' suits), no further contractural obligations could be implied.
The

ited

to

passage

board

cannot

obligations

is planned by James W.
to
ambassador
war-time
Germany. Arch Selwyn is preparing
to open the film at the Times Square
theater, New York.

be

compelled

to

assume

new

indefinitely.

Gcrarci,

&

L.

Chicago

—

T. Changes
Lubliner & Trinz has

made several changes in house staffs,
with the closing of the Pantheon on
the North Side, Lou Weil, manager,
has gone to the Vendome and Ray
Fris has been transferred to the Pickford.

New Lake

Wales,

Jacksonville, Fla.

Fla.,

— Lake

Cleveland
Cleveland Conway & Karl have
sold the Rivolj to Ed Gherke.

—

at

Theater

Wales

In-

vestment and Amusement Co., headed by N. W. Remond, will operate
$100,000 theater to be built at
Lake Wales, with capacity of 1,000.

the

Kennedy

Now

—

with Steffes

P. Kennedy, former manager of the Madison Square.
Chicago, is new manager of W. A.

Minneapolis

New

Steffes'

S.

—

&

Five
annual

directors

will be elected
of stockholders

at

meeting
Paramount, to be

of

held April 17.
Stockholders will be asked to approve
action of directors in entering into
personal contracts with board members, authorize changes in the capital
made appropriate bj' the
stock
redemption on Feb. 1 of all the outstanding preferred stock of the corporation including a reduction in the
number of shares of capital stock
which may be issued by the number
of shares of preferred stock heretofor authorized to be issued, a classification of the remaining number of
shares of capital stock which may be
issued as common stock without par
value, and a change in the statement
respecting the capital of the corporation.

Loew Boston Dividend

Adair, Okla., House Changes Hands
Adair, Okla.
Bert Cubitt has
taken over operation of the Joy from

Lee

Be
Named by Paramount

Five Directors to

Logan.

—

Boston Loew's Boston Theaters
will pay quarterly dividend of 15 cents

May

to stock of record April

1

DeLozier.

—

Quarterly dividend of |1 on Fox
Film "A" and "B" will be paid April
15 to stock of record March 30.

Pathe Meeting April 24
Dividend meeting of Pathe
change is scheduled for April

Quotations
High
(s)

Ex-

(c)
(c)
(s)

Office Space in

WARNER BROTHERS
THEATRE BUILDING
N.

E.

Corner Hollywood Blvd. and

HOLLYWOOD

Wilcox Ave.

CALIFORNIA

—

Four B. & K. Dividends
Chicago Four dividends of Balaban & Katz have been declared. Di-

—

vidends of 25 cents on the common
are to be paid May 1, June 1 and
July 1, respectively, with a preferred
of $1.75 on July 1.

&

B.

A modern,

up-to-minute office
building in the heart of Hollywood

especially suitable for

—

Managers

Bookers
and those connected
with the Theatrical and Motion
Picture Industries.

Exclusive

East.

Ind.

74
16

24J4
.173?^

Kodak

fs)
(c)

*(c)

Low

Fox Fm. "A". 82H
Fox Thea. "A" 21)4

.41 y,

74,
16
24Vi
171J4

106
8154
21

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

•

.

,

..25^

•

172
126
4
106
3.2
4,8

99

99

1,6

19

19

93J4
93J4
69
69^ 12,3
103
103
3
110^ 110/a 15,0
101?^
2S7A 2sy»

lOm

6M

Orph. Cir
do pfd
Para.
do

W

2'4^

21

.

(s)
(s)

10454
7A ,-

Proj

Intern.

(b) Keiths 6s 46.
99
(s)
do com.
19^^
(s)
do pfd.
93H
(s) Loew's, com.
(s)
do. pfd.
.103
(b)
do 6s 41WW.111
(b)
do 6s41x-war.l02
(s) M-G-M pfd.
(s) M.
P. Cap..
7

*(s)
*(s)

Close

41J4

7

29
99'X

F-L

.

12'1

1195^^

pfd.
6s 47

noYi
121H

do
loo-;-^ ioo'4 100 5^
Par.By.5/3s5 1.103
102^ 10254
Pathe
3%
V/i
354
do -'A"
14^ 14
14/8
*(b)
do 7s 37
63
(b)
(b)
(s)
(s)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

.

Roxy "A"
do
do

nnits

com.

Skouras

.

.

...
...
...

Bros..
Co.

(o)

Stanley
Technicolor

(c)

Trans-Lux

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

United Art. ...
do pfd.
...
*(o) Univ. Ch.cora.
*(o)
do pfd.
...
(c) Univ.
Pict.
*(s)
do pfd
(o)
(o)

.

32
34

34"

36

7

37^2
4654

8

39/2

43^

43?^

4
4 '4

4J4

2,60

2254
96 ^^
265^

101

2

4J4
13

80
2

80
22J4

(c) Warner
Bros.. 2814
(s)
do "A"
... 33
(c-b) do
28. .114

6^s

15

85

85"
22M
261^
32
114

k

32/
114

Last

(b)
(c)

(0)

Prices

Quoted.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).

Stock Exchange.
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras. St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.
is)

NOTE:

EDWARD B.SMITH
&C0.
Membtrs New York, Fhiladelfhta

and Boston

Stock Exchanges

K. Restoring Programs
Balaban & Katz has or-

—

ganized the B and K Magazine Co.
to publish a house organ program
The new
for the various houses.
company has a capital of $20,000. A
couple of years ago the circuit used
programs at the loop and neighborhood houses but gave the plan up
after a trial.

Corporate
Financing

New

Leasing Department

JOE TOPLITZKY

Con. Fm.
do pfd

.

24.

Standard Retrenching
Cleveland Standard Film Service
Co. has adopted a retrenchment policy in all of its offices, which includes
Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and
Detroit.
Work of all departments
has been concentrated so as to cut
overhead. The sales department was
left intact, however.

Chicago

.

*(s)
do pfd
*(c) Film Insp
(s) First Nat. pfd.. 106

*

NOW READY FOR OCCUPANCY

Am.

Seat.
*(c-b) do
6s
36
Bal. & Katz..

16.

Fox Paying Dividends

Tri-State Chain Gets Another
Springs, Okla.
Tri-State
Theaters, which has a chain of 25
houses, has taken over the Liberty
here from Harvey Miller.

Heber

Gherke Buys

Financial

war nurse,

arljitratiou

board in its future contracts with
theater owners.
But the right to command
this

K

Gerard Would Bar "Dawn"

Injunction suit to prevent showing
of "Dawn," British picture based on
the life and execution of Edith Cavell,

it

urged that the
an unfavorable position
It

Friday, April 13,

COMPANY

Agents— 205 H. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles, California

Issue of Canadian
Famous Bonds Offered
New issue of $5,000,000 of six per

cent

first

mortgage 20-year sinking

fund gold bonds, series "A" of Famous Players Canadian Corp., are being offered by the Royal Securities
Corp., New York. The bonds, dated
expire April 1, 1948.
They are priced at 100 and accrued
interest to yield six per cent.
April

1,

1928,

Philadelphia

New York

Boston

o be ten years young
is

far better than

o be five years old
-MAY

1918

THE FILM DAILY

may

19x8-

Bigger!
Stronger!
Better!

Snappier!

an Issue
of tremendous Importance to
every one In the Industry.
Noifv in preparation

THE TENTH ANNIVERSARY
NUMBER OF

THE FILM DAILY
j

Every exhibitor
country

^wlll

In

receive a copy

of this Issue.
I

The most ^widely quoted and
publication in the Motion

the

fastest gro^wing
Picture field

$1,000,000

Seymour Named

Spent on Laboratory
{Continued from Page

for the

Precedents On
Free Lancers' Pa(
For Next Season

729 Features

To Be
1)

(Continited from

changes

director

as publicity
studios.

at

Franklin,
Angeles.

Management," by Harold
West Coast Theaters, Inc.,

that
schedule will be lived

panies.
It is similarly possible that
alterations in plans will result in a

the

curtailment.

Nine new feature distributors are

banciuet

"Theater

(Continued from Page

1)

announced
up to or augmented by new com-

sistant to

regretting producers have not been
President Daniel B.
actiyc enough.
Clark cited aims of the American
Society of Cinematographers at the

Page

It is possible

in plans.

the

Joseph P. Kennedy,
F B O president. Lance Heath
has been named to succeed him

work they have accomplished,

addressed by Willard B.
Cook. Milton Sills, Dr. C. E. K. Mees
and L. A. Hawkins.
Today's S.M.P.E. program include.reading of the following papers:

—

James Seymour has been appointed asLos Angeles

to

make

their

These

Fifth of Population

Claimed in Membership

B.

Page

(.Continued from

I.os

1)

appearance next season.

AlHed

Distributors,
Crescent, U. M.
M. Millarde,
S.
Raleigh and Ufa, contributing a combined total of 94 pictures to the line-

are

Artclass, Aywon,
Quality,
Dailey,

form organization which sponsors the up. Twenty-eight companies now acF. Leven"Continuous Projectors," by
"Sour Sabbath," its secretary, Dr. tive in distribution declare ther curthal. New York.
"The Effect of Projection Angle I pon H. L. Bowlby, stated here in an- rent year's output will total 638 feathe Seating Capacity of the Theater" and nouncing the state "blue" laws will be
tures.
"Application of the Tandem Condenser to
National distributors will handle
invoked
to
prevent
Sunday
shows.
Roger
Arc,"
by
Projection
Intensity
High
the
Dr. Bowlby attacked Clarence Dar- about the same number next year as
M. Hill, Consulting Engineer, Atlanta.
"The Importance of Good Projection to the row, noted attorney, who in the this. A noteworthy increase in activiProducer," by F. H. Richardson, New York.
"Hollywood and the 16 mm. Film," by March issue of "Plain Talk," scored ties of several independents supplies
For inan interesting sidelight.
Carrigan, Editor, "Amateur Movie the Alliance and "blue" laws.
B.
J.
Makers."
stance, Columbia, will have 36 next
"The Incandescent Tungsten Lamp in the
year as against 30 this year; Gotham
Motion Picture Studio," by F. A. Benford, Des Moines Supply Dealer a Suicide
will increase its schedule from 14 to
General Electric Co., Schenectady.
Des Moines Verdict of suicide was
"The Use of Incandescent Equipment in returned by the coroner here in death 30; and Tiffany-Stahl from 24 to 36.
Motion Picture Photography," by Peter Mole,
On the other hand, Rayart announces
of Samuel S. Schwartz, accessory
president, Mole-Richardson, Inc., Hollywood.
a reduction from 30 to 20 and Sterldealer,
who
swallowed
acid.
He had ing from eight to possibly two.
"Report on Experiments on Mazda Light
Ing," sponsored by the Academy of M. P.
been in ill health for some time.
,
J.

_

-

—

Arts and Sciences and prepared by the Research Committee of the Society of Cinema-

Chicago Change fo*" Gotham
Reports of any change of distribuCorning, N. Y. G. E. Oliver has tion of Gotham product in the Chitaken over management of the State cago territory are unfounded, and the
and Princess, Schine houses^succeed- product will continue to be handled
ing William McDonough, who now is by Jerry Abrams. Abrams, who is in
Oliver

tographers.

"The Aperture of Motion Picture Lenses,"
by J. Dubray, Technical Editor, "American
Cinematographer."
"Camera Lenses for Motion Picture Photography," by \V. B. Rayton, Director of Research, Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester.

Managing Coming House

—

at

the

home

office

Lupino Lane and Dorothy Devore, are in Manhattan for vacations.

stars,

Marceline

Day

in

New

plays opposite

so-calle

paid.

Another precedent was

establishe
of free lancers wa
paid one week's salary, after beini
laid off due to injuries to the star.

when

company

a

Venice,

Cal.,

Exhibitor

—

Dies

Los Angeles
Funeral service
were held recently for George J
Cleveland, 39, veteran Venice theate:
owner, were held here recently fol
lowing his death from a heart at
tack.

FBO

Plans Butte Shipping Deal
Butte FBO is planning to estab
lish a shipping office here in connec
tion with the Pathe exchange, FBC

now

—

ships

films

for

Montana

ac-

Player Arrives

Smith to Lease

—

New

Tulsa House

BREVITY

Tulsa, Okla.
Fred Smith, who has
the Main Street and Orpheum here,
will lake over the 8S0-seat Circle
when the house is completed.

seating 2,500, first of this city's
mospheric houses, has opened.

— the

W.

Va.,

— also

showman.

another

—

versal exploiteer, has been transferred

—

New

Theater for

Chickasha

Okla.— Hall & Briscoe

Chicago
If you pick out
your theater you might be able
to get a meal with your admis-

will build a theater costing $200,000,
between Fifth and Sixth Sts.

sion these days. At the Woods
a big coffee company serves
coffee free; at the Cort you can
get tea; at the North Center
you can get chinaware to cook
your tea and coffee in and at

Jerry Steele Buys Two
Oberlin, O.— Jerry Steele has purchased the Rex and Apollo from the

Oscar Smith

one of the

cartoons

Mounds-

Vincent Now at 'Frisco
San Francisco F. F. Vincent, Uni-

Chickasha,

like-

"OSWALD"

PRODUCED
FOR

contributing

the heavy
bookings of these sub'

factor

here from Seattle.

Chicago Rackets

—

chief assets of the

—

ville,

here has undergone remodeling.

soul of wit

wise

at-

Moundsville Showman Dies
Cleveland Heart ailment caused
death here of M. A. Sybert,

Remodel Broken Arrow House
Broken Arrow, Okla.—The Crys-

in

jects.

OSWALD
Produced by

estate.

Marysville Houses Leased

other North Side houses you
can get candy bars to eat and

Marysville, O.— Mary Butora has
leased the Rex and Strand from John

a couple intend giving away
peanuts when they show "The

Stahl.

Circus."

of

"Acts of God."
The company al
lowed the claim and the actors wer

Butler, selected by Samuel Goldwyn as successor to Ronald
Colman in male leads opposite Vilma
Banky, has arrived in New York.

be-

the star.

tal

stated yester-

abandoned on account

counts from Salt Lake City.

—

Edward Sedg-

Man"

visit,

Loew's, Richmond, Opens
Richmond, Va. Loew's theater,

Picture

yesterday

on a

consider the Sunday morning hou:
as Sunday work, thereby establishiu
the precedent.
A second case dealt with a produi
tion that had been discontinued witl
out the free lancers being paid
extra week's compensation, as pn
vided by the contract. Investigatio
developed that an under-executin
of the company had miscontrued th
provision in reference to picture

Walter

E. H. Allen, general manager, and
Jack White, director-in-chief of the
Educational Studios, are in New
York for their annual conference
with E. W. Hammons, president of
Educational, setting production schedules for next season.
In addition to
Allen and White, two of Educational's

Keaton Starts
Under direction of
wick, Buster Keaton
gan "The Newsreel

New York
day.

New Goldwyn

York.

at Gloversville.

'

Educational Heads Conferring

No

1)

five days that week and were not.1
titled to the extra day for Sun
However, the company agreedd 1

Terrys Building at

Woodward, Okla.

Woodward

—

Terry Bros,
plan to build a $25,000 theater here

Winkler Pictures
INCORPORATED

UniuersammLE^l Carhoons

|i

V
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XLIV
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Sunday, April
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Price 25 Cents

'efenanmm ^ays

YOUR!
PLAYING TIME ok
It's

A hacmmic

Special

I

GEORGE SIDNEY. Patsy Ruri^fillerGeorge
Lewis, Beryl Mercer, Eddie Phillips, Albert Gran,
John Boles, Josephine Dunn, Kathlyn Williams.
From the stage play by Milton Herbert Gropper
and Max Siegel. Supervised by Carl Laemmle, Jr.
Screen adaptation by Al Cohn. An
Production.
with

h

EDWARD

SLOMAN

wc»v*iu. 11 ywu diiv/Uxvj. j^LiArj
cm d villi dx
]-/iv.cwii v..
^
Those who have bought it for one day can safely play it
two; those who have bought it for two days can safely
play three or even four
those who have bought it for
three days can play it four, and even five if circumstances
warrant it.
V-^Vfc

jr

;

ain/UnivctsM has theVictxxrcs
Practical

)on't be "licked"
>y

15,

—

the weather

your

vlake

Cooling and Ventilating

?y-'y.'>i»»"

In this issue

'
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'

J
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Equipment progress outlined at
S.

own
'

suggestions on
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P. E. Coast

Meeting.
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SOWCRC
€y COMBDY

Another
''even

better

and that
kh
an

that's

%tJ

than There

is

it isL.

saying apaqefuV

WHOOZIT

"^'fliilllf!

An exhibitor is lagging behind if he overlooks a number like
Charley Bowers example of how comedy can be made
more effective with just the right amount of novelty and
mystification. It's the best Bowers comedy we've seen,
even better than "There It Is," and that is saying a page-

this

ful

when you consider how good that Bowers comedy was.

Have you

ever seen an oyster walk?

held a cockroach throw china?
things done before until

we

Have you

ever be-

We had never seen these

we viewed "Whoozit" and now

—

believe that anything is possible
in a Charley
Bowers comedy. More amazing than Aladdin's lamp
or the magic genii are these mysterious creations

which Bowers introduces occasionally along the route of his
comedy. Bowers has also utilized the idea of a menace always piirsuing, always threatening. This menace is somewhat similar to the " Fuzz Faced Phantom " in 'There It Is.
Bowers imagines he is being sought after by this menace.
'

—

He

imagines all sorts of things the oysters walking, the
roaches hurling saucers. These wild phantasmagoria are
the result of gas which Bowers has deeply inhaled.

While

opium

in his

drugged state

his

mind

rivals that of

an

eater's for the procession of events coursing

through

it

of which he

is

the fantastic central figure.

Decidedly different; a first-rate, cracker jack novelty.

—MOTION PICTURE NEWS

orthwest Theater Owners Resume Arbitration
iTHE
i^MEWSPAPEK

AHDWEEKLY

^FILMDOM

FILK DIGEST

XLIV

No.

lOUNCE

AT

8.

Sunday, April

13

NEW EQUIPMENT

F.

— With announce-

that deal with Fox is off,
so far as the local firm is concerned, comes statement that
Northwest Theaters (Finkelstein & Ruben), is planning a
$150,000 building on 6th St., be-

tween Hennepin and

First Ave.
N., to house general offices of
This is the forerunthe firm.
ner of an expansion program.

Product

Bureau.

THE FILM DAILY

—

\ngeles New devices, which
ve revolutionary in the equiplield
were announced at the
i; meeting of the Society of M.
nuineers, which is winding up
rics of spring meetings.

HARMONY RULES

ment

i^lutionary Changes in
Field Predicted by
.„st

R. Expanding

Price 25 Cents

1928

MEETING OF ARBITERS
Equity and Justice Clause
Read Into Minutes

40 PICTURES ON NEW

of

TIFFANY-STAHL LIST

;

Forty pictures, instead
previouslv announced, will
the Tiffany-Stahl line-up
M.
29, it is understood.

!

tman
ilitc a

NON-THEATRICALS AND

and a self
Hertner Electric Co.
;inces an outfit for changing
^T batteries in case of sudden
im of? of electric power. Fred
'ler has developed a new camipod.
William F. McLoughlin
iiices an automatic film splicing
inc.
Cooper-Hewitt Co. has a
nnibination neon and mercury

PERCENTAGE UNDER FIRE

lighting,

lamp. National Carbon Co. is
cnig panchromatic carbons and

•

lole-Richardson Corn,
scent

I

lamp

fixtures.

new

in-

Mitchell

ra Corp. is offering new camttachments.
S.M.P.E. has elected George
an, Thomas A. Edison and F.

!

I

es

to

honorary membership.

]ylight Projectors" in
jUse at Univ. of Illinois

—

Oklahoma City
Oklahoma exhibitor

Officers of the
unit are preparing to carry out the mandate of
the recent convention, against nontheatrical competition and percentage bookings, and now are studyThe convention
ing the situation.
denounced non-theatrical competition
and exchanges serving them, and decided that Oklahoma exhibitors will
buy films on a flat rental basis.
Gambling at carnivals also was attacked, and county authorities are being asked to refuse to license carnivals which have gambling devices.
Belief yvas expressed at the conventioa that it would be but a short time
assumes
government
before
the
supervision of all picture houses.

—

111.
Three "daylight prothe invention of Dr. T. T.
of the University of Illinois
i'lient of geology are in use in
•ins here.
The machine is

laua,

'

in itself, no screen being
and th§ teacher operates it

lectures,

using

stereopticon

"iden cabinet SO inches high
inches wide houses the promachine. A series of mirrors
the view shown on the slide
line to another, finally casting
ni the interior on a glass screen
Hito the cabinet.
No light can
the box and a full focus is ob-'

II

I

"
1

i

t
ii

1.

36

for

1928-

H.

Hoff-

vice president, arrives
to complete
plans for the new year's product.
Twelve pictures designed as specials,
and 28 Gems are included on the
list.

THE

NUMBER OF TOPICS WILL

MARK PHILADELPHIA MEET

—

Philadelphia Percentage bookings,
non-theatrical competition, the Brookhart bill and the new uniform contract,

which becomes

effective

May

are subjects to be discussed at the
three-day convention of the eastern
1,

Pennsylvania,

southern

and Delaware
Sunday.

unit,

New

Jersey

which

starts

reputed to be the only fellow who could do
one time and get away with a good job. This
noted personage of antiquity thereby started an argument which
has been mighty keen ever since his day. And in the picture business it
is in Hollywood that the pros and cons wage more fiercely than anywhere
The case of Harry Langdon and "The Chaser."
else.
For instance.
Langdon, a splendid comic, wrote the story, prepared the scenario, directed

famous Julius
two or more things

is

at

and appeared in the picture.
Which, perhaps, explains as well as anything

else

why "The Chaser"

Langdon bit ofif far more of a task than he could
the picture that it is.
handle.
He naturally wrote a fat part for himself. The director had to
follow the script and since Langdon was completely the works, you get
such long— and often unfunny sequences of the comedian that it appears
most obvious how tough it was for him to keep outside of the camera
Imes.
For the sake of Langdon and good comedies, Harry should know
is

—

Letter.

^

Week

Suggestions
iOffered by Hays Ass'n

Schnitzer

rRcstions for tieing up with NaMusic Week, May 6 to 12, have
prepared for exhibitors by the

Joe Schnitzer is waging a valiant battle against bronchial pneumonia
and its dread effects. Together, with his many friends, we join wholeheartedljf in the rooting for his recovery.

Ijjic

I

:£

3

office.

Board

—

Minneapolis Equity and justice
are to prevail in arbitration proceedings in this territory, the arbitration board voted, in a harmony session which marked resumption of
At
proceedings broken off Jan. 13.
that time, exhibitors withdrew after
Warners refused to comply with a
decision of the board, and sought an
injunction to restrain the board from
outlawing cases of the company. Arbitration was resumed after the district court denied the application of

Warner.

Imitating Caesar

'

tc

the

comprise

New York Sunday

in

ling reel.

I

of

man, company

Kodak is offering the
new reflector for use with

[descent

FIRST

Minneapolis

MIL MEETING

New

&

15,

KANN

The equity and justice proviso was
made a part of the business of Thursday's meeting, on instigation of W.
A. Steffes, Northwest exhibitor unit
president, who asked that the arbitration agreement, entered into by
exhibitors and distributors a year
ago upon suggestion of C. C. Pettijohn, be read into the minutes.

Despite the large number of cases
the docket, one case consumed
This was case of
half of the day.
Pathe against Swanson & Edwards
Testimony revealed
of Ely, Minn.
that the theater had under contract
300 features and. 400 comedies for the
Swanson had purcoming year.
chased Edwards' interest and asked
the board for an allocation of prodThe board ordered him to play
uct.

on

the pictures at the rate of three and
one-half per week.

U. S. GOV'T.

PRESENTS

CASE ON FRENCH DECREE
Paris

(By Cable)

— Formal

presen-

tation of the case of American distributors, as they are affected by the
French quota decree, was made Friday by Will H. Hays to Minister of
Public Instruction Hcrriott, under
auspices of the American Dept. of

This followed conferCommerce.
Thursday between Hays and
Ambassador Herrick, which lasted

ences
for

many

hours.

.,.

THE
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1
IMITATING CAESAR, an Editorial by Maurice Kann
2
FINANCIAL
4-5
RELEASES
REVIEWS OF NEWEST
THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, by Charles F. H\'nes..6-9
DELAY IN STARTING COOLING SYSTEMS INCREASES COSTS,

Pobfisbtr

AllCOATE

M.

fcv

G.

Harbula

THEATER OWNER DEVISED BLIZZARD FAN FOR B. O., by Mayer
H. Monskv
INTEREST IN VENTILATION DECLARED AT HIGH PITCH
NEW DISTRIBUTION FOR MAGNOLA BEING PLANNED
THREE TYPES OF SYSTEMS IN MASSACHUSETTS LINE
SMALLER REFRIGERATION UNIT OFFERED

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
and
at 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y.,
copyright (1928) by Wid's Fifms and Film
W. Alicoate. President and
Folk, Inc.
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President

HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS,
FROM LOTS," by

"A LITTLE

and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer
Business and Advertising Manager; Entered
the
as second class matter May 21, 1918, at
act
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United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,

THE

London,

W,

I.

Berlin—

Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrlchstrasse, 225.

ADORABLE CHEAT
THE CHASER
CHORUS KID

4

FOREIGN DEVILS
SKYSCRAPER

4

4
5

4

(s)
(c)

11
11

*(c)
(b)

Dept., has ruled.

K. C. Manager Changed

Kansas City

— Owing

to ill health,
Cole has resigned as manager

SPEEDY
STREET ANGEL
STRONGER WILL

4
4
5

THEIR HOUR
WHY SAILORS GO WRONG..

Arthur

of the Paramount exchange in Kan
Oscar Morgan, former
sas City.
manager of the Dallas Paramount exchange, is taking over the management of the Kansas City exchange.

License Granted Over

film

was

assailed

by Germans

at

a

hearing.

Goldstein with Universal
Jack Goldstein has joined Universal in charge of Brooklyn sales.
No
successor has been named at Com-

monwealth.
"Last

Moment"

"Pop" Prices
"The Last Moment," Zakoro Film

Corp. sensational

Cameo Saturday
lar

at

film, goes into the
for a run at popu-

New Film
whose "Drums

Griffith Starts

D.

W.

Griffith,

5

4

(s)

and 12

*(s)

son will write the continuity.
Hamilton will be the lead.

Neil

New Howell,
Howell, Mich.

Mich., House
Schulte Amusement Co., Detroit, is building a $100,000 theater here.

—

•

171H

I

126
4
106

8154
20J4

82'

20^

;

8
.

99

99

99

....
....

Roxy "A"

... 34
do units
36
do com.
8
Skouras Bros.. 37K
Stanley Co.
44 J4
*(o) Technicolor

Torrence Going Abroad
Ernest Torrence is due in New
York Wednesday and on Apr. 28 will
sail on the He de France.

.

.

.

.

1

Trans-Lux

(c)
(o)
(o)

.

7

3954

44^
4

'V%

.

4^

United Art.
IS
do pfd.
85
*(o) Univ. Ch.com
2
*(o)
do pfd. ... 80
*(c) Univ. Pict. .,
*(s)
do pfd.
...
.

Warner

(c)
(s)

"A"

do

63^s

.

13

.

Bros.,
.

80
85
....
....

27M

22J4
96/2
2654
32J4

2654
325i

—

33

28.

7
1

H4

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
Curb Market.

(b)
(c)
(o)

I

32
34

.

Cs)

|

C

Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).

Stock Exchange.

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz

Skouras,

Louis;

St.

is

listed

Stanley,

in Chici

Philadelph

of

Fliesler Resigns

who was

24^8

17154

Pathe
3J4
354
354
do "A" ...103
103
103
do 7s 37... 63
63
63

*(c-b) do

Love" comes to the Rialto soon, has
Marjorie Beebe Cast
begun camera work in Hollywood on
Marjorie Beebe is to play the title
his newest United Artists', picture, role in "The Farmer's Daughter,"
"The Battle of the Sexes."
which Arthur Rosson will direct.

Joe Fliesler,

....

;

A'

New

SMALL CAR
in

BWAY. NY
J437 ALSO

—

23.0OO

M

i

^ood

condition,

Must

'26

or

be
'27

model.

THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

«]vii i
aO-WNS AVITi

Terr

at a reasonable price.

active in the

building up of the Fifth Ave. Playhouse group, has resigned from that
organization as publicity manager.
He intends to open offices for the
general promotion of little theater
movements throughout the country,
and specialize in titling of pictures
that fit in with such showings.

Salesman traveUng
wants

ritory

dL^

UNIF-OR.IMS

TEL. 5580 PENN.
COSIUMES To PFMT

Write giving name
model and price.

Box K-300
1650

of

car,

c-o Film Diaily

Broadway

N.Y.C

prices.

When you
I

The
inaugurating summer policies.
National operated by Ben Wise, and
the New (Tarlyon, operated by Mrs.
Sara Robinson, have cut their running schedule to two days a week,
Saturday and Sunday.

Protests

Despite opposition of German societies, "Dawn" has been licensed by
The
the New York censor board.

Cleveland
local houses are

24K

»

12m

4

Evanston

at

24H

—

,

-

—

Cut Playing Time
Cleveland— Several

42/a
104J4
74

19
93Y^
69J^
(c)
do pfd
103
(b)
do 6s 41ww.ni
llOJ^ 111
(b)
do 6s41x-war.l01'/^ 10154 \0V/2
(s) M-G-M pfd.
26
26
26
(s) M. P. Cap.
7
7
7
*(s) Orpli. Cir.
29
*(s)
do pfd.
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9954
(s) Para.
F-L
..121J4 12014 121K
*(s)
do pfd.
....
*(c-b) do 6s
47
1005^
*(b) Par.By.SJ^sSl
102^

Bebe in "News Reel Girl"
Bebe Daniels' next will be "The
Chicago James Wallie, formerly
the Chicago, has been named News Reel Girl." Clarence Badger
at
manager of the Varsity, at Evans- will direct. The picture will be from
ton, recently taken over by Balaban an original by
Harlan Thompson
& Katz circuit.
and Monte Brice, and Florence Ryerat

Proj
6s 46.

Close

41J^

*(s)
do com
*(s)
do pfd
*(s) Loew's, com

—

Now

Intern.
Keitlis

(b)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

Wallie

Low

Fox Fm. "A" 8254
Fox Thea. "A" 21 J4

10
10
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SHORT SUBJECTS

Actors Are Workmen in N. Y.
Actors, whether
Albany, N. Y.
artists or of the chorus, are "workmen," and as such, entitled to benefits under the workmen's compensation law in New York the Appellate
Division of the Supreme Court, Third

.

12

PAGE
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... 42}^
*(c-b) do 6s
36
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FOR SALE

think of

N S^U R A-N C E
you are thinking of

S

T E B B

I

N

S

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Arthur W. Stebbins
1540

& Co.,

Broadway
Errant

in preparation for season

1928-1929

CREW"
"THE VARSITY
By Holmby
Marshall

ANOTHER QOTHAM BUILT FOR BETTER PROFITS

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED
Lutnas Film Corporation

Inc.

N. Y. C.
3040

Now

Sara Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway

Budd

ute in every detail from front to rear
of house.

Airdome

Two

Seats 1900 can stand 700.
1600 can stand 1000.

seats

other small theatres.

Population over 30,000 and from surrounding towms draw 30,000 more.
7 day town.
Will gladly show records that $50,000
profit has been made each year for S
years.

$125,000 cash and balance in 10 years
purchase this half a million dollar
proposition
at
a
bargain price if
will

Rogers, Vice Pres.

New

Washington Theatre, Granite Citj^,
Illinois, on account of sickness.
This
theatre is modern and up to the min-

York City

answered quickly.

Box M-389
c/o Film Daily, 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

11

A^ction-Beauty-Drama-

I

WHEN

The Grantland Rice

YOU THINK
Sportlight

is

something more than a tech-

OF SPORTS

nical picture of Sport's big parade.

Partial

list

of sports cov-

ered by "Sportlights"

It features in addition

Action and Beauty.
Tobogganing
Football
Baseball

not only shows the How and Why of championship play,
but it also presents the human drama of competition.
It

Tennis

Field

Sport lends itself more to Action in motion pictures than any
other form of entertainment.
It is full
It is

of Beauty

Hockey
Polo
Soccer
Cricket
Fishing

by land and water.

Hunting

the combination of Action, Beauty and

the Sportlight's appeal to so

many

millions

Drama

Yachting
Archery
Boxing
Fencing

that carry

—young and old

Jiu Jitsu

male and female.

Flying

Tumbling

And it

j|

Golf
Track

has the same tremendous
the sports page of a newspaper holds for

its

y

Jai All

interest to the screen fan that

Hurling
Diving

readers.

Rowing
Dancing
Pool

SPORTLIGHTS ARE TO YOUR
SCREEN WHAT THE SPORTS
PAGE IS TO A NEWSPAPER

ant6mdf{ice

Billiards

Skiing
Skating
Curling

Camping
Squash
Water Polo
Canoeing
Ice Boating
Cycling
PRODUCED BY

JOHN L.HAWKINSON
EDITED BY
RICE-

GRANTLAND

Wrestling
Lacrosse

Harpooning
Motoring

Swimming

Released by

the Screen
of
Paqe
The Sportimi
Zb ISSUES - ONE EVERY TWO WEEKS

Pathe

Basketball

THE PERFECTSHORT
SUBJECT FOR THE
PERFECT PROGRAM
IN ANY THEATRE—

ANYWHERE

IN

THE

j2E25DAILY
Length: 9221

Harry Langdon

Harold Lloyd in

"The Street Angel"
Fox

A BEAUTIFUL PICTURE,
COMMERCIALLY AND ARTISTICALLY GEARED AS FEW
PICTURES ARE. CARRIES A
UNIVERSAL APPEAL AND IS
CERTAIN TO SEND THEM OUT
TALKING ABOUT ITS BREATHTAKING LOVELINESS.

Paramount

Length: 7960

/(.

HEALTHY BABY FOR THE
BOX OFFICE. YOU KNOW
WHAT LLOYD CAN DO FOR
"SPEEDY" IS FUNNY
YOU.
AND WELL GAGGED. OVERLONG AND THEREFORE

WOULD

BETTER

BE

IF

Janet Gaynor again proves
great actress. Charles Farrell
Cast. .. .Harold Lloyd; his usual
e.xccll'-nt.
Others unitorinly goodself.
Burt Woodruff, very
Natalie Kingston, Henry Arnietta, breezy
Others Babe Ruth, Ann
good.
Guide Trento.
From Christy and Brooks Benedict.
Story and Production
Cast.

.

TRIMMED.

.

slic is a

"Lady Christilinda," stage play. A
simple, but pathetically beautiful love
tale with gay, sordid Naples as the
background. Miss Gaynor as Angela,
terrorized bj' her mother's illness and
lack of money, stands willing to sell
herself to get the pennies necessary
for the medicine.
She doesn't get
the chance, but is arrested, escapes
the police, is sheltered by a traveling
circus, meets Charles Farrell v^iho
plays Gino.
Their love develops
Angela breaks her ankle while performing, so Gino takes her back to
Naples.
The police discover her,
she goes to the workhouse.
Gino,
uninformed of what has happened, is
disillusioned. Then finally comes the
meeting on the docks and reconciliation.
The performances, acting, deiicac3 of treatment canvassed against
exquisite photographic backgrounds
make "1 he Street Angel" extraordinary.
Direction: Frank Borzage, magni-

LUa Lee
Chesterfields. R.

horse car owner whose
sought by the traction

of the decrepit

franchise

is

company through fair means or foul.
Anyway, Harold hears the traction
bos? ordering his gang out in order to

Cast.

..

Cast..Lila Lee a wholesome type,
very appealing because of her naturalness.
That goes also for Cornelius
Keefe, her support.
Burr Mcintosh
a dignified father, with Harry Allen
supplying the comedy as the roughneck dad. Others Reginald Sheffield,
Gladden James, Virginia Lee.
Story and Production
Romance
of the rich girl and the shipping
clerk.
A simple but human story of
a pampered daughter of wealth who
takes a job in her father's business
under an assumed name so she can
be near the young man she has become interested in. Later at a house
party developments come thick and
fast.
The girl's brother gets himself
in a jam, and hero takes the blame
to shield him.
The menace is there,
doing the dirty work in order to win
the girl and her money.
Works up
to some strong suspense, with love
finally triumphant. Has the elements
that will click with the masses, for
the humble shipping clerk wins over

.Langdon funny

at

times.

sequence.
Others, unimportant including Gladys McConnell,
Helen

Hayward,

GETS THE LAUGHS
GOOFY GOB STORY. BORDE!ON THE RIDICULOUS, Blpi^
JAZZED UP WITH THRIL;P
AND FUNNY NONSENSE. m'^,
Ut
^

Cast.

..

.Sammy Cohen and

1

McNaniara

are the whole show, c
ing the goofy gob act as the Hebn
and Scotty respectively. Sally Phip
and Nick Stuart as heroine and h«
just a background for sentimental
terest.
Others Carl Miller, E.
Calvert, Jack Pennick.

i

of granting the papers, determines to teach Langdon a lesson
by reverting the situation at home.
Langdon is to take the wife's place
for one month.
So Harry dresse.e

instead

w,,
j-ani

\,^

ivd

^,!,;[ii

ritzed this one, but the fact still j
mains that an intelligent and seU
Roxy clientele laughed in their

5

.:,„,bi
,.

well

known

familiar landmarks

form the background.
Direction:

apart.

Harry

Director:

Ted

Langdon, so-so;

ii,-

^i,

feme
jtot

kw
mi

Ma
rflio

und
bent

of yourself.
The story's a flop, b rm
the laughs are undeniably there.
fc
Dir-.ction: Henry Lehrman, ijma:

Author: Harry Langdon; Scenarist:
Harry Langdon; Photography: Elgin Authors: William Conselman, Fraii Uut
O'Connor; Scenario: Randall H iio:A
Lessley and Frank Evans, satisfacFaye; Photography: Sidney Wagne I

tory.

^

good.

William Boyd in

Tim McCoy

in

"Skyscraper"
bim ft.
"Foreign Devils"
Pathe
Length:
7040
ft.
M-G-M
Length: 4658 t
LOOSE CON- AVERAGE ATTRACTION. HAS
JUST FAIR
•AVERAGE BILL FOR TH
TINUITY FAILS TO BUILD FEW
LAUGHS AND FEW MELLER CUSTOMERS. STA
STRONG INTEREST IN STORY THRILLS.
STORY VEIN VERY DOES HIS STUNTS IN FIN!
OF LOVE SIREN. A SPECIAL SLIGHT AND
THAT IS EXACT- FORM
BOXER UPRIJ
FOR STENOGS.
LY WHERE THE CHIEF TROU- ING INDURING
CHINA.
Cast. .. .Dorothy Sebastian an al- BLE LIES.
Cast... .Tim McCoy as the U.
Cast
William Boyd, satisfactory.
luring siren.
John Harron wobbles

!,

part of weak-kneed lover.
June
Marlow, the stenographer heroine,
will win the votes of the business

Others Holmes Herbert, John
Roche, Huntly Gordon, John Steppling, Myrtle Stedman.
Story and Production. .. .Modern
romance of a shipping clerk and the

gals.

boss's secretary.
It was built to get
the patronage of the business girls
and should be advertised that way.
Has all the stuff to appeal to them.
The shipping clerk starts off as a
wise-cracking, clowning type of fresh
guy a la William Haines, but Johnny
Harron is a little too heavy for that
iine.
The boss's secretary loves him

Alan Hale pretty nearly steals the
works. Sue Carol, a pert miss, flapper type
popular.

member

who

bids

Alberta

to

become

Vaughn

fourth

fair

of cast.

Story and Production .... Comedy
drama, based on original by Dudley
Murphy. A yarn of the mob. Two
steel riveters and two gals from the
pony row of a neighboring musical

comedy

are the principals.
There is
in
the skyscraper background and technically the picture is

suspense

captain in China during Boxer uprit
ing does the heroics and pulls th,
thrill
stunts in best meller forn
Claire Windsor dresses the part wit
her usual charm and lack of actio
ability.
Sojin the colorful Chin
menace does his routine stuff. Fran
Currier has small part.

Story and Production.

.

.Meller

ut

ing the old Boxer Rebellion in Chin
as the locale.
From the story b
Peter B. Kyne.
Crammed with thi
good old hoke, and of course th
American oflS,cer practically subdue
the uprising singlehanded, with th
rest of the U. S. troops and the othe
allied armies acting as his support
Great stuff for flag waving enthusi
asts, but has little appeal for intelli
gent audiences. Tim McCoy gets ev
ery chance to pull his stunt stufl
riding, fighting, leaping, etc.
Heroin
is Lady Patricia of the English aris
"
tocracy, saved by hero from

handled in first-rate manner.
But
the dramatics were applied in such
skimpy fashion that, for long minutes,
nothing happens.
Boyd flirts with
Sue Carol.
They
travel amusement
and they become engaged.
Enter
park-ward and fall in love.
Sue
the siren, the secretary's rich cousin.
hits the sticks with the company.
In
.A.t
a week-end party at the rich
the meantime, Boyd, in order to save
siren's house, she vamps hero into
.A.lan Hale's life grabs the latter as
an airplane ride, stalls the engine,
and they stop over night at a hunt- a steel beam goes wild. His foot is
smashed end so he stays away from
wealth,
snobbery
Dorothy as the vamp
and
villainy. ing lodge.
Sue when she returns to the city. Llama priest. Works up lurid fin
Faulty construction weakens in spots, peps it up, and the situation just
Hale finally goads Boyd into walking with Chinks storming consulate,
but the human interest is there strong. borders on the spicy but nothing
by riding him about Sue.
Then the allies arrive on schedule,
happens. Mildly
Will ride nicely

—

program field.
entertaining.
Direction:
Burton King, good;
Direction: Al Raboch, spotty; AuAuthor: Arthur Hoerl; Scenario: thor: Albert Levino;
Scenario: Alsame; Photography: H. A. Ander- bert S. Levino;
Photography: Faxon
in

son,

adequate.

Dean, okay.

oi

jy;

Length:

in

[,'(,,

ji to

—

many

1

Ilia'-

\-^^(

w

—

Tiffany-Stahl

ft.

ft.

Weakens his efforts by planting himself too much before camera in every

"Their Hour"

PLEASING PROGRAM PICTURE. NICE LITTLE LOVE
STORY OF SHIPPING CLERK
AND RICH GIRL FILLED WITH
HUMAN TOUCHES.

Length: 5744

NOT AT ALL HOT. PRETTY
GOOD COMEDY IDEA, OUTLANDISHLY
HANDLED,
MAKES PICTURE IMPLAUSIBLE. LANGDON GETS OVER
FEW LAUGHS— VERY FEW.

Go Wronj
Length: 5112

bred way throughout.
And if y(
can get that kind of an audience
prevent the horse car from running like la femme, gets kissed by the chortle, it's a cinch that it will knoi
for twenty-four hours after which iceman and the milkman, etc.
The 'em off their seats in the popul
houses.
It's up idea was not all bad, but the developJust goofy nonsense, b
the franchise can be voided.
the Hebe and Scotty taxi drive
And he ment let's glos^ that over.
to Harold to prevent this.
It's
This introduces the chase kinder that way.
does.
Sufficient to say shanghaied on a private yacht ai
which is given a lot of footage all a lot of utterly impossible things forced to act as gobs keep the fi
Harold thwarts happen. The story was far too thin going at a fast clip. There's a wi
of it fast moving.
one attempt.
But the car is stolen, for the footage. Therefore, you get storm and they land on a cannib
removed to the other end of the city. episodes that are strung to the main island.
Here they pull a series
How Lloyd gets it back makes sure- idea in very loose fashion. Has a gags with the wild animals and n
New York and its few laughs. Spotty and minutes tives that make you laugh in spi
fire audience stuff.

in

Length: 5400

First National

Sailors

Fox

15, lij

William
Jaimison
and
Comedy. Charles Thurston.
Story and Production
Story and Production
Slapsti
Harold is just an irresponsible loon in
Story and Production. .. .Comedy.
Always Langdon and his screen wife don't comedy, made for laughing purpos
this.
Can't keep a job.
All the newspaper lads a
thinking and dreaming about base- hit it off so well.
Divorce proceed- only.
Also in love with the daughter ings enter the picture, but the judge, lassies on the metropolitan daili
ball.

good;
Wilde,
Author: Harold Lloyd; Scenario: Lex
ficent;
Author: Monckton Hollfe; Neal, John Grey, Howard Emmett
Scenario: Marion Orth; Photography: Rogers; Photography: Walter LunErnest Palmer, incomparable.
den; fine.

"The Adorable Cheat"

"Why

in

"The Chaser"

"Speedy"

jt.

Sunday, April

thrill

clinch.

Direction:

Howard

Higgin, good;
Author: Dudley Murphy; Scenario:
Elliott Clawson, Tay Garnett; Photography: John Boyle, fine.

lovers only.

Direction,

W.

S.

Van Dyke;

knowil

Peter B. Kyne
Scenario, Marian Ainslee; Photogra
phy, Clyde de Vinna; snappy.
his

stuff;

Author,

THE
i*y, April

15,

Virginia

;%^

DAILY

1928

Brown Faire

Percy Marmont in

in

"The Stronger Will"

"The Chorus Kid"
Length 6723 ft.
Length: 6200 ft. Excellent— S. R.
m
RATES ORDINARY WITH UNpELY BALANCED ENTER(MENT.
STRONG CAST CONVINCING STORY. FOLKS
bS UNIQUE STORY OF IN REAL LIFE DON'T ACT
rtlRUS GAL OVER BY A SAFE THE WAY THEY DO HERE.
ytGIN. A FAMILY PICTURE. STAR GOOD.

Short Subjects

:

Qt.

..

.Virginia

Brown

Faire has

as the chorus girl who edges
>r;/ay into society atmosphere to
t> irt

Bryant Washburn lends
the male victim,

•ft.T

man.

rfc?

support as

jia

Hopper makes
widow

it

her picture

in

role.

Others

John Batten,
.Sheldon Lewis.
1,ry and Production. ..

Tom C-

)|»sticated
htlna Hill,

.Romance

From an original
/toward Rockey, who has told the
lAis kid's story from a new and
chorus

girl.

Heroine wants to get
lie angle.
from the whoopee life and the
<tt
>|iey boys, and plays her cards
#rly to chum with the young
hter of the rich widower she
She goes to the
tly pdmires.
nable boarding school, buries
horine past, and starts all over,
d to the millionaire's house duracation. she meets heavy compefrom a fascinating widow. How
ilpast comes up to almost ruin
land how she triumphs over the
Nw and gets her man makes for

Hedda
Bb.o. entertainment stuff.
8 per swings the picture every time
She's there.
Kshows.
Bretherton,
Howard
rection:

by Walter Fabian.

"Fandango"

— Lupino

Lane

Educational

"Barnyard Lodge No. 1"
Aesop Pathe

—

Great Burlesque

Cast. ... Percy Marmont always a
mile ahead of material.
Part had
him tied and acting unnatural. Rita
Carewe's profile too angular for many
closeups. She has an ungrateful role
that doesn't help her.
William Morton Bailey a mechanical menace.

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Lively Cartoon
Here is one of the finest burlesque
skits in the short comedy field that Type of production. .1 reel animated
we have seen for many a day. LuFarmer Alfalfa joins the barnyard
pino Lane is seen in a Spanish setting, lodge, and what they do to him when
dressed as a gallant Castillian flirting they initiate him is plenty.
All the
Story and Production. ... Modern with all the pretty senoritas. He pulls different animals finds some original
social drama.
It is touted in the
a Romeo with a girl sitting at her niethod for torturing him, and when
press book as "A tale of frenzied balcony window, and finds he has a it is all over Alfalfa is pretty well
love and finance."
"The "frenzied" lot of competition witli two other done up but happy that he has made
part labels it exactly.
The society burly Spaniards. The gags come fast the grade.
The animal gags arc
gal's fiance gets stalled in Mexico and snappy.
He poses as a toreador, original and worked out with good
putting over a big business deal. The and stages a side-splitting fight with comedy angles that should get the
gal gets peeved, and engages herself a stuffed bull that is a wow.
A hot laughs.
to a bounder.
Hero returns and senorita forces him to do a dance
forces her to marry him as he has which is also a knockout.
Lane
"Felix in PoUy-Tics"
saved her dad from bankruptcy. Then works in his funny acrobatic tumbles,
the gal starts playing with the rounder to get the merger dope from her
hubby and ruin him. If she did, it
would ruin her dad and herself, too.
But that makes no difference. The
director and scenarist were out for
a situation no matter how implausible.
Happy ending true love triumphs but story full of holes licks
Part makes the heroine dumb and
it.
ungrateful, which doesn't help any.

—

.

and keeps

this

.

one pepped up with

and it's one of the
comedian has done.

be-st

directed
this clever

"Fighting Destiny"

Western Featurette

—

Universal

Routine Stuff

Type

Pat Sullivan

Henry W. George

laughter.

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

western

Average neighborhood.
Just another variation on the Texas
Direction, Bernard McEveety, fair; Ranger bobbing up in time to save
Howard Rockey; Author, Harry Chandlee; Scenario, the honest ranch owner and the gal
Author:
!;
ario: Adele Buffington; Photog- Adrian Johnson; Photography, Art from the wiles of the crooked foreman. Some day a director of these
Reeves, okey.
y: Charles Van Enger, okey.

I

westerns is going to create a sensation by having the bandit something
else beside the ranch foreman. Fred
Oilman as the hero is fair. Directed

Lively Animated
Felix, the Cat, finds a home at last
after he saves the bottle of milk
which the mice were trying to steal.
But the rest of the domestic animals
including the parrot, goldfish and pup
get jealous and start to make things
tough for Felix.
Every time they
get rid of him Felix finds some clever
way to get back into the house again.

A

bright and funny number, done in
the best style of the Pat Sullivan

studio.

SKYSCRAPER
PRODUCED BY

Ralph Block
FOR

PATHE- DE MILLE
From

the story by

DUDLE MURPH
Screen Play by

Adaptation

ELLIOTT

CLAWSON

TAY GARNETT

Directed by

HOWARD

HIGGINS

{Continued on Page

12)

—
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Sunday, April

THEATER

15,

EQUIPMElil
Wi

.By

Delay

in Starting

Cooling

Deodorization
Regardless of climate, deodorizing the theater is an important
feature
of
patrons'
comfort.
It is an adjunct to
ventilation.
Summer
proper
months doubly emphasize the
importance of deodorization and
every exhibitor should see to

Systems Increases Cost
By M.

G.

HARBULA

three months' time

Consulting Engineer

of the first things I do every
Daily
read Film
to
is
through from cover to cover. Saturday morning I picked up the issue

One

morning

Sunday, April 1, and noticed on
page 8 your comments on cooling
systems. The first paragraph under
the title interested me very much and
I would like to make a few comments
about it. You say that "now is the
time to figure out how you are going
Havto combat summer weather."
ing been intimately connected with
of

work

for several years
I
have been doing all I know of to
get the theater owners to realize that
the time to think about cooling systems is not in March or April, for a

theater cooling

plant that should be operating when
the warm weather sets in the same
year, but in September or October
of the year previous. This has been
the great fault in this industry and it
has cost the industry tremendous

sums of money to start thinking
about cooling systems so late in the
year.

if

the

is

taken up and

work is started
actual work of build-

preliminary

about Sept.

1,

ing the machinery and preparing the
building for the reception of the machinery could be started about Dec.
and a plant could be entirely com1
pleted and ready for operation by no
later than Decoration Day and possibly as early as May 15 when warm
spells occur quite frequently.
Thus
you will notice that it takes almost
nine months to do a job of this nature
properly.
Compare this with
starting to think about cooling systems on April 1 and then to have
the plant running by June 1.
This
is
a bare two months to do a job
that ordinarily takes at least six
months and possibly nine. While
cooling systems have been placed in
operation between two and three
months after orders were placed, it
does no one any good to rush the
work this way and the one who suffers most is the theater owner, and
it
certainly costs a great deal more
money to do the work in that short
space of time.

To properly survey a theater for a
cooling system, which means going
The cost of cooling systems in dollars
over the entire building in great de- seems a great deal and when an owner has
tail,
preparing plans and specifica- paid his ultimate dollar for them he is actually shocked at the
cost and usually the
tions of the work to be done, a great cost is
due to his own tardiness in
month's time is consumed.
Then thinking about what he wants. Delaying
several weeks are required for con- the work until two or three months before he
wants the system operating in his theatre
cerns bidding on the work to submit means that
he pays a tremendous tax for
intelligent estimates fon they also overtime on every feature of the work
must make their surveys of the build- for the labor item on these jobs is a heavy
contributing factor to the total cost and all
ing m order to properly figure on the along the
owner takes a chance that everyrequirements of the specifications and thing will be perfect, that no accidents will
occur,
that
all machinery that has been turned
plans.
Then the engineer for the
and built to order in a short time will
owner should have at least two or out
function properly.
However, any work done
three weeks to analyze all proposals in a great hurry is never very
satisfactory,
so that all bidders are on the same particularly so with this work which is of
a highly technical and scientific
nature. There
basis; then it usually takes two or are
so many elements that must be
corralthree weeks for the board of direc- lated to produce proper
temperatures and
tors or owner to decide with whom humidities in theaters, that if one link in
the chain is not satisfactory
the entire inthey want to place the business.
vestment seems lost for a time at least.
You can readily see from all this
I have known of plants
that were thought
that before a contract is awarded for
ahout or conceived around March
or April
a cooling system between two and that never were operating
until July
15
You Are in the
Market for Any Kind
'If

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAVE
MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

^^ no

West 32*St,Ncwyork.My.«*
Phone Penna. 0330
Picture Department
and Canada Agents for Debrie

Motion
I

U. S.
I

^"S- \ or some times as late as Aug 15
which leaves about one months' operation
of
the plant, which is certainly
very wasteful
t rem
an investment standpoint. When
one
rouMders that if the same work was
started
in September of the
previous year the full
and tremendously great advantages
of
cooling system can be had
by starting it In
operation May 15 or the moment a
wafm
dnv
'nmes a ong. It is safe to assume
that de,-,

aynig this work until March or
April costs
the owner from 15 to 20
and even 33 1-3%
Tiore than if he started it
sooner, and

with
ruiViing
anywheres from
$0,000 to $100,000, depending'^upon the sLe
t the house, the additional
tax for tardiness IS a great deal. Nothing
whatsoever is
gamed by delaying such work and
this
should be stressed.
cooling

systems

There

is
one thing always to remember,
that cooling plants installed
in existing theaters means that not a
show should be interfered with nor a performance
delayed, in

that this important factor of
theater's welfare is taken
care of properly. Spraying of
perfume throughout the auditorium is a simple and effective
means of keeping the air sweet
smelling at low cost. There are
a number of fine preparations
on the market for the purpose.
it

his

The Blizzard Fan

jtk

every part of the house with
ith
equal distribution, and necessity
bined with his inventive skill br(
forth the Blizzard Adjustable

Way

THEATER OWNER DEVISED

it

"

whi(
attf

Deflector.

At different seasons and times of the
became necessary to change the speei

x,(fi'

Fan. The inventor of the Blizzard
lien
decided that he could cooperate with
theater-men by devising a pulley, whi
tip"
the turn of a dial or the push of a bi
[qi
J;
in the operators' booth or the managers'
'.r.
fice at the front end of the house, he c
change the speed of the fan underneath K
stage.
He worked on this for three yi |j|||(
and in the last six months tried and
the

I

BLIZZARD FAN FOR B.O.
By

MAYER

H.

Blizzard

MONSKY,

Sales

Omaha— Without

Co.

question or doubt
Fans have served in

Blizzard

the
the

promotion

comfort

for the
theater-goer for the last 20 years.
Originally this fan was made by
a theater owner, one who had the
brains and originality of t4iinking out
an invention that he realized to be
necessary.
The old adage of "Necessity is the Mother of Invention"
holds good with the Blizzard ventilating and cooling system.
In the particular town in which
he was located, he had to compete
with another theater. Even though
both theaters in question were small,
the principle is the same. After originating and making a cooling system
that would take care of the comfort
of his theater-goers, it was not surprising when his opposition gave up
the sponge and one morning left an
A.W.O.L. sign and never did return.

of

This happened about 20 years ago.
Blizzard Manufachas made various improvements and every improvement
was made with the benefit of the
theater owner and the theater-goer
in mind.
The Blizzard fan is now
down to a point where it is without
a doubt the quietest fan on the mar-

Since then
turing Co.

the

—

ket; does more work
that is, pushes
or pulls more air for the dollar than

any other fan on the market. This

to operate.

Mr. Largen, the manufacturer and
patentee of the Blizzard Fans, is still
operating his theater in order to keep
in touch with the needs of his public,

and the modern showman.

Necessity came into its own again
it came time to perfect a de-

when

of

vice

that

would

deflect

the

air

fected it in his own place. He is now
ting on the market the one and only varii
or
rather multi-speed
pulley,
all
woii
parts immersed in oil, which makes it,
lutely fool-proof.
The name of this
is
the Oilectric Speed Change Pulley,

to

ihi

luontv

inn

ptpp'

showman of today can now
inexpensive Oilectric Speed Change
on any system that he may have^
need not go through the theater or dil
doors to get under the stage or up in
Hy-loft to change the speed of his ventiF
The

i:

ic

til

this

lotal

ley

system.

It

is

now

at

his'

finger

kai

tips.

\\n

There are three necessities of lif
water and air.
Food and water ha

tk
rtfr

taken

care of by state officials, city
and doctors as long as we can remember,
is
now coming into its own, and the
thinking showman and anyone caterin
the

public

is

supplying clean, fresh

tkli
I

agf

iOI

air.

ITIXG

A GOLD MINE
INFORMATION!
1000 Pag^

*il

•

ii

act

ffosse
f

tt

Cloth Bou

>!ISl

FREI
TO

is

without fear of contradiction
and above all it consumes less power
said

other

words all work must be done outside
show hours.

;eY
-Sumi

Film Dai
subscribe!

COVERS
EVERYTHIII

GOES
EVERYWHEl
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MANAGEMENT

lAND

The Stamp

ALKING SHOP

An

Approval

of

DECLARED AT HIGH PITCH
endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed

by The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and

Own

merit.

Weather
— Summer Grosses Can
lake

Your

Big— We

be

Appreciation of the importance of equipment is a prerequisite of efficiency in theater management. Knowing
just what product to select, its functions and proper care,
are important in the success of the theater, and knowledge
which every manager should possess.

Stand

Corrected

>()PER

ventilation and cooling
theater is such an elemensubject, that dwelling upon it
111
not be necessary, and yet,
,re theaters all over the United
which fail to give prcper
nr attention to the problem.

I

r

fort of patrons
n cess of every
;ien

the theater

ing course of the

resident school course. This enables applicants to retain
their present occupation, while attending school. The State
Dep't of Education has approved the institute, and because
the school has demonstrated its worth in developing manFILM DAILY
agers for picture houses, it has

essential to
theater. Time

is

THE

owner figured

pickings during the summer
concluding that the heat
profitable
show business in
r
impossible.
His patrons
the same view, in doping it
at they were suckers to pay
money to swelter in a hot therhere are plenty of counter

—

Herniansville, Mich.
Tremendous
increase and interest in proper ventilation of theaters large and small
is evidenced throughout the East and
South, according to Wallace A. Rowell, and H. James Murray, of the
Lakeside Ventilating Co., who has

Equipment and its importance are stressed in the trainM. P. Managers' Institute, New York,
which has just installed an extension course similar to the

a

it

INTEREST IN VENTILATION

STAMP OF APPROVAL.

II

^,

I

!ons

in

summer, by means

The L-1 Model of the Lakeside
system will turn the trick, but whatever your requirements and specifications, don't hesitate.

Start

day to guarantee your box

work

to-

people may keep cool while
themselves, and they are
to take advantage of it.

ceipts with a cool theater.

ng

Ventilation
for the

heat can be beaten by cool the1 was but a few
years ago that
..ill
& Katz, projected into the
of refrigeration because a memof the firnx had experience in the
storage field and wanted to put
use some equipment on hand,
e
the experiment with cooling
It

1

Chicago. The effect was
trical,
and business prospered
theaters adequately meeting
\TING the competition of the

is

Control Ventilating Fans

office re-

of

not a problem only
Regardless

summer months.

of the climate, fresh air always is
essential, if your house is to make
money or even get by. If you are
not providing the clean, fresh air that

your patrons want and demand, call
in your equipn;ent dealer today and
ask him to survey your needs. The

—

Minneapolis Control of the speed
of the fan and the extent of ventilation by movement of a handle is the
Horton Variable
purpose of the
Speed Pulley, manufactured here
and distributed through National
Theater Supply Co. The pulley, it
is claimed, eliminates starting shock
on the motor, cuts power cost and
The pulley is
reduces repair bills.
made in five models, which are declared to meet requirements of all
blower fans now in use.

results will surprise you.

ters in

Speed Record

AND

oors.
*

*

*

ublix utilized the idea, to the exthat in some instances summer
iths actually have produced big-

grosses

than

fall

and

winter

the
so-called
heydays of
iv
business.
That experience
Its the way to theaters large and
II,
for there are cooling systems
avery size and price, so that no
Iter can afford not to install a
ling plant.
Maybe refrigeration
our problem, maybe a fan blower
iths,

Now is the time to think about a
cool theater this summer, we stated
in an issue of a few weeks ago. M.
G. Harbula, who is recogn^7ed as an
authority in the field of theater engineering, says the time to think of
cooling systems, is the September
preceding the sunmier against which
stand corthe system is aimed.
rected, for months of planning arc
desirable in providing the proper systems. Our point was that if the theater has not already done so, he

We

immediately go to work on
problem of beating summer heat.

should
the

Licensing Board at

Newburgh, N.

Newburgh

Y.— By

vote of the

council, a licensing board for
tion picture operators has been

tablished here.

\

moes-

V entilator

Variable Speed Pulleys

in

Is

Claimed

Equipping Mo. House

Nevada, Mo.

—A

record for speedy

service is claimed by National Theater Supply Co. in its installation at
The engineering departthe Star.
ment was consulted Feb. 25, and the
next day, Alvin Sieler, director of the
department, made a speedy trip here,
and his assistance to the architect and
contractor made possible the seemingly-hopeless task of converting the
old building into a theater within 15
days.

On

Vah. 27 orders were placed with
for two Powers projectors with reflector arc lamps, motor
generator set, American Silversheet
screen, Voigt lighting fixtures, 350
steel furniture company chairs, complete layout of brass lobby frames.
Polar Air cooling system and other
the

company

units of

merchandise and equipment.
delivered and in-

The equipment was
stalled

within

12

days.

just returned from a tour of these
sections.
The two executives, recognized as among the authorities on
ventilation, made a survey of east-

ern and southern states, tQ_,determine
the trend of theater wants in ventilation.

"As one eastern manager brought
'Empty seats pay no profits,'
Rowell says." Nothing is more embarrassing and nothing makes a person feel more ill at east than to have
*o sit through a long picture and
out,

No
breathe stuffy, unhealtliy air.
matter how much you pay for a super-production, you will find your
patrons going to some other theater
for their amusenient unless you give
air that is as clean and fresh
as the great outdoors.
"It is a fact that a crowded theater or lobby is a very uncomfortable place to be, unless a proper ven-

them

ti.aling system has been installed.
There are many ventilating systems
on the market, but all are not adapt-

to the projjer control of air in
For this
theaters of various sizes.
reason, the Lakeside Co. has develo]jed a series of models in different
sizes, at prices considerably less than
and offer the advantage
the average
of their counsel and advice to any
theater owner or manager desiring
authentic information on the proper
ventilation of his theater."
aljle

—

Lipman Automatic Plant
Handled by K.C. Firm
Kansas
tion Co.,

—

General Refrigerahandling the Lipman air-

City
is

system for theaters.
conditioning
This automatic refrigeration cools,
de-humidifies and washes the air.

«

:

How

Clever Projection Builds the Shou i
i.ia

,

It was necessary that the scei
Ml
taken from the front of a tr
and that the track photographed be exac
in the center of all scenes used.
First ab(
1,200 ft. was taken over the Adirondi
toadi
Division of the New York Central,
good scenes were obtained.
The re:
esM„,i(TO
positive had to be trimmed to 700
jJVI

success.

EXPERIENCE OF EA8IMAN

S.

M.

Has

P. E,

West Coast Bureau.

Hollywood

—The sixth and next to

Day

D'AILY

THE FILM DAILY

last

the
idea
that motion pictures and picture theaters should be able to stand on their
own feet without the addition of
spectacular
expensive
reviews
of
vaudeville acts, one of the most interesting of the papers read before
the S.M.P.E. in convention here dealt
at length on how the Eastman theater, Rochester secured novel stage
effects through ingenuity in projec

General Electric Co., Schenectady.
"The Use of Incandescent Equipment in M. P. Photography," by Peter Mole,
F*resident, Mole- Richardson. Inc., Hollywood.
"Report on Experiments on Mazda Lighting," sponsored by Academy of M.P.
Arts and Sciences and prepared by Research Committee of Society of Cinemato-

tion.

graphers.

aters,

New

a

plea,

jectionist can

and does think,

him up and

to

to

back

equip the projection
booth with the proper additional
equipment which, when properly
used, will more than repay itself for
the manner in which it enhances the
attractiveness of the program.

In outlining how this plan can be
applied
to
theater
operation,
the
authors of the paper pointed out how
motion pictures of enlarged dimensions have been conceived and put
over at the Eastman.
The normal
size of the Eastman screen is 17 by
21 ft., using an objective lens of Gfi
inch E.F. at a distance of 160 ft.
The week of Feb. 15. 1925, for
"North of 36", the stampede scenes
were enlarged to 30 by 40 ft. and
a large white screen which filled the
entire stage opening was dropped in
front of the regular screen. Week of
May 29, 1925 the round-up scenes in

3^

and a

to

inch E.F. objective lens,
intermittent movement
thereby permitting a shutter blade of
less width to be used.
By using 155
amps instead of 120 as the regular
lamps, the screen illumination compared favorably with the balance of
the projection on the regular screen.
For "The Iron Horse," shown the
week of Oct. 11, 1925, this was done.
5

1

Another application

of this idea was used to
prologue smoothly into the start
of the picture.
The prologue entitled "The
yagabonds" ended with typical holmes boarding a set train which was pulled off stage

blend

the

the close of the act.
pulled ofif a picture of a
at

As

was
locomotive coming
head-on and passing over the camera was
pi ejected on a gauze drop which
had been
used

the train

the front of the stage during the
act.
This picture was also 30 by 40 ft. While
the locomotive scene was being run, together
with train eflfects from stage and
orchestra
the regular screen was lowered just
back
of the gauze and just at the
moment the
engme seemed to leap out over the audience
the title of "The Iron Horse" was
started
using the regular picture size.
The gauze
drop was raised during the title and
the feature Itself was shown in the
regular manner.
at

scene

York.

and shown boarding a

train.

jper

iiteiore

Then

the train pulling out and fadi
away in the distance was taken. All of_gK"
first
part was shown as a regular
picture on the standard screen.
As the ISHii w
passed away and the picture faded ou?
screen was quickly raised disclosing the sts! fcLra
set
of the observation
platform with iL
actual persons who had been previously shojiji
in the picture seated on the platform, siiL
fl
ing.
On either side and above and
k
the observation car was stretched a si^^^
This was also carried out on the floarwntaiis
front of the car.
Upon this screen was pilj,
jected the scenes previously taken from
engine, enlarged to fill the stage openi
'Biiiaat
of course, and also arranged to project on
(B
floor in front of the car so that the movl
iljaiS
tracks could be seen. It was necessary to
*(
a special aperture plate for the projei
eloi
upon which these scenes were run.
Ike
aperture had an opaque projection
isipi
was carefully filed to the proper dii
sions
to
prevent the picture from liei
Im
projected upon the train itself.
The platfoi
was then lighted with spots and floods w iJllSTf
separate effect projectors.
No stage li
tell
were used except two red signal la
which the porter brought out and hu
I
on either side as we gradually brought a
filter over the scene to indicate evening
at
ielaicts
finish of the act.
The effect was, of coi
that the audience saw the whole as if
iHSl
were on another train following the on,
Ulti
the stage through the beautiful scenery
the Adirondacks.
tithi
5.
To furnish all of the scenery and
tlee
the lighting for an act:
of

UKie
'

The morning and afternoon sessions were broken up by an
automobile ride to Santa Monica and Venice.

lis

Is

Many

other applications of the original idea have been evolved from
time to time as follows:

To heighten
Moore
toes."

masked
that

a

or

spectacular

Take

dramatic

ef-

instance the
as a fade-in as Colleen
looked into a teacup in "TwinkleIn this case, the large sheet was
by black velvet in such a manner
17 by 21 ft. opening was used for

fects in a picture:
ballet scene shown

for

all but the ballet scene.
As this scene was
faded on, the mask was pulled up at the
top and out at each side until it disclosed

30 by 40 ft. screen.
scene was run at this

The

a

size.

entire

As

this

ballet

scene

faded out the mask was brought back to the
standard 17 by 21 ft. size all during the
continuous projection of the picture.
The
elephant stampede scenes in "Chang" were
a'so enlarged in the above manner.
In this
case it was again necessary to go from the
small screen to the large one and then back
to the small one for the balance of the picture.

To

2.

create atmosphere

and feeling

for a

previous to showing the actual feaOur presentation of "The Fire
Brigade" was good example of this.
Three

picture
ture:

hundred

specially made film showing
continually rising was projected on a
velvet curtain over the entire stage

Hames

feet

of

"The Thundering Herd" were shown white
opening.
The regular screen is surrounded
in the same manner.
In each case, by medium gray drapes
instead of the more
the projector was equipped with a common black mask.
The flame scenes
standard

tion

"The Aperture of Motion Picture Lenses," by J. Dubray, Technical Editor,
"American Cinematographer."
"Camera Lenses for Motion Picture Photography." by W. B. Rayton, Director of Research, Bausch and Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.

pared by Lewis M. Townsend, projection engineer of the Eastman theater and School of Music, University
of Rochester and William W. Hennessy, of the projection department of
the same organization, for the theater owner to recognize that his pro-

Inc.

"Hollywood and the 16mm. Film," by J. B. Carrigan, Editor, "Amateur
Movie Makers," New York.
"The Incandescent Tuingsten Lamp in the M. P. Studio," by F. A. Benford,

pre-

|

A

"The Effect of Projection Angle Upon the Seating Capacity of the Theater"
and "Application of the Tandem Condenser to the High Intensity Projection Arc,"
by Roger M. Hill, consulting engineer of Atlanta.
"Ihe Importance of Good Projection to the Producer," by F. H. Richardson,

•

The paper embraced

eliminate certain places where the track ahi
moved a trifle off center while we were
ing around curves.
short motion pich
was then produced showing two couples le
ing a hotel amid the usual hilarity af
a wedding.
They were followed to the s

"Theater Management," by Harold B. Franklin, president of West Coast The-

—Advancing

1

be

If

day of the spring meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers was featured by reading of a
number of interesting papers on equipment, technical progress and
theater management, including:

Hollywood

THEATER A READY GUIDE
Hcst Coast Bureau.

Active

THE FILM

used

were started on the front white velvet curtains

previous to starting the feature.
The
film
continued to run during the
opening of the curtains and during the main
title
and all subtitles, and was not faded
off until the actual scenes of the picture were
flame

Thus, the title and all subtitles
were seen through a screen of flames which
also extended beyond the regular screen at
top and bottom and on either side.
A little
atmosphere on the comic order was created
for "Firemen, Save My Child" by making
a sketch of the front of a burning building.
This was made in the form of a continuous
loop resembling the roller hand towels which
were familiar in the gay nineties. This was
revolved while a cartoon of Beery and Hatton
was su.spended in front of it.
The whole
was photographed on standard film.
The
resulting scene was of Beery and
Hatton
started.

continually

tilled

falling
down past
windows of the building.

the

flame

This was
over the entire stage opening for
seconds just previous to starting the
It got a good laugh and prepared
the audience for more laughs
to follow at
each performance.
projected

a few
i^=^iure

To bridge over from an act or prologue
the feature immediately following:
The
prologue to "What Price Glory" ended with
a soldier facing the audience from
center
stage, giving a bugle call.
special film
was previously made of the bugler. By mov3-

to

A

ing the camera toward him whi'e taking we
gradually came close enough so that the bell
of the bugle filled the \yhole aperture.
The
action of the presentation was worked out
in
this manner.
At the close, the stage
lights were slowly dimmed and the picture
was projected on a gauze drop so that the
real bugler appeared to fade into his own
picture, and then to come closer and closer
to the audience.
At the point that the bugle
filled
the
stage opening the feature was
started, (standard size)
The title came on
in the center of the bugle and the bugle
slowly faded off. The gauze was then raised
disclosing the regular screen.
This approach
scene of the bugler was made to closely
resemble a smiliar scene shown later in the
picture.
In another instance projection was
utilized to create realism in the forepart of
an anniversary prologue and again in the
same act to bridge over to the feature
which followed.
The opening scene on the
stage was a drop depicting the front of a
typical
old
nickelodeon.
This drop was
raised disclosing the interior.
To add realism
a long focus objective lens was used to project a 9 by 12 ft. picture on the minature
screen of the theater set.
The scene then
changed to a full stage set in the center
of which was a large birthday cake.
Motion
picture film had previously been made of
the birthday cake.
This was projected on a
gauze drop front stage as the stage lights
faded and continued to run while the screen
was being lowered back of the gauze and
until
the gauze was raised disclosing the
regular screen with the picture already started.
This made a smooth and pleasing transition
from prologue to feature without any waits
or full seconds between.

To

furnish part

of the scenery or setting for an act: One of the most effective
stunts where motion pictures were combined
with an act was used as a prologue for
"The Navigator." The stage set was a scene
laid under the sea with an ancient wrecked
ship in the background.
singer costumed
in a diving suit was the principal figure in
the act.
He was suspended on wire cables
and was raised and lowered while singing
4.

A

"Asleep in the Deep."
A gauze drop was
used at the front of the stage upon which
was projected under water scenes taken from
"Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea."
This,

course, contained a variety of fish
swimming to and from and made the scene
which was lighted from the sides in a deep
blues greens appear very realistic.
of

"The Honeymoon Ebcpress" was

the

title

given

to a combined
film
and stage act
which was presented with very good success.
The idea was to have a scene on the stage
of a full size observation platform of a passAround this were to be proscenes taken from a train in such a
manner as to give the appearance of the car

enger train.
jected

passing through continually changing scenery.
All films libraries were
to find suitable scenes

is

II

St

t

1

In this category we have a number
My Shadow" suggested by the so;
course.
A picture of a girl in fancy

III

si:

It

It

scitu.

and

costume

sitting

in

,

itth

swing was drawn

a

times

on a card making the images o:
extreme sides quite large and the ones
the center smaller to give an idea of
spective.
The center was left blank a

space calculated so that when photogr.i,
on standard film and projected to the'
iliill
stage size there was room for two
swings to be suspended, which appeal
still
smaller than the smalest image on
projected film.
Two girls were costuia™ led
to match the sketch exactly.
They we
placed in the swings hung just in front of
30 by 40 ft. white screen.
When the cu Louis
tains in front of this were opened
the pr ttlVa:
,,

m'

i

jected

film

was

irised

on.

The blank

spa-

Uccoi

Projection
West Coast Bureau

in

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— F. H. Richard-

«!.

wi

Itient

son,

projection expert
with
many years of experience to
his credit, reading a paper on
the value of projection before
the S.M.P.E. Friday, pointed
out:
"Producers have never given
very serious thought to the influence of projection conditions
on their pictures. The entertairunent value of a motion picture can be reduced 50 per cent
by faulty projection. The injustice

done to

toitl

toes
are:

)et(l

Wtlie

ittea
mtlet
leti)

eeze

*tniHi

^M
"stalled

all

concerned by

the carelessness of those responsible for the bad projection frequently seen must be
stopped by a concerted effort of
the producers and artists."

ntn'

"(Man

combed in an effort
on film but with no

i

THE
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'

center of the
the actual
ere required.
1

.

film

furnished

and

figures

The

result

no

the
stage

all

was that

Determining

ence were not quite sure whether
themselves were real or njt until
ved near the end of the song. There
action in this film but it got across
ndiences so well that the theater was
This time the
^ed to try another.
lts

a
I

i

little

better.

Animation was

years
FOR many
per minute
air

with "Old

New York

ventilation. It

Ironsides"
in

Decem-

was not new.

Pointing
lit Lyman H. Howe years ago
raphed many pictures with a
ngle lens, the paper continues:
1926

not

did

i\

the

theaters

that

were

later have just as large pictures in
jn to the size of the house as he
Tlie answer is simple.
The theaters
nule much larger.
Light sources were
i'lequate.
Projection optical equip!

inadequate. The film itself showed
if enlarged too much. Also, the genility suffered considerable.
By reason
Ills
the theaters were compelled in
-es to limit the size of their projected
In the meantime there has been a
mprovement in projection. This imn( is still goings on and will continue.
\\
have the high intensity arc.
With
•
have some great advances in the

of

Air Needed

NEW DISTRIBUnON fOR

was customary to estimate 30 cubic feet of fresh
per occupant as the amount necessary for good

it

figured that this amount would keep the carbon
dioxide content below 10 parts in 10,000. It is now known that an
excess of carbon dioxide is not necessarily harmful and that equally
important factors are the circulation, distribution and the physical
quality of the air itself. At the same time, a high carbon dioxide
content is still considered good evidence that the air is not meeting
the necessary requirements.
With proper distribution it is often practicable to provide good
ventilation with an air supply of 20 cubic feet per occupant per
minute, or even less. In many cases the practice is being followed
by recirculating all the air, but where this is done the installation
usually includes some method of purifying the air, such as an ozone
machine, or an air washer, or both.
Good ventilation is now recognized to be a combination of temperature, humidity, air motion, dust, bacteria, odors, carbon dioxide
and distribution. The synthetic air chart which has been adopted by
the American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, takes
into account all of these factors and makes it possible to arrive at an
average which will show the percentage of perfect ventilation obtained in any given installation-

in-

experiences of the Eastman
erefore, held by authors of the
as sufficient proof that the
iscope, first used by Paramount
Rivoli,

Amount

Prepared by Knowles Mushroom Ventilator Co.

and for the song "Two Little
Birds" there was used an animated
and actors costumed to match, all
in harmony
and rythm with the
They were Penguins.
The photogpreferred to call them ducks.
The
s
gave this number a hearty weleach show regardless of what the
tually were.

nnection

-S&^K^
DAILY
NAGNOLA BEING PLANNED

was

—

Seattle
Because tlje company preferred to place the instrument in the
hands of equipment dealers through
out the country, rather than tie up

with one concern, Bush & Lane
Piano Co., manufacturer of the Magnola,
has discontinued distribution
tlirough the Robert Morton Organ

A new Multi-Tone Magnola
Co.
has been developed and now is being
Negotiations
placed on the market.
are under way for national distribution.

Among

features of the new instruFoot-pedal control of volume, foot-pedal bass drum, pilot
lights, desk light, cue-sheet rack, silent record files, improved tone-arm
and eight separate tablets for cutting
in various instruments or combinations as desired.

ment

are:

s

s,

I

•

equipment used to collect this light.
have a much better quality of objec-

Si

for

ii^es

projection."

would appear that it might be good
eaters to use slightly larger pictures in
llt^tances.
It would not be wise to
e
the size to the extent that all picA'liild fill the stage openings because
II nid
lead to monotony in the other
le
It would be interesting to see a
with all scenes taken at long enough
the entire picture could be run on
-creen."
le different
ideas mentioned at the beig of this paper are not put forth with
,'ht
that the Eastman theater is or
the only theater to do these things.
realize that some of the stunts
Lv
lieen crude and that any engineer can
I'ly
think of many ways to improve
them.
hope they will, and that
'-

!

!

11

We

'

few
that

;,

may suggest
be put to use."

things
will

shed Air
/ooling
Louis

many

other

New Supreme

System Feature

— Supreme

Turbo ElecWasher is being featured this
in Supreme cooling systems for
ters.
This new addition, it is
.

Air

:d,

accomplishes with a fractional

epower motor Ihe same results
ined in larger and more elaborate
;ms, with high-powered pumps,
s and an
array of sprays.
A
'anient payment plan is a sales
ire of the system,
matures advanced for the new Sule are: noiseless operation; varispeed control, assured by addiof the Horton pulley, claimed to
•antee any speed any time; maxin outlet velocity, claimed to prothe equivalent of a 35 mile per

breeze; steel construction, which
blower indestructible; ease
ssembling and dismantling,
he Turbo Air Washing Unit can
•

es the

nstalled in

em now

any Supreme cooling

in use, for

it is complete
plugging into any light sockwith a long cord and plug supi
by the company. It also is
pped with an auxiliary water
age tank with valve and feeder.

self,

I

New Kunsky House

Three Types of Systems

—

in Massachusetts Line
—

Cleveland Three types of Massachusetts Air Washers are marketed Smaller Refrigerating
by the Bishop & Babcock Sales Co., Unit
Offered by
which claims to be the only comA
new addition to the
York,
Pa.
pany which manufactures all the
line of ice making and refrigYork
syscomplete
of
a
parts
component
erating machinery is announced in the
tem for conditioning of air, such as
smaller York, self contained and full
automatic
washers,
air
equipment,
fan
This is adaptable to
unit.
automatic
temperature and humidity coiitrol and
theaters, giving them the
vacuum or vapor steam specialties. smaller
benefit of York mechanical refrigThese are the type "A" and "B" air
The York firm
eration at low cost.
washers and the Massachusetts Coolis one of the foremost in the field of
ing Type Air Washer.
theater refrigeration.
The "A" type is designed for genThe company states that the
eral work in washing, purifying and smaller York embodies the same feathumidifying and should be used when ures of construction as the larger
cooling is a secondary factor to units. The compressor of the smaller
cleansing. It is seven feet long, with York is directly connected to a one
intimate contact of air and water ex- horsepower motor.
tended over a distance of five feet.
It removes 98 per cent of foreign
matter from the air, cools the enterfor Allen
ing air 85 per cent of the initial wet
Air Turbine Ventilator
bulb depression and an additional
cooling effect may be secured by use
Detroit No power is required for
of cold water from outside sources, the Allen Multi-Vane Turbine Venor ice in the tank, although this is tilator. The ventilator is a truenot recommended as an economical rotating, air driven, suction turbine,
Humidity is controlled by which has continuous displacement
practice.
the Bishop & Babcock Automatic of a high capacity, working automatiThe ventilator, it
Humidity Control Apparatus.
cally and silently.
The "B" type is designed for where as is claimed, costs less than power-opmuch cooling effect is desired without use of erated exhaust fans and handles a
mechanical refrigeration, and with the aid of
of air, eliminating opagencies such as cold city water, deep well larger volume
eration and mainteiLance expense. It
It is similar in design to the
water, etc.
"A," is nine feet long, with the contact of is declared to be weather and leak

Now
—

York

No Power Needed

—

and water extending over seven feet, a
second bank of spray nozzles being used and
It
additional length of spray chamber.
will cool 95 per cent of the initial wet bulb

air

proof.

an

depression.

Humidity is controlled during the colder
weather by means of a closed or an ejector
type heater, operated and regulated by a B.
& B. Automatic Humidity Control Apparatus.
The Massachusetts Cooling Type Air Washer is designed for use in cooling and cleaning
air in conjunction with mechanical refrigeralong and is
equipped with a tank extending the entire
length of the washer, which is divided into
three sections, a spray chamber, containing
two banks of spray nozzles, the suction line
tion

only.

It

is

13

ft.

6

in.

Plamied

Detroit John Kunsky, it is reported, will operate the new Fischer
to be built at W. Grand Blvd. and

the pump, suction strainer, ball float and
other accessories.
The scenter section is
side and
five
feet long, has a removable
cover and Massachusetts Stuffing Boxes for
sealing the side cover at points where connections to Maudelot Coils and to rain spray
The section can be
troughs over coils.
furnished in any desired length.
3 ft. 6
section,
contains scrubbing or flooding
in.
nozzles, flooding plates and two banks of
eliminators.
The amount of cooling effect
obtained is governed by the size of the refrigerating unit used.
to

A

Second,

at

a

cost

of

around

$1,-

000,000.

Detroit Firm Buys Serial
Exclusive Fihn Co. has
Detroit
acquired distribution of "Chinatown
After Dark," serial, which will be released May 1.

—

Picker Opening House Next Month
Chicago A. L. Picker will open

—

new Ironwood

the

the latter part of

May, he stated on a

New

visit here.

Catalogue Issued

by Heywood-Wakefield
A

44-page catalogue has just been
issued by the theater seating unit of

Heywood-Wakefield Co.
all

It

contains

of the popular theater chairs de-

veloped by the company in the past
few years, including the luxurious
seats designed for the Roxy, Orpheum Circuit, Publix organizations

and

others.
It is colorfully illustrated throughout and is easily one
most attractive catalogues
of the
published in the equipment field.

"Continuous Projector"

Aims

to

IV est Coast Bureau,

Hollywood

New York

End

F.
—author

is

J.

Flickers

THE FILM DAILY
Leventhal of
of a paper on

"Continuous Projectors" which was
read on Friday before the Society of
M. P. Engineers. In projectors, one
frame after another is brought into
position at the rate of 16 to 25 per
second. This rapid starting and stopping greatly strains the perforation
holes in the film. As soon as permanent damage is done to these perforations, the picture appears unsteady on the screen. The intermittent motion of the film is eliminated
in the "continuous projector" stated
the paper, in which the film moves
continuously and certain optical parts
oscillate in such a way as to keep the
picture steady on the screen.

—

^ItM^

O

Colleen and

Make 4 Each

to

Sills

Academy and American Society of Cinematographers Call Incandescent Lighting Best
Universal to Make New Tarzan Serial— Wilk's Sidelights on Coast Personalities You Know
M.

P.

4
i

New
FIVE STUDIO

EXKUIIVES

TO ATIEND F.N. MEETING
Four pictures will be made by ColSills
leen Moore, and four by Milton
profor the 1928-29 First National
pictures
49
be
to
are
There
gram.
produced by the company for next
Five studio executives will
season.
attend the sales convention to be held
Watterson
Chicago.
at
30
April
Rothacke.r, ho\vever, will not attend.

H. Goldberg Feted

J.

Testimonial stag dinner to J. H.
Goldberg, retiring booking manager
held at
of West Coast Theaters, was
Angeles.
Los
Club,
the Jonathan
Among the speakers were: Harold
Gore,
B. Franklin, M. Gore, A. L.
Adolph Ramish, Sol Lesser, Charles
Buckley, Ned Marin, Jack Warner,

W. Birnbaum, Herman Wobber,
Fred Miller, J. J. Sullivan, W. H.
J. Leslie
Dollier, and Harry Cohn.
I

Swope was

toastmaster.

Thelma Parr Recovering
Thelma Parr is recovering from
juries
crash,

It will
ture for next year's release.
be "Tarzan the Mighty," a 12 chapter
serial, adapted from the Edgar Rice
Burroughs book, "Jungle Tales of

will direct.

Tarzan."

Gallagher in Meighan Film
"Skeets" Gallagher, former Broadway star, has been assigned a role in
"The Racket," which Lewis Milestone is directing for Caddo, with

Taylor to Direct Fairbanks
Marking the third United Artists'
picture he has directed, Sam Taylor
starts work soon on a Douglas Fair-

Thomas Meighan
is

Lee Moran

starred.

in the cast.

Forbes in Mackaill Cast
Ralph Forbes is to play opposite
Dorothy Mackaill, which Charles
Brabin

is

directing for First National,

with cast including Lowell Sherman,
Anna Q. Nilsson, Albert Gran and
Arthur Clayton.

East for Exteriors
Marceline Day will play feminine
lead in Buster Keaton's new M-G-M
vehicle.
Miss Day has left for New
York to join Keaton and Director
Edward Sedgwick.

in-

A

Simpson in McCoy Cast
Russel Simpson is the only player
so far selected for the supporting cast
"The Bushranger," M-G-M vehi-

of

Tim McCoy, which Chet

for

W^they

will direct.

By

Betty Compson Opposite Sills
Betty Compson will play the leading role opposite Milton Sills in "The
Barker," which George Fitzmaurice

IRVING CUMMINGS,

Bill

How-

and Chandler Sprague are
the tennis enthusiasts on the
Fox lot. Irving's court is popular
with the boys.
By the way. Bill
Shakespeare did not have the two
Irvings (Cummings and George Irving) in mind, when he wrote, "what's
in a name."
The Irvings are strong
rivals on the tennis courts.
ard

will direct.

Cast in F. N. Film
Larry Kent, Lucien Littlefield and
Loretta Young have been added to
the cast which will appear in "The
Boss of Little .^rcady," in which
Charlie Murray is featured.
Cline is directing.

Edward

Our

Romance," Rex
western for Fox.
lian Gilmore.

Bell's

first

starring

She replaces

Lil-

good

who

*

*

friend,

has

taken

now

publicize Tec-Art studios. "Line" is Boswell for the Cadwill

now

charge of D. A. Doran,

*

Ray
bert

*

BEST
The

Lissner, a fixture in the Herunit, has been assisting
at

IN

STUDIO IICHT?

use of tungsten incandescent -1
.

lamps for studio lighting has beeij
found superior to all other types o;|

(.

;

ittit

source now in use in the foli
lowing respects: convenience, econ
omy of power and operating labi
ready control ability; freedom fn
smoke and dirt; superior color
light permitting correct tone rep:
light

duction of colored objects when usi
with panchromatic color sensitr
film.

This is the highlight of a report o;
experiments of the Academy of M,
P.
Arts with types of lightingj
direct.
made Friday bejore the Society o:
M. P. Engineers, which is now]
Biro Writing Dove Vehicle
closing its spring meeting in Hoi
Lajos Biro, who wrote the story lywood.
The report was prepared
of "The Yellow Lily," is makjng the by the research committee of the
treatment for Billie Dove's new vehi- American Society of Cinematogra-!
clCj which Alexander Korda will diphers. It was pointed out that a new
rect.
technique in make-up is necessary
under the system and that actors are
able to work to better advantage in
a scene which has a normal appe
ance as a result of the use of t!
quality of light and the natural use
of color in mak^-up and in painting
Incandescents emit more
the set.
heat than any other lighting equipment, but is expected this can be
taken care of by correct ventilation.

WtUC
Our Passing Show: Simeon
Aller, Fanchon Royer, Mrs.

Wade
rog,

Boteler,

Jane

Kenyan
man,"

Norman Tau-

Winton,

nsigue

TiSlpp

Bid

Charles

"The Scarlet Wowhich stars Pauline

Hughes Gets Ben Lyon
Howard Hughes has taken

at

Frederick; George Landy at
"The Single Man," Edward
Everett Hortoji's current veh-

Ben Lyon's contract with

over

First Na-

tional following several weeks' negotiations.

icle.

*

By

the way, Pauline Frederick's
leading man, Thojnas Holding, also
appeared opposite her in the screen
version of "The Eternal City." We
first saw Holding when he played opposite Elsa Ryan in the Mid-Western road company of "Peg 0'

The Life of Los Angeles

Mil

Centers at the

Ambassador's

My

*

*

Jack Chefee

He

recently

is

*

keeping busy.

finished
at Fox

working

famous

comedy
and has
started work on a "Breezy"

in a

ItlV!

comedy, which George Jeske
is

directing for Bray.

Cocoanut Grove

*

Brenon

Nick Grinde

Jr.

Fieli

do Prod.

M-G-M.

ROBERT LORD

hi,

tail

Marie Hal-

vey, the Los Angeles to New York
Doran Now Pathe Scenario Head
commuter, has returned from New
The Pathe scenario department York, where she put the final editing
is in

Cast in "Tide of Empire"
Renee Adoree has been signed for
the feminine lead in "The Tide of
Empire," forthcoming filmization of
Peter B. Kyiie's romance of the CaliAllan Dwan will
fornia Gold Rush.

FIND INCANDESCENTS THEL

Heart."

*

Dayi Campbell is following in the
footsteps
Lincoln
Quarberg,
of
peppy pianist and press agent, and
is joining the ranks of the publicists. He succeeded "Line" as United
Press representative in Los Angeles

and

Cast in Bell Film
Caryl Lincoln has been selected
for the feminine lead in "Wild West

*

Charlie
orders
from directors for several years,
is now a "director."
He is now
enacting the role of a director
in "Clothes Make the Woman."

Byer,

banks' sequel to "The Three Musketeers," story of which now is being
prepared by Jack Cunningham.

RAWH

Hollyivood

*

pic-

LiUle from "hots"

among

reer.

cle

Dane-Arthur Starting

Karl Dane and George K. Arthur
will start work shortly on "Brotherly
The story is adapted from
Love."
the magazine tale "Big-Hearted Jim,"
by Patterson Marzoni. Frank Capra

an automobile
in
received
when the car in which she was

riding with Kenneth S. Sanderson
struck another machine. Fear is expressed that wounds received about
the mouth when she was thrown
against the windshield may leave
scars which would end her film ca-

"U" Plans Tarzan Serial
Universal will make a Tarzan

touches on "Laugh, Clown, Laugh."

Writer

Special Nights THies. and Sat.

Under Contract to Warner Bros.

College Night Every Friday
I

THE

£M!^

Foreign Markets
By JAMES

P.

IN

></elopment for
Field; Other

Li

Amateur

News

CANTY

R.
S. Trade Commissioner, Paris.
W. Day has invented "a home
picture newspaper," and has sold the
It is
a leading London paper.
.1 that the apparatus will be in use

—

w months.

ti

'

!'

will

I

I-

.

The "newspaper"

100 ft. of standard-size film, printed
mi -transparent paper which will pass
a clock-work driven machine at a
the speed normally
employed for
n.
As the pictures will be viewed
cted light instead of the usual translight of ordinary projection, the illumovement will be fully maintained
of

,t

I

erted,

even though the pictures change

Irequently.
it
is said

No

lighting is necesor ordinary lighting
is all that is required.
nie of the possibilities of the idea were
med by Day in a recent interview.
om the presentation of current news,
the outstanding idea is that of tuimail. It is said that a person could
reel and study the steps of the latest
stopping the apparatus at any despecial

—daylight

mom

By JACK

But the resolution

i

lifferent

figures.

correct
tennis, as

way

and

looking

again
Similarly, one could

make

strokes at
expounded by the great
^
Children will be able to see their
It',
(airy stores instead of reading them.
iil';a is brought within the realm of praciiHtics by the fact that a reel of 100
^
expected to cost only about sixpence,
tlie

!

to

I

1

cents).
rlin

—Meeting

of the board of Sudfilm
held in Munich. Franz Muller, man-

^ig;ned, and J. Goldschmidt, general
itative of British International, Lons
appointed on the board, in his place.
ihe general meeting, held on April 3,
iflend of 6 per cent was paid.

11

—The

Reich's

pronounced
'4,

prior

to

an
the

interesting

Berlin
At the general meeting of Phoebus
shareholders, several Munich bankers and a
representative of the German government were
elected as directors.
The only shareholders
present were the
Emelka with 2,886,000
marks and the Reich with one million marks
shares.

—

An entertainment tax fight is on
Switzerland.
In the Glarus Canton, it
was abolished after a short discussion at the
Landrat, by 34 votes against 9.
Berne

in

—

The "Centralverband der FilmverDeutschlands" (Central Association of

Berlin
leiher

German

Distributors) has considered steps
the situation created by the congestion of the market.
In this connection, a
alter

to

commission has been formed.

special

Court of Justice

re-

interesting decision.
institution if the 1:1

system, under which the disalone has rights on the "kontingent,"
ucing firm had turned over a film to
ng firm; the former was to get a cercrcentage in return.
The producer
t
action against the distributor, claimhare of profit on the film "kontingent,"
to the fact that, when the contract
gned, it could not be foreseen that
fributor would profit by the "koni;ent"

The County Court rejected
was then submitted by

which

the
the

in

Czechoslovakia Fall Off
THE FILM DAILY
Popularity of Amer-

Washington Bureau of

Washington
ican

films in

—

Czechoslovakia slightly

declined in 1927, states a report to
the M. P. Section, Dept. of Com-

from

merce,

Vice

Consul

P.

f23 7th

Avenue

D.

J.

Inc.

New York

MOUNTAN,

City

Ptm.

Exclusive foreign represen-

Rayart Pictures
Corporation and other leadng independent producers
atives for

ind distributors.

RICHPICSOC, Paris
Adreti: DEEJAY, London
Addreas: RICH PIC. N. T.

:«ble Addreia:

Cablt
Cable

Exporting only the best in
Motion Pictures

The second week

A

were shown in 1927 and only 817
were from the States, or a decrease
of 85 films over 1926.

Banks Finisiies Interiors
London Having completed interiors for "Adam's Apple," at British
International studio, Monty Banks

—

leaves

soon

for France and
will be made.

Italy

London
M.

Studio Under

a Tiffanyafter which came the
news weekly.
Then the Crawfords at the
organ followed with several numbers. Whiteman was the tinkling, syncopating nucleus
around which was built the stage show. The
boys were placed on a dais, flanked on either
side with a flight of steps, while in the
background, somewhat higher than the heads
of the back room of musicians was a raised
stage concealed with a drop until the Foster
girls appeared at the finale.
The Lee girls,
refirst appeared and rated a fair
hoofers
Then Llora Hoffman whose first
ception.
doubtful
high
with
couple
of
number ended
a
notes, but whose second offering went over
The
better.
Net results for her satisfying.
Pasquali Bros., acrobats, got a first rate
affair.

No.

Stahl

color

the

—

Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister,
of the Board of Trade, layed
cornerstone of the studios now
at

Welwyn Garden

City, for British Instructional

1

"Souvenir,"

was

classic,

—

Some
girls

of their stuff was unusual.
did a dance formation

The
which

All through, Whiteman's supplied
music.
The finale brought everybody
with the Foster girls on the raised
stage and colored lights playing in their im-

was mild.
the

back

armor and

itation

battle shields.

RUSSIAN CHORUS MAKE
HIT

ON STRAND

BILL

The usual brief stage presentation was
Started
again in evidence at the Strand.
off
with Margaret SchiUing, soprano, and
Florence Stern, violinist, seated at both sides
of stage behind a scrim.
Their offering was
"Who Can Tell," followed by Mile Klemova
doing a brief toe dance, finishing with a
song by Miss Schilling.
The second half of the stage offering featured the Russian Cathedral Choir in a very
simple but effective setting.
They were
grouped, 14 in all, on a banked platform

They

against a black eye.

center,

Films,

Ltd.

BALLET NUMBERS ARE

FEATURED AT THE ROXY
The
Roxy

Easter atmosphere was evident in the
stage presentation, the program opening with a processional and tableau, with the
mixed chorus in the side balconies in white
robes assisting.
The first bit used the chorus
and the orchestra, followed by a solo "Kamenoi Ostrow" by Dorothea Edwards.
Her
number went over strong. The finish of this
overture number had the chorus coming down
the winding stairs on both sides of the
balcony to the stage, to join in "Hallelujah."
The divertissements started off with "'Rag
Doll," a silhouette, featuring the Roxyettes
who wore costumes and headdressing that
were effectively employed in the silhouette
effects of their various formations.
It was
a smart bit that won applause.
A special
Easter ballet made use of the ballet and the
Roxyettes, who were grouped in three divisions strikingly garbed as little chicks, Easter
eggs and pink eared bunnies.
The chicks
came through an enormous paper egg in stage
drop, while the "eggs" bobbed up from two
gigantic baskets.
The drill work was well
done, and the colorful and unique costumes
made a great eye smash.
Virginia Mauret
did some neat hoofing in "Magic Fire Music"

from "Die Walkure."
An added numbe.''
was "The Voice of Spring," sung by Bea-

trice

stage

vocalized

drapes

Way

P.,

imder construction

Paul Whiteman and

on four numbers, leading off with "Spring
Song," then into "Easter Bells," as the

where exteriors

New

of

his orchestra at the Paramount continued
Paul and his boys were
to draw 'em in.
The surrounding numbers
clever, as usual.
were so-so and the entire performance stacked
up as a satisfying, but far from outstanding

Glassey,

parted revealing three large stained
glass church windows that carried over the
cathedral atmosphere.
They followed with
"Brown Eyes" and "Massachusetts," the
latter a nifty number put over with lots of
pep that made a hit. The chorus were garbed
as monks, and under changing lights from
the front spots, the combination of setting
and strong vocal numbers sent them off to
heavy applause.
The Kelso Brothers as
rubes, did their comedy acrobatic steps, and
all ill all the bill proved nicely balanced and
seemed to register well with the holiday
audience.

Terra and Cineromans in Deal
Berlin
Nine features will be produced jointly by Terra Films and
Strong
Cineromans. Three will be made Musical
this year and six next, all in GerB'klyn Strand Bill
The stage presentation, called "Oddities,"
man studios with German players.
as draw curtains parted revealing the
Cineromans will distribute Terra opened
band seated on flat stage with piano occupywill
Terra
and
France
in
product
ing center position.
Blue scrim in front of
band went up as musicians reached the
handle Cineromans in Germany.

—

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,

DRAW AT THE PARAMOUNT

S.

at Prague, who basis his
survey on a report from the censoring board.
total of 1,802 films

HARROWER]

TO

hand.
Foster

American Films

Sales of

I

going back

is

profit.

1

jMjint,

itself

in so far as innumerable producers may now,
based on this precedent bring an action
against their distributors, claiming a share of

—

''.

t

CUNNINGHAM

er.

From Europe
By GEORGE

Presentations

producer to the Court of Appeal. The latter
having pronounced the claim to be justified,
the distributor appealed to the Reich's Court
of Justice, which confirmed the last decision.
A separate procedure will be necessary
to determine the amount of the claim, which
will not be easily established by the produc-

ILM8 NEWSPAPERS" TO

APPEAR

11

DAILV.

ay, April 15, 1928

Numbers

Belkin before the curtain preceding the
presentation.

PETROfF'S

SHOW ONE

OF BEST AT CAPITOL
Stepping right along, this boy Boris Petroff,
who has been snapping up the stage
presentations at the Capitol.
This week his
"Spring Festival" is just jammed with entertainment and a decided innovation in the
use of the orchestra and stage band.
The
overture is practically eliminated, and Mentioza's pit men are seen on the stage with
the Capitolians.
The setting was in appropriate spring atmosphere, with lilac trees at
sides, and the harmony ensemble working in
blue blazers.
Georgie Hayes was on for a fast stepping
toe dance, followed by Rosemary, soprano,
who did a number from "The Barber of
Seville,"
featuring a high note well sustauied for exit and lots of applause.
Markell and Faun did some neat comedy steps
(Continued on Page 12)

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion PIclare Presenliition

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876
J57 9

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

On

chorus

Plans Largest U. K. House

London
that

Phil

—

Hyam

has purchased a

of

site

the

the

of

Canterbury,

opposite the Ele-

phant and Castle on which he
build

made

"The Cinema" reports

largest

opening number, "Look at That
Ensemble backed up by cyclorama
gold and old rose streamers, in front
(.Continued on Page 12)

of

Baby."

picture

will

theater

in

Engalnd.

I^

Box OHice Prescryitions

MURRY LIVINGSTON
Creator
of

"The Spy," Lang's Latest
Fritz Lang's new picture is
Berlin
"The Spy," which was put in the Ufa

—

Palast for a Berlin run.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

Box Office Buildera

BARREL

O* FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
Phone me

at

Write meat 270 L.f

CANal 6480

"

^''

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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Two

of Best at Capitol
Petroff's Show One

Week's Headlines
Monday

Plan exhibitor cooperative association at Boston along lines of New York group headed
by Sapiro.
Society of M. P. Engineers open Sprnig meet
.

Hollywood.
United M. P. Producers of London, headed
by J. 1). Williams, plans 32 exchanges in
United States.
Warners schedule eight specials and 26 pictures for new season all with Vitaphone
in

sequences.

Tuesday
Detroit zoning plan in effect May 1.
Repeal of Quebec anti children law seen.
Will H. Hays to confer with Edouard Herriott in Paris on French situation.

New

elevated
crooning song delivered from
They worked before closed drapes,
platform.
on
to permit bringing the pit orchestra up
the stage to combine with the Walt Roesner
The Tarasoff-De Valery Dancaggregation.
ers were a pleasing bevy of 10 young things
who stepped in perfect precision, a novelty
The finale was a
being their long hair.

number and classy, with Renoff and
Renova doin^ some adagio work that was a
In
strong program.
a
to
fitting - windup
white, spotted with amber lights, their gracetwirls

bordered

on the sensa-

Numbers Strong

Musical

George"— Stern

Go 6 Comics
Type

of production.

reel

comedy

employed.

his girl is

Pathe and then plans to

^oin

The ensign on

Another Change at Detroit Housi
Detroit Marking the third ma:ij
agerial change since opening of
discharged, and trom house,
Mike Cavanaugh has takt

—

tlij

is

this situation they manage to work
Fred
up some pretty good gags.
Newfield directed.

"Nicknames"

— Hodge

over

Artists.

art elaborations that are the stock in

dance which featured concentrated
shooting from cap pistols, and then the piano
was rolled out for Peggy Vardon, who played
Al and Ray Samuels, two
three numbers.
boys who dance as one, came before the
Military Taps, novelty dance, going
finale.

The trouble with tms
one IS tnat there is a certain monotony about the repetition of the gag
on the different states.

line

FILM DAILY

survey shows 36 companies
have scheduled 729 features for 1928-29.
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences spon$1,000,000 re earch laboratory.
Arbitration resumed in Minneapolis territory.
Warners' annual convention at Pennsylvania
Hotel, New York, April 27-29.
sors

trade

Podge

of

the

Coast Guard Tieup
Tying up with the United States
Number of firms announce new equipment
at S.M.P.E. meeting.
Coast Guard, S. J. Stebbins, managNon-theatrical and percentage bookings uning director of the Fox, Washington,
der fire in Oklahoma.
Minneapolis arbitration board resumes oper- last week presented to the public the
ations.
new official marching song of the
F. & R. starting expansion ,with Fox deal
service
"Semper Paratus."
Fifty
oft.

were brought to Washington
historic
from
Norfolk
on
the
'Apache" and assisted the 75 members of the theater's ballet and singing ensemble in presenting the song.
sailors

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

Borzage Returning Soon
Frank Borzage, Fox d rector, is to
return soon from Honolulu, where he

1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

is

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public

on a vacation.

Rosenthal Is Pace Setter

— Barney

Rosenthal, manager of the local Columbia exchange,
has been settinff the pace for the entire country
in the
Victory Drive
St.

instructiorL

under

Louis

way

to

celebrate

the

pany's seventh anniversary.

com-

using

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

Pictures

for

INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving

Lyman Howe Hodge
Specialists
to the

Motion Picture

Millstein Succeeds Dunas
Pittsburgh
Harry Mnlstein has
been appointed manager of the Universal exchange.
He succeeds Pml
Dunas, resigned after being connected with Universal for the past hve
years as district manager, special representative and brancn manager. Milistein has been with
Universal in

—

Washington,

Salt

Lake

Industry

DAY AND NIGHT

ana

City

Minneapolis.

Frank Operating at Waterloo
Waterloo, la.
ALexander Frank
again is operating the Piaza and Kiaito.
The houses went to West
Coast Theaters in the North American deal, going into receivership last
January. Frank now has under con-

—

struction
a
York, Neb.,

1,000-seat

scheduled

theater
to

250

Complete reference booklet,
at

listing

in

September.

A Famous Doorway
Hollywood
The doonvay
comfort

-

5 South

means home

of this hotel

— service — pleasant

to travelers

means home

— personal
also

surroundings.

It

m

HolKare convctiiciilly located
wood film capitol of the world amusement center
of Southern California.
means

that

—

you

—

Good Food

a Feature

{

French chef has made the dining room famous.
breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
prices.
Also a la carte service.

Write

nearly 3,000 educational films given

Chicago,

for

reser\ations or free

"Hollywood,"

(Fifrh Eetition)

Wabash Av

that

Club

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

54th Street
YORK

A

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

FILMS"

West
NEW

Telephone: Columbus 4I4I'2'3

at

open

THE EDVCATIONAL SCREEN
"1001

Unitt

series.

in

Schools, Churches

the

EGGERS

best.

Saturday

of

Podge

Serova
Arthur Ball helped out on a chorus.
Girls dressed as Western cowboys had a nov-

elty

Friday

management

Artists.

On

United

ii

1

this number of individual releases
12 for each series.

Educational
Texas clubwomen start
B'klyn Strand Bill
Geo graphical Gags
nation of Will Hays.
(Continued from Page 11)
Society of M. P. Engineers plans Pacific
Type of production. .. .1 reel novelty
of which silver ribbons crossed and crissCoast division.
i'lays up a novelty angle on the
crossed gave the effect of huge period winColumbia plans 36 for 1928-29.
Novel innovation was the method of various states, using the nicknames
dows.
Thursday
music stands by decorated screens, such as the "lone star" state for
Paramount and Publix lose motion for new shielding the
giving impression that musicians did not play
trial in $337,500 damage suit over Capitol,
iexas tied up with some humorous
After opening number a costumed
by note.
Dallas.
name of Arthur or mterestmg angle. In this manner
German Embassy move's to prevent showing page boy came out displaying and
sang "After you are conducted on a tour of the
Ball, who came center stage
of "Dawn" in this country.
Tears."
The Patterson
Will Hays at Pans takes up ban on foreign the Laughter Came
Twins are two dainty girls who do plain and united S'tates, hittnig the high spots,
trade quotas.
best of all.
and gettmg an eyeful of novelty
Film Center Building planned in New York fancy dancing, waltz finish going
Then Jerry Sears and the boys hopped into scenics mierspersed with the usual
at 9th Ave. and 44th St.
arrangement of "Mary Ann" and
special
Cecil B. De Mille will finish current year
with

make

in
ten two-reelers each, bll
has just been decided to increa'

it

Seeing George
the ship is his rival.
at work, he insists on trying to gel
him back to the ship. George cannot
prove that he

to

i

four

series

Built around the goofy gob who
gets his discharge from the navy and
becomes a soda fountain clerk where

Russian

pictures.
movement for resig-

was originally planned

.. .2

i

seasi

Collegians -series, and will reach t
screen as Universal Junior Jewels,

Universal

an

sweet

by

Universal next
They will be the third and
"Sailor

1!

series of "Collegians" will

released

The Melody Girls
parts.
a snappy program with a

made a beautiful picture. The
feature "Love" was the draw, but word-ofmouth was sending a lot of people in late
in the week to see the stage stuff.

Publix seeks 25-miIe protection with 30 days'
minimum for Metropolitan, Denver.
Arthur Haniinerstein acquires American disthree

be seen in these
offered variety to

ful leaps and
They
tional.

Wednesday

to

Two

(Continued from Page 5)

(Contimtcd from Page 11)

IS,

"Collegians" Series
Planned by Univers

Short Subjects

and the laughs clicked steadily right through
One of the best bits of its kind to
the act.

tribution

Sunday, April

III.

— today!

The Hollywood
— where
Vine

St.,

at

tfic

booklet entitled,

Plaza Hotel

doorway means home

Hollywood

Blvd.,

to travelers

Hollywood, California

1

Preordained
^^

—

the final result of the motion picture

on the screen was preordained from the
day that Edison got

his

first

sample of

Eastman Film/'^

That was in 1889. And today the film
that made motion pictures practical is the
film that makes the most of the cinematographer's art and carries

through to the screen

all

the quality

— Eastman

*Page 209 ''A Million and

Film.

One

Nights, the History of the Motion
Picture"

— by Terry Ramsaye.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

I

^f' ^

THE OPEN SEASON
FOR THE SAP!
It^5

getting so that Spring

means

nothinghut hlah about next season.
Let the saps talk, hut donh listen.

NOW

THE TIME FOR PICTURES!
Others TALK 'em- We DELIVER 'em
IS

AND FOR THE

FOR EXAMPLE
BEN-HUR

METRO-

THE BIG PARADE

THE STUDENT PRINCE
LOVE
THE ENEMY
THIRTEENTH HOUR
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT — WEST POINT
THE PATSY
LATEST FROM PARIS
THE SMART SET
THE BIG CITY
BABY MINE
THE DIVINE WOMAN
THE FAIR CO-ED ETC.. ETC.. ETC.. ETC.

GOLDWYN-

REST
OF THIS SEASON

ACROSS TO SINGAPORE (Not-arro)
LAUGH, CLOWN. LAUGH {Chancy)
CIRCUS ROOKIES {Dam-Anhur)
THE ACTRESS (Shearer)
DIAMOND HANDCUFFS [Soan Crawford)
THE COSSACKS {Gilbert)
SKIRTS

{Syd Chaplin)

— and More!

THE IMPORTANT

Di

DETECTIVES {Dane-Arthur)
TELLING THE WORLD (^Haines)
More! Morel'

COMPANY

I

NEWS

i^LLTHE

ALL THE TIME
XLIV

)]

Monday, April

No. 14

I.UNITTOnCHT

ce exhibitors to
.

DENIES

CHARGES OF COMMISSION

ncapolis— Efforts of distributors
ban poster exbeing opposed by the
is
exhibitor unit, with the
L-st

;

Price 5 Cents

1928

PARAMOUNT AGAIN

'OSTER EXCHANGE BAN
t

16,

No

-,

be threshed out at the anuvention here May 1 and 2.
\olition of poster exchanges will
exhibitors of the territory more
if 125,000 a year, according to W.
cffes, president of the exhibitor
ization. The owner of the local
exchange declares the annual
in Minnesota alone exceeds
lUniount. Abolition of poster exces is decla'red to be part of a
campaign on the part of dis-

Suit Expected

I

Conspiracy Ever Tried
Reply to Trade

New

Soon

Body

<

;t

c;

1

i

1

tSCONEERSONERENGH

(Washington Bureau, of

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Washington Answer of Paramount paves the way for suit
company by the Federal Trade Commission, it is believed here. The commission served notice March 6 that it intended
to go into the courts if Paramount did not immediately comply with
its edict against block booking and theater acquisition where intimiagainst the

alleged to have been employed.
suit, it is expected the commission would confine
its case to efforts to outlaw block booking, for by the Supreme Court
decision in the Eastman case, it was ruled the commission is withAlso, at the Trade
out power to order divestment of property.
Practice Conference, Commissioner Abram F. Myers stated that the
commission does not consider distributor theater operation an imfair
practice, so long as no unlawful acts in connection with it are committed.

dation

is

In event of a

WON WITH HERRIOT
Iris

.

,

(By

Cable)— A conference
between Will Hays

TO HAKE BOW

held Friday
M. Herriot,

Minister of Public
tion, at which they discussed
Hays
M situation thoroughly.
laMzed the strong opposition of
\ijierican industry to the French
lations recently placed in force
!-i
Hollywood product. Further
ations will be held and it is
rsiood that Herriot will lay the
ts of the interview before the
ch film interests in an effort to
e at some satisfactory agreement
3th American and French inter-

it!

German

recision and Irish luck, plus a
tout ship of the air, land the
Iremen on the American con-

ment and the

first

AT

westward

have done some-

far greater than achieve
epic of the air. They have

liing

n
emented

goodwill

between

heir countries and this— goodnil among nations which this
ireary old world needs today
For
more than ever before.
nth that cordiality comes beter relations and with better

elations come understanding
accord in all business,
ind
vhether motion pictures or not.

KANN

TO GO TO

—

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued

on Page

3)

company

is restraining trade in the
industry, through insistence upon "all
or none" policy in block booking of
films, or building of theaters to intimidate and coerce exhibitors into

product is made by Paranew answer to the comwhich early in March an-

buying

its

mount

in

mission

nounced

would

start suit against
unless its cease and deorder of last July were mmplied
it

company

the
sist

with.

The new answer,

filed

with

the

commission Saturday by Elek J. Ludvigh, general counsel of the company,
briefly reiterates the company's position on the charges brought against
it by the commission.
At no time has the company made
or entered into a conspiracy for the
purpose of lessening or restraining
trade or commerce among the several
states of the nation or with foreign
nations, the answer states, pointing
out that respondents are not continuing to enforce, comply with or carry
out such alleged conspiracy.
The company also denies that it is
block booking films at a designated
(Continued on Page 2)

CONTRACTIS IMPROVEMENT 3 SALES CONVENTIONS

EOR'U' START APR. 27

—

Universal's spring sales convention
El Dorado, Ark. The new uniform
contract is an improvement over the will be held at three different points
old one, M. A. Lightman, president of in the United States, the conventions
the Arkansas exhibitor unit, will tell to be consecutive, beginning on April
(Continued

ight from Europe is a fact,
ntrepid adventurers, the transLtlantic fliers

TEXAS CONSPIRACY SUIT

Dallas
Paramount, Publix and
Notables within and without the industry tonight will attend the T. O. other defendants in the conspiracy
dinner in honor of Aaron action won in District Court of Si
C.
C.
Sapiro, which marks formal welcome Charninsky and Ray Stinnett, former
to him as president of the Independ- owners of the Capitol, will be appeal-

ARKANSAS UNIT TO HEAR

Goodwill
So they made

IN

States

Blanket denial of charges of the
Federal Trade Commission that the

on Page 3)

(Continued

on Page

3)

Boyd Steps Out with Plans
for De Luxe Philly Chain
—The

Quaker City is offering what may be formidable
for years film buy- competition to his former affiliation.
The house will be ready Thankser for the Stanlely Co., has purchased
the 2,500 seater now being built in giving Day and will show first run
conjunction with stores at 19th and pictures and presentations.
Nobody
Chestnut as the first in a string of here knows where Boyd will get
de luxe houses. It is a foregone con- product for this and his other protheaters,
but Boyd merely
clusion that his chain will be op- posed
position to the Stanley Co., thereby smiles confidently.
Philadelphia

stirred.

Al Boyd,

INCREASES

W" IN 1927

In a report to the stockholders of

Paramount, Adolph Zukor states
Paramount's business in that
was 14 per cent ahead of 1926
11 per cent ahead of 1925, the

that

year

and

previous best year.
The foreign business shows an increase of about 13
per cent over 1926, the best previous
year.

Dix Gravely

—

Hollywood
Paramount star,

III

Richard Dix,
is in a critical

condition at a local hospital,
following his operation for appendicitis, with doctors holding
but a 50-50 chance for his recovery due to complications.

'

DAILV

Monday, April

$.N.P.E. BRINGS COASI

On Broadway

Financial

CONFERENCE TO
ao6«

Sales

41

4154
104Ji
74
24J4

900

245/g
245^
24J4
172yi 172}i 172/2
126
(s) do pfd
4
*(c) Film Insp
106
(s) First Nat. pfd

400
200

Priei5Ciit$

Moiiir. Aprt 16.1828

ViLXll»Mo.U

Low

High

W.

pgBllUIR

UICOATE

Publiihed d.ily except Saturday .nd ho'xlfy'
York N. \-. »°d
at 1650 Broadway, New
and Pilm
cojrright (1928) by Wid's Film,
W. Alicoate, President and
Folk Inc.
J.
V.ce^Pres.de«t
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann.
Treasurer,
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau,
Entered
Busine.s and Adverti.ing Manager

1918. »» "«
as Kcond elass matter. May 21,
York, N. Y., under the act
postoffice at
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.

New

United State. ouUid« <>* C"»«" "f^ ^°j;.
months,
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $S.OO; 3
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
i3 00
Addrew all oomrauniciiremit with order.
Broadtion, to THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Phone Circle 4736way, New York. N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
7000
Wnk Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone Drexel
London— Ernest W.
and Washington 9794.
MarlGreat
Fredman. The Film Renter, 58,
Berlin— LichtbUdbuehne.
borough St., W. I.

—

42^

Am.

(s)

Seat
do 6s 36

(cb)

-Ji

& Katz
(c) Con. Fm. Ind

*Bal.

pfd

(c)

do

(s)

East.

(s)
(c)

82'
Fox Fm. "A"
Fox Thea. "A' 20M

Kodak

.

.

sm

81^

20^

20}^

8

*(c) Intern. Proj
(b) Keiths 6s 46

Loew's Com.
69}4 69
lOi'A 103^
do pfd
do 6s 41ww .110^ 110^
(b)
lOlM
(b)
do 6s41x-war.l02
26
26
(s)
M-G-M pfd.

(s)
(s)

.

99
69 J^
103/8
llOJ^

lOiM

M.

Cap.
*(s) Orph. Cir
do pfd.
(s)
(s) Para. F-L
P.

.

8

..

7K

.

.122Ji 121'A

.

8

29
99y2
122

Friedrichstrasae, 225.

do pfd.
12m
(c-b)
do 6s 47 .100J4 lOOM 100J4
(b) Par.By.SJ^sS 1.10354 103J4 10314
(s) Pathe
iVz
34
3'A
14
14
14
(s)
do "A"
do 7s37
62
(b)

Paramount Again

(0)
(0)
(o)
(o)

Denies Charges
from Page 1)
for the block, or that separate and several prices for separate
and several films are being demanded,
so that the difference in price operates as unreasonable restraint upon
the freedom of an exhibitor to choose
the films he wants, or to force buy(.Continued

lump sum

(s)

.

.

Roxy "A"
do

units

....

do com
Skouras Bros.

Stanley Co.
*(o) Technicolor

Trans-Lux

(s)
(o)
(o)

.

34
36

2,200

200
11
9

100
500

26

.

(s)

700
300

6m
6m
32

1,200

"3
6

200
100
6

34

8

7

.

39J/2

.

46J4

37'A
45/2

.

.

.

.

4J^

.

4A

'4'A

Paramount, it is pointed out,
every lawful effort to sell as much
of its product in every territory, and
as a film cannot be sold simultaneously to

competing exhibitors,

in select-

customers, gives consideration
to the quantity of purchase offered,
pointing out that quantity purchases
enable the company to give price reing

—
—
Capitol—'"Love"
—
Central "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Colony—-"We Americans"
—"Wings"
Embassy — "Two Lovers"
—
Gaiety "Four Sons"
Hippodrome—^"Stop That Man"
"The Last
Loew's New York — Monday,
This Is Love;"

CM

THE FILM DMl%
Hollywood A wide variety
subjects was covered in papers nl
West Coast Bureau,

—

Saturday before the Society of M.^.
Engineers which closed its disc-;
sions at the Roosevelt over the we^
end. The range ran from the disi.
bution of American motion pictu! m
Command;" Tuesday, "So
"The Wild West Show;" Wednesday, abroad to a dissertation on exposuL -,r
"Sporting Goods;" Thursday, "Her Wild encountered in
laboratory print*'
Oat;" Friday, "Skinner's Big Idea" and and methods of controlling them
"My Home Town;" Saturday, "Sporting
The report of the committee
Age;" Sunday, "Bringing Up Father"
B'Wi
Mark Strand "Mad Hour"
progress, read at one of the
Paramount "A Night Of Mystery"
sessions,
again analyzed techni|l':
Rialto ^"Legion of the Condemned"
progress here and abrpad and tou**
Rivoli
"Speedy"
Roxy "Love Hungry"
ed on a number of widely dissimikiii
Warners "Tenderloin"
subjects, all of them having a be#;i«n'
ing on the industry. The commitii
Baltimore Theater Burns
took notice of the many experimeii D'
Baltimore The Folly, Baltimore in television, and while characterpv
St., and the Fallsway, has been desing efforts along these lines as ifFiirba
troyed by fire.
teresting, apparently withholds opL New
ion in lieu of definite accomplishmoL [nroi
Another Racine Opening Set
by describing the work as "possiq
Racine The new Majestic will be of fundamental importance to the
||J.GM
opened here April 21.
dustry as a whole."

(Criterion

—
—
—

—

—

fii

^^''

>

'>

—

—

1,400

13

i is

Make
Bow at Dinner

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN DISTRIBUIOI
OF CtjLIAUTY MOnON PICTURES *

Sapiro to

80

so"
223A

96/
26!4

ent

32M

M.

(Continued from Page 1)
P. Exhibitors Ass'n,

\\.r':

^

f

PICTURES
/IRTUE.ARTHUR LEE PRES
A.

Greater

New York

co-operative.
In his address, Sapiro will outline policies under which the new association will
operate.

114

ing to lessen competition.

makes

Astor— "The Trail of '98"
Broadway "The Crimson City"
Cameo "The Last Moment"

—

46/
4

United Art.
15
do pfd
85
*(o) Univ. Ch. com.
2
(o) do pfd
85
(c) Univ. Pict
(s) do pfd
(c) Wiarner Bros
(s) do "A"
(c-b) do 6!^s28

li

'

Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.

/IIP
,.

HEW VOBK

BRVAMT

Over the Oiunter (Bid aad Asked).
Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katr is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.
(o)
(s)

its

ductions.

The majority
rially

less

than

by the company

are mateall pictures offered
at the time of sale,

of

sales

Attention is
the company contends.
called to the new uniform contract,
which the company states it is
new clauses
adopting, citing the
added as well as the satisfaction over
the agreement expressed by R. F.
Woodhull and R. H. Cochrane, chairmen respectively of the unaffiliated
exhibitor
and distributor groups.

There never has been any theater
constructed by the company to intimidate or coerce an exhibitor into
Paramount product, it is

buying
stated.

SfRVItf

German
Fight
Carrying

Societies to

C

"Dawn" Showing
of

the

fight

to

the

Supreme

Court
against
showing
"Dawn" is being prepared by Charles
A.
Oberwager, president of the
United German Societies of New
York. The decision was reached following licensing of the picture. Arc
Selwyn is planning to show the picture for the first time on May 10 at
the Times Square theater, New York.

RrCC<vNI#Er EY THEATRES
EVEIil Hill

T

B

ii

iiij:Aii^i

M.

P. Capital Dividend
regular quarterly dividend of
50 cents has been declared by the
M. P. Capital Corp., payable April
16 to stockholders as of April 13.

in preparation for seaxon

^^THE

\\ 4BSOItJ1TLY

The

G, trailer en {-Aca/ PuJuit: Ihii

A

Now

lit

INIJ)|%ll:^ViEIE ir Ilif in SUCCESS

NIGHT EXPRESS'*
By Danny O'Toole

ANOTHER QOTHAM BUILT FOR BETTER PROFITS

-

crnipleli »ti»ire-»fiH; Aiiiiri^jfeJ cpeiiiiigr crldir.ji;^^ iijirr «;f tl)4:alie - rJay »el*

Srn

1928-1929

Tia/if

I4i SEIiVIC t IjEPAR1,W£NTS

A reasonable i3iii;es
AKIISTIC ANIM^rtn LEADERS

of jiv kifid

ill

filniTcrni

f«'i iX'if leaturc.Ccii.i

I^.Ncws, Ends, Iradeiwarks

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED
Lumas Film Corporation
Sain Sax, Pr«».

1650 Broadway

Bad4 Rosws, VIca

New

Proa.

York City

SNWOvVI SCMEN Stl^fCJ^
ANGELES
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KK
%
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t6lM *T

ICN
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THE
f,

April 16, 1928

Late

News Flashes

Texas Conspiracy
Suit to High Courts
{Continued from Page 1)

krom Hollywood

Supreme Court of the
States if necessary, to set
aside the verdict of $337,000 gained
by the plaintiffs.
Complying with
state laws, motion for a new trial
is a formal motion necessary to secure a review of the evidence on
appeal and the fact that the deUnited

Kohner Contracts Renewed
THE FILM DAILY
ollywood Contracts of Edward

nan,

Coast Bureau.

St

—

and Paul Kohner,
been renewed by

In a n, director,
rvisor, have
ersal.

fendants lost their motion last
in the District

no bearing on
Wallace Seeking Release
ichard Wallace is seeking release

Brook

w

May Work

doubtful

ires

in

August.

He

European

Doug and Mary
lay 5

r

is

is

reported
offers.

Sailing

the sailing date of

Doug-

Fairbanks and Mary Pickford
New York. They expect to

Europe by aeroplane.

selects

The

27 and lasting until May 12, allowing
for the traveling of general sales
manager Lou B. Metzger and his aids
from one convention to another. For
the East, the convention will be held
in Atlantic City April 27-30.
For the
Mississippi Valley in St. Louis, May
2-5.
For the Far West in San Fran-

May

d-G-M News Has Flight Shots
limultaneously with announcement
landing of the German-Irish flyM-G-M News received shots of
preparation for taking-off, in
ir
land.
The scenes are included in
70 of the newsreel.
Saengers Building at Biloxi
Jiloxi,
Miss. A house to cost
0,000 is planned here by Saenger.

—

Is

six best

Improvement
Page

1)
\

the convention which
comes to a close today, having
started yesterday.
Some action is
expected to be taken at the meetings, with respect to the new contract

at

and rules of

^

MINTZ

B.

Blustery

Some

arbitration.

KiC>A%Y Y^AT

'^CHARLES

as the best of the

Contract

{.Continued from

members

»»

that inscription on a
cartoon is a guarantee
a
of original ideas

—

most humorous
story

in

treat'

telling

— skilled

the

work-

March Produces
Stuff

Sterling

i

tough sledding, picking March's best six, for the
ivindy month has been especially productive of sterling
It's

5creep stuff.
However, since even among the good there are
.

slate the

"Last

still

betteiL_][j||J|

following as the peers:

M ^^^pnt"

"Two

^^^

Lovers."

"Legion of the Condemned."

•"TJSWen'^rTfden.
"The Noose."

M

{DAILY NKfCS.

Y.

C. Afril

1.

/««)

After $2.20 Roadshows

Now Playing Cameo, Broadway,

at

popular prices

manship as regards the
Animated By

mechanical details of
production and

T>istr\hut^di

Ben Harrison
and
Manny Gould

THE ULTIMATE IN BOX
OFFICE VALUE

CHARLES B. MINTZ
220

W. 42nd STREET

NEW YORK

Nationally

by

ZAKORO FILM CORP.
JOSEPH H. ZAROVICH, Genera/ Manager

723 Seventh Avenue

New

paramount MINTZ Cartoons

jhhhh

"Trail of '98."
^JJrtj^J^gjgt^yjmyj^j^yiins its place primarily because of its uniquenessT^Wrougnounn^wKole of this extremely modern picture, directed
by Paul Fejos, hitherto unknown, there is but one title. The story
concerns a young suicide who, at the last
•

''PREfSENjTS''

ment

Last

Moment

9-12.

To Hear

'^-cJ^^ag^lCTUtH WEWlP»PtR

week

said to have
future appeal.
is

(Continued from Page 1)

cisco,

S

with l,493,034circulation

For "U" Start Apr. 27

Europe

if

sidering several

n

in

Clive Brook will
his Paramount contract, which

is

:

New VOBK

3 Sales Conventions

his First National contract.

ti

Court

a IMEAVS

DAILY"

ed to the

York City

'

'

!

wm.

*vith

DOROTHY

MACKAILL
JACK

and

MULHALL
Presented by Asher,
Small and Rogers,
b y Charlton An-

drews

and Avery

Hopwood. Directed
by Edward Cline.
Produced by
Edward Small

"When
I

Tunney

we're married, honey, we'll be like Dempsey and
we won't fight for less than a million bucks."

—

^v^-j«
^
^

m'H

fif mm/

Wm
'"i

l^^-\i

You^

never forgive your-

self for

n

passing up a picture

"Does handling women come natural with youor did you take lessons?"

that hits NewYork like this—
" 'Ladies' Night'

satisfied at this house

and

bids

fair to do that nationally. 'Ladies' Night' should

boost Dorothy Mackaill

tertainment stock.

and Jack Mulhall's

en-

—VARIETY

'

I
"On

the way out we listened to such comments as
'That's the funniest picture J ever saw', 'Didn't
you almost die? ' That Pa Slocum killed me ', artd
7 could see that picture all over again. ' '
'

— N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
I " 'Ladies'

Night'

is

very funny.

The complications are a scream."

"Be yourself Lindbergh

Wittily titled.

— N. Y. MIRROR

TU RK X
I

has been okeh'd by the
firmed by the

New York

STRAND
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Critics and conBox- Office as another

CCMIDY ClICK

I

IH

—

fly

away

'I

Competition of Newsreels

tjfirited

Under

Way

ALL THE

NIWS

is

ALL THE TIME
XLIV

)|

Tuesday, April

No. 15

n Their Toes
HERE'S

some

a big scoop

place in the offing?

What

newsreel will be the

first

ing to American theaters

Price 5 Cents

1928

RIGHT OF SELECTION BELONGS
TO EXHIBITOR, SAYS SAPIRO

of the transatlantic flyers

,

Greenely Island?

loned on
,

17,

great chance for enterprise
Newsreels are
ingenuity.

iletely

aware of

me was when

His Organization Founded

AniNEVS

TO soil

n

it.

beats were

nore numerous than now.
transportation and blanket

Washington Bureau of

Washington

study

of

Paramount's new reply will be made
rage have reduced the pos- by the legal staff of the Federal
Therefore, the keener Trade Commission, preliminary to
ties.
(.Continued

nterest.

It is

not at

all

Page 4)

on

—

No ruling on appeal
Paramount, Publix and other
defendants from the verdict of
$337,500 awarded Ray Stinnett
and Si Charninsky, former
owner cf the Capitol, can be
Dallas

im-

made
it

is

been

"The industry

dominated by the
Yet in every other
form of business in the United States
the trend shows that the group that
has the contact with the consumer
has more to say than any other
branch of the industry. The exhibitor

before next fall or later,
The verdict
stated here.
in an hour in discourt, after the case had
in litigation over a year.

the public contact. The exhibitor
has his hand on the pulse of the pub-

mid-Western cities
;ers allied with B. and K. have
equipped with cameras to shoot
that

16

in

events for inclusion in regular
Here's a showmanship
5reels.

OfFICERS, DIRECTORS

OF

F. N.

RE-ELECTED

Officers
and directors were reelected at yesterday's meeting in NewYork of First National stockholders.
They are: Clifford B. Hawley, presiiContinued on Page 4)

$.C.

SHOWMEN MEEIING

t.

ore than a year ago

we suggested
The in-

as a business builder.

There
in cameras will paj'.
South Carolina
Columbia, S. C.
two or three that use standard exhibitors are rallying their forces in

—

have a capacity of 100 feet
can be loaded in daylight. They
light weight and easy to handle,
oratories are not hard to locate,
if you go in for local newsreels
have lab trouble, we'll endeavor

An

inexpensive stunt, but
he greatest potential value to a
er gross. Give it a whirl.
lelp.

Equity and Justice
he peace pipe is being smoked
There, arbitration
Minneapolis.
been having a rather rocky time

but exhibitors and exchanges
erstand each other a little better
;
and the future bids fair to be
:h calmer.
Vhich, of course, is as it should
have always believed the
it,

We

icipal

is

sound.

KANN

WHO

IS

BACKING BOYD?

—

Philadelphia
There is general
speculation here over who is behind
Al Boyd and his proposed chain of
de lu.xe Philadelphia theaters. Knowing the close relationship which has
existed between Adolph Zukor and
(.Continued on Page 2)

FOR TICKET TAX nCHT Button Resigns

nent
k,

it is for the good of the pubas well as the entire industry that
the exhibitor should have something
to' say about the type and quality of
tlie pictures he is asked to show to
the public."
This was the highlight of the
speech made by Aaron Sapiro, president of Independent M. P. Exhibitors'
Ass'n.
New York exhibitor
buying group which represents an ex{Continued on Page 3)

lic,

Local Newsreels
Great States Houses to Make
Newsreels." The headlines tell

and

lic

1.

11

is

lias

able that an epic in news-

gathering will come out of

He

producers today.

was made
trict

Principle,

States

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Intensive

On That

Delay Seen

an effort to repeal the recently-enacted ten per cent admission tax. Fol(

Continued on Page 2)

OPSTAT^EXHIBITORS
as

Head

of Nat'l Theater Supply
Chicago

— Successor

CO-OP FORMED BY N.Y.

to

H.

A.

R.

Button, president of National Theater
Sr.pply Co., is to be named soon. Dnc(Continued on Page 4)

Upstate

New York

formed and

this

incorporation

week

exhibitors have
will

apply for

the Association of
Independent M. P. Exhibitors, buying co-operative similar to the Independent M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n. of
{.Continued on Page 4)
of

Newsreels, Undaunted by
Odds, in Race for Flight Films WARNERSlW0UNCE34
"Uncle

Tom" Opens Apr. 26

Race

of the

German and

Irish fliers

AT ANNUAL SALES MEET

across the Atlantic on the first pasfor "Test" in Florida sage from east to west is having its
Warners plans for release in 1928St. Augustine, Fla.— "Uncle Tom's counterpart in the race of newsreel
29 of 34 features, eight of which are
Cabin" is to be put to the test in this companies to obtain and bring to New
pictures of the plane as it designed as specials as well as outcity, having been booked into Uni- York,
days, landed off the coast of Nova Scotia, put plans of the Vitaphone Corp.,
Jefferson for three
versal's
will
be outlined to the division,
starting April 26. The date, inciden- views of the landing place, and pos(.Continued on Page 2)
Memorial Day, sacred to sibly takeoff of the plane, when it
is
tally,
York,
as
the
flight
to
New
However,
its
resumes
veterans.
Confederate
of
population of Florida is made up is planned.
peonorthern
as
Can.
and
eastern
of
largely
The elaborate preparations for covToronto
Pictures Corp. of
ple and few Confederate veterans are ering the event, were thrown into the
found in the state so that the celebra- discard with news of the forced land- Canada has closed with Cinema
tion that marks Memorial Day in ing at Greenely Island, and the news- Corp., of America to handle "The
{Continued on Page 4)
(.Continued on Page 4)
sister states is lacking here.

F B O Handling "King

Kings"

— FBO

Roadshow

.... .

DAILY
fS^^M.VK WHS

Tuesday, April

17,

Plunkett Takes Over New Po^lllt
Not Naming Successor
S.G.
Joseph Plunkett yesterday assumiKfii
DAILY
llcst Coast Bureau. THE FILM
Fight
charge
at the New York office oft'
Ticket
will
be
Los Angeles— No attempt
stage production department of Stal,
(Continued from Page 1)
publicity
of
post
the
fill
to
made
ley theaters.
Edward L. Hyman,
director for Mary Pickford and Doug- lowing suggestion of A. H. Yoemans,
present managing director of O
las Fairbanks, until after the pro- of the Rex, at Sumter, who recently
Mark Strand, succeef
Larkin re- sent out a letter urging exhibitors to Brooklyn
posed European trip.
Plunkett at the New York Mgl
signed after eight years of service to plan concerted action, a number of
become western editor of "Photoplay theater owners agreed to assemble Strand.
Magazine," whose publisher, James here Wednesday.
Exhibitor leaders fought desperateAnother for Stanley
R. Quirk recently completed a two
feeler showing effects of pictures on ly against the measure that imposed
Philadelphia The Stanley ofl
buying habits and their influence on the tax, but the bill was rushed ization has taken over the Ml
Larkin is president through in the closing hours of the politan Opera House, at BroadI
foreign trade.
Quirk and Larkin session some three years ago and en- Poplar. The house, seating 4000,1
of the Wampas.
acted into law before it was gener- be renovated. It is planned to sfl
leave for New York tomorrow.
ally known that the measure was $100,000 upon improvements, in|
pending. South Carolina theaters had ing an organ, new chairs, ca^
Beacham Back with F. N.
no real relief when the Federal tax hangings, etc., by Sept. 1.
Atlanta C. R. Beacham has rewas removed, because the 10 per cent
resuming
National
First
turned to
h
promptly levied.
banner as spe- state tax was

Showmen Meeting
Tax
For

'^*

jj

IIIIN W.

Price 5 Cents

Tuesday, April 17,1928
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activities

llivtj,

representative, assigned to AlaIn the new capacity Beacham
will work under jurisdiction of the
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Skouras Bros.
Stanley Co.
(o) Technicolor
(o) United Art.
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•(c) Univ. Pict.
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(c) Warner
(s)
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(b)
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(s)
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.

60/

.

13

15

.

80

85

Wonders

for years, there are

1)

some who

figure Paramount and Publix are inHowever, Paramount does
terested.
a lot of business with the Stanley
chain each year and, others point out,
it
is not reasonable to assume that
Zukor would give financial encouragement to a move which cannot be
construed as anything else but opposition to Stanley.

to Announce
34 at Sales Meet

Warners

at Pittsburgh

—

''Trial

All rights to
title reserved

IMPERIAL PICTUl

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENi

(Continued from Page 1)

branch and sales managers and special
representatives at annual convention

company

of the

K. C. Golf Meet
Annual
Excelsior Springs, Mo.
golf tournament of the Kansas City
film fraternity was held here yes-

—

terdav.

to
27-29.

York April
general manager of distribution, will
force now is
engaged in a drive for dates in May,
which is Sam E. Morris Month.
preside.

Vaudeville

Standard

Warners
Make
With German Firm

1600 Broadway, New York Ci^j
Phone Penn. 3580
iDiih

—

2254

96/

2654

2454

25

32 -H

31

31

.112/ 112

112

....
2,000

2,700
5,000

A GOLD MINE
INFORMATION
WW

Quoted.

Balaban & Katz
St.

Louis;

is

listed

Stanley,

in

OAIiy;ia

Chicago

Now

Philadelphia.

in preparation for

season 1928-1929

YEAR
A. Films Get Votes
Fifty United Artists pictures, out
of 68 ironi which newspaper and
magazine critics in the United States,
England, Scotland, Germany, and
other countries are selecting the ten
best pictures released during the nine
years of United Artists' history, have
received votes ranging from one to
more than 50. The voting is in connection with the ninth anniversary of
50 U.

company.

1000 Pages
Cloth Boi

Stock Exchange.

Skouras.

Ac

The Warner's

Schnitzer Recovering
12 Films
to
the danger point passed, Joseph I. Schnitzer, vice president of in Deal
Berlin (By Cable)
FBO, is now slowly recovering
Warners have
from bronchial pneumonia.
acquired a majority of shares in National Films A. G., in a reciprocal
Roberts in New York
production and distribution deal. The
Theodore Roberts is in New York firn;s will produce together 12 Gerwhile on a vaudeville tour, upon com- man pictures. Herman Starr, Warner
pletion of which he will return to pic- executive, has left Berlin for Paris
tures.
prior to his return to New York.

With

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

be held in New
Sam E. Morris,

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).

NOTE:

the

Marriagi

.

46^4

....
.

Boyd

Exhibitors of this terPittsburgh
ritory met here yesterday for annua!
convention of the western Pennsylvania and West Virginia unit.

49/
46'4
4

in

Trop New A.M.P.A. Secretary
J. D. Trop is new secretary to succeed James B. Zabin, and David
Bader was appointed head of .the
A.M.P.A. membership committee, replacing W. A. Mack.
Meet

Ready for

fa

Distribution

(Continued from Page

tion.

99/
122/

York, Saturday night

Philadelphia

the

token of appreciation of his 20 years'
effort in the educational work conducted by him in behalf of projec-
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Who is Backing Boyd?

Richardson Feted
H. Richardson was guest of the

Astor,

Low

today from the Coast.

office.

American Projection Society

425^ 42
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Mack Sennett Arriving
Mack Sennett arrives in New York
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Friedrichstrasse, 225
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''THE FIRE CALL''

BOOIt

1926

By Adele Buffington

Film Dail

ANOTHER QOTHAM BUILT FOR BETTER PROFITS

SUBSCRIBE!

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED
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Lutnas Film Corporation
Sam

Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway

Budd Rogers, Vice

New

Pres.

York City

jp=
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17,
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ht of Selection
>elongs to Exhibitor
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The Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce of New York
bids you welcome as leader of

1)

a theater buying power of
at a dinner at the Ritz last

which marked

his

formal

motion picture exhibitors,
proud and honored to have your
counsel; confident that your
just and able leadership will
solve all problems of theatermen in a way that will redound
to their security and also to
the mutual welfare of all the
motion picture industry and the
American public.
the

in-

the picture business.
into
400 exhibitors, producing and
iiting executives and city ofwere present.
he dais were city officials

u

I

Mayor James

l)y

J.

Walker

luiong the others represented
veral members of the bench.
lily press was represented at
aker's table by Adolph Ochs,
of the New York Times.
lives, as president of the T.O.
as at the dais, of course, as
.Arthur Hirsch, toastmaster.
those at the dais whose names
ire
familiar to this industry
elix Feist, Dr. A. H. Giannini,
I'earson and William Morris.

licr

r

I'

I

emphasize these three points among
apiro said:
the exhibitors today complain of a
II
patronage.
This applies to the
exhibitors, the chain circuits and
Pendents.
What has caused this
(:
Among other things there is the
They have taken static out of the
They have built beautiful instruthat frequently do not even require
i

They have mechanically adjusted

es.

dio so that fine
ood voices can
ant!

n

music sounds beautiful
spread speeches pleas-

effectively.

the

advertiser

has

stepped

into

the

and rich manufacturers are willing
nd thousands of dollars to bring their
before

millions of the piddic in ^n
artistic beauty.
So they employ the
talent, finest musicians and finest
iners.
The radio today provides an

I

nest

rdinarily

good

entertainment

The whole family may plug

—

at
in

no

and

he greatest artists of the world for a full
all
paid for by an automobile manner or a soap maker who wants his
mentioned three or four times during
ening.
They don't have to put on a
or hat to do this.
They just sit at
and listen comfortably.
This is real
!tition;
and with the development of
this sort of competition will i<eep famhave more and more, unless the motion
e industry wakes up.
)ple usually learn by eye.
This is the
g;le
of the eye against the ear for ennment- -with the current advantage in
of the ear, because it gets fine enterlent at no cost.
This competition can lie
n only one way.
The exhibitors must
/aste their time in talking and complain-

—

They must

_

inds

— and

get together
exhibitors of
they must see that the enter-

lent
that they provide for the public
ies itself by interest and quality, so that
public feels that
it
must have more

This

one

is

—

—

consumer has more to say than any other
branch of the industry.
The chain grocery stores are not dominated by the manufacturers; nor are the
five and ten cent chain stores controlled by
any producers.
They have the contacts with
the
public.
They know what the public
wants.
They are the outlets through which
the producers must reach the public and convert their product into cash.
Therefore they
have the producers competing against each
other to get their business
and they readily
make their business conform to the needs of

—

APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

LIILCOd^HByt
no
az^s^Ncwybrk.My*^
West

Phone Penna. 0330
Picture Department
and Canada Agents for Debiie

Motion
U.

S.

because

they

are

.so

close

to

the

this industry.
The exhibitor has the public
contact.
The exhibitor knows what his neighborhood thinks and why the mother keeps

her children away from one picture and lets
children go to another.
The exhibitor
has his hand on the pulse of the public
and it is for the good of the public, as well
as the entire industry, that the exhibitor
should have something to say about the type
and quality of the pictures that he is asked
to show to the public.
the

This organization

of exhibitors will never
enter the field of production.
That field
belongs to other types of mind and other
types of energy.
But this association intends
to
work with the organized producers, to
the common end that the public will get better entertainment and get it regularly and
steadily.
That will pay the exhibitors; that
will pay the producers; that will justify the
public in more frequent patronage of the
motion
picture
houses.
All
parties
gain
where there is coordination and a universal
attempt to raise the standard of entertainment and the quality of the motion picture.
All parties lose where any one branch controls, to the exclusion of the other branches,
and can make the exhibitor take any kind
of picture, to the ultimate discouragement of
the patron-public.
The producers may make the exhibitor take
poor pictures; but he cannot make the patron
continue to pay good money for poor pictures.
Better,

finer entertainment of a continued
this is inevitable where the exhave a larger share in the entire

high quality
biljitors

Goldburg, Bernard Grob, Moses H. Grossman, Tom Hamlin, P. S. Harrison, Marcus,
Heiman, Arthur James, Julius Joelson, W. A
Johnston. Sam Katz, Arthur W. Kelly, S R
Kent, Benjamin Knobel, Morris Kutinsky',
Wilham Landau. Paul Lazarus, Samuel Lesselbaum, Jules Levy, Mark Luescher, Boone
Alancall, John Manheimer, Lee Marcus, Harry
Marks, Fally Markus, Lou B. Metzger, Sam
Morris, Charles Moses, Henry Moskowitz
Warren Nolan, James P. Normanly
Lee
Ochs, John O'Connor, C. C. PeUijohn, 'David
Picker,
Hyman Rachmil, William Raynor,
Samuel Rinzler, W. F. Rodgers, J.
J. Rosenthal,
Beno Rubel, Rudolph Sanders, Emil
Shauer, Ted Schlanger, A, H. Schwartz, Al
J.

W

6elig, Victor Shapiro, Henry Siegel,
A
Smith, Carl and Sam Sonin, Charles Steiner
.(iilius Stern, Moe Streimer, Harry
Suchman
Harry Thomas. J. J. Unger, M. Van Praag,
J. Henry Walters, Harry M. Warner, Arthur
G. Whyte, Haimon YaiTa and Samuel
Zierler

Sax Arriving Tomorrow

Sam

Gotham

New York Wednesday

Warner on Coast

—

Hollywood Albert Warner, vice
president of Warners is here for conferences with Jack L. Warner on
production plans.

—

motion picture industry.

Among

Sax,

president; arrives
from the
Coast, to complete plans with Vice
President Budd Rogers, for the 30
pictures the company will produce
for 1928-20.
in

those present were:

Arthur Abels, John W. Alicoate. Fred Baer,
James Beecroft. Nat Beier, Jack Bellman.
Sam Berman, Louis F. Blumenthal, Lawrence
Bolognino,
William
Branda,
Leo
Brecher, Harry D. Buckley, Nathan Burkan,
John D. Clark, Jack Cohn, Hy Daab. Ed
Darling, Ned Depinet, Herbert
Ebenstein.
Max Felder. representative of Fox Film
Corp., Hy Gainsboro, Bruce Gallup, Jesse

MOTION PICTURE

CAMERA WANTED
to

buy or

rent.

Akely preferred.
See

W. M. Pipe
c/o Central Nat. Bank
1440 Broadway, N. Y. C.

NOW READY FOR OCCUPANCY
Office Space in

WARNER BROTHERS
THEATRE BUILDING
N. E. Corner Hollywood Blvd. and Wilcox Ave.

HOLLYWOOD

WARNING
A
ii

Motion Picture

entitled

STOOLPIGEON

now

CALIFORNIA

»»

A modern,

up-to-minute office
building in the heart of Hollywood

the course of production and the title and story
registered with the Author's

especially suitable for

League on January 28th, 1928,
and protected in an ad appearing in Film Daily February 17th
and 18th, 1928.

and those connected
Bookers
with the Theatrical and Motion

is

MOTION PiaURE

reasons why the
together among themmust work with the

It
just happened that way; and
sponsible.
with better luck it might have happened another way.
The wonder of it is not that the
motion picture industry has so many defects, but that it has so few in comparison
with the great importance of the industry.
It is subjected to criticism, one branch of
the
industry against another branch; and
within each branch of the industry criticism
falls on the heads of all who are trying to
rise.
Then the public sometimes takes a
fling; and it has become fashionable for those
who consider themselves unusually intelligent
to sneer at the "movies" and to refer with
scorn at the hajipy endings and the sentimentality of
theater.
the motion
picture
Vet at bottom, even this criticism may shov
a lack of imderstanding on the part of the
intelligent.
The motion picture primarily
appeals to the millions of people who have
not had the background to enable them to
enjoy reading and meditation to the lull
extent.
3.
This industry is made of three primary
parties,
the producers, the consmners, the
exhibitors.
The industry is dominated by the
producers today. Vet in every other form of
business in the United States the trend shows
that the group that has the contact with the

tter understanding which the public
is
ig to pay to see as against entertainment
ar which the public may get for nothing.

of

many

producers also.
This motion picture industry is the
2.
work of less than one generation. Inevitably
a great many defects w'ere bound to creep
into the system which was so quickly constructed. Time alone will iron most of these
They have dedefects out of the system.
velopeil
by themselves and no one is re-

—

You Are in theMarket for Any Kind

the

exhibitors must work
and crosswise
selves

more.
This is a problem for all of
exhibitors
and through the exhibitors
jblem for the producers.
the motion picture industry wants to
ge their present trend of attendance, it
be done by providing the public with

'If

of

time,

consuming public.
The exhibitors as individuals can do nothing.
But the exhibitors organized into one
compact association, may he able to help
the producers meet the taste and the needs
of the patrons, the public, who must control

in

—

Managers

Picture Industries.
The authors and producers of
this picture hereby warn those

who

are contemplating stealing

this title that they will be held
to strict accountability for any

infringement on the rights of
the author to the title and
story.

Leasing Department

JOE TOPLITZKY COMPANY
Exclusive Agents— 205 H. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles, California

VEE JOVIAN

;

'
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Newsreels in Race
Co-Op Formed By N^l||*
Officers, Directors
Attorneys to Scan
For Flight Films
Upstate Exhibitor
Of F. N. Re-Elected
Paramount's Answer
(Continued
Page
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

consideration of the document bj' the
commissioners themselves, with a
view to deciding whether the meth-

booking fihns outHned by the
od
company is a sufficient compliance
with the cease-and-desist order.
Outstanding features of Paramount's
reply were the denial of the alleged
"all or none" policy, sale of films individually at prices which did not act
as a club to make an exhibitor take
films he did not want, the concessions
of

given takers of larger quantities of
films and the fact that there are exhibitors with whom the company does
not desire to deal.
the face of it, Paramount's reply shows the company believes its
booking policy is in conformity with
the views of the commission as to the

;

;

;

.\n Advisory Board was elected, composed
the following, in addition to the officers
A. H. Blank, Des Moines
and directors

films should be sold.
The fact that concessions are made
to exhibitors taking a larger number
in

which

of

:

Geo. Trendle, Detroit;
eapolis
H. T. Nolan,

of films under one contract may be
accepted bj- the commission as whole-

;

had red

he

hair,

if

he

former

pilots,

despatched

by

some

landed.
of the

train,

were

stationed at a number of strategic
points by the various newsreel editors,

upstate

made

organization,

nouncement

in

New York

the

where

with Sapiro.
The latte
night outlined policies
the organization at the T.O.C.C
ner, is slated to address exhil
at Buffalo tomorrow.
conferred

who

last

(

"We will function together with tl
Greater New York outfit," Pfeiffer said je]
terday when in New York City to confi
with Sapiro.
"In our zone, which inciiw
Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Utica, Alban'
Poughkeepsie and practically all the towif
and cities outside Greater New York, irf
will
have about 350 members, controlliil
approximately 500 theaters.
We are uiidertaking to form a buying power for tbi
up-State independent exhibitors aggregatii
$10,000,000 annually.
We expect to mi
chase together v/ith the Greater New Yor,

•iiji

Ill

group and by means of an interlocking afll*
rangement to take concerted and united aiBK''^
tion on problems common to the two
ia||(i(illbi
pendent groups, such as bookings and
jE:air,.

''''

runs."

•

declared

regular

the

quarterly

Button

all

I

FBO

so

Roadshow

—

Message From One oS the Leading Exchangemei

CXass of Service
This is a full-rate
Telegram or Cablegram unless its deferred charaacr is indicated by a suitable
sign above or preceding the address.

fihng lime

Received

Form

WESTERN
UNION

NCWCOMS CARLTON.
The

plane

trans-atlantic

Cameramen, and

York, headed by Aaron Saj
Sidney B. Pfeiflfer, who heads

Resigns as Head]
of whom have been working day
night
ever
since
the
landing,
in
and
of
Nat'l Theater SuppJ
stock payable July 1, 1928, to stockholders
(Continued from Page 1)
1928, and the regiUar an effort to secure the coveted films,
13,
of record June
1^ per cent dividend on Second Preferred with arrangements made for speedy ton resigned to head the NatJ
Class A. stock payable July 1. 1928 to stock- delivery of the pictures when they
Contract Purchase Corp., which
The direcholders of record July 1, 1928.
received.
finance time-payment paper from
tors also authorized the retirement on July are
1928 of $75,000 par value first preferred.
1,
ious business, although not the th^
supply business. Button took a 1|
Handling "King of
ing part in forming National,
New Williamsport House
Kings" as Can.
was evolved from Exhibitors Su|
Williamsport,
Valentine
Pa.
(Continued from Page 1)
Co., which he headed when the
C.
Luppert has opened the 1,440-seat Iving of Kings." The production will pansion was undertaken two ye
roadshowed.
lie
Park here.
(ago.
Directors

'Meeting Today
Stockholders of Paramount assemble todav for the annual meeting.

A

H. Ruben, MinnDenver.

I.

the

1)

New

two percent dividend on the First Preferred

sale selling on a legitimate basis, and
the fact that the company does not
care to sell certain exhibitors is not
expected to cause difficulty, as the
U. S. Supreme Court once held that
a vendor could refuse to sell a man

because
wished.

(Continued from Page

1)

;

;

On

manner

from

1)

dent; Robert Lieber, chairman of the reel personnel began tackling what
board; R. A. Rowland, vice president Editor Ray Hall of Pathe News
and general manager; Samuel Spring, terms one of the greatest problems
vice president and treasurer; Robert ever presented pictorial news gatherHeavy snows, general throiagh\V. Perkins, vice president and secre- ing.
tary; Abe Sablosky, vice president; out Canada, aided in the difficultj' of
John H. Kunsky, vice president; Ned access to the northern island. Hearst's
E. Depinet, vice president in charge force, which produces International
Ralph W. Brown, News and M-G-M has an airplane,
of distribution;
assistant secretary, and Warren C. scheduled to leave Murray Bay, today
to reach the marooned fliers.
A
Boothby, assistant treasurer.
cameraman in Labrador is suppleFollowing are directors in addition to ofmenting these efforts. Fox has three
ficers: Barney Balaban, Chicago; Harry M.
Crandall, Washington; Jacob Fabian, New- men at Murray Bay, Kinograms has
RichMinneapolis
ark
M. L. Finkelstein,
a plane there, as has Pathe News,
ard F. Hoyt, New York City; John J. Mcand
while Paramount News declines
Richards,
Jr.,
V.
E.
Philadelphia;
Guirk,
New Orleans Irving D. Rossheim, Philadel- to discuss any of its plans, two of
Abe Sabloskly, Philadelphia; Spyros Pathe News' planes, which were
phia
Skouras, St. Louis; Albert L. Smith, Philaequipped with skiis, crashed the night
Morris Wolf, Philadelphia.
delphia

^KiaiOINT

J. C.

12111

a
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AM GLAD INDEED TO BE ABLE TO ANNOUNCE TO THE TRADE THAT

ISiou
Wsal

CELEBRATED PLAYERS WILL AGAIN DISTRIBUTE RAYART PICTURES
THOUGHT YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW THAT THE LINEUP THIS YEAR
LOOKS EVEN BETTER THAN LAST WITH THE CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT

THAT YOU ARE SHOWING

I

REALLY BELIEVE THAT RAYART WILL

If

you have'nt bought!

'^Rayart^s

Box

Office

loiice,

nerly

Twenty/' Get Busy!]

|fec(

OCCUPY
J

A

DOMINANT POSITION IN THE

P

I

CTURE

F

I

ELD=

S GRAUMAN.

RAYART PICTURES CORPORATIOl
FOREIQN DISTRIBUTOR

iBiie

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY

IS

BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE

RICHMOUNT

PICTURES,

Inc.

i

etator Brookhart Plans to Press Action

on

Bill

klllWi NEWS
ALL THE TIME
:LIV

Wednesday, April

No. 16

Price 5 Cents

1928

18,

TALKING FILM INSTALLATIONS
mil AT WVEHHOI*
HELD UP BY PRICE, IS CLAIM
10 BE

program of Pathe for
supplement the short sub)gram, of which the 38 two
ledies to be produced by Mack
re

to

I

Warner Complaint Against

be the nucleus, are exto be outlined by General
[anager Phil Reisman, at the
sales convention to be held
will

May

ago

productive, according to
says sales during the
months have increased greatcollections of a recent week

who

test in six months.
Reisman,
om a cross-country sales trip,
e company outlook is bright.

Showmen Giving "U"
eak On "Americans"
;land

— Exhibitors

have re-bought

in

"We

this

ter-

Ameri-

a considerable increase over

it

TESTS AT STUDIOS

now under way

ing
|)

Being Arbitrated
IN

21.

sales contest

jinal contract price, according
Devaney, local Universal manThis is in response to Carl

appeal to help defray adproduction costs when it was
De:red to be a "special."
states that in no instance has
:ture been resold for less than
er cent increase.
lie's

l

Electrical Research

SAPIRO INTIMATES MOVE

West Coast Bureau,

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Tests

on incandescent

lighting at the studio are demonstrating the feasibility, practicability and
economy of the new method of lighting, a feature of which is elimination of kleig eyes, it is declared. The
tests, which have been carried on all
week as a supplement to the spring
meeting last week of the Society of
M. P. Engineers, come to a close
Friday.
At that time, full reports of the
findings will be made by the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences, the
American Society of Cinematographers, and the Association of M.
P. Producers, who are cooperating
in the tests, at a general meeting of
the Academy.

Delay in installations of talking
NATIONAL picture
IS TO
equipment in theaters throughout the United States is charged
against Electrical Research Products
Pittsburgh Organisation of
and Western Electric by Warner
local unaffiliated exhibitors is
Bros., who, under their deal with the
under way here as an exhibitor
two firms holds a license for manuco-operative. Last week, around
facturing talking pictures under the
brand name of Vitaphone.
60 exhibitors attended a meetIt is
ing at Hotel Henry to discuss
claimed by Warners that Electrical
plans for the association.
Research is charging too much for
installation, that it has been negligent
Interest was rife yesterday over tiie in its efforts to push sale of the
intimation conveyed by Aaron Sa- equipment and that, as a result, bepiro at the Ritz Carlton Monday tween 300 and 400 Vitaphone short
and synchronized scores
night that the exhibitor cooperative subjects
buying movement will be extended for over 50 features are available

BECOME

—

The impression was
nationally.
strengthened when it became known
that Sapiro had sent Leo Brecher to
Pittsburgh where he addressed the
Western Pennsylvania theater own-

with a very limited outlet.
Warners have carried complaint to
arbitration, as provided for in the

(Continued on Page 2)

appointed Nathan Miller, former governor of New York State, and the
two selected Justice Hiscock, formerly of the Court of Appeals as the

"Vamping Venus" On
Murray Series Contracts
Years
First National's

Paramount Directors Are

—

contract.
Samuel Untermeyer was
the company choice, while defendants

third member of the arbitration board.
Re-elected for 4
Carl Laemmle's appeal
Ned E. Depinet,
Hearings now are under way. The
Board of directors of Paramount
Americans" recently was angeneral sales manager, has announced findings will be binding on both
by P. J. Woods, business were re-elected for a four year term
They are: the release of "Vamping Venus" to parties. The outcome will have a
er of the state exhibitor unit, at yesterday's meeting.
those exhibitors holding contracts for bearing on the rapidity with which
clared the situation proved the Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, CaisiCharlie Murray series, Vitaphone and Movietone which
uses
mir I. Stralen and William H. Eng- the company's
)ility of the Brookhart bill, with
to play it as the fourth Charlie Mur- the same basic equipment will spread
aviso for elimination of blind lish
ray picture for the current season.
throughout the country.
g, and called upon the Uni-

mbus
e

l

president

to

endorse

the

re.

Number

of Territories

Closed on Rayart 20

Lamb

Business Manager
11,674 Dates Set For
of S. Cal. Exhibitors
Morris Month is Claim

New territorial franchises have
to Abandon Its
Los Angeles Arthur J. Lamb
been sold by Rayart on "The Box
Sioux Falls Exchange Office 20," to Louis Hyman, San been named business manager of

Not

—

ersal will not
office,

Lou

manager

abandon
Metzger,

its

Sioux

general

states.

oew Dividend Declared
dividend of $1.62>2 per
has been declared on the outig $6.50 cumulative preferred of
s payable May 15 to stockholdrecord at close of business
irterly

28.

*ublix School Resumes
"king resumption of activities
new course, the Publix the[lanagers' school is to open in
York today under direction of
Barry.

{Continued on Page 4)

has
the

southern California exhibitor unit.

Measure May Get to Senate but
Not to House During Session
Classics of Literature
in Hi-Mark*s 2 Reelers
"Gems of Great Authors," a series

Eleven thousand six hundred sevenhave been set for
Warner product on Sam E. Morris

ty-four playdates

Month

in

May, the company

states,

pledge cards continuing to be
received. This total does not include
extended dates on "The Jazz Singer," or instances where the picture
is being held over.
Keen competition
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY between the branches indicates that
Washington Effort to secure ac- the present high record will be
with

—

on his bill to eliminate blind and bettered considerably.
block booking and arbitrary allocation of product will be made by Sen.
Says F.
R. Balked
of 12 two-reelers based on classics Smith W. Brookhart of Iowa, upon
at
Financing Plan
in literature, will be released by Hi- completion of the coal hearings, now
Minneapolis Plans to finance the
Mark Prod. The group includes: occupying attention of the interstate
"The Merry Wives of Windsor" and commerce committee of the Senate. Fox deal for taking over the North"The Taming of the Shrew," based These hearings are expected to con- west Theaters Circuit (Finkelstein &
tion

Hamm

&

Fox

—

(.Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 2)
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New U. A. Bond Issue
New issue 'of |1,300,000 United
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18.1928 Price 5 Cents
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THE FILM. DAILY,

BroadPhone Circle 4736way, New York N. \
tilmday.
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California— Ralph
New York.
Drexel
Wnk Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone Ernest 7000
W.
London-—
»nd Washington 9794.
Fredman. The Film Renter, 58, Great MarlBerlin— Lichtbildbuehue,
borough St., W. I.
Friedrichitratw, 225.
tions

to

1650

.

Hamm Says F. & R. Balked
at

Hamm

to-be provided and completed by Fox.
Meanwhile, F. & R. officials, it is
stated, do not believe Fox will go
through with reported plans for
5,000-seat theaters in the Twin Cities,
pointing out both cities now arc
greatly overseated in the better run
These plans were ansituations.
nounced before the Fox-F. & R. deal
was under way and reports that Fox
now will build are under way.

of

ofifering

De Wolt &

&
&

Gowan, Cassady
Meyer, Connor

at par

and

in-

syndicate conCo.,

Inc.,

White,

Inc.,

Mc-

Corp.

(c)
(c)
(s)

Paramount

"Schubert's Song," the first of
James A. FitzPatrick's Schubert
Centennial films, had its premiere
this week at the Paramount, New
York. This is the series which FitzPatrick produced in Vienna, with
Franz Slavicek playing the role of
Nathaniel Finston comSchubert.

been

vacationing in
for the past two weeks,

York

has gone to Havana. He will spend
three days there and then catch the
boat that will take him through the
Canal to Los Angeles.

Records on "Speedy" Claimed
the Rivoli, New York, lead-

With

ing the way with a record gross of
broken
records
$50,300.80
throughout the LInited States and

were

Canada

last

week by Harold Lloyd's

"Speedy," which plajed
rLins in 250 iiouses.

da>-

and date

Kodak.. 171

East.

do pfd
"(c) Film Insp.

.

Ks

*(c)

Intern. Proj
Keiths 6s 46..
do com.
do pfd.
Loew's com,
do pfd
do 6s 41ww.
do 6s41-\-war.

*(s)
(s)

*(s)

4
106
81
21

M-G-M
M.

pfd...

P.

2m

.

204

99"
1954
93
69^^
103-^

H

19
93

69'A
103

.

.

.

lom

1,300

400

7iA
29
9934

1,000

121?/8

11,300

m

12
101

103

U

Roxy "A"

.

.

do units
do com.
.
Skouras Bros.
Stanley Co.
(o) Technicolor

(c)
(o)
'o)

.

.

.

.

.

Trans-Lux
United Art.

4,666
1,000

3

ei"

ei"

32

49>/<

34
36
9
49 "4

4S7A

44^

34
8

do pfd.
80
*'.j) Univ. Ch.com.
2
*(o)
do pfd.
80
*(c) Univ. Pict. ..
*(s)
do pfd.
...
(c) Warner Bros. .
(s)
do "A" ... 31
(c-b) do O'As 28. 112
2-4

1,666

1

.

"
'

96^

M 23^

24

27J4
27J4
112
112

*

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.

(b)

Over

the

Counter (Bid and Asked).

MUSIC

Skouras,

Balaban & Katz
St.

Louis;

is

listed

Stanley,

in Chicago;

Philadelphia.

—

films!

—FOR—

Stock Exchange.

THE FILM DAILY
Richard Dix, who has

MUSIC WEEK
MAY
JAMES

6-12

A. FITZPATRICK'S

SINGLE REEL

FAMOUS
MUSIC MASTERS
Issued With Full Orchestrationi
Including Solo Piano and Organ

New

r

BOOKED DIRECT
729 Seventh

Tansey and Hammonds Here
Tonight, Sapiro will address exhibRobert E. Tansey and Art Hamitors in the Buffalo zone where a co- monds, Coast short subject
producers,
in

I

5,100
2,000

H. Shain will handle New York
newspapers for Excellent Pictures.
Fred Baer is in charge of the
company's publicity and advertising
nationally and in the trade.

have arrived

1

3,200

FitzPatrick Pictures,

assured

1

,

All rights reserved

22J4

1)

appears to be an

I

called

ers last night on cooperative buying.

operative

Callaghan

"Companionate Divorce"!

85

I.

(Continued from Page

Andrew

1,800

daily

Sapiro Intimates
National Move

Joe Rock and

I

4

New Milwaukee Exchange
Milwaukee
Regal Films has been
been critically ill following his operaStewart with Columbia
formed here to handle independent
tion
appendicitis,
his
for
is
reported
by
Anita Stewart makes her debut as
product of which "The Port of Missa Columbia player in the leading physicians to have taken a turn for ing Girls"
is the first picture. James
the
better.
feminine role of "The Way of the
Zanias,
veteran Janesville theater
-Strong," one of the few remaining
owner, and "Don" Honeck are sponproductions on the company's 1927-28
Shain Joins Excellent
sors of the company.

program.

.;

|

45/2

Coast Bureau.

—

i

85'

.

NOTE:

Hollywood

|

c/o Leoo Schlestngell
1123 No. Bronson Avtf

St.

have in preparation for im-,
mediate production a picture!

4
4
\^

13

.

i

HoUywootl'

600

4=A
.

|

>

I

(s)

(o)
(o)
(0)
(o)
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for

Bryant 8181
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i

Inc

Library Stock Scenes

New York
130 W. 46tfa

7^

i

Walter A. Futter, Pre*.

11,000
7,000

26/2

sequenclj

CaU

WAFILMS,

5,000

500

sound

New E. St. Louis House
East St. Louis, III— V. P. Marl
and John Manoll have opened
Washington, 817 Trendley Ave.

200
200

7M

.

ture has Vitaphone

6,000

26^

.

Pathe
•(s)
do "A" ...
do 7s 37...
(b)

100
800

18.

Day and Date Premieres i
Warners will open "Glorious Bel
in New York at the Warner theil
simultaneously with its Los Angj,
showing April 26 at opening off
new Warner, Hollywood. The
[

4,400
13,200

98
19
93
69/8
103
110J4

9S'/,

llOH 110^
102
lOlM

Cap..

Orph. Cir.
do pfd

80

81

.

.

Sales

73

16
16
24^
2454
17014
170
126

First Nat. pfd.

Fox Fm. "A"
Fox Thea. "A"

(b)
(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)
(b)
(b)
(s)

73

.

(s)
(c)

(0)
(s)

Dix Recovering
IVcst

.

Close

Para. F-L
122H i2iys
*(s)
do pfd
(b)
do 6s 47... 101
lOOH
(b) ;Par.By.5;4s51. 103M 103Ji

Bobby Vernon Off to Havana
Bobby Vernon, Paramount-Christie
has

.

Low

42
500
42
42
104J4 104M 104?^ 10,000

Bal. & Katz.. 74 /s
Con. Fm. Ind. 16
do pfd
24H

(s)

piled the score.

who

Seat,
6s 36

(s)
*(s)

FitzPatrick Film at the

star,

High
(s) Am.
(c-b) do

and

The
Co., Inc.
bonds are also a direct obligation of
Ihe Chicago-United Artists Theater

Fox Financing Plan New

(Continued from Page 1)
Ruben) chain were not satisfactory,
which is the reason F. & R. discontinued negotiations, William
of F. & R. states. One of the necessary prerequisites was the financing

The

terest.
sists

lOIN W. ALICOATE

Financial

.Artists Theater first mortgage 6^4
per cent, sinking fund leasehold bonds
due March 1, 1928, were placed on

the
¥«L XIIV No. 16 WBdiesday,

Wednesday, April
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why exhibitors

PARAMOUNT

prefer
Read

about

this letter—

®-%]CRESCOfif
MO&T
NOeTHE^^&TEEN lOWc'S
BEAUTIFUL THEATCE.

iiXi>

f

O.

«,?£?,

Jtf^

<.^'9meriea':fThreiriost ^lotion

AHNOkO

,

Amusements

«S25

f-f^

ad

this

GREATER.

A

A FREO HINDS ENTERPRISE

jP/ciwv ^q^/oho/ Trade

CRCSCO, IOWA

Vol.

JANUARY

XXVll, No, 6

ParaBOunt Faaous I^Bky Corporation,
1117 High Street,
Dee Ilolnea,
Io«a.

When

entered the office this morning, my
operator handed me ABUSEMENTS, Indicating copy of the
Paramount ad on the front cover.
"That's Just exactly
what you've told me a hundred times',' was hJ.s remark.

H, 1928

^wnal

2S Cents the Cop>

the

Paramount
Exhibitor

Dear Sirs:
I

'

Yes, I guess I've told him that more than a
It also reminds me- that I have managed
hundred times.
nine theatres in the past 15 years, eight of which were
losing money when given me. All eight were made succeesful
and the ninth more successful than It had been but I
always had Paramount pictures
Without them I an
posltlvi~lhe story would have been different

^URE,

other

hile.

But you

can't live

•

companies

'.

cannot make you a better wish than that
your future be as great as your past!

on three or four

I

hits

make

occasional

a year any more

than you can be healthy on a square meal once a

Q

What

I

like about

Paramount js tbey deliver yon a

high quality of entertainment neek after
release dates, fl

My

public likes

GE-NTLB&ICN PREFUt BLONDES * LAST
BE.IU

Sabreub

it

too.

COMMAND

Way Of All Flesh

*

month.

consistently

week—and

exactly on

OlD IRONSIDES • BEAD GSSTS

Underworld

Get Your Man

^Week after Week^^ all before Aug.
HAROLD LLOYD
in

"Speedy"

VUoyd Prod. Paramount Release)

BEBE DANIELS
"The Fifty-Fifty Girl"
and another

Flu-t"

THOMAS MEIGHAN

BEERY-HATTON

"The Racket"

"Street of Sin"

"The Big Killing"

Caddo Prod.

CLARA BOW
"Ladies of the Mob"

ADOLPHE MENJOU

RICHARD DIX
**Easy

Come, Easy Go"

POLA NEGRI
"Three Sinners"

GEO. BANCROFT
"The Drag Net"

ESTHER RALSTON
"Half a Bride"

1st

FLORENCE YIDOR
"The Magnificent

EMIL JANNINGS

"Night of Mystery"
"His Tiger Lady"

111

FRED THOMSON
"Kit Carson"
"Sunset Legion"

ZANE GREY- JACK HOLT
"The Vanishing Pioneer"

FIELDS-CONKLIN
"Fools for Luck"

Backbone of the Business

III

%

ll

DAILY

May

Measure

to Senate

Get

cUirinp; their
will take up

tinuc until May 1 and.
progress, the committee
no other questions.

secure passage of
accelerated by the
been
have
the bill
new Paramount answer to the Fed-

His

eral

efforts

to

Trade Commission,

it

is

under-

to be
stood, indicating that there are
no changes in the company's selhng
system, except as embodied in the
new uniform contract. The senator,

declared,

will

offer

an amend-

from Page

1)

on the Shakespeare plays; "A Christmas Carol" by Charles Dickens;
"Curfew Shall Not Ring Tonight";
Bells";

Olmstead Joins Riesenfeld
Olmstead has resigned from
Publix to join Hugo Riesenfeld on

he stated that independent exhibitors
favor a system of one arbitrator selected by each side, the two agreeing

the Coast. The latter is handling the
United Artists theaters there and exercising a general supervision over
the Chicago and Detroit U. A. houses.

is

to his bill, to provide for a new
At
elective system of arbitration.
hearings on the bills, it is recalled,

upon the

third

IT'S-A-LUCKYj

"The Sin of a Father",
by Charles Dickens; "Eugene Aram"
by Thomas Hood; "The Mistletoe
Bough"; "Love in an Attic"; "Madame Fermiani" by Balzac; "She
Stoops to Conquer" by Oliver Goldsmith and "The School for Scandal"
by Richard Brinsley Sheridan.
"The

ment

it

18, 192e

Classics of Literature
in Hi-Mark's 2 Reelers
(.Continued

(Continued from Page 1)

Wednesday, April

EXHIBITOR
who can

boast

this season of a
constant supply of

P2d

OSWALD

H

THE LUCKY RABBIT

member.

A great deal of interest is being
displayed in the legislation, the sen-

THE FILM

DAILY, statator told
ing many letters of inquiry are being
received from persons eager to have
the bill acted upon.
If the committee consents to take
up the Brookhart bill within the next
two weeks, there is a possibility that
action might be secured on it in the
Senate, before the end of the session,
but there is no possibility of its coming before the House of Representatives this year.

Hyman Moves

to

CARTOONS

Broadway

After having been at the Brooklyn
Mark Strand, since it opened 8^^
years ago, Edward L Hyman has
moved to the New York Strand to

assume

his
director of

new

duties as
both theaters.

Number

with which to enrich

managing

WINKLER PICTURES

Closed on Rayart 20
{Continued from Page 1)

INCORPORATED

Francisco; Nat Steinberg, St. Louis;

Jack Grauman, Milwaukee; Herman
Rifkin,
Boston; D. C. Millward,

VnwersaI\im\JESl Cartoon

—

ker,

Denver.

Thank You, Mr«
Class of Service

ThU is a full-rate
Telegram or Cabl»gram unless Its deferred character is indicated by a suitable
sign above or preceding the address.

filing

time

Received

y»»nMt

J. C.

SIGNS
DL- tVrUiw

MM -N%ht
NL'N^htLMtn
LCO - D.«m«l C>tib
CLT - Cable Letter
WIT - Wetk-End L«n.r

WILLCVKR. riasT VKI-mtSIDIMT

u ihown in the date line on fuU-rate UJecnma and day l«Uaa, and tbe tiaie of necipt at dotloatjon m abown on all nieau<«,
at

225 West 52nd St^

New York

NB23 42 DL=C WASHINGTON DC
W

Flax!

WESTERN
UNION

NKWCOMS CARLTON. PKMIBCMT
The

office
Produced By

of Territories

Open Waltham, Mass., House
Seattle; Oscar Neufeld, Philadelphia;
Waltham, Mass. The new Em- Sam Flax, Washington; E. J. Drucbassy has opened.

box

his

S28APR
12.

9^ A

is

STANDAltO TIME

r2

m

H

U

RAY JOHNST0N=

RAYART PICTURES CORPN 723
DEAR RAY CONTRACT

IS

IN

SEVENTH AVE=

THE MAIL WE MADE SUCH

A

HJT WITH.

THE RAYART PROGRAM LAST YEAR THAT WE
CONGRATULATE OURSELVES
ON BEING AWARDED TKE FRANCHISE THIS
YEAR THE NEW LINEUP LOOKS
UNBEATABLE WE LOOK FOR A BIG RAYART YEAR REGARDS =

SAM FLAX.

^^Rayart's

Box Office Twenty^* — Leaders For 1928-2

(^

Fox

fthe Gets Irish Flyer;

Work Shots

Relief

NEWS
ALL THE TIME
/^LLTHE

XLIV

I

No.

Thursday, April

17

le Relief

Fund

PARAMOUNT TO ANNOUNCE

By Jack Alicoate
to

exploit

The

Fund. The Film Daily,
undertaking
Humanitarian work, will
co-operate with any relicf

Paramount comnion closed at
129 yesterday, the highest on
record for this stock and an increase of iy% over Tuesday's

cheerfully

\

ilile

hillingness to carry on this

The

Same Method

June 5 The Date

rise is attributed, to

The Spring Golf Tournament
be held on Tuesday, June 5
an undetermined club on
Long Island. The committee
investigating

is

and, will

Firnatone is the newest type of
talking picture to be placed on the
market, with First National, Elec-

various

announce

its

links
selection

Research

trical

Western

Products,

'

next week.

1

,

as Vitaphone

Will be Utilized Under
W. E. Patents

will
at

The need of a
1927.
U-organized fund is manialmost daily. It should
Paramount's approximately 78 picthe wholehearted support
tures for the 1928-29 season will be
cry trade publication.
It outlined at three annual sales con!(1 have the backing of every
ventions. These are at Washington,
6-9;
!ve.
It should have the April 30-May 3; Detroit, May
and San Francisco, May 13-16.
nice and active support of
did work.

'

AND VICTOR TO
MAKE TALKING FILMS

"advance reports on business for
the first three months of 1928
which show considerable increase over the same period of

close.

body within the indus-

iuiwing a proper backing
I

F. N.

78 AT SALES MEETINGS

not the desire of the

IS

iiiimittee

I

Price 5 Cents

1928

19,

,

MOVIETONE DENIES ANY
DELAY

Hays organization.

In its
quest of the al
ty dollar this industry has
ed aside many of the finer
s that should go hand and
OrAvith its progress.
i
zed charity is one of these.

rush

in

Appreciation
are taking this opportunity to
those of the committee making

:

he Fihn Daily ReHef Fund fcr
humanness and splendid spirit

worthy cause. The commitcomposed of Dr. A. H. Gianof the Bowery and East River
is

)nal

tre

Firnatone

BROOKHART

the

dispute which
of

installation

may

exist over
films
talking

will

Firnatone

reproduction.

employ the

chronization.

method of synThe Victor company
disc

through Electrical Research Products will produce the scores and sound efIS HIT does not involve Movietone, it was fects for the new talking pictures.
As noted, Warner First Firnatone picture will be "Lilac
stated yesterday.
approval Bros, claim the wider use of talking Time."
Pittsburgh Ur|inimous
The question as to whether First
of the Brookhart bill, discussion and pictures has been delayed because
denunciation of the new uniform con- Electrical Research has failed to ex- National and Victor will produce for
Firnatone pictures in which the chartract, and consideration of exhibitor pand the proper sales effort on the
{Continued on Page 6)
co-operatives featured the conven- device and because of the high figure
and
Pennsylvania
instal"lation.
per
tion of western
Officers
Movietone! equipment, like VitaWest Virginia exhibitors.
A.
is installed and serviced by
are:
M.
phone's,
They
were reelected.
250 VITAPHONES
Electrical Research.
{Continued on Page 6)

NEW CONTRACT

—

OVER

Owners Chamber

of

It is understood Harry
formerly active in exhibition circles

i

Advertisers and the writer.
xcept yours truly, big and busy
but not too busy to hear the

ire

ss call of their fellow

man and

when speedy and ofttimes

secret

necessary.

Richmond,

in

joined

Relief Fund drive
d by this publication

Va.,
to

Universal

and who
handle

its

later

ex-

Universal City— Robert E. Welsh
is now final authority at Universal
City, as Carl Laemmle's personal
{Continued on Page 6)

{Contimied on Page 6)

IN USE, 150

ON ORDER

Far North

with Scenes from
was conlast De-

About six thousand dollars
raised.
Over two hundred and
regular fellows contributed. The
c is limited to New York and its
)er.

rons but every branch of the inry is covered.
Among those
ed or now being taken care of
a producer, an extra, a salesman,
ctress, a stenographer and an acTo come face to face with some
:hese pitiful cases is to apprethe importance of this splendid
;
{Continued on Page 2)

Number

of

ucts,

Western

as

deftnSe of charges by

its

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

Pathe
claimed

1

the

on

beats

pictures,

the

yesterday

trans-Atlantic

former reaching

THE FILM DAILY Broadway screens with what is desThe tax reduction cribed as the pictorial story of Maj.
Seven

be reported to the Senate by
finance connuittee about May 1,
it is
now anticipated. The committee now is engaged in consideration
of the administrative provisions of
the measure and has not yet entered
upon any discussion of rates.
The question of increasing the ex{Continued on Page 6)

bill will

flight

News and Fox

at
Fitzmaurice
James
Islands, Quebec, the latter with the

E.

Murray Bay activities for relief of
the Bremen crew.
Pathe News' achievement was made
possible by pluck and enterprise

Tommy

Hogan,

Lieut. Robert S.

of

cameraman, and
Fogg, staff airplane

stafif

{Continued on Page 6)

already

Electric

subsidiary,

Warner

Hot Sunday Shows Fight
At Birmingham Near End
Birmingham, Ala.
garded as one

Tax Reduction Bill to
Be Reported About May

installations

made, average being made monthly
and orders on hand are expected to
be cited by Electrical Research Prod-

{Continued on Page 6)

Two Companies Reach B 'way

Results
le

Any

Bernstein to Handle N. W. Welsh Final Authority
at "U" City Studios
Theaters for Universal
ComIVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Bernstein,

Gov. Carl Milliken of tiic
Organization, Bruce Gallup,
dent of the Associated Motion

is

BILL LAUDED;

Bank, Billy Brandt of the

e,

n

INSTALLATION

IN

Electric subsidiary, and Victor Talking Machine Corp., joining forces for
production of the pictures.
License has been granted First
National for use of the sound recording and reproducing patents of Electrical Research, which also manufactures the Vitaphone and Movietone
equipment, which may be used for

— In

of the

what is remost important

test
cases ever conducted in the
South, Sunday shows will be voted
upon in a referendrm to i)e held here
The Civic Betternext Tuesday.

{Coniinued on Page 6)

D. A. R. Would Have State
Chapters Make Pictures
Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Production by the
state chapters of the D. A. R. of state
historical pictures was urged in the
annual report of Mrs. Newton D.

Washington

{Continued on Page 6)

..

!

.
.

THE

Signs Hungarian Actress
Bair Gets Three More
Lucy Doraine, Hungarian actress Automatic Phonograph
Indianapolis Theaters who has headed her own producing
Small Theaters OflFei'
company
Indianapolis

—

under the Ufa banner, has
R. R. Bair has acUptown, Ritz and Dream signed a contract with Paramount.
The new Paramount player was
from Circle Theater Co. and Markum & Son. The houses are to be born in Budapest, the daughter of
closed for remodeling.
He also has Baron. Her first motion picture work
the Oriental, St. Clair and Strand was with the Sasha Film Company.
An engagement with Emelka prehere.
quired the

Price 5 Cents

Thirsday, April 19,1928
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ceded the organization

at

Agnes Franey Leaves for Coast
Agnes Franey, 18-year-old Ziegfeld beauty, signed by Warner Bros,
to

a

.screen

contract,

has

left

c

—

Fricdridiatraiie, 225.

Financial
1

High

Low

release.

King Vidor Arrives
King Vidor arrived in New York
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W.
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sales
sales
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OfiP,
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112

23%
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8,400
8,500

112

1000

Investment Field
A. V. Mack, for the past seven
with Pathe as short subjects
manager, Mid-West division
manager and more recently di-

are the last three of the
current ser
les .of 26 Krazy Kat
cartoon subjects
produced by M. J. Winkler for
Para-

mount

Term Over Fight Films
Louis—Although

St.

against

ning to market.

a legal tech-

interstate

shipments of
hght films. Federal Judge
Davis let
Sievers off with a $1,000
fine when
he pleaded guilty to
bringing

iunney-Dempsey

(o)

Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).

\vlf^.
Skouras,

\\'^''?"
St.

Ihe

^ ^'^ "

Louis;

"^'^^ '" Chicago;
Stanley, PhUadelphia

Relief

PROOUCTIONT

(Continued from Page

six

months'

.jail

in preparation for

season 1928-1929

**VIOLENCE"
By Norman Houston
Lumas Film Corporation
f^rf^'
^'T
1650 Broadway

say their investment in happiness
to
those unfortunate is paying dividends
a hundred fold.

PRODUCTIOMT

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Vaudeville

Adj!

"r

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Cil

Grist,

'"U" Ctt

ittral

itiili

ti;

a

15rcakei
aXY
ATLANTIC

WEW JEASEY

In

Summer and all seasons bj
who know and wish t|tL

those

upon either the AmericarL*
European Plans.

best
or

Sensible

rates

withal

Hillman Management

Mis-

jail
term after he
pleaded guijty.
Counsel for Sievers
lat^r discovered that
he should have
been indicted and had the

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

1)

To those who contributed all
the way from one to one hundred
dollars last December we can
happily
work.

msen

T

a

ANOTHER QOTHAM BUILT FOR BETTER PROFITS

Fund

VAUDEVILLE AGEl

Sievers several weeks ago
spent 17
^h*^
same ofTense
?J^'^J°''
when Judge Fans surorised him
with

set aside.

Now

btock Exchange.

into

souri.

Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.

(s)

AMALGAMATED

the

pictures

•

(c)

aj

said.

Preferred—

Sievers Escapes Jail

C—

Develops Newr Motor
Seattle— Dr. T. M. Johnson, former
Toppenish exhibitor, has developed a
rotary valve motor, which he is plan-

is

release.

nicality had been eliminatel
by the U
Aronson Handling Picture
S. District Attorney
to make a jail'
Raleigh, N.
Barney F. Aron- term
possible for William Sievers
son now is handling roadshowing of
"Motherhood" in North and South charged with violating the Federal
law

has 13 theaters, having just
purchased the Gordon Square, from
the Scoville, Essick and ReifT circuit.

specially

it

I

Beth Brown Titling "Dawn"
Beth Brown is doing final cutting
and titling of "Dawn," British film
based on the life and execution of
Edith Cavell, which Arch Selwyn recently brought over from Europe.

now

is

is

Completing Krazy Kat Series
"Stage Coached," "The Rain Dropper and "The Companiate
Mirage"

April 22.

Co.

The machine

stars

Louis
St.
and Mrs.
Martin Johnson's pictorial record of
a four-year big game hunt in British
East Africa, opens at the American

13 in Ohio Chain
Cleveland—The Ohio Amusement

sized reed

entering the investment banking field in Syracuse,
N- Y., as sales director of
the Benjamin Baker Co.

St.

Carolina.

12 full

in

rector of publicity,

at
Louis — "Simba," Mr.

4654

85

.

do

*(s)

"Simba" Opening

ally.

for

used in succession autom;

Standard
Mack

.

•

.

yesterday to join his wife, Eleanor
Boardman, the couple sailing Saturday for a trip abroad of about two
months.

Sales
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possible

to be

Badgely,

director of the Canadian M. p'
Bureau, has left for England and the
Continent to make a survey of film
conditions, and to arrange for wider
distribution of Canadian government
films.
He also is expected to attend
the International Educational Film
Congress, soon to open at the Hague

berg.
Close

C.

M. C,

Jacobs Manager at Sioux Falls
Sioux Falls, S. D.—J. H. Jacobs,
former salesman of the Minneapolis
branch, is new manager of the Universal branch, succeeding C. O. Ul-

1

It

Badgely Goes Abroad

Ottawa— Capt. Frank

THE

—

ompany.
Capt.

New

for Hollywood.
She will appear in a number of the company's
pictures planned for next season's

—

own

her

Bpolis.

i

for small theaters,

York

j

of

A newly developed autotti
phonograph with a special ampli
nas Deen perfected by
Freed-Eisei
Radio Corp., Brooklyn, which
devices which are declared
to n

^""^^ K°«'"- Vice Pr«.

New

York City

term

A GOLD MINE
INFORMATION

f

THE
April

ay,

i

19,

DAILY

1928

and Indianapolis

Liiie

Bridge

(Theaters Are R(*bbed
— Two theater rob-

And

i.(Jnapolis

Sunday night are occupying
^;ntion of poHce in Muncie and
At 10:30 o'clock SunlaipoHs.
I'o unmasked bandits entered
dee of Harvey Arlington, manthe Rivoli, Muncie, and forcr
to open the safe and hand
The amount
5,000 in cash.
nted the Saturday and Sunday

lej

1

'ijj.

and Strand,
is manager,
h^ouses are owned by the Fitzthe

of

Rivoli

h Arlington also

McElroy Co. of Chicago,
unday, some time after closieves entered the office of the
nil

Indianapolis and carried out
safe containing between $400

The

100.

east

Jlle

The

flfg-

safe was found on a
of the city Monday
Rivoli is a neighbor-

heater operated by Universal.
Grist, Jr.

is

manager.

"U" Contracts Renewed
I'ersal has just renewed its conv.'ith a number of players, di-

and other studio figures.
J them are: Eddie Phillips, Ale Mond, Barbara Kent, George
stars and players; Edward
William Craft and William
directors, and Tom Reed, title

!i,

,

for

Bj PHIL M.

DALY

Just a lot of hooey

Max Trell of the advertising and
publicity department of First National's home office has signed a contract
with the Newspaper Feature Service
of the Hearst organization for a daily
children's feature.
The service will
begin next fall and will be sent to

the

way

JerChicago exry Abrams, popular
change manager, characterizes reports circulated to the effect that he
had sold all or any part of the Goth-

am exchange
owns and

in

is

Chicago, which he

operates.

Patrons

Film Co., and Pat Dowling, publicity
and sales director, have arrived in
New York.

Tryon Coming East
Glenn Tryon, Universal star, will
leave Hollywood Saturday for New-

Thomas Buys
To

for building the theater.

Grainger."

territory.

Promise Fulfilled

^^iV

9/ze Crfh'cs Jpphud

mmf.
A W/OW KICK£Q fOU BOfOfflCE

DfSTRIBUTCD BY
>RODUCTieM9l

'

JAA\

/650

Corp.
MUMAS HLM
— BUDD ROGtdS
5AX President

Time

the Rayart franchise in Greater New
York and Northern Jersey. The deal
M-G-M turned out Lindbergh's involves 20 pictures for next season.
travels via "40,000 Miles with Lind- Harry Thomas signed on behalf of
bergh."
We suggest that Fox pro- First Div. This marks the fifth year
duce "50,000 Miles with 'Jimmy' that he will handle Rayart in this

Milk's "The Godless Girl."

Because he was so impressed with
the beauty of Universal's new Venetian at Racine, Wis., Gov. Fred Zimmerman of Wisconsin wrote a letter
of praise to Carl Laemmle, thanking

i««

ro'

S.

let

^^

*¥iC.'

of

York.
out whoopee yells at
the Ritz, Kansas City, when an ad"Abie" Opening Tonight
vertising slide was shown, with the
"Abie's Irish Rose" is to have its
When "Hangman's House" opens copy revised because it was too long. premiere
at roadshow prices tonight
at the Roxy, May 12, John Ford will
As
flashed on the screen, the copy at the 44th St. theater, New York.
pictures
Broadway,
have three
on
read, "Apartment for Rent, Newly
"Four Sons" and "Mother Machree"
Decorated Janitor."
off
Ford
is
the
other
two.
being
N. Y. Rights
on a trip to Europe, for he does not
Cecelia
De Mille, 20-year old
practice attending premieres of his daughter of Cecil B. De Mille, had
Rayart for 5th
pictures, stating he already has seen to start at the bottom as an extra.
First
Division Distributors, Inc.
them.
She advances to "bit girl" in De have closed with W. Ray Johnston for

about one hundred newspapers.

iS^^

iS

Gotham One Reelers

stepping Columbia organiJames A. FitzPatrick's directorial thority on bridge, to make a series of
has reason to feel proud efforts are showing on three Broad- 52 one-reel novelty bridge subjects,
At the production to start this morning at
over the showing made recently in way screens this week.
Los Angeles, when "The Sporting Gaiety, "In a Music Shoppe," a Fox the Cosmopolitan studio. New York.
Age" played the Million Dollar, "By Movietoyie subject, is showing as is
Whose Hand" was at the Tower, "Schubert's Songs" at the ParaChristie and Dowling in N. Y.
and two smaller theaters on Broad- mount, while "Johann Strauss," is
Charles H. Christie, vice president
way ran Columbia pictures.
"The in its fifth week at the Rialto.
and general manager of the Christie
Sporting Age" played a nine-day run.

\i-

.6^

Make

Lenz, international champion and au-

ot'^^

"tV^c

to

Budd Rogers, vice president
Gotham Prod, has signed Sydney

j

fast
THE
zation

Ford Sailing
Fox director, sailed last
Europe on the Aquitania.
him

Ford,

52

That's That

Champ

I

Vice -Pres.

BROADWAY r^v^ N£W yOR,K. CrrV.

PATHE NEWS
OF TRANSATLANTIC
CANADIAN

Jl

lai

din
Major

Fitzntaurice,

dauntless Irishman, who
crossed the Atlantic in the
Bremen with two German

companions.

Only
Major

Fitznutiirice landing on

Photos

copyrighted

by

Pathe

PATHE

NIti

Seven Islands.

News and

P.

& A.

fulness

could

ao
JL

i

FIRST PICTURES

UER OUT OF THE
ILDERNESS
News Reel History Made

as

PATHE

Plane Gets Interview
World Awaits

faring Flight to

Seven Islands and Re-

irn with Thrilling Pictures of Intrepid

Airman, Fitzmaurice
nly Authentic Pictorial Interview
At Palace Theatre,

New York

at 2:00

Now

on Screen

P.M. Wednesday, April 18— in 65

the-

atres Metropolitan area before 7:00 with complete prints shipped throughout

country same day.
Pilot R. S.

man Hogan

Fogg and Pathe News Camera-

braved Northern storms and the

handicap of rough landing places to reach the
,

,

,

^

.

Seven Islands. Again
on the scene

.,

it

— and again

T^ ^,
TVT
^ X
was Pathe News first
it is

Pathe News

first

on the screen. Cameraman Hogan was the
first American to greet Major Fitzmaurice
his camera was the first to grind out picJ^^
tures 01 the plucky Irishman who, with two
German companions, fought his way in the
Bremen across the storm-bound Atlantic.

tremendous organization and daring resourcedeliver this service
this performance and

i^

Kutinsky

claim of $1,500 against
Universal and Universal a similar
Stanley-Fabian
the
against
claim
Corp. in connection with exhibition
of "We Americans" in Jersey City.
The T.O.C.C. represented Kutinsky
before the Board of Arbitration in
the action which is considered to be
important in New York exhibition
circles because of the following circumstances:

awarded

booked the picture first run at
Stanley-Fabian contracted for
the Fulton.
the picture at the National as a road show
and, under terms of the standard exhibition
contract, was called upon to set aside a certain part of the house at $1.65 top. Kutinsky
claimed the National set aside only 102 loge
.seats at the roadshow admission jirices, and
that the remainder of the 1,300 seats were
sold at regular prices, despite the fact that
his opposition had bought the picture as a
Kutinsky thereby claims his
road show to.

was hurt at the Fulton
Americans" was booked first run
Admitting that
at regular admission prices.
the National did charge road show prices for
some of its seats, Kutinsky claimed the spirit
of the contract had been violated and on
this basis the judgment was made.
business

regular

"We

Hum

1)

Chapman, chairman

a

Kutinsky

where

Chapters

Newspaper Opinions

was

yesterday

Would Have State Pathe News and Fax
Make Pictures
Get Flight Filn
{Continued from Page

D. A. R.

Kutinsky Gets Award in
Jersey Claim on "U" Film
Morris

Heads Playgolf

—

in

Chicago

H. H. Hurn, formerly
with Hodkinson and P. D. C. as exchange and district manager, is now
sales manager in Chicago for Playgolf, golf equipment and golf play
machine nationally distributed by Bob
Cotton formerly was P. D.
Cotton.
C. central division manager.
Chicago

AMERICAN—*

New York

•

*

man and Miss Banky,

If you

lure-goer's

like

June and

in

a night

way on every

pic-

list.

DAILY MIRROR—*
melodrama.

mantic

Mr.

Colyou're going to revel
picture.
they are the

for
picture,
this
*
• * as romantic as
find
its
doubtless
will
in

The

splendid.
direction,

* *
*
•

by

beautiful ro
The acting is
a

charming.

settings are
Niblo,

Fred

tasteful

is

The

Mrs. Chapman.

and

Motion picture activities of the organization are chiefly devoted toward
selection and not censorship.
The
committee has no thought of censorship, but is listing monthly the pic-

intelligent.

DAILY NEWS—*

• *

And

this

is

a pretty

despite the fact that one becomes
confused rather often during it's unwinding
and can't exactly determine what it's all
about. * * * It is not by a long shot the
work these two performers
piece of
best
have contributed to their doting public. * * •
JOURNAI^-* * * Very romantic * * * good entertainment. * • * It's
» *
a colorful story.
picture,

EVENING

EVENING WORLD— •

*

*

straight-

a

forward love story imposed against the ever• one of
stirring background of war *
the best teams upon the screen.
GRAPHIC—* " * The Colman-Banky combination has been seen in far better films
* * * nothing better than a program picture.
* * * No one could have done much oetter
with the script and the unreal plot.

POST—

*

*

*
often lovely, if likewise
*
often slow moving, historical romance • *
a drowsy vehicle * * * to which a deal of
nice photography gives material aid.

SUN — *

*

*

A

pleasant

and

agreeable,
* * If it

forgettable romance. *
very exciting at least it is immensely
pleasing to look at. * * * Probably the most
attractive item of the film is its co-stars.
but

The films would show the history of the state, its physical geography, the industrial life of its people
and public activities, such as roads,
schools and hospitals.
The organization is encouraging picture producers to make a film of the life of
George Washington, it was stated by
here.

United Artists

easily

isn't

TELEGRAM—*

*
*
Regular Coilmanmovie for adolescents of all ages,
and will no doubt delight their fans from
Portland to Portland.
Just the same, the
two seem a little fed up and their eternal

tures

Jeff

Davis Theater in Ky.
Ky. Jeff Davis is the

—

name

selected

for

the

new

theater

which G. L. Hancock

here,

is

man-

which it deems worthy, both
and children. Mrs. Chap-

for adults

man paid tribute to the Hays organization for its cooperation with the
committee, declaring that "unbiased
opinions and constructive advice have
been given me every time I
taken advantage of the open

have
door

Building at Auburn, Me.

Me.— Maine

Hampshire Theater

and

Co.,

ing a new theater here to replace
the Music Hall.
The firm also has

The proposed house

the Empire.

of

is

to cost "$200,000.

1)

acters speak all their lines has not
yet been decided according to Clifford
B. Hawley, First National president.

make

'The
find

he

Squall,'
it

said.

worth while

to

complete in a Firnatone production, having the characters speak
the

it

lines

produce

from the
No,

play.

We may

'No,

with

in

*

Swashbuckling

structed
that

he

discounting

him
is

a

*

vigorous.

is

what Mr.

•

Niblo

•

Tom"

York run at the Central, following
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." No date has
been set although "Uncle Tom" is
completing its run this week.

Hot Sunday Shows Fight
At Birmingham Near End
{Continued from Page

1)

ment League is waging a strong fight
for Sunday shows, backed by "The
Birmingham Post." Scripps-Howard
Noah newspaper. The Pastors' Union has

has inprove

able to
master of screen acting.
to

WORLD —*

*

do,

*

is

A

still

pretty

love story,

little

decorative in its equipment, unoflfensive even
in its soberest moments, pleasantly romantic
and in every way suited to the tastes of the
•
mildly agitated school girl. •

M-G-M

been just as active
vent

in trying to pre-

any rescinding of the
which has drawn the fire

*

*

"Underworld" and
derworld drama of this

with

Powderly.
He terms the union "a
powerful religious political ring which
is doing irreparable harm to the cause
Christianity in the

of

EXPRESS—*

•

*

compares
far
year.
is

the

Anyway,

favorably
best un-

"The

Big

Smith Managing Racine House
D. J. Smith is manager

Racine
the

new

the average
the same.

entertainment value

probably

—

We

Handle N. W.

without

—

fatalities.

Nev\s cameraman, flew north
landed on the frozen surface
Agnes Lake.
They stopped

enough

make

plete

of

for Larsen to
pictorial record

a
the rel
activities, then hopped ofif through
storm for Montreal. From there
films were shipped to New York

tl

Another Fox plane

train.

1)

Bros., that Vitaphone installations are
being held up because of high price
and negligence in efforts to push sale

The charges
of the equipment.
are being arbitrated.
Since

its

advent

in

installed in the

August

Warner

now
1926,

theater

New

York, Vitaphone installations in
excess of 250 have been made, with
over 150 on order, covering the period
up to June 1, Western Electric states.
An average of 60 new orders are being received monthly, with the record
number of installations in one month
totaling 75. The
ing facilities for

company

is

at Mti

Lauded, New
Contract is

Bill

Jr.,

U

1)

president;
Williami
vice president; J(

Gellman, treasurer, and Fred J.
rington.
No action was taken on exhii
co-operatives, which were outlinedi
detail

by Leo

exhibitor,

who

Brecher,

New

Yg

that, the
will aid in fo^

said

York co-operative

tion of a similar organization in]
territory,
adding that some
should be formed to effect ur
standings between the various grq
Ben Paul Brasley, attorney for
burgh exhibitors, will work on a|
posed co-operative in this city.

Welsh Final Authority
at

"U" City StudwT

{Continued from Page

1)

representative, having been elev|
to the new post April 4. Henry
ingson is continuing as general
ager, and Victor Bordlinger isJ
turning as casting director. The
of studio manager, formerly held
Ben Schwalb, may be abolished

of

Over 250 Vitaphones
in Use, 150 on Order

when

is

ray Bay.

Capitol here.

{Continued from Page

thi

Dean and Carl Larsen,

Pilot

S.

is

Nannette,' the
HERALD—* * * starts with a brilliantly
musical play, with much of the orig- acted and directed situation that gets the
inal material recorded.
spectator into the entrails of the story with
"Corinne Griffith's picture 'The Di- an interest that never lets go until the last
vine Lady' will contain a production fade-out.
TIMES * * * proves an engrossing fable
of the Battle of Trafalgar which may
of night-life in the underworld,
with the
lend itself to recording.
own the activities centering about four of its denimotion picture rights to 'La Tosca,' zens, and all four of them drawn with admirable fidelity and wholesome respect for
"The Barker' the story of carnival the
logic of their actions and reactions.
life; 'Show Girl,' a back stage story
of a chorus girl by J. P. McAvoy,
Bernstein to
all of which are being considered for
Firnatone.
As to 'La Tosca' our
Theaters for Universal
plans are indefinite so far."
{Continued from Page 1)
Electrical Research and Victor exploitation houses, has been assigned
perts will go to Burbank, and there to the
Pacific Northwest where he
make a thorough study of the Firna- will manage three Washington houses
tone possibilities of each production. for "U."

terrific

Hogan was

(

city."

City" contains a little less suspense than
is expected from such a combination (Cbaney

and Tod Browning).
This weakness is bolstered with a larger
proportion of romance than formerly was
to be found in the Chaney melodramas, so

struggled against

survivor.
Airplane crashes pu
of the others out of the runnin

"blue"

of Rev.
J. J. Turnipseed, pastor of the Antioch Primitive Baptist Church of

law,

Metropolitan, L. A.

EXAMINER—

who

to get through,

to Play Wheat,

"The Man Who Laughs," starring
Conrad Veidt is scheduled for a New

pictorial

"The Big City"

Make Talking Films
"We own
"We might

*

Mr. Colman

Beery,

F. N. and Victor to
(Continued from Page

dispensed

acion.

TIMES—*

does.

New

sponsor-

is

favor

largely

is

scoop newspapers, bringing ba
interview with Capt. Fitzmai
Of the five Pathe News cameri
to

{Continued from Page

Central After "Uncle

Re

first

Rosenberg,

"Man Who Laughs"

1)

They enabled Editor Ray H

pilot.

policy of that association."

romance. * * » There's nought to reason why
about the incidents. * • * Miss Banky is
charming, but here she appears to have been
told to look as lovely as she can.
And she

aging.

Auburn,

party

petting

{Continued from Page

commit-

the

tee on better films, submitted at the
annual meeting of the organization

"Two Lovers"
Embassy,

of

Banky

Princeton,

.Apti

Thursday, April 19l

DAiur

increas-

McCormick Out of Pathe
Barrett McCormick has

signed as editor of Pathe Rev
thus bringing to a close an ass^
tion of several years' duration,
viously, McCormick handled P^

exploitation and advertising and
to that was active in exhibition,
ing been managing director of a ni
ber of important theaters through^
the United States.

Tax Reduction Bill to
Be Reported About MayJ
{Continued from Page

1)

emption on admission tax will not
reached for several days. When tl|
point is reached, the committee
have to decide whether to accept

House provision increasing

the

manufacturing the emption tO' $1 or abide by the strc
equipment, and is increasing the in- recommendation of the Treasi]
Dept. that the levy be left unchangJ
stallation staff, it is stated.

CastC

Coast Wire Service

A

Reaction to "Panning"

Little

Bt ttALFH

Beneut to Industry
BATTEN,
SPEECH
ACADEMY
from Experiments Seen JOHN
iR'S
Goddess Girl," is
With 60

SE8 TAIK AT STUDIOS
a

te

sensation

Mayer's "panning" speech
Academy of M. P. Arts and
es dinner to the S.M.P.E. last
and the address still is the sub-

charter

members,

ning

is

being

made

mount studio restaurant, has
resigned.
He was formerly
manager of the Paramount
Long Island studio restaurant.

with

and
illuminants
in
the
studios,
of
different
tests
types of films
have created a situation which "undoubtedly will lead to a better understanding of the practical phases of
studio practice," it was stated in report of the committee on progress
of the Society of M. P. Engineers, at
the meetings held here last week.
"Color photography has received
its usual attention and numerous patents have been granted on equipment
Buy Play for La Plante
versal announces acquisition of and processes, and ,there has been
1
rights for "Cupid at Vassar," great efforts made to produce highly
wen Davis, as a starring vehicle portable cameras for both color and
black and white photography."
aura La Plante.
The great need for high speed photography
in laboratories and factories
Cast Opposite Chaney
has resulted in a number of new camta Page will play opposite Lon eras that operate at speeds that are
;y in the latter's new vehicle, measured in thousands of exposures

conversation among all facproduction.
branches of the Academy, ex:he technical group were "put
,. spot," by Mayer, for not com? their pledges to further plans
;velopment of various improvein the industry, stating they
fallen down on the job."

ila

per second.
This, coupled at the
other extreme with numerous inventors who have devised schemes for
taking pictures at widely spaced periods so as to show physical changes

a

of

irect

from an original by A. P.

Todd Now Carol Mason
Todd, 1925 Wampas baby star,
lecided to change her name to
Mason.

Not Moving to
Westwood for 2 Years

:

e ultimate departure of the

Fox

studios

from

If

Market

You Are
for

low speed mark developments

*

OSSBSSES

man."
*

MONEY

Charlie Chaplin and Josef von Sternberg dining in Hollywood; Frank
Strayer crossing the Paramount lot;
Harry Lichtig hobnobbing with a few
of his writer clients.
:^
*
*

Among

our travelers: Fritz TidClarence Brown's Boswell, is
ing of "Mother Machree" in the pic- back from New York, where he hobture of that name attracted much at- nobbed with many old newspaper
tention.
Neil is versatile, to say the colleagues. Joe Reddy, who writes
least, playing the piano, steel guitar,
pieces for the paper about Harold
saxophone and xylophone with equal Lloyd, is in New York for the run
facility.
He is also an amateur ma- of "Speedy." Gilbert Warrenton,
gician.
camera ace, has returned from the
*
*
P
East.
Gilbert photographed "The
Man Who Laughs"and other UniverAl E. Green, the director,
sal specials."
was entertained t'other day by
^t
no training as a singer, but his sing-

the New York
World boxing expert, Wilson
Mizner, the writer, who managed the late Stanley Ket-

Hype

chell,

"Con"

den,

*

Igoe,

Mark

Kelly and Jack

Conway,

the

title

Ray McCar^y

West

Phone Penna. 0330
Picture Department
and Canada Agents for Debrie

^c

is

writing gags and

genial Larry
the short subject king.
eighteen months on the
an assistant director.
stories

for

Darmour,

Ray

spent

FBO

lot as

NOW READY FOR OCCUPANCY
Office Space in

Comer Hollywood

Blvd.

and Wilcox Ave.

CALIFORNIA

A modern,

up-to-minute oflSce
building in the heart of Hollywood

—

Managers

Bookers
and those connected
with the Theatrical and Motion
Picture Industries.

Leasing Department

«
.drev?6

^ILCOCI^HByS
SZ^S^Ncwyork.My.*^
WnO

*

Our Passing Show: Otto Kahn,

especially suitable for
of

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

S.

By the way, one of Wilson's friends describes him as
"the world's funniest white

HOLLYWOOD

CONSULT US AND SAVE

''

of
to

N. E.

APPARATUS

iMotion

Hamilton has the distinction
being the first movie leading man
Neil has had
sing on the screen.

Neil

*

*

THEATRE BUILDING

40TI0N PiaURE

I

*

WARNER BROTHERS

Wil-

in thei

Any Kind

in

the camera field during the last six
months, the S.M.P.E. was informed.
The application of motion picture
methods to microscopy opens a new
field, the committee believes.

Hollywood

heir establishment at Fox Hills,
:wood, is not as immediate as
shed statements have led peoBen
to believe, according to
son, studio manager for Fox.
imors of a change in the near
e started, he believes, because of
Fox
It building activity by the
nization at Westwood, but he
it may be two years before the
)lete transfer is effected,
esent plans also include new con:tion at Hollywood.

"The

*

f

ger.

in

old fHend, Lee H. Burroughs, manager of the Para-

f

Money," which Jack Conwav

who was

ivriter.

Our

chairman.

Experiments

Hype is a California
product and was paying his
first visit to the Southland after an absence of 22 years.

Hollywood

lead in "The Chorus Kid" and is being considered for other roles.

Hollywood chapter of the
Society of M. P. Engineers has
been organized.
C. H. Dun-

B.

WTLK

keeping busy. He
recently finished playing the juvenile

the

was caused by

from "Lots"

JOE TOPLITZKY COMPANY
Exclusive Agents—205 H. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles, California

DAILV
Oklahoma Unit President
Film Executives in Real
Estate as Side Venture Frowns on New Contract
of well known individuals in the business are interested in
a large real estate development in
Englewood, N. J., known as Gilvan,
Henry Ginsberg, of Sterling
Inc.
Pictures, is general manager in ad-

A number

dition to his activities
distribution.

in

production

and

—

Oklahoma exhibCity
itors are displeased with the new uniform contract which contains "several
things detrimental to the welfare of
the motion picture industry in Oklahoma and we will be up against hard
times in this state if we follow to the
letter the provisions as set forth,''
Oklahoma

Gilvan has taken over several hundred acres of land in Northern Jersey and is dividing them into subdi-

according to W. Z. Spearman, presiHis views
dent of the state unit.
were outlined at the recent conven-

Officers are:
visions.
George A. Hirlaman, president; Lester C.
Burdett, vice president; Charles J. Hirlaman,

tion here.

treasurer; Frank M. Snell, secretary.
Morris Kohn; Morton Sprnig,
Directors:
vice president. Culver Export Corp.; Henry
Ginsberg, Sterling Picture Distributing Corp.;
Edward A. White, White Hoist Machine Co.;
Lester C. Burdett; Arthur Barnes, assistant
vice president, Chatham & Phoenix National
Bank and Trust Co.; George A. Hirlaman,
N. & H. Development Corp.. and president,
Gee See Holding Corp.; Leiand Ferry;
Jack Goetz, sales manager, Consolidated Film
Industries, Inc., New York; Charles J. Hirlaman, N. & H. Development Corp.; Frank
M. Snell, secretary, Gee See Holding Corp.

Salt Lake Exchange Moves
Tiffany-Stahl's
Salt Lake City
branch here has moved to 251 East

—

First South St.

Grosses chalked up by "Wings" in
runs opened last week at Cleveland,
Detroit, Pittsburgh and San Francisco are causing Albert Grey, head of

Paramount roadshow department

map

plans for extending the runs.
Two week run at the Globe, Atlantic
City is being extended at least a
week, and the Los Angeles six weeks'
engagement at the Biltmore to 12
to

The
weeks and now to 19 weeks.
picture has concluded a record run
of 19j^ weeks at the Aldine, Phila-

Fifty-one theaters involving $4,
723,300 were projected in 37 eastern
states during M^rch, according to the
Of the total, 43
F. W. Dodge Corp.
were picture houses involving $1,703,300.

^^

i

Building of Fox St.

House

1927, approximately 50 Indian pictures were released in that
country, and it is anticipated that with
the improved facilities of production,
the number of films will be increased
to about 100 during this year.
The admission prices in India
houses for European are not dissimThe prices
ilar to those in America.
range from 4 annas to 3 reis, equal to
10 cents to $1.10, according to the location of the seats. The native the-

change much

next month.
Georgei
president of the Auj
League and the Dramatists'
here representing America, 13
president of the congress.
dleton,

Bombay.

During

aters

Rome

at

one

India,
at

—

to
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Loi

Be Resum

St. Louis
Construction of the 1),,.^.
theater,
Grand
and
Washing
Blvds., will be resumed this wi '^"''^
following a long layoff due to a ste ;pfO<l"'
of the steel workers.
The strike; ((jl
suited from a disputq over consta
,:.Kq|ii
tion of a building in San Frarf^^
''

which

in

Fox

plans

to

operj

theater.

Hoffman Leaving Saturday
M.

.

Hoffman, Tiffany-Stahl viF^
president, arrived in New York silsiasms
day and is expected to return to tl

less.

H.,

World Medical Film Move On
Coast Saturday.
Will H. Hays and George
Eastman are working on a project M-G-M
Gets
Paris

— Internal

discuss copyright legislation as
liminary to the conference to bi

show locally produced Indian and
There are four
Burmese pictures.
in

(By Cable)

Congress of Authors and Coma
has opened a world parley h|

ly

and three

in Session at Bi
Berlin

representative of FBO.
Of the 300 theaters in India, Scott
reports, approximately 140 exclusive-

Calcutta

1^

Congress on Copyrigl

Domestic productions in India draw
from 40 to 50 per cent more at the
American
and
office
than
box
European films, says a report received
by Colvin Brown, FBO vice president, from William Scott, Far East

producing companies

Four More Keys Report
Big "Wings" Grosses

the

Product Preferred

in India, Scott States

at

delphia.

51 Theaters Contracted
for in East in March

Home

Thursday, April

—

for developing an international movement to advance use of pictures in

N. W. Poster Exchange Sold
medicine and surgery.
Minneapolis
J. R. Powers has
1,000 Seater for Pecos, Tex.
taken over Exhibitors Poster Service
from D. P. Lowe and associates.
Pecos, Tex.— A 1,000-seat theater,
Exhibitors here are preparing to com- to cost $75,000 is planned by a cirbat reported effort of distributors to cuit whjsh operates 14 west Texas
ban poster exchanges.
houses.

Shots of
Re\

Army

Soviet

Exclusive shots of the tentl
niversary review of the Soviet

—

e.re

claimed by

M-G-M

News,

shots were made possible becaus
'
the newsreel's exclusive tie-up
the Soviet government, which
1

tains

an army of 1,500,000 men

Ray art's Neifv Lineup Should Be Sensation of The Industry^
-Wires Herman

A/
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ASSOCIATED WITH YOU AGAIN

NEXT YEAR STOP YOUR SERIES LAST YEAR WAS THE SURPRISE OF THE

INDUSTRY AND THE

ANNOUNCED' LINEUP SHOULD BE THE SENSATION OF THE

INDUSTRY NEXT YEAR MORE POWER TO YOU

beai

HERMAN RIFKIN.

Rifkin Ought To

Know* He

ISO

Has Bought Rayart Four Consecutive Yei

lew fame

c>chedule ts

Answer

ttrm s

to

iStatus
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"Abie
'
"

9 9

took two hours to tell the
tory of "Abie's Irish Rose"
night.

'"ast

A

more

closely-

production would have reed had the footage been held
lin bounds. The film version

1
1

i

Price 5 Cents
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OHIO UNIT BACKS BUYING
STRIKE OVER PROTECTION

Ann

Nichols' sensationally
i:essful stage play will be
Dular.

The mob

will like

we don't think any wild enisiasms will break forth over
1

a good picture, not a
rit picture; a satisfying pici;, but not an outstanding efis

.

There are
it.
main brought on
and there are some

Far from

.

1

U, 5. Talks

it,

(By Cable)

Shutdown

—AmericEin

in

France

France, so far as disto a complete standstill about
May 1, it is indicated here, in view of what appears to be a deadlock on the issue of the quota decree and censorship. Will H. Hays
and Minister of Education Herriot have been unable to reach agreement, it is stated, and the next move will bring a shutdown so far
as American product is concerned. Hays now is considering invitation to Berlin. Yesterday, he addressed the American Club stressing
importance of fihns in promoting international amity.
Paris

tribution

is

concerned,

activities in

may come

;hs, in the
titles

I

y-eyed moments too.
Lcting, generally good, first
lors going to Jean Hersholt
Salomon Levy. Direction,
particularly ingenious. VicFleming did only a so-so job.

NUMBER Of POINTS HELD

MORE THEATERS PLANNED

CLEARED UP BY CONTRACT

ABROAD BY PARAMOUNT

—

said 18,000,000 of Amer[s 100,000,000 plus have seen
It therepie" on the stage.
e appears that an audience,
dy-made, is waiting to see
at it looks like on the screen,
portant for showmen to re-

El Dorado, Ark. Some matters
Paramount will build big theaters
which were indefinite heretofore, are in large European cities with the aid
cleared up in the new uniform con- of local capital. Adolph Zukor makes
tract, states M. A. Lightman, head this statement in the annual report
of the Arkansas exhibitor unit, who to stockholders.

mber.

West

t

is

The Rooster Crows

—

may

be counted in and very
for next season.
If you
:h so
It the answer to rumblings about
:ting, just glance your optics over
ay's yarn about plans for next
son and you'll change your idea,
lot of the troubles are over and
one reason why the rooster
t's
:rowing.
'athe

—

hen while some of the other boys
e waiting
ng, Pathe

W.

on Page

6)

{Continued on Page

C. Denies Franklin to

J. S.

Coajt

Bureau.

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Harold

B. Franklin
will not resign as president of West
Coast Theaters to become head of all
Fox theaters with offices at New
York, it is stated at West Coast. The
report started when Howard Shee(Continued on Page 8)

36 Features

S.

J.

Joins Fox
as Aide to Grainger
Woody has joined Fox as

assistant to the general sales
ager, James R. Grainger.

Woody

formerly was general sales
of Select, general manager
of Realart, and president of Associated Exhibitors. He will make his
(Continued on Page 8)

Announced

at Chicago Pathe Meeting

the

rid.

ind so, our hats are off to Pathe
ws for one of the biggest newsbeats
of
all times.
Tommy
gan, staff cameraman and Lieut.
b Fogg, staff aviator, turned the
I

Some boysl

KANN

up

to

766

Pathc's proposed 36 pwctures
for 1928-29, swells the total of
features tentatively scheduled
for release during the season
to 766, embracing 36 companies. There are but a few other
companies, and all of those on
the state right market, which
haven't indicated their proposed
schedules.

Feature program of around 36 pictures will be announced by Pathe
at the annual convention to be held

May

21 at Chicago.
This will be
supplemented by the short subject
program of which 38 Mack Sennett

two reelers will be the nucleus. It is
expected that Cecil B. De Mille will
continue production for the company.
This will be the organization's answer to the various reports which
have been circulated as to Pathe's
present and future status.
Encour(Co7\tin%ied

is

Columbus— Decision

of the Cleveexhibitor unit to refrain from
buying pictures for next season until their demand for decrease of protection granted first runs is met, and
to refrain entirely from signing percentage contracts, has the backing
of the Ohio state unit, directors of
which endorsed this position at a
meeting of board of directors.
Cleveland exhibitors protest against
the present situation which, they say,
gives first runs 57 days' protection
over subsequent runs, which total
118 out of the city's 131 houses. They
insist that protection of 27 days is
sufficient.
The stand against percentage was taken some time ago, and
the association has been standing
pat; with only three members defaulting.
Their resignations were asked
for and received as a result.

land

on Page 6)

SMALL TOWN OVERSEATING

DENOI^RIGAMOUNT

man-

manager

to be

All

6)

Woody

Become Fox Chain Head

snow to stop
News ran away with

for

newsreel funfest by nabbing pic;s of Major Fitzmaurice, Bremen
r, rushing them through to New
rk and likewise bringing the first
y from Fitzmaurice's lips to the

k.

(.Continued

Ban on
Cleveland
Percentage Runs
Also Endorsed

Small towns are not overseated,
declares Victor A. Rigamount, theYork and
ater architect of New
Pittsburgh, who says that up to the
present, big and key cities have commanded most of the attention of theater operators. The important quesbear in mind is how many
not merely how many
the theater, he states.

tion

to

good seats
in

—

"In some towns there are theaters that
are showing daily which are antiquated from
(Continued on Page 6)

PAT

"E

NEMJNKETS

NATIONJffER SCOOP
With

the

same enterprise which

enabled a scoop on first pictures of
Maj. James Fitzmaurice after his arrival in

Pathe

Canada on the Bremen,

News

the

staff and laboratories
{Continued on Pag* 8)
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German Film Conference
Double Features on Theater Bills Hit
in Berlin Next Augusij.^.
Sale of Our Short Subjects Abroad
Berlin — Germany has called a con
;i
Washington — The double featur" European markets, the average being ference on motion pictures to be
helc
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Friedrichstrasse, 225.

And

That's That

By PHIL M.

employed by a large around 400 for each country. Canada, here in August.
Invitation will
majority of foreign exhibitors has Australia and Brazil were the chief extended to representatives of the
seriously hampered the sale of Amer- customers for the short American dustry
in
other countries to
system which

Price 5 Cents

DALY

the
LARKIN, president
MARK
WAMPAS, had the AM PA

*

is

films abroad, a film, each taking about 1500.
ican short-subject
In sending pictures to foreign countrade bulletin just issued by the Commerce Dept, points out. The type of tries, the bulletin points out, exprogram popular in most of the pic- treme care must be t;:ken to see that
ture theaters in the United States, they contain nothing, \yhich will be
consisting of ore long feature and two liable to offend the-l*6iisibilities of
This- is espeor more short-subject films, is the those who view them.
exception rather than the rule outside cially true iu'such markets as India
of this country. The showing of tw'q and other Far Eastern countries where
long feature films makes it impossible race and religion are serious subjects.
to nitroduce short»subjects and this It would be injudicious, for example,
situation has been reflected in' the re- for any Indian manager to put on a
latively small footage of this type of picture in which a cow was used to
create amusement, as this animal is
film which we ship abroad^
Last vear we exported to foreign held in the greatest reverence by a
bountries 23-l;00(J;000 linejir ft. of film,' Targe majority of the population.
'As^a general rule, the short films
155.000,000 of Which went to countries
Ij is impos.- which are most popular abroad are
bther than European.
Sible to Estimate' what part' of this those full of action recjuiring no menAmerican
footage ,was niade up of short-subject tal effort to understand.
pictures, but in comparison with fea- producers,, according to the report,
urc films, it is known to have been will find it to their advantage in the
insignificant. More than 10,000 short- long run to send to foreign countrie.'^
(these were not separate only the latest short subjects, having
suijjects
titles,' as the same film often goes to in mind the tastes peculiar to each
(flifferent countries) went to these non- individual area.

of

bi

in

4h
-SPE

present.

OIV

Made Pathe Omaha Heac
Omaha R. S. Ballentine, who a

Ballentine

STOO

—

one time managed the Mutual ex
change here, and later wa» eonnectec
with World Realty Co., has succeedet
Albert- Da^nke as.^inanager of th{
."'
Pathe brancli/'

OF

mi

'

'.

.

!

'

Gary Firm Gefe Hammond House
Hammond. Ind.^Gary Theater Co.

i

of Gary, on Monday takes over t&tj
Oakwood here. Charles Casanave of
Associated Theaters will book thtj

house.

Stern

Named Manager
'4

Pittsburgh— Bert

(Shorty) Stenil
ill
has been appointed local United Artists'

f

exchange manager.

New

House at Springfield
Springfield, Mass.— J. W. Foster
is building a $45,000 theater here to
seat 800.

i

'

?0 students Attending

2

boys all Ifet up yesterday at the
Publix Managers' School
Boulevard luncheon. He is sponsorTwenty students are enrolled in
ing a new synchronizing device, and
Vic Shapiro is doing the advance the fourtii session of the Publix ManThey are having a little agers' School which got under way
publicity.
trouble over incorporating the com- this week iii New York. The course
pany in the United States owing to lasts six months. Jack Barry, who
the
first
school four
certain narrow-minded ideas of our inaugurated
lawmakers. But in Paris the inven- years ago, is in charge, under direction of Harry Marx, general supertion should prove a knockout.
visor
of
management of Publix
The device in no way conflicts with houses.
Movietone or Vitaphone, although it
Fraser Retxxrns to Coast
employs the disc principle. In fact
William R. Fraser, general manit is hardly suitable for use in theaters.
It has one drawback, as far ager of the Harold Lloyd company,
And that is has left for Hollywood, after spendas we could gather.
the fact that it ivould bring so much ing several weeks in New York supgenuine entertainment into the home ervising
nationwide
of
premiere
that the picture theaters would be "Speedy."
We suggest to the big
deserted.
producers that they get together and
Making Neal Hart Film
bv.y the patent rights from Mark
Production strrts May 1 on the
and Vic. If they ever get started, Neal Hart picture to be made by
there just won't be any more film British Canadian Pictures, Ltd., at
business. But, as we remarked, the Alberta, Can.
lawmakers are narrow minded, and
really great ideas are never appreFire Destroys Illinois House
ciated any way.
A hundred years
Monmouth, 111? Fire destroyed the
from now the idea will go great •"ine Arts theater here.
among an enlightened populace.

New Downtown

".

Houses

Planned at Cleveland

I

Cleveland

— Two

new upper Euclid

theaters are in prospect here.
a 5,000 seater, which Fox will
build, w-hile the other is to be a 1,000
seat house, to be erected by Henry
fiuenther and D. R: Davies for Louis
srael, who now operates the Standard.
No details are available on the
proposed Fox house.
Israel's theater will be called the Cinema and be
directly
opposite
Keith's
Palace,
i^oew's State and near the Allen,

'Ave.

One

New Theater at Coleman, Tex.
Coleman, Tex. M. Howell has|
completed his 800-seat house here.

—

MH
S.B

m
m
m

.

is

Ohio and Hanna.

We

Will Build

For long term
'

I

DE LUXE THEATRES
Spokane and
Washington, D. C.

in Seattle,

on properties owned or
controlled

.EsteUe Taylor in N. Y.
-Estelle Taylor will remain in New
York until premiere of "Honor
Bound" at the Roxy. She plays the
lead opposite George O'Brien in the

lease to

responsible tenants

L. N.

I

by us

ROSENBAUM

,

Financing
Real Estate Investments
Flatiron Bldg.

New York

1

picture.

!

—

Merger of Insurance Brokers
Leterman & Gates, with
offices at 1540 Broadway, New York,
Stebbins,

is

name

firm

Arthur

man &

W.

of consolidation
of
Sfebbiiis & Co. and Leter-

Gates.

?•

EXHIBITORS

NEED THIS BOOK
1000 Pages

any event, Mark Larkin, we
thank you for showing us that the
represented by you, and
AMPAS I'epresented by Vic
the
In

Cloth Bound

WAMPAS

Now

Shapiro, are still leading the procession when it comes to a publicity idea

in preparati<Mi (or

season

''ACROSS THE FOOTLIGHTS**

that opens up an entirely new world
of universal entertainment.

By

FREE

192S-19^
PRODUCTIOHV

Rita Larchman

Film Daily

ANOTHER QOTHAM BUILT FOR BETTER PROFITS
CaU

WAFILMS.
for

S»nj Sax. Pre^

Library Stock Scenes
Bryxnt 8181

COVERS
everything;
GOES

Lutnas Film Corporation

Walter A. Putter, Prea.

New York
130 W. 46th

SUBSCRIBERS'

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

Inc.

1650 Broadway

Hollywood

Budd Rogen. Vice Prw.
New York City

I

EVERYWHE

e/o Leon Schlesinger
1123 No. Bronson Ave.

St.

l«Hy

TO

PROPUCTIOMT

I

BUSIN ss
t^

IS

OLYMPIA, NEW HAVEN
"SPEEDY" BROKE EVERY RECORD

OLYMPIAEVERHAD. CROWDS
STOOD IN RAIN WEDNESDAY NIGHT
WAITING TO GET IN AND LAST DAY
OF SHOWING WAS BIGGEST DAY
THEY HAD EXCEPT SATURDAY.

RIVOLI, NEW YORK
"SPEEDY" FIRST WEEK BREAKS THE
HOUSE RECORD BY MORE THAN
FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS.

GREA

t
/i

STRAND, PROVIDENCE
HAROLD LLOYD WINS THE GOLD
MEDAL FOR "SPEEDY". PLAYED TO
S.R.O. AT EVERY PERFORMANCE
^*

ENTIRE WEEK. SHATTERED ALL RECORDS. BEST LLOYD EVER PATRONS

wires gettin' hot rushiK
news of records broken by

OPINION.

S^'

TORONTO, CAN. ,^^ ^
"SPEEDY" FIRST WEEK AT UPTOWN
BIGGEST WEEK THIS HOUSE HAS
EVER HAD BY AT LEAST TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS. FIRST WEEK AT
TIVOLI BIGGEST WEEK EVER WITH
ONE EXCEPTION.

^

Harold Lloyd
/

in h P e e

Produced by Harold Lloyd
Corp.

A Paramount

Release

And
in

before August 1st—-EMlL JANNINGS in "The Street of Sin,'? CLARA BOW
'Ladies of the Mob," RICHARD DIX in "Easy Come, Easy Go," GEORGE BANCROFT,

BEBE DANIELS, BEERY- HATTON, ADOLPHE MENJOU, POLA NEGRI, ESTHER
RALSTON, FLORENCE VIDOR, THOMAS MEIGHAN, FIELDS-CONKLIN and more!

business
playing

is

great-i/ joaVe

PARAMOUNT

—

'

Friday, April

Overseating Denied
By Rigamount
{Continued fioin Fapc

1)

capacity and
the point of modern seating
unaccommodations, while other locahties are
builddersteated through absence of theater

competition has caused theaters
poor busuiess to
it's
to be neglected, but
overlook the patrons', comfort.
to
"Let us consider what may be done
make the old opera 'house or early-day pichouse
ture theater a modern and fully seated
Most of these buildings
of entertainment.
foundations,
are strongly built with well-laid
Interior
strong walls and serviceable roof.
transformation may hk effected, at reasonable
cost
to bring the theater up to grade..
certain
a
"For example, one theater
small town in New Yoi'k state had 700 seats,
and
a stage nearly as large as the auditorium

'"^'Lack

of

for

The theater may be very
cheapness.
in appearance, comfortably seated

attractive

and

have

accommodations and
reasonably with quality governing

the

yet be built

best

of

all.

"Operating costs of the small town theater
may be
It
are also an item of import.
operated with a smaller personnel than the
palace and taxes and other carrying
city
charges are much less.
"The well-seated, well-operated theater is
New theaters
welcomed by a community.
improveare. of course, well received but
also appreare
ments in existing edifices
ciated. And it's good business to please the
Of course, the best show will
customers.
"get the business but good seats add to the
enjoyment of a good picture and promote
steady patronage."
.

Community Firm Gets Control
Community
Burlington, Wis.

—

Orpheum and
the
acquisition
of
Crystal from Wisconsin-Illinois TheThe Community
(Fischer).
aters
firm
now has seven Wisconsin
houses.
Buy Chicago

Territory Rights

Chicago — Ben

Beadell and Major
Boening of the Acme Educational
Film Service have secured "The Port

—

—

—

—

Furthermore rentable

"So much
less

offices

rebuilding

for

were obtained.
which has end-

possibilities.

new

theater building, the
small town ofifers opportunities which chain
They
operators are beginning to recognize.
and individuals realize that, proportionately,
the small town theater is a better investment
than the big city cinema<
"It is easy to build a reasonably-priced
theater that will bring in just as good dollars as those that pass into the city coffers.
All costs are lower in the small town: plot
of ground, building materials, charges, labor,
Also, ^ the building codes are not so
etc.
rigid.
simpler style of architecture is acceptable, simple in lines but modern in ac-

"As

a

for

field

bra.

Columbia, S. C. House Reopened
T'ublix has reColumbia, S.
opened the Imperial, after remodeling
which cost around' $100,000. Thomas
Holliday is manager.

C—

A

Latchis Building at Claremont

—

Claremont, N. H. Work has begun on the new J^atchis being built
by Latchis & Son. The house, which
is

commodations,

"But don't mistake any thought

of

economy

—

to

seat

l,300i

will

be

ready

September.

by

Planned Abroad
houses," states
Plaza theater in

new
he new house

the

in Paris,

1)

Zukor,

"as

London and
owned by sub-

sidiaries of the corporation, are serving as pioneers in the era of theater

NOW READY FOR OCCUPANCY
Office Space in

"There

development abroad.
Presentations
given are far ahead of anything ever
seen in Europe and have attracted the
attention not only of the masses but
also of royalty and members of diplomatic and military circles."

N. E.

Comer Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD

Blvd.

ai)d

whom

exchanges with

I

do business

#
'

.

.

fspn

pro(
that an ordinary layman could tikli
uniform contract and boil down nearly Two
paragraph to about half of its present
llij!

lieve

hii

l(

further believe that there are seven
necessary clauses.
In other words, I

I

ii

entirely too long.

it

"As

ni!oraier

the rules of arbitration. Pa long, ne\
permits the appointing of)f
ingro
or a president of a Chamber of Con
settle a question pertaining to ourT
that is too intricate to be solved by sixJ0llV,'any
to

Rule

1,

posedly

minds

intelligent

sume)

experienced

please

get

and

(let

u^jjii.

their

in

profession,
after these six mep,
that
knowledge of the business o
to settle a case, they are tt ^

—

i

'

\<'M:
cfuft

m

"~

Now

doesn't that
idea would be for athn SigT
unreasonable?
committee, three representatives for the ^^ jjfj
tributors, and. three for the exhibitors, cl ., j,
in the same manner that the first sit 'Hii™
appointed, to serve as a new commijtfl and SCet
they can not settle the matter, then %a\ .hjujiji
case to another, board which would' nahl
tie
nia
be without prejudice. .

the

difficulty

I

My

to

prrr:;

"Paragraph 5, Rule 2, allows
award railroad fare, plus $10

hibitor who
the expense

been

has
of

a

the

unnecessarily
the event,

trip

(

to ao

in

iiiithRi

|

ti

not found guilty of the charge brougi
provided that the conm
a distributor,
That means' till
sees
fit
to
do so.
majority of the board must pass oa«
Surely no more than three members bfl
board should be reqtiired to mate
award as it certainly permits a peculiar
is

arise

to

where the

distril>utors

J

Rolanii':

oll2i

Brougl
in to
is

i^^W-

0-.. ^'

'^r

immediately

by

I

,

tltet

is

*iri^^ecQ upon^aiW'
comply Vith "thee deciSJonooMiaiBMi,
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if

7x.jifl.\txi

course, ,1, do^jip^ iii^end tluiijo
nature of /destructive f criticwh. .'"Tnc c
mittee deserves a' lot oi praise ,ior„ its
tiring effort'' in rkrjwig *to fi'^rthe inSui
.

best contrad? that|;''it'"'lhpught" pr^
I
eas>T emjugh^fpf ftny: _ person^
fault with* a djcrfmen^ dj4wfi up'by »-'
mittee of 'men where^s6 rtiilch~is IfivolTO?
congratulate 'all 'of 'the,inen who worl

the
It

g

is

faithfully on
quite

well

ttfis'"

that

tjsdious

there

task

and

i

must have been

concessions made by both sides in
preserve harmony, and to accomplish
,was done."

oi
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36 to be Announced
Leasing Department

JOE TOPLITZKY
Exchisive

"^

COMPANY

Agent»—205 H. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles, California

5^

At Pathe

•«

dre-ws

^

distributor
should'™""
registered lettCI Von S
4ny award that may be made during ids (jj|q[|j
sence.
That would give either party<(B
portunity to reopen the case during the^ *' "''
Paragrm Vtlyn
days allowed by the rules.
Rtile 4, the penalty imposed upon aWjjjjj
,utor for nkt complying with the findjsij „] j
jthe board of arbitration is not severe e«illI'°IOto
<.
if is not -.pBmmyJ^miie-

7

—

t

ills.

exhibitor

^ails to

up-to-minute oflBce
building in the heart of Hollywood
especially suitable for Managers^^
Bookers
atid those connected
with the Theatrical and Motion
Picture Industries.

tt

to

to serie:

r

absent

A modern,

i*^,;

li

the

I

til'

really

I

:acii

sec

think that soi
expressions employed an
biguous because of their length. I tnil

the provision.
the terms and

^"Oi

.

i

prevent exhibitors from beilili
Paragrapl
imbursed legitihiate expense.
Rule 3, should contain the clause that

Wilcox Ave

CALIFORNIA

in

that this concession has gained us ver^
and would not have accepted it as a p;
for 'block booking' had I been on the
mittee.
I have always been able to
least
an adjustment wil
that liberal

notified

iD

old.

expression

constantly

WARNER BROTHERS
f!

definite

prints," it
condition
of
respect
to
"it clears the situation with regards to
showing of pictures; it forces salein
hew straight to the line; there is a
expression as to changing titles, substil
losin
of stories, casts or directors, and
right to eliminate offensive pictun
provision to cancel ten per cent of
tures by paying 50 per cent o£.. th(
does not deserve the importance tha
Personally, I do not
been given it.

dition

THEATRE BUILDING

a

is

1)

of agree

an improvement over the

solve

(Continued from Page

"Such

new form

believes the

a thorough
been unable
on an inexperienced, non-professional

More Theaters

.

{Continued from Page

7,

New House at Turkey, Tex.
Turkey, Tex. T. L. Colbin has
opened the new Palace here;

of Points

Held Cleared

Theaters, Milwaukee, which operates
the Plaza here, secured control with

of Missing Girls" for northern Illinois and Indiana.
Martina Bros. Add Another
Bros,
Martina
Dansville, N. Y.
The seats were have added another house to their
Complete Bayonne Alterations
offices which were obsolete.
peanut
balcony and
orchestra,
in
located
with acquisition of the Acadchain
Bayonne,
N. J. Alterations have
Today, nobody wants to sit in the
heaven.
Such seats are practically use- emy at Nunda.
been completed by Stanley-Fabian at
top balcony.
Through a system of scientific planning
less.
The house was dark a
the Strand.
and reconstruction the stage was reduced
Horater Returning to Theater Field week.
to a depth of 30 ft.— ample for any show,
the always hard-to-police peanut heaven was
Toledo H. C. Horater, former
eliminated, and the front wall pushed back.
Thermopolis Theater Opens
Nine hundred and fifty seats were added. downtown theater owner, is one of
Thus a 700 seat house was transformed the sponsors of a theater to seat 850
Thermopolis,
Wyo. W. T. Slane
seats
good
with
1650
theater
mocfern
into a
to be erected at Point Place.
within the original walls of the building.
& Sons have opened the new Alham-

m

Number

Meetis

(Continued from Page 1)

aged by the grosses being chalki
on current product, with thC pi
sales drive reflecting highest ci
tions in several months, Pathe for<
will go 4o Chicago for an outli,
of. the new product for 1928-

mi^.

jLMf^^ItMU^

Friday. April 20, 1928
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fitaphone Expansion by Warners
City— New Point Cleared
on Coast Personalities You

First Division Distributors to Build at Studio

Agreement — Wilk's

Players'

SPENT

loo BEING

NEW

IN

A

from

EACIUTIES
for

facilities

at the studios

II

is

production program for

Two

hundred thousand doling spent on improvements.
elude installation of three
isiormers, new scene dock
idiig, new sound-proof stage,
rising rooms and new tech(

Lewis

MEIGHAN,

Adams

*

*

praises of Gevaert

\

is

'

upon

enteriyig

First Division Distributors has pur;

Studio
to be com-

chased a three-acre

tract' at

City, for a studio which is
pleted by next May, states Robert S.
Furst, vice president and treasurer.

The company now

is

producing

at

M-etropolitan.

The

IN LULL PERIOD

that has arisen
free lance actors contract has taken effect deals with a
producer who wished to know whether he could require an actor, engaged
for a specific role in a picture, to

sings the
stocky

raw

also

work in another picture during
engagement on the first picture.

Walter Byron is Goldwyn Player
In this case, the actor's services
Walter Byron, his family name would not be needed for a period of
will be used by Saniuel Goldwyn's ten days on the first picture, a period,
new. player, who .is to appear oppo- jof course, on which he is on pay.
Stage name of It is the general belief that the prosite Vilma Banky.
has

.

*

*

point

new

been, disc,arde^,i ducer cannot require the actor to appear in two pictures while engaged
Barthelmess to Do "Mutiny"
for only one, but that the producer
Richard Barthelmess will star in blight make such a request.
an original by Scott .Darling, titled
Anita Page in Chaney Cast
"Mutiny."

year on the Coast.
*

his

'Walter] Butler

second

his

latest

since the

is

Gus Barlh, who

;

niliany plans to produce 34
for its 1928-29 program, all
will be Vitaphone features,
plans an increase of its
e short subject output.

Hollywood

editing the picThe star, director and film edture.
itor worked on several pictures at
|the Paramount Long Island studio.

ipment.

WORK

TO BUILD AT STUDIO CITY

Milestone and Eddie Adams are
holding a re-union at Metropolitan,
where Meighan is being starred in
|"The Racket," which Milestone is diIrecting.

FREE LANCERS NEED NOT

DIVI

RALPH WILK

THOMAS

the chiei

vhich recently announced
iniO

**Lots*'

Vitaphone

expansion undertaken by

f

T

Little
By

.1

Sidelights

Up on
Know

Our Passing Show: William K.
Howard, John Reiyihart and Beyi
hn Signed by Christie
Markson chatting with John Stahl
Anita Page has been signed for
hn, scenarist, has signed a at the Ambassador; Dimitri Buchowin Cast of "Divine Lady" Lon Chaney's next, "Easy Money."
Warner
with Al Christie to do adap- etzki and cane visiting FBO.
H. B. Warner has been signed by Jack Conway is handling the mega*
*
'

I

nd scenarios of stories for
Douglas MacLean producbe made for Paramount's

his

)rogram.

"Revenge/'

Juth Roland's Plans

Roland's plans

call

for

pro-

two reel dramas for
Broughton Prod., to mark
n to the screen. Each pro12

of

to be complete in itself,
e series clicks, she may pro-

is

ials.

Edwin Carewe
valuable

Von Sternberg

has signed a

•amount contract. He is at
at work with George Ban.^elyn Brent and Fred Kohler

Drag Net," another under-

many

have

First National for Corinne

of

assist him on
which he will place in
at Tec-Art this month.

aides

Griffith's

"The Divine Ladv."

latter

of

*

New

*

I

+

known

kat in

must be

— because

I

am on

exhibition in

more

In the world than

an'y other

kat
Animated by

In existence
I

am

— because

consistently

funny

Manny Gould

George R. Batcheller presents
..'Dm

ROARING
FORTIES**
drama
Broadway
of Just Off

I

Dii'.njifr

never fail to amuse your
patrons

OT
'

The Fourth

the best

theatres

and

A

^

the cast.

I

*

%
'^THE

in

is

the world

Ben Harrison

9©

am

Walter

York.

Title Changed
Mews" is revised title of Beb'e' "Jack 'Oakie, who attracted much
new Paramount picture, an- attention in "Finder^ Keepers" and
as "The Newsreel Girl." "Sin Town," will play a "heavy" in
Conklin will have a featured "None But the BraVe," which Richard Rosson is directing at Fox.

>aniels

star,

*

Lundin, Lloyd's cameraman, spent
his vacation at Salt Lake City.

lelodrama.

comedy

K^AZY K47KRAZY KAT sez—

Ted Wilde, Harold Lloyd's director,
has returned from Saboba
Springs, where he spent his vacation golfing.
His opponents were
Jimmy Parrott and Harry ViUtiyi,
the

Richard Carle, former musi-

phone.

cal

to

production
His brother, Finis Fox, wrote the
screen play, while his other brother,
Wallace Fox, will be his assistant.
Bob Kurrle, fittingly described as a
"camera ace," because he also flies
an airplane, will do the camera work,
while L. M. Jerome will handle the
business afifairs.
*

on Sternberg Renews

will

of

CHARLES

EIGHT EXCELLENT ENTERTAINMENTS
Released Regionally

PRESENTED BY

B.

^--^^

for Season 1928-29

MINTZ
,!)

.3-^tc^

1540 Broadway,

New York

City

VrtOnC.SDlCTUIS'

m-

'

(

fparamoanl

MINTZ Cartoons

...
.

=^J?S^DAILV
W.

Financial

(Continued from Page 1)

MAY SHOW PEAK PROFIT
Fox Film

expected to report
earnings of $2 a share on the Class

A

and B

lliree

is

common

months

stocks for the
If actual
of 1928.

Low

High

first

fig-

ures live up to this forecast, it will
establish a new high for first quarter returns since the company was
launched.
It is understood earnings for the
first quarter of 1928 will be figured
on 767,000 combined shares of both
stocks outstanding at the close of the
term. The common was increased
during the quarter with absorption oi
control of Wesco Holding Co. and
West Coast Theaters Co. In January.
Fox Film offered stockholders the
right to subscribe to 125,000 additional shares of Class
common and
also made a cash offer to Wesco
holders for their stock or an offer for
a stock exchange on a pro rata basis.
Earnings of Wesco v/ill be included
in the first quarter's statement.
In the three months ended March
26, 1927, net income aggregated $806,983 after all charges, taxes, equal to
$1.60 a share on combined 100,000
Class B and 400,000 Class A.

A
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4
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9954
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31,300
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100
100
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1,300
15,000
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SHOWS
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(s)

34
36

7V2
40
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41
45
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80
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"m

85"
22J4
9654
24 '4

Stock Exchange.

Paramount's 1927 net income of
$8,057,997 topped its previous year's
figure by $2,457,182.
In other ways,
Jast year was the most prosperous the

company has enjoyed. Not only did
earnings establish a new high record,
but the company finished the major
portion of the expansion program outlined

several

years

previously and
financial structure by

strengthened its
taking advantage of cheap monetary
conditions to begin and complete an
advantageous
refunding
operation.
The 1927 detailed financial statement
shows the ratio of current assets to
current liabilities was 2.71. In banking circles, this is construed as placing the company in a very strong
financial

St.

Louis;

is

listed

Stanley,

in

Chicago;

Philadelphia.

Members

New York,

PhilaJelfiia

and BtstM St«ek Exchanges

who

represents

Birmingham

in

picture.

—

FBO

manager

here.

Joins Fox
as Aide to Grainger
1)

New

in

1;

over the Middle

all

W

terday.

Philadelphia was served by
and the pictures
showing there on Wednesday
Canada was seeing the pictui

messengers,

Thursday.

Woody

York, a.nd during
Grainger's absences from the city
will represent him in the handling
of sales problems.
He begins work
office

time for

showing the pictures the sam
The first prints from the
ries were shipped to the Wes
and Pacific Coast. They wer

shown
re-

in

Prints were shipped Wedi
night for London, Paris and
giving Pathe News a worl
scoop.

Neilan to Direct for Fl
Marshall Neilan is to direct
ter Conklin in a comedy for

^^Rayart Pictures

The

Talk Of The Film Trade''
Says Neuf^

Rram unless

dcfcTTcd character is indicated by a suitable
sign above or prcceding the address
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RAYART PICTURES CORP ZSJ^-SEVENTH AVE=

position.

ferred.
Bills payable on Jan 1, 1927,
of $5,079,594 were reduced to $3,100,000 on Dec. 31, last, and since that
time have been paid.
The preferred was retired on Feb.

and

oflF.

lain,

Parliament caused original ban on the

customers

W RAY JOHNSTON =

Dec. 31, last, current assets
$41,273,729 with current liabilities $15,221,171, leaving net working capital of $26,052,558 compared
with $17,246,520 at the end of 1926
Cash of $11,283,348, the highest ever
held at the end of any year by the
corporation, includes $6,856,000 net
proceeds of gold loan, released by the
bank Feb. 1, 1928. and is less reserve
of $9,144,543 for retirement of pre-

last,

Haven, Providence and Bosto
tomers of the Pathe News,

show

city

NB56 A8=PHILADELPHIA PENN 13 1117A

On

1,

are granting permission to
the film. Sir Austen Chamber-

districts

WtWeOM» CAWLTOM. ywlPCWt

total

paid

Hogan, the victorious camera
rived
in
New York from
Islands, P. Q., shortly after
on Wednesday, the day folio
taking of the pictures in
Islands. By noon the first pr
delivered in New York and p,
the afternoon or evening show.

CiASS OP Service

EDWARD B. SMITH
&C0.

plane piloted by Lieut,
Fogg and carrying T

all

Monday.
600
500
000

S.

will not be permitted to
here, although the surrounding

{Continued from Page
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show
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prints to ain
tions of the nation, with the „
Coast to show the pictures tod

—"Dawn"

4

4
13

Balaban & Katz

at Birmingham, Eng.
Birmingham, England (By Cable)

J. S.

Prices Quoted.

NOTE:

"Dawn" Banned

Fox and

13
61

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).

Skouras,

pointed out.

signed as general manager of Celebrated Players.
He formerly was

'27
*

announce-

100}^ 101
666
10354 15 000
700
3^ 3/2

31 700

2354
32
3054
28.. 11254 112
112

6'/$s

When

ment was made it was stated merely
that Sheehan was joining West Coast
"in an executive capacity," and some
publications jumped at the conclusion
he was to succeed Franklin, it is

12m

.

do

300

(Continued from Page

Hart Resigns Milwaukee Post
Milwaukee Harry Hart has

12654

*(o) Univ. Ch.cora.
2
•(o)
do pfd.
... 80
*(c) Univ. Pict. .. ....
*(s)
do pfd
....
(c) Warner Bros.
2454
(s)
do "A" ... 33
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.105^ 104^4 10554 19,000

.
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(c)
(s)

42^4

Close

Pathe News Blai
Nation After

Fox Films to become vice
have despatched
of West Coast in charge of

left

president
new construction.

Quotations

FIRST '28 PERIOD

C. Denies Franklin to

Become Fox Chain Head
han

FOn

(Friday, April

all

bank loans have been

Corporate
Financing

GLAD TO BE WITH YOU NEXT YEAR STOP THE
SUCCESS OF YoJ
PRODUCT LAST YEAR WA? THE TALK OF THE FILM
TRADE ANt
YOUR LINE UP FOR NEXT YfAR LOOKS
SO FINE AND BIG THAI.
AM HAPPY TO HAVE SECURED A RAY/^RT
CONTRACT STOP

SUCCt

TO YOU»

OSCAR NeUFELD.
Philadelphia
N«¥r

York

Boston

Exchange
Distribute Rayart For 1928'
Neufeld's

Neifv^

|p
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22,
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TOLEDO
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STANDARD Tl&lE.

1928

GARL LA£MMI£

PRESIDENT UNIVERSAL PICTURES OORP
AFTER SCREENING WE AMERICANS GLAD TO PAT INCREASE ASKED BY
LEO DEVANEY CLEVELAND MANAGER AS CONSIEER (HIEATEST OUTSTANDING

PRODUCTION EVER RELEASED ANY TIME BY ANY COMPANY IN HISTORY OF
INDUSTRY AND BELIEVE YOU SHOULD BE CONGRATULATED AND EHOOORAGED
CONTINUE MAKING SURE FIRE BOX OFFICE AT-mAOTlORS MY KINDEST

REGARDS
JACK OCONNELL

IT'S

A LAEMMLE SPECIAL!

GEORGE

with
SIDNEY. Patsy Ruth Miller, George Lewis,
Beryl Mercer. Eddie Phillips, Albert Gran, John Boles, Josephine Dunn, Kathlyn Williams.
From the stage play by
Milton Herbert Gropper and Max Siegel. Supervised by Carl
Laemmle, Jr.
Screen adaptation by Al Cohn.

MANAGER VITATEMPIZ

312P

AN EDWARD SLOMAN PRODUCTION
Presented by

191B

CARL LAEMMLE

Celebrating a decade of progress

Out in

May

1928

1

m

LUPIMO

U

They Dug

Their Fanciesi

LANE

Words

to

Writ^pi
About This Oik
A SHORT FEATURE
(From Exhibitors Daily Reviewl
Educational
the talents of

capitalizing

is

its star,

From what we
"Fandango,"
features

made

Lane

starred,

upon

Lupino Lane.

gather after seeing

one

of

EIV

||

!

comedy

the

two reels, in which
would seem that
Educational, Lane and the exhibiis

in

it

tors who are to show this picture
are in for some money.

"Fandango"
is

to

the

jlepeniif
Itheir d

one of a series whicl

is

jiktare

be given a big play out

West Coast

m

oi

Big

circuit.

ex^

p:

freduce

ploitation, contests,

Why
New

and

all that.
percei
j

same thing is not done
York on this sort of picture]

the

puzzles us.

.

.

ithi

Ibyl
Lii

.

It is only one of a series.
And if
the rest are as good as this one,
the series ought to find a good spot
on the program of every worthwhile theatre.

(

1

B SOB
Cleveli

(ud

bas

Biation
of

m
lis

A NEW

WOW

stal

]niiis

peak's

(From Motion Pictures Today)\

The
111)

"Fandango" is the newest of
Lupino Lane Comedies which

tht

m

pent

t

Ed-j

man;

tsmiss!
presenting to the trade
joetim
and it's another wow type audience
igeas
picture with extravagant nonsense^
together
in
hilarious
ingeniously put
sequences.
The scenes are laid in
Bullonia and Mr. Lane is toreador,
matador, humidor, battledor, ardent [iCi
swain and whip champion tumbling jp an

ucational

is

;

down

the cataracts of fun.

1.].:

jCimec

"Fandango" is one of the fastest!
moving and most amusing of these!
rapidly rising box-office attractions.!

GREAT BURLESQUE

Selected to Open
16 -Week Exploitation Campaign
in all

(From Film Daily)
Here

is

one of the

skits in the short

we have seen

finest burlesque

comedy

for

field that

many

day.

a

seen in a Spanish
setting, dressed as a gallant Castillian flirting with all the pretty]
senoritas.
He pulls a Romeo with
a girl sitting at her balcony vinndow, and finds he has a lot of
competition with two other burly
Spaniards. The gags come fast and
He poses as a toreador,
snappy.
and stages a side-spHtting fight with

Lupino Lane

West Coast

Theatres on

is

j

j

A

EDUCATIONAL FILM

f^cULCcdurrtcd d^ctuA^)

EXCHANGES,
THE

SPICE

Of"|HE PROGRAM"

E.

W. Hammons

Inc.

hot
a stuffed bull that is a wow.
senorita forces him to do a dance
Lane
which is also a knockout.
works in his funny acrobatic tum-

and keeps this one pepped up
Henry W. George
with laughter.
directed and it's one of the best
this clever comedian has done.
bles,

Vvesident

Idle

W

fsiness
lor

m:

iramount Scores Beat on Filming German Flyers
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No. 19

^LAND UNIT SEEN
SANDING PAT ON BAN

—

land
Firm stand of Clevenlcpendent exhibitors is promI

1

I

-

their decision to refrain from
pictures for next season until
day protection granted first
reduced, as well as on their

percentage bookings. Their
i>n these two issues has been

I

II

MORE PRODUCERS SEEK UCENSE
TO PRODUCE TALKING FILMS
Cameraman Gets Through with
Shots of Marooned Plane

by the state exhibitor asLimit of 27 days on pro-

I

Price 25 Cents

22, 1928

F. N. Deal Forerunner of

Others Using Western
Electric System
Licensing

on .Sunday for Greenely Island, be-

of

First

National

and

Paramount News scored a beat ing forced back by storm and fog. Victor Talking Machine Co., for the
s
sought.
yesterday when it reached Broadway Monday they got as far as Seven production of talking pictures to be
Cleveland unit is a strong screens with what are declared to be Islands, making several starts only known as Firnatone productions is
ind has nearly 100 per cent the only motion pictures actually to be beaten back.
Tuesday after- the forerunner of similar deals for
ciitation
among independent taken on Greenely Island a 500-foot noon Major Fitzmaurice arrived and production licenses under Western
s
of the city.
Subsequent record of the German flyers and the was filmed by Fernstrom, who turn- Electric patents, it is understood.
118 out of the 131 of the trans-Atlantic plane Bremen.
Shots ed the films over to the major, who Western Electric handles the talking
IS
stated, with the majority of Major Fitzmaurice, taken at Seven was expected to continue on to New picture equipment through its sub-

I

—

i!

t

runs controlled by Loew's.
theaters get but 29 days' proThe exhibitor unit has
lis members. J. J. Harwood
I

>i

and George Erdman
manager.
Three members
dismissed from the organizaDme time ago for violating the
tage agreement.

Islands, Que., also
the record.

Fernstrom, Paramount News
cameraman, brought the pictures to
Raj'

isident

New York

ss

which

afilm Makes Tie-up
ith Cameo Music Firm

were incorporated

in

treal

after

started
last

Murray Bay

a 3,000-mile

when he

left

flight,

Mon-

He

flew to
last Saturday night, and

Saturday.

BUFEALO FOR SAPIRO;

an

M.

(Coiifinued on page 12)

ericans to Broadcast
Baird Television Soon

— Commercial application of

through the process deby John L. Baird will begin
merica shortly.
A group of

;d

ican

radio
Felstern

including
dealers
Philadelphia,
of

Einstock of Chicago and
es
ert Porkress of New York have
ased a half interest in the invenThe heads of shoulders of
ers will be broadcast as the first

afternoon,

Greenely

Fernstrom

Bay,

but

the
flyer altered his plans, and the films
Fernstrom filmed
stayed with him.
the Germans Wednesday, taking off
Thursday for Seven Islands and
Murray Bay and arriving at noon

1,000

New

York.

NEW MEMBERS ON

COAST, AIM^ OF EQUITY

it

LICHTBILDBUEHNE,"

Electrical

sidiary,

Research

Prod-

ucts Co.

This is the same company which
manufactures equipment for Vitaphone and Movietone. Its device and
patents are open to all producers,
and it is reported that several others
are expected to follow suit in obtaining use of the equipment.

There are upwards of 250 theaters equipped to reproduce sound
via the Western Electric equipment,
with over 150 additional orders beThis carries the producing filled.
The
tion schedule up to June 1.
average

output

is

60

systems

per

month.
H'est

Coast

Biueau,

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— One

thousand new

goal toward which
Actors' Equity is aiming in the drive
now under way. With strengthening
of the film branch, it is expected that
a number of new moves will be undertaken, including a uniform con-

members

is

the

tract for players.

War Stuff

sion

m

to

MAY

J.

—

idon

That

)-esterday in

arrangement completed
Mintz, under terms of
ORGANIZE
ALBANY
Cameo Music Service Corp.,
andle the musical end of VocaExhibitors in this zone
Buffalo
)usiness, plans are going forare keen for a buying cooperative,
for marketing of Phonofilm.
according to Sidney Pfeififer, attorney
R. Hochreich, president, prominnouncement of plaijs in two for the theater owners' organization
Aaron Sapiro addressed a
James C. Bradford is asso- here.
group of about 50 early in the week
with the Cameo company.
and now exhibitors plan to hold a
second meeting early next week to
h

York.

hopped

German trade paper which wields
in Germany and in German-speak-

a considerable influence
of
ing countries, editorially appeals for the elimination
in
that
out
pointed
war stories in picture entertainment. It is
America, the war was remote to the majority of people, but to
Europe the conflict carried an entirely different aspect. Martin

M-C-M TO LIST 56 AT

PinSBURGH MEETING
Mfty-six pictures is the total expected to be announced by M-G-M
at the company's two sales conventions, first of which is to be held
Felix
.\pril 27 and 28 at Pittsburgh.
F. Feist, general sales manager, will

The second
preside at the sessions.
meeting is to be held at Kansas City
April 30 to May 1.

Educational to Hold Its
Sales Meet at Montreal
Educational's sales convention will

Quigley, editor of the Exhibitors' Herald makes the following be held this year at Montreal during
J.
May. Dates have not yet been finally
comment in this connection
determined upon.
jhapiro Going to Coast
"We do not believe that war stories should arbitrarily be
and
:tor
Shapiro, advertising
ruled out. Instead, any great story, regardless of its theme is "Man Who Laughs" Premiere
:ity director of United Artists,
April 27 is date set for New York
entitled to a chance upon the screen but, at the same tirne, we
s May 1 for the Coast to outline
inform
of "The Man Who Laughs"
better
premiere
should
see every reason why the American trade
tising

n's

and publicity plans

product.

of

new

(.Continued

on Paqe 5)
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Arbuckle Film to be
Shown at K. C. House
Kansas City— A Keystone comedy
"Fatty" Arbuckle will be
shown at the Pantages here, this
week, in connection with the comedian's personal appearance, despite any
attempts to ban it which rnay be
starring

made

by

the

Hays

organization,

Charninsky, manager of the
PubHc sentheater has announced.
timent favors Arbuckle's return to
the screen, considering him a martyr,
Charninsky believes.

Louis

New

Theater for Ames, la.
Ames, la. Contracts are to be let
in May for a coriibination house here
to seat 1,100, Joe Gerbracht, head of
the Ames Theater Co., allied with
A. H. Blank Enterprises, announces.
Negotiations are under way for installation of talking film equipment.
Plans will be completed this month.

—

The Ames

firm controls

all

theaters

here.

.

W.

Reisman Gets

New

Publicity

Staff

Changed

Los Angeles— Robert Doman has
been transferred from the Million
Dollar to handle publicity at the
Metropolitan, replacing James LoughAlyce Babcock has been
borough.
transferred from the Boulevard to
the MilHon Dollar and Frances Kane
has been appointed to the Boulevard.

Cole Resigns as K. C. Manager
Kansas City— 111 health has caused
retirement of Arthur A. Cole as manager of the Paramount exchange, a
post he has held for 12 years. Upon
his recovery, it is understood, he
return to the Paramount fold.
Oscar A. Morgan, former Dallas
manager, has been transferred here
to succeed Cole.
will

—

quired distribution in this territory
of the 20 pictures to be produced by
James Cruze. Sixteen of the pictures,
it
is claimed, will
average $100,000
per negative in cost, and the other
four $150,000 to $200,000 per picture.

Film Building Ready Jan. 1
Buildings on the site now are being demolished to make way for the

New York

film building to be erected

on

ninth Ave., running from 44th
to 4Sth St. and to be completed by
1.

Show Brings Arrest
Rock, Ark.— Edward Rowley

Charity
Little

was ordered

to court to face charges
of violating city and state laws in
holding a benefit performance last
Sunday for the Arkansas Crippled

Children's Hospital.
Arkansas state
city laws prohibit Sunday pictures for which admission is charged.

and

Community Gets Another in Wis.
Whitewater, Wis.
Community

—

The^aters of Milwaukee, which operates a chain throughout the state, has
purchased the Strand from Wisconsin-Illinois
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Masterpiece Gets Cruze Product
Philadelphia Masterpiece has ac-

Jan.

Julius

C.
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.

85

.

23

.

Bros..

"A"

365^

...

30.M

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Aslj
s) Stock Exchange.
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(c)
(o)

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz

Skouras,

St.

Louis;

is

listed in^

Stanley,

Philad

BROOK
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU Co TO BUY

COSTUME
GOWNS AND
UNIFOR

1437 B WAY. NY.
lALSO 25.000

TEL. 5580

—

Theaters (Fischer's Para-

mount Theaters).

Egyptian at Bellingham.
George
Douglas has been named city man-

Now

Gillis

at

—

Yakima

Considine Arriving

Monday

W.

Yakima, Wash. Al Gillis has been
transferred from Bellingham to work
on publicity under direction of Har-

Considine, Jr., production supervisor at the United Artists'

ry

parture for New
so will arrive in

Gillespie

at

the

Liberty,

and Majestic.

ager of the same theater.

Capitol

_

John

studio,

Hollywood, postponed his deYork to Thursday,
New York Monday.
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think of
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ANOTHER QOTHAM BUILT FOR BETTER PROFITS

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED
Lumas Film Corporation

& Co.,

Broadway

UNCENSORED WOMAN''
By Laura K. Breckweth

S

Specialista in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Arthur

''THE

Sam

Inc.
N. Y. C.

Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway

Budd Rogers, Vice

New

Pres.

York City

Jn4n

PRODUCTIONS

PRODUCTieN*

|
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Post

Seattle
Julius B. Reisman, former
assistant manager of the Fifth Avenue, Seattle, has been named manager of the Mt. Baker, American and

When you
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Code

Academy Busy on

it^

f^

u^ItMuxi

•ILM

— Also

Plans

Own

Building, Including

Incandescent Lighting Continues to Interest Hollywood

New Type
WITH UNIVERSITY

IP

DEVELOPjECHNICIANS
nulation of a professional code
cs, a building to house its own
a museum in connection
ies,
[le building and a model theater
ejects which the Academy of
Arts and Sciences have in mind.
Academy is actively associated
he University of Southern Caliin the establishment of course
ee branches. (1) literary, as
d to writing for the screen;
t and architecture, as applied
building and dressing of sets
3) scientific,, as applied to phohy, illumination and laboratory
These points were outlined
ank Woods, secretary, to the
bled meeting of the Society of
Engineers a few days ago.
:

Making

of Ethics in

Museum and Theater

— Lubitsch

to

Direct Barrymore

Arc Carbon

Incandescents to Improve
Acting, Nauman Asserts E
in Use at Coast Studios
interesting sidelight on the use
An
A new type of carbon developed
lighting in studios
of

for use in studios gives an illumination quality resembling that of sunlight instead of the unnatural bluish
light which was used formerly, ac-

cording to E. A. Williford of the National Carbon Co., Cleveland iu an
address before the recent meeting of
the Society of M. P. Engineers.

"For use with carbon arc lights,"
Williford said, "a glass has been
made available v/ h i c h transforms
ultra-violet radiation called 'invisible
light' into useful greenish yellow light
which when added to that given off
by the arc lamp gives a very desirable quality of illumination."

A

Little

incandescent

of

was made by Roger Nauman, chief
electrician of the Paramount studio,
He believes
before the S. M. P. E.
acting will improve because with the
new form of lighting, it is possible

work

to

in

sets

decorated in

their

natural colors and this, he asserts,
will serve to remove restraint in the
expression of performers before the

camera.

rOR PRODUCTION DRIVE
With

addition of a

new

stage build-

Educational studios, now undergoing the spring housecleaning, will
have 20,000 sq. ft. of additional floor
space, when production is resumed.
The Bowers unit is the only one
ing.

working at present. The studios are
undergoing cleaning and renovating.

Blue Returning Next Week
Next for Jannings
Monte Blue is scheduled to return
"The Man Who Never Missed,"
next week from the South Seas, to from Mildred Gram's magazine story
start work on the series for the War- "The Feeder," has been selected by
ner program.

from "Lots"

Paramount! for Emil Jannings to follow "The Street of Sin" in producPercy Heath and Sam Mintz
tion.
are at present busy on the script.
Lothar Mendes will direct.

Lubitsch to Direct Barrymore
Ernst Lubitsch is to direct "The
starring John
Lionel Barrymore, who is work- Last of Mrs. Cheyney,"
Hollywood
Barrymore, for United Artists rePhilip
But
the
Brave,"
ing
in
"None
comedy writer must, of
tortion which results in proscreen, lease.
original for
the
necessity, have a good dramatic Hum's
n of pictures from sitting too
Rosson
directed
Richard
being
by
background, according to Joseph
Anna Q. Nilsson Signed
the side, or too far above or
Franklin Poland, who is supervising for Fox, may also appear in Hum's
Anna Q. Nilsson is to be starred
its
the axis of projection, has
Backslider."
Mr.
"The
new
play,
feature comedies at Universal.
in two pictures for the 1928-29 FBO
erpart in distortion prevalent in
However, a man can be a good dra- Hum's wife, known professionally program, first of which is "Blockand
Hardy
Arthur
C.
g pictures,
grandas
Jane
Atherton,
is
the
J.
Conant of the Massachusetts matic writer, without having written daughter of Gertrude Atherton, the ade," an original by Louis Sarecky
comedy, Poland adds.
and John Twist.
ute of Technology, told the Sonovelist, and is planning to return
*
*
*
of M. P. Engineers at its restage.
to the
*
*
*
meeting.
Ben Graumann Kohn is busy on
his is more apt to be serious
His "The Albany
original stories.
Our Passing Show:
Joe
films
when sounds Night Boat" will soon go into pro'talking'
Schenck, Douglas Fairbanks,
lating within the picture are re- duction at Tiffany-Stahl.
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, Robert
Writer
iced in synchronism with the
*
*
*
Fairbanks and Mike Levee in"Thus, if the
re," they said.
specting
Sam
Goldwyn's
new
Rare Moments Neal Burns
Under Contract to Warner Bros.
is a close-up of an actor talkquarters at United Artists.
refusing an invitation to play
seem
)r singing, the sound may
golf; Harry D. Wilson minus
iginate from a point a considerMore Rare Moments: Eddie
original exploitation ideas.
or
behind
in
front
of
distance
Sutherland
minus his cane
*
*
*
ctor. Although this is sometimes
while directing a scene.
*
*
*
o- faulty adjustment of the sound
Dr. Edmond Pauker, the literary

ice of Lens Stressed
Making Talking Films

By

KAWH

WILK.

A GOOD

)

'

ROBERT LORD

—

!

or

ifier

to

incorrect

placing of

microphone or loud speaker, the
t may also be produced by the
oper choice of lens in the talkamera.
Equations are derived which percalculations of the correct
length for the taking lens which
conditions will produce
:r given
correct perspective relationships
le center of the auditorium."

Our

Harry

enjoying his first visit to
Hollywood. His clients, Ernest Vaj-

Sinclair
Drago, has written two books, "Bor-

Alexander Korda and Ludwig
Biro have been showing him the

rowed Reputations" and "Where
the Loon Calls," which will be published this summer.

agent,
da,

sights.

is

old

friend,

The Life of Los Angeles
Centers at the

Ambassador's

the

iTalmadge Unit on Location
enry
e

King, director, has taken
Disputed" company on
near Tehachapi, Cal. Norma

Woman

tion

nadge
ing:
t

is starred in the cast inGilbert
Roland,
Arnold

and Gustav

Von

Seyflertitz.

Jeaudine to Direct Mary Astor
''illliam Beaudine has been signed
direct Mary Astor in her next
t
National vehicle.

ROY DEL RUTH

Famous

DIRECTOR

RECENT RELEASES

"HAM AND EGGS"
"THE FIRST AUTO"
VITAPHONE ALL STAR SPECIALS
"IF I WERE SINGLE" — Featuring May McAvoy, Conrad Nagel,

Cocoanut Grove

Andre Beranger — Myrna Ley.

NOW IN PRODUCTION
"POWDER MY BACK"— widi Irene Rich, Andre

Beranger,

Special Nights Tues, and Sat.

Carroll Nye.

WARNER BROTHERS

PICTURES, INC.

College Night Every Friday

THE

a^an

DAILV

By JAMES

HARROWER

P.

CUNNINGHAM

i

Hyman Producing
Edward

managing

eight years

MAKES

HIT AT

ROXY

Another consistently classy stage bill at
Broadthe Roxy which leaves all the other
way picture houses trailing. The symphony
Circum
and
orchestra opened with "Pomp
stance" and then followed with a spring
with
festival song, employing the ensemble,
male and female voices grouped on
the
The diverbalcony.
the
of
sides
both
tissements consisted of three numbers, openan
showing
set
stage
ing wtih a corking
southern mansion backed by a river
old
l>athed in moonlight and willow trees on the
With subdued lights, the chorus
banks.
sang 'Goin' Home," followed by Douglas
Stanbury singing

"Mammy

Is

did

Mark

Strand.

duce,
stage

under

will also prounit policy, a
show everyl third week which
will tour a circuit of eight Stanley
theaters as the nucleus of a larger

"Rustle of Spring," and was one of
the most colorful numbers Roxj' has staged.
It opened with the bare foot dancers against
a red silhouette and followed with the crinoline girls coming on in small groups, and
then the Roxyettes in gorgeous pastel shadcl
costumes making a big color effect. Then the
ballet in colored frocks formed back stage
for a tableau representing the rainbow, which
came after a dramatic storm scene, with
They wore feather headrain and thunder.
dress, and in one bit were grouped in a
circle, and as they raised and lowered their
leads, they presented a fine spectacle of a
gorgeous red flower opening and closing. Then
there was Joyce Coles dancing, and Helen
Ardell and Stanbury all on for a striking
finale with the background a dazzle of color.
A pageant of color, harmony and attractive
girls.

Ceballos at Warners' Hollywood

—

Hollywood Larry Ceballos, the New York
theatrical producer,, has been signed for the
stage productions at Warners' new theater.
He plans to enlist the services of a dozen
stage stars and a big chorus of California
beauties for the presentation.

Paul

Ash

at

Paramount

Paul Ash will make his first New York
appearance at the Paramount, where he will
begin
an indefi.nite engagement as band
leader May 12.
the McVicker's

He made

his

and Oriental,

reputation at
Chicago.

expected

circuit

for

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

1579

BROADWAY, NEWYORK CITY

arms swinging freely above

his

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

houses

his

head for

no apparent reason.

The

smash evidently was intended to
Maryland Collegians, billed as a
group of 12 college youths from Baltimore.
The feature of this was the work of Louella
Lee, who did a song and dance in front.
She showed some class, but the rest of the
group were rather hopeless.
A couple of
specialties were thrown in. being a monkey
and a female impersonation.
They allowed
this
unit
about 20
minutes,
which was
be

big

the

far

too

long

for

to

offer.

they had

the

class

of

entertainment

Whiteitian's Band Carry
the Paramount Program
Paul Whiteman and his l)and were on for
their -third consecutive week and they were
practically the whole show.
The harmonizers did five numbers throughout the program, featuring the work of the three members who specialize in jazzy and hot numbers. "Broadway Blues," was the name of
the offering,
and the outstanding bit was
"The Song of the Swamp," which was done
impressively both in harmony and scenic
effect.

The comedy was supplied by Johnny Perwho appears at intervals with some

kins,

and

peps up the proceedings
finishes with a semi-ballad
outstanding hit of the show.
Rosita & Ramon, a night club team, came
through with a Spanish number that was
put over with a lot of personality. They
scored
with ease.
Georgie Tapps did a
tap routine.
He provided a novelty in his
second number, changing his shoes on the
stage and doing a tap and eccentric routine
on his toes. Whiteman's gang finished with
"Meet the Boys," which is an old number
and let down considerably on the good
work which preceeded it. The Crawfords did
their usual
bit
at the consoles.
But the
work of Perkins, the dancing team and
Georgie Tapps helped out any dull moments

m

AMALGAMATED

20

over.

Joe Plunkett takes the blame for the "Rah,
Rah Frolic" at the Strand, which goes juvenile and collegiate and generally filled with
the sap of youth. The stage proceedings start
with the 5 Co-Eds, and the gals were just
about as amateurish as any crowd seen at
the Amateur Night festivities.
They did a
gymnastic number that had nothing to recom
mend it to Broadway.
Then they brought
on Al Gale, who delivered two pop numbers
with an accompaniment of wild movements,

that

Motion Pictmre PreeenUitloD

is

Strand Stage Show
Offered by Joe Plunkett

bits,

He

immensely.

Standard

reach

to

Weak

snappy

VAUDEVILLE

new

summer

before the

in

was

Hyman

the

was

the

the

the proceedings. They made
the
proceedings well worth
whij,e.
The
ensemble gals were not used, and they did
not seem to be missed.
Maybe the Roxyettes at the Fiftieth Street showhouse have
rest

of

crabbed their

Who

act.

knows?

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

Vatideville

"•ichtl

ERNEST W. FREDMAN

By

Editor "The Daily Film Renter"
London Forty-nine British renters

—

have

received licenses from the Board of Trade,
established by quota law, to distribute in the
Under the terms of the act,
British Isles.
all renters who have not registered by April
1, are being fined $100 for every day thereafter.
The following list of registered com,:
panics, gives a comprehensive record of English distributors:
Allied Artists
Corp.,
Argosy Film Co.,
Astra-National Prod., Bendon Trading Co.,
Blakeley's Prod., British Exhibitors' Films,
British International Film Distributors, British Lion Film Corp., Butcher's Film Service,
Horace Stanley Coxall, Ue Forest Phonofilms,
European M. P. Co., Famous Films
(Midlands), Famous-Lasky Film Service, Film
Booking Offices, Film Distributors, First National-Pathe, Fox Film Co. Frederick White
Co., Gaumont Co., Graham Wilcox Prod., H.
& S. Film Service, H. E. Hayward Prod.,

Henderson's North of England Film Bureau,
Ideal Films, International Cine Corp., JuryMetro-Goidwyn, P. A. McLoughlin, Missionary Film Committee, Letty Morris Film Service, Northern Mutual Films, Pioneer Film
Agency, Producers Distributor Co., Pro Patria Films, John A.
Schofield & James F.
Newton, Sherwood Exclusive Film Agency,
Ltd., Renters.
Ltd.,
Robert Wilfred Simpson,
Bernard Smith F'ilra Agency, Song
Films, Sovereign Exclusives, Harry Taylor.
Triangle
British
Films,
United
Kinglom
Photoplays, W. & F. Film Service, Wardour
Films, Western Import Co., Frank Whitecroft (Cinema Exclusrv-es), W. P. Film Co.

21 Features, 5 Comedies
from Czechoslovakia in '27

—

Prague Domestic producers placed 21 features on the home market during 1927, in
addition to five short reel comedies, according to annual report of the Minister of the
Interior, which reveals that 485 features and
452 comedies were censored last year. Seventy-six were banned, three of them from
England.
the

LT.

largest

S.,

Germany and France were

importers.

Russia Hopes to End
Political Flavor in Films
Moscow

— Despite

propaganda
makes them

predominance

Acts

MURRY LIVINGSTON
Creator
of

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

majority of its films, which
unsuitable for outside markets,
number of features have been made and
planned, in which propaganda, if not entirely absent, is almost altogether submerged.
The Ukrainian unit, Wufku, was the first
to eliminate this element in production.
in

a

A

cable

received

Corp.

by

Producers

»» » -<

O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
Phone

Write

me

me

at

270

I

at

.f.

CANal 6480
>- «•
.

of

'

the!

Germany.

30%

Grosses
Received from AbrJ
of All

More than

thirty

ti

|tlie

Its

in

Irainu

per cent

film grosses from American pi^
realized from foreign countrie
cording to a report by N. D. G^
of the U. S. Bureau of Foreigi

m\\

Ut

is

land

I

BtlSi

Domestic Commerce, prepares
and read at the recent conventil
Society of M. P. Engineers at]
lywood. Golden's paper reveaU

iFerni

fact that 230,000,000 ft. of Amc
films were sent abroad during

Latin America was the biggesf
porter, taking about 80,000,00! be to
with Europe a close second, buj

jtta rep

70,000,000

ft.

Booking Cooperative
for Viennese Theat%

Liingi
ience

— Based

along same pr
pies as the organization sponsored
Aaron Sapiro in New York, ej
tors of Vienna are banding tog^
to form a cooperative booking

Vienna

lis, a:

bine.

Theater

Largest

Interna-

tells

be

to

Buifl

—

Helsingfors
Seating 2,000, a theatejj
be built on the New Esplanada by a coij
backed by Bank of Finland and Finslof
graf Co.
It will be the largest in Fia

for

Ufa Chain

— H.

Brodnitz is now director
entire Ufa chain. Brodnitz formerly ma
theaters owned by Phoebus.
Berlin

of the death of Knut Husmanager of the Stockholm office.
He
had been manager of the Swedish office of
Producers International for over two years

tional
berg,

one

smallest countries in the worU|
-the Duchy of Luxembour^B.:,|^(,
which is considering a kontAWj *
gent "to protect and safeguard r
Luxem-pt^to
home production."
bourg is a tiny territory lyingtoiit
on the borders of Belgium andi^j^j

New Head
Knut Husberg Dies

leSi

and was formerly with Svensk Film.

Lya
— Mara
"Evelyn"

Berlin
picture

to

be

in

selected

made by Defu, and
a

"Dawn,"

the
starring
for

"kontingeiit"

"Dawn"
on Long Run
—

London

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,

Defu Film
title

is

Lya Mara.
It will be
ture for First National.

being

Herbert Wilcox through W.
a long run at the Palladium.

F.,

is

Insist

—

by
playing

Upon Tax Adjustment

Dublin Exhibitors persist in petitioning
Minister of Finance for a cut in admission

Treasury of the Northern government
shows a surplus of nearly $12,000,000 and it
is
upon this fact that exhibitors are waging
taxes.

their

battle.

D.

J.

Inc

New York

MOUNTAN,

Cll

Pra*.

Exclusive foreign represent

distributed

&

723 7th Avenue

pic-

Berlin
Claiming Paramount's "Way of
All Flesh," with Emil Jannings, is based
upon a script written by him, Hans Behrendt has filed suit in local court.

Box Office Builderi

BARREL

reached

:ii:itr;

Soviet

of

Sues on "Flesh" Film

Box Office Prescriptions

now

has

—

I^

And Now This—
London— The quota scheme

Licensed by Board

for the past
director of the

Brooklyn Mark Strand, has entered
upon actual duties connected with his
appointment as managing director of
both the New York and Brooklyn

Gone," which

great dramatic style.
The Roxyettes, working with a lineup of
i2, stretched clear across the immense stage
dark drapes, their bright yellow
against
They
costumes malting a fine contrast.
with
roojtine
precision
usual
varied the
small groups of four and eight doing inharmonizing to
all
routines,
yet
dividual
make a smash. The stage presentation proper

he

Hyman,

L.

nit

J

British Distributors

COLORfUL SPRING PAGEANT

22,

Foreign Markets

Presentations
By JACK

3b

Sunday, April

atives for Rayart Pictures
Scree

Corporation and other leading independent produc

and

Ian

distributors.

Cable AddrcM: RICHPICSOC, Paril|
CabI* Adrctt: DEEJAY, London
Cable Addreaa: RICH PIC, N. T.

Exporting only the best

iiicot

in

Motion Pictures
It

Pi;

ker,

THE

DAILY

April 22, 1928

War

Stuff

s

to the effect of

war

stories

abroad and the impression

Lichtbildbuehne' makes a very convincing appeal. It inhat tragic events of the war should not be revived in pici'L'cause of the recollections they inspire."
or ourselves, we believe an inventory of tastes might well
t^en, not only as it concerns Europe but America as well.
lizing the myriads of channels into which the war and its
ish have reached and its possibilities for dramatic themes,
lis to us that producers, once again overzealous and perThere are
t in their methods, are laying it on too thickly.
that a reaction is setting in.
c

Fernstrom: Camera Ace

I

"Red Hair"
Paramount

"it,"

air.

P'ROM

pep and what have you?

"

herself is cute and pert as usual,
ing she does is ever uninteresting.

DAILY MIRROR—*

*

*

usher to managing director
of two of the nation's leading theaters in 14 years is the record of

good.

*

full
•

of

Clara

and noth*

•

*

It

snappy, typical of the Bow-Glyn combination and very close kin to "it."
• * * If you like Clara
DAILY
Bow and who doesn't you'll probably appreciate her in this little piece, although you
must admit you've seen her in better.
is

NEWS—

—

—

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

*

has amus

ing situations and moves fast. * * * Clara
looks and acts cute, and it's snappy comedy
well directed by Clarence Badger. * • *
*

too im
that can
be said of this one in fact is that she
(Bow) opens it in a bathing suit and closes
it
in the nude, and that doubtless is the
sort of stuff the Bow fans demand.
* * * Much ado about noth•
ing. * * * Miss Bow's box office value • •
plausible.

•

•

*

The only

•

DALY

'-

The Paramount, N. Y.
AMERICAN—" * * Clara Bow.

EVENING WORLD—*

Wherever red blood courses through the
Ray Fernstrom and his defiance of the
battle
of
the terrific
tnts in bringing in his pictorial assignment into New York
saga of the

That's That

By PHIL M.

leate.

V

And

Newspaper Opinions

{Continued from Page 1)

It's

thing

GRAPHIC—

Edward

L.

Hyman,

veteran manager

of the Mark Strand, Brooklyn,
has just added the Mark Strand,
York, to his managerial duties.
incidentally, the theaters have
open just 14 years.

who

New
Cobeen

Martin Stern, veteran publicist, is
publishing "The Swimmer," in New
York, a snappy publication for

swimming

enthusiasts.

"Larry" Wood, house manager of
the
one,

Mark

Strand, tried to pull a fast

by being married secretly, but
little
sleuthing brought out the

a
secret.

Congrats.

Paramount News will arouse admiration. Neither fog, nor
A contrib to Walter Winchell's
was evidenced * * • by waiting lines. * * •
nor wind could deter this intrepid cameraman. He was com- A frothy, frivolous cinema plot with enter- column in "The Graphic" relates that
values only because of the smooth
oned to reach Greenely Island and shoot the transatlantic tainment
a film was so bum that people hissed
direction of Clarence Badger and the exuwilderness
the negative as it was being carried
berance of the fiapperish Clara.
and he did, thus bringing out of the Canadian
* * Clarence BadHERALD^TRIBUNEto the theater.
marooned
rst motion pictures of the oceanic flyers and their
* * but we are sure he would
ger directed
not
made
better
picture
if
he
had
again.
have
a
back
Fernstrom flew from Montreal to Greenely and
•
• For
Big money development in producbeen hampered by the scenario.
unds simple. Actually it was a grim tussle against heart- those who like it, "Red Hair" is a thrilling tion is cited by Universal which states
Mother picture.
:ing odds and the toughest taskmaster of them all
POST—* * * Clara Bow * * * in another that "Uncle Tom's Cabin," costing
and "The
Man Who
celluloid print of one of Mme. Glyn's purple $2,000,000
re.
meditations. • * •
Laughs," costing $1,000,000 total more
—
SUN * * * A bit repetitious and at all than the year's production budget of
Some day
e don't know Fernstrom, but we admire his grit.
times possessing that spearmint flavor, it is
among
an
ace
him
what
tell
Then, the budget was
nevertheless a mildly amusing picture —cer- ten years ago.
ope to grasp him by the hand and
tainly the best that the week has yet re- considerably
under
$3,000,000 while
ra reporters he is.
vealed.
Certainly, also, it is the best film
:

that

Softer Joins
Long with United

"U"

Clara

some time.

West where he gained
money pictures. Then with Warners

Artists in the Middle

rience in handling big
Urge of the extended run attractions. Now with Universal
ing-pin on specials. Morris Safier knows his onions, his exors, and his sales manual.

Bow
•

has

appeared

in

for

quite

•

the current budget
over $15,000,000.

declared to be

is

Fourth Consecutive Year
With Rayart Pictures

KANN

lite

Leaving Early in Week
White, director-ill-chief of

atioiial

studios, expects to con-

48%

of

Paramount Foreign

Sales are

Made

to English

POSTAL TELEGRAPH

conferences on production

Home

with Zakoro
former home office
Home,
M.
sentative of Universal and manof the contract department for
lers,

has joined Zakoro as

man-

of sales, according to Joseph
larovich, general manager.

3.56%; ScanFrench, 6A9%;
dinavian, 3.51%; Japanese, 3.09%;
Dutch, 1.55%; Chinese, .&0%; Hussion, .51%; Turkish, .19%.
Italian,

"Sedley in "The Racket"
Henry Sedley has been signed by
Screen Players Recovering
Howard Hughes for "The Racket."
Angeles -Richard Dix, Frank Sedley plays the part originally aser and Karl Dane are reported signed to Charles Middleton.
)f
danger at local hospitals folDugan in "Excess Baggage"
g operations.
Tommy Dugan has been cast in
Baggage," which James
"Excess
llicotville to Have Theater
Cruze is directing for M-G-M.
icotville,
N. Y. The Calumet
Terriss Collaborating
is opening a picture theater in
Tom Terriss is collaborating with
Closing
all in Washington St.
Ben Grauman Kohn on "The Albany
e Playhouse led to agitation for
Night Boat," which he will direct.
ler theater by businessmen.
5

—

tram

TELEGRAMS
TO ALL

AMERICA

CABLEGRAMS
'

'

*n!^p^

Mf'iul

e full-ta" Ttt'cram of
fjiltn
in III'

Buue

NL

TO ALL

NlTE

THE WORLD

LCO
NLT

WLT

CabU

,i<d'. jlrj
olliTir.if
hy
"' in Ih' aJ.lns:

<li"k

Day Letteb
NiGMT Letter
NiCMT TCLECflAM
Defebbeo
Cable Letter
WEEK End Letter

with

Spanish is
included).
15.27% of foreign sales. Others follow, in order: German and allied
tongues, 9.59%; Portuguese, 6.79%;
next,

COMMERCIAL CABLES
T'lFl is

Adolph Zukor, in his annual report
E. W. Hammons, Monday. He to Paramount stockholders, states
He that 48.55% of product sold to forthen leave for the Coast.
be accompanied by his wife, eign countries, is purchased by English-speaking territories (Canada not
ne Starke.
his

-

CHA1022 51 NL
SE ATT,
E

ftASHN

12

w ray johnson

rayart
Rayart

OVANT

ST, N.r.'H,

1269-1270-1271

pictures corpn 723 seventh ave ne*york ny

pictures ha"e built up large following for us

in

this

Territory during past seasons present season lineup excellent and
Making

more,

fAVORED WITH

new accounts for us *e are highly pleased with being

rayart

FRANCHISE FOR NEW BOX OFFICE TWENTY ADVANCE

Material looks great keep up the good work regards

northwestern film corpn.

—

Rayart^s Neiv Box-office T^venty
Will Be Distributed By Northwestern
^,

PARAMOUNT
First

NEWir-

and

of Bremen and Tranm

GREENELl
MARVELOUS

FOOT

500

f
SPECljk

I

Paramount News Cameramwrr
Ray Fernstrom performs

mfl*^^

daring feat in history of nePf
reels.

In 3,000 mile flight risf'^

death by storm and fog and bucr*

way

to

GREENELY

ISLAI^O

j

AND BREMEN
Trans-Atlantic airplane Bremen at Qreenely Island

same
ocean

conqueril

perils that forced
flyers.

^

^

^

^

dow
^

.i

^

oops the world with

ttotion Pictures
tlantic Flyers taken at

LAND
)

EXTRA COST TO SUBSCRIBERS

rnstrom of Paramount News

RST AND ONLY NEWS CAMERA-

AN TO REACH GREENELY
•LAND and photograph Bremen
id crew.

n

500 foot special landed

New Yo r k
April 20th

•"riday,

Capt, Koehl and Baron von Huenefeld with
Qreenely Islanders

at

2 P. M.

4

L

*

m
Sunday, April

DAILYL
Adolphe MenjoH

"Abie's Irish Rose"
Length: 12,103

rarammtnt

ENTERTAINING.

ft.

FA-

MOUS STAGE PLAY COMES
THROUGH AS A GOOD, BUT
NOT A GREAT, PICTURE.
STORY FAMILIAR AND HAS
BEEN DONE ALREADY WITH
VARIATIONS.
Hcrsholt steals

Jean

Cast
honors.

Buddy

first

pleasing;

Rogers

Nancv Carroll, a new face, agreeable
and personable. Others all good and
include J. Farrell McDonald, Bernard Gorccy,

Ida

of Mystery"
Length: 5741

Warners

officer

plays serious role in unsyni-

Nora

Lane

as his
sweetheart has a slim bit that builds
Same thing applies to
no interest.

pathetic

part.

Jr.,

The trouble
dou's play, "Ferreol."
with this offering is that it is entirely

French

in

sympathies and

its

psychology, and will

hold

little

in-

terest for Americans who have an
entirely different point of view. Especially on the relations of the sexes
Menjou as the French officer has had

form, has been the basis of a number of pictures released during the
The Jewish
last three or four years.
Both
boy marries the Irish girl.

an

Direction, Victor Fleming, pretty
good; Story, based on stage play by

Anne

Nicholas;

Scenario,

Photography,

Furthman;

Jules
Harold

Rosson, very good.

"The

with

affair

which

ties

a

married

him up when he

woman,
tries

to

protect the brother of the girl he
The
loves from an unjust charge.
real murderer knows that hero has
had the affair with the wife of the
judge who is trying the case. That
situation lets it out for American
family trade. The action is slow, and
practically no comedy relief. Menjou
is miscast in this type of role.

.

Lani

John Miljan does a finCast.... Hoot Gibson has a
ished characterization as the down- to-order part filled with action.
Anna May Wong and othy Gulliver a good looker who^_^
and-outer.
cii.i2''y
(

right

Sojin

their

in

native

element.

Forrest handles menai
Others Monte Montagii|t*i
Gale Henry, Roy Laidlaw, John Ha jary ^}
Story and Production. .. .Comecf.^

nicely.

Story and Production .... Meller of
It is filled with Oriental
atmosphere, and the street scenes are

drama

.Shanghai.

well done, as well as the interiors of
the House of a Thousand Daggers,
where the wicked Chink runs things
to suit himself.
Miljan is the white
outcast, who has been ostracised by
his English acquaintances for a crime
he did not commit.
He befriends
the Chinese girl in the villain's hangout who is about to be sold into slavery to the crafty old Mandarin.
It
works out into a wild and very meller
drama, with the outcast final!)' securing the document which proves his
innocence and put him in okay with
his English gal again.
Production
values are well handled, and direction is 'way ahead of material. This
also applies to the cast, which is good
all the way.

Archie Mayo, fine; AuAnthony CoIde^Vay; Scenario,
Anthony Coldeway; Photography,
thor,

tography, Harry Fishbeck, good.

Barney McGill, very good.

Direction,

"Mad Hour"

sent

Allan

act.

Others Leila Hyams, Anders Randolf, Richard Tucker, Mathew Betz.

Direction, Lothar Mendes, handicapped by material; Aiithor, Victorien
Sardou; Scenario, Ernst Vajda; Pho-

Belle Bennett in

Devil's Skipper"

"From

Adolphe Menjou as French appealing.

Cast

ready-made
the
picture,
the
sees
audience will be formidable. Everybody knows the story, especially
since "Abie," in slightly different

over.

,

WESTERN

Others William ColRaoul Paoli, Claude King.
Story and Production. .. .French
Comedy
sorts of drama. Adapted from Victorien Sar-

fathers can't see it. Then comes the
babies and, once again, one touch of
nature makes the whole world kin.
It's a human story, generally pretty
Nothing to enthuse
well handled.

GOOD

ft.

.

lier,

Story and Production
drama. "Abie" rolled up all
new records for length of runs as
Not only in New York but
a play.
generally. Eighteen millions are said
If only part of 'em
to have seen it.

in

"The Wild West Show
Length: 5388 ft.
CHANGE
DAILY
Universal
Length: 5254
Paramount
HECTIC
TOO
BUT
NUMBER,
MENJOU
WITH
FILM,
POOR
PEPPY OFFERING Hi!
BETTER CLASS HOUSES. WIDE
OUT OF HIS ELEMENT IN SE- FOR
APPEAL. FINE CIRCl
STORY
SHANGHAI
ANOTHER
RIOUS ROLE UNRELIEVED BY WELL DIRECTED AND ACTED. ATMOSPHERE COMBINE
COMEDY. TYPICAL FRENCH
WITH
STAR
CLICK
MATERIAL WON'T
.Myrna Loy as Chinese STUFF.
Cast.
COMEDY A
HERE.
girl in love with white outcast very THRILLS. SAFE BET.

"A Night

Kramer and Ca- Evelyn Brent.

millus Pertal.

Hoot Gibson

"Crimson City"

in

kp

i

22,

of circus

life.

Here

is

a nicef

''?"

balanced picture that has no dull mi"""™'
ments.
It works in some realist
circus atmosphere that has been e;^*"' T
cellently handled by the director. 0i
in Hoot Gibson's country the circi 1(1?
Direc
appears, and Hoot falls hard for
leading feminine attraction of
show.
A nice little love story Mi
velops, with a member of the she
tl:

tl;

)i\

trying to steal the gal from
and frame him for the robbery o^_,
]

payroll. The story keeps hoppinjBPl'™
the way, with some nice coraR

m

worked
with the cross-eyed lad
knife thrower that Gale Henry dim
to a turn.
Works up to a zippy
ish with a cyclone hitting the „, bri
tent, the gal on a broken trapeze, s^ ? as
some great riding by Hoot. One c "J 8""
the best he's done for some time. I"*""'
liie

I

Direction, Del Andrews, showmant" ""
ship; Author, St.

Elmo Boyce;

Scettf'??

Isadore Bernstein; Photogrr-^
Harry Neuinan, good.

ario,

Is Love"
Length: 5611

"So This

Lois

Moran

^*

"

in

"Love Hungry"
ft.
HAND
THIS
MUCH.
Fox
Length: 5792
JUST AVERAGE ENTERTAIN- CHRONICLE OF WILD COLLE- WILDLY IMPROBABLE YARN
WOBBLY.
UNINTERESTINCI
MENT. BELLE BENNETT POS- GIATE AND A DUMB JANE OF PRIZE RING WASTES TAL- STORY
ING AS SKIPPER OF A HELL GOES BLOOEY WITH SILLY ENTS OF TWO GOOD PLAY- TEREST.FAILS TO BUILD IN,
RAGGED CONTINUf."*!"'
DOESN'T HIT RIGHT. CONTINUITY.

Tiffany-Stahl

Length: 5510

First National

ft.

Length: 6500

ft.

FAILS TO STAND UP. JAZZY

Columbia

CAN'T

/I

S]

SHIP

CUTBACK SEQUENCES AND
SAD ENDING DON'T HELP.

Cast. .. .Belle Bennett as the Devil
Skipper does fine dramatic work, but
unconvincing as a hell-fire skipper
on a slave ship. Montagu Love fine
Mary McAlister
as her first mate.
pretty in unimportant part, CuUen
Others Gino
Landis has small bit.
Corrado, Pat Hartigan.

Story and Production.

.

.

.Drama

of

the high seas and a slave ship. Adapted from the Jack London story,
It's
a wild
"Demetrios Contos."
story of revenge in the old days of
Belle Bennett in
the slave traders.
mate attire of the skipper of the hell
ship does wonders with the part, but
it's too far
fetched to expect even
this clever artist to make a male
roughneck role convincing. She even
smokes black stogies. The ancient
methods of long cut-backs gives you
the story of her early life that caused
her to become the Devil's Skipper.
Having a child by a rich youth in
New Orleans, she is shanghaied onto
a hell ship and subjected to abuses
by the crew. Years later she returns
for her revenge, and puts the man
and her own daughter into the same
position.

Cast
Sally O'Neill is great, and
survives a dumb role by sheer personality and attractiveness.
Donald
Reed even better as the wild collegiate.
Featured players Alice White
and Larry Kent couldn't do much
with colorless parts. Others Lowell

Sherman,

Norman

Trevor,
Tully
Marshall, Margaret Livingston, Eddie Clayton.
Story and Production.
.Drama of
jazzy youth.
Suggested by Elinor
Glyn's novel, "The Man and the Moment." A poor duplicate of "Flaming Youth" type of picture.
They
start with a wild roadhouse party,
with the boy and gal necking themselves into getting married by a jus.

sob stuff, moralizing and what
have you.
The gal gets mixed up
with. a crook, goes to jail for a year,
ler,

tography: Ernest Miller, very good.

.Shirley

Mason

as attractive and appealing as ever, but the
script makes it tough for her. William Collier, Jr., in the prize ring is
..

Johnnie Walker
tough pug, and
makes it his picture. Others Ernie
Adams, Carl Gerard.

hopelessly miscast.
does great bit as

good.

Ernest

Haller,

SENTED.

POORLY

PRE

.

at

.IS

.

l.iiows

and

terization that handicaps her.
rence Gray does well with a si
colorless role.
Others Marjorie
be,

n

»ill

Cast.
.Lois Moran as a show
out of a job is given a weak ch

Edythe Chapman, James

iyov

isplai

h'

N

John Patrick.
Dgl

.Romance
There was a good

Story and Production.
of the prize ring.
idea

somewhere

no doubt, but

it

..

in the original story

was hopelessly

lost

along about the middle of the second
reel.
From there on you just wait

how impossible this type
impossible yarn can be.
Collier
is a modiste for a fashionable dressmaker and he's in love with the gal
that works in the delicatessen across
the street.
She is fascinated by the
to see just

of

swagger pug who eats in the joint.
At a dance he takes her away from
the dressmaker and throws the latter
and a baby is born. Meanwhile the out on
his ear. Throughout the reels
boy's father has the marriage anthe poor hero is abused by the pug.
nulled, and she arrives at the milThen, presto, he becomes a pug, too,
lionaire's home as he is marrying anand licks the bully in the prize ring
other fiuff. Then suicide to point a
moral.
Direction, Joseph C. Boyle, did his
best with material; Author, Elinor
Glyn; Scenario, Tom J. Geraghty;

STAR

ITY.

Cast.

.

tice of the peace.
Then in rapid succession and for no good reason except to fill out the footage, the yarn
trails off into a detective-crook mel-

John G. Adolfi, tough
assignment; Author: Jack London;
Scenario: John F. Natterford; Pho- Photography,
Direction;

ERS.

after the gal has stuffed the
with ice cream and pickles.

champ

Story and Production

Rom

of a chorine and a clerk. Another ..
these Horatio Alger stories brought
up to
date, where the poor clerk
wins the gal from the millionaire
They meet in a boarding house, sm iK
there is a wise cracking pal of flieftpchorine who is supposed to supplyji
..

comedy

relief.
Hero earns 40 bucksf
a week, and introduces a young mil

H

lionaire friend to the heroine.
he happens to be pals with a milH
aire is not made clear.
And all _
rest of the story is just as logical «
that.
The rich youth wants to marrjv

the girl, and she see-saws back and
forth between the two young men. s
It is a great relief when she finall}'|k

•;

makes up her mind to marry t^
poor hero. Unsympathetic roles, po^
story

—doesn't

click.

Heerman; han^s
Frank Capra, not good; capped; Authors, Randall Faye, Vi^
Heerman;
Author, Norman Springer; Scenario, tor
Scenario,
Randall
very Elmer Harris, Rex Taylor; Photog- Faye; Photography, Glen MacWil-r
Direction, Victor

Direction,

raphy,

Ray June; good.

Hams, very good.

|
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1

"From Soup

and it's a good laughable
number. The comedian is the captain of an amateur football team that

contract,

Nuts"

to

Hal Roach— M-G-M
Great Gags
.2 reel comedy
production.
Laurel and Oliver Hardy jazz
fun as two amateur waiters
sent to do the buttering at
party given by a newly rich
This situation has been done
times, but it has never been
'

1

.

.

amy

One

better.

funny as

as

,

Stan

is

gags
of
is absurd is
the

it

ordered to serve the

He

w ithout dressing.

takes

it

and undresses down to his
ar. These two comedians are
ilaughrnakers in the short comleld when it comes to team
Directed by Ed Kennedy.
Slippery

Head"—Tuxedo

Educational

Peppy
production.

.2 reel

.

ough two
lat
irt.

:

'le

c
\

He is experiencing lots
because he is so forgetful

brings him his breakfast on
as he hops in his flivver.

n goes through
and sipping

ast

traffic

coffee.

,

s
\

munchArrives

the
musical
With the
aiting impatiently.
his goofy assistant at the
ihey manage to give the cusa jazzy and exciting lesson.
studio,

s

comedy

Arthur steps with a lively
reels of funny nonwill get the laughs without

ly
I

'

.

gagged.

ell

he

Norman Taurog

1

reel

who works hard and

delivers a
that has more than the usual
quota of laughs. Of course Hamilton wins the game with one of those
Norman Taurog diriukey plays.
rected this with a lot of pep.
ton,

comedy

"Hungry Hoboes"- Oswald
Universal

Hobo Gags
Type of production. .. .1 reel cartoon
Oswald the Rabbit does his stuliE
as a hobo. He meets a regular gent
of the road and the two land on a fast
The
freight filled with livestock.
animal gags are highly original, and
Walt Disney, the artist, turns out a
very snappy and entertaining cartoon. The windup is especially good,
with Oswald and his pal pulling a
line of nifty stunts in their frantic
efforts to get away from a railroad
inspector who spots them stealing a
ride.

finds

"Matching Wits"
Sportlight— Pathe
Great Sport
production.

stages a game with the taxi drivers
squad. The latter are all giants, and
when they get in action it looks like
a scene from the World War. The
entire football game is kept sizzling
with the goofy maneuvers of Hamil-

"Framed"

.

new

in

.

1

,

story or treatment.

magazine

.

.

they stage in the ballfashionable hotel where
The audiJoe lives with his dad.
ence is rounded up from all the kids
in the neighborhood. The laughs center around the "trick animals," consisting of a variety of domestic anicircus

room

that
of a

Pathe Review No.
Pathe

—

Clever
of production..! reel animated
Alfalfa and Henry Cat draw their

Type

of production.

.

comedy

.2 reel

.

Al Cooke and Barney Helium attempt to carry the comedy through
some old stuff done so many times
before that it holds no further interest.

It

is

possible

to

take

the

old

comedy situations and gag them up
and make them seem like something.

Type of production .... reel comedy
Buddy Messinger and Arthur Lake
1

15

put on their dinner clothes to attend

Interesting Pictorial

Type

of production..! reel

a

magazine

btarts off with "Feathered Friends,"
intimate pictures in the
home life of the oriole, sandpiper and

But a bull terrior wrecks
and they arrange to
remaining
suit
the
one

party.

Buddy's

suit,

switch

showing

throughout the evening, so both can
The gag is well
enjoy the party.
other birds. Then follows some good handled, and the fun is lively. Arthur
picturesque material with views of a finally rigs himself out in a girl's
little settlement in the Pacific thoufrock, vamps Buddy, and then takes
sands of miles from civilization. Here him out in the garden and gets his
we see the natives building their suit back. Lively juvenile stuff that
boats and making their hats made will please the younger crowd.

from

silver coins.

The

reel

finishes

"Interesting People," showing
Texas Guinan, the famous night club
Nicely balhostess, doing her stuff.
anced offering with wide audience ap-

with

peal.

"Women Chasers"— Mike &

Ike

—

"Barnyard Artists"
Fables Pathe

Type

—

—

morning bath in the brook, then
ling fish for bieakfast, and so on
evening when they raid a cabin
What they do to
their support.
shack is a caution. Interesting
lal antics, and the chubby bruins
eking around afford many a

FBO
Old Stuff

But in this instance the gag man,
mals that have been camouflaged in
director and comedians were evidentThe
howl.
anybody
a way to make
ly not up to form.
All about an imhouse detective raids the secret show,
personation as a butler and a maid
over
all
animals
escape
queer
the
and how the comedians wreck the
the hotel, and an exciting time is had
party.
Albert Herman directed.
Kids and grownups
by all hands.
It is done in the well
will enjoy this.
known style of Robert McGowan, "Summer Knights" Snappy Comedy
Universal
who certainly knows how to handle
these kids.
Lively

—

luiiely

i

.

Circus Fun
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
The C^ang have their fun with a

Universal
Grantland Rice sport reel
"Comicalamities" Pat Sullivan
Fast
Moves
bird
will make a hit with the
Educational
2 reel comedy
Type of production
The first
Iand fishermen.
Pip
A
Ike, do their
and
Mike
twins,
The
-!
in
the
iws the duck hunters
Type of production. .. 1 reel animated
stuff in dress clothes as usual, and are
and all set for the birds as
Here is a nifty cartoon with a
The second bright idea that is refreshing. Starts considerably funnier than the may over the marsh.
terial they are allowed to work with.
displays a beautiful trout stream, looking for
a beautiful girl to star in
At that it is a fair offering, and it will
the angler out in midstream
the movies. He runs across a homeim his strike, and cunningly ly daire, and changes her facial ex- chalk up a fair quota of laughs with
The twins
the average audience.
iiy the game trout till he lands
pression until she's so good looking
an
ad for two brave men
answer
n the bank.
she
Then
he falls for her himself.
to secure letters from a vamp
"I wanna hat, wanted
pulls the usual line:
blackmailer. They spot the damfe in
"All Bear" Curiosities
So
everything."
and jooels and furs 'n
a lot of
Educational
And when he's all a cabaret, and experience
Felix starts out.
grief before they finally cop the letAnimal Study
him
the
gives
she
giving,
through
Directed
ters for their rich client.
ui production. ... 1 reel novelty
cold shoulder, so he tears up the
cubs,
of
bear
tcrcsting study
two
"She's only paper, bv Francis Corby.
gal, remarking:
vliich the cameraman takes us
done with class
It's
after all."
him through a day's activities. and a laugh.
"Money, Money!" Snappy
see the furry fellows having
Universal
!

L

—

Featurette
Universal
Usual Stuff
Type of production. .2 reel western
Just another variation on the western opus, with the villain trying to
marry the rich ranch girl, and the
hero forced to prove his innocence of
a crime he did not commit. Nothing

"Too Many Hisses"

"Barnum and Ringling, Inc."
Our Gang— M-G-M

Usual Mixup
1 reel comedy
of production
Bennie Hall carries the comedy as
the clerk who is sent by the boss to

Pathe Review No. 18
Pathe
Colorful

Type of production..! reel magazine
Opens with a review of the evolution of the bathing girl, from the
early nineties right down to the snappy 1928 model. Then follow views
Pathecolor scenes form
of Samoa.
the close, entitled "Down on the
Farm." The farms are of the modern commercial variety, and we see
how goldfish, ostriches, alligators and
lions are raised.
Very diverting.

"Whippet Race"

—

Buster
Universal

Brown

.2 reel comedy
of production.
Buster and Mary Jane are seen preparing Tige for their entry in a
whippet race. All the kids have lined
up their dogs and when the race

Type

.

.

It
exciting.
of Buster's parents. Buster collects his usual
licking and makes his usual resolve
of reform. It is well done, and should
delight all the kids.

starts

it

winds up

is

certainly

in the living

room

Type

deposit

some money

in the

bank.

He

Ornstein Free Lancing
William Ornstein now is doing free
lance publicity and exploitation in
New York.

and go absentmindedly drops the money into
own animated
maneuvers
a beggar's hat, and this starts the
technical
all
the
through
h.
This is follovved
When
usual wild chase.
reel.
animated
an
of creating
Stone to Free Lance
finished, it is shown in a theater, and with a series of mixups in which
"Blazing Away"
Arthur Stone, featured comedian,
It shows a Bennie always manages to gum things
then we see the story.
Hamilton Educational
become an independent player
will
rave
nothing
to
are
gags
The
conceited pup chasing elephants and up.
Football Fun
of comedy at the conclusion of his en^'agement
amount
the
and
about,
animals.
jungle
the
of
rest
all
the
.2 reel comedy
e of production.
Direct- with Fox, to whom he has been
accordingly.
his is the last of the Lloyd Ham- Very clever idea, and one of the best extracted rates
loaned by First National.
ed by Doran Cox.
series under the Educational in the recent Fables releases.
1

—

.

.

cartoons

T

"'

THEATER EQUIPMEl
The Stamp
—

principle,
Unification
Chicago
heretofore confine to manual organs
is being offered in the newly-devel-

Importance of projection to the success of your theater cannot
be stressed too strongly, for the very life of the theater depends upon
proper projection. And in providing, the kind of projection you want
and need to have, every consideration should be given to basic factor,

1

oped Reproduco organ of the OperaThe instrument is a
tors Piano Co.
combination hand played and auto-

—

on which the whole structure rests the projector itself.
During the years in which projection has developed to its present high plane, three machines have stood out most prominently,
recognized as standard projectors which fit the wants of any size
theaters. These are the Power's, Simplex and Motiograph.
Undoubtedly, there are other meritorious machines now on
the market and soon to reach the market. They, however, have the
test of wide usage to withstand, which is no reflection upon their

organ.

Unified Reproduco is a
two-manual and pedal pipe organ
with a semi-horseshoe type console.
It has two chamber units, one the solo
organ, the otiier the great, or swell
organ, each governed by their respective shutters, which work indechamber is
tone
Tile
pendently.
placed to one side, so that the whole
system, which is combined in one
unit, may be installed in the orches-

The new

tra

Approval

An endorsement of 'product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and m-erit.

OFFERED ON MARKET

matic

of

quaUty, while the test is being met.
The Power's, Simplex and Motiograph for years have been
serving exhibitors, they are efficient because of their principle, fine
workmanship and design, and have withstood the severe tests to
which they have been put. They have The Film Daily Stamp of

Approval.

Automatically played, no attendant
required, with the rolls providing
two hours of continuous playing without repetition.

Newman Offers Frames in
New Non-Polish Finishes
Cincinnati — New non-polish
fin-

ishes are being featured in metal lob-

by frames by the Newman Manufacturing
which specializes in
Co.,
frames, velour

brass railings,

ropes,

door hardware and marquise fixtures.
Statuary bronze, verde antique, oxidized brass, nickelplate and gun metal
are among finishes being offered. The
company makes one sheet, three
sheet and combination
frames to
.specifications to harmonize with any
lobby decorative scheme.

OF ALL
While

it
is true that the projei*.„j
either makes or mars, m
with wilful intent, the success of t\
picture he shows, his pace in the
dustry goes farther than that,

j

tionist

ii

In

f(

upon

his skill in properly projectin

the picture, box office receipts
a large measure depend, F. H. Ricl
ardson stated at the dinner in
]

honor in
American

New York

given

jctee

b;

Projection

Society.
Upon the projectionist's scieriHS^*know^ledge of apparatus under hif «*''
control, and the various electrical anPP>
optica! components connected janpiit'
it,
depend the enjoyment of th^Htio^i
tron and the prosperity of the^W''"!'.
t

'^^

t''*

Ifcyoi
Richardson said.
"In order that this knowledge van!
be gained it is necessary that emll'trtise:
the
man devote- some time each d;
study," he continued.
"I say
Th
man and each day because the
hi the
of progress is so rapid that a
ma
tion from study means that it
be very dififilcult to keep up-to
especially on the newer types of*
paratus
P. A. McGuire of Internati
partoi
Projector Corp., praised Richards
work in advancing projection, aa
Lester Isaac, chief projectionist<,(| EEST
Loew's, reviewed the society's
and predicted its scope would be er^

ater,

pit.

is
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Several Types of Ventilators
in

Knowles Mushroom Line

Several types of air diffusers, declared to meet the requirements of
any size theater, are manufactured
by the Knowles Mushroom Ventilator

warm
fan,

New

Co.,
or cool,

is

Fresh air,
forced by a blower
York.

plenum chambers or
the Knowles diffusers which

through

ducts, to

top cannot be moved by feet
the cap is locked in recessed
notches by the lock screw.
It has
only two parts, the bottom floor piece
and the cap. The cap may be raised
or lowered and set in a series of ten
recessed notches, permitting a fine
regulation of air, from wide open to
the

when

tilii

itelhgef

for the

it

larged.

ir

icreer

ir

cnslo

ioilitut

Oklahoma
Oklahoma City

Office

tott

Opened

—

Davidson Theatet"
vai
Supply Co. is operating here unja
iDge
Sol Davidson.
It:

Gets New Equipment
Oklahoma City Expanding its activities. Mid West Film Distribution
Co. now declares it is prepared to

—

equip any size theater on an easy pay-

ment plan.
New
includes: Superior
.A.ctodectors,
lite

screens,

and Bausch

equipment added
projectors, Roth
Standeford lamps. Da-

Newman brass
& Lomb lenses.

frames

The Nn-Notch
Mushroom Air Diffuser

The Aisle Hood Deflector

A GOLD MINE

€K

ise

INFORMATION

laliiy

'to
lis

You Are in the"
Market for Any Kind
I

are placed inconspicuously under theater seats in the auditorium floor.
The blower fan assures a supply of
fresh air, which is distributed through
the ducts or plenum stages, and the
air diffusers regulate the supply, so
that all sections of the auditorium
receive an equal volume. The outlets
are small and inconspicuous.
Foul
air is exhausted through the Knowles
heads,
the
diffusers
designed for
cither
upward or downward air

If

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

no

ujest aa^si-NcwybrkMy
aZ^St^Ncwybrk.MV. •*
no West

Motion

Phone Penna. 0330

Picture

Department

U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie

J

movement.
The Knowles Nu-Notch Mushroom Air Diffuser has three outer
bearings, and is not dependent on a
screw to hold in place.
Jarring or
stepping on it cannot disturb the adjustments, the company claims, and

closed,
and preventing
slipping. It has a smooth top, with
a raised collar on the floor piece pre-

completely

venting dirt or water from entering
the air duct.
It is furnished in black
enamel, or any color to match furnishings.
Once regulated, the diffuser seldom requires any further ad-

justment,

it

is

stated.

Another Knowles ventilating prodthe Aisle Hood Air Deflector.
This is placed under aisle seats only
to throw the fresh air into the aisles
in one direction.
It has a curved
regulating damper which can be locked in any position by tightening the
screw at the top.
This is said to
insure easy flow of air without fricuct

1000 Pag«

"
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ilcfe
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ND MANAGEMENT
l^ESi

Caille Brothers Specialize

MING

is

Medium

elling

Keep

in Ticket

Real

— Use

It

Repaired

Seats

—

DetrfMt

Three

typp-s

of

Choppers, Boxes

Loew's State, states he has patented
a portable organ console, which he

the chopper and chopping mechanism.
"Drop Tickets Here" is lettered on the front plate glass and rear
The top
glasses also are of plate.
and four feet are of iron with white
porcelain
finish.
The chopper is

intends to market at a popular price.
It will play the ordinary pit organ
from stage, boxes or balcony or
from any other point that the theater

ticket

choppers and one ticket box are
manufactured by Caille Brothers Co.,
manufacturers also of amusement and
arcade machines. These are the Caille
Electric Ticket Chopper, Caille Hand
Power Ticket Chopper, Caille Hand

Business

Increase

:o

a

screen offers you one of your
iggest bets in getting over sales
ages to patrons. And it is the
economical medium as well,
aps the only ones who do not
Jeciate the power of the screen
bcai those in the industry itself
to the sub:!c;
e they are so close
they often lose their perspective.
)«

been

have

Ivertisers
e

quick

n

ed.

t(

ion

C

klPELS makes
in

The
the

concentrated

direct,

commands

screen

it

putting over

its

desires.
This arrangement
permit the use of the organ
in conjunction with scrim presentations, sets, musical comedy or operatic
scenes^ etc., giving the theater
owner the maximum use of his organ
with little additional investment.

Buys

Trailer Service

—

cal

fihn

business.

cializes in

Holobaugh

animated hand-lettered

spetitle

work.
Electric
Ticket Chopper
Sectional view
Caille

to

Trice Pittsburgh Branch Moves
Pittsburgh Trico Fuse Manufacturing Co. of Milwaukee, maker of
Trico fuses, has moved to new quarters at 405 Penn Ave.
William A
Bittner heads the branch.

—

showing how

at-

AND

maximum

driven by a one-quarter H.P. motor
with push button control, a cord and
plug, which fits any light socket beStandard finish is maing supplied.
hogany but special finish may be seIt is equipped for either A.
cured.
C. or D. C. current as specified.

manager

will also

Dayton, O. H. E. Holobaugh of
Holly Photo Service has purchased
the Pyramid Film Co., trailer and lo-

the value of screen advertising,
to utilize it, where occasion per-

s<

Portable Organ Console
Louis— Tom Terry, organist of

St.

SHOP

Screen

lour

Terry Plans to Market

ticktorn to

are
shreds apter passing through the
ets

effec-

message.

cutting

knives.

should
creed of every exhibifor the course pays money at the

itelligent use of his screen
l)4part of the

window.

Regular Patrons
Pay Regular Profits

Coming

attractions
be advertised by use of
r screen, for you reach with maxieffect, people who already are
Use of the screen
r customers.
institutional copy, also should be
Tell
of the scheme of things.
m about the comfort of your theaits various complements of interng equipment, what you are doing
better your service, your the= Mr's
cleanliness, the
courtesy of
.
ir
house staff all these suggest
y ural copy in selling your house
patrons.
et

BEST

TRANSIENT

patrons are
welcome, of course, but
the regular patrons pay your

The hand chopper

touch in your presentations
to sell your trade mark to pans will aid business. Give them a
een taste of coming attractions,

lality

and
and

Foot

Power

Caille Ticket

Ticket
Box.

Chopper,

The electric chopper is 48" by 17"
by 17" of birch, the four side panels

1

with glazed white tile, relieved
with border of brown tile with a con-

ougli

upper portion houses the angle plate
glass slides conveying tickets into

presentation of scenes, or
aight animated selling copy, and
tch the effect on your box office.

ILAPIDATED

seats are a black

eye for any house.
They prepatrons from enjoying the show,
d make people look down upon the
it

use,

as

inefficiently

and careless-

45" by 12" by 12",

A

—

Jse trailers, and use them judiusly, special leaders to get the per-

is

of birch mahogany finish, top and feet of iron
finished in porcelain witli 14-inch hand wheel
of metal having five handles.
locked metal
box in the lower compartment retains the
cnttings.
mechanism
The chopping
is
the
same as the motor driven type, but has an
extended drive shaft which projects through
the cabinet and to which the hand wheel is
attached.
An occasional turn of the wheel
handles a continuous flow of tickets.
The
chopper is equipped with an agitator, operated
by pushing a small knob on the outside.
Should a strip of tickets be thrown in, the
agitator Ifrings them down onto the chopping

inlaid

trasting streak of blue royal

ly

managed.

tile.

Another important

The

fac-

tor is that seats not in good condition
offer a constant menace to patrons'
clothes, carrying with it the danger
of potential lawsuits.

roller.

The hand and

foot chopper is identical,
with the added foot pedal attachment. Tickets
can be chopped by turning the wheel or operating the pedal.
On all the choppers, several tickets may
pass through the cutting roller with assurance
of being chopped, it is claimed, and coins,
checks or metal pieces pass through the mechanism without injury to the cutters, it is
stated.
The ticket box is 45" by 12" by
12", built along the lines of the hand power
chopper, minus the chopping mechanism and
hand wheel. At the lower part of the chopper is a trap door, controlled by an outside
lever to dump tickets into the locked com-

partment below.

New Detroit Firm
Detroit
Hammond-Ives M. P. Co.
now is operating the former Wayne
M. P. Co. The firm handles slides,
art trailers and other film specialties.

—

Regular inspection of the seats will
do much to eliminate grief and retain
See to it that all seats
patronage.
are securely fastened, that parts are

Schulte Firm Plans Another
always remembering
Howell,
Mich. Schulte
Amuseof your patrons althat
ways is a determining factor in the ment Co. plans to build a 1,000-seat
liouse here to be ready by July 1.
success of your show.

in

good

repair,

COMFORT

—

profit.

Regular patrons demand regular

care, seats that allow
easy comfort to tired backs,
grateful relaxation to limbs
and neck. No handsome foyer
nor spacious lobby can soothe
the patron who cramps in a
poorly set chair.
A National Service expert
will gladly inspect your seating

arrangements

ivithout obligadiscover
some needed slight adjustment,
a change of position or setting
that will increase the comfort
of your patrons many times.
As a matter of cold business
logic, gi'eater comfort to your
patrons means gi-eater profit
to you.
National Service can also
furnish every requirement of
service, material, or equipment.
From a paper date snipe to a
tion to you.

He may

pipe organ. Operating through,
thirty-one points of vantage,
we serve and service the American theatre industry.

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
General Office

624

S.

Michigan Bonlevard, Chicago,

III.

Offices in all principal cities

(3612)

—

:

;
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Hearst Group Declines
THEATER CHANGES TOR
to Go to Big Expense

Week's Headlines

Major Fitzmaurice at
Murray Bay were secured by the
Hearst organization and incorpoPictures of

Monday
denies

raraniouiit

Trade Commission

new answer; U.

in

S.

enforce cease and desist order ex-

to

suit

Federal

of

soon.

pected
Will II.

confers with M. Herriot,
French Minister of Education, on quota
and censorship decree.
Appeal to be taken to high courts by Para
mount and Publix on Texas conspiracy

Hays

in

that
the picture storj- merited expense of
chartering planes to fly all the way
from Murray Bay to New York and
sending out a special issue, so shipped the print by train from Montreal.

decision.

Aaron Sapiro makes bow as head of New
York exhibitor cooperative at T.O.C.C.
dinner.

Boyd

Al

chain

plans

Phdadel-

luxe

de

of

phia theaters.

Tuesday
Right

belongs

selection
states

of

Aaron

to

exhibitors,

at T.O.C.C. dinner;
formed by Buffalo exhibitors.
undaunted by odds, in race for

Sapiro

co-operative

Xewsreels.
flight

films.

Warners to announce
York sales meeting.
Philadelphia

at

New

on backer

speculating

trade

Boyd.
Officers and

pictures

34

of

Al

directors

of

National

First

re-

Greenely Bay Stills
in Current Fox

pictures of the German flyers
on Greenely Island, taken by "Duke"
Schiller, first flyer to reach the transAtlantic plane, were shown in New
York theaters as part of Fox News,
which claims to have arrived in New
York first with pictures of the Murray Bay relief preparations.

Co-operating with 42 Govi

Wednesday
Brookhart plans to press action on
his bill; measure may get to Senate but
not House during present session.
Incandescent lighting impresses in tests at
Sen.

studios.
Talking film

installations

held

up by

price,
arbitration ac-

Warners claim in bringing
tion against Electric Research Products.
Pathe program to be listed at convention in
Chicago May 21.
Dissatisfaction with financing caused F. & R.
from Fox

to withdraw
says.

deal,

William

Hamm

Thursday
Victor to make talking
Firnatone,
under Electrical
Research Products patents; 250 Vitaphones
denies
order;
Movietone
in use,
150 on
delay in installatious.
Paramount to announce 78 pictures at three
sales conventions.
Brookhart bill lauded and new contract de
nounced at Pittsburgh convention.
Pathe News reaches Broadway with views
Irish flyer, Fox News with Murray
of

and

36 pictures for 192829; Ue Mille expected to remain.
More theaters planned abroad by Paramount.
Ohio unit endorses stand of Cleveland exhibitors
calling buying strike until
pro
tection is reduced and banning percentage

vised title for "Handle with Care,"
Irene Rich starring vehicle for Warners. In the case are Audrey Ferris,
William Collier, Jr., Claude Gillingwater.
Anders Randolf and Jack
Santoro. Lloyd Bacon is directing.

Buffalo

For Sapiro;

Albany

May

Organize

(.Continued from

Page

1)

New

H.

.Sawyer by C.

Saturday
More

companies seek licenses to produce
talking films.
Buffalo favors Sapiro plan; Albany zone may
organize.
Equity seeks 1,000 new members on Coast.
M-G-M to list 56 pictures at Pittsburgh
meeting.
Cleveland unit seen standing pat in buying
strike and percentage booking ban.

Immediately

after,

Pfeiffer

says,
the idea will be broadcast in .\lban}for the purpose of coordinating the
entire upper half of
'York in

Closings
Montgomery —-Ritz.
;

ARKANSAS
New

Photo
Engraving

Theaters

— Best Palestine— The Palestine.
Openings
Arkansas City — Palace.
Changes in Ownership
Booneville— Joyland, sold
T. W. Moore
Clarksville— Dunlap and
by n. C. Jones

Griffithville

;

to

;

Riddle, sold to Tri State Theater Corp.
EUreka Springs Comby Cole & Barth
modore, sold to Tri State Theater Corp.
by Herman Alwes; Greenwood Palace,
sold to Pete Ellis by J. J. and J. S. Ellis

Gurdon

Specialists

—
—

;

—

to the

Motion Picture

;

Imperial sold to Tri State TheHarrisCorp. by L. Earl Powell
burg Browns, sold to Estate of W. L.
Brown by Rex Barker Heber Springs
Liberty, sold to L. G. Griggs by H. H.
Palace, sold to State
Miller; Jonesboro
Theater Inc. by Pitts & Berger; Leachville
—Gem, sold to C. W. Tipton by E. M.
Howard Malvern Liberty, sold to D. E.
Fitton by C. N. Jenkins
Mountain View
Gem, sold to Ray Ramsey by Sherber
Brown; Mulberry Electric, sold to Mrs.
Will Harbus by Guy Henderson
Pocahontas
Swan, sold to James Boyd by Tri
State Theater Corp.
Rison Royal, sold
to H. D. Wharton by W. B. Thomasson
Tuckerman ^Star, sold to W. L. Johnson

—

;

Industry

—

—

;

—

;

—

DAY AND NIGHT

;

—

—

—

by N. P. Lawrence
Walnut Ridge
Swan, sold to James Boyd by Tri State
Theater Corp.
;

Closings

250

Alix
Alma—The Alma; Blythe.
ville
Dixie
Branch Electric Eldorado
Plaza
Hot Springs Hobson
Junction
City
Palace Kensett The Kensett Luxora
Rex
Monette Palace
North Little

Alix— The

—
—
——
Ozark — New
Plummer— Gem Strong — Dixie Tuckerman
Star
Weiner— Majestic.
—
—
—
Rock — Dunbar
;

;

;

;

;

;

Telephone

;

;

cities.

Should Subscribe

Pictures

for

"1001 FILMS*'

;

;

A Famous Doorway
Hollywood
The doorway
comfort

to travelers

means home

of this hotel

— personal
also

surroundings.

It

are convoiieiilly located in Hollywood Him capitol of the world amusement center
of Southern California.

means

that

—

you

—

Good Food

Write

Wabash Av

means home

— service — pleasant

Chicago,

for

a Feature

reservations or free

"Hollywood,"

(Fifth Edition)

listing nearly 3,000 educational films given
reduced rate with each subscription

5 South

that

French chef has made the dining room famous.
Club breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
prices.
Also a la carte service.

Complete reference booklet,
-

Columbus 4141-2-3

:

A

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

$1.50 per year

li

;

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

at

54th Street
YORK

;

;

ville

West
NEW

New

one organization perhaps or an allied group functioning out of both

Schools, Churches and Clubs
Motion

INCORPORATED

Richard

in

using

EGGER

CarttCT.

;

further plans and draw up a contract
for exhibitor signatures.

coiitracts.

own-

in

(closings

ALABAMA
in Ownership
Brocton — Gypsy,
sold
to

;

announce

to

I

;

re-

shots.

Friday
Pathe

New Title for Rich Film
"Women They Talk About" is

instruction.

Changes

ater

First National
films
called

Bay

The story was written
Charles Maigne and put into
scenario form by Jack Nattefore.
Supporting Gibson are Dorothy Gulliver,
Fred Gilman, Cap .A.nderson,
Philo McCullough, Andy Waldron
and Duke Lee.
director.

is

and

t!

are covered.
Information covering February follows

— Princess

by

changes

ership, re-openings

Cherokee

Gibson Starts Another
Hoot Gibson making features for
Universal,
has
started
work on
"Clearing the Trail." Reaves Eason

ments and loaning films fili
and speakers throughout
world for the purpose of pul

Film Boards of Trade throughout the United States every
month gather data on changes
in the exhibition field, by arrangement with THE FILM

elected.

Trade Cdmraission's attorneys to
Federal
scan Paramount answer, before it is taken
up by commission.

Washington, D. C.

Film Boards

News DAILY.
New theaters,

Still

1«

1108 Sixteenth Street

Official Changes in Theater
of M-G-M
News. The
Field Reported by

News and

22,

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMIC

MONTH OF FEBRUARY

regular issues
International
organization did not consider

rated

charges

all

Sunday, AprU

III.

— today!

booklet entitled,

The Hollywood

Plaza Hotel]
— where the dooruiay means home to travelers

Vine

St.,

at

Hollywood

Blvd.,

Hollywood, California

Preordained

*«l

^^

—

the final result of the motion picture

on the screen was preordained from the
day that Edison got

Eastman

his

first

sample of

Film.''^

That was in 1889. And today the film
that made motion pictures practical is the
film that makes the most of the cinematographer's art and carries

through to the screen

all

the quality

— Eastman

*Page 209 ''A Million and

Film.

One

Nights, the History of the Motion
Picture"

— by Terry Ramsaye.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

HITS' HITS! HITS
TELEGRAIVI JUST

DELIVERED!
Diamond Handcuffs one

of thi

cleverest pictures previewed
year.

A

box-office cast that

dust off the old

SR.O.

sign.

this
will

All

exhibitors will welcome this one.
]ed Buelt, West Coast Theatres, L.

IMAGINE!

AFTER
DELIVERING

THE most
SENSATIONAL
PRODUCT
OF his
CAREER
IN the

PAST

AND
LEO

Fall

Wintercomes through

WITH the
GREATEST
LINE-up

FOR

yet

the

TOUGH

months

AHEAD!

METRO-

GOLDW
MAYER

He^s Socking Out One Big One
After Another* And now look!

RAMON NOVARRO

LON CHANEY

in

in

,r
^

ACROSS TO SINGAPORE
LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH|(or,er
NORMA SHEARER in
DANE-ARTHUR in
THE ACTRESS
CIRCUS ROOKIES
MLLE. FROM ARMENTIERES — DIAMOND HANDCUFFS;
SYD CHAPLIN in
JOHN GILBERT in
THE COSSACKS
SKIRTS
WILLIAM HAINES in
DANE-ARTHUR in
TELLING THE WORLD
DETECTIVES

— and

More!

More!

More!

i

1

Hear New Contract Outlined

Held Forces to

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

^NEWSPAPER

FILMDOM
L

XLIV

Monday, April

No. 20

Congress
By JACK A LI CO ATE
that certain members

OW
of

both houses

of

Con-

gress are interesting themes in the motion picture intry, primarily with its briltly ilkiminated growing pain

we humbly suggest to
great law-making bodies
of the greatest wrongs that
industry is suffering under
The lack of adequate
lay.
enthusiastic co-operation on
part of this great governit itself in fostering the adicement of American made
:ures abroad.
'rue, there is in Washington
lotion picture section of the
jartment of Commerce under
leadership of a splendid
He has
rker, C. J. North.
is accomplishing many usethings. Many more are left
ione for lack of an adequate
appropriation,
igressional
expengovernment
e present
useful
buire for this most
ts,

u

is

but

5

a

year.

fifteen

thousand dol-

23,

Price 5 Cents

1928

KEEN COMPETITION IS SEEN
IN TALKING PICTURE FIELD
770 New
W&
Many
Of DEVDillWIlI

Hdll TOEVISIOII

WED

Until some radically new and as
yet hardly conceived innovation or
discovery in physics has been made,
which will immensely simplify the
present problems of television, it
cannot be expected to be found in
the home in a practical, commercial
form and at a price which even the
wealthy can afford. This is the opinion of Dr. Lee De Forest, inventor
of the

Western Electric Out to
License as
Firms

Total

Total of features already
scheduled for next year is
brought up to 770 by addition
of four pictures by Tiffany-

as Possible

Stahl, which plans 40 pictures,
instead of the 36 previously an-

nounced. Productions announced embrace 36 companies, with
but a few state right firms yet
to indicate their schedules.

NEWSREELS BASK

NEW

IN

audion tube, as expressed to
(Continued

on Page 4)

LIGHT OF POPULIIRITY
Television in Natural
Colors Now Predicted
Los Angeles

—

It

is

reported

Roy

Pomeroy who is experimenting
J.
with talking pictures on behalf of
Paramount has been conducting experiments in natural color television.
(Continued

on Page

projected

Newsreels,
tion

of

into

by

importance

prime

a

posithe

trans-Atlantic flights of last summer,
solo
starting with the Lindbergh
flight to Paris, advanced a step up
the ladder this week, by their enter(Contiiiiied on Page 4)

\\ ith Western Electric making a
drive to line up new producers for
licensing to make talking pictures under its patents, and Photophone, announced as ready for the market by
Radio Corp. of America, keen competition in the talking picture field
IS forecast.
Negotiations are under way for W.
E. licenses by several leading producers, and announcement of their
closing is expected at an early date.
This follows closing of the deal with
First National, which is to make
talking pictures under the name of

Firnatone productions.
Western Electric, through
Electrical

sidiary,

(Continued

FREE

its

Research
on Page

sub-

Prod-

4)

SIIOWSW PONCA

4)

CIIY HIEATERS' CROSS
times that
Theaters in
Three
13
Build
Comerford
to
ch could well be used adProspect at Hollywood
Ponca City, Okla. Fred Pickrel,
Houses This Year West Coaj^t Buican. THE FILM DAILY local exhibitor, has a real problem
itageously, not only to moLos Angeles Three new theaters on his hands in meeting the compeThe Comerford chain
Scranton
1 pictures but to our great
for 13 new houses are in prospect for Hollywood, it is tition of free shows, offered four
plans
made
has
exporters
nufacturers
and
These will be in addition reported. Sid Grauman is reported times a week by Lew Wentz, milthis year.
sell billions in every part
to houses already building at Wil- planning a house between Hollywood lionaire oil man.
Wentz offers four
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 4)
the universe.
shows weekly in what he says is a

New

Many

New

—

—

—

desire

aisiness Follows Films
an established fact that the
iiiiularity of the American photoin every land and clime helps
pJv'
nendously to sell goods for our
orters. Last year while in rural
ngary and Czechoslovakia we
ked in vain for old fashioned cosies and atmosphere. The flappers
e dressed as modern as those in
w Rochelle. American products
progress were seen everywhere.
t motion picture has done in ten
rs what would have taken a gention under old conventions.
;

t

is

1 Tremendous Force
)ur pictures are the greatest force
the breeding of international good
1

that

we have

to-day.
{Continued on Page

They
2)

are

Companies Prepare for Sales
Meetings to Start This Week
Play Big Films Now, Is
Advice of Iowa Leader
Des Moines — Now is the time of
year for Iowa exhibitors to show big
pictures, E. P. Smith, president of
the state unit, advises his members.
With weather and roads favorable,
April should see an increase in business throughout the state, he deBig pictures should be playclares.
ed, if possible, before advent of extreme warm weather, as hot weather
Much
business is limited, he says.
of the kick of bigger pictures is lost
they are carried over until fall,
if
according to Smith.

Details of the new uniform conwith
special
stress
on the
changes made by the contract committee and announcement of product
and sales plans will be outlined to
the branch managers and other members of the sales forces of the various companies who attend the annual conventions, as preliminary to
the start of the new selling season.
The contract becomes effective on
tract,

May

1.

Warners,
will

with

start

M-G-M

the

ball

conventions

and

rolling
at

Universal
April

New

(Continued on Page 2)

27,

York,

bring

pictures to people
afford to attend shows.
Pickrel has not made any statement
on the situation, but his business
is hard hit, as evidenced by the closing of two of his theaters. The matter was discussed at the recent Oklahoma City convention but no action was taken.
to

who cannot

Publix Prepares for K-A-0
Chattanooga Invasion

—

Chattanooga Publix is preparing
proposed invasion of this city by
Keith-Albee-Orphcum and is solidifying its position.
Lease of the new
Stadium, now under construction, has
been secured for a 15-year period.
The new house, which is to cost
$200,000, will have a seating capacity
of 1,100. Recently, K-A-O announced
for

plans for a theater in this
controlled bv Publix.

city,

now

"

;

ir
DAILY

Monday, April

L.
192g|^

23,

^
Congress

M^^^iUTDE HEWS

(Continued from Page

The Broadway Parade

IUtTUEtU«

dominant position in every
try on earth through inherent
in a

MANY
and
miday.

YILXLIVH9.20

April

Price 5 Cents

23.1928

Who

changes mark the lineup on Broadway this week, with "Tenderloin"
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" closing, and three new features starting their
long runs. These are "Abie's Irish Rose," "Glorious Betsy" and "The Man
Laughs."
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Fredman, The Film Renter, 58, Great Marl-

Picture

Distributor

Theater

"Wings"
"Four Sons"

Paramount
Fox
Fox

Criterion

Opening Date
Aug. 12

Gaiety

Feb.

Times Square

Mar. S
Mar. 20
Mar. 22
Mar. 29

at

"Mother Machree"
"Trail of "98"

M-G.M

"Two Lovers"

United Artists.

"We

Universal

Colony

Paramount
Fox
Paramount

Rivoli

Americans"
"Speedy"
"Street Angel"
"Abie's Irish Rose".
"Drums of Love"
"Glorious Betsy"
"The Man Who Laughs".
.

.

.

Astor
.

.

Embassy

.

Globe

•

United Artists.

.

.

44th Street
Rialto

.

Warners

Warners

Universal

Central

•

•

.

American

W.

St.,

And

That's That

—
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ing
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New York
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bringof the
to talk
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10,800
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19
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70-4
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(b)
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26
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13/
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McCormick,

new

is

S.

Bar-

editor

of

13

IS

80

85

Review.
His efforts begin
with No. 26. now in progress.
No
changes in the policy of the reel are
contemplated.
Since 1920, Ramsaye
has been writing on a number of subjects, among them "A Million and

85

One

Trans-Lux
.

Terry Ramsaye, succeeding
ret

.

United Art.
do pfd. ...
*(o) Univ. Ch.com.
•(o)
do pfd. ...
(c) Univ. Pict ...
•(s)
do pfd
•(c) Warner Bros
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Terry Ramsaye Is Named
Editor of Pathe Review
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....
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96/

30H

33/

100

May

2-5;

others are:

San Francisco.

M-G-M's

9-12.

Pittsburgh

meeting is April 27 and 28. with the
second scheduled April 30 and May
1

Kansas

at

City.

First National is holding one meetwhich is slated for April 29 to

ing,

May

3

Paramount on

Chicago.

at

30 to

May

holds the

3

first

of

three meetings at Washington. The
others are: Detroit, May 6-9, and
San Francisco, May 13-16. Pathe is

one meeting at Chicago,
which opens May 21. with Fox also
scheduling one meeting to be held
at
New York beginning Alay 24.
Educational is to meet some time in
holding

Afav at Montreal.

31,900

101

(b) Par.By.5^^5sl.l03}4 10354
(s) Pathe
i'A
3/.
(s)
do "A"
... 13'/2
13/j
(b)
do 7s 37... 61J4 61
(o) Roxy "A" ... 34
32
(o)
do units
36
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(o)
do com.
8
7
(o) Skouras Bros.
40!4 40K
Stanley Co.
45
44
2 'A
(o) Technicolor
4
(o)
(o)

that during

Harrison.

12m

.

*(c)

like

sales convention.
The militia
would be called out to prevent a riot,
and there'd be squawks enough to
delight a Frank Rem-busch or a Pete

99/

.

FL

26
8J4
29

1,000
8,000
100
1,000

Imagine a hand
a

The

of three.

first

Louis.

."Xpril

fered.

*(c) Intern. Proj..
•(b) Keiths 6s 46

branch managers assembling in New
York and continues until April 29.
Universal's Atlantic City meeting is

May
lucky that the 92-year old Chicago pinochle devotee who drew a
hand of 1,000, backed with high
trumps and an all-trick hand, wasn't
in the film busmess, or the Ascor
tablecloths surely would have sufIt's

Meetings

(Continued from Page 1)

St.

Nights," a two-volume
of the industry.

history

New

Stage Cont<
Will Bring the Kids

Pittsburgh and Atlantic City respecWarners' convention is to
tively.
embrace the entire nation, with all

the

tonight.

Sales

106

Fox Thea. "A" 23'A

from Station
at

pictures
flyers,

for Sales

^

DALY

FERNSTROM, hero
RAY
amount News' exploit
The

inertia.

Kaminsky Managing Butte Office
Butte S. J. Kaminsky is manage:
of
the new
FBO office recenth

20
26

Companies Prepare
By PHIL M.

(These quotatimis are as of Friday.
Exchange was closed on Saturday.)

abroad,
for trade
not he held

should
through governmental

Brand

Friedrichstrasse. 225.

Financial

pictures

goodwill

6
9
19

ii

opened here.

Berlin— Lichtbildbuebiie,

I.

merit

ambassador

greatest

—

borough

L

coun

Their value to this country can b«
measured in untold millions. Those
gentlemen from Capitol Hill who arc
not unmindful of our foreign opportunities would do well to fix their
attention on the future progress oi

13

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

^

1)

Once every so often some m;
facturcr hits on an idea that is
naturally built to hit the little
box office. One of the best recei
run across is the Go-Pony, an
tractive
that all

and

compact

kids

will

rave

of

the

ment

Feature

Star

to

Sam

over.

wooden horse, and
makes it a great

The!

proposition

this

jSignec

sport

with a half dozen

Last

(b)
(c)
(0)
(s)

Prices

—

opened the new Santa Maria.

Three

New

Theaters in
Prospect at HoUj^oodj

Was

and Beverh-

Hills, and Sol Lesse
declared building a theater and
fice building on Hollywood Blvd,
is

Nati(
a for

now

atWa

to mani

Hollywol
first

film

!

newe!

;K

lit proi

>

"R

t liirect

from the Coast.

Briai

Miller

Heads

—

L. A.

Managers

Los Angeles Fred Aliller of the
Carthay Circle is new president of
the Theater Afanagers' Ass'n.

YOU'LL USE

jtrjai

IT]

EVERY DAY

BaiB

1000 Paget

32 566

Velez

Quoted.

Stock Exchange.

jrOTE; Balaban & Katz
St.

Jorrowi

:sl

(Continued from Page 1)

Distributors, acSax, just arrived

24J4

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Orer the Counter (Bid and Asked),

Skouras.

neCl

Dorsey Opens Theater
Maria Harry Dorsey

Santa

Cloth Bouoii
*

ir<t

competing on the stage.

Berkowitz Gets Gotham Post
the
Filmarte
theater.
Samuel J. Berkowitz is new Coast West
Coast Theaters'
representative for Gotham, with altheater.
ternating offices at the San Francisco and Los Angeles branches of
All

at-l

liorsel

youngster sits astride the pony,
by moving back and forward c;
:aua
the device to advance in a series
jumps. A certain amount of skil
required to get the proper speed

Miss Reggie Doran

cording

hobby

Louis;
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Harry Hoyt in Charge for Excellent
Company Plans 19 Features in 1928-29 for Independent Market — Al Jolson Will
Next Make "The Singing Fool" for Warners — Von Stroheim May Direct Swanson
l(

COMPANY AS

ffi

from

lEAD Of PRODUCTION
Hoyt has been named

O.

Excellent PicThe company is planning 19
for release on the indepenIS
narket during the 1928-29 seaHoyt has
ccording to Hoyt.
in the industry for a number
rs as writer and director.
;tion

'*Lots''

chief

of

Steele Starting

New

Hollywood

LORD,
BOB
busy these
One

"Some

the scenarist,

days.

He

Coming

Is

is

is

very

singing
to

My

House," as the stork is hovering over
household and is due to alight in
June. Bob has also been engaged to
write a

Hollywood column
*

*

for "Life."

*

Ben Silvey is one assistant direcSteele, FBO, is to start work
tor who absents himself from- the
irlthis week in "Headin' for Dan- Hollywood Legion
ring when at
first of a new series of six prowork on a picture. Ben is so capaFrank Howard Clark.

often asked by producers and directors to suggest the
names of other able assistants.
ble

that he

r

"The Singing Fool," based on the
play by Leslie S. Barrows will be
Al Jolson's next picture for W'arners.
C. Graliam Baker is doing the adaptation.

It

is

slated

as

a

Vitaphone

roadshow.

Has Option on Gross

Stories

M-G-M secured an option on all
published "Nize Baby" material, in
its deal with Milt Gross, who is to
write an original for the company
going to the studios about the middle
of

May.

?

Eric Von Stroheim may diGloria Swanson.

rect

*

*

Friday was a busy day for
John F. Goodrich, the scenHe bounded out of his
arist.
chair to catch a
dentist's

Changing Subtitles
Universal

changes

in

satisfy the

is

Seyffertiz in

Talmadge Cast

to Please

French

making

subtitle
Legion" to

"The Foreign
French government.

"U" Players Free Lancing
Raymond Keane and Ethelyn
Claire are leaving Universal to free
Miss Claire has joined FBO.

lance.

Hoffman Gets "U" Post

Hugh Hoffman

is

*

Signed Opposite Tyler
lyne Clair has been signed by
B opposite Tom Tyler in "The
a Jig Buckaroo," filming of which
d last week under direction of
Frankie Darro,
t De Lacy.
Woods and Barney Furey are
.z

NEXT PICTURE

his

Series

Robert N. Bradbury will
icfns.
ir^i this original written and adapt-

'S

To Direct Gloria

RALPH WILK

By
ry

FOOl'TOBEAl

A Little

has

been

named

assistant scenario editor of Universal.

Gustav Von Seyffertitz, has been
Signed by M-G-M
cast by Norma Talmadge in the role
Greta Granstedt, Swedish girl, has
of a banker in "The Woman Disputed," her second United Artists been signed by M-G-M for "Excess
stage play now being
Picture, which Henry King is di- Baggage,"
filmed with William Haines.
recting.

train for Florida. He is taking his first real vacation in
several years.
*

cast.

*

*

Tom

Louise Fazenda
National is borrowing Louise
a ida for a featured lead in "Once
h
Was a Princess." Miss Fanow is appearing in "Noah's
Sorrowing
,;
it

Tyler, western star, is starting his twenty-ninth picture at FBO.
Ralph DeLacy is handling the megaphone on "Battling Buckaroo," while
Nick Musuraca is doing the camera-

CLOCK THE
LAUGHS

;

Warners.

at

Beery- Hatton
newest Beery-Hatton co-star

ig Killing" for

^^

;

comedy

vehicle is to be titled
Big Killing." The picture has
in production under the work
itle "Ready, Aim, Fire" and is
Ii
J directed by F. Richard Jones
X
Brian,
Lane Chandler and
ner James are in support
n

r

work.
*

+

*

William Francis Dugan, who is
writing originals for FBO, has written "The Island," a play, which will
have its premiere in San Francisco.
Dugan wrote "The Virgin Man,"
which attracted much attention on
He also wrote "The
Broadway.
Tantrum," which star-red Roberta
Arnold, and "Thrills."
Beaudine Joins

1st

in

OSWALD
THE LUCKY RAB31T

CARTOONS

Nat'l

National has signed William
to direct two productions.
will be "Once There Was a
Princess," which will feature Lloyd
Hughes and Mary Astor. Wid Gunning will supervise. Charlie Murray
will be the star of the second picIt will be an
ture, as yet untitled.
E. M. Asher production.
First

YOU WILL FIND

Boyd in "Le Paiva"
Beaudine
lliam Boyd has been assigned The first
lead in
ia

)r

"Le Paiva," which Sam

will direct for

Velez

United

Artists.
plays feminine lead.

Lubitsch Collaborating
nst

Lubitsch,.

who

will

direct

Barrymore's next, an adaptaoH)f "The Last of Mrs. Cheney," is
)orating with Hans Kraly on the

Two T-S

iS

Films Completed
gar
Lewis
has
completed
my Waters," co-featuring Eve
ern and Malcolm MacGregor.
aboch has also completed "Green
Widows," starring Walter HaBoth are Tififany-Stahl produc-

Writers Renew
Donald Davis, son of Owen Davis
and Samuel Ornitz, novelist who
wrote "Haunch, Paunch and Jowl"
have signed new contracts with Paramount.
Cast

in

Produced for

MORE LAUGHS PER
REEL THAN IN ANY
OTHER SINGLE
REEL SUBJECT.
Produced By

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

Columbia Film

Burns, William V. Mong
and Blue Washington have been
signed in support of Lois Wilson in
"Ransom" for Columbia.

Edmund

Uniu^rsa/\J\miE^ Carhoons

.
'

DAILV
•

Newsreels Bask
in

New

were

Popularity

(Continued from Page

1)

and daring in connection with
tlie westward trans-Atlantic flight of
German and Irish flyers, now
tiie
marooned on Greenely Island.
prise

With

the first
off from Ireland,

news

the takeof the various

all

of

newsreels made elaborate preparations to cover the arrival of the flyAirplanes were
ers in New York.
along the probable
all
stationed
route

Newfoundland

from

New

to

York. With the failure of the flyers
to reach their goal, all of the plans

were discarded, when the
that the plane had made a

flash

came

safe land-

Greenely Island, there ensued a race to reach the marooned
plane, and the log of the various attempts is a record of courage and
daring, probably unparalleled -dnce
ing

pictures. Planes
dispatched with rapidity to ob-

the advent of

at

news

hand information from every possible angle. Pathe News was
tain

first

bring to New York views of
any of the airmen, obtaining shots
of Major Fitzmaurice on Seven Islands.
Fox News had been first in
witii views of the rescue preparaFriday, Parations at Murray Bay.
first

to

mount News

electrified

New York

with pictures taken on Greenely Island.

Expense was forgotten

in the dash
Getting the
secure the pictures.
pictures to the screen was the prime
consideration.
Fog, snowstorm, attempts of rivals to block successful
return of the pictures, and sleeplessness were but a few of the hardships

Monday, April

stancCj

Was

is

it

take a pessimistic view, stating
the public is not sufficiently interested, and that the keen competition will
prevent the companies from "coming out" on the proposition. Others,
however, point to the acclaim with
which the pictures have been received, the newspapers, scooped by
the newsreels, giving full credit, and
state that the accruing prestige will
increase greatly the newsreels value,
as an important step toward obtaining the wider circulation and higher
rentals which are its due.

it?

There are some

Years of Developmei
Held Television Nelf Pt
i^

(Continued from Page

"The

New York

Times."

1)

Then

many more

factors to be consi

besides the

mere physical and

trical

problems, he says.

"Home television to be satisfactoi_
present more than a small picture si
one or two huddled around a small oi
in a receiver" he says.
"Only a clear
satisfactory image on a fair sized !cr
would long be satisfactory after the d
novelty had worn off.
Engineers who J [UV
produced such a large screen television
ture know very well the enormous intricai
of the device required for producing
the present time.
It costs many thousa
of dollars and requires the constant ser
of expert attendants.
argil
"It is fair to say that no engineers
world know more about this subject''Ml.
vision than those of the Bell Laboi
Dr. H. E. Ives, acting as spokesman
pici
Bell Laboratories, recently delivered
ture at Sheffield Scientific School, Ya'
'a™ ftxnl'
versity. on which
he went on record
stating that the intricacies and expense icwheri
volved in Television are such, and will.ii ion ai
tinue to be such for a long time
sharp
that the idea would be commercial!,
tical until such time as the Television <o
mc
be thrown on a large screen in the ttia
where a large number of fairly high pji|i3v J
admissions could be had to pay for
sound
operating and maintenance expense,
has been my position from the first.
re tact(
"I cannot conceive how engineers
large electrical organization, who ha
the pi
into this subject of Television careful
leti
afford to express an opinion radicall
ent from that which Dr. Ives has
ks
Yet for some reasons best known ti
selves or their organization such stal
forn
have been appearing almost daily in thi
for
To me the purpose of such statemi
those referred to are most certainly
{lenien
enlighten the public, or to give them
and honest insight into the actual sti
;mert
Television for the present or for
assu
mediate future.
Such statements aS|
to which I refer cannot be too severe!
it

Grauman Books "Trail"
Hollywood— "The Trail of '98"
have
nese.
29th.

its

local

J.

J.

closes

on the

"The Trail of '98"
generally in August.
McCarthy is handling the pic-

ture for

for

out

M-G-M.

New Competition in
Talking Film Field
(.Continued

from Page

1)

"out to get as many producers as possible" using its sound
equipnient. whether using the disc or
sound methods. On the other hand,
RCA recently stated it would supply
ucts,

c

1

lis.

start

will

will

run at Grauman's Chi-

"The Circus"

Roadshows

reported.

worth

it

It

1

who

to

encountered and overcome. Expense
ran as high as $25,000 in one in-

23,

is

•

talking film equipment for theaters,
churches, schools and the home.
The two equipments are not interStarts activities
changeable, so
in the theater field, with the handicap of over 250 houses alreadj^ equipped with W. E. equipment, and more
than 150 orders for the system re-

RCA

maining to be

filled.

1

i

,11

demned

—

especially

now

when

that

ly

the:

proven themselves most distinctly mil
and are working a genuine harm, ni
to the public but to the manufactur
have labored and are laboring hones!

ilor

s

carr

that;

to build up the radio bi
applies with equal force
For
motion picture field and particularly
when
the talking motion pictures.
"I am willing to go on record 'a,_
andeli
the effect that practical, commercial,
onably priced Television equipment f(_
home will not be on the market withm
years and very likely not within 25 jt
B
The most charitable view that can be'Jl
to
explain such headlines is that
JiK nigl
thour thereof are carried away by
ilav5 m
scientific enthusiasm and have not com
frankly and soberly the intricate di
that still lie in the path of Televisij
the home.

intelligently

The same

Comerford to Build 13
New Houses This Year
(Continued from Page 1)

liamsport,

Scranton,
sons, Pa.

Sunbury,
N.

Rome,

Wilkes-Barre,
and Par-

Y.,

Wilkes-Barre Deal Set
of

The

GO-PONY CONTESTS
Are Meeting With a

TERRIFIC RESPONSE!
Exhibitors

Are Cashing

N

\
\

Milwaukee, Wis.

^'w'r'"-Kr
Without obligating
•

nie

any way please send me
and circulars
taining to the Go-Pony.
in

information

^^"^^
Theatre

Address

Everywhere

^^^ "-^ explain this greatest
^^^^^ess getter of the season

7"s"~r^rr,^\
The' Go'-p^ny Co.
7\2-7\7 Wells St.

in

also our agency plan
""v
>
full

J- S.

\

per-

COMPANY

\

713-717 Weill

N

St.

Milwaukee,

>

Wis.

\

Television in Natural
Colors Now Predil

South Washington Sts., owned by
Wilkes-Barre Deposit & Savings
{Continued from Page 1)
Bank, to Comerford Amusement Co., A local paper quotes him as foil
and the sale of Savoy theater build- "Stereoscopic natural-color mi
ing to the bank by Comerford has pictures broadcast by wire, wit!
been made. Comerford will erect one accompanying music scores pert
that is the photd
of the largest theaters in Northeast- synchronized
ern Pennsylvania on part of this site. of the future."

—

?

Igationi

liofi
with th(
ical

Pre

Tke
strengtl:

lse>

The

M

Hi nob(
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ilidi

TIFFANY -STAHL PRODUCTIONS, INC

t

to

•0

spr

Announce

GRAUMAN

XtllT
'DAIkl'V
l.«ll!» t^t%
VV'l^VN
I

^

a

filiivifi

PRES

V

—

Consummation
Pa.
$1,200,000 real estate deal, involving transfer of properties on
East Market and
Public
Square,
Wilkes-Barre,

c-

linger

That they have in the course of production
a motion picture production entitled:

Jew
tlie

(t

THE GHETTO

till

je,

%(,

ff

P

the

Craing,

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED
lody
1,;

'lout

-FBO

rdock Nails Report of Pathe

Merger

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

Color
argumentative

Does

his.
'lE^

color belong

pictures?

n

subject

If

so,

LOEWS UPSET

PUBLIX AND

to

OVER FOX'S HOLD ON COAST

Out in Hollywood
ewhere where futures in

(Utjctent?

tion are discussed, opin-

sharply

divided.

This

mouthpiece

mam mmw

believes
as a definite place to fill,
sound and third dimene factors to be reckoned
the picture of tomorrow.
|)me time or other every Television apparatus will be placed
on sale in New York within two
:r has dabbled with color

["^c

il

m

form.

2

Some day

—no-

in foretell exactly when
lement which artistically

nmercially has possibili-

assume tangible shape.

1

that all pictures will
jlor siequences to their
carrying it a bit far.
that many of them will.
For color adds dramatic
,vhen judiciously, cautiand effectively used.
'

Benefits
lug nights are not tlie thing
unless the receipts, or
them, are turned over to
A fine idea which
funds.
that t-he industry has nat
too big to recognize some of
ligations which life thrusts
And so "Speedy"
11
of us.
vith the intake going to the
lays

Press

Representatives of
Dug Out's treasury
a; The
strength from "Abie"; somese will benefit from the open'The Man Who Laughs" Frial

ON

HAH SOON

according to Charles Izenstark, one of three Americans who
has purchased North American rights
Baird television apparatus.
to the
His firm will manufacture and market receiving sets as well as arrange

weeks,

for television broadcasting. The set
will be so simple it will be easy for

amateurs to build and operate. Already several stations have arranged
to transmit television, with a demonstration for newspapermen planned
at an early date.
short
wave radio television
broadcasting station to carry images
into the homes of amateurs will be
placed in operation this fall.

A

nobody

in the trade

Birmingham, Ala.

—^Voters

a guide to other southern cities
the issue is in dispute.

where

1

r

if

this

inger Gets an Aide
Woody
new

title.

St.

Which means Jack

will

Campbell,

of

carry

We've
known
number of years.

)ody has.
There isn't very
about sales that he isn't fa-

Unit Has
Entrenched

H. Hays' name

in the oil scandals will cause loss of prestige
in the industry, Douglas Fair-

Wcsi

quoted as saying in an
interview here, while en route
to New York with Mary Pick-

banks

Bureau,

Coajt

Los Angeles
ters,

is

there

"Regardless of the evidence
produced," he is quoted as saying, "I think the appearance of

It

Schenck

in the case will
result in a serious loss of prestige to him in the picture in-

dustry."

A sudden change of plans
caused Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pickford to embark Saturday for Europe, within two
hours after their arrival in New
York. They had been scheduled
to depart May 5.

is

and

in the saddle, the situation gradually
will reverse itself.
Not that anyone

is

(.Continued

is

a

direct violation of the Sherman .'iiititrust law, in the opinion of
Mix,
the star stated while appearing in
vaudeville here.

Tom

scenario,

although

the

writer

received

—

Years

in New York to the effect
that the Pathe trademark will be replaced by
were denied yester-

locally

FBO

Detroit With around 80 theaters day by
J. J. Murdock, president of
the chain, the Butterfield circuit Pathe, who termed them absurd.
plans to bring the total up to 100
"There is no merger of any kind
within the next two years. Plans call contemplated, or even discussed," he
for invasion of the upper peninsula.
(.Continued on Page 3)
in

FBO

produced

Dayhght Saving Seen

Doomed

as

—

at Baltimore

an

Reports from the coast published

2

has signed to star

in a
for
at the
company's Hollywood studios, with
the star tenii:)orarily abandoning his
(Continued on Page 3)

series to be

enormous price for the work."

Pathe President Makes Clear
Houses Within

3)

Baltimore Proposed daylight sav"One trouble with the industry today,"
Mix said, "is that the money spent on a ing ordinance for this city is doompicture doesn't reflect on the entertainment
ed, it is believed following the hearThe high salaries paid to scenario
vahie.
writers eat into the gross.
Recently I had ing before the council connnittee at
a well known writer do a story for me. which
opponents of the measure
We used only seven scenes from the original scored heavily.

No Merger Has Been Discussed
Butterfield Plans 100

Page

EOR FBO AT HOLLYWOOD

TR08T LAW VIOLAHON
booking

on

MIX TO MAKE SERIES

Tom Mix

— Block

certain high quardissatisfaction and

understood Joseph M.
Louis B. Mayer are
talking about a survey of the territory
with a view to building, if such a step
should beconie necessary.
In 1927, about 70 per cent of the
total rentals paid by the West Coast
string was divided between Paramount and M-G-M. Now that Fox
factor.

Mr. Hays' name

City-

THE FILM DAILY

concern over the West Coast Theaters situation in which William Fox
is now the dominating and controlling

ford.

Kansas

— In

much

is

"Dawn"

at

man-sized load that
Grainger totes around on his

(Continued cm Page 2)

— Roy

Universal's Jefferson, is
plastering the town with paper on
(Continued on Page 2)

the

shoulders.
for
a

Augustine, Fla.

manager

new affiliation
He is now assistmanager

Tom" Prepares

For South "Test" Runs

has a

the general, sales
f

"Uncle

Build in Opposition

How Fox

— Linking of Will

here go

to the polls today toi settle the Sunday
closing issue. An intensive campaign
has been carried on by both sides.
The entire South is awaiting the outcome v/hich is expected to serve as

seems

generosity canrlot
lied to the out-of-luckers in
ry business which makes it
to spread good cheer to deindividuals on, the outside.
ire

Kansas City

Birmingham Votes Today
on Sunday Show Issue BLOCK BOOKING TERMED

,

lut

May
Doug's View

is

Banned

in All

Houses of Loew Chain
Loew's

has

banned

showing

of

"Dawn"
on the
will

in all theaters of the circuit,
ground that it will create ill-

among

people of different nation-

alities.

5 Lose Lives in Fire
at Alexander Plant
Denver

— Investigation

under way

is

declared

determine cause for
the explosion and fire at the film
building of the Alexander Industries
to

(Continued on Page 2)

—

;

PAII.V
"Uncle

WWt
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Low

High

... A2H
Seat.
42>i
(s) Am.
(c-b) do 6s 36....106>/, 105!/,
75%
Bal. & Katz .. 75%
15M
(c) Con. Fm. Ind. 15M
24
... 24/2
do pfd.
(c)
165"^
Kodak .168}4
(s) East.

Sales

42^

100
3,000

1057/8

75%
15M
24%
167-/8

....

100
400
2,300

126

do pfd
•(s)
*(c) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c>

Close

4

Fox Fm. "A". 81!4
Fox Thea. "A" 2i'A

80J4

22%

106
81"4
2,800
23
45,500

8
....
Intern. Proj
98-5^
98% 1,000
Keiths 6s 46. 98%
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1,400
... 18/,
do com.
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*(s)
92J^
7O/4
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110/
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6s
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110/
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26
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8'/4
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(s) M.
P.
8/
854
29
Ms) Orph. Cir
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do pfd
99/
(s) Para. F-L
...125% 124% 124J^ 9,800
*(s)
do pfd
121J4
(b)
do 6s 47.. 101
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(b) Par.By.S/s51.103J4 103/ 103/ 15,000
(s) Pathe
3/
3%
3% 3,200
*(s)
do "A" ... 13%
12^ 13% 2,600
(b)
do 7s 37... 61/
61/ 61/ 7,000
(0) Roxy "A" ... 30
33
(o)
do units ... 32
35
(o)
do com. ...
6/
7/
(o) Skouras Bros.. 40
40/
Stanley Co. .. 43M
42% 42%
(o) Technicolor
2/ 4
(c) Trans-Lux
..
AM
3%
800
4/
(0) United Art.
13
15
(o)
do pfd.
... 80
85
-.'
(o) Univ.
("h.com.
2
*(o)
do pfd.
... 80
85
(c) Univ.
Pict
22% 22/ 22/
300
(s)
do pfd
98
96% 96% , 700
(c) Warner Bros.
26/ 25/ 25% 7-^00
(s)
do "A" ... 37
.U/ 34/ 15,2a0
(c-b) do 6/s 28.. 114
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(b)
(s)

.

.

.

.

.

(b)
(e)
(0)
<*)

(Continued from Page

ACLJRIOUS

that
coincidence
Merritt Crawford, veteran title
writer, should edit "Tracy, the Outlaw," When the Tracy scare was at
its height in Seattle, Merritt, then a
reporter, was one of the many members of the populace gunning for the

outlaw.

far as
a truck on which is a miniature log
cabni, and some negro boys playing
banjoes, which is to ballyhoo the
'test" run of the picture starting April
2b in the South coincident with observance of the Confederate MemorThe picture also is slated
ial Day.
to open smiultaneously at Memphis,
in another of the southern runs to

sound sentiment. A good chance for
Editors of Topics of the Day have
the picture to get over is predicted in
completed their annual census of
the

two

cities.

jokes and editorial paragraphs filed
So lar, there has been no protest
It contains 8,736
in its "morgue."
here, although it is pointed out the
nearly
6,000
paragraphs,
and
jokes
city is made up of northern and eastindices, the subject of marriage leadern people, so any radical "rebel" feelwith 1,058
ing all classifications
Memphis, too, is
ing is lacking.
jokes.
comparatively indifferent, as that city
has a largely Jewish population, too
Hammons Back from Vacation
generous to hold to the prejudices of
E. W. Hammons has returned to Civil War days. Then, too, UniversNew York after a brief vacation at al's unit headquartered here, while
Fmehurst, 1\. C. Last week, he com- shooting the rapids, and interest was
pleted most of the details of next high m the enterprise at the time.
season's producing schedule, in conference with Jack White, director in
L. A. Group Plans Chain
chief of the studios, and E. H. AlIVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
The latter
general manager.
len,
Los Angeles Theatrical Entertwo have left for the Coast.
prises of California has been incorporated for $1,000,000 to own and
McConnell Rejoins "U"
Fred McConnell has rejoined the operate theaters. S. George Ullman,
Universal sales force, specializing in R. C. Williams, Bruce King, Ray-

—

short product, especially serials. McConnell formerly headed the short
subject department, and left Universal to become editor of "Exhibitors
Daily Review." Since, he has been
producing pictures for Pathe release.

mond

C.

Stewart

and

Arthur

C.

Fiser are incorporators.
The associates already have a number of small
neighborhood houses, and intend to
get more.

—

ater.

5
Starr Returning

Herman

Starr of

New York

Lose Lives in Fire
at Alexander Plant

Warners returns

from Europe

in

about

two weeks.
He recenthr closed a
reciprocal deal with National Films
A. G. of Berlin.
Quirk Buys Two Magazines
James R. Quirk, publisher of Photoplay Magazine, and Opportunity,
has purchased Smart Set and McClure's
Magazine
from
William
Randolph Hearst.

Astor— "The Trail of '98"
Cameo "The Woman Tempted"
Capitol "The Patsy"

—
—

— "Man Who Laughs"
— "We
Americans
— "Wings"
Criterion
—
44th
"Abie's Irish Rose"
Embassy —^"Two Lovers"
—
Gaiety "Four Sons"
Globe — "Street Angel"
Hippodrome— "The Matinee Idol"
Loew's, N. Y. — Tues., "Devil's SkipJ
Central

Colony

St.

"The Wagon Show;" Wedne
Noose;" Thursday, "Horsemanl
Plains:" Friday, "Turn Back thj
and "Valley of Haunted Men
"The Secret Hour;" Sunday, "\
ors Go Wrong."
Mark Strand "Burning Daylight"
Paramount "Three Sinners"
Rialto
"Drums of Love"

—
— —

Speed y "
Play Girl"
Times Square "Mother Machree"
Warners "Glorious Betsy"
'

Ri voli

'

Roxy— "The

—

—

Starting Second

Edmund Lawrence
Rita Weiman's "Two
first of

the Authors'

ors' Fund
lease.

series

He now

(Continued from Page

is

St.

Louis;

is

listed

Stanley.

in

R.

&

R. to Operate

ley

will lease
be built here.

a

Salesman to
Band Revue added
to Exhibitors.

Phone

sell

attraci

Must have

B. Earle
Bryant
Hotel Maryland

1)

plant at Engelwood, six miles south
of

here,

which caused death of

persons, three of

.five

them women, and

injuries regarded as probably fatal
to a dozen others, all employes of
the film plant.
number of em-

A

ployes, uninjured in the explosion,
risked their lives in carrying out their
trapped fellow workmen.
The Alexander firm is one of the largest manufacturers of industrial film.

A GOLD MINE
INFORMATIOl
Cloth

Now

Chicago-

in preparation for season

''

FR

1928-1929

HOMELESS PARENTS
By

Color

TO
TC
''

PHOeuCTIOMS

1926

Film D^

Philip Gibson

SUBSCRIBi

ANOTHER QOTHAM BUILT FOR BETTER PROFITS

1)

Having traversed the
any direction you might

with.

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

country in
name, he has enrolled exhibitors large
and small among his friends. .A.nd
when you pack a can of film under
your arm, that friendship helps. Es-

"^^m^

Lumas Film Corporation
Sam

Sax. Prea.

1650 Broadway

w*

Budd Rocen. Vice Pre^
New York City

pecially in a business of personalities.

KANN

&1

thea

WANTED
Film

Philadelphia.

{Continued from Patie

— Robb

$450,000

1000

HtODUCTIOMS

miliar

an

Paramotl
preparing

ifl

Stock Exchange.

N'OTE: BaJaban & Katz

Masterl

League

by Irvin S. Cobb for the
which was placed in productic
terday at the Cosmopolitan
under his direction.
Cast
Madge Kennedy, Hale Ha
Gladys Hanson, Roland You*
Louis John Bartels.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Oyer the Counter (Bid and Asked).

Skouras.

has coj

for

San Angelo, Tex.

Richey Recovers
3,600 Seat Bronx House
Detroit H. M. Richey, business
M. D. Bashein and M. D. Strong, manager of the Michigan exhibitor
realtors, have purchased a plot on the unit, has been discharged from the
west side of White Plains Ave. south Battle Creek sanitarium where he has
will been recuperating from illness, and
of Pelham Parkway on which
be built homes and a 3,600 seat the- has returned here.

to

On Broadway

1)

Tom's Cabin," billing it as
Jacksonville, and rigging up

"Uncle

DALY

24,

Tom" Prepares

For South "Test" Runs

That's That

By PHIL M.
Price 5 Cents

Tuesday, April

OUCTIOMT

MtODUCT

COVERS
EVERYTHl
GOES'

EVERYWH

.

,

'e close

k

M-G-M Not

iblix

and Loew's

Jpset

Over Fox Hold

Involved in
Duell-Gish Litigation

I'yest

(Continued from Page

1)

that Fox will not use
a/mount, M-G-M or any other
ucing unit that turns out worthTheaters, it is agreed
e product.
West
are not run that way.

I

,

J St will use worthwhile product no
Fox
Jter what the source, but
)ing to get a far better break than
That is exactly
las up to now.
[j.T
disturbing Paramount and
is
t
l,SHi
't^ i-M.
Likewise it is exactly that
'sen*
e of affairs which is spurring
;nck and Mayer into action. Joseph
M.
-8
is close enough to Nicholas
;nck to start matters on behalf
'*: iI-G-M and Nicholas M. is close
igh to Paramount and Publix for
;
jjj.,^
jy,

;

brother to

1

i,

make preliminary

at least, for the

sur-

Zukor organiza-

kreiL

Pubhx

he situation here is this:
s the Metropolitan and
lar,

which West

Million
Coast operates.

operated by West
equal partner with
^w's in the operating company.
LlMSan Francisco, Publix owns the
Granda and
Portola,
Francis,
fornia but all are operated by
Loew's Warfleld also
St Coast.
:tions under the West Coast wing,
latter owning 50 per cent of the
In both cities,
rating company.
Thereis building big theaters.
w's State also

which

st

Bureau.

Los Angeles

lijcipates
1'

Coast

is

—

THE FILM DAILY
No testimony con-

cerning Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M or
M-G-M Distributing Corp., is to be
taken in suit of Charles H. Duell vs.

West

Coast, Publix
Loew's are interested jointly in
two new houses recently opened.

Month Gains

rris

1,462
ew

Dates in

Week

business has brought in 1,462
playdates from Warner

itional

branches for Sam E. Morris
s.
traJnth which will be celebrated by
These new
avej sales force in May.
"tracts have all been closed in the
week bringing the total to date

o Freed on Fight Film Charge
Bureau,

Cocut

—

THE FILM DAILY

Angeles Tom R. Gardner
W. B. Scheer have escaped
secution on a charge of illegally
PBnsporting the Tunney-Dempsey
[.OS

nit

this state.
The asS. district attorney, asked

films

rtlBant

dominant position

had been named defendants for
leged conspiracy toward breach

be a real force and the name of ica, said in an address
before the
Pathe will stand out. If such a move Harvard Business School.
So far,
as has been reported had been dis- he said, methods
of building are not
cussed, there would be no harm in economical enough
to be applied to
admitting it. There is no reason to home television reception.
discuss conversation created on the
"At the present time an entirely new
street corners and if you had not era of radio communication radio television
is opening before us," he said.
"We are
called, no attention to the report
not manufacturing radio television apparatus
would have been paid."
for the home, because we do not know how
to
make a simplified and low-priced television
receiver
practicable
for
home use.
Innerarity

Gish, Judge McComb ruled
sustaining objection of the company's counsel, stating there was no
evidence in the complaint to constitute a cause of action against Mayer
or the picture company. The latter
al-

of
the star's contract.
When the plaintiff completes presentation of his case, the court will
hear arguments on a dismissal of the
$5,000,000 action against Miss Gish
on the ground that the issue of the
trial previously was decided in her
favor in Federal Court in New York.
In that action, Duell was held on a
charge of perjury, but the jury disagreed and the indictment was dismissed.

Sunday Shows Restored
After Pawtucket Fight

—

Pawtucket, R. I. Culminating a
fight
against
discrimination,
long
Sunday shows have been restored
here.
This year, the legislature repealled the provision of the law, which
singled out Pawtucket for "blue"

Sundays, while Sunday shows were
permitted elsewhere throughout the

U.

stricken from the
pndar, pending dismissal of the
ictments, stating he understood
[settlement had been reached at
[ishington.

centering

Kennedy

is

will, of course,

the

in

It

field.

will

—

—

Denies
Lewis
Innerarity,
secretary
Pathe Exchange, denied yesterday

of
re-

ports that when his contract expires
in
June, his association with the
company will end. "It is not true in
any respect," he said, "and particularly so, because there is no contract
in force that will end in June or any
other time."

Seek to Extradite Millarde
IVest

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Los Angeles

— Effort

is

being

made

to extradite S. S. Millarde, producer,
to Chicago to answer a swindling
charge. The city prosecutor is plan-

ning

action

against

ture,

"Sex

Appeal"

Millarde's

now

Nevertheless, I firmly believe that within
the next few
years such equipment and
service will be developed and made available
to the home."

Green Plans Series
Of Television Broadcasts

Col.

Miami Beach, Fla.— Colonel E. H.
Green has secured a $45,000 building
permit for additions to his

activity,

so

far

pic-

running

ABA

here.

Handling Gems of
Great Authors Series

"Gems

of Great Authors," a series
of 12 two reelers based on classics of
literature are produced by
Film
Corp., which is headed by Alexander
P. Axelrud. Hi-Mark distributes the
pictures in Greater New York and
northern New Jersey, but
has
national distribution of the pictures.

ABA

ABA

Warners Preparing for
Production in England

—

London

Arthur

Clavering,

in

charge of Warner distribution in
England, will likewise handle detail
in connection with production here
which Warners contemplate in view
of the quota law.

Redecorating Completed
Wis.
Redecoration and
remodeling has been completed at
Phillips,

the

Idle

Hour

—

here.

Notables Attend Annual
V.M.P.A. Dinner at Plaza
The Vaudeville Managers' Protective Ass'n.

the

Plaza,

held

annual dinner at
York, last night.

its

New

Notables in the film business, as well
as leaders in the vaudeville field, attended.

This function

worthy

for

who

the

is

number

turn out for

Pries Working on Talking Films
Atlanta Jacob Pries, for the past
seven years projectionist a^ the Metropolitan, has severed that connection
to become alHliated with Electrical
Research Products, in the capacity
ot mstallation operator and instructor
for Vitapiione and Movietone.

—

always noteof

notables

it.

We
Ted Doner Leaves Hospital
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Ted Doner, presen-

—

tation performer, has left a local hospital where he has been confined for
four months, on account of injuries
received in an automobile accident,
He may
at first thought to i)e fatal.

DE LUXE THEATRES
Spokane and
Washington, D. C.

in Seattle,

on

Make

Columbia Pictures Corporation
hat in the course of production
the following motion pictures

Series

FBO at Hollywood
(Continued from Page 1)

fj) to South America. Negotiations
re closed with Mix at Kansas City
Colvin W. Brown, vice president
FBO.
Mix is to complete his
sent vaudeville tour in New
)ut the middle of May, after
will return to Hollywood.

York
which

properties owned
controlled by us

L. N.

Considine in New York
W. Considine, Jr., supervisor at the United Artists Studio,
is in New York.

lease to

responsible tenants

recover completely.

John

Will Build

For long term

or

ROSENBAUM

Financing
Real Estate Investments
Flatiron Bldg.

New York

r»-»'

Announces

lix to

for

state.

as

commerce.

home

studio and workroom and living
quarters for ten operators, in connection wih television tests he plans
between here and South Dartmouth,
Mass.
Pictures already have been
sent by radio beween points as far
removed as the two named, Colonel
Green explains, pointing out the purpose of the experiments is to improve
service and reception.
a

The government now
its

Hit films are concerned, upon those
I
'Jo conspired to ship the films in

"tr

said.

into

nt the case be

roBerstate

—

Cambridge,
Mass.
Television
equipment and service will be developed and made available for use in
the home within the next few years,
and will open an entirely new era in
communication, David Sarnoff, vice
president of the Radio Corp. of Amer-

Lillian

JitH

3,136.

"Pathe

1)

Predicted

Home Is
in Few Years

in

;

ind Portland,

(Continued from Page

Television in

being revised.
Mr.
be interested
in both FBO and Pathe.
Plans are
under way to build up Pathe to the

is

no matter what happens Fox
have a first run outlet. In Seat-

Murdock Nails Report
of Pathe-FBO Merger

that

to

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

it

The Gangster
Nothing

AMALGAMATED

Wear

Street of Illusion

The Love Captive
Stool Pigeon

Attractions for
Picture Theatre*

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

The Apache

Copyrighted — and All Rights Reserved

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
I

i
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Tuesday, April
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Coast Wire Service-

Paramount Talking Film
Tiffany-Stahl Signs
Taurog for Two Pictures

POMEROY DEVICE TO BE

has

Tiffany-Stahl

DEVELOPED BY COMPANY

Taurog

direct

to

pictures,

develop the
talking pictures device sponsored by
Roy I. Pomeroy, for six years conPomeroy
nected with the company.
has just renewed his contract with
the organization.
The device, first
sound effects for

to

used

to

provide

"Wings," differs
from other methods, because Pomeroy
photographs the sound on a separate film, which is projected by a maattached

chine

to

the

regular

pro-

jector.

Victor Schertzinger has been signed
on a long-term contract to take
charge of production of the musical
scores made with the Pomeroy deLaboratories and sound-proof
vice.
chambers now are being built for
All Paramount
preliminary w^ork.
features will be synchronized under
the plan,

it

is

"U" Plans
7

declared.

to

Make

Underworld Films

of
the Underworld" has
been purchased by Universal and
production will start in the next two
Leigh Jason will direct.
weeks.
This story, by William Lester, will
be the first of a series of seven underworld pictures which will be filmEach
ed under Jason's direction.
will have a star cast and will be
made under supervision of William
Lord Wright.

"Eyes

Olive

Borden Signed to
Star for Columbia

Olive Borden, who recently completed her contract with Fox, is the
latest star to be signed by Columbia,
and starts work soon in one of the
few remaining pictures on the current season schedule.
Other stars
under contract to the company are:
Jack Holt, Lya de Putti, Betty

Compson, Hobart Bosworth, Lois
Wilson, Bert Lytell, Margaret Livingston and Dorothy Revier.

the

being "The Schlemeil," starring

first

Taurog is
Jessel.
Educational.
director for
Bernstein

is

Announces

Norman

signed

two

George

Paramount intends

James A. FitzPatrick

a former

Isadore
writing the continuity.

Perry Signed for "The Racket"
Jack Perry has been signed for a
Thomas Meighan's "The
in
role
Racket," which Howard Hughes is
Perry enacts the role of
producing.
a gangster in support of Louis Wol-

"THE
MOVIE HOROSCOPE
SERIES"
Twelve One Reel

heim.

"Signs of the Zodiac"

Sheehan Going East
Winfield R. Sheehan, vice president and general manager of Fox, is
scheduled to go to New York next
month, arriving there about May 27.

Featuring The

PAST, PRESENT

Pola's Production Plans
Pola Negri intends to alternate
production between the United States
and Germany, upon completion of
her present contract.

Plan Sequel to Newsreel Story
Fox starts work soon on "Chasing
Through Europe," sequel to "The
News Parade." Nick Stuart contin-

Now

lead in "Free Lips," to be produced
by James Ormont for First Division
Distributors.

Production

1.

"People Born in January"

2.

"People Born in February"

3.

"People Born in March"

4.

"People Born in April"

5.

"People Born in

6.

"People Born in June"

ues as lead.

Hagney for "Free Lips"
Frank Hagney will play character

in

AND FUTURE!

May"

7.

"People Born in July"

Lila Lee is to play the feminine
lead in "United States Smith," which
Joseph Henabery will direct for

8.

"People Born in August"

Gotham.

9.

"People Born in September"

Lila

Lee

in

Gotham Lead

Conti in Hagen Cast
Albert Conti has been assigned a

10.

"People Born in October"

"Green Grass Widows," featWalter Hagen, for Tiffany-

11.

"People Born in

12.

"People Born in December"

role in

uring
Stahl.

M-G-M Signs Betty Morrison
Betty Morrison has just been
signed to a long term contract by
Al-G-M.

Back

in

Direction

Barker to Make 4

November"

The ''All Star' Short Subject
Sensation with the Big
'

Luther Reed has rejoined Paramount.
First
assignment Esther
Pictures for T.-S.
Reginald Barker has been signed Ralston in "Sawdust Paradise."

Box

Office

Draw

make four pictures for TiffanyStahl that will involve $1,500,000, the

to

Columbia Buys Davis Play
Screen
rights to "The Donovan Afcompany says.
The first will be
"The Forward March." Barker re- fair," Owen Davis play, have been
cently completed "The Toilers" for acquired by Columbia.
the
Jr..

company.
Douglas Fairbanks,
and Jobyna Ralston play the

leading roles in "The Toilers," previously known as "Power."

Warners Sign Bronson
Betty Bronson will make two
tures

for

the

Warners.

pic-

They may

be Vitaphoned.
Fields Goes East
W. C. Fields left Hollywood Saturday night for a trip East. He is

expected to arrive
morning.

in

New York

this

Carewe to Make "La Tosca"
Edwin Carewe is planning to make
"La To€ca," starring Dolores Del
Rio, in Rome.

Produced by

FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue,
Telephone

Bryant 8139

New York

City

Cable
"Fitzpic"

New York

bitration Hits

New Stumbling Block at Cleveland
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

^NEWSPAPER

fFILMDOM
:LIV

Wednesday, April

No. 22

vies Musical

E

.F.

Tennyson's brook, the
of

isiness

the
brother

his

n on forever.

Its course
constantly changing,
progress will be ever

e
5

Something new and
ionary

The

talking

stay.

over the

just

is

AVERTED BY

amusing

and

orld

movie

is

Has moved

in

There

60

will
naturally
cause
readjustment.
To those
ave closed their eyes to
thusiastic visitor .we sug-

be

will

no

T. 0. C. C.
domination

of

the T.O.C.C. by the exhibitor cooperative which recently began functioning in Greater New York under
leadership of Aaron Sapiro, it was
emphasized at yesterday's meeting,
when Sol Raives was reelected to
the presidency.
Harry Suchman, who was a candidate against Raives. heading what

baggage and should
most welcome addition was
movie household.
Its

id
a

ON SAPIRO ISSUE

SPLIT

JACK ALICOATE

y

regarded

a "Sapiro
(.Continued on Page A)

"Dawn"

is

as

Banned

ticket"

in All

Houses of Publix Chain
No

owned or controlled by
show "Dawn," British
1 immediate introduction, picture
showing the execution of
iheater owner, large or Edith Cavell, Paramount announces.
who turns his back on This action is taken in the belief
that showings of the picture will fosis playing with fire.
It
ter ill-will between nations.
without possibility that
(~led talking movies may
stely revolutionize the intheater

Publix

will

Price 5 Cents

25, 1928

AND 8 SPECIALS
ON PARAMOUNT

'Wings' in General Release
Four New Co-Stars

Paramount* s 68
Los
mount

Angeles

—The

line-up

for

Para1928-1929

by

series:
Four Clara Bows, four Richard
Dixs, four Bebe Daniels, four George

Bancrofts,

four

Esther Ralstons, four

Zane Greys featuring Jack Holt, four
Fay Wrays and Gary Coopers, four
Rogers, four Fred ThomCharles
son's, two Florence Vidors, two James
Hall and Ruth Taylors, three Menjou's (one or two directed by Ernst
Lubitsch), two Evelyn Brents and
Clive Brooks, two Pola Negri's, two
Richard Arlens and
Mary Brians,
three Emil Jannings (one directed by
Lubitsch), three Wallace Beerys and
Raymond
Hattons,
Douglas
two
MacLeans and three foreign pictures.

The
Two

specials included are:
Harold
Lloyds,
"Wings,"

"Interference,"
"The
Wedding March," "Heliotrope," and
"Glorifying the American Girl."

"Burlesque,"

SENATE WOULD CUT TAX

Futures

ON TICKETS UP TO $3

know of several
now on the

startling exfrying pan.
ve seen several bits that were
g in their possibilities. In our
ts
we go still further.
: a complete, extravagant munovie comedy, a la Ziegfeld.
e reincarnation of a successful
but conceived and written exfor the screen.
Music by
nts

We

or Gershwin, book by BolNichols, lyrics by a Buddy
Iva.
Instead of the usual therchestra we can see one of a
d and fifty pieces playing the
can see a hundred or
trained voices making up' our
chorus.
In the ballet there
)e six score
in place of the
string of girls.
In this we
ave the wedding of the two
amusement arts, the stage and
taking the best from each
iving the public a ten dollar

We

,

ion at one dollar prices. Someto think about, Mr. Producer
Ir.

Theater Owner.

Cycles
variety

The

hall

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—

Increase of exemption
of admission tickets up to
553 is called for in the tax reduction
program drafted by republicans of the

from
advanced

step

to

(Continued on Page 2)

in

Making Debut
West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Paramount

will release 68 pictures next season, eight
of them specials.
Harold Lloyd will
live up to his promise by making

Iwo, rather than one which he has
been turning out ajinually for the
last few years.
The other specials,
outlined in an adjoining column, include
Eric
\'on
Stroheim's "The
Wedding March" and "Glorifying
the American Girl" in which Florenz
Ziegfeld will have much to say.
Charles ("Buddy") Rogers steps
out as star in his own right. He will

make

Fay Wray and Gary

four.

Cooper who
"The Legion

appeared jointly in
of the Condemned" will
costar in four. Another team will be
James Hall, who has been playing
leads with Bebe Daniels, and Ruth
Ta^'lor, the Lorelie of "Gentlemen
(Continued on Page 4)
first

TO OUTLINE PROGRAM

Pathe Meeting Postponed
as Report is Not Ready
AT THREE SAIIS MEETS Meeting
of Pathe stockholders was

from tax

Program

of Tii¥any-Stahl for 1928-

adjourned for 30 days upon recommendation of the officers at yester-

The action followed
29 will be outlined Saturday and Sun- day's meeting.
pres- day at Chicago, where Ed. J. Smith, report of the secretary that the public
(Continued on Page 4)
ent limit of exemption is 75 cents. The general sales manager, will preside at
house bill provides for exemption on the first of three sales conventions to
tickets up to $1.
At the Stanley Sponsoring
be held by the company.
If the Senate action is approved, time, he is expected to announce 40
4,000-Seater at Philly
practically all admission taxes except pictures for the new season.
Irving D. Rossheim,
Philadelphia
those on box seats at legitimate theOriginally it had been stated that
announces that
Stanley,
president
of
concert
and
aters, and prize fight
Tiffany-Stahl planned 36 pictures for
and Theaters Properties,
tickets, causing a loss to the treasury the
new year, but later it was Mercantile(Continued
on Page 4)
The indicated just prior to arrival in New
of approximately $17,000,000.
committee is expected to vote on the York of M. H. Hof?man, vice presi(Continued on Page 4)
tax program tomorrow.
Senate finance committee.

The

New

—

Warners

Exhibitors Decline to Act if
Defendant is Not Present
N. Cal. Unit Won't Act
on Cases of Non-Members
involving

non-members of the Allied Amusements Industries, northern California exhibitor unit, will be arbitrated

by organization members.
(Continued on Page 2)

Notice to

Cleveland

—A

new stumbling

block

to arbitration has arisen in this territory, for Ohio exhibitor arbitration
board members decline to act on any
cases at which the exhibitor defendant
This attitude was
is
not present.

emphasized at this week's meeting,
when J. J. Harwood, Meyer Fine and
(Continued on Page 4)

First

With producers putting the
finishing touches to season announcements for 1928-29, Warners will be first under the

announcement

of

advertising
firm's
the

new

in

tomorrow's

wire

San Francisco

can go back a long time
Id

Bureau of

—No cases

•

low business.

IVashiiujton

T-S

LIST

with

initial

product

issue of

THE FILM

DAILY.

Full announcement of the new
line-up is to be made at the

company's

New York
27-29.

sales convention in
to be held April

M

.
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THE

borough

Friedrichstrasse, 225.

company and was named as vice-president of the Fox circuit of theaters.
Fox is a brother of William Fox
and has been connected

executive
cajiacities with the corporation since
inception nearly a quarter of a
its
He has worked in
century ago.
virtually every field of endeavor in
which the Fox enterprises are interested, including production, domestic
and foreign sales, theater construction
in

and exhibition.

{Continued from Page

Works

The Denver Film Board advised
New York headquarters yesterday
that the fire at the plant of Alexander
Industries in which five lives were
lost was confined to the aeroplane

overnight.
revolutionary

vaudeville

came

almost

The

revue

was

first

N. Cal. Unit Won't Act
on Cases of Non-Members

1)

(Continued from Page
this

has

effect

1)

the

been
served
by
Osten, business

itors in

withholding their support to

work of the organization," he
one states. "Membership in it is an infor- surance.
If you decline to pay the
day small insurance premium, then when
The tremendous musi- trouble comes you must fight your
sit

from night.
cal shows of today are the result of
a demand for bigger and better stage

Presentations in the
entertainment.
big houses are the present vogue.
They must continue to advance in
merit if they are to continue at all.
To adAfter presentations what?
vance the screen that has made no
effective strides within the past two
years what? Perhaps it is the talking picture.
The opportunity is tre-

the

own

battles."
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think of

INSURANCE
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Sales

4254
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PRODUCT lONT

When you

Arthur

Close

42 5i
106

Washington

Mondav.

S

Low

4254
106

By Beth Brown

ing the three Paramount conventions,
in

High

"RED VELVET'*

raODUCTIOHT

New

starts

.

Jungle,"

You Are in theMarket for Any Kind

tising representative for the Christies,
is in
York preparatory to attend-

which

.

the

of

'If

Pat Dowling in New York
Pat Dowling, pul)licity and adver-

of

Seat.
36..
6s

—

Eugenie Gilbert, Frank Merrill
Bobby Nelscn; -'The Scarlet Bi^
starring Ncal Kart and "The
Reporters,
-larring Eugenie C
and Walter Miller.

Bryant 8181

mendous.

first

(s) Am.
(c-b) do

.

and brought forth a new form of Thomas D. Van
We were ask- manager of the association.
stage entertainment.
making one of
company
"The few non-members are manijoin
a
to
ed
the first three reel subjects and de- festly' unfair to their brother exhibclined with the observation that
never
would
public
picture
through more than one reel of
Modern burlesque is as
subject.
eign from the old variety as

"Perils

.

Fire in Plant

painting department.

Movies Musical

Financial

many years head
and non-theatrical
of Fox has been

apuointed treasurer of that corporaSimultaneously he was chosen
tion.
as treasurer of West Coast Theaters, recently acquired by the Fox

Schedules Five Serials
Five serials w
released during 1928-29 by Mii
Fnni Distributors.
These hv

Kansas City

Treasurer of Fox Film
Aaron Fox, for
of the mail order
sales departments

Wednesday, April

Inc.
N. Y. C.

TIFFANY -STAHL PRODUCTIONS,
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That they have in the course of production
three motion picture productions entitled:
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25,

Pathe Meeting Postponed Split on Sapiro Issue-i
Stanley Sponsoring New
Original State Tax on
as Report is Not Ready Averted by T. O. G.
4,000-Seater at Philly
Tickets Passed in 1921
|
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
per

Tell

enacted

cent

South

in

admission tax was
Carolina in 1921,

prior to organization of the Hays
association, C. C. Pettijohn, its gen-

A

determined
eral counsel states.
effort now is being made by exhibitors of South Carolina to repeal the
law at the next session of the legis-

South Carolina the-

lature, he says.

claimed, are not in prosperous condition, with the tax in
many instances representing the difference between a profit and loss.

aters,

it

is

Frank J. Currier Dies
from Blood Poisoning
irest

Los Angeles

— Frank

J.

Currier, 71,

following
a screen actor since
more than half a century on the
stage, died here from blood poison1913,

resulted from infection
a finger was jammed
He
in the door of an automobile.
had been improving following three
blood transfusions, with a sudden
turn for the worse resulting in his
death.
ing,

which

when

caused

In

the

M-G-M

death of Frank Currier,
has lost one of its veteran

Currier, who was 71
stock players.
years old, was one of the most regularly engaged players in the perHis recent
sonnel of the company.
parts included important roles in
"The Enemy," "Telling the World,"
and "Across to Singapore."

Exhibitors Post
in Seattle

Reward
Bombings

Seattle— Reward of S2,500 for information leading to capture and conviction of vandals .who threw a bomb
in front of the Embassy, has been
offered

bj'

the

Warner Net
Predicted for This Year

exhibitor unit.
the climax to a

Net earning of Warner Bros., for
the current year will approximate $1,500,000 after interest and charges, H.
M. Warner predicts, stating that net
for the first six months was $611,814,
and that he hopes net of around $450,000 will be earned for each of the
remaining two quarters.

and odor bomb outrages
houses involved in labor disputes.

series of tear

Arbitration Hits

New

Stumbling Block
(.Continued

from Page

1)

M.

B. Horwitz, board members, declined to act in the absence of the

defendants.
This stand follows declared ruling
that action can be brought against
arbitrators by the defendant exhibiJLor, in event he is absent when his
case is arbitrated.

T-S

to Outline
Program at 3

(Continued from Page

1)

withdrew in favor of Raives,
then was elected unanimouslj*.

i

members are declared to
that Sapiro was "trying to ruii'l
the organization, but this feeling wasE
allayed by Raives' reelection witii|
harmony reigning as the meetingi
tain

felt

ended.

Other

officers elected are: J. Louij}
vice president; Max Barrl
Sam Sonin, secretary;]
treasurer;

Geller,

Al Hartsen, sergeant-at-arms, and thtl
following directors: Charles SteinefJ
Adolph Barr, Hyman Rachmil, Ining Gerber, Dave Rosenzweig,
Arthur Hirsch, William A. Landau.J
Mart Swartz.
J.l

Meets

(Continued from Page 1)

the total would reach 40.
These were to be 12 pictures designed
as specials and 28 Gems.
Second and third of the sales conventions are to be held day and date
dent, that

Sapiro Says He's Ready
But Scouts BoycottI
While scouting
effect

that

local reports to

M-G-M was

'

deliberaf

intended boycotting the I.M.P.E./

and Los Angeles, with the New York buying cooperative
yesterday for the Aaron Sapiro said yesterday that M4
the western meet- G-M-Loew interests are "in the mostj
ings, and Smith at the New York vulnerable legal positions should thejl
attempt to deny a fair and open deafl
sessions.
to any group of exhibitors."
Pictures at Jewish Art Theater
He added it was his opinion thil(
The Jewish Art theater, 12th St. the Loew circuit would discontinue
and Second Ave., New York, closed demand first runs for its second r
its
season of legitimate plays and houses as against first run prices]

in

New York

,

F. N. Hints Battle for
Hoffman, who left
Rights to "La Tosca" Coast, to preside at
First National

"La Tosca" in
countries, and

owns screen

rights to

English-speaking
will start production
of the picture in a few weeks with
Billie Dove starred, Richard A. Rowall

land states, in declaring that

if

Carewe produces "La Tosca,"

Edwin
First

National will bring action to prevent
it
from being shown. It is possible
that the First National version, which
George Fitzmaurice will direct, will
be made with Firnatone. Carewe had
announced he intended to produce a
version in Rome with Dolores Del

Rio as

I

during
tures,

the summer will
effective yesterdaj^

show

independent

theaters

of

first

caliber.

litiignf

WAY ABOVE

List

(Continued front Pane 1)
Prefer Blondes." The third combination IS composed of Evelyn Brent
and Clive Brook who are to costar
in two. The fourth is Richard Arlen
and Mary Brian, down for two. Back
on the roster after a short absence

Douglas MacLean who

any other cartoon in
mirth are the

KRAZY KATi

slated
group, exis

for two.
The feature
clusive of specials, will total 60, and,
in
addition to the above, will be
rounded out by three foreign pictures.

Thomas Meighan does

not appear

the line-up.
"Wings" goes out
as regular release for picture houses.
in

CARTOONS

Animated by

produced by the best

and

Manny Gould

country
sure

— therefore

fire pictures

Announces

that it has in the course of production
the following motion pictures:

Greenwich Village

The Beloved Traitor

Scarlet

Woman

iRea
loik

illif

rnex

btth;

Wi
Ind

lunt

rtet]

Columbia Pictures Corporation
Below the Surface

IWri-

Ben Harrison

TBAOe^+***-»-*«K

The Bachelor Girl

peco

In

pterda

cartoon brains in the

The

,/<

laicceed

star.

Paramount

is

pic-

K^AXY YAT

68 Features on

state

The bombing was
at

FBO

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

accountants' report covering operaentered into a long term lease
tions for 1927 was not ready for subsouththe
at
and has agreed to erect
mission,
but would be soon, together
east corner of 52nd and Chestnut Sts.,
with an announcement of next year's
thelargest
the
house,
a 4,000-seat
program.
ater ever built in West Philadelphia.
It also was pointed out, in stateThe theater, when completed, will ment of the secretary, that Joseph P.
$2,close
to
represent an investment
Kennedy'.
president, has been on
000,000, and will compare favorably
the Coast studying conditions and
and
at
19th
Stanley
present
with the
preparing recommendations for next
Market Sts. It is expected that actual
year's program, and that this will be
operations will begin within 30 days
of material benefit to the company.
and that the house will be completed
Kennedy is to return in a few days,
for the season of 1929.
and his report will be made to stockholders when the meeting is held
next month.
$1,500,000
ha.-^

pito

Jta;
are

m.

iot

pimat

M,\

Intiti

PRESENTED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

Father and Son

Copyrighted— and All Rights Reserved

^paramount

MINTZ Cartoons

SSon

muct Announcements Ready for Sales Forces
THE HEWS
ALL THE TIME
kl-

f*pWSPAPER

''PILMDOM
Thursday, April

No. 23

:V

!T

FOR ACCORD

DARK

MORE COMPANIES SET
ON PROGRAMS FOR

3

FRANCE

IN

i

—

^y Cable) No prospects for
biween American distributors
le "rench government is seen
,vi4 Will H. Hays scheduled to
the United States early
In the opinion of your
ve
!pc lent, a break is certain by
The French
Tuesday.
ly )r
ni ave held up action on Hays'
and, with the American
id
standing pat, little disposiIV
^

Price 5 Cents

26, 1928

68 TO BE USTED AT

-

ji

'li

:.

I

mv*
U" SALES MEETINGS

UST

Six Vitaphone roadshows and exSixty-eight features form nucleus
1928-29
program,
Universal's
tended run productions, which num- of
reelers will comprise the Tiffanyits trade
ber is to be increased by several which marks the company's twentyStahl output for 1928-29 in a revised
more vehicles, and 18 Warner Win- second year of activity, eastern
list of product, decided upon by M.
ners, will comprise the Warner out- branch managers will be told at the
H. Hoffman, prior to his departure
The product calls Atlantic City meeting which opens
put for 1928-29.
Previously, he had
for the Coast.
for substantial increase over the pro- tomorrow, continuing until April 30.
40
indicated that there would be
This is the first of three sales meetduction budget of last year.
pictures in the company line-up. Ten
Vitaphone will be used extensively ings to be held by the company.
designed
as
speof the pictures are
the schedule.
Many sound ef- Others are at St. Louis, May 2 to 5,
SUPPLV cials, two will be third dimension in
lAL
fects will be employed as part of and San Francisco, May 9 to 12.
24 Gems and 24 Tiflfany
pictures.
(.Continued on Page 4)
Universal's production budget this
Classics
are on the schedule.
Color
chairman
H. L. Clarke,
year, it is claimed, represents $15,Some of the stars who have been Lillian Gish
500,000, which is to be divided as
ard of directors of National
in
to appear in next year's prosigned
elected
follows: one-third expended for five
(upply Co., has been
(Continued on Page 4)
Suit Brought by Duell
(.Continued on Page 4)
of National Theater SupLos Angeles Lilliam Gish won the
succeeding H. A. R. Dutnew §5,000,000 breach of contract
resigned the presidency to
suit
brought against her by Charles
business,
investment
le
TEST
Duell, formerly of Inspiration, when
.ading figure in the organito corn-

)wn by the Frenfch
's iTount will suspend
^urday^

;

36 PICTURES, 24 SHORTS

ON REVISED T-S

1928-29

Thirty-six

features

and 24 single

limWHEAD OE
THEATER

Wins

—

BROOKHARTifDANGER

CASE PLANNED ON

the company,

is

to contin-

lirman of the board.

S. C.

Writes Exchanges
5 Ready for Business
exchanges

York

on Page

S.

C.

—Test

case

LAW
is

to

be instituted by South Carolina thein- ater owners to determine constitu-

were

esterday that Aaron Sapiro,
of the I.M.P.D.A. is ready
The letter
or next season.
out that exhibitor members
uying cooperative are under
and pledge to buy only
Continued

Columbia,

TICKET TAX

tionality of the new theater tax law,
which goes into eflfect May 1, super-

seding the three year old measure,
which, like the new law, exacted a
ten per cent state levy on theater adTheater owners met here
missions.
{Continued

18)

on

Page 18)

the court instructed the jury to find
The court held
for the defendant.
that issues involved had been adjudicated by the Federal court trial
of the case in New York in 1925.

SEEN BY ARKANSAS UNIT

—

El Dorado, Ark. While he says
there is no question that the Brookhart bill eliminates "menace" of block
to
Daylight
booking, other phases of exhibitor
Operative
welfare will be damaged materially
Daylight saving time becomes if the bill is passed in its present
operative Sunday in New York and form, M. A. Lightman, president of
(Continued on Page 18)
other cities of the East, which have

Saving Time

Sunday

Become

adopted the summer time system,
ting clocks ahead one hour.

set-

Sunday Shows Lose
lount Estimates Its
fter Net as $2,500,000
•ofit

of

Paramount

after

all

ind taxes including its undisshare of earnings of Balaban
Corp., a 65 per cent owned
y, for the first quarter of
sstimated by the
1,000,

which amounts

{Continued

ger

company

on Page

to

to $3.27

18)

Back from Trip;

>x Schedule Lined

Up

3 Conventions On Tomorrow;
One Saturday, Two Monday
The open season for sales conven
has arrived. Tomorrow, Warntions
is
York, Universal in
ers meet in
to
in PittsAtlantic City and
Following action of Loew's and burgh. Paramount starts in WashPublix in barring "Dawn," Universal ington on Monday, while on the
yesterday raised a barrier against the same morning. First National's sales
Cavell film in all theaters in its chain. force will get product and sales an-

Universal

the Third

Ban "Dawn"

Chain

Despite protests,

"Dawn"

will

New

open nouncements

M-G-M

in

Chicago.

Times Square, N. Y.,
The Warners are holding one meetKaplan,
B.
Selwyn.
Arch
by
at the Pennsylvania Hotel. Opensponsored
ing
R.
Sheehan, James
^infield
not
will run
Fox general sales manager, manager, states bookings haveis de- ing tomorrow morning, itwhich the
Selwyn
after
indicating
Sunday
to
sought,
through
been
Coast,
the
from
in New York
pending on houses not controlled by divisional, sales and branch managers
d. Fox will release 52 features
(Continued on Page 4)
iring five

ison.

weeks

of conferences

May

the

15 at the

banning

—

MoveBirmingham, Ala.
ment for Sunday shows in Birmingham was defeated in a
referendum held here, with the
"Sour Sabbath" upheld by the
margin of 3,000 votes. More
than 20,000 went to the polls
in one of the heaviest votes
ever recorded in a local refer-

endum.
election culminated a
campaign, which was
watched with interest through-

The

bitter

out the South, as the outcome
to point the way

was expected
similar
the "blue"
to

eral

efforts
lid in

to

remove

event the

lib-

element was victorious.

circuits.

iriMM

-

PAILV

Thursday, April

26

3

Atlanta Rialto To Play
"Movie Horoscope" is
Rich Field for Talent
Long
Runs
on
"Talkies"
New FitzPatrick Sei
States
Goodman
Abroad,

—

lillTHE T1M|

Atlanta -Vitaphone and Movietone
"The Movie Horoscope" is ai
Maurice Goodman, vice-president
and general counsel for the newly equipment is being installed at the series of 12 one reel "Signs
merged Keith-Albee-Orpheum, will Rialto, Publix house, which is being Zodiac," which will be prodnceii
Cents
hold a series of conferences this week remodeled and opens April 30 as a James A. FitzPatrick, producer
26,1928 Price 5
YoL XLIV No. 23 Thursday, April
The theater, it is Famous Music Masters and the
with booking experts and other ex- long run house.
for said, has first runs on the Vitaphoned bert Centennial series. The
arrange
circuit
to
the
of
ecutives
PUBLISHER
lOHN W. ALICOATE
broader representation in the foreign features. The Metropolitan has been ture of "The Movie HoroscopjjLsi
has been completed.
Goodman, who returned from playing Vitaphone pictures.
field.
hol'd^y^
Each subject is devoted to ale
Published daily except Saturday and
a tour of Europe last week, issued a
N.
^•.
York,
^"^
at 1650 Broadway, ^ew
effect
the
bearing
arrival
to
the title: "People Bon
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upon
statement
Territory
and
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Regal
Films
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copyright (1928) by
W. Alicoate, President and that much excellent material of
neck, January," "People Born in Februj
Ho
S.
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The "problems" that have
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'Phone
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The Glen is closed
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has been named M-G-M News camW. Classification of Films
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Si

first

9

i

'

—

\

nii

—

—

London—Ernest
and Washington 9794.
Fredman. The Film Renter, 58, Great MarlLichtbildbuehue,
Berlin—
borough St., W. I.

Compulsory in Ottawa

—

Ottawa All pictures exhibited in
the province must be stamped either
"U" or "A," according to their classification of either universal or exclusively adult appeal, under new rulThis is in aning of the censors.
swer to requests for restriction of
juvenile patronage.
Recently a bill
to prohibit child attendance at theaters was introduced but withdrawn.
The new classifications are to serve
as a guide to parents in determining
whether they wish to permit their
children to view various pictures.
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Gets Ashland O. H.
Ashland, O. John Damm now has
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8,700

Hammond House

•

Last

to be

Rebuilt by Kleihege

manently.

here.

modeled
Canipbeli Gets Wilmington House
ilmington, N. C.
Victoria, formerly owned and operated by Howard & Wells, has been taken over by
S. S. Campbell.

—

W

200

acy to

—

Jury Disagrees in
Marion,

O.,

—

"Blue"

Fayetteville House Opens
Fayetteville, Tenn.
The Princess
has opened here.

—

Fake Picture School
Promoter to be Deported
Louis

— Emerick

Kolnay, 38
years old, who last winter rented
office space in St. Louis and adverSt.

tised for students in picture acting
assuring graduates of Hollywood careers was sentenced to five years in
the Federal penitentiary at Leavenworth, by Federal Judge Davis when
he pleaded guilty to using the mails
to defraud.
Sentence was suspended

open

for
last

conviction.

the theater.

mtm

3,100
10,000

PRopucTioss

Now in preparation for
44jj,£ Qjj^

Sunday and nobody

sted him.
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AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENC
Attractions for

P'^^J

Picture Theatrei

k\^\^

Standard

Vaudeville

Acthem

1600 Broadway, New YoikC
Phone Penn. 3580

c

BE

YOUaL USE

IT

EVERY DAY

|

Cloth BoJ

TO

Film

T. Kelsona

Dai|

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

COVERS
EVERYTHIl

Lumas Film Corporation
Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway

Budd Rogers, Vice

New

FIE

PRODUCTIONT

SUBSCRIBI

Sam

f^

Pag|TH(l

ANOTHER QOTHAM BUILT FOR BETTER PROFITS

Markus Lines Up Six
Fally Markus is now handling bookings
for the following houses: Capitol, New London; Harris. Norwich, Conn.; Capitol, Middletown. Conn.; Rivoli, Rutherford, N. j.
Regent, Kearney,, N. J.; and the Willis in
the Bronx.

ff\Y(

ITASl
h

FRElpi

season 1928-1929

FROM ARGENTINE"

By K.

t

Reynard

1000

Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(0) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago
Skouras. St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

"BE

MiUion
Everything

'366

Prices

Ti

Marion, O. Ed Reynard, am
for keeping the Grand open on
day and indicted for the offense,
dismissed from court last week w

three

Co.,

bomb

building will be]'|
other commercial

Improving Hemet House
Hemet, Cal. The Hemet is being
improved with a new lobby being the jury failed to come to a
sion.
Nine were for acquittal
built.

A

.

The

for

;

so that immigration officials might deheaded by William Kleihege, plans to build a theater to re- port Kolnay to Austria from whence
place the State, destroyed by a bomb, he came nine years ago.
last fall. The Kleihege interests, were
lessees of the house when it was deFeet of
stroyed, and also operate the Parthenon, De Luxe and Orpheum here.
The proposed house will seat 2,500
FILM LIBRARY SCENES
and be ready next February.
KleiStone Film Library
hege and five others are under bond«
Room 612
220 W. 42nd St.
totahng $220,000 for alleged conspirPhone Wisconsin 0248

atrical

.

"m

Damm

Hammond, Ind.— Hammond The-

.

.

city.

to the highest bidder.

the house in a bidding contest
against Harry Karl, former lessee.
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Weeping Water, Nebr.,
April 16, 1928.

Paramount Famous Lasty Corp.,
1610 Davenport St.,
Omaha, Nebr.
G«ntlemen:

"BEAU GESTE"

"UNDERWORLD"
"CHANG"
WAY OF ALL FLESH"

COMMAND"
OF CONDEMNED"

"LAST
'll&ION

"HULA"
"RED HAIR"
"OLD IRONSIDES"
etc., etc.

before August 1st
hits when you need

hem

Your current release of Harold Lloyd's latest picture,
"SPEEDY", is the best tonio for the box office on the
market today, and it comes at a time when we exhibitors
need and appreciate it.

We played this picture during a rain and snow storm with
road conditions most unfavorable and in the face of conpetition from a school benefit and a dance it broke all
house attendance records as feir back as we can determine.
It drew mora people than the four biggest box office
attractions of the last five years. We hung out the
with our
S.R.O. sign early and then took it in again
house packed to the doorsl

—

Not only did the picture draw them in but it pleased
them 100^. Many of our patrons said, "It's the best
Lloyd yet." T<e hope he continues with this high quality
and wish his pictures came oftener. My advice to fellow
exhibitors would certainly bo to play this picture,
boost it hard and you will not be jorry.

most, starring

EMIL JANNINGS
CLARA BOW
RICHARD DIX
BEBE DANIELS

GEORGE BANCROFT
ADOLPHE MENJOU
BEERY -HATTON
POLA NEGRI
ESTHER RALSTON
FLORENCE VIDOR

THOMAS MEIGHAN

Weeping Water— New York, everywhere—

FIELDS -CONKLIN

FRED THOMSON
GREY— JACK HOLT

JNE

theatre records smashed!

Harold Lloyd
1928-9
all set

in "Speedy"

Produced by Harold Lloyd Corp.

A Paramount

Release

;

36 Pictures, 24 Shorts

On

Revised T-S List
(Continued from Page 1)

3 Conventions On Tomorrow;
One Saturday, Two Monday
(Continued from Page

ly

Malcolm

lier,

Roy

McGregor,

D'Arcy, Montagu Love, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Claire Windsor, John Harron, Barbara Leonard, Shirley Palmer, Georgia Hale, and others.
John M. Stahl will produce four

John M. Stahl specials, among them
being "Loves of Sappho" and "The
Yellow Passport," the latter from
the pen of Abraham Schomer.
There also will be four Reginald
Barker specials with "The Toilers"
completed,

recently

the

first

to

be

"The Forward March," a
two continents, is the other
preparation. The two others

released.
story of

now

in

on the schedule are not yet

"The

Toilers,"

the

York

"The
be
Right."
On

Tom

states,

in

New

the ten
Cavalier"

specials

and

will

"Squads

the directorial staff under the superof Stahl will be George Archainbaud,
Terriss, Arthur Gregor, John G. Adolfi,

Lewis, Norman Taurog, Al Raboch,
Wallace Worsley, and others.
On the scenario staff under supervision
of Raymond Schrock, assistant to John M.
Stahl, in charge of stories, are John Francis
Natteford, Viola Brothers Shore, L. G. Rigby, Frances Hyland, Harry Braxton, Ben
Grauman Kohn, E. Morton Hough, Leete
Renick Brown, Paul Edwards. Frances Irene
Reels, Jerome Wilson and Agnes Pat McKenna.
The program of the 24 gems as outlined
by the organization is as follows
"The

Edgar

Twelve Pound Look," by Sir James Barrle,
suggested by the famous stage play in which
Ethel Barrymore played the star role; "The
Younger Generation," suggested by the Booth
Tarkington
story,
"Ramsey Milholland;"
"The Gun Runner," by Arthur Stringer;
"The Naughty Duchess," suggested by the
Sir Anthony Hope novel. "The Indiscretion
the
Duchess;"
"George
Washington
Cohen," from the famous stage play, "The
Cherry Tree," by Aaron Hoffmann; "The
Million Dollar Doll," by A. M. Williamson;
'The Luck of Geraldine Laird," by Kathleen
Norris;
"Helen of London," by Sidney
Gowing; Four Jack London stories, two of
them announced as "Son of the Wolf" and
^ King;" "Queen of Burlesque,"
,"^^'Vt' ?^
by H. R. Durant; "The Power of Silence"
'The Big Top;" "Times Square;" "The
Floating College," by Stuart Anthony; "The
Ghetto;" "Three Keys to a Door," by Jack
Natteford; "The Devil's Apple Tree;" and
four by Peter B. Kyne.
The product will be outlined to the company sales force at three regional conventions, first of which is to be held
April 2S
and 29 at Chicago, and the other two day
and date May S and 6 at New York and Los
of

Angeles.

First National

Buys

Two

First National has bought screen
rights to "Diversion,"
John Van
Druton's play. Richard Barthelmess
will be starred.
"The Other To-

morrow,"

Octavus

Roy

Cohen's

story of the Georgia cotton belt,
has
also been purchased.

1)

return to their respective
tories to get the selling season
will

terri-

under

way. The line-up to be presented at
the convention is published elsewhere
in

THE FILM DAILY

today.

Universal executives have been leaving New York for Atlantic City in
quick order all week.
The first of
three meetings, this initial session
will take in all sales managers and
salesmen
Eastern
exchanges.
of
About ninety will assemble for roll
call at the Ritz down at the shore tomorrow morning when Lou B. Metzger,

general sales manager, will

call

the meeting to order.
"U" will release 68 pictures next season, detail
of which will not be presented to the
assembled forces for a few days but

THE

DAILY

FILM
is enabled to print in full this morning.
Subsequent sessions will be held at
the Planters Hotel, St. Louis and the
St. Francis, San Francisco.
Glenn
Tryon, now in New York will attend
this meeting and also St. Louis. Paul
which

this fall.

Completing

vision

company

have an extended run

will

titled.

To Be Listed at
"U" Sales M.
(Continued from Page

roadshow productions;

ductions include Belle Bennett, SalO'Neill, George Jessel, Ricardo
Cortez. Eve Southern, Buster Col-

68

Gulick will accompany him.
Felix

F.

Feist,

W.

Rodgers,

F.

Howard Dietz, Paul Burger, Fred
Quimby and Alan Cummings are
among M-G-M officials who leave for
Pittsburgh

tonight

to

get

the

first

two meetings under way at the
William Penn beginning tomorrow

of

Roadshows, 18 Warner
Winners on Program
(Continued from Page

seven special productions, 37 star
ries and seven other features, f^
the remaining one-third to be
voted to short subject produci

The

1)

1)

one-third

short subject program

f

call;

every roadshow and Vitaphone mus- two new series of "The Collegia
accompaniment will be avail- five serials, two reel westerns
ical
comedies and International N'
able on each of the 18 "Winners."
In the foreground of the roadshow reel.
group is "Noah's Ark," now well unThe five roadshow productions are
der way with Michael Curtiz direct- handled by a special department create
the purpose.
Heading the list is
ing and Dolores Costello playing Tom's Cabin," produced at a
reputed
supported
star
role,
by George of $2,000,000. The picture has jnst
eluded a run of six months in New
O'Brien.
This is followed by the second vehicle This is followed by "The Man Who Lauf
!

"I.

\

to

star

row's

Al Jolson, based on Leslie
play,

"The

Singing

Fool"

Graham Baker is adapting.
date will be early in June.

The

S.

Bar-

which

C.
starting

Another roadshow to go into production,
in June will star Fannie Brice.
Three more features for 1928-29 that incorporate Vitaphone
sound in song^ and
dialogue are already completed. The first of
these extended run productions is "Tenderloin" starring Dolores Costello and featuring
Conrad Nagel.
The story by Melville Crosman was directed by Michael Curtiz and the
cast includes Mitchell Lewis, Dan Wolheim
and Georgie Stone.
Another of the trio is "Glorious Betsy"
now playing at the Warner, New York.
Again Dolores Costello is the star.
The third Vitaphone special already finished is "The Lion and the Mouse" with
May McAvoyj Lionel Barrymore and William Collier, Jr.
In addition to the six foregoing, several
more stories will be selected for this group.
Vitaphone accompaniment will be a part
of the Warner Winners.
As in the past,
these pictures will be available with or without the Vitaphone scores, according to the
individual needs of each house.

which opens in New York tomorrow. Co
Veidt and Mary Philbin head the cai
this
Victor Hugo story, which Paul
directed.
Next is "Show Boat," au,.
of the Edna Ferber story, which goe
production soon under direction of 1
Pollard.
"Broadway" will be the
roadshow production and Rex Beach's
i

Mating Call" the

fifth.

Seven Specials Listed
The seven

specials

are:

"The

Foreii

"The Red Mirage," by L
Wylie; "The Michigan Kid," by Rex'
"Give and Take," play by Aaron E'
"The Girl on the Barge," by Rupert
"The Last Warning," the play by 1
F. Fallon which will star Laura La
and be directed by Paul Leni; "Lon«L
by Mann Page, directed by Paul FejoM
"The Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic "

gion," from

I

Four pictures are to star Reginald I
are: "Red Hot Speed," "The
Bird," "His Lucky Day" and "Partw
the Night."
Laura La Plante will a|l
in
"Home James," "One Rainy NiJ
"That Blonde" and "Dangerous Din
Conrad Veidt is to star in "The Chaii
and in "The Play Goes On" by

They

morning. The Pittsburgh convention
A large portion of the Winners Gade.
will run three days and on Wednesalready are in production.
Several
Eight from Gibson
day, the second will be held at Kanare finished, others are being titled
sas City.
Following this. Feist will and
Hoot
Gibson,
heading his own unit,
edited, still others are before the
produce eight pictures, while Ted
make a swing around exchange cen- cameras and the
remaining stories will star in seven. Rex, the horse, L
ters, returning to New York in five
and Al Wilson in two.
are being adapted.
Glenn Trjw
or six weeks.
appear in "Fresh Every Hour," "Th
Crasher," "The Kid's Clever" and
Tiffany-Stahl gets under way in
Two "Betsy" Openings
of the Party."
Chicago Saturday and Sunday in what
Twelve other features include "Jazi
"Glorious Betsy," with Vitaphone "Silks
and Saddles," "Grip
will be the first of three meetings.
the Yi
sequences, adapted from Rida John- "Red Lips," "Freedom of theof Press,"
The others are to be held day and son
Young's play of the same name, Appeal," "The Shakedown," "Man, \
date in New York and Los Angeles.
will open at the Warner, New York and Wife," "Phyllis of the Follies," "1
moon Flats," "The Olympic Hero,'
This company will release 36 features,
tonight simultaneously with its pre- "Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly?"
titles
of which are outlined elseSeven other features and five chapter
miere as the opening attraction at the
where in this morning's edition.
Warners, Hollywood, where it is to complete the list.
The Paramount force leaves New be the initial attraction at the new
York for Washington on Sunday. The $2,000,000 house, with Al Jolson as
"We Americans" for Capil
following day the first of three ses- master of ceremonies.

W. Kramer and Major B
Marion Davies* Plans
Marion Davies will have less than
ten days' vacation between the completion of "Show People" and the
Several of the foreign force are starting of her next, "Her Cardboard ing ill New York following $
here. John L. Day, in charge of sales Lover," which will be directed by showing at the Colony.
Following comin Brazil, arrived in New York yes- Robert Z. Leonard.
of "Her Cardboard Lover,"
terday.
Tom D. Cochrane, of Kobe. pletion
Miss Davies plans a vacation in Jerry Drew to Make 6
Japan and Harry Novak of Cristobal,
the M-G-M studios early in the fall.
Educational 2 Reel
Canal Zone are also here and others
sions will open, the other

two

to be

Detroit and San Francisco.
This organization will release 68 features next season, detail of which was
published yesterday.
held

in

Earl

have signed contracts for the sho
of "We Americans" at the Ca
New York. The date is not defi
decided, but it will be either Ji
or 9. This will be the first run s

:

IVest

are expected.

Coast

Bureau.

THE FILM
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Two More Territories Sold
Los Angeles Jerry Drew, co
National
Charley Chase to
Walter
E. Greene, president of tured in Mermaid Comedies and
force leaves for Chicago to hold one
months has played the sole
for 1928-29 List national sales meeting. It will be Brenda Pictures, New York, has cent
sold territorial rights to "The Port of ture parts in these same producti
Ten comedies will be made for held at the Drake and will run three
Hal Roach by Charley Chase for the days. One announcement to be made Missing Girls" to Watt L. Parker of is to be featured by Educational
series of six two-reel comedi
Charlotte, for North and South Caro
1928-29 season. The first starts May is
the elevation of Alice White to star- Una, and to Nat Steinberg of Premiere 1928-29.
This series has not
with
reopening of the Roach lot.
1,
dom.
been given a brand name
Pictures, St. Louis.

Make

Ten

On

Saturday,

the

First

—

ii

This is
1

Yecedei\i[\a\

\Hiith

The

star of

"THE JAZZ

SINGER" who
Iff

I*

holds aU
records for breaking records

Coming Soon

u THE

In

SINGING

»»
%I%
F«
>L

\ nevi box- office
record breaker

'^91

HTHE
*

most accomplished cotnedienne of the legitimate and musical

comedy

stages.

Warner Bros., through the medium of the screen, now make it possible for

No

added millions to enjoy

longer

do

her.

Belasco, Ziegfeld

and Albee hold a monopoly on her
services.

Showmen everywhere
share

in

the

golden

can

now

harvest

that

Fannie Brice attracts to every theatre
in which she appears.

The

tide of her

first

Warner

Bros,

picture will shortly be announced.

(

MadetoTos
ever

made

I

^^^
"%,Ji/?'**^'.iw

^;

111
'

•t^itf-"'^'""''"'"
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I

U/iW flood your theatre with

a deluqe of profitsf

ny ptcture^

%#^^'^'

CLttcL
Noali

^'^-&-.,

.<»

Jhfelcne

jBeeiEy

Gostelio

•^•^'

Sg^S^'

"<^

Mjitia Jjlj^^

^

Audrey Ferris
John Miljan

William V.

Mong^

Louise Fazenda
Leila

Hyams

and a Supporting Company of Hundreds

^xUnded ^uns

Big Pici
Dolores Costello

'THE LION

THE MOUSE

in

'TENDERLOIN'

AND

with

May McAvoy,

Lionel Barrymore
with

Conrad Nagel

Extended Engagements Everywhere! The first
six towns that played this attraction were all forced
to hold it over. Every engagement since then has
been a record breaker. And every play date has called for a return date! Ask the man who has run it!

and William

Collier, Jr.

Extended Engagements Everywhere! This drama
of political intrigue and crossed love by Charles
Klein has enthralled hundreds of thousands of playgoers. Great as a play. Greater as a picture! And
A
timely as the last edition of tonight's paper!
box-office natural!

Availa

What WamerBros.Promii

Extended V^ui\s

k Now/
enti
Dolores Costello

in

'GLORIOUS
BETSY'
with Conrad Nagel
Extended Engagements Everywhere!

If ever a
greater
glory
of
the boxmade for the
Versailles
gay
office, here it is. High intrigue in die
court checkered with the democratic ways of Baltimore a century back.
picture was

"Glorious Betsy" glorifies the box-office.

Al Jolson

in

'THE JAZZ
SINGER'
with

May McAvoy

Eighteen
Extended Engagements Everywhere!
weeks in Chicago, six weeks in one week towns, return dates everywhere. Records wrecked everywhere.

Holds the record for more broken records than
any other production ever made. Warner Bros. Supreme Triumph. How many times have you played it?

Now
I
Warner Bros Deliver /
.

Nlade {ov\

V&\Na me
Warner
1928-1929.

Bros,

offer

18

Warner Winners

for

Eighteen money-making opportunities for

showmen.
Eighteen instead of 26 as in previous years, but

no reduction in the production

budget.

On

the

more money will be spent for the 18
Warner Winners this year than previously spent
contrary,

for the 26.

Fewer pictures, but better productions; better
stories, more time and
thought on continuities,
better players, more lavish sets, greater variety of
locations, unlimited

Vft

wardrobes, novel effects-in short.

Vimes

ou

ox - OTTlCe
Wi

vnners
more money

to

make fewer

bigger and

pictures

better box-office attractions.

Each

a specially selected story.

Each

cast will contain

Each

the finest stars and players available.
will
for

will

Each

that particular type of picture.

have unlimited funds assigned

an individual box

its

to

it

own

picture

so that

merits as

office attraction.

Every entry in your date book
entry in your bank book.

it

director

be assigned only because of his ideal fitness

each will be able to stand on
I

based on

of the eighteen pictures will be

will

be

use red ink

an

VITAPHOH
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the Wwld/
Specially synchronized prints

on

all

Warner

Bros.

productions for 1928-29 will be available to Vita-

phone

exhibitors.

This means that the Vitaphone exhibitor
nitely assured of a synchronized print

every
It

is defi-

on each and

Warner Bros. Picture.
means that every Warner Winner

—

the entire 18

^will

—each

have

of

specially synchronized Vita-

and that every Warner Bros. Road
Show Production and Extended Run Production for
1928-29 will have sequences in dialogue, songs, effects,
and in addition a specially synchronized musical score.

phone

scores,

Vitaphone

is

Tltritling tlie

World
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Columbia Rounds Out 1927-28 List
Edmund Cobb

—

to Star in a Series of 12 Forest

Ranger Subjects First National
Changes Titles — Pithy Paragraphs on Screen Personalities by Ralph Wilk

27-28

PROW NOW

A

Little
from

NEAKING COMPLETION
Strong"

Chadwick, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Barbara Kent are featured.
'Ransom." the George B. Seitz producadapted from the director's own story,
1
This
an Francisco," is in production.
rs Lois Wilson and features a cast headed
Edmund Burns, William V. Mong, Jackie
nbs and Blue Washington.
Kenton is beginning work on
Jrle
C.
This features
he Way of the Strong."
ita Stewart,
Huntly Gordon and Gaston
lene

ss.

ColumM-G-M and
lot
preparing to start on a new comedy.
Byron Haskin, another Columbia direcfinishing the details of an original
is
ry which will go into production shortly.
Harvey Thew, who recently joined Columwriting staff, is making an adaptation
"s
"Bridge," one of the four remaining reises on the schedule.

Capra has returned
from a brief sojourn

rank

the

to
at

',

Goetz Leaves for N. Y.
Charles
inema.

S.

of

being

is

"Heart

to

weeks arranging

to

Woman Who Was

orgotten," which he will handle as

*

*

*

Russ Mathews, who assisted
Victor Schertzinger on "The

Show Down,"

will

assist

*

Our Passing Show

*
:

Holt Unit on Location
schedule has sent Jack
"The Vanishing Pioneer"

shift in

Grey picture began.

Moore

is

planning a

trip

Hawaii and will leave with her
father and mother after completing
"Happiness Ahead," an original by

"for

scenarist,

New York

Imaterial

left

seeking

on the director's new picture.

June CoUyer Cast
Collyer will play in "Me
iGangster," the Coe-"Saturday Evenling Post" story to be directed by

June

Raoul Walsh for Fox.

months

in

Goulding.

completion of his M-G-M contract,
and probably will tour in vaudeville
abroad.

Rosen Completing Columbia Film
Helena Chadwick, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Barbara Kent are

"Modern Mothers, now
being completed for Columbia by
In the cast arc: Ethel
Phil Rosen.
Grey Terry, George Irving, Alan

featured in

Roscoe and Gene Stone.

'[

title)

by Charles K. Harris

turns in June from Europe.
First

starring
Johnny
picture
National
"Black
titled,
tentatively
Hines,
Magic." The story is an original by

Jack Townley, Los Angeles newsLouise Lorraine has
paper man.
been signed for the lead.

Betty Bronson Cast
Cast of "The Bellamy Trial," now
in production under Monta Bell's direction at M-G-M, has been completed with addition of Betty Bronson.
Other principals are Leatrice

Kenneth Thompson, George
Margaret Seddon, Eddie
Nugent, Polly Ann Young. Charles
Middleton, Lee Moran, Jacqueline

Joy,

Barraud,

Collier Signed for Two More
William Collier, Jr., has been enGadsdon,
gaged by Warner Brothers for two

pictures

in

addition

to

the

series

which he had already been signed
to make, which are near completion.

Hill

William

Mailes,

Kalla

Dudley and Cosmo
"Life's

Mockery"

Tooker, Charles
Pasha, Robert
Kyrle Bellew.

for Betty

Compson

"Life's Mockery" is to be the title
Foxe in Howard Cast
of Betty Compson's next picture for
Earle Foxe has been cast in "The I. E. Chadwick. "The Miracle WoRiver Pirate," William K. Howard's man" was to have been the next but
first production for Fox Films.
will be made later.
Robert T. Hill
will

"Warming

"The Bum" (tem-

to play the lead in

Edmund

Moreno in Warner Lead
Antonio Moreno has signed for
the featured lead in "The Midnight

Hollywood

yesterday,

five

which will be the first picture put
into production for next season by
First Division Distributors.
He re-

I

"Furthman,

more than

the

porary

Marion Titling "Warming Up"
Up," baseball story
Int contract, when he appears opcompleted by Richard Dix before he Taxi," which John Adolfi will direct
losite Bebe Daniels in "Hot News."
underwent an appendix operation, is for Warners. Gregory Rogers wrote
which Ha/vey Gates is
at present being titled by George the story
Josephine Dunn Opposite Haines
adapting.
Marion, Jr.
Josephine Dunn has been signed
Fay Wray's Contract Rescinded
1.0 play the lead for William Haines
Codys Going to Europe
In the latter's new picture, "Excess
Fay Wray has been given a judgiBaggage."
Lew Cody and his wife, Mabel ment against Mrs. Edna R. Schley
Normand, plans to go to Europe on and rescinding of her contract, which
Seek Material
Joseph Von Sternberg and Jules

South Sea Unit Returns
After

to

New Hines Film Started
Work has started on the next

Victor McLaglen stopping his big red automobile to give a ride to a friend;
Alfred E. Green and Harry Brand,
one of Hollywood's leading wits,
preparing for their trip to Brook,
Ind., to confer with George Ade.

Holt's

referred to as "Once
William
a Princess."

Astor,

the

director on "Heliotrope."

A

Mary

Colleen

gineers.

roadshow, departed yesterday for company into Yosemite Park for exew York. The picture will be pro- teriors. The cast worked on the
uced by Merger Pictures, headed by Paramount lot in Hollywood until
time,
after
retrain
ichard Thomas, and has been given just before
e endorsement and cooperation of cently returning from Zion National
Park where work on the new Zane
e National Education Ass'n.

Hamilton Completing Contract
Hamilton begins his final
Neil
irork for Paramount under his pres-

the Forest Ranger group. Production
the first is to start May IS. William Lord Wright will supervise.

made from on

South Seas, the M-G-M unit
There Was
which has been engaged in filming
Beaudine is directing.
"Southern Skies," is back at the stu"The Head Man" will be release dio. W. S. Van Dyke, director of
title for the Charlie Murray picture
the new picture, Monte Blue, masbeing made from Harry Leon Wil- culine lead, Racquel Torres, Robert
Anderson and 20 others comprise the
moved his moustache and dialect, son's novel, "The Boss of Little
Arcady," which Edward Chne is di- company.
but one of the engineers remained
recting.
unconvinced
and
still
believes
1st Division Signs Marmont
George is a fiery German with an
Colleen Planning Trip
Percy Marmont has been selected
for
American enintense
dislike

Goetz, president of States
York, who has been

for a few
stribute "The

This

Hollywood

New

^re

in

Ahead" instead

THE

way and

er

the

for

now

Heart."

just getting
preparations being
de for production of the remainkett fooled the members of the Sofour, Coknnbia is rounding out
ciety of M. P. Engineers at the
1927-28 schedule, preparatory to
Academy banquet t'other night.
rting work on the 1928-29 proGeorge posed as a German and deim.
livered a tirade against the engiModem Mothers," is in its final week
After his speech George reproduction, under direction of Phil Rosen, neers.

the

of

y

Title
picture
piness

to Star in Series
1st Nat'l
of Forester Subjects
Edmund Cobb is to star in a series
new Colleen Moore
work will be "Hap- of 12 two reelers to be known as

the original by Edmund Goulding
which William A. Seiter is directing.
boys are still talking about the The title of "Heart to Heart" will be
manner in which George Croc- given to the new picture featuring

work, "The

ith three pictures in

''Lots''

RALPH WILK

By

Cobb

Changes in Titles
Announced by

she charged Mrs. Schley obtained by
fraud and misrepresentation. It called for payment of 25 per cent of her
film earnings to Mrs. Schley.

direct

"Life's

Mockery."

Nagel-McAvoy Co-Starring
Conrad

Nagel

will

be

co-starred

May McAvoy in "Fog Bound,"
which Howard Bretherton will direct
with

for Warners.
Charles R. Condon
prepared the scenario from a story
by Jerome Kingston.
In the cast
are Mack Swain, Charles Gerrard,
Ruth Cherrington, Emil Chautard
and Tommy Dugan.

Eddy Recovered
Don Eddy, general manager
Harry Langdon

Corp.,

has

of the
return-

ed to his desk following a brief

ill-

ness.

T-S Casts Patsy R. Miller
Patsy Ruth Miller, after a six
weeks' vacation in Europe, is on her

way to Hollywood to play the leading role in "Marriage of Tomorrow,"
which James Flood
Tiflfany-Stahl.

will

direct

for

West Changes Plan
Roland West, associate producer
with Joseph M. Schenck, has postponed his production of "The Purple Mask" in order to
stick" first.

make "Night-

—
—
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Brookhart Bill
Danger Seen by Unit!

*

^^xpMt-0'G4am<i^

CHANGES REPORTED BY

(Continued from Page

1)
|

BOARDS OE TRADE

EILM

the Arkansas unit, declares in a letter
to the senator from Arkansas, written upon instructions from the association he heads.

"The Latest from Paris"

I

were put inside of envelopes covered
with printed matter about the picCALIFORNIA
"The bill invites opposition in every city,
At the top of a shadow box was ture and the candy. Copy on the en- town
and hamlet in the United States, even
Changes in Ownership
the wording "Latest from Paris." velope fellows: "All's well, mates! where opposition would mean utter ruin to
by
Johansen
Blythe Liberty, sold to Roy
That's what you'll say when you both parties," he says. "This would result
The letters making up these words
L. B. Todd; Carmel — Manzanita, sold to
because any person desiring to intei-est an
pawith
tissue
this red-blooded picture of iron
boxed
see
out,
were
cut
Colma
Junkins;
B.
by
O.
Gerald Hardy
inexperienced person to build a theater in a
—The Colma, sold to H. J. Lehrbach by per and behind the title were colored men and wooden ships with ro- small community, could very easily do so l\
sold
Ramona,
Beach
Long
Bennett;
C.
on the quarter-deck. 'Old advising him that he could get any picture
J.
lights of red, orange, amber, green mance
to V. L. Albertson by Eckelberi-y & Blackis
made, and, according to the Brookintermittentl}'.
Ironsides'
with Wallace Beery, Es- that
flashing
blue—
and
man; Los Angeles Riviera, sold to Geo.
hart Bill, this is absolutely true.
Practo
sold
Star,
The scene of the shadow box pre- ther Ralston, George Bancroft, etc. tically no other branch of industry is conBrown by Chester Black;
Oakland
Davis;
Claude
H. T. Hoyt by
Six Months on Broadway at $2! trolled in similar manner, nor could they
sented a stage in which four cut-out
Ed-

Continued

(M-G-M)

—

—

—

— —

—

—

Park, sold to Joe Carrara by C.
Winema, sold to Scotia
Scotia
wards
Theater Assn. by Geo. Mann; WattsPalace, sold to John Amador by Wm.
Broeske; Venice— City Hall, sold to H.
Victorville—
Bros.
J. Riley by Schwartz
Victor, sold to Waycott & Breman by
Yuba City State
Mines & Hellman;
Samuel
to
sold
Airdome).
(formerly
Ephron by Frank Atkins.

—

;

;

—

Closings

— Pillsbury.

Yosetnite

COLORADO
Openings

— Ogden.
Changes
Denver—
Frank Gulp;

Ownership

in

Hugo

by

OUie Tappan

Mrs.

to

sold

which shone on the revolving

light

Saguache

Alcott,

—

figures representing bathing beauties
were stationed on either side of a re'turn-table.'
Palm trees
volving
served to act as a background for
the bathing beauties while five figures, each having a different model
dress, were tacked to the revolving
table
which moved around very
At the top of the shadow
slowly.
box and out of sight was a flood

— Empress,Manitou—

to

sold

Roy Lieber by H. G. Mork

;

by

Bedwell

Manitou, sold to \V. T.
Pike; Nunn Onyx, sold
Dept. by S. L. Lemonds.

—

figures and gave the impression that
the models were walking out under
the spotlight.
John W. Moody, Ri-

—

alto,

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Meeker — Princess
— CreedeSanford
— Sanford.

Bridgeport

Ownership

— Lyric,

A.

to

sold
;

—

Winstron

F.

—

—
—

;

;

;

—
DELAWARE
;

Changes

in

New

Castle— Royal,
by C. H. Banks.

to

illuminated
lights

— and

feet high
in compo

in

Ownership
to

G. C. Knight
Liberty, sold

—

by

to
Parma
Milton Leigh
G. C. Knight by Milton Leigh; Rigby—
Gem, sold to A. B. Madsen; Twin Falls
Rialto, sold to Husted & Thomas; Wilder Liberty, sold to G. C. Knight by
Milton Leigh.
;

—

Closings
Kamai

—Liberty
—Temple.
;

J.

Slattery,

Majestic,

111.

Kaaskia

— Kaaskia

;

Nex

Perce

Mo.

(First Nat'l)

Gallows

Ten

Sapiro Writes Exchanges
He's Ready for Business
jrom Page

1)

Declaring that some
)f
his members have made more
noney through bookings of independ;nt product, Sapiro, in the second of a

thousand

envelopes

were

with

and cafeterias on the other. A
of gum was put in each envelope.
As each customer presented
side
stick

his tray at the desk to receive a
check, one of the envelopes was dropped on the tray. This was done at
both cafeterias.
The two restaurants also distributed daily, 3,500 special menu cards advertising their dinners and
the
showing. Criterion,
Los Angeles.

suspended

noose

erected near the ticket booth in the
center of the lobby was made of
beaver board and a piece of genuine
rope. The scaffold was reinforced by
two boards on the inner side. The
gallows was above a platform on
which appeared the wording "Above
is
the shadow that has fallen on

Hickman, Ruth Snyder and Judd
Gray and that nearly fell on Dick
Barthelmess in 'The Noose'."
Rowley, Laredo, Tex.

—Jack

Legs"
(Fox)

"Silk

Shadow

"Old Jronsides"
(Paramount)

A

candy company furnished gratis
3,000 sample bars of candy and these

box

was

In the space for the large photo, two
leg forms with stockings on them
occupied this space with the back of
the frame draped.
A card covered
the upper half of the space only

showing

Copy on
"You can See Only

half of the legs.

card read.

—

Half of It Here Come Inside to
See Madge Bellamy in 'Silk Legs.' "
—P. D. Griffith, York, Chattanooga,
Tenn.

of

articles

outlining his aims,

aid:
"It

is

pertinent to say that our

first

study

imong our own group in specific theaters
las shown that some of our members have
nade more money out of independent picures than they have from the product of
he larger companies. In the past the larger
lompanies have frequently made better picWe want to work with the independures.
:nt too, so that their product will deserve
They have been under a
lur patronage.
eavy handicap and we want to give them
11

possible

support."

—

^

"A

third

Federal
right
arise

objection

Trade

to
in

settle

the

to

bill

is

that

I

the

Commission would have the
any controversy that might

the event of disputed valuations.
There are times when this would delay the
exhibition of a picture, and impair its value.
In other words, our business is of a nature that very often the age of the picture
has a great deal to do with the value of it.
"We fully appreciate the good intention
of Senator Brookhart, and also agree with
him tl:at block booking is a serious handicap,
but we do not believe that the present bill
vvdl accomplish enough good in relieving us
of this evil to offset the bad that it will'
do, as outlined above."

Kermedy and Derr En Route East

—

Los Angeles Joseph P. Kennedy,
and E. B. Derr, treasurer

president,
of

FBO,

have

left for

New

York.

Test Case Planned
On S. G. Ticket Tax
(Continued from Page
last

week

to

map

a

1)

program

in

con-

nection with the test case.

hrough Sapiro.

leries

handled, and this would create an auctioning of every picture that is made where
there is a competitive situation.
In other
words, the Bill provides that every picture
to be sold to the highest bidder.
Have you
ever heard of any business in the world that
has to buy every item that it has for sale
at auction?
Of course, it doesn't say that
the films will be auctioned oflf, but here is
a copy of a part of Sec. 6.
without affording all competing Exhibitors an equal
opportunity to bid for such films in free
and open competition.
There is no question but that this would result disastrously
to the exhibitor.

three-sheet

a

frame and made expressly for six
11 x 14 photos and one 22 x 28 photo.

this

{.Continued

Springfield,

—

(First Nat'l)

IDAHO
sold

were mounted
around the margin of the
stills

;

;

Changes

—

Gillioz,

"Patent Leather Kid"

ani-

"The Noose"

;

— Liberty,

with

lobby,
later (on play dates) transferred to
a prominent store window.
This
sign with paintings of Gilbert and
Garbo was ten feet long and five
ater

Kankakee,

Closings

sey.

cutout

II

—

24-sheet,

H. B. Goldfarb

Maddox
— Lincoln Cedar Key^—City
— KelKelsey
Myers — Majestic

Bradenton

Nyssa

the

if they were.
For example, the retail
merchant has certain brands of merchandise
with the protection of a trade mark.
This
also is true of shoe stores, hat stores, and in
fact, any other kind of enterprise.
An automobile agent has an exclusive line to build
up his business with.
In fact, any kind of
business builds its establishment on certain
protection rights, and on the good will that
it
can create through means of this kind.
Now the Brookhart Bill would absolutely deprive the exhibitor of any possible asset

exist

gradations by inches to test a per- of this kind.
Under the present arrangeson's height.
The height indicator ment, we have exclusive protection from year
to
year,
thus
allowing
at least 12 months
red mark was set at 6 ft. 2in.
The
sign bore the message:
"'On Your to meet a situation.
"Another very serious menace to the exToes.'
If you reach the height of
hibitor would be the fact that every picReginald Denny you will be admit- ture offered
for sale would be handled in the
ted free to see the picture."
C. D. same manner that so called specials are now-

was placed in the the- printed, advertising a brand of gum
a week in advance and and the Barthelmess special on one

display.— W.

Ownership

sold

other

mated

FLORIDA
Fort

built

advance of the opening
a board indicator in lobby with
in

was mounted over the marquee. An-

Sharon Casino, sold
by Poli Enterprises
to H. Middlebrook by E. J. Stuart; 'StamRialto, sold to H. Eskin by East
ford
Waterbury Jacques, sold
Coast Theaters
Wauregan Atwood, sold
to S. Rosenthal
Wilto Wm. Gaflfney by Jos. Raymond
Umantic Strand, sold to P. Fedorko by
Tunxis,
sold
to
Windsor
Mr. Coriarity
Mr. Brodeur & Circo.

—

made from

Cutout,

CONNECTICUT
in

R. Rogers,

(Universal)

Week

;

Changes

— E.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

"On Your Toes"

(M-G-M)

Peetz

;

;

The Peetz

at the Tivoli."

"Love"

Closings

Creede

it

Haug,

J.

Nunn Fne

to

See

Tivoli,

The new

Paramount Estimates Its
Quarter Net as $2,500,000
(Continued from Page

Bamberger Services Today
Philadelphia

1)

per share on 687,379 shares of comoutstanding.
Earnings for a similar period in
1927, 1926 and 1925 respectively were

— Funeral

services

are

noon today for Edmund
Bamberger, 55, personnel manager

to be held at
J.

law,

passed by the

mon

of the Stanley Co., who died after a
brief illness at a local hospital.

$2,067,000, $1,649,000, $1,352,000.
Profits for the first quarter of 1928,
estimated as above, are approximately
9 per cent greater than the corresponding quarter of 1927, the previous
record first quarter for the company.

Gotham Buys "Red Velvet"
Gotham, through M. L. Simmons,
The admission tax
has purchased "Red Velvet" by Beth
Brown.
Slated for early release on and also the tobacco
the

1928-1929 schedule.

last

legislature,
provides for a theater
ticket, to be furnished by the state,
the use of this ticket to be evidence
of payment of the admission tax.
Owners of theaters purchasing such
tickets will be required to give bond.
In the case of small theaters, stamps
may be bought and affixed to theater
tickets, without the necessity of purchasing the state's tickets.

inseparate

cases

in its old form,
tax, have been

tested

and upheld.

I
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DAILV

^^

I'll

r

— a Mighty
Struggles and Emotions—
Industry
Born — Don't Miss

As Fascinating
Drama of Human

A

Great

as

Fiction

is

^^The Progress Of Pictures
From 1918 to 19X8'^
hy

MAURICE KANN
One

of a

Hundred Topics
in the

Tenth Anniversary^

Number

of

THE FILM DAILY
OUT

May 7A^

Bu^ness that Surprised
Even the Smart Eggs

V

Street Angel
Is

a pushover!

More than

$19,002

1

$18,000

receipts,

weekly

breaking

at

all

pictures ever
at the

the

week's

all

records of

$2

twice daily
at

first

shown

Carthay Circle

Globe Theatre
New York

Los Angeles

Beating every picture

without the usual

that ever played

elaborate presentation

where the

at that theatre

is

a

WILLIAM FOX

Frank

picture

packing 'em in

presents

lorzage^s

JB

Street Angel
with

Janet Gaynor

and

Charles Farrell

Also twice daily on Broadway, John Ford^s 2 Successes
h
)f

n<
;n

e
ai

in

FOUR SONS MOTHER MACHREE
Coming Soon:

^^The

Red

Dance^* Raoul

Walsh production

la

n:
ui
h<
;oi

ui

And

these are only appetizers

:nl

on the

feast for next season!
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'Glorious!-Betsy

spells the great

oUar,

American
French

WAY

w. k.
steady

English
and the equivalent in lira,
-or what have
o:en, pesetas
anc,

ii,d

Which

means

translated

"Glorious Betsy" is going
ake a lot of money.
'*)u know, it's one of the kind
is loaded down with hokum,

a

TODAY; 44 FROM M-G-M

Aiuimc

cm

Hfn

and

sweet senthe type of picture
ntality
merrily and
will
click
interest

—

•

1.

OFT HM STAIITINC
Atlantic City, N. J.— Lou B. Metzger will wield the gavel at Universal's
Eastern sales convention which opens
at the Ritz this morning. He and several other home office sales executives
arrived a few days in advance to complete

^und Effectively Used

tion,

from that, which is after all
showman's prime consideration,
latest Warner efifort marks a
r
imr^ortant something in the
ide

day.

i

llent

box

Without

office.

it,

certain

is

which indicates that the Warngetting a firmer hold on and

ire

understanding of

Iter

how

far to

the injection of sound

\ith

manager of distribution.
He wil'
discuss sales and give to the force
the line-up of product for next season.
Harry M. Warner will follow Morris, and other addresses are slated to
be delivered by C. C. Ezell, southern
and

sales manager;
{Continued on Page 7)

western

Max

PARAHOUNTTOMEEIIN

COMPETITION KEEN AS

WARNER OPENS ON COAST

to

synchronization and
un sequences are handled with a
y

the sales convention which opens at
the Pennsylvania this morning.
The sessions which will run
through Sunday are scheduled to

it

The

fy.

field force arrived in
yesterday, preparatory to

inlo

special carloads of Paramount and
leave Pennsylvania
officials
Station on Sunday afternoon for
Washington where, beginning the
following day, the first of three sales
conventions will be held at the CarlThe sessions will terton Hotel.

Publix

no longer silent drama.
appeared that no attempt was minate on Thursday after which

upon to force spoken lines
they did not logically have a
t.
Therefore, when the charrs did talk, the conversation fits
latisfactorily with the action and
ally advances the development of
story.
One interesting point in
connection was the text of the
They did
1
given the players.
jar, because they were logical
y pleased because they were not

(Continued

red

:

ticial.

Love
he

love

in

a Garden

angle

is

deliciously

de-

jped. One garden sequence where
lores Costello admits her love for
'nrad Nagel will send the audience
talking. It's very warm stuff, but
.

:

;

pleasantly does it make the temature mount skyward, that before
u

realize

urself

ather

it

you're

remarking
is

turning.

liable

how

to

hot

on Page

tht

6)

Nicholas M.
1928-29 season,
Schenck, president of the company,
announces as a preliminary to the
company convention which gets under way today in Pittsburgh.
Designed as the three outstanding
productions on the new schedule
will be "Show People," a King Vidor
film co-starring Marion Davies and
William Haines; "The Carnival of
the

Life,"

co-starring John

Gilbert

and

Greta Garbo under Clarence Brown's
direction, and "The Loves of Casanova," which was made in France
and acquired by the company.
will appear in three individproductions, two of which will
be "Tiger Skin," an original by Elinor Glyn,
and "The Single Standard," a picturization
of the newspaper serial by Adela Rogers St.
John.
John Gilbert will be seen in "The Devils

starring

Mask" and in one other.
Four Norma Shearer starring

—

Los Angoles Ushering in a period
of what is expected to be perhaps
the keenest competition in this city's
history, the new 3,000-seat Warner
theater, built at a reported cost of
"Glor$2,000,000 opened last night.
ious

was

Vitaphone

Betsy,"
the

TEN PER CENTTAX BILL

VETOED JlJflSSISSIPPI

production,

Al Jolson
attraction.
(.Continued on Page 7)

vehicles are
6)

was
Jackson, Miss.— Ten per cent tax
passed by the legislature has been
In revetoed by Governor Billbo.
jecting the measure, the chief executive declared that state revenues could
be raised without recourse to a nuis-

bill

Ochs Heads Committee on
"White Sister" is Being
Revived at N. Y. Capitol New M. P. Club Quarters
Sister," an M-G-M
being revived for a
showing at the Capitol, New York,
The
where it is to open May S.

"The

White

1924 release

picture,

is

which

stars

Lillian

Gish,

grossed $54,600 in the first week of
its run at the Capitol April 26, 1924
and 137,000 the following week.

Lee Ochs is chairman of the construction committee of the M. P.
Club, New York, which is to consider and let bids for quarters in the
Bond Bldg.. 1560 Broadway. An ennew
tire floor is to be occupied by the
organization. Dave Chatkin and Emil
(Continued on Page i)

Sound Camera
Washington Bureau of

$500,000 Suit Filed
in Talking Film Deal
Promised

THE FILM DAILY

Washington— A camera to photograph singing and action with scienti-

perfection is in process of defic
according to Dr. Carl E.
velopment,
the
Seashore of the University of Iowa
who spoke and gave a demonstra{ConSinued on P»g* 3)

ance tax.

INJUNCTION TO BE ASKED

AGAINST

Finer Tone Values Via

find

KANN

72 short sub-

M-G-M News,
M-G-M during

(Continued on Page

re

'

Forty-four features,
jects and 104 issues of
will be released by

Greta Garbo

remains a sure-fire attraction.
produced, well directed and
the picture

The Warner

New York

ual

oil

acted,

ROUND OUT SCHEDULE

N.Y. FOR CONVENTION

arrangements for the conven- open at 9:30 this morning with an
which will continue through Sun- address by Sam E. Morris, general

Paul Gulick, director of publicity,
R. V. Anderson, sales manager of
International Newsrecl, and the sales
force
from the Big "U" Exchange in
It offered
iicement of pictures.
New York City, have joined the adthat the use of sound to augR. H. Cochrane, vicevance party.
dramatic and entertainment
president and E. H. Goldstein, trcass is no mistake when used pro(Continued on Page 6)

And in this instance, the
:n dialogue was sensible, effective
With Vitaphone,
often stirring.
rious Betsy" stacks up as an

11 SHORTS AND NEWS

WARNER SALESMEN

ic'

;

Price 5 Cents

1928

—

>v

,

27,

SALES MEETINGS GET UNDER

"

'I

the
the

AprU

Friday,

$500,000 for alleged
over to him 20 talking
picture patents is asked by Earle W.
Jones in action he announces has
been filed in New York against Max
Ettinger, Harris W. Rogers, Inc.,
ajid Harrison W. Rogers.

Damages

of

failure to turn

(Continued on Pogt ')

Columbia,

S.

Si. TAX LAW
C— Injunction proof

ceedings to restrain enforcement
which
the new state ticket tax law,
becomes effective May 1, are planned
bill
by the state exhibitor unit. The
continues the ten per cent ticket levy.
the ground
It will be attacked on
it did
measure,
revenue
that, while a
not originate in the House, but in the
(Continued on Page 3)

'
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Finer Tone Values Via
lALLTUE

Vp!,

XUV

No.

24

Friday. April

27.1928

Sound Camera Promised

TWI

(Continued from Page

PUBLISHER

lOHN W. XUCOKTE

tion of his principle before the National Academy of Sciences Wednesday night.
It is now possible, states Dr. Seashore, to secure a more perfect recording of music than is now ex
istent.
He asserts his equipment,
when further perfected, will repro-

"The Legion of the Condemned"
Paramount
Rialto, New York

Price 5 Cents
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—

W
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Friedriehstr-asse, 225.

* *
will
have a large
awaiting it wherever it is shown,
for there are enough bona fide thrills there
please everyone.
to
DAILY MIRROR—* * * It's just a good
air picture, mildly thrilling in some spots,
disapijpinting in others.
If you expect a

audience

EVENING

*

*

mighty good screen

JOURNAfc=-Despite some

cand Lose in 3 Towns

;l^«

Middle

-;-vMrnBeapolis— Three

West

towns .have kgaHzed Sunday shows,
»diile three others have voted to remain ."blue," in recent referendums.
St'v'/ames, Minn., Corydon, la., and
Ercment, ;N,€b., voted for Sunday
shoivs .while Nelson, Milford and BenIcelman, all in Nebraska, decided to
Tetain the "Sour Sabbath."

—

w^eks

May and close it for two
for renovation and re-decora-

tion.

When

early

irt

;

it

reopens about June

personally manage
the' hoitse, which he and his brother,

Boatwright

-Leopo.ld,

will

own

joiutlj'.

Policy Change at Dallas
Dallas The Melba now is showing Vitaphone features and shorts,
following
of
Vitaphone
removal
;equipment in Dent's Arcadia to one
"of the firm's houses at Wichita Falls.
'The Arcadia had been playing Vita-

—

phone shorts
xsj

first

run.

—

-^
.Heads Sign Firm Branch
Dallas— Katherine Jones has been
i::,:

.

f'??.!
-:

:

•;

apipcnnled general manager of the
SoTithern branch and secretary of
Ck)nsolidated Electric Sign Co.
Roy
D. Thrash represents the company

one

of

Gary Cooper.

*

*

moves

rapid-

a

colorful

and

fateful

*

short

subjects

Ebenstin Co. Moves
R. Ebenstein Co. in
surance brokers, has moved from 80

TIMES — *

* * has an excellent underlying motive, but in endeavoring to give love
place on the battlefield, the producer and
the author leave not exactly neglected opportunities for pictorial license.
The suspense is piled on in the last chapter; but,
judging by the demonstrative approval of the
audience at one juncture, this was more
than moderately successful.
It
is
a film of little imagination,
a
number of expertly-photographed
scenes made from the cockpits of airlanes, an
abundance of HoUywoodian embraces and a
minimum of dramatic suspense or excitement.
This latter, of course, is due to its
story, a story which has been in the service
now for years.

Maiden Lane to Rooms 2004-5
Paramount Bldg.

Its

Boyle Heads A.S.C.
IVcst

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureatc.

—John W.
president of

Los Angeles

WORLD—

been elected
ican

Boyle has
the

Amer-

Society of Cinematographers.

Abel Operating "Dover, O., House
Dover, O. A. V. Abel, formerly
of New Philadelphia, is now running
the

Hammerstein theater will be set.
Hammerstein already has returned!
to New York from Europe.

Webber.

CaU

WAFILMS,

Inc.
Walter A. Putter, Pres.
for

Library Stock Scenes

New York
130 W. 46th

Hollywood
c/o Leon Schlesinger
1123 No. Bronson Ave.

St.

Bryant 8181

EXHIBITORS

NEED THIS BO<i
1000 Pa«
Cloth

Now
PRODUCT lOMS

in preparation for

TO

By Gregory Lang

Film \ii^

ANOTHER QOTHAM BUILT FOR-BETTER PROFITS

SUBSCRIBlSi

COVER!

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

Studio For Rent
or
small
stage,
very well
equiped with lights, scenery and props.
Reasonable Rent.

EVERYTHiJCj

Lutnas Film Corporation
Sam

Vitagraph Studios

Sax, Pres.

1650 Broadway

Budd Rogers. Vice

New

GOES

Pret.

'

j

BVERYWHM

York City

Locust Ave., BrcxUyn
Navarre 4800

Tel.

PRQPUCTIOMr

Bow

PRE!

season 1928-1929

''UNDERWORLD LOVE"

Large

MOa

1/latvage^

—

Russian Pictures Here Soon
Prints of the three Russian pictures
secured
abroad by Arthur
Hammerstein, legitimate producer,
are scheduled to arrive in New York
tomorrow, after which date for the
premiere of the first picture at the'

Canton
Nolan has sold

a half interest in the Orpheum theater to Walter Steuve.
Steuve is a
son- of- R. C, Steuve, original owner
of the house.

in

the

Interest at

O.— Frank

if:.

The Herbert

*

New Orleans^ __ Miss Jones formerly was connected with the Texlite Sign Co. of Dallas.
Buys

s-BRVlllG

exclusively.

at

Canton,

EACH R°

Exchange

ro-

* those who are supmantic melodrama.
posed to know about such things insist that
• And it should
it will be highly popular. » *
*

Opens

Leon J. Behal, formerly general
manager of Cranfield & Clark, has
opened the Philadelphia Film Exchange in that city, and will handle

—

*

York.

Behal

*

turns
out to be a pretty entertaining picture, with
some graphic illustrations of aircraft in action over the enemy lines.
POST * * * has its tense moments, surrounded, as one might expect, with a farfetched and romantic plot « » *
*

and Budd Rogers,

—

New

in

fully directed, and therefore it is the predic
tion of this observer that it will be phenominally successful at the box office.

SUN— *

SAX

ident
and vice president!
spectively of Gotham, are we:|
broad smiles in New York t|
days, the reason being receipt
print
of "Hellship
Bronson,"!
film, co-featuring Noah Beery
Mrs. Wallace Reid.
The pict|
to be released early in May.

Bucharest Manager Dies

is
sentimentally melodramatic in its atmosphere, deals with aviation, and is skill-

*

SAM

DALY

Dimitri Krassa, bra4ich manager for
Fanamet at Bucharest, Rumania, died
of heart disease, state advices received by the Paramount home office

ly,

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

By PHIL M.

are members of the Northwest unit,
which embraces Minnesota, North and
come South Dakota.

* *

*

That's Thai

the

,

be.

Boatwrights at Batesburg
Batesburg, S. C. Angus P. BoatWrightwill lake over the Batesburg
,'.

* *

most plausible and thrilling pictures to
* *
to Broadway in many a moon.
At bottom, this theme is one of the most
*
*
*
morbid ever seen.
GRAPHIC—* • _• a first-rate program
picture with plenty of martial excitement,
not a few thrilling scenes and fine playing

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

in 3

in-

airplane shots, the picture is unimpressive and lacks the swinging sincerity
needed to make such a theme convincing.
teresting

EVENING WORLD—*

if

And

N. D. Exhibitors Meet
Carl Silverman, popular mat!
Rockford, N. D. Exhibitors for Warners
in Chicago is the ll
of
the state met
here April 22 film man to
join the ranks of i|
for one of the_ first North Dakota
diets,
having taken the big
meetings in years.
State exhibitors April 12.

New

tertained.

liy

Sunday Shows Win

duce musical tones as perfectly as
recorded on a phonograph.

If
"Wmgs," you'll be disappointed.
you
If
expect something, you'll be disappointed.
you expect nothing, you'll be pleasantly en-

DAILY NEWS—*

1)

raoDucTiOMS

lay, April 27,

late

—.ggg^

DAILY

1928

Democrats Seeking

Abolition of Ticket Tax
DAILY
iington Bureau of THE FILM
iashington

iir.

— Elimination

of all ad-

Demo-

lion taxes is advocated by
finance
|c members of the Senate
report
minority
their
in
tiittee
for a tax reduction program of

me

teen $300,000,000 and $325,000,000.
bblicans have voted for a repeal
to $3
iie tax on admissions up
[duction program of $210,000,000.

m

V Lorain, O., House Opens
O.— The Palace, new
rain

2,-

Univereat 'house built by the
Harariety circuit, has opened.
of
director
managing
Brown is
the
the Palace and Lorain, and
another of the U-V
„, Mansfield,
recently opened.

ies

^ew Cleveland House Named
leveland— The new Lefkowitz be-

irft

on Euclid Ave., just east

built

Ih'

t

lOSth

will

St.,

the

called

be

of

have 1,200 seats
versity.
be completed about Sept. 1.
It will

Akron House Leased
formerly
.kron, O.— The Waldo,

wn as the Firestone Park theater,
been leased by the owner, J.
Ido, to B. Ryan.

Heads Committee on
lew M. P. Club Quarters
;hs

(Continued from Page

members

lirmanship of the

membership com-

and was succeeded by Lou
A paid employee to
umenthal.

Harrison W. Rogers, Inc., and
Harrison W. Rogers were the owners of these patents, and they entered into a certain contract with
Jones, whereby they agreed to convey all patent rights to him he says.
While this agreement was pending,
Harrison W. Rogers, Inc., and Harrison W. Rogers are alleged to have
sold these patents to Ettinger and
refused to turn them over to Jones,
at the same time said to have interfered with certain negotiations then
pending between Jones and certain
film companies for the purchase of

Hahn

at

Webber

at

the

Ritzier

mo.

THE LUCKY

has
A.

O.— L.

Grand

to

W

—

Picture

Houses, Ltd.,

Bromheads
turn,

of

in

which the

Gaumont who

are, in

and

Short Subjects

financed by

pABRsT

/

o (m

^ FUNNIER CARTOON THAN

OSWALD"
It is

C—

I)

enate,

and did not have three read-

gs

both houses.

While the next tax law makes no

lange in the tax rate it requires exto use tax-stamped tickets,
pur,ther of a standard design to be
orhave
to
or
state
lased from the
ibitors

the most

amusing
one reel

New Lima Owner

{Continued from Page

subject
PRODUCED
FOR
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market

Produced

in

Great Britain
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Circulates Every%vht re

SUBSCRIBE

TODAY

Send $15 00 for One
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Produced By
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nary revenue stamps affixed to them.

Officers of the Theater Owners
Bsociation are: J. M. O'Dowd, FlorEdward Curdts.
president;
]nce,
H.
A.
president;
vice
reenville,
oumans, Sumter, secretary.

i

,

f?

Lisle

Be Asked
Against S. G. Tax

in

Feature Productions

ho''o;

Wilham

njunction to

M

on all

TRYANDIGET

^'^^'hII:;,

A. Ritzier has purSettos.
ased the State from George

H) Pi

London Suburbans in Deal
London The Bernstein chain, operating large theaters in London suburbs, will become part of a pool operating under the name of Denman

Mingo Junction

iMingo Junction,

„Lima,

REVIEWS

crease British imports.

—

erner.

sold
lebber.

Unbiased Independent

—

\^^MBE

Sherwood

f*^'isherwood, O.— Charles Hahn
R.
sed the Happiness from

Js

Canberra, Australia Increase of the
duty on foreign films to four cents a
foot, has been announced by the minister of customs, in line with recommendation of the royal commission on
the film industry, which was endorsed
by the cabinet. The increased duty is
expected to raise revenue $223,500 annually, decrease American and in-

Ost£er Bros., are
these patents from Jones.
As a re- important factors. Sidney L. Bernsult of the alleged interference on the
stein remains as managing director.
part of Ettinger and Rogers, and their
The houses are among the most prostatements that Jones could not turn
gressive in England.
over these patents, the film companies
refused to deal with Jones. It is his
Operator Burned in Film Fire
claim that Ettinger had knowledge of
Milwaukee
Paul Magott, operaJones' contract at the time that he
purchased these patents, and that the tor, was burned about the hands and
face in a film fire at the Strand here.
transactions between Ettinger and
orderly fashion
Rogers were for the purpose of freez- Patrons filed out in
when
the blaze was announced. Liting out Jones and depriving him
tle damage was doone.
of over $1,000,000 profit which he says
he otherwise would have made.
Saturday Change at Ottawa
The 20 Rogers-Ebbling patents inOttawa Saturday instead of Monvolved in this action all apply to syn- day change is the new policy of B.
F. Keith's.
Prices also have been
chronized talking picture patents,
increased.
This is the last of large
wherein disc-records are synchron- local houses to adopt the Saturday
change.
ized with the pictures.

of the work of the
to be secured by Al

secretary.

m

—

1)

much

nmittees is
ual:htman, president, and Bruce
I,

from Page

of the

ttee

ry out

(.Continued

1)

committee.
from
absences
frequent
his
of
:ause
w York, Felix F. Feist resigned
sen are

Australia Raises Duty
$500,000 Suit Filed
On Imports of Film
In Talking Film Deal

'UnwersaI\i\HKll\l Cartoons

58, Great

Marlborough Street
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ENGLAND

\

:JS»S*

TV

y

W^n

'•¥

^«d.
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Joseph^,
Schenck
presents
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Industry's Attention is Focused on Sales Mee\
Meeting of "U" Saltl*,
Paramount to Meet in M-G-M's First Meeting
Force on Tod|
h'i

Washington Monday
(Contintied

group

executive

from Page
will

1)

travel

De-

to

to San Francisco
force there assembled will be given details of the 68
pictures and short product on the
company's schedule, the sales plan
and other policies for the new season.
troit and
where the

Starts in
Pittsburgh — Arrangements for

finally

sales

M-

G-M's two day convention at the
William Penn Hotel are completed.
AI-G-M's home office contingent
left

New York

last

night for Pitts-

burgh where the first of two sales
The party
will be held.
meetings
Production and distribution execu- which will likewise attend the secWashingtives who will attend the
ond convention in Kansas City on
ton sessions are: Adolph Zukor, Jes- Monday and Tuesday included:
Ralph
Kent,
se L. Lasky, S. R.
Felix F. Feist, general sales manKohn, Walter Wanger, B. P. Schuiager;
W. F. Rodgers, Eastern sales
Clark,
D.
berg, C. J. Schaefer, J.
manager; E. M. Saunders, western
Henry
Lewis,
H.
M.
Hammell,
John
sales manager; T. Connors, southSalsbury, Charles E. McCarthy, RusBurger,
Holman, John Butler, F. E. ern sales manager; Paul
sell
sales development manager; Fred C.
FrawB.
C.
Bamberger,
J.
Meyer, L.
Quimby, short subject sales manley and A. O. Dillenbeck of the
Howard Dietz, director of adager;
agency.
advertising
Hanf? Metzger
Sam vertising, publicity and exploitation,
Publix officials to attend are:

Katz, Sam Dembow,
and A. M. Botsford.

E.

J.

the

Deane, O. R. Geyer, located in the
home office, and Tom D. Cochrane,
A. Abouf, H. Novak, John Day and
A. Pratchett from the foreign

The Paramount

field.

short feature

de-

be represented by:
Emanuel Cohen, Stanley Waite and
Miles F. Gibbons.
releasing
Outside producers
through Paramount who will be

partment

present
Charles
of the

will

George W. Weeks,
are:
Christie and Pat Dowling,
Film Co., Leslie
Christie

Whalen, Creed Neeper, Frank Harris and Leslie Adler of the Lloyd office.

managers, branch manand salesmen from Boston,
Haven, Maine, New York,

District

agers

New

New

Jersey, Albany, Buffalo, Philadelphia, Washington, Atlanta, Memphis, Charlotte, Jackson-

Brooklyn,

New

Orleans, Dallas and San
Antonio, will be present at Wash-

ville,

ington.
Practically the same group of ex-

ecutives will attend the Detroit sessions at the Book-Cadillac Hotel.
Paramount field representatives who
will

attend

this

meeting

will

be

following
exfrom
the
drawn
changes: Detroit, Milwaukee, Columbus, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Toronto, Montreal, St. John, Winnipeg, Calgary
and Vancouver.

The

and Allin Cummings, exchange operations manager.
The East will be represented in
Pittsburgh. The South and West at
Kansas City.
Assembled at the
William Penn this morning will be
following:

the

N.

S.

Burger, division manager for
Buffalo; M. N. Wolf,

Albany and
division
manager
York,

Boston

for

New

and

E. Flynn, division manager for
Detroit,
Cincinnati and Cleveland
G. F.
Dembow, division manager for Washington, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Charlotte
Walter Hayner, assistant sales manager,
Canada
Arthur Cohen, general manager,

Haven

J.

;

executive groups will journey

to San Francisco where the final sessions will be held at the Palace HoThere they will meet
tel, May 13-16.
the managers and salesmen of Kansas City, St. Louis, Oklahoma City,

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle,
Portland, Ore., Salt Lake City, Denver, Minneapolis, Sioux Falls, Des

Moines and Omaha.
The executive group will be back
in New York on May 22.

{Continued from Page

New York

leave

will

urer,

;

Sleeps"

and

make "While

will

three

the

City

others.

Novarro

starring

vehicles

for

the

coming

year.

Four comedy vehicles for Karl Dane and
George K. Arthur are listed, first of which
will be "Camping Out."
Lillian
Gish
will
appear
in
one picture, "The Wind," a picturization of Dorothy Scarborough's novel.
Cosmopolitan has announced three so

far,

"Our Dancing Daughters," an original by
Josephine Lovett, which has as director Harry
Beaumont and in the three chief feminine
roles Joan Crawford, Dorothy Sebastian and
Anita Page.
"Breakers Ahead," Cosmopoli-

Bowen and Sonin Feted
Nineteen members of the New York
M-G-M sales force attended a luncheon at the Park Central Hotel for
Jack Bowen and Carl Sonin who have
been promoted to positions as managers for

M-G-M

in

and

New

ly.

Ben Roman was

the

New

new

will reach here Satu:

star,

Home

executives,

office

Gibson on Location
Hoot Gibson and his company are

exi

today.

The
eral

session will consist of

first

surveys of forthcoming

(

proi

;

;

;

;

;

Haven;

Maloney, Pittsburgh; Robert
Lynch, Philadelphia, and R. Berger, branch
manager for Washington.
J.

J.

tan Magazine serial by Fannie Hurst, and
another, tentatively titled "Mother and Sons,"

an

original.

Included

the list are "The Bellamy
Trial," Monta Bell's version of the story by
Frances Noyes Hart, with cast including
Leatrice Joy, Margaret Livingston,
Betty
in

and

Kenneth Thompson; "The
Women," Hermann Sudermann's
"Stephen Trombolt's Wife," and "A
Free Soul," by Adela Rogers St. John.
Tim McCoy will appear in six pictures,
titles to be anounced.

Wonder

of

novel,

Ted

Schlanger,

eastern

sales directoi _
director; Bet
sales dept.
subjects sales di

Van Praag, western sales
Cammack, short subjects

McConnell, short
Morris Safier, roadshow manager; Paul
lick,
publicity director; Nat G. Roths

and

exploitation

advertising

manager;

ney Singerman, program manager; B
Reichenbach, special representative
D
las Leighman, supervisor of exchanges; I
Bader, accessory manager
R. V. Al
;

son,
reel

International N
president.
Stern
Cochrane, vice president,

manager

sales

R. H.

Corp.
versaL

;

for

Stern,

Julius

;

The

im

sales force includes:
Albany Nat Levy, manager Fred
Leon Herman, Ray Smith.
Buffalo
Dave Miller, manager;
nett, H. Young, O. Siegel, J. Spandi

—
—
Charlotte— E.

;

F.
Dardine, manager;!
O. Tuttle, C. A. Anderson, J. A. McWl

R. T. Good.
Cleveland Lee

ter,

—

Devaney,

manager;

Tierney,

Roach

ager;

ten

Charley Chase comedies, ten twocomedies with Stan Laurel and
Olive Hardy, ten All-Star comedies,

reel

and 104 issues of the

M-G-M

News.

Milt Gross to Coast
Milt Gross, author of "Nize Baby,"
is

May
G-M

"TraU

"The Trail
Grauman's

of '98" Plans
of '98" opens

Bain,

J.

—

New

New
Max

— M.
York — Earl
Haven

S.

L.

Britton,

Ligget,

S.

Cohen,

Joseph,
manager;
A. L. Titus.

Kramer,

general
Jersey manai
manager
L. Sj
il{

New

Brooklyn
Joe Friedman, L
Phil Winnick, Jules Liggett, N. Liebl
H. Stern, J. Goldstein.
Pliiladelplhia
S.
Wittman, manager
F. Gill, M. Shulman, S. Freedman, W;.'
Doyle, J. Engel, A. J. Davis.
Pittsburgh
H. Milstein, manager; W.
LeBarton, Lou Padolf, C. W. Dickin
A. D. Wayne, J. Leary, A. H. TofIler,|
Solomon.
Washington Nat Gauber, manager;
Rosenthal, C. Eiseman, Max Rosenberg,
Heiber, N. Langbart.
Montreal D. Leduc, manager, W. Ellnj
St. John— W. A. Sault, manager; E,
Whelpley.
Toronto C.
Hague,
general
manajl
Harry Law, manager; S. Bront, W. J. C
way, F. Gilbert
wood,

Ben

;

Price,

—

—

—

—

—

May

7

Chinese, Hollywood,
and probably will not be shown in any
other cities, outside New York until
at

Harry Asher, president of Amerii
Feature Film Co. and M. E. Mot

his Boston exchange manager i
roadshow compa- also be present. Asher is "U's" N
ing
exteriors
"Clearing
the nies will open day and date stands England
for
distributor.
Bob Wo
on location at Lone Pine, Cal., mak- throughout the nation, states the J. Philadelphia
and Andy Sharri
Trail."
Dorothy Gulliver heads the J. McCarthy organization.
Cleveland will represent the Univer
supporting cast which includes Fred
exploitation force.
Two Added to Cast
Gilman, Cap Anderson. Philo McJack Luden and Fred Kohler have
Cullough, Andy Waldron and Duke
Insure Jolson for $1,000,000
been added to the cast of "The PerLee.
Stebbins,
Carl Laemmle, Jr. will be produc- fumed Trap," Paramount's producLederman and Gal
tion supervisor for "The Last Warn- tion in which Clive Brook and Mary have insured Al Jolson for $l,00i
Olga 000 on behalf of Warners for whc
Brian will have the leads.
ing" to be directed by Paul Leni.
Universal has bought "Eyes of Baclanova and William Powell re- the comedian is soon to start "T
The story is bj' Singing Fool." The deal represer
the Underworld," a mystery story cently were cast.
Victor the first big deal of this newly coi
and production will begin on May 1. Richard Washburn Child.
bined insurance firm.
Schertzinger is director.
Leigh Jason will direct.
fall,

when

Esti

IMS

camera studies of the same type as
Oliver Hardy, ten All-Star comedies.

Gang" comedies,

Hut!

;

Krenits, J. Lefky, D. C. StMJ
O. Shoeninger, W. Bartells.
J.
Jacksonville
O. P. Lester, manager,
C. Simpson, R. M. Simril.

"Our

\i

L.

Short features to be produced include six new films in the "Great
Events" series, made by Technicolor
process, 26 Ufa "Oddities," one-reel

due to arrive on the Coast about
15, when he will join the Mscenario staff.
He is planning
to write an original dealing with his
York comedy stories in Jewish dialect.

Jersey exchanges respectivein charge of the
luncheon party, and the speakers were
Sam Burger and William Rodgers.

•in

;

Bronson,

Buster Keaton, who recently signed a longterm contract, will do "The Camera Man,"
directed by Ed. Sedgwick and one other.
Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle will appear
in "The Baby Cyclone" and two others.
"Gold Braid" will be one of two Ramon

toeC

to

and the showing of "Uncle Tc
Cabin" and "Has Anvbody \
Seen Kelly."
Twenty-six of Universal's 192{
Canada
Henry Nathanson, sales manager,
Canada; H. O. Worden, branch manager feature schedule are completed
for Albany;
E..
K. O'Shea, Bufifalo
Ira
the exchanges.
Furman, for Charlotte
E. M. Booth, Cin- in
cinnati
Frank D. Drew, Cleveland
F. J.
Home
office attendance includes
Downey, Detroit; W. A.
Scully,
New
B. Metzger, general sales m;

72 Shorts and Newsreel
Round Out M-G-M Schedule
Lon Chaney

'i.

Harry Reichenbach, special repre||'K
tative, and Glenn Tryon, Universl

J.

{Continued from Page 1)
scheduled, although only one, "Ballyhoo,"
by Beth Brown, has been announced.
William Haines will appear in "Excess
Baggage" which James Cruze is directing
and in three others.

1)

managers and salesmen from
exchanges assembled
eastern
New night, ready to launch the popM

Zukor,

Paramount foreign department: E. E. Shauer, M. A.
Shauer, J. H. S«idelman, Dick BluGeorge Weltner, Albert
menthal,

From

Uiid

Pittsburgh Today

several

tilt

THE

SMmk

DAILY
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^"-'H

Competition Keen
v>ner Salesmen in
as Warner Opens
OT Y. for Convention
,

{.Continued

from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

central sales manager; Ar- master of ceremonies. The premiere
was one of the most brilliant in Coast
ibeles, eastern sales manager
history.
Over 100 people were used
)ert Howson, scenario editor.
Quigley, vice president of the in the opening stage bill. There was
lone Corp., will discuss devel- a 22-piece orchestra in the pit and a
12-piece jazz band under direction of
talking pictures.
its in
night, the group in a body Constantine Bakeleimikoff.
Of Spanish construction, the new
led the premiere of "Glorious
['
at the Warner theater. This theater located at Hollywood Blvd.,
and Wilcox Ave., was designed by
Ig. was simultaneous with the
G. Albert Lansburgh. Albert Herter,
!re on the Coast which marked
)ening of the new Warner tlie- mural decorator, is responsible for the
decorative scheme, which is a new
^n Hollywood Blvd.
the sales flaming tone, carried with increasing
)se who will attend
intensification from the lobby into the
ition are:
Seed, Albany; J. T. Ezell, Atlan- auditorium, varying with the turquoise
E. Elder, Boston: C. E. Almv, blue and gold which completes the
M. W. Davis, Charlotte; E. Sil- color scheme.
feature is the grand

"Si;

I,

Chicago;

R.

Knoepfle,

Cincinnati;

Moray, Cleveland; T. B. Wildman.
Charles Gilmour, Denver; J. V. Al1;
[etroit
D. Williston, Indianapolis; M.
lift,
Kansas City, Mo.
M. A. Hul".,08
Angeles
R. T. Smith, Milwau)seph Wolf, Minneapolis
F. Good[n

Sll'il

;

;

;

;

Orleans;

Tew

J.

A.

George Balsdon,

Jr.,

New York

lufman.

City

;

Davis.
New
Jersey;
Edward Gold-

New

Brooklyn
O. Rohde, Oklahoma
J.
Earl A. Bell, Omaha; J. S. Hebrew,
[elphia
H. S. Dunn, Pittsburgh
R,
Portland, Ore.
II,
Morgan A. Walsh,
i'rancisco
Carl Steam, Seattle
L. E.
immer, St. Louis; Ralph E. Binn,
fngton, D. C; G. R. Osborn, Mont"Villiam Feldstein, St. John, N. B.
Meyers. Toronto; J. Plottel, Van•;
and Wolfe Cohen, Winnipeg.
;

I

;

;

;

;

;

Extend

Two

have

irners

Options
extended contract

niliam Collier,
>^res to five and

minimum

for a

from three
William Rus-

Jr.

of three.

ur Additions to "Noah's
Igel de Brulier, William V.

Ark"
Mong,
[and Kaliz and Malcolm Waite
been added to cast of "Noah's

Buys Colored Theater
larlotte— W. A. Murphey has sold
Movie (colored house) at YemasS. C., to J. J.- Beckett, who also
fanning to take over the colored
ter at Beaufort, S. C.

A

promenade which sweeps

in

about the three

number

Drace Adds Another

—

C.
C. W. Drace, owner
has taken over the Grand
^ch has been operated by George
fhes and J. A. Reynolds.
S.
Ilrace's,

Indianapolis House Reopens
ndianapolis ^Talking pictures exively is the policy of the Apollo,
Jently taken over by Fred J. DoHe.

—

circle

a

of

is

playing Gene

Morgan

at

an
heading
"name" stage show. It

Egyptian

Grauinan's

augmented
is

expected

Fanchon & Marco acts will be
booked into the house, fallowing
"Sadie
Loew's State downtown.
that

the picture selected to
No change of
opening.

Thompson"

is

buck the
Grauman's
at
planned
is
policy
Chinese, although opening of "The
Trail of '98" on May 7, is expected
to keep this house among the leaders.

Will Build

For long term

lease to

responsible tenants

DE LUXE THEATRES
Spokane, Hartford,
Conn., and Washington, D. C.
on properties owned or

in

Seattle,

controlled
L. N.

by us

ROSENBAUM
Financing

Flatiron Bldg.

New York

service

is

at

your

and answers thousands

of

questions by mail, wire and phone

but

it

makes us

RARIN'

MAD

Grauman

Sid

is

to receive inquiries that take

our time and that of the one

up both

who asks

them they can
find out what they want to know by
looking in The Year Book.

and then have

to tell

reported plannnig

to build a new 1,600-seat Hollywood
theater, and Sol Lesser also is declared to plan construction of a new

house.

Louis Awaits Peabody
arrival of Eddie
Peabody a banjo person from the
Arthur
Coast, Skouras Bros., is using
Nealy as master of ceremonies at the
Missouri. In recent weeks Nealy had
St.

St.

Louis— Pending

charge

stage

the

of

shows

of

Silverman, director of the orchestra
also sent to
the openat
preside
Indianapolis to
maning of the Circle and Skouras

Ambassador was

agement.

Kunsky Managers Change
Detroit— L. H. Gardner, manager
for John
of the suburban theaters
Al Lane
that
announces
H Kunsky,
Redhas taken charge of the new
ford,

as

while

manager

Wixom is
theDe Luxe,

back
Park-

Clyde
of

Before calling us up

the

Shenandoah, which is operated by the
Dave
Louis Amusement Co.
St

view and Kercheval.

We

MENT of The Film Daily

architectural innovations are features.
The auditorium is a replica of a Spanish garden. In a move to combat the
new opposition. West Coast this week

at the

reer,

A

sides.

INFORMATION DEPART-

The
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McKean Remaining With Premier
St.

Louis— Claude

McKean,

vice

president of Premier Pictures Corp.,
denies reports that he contemplates
severing his conection with Premier
national disto accept post with a

YEAR BOOK

tributing co mpany.

Sloan Gets London Post
suchas
Sloan
production
as
Ham
ceeded Harry

London— James

manager

Ham

of

First

National-Pathe.

resigned on account

of

ill

health.

Building at Rome, N. Y.
Work has been
started on the Capitol here-

Rome, N. Y.

—

"100 to 1 you*ll find

it

there"

.

..

.

DAILV

Friday, April

CoastWire

Crosland
roadshow

SCHENCK CITES INDUSTRY

which

which

is

AND SECURITY

come

his

company

Louis Amusement Co.
Passes Quarterly Dividend
St.

St,

44 features

will release

May

Louis

—That many neighborhood

TWO

Murray

LEAVE

James Murray, King

MAE MURRAY
direct a

it

is

New York

reported, will

series of pictures for

.

.

.

.

Vidor*!

M-G-NL

Capitol

th«

theater,

and has been

play-

ing leads here.

FBO.

Marion Nixon and Barbara Kent
have resigned, from Universal.
Arthur Gregor will direct Mae Murray, according to report, in a picture
for which distribution is unannounced.

Cleopatra

.

Is

Great Events Subj

Dr. Herbert Kalmus, in charge
production of the Great Events

M-G-M,
series

the

states

and

sixth

subiect

are

m

of

final release of the

will

be

Cleopatra.

progress.

by R. William

cum
Cast:

and preparations for actual

shooti

Direction

will

Neill.

Banky in "The Innocents"
Samuel Goldwyn begins prodil
tion on "The Innocents," an origiil
by Frances Marion, on May 3d, l\l
the

^^

starring picture for Vilif

first

Banky.

Hines Set on His Next
Louise Lorraine has been sig
to play the feminine lead in "
Business," Johnny Hines' next.
is
an original by Jack Town|
,

Hollywood newspaper man.
Astor-Hughes Co-starring

Quotations
.

the

of

staff

Alan Crosland,

left

Murray was formerly on

Soon

.

Quits

"discovery," has

theaters were hard hit by the tornado
next year.
swept St. Louis and vicinity
which
compaDeclaring that the leading
estinies have now developed their studio Sept. 29, 1927, doing damage
Hungarian Statesman in L. O.
$10,000,facilities to a point where the general mated at $22,500,000 with but
clearly
is
coverage
Horvath, president of the
insurance
Elek
000
of
average of product is higher than ever
before, Schenck says a high produc- indicated by recent action of the St. Hungarian Film Censorship Board,
tion standard is made necessary by Louis Amusement Co. in deciding to and vice secretary of state, was a
His main
the unprecedented popularity of mo- pass the customary quarterly dividend guest recently at M-G-M.
is
to
A.
Class
Hollywood
share
on
visiting
per
in
cents
of
75
object
tion pictures and the demand of the
stock.
help the producers to understand
public for consistently good films.
The St. Louis Amusement Co., a what types of pictures are most
During the past year, he points out
attendance records in virtually every subsidiary of the Skouras Bros. En- pleasing to Hungarian audiences.
key city theater were shattered in terprises, controls some 30 theaters in
playing some of the outstanding pro- St. Louis and St. Louis county. One Dcirrowf Gets Long Term Contract
of its theaters, the Congress was badly
ductions of 1927-28.
John Darrow has been given a
The comdamaged by the storm.
term contract by Howard
long
pany's houses that drew heavily from
Hughes, president of Caddo Prod.
$2,500,000 Issue of
the
storm
hit
were
the
the areas
by
He will be groomed for stardom.
Congress, Mafifitt Novelty, ManchesPictures
Lindell
and
Grand
Florissant
New
ter,
Issue of $2,500,000 of Merger PicAlvarado in Griffith Cast
tures, recently organized California and, to a lesser extent, the Kings,
Lyric.
Alvarado has been cast in
West
End
and
Don
company headed by Richard Thomas,
D. W. Griffith's "The Battle of the
indeaendent producer is to be handled
Sexes." Jean Hersholt, Phyllis Haby New York brokers, in a deal being
ver, Belle Bennett and Sally O'Neill
negotiated by H. E. McGoldrick,
are in the cast.
president of the Royal Finance Co.,
High Low Close
Sales
Seattle, which is handling financing (s) Am. Seat.
42
106-4
of the new company, which has total *(c-b) do 6s 36.
Murphy in Sills Cast
Bal.
&
Katz
• •
74H 74H 7AH
capitalization of $5,000,authorized
'
Maurice Murphy has been signed
300
(c) Con. Fm. Ind
15^
15H
000.
24-4
24'4
24-4
200 to
(c)
do pfd.
^
play a juvenile role in "The
The firm was organized to produce (s) East. Kodak 169 169 169
300
Nest," Milton Sills' current
Hawk's
126
....
*(s)
do pfd.
..
First National production being di*(c) Film Insp.
4
•(s) First Nat.pfd
106
rected by Benjamin Christensen.
81 '4
(s) Fox Film. "A' 82
82
2,000
(c) Fox Thea. "A' 237^
23^ 23/, 5,500

Merger

FBO

Join

will

Forgotto be produced in co-

operation with the American EducaOne picture a year will
tion Ass'n.
STABILITY
be produced bv the company, under
present plans. The product is to be
roadshowed
by Charles S. Goetz, head
Financially the motion picture has
Cinema, New York.
States
of
hard-headed
own
and
into its

businessmen now are conscious of the
stability and security of the industry, states Nicholas M. Schenck, president of M-G-M, who today announces

Service-

Woman Who Was

be "The
ten,"

pictures, first of

27, ll

Mary Astor and Lloyd Hugl
"Heart to Heart" t
direction of William Beaudi
for First National.
will co-star in

der

• •

na

.

.

.

.

*

t

•

.

.

•

.

•

.

•

'

Now

"White Shadows"
Shadows in the Sou
Seas" is final title for the M-Gpicture made by W. S. VanDyke
Tahiti.
Monte Blue has the lead.
It's

"White

'

*(c) Intern. Proj.
•(b) Keiths 6s 46

EDWARD B. SMITH
&C0.
Members

New York,

Philadtlfhia

and Btston Stock Exchanges

8

do com.
18
92
do pfd.
..
Loew's com.
72%
do pfd.
... 107 y^
(b)
do 6s 4]ww 111
(b)
do 6s41x-war
(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)

*(s)

.

M-G-M

.

lom

pfd.

(b)
(b)
fs)
(s)

do
do

pfd
6s

Corporate
Financing

Roxy "A"
do units
do com.

Skouras

3y,

13^

.

.

29

2^
4

.

United Art.
13
do pfd.
80
Univ. Ch.com
2
do pfd.
87
•(c) Univ. Pict.
(s)
do pfd.
... 97
(c) Warner
Bros.. 25!^
(s)
do "A" ... 35
(cb) do 6'/iS 28.. 112^
.

.

.

Philadelphia

New York

•

Boston

•

•

.

•

3

13i^

3-4
13J4

6,666
1,000
1,300

300

Over

the

in

Cast Opposite Boyd
Jacqueline Logan will play

Germany.

Lina Basquette Signed
Pathe has signed Lina Basquette
play the lead in an Annapolis

to
story.

Christy Cabanne will direct.

Boyd,

it

is

^^

reportj

a story based on power, to
directed by Howard Higgin for
first of the 1928 quota of Pathe-!
Mille pictures.
in

....
•

....

.

.

....

*

40 !4

42%

Columbia

42-4

4

m

Pictures

Corporation

300

4

Announces

15
85

....

that it has in the course of production
the following motion pictures:

i

88

•

96yi
25
34

n2}i

22
97

25^
34^
11 2-^^

200
1,200
3,300
6,000

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Stock Exchange

company

Women."

posite William
20,600

(c)

(o)

UFA

Haines Title
World," will be t
release title of William Haines' p:
ture filmed as "He Learned Abo

•

(b)

(s)

with the

New

"Telling the

7

40
42-4

.

.

*

12m

31
33

31
6

.

Bros.

Trans-Lux

1,400

62^

.

.

.

Stanley Co.
(o) Technicolor
(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

12'8

ioo'h looi^ lOOW
103
103

.

.

400
300

8H
29
94
128

Par.By.5^s31 103

Pathe
do "A"
..
*(b)
do 7s 37...
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

8-4

...

47

•

Paul Kohner will remain with
90^ 9044
Universal at least another year an
8,000
71 4
7m 400 agreement having been reached.
107-/8 107-^
110^ 110^ 14,000 This spikes reports that Kohner was
101^ 101^ 18,000 leaving shortly to become associated
i77A

25*i

(s) M.
P.
Cap.
sy.
*(s) Orph.
Cir.
*(s)
do pfd.
..
(s) Para.
F-L ... 129Vr

(s)

Kohner Remains With "U"

98^
17^

Counter (Bid and Asked).

Gourt-Martial

Sinners-Parade
The Step Mother

The Wicked Angel
Redemption
Runaway Girls
Copyrighted — and All Rights Reserved

I

pers

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz s listed in Chicaeo:
Skouras, St. Louis
Stanley, Philadelphia.
;

J

ANDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST
)uits

iL- XLIV

No. 25

Sunday, April

29,

1928

Price 25 Cents

•ft'SV'^

im

^^.

09

h
Miff

GEORGE SIDNEY,

Patsy Ruth Miller, George
Mercer, Eddie Phillips, Albert Gran,
John Boles, Josephine Dunn, Kathlyn Williams.
From the stage play by Milton Herbert Gropper and
Max Siegel. Supervised by Carl Laemmle, Jr. Screen
adaptation by Al Cohn. An
Production.
with
Lewis,

Beryl

EDWARD SLOMAN

It^s

^

\

a Laemmle Special!

ain /Universal has theVicturts
Bigger and Better
Ralph Wilk, long a

[Film Daily adds to

personnel and moves
to larger quarters

FILM DAILY SERVICE
on the Coast

staff

man, now

in

charge in Hollywood

I

The World's Greatest
Distributors oS

SHORT FEATURES
THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM'

LUPINO LANE COMEDIES

BIG BOY-JUVENILE

HAMILTON COMEDIES

COMEDIES
TUXEDO COMEDIES

DOROTHY DEVORE

With Johnny Arthur

COMEDIES
BOWERS COMEDIES

MERMAID COMEDIES

CAMEO COMEDIES

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
KINOGRAMS

(Jack White Productions)

Lyman H. Howe's

The

HODGE-PODGE

NEWS REEL That Tops

the Field

CURIOSITIES
The Movie Side-Show

FELIX THE CAT

Produced by Walter Putter

Cartoons

OUTDOOR SKETCHES

By Pat Sullivan

By Robert

HOPE HAMPTON

C. Bruce

in

CARTER DeHAVEN

"THE CALL OF THE SEA"

in "Character Studies"

and

McCALL COLOUR
FASHION NEWS

"LOVE'S SPRINGTIME"
In Technicolor

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E,

W. Hammons
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

Inc.

President
of

America,

Inc.

— Wall

H. Hays, President

1

;

tS. Starts

Trust Action Against Distributors

iTHE

ikNDWEEKLY
FILK DIGEST

3FFILMDOM
Sunday, April

CONSPIRACY
iNNEDYTOOUTUNEGO

FEIIMS, 72 SHORTS

'

features

xty
i,

.V
]
t,

sliort

sub-

be held May 14-21 at
Production and sales polbe stressed by Kennedy.

to

tion

;ago.
;

and 72

will comprise the comline-up for 1928-29, will be outby Joseph P. Kennedy, presiat the company's sales con-

which

will
(Continued on

Page 36)

H-M DECLARED

SERVING

ittsburgh

— Over

new

1,500

were added by

M-G-M

IS

CHARGED
Credit
Committees Under Fire

by Government
Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

—

ment charges

a
exhibitors to submit to arbitration.
Permanent injunction is sought
(Continued on Page 36)

ac-

PROGRAM FOR 1928-29

14 TIFFANY-STAHl MEN

HOLDING SALES MEET

DAY OF liTiTENDED,

last year,

of

and

Arbitration

toward the development of industrial
rein
Washington Conspiracy
Opportunity to test legahty of arbitration in the United States.
straint of trade is charged against
arbitration and rules of regulations of
"The plan has been overwhelmingFilm Boards of Trade is welcomed by ly satisfactory inside the industry. the M. P. Producers and Distributors
of America, ten distributors and the
the Hays office and companies named Under
provisions over 50,000 32 Film Boards of Trade, in two suits
its
in the government suits, Cadwalader, cases
have been amicably settled,
District Court
Wickersham & Taft, attorneys for all without litigation, during the past five in equity filed in U. S.
at New York, under the Sherman
defendants, stated Friday. The firm years. Resultant confidence between
anti-trust act by the Dept. of Justice.
is informed, the statement says, that
seller and buyer has freed the small Legality of arbitration, rules and regarbitration has been the small ex- exhibitor from the former onerous
ulations of Film Boards of Trade to
greatest single protection necessity of posting large cash adhibitor's
enforce arbitration decisions and operduring the growth of the industry vances to lease films.
ations of credit committees will be
and which its sponsors regard as the
"The arbitration plan, as success- tested in the actions. The govern(Continued on Page 2)
outstanding contribution by any group
conspiracy to force

during

bringing the total numtheaters playing the product
over 10,000, it was stated at the
(Continued on Page 36)

Price 25 Cents

1928

Dept. of Justice Actions Are
Welcomed, Distributors Say

OVER 10,000 ACCOUNTS METZGER OUTLINES "U"
uts

29,

—

Atlantic City Details of the 68 pictures comprising Universal's 1928-29
announced exclusively
as
line-up,
FILM DAILY
April 26 by
were outlined Friday by Sales Man-

THE

Product analysis for 1928-1929 will
be discussed at the two day convention to be held by 14 exchange managers of Tiffany-Stahl in Chicago

H. M.

WARNER DECLARES

The day of junk pictures is ended,
M. Warner declared Friday at

H.

Saturday and Sunday. This meeting the company's sales convention in
will be followed by two simultaneous outlining the 1928-29 schedule, which
NATIONAL
conventions next week in New York calls for production of a number of
versal's convention.
(Continued on Page 36)
The list includes five super-specials, and Los Angeles. The company has
short
and
24
36
features
four
lined
up
including
11 Laemmle specials,
Denny Productions, 22 subjects.
Reginald
Managers of 14 exchanges will atJewels, with an additional eight picSensational
'irst National's home office deletures, the Hoot Gibson group, also tend, including:
ion
McLaughH.
left
New York yesterday classed in the Jewel category. In
Atlanta;
A.
Minder,
W. G.
A sensational clip of Frank
Charles Weiner, Cincinnati
Chicago where its annual sales addition, there will be 22 westerns, lin, Chicago
Lockhart's fatal accident at
Huey,
DalCleveland;
Jack
Goldman,
Mark
vention will open on Monday, thrill and melodramatic pictures.
Daytona Beach, Fla., where he
(Continued on Page 34)
(Continued on Page 36)
The
continue until Thursday.
was attempting to establish a
bank studio delegation, branch*
new automobile speed record
nagers and salesmen from all 38
is shown in the current Pathe
hanges will reach Chicago the
Newsreel. The cameraman was
le time.
able to catch the brief and

FORCES

1ST

ager

Lou Metzger,

at

opening of Uni-

;

!

Announcement
edule
n be

of

including

made and

the

new

Dancing on Quicksands

1928-29

stars,

will

sales policies an-

i makis

mced.
^ed E. Depinet, vice president and
leral sales manager, will preside,
her officials will be present and

stars

and their reputation, thinks otherwise, there
who bask
that makes it necessary for those

is

eft

on y

in li.nehght
instances in the in-

one procedure and
several disastrous
°o keep their skirts clean. With
appear that the point should have
dustry's historv to draw upon, it does
However, some of the temsince.
long
forcibly
very
home
been driven
Iress the field force, among them
feel. that they are endowed
who
Coast
the
en
perame UaHy-minded folks
fford B. Hawley, president, RichThey consequently
otherwise.
divine privileges persist in believing
A. Rowland, general and produc- with
tastes and continue on
good
accepted
of
face
in
the
fingers
n manager, Watterson R. Roth- Tnap
their chosen, but ill-advised ways.
<er, managing director of studios;
be ruined
reputations wi
Only one end can come of it. Professional sliding the other way at
Rockett, West Coast production
themselves
find
will
ascendancy
mager, A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern and Vtars in the
(Continued on Paqc I)

iS

1

:

(Continued

on Page

34)

showing the
incident
car starting in an attempt to shatter the speed record and then suddenly hurling
through the air sidewise for
As the car turned
550 feet.
tragic
racer's

over,

Lockhart's

thrown high

in the

body

was

air,

land-

away from the mass
wreckage that had once
It's a thrill
been his racer.
shot if there ever was one, and
ing 50 feet
of

not too close to be gruesome.

—
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FILM DAILY today announces an augmented West Coast
Larger quarters have been
in charge of Mr. Ralph Wilk.
taken over in the new Warner theater building, at 6425 Hollywood
Hollywood residents and visitors aoe invited to drop in.
Boulevard.

seriiice,
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REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST RELEASES
WEST COAST EXPANSION SECTION
A CLOSE-UP OF RALPH WILK, by One Who Knows Him
HOLLYWOOD AS AN ECONOMIC FORCE
"A LITTLE

by Ralph

5-6

7-30
9
12
14-17

Wilk

25
26
28
29
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HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, Coast Nezvs by Telegraph
31
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32
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Dept. of Justice
Actions Welcomed

LOTS,"

1

2

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING GENERAL bY 1930
ACTOR'S EQUITY TO SEEK .STUDIO REFORMS
TALKIES" GETTING INTO THEIR STRIDE
STUDIOS REOPENING; HEAVY LINE-UPS FOR ALL
"AMPAS" AND EASTERN FRIENDS COMMEND WILK

THE

—
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TALKING SHOP,
DE VRY AUTOMATIC MOVIE CAMERA GETS FILM DAILY
STAMP OF APPROVAL
KEITH-ALBEE, HALL & CONNOLLY DEVELOP HIGH INTENSITY SPOT
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
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33
33

33

30
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36

.

pfd.

.

.

fully

practiced

since

1)

1923,

REVIEWS

was ap-

proved before its adoption by us.
We have entered an appearance for
all the defendants.
George W. Wickersham, formerly attorney general,
will direct the defense jointly with
Edwin P. Grosvenor, for many years

Intern.

.

(s)
(s)

.

(b)
(b)
(s)

M-G-M

(s)

M.

.

pfd.

Orph.

*(s)
*(s)

assistant attorney general
in charge of cases under the Sherman
anti-trust Act.
"As we understand it, the question
at issue in one suit is the legality of
the arbitration plan adopted by the
industry and also whether members
of the Film Boards of Trade have
been operating strictly within the plan
as set up. In the other suit the question is the legality of the credit rules,
purpose of which is to obtain
tiie
information regarding transfers of
theaters in total disregard of existing
contracts, and to afford reasonable
against
distributors
protection
to
fraudulent transfers of theaters.
"The industry has furnished the
Department of Justice every facility
Its agents
during its investigation.
have been accorded free access to the
files of the Film Boards and their
members throughout the country and

a

BEYOND THE WALL
BURNING DAYLIGHT
GLORIOUS BETSY
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5
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have taken whatever they wished.
"We shall cooperate with the Department in an effort to obtain an
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6
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IS
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85
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a clip that will turn
pity of it is that the

Changes

1)

them dizzy. That again is their own business, but the
good name of the entire industry gets bedraggled.

management

at Raleigh

—

j

Changes

in

Raleigh

of three

the

thea-,

W.

ters are announced by
G. Enloe,
city manager for Publix-Saenger, op-

John W. Considine, Ph. D.
A

Raleigh, N. C.

breathing example of the type of man the film industry will
have to take to its broad bosom if its deeds are to measure up to its responsibilities. John Considine draws his showmanship experience from his
family his father was the Considine of Sullivan and Considine and his
background from Yale, Oxford and Heidelberg. Considine has the right
to use a Ph. D. after his name. Only he doesn't. It appears he has no
living,

—

—

erators of the State, Superba, Palacei

and Capitol theaters.
A. G. Kincey, of Selma, Ala.,
brother of H. F. Kincey, of Greensboro,

general

manager

for

Publix-

Saenger in North Carolina, becomes
desire to thrust it down the throats of Hollywood and its megaphones, house manager of the Superba, sucbut aside from that it's probably too much trouble to explain what the ceeding Noble Arnold, who was
letters stand for.
At any rate, this young man is supervising pictures for switched to the Palace to succeed
Joe Schenck and United Artists and, it must be admitted, is handling a Howard
Sugg, who was named
difficult job in creditable fashion. Six years ago he began as third assistant
house manager of the Capitol.
director. Now the balance has swung the other way.

KANN
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"^^^ ''FLAPPERS

you are thinking of

1928-1929
PROOUCTIOMr

1540

Stebbins

Broadway
B-rrant

Sam

Sax. Prea.

1650 Broadway

2-reel

Send full description, press-books, etc.
and if possible, prices.
Box M-388
c/o Film Daily.

Budd Rogers, Vice

New

THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN VOU Go TO BUY

Pres.

iMTBH

York City

3040

MOBUCTIONT

and

BROOKS

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

Inc.
8. Y. C.

Westerns

j

ANOTHER QOTHAM BUILT FOR BETTER PROFITS

& Co.,

3-reel

Millard

Lumas Film Corporation
W.

or

Comedies.
Will consider re-issues.

MUST LIVE"

By Mayme

S

Specialiata in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past twenty years

Arthur

i

12,10'

9

.

.
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Pathe Announces
The

Thrill Picture

of the Century

WINGING
m»i

WEST
The romantic
of the air

story in two-reels of the heroes

who threw

themselves into the hell

of the Atlantic skies to blaze a

new

trail

Westward
The flights of Nungesser and GoH

Hinchcliffe, Elsie Mackay, Princess Lowenstein-Wertheim, Col. Minchin,
,

Gapt. Hamilton, Lebrix, Gostes

And

finally the

TRIUMPH OF THE BREMEN
with Gapt. Koehl, Baron von Huenefeld and Major Fitzmaurice

Also the daring heroes of the Eastward flights who battled the
ments of the storm-bound Atlantic

—

ele-

Lindbergh, Byrd, Balchen, Noville, Acosta, Ghamberlain, Levine,
Elder, Haldeman, Brock, Schlee

A TIMELY PATHE SPECIAL THAT WILL PACK
THEM IN AND HOLD THEM SPELLBOUND!

'^e

sensational
find 'in years

/:
I

mosl

/

r
^*f^if_

bu
a

MONTE KATTER.JOHN

GEOR-GE KIBBE TURNER

BERTRAM MILLHAUSER

Wec.e..,

from
storty

Associate Producet

RUPERT JULIAN

DeMille studio

production-

A

10 i

Sue (aiwl

^^m

A Blaiing, Flaming Mile a- Minute
Romance of Modem Youth
Producers Internatiooal Corp.. 130 West 46th St

r?^i

,

New York.. WILLIAM M. VOGEL,

Otneral Manaser, Foreign Distributors

^
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Marion Davies in

Pola Negri in

Dolores Costello in

"The Patsy"

"Three Sinners"

"Glorious Betsy"

Length:

7289

/f.

Paramount

Length: 7029

ft.

ABOUT THE CLEVER- POLA PUTS IT OVER
COMEDY OF SEASON. STRONG. BACK TO HER OLD
ON DAVIES A REVELA- FORM IN SOPHISTICATED
ENTIRE CAST LIFT IT CONTINENTAL STORY. SHE
VIDOR'S FINE DIREC- ACTS SUPERBLY AND LOOKS
ES

si

u

U
/I

GREAT.

Marion Davies' pantois hilarious and her mimicry of
Murray, Lillian Gish and Pola
a classic they'll talk about for
y time.
Marie Dressier as her
ious mother ably seconds the
Del Henderson as pa creates
type of screen daddy. Others

m

Lawrence Gray,
Caldwell,
all aces for their roles.

)(fle

Winton,
ry and

Production.

..

f

mixed with fine human
les will go out cheering for this
It's a Peter Pan grown up and
Marion
ing hilariously at life.
'dity

kid sister is in love with her
's beau. She steps out to acquire
jonality" so she can win him.
joke of it is that he helps her to
her man," never suspecting that
the victim.
[rection: King Vidor, the best;
le

:

Pola gets a break

counts and duchesses, don't mean
for Pola carries the picture.
Story and Production. .. .Sophisticated romance of Berlin and Paris in
high class settings. Adapted from the
ly

much,

"The Second Life" by Bernauer
Osterreicher. The theme is typically Continental, blase and cynical,
but darned clever.
Pola as the wife
of a German count with political ambitions puts lierself in a compromising
situation with the count's best friend.
To save her husband from scandal and
political ruin, she steps out of his life,
having been reported killed in a railway wreck. She pops up in Paris
ater as the hostess of a ritzy gambling
place, disguised with a blonde wig.
Husband and her betrayer enter her
life again, and works up to a tense
and dramatic climax. Best thing Pola
has done in some time. Ritzy story
and settings and star's work send it
play,

over with lots to spare.
Direction: Rowland V. Lee, clever;
Authors: Bernauer and Osterreicher;
Scenario: Doris Anderson-Jean de
Limur; Photography: Victor Milner,

Connors; Scenario:
Christine Johnston; Photogbeautiful.
John Seitz. fine.

Barry

jr:
;s

last

role of German countess in ritzy
setting.
She emotes with class, and
dresses like a million. The rest, mostin

.Comedy and

From the stage play
nily life.
e same name, by Barry ConHard to tell who is the greatest
Marion Davies in the name
|is,
)r King Vidor with his superlaclever direction. We're not givraving, but anyone with an ap.tion
of clever and gorgeous

f

At

Cast

;t

Madge Bellamy

in

Length: 5200

ft.

INTERESTING

.

DRY.

ast.... Madge Bellamy does her
dardized shop girl gold digging
elf
into landing a young millire.

Luline

Johnny Mack Brown her
foil.
Walter McGrail the

Others Lionel BelThelma Hill, Anita Garvin.

shed menace.

Cast....Mona Martensen looks as
heard from after deif she will be
e.xperience.
screen
veloping more
Louis Lorch is a handsome man,
Others
and knows his histrionics.
evidently Swedish players also, and

competent for their roles.
e,
Story and Production. .. .Romanon a story by Guy
tory and Production .... Romane tic drama. Based
The heroine is a
Maupassant.
de
shop gal landing her millionaire.
reels exploiting
Madge's baby girl from the convent who visits her
and falls in love with a man
!S
in close-ups, and her pretty aunt
in all sorts of poses.
The big she meets on the train. The gal gets
all

shows Madge disrobing behind in a mixup with her uncle whose inthe
lighted glass door and throw- tention towards her are not of
The hero is an artist, and it
her wearing apparel at the mil- best.
married and has
aire bounder.
It is so close a re- develops that he is
luction of the "naughty" scene in been in an airplane accident in which
inne Griffith's "Garden of Eden," his wife was severely crippled. But
I

ell

your customers have seen the
the edge will be taken off this
lication.
Madge works in a florist
lives with a gold digger in a
i',
ision,
ermine
accepts
jewelry,
IS
and undies from a bounder,
if

r

remains 99% per cent pure like
Soap. Then comes the snappy
-lie mentioned, and the big, clean
'

I

1

1-

'ry

llionaire

from

ithor,

>ne;
'

West.

You

~iw.

Author Rosson; classy;
John Stone; Scenario, John
Photography, R. J. Berg-

Direction,
'

the

1st;

beautiful.

the

girl

later.

does

not

suspect

this

till

Heartbroken on learning that

married, she prepares to enter
But death takes
the convent again.
the wife, and the two lovers join
Some of the technique
each other.
employed is stilted, but fine directouches and an interesting
torial
story quite capably acted makes it
Fair program if
a novel diversion.
cut and retitled.
Direction, Gustaf Molander, pleasing; Author, Guy de Maupassant;
Scenario, not credited; Photography,
not credited, good.

he

is

ft.

.

then a sporty millionaire speculator,
and is miles ahead of his material.
Doris Kenyon as support is overshadowed by Jane Winton as a ritzy
vamp. Arthur Stone and Guinn Williams supply the comedy.
Others
Stuart
Holmes, Edmund Breese,
Howard Truesdale.

Story and Production
Romance,
based on stage play of same name by
Rida Johnson Young.
Maryland in

Story and Prodiuction.
.Drama of
Alaska and the gold rush.
From
the story of same name by Jack
London. Starts off with some good
atmospheric material of the gold rush
in Alaska, with Sills driving in with
the mail through a blizzard, losing
a fortune on a poker hand, and then

.

.

.

1804 is the background for this sweet,
sentimental romance between Betsy
Patterson, belle of the South and
Jerome Bonaparte. There is nothing
In various
startling in the yarn.
forms, the same story has been told
and retold in many pictures. But Director Crosland's treatment gives the
love story just the right amount of
delicious swagger and the dramatic
end, the proper degree of pathos and
The spoken dialogue
effectiveness.
via Vitaphone is very well done. No
effort has been made to force it. The
lines are well written and sensibly
rendered.
very
Alan
Crosland,
Director,

good; Author, Rida Johnson Young;
Scenarist,

Anthony Coldeway; Pho-

.

Length: 5925

Columbia

to
other.

ft.

Ernest Hilliard as theatrical
producer creates a fine characterizalead.

Belmore
Lionel
David Mir rates well up.
Story and Production.

also
...

fine.

Story of

ham

theatrical troupe put over with
gales of laughter. Looks as if Frank
Capra has proved he doesn't need a
Harry Langdon to prove he's a comedy director. He takes the story of
of a ham troupe in the sticks and
builds it into a succession of howls

and giggles.

The troupe

is

brought

to Broadway and sent in to play
their stuff straight. They are so rotten that the audience howls with

laughter. The gal who is the daughter of a Shakespearian actor and
gets
seriously,
"art"
her
takes
sore and tries to tell the audience
They think it's part of the
things.
act,

and

laugh

some more.

When

she and the company learn they are
you get the pathos.
flop, then
a
Rocked 'cm with laughter with this
one.
aces;
Capra,
Frank
Direction,
Author, Robert Lord; Scenario, Elmer Harris; Photography, Philip

Tannura. good.

with

tion,

fields

to

Works up some

stuff.

Sills

fist

fights

make anstrong ac-

and

he-man

takes his fortune and his

pals to San Francisco and starts to
do the society role and speculate in
big finance.
Here the story is shot
full of holes with a ragged continuity
that lets the interest down with a

slump.
Direction, Charles Brabin; handicapped; Author, Jack London; Scenario, Louis
Stevens; Photography,
Sol Polito, good.

Phoebus

Cast. .. .Bessie Love shows that
with proper direction she is a trouper as well as a screen beauty. Johnny
Walker in blackface does a creditable

tion.

the gold

off

.

"Beyond the Wall"

"The Matinee Idol"

ft.

NUMBER

Length: 6500

Cast. .. .Dolores Costello very appealing and gorgeous as ever. Conrad Nagel fine.
A'farc McDermott,
excellent as usual.
Andres de Segurola sings effectively and performs
well.
Others John Miljan, Betty
Blythe,
Pasquale -Amato, Michael
Vavitch, Paul Panzer.

CLICKS AS A LAUGH GETWILL MAKE FAIR ATTRACROTH THAT MAY PLEASE TION IF PROPERLY CUT AND TER. BESSIE LOVE DOES
E BELLAMY FANS.
FEA- TITLED. SWEDISH PRODUC- GREAT WORK, ABLY ASRES MADGE'S BABY EYES, TION SHOWS GOOD DIREC- SISTED BY JOHNNY WALKER.
GOOD HUMAN INTEREST.
R UNDIES AND A SAPPY TION.
ft.

First National

Bessie Love in

Length: 6000

in

"Burning Daylight"

Length: 7091

tography, Hal Mohr, excellent.

Collwyn

Sills

FIRST-RATE MONEY PICPRETTY CRUDE STUFF
TURE DESTINED TO ROLL UP HANDED
TO SILLS MAKES IT
A NEAT PROFIT. VITAPHONE TOUGH GOING.
MAKES FAIR
SEQUENCES, OF COURSE, ADD PROGRAM, WITH
STAR'S
TO ITS ENTERTAINMENT NAME THE MAIN DRAW.
VALUE, BUT WITHOUT THEM
Cast.
.Sills in the name part does
IT REMAINS A MOST SATISa combination Alaskan miner and
FYING PICTURE.

"Sealed Lips"

"The Play Girl"
V

Warner Bros.

Milton

Length: 7000

DOUBTFUL POPULAR

/(.

APRE-

PEAL, BEING STORY OF
INCARNATION. DIRECTOR OF
"METROPOLIS" DOES FINE
JOB WITH UNUSUAL CAMERA

WORK.

Cast....Lil Dagover and Rudolph
Klein-Rogge are the principals, and

both give splendid performances.
German players, whose
Others,
names carry no particular appeal, but
work is uniformly good
their
throughout.
Drama
Story and Production

The story relates
of reincarnation.
the story of a girl whose lover meets
death.
She joins him "beyond the
wall," and then you get the story
of separate lives worked out after
It is a weird
the great adventure.
yet beautiful presentation of the hall
of death, and the camera work is
really extraordinary in some shots.
Throughout the picture you get the
atmosphere of unreality, and it has
been handled by the director with
fine restraint and understanding of
Because of the
a difficult subject.
unusual subject, it will have no wide
appeal, since many people arc averse
to such a subject as a consideration
But
of what happens after death.
the fact still remains that it is an
unusual and absorbing film, and
Lang has made it into a beautiful
picture.

Direction, Fritz Lang, very good;
Author, Scenarist and Photographer,

not

credited.

T
THE
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"America's Little Lamb"
Variety Fox

Barbara Kent in
Length:

Universal

5389

Short Subjects

ft.

PLEASANT LITTLE NUMBER.
BURLESQUES THE CHICAGO
UNDERWORLD STUFF AND
SHOULD BE RECOMMENDED
IF FOR NOTHING ELSE. COM-

"Schubert's Songs"

James A. Fitz Patrick
Popular

EDY AND ACTION.

Barbara Kent supplies the
love interest for the youthful Arthur Type of production
tation subject
Lake's heroing, and she makes a
Cast

....

1

reel presen-

pleasant picture. Lake does his usual
monkey shines and the
juvenile

in

George
youngsters will enjoy him.
Siegmann and Eddie Gribbon supply
the comedy adequately.
Story and Production .... Comedy
of Chicago underworld, with dime

satisfaction.
For that is
at a Broadway
house received this first subject of
the Schubert Centennial Series, played up as an orchestral feature. The

novel atmosphere.

One

Here

is

appeal

dence

of
the

how

a short special that
if

audience applause

is
is

big
evi-

audience

As

the latter

ment, for

it

it's

good entertain-

shows the youthful hero

program schedule.
Direction: Nat Ross, good; Author:
Geo. V. Hobart; Scenario: Harry O.
Hoyt; Photography: George Robin-

son, okay.

Yellow House"
Length: 6402

ft.

FAIR PROGRAM. STORY OF

THROBS AND TRUE LOVE
TIED UP TO MUSHY STORY
NOT VERY CONVINCING.
GOOD DIRECTION COUNTS A
LOT.
Cast.
.Orville Caldwell a sturdy
hero type very natural. Martin Sleeper seems too self-conscious as the
.

girl,

and

.

is

built

more

like

an athlete

than a sweet, trusting little stenog.
Edythe Chapmarr" as grandma a real
aristocrat.
Others Lucy Beaumont,
William Orlamond, Edward Peil, Jr.,

Freeman Wood.
Story and Production .... Romance
of home life and true love.
Adapted
from the story by Beatrice Burton,
the kind with which the women's
magazines are filled.
Director Leo
Meehan has handled these sweetly
sentimental things before, and knows

how

to get over the heart throbs

popular

human

direction

the

.

.

reel novelty

!

what an enormous industry it
photography is beautiful, and

with

is.

when

offstage gave a "Vitaphone"
effect that scored strong.
The story
relates that chapter in Schubert's life
when his songs received their first
public performances in the Vienna

They brought him no

wine gardens.

money

have been an awful flop. Martha is
the daughter of poor parents.
A
drunken father makes it tough for
the family and daughter's social aspirations. She is sick of poverty, and
favors her ritzy boss with her honest
and manly sweetheart running second
best.
You know the rest. The boss
doesn't mean right by our Nell. Hero
wins with a knockout. If they liked
"Keeperof the Bees" they'll love this.

men wooed

their woi
(

for a valentine, and she returns il
his dome for the count.
Then
hero starts out in earnest to get
gal who escapes on a tiger. Aftei

The overtakes her and she

is

in his ai

in spots

,

class.

"A Bum Steer"— Krazy Kat
Mintz

—

Type

of production.

An

unusually

works up
has

girl

.

.2 reel

.

novel

a lot of real

three

comedy

subject

that

comedy.

The

sweeties

who

supply

most of the comedy, but she likes
the rough cave man style.
So when
an animal trainer comes to town,
hard. Two of her admirers
try to pull the cave man stuff by kidnapping her, but they make a mess of
In the final excitement the animals
it.
get loose, and the fun is fast and

she

of production

j

1

Carti

Usually very amusing, "A
.Steer" one of the Krazy Kat

Animal Fun
Type

—

Paramount
Komical Kartoon

"A Lady Lion"
Animal Comedy Fox

lives

up to the reputation of the

I
sei
serl

a lot of good-humored r
sense, made entertaining, of ecu
by the clever animation work of
It's

all

1

Harrison and
for

kids

Manny

and grown-ups

"A Dangerous

falls

Gould.

Featurette

Gl
as well.

Trail"

— Universal

Action

Type of production. .2 reel wed
The Northwest Mounted hero^
.

hands full trying to save the
and her brother from the menace
animal antics the laughs are built up the crooked manager of the trad
The crook through his tri
to make this a very pleasing and post.
gambling gets the boy in his poi
entertaining offering.
and lays his plans to take over*
"Never Too Late"— Cameo
big ranch and also the sister. 1
Educational
hero gets into action, and after SQ
"Limousine Love"
Gets Over
fast riding and heavy fighting
g
Hal Roach— M-G-M
his man and saves the gal.
Just
Type of production....! reel comedy
usual plot, but fast, snappy act
Side-Buster
Wallace Lupino is the clerk in the
gets it over.
department store who is always late. Type of production.
.2 reel comedy
The boss promises to fire him if it
"Oh What a Knight"
Here is one of the funniest pichappens again. So next morning Wal- tures
Oswald Universal
that one of our funniest comlace makes all preparations to be
Clever
edians has ever been fortunate to apearly, but his pet dog starts playing
pear in.
Charlie Chase is given a Type of production
1 reel carte
with his shoes, and from this beginside-splitting situation to work with
This is one of the cleverest of;
ning it works up into a hilarious bit and
he makes the most of it. He is Oswald series, and the funny raj
of funny nonsense. Everything the
on the way in his car to get mar- is handled so amusingly by the
i
comedian does to hurry only delays ried.
While he is getting gas, a toonist that it
him.
At last he rushes breathlessly married woman in another car has from grownups will get the la(|
as well as the yotii
into the store entrance only to have
crashed, and hangs up her clothes sters.
Oswald as the knight g
the watchman at the door inform him
to dry, meanwhile parking nude in lops to the castle to visit his h
that it is Sunday. Good surprise kick
Charlie's car.
Charlie returns and love.
There he encounters all so
at the end brings a big laugh.
when he is nearing town discovers of terrible adventures with the a
the naked gal in the back of his bus. gators guarding the castle, and
And if you don't think that is a funny a thrilling fight with the gal's fati
situation, with Charlie on the way to In the windup Oswald and the h
"Off Balance"— Cameo
his
wedding then you're hard to float out of the balcony window,
Educational
ing her skirts for a parachute.
please.
Directed by Fred Guiol.

—or

all

three.

hilarious.
with class

The number
and pep,

is

put over

and with

his

i

the

'

.

.

—

1

Snappy

and

appeal. Without such
farfetched story would

the

with strong arm methods. The
man sends his sweetie a stone h

he thinks he is all set, but she chac
even gorgeous.
The subject is ex- her mind again and knocks him f(
pertly presented, and will do credit goal. It's sprightly cartoon stuff,
to any theater, large or small.
It's should please the Fables fans.

voices

but won him the acclaim of
Therese Grob, who later proves to
be his great inspiration.
Produced
in authentic location in Vienna, enacted by a Viennese cast with Franz
Slavicek a striking double for the
them to justice after all sorts of wild great composer. Should click as a
doings mixed with plenty of laughs. presentation in any theater with
Will please generally on ordinary either orchestra, organ or only piano

Little

.

principally

Original
Type of production..! reel anim;
This one goes back to the stone

of those of-

doing all those things that the grown
up heroes have been doing in Chicago
underworld stories lately. As the kid
brother of two cops, he gets into one
of their uniforms, and starts on a
series of wild adventures with gunHe saves the heroine from a
men.
nasty fate, gets into a tough dive
where the bad men hang out in spite
He brings
of all the police can do.

"The
FBO

.

itself

studies of a sheep ranch in Oregon
The film works up the subject from
the old days when the lamb is seen
grazing down on the farm. Then we
get the vast herds grazing in the
Rocky Mountains, and realize just

Schubert music rendered by the Parferings whcih makes you wonder amount orchestra synchronized perwhether the director was playing it fectly with the act, and at two spots,
straight or putting over a burlesque where singers were on the screen,
twist.

of production

Concerns

]

Pathe

Picturesque

Type

29,

Days"— Fables

"Jungle

—

Man"

"Stop That

Sunday, April

Type of production....! reel comedy
Monty Collins works hard and
scores a comedy hit as the twin
brothers. Monty's wife is uninformed
that he has a twin brother, so when

double shows up and she starts
love to him, there are complications.
Monty hasn't seen the
brother since they were babies, so
he too gets a shock when he sees
himself double. Then there is another
married dame with a big bruiser of a
Direction: Leo Meehan, saves it; husband, and all the characters get
Author: Beatrice Burton; Scenario: mixed in a merry jam.
It's good
Dorothy Yost-Charles Kerr; Photog- comedy, moves fast, and has the popraphy: A! Siegler, good.
ular appeal. Directed by Jules White.
his
to

make

"Clothes and the Game"
Grantland Rice Pathe

—

Smart
Type

"George's School Daze"
Stem Universal
Goofy Antics
Type of production
2 reel come
George starts out as teacher's p
and winds up within a few hours
a rookie cop, having got mixed
in a rookie class by mistake. His
fi:
beat is in the tough neighborhot
and he is kept busy trying to (
the best of the gang who have stol
his sweetie's
purse.
The regu
cops arrive, but George with his t
ual goofy luck manages to come c

—

of production..! reel Sportlight
Hits the fashion note in sport wear,
and carries a universal appeal for all
those of both sexes who belong in the
sport loving class. The proper dress
for all occasions is presented effectively, and covers all the popular seasonal
sports.
It will find a special appeal
with women, and is a timely number on top as the hero.
Just a lot
now that the outdoor activities are nonsense, but sufficiently jazzed
getting under way.
to prove fairly amusing.

1
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The Film Daily

rai"
Tsal

fa^es pleasure in announcing that

RALPH WILK
is

now

in charge

of

its

larger

and

more centrally located Los
Angeles offices at

6425 Hollywood Boulevard
r
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A CLOSE^UP OF RALPH WILK
The

Story

Who He
ly

THE FILM

ative of
of

Henry
Moodie

ames

Tom
Jake,

r,

figure

was horn

in

Minneapolis on

Sprawled out on the floor, he
peruse the old Minneapolis
News, which employed John

THE FiLWI DAILY is pledged to a policy of all the
news, printed without fear or favor. Under the expansion
of its Coast service, it reiterates its adherence to that policy.
To our many friends, we express our thanks for the generous assistance they have rendered in the carrying out of the

now with Metro-GoldwynJack Lloyd, D. W. Griffith's

nal representative and scenarist,
Van Loan, C. Gardner Suiliand others who are now well
[.

n

in

are engaged for the common good.
believe improved business and prosperity may be
achieved by wise decisions, openly arrived at through sane
and open discussion, convinced that complete co-operation
between all branches of the industry is desirable, and
more than that essential to the industry's welfare.
recognizes and encourages organization as
FILM
and of furthering development, in
protection
a means of
ad sympatlietic understanding
complete
ajbout
brinp-ing

work on which we

We

filmdom.

Iph was one of the best patrons
e old Orpheum in Minneapolis.
)on every Sunday he would take
est near the gallery door, wait1 line for the doors to open. He
also very devoted to the Metthe appearitan, where, with
of every new play, he could be
1 opening the door for patrons,

—

THE

DAiLY

branches.
It believes in the policy of the square deal, it appreciates that diherences of viewpoint not only are inevitable
but desirable in arriving at the best possible decision.
FiLM DAiLY is prepared in future, as always, to use its
best enorts to carry out these aims to which it is pledged.

between

jompensation was admission to
one night Olga
theater, but
iersole opened in "Sappho," and
Wilk, who was press agent for
theater, would not allow Ralph

all

THE

ttend.

ome Well-Known Beginnings
subject of this biography was
a regular attendant at the Bijou,
h was the home of "blood and
L.
Theodore
thrillers.
der"
s was the manager of the house,
les ("Chuck") Reisner, now a
tor, was paid 25 cents a head
members of the mob scene of

excellent training from Alec Major,
a newspaper veteran. Inlluenced by

For ten years, now, this publication has been working
for a better and more firmly knit industry. Since its inception. THE FILM DAILY has focused attention upon production forces and their problems, in articles and editorials
commending worthwhile accomplishments and condemning
trade abuses, destructive ideas and practices.

1893, and at a very early
;ook much interest in newspa-

n,

Daily's

To Our Readers

DAILY,

("Heiuie")
and Ralph's
rather promiJ.

9,

r,

Film

"Story of Ralph Wilk,"
appointed West Coast rep-

the

[ph

Is

New West Coast Manager;
and What He Has Done— By One Who Knows Him
of

Bijou regularly every season,
of Wilk's boyhood playmates
Herbert Crooker, now Eastern
well for Charles Burr and Johnny
Kent Smith, known in film
es.

'ne

a member of the
g that played baseball at the corof Ninth Street and Sixth Ave.
and was also successful in
th,
ting baseballs into adjacent winles,

was

also

s.

Ralph's keen interest in baseball
his ability to memorize batting
rages won him the nickname of
formation Bureau." He also deoped much interest in footljall.
5
favorite player in cornerlot and

ependent football wai "Heinie"
nd, who later became sporting
lor of the St. Paul Pioneer Press,
Ralph Hamring this period,
ras, now in charge of scientific
earch at the First National stuis
on the Coast, was making a
me for himself as a crack mara3n runner.
At the age of 13, Ralph left Minapolis to make his home in EveMinnesota.
There, one year
:er,
he received his first newspar assignment.
His brother, Jake,
rrespondent for Duluth and Min:apolis newspapers, assigned him
;h,

nditor Major decided against

it.

Ralph was

While

on the Daily
Branham, now
Virginian,
Charlie
well known in exhibiting circles, and
lom Moodie came to Virginia to
organize a

and

Tom

new

daily paper.

Charlie

were trained newspaper-

men and

expected little trouble in
Virginia in the matter of "scoops."
At an executive meeting of the ponce and fire commission, one of the

commissioners was ousted from office.
It was one of the biggest local
stories of the year. Ralpli had someone "planted" at the meeting and
printed the story first, "scooping"

Those who know
older rivals.
intense rivalry of small town
newspapers will perhaps appreciate
this.
At any rate, the "scoop"
caused Charlie and Tom to take
his

.

the

much
they

interest

in

young Wilk and

were very helpful

to

him,

in

later years.

Ralph later "covered" the various
vaudeville acts that played the Virginia Lyric.
This was in the days

when Frances Ring, now Mrs.
Thomas Meighan, and Nan Halperin

le

Old Kentucky," which opened

Minneapolis newspapers, Ralph once
wrote the following for the Daily
Virginian, "a review of the play will
appear in this colunin tomorrow."
In view of the fact that the play was
presented by a one-night troupe,

m

the
cover a lecture being given
Vail Opera House, which occupica
the second floor of a building while
on the ground floor was a popular
to

saloon.

Tender Age of 14
became a reporter for
Ralph
At 14,
The owner's
Eveleth News.
the
was a
Pfremmer,
Florence
daughter,
frequent visitor to the newspaper ofyoung
fice and often interrupted the

At

the

One
writer's work.
ence's boy friend,

Saturday, FlorRalph Mantel,
played brilliantly on the high school
The following issue
football team.
of the Eveleth News carried an account of the game and Florence's
friend was called "Florry" Mantel.
Needless to say, the owner's wife
asked Ralph's instant dismissal, but
old E. A. Pfremmer, itood gallantly
by hi« reporter and refused to discharge him.

During the iummer, Wilk went to
Moorhead, Minn., where he did some

for a relative, who owned a
One day, Ralph and
bottling works.
disagreed over some
relative
his
That night,
transportation matters.

work

the

first

the Fargo Daily
printed, and Ralph
night at the newspaper

issue

of

News was being
spent
oiTice,

who

the

working with "Heinie" Lund,
had come from Minneapolis.

Ralph, having
the smell of
with
system
filled his
printer's ink. reported back to his
The grip of newspaper
relative.
work was growing.

The next morning,

One

of the

first

interesting news-

paper stories Wilk turned in dealt
with a man, who on a bet dove into

were among the headliners who

hit

the town.

Although
reporting
everything
"from a birth to a murder," Wilk
also found time to be official scorekeeper for the old Northern League.

the Red River, which divides MinneIn a misty
sota and North Dakota.
rain, the individual stripped to his
He
skin, and dove into the river.
negotiated it successfully and then
swam to shore, where a pair of overa policeman greeted him.
alls_ and
The diver had wagered $10 he could
turn the trick without losing his life.
He did not lose his life, but he did
lose $35, as the man with whom he
wagered and the stakeholder disappeared. In court, the diver was fined
$15 for disorderly conduct and in-

Bobby Roth, now with the Hollywood Stars, was a member of the
Virginia team.

Wilk's

First

"Location"

While in Virginia, Ralph saw his
"movie" company in action.
first
Captain E. H. Calvert, now acting
ni Hollywood, brought a unit from
the old Essanay to take snow scenes
Marin
the vicinity of Virginia.
guerite

decent exposure.

Clayton,

Hugh

Thompson

and Jack Meredith headed the cast.
At this point, it might be inter-

The Young Man Grows

Ralph returned to Eve- esting to refer to some of Wilk's
transferred his allegiance varied activities at the Minnesota
fair.
He sold lemonade at
.atate
to the Star. P. Ellery Dowling, the
owner, wa« a member of the state 'two glasses of leiiio' for five cents."
legislature, and promised Ralph the The first day he sold $7 worth, the
However, every Sat- second day, $3.50 worth and on the
heightt, etc.
urday, found Dowling "laid up" with third day he lost his voice.
From the Daily Virginian, Ralph
a "bad" wrist, a missing check book,
In other words, the giiost was went to the Virginia Daily Enteretc.
prise, which was edited by Moodie.
very slow in walking.
In Eveleth, Ralph was also cor- One of Ralph's favorite stories deals
respondent for the Associated Press with a Sam Zeive, who had come
and the Duluth Herald. The death over from Europe to work for
wagon going to and from the iron Ralph's father. One day, Ralph took
Sam was
ore mines passed the Star office al- Sam to meet Moodie.
Ralph's ears finally greatly impressed. Leaving Moodie,
most daily.
were so trained that he recognized Ralph took Sam to meet Harry
the rumble of the wagon with little Mooney, a picturesque figure, wlu'
"By
Virginian.
edited the Daily
difliculty.
In Virginia, Ralph gained some George, I think Mooney is an even
In the

leth

fall,

and

—

I

—

DAILV
greater

man

awesome Sam.
no more daiUes

The

First

Luckily, there were
in

town.

Love Persists

Ralph graduated from the Eveleth
High School in 19n. In 1914, he
left

Virginia to enter the University

However, newspaper
first love, and constant telegrams from Moodie, askmg
him to return to the Enterprise did
Minnesota.

of

work was

his

increase his interest in studies.
His favorite subject was history.

not

Minneapolis, attending
interviewed the branch
manager of the World Film Corp.
and asked for part time employment
This
as an exploitation manager.
was one of the first times that the
employment of an exploitation man
for a local exchange was suggested.
At this time, Vivian Martin, a
World star, was advertised to appear
at a state covention of exhibitors.
Something happened. Vivian could
not get there, so the resourceful ex-

While

school,

in

he

change manager engaged a girl, who
And exresembled her.
closely
hibitors thought they were meeting
the real Vivian.

Although Wilk did not get any
work with the film company, he was
hired by Mike Collins, a fight promoter, to publicize a fight between
Freddie Welsh, then world's light-

weight champion, and "Red" Watmanaged by Jack Kearns,
who needs little introduction. Ralph
got the job through "Heinig" Lund,
who had become sporting editor of
The
the St. Paul Pioneer Press.
fight was held in Hudson, Wis. Just
before the battle, Ralph found Welsh
reading Oscar Wilde's, "Lady Windermere's Fan."
son, then

What Film
THE

Daily Service

studio barometer

FILM DAILY

and

Means

the term often applied to

is

THE

its coverage of production news.

throughout
the nation posted on the day by day happenings at the

A

direct wire service keeps the industry

including pictures in production, new alliances,
previews and personality close-ups of leading lights.
FILM
Service, with a capital S hss characterized
DAILY'S handling of Coast news since its inception. This
is reflected in the constant and diligent campaign carried
on for proper recognition of studio workers.
This service is carried on to the public, through the
publication's hook-up with over 250 newspapers throughout the country, embacing the nations foremost dailies,
many of whom look to this source for their authoritative
and up-to-the-minute news on Coast activities.
FILM DAILY'S Ten Best Poll, has
For years,
been the standard by which the best pictures of each year
Through it there is obtained invaluable
are determined
publicity for motion pictures generally, focussing attention
on outstanding achievements in acting, directorial and
studios,

THE

.

Italy,

had

life was far from pleasant
was often taunted by her fall
in-law.
One day, he made advar

Her

she

She picked up a bottle
crushed his head. He died and
was arrested for murder. Wilk
cured the drama in the story
to her.

was

room.

It

when

Stickle,

a real "sob" story,

"har^-boiled" edi
he started to choke and
difficulty in keeping the tears b;
He ordered the "by-line"
The feminine r{
streamer type.
ers of the Enterprise got a real k
crying over the plight of Mrs.

read

it,

'.

lerico

who

finally

After the

was

acquitted,

War Was Over

During the war, Ralph served
Camp Dodge. Leaving the ser
he was offered a position on the
Des Moines Capital, but refusei
and returned to Virginia, where
rejoined the Enterprise.

In connection with advancing the cause of the director,
FILM DAILY annually conducts a poll of critics to
determine the ten best directors of the year. An indication of the far-reaching effects of this balloting is the fact
that 181 newspapers, trade fan and national publication

of

embracing 100 cities of 39 states participated in last
year's poll, choosing the ten best directors of 1926-27, and
naming 119 others to the honor roll.
critics,

Production news, latest developments in every phase

and leadership in constructive moves
advance the cause of those engaged in production

of studio activities,
to
you'll find

them

first

in

THE FILM DAILY.

l!

described the murder trial in de
laying stress on the appearance]!,
the defendant's baby in the co

technical handling.

THE

come

Minn., a mining tol

live in Gilbert,

THE

In the
York,
1920, he left for
work for his brother, Jake, the
The call of printers
broker.
was too strong, and after a
weeks with his brother, he jd

New

i

Tom

Hamlin,

who was

publis:

Picture
Journal,
Motion
the
regional.
Ralph did everything
In Ji
the paper but set type.
1920, he joined

THE FILM

and has been with

it

DAI

since.

experience with this
His
has been varied.
signments have taken him all c

Wilk's

;

lication

More par
States.
his specialty has been pro<
number of knotty quest
tion.
have been hurled at him over
years, but his apparently bottom
proves
well of information
haustible.
It is difficult to gaugi
exact numbers his friends am
stars, directors, players, technic
and all of the other factors whicl
to make up production.
the

United

larly,

A

Then came the Mike Gibbons- Polish workmen. At one home, his sisted of a society reporter,
who
Eddie McGoorty fight which Wilk
knock on the door was greeted by a when assigned to check the numbers
helped report securing the work
large, gibbering woman who made of a concert that were encored, perthrough Charlie Branham, who had
Wilk did not stop. sisted in spelling it "anchored."
a lunge for him.
joined the Pioneer Press. While atLater he learned the woman was
Mornings, Wilk was 'city' editor,
tending college, Ralph also found
insane.
And so that was one sub- in the afternoon he was 'advertistime to do circulation work for a
scription he failed to get.
ing manager' and nights, he was
St.
Paul neighborhood newspaper.
editor'
again.
The I.W.W.
While
at Minnesota, Ralph report- 'city
The newspaper was owned and
in interscholastic track meet for strike in the mines kept him busy.
ed
edited by a woman.
The paper carPioneer Press. The Daily News One of the incidents he remembers
ried ads
from newspapers, which the
was represented by a writer-cartoon- most vividly was the march of prowere paid for in passes.
The pa- ist,
John LeRoy Johnston, now pub- test made by the strikers, their
per's income was so limited that its
owner sold the passes to friends at licity director of the Columbia stu- wives and children over a distance of
40 miles, with the sun beating down
reduced rates.
She might be des- dio.
Leaving college, Wilk returned to on their backs.
It
gave him a
cribed as St. Paul's first "Joe Lechance
Virginia
Enterprise.
His
old
to
display
his
place as a
the
blang."
friend, Moodie, had left for other writer and, of course, he seized it.
For this paper, Ralph made a fields, and John W. Stickle was his
Ralph, like all newspaper men, is
house to house canvass for subscrip- new chief.
Ralph became 'city edi- rather proud of his first "by-line"
tions.
It was in a district full of tor' and overseer of a staff that constory.
Filomena Tellerico, an im-

—

When You Qo To
You can

from

migrant

than Moodie," said the

Neti^

Wilk,

with

becoming

mode

claims.
However, he
been covering studio personal
and studios for so long and so
tensively that there are few inc
who are not embraced among
Now, he assumes chj
friends.
of the augmented West Coast
wl
reau of

makes no

THE FILM DAILY

and thoroughn
experience
abetted by a competent staff, asi
for the readers of this publica
complete Hollywood coverage.
his

York

use the offices of The Film Daily.

—for your forwarding address.
—to obtain information on anything pertaining to motion pictures.
—to secure your reservations, whether train or boat.
part of Film Daily service.
Circle 4736, 4737, 4738, 4739.

It's all

The address

is

1650

Broadway

at 51st Street.

The telephones are

AbtW
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HOLLYWOOD AS AN ECONOMIC FORC3
Motion Pictures Have Lost Their Provincialism and
Now Are a Factor in the World of Commerce
By W. M. CREAKBAUM,

Lakes, or not further than

Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce

WHILE

The

the general facts and figures about the extent of the industry in Southern California are, of
course, known, there is a significance
attached to them which perhaps may
not be generally realized. It is safe
to say that there is not a single industry in Southern California and
particularly metropolitan Los Angeles, which is not affected in some
way by the presence of the picture
industry.
The industry has been a great
factor contributing to the growth
and development of California. Fully
ninety per cent of all motion pictures
produced are produced in the United
States, and of these, eighty-five percent are produced in the vicinity of
Los Angeles.

New

Trend

Making motion

pictures

in

Picture

Making

is

characterized in

some quar-

an art; in others, as a business. In reality, it is a
combination of both. The last decade, however, has brought
ebout an entirely different conception of the whole scheme
of things. Truly, Holl3rwood may be said to have lost its
provincialism in favor of a world-wide cosmopolitanism
which the West Coast has taken on without realizing, perhaps, that the change was under way.
For today, all over the world Hollywood has come to be
a vital and new force in the economic structure of nations.
Eighty-five per cent of the world's supply of pictures emanates from Hollywood. Exactly in what proportion American export trade at large is affected by the cumulative and
ters as

is fourth largthe country, according to N.
Lord, director of the U. S. Bud-

usually subtle sales message which American pictvires carry
around the world every day in the year, nobody, of course,
can tell in definite terms.

Bureau, it ranks second in importance among the major indusThe productries of Los Angeles.
tion of pictures last year in Los Angeles is conservatively estimated at

however, that world commerce to the extent
of hundreds of millions of dollars annually is influenced by
the sales stimulus which this country's pictures carry.
Foreign nations realize it. Therefore, film quotas in Eng-

$176,000,000, as compared to $244,135,755 worth of petroleum products

land, France,

While the industry
est

in

M.
get

turned out
of

in

this

$375,000,000

stories,

is

costumes

district.

A

It is a fact,

Germany and

Hollywood

Italy.

playing the most important part in this
international picture. More and more is this being recognized. Production standards are becoming more liberal and
more elastic in their scope. They have to in order that
America shall maintain her hold on markets abroad.

total

invested in films,
and other things

go into the making of pictures.
is spending locally $5,000,000 foj permanent improvements.
It stands at the head of 35 basic
that

The industry

is

industries of California.

Influence Radiates Everywhere
Last year it is estimated that 191,433,000 people attended motion picture theaters in Southern California
alone.
The percentage of failures,
among producers, according to Dun
and Bradstreet, it practically nil

where

distribution of the finished
product is assured.
During the past five years the
writer has had occasion to inspect
many of the 5,800 manufacturing establishments in this area.
At least
one plant representing every type of

industry has been visited, and without exception every industry has
been found to be affected to a greater or lesser extent by the picture industry.

—

One plant in particular one turning out incense and incense burners
—the writer felt, surely could not be
affected.
But the owner volunteered
the information that his plant was
called upon frequently to devise incense capsules for miniature railway
ejugines, which would emit puffs of
sjmoke, thus simulating the puffing
of a full-sized locomotive.
One studio in Los Angeles is the
biggest single purchaser of lumber
!

ih

this

not even excluding
furniture industry which turns
tfie
out over $32,600,000 worth of products annually, and the sash and door
industry with its $43,000,000 output.
In fact, Los Angeles is the world's
district,

leading lumber importing port, importing annually nearly two billion
feet of lumber consisting of
soft

woods from the Pacific Northwest
and hardwoods from Central Amerand the Philippines.
Studios
lumber in great quantities for
the enormous sets, to say nothing of
the tremendous amount necessary in
ica

utilize

the building of special furniture, interior
finishes
and models of all
kinds.

Odd Channels Which Film Reach
Take the chemical industry as anexample.
During the World
War, the studios found it impossible
other

get developing chemicals in the
usual quantities.
A brilliant younc
chemist, Arthur R. Maas, threw his
meagre resources into the breach
to

and with a second-hand bathtub and
a few other substitutes for highgrade laboratory equipment, began
the manufacture of chemicals with
the result that today his huge plant
in Los Angeles produces nearlv 90
percent of the chemicals used by the
local

industry.

The cement

presence

in

Los Angeles

of the itu-

dios.

Beybnd

the actual purchase by
materials manufactured
here, which runs into millions yearly,
there is another way in which
motion pictures contribute to the
ceneral prosperity of California. If
they want to use a modern harbor,
ships of all nations and other waterfront atmosphere, they have in Los
studios

of

Angeles
Harbor everything they
need except the Statue of Liberty to
reDroduce a typical New York view.
They can draw on a commercial
fishing

fleet

of

1500 boats for that

—

of setting,

is near at hand.
every time a company mi
onto such a location, it means
dollars in the pockets of the
dents of that section. For the
dios pay for the use of everythii
steamships, ranches, livestock,

And

tain

resorts,

palatial

homes,

cottages and whatnot.
The great army employed b
studios are good buyers. The'
lars they put into circulation
just as valuable, if not more si
the payroll dollars of any other
ufacturing plant.
The stars t
palatial homes, buy vast estates,
chase expensive cars and extei
i

wardrobes.
In fact Hollywood is admittei
be rapidly replacing Paris and I

don as a

style arbiter, which has
effect on the local wearing'

little

parel industry, as clothes made i
near Hollywood are much si
after by the women of every pai
the country.

The

films produced in Holly
considered by the Los An^

are

Chamber

of Commerce as the gi
selling agent that
ican made goods can have.
In
Department of Commerce offii
have made the statement that A:
ican films shown in foreign ci
tries during 1927, resulted in $'
000,000 worth of purchases by t!
countries in the United States wl
est

exports

total
latt

A

single

exceeded

four

bil'

year.

Moving Goods Abroad
come daily to the fore
commerce department of the
Angeles
Chamber of Commi
Letters

from
where

foreign

countries,

asl

they can obtain bathtl
beds, doorknobs, furniture and w'
nots like those in such-and-suc
picture.
People of foreign co
tries,
seeing in pictures Ameri

and

type of locale.

luxuries

manv

ning to demand those same thi
Quite naturally, knowing that
movies are made in Los Ange
they write the Chamber of
merce there requesting informal
on those things.
Orders for s
commodities help make up the $

Old sailing vessels,
which helped make New
Bedford famous in the heyday of
American shipping, now do service
out of Los Angeles in the great lumber trade.
Oil fields abound here,
of

affording settings for stories

around that new breed of
oil field workers.

woven

men — the

The Dollar Orgy
Sahara-like scenery for close-ups
can be had by going no further from

necessities,

are

bej

Q

000,000

worth of goods which

exported monthly from Los Ang(
to all parts of the world.
California is prospering conti
ally because of the diversity of
resources oil, agricultural produ
minerals, seafoods and motion
tures.
The latter, while the you
est of all, has grown into a gi

—

industry is also af- Hollywood than Redondo Beach, 15
by the motion picture business miles
distant.
More
awesome
which uses enormous quantities of stretches of sand wastes lie in Death
cement and similar materials in Valley and above Santa Barbara.
building sets.
In fact, it would be
Alaskan ice and snow lies within which utilizes them
vastly impossible to enumerate all 100 miles, at Big Pines Recreation or other and helps
industries that are affected by the Park,
Big
Bear or Arrowhead over the world.
fected

Tri.

and Lake Tahoe in Central Call
nia.
America's Riviera overlooks
broad expenses of the Pacific
j
north of Santa Monica.
Milei
beeches, rugged headlands in
anything that is desired in the

all

in

to

sell

some y
them

i;,Apfi

THK
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CHARLES

R.

ROGERS

Will Present the Third Series of Productions Starring

KEN MAYNARD
For Release Through
'ved

Tl

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES

ulati

nore
Otiltl
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Supervision-Direction

stars

HARRY
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BROWN

ichl
earii

CHARLES
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REISNER

Director
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''Steamboat
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Jr."
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(Buster Keaton)
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A

from

Little
By

recent
THE
luncheon

decided

Hugo

Dr.

The

hit.

Riesenfeld

press

the

for

genial,

was

a

smiling

Hugo, and his aides, Bruce Fowler,
and Ed Olmsted, made the boys and
girls of the "fourth estate" feel right
+

ville.

of a

pear

a

in

sketch

in

the

Now when Waldemar
acts

feels the

skits

in

lure

at

the

Writers' club.

Before he made his talk to the
*
*
*
maestro
managerial
the
press,
John Stahl,
Show:
Passing
Our
reminisced with some friends. He
told of acting as an accompanist Eph Asher, BUI Beaudine, James
for singer-friends at a tryout at the Flood, Joe Jackson, Ethel Shannon,
New York Palace. The tryout was Montagu Love at "From Hell Came
in the morning, and in the evening, a Lady"; Sam Behrend at "The
Hugo and his friends returned to Racket."
*

the Palace, expecting to take their
place on the bill. They were rather
forcibly informed that they were
not needed the information coming from the stage doorman. A fetv
years later, Hugo played the Palace with his own orchestra.

Ed Olmsted, who
United

licise

out

pub-

theaters

was happy to be
the sunny homeland,

here,

back
for

will

Artists

in

Ed

is

a native of the Coast.
*

*

*

The

twelfth annual "hi-jinks" of
the Motion Picture Theater Owners
of Southern California was a merry
affair.
Mike and Abe Gore, Adolph

Ramish,
Mike
Rosenberg,
Glenn
Harper and Ben Berinstein were

among

known

well

the

showmen

present. Glenn and Ben are also active in national exhibiting circles and
liave missed few conventions, regardless of the necessary trek over
the country.
*
*
*

assistant to Howard
"Hell's Angels."
*

L.
City
his

loss

him,

*

*

Duncan

ex-

Louis
"dirt,"

*

*

Cohen, who knows all the
being the West Coast's real

man, was present, as was E.
McDevitt, also a real estate man.
The various exchanges were well

estate

Our

*

LeRoy Stone
editor,

in point

*

D'Arrast

*

playing

Egg Man," which Richard Wallace
directing.
*

*

*

Waldemar Young
est scenarist,
vice, on the
is

now

with

in

will

is the oldpoint of ser-

M-G-M

entering his

lot.

fifth

He
year

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

the

members

*

in the catt.

tennis enthusiasts on the

Fox

*

lot.

lead

the

of

Howard

Albert

*

role

in

Society
*

which Henry Lehrman

of

M.

sonnel.

Alma Whitaker
Rogers,
deserting

scenarist,
is
Hollywood in favor of New
York.
He will write vaude-

and revue material. Jack
"Con"
Conway,
the
title
ville

spend a vacation
of three months in Gotham.

motion

at

She

is

Times

a

member

staff

Word

*

back from New York
that Freddie Schader, formerly one
of New York's best known "men
about town," is anxious to return to
drifts

balmy sunshine of the Coast.
Freddie was always considered a
"dyed-in-the-wool" New York booster, but after several months on the

and

if

a familiar figpicture gatherings.
of the Los Angeles
her work attracts
is

much

attention.
Before
devoting
space to clubwomen and motion picture
personalities,
Afma covered
golf.

ivriter, will

*

*

if

ure

Emvtett

*

*

Eddie Kaw,
who used to tear up Eastern
gridirons as a backfield star
on the Cornell eleven, is a
member of the Movietone per-

P.

*

*

*

*

as

strides

a

by

writing

It

may

be worth recording

subti

*

*

*

busy

fashioning

Their

stars.

Farrell

now

at

Morton,

originals for
at Fox was

ni

first

MacDonald, while they
work on a story for Char!
Fox's

newest

star.

It

tentatively entitled "The Life Guai
In addition to doing the story
MacDonald, the boys also wrote
continuity.
*

*

By the way, Fred Stanley is
a "double" for Robert Benchley, the humorist.
Gruen is
a former Los Angeles news-

paperman.

John

Adolfi,

the

director,

back at Warner Bros.,
where he is directing Antonio
is

Moreno in "The Taxi Pa^
rade." This is John's fourth
at that stiidio.

James A. "Kitty" Hoive, who hd
worked on several Harold Llo%
pictures, did the comedy treatmei
on "Once There Was a Princess!
which William Beaudine will direi

Inc.,

that a certain columnist bears

the

James Gruen and Fred Stanley

Cummings.
*

makii

is

writer

westerns and melodra

for First National.

*

title

He showed

Go WVong."

ors

while devoting space to Los
Angeles contemporaries, we wish to
toss a bouquet in the direction of
Dick Hunt for his prowess as a
tennis player. Among his opponents are Francis Perrett and Irving

And

*

is directir^

*

wrote the titles for "High Sch«
Hero," which is popular, and
furnished the laughs for "Why Si

the

Incidentally,

"Dora

*

the

*

+

*

*

Irving

*

*

Starr, who has been com
edy constructing at First National
He ij
is now "gagging" at Fox.
working on "Chicken a la Kingj

Delos "Pat" Sutherland

beret

Bill

with

direct,

*

the

*

Cummings and
Conselman are among

Engineers.

the oldest film
of service, on the

in

certain film daily, by beating
the columnist in tennis. Thus
far, Harold has failed to see
his name in print, but he is
determined to vanquish the
columniit.

Thorne."
Incidentally, he i,s still
being complimented for his able
speech at the banquet tendered the

is

son working at the studio and
will be given a rousing welcome when he returns to work.

Jimmy

Buchman has tried to earn
his way into the column of a

Milton Sills made his first stage
appearance in New Palestine, Ohio,

*

'

versatility
for several

*

is felt

The
at the Paramount lot.
star is popular with every per-

studios.

is
being
has appeared
Tiffany-Stahl pic-

Gran proyninent

First National lot. He has been
with the organization for five years
and is now editing "The Butter and
is

*

*

Richard Dix's absence

rapid

of

*

*

owners, which
includes Monta Bell, Bob Schable
and Gilbert Warreyiton, is growing.
Back East, Arthur Cozine was the
first to introduce the beret at the
list

new.

is

*

*

He

in
tures.

represented.

Rogers gag

"Ramona."

of

fo

says he ha
been mistaken for several people, in
eluding Bull Montana, but that th

Harry

*

*

*

made merry.
*

Leyser,

Billy

sh

"Vic"

humorist.

the

here,
studios for

the Mormon City, impressing
the natives with the excellence

Renaldo

busy.
several

*

"Dad" Loker, retired

friend

For weeks, young Harold

kept

restaurant. She informe
that the celebrity wa

Hollywood
her

is

Speaking of Salt Lake City,

tures.

*

changeman, and his son, who
is an exhibitor on the Coast,

Lake

Salt

Lou Marangella has been

Arthur J. Lamb, were very
much present, as were Jack Fier DeMille scenario forces, has been
and Gus Barth. Irving is now man- loaned to Fox to write the scenario
aging the M-G-M exchange in Los of "Dry Martini," which Harry

manager

a

newspaperman,

*

Hugh Bennett is editing "The
Divine Woman." He recently returned from a trip to New York,
ivhich is his former home.
Hugh
edited "The Patent Leather Kid and
several other First National pic-

*

while Lamb is business
for the exhibitors.

on

Langdon's einterprising press
agent, had him in tow and
Kimball was asking for pictures of the comedian.

*

*

T'other day, a feminine tourist sai
a well known movie figure in

up" the
newspaper. When we saw

cut-

Douglas Z. Doty, of the Pathe-

Angeles,

Hughes
*

*

Kimball,

"writing

Boswell. discussing the program for
the opening of the new Warner theater; busy Arthur Landau chatting
with friends at First National.
*

busy on "The

is

«

*

*

Racket" as assistant to Lewis Mile- Will Rogers. It developed that
stone. Freddie Fleck continues as had mistaken Victor McLaglen

More Passing Show: Jack Warner
and Hal Wallis, the Warner studio

Irving Milstein and his predecessor,

Nate Watt,

friend,

*

*

on two occasions.

*

era from "Hell's Angels" to "The
Racket." Both pictures are beinn
made by Caddo Prod. Our old

surgeon would make a darned
good film editor.
*

*

Tony Gaudio has moved his cam-

of his tonsils. He does much
cutting daily and reports his

*

*

a marked resemblance to Julius Josephson, the scenarist,
and has been mistaken for him

June.

in

*

*

Ralph Dietrich, a film
ter, is not moaning the

—
*

*

but will return

two-a-day.

sock and buskin, he puts on

and

April
:

RALPH WILK

He had left the dramatic desk
San Francisco newspaper to ap-

makeup

*

*

^^Lots

29,

>9

By the way, we first saw Walde- Coast found New York rather dismar when he was playing in vaude- appointing. He is now in the East,

of the

home.

at

Sunday, April

*

*

*

Earle Douglas and Frank Yac(|
nelli have severed their connectior
with Sierra Pictures and will be aS
sociated with Earl Douglas Picture^

which

will

produce at Tec-Ar^

Yaconelli will serve as general mar
agar and Ted Berinstein as product
tion

manager.

%M'
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WALDEMAR YOUNG
SCENARIST
Fifth

Exhibitor

Year With M-G-M

Comments on

FBO

Comedies

Are Conclusive

Larry Darmour Productions
For

STANDARD CINEMA CORPORATION
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Scenario and Continuity

"DRESSED TO KUl"
HOWARD ESTABROOK
BY

RALPH HAMMERA!

Week at Roxy Theatre
$105,000—2nd Week at Roxy Theatre
$122,500— 1st

SUPERVISOR

$227,500— Sensational Total
Approaching

the

records

of

HEAVEN"

"7th

fl.

and

Scientific

"WHAT

PRICE GLORY" at this theatre. Similar tremendous business
eversrwhere.
An avalanche of enthusiastic reviews from the
New York dailies and the trade press.

Research Department

(FIRST

NATIONAL)

Credits:

A WILLIAM FOX PICTURE
Iriring Cummings Production, Story by Wm. M. Consclman and Irving
Cummings: Scenario and Continuity by Howard Estabrook ; Supervised by Wm.
M. Conselman; Photographed by Conrad Wells.
Cast: Edmund Lowe, Mary
Astor, Ben Bard, Chas. Morttyn, R. A. Pennell, Robert Perry, Joe Brown,

Tom Dugan

WJi

h

PETER MILNE
Screen Plays

To Be

Released

"THE MATINEE IDOL"
(Columbia)

A

Frank Capra Comedy

(Bessie Love and Johnny Walker)

"THE MICHIGAN KID"
(Universal Super- Jewel)

Irvin Willat Prod.
(Conrad Nagel and Renee Adoree)

Current Releases

"THE COLLEGE WIDOW"
(Dolores Costello)

"THE SILVER SLAVE"
(Irene Rich)

"SPORTING AGE"
(Columbia)
Directed by Erie Kenton
(Starring Belle Bennett)

THE
jn(
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Little

from

become

has

Tully

Jim

''Lots*'
a

id tennis enthtisiast. Every
t, Jim. can be found ponndthe pellet, with Sidney

chman and Francis Ferret
his instructors.

Corrigan

JULIAN JOHNSON

establishing a
Cjci
for furnishing original storHis
id sceyiarios for stars.
's
vo nginals for Bebe Daniels ati-a
Smiling
d much attention^
is a member of the Paralo

L

td

o^

is

Production and Title Editor,

Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation

sceiiario staff.
*

Ne

*

*

Winfield R.
Bot-

observed:

eehan asking Frank
[e if he was nervous

at the
"The
Street
of
smiere
gel"; Raoul A. Walsh and
illiam K. Howard chatting
Fox studio; Gene
the
wne and Paul Perez ex.

mging quips and

reports

client

Y 5W

Angel,"

o

rted

u]

is

on

in

Marin's

first

First
starred

Naand

a capable cast.

b}'

A

background

Continental

ir

at

Dove

Rillie

.

drift

Ned

effort

visorial

ui

at

sallies

National

St

*

:

*

The Titular Bishops

col-

was

led for the story.

r(

Member

.^•'••'"' ***"

»>>**>«>**>>*>>««i
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*

ungsters did an excellent busit'other night in the sale of
en boxes. It was at a preand picture fans bought the
to stand on and gaze at their

'

e

!,
r

The

of the
Collins,
costume director, to
neiv
lisce and tell of how he sold
at the dedication of Grant's
•ite

stars.

sale

Harry

pr'ompted

!

I

!

many

Yes,

>.

years ago.

MALCOLM STUART BOYLAN
Supervising Editor

servations: John Cromwell and
ard G. Robinson, New York'
favorites,

studying types

at

FOX

a

Ellar Hollywood restaurant;
Clifton and F"rank Joyce chatin a Hollywood eating place.
*

chard

Now Titling

*

Wallace

is

all

"McFadden

days.

z

*

smiles
Flats,"

THE RED DANGER
HANGMAN'S HOUSE
THE NEWS PARADE

said to have
e the million class, while "Syyiting
Sue," starring Corinne
ith, was very popular. He also
-ited "A Texas Steer" and "The

h he directed,

.

is

Nut."
*

*

*

Thomson's research work on
life of Kit Carson uncovered

red

Fred
interesting
facts.
y
ned that beaver hats were
ely responsible for the exploraof the Am,erican West. When
popularity of beaver hats deid in 1835, trapping declined
The first
settlement began.
on trains of pioneers found
les, who knew every river and
ntain pass between Canada and
ico. Forem.ost among the guides
Kit Carson.

Member
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of
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t
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FARNHAM

JOE

JOSEPH FRANKLIN POLAND

Editor and Title Writer

\

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Supervising

"THE TRAIL OF

ALL
'98"

UNIVERSAL'S

"THE CROWD"
"THE ACTRESS"

FEATURED COMEDIES

"LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH"
Member

of

Titular Bishops
••.•••••••"••*•••••••"

••••••"••••••••O"

KATHARINE HILLIKER
AND H. H. CALDWELL
EDITING
BEN-HUR
SIEGFRIED

SUCCESS TO

AND TITLING
SEVENTH HEAVEN
FAUST

SUNRISE
LOVES OF CARMEN
MUSIC MASTER
MOTHER MACHREE
FOUR SONS
STREET ANGEL
EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE

RALPH WILK
Is

ALICE JOYCE

the Sincere

WARNER BAXTER

Wish of

CLIVE BROOK

TOM MOOR!

And

FRANK JOYCE
Address 5617 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone Hempstead

5

GL. 3611

361

Los Angeles, Cal.
....»..# ....»^».^..»„».^. .»..»..». .»..».^»»«.»..»..»«».^..» #..«..»»)
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SAM TAYLOR
DIRE.CT OR
United Artists Productions

LOUIS KING

"TEMPEST"

Director

with

John Barrymore

"My

;s

<i

Buzz" Barton's

Six Starring Pictures

Best Girl"
with

Mary

Pickford

"La Paiva"
United Artists Special

«.««^»«..»..»..»*.»..»*.»«^..»«»..»..»..»..»M»,.#|,»,,ai|«.l»..«.^

..•.^.^..•..•..
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JOHN

G.

ADOLFI

Director

Fred Newmeyer
Director

G^^
COMING RELEASES
((

"Knocking 'em Over"

PROWLERS OF THE SEA"

Working

(Starring Richard Dix)

(TIFFANY-STAHL)

"THE DEVIL'S SKIPPER"

"On Your Toes"

(TIFFANY-STAHL)
(.fi

That's

"THE LITTLE SNOB"

Title

My Baby

(Starring Reginald

')')

Denny)

(WARNER BROTHERS)

The Quarterback99

ffi

NOW
((

DIRECTING

(Starring Richard Dix)

THE TAXI PARADE"
(WARNER BROTHERS)
^••••^•••••"•"••••••••—••*•»*•»-•
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Ira

H.

''Joe''
A. S. C.

Mor|

Cinematographer

IRVING CUMMINGS
n

T>ixectm

Red

»

(James Cruze

"DRESSED TO KILL"
(Fox)

"West Point"
(William Haines)

ev9Go

In Production

"Excess Baggage

»

(James Cruze)

ROBERT LORD
Writer
(Uncier Qorxtract to

If I

Warner

GEORGE

'^roxkers)

FOR WARNER BROTHERS
Were Single
Powder My Back
DIRECTED BY ROY DEL RUTH

WATTER

The Lion and the Mouse
The Little Snob
Untitled

Comedy,
Noif

directed

b^i

Roy Del Ruth,

in production

FOR METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Detectives

The Masked

Stranger
1

29, \
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RICHARD DIX

2T

•••••••"••••"•••••••••••.•...^.......^M^,,*.,*,.^.^^^.^^^.,
'•"••••***>*»«»*»»»«<t*»«<t«»«»*»*<>*»«»*>>«<»**H

ARTHUR M. LANDAU, Inc.
Representing

A ctors

"SPORTING GOODS"
"EASY GOME, EASY GO"

"WARMED UP"

Writers

Directors

Blanche Sweet

Denison Clift

Ben Lyon

Forrest Halsey

Greta Nissen

Adelaide Heilbron

Sam Hardy

Norman Houston

George

Gerrit

E.

Stone

J.

Lloyd

Emile Chautard

Charles A. Logue

Philip Strange

Louis Stevens

Joseph C. Boyle

1509

NORTH VINE ST., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy

RAY HARRi:
^
LATEST RICHARD DIX ADAPTATIONS

"WARMING UP"
"SPORTING GOODS"
(Story and Adaptation in collaboration)

NED MARIN
First

National Studios

Burhank,

Paramount-Famous-Lasky

Calif,

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllU^^
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METROPOLITAN STUDIOS

FREDDIE FLECK

In the Heart of Hollywood

4'
i

Best

h

i

Equipped and Most Friendly Operated Rental
Facilities

t

4.

as Indicated

by

CADDO CO., INC. in "HELL'S ANGELS"
THOMAS MEIGHAN in "THE RACKET"
HAROLD LLOYD in "SPEEDY"

Assistant
Director

Burton King Productions in "A Little Bit of Heaven"
Chesterfield Motion Picture Corporation
Charles Brothers Pictures
Cliff

Company

Broughton Productions

Imperial Pictures, Inc.

Trem Carr

Productions

?fi

Hell's Angels"

[

Caddo-United Artists Air Spectacle]

t
*

For Space

And Terms
SEE

pjJJL L.

RYAN

1040 Las Palmas Ave., Telephone GRanite 31 11

i
\

PIERRE COLLINGS
SCREEN PLAYS
Current Release

"THE RED DANCER OF MOSCOW"

JACK OKEY
^

RAOUL WALSH'S
New

Special Production
Starring

SUPERVISING ART DIRECTOR
FIRST NATIONAL

Dolores Del Rio and Charles Farrell

M.anagement:

Edward Small Company

•.«..«.^..#.t«.^»«»«<.**>*M«****>*<>«<>«»«* •«••«• ••••»•••••
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JAMES

A.

STARR
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RICHARD THORPE

WARNER PRODUCTIONS

Director

During 1927-28

COMEDY CONSTRUCTION
on

"Harold Teen"
(Directed by

(FIRST

Mervyn LeRoy)

NATIONAL)

"THE FLYING BUCKAROO"

"BALLYHOO BUSTER"
"THE DESERT OF THE LOST"
"THE VALLEY OF HAUNTED
MEN"
(Pathe)

CONSTRUCTION AND TITLES
on

"Chicken a
(Directed by

la

King"

Henry Lehrman))

(FOR FOX)

Titks by
JACK JARMUTH

Ernest

Howard Culbertson
Writer

Now with

"THE JAZZ SINGER"
"GLORIOUS BETSY"
"THE COLLEGE WIDOW"
"SLIGHTLY USED"
"DEARIE"
(Warner

PARAMOUNT-LASKY

Stage Plays

"GOAT ALLEY"
"ENEMIES WITHIN"

Bros.)

"TELL ME YOUR TROUBLES"

"THE FOREIGN LEGION"

{with

Kenyan Nicholson)

(Universal)

>«.^..»*.»*^..#.^..#.i«.i»..#..4
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William Francis Dugan
Writing Specials for

FBO

EARLE SNELL
Current Releases

•<m)>

"ON YOUR TOES"

On the Stage:—

With Reginald Denny

The Tantrum
The Virgin Man

{Original Story and Continuity)

and

Thrills

"THAT'S

Keith Vaudeville

MY DADDY

{Continuity from Reginald Denny's Original Story)

Greenwich Village Follies

Now

Writing Exclusively For

UNIVERSAL
In Preparation for

Broadway This Season

The

Island

u

DELOS "PAT" SUTHERLAND
TITLES
"^

BOBBY NORTH

"HIGH SCHOOL HERO"
FIRST NATIONAL STUDIOS
Burbank,

"SILK LEGS"

Calif.

"WHY SAILORS GO WRONG"
"DAREDEVIL'S

REWARD

"PAINTED POST"
(FOX)
((

BLACK BUTTERFLIES"
(ABE CARLOS PROD.)

4. .» »ll»ll» M ».^.«,.« „ ,,^,„,, »,.,,, .
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CANDESCENTS GENERAL BY
\f lAL USE ON COAST

One Way

incandescent
with
with use of
conjunction
g,
omatic stock, has been so suethat it is anticipated Hollywill use this system of lighting

leriments
in

by 1930.
ers generally react more favto it since eye strain is rowhile the system induces betstrionic effort in that sets are
lly

r

in their

normal colors and

degree of naturalness

is

out.
"Mazda
lighter in weight, simpler to line up, and requires far less
operator attention than does arc

Use Incandes cents

Based on a general working knowledge of lighting and on an
intensive study of studios for three years, the Westinghouse Lamp
Co., which makes Mazda lamps for incandescent lighting has prepared what it terms the cheapest and most satisfactory method to
follow.
As compiled by E. W. Beggs, of the Commercial Engineering Department, it follows:
1.
Use the standard stock types of lamps wherever possible.
2.
Use the highly special and expense types of lamps only where necessary.
Apply overvoltage to only the cheaper types of lamps which are designed
3.
Voltages up to 15 per cent above that marked on the
for long life at normal volts.
lamp are permissable but use of ten volts over is suggested.
light
use 1000, 1500 or 2500 watt PS 52 bulb lamps.
4.
For general diffused

BECOME WIDESPREAD

:d

to

to

Peter

Mole

of

At present, Mole states,
a tendency to keep the light-

:hting.
is

ing units burning much longer than
This
is required for actual shooting.
is due to the fact that careful scrutiny on the part of electricians is not
However, when the wasnecessary.

is

utilized."

superior of any

now

in

use.

The
known

tage is removed, the precentage of
saving will become greater than the
figure above mentioned.
"Another very important factor in

excellent results secured were
a year ago, but further experimentation and use were hampered
by lack of proper equipment. However, strides made have been rapid
since that time and. as a consequence, the use of mardas is spreading rapidly throughout major Holly-

motion picture making

wood

the

Richardson Corp., incandescent
Iment shows a saving of from
40 per cent over the arcs now
to supply an equivalent amount

is

Recently the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences which has been
conducting extensive experiments in
incandescents in conjunction with the
M. P. Producers' Ass'n and the
American Society of Cinematographers reported this method was the

itly reached.

:ording

Mole point*

equipment

ing

Use these lamps also for misin overhead or floor fixtures.
cellaneous applications where possible.
For "backlighting" or the creation of minor highlights use 1000. 1500 or 2000
In limited cases the 5000 watt round bulb projection
watt round bulb spotlights.
lamp is suggested.
For sunlight effects or where "long shots" demand them, use the 5000 or
10,000 watt round bulb projection lamps.

con-

cal labor,"

equipment. Numerous checking and
comparisons demonstrate that the
electrical
labor costs are approximately 50 per cent where this light-

These may be used

a

1930

is

the electri-

studios.

f " «-l»..».*#«
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SAMUEL FREEDMAN

BEN

Now

With

Tiffany-Stahl

Producer

"THE LAST MOMENT"

GRAUMAN

-*j»>-

Onginals
Adaptations

KOHN

Titles

"AUCTION BRIDGE^
In a Series of

Twelve Auction Bridge Pictures

Color, Featuring Milton C.

Work

..»Ma«*»*.»*.»«.#*«»*.#w»*^.>»..»w»..». .»....»..*..»

Success to Ralph

SAM MINTZ

in

His

New

Office

S

^'WARMING

UP**

for

MARK SANDRIGH
Director

FDX COMEDIES

Richard Dix

in

#..» ».»»..»

.
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EQUITY TO SEEK STUDIO REFOR
it

has been a case of "in again, out

again,"

LAONCHING A NEW DRIVE

for

FOR 1,000 MORE ACTORS
With announcement
fihn

branch of

that

a

mem-

beng launched by the
Actors' Equity, which

goal the bringing of 1,000
members into the organization's

has for

new

is

its

expected that a number of
be launched by Equity
to secure reforms at the studios.
Foremost of these is expected to
be an Equity contract for players,
the
of
establishment
calling
for
Equity Shop, the eight hour day
and other working conditions includfold, it is

moves

will

ing arbitration of all grievances. The
drive is seen by some as one
more chance for film players to obtain the advantage of Equity protection in dealing with producers, despite the set-backs met by Equity
during the last year, during which

new

prestige

at

the

studios.

Since

bership drive

Equity

December

of

last

year.

Equity has been comparatively dor-

mant

at the studios, so far as activ-

week or more. Producers at the
time were reported to have decried
the competitive bidding which had
a

UNIFORM CONTRACT

sent star salaries soaring, and decided upon salary cuts, as part of a
general move to cut costs in produc-

ity as an organization is concerned,
with its members acting as individuals rather than a component part of
At that time. Equity conEquity.
cluded that players were not sufficiently "sold" on the actors' union,
to warrant further efforts of Equity
to act for them in negotiating new
working arrangements with producers. This followed a series of negotiations, organization meetings and
what Equity considered an "about

tion, distribution

face" on the part of players.
There was little activity among
members of the film branch of Equity
until the salary slashing program at
At
the studios instituted last June.
the time, producers, after a series of
meetings to reduce production overhead, called for a ten per cent reduction of all workers receiving $50

Mille,

EQUITY SHOP ONE

ijMt

and exhibition.

Paramount took the

lead

an-

in

nouncing the salary reduction program, asking all receiving $50 a week
accept a ten per
higher priced workers
to a proportionately
tion^^
pointing out
to

cent cut, with
asked to agree
greater reducthat

heads had agreed to
high as 25 per cent.
ducers following suit
the Christie Film Co.,

FBO,

Wn

First

company

reductions as
Fifteen pro-

among them
Cecil B. De

National,

Fox,

Goldwyn, M-G-M, Metropolitan Studios, Harold Lloyd Fihn
Corp., Hal Roach, Mack Sennett,
Samuel

United Artists, Universal, Warners
and Jack White Prod.
The above caused a sensation at
the studios, with all but union craftsmen, who were unaffected by the

slash, and contract workers,
ally stunned by its suddenness,

the

time,

various

other

eco

methods were being suggested,
eluding placing of stars on
week rather than 52 week basii
nually and profit-sharing arr
ments for higher-priced playJerl

The

previous September, an e;
had been made to unionize the
dios with the move held in abeyan

pending outcome of arbitration
tween producers and the unions^
as the latters' members were not

""I'"'
otier n

\

ject to the reductions, players
other workers began to consi
plans of unionizing to ward ofT

salary

cuts.

Studio workers were requested'
sign a new agreement, accepting
»•*••»•••••••»••••••••••« •••4

SCHUYLER
RUSSELL

MATHEWS

Assistant Director

E.

GREY

Writer
(C. B.

DeMILLE)

FOUR YEARS WITH PARAMOUNT
Technical Advisor

PARADE"
"THE COP"

''DRESS
t
t
4.

•>»..*.•-*" •'••.•-.""*....•'*•*•«•..•"•"•*-•*'••'.••<

JACK MINT
Comedy

Construction

HARRY
(C. B.

H.

De Mille

POPPE
Studios)

"Roulette"
(Alfred Santell Prod.)

"Harold Teen''
(Mervyn LeRoy)

"Finders Keepers''

Production Manager

"SKYSCRAPER"
"THE COP"

"MAN-MADE WOMEN"

(Wesley Ruggles)

\

—

—
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How Equity Feels About the

AnEMPT EXPECTED

(Refrinted frnm

"Eqjity,"

Official

Orcjan

warned

move

against

by

pending a review of the

sit-

The organization then was
watchful
Ig, as it had not been asked to
the players, although indi)r
a willingness to do so and
|ng that 45 per cent of the play-

an

ling

II

t
''"<::.

r

t

t

s

ire

attitude

embraced

in

of

membership

of

|lm branch.

Academy

M.

Arts and
:es had asked producers to reler the salary reductions, pend|n investigation to determine jf
other means could not be found
of

P.

At the time
was announced

Great Pay Cut which
last
June the producers of
motion pictures said that it would be shared
by all the people participating in the making
of motion pictures.
That would go not only
of

the

for the actor, but for the director, scenario
writer, technical expert
and executive. Yes,
eve.i the high salaried officer of the companies would contribute his mere twentyfive to two hundred thousand dollar reduction to change the color of the ink in which
the balances were written.
It was, as you
probably remember, to begin with $50 a week
and was to range between ten and thirty

—

per

cent

on

all

salaries.

There was an immediate and emphatic protest and the actors, headed by Equity fought
back and, apparently, beat the cut.
It was
postponed and then formally abandoned
defintely, it was supposed as far as the actors
were concerned.

the

of

Chorus Equity

"SELL" EQUITY SEEN
',

27

Equity Ass'n

Actors'

Cut

Ass'n)

But when the battle subsided and the
armies went home when Equity was supposedly out of the picture, the pay cut crept
back.
Most of the motion picture actors
know that at least one pay cut has been
instituted,
and for many there have been

—

two

cuts.

What

managers would have saved on
most motion picture salaries was nothing to
the profits from any cut that the higher executives
of
their
companies might take
for that was real money.
But recently testifying before the Brookhart Committee in Washington, Sidney Kent,
sales manager for Paramount, testified that
the cut from one hundred thousand dollars
to seventy-five, which he had accepted earlier
in the year had been restored to its original
the

century mark with the beginning of the current

year.

But the

actors'

cut

stuck.

Meanwhile, there was great ac- ducers could not meet its demands.
costs, through closer cobetween all branches of tivity on the part of Equity's film
Meanwhile,
the
Academy was
iction. Twelve producers agreed branch. At a mass-meeting 700 players working to forestall the cut, holding
postponement, with Para- joined in a body and countered meetings of the individual branches
\ie
forming an emergency cabi- against the wage reduction, with de- to map a plan of action. This reit
Iduce
ition

online ways to reduce over- mand for an Equity Shop, eight sulted in players' voting to cast their
Soon after, M-G-M and War- hour day, arbitrations of all griev- lot with the Academy. Equity then
announced the reduction had ances and other working conditions. adopted a hands off policy, stating
abandoned, so far as they were The meetings were continued, with the players were not living up to

|o

Equity offering to arbitrate

irned.

if

pro-

ARBITRATION OF ALL

and the

Equity principles.

Soon after, announcement was
made by producers that the cut had
been abandoned and all branches,
through the Academy, signed an
agreement pledging cooperation. Interest in the film branch of Equity
began waning soon after.
In August, new moves to cut
costs were seen in the booming of
new faces and the tendency to cut
salaries as contracts expired with renewals offered at lower scales. During this time, the Academy was active in its move to improve studio
conditions and with re-election of its
officers in October began drafting a
uniform contract for freelance players.
This culminated in a new contract which was adopted by all pro-

ducers Jan. 1.
Since, the Academy
has interested itself in proposed uniform contracts for all studio workers.
In November, with reports of alleged agreement to curb bidding for
salaries, Equity again became active,
{Contitnied

on Page 29)

lOTHO LOVERING
Fil-nt

Editor

"SPORTING GOODS"
"EASY GOME, EASY GO"
"WARMING UP"

"KNOCKOUT REILLY"

GROVER JONES
{PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY)

(Starring Richard Dix)

In Production

"THE GLORY GIRL"
(Directed by Luther Reed)

LESLEY

MASON

TITLES

"McFADDEN'S FLATS"
(FIRST NATIONAL)

"NOBODY'S WIDOW"
"THE GIRL IN THE PULLMAN"
(PATHE-DeMILLE)

"CLOTHES MAKE THE WOMAN"
"STORMY WATERS"
(TIFFANY-STAHL)
Management
Lichtig

&

of

Englander

'
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"TALKIES" IN

Sunday, April

ERECTING

Using Incandescents for

IS

TWO STAGES

Talking pictures are slated for furdevelopment this summer and
One of the ambitious developfall.
ments along these lines is now under
way at Fox. Two Movietone stages,
each 325 by 200 ft., are slated for
completion by July 1. These will be
located at Fox Hills. In addition, an
electrical control plant, housed in a
building 100 by 100 ft., will be conther

will contain all of the
apparatus necessary for
Cables will
Movietone production.
reach from this building to the camon the sound-proof stages.
eras
When this construction program is
finished, major operations for Mot-

structed.

It

recording

**

Talkies''

ietone

be concentrated in Hol-

will

in

—

Hollywood

that only a synchron-

ized score will be prepared for this

First National, latest entrant into
the talking picture field, has a process
identical with Vitaphone but to be
known as Firnatone. "Lilac Time"
will be the first, but it is anticipated

Colleen Moore production. The company, however, had in mind a number of pictures which, by nature of
their stories, lend themselves espe-

vice which combines sound
film along with the action.

FBO

of the Condemnad
(Paramouat)

"

"Hell's Angels"
Caddo Production for
United Artists)
Howell, Mitchell, Akeley and Eyemo Cameras
(Current

AND PEP"

North Knoll Drive, Hollycrest, Los Angeles,
Telephone

;

Gladstone 7238

Title)

Sinclair

Drago

with a vxotion-pieture complex

UNDER CONTRACT TO FOX

FOREIGN OFFERS CONSIDERED

—3306

fiction

liDCtli

THE LOVE TOY
THE WOMAN THOU ART
PLAYTHINGS OF DESIRE
WILD FRUIT
BORROWED REPUTATIONS

PHOTOGRAPHED
AKELEY CAMERA

Residence

taw

Photophone through FBO.

(Madge Bellamy)

1»1»)

"Wing."

ti

"THE PLAY GIRL"

Cinematographer

" Legion

Kl':

Originali

Writing

&

(i

(Lionel Barrymore)

STEENE

Complete up-to-date Bell

«

"NONE BUT THE BRAVE"

Harry

Air"

CiiC

Screen Plays

BURTON

in the
(Paramount)

f-

o

figures somewhere in
picture, since G. E. and R. C. A.
a generous slice of the company
have announced intention to m;

(Working

'Now We're

—

tb(

Harry Langdon)

(Paramount)

the t
of i

(William Fox Writing Staff)

A CROWD"

SEQUENCES FOR

all

JOHN STONE

"PREP

AIR

in

season's specials will be Vitaphoi
Al Jolson's next will be "The Si
ing Fool." This will be Vitaphoi
"Noah's Ark" is another.
Fa
Brice is slated to make one an
whatever other specials this d
pany turns out it is reported t
will be about eight
songs, dialo|
and special effects in sound wil
inserted.
Each of the 18 "WsJ
Winners" will be synchronized.

lywood.

"THE CHASER"
"THE VOLUNTEER"

(Sine*

introduction

is
continuing
periments with Photophone, the C
eral Electric-Radio Corporation

"LONG PANTS"

E.

the

to

Roy Pomeroy

Film Editor

{Starting

well

sound in dialogue.
At Warners, pioneers
ing picture movement,

The use of incandescent lighting in Hollywood studios is expected to be hastened as producers enter the talking picture field in greater numbers. The recording system by which sound is registered for reproduction on discs
either phonographically as in the Vitaphone and Firnatone processes, or photographically as in Movietone and
Photophone is so fine and so delicate that arc lamps cannot be used because their sputtering interferes.
Incandescents, however, have been found entirely satisfactory
and are, therefore in use.

ALFRED DEGAETANO
"THREE'S

29,

MANY STUDIOS SOO
cially

WARNERS BUSY; FOX

"

Calif.

—^

—

—

c&Hkm^mL

ly.Apai?
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"AMPA8" AND EASTERN I

lOS ARE REOPENING;

29

Equity to Seek
Reforms on Coast

li

»•:

ail

[

I'ltit

"If.

IJii'

rcpori((|

inliniiiii

In some
pare for 1928-1929.
notably Fox and Universal,
progress has already
erable

til

|ces,
fporatid

ade.

ng Thalbcrg
liere

rom Europe

i

U.;

at

111

is

in

scheduled to re-

May

after

once swing into

where the program

onipai
n

serving notice anti-trust suits would
be instituted if any curb on competition

Since announcement was

for

made of tempted.
manager of the

appointment as
West Coast

his

augmented

THE FILM
,ias

received a

DAILY,
number

players'

Producing
Bureau of
on the Coast
Ralph Wilk

of congratufriends en-

economy

services

was

at-

heads were assembling

at the time, and new
moves were being disThese included reported

demand

legality of residence of alien players,

and voted to negotiate a uniform
contract through the Academy, stating that producers had refused to
deal with Equity. This caused Equity
to rescind the official status of the
executive
committee of the film
branch, but its Coast office was re-

—

"85,

Mf,

COMMEND WILK

discussion,
against the 48
tabled a resolution to
the government scrutinize

week,

cussed.
latory messages from
gaged in the industry in New York. plan to cut schedules, close studios
tained.
Bruce Gallup, president of the A. and limit negative costs.
as well as in the plants of thf
M. P. A. -Associated
M.P.
Advertislights, there will be considerl..**^ ..•..0»«»«»**M
Now that sales con- ers which is associated with the
ctivity.
"Wampas" in Hollywood wrote as
s are under way in the East
e selling season is about to be follows:
ed, the producing centers will
"I am glad to learn of your prolenty of work on their hands motion, because it is so clearly a

Dllt

;!'

is

and the Christie plant get ir.
his week.
he studios of the major com-

•illT.

>t

push

about to start.
Sennett begins production in
After
plant in a few days.
nual layoff, Hal Roach, Educabig

;i

FRIENDS

ivy LINE-UPS FOR^jllL

heated

hour

(Coniinyed from Page 27)
ntrodiiJ

A meeting of the film branch of
Equity held at the time, voted, after

tO!

re a

0.

field

which

line

Sheehan

is

calls for

going East

Fox convention
By that
late May.

in

to

New

time, be12 and 15 pictures of the Fox
am of 52 will be ready,
tor M. Shapiro, director of puband advertising for United
is expected the end of the
s,
in

EDDIE ADAMS
(Now

with Caddo)

at

week.

the

case of merit.
The results of loyalty are unfailing.
You have worked hard but the reward is yours. I
am rooting for you. So is the rest
of the crowd."

Incandescents Submitted
To Severe Test at M-G-M

A

set covering 2,500 square feet
for "Our Dancing Daughters" is the
largest so far illuminated with incandescent lighting, according to M-

G-M.

claimed that, while incandescents have been used for general studio work with great satisfacconfer with Joseph M. faction, lighting a set of such proporto
ck on the line-up. It is antici- tions presented problems hitherto unthe U. A. schedue will run met in th; use of mazda lamps.
On the set were 45 "broads"
15 to 18 pictures,
It

Editing

"THE RACKET"

is

(Lewis Milestone Prod.)

i*^<*«.»«.^.t«*>«.*«««.*«**«»«**«»«»

—

eph P. Kennedy and E. B. Derr flood lights 48 regulation-size spotarcs
O have gone back to New York lights, six sun arcs, two giant 2000..ing long conferences with De and 20 strip clusters containinar
concerning Pathe and with Wil- watt incandescent globes.
incandescents
of
battery
The
Le Baron concerning FBO. The
and, delight
with
that
stage
the
is
flooded
Hollywood
in
opinion
ral
Mille will continue with Pathe spite the enormity of the lights, no
glare resulted and the players did not
the end of 1928, a t least.
suffer any of the usual eye-strain.
rting Third Collegians Series
According to Joseph Cohen, proof
manager, the task of lightseries
third
duction
the
of
oduction
legians" is to be started May 1, ing the big set with incandescent
less
n work begins on "The Junior equipment occupied considerably
under supervision of Carl time than would have been necejsiNat Ross will con- tated by the old Klieg lights and the
mmle, Jr.
of positions in between scene*
e as director and George Lewis shifting
was reduced to a minimum.
Dorothy Gulliver as leads.
;

Announc»

REGINALD BARKER'S

».^..»..*»«««»**>***«<,.»«.«*«.«•»**•"' •••••—•••"•

W.*»..*M»*.»i.»..»..»..<

Tiffany -Stahl Productions

Special Production

JOHN W. BUTLER

"THE TOILERS"

Production Department

Paramount Famous

Now
From

the

Players- Lasky

York

West Coast

Butler Boosters

LOU SARECKY,

Committee
Treasurer
..»

»»

»»

«-«

'
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PAiLy
RAPID STRIDES ARE BEING

MARKETS"

By JAMES

HLMS

17 BRITISH

IN

sur-

In addition, stories
are ready on 85 sub-

rounding towns.
scenarios
jects, already

The proposed
titled.
production
enough
group will supply
months.
material for the next several
trade
been
have
features
Thirty-five
and
shown, but not generally released,
showing.
trade
awaiting
18 are

for

in

Summer

tion.

Italian

development

optical industry in Italy has been established
by royal decree at the ministry of

the

of

the

The committee was

economy.

in-

structed to devote itself to studying
conditions of optics in Italy, in order
to provide all possible measures for
favoring development, both with regard to special processes and also
for the coordination of various tech-

Rooke Signed by Filmcraft

Rooke, producerwith Bntisli
signed
has
director,
Temple
Filmcraft Prod, to direct
with
Thurston's "The Blue Peter,

London—Arthur

nical
in

and

economical

developments

the optical and allied

No

Matheson Lang and GabreiUe MorProduction starts
ton in the leads.
the second week of May.

specific

camera equipment,
stood this

fields.

mention was made of

field

but,

it

is

under-

will be given special

attention.

Novello in Hungarian Film
Novello is en route
from Hungary to star in "Fortune
Hunters."

London— Ivor

Lillian Rich in "Lunnon"
Rich,
following
Lillian
completion of a two years' contract

London

Gainsborough Moves
Headquarters of

—

Gainsborough Prod., active in British production, have been moved from Cran-

London
will

June.

St.

Make "Flotsam"

— Production

on "Flotsam

'

begin at Whitehall studio in
Adcliqui Millar will direct.

Novarro

London

to

Visit

— Ramon

between

Itctei]

lose
I

IGil

Maxwell, British II
and Jean Sapene, dir^
general of Pathe and Cine Rot
All of these companies are acti'^
J.

jSte

national,

Wardour

Alvii

Wat

distrit

on

Germany, France
Novarro's itinerEngland, France

—

with De Mille in Hollywood, has
arrived in England, her home, for a
vacation.

British Unit Dickering
for Hall Caine Story
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
Editor

"The Daily Film Renter"

—

London
A well-known British
producing unit has opened negotiations for the purchase of screen
rights to one of the most popular
stage works of Hall Caine.
The

Produced
Washington Bureau of

to be
in England
THE FILM DAILY

Washington— Plans
Day Home (British)

International!

for

the

newsreel

are

progressing, according to clipping service of the Dept. of Commerce. This
pioneer states he has just passed the
drawings of the new machine which
is
to bring pictorial news into any
home at the modest cost of 12 cents
for 100 feet.
The machine will be
driven by clock-work^ and will cost
from $5 to $7.50. As previously announced, a leading London newspaper
has purchased the invention, and
newsreels are to be issued weekly.
At first they will be in monochrome
but it is hoped later on to print them
in color.
The contents will be of a
topical nature.
These newsreels will
be packed in cardboard cartons, and
sent through the mail.

—

George

Bancroft wrote the
scenarized by Lydia Hayward.

Establishment of "L'Omnium Francais due Film," with a capital of 3,000,000 francs, under management of
M. Paul de la Borie, is announced.

Ingram Ready
Ingram is proceeding

— Rex

with plans to produce a quota film for
Allied

Artists,

(United Artists).

—

kitii

It:

soi

s|

Film
— "Shinged New
Crowns,"

s

iBa

Isepa Finishes

London

i-

cently completed by Isepa Prod., win
Brita Applegren and Enrique RiveiK
has been purchased by Gaumont i|

Great Britain.

'

Foreign Producers at "Expo"
Spain Producers of
countries have contracted for spal
at the forthcoming international filfe
exposition, scheduled for next sprinl

—

Seville,

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
723 7th Avenue

London

P

Haynes on "The Ware Case
London Assisted by Steart R^
Manning Haynes is directing
Will Ware Case" for First National-P|

Spanish-American Firm
ary will include
same company, it is understood, inBarcelona, Spain Hispano Amerand Germany. The M-G-M player tends to produce a series modeled icano Manzanera,
a Spanish-American
is due here soon, from Paris, where
along stories in which Adolphe Men- production and distributing company
he will join his family on a vacation jou appears, grooming an English has been formed, with offices
here
jaunt.
player "a la Menjou.'
and at Buenos Aires.
'

British

Spain and Portugal.

Home Newsreel

Government to

Develop Optical Industry
Rome — A technical committee for

in-

Millar to

product of B^
International will be distribute
France and Belgium by Pathe
sortium, and Cjne Romans, in r^
for which, Wardour Films will ha
films of the latter two in Great)
tain, by the terms of a deal cl

closed

government commission s survey
home .industry.
to workings of the
duty
One recommendation has raised toot.
a
cents
four
to
on film imports

Wardour

[Sch

— Future

Only two European countries

of the
awaiting with interest details

58

London

production, but

Producers Awaiting Report
are
Sydnev— Australian producers

St. to

Wi

In Cooperative

a vacation

Italy.

bourn

IStee

British International

important that those engaged in production keep
of
these activities. The purposes of this page is to
abreast
aid in that direction by presenting concisely the trend of
picture-making, present and future, across the seas.

London
through Europe, is due in
leg of a
last
the
on
week,
early this
and
which embraced France
trip

London

exhil

possible passage in a few nionl|oi
Several Czech producers, it is s:
are favoring the quota law, wj
would stimulate domestic pn

It is

London

— Czechoslovakian

i

to Europe.

London— Arthur Edmund Carew,
trip

American director on

Prague

tors have filed governmental prott
against a kontingent system and
posals, now being worked out, ,gt

_
In several
Production is making progress abroad.
countries, local activity has been stimulated by the pasStudios in foreign lands are busy.
sage of quota laws.
Agents are turning to Hollywood for talent. The day is
gone when the making of pictures begins and ends on the
West Coast, for the scheme of things now reaches across

premieres,
in order to have winter
short of
cities
key
will again leave
worthwhile product during the sumconmer. Double-features have also
tributed to the shortage.

Carew Due

nCHT PROPOSED QUil

securing for themselves their particular places in the in-

Berlin— Eagerness of producers to
complete product ahead of schedule

t

CZECH EXHIBITORS TO

ternational film sun.

Shortage of Product in

Germany

=1.

CUNNINGHAM

motion pictures is no longer a business
Foreign markets
art confined exclusively to America.
now develop about 40 per cent of the world's gross. Nations abroad, notably, England, France, Germany, Italy
and Australia, have recognized the broad influence of motion pictures and, now that an economic breathing spell
has set in after the war, are turning their efTorts toward

unusual activity
at work on 17
are
producers
British

or

PARIS

PRODUCING

London— MarkiiiR

London and

P.

GLOBE: MELBOURNE,
LONDON. BERLIN,

Internationalism Has Arrived

WORK; 85^8CI1EDUIED
features in studios in

NEWS FLASHES FROM FILM
CENTERS ALL OVER THE

Foreign Markets

FOREIGN
MADE IN THE POSTED
KEEP
THROUGH "FOREIGN

FIELD.

29,J

D.

J.

Inc.

New York

MOUNTAN,

Clty^

Pna.

Exclusive foreign represenatives for Rayart Pictures

Corporation and other leading independent producers

and

distributors.

Cable AddrcM: RICHPICSOC, Paila
Cablt Adrett: DEEJAY. London
Cable Addreaa: RICHPIC. N. T.

Exporting only the best
Motion Pictures

in
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ew A. S. C. Regime Takes
Office
—
O

Starting First of New Season's Specials in Few Days
Universal's 1928-29 Line-Up
Includes Two New Two Reel Series-Lina Basquette Under Contract to DeMille and Will Probably Star

F B

reO LAUNCHING NEW
SPECIALS IN fEW DAYS

ONiGOVERNING BOARD
annual meeting of the
le
£an Society of CinematograIhe newly elected board of
lors organized by electing the
officers

iring

W.

John

for

ensuing

the

Boyle,

president;

TWO NEW SHORT

Langdon Out?

The

first four specials for 1928-29
be placed in work around May 10,
at FBO.
The first will be either
"The Circus Kid," to be directed by
Ralph Ince and starring Frankie Darrow, or "Gang War," which Bert

will

that Harry Langleave First National
in the near future have been
His present comedy
revived.
will be his last on his contract.
Don Ekidy, the comedian's
manager, is understood to have

Reports

don

ON NEW "U" SCHEDULE

will

been

Artists

"Tenderfoot Thrillers," a series of
two reel Western comedy dramas,
will be among the first group of

12

Universal pictures to start May 15.
series was written specially for
Chandler.
Among other series planned to film
this year will be the "Forest Ranger"
group of 12 two reefers to be built
around the United States Forest Service.
Edmund Cobb will be star.

with United

in conference

SERIES

The

officials.

Glennon will direct. Both are originals from the pen of James A. Creel[organ, third vice president; man.
Keaton Back
Schneidernian, treasurer; JoThe other two are "Sally's
(fe
Buster Keaton has arrived with his
Dubray, secretary; Frank B. Shoulders," by Beatrice Burton, to be
He has
director, Edward Sedgwick.
sergeant-at-arms.
directed by Lynn Shores, and a
brought with him the completed eastTowne "Gagging" for F. N.
liring president Daniel B. Clark Chester Conklin vehicle which Mar- ern exteriors for his first M-G-M
These will
Gene
Towne is titling and gagging
lelected to the new board of shall Neilan will direct.
comedy, "Snapshots."
of
usual
number
the
alternated
by
Butter
and Egg Man."
"The
be
W.
lors, which includes: John
Joseph Dubray, Victor Mil- Western and action pictures starring
William Powell Featured
New Lead for Del Rio
W Gilks, George Schneidernian, Tom Tyler, Bob Steele and Buzz BarParamount has selected William
LeRoy Mason will appear opposite
Steen, Frank B. Good, John ton, the juvenile favorite.
Powell to play the featured role in
Alvin WyckofT, Guy Wilky,
"The Canary Murder Case" which Dolores del Rio in "Revenge," a version of Konrad Vercovici's story.
[organ, Fred Jackman, Charles
Caddo Resumes Air Stuff
will go into production in July unand Charles Rosher.
Clair.
Filming of the bombing scenes der direction of Mai St.
Lillian Gish to Confer
of "Hell's Angels," Howard Hughes'
Herman Completing Series
air war film, has been resumed at
With Reinhardt in Berlin
Al Herman is directing the twelfth
Caddo field, following a brief delay
JMille Signs and
Cooke
Al
Lillian Gish leaves this week for
present
the
of
and
last
occasioned by a minor accident to
Star Lina Basquette the German Gotha which plays a series.
Germany to consult with Max Reinhardt concerning "The Miracle," her
The
Basquette has signed a 'con- central part in the action.
[la
next production which tiie noted theAdditions to Talmadge Cast
It is bomber smashed the right wing.
with Cecil B. De Mille.
2S

Rosher, first vice president;
Steen, second vice president;

1

May

ted the producer will star her
^es of pictures.

Chaney Starts New One
With a cast composed almost
tirely

of

former

stage

en-

and

actors

is

his lead.

Theater Opens
Filmarte, the first house
Little

fUcy Doraine to Paramount
be latest importation on the Parait lot is Lucy Doraine, who has

theater

Signed by M-G-M
Iccording to report, Sonia Karlov,
rmerly Jean Williams) has been
|ied

by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

for

years.

Wray-Cooper's First
I'ay Wray and Gary Cooper, one
(the four new starring teams on
Paramount program for next year,
J
II make "The First Kiss" for their
]>ut
|;

as stellar lights.

will

Rowland V.

direct.

Goss Becomes Drew
Goss, graduate of the now
lunct Paramount Schoo^of Acting,
lA'^alter

I;

changed

lew.

his

name

to

Rowland

to

hit

in the little

the

coast,

of

atrical

Another by "Potemkin" Director
Eisenstein,
by
Berlin Directed
who made "Potemkin," "Ten Days
That Uprooted the World" has been

—

write a series of
stories, the first of which
for Anna Q. Nilsson.
to

by

B.S.P. Plans Indian Film

original
will

be

London

make

a feature.

"The Bellamy

the
Trial," to add

The Life of Los Angeles

relief.

Centers at the

Greta Granstedt Signed
Greta Granstedt has been signed
expected to cooperate in order to put by M-G-M for William Haines' picover the athletic carnival and enter- ture, "Excess Baggage."
tainment scheduled for the Coliseum
June 16. Doug Fairbanks was chairM-G-M Buys Suderman Novel
a
Wife,"
man of the entertainment committee,
Troniholts
"Stephen
but since his departure for Europe, novel by Hermann Suderman, Gerhas been replaced by Harold B. man novelist, has been purchased by
Franklin.
M-G-M, and will be filmed under the
title

of

"Wonder

of

Ambassador's

Famous

Women."

Cocoanut Grove

Spence Free Lancing
Ralph Spence, formerly under conthe

Niblo Directing Garbo
Niblo will start production
early this week on "War in the Dark"
Carmel Myers
with Greta Garbo.
lias been assigned to the cast.

Screen Producsend a unit to India to

will

Mason in Bellamy Trial
Dan Mason has been added to
comedy

joined

— British

tions

Arranging Coast Carnival
Well known Coast celebrities are

M-G-M, has
to
trart
ranks of free lancers.

producer will direct for her.

completed.

Ramon Romeo Signed
Ramon Romeo has been signed

cast of

of the Criterion.

cast

Disputed," starring
Norma Talmadge, are Michael Vavitch, Olga Baklanova, Howard Davies, Jackie Combs, and Carl Von
Haartnian. Henry King is directing.

FBO

7

opens May 7. It is located at Vine
and Sunset and will be managed by
Reggie Doran, at one time assistant

number of foreign protons, among them "Sodom and
lorrah" and "The Queen of Sin." manager
ired in a

movement

May

the

to

Woman

"The

La Rocque in Harness
actresses, Lon Chaney has started
^ove Over Night" is the title of work on "Easy Money." Jack ConLa Rocque's new picture. Jean- way is directing.
iLofT

additions

Latest

in

ROBERT LORD
Writer

Fred

j

Under Contract to Warner Bros.

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

College Night Every Friday
I

—

THE
Sunday, April
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THEATER EQUIPMEN
and

at
effort

G

and

slides

almost

Lamphouse

over

with
Carriii

Rod I and rear adjustable suppc
The operation is remarkably sim|
IN

and comfortable as the long

NEW SIMPLEX STAND

si

over arm J with the auxiliary
stabiUzes the movement
permitting full flexibility of
When F and G are again
lamphouse carriage
is held

a

P,

Declared by the company to represent one of the most important
revolutionary advances of a decade
the projection field, the New
in
Simplex Stand is anModel
nounced as ready for the market by
International Projector Corp., manufacturer of Simplex and Power's
The new stand, it is
Projectors.
stated, meets many of the requirements created by demand for bet-

K

in

M

ri|

position.

"The Lamphouse carriage

New Model

M

Stand

is

much

oi
loni'

heretofore, providing great
distances between centers to ini
stability and supplying a full
base for the largest size lamp
Lamphouse carriage has adei

than

openings providing ample ventil
for the lamphouse.
"The rear adjustable support

ter projection.

the work of
Augusto Dina, chief engineer of International Projector, and is covered fully by patents, the company

The new stand

lol

is

ter projection

entirely new feature of the Si _
and for the first time on any pltikeN
provides an adequate n|»teii
jector
support which is an integral pai
The rear adjustable
the stand.
port is substantially constructe
iword
so designed that the largest li

manipulation. The elaboration of projection presentation through the use
of Movietone, Vitaphone and other
with
novelties
projector
notable
special equipment now being placed
on projectors, are subjecting them to
demands and strains which could not
very well have been anticipated in
the original design.
"Attempts to overcome unsteadiness resulting from this additional
equipment were at best mere makeshifts and weight and bulk were
largely depended upon to maintain
Projector
International
balance,

may be used without
disturbing the balance o:
projector. The rear adjustable
port consisting of an upper fo:
two rods R and a lower fo
swings on the pivot casting T.
"When the locking handle A
ates, it releases a powerful fri
lock and support rods R are
to slip through the lower fori
When the locking handle
leased, the adjustable support Ci
to act and hangs idle from the s
ing table.
When locked, the
and two forks constitute a s
ture that firmly connects the s
ing table to the base. The 100 amj
switch and switch box are attai
to the rear adjustable support wl
will easily carry a greater weig
necessary, without in the least rei
ing rigidity or weakening the s'

states.

Introduction of the high intensity

lamp some years ago gave a great
impetus to the

movement

for

bet-

and there has been a
noticeable improvement of projecThe development
tion illuminants.
of the high intensity lamp, however,
brought new problems to the projectionist, one of the most serious of
which was the unsteadiness caused
by the weight of the lamp and its

"The Simplex pedestal, as
states.
five
originally
designed, and the
point pedestal which later was used,
served for a period but even these
proved

inadequate.

were

manufactured
such devices have

Various braces
and used but

limitations.
While it is true that the defects of
the earlier designs were partially
overcome by these substitutes they
their

were

unsatisfactory
they
because
supply true balance and
Modern requirements demand that the projector shall have
rigidity and balance and these have
been fully secured in the New Simplex Stand solely through design,
based upon mechanical principles and
without the aid of supplementary defailed to
rigidity.

house

the
the

pedestal carriage, adjustable support
and base constitute a single symmetrical unit, with ample weight so
distributed that all possibility of un-

—

ic, ar

tl

—

m
roi

tal

—

A

The Simplex mounted on the

New

Model

M

Stand, which

is

fully

described in the accompanying article

eliminated.
The stand
rests on six leveling points and the
projector is not attached to the floor
or fastened to the building in any
of
way, but proper distribution

steadiness

is

weight makes

impossible to disit
turb the balance of the Projector by

any ordinary means.

M

"All parts of the New Model
Simplex Stand are larger and heavier than in former models and the
pedestal or column is of a very
sturdy construction.
The Pedestal
Arm I, extends under the full width
of the mechanism, not part way as
heretofore, and the mechanism is
held by four screws in place of two.
This provides a very substantial
table and the pedestal arm swings
easily but is firmly held by a 1J4
inch steel bolt.

vices.

"The four main assemblies of
New Model M, Simplex Stand,

W

i:

least

is

"The Underslung Motor Table O,
close to the base and the motor is

readily accessible for oiling or regulating.
It can be raised or lowered

on

supporting rod by merely
loosening two heavy Wing Screws.
The position of the motor on the new
its

stand is an important factor in eliminating vibration.
"To tilt the projector, it is simply
necessary to release locking handle
A, attached to rear adjustable support, by turning it to the left
loosen pedestal adjustment locking
nuts B and C and pedestal adjustment hand wheel D can then be easily turned with either hand to give
Micrometer adjustdesired angle.
ment can be made by means of the
hand wheel, and compression springs
E on rear adjustable support, make
this extremely comfortable, as these
can be easily regulated by knurled
nuts to eliminate weight action or,
if
desired, to deliver powerful upward pressure. When A, B and C
are again locked, the projector is
held rigidly in the proper position.
The lamphouse can be placed in
position for slides quickly by loosening knobs F and G firmly grasping
slide over arm handle
and drawing it to the left for the correct
placing.
Lamphouse carriage
turns easily on lamphouse pivot N

—

—

H

K

in

m

lerriti

state

i;

iki
laie

Kto

W
h

any way.

"The base

also

is

a radical

de;

design and construction
it is much wider, quite a little loni
adjustable
level
rests
on
six
points and much heavier materi
also used.
A foot motor switc
for starting and stopping the
jector is supplied but the condi
is
not furnished although a fi
inch opening V for installation h
been provided in the base.
"While there is some slight i
ture

in

la-i
the

"^^t

semblance between the front of
new Simplex stand and the form
Simplex pedestal in all other pa
ti

ticulars they are different. The bai
as with other assemblies of the Ne

Model

M

Stand, should not be co
sidered as a mere modifying ii
provement, but one of a series
revolutionary changes making a ha
moniously designed unit, totally u
like any oJ^TCr pedestal or stand, ai
overcoming many of the difiiculti
heretofore encountered.
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Theater Supply's
Choice of Leader

D. M. Baltimore, director of the
Moving Picture Theater Managers'

Local newsreels have proved an excellent business builder in
and small. The gag is to take shots of local interest, and

incorporate them into the regular newsreel, so that the home town
views are invested with the interest attached to event of world-wride
importance.
Enterprising exhibitors everywhere, find the
cost of such reels well in keeping with the box office results
secured.
Because it is economical, efDeVry
ficient,
durable,
the

DNAL

Theater Supply is exed to step out at an even fastnow that H. L. Clarke is in
His selection
y\t as president.
Vise choice, for Clarke brings
lost a thorough knowledge of

Automatic
particularly

Movie

Camera

is

to newseasy to oper-

adapted

Institute, reports students spent considerable time last week at the Edison
Lighting Institute at Harrison, N. J.
The future theater managers studied
the value of light and color, and how
it
can be practically applied to the
theater, to enable them to enhance
entertainment values.
lecture and demonstration course

A

out.
Among subjects and
were the following: "Color
and Music" and "Stage. Lighting" by
A. L. Powell, director of the Edison
Lighting Institute, "Light Measurements and Units" and "Color Mediums for the Theater" by R. C. Slauer,
'Auditorium Lighting" by A. Rogers,
'Sign and Marquee Lighting" by F.

was

laid

lecturers

reel

work.

/eness,

ate,

so that the exhibitor soon

lake National an even stronglore important factor in the

can become proficient with this
camera which has proved of
such aid to regular newsreel
cameramen. Because it so admirably serves the purpose in
the taking of local newsreel
views, the DeVry Automatic is

"Incandescent Projection
C. F. Prideaux. The
lighting course was supplemented by
Baltimore, who talked on "The Psychology and Symbolisms of Color for
the Motion Picture Theater."

given

Isaac on Special Assignment
Lester Isaac, supervisor of projection for Loew's is en route to the
Coast for special work at the M-G-M
studios.
Isaac and M. D. O'Brien
his assistant, on Monday addressed
the International Projection Ass'n.

which coupled with his
energy and ability,

|nt,

[CE with a capital S is the
Ichword of National Screen
which manufactures trailers,
etc., and nowhere is it better
led
than
at
the
Chicago
which is under management
Young.
Exhibitors of the

The DeVry Automatic Movie

Camera

West

territory testify to the
their opinlim takes a practical turn, as
done at the office shows.
territory embraces IS Middle
states and his business now
Janded to a point where larger
are necessary, so the office
bve May 1 to 810 South Wa-

K-A-0 and

ive.

by

Young, and

fty of

buire

Talks on Projection

—"Better

Projection"
[subject of an address made by
[cGuire, advertising and pubSrector of International Pro|Corp., before this week's meetthe Washington chapter of the
Ian Projection Society.
Jington

It is

THE FILM DAILY

STAMP OF APPROVAL.

I

I

Approval

cities large

r:ai!r

)

of

Managers School Students
At Edison Institute

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications awd merit.

utting Over Service
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33

& Connolly

Hall

Develop High Intensity Spot
Development

of

a

new high

in-

tensity spotlight has been completed
the Keith-Albee-Orpheum projection
department in conjunction

with Hall & Connolly, and will
be added to houses of the circuit

ately

ineffective

with

its

to

this

mechanisms

invention
attach-

and

ments for light rays amplification,
the projection department claims.
Salient points of the new light, as
outlined by K-A-O, which has been
installed for testing purposes in the
E. F. Albee theater, Brooklyn, and
will be added to the equipment of
the other large houses of the circuit as soon as they can be made,
are enumerated below

Thiele Now at Omaha
ha Art Thiele is new manif
the National Theater Suplo.,
branch here replacing J.
^eil, who has been transferred.

—

You Are in the[arket for Any Kind

of

APPARATUS

iLLoa^HBys

no West a?'*st.N<HvViork.My*^

Phone Penna. 0330
r|
otion Picture Department
I
S. and Canada Agent* for Debrie
I

in stronger

Always projects a

(3)

perfect

round

spot, never heart-shaped
or oval.
So fiexible that a number
(4)
of effects, heretofore impossible,

can be accomplished with great
ease.

Can also be used as a
(5)
flood light and as an effect machine. The lamp and lamphouse
are mounted on a suitable adjustable
and counter-balanced
stand.
Movable condenser lens
carriage is provided in the lamphouse so that the light may be

months and

after a series of
at
the present
lamp. K-A-O will move to officially
adopt the lamp in all its houses of
the Albee type at an early date.

New High

Ttvo views of the

CONSULT US AND SAVE
LIST

and brings out colors
contrasts.

for 18
failures

OTION PICTURE
MJ>

Hudd,

Lamps" by Mr.

focused without moving the lamp
burner.
Various effects can be
secured by merely moving the
operating handle.
The projection department has
been working to perfect the light

'If

MONEY
FOR OUR PRICE

S.

as fast as they can be manufactured,
after which it will be placed on the

market.

K-A-0

believes the

lamp

systems

will revo-

stage
The spotlights now in use
in the larg^er houses are proportionlutionize
lighting.

present

of

_

Intensity Spotlight

times the
three
illumination more
than the carbon arc lights for
a given amount of current or
(1)

amount

Gives
of

amperage.
a much better
of light, having all the
appearance of strong sunlight,
(2)

quality

Projects

it

arrived

DAILV

HARROWER

Rapee

led

with

overture

the

a

classical arrangement of Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue," which was one of the best
numbers Roxy's symphony orchestra has at-

featured stage event was
"In a Theatrical Boarding House,
titled
The imand proved a diverting novelty.
mense stage was set to represent the living
room, with all the "boarders" sitting around
and strolling casually in and out in their
Before curtain
costumes.
street
regular
Harold Van Duzee appeared and sang his

The

tempted.

Laugh," which is one of
the popular repeat numbers at this house.
Four girls vocalIt went over very strong.
Then one strolled in with her suit
ized.
She
case, just in off the road and broke.
sang "Weary," followed by Gladys Rice
with "Sunshine" for contrast. The Roxyettes

"Laugh,

Clown,

did a routine, also in regular street costume,
and the finale was Van Duzee with the en-

semble.

\

divertissements opened with the ballet
corps supporting Nicholas Daks and Virginia
Daks
Mauret, who did "Ziegeunerweisen."
dancing was nothing short of sensational.
Joyce Coles did her toe work assisted by
some unusual lighting eflfects that helped
considerably in putting the number over.
The big smash was "Tinkle Tot," another
repeat done with 32 Roxyettes, a great doll
number with some novelty precision work
that snapped into a finale with the long line
of "dolls" falling back on each other and
"Rustle of
gradually toppling to the floor.
Spring" was a holdover from last week, with
the ballet, and the Roxyettes assisting the
dancing principals in a colorful bit featuring
butterfly costumes and a rainbow effect that
was gorgeous. Add to all this a Movietone
presentation including the Bremen takeoff
from Ireland, the Davis Cup team defeating
Mexico, bells ringing in the Leaning Tower
of Pisa and aeroplanes taking off from battleships, and it was a program that swamped
anything that the other Broadway picture
houses had to offer.

The

Our Gang Kid in Vaude
"Sunshine Sammy," one of the original characters in Our Gang, has
opened a tour of the Loew circuit at
Canton, Ohio, and will do a black
bottom specialty.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Piciare PresentjiiloD

MARKUS

The FALLY

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackavranna

1579 BROADWAY,

7876

NEWYORK

OTPY

The Boris Petroff stage production "Vanity
Fair" was another flashing and clever affair
that went over strong, with some dazzling
costumes and two nicely contrasting groups
Monsieur Adolphus Berg, the
girls.
of
vaude designer who gowns his girls in costumes made while you wait, proved a nice
He
the vanity atmosphere.
addition to
wound up with a bridal costume which he
completed from whole cloth in a remarkably short space of time.
Horton Spurr was an added attraction, and
he stole the individual honors with his sensaacrobatics.
tional
John Quinlan tenored
an immaculate full dress, and scored. Caffery and Miller also were on for their acrobatic specialty which rated a close second
to SpuiT's work.
The Tarasoff-Valery Dancers, a tall aggregation of good lookers, arrayed in gorgeous costumes were an eyein

Mendoza

the overture in
a
Schubert medley that was impressively done.
Walt Roesser and his stage band got a big
break, they gave "The Birth of the Blues"
with snap and plenty of jazz.
Walt personally did a black bottom, and it looks as
if
the Capitol is rapidly falling in line with
the Paramount idea as far as jazzing up the
stage band is concerned. But Petroff's costuming and stage setting easily held the appeal for the audience.

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

PARAMOUNT STAGE
The stage presentation was
"Swanee
Moon," devised by Frank Cambria, placed
a Southern atmosphere in the days of
Crinoline.
The soloists and the stage band
were arrayed in costumes of the ante-bellum
period also.
The stage represented the interior of an old southern mansion with stairs
leading up on both sides.
Opened with a
duet, followed by the Foster Girls in pink
and blue costumes, but instead of the old
fashioned steps they did their stuff in the
in

modei-n

Al Mitchel. band leader in his Di.xie costume, led the harmonizers in a hot number,
"High Fever," and then Kathryn Lewis
warbled "The Man I Love."
The comedy
was supplied by Jack North and his banjo
doing a good clowning act, and Cy Landry
contributed his eccentric dancing. These two
did a bit together, and they pepped up the
otherwise tame proceedings.
The finale was
"Blame It On the Moon," featuring the ensemble in a novelty costume, one leg showing
black silk and the other a white and black
effect with
ruffles in the old Dixie style.
The chorus also came on in a change of
costume in b'ack and white. The old Southern atmosphere was a big contrast to the
usual jazzy stuflF presented on the Paramount
stage, and dished up a rather mild brand of
entertainment with nothing outstanding to reit.

Fisher to Book Plaza
Arthur Fisher is now booking the
Park Plaza, New York and will book
name and standard acts for this house.

Then came the Serova Dancers in
novelty, "Away Out West."
They were

Laugh."
a

dressed as cowboys, and did some good comedy business with cap pistols.
A special
backdrop showed a big cutout cowboy on a
plain white ground.
Don Barclay was a
continuous laugh with his popular comedy
monologue as his oldtinie movie flashed on
the screen.
It
was so good it had the
ushers laughing and that's a record in itself.
The finale had the Serova Girls, a

—

nifty aggregation, dressed as soldierettes doing a line number.
Finished with Locke,
Harak & Locke doing their routine stepping
up and down the stairs on the stage.

arrive

in

New York some

Office Prescriptions

MURRY LIVINGSTON
Creator
Box
Office Builderi

of

BARREL
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penru 3580
•*4

in

more outside houses.
for Vitaphone

F. M. Van Auken of the Arcade,
West Palm Beach, Fla., has devised
a new use for the Vitaphone trailer

He

on "Tenderloin."

uses it as a
sidewalk ballyhoo, running the record
from the trailer on an Edison phonograph motor and amplifying it to the
marquee, using amplifying apparatus
and two loud speakers. It proved a
great attention-getter.

1)

,

FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
Phone
me

O'

at

CANal 6480

ilAOa

SL
rj
:|

delegation from New ^|
include:
Hawleyj
Rowland,
Depinal;,
S
Hatch, Callaway, H. A. Bandy, Id
manager; W. C. Boothby, fin
sales

The

will

M.

Charles

Steele,

sujeij

exchanges Jerome Beatty, director c'
vertising; Florence Strauss, scenario kI
Lynde Denig, assistant manager ot
licity
Walter Lindlar, assistant manag'

of

;

I

;

exploitation ; R. C. Seery, West Coast i'
sentative;
Jerome M. Loeb of the
chasing department
Sol Shernow of
print
department ;
and
Charles
Kil
Charles A; Baily and Joseph Kelly oV
;

department.

sales

From

Burbank

the

studios the

1

lowing will attend:
j

Rothacker,
Al
Rockett,
John Mn
mick, producer of the Colleen Moore
tures
Ned Marin, unit production
ager
Charles R. Rogers, producer of
;

;

Ken Maynard pictures; and
director of studio publicity.

h

George

force will include:

sales

EASTERN DISTRICT
Albany

R.
Bibber,

S.

:

J.

;

Wherle, E. Hochstim,
B. Magann.

^1

Boston
Thomas B. Spry, F. J. Sij
David Purcell.
Buffalo: F. J. A. McCarthy, J. G. Jl
A. J. Herman.
New Haven M. H. Keleher, John Pavo
:

'

:

New

Jersey

Veregesalich,

C.

J.

:

S. J.

man, H. Hammell.
New York Jules Levy, H. Levy, F.

Ifl]

:

W.

Roosevelt,

G.

W.

Benson, G.

I

mon.
Philadelphia: W. J. Heenan, K. G. ilai
F. A. Loftus, F. J. Leonard, P
Duffy.
Washington
R. Smeltzer, C. N. Paj
Jr., F. W. Beieradorf, F. L. Greenhi
:

SOUTHERN
Atlanta:

DIlSTRICT

A. Clegg, C.
Almon, J.

C.

George

M

C.

Bewj
Young,
ungJ

R.

:l

Blick.

M. Beeev;^
House.
Cincinnati: Paul E. Krieger, Joseph Stk
Ralph Kinsler, J. P. Eifert, Al S
ken, Maurice White.
Charlotte: F. P. Bryan, R.

t

S.

Cleveland Carl Lanerman, H. J. Ochs, 1
Brandt, M. A. Mooney.
Dallas: Leslie Wilkes, G. M. Bladd
R. L. McCoy, R. V. Litsey
Indianapolis
Floyd Brown, J. R. Ni
:

:

In Vaude?
There is a possibility that Eric Von
Stroheim may be seen in vaudeville
this summer, booked through KeithAlbee who are searching for a suitable

Kansas City

:

New

Orleans: L. Connor, M. C. WUl
Oklahoma City: E. D. Brewer, W. C,

H.

stone, C.
:

Lynch,

Plimmer With Keith-Albee
Walter J. Plimmer, the veteran independent booker, has joined the
Keith-Albee booking office, and will
bring with him many of the theaters

'if

William Warner, T. O.
). St
Bj
H. L. Cass, R. J. Heft, A. J. S-mn
Memphis: Fred M. Jack, H. D. Parla

St.

that he has

Knox.

C.

Pittsburgh

vehicle for the director.

R.
J.

Hill.

H. Haines, A. Parks, &
P. Lefke, B. KalmensM

Louis: D. P. Rathbone. Lester
H. L. Pitner, James Hill.

G. L. Sears, J. H. Howland, 8
Bradford, T. R. Gilliam, R. C. H«l
:

Denver:

J.

H. Ashby, John

B.

L.

C.

Finter,

(Continued from Page

1)

Carl H. Shalit, Detroit; L. W. MarIndianapolis;
E. Jones, Kansas
riott,
C.
City; Eph Rosen, Milwaukee; L. J. Miller,

Hank Hearn, New Orleans;
Omaha Allan Moritz, Pitts;

and Roy Dickson,

St.

Louis.

director of publicity and
advertising leaves New York today.
Grant L. Cook, of the home office will
also attend.
William Shapiro from
Boston rounds out the list.
Ed.

Al

Selig,

Harrifl|

Lou Elman.

W.

B. Collini

Chapman, Fred Wilson.
Los Angeles: N. H. Brower, A. S.
C. R. Buchanan. George Bourki
Milwaukee:
L. J. McCarthy, C. K.
H. G. Huhnke.
Minneapolis:
son,

las;

Lefholtz,

J.

Reynolds.
Des Moines: E, J. Tilton, C. A. Pral

been handling.

14 Tiffany-Stahl Men
Holding Sales Meeting

J.

WESTERN DISTRICT
Chicago

Detroit: F. F. North,

burgh,

Box

time

May. He will be accompanied by his
son, Rodney, who is general manager
of the Pantages circuit.
It is understood that the elder Pantages is coming here to study the Eastern situation and to increase the activity of
the local booking exchange to include

Hy

Acts

from Page

E. Callaway, Southern
and others.

manager

The
Pantages To Arrive Soon
Alexander Pantages is scheduled to

Minneapolis;

xy

Vaudeville

comptroller;

Von Stroheim

taps.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

cenium opening. Soft blue floods were used,
while the violinist stood under a blue fiood.
Arthur Ball, tenor, stepped out in front
of the gold drawn curtains and sang "Ramona" and encored with "Laugh, Clown,

New Use

commend

AMALGAMATED

ager,

led

MILD ENTERTAINMENTON

W.

Quite a diversity in the stage attractions
the Strand, starting off with Lilly Kovacs
who worked with the orchestra, using a grand
piano on the orchestra platform for her rendition
of
the
"Twelfth Hungarian Rhapsodj-."
Then came a violin solo by Yascha
Zayde assisted by the ballet. A neutral backdrop was used, upon which was thrown moving cloud effects.
A scrim was at the prosat

filler.

David

Gathering in Ghica
(Continiced

COLOR FOR ROXY STAGE THE CAPITOL STAGE SHOW
Erno

N

and Canadian sales manager;
ley W. Hatch, Western sales

CLASSYCOSIUNES FEATURE

NOVELTY FEATURES AND

29,

First Nat'l Forces

NICE VARIETY PRESENTED

Presentations
By JACK

Sunday, April

Carl

Omaha:

Thomas A. Burke, A.
G. Heywood, W. N. Ti
Michel, H. Devlin.
W. C. Brimmer, B. J. Mc(

J.

W. H.

Riddle.

Portland:

L. E. Davis, B. R. Kellerj
Salt Lake City: William F. Gordoj
Stewart, Claude Hawkes.
San Francisco:
Charles Mushlman,
tby.

Newt

Levi.

CANADIAN DISTRICT

J.

Calgary:
E. H. Teel, R. W. O'Brien.
Montreal: A. Gorman, J. H. Briges.
John:
G. M. Hoyt.
Toronto: H. Paynxter, W.
Melody,
J.

ness.

Vancouver:
Winnipeg:

Smith, general sales manager, will
be unable to preside owing to sick-

St.

C.

Paulsen.
J.

E.

Archer.

M. Isman, G. A. Matthe'

If

]M

OR DELIVERY

^

BE
FULL PARTICULARS WILL
I^JSJ??^^
BRANCH
UPON REQUEST TO ANY ^=^ SUPPLY
CO.
OF Tffii NATIONAI. THEATRE
OR TO THE

,„,

i

_ „,^^T
.

.'ERNATIONia PROJECTOR CORPORATION
90 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK

^r

"ONCLE TOM"

18

Conspiracy Charged

SMASH

Dreamers, Fighters
West Coast Bur.

Los Angeles

AT
Augustine, Fla.— "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" opened with a bang here, outgrossing "The Big Parade's" record.
This was the first test run of the
picture in the South. Comments gen-

There was a
erally were favorable.
curiosity on the part of Southerners
to see something they have heard
about since the Civil War, and this
may be expected to be reflected at
the box

office in

other runs through-

out the South.

The showing was ushered

in

by an

extensive publicity campaign carried
out under direction of Willard C.
Patterson, supervisor of Universal
theaters in this territory. The presentation consisted of an all-Negro
prologue.

Metzger Outlines
Universal Program
(Continued from Page 1)
short subject line-up includes
two series of Collegians of 12 pictures
each, 52 Stern Brothers Comedies, including 13 each of Newlyweds and

— Dreamers

and

fighters was the description applied to the Warner Bros., at
opening of the new Warner, by
Al Jolson, who acted as master
ceremonies.
Jolson paid
of
tribute to the aggressiveness of
the brothers, terming the theater a monument to their pro-

St.

By

THE FILM DAILY

Justice Dept.

(Continued from Page

against

the

defendants

them from engaging

in,

Week's Headline

1)

restraining

maintaining

or carrying out the alleged or any
similar conspiracy.
C. S. Stanley
Thompson, special assistant to the attorney general will prosecute the

Monday
Keen competition

1

to

cases.

Day

l'

!

result

of

the original investigation.

Thirty-six features; 24 shorts on revised
fany-Stahl program.
Six Vitaphone roadshows and extended
productions and 18 "Winners," with
without
Vitaphone
synjchronization,
1928-29 Warner list.
Sixty-eight features form nucleus of
versal schedule; five specials included.|
Test case planned on South Carolina ti
tax law.

—

ii

Sunday shows
mingham.

Outline
Features

Declared Serving
Over
Accounts

di-

Felix F. Feist opened the meeting,
and his speech was followed by a
reverential silence for the late Marcus
Loew, and a telegraphic message
from President Nicholas M. Schenck,
after which the gavel was turned over
to Wilham F. Rodgers, eastern division manager.
Most of the session

was devoted
fect

to detail designed to af-

exchange economies.

Senate to Get Ticket

Tax Exemptions Monday

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

Washington— Abolition

of

tax

on

admissions up to $3 was voted by
the Senate finance committee, after
an amendment for complete repeal

by Sen. Simmons (Dem. N.
C), minority leader, was defeated by

offered

a strictly party vote of 11 to 9. The
committee also voted to accept the
house provision imposing a 25 per
cent tax on prize fight admissions.
The bill will be reported to the Senate Monday.

1928-29.

Ended,
Warner Declares

hibitor

Division

managers

and

branch

managers to be present are:
Charles Rosenzweig, New York state
manager, E. J. O'Leary, New England

sales
sales

manager, Cleve Adams, central sales manager; Jerome Safron, eastern Pennsylvania
and southern New Jersey sales manager and
J. Frank Shea, western sales manager.
A. J. Gutek, Albany; C. L. Peavy, Atlanta; H. T. Dixon, Buffalo; William Conn,
Charlotte; A. H. Washburn, Chicago; H. J.
Michalson, Cincinnati; A. J. Mertz, Cleveland; L. E. Harrington, Dallas; S. D. WeisDenver; Harry R.
Frankle,
Des
baum,
Moines; A. M. Elliott, Detroit; Claude Penrod, Indianapolis; C. B. Ellis, Jacksonville;
R. E. Churchill, Kansas City; H. C. Cohen,
Los Angeles; P. M. Baker, Memphis; S. H.
Abrams, Milwaukee; M. J. Frisch, Minneapolis; John J. Lane, New Haven; Paul
H. Tessier, New Orleans; Sam Benjamin,
Oklahoma City; S. W. Fitch, Omaha; A. H.
Schnitzer, Pittsburgh; W. T. Withers, Portland; W. E. Matthews, San Francisco; Harry
Weiss, St. Louis; A. H. Huot, Seattle; Fred
Lind,
Lake City; Roy Zimmerman,
Salt
Sioux Falls, and F. L. McNamee, Washington.
P. C. Taylor, general manager of
of
Canada, will attend, as will Vernon
Dixon, manager at Calgary; E. H. Wells,
Montreal; A. L. Gaudet, St. Johns; B. D.

FBO

Murphy, Toronto; A. E. Rolston, Vancouver,
S. H. Decker, Winnipeg.

and

referendum

in

at

ji

unit.
,

Prospect

for accord between American
French producers and distributors decU'

remote.

Friday
and

Forty-four

M

features
schedule.

72

tions

Uil

sales Clan
con

Paramount meeting Mi

start;

keen

Competition

on

shorts

M-G-M, Warner and Universal
at

Hollywood, as

theater opens.

^

bill
is vetoed
in Ws
injunction to be asked against
enforcement of new Soutti Cankj
1
ticket tax law.

Ten per cent tax

M

sippi;

—

operations, Hy Daab, director of publicity
and advertising and S. E. Fitzgibbon, director of sales promotion.

lose

H. L. Clarke, new president of Nation^'
ater Supply Co.
Brookhart bill dangers seen by Arkansas

—

and publicity

for

Junk

Kennedy

advertising

made

be

!

Lubitsch and Jannings to Berlin
Legality of arbitration rules and
Berlin
Ernst Lubitsch and Emil regulations is declared by the departJannings are expected here some- ment to be an important question in
time this summer. They will attend the suits. It also is contended by the
Their Baby, Mike and Ike, Buster the Berlin premiere of "High Trea- government that distributors cannot
Brown and Let George Do It com- son."
agree among themselves as to the
edies and five serials, 26 Oswald, the
terms and conditions under which
Lucky Rabbit, cartoon one reelers,
they will enter into contracts with
26 other one reelers, 52 two reel Westto
new owners or operators of theaters,
ern featurettes and two issues a week
and that the system, as operated, does
Sixlty
of the International Newsreels.
not pertain to credit as is usually un(Continued from Page 1)
derstood, and does not purport to furnFrench Unit Returns
Lee Marcus, general sales manager, ish information on the basis of which
Paris Nathanson,
Nalpas
and will preside at the sessions.
each member of each board individuEtievant have returned from Nice
The new schedule represents an ally may decide for himself whether
where they made exteriors on "La increase of four features, while the any
new owner of a theater is a suitSymphonic
Pathetique."
Interiors 72 short subjects, to be made by Dar- able credit risk with whom
to do busiare being filmed at Billancourt.
mour Prod., are an increase of 24 ness.
over the current program. Four productions are designated as specials,
Lasko in London
and the balance includes: four Tom
London
Leo Lasko, German pro10,000
Mix pictures, 26 Gold Bonds, seven
ducer who made "The War Through
(Continued from Page 1)
Tom Tylers, six Bob Steeles, six German Spectacles,"
opening session of the M-G-M sales
is
in London
Ranger dog pictures and seven Buzz
conferring with oilfiicials of British
convention, which winds up today
Bartons.
with a discussion of 1928-29 product,
Among home office executives who will Filmcraft on war sequences for
the new standard contract and an out- attend the meeting are: Edward B. Derr, "The Burgomaster of Stilemonde,"
line of promotion plans by Howard secretary and treasurer, Clinton J. Scollard, to be placed in work this week.
assistant treasurer and manager of exchange
Dietz,

field

Tuesday
Defendants in the suit are the M.
Publix and Loew's upset over Fox hoii
P. Producers and Distributors of
Coast; talking of building opposition ho
gressiveness.
America, Paramount, M-G-M, First Tom Mix to make series for FBO.
Television
apparatus to be placed on a.
National, Universal, United Artists,
within two weeks, state holders of ^
Fox, Pathe, FBO, Vitagraph and
American rights to Baird process.
Educational and the 30 film boards. Oil scandal to cause loss of prestige
Will H. Hays in industry, Douglas
Investigation by the department
of
is
Ijanks says in Kansas City intervie*!
which has been under way for 15 Block booking
is
trust law violation,
months is alleged to have disclosed
Mix declares.
(Continued from Page 1)
illegalities in the standard contract No merger with FBO has been discussei
J. Murdock, Pathe president, states.
Vitaphoned roadshows and extended and in board rules. It also is alleged
Wednesday
that
the
purpose
of
the credit com- Si.xty features and eight specials on
run productions and 18 Warner Win^"
mount schedule for 1928-29.
ners. The public, abroad as well as in mittees is to compel everyone acquirAmerica, is educated to high class ing a theater by transfer or purchase T.O.C.C. averts split on Sapiro issue
Sol Raives is reelected.
creen entertainment, and nothing else to take over and perform all uncom- Cleveland exhibitors decline to act in
tration cases where exhibitor defendan
In addition, it is
will suffice, he declared, stressing the pleted contracts.
not present, contending they may be
company's plans for quahty product alleged, many local boards still
liable for damages if adverse decisioi
operate with practices which they
for next season.
rendered.
were instructed to discontinue as a
Thursday

The

rector.

in talking picture

between Western Electric and
^
Years of development needed to make
television practical, Dr. Lee De Forest
Seven hundred and seventy pictures txt
cast

1'

Saturday
Conspiracy

is

Justice

against

at

to

FBO

M-G-M

by

leading

Department

)

distributors, Ml

and Film Boards of Trade.

P.D.A.,

Kennedy

charged

outline 60
meet.

features,

72

ski

sales

serving

declared

counts.
First
National

sales

over

forces

10,000
gather]

Chicago.

School for Organists at Dallas
Dallas Laurence Bolton has opened a school for organists at the
Whittoe studios.

"U"

Metzger outlines

—

meet.
Tiffany-Stahl holding

program

for

II

sales

at

Day

of junk
declares.

film

is

convention
ended, H. M.

War

A Famous Doorway

I

in

Hollywood

that

means home

to travelers

—

personal
of this hotel means home
pleasant surroundings. It also
service
means that you are conveniently located in Hollywood film capitol of thi world amusement center
of Southern California.

The doorway

comfort

—

—

—

—

14

Good Food

f

i^

i

a Feature

A French chef has made the dining room famous.
Club breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
prices.
Also a la carte service.
Write

for

reservations or free booklet entitled,

"Hollywood,"

—today!

The Hollywood

Plaza Hotel
— ifhcre the doortvay means home to travelers

Vine

St.,

at

Hollywood

Blvd.,

Hollywood, California

i

Preordained
^^

—

the

final result

of the motion picture

on the screen was preordained from the
day that Edison got

Eastman

his

first

sample of

Film.''^

That was in 1889. And today the film
that made motion pictures practical is the
film that makes the most of the cinematographer's art and carries

through to the screen
*

all

the quality

— Eastman

Page 209 ''A Million and

Film.

One

Nights, the History of the Motion
Picture"

— by Terry Ramsaye.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

!

IS

THIS

YOU

?

IT looks

FUNNYBUT so does
ANY theatre

TO METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER SALES
MANAGERS IN ANNUALCONVENTION:
10,000 exhibitors who
play your product are
with you today in looking

forward

to the greatest

product ever released by

THAT isn't
UP to the
MINUTE
WITH

Metro -Goldtvyn- Mayer.

CHECK OVER THIS
LIST OF THE YEAR'S
BIGGEST HITS!

BnNHUR
THE DIG PARADE
THE STUDENT PRINCE
THE ENEMY

GET READY TO DO
THE BIGGEST BUSINESS OF ANY SPRING
WITH THESE HITS!
RAMON NOVARRO
Across to Sinnapore

LON CHANEY
Lautfh

LOVE
LONDON AFTER

MIDNIGHT
THIRTEENTH HOUR
WEST POINT
THE PATSY
LATEST FROM PARIS
rnn smart set
THE niG CITY
BABY MINE
THE FAIR CO-ED
THE DIVINE WOMAN
ETC.. ETC., ETC.

Clown Laugh

DANE-ARTHUR
Circus Rookies

SYD CHAPLIN
Skirts

JOHN GILBERT
The

Cossacks

DANE-ARTHUR
Detectives

NORMA SHEARER
The

Actress

WILLIAM HAINES

EXTRA! Marion
of New York at

TellinB

Davies in ''The Patsy''
the

big Capitol.

is

the talk

Critics

rave.

Audiences shriek with joy. ''Diamond Handcuffs" is
sensation in preview by West Coast Theatres.
Whoopee How the hits roll in from M-G-M
!

THE IMPORTANT COMPANY

The World

Mile, from Armentieres

Diamond Handcuffs

AND MORE! MORE! MORE!

inspiracy Charge

May

Two Years

Take

to Settle

NEWSPAPER

ULTHE NEWS

ifFILMDOM

ALL THE TIME

L.<LIV

Monday, April

No. 26

i^m Who Laughs
FATHER faithful trans- 4 NEW 18T NAT'L STARS;
ition of a literary niaster-

Chicago
lease a

— First

minimum

GOVT TO PUSH

season.
This is
the first day's convention which
gets under way at the Drake this

circumstance of a young morning.
political

their

17th century Engnd turned over to the hor-

Alice

thrown into the
of

gs
!

illegal

of

which

surgery

the child and later the
carry a smile all through
ains and joys of life, ren a situation around which
ven a strong, yet pathetic

;

depressing drama.

'ften

the

is

of justice

is

per-

played most admirably by

German actor who eshimself as one of the Path's best and who, through "The
vVho Laughs," will do much to
ror himself a reputation for hisled

ability

America. His was
role, but he acquitted

in

difficult

t

splendidly indeed,

If

liences

picture
-e.

me

We

like the mild in
entertainment will not
believe, however, that

of the novel, plus that part

American public which dislates in its choice of what and
not to see, will find this Uni-

production very much to their
Certainly, it deserves a succommercial career, for by
of performance, direction and

ction values, the picture
to it.

iHe Takes
2

is

en-

the Tip

Other night, "Hell Ship Bron-'

was previewed

11

in

Hollywood,

audience included a number of
lalgers of the hard-boiled West
hi

outfit, tough traders
the picture had run its
printed course, there ensued a mild
for
ci.ible
the telegraph office
I'MK haste, in turn, brought to Sam
a in New York a number of
For instance,
iiitory telegrams.
<k Buell, manager of the Westlake,
Angeles, advised Sax to cut
his sales talk on this one. And
taking a tip, is determined to
rtat very thing.
ost

appearance: Corinne Griffith,
White, Dorothy Mackaill and

The group includes
Mulhall.
17 stage plays and nine novels, originals and short stories and will be
known as the President Group. The
force

sales

from every exchange

is

SUMNER RELEASE

T

READY TO GO, WITH

The Fox schedule

for next season
include 45 features, seven Rex
Bell westerns, 26 comedies, 26 Varieties, 104 issues of Fox News, and a

will

five

for seashore

Atlantic City, N. J.— With 26 features or 38 per cent of next season's
68 ready, Universal feels it has the
edge on the entire selling field for
1928-9.
Lou B. Metzger, general
sales manager has been addressing
the 100 men of the Eastern division
at length, explaining highlights on
the schedule.
(Continued on Page 3)

Paramount Convention
Opens in Washington
Washington

the

:

KANN

The

of

the

new

season's

and summer resort busi-

ness. They are "The Street Angel,"
"Four Sons," "Mother Machree,"
"Sunrise" and "The Red Dancer."

M-G-M

The

Convention This Morning
Kansas City— M-G-M home

office

executives and Middle Western and
Western exchange managers are here
for the second of the M-G-M regional conventions, which ppens a
The
two day session here today.
company's record in adding 1,500 new
(Continued on Page 3)

Warner Confabs Over;
Sales Offensive

On

The Warner convention came

new

is title of a twogives a comwhich
special
reel Pathe
plete history of the various attempts

"Winging West"

from Europe to America,^ ending with the triumph of the "Bremen."
to fly

will

Boards of Trade will come to
the U. S. District Court in
York.

in

trial

New

Officials of the Dept. of Justice are
ready to proceed with the trial as
soon as the defense indicates its willingness to go ahead. Some time will
probably be given the defendants to

prepare.
Probabilities are that the
case will develop some constitutional
questions which will permit its being
carried through the Circuit Court of
Appeals to the United States Suin which event probably
years will be required for final
On the other hand, if the
decision.
government secures a verdict in the
initial court, the defendants may accede thereto and eliminate features
which the court may hold to be illegal.

The defense will be conducted by
attorneys well versed in government
methods, George W. Wickersham
having been head of the Dept. of
Justice and Edwin P. Grosveiior, for
years in charge of cases for the government under the anti-trust laws.

DEMOCRATS WILL HGHT
FOR REPEAL OF TAXES

business.

to Discuss Poster Situation
Minneapolis — The poster exchange
expected to be injected
meeting of the
annual
Northwest Theater Owners convention which gets under way at the

situation
the
into

weeks

elapse and, perhaps, several months
before the Government's conspiracy
charges against the Hays organization, ten distributors and the 32 Film

to

a close at the Pennsylvania yesterday
with a special luncheon. The sales
force departed at once for its respective cities to get under way the drive
for

THE FILM DAILY

— Several

preme Court

Northwest Exhib. Convention
Europe-America Hops
Shown in Pathe Special

H^ashington Bureau of

Starts Kansas City two

Paramount

chief topics of discussion.
(Continued on Page 2)

Theater

,

—

convention opens today at the
Carlton Hotel, with Sidney Kent presiding, and between 200 and 300 officials and executives of Paramount
and Publix in attendance. Details cf
68 pictures and short product on the
schedule and the sales plan will be

sales

SUIT;

Washington

progratn of Movietone numbers, including Movietone News and Movietone Entertainment.
Following out a policy entered upon last year, the organization will

(Continued on Page 3)

After

II.

SPECIAL

Jack

who

(

il

FOX SPECIALS FOR

pre-release

Veidt,

fl

FIVE

make

character against

mockery

this
il

stars will

Cents

Actual Date Depends on
When Industry Can
Get Ready

38^° OF FEATURES READY pictures for special summer release,
making them available particularly

Veidt
nplaine,

Four new

5

TRIAL EXPECTED SOON

National will reof 52 pictures next
to be the highlight

of

1

Price

1928

52 HINIMOM FOR '2$-'29

"The Man Who
Lis" is a commendable efVictor Hugo's classic was

^iece,

sugary story, and it folthe picture is not a sugary

30,

is

Nicollet tomorrow and Wednesday.
Efforts have been under way for
.sometime by national distributors to
R.
eliminate poster exchanges.
J.
(Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— There

is

every pros-

tax reduction bill,
the
which will abolish taxes on admissions up to $3 can be passed by the
pect

that

Senate by

May

12,

according to Sen-

ator Reed Smoot (Utah), chairman
of the Senate finance committee. At
that time, he says, the measure will
be sent to conference to iron out the
difference between the Senate and

House
only

up

bills.

The

exemption

for

provides
admissions

latter

on

to $1.

The

will be reported
(Continued on Page 2)

bill

to

the

..

II

DAILY

Monday, April

30

1

N. W. Exhibs. To

The Broadway Parade

Discuss Pos

ALL
Monday,

XLIV No. 26

Vol.

Price 5 Cents

1928

April 30,

the big pictures continue their runs, with Fox and Paramount both having
"Glorious Betsy" and "The Man Who Laughs"
three features in the line-up.
started on their Broadway careers, making six entries so far for the month of
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Fredman, The Film Renter, 58, Great MarlLichtbildbuebne,
Berlin
borough St., W. I.

Picture

Distributor

Theater

"Wings"

Paramount

Criterion

"Four Sons"
"Mother Machree"

Fox
Fox

Gaiety

"Trail of '98"

M-G.M

"Two Lovers"

"We

Americans"
"Speedy"
"Street Angel"
"Abie's Irish Rose" ....
"Drums of Love"
"Glorious Betsy"
"The Man Who Laughs".

Times Square.

.

.

Opening Date
Aug. 12
Feb.

letter

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

•

United Artists.

.

.

.

44th Street
Rialto

Warners

Warners

Universal

Central

13

Mar. S
Mar. 20
Mar. 22
Mar. 29

.

Astor
United Artists .... Embassy
Colony
Universal
RivoU
Paramount
Fox
Globe

Paramount

1^

1)

Powers, manager of the Exhi^
Poster Service which he dei
serves the Dakotas, Minnesota,
cousin, Iowa and parts of Nel
and Michigan has addressed an

April.

PUBLISHER

lOHN W. ALICOATE

(Continued from page

Northwest

to

exhi

through "Greater Amusement
which he claims $200,000 is savt
nually by theater owners in th
ritor}' through purchases of ad\
ing material from his company,

6
9

19

expected, therefore, that Power

20
26
27

attempt to see to

it

that the r

comes before the convention.

THE

—

—

—

225.

Friedrichstrasse.

Expert in Bridge at
Chinese Cast in French
Capitol; Innovation
Film Showing in N. Y.
a
Happiness,"
of
The Capitol, New York, has bookVeil
"The
is

fihn with an all-Chinese cast
playing at the Sth Ave. Playhouse

in

New York

French

Financial
Low

High

Am.

(s)

36.
*(c-b)
*Bal. & Katz
*(c) Con. Fm. Ind.
do pfd.
*(c)
East, Kodak
(s)
.

.

*(c)
*(s)
(s)
(c)
(c)

do

pfd.

.

.

.

.

.

Film Insp.
First Nat.

4

106

82/
23%

82

^^

Proj
6s 46

25

(o)Roxy
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(c)
(o)
(o)
(0)
(o)

354

7s37

Trans-Lux

13

66
29

66

66

.

.

31
33

40/

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

42./8

2/
3

.

*

Last

Prices

NOTE:
Skouras,

St.

40
4

3%

200

13

80

78"
22
97
2554
34

Louis:

—

the Supreme Film
San Francisco and Los An-

25
34

WoodhuU on "Dawn" Ban
F. ("Pete") Woodhull, presiof the M.P.T.O. cautions exhibitors against presenting any picture in their theaters that may tend
better understanding
to injure the
between the United States and foreign countries. His remarks were in-

(Bid and Asked),

February Exports Off;
$131,293 Under January
Washington Bureau of

Stanley,

in Chicago;

Philadelphia.

Paramount Convention
Opens in Washington
(.Continued from Page

1)

convention will end Thursday, and
on the following day the executive
group will go to Detroit to open the
second .sales convention on May 6 at
The final
the Book-Cadillac Hotel.
session will be held in San Francisco
at the Palace Hotel, May 13-16.

—

THE FILM DAILY

Film exports from
States during February

the United
totaled 21,695,625 ft. valued at $595,895, against 24,811,794 ft. valued at
$727,188 in January, it is shown in
figures compiled by the Dep't of

Commerce.
included 15,613,181
of positives valued at $393,414, against
ft.
18.573,524 ft. valued at $466,401 the preceding: month; negatives. 661,735 ft. valued
at
$77,084, against 925,302 ft. valued at
$115,524: and raw stock, 4.630.373 ft. valued at $113,834, against 4.654,500 ft. valThere were also exported
ued at $128,499.
during the month 173,080 ft. of raw stock
valued at $1,230, and 617,256 ft. of positives
valued at $10,333 to Porto Rico and Hawaii.

Shipments by

—

sold
Salina.

Roxy Feted Tonight
The Broadway Association
give a dinner tonight at the
in
ger
Hotel
honor of
following it by the unveiling
bronze tablet in the lobby o
theater bearing his name.
Of
of thirty civic organizations an
ficial
representatives of five
will

a local distribter-

New York

Greater'

ritorv.

attend.

Lilli

ed

by

Damiti Sailing
Damati, German actress

Samuel Goldwyn,

is

dv

on the Berengaria M
en route to Hollywood to appea

New York

Managing

Branch

Standard

Pittsburgh
Harry E. Reiff now is
serving as manager of the local Standard branch, succeeding George Wil-

posite Ronald Colman in the la
first individual starring picture.

son.

Democrats Will Fight
For Repeal of Taxes
1)

Senate May 1, and will be taken up
on May 3, even if to do so it is necessary to lay aside the Boulder Dam

now

the unfinished busiSenate.
Democrats in the Senate have announced that they will carry to the
floor of the
Senate the fight for

legislation,

ness of the

adoption
calls

of

for

their

repeal

program
of

all

WANTED
MANAGER or ASSISTAN
theatr

for

picture

This

and

vaudeville

Must hs
Experience not necessary.
Opportunity
best of reference.
advancement.
c-o Film Da
BOX M-336
N. Y
1650 Broadway

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN DISTRIBU
OF qUALITY MOTION PICTURED

ptE, PICTURES
ARTHUR A. LEE

PftES

1

which

admission

embodied in the
minority report which will be made.
taxes.

Washington
is listed

by

300
600

112/

utor in the

{Continued from Page

spired bv recent ban on "Dawn"
Publix, Loew's and Universal.

Quoted.

Balaban & Katz

Co., of
geles.

100
5,000

42M

.

(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter
(s) Stock Exchange.

Joins

R.
dent

7/8

United Art.
15
do pfd
85
2
L'niv. Ch. com.
do pfd.
82
*(c) Univ. Pict.
*(s)
do pfd.
Warner Bros, 2S'A
(c)
34'/^
(s)
do "A"
'(c-b)
do 6/s28
.

'466

31
6

7

Stanley Co.
Technicolor

Montgomery and

13

.

Skourras Bros.

6',666

13
.

"A"

do units
do com

3,000

121M
100% 100%
107%
'3%
3/

Par.By.5^s51
do

7/J

9

monwealth's tenth as

—

29
94
126J4

25

Commonwealth's 10th Year
The new season will mark Com-

todav.

National Screen
Reichert
Francisco Louis
San
has been appointed sales representative for National Screen Service in
George
succeeding
territory,
this

7/8

126-5i

Charles S. Goetz of the States
Cinema Co. wlio has been on tlie
coast completing arrangements for
his handling of "The Woman Who
Was Forgotten" produced by Richard Thomas, arrives in New York

10,000
100
16,000
2,000
100

106%
111
111/
lOiM 101%

.

(b)

99
ri'A

73/8
106?4

25%

"A"

800

8

.

Pathe
do

300

12'6

73%

(s)
(s)

will later

Goetz Returns

16

(b) Keiths
(s) Loew's, Inc. ..
...106^
(c)
do pfd.
(b)
do 6s 41ww.lll^
do 6s41x-war 101?^
(b)
pfd.
(s)
*(s) M. P. Cap.
*(s) Orph. Cir.
*(s)
do pfd.
Para. F-L
.127%
(s)
do pfd.
*(s)
do
6s
47
(c-b)
AOO'A

'(b)

800

2354
170

170

.170

pfd
"A'" 82

M-G-M

Sales

42/
74%

Fox Fm.
Fox Thea. "A"
Intern.

Close

week and

106M

.

.

(s)

42

42/,

Seat.
do 6s

this

phiy other little theaters in the Sth
Ave. Playhouse Group. George CleFrance,
of
ex-premier
menceau,
wrote the story. Edward L. Klein
Corp. is handling American rights.

ed "Auction Bridge," first of a series of one-reelers in the intricacies
of this card game for the week of
May 12. Milton C. Work, authority
in the game, will make an appearance on the stage after the picture
and then in the lobby answering
questions of patrons.
It is a brand
new angle in showmanship.

Marion House Sold
George Foste
the Oakland to R. Maxsi

Marion, O.

is

.

NEW vDDu nevAMT

Charles K. Harris
announces the completion of an underworld story

**GUNMEN"
which he predicts

classes

be another "Chicago After Midnight'
another Harris success

will

Ready to negotiate tvith producers
Fully copyrighted throughout the world

Charles K. Harris
701 Seventh

Avenue

New York

CitF

,te

THE
April 30, 1928
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ining- Up '28- '29 Program at Sales

Meets

llie!

Ready With
38% of Features

tsofl

52 Minimum from

iContintied

from Page

1)

{Continued from Page

mised

expected of "The Last
ig," one of the group of seven
Is which will have the identical
and
fid director as "The Cat
is

|h-

iesofl

Metzger told the
into the same
fit

Inary."
It will

JtPoi
latt

Tom's Cabin," "The Man

icle

Hllioil

sales
class

"Broadway," "Show
and "The Mating Call" which

[Laughs,"

Western

u

ivei

road show

Universal's

ise

and

thrill

di-

pictures

)up of seven Ted Wells pictures, the
g six features with .Tacl< Perriii and
"The Two Outlaws,"
star;
lorse
ans of the Wild," "Wild Blood,"
Earvest of Hate," "Plunging Hoofs,"
Also two
ioofbeats of Vengeance."
bon aviation thrillers, "The Cloud
and a
Skidder."
and "The Sky
melodramas, "The Body
of seven
The Hero of the Circus." "Phan"The Midnight Mystery,"
fngers,"

"

the City," "Beyond
Price of Fear."

of

%

le

Law,"

the

short subjects, the five ser"Tarzan the Mighty," "The Final
ng," "The Pirate of Panama," "The
the

ig

Rider,"

"The

and

Diamond

Mas-

three are to be in twelve
The
each, the other two in ten.
s
Bros. Comedies will consist of four
Newly"The
follows:
each,
as
13
if

The

first

nd Their I5aby" comedies with Snoo
the "Mike and Ike" comedies, the
Brown" comedies and the "Let
Do It" comedies with Sid Saylor.
52

Western

featurettes

include

will

twelve Texas Ranger pictures
Stunt Cowboy
12
Jeorge Chandler,
Bob Curwood, 12 Northwest
Is with
Jd Police pictures with Edmund Cobb,
Iry Carey reissues and 8 Jack Hoxie
^ries,

Is.

Ing the one-reelers will be 13 Arthur
"Horace in
BJctures under the title
Dd," and 13 Laemmle Novelties.

eleven to four yesterday, the
brce held individual meetings
ed Schlanger. At four o'clock

Anybody Here Seen Kelly?"
Foreign Legion" were
Then followed further
with Metzger and a ban-

"The
ed.
iigs

in the

grill

in

the evening.

H. Goldstein is here to recover
ving an attack of the flu.

1928-9

First National for

!res)(ii|

:i\

M-G-M

here.

The

studio executives are on
hand as is the New York contingfint
and the stage is set for the opening

meeting.
It is

up

probable that the present

line-

augmented before

new

will be

the

year runs out.
"Lilac Time," starring Colleen Moore is one of the big
ones.
It will be the company's initial picture with a synchronized musical score under the Firnatone deal
just closed with Western
Electric.
Ned Depinet stated yesterday it will
have a Broadway run beginning
June.

The

pictures in detail:
Moore in "Lilac Time,"

Colleen

George

directed by

Fitzmaurice

and already comjjleted.
The cast includes Cary Cooper, Eugen*e Be
serer and Burr Mcintosh.
Other Moores:
"Synthetic Sin," from play by Frederic and
Fanny Hatton; "Baby Face" by Cosmo Hamilton and "The Richest (nrl on Earth" by
John Emmett,
Corinne Griffith's first will l}e "The Divine Lady," the story of Lady Hamilton and
^'ictor
Varconi, Ian Keith,
Lord Nelson.
Montagu Love and Marie Dressier are in the
directed.
Other Grfcai^t.
Frank Lloyd
fiths: "Outcast," from the stage play by Hn
Henry Davie^; "Saturday's Chi'dren,"
liert
from play by Maxwell Anderson; "Paid For"
and one other.
make "Diverwill
Barthelmess
Richard
play
by John Van Druten;
from
sion,"
"Mutiny," a sea story by W. Scott Darling
and others on which no detail is availal)le.
Milton Sills' first will be "The Barker,'
Fitzmaurice.
directed by George
special,
a
Dorothy Mackaill and Betty Compson are in
Others from him: "Captain of
the support.
.-

"The
Strong."
Spotter" and "Hard

the

Kagle's

Trail,"

1)

Murray

Charlie

Truth"

by
Kings," by

Ralph

in

"The Lying
"The Sport of
"Wine, Women and
four:

Spence;

Ian Hay;
Song" and "Charlies' Night Out."
Ken Maynard in six: "The Glorious
Trail, "_ "The Phantom City,"
"The Royal
Rider," "The Lawless Legion," "Cheyenne"
and "Wells Fargo Express."
Other specials include: "The Whip," di-

rected
by Charles
Brabin
with
Dorothy
Mackaill, Ralph Forbes, Anna Nilsson and
Lowell Sherman; "No, No, Nanette"; '"The
Squall," Jean Bart's play; "The Butter and
Egg Man," George S. Kaufman play with

Jack Mulhall and Greta Nissen; and "The
Changeling" from Donn Byrne's story to be
directed by Fitzmaurice.
Three made by the company's foreign units
are on the list: "Dancing Vienna," "The
Strange Case of Captain Ramper" and "The
Ware Case." The first two are German and
the

third

English.

Three mystery dramas:
"The Haunted
House," from play by Owen Davis; "Seven
Footprints to Satan" by A. Merritt and "Ssh,
the Octopus," by Ralph Murphy and Donald

Ornato Handling Acts

G. A. Hickey, division manager for Los
Angeles, Seattle, Portland and San Francisco; H. P. Wolf berg, division manager for
St.
Louis, Omaha, Kansas City and Des
Moines; C. E. Kessnich, division manager
for Atlanta, Oklahoma City,
Orleans,
Dallas and Memphis; S. A. Shirley, division
manager for Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwau-

New

kee and Minneapolis; J. W. Hanlon. manager for Atlanta; Mrs. Emily Larson, Butte;
Feli.x Mendelssohn, Chicago; L. Bickcl, Dallas; R. J. Garland, Denver; W. E. Banford,
Des Moines; W. W. Willman, Indianapolis;
Russell Egner, Kansas City; J. J. Milstein,
Los Angeles; J. ¥. Willingham, Memphis; S.
.Shurman,
Milwaukee;
W. H. Workman,
Minneapolis; C. J. Briant, New Orleans;

Gaumont to Produce Old Play
London Gaumont is planning to
produce "The Dumb Man of Man-

—

chester,"

KvC^AXY

famous old

play.

YAT

"The

Rock."

^

THE KAT WITH
A WORLD WIDE
REPUTATION

"Two
in
individually
Kenyon Nichplay
by
oy
Cage,"
Girl in the Glass

star
a

olson and "The
Mulhall wdl star
Turner.
Kibl)e
(Jeorge
alone in "Applesauce," by Barry Conners and
"When Irish Eyes Are Smiling."
_,
Alice White's group includes "Show Girl,
by Paul
by J P. McEvoy; "On the Air,
Dereco Augsburg; "Bluffers," by Robert S.
by Charles
Carr and "Rosie of the Ritz,
Beahan and Garrett Fort.

FILMLAND'S
FUNNIEST

M.<^»(-'«M>()'«^0^»'(>'^-**4

^O-^M-O-ff^t I'^H*'! H

YoM Should Walk a Mile to See
A Revelation of Character Acting

tives, those attending the
regional
convention at Kansas City are:

Lake City.

acti tor picture houses.
He is now rehears.ng two acts which will be routed throughout
country starting tomorrow.
11. e

Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mnlhall will coin ''Children of the Ritz" from Cornell
Woolrich's novel and "Waterfront," a play
Miss
by Will Chappell and Gertrude Orr.
will

commentary on the possibilities of
modern distribution."
In addition to home office execu-

B. Zoellner, Oklahoma City; F. C. HensOmaha; L. Amacher, Portland; Ben
Fish, Seattle; G. C. Parsons. San Francisco;
C. T. Lynch, St. Louis; L. Wingham, Salt

Joseph Ornato, formerly producer of two
reel comedies under the name of Piermont
Pictures Corp., has opened a studio at 145
W. 45th St. for the production of vaudeville

star

OtT,"

1)

ler,

"La Tosca"
"The Other
Tomorrow," from novel by Octavus Roy
Cohen; "The Heart of a Princess" by Maxine Alton; "Pleasure Bound" and one other.

Weeks

(Continued from Page

accounts during the current season,
bringing the total served to over 10,OOO will be stressed at today's meeting by Felix Feist, general sales manager, who terms it "a phenomenal

W.

Gallagher.

Billie Dove will star in five:
which will go out as a special;

Mackaill

Starts Kansas City

Convention This Morning

Animated By
Ben Harrison

it

FEATURE

and

Manny Gould

on the Screen

"Czar Ivan The Terrible"
Produced by

SOVKINO

o£

MOSCOW

723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.
»l)^M-(>«M-04

r

»a'^»(>-^»0'^»(>'«

WEST 42nd STREET

NEW YORK
to

AMKINO CORPORATION
BRYant

Cit

CHARLES B. MINTZ
220

(Producers of "Potemkin")

For bookings apply exclusively

PRESENTED BY

7678

»0'^»0'«»()« K»^»<>^»i>^»' >-•

^Paramount MINTZ Cartoons

The Bowery

FOCI

By Harry Hoyt

Knee High
By Maurice Stephens and

Law

C. B.

TUE RIVER WOj

Dawson

oS the Blue Ridge
By Allen Swinburne

ABIE OF mi ILS.

Pajamas for Tw^o
By Harold Shumate

Circus Love
By Courtney

Riley

\1

Cooper

Times Square

Motor Madness

By Norman Houston

By Gerald Beaumont

Something to Love

The Girl from Argentine
By K.

By Adele Buffington

Accusing Fingers
By Capt.

Ira

T. Kelsona

Under'world Love
By Gregory Lang

Longworth

1

iHmH

Red Velvet

CIAIS
ill AND SON
BV JOHN
IE Hl^IJL SHPPBB

By Beth Brown

The Night Express
By Danny O'TooIe

The Fire

BJRINKIVIM

By Adele

Call

BuflFington

Mothers o£ Today
By Henry G. Lloyd

Violence
By Norman Houston

Homeless Parents
By

Across the Footlights

Philip Gibson

By Rita Larchman

Flappers Must Live

A Modern

By Mayme Millard

^^2w^

Sappho
Dorian

San Francisco After Dark

By Valor Pennington

By Harold Shumate

IB

oi1

:)ISTPIBUTEDBY

Seville

Goodbye Broadivay

n
.^

By

]sm

1

K

f iKaM Prodwlions
Gotham
.

.i?"

*'°"'*" ""

"^

fl

^The best thing Miss Griffith
has ever done" jim Hmiid jribune

SLse^

on the

plcLy

ty

K-udolph

bernauer

t^ Jludolph

Oesterreicher *<-,*-,

Ji

VarietY tellsl^v
This picture has eveiymingMat
cast. romance. title.comed^ iro
intrmsic interest qualitx.^.

BeautY of star beautif of production and human appeal
set this one in as a winner
from the qetawau -with
.

—wom-

special pullfrom the
thi
en fans."
W \ L T EK MOKOSCO

prresenif

COaiNNE
GRIFFITH
in

^GARDEN
oC tPEN/l
\xmen ShermavUmiseDresseri^
Charles
LEWIS MILESTONE
and

Kay
production^

SUPERVISED BY JOHN W. CONSIDINE

JR.-

UNITED ARlriSTS PICTUR^E

—

.

Todayi.the£ye§

aktbewodd
are cm

CHICAGO/
yPCKAWE

J^

JACEAlHEWTC

XALT LAKE CITy

X4M FKAWCIXCC

lOr

AMGELET
<-.

"^

T"

EXPEC
GREAT THIHGS from
the Company that £tave
This Industry

them All the White Neat in 1917''18-inclu(lin^l
<N=

=»*.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
in

"LADIES'

"The Patent Leather Kid"

Hold's the Record for Broken Records.
Regent, Newark; United Artists. Seattle;

The

latest:— House records at the

with Dorothy Mackaili-Jack Mulhall
"A hundred laughs wide and a hundred deep. A first-class
Motion Pictures Today.
quality."^

"You'll never get

more laughs

full-length feature picture

...

see

it

by

all

it»

A

means," says

from Carl Ed's celebrated comic

Photoplay.

A

strip syndicated to

32 million people.

"The

Little

Shepherd of Kingdom Come"

masterpiece worthy of the best of screen tradition
work of film art." Motioti Pktures Today

—

.

.

.

Extreme beauty

.

.

ELINOR GLYN'S "MAD HOUR"

Littlefield

May

attraction of sure

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
"A

with Arthur Lake, Mary Brian, Alice White, Lucien

fei

—

Palace, Ashtabula, Ohio; the Gastonian, Gastonia, N.C.; the Virginian, Charleston,W.Va.; the Rialto, Williamsport, Pa.

"HAROLD TEEN"

NIGHT IN A TURKISH BATH"

with a Star Cast
were very much pleased with business done on 'The Mad Hour'. Best
opening at the box-office of the spring season."
John F. Kumler, Pantheon

"We

-

=»f

I

Theatre, Toledo.

NATIONAL come through again nexf year?
Ask the Dough Boys at the Drake! --They know!i
Will FIRST

^^^^^^^^^_^^^_^.^^^^^^^^^__^^^^^^^^^^^___^^^^^^^^__

Member

V Motion Picturt Pn)(h)Ctw md

Plstribuloro 0/

Amtrif

lnr-^.>wii

H How« n^.,j^t

_3

1

dompulsory Arbitration

Hit at Convention

to be

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
XLIV

V)L.

Tuesday,

No. 27

USTNEEIING TODAY ON

Confident

'^FRENCH QUOTA TANGLE
(By

'^aris

Cable)

—The

decision

Will H. Hays
jl meet Minister Herriot this afInoon and from this meeting will
America's policy on the
[relop
It is felt
ench quota situation.
lerally that Hays will have diffiIty in gaining his point and that,

made

be

vil

today.

a result, American distributors
gradually pull out of the French
If this is done, between
arket.
111

and 7,500 French employees of
lerican distributors will be thrown
It of work.
Hays is booked for New York on
le Majestic which sails May 3.
fix)

OF

INE

U. A.

Distributors apparently hold
no misgivings over the contemplated
Government conspiracy
suit
against
Film
Boards.
It is felt the action
will focus attention on workings of arbitration in a manner
to prove that the principle is
equitable and that under its
operations amity between distributor and exhibitor is assured.
C. C. Pettijohn, speaking for Film Boards, denies a

conspiracy exists, and

asserts
arbitration is
essential to modern business.

the principle

of

EXHIBITOR CO-OP PLAN
STILL IN THE

SCHEDULE

Gotham's plan

LISTED BY LICHTNAN

IS

Announcing

in

part

United

the

for an exhibitor cooperative organization along the lines
of the original First National are
Sam Sax leaves for
work.
still in
the Coast today to engage actively

schedule for next season, Al on
1928-1929 production, but will
.ichtman yesterday listed nine pic- make several stops in the Middle
ires, made, in work or planned and
West in connection with the co(Ided that selling will start in June.
operative plan.

May

1,

Price 5 Cents

1928

FOX BUILDING TWO MORE
BIG HOUSES IN PHILLY
CLEVELAND EXHIBS. WANT

With Stanley

The pictures
"The Woman

now

'almadge

mentioned are:
Disputed,"

th

is

>exes"
'.elle

at

in

work

production.

on

"The

Norma

starring

D.

W.

Battle

Grifthe
of

with Phyllis Haver, Jean Hersholt,
Bennett,
Don Alavardo and Sally

carolinaIaxItoday;

{Continued on Page 2)

—

Philadelphia William Fox, with
two theaters operating and a third
planned for 17th and Market, is about
Cleveland -The local exhibitors' to cause the Stanley Company more
association has sent out a letter to concern by invading the suburbs.

ADEQUATE PROTECTION

—

members urging

their support to the
pledge not to buy any of the new
season product until assurance of
reasonable protection is given by the
Members are urged not
producers.
even to talk about the new product
with any exchange until some equitable protection agreement is reached
whereby subsequent run houses can
get pictures earlier than 57 days fol-

lowing a

first-run.

Two

4,000-seat theaters are planned,
Germantown and the other in
a spot as yet unrevealed.
Al Boyd who plans a chain of
de luxe theaters, as noted, will erect
his first at 19th and Chestnut. This,
likewise, constitutes competition for
Stanley.
It is reported Fox's Philadeiohia plans, comprise onlv oart
of his expansion into zones in this

one

in

and other

cities

in

competition with

Stanley.

DIALOGUE IN '1ALKIE8"

iTtists

I

Entering Suburbs, Thus
Competing Further

TO BE CENSORED

Albert Kaufman Made
Assistant to Jesse Lasky
Albert A. Kaufman, at present di-

IN PA.

rector

Europe,

Paramount theaters in
of
will be assistant to Jesse

Paramount producPhiladelphia— Dialogue in talking L. Lask}' in the
Kaufman has been
tion department.
the
with
along
censored
films is to be
His
Paramount.
of
in
employ
long
pictures, the Court of Common Pleas
marks
a return to proassignment
preliminary
a
denying
in
here held
Warners to restrain the duction after an absence of some

injunction to

years.
board from censoring words of "Polly
Warner
Moran," Vitaphone subject.
contended that the censor law applies
Uniform Contract
Carolina
South
Columbia, S. C.
only
to pictures. The board declined
Theaters, Inc., newly organized state
Goes Into Eifect Today
to review the picture without the
exhibitor association, will probably
ConExhibition
Standard
The
words.
make application for an injunction
tract, as revised at Chicago in Janagainst the state tax commission to
uary, will be used on all contracts
This is in
prevent enforcement today of the
signed beginning today.
Gets Six K.C.
new law governing the sale of theaaccordance with the decision reached
Houses from Midland at the Trade Practice Conference in
Such action is predicted,
ter tickets.
Kansas City Six suburban theaters New York last October.
following a meeting when some 60
Midexhibitors assembled to organize for have been transferred from the
land circuit to the Universal chain.
the fight.
houses were formerly under Lots of Color and Pep
It is indicated the law will be con- The

exhibitorjicht looms

iVilliams Coming to N. Y.
in May ; Plans Exchanges
London J. D. Williams, managing

—

lirector of the United M.P. ProducYork
rs, Ltd., expects to be in
As noted, Wilometime in May.
anis declares he will open exchanges

New

America

jMi

'Continental

to

handle

British

and

product.

Texas M.P.T.O. Meets

May

Dallas

—The

8-9 in Dallas

New

—

"U"

—

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued

on Page

4)

Mark

annual convention of

M.P.T.O. of Texas will be held
here May 8-9. Efforts are under way
to secure a reduction in the power
rate for theaters.
the

Northwest States Meet Today;
Non-Theatricals Causing Stir
—

Make

Six
for
Mellers
Action

Minneapolis The Fifteenth
Minneapolis— Exhibitors in Mm•29 nesota and the Dakotas are up in convention of the Northwest Thecompeti- ater Owners opens today at the
Six action melodramas, featuring arms over a non-theatrical
claim has reached Nicollet hotel with indications that
"Silver Streak," the dog and all star tion, which they
threatening the it will be the largest in the history
proportions
casts will be made for 1928-1929 by menacing
Compulsory
organization.
the
of
Sam Bischoff who leaves for the extinction of many theaters if some- arbitration will come up early for
check
to
done
speedily
not
is
in pro- thing

Bischoflf to

Coast this week to get them
IContinued on Page 2)

(.Continued

on Page 4)

(Continued on

—

1st Nat'l

Meet

Chicago The First National convention opened with a bang yesterday.

Clifford B.

Hawley

precipitated

cheers from the 200 delegates

when

(Continued on Page 2)

aimual

Page 4)

Educ'l Dates Set
The Educational sales convention will be held in Montreal beginning May 22.

—

—

...

i
DAILY
Laemmle Leaves
Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Carl Laemmle left

Carolina Tax On
Today, Fight Looms
Tuesday, May

Price 5 Cents

1928

1,
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Financial
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Low

Close

Sales

42^

42^8
104 J4

42^8

100
21,000

24/

ioo
700

170/ 17274

1,300

*(c)
(b)
(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)
(c)
(b)
(b)

Intern.

15J4

24

126
....

4

.

pfd.

Fox Fm. "A"
Fox Thea. "A'

(s)
(c)

74/

74/
isw

.

*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat.

105%

•

Proj
6s
46

Keiths
do com ...
do pfd.
..
Loew's com.
do pfd. ...

.

106
83

.

83

82/

2i%

225/,

99/2
17

99
1634

8454

83/

75/

7354

23/

4,66n
8,100

8
99

8',6oo

17

1,200

83/
75/

900
53,600
2,200
300
11,000
18,000

noYi 107/ 110/

20
do deb. .rts 20/
20/
112'
113
do 6s 41ww 113
do 6s41x-warl01% 101/ 101/
*(s)
M-G-M pfd.
2V/i
(s)
M. P. Cap.
9
8
1,400
^Vi
*(s) Orph. Cir.
29
(s) do pfd. ..
94
129
11,466
U) Para. F-L
126^ 129
(s) do pfd. ..
(b)
do 6s 47 .. lOOJ/s 166 '4 1004
8,666

12m

(b)

3/

Pathe
do "A"
(b)
do 7s37
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

102/ 102^ 102/

Par.By.5Hs51

(s)
(s)

Roxy "A"

.

..

.

do units
do com.
Skouras Bros.
Stanley Co.
(o. Technicolor
.

.

.

(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)

Trans-Lux
.

Warner
do

'(c-b) do

65/

32
34

34
36

6

7

.

.

2/
3^

.

.

Skouras,

The Paramount theater will tender
a reception to Paul Ash May 9 at
the
Ritz-Carlton to celebrate his
Broadway debut.
Bern

St.

4,000

and Mov-

scored heavily at the Rialto
week, the SRO sign being in
evidence at practically every' per"The Jazz Singer" was
formance.
the feature picture, with Vitaphone
accompaniment. Other numbers on
the program were Movietone, show-

34

2,300

Vitaphone

subjects.

"Papa's Vacation,"
synchronized
the

Monte Blue

Chadwick

the

S.S.

Some

Griffith Bros.,

21

21

21

100

25

97
25

by

25M

800

filmed

Leprince on Sea Story
"The Ghost," a sea story
Jean Louis Bousquet, is being

Paris

—

bj'

Rene Leprince.

is

5

reel

Chicago

Announce

in

May 3rd— 10

A.

Quebe

Hull,

w
^-J.

the

convention

was

called.

hall

before

ink

'2f

[g"

1)

m

Padded Feet" and "Night Alarm,

The group has already been

sold

tc

(Jaumont for Europe, Harry Ascher fi
England, Capitol Film Exchange fi
York,
Masterpiece
for
Philadelphi
Liberty-Specialty Film for the entire Sout
Bischoff expects to close othe
territories while en route West

New
New

lit

in

new

Enlarging Crickelwood

London

the

— Entire

first

floor

cl

Crickelwood studios is being demo|
ished to permit enlargement of thj
plant.

r—

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

She is attracting much attention
from Chicago newspapers.
Eastern
delegates are wearing Brown derbies, western delegates, sombrero and
bandannas; southern delegates, straw
and high hats and the Canadians,
felt hats and scarfs.
There was a
parade lasting fifteen minutes around

the

Removal

the

M.

N. Y. C.

oj Their
1

Standard

Vaudeville Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

roll

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

&

Branch

Vain Office
Broadway
New York

50

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

Office

1th Floor

CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

tKe

1560 Broadway,

Who

EMPIRE LABORATORIES
723 7th Ave.

p.^ia

duction.
The titles are: "Code c
the Air," "Side Tracked," "Houn
of the Hills," "Shield of Courage,

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

Fifth Floor

films

— Men

Merritton,

keW

Cornwa!

1)

Other speakers were
R. A. Rowland, H. A. Bandy, W. C.
Boothby, Harry Nolan (and Tom

LAUER

From

Philadelphia.

feature

Whitby,

'If

CITY MARSHAL'S SALE
negatives,

Oshawa,

ines,

and Asked).

One Moment Temptation

jj,

Ontario.
Cities which adopte
time include Toronto, Moi
treal, Ottawa, Kingston, St. Catha

E.
CO.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

listed in

—

1,800

337/,

WILLIAM

Stanley,

sta

Parts of Canada hx\
switched into daylight saving tim
but there are large sections whic
continued with standard time, prii
cipally the whole of populous Wes

112/

& Katz

to

Districts UnchangeAj^'J

(Continued from Page

line-up.

margin.

88

Carei

about

Daylight Time in Canada

.

2

is

released nationally in the fall as will "Steat!
boat Bill, Jr.," starring Buster Keaton ai
"Tempest," starring John Barrymore.

—

78

Edwin

newest.

"La Paiva"

with
Lupe Velez and William Boyd c
"T»
featured and Sam Taylor directing.
Lovers" with Colman and Banky will

Boland. "The Ware Case," made in
England, was shown at the Windsor
In the
Dallas Considerable slackening in theater and elicited cheers.
afternoon
Callaway
and
\N
E.
extreme
the
in
reported
business is
Florence
Beatty
spoke.
west Texas oil fields such as Wink Jerome
and Pyote. Prior to the erection of Strauss is the only woman present.

.

Rio's

Thorold,

stressed the possibilities of the

Overseating Is Seen
In Texas Oil Towns

15

Louis;

Forget
Thursday.

on

(Continued from Pacie

to

Two

New York

he stressed the company's independence and solidity.
Ned Depinet
sounded
keynote
the
when he

—

85

33/

in

Lots of Color and Pep
Wylam,
Mark 1st Nat'l Meet

Georgia House Changes Hands
Lithonia, Ga. The DeKalb, formerly operated by W. J. Brooks, has
been bought by J. T. McDonald.

by

Del

directing.

summer

Sailing

"Excess Baggage"
Cyril Chadwick, the English actor,
has been cast as the motion picture
director in a William Haines' feature, "Excess Baggage."

Ala., and the Gary, in Fairfield, Ala.,
to A. P. Sloss.

13

3434

Dolores
is

signed for "Father and Son."

"Silver

Grand,

the

'"%
and Thelma Todd is almost finished.
Innocent," Vilma Banky's first starring pi
ture goes into production this week wi
"Revenge"
Victor Fleming directing.

Gotham Signs Beery
Noah Beery who appears in "Hell Bischoff to Make Six
Ship
Bronson" for Gotham has
Action Mellers for

Several Steed Houses Sold
Atlanta^The Joe Steed Amusement Co. has sold the Plaza, North

Birmingham;

(Continued from Page 1)
"Hell's Angels" with Ben Lyo
Nissen, James Hall, George Cooj

and others.

Mary Lewis and
picture,

arrives

Thursday and sails
France on Saturday.

Slave."

80

.

New

were

shorts

O'Neill.

ern

1,000 ft. of Lindbergh subject,
the take-off of the "Bremen" in Ireland, Coolidge reception for Lindbergh and Easter festival and other

.

.

Irving
in

19;

of

Toronto

Tomorrow

Monte Blue

there were three theaters there. With
a total of four theaters, the situation
is reported to be overseated by a big

424

3/

in N. Y.

Paul Bern, assistant to
Thalberg at M-G-M arrives
York tomorrow morning.

last

a l,50()-seat theater

6;^s28

Balaban

4

Ash

ietone

.

Bros.

"A"

400

4

* Last Prices Quoted,
(b) Bond Market.
<c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid
(s) Stock Exchange.

NOTE:

13
65

40/
41/

40
42-4

.

.

United Art.
do pfd.
Univ. Ch. com
,(o)
do pfd.
<c) Univ. pict.
*(s)
do pfd. ...
(c)
(s)

.

65/

12,000

3/

3y«

.

Stories

Reception for Paul

.

.

will

three more
vehicles to its line-up for next season: "Trial Marriage," "The Power
of the Press" and "Sinners' Parade."

uig

High
.
Seat.
(s) Am.
(c-b) do
6s 36.. 105^4
Bal. & Katz.. 74>/.
(c) Con. Fm. Ind 15M
do pfd.
24/2
(c)
1727^
Kodak
(s) East.
*(s)
do pfd. ..

Columbia Buys 3
Columbia has added

"Talkies" Click in Macon, Ga.

— Vitaphone

He

night.

last

1,

U. A. Schedul,
Listed by Lichtmaiij

Greta

receive three readings in both houses.
The revenue provisions are schedUnder
uled to go into effect today.
the new provisions theater operators
using stock tickets will buy a standard ticket from the state tax commission, records of the amounts of
tickets bought for use by each theater to give the state a guide in collecting the tax.

Macon, Ga.

Nine

—

stop over in Chicago for one day.

tested on the ground that it is unconstitutional inasmuch as the provisions amending the present law did
not originate in the house of representatives and that the bill did not

THE

—
—

1)

Coast

New York

for

iContimted from Page
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West

May

Tuesday,

New York

IIIILCOd^HByt
no West M^St.NcwVbrk.NLy.**
Phone Penna. 0330

Telephone Bryant 1780
XJnchanged

Warren Auerbach
"Manager

II

Motion Picture Department
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debiic
i,S

b:3

^

*

THE
May

1928

1,

DAILY

CoastWire
"Writ

^E^

Service-

Tosca' with Firnatone

I

'**'* '''*''

»t**'****'*^'**^**'^***' $

Laemmle

DOVE TO STAR

Ernest

18T NflT'L SPECIAL
Wrtl

Injured

Laemmle,

°°R.POBA.Tio'

Universal

suffering from a
serious injury to his hand, as
a result of an auto accident.
director,

$' '•^*'*'***

is

PRODUCE

Will

completed for produc"La Tosca" with a FirnaDove
Billie
Iccompaniment.
are

in the picture for First Na.vhich will be one of her group
for 1928-1929, but which will

and DELIVER
FILM DAILY MOVES INTO

for Season 1928-29

4i

I

ased as a special.
far, the only other picture
Iced for a synchronized score is

iTime."
lice

NEW COAST QUARTERS
Completing the first
mented West Coast

in "Lingerie"

White

has borrowed Alice
from First National to play
Itu red role in "Lingerie." The
ny-Stahl

Malcolm

dudes

Harris and

McGregor,

Armand

Kaliz.

FILM DAILY

has

step in

its

service,

aug-

THE

moved from

its

old quarters in the Hotel Ambassador
to new offices in the Warner theater
building at 6425 Hollywood Blvd.

Ralph Wilk, newly appointed Coast
manager, is in charge.

lion will soon start under difor

of

In Chaney's Support
Busch will appear with Lon

George Melford.

Mae
ames Flood
rriage of

Starts

Work

Tomorrow"

in

"While the City Sleeps."

has been

production at Tififanyin
of
James
direction
under
Patsy Ruth Miller is starred.
toiiBast includes Lawrence Gray,

McDowell, John Sainpolis,
Emerson, Shirley Palmer and
Leonard.

ra

Chaney

New York
ence Vidor will arrive in New
from Hollywood on May 5,
for Europe on May 12. She

Alan

Pathe Signs Alan Hale
Hale will appear in "The

completed "The Magnificent
Paramount.

for

<*

"THE ADORABLE CHEAT"

g°^dy
with

LILA LEE,

Sheffield,

l\

Directed by Burton King
The delightful story of a millionairess masquerading as a work-

*

Ready In

u^HE HOUSE OF SHAME"

is

A

fire of unknown origin damaged
the carpenter shop of Universal studio, causing loss of $20,000.

August'"
A new slant on a

Miss Royer Producing
Fanchon
Royer
is
producing
"Life's Like That," under direction
of Raymond Canon.

WORK

Universal City is preparing for its
Stage Director,
reopening on May 15 when Reginald
arning How at Lasky's Denny starts work on "Red Hot
)ert Milton, well known New
Speed," under direction of Fred New-

on,

Ciil

stage director, is here apparentthe purpose of learning a thing
o about production. He is servassistant to J. G. Bachmann,
ction supervisor, at Paramount.

meyer.
At the same time, "The
Gate Crasher," starring Glenn Tryon,
gets under way with W'Uiaia Craft

new

gripping and plausible melodrama of the deadly net of
cumstantial evidence.

"SOUTH OF PANAMA"

JUST COMPLETED

cir-

McCo'^nvme

Reckless Adventure and Passionate Love in a land where blood
runs hot.

"BELOW THE DEADLINE"

fe'bruary"

A

thrilling tale
hair.

of the realm outside the

laiv

where

^y
life

it
often

hangs by a
'"

Apru''

An

"THE ROARING FORTIES"

inside story of the racketeers of the

The latter has just signed
contract with "U".

WATERS
JOHNDIRECTOR

Leitzbach

A

directing.

a

by Adeleine

EVIDENCE"

October

"Has Anybody Here

WITH TWO UNITS NAY 15

'^A^XnJ

college story.

^ Vll*VWlfl» * AFf * MAE.

Ready In

Kelly?"

ka

Authma?

Sensational Title and a Sensational, yet Censor Proof Story.
box-office special that will "clean-up" for any exhibitor.

"CAMPUS KNIGHTS"

Fire at Universal Studio

UNIVERSAL RESUMES

i

i

ing girl.

A
A

i

*
i
*

i

with William Wyler, director,
latest

^^*S

Burr Mcintosh, Cornelius Keefe, Reginald

Gladden James.

DeSmbe"
7yler Signs New Contract
versal has signed a new con-

^^

Sentimentalists" for Pathe.

>rence Vidor to

ist

EIGHT Superior Dramatic Feature Photoplays with
Screen Favorites of Recognized Standing and Ability.

fune''i92"9

"™E PEACOCK

^D^'-MoTgii

Great White Way.

FAN"

"^y

A^tTi

Creepy, spooky midnight mystery, and unusual situations.

Entire Series of Eight
Supervised by

Productions

Personally

LON YOUNG

"THE VANISHING PIONEER"
(Zane Grey's Story Starring Jack Holt)

RECENT RELEASES

BEAU SABREUR"
"THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER"
"NEVADA"
TWO FLAMING YOUTHS"
"DRUMS OF THE DESERT"
Finishing Two-Year Contract at Paramount —
Available in June

For open territory and Regional
municate with

CHESTERFIELD

MOTION

Releasing

PICTURE

Geo. R. Batcheller, Pres.. 1540 Broadway,

franchises.

Com-

CORPORATION
New York

City.

i

DAILV
((

M-G-M's Second Meeting
Opens in Kansas City

—

Approximately 20 Mmanagers, embracing all cities

Kansas City

G-M

west of the Mississippi, are here for
a second sales convention now under
The
way at the Hotel Baltimore.
ground covered is essentially the same
gone over at the Pitstburgh meeting
held Friday and Saturday.

Gage Made U. A. Manager
Lake Sam Gage has been
appointed manager of the United
Artists exchange, succeeding Harry
Gage was forresigned.
S^ern,

—

Salt

merly in charge of the company's
San Francisco office.

M.P.T.O.

Moves

M.P.T.O.A., headed by R. F.
("Pete") Woodhull, yesterday moved
national headquarters from 745 7th
Ave.,

to

eighth

the

floor

1650

of

"U" Gets Six K.C.
Northwest States
Non-Theats" Cause
Houses from Mi(
To Meet Today
Stir in Northwest
(Continued from Page
(.Continued

from Page

1)

The Northwest Theater
evil.
Owners have taken up the fight with
have a show
to
a determination
the

test case has asked
an injunction against a school in
The exhibiSpring Grove, Minn.
tors' association claims no institution supported wholly or in part by
a municipality, or by taxation, has a
right to compete with private busi-

down, and as a
for

ness.
the Spring Grove school,
of the local theater, states

In the case
Joe Miller, owner
a continuance of this competition will put
him out of business, as the school has been
Presigiving two shows a week regularly.
dent Steffes of the Northwest association is
granted.
will
be
injunction
the
confident that
In the event that the association is successful in this suit, similar action -will be
taken against every school board in the
of

three

Steffes

states,

Thalberg Sailing
Norma
Thalberg
and
sail for home from Southampton on the S.S. Majestic tomorIrving
Shearer,

row.

Wisconsin Chain Expanding
Milwaukee Community Theaters,
Inc., of West Allis, which operate
seven houses in Wisconsin including

—

in

West

Allis,

1)

management

discussion, and a hot fight is forehave definitely
cast as exhibitors
aligned themselves for or against.
Non-theatricals will also be a live
issue, with Al Steffes scheduled to
present a proposed remedy for the
situation.
heated discussion is expected over the forcing of exhibitors to buy posters direct from National exchanges.

A

Universal an

Midland

by

over

taken

of

months ago.

ab(

The

theaters
Apollo, Linwood, Lincol

Isis,

ham and Gladstone.
circuit now operates
houses,

including

The Midland

,

The

Uii

seven

st

the

Ii<

new L

operates
50 theaters in Kansas, Missoi
circuit

Iowa.

Indian Film at Carnegii
Film Arts Guild will giv«
Joins Commonwealth
performances of "The Light ol
David Rosengarten, for several produced in India, at Carnegi
years branch manager for M-G-M in New York.
The first will I
New York, has joined Commonwealth May 11 and the others afterno
evening of May 13.
as sales manager.

says:

"We

intend to make this a finish fight
and will take it to the highest courts in the
don't think it will
land, if necessary.
be necessary, but should we lose this case
make
every effort to
will
courts,
we
in the
have the laws enacted that will protect
private business against the unfair competition of schools and churches."

^j'OK
L/

Excellent Pictures Set in N. W.
Minneapolis- Excellent Pictures for
1928-1929 go through Charles W.
Trampe, Midwest Distributing Corp.,

have

increased

from $75,000

to

$100,000.

the purpose of better

serving our present clients

and, through association

—

their preferred stock

1)

(Continued from Page

We

Broadway.

one

May

Tuesday,

with each other, to im-

Milwaukee, for Wisconsin and
Northern Michigan, and through W.

prove the

general manager of the
1"! exchange of the Northwest Theater Owners Ass'n. for Minnesota,
North and South Dakota.

growing business

of

..

Stefifes,

facilities for

our

I

We announce the Amalgamation of

ARTHUR W.

^BS^Rvw

STEBBINS

FORMERLY ARTHUR W.STEBBINS

ELMER

G.

&.

CO.,

Inc.

LETERMAN
and

ALBERT

GATES

N.

FORMERLY LETERMAN

&

GATES,

Inc.

RECCONIZEC EY THEATRES

EVERYIVHEliE A% ABSOLUTELY

in the firm, of

INDISPENSABLE TO THEIR SUCCESS

ECALSC

T Ti

STEBBINS,

LETERMAN & GaTES|
INCORPORATED

Insurance Brokers

1540

Q Waller en &eri/ Pichre you Plm/ \

LOEWS STATE THEATRE BUILDING

coirplefe servicc-wifji AriiraiteJ operiiigcortajning raire cf llieaire- day sets

ard Aiiiniated closing to match

Telephone Bryant 3040

-

SPECIAL SEHVICL DEPARTMENTS
ir charge of e\|)eif * iracJv lo Mipfty Speciil /inficuncenierfs

J

ot any kird in filiriTcrrr at reaficrable prices

ARTISTIC AnTnSt EE3 LEADERS

for your

Feature, Comedy, News, Erds, Tradeirarks
C«^>r*

>^\C)H\V SCREEN StlMC^
CHICAGO
S45 S

••

WACASH AM,

EW

YOfVH.

LOSANCELES

116 -ISO w. -JCiM ST.

1*35 ».VtRM01«r AVI

M

BROADWAY

^

j-

LIFE

FIRE

ACCIDENT

BURGLARY

HEALTH
AUTOMOBILE

FIDELITY

SURETY
MISCELLANEOUS

LIABILITY
"^

\

r

^

r\

J

Iqam^'niversal'its'he'^idum'

**

Theater

Equipment

and Management"
tells the showman how
improve his house.
Terse and to the point
to

^nd

ill

hatv'm o ouTIBSI/

Film Daily Reviews
A

keep posted on box

sure way
office values of all pictures— features
and short subjects. Fearless, impartial
to

and always

fair

"Hollywood Happenings"

—

telegraphic

dope on what the coast
is

doing.

A clip service

for theater

programs

r

m

ji Broadside ofLaughst
^^Pi^^7C?^aCA>M-^!^-^4A^ presents

I

m
'

.^^M

€$

loiti

^

ndia

NAVY

BEANS

WU!
itlii

oiti

line
Itlii

:U
it

I

Rtdsii

ff

glilia:

«

tgt,

you look

List every asset

for in a

Raba

l|lillS1

atst

feature

comedy

.

.

.

them

You'll find

Uetd

ibe

all

in this spectacular t\vo-reel

hit. It's a ''big"

laugh

li!,h

picture in Short

Feature length.

Keep your eye on ''Big

Boy."

When-

ins

ever his w^inning smile flashes

on

oil

the screen, an exhibitor makes ex-

ten

oi

tra profits.

BIG BOY
Juvenile

*0

-COMEDIES*

Member, Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc.,
V ILL H. Hays, President

•THE SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

tilj;

Inc.
'tlif

ttti;

PresidrM

V

and Herriot

lays
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ANDWEEKLY

FILMDOM
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Sunday,
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>COLATE ON CENSORS'

POWER OVER DIALOGUE
New

York
lether or not the
of censors has authority to
on dialogue in sound films is
No
speculation.
of
subject
nent as to the attitude of the
1

in

the matter has been given

nd James Wingate, its director,
1 of town.
Vien "Glorious Betsy" was given
emiere at Warners, a trailer ant

May

— Strengthening

its
position for the proposed
invasion of the city by KeithAlbee-Orpheum, Publix has
leased the new Stadium, now
under
construction,
for
15
years. The house, which seats

Re-

will cost $200,000.

1,100,

MAY REACH $1,500,000
The
Bros,

BLOCK BOOKING TOPIC

ngton Bureau of

—

—

Dallas
tion
will

Block booking, arbitra-

and the new season's product

among

be

THE FILM DAILY which

the

M.

the chief subjects
P. T. O. of Texas will

six

first

fiscal

months

Warner

of

year showed a net profit

lot

be re-elected president.
Proposal to hold but one general
convention each year will be considirns, he made it clear yesterday ered, the substitute plan elirninating
he will get behind the bill in the semi-annual gathering with diswhen Congress meets trict meetings taking its place. There
imber

summer

vacation,
ookhart will confer with
the

Sena-

{Continued on page 12)

^-0 7 P. C. Preferred

Jams Quarter Dividend
vidend and sinking fund requirethe Keith-Albee-Orpheum
cent preferred for the first
1928 were more than
ter of

ts

by Keith units which became
of the recent consolidation, withregard to any earnings of the
leum Circuit, despite a decline in
its of both Keith and Orpheum
It also
ses, E. F. Albee states.
ars from the completed figures
id

A

and

profit of M-G-M, before intaxes, for the 28-week period
ended Mar. 11, is $3,032,838.
Gross profit was $6,307,096; operating expense, $3,592,308; net operating profit. $2,714,788; miscellaneous
income, $318,050.

Net

come

Okla. Competition From
Non-Theatricals Hurting
at Okla. City

Suburb Theater Building

Booming

Oklahoma City— Suburban

theater
construction has reached a high pitch
Two houses are
in this territory.
under construction for the EmenOne,
heiser Theatrical Enterprises.
the Ritz, seats more than 1,000, and
Hill district.
is located in the Capitol

Oklahoma City— The few existing
cases of non-theatrical competition
are proving injurious to exhibitors
according to the report of A. B. Momand, who was

appointed by the_M.

P. T. O. to investigate the situation.

Complaint

{Continued on page 12)

January and February, with
ch estimated, that the Orpheum
lend on its 8 per cent preferred
been earned for the first quarter,

comes from

Cherokee

{Continued on page 12)

Contracts

)f

SmLaSg

several

years ot

>'-«««?":

Buy

Interest
Brother in Music Co.

—

the interest of their brother,
E. Wurlitzer and his imliate family in the Wurlitzer MuCo.

se

ward

health.

Publix Shows at Coast

Now
Coast

Hollywood

— No

THE FILM DAILY
more

{Contmued on Page

11)

Chicago-

Publix

presentation units
will play the Coast, it is reported,
"Treasure Ship," now at the Metropolitan, originated in New York.

produced

Explanation was made at Publix
headquarters that owing to a shift
in bookings, due to the incorporation of five Loew houses in the presentation chain, it had been necessary for a few weeks to produce
units going to the Coast at Chicago.

tions

^.m

Produced at N. Y.
Bureau,

Bo

'cls

of

Trad

New York

and Coast

Tiffany-Stahl sales convenare under way Saturday and

Sunday

in

New York

and

in

Los

L. A. Young, president of
the company will address the Eastern meeting which will be held at
the Park Central and is to terminate
Those atin a dinner Sunday night.
tending include:
Oscar Hanson of Canadian Educational
(Continued on page 12)

*^

up to

activates following adoption
Will H.
of the modified agreement.
Hays sails for New York Saturday on the Berengaria.
The compromise grew out of conference of a special sub-conmiittee
appointed by the Commission and
representatives of American firms.
Among other clauses it provides that
American pictures previously banned
owing to French nationalistic feeling will be given a clean bill of

Angeles.

Rudolph H. Wurlitzer
Farny R. Wurlitzer have pur-

incinnati

restrictions

ican concerns to release at least one
French picture for every seven of
their own distributed in France.
American distributors immediately

In
Two

1

all

Tiffany- Stahl Meeting

itates.

arlitzers

France free of

Wesi

of

Br

com-

a

resumed

28 Weeks' Profit
Figures at $3,032,838

rates.

—Under

reached yesterday by the
French Cinema Control Commission,
American films will be admitted to

Net
and charges.
interest
after
profits for the fiscal year ended Aug.
27, 1927, were $30,426.
Estimated profits for 1928 will be
equal to approximately $7.50 a share
for the 199,780 shares of Class A
and to about $3 a share on the 550,-

M-G-M

is a possibility that the number of
directors may be increased from
seven to 16. Another matter to be
considered involves light and power

(By Cable)

60 per cent of last year's American
releases in this country. Imports in
excess of 60 per cent will come under the regulation requiring Amer-

{Continued on Page 2)

Imits that the chances are very
indeed that action on his measwill be taken before the Senate

Paris

promise

Harry M. Warner exof $611,184.
pects that about $450,000 will be
earned in each of the two remaining
quarters, making a total of approximately $1,500,000 earned for the year,

Senator Brookhart discuss at its convention scheduled
abandoned plans for legisla- Tuesday and Wednesday. ExpectaWhile tions are that Col. H. A. Cole will 000 shares combined Class
against block booking.

ishington

American Films Up to 60
P. C. Of Last Year's
Total In Free

city.

OF DALLAS CONVENTION
okhart Says He'll
Revive Bill in Fall

Price 25 Cents

1928

WARNER'S NET PROFIT

cently K-A-O announced plans
for building a theater in this

1

ced that the talking part of the
re had been passed by the cenr
At Philadelphia, the censors
e.'xercising jurisdiction over dia-

6,

COMPROMISE MODIFIES
FRENCH RESTRICTIONS

Publix Fortifies
Chattemooga

al

Accord on French Problem

in

.
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Price

1928
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CONTRACTS, an Editorial by Maurice D. Kann
FINANCIAL
REVIEWS OF NEWEST FEATURE RELEASES
NEWSPAPER OPINIONS ON CURRENT FEATURES

THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT,
ART OF EXHIBITION, by Harold B. Franklin
WIRED NEWS FROM HOLLYWOOD, by Ralph

Publisher

lOHN W. ALICOATE

and holidays
Y.. and
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N.
Film
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and
W. Alicoate, President and
F^k. Inc
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann, Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Business and Advertising Manager; Entered
Published daily except Saturday
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New York

Warners Net May
Reach $1,500,000

—

Edison Co., will
throughout Germany,
France and Switzerland to groups in- amounts to $100,000.
for the

be

exhibited

educational pictures. They
will be taken abroad by Otto M.
Forket, of "The Educational Screen,"
who will attend the International
terested in

Film Congress

at

Case

Strange

Ramper," produced
First

National,

Maria Corda Returns
Maria Corda has arrived back
New York on the Aquitania.

in

in

Captain

of

its

Ujniversal
he has spent the winter.

City,

Titling

Aywon

New

Sidney Lenz, authority on the game.
Elmer J. McGovern has just finished
two at Cosmopolitan.

Picture

Merritt Crawford has been
Small in
gaged by Aywon to edit and re-title
Edward Small
for roadshowing "A Daughter of
from the Coast.
en-

Betty Blythe. It
Israel," starring
will be issued in eight reels, and is to
have its American premiere at the

The

A

McGovern Directing
York premiere at the Roxy May 19.
Gotham
will release "Highlights of
It was produced at the Defu studios
Bridge," a series of one reelers with
at Berlin with Paul Wegener in the
lead.

stocks.

for share.
With $4,000,000 of the company's
notes falling due Oct. 15, there is
obviously no immediate prospect of
dividends on the Class
stock. The
notes are expected to be retired at
maturity, to a large extent from
current earnings.

New

in

York today from

Germany by where

have

will

Carl

Laemmle Arriving
Laemmle arrives

1)

Class A is entitled
preference dividends of
to
$1.50 a share annually. It is callable
at $17 plus accrued dividends and is
convertible into common stock share

common

The Hague.

German Film For Roxy
"The

(Continued from Page

Dempsey in. Stage Role
Jack Dempsey and Estelle Taylor
will be starred in "The Big Fight,"
stage production, next season.

New York
is
in
New York

Added

to

Langdon Cast
McDowell

Lionel Belmore, Nelson

and Mark Hamilton have been added
to the cast of Harry Langdon's new

Paramount Players Arrive

Evelyn Brent and Florence Vidor, production.
players, the latter accomCast For Gilbert Film
panied by her daughter, Suzanne, arSaxe Given Dinner
rived in New York Friday from the
Ferike Boros has been assigned a
Milwaukee
Thomas Saxe, who Coast. The Vidors will spend a two role in "Four Walls," John Gilbert's
disposed of his chain of 47 theaters months' vacation abroad.
current vehicle for M-G-M.
in Wisconsin to the Midwesco Theaters, Inc., several months ago, was

Cameo,

New

York.
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Paramount

—

given a dinner at the Schroeder.

Sydney Producer Sailing
L. P. Hoskins, producer, of Sydney, N. S. W., has sailed on the

Homeric.

A Famous Doorway
in

Hollywood

means

W. H.

Longstreet Dies
Duluth, Minn. William H. Longstreet, veteran theater man, is dead
after a prolonged illness.

—
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of this hotel

to travelers

means home

Good Food

— personal
also

surroundings.

you are conveniently \oczkA

film capitol of thi
of Southern California.

world
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It
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—amusement center

a Feature

French chef has roadt the dining room famous.
Club breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
Also a la carte service.
prices.

A
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c/o Film Daily

New York

wood

means home

— service — pleasant

for

reservations or free booklet entitled,

"Hollywood,"

Spacious private office, also outside
With or without stenographers
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All
inquiries confidential.
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Los Angeles Pantages Theater
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THE PRESENTATION FIELD, by Jack Harrower
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Golfers Goofers
Duffers Dunkers
I

I

i

Film Golf Tournament
s

(14" SEMI-ANNUAL)
Sponsored by

THE FILM DAILY
i

Will be Held at

ROCKVILLE COUNTRY CLUB
on

Thursday,

May

24th

I

i

Big Prize List—Special Eats-Laughs Galore

Send in
Your Entry

Here is my entry and ten doUars
Tournament:

for the

Spring Film Golf

The Committee

To-Day
wmmm^mmmmmMYgwemm^mnmmmm

Elmer Pearson, Pathe Exchange, 35 West 45th St.
Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp., 729 7th Ave.
William A. Johnston, Motion Picture News.
Don Mersereau, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway.
Arthur Stebbins, 1540 Broadway.
John Spargo, Rockville Country Club.
Nat. Rothstein, Universal Pictures, 730 Fifth Ave.
Jack Alicoate, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadw ay.

I

I

DAILY
"The

Man Who Laughs"
Length: 10,195

Universal

ft.

ENGROSSING STORY OF 17th
CENTURY ENGLAND. WELL

Sunday,

Leatrice Joy in
Ramon Novarro in
"The
Blue Danube"
"Across to Singapore"
Pathe
Length: 6589 ft.
6805
Length:
M-G-M
ft.
IMITATION OF
MISSES BY SLOPPING OVEF

WEAK

May

Ken Maynard

6,

liKll

in

"The Wagon Show"
First National

Length: 6212

!

GETS OVER STRONG Wnill^''
PRO- INTO ARTIFICIAL MELLER. "STUDENT PRINCE" THEME. FINE WESTERN AND CIRCl
ACTED AND WELL SCALE.
DUCED ON A LAVISH
ARTISTIC PRODUCTION, LACKS DRAMATIC PUNCH ATMOSPHERE. M A Y N A
DRAMATIC AND PATHETIC GREAT CAMERA WORK, AND ACTION. PRETTY LOVE GIVES CLEAN PERFORMA
STORY, SMOOTH DIRECTION.
YET OFTEN DEPRESSING.
SWELL CAST.
Cast.... Ken Maynard puts
[ORE

Cast. .. .Conrad Veidt, excellent as
Mary Philbin, sweet in a
the lead.
role which gives her little to do.
Brandon Hurst in fine character part.
Stuart
Baclanova,
Olga
Others:

Holmes, George Siegmann, Josephine
Crowell, Sam De Grasse and Cesare
Gravina.

Drama.

Story and Production

Drawing upon Victor Hugo's

classic

followed that the picture could not be of the sweet, sugary
in literature,

it

"The Man

Who

Laughs" is
which factor
strong
will be important in its commercial
future.
Those who do not insist on
weak-kneed situations will find herein
type.

entertainment,

considerable of merit; those who lean
the other direction, are apt to consider this picture far from their likIt all depends on the audience.
ing.
The story is, of course, familiar.
Gwynplaine (Conrad Veidt), a product of political football, has his
countenance twisted into a permanent
smile through an illegal surgical procin

That

ess.

is

his

burden

in life.

His

love for Dea, the blind girl, the intrigues against him and how both
lovers finally conquer comprise the
story.

Director, Paul Leni; Author, Victor
Hugo; Scenario, J. Grubb Alexander;
Photography, Gilbert Warrenton.

Wallace Beery and

Length: 6118

ft.

Cast. .. .Wallace Beery the goofy
detective carries the laugh cargo successfully.
Raymond Hatton ably
seconds him as a star reporter, and
doubles nicely for the tough gunman.
Mary Brian the cause of it all. William Powell does the polished gang

Others Jack Luden, Arthur

Housman, Albert Roccardi.

.Leatrice Joy pleasing and
as tavern maid who gets
her young baron. Joseph Schildkraut
gives the best performance as her
hunchback sweetheart. Nils Asther
rather colorless as the young baron.

Cast.

..

attractive

into fine Montana circus story
his riding and all round good

.

Browne

Virginia

Faire a pretty
ture
as
circus
man's
dauj
Maurice Costello the circus man

\m
uli

nice work. Others Fred Mara
Others Seena Owen, May Robson, George Davis, May Boley,
Duke Martin, Edward Connelly.
Albert Gran, Frank Reicher.
Weigel.
Story and Production
Story and Production .... Romance
Modern
Story and Production
Wei
of early colonial days with seafaring continental romance of young baron with circus background.
Here
atmosphere. Based on novel by Ben and a tavern maid.
Unconvincing entertainment number that car
Ames Williams. Starts off effective- story of a dashing young noble who wide popular appeal. Tells ab,
ly with
clever touches portraying becomes engaged to the pretty gal at wagon show playing the tank t
four seafaring sons of New England the village inn. A crafty uncle with in Montana.
There is a rival s
shipping master in the old clipper a castle on his hands and no money that is trying to put the square s
days. Nice comedy by-play between to run it frames up a matrimonial al- ing owner of the smaller outfi:,
Torrence, Novarro and Joan Craw- liance for his nephew with the rich of business. They steal a lot ol

ford, gets the women all set for a
delicious sentimental romance. Then
they chuck the works overboard by
shunting it into a long succession of
fights, mutinies, hell raising in Singa-

and

exaggerated meller
swamps what could have been made
into one of the outstanding light
pore,

the

of the screen. The
reaction by women in audience was
very noticeable.
They sold 'em a

comedy romances

fine romantic opener and then handed
out unconvincing meller.
Direction, William Nigh, script led

astray; Author, Ben Ames Williams; Scenario, Richard Schayer;
Photography, John Seitz, splendid.

him

Gotham

GETS OVER WITH GOOD
KIDDING ON CROOK DRAMA
AND CLEVER WORK OF COMEDY TEAM. WELL DRESSED
PRODUCTION.

leader.

miscast

Length: 7000

Then comes war,
and the tavern maid is all
marry the poor hunchback

brewer's daughter.
separation,
set

to

who makes

violins, figuring the baron
has deserted her. Of course he walks
in just in time to stop the wedding.

Tfhe hunchback commits suicide, and
the American flappers will cheer as
the poor gal gets her noble baron.
No suspense, and action slow. Lacks
warmth of genuine sentiment. Just
pretty
picture
smoothly directed.
Won't stand heavy ballyhoo.

Photography, Arthur Miller, good.

Helene Costello in
ft.

ltd

ki
)
itke

is.

ike

con

wagons just before the show is
to open.
Enter Ken Maynard
outwits the crooks, gallops on t
lot with a circus parade and
the show, and doubles for the

lops

whii

intli

IgJ!

performer who has been boug
by the rival show people. A

lly

love story is intertwined
the circus owner's daughter,
of action,
generous sprinklin
comedy, and the circus atmosp_
little

is

The

realistic.

star's

work

is

"The Phantom of the Turf"

in

If

lioD

!rag(

I? is

tor;

ba|i

up, and he sends it over with lots
Direction, Harry Brown, box<j

|

Direction, Paul Sloane, not outAuthor,
standing;
John Farrow;
Scenario, Harry Carr, Paul Sloane;

"Hellship Bronson"

Raymond Hatton in
"Partners in Crime"
Paramount

Ramon Novarro

Cast

as tough sea dog. Should have played
him up on the Romeo stufif. Joan
Crawford petite and always an alluring
picture.
Ernest Torrence
dominates in strong characterization.
Others Frank Currier, Dan Wolheim,

kA
j^jk

Author, Ford I. Beebe; Seel',
ario. Ford I. Beebe; PhotograplC"^;
George Benoit, very good.
ficey;

"Gypsy of the North"J
Rayart

Length:

597|
GETS OVER AS A STORY OF Rayart
Length: 5905 ft.
FAIR
PROGRAM.
ST<
REGENERATION THR O U G H REAL B. O. CARRYING FINE
MOTHER LOVE. NOAH BEERY SUSPENSE
AND THRILLING INTEREST NOT CLE A,'
MAKES PICTURE WITH RACE TRACK
TELLS THROUGH RAGGED CONTINlJ
STRONG CHARACTERIZA- INTERESTING SCENE.
WITH ITY. SOME GOOD ATI
STORY
TION IN NAME PART.
SNAP. POPULAR AUDIENCE

Noah Beery

Cast

gives
brutal
not so
trying

as "Hellship"

a

reahstic
performance of
skipper.
Mrs. Wallace Reid
effective as despised mother
to win back her boy.
Reed
Howes handles difficult role cleverly.
Others Helen Foster, James Bradbury, Jr., Jack Anthony.

Story and Production

Drama

of mother love.
The atmosphere is
that of a sailing ship manned by a
brutal captain.
Opens with the ship
coming into San Francisco, showing

Story and Production
Farce and
satire telling a straight underworld
drama.
This was a difficult subject
for the director to handle, and he has how "Hellship" dominates his crew
done a good job. In less clever hands, through brutal methods. One of the
the whole thing could have easily mates is his son whom he has reared
slumped into a confused jumble. Here to be as callous and brutal as himself
we have a tale of the underworld with Later developments show the skipper
crooks bumping each other off in dead left his wife years before and took
earnest, yet through it all runs the with him his baby boy, accusing
her
kiddmg byplay of Wallace Beery as unjustly of infidelity. After a wild
the boob detective, and the wise-crack
scene in a waterfront dive the son
ing reporter, Raymond Hatton. The rescues a girl from assault. The ship
reporter is working on a robbery, and sails with her, and the mother
is dishe and the detective get mixed up covered as a stowaway.
From then
with the crmie thread developing in on it is a fight on the
mother's part
the home of the swell crooks.
The to win back her son. Works up to
resemblance of the reporter to the strong climax in a gale
with the
tough leader of the rival gang causes skipper giving his life to
save his
most of the fun, and it is good.
son.
Happy fadeout. Good b.o.
Direction:
Frank Strayer, very
Direction,
Joseph
Henabery,
good; Author: Grover Jones; Scen- smooth; Author, Norton
S. Parker;
ario:
Gilbert
Pratt;
Photography: Scenario, Louis Stevens; PhotograWiUiam Marshall, excellent.
phy, Ray June, good.

PHERE

APPEAL.
Cast. .. .Helene Costello gives admirable performance and is very appealing.
type of

Rex Lease
hero.

a

wholesome

Forrest Stanley the

menace.
Others Danny Hoy, Clarence H. Wilson.
Story and Production. .Melodrama
This one gets
of the race track.

away from

the routine story of the
turf and ties up to a very appealing
theme that is human and logical. The
characters are natural and the old hokum is practically eliminated. That
alone makes it an unusual story of its
type.
The girl has been brought in
by the villain to pose as the daughter
of the murdered man who owns the

famous

thoroughbred,
"Phantom."
of the dead man turns up,
falls in love with the girl, and starts
to unravel the mystery of his father's

The son

Cast.

.

IN

.

.

ALASKAN SHOT

Huntley

Gordon

gives

i

convincing portrayal of strong, sill
hero.
Georgia Hale adequate/
heroine.
Others Jack Dough*
William Quinn, Hugh Saxon, H^
Roquermorex, Erin La Bissoniei

It

to be

Story and Production.
.Drar„
Motives in this story
confused and the lack of clearnes
.

.

Alaska.

j

plot

lessens

the

interest

in

..

would otherwise have been a te
and dramatic portrayal. The her,
rnade to appear the murderer of]
girl's brother, and it is not till
\
near the end that the real villaiL
disclosed. The result of this niethcl
of handling the continuity is to lea^J
the audience undecided just where I
place their sympathies.
In fact, tl|
interest is built up for several re
in favor of the heavy, and againstj
hero who is made to appear the ni

works up to a thrilling
The girl's brother is murd^
race, with the menace betting all his ace.
dough on his entry, believing that the in Alaska after he has made
favorite, "Phantom," has
The
been re- strike in the gold fields.
placed by a dead ringer.
A kick, goes to Alaska as the gypsy dar.
and the race itself is a humdinger. in order to track down his slai
Confused plot makes it just fair.]
Wide popular appeal. Talk it up.
Direction, Duke Worne, excellent;
Direction, Scott Pembroke,
Author, Leota Morgan; Scenario, quate;
Author, Howard
Emr..
Arthur Hoerl; Photography, Walter Rogers; Scenario, Arthur Hoe.,
Griffin, expert.
Photography, Hap Depew, good. I
death.

I

,

I

Hog

It

evi
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'Shooting Stars"

hi

Length: 6000

.EVERLY

iNGij

Da

jt.

Newspaper Opinions

DEVELOPED

MAKES THIS ENGLISH
i-URE AVERAGELY E N

^RY

m

-

SlOlt

Pi

^TAINING.

INTERIORS OF

piO WILL

INTRIGUE.

None known

tst

.Drama of
lory and Prod,uction.
Anthony Asquith
fin the studios.
the yarn. It's clever and shows
.

.

people play the
£.
The chap who plays comedian
[ictures is the heavy of this opus;
istar in the studio of the story
girl and
.s out to be a pretty bad
Picture

Inuity.

I's

way

the

it

goes.

complicated

ler

The theme

and

cannot

is

be

adequately in limited space, but
surprise
of
levelops a number
suspense,
the
which add to
its
the studio are, as usual, in-

ts in

and the type

iSting

of

stuff

that

gets over with audiences.
|duction values not so good as in
iriably

average American picture. The
is invariably very harsh.

AMERICAN—*

A. V. Bramble; Author:
Scenario: John OrAsquith;
hony
Merritt
Edition:
American
wford, a nice job; Photography:
Rodwell and H. Harris, generally
de.

Makes Us Blind"
Length: 5280 ft.
•ROVES SAD COMEDY AND
AT BERLIN CAN LEARN
TS FROM HOLLYWOOD.
5N'T HOLD UP FOR AMERI-

TLove

N AUDIENCES.

*

follows the
of pathos,
of interest

faithfully

boasts many moments
a good many points
doubtless will repeat its tremendous
* • *
success
stage
* * a good picture,
Released to orbut not an exceptional one.
dinary popular priced theaters, it would be
But there isn't enough drama,
a knockout.
enough suspense or a single emotional wallift
it
production"
lop to
to the "special
•

play
*

*

*

*

*

*

and

DAILY MIRROR—*

—

DAILY NEWS
*

*

*

then, has
imitations

many

not

"Abie's Irish Rose"
been dimmed, although

were released •
very worthy screen

*

*

the
scenario, in the direction
and in the fact that 1922 gags aren't exactly the kind that make for bright and happy
movie stuff today.
For years the
loyal legions of Abie rallied around the old
How long they will visit the
box office.
shadow-Abie we don't know.
But it's a safe
bet that the neighborhood houses will bulge
when the film is shown * * *
When all is said
and done though, "Abie's Irish Rose" may
is
bound to
be said to be a winner.
It
make a lot of money and it is also bound
to give people a lot of pathetic thrills.
But
it
is a shame it couldn't have made its film
debut before all the other Jewish-Irish things.
If
fault

isn't
lies
in

it

fare,

the

—

EVENING JOURNAL

EVENING WORLD—

GRAPHIC— '

ting

lirector:

*

EVENING WORLD—*

New York

St Theater.

44th

In-

here.

*

*

HERALD-TRIBUNE

—

*

*

*

The

irate

father is played by that brilliant
actor, Jean Hersholt,
and it is his work
which gives the picture its chief claim to
* •
your attention.
well directed;
It
is
there is the minimum of extravagant humor
and the entire production is tasteful to the

Jewish

point,

almost

*

*

gives

*
one an ideal evening's entertainment *
should have a mighty nice engagement hereabouts and elsewhere in capsule form.
POST * * * we submit the opinion that
it
makes a pretty terrible motion picture
* * *
will
probably have a merry time
counting up its national receipts.
But so
also have a lot of other inferior pictures,
which is entirely apart from their value as

—

.Conrad Veidt totally misgoofy comedy part. Lil Dagr does the naughty lady stuff and cinema contributions.
SUN It is, however, probably accurate to
s to be skittish, but she's not the
say that the movie represents just about as
Emil Jannings good an adaptation as could have been made
zy flapper type.
last. ..
t

in

—

playing straight that is
Others evidently studio
ras whose names mean nothing
s

a

bit

mportant.
e.

tory and Production

Looks

an experiment that was pulled
the Ufa studio when they had
hing more important to do. Why
[was ever brought over here is the
lestion that makes this a mystery
Itnedy.
The comedy lots at Hollypod may have turned out some
sts, but Berlin is not far behind
th this one. It proves principally
at the heavy
German conception
comedy is totally unadapted to the
ychology of the American concep>n of what constitutes humor. Tells
out a hubby who cheats, his frau
lo disguises herself as a vamp and
ns him back, teaching him what a
cker he is.
Most married men
low this any way, so why rub it in?
eavy, dull, unfunny. Shots of the
fa studio and cameras shooting are
teresting.
:t across.

But the comedy

*

*

cinema investment.

TELEGRAM—*

safe
*

*

will prob-

it

capable

piece of
work, and will doubtless evoke fully as
much popular rejoicing as did its legitimate
sire.
Those who sigh wistfully at the thought
of
demonstration of Hollywood's best
this
talents devoted to "Abie," may, of course,
go jump into the lake.
While this is a good film version
of the stage effort and one in which the
principals acquit themselves with distinction,
it
is
by no means the outstanding screen
a

TIMES —

contribution
*

Famous

Paramount

of

Lasky.

* «
Its

GRAPHIC— *

humor was

rather un-

a

*

*

intended

the

atmos-

novel, but the plot is unconvincing
and lacks interest through several reels.
The theater was
packed until midnight, so great is the drawing power of Rod La Rocque.
That most of
them believed every line of the preposterous
story on the screen was evident.
despite
But,
the utter preposterousness of the plot, this
Pathe picture has elements of merit to it
which lifts it from the realms of the mediocre to a good program picture.

phere

is

HERALD-TRIBUNE

—

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

—

POST * * * that tempestuous little newcomer, Lupe Velez, furnishes most of the
entertainment in a cheerfully romantic piece
w * #

TIMES — In

and

clever

fashion,
* •
sets
out to
"Stand and Deliver,"
prove that those eager for adventure can,
in
these days, obtain all the thrills they

want

jolly

a

*

*

WORLD—This
same

the

good

"Stand and
hunk rehashed.

old

you

if

like

sort

that

Deliver"
*

*

• but at
appreciated, *
Its
is
far from subtle.

same time it
suspense is well measured so long as you
can accept the beliefs and suspicions of the
characters.
It has passages that are not a

little tedious, especially toward the end, but
these episodes will in all probability be tightened up.
* • * is a success and will have
*
imitations
have
its
wide appeal.
But there has
rendered it richly familiar.
been no picture play treating with the subsuch as it is, that has been brought
ject,
forth with such expert, unerring craftsman

WORLD —

"Stand and Deliver"
Pathe
Strand,

AMERICAN—

*

New York
*

yarn

this wild
*
convincingly and adroitly done that

your attention until

the

DAILY MIRROR—*

is

holds

*

punky vin
Rod La Rocque
and act and act.

*

—

a

*

*

*

the

ripe
a

Given

ed as considerable less than sensational. Yet,
with all its tendency to be leisurely at both
the right and wrong times, it unveils a gentle and not unpleasing little tale.

—

TIMES In it the leading roles are finely
portrayed by Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell.
Never has the camera been used quite
and

effectively

so

story is admirably worked out with
splendid suspense. * * • fold in a peculiarly
appealing fashion.
_

WORLD — So

New York

far

production.

of * * * flimsy
beautiful picture has been made.
Beauty is its chief quality, for it is totally
Sentimenwithout strength or substance.
talists may wallow in it, but it didn't wring
a tear out of me, a congenial movie weeper.
The hoUowness of its dramatic situations
shuts it off from wide appeal.

NEWS —

That exquisite screen
DAILY
duo, Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell chalked up another cinema victory • • •
Borzage who directed the alluring pair in
"Seventh Heaven," stuck another feather in
his cap with the charming, wholly entrancing
subject of this review.
not quite tug at
"Street Angel" does
your heart strings as its predecessor did.
But it is as fine a film as could ever come
second to an extremely lovely production.

—

The

although

thin

picture is
is
too long

it

*

*

story.

The two youngsters repeat their splendid
Farrell is
performance of "7th Heaven."
excellent as the artist, and Janet's (Gaynor)
characterization

is

appealingly

EVENING WORLD— Not
Angel"

is

sensitive.

"Street

that

anything in the nature of an
Indeed,

effort.

worthy one.

it

But as

in-

quite a noteabove, everybody
is

said
who follows the trend of the movies is
to keep "7th Heaven" in mind when
ing it, and this is not so good.

—

bound
view-

Borzage is
GRAPHIC The fine
once more in evidence, and "Street Angel"
is
a beautifully done production, consistentreminiscent of "Seventh Heaven" runly
ning its length in a symphonic visualization
recorded by the camera and overrunning
it
for more than a reel.

work

of

—

HERALD-TRIBUNE— All

just

as

it

hap-

"Seventh Heaven," yet how differ"Seventh Heaven" was a
ent the result
gem of purest ray serene. "Street Angel"
• *
is at the most only a synthetic jewel.
Janet Gaynor is as lovely as ever and
Also
Charles Farrell does some fine acting.
they are supported by a cast that is perfect.
pened

in

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
fully

Farrell

played with this little
reaching the dramatic
is

perfectly

cast
flying

come through with
in "Seventh Heaven."

young

»

*

* »

Gaynor

heights
*

colors

beauti-

miss
while

They again
as

they did

*

*

entertainment

film

*

that

contains some
please old

will

fine

and

generously interspersed
with laughs and has its underlying pathos,
too.
Put it on your list of pictures to see.
DAILY
Abounding with sentiment and hokum * • * When the Universal
outfit purchased screen
rights to the stage
attraction, they completely mutilated the action
inserting new and unconvincing situations,
when the previous ones were sound and
alike.

It

is

NEWS—

—

certainly

satisfactory.

EVENING JOURNAL— It's
human

a

the

New York

Colony,

* Little Miss
winner the last time. *
Gaynor * * * is piquant and amazingly talented * * * However, if you saw Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in "Seventh Heaven,"
you will not want to miss them in their lat-

handled,

Americans"

AMERICAN —

a

beautifully

in

is

Universal

'comparisons are
said to be odious, it is a great temptation to
vehicle
to
the
old (referring
hold this new
up
for "Street Angel"
to "Seventh Heaven")
seems to be a carbon copy of its predecessor,
a little worn thin, to be sure, but nevertheless an attempt to use a recipe which proved

considering

there

thing.

of

New York

EVENING JOURNAL

know

I

no picture play which

is

AMERICAN —Although

material,

as

at this time

embodies so much beauty of composition,
such impressiveness in individual performances and such exquisitely appealing dramatic
episodes. * * * go immediately, to the
Globe and witness one of the really moving
and tastefully graceful picture plays of the

Fox

est

»

•

•

artistically.

The

Street Angel"

Globe,

again

end.

of 1913 melodrama.
and Lupe Veler act in it

tage

it

so

fruit of modern technique.
more meaty subject • • •
Director Frank Borzage might have surpassed his tale of "7th Heaven."
As a drama "Street Angel" must be list-

look for

pretty

I

ship.

—

"We
"The

different

the

fails to

Lothar Mendes, quite
id;
Author,
Robert
Liebmann;
:enario, Robert Liebmann; Photogphy, Werner Brandes, very good.
Direction,

*

from "Abie's Irish Rose"
ably

prove to be a

*

DAILY MIRROR— Out

reticence.

of

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

believable story which at times is thrilling
But * • * it is
and at others humdrum.
more often the former than the latter.

an authentic adaptation

of
the play with war scenes inserted to
stretch the concoction to special production
length. * * *
The idea is no new one to the screen
and has less force than when it was seized
upon by Miss Nichols as meat for her play.

but

bright,

it's

stimulating.

especially

not

Paramount

£s Annette Benson, Brian Aherne
fDonald Calthrop. All do passable

NEWS— Mostly

DAILY

"Abie's Irish Rose"

POST It was an undramatic story, but
one quite as simple and tender as the evening
mist of the Naples in which it is clothed.
* * *
it
is
exquisitely accomplished,
and
for this result you need inquire no further
than for the performances of Miss Gaynor
as the
Naples waif, Mr. Farrell as her
painter lover, and the fond touches imparted
to its direction by Mr. Frank Borzage.
TELEGRAM As a cinematic achievement
"Street Angel" once more heralds the Fox
studio as the source to which one should

Edward Sloman.

by

ing

an

intensely

much understand-

directed with

story,

*

• »

EVENING WORLD— *

* *
One of the
"melting-pot"
so-called
stories
ever
brought to the screen.
It
has its minor
faults,
of course,
as what motion picture
hasn't?
But it tells a story of immigration
which is crammed full of human interest
and is enthralling in the extreme.

best

GRAPHIC— What

started off for a reel
impressionistic shots and
characterizations
turned slushy and ungood
convincing.
"We Americans" is ^either
fish nor fowl.

two with some

or

—

HERALD-TRIBUNE
*

*

*

made

thing he

this picture
ever did. * * *

mixture

and

please

is

of

Edward Sloman

and

it

the

is

best

has just the proper
proper consistency to

a

everybody.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— •

When

*

a

film story can play upon one's heartstrings
one moment beating a wild tattoo of
at will
pride, and the next touch the sympathetic
chord that responds in a tear, only to become submerged in a laugh that is the
sheer reaction of thrill— there must be an

—

enormous constructive idea behind

POST— *

*

*

it.

human

story^
thentic characters and fine restraint.
*
*
*
is inspiring.
work of Sloman

a

has

au-

The

SUN —

* * • Indeed, the whole cast and
the director, Edward Sloman, deserve quite
a bit of credit for making such overworked
"We Americans"
material as scenario of
something that will pass the time
into
well, mildly, pleasantly.

TELEGRAM—*

*

*

the

sort

of

picture

you sit through without any acute distress, and still come away from without the
memory of a single shot or sequence to
treasure among your movie souvenirs.
that

TIMES—The acting in this film is uncommonly good and the principals are particularly well

suited to their respective roles.

WORLD—It

is

very smoothly worked

all

untediously
generally serviceable
sobbish at
inand, I imagine, designed to please and
represented
population
our
spire that part of
by the types reflected in the film.
as to
believable

out

mechanics,

more than a
sombre and

times,
others, but

at

little

1
111^

DAILV

May

Sunday,

6,
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THEATER EQUIPMENT
By

The Stamp
UNIT AIR CONDITIONER
Newest among the products of the
CarCarrier Engineering Corp. is the
conThe
Conditioner.
Air
Unit
rier

which was developed under
Carrier,
the direction of WilHs H.
performs every function of the com-

ditioner,

Central Station Air
Systems.
Conditioning
In addition to humidifying, heating or cooling the air, the conditioner
produces uniform controllable air cirThe unit occupies less the
culation.
an ordinary office desk
than
space
and requires only simple water, steam
and electrical connections to prepare
It is operated by a
it for operation.
single motor.
Carrier

plete

of

Approval

ISTERN GETS HANAPHONi

INIOWAANDNEBRASI

An

endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

Omaha— Joe and Myer

Install

Supreme

the

THE FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

Hanaphone

distributing

In addition to plajnng good product there is another way for exhibitors to combat hot, stuffy summer weather. That is by making
their houses comfortable for their patrons through creating a desirable temperature. Convince them that your house is much cooler
than their own homes and it's certain to boost your business.
An air cooling system which stands both the tests of examination and performance is the Supreme, manufactured by the Supreme
Heater & Ventilating Corp., St. Louis. Through the aid of a fractional H. P. motor this air-washer accomplishes the same results
formerly obtained only through high powered pumps, tanks and a
complicated assortment of high pressure sprays, etc. It is coupled
with the new six ft., all steel cooling blower.
Because of merit of performance and general workability,
carries

in

Stern
the

rier air

washer

will

of the Car-

be made during

the M. P. T. O. of Texas convention at Dallas, Tuesday and Wednesday.

Opens

New
er

Orleans

Orleans Branch

—

Spul Brannon, own-

Brannon

the

of

New

Studios,

here

is

completing organization of a studio,
and will remain to manage the
branch. Charles C. Brooks, business
manager of the company, will remain
Branin charge of the Dallas plant.
non Studios have worked out a complete advertising art service for theaters, both large and small.

Kennedy Joins Buffalo

Texas

territory.

Booth originally was

with the Arctic Nu-Air

'If

Market

home

You Are in the'
for Any Kind

office.

of

MOTION PICTURE

APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

UIIUQd^HByS
no
West 32*'St,Ne«ybrh.N.y.^

I

j

Many

Cooling

Systems in

Southeasi<<^

—

Atlanta Recent sales and install
tions of Arctic Nu-Air cooling sy
tems in the Southeast, as reported t

Fred M. Young, sales manager
company, are as follows:

Forsyth Theater, Pell City, Ala.; Fi
National Theater. Brundidge, Ala.
the II
Tallahassee, Ala.
Iverview, Rive
dale, Ala.
Royal, Addalusia, Ala.
Palat
Prichard, Ala.; Y. M. C. A., Spray, N. C
Patovi, Madison, N. C; Rakestraw,
oke, Va. ; Strand. Covington, Va.
Virgini
St. Charles, Va.
Jefferson, Roanoke, Vi
Marion, Marion, Va.
Palace, St. Pete*
burg, Fla. and Colonial, Cornelia, Ga.
;

;

;

Private Lighting Plants

bn

Rm

;

Avoid Current Failures
How many times have current failures meant serious losses to theaters
Every
throughout
the
country?
manager knows that an audience that
must sit in the dark becomes restless and dissatisfied.
When the current is off for longer periods it may
mean closing the show and making
refunds.
Then, there is always the
lurking danger of panic in a darkened house.

;

;

Wind Damages Conn. House
Britain, Conn.
Damage
$50,000 was caused when a heair

—

New

wind ripped
Strand

off 100

and
system

(

square feet of

roof

lieloi

psi

thi

itle

the
theate
operation.
A
audience of 2,500 was nearly panii

sprinkler

set

'-'

in

stricken.

H

t"

Move Chicago
Chicago

— National

Office

Screen

Servic

moved its Chicago office to 81^
So. Wabash Ave.
This office tak
care of 15 Middle West states, unde
general
management of Hal C|

Within recent years the Kohler Co.

has

of Kohler, Wis., has developed a private electric plant which goes a long
way in solving this vexing problem.

Young.

—

Orleans Ed Kennedy, who
for IS years handled the "Big Four
Features" in Dallas, has joined the
Buffalo Engineering Company as representative in Louisiana, with headquarters in this city. He succeeds C.
L. Booth, transferred to the west

New

ir.

ready contracted for several install
tions.
They have just moved the
Exhibitors Poster Exchange back
Omaha from Des Moines.

;

— Demonstration

a

loi

and Nebraska territory and have

Vernon,

Dallas

I

Phone Penna. 0330
Motion Picture Department
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debric

PI
I

1

Kohler Electric Plants are sturdy,
compact, electrical generating umts Model hAl, hfiOd Watts, IIQ Volt D.C.
that are entirely automatic in opera
tion.

They

start

by themselves when

the first switch is turned on, adjust
themselves to varying loads, and stop
when the last light is turned off.

For emergency service

in theaters,

plants are installed with an
automatic transfer switch. When thus
installed the plants start automatically the instant the regular supply of
current fails.
They carry the load,
and then stop when city service is
again resumed.
No personal attention is needed either to start or stop
the plant.
The show is delayed but
a few seconds and is never closed because of darkness.

these

Kohler Electric Plants can be secured to supply either 110 or 220 volt

The plant itself consist of a heavy
duty four-cylinder gasoline engine, to
which a compound wound generator
is connected by means of an extended
crankshaft.
Many users have found
these plants to be dependable and
economical, not only for auxiliary use,
but for hard every day service.

Sees Profit in Popcorn

Kansas City

—

The theory that better class residential theaters are not
as good locations for popcorn machines as houses in poorer districts
is attacked by C. T. Manley, manager of the Burch Manufacturing Co.,
who asserts that the former houses

in four

turn
in
the biggest
profits.
He
stresses the need of using a sanitary

sizes,
1500 watt, 2000 watt, 5000
watt, and 10,000 watt capacities.
In
addition, two or more plants can be
installed in multiple to care for the
needs of larger theaters.

machine, operated by an immaculate
operator with a pleasing personality.
Residential theater popcorn concessions rent from $50 to $250 monthly,
he points out.

direct current.

They

are

made

LOEW BUILDING

1
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ND MANAGEMENT

Y7ES

iLKING

Changeover Termed Means
of More Efficient Projection
SHOP
Maywood,

le

Small

Into

Its

iField of

Town Coming

Own—A

111.

—Absolute

noiseless-

ness in making a change from one
projector to another, allowing the
picture to continue with no interrup-

Real

Development

ovtill

Installation for two projectors using either wall or foot switches

longer are appointments of atmosphere and luxury restricted to
Jrge city theater, for the smaller

large

houses,

observes

P.

i

L.

manager of the central disscenery and drapery department

^tional

Theater Supply Co.
*

*

^^

*
^_, i*\it^iv*aQ. Jt.1

development, Landis attributes
the remarkable growth and
Opment of the industry, and seeto the heightened standards of
in America. It has not been
t
ernight change, this transition to
theaters in the small towns, for
levelopment has been a gradual
painstaking often painful one.
the days of the old "opery"
1

for three projectors
using foot switches

Installation

Is

St,

loiis

—

—

The Strong

Invisible

Changeover

to the

iccomplished.

Any
stereo and back again.
desired combination may be secured,
stated, as there is a button at
it is
Extension
each machine or stereo.
switches may be mounted at any desired point in the booth.
The changeovers operate on 110
volts either A.C. or D.C. or can be
furnished to operate on 220 volts.
Where low intensity lamps are used,

either

,

ly

device consists of a panel, 6
*
*
*
by 10 inches with a 3 inch hole
ndis
and his company have through which the picture is prod an important part in this de- jected. This hole is cov>ment, as have other equipment ered
with two metal
rns, which have recognized the blades, working on the
of the small town, and set out same principle as a pair
Victor A. of scissors, opening and
d its development.
hount, noted theater architect,
closing of which is cons that small towns are not overtrolled electrically, the
i, and represent the most fertile
button
a
of
of development in construction pushing

The

changeovers should be mounted on
projectors by means of brackets,
which can be furnished

1

i

this

is

One

Whittoe studios.

WHAT
—is there in it
/or YOU?
—
time — because

you

saves

is

financing arrangements
in

one

existence.

necessary

Whether
you need

it's

—or

—The

theatre

one equipment

unit

a completely furnished
National's

One

Con-

Plan affords you big savings
and money and relieves
in time
you of all worry and troubles.

tract

—

One
fices

is

our thirty-one branch ofnear you, ready to serve you

of

by day or by night.

battery of three machines and a double dissteneo may be
solve
equipped to enable the
operator to go from any

A

machine to any other,
or from any machine to

with

—

only to push a button.
a to adequately compete with key
houses, a competition which is Devices are connected
wiring,
by
g intensified by good roads and together
automobile.
which eliminates strings
and rods and other encumbrances which may
be seen on the screen,
thus marring the picture.

m

concern,

only one negotiation for credit necessary and, if desired, on the most
deferred payment plan in
liberal

the port
opening in front of each
machine, and to make a
it

centered

are

is

mounted over

change

details

—

Then your
of these devices

all

you worry because it places expert
men at your services who will relieve you of all details.

eously.

viewpoint

PrinThcaters Corp., headed by Sol
ier, which is aiming at a national
of 1,000 small town houses, each
hich is to be moderate in cost.
is a step to enable the small
iflecting

—

Dallas Laurence Bolton has opened a school for organists at the

are worked out in advance, and you
are saved the search here and there
for the equipment you need; saves

ing the other simultan-

*

vision."

Here's what there's in National's
//
Contract Plan for you.
saves you money because it gives
'ou the benefit of volume purchases

opening one and clos-

*

analogous to that by which shape and
distance are estimated in two-eye

One

11

leaters.

consideration of our stereosonic or
two-ear hearing by which the direction from which a sound is coming
is
deduced in a manner somewhat

School for Organists at Dallas

small town theater of
tion are features promised in the
with its atmosphere and other
Strong Invisible Changeover, mar[Aitages, is a far cry, indeed, but
keted by the Essanay Electric Manulevelopment has been and is befacturing Co.
!

Careful consideration of the factors
natural audition is necessary to
assure success for talking pictures, it
was stated in a paper by J. B. Engl,
Technische Hochschule, Berlin, read
before the spring meeting of the Society of M. P. Engineers.
The problems are not only electrical and electro-mechanical but al'so
have to do with conditions such as
echo and reverberation in an auditoium which efTect the clearness and
loudness of sound," the paper states.
"Th« choice of construction materials and design of a room are, of
great importance both in thQ making
and exhibition of talking pictures.

of

"The directional effect of sound
assumes considerable importance in

;]

^

jis,

o

o

15"

of the cities and towns is at
poming into its own, "dressing
a point where it can vie with

Natural Audition Big
Talking Film Factor

l<^ational

Supply
Method of mounting Strong

Invisible

Chang

overs on Brenkert Effect Machines

Theatre

Company

Offices in all Principal Cities

"

(4106A)

T

Art of Exhibition Stressed by
Contrast, an excellent variant in any art,
may be achieved through the use of harmonious colors in theater lighting.
Color is

GOODWILL CHIEF GOAL

used to good advantage in conjunction with
music during the playing of solos and special stage numbers, and blends with soothing
and very satisfactory results. Color has emotional value which can fit different moods.
Bright light is frequently used to stimulate
applause, and likewise brilliancy has been
used to put over comedy scenes.

or EVERY HOUSE, HE SAYS
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood-— The manager's objec-

H'cst

Coast Bureau,

tive in all theater operation

is

"Advertising

very

Careful planning, "show sense,"
executive operating ability especially
as it concerns selection of proper
man power, were some of the requisites outlined by Franklin in his paper which, in effect, proved to be a
brief manual hitting the highlights
of proper theater management.

developments in projecand said to provide a
perfectly balanced ensemble of
sharp definition, flatness of field,
strong contrast between black
and white areas and illumination.
highest

tion, optics,

operations

carefully,

clarifies the

policies of a theater. Timeliness in theater
operation is a consideration almost impossible
to overemphasize.
It is not enough to anticipate a holiday and to plan a program accordingly.
The alert manager is on his
toes to keep pace with public-spirited movements.
He must breathe the spirit of the
day and thus capture the confidence of the

public.

"Since the theater is a commercial enterprise, one of the managers' duties in relation to the public is to have a keen notion
of competition.
must not be lulled into
a feeling of satisfaction or security, but
must strive for better and better results if
his theater is to maintain its progress.
a manager finds himself waiting" for the competitor to show him what to do, instead of
going him one better, he has fallen behind
the march of the times and dropped behind
in the procession.

He

When

"Management's objective can be summed
in one word
Goodwill.
No theater can
successful without goodwill.
Very few

—

up
be

institutions

are

so

sensitive

to

goodwill

as

motion picture theater.
The entire
staff must have an instinct for hospitality.
Each employe constitutes an important part
that makes the whole staff one perfect host.
is

the

"Every act of management, even to hiring
employes or buying supplies, must be actuated
by the urge to acquire goodwill.
The manager cannot conceivably show each patron to
his seat, so he engages ushers to do it for
him; instead of scrubbing floors with his own
hands, he keeps his theater clean with the
hands of the porters and the scrubwoman
Every element of the organization is an extension of the theater policy.

"The

successful

manager

must

'show

have

a

sense' or instinct as to the public's
amusement appetite, and should himself be a
man of taste. All of these qualifications spell
the elements that make for the word 'show-

manship.'

Not

every

manager

can

qualify

as to these requirements, but that's the kind
of manager that the industry is striving for,
and men of this type are being developed more
and more as we go on; in the same degree
that we encourage and develop managers who
qualify, so will the business itself continue
to

grow and prosper,

for with

good manage-

in Thea'i

—

Chicago
Radiator cabinets,
signed especially for theater use,
being marketed by Winchester R|
ator Cabinet Co. The decorative
|

and entertainments are made
more inviting, and patronage is increased.
Nothing tends toward stabilizing the business
ment,

theaters

theater operation as
ment of the right kind
of

much
of

as the develop-

man power."

On

the importance of selecting thd
proper personnel, Franklin said:

establishing the definite policy of the theMistaken judgment in this respect may
After determinseriously affect its future.
ing the policy, management must plan the
personnel, and carefully select those who will
In the technical positions,
fill
the positions.
only men of experience should be considered,
although experience is not necessary in the
service department, providing those that are
considered, are apt, young and well-educated.
Naturally they must be well recommended.
The task of training this staff becomes a
matter of great importance until the opening
Every inof the doors of the new theater.
dividual employe is instructed in detail, not
merely in the routine of his task, but in
the manner of performing it in accord with
standards.
Specific instructions
the highest
leave no doubt, and are administered to new
employes by every means possible; word of
mouth, written rules and by example as well
as drill.
The maintenance of discipline is
in

ater.

today

motion

only accompaniment.
In order to add a
joyous touch, drums and taps were added.
From this humble beginning grew the fine
house orchestras which are permanently established in every important theater in this
country.
The resourcefulness of the motion
picture orchestra is without limit.
Music is
the language of sound, and every emotion
can be expressed in it joy, sorrow, fear,
longing.
Quality rather than quantity is
important in musical interpretation.
It
is
l)etter
to have a good string quartet composed of two violins, viola and 'cello, than
to have an orchestra of 15 ordinary pieces.

selves be important, but it is the appeal of
the animated screen that has made the bill
so popular with the people.
Therefore, while
all
effort should be made to add
novelty,
stage presentations, prologues, all of which
add contrast or color to a motion picture
theater program, it must be remembered that
such efforts are merely supplementary to the
mamstay of the program the feature photoplay.

—

outlook is
promisingly important,
providing all elements in the industry work
together for the common good.
Selfishness
should not dominate any group within the
business, if true progress is to be made.
This popular entertainment, which has insured so itiany persons in the industry a
pleasant vocation, is to some extent being
encroached on by such devices as radio, and,

m

"The importance

of color and its applicarelation
to
illumination,
both for
decorative as well as stage effects, is of
great importance.
The effective use of light
in the theater is of great value when its
possibilities
are
carefully
studied.
The
proper use of color helps to put patrons into
moods sympathetic with the action on the
stage or screen.
Light may be used by the
master electrician as music by the composer,
and he can render color harmonies as if
they were woven into a musical symphony.
in

is

colors

I

I

of all metal construction, eli
nates the unsightly hot water n

inet,

and imparts beauty to the roi
meet any decora'
scheme, with square or roun

ator,
It

is

finished to

in-

corners.

The

Bi

IBM

cabinet

from dust and

protects
dirt,

the

radi«

prevents upw

stream of unclean

air, and event
and pipes, prevs
steam and hot water from squirt

leaks in radiator

Steady distribution of moist
into the air is accomplished throi
the Winchester Humidifier, a wal
out.

filled metal container located
top of the cabinet.

in

9

viously depended entirely upon the photo;
alone.

"The

of

a psychological effect produced
has been established by
illumination engineers.
No single color can
produce a satisfactory result, any more than
one note can produce melody in music.
It
is the combination of shades and their variations which produce a harmonious effect.

even

"Primarily the theater must depend upon
photoplay itself for genuine progress.
The other units of a program may in them-

theater operation is
more important than projection, and it is
gratifying to note that constant improvement
in personnel as well as booth equipment, is
establishing a better uniform quality of projection.
New innovations and developments,
fostered to a great extent by the Society of
M. P. Engineers, have contributed toward a
result that is establishing definite standards.
This is fortunate, indeed, as good projection
is
of utmost importance, and there cannot
be any compromise in that respect.
The quality of projection can be no better than those
who are responsible for its operation.

That there
by certain

and

the

important in guaranteeing proper service. The
best discipline is one that is not noticeable,
but that nevertheless exists.

tion

commonplace

—

through
determined
analysis,
"Careful
sound judgment and experience, is essential

"No department

is

"The picture theater has probably been the
greatest single force in bringing good music
to the greatest number of persons.
When
the motion picture first came, a piano was its

departments

future

Beauty

picture audiences read such ads with a great
amount of tolerance.
Among more progressive
managements, however, advertising is
prepared by men who carefully plan their
campaigns, and every effort is made to appeal honestly to the patron.
Style has replaced worn-out phrases, and good lay-outs
and illustrations have taken the place of
extravagant use of space.

The Cinephor Projection Lens,
manufactured by Bausch & Lomb
Optical Co., termed one of the

"Good management requires business judgment besides a familiarity with the different

"By planning

to

the mouthpiece of the themust display showmanship in advertising just as much as on the
screen and on the stage.
It can do a great
deal towards adding to or detracting from
the goodwill of a theater.
Needless to point
out, advertising must always be honest with
the public.
There can be no exaggeration
if
it
is to be effective.
Great strides have
been made in the past few years in the
character of the advertising of motion picture
theaters. Extravagant adjectives used to be

will.
This is obtainable in a number
of ways, the processes being defined
in a paper called "Theater Operation"
written by Harold B. Franklin, president of West Coast Theaters, Inc.,
and read before the recent meeting
of the Society of M. P. Engineers.

management avoids mistakes, and

Radiator Cabinets Aid

Management

ater.

good-

said
Franklin.
of
a
theater"
"It is not necessary for a manager to be
able to understand the details of projection,
for
example, but the successful manager
should be able to distinguish good from bad
projection, and the progressive manager keeps
abreast
with
the
improvements that are
brought forth in that field.
In the same
way. the manager must know when music is
satisfactory or not.
Many managers attend
to their own advertising and publicity, and
those who operate theaters large enough to
employ advertising experts, must distinguish
the difference between effective and wasteful
advertising.

Franklil

When

it

is

entirely

perfected,

mechanism should go a long way towards
uplifting of the industry, because of
presented, and let me sul'
my brief that each of us should do notl
but our very utmost in helping to encoui
such installations."
ler

possibilities

Franklin viewed the future as

i,,

near future, perhaps television. This lows:
makes it more necessary than ever that there
"Undoubtedly one of the foremost devel
be a free and sympathetic understanding bements of the future will be the erection
tween all the elements in the industry, so fine modern theaters of large capacity, wl
as to encourage a further development of the
will
replace the ones of yesterday. Bl
business, and every new device should be
tually every large community will boasti
fostered and nursed for the benefit of all.
super-theater of fine architectural deal
its
With this as our objective, a new and better of finer quality and generous scale and
g)|
future stretches beyond our vision.
Already deur.
The motion picture theater of
we have seen the successful application of morrow will be the noblest and most att;
sound to motion pictures.
This is but one tive building in each community, if it
\
indication of progress that may be expected
Such large t'
considered so today.
in
the mechanical field of our endeavor.
will attract even greater audiences thai
Such apparatus will eventually bring fine fore, contributing a wider usefulness ther«j
music to the most remote communities where for the institution is definitely established
capable musicians are not now available. The
indispe:
dependable and
practical,
a
possibilities in this respect are tremendous.
Motion pictures as a good, bj
utility.
Naturally, new entertainment angles arise proven of value both culturally and econOD
daily in connection with the possibilities of
ally, and have been gradually accepted throuj
such devices.
In all likelihood personalities out the world.
that lend themselves particularly to this in"I wish to compliment the Society
vention, will be developed in much the same
have kept in touch
way that the radio has created the type of P. Engineers, who industry through
the progress of the
talent that fits particularly on the air, and
wide scrutiny/ of the technical work as
just as motion pictures themselves have creYour association has
lates to the field.
ated personalities that are adapted for the
such developments to be turned into
whirling film.
It has bij
tical uses within the industry.
"The process of synchronizing sound and a clearing house of scientific research,
motion pictures, offers a new type of pres
which you are always endeavoring to
entation for many theaters that have pre- cover better ways of doing things.
the

ll

|
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May Make Two for Fox

Negri

Harry Langdon and Johnny Mines, Off First National Schedule, Seeking New Release
University Course on Motion Pictures Under Way^ Telegraph News from Various Coast Studios

—

;4 TO BE
ONE AT COAST

I

may make two features
understood. One is to

Negri

i"ja

bx,

it

is

foduced at the Coast and the
abroad.

Negri vehicles, "Loves of an
and "Fedora," are on Parailjt's 1928-29 program.

Sss"

Le Baron to Philly
tram Le Baron is en route
a picture
;ious organization.

[delphia

to

direct

Start "Perfumed Trap"
jduction has started on

to
for

Steps toward creation of the first
four-year course in picture technique
in an American university were taken when Professor W. R. MacDonald,
M.A. of the University of Southern
California, took his place as a regular
at

MacDonald

M-G-M.

is

New

Contract
Jrian Signs
iry Brian has signed a
Imount contract.

new

Roach Studio Reopens
Hal Roach studio has reopenfith a CharHe Chase comedy, difd by Hal Yates, in production.

studios

King Signs Players
King has signed Alma Ru-

rton

and Conway Tearle to

t

White

National.

ow

in

pictures.

Starring Alice
lice

star

Girl,"
ivoy.

will

Triple Anniversary

Her

starred by
first story is

from the novel by

J.

P.

osite.

Craft Remaining With "U"
William J. Craft has signed a new
long-term contract with Universal.
He is now preparing the script of

"Leave

It

To Me," Glenn

Tryon's

"Grease Paint" Next
Conrad Veidt's next for Universal
will be "Grease Paint" in which Mary
Nolan will play feminine lead. Svend
Gade wrote the story.

Brown

in

Yosemite

Clarence Brown is at Yosemite
Valley to make two propaganda films
for the

American Green Cross.

will

work

in

program

"THE MAN DISTURBER"

Renew

Reginald Denny's Next
Production

Writer's Contract

option held by Universal on the
services of Albert Demond, title-writHe is now
er, has been exercised.

An

Albert

Ray Assigned

Albert Ray will direct
the Brave" with Charles

"None But
Morton and

Dorothy Knapp.
Matiesen Signed
Otto Matiesen has been engaged
for Pola Negri's new Paramount picture, based on Sardou's "Fedora."

The life of Los Angeles
Centers at the

Amhassador's

Glyn Writes Garbo Story
"Tiger Skin" is the title of Greta
Garbo's next story, by Elinor Glyn.

Jane Novak Cast
who has returned to
Novak,
Jane
Hollywood from Europe, has been
cast for "Free Lips," First Division
picture which Wallace MacDonald is
directing.

Famous
Cocoanut Grove

Anita Page Gets Lead
Anita Page has been cast opposite

"While

the

City

Lon
Bessie Love On Stage
Sleeps."
contract
months'
three
a
LInder
Bessie Love will tour in a Fanchon
"Drums" Opens Tuesday
& Marco stage unit. The act is
of Love" begins a run
"Drums
starred
will
be
"Idea," in which she
he United Artists Tuesday night.
as a danseuse.
in

Special Nights Tnes. and Sat

College Night Every Friday
at

JOHN WATERS

ROY DEL RUTH

DIRECTOR

RECENT RELEASES

Just Completed His Eleventh Picture at

Paramount

DIRECTOR

..THE FIRST
"IF

"THE VANISHING PIONEER"
(By Zane Grey)

\

Hale

and William
United Artists to

are

Chaney

Columbia Signs Clifton
blumbia has signed Elmer Clifto direct Olive Borden's first for
company. John Boles will play

however.

Sentimentalists"

working on "Give and Take," starHersholt and George

National Production Corp. First, it
is his real birthday; second, it marks
the 19th anniversary of his association with the film business, and third,
is
the 18th anniversary of his
it
founding of Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.

White
be

made,

"The
Harry Langdon and Johnny Hines

Sunday is a triple anniversary for ring Jean
Watterson R. Rothacker, vice-presi- Sidney.
dent and managing director of First

next vehicle.

riffany-Stahl to direct.

N.

and Kane
and the Academy of M. P. under way.

Arts and Sciences, is to establish a
nil four-year course which later will
serve as a model for similar courses
in other colleges.

le

T-S Signs Worsley
fallace Worsley has been signed

E.

EARLE SNELL

"The

Trap," with Mary Brian,
Brook, Jack Luden, Fred Kohniliam Powell and Olga Bak-

OEE

Cecil _B.

_

Boyd will go to
not included in First National's
Robert. T. play in "La Paiva."
for 1928-29.
to make a survey of the entire field,
Kane, who contributed several to its
on which a course will be arranged list last year, is also not mentioned.
at the university of which he is a
Langdon is reported dickering with
faculty member. He is working with
United Artists for release, and C. C.
Harry Rapf, on the survey. The uni- Burr, producer of the Hines pictures,
Continuity
versity,
with co-operation of the
have negotiations
also
worker

jed

client

Mille Sets Two
De Mille will follow
"Power," now in production, with
"The Spieler" and "Leathernecks,"
both featuring William Boyd and
Alan Hale. Before these pictures are

De

Makes Production Survey
For University Course LANGDON, NINES, KANE

Starring Jack Holt

I

WERE

_^^..
"HAM AND EGGS"
AUTO"
VITAPHONE ALL STAR SPECIALS

SINGLE" — Featuring May McAvoy, Conrad
Andre Beranger— Myrna Loy.

"POWDER MY

NOW

IN

Nagel,

PRODUCTION

BACK"-widi

Irene Rich,
Carroll Nye.

WARNER BROTHERS

Andre Beranger,

PICTURES, INC.

DAILV

10

Sunday,

"Happy Days"

Foreign Markets
By JAMBS

P.

NEW

TALKING flLN

APPEARS
By GEORGE
U.

Trade

S.

IN

Commissioner,

It

crisis

Cinematograph Exhibitor s'
For months, various
Ass'n.
interests have been acquiring
Other
and building houses.
exhibitors
have
independent
sold their theaters and joined
the purchasing body as mem-

CANTY

R.

—

appears that
has been
something like a
reached in the ranks of the

BERUN
Paris

new talking film, among
Paris—
other important inventions, will make
its appearance at the annual technical

A

exhibition in Dresden, opening May
16.
The exhibition's film is built
upon the system of Breusing, who
was a co-laborer of Professor Miethe
at the Technical College in Charlottenburg.The extensive progress in the
phonograph industry also gave an impetus to the advance in the Breusing
invention.

The
bers of the board, etc.
question now is: Should these
exhibitors continue in official
capacities in various branches
of the C.E.A. now that they
are
no longer independent?
Opinion seems evenly divided.

become possible, through
photography, not only to
take 20 persons before a phonograph
has

It

electrical

receiver, as formerly, but also
to film people and scenes in as large
numbers as desired, and to convey the
tone to the plate by means of the

phone

CENTRAL EUROPE TURNING

photographs
are now possible through a portable
electric arrangement.
microphone.

Outdoor

TOWAltDS LONDON HART
By ERNEST W.

FREDMAN

—

Hervil Ready to Start
London More than 100 exhibitors
Paris Rene Hervil is preparing and renters will visit London in May
to start production on a new picture from Central Europe to study producIt will be released tion and exhibition and purchase prodat Billancourt.
uct for 1928-29.
as "Midnight— Place Pigalle."
Austria will be represented by 45;
Jugo-Slavia by 16, Hungary, 9, and
Films Microbe Life
Arrangements
Paris A motion picture of mi- Czecho-Slovakia, 30.
crobe life has been made by Jean are being made for entertainment by
Trade
Reception
Committee.
Painleve, son of the Minister oi the
British renters are preparing to meet
War.
the onslaught.

—

—

To Film
London

Caine Story
Hall Caine's "The
Sir
will be produced by Alfred

—

Manxman"

Hitchock for British International.

London

—Virtual

monopoly

of

the

end of London has been secured
by United Theaters, Ltd., launched in
January by I. W. Schlesinger, and
east

Albert Clavering.

D.

J.

by

Sir

Phil-

Gibbs and starring Betty Balfour,
is to be the initial picture directed by
Denison Clift under his new contract

with British International. Many of
the exteriors will be filmed at the
Riveria. After that, Clift will produce
his own story "A-1 at Lloyds."

Balcon in Deal
London Michael Balcon has purchased rights to Arnold Ridley's
crook drama, "The Wrecker," for
Gainsborough, which will produce

Inc.

the film this year.

New York CKy

IIOUNTAN. Piw.

Dieterle Signs Deyers

Exclusive foreign represenatives for Rayart Pictures
Corporation and other leading independent producers

and

— "Paradise"

—

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
723 7th Avenue

Cliffs First "Paradise"

London
lip

Schlesinger and Clavering
Secure Monopoly of E. End

RICHPICSOC. Pari*
C«U« AdrMt: DBBJAT, Leodoa
Cable Addreaa: RICHPIC, N. T.

Cabla Addreia:

Motion Pictures

of production.

—

Berlin Lien
Dyers
has
been
signed by Wilhelm Dieterle to star
in "The Saint and Her Fool," being
directed by Dieterle for Defu Prod.

Stars and Directors

in

..

.2 reel

comedy.
This is one

the

.

with his antics.

The

fans.

This

o
l

solid

interest
wealthy grar
111

Newlyweds, so they
all the poor relatives. Snookums
novelty pranks on them, and makes e
body miserable except the old

of the best of the
Bowers
series of novelties.
himself carries the comedy role and
succeeds with his trick shots and

Bowers

mechanical processes in making it
one of the most entertaining of short
subjects.
Charley gets thrown out

visits the

i

who

thinks the kid is great. He
pleased with Snookums that he n
him his heir right on the spot,
please the fans who follow this s
Directed by Francis Corby.

"Whose Wife"— Mike and

as a candidate for the police force, so

rfcr

II

Universal
Lively

goes out and organizes his own staHe uses modern
tion in opposition.
sales methods, offers discounts and

(lies

Type of production
2 reel coi
even goes out and makes stump
Mike gets married although
speeches on the street corners as he tries to dissuade him. Then com
hands out circulars.
It winds up telegram from the rich uncle sa
with Charley in a mysterious house lie will make Mike his heir if hi
where a r>--"-?°ss has bejen made mains single.
But it's too lat
prisoner by a lot of wild and whisk- Mike is already married.
So \
ered foreign plotters.
Charley hides uncle arrives Mike pretends that
in a room that is filled with all kinds is the happy groom.
They all de
of funny mechanical contraptions that on the train and the fun develoi
keep him busy dodging trouble. One the sleeper when uncle insists on
in particular, a mechanical pup, is a accompanying the bride while Mil
ream. It's clcTer, novel and funny. frantically trying to get his wife l
Directed by H. L. MuUer.
Lively fun, with the twin corned
doing good work.
Francis C
directed.
Pathe Review No. 20
Diversified

Type

"A

of production. .1 reel magazine
All golf fans will be interested in

the

t"'

iiiit

fcot
jiif
tin

(I

[(.h
|

Pups"—Brflfcrpi

Peculiar Pair O'

—

Sketches Educational
Entertaining

.

opening sequence which shows

4"

1 reel magar*^"''
Farrell, the golf professional, Type of production
Tells in interesting pictures theJ
\i4
demonstrating the proper method to
make the various drives and handle ventures of two terriers out hun
the clubs as a professional does. This rbbits that run across a couph *»
bear cubs. They start playing n
is followed by views of street hawkers
selling their various wares in Japan. them, thinking them some new bi
Pathecolor gives the beautiful effects of dog. The antics are very amus
produced on the ocean after a storm. It makes good entertainment,
The reel concludes with Luis Hidalgo, last half shows that nobody is h» bo
the Mexican artist, making caricatures nowadays, for we are all busy at
of notable people.
It is well edited work that keeps us away from
and gives a nice variety of subject places we call home. It winds up

Johnny

.

.

'"•

If

showing the lumbermen hauling
to make more lumber to make irl

matter.

1

"The Trickster"— Snappy

boats to take

Directed by

Max Kimmich.

"Coast to Coast"— Fables
Pathe

Auto Race

^

ft

Ir

"At

It

Again"— Mermaid

thlc

Educational

Type of production. .. .1 reel comedy
Ben Hall is the comedian who is
hired by Professor Dodo, the hypnotist, to act as his assistant.
They hire
a hall, and the professor, who is a
crook, hypnotizes the audience and
proceeds to lift all their jewelry with
the aid of one of the subjects.
But
Harold pulls a fast one and brings the
audience out of their trance and is
hailed as the hero while the crook
makes his escape in a hurry. Gets
over with a lot of funny nonsense.

more people away

home.

Universal
Gets Over

Being Developed in Spain

distributors.

Exporting only the best

Type

"The Daily Film Renter"

Editor,

.

Comedies always good for

Educational
Sure Fire

Crisis
London

—Bowers

Be Sorry

— Newlywed

Type of production. .2 reel
Snookums holds the center
stage

"You'll

o,

Universal

Short Subjects

CUt/NINGHAli

May

Fast and Funny

Type

of production.

Some
gagged

.

.

itAi

.2 reel conn

fast comedy is put over
up in a lively way that ke
i

the fun hopping.
Monty Collins
his pal Jack Miller, have it tou
getting out of the boarding ho
where the landlady has locked then
until they pay their rent. They mi
a deal with a pretty girl clerk ii
clothing store to drag in some c
tomers.
From then on it is a sei
of laughs as they work some vi
funny gags with different men pa
ing by to put their clothes on
bum so they are forced to go into
store and buy new outfits.
Moi
i

bi
hi

ilti

ititi

111

k

i

1

coming along fast, and this is c
Tyne of production. .. .1 reel cartoon of the
best number he has yet h;
Madrid Survey of possibilities for
Alfalfa, the cat, and his pal enter
development of a domestic production the auto race from coast to coast, and Directed by Norman Taurog.
center reveals that although support- all sorts of funny
things happen to the
ing players are pretty good, stars racing
Fire Destroys Miss. House
cars as they speed over hill
and directors are not sufficiently and dale.
The windup is fast and
Carrollton, Miss.
Fire complete
strong in number.
Producers, too, furious, with the cat winning
the
Majestic at Noi
by
a tail. destroyed
have much to learn in story selection Good cartoon
stuff, worked up with
Carrollton.
W. H. Johnston own
and

lit

is

—

its

—

technique.

some novelty

gags.

tS

the house.

I
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Presentations
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to discontinue practices ordered by
rns the failure of some boards
department of Justice at the conclusion of its original probe several
[ago. That investigation, it is important to recall, resulted in a clean
health for Film Boards with polite, albeit firm suggestions to about
in a number of then existing methods.

teitej

so tbij

By JACK

HARROWER

ATMOSPHERE EOR PARTY ATMOSPHERE

IN

T ROXY PROGRAM

SHOW

Snooln
i

mat

11

tie

Looking at the Root

i

one were energetic enough to dig up the whole system by the
and then give them a looksee he would discover that conditions are
turdier because, even at this day, this industry does not fully appreci-

SreaiJ
istliai

tkes
'How

purposes, the obligations and intent of contracts. Signatures often
to what should be important pieces of business paper with a
This applies to both
lalance that belies the seriousness of the act.
le

Hi

[ffixed

Corky,

and distributor.

liter
iie

ajl!

'he theater owner will
[ictures contracted for

forces horsepowered

^eel

new and higher quotas

Usually the exhibitor knows
to fill.
the other tricks pulled off in collusion with the salesmen,
Icancellation of the unplayed product, provided the exhibitor signs a
|contract. What the potential loss to the industry is, in unplayed busiwould make a nifty problem to solve. That's another story, howand the point here is that the contract and contractual relations get
|ar plexus wallop that becomes more deadly as the seasons flit by.
•ail

tool

"he other side of the picture.
The distributor never knows what the
will give him.
Some pictures are good, many rotten and a few

ieyail

iderf

with

among

Id,

Id

the

'of

Which means

ordinary.

that

often

program

pictures

be-

who

has bought them at program prices doesn't
them and the mess begins to stew all over again.

fliil

specials, the exhibitor

isi
9

impossible.

it

He

will fail to play all of
how can he when at the outset his total bookThen the new selling season rolls around. The
up to a million by zealous sales managers, hit

—

|make

buy and overbuy.

coil

That

Law of Averages

The
with

Roxy overture was

two

"II Trovatore,"
by the ensemble.
was "Tinkle Tot," a
now famous 32 Roxy-

assisted

soloists

The outstanding

hit

holdover,

with the
ettes doing their sensational precision routine
finishing with the "toppling dolls" falling
back on each other to lie prone on the floor
at the curtain.
Their work so far outclasses
that of any other girl aggregation on Broadway that there is no comparison. This number finished the divertissements, preceded by

an Oriental
Joyce Coles

"Caucasian Sketches," and
and Nicholas Daks in "HarColumbine," with Daks outshinbit,

lequin and
ing his partner

impressively.

and the ensemble did "Eili,
an inclined runway across

Gladys Rice
posed on
back of stage

Eili,"

with a deep blue sky drop and silver stars.
Very impressive.
The main presentation was "The Gathering
of the Clan," a Scotch fantasy.
The girls
in kilties were colorful, but a woodland background of giant California redwoods was all
wet if it was meant to portray the Scottish
Highlands.
Opened with "The Gathering of
the Clan" by the entire ensemble, and then
Beatrice Belkin and chorus sang "The Blue
Bells of Scotland." In order followed "Annie
Laurie,"
by
Harold
Kravitt;
"The
"Highland Fling" by the Roxyettes and the
ballet in kilties; "Border Ballad" by Doug

Stanbury

Contracts should be made binding. The gamble is double-edged and
Isharpness of the sword should be made to nick both exhibitor and
Figuring it out via the law of averages, somewhere along the
ributor.
la balance will be struck so that neither one nor the other will carry

and "Should Auld Acquaintance
Be Forgot," sung by Adelaide De Loca.
Good atmospheric stuff not realistic enough
to

enthuse a Scotchman,

but presented

with

and snap, especially the work of the
Roxyettes.
Again the Movietone in the Fox
Newsreel clips was one of the features of

color

a

very

pretentious

CAPITOL STAGE

Boris Petroff had another of his neat
presentations at the Capitol. The stage set showed
an elaborate doorway built up across
entire
back of stage, with the stage band on terraced platiorm with steps leading up
the
center, and smaller steps at sides.
The girls
were on at opening, and several of them
recited a verse addressed to some
particular
boy in the band, carrying out the idea
of
the title.
Leap Year Fancies."
The girls'
voices were pretty terrible, and they
spoiled
the good impression they made with
their
stepping.
Walt Roesner got over the party spirit
with his intimate manner of handling the
band and the way he injected his personality
into the proceedings throughout.
The band
boys distinguished themselves with solo numbers in a jazz competition, with the audience
deciding by their applause who was to win
the "bride" at the leap year party.
Willie
Solar supplied the the comedy with his novelty singing and chanting that employed
a
variety of goofy sounds that were really funny and had the audience laughing throughout.
George Lyons was the distinctive number,
with his splendid harp numbers and his
pleasing voice.

The Leonora Debutantes made a hit with
their classy costumes and nice appearance,
although their routine was just ordinary. The
finale was a good smash, with the "bride"
proceeding up the long flight of steps center
stage to the top and rear. Roesner as the groom
followed, and as he reached her side a cabinet opened
behind, revealing an immense
kewpie doll in a yellow satin setting.

bill.

jheavier load.
lUntil both buyer and seller learn to live up to the letter of a conAs long as the
It,
one's disregard for the other's rights will prevail.
|ude is one of how much each party can get away with, just so long
there be a lack of cooperation and just so long will evils creep into

Ibuying and selling machinery.
lit has been stated in this column often and emphatically that the
Iciple of arbitration is sound; the application, in need of adjustment.
|he Government, as a disinterested purveyor of what is right and what
irrong
not abstractly, but practically from the angle of a huge busiwhich must continue to function can set up a sort of bill of rights
|erning exhibitor and distributor, a service will have been accomplished,
ardless of the partisan claims which either side may advance.

—

—

KANN

Man Promoted
City —W. H. Ferguson,

Managers Switched

"Tribune"
iiH)klahoma
ertising

manager

the

of

Mid-

Amusement Co. will succeed
Ham G. Formby as editor of "Extors' Tribune." Formby has been
st

moted to the office of Associated
lications at Kansas City as news
;or.

Offered Free Studio Sites
palt
Lake City Pioneer Film
rp.
has been offered four free

—

>

S;idio

f;t

picture

js,"
il

The
"The Exwhich Raymond K. Johnson
sites

in

this

planned

locality.
is

—

—

open

his

new

State.

—

e

Fun.

IS

A HIT AT PARAMOUNT
All round entertainment
the show at the Paramount,

was

evident in
staged by John
Murray Anderson. Al Mitchell as fhe M.
C. is getting over nicely with an easy style
that is not forced.
He does not try to hog
the spotlight, thus giving all his people a
break.
The outstanding number was a spectacular bit showing an immense spider web
over the back drop on which the 16 Foster
Girls swarmed and did some nifty acrobatics
and posing routine. Their work was smooth,
(Continued on page 12)

IfONNAVARAGOES STRONG

Bridge Expert at Capitol
FreedSamuel
Accompanying
man's Technicolor picture, "Auction
Bridge," in which he appears, Milton C. Work, authority on the game,
appears at the Capitol, New York,
this week.

Started off at the Strand with a genuine
This was callel
novelty in the overture.
The screen was utilized to
"The Drum."
starting with
drum,
the
history
of
depict the
the Indian tom-tom. and bringing it down
to a welcome home parade after the World
War, with the orchestra crashing into Sousa's
Throughout the screen
"Semper Fidelis."
presentation three drummers were spotted,
and the brass boys shared the honors in the
(Continued on page 12)

advertising department
to Mike Simmons.

as

assistant

—

Name

Garde.

OVER AT BKIYN STRAND
The stage band unit at this theater was
Edward L. Hyman's "Venetian Nights," introducing Russ Morgan and band and artists
including Berinoff & Eulalie.
Three
Whirlwinds, Kitty McLaughlin, Georges Dufranne, Edw.nrd Albano, Grace Vaeger and
the Serova Dancers.
The members of the
stage band were mostly new, as the band
formerly here was moved over to the New

York Strand.

The

tation, which was
ting, costumed and
rar, included well

routine
in

of this presentypical Venetian set-

designed by

Thomas Far-

known

selections and a
overture by the orchestra

Gypsy dance. The
was Thomas' "Raymond," with Sascha Kindler

conducting.

Standard

AS M.

C.

VAUDEVILLE
for MotioD Piclnre

The FALLY

AT

PretenUlion

MARKU8

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

Lee Joins Gotham
Manfred Lee, formerly of Sterling
and FBO, has joined the Gotham

Gottsman Buys Garden
The Garden has
New London
Kansas City The Bijou on Lari- been purchased by Alfred E. Gotts5r St. ha.-: changed its name to
man, chain owner, from Walter S.
Bijou Changes

STRONG STAGE UNIT

Pueblo, Col. Charles Ernst, manager of the Palm, has been transferred by J. J. Goodstein, owner of
the house, to his Philadelphia theaErnst is succeeded by Harold
ter.
Rice, who leaves the Jewel and Santa Fe in Denver. C. U. Yeager takes
Rice's place at Denver.

direct.

Lawrence's House Nearly Ready
Kansas City Joe Lawrence, maner of the Rialto, is nearly ready

VENETIANlEffi GETS

1S79 BROADWAY.

NEWVORK

OTP*

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatrei

I^

Box OHice Prescriptions

MURRY LIVINGSTON
Creator

of

Standard

Vaudeville Acts

Box Office Buildera

BARREL

O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY

Phone me ! CANal 6480
>-'"-.
c
K,
Wrilel

.

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

DAILV

12

Navara Goes Strong

Suburb Theater Building

Booming

at Okla. City

(Continued from Page

Week*s Headlines

other is of similar size, with site
at 18th and Classen.
E. C. Robertson is erecting two.
One is at Capitol Hill and the other
The forin the Gatewood section.
mer house has about 1,000 seats and
the other about 700. Robertson, formerly an exhibitor at Fayetteville,
Ark., may move his plant for the
of his automatic
tain control device to this city.

cur-

manufacture

—

Monday
of Justice ready to push conspiracy
Dept.
charges against Hays organization as soon
as defense is ready.
Democrats will fight for repeal of taxes on
admissions up to $3.
First National 1928-29 program, calling for
a minimum of 52 pictures, offers four new
stars.

summer

Five Fox specials scheduled for
Universal has 38 per cent of
features ready.

1928-29

its

Fox

building two theaters in Philadelphia
suburbs, competing with Stanley.
Cleveland exhibitors line up for adequate
protection.

Dialogue in talking films will be censored,
the Court of Common Pleas at Philadelphia
rules.

Non-theatrical situation causes stir in N. W.
Final meeting scheduled today between Will

Hays

Film on Overweight

and

Minister

Lichtman

Al

Ritz
take

at present.

Okla. Competition From
Non-Theatricals Hurting
(Continued from Page 1)
in

Lew Wentz,

houses

deal involving Publix, Fox
Stanley talked of as Philadelphia
competition increases.
Tax bill carrying $3 exemption on admission reported in Senate.
Fox international sales convention scheduled

oil

four

New York May

for
First

National

man,

in

is

times

petition.

to

list.

Columbia announces titles on "Perfect 36"
Independent theaters are not banning French
films, says Aaron Sapiro in cablegram to
Ministre

Senator Brookhart abandons all hope for
passage of his bill by Congress.
Modification of quota regulations in France
prospect.

in

A. head says company controls

C.

FBO;

deal denied.

Paramount program up
shows

to

three

74;

road-

listed.

exhibitor group ready to aid Dept.
of
proceedings against Hays
Justice in
Era of prosperity forecast by Felix F. Feist
at

M-G-M Western

sales convention.

Friday
Washington

expects Congressional investigaDept. of Justice's inquiry into picbill reported pending.
Paramount to film Commander Byrd's dash
tion of

ture industry;

to

South

Universal

Pole.
is

Cochrane

on the market, R. H.
company's Mid-Western

not
wires

Warners announce

The Symphony on Broadway
Springer

is

been sold to Trio
Co., of which John W.
president. The estate of

New

has

owned

18

trial

sought

in

Baltimore

— Closer

was

Strong Stage Unit is
Hit at Paramount

A

from Page

11)

and their balancing numbers got a big hand.
Some good vaude acts were used, the best
being Cocia & Verdi doing their musical
comics, with a bass viola supplying the humorous harmonizing.
And what Cocia did
with the instrument was worth the price of
admission for the laughs it drew. The stage
work opened with the Lett Sisters and
Louise harmonizing to light applause. Tom-

my Wonder,

a kid dancer,

was well

New York

and Cor

which

handles

T-S

in

the

1)

Dominion-

Meyer of New York; Joe Miller, Bufl
Ed Heller, Charlotte; Al Blofson, Phil;'
phia; Harry Brown, Washington; Ben
rie,
New Haven; Al Moritz, Pittsbuij
i

I

William D. Shapiro and William
Boston and the sales forces from
phia, Washington and New York.

Shalitl

Phila

Los Angeles— M. M. Hoffman

v!

preside at the Tiffany-Stahl convd
tion here at which will be prese;
E. B. Bahn, Denver; J. W. McFarla'
Los Angeles; D. C. Millward, Portland;
M. Lentz, San Francisco; James Be
Seattle and H. C. Borger, western divis'
supervisor.

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
I

1108 Sixteenth Street
j

Washiagton, D. C.

Co-operating with 42 Govern-

ments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public
instructioa

received.

Did some pretty lively stepping.
There was a band number, "Just Like the
well.
End of a Story," that was put over
Al Mitchell did the recitation, spotted on a
dark stage as he leaned over a crystal and
Ended with a gag
read what he saw there.
as the lights went on, revealing the band in
baby bonnets as Al asked "What will the
future
bring?"
and the boys piped up
"Papa!" The overture was "Musical Gerns,"
with the Florentine Singers in Neapolitan
costumes clear across stage doing splendia
choral work.
Looks like an attempt to match
The entire bill
the Roxy choral smashes.
was well balanced with harmony, color, pretty
girls and snappy comedy.
One of the mosi
pleasing programs the Paramount has shown
for many weeks.

Law

Blue

Saturday
in

over authority of
Speculation
censors to pass on dialogue

cooperation be-

just so-so.
It was Navara's show,
and it looks as if the Strand has landed a
personality at last.
tine

EGGERSi
INCORPORATED
Photo
Engraving

Would Save Old Theater
Salt

and Minister Herriot
French quota problem.

tween communities and their thea.ters was urged by Leo Brecher of

enters his initial week as
looks as if he is going to
be very popular.
He has a pleasing personality, gets his stuff over with class, and
is
no mean performer himself, especially
when it comes to harmonizing on the ivories.
His work at the piano was a revelation to
the Strand regulars, and he drew a big
hand.
He kidded a number, and then went
into some fancy stuff that was almost concert grade.
The band was in high hats and
tux, fronted by a row of cardboard figures
in the same rig.
At the finale the cardboard
stand raised, revealing long black legs behind which the band played.
It was a nice
little
scenic touch.
The stage acts were not outstanding. CharWilkins did his clogging with his blank
lie
He was not so
face a la Buster Keaton.
hot.
Vivienne Glenn stole most of the thunder with her nifty routine of high kicking,
some of which was done to slow motion and
brought the house down. Joe Seiler did some
fast stepping, and the Grete-Bourman Dancers
made a neat appearance although their rou-

Leon Navara
M. C, and he

case.

Hays

Urges Closer Contact

tainment.

l'

anti-trust laws.

the prop-

erty.

Cleveland

Warner Win-

of union,
Theatrical
Enterprises
start
action
against 11 producers and exchanges under

U-B

Thomas Healy

of

cameramen organize branch

Coast

has

St.

Amusement

titles

ners.

at

was a

(Continued

Thursday

R.

It

We

Herriot.

convention.

Trio Buys N. Y. House
94th

23-31.
specials

two

adds

At Ponca

giving
weekly,
decreasing the receipts of Fred Pickrel, who operates five houses there.
Two have closed owing to this com-

programs

of

Sapiro

the school are

from

neighboring communities.
City,
free

part

and

May

back the Ritz, North Milwaukee,
George Fischer runs the house
14.

shown

as

Wednesday

Opening Ft. Wayne House
Fort Wayne, Ind.— C. C. Quimby
Enterprises will open the new Emboyd May 12.

business

pictures
schedule.

Artists'

of

Possibilities

drawing

nine

lists

new United

"Too Many Pounds."

that pictures

French

on

Herriot

quota tangle.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. is
entitled
educational
an
releasing

will

In

(Continued from Page

pip of an idea, for which
Willy Stahl takes credit.
Looks like a
natural for any picture house with a sizable
orchestra to play it up, for the idea can be
adapted to a variety of instruments and
screen picturizations.
predict a vogue
of this new departure in love overture enterfinale.

Tuesday
Fire at Plaza, Denver
Denver Patrons of the Plaza filed
out in orderly manner when a fire
occurred in the basement of the
building, causing slight damage.

—

G. at Strand

6,

Tiffany- Stahl Meeting

(Continued from Page 11)

The

Braum Taking Back
Milwaukee M. Braum

M.

as

1)

May

Sunday,

films.

Brookhart claims he will revive
in

the

accord

on

Lake

the tearing

City

down

— Protest

Specialists

against
to the

of the historic Salt

Lake Theater has been made by the
New York Daughters of Utah Pioneers, who may
in
talking
stage a national campaign to raise
booking bill funds with which to buy it.

Motion Picture
industry

Fall.

New York

in addressing the Rounr"
Conference on Motion Pictures held by the National Congress
of Parent and Teachers' Ass'ns.

Table

Schools, Churches
using

Brookhart Says He'll
Revive Bill in Fall

Motion

from political campaigning sometime next week in an
effort to have the committee report
latter's

return

This prospect, however,
considered to be remote.

the

bill.

is

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

Pictures

1
DAY AND NIGHT

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-tO'date with the
new films and new equipment

(Continued from Page 1)

tor Watson, chairman of the interstate commerce committee, upon the

and

"1001 FILMS*'
Complete reference booklet,
at

(Fifth Edirtoni

listing nearly 3,000

educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South Wabash

Av

Chicago, IlL

250

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus <I4I-2'J

i

1

r

>y,lii,

k

Preference

means
The

Profits

theatre that stresses screen

quality

is

way to
And that

well on the

popular preference.
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman

Positive— the film that preserves

of photographic qualfor your screen.

every
ity

bit

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

1

—

GOOD NIGHT RADIOWE NEVER MISS AN M-G-M

PICTURE!''

J(i

I

01

tl

so
ly la

be;

lei

When you^ve
the

Metro-Qoldwyn-Mayer product you^ve got what
public wants more than anything else in the whole world
got

of entertainment.

LET

others talk about

NEXT

OUR

season

now

business right

IS to help your business

RIGHT now

WE'VE got the pictures
TO do it right now:
MARION DAVIES
in "THE PATSY"
week took New
York's critics and
public by storm.
Film Daily says: "The
last

cleverest

season.

comedy of

the

RAMON NOVARRO.

Singapore — LON
—
DANE-ARTHUR,
Laugh

Across

to

CHANEY, Laugh Clown
Circus Rookies—SYD CHAPLIN, Skirts— JOHN
GILBERT, The Cossacks-DANE- ARTHUR, DetectivesNORMA SHEARER, The Actress— WILLIAM HAINES.
Telling the

World,

Handcuffs- AND

Mile, from

MOREl_MDRE! MORE!

ETRO-GCei J^
THE IMPORTANT

Armentieres,

Diamond

HELD OVER!
RAMON NOVARRO
''ACROSS TO SINGAPORE"
Smash hit at Capitol, N. Y.
Tremendous
2nd week.

business.

Held over

IfN-MAYE
COMPANY

(iii

Kill

I

Moving

Jistributors

to

End Non -Theatricals,
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

HEWSPAPER

FILMDOM
XLIV

Monday, May

No. 32

DECIDE EXTENT

I MAY

CENSORS' AUTHORITY
A ough the New York State cenboard is convinced that its

ir;

Price 5 Cents

1928

7,

NORRIS TO SEEK INQUIRY
BY CONGRESS IN FEW DAYS

•

;tion covers talking dialogue
ind pictures, a friendly test
lay be made with one of the
nies producing this type of
order to definitely decide the
In the meantime the board

iiri
(

ts<

at

osely observe developments in
Iphia, where the censors are
IS
? upon talking films.
•k of the New York board in
en ing sound pictures is handiby lack of necessary equipap
James Wingate, director of
le
le partment, has asked for an apro ation of about $5,000 for the

WIA

niMS FOR s

il

sound equipment in orreview product and the recer
oi ndation was approved by the
However, the
of Regents.
iofl
ise

ui

of

I

Legislature passed the approiriftns

without

bill

this

provision.

MEMBERSHIP

'S

DRIVE OPENS IN

Paris
modified

become

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

— Start

llywood

of

the

Actors'

y drive for 1,000 members will
place in about one month.
charge of the organiAdvisory Council here.
is one of a series of efforts

are in
:aji's

S

quity to organize players at the
The last intensive attempt
nade last summer when salaryig was prevalent at the studios.

>y

vi

:u

Theaters Join Pa.
M. P. T. O. in 4 Weeks
I

I

—

Forty-nine theaters
with the M. P. T. O. dur-

iladelphia
ited

four weeks of a

he

first

lip

campaign.

include

the

Th,-*

Rovner

the
French quota regulations
operative at once, they will

Club Aids
Tourney with Bus
P.

The

Motion

this

month

Handle

of 12 houses, signed up chiefrough the efforts of Bob Lynch.
Bethel of De Luxe brought 12

I

to Confer

in

N. Y.

on Sales Policy

Laemmle

Kansas Unit Drive

Members Under Way

r.

Rock

— Expansion

Rockville

Saturday

arrived

in

New

summer

or

go abroad.

in the afternoon,
containing mostly

filed

dunkers who wish to be on
hand for the dinner and ensuing frolic. If you have not
sent in your entry, do so

Film

of the

M.

O. of Arkansas to cover parts

I'ennessee and Mississippi that are
|ed by the Memphis exchanges is
(Continued on Page 2)

in

fighting

this

competition.

With

but a few exceptions, pictures booked

on

Senator
be the

Saturday

New York

Hays

FIVE SPECIALS

ENGUND MAKING OVER

READY

Of the 52 pictures scheduled for
new season, Fox already has 12

the

London

—

Out

of

IN

'28

approximately

800 features demanded by the British market, England at least will
supply more than 125, according to
present schedules, says "The Cinema," which points out that the first
(Continued on Page 2)

Des Moines

— Instructions

not

productions completed. Four already
to Broadway are: "Sunrise,"
"Mother Machree," "Four Sons"
and "Street Angel." The fif Ji, "The
Red Dancer," will open soon in a
Broadway house.

known

Non- Theatrical Sales in Two
Exchange Centers Stopped
to nontheatrical houses has been discontinued by practically all local exchanges,
who are cooperating with exhibitors

known

picture
in the

rOX HAS 12 PRODUCED;

Name Spargo

Election of John S. Spargo, until
recently New York editor of "The
Exhibitors' Herald and World," as
executive secretary of the M. P.
(Continued on Page 8)

for an inof Jus-

against members
organization and the 32
Boards of Trade.

in

of the

today.

100 FEATURES

Executive
Secretary of M. P. Club

became

It

morning

concerning sales policy in connection with the new season's product,
26 features of which have been completed. Laemmle is undecided whether to remain in the East for the

into

that there is more than a possibility
that Norris will seek an explanation
of the Department's work in connection with the industry over a period
of several years, thus not confining it
to questions in connection with the
recently instituted anti-trust charges

morning and the second about
four-thirty
the latter

THE FILM DAILY

—Resolution

the Department
investigation of the
tice's
business will be introduced
Senate within a few days.
Norris of Nebraska, will
sponsor, as noted.

quiry

from the
Coast to confer with Lou Metzger

York

Oklahoma City— Selling

Ittle

the

will leave at eight-thirty in the

the fold.

Ir

at

consumed, American producers

will

Washington

Country Club, Rockville CenOn that day they
ter, L. I.
will run two busses from the
Astor direct to the clubhouse,
conveniently accommothus
dating those who usually go
The first bus
out by train.

be allowed to distribute seven pictures to every one French production
they handle.

Washington Bureau of

Club

Picture

has come forward with a splendid offer of cooperation for the
Spring Film Daily Golf Tournament to be held the 24th of

due to the fact that the pictures
released in this country during that
period will come within the 60 per
cent of last year's total allowed to
enter free.
After the 60 per cent exemption is
is

Probe Into Justice Depths
Film Activities May Go
Back Few Years

mem-

new mem-

&

mus

(By Cable)— Although

Laemmle Arrives

MONTH

M.

not affect American films for at least
This
eight months, it is estimated.

Carl
Coast

NOT 10 AFfECI

The following are either finished
"Mother Knows
or in production:
Best," with Madge Bellamy; "Fazil,"
with Charles Farrell; "Backwash,"
with Mary Duncan; "The Air Circus," with Sue Carroll; "Me, Gangster," with June Collyer and Ben
Bard; "Dry Martini," directed by
H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast; and "Plastered in Paris," with Sammy Cohen
and Jack Pennick.

to

sell product to schools and churches
use have been
for non-theatrical
given by the Board of Trade to its
members.
It has set a penalty of

for non-theatrical theaters are coming through companies outside of

$25 for the first offense, $50 for the
second, and expulsion from the board

Oklahoma.

for the third.

Bach, General M'g'r for
1st Nat'l-Pathe in U. K.
London

—Will

Evans, chairman of

the board of directors of First
tional-Pathc, Ltd., lias elevated

Na-

W.

A. Bach from sales manager to gen(Conltnued on

Page 8)
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England Making Over

Sloan Succeeds Harry Har

SEVERAL PRODUCERS
100 Features in '28

London

Moiday, May

Vol XLIV No. 32

7,

1928

Price 5 Cents

year's
ready.

nearly

is

doubled

ACTIVE IN PARIS

al-

believes that some of
American firms not already
the
"fixed up" will produce in England.
United Artists have already done
this, the publication notes and expects that Warner Bros, will soon
Attention is called to
follow suit.
the fact that Paramount will distribute "Huntingtower" in America
and may release three other pictures

The paper
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225.

which

Welsh

Pearson

with this release

in

making

is

view.

Underwood Buys Brenda Film

—

Atlanta, Ga. While here a few
days ago, W. G. Underwood of Dallas, general manager of Liberty-Specialty, acquired "The Port of Missing Girls," for the Southeast, from
Walter E. Greene, of Brenda Pictures Corp., the producers.

Heads Atlanta Board
Atlanta John Ezell, Warner manEzell

—

Financial
(These quotations are as of Friday
Exchange tuas closed on Saturday.)
(s) Am. Seat.
42
(c-b) do
6s
36
.105J^
*
Bal. & Kat
(c) Con Fm.
Ind 16/8
(c)
do pfd.
24>4
(s) East, Kodak
.185

The

Low
41^

Close

Sales

AWz

105}^

105%

300
10,000

High
,

74>/8

ioo
16!^
leVi
24
700
24^
17954 183S/J
9,300
(s) do pfd.
126
*(c) Film Insp.
4
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
106
(s) Fox Fra. "A", 82 J4
82
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(c) Fox Thea. "A" 25
23
25
30,700
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98^ 98!^ 3,666
(s)
1614
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16
16
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(s)
do pfd.
83^ 83
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200
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74% 73 H 74/2 9,000
(s)
do pfd.
.108?^ 108 -^ 108!/^
200
do 6s 41ww .112
(b)
111% 112
8,000
(b)
do 6s41x-war.l01?4 101^ 101% 4,000
(s) M-G-M pfd.
26
26
26
100
(s) M.
P.
Cap...
9
9
9
100
(s) Orph Cir
29
*(s)
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90}^
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do 7s 37
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102% 102%
3^8
13

641^
... 35 J^
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63
38
42

do units
do com. ...
8
Skouras Bros. 39^
Stanley Co.
..4m
(o) Technicolor
2K

(c)

Warner

.

.

United Art.
do pfd.
*(c) Univ. Pict.
*(s)
do pfd.
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3,000

40H

700

iVi

41%

3^8

13
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85
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1,200
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Prices

Quoted.

(s)

Stock

Skouras.

St.

Louis;

is

listed in

Stanley,

"Dress Parade" has been filed in the
U. S. District Court by Lieut. John
Hopper of Fort Hancock, who alleges that the picture is based on
magazine story of his "Recognition."
Defendants in the action are De
Mille
Pictures Corp.,
Pathe and
Alexander Z. Doty.
Finishing Kelliher House
Elkhorn, Wis.
Work is practi-

—

completed on Dan
house on Sprague St.

cally

succes

— Production

Kelliher's

at French stuat its height, is

dios, although not
Apkeeping numerous units busy.
proximately twelve feature companies are now at work. Luitz Morat
has commenced work on "La Vierge
Folle," for French-Paramount Prod.
It is taken from the play by Bataille.
Jean de Merly is to film the life of
Louis IX, from scenario by Joubert
This will be released as
de Benac.
"The Crusader."
and
Bernhardt
Elmire
Vautier
Goetzke have been signed by Star
Films for a new feature to be directed by Robert Boudrioz.
Arlette Marchal is soon to appear

her

in

visit

French film since her
She is to star in
Dream Woman" directed by
Exteriors will be
Durand.
first

to America.

"The

1

Pollard Leaving for Coast|

Harry

"Show

Pollard,
for

who

will

Boat"

Universal,
leave New York today for the
after making screen tests in qu|
principals.

Australia Passes "Dawn"!

London

—"Dawn"

has been

pi

by the Australian censor board L
out any cuts, the British and!
minions Film Corp. has bee]
formed.

Becker Joins Nordisk

London

—Dr.

Rudolph Becker

merly foreign manager for Ufa
been appointed general managi
the Nordisk Film Co.

Jean
done at Seville.
Libera Film will shortly start on
their first film, "Monsieur Haps," of
which the French comedian, Biscot,

Saenger Opening Another
Meridan, Miss. Saenger will
open a new house here.

will star.

I

Cavalcanti has
Moliere's farce,

Alberto

made a
"La Ja-

film from
louise du Barbouille," which he produced for the Studio des Ursulines.
Jeanne Helbling appears in this film.
making
Erka-Prodisco
are
a
French film, in which the principals

—

FOR RENT
Spacious
space.

service.
quiries confidential.

Box M-391
1650 Broadway

Rene Navarre and Made-

Guitty, and a
Miguel C. Torres.

Spanish

leine

The

director

is

were filmed in Spain.
M. de Barconcelli will shortly make
"The Woman and the Puppet," from
a book by Pierre Louvs.
iors

—

Board

to

the

'If

actor,

The scenario
Louis de Carbonat.
lias been adapted from Spanish legend, "El Tempranillo," and exter-

Browne Appointed
London Board of

private office, also outsi
or without stenograph!
Reasonable rent.
All

With

National

Electric Theaters, Ltd., has elected
Col. H. A. Browne to membership.

Market

c/o Film Da

New York

You Are
for

Ci

in the"

Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTUR
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAVB

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE

LIS!

U/iLLoa^HBy
110
West 32«*St,Ne«yorK.ny.

Phone Penna. 0330
Picture Department
and Canada Agents for Debr

Motion
U.

S.

Scottish Studio Venture

—

Arkansas Unit Drive
for

Members Under Way
1)

Glasgow Local talent will be developed to appear in features to be

made by

a

formation.

under way with prospects of a tristate organization being developed.
It is expected that the project wil.
take definite shape at the fall meeting, which will be held in Memphih.

A

new company now
studio

is

Balfour's Latest

London

— Betty

in

planned.

Ready

Balfour has compleated "Monkeynuts," to be distributed by International Cine Corp., Ltd.

600

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),
Exchange.
Balaban & Katz

A

Ham's

3,700
5,000

(b)
(c)
(o)

NOTE:

Paris

will include

Over "Dress Parade"
damage suit over
$1,000,000

Suit

(Continued from Page

40}^
4

.

Trans-Lux

3^2

1,000
2,400

9 'A

•

(c)
(o)
(o)

ager, has been re-elected to the presidency of the Film Board of Trade
for the fifth time.
Other officers include
Dave Prince, manager for
Paramount, vice president; Jas. W.
Hanlon, M-G-M manager, secretary;
and E. L. Cole, executive secretary
and treasurer.

.

— Harry

First National-Pathe productio:
ager is James Sloan.
because of ill health.

Ham

{Continued from Page 1)

quota

7,1

Chicago;

Philadelphia.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS
OF OyAUTY MOTION PICTURES

jyiTLEEiiws com

TIFFANY -STAHL PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

Announce
That they have in the course of production
two nvotion picture productions entitled:

|"THE PROTEGEE''
"THE SPIRIT OF YOUTH"
ALL RIQHTS PROTECTED

Np*. vnoK nevAMT635S

J!

•wi
says
completed pictures!

T^velve FOX releases
for the next season
ready
are
screening

NOW

are circulating
s'weeping promises

Don't

rushed.

later ?
.f<

'-fiM

^^?>^^

•<o pX'
fO*^''t%.'>'

1926

30
AP rft'

I

THE ONE GREAT INDEPENDENT

—

; ;;

;

THE
May

ikonday,

DAILY

1928

7,

Coast Wire Service-

(IHNGES REPORTED BY

Wilson's Stunt

Plan Titleless Film

—

Washington Creation of a
sponsorship containing capital
notables was the exploitation
used by Frank R. Wilson, head
of M. P. Capital Corp., to put
over "Simba" in its run at the
National here. The picture is
presented under auspices of the
American Museum of Natural
History, but as there was no

FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
Continued

IOWA
Changes

Ownership

in

House, sold to Kate
Moore by Ross King; Blencoe—'Movie,
by P.T.A.
lid to Business Men's Assoc,
Point— Cozy, sold to Dickinson
•enter
H. D. Lanning; Fort Dodge— Lyric,
.V
F. Alstott;
old to F. E. Weiss by J.
Georgia
!aza, sold to H. W. Schliz by
Garwin Savoy, sold to H. L.
;lenn
Holstein—
by W. A. Matlack;
iider
sold to Pace & Bouma by t^Scenic,

City— Opera

Ues

&

Leeds—The Leeds,
M.
by Mrs

iniith

Mechanicsville
Robertson by

—Scolaro

to

sold

Rialto,

b.

±1.

MerCo.
sold to Kale Bros, by N.
Vernon— Strand, sold to
Pnmghar
D. L. Stearn
sold to L. W. Rasmus-

iU— Dreamland,

Amuse.

;

'

;

La^on
sold to Pratt
rerrOl- Rialto, sold to Kummerfeld &

&

Sloan— Plaza,

N. L. Lamb; Washta
RobLegion, sold to Mr. Valkert by Mr.
by

Chapman

ertson

Union— Princess,

Closings
mes City— Opera House; Clinton— Movie

Fredericksburg
Strand;
I— Burg; Ireton Legion; Mingo
RadcUffe— Opera House; Seymour— MajesLyric;

Derby— Legion and

—

Waterloo

tic;

—

—^Movie.
KANSAS

Re-Openings
Miniagton— Belt

—^Rosalia.

Hall; Rosa-

lia

Changes

in

Ownership

itaraont— Palace, sold to B. Dixon by E.
E Todd; Attica Opera House, sold to A.
Froiitenac
E. Biberstein by Leroy Foster;
!— New Lyric, sold to E. McReynolds by

—

—

Myers; Lenora Opera House, sold
Theater
to John Schieferecke by Percival
McCune Electric, sold to H. A.
Co
Opera
'Neher by E. B. Tull; Mayetta—
House, sold to C. E. Harrington by
Pastime, sold
.Business Men; Moundridge
Gates
!to F. S. Hurlbut by Mrs. D. I.

K

L

—

—

i

,

M. Spencer

Muscotah—Electric, sold to R.

—

Tescott Community, sold
E. Smith by J. J. Pagan; Waldo—

Ed Brown;

by
ito

J.

iThe Waldo, sold to

Newman & Loreg

by

Thomas.

iClyde

Closings
Buffalo
luffalo— The
Hall; McDonald The

NetawBka— MWA

— McDonald.
KENTUCKY
;

New

Theaters

—Mountain.

Re-Openings
in Ownership
The Beech Creek, sold to L.

Changes
Creeik

—

Mahon by M.

Kentucky,

Sam
Robt.

Switow

;

Glencoe

E

Sadler;

L.

&

Levy

to

Elsicoal

Hamey by Sam

—Fort,

C

sold

sold to Louis

Danvilleby

Goldberg

sold
— Dalna,
Fort Thomas
to

Wiethe by

J.

Smith;
by

Norman Thom
Glen, sold
—
Bradley; Inez — Booth, sold
to

to

—

Stewart; London Southland, sold
Madisonville
to Lee Muffet by R. Crowell
—Bell's Playhouse, sold to Street & Red
by Joseph Bell; People's, sold to John
W. Street by Mr. Veil; Port Royal Royal,
sold to Port Royal Amuse Co. by Robt
Swan, sold to G. C.
Wickliff
Owens
Pace by Mr. Wickliff.
E.

;

—

—

;

Closings

BurLyric; Brooksviller— Lyric
FuUerton —
——The
Burlington
Times Fulton — Orpheum Jeffersontown—
Jefferson; Petersburg — The Petersburg.

Wttyville
lington

—

—Audit.

Theaters

Grove

.

Changes in Ownership
Bethel Coml
Bethel—MWA Hall, sold toBrandon—
Opera
by

Bethel

sold to

House

^'Ce

;

superstitious.
pictures, including

M-G-M.

"The Ene-

"Two Lovers" and
He
"The Temptress" on Fridays.
also placed his current picture, "War

my," "Camille,"
the Dark,"
Friday.

in

production

in

on

a

*

*

Mark

Smiling

Sandrich,

director, who is destined to direct features, is
enjoying his vacation in New
York. This is first trip back
to his home town in three

comedy

years.
*

*

Three years ago, Josephine Norman had two interesting propositions
to consider. One was a contract from
B. De Mille, while the other
free scholarship from the National Academy of Designing, New
York, which would have sent her lo

Cecil

was a

decided in
She spent

Josephine
Paris.
of picture work.

M-G-M.

favor
three

De Mille lot and was
Bethany in "The King of
Kings." She recently finished work
in "We're in the Army," her first

years on the

Mary

of

independent picture.
*

*

*

one of the busiest
tion on "Life's Like That" at Tec- title writers on the Coast. He has
It is an original by Raymond
Art.
been hurrying to and from the MCannon, who will also direct. Wade G-M and Tiffany-Stahl st)idios. He
Grant Withers, Bleatrice is titling "Ladies of the Night
Boteler,
Prentice, Ebba Angelus, Mike Tel- Club" for Tiffany-Stahl and all the
legan, Paul Ralli, Vesey O'Davoran, Johnny Hines' comedies.
*
*
*
Anielka Elter, Dolores Vendrell and
Bo Ling, a Chinese actress, are in
Excellent reports drift in

Band;
American Legion by Fire
Brooten-Opera House; Browns
Dept
by W.
Valley— Bijou, sold to Mr. Smith sold to
House,
E. Ziumar^; Carlo^Opera
Reutl; Ech(>Hove & Steidl by F. N Lerstad
by Geo.
The Echo, sold to Arne Community,
sold
the cast.
Hanley Falls—
Martin
Lerstad^y « L. Lee Hasting^
West
Seeking Locations
by Carl
Scenic, sold to Joe MOnar
Paul
to
L.
and Alfred
Thomson
Fred
Hazel Run— Village Hall, sold
Star, sold to G.
Nicholson; Kensington—
Werker, his director, have left for
City—
Lake
Shramstad
E Davis by Ed
Stroud by L. Phoenix, Ariz., to seek scenes which
G^and sow to Redding & Gem, sold to
Fork—
Little
figured in Kit Carson's life.
O Sinclaire;
Monte?heo Swaim by Chilgren & Jewett
by
Getter
J.
video-Eagle, sold to Isabel
Colleen On Vacation
Wayzata— Bayview sold to trost
Gould
Moore has gone to Hawaii
Colleen
vNVoomakeTortorlie
& Frost by Frank Arne Lerstad by T. for a vacation, following completion
Community, sold to
Upon her
of "Happiness Ahead."
"•
^"""''MISSISSIPPI
return, she will work in "Oh Kay."
Club

;

;

Calhoun City

in

Ownership

Flag, sold to Joseph Rubin by
Hartlove; Hagerstown Strand, sold to
Dr. H. L. Kneisly by C. L. Smith.

—

—

Paul Perez

is

on "The Hawk's Nest," tvhich
Benjamin Christianson directed and Wid Gunning supThis tuas Christianervised.
son's first picture for First
National.

Cast For Bowers Comedy
Betty Cauldwell and Jack Lipson.
have been cast for Charley Bowers'

new

starring
Sorry."

comedy,

"You'll

Openings
Star.

Changes
Moorhead-Sta?,

.

in

sold

Ownership
to

C K

Cas^elberry

^^d\ Mrs^^M!^S.7aulS%f

rt

te^efl^L"b1:"^;r^^.ut^«en^^f
by W. C.

JOHN WATERS
DIRECTOR

Caldwell
Vatden. sold to H. B.

Simmons.

Closmgs

School; Magee
Belmont— Rex; Maben-High
Moaticellc^Hydro; Per-

-High

School;

Agnc.
State
kinston— Harrison
School.
SdiooU Webb-Webb High

H.gb

MONTANA

;

Changes

i

New

Sring

Changes

;

MARYLAND
J.

for

Fanchon Royer Producing
Fanchon Royer has started produc-

MINNESOTA

;

;

ialtimore

rect

Dark," her next

Detroftt—Holden and Junction.

Ei.

Ward by Nathan Booth; Kyrock—
The Kyrock, sold to Ky Rock Asphalt Co.,

^

vehicle, "Her Cardboard Lover,"
which Robert Z. Leonard will di-

new

Nagel Opposite Garbo
Conrad Nagel has been cast opKoy w. posite Greta Garbo in "War in the

to

WilUamstown— Pastime, sold
Adams by O. L. Cranston.
Closings

Sloane;

J.

J.

Goudal in Davies' Film
Jetta Goudal has been signed fur
a featured part in Marion Davies'

far from being
has started sev-

is

He

;

julton— O rpheum.

A.

;

;

lackey

eech

sold to Joseph

eral

NIBLO

role,

;

Dunlap—City

;

Shaver by J.
Mosher; Detroit— Davison, sold to J.
Halfway
Schwartz
H. Rubin by M. & S.
by L.
—The Halfway, sold to L. Boyd
Kain; PetersburgSheldon by Chas
j. H.
Garden (formerly Avenll) sold toHuronReaper by E. C. Hoadley Port
S.
W.
by
Regent, sold to J. G. Strong
Romulus— Family,
Theaters ;
Butterfield
W. Porter;
sold to C. A. Mitchell by J.

W

FRED

medium.

Harris has the leading feminine
with Ralph Cloninger opposite.

Detroit— Loop and United Artists.
Changes in Ownership

Coral— Peoples,

RALPH WILK
Hollywood

of

Making "Urge Within"
"The Urge Within" is being made
by Henry Otto at Tec-Art. Mildred

MICHIGAN
New Theaters

& Bouma.

Sl'ace

this

W^t

Cohn by

Geo.

to

sold

;

title

nouncing of "The Warner Brothers
present etc." will be done through

to

sold

Waterloo— Plaza-Rialto,

;

Frank by Frank Amuse. Co.

(ft.lex

picture without a single

With the presentation credit sheet
discarded, announcement of the various characters will be made through
Vitaphone as they are flashed on the
Even the customary an
screen.

;

Mt.
C West by
-Opera House,
House,
en by F. Neal; RadcUffe— Opera
Will Keyser;
;old to Geo. W. Wahl by
Mertes;

i

A

any kind, predicated entirely upon
Vitaphone, will be made by Roy Del
Ruth for Warners. It is "The Terror," based on Edgar Wallace's play.

were Vice President Charles
G. Dawes, Asst. Secretary of
War Davison, Asst. Secretary
of the Navy Robinson, William Gibbs McAdoo, Prince Albert De Ligne, Belgian AmNicholas
Mrs.
bassador
Carter
Senator
Longworth,
W.
James
Senator
Glass,
Wadsworth, Under Secretary
of the Treasury MUls, Gilbert
Grosvenor, president of the
National Geographic Society.

to

sold

Little
from **Lots"
By

Wilson
chapter,
committee.
the
established
Among those serving on it

Danese;

Colby

A

ALL-VITAPHONEPICTORE

Washington

—

<ecknagle;

WARNER'S "TERROR" AS

i„Hith

Ownership

in

sold

G^o---Liberty,

to

Lester

K.

to

Howard Height.
Closings
Hour.
Ft. Benton—Idle
_

W.

Paramount

wTHE VANISHING PIONEER"
(By Zane Grey)

Mc.

Livingston^Cldland by Merle Skinner; Knu.son by
Srpheum.''sord

Just Completed His Eleventh Picture at

Starring Jack Holt

Be

....

.

,

THE

.
.

<XI^

DAILV

New

$349,000 Decrease in Admission
Taxes for Nine Months Ended March 31

Theaters
Y.—W.

C. Smalley of
Cooperstown is erecting a theater here which
will open at an early date.
It will be one
of the largest in this section of the state.

N.

—

Milwaukee

Blatz Realty and Investment
Co. is considering erection of a theater on
East Wisconsin Ave.
The theater will probably be leased to a Chicago concern.

—

San Rafael, Cal. Jacob Albert is building a $150,000 theater at Fourth St. and
Lootens Place which will open about Aug. 1.

—

Placerville, Cal.
Blumenfeld Theaters Circuit of San Francisco will construct a $75,-

000

Architects
on Main St.
Flanders of Sacramento.

theater

&

Starks

are

—

Alexander City, Ala. Mack Johnson has
opened the Strand, seating 400.

—

John J. Johnson, owner of
Jasper, Ala.
the Colonial, has started construction of a
1,400 seat theater which will open in four
months.
It will cost $50,000.

—V.

Red Springs, N. C.
of the Lyric, Bishopville,
a theater here.

is

D. Humphries
planning to build

Washington Bureau of

—

Beloit,

mediate

Main

—

Kans. B. R.
construction of

Werts
a

will

start

im-

on West

theater

St.

—

—

Cuthbert. Ga.
M. G. Lee, owner of the
Cuthbert, will build a theater on Pearl St.

—

O. Building Inspector Easton
approved plans for the $800,000 Loew
theater to be built on the Hippodrome Arcade site on S. Main St.
The theater will
Cleveland,

has

3,000.

seat

Ithaca, N. Y.— Cornell Theaters, will build
an 1,800-seat house on West State St.
The
architect is Victor A. Rigaumont of New
York and Pittsburgh.
The company has a
chain of theaters embracing Albany, Dunkirk,

Cornell and Elmira.

—

-\

Claremont, Vt. Work has been started by
the Latchis Theater Syndicate of Keene, N.
H. on a l,S0O-seat theater.
The company
has houses at Keene, Brattleboro and Milford.

N.

Alabama

17,877.25
4,451.47
17,058.41
,003,162.60
72,635.64
117,456.41
12,267.98

.

Arizona
Arkansas

.

.

.

California

.

Colorado
Connecticut
.

Delaware
Florida
Georgia

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois

.

Indiana

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

—

Ridgefield Park Says
Ridgefield Park,

N.

J.

.

57,833.85
12,433.82
14,370.16
,440,757.47
164,883.98
72,077.11
36,225.07
132,506.53
104,616.21
18,860.03

.

Louisiana

Maine

ment Co., operating houses
Carmel and Kulpmont.
O.,

in

Mt.

House

—

a $500,000 house, the Palace, here,

has a combination policy.

.

.

Dakota....
Tennessee ....

Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Washington, including Alaska

W.

Virginia.

Wisconsin

..

....

Wyoming
Totals

Bach, General M'g'r for
Executive
1st Nat'l-Pathe in U. K.
Secretary of M. P. Club
{Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

eral

announced. Announcement
was made Saturday by Al Lichtman,

Club

is

the

prior to his departure for the Coast.
Until the clubhouse is opened Spargo
will make his headquarters at 1560

was

National

—

directors will meet Thursday
night to pass upon bids for construction of the clubhouse.

sails

May

May

11

William Freihofer
months' tour
When he meets Fred

Philadelphia

The

11 for a three

Europe.
Nixon-Nirdlinger in Paris they
will confer on the Stanley-FreihoferNirdlinger agreement covering the
of

G.

Carp Managing Picture Dept.
Bertha Carp, formerly Eastern
representative for the

of 1926 and before
sales manager for First
in Canada.
fall

Freihofer Sailing

Broadway.

West

Co., has become manager of the picture department of the National Artists Service, Inc., 67 West 44th St.

from September.

——

— "Drums Love"
— "Speedy"
Roxy — "The
— Escape"
Rialto
Rivoli

of

—

Warners "Glorious Betsy"
Times Square "Mother Machree"

Heads Fox Club
of the Fox Athle

Blake

New

officers

Club are:
George

Blake;

vice presidd
treasurer, R. B. S|
onson; financial secretary, Peggy Kelly;
execu'J
cording secretary, Ida Myckon;
council, Fred Bullock, Alan E. Freednl
Roger Ferri, Lewis Levin and Mau:l
Goodman; club advisor, John F. Coneybil

President,

Herman Blumenfeld;

William Fox was reelected honorary pH
Jack G. Leo and Winfield SheeiJ
were made honorary vice presidents.

dent.

Use Airplane Service
Houston, Tex. Truly B. Wildm
local manager for Warners, used a

—

plane service in shipping Vitaphc
records on "The Girl From Chicag

Kirby

to the

1

new

attraction.

First

Unified at Jacksonville

—

Tex. First of 1
Jacksonville,
new unified Reproduco organs to
installed throughout the country
at the remodeled Dorbandt, recen'

1,050,

Plans Miss. Theater
Miss.
Mrs.

—

PicajAune,

D'Antonio

Jennie

will erect a theater build-

ing here.

Remodeling Empress
Milwaukee The G. & S. Rea'
Co., owners of the Empress, will
model the house at a cost of $100,01

—

i

months

The Broadway Parade
no change

in the long

run

week,

field this

No new

month

entry has appeared for the
run of nine months at the Criterion.

of

German Vogue

Theater
Criterion

Fox
Fox

Times Square.

M-G-M

"Two Lovers"

United Artists.

"Wings" rounds out a

—

During

of

1928,

the

first

German

thi

cens(

passed 198 educational films, ea
having an average length of 1,400
Ufa had 24 and Emelka 10.

Opening Date
Aug. 12

Sennett Back in N. Y.
Sennett has returned
New York after attending the Fii
National convention at Chicago. I

Feb.

is

Mack

Paramount

"Trail of '98"

the features continuing.

all

May.

Distributor

"Wings"
"Four Sons"
"Mother Machree"

li

plane which was forced down by
The Kirby held over "I
storm.
San Francisco" and opened with

Berlin

is

records,

were shipned

work of rebuilding the reopened. The instrument may
Opera House, owned by Dr. R. V. played either manually or aul
Mattison, has commenced.
matically.

ity to

THERE

The

here.

in getting to Dallas,

—

Rebuilding Opera House
Increasing the capac-

Ambler, Pa.

St.

City;" Tuesday, "The Matinee Idol"
"
Wednesday,
"Flying
Cowboy ;"
Chorus Kid;" Thursday, "Love Hungr|
Friday, "The Deserted Bride" and
House of Scandal ;" Saturday, "The Sb|
down;" Sunday, "Broadway Daddies"
Mark Strand "The Big Noise"
Paramount "Partners in Crime"

Philadelphia theaters which ex-

pires a year

Edward Small

Fifty-fifth

Bach has been here

manager.

since
that

'

to

Educationals,

O. Jacob and Isaac Silverman of Altoona, Pa., have openLorain,

Carolina.

So.
So.

——
—
Capitol "Across
Singapore"
—
Central "The Man Who Laughs"
— "Wings"
Criterion
Embassy— "Two Lovers"
— "Primanerliebe"
— "Czar
Fifth Ave.
Ivan the Terrible"
Gaiety— "Four Sons"
—
Globe "Street Angel"
Hippodrome— "After the Storm"
"^ork — Monday,
Loew's New
"The

Sunday

$200,000 Theater Planned
Kulpmont, Pa.— A $200,000 theater
planned by the Arcadia Amuse-

Lorain,

$13,003,838.21

Rhode Island.

....

Name Spargo

Picture

Open

...$13,352,570.92

Pennsylvania.

977,900.4'4

Oklahoma
Oregon

—

Astor "The Trail of '98"
Broadway '"Partners in Crime"
Cameo "The Raider Emden"

"No"

—

shows, under ban here, are going to
remain so, according to the Board of
Commissioners, who point out that
the board cannot submit the question to the voters through a referendum as such performances are
forbidden by state law.

is

73,111.29
8,695.17
72,871.44
5,875.97

18,233.72
9,507.54
9,563.27

56,318.48
98,005.90
11,107.43
45,333.05
37,278.72
11,242.12
13,443.25
,617,744.22
153,136.82
49,590.07
23,047.35
130,585.47
69,361.81
15,443.50

141,079.22'
.

Ohio

House

J.

110,453.74
22,587.30
94,335.26
14,246.05

.

No. Carolina..
No. Dakota ....

1928

1927

States

Pizor on Sales Trip
William
M. Pizor, president of
Runnemede, N. J.
Seating 1,600
construction is going ahead on a Capital, has left New York on a
house which Handle & Rovner are motor sales tour which will take him
to every
exchange
center in the
building at Black Horse Pike and
United
States.
South Ave.
1,600-Seat

332,482.28
626,378.55
382,547.97
86,427.67
7,275.77
258,735.45
14,659.01
28,686.61
35,080.83
13,863.90
273,196.34
2,456.26
5,536,293.12
28,824.62
8,094.34
481,752.78
56,429.31
55,762.87
985,082.11
57,892.59
5,985.07
10,257.81
37,063.18
96,311.50
14,641.38
6,203.05
54,055.81

.

—

Venice, Cal. Plaza Investment Co. will
$500,000 theater at Windward, Second Ave. and Venice Way, seating 2,000.
Plans have been prepared by John Paxton
Perrine.
build a

362,812.06
587,153.58
388,477.12
126,064.39
20,358.84
334,912.08
24,440.47
27,891.78
22,739.55
33,635.45
359,117.19
2,872.55
5,147,483.07
26,303.43
11,087.58
545,245.93
59,375.05
65,798.12
1,178,849.66
60,940.29
9,221.69
13,010.88
41,863.31
130,196.54
21,538.46
13,820.78
55,185.51

Massachusetts.

Washington Receipts from the Michigan
Minnesota ....
tax on admissions to theaters and Mississippi ....
other places of amusement for the Missouri
Montana
nine months ending March 31, 1928, Nebraska
and comparison with the correspond- Nevada
ing nine months of 1927, as com- New Hampshire
New Jersey...
piled by the Internal Revenue De- New Mexico.
New York
partment:

.

Dunn, N. C. ^A. B. Huff, former owner
of the High Point Amusement Co. of High
Point, N. C, and operating the Grand and
Oasis in Kingston, is building a theater
here.

including D. of C.

4

On Broadway

Maryland

THE FILM DAILY

May

1928

1927

iStates

Gloversville,

Monday,

Gaiety

Astor
.

.

Paramount
"Street Angel"
Fox
"Abie's Irish Rose" .... Paramount
"Drums of Love"
United Artists.
Warners
"Glorious Betsy"
"The Man Who Laughs" Universal. .......

"Speedy"

.

.

Embassy
Rivoli

Globe
44th Street
Rialto

Warners
Central

.

.

.

13

Mar. 13
Mar. 20
Mar. 22
Apr.
6
Apr.
9
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

19

20
26
27

at

the

Warwick.

Neb." Western Iowa Unit

Meet Opens on May
Omaha — May

16

and 17 are

1

t

dates for the Spring convention
the M. P. T. O. of Nebraska ai
Western Iowa, to be held at t
Loyal here. The new uniform co
tract will be analyzed.

Expected

Very Little Difficulty

Now

France

in

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME
/^LLTHE

XLIV

Tuesday,
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8,

Price 5 Cents

1928

BOOKING SUIT SEEN
It's

Proper

ENALTIES,

the language
which many in the business
understand best, are being
)sed to check non-theatrical

xAtl

petition.
«

Exchanges

in

Des

Oklahoma

City
discon-

and
been ordered to
e such sales or pay through
nose. A proper move and
which should extend na-

pi

ties

jM

;

ally.

shows

ree

„j(,
useJ
Vitaii

for

shut-ins and

lans are fine, but adding to
theater owners' worries by
plying service to a non-the-

account which, more ofthan otherwise, doesn't even
municipal taxes is unfair.

cal

Chi!

cods,
.hip"!

M

A Mild Grasp

)ver

witk

Scout Possibility of Congressional Probe
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Those familiar with the political situation in
of the opinion that reported plans calling for a
Congressional inquiry into the Department of Justice's activities regarding motion pictures will fail to get anywhere at this session
at least. They point out that Congress is in its closing days, that
the coal inquiry is consuming a good deal of time and that senators
are anxious to get back to their homes for the summer.

—

Washington
Washington are

Washington Bureau of

Washington

m

Federal Trade Commission to
secure enforcement of its "cease and
desist" order issued against Paramount last July are foreshadowed
by the action of the commission yesterday in rejecting that part of the
company's report filed April IS relating to block booking.
Those portions of the report concerning
the alleged conspiracy and
EILMS
acquisition of theaters were accepted
by the commission as "unobjectionRejecting- Paramount's exable."
IN
planation of its booking policy the
commission declared tliat "the facts
IV est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
alleged as to the manner and form
talkHollywood Suggestion that
in which the respondents have coming pictures be made by French, Gerplied and are complying with Para-

URGES TALKING

BOARD SECRETARIES
CONVENTION KAY 21

IN

Atlanta— Thirty-two

secretaries

in

the United States and several from
Canada will attend the convention
of secretaries of Film Boards of

Trade, which will open May 21, in
the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
the session lasting through May 26.
After the convention, the secretaries
will go to San Francisco for a day
and will then entrain for the return

VARIOUS LANGUAGES

—

man and Russian companies

to

in-

sure a market beyond the Engl-shspeaking countries, was made by
Donald Crisp at a dinner of the
Writers' Branch of the Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences.
In noting the present limitations
of sound pictures, it was pointed out

Two

!

Meat for

the Critics

Conversational snatches with Harry
yesterday brought to
paIt a sheet of brown wrapping
were
which
on
area
of huge
f
pped together the New York

,

'
"^'l

'''

[init

lav
I

llllOll

;l;aa

'all

rmcn

wspaper comment on "The Man
ho Laughs." In inches, the space
formidable. It proved, for one
,s
that the production is very
,ng,
Their ravich of a critic's affair.
js and enthusiasms equal, if not

French Quota
Makes Problem Less Knotty

rpass, the combined use of adjeces hurled at any one picture which
can recall to mind in recent
s

jnths.

KANN

Gleichman is New Head
of Ohio Amusement Co.
Cleveland— Phil

Gleichman,

for

years active in Detroit exhibiacquired a substantial inhas
tion,

many

in

terest

the

Ohio Amusement Co

neighborhood
13
operates
Gleichman,
to
addition
In
houses.
who has been elected president, other

which

new

officers are: Leo Keller,
(Continued on Page 3)

(Continucd

vice-

General satisfaction is expressed in
New York over settlement on the
French quota reached by Will H.

Hays. The exact manner in whicli
the regulations will be enforced are
not known but the difficulties to be
experienced by the American indusbe
try in France are not expected to
any greater than are now existent
under provisions of the quota law in
England.

The

.

trade here anticipates that the
(.Continued on Page 3)

Page

on

3)

Sapiro Offers U. S. Aid

Hays

in
An

Probe

Office

offer of co-operation

the Independent

made by

hibitors' Ass'n to Charles

has been

M.

P.

Ex-

H. Tuttle,

S. Attorney, who is investigating
operations of the Hays organization.
Aaron Sapiro has written expressed
testimony
provide
to
willingness
from various exhibitors. Although

U.

(Continued

Show

Elasticity of

echenbach

THE FILM DAILY

— Court proceedings by

the

—

you think for a moment that
ion pictures don't mean anything
to New
:he public generally and
set trip.
yourself
get
particularly
k
that sound travels more slowly than
E. L. Cole, secretary of the Ata little problem in arithmetic. Or
thus slowing up the action
light,
for
May
15
There lanta board, will leave
(Continued on Page 3)
er still, let's do it for you.
(Continued on Page 3)
exactly 21 theaters on Broadway
adjacent alleys housing the pic"Desert Song" is First
shows. Eleven are headquarters Sparks Takes Over
long runs. Now figure out if you
Vitaphone Musical
in Florida from Publix
the hordes of amusement-seekDesert Song" will be the
"The
and
Lyric
in
Jacksonville, Fla.— The
which these houses play to
and
first Vitaphone musical comedy
taken
the
been
have
grasp
Gainesville
would
you
in
Baird
week, if
roadWarner
a
as
booked
be
will
of
institution
the
of
lificance
over by E. J. Sparks. These houses
It
And that, were formerly operated by Publix show during the current season
ch we are all a part.
in full length.
produced
be
will
on
happening
Page
3)
iCmitinued on
id you, is what's
y one street in one city.

)lini

arc

Commission's Rejection of
Part of P.-F.-L. Reply
Forecasts Action

on

Page

Golf Entries

3)

Grow

Golf must be in the air, for
never have the entries to previous Film Daily Golf Tournaments come in faster than for

The date is
this year's event.
May 24. The place is the
Rockville
locaf-on

Country Club.
is

Long

Island,

1 ne
not

from Rockville Center. The
committee is hard at work and
the tournament promises to b-?
It
the most successful of all.

far

will

event

be

the

14th

semi-annual

and present indications

point to it as a record breaker.
All film men are invited to
compete. The entry fee is $10
everything.
includes
which
Send in your entry today.

—.^B^

DAILY

Hit Anti-Irish Films
Protection of the Irish and other

from defamation and
motion pictures is dea resolution adopted by

nationalities
race insult in

manded

in

It will
United Irish Societies.
be sent to the General Welfare Committee of the N. Y. Board of Aldermen, which is considering an amend-

the
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225.

Vaudeville

in

Francis X. Bushman, Jr., and his
sister, Lenore, will appear in "The

Third Door," vaudeville

which

act,

tour the Loew circuit, opening
14 at the Orpheum and Vic-

will

May
toria,

New York

Acquire Brooklyn Theater
Brooklyn, has
in
been acquired by the No. 2819
Church Ave. Realty Corp., which
will redecorate and rename it the

The Filmland,

Crescent.

Camilla Horn Arrivmg
Artists'
United
Horn,
Camilla
player, arrives in New York tomorstopping

in

She

the Coast.

Chicago

to attend

is

an ex-

hibitors' ball.

Youth" Banned

"Scarlet
Seat.
... 42
(s) Am.
6s 36...105J4
(c-b) do
&
Katz
Bal.
(c) Con. Fm. Ind.
do pfd. ... 2454
(c)
(s) East. Kodak ..184%

U'A

Low

Close

Sales

42

42
105 J4
74Ji
16

400

105H
16

24
183!4

24^

200
800

183%

2,500

126

•(s)
do pfd
*(c) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

8,000

....

4

Fox Fm. "A". Si'A
Fox Thea. "A" 26^

106
5,200
83'A
26
83,600

82^
26

*(c) Intern. Proj
(b) Keiths 6s 46..

98H 98'4
ISyi
do com. ... 17
pfd.
...
84
do
75J4
Loew's com. .. 75^ 74J4
do pfd
109% 109
do 6s 41WW.112J4 112
101}4
do 6s41x-war.l02
(b)
26
(s) M-G-M pfd. .. 26^
(s) M.
P. Cap...
9
9
Cir
•(s) Orph.
•(s)
do pfd
...131
(s) Para.
128J4
*(s)
do pfd
(b)
do 6s 47... 101
100^

FL

98^
74%

1,000
4,000
6,000
9,000

109%

400

16
77j4

112

16,000
101J4 12,000

26

600
200

NOTE: BalaUn &
Skouras,

St.

9
901/2

129%

6,000

(Bid and Asked).

Katz

Louis;

is

listed in

Stanley,

Cleveland, O.— The Ohio Censor
Board has barred "Scarlet Youth"
which was to have played at the
Oriental.

An explanation of the M-G-M
advertisement which ran on the
cover of "The Exhibitors Herald and
World"
ried

May

for

the

annual

5,

which also carannounce-

product

ment

of Paramount, is the subject of
a letter sent by Nicholas M. Schenck

Chicago;

depicted a husband, wife and child, about to destroy
a copy of a trade paper. AccomiPanying the picture was dialogue
reading:
"Mr. Exhibitor^Stop him
He's tearing up my trade paper.
Mrs. Exhibitor It doesn't matter,
dad.
This isn't the issue with the

(I

Morrissey Quits Busines

—

Milwaukee
James Moi
managing director of Midwesci
aters in Kenosha, has resigned

come

associated with his form,
Tom Saxe, as Detroit

ployer.
ager of

White Tower,

Inc., ar

supervise the installation of a
of
the
White Tower ham
stands in Michigan.

Bromberg Opens Tampa

—

—The

be

will

in

picnic, an
exchange.

isia

First Ni
golf touri

The

IS.

tc

\

form

of an aftc
annual affair at the

the

Start Theater Magazine
Des Moines Blank-Publix tl »(
houses are sponsormg a new magazme

lovif

Week

JubUee

—

at Pittsburgh

—

Pittsburgh Stanley's
16
here are participating in its first "Stage and Screen" to be pul
Pittsburgh
Jubilee
Week, which in the interest of local theate
opened yesterday with special pro- and is being given wide distribu
grams arranged.
Impetus will be
Mix 111 at Chicago
given the observance Saturday by an
Chicago
automobile parade featuring the local
Tom Mix, who
ing personal appearances hen
Stanley orchestras and entertainers.
been ordered to bed by his phy
who states he is threatened

inter

1

Cleveland

SPi

ftesi

—

Lia(

Wt.

Ryder Dead At St. Louis
pneumonia.
George W. Ryder, 57,
Western Air ExLos Angeles
manager of Loew's Mall, is dead. He
Reorganize Negro Compa:
press has inaugurated a passenger
was formerly in exhibition in Boston.
Cincinnati
service between this city and San
Eureka Film

—

1

First Nat'l Grolf Tournej

Kansas City

adver- Lakewood on May

Schenck explains that the
tisement was not intended to be "unfriendly" and expresses his "deep regrets" at the incident.

ijit

,(

branch will have a

week."

'CI

Atlanta Arthur C. Brombei
today establish an exchange in
pa.
The branch will be loca
714 Twigg St. in a new one
building and will be in chai
Mrs. George Chester.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
announcement in it. That comes out next

Im

—

—

Buys Derby, Conn., House

—

Dziadik
Conn. Michael
Derby,
Derby from
purchased the
has
Inc.,
of
New
United
Theaters,
Haven.

Margaret Rice Managfing
Milwaukee
Margaret Rice has
been named manager of the Pabst,
controlled by Sherman Brown, man-

—

ager of the Davidson.

Columbia Film for Hipp
"After the Storm" had its NewYork premiere at the Hippodrome

5th Ave. Group Plans
Experimental Studio
Fifth Avenue Playhouse Group announces plans for a motion picture
studio to be devoted entirely to experimental work and the production
Like those now
of unusual films.
operated in Paris and in Berlin, this

studio will be operated in the nature
of an endowed institution.
Recognized directors and students will be
permitted to develop their ideas unhampered. In conjunction with the
studio, it is planned to operate a
theater similar to the Fifth Ave.

last night.

Premiere Set for

Film Firm Sets Headquarters
Hamilton, Ont. Headquarters
the Filmart M. P. Co. have been

—

tablished here.

"Berlin,
of
es-

has

Cit}'-,"

the
its

the Fifth Ave.

May

May

Symphony

12

a Big
American premiere at
of

Playhouse beginning

TIFFANY -STAHL PRODUCTIONS,

producing negro pictures, has
reorganized.
Backing the cor
is

Dr.

Thomas

INC.

Announce

V. Fitzpatrick o

cinnati.

Rose Pelswick Returns
Rose Pelswick, motion pictu)
itor of "The Evening Journal
turned to New YorK yesterday
Bermuda.

Warner Houses Ban "Daw
"Dawn" will not be playe
houses owned or controlled by
ner Bros.

FOR SALE
Duplex Printing Machines; 3 S
Drying Drums; I Houseman Prim
2 Simplex Projectors; 1 Title St
3

with

Lights.

Address

Box M-392
1650

12.

c-o

B'way,

N.

Film

Y.

D

C.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGEN

Philadelphia.

That they have in the course of production
a motion picture production entitled:

FOR RENT
Spacious

private office, also outside
space.
With or without stenographers
service.
Reasonable rent.
All
inquiries confidential.

Box M-391
1650 Broadway

May

Adolph Zukor.

The M-G-M ad

Start Coast Air Service

29

121 J^
101
24,000
(b) Par.By.5^s51.102J^ 102% 102J4
3,000
(s) Pathe
4% 3^
3% 9,000
(s)
do "A" ... 16
16
1354
12,000
do 7s 37... 68
(b)
66
65
18,000
(o) Roxy "A" ... 35
36}4
(o)
do units ... 38
41
(o)
do com. ...
7J4
8J4
(o) Skouras Bros.
40
40^
Stanley Co. .. 41% 40^ 41
(o) Technicolor
..
2y^
4
(c) Trans-Lux
...
3%
3%
100
3%
(o) United Art.
.13
15
(o)
do pfd. ... 80
85
(o) Univ.
ch.com. 2
(o)
do pfd. ... 78
88
*(c) Univ. Pict
21
*(s)
do pfd
97
(c) Warner
Bros.. 24%
24% 24 J^
500
(s)
do "A" ... 34% 34% 34J4 1,400
•(c-b) do 6Hs 28
112%
* Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Ounter
Cs) Stock Exchange.

M-G-M Ad

Francisco.

8

(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)
(b)
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Warners Set Radio Tieup
With WRNY for Fridays

.UNG "TAIKIK"

iresiJ
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is
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ingham,
debut

Ala.
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new
in

cl

the third Publix-own;er in this territory to present
Vitane within the month.
is now in its third week at the

Strand

Touri
First
olf

—

Vitaphone
Strand yester-

It is
ia "The Jazz Singer."
tood all equipment necessary
ovietone has likewise been inAdvertising covered a radibeut 100 miles. For the event
uthern Railway put on special
ions, offering both a two-day
x-day rate.

Jfflpa

loi

The

in

I

'an

is

Macon, and was due
the

at

rati

In a hookup with Station WRNY,
Bros, will exploit their productions each Friday night from 7 to
7:30 o'clock.
An entertainment program will be given with musical
features in addition to a six-minule

Warner

N

lac,

Rialto,

Atlanta,

to

yes-

—The

Imperial

who

staff,

will

also interview celeb

rities.

has

re

hc!

liii

ph;

surrounding towns. Changes in the
policies of houses in the circuit will
be made following an analysis of
each situation.

Little Difficulty

Expected

i'^ashington
Conip|„pto„ Bureati

shington

turns

incic
oii'iial

lerJay

of

French

Experiment

THE FILM DAILY

— Broadcasting

of
part of

mo-

pictures from one
his
atory to another was accomd by C. Francis Jenkins before
)ers of the Radio Commission
adio experts.
Although the renow shows pictures about six
s square he believes that soon
will be developed large enough
rojection on the wall
ikins' receiving set, his own in•

can be attached to any k-ind
The pictures appear
mirror before which is a mag

on,

radio set.

Dair
nlavi

1)V

in

(.Continued from

adcasts Action Films

ig glass to enlarge the figures.

law

will

be

France

Page

1)

elastic

Talking Films
Various Languages

iS I

j,l(

(Continued from Page

St

1)

workings. Permits are to be
sold, but so far there is no indicaas to their cost. American distributors will have several courses
tion

open. They may buy a permit without taking over any French pictures.
Each permit will include the right

tt

iss

sound

the
to

pictures.

that

it

Block Booking Suit
Seen in P. F. L. Case
(Continued from Page

graph

Two

(of

1)

'cease and deinsufficient to show

the

vestigation

Or

France.

American pictures
they may buy a

French picture for actual exhibition
France and thus secure the right

in

to release seven pictures since every
French picture carries one permit.

will

secure the privilege of renine American pictures in

Exactly what will constitute American distribution of French pictures,
in this country it follows, will be ex-

tremely pliable. Scattered showing:
a handful of American theaters

or controlled by producer-distributors will be considered by man\
to constitute an observance of the
French regulations in this regard.

has

in

as

the

Closing in Greenville

which

"A Broadway

Hoofer"

Copyrighted — and All Rights Reserved

S.

C.

owned by

—

The

Rivoli,

and has
only been operating two days a week
for the past few weeks, will close
next week for the summer.
is

Publi.x

Plan Baltimore House
Lyndhurst Corp. plans
Edmondson avenue and

Baltimore
a house at

Edgewood

—

st.

Leases Marion Theater
Marion,
O. The
Oakland has
been leased to Reuben Maxonof for
ten years.
Maxonof has been operating a house in Celina for ten years.

—

Sapiro Offers Aid
in

Hays

Office

(Continued from Page

Probe

1)

association confines its activities
to the
York area, Sapiro points
out, nevertheless it will be glad to
his

New

furnish information from other parts
of the country.

Board Secretaries
Convene May 21
(Continued

on Page

3)

Chicago, where he will join the main
party going to the Coast. The start
from Chicago will be made May 16,
the party arriving in Los Angeles

May 19. Saturday and Sunday will
be devoted to sight seeing, the convention getting under way Monday
morning.

commission may

wish to make.

termined the ne.xt step to be taken
probable that unless Parait
is
mount acts immediately the procedure of the Federal courts will be

We

Will Build

For long term lease to
responsible tenants

DE LUXE THEATRES
Seattle,

in

Spokane, Hartford,

Conn., and Washington, D. C.

on

invoked.

properties
controlled

L. N.

owned
by us

or

ROSENBAUM
Financing

Gucker Buys Fairmount House

Flatiron Bldg.

—

New York

Fairmount, Ind. Charles Gucker
s purchased the Royal, seating 300.

Don't be a dufferBe a Golfer—
VISIT

the course of production
:

J.

Greenville,

While the commission has not de-

a motion picture entitled

rk<

and Winston-Salem.
Forty films are already ready and
plans are under way for 100 addi-

tors

seven

Columbia Pictures Corporation
Announces

Jones, M. B.
Dr. Mees and Dr. Finegan
Organization of the company follows ten-weeks' experiments involving 12,000 pupils and 176 teachers.
The experiments were made in Chicago, Denver, Detroit, Kansas City,
Lincoln, Newton. Mass.; Oakland.
Cal.; Rochester, San Diego, Atlanta

Thirdly,
if
a
French picture is
bought for showings in France and
also in the United States, distribu-

exhibit

1)

Newton

Treece, in
charge of operations for Publix in
Florida, will continue as resident
manager for Sparks' Enterprises.

owned

)o to

E

directors are: L. B.
Folsom, E. P. Curtis,

sist' order) are
compliance."
The commission's action is based
on the reply. In the order of rejection, it is pointed out that the sole
question to be decided is the sufficiency of the facts alleged to constitute compliance with the order to
"cease and desist" and the question
of actual compliance was not determined but is left open for such in-

to
in

in

accommodate speech.
le
Technicians' Branch of
[emy meets tomorrow night

The

it.-

actual

leasing

•ges

object of producing
instructive
purposes in
schools and universities, organization papers have been filed for Eastman Teaching Films, Inc., a subsidiary of the Eastman Kodak Co.
The capital stock is $1,000,000.

tional.
in

France.

'

—With

and Saenger.

for

president.

flight.

"™

Albany

films

iirm.

1)

ii

es

PLANS TEACHING FILMS

president; Arthur Keller, secretary
and treasurer; Max Greenhut, chairman of the board of directors. Greenhut is also a new shareholder in the

(Continued from Page

build

'WJ d after having been closed for
ete redecoration and installa
Three acts and
)f Movietone.
;ws feature were presented with
;tone but the lead was decid
the news feature which por
eiio
Lindbergh leaving on his
1

(Continued from Page

Rochester, N. Y.— Dr. Thomas E.
Finegan, formerly with the New
York State Education Dept. and at
one time head of the state school
system of Pennsylvania, head of the
new Eastman unit and is general
manager as well. I>r. C. E. K.
Mees, director of the Eastman Kodak
Research
Laboratories,
is
vice-

Gleichman is New Head
of Ohio Amusement Co.

The company plans to acquire and
new houses in Cleveland and

Movietone in Charlotte
irlotte

on Hollywood happenings by
Sanford Abrahams of the publicity

talk

Sparks Takes Over Two
in Florida from Publix

RIALTO SCHOOL
1595 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Phone

of
at

::

LONGACRE

GOLF
48th Street

6308

Practical Instruction by Weil-Known Pros.
TELEPHONE FOR INFORMATION

JAMES CRUZE
PICTURES INC.
SEASON

1928^9

Are
Thanks

Now Assured

to the wholehearted cooperation

of the leading Independent

i

Exchanges of America

The announcement

of the personnel of

the Franchise Holders of this most valuable

product will assure dependability in
handling* Watch for it!

A few

territories

are

to responsible

still

available

exchanges

JAMES CRUZE PICTURES INC.
729-7th

AVENUE

A

NEW YORK

CITY

!

n
ui

JAMES CRUZE
Will shortly announce a
complete program of

TWENTY
SUPERB ATTRACTIONS

PERSONALLY DIRECTED 4
JAMES CRUZE SPECIALS

4

16 of these productions will be made by famous
directors with players never before offered on the
Independent Market personally supervised by

JAMES CRUZE
We promise
a

that our pictures will he

revelation to the open

market

DELIVERY GUARANTEED

JAMES CRUZE PICTURES
729-7th

AVENUE

INC.
NEW YORK CITY
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Denny Wants

Own

His

"U" Unit

Producer — Monta Bell to Make His
Spending $5,000,000 on Improvements

Own

Dissatisfied with Stories and Wants to Be His
Series for Darmour— Studios

Own — New Comedy

Bell

SEEKS A NEW WORKING
BASIS WITH

own

original

and was supervised

Roach to Take Unit
Around World
Roach

Hal

Completes "Danger Street"
Ralph Ince has completed "Danger Street," based on Harold MacGrath's Red Book novel, "The Beautiful Bullet."
Warner Baxter is starred with Martha Sleeper as feminine

Producing Boasberg Show
lead.
Al Boasberg has returned from
Edwards in Haines' Film
New York where he closed for production of his latest musical comedy,
Neely Edwards has been cast in
"Wilbur Gets an Idea," featuring the role of "The Hoofer" in WilShaw & Lee, now with "The Five liam Haines' new picture, "Excess
Al has also com- Baggage," which James Cruze is diO'clock Girl."
pleted
and produced seven new recting for M-G-M.
vaudeville acts, besides doing the
comedy construction on "The ButMary Carr Working
ter and Egg Man" and the latest
Mary Carr becomes a grandmother
William Haines' picture.
for "Love Over Night," Rod LaRocque's current production, which
Edward H. Griffith is directing.
Christie Plant Busy
The Christie studios announce a
Herman on New Series
complete program of four series of
Al Herman will soon begin protwo-reel pictures for Paramount for
The line-up in- duction on the first of the H. C. Witthe coming season.
cludes eight pictures each in four wer series being made for FBO by
series.
"The Confessions of a Larry Darmour.
Chorus Girl," "Sandy McDuff," starSigns Winifred Dunn
ring Jack Duffy, Bobby Vernon in
eight comedies and Billy Dooley in
Columbia
has
added
Winifred

Dunn

eight.

to

its

assignment
Cliff

Broughton Busy

With completion of the third of a
series of 12 comedies, Cliff Broughton
Prod, at Tec-Art is preparing the
fourth, titled "Nobody Home." Dave
Hampton is directing the series
which stars Virginia Roye and Tom-

my

Carr.

Carewe's "Revenge" Plans
is preparing to produce "Revenge" for United Artists.
Wallace Fox will be his chief aide.
C. Richard Easton, assistant director,
while Robert B. Kurrle will be cinematographer.

writing
is

a

staff.

Her

first

Jack Holt starring

vehicle.

Collier in "Tide"

a

Collier, Jr.,
in "Tide

part

which Allan

Dwan

is

versal's decision to star
ter's

will star Victor McLaglen in
Pirate," based on Charles Francis Coe's novel of the same

"The River

Lois Moran and Nick Stuart
play leading roles, with Earle Fox,
Donald Crisp and Robert Perry also
in the cast.
William K. Howard is

name.

him

in

Gold," immediately upon

"The

"&

c"

Battle of the Sex<

Bretherton Completes One
Bretherton has coniplet
"Fools in a Fog," starring May M
Avoy, for Warner Bros. Miss
Avoy will have a five weeks' vad
tion before starting on her next,

Howard

III

Wallace to Free Lance
Richard Wallace has completed

directing.

Another Newsreel

last picture for First National,

Film

Fox

plans a second picture with a
newsreel
story.
It
is
entitled

"Chasing Through Europe" and will
be made abroad by David Butler,

who

Butter and Egg Man," featui
Jack Mulhall and Greta Nissen.
intends to free lance.

Working

in

"Taxi 13"

"The News Parade,"
In "Taxi 13," FBO productic
and who will use the same cast, in- which Marshall Neilan is directin
cluding Nick Stuart, Sally Phipps,
Chester Conklin and Martha Sleep
Earle Fox, Brandon Hurst.
are working.
directed

"U" Directors Assigned
Three Universal directors have been

West To Make

"Nightstick"

United
Artists
have
assign
assigned as follows: Joe Levigard Roland West to direct "Nightsticl
to series of 12 Northwest Mounted C. Gardner Sullivan is collaborati
Police two-reelers starring Edmund on the script.
1
Cobb; Walter Fabian to series of 12

cowboy two-reelers starring Bob
M-G-M Borrows Duryea
Curwood; Ray Taylor to a Ted Wells
George Duryea, under long tei
feature, "The Crimson Canyon."
contract with Pathe, has been loan

stunt

Busch in Chaney Film
Mae Busch has been cast for a
role with Lon Chaney in "While the
City Sleeps."
Included in the cast
are: Anita Page, Richard Carle, Polly Moran, Lydia Y. Titus, Clinton
is

Conway

directing.

Shane at Columbia
Maxwell Shane has been placed
at

placing Leroy Johnson

ed

Columbia,

who

in

re-

has join-

M-G-M.

Shane formerly assisted
Hal Wallis at Warners.

individual starring picture.

William De Mille Assigned
"Craig's Wife," a play by George
Kelly, will be filmed under direction
of William De Mille.

to
of

M-G-M

to play a lead

in

"Ti

Empire."

PRODUCERS
NEED THIS BOOH
1000 Page
Clodi Boui

FREH
TO

F3m Dai
SUBSCRIBE!

Shots."

O'Conner

in Gilbert Cast

Lloyd Bacon to Direct
Jolson in "Singing Fool"

Perez Writing Titles
Robert
Emmett O'Conner has
Lloyd Bacon will direct "The SingPerez has been signed by been assigned a part in "Four Walls."
ing Fool," Al Jolson's second for
John M. Stahl to title "Ladies of the
Supervising "Broadway"
Night Club," just completed by
Warner Brothers.
Irving Berling
George Archainbaud and starring
Carl Laemmle, Jr., will supervise will write a special song to be introRicardo Cortez.
"Broadway" for Universal.
duced via Vitaphone.
Paul

oi

"River Pirate" for McLaglen

Fox

charge of publicity

Harold Goodwin Cast
Harold Goodwin will play in BusKeaton's new comedy, "Snap
ter

N«

"U" Assigns Hersholt
Jean Hersholt's plans to visit N^
York have been altered, due to Ui
pletion of

of Empire,"
directing.

Edwin Carewe

to
his

productions.

$1,000,000.

has been cast

New Role for Wolheim
Louis Wolheim will appear in
"The Innocent," Vilma Banky's first

Own

to
Picturj

Monta Bell is en route
York to arrange financing of

Improvements to be made in
Coast studios this year will represent an aggregate of $5,000,000. Their
total weekly pavroU is estimated at

Lyle and Carroll Nye. Jack

William
for

$1,000,000 PAYROLL

in '29

touring the
world again next year, this time taking with him a motion picture unit.
intends

by him.
Production on his next, "The Man
Disturber," will start about May 12This is an original by Frederick and
Fanny Hatton.

Coming East
Finance

Larry Darmour has acquired
the screen rights to "Toots and
Casper," popular comic strip.
He will produce this at the
Jean Navelle studios for FBO.

COMPANY

Reginald Denny is negotiating
with Universal to have his own production unit under the Universal
Denny, it is known, has
banner.
been dissatisfied vi^ith the type of
stories he has been appearing in, and
predicates his preference to be his
own producer on the fact that his
last picture, "That's My Daddy," is
his

Buys Comic Strip

1

COVERS
EVERYTHI^
GOES
EVERYWHEl

i

m^.

11

The Tenth Anniversary
Number of

THE FILM DAILY
— Will be out on May 24th.
— Will Contain about two hundred pages,
— Will go every exhibitor.
— Will go every newspaper
— Will be a valuable historical and reference
to

to

volume for

— Will

critic.

all

film folk.

you what two hundred and fifty
prominent film executives were doing ten
tell

years ago.

— Will show the progress of exhibition,

distri-

bution, production, photography, short subjects,

news

reels, etc.

over the past ten years.

—A human interest story by Maurice Kann of
the progress of pictures since 1918.

— Will be, in
interest

fact,

an edition that

from cover

Pagi

Bou

EI

Ten Years of
Publication Progress

to cover.

will be of

The

3 Big Events
of the

h Republican

i

ill

Season

National

Convention
Kansas City

June 12th

gdD

UTtll

2*

Democratic National
Convention
Houston

Coi

ele;

I

June 26th

'ilO

m

3*

Silver

Anniversary

w
k
8ors

Announcement

m
from

of Profit Pictures

MAY 24th
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M-G-M Plans

henck Denies

Support Hoover

to
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RELEASING 102;

STANDARD CONTRACTFORM

SCREEN HAGAZINE SET
ucational will release at least
v-o-reel comedies in 1928-29, E.

yesterday.

iammons announced

single-reel product
at least 50 subjects, in

company's

include
ion to Kinograms.

new

screen

"The World Today,"

zine,

i

A

sued monthly,
program
two-reel

will

follows:

e

comedies starring Lupino Lane,
Big Boy-Juvenile comedies;

Comedies featuring
Dorothy Devore
Mermaid Comedies
12
sdies,
ring Monty Collins, George DaAl St. John and others; six
do Comedies,
Ideal

of

Drew;

Toronto

and

releases.

eanTact
HOll

lAli

on

PROBLEMS

be made by the M. P. T.
which has decided
Michigan,
jf
;end an expert from its headters to discuss matters with the
ter owners and conduct forums
,s

will

;he

exchange of

ideas.

The

DAYS7R0TECTI0N

oston
in
sn

FORJRST

RUNS

days' protecmetropolitan area and
protection for second

is proposed by Stanley Sumner
he University theater as a soluof the problem here and in other

5

(Cottiiniied on

Page 2)

ronto To Require All
Films To Be Classified

— Classification

'oronto

MEET OPENS TOMORROW
Columbia's sales force will hear its
1928-29 program outlined at three
conventions, the first of which will
be held in Los Angeles beginning
tomorrow and lasting through Saturdav. The second will be held in
New' York May 17-19 and the third

Chicago

May

Harry Cohn,

21-23,

vice

inclusive.

president,

ON HOOVER FILM PLAN
Denial that
been made for
film

and

Joe Goldberg, new West Coast sales
manager, will preside at the Los An<

M-C-M NOT APPROACHED

Continued on Page 2)

of all filrns

ased in Ontario, as to their suitlity for adult or child entertainnt, is planned, stated Hon. D. J.
(Continued on Page 2)

arrangements have
to produce a

M-G-M

to exploit the

presidential can-

didacy of Herbert Hoover was made
yesterday by Nicholas M. Schenck.
"We have never been approached in
such a matter either in the East or
our studios in California," he
at

stated.
Direct
U. A. Picture Abroad N. E. Theaters Co.

Rex Ingrain To
United

Artists'

1928-29

program

include "The Three Passions,"
which will be produced abroad by a
new British company formed by Capt.
Alastair Mackintosh, with Rex Ingram as director. Alice Terry will be
starred, with Ivan Petrovitch opposand the cast including Claire
ite

Three at
New

will

James, Shayle

Gardner and Gerald

Interiors will be
Fielding.
the Ingram studio at Nice
teriors

in

made

at

and ex-

England.

London,

New

Buys
London

Conn.— Acquisition

of three theaters here is announced
by the New England Theaters Operating Corp., headed by Samuel Pinanwill be
ski. At the Crown, pictures
shown, the Capitol will have a combination policy and the Lyceum will

house "legit" shows. The houses will
The company has
be redecorated.
of Vitaphone
number
a
purchased
devices, one of whicli will be installed
in

— Twenty-one

the
days'

with
identified
Executives
Efforts to
denied it.
Rossheim,
reach Irving D.
Stanley president who was in
New York, failed.

HRST COLUMBIA SALES

state

be divided into districts and the
bitors in each section will be
rmed from headquarters as to
date of the arrival of its repreMeetings will be held in
ative.
eater in each town.

m

several sections of
York trade when it
was reported in Wall Street
that Fox had completed a deal
for control of the Stanley Co.
vailed in
the New

Fox

in

—An

effort to solve the
jtroit
ulties of theater owners in small

Action Against Film Board
Scrutinized by Dept.

Considerable excitement pre-

Cooper.

Hodge-

12

SUIT IN CLEVELAND

Flurries

changes making the agreement applicable to the Dominion, it is announced
by Col. J. A. Cooper, head of the
M. P. Distributors and Exhibitors of
Canada. Contracts are to be filed
with the M. P. D. E. and are to be
identified by the signature of Col.

six

comedies,

e

ON

—A

standard booking contract, as registered with the American
Arbitration Ass'n of New York, has
been adopted for Canada, with minor

e-reelers will include, in addito "The World Today," 25
;o

GOVT GATHERING DATA

ADOPTED BY CANADA

IS

Price 5 Cents

1928

9,

the Capitol.

^^^^^

Urge Automatic Tilting
Easterners All Set for
Chairs for Canadians
Golf Tourney May 24th
Ottawa — Recommendation that all
theaters be required to adopt autoto
matic tilting chairs will be made
the various Provincial Governments
by the Dominion Fire Prevention
conferAss'n, following its annual
Donald
Lauricr.
Chateau
at
ence
Department inspector
Fire
Dear,
here urged that all ushers be probattery
vided with flashlights or
in
lamps which would be helpful
house.
darkened
a
in
panic
a
of
'

event

Thirty-five

enthusiastic

golfers

rushed their entries to the commitSpring Film
tee in charge of the
Tournament over the week-end, even
committee members had time
before
to

200

launch

its

members

ternity

who

drive to round up the
of the Eastern film fra-

usually

semi-annual events.
On Thursday, May

attend

these

24, winter-stiff(Continued on Page 2)

of Justice
Cleveland

—

Federal investigation

of the operations of the Film Boards
of Trade will be centered on Cleveland, it is reported, following filing
of a petition against the Hays or-

ganization by the U-B Theatrical
Enterprises, Inc., charging violation
of the Sherman and Clayton acts. U.
S. District Attorney A. E. Bernsteen
has ordered his chief assistant, Wilfred J. Mahon, to work with agents
of the Dept. of Justice in probing the
local situation. Bernsteen's first step
was to forward a copy of the U-B
petition to William Donovan, first
assistant attorney general at Washington.

U-B CIRCUIT INJUNCTION

ACTION HEARINC MONDAY

—

Cleveland Monday is date set for
the hearing by Federal Judge D. C.
Westernhaver of the suit brought by
the U-B Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.,
against the Film Board of Trade
and 10 distributors, charging violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust
the Clayton Act and alleging
spiracy in restraint of trade.

Law,
con-

The petition asks for a temporary
injunction restraining the defendants,
who are under contract with the
plaintiff for pictures, from discontinuing delivery of such films as callStanley
ed for by such contracts.
& Horwitz and J. E. Matthews represent the petitioners while the defendants' counsel comprises Squire,
Sanders and Dempsey.

Charnas Doing Special
Sales Work For Warners
Harry Charnas, well known Middle
West exchangeman, has joined Warner Bros, to do special sales work out
He is
of New York headquarters.
now in Pittsburgh. He remains
president of Standard Film ServiceCo. of Cleveland, it is understood.

..

—

.

I

DAILY

Wednesday, May

Ready For
Here is my entry and ten dollars for the Spring Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Thursday, May 24th, at the Rockville
Country Club, Rockville Center, L. I.

1928 Price 5 Cents
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meeting.

The

1)

delegation

be headed by I. E. Tillman, Port)
manager; L. J. McGinley, Seat
Jack Bowers, Los Angeles;
Wemstein, San Francisco.

]

The New York gathering will
presided over by Cecil Maberry,

Name.

at

First

(Continued from Page

geles
9,

manager.

s.

The home

office del<
will comp

tion attending Chicago
Jack Cohn, Cecil Maberry,

Address

Macgowan and Alex Moss.

The Committee

Thalbergs Back

Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp., 729 7th Ave.
Wm. A. Johnston, "M. P. News," 729 7th Ave.
Don Mersereau, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway.
Arthur Stebbins, 1540 Broadway.
Nat Rothstein, Universal, 730 5th Ave.
John Spargo, Rockville Country Club.
Jack Alicoate, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway.

—

—

—
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From

Cla

Cruise

Irving Thalberg and his y,
Norma Shearer arrived yesterday'
New York from a Mediterraal

Elmer Pearson, Pathe Exchange, 35 West 45th St

THE

]

Columbia M(

Golfers, Sign This!
VoLXllVNo.34 Wednesday, May

9,

cruise.

21 Days' Protection

Urged for

1st

(Continued from Page

i

Ru

1)

with such changes as mii
be geographically required.
Sumner's plans suggests that
runs following the first run sho
be dependent on and set during
first
run, or just prior to it
recommends no protection to
other than first and second,
that a full week is to be left
^
to allow for choice dates and pro
allotment of prints.
cities,

Financial

42
lOS'A

Low
41H
105^

74'/«

74 Ml

16

15%

41J4
105/2
74 Ml
1534

24!^
182?4

183%

High
(s) Am.
(c-b) do

Seat.
6s 36...
.

& Katz

Bal.
(c)
(c)
(s)

Con.
do

Fm.

East.

Kodak

.

.

Ind

pfd.

.

.

24K

.

185

.

*(s)
do pfd. ...
•(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

Fox Fm. "A" 847/8
Fox Thea. "A' 27 H

*(c) Intern. Proj.
*(b) Keiths 6s 36
(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)
(c)

....

....

com.

do

do pfd.
Loew's com.

Sales

600
2,000

24%

1,000
2,900

84%
27%

83

26

300

•

*

•

14,700
70,500

8

98yz
16

83
7514

.
.

is/i
77

16
83

74^

75 >4

566
1,800
12,000

400
do pfd.
.. 109^ 109!^ 109%
do deb. rts. 22
100
21^ 21^
(b)
do 6s 41ww 112% 112
112% 11,000
(b)
do 6s41x-war
6,000
26
26
26
200
(s) M-G-M pfd.
(s) M.
Cap..
9
9
200
P.
9
*(s) Orph. Cir.
29
....
•(s)
do pfd
....
90 54
(s) Para. F-L
.. 12844 127^ US'A
7,500
do pfd. ...
*(s)
(b)
do 6s 47.. loi
3,666
looi^ 101
(b) Par.By.5HsSl. 1025/8 102^8 1025^
1,000
(s) Pathe
5%
4H SVs 15,800
(s)
do "A" ..
17H 16K 17A 9,500
(b)
do 7s 37..
71^ 68
69H 12,000
(o) Roxy "A" ..
35
3654
....
(o)
do units
38
41
(o)
do com.
7M SH
(o) Skouras Bros.
39^ 40^
Stanley Co.
41
4054 *on
2'/
(o) Technicolor
4

lom lom lom

.

.

12m

.

.

.

.

.

.

(c) Trans-Lux
(o) United Art .
(o)
do pfd.
(o) Univ.
Ch.com
(o)
do pfd.
.

.

2%

3'/.

.

13

15

80

85

3

6,500

78

21

.

97

24%
34%

24-^
34 K

.

112%

115

3,200
2,300
31,000

Over

(s)

Stock

NOTE:

Counter (Bid and Asked).
Exchange.

Balaban & Katz 3 listed in Chicago;
St, Louis
Stanley, Philadelphia.
1

Skouras,

believe that this tournament will favorably influence hat sales, judging
from the many who are waiting until
the 24th to secure a new chapeau by
beating their opponents with a 70 or
72 for the 18 holes. Of course, there
are plenty who run up a 70-stroke
score (and a pile of dirt) for only
three or four holes, or 250 flat for
the 18. Some wise guy suggests that
we hire these fellows out to the bureau of water supply, etc., which
contemplates the digging of a new
trunk sewer for the community.

The committee

;

WAFILMS,

"Morning Telegraph,"
News,"
P.
J.

Inc.

for

Library Stock Scenes
HoUvwood
New York
46th St.
c/o Leon Schlesinger
Bryant 8181
1123 No. Bronaon Ave.

Monteith,

provincial
treasurer,
upon his return from Hollywood.
Exhibitors will be required to indicate in advertising whether an attraction was an "adult" or a "universal"' picture.
Beyond this point the

Government

is
not interested.
or
not
children
attend
"adult" pictures is a matter for parents or guardians to decide. Ontario
will not bar children from theaters
as has been done in the province of

START COOLi^J

Whether

Quebec, Monteith

said.

Television Set for

The Leviathan

will

BLIZZARD SALES

CQ OMAHA J

1,

|/

Liner
be

the

first

have a permanent television
transmitter and receiver abroad, it
is stated by Herbert Z. Pokress, one
liner to

of the three Americans controlling
the Baird television rights on this
continent.

Testimonial

A

For

Rosenberg

testimonial dinner will be given

Henry Rosenberg, general manager
of the Small-Strausberg circuit,
the Astor May 15.
Doings will

broadcast through Station

EACH ^° cBRV11*0

at

be

WMCA,

'WE

NEVER

DISAPPOINT"

B^-rtt^'

^r GOV?-

"Motion

Picture

Mueller

Agency, National Theater Supply
Co., Pathe Exchange, Inc., Stanley
Company of America, Stebbins, Lederman & Gates, "The Film Daily:"

[ROHIOWFHM

are promised.

New York

Walter A. Putter. Pth.

W.

concentrating on

D.

Individuals and organizations who
have presented beautiful cups to date,

Many more
CaU

130

is

three things: good eatSj good prizes,
and a good time. As for the prizes
whoopee!
Cups and trophies and
prizes and special prizes, foursome
prizes,
prizes, eagle
birdie prizes,
cups for morning play and a putting
contest and some more prizes which

le,

the

{

<

include: Jules Brulatour, Columbia
Pictures, Keith-Albee, Carl Laemm-

* Last Prices Quoted.
<b) Bond Market.
<c) Curb Market.
<o)

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

limbered up on
the course of the Rockville Country
Club, at Rockville Center, Long Island, where friendly foursome-feuds
of long standing will be thrashed out.
To those interested in stocks, we
suggest they "buy Stetson," 'cause we
will be

must be taken home by someone,
even if it's a Brooklyn exhibitor.

88

*(c) Univ. Pict.
•(s)
do pfd.
..
....
(c) Warner
Bros.
25
(s)
do "A" ..
35
(c-b) do 63^s 28. 115

(Continued from Page

—
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.

Toronto To Require All
Easterners All Set for
Films To Be Classified
Golf Tourney May 24th
ened muscles

126
4
106

....

.
.

Close

Motion Picture Club
supply two de luxe buses for
convenience of golfers, running them
to the clubhouse from in front of the
Astor Hotel. One will leave at 8:30
A. M., and the other at 4:30 P. M.
will

Help the committee in
'by sending in your entry

its

efforts

NOW!

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-^ STREET

NEW YOPK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937

«w

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

I

rst

S

hat smart show111

men

look for in

1928-29 product
1!

announcements
^ Not

gaudy

colors.

Not smart cracks

dished up in trick type.
synthetic stars.

Not

fashioned pictures.

which there
the public.

is

Not has-been or

run-of-the-mill, old-

Not good pictures for

no advance demand from

What you

look for are the sure-

fire naturals^ the pictures

you can

tell six

months before you play them that they

ivill

pack your house. ^The Harold Lloyds and
the Clara

Bows and the Emil Jannings

the Richard Dixes and the "Winjis

*

antl

and

.

'The Wedding March." And "Canary Murder Case," which you and your
and 200,000 folks have heen reading and talking about. And new

coming

favorites like Charles Rogers, Esther Ralston,

vip-and-

Wray-Cooper and

Taylor, idols of the young 16-30 crowd from which you draw

70%

wife

Hall-

of your
i

audiences.

^

Short features ?

It's

Paramount News

And

it is

than the others.

Christie Comedies,

several

Ifosis

how much

because the public and the trade are talking about
better

that attracts your attention
swifter, breezier,

always an asset to your house to offer the best.

It's

"{laso

.

which play more de luxe theatres on merit than

other companies' comedies combined.

The only

really nationally

m
Im
;Pirai
lis

fct

You want

advertised short-comedy stars.
line-up too.

They're outstanding.

the rest of the

^ Buying

Paramount

shorts
(ilk

product

is

simplified this year.

ilictk

ktis,

Ni

G«

The important
news

reel,

pictures that the smart

shorts— are

all

showman looks for— specials,

features,

*^^*^*4»,»

in one group

ski,

U
h

OKI
15

(

til
llity

PARAMOUNT'S WHOLE SHOW PROGRAM
-

Star Hits

Specials
Harold Lloyd

Wolf Song

3

Wedding March

Dirigible

4 Geo. Bancroft

Man

4

4 Clara
3

Bow

Richard Dix

I

Love

Hard Boiled Angel
Living Together

Beggars of Life

„

.

The Letter

Bebe Daniels

4 Esther Ralston
2 Pola Negri

2 Emil Jannings
Canary Murder Case

The Tong War
„
„,
^
Crime oi Interierence

Richard Dix

,r

^

.

Upstart

^
(jentleman

3

Wray-Cooper

,

2 Florence Vidor

Behind German Lines

4 Chas.

Burlesque

3 Taylor-Hall

Road Shows

3
3

Adolphe Menjou
Zane Grey

Tahiti Nights

Wings

Glorifying American Girl

Abie's Irish Rose

2

Perfumed Trap

The

1 Sir

1

Patriot

Rogers

Thomas Meighan
MacLean -Christie
Harry Lauder

1

Model of Montmarte

Shorts
104

Paramount News

Vernon Comedies
8 Dooley Comedies
8 "Macduff" Comedies
8

ilill

Ibis

8 "Confessions of a
Chorus Girl" Comedies
12 Great Stars and

Authors

Kat
26 Inkwell Imps
2 Horton Comedies
Extra! Byrd's Flight to
the South Pole
26 Krazy

tf"

May

\ednesday,

z-^S^

DAILY

1928

9,

Coast Wire Service-

OX

k

Lawyers Working on Code

ON

ICSTERN STAR NOT

reported dickering with Fred
lomson, whose personal contract
ith Joseph P. Kennedy is reported

Rox

t

is

differences
between
branches of the industry.

On Maine
Kennedy agreement

Through his
lomson starred for Paramount the
jst season and is now completing
h final picture, a story deaHng with
Carson. His name, however, is
ijt

Christy Cabanne has taken a company to Rockport, Me., to shoot ex-

included in the 1928-29 program,
pich includes Jack Holt as a West-

Mae Murray
Guns

Estabrook Joins Paramount
loward Estabrook has been added
Paramount's staflE of scenarists.
has been assigned to work on

Anna Q.

Nilsson

is

f>gers.

Beaudine Starts
/ith William Beaudine directing,
loduction of "Once There Was A
has started this week at
National under supervision of

in "The
"The Hun-

appear

will

of Gaul," instead of

Rhapsody," under direction
Denison Clift
Arthur Gregor.
wrote the story.

Cummings On Location
With Lionel Barrymore, Kenneth
Thomson, Gladys Brockwell and Joe
Brown, Irving Cummings has gone
to New Bedford, Mass., to make exteriors for "Hell's Woman," adopted
Edward Sheldon's play, "La
fro

Counselman, who

Gringa." William

Irst

wrote the script for Fox,

])dd,

Mary

Astor,

Lloyd

Fazenda, Thelma
Aileen Man-

Raymond McKee,

Qg and Virginia Gray are the leads.

John Miljan Cast
Ijohn

been

has

Miljan

cast

for

Coldeway, a forthcoming reIrene Rich,
from Warners.
udrey Ferris and William Collier,
L head the players.

"Applesauce" F. N. Title
"Applesauce" is the title of the
next Dorothy Mackaill-Jack Mulhall
vehicle, which goes into production
this month.

Burr Signs Breese

Edmund

has been

Breese

Open Filmart
another

with

picture

Buy Corinne
starring

jon
Robert Florey dilosta Ekman.
Icted "The Sad Love of Zero" with
bseph Mari and Temera Shaurova
the stars.

George Irving Signed
George Irving will play a featured
)le in "Love Over Night," Rod La
.Deque's current vehicle for PatheeMille. It is an original by George
romgold and Sandford Hewitt, and
being directed by Edward Grifth.

Varners to Spend $200,000
in Improving Studio
The Warners
200,000

ncreased

for

are
studio

Vitaphone

A

now

allotting

improvements,
production

is

new concrete unit
he reason.
tructure and installation of three
3,000 volt transformers are planned.
To provide for Vitaphone, a soundiroof stage is being built with a new
ving of dressing rooms.

signed

for Johnny Hines' next picture, tentatively titled, "Black Magic." Louise

Lorraine plays opposite

"The Sad Love of Zero" opened
e Hollywood Filmart, in connec-

the

party.

Yemen They Talk About" by Ans>ny
ase

is

in

"Saturday's

Hines.

Griffith

Children,"

fith

Marion Titling Moore Film
George Marion, Jr., it titling "Happiness Ahead," for First National,
this

being a Colleen Moore vehicle.

Vacation For Murray
"The
completing

Upon

Man," First National
Murray will take
lie

ing.

starring

Schrock,

James Flood is
Lawrence Gray has the
Miller.

directing for his
Art.

Frank Donovan

is

own company

Tec

at

title.

Sees

End

in

of "Legit." Theater
of the legitimate theater

The end

will be reached in five years providing the evil of ticket speculation con-

Mid-West

Week

tinues,

a

Arthur Hammerstein

said

in

statement yesterday.

Play 3 Broadway Houses
Three Broadway houses, the Paramount, Rialto and Rivoli, will show
James A. FitzPatrick's "Thoughts
for Mother's

Day"

week

the

starting

Mother's Day Eve, Saturday.

"Kings" Canadian Premiere
Montreal "The King of Kings"
will have its first Canadian run at
the Princess starting May 27. "Roses

—

of

Picardy,"

British

film,

has

just

completed a roadshow run there.
Television to Fit

Waves

Toronto
Radio television to fit the waves
Toronto Damage amounting to instead of waves to fit television is
$30,000 was done to Loew's Down- proposed by Federal Radio Commistown by a fire which started in the sioner O. H. Caldwell.
It
pit.
was discovered by Isaac
The
Thompson, night watchman.
Lande Closes Exchange
house's programs are being presented
Cleveland Harry Lande, veteran
in the Winter Garden.
in both production and distribution,
has closed his independent exchange
here. He was formerly in distribuEmployment Hurting
Fire

$30,000

—

at

—

Pa. Theater Business
Philadelphia

—The

ployment situation

week

to one.

tion in Pittsburgh.

unem-

present
is

having a de-

pressing influence upon business in
theaters in Lebanon Valley and along
Bethlehem Pike, several houses having shut down from three nights a

Communities affected

Newmantown, Robesonia, Hummelstown, Quakerstown, Sellersville,
Trumbauerville and Perkasie.
are:
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Picture Department
^and Canada Agent* lot Debtfa

Motion
U. S.

Bound

in thei

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

Patsy

In Donovan Picture
Catherine Hoffman has been cast
"The District Doctor," which
in

"Kentucky Courage," New Title
"The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come," Richard Barthelmess vehicle,
will be known as "Kentucky Cour-

original

senior vice presi-

Observing Music

the

directlead.

My

and "Sharpshooters," and
and "Firemen Save

Gorilla"
Child."

Schnitzer Recovered

Head

and

"The

Schnitzer,

Exhibitors in nearly 2,000 communities are figuring in the fifth annual observance of National Music
Week this week, the event closing
Saturday.
Aiding the observance
M-G-M News, International News
and Kinogranis are including camera
interviews with Rudolph Ganz, pianist, and Ruth Page, dancer, in their
current releases.

Edeson In T.-S. Film
Robart Edeson has been cast for
the Tiffany-Stahl production, "Marriage of Tomorrow," an original by
Ruth

be

Hall, editor of the Pathe
News, is visiting his local men in
various Mid-West cities, and perfecting plans for the coming season.

picture, Chara six-months'

Florida

touring
Eastern state§.

vacation,

Raymond

will

Production

Ray

Maxwell

vehicle.

the practice in this territory.
Some
of the pictures double-featured in this
city recently, for illustration, are "The
Circus" and "West Point," "Sadie

age" when it plays the New York
territory, opening at the Strand May
12.
Elsewhere it will retain its

HaU

Story

Anderson play, has been purchased
by First National as a Corinne Grif-

double-feature bills has been taken
by the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors'
Ass'n, which is trying to eliminate

dent of FBO in charge of distribution,
returned to his desk yesterday after
an attack of pneumonia.

garian

rincess,"

fid Gunning.
lughes, Louise

I.

J.

of

starring vehicle for Charles

International

"Husbands and Wives."
starts Monday.

first

McCobb's Daugh-

Mae Murray's Next

Paramount.

Harry Lachman's First
London
Harry Lachman's
British

Against Double Features
—A definite stand against

Cleveland

New Haven Thompson"

Boston and

in

connection with Harry G. Segal.

in

for

Location Trip

teriors for "Ned
ter," for Pathe.
starred.

Division will soon open ex-

—

Jt

first

First Division Entering N. E.

various

tle

have expired.

star for

cuts.

of Ethics for Studios
Arts and Sciences in developing a
new code of ethics calculated to set-

—

recently arrived from Germany, were
injured in an automobile accident at
Torrey Pines.
Gabriel Bear-Hoffman sustained a fracture of the skull
while Herman Bing received several

The Los Angeles Bar Ass'n is coFirst
LIST operating with the Academy of M. P. changes

NEW PARAMOUNT

^

Thomson

Seeking

is

Fox Executives Injured
Cleveland Exhibitors
Two Fox executives,

Los Angeles
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WILLIAM FOX

presents
Th« World's Most Popular Pair

JANET 6AYNOR
CHARLES FARRELL
and

TWICE DAILY

to the capacity of the

NEW YORK

And

this one
is iust an appetizer

on the
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®

FEAST
FOR NEXT
SEASON

Tax on All Admissions Up

nate Cuts

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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XLIV

Thursday,

No. 35

Helpful

More

entirely probable that
Jie foreign situation will imWill Hays' visit to
[rove.
was a diplomatic move of

Yesterday,

Jays-Herriot developments,
been dealing with irresponand gaseous talk from

ing

:

took

[s

men

which

covers

Paris

meant that the titular
of the American industry

25 P.C.

A

Long-expected dividend action of

Loew
when

directors took place yesterday
the board voted an additional
dividend of 25 per cent on the common. It is payable June 18 to stock-

\An Object Lesson
French industry expected
By his willingconcessions.
the withdrawal
countenance
[to

Yesterof record June 9.
supplements tiie
declaration
day's
regular dividend of 50 cents, payable
June 30 to stockholders of record
holders

imerican distributors from that
was
Let unless the existing law
Hays demonstrated to
&ed,
and the Continent that he
not allow America to pay
the
eh the nose simply because
water,
the
of
side
Sry on this
_^h merit in part and through
Imate circumstances in part, had
ets.

of the
cables

world's
indicate

June

It.

At

will be
least,

made more

film
a

Sixteen houses, all under construcwill be opened throughout the
country by Loew, beginning in SepTheir capacities will range
tember.
from 2,400 to over 4,000. As yet

tol-

such are the mdi-

so

it

policies

have

hst includes seven houses in
New York and one each in the following cities: Jersey City, ProviVa.,
Roanoke,
Louisville,
dence,

The

London,

Akron,

England;

The Providence and
aters

will

open

in

Ohio,

Louisville theSeptember, the

others later.

Plans Jewish Comedies

will undoubtto institute a
how far they

for

case to determine
Somebody should get the
r go.
now and
ter started and finished

—

talking picture vogue
the
:ads to the point where censorial
hamper the orlies will really
business.
arv
^ course of
jre

KANN

affect Pettijohn personally,
standing, character, ability,
honesty or reputation."
In part Harrison said: "I now make
clear that they (Harrison's articles)
juriou.sly

or

his

were simply aimed
activities

'

at

criticizing his

solely."

SSEXEMPtlilTAX

World

EIGHT

THE FILM DAILY

—

provisRepublican
tax exemption of $3 were
adopted by the Senate after two
votes had been taken, the first having been a tie. An amendment providing entire repeal was offered by
Senator Simmons of North Carolina,

Washington

ions

for

Democratic

leader.

The

resulting

was a tie and Vice-President
Dawes, called upon to decide the
matter, voted to defeat the amendnot
ment. A second vole was taken and

been determined.

Dgue in sound films. Censors, and
as user calHng, to us, are about
as an automobile in Bermuda.
being
will, however, persist in

And

individual

their

in

become necessary

l.g

tion,

the offing, talking
ares are going to have a sweet
with censors. Pennsylvania
to
New York, for instance, have an
that they have the right, under
pencil
r respective laws, to blue

eying.

will help the cause of American pictures throughout Europe. The situWhen Hays
ation has been delicate.
first arrived here, the eyes of England and the Continent were centered
on Paris.
Now that Hays has courteously but
firmly presented America's case and
has refused to permit the trade at
home to be afflicted with unreasonable restrictions simply because it
happened to represent two thirds of
the world's investment and activity
in motion pictures has made an im(Cantinued on Page 3)

PASSEDJTER

BEGINNING IN SEPT.

ho Will Settle This?

y

underis
Reports,"
have been averted by
publication in that paper of
the
an article in which Harrison disclaims any intention of trying to "into

20.

LOtW OPENING SIXTEEN

pns.

mewhere

France and his handling of
quota problem direct and
not through emissaries or underlings

Washington Bureau of

America's
per understanding of
will
quotas
while
And,
(point.
Ibe eliminated as a consequence,
I not improbable that restrictive
Illations,

DIVIDEND

visit

to

a vexatious

Rowson Arrives Friday;
Hays Aboard Same Boat
London

— Simon

Rowson, director

Films and of Denman Picture Houses, one of the most active
of British theater chains is aboard
the Berengaria due in New York
Friday.
Rowson is one of the best
known figures in the English industry.
The quota bill is largely the
of Ideal

result of his efforts.

Will

Hays

is

on the same boat.

vote

No

Film Company Will
Handle Hoover Films

the amendment defeated when Senator McNary of Oregon supported
the opposing faction and Senator
Cutting of New Mexico, who just
arrived, added his vote to the Republican side. The amendment was de-

Distribution
of
motion pictures
sponsoring the presidential candidacy
of
Herbert Hoover will not be
through any film company, according
to
present intentions, Alan
Fox,

feated 42 to 39.

executive

secretary

the ill effects of daylight saving
B. and K. has advanced time
time.
set

evening shows 30 minutes.
Lubliner & Trinz have closed the

of its

Covent Garden for the season, making the second theater of that circuit
to shut down during the past month
the other being the Pantheon.

of

the

Hoover

(Continued on Page 2)

Chicago Trying To Offset
Daylight Saving Effects Universal

Chicago— Exhibitors arc trying to
Distribution accommodate their schedules to off-

Plans for a series of Jewish comedies which will be given world distribution arc announced by Jacob
Kalich, musical comedy director, upon his return to New York from
Mollie Picon, musical
Hollywood.
comedy star of the East Side, will
be starred.

(By Cable)—Will H. Hays'

criminal libel suit brought by C.
Pettijohn of the Hays office
C.
against P. S. Harrison, pubUsher of

stood

ON LOEW COMMON VOTED

Ibles seriously.

The

EM

Better Understanding Of
America's Viewpoints
Likely To Follow

DROPPEDJYPEniJOHN

"Harrison's

Jgiving personal attention to
Iproblems at hand. The trip
eked of the official. Europe
that
convinced
finally
foreign
ferica was taking her

most

HARJUSON LIBEL SUIT

Paris

every-

thing.

[h

[ered

ABROAD MAY
IMPROVE DUE TO HAYS

Send yours in
with a check for ten

dollars,

Price 5 Cents

1928

SITUATION

Prizes

rapidly.

NOW,

years.

for
himself to

10,

additional

Gotham Prod., Hedwig Laboratories and Al Ruben, for
the Spring Film Golf Tournament, to be held May 24 at
Rockville Country Club, Rockville Center, L. I.
The list of entries is grow-

greatest significance.
fance and the rest of Euwhich kept close tabs on

film

May

cups
and trophies were presented by
Du Pont-Pathe, FBO Pictures,

is

frican

S3

to

Is

Releasing

Fewer Shorts This Year
Universal's .short i)roduct program
1928-29 .shows a decrease over
last season.
A total of 184 two-reel
pictures will
be made this year
against 200 last season but 52 singlereel films will be distributed, as last
for

year.

The

tworeelcrs will include:
(Coniinuid on Page 2)
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Sees Bigger Tax Assessment
Long-Runs Change Bills
Most theater operating companies
Both the Rialto and Rivoli will
will hereafter be called upon to pay change their bills Saturday.
At the
a considerably greater annual tax to former house "Steamboat Bill, Jr.,"
New York state, under a new amend- will succeed "Drums of Love," while
ment to the tax law, according to M. at the Rivoli "Ramona" will follow
L. Seidman. The amendment applies "Speedy."
"Steamboat Bill, Jr.," is
to cases where two corporations have scheduled for two weeks.

been organized to take care of a
business, one to hold the building and
the other to operate the theater. It
provides that the annual franchise
on the building corporation
tax
shall be computed in the same way
operating
company,
as
on
the
amounting to 2j^ per cent of the net

Pictures,
Inc.,
of which
Nathan Hirsh is president, plays the
Cameo the week beginning May 19.
Merritt Crawford edited and titled
the film, known as "Jacob's Well" in

income.

Europe.

James A. Conn, Winchester, Ky.

rities

;

;

MacKay.

George D.
Jerome A.
N. Y.
York; George T. Towns, Jack-

Pleasantville,

New

;

;

Seeking "Miss Syracuse"
Syracuse Engineered by Chester
Bahn, picture writer of the "Syracuse
Herald," and tied up with the Schine
theaters, "Miss Syracuse" will be

—

CHose

(s) Am.
(c-b) do
•
Bal

Seat,
6s 36

41"^
41J^
.105}^ 105'4

41^

700

105K

3,000

.

& Katz

....
16

.

(c) Con. Fm. Ind 16
(c)
do pfd
24^
(s) East. Kodak
.183/2
.

24
182

.

.

*(s)
do ffd
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s> First Nat. pfd.
.

.

'ioo
400

16

24?^
183/2
126

85"

'

Intern. Proj.
8J4
*(b) Keiths 6s 46..
(s)
do com.
20^
(s)
do pfd.
84^
(s) Loew's com.
77
(s)
do pfd
109?^
(c)
do deb. rts..
23/2
do 6s 41 WW. \uy2
(b)
(b)
do 6s41x-war.
(s) M-G-M pfd.
26
(s) M. P. Cap.... 11
*(s) Orph. Cir. ..
*(s)
do pfd.
...
(s) Para. F-L
1285^
*(s)
...
do pfd.
(b)
do 6s 47 ... 101

26/2
8J4

.

85M
26%
8K

25,300
30,500
IOO

20

83

84H
76^

109^^ 32',50O
1,600
21 /a
23/2
113
113/ 85,000
1017/,
2,000
26
26
100
9
11,000
9K

lom

.

Pathe
8H
do "A" ... 227^
(b)
do 7s 37... 72^
(o) Roxy
"A" .. 34
(o)
do units
37
(o)
do com.
8
(o) Skouras Bros.
39
Stanley Co.
42
(o) Technicolor
2/2

5 /a

17

69
36

s'.ooo

2,000
8J4 23,600
22% 21,700
72-4
9,000

40
41 '^
4

2K

27/,

4m
'2%

....

.

.

.

.

* Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
Skouras,

Balaban
St.

& Katz

Louis;

is

listed in

Stanley,

Chicago;

Philadelphia.

A. M. p. A. Limcheon Guests
Guests at the A. M. P. A. luncheon
this noon at Cafe Boulevard will be

Ann

producer-author
Nichols,
of
"Abie's Irish Rose;" Robert Sherwood, editor of "Life," and Camilla

Horn.

abroad.

May

player.

Dietz on Coast

Howard
and

Dietz, M-G-M publicity
advertising head, has gone to

Mix Booked

Tom

Mix,

Hippodrome

who

illness at

Mix Breaks Chicigo Record
Chicago Appearan .e of Tom Mix

—

his

horse, Tony,

broke

all

rec-

ords at the State Lak--.

Sam

On

Efrus.

Southwestern Trip
president of Peerless,

New York

yesterday on a trip
through the Southwest. He is selling eight six reelers.
left

"Creole Love" will soon go into
production for First Division.
It is
based on a story by Raymond Wells.

Brooklyn House Reopens
The Paragon, Fulton St. and Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, has reopened
after being remodelled.

It

seats 600.

Avalon, N. Y., Ready
Grausman's Avalon,
York, is complete.
L.

New

Midnite Shows Weekly To
Tryout Presentation Acts
Abe Meyer and Ben Lundy have
taken over the Earl Carroll theater
in New York for midnight shows
every Tuesday. Agencies will be invited to supply acts suitable for presentation houses for auditions.
Bookers representing circuits will be asked
to attend and the public charged a
nominal admission to hear the performances, good, bad and otherwise.

IC

Carolina Meets June 26
Charlotte— Directors of the
Carolina M. P. T. O., consist
Charles W. Picquet, Nat L. Re
L. L. Drake, Percy Wells,
A
Stewart, A. F. Sams, Jr., and
Rice have tentatively set
Ju:

for

the

summer

No

Film Company Will
Handle Hoover Films

jjini

0!T

conventio

Wnghtsville Beach.
kitv

toN

Opening Atlanta Branch
Vitaphone

will

Atlanta within

open a bran

two weeks

to

exhibitors in the Southeast tei
Paul Swift leaves New Yorl
this week to open the
office
manager of which will be appc
later.
fee

Chase Lines Up Exchang
Maurice Chase, vice-presidei

Jot

Excellent, in charge of sales, hs
turned to New York from a We
trip during which he lined
up
tically the same exchanges
handled the product last year.

\

Bii

i

eHo

Arrives From Coast
Arrived in New York from
Coast are: ClifT Broughton and L
Kastner, who are at the Kni.
bocker,
and Fred Balshofer

Buddy

tor

Cai

Pollard, at the Claridge

ikiyj,

Universal Is Releasing
Fewer Shorts This Ypal
{.Continued from

for

is recovering from
Chicago, will return to
New York May 20 to play the Hippodrome for a week.

an

and

15.

I.

NOTE:

trip

3',266

United Art.
13
15
do pfd.
85
80
Univ. Ch.com. 2
do pfd.
78
88
*(c) Univ. Pict. ..
21
*(s)
do pfd.
...
97
(c) Warner
Bros., 26*i
247/«
2654 8,700
(s)
do "A"
35
34% 34% 2,300
^(c-b) do 6j4s 28. 112^ 112H 112'% 22,000
.

a

"Creole Love" Soon

9

.

.

after

leave for the Coast about

39

.

.

New York

in

They

Efrus
6,700

12m

(s)
(s)

.

Roachs Back in N,. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Roach are back

98/2

128%

100^ 101
Par.By.SKsSl. 102M 102H 102fi

Trans-Lux

—

2

127^8

Mrs. Reginald Barker Dies
Mrs. Reginald Barker, wife of the
director, is dead from complications
following an operation. She had been
ill
a long time.
Mrs. Barker was
formerly Clara Williams, an Ince

will

10,366
1,100
14,000

were present.

Culver City on his annual visit. In
his absence Silas F. Seadler, advertising manager, is in charge.

2-5.

Greater Features, Inc.,
handle First Division product in
Oregon, northern Idaho, Washington and Montana.
Seattle

109

lom

.

Galveston June

Handling F. D. Product

106

167/8

75 '4

.

(bi)

for

1,400

9

.

(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

74^

selected to represent this city at the
International beauty show scheduled

.

Fox Fm. "A", 86J4
Fox Thea. "A" 27-4

(s)
(c)
(c)

Sales

in

;

;

May

Bell

connection with his becoming
master of ceremonies at the Paramount. Both stage and screen celeb-

Fla.
Carl A. Morris, Erie, Pa.;
Walter Dehner, Toledo, O.
David Levine,
New Haven, and N. P. Nathan, New York.

Low

by

Marseilles included:
Harvey Conway, Newark, N. J. Al Mainker, AUentown, Pa.
M. A. Ruscher, Newark,
N. J.; Gerhard Krone, Berlin, Germany;

sonville,

High

Book "Daughter of Israel"
"A Daughter of Israel," distributed

Graduates at Banquet
Broadway Welcomes Ash
Members of the graduating class
Chicago's contribution to Broadof the M. P. Theater Managers' In- way, Paul Ash, was tendered a welstitute attending a banquet at the come reception last night at the Ritz

Myers.

Financial

Thursday,

Page

1)

legians"
in
two series, 52 from
Brothers in "Newlyweds," "Buster Bro
Let George Do It" and "Mike and
comedies.
The two-reel featurettes art
Texas Rangers starring George Chai
12 Munt Cowboy pictures, starring Bob
wood; 12 Northwest Mounted Police pit
starring Edmund Cobb; two re-issues
s
eight starring Harry Carey and eight
turing Jack Hoxie.
One-reelers will inc
25
Oswald the Rabbit" cartoons, 13
LaKe pictures of "Horace in HoIIyu
series; 13 Laemmle Novelties, the
natui
which will be determined later.
Five a
will also be made and International
I
reel will be released twice
a week.

m.

\h

iotas

Ik
is

it

»m1

A

(Continued -from Page 1)

organization in New York state, said
yesterday.
It had been reported and
denied that M-G-M would distribute

such

films.

Fox

said

that pictures of

Hoover

Russia and in the Misbeen screened at M-G-M
and are being titled for showings
in school houses and political gatherings, in event Hoover gets the nomi-

activities in
sissippi have

nation.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Film Dai i
SUBSCRIBE

Attractions for
Picture Theatrei

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

COVERS
EVERYTHI^
GOES
EVERYWHEl

»s
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to
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Mile

eabody Remains At Coast
Not Joining the Missouri CHANGES REPORTED BY

[

St.

—

Louis Eddie Peabody, who was
heduled to take over the masterceremonies job at the Missouri
iturday has decided to stay on the
His sudden decision forced
ast.
couraa Bros', and Reeves Espy,
iblicity director to make a hurried
p to New York in search of some'^ ^° ^'^ *^^ position formerly ocpied by Brooke Johns.

8

''ntj

rancli

Association Not Out To
Fight Hays, Sapiro Says
The Independent M.

FILM BOARDS

P. Exhibitors
not "out to fight" the Hays
organization, said Aaron Sapiro, its
president, in a statement yesterday,
in which he said an impression is
being circulated to that effect.
Attacking the standard contract Sapiro
said:
"We consider the contract
Lou coercive and unfair.
The Government doeg not usually begin a proceeding under a criminal statute just
to blow off air or gas."

OF TRADE

Continued

MISSOURI
New Theaters

Bolivar

and

—
Davis
Nugent.

Ritz

Marshall

;

— Mary

Re-Openings

Fox

Lebanon^Old

Arriving

Officials

Among

the arrivals on the Berenria today will be Sol M. Wurtzel,
neral superintendent of the Fox
idios in Hollywood, and Lew Sei
After a few days in
director.
ctanAw York they will both go to the
j'

*

*''*

'^St.

rtsidt

Lyric.

Horn
Horn, who

Camilla

p
Camilla

lup

in

"Red Tempest,"
York yesterday.

is

at the Roosevelt,

hn Barrymore
Lj.

;ar,

ived

|ils
Eli

ast
St

New

in

who

Horn,

lis
iss

for

Arrives
plays opposite

Europe May

19.

in Ownership
Alton Isis, sold to Mrs. J. H. Botts
Bethel The Bethel sold to N. C. Parsons
by Elton Comstock
Bloomfield Joyland,
sold to R. O. Hurley by John Biler; Cameron,
^Senata, sold to A. E. Jarboe by C.
Holcomb Twilight, sold to
E. David
Pritchard & Raspberry by Claud Pritchard
Houston Lyric, sold to L. R. Burkhead
by W. B. Trout Kansas City Benton &
Vista, sold to Midwest Theaters by Mrs.
New Lyric, sold to
J. W. Watson; Kenett
Herman Ferguson by H. A. Garrett; Republic Republic, sold to L. H. Coggin
by Chaffin & Thurman Revere— The Revere, sold to I. E. Boice by L. I. Stephens;
St. Joseph
Tottles, sold to Fred Hayter
by Universal Chain Theaters iSt. Louis
Wilson, sold to C. A. Zuehlke by B. Cas-

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

Managing

Carter

Rivoli

Carter has been appointed
maging director of the Rivoli,
ooklyn, with William Glusing as
F.

R.

iistant

manager.

\

Abroad
Be Improved

ituation

May

{Continued from Page 1)

Iriin
sltr

Bn

ike

and

eilts

ai

'»
ring

[

Police

"^.''^

('V
Hollj

"""'
aiioaal

eet

ession, not only in Paris but in
ler European capitals.
Quotas will not be removed. "Phat

mid be anticipating far too much
t it is not improbable that where
regulations are too drastic they
and generally
lightened
be
-ned into more reasonable chanThe tone of the French press
Is.
generally cordial toward Hays and
; industry
in the States.

!

ly

—

Springfield Jefferson, sold to
Co. by S. E. Wilhoit.

Amuse

— ——

——

;

;

Stage Show
eanne Navelle is being starred in
Moell Cat," production at the
Starring In

May

—

—
—
—

;

;

—

to

Dublin

The Place—
Rockville

Country Cluh
(Long Island)

—

—

;

—

—

;

The Event—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

Takamah

;

Bowker by

W.

J.

— Lyric,

to

sold

Wm.

Anderson.

DorDixon — Lyric
— PawneeGothenburg
Hub— Lake; Oakdale
Oak;
—
Morrill— Ideal
bard— Pastime
Ohiowa— Opera
Odell— Movie
— Oak Seneca
— Idle Hour Weston
House

manager.

Freed on Sunday Shows
Marion, O. Ed Reynard, indicted
several weeks ago for keeping the
Grand open on Sundays, was freed
when the jury disagreed. Last Sunday he opened without interference.

—

is

McClure Building House
Dardanelle, Ark. Lonnie McClure

;

:

lOpera House.

Pascack.

,

NEW JERSEY

(14th Semi'Annual
Conducted By The Film Daily)

The CostTen Frogs
Includes Everything

— Dinner
Fees — Prizes

Lunch
Qreen

—

;

;

;

J.,

Qolf Tournament

Policy

;

;

;

his

—

Reade's Hippodrome
Cleveland
has inaugurated its summer policy,
when vaudeville will be discontinued
and a straight picture program of
George Stevens is house
fered.

chester

Kutinsky Opening in Aug.
Iklorris
Kutinsky will open
ION
00-seat house at Westwood, N.

Summer

Start

;

;

Prichard

spring Film.

;

;

Star, sold to W. A. Thomas by Dr.
A. Texley; Champion The Champion, sold
Coto R. W. Deetman by Edward Cady
lumbus Pawnee, sold to Mr. Jewell by
Lincoln,
sold
Elm
Creek
Leo Steiner
to K. A. Green by Ethel Hansen; Grand
Island Island, sold to C. Chalmers Payne
by Blaine Cook; Giltner Strand, sold to
W. J. Newell by F. B. Fulton; Lewiston
Movie, sold to T. R. Richardson by J. E.
Newman Grove Movie, sold to
Stone
Edic & Austin by W. L. Douglas ;Omaha
Lake, sold to Maurice Michlin by G.
W. Hartman Queen, sold to Lowell DolCrystal,
lan by Tony Delizzi; Sioux City
sold to L. D. Chapman by Mrs. Grace

Carroll

24th

in

;

Columbus

name

Thursday

Further Complications
Over Irish Censors Seen

Tri

Closings

co.

Its

to

confer with J. W.
Crabtree, secretary of the National
Educational Ass'n, concerning "The
Woman Who Was Forgotten,"
which he will make with that organization's cooperation.

Washington

;

;

August.

The Date-

NEBRASKA

jsinj
lis

Thomas At Washington
Thomas has gone

Richard

Differences over censorship
Ireland are expeced to be further
complicated when the Free State
Closings
Parliament assembles, at which time,
Fomfelt Mack's Granger Foster Lebanon
New Lyric St. Joseph Palace Weau- question of passing new and stricter
bleau
The Weaubleau
Wayland
At
regulations is to be discussed.
Stephens.
present, all British films are permitted to pass North of Ireland cusjms duty free, and where a British
Openings
censorship certificate has been given,
Champion The
Champion
Craig Opera
without a second screen examination.
Dickens The Dickens
Elba
House
In the Irish Free State, films coming
Giltner
Opera House
Grant
Movie
The Grant; Stella Opera House; Wallace from Great Britain, or the North of
Community Hall.
Ireland, have to pay a duty and pass
censorship.
Changes in Ownership
state

dll
Ki

is

—

telli;

iron

Ass'n

Changes

;

lea

mmi"""»"»«»»'»ii»»«»»'»'"»f

has started construction on a house
on North Main street, planning to

spend $25,000.

Paj

Boi

Bar

Wage Demands From

-Kilt

St.
5t.

Louis

Louis Musicians

— Fearful

that an increase

wages

will be sought by musilocal exhibitors are anxiously
aiting the next move of the local

iHS,

following decision of the di
:tors
of the
Municipal Theater
s'n to grant its demands for a
) per week increase.
ion,

SCRIBt

OVERS
JYTHI

GOES

(yWHE

'

Enlarge Ft. Atkinson House
Milwaukee Dick & Bauer, Milukee architects, are working on
ns for remodeling of the Crystal
Fort Atkinson. An addition will
built.
Work is expected to start

—

le

1.

New

— Lincoln
—The Capitol.
River—

Arlington

Iselin;

Theaters
Elizabeth

— State

— Ritz;

;

Binghamton House Opens
;

Lynlhurst

Iselin

(South

Closings
Bound
and Strand
— Opera House
Carlstadt — City;
— Palace;
East
Cranford
Cranford — The
Orange— Brighton, Lyceum and Oxford
EUzebath — New
Rutherford— Park
East
Hoboken
Hackensack — Eureka
Melba
Lyric;
Jersey City— Liberty and
City;
— Palace
Morristown
Keansburg — Casino
New
Lewis,
Square,
Newark — Clinton
Amsterdam, Olympic and Warren Square;
Passaic — Playhouse;
Ocean Grove—
Paterson — Lyceum South Orange — Cameo
Orange
West
Westfield — Playhouse
Woodcliffe— The Woodcliffe.

Bayonne
Brook

in

charge.

The Result—
A

seats 824.

It

;

Clifton

Clifton;

;

;

;

;

^Strand;

—

;

Savoy;

NEW MEXICO
Openings
Rincon.

at

Lorain

The Palace, built by
Lorain, O.
Universal-Variety circuit, has
the
Harry Brown will be in
opened.
charge of both the Palace and the
Lorain and the new Ohio in Mansfield.

In

Day
The Open With
Qreat

200 Regular Fellows

And— Lots Of

;

;

—The

Open Palace

;

;

Rincon

—

new
Y. The
N.
Binghamton,
Cameo has opened at Robinson St.
and Mason Ave. with W. J. Lavery

Buy Crescent in Sherwood, O.
Sherwood, O. Charles Hahn and
Rudy Baden have secured the Crescent here and will manage it per-

—

sonally.
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His

at

arrival

liberal
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Price 5 Cents
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11,

FOX CONTINUES ACTIVE
IN MOVES FOR STANLEY

Paramount

prefaced by a
display
of
24 sheet
stands and plenty of newspaper
advertising, Paul Ash makes
his New York debut at the

NET INCOME $346,229
National's net income for the
T ended March 31, after interest,
al taxes, etc., equalled $346,229.
regular dividend requirements
e 8 per cent, first preferred, the
cent Class "A" second preand the 7 per cent Class "B"
d preferred stocks, the income is
alent to $3.80 a share on the
no par shares of common stock,
furing share earnings no allowmade for participation prois
on 8 per cent preferred or
is
cumulated dividends of second
•red Class "B" shares.

1-aramount tomorrow. Ash has
been the sensation of the presentation field all through his
lengthy engagement at the
Oriental, Chicago where Windy
City flappers have flocked in
untold numbers to watch Ash
do his stuff.

Sheehan and Franklin In
New York Soon For

fOX MAY CONSTRUCT BIG

Further negotiations for a deal be-

—

Norfolk, Va.
Fox may build a big
house here, it is understood. James
R. Grainger is here investigating the
matter, following a visit by repre-

Fox

sentatives of the

real estate de-

partment.

DEVICE TOR THEATERS

AND GENERAL MARKET REPORT POOR BUSINESS
Announcement

of

placing

the

RCA

on

Photomarket of the
SETS FINANCE PACT phone, sound film, was made yesterday by R C A Photophone, Inc., subsidiary of Radio Corp. of America
lancial structure of Merger Picthe

capitalized

at

$5,000,000,

)een completed with the signing
:ontract with Duhan & Co., Wall

investment bankers, which has
written a stock issue. The com-

which

headed by

is

Richard

will produce one roadshow
It will also market
a year.

las,

process and plans a laboratory.
_ first picture will be "The WoWho Was Forgotten" to be dis-

)r

ted through
of

which

general

is

States Cinema, the
Charles S. Goetz,

manager

of

Merger.
few

Tias leaves for the Coast in a
(Continued on Page 7)

display ads in afternoon papers.
It has been developed by R C A,
General Electric Co. and Westinghouse.

via

Attention is directed to its suitabilfor schools and churches in adSubjects will be
dition to theaters.
available from film libraries, the announceinent says.
ity

UNTIL ANTI-

nmittee Flooded With
Berger,
Minn. — Bennie
Hallock,
will keep
Grand,
the
operates
who
Tourney
Entries for

(Continued on Page 2)

his

house closed

pealed.

operate

He
at

until

Sunday

prohibiting

claims

a

profit

the ordinance

shows

is

re-

that he cannot
without Sunday

present town council
as antagonistic to Sunis reported
day shows although the business men
are for Berger.

business.

total of 48 picture theaters, rep
an investment of $3,817,-

titing

Sunday Show Complaints
Against Six Exhibitors

according to the F.
Dodge Corp. Other houses numd 12 and involved expenditure of

Springfield, Mo.— In another drive
to close local theaters Sundays, Paul
Bennett, a singing evangelist, has
filed complaints against six exhibitors

'5,000.

for operating

were started during April
ern

states,

in

37

— Exhibitors

on that day.

tween Fox and Stanley will get under way, it is understood, when Winfield Sheehan arrives in New York
from the Coast about the 27th of
May. Harold B. Franklin, president
of West Coast Theaters will accompany him East.
All of the Fox executives will then
be in New York at the same time to
attend the annual convention which
gets under way on May 23 and,
what is more important, to carry on
deliberations regarding Stanley further along the line.

throughout the

fkld report a
off of business which is attributed to generally bad conditions.
Collapse of the oil industry and lack
of comparative prosperity in agriculture partly account for the situation.
Conditions have resulted in lessening
of theater construction with a result
depressing in the equipment business.

Southwestern

Milwaukee— Harold
was here

FBO

Executives Leave
Today for Convention

home office executives entoday for Chicago, where the
annual sales convention will be held
train

Drake starting Monday. The
party will include: Joseph P. Kennedy, J. I. Schnitzer, Lee Marcus, E.
B. Derr, Clinton J. Scollard; Hyatt
Daab; S. E. Fitzgibbon; Ambrose
Dowling, William Dahler; E. A.
the

Home.
Others who
E

J.

ager
Jeroiiie

O'I.eary,

Try

to Solve

Page

Los Angelesset

of

fire

go
is

Men

Work of drafting a
regulations is being

handed by
men.

ater

Decision

made

;e

of local the-

'"re

commission.

tew rules was

to

movement

recent'

veloped to

)by and

.

defoyer

.jdations, such
displays anu
It is believed
as settees, stand s, etc.
that the new d raft will protect the
theater interests in this matter.

and

IN

AT
in

cfTort

is

being

solve the parking problem
which inconveniences people attendto

downtown

to

He

Helping
Draft Fire Regulations

L. A. Theater

6)

Oklahoma

Oklahoma City— An
ing

Franklin

week

sales man
sales inanaser,

City Parking Problem
made

B.

the

EiiRland

f'leve Atlanis, central
Eastern Pennsylvania
-Safron,

(Continued on

in

INDEPENDENTS TO SIT

will attend arc:

New

earlier

over the Midwesco situation.
now en route to the Coast.

new

The

^ew Theaters Represent
$3,817,000 Investment

Dallas
entire
falling

at

SUNDAYSHOWSLAWENDS

ded by real golf weather yesterthe committee in charge of the
ig Film Tournament rounded up
t 60 entries for the event, which
heduled for May 24 at the Rock-

SOUTHWESTERN HELD

IN

FBO

CLOSESHOUSE

Meetings

HOUSE AT NORTOLKJA.

GER PICTURES

Inc,

Bow

theaters.

The

city

city council are workAt present many
ing out a plan.
theatergoers are unable to park their
automobiles nearer than six or eight

manager and

blocks of their destination.

Appointment of a committee to sit
New York arbitration board
at

meetings involving
been made by the
P.

its

members has

Independent M.

Exhibitors the association states.

Comprising the group for May are
Siegcl,
Sam Lesselbaum,
Harry
Charles Schwartz and William Landau.

Louis Nizer, secretary of the Film

Board of Trade, yesterday

said

had not heard of such a plan.

he

!

THE

-s^m
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—
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O'Reillys Expanding

Ehnor

Golfers, Sign This!
M

XLIV No. 36

Friday,

M>y

II,

1928

Here is my entry and ten dollars for the Spring Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Thursday, May 24th, at the Rockville
Coxmtry Club, Rockville Center, L. I.

Price 5 Cents

PUBLISHER

lOHN W. ALICOATE

Pablished daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. V., and
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films anJ Film
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer.
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
as second class itatter. May 21, 1918, at the
under
the act
New
York,
N.
Y.,
post-office at
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months.
Subscribers shoulu
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communica
remit with order.
tions to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broad
Phone Circle 4736way, New York. N. Y'.
Filmday
4737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
Wilk. 642i Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London Er«est W. Fredman, The
6607.
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
Berlin Licbtbild-btiehne, Friedrichstrasse,
I.

and

William

sical end.

House Destroy

Charlotte

Name.

at

J.

operating the National Artist
vice, Inc., are enlarging their
quarters at 67 West 44th St.
Karp has joined the outfit a
of the motion picture depa
Walter Knapp is handling tl

—

Charlotte, N. C.
The
Greer, S. C, recently taken o

Address

.

C. W. Drace from J. A Re
and George Hughes, was tota
stroyed by fire.

I

Opening Atlanta Housi
Manager W. I. 1

i

The Committee
Elmer Pearson, Pathe Exchange, 35 West 45th

Atlanta

St.

will

Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp., 729 7th Ave.
A. Johnston, "M. P. News," 729 7th Ave.
Don Mersereau, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway.
Arthur Stebbins, 1540 Broadway.
Nat Rothstein, Universal, 730 5th Ave.
John Spargo, Rockville Country Club.
Jack Alicoate, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway.

THE

Wm.

—

—

—

225.

—

open the Rialto soon.

Buys Hollywood, Brookl]
Al
the

Friedlander

Hollywood

now ow

is

Brooklyn.

in

Pangbom Leaves Pathe
Franklin Pangborn has

left

to free lance.

Gottman Buys N. Y. House
formerly

Gottman,

Benjamin

Sts.,

New

York, from

operates the

Stillwell

I.

in

WiU

of

the Atlantic, Brooklyn, bas purchased
Cortland and West
the Cortland,

Katz, who
Brooklyn.

Committee Flooded With
Entries for Tourney

—

Damita Arriving

Lily

Lily Damita, signed to co-star with

Ronald Colman
productions,
garia today.

in

arrives

Samuel Goldwyn
on the Beren-

Country Club, Rockville Center,
L. I.
Names of players received to
date follow:
Alicoate, Jack, "The Film Daily."
Beach,

Rex.
Beatty, Jerome, First National.
Bell, Ding, First National.
Brady, Richard, Eastman Kodak.
Bragg, H. N., Transcontinental Freight Co.
Briggs, O. H., Du Pont-Pathe Film Mfg.
Co.

Calloway, C. W., First National.
Cunningham, James, "The Film Daily."
Fabritis,

Walter,

Barnes

Printing

—

The New Palace
Haverhill, Mass.
has adopted presentations furnished
Walters-Denish and Frisco of
\ty
Boston.

First National.
First National.
Einfield, Charles, First National.
Futter, Walter, Watilins.

Paul,

—

Theater Sign Air Beacon
Chicago The sign of the Tivoli
being used as a beacon light by

—

aviators.

Universal.

William

K.,

Hedwig Lab.

Hornstein, Joe, National Theater Supply Co.
Hughes, Frank, J. P. Mueller Agency.
Hynes, Charles, "The Film Daily."
Kann, Maurice, "The Film Daily."
Kirsch, Marvin, "The Film Daily."
Kutinsky, Moiris.
Levy, Jules, First National.
Lesser, Irving M.
McKay, W. S., Universal.
Massce, William.
Mersereau, Don, "The Film Daily."
Milligan, Jim, Associated Publications.
Moses, Charles, Ritz Theater, Staten Island.
Mountan, David, Richmount Pictures (and

two guests).

Book "Light
"The Light
Avenue

Fifth

Pearson,

of Asia"

Elmer,

of Asia" will play the
Playhouse within a

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

—Work

of

55th

St., will

remodelling

Rehklau Buys Circle

—

open about Sept.

1.

Spring

Is

responsible

Seattle

Simmons,

G.

Co.

Theater

— Spokane

Hartford, Conn., and
C.

Inquire office of

Smith,

A. W., Jr.. First National.
Stebbins,
Arthur W., Stebbins, Lederman
& Gates.
Stuart, Max, Barnes Printing Co.
Theiss, J. H., Du Pont-Pathe Film Mfg. Co.

hn

Rosenbaum

L. N.

Gotham Prod.

Mike,

in

Supply

Du Pont-Pathe Film Mfg.

A.,

H.

tenants

Washington, D.
National

Flatiron Building

New York

S.

E., Morgan Litho Co.
Wilson, George, Tyrone, Pa.
Yates, H. J., Cotisolidated Film

Call
Industries.

German Production
Berlin— The Chamber of Comin

merce, in a survey of local studios,
reveals that only 215, of 675 available
studio days were used in March.

WAFILMS,

Inc.
Walter A. Futter. Pres.
for

Library Stock Scenes

New York
130 W. 46tfa
Bryant 8181

Hollyw
St.

c/o Leon Schlesii

1123 No. Bronson /

Ufa Educational Head Quits
of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Resignation of Ma-

Washington Bureau

—

Krieger, founder and for nearly
10 years manager of Ufa's education'al department in Berlin, has resigned,
the Dept. of Commerce learns.
Dr. Jankolowicz, director of Ufa's
Berlin houses, will succeed Herr
Schlesinger as general manager of the
jor

chain.
lowicz.

Brodnitz will siiccees Janko-
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INFORMATIOI
1000 Pj
Cloth Be

TO

your
end

Film Di
SUBSCRIE

COVER
EVERYTH

Rialto
School of Golf
BROADWAY
AT

1595

A GOLD MINE

FRE

Here—Start 'Now— Enjoy Your Summer

Phone

For

Editor,

will make correct playing easy for you.
Beginners Taught Proper Golf from the start.
"Fair Players" turned into Real Golfers.
Experts made genuinely scientific.

1.

Opening Set for Sept.
Franklin, Mass.
The More will

and

OUR CRACK PROS

and E.

Toledo, O. William Rehklau has
purchased the Circle from Thomas
H. Gardner.

—

Co.
Scanlon,
Co.

startling
improvement to
associates on the links every week

be completed by July

"Sportlights"

Ruben, Al.
Sawyer, Chester,

Show

Remodelling National
Cleveland

Supply

GOLFERS

month.

the National, Lexington Ave.

Theater

de luxe theatres

Grantland,

Slump

Glyrme, Mike. Patchogue Theater.
Gourlay, Jesse, First National.
Green, Walter, National Theater Supply Co.
Gulick,

National

L.,

Ritchey, J. V., Morgan Litho Co.
Ritchey, J. V., Jr., Morgan Litho
Rothstein, Nat, Univer.sal.

Tom, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Gerety,

Hedwig,

"Jazz Singer" at Okla. City
Oklahoma City "The Jazz Singer," with Vitaphone, has opened at
the Capitol for a three-weeks' run.

Rice,

Tiemey,
Warner,
Co.

Denig, Lynde,
Depinet, Ned,

Adopts Presentations

is

I)

ville

De

A.

Co.

RabeU, William.

"American Golfer."

(Continued from Page

Bland Brothers Move
Chicago Bland Bros., state rights
distributors, have moved their offices
from 730 South Wabash to 1018
South Wabash Ave.

Pratchett,

Build

48th

STREET

6308
••••••««••••*•»#••
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Dolores Costello
Tenderloin
in

vi
TO

with

Conrad Na^el

BSCRll

COVEI

STORY BY
MELVILLE CROSM^N

A WARNER

BROS. PRODUCTION

RYTH

SCENARIO BY
GOEi

E.T.LOWEjr.

Made

fomrn^ "NOAH'S
to top

ARK7

Directed

bi/

MICHAELCURTIL

any picture ever made!

DAILY

ff^ ^IyUuii*

-^r^iiS

May

Friday,

f/

Production
$11 5,000,000 for Film
—
—
—
J
Charlie Chaplin to
Griffith

Honored

Make Comedy

at

"Drums

BUDGETS SHOW MANY

with Parisian Background
Mascot Plans Three Serials D. W,
Love"
Silvers
of
Made Vitaphone Director General
Opening Lou

A

Uttle from ''Lots''

STUDIO IMPROVEMENTS
A

be
spent on heavy production schedules
at the Coast this year, it is estimated
by the Associated M. P. Producers.
Studio improvements will involve
expenditure of $5,000,000, according
total

of

$115,000,000

will

to estimates.
Studios will

employ 25,000 persons
on an aggregate weekly payroll of
Advertising of the in$1,000,000.
The
dustry will cost $67,000,000.
outstanding feature of the construction program will be the Studio City,
reputed to total millions in cost.

Boylan Going East
Malcolm Stuart Boylan, chief
supervisor for Fox,

torial

edileaves for

few days accompanied

the East in a

After a visit to
by Mrs. Boylan.
Kentucky they will go to New York

Fox convention,

returning to the Coast early in June. Boylan recently finished titling "The Red
to attend the

Dance."

"Out
Richard

make "Out

of the

By

RALPH

BOB

makeup

Samuel Goldwyn's

artist for

units,

the power of printers' ink.
The Granite City, 111., National
Herald, which is printed in Bulgarian,
carried a story about Bob. The paper
reached Bulgaria and fell into the
hands of his two brothers, whom he
had believed were killed in the war.
realizes

*

*

found Don

Barthelmess,

will

next

upon

his re-

Gerald Duffy is preparing the
continuity from the story by Philip
Gibbs. John Francis Dillon, will di-

fects.

*

*

Hollywood

^

Fredrica Sagor is writing the
adaptation of "Paint," which
will serve as Marjorie Beebe's
first starring vehicle at Fox.

*

Our Passing Show: Jim Mitchell,
Los Angeles newspaperman, pointing
out errors in newspaper stories and

*

*

Abraham Schomer,
ivright,

is

the playbeing kept busy on

De

Lauds

lecturiyig a University of Southern
California fraternity on "The Eco-

nomic and Political Causes of the
Russian Revolution."

Griffith

Title

spend her annual vacation in New York. She will
leave for the East as soon as she
completes work in "The Racket."
Marie Prevost

Dunn

to a five vear contract.

John Farrow, Australian scenarist,
has just signed a contract renewal
with Paramount.

Charge Of
Vitaphone Orchestra

Silvers In

Lou Silvers has been made musical
director general of the Vitaphone
Orchestra.

He

will super-

vise Vitaphone accompaniments
the 18 Warner Winners.

again

play
is

opposite hir3
also in the ca

Paramount Signs Watters
John Manker Watters, authc

mount
dise,"

contract.

]
]

an Esther Ralston picture IIIOOOI

production,

in

new

"Sawdust

is

his

latest

eflfc

Making Masmard Picture
"The Phantom City" is the_
Ken Maynard picture which CI
R. Rogers is producing, with
Rogell directing.

eph

.\nthony

"Wolves

Roach

and

left

tion

manager.

to

F.

Jones Directing Holt
Richard Jones has signed with

Paramount to direct Zane Grey's
"The Water Hole," with Jack Holt
as

star.

He

scouting trip

has
in

left

for

a location

Arizona.

Ben Schvvall)
become produc-

Dickering For Swanson Story
William Le Baron is negotiating
for "The Swamp," a story with a
South African background, for a
Gloria Swanson vehicle.
LInited Artists

will

Lois Wilson Signed
Abandoning her intention to
the screen for the stage, Loisj
son will be featured in
t
Shoulders," which Lynn Shorej
direct for

FBO.

Monte Blue's Next
"The Greyhound Limited" w
Monte Blue's first for 1928-29.
story is by Albert Howson,
adaptation by Anthony Cold*
Helene Costello

is

the feminine

titled

of the Sea."

M-G-M

has

lumbia picture.

release.

"Ghetto" New Jessel
Nancy Kenyon Cast
The new title of George Jessel's
Nancy Kenyon, niece of Doris, is
picture is "The Ghetto." Gvi-en Lee
appearing in "The Butter and Egg
borrowed by Tif?any-Stahl

Leaving Paramount
Ivy Harris, a product of
mount's School of Acting a
member of that company's

company,

Hans

is

leaving.

Plato to Direct
Flato will direct the

fi:

Harry Kemp pictures to be
duced by the Greenwich Villag«
ater, using Kemp's scenario.
the

Title

Farrow Renews With Paramount

Symphony

Three serials are planned bv Mascot Pictures Corp., of which Nat Levine is president. Headquarters have
been established at
Metropolitan,
where production starts June 1 on
the first, a sea serial written by Jos-

will

Gets Five- Year Contract
M-G-M has signed Josephine

will

Harry Crocker

*

Mascot Pictures Plans
to Make Three Serials
at "Drums" Coast Opening
Mille

The "Drums of Love" opening
was also a testimonial premiere for
Harry Langdon has selected "Here D. W. Griffith, who was described
Comes the Band" as title of his new by Cecil B. De Mille as "the greatThe cast est founder of the greatest art." He
First National comedy.
includes Doris Dawson, leading wo- praised the director for his force and
man, Bud Jaimison, Alma Bennett, vision and presented him with a novFlorence Turner and Blanche Payson. elty cigarette lighter. Griffith introduced Charles Chaplin and members
Marie Prevost Going East
of "Drums of Love" cast.

New Langdon

sian

Bosworth Laid Up
Temporary
paralysis of the
More Passing Show: Herbert L
pictures, with Joe Jackson an interlimbs was suffered by Hobart
ested listener: Bud Barsky enthusing Bretherton and Charles Condon enworth when he appeared in a s
over "New Brooms": Earl Hudson, joying Mack Swain's comedy antics
sequence in "After the Storm,",
Lesley Mason and Lambert Hillyer in "Fools in the Fog" ; Ivan Lebedeff
*

turn.

rect.

work

in a

"Burlesque," has signed a

=i=

»

ing man ended when he
popular
dining
in
a
restaurant.

*

of the Ruins,"

*

starts

new comedy with a
background. Myrna Koi

Passions."
^

Chaplin

Charlie

month

of "The Inner Man," "The
Hidden Light" and "Ruling

Irvin Willat, the director, has the
Doyi Terry, a Haroard 7)ian, ivill distinction of having prepared the first
play the title role in "Me-Gangster," illustrated titles used in a picture. He
which Raoul Walsh will direct for made them in 1912 for "Civilization,'
Fox. Walsh's search for a new lead- for which he photographed special ef*

*

TO

puvorposnEs

'«

the Coast. John M. Stahl will
personally direct Schomer's
play, "The Yelloiv Passport,"
while several studios are interested
in
other Schomer
opuses. He is also the author

Hollywood

STEPHANOFF,

holding a re-union at Tiffany-Stahl.

Ruins" Next

WIl.K

n[DV

MmNA

for

has been
for an important

role.

Man," with Jack Mulhall.
Cast Opposite

Signed for New Film
Helen Jerome Eddy has been cast
for "The Divine Lady" at First Na-

Reginald Denny

tional.

sal

Willat

With Columbia

Irving Willat will direct a sea story
for Columbia.

Imogene

Steifel
in

Denny

play opposite
his next Univer-

will

Paul Hurst Cast
Paul Hurst has been added t
cast of "The Tide of Empire,"
Allan Dwan is directing for Mi

Fredi Kohler Renews
Fred Kohler, has signed a new
tract with Paramount.

picture.

Hallor Changes Name
Hallor has changed his name

Ray
to Ravmond

Hall.

In Thomson's Cast
Raoul Paoli, is to have a
Fred Thomson's Paramount
"Kit Carson."

r<

sj

WiTi

m

pINTO

-

CmeoThedh
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A PICTURI2ATI0N OF TH6
THftlCLINOGXPCOITSOFTHe
G€ftMAN TeRftOR Of T«£ S6As!

,

•ROOUCeO BY EMELKA, MUNICH

WITH COOPERATION Of

GERMAN AOMIftALTV^

A
A
A

Sensation in Germany!

Furore in England!

Knockout in the United
Where It Is Taking Press and

Box'Office
States

—

Public by Storm!

You Been Offered
Picture That Is So Rich in
Before Have

Exploitation Possibilities

NOW

Is

the Time to CASH IN on This Great
Picture of German Heroism!

Get in Touch i^ith Your Columbia Exchange
Immediately! To Delay Is to Lose a BoxOffice opportunity Such as Comes to a
Shoivman Once in a Lifetime!

rut

DAILV
FB

Executives Leave
Today for Convention
(Continued from Page

The Date—
Thursday

May

24th

Southern

New

Jersey sales

1)

manager and

J.

Frank Shea, Western sales manager.
Charles Rosenweig, New York state sales
manager: Phil Hodes, New York exchange
manager; A. J. Gutek, manager at Albany;
C. L. Peavy, Atlanta; H. T. Dixon, Buffalo; William Conn, Charlotte; A. H. Washburn, Chicago; H. J. Michalson, Cincinnati;
A. J. Mertz, Cleveland; L. E. Harrington,
Dallas; S. D. Weisbaum, Denver; Harry K.
Frankle. Des Moines; A. M. Elliott, Detroit;
Claude Penrod, Indianapolis; C. B. Ellis,
Jacksonville; R. E. Churchill, Kansas City;
H. C. Cohen, Los Angeles; P. M. Baker,

Memphis;

S.

H. Abrams. Milwaukee; M.

J.

Minneapolis; John J. Lane, New
Haven; Paul H. Tessier, New Orleans; Sam
Benjamin, Oklahoma City; S. W. Fitch,
Omaha; A. H. Schnitzer, Pittsburgh; W. T.
Withers, Portland; W. E. Matthews, San
Francisco; Harry Weiss, St. Louis; A. H.
Huot, Seattle; Fred Lind, Salt Lake City;
Roy Zimmerman. Sioux Falls and F. L. McNamee. Washington.
P. C. Taylor, general
manager of FBO of Canada; Vernon Dixon,
manager at Calgary; E. H. Wells, Montreal;
A. L. Gaudet, St. Johns; B. D. Murphy,
Toronto; A. E. Rolston, Vancouver and S.
H. Decker, Winnipeg.
Frisch,

The Place—
Rockville

Country Club
(hong Island)

And

That's That

By PHIL M.

THE
at

boys

DALY

Switches at Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Leonard Grossm
formerly manager of the Juneau,
been made manager of Universi

—

!

now manager

Friedman,

AMPA

the
together to give a big hand to a little
girl named Anne Nichols who is trying to put over a play called "Abie's
Irish Rose."
She's a newcomer, and
everybody wishes her success. With
all these other Irish-Jewish pictures,
however, it makes it tough for a beginner.
Her press agent claims
Anne's play has had some sort of a
Broadway run, and that may help it

a

little.

sal's

spring Film
Qolf Tournament
{14th Semi'Annual

Conducud By The Film Daily)

of Univ

new Venetian. Erwin Koeni

reiter,

formerly manager of the

i

Astor, is now managing
Kosciusko, while Eugene Arnst<
former manager of the Kosciusko,
managing the Juneau, in addition
supervising the Kosciusko.
cult's

Form

Company

Cleveland

— Young-Wolf

Cleveland

Co.

sw,
Cm

hi

of incorporation for
purpose of leasing, operating, build
filed articles

and conducting theaters and ot
places of amusement.
Capital stijfsitt
is 40,000 shares of common with
par value, and $200,000 shares of p
ferred.
The incorporators are S

Miss Nichols and her business
manager have been to Hollywood.
They both state that any suggestions
they made for the screening of mund W. David, W.

S.

Hefiferan,

"Abie" were instantly adopted. After and Oscar Fainman.
that statement, all the boys sat back
Legit Producer Turns to Films
Buys Leavenworth Houses
very attentively, realizing that they
Leavenworth, Kas.
Dubins
London Philip Ridgeway, West v;ere in the presence of two honestEnd theatrical producer, will enter t'-gawd press agents. Well, if Anne Bros, have purchased the three t
production.
doesn't succeed as a playwright or a aters here, the Orpheum, Lye
screen writer, she can alvmys get a and Strand. They now control
Regent in Ka
job with any publicity department including the
May Change State Policy
City's downtown district.
in
this here modest little 'jusiness.
Cleveland It
is
reported

—

—

The Event—

11,

Rialto at Racine, succeeding Artl

luncheon
Boulevard yesterday got
at the

May

Friday,

''^^^

£/

—

that
State will drop its combination policy in favor of pictures and
stage shows.

Loew's

Bob Sherwood,

editor of "Life,"
to help Anne to success.

was on hand
As an experienced playwright,

After Detroit Theater
Detroit Several large circuits
after the new theater in the Fisll
building at West Grand BoulevJ
and Second. From present indAsiont;
tions it looks as if the house will

—

he
gave her several little pointers. But
Plans Theater Building
Fennimore, Wis.
Dwight T. the chances are she'll ignore them.
Parker, former state banking com- These beginners never will take any to John H. Kunsky.
Warren Nolan, Doctor of
missioner, is planning a new $60,000 advice.
not
Philosophy
at Columbia (College
New Texas Chain
hotel and theater building here.
Pictures) spoke a few kinds words of
Dallas A chain is being org; "iO
encouragement to Anne in his beauti- ized to deal in small towns, and pU kiby
Erda Film, New Unit, Starts
fully modulated collegiate voice. Then to buy, lease or build seven theat it-Itl
Berlin
Erda Film Co., recently that distinguished Hollywood person- within the next few months. I li
formed, will produce three short sub- alitv, Lon Young, chirped cheerily in tails have been withheld by p rtvt
jects for Matador.
a Chesterfieldian air that reminded moters for the present.
one of lavender and old lace. Walter
tJHil
Eberhardt, having only met Anne 20
Hodge Buys In
minutes before, was in a position to
Dallas H. T. Hodge, president b;Bi
talk freely of her career which he the H. & H. circuit, has recen
t:
in
Midland
did.
It's really inspiring the way added
theaters
hard-boiled, cynical publicity Odessa to his chain now compri
these
guys will get together to help a new- ing about 16 theaters.
laU
comer make good. Wonder if Anne
Building at Humboldt, la.
will remember and appreciate it when
Franke Kturt
Humboldt, la.
and if she ever becomes famous?
J.
sponsoring the Strand which will

—

—

—

J(

—

Ereonf

«iiiidgt

The CostTen Frogs
Includes Everything

— Dinner
Fees — Prizes

Lunch
Qreen

—

—

ifton-

fcin,

—

constructed at a cost of $25,000.
m,

Mack

Sennett took a novel means
of demolishing his ancient and fa-

mous

(TVS)

dio

film plant.
He threw the stuto souvenir hunters.

open

POSSESSES
Carter Barron, who holds the
managerial reins at the Metropoli-

The Result—
A
In

tan,

Day
The Open With

'Id

into matriSnelling,
of

off

'

Sam Levine, who is known bv Boston exhibitors as booker for TifTanyStahl, is the proud papa of a seven
and one-half pound girl.

200 Regular Fellows
Laughs

Atlanta, ste-ps

mony with Velma
Bostwick, Ga.

Qreat

And— Lots Of

1

Pr

Put

Fire

Andrew's

Manager

—

Garden, Philly, Opens
The new Garde
Fourth and Spring Garden Sts., h
been opened with 1,800 seats.

—

Philadelphia

District

Milwaukee, Wis.

mer manager

Manager

— Homer

Gill, for-

Oshkosh at Oshnamed district man-

'^,

:!».

'

Athens, Tex., House Opens
Athens, Tex. The Dixie, whi
has been refurnished, has reopent

iot;

Jills

—

^^^\

hk

for Altadena, Cal.

Pasadena, Cal.— "Uncle Bill"

Named

aUp

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. A blaze whi
originated from a forest fire dam.ag
Strand, Comerford house,
the
Swoyerville.

Houses
^.

Damages Strand

''^ti

Ha

plans a house at Altadena at a cc
of $100,000.

It

will

^

sit^

seat 500.

of the

kosh, has been

ager of Mid-Wesco's theaters in Wisconsin with headauarters here.
He
succeeds Charles Perry.

Gets
Syracuse

Syracuse

— Snowdon

ITheater
Smith has

aft^i',

quired the Empire from the Harris^
brothers.

THE
May

az,

DAILY

IGES REPORTED BY

m

BOARDS OF TRADE
Low

High
(s) Am.
(c-b) do

New

jadway and Major.

24H

Kodak ..182^

24K

—

—

—
—

18^
86M
75

;

tCBitS

leFi

—

;

Souk

Stone; Roscoe- Criterion, sold to S. H.
ison by B. Cable; Port Richmond, S. I.
'""^Palace, sold to Iris Theater Corp. by
Rochester Aster,
G. G. Theater Corp.
& Wyshynski by Geo.
Id to Wallack
rank; Syracuse Langan, sold to H. H.
Troy Gardner,
lisian by Leo H. Bladen
Crouch and H. W. La
Id to Joseph
Whitney
ont by Rosewind Theater Ent.
tint Tyler, sold to Geo. S. Saulspaugh
.

jn

l(

—

;

—

—

E.

S.

—

Skouras,

115

is listed

in Chicago;

Closings

House; Bridge— CommunityBronxville
impton— Community
— Picture
ouse; Brooklyn— Amphion, Casion, Echo,
Huntington,
Navy, New

Closings

;

CSIKll

Meeker,

otham,

rece

;

Beaver-— High

—

;

com!

—
—

—

la,

—
—

;

iland

—

—
— —

;

;

;

;

OHIO
Changes
;iis

Gan
Sti.i

1

to

—

—

;

;

Opens

*'

Hi

Ijll"

.,

>'

^

'

Royal, sold to F. G. Helman
R. Kraft; Lima Quilna, sold to
chine Enterprises by T. N. Cunningham
torain
Cozy, sold to Interstate Theater
nc. by Geo.
Shenker
Middleport Librty, sold to Liberty Amuse.
Co. by H.
Cooper
Plain City
Princess, sold to

—

—

;

—

;

:atet
S

1

Ujiris
'

—

;

Robey by Harry Galle Portsmouth
-Garden, sold to V. L. Schram by H. D.
airley
Scott Lyric, sold to H. Moore by
larry

;

;

9

—

—

West Milton Star,
C. Almond
F. A. Antrim by Esta Fenters.

'en

;

;

;

March

31,

this

year,^

is

re-

EDWARD B. SMITH
&C0.
Members

New York,

Philadelphia

and Boston Stock Exchanges

shares.

—

—
— Merger Pictures
Toledo
iSunbury— The Sunbury
Sets Finance Pact
Rialto; Toronto— Re.x
;

Princess;

;

—Empress, Elk and

sold

Waldo— The

House
Wellsville
Waynesfield— Bennett
Strand Wharton
Liberty—
West
--Grand;
YorkvUle—
Willard— Mystic
Kimmel
Community; Youngstown— Princess ZanesUlrichsvill<^-Opera

;

W&Ido;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

viiUe

Rivoli.

OREGON

;

— New

oly
y A.

Cal

;

;

Maynard— Blamesville
Hall; Middleburg—Audit
Pastime
Mt PeUer Pastime; Roundhead—
Marys
St.
Russell Point— Princess
SenacayilleScio
Scio— The
Grand
Spencennlle
Victoria; Sedalia— Audit

—

;

feopeH

and

Mendon^Town

;

ae,

—

other places of amusement paid $334,912 in internal revenue taxes for the
first nine months of the present year
compared with $258,735 for the same
period during the previous year.

;

I.

'ats.

Louis Pays More Tax
Louis Missouri theaters

St.
St.

;

Ownership
Dawn L.

in

sold

—

;

;

Marion— Orpheum

Roxy

figure is after interest and depreciaIt
tion but before Federal taxes.
compares with a profit of $70,286 in
Outstandthe first quarter of 1927.
ing stock consists of 230,000 no-par

Jenera—tPastime
Opera
Lexington
Empress
Kenton
House; Lima— Opera House; Lynchburg—
House;
Lyric; Magnolia— Benfers Opera

;

Hart by
ola Hendricks; Celina Fayette and Laona, sold to Celina Amuse. Co. by R.
laxson; Lake (formerly Ohio), sold to
Maxson by Leo Dwyer; (Cleveland
lastle,
sold to F. W. Merholz by T.
ermas
Cozy, sold to H. W. Hennrich
Dayton Midget, sold to
y M. Barth
Palace,
ahn Lahm by Julius Leopold
)Id to Dayton Westside Amuse.
Co. by
ranada Amuse. Co. Defiance Rivoli, sold
Fin>
John Rehklau by Nat Charnas

tMir— Pastime,

HarnsviUe— Gem

;

—

75
the
regular quarterly dividends of $1.25
on common and $1.50 on preferred,
has been declared by Eastman Kodak. All dividends are payable July
1 to stock of record May 31.

ported by American Seating Co. This

;

;

Hamler— Paul's
Hudson— The Hudson

Pastime, Rose and Westchester Pine
Pine ;
Portchester Embassy
and
nd
rand
South Beach Strand
Woodridge
aze w.
Woodstock
•Woodridge
Firemans Hall
damajonkers—iHamilton.
tar.

—

Rex;

that

believes

Eastman Declares Dividend
The usual extra dividend of
cents on common, in addition to

warrant such action.

ended

;

—

;

Street

$64,960 Quarter Profit
Profit of $64,960 for the quarter

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

Big

tive

Acme

;

;

tion

Canadian

Bethesda— Conserva-

;

Monitor; Brewster
Prairie
Cleveland—
Chillicothe— Royal
Deucan, Delmar, Golden Eagle,
Aldin,
PhotoPleasant,
Luna, Mars, Miles, Mt.
Coldeplay, Pearl, Temple and Venice
water— Rex; De Graff— Lincoln Delphos
Flushing
Elmore Anderson
Lyric
Pastime; Fredericksburg Fredericks; GlenRobbms—
Glen
mont— The Glenmont

Public Palace, Ridge, Utica and
Howells Rustic ; Astoria, L. I.
Thitney
-Franklin,
Bayshore,
L.
Carleton;
I.
orona, L. I.
Colonial
Eastport, L. I.
bmmunity ; Farmingdaie, L. I. Palace
lushing, L. I.
Ritz
Long Island City,
K I.
Victor and Webster Pelham, L. I.
-Picture House; Westbury, L. I.
FireMaybrook, L. I. Sweeney's
lans Hall ;
[all;
New York City Apollo, Arrow,
enenson. Lucky Star, New Strand, North

earl,

School

spite

were

quarterly dividends at the rate of
87>^ cents on Class A, although no
intimation has been made that ttie
distribution means the placing of the
stock on a regular $3.50 a snare annual basis. Accumulations on the issue will be paid up when earnings
and financial status of the organua-

Hills

ford

Valley.

Theaters Corp. will continue regular

Philadelphia.

Stanley,

Louis;

St.

Mississippi

See Roxy Continuing
Quarterly Dividends

,

Balaban & Katz

NOTE:

;

4ge Lyceum, sold
Toodridge Lodge.

the

700
6,466
16,300
5,000

Quoted.
Market.
Market.
,
,
,,
the Counter (Bid and Asked).
Exchange.

Stock

in

of the severe affects of the
satisfactory and amounted to
more tban twice the earnings of the previous
six months. This applies to the earnings ol
the Ambassador and Missouri theaters."

Prices

Bond
Curb
Over

all

Players

ttiese

year, 111
cyclone,

2;2d6

20
97
2754
36

35
115

28.. 115

of

Famous
owns a

substantial common
stock interest, consists of $1,500,000
six per cent first mortgage bonds
and 60,036 shares of no par value.
Corp.,

.

.

.

88
20

.

Last

(b)
(c)
(o)
(s)

Wilson Gem, sold
Abplanalp
WoodGiles by A. W. Harris
to Jack Kaplan by
;

&

—

27

*

:

Ereon

'354

,3

.

6%s

....

15

28%
Warner Bros.
.. 3654
do "A"
do

42/2

4

85

months

which

last year was a
bad weather anu

unfavorable conditions existed 111
the spring montlis of last year, however, ttic
earnings during the last six months of the

WliUe

Wall

—

;

.

interest and left a substantial
for dividends. Outstanding
company, in
capitalization
of the

surplus

cl excessive rains,
ilood conditions, which atfected the earning.,
Louis bin
ot the theaters nut only in St.

period

United Amusements,

bond

Spyros S. Skouras, in commenting
upon business in the report, said in

practically

42%

... 80
do pfd.
Ch.com. 2
Univ.
do pfd. ... 78
Univ. Pict. ..20^
do pfd
*(s)

however, was $27,265.52,

part:
"The spring

—

operating 12 houses here, has
issued a report which shows that
earnings for the first six months of
the fiscal year are more than 70 per
cent of the revenue for the entire
year ended Aug. 31, last. Net earnings for the half year, after administrative expenses and mortgage interest, were in excess of five times

tnus leaving a net profit of $7,266.49 for the 13 months.
The report also shows that during the quarter ended Mar. 31, last,
a net protit of $62,345.46 was made.

40

13

.

for January,

12,800

8

3%

.

Montreal
Ltd.,

net loss of $19,999.03, the company's
annual report indicates. Net protit

11,300
7054 10,000

7054
32
36

.

.

United Art.

(c)
(s)
(c-b)

,

,

Trans-Lux

—

19^

19

;

.

19
87
75

JUMP IN EARNINGS

BIC

During the year ended
St. Louiswith January, Skouras Bros. Enterprises and subsidiaries experienced a

600
10854 1085^
300
22
22
55,000
112
112
4,000
101;^ 101%
400
26
26
3,100
10
9J4
100
19
19
500
80
80
6,200
127J4 127f^
121J4
5,000
10054 10054
4,000
102-/8 10254
6% 33,600
6

—

(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(c)

DESPITE BAD CONDITIONS

....
4
106
5,700
85 §^
27!/il03,500
8"4
98 /^

85 }4
26

;

;

:er

182M
126

;

MONTREAL CHAIN SHOWS

E

500
100

24}4

W2U

;

by Joelson-Suchman; Niagara Falls
ippodrome, sold to J. Wallingford by
Pelham^Picture House,
Bros.
artina
Co. by Pelham
to Landell Realty
Id
Hcnsselaer CoTheater Corp.
Mature
by
Ross
F.
Fayles
sold
to
mbia,

6,500
19,000

16

klyn Echo, sold to Rosen Bros, by (c) Intern. Proj
mstein; Electra, sold to Tabashnick & *{h) Keiths 6s 46
ghtstone; Elton, sold to Ogden Fifth
(s)
do com. ... 19^
Newkirk, sold to Stephens (s)
re.
Corp.
... 87
do pfd.
nuse Corp. Ridge, sold to Alwin Amuse (s) Loew's com. .. 76^
Buffalo— Elk, sold to Geo. A. (s) do pfd
)rp.
109^8
hmied by Wm. Hodge; Linden, sold to (c) do deb. rts.. 23?^
I.
muel Stein by S. Kramer; Arvern, L.
(b)
do 6s 41WW.113M
The Arverne, sold to Jaysee Amuse (b) do 6s41x-war.l01%
CapL.
I.
Bayside,
Schnieder;
irp. by
(s) M-G-M pfd. ..26
Buckley by I. Lesser;
Cap... 10^
(s) M.
P.
1, sold to Thos.
State, sold to Irvin Thesmpstead, L. I.
... 19
(s) Orph. Cir.
by Tinkler; Roslyn, L. I.
... 80
;r Corp.
(s)
do pfd.
...129%
)wer, sold to H. Liman by E. Rines;
(s) Para. F-L
Strand, sold to Mac *(s)
L. I.
illbrook,
do pfd
ellan & Mac Kennan by E. B. Kelley
do 6s 47... 101
(b)
to
Leon
G.
Star,
sold
L.
I.
Par.By.S'/asSl.
10254
ewport,
(b)
9%
iwton by H. V. Olds; New York City— (s) Pathe
do "A" ... 23/2
jUmore ,sold to G. Boros by L. Hel- (s)
do 7s 37... 74
(b)
iger; Benenson, sold to A. Coquet by
elson-Suchman; Bronx Louis, sold to (o) Roxy "A" ... 30
Majestic,
do units ... 34
(o)
aropolis Bros, by E. Jannings
& S. Circuit; (o) do com. ... 7'/2
Id to B. Zeger by M.
Bros.. 39
Loew
Skouras
O'Reilly
by
(o)
Lane,
sold
to
irk
Stanley Co. ..42^4
sold to M. Yacht by M. & S.
'aco,
2^
Webster, sold to Calbro Amuse (o) Technicolor
rcuit
).

Sales

4i'/4

74^

Fox Fm. "A". SSVi
Fox Thea. "A" 27/2

(s)
(c)

Ownership

Close
105

*(s)
do pfd
*(c) Film Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd

I.

—

41
105

& Katz

East.

(s)

— Sanders; Jamaica, L. — State;
York City—^Avalon, Cortland, New

klyn

in

AOiVi

36..

(is

*(c) Con. Fm. Ind
...
do pfd.
(c)

Theaters

Changes

4314

Seat.

Bal.

NEW YORK

anv

Financial

Quotations

Continued

w

^tH

1928^

11,

Newport

—The

in

financial representative of

Ownership
to

Seltzer
sold Frank Lacey by Leo
Obena &
sold to Fred G. Hall by
Walla Walla— Strand, sold to
,

Hylander;
Frederick

tied

Merger

Pictures.

;

Sunset

days to start on the film, which
up with the National Education
Ass'n. The deal with Duhan was arranged by H. E. McGoldrick of Seat-

Corporate
Financing

Newport.

Changes

GC.

1)
is

tle,

Openings

sold
Nvssa— Liberty Ontario— Majestic,PortlandKnight' by E. L. Potter;

Alameda

(Continued from Page

Mercy.

Closings
Star.
Nehalemr-The Nehalem; Richland—

Denman Issue Floated
Denman Picture Houses,

London

—

has placed an issue of $10,000,000 7 per cent stock on the market to
expand theater chain interests. Ninety-six houses are in the circuit. Gaumont-British Corp. is interested.
Ltd.,

Philadelphia

New York

Boston

GRAND
GffNING
€f
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XLIV

No. 37

Sunday,

May

13,

Price 25 Cents

1928

Ik

c~?

D

c^

'GT^

L}:D

every perform
ance to date at
Central Theatre,
Broadway, New York,
Laemmle
Super Production
It's

a Carl

starring

CONRAD VEIDT
MARY PHILBIN
aodi

admission $2.00 Top~iias
played to overtlo^w^ crowds!
"THE MAN WHO LAUGHS" Is one of
the twenty -six

1929 line-up that are

backed by the magic
name of

NOW

READY

you to see In all
Universal Exchanges!

VICTOR HUGO
A

Headliners in the 1928-

for

"The Man

Who

Laughs proves that
there IS such a
thing as a two-a-day
movie worth every
penny of the admission price."

— New York

Evening Te\eTg\am

Pawl Leni Production

The comfort of

In This Issue

the pa-

tron is vital to successful
theater operation. New
ways of doing it are being

unearthed continually.
"Theater Equipment and
Management" discusses
them all for the showmen's enlightenment.

The

New

Contract

How It Differs and Compares with the OldAn

Interesting Analysis

Exhibition Form,
'^nr*^Kr^*rtr«fr^~:!r^^

Now

of the Standard
in General

Use

Fair, impartial criticisms
of what the market has to
offer — a true guide to boxoffice values. That's what
Film Daily reviewing service is. Short and snappy,
but reviews that give you
the real lowdown. Appear
every Sunday.

m'

J"

-A G

\

A

I IM_..An
ScUuxt6iona£ Short Feature
Saves the
Lu/^ino

Lane as
in "Fandango"

a toTcadoT

Show
Hectic

/D

cu

The New York Daily
Mirror reviewing a Broad'
f

way

firsUrun

ing the

show

include

LUPINO LANE

Comedy "SWORD POINTS/'
says:

A

Lupino Lane comedy

deems the movie
programi.

It is

tional, playful
its

re-

part of the

a short Educa-

and cuckoo, with

period established during the

days of flowery knighthood,

wine bibbing and jousting.
Lupino
stick

is

funny and

misadventures

his slap-

as a

noble

Knight provoke howls.

Lupino Lane as a swashbuckling

4upuur«(gne

Xsmemes

cavalier in

"Sword Points"

Impersonating a school

girl in

"Listen Sister"

EDUCATIONAL
Member, Motion Picture ProHucers

FILM EXCHANGES,

and Distributors of America. Inc.,
Will H. Hays, President
='rrsidenl

-

Inc.

^

e^^ ^

Propose $1,000,000 Fund for School Film^

AHDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST

FILMDOM
XLIV

V L.

m

TO SAFEGUARD

iY8

films
American
made necessary by foreign
of

safeguarding
efforts
at
own pictures, is the concern of
IM.P.P.D.A., said Will H. Hays
statement yesterday, upon aritries'

Philadelphia

taphone

in

— Fox

out of their realization of the
motion picture as a na|al asset and expresses their delination to foster and protect it.
Isome countries it amounts to a
sidy. All this is a perfectly proper
Jose and we take no exception to
|The motion picture has indeed
IS

be of the

ame an important factor for any
and any government does

Intry

sympathetically to encourage it.
fact is thoroughly appreciated
Dad. Our concern has been that
protection does not develop ••

ll

|s

a way as actually to pro'iibit
^erican pictures from competing
ill. The American motion picture
attained a commanding position
[he world on its merit and we only
tit
that place in the world's comrce which the quality of our prod-

has

joined Viright of the
Censors to pass on

State Board of
talking pictures.

Petti john-Hess Leave

Tuesday For Convention

An

Ision

reasonably

satisfactory

to

rmans Want Two
Permits For Each Film

New

which
for a

will be held at the Ambassador
week, they will return East.

Would Ban Block Booking

And Other "Unfair
Trade Practices"
Washington Bureau of

Washington
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Federal regulation of
the industry is provided in a bill introduced j'esterday in the House by
Congressman Grant M. Hudson of

Michigan.

The

bill

bans block book-

ing and other alleged unfair practices,
compulsory arbitration; regincluding
The passenger list of the incomulates the political activities of the
included
yesterday
Berengaria
ing
Active
Film Stocks
industry, places settlement of trade
Simon Rowson, one of the best postdisputes and supervision of the inY.
ed film executives in the English industry under a Federal commission.
York
On the New York curb market Fox dustry. He will remain in New
The bill also provides a |1,000,000
Theaters "A" yesterday went to a until the end of the month and then fund for use of films in public schools,
new high at 28 in a record volume of return to London.
expended by the Bureau of Education.
Warner
sales totaling 56,500 shares.
Hudson says the purposes of the bill
Y.
N.
in
Lawrence
29
Bros, also gained sharply, going to
are "to secure at the source of proLudwig Lawrence, representative duction without censorship or any
with 12,600 shares traded.
M-G-M theaters in western compulsory system of pre-examination
for
Europe, arrived in New York yester- of films before exhibition, conformity
Clayton Sheehan Returns
day on the Berengaria to join the to the moral stands which were drawn
international department.
company's
manforeign
Sheehan,
Clayton P.
up by the industry in 1921 and which
a
they then promised to put into efifect,
ager of Fox, has returned from
Hersholt Arriving Tuesday
and to promote America's foreign
three months' tour of exchanges in
York
Jean Hersholt is due in New
Mrs. Sheehan was
business in all branches of trade by
South America.
Tuesday from the Coast.
removing the principal reasons why
with him.
France and other nations object to

Rowson

Arrives

Are
Curb Market

On N.

American

Digest

warrants.
1st

C. C. Pettijohn and Gabriel Hess of
York Tuesthe Hays office leave
day for Los Angeles to attend the annual convention of secretaries of Film
Boards of Trade. After the sessions,

films.

The

negotiations in France were
amicable in nature and the con-

FOR
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testing the

appeal disapproving the order
of the board requiring them to subthe film of
on the Berengeria after solv- mit the words as well as
"She's
Still My Baby" has been filed
problem.
French
quota
Ithe
by Fox.
tis statement follows: "The govBoth companies contend that the
pent of nearly every country in
censors are exceeding their authortaken
some
"has
said,
he
fope"
in passing on talking parts of
of legal steps to help the na- ity

motion picture business. This
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Columbia Opens Two-Day

Convention at Chicago
Washington determines to foist more trotible
The Chicago sector of
Chicago
on an already unduly harassed business. Senator Norris Columbia's sales convention got undrawing up resolution to probe Department of Justice's der way Friday with an address by
growth
Distributors get wise to them- Jack Cohn, who spoke on the
probe into motion pictures.
of the organization, and talks by WilMoines exchanges to liam Skirbol, Cleveland and Cincinnati
selves and order Oklahoma City and Des

MONDAY:

—

.

.

.

A splendid move. franchise holder, and Lee Goldberg,
stop selling film to non-theatrical competitors.
Kentucky distributor.
lerlin
(By Cable) German film
Actors'
and national in scope
ironclad
made
A cablegram was received from Joe
be
should
that
One
tributors have decided to ask for
who is at Cherbourg. ProducBrandt,
1.000
for
drive
its
} French import licenses for every
Equity determined to make a grand push of
tion plans were outlined in a telegram
snch film thev distribute.
with jaws from Harry Cohn.
Sales policies
actor-members on the Coast. Bulldoggish, this time,
Cecil Maydiscussion.
under
were
all
themselves are at
set to go through with it— if the actors
bcry opened the convention which

—

Damita Arrives
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Jlli

Damita, new Samuel Goldwyn

scovery,"
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arrived at New
Berengaria.

on the

be given

a

tea

Monday

York
She
after-

willing.

Tough
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ago
long
Determined
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birds, these Federal

that block booking

Trade commissioners.
unfair trade

was an

concludes Saturday. The home office
contingent mcludes Alex Moss, pubicitv and advertising head.

FBO

Paraready to sue Paramount to gain the point.
J. P. Kennedy Denies
selling
its group
in
gear
of
out
nothing
mount declares it sees
Sold to English Interests
into
smack
explanation
Emphatic denial tiiat FBO may be
plan but the Commission hurls the
Another For Pacific Coast
sold
to Engli.sh interests is made by
Difficulties
Potomac— and not so gently either.
Los Angeles A new house to cost the
Joseph P. Kennedy, president of the
),000 and to be known as the Knoll
such. l)id fair to un- company, in scouting a report to
and
quotas
French
over
Paris
in
planned at Western Ave. and 76th
that effect.
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FINANCIAL
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunniiu/ham
THE PRESENTATION FIELD, b\< Jack Ilarrcnver
REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST FEATURE RELEASES
SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS
NEW EXHIBITION CONTRACT ANALYZED, bv Gabriel

2

THE

:

.

W.

London-Ernest
and Washington 9794.
Fredman, The Film Renter 58, Great MarlBerl.nW, I
London,
St.,
borough

'A LITTLE

FROM

LOTS."

4
6-7

let

Hess

L.

6

AIR MAIL PILOT
BIG NOISE
EASY COME, EASY GO

6

at

G

Sixth and

Wis.

Ira.

—-Universal

Theaters
opened the $1,000,000 Venetian under
agement of Arthur Friedman.
Racine,

—

SHORT SUBJECTS

.

.

.

.

.

.

I
»

St.
between Holmes and
will commence in June.

Work

Sts.

...

V&'"

has opened.

Sts.

Michigan

HELLO CHEYENNE
MY FRIEND FROM INDIA.
RAIDER EMDEN
WOMEN WHO DARE

7

opening within

Indianapolis ^Hoosier Theater Co. is
ning to build an 1,800-seat the^iter on

ESCAPE

6

for

Richmond, Va.- -Loew's

9

9

—

Miss.
Saenger Theaters will \
$150,000 theater.
Construction will I

Biloxi,

PACK

ADVENTURE MAD

ready

8

REVIEWS
6

be

to

months.

THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, b\ Charles F. HviiesAOll
THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE..
12
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES
REVIEWS

ACROSS THE ATLANTIC

Gloversville, N. Y.
Contracts have
for building the Smalley, which is

pected

7
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bv Ralph

—
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1.

—

Mich. The Strand,
be opened May 15.

Lowell,
will

—The

Hoquiam, Wash.
J

7

will

Sts.,

Levelland,

LichtbiJdbuehne, Fnedrichstrasse, 225.

will

Doland

Tex.

— Wallace
his

be ready

It

7th

at

15.

Blankenship

theater

to

cost

$4S

I

lari

¥.

opening Sept,

for

jinj

[t-Lc

seating

be opened about June

work on

started

which

(ersp

1

6
6

I

Colora

Irvington, Cal.- -The Leal has been 01
here.

Financial
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24 J4
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24!4

2454
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182^
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Kodak

East,

(s)
(s)
(c)
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Insp.
First Nat. pfd.
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.

Fox Fm. "A" 86 H
Fox Thea. "A" 2'8
Keiths
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74/2
10854
111J4
10154
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Intern.
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(b)
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Film
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16
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(c)
(s)

.

.

.

46.. 98 j^'

.6s

U) Loew's

Inc.

98/2
74/2
10854
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75M

.

.
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do 6s 41ww. 112
do 6s41x-war. 10154 101 '4

(s)

iim

(b)

—
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High
Seat.
6s
36..
*(c-b) do
Bal. & Katz ..
(s)

Pathe Managers Switched
Minneapolis
Walter Liebmann
London Anny Ondra has returned
to Ellstree to appear in "Eileen of has succeeded Art Levy of Kansas
Pathe manager at Des
the Trees," second for First National- City as
Moines.
Liebmann's place at MinPathe's quota schedule.
neapolis is filled by J. H. Maclntyre,
who has been in charge of the MilStoll's Schedule Set
London Stoll will make three fea- waukee branch for the past three
months. The Milwaukee office is now
tures for 1928-29, including "Price of
in charge of W. A. Aschmann, who
"Illusion."
"Intrigue"
and
Divorce,"
has been assistant to Tom North.
A fourth is being considered.

Another First Nat'l-Pathe

14,900
56,500
14,666
10,200
600
60,000
17,000

—

Reopen Texas Theater
Sherman, Tex. The Washington,
recently damaged by fire to the ex-
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...
do pfd.
*(s)
6s 47.
*Cc-b) do
.
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.
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(b>
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.
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.
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.
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Stock

Stcouras,

—

the 41st in the

has

become

St.

Van

Louis;

Damm

London

is

listed in

Stanley,

De Forest
Van Damm has
De Forest comdeal between De

Quits

—Vivian

Ross Heads Exchange

—

here.

up

(emar

THE "NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

I:

COSTUMES
14.37

B WAY.

N.Y.

ALSO 25.000

resigned from the
pany, following a
Forest and British International Film
Dist., whereby the latter secured sale
and distribution rights to Phonofilm.

in

i

The

I

TEL. 5580 PENH
COS1UMES TO BENT!
lei

pteme'

(

—

Lover." German film directed by
Richard Oswald, is announced b\

tive

New

manager.

Era.

Hollywood

that

comfort

means home

of this hotel

— service — pleasant

—

means home

— personal
also

surroundings.

you

Good Food

It

—

a Feature

A French chef has raadt the dining room famous.
Club breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
Also a la carte service.
prices.
Write

for reservations or free booklet entitled,

"Hollywood,"

A GOLD MINE
IS
.

1000 Pag^ h
Cloth Boi

to travelers

are conveniently located in Hollymeans
wood film capitol of th< world amusement center
of Southern California.

that

an

iKnicI

INFORMATION!

A Famous Doorway

Chicago;

Philadelphia.

lei

Minneapolis Mark Ross has
appointed manager of the Th«
Owners Film Exchange.
He
recently branch manager for

Era Buys German Film
London Purchase of "The Fugi-

Exchange.

Balaban & Katz

u

lean

New

state

rights sales manager of Zakoro Film
Corp., instead of sales manager, as
Bernard Sholtz
previously reported.
sales

I

one

tent

The doorway

Quoted.

(s)

NOTE:

is

in

(o)

(c)

1,700,

!

May

88"

80

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),

(b)

— On

It

who

Chain Gets Iowa House
Des Moines Harvey Graham has
leased the Iowa at Bloomfield to the
Capital Theater Co., of Ottumwa,
which adds the house to its chain.

circuit.

lemains

.

*(c-b) do 6/2S

2,100

17
85

15

C.

10.

Handles State Right Sales

40
4054

3-/8

Scales,

—

W. M. Home

8

.

.

(c) Trans-Lux
(o) United Art.
do pfd.
(o)
(o) Univ. Ch.com,
*(o)
do pfd.
*(c) Univ. Pict.
do pfd.
..
*(s)
Bros.,
(c) Warner
do "A"
(s)

6/8 11,300
2054 52,00U
71
8,000

32
36

30
34
do units
do com.
7/8
Skouras Bros.. 39
Stanley Co.
405^
(o) Technicolor
254

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

'166

80

S.

May

[ ior

Howell, Mich. Vernon Locey is plan
build the Livingston to seat 500.

N. C, from Jackson Dillard.

41st

'ioo

10/2

W.

Fountain Square
the
Fountain Square

—

to

operates the
Lincoln (a colored house) will take
over the Eagle (colored) High Point,

tent of 2,500, has reopened.

House for Harris
Pittsburgh The newest link in the
Harris Amusement Co. chain is the
new South Hills at West Liberty
and Dormont Aves.
The house,

M-G-M

*(s)

Winston Salem, N.
20,

CO!

ily

— The

ater
Co.
opened
Shelliy and Prospects Sts.
1,800 and cost $850,000.

versal

Southern Theaters Sold

—

Indianapolis

—today!

Plaza Hotel
— where the doorway mtam home travelers

The Hollywood
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I

TO

Film Dal

I the,

Mol

subscribeI

i800(

i.strei

COVERS
EVERYTHIM
GOES
EVERYWHEI

to

Vine St,

at

era;

Hollywood Bl«id, Hollywood, Califonua
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(Continued from Paye

meah douabs for showmen

tangle
"Across to Singapore"
display of photos of old vvindnmers, logs of several old ships,
quadrant and sextant, together

A.

"Young

from famous
and her chronometer and
ck, was secured in the Merchants
:change, linking same vgth stills,
Special
to picture and theater.
nes were written for local dailies
records attained between this
t and the Orient by the old-time
)pers giving details of voyages and
:h

bell

lerica"

photos, to illustrate
Loew's Warfield, San Fran-

)wing
flllEI

ne.

—

old

led from a suburb,
ough the main streets of the town,
the theater. Tied up with a sportgoods dealer as a headquarters
Prominent local
registration.

were named.

ges

The "Bunion

by" was timed to finish at the
ater at the opening of the doors
Majestic,
the first performance.

—

ind Junction, Colo.

.

.

Campaign

:

I

—

MM
MO

I!

u

assert

positively

that

Hoover's stock for the presihimself in for a busy day and

will cooperate in boosting

Nick Schenck thus lets
Maybe.
it must have been an error of reporting.
Maybe, also, somebody somewhere in Metro spoke a little too

discovers that

.

W. Hammons,

Earle

.

of getting

the

new

season.

.

.

.

body getting ready
it

finishing the usual difficulties

announces 102 from Educational for next
in Montreal soon, everything rarin' to go for
Columbia sales hounds meeting, too. Everyset,

for

sales drives.

And what

will be.

Thursday

Pete

:

Harrison

admits

finally

—

in

print

—that

Charley Pettijohn isn't such a bad sort after all. Whereupon
Pettijohn and some matters he had turned over to the district

tion, for fall

off.

All's jake.

.

.

.

And

opening.

By way

the

all

of diversion figure

Loew

office,

under construcup the number

of millions involved.

Eriday

:

aboard the Siboney for Havana,
en route to Mexico City where he
will open an office as an independent
distributor.
He will make his headquarters in Mexico City.
sails

Weinberg

New York

in

Isaac Weinberg, general manager
of the Shenandoah Valley Theater
Corp., is in New York conferring

with

officials of

Universal Chain The-

Enterprises.

atrical

John Flinn's Mother Dead
John C. Flinn is at Glencoe, Chicago

attending the funeral
mother, who died suddenly
Thursday while on the way to the

of

suburb,

his

station

meet her son.
He was
irom a trans-continental

to

stopping

off

to visit her.

trip

New San Antonio House
San Antonio, Tex. John Victor
will open his fourth theater in San
Antonio within a few weeks.
The

—

appears Mr. Fox hasn't given up his ideas re- chain owner expects
in
meetings when Winnie Sheehan and seven new houses

It

garding Stanley. More
Harold Franklin reach New York from the coast. In about two
weeks, this report and that will make the conversational rounds.

And

—

Garcia Leaves Fox

a hectic affair

Stanley will play a part

in all of 'em.

.

.

.

Very

dignified

"Man Crazy"

and direct, the daily newpaper advertising announcing R.C.A.'s
Photophone. Messrs. Harbord, Sarnoff et al have a heavy slice
Don't forget that. Which means that here is your
of FBO.
answer as to how R.C.A. will market its sound device in the

(First

picture btisiness.

—

01

managers

dency.

.

Sees Scrapping of Houses
Prediction that all theaters will be scrapped with the advent of television was made by
Lionel Barrymore, en route to New
Bedford, Mass., with a Fox unit.

Chicago

Garcia, for the past five
years in the Fox foreign department,

the inside.

soon.

studio.

Ramon

with nary a blink, announces sixteen houses,

(First Nat'l)
_'ied up with the Nashville Tensean and the Lebeck Department
)re in a Colleen Moore hat cont. The public was asked to choose
that
ipring hat for Miss Moore
to draw and color a hat to fit
lean's face which was published
the Tennessean along with anThe
incement of the contest.
iwing of Miss Moore's face was
be cut out, pasted on cardboard
heavy paper and a fitting hat
.wn and colored. Dewey MausKnickerbocker, Nashville, Tenn.
1,

for

.

attorney are called

"Her Wild Oat"

Hays

thank

to

that

programs
down season. Convention

irse

have

—

M-G-M

"CoUege"

Yon'U

a

now

Wednesday

(United Artists)
Ian a "Buster Keaton's Bunion
rby," open to everyone in westColorado and particularly to coland high school students. The
rby consisted of two foot races,
for lads over 14 years of age,
one for lads younger. The
1

nicely.

good jol). F"rance and the rest of Europe
America won't permit her celhiloid merchandise to be kicked all over the lot. Hays told them where
they got off in the sort of polite, but firm language which cannot be interpreted in any other way but one the way Hays
Aaron Sapiro grabs a couple more headlines when
meant it.
he advises the Government he is ready to help in the anti-trust
suit.
Which makes us reflect that there is nothing particularly
constructive about this or any other offer which serves to drag
into the public limelight dirty linen which should be cleansed on
did

intderstand

o.

^^llldK

He

this.

(M-G-M)

clipper

them.selves

1)

Broadcasting Television
Inauguration of a regular schedule
of
television
broadcasting is announced by General Electric. Pictures
will be sent out from Station WGY,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday afternoons from 1:30 to 2 o'clock. The
broadcasting will be done at the G.
E. laboratory connected with the

to have six or
that city within

a short time.

Boyd's House

—

Named

Philadelphia The house which AI
Boyd plans to build on Chestnut St.
will be known as the Boyd and will
cost $1,700,000.

It

seats 2,500.

Installing Vitaphone

—

Oklahoma

City The Capitol, Pubhouse, has opened with Vitaphone.
The Criterion at Enid and the Fort
Smith theaters, all in the Publix
lix

Nat'l)

Jsed a teaser 24 sheet all over the
y simply using the words "Every-

going 'MAN
CRAZY,'"
pped with theater name and date
s

Saturday: Just to make the week-end pleasant, RepresentaHouse
tive Hudson introduces a bill for Federal control in the
etc.
etc.,
Would eliminate block booking,
of Representatives.

was a splendid bet.
Wrote
Dnymously to the women's sec- W^ho's next?
n of Los Angeles
Record and
ced the editor if every girl was
lis

crazy.
This started a special
umn daily for an. entire week bee the run and caused many quesns to be asked.
\ good looking girl strolled along
streets
distributing a visiting
"d to well dressed men reading as
lows: "I am Man Crazy." Monty

n

;

—

Imon, Boulevard, Los Angeles.

Mayor

A

it

battlefield.

be imi)ortant in determining
exercise in the future produc-

will, of necessity,

the latitude which producers
tion of sound film.

may

29,

before

m

K AN N

"Dawn" Hearing

at the Times Square
was held Friday afternoon

which opens

May

And far sooner than we thought
It's happened.
nection.
the two leading factors
Vitaphone,
would or could. Fox and
Pennsyljoined hands.
have
pictures,
the field of synchronized
fights,
is the
censor
contested
bitterly
vania, the scene of many

at

hearing on "Dawn," Edith Cavell

film

Ifs Happened

Spoke about talking pictures and the rights of the divinelyendowed censors the other day. Suggested a test suit by somebody to establish the legal rights of censor boards in this con-

The outcome

chain, will also install Vitaphone.

Mayor Walker.

De Rosa

at

Branford

Jerry De Rosa, formerly managing director of the Colony, has been
made manager of the Branford,

Newark.

Open Mansfield, House
Mansfield, Mass.— The new Mansfield
has been opened by White
Brothers.
Sunday Shows Win at Clark
S. D.— Sunday shows have

Clark,

won

out

in

the long fight here.

THE

PAILV

Foreign Markets
By

JAMES

P.

I.

"KAT KABARET" GOES

P.

—

THE FILM DAILY

of

—At

Germany under direction of
Ludwig Berger. The director

meeting held in
Munich, Bavarian Ass'n of producers
withdrew from the Spitzen Organiza-

Washington

tion,

(Central

German

film

a

is

of the
states a reof Commerce,

organization

industry),

in Hollywood, and wiU
one story for Paramount

now

film

before returning to Berlin.

port to the Department
from Assistant Commercial

Attache
Douglas Miller, Berlin, who adds that
for some time, tendencies of Bavarian
producers have varied from those of
the

of

rest

The

Germany.

brought about the

result

BECKER LAUNCHING

the

time the

new

NEW EUROPEAN

effect,

Berlin

— Dr.

13,

1?

UNIT

Becker, formerly with

\

VARIED NUMBERS MAKE

STRONG AT PARAMOUNT
There were plenty of novelty acts worked
into the Paramount bill, but nothing particularly outstanding with the exception of the
work of Bert Nagel and Omar as the two
comedy cats in "Kat Kabaret." This act
took a halt hour, opening with a roof party
with the two comedians garbed as cats going
through a good pantomime of a cat tight.
Ihey worked in some nifty acrobatics and
comedy movements. The stage band directed
by At Mitchell came on, also dressed as
cats, as well as the Albertina Rasch Girls
as black and white kittens.
The Patterson twins did their high kick
specialty, followed by Kerenoft and JNIaree
111
'"Ihe Cat and the Canary.
The girl in
a big gilded cage came out and she and her
partner did some nifty leaps and catches,
tinishing with a high jump by the girl from
'

split.

regulations
the Bavarians
demanded a continuation of the contingent system with the ratio of two
German films to one foreign. This
proposal was rejected by the government, and the gap between the two
chief producing sections in Germany

At

were put into

NARROWER

By JACK

Pola Negri, it is
London
understood, will appear in pictures for British International
probably working in
Prod.,

INDUSTRIES SPLIT

May

Presentations

CUNNINGHAM

Negri and B.

Washington Bureau

Sunday,

the
tence
into
her partner's arms. Two
kids, the Hearst Brothers, were good juvenile
entertainment with their songs.
The finish
had all hands on in a weak close.

ROn

UP

PRO

The overture was "1812," with the s'
setting showing the great archway of a cat.
ral, the city in the distance and the RuS!
priests and their people gathered in the si
ows below as Napoleon and his army v
sacking the city.
It finishes in a glare
red light as the burning buildings light up
stage.
The scene opened with the monks
rading down the balcony stairs onto the st
carrying lanterns.
The divertissements were varied, and
pleasing.
Belkin and Stanbury sang a (
from "Rigoletto," followed by a repeat,
silhouette of "The Spider and the Fly."
showed the spider crawling down the e:
mous web stretched across the back of st
and grasping one of three girls dancing
low.
Very effective.
good novelty
"The Dance of the Skeletons," with
Roxyettes on a dark stage against a bl
drop silhouetted with radium paint,
through a very clever routine.
The comedy highlight was a Movni
newsreel of Robert Benchley's "TreasiS
Report," and it kept the house in consi
laughter.
It shows what can be done with
Movietone by way of developing real com
',

A

Ufa Fihn, has returned to Berlin from
Paul Oscard's "Cherry Blossoms" was the
London and Paris, where he has been overture number, and uncovered nothing unusual.
It
was a mild reproduction of the
conferring regarding the formation of
"Madame Buttertiy" motit and seemed out- numbers. "Moonbeams" showed Gladys 1
a company to produce and distribute dated with the unsightly Japanese
costumes and the ballet dancing gracefully behinc
in England, France and Germanj', and and 19th century musical comedy setting. scrim in a Grecian setting.
Joyce Coles
Bavaria to organize
It featured a fan dance, with the assisance
Nicholas Daks with the ballet did "The Si
possibly other European countries.

widened.
It is planned in
producers more closely with theater
owners, building up a Bavarian market.

The leaders of this group
Emelka and Bayerische Film

Films Popular

will
Co.,

at

of six girl dancers
nos. Al Mitchell's

in their Japanese kimoband did some fine harmonizing throughout, and added a little class

Basel

—

Basel Picture theaters have rapidly
Basel, durwith H. Scheer as the guiding spirit. increased in popularity in
and
years,
a number
ing
two
the
past
Since this group has always been
houses have been opened.
nationalistic and opposed to foreign of new
pictures, it is considered probable that
Krieger Quits Ufa
American producers will find rather
Berlin
Major Krieger, founder and
in
difficulties
more than the ordinary
Bavaria, which has a special board of for nearly ten years manager of Ufa's
educational film department, has recensorship.
be

to

several of the acts that
fallen pretty flat.

wouM

otherwise

RADIO ATMOSPHERE ON

THE STRAND PROGRAM

Warsaw — Domestic

The stage show

Berlin

—With

acquisition

of

Ufa's

Mozartsaal theater. Terra Film Co.,

producers made producer-distributor, enters exhibition.
103 features in 1927, as compared with
63 in 1926, according to the governSudfilm in Deal
ment board of statistics, which reveals
Berlin
Sudfilm has acquired Gerthat thfre are approximately 540 the- man distribution of the Schunzel picaters now showing pictures. Imports tures.
from America were: 605 films in 1926
and 620 in 1927: from Germany, 179
German Exhibitors Plan Shorts
in 1926 and 217 in 1927; France is
Berlin
Future production prothird, with 164 in 1926 and 173 in grams
the
German exhibitors'
of
1927.
association,
(G.D.L.S.),
production

—

—

will include short
tion to features.

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

MOUNTAN,

City

Prat.

Exclusive foreign represenatives for Rayart Pictures
Corporation and other leading independent producers

and distributors.
Cable Addrcu: RICHPICSOC, Paria
Cable Adrcii: DEEJAY, London
Cable Addreta: RICHPIC, N. T.

Exporting only the best
Motion Pictures

in

in

addi-

Must Show Educationals

Inc.

New York

subjects,

—

Budapest Decree of the Hungarian
government, making it compulsory for
theaters to show educational on every
program, has become effective.

Another Franco-German
Merger Consummated

—

at

the

Strand was "Radio

Nights," presenting Leon Navara in his second week as m. c, using the gag of a radio

announcing station as the main idea. Navara
appeared in an oval above the stage, speaking at the "mike" and using an amplifier.
Later he comes down on the stage and makes
his announcements from a "mike" at side,
and the illusion was well done.
He kept
tuning in on the set and bits of all the
yueer noises and programs you can hear any
night on yjur radio set came over the air.
Some of the effects were very well handled
with the

assistance

The various

of

the

orchestra.

units developed
was the work of

nothing

and a reciprocal
distribution in both
countries.
Studios Reunis recently
acquired the Nathan Prod, studios and
also owns a plant at Bois de Boulogne.
agreement

on

Rudolf Meinert, German, will have
complete charge of production.
He
is

now

in Paris.

Martin Opens Royal
Columba, Ga. Before an audier
of 3,000, the new Royal was forma
dedicated.
The Royal is newi
house in the chain of six operated
R. E. Martin.

j

Carney Opening House

—

Troy, Ala. C. H. Carney, form
ly operator of the Trojan here, vi
operate

named,

the
at

new

theater,

yet

u

LaFayette, Ala.

Standard

outthat

standing.
It
Navara
stood out most prominently.
The Six Banjo
Daisies were well received, doing their transformation to blackface with the help cl: stage
lighting.
They did fair banjo work, and
added a little stepping.
The Ada Kaufman
Girls came on in a boxing routine, wearing
gloves and going through the feints and
passes, but their drilling was not so ..jood.
Later they did a dance routine.
From the
oval above stage Mignolet sang a classic
number, followed by Billy Claire playing
some blues on a mouth organ. Julia Garrity
sang in a way to raise the roof, and the
etforts of the m. c. to get the little girl a
hand were not very rosy in results.
The
stage band had little to do. and Navara at
the piano again distinguished himself with
his own peculiar style of playing which got
a big hand.

Paris Deal consummated between
M. Marchal, of the Studios Reunis,
and Phoenix Films, Berlin provides
for joint production

enormous

—

signed.

Terra Enters Theater Field

the

an

A

have

—

Poland Market Released
103 Features in 1927

Flower,"

showing the girls posed
flower that gradually ope
its petals, revealing Miss Coles as the
pol
She stepped out and did an interpretive
with Daks.
religious number was "Da
Modern," in a church setting with the m:
ens and a priest doing a symbolical in
pretation that was over the heads of n
of the audience.
of

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Pictnre Preeentation

The FALLY MARKUSt
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

1679 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

CTPt

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

ry

Box OHice Prescriptions

MURRY LIVINGSTON

Standard

Vatideville

Acts

Creator of Box Office Builderl

BARREL

O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY

Phone me >l CANal 6480
Wrife meat 270 Lafayellc Street. N Y.
.

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580
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THE SCREEN NEWS THE PUBLIC KNOWS
AND DEMANDS

;

THE

DAILV
Monte Blue

Chester Conklin in

Length: 7400

First National

/t.

Warners

Length: 6052

Fox
ft.

HAYMAKER FOR ALL WILL PLEASE THE AEROCONKLIN SENDS PLANE FANS. TELLS ENTERHOUSES.
THIS IN AS BIG LAUGH NUM- TAINING STORY WITH LOTS
BER.
ROCKED THEM ON OF ACTION. MONTE BLUE
BROADWAY RIGHT THROUGH GOES OVER STRONG.
THE

13,

Helene Chadwick in

"The Escape"

in

"Across The Atlantic"

"The Big Noise"

May

Sunday,

Length: 5109

"Women Who

ft.

Dare"

SLUMPS WITH OUTDATED
Length: 652
STORY TAKEN FROM OLD Excellent
VIRGINIA GOOD AUDIENCE APPIl
STAGE PLAY.
VALLI'S WORK OUTSTANDING NICELY BALANCED W!
IN ORDINARY CAST.
JUST ATMOSPHERE OF WEAJl
FAIR PROGRAM.
AND THE SLUMS. ST/

Cast. .. .Virginia Valli always ingives snappy
IT OVER.
teresting, and peps up commonplace
performance as transatlantic flyer.
proceedings with bright personality.
his own
Cast
Chadwic
Helene
Edna Murphy has been seen to better William Russell fair as the hard and
It's his
acterization that is a wow.
pleasing in fine human interesi
advantage, but is still appealing. Burr
George
slick night club proprietor.
picture all the way, the rest of the
Mcintosh as the airplane manufac- Meeker a blond hero in a weak part Charles Delaney lends adequate %
cast just neat background. They are
does a fine father role. Robert that gives him little chance to show. port. Frank Beale and Jack Rich Jivorl
Sam turer
Rosing,
White, Bodi
Alice
son build interest in smooth clu
Ober helps a lot.
Others Nancy Drexel, William Dem- terizations. Others Henry A. *^ "
Hardy, Jack Egan, Ned Sparks,

REELS.

Cast.

.

.

.Chester Conklin arrives on
at last, doing a laugh char-

Cast.

...

WORK PUTS

Monte Blue

jj,

Story and Production. ... Romanc
David Torrance.
Story and Production. .. .Kidding of air, featuring a transatlantic flight.
comedy. Conklin surprises with a real This should prove quite a popular
human characterization that is built number, with the present craze for
public
for nothing but laughs, and gets them aeroplane flights occupying the
in a
mind.
In
fact
the
story
works
He is a special officer in the
plenty.
New York subway. It is the way that lot of authentic incidents that have
Conklin does things his goofy smile occurred on recent historic aeroplane
and his perplexed expression that flights. Monte Blue is shot down durBut the ing the World War in France. He
keeps the laughs coming.
Eight years later
big play is when he accidentally falls loses his memory.
from the platform under a subway he is working as a mechanic in his
train.
He is only scratched, but one father's airplane factory. His wife
in
France, and is just about to
of the tabloid dailies with a political is
marry
his brother, believing her husax to grind starts playing him up as
a hero. They send him to an expen- band dead. The hero takes the place
sive hospital, where he is attended by of the flyer scheduled to make the
trip,
he recovers his
six pretty nurses, specialists, photog- transatlantic

—

—

raphers and sob sisters. The candidate
for mayor plays him up against the
"wicked" traction trust. Clever satire
on the tabs, and a Coney Island scene
that is mirth plus.
Allan Dwan, fine;
Direction:
Author: J. Ben Hecht; Scenario: Tom

Geraghty; Photography: Ted Pahle,
okay.

"My

Friend

From

and

lands victorious
in
time to stop the wedding
of his brother to his wife.
Sloppy
editing and continuity overcome by
star and director's work.

France

in

ft.

James

rows,

James

Quinn,

gerald.

Story and Production. .. .Mo
romance.
The author should
credited with working in a nice asi

ment

of

box

office

e
it «s
rates

values in a

IBS,

nothing particulary new.
The girl human story. It is intelligent,
fights her way up from the slums yet carries a big popular appeal,
wealth goes into
v/ith her kid sister, meets a young daughter of
doctor, and they fall hard for each slums to aid the helpless. She wi
other.
But tlie doc falls for booze it up for a newspaper, and the
first.
He winds up making hooch for authorities order an investigatioi|
This hits
the villain's night club where the tenement conditions.
girl is

now

hostess.

The

proprietor,

directly

the

at

ton-

father,

girl's

on the girl^ beats him up. income is from tenement rent
Works up to a wild meller fight with touch of good suspense is add(
two gangs shooting it out in the night leaving the impression that the
So whel
The girl rescues her kid sister father is her hubby.
club.
from a rounder, and the three make young millionaire falls in love

sweet

escape to a cleaner life.
Too her, it has the fans guessing
stuff,
human intefHectioi
play but showing up evils underworld
it clicks.
of drink will send this in with some. pretty love story
cCapt
Direction: Richard Rosson, tough
Direction:
Direction: Burton King, smdlmdiif
Bretherton,
good; Author, John Ransome; Sce- assignment; Author: Paul Armstrong; Author: Langdon McCormick;
Paul Schofield; Photog- nario: Adrian Johnson; Photogra|{^=
nario: Harvey Gates; Photography: Scenario:
raphy: Kenneth Hawks, good.
Barney McGill. good.
Art Reeves, good.
their

much gun

—

Howard

Richard Dix in

India"

Length: 5750

Pathe

memory,

James Gordon.
Story and Production .... Romance
of Broadway night life with meller
trimmings.
Adapted from the play
by Paul Armstrong. Rehash of night
club and underworld atmosphere that
Develops
has been done so often.

arest,

"Easy Come, Easy Go"

Paramount

Length

:

5897

%

Tom Mix in
"Hello Cheyenne'

"Adventure Mad"
ft.

Fox

Length:

tart-

451!

Length: 5364 ft.
GOOD FARCE COMEDY.
RATES GOOD IMPORTED WILL PLEASE THE Ml
FRANKLIN PANGBORN DOES GETS BY WITH FINE PRO- NUMBER. HAS CLEVER STORY, FANS IN TYPICAL WESTll
CLEVER WORK THROUGH- DUCTION STUFF AND CLEVER BUILDING TO TENSE CLIMAX. OPUS. STAR PULLS S
OUT, THE LAUGHS PILE UP WORK OF STAR AND TITLES.
NEW STUNTS AND STORY
STORY SLIGHT, AND SAGS IN LOTHAR MENDES DID NICE ORIGINAL THEME.
AND SEND THIS OVER.

Paramount

IFF/

l\

Franklin Pangborn imperCast.
sonating the Hindu prince does fine
comedj" characterization. Elinor Fair
ably assists with intelligent acting
.

.

and good comedy
Hendricks,
LofT,

Tom

Jr.,

sense.

Others Ben

Ethel Wales, Jeanette

Ricketts, Louis Natheaux,

Tom

Dugan, George Ovey.
Story
and
Production .... Farce
comedy. Adapted from the stage play
by H. A. de Souchet. With a clever

comedy characterization just suited to the abilities
of Franklin Pangborn, a good farce
comedy has been turned out for the
screen.
It is intelligent entertainment, and yet done with broad strokes
that makes it a popular draw.
The
hero meets a girl in a street accident,
and she disappears before he finds out
who she is. Through a combination
of circumstances he becomes pals with
her brother, and is taken to the lat-

play to start with, and a

ter's

home where Aunty mistakes him

for the Indian prince who is to appear at her reception.
From there
on the fun is hilarious, and the gags
are pulled continuously, each one funnier than the last. It gets the laughs
easily,

SPOTS.

and should draw.

Tom

JOB.

Cast. Richard Dix comes through
Cast.... Nils Asther gives finished
with some fine comedy work that performance in dramatic role.
Strong
is his best in some time.
Nancy Car- supporting cast, English and German
roll easy to look at, and has oodles of
players, including Eric Barclay, Nina
personality.
Charles Sellon as the Vanning, Lillian Hall- Davis,
Paul
middle aged geiitlemanly crook does Graetz.
a fine comedy characterization that
Story and Production.
Drama of
is different.
Others Frank Currier,
adventure and romance.
RecomArnold Kent, Christian J. Frank.
mends itself with a very intelligent
Story and Production
Light and gripping story with an original
comedy.
Adapted from play of the angle. It is a novelty in that it comsame name by Owen Davis. Titles bines American and German methods
by George Marion, Jr. make the in direction and production, and the
laughs come easy. The work of Dix hand of Lothar Mendes is
clearly
is
smooth and spontaneous.
But shown throughout the reels.
An
Charles Sellon in the crook part has English nobleman living in his Italian
such a unique characterization that villa is bored with the monotony of
he handles so splendidly that he di- his luxurious existence. A clever
advides a lot of honors with the star. venturess and her
male accomplices
The hero gets innocently mixed up av a scheme to get the secret co. vifith a bank crook, and through cirbination to a vault in which the hero
cumstances they find themselves in a keeps a valuable collection of art
private sanitarium with the stolen loot treasures.
Believing that he is foland the president of the company lowing a clue to discovering a rich
whose payroll has been lifted. There Egyptian treasure, the nobleman goes
is also a scene in the smoking room
to Cairo and the developments are
of a train that is handled well for fast, thrilling
and dramatic.
Strong
laughs. It will ride nicely with com- program number will
hold 'em.
bination of b.o. values.
Direction: Lothar Mendes, good;
Direction:
Frank Tuttle, clever;
Author:
Robert Liebman; Scenario:
Author:
Owen Davis; Scenario:
not
credited;
Photography: Fritz
Florence Ryerson; Photography: Ed.

Mason
Hopper,
H. A. de Souchet;
Scenario: Rex Taylor; Photography:
Dewey Wrigley, good.
ward Cronjager,
Direction:

clever;

DIRECTORIAL

.

E.

Author:

.

fine.

Wagner,

fine

German

.

technique.

Cast....
Mix, of coursi
practically the whole show and
riding and fighting form is alwayl
evidence.
Caryl Lincoln just

average femme support. Al St. J|
supplies a mild brand of comedyj
lief.
Others Jack Baston, Josj
Girard, Martin Faust, William Cai|
Story and Production. .. .Weslj
The story concerns itself princilj
with the bitter race of two rival
phone companies to run their

i|

li

into the

little

company

the

father.

the
his

Rawhide
mixed up
headed by the

town

Tom

Cheyenne.

He

of

f)

gets

>[

(i

takes a job in charg,

wagons, and from then on
hands full outwitting and outfi:i'

|)

ing the other gang of rascals whc.l
their darndest to keep Tom's pel
from getting their telephone line
the
town first.
Interesting slj

ij

showing how the work
a

touch of novelty.

is

done

But, of

>

cotj

is the work of the Western star
his horse, Tony that hold the inteij
The finish fight is fair, with 1
it

|

as usual
the rival
in first.

overcoming single har
gang and getting the
Can't

fail

as a typical

j^

IJ^^

Mix.
Direction:

Gene

Ford,

shown

Author: Harry Sinclair Dr;
Scenario: Fred My ton; Photograift'
ship;

Dan

Clark, okay.

f^e^

DAILY

"The Raider Emden"
mbia

ACKS

AN INTERESTING

iT

"A

Short Subjects

WE

Type

of production.
This is a good

"Keeping

work

is

.

.

number

With

'liji

»te

the

of

production,

.2

..

reel

color

splendid presentation of the historical incidents in the days of Queen
Elizabeth and Sir Walter Raleigh.
Opens with the arrival of the gallant
adventurer in London engaging in a

the

all out.
The rest details
of the boys in trying to get
together to finish their game.
It is
snappy, and well gagged, and should
click with the "Joneses" fans.

efforts

for

two witnesses when he

Max

sued
damages, but they get soused the
is

day of the trial. The reels are principally concerned with Max's efforts
to get the two boiled witnesses to
The fun
court in time to testify.
grows hilarious, and the gags are
original and cleverly put over.
The
comedy shows plainly that some real
effort and thought was used throughIt is snappy, and the fun oozes
out.
out without any coaxing. Hal Yates
directed with a lot of credit to himself.

duel with a boastful courtier. As they
"Fair and Muddy" Our Gang
fight the queen appears, and Raleigh
"Sure-Locked Homes" Pat
M-G-M
Looks like a slick piece of spreads his cloak over the mud puddle
lin.
Sullivan Educational
Peppy
man propaganda, for it soft pedals for her to pass. Then follows the
Novelty
.2 reel comedy Type of production....! reel cartoon
the war hatreds, and makes all romance of Raleigh with the Queen's Type of production.
All the kids will enjoy this, which
contestants, English as well as maid-of-honor, their marriage, and his
Felix starts out to do a Sherlock
to
death
his shows the Gang at its mischievous Holmes and the atmosphere is worked
by
man, nice courageous gentlemen. condemnation
The historical incidents best.
In fact the grown ups will up in the real detective thriller fashion
story interest is slight. The in- sovereign.
nts of the Emden's activities in are graphically presented up to the probably enjoy it as much as the with clever cartoon work.
There is
roying the enemy ships are well time when the queen pardons him and youngsters, for it is bright and snappy, the Bat and the Spider, and the latter
died and hold a mild interest. The he is again in the arms of his loved with the kids doing their stuff as only is made a partner by Felix to help the
It is beautifully done, handthis bunch of juveniles can.
An old cat sleuth capture the criminals. So
It will one.
on is all aboard ship.
She he has the spider weave a web to
eal to all those who are interested somely mounted and capably acted. maid wants to adopt the Gang.
mowing how the famous German The color work is gorgeous. Here is takes them on an auto ride, and they snare the villains. Clever and unique.
In detail are shown a short special that stands out like a succeed in ruining the car and causer operated.
"Famous Playgrounds" Grantland
events leading up to the capture lighthouse among the ruck of ordinary ing the indignant chauffeur to quit
Rice
enemy ship, and how the pas- short releases that the exhibitor is the job right there. They get out and
Outdoor Sports
It is about meet a bunch of tough kids older than
forced to choose from.
jrers were safely transferred to the
mud battle follows, and Type of production..! reel Sportlight
er.
Good dramatic suspense its the best so far of this outstanding themselves.
Very interesting shots of the sports
ng point. Doubtful if it has strong historical series in colors. M-G-M is the old maid steps in and helps them
to be congratulated for giving the cover themselves with mud and glory. being enjoyed at the famous resorts
IV for average house.
short subject field a very decided Pretty mussy at the end, but it's a such as Lake Placid, Palm Beach,
fair; Au•irection: Louis Ralph
boost with such a product. Recom- cinch the kids in the audience will Pinehurst, Newport, Southampton and
Captain Van Muecke Scenario
The camera work is
reservations and howl themselves almost unconscious. Atlantic City.
without
credited; Photography not cred- mended
clever and shows highlights of such
here's hoping exhibitors will have the Charles Oelz directed.
good.
outdoor enjoyment as obtained in
sense to appreciate this one and book
skiing, speed craft, yachting and polo.
it for a real audience treat.
"Three Tough Onions" Cameo

—

—

—

.

.

met

in

throw them

Type

uniformly good.
.Historical
:ory and Production.
made under the auspices of the
man Admiralty by Emelka of
ir

comedy

A

ist..

nan players whose names are not
audiences.
American
to
Jiar
Hi

gets

special.

"The Virgin Queen"— M-G-M
Color Classic

Louis Ralph plays the lead,
He
handles his part creditably.
The remainder
Iso the director.
ic cast are not credited, being all

Up

car while learning to drive,

and also ruins a few buildings.

.2 reel

.

new

his

Joneses"
series, for Pa McGinis is in hot water
all the time and manages to keep the
laughs rolling. He has just drawn a
wonderful poker hand in a little game
with the boys when Ma appears and

WAR.

}

Bros.

Poker Fun

AC-

JNT OF EXPLOITS OF FAUS GERMAN RAIDER DUR-

JD

House"— Stern

Full

Universal

Length: 6241 ft.
STRONG B.O. APPEAL.

—

1(

ttli

m

A

—

:

—

"The Air Mail Pilot"
Marks.

R.

rOOD

OF
THAT WILL HOLD

riCKIE
A
'ESllUFF
E

Length: 5000

EXAM PLE

ft.

WITH FAST ACTION
AND THRILLS. BATTLE

AIR REALISTICALLY DONE.
...Earl Metcalfe as the air
)t hero gives a strong performance,
nche Mehaffey good femme supaft and looks very attractive. Others
Witt Jennings, Jimmie Fulton.
»tory and Production. ... Meller of
air mail service.
Gets over its
ssage of thrills with a lot of fast
ion and builds up suspense in nice
nner.
The hero pursues the mail
)bers in his airplane, and there is
ged a battle that is made very
listic, and packs a strong punch.
ro and the heavy fight on the wings
the plane while the girl sits at the
itrols.
Finally the hero jumps in
parachute, and the girl follows
the robbers crash their plane into
rs.
The battle in the air is the best
rt of the picture.
It was well put
Jast.

*

0111

i)'i

p

lini

jether and some nice trick photogjhy is used. Realism is added with
ots of an airport showing the planes
riving and departing.
The story
elf is full of holes and amateurish
spots, and that goes for some of the
ting. But it has the kick.
It goes
show that a quickie turned out
eaply for the popular trade can
rry the kick with fast action and
rills

even

if

shy

on

production

lues.

ay.

Gene

Carroll, box office;
credited; Scenario: Not
Photography: Not credited,

Direction:
athor:
edited;

Not

The

Educational

"Navy Beans"

—Juvenile

Baby Gob
of production.

activities

comedy

summer

cover

winter, in sunshine and snow.
entertain all the sport lovers.

and
Will

.

following with comedies like this
one that carry the laugh punch.
Opens with the wedding, with a lot

"The Fighting Kid"— Western

his

.2 reel

.

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Monty Collins is steadily piling up
.

Educational

Type

Married Joys

Featurette

— Universal

Pretty Crude

Type of production. .2 reel western
Big Boy gets mixed up in a situaof gloom thrown in by the wife's
Goes back to frontier days. Indians
on board a battleship where his
her away. Monty and all those things. Newton
House
The picture is brother who gave
dad has taken him.
it
who
is
boss
and
finds
out
soon
made very entertaining through work- isn't Monty. Then wifie's relatives is the juvenile hero trying to save
his sister from the scheming villain.
routine of
.

.

tion

—

ing

the

comedy

the

into

all decide at once to make their home
Then the Indians appear and attack
on board ship. Of course, Big Boy
with
the newly married couple. Final- the government agent who is riding
the main attraction and by his
is
Good fun to the cabin to meet his sweetheart,
ly hero asserts himself.
mischievous antics gets the ship in
well handled.
the hero's sister. Then follows trackan uproar. There is one scene where
ing of the gang, imprisonment in a
they decide that the kid is hungry, so
"Poor Papa" Oswald Cartoon
;'ve, and the finish fight in the cabin
lot
they feed him beans. It carries a
Universal
with the villain '•roperly licked. \'ery
of merriment, and the baby star is not
Very Good
crude and its only appeal to youngonly funny but carries a strong apters who still like their wild Indian
production.
.1 reel cartoon
of
Type
peal with his remarkably pleasing
In stories.
Directed by Levigard.
Clever and original cartoons.
Exceptionally well dipersonality.
this offering Oswald the rabbit goes
rected by Charles Lamont.
Theater Changes in Southeast
through some fine comedy antics. A
Atlanta Recent theater changes in
flock of storks visit his cabin, and
drop batches of little rabbits down the the Southeast:
"The Ambuscade" Texas
sold his Bijou, Florence,
chimney. The idea is played up for S. E.C,R.to MeedM.hasO'Dowd.
who also has the
J.
Ranger Universal
a variety of gags, all funny and ex- O'Dowd in that city.
A.
Reynolds
and
Oswald
One
shows
Georjfe
Usual Line
original.
J.
Hughes, formceedingly
erly owners of the Grand, Greer. S.
C,
their Saturday bath
kids
the
giving
Type of production. .2 reel western on the wholesale plan, and he runs have purchased the Columbia, Albermarle,
N.
C, from Mrs. Sadie Smith LeFeaux.
This one follows the well known
The Carolina, Chester, S. C, has been
them through a washing machine and
formula, with the Texas Ranger after
transferred
Mrs.
L.
D. Eiaves, of
As Union, S. C,from
hangs them on a line to dry.
to F. M. Hamilton.
the outlaw gang, and finding himself
the
easily
above
cartoons go, it is
N. C. Black has sold the New, Bamberg,
in a predicament because the brother
average, and will click with all the S. C, to F. A. Hand, Jr.
loves is a mem-

life

—

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

of the ranch girl he
ber of the gang. Fred Gilman is the
ranger, and 'n a running fight with

wounds the girl's
Then comes the frame-up.
the gang,

brother.
All ends

happily, and you realize that you have
just seen another variation of the
true and tried formula done a hundred
Directed by Joseph
times before.

Levigard.

H. H. Mongo has purchased the Jefferson,
S. C.
T. F. McCaskill is the
former owner.

fans.

Jefferson,

"Should

Women Drive?"— Hal
M-G-M

Roach

Laughs Aplenty
Type

of production.

Max

Davidson

.2 reel
sends this
.

.

The Gem,
has

owns

been
the

Reidsville,

purchased
Lincoln,

by

S.

C,

W.

S.

colored house,
Scales, who
B.
J.

WanstonSalem.

McGee was former owner.

comedy
one

in

strong, with the help of Hank Mann
and Harvey Clark. His wife wrecks

Sign Betty Morrissey
Betty Morrissey has been signed
by M-G-M.

THE

s^
^^9^^

The
HOW

IT

New Exhibition

COMPARES AND

and the exhibitor desires these four pictures,
he must give a written notice to such effect
but he may not select one or more of the
four, he must elect to take all of them or
they will be excluded from the contract. For
example,

DIFFERS WITH THE OLD
exhibition coninto effect general-

The new standard

tract which went
ly May 1 has been analyzed by
Gabriel L. Hess, counsel of the Hays

In the process, comorganization.
parisons with the now discontinued
agreement are made and the differences between the new and the old
form pointed out. The concluding
portion will appear in an early
issue of

THE FILM

DAILY.

Hess's

discussion follows:

tract.

Warranties in addition to
Article first:
those in the current contract provide that ail
additional clauses (which must appear in the
schedule) must be approved by the Contract
Committee.
If any additional
the approval of the

clauses

which have not

Contract Committee are
added they must appear upon a rider attached
to 'he contract, but will be of no effect unless the rider is signed by the exhibitor, nor
if their provisions are inconsistent with those
of the 22 numbered articles of this contract.

be

Further reference to additional clauses will
made under the heading "Approved Ad-

ditional

Clauses."

In the current contract
Article Second:
in the new one it is provided that the
pictures be exhibited within one year from
the first play date, but the new contract permits by agreement written in the schedule a
For example, in a
longer or shorter period.
contract of 52 pictures it may be agreed
that two pictures each week shall be exhibited
less
than one year)
provided
period
(a

and

expressed in writing in
Or in the case of a contract
the schedule.
for 40 pictures it may be agreed that one
picture shall be exhibited every other Mon-

such

agreement

is

commencing

(e.
on Oct. 1, 1928,
g.)
requiring a longer period than
one year to complete the showing of all pictures.
Such provisions are in respect to
exhibition dates and when set forth in the
schedule supersede the one year provision.

day

necessarily

The last sentence of this article is a new
provision limiting the right to exhibit the
pictures in but one theater.
For example,
for the exhibition of
if a contract provides
the pictures for two days at the Strand or
Rialto theaters, the pictures may not be
shown one day at the Strand and the other
Each picture may be
day at the Rialto.
shown only at one of these theaters for two
consecutive days unless in the schedule there
is a written provision setting forth an agreement for a different arrangement.
In this connection, when two or more theaters are specified 'in one contract, to avoid
disputes care should be exercised to provide
that the word "or" is always used between
the names of the theaters.
Neither the word
"and" nor a dash ( ) should be so used.

—

Paragraph (b) of this article is a new
provision which excludes from a contract all
pictures (excepting those which have been
road-shown) which have not been generally
released during the releasing season or year

1

releasing season
if the distributor's
Sept. 1, 1928, to Aug. 31, 1929,
and 52 pictures have been contracted for and
but 48 have been released between those
dates, the four that have not been generally
released are automatically excluded from the
contract
unless the exhibitor notifies
the
distributor before Sept. 30, 1929, that he desires all of the four pictures not so released.
Even if such notice is given and any of
such pictures are not released by Aug. 31,
1931, they will be deemed excluded from the
contract.
The provisions of subdivision (b) relate to
the period within which the pictures must
be released, and have no bearing upon the
period referred to in subdivision (a), which
is
the period within which they must be
exhibited.
Article Third:
This is substantially the
same as Article Third of the current con-

from

is

specified in this paragraph, unless the exhibitor gives to the distributor written notice
within 30 days after the end of the stated releasing season or year that he desires all such
pictures delivered to him. If after such notice

any cf such pictures are generally released
at any time during the following two years
they must be delivered to the exhibitor.
If
they are not generally released within two
years from the end of the releasing season
specified in the contract they are excluded
from the contract and all claims to them
are waived by the exhibitor.
If the exhibitoi
within the 30 days does not give written
notice that he desires all such pictures and
any of them are thereafter generally released they may be licensed by the distributor
to any other exhibitor free of all claims of
the exhibitor.
If there are. for example,
four out 52 pictures which have not been
generally released during a releasing season

Article Fourth:
The provisions of this
article are exactly the same as the provisions
of Article Fourth of the current contract.
Article Fifth:
This article is the same
as Article Sixth of the current contract.
(Article Fifth in respect to percentage bookings has been omitted from the numbered
articles of the new contract.)
Its provisions
changed in some respects and with additions
appear as one of the "Approved Additional
Clauses" which will be commented upon
hereafter.

Article Sixth:
The first two sentences of
article are exactly the same as the first
two sentences of Article Seventh of the current contract excepting the word "last" has
been substituted for the word "first," thus
providing that the period of protection shall
be calculated from the last day instead of
from the first day of the exhibition period
contracted for.
If therefore 14 days' protection is granted and the last day of the exhibition of a picture is Sept.
10, the protection period ends at midnight on Sept. 24.
this

The remainder

of

this

article

is

new mat-

and provides that if protection is given
against one or more theaters and from the
grant of protection it can be reasonably inferred that it was the intention of the dister

tributor to grant protection against all theaters in the immediate neighborhood or vicinity of the exhibitor's theater, then unless a contrary intent is expressed in the
schedule the protection granted will be held
to cover any theater that is opened in such
neighborhood or vicinity after the date of
the contract.
This applies to new theaters as
well as closed theaters which are reopened,
provided, of course, the intention to cover
new and reopened theaters can be gathered
from the protection provision in the schedule.
Therefore if it is intended that a new or reopened theater is not to be included in protection, it should be so specifically stated in
the schedule.

Article

This article
Articles Eighth and

Seventh:

solidation of
the current contract

with

new

matter.

slightly

By

the

is

a

con-

Tenth

amended

addition

of

of

and
the

words "suitable for exhibition" the distributor is obligated to deliver prints in a condition which can be said to be reasonably suitable for exhibition.

The time

of delivery of prints has been
more definitely fixed, making it incumbent
upon the distributor to ascertain from the
carrier to whom delivery is made if the carrier's time schedule followed
in the usual
and ordinary course of business permits the
delivery of prints at the exhibitor's theater
or the place where such theater is located
at least one hour before the usual time the
exhibitor opens his theater.
If the carrier's
time schedule will not permit of delivery to
be made at such time then delivery to the
carrier must be made by the distributor in
sufficient time so that delivery can be made
by the carrier at least one hour before the
exhibitor's usual opening time.

The provision in the current contract (Article
Tenth)
requiring the exhibitor who
claims damages because of the failure or
delay of a prior exhibitor in forwarding a
print to assert such claim against such delaying exhibitor has been omitted.
Such
claim may now be made by the exhibitor directly against the distributor.
In this connection see Subdivision 2 of
Rule
of the Rules of Arbitration which
has been added to the rules giving the dis-

V

DAILV

Sunday,

May

13, 1 93

IJ

Contract Analyzec the right to require the Board of
Arbitration to bring the offending exhibitor
before the Board of Arbitration and make
him a party to the same arbitration proceeding in which is involved the claim of the
exhibitor against the distributor. And also
providing that if the offending exhibitor is
found at fault, the Board of Arbitration is
obligated to make an award against the offending exhibitor in favor of the distributor at the same time that the award against
the distributor is made in favor of the complaining exhibitor.
Article Eighth:
The provisions of this article are the same as Article Ninth of the
current contract, excepting that they have
been rearranged with a view of making them
easier to understand.
new and important addition is that which
makes a notice of availability ineffectual unless a print of the photoplay for which an
available date is fixed in the notice' is in
the exchange out of which the exhibitor is
served at the time the notice is mailed to
tributor

When the distributor thus selects a
date for the exhibitor, he must give 14
days' written notice to the exhibitor.
If the original date chosen by the (
hibitor is not open to him and he sele<
another date within the same 30 day peri
but no other date is open, then the exhibit
can choose the date.
Nov.

The
in
ple,

a notice of availability is
mailed to an exhibitor on Oct. 1 fixing Oct.
15 as the date upon which a picture will be
available and a print of such picture does
not arrive from the laboratory, or from another exchange, or other place from which
released prints are shipped to an exchange
in the usual and ordinary course of business until Oct. 10. it would be necessary on
or after Oct. 10 to mail a new notice of
availability to such exhibitor and the first
available date that can be fixed in the new
notice, provided it is mailed on Oct. 10 is
Oct. 25.
To avoid rendering a notice of
availability
ineffective,
such notice should
not be mailed until prints are in the exchange.

—

—

29

any date

within the exam-

least two weeks distant from
day of the 30 day period (Nov.
Dec. 29 is six weeks from the
of that period).
The exhibitor

day

designate a date within the same period
by giving the exhibitor 14 days' notice
in writing of such date.
If after the original mailing of the avail
bility notice the exhibitor does not with
the 14 days given him select any dates t
distributor may then at any time thereaft
designate the dates.
Oct. 29
Is the earliest date that -the
distributor may then designate.
The exhibitor had up to Oct. 15 to choose
e a
date.
Having failed to do so. the dis-'
tributor may on that day select a da1~
by giving 14 days' written notice of
date selected.

liav

)

exac

k f«

City

title

Nov.

30

If

another

exhibitor

has S

"run" immediately ahead of the exhibitor
and has played the picture, the distributor must assign a date within 45 days
after

the availability date first given.
this example, the availability date
is Oct.
15.
Nov. 30, which is 45 days
later, is therefore the last date which

In

may

be assigned by the distributor.

assign dates because the exhibitor b
ignored the availability notice, the prott 'km
tion period in the contract is affected
follows:
OCCl
to

Assuming Exhibitor
over

protection

X

has seven dayi
Exhibitor Y,

Jst
Itt

it
Oct. 15 to Nov. 15
Is the 30 day period during whicB
may chose a date.
He fails or refuses to do so
Ralp'
Nov. 15
Is the date that the distributor may and does assign.
ihDc
Nov. 16
Is the first date that Ex'
tkir
hibitor
may play.
Even though
has seven days' protection over 7,
latta
can play the next day after
plays.
his
For the following reasons:
time
X's protection is computed from the
15th day of the 30 day period (Oct. IS
to Nov. 15).
The 15th day is Oct. 30. fcient
Counting seven days' protection from {
Oct. 30 makes the last day of protec,,
tion Nov. 6.
If
plays the picture on •Jl
Nov. 15,
may therefore play it on
the very next day.
The protection period Ifn
of
expired Nov. 6 enabling
tol

X

Y

X
Y

X

Oct. 15
Is the last day for the exhibitor to give dates in writing to distributor because he has 14 days to do so
after receiving the availability notice.

It

I

W

Oct. 15 to Nov. 15
the period from which the exhibitor must select dates because he has
a 30 day period from the availability
date, (Oct. 15,) within which to select
is

X

Y

I

X

dates.

play

Y

on

Nov.

16.

tiair

If in computing the ISth day as above
illustrated X's protection period expired
on Nov. 22, then
could play beginning

by the exhibitor is
not open to him, he must immediately
choose another date within the same 30
day period.
If he does not do so, the

on Nov. 23.

distributor has the right to designate it
for him.
Nov. 15
Is the date which the exhibitor selects but he is informed it is
not open for him.
He then fails to
choose another date within the same 30
day period.

should be kept in mind, however,
that only the protection period is affected by the failure or refusal of an
exhibitor to choose dates.
"The "run"
is not affected.
In other words, X has
not lest the right to play ahead of Y.
He has merely lost the right to have

Nov. 29 to Dec. 29
may then designate any
date within this period.
(Nov. 29 is at
least
two weeks from the date first
chosen by the exhibitor (Nov. 15) and
Dec. 29 is six weeks from that date).
The distributor is limited by these two
dates.
The first one is not earlier than
two weeks and the second is not more
than six weeks from the date chosen
by the exhibitor.

full

The

1

The only limitation is that the dis- Signs
tributor must not designate a day which
pDai
is
before
the
first
availability
date
(Oct. IS).
When the e.xhibitor fails to select datif te(
after the notice of availability has been sei rw
to him, the distributor in assigning dates
fl
subject to the following limitation:

Oct. 15
Is the earliest available date
that can be designated because at least
15 days' notice must be given.

date

Dffll

Am

availability.

a

icon!

a"

or refused to select dates.
The following illustrations cover all the
provisions for the designation of play dates:
Oct.
1
Distributor mails notice of

If

itts

Nov. 29 to Dec. 29
If the exhibitor does not exercise this
right immediately, the distributor may

if

This

Dec.

select
(Nov. 29,

limited by these two dates, the one
not earlier than two weeks, the other not
more than six weeks from the last day
of the 30 day period.
The exhibitor must exercise this right
to
choose his date immediately after
learning that no other dates are open to
him during the same 30 day period.

bility.

For example, under a contract providing
for a three day run and 30 days' protection,
a notice of availability is mailed Jan. 1
fixing Jan. 15 as the date of availability,
the exhibitor may before Jan. 15 select dates
within the 30 day period beginning Jan. 15.
If the exhibitor fails to so select dates the
distributor can designate dates at any time
by mailing 14 days' notice of such dates. If
the distributor then designates Feb. 15, 16
and 17, the period of protection begins on
Jan. 30 and ends March 1, cutting down
the exhibitor's protection form March
19,
which he would have had under the protection clause of his contract had he not failed

to

may

IS

if

In the paragraph of this article which
provides for the designation by the distributor of play dates if the exhibitor fails
to select them within the 14 day period after
the mailing of a notice of availability a new
provision has been added which fixes the
beginning of the period of protection, if any
granted, as the 15th day instead of the
30th day of the 30 day period of availa-

29

at

is

last

exhibitor.

For example,

exhibitor
period.

the last
15) and

A

the

this

'r

selected

Y

h

It

advantage of

his

protection

period.

However, an exhibitor loses both his
run as well as his protection if he
fails or refuses to pick up the print of
a picture on the date assigned to him
by the distributor.

distributor

ma

j"

*eliict(

8 typf

i,

ItjUa

|
1\V,
six
I

for]

^

sin

Article Ninth:
This article is the san
Article Eleventh of the current contra
srin
with the following changes and additions:
The sum of "four cents" per foot at GarJ
(Continued on
Page 12)
la
as

I
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ropose Academy As Mediator
—
Roy Pomeroy Predicts All Theaters Will Have Sound Producing Devices Within 18 Months
Whitman To Make Series of Two-Reelers For Mack Sennett — "Good-By Kiss" For Million Dollar

llttii

ILD SIT

ON WRITERS'

and
writers
involving
would be arbitrated by

P. Arts and Sciunder the proposed free-lance
s' contract just prepared. The

cademy

of

has

nent

number

M.

been

preparation

in

of weeks.

Bartlett
er
ir
Tit

;tt

In that period,
City.
as titled 64 pictures.

:o

Signs Alberta
ly

{

kt
tan

(to

Vaughn

play feminine lead, with
or Flynn, Lewis Sargent and
Gray in other roles.
will

bs

;

;

od-By Kiss" Definitely
Set for Million Dollar

lid;

premiere of "The Good-By
Mack Sennett's picture, has

•/*ftrld

J'

definitely

set

the

for

Million

which
occupying the screen there,
ends talk that the Sennett film
lave its world premiere in New

ir,

following

"Speedy,"

11

Ralph Donoghue Dies
Iph Donoghue, veteran account1 the industry, was stricken with
irt attack and died a few hours

home

in Santa Monica.
le time of his fatal illness, Done was in charge of the contract
rtment at M-G-M.
at

his

VIOLA BROTHERS SHORE,
whose

pen has fashioned

prolific

stories for several magazines, is also
making contributions to the screen.
Her original story, "The Scliliemmiel,"

now

being picturized with

was recently completed

Norman

at

George

*

*

STANDARD APPARATUS

WIl^K

Malcolm Stuart Boylan, Fox
production editor, ivill spend
several weeks in Nexv York,
viewing the current crop of
shows.
He has made rapid
strides
in
production since
abandoning publicity work two

FBO.

*

Remaining with Technicolor

Pinto Colvig of the Larry Darmour
forces is now known as a "cinematoonist."
Pinto has had a varied
career, his experiences including a
year as a musician with a circus.
Pinto enjoys telling the story concerning a young circus musician, who
believed musicians had to wash circus
tents.
*

*

*

interest.
*

*

:|:

James T. O'Donahue, who

is

a busy

writer, has written an original based

on Judge Ben Lindsay's "CompanionHe also wrote the
ate Alarriage."
screen story of

"What

*

Our

Passing

Price Glory."
*

*

Howard

Show:

apparatus.

A. Ball has declined a position
of director of laboratory research for
He
the M. P. Producers' Ass'n.
will remain with Technicolor Corp.
J.

Tif-

E. Mason Hopper has returned after a t7-ip of 18,000
miles.
Years ago, in vaudeville, he was known as "Lightning Bill" and on his recent
trip he "hit" many points of

All theaters in the country will be
sound recording apparatus within 18 months, Roy Pomeroy of Paramount predicts. He advocates a separate film for sound effects and a standardized system of

equipped with

years ago.

Show"

fany-Stahl will produce her "Beautiful
but Dumb."

Bart-

ry Darmour, who is producing
ies of H. C. Witwer "Racing
["
two reel productions for
has signed Alberta Vaughn,

RALPH

Hollytvood

Taurog as the director and
Jessel as star. Her "Hit of the

on Vacation

from "Lots"

Little
By

is

having been on the FBO
exactly 52 weeks, Randolph
has gone for a vacation to

lltK

A

UNDER PACT

IISPUTES
putes
cers

URGES SEPARATE flLM,

Keep your eye on Mary
Doran. The former 'Rio Rita"
playing
opposite
dancer
is
Georgie
Jessel in "The
Schliemmiel." Her first Coast
"
appearance was in Saturday's
Douglas
Children,"
opposite
Fairbanks.

Dietz and Pete Smith chatting at
M-G-M; George E. Kann introducOur good friend, Ray Cannon, who
ing a new game to Culver City, the
naming of the 48 states in 15 has been an actor, writer, assistant
minutes; E. K. Lincoln, Lewis Moo- director and "stunt" man, is directmaw and Robert C. Bruce dining in ing his first picture, "Life's Like
Hollywood, following a day spent in That" at Tec-Art. Fanchon Royer
is
the producer.
the desert country.

Cruze May Direct Meighan
James Cruze may direct Thomas
Meighan's next for Caddo Pictures.
Davies Making FoiuDavies will make

Marion

three
pictures this year for M-G-M in addition to a special, "Show People,"
in which she is co-starred with Wil-

liam Haines and which has just been
completed under direction of King
Vidor.

Dorothy Knapp in Role
Dorothy Knapp, featured in

ROBERT LORD
Writer
Under Contract to Warner Bros.

Dix Convalescing
Richard Dix is convalescing

in

Robert Gordon Cast
Robert Gordon has been cast in
"Mother Knows Best," Fox version

A picture at
northern California.
The cast
present titled "Redskin" will be his of Edna Ferber's story.
Production thus far includes Madge Bellamy,
Paramount.
for
next
plans originally called for "Moran of Louise Dresser, J. Farrell MacDonthe Marines" to follow "Warming ald, Barry Norton, and Lucien LitLewis
i-M
Up," completed just before Dix was tlefield. J. G. Blystone will direct.
Vehicle forced to undergo an appendix operaarn as
Added, to Ray Cast
"Willow tion.
"ficlair
Lewis'
story,
has been addc! to the
Billy
Butts
f," may provide Lon Chaney's
cast of "None But the Brave," which
It will ofvehicle for M-G-M.
Pick Taylor-Hall Title
Al Ray is directing for Fox.
I^haney in a dual role, his first
Married, "by Anne Nichols,
"Just
lis type since "Mr. Wu."
scheduled as first of a series in
is
Melford Joins Fox
which Ruth Taylor and James Hall
Melford has been added to
George
to Write-Direct will be cofeatured. William Austin
? litman
the Fox directorial force.
X to
for
Sennett and Arnold Kent have been assigned
V leries
to the cast. Frank Strayer will direct.
lil W. Whitman is writing a sesix
two-reelers
which
will
of
he
A
Mack Sennett, who opens
:t for
Banky's First Changed
lew studio June 1.
H«
Continuity
Vilma Banky's first picture following "Two Lovers," will be entitled
Begin Garbo Vehicle
p[!)l

all

Earl Carroll's "Vanities" since they
were first presented in 1923, has arrived at the Coast to play a part in
"None but the Brave," Fox picture.

The Life of Los Angeles
Centers at the

May Use

Chaney

Ambassador's

^

j^(.,,(

tipita
(ipi«

ramous

nfver,
af

IS

«t

"n:n'

Mack

;

Cocoanut Grove

p(ti

li!

EARLE SNELL

-«i#i^>-

"THE MAN DISTURBER"

Special Nights Tuee. and Sat.

lint

Is

lit

sal

Var
tfi»

the

Dark"

the title of
a Garbo's newest vehicle which
just gone into production for Mwith Fred Niblo directing.
'.

in

is

"The

of "The
by
original

Awakening" instead

Innocent."

It

Frances Marion.
to direct.

is

an
Victor

Flemmg

is

Reginald Denny's Next
Production

j

College Night Every Friday

:

'

DAILV
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Sunday,

May

13,

=?r

THEATER EQUIPMEH
1

VAN DORN SAFES INSURE

Operation Assured By
Luxe Automatic Rewind TALKING SHOIk
when

Silent

De

SAFflY FOR RECORJIS

Silent operation which prevents the
annoyance of patrons is a characterisyour books were destroyed totic of the De Luxe Automatic Remorrow, it's certain that you'd have
wind, a time saving device which
a mighty difficult time carrying on
handles film without damaging the
such
of
face
the
Yet in
business.
print.
threatening danger from both fire
The rewind on the inside is lined
and burglary there are some exhibiwith
heavy felt to protect the film
tors who are content to keep their
from abrasion or further injury if it
papers in a desk pigeonhole and gambreaks at a point weakened by use.
ble on the chances of their remaining
Hardened and tempered keys in milled
there safely. If you come under this
instead of pins, engage the
slots,
classification it's much more sensible
reels, this feature eliminating the comto buy a genuinely good safe and
mon danger of pins shearing off. The
the protection that goes with it.
door is of cast aluminum, balanced on
descriptions
Safes of all sizes and
brass hinges v.ith tempered steel coil
are being made by the Van Dorn springs and
fitted
with a nickleIf

Works

Iron

Co...

They

Cleveland.

are capable of withstanding extreme
heat such as would result during a fire
and also the tamperings of burglars.
The company's T-20 locking device
or B label safe.
can be applied to its
It has been tested and approved by
the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

niaintained in that position;
the
tension ceases, due to completion of
the rewinding process or to a break in
the film, the mercury switch is released, thus breaking the contact and
stopping the motor.

An

8-inch

belt-driven

ly

or loosely.

The switch box

is simple and effitwo-button switch provides
the current supply and a brass conbutton switch completes, or
tact
plated, cast brass closing handle.
A helpful feature of the rewind is breaks, the circuit, being actuated by
BX cable
that it stops when the film is run the handle on the door.

cient.

A

Library of OrchestraRecords" is now available
without charge to all Orchestraphone
owners.

MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE

LIST

uiiuoa^HByt
no
Phone Penna. 0330
Picture Department
and Canada Agents for Debrlt

Motion
U.

S.

ago,

when

and also

this busines fc

when

later,

ci tilnii

ii

climbing out of the shootinj
lery stage, an exhibitor figured
all he had to do to fill his hous
to put on a program, shoot outj
piiblicity and wait for the busi|
rush in. And admittedly he
about right in those days.
1928 he's got to give attent
other matters in addition to good
lUst

^'
miis

—

tion.

when

the door is connections are regularly fitted in the
opened.
This is due to the use of switch box, although a six-foot cord
cable is
a mercury switch which consists of with plug is furnished.
a glass tube containing mercury to used for all connections to the motor
form a connection between electrical and switches.
The totally enclosed, ^-H.P., 110contacts when the tube is tilted by the
hand lever at the top of the machine. volt (A.C. or D.C.), specially designed
The switch functions when the hand motor complies with the most stringlever is thrown to starting position, ent ordinances affecting picture theIt is fitted with a 23^-inch
and, as long as the reel being wound aters.
furnishes any degree of tension, it is grooved pulley for )-^-inch round belt.
off

or breaks,

or

*

*

51"

.,™'
"
'

.

native.

But it does mean nea^orfc
equipment in good c ™
means courteous and

to Test Its Efficiency
Be sure that you are getting the
highest possible efficiency out of
your lighting system by checking up
as follows

The
piete

comprise a
and a com-

installation should

complete

switchboard

dimmer bank

The dimmer and

in

simultaneous

control

single handle or slow

by moving a
motion wheel.

A

slow motion wheel, it should he
understood, is a hand wheel operated through gears to control interlocking master handles.

combination.

switch should
be controlled by one handle.
its

Any

All

or group of circuits
should also be capable of operation
independently or in unity with others.
circuit

All

circuits

should be

Dimmer

subject

to

i\

The

ticket

who used

office

you from

c.

to

majestic posi

his

obsolete.
*
It's

*

*

an old saying that

"Prosjiiitter

begets prosperity." Most of us vlipiied
rather be closely associated with
perity than poverty, or its offspi iMisei
as a
If your theater looks smart, pro
ous and friendly, it's certainly j kars.
to attract a lot of business
aters that look down-at-the-heels
Ham
can bet, are not good advertiser
iiik

programs

the;

plates should be mounted
directly in back of the control handles where they are readily accessible.

Hon-

presenting.
If your house is b' has
ning to look slovenly, snap ot Eng
isW
it and buy it a Spring dress.
ifto

:«*?^^i^WSS^:i'«!4»'i;'ttr*'
Before you buy, ^et the iacta
on the

insb

SHJPIKIEMJE
WashedMr
COOLING SYSTEM
SUPRCME HEATER AMoVENTIlATING

dimmer-switch handles should

be within easy reach.

the
at

It

employees, as well.

Iv

for the calibre of

West 52«*St,Nc«ybrk.N.y.**

II

in,

"'

of

CONSULT US AND SAVE

YEARS

money."

'If

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

ir

cleanliness,

The De Luxe Automatic Rewind

Check Up Lighting System
You Are in the"
Market for Any Kind

id

\t

Today, showmen have a keeiJ
alization of the fact that a dress
house, like an individual, attracts
attention than a slovenly theater
dress up a theater doesn't necess
involve
expenditure
the
of

BX

"National

'Em In As Welip!^^
As The Program
j sNatK

\

Supply Co. has

phone

rfSKtex

,.

just issued a booklet entitled "NaLibrary of Orchestraphone
tional
Records," which is a list of records
suitable for scoring purposes, to aid

With this booklet and a regular
"cue sheet," furnished with the majority of films, the person who opOrchestraphone can easily
erates
"synchronize" the music to an}- picture or stage production.

House

Bring

*

Orchestraphone Records

condensed form.

Dressed-Up

In those dear, dead, by-goni
the exhibitor's only object was
peal to the entertamment tasi ^^
his patrons, or prospective paj pthf
Whether or not his house wa ^^^f^\
tractively decorated or comfoi^j^d
seated didn't worry him a great, |pjtj,
But that was yesterday.
.yj

Issue Booklet Listing

the Orchestraphone operator.
The records are individually classified as to character, type and kind
of music. In each case the particular
scenes and situations for which they
are especially adapted appear in clear,

Itr fire:

A

pulley,

equipped with a friction clutch lined
with Raybestos brake lining, operates
the rewind reel.
Any desired tension
is
obtained by adjusting the clutch,
permitting the film to be wound tight-

A

National Theater

;

Es

CORPORATION

•' !...>< ST.LOUIS.V.M

Distr

«laiii

Co.b

f\
€f«is;S§;*s;f:^si«Sis;€«*.j

istriii

fonal

THE
May

^,

13,

1928
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ND MANAGEMENT
COST

[ER FIRES

1,000,000
ter fires

The Stamp

ELECTRIC FANS READY

EACH YEAR

An

ran

The

of the National Fire ProAss'n. prove that more than
cent, of all theater fires originthe booth. The explanation of
fires is that during projection
is subjected to light beams
The rapidity with
intensity.
the film passes through this
has largely been depended upon
irds

lOtOll

lebus
te

:

I

m

jys.

to gO(

bare, unattractive auditorium

a thing of the past.

is

It

is

a

well as durability.

The products of Edwards Manufacturing
They carry THE FILM DAILY

merit.

Co.

are

of

proven

STAMP OF

AP-

PROVAL.

ly

''

'

new

itraci

solution of this problem,
National Pink Sheet" points out,
vided by the Sentry Fire Control
automatically acts as a fire
When a film tears,
ntative.
s or for any other reason fails
llow its proper course through
rojector, contacts are released,
afety shutter drops instantaneand the motor stops,
1

Wicks Organ Built to
Synchronizing Device
Stand Climate Rigors
Being Tried At Dallas
— Because, the
Highland,
new device which Wicks Pipe Organ Co. declares, the
Dallas — A
111.

synchronizes phonograph music with
pictures is being operated at 'the
Pantages. As yet no trade name has
been selected for the machine which
is the invention of William R. Wall,
projectionist at the Queen, and Leon
L. Ponton, projectionist at the ArcaThe device enables an oper-itor
dia.
to cue a picture with records.

Free Parking from Neufeld
conveniences afforded
ditional
Philadelphia Free parking at the
evice are these: the motor may Quaker Garage on Vine St. is being
:arted or stopped by operating provided by Oscar Neufeld for naHe
butter; projection is automatical- trons of Success Pictures, Inc.
opped and the light cut off at is mailing them a postal card which
inish of each reel; a pin hole in gives them this privilege.
'douser" or shutter is provided
se as a framing light in mending
Waukegan House Closes

—

iti

tears.

heel
[[i^e

ston

les

ng

^
jcM

Projector

—The

has
ip

New

new Kolograph promade its appearance in

England.
Wilson.

Distribution

The machine,

111.

The

Elite

full-time basis.

via
ac-

Collins at

Houston

—

sponsors, is delivered
every accessory ready for inaneous installation and operation,
to

—

has
been closed and will be converted
into a store. The Orpheum here has
been reopened and is operating on a

Waukegan,

Handling

Houston, Tex. E. E. Collins has
been appointed director of the Queen
and Kirby, Publix houses. He has
ich and Lonib lenses are used and
been in charge of the circuit's houses
ons have Ijeen minimized by the at Galveston, where he is succeeded
Df ball bearings for every rapidly by L. S. Sowar of Fort Worth.
its

ing part.

Brandon Managing House
Distributing
iM

—

Sound Device

eveland ^The Oliver M. P. Suplit
Co. has been named Ohio distribof Monronaphone, a synchronizinstrument manufactured by the
si irona Radio Mfg. Co. of Toledo.
,11U

ceipts because patrons can't
comfortably cool temperature

find
in

a

your

house.

Westinghouse is offering a new type
which carries a powerful throw and runs practically without
disturbing noises. Some are oscillating and others of the non-oscillating
type.

as when
"'
;tion
was in its infancy, still
pon the "fire shutter" alone for
"*f
In doing so
ition of film fires.
™''
ilso rely upon the alertness of
''"Aerator who must close the shuthand in case of a jam in the
wa!

Smart exhibitors who haven't cooling systems in their houses and figure
that they can't afford to install them
are checking up on their fanned air
service.
The others have overlooked
the fact that hot and muggy weather
is only a few weeks away, according
to the best calendars.
It's a good idea to get out your
supply of electric fans, inspect them
and have them overhauled if necessary. Don't let the depressing weather
make a dent in your box office re-

of bracket fan

vent combustion,
projectors today,

0'

;;

m,erit

day of de luxe houses or theaters which are at least beautiful, although perhaps in a modest way.
The Edwards Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati, is doing its part
It is making
in helping beautify theaters throughout the country.
fixtures and construction equipment for practically every phase of a
theater, interior and exterior.
Its products range from projection
booths to marquises, from one-sheet easel frames to ticket selling
booths.
They are designed with an eye to artistic appearance as

ime.
llillO

and

Keeping pace w^th developments of theater construction, indecoration, has made sweeping strides during the past
In the place of the house which had been converted from
a store or hall, we now find theaters which are veritable marvels of
luxury and splendor, houses combining both comfort and beauty.

from 1922 to 1926, inclulows an aggregate loss in ex$18,000,000. These figures do
elude the thousands of dollars
of films which go up in smoke

when

qualifications

cluding
decade.

;riod

ibusii

endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by

The Film Daily, after investigation of

throughout the United

cost exhibitors more than $5,each year, according to figures
in "The National Pink Sheet,"
of National Theater Supply Co.

m.

of

SMART SHOWMEN GEniNG

Approval

—

Mineola, L. I. Bennet Brandon,
12 years associated in the man-

for

aging of the Lafayette, Buffalo, and
for several years with Universal in
Brooklyn, has taken over the man-

agement

of the Mineola.

Wicks organ

is built to stand up unatmospheric conditions such as
exist in Hawaii, the firm has shipped
one of the largest orchestral organs
every to be sent the Islands, designIt is
ed for a theater in Honolulu.
of the divided type, both chambers
containing pipes and percussions.

der

Inspects New Quarter's
Pat Garyn, sales manager
of National Screen Service, has been
in Chicago inspecting the company's
new quarters at 810 South Wabash
Ave.

Chicago

—

Willett Joins Fulton
Chicago Roy Willett has joined
He
E. E. Fulton Co., in Omaha.
formerly represented National Theater Supply Co. throughout Nebraska.

—

Building Fifth House
A 1,000-seat
Mass.
house known as the Liberty is being

—

Springfield,

built by the Winchester Amusement
which operates the Garden,
Co.,
Strand, Jefferson and Lincoln.

Insures Exact Speed Record
Certainty of the exact speed at
which a picture is being projected is
insured by the Blanchard film speed
which National Theater
indicator,
Supply Co. is handling. It consists of
instrument head, three-foot length
flexible shaft and shaft supporting

The working

principle is
centrifugal force
working through the medium of an
evenly-l)alanced three-weight governor running in ball bearings. This governor absolutely controls the movements of the pointer over the scale
in both directors and a slight variation
of speed is instantly shown on the

bracket.

an

api)lication

of

dial.

EXHIBITORS

NEED THIS BOOK
1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

FREE
TO

McCamey, Tex., House Opens
McCamey, Tex. The New Grand

—

has opened.

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS

EVERYTHING
GOES

BVBRYWHER£

—
;;

THE
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REPORe

CHANGES

New Exhibition

BY

Week*s Headlines

Contract Analyzed
(Continued from Page 8)

OF TRADE

riLM BOARDS

"laboratory

Monday
tivities.

NORTH CAROLINA
New Theaters
Franklinton— Audi; Gastonia— Highland;

— Grand

Wadesboro

;

Changes

Fox

has 12
scheduled.

Mt.

— Highland.

Ownership

in

covers talking part
opening Coast membership

—
—

CaroElizabeth City
lina, sold to Carolina Inv. & Ins. Co. by
Rec. Car. Theaters; Hzizelwood Dream-

Davis

;

James Kykendall by N. A.
Ferguson; High Point American, Broadway, Broadhurst, Capitol and OrpUeum,
Public Saenger by Higr Point
sold to
Lawndale Lawndale, sold
Amuse. Co.
to Talmadge, Williams, Frields & Toney
Lexington
Lawndale Mfg.
Co.
by
Young's, sold to G. P. Leilig by I.M.P.
land,

sold

to

—

Co.

Lincolnton

;

house,

S.
to

J.

sold
Silver

— Motz,
Motz

;

sold

to

Randlenvan
Trague by

—R.PlayP.

D. J.
City Gem,

F.
White;
sold
to
C.
Statesville
B. Thomas by A. B. Thompson;
Playhouse, sold to C. A. Stearns by
Rec. Car. Theaters ; Sylva Sylvan, sold
to Edward B. Drake by T. O. Stevenson
Warsaw Rose, sold to Hamilton & Johnson by L. P. Stanley
Waynesville Capitol, sold to J. E. Massie by T. O. Stevenson Winston Salem Ideal, sold to A. F.
Sams by B. F. Southern.

—

—

J.

—

—

—

;

—

;

Closings
Mountain New;
Carrboro

Black

Dunn

—

— Colonial

Waterville

;

— Melba;

— Phoenix.

OKLAHOMA
Bowlegs

— Ritz

New

— Community.

Gould
in

;

Alex

— Victory,

mount.
Film Board

May

White; Clinton
Lyies by Mrs. C.

—

H. Jensen by
Hamley, sold to

W.

Donald

sold
— Grand,
ComRitz (formerly Quannah),
—
R.
Lancaster
Williams; Fred— A-Mu-Su, by G. T. West
Harris by
Mrs. Grace Brown
Gage— Nusho,
H.
McNamee
;

manche

sold to

P.
erick

sold

to

sold

;

to

Davis
& Price;
Gotebo Art, sold to Mrs. L. T. Rhodes
by Mrs. A. Harkins; Goza Beasley (formerly Gem), sold to W. R, Beasley by
Bill H. Jensen;
Hastings Cozy, sold to
A. Marley by Ollie Snipes; Jenks
J.
The Jenks; sold to R. P. Waid by W.
Harry Martin
Muskogee Grand, sold to
A. D. Myers Jr. by Car Scott
Paden
Our, sold to Lee Lamb by H. H. Unger
Unger Mecca, sold to Sol S. Shelton by
Mrs. L. T. Rhodes Stroud Cozy Barton,
sold to W. Z. Spearman by L. Barton
Talihina Princess, sold to H. Sinclair by
L. M. Oldham; Wanette Empire, sold to
J. R. Snoddy by A. W. West.
S.

by

—

—
—

—

;

—

Eldorado

—

— Empire

Closings
Weatherford

;

— Bungalow.

Changes

— Shamrock,

in

Wednesday
Government

gatheriui^ data for suit as U-B
Theatrical
Enterprises
prepares
action
against Hays organization at Cleveland.
M-G-M not approached on plan to make Herbert
Hoover film, Nicholas M. Schenck
states.

contract adopted by M.
P. Distributors and Exhibitors of Canada.
Educational releasing 102 subjects, including
new screen magazine.

—

Burrington.
Buffalo

— Gap

Closings
Audit.

TENNESSEE
Changes

in Ownership
Bruceton The Bruceton, sold to B. M. Herron by B. F. Henderson; Dresden Strand,
sold to B. M. Herron by B. F. Henderson;
Dyersburg Capitol, Francis and Vaudette,
sold to Crescent Amuse. Co. by Dyersburg

—

—

—

—

Amuse. Co.
McKenzie Strand, sold to
B. M. Herron by B. F. Henderson; Obion
Princess, sold to Crescent Amuse. Co.
by Dyersburg Amuse. Co.
Ridgeley Palace, sold to Crescent Amuse. Co. by Dyersburg Amuse. Co.; Tiptonville— Virginia
Dare, sold to Crescent Amuse. Co. by
Dyersburg Amuse. Co.
;

—

;

— Rex
dale— Lyric;

Morristown

Closings
;

of

Columbia sales meet opening
tomorrow.

at

Los Angeles

Thursday
Cause of American films helped abroad Ijy
Hays' tactful handling of French prolilem.

Loew

directors declare additional
dividend
of 25 per cent in stock.
Loew opening 16

for deal between Fox
and Stanley to get under way when Winfield Sheehan arrives in New York aliout

Further

the

negotiations

27th.

may

Fox

build

big

house

at

Norfolk, Va.
National
jirofit
for
first
quarter,
$364,229.
Merger Pictures sets deal for financing.
R. C. A. announce Photophone for general
market.
Business in Southwest reported poor
First

.

Saturday

New

House provides

introduced into

bill

Federal

legislation,

and

would ban

for

block

booking and other "unfair trade practices."
J.

P.

Kennedy

denies

FBO

was

sold

to

English interests.

Sunday

shows

victory

cheers

New

Jersey

theaters.

"Tracy" Sold for Ohio
Cleveland Import Film Co., headed by Richard Deutsch, has purchased "Tracy the Outlaw" from

—

Films Replacing Books

—

;

form

Standard

Ownership

sold to Pete Welch by
Welch Ree Heights Royal, sold to
C. L. Reed by A. I. Nicholas; White
River Gem, sold to H. A. Gerig by V. L.

Wm.

in

greater

Steiner Prod.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Letcher

insuring

thus

quota problem.

—

;

convention

Satisfaction expressed with solution of French

;

—

hold

to

in

languages,

various
market.

C.
Collins-

C. Stanfield
to P. J. Duffy;

viUe

secretaries

Los Angeles.
Crisp urges making talking films

21

Friday

Ownership

sold to Bill

M.

Commission

houses beginning in September.
Provision for $3 exemption in amusement
taxes in bill passed by Senate.

Theaters

Changes

films.
drive in

expected to use
court
action to secure
enforcement of
"cease and desist" order against Para-

;

Hayes by

52

Tuesday
Trade

Federal

—

;

of

of

Equity
month.

;

Cabell

out

jurisdiction

Biscoe— Grotto, sold to C. C. Hillard by W.
H. Russell; Clyde— The Clyde, sold to
Draper
West Bros, by J. E. Massie
New Broadway, sold to E. M. Edend
by

ready

productions

French quota not to affect American films for
eight months under 60 per cent clause.
Test may decide whether New York censors'

— Rainbow

Nashville

Palmer— The Palmer.

—

;

Rome — Following

conferences

be-

tween the new Italian Under-Secretary of State, S. Bianchi, Prof. A.
Ferlini, director of the National Union
for Propagation of Culture, and Senator Cremonesi, educational films will

replace text books on several subjects
the
curriculum of lower-grade
schools.

in

Billings at Riverside

Milwaukee,

Wis.

— Harry

Billings
is
manager of the new 3,000-seat
Riverside which has opened here. He
is assisted by Anthony Thenee.

Racine House Opens
Racine, Wis. The new Majestic,
erected by Ernst Klinkert on the site
Oak- of the old Majestic and leased by
Frank E. Wolcott, has opened.

—

cost"

for colored prints

fixed

May

13,

British-Scottish Deal Set
British Screen Prod.
distribute
pictures
of
Seven
Prod., for three years.

London

—

as

sum

payable in settlement of claims
for loss, theft, destruction of, or injury to
prints have been
eliminated and now the
amount payable by the exhibitor on such account is the cost of replacement at the distributor's exchange.
In support of a claim
by a distributor for such damages, evidence
of the cost of replacement should
be obtained and presented to the Board of Arthe

Senator Norris to seek Congressional inquiry
into Dept. of Justice's probe of film ac-

Continued

Airy

Sunday,

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

sustain the claim.
new provision is added which relieves
the exhibitor from liability for the damage
or destruction of a print if the exhibitor establishes by evidence submitted to the Board
of Arbitration that the damage or destruction occurred while the print was in actual
transit from the exhibitor.
This provision
does not relieve the exhibitor from liability
for damage to or loss of a print between
the time delivery of a print is made to a
carrier for shipment to him or to him directly
and the time it leaves the exhibitor's
possession in transit from him.
Under the provisions of the current contract if a print were lost or stolen and on
account of such loss or theft the exhibitor
had reimbursed the distributor and there
after such print was recovered or returned
to the distributor the exhibitor was entitled
to receive a credit for the amount he had
paid.
provision in the new contract has
been added to this article which gives the
exhibitor the option to require repayme.'t of
the amount so paid or a credit for such
bitration

to

A

Photo
Engraving
Specialists
to the

j
||

Motion Picture

A

Industry

amount.

By the omission of the words in Article
Eleventh of the current contract "on the day
of receipt of such print, the exhibitot need
not telegraph the distributor's exchange on
the day of the receipt of the print that it

DAY AND NIGHT

was received in a damaged or partially
destroyed condition.
He will be relieved of
liability for such damage or destruction pro
vided he advises the exchange by telegraph
of the damage discovered between the time
of the receipt of the print and prior to its
second public exhibition.
Article Tenth
is
revision with
new
a
matter of Article Twelfth of the current contract.

250

Unless each picture contracted for is that
a star, or of a director, or one ba^ed
upon a specified story, book or play named

of

it
must in addition to the
named in the contract be susof being identified by a reasonably
sufficient description of
it
which must appear in the schedule.
This for the reason
that the exhibitor will not be required to
accept for any picture which he has contracted for, a substitute picture.
The provisions of this article permit the
distributor to change the title of any picture contracted for and to make alterations
or changes in or adaptations of the author's
treatment of the story, book or play upon
which the picture is based.
Article Eleventh:
Is the same as Article
Thirteenth of the current contract.
Article Twelfth:
Is the same as Article
Fourteenth of the current contract, except
ing that "newsreels' may be cut or rearranged without the approval of the distrib-

in

the

title

contract,

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-3

being

ceptible

utor.

Article Thirteenth:
The same as the provisions of Article Fifteenth of the current
contract, excepting for the addition of the
words at the end of the article "by the distributor."
Article Fourteenth;
Is the same as Article Sixteenth of the current contract.
Article Fifteenth:
Is the same as Article
Seventeenth of the current contract.

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMIC!!
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

Co-operating with 42 Govern
ments and loaning films fre
and speakers throughout thi
world for the purpose of publi
instruction.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

Pictures

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

FILMS"

'*1001

Complete reference booklet,
at

(Fifth Edition)

listing nearly 3,000

educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash Av

Chicago,

III.

TE:

Preference

means
The

Profits

theatre that stresses screen

quality

is

way to
And that

well on the

popular preference.
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman

Positive— the film that preserves

every
ity for

bit

of photographic qual-

your screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

DON'T ENVY AN

IVI-G-

EXHIBITOR-BE ONE!

i

I

•{

The Rich Get Richer When They Play Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer

'.

be
the

l.SOO new

EXHIBITOR

SWITCHED

moti

•m

to

9

M ETRO-Goldwyn-Mayer
IN the

past year

—

10,000 exhibitors
ARE now buying
.Check Over These Hits:
.''

tt

few of

the

"i^

many M-G-M

current season winners

BEN-HUR, THE BIG PARADE,.'
THE STUDENT PRINCE, LOVE.
THE ENEMY, THE FAIR CO-ED,
DIVINE WOMAN. WEST POINT,
THIRTEENTH HOUR, ADAM
AND EVIL, THE SMART SET,
BABY MINE, LONDON AFTER
MIDNIGHT, THE BIG CITY,
LATEST FROM PARIS, etc., etc.
and in
coming weeks:

(C/iane>)

CIRCUS ROOKIES(Danc-Ar!hur)
THE ACTRESS {Shearer)
(Syd Chaplm)

THE COSSACKS (Gilbert)
DIAMOND HANDCUFFS
TELLINGTHEWORLD(Haines)
DETECTIVES (Dane-Art/iur)
MLLE. FROM ARMENTIERES
and Morel Morcl Morel

confidence

consistent performance!

M-G-M

pledges that

IN 19284929
IT will again merit
confidence with

'

LAUGH CLOWN LAUGH

SKIRTS

BY

YOUR

ACROSS TO SINGAPORE
2nd Big Week of Ramon
Novarro hit at Capitol. N.Y

M-G-M service—
WE'VE won your

THE greatest line-up
OF M-G'M history!

Me'

GOLDWYN-

Mayer

The Metro'Goldwyn'Mayer Annual Announcement of Features, Short
Subjects and Neivsreel appears in Exhibitors Herald, May 12th, and in
Motion Picture Neivs,

May

19th.

be

m

accounts

ads.

listen to

Take Over Cooney Chicago Circuit
V

iTHE
NEWSPAPER

ULTHE NEWS

!:•

ALL THE TIME

OnXLIV

Tuesday,
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Signs
YS

on

affairs

U. S, Suit
overseas

'The government of nearly
very country in Europe has
some kind of legal steps
Ip the nation's motion pictuj business. This grows out of
realization of the value of
otion picture as a national
and expresses their determjtion to foster and protect it.
this is perfectly proper and
ake no exception to it."

are the beginnings of a
understanding on the
ar of the domestic industry
d the actions that move
scenes in Europe.
ell d the

t

"e

ea r

m

Wash. Bureau of

Soon

THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington
Suit against
Paramount to secure enforcement of the block booking order is to be filed soon by Federal Trade Commission with
probably in

New

hanged Markets

of its domestic outlet, will aldominate the world's film inThis is axiomatic and autoExactly to what extent its fu-

trade will diminish or
icAse is entirely dependent upon
lelrade of film it sends overseas,
limhe strides in picture making by
nwtant foreign production cen-

U.S.nLMS HELD READY

2

American
ception

to

tries, because they only "want that
place in the world's commerce which
the quality of our product warrants,"
says a statement issued by Will H.
(Continued on Page 2)

11

a

K iccepted standards of American
ll
The British, like the French
n he Germans or other countries

nationahsm runs strong will
a nize the averagely good in home
n iction. It is natural. The makij oi
pictures, backed by various
pean governments will continue
ei te losses which may be encountT because these powers realize
subtle and how effective is the
iganda
engendered
via
the
;

mcts Faced Squarely
Iierica,
tall

likewise,

might

underproducIndustries set up abroad partly
subsidy, partly through offiovernmental sanction, will conat

this

juncture

that

h

(Continued on Page 2)

By ERNEST W.
Editor

BIG

"The Daily Film Renter'

— Managing

London

directorship of

resignation follows reports that the
large English chain may merge with
Gaumont-British Pictures and the
chain, in which Gaumont is
This would weld several
interested.
hundred theaters into one group.

Denman

Kansas
and Western Missouri will not hold
their annual convention until after

is

Deal Ends Spirited Bidding
for Ten Windy City Houses
a

Chicago
booking

Costen who heads
—Jameshere,
to take over
circuit

is

Cooney Brothers'

theaters,
an end
it is understood, bringing to
the dickering for the chain which has
The
involved several other factors.

the

ten

Chicago— Case of the Dept. of JusChitice against distributors and the
shutalleged
for
houses
unit
exhibitor
cago
film service to theaters
to remain open durbeen
ing the strike last summer, has
following the formality of

ting

off

of

which sought

continued,
defendants.
a not guilty plea by the

SUNDAY SHOWS DEFEATED

General Theaters, Ltd. has been
vacated by Sir Walter Gibbons, whose

—The government newunder-

Chicago Restraint of
Trade Case Continued

since collapse of the five company
pool for development of talking films.
At that time, negotiations were under
way for the Photophone.

BRITISH THEATER CHAINS

the national Republica.i convention
here in June, states President R. R.
legstood to feel kindly towards
Biechele. While no city has been deislative measures which would make termined upon, it is believed Wichita,
compulsory for theater owners to i^an., will be selected.
it
(Continued on Page 2)

London

Paramount and M-G-M,

—

K. C. Meet Postponed Till
After G.O.P. Convention
EXHIBITORS
City — Exhibitors of Kansas

FREDMAN

—

it is underhave signed contract, under
terms of which both companies beAtlanta Charging conspiracy in
come licensees under patents of ElecAshrestraint of trade, P. V. Kelley,
Western
Products,
tric
Research
burn, Ga., exhibitor, has filed suit
Electric subsidiary, for production of
Fedin
for $102,000, triple damages,
talking pictures. It is expected musiceral District Court here against 13
al accompaniment for films to be made
Film
Atlanta
the
and
distributors
under the agreement, will be furnished
Board of Trade. The suit is based
by Victor Talking Machine Co., which
on alleged blacklisting, which he says
has a tie-up with Western Electric.
(Continued on Page 2)
Negotiations have been under way

NEW QUOTA TALKED OF
FOR GERMAN

Western Electric Patents
To be Used Victor Seen
Party in Deals
stood,

producers take no exattempts of European

to foster and protect
their respective domestic film indus-

IN

GA. EXHIBITOR'S SUIT

governments

Nationalistic Urge
trade here should realize that
not be necessary for picture
in foreign pictures to equal

BLACKLIST CHARGED

GAUMONTNERGJNG
TO STAND ON OWN MERIT

irdjforeign

2 e

PARAMOUNT AND M-G-M
TO MAKE TALKING FILMS

The

York.

decision follows recent rejection of Paramount's report on
compliance with the order of
last July, which the Commission declared was insufficient
to show that respondent was
meeting requirements of the
Government. The action will
revolve around block booking
only.

I

further declares that the inhere only wants that place in
or commerce which the quality
i(
product warrants. To that platirr there can be no reasonable obct IS on the part of the trade in
ly ountry. For years, American
Ini have
been kingpin in the inrraional market. If the standards
[oduction are maintained, and
ed, all concern over the fuir#nds.
country, by virtue of the mag-

Price 5 Cents

1928

15,

the Circuit Court of Appeals,

Ms

jsl

May

will be taken over next week,
arrangement beit is stated, under an
tween the Cooneys, their bankers and

Costen.
spirited bidding tor
(Continued on Page 2)

There has been

ILLINOIS BATTLES

IN

Sunday show battles continue
merrily throughout the country, with
a number of defeats being administered to the exhibitors' side. In Illinois,
in particular, have the results been
adverse.
By margin of approximately three
to one, Sunday shows were defeated
at

Kansas,

111.,

and suffered the same

(Continued

on Page 2)

United Artists Holds
Sales Meeting on Coast
West

Coast

Los

Bureau,

Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

—Al

Lichtman

of

United Artists held the first sales
convention of Coast managers yesterday. Joseph M. Schenck presented
an outline of the 1928 line-up.

War

Chest Sought

Emergency fund

of $5,000,-

000 as a war chest in event of
strikes or lockouts, is planned

by the American Federation of
Musicians,

states

President

Joseph N. Weber. He also says
long term contracts with theater owners and managers will
be sought.

...
.
..

A

THE
Tuesday.

Si^ns
1)

As long as they do they will
pictures. As long as they make
pictures they will consume screen
time now devoted largely to American pictures. And finally, as long as
this goes on, in exactly the ratio as
pictures are turned out by foreign
companies will America's revenue

Newman

tinue.

make

Pros 5 Cents

Tuesday, May 15, 1928
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New
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with ColumbI
Gribbon and Stone to
Teamed by Tiffany-S

BRISKIN TO SUPERVISE

Eddie Gribbon and
Stone are to be teamed

from overseas diminish.

Signs of the
This business

New
now

niNS

18

Order

THIS SEASON

international.

studio

1

significant

sign

of

the

times.

And

except
to accept the facts in good grace and
like real sportsmen.

U.S. Films Held Ready Deal Ends Spirited
To Stand On Merit Bidding for 10 Ho

Blacklist Charged In
Ga. Exhibitor's Suit

Hays.
The negotiations in France' Ithe Cooney
houses during .
were "most amicable in nature and [months.
It was said that the Grl
the conclusion reasonably satisfac- iBernasek
circuit had closed fofl
tory to all," he says.
cham, which includes the Avalot
"The government of nearly every country;
in Europe has taken some kind of legal steps Capitol, de luxe houses, and the

nothing can be done about

it

KANN

iContinuei from Page
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39K
41f^

4

2%

3/

400

17
85

97

28^ 29/
i7% 37%
117

German

Exhibitors

a percentage of domestic product.
No reason is given for such action.
The industry is at a loss to
explani the movement, inasmuch as

theater-goers are already insistent on seeing their own country's
productions.

26"

.

(b)

Prices

Quoted.

Curb Market.
{o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),

NOTE:
Skouras,

Exchange.

Balaban
St.

& Katz

Louis;

Afton, with

with churches
Sabbath.

Stanley,

VAUDEVILLE AGEN(

—

tlie

Rialto,

for
at

Attractions for
Picture Theatrei

Standard

lined up
in opposing a liberal

Vitaphone at Rialto
Atlanta Vitaphone has opened

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

in Chicago;

!

Philadelphia.

of

GOLF

make you show
from

Week

to Week. No matter
S" will make you

RAPIDLY

Wurtzel to Coast Tomorrow
Rounding out a few days' stay in
New York, Sol Wurtzel who returned
from Europe Friday leaves for the
Fox studio tomorrow.

Rialto School of 6ol£
1595

BROADWA'y

Phone
"^^'i*! > il

LONGACRE

AT
6308

Cij

at

Market

MARKED IMPROVEMENT on the
how good your Game
Now, Our "P R O
MORE SCIENTIFIC.
BEGINNERS— LEARN CORRECTLY AND ADVANCE
will

Vaudeville Ac

Publix house.

Your Game

RIALTO SCHOOL
LINKS

is listed

AMALGAMATED

Mayor Porter

A COURSE AT THE

Bond Market.

Stock

and Ames.
A campaign
Sunday shows is now going on

bor

He

r--»'

•If

14

(c)
(s)

,

300
400

117

Polish Up
• Last

—

I

New Quota Talked

German

88

West

Defeat Sunday Shows
In
Battles

show

41 y«

(•

help the nation's motion picture business," fiam, Cosmo, Jeffery, Grove,
Stral
says the statement. "This grows out of their
Englewood,
Highland
realization of the value of the motion pic-;
ture as a national asset and expresses their; Colony.
cletermination to foster and protect it.
In
some countries it amounts to a subsidy. All
this is a perfectly proper purpose and we
Si Chaminsky Dies
take no exception to it.
Dallas Acute indigestion ci
"The motion picture has indeed become an
important factor for any country and any death here of Si Charninsky,
vel
government does well sympathetically to enwas 45 years
courage it.
This fact is thoroughly appre- exhibitor.
ciated abroad.
Our concern has been that With R. J. Stinnett, Charninsd
this protection does not develop in such a
way as actually to prohibit American pic- cently was awarded verdict of
tures from competing at all. The American
500
damages against Param^
motion picture has attained a commanding
Publix
and others, for alleged
position in the world on its merit and we
only want that place in the world's com- spiracy to drive them out of
bus|
merce which the quality of our product at
the' Capitol.
warrants."
io

Kelley says a Fox News contract
he claims had expired and was cancelled, was upheld by the arbitration
board, and when he refused to accept the decision, Fox, United Artists,
Pathe, M-G-M, First National, Universal and Tiffany-Stahl, with which
exchanges he was doing business, declined service unless he posted deposits totaling $2,045- Failing in this,
he sought service from Paramount,
Warners, Educational, FBO, Arthur
C. Bromberg Attractions and LibertySpecial, all of whom he claims were
prohibited from serving him, because
of membership in the Film Board. He
Illinois
says the resultant damage was |34,000
(Continued from Page 1)
and is suing for triple damages as
treatment at Rushville, Petersburg,
provided by the anti-trust law.
Mason City, Hindsdale and Tuscola,
that state. At Astoria however, Sunof day shows won by 87 votes.
In Iowa exhibitors lost out at Tafor
(Continued from Page 1)

.

.

1)

followed his refusal to comply with
an arbitration decision. The petition
attacks the standard contract and

compulsory arbitration as unjust.

105
74Ji

.

com

for Tiffany-Stahl.

j

(s)

Georgi
in

"U" Buys Cunard Story
Frank Newman has been made
Grace Cunard, former serial
manager of Columbia Pictures. has
written "A Fightin' Fool,"
share its picture revenues on the other Sam Briskin has been promoted to Universal will make into a
We
side with many new partners. If, in supervision qf 18 Colu^mbia features. feature.
She will do the conti;
Newman was formerly identified
the final analysis, the money from
Conklin Contract Renewed
export fields tapers off, there should with Publix at the coast and preContract of Chester Conklin
ensue no alarm. Neither should there viously was owner of the Newman
'been renewed by Paramount.
be bitterness. It will merely be a and Royal at Kansas City.
is

The days of provincialism are gone.
America must make up its mind to

225.

Financial

l^H'^

IS.

Coast Wire Service

{Continued from Page
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NAT LEVINE
Announces

THREE SENSATIONAL MASCOT SERIALS
THE FIRST STARRING
Shirley Mason and Johnny Walker

"WOLVES OF THE

SEA'*

n

By Joseph Anthony Roach

*

<j">

Directed by Richard Thorpe

A

Gripping Sea

Drama

in

Ten

Stirring Episodes

Xub

Built for Profits

IN PREPARATION

TWO

SMASHING SERIALS

Detailed Announcements will be

made

"TV
.*.

--

shortly

MASCOT SERIALS DISTRIBUTED BY LEADING INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES
TERRITORIAL FOREIGN RIGHTS

NOW

AVAILABLE

Mascot Pictures Corporation
Executive Offices

1650

BROADWAY

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Production Offices

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
XX

WITH

JOHNNY BURKE
SALLY EILERS

MATTY KEMP
Member

voj'ii wAVf TO

fIRfT

WORK

gf Motion PSrture

PndMtit

not Disbfbutort of

America bc^^AI) H.Hayc J>mii

FA5T to git thij

l\IA¥ICIMAI. SlIRPRIfE fPEClAi
— but it's mo^ it/

Theaters
NEWSPAPER

ULTHE NEWS

FILMDOM

ALL THE TIME
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IKHART BILL STAND

AS

:N

Q

iha

lET

HIGHLIGHT

—Arbitration,

uniform

the

and the Brookhart

Inl ct

bill

arc

^

ed to be highlights of the con-

ni

n

\M

ji

of Nebraska and western
exhibitors at their two-day
ition which gets under way

li

II s
a:

Pittsburgh Zone Join Dipson

in

expected that the Brookhart
in

gs,

which C. E. Wilhams,

of the association, took a
g part as an opponent, will be
e^ed at length. Williams has not
;ed whether he will be a can

e4 ent
.

.c

for reelection.

16,

Price 5 Cents

1928

W. L DEALS PRESAGE GENERAL
USE OF TALKING PICTURES
Paramount, M-G-M Deal
Confirmed U.A. Also

—

Buzzin'
All sorts of talk filtered through the gentle breezes
yesterday about this deal and that. Three big theater outfits swinging to one big producing-distributing organization. Fancy a development like that on a spring day.
If Mr. Producer-Distributor can swing them, he's just
going to make himself the talk of the industry and very
nearly if not actually the biggest single individual in

—

—

pictures.

Never mind, who.

It's all

las

—While

he

is

not

satisfied

•

<

t

Texas convention.

elected are: Burt J
E. J. Callahan, Cro<
Gainesville; H.
;,
Henry Spark
ne;
Lilly, Greenville, i;

F.B.T. PARLEY

District

f
1
V
h

Wis. Midwesct

NEW CODE OF
New

code of ethics for the industry, as drafted at the Trade Practice

Conference in New York last OcStam- tober and ratified by the Federal
ett; A. V. Trade Commission, the new uniform
(Continued on Page 2)
Hodge,
ice presi-

Cooper.
^cretary-

f
'houses

—

Nearly 85 entries have been
for the Spring Film
Tournament, scheduled
lolf
Thursday, May 24, at
3r
tockville Country Club. The
Committee in charge yesterday
ompleted final arrangements
lor the affair and promises a

good
event,
jecord-breaking
ats, plenty of beautiful prizes
nd
If

lots of fun.

you haven't sent

in

shoot it along.
ucks covers everything.

ntry,

your

Ten

Colvin

Brown yesterday

have
been secured by Paramount and
announcing that United Artists also
has secured a license to make sound
films. Sound pictures which these
firms produce will be known as Mo-

Saul Ullman, with First National
for the past eight years in its sales
joining Stanley-Fabian
succeeding Louis
buyer,
film
as
Stern, who resigned to enter the
brokerage business.

department,

is

Talking motion pictures as a means
of advertising and selling were demonstrated at the Belmont by the
Dictaphone Sales Corp. of Bridgeport,

was

Conn.

A

portable Bristolphone

used.

Additions Bring to 200 Number
Claimed in Buying Combine
Batavia,

N. Y.

—

Despite

overtures of the Greater

Para, to

on Page 2)

recent

New York

headed by
co-operative,
exhibitor
Traveling time between New York Aaron Sapiro, to independents in the
and Los Angeles will be cut to 48
Pittsburgh territory, 60 theaters of
hours, under a rail and air hne sysPennsylvania
the
zone have allied with Affiliated
that
by
formed
tem
buying
Corp.,
Utilities
Railroad, the Atchinson, Topeka & Theatrical
Sante Fe. National Air Transport combine, headed by Nikitas Dipson,
Co., Curtis Aeroplane & Motor Corp.,
announced here. These new adand the Wright Aeronautical Corp. it is
ditions bring to 200 the total numYork
New
from
go
will
Passengers
thence to ber of houses booked by the comto Columbus, O., by rail,
in New York, Ohio and PennWichita, Kan., by air, agam travel- pany
Main
the company says.
sylvania,
to
more
once
change
ing by train to
circuit is here,
Affiliated
the
of
office
Mexico,
air transportation in New
An but branches are maintained at
completing the trip by plane.
Buffalo, Cleveland and Pittsburgh,
schedule
East
to
equally fast West
an office in New York planned.
with
has been prepared, it is stated.

Make Talking

Pictures at L.

resigned

FBO

in charge
as vice president of
of foreign sales, to become executive
vice president of Pathe. The post
was created for him at yesterday's
{Continued on Page 2)

Use Bristolphone For
Film Buyer
Sales Promotion Talk
for Stanley-Fabian

Air Line to Cut
Coast Trip to 48 Hours

eceived

PATHE VICE PRESIDENT

UUman New

Rail,

Entries

BROWN NAMED

COLVIN

ETHICS

ng,

Iwaukee Homer Gili, until rey manager of the OshKOsh theat Oshkosh, has been appointed
manager of all Wisconsin
ict
es operated by Midwesco TheaHe has been with the circuit,
h formerly was the Saxe chain,
he last two years.

More

I

THE

in

licenses

that

(Continued

urer.

Head

TO HEAR

yesterday

FILM DAILY

New

everal clauses in the .lew standntract, which he doe 3 not conperfect, Col. H. A. Cole, who
committee
rid on the contract
hfc drafted the new fo n, feels it
d.
bjiliprovement over the
was reelected presi< nt at the

Practically universal adoption of
talking pictures by leading producElectric
ers, utilizing the Western
system, is forecast by J. E. Otterson^
Research
Electrical
of
President
Products, Western Electric subsidiconfirming exclusive anin
ary,

nouncement

a secret.

Contract
Improvement Over Old
Sees

Gets License

I.

Studio

Signing of the contract between
Products, and
Electrical Research

whereby Paramount is
Western Electric
system has caused Paramount to re-

Paramount

licensed to use the

its Long Island studio.
have been constages
Special
structed East and West to take care
of those Paramount pictures which
will have sound accompaniment. In-

open

cluded

"Burlesque."

is,

Schenck Urges Producers
to Watch Use of Sound
Urging caution in the use
Nicholas M. Schenck

films,

terday:
"The application

of sound
said yes-

of sound to pictures will

unquestionably in its final development help
to make the motion picture more than ever
force
in
single entertainment
greatest
the
the
of

But it will
world.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

with

anticipated

pictures.

elaborate

Rather

it

will

be the policy
rush into print
plans for talking
be our policy to

not
to

proceed so that each of our films employing
the use of sound may do so with the most
intelligent and sympathetic application."

'V and K-A-O Next?
Contracts are near consum-

mation

for

the

licensing

of

Universal and Keith- Albee-Orpheum, for production of sound
Western
using the
pictures
Electric system. Carl Laemmle

was at the Western Electric
offices yesterday in connection
with the deal.
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E. Deals Presage

Harry Brand has been passing out

Talking Films Use
Fox

films.

the
pro-

ing Vitaphone pictures, and First National, which plans to produce Firnatone films, are utilizing the phonograph method of synchronization,
while the Movietone is the photographic method, the sound being
photographed on the film. However,
the licenses of each company now
will permit it to use either system.

M-G-M

Paramount,

and

United

Artists already have begun installation of sound equipment in their studios.
Meanwhile, the
Hawthorne
plant of Western Electric near Chicago, is enlarging its facilities for
manufacture of theater projection
systems, 300 of which now are installed and orders for an additional
300 are on hand.
With the new

Address M.P.T.O. Meet
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Aaron Sapiro, head
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Stock Exchange.
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
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NOTE:

is

11

in New York following an
weeks' tour of the country. Dur-

back

ing that period, Garyn saw the transfer of National's Chicago office to

Kahn on Paramount Board

Kahn,

of

W. Kahn,

Kahn, Loeb

meeting.

WAFILMS,

Inc.
Walter A. Fntter, Pr««.

son or Otto H.

&

Co.,

was

elected a member of the board of
directors of Paramount at the monthly

after

having

titled

"Why

Go Wrong.

advisor.

F.B.T. Parley to

New

Code

of Ethics

{Continued from Page

contract

Hear
1)

No

successor at

FBO

been appointed.
Brown's appointment in Pat
part
of
Kennedy's reorganiz;
1
program.

and

arbitration
will
be
among chief topics discussed at the
convention of secretaries of Film
Boards of Trade, to be held the week
of May 21 at Los Angeles.
C. C.
Pettijohn, president, Gabriel L. Hess,
Hays organization counsel, and Mrs.

Mabel

1)

meeting of Pathe directors. B:
has been at the Pathe home
for several months, representing
eph P. Kennedy, who has be
charge of the company as spi

Parkhouse

left

nwarniiivi

wmassM

DLIZZARO SALES

CO OMAH/I

New York

yesterday, in company with secretaries of eastern boards. Contingents
will
board the train at Chicago,

v///w/////////mtmiim/M////m///M///////a//M////////M/y/M^^

A

Omaha

and Salt Lake City.
dinner, tendered by the M. P. Producers' Ass'n.
25 will be a highlight of the convention.
It is anticipated that the code will

May

]T1]

quet

is

to be held tonight.

Mansfield House Reopens

—

Mansfield, Mass. The
Mansfield has reopened.

renovated

rlier

"WE NEVER OISAPPOINT'

rmiowFllM

ICll]

larger quarters.

CaU
Gilbert

picture,
Sailors

{Continued from Page

P. ("Pat") Garyn, general sales
manager for National Screen Service,

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),

Gilbert

lot of years, but in
future the w.k. wisecracker will be
paid for them, for he's signed a contract with Fox, and, with Henry
Johnson, has turned out an original
for Marjorie Beebe's first starring

Golvin Brown Nam^
Pathe Vice P

24.

W.

(b)

gags free for a

2,400

88

2854
36

will makd)
vehicle,

ture the

3/

20
97
..

Edward Sloman

—

4054
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78

"U" to Make One in N. Y.
Production at its studio in Fi
Lee, N. J., will be resumed shot

Co. will bring all local
under one control before

deal.

17

.

m

company has inade is "The on the Barge," in the East. %
Lion and the Mouse." Jack surely Hersholt is expected soon with
theaters
is proud of this one which is to
members of the cast, including
fall, according to report.
Lawrence make its debut May 21 at the new Philbin.
operates all second-run houses.
Warner in Hollywood.
al

4

6Va.

19

8
391^
40J^

3

100
400
2.800
300
5,800

first real talking pic-

Paramount, M-G-M and United
""e
1
Artists are to immediately begin in2,800 stalling equipment in
theaters they be made public before the convention
2,100
control, so that at least LOOO the- starts.
6
aters will be equipped by the end of
FBO Convention On
1928, in the opinion of (Dtterson.
Chicago Convention of FBO sales
department is under way. The banAarons Invites Sapiro
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has been stepping out
"After the
after big first runs.
Storm" has been set in by the Fox,
Philadelphia, while the State-Lake,
Chicago, this week is playing "Golf

says that the

—

Topeka, Kan. Merger of Nationand
Theaters
Co.
Lawrence

duce sound pictures under the Western Electric system. Warners, makSales

COLUMBIA

Salt Lake City
Building up oi
large chain of theaters in the
mountain territory is planned by
L. Glasmann, Ogden exhibitor i
newspaper publisher.
He has pi'
chased the American here frontt
Dahnken interests and also willib
over the company's lease on
Egyptian at Boise, Ida.

Vitaphone seems to be continuing
to knock 'em stiff throughout the
country.
And now Jack Warner

The new deals bring to five
number of companies licensed to

Close

15;

Circul

—

DALY

By PHIL M.

Inter-mountain

Topeka Houses Under One
Control, Says Report

sound

Low

That's That

Widows."
Cecil Maberry and his
gang of go-getters will be heard
from during the season just started.

{Continued from Page 1)
vietone pictures, similar to the

High

And

Watson and Wil-

Beaudine, William
liam Holland.

16,

Ogden Showman Plans

Work

Christie
studio
has re-opened with four directors at
work. These are "Confessions of a
Chorus Girl," a "Sandy McDufT"
Scotch comedy starring Jack Duffy,
and also Boby Vernon's and Billy
Dooley's first comedy for the new
year.
Directors working on these
comedies are Arvid Gillstrom, Harold

225.
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The other 66 were good enough

Personality that appealed to the

here.

ame

On

modern

the tip of every tongue.

with pictures.

icture

flyers.

knocks

^ 66

S.

But Lindbergh got the crowds. Why?
public.

R. O. wherever he turned.

good pictures get only

box-office records for a row.

everybody wants to see

Front-page publicity every-

it.

You

find

a passing nod.

It's

the

The 67th

Everybody knows about

good pictures

in other

it,

companies'

mnouricements for 1928-9; you find the 67th type of good picture and

slar

:

ill

large quantity, exclusively in Paramount's Wliole-Sliovv Program.

Paramount geared

its

production

staff

and spent

Because

make

millions to

its

^

high-

kj

powered pictures with the spark that

smacked every road-show record of
office

draw of the world, with

his

fires

the public. ^^Wings," that has
l^a

times. Harold Lloyd, leading box-

all

own smart Harold Lloyd

Corporation

111

production

outfit.

^^Canary

Murder

Case," read

Von

by 200,000 people.

Bit

to proii
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iCli

The

Stroheim's "Wedding March," most eagerly-awaited picture in years.

']k'
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with F:
e
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to
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Bow, to whom 30,000 fans a month

di

scrip!

write. Jannings (world's greatest dramatic

"The
Gates

J

y Edgai

ititle

genius), Dix, Bancroft, Daniels, Ralston (coming
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like a rocket), Charles

J
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i

by.

Rogers (new idol of the millions), and more, more, more.
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pictures
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that stand out like Lindberghs above the

mass of other product.
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important pictures of next season are in
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Will
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PARAMOUNT'S WHOLE SHOW PROGRAM
-

Fog;

t

C(
ird

Brei
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Star Hits

Specials

it stori

Harold Lloyd

Wolf Song

3

Richard Dix

1

Model of Mont mar te

otaWe
in,

Wedding March
4 Clara
3

Bow

Richard Dix

2 Einil

Canary

Jannings
JVIurder Case

Beggars of Life

The Tong War
Crime of Inlerference
The Letter

Dirigible

4 Geo. Bancroft

Man

4 Bebe Daniels

I

Love

Hard Boiled Angel

2 Pola Negri

Living Together

Upstart Gentleman

Behind German Lines
Burlesque

Road Shows

Tahiti Nights

Wings

Glorifying American Girl

Abie's Irish Rose

Perfumed Trap

4 Esther Ralston

The

Patriot

3

W ray-Cooper

2 Florence Vidor

4 Chas. Rogers
3 Taylor- Hall

3

Adolphe Menjou
Zane Grey

1

Thomas Meighan

2

MacLean-Christie
Sir Harry Lauder

3

1

Shorts
104 Paramount News
8 Vernon Comedies
8 Dooley Comedies
8 "Macduff" Comedies
8 "Confessions of a
Chorus Girl" Comedies
12 Great Stars and

Authors
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the
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"Pira
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let
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2 Horton Comedies
Extra! Byrd's Flight to
the South Pole

26 Inkwell
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Coast Wire Service-

M. P. Capital Net Income Record Year Forecast
for 1st Quarter $42,865
For Eastman Kodak

'Varner Studios Active
Mazda
Ready

UK ROADSHOWS TO BE
TflRTEDJRING JUNE
ng June Warner

D

Bros, will
production three roadshows
1 V ch Vitaphone will figure promiThej' are "The Singing
,en1
'CO "The Terror" and an untitled
tor with Fannie Brice as its star.
'";
Singing Fool" will have Al
;
ut

:o

Lloyd Ba-

in the stellar role.

ols

to direct from C. Graham
5ak s script of Leslie S. Barrows'

on

I

"The

lay

Terror,"

adapted

by

lar y Gates from the London stage
lay Y Edgar Wallace, is a picture in
;hi( subtitles will be entirely eliniiin favor of the spoken voice
late

Roy Del Ruth
hra h Vitaphone.
;
t direct a cast headed by May
Acl oy.
R ert Lord has completed the
tor and adaptation of the original
Brice durr rk debut of Fannie
hich she too will be heard on
tig
he itaphone.
ering to their policy of prowell in advance of schedule,
luci

A

:

Vai ;rs already have in the cutting
001 five of the 18 Warner Winners
They are "The Land
or |»28-29.
•i
: Silver Fox," starring Rin-Tintl

Street
St
^o d Nagel
„..

Ray

by

directed

rin

Sadie,"

Consolidated net income of $42,865
reported by M.
Cinema Finance
Corp. and Picture Holdings, Inc.,
after amortization of bond discounts,
Lighting Film
etc.
This income is equivalent after
for Producers eight per cent cumulative preferred
The 10,000-foot Mazda lighting dividends to 18 cents a share on the
demonstration picture is ready for 175,164 no par common shares outIt compares with $75,310
distribution and is being routed to standing.
producers by the M. P. Producers' or 36 cents a share on the common
Ass'n.
The organization at its re- in the corresponding quarter in 1927,
cent meeting voted to entertain sec- which ended March 31.
for their quarter is
P. Capital Corp.,

Enright;
co-featuring

retaries

during

of Film Boards
their convention

of

Trade

here the
week of May 21, tendering a dinner
May 25 to the delegates headed by
Charles C. Pettijohn. The directors
also agreed to arrange production
schedules in order that stars will not
be required to work the afternoon
of June 16 so they may attend the
Olympic tryouts at the Coliseum.

Consolidated income account for the quarter follows:
Income, Commissions, $42,021;
interest, $87,240; total income, $129,261; interest on borrowed money, $42,313; net earnings, $86,948; operating expenses, $21,207;
net operating income, $65,741; profit from
sale of
securities, $266,402;
gross income,
$332,143; provision for losses, $280,748; debenture interest, $7,428; amortization of bond

Stories

for Eight Pictures
i ht stories have been purchased
./
>y Dtable Pictures for 1928-29 proluc in, the series to be known as
'T| Notable 8." Titles are as fol-

"Pirates'

ov
Fr;

by C.

ier

Ma
Ly
~j.

Hope,"

er

of

"Dice of Fate,"
e;
Loi e
Nickerson; "Next
Br< Iway,"
original by
s;

e

novel

by

"Shadow House,"
F. Haywood; "After the
Men," novel by Francis

Lynde;

:is

"Tangled

Lives,"

story

July.

discount, $1,102; net income, $42,865.

—

Janet Gaynor Goes East
Janet Gaynor is en route to New
York via the Panama Canal, and arrives in the East May 28, where she
will be presented to the Fox sales
convention.
Willat to Make Columbia Film
Irvin Willat is to direct "Into the
Depths," Columbia's first picture for

Philadelphia The Aldine will play
four consecutive weeks of Warner
pictures with Vitaphone, beginning
next week.

Building at Richmond, Va.
Construction is
progressing on a $100,000 house owned
by the Hopewell Amusement Co. It
will be ready in August.

Richmond, Va.

serial

by

Nickerson; "The Man Worth
"
novel by Francis Lynde;
Conscience," story by Adliene

bach.

"Heart to Heart" Started
)duction has started on First
Ma nal's "Heart to Heart," featurng *Iary Astor, Lloyd Hughes and
Lo e Fazenda. William Beaudine
s
ecting.
Lucien Littlefield and
Ra lond McKee are in the cast.

Seigman to Free-Lance
33rge Seigman is leaving Uni-

sm
1

to free-lance.

stock.

annual

Carlos Leaving for Coast
Carlos of Quality Pictures

Abe

has
left
for
the
Coast,
accompanied by Adrian Johnson, who is to
write continuity of "The Romance of
a Rogue/' second of the series of 12
on the company's 1928-1929 schedule.

C. N. Allen, Pathe, secretary; W. J. Cramer, Educational,
treasurer; Roy Heffner, Paramount;
Otto Rohde, Warner Bros.; Wallace

Walthall, Home State, and W. M.
Clark, Liberty Specialty, directors.
Officers will be installed in June.

—

New House
Jefferson,

der

way on

O.

for Jefferson

— Construction

the

new

K>C>A%Y K47vJHoopee;/

McCoy's Next Set
"Morgan's Last Raid" will be Tim
Nick
McCoy's next for M-G-M.
Grinde is to direct.

Gibs.

is

un-

^

WOW
WHAT A CARTOON
is

a familiar remarkfrom the-

everywhere
after viewing one of the
current cartoons starring
atre audiences

MISS ALICE D.
G.

MILLER

by

Door to
A.
Hen-

These were the largearnings ever reported.
Last year's net swelled total earnings
of Eastman since June 30, 1903 available for dividends to $324,686,194.

—

rd Bretherton.

Buys

common

est

"Light of Asia" Opening
Okla. City Board Elects
Film Arts Guild says that "The
"Gold Braid" for Novarro
Oklahoma City— H. M. Clark of
Light of Asia" will play the Green"Gold Braid," an original by By- wich Village Theater at popular Library Specialty Film has been
elected president of the Film Board
ron Morgan, will be Ramon Novar- prices beginning Saturday.
of Trade.
Other new officials are:
ro's first starring picture for M-G-M
Edward Brewer, First National, vice
following his return from Europe in
Four Weeks For Vitaphone
president;

which will star Jack
and Myrna Loy, di- the new season,
Springer wrote the
Norman
Holt.
ect
by Archie Mayo; "No QuesThe picture, the companys
story.
Audrey
Ferfeaturing
Asked,"
ion
says ,will be the most costly Columis
d William Collier, Jr., directed
bia has produced.
ly
Dy Del Ruth; "Women They
rallAbout," with Irene Rich, AuMcGowan Original for Flash
and William Collier, Jr.,
;; Ferris
"Fools
and
Lloyd
Bacon;
€ ;d by
John McGowan has written an
;
Fog," co-starring May Mc- original called "Grease Paint" for
and Conrad Nagel, directed by Flash, M-G-M dog star.

Nf^^ble

Present indications point to another
record year for Eastman Kodak, with
many new devices in course of development at the Rochester laboratories. In 1927 the company reported
net profits, after charges and taxes,
of $20,142,161, or $9.61 a share on the
outstandnig 2,057,055 shares of no par

now

doing the adaptation and continuity
of

''IRIS"
for

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer

Lichtigand Englander
Personal Representatives

Animated by

Ben

KRAZY KAT

Harrison

and

Manny Gould

most popular
cartoon character on the

justly, the

screen to-day.
PRESENTED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

Paramount MINTZ Cartoons

'wVl g^ve

you

the surprise

you expect
Thursday, May Z4th

L

J.

K
W

(,

culminating the success of

^

'ith
[

Mlieri

ou

a quarter century with the
i

Silver Anniversary

Announcement

of

Your Golden Opportunities
Prepare to he pleased— unless

you're competition

to

arrii

Fri

y

\

Kennedy Heads Board of Directors of

K-A-O

/^LLTHE

NEWS

ALL THE TIME
Cents-

LUE"

MUSICIANS' CONVENTION STAND

DEADLOCKED

CftSE

N niSSOURI

r

Mo.

pringfield,

— State

ON SOUND PICTURES EXPECTED

Supreme

en banc is deadlocked and unto reach a decision on the conjtionahty of the Sunday closing

jrt

m nm mm

:

picture theaters here,
tch has been before the court for
The court has infe than a year.
jcted attorneys in the controversy
feelect a special judge to sit with
court in a reargunient of the
I
the 3 to 3
|e in an effort to break
.inance

case

/he Supreme Court en banc mthis parfdes seven jurists, but in
disilar case one of the judges
The other six dijlified himself.
been
Fed three to three and have
ible to reach a decision.
of Springfield adopted the
iday closing law several years ago
two unsuccessful attempts have
Voters
I

been made to repeal it. W. W.
lith brought the test after being
In Cirjivicted in police court.

[ce

the conviction was
ft Court, where
The city then appealed
aside.
[the Supreme Court.

I»

aWOFB.0."
CLOSING AT ST. LOUIS
Louis—The

season

1927-28

amuse-

Louis, now
for St.
awing to a close, brought plenty
grief to most picture, combination
operating
theaters
legitimate
id
'

houses
neighborhood
while
an awful walloping.
With possible exception of Skouras

;re,

lok

rothers' Ambassador, all of the first
picture houses suffered more or
There is no certain
ss of a slump.
ay of telling just how much busiess fell off, but the admission taxes
Federal Government
the
to
aid
(Continued on Page 2)

m

following

—

Causing a
London (By Cable)
sensation in the British trade, Gaumont British has closed a merger deal
with General Theaters Corp.. which
pools nearly 200 theaters.

it

is

in

for

New

understood.

New

York and Philadelphia, reports to this effect

In

"The Daily Film Renter"

circuit

were

yesterday,
current
but confirmation could not
be obtained at the Fox

Growing Use of Talking
Films Declared Viewed
with Alarm

—

and
pictures
Sound
Louisville
relation to musicians are expected to furnish the highlight of
the national convention of the American Federation of Musicians, leaders of which are gathering here for
the meeting which gets under way

their

Loew's Net $4,423,860
for 28 Weeks' Period
Operating profit of $6,230,995 for
28 weeks ended March 11 and
net, after depreciation and taxes, of
$4,423,860 is shown in Loew's statethe

ment

Mayor Vetoes

Daylight Saving Measure
Indianapolis— Daylight saving ordinance, passed over protest of 80,000
petitions secured by theater owners,
has'been vetoed by the mayor. This
because
kills the issue, it is believed,
of the public sentiment aroused by
the IndianapoHs Screen Club, headed
by Frank J. Rembusch. Mayor Slack
formerly was counsel for the Film

Board

here.

Pomeroy Heads Para.
Sound Film Department
Roy
head

of

Pomeroy

J.

is

to be technical
film de-

Paramount's talking

partment,

it

is

understood.

(Continued

fOXANDCOMEREORDMAY

in

announcement

hat

ion, as well as Howard Lichey,
(Continued on Page 2)

pub-

with
it
is stated, view
alarm the encroachment of their field
represented by the growing use of
phonographic
and
films
talking
music in theaters and are prepared to
combat it. Since advent of Vitaphone and Movietone, they have insisted,

upon retention

of

orchestras

on theater payrolls, while the sound
pictures were played. This, in some
INVADE UPPER
instances, resulted in musicians drawing full pay without work of any
Fox and the Comerford circuit, kind. The case of phonograph music
partners in the Great Lakes theater, in theaters, is a problem for which
is
it
Buffalo, may join hands in a theater no solution has been offered,
throughout stated.
campaign
acquisition
It is regarded as certain that a
N. Y. state. Comerford has secured
an interest in the Bernstein Bros, national line of action will be de(Continued on Page 2)
theaters at Elmira, Ithaca and Dunpart
or
kirk and is dickering for
complete ownership of a house at "Canned" Music at St.
Rome. Niagara Falls and other
Louis Houses Stirs Ire
towns have been additional possiReplacing of musicians
St. Louis
bilities.
with "canned" music at the Senate,
The move is designed to oflfset ac- Astor and Rainbow, has aroused local
musicians who have been circulating
tivities of Affiliated Theatrical Utiliagainst the theties Corp., the booking combine op- handbills protesting
nine members
Recently
move.
aters'
Pennsylvania
in
and
erated upstate
on a
discharged
were
union
the
of
by Nikitas Dipson and Fred Zimof scattering the bills over the
charge
merman.

There

is

on Page 2)

—

sidewalks.

Albee Continues as President
After Sale of Stock to Group
P.

in the orsale of Albee's holdings
of
ganization to Kennedy and a group

bee stock.

At the directors meeting, Marcus
Harry Long and Al Kaufman bankers was announced. Albee wi
Heinman was elected executive vice
It also was stated
.re
to resign.
but wil
retire or be less active,
Walker, Richard C. Hunt,
not
president.
ot
hat James Carrier, director of opwith Kennedy in conduct
work
Milbank, and Lehman
representing
organizarations, was to leave the
control of which the Keith
:irculation

21.

NEW YORK

of earnings.

Indianapolis

May

Musicians,

office.

Elisha Walker, president of Blair
president, & Co., Pathe bankers; Lehman BroFBO
Kennedy,
Joseph
and Jeremiah
became chairman of the board of di- thers, K-A-O bankers;
with Mill)aiik, identified with the Cha.se
Keith-Albee-Orpheum,
of
no rectors
Albee reelected to the presi- National Bank group, are associated
the E F
which with Kennedy in purchase of the Aldency at the board meeting at

>rrier Spikes Report of
Friction in Schine Firm
»
Gloversville, N. Y.— There is
ruth of reports of friction in
>chine organization, which were

ERNEST W. FREDMAN

By

Editor

irt.

St.

Poli

England,

will

ent

Pali to Fox ?
Fox is about to close
the

come up again
October term of the Supreme

The
the

for

the circuit,
retain.
interests and associates

Brothers were added to the board.

-1

mmk

Newsreels Included
Paramount and M-G-M obtained right to produce "talking
newsreels" in their deal with
Products,
Electrical Research
which licenses them to use the
Western Electric synchronization patents. The companies, as
well as United Artists, contracted for rights to produce
under
pictures
80und-on-film
the brand name of Movietone.
Heretofore, Fox has been the
only company which has produced a talking newsreel.

.

Year

of B.O. "Crying"
Closing at St. Louis
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Financial

Here is my entry and ten dollars for the Spring Film Golf
Tournament, to be held on Thursday, May 24th, at the Rockville
Country Club, Rockville Center, L. I.

Name.
Address

Oose

Sales

Am.

(s)

...
Seat.
6s 36

*(c-b) do

43

42

3,900

15%

15^

42
lOSJi
74Ji
iS'A

& Katz

*

Bal.

(c)
(c)
(s)

Con. Fm.
do pfd.

Ind.

'260
900

24%

24Ji
1,400
East. Kodak ..185
179J4 179J4
126
do pfd
•(s)
4
*(c) Film Insp
106
*(s) First Nat. pfd
89
12,500
"A" S9H
(s) Fox Fm.
29;4ios,ooo
(c) Fox Thea. "A" 32}4
29'A
*(c) Intern.

.

.

.

9%

Proj

6s 46
..9&yi
Inc.
.
73
(s) Loew's
...107
106!/J 106^
do pfd.
(s)
2iy2
do deb. rts
*(c)
do 6s 41WW.111H lii" 111
(b)
101
do 6s41x-war.l01Ji 101
(b)
27
27
(s) M-G-M pfd. .. 27
10
(s) M. P. Cap. .. 10

•(b) Keiths

7m 7m

9%

Orph. Cir.
.. 24^
... 88
do pfd.

(s)
(s)

22%

22%
86%

87
•(s) Para. F-L ...129% \27'A 127%
do pfd
(s)
loi" 101
(b)
do 6s 47... 101
*(b) Par.By.5J4s51
"7" 102'^

"is
5

100
500
8,700

900
4,700

12m

Pathe
do "A"
do 7s 37...
(b)

(s)
(s)

Roxy "A"

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

do
do com.
Skouras Bros.

Stanley Co.
*(o) Technicolor
(c)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

Trans-Lux

(c)
(s)

Warner

.

20%

7

7

19
70/2
34
36
8

.

39

39^

.

4()'A

36

...
...
...

units

7

...

7m
32
34

3%

do "A" ...
•(c-b) do e'As 28
*

Last

Prices

36%

....

4
3

United
14
do pfd. ...
83
Univ. Ch. com. 2
do pfd.
... 78
*(c) Univ. Fict
*(s)
do pfd

3,800
1,000
11

4,600

17

88

29%
36M

27%
24%
....

35

4,500
5,100

117

Quoted.

(b)
(c)
(o)

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),

fs)

Stock

NOTE:
Skouras,

Exchange.
Balaban & Katz
St.

Louis:

is

listed in

Stanley,

Chicago;

Philadelphia.

less

Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp., 729 7th Ave.
A. Johnston, "M. P. News," 729 7th Ave.
Don Mersereau, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway.
Arthur Stebbins, 1540 Broadway.
Nat Rothstein, Universal, 730 5th Ave.
John Spargo, Rockville Country Club.
Jack Alicoate, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway.

possibilities of the
Orient are greater than in the United
States, in the belief of Hal Roach,
York after a tour of
who is in

Theater building

New

the Far East.
offers a great

The

Oriental market

potential
films, he says.

American

from Page

nianded at the forthcoming meetThis was presaged recently by
announcement of President Joseph
N. Weber that a $5,000,000 emergency "war chest" was planned by the
Federation.

Hummell Joins
H. S. Hummell

First Division
has joined First

Division as sales manager.

formerly

sales

ill

manager

He was
for

Co-

— Production

have

declared
per cent

quarterly dividend of 1%
on the preferred,, payable June 15 to
stock of record, May 26.

Wingart Joins Fox
To fill the vacancy left by Donn
McElwaine who resigned to join with $219,562 in the corresponding
Buck Jones, Earl Wingart has joined quarter last year.
the publicity department at the Fox
Leases S. C. Theater
home office. He has just arrived from
Orangeburg, S. C. J. J. Powell of
iiollywood where he was until recently publicity manager of the FBO Toccoa, Ga., has leased the Carolinian
from Orangeburg Theater, Inc.
studio.

—

take a

vaca-

Milder Plans Trip

Western
Max Milder, central division manElectric talking film equipment is to
ager for Warners, leaves the home
be centered here at the company's office this week for a month's
sales
Hawthorne plant, which is being en- trip through his territory.
larged to take care of the increased

•

charge.

•

Any Kind
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Gl(
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am

SAf^B
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Eckman on Way to N.
Sam Eckman, managing

for

in the

APPARATUS

(Continued from Page 1)

formed by Paramount, M-G-M and
United Artists, with Pomeroy in

You Are

M OTION PiaURE

Pomeroy Heads Para.
Sound Film Department
a possibility, it is stated, that joint
talking picture departments may be

If

Market

here.

Phone Penna. 0330
Motion Picture Department
U. S. and Can/tda Agents for Debru

liou

Wa
in

twi
at

director

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

in

tut

A GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION

i

Vaudeville Acts

1600 Broadway. New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

liei

By

tio'

1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

FREE
TO

Film Dail]^
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

k

Y.

"U" Net $265,497
Net earnings of Universal Pictures
Co., Inc., for the quarter ended Feb.
4, after all charges, including Federal
taxes, amounted to |26S,497, compared

may

of

leading woman of the picture as guest weeks.
of honor "Red Tempest" is to have its
New Seattle Pathe Manager
premiere tonight at the Embassy,
Seattle
C. L. Theurkauf is new
New York. Hugo Riesenfeld will
manager of Pathe's branch. He has
conduct the orchestra.
been a salesman in that office.
M-G-M Declares Dividend
directors

Carrier

tion of resigning.

at Chicago

of Jury-Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, London, is en route to New York aboard
"Tempest" Opening Tonight
With Camilla Horn, 19-year old the Leviathan, for a visit of several

M-G-M

health.

however.
Kaufman is joining
Marc Buckland to take over the Empire at Syracuse, and says his relations with the Schines has been most
pleasant.
Newkirk and Lichey hav
not been connected with the firm for
some time and Carkey has no inten-

1)

ings.

A.

tion,

market for demand for sound reproduction systems, which is to follow closing of
the deal with M-G-M, Paramount and
United Artists. Both studio and theater equipment is to be manufactured

Stand on Sound
Pictures Expected
(.Continued

Chicago

director;

Carrier terms the report ridiculous,
denying he will resign and states
that Long's resignation was due to

Equipment Production

To Center

1)

Boomer, Lawrence Carkey and Robert Newkirk.

—

20
97
275

$86,177

(Continued from Page
licity

Wm.

lumbia.

'3"

Art...

Bros..

19
71

"ie

was

which

_

than paid for the corresponding
period the previous season.
There
practically
no tax on picture
is
amusement admission, almost ai;
tickets being sold for less than the
taxable amount.

Elmer Pearson, Pathe Exchange, 35 West 45th St

8,500

500

$258,735,

I

Roach Sees Orient as

Low

1)

Carrier Spikes Report of
Friction in Schine Firm \

The Committee

Fertile Picture Field
High

{Continued from Page

during the nine months' period ending with March 31, last, showed a
total
payment from Missouri oi

SUBSCRIBER^

COVERS
EVERYTHINC
GOES
EVERYWHERl

wt

W

Pr

G\oYU\)\l\g

box- office/
Available

Now...

WhenYouNeedlt!
Glorifying
office!

thrills

That's
^'Glorious Betsy"! Playing* to continuous packed
houses.
At the new
Warner Bros. Theatre

Hollywood. And

twice daily at $2 prices
I
at the Warner Theatre
I
in

New

A

York.

now

.

when you need

.

G\o¥\ousbets\)
Conrad Nagel

u,iih

pic-

ture that ought to be
held out as a road show.
But Warner Bros, don't
hold out.

Available

in

the box-

Romance,

and action.

in

Dolores Costello

A WARNER BROS PRODUCTION

.

it!

What Warner
Promise—Warner

Bros.
Bros.

Deliver
BASED

ON THE

PLAY

BY

RIDAJOHNSON YOUNG
SCENARIO BY

ANTHONY CO LDE WAY

Coming: NoaWs \rk "
Made

to top anif picture

ever made

I

;

tis

THE
Thursday,

Ordinance Regulating
Milwaukee Signs Planned

Coast Wire Service-

Milwaukee An ordinance providing for uniform street signs at theaters will soon be introduced before
the common council. Leon M. Gardo,
city building inspector, is dissatisfied
with present signs.

Burton King Directing W F

—

—

Washington C. H., Ohio John G. Gregory
and George Revelis will build the Washington to seat 1,300.
Knoxville, Tenn.— H. M. Green has secured a permit to build a $31,000 theater on

Cumberland

St.

—

Newark, O. Contract has been let by the
Midland Theater Co. for the Midland at
It will
North Park Place and Second St.
cost

$250,000.

New Lexington, O.
ning a theater.

— G.

B. Colburn

plan-

is

—

San Antonio, Tex. Work has started on
It will
the Majestic on East Houston St.
seat 4,000 and cost $3,000,000 and be housed
in an office building 12 stories in height.
Alamo, Tex.
age a

new

— George

Holdridge

man

will

theater soon to be built here.

—

The Queen Anne,
Bogota, N. J.
$500,000, has opened, seating 1,500.

costing

—

Newton,

Kans.

— Wellington

Theater

Corp.

has been formed to build a theater.

Redlands.
started work
structure.

—

After Vacation

Perioi

Leo McCarey, supervising

dir«t«

and vice president of the Hal
studios,
for new

XLIV
Road

preparing story matefl
and
Laurel-Oliver Hardy coniedie.,,
first post-vacation pictures of
f
is

Max Davidson
Arch

players.

Heath

Davidson, and James
Oliver-Hardy comedy.

will

ner heads the company.

Busch.
"You're

dira

Parrott

il

Meamvi

the Roach unit, recently reopena
has placed a new Charley Chase con bddphij
edy in production and Robert F. njting a
Gowan has started a new Our Gi| jortl

Tuckerton, N. J. The Tuckerton Helene Chadwick, Margaret DeLeCommunity Theater Corp. has taken motte, Cornelius Keefe, Percy MarMae comedy.
over the Palace.
Charles M. War- mont,
Pauline
Garon and

ct

in

Yor

^'ev;

.cqaisitio:

Now," an

the .A.rmy
Elsie Werner, and including in its cast Josephine Norman, Sid Crosley, Jack Dougherty,
Santschi, Betty Blythe, Mary
in

Paramount Unit Starts East '"'"'
Fay Wray, Gary Cooper and
members of "The First Kiss" Par*" ^
ater will be erected by D. H. Sample
ton
mount unit left Hollywood recen
on North Second St.
Tom
for
St.
Martin's,
Md.
The ta
McAllister and Crawford Kent, has
Open Racine Theater
been completed by King for early bound players are headed by Di
Racine, Wis. The new Majestic release.
Josephine Norman, who Keefe, assistant director. "TheFii, ,,
was opened by Ernst Klinkert and plays feminine lead, recently com- Kiss" will be the first Paramount pr"'"'
Frank E. Wolcott, with the latter as pleted a three-vear contract with ture made in the East since the sc
dios at Astoria were closed. It »
managing director.
De Mille.

House

for Fort Pierce, Fla.
Pierce, Fla.—
$50,000 the-

A

original

by

inley

etoiore,

—

^f''*'^'

based on a storv by Tristram TupayC

and store

—

Plans have been prepared
Placerville, Cal.
by Architects Starks and and Flanders of
Sacramento for a theater to cost $75,000 and
seat

—

LittleRock, Ark. Ed Rowley was
acquitted of violation of the antiSunday shows law when the Municipal Court ruled that inasmuch as
Burton King personally will dithe performance had been for the rect six of the pictures on the 1928benefit of the Arkansas Crippled Chil- 29 schedule of Excellent Pictures,
dren's Hospital, no violation of the and will supervise the other 12.
state or city law had been committed.
Among the players under contract
for pictures this year are: Lila Lee,
Get Tuckerton, N. J., House
Alma Reubens, Conway Tearle,

Roach Studio Active

'"'^ '•'^ a

Cal.— West Coast Theaters has
on a $400,000 theater

REMAINING EXCELLENT 12

Freed of Sunday Violation

Fort

E. M. Viquesney has let a
Spencer, Ind.
contract to E. C. Doeppers & Co. of Bloomington for erection of a $45,000 theater. H.
C. Callander, Jr., of Greencastle is architect.
It will open Sept. 1.

May

750.

Promoting Mass. House
Cody in "Phantom Fingers"
North Attleboro, Mass.
Julius
Bill Codj^ has been engaged to
Meyer of Boston is promoting a new play the lead in Universal's "Phantheater here, seekmg the support of tom Fingers," to be directed by
local interests.
George Hackathorne
Leigh Jason.

—

been

"The Four Brothers."
Chandler, Leslie Fenton and
Fix are in the cast.

called

the ottie
|o states,

the cnl
it

Change

in

ktivee

Bow

ikk
Cast
A clash of production schfu«p,,,. Wilke
will prevent Richard Arlen f rem ti " ''*
ot

signed for this picContracts have been let by
Ithaca, N. Y.
Dunsmoor Building House
ture, which is being adapted from an
the Cornell Theaters, Inc., for a theater to
Marshaltown, la.
An $80,000 original by Basil Dickey.
ing the lead role opposite Clara m"
be operated by Harry and Benjamin Berinstein.
house will be opened here late in
in "The Fleet's In."
James fV'*
August with 1,000 seats. It is sponMerrill for "U" Serial
will
probably get the assignmei ^ '"'^
Southampton, N. Y. A New York City
sored by C. C. Dunsmoor, director of
Frank Merrill has been signed by "The Fleet's In" will follow yl':"''
syndicate has purchased a site on Main St.
^
the Legion Theater.
Universal to play the title role in of the Mob." in which
for a $200,000 theater.
f"
^Haght
"Tarzan the Mighty," 12-chapter se- Miss Bow hold the leads.
'!l:'-Mhe
Building at Torrington
New St. Louis Firm
rial, adapted from Edgar Rice BurSt. Clair will direct.
Construction rough's book, "The Jungle Tales of
Torrington, Conn.
Pictures,
Louis Progressive
St.
incorporated with $30,000 capital, has started on a theater to cost about Tarzan." Jack Nelson will direct.
Davies in "Dumb Dora"
Litchfield
Rossi
Cabol,
has been incorporated under the $150,000.
One of Marion Davies'
laws of Missouri by Tom McKean, county exhibitor, will operate.
Change in Cast of "Racket"
M-G-M vehicles for the comi..,
Johnny Walsh and Walter Light,
Burr Mcintosh has been substi- will be "Dumb Dora," an origi
Saenger Leases House
who recently bought out Progressive
tuted for James Marcus in the role of Agnes Christine Johnston.
Natchez, Miss. Saenger has taken the old man in "The Racket," which
Pictures
Corporated, operated by
Tom Leonard. Tom McKean is over the Hamilton from Arthur Leh- Caddo Productions is making for
Plans for "Flash," Dog Pl^erj
W. H. Jones, manager of the Paramount release with Thomas
president of the new company, Wal- man.
"Flash," M-G-M's camne star'
ter Light, vice president, and Johnny liaker Grand, assumes charge.
Meighan in the starring role.
first appeared in "Under the
Walsh, secretary and treasurer.
Eagle," will be seen in at lea
Loew's,
Toronto
Repairing
Start First "Newly wed"
during
the coming season, ace
Meetings
Scheduled
Canadian
Toronto Loew's theater is being
"The Newlyweds' Court Troubles" to present plans.
of
reconstructed
under
direction
Toronto
Famous Players Canais the first picture of the 1928-29 sedian Corp. will hold its eastern con- Thomas W. Lamb, theater architect,
ries of "The Newlyweds and Their
Crosland May Direct
vention here July 17 and 18, at which after damage by fire.
Alan Crosland may direc
Baby" series which Stern Bros, have
Clarence Robson, division head, will
Murray in "Guns of Gault.'
placed in production for Universal.
Morris Goes to Chicago
preside.
The western convention is
manager
E.
Morris,
general
Sam
held
Banff
Springs,
Alta.,
to be
at
with H. M. Thomas, western divi- of distribution for Warners, left yesterday for Chicago.
sion head, in charge.
also

—

has

Itr,

—

—

'

Arl«
M

into

—

—

.-lit

—

—

—

M

Alberta Classifying Films
Alberta has
Edmonton, Alta.
adopted the classification plan for
picture releases, similar to that enforced in Great Britain for some
years and recently adopted in On-

—

tario.
Classifying of pictures for
adult and universal presentation is
in the hands of Howard Douglas,
chief censor.

Buys

Fannie Brice Leaves Next Week
Fannie Brice's departure from New
York to Hollywood has been set for
next week.
She will spend the
greater part of the summer on the
Coast where she is to star in a Warner picture.

Plan N. Y. "Little Theater"
Little Picture House, Inc., has purchased property at 151-153 East 50th

Fella, la., Theater
Hosack of Ell- :5t., for the erection of a 300-seat
la.— E. P.
Miss
Elizabeth
Perkins
ston bought the Alamo from Chris house.
Pella,

Nelson.

heads the group.

JOHNDIRECTOR
WATERS
JUST COMPLETED

"THE VANISHING PIONEER"
(Zane Grey's Story Starring Jack Holt)

RECENT RELEASES

"BEAU SABREUR"

"THE MYSTERIOUS RIDE
"TWO FLAMING YOUTHS"
"NEVADA'
"DRUMS OF THE DESERT"
Finishing Two-Year Contract at ParamountAvailable

in

June

Itr;

ior

i

Long Term Contracts

Musicians' Union to Seek

1/

•

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
Price 5 Cents

THE FILM DAILY

—Television

Washington

tion pictures in the

Christmas

—

Comerford,
E.
Pfedelphia M.
>er ing a chain of nearly 100 theen in northwestern Pennsylvania
d ew York, and planning a the:quisition campaign in upstate
icv ifork with Fox, his partner in
„iet ion of the Great Lakes theater,
is

3,

declared planning invasion

S nley towns in this state, states

!

;'h

H
tec

h

Exhibitor."

Comerford has con)perations to coal towns where
had little opposition.

and the
that neither would
ya the other's territory," the pub;.at 1 states, "although so far as is
01
the only interlocking financial
tei It between the two was a $25,stock in the Capitol
jO lock of
le :r, Wilkes-Barre, held by Stany.

te
ip
^'a:
'

1

.VI
':

1

"^
ts

Ithough Comerford was interin Fay's Theater, West Philaa, prior to its sale to Morris
this theater was not regarded

Comerford house, the interest
been acquired by him when
jght into the Fay Circuit.
;thin the past week Comerford

',

in on the Stroud,
{Cantinued on Page 2)

lought

mm
m
ney

BAN

in

DECISION
U. S.

—Although

ACTORS

Australia

is

e ilaries,

exclusive of the salary

one foreign star or director,
.u|have been paid to British sub:o

(Continued cm Page 2)

V^ •k

of Building

PROJECTION

M. P.

Club Quarters Starts

mm

If Distributors

HELD

UNDERJ^SOO YEARLY
Less than 2,500 projectors constitute yearly demand in the picture
business, said Percival M. McGuire
of the International Projector Corp.,
in addressing the A. M. P. A. yesterday.
Like American films, American projectors lead the world.
M. D. O'Brien, assistant supervisor
of projection for the Loew houses,
told of the importance the circuit is
placing on proper projection, including the care taken in determining
the right sight lines. As an illustration he cited the case of a Loew
{Continued on Page 6)

Electric
Price
of
the Western
sound projector system is to remain
at its present scale, which is about
the level at which the equipment may
be expected to be sold, according to
E. Otterson, president of ElecJ.
which
Products,
trical
Research
markets the Vitaphone and Movietone equipment.
There are around 300 theaters
equipped with the system, 95 per
cent of which are dual installations,
which will reproduce either Vitaphone or Movietone productions. Installations range from $5,000 to $12,000 with the average price $9,000, he
said.
The equipment is not
changeable with any other.

inter-

Sound Pictures Forward
Step, J. M. Schenck Says
West

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Hollywood

— Addition

sound

of

to

pictures is a great step in the progress of pictures provided it is used
judiciously, states Joseph M. Schenck,
The
president of United Artists.
company, he said, will use the sound
device on those pictures to which
sound is adaptable.

Loan Von Stroheim
to Direct Gloria's

Next Columbia's Third

Pictures, headed by
Powers, has loaned Eric Von
Stroheim to Joseph P. Kennedy to
direct Gloria Swanson's next pic-

Celebrity

A.

ture,

Sales

Meeting in N. Y. Today

P.

Maberry, sales manager,
open Columbia's third
sales convention at the Park CenCecil

today

"The Swamp."

B.

will

{Continued on

Page

6)

Long Agreements Seen as Move
to Meet Sound Film Problem
Louisville

— Long

a

term

contracts

be sought by musician unions as
tract for rebuilding of the in- a means of protection against threatof the M. P. Club of New ened encroachments of sound picwhich is to occupy an entire tures, it is indicated, with the sub'f
1560 Broadway, has been let ject expected to prove a highlight
lapiro Brothers and work has of the convention of the American
ar d.
Included are to be a lounge, Federation of Musicians which opens
ni f
room, gymnasium, kitchen, here May 21.
Ffi<
card rooms, directors room,
President Joseph N. Weber recentirs and handball court.
The ly stated that such contracts would
ori is to be completed July IS,
be sought, in announcing plans for
will

In

$5,000,000

an appeal

emergency war
funds,
says:

for

a

sent to members
"The theatrical field

chest.
circular

Try

to

Name New Board
Minneapolis — Another arbitration

EQUIPMENT REMAINS SANE

radio motion pictures.

a

dominion, Australian pictures
ui be classified as foreign under
ritish Films Act.
A provision
t|t before a picture can be regisas British under the quota, it
Ul be shown that 75 per cent of
h

lie

Court Action Threatened
PRICE Of TALKING EILN

unwrit-

Company

-an y

STIRS

NORTHWEST EXHIBITORS

by

Federal Radio Commission his
latest invention, a receiver of

stofore,

f"' ere has always been an
,1
Lv between Comerford

in

radiovisors at a low price comparable to present radio sets
is
predicted by C. Francis
Jenkins, who indicates that a
big manuifacturer or distributor will be manufacturing and
delivering his new receiver by
fall.
Jenkins, pioneer in the
field
of
television,
recently
demonstrated to officials of the

er

jjflf

mohome by

brought

ROW

ARBITRATION

Television Pictures
Wash. Bureau of

"jam" has arisen here, growing out
action of the Northwest exhib-

of

refusing to permit its
on cases of United
Artists because of the company's action in serving films to non-theatriThis action, in the opinion of
cals.
C. C. Pettijohn and Gabriel L. Hess
of the Hays office, has disqualified
appointees of the association to act
as arbitrators, and accordingly they
have instructed the Film Board to
unit

in

members

to

itor

sit

proceed under arbitration rules to secure appointment of other exhibitor
arbitrators.

The exhibitor unit is awaiting the
next move of distributors and threaten to take the case to court, probably
seeking an injunction to prevent any
other exhibitors except association
appointees from acting on the board.
It is probable that association members will not permit non-members to
sit

on

their

cases,

and

if

action

is

taken will refuse to abide by any de(Continued

11

on Page 6)

"Wings" Companies to
Be Started in August

Eleven road companies will tour
country with "Wings" starting
about Aug. 20, according to Albert
Grey, head of Paramount's roadshow
The picture which is
department.
listed as a release on the 1928-29
program, will be roadshowed until
December, being scheduled for rethe

lease

after

the

first

of

the year.

Theater Building Spurt
Is Reported im Ohio

—

Cleveland Building reports indicate unusual activity in the erection
of theaters here and in surrounding
In Cleveland, Paul Gusdanohad plans drawn for a twostory building on Miles Ave. at East
131st St., which will contain stores,
cities.

vic has

now controlled to
is
the tune of at least 80 per cent by corporaand such control grows by leaps and
bounds, so that it can be easily seen that
Several
same will soon reach 100 percent.
of these corporations now control hundreds
corporation
many
cities.
of theaters in as
in a position to stage an indefinite fight
is
or prolonged controversy with a local or
several of them accepting the loss caused by
it as a matter of course, having same carried
by all the other numerous theaters under its
control."
tions,

A

and combination theater. Gusdanovic heads va chain jof picture
houses, and just recently completed
the La Salle at East 18Sst St. near
Lake Shore Blvd.
At Steubenville, Harris Amusement
Co., of which John Harris of Pittssuites

iContinutd

on Pag* 6)
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Equity Pleased with New
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General-Gaumont Deal
Sets Biggest Eng. Chain

British Empire.
The act contains no definition of
what constitutes domicile, as far as
can be ascertained here. The two
productions in doubt are "The AdorOutcast" and "Romance of
able

Edmund

Runnibede." For the
Burns, Walter Long, Edith Roberts,
Norman Dawn and Katherine Dawn
were brought from Hollywood, while
on the pay-roll for "Runnibede" by
first

the biggest figures went to Eva
Novak, Scott R. Dunlap, and
R. Reed, production manager.
Unless the British Board of Trade
gives a favorable decision on the
question of domicile, it will mean
that Australia will not be able to import American players and technicians for local production.
far

Wm.

Gomerford Expansion
in

Stanley Towns Seen
from Page

(.Contitiued

1)

Stroudsburg, and has announced that
in
conjunction with William Blu-

The merger of General Theaters menberg, the former owner of that
Corp. with Gaumont British Corp. theater, he will build in the near fuwhich controls the Denman Picture ture a new theater there. Also within
Houses, Ltd., results in the largest the past week he is reported to have
England, arranged for the purchase of Steele's
of Gau- Strand Theater, Carlisle, and is afmont British who is in New York ter the Orpheum in the same town,
FILM DAILY last which is being remodeled by the
informed
night.
The chains will operate un- Coopers. Another theater which
der their individual corporate names Comerford is reported to be bidding
If he
but will be controlled by Gaumont for is the Alto, in Columbia.
British.
J .41 invades Carlisle and Columbia he will
The nearest competitor in size is be entering the field dominated by
Provincial Cinematograph Theaters the Appells in York, the Stanley
in which First National, Loew's Inc. Company in Lancaster and Wilmer
and United Artists have an interest. & Vincent in Harrisburg. It is hardly
likely that Comerford, who is recognized as one of the most astute genParty For Semiett
organization

theater

Rowson,

Silmon

in

director

THE

Mack

Sennett was guest of honor
at an informal party given by First
National yesterday afternoon at the

His "The Good-bye
comedy, will have a
showing within a few

Ambassador.
Kiss"

feature

Broadway
weeks.

in the industry, will risk antagonizing these powerful interests
for the sake of adding a couple of
small houses to his circuit.
Rather
is it probable
that he has a welldefined program of expansion which
will spread beyond the borders of

Actor's Equity is pleased with the
advisory board of 45 members and
two alternates elected at a recent
general meeting in Los Angeles of
picture-player members, the association states in the current issue of its
house organ.

On

the advisory board are: Rich-

Barthelmess,
Gladys Brockwell,

ard

Wallace Beery,
Cyril Chadwick,

Clark, Hallam Cooley, DonCrisp, Sam Degrasse, Reginald

Harvey
ald

May

18,

Young Closes N. E. Deal
Lon Young of Chesterfield Pr
has closed a deal with J. L. Roth
Consolidated Films, Boston and K
Haven, under terms of which
latter

company becomes New E

land distributor for the ten 192?
pictures to be produced by Ches'
field.

Pearson Leaves N. Y. Tuesday
R.
Pearson,
Pathe i

Elmer

New York

president, leaves

TueS'

on an extended automobile trip
the Middle West and Canada.

Denny, Richard Dix, Louise Dresser,
Fellowes, Ale.x B. FranRobert Frazer, Pauline Frederick, Claude
Gillingwater, Lawrence
Grant,
Robert Haines, Creighton
Hale, Sam Hardy, Raymond Hatton,
Jean Hersholt, DeWitt Jennings,
Rod LaRocque, Mitchell Lewis,
Ralph Lewis,
Alark
McDermott,
Tully Marshall, William V. Mong,
Antonio
Moreno,
Conrad Nagel,
Paul Nicholson, Robert O'Connor,
Edward Piel, Anders Randolf, Frank
RockclifTe

Call

WAFILMS,

cis,

Albert
Roscoe,
Russell
Simpson, New Sparks, Mabel Van
Burcn, Will Walling, Henrv W. Walthall, H. B. Warner, Tom Wilson,
and Louis Wolheim. The alternates
are Herbert Corthell and William
Tooker.
Reicher,

Cantor for "Burlesque"
Eddie Cantor will play Hal Skelly's
role in Paramount's version of "Burlesque," which will be produced at
the Long Island studio, it is understood. Production starts next month.

Inc

Walter A. Fatter, Prca.
{or

Library Stock Scenes
New York
HoUywoocl
130

W.

c/o Leon Schlesmge
1123 No. Bronson Ave

46tfa St.

Bryant 8181

Will Build
For

responsible

tenants

luxe theatres in

de

Seattle

— Spokane

Hartford, Conn., and

Washington, D.
Inquire

L. N.

ofiffce

C.
of

Rosenbaum

Flatiron Building

New York

erals

Now

in production

the coal regions."

Kuschner Heads U. A. Branch
Indianapolis Oscar A. Kuschner

Testimonial Dinner for Lichtman
Los Angeles With attendance of
has succeeded Phil Dunas as United practicallj' every member and assoArtists manager. Dunas resigned on ciate of United Artists, except Dougaccount of ill health.
las
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford,
who are in Europe, Samuel Goldwyn
Fischer Takes Ash's Place
was host Monday at a testimonial
Chicago Mark Fischer has taken dinner for Al Lichtman, company
Ash's place as maestro at the Oriental. sales head.

—

—

The Big Hop

—

RIALTO SCHOOL

of

exclusive

membership and

is

still

the

most reasonable.

ADVANCED PLAYERS IMPROVE THEIR GAME
BEGINNERS START RIGHT AND LEARN RAPIDLY

Rialto School of GolS
BROADWAY
AT

1595

Phone

LONGACRE

6308

^

GOLF

Easily reached in the Heart of New York. Has the most efficient
Professional Instructors. Is the Best Appointed— Has the Most

48th

STREET

1!

Watch

for

Announcement

Western Electric

SYSTEM
of
%

TALKING PICTURES
Adopted by
WARNER BROTHERS (VITAPHONE)
FOX FILM CORPORATION (MOVIETONE)
PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORPORATION
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER CORPORATION
FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES, INC.
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
UNIVERSAL PICTURES, INC.

%
The System which

has been selected

by

all

ment

in the field of entertainment,

equipment

now

major producing companies as their
standard is Western Electric product of
the world's pioneers in communication
development of the Bell Telephone Laboratories
the only application of sound to motion pictures now in commercially success-

Electric

ful use.

everywhere will recognize

the

—

—

For two years an outstanding developFor information as

to

is

Western

installed in

more

than 300 theatres, bringing to audiences all
over the country pictures that talk and sing

and play.

With

seven great producers putting sound

into their

pictures,

progressive exhibitors
its

significance to

the industry.
theatre equipments address

Electrical Research Products fttc
SUBSIDIARY OF

Western Electric
250

West 57th

Street,

Company

New

York, N.

Y.

THE STANDARD FOR THE INDUSTRY

Yeax's funniest comei

bwlet

KEAION tm
s^

m captures NewTfoiK

—

Projection

Oiuur

Held Under

UPS vnacH meam douabs fob showmen

"Burning Daylight"

The

Demand

being an Irish potato. "The Seattle
Star's" carrier boys were invited as
guests, but other children under 14
2,500
sought admission by presenting one
{Continued from Page 1)
were
turnIrish potato. The potatoes
ed over to the Salvation Army to be house on Long Island where $15,000
Robert Ben- was spent in increasing the floor
distributed to the poor.
pitch and staggering the seats in order, Columbia, Seattle.
der to improve the audience perspec"The Jazz Singer"
tive.
(Warners)
Faulty projection was discussed by
Put over an idea with the Kresge Jesse Hopkins, assistant supervisor
ten-cent store, which not only coop- of projection for Publix.
Blurred
erated in a full window display but projection is due to oil on the lense,
also hung a 3'x36' two-sided banner dirt on the film and vibrating parts,
across interior of store. Copy on the unsteady light from carbons, he said.
banner read, "Hear Al Jolson sing Increased use of synchronized pic'Mother of Mine' on the Vitaphone tures has stimulated interest in proHopkins
asserted,
The window dis- jection,
and
at the Columbia."
play remained intact until the picture pointed out that a mistake in projecconcluded its run while the huge ban- tion, made during a show, cannot be
ner was given a three days' advance corrected.
Charles Barrell called attention to
showing. Fred O. Slencker, Columthe fact that sometimes music stand
bia, Davenport, la.

—

(First Nat'l)
children
from the

Junior
League Home for Crippled Children
saw themselves in a picture as wfll as
Tied up
the Milton Sills' picture.
with the "Daily Tennessean" to give
a party for them, a motion picture
was taken of the children at the home
and run off in conjunction with the
feature.
They attended the show as
guests of the newspaper and the theater.
In addition to the publicity,
the "Tennessean" published a threecolumn photo of the children in the
lobby with a cutout sign of the film
showing in the background. Knickerbocker, Nashville, enn.

—

—

lights

"The Circus"
(United Artists)

Through the courtesy of the Sparks'
Circus, obtained three circus wagons
one containing a real lion. Upon
another of the circus wagons was a

An

—

"Scotland Yard"
(Universal)
effective opening flash for Uni-

annoy the audience.

Arbitration

Rumor

—

A
a

A stock 24-sheet
ter title.
given mounted in the background.
twist by the price of admission San Francisco.

(Universal)
youngsters' matinee was

new

is

neatly

— Cameo,

and,

consequently,

may

New York, for eas
exchanges.
Jack Cohn, treas)
Claude H. Macgowan, Alex I
and Rube Jackter are other homt
fice executives who will attendJ,
Hotel,

las'

Theater Building Spurt |||
Is Reported in Of
'

{Continued from Page 1)

no

a

burgh

president, plans to W
theater according to plans dra
Thomas W. Lamb of New Yo:
Akron, Loew's has leased a
which will be part of a $1,500,0001
ect,
consisting of an arcade
space for 32 stores, and the the LeK
It will DC located at 182 S. Mait
ifM"
Eberson and Eberson of New 1 LM
have prepared the plans.
At Ravenna, a three story buil ""(,„
consisting of stores, suites and a
/bySii
ater will be built across from
is

ir.

'

N. W.

serial

(.Continued from Page 1)

tral

[

was the huge lock Stirs
Exhibitors
placed over the box office. The lock
{Continued
from Page 1)
man dressed like Charlie Chaplin. was 8 ft. high and painted in gold
It
had
real
selling
value
his
bronze.
This man attracted attention by
cision made.
A bitter fight on the
The circus due to its enormous size and its po- issue is indicated.
clever tricks and antics.
wagons were preceded by a eleven- sition. It is placed in front of the
There has been one arbitration
piece colored band who whooped box office every Sunday and Monday rneeting since passage of the resoluthings up in general in addition to during the showing of the twelve epi- tion against United Artists and explaying march music. W. H. Hemp- sodes. At the end of the two days' hibitors with cases heard at that
run, it is taken inside the foyer and meeting may take the stand that if
hil, Rialto, Macon, Ga.
the number of the next episode is association members of the board
attached together with the new chap- are disqualified now, they were then
"The Cohens and Kellys"
versal's

Columbia's Third Sales
Meeting in N. Y. Tw

seek to re-

the board from carrying out
decisions rendered at that meeting.
strain

Court House on Chestnut St.
Sam Rosenthal and Edward C. F
igan of Cleveland.
Flanigan
Rosenthal have several other 1
houses in this vicinity. C. G,
of Kent, O., is the architect,

Sil

tor.

i" whii

ajwitl
iftosite

[ffiiplet

Mis:

announcement says that work
started soon.

Kane Heads U. A. Distrii
S. Kane has been madi
trict
manager for United
Arthur

with supervision over the
Kansas City, Dallas and

St.

Ne

leans offices.

Nowl

i]

Fit;

Ktnsig
J cast
ersal

wi

jPoDi

Annual *Knabe Sale of
Metropolitan Opera Artists^

It,

CO

is

Rttda
tacts

W.

till

byU

PIANOS

'

Coc

Pay only 10% now

—

in

rest

over 2 years.

$l47,500

worth of *Knabe Pianos used by
famous Metropolitan Opera stars in the season
just ended
now reduced to SllSyOOO.

—

And many

other remarkable bargain groups
of baby grands, uprights and Ampicos for those
who act quickly.

Codv

»

Your piano taken
change any make.

—

?eHac

in

ex-

h
irlotie,

National
lis

Pianos purchased now stored
free until Fall.

intt

to Mr:

ad

has

'ttr,

*Knabe guarantee on every
piano

'%

^ .lason

sold.

Ri

arlotte,

'tased

larlotti

Bibia,s

Salesrooms open 8^30 A»

584 Fifth Avenue

at

47th

St.

BRYant 4020

to 10 P.

M.

M.

posses

%

wh

tal

THE *KNABE

IS

THE OFFICIAL PIANO OF THE METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY

Its;

THE

Coast Wire Service-

Van Beuren

to

Make

Pathe Cartoon Series

Pace

Sil)

<"ast

BER OF PICTURES
IRK;
a

:h

in

,

at F. N. Studio
IN

OTHERS STARTING

number of pictures comwork and being started,

Ten

visor of First Division Pictures, and
vVallace MacDonald, are guests of
Alfred Johnson at San Antone del

two-reel comedies based on
"Smitty," cartoon character created
by Berndt and syndicated throughout the country, will be produced by
Amedee J. Van Beuren, maker of
"Topics of the Day" and "Aesop's
Film Fables." They will be released
by Pathe. Production on the Coast
starts in two weeks.

Mar, Mexico, where they are preparng the script of "Creole Love," the
next production of First Division to
follow the release of "Free Lips."

Mannington, W. Va. Burt's theater has reopened after remodeling.

Wells, MacDonald in Mexico
Raymond Wells, production super-

Va.,

Cruze to Direct Next Meighan
n 1 1 y completed "Happiness
James Cruze is to direct Thomas
returns from Hawaii soon to Meighan's
next picture for Caddo
"Oh Kay!" under direction of Prod.
LeRoy. Corinne Griffith is
irn
ng on "The Divine Ladj^" which
Mayo to Direct Brice Film
Richard
Lloyd is directing.
Archie Mayo is to direct the Fanelmess returns soon from his
moon to start "Out of the nie Brice Vitaphoned roadshow,
" by Sir^ Phillip Gibbs.
which is to go into production soon
ton Sills is starring in "The based on a story by Robert Lord.
r," which George Fitzmaurice is
ing with Dorothy Mackaill playTay Gamett a Director
Charles Brabin has
pposite.
Tay
Garnett, scenarist, has been
:ompleted "The Whip," which
promoted
to the post of director and
Billie Dove
ed Miss Mackaill.
will make "Celebrity" for Pathe.
will start another picture which
nder Korda will direct.
Mary
Roach Signs Elliott
and Lloyd Hughes have started
which William
rt
to Heart,"
Gordon Elliott, juvenile, has signed
line is directing.
Charlie Mur- a long term contract with Hal Roach
compledng "The Head Man" and will support Charley Chase in a
'
direction of Eddie Cline. "The comedy Hal Yates is directing.
r and Egg Man," featuring Jack
all and
Greta Nissen is being
Estabrook to Paramount
ed by Richard Wallace. Harry
Immediately
upon the completion of
don is makiiig "Here Comes the
Ken Maynard is at work in his work on "The Perfumed Trap",
Howard Estabrook was placed under
Glorious Trail."
long-term contract to Paramount as

—

for Principal
Willows, Cal. Principal Theaters,
headed by Sol Lesser, which plans
a national chain of small town theaters, has taken over the Rialto here
and plans a house at Colusa.

—

Dog

Ewart
Adamson and Garnett
Weston, writers, plan to produce a
series of dog pictures at Victoria, B.

d by Universal.

C,

"The Price

of
Jason will direct

in

ge Hackathorne

iff

the cast.

—

his interest in the Iris at Salis-

to Mrs.

Phelps Sasseen.

and has sold
hter,

is

—

Dr. Nathan Zoglin
has purchased the Ritz, 12th St. and
College Ave., from Oscar Litwin.

House
Amuse-

Schulte Firm Gets Howell
Howell, Mich.
Schulte

—

ment Co., Detroit, which is building
the new Howell here, has taken over
the Rex, opposition house.

Her

his interest to his

—

ties,

is

open

in

being

remodeled

and

will

two or three weeks.

Ruth Sasseen.

Move Unit Headquarters
Lease Charlotte House
Oklahoma City—The M.P.T.O.A.
larlotte, N.
The Strand has has moved to suit 808, 1650 Broadway.
leased by Miss Grace Brown
'harlotte and F. L. Brown of
Down to 5 and 10 Cents
mbia, S. C, for five years, takMount Pleasant, Tex. East Texas
possession
yesterday.
Miss Theaters have cut admission prices
vn, who has presented road- to five and ten cents for any time.
is and other attractions at the

C—

—

itorium,
ical

ires

said that she will offer
comedies, vaudeville
and
at the Strand.

Three Hurt in Fire Rush

room

projection

New

Texas House

& R- Washington was slightly damaged by fire.
Sherman, Tex.—The R.

occurred.

fire

The

which caused a little damage,
was extinguished by house employees
blaze,

before the firemen arrived.

—

Considine Again Heads Guild
W. Considine, Jr., has been

John

Queen and Freemont, to Houston,
where he succeeds L E. Sowar of

reelected

Fort Smith, Ark.

M.P. Guild.

president

Catholic

the

of

HARD—

LIFE 18

yes, sir, life is

hard for the

exhibitor who hasn't

booked

OSWALD,

HARD—

LIFE IS
yes,

sir,

life is

hard for the

poor Universal salesman

when he

has to

hibitor there

PRODUCED

tell

are

the ex-

only

twenty-six in the series.

FOR

Durham, N. C, House Reopens
Durham, N. C. The Wonderland,
which closed April 30, when condemned by city and state authori-

break."

Three young women were injured
in a stampede from the balcony of
the Valentine, Valentine Ave. and
Fordham Road, the Bronx, when a

Collins Transferred
Galveston, Tex.
E. E. Collins, has
been transferred by Publix from

reported.

Night."

a

K. C. House Changes Hands

Kansas City

K

Davis Sells Interest
N. C. Rufus A. Davis,
Mational Theater Supply, has
arlotte,

it

H. GrifEth Directs La Rocque
for the
Edward H. Griffith of the De Mille
Fear", which Studio is directing Rod La Rocque
for Universal. and
Mary Carr in "Love Over

is

ents

Pictures

atracts of
Reed and Albert
ond, title writers, have been re-

Cody in "U" Role
Cody has been cast

to come cilong, and
to give the independ-

a scenarist.

Plan

Tom

don't

ting to keep plenty
of
open time, for
the good things sure

Two More

woman.

Reed and Demond Renew

so

yejir,

anyone try to get
you panicky on the
subject.
If we were
running
show
a
shop, we'd go over
all
the
programs
carefully,
and buy

House Remodeled

Completes 11th In Series
Earl T. Montgomery has completed
rsal will produce.
Meanwhile, "Mickey's Triumph," eleventh of the
y Pollard, who is to direct the series based on Fontaine Fox's comic
strip produced by Larry Darmour.
e, is continuing his search for a
ig

this
let

carefully, not forget-

National studios are maintainColleen Moore, who

fast pace.

w Boat" Role for Emily Fitzroy
lily Fitzroy, who is in London,
een signed as the first member
e cast of "Show Boat," which

W.

"There's going to
be plenty of product

BUT

LIFE IS

for

44

A CINCH—

any exhibitor who plays

OSWALD

It

PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

VnwersaI\i\W\JE.\l Cartoons

—

—

;;

;

.
.
...

WASHINGTON

REPORe

CHANGES

in Ownership
Everson Liberty, sold to Carl Gritch by L.
M. Olson; Kirkland Rialto, sold to H. P.
Seattle
Reinshagen Jr. by Guy Merrill
Brewster, sold to Gerald B. Dick by F.
Green Lake, sold to Glen
Schmidt
S.
ManO. Bishop by Mrs. I. Carstens
hatten, sold to J. C. Wallace by E. R.
Forbes; Seattle Society, sold to United
Amuse. Co. by P. J. De Clerque; Tacoma
Bijou, sold to Metropolitan Theaters by
McNish; Walla WalU— Strand,
Walter
Strand, sold to Fred Mercy by F. B.

Changes

BY

—

—

;

OF TRADE

FILM BOARDS

;

;

—

Continued

PENNSYLVANIA

—

Openings
A. Bair by Thompson
— Lyric, sold Philadelphia
— Bronson.
Hallstead— Eckert
Changes in Ownership
Finesold
— Colonial,
Bros.; Beaver
Carp; BndgeA.

Altoona

to

to

Falls

man y. Richman

by

Geo.

G.

to

sold

—

;

—

Drake, sold to Jay Emanuel by Henry
Drake; Coudersport The Coudersport, sold

—

to E. G. Clawson by Mr. Cane; Dawson—
Opera House, sold to Geo. A. Smith by
Kittanning Lyceum, sold
Earl Porter;
to A. P. Jim by Mr. CondoUan; Lebanon
Colonial, sold to J. A. Jackson by G. A.
Community, sold
Morrisville
Lictenthaler
to Wm. Keegan by Sam Fell; North Braddock Copeland, sold to H. E. Murrin by

—

—

;

Wm.

—Gochis;

Stanley

—Academy,

bamel by Sam
Kalmer by

sold to J.

—

Pictureland, sold
Rosenfield; Reading
A. A. Marillo by J. H. Snyder; Red
Lion Opera House, sold to B. T. La
Motte by C. E. Buell Robesonia Pioneer,
sold to Pioneer Hose Co. by East Coast

—

—

Theaters; St. Clair Queen, sold to Otto
Miller by Carlton Theaters; South Bethlerior

— Victor, sold soldP.
Run— Palace,
Waterford
to

John Marines

McArdle; War-

J.

to S. Podsiadlik by
Le Boeuf, sold

—
Evelyn

;

G. Perkins by

to Ella

Warn.

Re-Openings

Changes in Ownership

Grayson

by

—
M.

J.

Webb;

Page—The

Page, sold to W. S. Wolfe by Willis &
Shelton; Phtllippi New Grand, sold to
Pritchard & Gregg by Mr. Teter; Stanaford The Stanaford, sold to H. Spangler
by E. W. Zuem.

—

—

Closings

— Peerless; Amot—The Kane^
Arnot;
— Strand Mines
— Roxy Farrell
New; Meadowlands— Crystal; New
Philadelphia — Bartram
— Gaiety Family
WilStarford—Grand
Mary's—
liamsburg — Dean.

Allentown
Easton

;

;

St.

;

;

;

;

SOUTH CAROLINA

—

New

Theaters

Greenwood
BranchviUe Imperial
Judson Mills Community.

—

;

Changes

in

—

— Audit

;

—

—

—

Closings
Rock

WISCONSIN
New Theaters

—Richland;

Richland Center
Sheboygan.

Changes

—The

Sheboygan

Ownership

in

—Strand,
Scott & Lament

L. R. Simpson by
Burlington Plaza, sold
Theaters by Dan Kelliher;
House, sold to Guthrie by

Arcadia

sold

Community

— Opera

Eagle
Kalke

to

—

;

& Reed; East Troy^Grand, sold to
Community Theaters by Dan Kelliher;
Lake Geneva Majestic, sold to Community
Theaters by Dan Kelliher; Marathon City
—Village Hall, sold to W. H. Voight by
Merrill
Ed Newhouse
Cosmo, sold to
H. D. McChesney by A. L. Robarge;
Racine Orpheum, sold to Wisconsin Theaters by O. M. McKivitt.
Closings
Argyle— Opera House; Yuba Opera House.

—

—

;

Liebeskind Recovered
Nat Liebeskind, salesman of the
New York Universal exchange, has
returned to dutv following recovery
in

— Ideal.

Openings

— Liberty.
Changes in Ownership
sold
E. E. Lutz
Cross Plains—
Herman Shaw
Houston — Strand, sold
Lea
& Floumoy
Jayton — Palace, sold
Meridian — Palace, sold
L. M. Dunlap
Mt. Vernon — Palace, sold
G. Fry
Orange— Liberty, sold
Joe MoUey Sr
Moliey
Petersburg — The Peters
by

Denison

to
to

to

Exchange Tour
assistant general man-

Gotham

tonight

for

Canadian

Productions, leaves
tour to eastern and

a

offices.

20.

to

to

S.

to

Jr.;
Joe
Ris
burg, sold to McDaniel & Hildreth
ing Star
Queen, sold to E. E. Lutz
;

—— Princess, sold
Mrs. C.
WelUngton — Rialto and Welltex
Nelson
Avery

Sanderson

White

;

to

I

by H. F
Cooke; Wylie Capitol, sold to Park Gri
aom by Lee McBride.

—

Closings

— Palace
Presidio—

Collinsville

Hebbronville

;

—Majestic

Pavillion,

UTAH
in Ownership
Altoonah Ward House, sold to Fieldsted &
Johansen by Madsen Circuit Blue Bell
Ward House, sold to Fieldsted & Johansen
by Madsen Circuit Boneta Ward House,
sold to Fieldsted & Johansen by Madsen
Circuit; Mt. Home
Ward House, sold to
Fieldsted & Johansen by Madsen Circuit
Upalco— The Upalco, sold to Fieldsted &
Johansen by Madsen Circuit.

Changes

—

;

—

;

—

La Point

—

Closings
Star.

VIRGINIA
Changes
Blueiield
J.

— Lindberg,

G. Torbett.

Stanley Plans Another
Philadelphia With seating capacity
of 1,000, a theater costing $500,000 is
to be erected at Collingdale by the
Stanley circuit.

—

&

sold to Simpson,

in

Ownership

sold to L. G. Little by

Paramount Dividend Declared
Paramount's board of
have declared the regular
ly dividend of $2 a share on
mon payable July 2 to stock
June 8.

directors
quarterthe comof record

Wins Drive
Charlotte, N. C— The local Paramount office won first place in the
recent

national

sales

drive.

FBO

7m 7m
2m

M-GM

noH

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

14
United Art.
do pfd.
83
Univ. Ch. com. 2
78
do pfd.
*(c) Univ. Pict.
*(s)
do pfd. ...
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

.

17

.

88

.

(c)
(s)

of Loel
subsidisi
shows a jump in profit of $53(1
over the similar period of the ll
1927 fiscal year.
The six moil
report, covering the 28 weeks enl
March 11, 1928 reveals a net proil
$4,423,860, as against $3,887,6541
the same period of the previous ;l
The current earnings, after allP
ing for nine weeks' dividend reqj
ments on the new $6.50 preferred,!
equivalent to earnings of $4.01 a s!|
On the 1,060,925 shares of no par (|

which

mon

includes

outstanding.

.

7m

.

The 28-week statement

Inc.,

Warner Bros.
27^
do "A" ... 355^

27
345i

.

20
97
27

900

35

1,200

117

(c-b) do 6"4s 28..

BOOM

FOX THEATER'!

IN

ON REPORTS OF NEW BU
Unusual activity
"A" is attributed in

in

Fox Thed

financial circUl

inside reports that the organizatic
about to take over several big the
circuits, among them the Stanley|
of America.
The issue tapered oflE a point
terday closing at 28^, but the J
eral
movement has been upw|
Sales have been very heavy, lOS

changmg hands on Wedi|
day and 55,100 yesterday.

shares
Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).
Exchange.
(s) Stock
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.
•

(b)
(c)
(o)

West

San

for
Bureau,

Coast

—

Coast House

THE FILM DAILY

Bernardino,

Cal.

Theater

—The

San

Holding

Co.
plans erection of a theater building
and, in connection with it, is floating an issue of $250,000 in first mortgage seven per cent sinking fund
gold bonds to yield seven per cent.

Bernardino

Halls Opens Rialto

Kenedy, Tex. Hall Industries|
opened the Rialto.

EDWARD B. SMITI
&C0.
Members

New York,

Philadelfhia

and Beston Stock Exchanges

Bonds are secured by a first closed
mortgage on land owned in fee and
modern new theater building and a
two-story store and office building to
be erected thereon, with equipment.
Total appraised value of security

amounts

to

$557,147,

making

the

present issue less than a 50 per cent
loan.

Corporate
Financing

Air Mail Rates Cut

Charlotte

company's

deb. rts.
6s 41ww.

"38
11054 11054
1
pfd
11054 11054 11054
11
6s41x-war. 1005^ 10054 100 j^
*(s)
pfd.
2654
'9% 105i I'.SOO
(s) M. P. Cap. ...
22
(s) Orph. Cir.
2254 10,000
22yA
87
*(s)
do pfd.
...
(s) Para. F-L
127^ 125^ 126J4 8766
*(s)
do pfd.
...
121*4
"io
(b)
do 6s 47 .. 101
100J4 lOOM
100
1
(b) Par.By.5j4s51. 101
lOOM
J4
3,800
(s) Pathe
7
6/2
65^
(s)
do "A" ... 20
15^ 1754 6,300
10
70 5i
(b)
do 7s 37...
705^
32
34
(o) Roxy "A"
36
do units
34
(o)
7
8
(o)
do com.
39
(o) Skouras Bros.
39H
Stanley Co.
38
3654
37yz
4
*(o) Technicolor ..
'3"
800
3
(c) Trans-Lux
'iii
(b)
(b)
(b)

Bonds

On

ager of

.

.

.

do
do
do
do

*(c)

appendidtia.

John Weber
John Weber,

4154

'26-1

Sales

.

Hill

TEXAS
Ideal,

—

—

;

—

—

—Lincoln;

—

—

Ownership

;

—

Anawalt Santy Jane Lew The Jane Lew
and Star; Jeiikin Jones Jenkin Jones and
Burt; Phillippi AmeriStar; Mannington
ean
Taplin Dixie
Tioga The Tioga
Wheeling Lyric.
;

.

.

—

Belton Cameo, sold to J. W. Medlin by W.
Georgetown Princess, sold to
E. Fields
Arnholter & Catherwood by E. C. Haselden
Johnson The Johnson, sold to E.
M. Mobley by B. E. Boatwright.
;

—

41%

Close

900
4154
10554
745^
100
1554
155^
1554
1,000
24
(c)
do pfd
2454
24'A
(s) East. Kodak
180
1,000
182
179
126
*(s)
do pfd
(c) Film Insp.
4^ '366
4% 4}4
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
106
(s) Fox Fm. "A"
8854 ii'.eoo
8854
8654
28
(c) Fox Thea. "A" 29^
2854 55,100
12
400
12
11
(c) Intern. Proj.
2
99
99
(b) Keiths 6s 46.. 99
12,100
(s) Loew's Inc.
721/2
.

—

Springs Palace, sold to Unger by
Murray Gold; Bud— The Bud, sold to M.
Peters
by C. H. Riddick ; Huntington
H.
Family, sold to T. Neal AppUng by J.
Strand, sold to Geo.
C. Ward ; Kenoza

—

Low

.

House.

Berkley

to

Closings

Florence

— Opera

—

;

hem

Cairo

;

Laurie; Rosedale, sold to Mr.
S.
to

. .
(s) Am. Seat.
*(c-b) do 6s
36..
Bal. & Katz .
(c) Con. Fm. Ind.

High
*

;

sold to
sold to

burgh

—

Great Northern,
Philadelphia
Broad & Erie Ave. Realty Co. by
Great Southern,
Co. of America
M. Gerson by Rose Katz Majestic,
Joseph Price by L. Hoffman; Pitta-

sold to

Closings

—McKenna Club.
WEST VIRGINIA

McKenna

J.

D. Bourlain by
Buttonwood Garden, sold
Daurelle
to S. Podsiadlik by John Marines; Chester

ville^— Liberty

$536,206 OVER

Rivers.

;

LOEW PROFITS INCREAS

Quotations

Announces Program

Confirming a story published by
THE FILM DAILY on March 25,
FBO yesterday announced its 1928-

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—The

film industry, a
large user of the air mail, will benefit
by reduction of the rates from ten
cents to five cents a half ounce, as
provided in the bill signed yesterday

by President Coolidge.

New

Philadelphia

Naw York
Opens
The new Arcadia

Arcadia,

29 program containing 60 features
Harlingen, Tex.
and 74 shorts.
has opened.

—

BostenI

AHDWEEKLY

Z? FaAiDIGEST
VOL. XLIV

No. 43

Sunday,

May

20,

Price 25 Cents

1928

l^^^^^^^^^l
4 Great Laemnile Super Productions
7 Smashing Laenunle Specials
4 Big Money Denny^s
22 Universal Headliner Jeivels
including 4 Laura LaPlante's and 4 Glenn Tryon's

8 Hoot Gibson Jeivels
S Amazing Super Serials
including Tarzan the Mighty

XX Five Reel Western and
Thrill Features

International Newsreel
Complete Service Contract
The Best Short Subfects in the World including:
One

Tu'o Reels Each
Carl

Laemmle

Jr.'s

THE COLLEGIANS-Junior Jewals
52 Action

FEATURETTES

STERN BROTHERS

52

Snookums Junior Jewels
Let George Do It— Mike and Ike— Buster Brown
including

Reel

Each

26 Oswald the Lucky Rabbit
13 Horace in Hollywood
13 Laemmle Novelties

/hfam/Uaiv^sil haJstheVicbxtesf ^
CELEBRATING
A DECADE

Tenth Anniversary

Number
1918

Out May 24

TEN YEAR
HISTORY

OF MOTION
PICTURES

OF

PROGRESS

A

192B

r

m

m
THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

Qpeasonir
c/^ntiouncementt/*
of^tfie

\^''

^o^
.v^

>H K^^
The World's UreaiesV Disiributorr
or Jhort Features'
S]

m

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES.

Inc.

W
Mcmlier,

Motion Picture Producers

ciiul

Distriliutors

of

Americn,

Inc.-

-Will

H.

Hays, President

Comri"

SURSandftATUWD

MYOMTtS
WKat

otKer com-

pany ca« sKow
so many that kave
^^ J«» unnA. SO often!
COLLEEN MOORE
RICHARD BARTHELMESS
CORINNE GRIFFITH
BILLIE DOVE
MILTON SILLS

CHARLIE MURRAY
DOROTHY MACKAILL
JACK MULH ALL

WHITE

ALICE

KEN MAYNARD
Molly O'Day
Louise Fazenda
Ben Lyon
Anna Q. Nilsson
Betty

Compson

H.

Warner

B.

Doris Kenyon
Marie Dressier

Gary Cooper
Ralph Forbes
Lowell Slierman
Greta Nissen
Gertrude Astor

Sam Hardy
Lilyan Tashman
Larry Kent

i

Maria Corda
Arthur Stone

Thelma Todd
dive Brook
Lya Mara
Paul Wegener
Ian Keith

Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr.

Alma Bennett
Albert Gran

Marc McDermott
Natalie Kingston

Lucien Littlefield
William Demarest

Yola d'Avril
Edythe Chapman
Mary Johnson
Victor Varconi

Donald Reed

Mathew Betz
Paul Vincenti
»

John Kolb
Paul Hurst
Lucien Prival
Big Boy Williams

Gustav von Seyff ertit;
Jane Winton
i^^lift^

k>\j<iC^i

1

Covnt fhe

BIC

BUYS

f1 IMI

Willi
^i^niiig
Signing with

7

LIKjE

BUYIN
Suppose you stood in Times SqJ
and saw Broadway lined with the ll
stage-hits of 3

YEARS — 18 of theJ

playing simultaneously.

all

You see the box-office lines
the crowds

— you

know

— you

the

Will

long-j

records.

THE

PRESIDE

The

All The

You

Civet

l^^l3 FAMOUS
And
21 §¥AR FEATURE
Stories

Here are some oif tke
Long-Run Records

*;

From Ma:

miCH.

'
i

that made these
Stage Plays Nationally

Famous —

"LILAC TIME"
Ran 54 we^ks on Broadway and

I

road

I'

"LA TOSCA"

r/^-'vv'
-^

play and opera.
Nearly 1.000 performances by Sarah
Bernhardt in Europe and America.

Famous

T

the

'I'

<i'

(or years as

•:•

•:•

"THE WHIP"
Was London's
cess.

Ran

<*

sue*

*l*

"THE SQUALL"

1^1

I

melodrama

greatest
for years.

Ran one
1927

solid

Broadway

year on

"NO, NO,

in

NANETTE"

Played a full year in Chicago and has
had thousands of capacity performances in

New York and on
<•

'X

the road.

<'

"APPLESAUCE"

Has been running

3

years

in

New

York, Chicago, and on the road, with
7 road companies.

'W

t^
i

L

j^sMj

\

^

mf

't j
i

II lUNAL

m BfiOADMOVY
iuliy to

pe in

— "I want

yourself

my

theatre*'.

.

.

Itiis

qear

is

like

eli/iTLY

magic

.

.

I

And you
i^:'-.'1i.^-

.YET THAT'S

WHAT YOU DO

OUP

>9

to play

)wn the street and buy up every
o'e of them!
js

.

•1^

when

V-

for lifiLS-'lg

H lamous

''^"'

Sta^e Successes

m

Circulation Magazines

First

Nationals

l928-a9 Stage Buys

were Hailed as
Masterpieces by tKe
Critics—

/

*%
ill

«•:?;

iIbest-sellers

3 INTERNAnONAL SUCCEiSK ^

i

i:

*

the line-Up that thrilled
the Industi'ii one weekagb todaii

Here

a^ain

1$

MAMMOTH

TH
COLLEEN MOORE

LILAC TIME
TH €

fS

CORINNE GRIFFITH
tn

dontinance of The
President Grroup.

H

divine lad

The

establish the

Production

TA

$

oTPtCFALJ^

TKese tM^o milliou'dLollar productions alone iivould

tn

c/f Firnatone

u

From

E. Barrington's

TH€

ITS

Famous

STAR.

Best-Seh^

H»TS

COLLEEN MOORE
in "Synthetic

RICHARD BARTHELMESS in
"Diversion"

•:•

Sin"

DOROTHY MACKAILL in

•:•

COLLEEN MOORE

"Mutiny"

"The

in **Baby Face**

And Others

r•

Girl in the Glass Cage"

"Two Weeks Off"

^jt

Ne«

COLLEEN MOORE
in

"The

Richest' Girl

[Cliicai

pilond;

on Earth"

•-•

>:•

^

with Billie

"Saturday's Children"

"Outcast"

•:•

1

Oove

ttfiidit

•:•

"THE WHIP"

"Paid For"

And

JACK MULHALL in

"LATOSCA"

CORINNE GRIFFITH in
wiih

"When

Dorothy Mackaill, Ralph Forbrs,
Nilsson, Lowell Sherman

k

.';

11

Ijei;

E.

fllions:

"The Lying Truth"
"The Sport of Kings"

"THE BUTTER AND EGG MAN"
viih Jack Mulhall, Greta Nissen,

!;IJ.

CHARLIE MURRAY in

V
•:•

"The Other Tomorrow"
"The Heart of a Princess"
"Pleasure Bound"

Sam Hard'

Net's

((

iluml]

V

"Charlie's Night

"THE BARKER"

Out"

with Milton Sills, Dorothy Mackaill,
Betty Compson. Doue. Fairbanks, Jr.

MILTON SILLS in
"The

sSst

ALICE WHITE in
"Show Girl"
"On the Air"

"CHANGELING"
George Fitzmaurice Production

inding

Wi

Ik

i|«nii.

mr, mi
ol

I

Eagle's Trail"

"The Spotter"

rfuiiil):

And 2, Added Specials'

"Captain of the Strong"

"Hard Rock"

Not included

"Bluffers"

m, t

linjtM:

Victor Hugo's Clastic

^

"Waterfront"

I'Took,

I'ilm;

"The Glorious Trail"
"The Phantom City"
"The Royal Rider"
"The Lawless Legion"

:
"TOILERS OF THE SEA"

"Children of the Ritz"

k

ille,

KEN MAYNARD in

Mack Sennett Romantic Drama

From

P(

Jactk

in

"THE GOOD-BYE KISS"

DOROTHY MACKAILL and
JACK MULHALL in

"Rosie of the Ritz"

W.

prerwus
announcements

A

1

ptoiiit

Women and Song"

"Wine,

Gertrude Aslor

A

I.

Ira'

"NO, NO. NANETTE"
V

DOVE in

vii

llivt

•:•

•>

he

Jim

; J.

jlnt;

"THE SQUALL"
BILLIE

"Applesauce"
Irish Eyes Are Smiling"

Anna Q.

Other

will

Jeiinec

^J

«

1

Can

III:

L(i

Wl!,

Sho'

"Cheyenne"
"Wells Fargo Express"

Cliicagc
biirb,

\

Muse

^-(•ff/

JTHf

3

"•ant

MYST£!\Y DPjAM/^

THE

INTCI^NATIOHAL SUCX:tSytS

lies
s

SS

'THE

ffiii^ii^

HAUNTED HOUSE"

Owen

Famous Broadway

thrill success

'•SEVEN FOOTPRINTS

TO SATAN"
A. Merrill's

best-seller

in

pressed

"THE STRANGE CASE
OF CAPTAIN RAMPER"

•:•

"SH!— THE OCTOPUS"

iver

:„...,

'tte(lto

Paul Wegener

Davis' sensational play
•:•

p

s

insist

lien

80

BMffl^^^

•I*

V

»se

"DANCING VIENNA"
with Ben

Lyon

tile

to s

—Lya Mara

ot

isatisfa(

'f

oi

h

"THE WARE CASE"
with a great English cast

k)
'Ot

flKAD

n THICE.
has

fivst national

Nhi

m

^

,

...„

The Best Pi*opositlon

uearcfai/ue
in the Field

'

-

SI

Distribution for British International Planned
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GROUP LEAVES

MUSICIANS SET HIGH

rOR CHICAGO CONFAB

SCALE ON SOUND HLMS

^athc home office representatives
ve New York Saturday to attend

Scale of $30 per man per session
of three hours or less, on special engagements, and $200 per man for a
regular engagement of 5^ days exclusive of Sunday, calling for Zi
hours of work with not more than
two sessions daily, is provided in the
price list of the Associated MusiYork, Local
cians of Greater
No. 802, which list covers work in
sound pictures. In all cases, the contractor is to receive double for services. No session is to exceed three

Chicago sales convention open-

Monday.
ig

will

.\

highlight of the gath-

be an address by Joseph

Kennedy.
\ttending the convention, which
he held at the Drake, are:
1

Mtirdock, president; Colviii Brown,
:utive vice president; John C. Flinn, vice
Lewis Innerarity, secretary; John
iident
mm, treasurer, Phil Reisnian. general sales
J.

;

Harry

lager;
lager;
(

May

Scott,

short

subject

sales

O'Leary, feature sales manr;
McAloon, manager of exchange
J.
J.
rations; Arthur Rousseau, manager of the
ign department; J. E. Storey, short submanager; Ray Hall, editor
s production
he News; Terry Ramsaye, editor Pathe
(Continued on Page 2)
li.

J.

blumbia's

New York

Convention Closing

\ille,

franchise

holders;

Louis Astor,

T.

)'Toole, .Samuel Moscow. Harry Rogovin
lioston; Jules Levine and Louis Rosenof Canada: and Jack Bellman franchise
ler;
Louis Weinberg, S. Trauner, M.

<

I

rkowitz.

issman of

R.

Terry, A.
York.

Weisraan

and

I.

New

a theater or any place where the
orchestra is regularly engaged, the
price called for in the schedule, must
{Continued

on Page 2)

Poucher Goes to Coast
to Launch Firnatone
Poucher, First National's
executive, has left New
York for the Coast to assist in arranging the Firnatone accompaniment
to the Colleen Moore-George Fitzmaurice pictiirc, "Lilac Time."
Miss Moore's picture will be the
one to have sound effects
first
synchronized with the action of the

Ralph

I.

nroduction

(Continued

on Page 2)

rvant problem

is

a difficult one. In

unofficial vote, referendum, 2,779
tes were cast for Stmday shows to
5 against, and the council is excted to be guided by the sentiment

Householders say domess insist upon Sunday pictures, and
|hen they are forced to go to Chipressed.

go

to see them, service suffers beuse of tardy returns, as well as
jssatisfaction, which leads to a shorte of help.

London (By Cable)— J

lan^es.

Other Boards

will

Minneapolis

— In

event the local
unsuccessful in securing exhibitors, who are not members
of the Northwest exhibitors unit, to
serve on the local arbitration board,
cases of this territory may be transferred to the board of some other ex-

Film Board

is

change center.

Such

BEGINNING

procedure

is

COAST ADVISORY BOARD

EXPLAINED

STATUS

"N.Y. TODAY,"

next week, the Capitol theater,

New

York, king-

production ol
policy. Immediately thereafter, or as fast as the
will be mtrc.stage units can be altered, this sensible procedure
Hal Roach
duced in all of the Loew de luxe houses. No wonder

was bubbling all over himself yesterday
Sam Katz is about to experiment with an extremely interestsomewhat
ing idea for the Publix chain. If adopted, it will be
show
stage
for
a
calls
plan
The
character.
revolutionary in
comedy thrown m to
built around a two reel comedy— not the
!

luxe per-

that twodeservbeen
have
they
break
the
reel comedies are at last to get
printhe
probably
is
this
and
background—
ing for years. In the
call the
we
which
but
desire
the
term
cipal reason— is what some
expense. It is a
necessity to curtail presentation production
on

Page

3)

DIY

IS

PLANNED

"New York Today,"

comedy in its
pin of the Loew circuit, will include a Roach
to fit.
trimmed
program. The presentation show will be
new
the
Loew's in Syracuse will be the second house to adopt

(^Continued

a

possible under rules of arbitration, but
New York soon.
if resorted to injunction suits will be
instituted by W. A. Steffes, president
of the exhibitor association.
The exhibitor organization declined
to permit its members to sit on cases
involving United Artists, because of
alleged service to non-theatricals, and
distributors, contending that the exhibitor arbitrators have disqualified
IS
themselves by the action, are preparunder instructions from New
ing,
New advisory board named by York, to secure non-members to sit
Equity members on the Coast is "an on the board.
Arbitration has been traveling a
without authority to
organization
(Continued on Page 2)
mempicture
motion
the
for
legislate
to
intended
bers of Equity, but is
keep the council in much closer touch
and more conversant with the current
opinion in motion picture circles than
(Continued on Page 2)

M. Smith Back on Job
round out the required running time of the average dc
Recovered From Illness formance which is in the neighliorhood of two hours.
lEd. Smith, sales manager of TifThe reasons are several, but the important point is
Iny-Stahl, has returned to duty after
lliess of several weeks, which preInted him from attending the comHe has
Jiny's sales convention.
lirtjd on a visit to eastern ex-

.D.

handle distribution in America on a percentage
basis for the 12 films on next
year's schedule of British International Pictures, under a
deal closed with John Maxwell,
who sails today for the United
States. A cash deposit of $500,WilOOO is part of the d,eal.
liams is scheduled to arrive in

Williams

At Last!

—

Wilmette, fashionable
burb, will have Sunday pictures,
cause without them, the town's

To Be Asked If
Cases Transferred To

Injunction

Williams' Deal

NEWSREEL

own Votes for Sunday
Shows to Keep Servants
Chicago

TO SEEK TO
BLOCK VENUE CHANGE

hours.

The schedule applies to work in
connection with Vitaphone, Movietone, Phonofllm, Yocafilm and similar devices, and if recording is done

Price 25 Cents

1928

N.W. UNIT

New

in

Joluinbia's New York convention
1 ses Saturday at the Park Central,
tending are:
ick Cohn, Cecil E. Maberry, Claude H.
cgowan, Ale.K Moss, Rube Jackter, H.
\ener, manager; M. Gillis and I. SugarSmith manof
Philadelphia; W.
G.
u
i;
Jacoljsen, Liebler and Elder of PittsW. 0. Button, manager; O. D.
Kh;
Mns, E. J. Martin and S. Copeliand of
^hingtol); A, Montague and Joseph Mc-

20,

a daily newsbe produced, starting about

reel, is to

June by

New York

Today, which

will

distribute through Artistic Film Corp.,
(Continued on Page 2)

130 Entries
The Spring Film Golf Tournament, scheduled for Thursday, May 24, promises to be a
record-breaker, 130 entries having been received by the committee up to yesterday.

Associated

Publications

of

Kansas City has presented a
beautiful silver smoking tray
for the low net among publicity,
advertising

men.
Send

and

exploitation

in your entry now, with
ten bucks, which covers every-

thing.

».

..
..

II

f-^^
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EiJM*"^
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LITTLE FROM LOTS,"

matter May 21, 1918, at the
York, N. Y.. under the act
Terms (Postage free)
March 3, 1879.
of
York,
United States outside of Greater New
months,
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3 00
Address all communicaremit with order.
FILM DAILY, 1650 BroadiWs t^
Phone Circle 4736way, New York, N. Y.
F'lmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
Wilk, Ambassador Hotel; 'Phone, Drexel 7000
class

post-oflSce at

DEVIL'S TRADE MARK
FIFTY-FIFTY GIRL

—

is

5

RAMON A

5

5

KINGDOM COME

5

STEAMBOAT BILL. JR
THIEF IN THE DARK
SHORT SUBJECTS

High

Low

Close

Sales

40/2

40/

1,100

.

.

.

24

.

Fox Fm. "A"
Fox Thea. "A'

(s)
(c)

88
287/r

86
27

Intern. Proj.
6s 46.
9sn
(s) Loew's Inc.
73V«
107
(s) Loew's pfd.
(b)
do 6s 41ww llOfi
.

(b)
(s)
(s)

*(s)

.

106%

do 6s41x-war lOO^/g

M-G-M
M.

P.

pfd.

.

Para. F-L ..
..
do pfd.
do 6s 47..

(c-b)

Pathe
do "A"
(b)
do 7s 37...

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

.

Boxy "A"

.

...

do unats...
do com.
Skouras Bros.
Stanley Co.
*(o) Technicolor ..
(c) Tranx-Li:x
(o) United Art.
do pfd.
(o)
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
do pfd.
(o)
*(c) Univ. Pict.
do pfd.
...
"(s)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....
81

107

27
10/8
22/4
81

127J4 125^8

1263/4

lOOJi i66j4

lOOM

7

....

100 3A

200
300
....

100
8,700

12m

5

6/

17/2

15

167/J

8,800
11,600

7V^

71/8
34
36

71/8

1

32
34
7

.

39
37

8

.

H

35

35/
4

14
83

2/8
17
88

• .

2%
.

.

•

88
....

28
36-^

247/8

34

reel will contain news events
Greater New York, averaging
about 100 feet per day. A tie-up has
been arranged with a New York evening newspaper, which is to advertise
all theaters in the metropolitan area,

The

of

which show the newsreel.
Success of local newsreels at Chicago and Detroit prompted launching

New

York
of a similar enterprise in
CitJ^ National distribution is planned
for a weekly issue will be released
York.
for exhibitors outside

New

N. W. Unit to Seek
to Block Change
(Continued from Page

....
....
•

400
....
....

2

78

manager, and C. H. Ferrell, secretary-treasurer and editor.
eral

1)

•

39/

3 '4

220 W. 42nd St., New York. William
Steiner is president of the compan3^
S. R. Reece, vice president and gen-

....
.

1)

/

6H

.

Bros..
(c) Warner
(s)
do "A" ...
'(c-b) do 61/^5 28..

98/
72M

5

.

"-

700
126
4Vs
106
7,800
88
28
35,600
181

uoH

llO/s

81

"(b) Par.By.5'4s51
(s)
(s)

.

100/ 100/
27
lO/s

.

.

.

200

12,600
300
20

10 '/s

27.

.

Cap...

Orph. Cir.
do pfd.

*(s)
(s)
(s)

.

98/2
71/8

Keiths

.

12

(c)
(1))

10554
74Vi
24

24/
178M

....

20
97
28

36/

6,100
4,600

117

•

Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),
(s) Stock
Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley. Philadelphia.

rocky road in this territory, several
"jams" having resulted in suspension
Several years ago,
the Film Board secured other exhibitors to act, when the association declined to sit on any cases involving
arbitration boards
non-members.
were in existence at the time, but
the breach was healed, only to be
widened by subsequent controversies.
at different times.

Two

Poucher Goes tq Coast
to

Launch Firnatone

(Continued from Page 1)
film

under license from Electrical Re-

search Products, a subsidiary of the

Dessez,

thereof.

Leeway

sues;

of fiv<
provided, as well as in
between sessions of no'

Tuberculosis Fatal to Critic
Harriett Underbill, film critic
The New York Herald Tribune, diec
Friday, from tuberculosis, after a lorif

The

K,

il

illness.

5
5

11

new

season.

cERVll'Q

of

POSSESSES

the

John E. Cashman, assistant to
Mr. Scott; and Louis H. Miller, assistant
to Mr, Reisman.
In addition the following branch managers
will
attend:
Albany,
C.
W. Stombaugh;
Boston, R. C. Cropper; New Haven, B. M.
Moran; New York, W. E. Raynor, and
Robert Wolff, branch sales manager; Philadelphia, W. C;. Humphries; Washington, R.
C. Robin; Atlanta, W. W. Anderson; Char-

Andrews

E. L. McShane; Dallas, E. C. Leeves;
Orleans, G. C. Brown; Buffalo, Oscar
Cincinnati, J. A. Harris;
Cleveland, O. J. Ruby; Indianapolis, Oscar Bloom;
Pittsburgh, Robert Mochrie; Chicago. H. S.
Lorch; Detroit, H. P. Zapp; Milwaukee,
W. A. Aschmann; Minneapolis, J. H. McIntyre; Des Moines. Walter Liebmann; Kansas City, E.
Olsmith; Memphis, L. J.
S.
Duncan; Oklahoma City, C. W. Allen;
Omaha, R. S. Ballantyne; St. Louis. C. D.
Hill; Denver, A. G. Edwards; Los Angeles,
S.
Stout; Portland, H. L. Percy; Salt
J.
Lake Cil-y, A. J. O'Keefe; San Franciscot
M. E. Cory, and Seattle, C. L. Theurkauf.
lotte,

New

|ly Cc

X,.

Hanson;

Coast Advisory Board
Status! is Explained

A GOLD MINE

OH"

INFORMATION

Son

feterr

(Continued from Page 1)
it

would be otherwise,"

it

is

stated in

current issue of Equity's house organ.
The organization is pleased with the
45 members and two alternates of
the board recently selected.
"The new body has already proceeded to work out a definite program
for motion picture workers consonant
with the aims and ideals long expressed by the Actors' Equity Ass'n."

..

AI.SO Z5.000 COSTUMES T9 pfM-r

PENN.

Boum

FREE
YEAR

TO

BOOIt
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Film

yea

k

loc

Dail;

EVERYTHIN
GOES
everywher:

GO-Wl»is AIVO UIVIFORIMS
TEL 5580

fa

'<ase,

COVERS

COSTUMES
IA37 BWAY. N.y

Cloth

'"^^^^^

THE NAME YOU G5 BY
WnEN VOU GO TO BUY

I

1000 Pages

SUBSCRIBER

BROOKS

I

ductions for the

manager

^O

department;

—

the theater firm.

EACH

educational department; L. W. Weir, western division manager;
Dan Michalove. southern division manager;
Stanley Jacques, Mid-West division manager;
Joseph O'Sullivan, editor Pathe Sun, and
D. A. Doran, head of the Eastern scenario

I

in

is

(Continued from Page 1)
Re\-iew;
Lou Kniskern. assistant to the
general sales manager; P. A. Parsons, publicity;
George Harvey, advertising; James
Flinn,
Accessory
sales
manager;
Harry
Lewis, art manager; Mrs. Elizabeth Richey

Western Electric.
The musical acNathan Appell Dies
companiment for "Lilac Time" and
York, Pa. Heart disease proved the sound effects to be used will be
[_
L fatal to Nathan Appell, 59, head of recorded by the Victor Talking MaJ Nathan Appell Amusement Enter- chine Co.
prises, which operates a chain of a
It is likely that during his stay at
L dozen Pennsylvania houses, who died the st'idios Poucher will arrange for
I after a long illness. He is survived the Firnatone accompaniment on a
by Louis J. Appell, his son, who is number of other First National proan associate

fraction

"N, Y. Today," Daily Pathe Group Leave
For Chicago Confab
Newsreel is Planned
(Continued from Page

.

ajt

termission
less than one hour.

PAGE
5

hours or less per man the scald
with overtime $5 per half houi

$50,

minutes

12

HANGMAN'S HOUSE

the special engagement sched
two sessions on the same day, 01

I

Financial

.

or

11

Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225.

41
Seat.
*(c-b) do 6s 36..
Bal. & Katz
(c) Con. Fm. Ind 24
do pfd. ...
*(c)
182/^
(s) East. Kodak
do pfd. ...
*(s)
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd

six

5

Charles F. Hynes.9-10

5

LITTLE SHEPHERD OF

London—Ernest W.
and Washington 9794.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 58, Great MarlW, I. Berlin—
London,
St.,
borough

Am.

ule,

4
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(s)
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Saturday night.
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REVIEWS

New

.

2

by Ralph

19281 fcayJ

be paid in addition to regular salaries.
There is no extra charge foi

1

W. Eddy

REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST RELEASES
THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, by
THE PRESENTATION FIELD, by Jack Hairrower
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES, Review of the News

holidays
Published daily except Saturday and
and
1650 Broadway, New York N. Y.,
at
Film
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and
Alicoate, President and
Inc
Folk
J. W.
Vice-President
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann,
Tr^surer
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau,
fc-ntered
Business and Advertising Manager;
as second

Editorial by

by Arthur

FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, Coast News by Telegraph

PubKsher

lOHN W. AUCOATE

LAST!, an

FINANCIAL,

Price 25 Cents

20,

Musicians Set High
Scale on Sound Films
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At Last!

I

(Continued from Page

Foreign Markets

1)

t, of course, that Publix finds itself in the most fortunate posi;in of any big chain in the industi^. The Publix units are
nited over some thirty theaters and the cost pro-rated to each
use on a fixed, prearranged basis.
But even in that organization as in practically all others
roughout the industry, it has become apparent that it is good
siness to reduce operating overhead in order to increase profits

By JAMES

'GROSS

1

the point where the ratio of the return
]opprtion with the capital invested.
I

is

because once the show windows
comedies as part of their proplay
the country begin to
that subsequent runs, anxious
assume
ams, it is obvious to
cash in on the wide publicity and advertising which are part
the big first run scheme of operation, will follow in.
Loew's is, of course, actuated by the fact that its picture
mbsidiary is in the short subject field now with both feet. Paratherefore, the
)unt is in an identical position with Metro
akening on the part of Publix. Perhaps the motivation is unubtedly inspired largely because of this, but, again we say,
lat's the difference so long as comedies come further into
is

significant,

;

iir

1926.
tion

General expenses in connecwith exhibition is estimated at

CUNNINGHAM

Australia Atmospheric

Theater Breaks Record

—

Sydney Australia's first atmospheric theater, the Capitol, has been
opened by Stuart F. Doyle, managing director of the Union, with a
stage band and Ted Henkel as conductor.
The first week's gross of
$27,500, with prices ranging from 32
cents to $1.30, broke the Australian
record for a single week's intake.

$1,815,000.

Completes Australian Work
Sydney Eva Novak has left Australia for Honolulu for a few months'

—

Marky Producing Maori

New Zealand vacation before returning to Holly— Alexander Marky, Un'i- wood.
She made two pictures here
director,
filming a Maori — "For the Term of His Natural

Saga In
Sydney
versal

Saga
ing

is

in

New

Zealand.
He
the co-operation

with

The

Government.

title

"Karangi,"
of the Sun."
duction

is

work-

is

of

of the

or

the
pro-

"Children

Life," directed by Norman Dawn,
and "The Romance of Runnibede,"
directed by Scott R. Dunlap. The
latter was to have been one of a series of starring vehicles produced by

be too sanguine to expect that the change of heart
That this
include all types of worthwhile short subjects.
1
)uld be feasible is our opinion. There are many novelty reels
1,000 feet or less carrying the strong appeal of novelty which
uld fit into de luxe theater operations far better than a second

may

third-rate vaudeville act, raised to a new dignity and
ary, under the misnomer generally dubbed presentations.

more

Films,

independent
to be litlikelihood of a resumption of work

Phillips

own.

It

—

Local theaters grossed
$7,160,000 in 1927, according to official statistics, the figure
being over $1,275,000 higher than in
Paris

more than

A Significant Move
The move

1927

IN

more equitable

in

P.

a

local

Eliminate Propaganda
Petrograd In an effort to gain
world distribution, Russian produc-

at present.

tion units are eliminating partly or
entire Soviet propaganda. This is especially true of Wufku, which is active at its studios at Odessa, Jalta
and Kiev, in the south of Russia.

British Films For Japan
Tokio Saros Film Exchange of
Kobe, the only European exchange

—

company, but there seems
tle

—

intends to plug the sale

in that city,

of British pictures.
The company is
Paramount Opens French House
Paramount has opened a handling "The Flag Lieutenant," the
Paris
new house at Tolouse in the South first British film to be exhibited in
With
of France. "Bohemian Love" was the Japan after the World War.
the exception of a few Ufa pictures,
picture.
"Curiosities" Handled by
ectrograph Introduced
European films have not been popuOpening Six In Paris
lar with the Japanese.
Supply Company Van Beuren Through
Opening of six theaters
Paris
Walter A. Putter's "Curiosities,"
Jmaha Electrograph, a phonowithin a year is planned by M. NaPlan Summer Releases
ph synchronization machine, is 26 single reels, will be released by
through tan. One of the halls is to be built
Enterprises
Beuren
Berlin
Summer releases for its
offered by Quality Theater Van
ttg
I'Opera, another in
productions, an innovation in the
The machine has two FBO this season. They were form- in the Place de
ply Co.
Augustin,
one
on
the
the Place St.
company's program, is planned by
.itables, is automatic and electri- erly distributed by Educational.
Place des Ternes and one on the
the newly-founded Germany-Russian
Three stages of amplifify driven.
Victor
Hugo.
.A^venue
Bader on Exchange Trip
Film Alliance (Derusha). The first
The operating
lon are provided.
is "Flight from Hell."
trols are on top of the console.
Dave Bader, Universal accessory
Quota
Film
Start First
manager, who attended the three UniLondon Production has started on
M-G-M Train at Brisbane
^'** Reubensen Coming to N. Y.
versal sales conventions at Atlantic Argosy's first film for quota purBrisbane M-G-M's trackless train
Reubensen, managing director City, St. Louis and San Francisco, poses.
It is "The Passing of Mr.
eventh Ave. Film Co., Ltd., Lon- is now visiting various exchanges in Quin," which Leslie Hiscott is di- has arrived in Brisbane in charge of
Eddie Carrier. His first tour will
the West and Middle West on his recting.
is en route to New York on the

KANN

—

FBO

Omaha

—

—

—

—

—

,

|i,

way back

mania, and arrives Sunday.

Closes for Rayart Product
Ulanta Arthur C. Bromberg At:tions will handle Rayart product
his territory. The deal was closed
W. Ray Johnston, who has left
Chicago, Minneapolis and Omaha.

—

}N

M
Boiii

Jew
ae

Moran at New Haven
Bert Moran,
Haven

—

years

manager

El tsburgh branch, now
0

the

local

branch.

of

Pathe's

is

manager

He

succeeds

A. V. Mack, who resigned to go
investment business in
y
the
Pai
acuse.

$1,200 Fire Loss at Cleveland
the
in
starting
'leveland
Fire
THlN|)th of the Standard caused a $1,200
li to Louis Israel, lessee and manQ£5
Jr.
Two films were totally deI

—

VERS

two projectors were
Fifty patrons in the house
without panic.

'WHtB|)yed,

naged.

and

He

will stop off
City, Den-

Omaha,

Des

Another For L. A.
Los Angeles— A $50,000 house
planned for Pacific Coast Theaters
South Western Ave. and 67th St.

known

cover Queensland, aiding the Cancer

Make German Tieup

Lake

Moines and Chicago.

is

for

East.

at Los Angeles, Salt
Kansas City,
ver,

—

Fellner & Somlo have acBerlin
quired the Bruckmann renting organization to handle the Gainsbor-

productions

ough-Fellner
is

in

Research Fund.
The train will do
about 8,000 miles in Australia.

Ger-

many.

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,

Take Over Equipment Firm
London Savoy Cinemas, Ltd. have
assumed control of Theater Equipment Co., formerly under foreign

723 7th Avenue

at
It

as the Knoll.

Reopens Pell, la., House
The Strand is the new
Pella, la.
name of the Alamo, which has been
reopened by E. B. Hosack.

—

Milwaukee House Changes Hands
Milwaukee—John A. Ludwig and
Harry Perlewitz have taken over the
Parkway from Goetz Brothers, giving them four neighborhood houses
The Parkway will be
in Milwaukee.
completely renovated. It will be unPerlewitz
of
der the supervision
along with the Astor, Murray and
Jackson.

—

proprietorship.

Changes in Midwesco Managers
Jess Day, formerly
Milwaukee
with the Blank circuit, has been
named manager of the Oshkosh at

—

Oshkosh, to succeed
district

manager

Homer

of

all

Gill,

now

Midwesco

theaters. Jack Retlaw has succeeded
The
L. Morrissey as manager.
J.
to become Detroit
latter resigned
manager of the White Tower hamburger stands to be built by
Saxe, former head of the circuit.

Tom

D.

J.

Inc.

New York

City

MOUNTAN. Pm.

Exclusive foreign represen
atives for Rayart Pictures

Corporation and other leading independent producers

and

distributors.

Cable Addreii: RICHPICSOC. Parti
Cable Adrcii: DEEJAY, London
Cable Addreta: RICHPIC. N T.
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Sound Film Era

Comment

Stirs
—

Players and Directors Discuss New Type of Entertainment Hutchinson, Former Serial Star, Returning
as Independent Producer Personality Highlights of Hollywood Studios as Seen by Ralph Wilk

—

EFFECT UPON FUTURE OF

A

Little

from "Lots"

By

and

Talking pictures
of

ROBERT

FLOREY, who

I'li

RALPH WILK

Hollywood

effect

their

production are
subjects of conversation at the stu-

upon the future

Cast in Langdon Film
Jack Pratt and Joseph Gerard haiB*"
been cast with Harry Langdon in hB'"
current First National comedy.
m^'^

directed

Kellys in Turkey" was so well liked
was assigned to write "The
Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic

that he

"The Love of Zero," which
City," also an original.
Before
opened the Hollywood Filmarte thejoining Universal, Matt was active
M-G-M
the
ater, is now directing "Johann,
at FBO ayid Paramount.
the sound fihii field, with Universal
Maker," an impressionistic
Coffin
*
*
*
planning
Keith-Albee-Orpheum
and
picture, starring Agostino Borgato.
to follow suit, there is indication that
Keep
your
eye
on
Lillian
E. Fitzgerald is doing the camerathere will be a general swing to talkAugust and Nayicy Dover.
work.
ing pictures during the next season.
*
*
*
Lillian is a striking brunette,
Accordingly, players and directors
who is attracting much attenphotograph that Fred NewA
are beginning to take stock to see meyer treasures highly shows him
tion at Christies, while Nancy
how they will figure in the new in a uniform as a member of the
is
free-lancing.
Lillian is
Directors have
scheme of things.
from. Detroit, while Nancy
Roswell,
New
Mexico,
baseball
been discussing the technical aspects team,
came from Texas, the home
of 1909. Roswell was in the
of the change, for they will be first
of many stars.
Pecos Valley league and Freddy
affected, due to the limited use of dia*
*
*
was RosweU's star southpaw slinger.
logue in the early stages of sound film
The Roswell season was his last in
Norman Taurog, who has brought
productions.
There is certain to be organized baseball.
He recently hundreds of laughs and smiles to the
a demand for players with good
completed the direction of Sam screen, is directing his first feature
speaking and singing voices, as the
Mi^itz's baseball story, "Warming at Tiffany-Stahl. It is "The Ghetto,"
companies increase their activities in
Up," starring Richard Dix.
with George Jessel as star.
This
the new field.
*
*
*
week, Norman was stricken with
Our Passing Show: Gladys
neuritis, but kept to his task.
decision of Paramount,
and United Artists to enter

With

dios.

Hutchinson Returns,
at
Charlie

mer

Head

of

Own

and

Unit

"Hutch" Hutchinson,

for-

has leased quarters
at Tec-Art studios for production under his own banner. He has but recently returned to the coast from
New York and is at present casting
"Out with the Tide." Cullen Landis
is in the male lead, others in the cast
including
Sojin^
Crawford
Kent,
Mitchell Lewis, and Ernest Hilliard.
serial

star,

Armstrong in "Celebrity"
Robert Armstrong is to play

the
leading role in "Celebrity" opposite
Lina Basquette, it is reported.

Sax Seeks Arlen
Sam Sax is negotiating with Para-

mount

for the services of Richard
Arlen for the leading role in "Com-

panionate Marriage," by Judge Lindsey. Erie C. Kenton has been signed
to direct.
Beatrice Van is writing
the

scenario.

Vivian,
the
talented
of Sim.son Aller,
entertaining
Ernest Haller
and other guests of Mr. Aller,
Vivian's dancing attraction
special
attention;
Isadore
Bernstein whistling a popu-

*

daughters

ditty;

re-union and reminiscing over

Neiu York experiences.
*

*

*

A

film cutter never realizes
how valuable he is until a star
or a director starts fighting
over his services.
*
*
+
Bill

Scully,

veteran

assistant director, has left Pathe-De Mille.
He
was with the Culver City studio for
three years.
It would not be surprising
if
Bill
started/
directing
features.
*

*

*

Matt Taylor is well acquainted
with the "The Cohens and Kellys."
His work on "The Cohens and

Beth Laemmle in Tryon Film
Beth Laemmle has been cast to
Stone Signs with Fox
play an important role in "Leave It
Arthur Stone has changed his mind
to Me," starring Glenn Tryon. Patsy about intending to free-lance and has
Ruth Miller and T. Roy Barnes have signed with Fox for the next two
featured roles, while William Craft years.
His first assignment is in
will handle the megaphone.
Marjorie Beebe's first starring production, "The Farmer's Daughter,"
Cast in Tarzan Picture
which Arthur Rosson will direct.
Monte Montague and Al Ferguson
have been signed to play in "Tarzan
Gregor Sues Mae Murray
the Mighty," a serial being produced
Charging that statements she made
Frank after engaging him to direct, injured
under the Universal banner.
Merrill and Natalie Kingston play his reputation as a director, Arthur
the leading roles.
Jack Nelson will Gregor has brought suit against Mae
direct.
Murray for $100,000 damages.

heavy in the "Collegians!
featuring George Lewis and Dorotl||
to play the

Gulliver.

EARLE SNELL

graduate,

Continuity

m^^i

"THE MAN DISTURBER"

»!»

Reginald Denny's Next
Production

Under Contract to Warner Bros.
fini

*

The Life of Loe Angeles

having

acted

The

Centers at the

Ambassador's

*

*

for

|y

famous
nmn

Joyce,

a native of Kansas, showing Mr.
Mrs. D. K. Wickard, of Olantha,
Kan., "Buddy" Rogers' home town,

Sim,

the sights in Hollywood; Ed Olm.stead busy at the opening of "Drums
of Love."

—As

Hammond

*

busy as

Harry

Beall at a Graupremiere.

Chinese

con

Cocoanut Grovi

arid

*

fi

lODGE

*

More Passing Show: Frank

*

lOT
EBE,

started directing.

man's

ns,
Storj

th.

Special Nights Tuee. and Sal

College Night Every Frida;

t

T

parii

ROY DEL RUTH
DIRECTOR

RECENT RELEASES
"THE FIRST AUTO"
"HAM AND EGGS"
VITAPHONE ALL STAR SPECIALS

WERE

SINGLE" -Feoturing May McAvoy, Conrad Nagel,
Andre Beranger — Myrna Loy.
NOW IN PRODUCTION
"POWDER MY BACK"-witt Irene Rich, Andre Beranger,

"IF

I

i

Writer

him on the Coast. Later he
was at Griffith's studio at
Mamaroneck, N. Y., where he

Simile

B

ROBERT LOR DP

Elmer Clifton, who directed
Olive Borden in "Virgin Lips"
for Columbia, was an interested spectator- at the D. W.
Griffith premiere of "Drums
of Love." Elmer is a Griffith

Lou

Marangella
and Matt Taylor holding a
lar

Yvonne Howell Cast
Yvonne Howell has been selecttPlm

Carroll Nye.

WAAWBR BROTHERS

PICTURES, INC.

oe

1

arr

lever

THE
May

unday,

20.

1928

Blister

Dolores Del Rio in

"Ramona"
Length: 7650 ft.
rnited Artists
IN THE MONEY CLASS. STAR

)OES FINE

Cast.

..

WORK

United Artists

>»

Bill, Jr.
Length: 7700

"The
ft.

IN GORGE-

.Dolores Del Rio as halfcharac-

LAUGHS.

picture
as her

Cast. ... Buster
Keaton gets a
great break with nifty story heavily
gagged, and he sends it over with

Roland
outstanding.
lover
ndian
>rew good contrast as rival to imetuous redskin. Others Vera Lewis,
lichael Visaroff, John J. Prince,
lathilda Comont, Carlos Amor, Jess

to spare. Ernest Torrence as
dad, the captain of the steamboat, is at his funniest zest. Marion
Byron is charming and full of pep.
All-round fine cast includes Tom

,reed Indian gives splendid
and carries the
;rization
Warner Baxter
th ease.

rati

"Steamboat

Richard Barthelmess in

iii

CORKING COMEDY. CAN'T
GO WRONG ON THIS ONE.
)US PICTURIZATION OF OLD BEST THAT KEATON HAS
lOVEL. STORY IS SLIGHT. HAD FOR A LONG TIME.
GREAT GAGGING GETS
iIG PUBLICITY ANGLES.

I

—

Keaton

lots

his

Little

Hangman's House"

Shepherd of Fox

CROWDED

Barthehness has colorless
and seems to put little enthusiasm into his work. Molly O'Day
flat.
Overweight robs her of that
Cast.

.

.

.

role

girlish ciharm.
colorless. Long

Doris

Dawson

also

includes such
names as Martha Mattox, Victor Potel, Gardner James, Ralph Yearsley,
cast

Lewis and Tom McGuire.
Gustav von SeyfTertitz, Claude GilStory and Production.
Comedy lingwater, David Torrence.
of life on the Mississippi.
They
f old California. Adapted from the
Story and Production. .. .Drama
id novel of same name by Helen started with a meaty idea, and got of the Kentucky mountains. Adapted
Edwin Carewe has some real gag men with some brand from the novel, "The Little Shep[unt Jackson.
one a fine directorial job. Confront- new stuff. Director Reisner knew herd of Kingdom Come," by John
d with an outdated story that car- how to handle the layout, and with Fox, Jr.
The trouble may be that
ed light screen material, he played Keaton and Torrence playing in tip- the screen has outgrown these outp the pictorial angle strong. The top form, the answer is one of the worn tales of the bitter hates and
amera work is gorgeous, scene after most refreshing comedies of the sea- heroics of the backwoods folks in
cene unfolding like beautiful paint- son. There are so many good gags, them thar hills. Story with a Civil
Dolores is ideal for the type. that there is no space to list them War setting is hopelessly outdated.
igs.
work.
Story all. Outstanding are the bits where Nothing new in theme or presentafine emotional
>oes
rags in spots, and the Indian mas- Buster lands in town to meet his tion. Dick Barthelmess as the Yancre and other tragic events throw father who does not recognize him; kee captain running down a gang of
haunts in the
e picture out of poetic and beauti- a hat buying sequence; sneaking out Haiders in his lold
But of bed to visit his girl; trying to get mountains of Kentucky has a stereoil atmosphere of opening reels.
With star, and prestige of his old man out of jail, and finally, typed part. And Dick seems to have
's a buy.
ovel as well as present craze for a wind storm with Buster doing taken little interest in the proceedleme song of same name give you some great acrobatic falls that are ings, for old fire and snap are lack!avin.

Story and Production.

..

.Romance

sorts of selling angles.
Direction: Edwin Carewe, expert;
uthor: Helen Hunt Jackson; Scenio: Finis Fox; Photography: RobKundle, splendid.
1

"The Fifty-Fifty Girl"
Length: 6402

.

.

side splitting.

Reisner,
F.
Charles
fine; Author: Carl Harbaugh; Scenario: Carl Harbaugh; Photography:
D. Jennings and Bert Haines, expert.

Direction:

Belle Bennett in

Bebe Daniels in

iramount

.

ft.

TOTAL FROST WITHOUT
WHO DOES HER COM-

EBE,

DY BEST TO MAKE THIS
ODGE PODGE ENTERTAIN*G. STORY OUTDATED.

Cast.... Bebe Daniels has a tough
b trying to carry artificial role that
ives her little chance to show her

ing.

Direction:

Alfred
Jdhn Fox,

Author:
Bess Meredyth;
Garmes; uneven.

poor;
Scenario:

Santell,
Jr.;

Photography:

Lee

Karl Dane and George K. Arthur in

"The Devirs Trade Mark"
"Circus Rookies"
FBO
Length: 5984 ft.
Length: 5661 ft.
AMATEURISH PRODUCTION M-G-M
FALLS FLAT. RAGGED CONWEAK COMEDY HAS NOTHTINUITY AND POOR STORY
CONSTRUCTION LICK IT. ING OUTSTANDING. WORK OF
MEEHAN OFF ON DIRECTION. DANE AND ARTHUR KEEP IT
Cast. .. .Belle Bennett has a colorless part that gives her little opportunity. William V. Mong miles ahead
of the artificial role he has to play.

Length: 6518

ft.

WITH B. O.
DRAMATIC STORY
First National
Length: 7700 ft. VALUES.
OF IRISH GENTRY WITH
JUST FAIR. CARELESS PRO- STRONG
CAST, SPLENDID
DUCTION LACKS VITAL
PUNCH AND SEEMS TOO AR- CAMERA WORK, DIRECTION.
Cast
Victor
McLaglen has
TIFICIAL
STAR CAN'T DO
MUCH WITH POOR MATERIAL. powerful characterization that he puts

Kingdom Come"

FAIRLY INTERESTING.
Cast.... Karl Dane plays the

over with a smash. June Collyer a
perfect type for fine role.
Larry
Kent admirable support. Entire cast
outstanding,
includes
Earle
Fox,
Hobart Bosworth, Belle Stoddard,
Joseph Burke, Eric Mayne.
Story and Production.
.Drama of
Irish gentry, from novel by Donn
Byrne. At last the Irish p-'. a break.
Here is a production that presents
the real Ireland and its people in an
intelligent way.
Irishmen are re.

sponsible for the story, titles, direction
and a good portion of the
acting.
Fox should collect a vote of
thanks from the Irish societies. Tells
the
story
of Judge
O'Brien, the
"hanging justice." Hated by everyone, he lives alone in his Irish castle
with his beautiful daughter and servants.
He forces the girl to marry
a renegade Irish informer. McLaglen
returns from the Foreign Legion
with a price on his head, determined
to track down the informer who has
betrayed his sister. Story is dramatic,
tense, and the suspense keeps mounting.
Great pictorial beauty, fine Irish

types and titles. Play it up strong.
Direction, John
Ford, splendid;
Author, Donn Byrne; Scenario, Mar-

Orth;
Photography,
Schneidermann, superb.
ion

"A Thief
Fox

GOOD

in the

George

Dark"

Length: 5937

ft.

THRILL NUMBER.
WORKS UP A LOT OF SUSPENSE AND SOME NICE ENTERTAINMENT VALUES IN
HOUSE OF MYSTERY.
Cast.

..

.George Meeker and Doris

Hill are the principals and they work
smoothly together. Michael Vavitch
as
the
menace
plays
strong.

dumb Noah Young

role for all the laughs the light gag-

.

outstanding

in

unusual

characterization.
Marjorie Beebe in
Marion Douglas a wholesome type.
ging permits. George K. Arthur as good comedy role.
Others Erville
M isy comedy style. James Hall also Others make little impression. They
Louise Lorraine Anderson, C. M. Belcher.
eked by silly part. Others William are William Bakewell, William Des- his rival is good.
ll
Story and Production. .Melodrama.
looks like a comer. Fred Humes does
.ustin, George Kotsanaros, Johnnie mond, Patrick Cunning, Olin FranThis picture was built mainly for
a realistic bit as a gorilla.
orris.
cis.
thrills and suspense and succeeds in
Drama.
Story and Production
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
Story and Production.
Comedy
iriller.
The theme is old fashioned, For some unknown reason Belle drama of circus. Without a very delivering the goods with lots of
spooky atmosphere.
It
concerns
aving to do with the New Woman Bennett was starred in this produccompetent cast, this one would have Professor Zeno, a master mind who
tion that gives her very slight opdSn ho passed out of literature ten years
Mong fallen entirely fiat. As it is, it just poses as the spiritualist at a circus,
The girl and hero are joint portunity to do anything.
go.
Tidi
wners of a mine. She proposes to takes all the honors that were to be rates so-so, and will stir up no wild but really uses the seances as a
enthusiasm. It is a very routine pro- scheme to get information about
le partner to do the directing and taken, and they were very slim at
duction, and the gagging is scanty valuables from those attending his
only
he
that
He is so good
e will play the part usually taken that.
Dane seances. Then he goes out and comy the woman in domestic and busi- serves to show up the general cheap- and not in any way original.
The girl's grandproduction.
and
his
usual
dumb
role
the
story
playing
gets
a mits his crimes.
of
ess arrangements.
The comedy is ness
father
and his treasure is hidden
Hxtremely forced, and the laughs The two young men featured were job with the circus attending the in the dies
mysterious house.
The pro'ere very scattered.
Works up to a so amateurish that it was painful at gorilla that has sent a lot of keepers
The to the hospital. He immediately de- fessor goes there with his gang, and
iriller with a rival gang trying to
times to watch them work.
:are them out of the mine franchise. story tells of a man and wife start- velops a feud with the little guy, proceeds to follow a clue to uncover
the valuables.
From then on it is a
gorilla man does the scaring, and ing life as crooks, then going straight
For Arthur. This supplies most of the succession of thrills and creeps, with
le thrills produced are of the type for the sake of their children.
comedy situations, which are gagged all sorts of spooky things happenlat will appeal to children but not twenty years the husband slaves in
a very trite manner. The big thrill ing. The hero succeeds in outwitting
in
robbed
he
company
adult minds.
George Marion, Jr., the office of the
as not up to his usual form on the in order to return the funds. The is when the gorilla gets loose in the the master mind, and it works up
tling,
but the material had him daughter falls in love with the owner circus train, and the gal, of course, to a very exciting finish. As a thrill
tonic, it will
appeal to the fans
opped.
Bebe Daniel's name only of the business, and, of course, it all has to be saved from the brute.
strong.
works out happily for all hands.
jblicity angle.
Direction, Edward Sedgwick, poor;
Direction, Albert Ray. good; AuDirection, Leo Meehan, ragged;
Direction, Clarence Badger, handiEdward Sedgwick and L. thors, Albert Ray and Kenneth
Authors,
ipped by material; Author, John Author, Calvin Johnston; Scenario,
Al Lipton; Scenario, Richard Schaycr; Hawks; Scenario, C. Graham Baker;
Photography,
IC. .cDermott;
Yost;
Scenario, Ethel Dor- Dorothy
Photography. .Arthur Edeson, okay.
Photography, M. B. Gerstad. good.
hy; Photography, Roy Hunt, good. Scigler. uneven.
.
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Product of

Radio Corporation of America
General

Electric

Company

& Mfg.

Westinghouse Electric

Co.

Radically Different
XJOLLOWING

years of intensive re-

•* search and experiment in the foremost
and acoustical laboratories of

electrical

the world, the Radio

Corporation of

America

the

of

RCA

announces
Photophone,

of marketing

pose

formation

Inc. for the pur-

new and

highly

perfected devices for the recording and

As

a

new form

of embellishment

motion picture programs, and
aid in

enhancing the

effects

as

of

an

and natural-

ism of motion picture productions,

Photophone marks the next

RCA

step

in

advance in the production and presentation of

motion pictures

—

a step

long

prophesied, and inevitable.

reproducing of sound on motion picture film.

Only
ical

a

supremely

scientific

and mechan-

age could produce a mechanism so

superbly efficient as

the

RCA

Photo-

phone, and so capable of revolutionizing
present-day motion picture values.

Differing

materially from

systems in

its

achievement of complete

practicability,

RCA Photophone restores

to the

all

motion picture theatre

its

other

origi-

nal birthright of the screen's popularity.

And
promises to become

only an industry that has reached the

As such,

heights of the motion picture business

sary an element of every theatre's equip-

could have inspired

ment

it.

it

as its theatre chairs.

as neces-

^KCA Photophone
Now—

A

Perfect ''Sound Film''

That All Producers
And Theatres Can Use

Far-Reaching Advances

RCA

PHOTOPHONE embodies
projection and acoustical

improvements of far-reaching significance. Nothing approaching it in tonal
effectiveness has ever before

motion picture

Photophone

is

the

RCA

Photophone

will

add the vast

entertainment resources of the radio

field

to those of the film industry.

been offered
There will be available a wide selection

theatres.

The human voice

In the production of motion pictures,

reproduced by

RCA

as a real voice, rather

of full length motion picture productions

from front-rank

than
tions,

some mechanical force.
The most delicate tones of a symphonic

producing

organiza

synchronized with symphonic

the emanation of

Also,

orchestra reach their hearers with

all

There

is

absolutely no over-loading,

no distortion or unnatural volume.

Furthermore, as a result of a wholly

sound recording process,

phone

films last.

RCA

The sound

news

reels

and novelty

films.

the

tonal fidelity of the original orchestration.

orchestrations and dramatic sound effects.

The new

RCA

equipment

will be ready for installation

in theatres July

new

Photo-

track of

these films will outlive the picture.

Photophone projection

1st.

Installation prices will

vary from $4,000 to $15,000, depending

upon

the size of the theatre.

ment may be leased
moderate terms.

at

The

equip-

exceptionally

r

Equipment that meets every requirement
RCA PHOTOPHONE

projection equipment

every projection booth with

may be

installed in practically

little alteration.

may be used without any
change in the RCA Photophone, as may all types ©/"talking films." The
installation of RCA Photophone equipment in no way interferes with
Standard films, without the sound feature,

the projection of the ordinary picture.

In addition to a wide range of feature productions, news reels and

RCA

novelty films, there will be available through
large selection of films of incidental

Photophone,

Inc., a

and non-synchronized music.

For theatres desiring only reproducing apparatus for incidental and
non-synchronized music, there will be available high power reproducers,

providing superlative performances,

at

moderate

prices.

Board of Directors of RCA Photophone,
EDWIN

HERR
DAVID SARNOFF

CORNELIUS N. BLISS
PAUL D. CRAVATH
GENERAL JAMES G. HARBORD
EDWARD W. HARDEN

JAMES

R.

M.

SHEFFIELD

GERARD SWOPE

OWEN

Officers

Ific.

D.

YOUNG

of RCA Photophone, Inc.

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

GENERAL JAMES G. HARBORD
PRESIDENT

DAVID SARNOFF
Vice-President E. E.

BUCHER

ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH
GEORGE S. DeSOUSA
Secretary, LEWIS MacCONNACH
Comptroller, CHARLES J. ROSS
Technical Vice-Pres.,

Treasurer,

ALFRED

N.

Board of Consulting Engineers
GOLDSMITH
C. W. STONE
S. M. KINTNER

Forward-looking exhibitors, when in New York, are invited to investigate
at our Studio, the business- building potentialities of RCA Photophone.

KCA PHOTOPHONE
411

A

FIFTH

AVENUE

INC

NEW YORK

Subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America

important
of the year

—

%
I

Western Etectric

SYSTEM

TALKING PICTURES
Adopted by
WARNER BROTHERS (VITAPHONE)
FOX FILM CORPORATION (MOVIETONE)
PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORPORATION

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER CORPORATION
FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES, INC.
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
UNIVERSAL PICTURES, INC.

%
The System which

has been selected by all
major producing companies as their
standard is Western Electric product of
the

—

the world's pioneers in communication
development of the Bell Telephone Laboratories
the only application of sound to mo-

—

tion pictures

now

in

commercially success-

ment

in the field of entertainment,

Electric

equipment

is

now

For two years an outstanding developFor m.joymatxofx as

to

more

than 300 theatres, bringing to audiences all
over the country pictures that talk and sing
and play.
With seven great producers putting sound
into their

pictures,

progressive exhibitors

everywhere will recognize

ful use.

Western

installed in

its

significance to

the industry.
theatre equipments address

Ekctricat Research Products trtc
SUBSIDIARY OF

Western Etectric
250

West 57th

Street,

Company
New York,

N. Y.
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Theater Equipment and Management
By CHARLES

i:nER PROJECTION

The Stamp

IS

the

"Until

industry

is

willing

skill

which

goes

intc

signing machinery, projector niancannot make as much
acturers
ogress as it sometimes is claimed
r they cannot design or manufacre equipment ahead of what the
dustry is willing to buy and use,
A. McGuire, advertising and pub:ity manager of International Proctor Corp., declared in a speech
fore the A.M.P.A.
"With an extremely limited deand for projectors," he said, " we
e compelled to manufacture prac:ally one type of mechanism that
n be used in the so-called motion
cture palace and in the smaller
eaters throughout the country, we
ust design and manufacture projecrs that give a clear, steady picture
id are dependable under all condiThe industry demands first
ans.

luipment which permits owners to
jerate their theaters 365 days in
e year from early morning until
at night and give a perfect perrniance under all conditions.
"Perhaps the greatest advance that
IS been made in projectors in recent
;ars, has been the development of
bor saving devices which give the
•QJectionist more time and more op)rtunity to control the presentation
f
the picture, and to that extent are
definite step in the direction of
These are the
projection.
tter
te

ractical
e

Approval

CLEVELAND

most desired and to-be-treasured feature of
a picture theater, often determining its success or failure. Whether
the house be catering to transient trade, or a more or less regularlyAtmosphere

is

a

attending clientele, atmosphere is all-important.
With the stage shows occupying a position of prime importance,
Dlrapes, scenery, settings,
great attention should be given to it.
curtains and effects should be the best obtainable. Using any other
kind is false economy. A reliable company, expert in the meeting
of exacting requirements is Novelty Scenic Studios, New York,
whose service has
FILM DAILY
OF APPROVAL.

THE

STAMP

Cleveland Ways and means to
prevent introduction of an ordinance
or state law which might make compulsory installation of fire control devices on projectors, are under consideration by the local exhibitor unit.
meeting on the subject recently
was held.
This action was in anticipation of
a rumor that an effort is being made
to have laws passed in each state

A

compelling

Willoughby Announces New
Model Parvo-Debrie Camera
Willoughby's,

New

York,

is

an-

nouncing the new Model L. ParvoDebrie camera, which contains a

number

of

construction

new
has

features.

not

been

Outside

changed

New features are said
materiallJ^
to increase greatly efficiency and simoperation.
These new
plicity
of
features include full sized ground

camera or

This device is also
so arranged that it can be used even
lens.

after a fade-out when the shutter is
closed.
The shutter is automatically

opened when the lever on the top is
brought over to the left, which operation brings in the ground glass and
at the same time opens the shutter
It operates in
wide for focusing.

much
may

New
Salt

now

National Screen Branches
Lake City— H. R. Cantwell
is
manager of the National

Screen

here,
charge of the

J.

new Denver

branch.

Stems Handling Hanaphone

Omaha— Joe and Myer
acquired

distribution

of

Stern have

Hanaphone

in this territory.
This is a phonographic talking picture device.

very
easily operated
IS

will double

gate

There

is

a

Position during exposure

demand

pins,

SHJPMIEME

entire film gate
side carrying the film with it and
brings into position the full size
ground glass at the aperture enabling the cameraman to focus directly
through the camera, through the

when moves

n professional standard film
rejected on a screen 16 feet wide
y 12 feet high is magnified 44,956

The up and down movement

a few thousandths part of an inch
the film at the aperture plate
(.Continued on

Page 10)

lens

excels

focusing device, pilot register the same way as if the shutter opening
releasing pressure plate and were closed down to any degree.

glass

the

he

is

using,

without

moving

receipts

Position during focusing
on ground glass

hand dissolve.
The pilot register pins are so cut
Taking these features individually, that they absolutely prevent any play
ared with any other manufacturing
{Continued on Page 12)
the ground glass focusing device is
nes.
valuable to the cammost
the
far
by
"For many years precision limits
eraman. To bring this in use it is
f one ten-thousandth part of an inch
,v-^'^.j^rg<-g --K-g'-g-^.^--.^"^
Jj «"#•'<
only necessary for the cameraman
ave been common shop practice in
button at one corner of
a
press
to
manufacture of certain parts of
iie
camera which automatically locks
Before you buy, ^et the facts
implex and Power's projectors, and the
on the
camera and then slide lever on
the
reason for these close working
iie
top of the camera from extreme
the
more
thoroughshould
be
Uowances
This operation
Each motion picture right to the left.
/ understood.
to one

f

and

(4n3A)

conducted upon a very limited

for cona
iderably less
ear and it will easily be seen that
uch a low production basis does not
ermit large scale operation as com-

n

branch
recently
A. Krum is in

Service

opened

considerabe of ex-

than 2,500 machines

imes.

In

installations.

no

theater can get a
license at the present time, it is
stated, unless equipped with a Sentry
Safety Control.

as grown to tremendous proporons, the manufacture of projectors
cale.

such

Philadelphia

eme interest from a theoretical
iandpoint but which cannot be profably marketed for many years beluse the industry is not ready to
dopt them.
"Although the industry, as a whole,

still

LAW

FIGIfT

problems we must meet and

cannot give too

on to ideas which

!

TO

—

to

dependence upon pro-

tion and pay liberally, for the eniieering

of

HYNES

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

CflUED UP TO INDySTRY
ulize fully its

F.

WashedJ^ir

COOLING SYSTEM
SUPREME HEATER A>.DVENTIl/VTINC
fflHPORATION .•<.•..» ST.iOl/IS,t).Sut

tonal
Hear
You

it

in

qualities
at once!

are cordially invited to an Or-

Or send
114
Orchestraphone Book No.
which tells how it works and what it

chcstraphone Demonstration.
{or

will

do.

It's

FREE.

National Theatre
Supply Company
General
624

S.

Office

Michigan Blvd., Chicago,

Offices

in

all

prindtal

cities

lU.

—

—

THE

-^m

DAILV

10

TALKING SHOP
Manufacturers
Must be Given a Break

Projector

National's

THERE

Changes

food for thought
for the entire industry in P. A.
McGuire's forceful arguments on
projection, in which he sounds warning that the industry must hold itis

real

responsible for projection, which
can be improved only in degree proportionate to its willingness to pay
equipment.
projection
better
for
That's sound reasoning by one who
knows what he's talking about, for
McGuire has been connected with
and a leader in the projection field
self

many years, that his name is
synonymous almost with projection.
For years he's been preaching the

for so

gospel of better projection and his
work has played a big part in raising
standards.

There

an antipathy toward pro-

is

jection in the industry which is little
short of criminal, for projection is a
basic factor in the industry's structure, the presentation of what the
industry is selling to the public, and
when the goods are not presented
properly, they cannot find appreciative nor make lasting customers.

With

their limited field, projection

manufacturers have made tremendous strides in improving equipment.

When

considered, as McGuire
points out, that they sell less than
2,500 machines a year, their limited
scope may be appreciated. They cannot continue to invest large sums to
improve projection unless the industry is willing to do its share and pay
It's a quesfor such development.
tion of economics and a responsibility the industry cannot much longer
dodge.
it

Screen Supplies Best Medium,
Ad-Vance Trailer Head Says
"An innovation in screen publicity"
describes the success of Ad-Vance
Trailers, is the assertion of Isador
Schwartz, president of the Ad-Vance
Trailer Service Corp.
"Even before Ad-Vance entered
the field many exhibitors had attempted to incorporate their! own
ideas in trailers, but were handicapped owing to lack of facilities," he

beautiful art work
telling just enough to awaken keen
interest without disclosing the plot.
"Today an exhibitor crowds his
playing time to such a degree that
it
often presents a problem to find
two or three minutes for running announcements intended to upbuild his
house in the public's eye, and many
exhibitors even begrudge that short

animated

titles,

time being devoted to supplying this
vital spark to their business.
"How exhibitors can disregard
the importance of their screen announcements is a mystery.
The
screen is the only medium which
reaches the very people they want
to reach at a time when the patrons' minds are relaxed, and in the
proper mood to receive the advertising message.

Trailers Sell Cooling
System to Patrons

A

series of special trailers pertain-

ing to cooling systems has been
created by the special service department of National Screen Service.
They cover practically any type of
a cooling systern a theater might have
installed.

Theater Supply presents a formidable line-up in the
realignment of executive personnel
recently
completed,
with
H. L.
Clarke taking over the presidency of
the company.
Clarke continues as
chairman of the board of directors
and his increased activity is sure to
be reflected in rapid progress of the

Wisely, the post of general manager has been placed in the capable
hands of Walter E.
Greene,
a
veteran
of
the
equipment
field.
George De Kruifif, advertising and
publicity manager since inception of
the company, and before that serving in the same capacity for Exhibitors
Supply,
which formed the
nucleus of the present organization,
has been placed in charge of sales.

Greene and De Kruiff are
well versed in equipment, and their

Both

ability

is

Practically every theater that has
a cooling system, it is said, is now
making a drive to sell patrons the
idea that the house is going to be the
coolest spot in town this summer.

Floor Covering Dept.
Formed by National
Chicago

well

known

to

the

trade.

—R.

F. Patheal heads the
covering department of
National Theater Supply, which is a
and
the
drapery
subdivision
of
scenery department.
The new de-

new

company.

"Then

inexpensiveness.
The screen belongs to the
exhibitor.
It is the only valuable
space that doesn't cost him anything,
except the preparation of the trailer
announcements, which can be had
again, consider

'tailor-made'

from

a

its

service

com-

pany, such as Ad-Vance, at an astonishingly low price.
"Exhibitors who neglect or over"Their trailers were neces- look the opportunities that their
says.
affords
sarily crude, lacking the professional screen
them
losing
are
touch, the finesse, which only con- patronage, deliberately throwing it
and re- into the lap of the showman across
centration,
specialization
the street, who is taking full advansources can supply.
"These exhibitors had taken the tage of this medium.
view they should advertise their busi"Ad-Vance Trailers fill such a
ness like a bank or merchant, and valuable need, in this field, that it is
decided this could be best accom- urging exhibitors, even if using anplished by an actual sales talk on other service to further advance their
the screen, bringing a glimpse of the business
with Ad-Vance Trailers,
stars, a peek at the story, cleverly
pointing out that if they will spend

is

NATIONAL

Sunday,

floor

partment

specializes

exclusively'

in

carpeting for theaters, making up
floor coverings to harmonize with

many

dollars

weekly

newspaper a,nd
is

false

economy

on

billboard,
other advertising, it
indeed to hang back

only a few cents more expense
each day to materially enhance the
recognized value of their best adverat

tising

medium

— the

screen.

"With summer almost here

it

be-

hooves exhibitors to use their screen
the

fullest possible extent; selling their patrons the forthcoming attractions, with novel up-to-date trailers, special announcements regarding
their cooling plant or the comforts
of their theater, for after all, 'What
to

them

the friendship of a host of ex-

hibitors.

20,

l^l

severely handicapped by low pi
duction basis and this is largely (Ih
to the fact that many theater owBjfl
ers are unwilling to purchase n«
equipment until absolutely forced

do

so.

"While, of course, there has bei
a constant effort to improve proje

and tremendous strides ha'
been made in this direction, conipar
lively few realize the consequences
poorly projected pictures.
If tl
projection is not too bad and the
is no outright criticism on the part
tion

the patron, the theater
centrales his attention

owner co
upon oth

\m

matters which he regards as m«
important.
Projection
is
look*
upon as a mere mechanical proce
to run the film through the machii
with as little interruption as possib
and in the most economical manne
"One of the greatest mistakes th
industry has made is to believe th
projection is purely mechanical ar

tsn

to fail to realize that the projection!
must be a highly skilled specialis

No

how skilful or consciei
the projectionist may be, \
cannot be expected to give the be
possible results, with defective equi.
ment.
There are many things n
sponsible for poor projection but
think you should thoroughly realial
that there is seldom any good e:
cuse for inferior screen presentatio;
"Poor focus, an unsteady pictur
a flickering image on the screen,poor
illumination,
travel
ghost,matter

tious

—

—

—

—

breakage, improper projectii
speed,
all these things spoil the i
lusion.
The very smallest defect i
projection can be responsible fc
spoiling the effect we have all trie
so hard to secure.
For instance:
little
dust or oil on the objectiv
film

—

Price Summer' if you don't tell your
patrons about it; and that can best
be done effectively and economically lens, warped film,
the vibration c
by full use of your screen. Remem- the projector, a bent sprocket
shaf
ber, the screen points the way to —film shrinkage,
imperfect perfon
Profitable" Publicity."
tions in the film,
unsteady arc,dirty
condensers, insufficient cm

—

Better Projection is
Galled up to Industry
(.Continued from

would therefore be
on the screen.

Page

9)

easily perceptible

"This unsteadiness should be avoided as much as possible, as it is objectionable to the audience and is injurious to the eyes when carried to
excess.
Variations in the film and
natural wear on the machine will, of
course, cause the picture to jump a
little

rent,

—

—
—
—
—

—punch-marked
impair

which

film,

—

all

projection.
"All these defects are preventab]
if the theater owner is willing to takF
a reasonable interest in the work c|
the projectionist.
Better projectio:
pays and this isi easily possible wit
good men, good working condition]

and good equipment.
The loss
unnecessary damage to the fil:
through defective equipment runl
into
a tremendous
amount everf
year and constitutes an overhead tha
i;

We

could be avoided.
are not con]
cerneJ with this loss on this occai
sion, however, but the loss in pai
tronage
through poor projection!

"The motion picture projector is no
longer a mere mechanical contrivance,
cranked by hand, or made to operate which literally amounts to million:]
by the simple closing of a switch. of dollars every year."
The projectionist of today must have
If You Are in the
an excellent knowledge of mechanics,
electricity and optics and is in charge
Market
for Any Kind of
of a delicate and complicated mechanism made with scientific accuracy to
handle a fragile and inflammable

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

material.

"Manufacturers

of

projectors

are

the color scheme of the particular
theaters.
No coverings are carried
in stock, being made up individually.

Their background of experience is
supplemented and conplemented by
personality
and a reputation for
square shooting, which has won

May

CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

UIILLOCI^HBy
no West
II

32*'St,Nc«>brk.My.'
Phone Penna. 0330
Motion Picture Department
U. S. and Caanda Agents for Debria
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"Sea

11

Breezefe."— Variety

Fox

Short Subjects
"Crown Me"

Type

of production.
.1 reel novelty
Lives up to the high artistic standard set by Fox's Varieties.
To the

—Cameo

Ekiucational

Good Gags
1 reel comedy
pe of production
Made lively and amusing by the
ver work of Wallace Lupino who

over his line nicely. It is prin
ally concerned with a toothache
d the experiences at the dentist
comedian is ably assisted by
te
Burton and Muriel Evans
lorge

ts

peppy offering that
ngs the laughs smoothly. Lupino
coming along in fine style, proving
of that
it he is a worthy brother
comedy bet, Lupino
ler original
results in a

1

.

"Follow the Leader"
Animal Comedy

Fox
Pet Animals

Type

'The Valiant Rider'
Western Featurette
Universal
pe of production. .2 reel western
This one is very amateurish, and
entire production seems to have
:n rushed through as one of those
ngs that has to be knocked off in
ler to meet the sohedule. The east'f

banker and his daughter go to
ranch for a vacation. The road
ent kidnaps them to his shack,
d holds them for a ransom, etc.
rector Mitchell takes the blame.
1
;

:''

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

Down

Ragged

*

.

lovers of the sea, who are legion, this
picture will exert a powerful appeal.
It
shows the sea in a variety of
changing moods, from gentle summer swells to wild fury of lashing
seas sweeping over the ocean liners.
The method of handling the titles is
particularly unique, for they merge
gradually into the scenes, and make
of the subject a complete harmony.
Many of the shots are in midocean
from tihe deck of a liner.

ne.

"".

fURi

"The Wandering Toy"
Hodge Podge
Universal

Variety

on the farm little Johnny is
the chore boy, but he has figured out
a way to make work easy with the
help of a mechanical mind and his
pet animals. The mechanical devices
that have been worked out are highly
ingenious, especially the kid's ^home
made engine and string of cars. One
of the best juveniles we have seen
for some time. Done with class, and
a lot of clever and original gags.
Will click with kids everywhere.

—

"Eskimotive" Pat Sullivan
Educational
Fine Cartoon
Type of production..! reel animated
Felix, the adventurous cat, goes
on a journey to the Arctic by means

i.iiii

of production. ... 1 reel novelty
ust a collection of travel shots
various lands tied up with the
lal art embellishments of this serThe animated gag that strings
.

pe

d\>]ti\

m

atioi
;etsl
peri

y

aril

shots together is a little toy figthat is made to hop about and
)t by various means from one forn country to another. In this way
see glimpses of such lands as
jrocco, India, Java and Borneo.
me of the views are quite unique,
the art embellishments seem to
t
a trifle overdone.
I

iit

;

of a bubble. It serves as his airship,
and after many unique experiences
he lands in the realm of snow and

Northern Lights. The cartoonist has
started to develop a new technique
in the Felix series, and it shows to

I

nt

"The

nolo
oci

jis

in

rojecli

Sheik"-HUnive(rsal

Fast
pe

s

S>.3eed

t

Fun

of production. ...

I.

'When George Meets George"
Stern
Universal

Boxing Bout
.2 reel comedy
pe of production.
With the clever comedy work of
1
Saylor, this succeeds in being
In addition, the
y entertaining.
)t
is quite
substantial and works
to a lot of suspense with natural
Ighs.
Moves fast, with some nice
.

It'B

USI

nedy
id.

tW*

i

bits.

.

Directed by

S.

New-

Paul Ash opened his first Broadway engagement as m. c. at the Paramount, and
went over very smoothly but without creating
the riot that the sensational ballyhoo he reOpened with the
ceived seemed to promise.
front curtain showing an animated oval of
the leader's face in pantomime, with two
The
large hands just below holding ribbons.
latter extended down to five girls on each side

They represented "Ash's Musical
They did a special lyric for the

stage.

of

Fingers."

number, "The Musical Mr. Ash."
Then the band came up on the elevator stage
Their
through a smoke screen of steam.
number was "The Gang's All Here." Then
Ash appeared and made a brief speech by"
way of introducing himself to Broadway. He
then led the band through "Back in Your
Own Back Yard." The next song to be
plugged was "The Man I Love."
The first act was Ruby Keeler who sang
"My Pet," and went into her tap dance
Milto Watthat was very neatly executed.

opening

son followed tenoring "Ramona," following
He scored impressively,
with "Lilac Time."
and is probably in for a run, for Ash brought
Then the band
him along from Chicago.

had their third number, "You're Wonderful,"
with a vocal interpolation by Paul Small,
This was the only
a member of the band.
time Ash called on his crew for solo work,
outside of a plug for one of the songs by one
The other
of the boys with a megaphone.
acts were the Tiller Girls in a stepping rouand
Midgets,
Remos'
mild,
the
was
that
tine

Ormonde Sisters.
The settings were not

to

please.

Pathe Review No. 22

with
"Maids of Java," showing Javanese
training
to
become temple
girls
dancers. This is done in Pathecolor
and the shots are beautiful. Then is
shown pictorially the ancient Chinese
legend showing how the Pekingese
originated as the pet of an emperor,
sacredly guarded for many years, till
finally the little pet has become the
favorite of milady of fashion the
world over. The reel concludes with
a section of the adventures of Horace
D. Ashton, explorer and adventurer,
showing his experiences in the SaA fine entertainment
hara desert.
throughout.

views are presented, starting

of?

outstanding, the acts

and the smooth harmonizing of
Ash
band was the feature of the show.
showed little of his personality stuff, and
worked rather unoljtrusively with the various
Looks as if the edge has been taken
acts.
off his particular line by all the other stage
imiiresarios who have been plugging the intimate line for the past six months and
He was just a little
more along Broadway.
But there is
late in coming from Chicago.
no question that he is an m. c. to be reckoned
with, and it is a pretty safe bet that he will
work up a big following, for the boy seems
to know his mass psychology, and plays his
But it will
audiences with a lot of class.
so-so,

just
the

time.

take

with Fine Novelties

black in sharp silhouette against the red backVon Grona does his interpretation
ground.
unaccompanied by music, and the effect is
unique and impressive as he writhes ana
twists, while back stage the symbolical movements are interpreted by the sounds of machinery used in building modern steel structures, punctuated by the blast of whistles,
crashing of steel on steel, the strident sound
real novelty, and
of electric drills, etc.
Von Grona's final pose of a laborer ready
to collapse after his day's toil brought the
act to a close amid a burst of applause.
The other outstanding unit was "The
Miser's Death," a dramatic episode with
characters portraying the Miser, the Devil,
The staging
Symbols of Gold, and Death.
was spectacular, with the stage in half light
In rear was a
showing a castle dungeon.
barred window looking out on the ocean,
building. The
the
against
with waves lashing

A

was

miser

who

sits

On

Heights
on a new
Work will start
Loew theater at 175th and Broadway, New York.
soon

little this
week, with
motif emphasized in setting and
costumes under the title of "In Dutch" for
the stage show.
The Mother's Day influence
got a break in the opener, with a special
reel made up of famous mother quotations
and portraits of the notables in history who
made them. The production opened with two
large reproductions of the famous Holland
blue plate used as a drop in "one."
The
stage band was rigged out in Dutch costumes of deep blue, with caps to match.
A
large figure of a Dutch girl with two yellow
pigtails occupied the center of drop behind
the band.
Myrtle Pierce sopranoed and was

fair.
Other acts were Franklyn
in
eccentric dancing; Reeves
in novelty stepping; Pauline Miller

just

Stanley

Leu

and
and
did

good dance. Carlo Restivo was very good
with his piano accordion.
Al Siegel had
the closing spot and did some nice kidding
work with Navara. The latter did his piano
solo, and was one of the outstanding bits of
the show.
All the performers were dressed in the
Holland garb, and the finale had a good atmospheric touch with the back drop being replaced by a Holland landscape sfiowing the
tulip fields and three windmills turning in
the breeze.
Navara seems to be holding his
own, and is building quite a following.
But
the show that Joseph Plunkett provided was
just routine, at times very mechanical, and
lacked that vital spark of originality that is
a

needed to make a Broadway show

click.

portrayed by Douglas Stanbury,
over his treasure as the

Capitol Clicks with

Great Show Values
Stage show, done by
unusually elaborate. The
showing the Capitol dome
Roesner, leading the band,

Petroff, was
setting was artistic,
in the rear.
Walt
opened with an ennumber with the TempleEtting did some nice solo-

Boris

comedy
Ruth
Mercer and James Templeton uncovered
line of sensational dancing.
Then came

tertaining
ton Boys.
ing.

a fine
the Williams

Sisters

and dance number,
and got it.

A

pleasing

in

a

which

very

neat

song

called

for

more

number was Tom Nip's Sixteen

Dancers who pepped up the proceedings with
nifty stepping and classy appearance.
A nice
tribute to Mother's Day was contained in the
first performance of a new composition.
An
adclpd attraction was Milton C. Work, auction
bridge expert, in person and on the screen
in a one-reel Technicolor film titled "Auction Bridge."
He gave a talk on the highlights of the game, and answered questions.
It was the rnost pretentious show that the
Capitol has given for a long time, and the
values were there in staging, music and the
work of the various specialty acts. The show
ran over the two-hour limit, and was certainly a grand smash with entertainment plus.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Pictnre PreeeDtalion

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

1531

BROADWAY, ^EW VORK GflY

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

gloating

(Continued an Page 12)

Attractions for

R

Pictiu'e

Theatre!

Box OHice Prescriptions

Standard

MURRY LIVINGSTON
Builderi
Creator

Loew's To Build

The Strand showed

the Holland

the

Bound

comedy Type of production..! reel magazine
As usual
Some very interesting foreign

please juvenile fans.

It will

Strand Production Is
a Very Light Offering
as M. C. at Paramount

Another impressive production at the Roxy,
with several unusual features, especially two
The most
novelty acts that went over big.
outstanding was "The Spirit of Labor," an
The
ir.terpretive dance done by Von Grona.
stage effect was impressive, showing gigantic
appeared
which
derricks
and
building cranes

reel

\rthur Lake is featured.
the excitement centers aruund his
ht with tihe rival for the smiles of
girl. They decide to settle it in
iauto race, for Mary has prom8 to marry the winner. The race
zippy, and develops quite a few
Diighs, being hea^/ily gagged.
tor Kimmich did a pretty good

Paul Ash Gets Going

Roxy Has Lavish Show

advantage in this number. It
consists in employing shadows and
blackouts, and gives the cartoons an
appearance of depth and body similar
to actual shots of outdoor views. The
boy who is doing the creative work
on this series is using the old bean.

Diversified

1

By JACK HARROIVER;

fine

loss

ihe

Presentations

Beautiful

of

Vaudeville

Acts

Box Office

BARREL O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
Phone me at CANal 6480
Write me at 270 Lafayette Street. N. Y.

1600 Broadway, New Ycrk City
Phone Penn. 3580
C.

•*4

THE
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Sunday,

mm

Willoughby Offers

New Model Camera

Week*s Headlines

Page 9)
the vertical or
of the
horizontal and by actual tests, dou(Continued from
film either in

Monday
Preparation of code of etnics for the indus
try completed by Federal Trade Conimis
sion; to be made public soon; Film Boards
of Trade convention to hear new code out-

and

ble

triple

exposed

titles

show

absolutely no movement.
The releasing pressure plate assures absolute freedom from static
lined.
Mark Gates Theater Corp. starts acquisition or scratches that originally happen at
campaign in Washington, D. C, territory the aperture.
in drive for 100 theaters.
The hand dissolve is an added
Fox reported seeking new Warner house at
feature as the camera is already fitted
Hollywood.
with an automatic dissolve which opTuesday
Paramount and M-G-M secure license for erates in 4^ feet and locks automatiunder Western Klectnc cally at the end of a fade-out and
talking pictures
patents.
Federal Trade Commission prepares to start will also lock automatically when reversing for a lap dissolve. With the
suit against Paramount to entorce block
booking edict.
hand dissolve it is now possible to
New quota tor German exhibitors reported
face-in or out in any desired length.
planned.
American Federation of Musicians seeks
It is possible to fit any lens from
emergency war chest of $5,000,000.
35 millimeter to 17 inch focus to the
Blacklist charged against 13 distributors in
$102,000 damage action brought by P. V. Debrie and it only takes a few moments to make the change. The camKelly, Ashburn, Ga., exhibitor.
James Costen circuit taking over Coouey era is now equipped with a new style
chain.
Chicago
Veeder type footage indicator which
Wednesday
General use of talking pictures presaged by registers not only the footage but
deals with Paramount, M-G-M and United also the turns of the crank and the
Artists lor licenses under Western Electric single exposures.
An electric motor
patents; Paramount to make talking Jilms
Long island studio; Universal and can be instantly attached to the camat
All
Keith-Albee-Orpheum dickering for licenses. era without any special fitting.
Sixty exhibitors of Pittsburgh territory join operations are visible and controlled
buyUtilities
Corp.,
Artiliated Theatrical
while the cameraman stands at his
ing combine.
Colvin Brown resigns from FBO to become normal position to the rear of the
executive

president

vice

of

Pathe.

camera.

Thursday
convention May

21 at Louisville
Musicians'
expected to be featured by stand on talking
pictures.

Fox and Comerford may invade upper New
York towns; Fox seeks Poli circuit.
Joseph P. Kennedy heads board of directors
of

Keith-Albee.

Paramount

and

M-G-M

talking picture licenses include newsreels.
case deadlocked
"blue"
law
test
Springfield
in Missouri Supreme Court.
Two hundred theaters pooled in merger of
Gaumout British and General Theaters

In offering $3,000,000 of 6>^7o debentures of Famous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd.. a Montreal investment house makes the argument that
motion pictures are, in a way, a public

utility.

"Motion picture theaters are

New

arbitration "jam" in Minneapolis, when
exhibitors refuse to sit on cases involving
United Artists for that firm's alleged action in serving non-theatricals.
Musicians will seek long term contracts as
means to offset talking picture "encroach-

ments."
declared
planning invasion of
Stanley towns in Pennsylvania.
Less than 2,500 projectors purchased by industry, P. A. McGuire of International
Projector Corp., declares.
C. Francis Jenkins, Washington inventor, indicates his low price television sets v^ill
be on market in

fall.

Saturday
Northwest Unit
bitration
boards.

cases

to

ask for injunction
are transferred to

if

ar-

other

Pathe group leaves for Chicago convention.
Musicians set high scale for work on sound
films.

I

"New York Today"

new newsreel

.

<>4i

to

be

distributed by Artistic Film Corp.
Status of new Equity advisory board
Coast explained.

at

is

Roxy Has Lavish Show
With Fine Novelties
(Continued from Page 11)
story is developed in dance pantomime by
the other characters.
The Roxyettes did their remarkable precision
routines, one
number in particular
employing a movement of the arms and hands
was
artistic
and
that
unique.
Beatrice Belkin
sang "Caro Nome;" the ballet corps did a
kaleidoscope dance, with the work of a contortionist dancer as a novelty.
The splash
number was a 'Venetian fantasy that ran
to a riot of color in settings and costuming.
Prominent on the screen end was the Movietone, showing some great airship maneuvers
at Langley Field, with the sounds of the
bombing planes, scout and battle planes making a great eflEect.

the public

class

public

and no credit accounts.

tories
is

Comertord

in

to the extent that they provide
with a service for which the demand is general throughout all classes of
society.
'They satisfy the universal desire
for entertainment,
at
a price within the
reach of all," he states.
"The operation of motion picture theaters
is a cash business, with practically no inven-

the

Friday

meam douaos fob showmen

says

"The Shield

one

of

the

last

business

'The

(Universal)
Presented chief of police with a
gold pass good until 1999. The ceremony took place on the front steps of

the

unit will cooperate
exploitation.

barometers

picture

many

theaters
successful

INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving

WHEC

—

"U" Building at Winchester
Universal has started building its
New Empire in Winchester, Va., on
the site of the old Empire Theater.
Isaac Weinberg, General manager of
the Shenandoah Valley Theater Corporation, local subsidiary of "U" has
just completed negotiations for the
purchase of additional land for the
project.
The demolishing of the old
Empire is already under way and
construction work will start very
shortly.

The New Empire

will seat

1500 and will represent an investment
of approximately $250,000.00.

Lichtman Goes to Chicago
Los Angeles Al Lichtman, United

—

(Paramount)
Borrowed a miniature
about seven feet

in

Specialists

oil derrick
height from the

Magnolia Petroleum

to the

which was

Co.,

Motion Picture

displayed in the lobby. The derrick
was complete in every detail with a
motor concealed in a miniature pump

house

Industry

which animated the arm on

the derrick. The derrick was set in
a jungle atmosphere made out of
beaverboard in the form of a stage
setting with miniature lamps set in
behind each set piece to give color.—
N. Prager, Capitol, Oklahoma City,

—

transferred

to the company's local
Art Levy, who has been in
charge for Pathe here, has resigned.

office.

DAY AND NIGHT

"Soft Living"

(Fox)
Cutout of Miss Bellamy from the
24-sheet was placed across the corner of the marquee. This cutout at
night was lighted with a border of
concealed electric lights attached to
the flasher while two baby spots,
concealed, also were thrown upon
F. G. Miller, Modjeska,
this cutout.
Augusta, Ga.

250

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus '1141-2-3

—

1

"West Point"

(M-G-M)
the U. S. Army Recruiting
Dept. furnish all the necessary equipment in the lobby. The soldiers put
in a snappy display well in advance
and also furnished a man for duty
both matinee and evening to recruit
and answer questions of patrons interested in West Point.
On play
dates, the display was outside of theater with two men stationed there
atfernoon and evening to guard the
equipment and to give the theater
Arthur
front the proper atmosphere.

Had

Inquiring minds of those who
read
FILM DAILY
year after year, find no way
of applauding its well-merited
success, better than continuing
to subscribe, and being satisfied customers.

THE

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICSl
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

—

W. Pinkham,

Park,

Bangor,

Schools
using

Me.

Churches

y

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

Pictures

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

Artists sales head, is en route to Chicago to attend the second United
Artists sales convention.

Liebmann Transferred
Des Moines W. Liebmann, Pathe
manager at Minneapolis, has been

i

"The Showdown"

to

are as stable as those of
public utility companies."

wit||

EGGERS

headquarters. The film was
dedicated to the commissioner of
safety and the director of police. City
officials, members of the police and
their families were invited to the theater on the opening night. The chief
of police broadcast over radio station
on the subject of "Making Rochester a Better and Safer
City."
Earl
Wellman,
Madison,
Rochester, N. Y.
police

'movie'

show unfavorable conditions and among the
first to reflect increased returns from prosperous times.
Earnings of well-managed
companies which control chains of motion

19281

members on

Honor"

of

20,

Whyte Organizing
Arthur K. Whyte has perfected o|
ganization plans of the buying d<
partment of the I.M.P.E.A. Whyl

P*uts Pictures in Class
Okla.
with Public Utilities

utility

Corp.

DAILY -nps ynucH

May

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001 FILMS*'
Complete reference booklet,
at

(Fifth Edition)

listing nearly 3,000

educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash Av

Chicago,

III.

Preference

means
The

Profits

theatre that stresses screen

quality

is

way to
And that

well on the

popular preference.
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman

Positive— the film that preserves

every
ity for

bit

of photographic qual-

your screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

r'

THE METRO-GOLDWYN- MAYER LION
THE GREATEST STAR ON THE SCREEN

3

SPECIALS

2

SHOW PEOPLE

"

Gold Braid

and

Marion Davie*

M DANE-ARTHUR

RAMON NOVARRO
I

2
2

THE LOVES OFCASANOVA

4

LON CHANEY
While the City Sleeps

Devil's

and

I

g TIM McCOY
2
" FLASH

lo

OUR GANG

LAUREL-HARDY
CHARLEY CHASE
10 ALL STAR
10

10

The Amazing Dog

Ballyhoo

and 3 others

Free Soul

HAL ROACH
40 COMEDIES

and 2 more

4 NORMA SHEARER

A

The Baby Cyclone

Mask

more

Trial

The Wonder of Women

CODY-PRINGLE

JOHN GILBERT
The

The Bellamy

and 3 more

THE CARNIVAL OF UFE
Greta Garbo

Camping Out

more

William Haines

John Gilbert

ELECTRIC-LIGHT
HITS

Star in

and 3 more
Grease Paint

3

GRETA GARBO
Tiger Skin, Single Standar4

and

I

more

and

2

BUSTER KEATON
and

4

I

^

more

Our Dancing Daughters
Breakers Ahead

Excess Baggage

1

LILLIAN GISN
The Wind

MARION DAVIES
Dumb

Dora and

3

104

more

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

WILLIAM HAINES
and 3 more

O

9

The Camera Man

I

_

Mothers and Son«

^^ ;:50LDwv\:j7 Ifev

j^amb^.

more

1^

M-G-M NEWS
Twice Weekly

M-G-M GREAT
EVENTS
entirely in Technicolor

M<G-M ODDITIES
UFA world-wide gems

COMPANY

THE IMPORTANT

^T STAR OS

—
:•

Yestern Pa, Unit to Fight Non-Theatrical Showings

ULTHE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

t^FILMDOM
m. XLIV

Monday, May

No. 44

''Tempest
^

ET

room

^

FOX SEEN PARTNER IN
MEETING OF FUN BOARDS
COMERFORD EXPANSION

NON-THEATRICALS OP AT
"Tem-

for

You'll want it bef
r;e your public is going to
it entertainment of the first
In it John Barrymore
ie.
eves an acting distinction
as he has rarely, if ever,beattained in the years he has
pest."

West

Coast

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Los Angeles

— Problem

of non-thecompetition is expected to
prove one of the chief topics of discussion at the annual convention of
atrical

Film Boards of Trade which
With
under way here today.
hibitors taking a firm stand on serHis
pictures.
appearing in
vice to non-theatricals, branding the
performance practice unfair, and prepared to combeautiful
a
restrained, yet powerful bat it, the issue looms as one of the
t,
easily one of the highlights most nnportant facing Film Boards
country.
year thus far in his- throughout the
ilie
Federal Trade
Attitude of the
lics.
Commission toward service to nonclosely knit, theatricais is awaited, together with
he story is
lligently and excellently di- other provisions of the code of ethics,
to be made public by the
Sam Taylor, and scheduled
ed by
The code, together
commission.
ndidly enacted by the cast with other factors of e.xhibitor-disch includes Camilla Horn, tributors relations, will be under disWolheim, George Faw- cussion at the meetings, which conis
A banquet is to be
tinue all week.
Boris de Fas, Ullrich Haupt
tendered delegates Friday by the
men- M. P. Producers Ass'n.
Micael Visarofif.
the players each and every-

Injunction Upheld

I

tuted the action claiming priority rights to the picture.

they

ectively

and
to

NON-THEATRICAL PROBLEM

the picture what it is
action of real proportions.
lark it down, brother, and
t let it slip by. It's a United
:e

L

an

:

*'FaziV'
oks like ready money.

A

sheik

Very warm
that is different.
climatically and cliveral spots

—

Fascinating backgrounds
rabia, Venice, Paris and then the
rt
Charlie Farrell and
again.
an actor he is developing into
ically.

——

1

Fazil, the

^

SOLVFD

GETS UNDER

Arabian desert chief-

and Greta Nissen, the Parisian
whose beauty and charm cause

IN

OKLAHOMA

—

Non-theatrical
problem of this territory has been
solved, with distributors acceding to
demands of the state exhibitor unit
that no accounts competing unfairly with licensed theaters be served.
This is the statement contained in a
bulletin to exhibitors issued by W.
City

Spearman, head of the state unit.
Taking the position that service
to any non-theatrical account is un-

Z.

fair,

the state unit

mand

to handle

named

campaign

A. B.

Mo-

for elimi-

d

nation of the practice, and he reports

the trouble.
ne early reels

complete success, with distributors
one by one falling in line in accordance with the association's stand.

t

are

marked

by

very charming and box-officey
-making in a Venetian gondola.
c

know, the sort of stuff that
gs forth deep sighs and whatnots
Both lovers
1 the women folk.
in each others arms at the end,
story couldn't end any other way
cally
but since it unites them in
nal love, the usual commercial
ger of the tragic finish is someI

offset.

his is one of the first for the
ion from Fox.
Incidentally,

ne song
r

you

•^

is

set

a peach.

Plug

your play dates

new
the

hard

it

in.

K ANN

With sound

pictures

means

to offset threatowners
ened "encroachments" of sound picStrong stand on retention of
tures.

house orchestras while synchronized
pictures are shown is expected.

D. Williams Coming to
N. Y. to Market Films

J.

Pittsburgh

P.
will

to refuse to arbidistributors serving

trate cases of
non-theatrical accounts is under consideration by the western Pennsylvania exhibitor unit, Fred J. Herrington, secretary, indicates in a letter to
tion.

members suggesting such

ac-

for Fox
Interest in Chain

Interest

the

in

Comerford

circuit

probably will be acquired by Fox as
a preliminary to expansion of the
chain in Pennsylvania and upper
New York. Negotiations for taking
over of an interest by Fox are understood to be under way.
Comerford has reHeretofore,
frained from entering Stanley strongholds, and Stanley has kept out of
Comerford towns. However, a gen-

competition throughout Pennsylvania.
In upper New York, Comerford,
who is partner with Fox in operation of the Great Lakes theater at
Buffalo, plans an expansion program
with Fox, to offset strength of AfCorp.,
Utilities
Theatrical
filiated
booking combine, which operates in
New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Pathe Sales Force to
Hear Output Outlined

—

Chicago Features and short subwhich are to comprise the 192829 output of Pathe will be outlined

jects

the sales force at the sales convention which gets under way here
to

today.
to be

A feature of the meetings is
an address by Joseph P. Ken-

(By

the 12 pictures comprising 1928-29
output of British International. The
company, which is headed by J. D.
Williams, is handling the pictures on
a percentage basis, advancing $500,Williams is scheduled to leave
000.
next week for New York.

upon the membership to
firms
organization of
the
guilty of the practice which he states
H. Hays,
is unfair, and says that Will
Boards
Film
all
and
Pettijohn
C.
C.
should be notified of the association's intention, with offenders given
until July 1 to discontinue serving
(Continued on Page 2)

He

— Plan

Be Under Way

Cable)— United M. nedy, FBO president, who is serving
special advisor in reorganization
Producers is the company which as
of company affairs.
distribute in the United States

London

Plan to Refuse to Arbitrate
Cases of Distributor Offenders

—

.t

—

Louisville

WAY TODAY

expected to prove a highlight of the
meetings, annual convention of the
American Federation of Musicians
is to get under way here today. The
musicians, it is stated, plan to seek
long term contracts with theater
as a

Oklahoma

release.

sts'

IS

to

expansion campaign now is declared planned by Comerford which
will bring the two circuits into direct

We

do much

Declared

eral

.

individually

Negotiations

—

Injunction
San Antonio
against Warners, Publix, et al,
to prevent "The Jazz Singer"
and other Warner specials from
appearing at any other theater
than the Axtec has been sustained by the Civic Court of
Appeals. The local newspapers
term this a sweeping victory
for the theater, which insti-

gets
ex-

I

because

Price 5 Cents

1928

9 9

out your date book and

make

jr

21,

advise

calls

Cooney Bros.' Meeting
Scheduled on Thursday

—

Chicago

Cooney

Stockholders

Bros.'

circuit

of

the

meet Thurs-

day to discuss future of the organiMeanwhile, it is stated,
zation.
James Costen has arranged with
bankers of the circuit to take over
the

houses.

firm's

Home

Television

Far

Off,

Radio Engineer States
everyday
practical
according to L. M.
Clement, chief engineer of the Fada
Radio organization, who says the
wrong impression is being given the
public in leading people to believe
Television

form

is

far

television

is

in

off,

really

(^Continued

here. There
on Page 2)

is

a

....
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Exchange was closed on Saturday.)
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Prices

GOTHAM

PROD, is pretty (
these days and with reaso:

Paramount
Fox
Fox

Criterion

Gaiety

Feb.

Times Square

Mar. 13

"Trail of '98"

M-G-M

Astor

Mar. 20

Month

Fox

Globe

Apr.

9

ing paid to the popular executr

44th Street

Apr.

19

Angel"

"Street

"Abie's Irish Rose". .... Paramount

"Glorious Betsy"

Who

"The Man

Warners

Laughs" Universal

"Ramona"

United Artists.

"Steamboat

Bill,

Jr.".

.

"Tempest"

.United Artists.

United Artists.

.

Warners

Apr.

26

Central

Apr.

27

RivoU

May
May
May

12

.

.

.

.

.

.

Rialto

.Embassy

West Coast Theaters has just b
"Hellship Bronson" solid. The
ing is a part of the Budd R<

13

Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.
(s)

Stock

Studio For Rent
Large

or
small stage,
very
well
equiped with lights, scenery and props.
Reasonable Rent.

Locust Ave., Brooklyn
Td. Navarre 4800

which

tribute

;

Gotham exchanges throughou
country.

opening was (I
and the turnout a notabll
one of the most representatii
some tvme. It was well handle\

"Tempest's"

cious,

12
17

made a

New Buck Jones Company Plan

Observe Lindbergh Day

authorities

arranging

are

airplane

the local Universal theaters will
with these contests.

tie

in

Television Far Off,
Radio Engineer States
{Continued from Page

1)

vast difference between television in
its
present experimental stage and
its practical application he says. Five
years or more from now, however,
television will be in general use, he
predicts.

"Abe" Fischer with Columbia
H. Fischer has joined Colum-

A.

bia in a sales capacity

and

his

handling

sales manager
assistant.

of

Hanaphone.

—The

Palace

J.

buyers

of

The Northwest

trators disqualified themselvesj
are preparing to secure non-mei]
of the association to serve oil
board.

YOU'LL USE

R. Levee his

here

1000 Pi
Cloth Bel

FR]

BAILY'-is

VEARBOOlt

TO

I92fi

FilmDi

for Convention

SUBSCRII

Educational home office executives
and branch managers today are en
route to their Montreal sales convention, which opens tomorrow.
E. W.

COVERl
everythI

^^^^^ctiti^

Hammons,

president, will open the
which ends Thursdav.

Connolly Gets Palace
Hemphill, Tex. M. A. Connally
has taken over the Palace.

—

If You Are
Market

James A. FitzPatrick
PRESENTS

((

MEMORIAL DAY
(American Holiday

Series)

Avenue

in the>

Any Kind

of|

CONSULT US AND SAVE

Produced and Distributed by

FITZPATRICK PICTURES,

for

MOTION piaui
APPARATUS

9>

A THREE-MINUTE FILM TRIBUTE TO THE
PASSING VETERANS oft/ie CIVIL WAR

729 Seventh

II

EVERY DAY

by United Artists as the initial
production with a movietone
accompaniment.
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld has been engaged to prepare the
score and to direct the orchestra
which is to produce the musical
background and sound effects.

Headed

1)

non-theatrical
exhibitor ur
cently
took
such
action
ajl
United Artists, with the result
distributors contend exhibitor
the

lected

session,

Gardner House Reopens
Gardner, Mass.
has reopened.

{Continued from Page

"Awakening" First Sound Film
Vilma Hanky's first starring picture, "The Awakening," has been se-

is

sales

and

Gd

to Arbitrate

signed as publicity manager for Fox,
to join the new company, is leaving
soon for Hollywood to take charge
of production.
Charles F. Schwerin
recently resigned from United Artists
is

Refuse

Is to

first

opening of the company's new exchange at St. Louis.
Fischer formerly was district manager for Warners in the Middle West,
and more recently has been with
Fischer Film Exchange at Cleveland,
assignment

big hit.

Four Pictures Planned by

Universal Theaters

Vitagraph Studios
1400

drive in

Camilla Horn's personal appe(\

Quoted.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),
(b)
(c)

DALY

"Wings"
"Four Sons"
"Mother Machree"

Home

106
88
28

By PHIL M.

Opening Date
Aug. 12

model contests among the boys, and

74^

4%

.

.

40^

182 J4 178J4 181
126

Fox Fm. "A", 88
Fox Thea. "A" 28J^

*(c) Intern. Proj.
(b) Keiths 6s 46.

Close

105^

do pfd

*(s)
do pfd
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
(s)
(c)

Low
40H

That's Tht

Theater

Lindbergh Day is to be observed
Four pictures starring Buck Jones
today by Universal theaters through- are planned for the coming season by
out the United States, with each the Buck Jones Corp., 489 Fifth Ave.,
house manager under instructions to New York, formation of which has
build up his owm program to fit in just been completed.
The pictures
in with any local celebrations that will be released on the independent
are taking place today in honor of rnarket. "The Big Hop" is temporary
the famous flyer.
A special Lind- title of the first. Jones, who has been
bergh song will be played at all per- making a personal appearance tour,
The
formances, and cards containing the leaves for the Coast next week to
words of the song will be given wide begin production.
Sales
Don McElwaine, who recently redistribution.
In several cities civic

225.

s

21,

Distributor

THE

—

And

week sees no change in the lineup of the big features on the
front.
The 11 entries continue, wnth Fox amd United Artists

both sharing the honors with

Price 5 Cents

May

Monday,

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE

Lis|

UIIUOCICHB
^110

West 32'*St,Nc«;>brk.N.V|

Inc.

New York

City

II

Phone Penna. 0330
I
Picture Departmenl
and Caands Agenta for De'

Motion
U.

S.

AIAVAVS

LKAD

I'OW that

everybody in the entire amusement

world and theatre-goers especially are discussing
Movietone, the uncanny foresight and shrewd show-

manship of William Fox

is

on the

tip

of

all

tongues.

While old-fashioned moviemakers were banking

on

silent films, the

this
I

new

trail in

Two years

Fox Film Corporation was blazing

entertainment.

ahead of the

Fox product continues

field

on Movietone, other

to set the |>ace for the

industry.
I

All the frantic groping for satisfactory audible

film has only served to confirm the inevitable choice

of William Fox:

J*

Tin:

I

IIAI VOIT IIILVR AVI) ^Ull

OW you can

hear

the news of the day, as
well as see

it.

^^i?

Thanks

to

marvelous new invention, sound is photographed
on and projected from the film

this

along with the picture. '^ A really
modern theatre lets the audience
hear what's going on as well as see
the news of the day. -^ There's a new
Movietone News every week at the nearest Fox exchange. ^^ It speaks for itself.

—

roX AitYIEl'eXE .VEIYS

»l

mPresents

HE

silent

isn't silent

drama

any more.

Movietone entertainments
have put songs, orchestras,

bands, monologues, dialogues, pianologues and whole
musical comedies into one and
two reels of film. «^ Audiences are
thrilled with the novelty of them.
Movietone wins a new clientele for
every theatre using this box-office tonic.
Movietone talks business. Hear, hear!

leVIKimVE K.VTKIITAI.VMIIVTS

J^llj

IlliV available for the immediate profit of the
growing

list

modern

of

theatres equipped for

FEATURES
WHAT

GLORY— 7th HEAVEN
SUNRISE— MOTHER MACHREE
PRICE

FOUR SONS — STREET ANGEL
FAZIL—THE RED DANCE
MOVIETONE ENTERTAINMENTS
{Released beginning December 19, 1927)

Ben Bernie and

his

band

Kentucky Jubilee Choir
Robert Benchley's The
Treasurer's Report
In a Music Shoppe
Raquel Meller
Beatrice Lillie
Gertrude Lawrence
Chic Sale
Pat Rooney, Marion Bent
and Pat Rooney, 3rd
and many others

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS(Released weekly since December

3, 1927)

Current issue of Fox Movietone News issued May 19,
contains the following news events which you can hear
and see: Release No. 25
1.

SHOOTING AT FLYING TARGETS
{Fort Tilden, Rockau-ay,

II.

j\.

1.)

TO THE GLORY OF THOSE WHO DARED
(L'nveiling of Aviation
Coli
Lindbergh)

&

monument

in

honor of Nungesser,

HI.

MOTORCYCLES DEFY LAW OF GRAVITY

IV.

PICKING GIRLS FOR BROADWAY REVUE

(Hill

climbing contest)

(Earl Carrol selecting girls)

M. SCHWAB WINS THE BESSEMER MEDAL (London)
JAZZ KING TEARS UP OLD CONTRACT (Paul Whiteman)
ROLLER COASTERS RACE AGAIN AS CONEY OPENS

V. C.
VI.

VII.

FOX

SETS THIi PACE
FOIITHE

XnUSTRV

THE
May

nday,

21,

DAILV

1928

I

Ho lly w o o d
Warners Get "Desert
Song" for Vitaphone
to Make Nine Films

j

Block, who not so long ago
u';rvised 26 full-length pictures for
amount in 14 months, bears a
or part in the new Pathe producHe has
at DeMille this season.
assigned nine feature subjects
1
wroduce, of which the first is tenalpli

.

i-ely
.

"Power" and

stars

liam Boyd, with Jacqueline Logan
Alan Hale as featured players.

Thomas Leaves

for N. Y.

Thomas, producer of Jack
"Smoke Bellew," has left
New York with a print of the
"Smoke Bellew" marks the
ure.

'avid
idon's
i

irn

to

irle

and

1

the screen of Conway
a story of the Alaskan

is

Tearle is supported by
Bedford, Alphonz Either,

rush.

bara
Scott
rk Hamilton and others.
The picture is to
nlop directed.

roadshowed, according to Thomas.

Griffith

Loans Cameraman

Strauss, chief cinematographer
!er contract to D. W. Griffith, has
n
loaned to First National to
itograph Bille Dove in her next
larl

duction

there.

Long Branch, N.

J.

— Sunday

On Broadway

pic-

tures have come to stay, just as has
Sunday baseball. Motor Vehicle Com-

Iaiph Block Assigned

called

Gubernatorial Candidate
in N.J. for Sunday Shows

missioner William M. Dill, gubernatorial candidate, declared at a dinner of county officials here.

Astor— "Tlie Trail of '98"
Broadway "The Escape"
Cameo -"Daughter of Israel"
Capitol
"The White Sister"
Central— "The Man Who Laughs"

——

—

Warner Bros, announce that they
Criterion—("Wings"
have purchased "The Desert Song,"
Embassy "Tempest"
Two Phoenix Pictures Arrive
Fifty-fifth —^"Husbands or Lovers"
and will transplant the colorful musiPhoenix Photoplay Exchanges of Fifth Avenue "Berlin"
cal show to the screen as a Vitaphone
"Abie's Irish Rose"
America, New York, headed by Forty-fourth
picture.
Gaiety—-"Four Sons"
It is expected to be the most
Michael J. Gourland, has received the Globe "Street
Angel"
pretentious musical film the Warners
first two of the four pictures to be
Hippodrome "Hot Heels"
have ever attempted.
Loew's
New
York
Monday, "The Crowd;"
made jointly by Phoenix of Paris
Tuesday, "Queen of the Chorus" and "Inand Phoenix of Berlin. J. W. Mcspiration;"
Wednesday,
"Partners
in
Keaton Injures Foot
Conaughy, former supervisor and
Crime;" Thursday, "The Play Girl;" FriDue to an accident in performing production editor of Cosmopolitan
day, "A Million for Love" and "Streets
a "stunt," Buster Keaton is limping and British National
of Algiers;" Saturday, "The Patsy;" Sunis retitling and
day,
"Honor Bound"
on an infected foot. Keaton dropped editing the pictures for the American
Mark Strand "The Yellow Lily"
a weight on his foot in one or the market.
Paramount "Something Always Happens"
scenes in "Snap Shots," his current
Rialto
"Steamboat Bill, Jr."
Rivoli
"Ramona"
M-G-M comedy, and as a result had
Sunday Show Issue at Addison
Roxy "Don't Marry"
to go under a physician's care.
The
Warners "Glorious Betsy"
Addison, N. Y. Sunday shows are Timee Square
— "Mother Machree"
injury is not serious.
an issue here, with petitions in the
hands of the council, calling for
Yammins Rebuilding Theater
Fabian to Direct Curwood
Fall River, Mass.
Nat Yammins
Walter Fabian will direct Bob amendment of the "blue" ordinance.
has broken- ground for a theater
Curwood in the "Stunt Cowboy" Action has been deferred.
which is to replace the Rialto, which
series which Universal will produce.
was destroyed by fire. The proposed
Grossman at Racine
house is to seat 3,000.
Taylor Directing Wells
Racine, Wis. Leonard Grossman
Ray Taylor will wield the mega- has been transferred by Universal
First of New Series Ready
phone on "Ridin' Romance," Ted from Milwaukee to management of
"News Reeling," a burlesque on
Wells' newest western for Universal. the company's Rialto here.
newsreels, which is first of the series
D'Arcy in Columbia Film
of 26 Krazy Kat subjects for 1928-29,
"U" Reopens K. C. House
Roy D'Arcy has been signed for
has been delivered to Paramount by
Kansas City Universal has re- Charles B. Mintz. Manny Gould and
a prominent role in a Columbia picMickey Gross is Ben Harrison now are making "Baby
ture which George Seitz is directing. opened the Isis.
manager.
Feud" at the Krazy Kat studio.
The picture is untitled as yet.

—

——

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

WARNING
Something Has Got To Be Done

About Present Conditions— No
One Has The Guts To Speak Up
But Vm Going To Tell What I
Know^ And Make Them Like It.
a M.

1
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New

Sponsoring

Steffes

National Exhibitor Ass'

NEWS
ALLTME TIME
/ILL THE

^FILMDOM
I
XLIV

\)L.

Tjesday,

No. 45

(IMNISSION TO DECIDE

NON-THEATRICAL ISSUE

—

Question of non-thecompetition undoubtedly will
determined when the Federal
ide Commission passes upon the
olution on non-theatricals, passed

\linneapolis

May

Price 5 Cents

1928

22,

DEAL TO FINANCE EXHIBITOR
UNITS MADE ON CONTRACT?

icals

Trade Practice Conference

the

w York

in

Distributors

DHICl urns

October, C. C. Petihn told W. A. Stefifes. Northwest
it
head, in a recent telegram pro-

nmcnoii

against the exhibitor unit's
nd in refusing to arbitrate cases

ting

United

ClfVQM

because

of that
iipany's service to non-theatricals.
In his wire, Pettijohn protested
ainst alleged effort to use arbitran as a political football "for encing sales i^olicies with which arArtists,

ration should not be involved, and
len tlic association failed to alter
stand, which Steffes terms 'one
U will stick,' " Pettijohn stated the
^ociation members had disqualified
Accordmselves as arbitrators.
the Film Board
,'ly, he instructed
secure other exhibitors to serve
the board.
distributors
have
said
Pettijohn
{Continued on Papc 2)

Explains Foreign
Deal on Return to N. Y.

;tarr

Warners and National Film A.

Cleveland

Educational, through

operate with the exhibitor

eight weeks, appointed
Schless. formerly with First

ibert
ational in Paris, to succeed Maurice
vingston as managing director of

arner activities

in

France.

Extra Dates for
Morris Month Added

i,561

Impetus given Warner business by
lebration of Sam E. Morris Month
iring May, as a tribute to the commy's general manager of distribu)n, has added 23,561 extra playdates
regular

May

business, the

company

ates.

Tempest" Grosses $6,000
in First

Week-End Rush

Doing tremendous business at the
mbassy, New York, "Tempest,"
hich
opened
night,
Thursday
rosed $6,000 from the Friday matee up to yesterday's matinee. Seats
"e

selling four

weeks

in

advance.

Minneapolis

—

conspiracy and
restraint
of
trade, following alleged blackof the company for failing
to comply with an arbitration
decision.
list

PATHE LOSS $2,151,882

rOX TO BENEHT BY
IN

I927JIEP0RT SAYS

DEALS ON MOVIETONE

EDUCl MEETING TODAY;

H'cst

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

AVIATION SERIES ADDED

rlin

abroad

Have

itor

against the Film Board and
ten of its distributors members.
The exhibiting firm charges

members

of the association in the matter of
first-run protection as outlined by
the exhibitor committee, namely 21
Cleveland exhibdays' protection.
itors are protesting 57 days' protectitn as granted by many companies.
Letters have been sent to association members advising them to buy
product.
1928-29
Educational
the
They were pledged not to buy new
product under the 57 day protection
policy.

to

Financing of exhiborganizations in the cost of arbitration "and other necessary activities of benefit to the entire industry" is provided in a plan suggested
by exhibitor members of the contract
conmiittee, which is to be worked
out by distributors in return for exhibitor agreement to waive protests
on contract and arbitration, it is alleged
in
a
Chicago dispatch to
"Greater Amusements."
In event
(Continued on Page 2)

al

local manager, H. R. Skirboll, has
notified the Cleveland exhibitor association that it is willing to co-

G..

to produce jointly 12 pictures ir
under terms of the deal which
lis for
distribution of the Warner
tput in Germany by National, states
ermann Starr, just returned from
While in Paris, Starr, who
irope.

—

—

Cleveland Illness of FederJudge D. C. Westenhaver
has caused postponement of
the suit of U-B Theatrical Enterprises, local chain operator,

deniwd

its

;

IS

Suit Postponed

last

Were

Plan Ready by June,
Says Report

Montreal
nual
the
ing.

sales

Mount

— Educational

gets

its

an-

convention under way at
Royal Hotel this morn-

Branch

managers

(Coiitinued

on

Pa-gc

of

36

ex-

THE FILM DAILY

— Fox

Film and Fox

Corp., will receive major
benefit of the contracts under which
Electrical
Research Products has
granted Movietone licenses to M-GM, United Artists and Paramount,
Winfield S'heehan, Fox vice-president

Theaters

and general manager,
{Continued on

3)

is

Page

quoted as
3)

Loss of $2,151,882. after setting up
a reserve of $1,150,000, is shown by
Pathe ana subsidiaries for 1927. This
compares with a net of $899,677 for
1926. Gross sales in 1927 were $17,553,528, compared with $16,828,590.
but costs for the period mounted
from $15,938,132 to $18,353,154. Surplus of $902,873 compares with $394,601 in 1926.
Balance sheet as of Dec. 31, 1927,
(Continued on Page 3)

comerforIdIes deal
Set for Opening of
Convention Aboard Lake Ship on with fox or anyone

July 1

is

— W.

A. StefYes, presiNorthwest exhibitor
dent of the
unit, heads a movement which has
for its object the formation of a new
national exhibitor association, with
the new organization to be launched
at a three-day convention to be held
starting July 10 aboard a passenger
ship en route from Duluth to Port
Sensational develoi)Arthur, Ont.
ments are expected at the meetings.
Acceptancesi received to date from
exhibitor leaders presages a record
Plans call for a
turnout, it is said.
one day stop-over at Port Arthur,
with the rate for the three days $25
per person, including meals.
Stef?es, who led insurgent exhib-

Minneapolis

at the break several years ago
the Chicago convention, headed
the Allied States exhibitor associa-

itors
at

tion,

which subsequently was formed,

included

be disbanded, when the unit.':
in it returned to the M.P.

T.O.A.

fold.

later to

In

making known the plans

for the

meeting on the boat, Steffes stated
that he wished it to be distinctly understood

that

the

new

organization

no wav interfere with the
nrcsent M.P.T.O.A.. and would be
organized on entirely different lines
from the present national organiza-

would

in

of exhibitors.
probability the

tion
all

hibitors
I)rcscnt

would
body.

He
new

said

"There is absolutely no truth in
the report that Comerford Theaters.
Inc. is negotiating with any organization for the sale of an interest in
I-'rank C. Walker,
its circuit." said
(Continued on Page 2)

that

in

league of excooperate with the

Omaha Meeting

Votes to

Deny Non-Members Aid
Omaha

Aid

to

non-members

in

cases hereafter will be
denied by the western Iowa and Nebraska exhibitor unit, which at its
meeting last week took this stand.
No officers were elected, it being decided to hold a convention here in
arl)itration

November.

M

..

THE
Tuesday,
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150 Lined up for Spring

Tournament on Thursday
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High
41
(s) Am. Seat.
(c-b) do 6s 36 ...
Bal. S: Katz
(c) Con. Fm. Ind..
24
do pfd.
(c)
180
(s) East. Kodak
...
(s) do pfd.
.

*(c) Film
(s)
(c)

Insp.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

First Nat. pfd.
B'ox Fm. "A",

Fox Thea. "A"

*(c) Intern. Proj..
*(b) Keiths 6s 46..
(s) Loew's, Inc.
(s)
do pfd

do
do
do

88 K
29'A

40%

700

104/

1

I'S'A

74%
15/

24

179%

4%
85
28}4

7,000
44,500

A

Saving

Daylight

10:09,

At

Time.

Rockville Center station, taxis to the
club may be secured.
The motor route from Nev\' York
follows:

21%

21.%

100
19

pfd.

..

27

.

.

.

.

.

127

units

6?4
..
.

.

.

.

.

com.

Skouras

United Art.

20/
84/

20/
85/

9M

100
500
200

125/ 125/

3,800

.

.

4

6%

5,100
6,700

71/

32
34

34
36

1654

on Broadway. Flushing, to Bell Ave. in Bayside.
At Bell Ave., turn right for two
l)locks, then left (in front of the Belleclaire
Golf Club), to Rocky Hill Road, through
Floral Park, etc., to Hempstead. At Hempstead, take Oceanside Ave. for four miles

39/
31
4

3

3

13

16
85

.

17%
71/

clubhouse.

Another N.Y.M.P.C. bus will leave
the Astor at 4:30 Thursday afternoon
to take out the duffers' contingent to
the dinner and funfest at night.

Commission

On

6

31

Pass
Non-Theatricals
tG(

(Continued from Page

3

8

39

iS'A

2%
:.

100/ 100 34
100/ 100/
6

to

200

27

do pfd
83
Univ. Ch. com.
2
do pfd.
78
*(c) Univ. Pict.
"(s)
do pfd.
...
fc) Warner
Bros., 29
28%
(s)
do "A" ... 38M 36-%
(c-b) do 6J4s 28., 117
IIS'4

Prices

4

27
93^

18%
71^
7

Bros..
Co. .

Stanley
(o) Technicolor
(c) Trans-Lulx

reach the club by motor
from Westchester, northern New
York (and northshore of Long
Island:)
Classon Pt. Ferry to Flushing.
Turn east

12 13^

Pathe
do "A"
(b)
do 7s 37

Roxy "A"

How

to

110% 1103/i
6s41x-war. 100% 100/ 100/

deb. rts.. 21
6s 41 WW. 110J4

6s 47... 100%
Pai-.By.5J/5sSl. 1001/2

Last

28/

200

(s)
(s)

*

106
86

106/

do

(b)
(c)
(o)

166
200
400

24
180
126

6,100

Para. F-L
do pfd.
*(s)

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

40f^
104"^

12

P. Cap...
20 1/2
Orph. Cir.
do pfd.
85/2

do
do

Sales

98/

M.

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

Close

725%

M-G-M

(b)
(b)

Low

72.%
733A
106^ 106J4

.

.

(c)
(b)
(b)
(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)

angles: fun, prizes and eats.
de luxe bus, donated by
New York Motion Picture Club, will
leave from in front of the Astor
Hotel at 8 A.M. sharp, taking playThose who
ers direct to the club.
are going by train, from New York,
will use the Long Island Railroad,
trains for Rockville Center leaving
at 7:23 A.M., 8:03, 8:13, 8:33, 9:25,

all

Straight out
Forest Hills,
Kew Gardens, etc., to Hillside Ave., JaTurn left on Hillside continuing to
maica.
Merrick Road (at the monument). Turn right
on Merrick Road, straight out through Valley Stream, Lynbrook, Rockville Center, to
Oceanside Ave. (which is about one mile
beyond the middle of Rockville Center.)
Turn left on Oceanside Ave., one mile to
the clubhouse.

Financial

Sam Eckman,
ly

115/

15

appointed

N. Y.

in

Jr.,

who was

managing

Jury-Metro-Goldwyn,
1,200

Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.
(s)

Gross Leaves for Coast
Milt Gross, creator of the "Sunday
World's" "Gross Exaggerations" and
author of the popular "Nize Baby,"
has left for the Coast with his family.
Gross will do at least one original for M-G-M and may follow with

rejen'.-

director

London,

arrived for a brief visit in

{Continued from Page

1)

plan

the circuit yesterday in denying the report appearing
in
FILM
that Fox

the

tions are concerned, that it has heretofore," he said.
"The company has
no expansion plans, nor does it intend invading the territory of other
chains, as has been rumored, but is
devoting all of its time and attention
to the towns in which it is now operating.
The company did recently acquire an interest in the Dillon houses
in Ithaca, and has also taken over
an interest in the property now operated by Mr. Steele at Carlisle, Pa.
The company owned an interest in
the real estate in Carlisle for some
years, and took over full title to the
property for the reason that Mr.
Steele is retiring from business. In
all
probability, this theater will be
leased to other interests."

tion,"
"It

of

not

is

Ik

1)

worked out

satis

said the company now has
of construction in towns
which it is operating, a nimiber
theaters, including:

New

factorily

the dispatch charges.
now known that exhibito p-reel
members of the contract committe i,Ih(
agreed to permit certain clauses t
go into, or remain in the contrac
without protest, and to vote for th'
adoption of the present arbitratioi pi
rules," states the article, providing th^ [IBCtC
distributors would work out plan
for financing exhibitor organizations
"Having so far failed to work ou
plans for financing as requested, i
is expected the exhibitor representa n,
lives of the contract committee wil fa
demand an early meeting of the con Holt'
tinning committee to reopen the dis'
cussions and to draw up a new con^
:ak;
^jj
tract and make changes in the rules
of arbitration.
is

|(l;:cn

1

iine-

U

t

iced

Walker

ilm
"Lion and Mouse" Opens
Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILi
in
Hollywood "The Lion and tht be
of
Alouse," new Vitaphone roadshow\N'ilkes-Barre
one 3,000 seat house, had its world premiere last nighl
and three neighborhood houses seat- at the Warner, the second attraction
ing approximately 1200 each.
to play the recentlj'-opened house.
Scranton one 3,000 seat house,
Acl
and three other houses seating apirk:
course

in

Ifest

—

—

i|iC\l

irts

who responded

—

pictt

proximately 1200 to 1500 each.
In conjunction with the Kallet
Circuit, a house is now being constructed in Rome, N. Y. to seat approximately 2500.
In Williamsport, Pa., on property
heretofore acquired from the Chamberlain Circuit, a 2500 seat house is
now being erected, and the present
plans are to open the theater during
the

AMALGAMATED

lectio

fm.

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Pictvire Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville Acts

fall.

"Tab" with Films at Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Midwesco's Uptown

—

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Perm. 3580

Saturdays is offering tabloid versions
of farce comedies in addition to pictures.
Fifty minute versions of plays
which have won recognition on the
legitimate stage are featured by the
organization known as the Uptown
Players.

for

has
York.

Roach on Way West
Hal Roach is en route to the

Coast.

A GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION
1000 Pages

FREE

to our advertisements in Film Daily have
a few lessons! Come over and
put the finishing touches on

IMPROVED THEIR GAME in
ASK THEM — Come over and
YOUR game TODAY.
HERE.

—

DELAY —

Rialto
School of Golf
BROADWAY
1595

TO

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

After the tournament, take a regular course Learn to play golf
correctly.
Our great pros will positively correct your defects and
make you a real player DON'T
the golfing season IS

—

oi

jjfjfj

QUICK!

Golfers

I

(

Cloth Bound

Quoted.

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).

(Continued from Page

vice-president

1)

right" to determine their
sales policies, affecting non-theatricals, pointing out, however, that he
is not in sympathy with distributors
selling to non-theatricals which unfairly compete with regular theaters.

Eckman

7,600

Deal Would Finance
Denies Deal is on
with Fox or Anyone Exhibitors' Disputes*

"absolute

2'00

20
97
285%
36.%

22, 19i

by June 1, the continuin;
THE
DAILY
committee on the contract is to meeBi*"
on a later date and at a place to b
was about to buy in.
"The Comerford company has not, designated, "and make whateve Ptoda
nor does it contemplate, giving any amendments, eliminations or addij.")*!
consideration to such a move, but tions to the contract" which ar
iinmo
intends to pursue the same identical deemed necessary and "to discuss
more
equitable
method
of
arbitra
course,
in
far
as
its
operaso
theater
the

Queensboro 59th St. Bridge.
Queens Blvd., past Elmhurst,

225.

*(s)

Casting aside cares of business for
one day, 150 film folk in the East
will compete on Thursday in the
Spring Film Golf Tournament, to be
Country Club,
Rockville
held at
Rockville Center, Long Island.
The committee has completed all
details for making this, the 14th semiannual event, a record breaker from

May

AT

48th

COVERS

EVERYTHING
GOES

EVERYWHERE

STREET

others.

i
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States

and

morning, however, E.

W.

Educational,
to spring a surprise in the form of
of a

of

new

series of six

wo-reel adventure pictures based on
he Thomson Burtis aviation stories
'"
This is in
n the "American Boy".
wiitrai
iddition to the 52 two-reel comedies,
104 Kino50 one-reel subjects and
''"fsiM
rrams newsreel releases already an%'' lounced.
These tales, brought out
irst in a series known as "Russ Farniion
Border Patrolman," featured
gii^
™ 'Russ Farrell", a young hero known
"*i
o milHons. Reed Howes will be the
""f'"i
Charles R. Rogers Prod, will
!tar.
"' nake
them.
*'!'."
Howes and Burtis will be introiuced to the convention and will
'? ipeak before the sales managers.
'''"

Wis.

Berlin,
a

announcement for 1928At the opening

innouncement

Theaters

$60,000

Beatrice,
on a

tion

Court

— Work

theater

M. Starkey.

The

will start this fall on
be erected by Edward
bids will soon be taken.
to

Neb. —^Work
$70,000

is

theater

nearing
at

comple-

.Sixth

and

Says Pathe Loss
$2,151,882 in 1927
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Film Work Scheduled to
be Discussed by Equity

^

(Continued from Page 1)
an article in "The

Discussion of film players and efforts of the organization to secure a
uniform contract for players working
in pictures is scheduled at a meeting
of Actor's Equity Ass'n., in New
Vork Monday at the Hotel Astor.
Election of officers is on the program.

shows
ties

and
and

in

Los

Angeles Times."
"Between them, the two Fox companies control 50 per cent of the
capitalization of the Fox Case Corp."
said Sheehan, according to the ar-

This
company owns the
rights to Movietone, the talking picture device perfected by the Western
Electric Co. All profits arising from
the installation of Movietone equipment in the theaters and in the studios of the picture companies covered
by the contracts will accrue to the
ticle.

Sts.

''

'"'

to Benefit

1)

929 will be made.
lession this

"U" Ally Planning
by
Deals on Movietone
Expansion in Virginia

saying

in

iammons, president

:''

Page

the United
Canada are attending.

;hanges

'

New

Added

Aviation Series
I

Fox

(Continued from Page 1)
total assets and total

liabili-

of $15,325,820 of which current
working assets are $10,230,735
total current liabilities $3,108,-

590.

"For more than a year marked
changes have been taking place in
the motion picture
industry, particularly in the lessened

demand

for

two-reel comedies and short subjects," says J. J. Murdock, company
president.
"The severe competition
arising from the entrance into this
field of two of the leading companies has been augmented by many
exhibitors changing their programs
and in so doing omitting the usual
short subject or two-reel comedy and
replacing them with various forms of
presentations. The decline in the demand for two reel comedies and other
short subjects was reflected in a decreased value for our inventory and
the auditors recommended' that a
be
applied
of
$1,150,000
reserve
against the book values."

Shenandoah Valley Theater Corp.,
Universal ally and operator of a chain
in that Virginia valley, is entering
upon an extensive expansion program.
Isaac Weinberg, general manager, is
on a business trip to New York.
The Shenandoah corporation now
operates 14 theaters, including three
at Winchester, two at Lexington, two
at Staunton, one at Harrisonburg, one
at Clifton Forge, one at Bedford and
four affiliated houses in Danville.

The

first

clude a

steps of the

new house

program

E

a

Fox Case Corp.

new house

"Sheehan also explained that only
entertainment
rights
under
Movietone have been licensed to
Paramount,
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
and United Artists, the three com-

Clifton Forge, and affiliations in four
other towns, as well as the installation of new organs, the newest type
cooling and ventilating systems in the

the

panies figuring in the deal with Electrical Research Products." "The Fo.x
companies," he said, "retain the exclusive rights to use Movietone in
the making of news reels, educational

and political features. Fox Film will
also continue to make regular features with the use of Movietone."

in

in

Winchester and Lexington houses

Fox Meeting Wednesday;
Coast Workers in N. Y.
With
slated to

the

Fox

open

at the

sales

conventior

Park Central

to-

morrow, a number of directors anc
studio workers already are in Nev
Cornish Sells Princess
Sioux Falls, S. D. Sam Cornish York. Malcolm Stuart Boylan, super
has sold the Princess to the McCarthy vising editor, arrived yesterday. Lew
Theatrical Enterprises, owners of a Seller, director, is here gathering data
string of houses in this territory.
for "Nobody's Children" James Tin

—

ling

is

shooting exteriors for

"Re<

Lights and Green" and Irving Cum
Damages Iowa House
Laurens, Iowa The Elite, owned mings for "Joy Street." Janet Gay
by J. G. Fair, has been damaged by nor, en route via the Panama Canal
Fire

fire.

—

is

expected here on the 28th.

icy

uni

in-

Winchester,
Harrisonburg, one
in
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Langdon Disbands Unit
DISTRIBUTION

Volck on
A.

DEAL UNDER WAY
Harry Langdon has disbanded

comedy, "Cock-a-Doodle-Doo."

Volck, former assistant

of the De Mille studio, plans to produce independently, it is reported.

Murray to
Be Starred Alone

Charlie

Charlie Murray, veteran comedian,
shortly to be starred in an l~.. M.

is

Since termination of his First National connection, Langdon is understood to have been considering a
connection with United Artists. He
is not expected to accept any vaudeville offers, preferring to remain in
feature comedies.

Own

manager

his

production unit temporarily, pending
completion of new distribution plans.
The comedian, who has been producing at First National, recently
completed his contract with that
company, when he finished his new

J.

studios

have

signed

Don

college graduate and
globe-trotter, to a long terni contract.
Charles Francis Coe, writer,
'discovered" Terry while at lunch recently, and persuaded I erry, vyho had
out recently come out from the tast,
to take a screen test.
Terry immediately was signed for the juvenile

m

.ead
v\nich

Coe s story, "Me-Gangster,"
Raoul Walsh will direct.

Warren Burke Signed
Warren Burke, son of the vaudeville
neadimer, jonn ijurice, is loilowing in his father's footsteps, being
under contract to Fox. He has been
assigned to "Koad House,
wnich
Kicnard Rosson is direcung, featuring Lionel Barrymore and Marta

Alba.

Asher production

'

Thompson

ing Lina Basquette, Robert
strong and Clyde Cook.

Missed" as the

The

next
picture

title

for

Paramount
based

Emil Janproduction.

on

Mildred
Gram's magazine story, "The Feeder."
Louis Berger will direct.
is

as his leading lady.

will

cle

has

now
been

in

production
definitely

at

"Flying Romeos"
(First Nat'l)
training plane wa
rowed for a theater front and
ballylioo for this airplane comt
large banner was strung clear
the length of the airplane ca
the title of the film.
During tl
the airplane was alternately ui
the sidewalk in front of theat<
on a truck as a street ballyhoc
body of the truck on which the
was secured elevated the fu
almost to the trolley wires
height in the air made the
doubly noticeable and created
comment about both the plan
the picture.
F. W. Thomas, (

An army

—

Columbia

titled,

"The

Mary Brian Cast
Mary Brian will play the

feminine
Charles Rogers'

in "Varsity,"
starring vehicle for Paramount.

Announces

it

tulV

Hi
(tic!

atr
IIS."

illior

trill

".liff

I

kl

Ut
Uifflih

lis,

ac(

fcnev

"The Night Flyer"

ite

iv;

(Pathe)
Reran
The locomotive was cut out KSipai
the 24-sheet and then a large
light was placed on it as wa. te'»
small lights on each side. The
were lit to make the display a Bf*™?
attention-getter.
This displaj
used in the foyer one week [
vance of play dates and then i Ki o
to outer lobby during run of pi
-F. J. Miller, Modjeska, A
ta, Ga.

Bl'flil

otei

"Sadie Thompson"
(United Artists)
The window of one of the P
nent music stores displayed ai
talking machine of 25 years ago™
ilar to the one used in the fil

(ispla

well as the latest and most mi
talking machine.
Sandwiched
tween the old and new machines

a large-size beaverboard upon \
were mounted stills from the pr
tion as well as selling copy
the picture, theater and play
Sheet
music,
banjos,
mand
guitars and victrola records were

—

shown

in this window.
A.
Palace, McAlester, Okla.

M.

"That's My Daddy"
(Universal)
Put the Denny comedy over
a whole flock of stunts.
The
arresting was the use of a com)
midgets, one dressed as an old
with a long beard pushing thi c
garbed as a baby, in a soap box i
cart through the main thoroughi

— Monty

Salmon,

Boulevard,

Angeles.

Pictures
that

[vi

Savannah, Ga.

Corporatioi

Tec-/vrt

Jack Townley.

lead

.ai

Ray

Idea."
Hines is supportcJ
by a cast including Louise Lorraine,
Fred Kelsey, Walter James and
Charles Giblyn.
The story is an
adaptation of "Black Magic" by

first

dl

direct.

"Wright Idea" for Hines
Johnny Hines' new starring vehi-

Arm- Wright

Jannings* Title Changed
"Sins of the Fathers" has definitely
replaced "The
Man Who Never
nings'

Tavlor

2;

athlete,

for First National
under direction of William Beaudine, Gunning Supervising 'Heart to Heart'
who will put it into production niitlavmg completed "the Hawk's
mediately upon completion of "Heart Nest" with Milton bills, Wid Gunto Heart," which he is now dircciincj ning is supervising a production, temwith Mary Astor and Lloyd Hughes porarily titled, "Heart to Heart.'
in the featured roles.
The forthcom- William Beaudine is directing, the
ing Murray production will be the cast includes Louise Fazenda, Astor
Cast for Davies Film
comedian's initial "solo" starring ve- Hughes, Thelma Todd, Lucien LitM-G-M has signed Andres de hicle as heretofore he has always tletield,
and Ray McKee.
Segurola for a role in "Her Card- been teamed with George Sidney.
board Lover" with Marion Davies.
Donovan Starts Another
Carey Wilson adapted the scenario
Frank Donovan has started proTully Returns
Jim
from the stage play by Jacques Duval.
Jim Tully, author of "Beggars of duction on the second of a series oi
Robert Z. Leonard is slated to direct
Life," which Paramount will shortly 14 two-reelers being produced tor his
with Nils Asther in the leading male
film, has returned to Hollywood after own company, entitled "I'he District
role.
Jetta Goudal also appears in
Doctor." i'his is an original by Ivan
two weeks in New York.
the cast.
Mike Donlin, Roscoe Karns, Rob- Turgenev, Russian short story writer.
ert Perry, Johnny Morris, Jacques Catnerine Hottman, Jean Girard and
Mehaffey Opposite Hoot Gibson
Blanche Mehai?ey is back on the Chapin, H. A. Morgan, Andy Clark Paul Ellis are in the cast. Donovan
Universal lot playing with Hoot and Frank Brownlee have been add- recently completed "The Necklace,"
Gibson in "Silks and Saddles." Henry ed to the cast of the production. Wal- with Jean Girard, Maurice Costelio
lace
Beerj',
Richard
.•\rlen
and and Mary Aiden, and will next do
McRae is directing.
Louise Brooks are the principals. "The Girl with the Golden Eyes,'
William Wellman is directing.
bv Balzac.
Hardy in Denny Cast
Sam Hardy has been signed for
Titling Holt Picture
"Awakening" Is Banky Title
"The Man Disturber," with Reginald
Denny.
Titles for "The Vanishing Hour,"
"The Awakening" is announced by
a Zane Grey western picture, now Samuel Goldwyn as the final title oi
Fox Signs Kernell
being cut and edited at the Para- the Vilma Banky starring picture
William Kernell, author and com- mount studio in Hollywood, are be- which bore the working name, "ihe
poser for the musical comedy stage, ing written by Julian Johnson, head Innocent."
It
is
an original by
has been placed under a long term of the studio title department.
Jack Frances Marion, adapted for the
contract by Winfield Sheehan to Holt is featured in the picture which screen
Victor
Carey Wilson.
b}'
write originals and titles for Fox.
was directed by John Waters.
Fleming is directing. Walter Byron,
Kernell's first assignment under his
Goldwyn's new "find"' has the male
new contract is "Road House."
Added to Deimy Cast
Louis Wolheim has a
lead while
prominent characte rrole.
Michael
Visaroff
and
Harvey
Mary Duncan Changes Plans
Mary Duncan, who had planned to Clark have been cast with Reginald
Cast Ann Christy
leave shortly for a trip to Europe, Denny in "Red Hot Speed," which
Fred
Newmever
is slated to direct.
Ann
Christy,
Harold Lloyd's leadhas abandoned her intentions for the
ing woman in "opeedy,
nas been
time being, having been cast in a
Mack and Connors Signed
added to the cast of "The Water
Movietone production to be made
Latest additions to the cast of Hole," Paramount-Zane Grey proimmediately in order to be shown at
"The
Crimson Canj'on" are Wilbur duction. Jack Holt and Nancy Carthe annual convention of tlic Foj:
Mack and Buck Connors. The pic- roll are the principals.
sales forces, which opens in New
ture stars Ted Wells with Lotus
York Thursday.

Pugilist in "Celebrity"
Jack Perry, veteran pugilist, has
been signed by De Mille for the role
of the fistic champ in "Celebrity,"
which Tay Garnett will direct featur-

May

Fox Signs Don Terry

Coast Wire Service

NEW

Tuesday,

has in the course of production

two motion pictures

^^True to the Navy''

entitled:

„

"Periscope'
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Graphic"
just

had

his

itaphone picture shown at an
town, and repHed to the
ig
of

"How

did you go?" "Go?"
"The Warners had to
trailer of me taking two

ndered,
ip

.a

)OWS."

have thought Bessie Love
corking "blues" singer, as
She proved it as
8 dancer.
f "Merry Ann," a Fanchon &
"idea" in which she made
jw behind the footlights at
State, Los Angeles.
'd
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the

win
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Cleveland
Loew's Park, one of
chain of houses belonging to
Loew's Theater, will change policy
Sunday, with the present presentation policy to be superseded by comjjination of vaudeville and subsequent
run pictures selected from among the
best pictures which have played down
town.
Also a complete change of
program will be ofifered twice a
week.
The vaudeville attractions at
the Park will divide the week with
the
Granada, Loew's West Side
house, playing the Park the first half
of the week, and the Granada the
the

of
that
conceited actor in

who had

rood,

—

DALY

New York

he

eos"

Policy Changes Planned
at Cleveland Houses

nd That's That
ALLEN

last half.

William Gilliam, Park manager,
goes to the Cameo, a downtown
house. Fred Coddington moves from

Cameo

the

George

01

^^

DAILV

1928

to

Ryder

the

who

Mall,
died

replacing

—

Nashville, Tenn.— Three new theaters have just been acquired by the
Starr-Scales Circuit.
These acquisitions are the Liberty, Greenville,
S. C; Eagle, High Point, N. C; and
New Gem, Reidsville, N. C. With
the taking on of these houses, the
Starr-Scales
Circuit
becomes the
largest chain of negro theaters in the
country, it is stated, controlling the
following theaters: Bijou and Lincoln, Nashville, Tenn.; Lincoln, Win-

Glasgow, Scotland A four
hour show, consisting of three
features, shorts, prologues and
musical interludes was presented for a week recently at
Green's
Playhouse here, in
what is believed to be a record
for length of performance.

Starting

Second Series

ston-Salem, N. C; Lenox, Augusta,
Lincoln,
Ga.
Charleston,
S.
C;
Royal, Columbia, S. C; Lincoln,
New Bern, N. C. Palace, Ensley,

Production on a second series of
Poetic
Jewels,
based
on
Edgar
Guests' syndicated poems, has been
started by A. J. Moeller.
Charles
Glett, director, and Marcel Le Picard, cameraman, have gone to Ver-

mont

to make exteriors
of the pictures.

for

;

;

Ala.

Skirboll

several

Cleveland

showmanship

New House for Menasha, Wis.
Menasha, Wis.— Work on a 1,200seat theater of Spanish-Moorish de-

open

his

its

own exchange

Max

Alexander, eastern representaStern Film Corp. has arrived back into
New York after
two months spent at the Coast, assisting in the inauguration of the new
season's production activities.
tive of the

Milwaukee Managers Switched

Cleveland Open Air Running
Milwaukee Eugene .A.rnstein, forconventions.
Jack Cohn was
Cleveland The Euclid Beach has
ng over with erithusiasm and mer manager of the Milwaukee Thenee, and the effect was con- ater Circuit's Juneau, has been named opened under management of Joe
Sunday Shows for Brooklyn, la.
manager of the circuit's Lake theater. Leavitt.
Leavitt has operated this
Leonard Grossman has succeeded summer amusement park theater for
Brooklyn, la. M. A. Fauver, who
ollock of Hollywood pictures him as manager of the Juneau, wiiile many years.
He offers a complete operates the Broadway, has been
the New York meeting along, Arthur Wertheimer is new manager show including feature, comedy and granted a permit to present Sunday

—

—

display of real pep.

of the

Kosciusko.

newsreel for ten cents.

shows

here.

Now!
the

n

here.

Alexander Returns to N. Y.

sign is expected to start here within
the next two or three weeks.
The
house will cost about $250,000.

—

Renews Franchise

— W.

N. Skirboll has refranchise with Columbia
for distribution in Ohio.
This sets
at rest report that Columbia was to

newed

recently.
assistant

vmanship is the watchword of Howard Foerste, formerly
bia, and the company next year
manager at the State has been aphan ever before should gauge pointed manager at the Park, and
fice wants, with Frank NewGeorge Dumond, who has been
reteran exhibitor, now serving
manager of presentations, becomes
company's studio manager.
resident manager at the Granada.
zest of the Costaff certainly was in eviduring the company's three

Negro Theater Circuit
Adds 3 More Houses

Four Hour Show

Annual Knabe Sale of
Metropolitan Opera Artists^

PIANOS

Pay only 10% now

—

rest

over 2 years.

$l47,500

worth of *Knabe Pianos used by
famous Metropolitan Opera stars in the season
just ended
now reduced to SllS^OOO*

Your piano taken
change any make.

And many

Pianos purchased now stored

—

in

ex-

—

other remarkable bargain groups
of baby grands, uprights and Ampicos for those

free until Fall.

who

*Knabe guarantee on every

act quickly.

piano sold.

OTm. W^mht
584 Fifth Avenue

THE *KNABE

IS

at

^

(Eo.

Salesrooms open
to 10 P.

800

A.

M.

M.

47th St.— BRYant 4020

THE OFFICIAL PIANO OF THE METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY

"
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What !-D you

IlIV

mean

youVe

to say

SPECIALS
SUMMER?!" ^

releasing

in

)^

i
II

)^

Bonn
i

I

^o

M^onder this Elxhi1>itor couldn't believe his ears • • •
It sounded too ^ood to he true* Unprecedented before,
but a FACT tkis summer •• •TURKEY lon^-run Specials
from First National to hold your Summer Business
at M^inter levels ••• And not only that hut-"l6 BIG
STAR FEATURES as well! — Buy them as a Group!

COLLEEN MOORE
in

HARRY LANGDON

JOHNNY HINES

"Happiness Ahead"

in

"The Wright Idea"

"Here Comes the Band"

in

o

"THREE-RING MARRIAGE"

"Oh Kay!"

With Mary Astor

MILTON

—Lloyd Hughes

in

o

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
in

An

"The Wheel

of

Chance"

Alfred Santell Production

o

;

Mack

Sennett's personally
directed

^

"THE GOOD-BYE KISS"
with 3 New Star finds-

"Out Of The Ruins"

Johnny Burke, Sally
Matty Kemp

o

with Dorothy Mackaill
Mulhall

in

BILLIE DOVE
"The Yellow Lily"

—

with Milton Sills
Dorothy
Mackaill
Betty Compson
A George Fitzmaurice
Production

—

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
in "THE
//
I:PATENT LEATHER KID"/

QJ An
Menlia < Jtolion

Pitture

Alfred Santell Productions^
Productw

—Jack

in

Summer.

"The Upland Rider"

o
CHARLIE MURRAY
in "The Head Man"

"THE BARKER"

"VAMPING VENUS"
with Charlie Murray, Louise
Faienda, Thelma Todd

in

neei

BETTER Picture

KEN MAYNARD

Eilers,

"HAROLD TEEN"
with Arthur Lake, Mary Brian,
Alice White

SILLS
"The Hawk's Nest"
with Doris Kenyon

o
"LADY BE GOOD"

3 Specials

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
in

"Because you

o

COLLEEN MOORE
in

issc

l(pecial
"HEART TO HEART"
with

Mary Astor

— Lloyd Hughes

KEN MAYNARD
in

"Code of

t^ DUWbuttrt ofJ\nwrjc>J nc.^Wiii H.Hayi AMjgj

the Scarlet"

Series

."
.

to

til
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IDERAL PROBE
IKS BEING PREPARED

EOX SALES CONVENTION

U. S.

IS

ASKED

Gets Evidence

Senator Walsh Introduces
Resolution for F.B.T.
Investigation

—

OR NEW ASSOCIATION
meapolis

— Planks

on

compul-

arbitration and non-theatricals,
inderstood, will be highlights of
latform of the new national exwhich W. A.
association,
r
Northwest unit president,
s,
propose at the three day conin to be held aboard a lake ship,
i?
July 10 from Duluth to Port
ir,

Ont.

rC]

Northwest unit now is enin a row on arbitration, grow-

;$j

ut of its refusal to permit memto serve on cases of United Artn retaliation for alleged service
n-theatricals, and it prepared to
the two issues linked in an efto correct what it terms existvils,

caused by both.

STARTS
Fox
with

open

will

sary sales
Central in

silver anniverat the Park
York this morning
office executives, district

New

home

managers

and foreign
attendance.
The convention program includes
a busy schedule of screenings, beginning with "Fazil" this morning
and "Four Sons" this afternoon at
the Gaiety. Tomorrow the delegates
will see "Win That Girl," "Street
and

branch

representatives in

Machree."
"Mother
and
Angel"
"The Red Dance" and "Chicken a la
King" are scheduled for Friday and
a special Movietone program on Sat-

Bench

meen Lawand, manager of the
Palace, Camil Bazzy and
lier
employes of the theas an outcome of the disaster in
1927, in which 78 children
rj',
itheir lives, have been set aside
Ap.6 Court of Appeals here.
against the sentence was upheld
the sentence quashed by unaniArlie,

decision of the five judges of
igher court and the men have
released.

Leaving Schine
To Join Large Circuit

rrier

Plans for next season will be outlined by William Fox, Jack G. Leo,

scheduled to arrive in New
He is reported join
Pre"a large theater circuit
is

:

tomorrow.

announcement
Ination was denied.
3

of

Carrier's

Semi-Annual Film
llolf Tourney Tomorrow
ih

Ine hundred and fifty film golfers
Ihe East will participate in the

Ing

Film Tournament tomorrow
Country Club, Rockville

jockville

(Continued

mi Pa^e 2)

3)

Washington Bureau, of

Washington
tigation of

WITHDRAWN^BYU-BEIRM

—

—

Suit of U-B EnterCleveland
prises, Universal subsidiary, against
the Film Board and ten distributor

COMMITTEE AT

in

Film Boards

of

inves-

Trade

is

vestigation.
Under the resolution, the judiciary
committee of the Senate would be
directed to inquire what proceedings
have been brought in the courts
by the Dept. of Justice or are pending before the Federal Trade Commission, involving acts and practices
of the board; what investigations
have been made leading to such proceedings and the amount expended;

CLEVEUIND 'TRUST' SUIT

straint of trade, has

THE FILM DAILY

— Congressional

proposed in a resolution introduced
in the Senate by Thomas J. Walsh
of Montana, prosecutor in the oil in-

tributors.

members, charging conspiracy

im OF COONEY

re-

been withdrawn.

Stanley & Horwitz, attorneys for the
exhibiting firm, filed a stipulation
with the Federal Court agreeing to
dismissal of the petition, provided no
advance payment for films is de-

what complaints have been made and
with what diligence and fidelity such
complaints have been investigated
and proceedings brought to restrain
or punish unlawful or apparently unlawful acts, or practices of the Film
Boards or of Paramount, its officers,
agents or servants.

Rules of Procedure Seen
Highlight of F.B.T. Meet
M^est

Coajt

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Rules of procedure
in Film Board cases, which are exThe petition had alleged that the pected to be embodied in the code of
zation—have formed a committee to
refused service to the etiiics, now being completed by the
distributors
operate the theaters controlled by the
company, unless deposits Federal Trade Commission, are to
theater
agreed
has
company. This committee
were posted, as penalty for the com- be outlined at the convention of Film
not to institute any action which
(Continued on Page 2)
pany's failure to comply with an armight throw the corporation into
award.
Creditors of National
manded.
Playhouses, Inc. the Cooney organi-

Chicago

—

(^Continued

on Page 2)

bitration

F. N. Releasing First
German Picture in

K-A-O-Pathe-FBO and "U"
Mentioned for Reported Pool

who

reports peris resigning as manager of theoperations for the Schine cir-

|mes A. Carrier,

Cleveland Evidence gathered in support of petition of U.
the
Enterprises
against
B.
Cleveland Film Board and ten
distributor members, has been
forwarded to U. S. Atty.-Gen.
John Sargent, for use in the
government's actions against
the Hays organization, 32 Film
Boards of Trade and ten dis-

urday.

—

el

its

{Continued on Page

Prison
ntreal
by the Court of King's

TODAY

convention

ee Freed in Fire
Disaster at Montreal CREDITORS'
sentences im-

P'

IN N. Y.

Cents

subjects.

If

Universal

enters

the

Joseph P. Kennedy and a proposed pool, it is stated, the feasyndicate of bankers for purchase of ture output would be around 70 pican interest in Keith-Albee-Orpheum, tures yearly. K-A-O would handle
which resulted in election of Ken- picture buying, it is declared. Peernedy to chairman of the board of di- less handling buying in the East.
West,
rectors, is the forerunner of a deal in- Asher Levy in the Middle
volving K-A-O, FBO, Pathe and South and "West and Ike Libson in
Kennedy, the Cincinnati, Cleveland and DeUniversal, it is reported.
president,
Pathe
troit zones.
Murdock,
with J. J.

Deal

is

of

New

York today.
to return to
the reported plan, the com-

Under

panies would be merged, with one
home office to handle the picture distribution, but separate sales forces
maintained for features and short

E.

H. Goldstein, Universal treas-

urer, denied yesterday that his

com-

pany is involved in the reported deal.
Other executives could not be reached
for

statements.

June

Tlie first production of the Defu
Co., of Berlin, established as the German producing unit of First National
Pictures, will make its appearance
at the Roxy in June.

Suit Settled
"Trust" suit of Sidney E.
Samuelson, Newton, N. J., exhibitor, against Will H. Hays
and 60 other defendants for
$450,000 damages and an injunction has been settled out
of court.
The suit has been
pending several years.

THE

Tax

14th Semi-Annual Film
Conference
Creditors' Body
Tourney
Tomorrow
Passage
Golf
After Senate
Runs Gooney

Washington
Vol

XUV
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PUBLISHER

lOHN W. ALICOATE

THE

—

—

—

225.

Financial
Low

Qose

Seat.
403/8
(s) Am.
104 ;4
(c-b) do 6s 36
Bal. & Katz.
(c) Con. Fm. Ind 15
do pfd.
(c)
245^
Kodak
180
(s) East.
do pfd.
*(s)

40
104"^

104/

.

.

.

40

*(s)

First

178^ 178/

(s)

(b)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

4.500

.

700
100

100^ 100/
109% 109Ji

12

98"4

39
ii
2^^

Bros..
Co.
.

.

..

3

13

.

80

Univ. Ch. com. 2
do pfd.
... 75
*(c) Univ. Pict
*(s)
do pfd
(c) Warner Bros.
28
(s)
do "A" ... il
(c-b) do 6^1s 28..115M
.

*

98 ji

1

Last

Prices

is

to be

made

to reach
to permit

an agreement on the bill
its adoption by the end of the week,
in order that Congress may adjourn
on Saturday.

Sentiment to Be Aroused
Against Quebec Measure
Montreal
be aroused

— Public
b}-

the

sentiment is to
Montreal Trades

and Labor Council against the lawbarring all children under 16 from attending theaters in an effort to force
The law was
repeal of the measure.
condemned at a recent meeting of the
labor body as "sillv" and "ridiculous."

Operations have
Calgary, Alta.
been
started
by British-Canadian
Pictures, Ltd., with Neal Hart as

and

director, the first picture of

new company having an Alberta
theme.
Guy Weadick is general
manager of the company and foreign
the

distribution arrangements are in the
hands of William Steiner of New
York.
Alvin Wyckof?, formerly of
Paramount, is cameraman and the
players include Barbara Kent, a native of Alberta; Charles Wellesle>of London, England; ^^'illiam Quinn
of Toronto and Joe Rickson.

27
'9/a

9/

'366

19K

19/

1,000

88
88
100
11.600
123f^ 124
do pfd
121./
'4
do 6s 47... 101
look- 100/
Par.By.S^^feSl.lOl"^ 10154 101/
7
Pathe
6
6
1,800
5/
do "A" ... 17J4
15/ 17/ 1,800
do 7s
n.. 71
70
70
10
Roxy "A" ... 32
34
do units ... 34
36
do com.
...
7
8

Trans-Lii.x
...
United Art.
do pfd.
...

(b)
(c)
(o)
(s)

6,600
15,200

98/

Stanley
(o) Technicolor
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

28

.

Skouras

(c)

700
2,300

72'^
Loew's Inc.
71/8
71/8
...106"/' 105 J4 105/
do pfd.
do deb. rts. 20^ 207/8
20/8

Wi

(b)
(b)
(s)

84/

83/8
27 Ks

12

do 6s 41WW.101
(b)
(b)
do 6s 41x-war.l09Ji
*(s) il-G-M
pfd
(s) M. P. Cap. ..
(s) Orph. Cir.
... 20
(s)
do pfd.
... 88
(s) Para. F-L
125J4
*(s)

'iod

"25

.

Effort

of $1.

star

106

*(c) Intern. Proj
(h) Keiths
6s
46.
(s)
(s)
(c)

1

126

Insp
Nat. pfd

Fox Fm. "A" 85?^
Fox Thea. "A" 28M

(s)
(c)

23^

23M

.

*(c) Film

differences

—

Sales
2,100

74J^

H \i% 15^

.

exemption

British-Canadian Firm
Starts First Picture

High
.

— Carrying

between the
House and Senate amendments. The
House measure provided for increase
m exemption only up to admissions
of

39/
30/

.32./s

4
2-A
16
85

"l"

2,000

Cinelab

{Continued from Faae
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on admissions up to $3, the tax reduction bill, which passed the Senate at a night session, has been sent
to a conference committee for reconciliation
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Wednesday, May

not interfere.
office of

"Dawn" Opening May 29
May 29 is date set for o,pening of
"Dawn" at the Times Square, New
York. Abe Meyer has charge of the
musical presentation.

may

Golfers

Sam

20
97

27%
35/

1.200
1,800

115/ 115/

1

2654
355^

Morris, general manager
of Distribution of Warners, has returned to New York from a week's
trip to the Aliddle West.
E.

Skouras,

St.

donated by the Motion
Picture Clul>, will leave from the Astor at
8 A. M. sharp, taking players direct to the
dull.
Those who go by train, from New
York, will use the Long Island Railroad,
trains for Rockville Center leaving at 7:23
A. M., 8:03, 8:13, 8:33, 9.25, 10.09, Daylight Saving Time.
At Rockville Center station, ta.xis to the club may be secured.
The motor route from New York follows:
Queensboro 59th St. Bridge.
Straight out
Queens Blvd., past Elmhurst, Forest Hills,
Kew (ianlens, etc., to Hillside Ave., Jamaica.
Turn left on Hillside continuing to Merrick

Road

(at

the

Turn

monument).

has

stockht

6,000

Merrick Road, straight out through ValStream, Lynbrook, Rockville Center, to
Oceanside Ave. (which is alsoiit one mile
beyond the middle of Rockville Center.) Turn
left on Oceanside Ave., one mile to the club-

How to reach the club by motor from
Westchester, northern New York (and northshore of Long Island:)
Classon Pt. Ferry to Flushing. Turn east
on Broadway, Flushing, to Bell Ave., in Bayside.
At Bell Ave., turn right for two blocks,
then left (in front of the Belleclaire Golf
Club), to Rocky Hill Road, through Floral
Park, etc., to Hempstead.
At Hempstead,
take Oceanside Ave. for four miles to clubhouse.

Another bus

will leave the
to take the

in the :iiternoon
dinner.

Astor
duffers

at
to

4:30

public,

\

equity

thirty

I

days'

period

of

grace,

committee will take the opport
provided by this additional peri<!
time to investigate the corpora
financial structure and make r«i
mendations for remedying the
:

l(0lli[

tion.

Rules of Procedure Se(
Highlight of F.B.T. ]V

ley

house.

Chicago

the

(Continued from Page

1)

Boards of Trade, which today
its third day. The meetings

e

a

reach a climax Friday with a ba
tendered by the M. P. Prod
Ass'n.
Telegrams from a nu'
of industry leaders were read
day at the opening session whic!
addressed by Clifford B. Hawle
Ned E. Depinet, First Nat
Felix F. Feist, M-G-M; and
Jason Joy of the Hays office

the

Sheehan and Franklin Arriving
Winfield R. Sheehan, vice president and general manager of Fox,
and Harold B. Franklin, president
and general manager of W'est Coast
Theaters, arrived in New York Sunday from the Coast.

Lasky and Kent

in

Jesse L. Lasky and

S.

arrive

in

N. Y.

<ff//m/m//ffmi/imHuif/,'/m///i////.'///m////f///////m///y///

R. Kent of

New York

from the Coast. Lasky leaves
few days for Europe.

da)-

a

to\\i

in

Beatty Returns to Detroit
E. C. Beatt\-,
the
Butterfield

York

last

left

in the'
offl

MOTION PiaUR'
APPARATUS

general manager of
circuit,

You Are

Market for Any Kind

New

night on his return to De-

troit.

CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

Memorial Day Picture
"Memorial Day" is a short subject
dedicated to the passing veterans of
the Civil War in James A. FitzPat-

"American Holiday

Series."

SEND FOR OUR PRICE

LIS

UIIUOaCHB!
no

West 32«*St,Nc«yorK.NL5l

Phone Penna. 0330
Picture Departmerlj
and Canada Agents for D«l|
|

Ruth Dwyer

N. Y.
Ruth Dvvycr, who has been working in pictures on the Coast, has returned to New York for a vacation.
in

II

Motion
U.

S.

"WE NEVER OiSAPPOmr

is listed

Stanley,

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

1

in Chicago;

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

CPiflw

F|[

Philadelphia.

WAFILMS,

Inc.
Walter A. Fntter, Pre*,

Stebbins,

for

Library Stock Scenes
Bryant 8181

right

on

uo;wi»iya
INCORPORATED

CaU

Hollywood
St.

National

tee's decision.
A de lu.xe bus,

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

New York
130 W. 46*

i

might be destroyed if
ruptcy action were to be taker
mortgage indenture calling for
ment of interest on June 1 alk

Quoted.

Louis;

1)

bankruptcy because if such
ensued it is felt that the cre(
might not recover on their cl

among

4736-4737-4738-4739)
between
seven and nine a. m., if rainy weather
prevails, to determine the commit-

Stock

NOTE:

Gh|

Page
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cle

Morris Back in N. Y.

"

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),
Exchange.
Balaban & Katz

the
(Cir-

call
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Paramount

Formed

Cinelab, Inc., is successor to Frederick F. Watson Film Laboratories,
ii W. 60th St.. New York. Herbert
Smith is president; J. Harold Smith,
vice president, and William Mc.\doo,
treasurer.

1)

Only heavy
Center, Long Island.
will
postponement.
rain
cause
a
Cloudy weather or a light drizzle will

rick's

88

23,

Bill in

Washington Bureau of

No. 46

-;xi^DAH.Y

c/o Leon Schlosinger
1123 No. Brooson Ave.

1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.
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3040
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Cuts Mistake in

Okla.,

leyi

23,

Peebles

Spearman Says

to

Named Assistant Fox Sales Confab
W. G. Underwood
Is Starting

of adDallas— H. T. Peebles, who has
theaters been manager for Liberty-Specialty
by
prices
iiiissioii
Ihroughout the state, has proved to be here, has been apixiinted assistant
k mistake, W. Z. Spearman, head of general manager of tlie company. The
[he Oklahoma exhibitor unit, says fol- appointment was made by General
Manager W. G. Underwood, with
lowing a survey.
advised that while whom Peebles has been associated
been
have
"We
I
Peebles will conIhe box office probably held up to for several years.
[he former gross for the first week tinue to supervise the operation of the
Dr two, it invariably took in less Dallas exchange, it is expected.
noney after the cut than before," he
Theater Architecture Analyzed
He urges exhibitors to retain
bay's.
C. Howard Crane, Detroit authorfcheir established prices, and to adity on theater design, is author of an
[rertise their shows.
article on theater architecture, which
is to appear in a forthcoming issue
of
the
Encyclopaedia
Britannica.

Oklahoma City— Reduction

Today

many

'

SBclll
llie

llttii

itotll

imWic]
oyed

tjj

ny

tie

lliii;

lie

1

gract]

ei
)iial
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Columbia Takes Over
"Raider Emden" Film

"«

IlS

1

"

"The Raider Emden," produced by
„melka studios of Munich, Germany,
under supervision of the Admiralty,
has been taken over for distribution

'

p

in the United States and Canada by
Columbia Pictures. The film has had
several showings in this country, and
is announced for immediate release.

The
'

the

picture

German

a pictorial record
raider, Emden.

is

of

New

Chicago Firm
Chicago— C. S. McConnel, F. D.
White and Bertram Willoughby have
organized Ideal Pictures Corp. with
The
offices at 26 East Eighth St.
new company has a capital of
|$100,000.

Franke Building House

Humboldt,
Iplans a

new

la.

—

W.

theater here.

B.

Franke

Josack at Revere
Universal Chain Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., has announced the appointment of Joseph Josack, Jr., to
the management of the Revere theater, Revere, Mass.
George A. Smith
continues as manager of the Capitol,
Somerville,

in

the

same

Mix and Tony
Tom Mix and his

at

district.

Astor

horse, Tony,
as hosts to trade
paper and newspapermen at the
Hotel Astor, New York, at 12 noon
will join

with

FBO

Friday.

Sunday Show Action Deferred

—

Addison, N. Y. Action on the proposed Sunday pictures ordinance has
been deferred by the council. Petitions for and against the measure
have been presented.

{Coniiv.ued from

Winfield Sheehan, and

Those attending

Page
j.

Jones to Appear Only In
4 Westerns Next Season
Scranton,

1)

appeared

R. Grainger.

are:

Jack Sichelman, assistant sales manager;
Jack S. Woody, assistant to Mr. Crainger;
Milton J. Schwartz, general sales manager
for
Fox-Case Movietone; Courtland Smith
of
Fox-Case Movietone; E. C. Grainger,
manager of the playdate department; Truman H. Talley. editor-in-chief of Fox News;
James C. Darst of Fox Varieties; Clayton P.
Sheehan, manager of foreign department;
Nat B. Finkler, manager of contract department: Louis Kosenhluh, manager of accessories; Glendon Allvine, director of advertising and publicity; Aaron Fox and E. H.
Collins, and Roger Ferri, editor. Fox Dynamo.

Pa.— Buck Jones

in

has not
nor does not intend to

lake any serial production, the star
states, pointing out he intends to devote all his time during the coming

season to production of four westerns
the independent market.
Jones
says he has had a number of offers
for
to

make

a serial, but declines.

Better European News
Predicted by Talley

More thorough coverage of European
news by newsreels generally
Special representatives Max" Roth, (ieorge
-A.
Roberts, Ben Broyles and J. M. Dillon; and Fox News in particular is indishort subject sales manager E. T. Gomercated
by
increasing
competition
sall. and
G. W. McKean, special field rep- abroad,
according to Truman Talley.
resentative.

District managers:
L. B. Remy, Dallas;
G. W. Fuller, Washington; Clyde W. Eckhardt. Chicago; Harry F. Campbell, Boston;

W.

Bachmeyer, Cincinnati; J. P. O'LoughCanada; and Ben J. Rosenberg, Denver.
Branch Managers: I. J. Schmertz, Albany;
Paul C. Bryan, Atlanta; John Nolan, Buffalo;
John W. Fuller, Charlotte; Ira H.
C.

editor

Fox News,

of

frtn Ei:rope.
completed a

just

refurned

While abroad, TalK-v
realignment

of

per-

sonnel.

lin,

Cohen, Cincinnati; Ward F. Scott, CleveP. K. Johnston, Dallas; R. J. Morrison, Denver; Jack L. Raper, Des Moines;
r^ester Sturm.
Detroit; George Landis, Indianapolis; Claire F. Hilgers, Kansas City;
Ben Gould, Los Angeles; Jack C. Shannon,
Memphis; Fred G. Sliter. Milwaukee; M. A.
land;

Levy,
Minneapolis;
Sidney Samsan,
New
Haven; B. L. Dudenhefer, New Orleans;
Harry H. Buxbaum, New York; W. A. Ryan,
Oklahoma City: Harry Melcher. Omaha; Edgar Moss, Philadelphia; W. J, Knpper, Pittsburgh; J. M. Linn, Portland; B. B. Reingold,
St. Louis;
C. L. Walker, Salt Lake City;
Fred W. Voigt, San Francisco; G. M. BalIcntine,
ton; J.

Seattle;

Color Series to Be Made Abroad
Six one reel Tiffany Color Classics
will be made in Europe and northern
Africa for the program of 24 TiflFany
Color Classics for 1928-29. A photographic unit under the direction of
Curtis F. Nagel will sail for Africa

June

9.

It is also

announced by Tif-

fany-Stahl Productions that a featurelength picture in Technicolor will be
made under the direction of Leoncc
Perret, who directed Gloria Swanson
in "Madame Sans Gene.'

Herndon Edmond, Washing-

H. Huber, Calgary; Harry T. Bailey,
Montreal; R. G. March. St. John": W. C.
Gehring. Toronto: C. R. Dippie, Vancouver;
A. Wilson, Winnipeg; and S. S. Horen,
J.
Cuba.

Add Hawarden, la., House
Hawarden, la.— Pace and Bounia
have purchased the Dunlap to add to
their chain.

THREATS
Have Been Told That If I
DonH Keep Silent They Will
Ruin Me^They Even Threaten Bodily Harm —It Hands

I

Me A Laugh.
C.

M.

May

Wednesday,

Coast Wire Service-

Gotham

Thalberg Signs Three
on Trip to Europe

Program

Returning to the Coast after a European trip with his wife. Norma
Shearer, Irving Thalberg, M-G-M
vice president and producing chief,
has announced the signing of a
Seiter Signs to
French and German director and a
Four for Next Season Viennese girl.
William A. Seiter, following the
Jacques Feyder, Continental direccompletion of Colleen Moore's "Hap- tor, who made "Missing Husbands,"
piness Ahead," was placed under a "Faces of Children," and Raquel
long-term contract by First National. Meller's "Carmen," will join the MDuring the first year of the contract G-M directorial staff by Oct. 1.
he will direct four screen stories.
Erich Schoenfelder, German director,

Starts

Make

THREE MAJOR PICTURES

or SCHEDUlf

IN

WORK

With three major productions in
work, Gotham Prod., under direction
of President Sam Sax, has started its
biggest production schedule, which
calls for production of 26 pictures.
In addition to "The Head of the
Family," now being completed as a
special on the current season's product, the company has in work "The
River Woman," designed as one of
1928-29
the four specials on the
schedule, and "Father and Son," designed as the first special for next

will

Butler Going to Culver

With "The News Parade"
Director David

Butler

is

finished,

preparing

leave Hollywood for the Culver
Military Academy, Culver, Ind., to
film exteriors for "Prep and Pep,"
his next Fox picture.
David Rollins
and Nancy Drexel are leads.
to

make

pictures for the

same

Roach Signs Emmet Flynn
Leo McCarey, supervising director and vice president of the Roach

partment.
Archainbaud at Work
George Archainbaud is directing
Betty Bl3rthe in Garbo Cast
"A Grain of Dust" for TifTany-Stahl
with a cast headed by Ricardo CorBetty Blythe has been cast in
tez, Claire Windsor and Alma Ben"War in the Dark," Greta Garbo's

Harold Shumate's

nett.

Studios,

announces

Emmet Flynn

story.

fire at
for a
plant.

Fox Studio A

of $150,000 was caused bl
the Fox studio.
The blazjl
time, threatened the entirj

RALPH PARKER
Notv with

solo

Colman, have been postponed.

Fire at

$150,000

is

initial

bl

Universal to play the important roll
of Julie in "Showboat," adaptation c|
Edna Ferber's novel.

bilities.

With sets in construction and the
story already adapted for continuity',
Noah Beery has been signed to a
contract calling for several pictures.
the first of which will be "Father and
Son."
Continuity and adaptation on "The
Head of the Family" are being prepared by Scott Darling from the
original story by George Randolph
Chester.
"The River Woman," being prepared by Adele Buffington, is

the

Alma Rubens in "Showboat"
Alma Rubens has been signed

Damage

starring vehicle for
Ronald Colman. Lily Damita, French
player, will appear opposite.
Plans
for "A Tale of Two Cities," starring

year.

Fihn Completed

D. W. Griffi.th has completed hi
second United Artists picture, "TH
Battle of the Sexes," within ten da}!
of scheduled time. The cast of "TH
Battle of the Sexes" includes Jeal
Hersholt, Phyllis Haver, Belle Beil
nett,
Don Alvarado, Sally O'Neil
William Bakewell and John Batteil

or-

ganization next season.
Mitzi Marena is the name of the Viennese
discovery, and she is described as a
sophisticated
blonde type without
previous screen experience but possessing unusual photographic possi-

Goodrich Columbia Scenario Editor
John F. Goodrich has been named
scenario editor of Columbia Pictures.

"The Rescue" Colman's First
Joseph Conrad's "The Rescue"

Griffith

23, 192J

new

for

Pa ramount-FamousLasky

the signing of
the scenario de-

starring vehicle for

preparing an original
for

EMIL JANNINGS

M-G-M.

Now!
Annual *Knabe Sale of
Metropolitan Opera Artists'

PIANOS

fm

Pay only 10% now

—

rest

over 2 years.

Sl47,500

worth of *Knabe Pianos used by
famous Metropolitan Opera stars in the season
just ended
now reduced to $llS,000.

Your piano taken

And many

Pianos purchased now stored

—

other remiarkable bargain groups
of baby grands, uprights and Ampicos for those
who act quickly.

change

584 Fifth Avenue

THE^KNABE

IS

at

47th

St.

^

do,

BRYant 4020

ex-

make.

free until Fall.

*Knabe guarantee on every
piano

OTm. W^mht

—any

in

sold.

Salesrooms open 8^30 A.
to 10 P. M.

M.

THE OFFICIAL PIANO OF THE METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY

NTH ANNIVERSARY NUMBER
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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liLIV

I8T8 52 FEATURES,

lOHEDIESfOR '28-'29
yesterday announced 52 featwo-reel comedies, 26 Fox
s, Movietone Entertainments,

May

24,

Price 5 Cents

1928

NON-THEATRICAL COMPETITION
GROWING AS NATIONAL ISSUE

16

Fox News and Fox
for 1928-1929. The

ues

of

)ne

News

in full detail, will be anto the sales force now meetthe Park Central Hotel,
J

29

fHES, WESnS,

Fore
of fun and
prevailing, approximately 180 golfers are to
compete this morning in the

With

l

New

what

1

silver

is

known

as the

com-

48C0WDimil0HPAm

headed by six proroad show attracThey are: "Sunrise," "Four
"Mother Machree," "The
Angel," "Fazil" which opens
Gaiety, New York on June 4
,e Red Dance" which follows
is

Pathe will release 29 features and
a group of Westerns starring Leo
Don Coleman, Harry
Alaloney,
Carey and Wally Wales, as well as
48 comedies, six serials, 52 Pathe
Reviews, 104 Pathe News, 26 SportDetail of this
thereafter.
Fables and 52
lights, 52 Aesop's
follows:
for 1928-1929.
the
Day
Topics
of
se" was directed by F. W. Murnau
Of the 29 features which are called
George O'Brien and Janet
tures
It played 28 weeks on Broadway.
"de luxe," 13 are designated as spe(.Continued on Page 11)
This group is headed by "The
cials.
King of Kings" and "The Godless
Girl," the latter described as a road
(Continued on Page 7)

PREPiilO

spirit

With

in
exhibitor organizations
sections throughout the country determined to protect themselves
of tax
against unfair competition
free institutions, non-theatrical competition is growing as a national is-

many

14th semi-annual Film Daily
Golf Tournament, at Rockville
Country Club, Long Island,
(if the weather holds up).
Non-golfers will attend the
dinner
and funfest tonight,

listed as

i,

a

good fellowship

anniversary convention,

line-up

Trade Commission Action
on Resolution Against
Practice Awaited

when

trophies and

cups,

sue.

Service

spe-

be awarded.

cial prizes will

HESS DECLINES

COmT

ON CONTRACT "TRADE"
INVADHIINNEflPOLIS ROACH CETSllCENSE

—

Fox is understood to
leapolis
losed for a site here at Eighth
ennepin, choice "spot" of the
?here a 5,000-seat house is to
Hal Roach has closed a contract
competition to the
It, bringing
a license to use Western Electric
for
The move, it is stated, is an
He is
ath of the collapse of Fox's sound recording equipment.
license
a
secure
producer
to
o take over the Northwest the latest
Ru- for the production of sound films.
Circuit (Finkelstein
;r
The deal was called ofif by Other companies to use the Vitaphone
R. when Fox balked at the and Movietone system of synchronir of financing insisted upon by
zation are: Warners, Fox, First Nam Hamm.
Paramount, United Artists
tional,
i-confirmation of the deal for
and Metro. Roach will use sound in
(Continued on Page 2)
production of two reel comedies, it

TO MAKEJOUND FILMS

&

is

understood.

YEARFOTSHORT

)

Labor Troubles
SUBJECTS PREDICTED
)f

exchanges. Reed Howes, who
be starred in a series of two
flying pictures based on
the

m

stories

by Russ

the meeting.

^18

Farrell, at-

Coast

Los
Haj's

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Angeles

— Gabriel

organization

L.

Hess,

using their membership
(Continued

committee

voted

on

the

ar-

on Page 2)

declines

counsel,

comment on the report, published
by "Greater Amusements" alleging
that exhibitor members of the contract

accounts

non-theatrical

exhibitors are determined that it shall
be outlawed. However, whether the
Federal Trade Commission will ratify
the Trade Practice Conference resoUpon its atlution, is problematical.
depends the
titude in
the matter
eventual outcome of the fight exhibitors are making to stamp out this
form of competition, which many
theater owners are unable to meet.
In some instances, exhibitors are

to

approval

STANLEY

liND

IS

of

contract provisions and arbitration
in return for a financing plan for
exhibitor associations, which distributors were to work out by June 1.
Hess said he preferred to consult the
February meeting,
record of the
when he returns to New York.

PASSED;
Directors

of

NEW BANKERS?
the

Stanley

Co.

of

America met yesterday and passed
the regular quarterly dividend. Wall
Street anticipated thi-?.
Presaging a new banking

affilia-

Waddill Catchings, member of
and Co. which has
Text of the alleged agreement Goldman, Sachs
Bros, was
Warner
financing
been
made at Chicago appears on Page 4.
elected to the board of directors.
tion,

to be

Aired

Schenck

at Meeting of New Association

—

Optimism over the futhe
short
subject field is
terizing the Educational conwinds up its session
1, which
day. Earle W. Hammons, presipersonally is in charge of the
igs, attended by home office exs and the 36 managers of cornitreal

IVest

to

was branded an unfair trade practice
Practice Conference
at the Trade
held in New York last October, and

troubles and
means to meet them are expected to
be aired at the three day convention,

Annual convention of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes and M. P. Operators is
scheduled to be held at Detroit June
William Canavan, president of the
4.
organization, who had announced he
would withdraw at the end of his
present term, has reconsidered and
will be a candidate for reelection.

sponsored by W. A. Steffes, Northwest unit president, for announced
purpose of launching a new national

Minneapolis

exhibitor association.
are to be held aboard

The
a

sessions
ship

lake

bound from Duluth to Port Arthur,
Ont., and return, leaving the former
city July 10.

East;

18 from United Artists
West

Coast

Bureau.

THE FILM DAILY

M. Schenck
—Joseph
Before leaving for
East.

Los Angeles

en route
York, he stated United Artists'
first sound film will be "The Love
Song." The company will release 18
next season.
is

— Labor

Theatrical Union Meeting
Opens at Detroit June 4

En Route

New

Various United Artists officials
have returned from the Coast and
Middle West where production lineups and sales policies for the next
season were discussed. Included are
Al Lichtman, Victor M. Shapiro,
I'anl Lazarus and Cresson Smith.

—TEN YEARS OF PRQGRE

192

THE

;gg^

Thursday,

DAILYL
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JOHN W.

All

(Continued from Page 1)

contained in an interview
given by Harry Pence, owner of the
property, stating Chicago interests
He inwere negotiating the deal.
sists, however, that he does not know
the identity of those dickering, but
there seems to be no doubt in local
film circles that Fox is doing the

Price 5 Cents
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Zakoro Ending First
Find Non-Theatrical
Year Of Exislji
Invade Minneapolis Competition Growing With "Potemkin"
and "Thf

Fox Preparing

Vol.

May

is

negotiating, for this location is regarded as an ideal one, having an advantage over practically every other
F. & R. house except the State directly opposite, which has only 2,800
seats.

Moment" on

program,

its

/

bitration board as the club to force Film Corp. is rounding
out it
distributors, to stop serving non-the- year.
Joseph H. Zarovich, \vl
This has resulted in a fight headed film enterprises abri*
atricals.
on arbitration at Minneapolis. In the general manager.
Pittsburgh territory, exhibitors have
given distributors until June 1 to disLaemmle B..ck Today
continue the practice, after which
Accompa ed by Lou B. V.
they will refuse to arbitrate cases of general sale manager, Carl La
offenders.
Oklahoma exhibitors are returns from the Middle West
concluding a successful fight against The Universal chief attenii'
In Utah, a test case Kentucky
non-theatricals.
erby on Saturda
has been brought in court to deter- has been
lending a few d:
mine right of tax-free schools to Chicago.
show pictures. At San Francisco,
Photog phers Plan Outii
exhibitors have been active in stamp-

;

i

j

:!

;

Fox, it is stated, plainly is disInternational Photographers
turbed over the firm's inability to ing out church competition.
M.
P. Industries have schedti
R.
the
F.
&
over
representation
get
outing at Glenwood, L. I., oi u
circuit, and over the collapse of his
17.
to
deal for the chain. With Publix tied Columbia Offers
in with F. & R. in operation of the
Sales Force on
best houses of the Twin Cities, Fox,
With the company slated to go
cannot see an out for over its quota by Aug.
it is claimed,
Cecil E.
1,
his product, as the quota agreement
Maberry, Columbia sales manager,
Parabetween Publix and Loew on
is
making a tempting offer to the
i
mount and M-G-M houses, naturally sales force for over-subscription on
for
Hence
plans
will shut out Fox.
the Perfect 36, comprising the 1928the theater, which has been under 29 output:
Attractions for
a two weeks' trip to Caliconsideration for some time.
fornia for a week's convention and
Picture Theatrei
week's vacation. Maberry is en route
Newsreel Men Guests
Sales
Newsreel cameramen of all the to Memphis, where Saturday he will
Standard Vaudeville /i
the fourth and last of this
200 producing companies saw themselves open
glorified for the first time as heroes year's sales conventions, with southern managers in attendance.
Enioo of a feature picture when they at300 tended a pre-view of "The News thusiasm shown at the three conven1,000
Parade" as guests of Truman H. tions leave no doubt that the 1928in
chief
of Fox 29 sales expectancy will be realized,
Talley, director
News, and Russell Muth, his star Maberry said prior to leaving New
•

Spur
Quota

AMALGAMATED

VAUDEVILLE AGEN

Financial
High
40
Seat.
*(c-b) do 6s 36 ...
•
Bal. & Katz..
isM
(c) Con. Fm. Ind.
do pfd.
(c)
23H
179/2
(s) East. Kodak
(s) do pfd. ..
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd
85 44
(s) Fox Film "A"
(c) Fox Thea. "A' 2?,Vi
14
(c) Intern. Proj.
97 ?4
(b) Keiths 6s 46.
7234
(s) Loew's Inc.
(s)
do pfd
104M
do deb. rts.
*(c)
do 6s 41ww 1097^
(b)
do 6s41x-war 101^
(b)
(s) M-G-M pfd.
9>/2
P.
Cap..
(s) M.
20 '/a
(s) Oiph. Cir. .
..
do pfd.
(s)
85Ji
(s) Para. F-L
.. 12454

Am.

(s)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(s)

do
do

.

Low

40
10454
745^
15?4
VsVa

2iH

4H
106
8354
2754
12

97y2
71/3
10454

ibm
100
95-2

1954
85 54
123 /r
16654'

(b)
6s 47 . l66J4
(b) Par.By.5Ks51 lOl-^ 101/2
6
(s) Pathe
7y«
(b)
do "A" ..
19/2
1754
69 '4
(b)
do 7s 37..
69
(o) Roxy "A"
30
33
(o)
do units
32
35
(o)
do com.
8
6/2
39 '4
(o) Skouras Bros.
39
Stanley Co.
34^ 32
(o) Technicolor
4
.

.

.

.

.

.

23-54

178/4 179/2
126

pfd

.

Close

4U

85^

2,800
2854 25,900
300
14
19
9754
7,000
72/8
100
10454
20 7^
16
109/8
2
10154
27
ioo
9/2
500
19/2
100
85 54
7,600
12454
12154
9
10054
1
101/2
654 12,300
4,300
19/2
10
695i

.

.

.

.

....

.

.

.

.

(c)

.

3

3

(o) United Art.
14
(o)
do pfd.
83
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
2
(o)
do pfd.
75
.

.

17

.

.

88

.

.

.

*(c) Univ. Pict.
*(s)
do pfd.
..
(c) Warner Bros.
(s)
(c-b)

do

"A"

.

do 6J4s 28

Big House for Cleveland

—

department

.

29

.

.

38'/^

.

.116

8,100
4,200
5

Kansas

City.

the

of

its

L.
M.
Uptown,

Garman

will

also su-

Apollo,

Lincoln, Isis,
Gillham and Gladstone Theaters,
other units of the "U" chain in that
city.
Martin Finkelstein has been
appointed assistant supervisor.

president of First National, will give
a dinner for Watterson R. Rothacker at the Ambassador tonight.

Ore.
Co.,

—

Wayne House Opens
Ind. — The Emboyd

Ft.
Ft. Wayne,
theater, W. C.

Rodgers Building

—

in

Cairo,

about $100,000.

panies,

Sts.

111.

It

will

aters,

Inc.,

cost

Spring

theater at
It

of

will seat 2,000.

PinSBURGH

Is

Hare— Start Nou) — En/oy Your Summer

Rialto
School oS Golf
BROADWAY

Y.— The

Kallett TheOneida are building a
Washington and Dominick

PEN N A\||

LOEW BUILDING

will make correct playing easy for you.
Beginners Taught Proper Golf from the start.
"Fair Players" turned into Real Golfers.
Experts made genuinely scientific.

Building in Rome, N. Y.

Rome, N.

BROAl |

NEW YORK

OUR CRACK PROS

at Cairo

Gem

W. Rodgers

I.

1540

TIMES SQLL\RE.

Show startling improvement to your
associates on the links every week end

Theater Co.,
has had
preliminary plans prepared for a new
111.

LOEW BUILDING

GOLFERS!

Quimby's latest house,
has opened.
Pictures, presentations
and vaudeville will be the policy.

Connecticut exhibition, has purchased the Garde Bldg.,
including stores, offices and the 1,600
seat theater, from Walter S. Garde.
The property was formerly controlled by Arthur S. Friend ComInc.

manager

pervise

C. Post

appointed

been formed here by A. J. Johnson,
C. De Young and J. J. and H. J.
Johanns.

Gottesman Buys
Haven, Conn. Alfred Gottes- theater

—

Garman

has

Coast Dinner for Rothacker
Los Angeles Clifford B. Hawley,

headed by

in

—

Garman Gets K.
Universal

The Interstate
capital $10,000, has

Cairo.

active

opposition
to
inflated
trick
and
quotas, which he says undermine
morale.
The company now is less
than $80,000 behind its current season quota.

arts

too.

Amusement

Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

New

medical

New Oregon Company

Curb Market.

man,

a

building and additions to the Cleveland Hotel would be included in this
Van Sweringen project, but this is
the first announcement regarding a
theater.
The Moreland Circle development in Shaker Heights, another Van Sweringen project, will
be extended and theater built there,

Portland,

85

26
97
26J^ 29
35 y«
37/2
115/8 116

store,

York.

Quota set is in conformance with
possibilities, he declared, stating his

the picture.

in

Cleveland, O.
The Terminal project on the Public Square, of which
the Terminal Tower building is the
first unit, will contain a large theater.
It had been announced that a

3

* Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c)
(s)

have roles

2/

•

Trans-Lux

33

Both Talley and Muth

cameraman.

AT

1595

f^

Phone

LONGACRE

6308

48th

STREET

wjy

'mssss^msssmliSSSa/i 9m
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A.FTER

a qaarfer of a century of development, FOX
enterprises occupy today an envial>le position. Throughout the civilised world, FOX is acknowledged to he
the one STABILIZED trade mark in the motion

picture industry.

^^

Consistency of perforntance in the production of exceptional entertainment has heen the determining
factor in the

Behind

STABILIZATION

of this trade

stands this ackno-wled^ed fact -^ that
pictures steadily return the greatest profits.
it

Anchored on

this stahility, the exhibitor of

mark.

FOX

FOX

pic«

assured a permanent profitable husiness*
a consistent return each -week and years of financial

tures

is

prosperity.

Guaranteeing the future product that will rise front
the hed-rock stability of FOX are two facts the exhibitor w^ill do well to consider:
1.

A

budget of One Hundred Million Dollars has been authorized for the production of FOX box office attractions during the next five years.

2,

The nation's foremost theatres operating
in key cities under the FOX banner will
depend, for their financial success, upon
FOX standard, which cannot and will
not

fail

them.

The STABILITY of FOX is

the industry's greatest asset.
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Charles Francis Coe.
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"Sunrise" brings the dawre of a
picture era.
this first

among

It is

row about

to

"Sunrise" brings a new day

new motion

magnificent, tremendous,

American production of that peer
W. Murnau.
New York Daily News

There

—

is

an emotional appeal

Sunrise" is the most remarkable film ever
turned out by an American producer.

— Exhibitors

not only a transcending artistic triumph, but is excellent entertainment and a
is

The

A

triumph from every angle. If you are
movie fan don't miss "Sunrise."

Herald

well worth two dollars of
anybody's money, for it is not only different
in every way, but the greatest screen offer-

— Masonic Review

financial success.

mov-
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is
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It

the

all through
"Sunrise" that is terrific. The importance
of "Sunrise" cannot be discounted.
Film Daily

directors, F.

the only picture that the writer h«s
seen worth waiting hours in line to see.
Springfield (Mass.) Union
It

to

— Literary Digest

ies.

a

picture

is

ing ever brought to Springfield.
Springfield (Mass.) Daily

— Philadelphia Daily News

News

This picture will rank with the hal f dozen masterpieces of the screen.
Cleveland News
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William Fox Presentation
with

JANET GAYNOR
Story by
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HERMANN SUDERMANN

GEORGE O'BRIEN

Scenario by

CARL MAYER

MURNAU PRODUCTION

''Sunrise'' First
Berlin

(By Cable)— A vote

conducted by "Der Deutsche,"
in 25 countries to ascertain the
best picture of 1927 has result-

ed in "Sunrise" as the choice.
Price Glory" is second.
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Manhattan, slipping, by way of the
river, in and out of the huge warehouses that
line the waterfront; taking what he wants of
rope and ship materials and selling it to skippers of outgoing ships
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reel scenic

more it is being realized that there is a
place on the program for interesting one'

and travel pictures.

Fox Varieties

fill

this place. After the thrills of the fea'

comedy and the brisk up'tO'dateness
of the news reel, spectators welcome the contrast of a poetic,

tare, the laughs of the

beautifully photographed, serene, scenic picture.

Every Fox Varieties picture is complete in itself, a well'
rounded portrayal of some interesting bit of the variegated
world. Each picture strives to bring out the little, inti'
mate scenes that often tell us so much more than titles or
long sequences can

Fox Varieties

tell.

with music in mind. The combina'
tion of a short reel of artistic photography and appropriate
orchestration is ten minutes of soothing and satis'
are built

\

factory entertainment.

The de luxe

theatres of America are realizing this

The applause that follows
Fox Varieties picture, with proper

in increasing numbers.

the showing of a
musical accompaniment, proves the universal popu'
larity of this form of entertainment.

W

\:

For the next year, twenty six superlative
Fox Varieties make up the schedule. Each is
worthy of a place on any program.
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William Fox

llOW you can

hear

the news of the day, as
well as see

it.

^ Thanks t(?

1

marvelous new invention, sound is photographed
on and projected from the film

this

along with the picture. ^ A really
modern theatre lets the audience
hear what's going on as well as see
the news of the day. '<^ There's a new
Movietone News every week at the nearest Fox exchange. '^ It speaks for itself.
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Presents

T.HE

silent

isn't silent

drama

any more.

Movietone entertainments
have put songs, orchestras,

bands, monologues, dialogues, pianologues and whole
musical comedies into one and
two reels of film. ^Audiences are

i^H

thrilled with the novelty of them.

Movietone wins a new clientele for
every theatre using this box-office tonic.
Movietone talks business. Hear, hear!
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Miss Madge Bellamy

A

dinner dress of lettuce
green chiffon wjth a taffeta wreath of daisies ap-
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creaior oj \Ovnohonism

pliqued.
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^ns all

moaern
modern
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Miss June Collyer
A street dress of pearl
grey flat crepe, laced on
the side with pansy purple chiffon fold. The coat
is made of braided chiffon folds.

iciures

or

Miss Mary Duncan
An evening gown of pale
green over a bright tea
rose yellow chiffon slip,
with flowers painted by

hand in the different
colors of the tea rose

.^**

^

rt

mari
omen now turn to
ms
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The One

INEVITABLE
Onlv

Com FOX
rom

FOX

Only rrom

FOX

Onlv Com

FOX

Onlv Com

FOX

Com FOX

can you get for general release five pictures of
roadshoiv calibre ^which have played New York
and Los Angeles engagements at $2 top.

have you the assurance'of ticket-selling success
demonstrated by audience reactions and boxoffice statements on a dozen completed pictures.

can you get a complete w^eekly program, providing ^weekly release of one feature, tMro ne^rs
reels, and alternating comedies and varieties.

can you get Movietone— the greatest box-office
tonic ever devised " no-w available in short
-weekly entertainments and w^ith finished and
forthcoming specials.

can you get Movietone New^s, bringing to your
ear as -well as to your eye the new^s of the day.

have you the assurance of a continuous flow^
of fine pictures, adequately financed on a
$100,000,000 production budget for the next
five years, and produced w^ith the shrew^dest
show^manship that the industry has kno^vn in
its

quarter-century existence.

I
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BARRY NORTON
Four Devils

99

"^Tegion of the

ALFRED

E.

Condemned"

GREEN

Director

In Production

"Making the Grade"
{By George Ade)

THE

-J7(l^
PAILV
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Thursday,

OUTLOOK BRIGHTER fOR

ON EXHIBITOR HNANCHiG

— Further

details

in

"Greater Amusements".

The

deal,

—

"Across to Singapore"

(M-G-M)

of

is

said,

the

was made

Some

A

display of photos of old windthe logs of several old
ships, a quadrant and sextant, together with the bell from famous
clipper "Young America",' and her

jammers,

at the meeting
chronometer and clock, was secured
committee in Chiin the Merchants Exchange, linked
cago in January at which exhibitor with stills, to the picture and themembers sought to have Clause 14 ater.
Special stories were written
it

contract

the contract contain a provision
for the local dailies on records atthat distributors would add a tax
tained between this port and the
cover
cent
to
on rentals of one per
Orient by the old-time clippers givcosts of maintaining organization exing details of voyages and showing
equally
besplit
pense, this tax to be
them.
old
to
illustrate
photos,
tween the M. P. T. O. A. and the Loew's Warfield, San Francisco.
share
the
From
M. P. P. D. A.
A.,
turned over to the M. P. T.
"Drums of Love"
two-thirds would be remitted quart(United Artists)
erly to the various state units, acTen mercantile window displays,
cording to the quota of film rentals as suggested by the United Artists
from the states.
campaign book, tied up with the enDistributors pointed out that this gagement. In a special show window
proposal would place them in a posi- a mammoth book, its pages turned
tion of coercing exhibitors not mem- by
a
boy in costume, displayed
bers of any association to pay mil- placards relating to the photoplay.
lions annually for the support of
music store displayed bass drums
organizations and that they did not placarded with "Drum of Love"
care to assume the responsibility of copy.
It featured also a "count the
They further spots" contest for tickets, the spots
collecting this money.
stated that in their this provision being color dots in the background
could not properly be made a part of of the placards. Queens, Galveston,
the standard exhibition contract.
The alleged agreement proposed
"Feel
Pulse"
by exhibitor members and accepted
(Paramount)
by the distributor representatives
Bally-hooed with a rolling chair
follows:
and a nurse's white costume.
The
The exhibitor group withdraw their objections to Clause 14.
The exhibitor group nurse's costume was stuflfed with pilwithdraw their suggested addition to the lows, etc., with a cut-out head of
contract
relative
to
financing
arbitration
Miss Daniels protruding above the
and other necessary activities.
The exhibitor group approve the present collar while a pair of shoes was
arbitration clause now known as Clause 20 seen just beneath the extremity of
with the understanding that an immediate the dress.
Signs were tacked on the
effort will
be made to provide ways and
means to insure the future of arbitration rolling chair and then a man was enand other necessary activities of benefit to gaged
to
push the perambulator
the entire industry through a plan of ade- through the streets.
W. H. Hempquately financing exhibitor organizations.
We feel that the present plan of having hill, Rialto, Macon, Ga.
the distributors through the Film Boards of
Trade organized and many state with inade"A Hero for a Night"
in

O

A

My

—

exhibitor organizations does not tend
in arbitration.
If prior to June 1 no such plan is agreed
upon the continuing committee on the contract will again meet, at a place to be designated
later,
to
make whatever amendments, eliminations or additions to the contract they or the distributors, after a more
careful study of the situations, deem necessary and
specifically
to
discuss
a more
equitable method of arbitration in the absence of a plan to provide the help necessary to carry on arbitration and other necessary activities, and that such meeting or
meetings shall be carried on in the manner
prescribed by the resolution that makes such
a meeting or meetings possible.

toward equity

Four Specials Promised
by Goldburg in '28-'29
Four of the 18 pictures on next
year's program of First Division Distributors

designed as specials,
Jesse J. Goldburg has announced.
The pictures have not yet been determined upon, decision awaiting his

(Universal)

Tied up with the
the nearby colleges.

Sowar Managing

—

Two

Galveston L. S. Sowar has taken
over management of the Queen and
Tremont for Publix, succeeding E. E.
Collins, who has been transferred to
Houston.

On

nights of the picture's run, one
of these celebrities, a football captain,
basket ball champion, etc. was presented to the audience and received
five

a medal from
of ceremonies.

for

On

A

—

Salmon, Boulevard, Los Angeles.

"The Patent Leather Kid"
(First Nat'l)

A

contained a make-up of an
army scene including a pup tent,
two machine guns, flags, costumed
soldiers and banners.
The float was
driven
all
through the principal
float

of the city and especially in
business
sections
where the

streets

the

crowds were
signs

on

picture.

the

—W.

Macon, Ga.

—

21

films,

selling

"Pop" Elder,
has

years

and

been

travels

in

West Virginia for Columbia,
has one of the most unique territories to cover in the world.
"hand" territory in the
mountain region of the
Mountain state, so-called because the towns are at the end
mountainous juts, which
of
It is the

stretch out like the figures of
a hand. Some of the towns are
but five miles apart, cross

country, but intervening mounnecessitates a trip of
tains
about 90 miles around the

This runs "Pop's"
weekly mileage from 1,000 to
1,200 miles for the around 15
included.
However,
towns
"finger."

"Pop"

not complaining, for
in his 21 years of selling films,
he has never had a "blank
week."
is

Louis The coal indust
St.
Southern Illinois has shown imprwe
ment in the last thirty days an
exhibitors
of
outlook
for
Egypt, as Southern Illinois is km
decidedly

is

thickest.
float

H.

Banners and
aimounced the

Hemphill,

Rialto,

than

brighter

prior to March 31 when
coal mines suspended.

it

many

On April 1, every coal minjii
the state quite operations but on
eighty-five
shafts had resufcei
1
work and

in April produced l,i
The normal
546 tons of coal.
duction is 5,000,000 tons.

Nat Levine Starts First
Nat Levine has placed in proi
tion "Wolves of the Sea," the
of three Mascot serials he will
on the Coast.

Shirley

Mason

Johnny Walker are
Richard
Thorpe

co-starred,
directing.

Schwalb,

Universal
with M-G

formerly

manager and

later

general

production

William

Roubert

st

manager,
is

'

technical

"Wolves of the Sea" and
remaining serials will be release(
Produ<
the independent market.
is at the Metropolitan studio.

visor.

"Ramona"
(United Artists)

An

appeal

especial

was made to
which postal

1200 clubwomen in
cards carried selling copy that the
Federation of Women's
National
Clubs had given their hearty ento the picturization and
that the picture could be seen at the
Orpheum. Rowan Miller, Orpheum,

dorsement

—

Lincoln, Neb.

nals

at

drill

downtown

the

intersections

posted signs reading: "Stop! See
Boulevard
'The Shield of Honor'
Trafiic officers, knowing
Theater."
that the picture was favorable propa-

—

for any police department saw
to it that the signs were not disMonty Salmon, Boulevard,
turbed.

—

Los Angeles.
the Buggy Ride"
(Universal)
Two pretty girls on roller skates
went through the busiest streets with
reading,
signs
on
their
backs
"Thanks for the Buggy Ride." No
other publicity indicated why they
skated home.
The stunt was a riot
and, of course, its point was driven
home by other exploitation features.
One of these was a good looking
horse and buggy parading throug'h
the city. The driver was dressed in
a snappy theater uniform and the
attractive girl with him sang the
chorus of "Thanks for the Buggy

"Thanks

for

Ride" at busy street corners.
distributed

heralds

— Boulevard,

Publicity

— Harold

Mam

Murphy

hai

signed as publicity manager for
Cooney circuit and Clyde Hood.j
ploitation manager, will look
the press department in the futi

Solomon Resigns from Red Si
Chicago Marty Solomon has
signed as manager of the Red
exchange and has been succeedei

squad of the Los
Angeles police department on the
stage on one of the nights during
On opening night had the
the run.
Los Angeles Police Quartet as an
added feature. On three traffic siga

Chicago

—

"Shield of Honor"
(Universal)

Had

New Cooney

Mike Kassel.

Woodstock Theaters Planned
Chicago J. C. Miller, C. F.
ich and F. E. Eckert have organ
the Miller Theater Co. of Woods^
111., with a capital of $100,000, to
and manage picture theaters in

—

district.

Gene Morgan, master ganda

the opening performance a special aviation night
was arranged and two well known
war aces gave two minute talks on
flying.
The lobby display consisted
of the wings, propeller and motor of
a plane.
plane flew over the city,
dropping 20,000 heralds.
Monty

are

return to the Coast.

heroes of
each of the

local

Territory

Pittsburgh

who

—

quate

W

"LiniE EGYPT"

UPS WHICH MEAN DOLLAQS FOC SHOWMEN

DAILY

of

the plan whereby distributors are
reported to have agreed to finance
exhibitor units in return for exhibitor
agreement to waive protests on the
contract and arbitration are published

24, l|h

tiiy

MAY HOLD A NEW CONfA6

Minneapolis

May

of

the

Los Angeles.

She

playdate.

Seattle
Seattle

Exchange Closes

— Greater

Features,

he^

Jack Lannon, has taken
product and business of the Cc
erative Film Exchange, which

by

closed.

La Grange House

Closes

—

Chicago The LaGrange, at
Grange, operated by Gregory
Bernasek closed for the summer
terday.

Cummings Now
Hammond, Ind.

at

—

Hammor
Charles C|

mings, formerly with the Palace,
cago, has been appointed man^
of the

Hammond.
Phyllis

Haver Leaves

Phyllis Haver has left
for the Coast.

New

miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

FROM

HIS FIRST PICTURE

"The Adventures
ON UPWARD TO

of Dolly''
HIS

LATEST PRODUCTION

"The

D.

Battle of the Sexes"

W. GRIFFITH

HAS BEEN LAYING THE STEPS OF THE
STAIRWAY UP WHICH MOTION PICTURES
HAVE WALKED TO WORLD DOMINATION IN
ENTERTAINMENT.

^iimiii«itiiiititiii:iii«iitittit$mmttm^^
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Marshall to Direct MacLean
Larry Darmour Takes Space at Richard Thomas Studio— Universal Buys "Salvage" for Philbin^
Neil Hamilton Signs New Paramount Contract Pathe Borrows Irene Rich— Ralph Wilk's Ramblings

—

DIRECTOR-GENERAL OP

A

Uttle from "Lots"

EOX COMEDIES SIGNED
Christies have secured George
Marshall to direct Douglas MacLean
in the first of two feature comedies
which will be released by Paramount.
Marshall is in charge of comedy
production on the Fox lot.

By

Neville Signs

New

Contract
Neville,
former

Thomas
John
newspaperman and publicity writer,
who some time ago joined the scenario staflf of M-G-M, has been signed on a contract retaining his services exclusively with that organization.

that

and

talking pictures
are creating much

effects

Tom J. Geraghty, one of
has
wits,
leading
Hollywood's
created "Scentima," a "device" which

interest,

Tom

filled

a

plans to
theater
lillies while
being enacted.

the senses.
the auditorium of
with the fragance of

satisfy

have

wedding scene

is

AT THOMAS STUDIO

RALPH WILK

Hollywood

The

NOW
sound

DARNOUR UNITS TO WORI^

a

DAVE BUTLER

is

becoming one

of the most widely traveled directors.
He recently returned from
Florida, where he directed a picture
for Fox, and will soon be on his way

to the Culver Military school in Indiana, where he will make "Prep and
Pep" for Fox. By the waj% Adolphe
Menjou is a graduate of the Culver
institution.

*

Ralph Block

*

*

keeping

is

He

plans to have a moth ball odor
spread during the screening of an
aged, but alleged funny scene. Tom
declares endless effects can be created with "Scentima".

Nil I

Larry Darmour, producer of
comedies for FBO,

eral series of

transferred production headquai
to the Richard Thomas Studio.

Darmour

been

distribul

the Kennedy
for several years.

organiza

has

through

Irene Rich in Pathe Role
has borrowed Irene R
busy at Warner star, to play the
feati
As an titled role of "Craig's Wife," w!

Pathe

'^

t

the Pathe-DeMille studio.
associate producer there, he has William
DeMille is to direct fi
been averaging one picture a month. Clara Beranger's scenario
based
His current production is "Celeb- George Kelly's stage play
rity",
to
be followed by "Show
*
*
*
Folks".
"Just Married" Cast Additions"
*
*
*
By the way, Tom's picture, "How
Harrison
Ford,
Arthur
Hq L
Lord Dobbledod Got His Title", is
Roy Del Ruth has the distinction Wade Boteler and Mario Can
being shown at the Filmarte theater of directing the most Warner Bros, have been added to the cast of "J
in Hollywood.
The whole story is pictures. In the past four years, he Married," Anne Nichols' story r
told in titles. The picture runs 800 made 22 pictures for that organiza- in production at the Paramount
;'

Barthelmess Title Changed
"The Wheel of Chance" is the title
of the next Richard Barthelmess' picture, founded upon Fannie Hurst's
story,

been

"Roulette."
the cutting

in

two weeks.

The picture has
room for about

Lina

Basquette plays
Others in the cast
are Warner Oland, Bodil Rosing,
Margaret Livingston, Jacob Abrams,
Ann SchaefTer, Ray and Roy Berend-

opposite the star.

zen.

his

free-lance role since his depar-

from the Pathe De Mille fold
few weeks ago. The well known

ture
a

i

feet.

*

actor essayed the featured character
part in the Tiffany-Stahl special,

"Marriage of Tomorrow," which

is

being directed by James Flood. Patsy

*

*

tion,

John Waters, who is completing his Paramount contract, is considering two important offers.
John directed
11 pictures at Paramount.
*

Edeson Completes Role
Robert Edeson has completed
initial

.•

*

*

most

and soon
important

Terror."
*

work on his dios in Hollywood. Ruth Taylor
assignment, "The James Hall have the leads v
Frank Strayer directing.

starts

'

*

Our Passing Show: Edwin
Carewe wearing Le Roy Masombrero while directing "Revenge" ; two bear cubs

son's

William. Kemell, who wrote many
of the Elsie Janis' revues and musical comedies, has joined Fox as a
title writer and scenarist.

i

showing much interest in
Harry D. Wilson, probably
with an eye for publicity.

Dorothy Revier Assigned
Dorothy Revier has been si
for a role in "Beware of Blondi
which George B. Seitz is direc
for
Columbia.
Roy D'Arcy
Matt Moore are also in the cast
"Beggars of Life" Starts
has started on Paramou)
cinema version of Jim Tully's "
gars of Life." Wallace Beery pi
the lead.
George Kotsonaros is

Work

Paramount Signs a

New

Universal Buys "Salvage"
Contract with Hamilton
Probably for Philbin

Universal has purchased the screen
Neil Hamilton has renewed his
Ruth Miller is starred in the picture
He recently rights to "Salvage," an original by
while Lawrence Gray has the juv- Paramount contract.
enile lead.
The story is an original completed work with Emil Jannings John Clymer, and it is reported that
on "The Patriot," in which he plays this will serve as Mary Philbin's next
by Raymond Schrock.
starring vehicle.
Jannings' son.
Wesley Ruggles
will direct.
Casting "The Terror"
Henabery Signed By Gotham
Casting is under way for "The
"First Kiss" Unit in Maryland
Terror," the first motion picture to
Joseph E. Henabery has been
be photographed with Vitaphone sup- signed on a long-term contract by
Fay Wray and Gary Cooper, with
planting all titles. Jack L. Warner, Sam Sax of Gotham.
their "First Kiss" Paramount unit,
production chief of Warner Bros.,
are at St. Martin's, Md., where the
has already chosen several of the
picture will be made.
Beery Back at Studio
principals.
May McAvoy and EdWallace
Beery has returned to the
ward Everett Horton will play the
Scott Joins Roach
Paramount Studio in Hollywood

the cast.

Two Added

to Cast

John Boles and Montague

Sh.

have

been assigned to the cast
"The Water Hole," Zane Gre
story being made by Paramount w
Jack Holt as star.

Again Opposite McCormell
McConnell is again

Gladys

c;

opposite Ken Maynard in the latte
latest western, "The Glorious Tra;
which Albert Rogell is directii

This

is

the second

Maynard

feati

which Miss McConnell has play
recently.
She had the leading fe
inine role in "Code of the Scarle

in

'

-

Others selected are Louise
Robert Scott has been appointed
Fazenda, Alec B. Francis, Matthew after a short vacation.
casting
director at the Hal Roach
Betz, Holmes Herbert, Otto HoffRoach Signs Song Writer
studios, according to a late announce- previous western.
man and Joseph Girard. Roy Del
Scott comes to Roach from
Grant Clark, song-writer and com- ment.
Ruth will direct "The Terror," startCast in Hines' Film
ing early in June.
Harvey Gates is poser of "Dirty Hands, Dirty Face," Paramount.
:nry Br
J. Barney Sherry and Her
at work on the script which will be has been signed by Hal Roach sturows have been added to cast 3
dios
as scenarist.
Carr Starting First
based on the melodrama by Edgar
Johnny Hines' latest First Natioil
Wallace.
Trem Carr Prod, will start work picture, "The Wright Idea," forr
Added to Garbo Cast
this week on "The Divine Sinner," ly known as "Black Magic."
In ll
Kohler in M-G-M Cast
Gustav Von Seyffertitz has been starring Vera Reynolds, borrowed cast of players are Louise Lorral
Fred Kohler has been signed by signed for a prominent role in "War from De Mille. Scott Pembroke will Betty Egan, Edmund Breese, Chil
M-G-M for a role in Allan Dwan's in the Dark," Greta Garbo's new direct. "The Divine Sinner" will be les Giblyn, Henry Herbert, Waif
"Tide of Empire," and will portray starring vehicle which Fred Niblo is the first of Trem Carr's four pictures James, Fred Kelsey and
numercl
the role of a bandit chieftain.
directing.
for the coming season.
others.
Charles Hines is directirl
leads.

)

"

THE
May

Iday,

Features, Westerns,

—Pathe

Comedies

(Continued from Page 1)

at

Both were directed by

Cecil
remaining 11 are:

The

Mille.

The

am Boyd

"Power," a

in

subject

title

Featured in cast are Alan Hale
Howard Higgin is
icqueline Logan.
r and Ralph Block associate producer.
Spieler," with Jacqueline Logan and
lale, an original circus story by Elliott
ige.

serials

—six

all

told

—will

in-

clude:
"The Yellow Cameo," starring AUene Ray.
"The Terrible People," starring Allene Ray
and Walter Miller.
"Eagle of the Night," with Frank Clarke.

"The

Fire

Detective,"

to

be

directed

by

Bennet.

White

Exhibitors
Daily Remin6er

"The Tiger's Shadow."
"Queen of the North Woods."

lilkiB-

nblinti

-3^^
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This

"Love

Over

Night,"
and Mary
from an original by George

LaRocque

in

Tom Kennedy

eanette Loff,
is

Edward H.

Sanford Hewitt.

old and

director.
polis,"
with
is

Basquette

Lina

W.

Brown.

yiack

and

Christy Cabanne

is

ector.

and
Basquette
Lina
with
Armstrong, is from the stage play,
Celebrity," by Willard Keefe. Howard
ebrity,"

producer
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the director.
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Wife," with Irene Rich,
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distrit

is

from

Good

'W Folks," with Jeanette LoSf, Eddie
and Robert Armstrong, is from an
by Philip Dunning, co-author of
Iway."
Daughter," with Anna Q.
McCobb's
d
and Robert Armstrong,
iam Boyd stars in "The Cop," with
Hale, Jacqueline Logan and Robert
Donald Crisp directed, and
rong.
Block was associate producer.
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come to a close today. J. J.
Murdock and Colvin Brown addressed the sales force on Monday; Joseph P. Kennedy and Marcus Helman on Tuesday. At the dinner

home

Rok

the heat this

summer.

Jed

Irene

Ihe

lay

10

stock

two

Addition

Varconi, Joseph Schildkraut and RobDirected by William C. De

;deson.
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Mario

second group

the

the cast oi

features

of

story

Paramount

Ruth Tayloi
leads

the

Boyd in "The Leatherneck," to
by Howard Higgin. Also "High
Trouble
story "The
from
the
ge"
"The Flying
Garnett;
er" by Tay
with Lina Basquette, to be directed
liam

•ected

H.

Griffith,

Haver in "Sal of Singapore" with
Hale; "The Shady Lady," with George
5a and "Office Scandal," likewise with
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company

are:
president,
Edward
vice-president,
Hugh McCredie, Jr.; secretary-treasurer and
managing director, F. W. Hamburger
of the Circle; Bert Levy of the Columbia and Russell Brown of the

Fautz;

Schubert Centennial

ace Beery

|

James W. McNamara, for the last mous composer's own music, are anThe films, in one reel
four years with the company, has nounced.
Songs,"
"Schubert's
are:
Dudley and Rivoli, in addition to the each,
"Schubert's Inspiration," "Schubert's
Unfinished
"Schubert's
Friends,"
and Criterion, Roxbury.
Albert Lourie, son of Jacob Lourie, Symphony" and "Schubert's SerenNathaniel Finston arranged
treasurer of the company, has been ade."

Rialto,
Plain,

Roslindale; Jamaica, Jamaica

named manager

of the

new Morton,

Mattapan.
^
Jack Goldstem,^ recently associated
with M-G-M's Boston office, has
been appointed assistant to R. B.
and publicity
advertising
Ripley,

the scores.

Audience Led to Safety

taking in this line being the Bob
White, one of the east side's first
residential district show houses. He
plans to devote his time to mining
interests he has been developing.

Dog Racing Continues
in

Louis

After Mo.

Ban

— Closing

of three greyestablishments in St.
Louis County by action of the county circuit court will have no effect
on business of the suburban and outSt.

in Fire at Pottsville hound

—

111.

racing

Led by Samuel
Pa.
Lloyd Hause,
manager,
John Boles,
director.
his assistant and girl ushers, an audiDirected by Paul Stein,
the past nine years, I. Gordon,
For
d La Rocque in "Captain Swagger."
ence of 800 believed trapped by fire lying picture theaters of St. Louis
he Elevator Girl," with Jeanette LofI, and his associate, James H. Doyle,
Capitol here, made an orderly and vicinity, as just across the river
t Armstrong
and George Duryea.
have operated the Waldorf and Cen- in the
The house, operated in Illinois, the original dog track
exit to safety.
with
LoflE,
ie
Getaway,"
Jeanette
Mass.
Untral Square at Waltham,
chain, was finished of this
vicinity
and Robert Armstrong. ErComerford
is
working every
;e Duryea
the
by
der the new consolidation, whereby
Pascal wrote the story,
ago at a reported cost of night.
months
with
merged
been
have
these theaters
isten Baby," with Lina Basquette and
The St. Louis county dog racers
Quillan, is from story by Elsie Janis the Netoco group, Gordon will act $800,000.
ea.

direi

is

fit!

Eugene,

in

chain includes 28 theaters in the
Pacific northwest.
New directors of the Multnomah
Its

Boston Because
of
rapid
the
Titles Are Announced
growth which the New England
Cruze's personally directed "The
es
Five release titles on the "Schubert
Theaters Operating Corp. is now
bast^Mark," with Nena Quartaro, Gaston
by McDonald in Eugene.
produced
Series,"
undergoing changes are being made Centennial
Rose Dione and Gustav von SeyfferWhite was one of the pioneer show
in the personnel among managerial James A. FitzPatrick and with armen
of the east side, his first underfathe
from
compiled
rangements
with
Avenue,"
Haver
in
"Tenth
His
officials.

Arthur

:holj'

held
controls

i

fill)'.

'ast

is

Portland and two
Half of the
Ore.
This
by Universal.

in

Dalles,

the
Columbia,
Portland, and ten others in Seattle,

executives
were likewise held during the day.

—

The

company

direct

enario
e

feat

Wile,"

!'s

all

and Granada,
in

office

Changes Made by
Netoco Theater Chain

Corp., and a
of residential

Lincoln,
and
Moreland
in Portland.
Purchasers are G. I. Woodlaw, H.
Phillips
C.
and Stephen Parker.
These men now control the Circle

Venetian,

,1

Path!

development

in

Granada,

will help beat

Tuesday night over 100 were present.
Yesterday John C. Flinn and George
Harvey spoke on accessories and
advertising.
Meetings of sales manwith

Multnomah Theaters

Bob White, Chaldean, Egyptian, Gay

programs

ings

agers

play.

—

picture show houses in Portland, has
sold his interest and retired from the
corporation.
Houses controlled by
the company include the Bagdad,

Spencer Bennet will direct all but "Eagle
the Night" for which no director is announced.

of

Convention Ends Today
Chicago The Pathe sales meet-

Chain

in Portland, Ore.,

Portland, Ofe.
Robert White,
president and general manager of the

pioneer

•

Sells Interest

"Man-Made Women,"
H. B. Warner and Seena

Joy

itrice

in

Pottsville,

Friedman,

i

[otsonaros

Jean Markey.

as

district

manager

of both

lost

houses.

their battle in the

Missouri Su-

Arthur Cosine with "U" Unit
preme Court when that tribunal
His assistant will be H. E. Gordon,
in Germany.
Arthur Cosine has been engaged with but one dissenting opinion reoisy Neighbors" introduces the Quillan
his son.
by Universal as location manager for fused to issue writs of prohibition
y of eight, headed by the redoubtable
formerly of Sennett comedies,
e,
the Edward Sloman unit making to prevent the County Circuit Court
Walter Reade Gets Another
larked Money," with Junior Coghlan,
scenes in the East for "The Girl on from enjoining the operation of the
Hale and George Duryea, is from
Red Bank, N. J.—Walter Reade the Barge." Ray Cosine, his brother, Ramona and Silver Heels dog tracks.
by Bertram Millhauser, with Spencer
and his associates have purchased the is at work with the same company This court put into immediate effect
ett as director.
quare Shoulders," with Junior Coghlan Carlton' here for a reported price of as second assistant director.
the injunctions previously granted by
George Duryea.
Frank Urson is di- $400,000.
circuit court on complaint of AttorReade recently took over
ney General Gentry and the district
York burlesque
Fannie Brice to Coast
reraldine," with Jeanette Loff and Eddie the Columbia, New
Fannie Brice leaves New York to- attorney.
Ian, is from a Booth Tarkington story.
house.
Damiti

li
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morrow for Hollywood to begin
work on her first picture in which
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First of Joker Series Ready
at
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Wayburn
make 20 divided as folshe will star for Warners.
group
F. Sammon of the Roseland
a
James
Chicks,"
Wayburn's
"Ned
)ur in the Sennett Girl series
six in
Pictures Corp. announces completion
of girl dancers, will make their debut
Carlisle Sale Denied
Mack Sennett series; six Sennett De at the Strand, New York, Saturday
of the first of the Joker Series, diCarlisle, Pa.— Robert A. Steele dees,
three in "The Smiths" series and
rected by John Raymond and photopresentation.
Harry Langdon produced called "Soldier in a Harry CruU
nies that he plans sale of his Strand
graphed by Jack Brown.
here to the Comerford circuit.
two

the 48
nett will
f
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be

will

cecomedies

six

Man"

each.

series and
divided
series,

Jack

Cooper and

Lombard will be featured in the
Andy Clyde and Anita Barnes in
ndy Andy" and Billy Bevan and Carta
Geraghty in "The Tired Business
>le
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,lagic."I"
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AyVee Bee Corp. will produce a new
known as "Smitty," 10 two reel kid

nnni"

edies

directi
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is

1

based

on

newspaper

cartoons

by

New Owners

at Half

Moon Bay

Bay, Cal.—Alvin S.
Hatch and Mrs. John Gilcrest have
taken over the Half Moon Bay here
from Ben Cunha.

Half

Moon

Kewanee House Changes Hands

—W.

G. Jeffries of
Kewanee,
Ottawa, has taken over lease of the
The house is to be redecEagle.
111.

orated.

Dunas with Nat'l Screen
Elmer Dunas has joined the

sales
staff of National Screen Service, and
will work out of Chicago.

Pueblo House Closes
Pueblo, Cal. The Broadway here
has closed for the summer.

—

Milder's Authority

Sam

Extended

E. Morris, general manager
of distribution for Warners, has allotted three more offices to the territory supervised by Max Milder as
central
sales
manager. They are
Buffalo, Albany and Pittsburgh.
C.
E. Almy was appointed district manager recently.
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THE YEAR BOOK
Contains Over 1,000 Pages

|L

Weighs Over Three Pounds
Cloth Bound— Stamped in Gold
This is the Tenth Annual Edition
Compiled From Over 2,000 Sources
Covers Everything ^ Goes Everyivhere

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
(Editorial Index Takes

Up Over Eight Pages

of Smallest Size Type)

List of over twenty thousand theaters with addresses

—1,001

exploitation

—All productions of the year with directors, stars, cameramen, length,
— Complete foreign section of over sixty pages— Comprecompanies—First
hensive financial section with data and statements of
theater chains — Personnel' of
organizations,
run theaters and
of
companies, societies and clubs in the motion picture industry—Exhibitors' accessory buying guide —The outlook for 1928 as expressed by important executives—The
of over eight thousand feature productions — The best

ideas for

showmen

etc.

all

list

all

all

titles

pictures, the best directors

and the best

—Addresses and personnel of
releases for the year—A thousand

1927

all

stars, as

chosen in competition, in

studios East and

West

— All

company

other items of interest covering every

branch of the motion picture industry

in

comprehensive and authentic man-

ner.

The Film Daily
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A
COMEDY YEAR
THIS IS

The public wants

SI,

to be

amused

V;:

The wise exhibitor has

B.

Bie
'V-

booked

iclt

KRAZY KAT
CARTOONS

Animated By

Illf

B

1!!

Ben Harrison

And thus keeps his patrons

and

happy

Manny Gould

KRAZY KAT

*^L**"

The happy medium

act

PAUL LENI
Director

of

The Man Who Laughs

mirth

The Cat and the Canary

I

i:

Cil

n

PRESENTED BY

iT:-

CHARLES

R.

In Production

MINTZ

The
(

paramount MINTZ Cartoons

30
TWO

Last

Warning

Universal

WEISS BROTHERS ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
ANNOUNCE FOR THE SEASON 1928-29

REEL
COMEDIES

Now

in

10

Production

4
SUPER
POLICE
REPORTER"!
AND

WITH

^THE
AIRMAIN"
By

WITH

HANNEFORD
I

I

MYSTERIOUS

POLLARD
POODLES

,j.

"THE

WITH

SNUB
10

m

SERIALS
Two Now Ready

BEN TURPIN
10

)

ARTHUR

B.
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llrl

with

PRODUCED AND DISTRIBUTED BY

WEISS BROS. ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
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Lists 52 Features,
omedies for '28-'29
(Continued from Page

1)

Sons" is now in its ISth week on
John Ford directed with a cast
Hall,
by Margaret Mann, James
Heeker, Charles Morton and Francis

|ei

nan, Jr.

Machree" is now in its 11th
er
Broadway. This is likewise a Ford
n with a cast including Belle BenVictor McLaglen.
Street Angel" features Janet GayCharles Farrell and was directed

|u

Borzage.

It

New

ilobe.

is

in

its

sixth

week

York.

"

directed by Howard Hawks, fealarles Fairell and Greta Nissen.
Red Dance," directed by Raoul
Rio,
features Dolores del
Charles

md

"Nobody's Children," with Nancy Drexel
Margaret Mann, Barry Norton and George
Meeker, directed by Lew Seller.
"Vampire a la Mode," with Marjorie
Beebe and Tyler Brooke, directed by Irving

Cummings.
"Hey, Hey, Henrietta," with Sally Phipps,
Nick Stuart, Farrell Macdonald, directed by
James Tinling.
"Broadway Sally," with Charles Morton
and Nancy Drexel.
''Stage Door Daddies," with Earle Foxe.
"The Campus Hero" with Charles Morton,
Maria Alba and David Rollins.
"Husbands Are Liars," with Edmund Lowe
and Earle Foxe.
"Kisses for Sale," with Maria Alba, Lis
Tera, Lola Salvi, Ben Bard and Tyler Brooke.
"Row, Row, Row," with Maria Alba, Nancy
Drexel, Sally Phipps, Barry Norton, Warren
Burke and David Rollins, directed by David
Butler.

"A
Cohen

Night in a Pullman,"
and Jack Pennick.

"Red

Ivan Linow.

Wine,"

with

Ben

Sammy

with

Bard

and

Lola

Saha.

other pictures have been comor are well along in producrhese include:
er
Knows Best," featuring Madge
and Louise Dresser, directed by J.
one from Edna Ferber's story.
River Pirate," featuring Victor McNick Stuart, and Lois Moran, diy William K. Howard from Charles

li

"Girls

Seven
with

R.

Who

with Madge
western pictures starring
L.

Will,"

Hough

Bellamy.

Rex

Bell,

As usual, Fox News will be represented by 104 issues, and Fox Movietone
News will appear once a
week.
Twenty-six two-reel comedies,
twenty-six Fox Varieties and

Movietone Entertainments round out
Fox program for the season.
Marjorie Beebe as leading
•with
The
comedies will include 10 Imdirected by Benjamin Stoloff.
perials, eight Sunshines and eight
Farrell,
featuring
Charles
wash,"
Juncan, Ivan Linow and Margaret Animal comedies.
directed
by Frank Borzage from
Truman H. Talley, director in
Tupper's story, "The River."
Gangster,"
featuring
Don Terry, chief of Fox News, returned last
ollyer and Margaret Mann, directed
week from a three months' tour of
Walsh from Coe's novel.
That Girl," featuring David Rol- Europe, where he strengthened his
Sue Carol, directed by David Butler. newsreel staff. James E. Darst, pro-

le Canary,

Paris," featuring the new
team, Sammy Cohen and Jack
in

the

1

Air Circus," with Sue Carol, David
and Arthur Lake, directed by Howies.

Martini,"
joUyer,

Edmund Loew and

with

by

directed

from John Thomas'

it

with

Street,"

H.

D'Abbadie

story.

Barrymore,

Lionel

Kenneth Thomson, directed
Cummings from Tom Cushing's

Alba and
ing

La Gringa."
and Pep," with David Rollins and
directed by Daifid Butler.

rol,

duction manager of Fox Varieties,
has outlined a series of 26 one-reel
scenic

and travel pictures.

The features will be divided
the following groups:
Golden Medal Big Six Sunrise, Street
Angel, Four Sons, The Red Dance, Mother
into

—

Machree, Fazil.
Golden
The
Best, The Air
Lash.

Dng

the

lied are:
Lash,"
tain

other
with

productions
McLaglen,
Macdonald, di-

Victor

Duncan and Farrell
by John Ford.
Macdonald,
Y the Cop," with Farrell
Drexel, David Rollins and Warren
directed by John Ford.
Edie Colors," with Margaret Mann,
Loew and Lois Moran, directed by
1
K. Howard.
Baggage Smasher," with Victor Mc
June Collyer, and Arthur Stone, diby James Tinting.
ie
Baby," with Madge Bellamy, diby J.inies Tinling.
Wastrel," with Victor McLaglen,
O'Brien and Lola Salvi, directed by
!

CE

Rosson.
king the Grade," with Lois Moran and
d Lowe, directed by Alfred E. Green
the Cosmopolitan Magazine story by
Ade.
Velvet," with Victor McLaglen and

CAUSES FOR B.O.SLUMP

"Tab"

to

—

Chicago
Feature pictures
and musical "tab" shows have
been adopted at the Woods,
which has been one of the
leading "legit" houses of that
city and the home of many
extended run pictures. The
house is operated by Jones,
Linick & Schaefer, and managed by Johnny Jones, Jr.
During the last few months,
there has been a fairly general trend toward presentation
of "tab" shows in connection
with pictures, the idea having
been tried in several sections

ADVANCED BY CRITIC
Syracuse, N. Y.
picture houses

of the country.

—

Mother
Backwash,

Quartette
Circus,

Knows
Captam

—

Me, Gangster, Dry Martini,
12 Gold Coins
The River Pirate, Plastered in Paris, Riley
the Cop, The Baggage Smasher. False Colors.
Wise Baby, Making the Grade, All Velvet,
The Wastrel, The One Woman Idea.

Golden Nuggets— Win That Girl, Lipstick, Speakeasy, Girls Who Will, Prep and
Pep, The Great White North, Joy Street,
Chasing Through Europe, Homesick, A Romance of the Underworld.
Vampire a la Mode, Stage
8 Gold Plates
Door Daddies, The Campus Hero, Husbands
Are Liars, Nobody's Children, Under Two
Clouds, The Fatal Wedding, Row, Row, Row.
Hey, Hey, Henrietta, Red
Gilt Edges
5
Wine, Kisses for Sale, Broadway Sally, A
Night in a Pullman.
Golden Westerns Starring Rex Bell.
7
Old Golds Tom Mix Reissues as fol7
lows: Sky High, Last of the Duanes, Lone
Star Ranger, Just Tony. Soft Boiled, Rough
Riding Romeo, Deadwood Coach.

Hungary, conferring with

in

the regent, Admiral Horthy, the premier, Count Bethlen, and other officials, and filming a feature length
picture showing the customs and the
people.

Shenandoah Valley Firm
Starts Expansion Plan

— First

expansion
of the Shenandoah Valley Theaters
Winchester,

Va.

Corp., is rebuilding of the Empire
here, with the new house to seat
1,500 and cost about $250,000. Razing of the Empire is under way.
site for a house also has been acquired at Harrisonburg, where the

A

now

present house

being remod-

is

eled, following fire.

Florence

Florence
for First National

company's studios
to sit in at

Leaves

Strauss

scenario editor
en route to the

Strauss,
is

Burbank, Cal.

at

production and story pur-

chasing conferences.

10

—

—

—

The

directorial

—

line-up

includes:

John Ford, Raoul Walsh, F. W. MurCarroll, directed by Howard Hawks.
Howard Hawks,
TER'
One Woman Idea," with Charles nau, Frank Borzage,
Mary Duncan, and Earle Foxe, di- J. G. Blystone, William K. Howard,
hy Howard Hawks.
Benjamin Stoloff, Jaines Tinling, Irvstick," with Madge Bellamy, directed
ing Cummings, David Butler, Lew
G. Blystone.
akeasy," with George O'Brien, Lois Seller, Alfred E. Green, H. D'AbbaE
and Barry Norton, directed by Irving die D'Arrast, Arthur Rosson, Henry
ings.
Hough.
IIOU i Fatal Wedding," with George O'Brien Lehrman and R. L.

Evelyn Nichols Produces Film

The

latest

entrant

the

into

of independent producers

is

smaller and cheaper neighborhood
theaters seera to be similarly affected.
"The reason? Well, I suspect that
no single reason covers it. Rather,
it seems to me, the explanation must
be found in these contributing factors:

—

...

L The gasoline season is with us
a
statement which hardly needs elaboration.
2.
Syracuse, as I stressed some weeks

—

ago,

over-seated;

is

since

r
},

R£E\1

ILLER

LBERT

Cf0

Mann,

directed

by

Great White North," with June Collharles Morton, Ben Bard, Mary Dunand Ivan Linow, directed by Lew
mesick," with Sammy Cohen and Jack
;k, directed by Benjamin Stoloff.
Nick
asing Through Europe," with
and Sally Phipps, directed by David

Romance

Underworld," with
id
Lowe, Ivan Linow, Earle Foxe
fancy Drexel, directed by Irving Cumider

fack

I

Two

of

the

Clouds," with
Fennick, directed

Sammy
by

Cohen
Benjamin

Talley

Brings

Hungarian Film

feature length picture of Hungarian national life, was brought to
New York by Truman H. Talley,

A

—

...

long.
It is the movie
for novelty which is giving,
and will continue to give impetus to the talking picture, so called.
5.
Lack of showmanship. Folks, it should
be apparent to even the most casual observer,
no longer simply walk up to the box office
and lay down their money. Not only are

distinction for
public's thirst

—

they show-wise to a surprising degree (thanks
to the theatrical columns of the press and
magazines) but the Rialto competition has
taught them to 'shop' for their entertainment.
And so it is that the old-time showman who was content to do a bit of billing
and use a minimum of newspaper space is
The successful exhibitor
sadly out of luck.
or manager of the day is an aggressive in-

Evelyn

6.— Theater operators and exhibitors, waging a dog-cat-dog warfare for patronage, have
all but kdled the golden egg-laying goose by
Meaning that showmen have
overfeeding.
taught their clientele to expect too much;
unless a certain percentage of the public receives $I..SO worth of amusement for each
50 cent piece, it feels it has been swindled."

WALTER RUBEN
STAFF WRITER
(Paramount-Famous-Lasky)

SCREEN PLAYS
"Under the Tonto Rim"
**'Fools for
(W.

the

Fox News camera

European

service.

staff to better

He

spent

some

C.

Luck"

Fields— Chester Conklin)

"The Vanishing

Pioneer*'

(Jack Holt)

ORIGINAL
*"The
Collaboration

ap-

—

«««..•..•»•..•.>••.•«•*•

director in chief of Fox News from
his three months' tour of Europe.
In addition to Hungary, he visited

England, France, Germany, Italy,
Czecho-Slovakia, Belgium and Austria reorganizing and strengthenmg

assertion

dividual.

ranks

Nichols, sister of Anne, author of
Her first has
"Abie's Irish Rose."
been completed and will be released
as "Forbidden Grass."

Arthur

5

that

peared in type, two Salina Street playhouses
have found it necessary to close.
3.
The quality of screen fare seems to
have deteriorated of late; pictures noisily
heralded as super-supers have fallen so far
of the mark as to shake the faith of fandom.
4.
Screen devotees are rebelling against
the lack of novelty; original ideas these days
are few and far between; and those which
savor of originality are not permitted that

)

»Iargaret

at local

is

second run mediums, and the

tractive

weeks

— Business

"not so good," according to Chester B. Bahn, motion
picture editor of "The Syracuse Herald." who says the condition is general
throughout principal upstate
cities
basing
his
declaration
on
statements of visiting theater executives and film salesmen.
"The slump, it is also important
to note, is not confined to any particular class of theater," he writes.
The palatial first run houses, the at-

directing.

novel.

Coe's

:ered
tiedy

Trend

Fleet's

^^^^^ ^°^>

In"

THE
12

U. 8.-

One

U.K. RECIPROCITY

'JX/^PAILV

Distributor Serving Okla.
Non- Theatricals, Is Claim

l$ANSWER,SAYSROWSON
Oklahoma

— Only

understanding between
England and the United States will
come only when cooperative reciprocity is entered upon, in the opinion
of Simon Rowson, chairman of Ideal

one distributor of this territory is serving nontheatricals competing unfairly with
regular theaters, and the name of
this company is to be divulged next
week, W. Z. Spearman, president of

Films, Ltd. of London, a director of

the state exhibitor unit declares.

A

better

Gaumont

British

Corp.

best

posted

film

the

and one

men

in

of
the

United Kingdom.
Because of the widespread interest in the British quota and Rowson's complete familiarity with its
FILM DAILY put
workings,
four questions to him:

THE

Is the quota improving producstands, or are producers turning out
pictures knowing that under the
statutes of the law they will be shown in
British theaters anyway?
Answer The quota law has not affected the
quality of British films that are appearing
It may be that some inferior
on the screen.
not
will
films
be produced which would
otherwise have been produced, but neither
will they be exhibited because the supply of
British films to satisfy quota requirements is
far in excess of those requirements and the
necessity for trade showing before booking
enables the exhibitor to separate the good
from the bad films.
Question How is the exhibitor reacting

Question:

bitter

City

campaign

been

has

A

waged,

since the state unit started to stamp
out unfair competition.
"We have had an understanding with all
exchanges doing business in Oklahoma, that
they were not to furnish programs to be
used against theater owners who were operatnig regular theaters.
The exchanges, supplying the service, offered various and sundry excuses. Some of them claimed that the

could not, or would not, buy their
they seemed to think they were
selling the non-theatricals. We
justified
in
did not think so, and after a thorough dis
cussion of the matter, the board of direttors
appointed A. E. Momand as a committee of
one to go to the bottom of the situation and
not stop, or let up, until every non-theatrical
account in the State of Oklalioma had been
theaters
service,

so

closed.

New

—

Earle Snell
Writer

there

"HERO BY PROXY"
For REGINALD DENNY
Current Releases

play

It
created
It created talk.
your
almost created war and they had
president called before the Attorney General
with suggestions that he should be prosecuted for some of the letters he had written.
But why go into all the unpleasant details.
I
think all the Film Boys who used their
sharp stick on your president and upon your
committee of one. Mj-. A. B. Momand, are
heartily sorry and ashamed of their secretly
conducted opposition and I, for one. have
decided to forget it."

opinion held by
measure, including

a

—

Question What has been the effect on the
sales of American distributors
in
England
since the passage of the quota law?

—

Answer It follows from this, that an improvement greater than had been anticipated
the

booking
seriously

British films has
the booking of

of

on

American

including

personally, of two
of which cannot
40 per cent of the
period last year.

films

in

It

films.

reacted
foreign
I

know

very large firms, the first
register more than about

business done in the same
In the case of the other
firm, I have personal knowledge of the fact
that the booking manager of a chain of 11
medium-to-good theaters found upon inquiry
from the large American exchanges that 100
per cent of the films were open for the entire
chain.
Appearances certainly are that
these
results
are
not merely slowing
up
business but are actually reducing it.
These
results
could have been foreseen because,
obviously the monopolization of a certain proportion of screen time by British films must
liave the effect of reducing the screen time
available for all other films, and as other
films have arrived on the English market in
at least as great a volume as in past years,
it
must be expected that first of all the
weaker companies will suffer and secondly,
that the weaker films of the bigger companies
will
experience reduced business.
Output
booking has practically disappeared.
Every
film has its trade showing before a single
coitract can be booked and a weak film stands

European countries.

different
of screen

The

time available in England
is
further reduced by the increasing use
of European pictures.
The present tendency,

margin

ance with the quota requirements, then sign
They are booking a greater
for other films.
numljer than might have been anticipated because of the success and general appreciation
for British films which exhibitors have experienced in the last twelve months.
A
moderately good British film will do better
nowadays and book more business than a
much more expensive foreign film.

films,

"RED HOT SPEED"
With REGINALD DENNY

to

was passed,

comes forward.
They are determined to fi.x
up their dates for British films in accord-

most

Continuity

compelled

many opponents of the
a large section of exhibitors, that compulsory
use of British films would react unfavorably
on the exhibitors' interest.
Compulsion has
nut yet come into force, the date of commencement of compulsion having been set for
Oct.
1
of this year.
But because of it,
there is great keenness on the part of exhibitors
to
book every British film which

in

In Frodnction

being

— Before
the Films Act
was
very widespread

Answer

therefore, is for the films made in England
and on the continent to improve in box office
quality because the opening of new markets
to these reciprocal arrangements has provided
larger revenue contributions towards negative costs.
This utilization of screen time by
those films necessarily reduces the amount of
time available for American films and, by the
same token, reduces correspondingly the reve
nue which those films can e.xpect to earn.
The American trade appears to me, therefore,
vitally
interested in
the growth of these
movements because either the American exhibitor will have to make good the loss of
revenue or the American production units

have

reduce production cost.
Cooperative reciprocity
by which I mean the arwill

to

—

rangement whereby American firms will take
a keen and active interest in the films being
produced in England and the continent with
a view to making them worthwhile for exhibition in America, and vice versa
the
is

—

only

way

Instead of adding to the
world's supply of negative film, it will check
the amount to within the limits of necessity.
An organization producing 50 films a year
in America might arrange that 10 of these
should be made in England and on the continent, in such a way that those 10 films will
be as surely capable of being released in
America as are any other films produced on
location by the same company.
out.

Remodeling
Zanesville,

O.

at Zanesville

— Brown

Theatrical

Co., has let contracts for remodeling
costing $50,000 at the Weller. Options on a site held here by Columbus theater interests have been permitted to lapse.

liraham-Chamhley

(Original and Continuity)

and

have been missed,
and some of them can never return.
The
solution of the problem will never be found
uidess it is squarely faced.
In my opinion
it

"THAT'S MY DADDY"
(Continuity from

Reginald

Denny's Original Story)

is

tfie

past

then be found, that the only solution
one which is worked out on the basis of

will

co-operative reciprocity.
As is well known,
there has been growing up on the continent
of Europe, an increasingly close alliance between the larger firms in those countries and
the effect of the arrangements which they
have made has been not only to reduce the
screen time available for American films in
England but to reduce it also for the same

Philadelphia.

of

—

The Ritz has been opeac
owned by Muscle Shoals Theaters,
who have theaters in Florence, Sheffielfls
Athens, Ga.

Tuscumbia.

—

Woodstown, N. J. Work will soon
on a theater for .\rchibald Jones to seat
Thomas E. Ash of Philadelphia is the a
tect.

Mounds,

111.

—

J.

Blum

J.

ImiMins

is

Egyptian on First and Oak Sts.

— Charles

Wis.

Keller &

.1.

Milwaukee

of
of

will start construction in
$.=;00,000 theater and hotel building

a

—

Laramie, Wyo. J. G. Burbank
ning to build a theater at 309 South

Is

Kiit-

—

Amarillo, Tex.
Dave Rubin ami R
Wagoner have opened the Palace tor co
at 119 Van Buren St. to. ^cat

patrons

— R.

Corpus

Christi, Tex.
a suburban

building

are

.San
Antonio,
o|ien the Beacon

Tune

It

1.

Tex.

—

Hill,

seats

&

Tlieateg

N'lctor

a

over

R.

house here.

suburlmn

hoi

1,000.

—

Temjile, Tex.
Dent Theaters will
seating 1,000, about June

Arcadia,

— Promoters

from Chic^

Freeporl, 111.
interesting local

which

will

o|
I

capital in a
soon be started.

$65,000

K-A-O Opens Huntington H m
Huntington, W. Va. — Keith-i
Orpheum has opened the nevill
000,000

Keith-Albee

here.

It

3,000.

Ashland, Ala., House Clos<
Ashland, Ala. Ingram's Thi

—

which is owned and operat
Ernest Ingram, has been close
complete remodeling and the in;
here,

tion of
seating.

new equipment,
Ingram plans

J(

includiu
to reope

house about June 1, and anno
it will then be a very be

that

small town theater.

I

—

—

—

in

Co.

—

Cleveland Exchange Closes
no chance at all of earning any revenue to
Cleveland
A. A. Millman has
meet even the cost of prints. In my opinion,
closed
the
local
branch of Internathe independent renter is in a very bad way.
tional Film exchange and has returnQuestion In your opinion how can a beted to New York.
"Husbands or
ter understanding be brought about between
England and America?
Lovers," and "The Russian RevoluAnswer The question as to how a bettei tion," both handled by International,
un.lerstanding can be brought about between
is being distributed by S. Silverstein,
England and America is full of interest and
with offices at 219 Film Bldg.
well worth pursuing to a solution.
It is a
pity that so many opportunities of good un-

derstanding

(

Second Trial on "Blue" Chai
Marion, O.
Ed Reynard C
Gerbase Managing Denver Branch
Grand, whose trial for operating
Denver Eugene Gerbase has been theater on Sunday ended in a
selected to manage the new Colum- disagreement, will be up for a
bia exchange here.
ond trial tomorrow.

—

"ON YOUR TOES"

Theaters
—

Marinette,
the prospect of
British pictures?

ic

ij,

confusion.

mediocre

to

24,

Camden, N. J. W'ork has started
$100,000 theater at Mt. Ephraim Ave.
Thomas T. Laz
the Black Horse Pike.
Architects are ThalheinK
is
the owner.
Weitz, and contract has been let to

tion

—

May

Thursday,

Exhibitors Boast Ohio Drive
Cleveland
All members of the
Cleveland exhibitors unit ran slides
last
week boosting Know Ohio

—

Gebhardt with Vitaphone
Cleveland
F. W. Gebharc
handling Vitaphone
in
sales
Cleveland, Buffalo and Detroit t
tories.
Nat Barach is reported t
on the road to recovery after a
illness and is expected to take u[

—

job of selling Vitaphone
within a week.

equipi

Martin Printz Abroad
Cleveland
Martin Printz,
ager of the Circle, is in Eui
Louis Mumaw is house manage

—

•

his

absence.

Free Films at Amusement Pal)
started May 19th. The
Cleveland
were sent from Columbus.
Luna Park, sum
Governor Vic Donahey is president amusement park opened Thurs
of Know Ohio Week committee and May 18, offering free pictures as
William James, president of the M. ed attraction of the year.
Hei
P.T.O. of Ohio, is secretary.
fore Luna had offered free vaude^

Week, which

slides

—

i

PAT HE
CECIL

B.

is prepared

DE MILLE

,HE
(T??!

motion picture

^^ newness and

committed to
the immediate Now.
is

The Screen succeeds, not

in yesterday's
glory or tomorrow's hope, but in the
facts of Todaj^

Pathe advances into the new season
assured and prepared in terms of Now.
ROD
LA ROCQUE

LEATRICE JOY

WILLIAM BOYD

Twenty-nine deluxe features, headed
and hall-marked for quality by CECIL
B. DE MiLLE'S "The King of Kings" and
"The Godless Girl", comprise the major
dramatic offerings an array of product
attuned to the demand of today ^and
Now from theatres and their patrons.
These the twenty-nine are pictures of
and for their time aggressive with the
sparkle of modernity, deliberately con-

—

wBKk
PHYLLIS HAVER

-»i,

—
—

^

NOAH BEERY

JUNIOR

BROWN

COGHLAN

IGeorge duryea

JEANETTE
LOFF

LINA

BASOUETTE

H. B.

WARNER
i^

.^

NENA

LOUIS

NATHEAUX

SEENA OWtN

EDDIE
QUILLAN

and bearing

Pathe 's name spread across the screen
with the birth of the picture theatre,
nearly a quarter of a century ago. Pathe's
name, alone of those who began, is still
there, now. Through the years, exhibitors have been dealing with Pathe, a
house of honor, jealous of its good name
and fair repute, untainted of competition with its customers, rendering
unswerving service and asking in return
nothing beyond its proper due.
Pathe, as always, is prepared,

ALAN HALE

now— today.
GUSTAVE VON
SEYFFERTITZ

1928

QUARTARO

—

ROBERT
ARMSTRONG

JOSEPH

SCHILDKRAUT

LOGAN

—

sidered in their execution
the impress of mastery.

^i^
JOHN MACK

—

JACQUELINE

1929

i

JOHN BOLES

I

29 Defuxe Features thai
CECIL B. DeMILLE'S

The
Supreme Gift of

Motion Picture
Art

— Now Available

:i

for
General Release

i^imM
bij

Jeanie MacPherson

Specials

"TENTH AVENUE

99

PHYLLIS HAVER,

with

Victor Varconi and Joseph Schildkraut. A William
C. de Mille Production from the stage play by
John McGowan and Lloyd Griscom. Continuity
by Douglas Doty. De Mille Studio Production.

WILLIAM BOYD
"THE COP
99

JEANETTE LOFF,

WILLIAM BOYD
"POWER"
in

with Jacqueline Logan and Alan Hale. A Ralph
Block Production. Story and continuity by Tay
Garnett. Directed by Howard Higgin.

CRAIG'S WIFE

99

IRENE RICH

Adapted by Clara Beranger from the Broadway
stage success by George Kelly.
f?

NED McCOBBS
DAUGHTER
ANNA

Q.

NILSSON

Armstrong and a great all-star cast.
Adapted by Beulah Marie Dix from the Theatre
Guild hit by Sidney Howard.
?<!

THE SPIELER

Associate Producer.

ROD LaROCQUE
in

"LOVE OVER NIGHT"
with Jeanette LofF, Tom Kennedy and Mary Garr.
A Hector Turnbull Production. Original story and
adaptation by George Dromgold and Sanford
Hewitt. Directed by Edward H] Griffith.

ANNAPOLIS

Christy Cabanne.

99

with Jacqueline Logan and Alan Hale. From an
original story by Elliott Clawson. Ralph Block

99

with Lina Basquette and John Mack Brown. Original story by F. McGrew Willis.
Directed by W.

Paflie

99

Robert

—

with

CELEBRITY

with

Eddie Quillan and Robert Armstrong. From an
original story by Philip Dunning, co-author of
"Broadway"
Ralph Block Associate Producer.

ff

'

—

with Alan Hale, Jacqueline Logan and Robert Armstrong. A Donald Crisp Production. Screen play by
Tay Garnett from the story by Elliott Clawson.
Produced by Ralph Block for De Mille Pictures Corp.

with

with Nena Quartaro, Gaston Glass, Gustave Von
Seyffertitz and Rose Dione.
Adaptation and continuity bv Julien Josephson from the story by John
Russell.
Personally directed by JAMES CRUZE.
Presented by James Cruze, Inc.

with Lina Basquette and Robert Armstrong.
Adapted by Elliott Clawson from the play by WilDirected by Howard Higgin. Ralph
lard Keefe.
Block Associate Producer.

99

SHOW FOLKS

THE RED MARK"
r?

in

ff

??

—

""

challenge COMPARISON
CECrL

B.

DeMILLE'S

Another
Cecil B. DeMille

Super-Attraction
One of the
Season^ s Greatest Road Show
Specials

—

LiNA Basquette, Eddie Quillan
George Duryea, Marie Prevost and Noah Beery
with

Story by Jeanie Macphersort

Super Features

"THE GETAWAY"

ROD

ROCQUE
"CAPTAIN SWAGGER

with Jeanette LofF, George Duryea and Robert
Armstrong.
From the original story by Ernest
Pascal. Ralph Block
Associate Producer.

in

—

LEATRICE JOY
MAN-MADE WOMEN

La

A

Hector Turnbull Production. From the story
by Adelaide Heilbroun and Leonard Praskins.

in

ff

DAMITA
"FORBIDDEN LOVE
LILI

"

The Great European Sensation

with H. B. Warner, John Boles and Seena Owen.
Screen play by Alice D. G. Miller from the story
by Ernest Pascal. Directed by Paul L. Stein.
Produced by Ralph Block for de Millc Pictures

from the play "The Queen was
by Noel Coward.

Corporation.
?<r

LISTEN BABY!"

MARKED MONEY"

SQUARE SHOULDERS

ff

JUNIOR COGHLAN

with

Alan Hale and George Duryea. From an original
story by Bertram Millhauser. Directed by Spencer

WILLIAM BOYD
THE LEATHERNECK

"THE FLYING FOOL"
with Lina Basquette.
Ernest

Pascal.

From

Directed

by

the story by

Edward

JEANETTE LOFF
"THE ELEVATOR GIRL"
with George Duryea and Robert Armstrong.
Adapted by Beulah Marie Dix from an original story by Tay Garnett. Ralph Block
Associate Producer.

H

GERALDINE

From the story "The Trouble Shooter" by
Associate
Ralph Block
Tay Garnett.

—

Producer.

??

Adapted by Tay Garwith Eddie Quillan.
nett from the story by Booth Tarkington.

of your program

of the Western stars
m

"SAL OF SINGAPORE"
with Alan Hale. Adapted byjulien Joscphson
from "The Sentimentalists" by Dale Collins.

"THE OFFICE SCANDAL"
with George Duryea.

A

Hector Turnbull

"THE SHADY LADY"
with George Duryea

From

the

story by

Leonard Praskins.

PATHE SUPER WESTERNS
The punch

«

in

Production.

Griffith.

"HIGH VOLTAGE"

From an original story by
Directed by Frank Urson.

PHYLLIS HAVER
featured in

with Lina Basquette, Robert Armstrong and
AJan Hale, From an original story by Elliott
Clawson.
Directed by Howard Higgin.
Ralph Block— Associate Producer.

JUNIOR COGHLAN

and George Duryea.
Beulah Marie Dix.

Bennet.

'

Parlour"

with Eddie Quillan and the Quillan Family. A
Hector Turnbull Production from an original story
by George Dromgold and Sanford Hewitt.

Gene Mar key.

with

"

NOISY NEIGHBORS"

rf

with Lina Basquette and Eddie Quillan. From the
Red Book Magazine story by Elsie Janis and
ff

in the

in

— Pathc's big-money super Westerns with the greatest

— Leo Maloncy,

Harry Carey, Wally Wales, Don Coleman.

Pafhe

and the LAST
10
MACK SCNNETT

Pafhe News

Super Comedies
-

KNOWS ALL

SEES ALL
(SrpKOyi the imposing new studios
w/ of Mack Sennett, the King of

Comedy

Producers, will come 10
hilarious two-reelers that will set up
fresh standards in short laugh-films and

mirthquakes

^*7DATHE

is

an institution of the screen,

backed by 18 years' leadership. When you
book it you are backing the judgment of the
public, for the public looks upon Pathe News as
the very symbol of the cinema. If you don't play
this dominant screen factor, you are cutting away
the very heart of your presentation system.

thousands of
movie palaces. Laughs are dollars and
Mack Sennett is the laugh mint of
movieland.
cause

news

in

Week

Issued Twice a

GRANTLAND RICE

Review
Pathe
Sportlights
The Magazine of the Screen
Under the Editorship of TERRY RAMSAYE

THE SPORTING PAGE OF THE SCREEN
26 ISSUES — ONE EVERY TWO WEEKS
Produced by John

A

L.

A

Hawkinson

CHAMPION SHORT FEATURE!

fascinating one-reel subject that satisfies every
demand of the public and box-office.

ISSUED ONCE A

y^LWAYS
in

AND HIS PALS
^^^^^^^^F

Presented

^^HmIdEE J. VAN
^Btti

^

the

transcends

coming
ing

new

the
its

season

WEEK

i

the dominant factor in the industry

production

own

of short

previous

subjects,

Pathe

achievements for the

with an unprecedented output, bring-

elements into

its

elaborate

program and pro-

BEt

Famous Cartoon Character Originated hi

BERNDT

viding more extensive

facilities in publicity, advertis-

ing and exploitation.

Syndicated throughout
the

10 Sensational

World

New Kid Comedies —

hundred percent

series that will

sweep

into popularity from the start, with
a ready-made audience of 15,000,000
readers a day!

The Premier House of Short Subjects announces as its
"backbone of programs" more than 300 units, the
very cream of the market, shorts that will many
times save your
that

show and

will at

diversity of presentation

which no

all

times provide

and novelty without

picture house can firmly establish

itself.

Y

WORD INSHORTS
TOPICS

A NEW SENSATION
IN SHORT COMEDIES

OFTHE

DAY

"THE

DAN

HANDY TIRED

THE

I

TAXI ANDY

MAN

with Jack Cooper
and Carol Lombard

BUSINESS

A

sure-fire short subject

guaranteed to win
a good hearty laugh every
that's

ten seconds.

II

with Andy Clyde
and Anita Barnes

MAN"

with

Series of 6

Billy

Bevan

Timely Films,
AMEDEE

and
Carmelita Geraghty

Series of 6

Presented by

J.

VAN BEUREN,

1560 Broadway,

Inc.
President

New York

Series of 6

ONE A WEEK

5 GREAT NEW
Pafhe Seiials
"THE TERRIBLE PEOPLE"
with Allene Ray and Walter Miller.
Bennet.
Story by Edgar Wallace.
Arthur Gray.

Directed by Spencer
Scenario by George

featuring Frank Clarke, greatest of aeroplane stunt flyers.
Original story by Paul Cruger. Directed by Jimmy Fulton.

THE FIRE DETECTIVE

FILM
FABLES
Funnier than ever in
1928-29 this guaranteed laugh-getter is setting out on high to break

"EAGLE OF THE NIGHT"
f<r

AESOP'S

the all-time laugh
records.

ONE A WEEK
Cartoonist — PA UL TERR

ro

Original story and continuity by Frank Leon Smith, who
wrote the scenario for "The Green Archer." Directed by
Spencer Bennet.

Fables Pictures, Inc.
1560 Broadway, New York
AMEDEE

"THE TIGERS SHADOW"
Original story and scenario by George Arthur Gray, author of "The Crimson Flash'", "Hawk of the Hills", "The
Yellow Cameo", etc. Directed by Spencer Bennet.

"QUEEN OF THE NORTH WOODS
Original story and scenario
Directed by Spencer Bennet.

"

by George Arthur Gray.

J.

VAN BEUREN,

President

THE
18

-.gE^DAILV

Liberty-Specialty to

Outline

—

New

E. V. Richards, Jr., of New Orleans, president of the Company, is
expected to address the opening
meeting, with W. G. Underwood,
vice president and general manager,
and H. T. Peebles, recently named
as his assistant in addition to his
duties as Dallas manager, also slated
to attend.
Sol Davis, Memphis, R.
M. Clarke, Oklahoma City; C. J.
Briant, New Orleans; M. E. Wiman,
Charlotte, and John W. Mangham,
Atlanta, are branch managers
Jr.,
who will attend, with their salesmen.
British

Studio

London (By Cable)
Films
at

Rivoli,

* * The picture boasts as
as beautiful moments and has
and painstakingly done.
intelligently

many dramatic
been
* * *

DAILY MIRROR—*
punch.
tacular

* * carries a terrific
"Ramona" can't miss. It has spec-*
elements, tears and romance.

DAILY NEWS—*

—

*

*

abounds with picsome backgrounds obviously

turesque scenerj'
painted, but others, startlingly beautiful.
Miss Del Rio is a lovely creature, who
carries out Director Carewe's orders to per*

fection.

*

*

EVENING JOURNAL^-*

*

*

_

GRAPHIC

beautiful as ever and did some splendid work
in the dramatic scenes. * •
* * The defect of the story
is a lack of the unity that is necessary even
The screen "Ramona"
in a motion picture.
fact,
two narratives that seem inis,
in
*
*
suificiently fused.
* * * in one or two episodes the
film, due to Miss Del Rio's splendid acting,

HERALD—*
SUN —

— Supremacy

is

Welwyn.

very moving.

and a sudden and someending weaken it con-

But
what

silly subtitles
foolish happy
*
siderably. *
* * * is

to be the company's first picture.
Collingwood Hughes is chairman ol
the board and managing director of
the new company. W. & F. will release
the pictures.
Three P. G.
Wodehouse stories have been pur-

is

TIMES —

an extraordinarily beauproduction, intelligently directed and,
with the exception of a few instances, splenThe scenic effects are charmdidly acted.
ing and there is for the most part an admirable restraint throughout. * * *
* * *
Certainly there are few
young women on the screens anywhere who
are so magnetic and so capable of infusing
genuineness into the things they do and the
things they say as is the player of Ramona.

WORLD—

U. A. Opens N. O. Branch
New Orleans Under management
of Hoyt G. Morrow, the new United
Artists' branch has opened.

—

less,

be the answer to
*
maiden's prayer.

TELEGRAPH —

interludes,

this

photoplay

offers

Mr.

excellent opportunity to display his talent as a really great screen actor.
*
*
truly exquisite bit of
*
playing, repressed and quiet, dignified and
Here at last is a cinema
moving, is his.
worthy of the illustrious name of its star.

WORLD —

A

in

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

Barrymore's finest picture
He isn't Barrymore. He
star

fact,

thrills,

com-

is

This
in
is

is

a

by

several

human.

far
years.

The

reaches upward to great heights in this
*

role.

EVENING JOURNAL—*

* * It's good
romance, well presented. Barrymore does excellent work with a vivid role, and Miss

Horn

is

delightful.

POST—*
.

times,

*

*

SUN — *

*
*

though

limps badly at
victorious though not utterly

emerges

triumphant.

*

*

it

*
It

is

Laughs." » • •

and

hard

* * is beautiful, formally
has, none
to take.
It

MR. EXHIBITOR— Get busy
Interest your

SUMMER AUDIENCES
Advertise exGive commencement news. Publish honor
Give baseball retvums.
cursions, picnics, church activities, etc
Have joke contests. Advertise "Specials" for merchants. Extol
your cooling system.
The best and quickest way to give Election returns.
Do all and more at a nominal cost by using

RADIO MAT SLIDES
your nearest dealer.

— President

W.

Z. Spearman of the Oklahoma exhibitor unit, today will open here the
first of a series of district meetings.

Tomorrow

meeting

Tulsa

a
planned, with a gathering at Miami
scheduled for Thursday, one at Clin30,

and

at

at

is

Woodward,

iii

West.

—

ern division manager of houses of
the Northwest Theater Circuit (Finkelstein & Ruben chain, has added
booking of theaters outside the Twin
Cities to his other duties, following
resignation of Frank Rubel.

Almy
C. E.

House Reopens
The Palace
under
management

Jacksonville

Jacksonville, Fla.

—

has

reopened
ofJ
Charles Morrison and his staff froraj
the Arcade.
The Arcade will bel

closed for repairs. The Palace is being renovated after having beer
closed for some time, Saturday the
staff of the Arcade moved into the
Palace.
The Palace is in the saniev
block with the Rialto, Empress andr^
Imperial.
|

1

Plans New House
Dassel, Minn. J. R. Elliott, who
Elliott

—

Abelson Adds to Duties
Minneapolis Art Abelson, north-

has operated the Grand for the
year, will erect a

new house

Hardy Buys
White Rock,

S.

Warhas been named

Almy, manager

of the

burgh. He will continue to manage
the Buffalo branch, in addition to his
duties.

Buys S. D. Theater
Elk Point, S. D.—J. W. Smith has
bought the Florence from C. S.
Bovee.

Interests

D.— Wallace

Hard

has purchased an interest in the loc|
house which has reopened after bein
closed for some weeks.

Harlan, Iowa

— R.

E.

Brown

Building at Fennimore, Wis.
Fennimore, Wis. Dwight T. Parker is building a 350-seat house here.

—

Studio for Salt Lake
Lake
City Pioneer

—

Salt
Film
Corp., formed to make a series of
pictures with Utah backgrounds, is
building a studio here.

Buys Into United Theaters
Richland Center, Wis.— R. J. Theil
er has sold the Orpheum to Jacotj
Eskin and has purchased an interefl
in United Theaters Co. which ope^|
ates a chain in Wisconsin.

New

i

Theater For Marinette

Marinette,

Wis.— A

$7,000,000 bote
erectec
costinj

1250,000.

Open Beatrice, Neb., House
Beatrice, Neb.
The new Ritz hai|:
I
opened here.

—

Open

State, Salt Lake City
Lake City Joseph Lawrenct
and George Randall, who operate th(

—

Salt

Rialton,

Stinnett Takes Over Duties
Dallas R. J. Stinnett has taken
over duties of managing director of
the Capitol, following death of his
partner. Si Charninsky.

pla4

to remodel the Lyric into a 600-sea
theater.

and theater building is to be
here with the house proper

—

last

here.

Remodeling Lyric, Harlan
Gets Warner District

by Sam E. Morris, general manager
of distribution, to head the district
embracing Buffalo, Albany and Pitts-

new

rolls.

Okla.

ner Buffalo branch,

assuredly the most
beautifully designed and photographed film
in town, with the possible exception of "The

Man Who

Holding District Meetings
McAllester,

31.

in

Chicago office, who will remain in
Atlanta to assist in the physical arranging of the new office which is
hoped to be in operation the first pan
of June.
The territory to be served by the,
Atlanta Vitaphone office will reach
from
Pittsburgh,
throughout the' '
South and to Dallas and the Middle

Barrymore an

May

TELEGRAM—*

at

movie

* * *

TIMES —

ful

United Artists

posed

exquisite

them

probably,

modern

his diversified talents, neither has he ever
lent himself more beautifully to a charac*
terization than he has to this. *
* * * Notwithstanding its fanci-

May

of all the ingredients that make
pretty nearly perfect picture pie. • * •

THE

for

That,
the

Barrymore has never
had a screen vehicle that has better suited

ton,

romance and beauty and,

Inquiring minds of those who
read
FILM DAILY
year after year, find no way
of applauding its well-merited
success, better than continuing
to subscribe, and being satisfied customers.

Ask

i

ii

Barrymore.

the

B.

j

will

"Tempest"

Embassy
AMERICAN—* * * abounds

Washington, D. C.

the

by

filed

Vitaphone Branch for Atlanta
Atlanta— Paul J. Swift, of the Vie
phone Corp., New York City, \vas|
here mapping plans for the opening
a sales and sjiipping office of \
phone in the building occupied by the
local Warner branch.
He was acompanied by H. Goldberg, of the

It's a
far
cry to the
equipment field of today
from the market of ten
years
ago when
Film
Daily
made its bow.
Keep pace with progress,
and replace today the
equipment your theater
has outgrown.
It pays."

tiful

chased.

1108 SixtMath Street

is

"Rapid
strides
have
been and are being made
in
the equipmemt field.

EVENING WORLD—*

Planned

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

Dolores

lovely as the oppressed Ramona, and her vivid
*
personality is well suited to the role. * •
* * As superb as
the acting is, however, probably the picture's
main appeal is pictorially. It is a thing of
beauiy, as all of Carewe's efforts have a
habit of being. • *
• » Miss Del Rio was

Cal.
F.

pe
Cole, fort
chairman of the board of city dit
tors, is expected to write finis, td
porarily at least, to plans for a
000,000 building to house a PantageiJ
theater at East Colorado St., and
Hudson Ave. Cole has a 99 ye
lease of the proposed site.

SEZ/

New York

AMERICAN—*

— Bankruptcy

Pasadena,

tion

"Ramona"
United Artists

planning to build a studio
"Revolt in the Desert"

is

M.

Line-up

24, igl

Pasadena Theater Plans
Expected to Be Dropi

PHIL

Newspaper Opinions

Schedule

of product
which the firm will distribute during
1928-29, with the Columbia output
to continue as the nucleus of features, serials and short subjects, will
be outlined to sales force of LibertySpecialty Film Distributing Corp.,
at the annual convention to be held
May 28, continuing for two or three
days.

Memphis

May

Thursday,

have

opened

the

State

a|^

228 South State St.

Reopening Iowa Theater
The Airdome will

Zearing, la.
open in June.

—

re|
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\

%
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FIND
Sum up

— the

cold,
ele-

scientifi-
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at
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Look

-
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hard facts.
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tHE INFANT APPROACHES

In Ten Years Motion Pictures Have Reached Their Majority

A

bylWhich This Has Come About
BylMAURICE KANN

Narrative of the Steps

I
FTER
work,

\
hm

clear;

calm.

years

strenuous

of

the horizon appeared
sailing
looked
the
Now troubled waters

ahead.

1918 and fifteen years since
.lolph Zukor had been precipitated
By 1903
::o the picture business.
had achieved a fair success in
e Chicago fur business when a
lend in New York approached him
The
advance a loan of $3,000.
1
nney had gone into the penny ar(ie business and the chances seemdubious that it would ever come
(
It

is

Zukor came

(t.

after

it.

His ac-

connection with that model sum brought him in contact with
ibtion pictures and he stuck.
The years that followed were
RebufTed by the Motion
teckered.
3:ture Patents Co., when he sought
tities in

for

in late

pened.

It

was

peculiar meeting,

a

meeting at the Hotel Astor in
New York. Various First National
franchise holders had received telethis

cause a concern wants everything in
sight and has to 'make the strong
marry the weak' to stifle and offset a
theoretical competition."

graphic summonses to make a quick
appearance in New York. Published
accounts had for the purpose of the
round robin, a course of enlighten-

ment

National.

First

for

On November 9th, or three weeks
previous to these statements, Mary
Pickford, seated in a suite at the

was

It

a
to
exhibi-

service contract giving him
tion rights to a series featuring a
star of known box-office value. But
it
is
now an old and taken-forgranted trick to compel him to pay
out his dollars for unprofitable pictures to get the big fellows just be-

Then, on a memorable
October, something hap-

progressing.

day

Williams' rejoinder:
"No exhibitor will object

Knickerbocker Hotel

New

in

Price 5

26. 1918

Genu

ENTIRE INDUSTRY

IS

DECLARED ESSENTIAL

Committee Reaches Decision After Conference with Picture Men
—Limitations Imposed To Conserve Film and Metal— No New Theatres

Priorities

W
invi.-

\SHlXl..TON.~Tlie motion
indii.-try

ircd

in

of

the

ihi'

l.o:ircl.

the

\V;ir

M.

IJern.ird
,11

by

c^stMitiiil

iiiilU-o

pic-

clilirety lias hceti

ils

Ii;is

i'rioritics

liuhistrics

Barnch, chairjust miule this

for the erection of new
re liuiliiiiiHS and cqnipnK-nl for
tlieatres will he denied during
Where localities are over
the war.
thealreil mi new theatre will be perIVTiiiils

tin

film

cans

from

film

shipmeins

l''

when such shipments wore made

new

sheet

to replace those retiring
'"'sinobs
itteil

llac'

iron

manner

in

carrying

which

had

it

brinpitii' a-'ont the

cnscs

in

and f*"

surr*"^

'

from

—

I

would implant
faction

among

seed of dissatisother stars, directors
the

and cameramen. Altruism was rearing its head in the industry, it appeared.

1

Nobody knew it
Circuit, Inc.
en, but a war, distinctively its own,

:)rs'

had been dumped right in
e front yard of the industry.
D. Williams, on a portentous
J.
ly some months previously, deter:ined to shake theatricals and the
St of Australia from his boots in
It was natural
i^or of other fields.
at he should drift into Los Angeles
the way up from the Antipodes.
lere he met T. L. Tally, a pioneer
ereby

exhibitors, who operated a
Ensued
as early as 1902.
me talk about a new theater and a
t
of discussion about th^ rising
ice of film.
The upshot of this
lal
collaboration was First Na-

long
ep

show

Pickford, Zukor, Schwalbe
It is difficult to foretell what might
have happened. Harry O. Schwalbe
of First National made the problem
less knotty by explaining, after the
exchange of pleasantries, that he had

been approached previously by a repParamount-Artcraft
of
resentative
with a suggestion to relegate the
Pickford negotiations into the limbo
It would seem, reof the forgotten.
that the meeting
Schwalbe,
marked
could find its beginnings over on
Fifth Avenue, if one were interested
source.
in tracing it through to its

And

so

the

r

The

names had begun.

race for stelFirst National

nded Chaplin, paying him over $1,-

two reelers and suchim away from
R. Freuler. Now it was Mary

0,000 for eight
tssfully

•hn
ickford,
aft

coaxing

the mainstay of the Artprogram, the group was after.

or rent stu•If exhibitors establish
"f P.'<\'";«'
dios for the production
have to build thethe producers will
to rebuke the exaters, not in order
s.mple reason
hibitors, but for the
only means open
the
be
will
that
that
producing
to protect their
to

them

_

investments."

A

Louis B. Mayer
trifle earlier,
Boston, who had entered a partnership arrangement with Nathan
Gordon, became general manager of
National of New England,
First
placed Anita Stewart under contract
with one gesture and with another
closed a distributing deal with First
National. The Stewart contract was
a definite step in the chain of events
which took Mayer out of exhibitjon,
to the west coast where he entered
production and ultimately threw his
fortunes into one of the biggest mer-

of

gers in

film

history;

that of

with Goldwyn some years

Norma Goes
The
to

Metro

later.

to First National

First National roster continued

grow.

On December

9th,

Norma

Talmadge was signed. Norma was
groomed in the heyday of Vitagraph's
Later she was annexed by D.
fight between Zukor glory.
and added to the Fine
Griffith
comW.
National group

and the First
)nal.
manded by Williams and Schwalbe
highlights
Thus, this history in
former felt very keends itself concerned with 1918 and was on. The
Witness the tradeit.
Zukor's.
about
was
ly
which
e disturbance
conducted through
ere was a group of ejchibitors whose famous discussion
Decemeaters were then representative of the columns of "Variety" in
Zukor:
e best in the land, organized to ber of that year. Said
stribute pictures.

What was
doing?
Exports

Its

Mark

the rest of the industry

War

days

were

at

hand.

came under the thumb of
the Committee on Films, a government agency which functioned some-

War industries
at a premium.
had to be maintained. The motion

was

picture's record for patriotic service,
while not especially brilliant, wa3
satisfactory and so, when Washington reached the point where priorities
were established, the industry was
deemed essential. It was a splendic^
victory. Toward the end of the year,
fuel entered the class of the preStudios in Fort Lee were
ferred.
California and
compelled to close.

long sunshiny days beckoned and the
exodus was on. Samuel Goldfish an-

Two Wars Get Under Way
In April, 1917, two events of sigThe first rock;ficance took place.
the world to its staid foundations.
United States declared war
'le
The second, fast
;ainst Germany.
the heels of the first, was the forition of the First National Exhib-

The War Leaves

times clumsily, sometimes well. Coal
Monday, August

Vol. V, No. 109

rl.mr :iniioiuvccnujlt.

^loped.

contract had expired and a new ortd
drawn. Selznick was urged to sign
Had he done so, the variegated
it.
history that is the motion picture's
would probably have run a different
course.
But L. J. insisted on mincing words while, for some reason or
other, Joe Schenck was in a hurry.
He wanted that contract signed by
the next day. Selznick thought otherwise.
It was not long before Norma
was enrolled under the First National banner.
More worry for Zukor.

York,

affixed her signature to a First NaIt was a definite
tional contract.
demonstration of the tremendous
buying power which exhibitors, combined for a common purpose, could
And Zukor recognized it.
wield.

pointed out gravely that the organization was doing the industry a great
injustice by offering Miss Pickford
This meant
$250,000 per negative.
setting a precedent fraught with the
It
danger of unsound economics.

"Queen

Elizabeth,"
proi kor determined to branch into
(ction on his own. Through varied
By
£;ps the idea took on form.
116 the threads had been gathered
the Famous Players-Lasky Cori
ration
had been formed and the
I
Zukor
isiness was moving along.
i;s complacent, if not satisfied, un1
the following circumstances delicense

i

And

All through the summer of 1918,
persistent
reports
seeped through
that the Pickford negotiations were

Arts aggregation which formed one
Triangle.
of the producing angles for
Then came her marriage to Joseph
M. Selznick, at that time booking

for the Loew circuit and
ultimately a deal with Selznick whose
friendship with Marcus Loew served
good stead when financial

nounced Goldwyn as the first in the
Then came Fox, Paramount
trek.
and others.

But the war had left its mark in
The draft cut a wide
several ways.
swath into the industry's manpower.
The burden grew heavier in October
when the influenza epidemic broke
Two-thirds of the nation's theout.
It was a crisis
aters closed down.
The
for any nation-wide business.
National Association of the M. P.
Industry, forerunner of the Hays organization, met and voted a four
week's shutdown, using the "flu" as
the excuse and glossing over causes
The war
that went further back.
had tightened the money market. Incoming revenue was having a terrific
time catching up with the outgoing.
Four weeks of inactivity meant exactly four weeks of savings in overIt gave the producers a half
head.
chance to catch their breaths and
figure out in what direction they were
headed. They seized the opportunity.

Here and there others things were
Hiram Abrams, who
way.

under

traced his beginnings from Portland,

Maine and a newsboy's route to a
partnership with Walter E. Greene
and the presidency of Paramount,
came to the parting of the ways
him in
Be- with Zukor. So out of Famous Playonce.
crises loomed more than
with him B. P.
ginning with "Panthea" in 1916, ers went Abrams and
press agent. There
Norma's popularity had grown. So Schulberg, Zukor's
and ideas of was a good deal behind all this, but
did Selznick's bankroll
later.
own importance. The Talmadge of that

manager

his
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24,
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ROTECTION
Protection a word often used in
the Motion Picture business but
if those in the industry would use
it in a different manner how much
happier their famiUes would be.
^ And how much happier they
too would be.
^ It is all very well to talk " protection" on pictures but when
that word is used how often
does Mr» Exhibitor or Mr. Ex-

l>^

J®

ecutive associate it with insurance. He should.
^ Protection to his family incase
of death.
^ Protection to himself in case of
accident.
^ Protection against ill health.
^ Protection from trouble resulting from automobile accident
or accidents in theatres.
^ Protection against fire in his
home or theatre.
^ Protection against burglary.
^ Protection of every kind.

^
^
^
^
^
^
^

i©
i©

^

Protection means insurance
and insurance means protection.

^ When you

think of protection
then think of insurance and
call on those who have specialized in the problems of motion
picture industry for the past

i©

20 years.

"^

^

Stebbins,

Leterman

""'i

Gate:

INCORPORATED
T>S

LOEWS STATE THEATRE BUILDING

^
1540

BROADWAY,

N. Y. C.

Telephone Bryant 3040

1^,

j

—

—
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At any
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11.

1918

Price 5 Cent*

wise
into

ODUGERS AND DISTRIBUTORS AGREE ON
UR WEEKS' SHUT-DOWN OF INDUSTRY
Spanish Influenza Epidemic Causes Temporary Suspension of Business
—New Pictures Will Be Held up and Studio Production Will Cease
die liglils, turn

years

paste

:l

ii-.K

for

the

»liicli

salaries will be suspended,

lanish

the

period

of

suspended operations,

I

.1,

[

Tradi- papt
of

tin

advertising, save

r

ir

companies that wish

themselves in»^

spin
.

power.
have

that

ceaselessly

cvolvini,'

n

off tl*

of busiii.'ss

"drlieels

estimated that over ninety per
cent, of the trade has sanctioned the
It

is

action of 'the general committee

""

inlii'

'^'*"inal .-Kssocialion

g to light that:
upreme Court Justice Donnelly
:ed the legal stamp of approval
Samuel Goldfish's name change
amuel Goldwyn
The industry
;ived further proof that the end
;vGrything was in sight when the
.

.

.

York Strand contracted

for the

March

assistant.

That wasn't all.
On February 4,
William G. McAdoo, it was announced with fanfares of trumpets,
was to join "The Big Five."

.

.

.

his
pictures, despite reports current
since that time, with the Ford

created

Everybody
aboard the

stars'

distributor

was

excitement.

great

hot

to

ekly which he placed with GoldWilliam A. Brady,
Pictures.
.

today

.

.

finds

enough

to

do

to

p him busy producing stage plays
Peter J. Schaefer who, in 1928,
in

ists

unearthing unfrequented

ation spots in the earth's far cors to visit, left the N.A. M.P.I, flat
thereby added another early
pter to the unsuccessful efforts to

handling until the group announced
it
would form its own exchanges.

Zukor was
story

Los Angeles when the
A good many eyes

in

broke.

turned

of

direction,

his

in

What went on

extors
and producers-distributors,
d the Warners for whom Vitane was then undreamed of, were
ing what would you think? "The
ser's Finish" in which one Wil-

—

n Hohenzollern met a dirty and
tardly end and the world thereby
5
truly saved for democracy.

And on May

—

8th

Nineteen eighteen developed one
re enterprise.
On May 8, a timid
r page daily paper made its aprance. Scoffers there were aplenty.
what has since become known
•

modestly asserted—wherever mopictures are known, as The Film
a

ily,

short-lived

future

was

as-

There would not be enough
there would not be enough

ed.
vs,

ders

or

rrant its
y of the

the distinction
of disseminating to the trade in New
York first word of the startling combination. Clara Kimball Young was
to join, Jack Pickford was to join,

financial sustenance to
existence.
But the his-

ensuing years proved the
ance dope was entirely wrong.

Norma Talmadge,

too.

The

Inside on United Artists

behind it all? In order
to get at the bottom, the page must
be turned back two years. The scene
now fades into Washington during
Mary,
Liberty
Loan Drive.
the
Doug and Charlie are in the offices
The
of the Treasury Department.
1917 and
It
is
campaign is on.
America is in the overseas mess with
both feet. The stars are disgruntled,
and say so. In the room is Price, a
familiar of McAdoo's and well known
in those Washington political circles
which mean something. These remarks, of course, reach his ears.
"Why don't you sell your pictures
direct?" he suggests, half jocularly,

That was all.
was sewn. A
The
random
at
ventured
half-thought
caught the imagination and took root.
Two years later United Artists was
half seriously.

seed, however,

formed.
Fairbanks lived in Hollywood, McAdoo lived in Santa Barbara. Fairbanks sought McAdoo as' president,

McAdoo

said:

"I

am

not inter-

might be

will-

ing."

stributing

Price was and, furthermore, interested McAdoo as well.
The industry was taking on tone.
When McAdoo's association became
known, it came to light that previous
efforts had been made to induct into
the business an outside figure of national repute who might bring about
changes which the industry of itself
apparently could not. Carl Laemmle,
McAdoo $50,it appeared, had offered
000 a year to throw his fortunes into

len

the celluloid maelstrom.

Abrams:

"There is a movement afoot by
some of the leading factors in the
motion picture business to form a
combination that will so control the

make certain the artistic
progression of the
stars have made the intheir personality and art.
see that their worlds are

industry as to

commercial

star.

The

dustry by

They must
not

invaded."

Four days

later, the

United Artists

Company was organized,
word seeped through that Os-

Uiii.*rMri Offer
XlBiitna

That
logical

This and that was said.
Finally, L. J. bought out the Zukor
interest in Select, a division of stars
was made and the truce was off. This

Broadway.

BIG FIVE

Former Secretary of the Treasury Joins
Stars as Genaral

was

Counsel-Offered

Realart and

G McAdoo.

William

eral o( lUilruads.

lofmer D
Ex.S*creUi7 ottl

son-in-law of Presiilcnl

Selznick

On

June 12, Arthur S. Kane, who
had been general sales manager at
Select, formed Realart Pictures Corp.
The trade in general, was dense
What
about the entire procedure.
had happened was really simple:

Woodrow

sdmiltedty one of [he cleverest e
llin country, hat accepted a pontion ax genera
counsel and leKut advisoi of ihe Ble Five
Griffith. Pickfoid, F»l^Unl^^ Chaplin an'"

"The Paramount Company will go
just the
same" the wires had
Zukor saying and smilingly too.
on

March.

in

Big Position with UniversalPlans of New Combine.

Tal-

What was

but

Dut of the Los Angeles blue came
following on January 13, 1919,

Miss

McADOO WITH

indeed, only it took about
eight years before the association became an actuality and then through
an entirely different set of circumstances.

ested, but Price here

and

course.

beneath the surface,

itself

madge was

harmony between

about

ig

continued their separate ways, but
Selznick became restless. He saw no
reason why the Selznick name should
be kept in dark oblivion. He figured
that there was nothing in his deal
which prevented Myron Selznick then
about seventeen years old, from producing under the family name. Olive
Thomas was signed. The "Selznick
Pictures Makes Happy Hours" sign
reappeared along the street called

physical

after

so matters ran for some
Select was prospering, Selz-

nick and Zukor were both making
Both Select and Famous
money.

clamber
band wagon. Every

attempted

—

—

bestowed upon

pictures released by Select.

all

Then the Excitement Began
And
The formation of United Artists months.

members

series
It set
the industry right on its Zukor, of course, knows best.
Henry Ford jaded ear. The Film Daily turned he was disturbed appears a
one and only flyer into mo- out an extra its first and thereby conclusion to draw.

;3,000 a picture.

im

1922.

4,

it

So
But Selznick felt otherwise.
Zukor, like the Carolina mountaineers
who ended the family feud by marrying into each other's families, purchased a half interest in Selznick.
The name was to disappear from
Broadway, "Lewis J. Selznick presents" was to be off the main titles of

liam Gibbs McAdoo's and not Will H.
Hays', whose activities in motion pictures did not offi!cially start on their
until

must not go awry.

that he offered Selznick $5,000 a week for life if he
would go to China and jtay there.

later
distinction, then,
of having been the first Cabinet officer to interest himself in the turbulence of motion pictures was Wil-

way

that

Reports had

The

events proved.

plans

tain

though for a short sojourn, as

National

Stewart-First

ta

ip^

his

voted other-

"The Big Five" sprang
being and then he came in even

eom-

car A. Price had resigned as assistant
director general of railroads to become president. Abrams, who tipped
off the deal, became general manager

and Bennie Schulberg

McAdoo

rate,

until

naturally

occurrences of the time

iistorical

23

—

Zukor had not forgotten

that,

de-

annoyance, his interest in
"Are you downhearted?"
Select had brought him a handsome
"No," said Zukor, "We have a big profit. He, therefore, organized RealFirst, perhaps, to teach Mr.
business and it will go right along." art.
Selznick a thing or two through a
"And develop new stars?"
competitive organization; secondly,
to increase his profits and thirdly, to
"Yes, we go on just the same."
maintain a training school for future
Cryptic, and it is to be noted, very Paramount stars.
much to the point. But, with the
That was one step. In other and
worries brought on by the intensive
varied directions, Zukor was busy
star-grabbing activities under way at
fortifying himself. On May 18, 1919,
First National and now by the pool"interests friendly" to Famous puring of Fairbanks, Pickford, Chaplin,
chased control of the Rialto and
Griffith and Bill Hart
five of the bigFinancing was
Rivoli, New York.
names in pictures into one arranged through Kuhn, Loeb & Co.,
gest
company, Zukor had something else and on May 30th, the stock of
facing him.
This something was h anions Players was dealt in on the
Lewis J. Selznick, who entered mo- New York Stock Exchange for the
the

spite

—

—

pictures via the retail jewelry
business on lower Sixth Avenue in
New York and after a varied career,
had developed his production activiSelznick
ties in rather broad manner.
had a flair for electric signs and up
and down Broadway they flashed.
As Terry Ramsaye aptly puts it in
his "Million and One Nights," "Selznick was a rollicking film success,
proclaimed to the skies of the night
every kilowatt hour."
tion

Zukor did not

like

it.

He had

time.
In that first day's tradthe shares changed hands at
In private sale a few months
$113.
previously, the purchase price was
exactly $40.
Zukor was secretly after theaters.
first

ing,

Toronto reported Famous was about
to swing a big theater transaction.

Nobody could confirm
had a
the S.

Pickford, Fairbankt, Hart and
Chaplin Organize to Release Direct

>lnalion

Known

Will Be

ti

State of Contracts
David

Un.fd Artldi DiatHbu Ing Co.— Other
Work Nem Month.

mote

>' rtunlu lo Beg.n

May Jon

N'ork

lecanit-

jin-Hiicinc

kiiuwii

lh.it

and

David

yesterday when k
Mary Pickford. "Doug"

d-^lriltuling circlci

W

GrifTith.

I

faifhanki. C'bj'Nc Chai»lui and William S Han had joined force*
tad intt-ndcd I't rli.lriliiite their prndilction» direct, without recourv

f
'

the iiiiddici'ian

The

iiruaiii/atioti

btinu Cf

i*

i<»

he

known ai

,

the Utitted Ar».,t« Di&tri-

i

W

Griintb baa ttite*
pioductiona to complete

Paiainoust
Charlie Chaplin hat iix more
ptoductioDa to complete (or Pint
NetlooBl
Maiy Pickford « Urat coatract
with ririt Nauooat calla (or
three
productioot;
aod tbep
baee an option on tbiee more,
"DouK" PalrbaDk'i contract
with Attcraft bat juat b«ea com.
lot

Tlie j^realf't rtmilnn.Tlinn cvrr effected In Ihe film world slarllrc]

flew

the

were then getting under way with

cer-

Griffith,

Con
iur

but

it,

was growing that Famous
more than passing interest in
A. Lynch Enterprises which

suspicion

pleted

William

.^

SJ

Griffith Explains
Attention to Rcaaoni Whkh
Combinat on of SiarmS^.. <of
lie
IDS n til

Calla

Forced
(

1.

/,.

II

)

I

Let, \iiRele»— Coiiiineniitiii on il,e
Conitiinatioii.
.Javid W-irk CrilTlili
• ay.
"The tlominaul iinrpntr <il thi.
iiKiie Is I" provide protect. on tut
lie \iiiertciii people
patroniac

who

million picture* The piitylic. through
the e^liiliilor, hat hern unable lo
ice tlie pi -turn Ihev - -

without bcinIhev It '

%ncii
J^Qrkeenest enjoyment of their *'movie evenings/^tlie^fans attend theatres that offer

around entertainment on

the screen.

consistently high profitv^hibitors

all-

For

show

not only fine features, but also good comedies, sparkling novelties

and

livei

news

reels.

Give your patrons Educational Short Features; for

a

THE

Educational Pictures always

good show

better.

make

//

THE SEASONS ANNOUNCEMENTS
IS COMING WATCH F0R It,

SPICE OF

.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

•THE SPICE
Member Motion

Inc.,

E.

W. Mammons, President

OFTHE PROGRAM"

Picture Producers and Diitxibuturs of America, Inc.. Will H. Hays, President

1

TNC

<
'Irsday,

May

operations

the

in

Anything and everything was

h.

JX0^

DAiur

24, 1928

theater

ir

ited.

July, Zukor's "friendly interhad, according to report, lined
Lynch took
ibout 200 theaters.
several houses in Birmingham.
report again was around that
was acting for Famous. Events
ie quickly. In July, the Stanley
I

moves, were fermenting. First National was far from quiet.
United
Artists some day intended distributing, but now was now.
So First
National signed D. W. Griffith. This

'

was

January.
Charles

in

more bar-

In April

Ray

and

Marshall
with First
National.
Zukor had occasion to get
annoyed all over again. He thought
he had Constance Talmadge, but no,
rages.

Neilan threw their

lot

25

Trust Company, certainly could not
be dubbed second raters.
First National, mind you, was aware
of what was transpiring.
Lynch, acting for Zukor, had secured control
of E. H. Hulsey and the First National franchise in the Southwest.

in

bAILV

'^Bn^ r J""'

A of America needed money. Zukor it was First National. Zukor anand became a di- nounced
Bied $2,000,000
he would star Tom Meighan.

The buzz thus far audible First National countered with
rind the country was developing from King Vidor. And so it
In a roar. Money in steady streams
or.

into the Famous' coffers from
Zukor floated another
Street.
It was oversubscribed.
issue.

went.

'

(cj-ed

Ik

was now

ire

fortune

a

And

the

in

one fall
H. D. H. Connick resigned from
^ American International Corp. to
#)me a Paramount executive. This
fcjad in a complicated story will be
amed later, but as early as Deber of that year it was significant
persistent reports had it that
or enterprises.

so,

In typical language,
or was out.
nick nipped such conversation in

following manner:
3h,
:or's

Why

hell!

this

Mr.

is

company."

hat the bankers were watching
lous with an intentness that could
be mistaken was certain. After
wasn't Connick the Kuhn, Loeb

Jukor Openly Seeks Theaters

Christmas gift to the industry,
or decided to issue what was the
official statement on Paramount's
a

Said he:

l^ter policy.

"There

is

going

timulus in theater
one
ext few years

—

be a
building
to

factor

great
in the

may

re-

lard this movement, however, and that
the lack of belief by exhibitors
s
nd investors that the source of
iupply of good motion pictures will
Our company for some
antinue.

onths has been working with a num-

prominent exhibitors who have
am,
I
our co-operation.
herefore, very happy to invite exlibitors anywhere and everywhere to
;ommunicate with me in regard to the
stablishing of permanent relations
etween themselves and ourselves,
ler

of

listed

furnish
pictures as before to any exhibitors
an our present contract basis."

owever,

I

will

be glad to

Zukor courted and may
waited for some invitations, he
with his plans and,
it right ahead
)ng other things, bought the Put1 Building site in New York on
now stands the Paramount
ich
nd, while

e

Iding.

production too, he was active.
a vogue that took a more
Crete form later was developed
his organization in the form of
Cecil B. DeMille,
:ctor specials.
)mas H. Ince, Hugh Ford, George
me Tucker, and Maurice Tour-

In
;

first of

the coterie of dir constituted
tor-producers lifted onto a preLisly
unknown plane of prestige
In March, William
recognition.
idolph Hearst closed a deal with
nous. Plans for the Long Island
More
y studio were completed.
lances to First National and all
ers were on the way. Lois Weber
.

I

William

S.

Hart were annexed

Artcraft.
lut

Goldwyn

other

moves,

many

other

bestirring
were
Something had to be

itor.
They are Selective Booking,
Specialized Production, Co-operative
Advertising and Dependable Supply.
The first of these, discussed to-

contemporaries.

SELECTIVE BOOKING

based entirely on

Each picture
ly

who

tell?

Not only

its

at

least.

Four"

— the

when

Bill

total

Hart

joined

through, Goldwyn began

W.

the

gaunt-

Important exhibitors were advised that, in view of Paramount's

in-

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKy CORPORATION 7

which Paramount announced
open booking.

in exhibition.

Fox now threw down

away with

First of series of trade ads
published in June, 1919, in

Zukor—fell
dabble

The
low

fol-

another's footsteps, was no
different in 1919 than today.
First
National prompted formation of National Pictures Theaters. Selznick was
the promoter.
Pathe conceived a
similar idea and Associated Exhibitors came into being.
Smaller fry
tried the same thing, but of all of
them First National is the only one
in

survive.

Artists idea, too, scattered a few thoughts the length and

breadth of Hollywood, and took
hold in one direction at least.
Tom
Ince, Mack Sennett, Marshall Neilan
and Maurice Tourneur stuck together long enough to form Associated Producers in order to make
and distribute their own productions.
Which is what they did, although
it was some time the following year
before the organization became fact.
The A. P. bombshell landed in
October.

The

On

Capitol,

New

York, Opens

the 24th of that month, a

most

took place.
The
Capitol theater, developed by Edward J. Bowes of San Francisco and
Messmore
financially
abetted
by
Kendall of New York, opened its
doors to an amazed industry. There
had been nothing quite like it. The
size and beauty of the theater, the
magnitude and scope of its program
important

event

raised motion picture exhibition to
There
a level never before enjoyed.
were paeans of praise, but they were
in order.
The theater deserved it.

The

1919
other developments,
then relatively unimportant, but in
the reflective light of 1928 of significreveals

ance.

historic kaleidoscope for

several

Joseph M. .Schenck,

in

a three

item announced his intention of
stepping out of vaudeville and devoting all of his time to his film
interests.
S. L. Rothafel, withdrew

line

one

to

entirely do

—

the trade that his company "may be
compelled to build theaters to protect both the pubhc and ourselves"
And when a deal involving the "Big
off

value to the public.

.

Then the Shuberts and Al Woods
were brought in. Samuel Goldwyn,
paid advertising copy informed
in

dropped

merits.

equitable distributing methods.
It will
mean the ultimate in
eliminating the weak in productions
and encouraging the strong.
It will permit the exhibitor to see
the picture before buying.
No price or release date will be
set for any production until it is com.
pleted and pronounced perfect by
those responsible for its quality.
Prints of the first releases in September are in the exchanges now
To-morrow the second of the four
great points of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation new plan will be
discussed Specialized Production.

has achieved even a passing

part

own

It will

stories,
studio.

However, how was one to
The plan was announced.

in

its

box-office value.

will stand absolute-

booking will enable
each production to earn for the
e.vhibitor a sum commensurate with

There ensued much discussion and
Goldwyn's purpose of giving the tired
industry something new, was fulfilled,

on

its

Zukor.
industry, always ready to

fea-

Selective

scrutinizing searchlight of time,
course, has revealed that of all
them Rupert Hughes is the only

success.

Pic-

ture will be sold alone, at a price

The
one

is

Each Paramount-Artcraft
ture and each two-reel comedy

—

would they write their own
but supervise them at the

'HE Famous Players-Lasky CorI
-^
poration's new plan of produc-

day

First

National to

The United

—

offices

191^

exhibitor and an answer from

to

—

done about these various checkerboard plays. Famous had its director specials, First National had diWhat to do that's
rectors and stars.
new? And so Eminent Authors
Prod, entered the dizzy competition.
Here they were: Mary Roberts
Rinehart, Rupert Hughes, GouverLeroy
King,
Basil
neur Morris,
Scott and Gertrude Atherton pretty
much the cream of America's popular

—

and exploitation of
motion pictures a plan which marks
the ultimate in motion picture progress has four main points of the
greatest importance to every exhib-

about a stone's throw from
Famous over on Fifth Avenue, the
themselves.

,

tion, distribution

to Step

Just

of
of

Ichdog?

»s

Goldwyn Begins

Booking

Selective

a series

I

1

"

from the Rialto and Rivoli when
Famous took them over, developed
his unit show idea, put it on at the
Rialto where it proved a dud, went
and ultimately
over to Goldwyn
found himself in charge of the CaliAnd,
fornia theater, Los Angeles.
as if peering into the future and

was one of the first of the series
manouevers whereby Zukor under- visualizing the gorgeous Roxy Thetheater activities, the Fox organiza- mined the First National structure. ater of today, one one occasion rution was in the open market for Williams had been warned of the minated thusly:
Big
was.
Everybody
theaters.
The
plan and prepared to offset it.
"I shall present to Los Angeles
houses, many of them the first of Exhibitors' Defense Committee was
a moving picture theater which will
theaters
luxe
de
of
the steady flow
combine everything essential in all
formed and First National became
forms of entertainment. There will
which from that time on sprang up Associated First National. A broadbe an orchestra of 110 pieces, there
country, were in conall over the
shocknow
the
to
announced
side
will be a ballet and a chorus of
First National had started
struction.
100 voices."
proof industry that the company was
something. Zukor had an idea he
Nothing less.
theaters.
5,000
after
other
some
but
it,
was going to finish
Harold Lloyd, one fine August
their It wasn't long before the plan was
folks strangely enough made up
almost removed their enmorning,
it
the
through
and
minds to be in on the count when made public. By
from millions the world
tertainment
the exhibitor was guaranteed First Nathe fatal nine was called by
over when, in making stills in Los
compeMarcus Loew, Zukor's first tional product in his locality,
referee.
Angeles, a "prop" bomb exploded,
notwithpartner and always a lovable char- tition or other conditions
tore off several fingers and threatholdings. standing.
Twenty-six strong,— the ened the comedian with the loss of
acter, was strengthening his
One day he traveled below 14th franchise holders fine-combed their both eyes. Fortunately for him and
Times territories and sold sub-franchises as for the public, the injuries were not
Street and came back to
chest
hope
$100,000,000
a
with
Square
they went. The home office in New serious.
Wall
These
to draw upon for theaters.
York fixed national quotas.
And Earle W. Hanimons, then
the
Street was turning its eyes on
l'!ducational,
in turn, broken up by territories struggling along with
were,
his
business in '19. Loew revamped
into the smaller sub- •losed a deal with the Hudson Bays
finally
and
weighty
company and added some
meant a Co. which resulted in the expansion
It
fragments.
franchise
names to his board. W. C Durant guaranteed market for First National, of his company into national disand
president of General Motors
pa.ved the way for the
an assurance of product for the tribution and
Bankers
the
of
Pomeroy
Daniel E.
let.

It
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^ Universalis 1928-29
Headliners
These Four Qreat Carl Laemmle
Super Productions

Sho^w Boat

The Man Who Laughs
Uncle Tom^s Cabin

Broadway
7 Smashing Laemmle
Specials

4 Big-Money Dennys
22 Universal Headliner
Jew^els
Including 4 Laura La Plantes, 4 Glenn Tryons

8 Hoot Gibson Je'wels
22 Five-Reel Western and
Thrill Features
S

Amazing Super

Serials

Including

TARZAN THE MIGHTY
Complete Service Contract
International Neivsreel
The Best Short Subjects in
the World

Carl laemmle

ft

J

-is

the

man who has some-

thing to be happy about. That's
Carl Laemmle. Laughing because Universal is sitting

on top of the world Laughing because
!

Universal has the goods!
Showing 'em to
--right

NOW!

THE PICTURES!

exhibitors. Twenty-six of

Plays, stories,

titles,

Finished! Completed!

'em completed. Pictures you can see

casts, directors,

PRODUCTION CLASS

that

you can

SHOWMANSHIP thai you can see. BOX-OFFICE thought in every single picture on the list that
so evident it fairly shouts! Shouts: YOU'VE GOT TO HAVE UNIVERSAL THIS YEAR. Carl

see.
is

Laemmle made

'em.

Spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to get the pick of the market

in stories, plays, books, etc.

partment.

Got

knows

it.

it.

We

Got them. Called

know

it.

for the best in every de-

You know

UNIVERSAL

IS

it.

Everybody

SITTING ON

TOP OF THE WORLD. NO WONDER
THIS MAN LAUGHS!!

lauisme,

^
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Story Pictures^ Incorporated
announces
The completion

of continuities and plans for production in association

with various national groups

— of

the following copyrighted published

works and registered original scenarios by G« A. Van Weyrick and

MY UNITED STATES
Inspired by Julia
''Battle

Hymn

SHADOW of the CROSS

Ward Howe's

CAPTAIN COURAGE

of the Republic'*

JOHN PAUL JONES
From
"The

the book

**The Monitor

and Merrimac"

and biography,

Spirit of the

THE TRAITOR

Navy"

Romance

MEXICO
"The

associates:

of Benedict

Arnold

Inspired by the Washington Letters

Battle of Qreed"

THE LIBERATOR

MAXIMILLIAN

DESIGNED FOR AUTUMN RELEASE
on an
Original and Revolutionary Plan of Distribution and Exhibition adaptable to roadshoiv, program and feature markets

ALL RIGHTS TO TRADE-LINE, MATERIAL
AND PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION, PROTECTED

608

HELLMAN BANK BLDG.

O. V.

SOUTHWORTH
President

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
a A. DURLAM
Qeneral Manager

The Story's The Thing!"

^y.

Ma^

May

iay.

which

ipment

u

tion's

1928

24,

DAILY

marks

the

or-

today.

activities

tragedy was slowly expiring.
al

Film was making its last
The po.wer of earlier motion
found

times

bringing

itself

the parade.
Frank
lor,
now interested more in
in than in films, saw the signs.
d as general manager and
ril 28,
1919 an involuntary perear

:d

of

bankruptcy

in

K

were

No.

vol ![in

n

Monday. July

Throughout Entire Country-Lynch Workmg on
One in South- Jensen and
VonHerberg m Northwest- Ruben and Finkelstein in
Minnesota- Nat
lonal Bookmg in New York May Be
Headquarters

Develop

marked
was filed

New

in

"Won't Book"

Federated Meets Today
lolcriiud
iliii
LmIi.hiucs oi

Tl

I

ir

I

Why

It

tting later into its proper niche
ther point.
In the written
s
of
Joseph
Dannenberg,
y" of cherished memory, he

rved so long and so honoral)ly
of

The Film

Daily.

MYSTERY LUNCH
ho

Was

the

Man

Little

at

rime,

M'.tlid

i>

Adolph Zukor, Ar-

:

Friend, Famous Players
Pat
wers. Universal
Charles C. Pettiin and Wm. J. Clark of ExhibitMutual and several others of
industry, AND, a little slender
who was probably of importit

man-

laKcr \\)U be iianied.

;

;

m

ce

of

plans.
the

The

Hulsey

The byplays and

As

the party arrived they quietly
iched Parlor B, and for once no
would say what it was all

Miiitter

I.)

>tlifiin'

lli,>

.rtnbitus
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Other hand, screamed Wall Street right in and the digging in process
and domination often and loud and got under wdy.
It was generally
pointed an accusing finger at Zukor as understood that Zukor was finanthe baleful influence encouraging the cially interested in the Black cirmoves.
cut
in
New England and the
But the Paramount chief was Lynch holdings in the South, but

Lynch purtheaters and
First
National
franchise
in
the
Southwest were no accidents.
Williams and Harry Schwalbe knew it,
for there came into being a voting
trust
purported to lock the door
against
disposal
of
franchises
to
those outside First National unless
the entire organization approved.

the Claridge, Parlor B.
yesterday,
about
12:30

In the cast

that a general

l.„oking

Wlielli.T

iii>|,iriil

1-iinli

chase

M.

I'"-

III.

limn
:i

•'" Films. Inc.

making

the

Important Party?
Scene,

W.k,„i,„I

iiictliiig lo-

the sideplays conIn Chicago, Willard C. Pat-

tinued.
terson, v^ell known in theater circles
n the Southeast, sounded an alarm
against producer participation in theaters.
About 150 theater owners

not conclusively proven.

And

while

Cohen

"understood" Zukor was to
have both these gentlemen investigate complaints of exhibitors against
their
tactics.
Black
and
Lynch
thought otherwise and a merry todo ensued.
Statements emanated
from every and all sides. Reams of
them.
After the Committee of 9
had reported on Black's alleged coercive

down

methods

Salsbury,

Elimination of
again active.
salesmen, banding together of 4,000
theaters into one buying pool was
plan.
Speaking broadly, the
the
holders
First
National
franchise
were behind the scheme.
Jules
Mastbaum, late president of the
Stanley organization, was to handle
the development.

More excitement
was

I

1

Mjny Distributors Regarding ,;"""*•'
"^ .** 'II ''old a
*'" ' 'I'*' Hotel Astor
"-V Combines— and Tell

Famous "Mystery" Lunch
is story to be narrated now

helm

]')20

BOOKINGCOMBINES
•he

|e

12.

which

jginning of the end,
the tottering hulk
t

e

29

Zukor,

for

mous would

use

Henry

East,

promised

"carbolic

acid"

Fato

New

Lynch

ensued.

up the
meredidn't want much

reported

busy

He
south.
ly the output of

lining

—

producers.

Jensen and Von Herberg were far from
asleep at the switch of that eight
Finkelstein
year ago opportunity.
& Ruben, another. Likewise, Sam
Katz, who had been elected a director
in
First National to succeed
Aaron Jones. And so it went. ProThey
ducers began to get panicky.

saw

in

this

all

amassed buying power

a diminution of revenue and, therefore, put their foot down with an
In the interim, difemphatic "no."
ficulty in lining up certain sections
Mastof the country developed.
baum, according to one story, was
somewhat apathetic and the plan
died aborning. With its death throes
passed one of the most ambitious
ever
theater
nationalization
plans
conceived in the industry. The Stanley Company later tried the same
plan,
but the proposed grandiose
wheel with its many spokes radiating
across country from Philadelphia as
the hub never became an actuality.

England situation.
It seems peculiar that a few weeks
Katz and Lesser to the Fore
after Zukor had met the Cohen committee,
individuals whose reputaword
Several
came
from
Washington
Singularly
made an appearance.
enough, many of the First National that the Federal Trade Commission tions in the industry were to cause
crowd attended.
From that various was investigating Famous for pos- much discussion and not an unThe siljJe violation of the Clayton Act. certain amount of concern to disconclusions might be drawn.
iterest is chiefly aroused in who
tributors in New York, were becomAmerica
Exhibitors
of
Independent
p little man in the gathering was.
Katz,
Marcus Loew Buys Metro
ing visible on the horizon.
RemFrank
formed
with
were
J.
e has not been a familiar figure in
Balaban & Katz, bought the
of
^ture circles, at all events.
busch of Indianapolis, then as now
Alliances were forming so rapidly
only in exhibition and produc- a stormy influence in exhibitor poli- and supplies of pictures controlled so Illinois franchise for First National
These were the tightly that it came as no real sur- from Jones, Linick & Schaefer.
were momentous shifts taking tics, chairman.
B. and K. chain was
A completely radical step in events leading up to the historic prise when Marcus Loew announced The powerful
welding stronger links in the chain.
the
when
in
Cleveland
ution was on the way.
convention
lie
had
purchased
Metro
insure
to
Open
ng was promised by practically I. E. of A. merged with the Motion his theaters with adequate product. In Los Angeles, Sol Lesser, a vetwho knew all of the
Investigation disclosed that Parlor
had been secured for a luncheon
Charles C. Pettijohn.
Late yesday when Pettijohn was found he
id: "Oh, my birthday falls on May
and I had a little party." But
smiled in a peculiar manner.
None of those attending the lunchn would discuss what took place.

Famous climbed

distributor.

housetops

and

shouted

Picture Theater Owners of America,
skeletonized national theater body
1

needed

Loew

a

explained,
needed Metro so

theater

"and

affiliation"

Loew

s:

organized

No

Sydney S. Cohen of New York.
There was a third group on the outthe M. P. Exhibitors of Amerside
headed by Alfred S. Black of
Boston, which withdrew from the
convention, charging the proceedings
were being railroaded.

The society notes as of January 6,
1920 reveal that Mildred Zukor was
united in marriage to Arthur Loew.
Marcus and Adolph, business asso-

through

the

efforts

Special exploitation forces of showlien^ to aid exhibitions in "putting
ver" his show.
Productions to be shown exhibit-

10 weeks

before

release.

Iher distributors followed in.
It
^d to many like the motion pic-

millennium,
an illusion.

but

proved

to

be

Loeb and Co. were interFamous, the Morgan group
Joew's, the Du Pouts in Goldwyn.
street was making advances to
Iihn,

I

in

Ipicture

le

business.

hotheadedness which marked

attitude of the principal opposforces in 1918 and 1919 asserted

on every hand

year.

in

the succeed-

Zukor continued

National.
no right to
itory.
First

He

bitter at

exhibitors
invade producers'
National, on the
felt

of

—

ica,

E

'Metro

Inc.
that the union of
our interests is mutually beneficial."
Which neatly and tersely explained
the situation.

these

time limit on production.
Exhibitors can see every producon before booking.
51 productions will be ready Sept.

J

clean up the

More Moves Against Paramount

ciates

in

the

store

show days and

eran film man
secured
lopes,

National
the
First
franchise
for
Southern California
Abe and Mike
from T. L. Tally.
Gore, who then operated IS theaters
Here was the
were his partners.
beginning of the powerful West
Coast Theaters but that is a later
chapter.

—

Famous signed Fatty Arbuckle

for

Also Gloria Swanson, who
been manniking in gorgeous

features.

friends ever since, were now joined had
were by a somewhat closer bond. It was clothes for Cecil B. DeMille. Then
The Committee of to become further cemented through came a five year contract with De
fast.
Zukor would show them.
the passing years and, while noth- Mille.
17, a result of the Patterson moveThe Criterion, New York, turned to
ment, was successful in placing First ing further was to come therefrom,
Paramount long runs with "Why
National there should have been no certainly there was to idevelop a
direction— Metro, mutuality of interests between their Change Your Wife." First National
that
in
trouble
shot back with renewals for the
Pathe, Vitagraph, Select, Robertson- two corporations which was to make
Taliiiadge girls. There was no truce
Cole, United Artists and Universal for the friendliest of working agreein sight.
on record as opposed to producer par- ments.
open
an
In
Always confronted by something
ticipation in exhibition.
The young United Artists organwas in the throes of upletter, Cohen called Zukor "our most new. the industry at this time found ization
declared itself faced with an epidemic of heaval.
enemy" and
McAdoo and Price pulled
dangerous
In
1918,
the out and Hiram Abrams went in. The
Cleveland had instructed him "to booking combines.
seek a remedy against your policy Stanley Booking Co., a subsidiary reason why has been little told.
To which Zukor of the Stanley Co. of America, had Shortly after McAdoo and Price
of destruction."
has always opened offices in New York.
position
"Our
Then joined this, you will remember, was
answered:
I
am the
Trade
Commission in 1919 an effort was made to bring
Federal
been open and above board.
The door stepped in. The office closed. Now, Goldwyn and the "Big Four" toin my office every day.
known as the National Booking Co., gether.
open."
The general trend was
is always
quarters
in
the
Broadcompany's
9
the
theaters.
"The Big Four"
of
toward
Committee
his
Cohen and
Building in New York, couldn't get first runs. Neither coul''
accepted the invitation. They walked way Theater

Those
working

behind

the

scenes

—

—
—
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John

W. Krafft

THIS
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24,
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A

COMEDY YEAR

TITLE EDITOR

The public wants

Pathe-DeMille

to be

amused

The wise exhibitor

has

booked

KRAZY KAT

Recent Releases

CARTOONS

Animated By
Ben Harrison
and
Manny Gould

Skyscraper
Hold 'em Yale

Tenth Avenue

And thus keeps his patrons
happy

The Cop
His Country

KRAZY KAT

.****

{Tentative Title)

The happy medium

of

mirth

Now
Member of

the

Titular Bishops

Titling

PRESENTED BY

CHARLES

Love Over Night
Power

B.

MINTZ

V^aramount MINTZ Cartoon

Congratulations to

FILM DAILY

HENRY HOBART
Supervising
1

First National

Productions

—

—

THE
May

sday,

cBtk

So it was decided to Kid." Chaplin said it cost $300,000.
wyn.
For their pictures, the United Charlie and Mildred Harris were in
difficulties.
Chaplin's
ts group was to get a percent- divorce
atMcAdoo, inter- torney had chased the negative clean
of each house.
Barney Baruch; Joe Godsol, by around the United States and it
time active in Goldwyn, others. was only in Salt Lake that the weary
Charles comic found rest.
Chadbourne,
L.
He was under
E. E. Smathers and addi- contract to First National, but that
wealth aggregating $500,000,- didn't prevent other distributors from
.

1

were ready.
thereabouts,
Chaplin
had
Pickford,
And
;d verbally and in writing.
ne day a group of film notables
in usual style
for the coast

bidding for the picture.
First National
finally
got it; Chaplin got
$800,000 in cash and the industry a

or

*'aDts to

»anks,

new

—

libitor hi

J. Walker,
York, was in
party as attorney for Godsol;
Dennis F. O'Brien, Fairbanks'
Banzhaf,
T.
Albert H.
ney;
th's attorney. Price, Godsol and
It looked like a
lel Goldwyn.

Mayor

of

New

/hy

McAdoo and

the

and

ing of the ways.

Price Quit

m

patron

Angeles, two
ter in Los Angeies,
ilating over their future in
set-up, got to Fairbanks

1.

ledlUin

flNT2

^

men

him that the plan meant
domination and the

inced

„._
KAJ

Beginning of Publix Idea
record here that
the Publix presentation idea of today
was first discussed in 1920. if not
earlier.
Jack Callicott, at that time
with the Kinema theater, Los Angeles, was to produce prologues to
They were to be
cost $2,000 each.
pro-rated over 30 First National
houses. Something might have come
of it, but Callicott and Lesser had
an argument, a fist fight and a part-

KAi
)ONS

street
°^ ^'^

freedom.

artistic

A

ed meeting was called that night
day there was no deal.
Price was
was peeved.
i^Joo
His fists closed up. Here a
ig.
p of big men had been brought
something which proved to be
Plans for $50,000,000 and
ing.
heaters were just blooey, like
When the first year rounded
McAdoo and Price stepped
f out,
The financiers they had once
the next

laled

in

personality in Jackie Coogan.

James

etc.

car,

al

It is interesting^ to

its

hair.

his

It didn't

mean

efforts

and national

it

of

Howells

as

sections, business nosemuch as 50 per cent.

—

a thing,

in scope.

East— and WestThen David P.
by every known method

the

was a

many

off

better" pictures was ballyhooed only
to raise a hollow, mocking echo in reProgram pictures there were
ply.
plenty, but they failed to hold up at
Showmen with large
the box-office.
investments at stake had to do someVictor Herbert,
They did.
thing.
concert artists and talent foreign to
motion pictures were employed as a
The innovation, used, of
stop-gag.
course, sporadically before this time,
caught on. And to that period is to
be attributed the definite beginnings
of the presentation system which, in

In production, two events of moment figure in the resume for 1920.
"Way Down East" opened at the
44th Street Theater, New York and
Griffith had
thrilled a blase business.
paid William A. Brady $175,000 for
the rights and, as usual, the industry's

knew

In

dived

—

—

oew's. Inc.
tore

It was publicity exeign countries.
traordinary for pictures and picture
Those theater companies which had people, but of the kind that carried
Responsible
sinister.
been afflicted by the Napoleonic de- forebodings
sire to conquer their territorial worlds factors
had been quietly thinking
and which consequently had spread hard for some months. Something,
their finances too thinly had a merry it was more or less agreed, had to
time.
That the substantial citizens be done to keep the good name of
weathered the financial crisis is true, the industry whitewashed permanentbut the tales that might be told of ly and thoroughly in the eyes of the
the difficulties faced and the worri-, pubhc. It was all very secretive, but
some nights encountered are many that birthday party at the Claridge
indeed.
so neatly dismissed by Charles C.
Pettijohn many months before was
That year, as in every year since
By December,
and before the cry of "fewer but about to bear fruit.
ble.

joe Brandt, former "G.M." for Universal and the two Cohns Jack and
Harry took the horns of the bull of
chance and went to it. Today, the
company is Columbia, successful in

exception of Schwab who occuan inactive position on the board
figuratively

on theater attendance. In exhibition, the first page of every newspaper in
the let down was extremely percepti- the United States and not a few for-

In July, C.B.C. Film Sales Corp.,

was formed.

have never become intermotion pictures since, with wisemen

|odsol
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1928

24,

flop.

tried
in business to persuade First National
to buy "Passion" then known as "Du

abnormally

swollen

form, is now a part of the
exhibition structure.

modern

aggravated

and

Ihim.

was asked to resign from the
Ipany he had formed in 1916 after
[relations with Zukor and Lasky
terminated. Messmore Kendall
the saddle. It was only for thirty
|s, however. Goldwyn did some tall
:ting, raised a bankroll arid the
of October found him again eniced as president of the corpora-

Some weeks
tnmg changeover,

theater.

Roxy went

became a
iwyn Company.

Ifes

in

and

of the
his efforts

director

For

putting over the Capitol, Bowes
ared a 20 year contract as manjng director of the theater at a
annual
figured,
five
jnfortable
lary.

When

Godsol

borrowed

Neilan from First National
"The Lotus Eater"
produce
the former's partner,
liwes was
lien he became Godsol's assistant
lirshall

Id a vice-president in which latter
Ipacity he continued with Goldwyn
lien it was finally brought together
Ith Metro.
But again we deal with
Ifjuture

chapter.

shaker of excitement
latest
by Charles
supplied
to
be
Out of Salt Lake
li^ncer Chaplin.
Ity one day came word of "The

iThe
lis

to

$100,000 gross in two weeks and gave
to
the Astor crowd a new dope sheet

figure out.

this

prior to
the Goldwyn
ipany, goaded into action and
ermined to have a show window
Broadway, bought 50 per cent
the operating company of the
jitol

he bought it himself, brought
America, exacted from First National
exactly what he paid for it and the
at
rest is known. The picture played
the Capitol in New York, topped
it

and business football
had been kicked around so merciless-

The

political

little
that the industry at large was
ha(
prepared for the shocks that 1921
commercial
major
other
In
in store.
that a postfields, the leaders realized

ly

war adjustment had to come. And,
mowhile some of those engaged in

forms, pertion pictures in its various
condithat
vaguely
haps understood
on a basis
tions had to be reallocated
source did real
of normalcy, from no
emanate as to what miglit

suggestion
be done.

This state of

The

affairs

strongest of

was not good.

producing and

dis-

theater

at the Capitol precipitated an influx
of overseas pictures that well nigh
swamped customs officials and film

storage vaults in New York. By the
The larger
droves they came over.
companies laid hands on everything
Independent imthey could get.
Export interests
porters followed.
totally unconnected with the industry
the festivities, too, and on
every hand was to be seen the good
product, but essentially the junk product of Continental studios of consequence and of many that meant noth-

Of the many hundreds
ing or less.
that entered the port of New York,
"Passion," "Deception," "Judgment,"
"Theodora," "The Golem" and "The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" constituted
about all that made a sizeable dent.
The major companies were turning their attention to foreign producZukor attempted a deal
tion talent.
with Ufa of Berlin, and, failing,
formed the E.F'.A. and walked away
with Ufa's best bets. Laemmle, Fox,
Goldwyn and others entered the melee
Quotas and
with varying results.
other forms or artificial trade barriers
were not discussed by foreign governments then, but here and there to the
discerning were indications that the
day was not too far distant when the

would be thrown down to
America and her supremacy in motion
iron

fist

pictures.

Domestically, the average picture
was not doing its usual stuff. Hollywood had been kicking over the
traces too often. The well known in-

stitution of the motion picture had
been losing caste. Roscoe Arbuckle
threw a party in San Francisco one
night and when the smoke cleared
single
name, coupled
money markets away, the comedian's
the pinch of tightened
of Virginia Rappe, made
that
with
unemployment
and the effect of wide

faced very
organizations
the year
before
and
weather
stormy
scarcely a
had spent itself there was
company which had not telt
tributing

to step down from his official
position in the cabinet to head an association of the principal companies
in the business. Hays accepted the
following January. But this incident
which was a prelude of many things
for motion pictures would scarcely

eral,

complete without turning back
October, 1920 when the campaign
funds corraled for the support of
Harding revealed the fact that Charles
C. Pettijohn of New York had conbe

to

But
tributed $30,000 to the cause.
then, as a matter of record, Pettijohn
branded
officially and vociferously
that Washington dispatch as false.

It was one thing to deny it officially,
The Foreign Deluge Is On
when Pettijohn persisted that it
but
The unusual spectacle of an un- was all wrong, the incident took on
known foreign picture rolling up a a different hue.
$100,000 gross at the world's largest
Within the trade, new alignments
created a deep stir. "Passion"

with an
Goldwyn said or did is not on Barry" and made in Germany
Pola
was
name
whose
star,
unknown
Something else was in store
Ird.
avail. As a last resort, entered
In September, it happened, Negri. To no
It

1921, an offer had gone forward to
Will H. Hays, then postmaster gen-

were forever forming. At Famous,
Connick had been largely the whole
shebang for about two years as the
bankers' representative. Then Zukor
swung into line, reduced the bankers' hold on his company and finally
manoeuvered himself into the position where he was able to ask Connick to withdraw. The latter's regime
had seen the introduction of many
procedures at Paramount.
foreign
Output was trimmed, salaries were
massacred and efficiency in its purest form introduced. Even those in
the studio were adorned with badges
to indicate they had a right on the
sets. Everywhere clock-like precision
was introduced. Production was a
manufacturing business at last. Connick

knew

It

formulas but

his business

know his motion
was Zukor who steadied

he didn't

before Connick

pictures.
the helm
got too far along the

road.

A

Promotion

at

Famous

Before the change came, an inter-

About
esting promotion was made.
four years previously, an unknown
individual named Sidney R. Kent entered the business via General Film.
Kent later came into the range of
Connick's observation which later
meant that he came to New York
from Kansas City as Paramount
sales manager under .\1 Lichtman.
Connick had definite ideas about big
business operations and into those
Result:
ideas Lichtman did not fit.
Lichtman out and Kent in.
The next link concerns Fred B.

Warren who had

left

the

W.

'SjV.

Hodkinson Corp. to become sales
manager of Associated Produceirs.

He had rolled up an initial busin^lss
of formidable proportions for the new
company but overlooked the fact that.
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Supervisor
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Research Department
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I
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RALPH BLOCK
Current Productions for Pathe-De Mille
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Skyscraper

Power

The Cop
Man-Made
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was centered not

iiribution

but

New

in

Iia
it

in Cali-

had not been going too well in
after organization. Ince and Senwere held to be box office, but
A. P. members, exhibi-

seemed
e from

to have different

ideas.

was expensive
maintaining exges. There were overtures and
ago finally saw the completion
that,

business

it

of

merger between the two organims. Lichtman, on the move once

LD

;,
t

took over a hatrack
National offices.

the

in

Broadsi^s Against Famous
PHlfOmramount's theater activities were
the
iter

the

many

target of

James J.
M.P.T.O.

broadsides.
Walker, attorney

hammering

was

He

openly charged Zukor's aim
trustification. Zukor didn't conAyalker said Zukor controlled
of the eight First National diors.
First National ranted on
Then came the Minneapolis
.

Office.

Zukor was

irention.

was

theater tactics.
Zukor
given another chance.

int's
le

followed

Meetings

in

New

York,

or was more than helpful. Against
attorney's advice ,he divulged
:tly corporate matters;
that his
pany controlled the Lynch houses
he South and 50 per cent of the
:k chain

in

New

He

England.

nised redress where investigation
red it necessary and in this manseveral cases were settled. It was
le these conferences were at their
;ht that the Federal Trade Com-

formal complaint
other companies
Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Jules
itbaum, Alfred S. Black, S. A.
ch and E. V. Richards, Jr. This
sion

nst

filed

its

Famous,

August

Complaints over the subthe manner in which
it compelled holders to play or
pay
pictures were rampant. First Na-

tional held out.

five

31, 1921.

Charge! Powerful Inler<*» With Com
bine Plen< Advocates Orfanliatlon

IndepeodenU

To

Figbt

II

s?"-"!'

wmm

.I^'Cw

..

-.'.t^^^.J'"."'

arH«

let Nal'l

Denies

SflRl.

-«

"—*

lt.A<r[.«<Ml.

''

•»!

*r-

York

bill

Governor

State.

:

off.

The M.P.T.O.

now

turned to First

Try and keep me away."

independence,

raised

New

several

fusses

an agreement which

in

called upon the independent laboratories to use American stock only,
meaning principally Eastman, and
upon the latter to stay out of the

laboratory

field.

Dick Rowland, always hankering
for a yacht and a Mediterranean
cruise, turned over the presidency of
Metro to Marcus Loew about this

time. Al Jolson gave serious considmotion pictures, but
eration
to
couldn't come to a decision and so
a couple of potential "Jazz Singers"
Producers bumped
died aborning.
their heads together and developed
fourteen points, each designed to
make pictures a little better but it
took Will Hays a few years later to
make the decision of 1921 binding.

And, by way

of

special

note,

this

golf
tournament in September and thereby introduced a fixture into the in-

publication

dustry

its

New York

in

withstood

valiantly

time

launched

ever

the

of the
T. O. C. C. WBi recorded Several out of lowii rxhibilort
wrr, ihere .n.
eluding Whitfhurat of Baltimore, Anderion ol Paterton,
Linton ol Uilca
and just when the debate darted, Marcu, Loew arrived
and wa* followed
bj Ben Most.

for
threat-

ened with a retort courteous in the
form of a sister measure in Massachusetts. George Eastman, alarmed
over competition from foreign raw
stock, notably German, dipped into
his reserve and threw some millions
into laboratories. Herbert J. Yates,
Tom Evans and others, banded together under the righteous banner of

first

which

has'
inroads of

since.

general conseissus of opinion was that the
discussion

had doiie inuch to clear the atmosphere, and it was
predicted that
thtre would be a great deal more cleared up in
Minneapolis.
Sundiijg room wai at a premium and the large,,
aliendance

Cox

along about eleven o'clock.

The

line

formed on the right and kept moving most of the afternoon.
Newspapermen flocked to the Hays' office.
To all of them he was frank and
above board.
He met everybody,
talked to everybody and explained
what his creed was; a creed of confidence and cooperation.
Among the
signficant statements made on that
historic day, Hays declared he had
burned all bridges and was out of
good.

politics for

What was

his job?

On

the Coast,

Joseph M. Schenck served as the
mouthpiece for the industry. "Will
H. Hays will be the 'traffic cop' of
motion picturedom," he said.
"He
will be the official umpire of the film
Primarily, the ex-Cabinct
industry."
task was to rebuild for motion pictures the goodwill it had been
gradually losing in the eyes of the
public.
There were to be by-products, of course.
Hays' political activities were expected to serve him

officer's

good stead in combating censorship then prevalent in many sections.
The trade on the inside was full of
Organization
cancerous practices.
there was none. Every company purin

sued its own way with no regard for
the other or for the industry of which
all

were

a

component

part.

Hays Rolls Up His Sleeves
General," as Hays became
kown at once, lost no time. He attended a luncheon of the New York
Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce in April. Walker was there.
Hays exIt was a fiesta of joy.
"The

what he proposed to do.
Walker declared the future looked
The first display of
rosy indeed.
teeth came on the 19th of that same
month when Hays officially banned
plained

1922 belongs to
launchnegotiations
The
Hays.
Will
ed for his services came into the

By

long

odds

open in December, 1921, and culminated in a formal agreement on January 16, 1922. The signatories for the
industry were Hiram Abrams for
United Artists, Rufus S. Cole for
William Fox for
Fox Films, Samuel Goldwyn for
Goldwyn Pictures Corp., Carl Laem-

Robertson-Cole,

mous Players-Lasky.
On March 4, Hays was on
He made an appearance
govern- job.

nothing to do with the
nt action. Because of it, however,
conferences on adjustments were

As the net result o( a discussion which raged all yesterday
afternoon at the Aster. Adolph Zukor promised
to give his per'» '•'""S' conditions as reported to hini where
^fi?" ."J-''^','""
Allred
S. Black and employees ol Famous Players
were operating in_a manner to the detriment o( the
small exhibitors ol this
° promised to attend the annual convention of
T"?r''ii
J^'^°
the M, P. T. O. o( America at Minneapolis
next week
""' '"^'^ *> "" T. O. C. C and Senator lames
,., 1,
Walker, 'I'",
who has recently toured the country, and who. a week
or so ago rnade various charges affecting
Famous Players followed Mr Zukor in the discussion. Before it was
completed
however, Marcus. Loew joined in. At the
conclusion of the
affair when asked if he intended goin
j lo Minneapolis Loew said
The

mle for Universal, Marcus Loew for
Metro, Lewis J. Selznick for Selznick Pictures, Percy L. Waters for
Triangle and Adolph Zukor for Fa-

I

Conditions With Regard to Operations ol Black
and Others Involved in Difficulties With Small
Eahibitors
—Will Go to Minneapolis—Debate Between President
of Famous Players and Senator Walker Repre.
•enting M. P. T. O. o( A. With Marcus
Loew Joining In

Censorship in New York
Other situations arose. Governor

LKER'S BOMBSHELL
SayS Industry Faces "Trustification"

To Change

ues and oil on troubled waters calmed the tempest.

Miller signed a censor

and everything, threw cold water in
generous doses on the Hays' movement.
But when the Washington
convention rolled 'round in May,

22.

Zukor Promises

So

he M.P.T.O. was in a hole
It
ired Zukor that the organization

of

[lm«

did the M.P.T
O. Came another attack by Walker.
About this time. First National had
scheduled a meeting for Chicago. It
took place, but somebody was smart
enough to divide the pow-wow into
nine sectional meetings and thus the
riot act was avoided. It was a master stroke in diplomacy. Later, First
National adjusted its exhibition val-

may which ended

there. It

been a mistake, but he was presAnd the grilling he received
[d scarcely be called pleasant. He
told his promises meant nothing,
and that was going to happen,
it
did happen was formation of
icond agreement, covering Para;

33

National.

Along franchise and

York.

March, Lichtman sat down at
Ten's desk. First National, still
essively after product, was flirtMatoutrageously with A. P.

l^ie other

—

:

first

day

at eight o'clock in the

the
that

morn-

The motion picture fraternity
ing.
later
didn't arise until several hours
and so began to pay its respects

On the 26th
the Arbuckle features.
notable function took place at the

a

Twelve hundred newsmembers of the AmerNewspaper Publishers' AssociaThe
tendered Hays a dinner.

Hays was politic enough to attend
and, as a result, Cohen pledged his
cooperation. Hays pledged his and
for once it apeared that the industry
as an industry would get somewhere.

Oh

sweet dreams!
began meetings with the
Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce over a uniform exhibition contract.
The confabs ran on and on,
and progress was noted although the
contract was not officially signed un-

Then

Hays was reaching
rections.

ican
tion,

industry had seen nothing like it.
Hays delivered a strong address, impressed his influential audience and
It was the first
the work was on.
step in the campaign to reinstate the
industry in the good graces of the
What better way than
public.
through the publishers of newspa-

which of all available mediums,
were best qualified to do it?
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
M.P.T.O., then attacking everybody
pers,

Now

that

out in many dithe goodwill

had been engendered with
seed
newspapers, he put over another exRepresentatives of
cellent
move.
organizations were invited to
meet the new overseer of the busiHays wanted
ness at the Waldorf.
to explain to them what was going

civic

They came, they saw, but it was
And about
Hays who conquered.
movements which
fifty
national

on.

wielded a tremendous influence on
the thoughts of millions of typical
Americans, pledged their cooperation.
Verily, it appeared that the
had stumbled upon its
industry
Moses.

Cohen Breaks With Walker

The perpetual milling of political
ambitions which so often has proven
the greatest stumbling block to compact exhibitor organization in America,

began

to

assert

itself.

When

Walker had welcomed Hays at the
T.O.C.C. in April, he remarked he
was willing

Cohen

to sit at the latter's feet.
This
didn't like the posture.

disapproval, plus other motives which
Cohen alone knew best, brought
forth a scathing attack on Walker.
He was discharged as the M.P.T.O.

attorney and charged with having
himself to the producing element.
Walker was stunned.
So
were his friends. Invectives flew back
and forth and a sorry mess of dirty
linen was again unfurled to the none
too sweet breezes.
The T.O.C.C,
always ardent in its admiration for
Walker, voted a resolution of "undying love."
But Walker was not
The issue dominated the
appeased.
national
exhibition
convention
at
Washington and, although votes of
confidence in both Cohen and Walker were taken, the latter refused to
be appeased.
He told the convention he was through with the business.
This was in 1922. Walker has
kept his word.
sold

Cohen had

Commodore.

paper owners,

the following year.

til

the exhibitor organiza-

tion so nicely set up that it became
a simple matter for him to land the

Previously,
presidency once again.
February, New York state theater
owners met in Albany, at which
meeting a plan for exhibitor entrance
into production and distribution was
discussed.
It had been broached in
At
Minneapolis and then dropped.
Washington, 20 separate schemes
Something was in
were advanced.
the wind, but it was months later
that the
in December to be exact
matter came to fruition. Then, the
Theater Owners Dist. Corp. was
in

—
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Thursday,

fi&sm
new exhibitor-producing organizawas abroad. Something was up.
In May it happened, Rowland went
more into First National as general man-

formed and on the controlling board
were found officials of the M.P.T.O.
The wastage in production and

distribution was asserting itself
forcibly at this juncture.
Much serious discussion had been held regarding the advantages of consolida-

The American Railway Ex-

tions.

press Company developed a plan for
centralized physical distribution.
It
would have meant savings of millions and was entirely logical in its
theory.
Distributors, however, failed to see the advantages and the effort died before it emerged from its

of

tion

inimitable

ager.

was

October,

Goldwyn,

matters

merger.
Goldwyn was to get a ten year production contract to produce 18 features a year for First National. The
latter was to be assured a steady
ensued.

It

looked

like

a

Elsewhere changes were in the
making. P. A. Powers bought into
Robertson-Cole and
changed the
name to Film Booking Offices, the
company of which Joseph P. Ken-

But on mere
hang.

DEAL ON
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nouncement

printed.
had
been
Then
Everything was set to go.
both companies disagreed over the

number of pictures Goldwyn was to nedy and associates have control today.
The Warners were preparing
make and the deal was off.
The welding together of the Para- for important production developmount resources was continuing. ments; they had just closed for
"Main Street." A harbinger of fuFirst Zukor bought up the remaining interest in Black's New England ture import revealed itself in the
Lynch's distribution contract in the South was taken over
and the Paramount exchange system
The company's
thus rounded out.
gross had not been hitting the $500,Some000 weekly mark set for it.
thing had to be done in that direction
and Realart, with its $100,000 weekly
income, was absorbed by the
parent company while its stars were
added to the major organization's
Valentino, who sprang into
roster.
fame in "The Four Horsemen," evidenced temperament and split with
Famous over advertising and publicity.
Many legal tilts ended with

Paramount the victor. Valentino was
restrained from making pictures for
any other organizations during the
life of
his Paramount contract and

Rudy turned

to beauty treatments
and dancing for his livelihood.
Zukor's foremost contender, First

National,

Lichtman Corp., and Herbert Hoover
startled the industry by pointing out
that radios, in less than 12 months,
had been installed in 600,000 Ameri-

was undergoing changes, can homes.

The way was being paved

too.

signing of Fred Niblo by Louis B.
Mayer, who placed the series with
Metro.
The star of Harold B.
Franklin began to rise in the ascendancy.
Famous brought him to
New York from Buffalo, where he
had been operating Shea's Hippodrome, placed him in charge of theater operations and thereby turned
over to him a slightly vexatious problem of making red figures change into
black.
With the entrance of
Wall Street bankers into the affairs
of Pathe, Paul Brunet retired in favor
of Paul Fuller.
Sam Morris resigned from Select to join Warners as
general manager.
Al Lichtman and
Ben Schulberg, compatriots of the
old Paramount days, formed the Al

to

enter production although the development properly belongs to the narrative of the ensuing year.
On the
train that carried franchise holders
to

a

there

was a

surprise.

Row-

former Metro president, who
had been talking mysteriously about
land,

Famous was approaching. In Ajl
opened in New York and latei;!
Philadelphia and other cities. IMl
called, then J. D. WilluS'
then William L. Sherry, Walter
Irwin, Tarkington Baker and otlii
The inside began to unfold draii:

man was

ically.

eral

reckless fashion until the end
Everybody admitted
the year.
negatives were skyrocketing costs
skyward, but nobody did a thing
about it. The arguments waxed hotheavier.
.About mid-year.
ter and
Rowland returned from the coast
and, in his refreshing way, made the
reassuring assertion that if producers
didn't get their houses in order the
sheriff would step in and do it for
this

of

The new year began with
Danny on a matter

He approached

a warnof grave

the problem

testified

previously

First

that st
Naiiu

directors were approached and fot
ready for a deal with Zukor. A r
|;2S0,000 was sought by Lichtman
Zukor v^
his slice for swinging it.
willing to split it with First NatioM'

Lichtman said the proceedings 1*
better

be

board

at

reduced to writing.

1

Famous thought

otherw
and the matter was then dropp
Williams was to handle foreign sa
When the lat
under the plan.
mounted the stand he spilled m
He said Zukor sugges
history.
that he fold up the tent on First J
tional in favor of an alliance w

by turning its exchanges into ship
points.
And, Zukor told Willi^l
according to the latter, if you
join forces Famous will buy up
(

1

Williams
franchises.
National had
First
formed largely because Zukor
taken Mary Pickford off the
mount line-up and formed Artcra
order to get higher rentals for
pictures.
National
declared

While Paramount's attorneys
Active

logger heads with the governr
Wliile the extreme gravity of condi- further steps were under way to rq
tions was recognized, it was Famous out the corporation's activities. Se
Late in tiie ern Enterprises, the Lynch comp
Players which acted.
year the company's production mills was taken over and thus S. A. Lyij
were ordered to stop grinding. Zukor, activities in the industry came t|
Sid Grauman's Los Ang
Lasky and Kent were determined to end.
see whether exhibitors wanted ex- houses were annexed; a half inta
pensive pictures and if so whether in the Mc Vicker's, Chicago was
New cured.
they would pay for them.
York, in the main, threw its support
Open Booking for Paramount
to the plan.
Hollywood was in an
In
September, open booking |
uproar, but then Hollywood did that
Paramount vvoi
often over the years and nobody again announced.
leave the old road, Kent announej
minded it very much.
at

Hays was swinging into his sec- Exhibition zones will be establii
ond year. The nationalization of the and each picture given a pre-rel
F. I. L. M. Clubs was under way. shov/ing after which exhibition valii
was this move that developed into will be established. The experime
the Film Boards of Trade which to- was sweated over for about ten wee
day function in 32 American cities. It cost Famous a pretty sum in ad
The arduous work on the uniform tional distributing overhead. Its 5'
exhibition contract launched in 1922 cess is best demonstrated by the f:
culminated in February of '23 when that in November the company
the agreement was adopted by the verted to selling in blocks.
Hays' organization and the T.O.C.C.
In March, Samuel Goldwyn w
and the existing arbitration machin- succeeded by F. J. Godsol as preside]
ery set up. The instrument was not of Goldwyn.
The company was
Nobody made such claims an unsatisfactory financial conditii|
perfect.
but it did mark a step forward. How- and the directors desired a chanj
ever, Cohen and the M.P.T.O. de- The deficit for 1922 had reached S
T
termined to throw the weight of their 405,587.
It couldn't go on.
judgment against it, dubbed the con- answer was t.o come later, wi
tract inequitable and broke off all Marcus Loew moving through t
powwows with Hays.
drama, but, in the meantime, James
The industry, with W. H. H. as Grainger brought Cosmopolitan Pro
standard-bearer, had waged a highly hitherto releasing through Famot
Goldwy
successful referendum against Massa- into the Goldwyn fold.
chusetts censorship. Here the Hays' Cosmopolitan resulted and Graing
It

i

schooling in political campaigning
served in good stead.
The vote
against the- proposed measure marked a clear cut victory for the indus-

ing from
import.

Lichtman

years

The ill-advised production orgy
The West Coast went
was on.
daft.
slightly
Money was hurled
about as if it meant nothing.
Sales
Paramount. It was Zukor's idea, V
departments simply could not bring Hams said, to eliminate the murden
back sufficient income to show a competition for stars and direct
profit.
The studios careened along in and reduce First National's pot

French Lick Springs meeting

in April,

24, 19;|

it

vou can count them.
Anvthing less
Well,
than
gross.
you
$300,000
never hear of it."

Economy Bug Gets

do such
combined an-

Theaters.

his

them.

details,

The

in

One of
Something's going to snap.
the best l<no\vn men in the business.
In the producing and distributing
field. .Says i)rices were never as high
He's right.
They are.
as today.
And they are too high.
"It's an old story.
And an old
That you never hear of anylaugh.
But 'milthing in this business.
lion dollar' pictures. Those that have
grossed that much during 1922. Can
l)e
counteil on the
fingers of one
hand.
And you'll have a finger
or two to spare.
Then you hear a
And
lot of the half million babies.

internal management situation was
not satisfactory. It seemed best for
the company's welfare and for his
that Williams should withdraw.

The

consolidation
would have meant a saving of $600,000 a year for Goldwyn in distributing
overhead. Sam Goldwyn knew nothing about the deliberations and when
the news was broken to him gently
at a directors' meeting, the language
that spouted forth immediately thereafter threatened to deluge Fifth Aveflow of product.

matters

Williams

D.

Many

as purchasing agent of war supplies
for the French government, had ambitions and a clever business head.
The distributing end of Goldwyn was
doing well, but' the leakage in production was impossible to check.
Long conferences with First National

nue.

J.

costs

"Reaching too high. Mounting out
sight.
What's to be done? Somesurely.
Because you can't
thing
It's
stretch a rublier band too far.
bound to snap. And so with prices.
"If they don't come stumbling.

Changes Here and There

were not
happy.
Godsol, chairman of the
board, who had garnered his wealth

At

In
out.

negative

manner:

of

franchise holders
were genuinely sorry to see Williams
But holding 26 men with varied
go.
interests and ideas into line among
other things was a difficult job. The

chrysalis.

Godsol and His Ideas

exorbitant

a

May

Meanwhile, lawyers were getting in
an inning all of their own. The Federal Trade Commission action against

became general sales manager. I
had been selling film of all kinds

—

Beginning with a one K
for years.
bull fight, his experience led him
Fox in 1917 which he left "by reques
after a break with Winfield Sheeha
He later secured a First National co
tract for Marshall Neilan, the sa!

^

"

]
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anyway?— Cruze or Dc Mille? At hold, Sam Katz announced a theater.
counted out of the final running. Thus,
any rate, De Mille made "The Ten The
wires sizzled.
Kunsky became when Carl Laemmle announced UniCommandments" and gave Zukor and worried. At

of the Chaplin comedies
National and a special repreThus,
Jtive's post with Hearst.
/ision

Irst

was on

Iger
]

the

inside

of

I

the

quotas and such at both First
lal

He knew what

and Famous.

|:ompanies were getting and fixed
clever
vn prices accordingly.

A

lan.

Goldwyn now turned

to prod-

own, signed George
and secured an outlet

on

his

lurice
j[h First

a First National meeting
Lasky ten grey hairs while doing so.
in Atlantic City, the complication was
But when they saw the picture, the
out.
Balaban
and
Katz
kniks disappeared like magic; De ironed
Mille was given what was termed bought into Kunsky. Amity resulted
practically a life contract, the "Hi- where the most rabid of theater wars
rector-general" credit line reappeared had threatened.
on Paramount releases and serenity
Fox was in exhibition. Loew's and
reigned once more for a few days at

versal was entering exhibition, little
surprise was evinced. And when the
Warners added their name to the
rapidly growing list, observers of the
times merely nodded their heads, as
if
in recognition of a move preordained many months previously.

least.

about reports that Metro and
Goldwyn were talking merger. Godsol
had rapidly learned the ins and outs

National.
The War|scored a ten strike in nabbing
others had failed to do: the
CO plays in bulk, for pictures,
they signed Ernst Lubitsch.
jrothers were indeed stepping

crUFlMrtf

Henrinit
.K.

The

k™—

Open,

Sch«nck Ready To Cloae For Stan;

».

.

spotlight now centers on theIn the span of months that

aters.

Uiipo«e« Of IntereaU

....|h

Lo«w

in

Inc.

On. 0.,..i..i..r^Tn

comprised 1924 more booking combines came into being than in any
Inland
was getting production
other like period since the business
|under way. He hit on a policy
assumed the earmarks of a commerizz" pictures and placed Earl
I

First Nat'l in Production

Idson in charge.

distributors

box office hits such as
Oxen/' "Flaming Youth" and
lola" were turned loose on the
psful

Drner.
Iliams, of course, could not stay
yit for long. In July he formed
irlton Pictures to star Valenind later effected a settlement

was thoroughly aired, but no
was reached. The rapidly
growing power of West Coast Theaters was gone into from every angle
and, while it was agreed that massed
buying power as represented by West
Coast was forcing the revenue of dis-

make two
Paramount and thus com-

tributors into shoal waters, the matter for the time being ended there.

that contract.

Balaban and Katz were fast becoming a power in the Middle West. A
few days after the Astor function,
they announced formation of MidWest Theaters, a booking combination embracing 50 theaters in Illinois
which narrowed down Chicago and

comes to pass
upon sad

that Lewis J.
times.
The
Investment Co. had tided the
any over to the tune of $2,000,|ut in doing so reorganized and
lined to run the company withfell

lelznick.

The M.P.T.O.

in

a certain night in April, the

situation
solution

Iby Valentino was to

it

this

the territory contiguous to

found itself in very bad shape.
|estern leaders, tired and annoyed
len's methods, pulled out of the

alarm-

it

ingly.

The Mid-West was running

wild

Balaban and Katz were
convention held in Chicago
most active; construction was on the
(rear. Cohen again found himself
increase: no less than $21,000,000 in
president's chair but when his
new theaters was the program. In(1 gavel rapped order, it fell on
vading Detroit, the Kunsky strongirs of a sadly

disrupted theater
indeed.
Matters were simply
loing well.
The Theater Owndistributing Corporation, formed
^icago in December, 1922 beitself into activity finally and
|ctober announced it was ready

It

activities at a later date.

after

of the worries on Zukor's head
Is time was Cecil B. De Mille
IThe Ten Commandments." C.
Is drawing upon the Paramount

much
Famous

jry with

regularity and inwas perturbed.
spent close to a

Cruze had
|i on "The Covered Wagon" and
lent over the picture was evily

l>n all sides.

ior-general

Who
of

the devil

was

Famous Players
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Importance in Produc.
tion— At Work Now

tion of

Strengthens

'

-

determined

being

made

in

ellort
I-*raiire

country a dcfiiiile
film markets.

that

world's
iiig

move

patch

is described in
published in the

is

app.iieiilly

(ilacc
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in

future.

Authority
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Metro Takes Over the Goldwyn
Gives 5 Million of Preferred

speei.il dis

New

^'ork

Times from Pans and reprinted by
company permission.
A company has been (orined llierc
the peer of
by the Due d'A>eii, backed by pri-

*

in

the

vate capital but apparently veilll considerable official support. The Times

have been dispatch says the in.ist brilliant minds
*i*ere ini- of France seem to be collaboratinR

-nt

ot

Co.;
Stocl<

the

o( Cosuiopoli-

'•Ich

would

meant box

— Mayer

Louis B. Mayer Units Also Join Metro
of

— Metro Plant to
— Hearst Goes Along

Metro Production
mantled

Latt* )estcr(Iay aflfriinon

fin.-tl

|i;i|H-rx vvcrs-

to

Have Chargi

Be Dis-

-ii^nnl ainf .Vk-lr.

Pictures Corp. ttKjk oscr Goltlwyn Pictures. Slockfuililcrs tif lioti,
corporations must ratify the pryteediiigs. I.ocss. Inc. tt« ns .Mctm
tCfHl<ni,tJ on Pool 21
and there is a voting trUNt of five svtiich cunlrnK- tlic disposilnir
of Gul<lu>ii slock, 'i 1k-sc sloclslx'IdcTs" inectitijjs .ire expected in
Two ^let Meets Planned
be field ill the early ftiliire. ami Ifle (teal r.itififd. "Ilierc was some
'"'
IsvQ
sales
hold
- York, on April talk je.sU-rila) that llie iiliminly slncklnddi rs id* n,ld\s yu.iiiiglil
raisrf'siiiiie objections to the priiceetliiiKs, Inn this is not rcg-lrdetj
•o. May J
>„(. seriously liy those svlui cnginecreil the deal, iti.l^iiiiich as llic \otiiif;
"•'i-es base atnpic power to closr mm It a deal.

joined hands

distribute

jointly in the
United Artists group

The

office and inanj- covetous
eyes turned in their direction. There
is some evidence which indicates that
Zukor tried to inveigle them into the
Paramount fold, singly or collectively as they willed. But it was Schenck
who finally worked his way into the

ground

floor.

Schenck himself intimated unmistakably

that

distributing

deals

with

Famous, First National and Metro
were under way. In the perspective
of time, it does not appear that any
one of the three but Metro could have
had

chance

view of the close rebetween
Joe and iiis brother Nick, then second
in command at Loew's and M-G-M.
By October, the mists of speculation
cleared away. Schenck announced he
had sold all of his holdings in Loew's,
Inc., in order' to eliminate misunderstandings over his connection with
United. He was elected chairman of
a

lations

iiiteresi

iilmlc. influence,
!u-

Schenck's Star Begins to Rise

;^^RE(OCKIZEI

to scelife

An

became

—

iliiiRil

iiiizatioii

and the company
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

nexed

From

outlets.

retail

France Seeks Place
Making Determined

Huge Combin-

•

Hearst and his Cosmowent
along.
Productions

Doug and Norma had

Friday. April

• rlement

Official

L..UI-

to

On the Coast, Joseph M. Schenck
was
making himself increasingly imbeginning to end, the enterprise was
complete within itself.
Motion pic- portant. He had been seeing a good
deal of Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
tures were gravitating in the same diPickford deliberately.
Norma Talrection and it appeared that the ormadge's contract had some little time
ganization without theaters to com- to go with First National, and her
plete its triangular structure would be name was one to conjure with.
The
cards were shuffled and a new deal
made. Schenck announced that Mary,
his

WETRO-GOLDWYN
Mnting Deta

politan

and

No. 16

IXXVIH

I:

jce.

modeled

Stinnes
organization
could not be mistaken. Henry Ford
offered the best example in American
industry.
He controlled the raw
material which went into the Ford
cars, manufactured the vehicles and

appeared that everything

„.»-Ho«

began

Likewise, King Vidor, Eric Von StroMerry
heim,
"Ben Hur," "The
the
famous
Widow"
and many other directors and
in
Germany
properties.
Louis B. Mayer was ari-^

Railway money, through

aing in while the prospects for
anything out v/ere thus and
Hiich finally ended with the
of F. C. Munroe, long a Milaian, to the presidency while
Hodkinson, veteran film ex1^ and theorist, was made chairl)f the board which led to a comjwithdrawal from the organizaI

trust,

p/FILMDOM

rson of Jeremiah Milbank, had
Jnancing the W. W. Hodkinson

insiders

of the business.
He believed firmly
that the producing-distributing machinery was in need of overhauling,
that too many units were overlapping
and that a more economically sound
industry would result from amalgamations.
When the deal betv/een Goldwyn and First National fell by the
wayside, Godsol temporarily saw his
far he would
ideas checked.
have gone in motion pictures cannot,
It is underof course, be predicted.
stood Zukor had learned to think a
good deal of Godsol's ability and that
he recognized in him the essentials for
But the fates dea business leader.
Godsol developed
creed otherv/ise.
tuberculosis. His doctors ordered him
to a high and dry altitude. On April
17, Goldwyn was, therefore, merged
with Metro. One of the biggest deals
of them all had been closed. William

Randolph

Famous as well. The tendency toward development of the vertical

iTHE
^brApstreet

isiness.

Von Stcmberi Here

NeKaiivcs Burn

dominated

with reports.

lial

|tiiern

Up

problem. At
a dinner held at the Astor in New

York on

|ck

Profit*

common

a

\t.

|es for

:",'.3",.";

Famoui

Here was

Which made First National
3us contender for first honors in
|ction for the year just around

26,

How

With every new coalition,
became more alarmed.

cial giant.

Several highly

On March
bruit

— blood

in

and business

—

the board, formed a $2,500,000 finance
unit known as the Art Finance Corp.
to acquire product and made it cleai

FEW OF THE MANY
HITS THAT MADE M-G-M THE
TOP OF THE INDUSTRY

lUST A

M-G-M

The Snob, The
in Silk,

Cheapen
Divide,

1924-25: His Hour, The Navigator,

in

Silent Accuser,

So This

He Who

Gets Slapped, Sinners

1926-27

Marriage, Excuse Me, Lady of the Night,

Is

Marry, Wine of Youth, The Red Lilyf The Great

..o

etc..

M-G-M

10,000

The Unhoiy Three,, a
Slave of Fashion, Pretty Ladies, Never the Twain Shall Meet,,
The Midshipman, The Merry Widow. His Secretary, The
Black Bird, Ihanez' Torrent, Beverly of Graustark, Brown of
Harvard, Mike, Road to Mandalay, The Barrier, etc.

M-G-M

in

in

1925-26:

1926-27:

Temptress, Upstage,
Tell

It

I

to

the

War Paint,

Tin Hats, Flesh and

Sex,

in

The

Wu,

TwelveMiles Out, TheFlamingForest.

1927-28:

The Student Prince,

Exhibitors

1924-25

the Devil,

Marines, Slide, Kelly, Slide, Lovers, Mr.

TillietheToiler, Rookies,

M-G-M

The waning

M-Q'M

Ben-Hm, The Big Parade,

I

The Enemy, The Fair Co-Ed, London
The Divine Woman, The Big City,
The Latest from Paris, The Smart Set, Across to Singapore,
Laugh Clown Laugh, The Cossacks, etc., etc.
Love,

After Midnight, West Point,

PRODUCT
TALKS
LOUDER
THAN WORDS!
when showmen buy for
next season they ask what
did the product do at the

I

1928-29 THE BIGGEST
-G-M YEAR OF ALL!
3

office this

year and last

year and the years before^

Camping Out

SPECIALS

and

SHOW PEOPLE
Marion Davies
William Haines

THE CARNIVAL OF

LIFE

John Gilbert
Greta Garbo

3
2

A

^"

LON CHANEY
}

others

3

GRETA GARBO

A

WILLIAM HAINES

"

Excess Baggage
and 3 more

i9
^^

MARION DAVIES

2
O
^"

RAMON NOVARRO

Dora and

2

Devil's

The Bellamy
The Wonder
A Free Soul

10
lo
10
lo

Mask

4

NORMA SHEARER

2
^"

BUSTER KEATON

Ballyhoo
and ; more

^
"

The Wind

Trial
of V\'omcn

OUR GANG
LAUREL-HARDY
CHARLEY CHASE
ALL STAR

M-G-M NEWS

104
GREAT
6 M-G-M
EVENTS
Twice Weekly

Entirely in Technicolor

and i^jnore

LILLIAN GISH

Star

ROACH
40 HAL
COMEDIES

more

The Camera Man

The Amazing Dog

ELECTRIC-LIGHT
3 HITS

JOHN GILBERT
I

and z more

FLASH

Our Dancing Daughters
Breakers Ahead
Mothers and Sons

more

Gold Braid
and r more

The

The Baby Cyclone

Grease Paint
and I more

Tiger Skin, Single Standard'
and 1 more

Dumb

more

6 TIM McCOY
3 COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

While the City Sleeps
and

J

CODY-PRINGLE

in

THE LOVES OF CASANOVA

and

box

4 DANE-ARTHUR

Presenting

26

M-G-M ODDITIES
UFA

world-wide gems

Facts show that the only
consistent

money maker

is
-SrSTAROM

M ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
THE IMPORTANT COMPANY

^

'

m

nte

I
May

riuliday,

itJnited
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would stand on

its

own

t'

^am Abrams whose

task

it

was

and keep satisfied the comtemperaments of the United
group found the job far from

firmed at the time dealt with persistent reports that the "life" contract between Famous and De Mille had died

many

theaters.
The exhibition end of
business is the best end by far.
about time someone said so and
said it fearlessly.
It is the staple, subIt

in childbirth.

s

is

stantial,

Id
iiitj

—

the

pure
grief

Everybody was talking to the
on the coast. Abrams was three
Now Schenck
ihol|and miles away.
A year of feverish activity. The
factor. Abrams, for a time, did
now what would happen. Thus, rush to acquire theaters grew more
frenzied than ever.
ial Pictures was formed with
boys" at United at the helm.
Famous was now openly after
hs later, the company was dis- houses everywhere.
Fort Worth,
ao d but not before its necessity as Dallas, San Antonio were lined up.
n put" for Abrams had been dis- The Gordon chain in New England
d.
was annexed 38 houses involving an

—

profitable

and simple
and worry.

Production

side.

speculation;

is

are

stars

The days of the Minneapolis
convention had been left far behind.
Zukor was no longer apologizing for
his activities in exhibition.
The pendulum had swung the other way. He
was doing the talking and many
were
But

listening.

new power was beginning
itself.
William Fox had
been sawing wood in his backyard
for years.
His company was making
to

a
assert

money;

so

much,

in fact,

that around

James R. Grainger from MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, where he had been
sales manager following Goldwyn's
merger with Metro. Grainger made
things hum. Fox nabbed the theater
planned as part of the National
Press Building in Washington while
Famous wasn't looking. Then came
a deal with the Bancitaly in 'Frisco.
A theater dreadnought was arranged
there.
Fox Theaters Corp., listing
assets of $20,000,000 was formed.
There was no stopping the reticent
executive over on Tenth Avenue now.
A mild bomb exploded in the trade
late in November when word seeped
through that the Stanley Company
had been approached.

Hays Signed Again
Carl
a'

n
•

continued

proved so excellent that his
any members desired to make
n that he would continue. They
d him and he accepted, a new

wholesale.

judgment exercised

,.a,h

r

in

three additional
31, 1924 was the date.
for

lact

much Cohen continued in
ranks. The dissatisfaction

re-

Michigan, Minnesota, Kansas,
na, Texas, Illinois, North CaroVirginia and the Dakotas took
tep at a meeting in Chicago.
e Cohen refused to work with
Allied voted for it. That was
The
crack at the M.P.T.O.

ILL!

m
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ex-

By
Deals,
all

the

lor

—

deals,

i{)iir

18,

Price

192S

deals.

Sam Kat2 when

That's

deal for this Constructing First
that leading man—or
ond Philadelphia

what have you?
(jf
Awl vM-ry day it grows harder
wom;iii

Katz Won't Talk;
Zukor Unavailable

Theater Protection

A

and liar'U-r.
Because all the
uorih while people are tied up.
••I iar.
In 'hard knots.

J.

a

—

Runs

Katz

CcnU

To Supervise

reached at

Ambaitador last night re<
fused to make any comment
in addition to the official statement issued earlier in the eve-

Plan for Separate Unit Carrier—
L. and T. and Mid-West
Reportedr Involved

Famous

&

K. deal has been looked for
Thii
number of directions.

Sidoc?
Adolph Zukor.
R.
Kent and Harold B. Franklin,

'

but la each iiuunce, the

fon

ef-

Offtcitil

made

last

announcement

was

night of the consum-

failed.

mation o£ the deal between Fanove and olheri oi a simflar nature
mous and Balaban & Katz.
*->ch
might develop have caused
^•*Hacera and diitributors to
In several quarters which are usStatement
-late
ually well-informed, the opinion
The following statement was was advanced that the deal
'isiied last night by Famous:
meant the control of tjie B. and
-"n.j« Players-Lasky Corp. K. holdings had passed Ip Fa'ate their theater

The

when

the government removed
on admissions up to fifty

Itax

TAN

usual, kaleidoscopic

NS

h ndustry continued.

(ten

r

IGHT

igle,

changes

The

in

star of

which once rode high

in

leavens, came to rest.
Internal
li
nsion ended its course.
Percy
- 'aters could not stem the tide but
u luld pay of? the current indebtedN
This he did. The last act was
1 sale of all assets for a paltry
51
00.
ironic
h

outlay of $12,000,000 and, incidentally, the First National franchise for

Then in September
that territory.
the climax was reached when protracted negotiations between Zukor

Sam Katz

ended in an alliance.
industry stopped in its
tracks.
Out on the Coast executives
in
high places who should have
known what was going on received
the news in amazement. The counHow
try buzzed with conjecture, excitee period of centralization through ment, and some alarm. It was a fact,
» h
business
the
was passing however, Paramount's theaters were
n :ed another merger of signifi- to be turned over to B. & K. to op;.
H. J. Yates, springing from the erate; Katz was to headquarter in
cigar business into the labora- New York; a new company was to
field brought together the Re- be formed
but. Famous was to own
c
his own,
Craftsman and Er- it one hundred per cent although
|iph plants in what became known
until
this did not become known
nsolidated Film Industries, Inc. months later. Another franchise and
h today is kingpin in this branch one of the mainstays of the entire orotion picture activity.
ganization in the Zukor camp; little
Milbank interests in Hodkin- wonder the alarm that descended on
fi
taking more complete
hold, First National!
Iged the name of the corporation
reducers Distributing Corp. and
Zukor Defines His Stand
there exited from that picture a
that had been identified with
!
It was a tremendously important
ibution since the days when the deal for Famous.
The day of meek
»try
first
assumed its modern explanation was over. In an interI.
And shortly thereafter, when view with William A. Johnston, edelznick enterprises closed their itor of the "Motion Picture News,"

and

A

blase

!

1

5

iii

its

—

—

—

another
the

name passed

West Coast two

startling
place.
Death took
Ince. The other, uncon-

took

Ifanas H.

into his-

to his
theaters

word,
a

la

Universal purchased an
interest in the Schine chain in upper
New York, then the Hostettler circuit in Nebraska, then the Sparks
Theaters in Florida. Laemmle was
deadly in earnest.

Deals

of every description were
Mille and Famous came to
parting of the ways, as Coast
reports had indicated.
Considerable
speculation arose over his future. An
expensive producer, but always a
money-maker, the conjecture was
natural and ended only when De
Mille bought
into the
Producers

De

on.
the

K.

true

annexing

Dist.

Corp.

'the

Sec-

House—
On

of the

5

Combined Theaters

and H. Deal

The contumnulion
-B.
n

then with one picture, only to
But
in the bankruptcy courts.
1924, that
,s at midnight, July 2,
ent of far greater importance
the exhibitor viewpoint took

-St

Fox Building Up

DANNY

you hear.

star.

disintegration of the
rjter Owners Distributing Corp.
took a year to get under way

IGLE

Friday, September

HOLLYWOOD

,

was

No. 68

DEAL INDICA TES FAMOUS
IS IN CONTROL OF B. &

welding together insurgent

in

7^BRADSTREET

years.

into the Allied States Organiza-

.EST

Laemmle,

annexing

e

I

the directors' board one day in 1925
a melon of 215 per cent was cut.

Connections

with

important

Wall

Street bankers were being made.
The big push forward was about to
begin.
Fox was not particularly
overjoyed at the manner in which his
pictures were blocked out of many
first
runs.
He developed the "I'll
show them" spirit with a couple of
vengeances and quietly took over
Adolph Ramish's 36 per cent interest
Sol Lesser,
in West Coast Theaters.
one of the principal stockholders in
that chain, had a garden out Holly-

wood way in which he wanted to
Fox one day suggested that

potter.

Lesser sold out he would have
plenty of time and money in which
The deal was
to do his gardening.
on.
First
National heard of it
if

Vitagraph Goes to Warners

The Warner Brothers

—

Harry, Abe,
Jack were double-stepping
it.
Financing was secured through
McClure, Jones and Reed of New
York. In April, Vitagraph was taken
over, lock, stock and barrel. No more

Sam and

—

franchise holders.
It was national
distribution from now on and a place
up front with the rest of the imporErnst
tant factors in the industry.
Lubitsch was signed.
Then John
Barrymore, then Syd Chaplin. Light-

ning changes!

Schenck was bestirring himself at
United Artists. Valentino's contract
with Famous did not last. Schenck,
once after him, now got him. Samuel Goldwyn who had been releasing
through First National, became an

Such is
of United.
the devious course of history. Years
before, when Goldwyn was the head
of Goldwyn Pictures, Mary, Doug
and Charlie turned down a proposition which would have brought the
the
two companies together.
president of one was the partner of
the others.

owner-member

Now

Merger talk involving United and
Metro would not down. Periodically
since Schenck entered the former organization in 1924 had this gossip
come to the fore. Again a deal looked set.
So much so that Fairbanks
was wont to remark: "It is almost
$2,500,000 issue for First National certain to go through."
But somea few months previously, corraled a body had reckoned without Chaplin.
number of franchise holders, bought Charlie may have said he was willing,
Lesser's stock right from under Bill but
indicated
later
developments
Fox's nose, formed a voting trust otherwise.
Mysteriously and out of
and kept control of Wesco in the the clear, wires of protest reached
family.
Fox was dis- Mary, Doug and Chaplin. Theater
Zukor said decisively and in unmis- First National
to garden- owners felt the move was a bad
turned
Lesser
appointed.
takable language:
Many of the telegrams emaning, but the bulbs were not bought one.
beElsewhere Fox ated from the T. O. C. C. in New
"We are in the theater business our
with Fox money.
That's
cause there is money in it.
moved and moved quickly. He took York. Now, bearing in mind that
We own a good
privilege, I take it.
Katz and
through Lesser himself.
Abe Blank rushed East. Moe Finkelstein left a sick bed in Minneapolis
York.
To lose Wesco
for New
would never do. Dick Hoyt of Hayden, Stone & Co., who had floated a
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in
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franchise holders. The plan coincided
with Mastbaum's ambitions
for his pet, the Stanley organization.
There is reason to believe that this
coalescence
strategic
chains
of
would have gotten somewhere, but

Charlie's attor-

its

nd also that he had given much
counsel to the T. O. C. C, it
to understand what
les easy
ned.
iplin

No

stumbling
the
proved
doubt of it. Which leads

225

F.M,

story:

s

HOUSES UNDER STANLEY WING;
KEITH NOW HALF OWNER OF P.
«,

Pr«JoOl«.

through
eral years
in of circumstances which plays
art in this history, whatever
ship Charlie had for Louis B.

J$.^,!li!;l?i^'.^^i^,?15l'i^Hu»

D. C.

M.rt.,

Oo^

previously,

gradually petered out.

r

l

No

Operalinl ChoniEci

One

countenance a merger.

Kunsky

Is

Announced

was one of many
es. Roxy quit the Capitol, New
and announced his own the-

met
Famous, Metro

gislature

nal

J

— then

and

First

commonly designated

he Big Three" formed the keyof the national exhibitor cori-

Detroit,

it

will

be

the Skouras Bros. He announced a
seat theater for St. Louis.
5,000
Then a big first run for Atlanta.
Thirteen more houses comprised the
Loew schedule for the early part of
the year, with more to come before
1926 bowed itself out. In April, the
Universal list was up to 121. In

body knew when or where
all

in

I

—

'

i

Kennedy Buys

it

would

Factors

Big First National Pool

fOURIIfWDmtfSllAY
BfVOlUIIONIZf 'UIBS'
Aalanutii

TltlM,

Timtr.

anl Dndopcr
Iron GimiBT

Prifilcr

Milbank

identified

who was

Jeremiah
Corp,,
Dist.
Producers
purchased the treasury stock of
Pathe from Merrill, Lynch & Co.,
thereby securing ownership ef that

fiU'dhcing
'

SudIcv Bond*
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TtlUTmUNDQIWAY
HOTAUrniADIUKfl)
nun) Mil
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Publix Allies

in-

FED

& Company, commonly
with

end.

Saenger and

in

Justice's

Bankers, in greater number, were
edging in. By 1925, Joseph P. Kennedy, former president of the Columbia Trust Co. of Boston and later a
partner in Hayden, Stone & Co. had
become interested in New England
In
theaters with William P. Gray.
February he reached out and secured
FBO, buying control from Graham
& Co. of London. In October, Blair

Fox and Others Reported Being Sought
as

of

legal test.

uncomfortable for

organization.
"U" Geli Colony

rail""

Milwaukee. Sydney S.
In the South, E. V. Richards said
formed a play date bureau, nothing, but continued on his way. Minneapolis was the next objective.
Moe
up several national distributors He boosted the Saenger holdings up Katz announced a theater.
and
heaven
That
was
stars,
saw
Fiukelstein
August.
^'y
a
$200,000
toward
contributed
to 100 houses
The inevitable
chest" and raised a merry cry more the beginning than the eiid. hell all at one time.
Katz gained his point;
Publix happened.
domination which died out In November, Saenger with
t
Publix-Saenger Publix secured its outlet and Messrs.
formed
partner,
as
months later. The break bewhich gave Publix an in- Finkelstein, Ruben and Hamm found
the M. P. T. O. and Allied Theaters
around the conference
in the new Saenger in New a new partner
terest
ealed when the latter was voted
and joined both companies table.
Orleans
irectors out of a total of 30.
hand in hand for future development
Keith-Albee in Production
)f the first surprises of the year
in the eleven southern states.
the withdrawal of Harry O.
Vaudeville was dying. The Loew
In Philadelphia, Jules Mastbaum entertainment formula of pictures,
Ibe as secretary-treasurer of
Company was
National and the election of head of the Stanley
plus vaudeville, had made drastic inlast days of his
the
out
rounding
Messrs.
Keith-Albee.
into
roads
Spring to succeed him. West
but lived long
existence,
earthly
realized
finally
al
et
Murdock
Albee,
unfair
Theaters was cited for
enough to see one of his ambitions that their organization must have a
practices by the Federal Trade
His company secured a picture tie-up. P. D. C. was experirealized.
government
Other
lission.
Mark
run
first
75 per cent interest in the
in the
difficulties
The De- Strand chain of New York and New encing
les were busy too.
field. Result: an amalgamation. Keith.
ent of Justice launched a probe England; in the Crandall theaters of Albee secured a half interest in P.
in
m Boards of Trade which took Washington and West Virginia;New
D. C. with no outlay of cash but by
northern
of
many
circuit
in
issaries to many cities
the Fabian
guaranteeing the latter playing time
nation-wide
gathering data on the arbitra- Jersey. The dream of a
in its wide-flung chain of theaters.
nearer.
steps
several
loomed
circuit
On the heels of this came announceprocedure. In England, quota
chain owners held First ment of a $20,000,000 theater buildthese
of
All
intense,
more
ion was growing
franchises which now re- ing program.
The race grew merrmany, Laemmle had made a National
First National,
Stanley.
to
verted
rier.
ive deal with Ufa. Famous and
perhaps unwillingly nevertheless was
acted at once. S. R. Kent and
the
The producers-distributors not now
taking on many new partners. I"
allied
in exhibition were very few.
lid Friedman hopped a boat and
was
engaged
Blank
Middle West, Abe
Laemmle only on with B. and K. But B. and K. was It was apparent that non-participawith
d
became tion in theater operation meant tosstte vessels. Kent and Friedman
controlled by Famous as
1926. ing potential profit aside. It was,
March
Berlin
a day ahead of known officially in
id
Gordon
therefore, entirely logical that United
the
over
of
loan
taken
a
arranged
had
finally
tnle;
Famous
/ukor,
Artists should step in. The company
England.
New
in
,000 to Ufa, which was exactly chain
not incon- (lid— with plans for twenty houses
a
controlled
do.
to
therefore,
Laemmle had planned
National.
just about six years after an idenFirst
of
slice
leared that Uncle Carl had been siderable
plan had been broached to
interest
tical
However, Certainly Mastbaum's stock
I from a good thing.
First United Artists members by Godsol,
So
discounted.
W of what was to come, it is was not to be to talk of nationali- Price and Goldwyn and turned down.
speculative if Laemmle did National began
Summer witnessed a significant
controlled by
..^"^^ Dme cut on top after all.
zation of all theaters

n

The Department

quiry into the Film Boards ended in
that same month with a clean bill of
health. Certain practices indulged in
by certain of the boards were adjudged unfair and ordered stopped
but the principles under which these
operations were conducted met the

re-

seats under construction or planned.
life

\ bitter fight developed in Conut over a $10 a reel tax foisted
exhibitors probably as a piece
Through a reite legislation.
collaboration
in
up
set
fund
g
interest in Rickards & Nace
the Hays organization, small June, an
West was secured. Others
the
in
chain
rs remained open, a strong case
and by July, Laemmle's
annexed
were
officials
Connecticut
to
ited
203. Wisconsin, the
totalled
string
1 repeal determined upon when
stronghold, was invaded. Noin 1927. Rantings Saxe
St

the Butterfield chain,

membered, and now that Butterfield
had been added to the pool. Famous,
or Publix if you will, became pretty
much No. 1 man of the Michigan
country side. Expansion was rife
Nothing else counted.
Theaters.
everywhere. By November, Publix
In rapid order came these develop- had 25 theaters, involving 54,250

Fox made

year again

in

4.

prevailed before. On the 21st of
June, Hays signed a new contract to
run ten years, thus assuring for the
leading organizations in the industry his services until 1936.

which by that time had spread out
all over Michigan, had been secured.
B.
and K. were partners with

ments:

The Roxy

program.

in

March

ihis

arbiter

elements
counter with, strongheaded individuals to reason with, but by long
odds, the Hays regime had brought
into the business a strange spirit of
co-operation, perhaps imperfect in
view of the many things to be done
but more satisfactory than had ever

Mastbaum's untimely death in December saw an end to this far-flung

ter interest

fourth
the
There were reacin
the trade to

industry's

the

tionary

of Famous?
Theater activiwere now being centralized in
Publix, the outgrowth of Zukor's
deal with Katz. By October a quar-

Alexandria Hotel in Los
es an encounter in fisticuffs
Chaplin had trained for
place.
What
rent, but it didn't help.
led a Pyrrhic victory for Charince that time, Chaplin and
have scarcely been cordial.
believe that as long as Mayer
with M-G-M, Chaplin will
is

year as
previous

ties
England Confiduni

Hays had completed

step.

What

?:^iH"1!srSHEi£

in the

was not exactly what might

39

Mergers were again on the wing.

money

I4ilbank
Blair

&

Co.

as represented by
was now in both Pathe
What more logical than

and P. D. C.
to talk amalgamatioH? Iti the equipment field, H. A. R. Dutton, maneuvered a consolidation of supply
dealers into what became known as
the National Theater Supply Co. In
November, Zukor saw a dream come
to life: the Paramount theater threw
open its doors.
From scientific laboratories there
were emanating vague rumblings of

Germany had one;
Lee De Forest was busy here in
America; the department of physics
at the University of Chicago claimed
a third device. Warner and Fox, of
the entire industry, were turning
talking pictures.

serious attention to the possibilities.
And then, in August, Warners led
the way with Vitaphone which made
its

debut

vista,

in

rich in

New

York.

potentialities,

A new

revealed

itself.

'"Jt'Jtt^'i. Stanley and We»t Coast Gel Control
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of First National; Former to Manage
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NOW READY FOR SCREENING
THE FIRST OF THE

DUALITY
Black Butterflies"
•From

the novel by Elizabeth Jordan

With JOBYNA RALSTON,
LILA LEE, ROBERT FRAZER,

MAE BUSCH,

ROBERT OBER
BUILT AND PRODUCED FOR THE BOX OFFICE

QUALITY

12

PRODUCED UNDER THE PERSONAL SUPERVISION OF

A.

CARLOS
"Women

"Black Butterflies"
From

the novel by

Elizabeth Jordan

From an

"The Lookout Girl"
From

the Shrine

From

Magazine story by Samuel Merwin

original story

by

From an

Wallace Ross Williams

From

the

novel

From

the novel by Georgia Fraser

the novel by

original story by

Myles Connelly

"Singing Waters"

by Elizabeth Stancy Payne

"The Piper's Fee"

"The Romance of a Rogue"
From

Ruby M. Ayres

"The Love Hunter"

"Wishes Come True"
From

the novel by

"Children of Despair"

"The Hand That Rocks the Cradle'
From an

Noel Thomas

"The Second Honeymoon"

the novel by Alice Ross Culver

"Jazzland"
From

at Forty"

original story by

the

novel

by Samuel Hopkins Adams

"Burned Evidence"

Ruby M. Ayres

From

the novel by Mrs.

Wilson Woodrow

TWELVE GRIPPING AND DRAMATIC STORIES THAT WILL PLEASE ANY PICTURE AUDIENCE
All Rights Fully Protected

QUALITY

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
1540 Broadway, New York
GEO. H. DAVIS
Pres.

P. J.

RICHRATH

Secty.-Treas.

A.

CARLOS
V.-Pres.
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on throughout the year, continued but

of his accomplishment; Katz, likewise ambitious and a national figure
in the industry.
An untenable situation. Franklin resigned from Famous
and joined West Coast Theaters as
president and general manager. The
viously.
The statistically-minded, big coast circuit needed overhauling.
who stood aghast at the $80,100 rec- Too much red on the books. Frankord which marked the opening week lin, one of the cleverest theater operof the Paramount theater the previous ators of them all, seized the reins.
November, found themselves gasping He made a deal with Publix and
for breath when the first week of the Loew's to operate their Far West
Roxy cleared away to a gross of $126,- theaters.
The consolidation of the
The
611, high figure for a picture theater entire western slope continued.
for all time. And when the same the- Jensen and Von Herberg houses, conater chalked up $144,267 with "What trolled by North American Theaters
Price Glory" the week ending August of which Frank R. Wilson was the
Others foi
19, the dopesters who had predicted head, were taken over.
failure betook themselves into the lowed until West Coast Theaters
came to be the biggest and most
by-lanes to muse in silence.
powerful chain on the Pacific seaFox Drops a Bombshell
board. Reaching out into the Middle
Not long after, a request to pay a West, the Saxe chain in Wisconsin
With recall on Fox was made.
was added to the pool and Midwesco
porters assembled and food disposed
formed.
of, Fox, puffing away at one end of a
Management
Corona, calmly announced he had First Nat'l Under Joint
producing-disspeaking,
Generally
Roxy.
purchased the control of the
Merely a mild manner tributing units were in control of
Bombshell?
However, the
their theater outlets.
of expressing it.
Publix now was functioning under Stanley Company owned stock in
two generals: Katz as president and First National. Likewise, West Coast
Harold B. Franklin as vice-president. Theaters. Jointly they held enough
A management
The latter had done a splendid job to swing control.
of
in the years he handled the Para- arrangement covering a period
The lemons had three years was made, with actual
mount theaters.
gradually been turned over to others operation of First National vested in
and, where the auditing department Stanley. This producer, at least, was
had been using red ink, it was now controlled by its exhibition allies. Efconsuming black. This was the pic- forts made to secure S. R. Kent to
failed; he signed
ture: Franklin, ambitious and proud head First National

1927 was not to see this breathtaking deal disposed of.
On March
11 the Roxy opened its doors.
New
York hadn't had a thrill like it since
the Capitol made its bow years pre-

OK TO BE ENFORCED
U.

S.

WUI Act

Against Any
Offender!, Parley Told

be
must
twenty-six
kteen
led as the year in which more
lant industry figures- died than
\ similar period in trade his-

Danny, champion of motion
and staunch supporter of

is

frather than might, passed to
lal resting place on March 10th.
Ivous day indeed!
lAugust 2, Rudolph Valentino,
Inbed at the Polyclinic Hospn New York. Then followed

Abrams on November 15 and
iMastbaum on December 7.

1927
struggle

gigantic

which saw

for

theater

beginnings in
Ind gathered momentum during
land 1926 continued without
The tendency
lent in 1927.
II,

|d

away

its

from

acquisition

of

houses in favor of intensive
Fox
^y on large operations.

much led the field. He anled openly that it was his inten|0 build and have in operation
large first runs in 1929. That
jm is well under way. Chicago,
kb of B. and K. activity, was a
quiet to James Costen who,
Ss time, had lined up a strong
ig combine of Windy City and
The Marks
mding theaters.
operating the Marbro and GraJin direct opposition to B. and
Ind the Cooney theaters, the
|n and Capitol, also active comjn to the Katz holdings, were
|ached and a big first run right
"loop" discussed. And, while
writing, the three-cornered alhas not developed, there are
of the opinion that Fox will
over.
If he does, the Chicago
lion will take on a new com-
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PROPOSALS ARE

KnorvUle. Tenn.

OISCUSS[DAT STUDIOS
Meeting of Series
Held to Consider New

—

Thftatert will erect a houae on
to COM $1,000,000.
St.,
Plana are being prepared and
with construction to ttart soon.

Cay

First

Basic Agreement
Hollywood— Proposed

new

basic

between Equity and
a aubiect under discui^*y. One iecret meeting
coniider the proTowing motion

HODKINSON 10 PRODUCE

11

'

•nd a nutn-

(K'otkinjion Bur.oi. o/

EOR

WOJN'S aUBS

Pioneer Executive Reported Planning to Be-Enter
Picture Field
" "" Hodldnaoo

into

as president of Stanley, the chief
The
executive of both companies.
dual responsibility, however, proved
a heavy one and, a few months later,
E. B. Smith & Company of Philadelphia, bankers for Stanley and First
National, elected one of its partners,
Clifford B. Hawley, to succeed McGuirk. Thus, in addition to the big

owners, the Stanley Company, West Coast Theaters and William Fox, the latter by virtue of a 36
per cent interest in Wesco, holding
company for West Coast Theaters,
which he had bought from Adolph
Ramish in 1925 when Sol Lesser
bolted the Fox negotiations and carried control over to First National.

Keith-Albee-Orpheum Merge

was
Keith-Albee structure
The
strengthening its foundations.
Moss theaters in Greater New York
were purchased at a figure which netted Ben Moss a very handsome profit over his initial investment of many

By the end of the
years previously.
year, financing had been arranged, the
amalgamation of
Orpheum into one organization
aljout completed and active negotiation for control of Stanley begun.
The K-A-O picture affiliations, likewise, were being knitted more close-

Keith-Albee

the best features of both
retained, with J. J. Murdock elected
to guide the combined companies.
Joe Schenck's theater plans for
United Artists bore fruit, as promised,
but instead of entering the operating
field, Schenck made deals here and
there witli I.oew's where, it is important not to forget, brother Nick
was a mighty significant lignre. The
Loew circuit passed through the
tremors of trepidation in February
when Publix announced its plans to

merged and

to Quit Practice
THE FILU DAILY)

The decision of the commission was arrived at after a series
«* daily secret meetings instituted in an effort to clear the corndocket.

be issued by the commission instructing th«
^ist from employing its block booking system now
under the Fair Trade Practicea act.
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New York

invade

•r will

with

P.D.C. and Pathe were

together.

ly

on the question
All members are declared to be in accord
diHerences of opinion eaist as
of block booking, although some
public.
made
be«n
not
decision
has
The
to other facton.

Stanley
lany, on and off but generally
flirtations

—

The

u

's

who made up the
company, First National had

operators

chain

original
as part

practised by Paramount
Washinpon-^Block booking,
(Famoua Playen) i» declared iUegal by the Federal Trade Commiuion in arriving; at a decision in the case which has been under

lin.

Aims to Force Open
Market. Ban Blind Booking

U. S. Bill

Washington— Block and blind booking and arbitrary allocation of films are prohibited in a bill introduced in the Senate by Senator Brookhart of Iowa.
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Senator Seos No Chance
For Action Before
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Jules Mast-
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invcatieation for the last three years.
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Paramount

PublU

who had succeeded

Guirk,

Trade Commission to Order

Pubtix in Knoxvitle

b

a new five year contract with Famous
instead.
Bob Lieber became chairman of the board and John J. Mc-

BLOCK BOOKING RULED ILLEGAL
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American Films
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FBO'S
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GREAT COMEDY LINE UP

i

I':

The Most Famous Cartoons and Cosmopolitan Magazine
Stories, Syndicated Throughout The World, Picturized

I
i

BILLY DE BECK'S

W

BARNEY GOOGLE and SPARK PLUG SERIES
H. C.
I
I
i

li

WITWER'S

BLOOD
SERIES
RACING
ALBERTA VAUGHN
AL COOKE
and

with

i

JIMMY MURPHY'S

I

i|
1
1

TOOTS and CASPER SERIES

1

i

FONTAINE FOX'S

I

MICKEY

(HIMSELF)

McGUIRE SERIES

ii

Get In Touch With Your
I
1
I

I

I

FBO Exchange Now

LARRY DARMOUR PRODUCTIONS
FOR

STANDARD CINEMA CORPORATION
•

!

i

May

•sday,

and
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drawn but Publix

to allow Loew to build, reig an interest in each project.

led

so-called independents can turn
27 as their year of opportunity.
noes in production quality se-

lie

In July, the latest move came to
when the Federal Trade Commission charged Paramount, Zukor
and Lasky with conspiracy, declared
light

block booking illegal and called a
Trade Practice Conference of the en-

companies like Columbia, tire industry which, in the subsequent
am and Tiffany, a larger number words of Commissioner Abram F.
runs than they were ac- Myers "from the standpoint of the
rst
All three of commission is an attempt to let the
med to secure.
became national distributors. In industry avoid Federal regulation".
ber, John M. Stahl became a
Trade Parley Opens
L. A. Young, Detroit
[ler with
In October, the parley opened in
product manufacturer and M. New York. All
three branches of the
offman in Tiffany and the or- industry were represented.
Proation became known as Tiffany- ducer-distributors
brought on as many
for

i

M.P.T.O. Changes

—

Its

It is curious how things happen.
Temporarily checkmated in his endeavor to buy Wesco in '25, William

Fox early in the year made several
lightning moves, bought Wesco all
of
it
while an active competitor
designed to turn his head the other

—

—

way

moment and thereby
generous slice of First
National.
Fox's name was now on
many tongues. A first run for AtA Chicago
theater men representative of their lanta was announced.
own holdings, of course as they deal was about set. Then Milwaukee.

il.

e

43

Spots

against producer particiin in exhibition simmered to mild
lies when, at the exhibitor condistributor
Columbus,
in
on
intings

were admitted to membership.
Loew's and others turned
ix,
the M.P.T.O. treasury a tidy sum
And Charley
le form of dues.
John remarked:

a

a

—

Unaffiliated

could.

for

secured

exhibitorsi

de-

Finally plans for big theaters in

all

manded an open market. Producers world capitals. Consistently excellent
opposed.
The tussle narrowed to product was pouring forth in a steady
Myers, for the com- stream from the studio.

block booking.

IS

(exhibitors) wrote the Magna
the business by your action.
have laid the foundation wliereby
I
branches may face common troubles
Your constructive
h a united front.
makes producers and distributors

You

arta

ALL THE

o/FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

Keith-.A.Ibee
Ordeveloped.
invested $1,000,000 in FBO.
A few days ago Kennedy .nade the
retort courteous by buying outright
the large block of shares in KeithAlbee-Orpheum held by Albee.

FOX DEAL

against the Hays organization, ten distributor members and
thirty-two Film Boards of Trade alleging conspiracy in restraint of
trade, is about to begin its legal proceedings in the Federal Court of New

VOL. XLIIl

NEWS

Joseph P. Kennedy one

chanced to point out that prothan
profits averaged less
rs'

And Pettijohn, who
per cent.
in a position to know, some time
added that the illusion about the

t

No. 22

Thursday, January

ALL WESCO

IN

Cash Transaction Involves

That Deal
took just about six days
to change the map all over
again. Moving in right under the nose of some of the

IT

slower-moving

individuals
in
this fast-changing industry. Bill
of
-^ntrol

hing

Fox-Stanley Control First National
Control of First National now is held by StAnley and
Fox Films, by virtue of Fox's deal for control of the capital stock of Wesco, completion of which was made public
yesterday.
Stanley and West Coast obtained joint control of First
'National in a deal closed several months ago. At the time,
management was vested in the Stanley Company for a period of years.

Control of 300 Theaters.
F. N. Partnership
Fox has acquired

controj of
the capital slock of the Wesco
Holding Co., carrying with it
control of more than 300 theaters
in
California,
Oregon.

Washington, Montana, Nevada
and Iowa, and joint control will'
Stanley of First National. Ncgoinn.";
whirh _w^r^ lanp'^hr''

m

m

Iowa intro- an opportunity to unload all of their
Senator
duced a bill in Washington which troubles, alleged and otherwise but
would make block booking illegal. the bill was foredoomed to defeat.
Brookhart

of

Exhibitor sentiment divided itself
over the preference of an open marpressing ket under Federal supervision or an
industry permitted to operate minus

ere in the offing this
iblem would be dissected.
Several trade practices which had
)wn up with the business were now
oming targets for legal pot-shots.
Indiana, the state exhibitor unit
)nsored and had introduced a bill

make block booking

illegal.

It

In
the political shuffle.
a group of distributors
nd themselves in the Federal
In Texas,
irt on anti-trust charges.
action of similar intent was under
s

lost

in

lifornia,

y-

pheum

The Department

26, 1928

ines the chains were making was
Profits ranged
ighty sad one.
said,
Alwaj'S somewhat of a riddle, Fox
1 four to nine per cent, he
mission, refused to permit its disegative costs, theater costs, all cussion on the floor.
The stand on and his next move offered an oppors of costs were skyrocketing. The
that issue was clear, he pointed out. tunity for choice conjecture to the
stry knew it. Jesse L. Lasky, for It appeared then that a court fight industry at large. Publix and Loew's,
amount, launched a salary cut. carried to the highest tribunal of the alarmed over the Wesco purchase,
Fifteen com- land would develop before distributors considered withdrawal of all their
the top down.
from the Coast operating
ics followed in rapid order. Holly- would agree to abandon group sell- theaters
d waxed warm, then hot. The Ac- ing. The contest grew more intense. pool, then decided against it. The
injected The impasse on block booking seemed deliberations for the Finkelstein and
Association
5
Equity
ther effort to bring about a union insurmountable.
Midnight meetings Ruben chain, begun by Wesco, were
renewed by Fox. It looked like a
followed
finally brought
on
the
Meeting
coast.
doors
p
behind locked
for many weeks, but as was
deal
ir
meeting, with the result that to the delegate body six pomts
often the case through the years,
cut did not go into eiTect, Actor's which
embraced the distributors' something occurred on the inside and
lity retired in disgust and the varconcessions on a vexatious issue. the merger never went through.
pledged Sale of features was divorced from
elements
production
Three companion bills to the
tnselves to work with the then new short
subjects; the exhibitor was Brookhart measure were introduced
idemy of M. P. Arts and Sciences granted the right to cancel ten per in Congress. All of them sought to
endeavor to make a dollar look cent of a contracted block of pictures make block booking illegal. In Febtwo on the screen. Katz, in a by payment of fifty per cent of the ruary, a long-winded hearing on the
nifesto, urged a meeting of im- allocated price.
Brookhart proposal was held in
tant circuit heads to discuss the
Brookhart Bill Introduced
Washington. Monopoly was charged
ng costs of presentations in which
By way of further complications. and denied. Exhibitors once a^ain had

rybody was disporting himself
h no apparent regard for expense.
Katz determined on a Continental
ation and there the matter ended
h the vague possibility that some-

later

of Justice, having

filed suit

•awing upon the knowledge that
nkers',

country far more easy.
The production situation at Pathe
caused acute concern to the management and, at this writing, appears to
be approaching a satisfactory solution, as the result of long Hollywood
conferences between Cecil B. De
Mille and Joseph P. Kennedy, who
had stepped into Pathe at the exhortation of E. F. Albee.
A mutuality
of interest between FBO and Pathe

TAeHi¥S9kPlll

of

n happier than you".
er which latter statement many
folks were prone to chuckle and
incede Charley was correct.

A stringent French quota against
foreign films, in general and American films, in particular, caused so
much trepidation in the American
trade that Will H. Hays made a hurried trip to Paris, and by his firm
stand and determination to close
down American distribution in France
rather than submit to the terms of
what, to him, was held to be unfair
discrimination against America, finally won his point, secured a revision
of the quota and made the future
course of American pictures in that

governmental interference.
intense agitation prevalent all
through the vear in England ended
with the passage of the long-talked
of quota law which marked the be-

The

ginnings of a decreased revenue from
America's principal foreign market.
lingering illness ended in the

A

Loew on September
which closed the career of a lov-

death of Marcus
S

able,

understanding leader

industry could

ill

whom

afiford to lose.

the

In politics the mills were grinding
and grinding so well that passage of
the measure soon appeared impos-

York.
Cubninating

years

of

discussion

and marking the end to abortive attempts, many independent theater
owners in New York finally organized a buying association under the
leadership of Aaron Sapiro, the lawyer who successfully conducted libel
proceedings against Henry Ford and
who has had considerable experience
in organizing grain cooperatives.

Sound Films Catch On
pictures are growing in
importance.
Warners and Fox had
Talking

Now

been active for many months.
sound films finally impressed

their

value upon the industry at large. First
National closed a deal with Western
Electric
Firnatone
will
whereby
shortly make its debut in the market.

Then followed Paramount, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and United Artists
with Universal and Keith-Albee Or-

pheum immediately

in

the

offing.

Photophone, the system developed by
the Radio Corporation of America
and General Electric will find its outlet in the industry through FBO by
virtue of the purchase of a large
block of stock in the Kennedy organization.
Motion pictures in crude form, but
significant because of their potentialities,
were sent over the telephone
wires from Chicago by the American

Telephone and Telegraph Co.

On

tice

other hand, considerable talk
about
television,
some
illusive,
some tangible, developed. While
technicians and acoustical experts believe that a system will be perfected

into effect the first of

as a natural scientific development,
the consensus of opinion appears to
i)e
that it will be several years at
least before the device can be applied in a definite commercial way.
A problem of serious proportions,
therefore, is in the offing. That, however, is in the lap of the future.

sible.

The Contract
One offshoot of

Is Revised

Trade PracParley developed in Chicago
when a committee, appointed the
previous October, met and harangued
at length over the new uniform confound themselves deadlocked
tract,
and then finally in agreement, not
Out of this
perfect but satisfactory.
a new contract developed which went
the

May.
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See the Realistic and
Thrilling Effects
in

"THE MICHIGAN KID"
Directed and Supervised by

IRVIN WILLAT
From

the Story by

Rex Beach

A

Universal Picture Soon to be Released

11

Founded 1910
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i
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^N EPOCH IN THEATER DEVELOPMENT
From

the Narrow, Dark Show House of 1918
Exhibition
Has, in Ten Years, Progressed to an Undreamed of
Height
By JOHN EBERSON
irOST of us can remember "way

Magic
pORERUNNER of

back when" in the history of the
motion picture theater, timid
Tts were made to offer and sell
[usement and entertainment in the

4>-

el

A

day

doors in April, 1914. It was
among the first, if not the hrst,
of the de luxe type of theater
which now dots America. Several years elapsed before serious efforts were turned to
duplicate the Strand in wholesale and, therefore, it is historically correct to state that
the era of fine theaters began,

broadly speaking, in 1918.
The progress since then has
been a phenomena which the
industry perhaps fails to appreciate.
What the last decade
has meant for the public and
for the industry through con-

ustries.

cannot

but marvel at the
that has been made, not
ne in the production of pictures,
in the creation of modern edi!S
for their presentation, and in
wonderful development of ser
es given the amusement loving
)lic on the part of the exhibitor
today.

bgress

stantly improved theater building standards is outlined by
John Eberson, well known theater architect, in the accom-

:

/iewing this remarkable developnt it behooves me and all those
are familiar with this business
1 have kept themselves informed,
give great credit to a certain group
architects who have intelligently

new

in
gathering places
public entertainment, the
Strand, New York, opened its

—

ne

a

for

Ireroom theater,
nly ten years ago, the tiny box
ce; the small entrance lobby; the
narrow and dark theater with
,g,
pressed sheet metal ceiling; its
ow and uncomfortabe veneer opchairs; the "screen" up against
back wall and the automatic
o in the pit.
e recall more or less vividly the
e of buildings that housed a form
entertainment, which in a comatively few years has grown to
the seventh largest of American

r

a properly built and properly managed moving picture theater wields
on the community, no matter how

panying

article.

large or how small.
The theater architect is now being
called upon to design moving picture auditoriums, catering to old and
young, rich and poor.

Obsolete Houses Are Passing
statistics
taken
in
the
schools of Chicago, indicate that 90
per cent of the children visit a moving picture theater once a week; 64
per cent twice a week, and 40 per
cent not less than three times a week,
and there are a great many that go

Recent

moving picture theater oftener.
The modern theater architect has

to the

taken

development into
The old storeroom

this fast

all

consideration.
the small one-floor theater
are forgotten. The theater of eight
or ten years ago has become completely obsolete, and backed by the
ambition of the exhibitor and the
good judgment of capital, beautiful
theaters have been designed and

show and

built.
I previously mentioned the architectural efforts of many of our successful theater architects, the results
of having consistently and with absolute historic faithfulness followed
architectural rituals in their creations.
However, while it is true that this

have in mind the lead taken by
Geo. L. Rapp with their remarkable
successes
in
Barroque
architecture; the wonderful examples procedure has brought about a great
I

C.

W. &

of serving this country and
people with amusement, the
up-to-date exhibitor finds himself in
possession of theater buildings giving
the patron every conceivable advanbilities
all

its

comfort and pleasure.
and attractive exterior,
arousing and exciting civic pride,
spacious and commodious lobbies
and waiting rooms striking a welcoming note, luxurious, warm and
friendly auditoriums,-^rilliant and
mechanically
perfect
stages
and
tage,

A

bright

—

screens.

Contrasting with the theater of old,

modern picture thecommodious passages and aisles,
a liberal spacing of seats, com-

you

find in the

ater,

—

—

plete ventilating systems scientifically designed to supply cooled, washed, temperature and humidified air.
Contrasting with the theater of
ten years ago, our lighting systems
are modulated and flexible so as to
become by virtue of their character
and control an important factor in
influencing the moods of the public
assembled to be entertained and

soothed.

home - like
women, elegant
lounges and smoking rooms
Luxurious,

rooms

for

—

—nurseries for children,
rooms —check rooms and

retiring
club-like
for men
first
aid
intricate

and wardrobe rooms are now

office

i\side

in every modern house.
multi-tiered theaters of today
are provided with elevators and escaEvery possible safeguard
lators.
protecting the life and health of the

;

patron
towers;

diligently
istruction.

d

specialized

in

theater

of the great

ated by
of

number

Thomas

architecture

of theaters creA. Lamb in a style

evolved

by

similarity

architectural efforts in
localities, there
have been

various

Robert others

of

who have endeavored

to cap-

from the undreamed of de- Adam, and I marvel at the beautiful ture the spirit of a period style and
opment and technical perfection of theaters created by C. Howard have not merely copied a given example, but have introduced certain
American film, and aside from Crane.
The evolution of the modern mov- modifications with a view of meetintelligence guiding our scenario
iters and directors,
our theater ing picture theater building took into ing modern tastes and the requireconsideration not only the architec- ments in modern building tendencies.
;hitects have not only kept pace
The public has enthusiastically acdesign
and the decorative
th these developments, but have tural
cepted
the work of architects who
building
as
a
whole,
scheme
of
the
lyed a very important part in renhad the courage to allow themring service to communities by but the science of designing assem- have
oviding theater buildings which bly rooms, providing, aside from art, selves some latitude and who have
architectural modificanot only offering utmost com- innumerable comforts from the hy- indulged in
deserting
by
conventional
well, such as tions
standpoint
as
gienic
rt and convenience for the patron,
installation of air conditioning thought and design for the sake of
t edifices which have become in- the
apparatus and the use of "eye com- meeting the taste, the likes and the
iring homes for art and music.
dislikes of modern times.
lighting arrangements.
fort,"
This decisive evolution in theater
The American theater architect has
!hanges Drastic in Theater Field
done a masterful piece of work in building has made itself felt for the
We have seen the development of synchronizing architecture with the last ten years, but the real rapid
eir specialty buildings such as raildemands made upon the designer and advancement first came about nine
ad stations; telephone buildings; builder of a theater by the ofificial years ago with the creation of the
;_

—

uctures specially designed for autoDtive industry and the use of car
imers, but in no line has there been
ch a noted and drastic change as
the moving picture
ruction field.

theater con-

A great deal has been
inted of late in regard
m theater architecture.
at the satisfactory

said

and

to

Amer-

I

believe

development

of

modern super-picture theater in
large cities, as well as the tasty,
mfortable and more modest theae

regulations having to do with the
safety and the health of the public as
well as by the exhibitor who demands a plan arrangement, designed
to give best possible service to his
patrons.
comparatively small percentage
of the general populace of Arnerica
patronized the old nickel picture
Today the
house of years ago.
world depends upon the moving pic-

A

house with its interesting film
program; its artists' talent and its
musical program for its
r in our smaller towns, has been
rIoi lous
asterfully handled by the many amusement, education and informaitstanding theater architects of this tion, and we must not underestilUntry.
mate the wholesome influence which
ir

ture

_

provided

The

—

being provided for, fire
automatic fire-fighting apemergency passages and
paratus,
exits dictated and arranged by thoroughly tested and well-thought out
is

—

public safety regulations.

Replacement Era
I

at

Hand

believe that the intense building

country have reachBeing interested and
concerned about the welfare of the
industry which has given us our living and occupation, we are fearful

activities in this
ed their peak.

York and the Chicago theater, one
of the most beautiful cinemas in the

of the over-building evil.
On the other hand, we believe that
the next few years will see a great
deal of replacement of smaller theaters, and we have definite ideas with
reference to the re-vamping of old
houses which are well located but
need thorough rehabilitation and re-

world.

modeling.

a later date it was the privilege of the so-called "atmospheric"
theater, best illustrated by the CapChicago and the Riviera
itol in
Detroit, to gain public favor.
Thus it has come about that the
talent, experience and the organization of the American theater architect, are being frequently called upon
to lend their influence and service to
the theater building activities on the
Continent and in other foreign lands.
Fully realizing the great responsi-

know of a great many instances where owners of old and antiquated theaters could at comparatively small cost, and with but very

beautiful

Capitol

theater

in

New

At

m

We

effort, remodel their houses and
bring them up-to-date, thus not only
maintaining their position in the
business but doubtlessly arousing
and awakening dormant business
little

communities.

It is in this direction
talent and organization of
experienced architects will find a

that

the

fertile

field.
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A. FITZPATRICK'S

SCHUBERT
CENTENNIAL SERIES

'yviOTION PICTUBB-

Admits That

t

"THE

ADORABLE CHEAT
4f

The

i

first

of

EIGHT feature

99

productions

for season 1928-29

Not

Is

4t

A

-"knockout"— ''Sure

''wow'

fire

riot"— 100% hit—

or even a "whiz-bang"

But

'Schubert's Songs'

I

"Schubert's Inspiration'
"Schubert's Friends'
"Schubert's Unfinished Symphony"
"Schubert's Serenade"

t
4-

Here
"

as

is

what

good

as

OTHER PEOPLE

say about

it;

many

sand dollar pictures

—

of the big five's hundred thoua good entertainment."

—Hollywood Filmograph
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»
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with full orchestrations

issued

i

I

FEATURING
i

i

I

SCHUBERT'S MOST
POPULAR MUSIC

»
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.
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1

—Film Daily
—Variety

—

—Chotiner's

will send

real

Sam

Zeirler, (N.Y.) J. L.

entertainment."

directing

audience

Parisian Theatre, L. A., Gal.

them away

some
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—
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*
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NOW A SCIENCE

HEATER OPERATION

rh

"Hit or Miss" Methods Have Been Discarded for Sound

Merchandising—Selling the PubUc
Bij

HAROLD

^

c

B.

FRANKLIN

West Coast Theaters,

csident.

Inc.

lERE has been a tremendous
change in management methods
motion picture theaters during the
ten years.
Those niceties of
ation which revolutionized the
i

of entertaining the public
introduced on Broadway, today
considered as part of the every

ness
n

routine of theater management,
as theater buildings in themes have shown such marked im_
pbvement in such measure have
n'nagement methods kept pace with
city
important
Every
p)gress.
:Ughout the country can today
>t of a truly "de luxe" operation,
the same finesse that is apparent
1

—

'

I

s

Roxy

or Paramount theater is
rule rather than the exception
rever fine motion pictures are

jvvn.

present time, theater manabout to enter the decade

\t the

iiient is

probably see an even furdevelopment of fine management

:h will

Conditions are constantly
hods.
which might have
iging that
an excellent method a few years
k,
tomorrow may be antiquated.
iT industries have found that it
nportant that they keep ahead of
procession if they are to keep
with rapidly changing condi-

—

1

tions.

quality

There is a new measure of
and style influencing virtually

every contact with the public.

It is

a significant fact when many large
enterprises had to change old-fashioned methods to conform to the

fast-moving

a Never-Ending

harmonious

Task

—

is
instantly
apparent.
front of the modern theater itself is so designed that it is a magnet
to the prospective patron. The lobby
display reeks with sales suggestion.
Modern management recognizes that

The

which has made

portant operation.
There are no
waits no slowing up of the show;
the program is smooth-running, and
the patrons are kept constantly interested.
Every foot of film every
part of the program is planned carefully by the management; nothing is
left to chance, and each unit in the
program is blended so that the show
is brilliant, fast-moving, and smooth.
This is the modern trend in show-

—

—

—

its lobby is an advertising medium,
businesses that the value of which is not underhave a close contact with the public. estimated. It, therefore, is continualProgressive theater management is ly at work reminding, selling and
now recognizing that the motion pic- poster work, as well as copy, must
ture theater must keep pace with the have sales force
punch or it fails manship.
"airplane" age that we are in.
It is
in its purpose.
The lobby display is
Everyone knows that to hold a
an accepted fact that today the mo- a medium which has a tremendous dominant position in the community,
tion picture theater is considered to circulation.
Proper sales force at the theater must give the fullest
be an important part of the com- this point creates immediate patron- value, because the public soon knows
munity.
It
participates
every age.
in
It is necessary only for the
where it gets the greatest value and
worthwhile movement of public bene- patron to cover the distance from the it is quick to recognize quality. And
fit.
The motion picture theater is sidewalk to the box office. Here is that management which takes the
frequently the pivot around which your show window, and modern man- public into its confidence that gives
the progress of a community centers. agement that is progressive does not it what it wants is the one that enjoys the greatest prosperity.
It has been known to shift the real
overlook a bet in this regard.
The modern trend can be of great
estate tendencies of a town, and its
Those attendants who first come
success is often the barometer by in contact with the public realize the value in advertising; illustrations are
They smart and attention-attracting, and
which the success of commercial responsibility that is theirs.
business is gauged in a particular know that they are the welcoming the copy is straightforward, to-thecommunity. It can readily be seen hosts of the service staff and that point, and is inspired through its sinwhat an important part the motion upon their conduct is dependent the cerity. All of these, and many more,
picture theater manager plays in the first impression that the patron re- are shaping new customs and standscheme of things, and progressive ceives. This is no small responsi- ards the trend of which will be
The theater itself is gay, translated into a finer operation, all
managers are up on their toes and bility.
are ready to keep pace with chang- bright, and comfortable, and atten- of which will establish new standards
dants, through their appearance and for the motion picture theater.
ing conditions.
conduct, suggest an unobtrusive yet
Keeping Up With the Times
Modern managekindly hospitality.
Those that are alert look forward ment is mighty particular about the
with enthusiasm and surround them- service staff, because it is established
progressive theater
neat-appearing
intelligent,
selves with the atmosphere that is so that an
necessary for the development of new attendant usually means a wellmanager can sell and keep
and better methods, because manage- established theater. The public is
his house sold if he remembers
ment that is most modern in its ideas quick to sense the standard of the
That the motion picture thewill forge ahead to new heights. The theater by those they come in contact
ater is frequently the pivot
theaters that continue to pioneer in with.
around which the community
The charm of color goes a long
this new era will be the leaders of
revolves.
tomorrow.
way to make a theater attractive
That the front of the theater
This modern influence is dominated unusual results are obtained through
is so designed as to prove a
by certain actuating forces, the most study and practice in this connection.
magnet to the prospective cusimportant of which is public contact. Color uplifts and stimulates. At no
tomer.
however,
more
felt,
color
time is the influence of
This influence can be
That the lobby must reek of
not alone in business contact, but in potent, nor the scope of its influence
suggestion.
sales
about
theater.
furnishings
the
than
in
the
apparent
more
decoration, in
That the attendants must be
Every good management realizes
us, as well as the clothes that we
cheerful, polite and courteous
wear. It can readily be seen that the that the screen entertainment is only
since they are the managers'
modern type of operation will require as good as the projection, and therecontact with the public.
fore modern management does not
initiative and the very best efforts.
There is a dash— go— spirit about the compromise in this respect, and proThat the theater itself must
modern way of doing things that is jectionists understand clearly their
be gay, bright and comfortable.

itself

spirit

in

felt

many

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Shoppers

THE

Highlights
public
THE
ping for

is shopentertainment.
keeping
are
Picturegoers
abreast of activities in Hollywood. They know what productions they want to see
weeks before the theater gets
them.
This important truth,
coupled with the fact that this
is the age of modern convenience, has made the theater
managers' task one of increasing importance to the welfare
of his house.
His solicitation
for his public must be reflected
by every member of the staff,
for
as
Harold B. Franklin
points out in his discussion on
the science of theater management, the public is quick to
notice delinquencies and equally as quick to transfer its patronage to a theater which
more nearly lives up to the
standards it has become accus-

today

its

tomed

to.

Franklin has operated theaHe is thorough-

ters for years.
ly
versed in

the problems
the manager
and, by force of experience, is
enabled to write with authority on the subject matter herewith presented.

which

confront

dominated by the spirit of youth and
that will not be governed by the rules
It is the progress that
of yesterday.
has been made during the past ten

years that has equipped most managements to face the requirements of the
future.

There

is

very

little

guess-work to

mo-

the requirements of the modern
result
tion picture theater, and the
estabhas
development
of
of years
requirements
lished certain definite
the front to
from
apparent
are
that
first
the back of the house. The very
gateglance immediately suggests a
way to pleasure. Both day and night
modern
the entrance in front of the
on the
spot
brightest
the
is
theater
Brightness— rich, varied and
street

responsibility.

That projection must be per-

Perhaps
The modern trend is probably more
noticeable in music than in any other
The heavy standard
development.
overtures are taboo in most instances,
as only orchestras of large symphonic
proportions can do justice to such
compositions and such orchestras are
only available in the very largest the-

fect.

largest cities.
in the
the selection of music,
management endeavors to give the
public what it wants, and it realizes
that the mood of an audience bright-

stantly.

Music

aters

First,

located

Therefore,

in

ens with cheerful music.

Every moment on a program now,
some significance in every im-

has

That

most

audiences

want

cheerful entertainment and that
this should be reflected in the
music.
That there are no waits between numbers; that the program runs smoothly; that the
patrons are kept interested con-

That this is the age of youth
and pep and that the theater
must

at all times reflect the
period through which it is
passing.

I
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RAY HARRIS
Latest

RICHARD DIX

Adaptations

^'WARMING UP"

COMING SOON

"SPORTING GOODS"
(Story and Adaptation in collaboration)

B[G6ARS Of

Lir[
Paramount^ Famous - Lasky

THE BARKER
HAPPINESS AHEAD

Pack Your House
with

this

three

FLOWERS."

BURLESQUE

A

reel

"HEARTS AND

"drammer" made fourteen
years ago and enhanced with modern coloring. Put
on an "old-fashioned" act and pull in young and
old, the old to reminisce, the young to laugh.
real

a

It's

Benjamin Glazer

thriller,

Vincent

Richards,
featured in

scream

professional

tennis

champion,

"NET RESULTS"
A

one-reeler with just
the dope that every tennis player is anxious to see,
and it packs a laugh as well.
good bet for any house.

will pull in the tennis fans.

A

Don't

pass this one up.

State rights

now
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Phone, wire or write to

Stanley Educational Film Division
220 West 42nd Street
Wisconsin 0610
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HE NEWSREEL BEGAN
Aeroplanes
o Assure Speed in
'overagte, Rapid Strides

Use

^ith

Editor,

r

pany

—

as

News.

I

am

of

editor

its

release,

The

newsreels, five in
during that period, were
Ijer
znick. Fox News, Kinograms, Inational News and Pathe. Of that
tet four remain, Selznick dropout about 1922.
he newsreel in those days was
the important factor in the theprogram that it is today chiefly
ause newsreels at that period conid 50 per cent or less real news
lies,
the reel being padded out
trick
h
so-called feature items
he

t;

—

^

of men on airplanes, amusing
IS at the zoo, oddities among
niman race, such as exceedingly
men and women, and others of
nature all calculated to entertain

theater-goer but which should
have occupied so much footage
ra newsreel.
It was not news.
,

n

7he Aeroplane Pointed the Way
"he development of the newsred,
an actual means of news dissemin ion, started after the end of the
I

\orld War, for what had enabled
tl
conflicting armies to wreak such
d truction, was to prove a boon to

newsreel in presenting "spot" news

t

—

the aerop tares to a waiting world
I don't believe it is generally
P ne.
r.lized to what extent the aeroc ne has been instrumental in aiding
\s
>

c

r
I
I

cameramen

to

secure

their

almost as soon as they happen
on the other side of newsreel
nufacture, have the newsreel given
aeroplane sufficient credit for the
it has played in making possit

Its

t
rapid transportation of finished
fnts for the theater.
3ack in 1918 the newsreel was used
sliply as a filler by most theaters

it

i\

r
I

1

\

meant

little

insofar as actual

dissemination was concerned.
wsreel producers lacked the facili3
of securing timely stories and
re able to film only gigantic fires,
p launchings and events of that
ivs

which were interesting enough
lacked the "kick" which a presentY audience gets when its sees toy's ball game on the screen the
ne evening.
ture

1:

i
t

s

:

Financial

T'HE

budgets

for

giant strides

The

not going to att
an outline of the evolution of
lewsreel from its inception, for
IS not until seven years after the
se of the first newsreel that I beassociated with this field of
mn picture entertainment.
was in 1917 that I entered the
business with the Pathe
reel

!

With Cost Limitations
Removed, The Newsreel

news

Odyssey of Progress
made by

the industry in

its

variousi

reel

pictorial

newspaper today has come

older brother of the printed

time

is

Now Strives for and Gets
News on the

measured by

word

to rival its
practically overnight, as

history.

"Spot"

now

what are
release
regional editions, which
comprise news pictures interesting
only to those people in certain localities and not of national or interhave at
national importance.
the present time 14 permanent regional editions covering the principal
cities of the United States and approximately a dozen of what are
known as occasional regional editions which are filmed and developed
in
the locality in which a story

newsreels

organization.

nation of world news through
At
iiedium of motion pictures.
time, Charles Pathe presented
ihe first time a regular and sysric medium of news disseminafilms.

SPURT IN 18

branches are nowhere better reflected than in the tremendous advance recorded in the perfection of newsreel

years ago a new inCidustry was established the dis-

l)y

An

Paramount News

r GHTEEN
:

ITS

of

Were Made
EMANUEL COHEN

By

49

known

as

We

production, too, were limited in the
period just after the war. An assignment editor thought twice before

ing that period in which the aeroplane was used in coverage were the
Japanese earthquake, the Harding
calling Washington, D. C, because funeral, the Dempsey-Gibbons' fight
of the telephone bill involved. Now- at Shelby, Montana, more recently,
adays he will call London without a the Florida hurricane, and the Shen- warrants this special service.
moment's hesitation if he believes it andoah disaster of two years ago,
Another innovation of the past few
are only five of many instances.
necessary.
years has been the shipment of the
To the newsreel editor events are special story, regardless of the semiAlso because of the low budget,
camera staffs were meagre, most of three kinds the sudden, an un- weekly release date. As a case in
newsreel companies having only a forseen occurrence which he is lucky point I mention the recent SOO-foot
fourth the manpower now at work in to film, the impending, one of which story of the trans-Atlantic flyers
It was he has some, but not complete knowl- taken at Greenley Island, which was
the various organizations.
film
many edge and the scheduled, such as a shipped all over the country indepensimply impossible
to
events, for. by the time the camera- presidential inauguration, a football dent of the regular semi-weekly reman could get to the place at which a game or a fight the latter, of course, lease.
story was in the making, it would be the easiest to cover.
Exhibitors decry the extravagance
It was only by a streak of luck of the newsreel producer, but I am
concluded. As I remember, Pathe
at the time had about a dozen men that the cameraman would get pic- sure if they were acquainted with
covering the whole United States tures of sudden events in the years actual facts, they could better apwith only three or four responsible past; it was only by great sacrifice preciate just why so much money is
for news pictures emanating from that the editor could keep a man spent.
It is a fact that but 10 per cent
the foreign countries. And Pathe had near the spot in which an impending
as many, if not more, cameramen event was to occur during the old of the pictures taken by cameramen
days, because of the scarcity of man- ever reach the screen. Two or three
than did its competitors.
It was only the scheduled cameramen cover the average story
power.
Mechanical Perfection Aided
events which he could guarantee the and, on a special, sometimes as many
On the other hand assuming that public.
Out
as a dozen are sent to shoot it.
cameramen were able to cover as
Here, in 1928, luck rarely enters of all the exposed negative they turn
much territory as they do today, it the possible filming of a news event. in at the laboratory 50 to 75 feet
was still a long time before the nega- This is due to the fact that the ma- are selected. Well enough if that
tive, received at the laboratory, could jor
newsreel producers now have portion were screened, but, with the
be developed, printed and shipped to the means and the facilities for cov- first run house buying two or three
This was due to the ering stories whether or not they newsreels and limiting the running
the theater.
manufacturing processes break in New York City, where most time of the combined three from 9
that
fact
were in a crude state. Chief among companies maintain the largest force, to 11 minutes you can imagine just
these deterrents to speedy transpor- or in Timbuctoo.
how much of the several hundred
tation was the fact that developing
feet shot is actually projected. There
Augmented
Reporters
Camera
depended, to a great extent, on
The money
is where the trouble lies.
While on the subject of manpower spent is never seen in the screen.
weather conditions; humidity would
cause a halt in that operation. An- it would be well to tell of another
Rentals Paltry for the Service
Back in 1918, the newsreels
other was the old hand developer. angle.
newsreel producer, as well as
The
picthe!'
for
mainly
dependent
were
Today, we have installed in our
It
total force of the exhibitor, has his complaint.
an
average
on
tures
moda
laboratories
News
Paramount
newsreel
that
the
his
lament
now
in
addition,
In
over.
world
men
the
IS
Carthe
ern air conditioning device,
purchased from free lance does not receive a proper rental price.
rier system, the same as is used in newsreels
whatever footage they The ratio of news pictures shown on
cameramen
year
the
comfortable
making theaters
which were not the screen in the big houses is about
of
events
desired
As is known, this system
round.
regular staff. It was equal to that percentage of film renthe
covered
by
and
developer
newsreel
the
makes
method for they tals received. It is the newsreel proprinter independent of weather con- a rather haphazard
depend on the free ducer's claim that the newsreel proditions; whether it blows hot or cold, were forced to
of what con- vides 10 per cent of film entertainfoggy or clear, this phase of newsreel lance cameraman's idea
in
many cases, ment but receives but one per cent
and,
news
stituted
manufacture goes on.
ideas did not always of the total film rental paid out by
cameraman's
the
first
the
that
recollection
It is my
the exhibitor.
the editor's.
time the aeroplane was used in trans- coincide with
As regards the foreign field. I am
Ever since the inception of Paraporting negative to the laboratory
not acquainted with the figures of
I have had in addition
News
mount
covNews
Pathe
1920.
was back in
to a) regular staff of over 50 camera- other newsreels but I wish to state
ered the presidential inauguration
a much greater number which that Paramount News today reaches
men,
was
negative
the
and
Washington
These men a total of 42 foreign countries and is
semi-staff men.
an
call
I
York
brought back to New
not put ultimately translated into 29 lanbut
do
retainer
paid
a
aeroplane, a new departure in film are
Facilities for securing picmajority of them guages.
The
time.
full
aroused
in
which
one
and
transportation
tures are as good as those in this
different
work
of
photographic
do
rethe
considerable comment with
Every strategic point in
are subject to call when a country.
sultant determination on the part of sorts but
hope during
Europe is covered.
I betheir
services.
warrants
story
utilize
to
editors
competing newsreel
inaugurate
the renext
year
to
the
vogue
is
in
arrangement
this
lieve
futhis form of transportation in the
service
now in operation
gional
other newsreel producers.
among
ture.
,
To further serve the public the throughout the United States.
Other news events occurring dur-
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AND

DVERTISING: AS IT WAS
Have Merchandising Standards Maintained
the Rest of the Industry
By
sident.

M.

Associated

P.

money

Showmanshiping
"C'VERYTHING

that is a difficult
to pin oneself down to.
One
n t say what has the last ten years
for styles in clothing and not
ble to answer the question, for
imple reason that one could not,
s he could prove that the stand-

which he makes his comparian accepted one from the

yr

is

ten

last

is

to bring forth
but,
nevertheless,

criticisms,

—

to

—

I'f

:,

time, don't forget that

if

there

before you today exact
togyaphs of people walking the
ets of 1938 you would probably
e

fh

laid

your head

off.

o in mentioning the difference in
sical appearance of the advertisof ten years ago from that of
»y we must think of it only as a
jral advancement of the science
advertising and art as it keeps
with the findings of students
:

be said in praise of many of
the ads as I saw them of the year
1918 and that is this: Some of those
who create advertising today might
look back and take a lesson from
those old pages as to the matter of
use of white space and how valuable
writing
is to know when to stop
it

may

copy-

•

.,

T

Another very mterestmg thmg 1
noted was the use of colored in-

serts. I

.

should

like to point

out that

of

them

page insert from Jewel Productions
on "Sirens of the Sea," with Jack

Very

effective.

there

was a two-page

of

Olga

Petrova

sert
that

was stunning.

in-

Productions

And

all

think that

were very bad often turned out

had it
have seen

Then

"I

Ads that not the writer, but
more exprienced men than him, said

in
the last year.
One series. I
thought, was beautifully done. This
was gotten out by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation and concerned
Henry Walthall, then under the banner of Paralta Pictures.
A very
striking series. Another was an eight-

Mulhall.

say,

tising.

that

I

it

big national medium where
had the opportunity of checking
results on all kinds of national adver-

—

many

as

I

NOW" —

over some of those

runs,

certain

make.

all

days,

is

biggest

the

there were

old

bad" or "That would have been
better this way" and often I say it
to my own stuff, but then I go back
over three years' experience on a

;

ck by it.
I run over the ads of ten years
I find such statements as:
"A
Hit"— "Read These Telei
s''
"Ten Million People Have
This Story in Saturday EvenPost" "Arrange
Your Play
s
Fairbanks
Again
[sen to Open a New Theater"
iTremendous Success Is Nation-

the

Broadway

for

do, at times,

I

ad

was asked to contribute his thoughts
The article presented here embodies

in sales psychology and of artists
Advertised"— "Booked for 70 who have become better educated
in methods by which the eye may
Over the Pantages' Circuit"
Is
at the Critics Say"
and hun- be more easily attracted and impressions made in a more pleasing mans of other such catchline headner so that the story to be told might
hen we today are promoting be caught more quickly and more
t^ugh a trade paper advertisement easily retained.
As one starts from ten years ago
ndividual picture, do we not fall
in
the trade paper, advances and at
the same line of sales heads for
the same time checks advertising in
copy as the above mentioned?
en the text matter in the body reputable national magazines one
might see that trade advertising pro|he ads, the last selling lines, are
gressed almost in the same ratio as
St identical and when you scan
handled
,e
of the institutional copy of other types of advertising
the best men in the country.
by
e
days
you
will
find,
in
direct
tf
To me, this is rather remarkable
parison, that the same words roll
that most of
the pencils of today's writers as when one considers
designing the
and
writing
men
the
|e used then.
were primarily
advertisings
trade
A Natural Advancement
pubHcity men and not what we concourse, from today's viewpoint sider out-and-out advertising men.
our advanced knowledge of comIt is interesting to note the graducial art and layout, the ads of ten
al change in character of trade adrs ago, pne might
say, suffer vertising, due, I believe, in a great
n placed side by side with some measure to the entrance of expehe printed pages as we find them rienced advertising men into the mok after week in our present day tion picture field and the use of more
rnals.
They suffer only, how- advanced commercial artists.
in the same ratio as one feels
The general improvement in the
clothing styles of that period advertising as is found in mediums
er when placed beside that which reaching the public such as "The
wear today. When we look at Saturday Evening Post" was also
ures taken ten years ago and gig- showing its influence.
at the clothes of the people of
There is one thing, however, that

i;

passion

There w^ill be differences of opinion over the
stand he has taken, for several of his arguments lean toward the reactionary. Some will undoubtedly agree others
will not. That there will be a general interest evinced in
what he has to say, however, appears a logical assertion

bound

in

might be termed, and created a little change in direction for the copy
writer, for here he had to plan his
material to sell the actual ticket buyer and not the picture buyer.

his views.

That

yea'fs.

this connection.

than

and that is the newspaper.
This was brought about by the

ture Advertisers, Inc.

there

industry

the

grown

pertaining to motion pictures has

an effect upon the

There is one medium, of course,
which is much more often used by

Industry

Bruce Gallup, president of the Associated Motion Pic-

been any great improvement in
fundamentals of trade advertisthe

An

bigger and better since the unsettled, disorganized days
of 1918. What of advertising? Have standards advanced
and, if so, has the progress noted in this vitally important
branch of motion picture activity kept abreast of the progress in other fields of film activity?

is

ipoint of perfection,
personally, do not think

for

just
exhibitor.

many ways

in

Theory

Advertisers

has the last ten years done
for motion picture advertising?

ment

—An Argument-Provoking

By

BRUCE GALLUP

lAT

)y

the Pace Set

IS

these

And another from
were in 1918.
Metro that is worthy of good mention.
In fact, as you analyze it all,
it would almost appear that, if there
were any improvement, it might pos-

of

result

getters

to be

and

those thought to be marvelous flopped.
So I came to the conclusion
that if one is to criticize advertising
one must not let his own individual
impressions sway his opinion too
much, but in fairness to its creator,
analyze it carefully from the angle
of what he has to sell, what is the
type of buyer he is appealing to, is
it
easy t© read, is it convincing in
its text before passing judgment.

Misuse of the "Clever"

Ad

One

of the things I believe the
advertisers of ten years ago had on
us today was the little use of "clever"
advertising, the most dangerous and
wasteful form of advertising that has
ever been known. I shall never forget a line put out by the former Lord
& Thomas Advertising Agency before it became Lord & Thomas
Logan: "Beware of the Clever Ad.
If you believe that you have created
a very clever advertisement, put it in
your drawer for a couple of days,
then take it out and read it again.

&

sibly be laid at the feet of the artists
of today rather than the individual
who creates the ads. Of course, this
true of all; there are many
is not

This might save your job and your

exceptions.

firm a lot of money."

Changes

certain selling policies
naturally have brought about slight
changes in method of handling some
copy, but, on a whole, copy runs
about the same.
National advertising has come inThis was startto being since 1918.
remember, by Famous
as
I
ed,
Players and developed to the point
today where there is a considerable
amount of money spent in national
fact
Considering the
magazines.
in

we manufacture an

in

After all what changes have come
advertising has been due to the

natural evolution

becomes apparent
advertising

This
one peruses the

of business.
if

annals

of

all

industry.

There were certain to be changes
and what changes have come have
been healthy.
"this

is

when one
layout

is

To

say of advertising

wrong" or
is

"this is right"
of copy or
There are no set

speaking

foolish.

for the successful advertisement or layout. It depends upon the
ability of the individual, first as a
salesman and secondly, upon his ability to put that salesmanship on pa-

rules

unstandappealing to emotions in the prospective buyer that
can never be controlled and that \vc
are not as yet at the point of per- per in the manner his experience
fection in the matter of controlling tells him will hit the prospective
the display time of our product in the buyer right between the eyes. That's
that

ardized

product

window

retailer's

—the

has always appeared to

wasting

a

tremendous

theater

me

this

amount

—

it

was
of

the
in

secret of successful advertising,
opinion.
But to teach it

my

that's

another matter.
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A DECADE OF SHORT SUBJECT GROWT
From

A
By

HAMMONS

Fillers

History

in 1918 to Box-Office

By One

Who

they, in those past days, were
building up their fan following in
short subjects just as many others
back over the last were doing and as still others ?.re
decade of progress in the motion doing today.
picture industry, I find myself thinkThe wisest exhibitor, however, is
ing of the days when I was being
the one who does not wait until the
laughed at for my plan to organize short feature star has established
and operate a big national exchange himself completely and left the short
system for the handling of short subfeatures for longer features, where
jects exclusively.
I think of some of
appearances are of necessity
his
the many sources of capital which I
much less frequent. Instead, he plays
approached and of the many rebuffs
the leading short feature stars "on
which I met. And then when I cona rising market" and reaps the benesider the tremendous proportions of
fit of the more numerous appearances
the short features branch of our inthey can make in two reel pictures.
dustry today, I marvel at the great
Lupino Lane is an outstanding exstrides that have been made.
ample of big names in the short
In those days the multiple reel feature comedies of today.
Any
feature had so completely overshad- Broadway legitimate stage producer
owed the short subject that most of is proud to have Lane as a star and
the industry was still blinded to its
to feature his name as one of the
constant importance as a vital part of
His
leading
attractions.
world's
film entertainment.
The short com- numerous successes on Broadway in
edies in many cases were little more
recent years, following like successes
than a by-product of a dramatic studio.
abroad, have demonstrated his hold
From a half neglected stepchild try- on the public.
ing to work in a corner of some disThe motion picture exhibitor has
used stage, the short comedy has the same name and talents to oflfer
grown during these crowded years on his screen, and because of Lane's
until today several of the biggest stu- continued adherence
short
to the
dios on the Coast are operating large- comedy, he is enabled to profit by
ly for the production of short feature this name and these talents eight
comedies.
At the Educational stu- times during a season.
dios alone the largest exclusively
short feature comedy plant in the
The Exhibitor Angle
world more than 60,000 square feet
The exhibitor has, of course, largeof stage space is kept constantly busy ly controlled the development of the
in the production of one-reel and short feature during the last ten
two-reel comedies, and every em- years, just as he largely controls all
ployee and every resource of one of developments in the industry.
He
Hollywood's biggest production or- has generally recognized the fallacy
ganizations is devoted exclusively to of the old belief that the short subthis specialized form of production.
ject was only a "filler" and has
learned to use the one and two reel
Star Development
pictures to better advantage in buildIt was my complete faith in the ing up programs of variety and difuture of the short feature which kept versified appeal.
The thing that
me at my task until I finally obtain- many exhibitors have not yet learned,
ed from London business men the however, is to take the same advancapital required for the establishment tage of the short feature in adverof Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., tising and exploitation that is, in
and the operation of its international building for greater profits that
system of exchanges. Perhaps our they take in the arrangement of
proudest thought is that Education- their shows.
The frequent lack of
al's history during these years has
proper exploitation of good box-ofbeen parallel with the history of
fice attractions in the short subject
such splendid growth in the type of
picture on which we had elected to class and the craze for so-called
presentations probably are the two
concentrate.
biggest stumbling blocks in the way
These ten years have seen many
of
the
of the screen's finest and most pop- of unlimited development
ular stars developed in short sub- short feature today.
When the average exhibitor learns
jects.
And it is still the short feature
to which the screen must largely look to exploit the worthwhile among his
for the development of the big stars short subject attractions to better
of tomorrow.
Such names as Har- advantage, he will make additional
old Lloyd, Colleen Moore and many profit from them and the natural reothers of comparable importance as sult would be the production of still
box-offi.ce attractions, bring forcibly finer short features for his use. The
to mind the contributions that the presentation craze probably will take
short subject has made to th* devel- care of itself, for outside of the big
opment of feature star attractions. de luxe houses, the exhibitor cannot
President,

E.

W.

for

Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

LOOKING

—

—

—

—

Draws

Fostered

the

in

1928—

Evolution

hope to present on his stage, talent for the development of big stars bi
that is comparable with that obtaina- for the perfecting of new methcx
ble in short features. The cost would of production, photography, etc.
The exhibitor who
be prohibitive.
In the development of the newe^
wants quality all the way through
form of screen entertainment syi
his show must depend upon the short
chronized pictures and sound v
film subject for the "spice of the pro-

—

have again a demonstration

gram."

of

f

tl

contribution which the sho i
The Place of Short Subjects
feature is constantly making to tl
Of course, we still have those cer- film's progress. For many reasons
subject seems to be mo
tain theaters which insist on running short
double feature programs in spite of adaptable for use with the new sour
the fact that the great majority of devices, for the first year or two
audiences have quite frankly indi- their progress at least; and even
cated that they would prefer to see the years to come, when these soun
a good feature and a good short com- devices have become thoroughly pnl
edy to any of the double feature pro- fected, the short subjects synchroi
grams that are being offered. It is ized with sound will still be amon
very rarely that two good features
are seen on the same bill.
An ex- the most popular items of the theati
program.
hibitor usually picks one feature for
its
entertainment qualities and the
Some of the most intelligent ol
other because it is cheap. Obviously, servers of the progress of the screi
the double feature program is ar- speak frequently of two big thii
ranged for exploitation purposes. that are sure to develop as universi
How much wiser it would be to run improvements of picture entertaiij
a good feature and a good comedy ment. One is sound. The other s
and learn to exploit them both.
color photography. And here agail
Even if two good features were in the use of color, we see that ^
obtainable on the same progran.. short feature has paved the way doi
they would in most cases tire out the
ing the past decade. Here and tho
audience. If you sit down to a meal
have had sequences in feature pi<
and are served a big helping of roast we
tures done in color, and even OB
beef,
you are not likely to ask
for another such big helping of roast or two full length feature pictun
It is the shoi
beef. What you want then is a salad complete in colors.
or dessert. You want some spice to subject, however, which has brouj^
your meal. So does the theater audi- color to the screen most frequentij
ence want "spice" on its program. For several seasons past, every ye»
The program is better balanced with has seen some short subjects on Ed
a feature, a comedy, a newsreel and ucational's program done in cola
a novelty just the same as a meal Notabe among these have been til
is better balanced with an entree, a
fashion reels and the Romance Pri
salad and a dessert.
ductions, which have represented tli
The effect of a good comedy on the highest advance in the art of cole
audience is reflected in the frequent motion picture photography.
^
newspaper reviews which come to
1/
Sees the Future Assured
my attention, stating that a short
I
subject has "saved the show."
believed
thei
Ten years ago I
that
have just been looking at the film was a wonderful opportunity in tb
reviews in one of the big New York short subject branch of the industrj
dailies within the last week.
The By concentrating on this type of pi(
critic of this big metropolitan daily
and by bringing into its prodoc ^
reviews one of the big Broadway ture
tion
and distribution the best peC
first run shows.
longer
The
feature
picture has made an unfavorable im- pie obtainable, I saw the way C
pression on him and he frankly says making a worthwhile contribution t
so.
But then he follows with a re- the motion picture's progress. Todaj
view of the comedy which "provoked after ten years of extraordinarily rapi
howls."
strides, I believe more than ever i
How much more showmanlike to the future of the short subject. Wit

big

tl

i

i'

send them away with "howls" of
laughter than to send them away
tired out by a second feature!

From any angle
proach the subject

which we apseems quite important to the industry as a whole
that short features should have their
proper place on the theater program.
They have proved, in many ways,
the experimental grounds of the business for many years and it is to the
short feature the exhibitor and the
whole industry must look for much
of

its

at

it

progress in the future, not only

every year modern

life

—

assumes

faster pace.
Faster do we work ani
faster must be our play.
Every d^

the public becomes more insisten
upon having its entertainment snajf
pier and spicier.
T.he short featur
provides the means for the exhibito
to cope with the new demands c r
a new public. Ten years from no\ g
.

I
am sure that a review of th -~
screen's progress will show that th
short feature has more than kep
up the pace it has set in the las

decade.

1

OOD NEWS!
Emil Jannings

"The

Clara Bow

Street of Sin"

"Ladies of the

Mob"

GEORGE Bancroft
"The Drag Net"

17 of the best
enli'

Paramount Pictures
of the year

Between now and August

Bebe Daniels

"The Fifty Fifty Girl"
"Hot News"

Richard Dix
"Easy Come, Easy Go"

1st

POLA Negri
"Three Sinners"

Adolphe Menjou

Beery - Hatton
"The Big Killing"

((

Flirt

Night of Mystery"

641

His Tiger Lady"

Jack Holt

Florence Vidor

"The Magnificent

A

??

"The Vanishing Pioneer"

Esther Ralston
"Half a Bride"

THOMAS MEIGHAN
"The Racket"
(Produced by The Caddo Co.)

re-read

PAKAMOUNT'S

tE

Announcement
of the

Fred Thomson
"Kit Carson"
"Sunset Legion"

Whole Show
Program
Fields - Conklin
"Fools for Luck"

K?

for 1928-29!
,i

any montn
th — any season the
best pictures

— the

most pictures arc

PARAMOUNT

THE WHOLE SHOW FROM MOTION PICTURE HEADQUARTERSJ

THE
May

il^jday,

DAILY

24, 1928
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JHE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY

In the Short Span of Ten Years The Camera Has Achieved a
New Dignity An Era of Remarkable Development Is in the Offing

I

—

SILAS

(/

EDGAR SNYDER

"The American

•r,

^DERN

civilization

1

;

I

irocess of civilization.
elemental factor in the art of
J e
OJii pictures appears to be photog-

because the other departments

R

lore directly

more

borrowed from

established

—

the

affiliated

the story, direction, acting
hes
he accompanying details of stageBut photography, itself, furna spectacular subject from the
.

experiment of Daguerre to

.ntic

lotion picture.

reviewing this development the
)arison in time is so dispropor.te that it is like reproducing the
re by too wide an angle of lens
rision
we are so close to the
{round of developments that we
the value of perspective.

—

Three Historical Divisions
'S

may

e

divide this period of de-

The
)ment into three decades.
ten years were merely employed
xploiting a novelty and it was
ig this time that the enthusiasts
great difficulty in persuading its
If that it was anything more than
slot" peep-show.
lickle
in the
ing but popular demand and the
of salesmanship lifted this thing
call motion pictures out of the
y arcade and projected it upon
During the

icreen.

was very

first

earlier days.

that patent controversies arose that
resulted in the pooling of various interests
under the Motion Picture
Patents Company and the subsequent

infringement

battles
between this
the independent comtheir efforts to secure inof non-infringing design.

company and
panies and

struments

Such

always stimulates

a condition

—

as to appear to be the result of inspiration, its only fault being an ultraconservatism on the part of the manu- The result was our modern continuous
facturers in not modifying it and printers with automatic light change,
keeping up with the demands of pro- each machine capable of turning out
gressive operators. This fact has en- many thousands of feet per day.
couraged the design of a new camera
The methods of developing were
that so fully meets the demands of the
also modified, the old method of depresent need of the cinematographer
veloping on huge drums that occuthat its use has become a condition
pied a great deal of space, gave way
of agreement between the cinematogto systems of developing on racks
This second
rapher and producer.
and in tanks that took up but a fracdecade included that period when tion of the space of the old method.
artificial light was adopted and cineThe opening of the war had a
matic achievements influenced the entire field of photography and some of great effect on the chemical situaUp to that time it was conthe best portrait studios have freely tion.
admitted that the use of artificial light sidered impractical to use any other

among cinematographers

—

it

only, of the more speculative
noters who sought to "clean up"
ttle ready money on
a novelty,
e,

themselves, considerably
at the longevity of this

Ity.

he next ten years represented a
3d of development that attracted
fferent type of operatives in the
nical, artistic

and business depart-

who

recognized the possibiliof development.
It is with this
od that we are interested, photohically. Interesting advances were
ts

e

The
camera construction.
and the DeBrie were the deof those who had been operating

le

R

in

taught them

a great deal about effects in portrait
lightings and enlarged their field of
one of the most
activity generally

—

important
portraiture

home
being
examples
by means of portable

than metol and
hydroquinone and various other derivations of the coal-tar products
which were generally made in Germany. Pyra was thought very impractical owing to its tendency to
developing

oxidize

lights.

agent

so readily.

During the war

time the advent of the these German products were entireOur old friend Pyro was
feature length picture demanded con- ly cut off.
the motion pictures and
relegated
to
laborathe
of
siderable modification

During

this

The Eye

of the

Camera

need for development of the technical aspect of
motion pictures, and photography in particular, has so

T'HE

,

irised

tory process.
With all great inventions, perfect development is nothing
more than the results of experience
overcoming daily the difficulties contingent upon growing demands and
In the early
varying applications.
days the one reel pictures were
printed on very primitive machines of
the stop motion or intermittent type,
exposing a single frame at a time,
operated by hand, at a rate of about
The light
eight pictures per second.
was set at a given point and the required number of each scene printed
individually and assembled independently, but the longer features, together with wider distribution demanded something entirely different.

little

ic possibiliies

they

in-

vention and many improvements in
equipment were developed, the most
notable of these improvements being
the design of a camera that embodied
uch a beautiful principle of mechanics

ten years

thought given to
was merely mopictures made with a,ny old
of a camera that could be deand operated by any one who
led the extreme knowledge that
sunlight was necessary for
:t
These "moving a photograph.
pictures," were an invitation to
;

cumbersome instruments of the
It was during this period

the

Cinematographer"

has
furJiiished us such kaleidoscopic perr ances that we can hardly be surat the evolution of motion
res in the short period of thirty
This is quite a lapse of time
considered with the individual
ii
a|
of life, but marvelously brief
il compared with the development
other arts, such as painting,
Jie
J ture, music, literature, etc., which
sent a period of development
to the thousands of years in

iL-jv

HERE

IS

impressed
factors in

itself

upon the minds

Hollywood

that a

of all important producing

sum

of $1,000,000 has

been set

which
aside to develop a research laboratory, the benefits of
will be made available to the entire industry.
nobody, of course, knows what will come.
thinking studio workers, howIt is of great significance to
been established.
ever, such an experimental outposts has

Out

The

of this

raw stock base, studio lighting, and
the last few years have been noteworthy
sort of harbinger of what research will

perfections in the

laboratory

work

and are the

in

finest

studio.
bring to light in the mechanics of the

proved surprisingly practical and
even desirable for negatives, and is
even to the present time extensively

However,

used.

this

did

an-

not

swer well for the positive prints, and
the great demand for metol and hystimulated
American
droquinone
chemists to such an extent that in
a very short time an excellent quality
these

of

developing agents was bein
the
United

manufactured

ing

States.

Ten Years

of Progress

The last ten years up to the present time have produced remarkable
developments in motion picture photography. Producers had long since
realized that they fostered more than
a transient novelty; that they were
patrons of a beautiful, wonderful art.
Talented people entered the field
and vied with each other in artistry
and realism. This word realism suggests a great deal in the general development.
Flats, painted in black
and white, were not sufficient and
were succeeded by magnificent scenic
structures, handsomely furnished and

decorated with
their
concomitant
psychological effect on the actors of
pleasing natural color schemes.
In

motion

settings have
that it is
thought to have generally influenced
American architecture.
fact

rpictilre

become so high an

This realism,

art

color particularly,
the cinematographer. He could no longer render these values satisfactorily with
the ordinary photographic emulsions.
He therefore, called for different main

made new demands upon

The manufacturers, in all
departments, met the demands. Panchromatic film, capable of rendering
terials.

color values and natural effects, was
a prideful response of the film man-,
ufacturers.
Lenses have been designed that seem to deny all of the
early optical traditions.
New lighting systems have been brought into
use that make old Sol blink suspiciously.

And

the modern laboratory is not
overlooked, with its smooth
running developing machines, conditioned air chambers, where cleanliness is the watchword.
The chemical manufactory is another item pf
consideration.
The layman would
be astounded to know of the huge
quantities of photo chemicals used
in the laboratories, and the standardization and purity of these prodto

he

ucts

compared

less

surprising.

to this quantity,

is

no

Now, all of these developments
have taken the cinematographer out
of an ordinary calling and placed
him in the enviable position of an
achievements
artist.
His
unique
have made us hesitant in forecasting
the possibilities of motion picture
photography in the next ten years.
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HE

RISE
A

OF AMERICANS EXPORT TRADE

Romance Tracing the Growth of Foreign Film
Markets Which Today Constitute 35% of the World's Gross
NORTH

By
Chief,

C. J.
Motion Picture

Section,

United States Dep't of Commerce

E

decade beginning in the last
ar year has witnessed almost the
>f e modern development of motion
re exporting. It is true that cerAmerican companies had estabd widespread foreign connections
to that time and that the film
stry carried on a flourishing exbusiness. But it is equally certain
he other hand that the years ben 1918 and 1927 witnessed that
ring of the world with American
which now yields nearly 35
cent of its total revenues.
le post war era as respects film
)rts from the United States really
les itself into exactly three wellled parts; First come the swollen
%a years of 1919 and 1920 already
red to with their export totals
3,000,000 feet and 238,000,000 feet
ectively.
By 1921 these figures
dropped to the more normal limit
ust under 181,000,000 feet of ex
d film.
The so-called business
p of 1921-22 may have had its re
ion in exports, for these sank
bout 131,000,000 feet for 1922 and
e end of 1923 stood only at just
146,000,000 feet.
The figures
the calendar year 1924 which
d out the second period showed
in of a little more than 32,000,000
above 1923, reaching 178,000,000
or a total nearly comparable to
1921 exports which inaugurated
second period.
Finally, the last
[e years constitute a third era with
|ely increased totals
other words, 1925 saw the
11
total increased to 235,000,000
which dropped to 220,000,000
Fl in 1926 but went up again to 232,
)i000 feet for 1927
ires

the

Markets Changed

but as was to be expected all except 1923.
Argentina and France with
Australia showed marked decreases. totals of 14,000,000 feet and 9,375,England, the leader for the fourth 000 feet occupied fourth and fifth.
year in succession, fell from 60,000,The year 1925 witnessed generally
000 feet to about 25,000,000 feet and increased exports to all
of the first
Carada, which took second place from five markets.
These were the same
France, declined about 1,000,000 feet. countries in the same
order except
France came third, but showed a total for a change of place between Canada
at the close of 1927 is significant chief- of only a little over 19,000,000 feet as
and Australia. England again first
ly for the large increase of film ex- compared with 37,000,000 feet the
—showed totals of nearly 37,000,000
ports to Latin America, a smaller but previous year.
feet, a gain of 10,000,000 feet over
steady increase to the Far East and
There were two significant facts in 1924. Australia with 24,500,000 feet
a relative decrease in the exports of connection with export figures for
as against 18,500,000 feet the previous
films to Europe after a large increase 1922. First, Argentina, which had ocyear; Canada with 23,000,000 feet as
for the year 1925.
It should be em- cupied sixth place in the previous four
against just under 20,000,00 feet in
phasized strongly in this connection years displaced France as our third
1924; Argentina with 20,500,000 feet
however, that this apparent falling off largest quantity film market and as against 14,000,000 feet and France
in the
European market does not Brazil ninth in 1918, eight in 1919 and with 14,500,000 feet as against 9,350,-

—

000 feet complete the

A
FOREIGN

at again as three separate
ods, the past decade furnishes the
jwing figures by regions. In 1918,
•ope took nearly 85,000,000 feet
of a total of 151,000,000 feet extcd, increased this in 1919 to over
000,000 (a larger amount, be it
:d, than our entire film exports in
J,
1922 and 1923) and dropped to
ttle above 114,000,000 feet in 1920.
this same three year period, the
East reached totals of 24,000,000
41,000,000 feet and 55,000,000

respectively

being

well

above

American with 21,000,000 feet,
100,000 and 43,000,000 feet.
'he four years which constitute
in

second period mark
in

still

further

exports to Europe.

In

these fell ofi to a little more
Q 63,000,000 feet and in 1922 to less
n half that amount, namely 31,750,feet.
The vear 1923 saw a slight
1,

itlirovement, film exports from this
Cflntry to Europe standing at nearly
3.1)00,000 feet for that year and by
l'i4
the final year for this second
pliod— a total of a little over 60,000,-

Decade of Film Exports

closely interlocked with the domestic.
One
This article traces the growth of America's export business.
It should be noted that quantity markets do
not necessarily indicate the greatest revenue markets. For instance,
Latin America held first place in 1926 and 1927 as the quantity
market, and yet, as it is well known, practically 70 per cent of foreign revenue comes from Europe with Great Britain supplying the
principal share.

trade

is

mean any

loss in revenues from this
territory, but because prints are made

abroad.
In 1918, England

was our largest
individual film market with imports of
France was
nearly 39,000,000 feet.
second with just under 21,000,000 feet,
Canada (generally regarded as part of
the domestic market) was third with
nearly 18,000,000 feet; Italy, fourth
with about 16,000,000 feet and Australia, fifth with a little above 13,000,These same countries oc000 feet.
cupied the first five positions in the

boom

year 1919, with England again
with the enormously increased

list.

Latin-America Spurts Forward

depends on the other.

seventh in 1920 and 1921 took Japan's
fifth place.
It is interesting to note
that while France fell to eighth place
in 1922, she climbed to seventh in
1923 and entered the first five again
in 1924, but Japan, due to the growth
of her domestic film industry, did
not again enter the first five.
Her
position was sixth in 1922, 1923 and
1924, seventh in 1925 and tenth in
1926 and 1927. The second is significonection with the
cant
in
fact
1922 figures is the comparatively low
Austotals as compared with 1921.
tralia the leader, was the only country
whose total of 19,000,000 feet exceeded

The years 1926 and

1927 finally saw
the entrance of Brazil once more into
the first five, displacing France, and
the emergence of Argentina as one of
our largest quantity film markets with
third place in 1926 and second place
in 1927.
Australia led in both years
with totals of 26,000,000 feet and 27,000,000 feet respectivelv. Canada, second in 1926 with nearly 21,000,000
feet, declined to fifth in 1927 with
just under 11,000,000 feet. Argentina,
third in 1926 with a little over 20,000,000 feet, was second in 1927 with
Brazil, too,
nearly 24,000,000 feet.
went from fourth in 1926 with a little
under 14,000,000 feet to third in 1927
and boosted this total to 16,000,000
feet.

England

finally

went from

fifth

1926 to fourth in 1927, but her total
of about 13,500,000 feet was just about
in

same for both years.
There are certain rather interesting
conclusions which may be drawn from
the cursory figures on individual marthe

kets just given.

The

first is

the tre-

more Japan s fifth place figures for the pre- mendous importance as film markets
The others, in order, to the United States of the English
vious year.
American
of
amount
entire
than the
England, AusArgentina,
England and speaking countries.
pictures exported to Europe for any Canada,
year since then except 1920 and 1925. Brazil showed figures of 17,500,000 tralia and Canada have held place in
total

ooked

—

000 feet was again attained.
In the
meantime, the Latin American market
remained fairly constant with imports
of films from the United States somewhat above those of 1919, but not as
yet showing the large gains which
marked this fiel.d beginning in 1925.
The final three year period ending

first

JHow

lines

Statistical

of

nearly 73,000,000 feet

Italy displaced France for second
place and ran her total up to 48,000,-

000 feet, while France, third, displacing Canada, also showed a striking
increase with 33,000,000 feet. Canada
was fourth with about 17,500,000 feet,
slightly decreased figures from the
previous year while Australia was
again fifth.
The year 1920 still saw England in
the lead with however, a falling off
of about 12,000,000 feet from 1919.
France climbed about 4,000,000 feet
to a total of 37,000,000 feet and took

—

—

second place from Italy which for
some mysterious reason fell all the
way down to twenty-third on the list
with film imports from this country
of less than 2,000,000 feet. IncidentalItaly has never since that time
ly,
stood better than in fifteenth place.
Australia for the third year in succession

was

Exactly
cupied the

fifth.

the
first

same
five

countries ocpositions in 1921

feet, 14,000,000 feet, 13,490,000 feet

and our

first

markets during the en-

five

In six of the
1923 showed very little years, England has been the leader
change from 1922 as regards individu- and Australia in the other four. CanThe same countries oc- ada has been second five times. In
al markets.
cupied the first five positions and in 1923, 1924 and 1925, England, Canthe same order except that England ada and Australia occupied the first
moved up from fourth to third dis- three places. Another interesting fact
placing Argentina which went to is the rise of Argentina and Brazil as
fourth. Australia again showed totals important markets. These entered the
of 19,000,000 feet approximately, Can- first five in 1922 and in 1927 stood
ada 16,000,000 feet, England 14,500,- second and third. All told only eight
000 feet, Argentina 11,750,000 feet countries have held the first five
positions in the entire decade and of
and Brazil 10,300,000 feet.
The outstanding feature in 1924 was these three England, France and
Argentina
the displacement of Brazil by France Italy are in Europe; two
in Latin American; two
for fifth position. England, too, went and Brazil
back into the lead with total figures Australia and Japan in the Far East
of about 26,000,000 feet— over 12,000- and the last, Canada, for distribution
000 feet more than in the previous purposes, is classed as domestic terCanada remained second with ritory. The fact, however, that these
year.
nearly 20,000,000 feet. Australia went areas are located in such widely sepfrom first to third but lost little arated areas illustrates graphically the
ground in total footage her figures be- fact that American pictures have
ing about 300,000 feet less than in world wide showings.
6,890,000 feet respectively.

tire

decade

1918-27.

The year

—

—
—

—

—

—
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Iwo lovers
"In 'Two Lovers' there
more pep than pash.
Portland to Portland.

"You're going to revel in this picture. Vilma is more
beautiful than ever.
Will doubtless find its way on
every picture-goer's list."
American.

—

"Must bring

a

thrill

to

the

sweethearts

of

today.

"Magnificent

Thrilling love element, and exciting. What a romance
it is.
All the movie partonizing world is going to love

well

'Two

"

—Telegraph.

Lovers'."

A

"Doubtless will remain throughout a good portion of
One
the summer. The story is a deeply stirring one.
is held throughout."
Evening World.

worth

'Two

more melodrama than mush,
Will delight the fans from

Wow

Dl VI

LI

all

thing of beauty and a joy.

and

— Telegram.

thrilling.

It

— Tribune.

— Times Mid -Week

V

Pj

is

devotees of romance.
Stimulating.
Full of

ecstasies."

Samuel Goldwyns Greatest
B

Scenes

seeing."

^ylrltslsC/ic
cture
h
C/LnHed
ON MERIT
D A LL
N
SOLD
I

finish."

photography.

Lovers' will delight

thrils, chills

—

is

Pictorial.
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WHAT WERE THEY DOING
The

Historical Spotlight Is

IN

May

24.

19281^

1918:

H

Turned on Happenings Of a

Decade Ago and Brings Into Bold Relief the Following

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

delivered to
First National "A Dog's Life,"
first picture under his famous $1,000,000 contract; at the time, he was
made defendant in a suit brought by
Essanay for alleged breach of contract; his

Syd,

manager then was brother

now

comedian

a

in

Exhibitors were as diffcult to hold
together then as now. In the balmy
days of' May, 1918 Charley Pettijohn

and Sydney Cohen were working

Who

*

*

*

*

O'Hara,

*

The investment banking business in Philadelphia occupied
the attention of Clifford B.
Hawley, now First National
president, whose accession to
the latter post is a reflection of
the trend of the business toward
co-operation with bankers.
*

*

As

advertising
Goldwyn Pictures

*

Corp.,

for

Ralph

Von

Sternberg,

who

broke

fame through "The Salvation
Hunters" and "Underworld," was a

into

senior at University of Vienna.

The Saenger Amusement

Co.

New

Orleans even then had
E. V. Richards, Jr., as "G. M."
*

*

A lad named Wallace Beery was
on the receiving end of custard pies
at the Sennett lot, and had a sneaking notion he wanted to be a great
dramatic actor.
*

Gloria

«

*

hibitors Circuit.
*

to reissue

*

*

Ray
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle toas
marooned for four weeks at San
Gabriel Canyon, CaL, where he was
making exteriors for "Moonshine."
"Fatty" has had a run of misfor-

*

*

tune since, but he's reported preparing to stage a comeback.
«

one picture week«

a

The scene shifts to Boston. This
First
National liked Harry O. takes you back to the time when
Schwalbe's work so much that it had there existed no such company as
Louis B.,
elected him secretary and treasurer. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
however, was a partner of Nate
Gordon in New England exhibition
and had just made up his mind to
enter

production, via
Anita Stewart Prod.
*

if

a

series

|i
'

*

*

*

Nowadays, Harold Lloyd turns '«
out once a year. In '18 he was mat
ing one and two reelers for hP5»'
Roach and Hal saw to it that
were ground out fast and ofte

•

*

In those days Bluebird was
*

*

t

distributed

,

ly.

*

*

was

i

operating Columbia, fast-stepping independent organization. Jack
was editing two newsreels, Universal's Animated Weekly and the Universal Current Events. He also was
editing the Universal Screen Magazine. And the tricks he resorted to!

B. P. Schulberg, whose ideas help
make Paramount pictures what they
are today, announced plans for this

company

newsreel, which
by Pathe.

*
*

is

*

Ten years ago, William Randolph Hearst was producing a

firm.

of energy he al-

ways has been was Jack Cohn, who
with Joe Brandt and Harry Cohn

*

*

think wrote the story? None
Jesse L. Lasky had a numbei^
other than Bess Meredyth. Bernard things on his miind.
The big
McConville did the script.
then as now, was turning out
*
•
tures for Paramount.
In additio
Essanay's position in the field ten he was then serving as chairman t|
years ago was due in a large part to the Red Cross committee of the Naht
the efficient work of C. F. (Chan) tional Association of the M. P. In
Chandler, who then was advertising dustry, predecessor of the Hays
and publicity director of the Chicago fit.

titles was launched
D. Williams, then manager of the First National Ex-

now

«

Francis X. Bushman and Meti
had agreed to call it quits.

you

*

*

a picture

which
Who do

new

*

4t

called "That Devil, Bateeste,"
starred Monroe Salisbury.

J.

The same bundle

*

Lon Chaney was making

The famous

by

Swanson hadn't reached

the top of the heap. In 1918, she
was playing in Triangle pictures.

*

*

*

"Let Us Get a Divorce" was
Paramount picture starring BillU
«

Florence L. Strauss, now scenario
editor for First National, was giving drawing room lectures on current literature and trying to break
into the picture business.

der

Joseph

*

Cecil B. De Mille, he
protesting
to
the
Govern
against its agitation to induce sc ..
children to forego theater attendant
and instead buy Thrift Stamps.

Burke.

drive to prevent reissuing of pictures un-

Mille.

The

*

*

manager

to

Getting used to speaking in big
doughy was Frank R. Wilson, president of M. P. Capital Corp., who
was director of publicity for the
Liberty Loan drives.

*

Block thought he was doing pretty
well, little realizing that in this
present year of airplane flights he
would be an associate producer for

Pathe-De

who was supposed

studying at the Los Angeles high school, along with
Bessie Love.
be

Players.

wyn and
stars of
tides of

time have wrought many
changes in the last decade.
Do you remember the
names that counted in
1918?
See page 79.

*

Zukor

was president c
With Jesse I
Lasky, D. W. Griffith, Samuel GoldH

1918

were the

yesteryear?

It was schooldays for George

right.

at

Stars of

like

so-and-so's to reunite disgruntled exhibitor factions. Times don't change
so much, after all, do they?

own

his

Adolph

Famous

name

for

film

aspirants

to

Carmel Myers

conjure with.

was working in "My Unmarried Wife" for this company
and her current release was
"The Girl in the Dark," produced by Stuart Paton.
«

of

*

Most of us don't
the
incident
but

*

«

Hall,

of

the

Pai
fi

the Division of Films for the Cot
mittee on Public Information. Af
during part of the time managu
editor of the Screen Telegram, tl
newsreel issued through Mutual

Bill Le Baron was adding to k
fund of story writing by editing Co
tier's and converting stage pla/)
Now he^s making and putting H
O. K. on productions for FBO.

Sessue Hayakawa was makJ
ing "The White Man's Law"
for Famous Players- Lasky.

Ren

ilsie

Ittin

tirer

Iteiw

tone
loot

•iger

lior

remember
Eugene

O'Brien was appearing in a
Geraghty, as everyone on the
James Kirkwood film for Wilcoast knows, has a splendid sense of
liam L. Sherry.
humor. Maybe it will tickle him if
*
*
*
we recall for him that in 1918 he
Out in San Francisco Jack Par- was writing "Toby" for J. Warren
High in the councils of Paratington, who now waves a magical Kerrigan which Paralta later pro- mount
Famous Players)
(then
presentation wand for Publix, was duced.
were Walter Greene and Al Licht*
*
*
managing the Imperial theater.
man. In turning back the calendar,
A.
George Volck was district it is discovered that about this time
manager of the entire northern At- ten years ago they were burning up
R. W. Perkins was receiving his lantic district of the U. S. Shipping adjectives in outling Famous's new
mail in France. He was in the Board.
Now he's assistant general distribution plans to company man-

editor

News, was production manager

Tom

combatant

service.

manager

at the

De

I

Mille studios.

agers.

Our London

sleuth has unearth
regarding Lupino Lane:
l\
1918, he was playing the role dl
Clarence in "Any Lady," a staghm
production. Today, he is the cometAhi,
"ace" for Educational.
llHi
this

THE
May

ursday,

?

24, 1928

Ramsaye, editor of Pathe
was nominally director of
city and advertising of the MuFilm Co., but de facto right
if for John R. Freuler, president
In May, 1918, Ramle Mutual.
rry
;w,

Z

telephoned Freuler's final offer of
0,000 a year salary to Charlie
to stay with Mutual and
)lin

V

i

,

the

The Relief Fund
Television

Roadshow Reported Planned Next Year

An Agency

Rendering of Quick
Help for Needy
Film People

famous "No."

now in charge of
was advertising
publicity,
iger of the Pathe organization
A. Parsons,

^18.

*

*

HE FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND

"New Love

wre was a sweet gal named
Blane giving the customers a
in "The Sea Nymph" which
%red Jack Mulhall and Louise

was

established in

December, 1927. It
met with an instant and enthusiastic response from every
branch of motion pictures. It has been endorsed by the
executive heads of the industry and its permanency is assured. During the drive for funds, continuing through the
month of December, over six thousand dollars was raised
from about two hundred and fifty contributors. Next year
it is hoped to raise twice that amount.

The

object

is

to help, secretly

and speedily, those imfor-

tunates of our industry that need a helping hand.
lUglas

Fairbanks

was rounding

contract with Famous Playersreleasing through Artcraft,
cy,
had just bought screen right to
Comes Up Smiling." The induswas aghast when it was learned
aid A. H. Woods the enormous
of $10,000 for the rights.
is

Remember

those

thrill

for Universal.
When
business was slow, Dave would
iturn out a two-reel western for
iHoot Gibson.
:urer

Reisman,

now

Tiiager of Pathe, was
ifr for Hodkinson in

One can

never tell where sickness or distress will strike. If you,
Mr. Reader, could come into contact with but a few of the
pitiful cases handled by the committee a far better appreciation would be had, all around, of the effectiveness of the
work now being carried on. The fund is necessarily limited to New York and its environs., but every branch of
the industry is eligible. Cases to date include a producer,
an extra, a salesman, an actress and a stenographer.

ser-

Art Acord, Ger^ude Astor, Mae Busch and
Helen Holmes?
D(ave Epstein was the thrill manufacais featuring

hil

ment."

By

'

j^^

general

sales

branch manMinneapolis.

among them was Paul

*

JACK ALICOATE

*

for Old" was the title
the picture in which Ella Hall
|as being featured by Universal,
ider direction of Elsie Jane Wilm, wife of Rupert Julian.

Austria's Royal Hussars then were
pounding away at the Italians, and

Fejos, who recently attracted considerable attention
by his direction of "The Last Mo-

Pfiie's
at

for the

On May 1, 1918, Paul Powell,
then directing for Universal, signed
Rudolph Valentino for the first
part in which his name appeared
on the screen. Zazu Pitts made her
debut in the same production.

credit cannot be given the members of the
the fund for their splendid humaneness,
handling
committee
willingness and wholehearted support in this work. They
are all busy men, but not too busy to devote their valuable
time to the call of humanity. The committee is composed
of Dr. A. H. Giannini of the Bank of America, Gov. Carl
Milliken of the Hays organization, Billy Brandt of the

Too much

Commerce, Bruce Gallup,
Picture Advertisers,
Motion
Associated
the

Theater Owners Chamber
President of

and the writer.

of

*

*

First National held a meeting.
There were plenty of them, in 1918.
At this one, however, what do you
think happened? Fred Dahnken of
San Francisco, Aaron Jones of
Chicago and dear old Bob lAeber of
Indianapolis were elevated to the
board. Lieber's the only one of the
three who continues as a First National

director.

Elmer Pearson was manager of
First National's Milwaukee and Minneapolis branches.
The same year
he was also manager of Universal's
Minneapolis exchange.

Digging up an old one,

we

recall the Harry MacRae Webster Productions, and back in

1918 Niles Welch was co-starring for that outfit in "Reclaimed."
*

*

*

Doubling between the stage and
was William Powell's specialty. He was working for Metro
some of the time and also in the
play, "Sherlock Holmes."
screen

—

Genial A. H. Giannini "Dop"
staunch friend of motion pictures
was then vice president of the Bank
of Italy, headquartered at his favorite

San Francisco.
*

»

Time was when Paramount had an
idea that Mary Miles Minter could
be groomed to replace the One and
Only Mary. Carrying it back further
than that, the research department
has unearthed the fact that ten
years ago Lloyd Ingraham was directing Miss Minter for "Flying A"
at Santa Barbara.

Nathan Ascher was beginning to
as a power in the Middle

lloom

\West, with expansion of the chain
'le

headed.

fl_„*
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Recall that Select outfit?
J.
Woody, acting as North-

west

manager,

district

appointed general

finally

Laemmle had

Carl
request

just received a

from

Herbert Hoover for
trailers to be used on all pictures asking people to refrain from using certain essential foods on particular days
of the week, as a means to conserve

was
field

manager, which was some job
in those days.

the food supply.

tagraph continued

to

stay on the

solely, completely and entirely
n
» use Paul Lazarus was director
dvertising and publicity.
Ask
)J
9 , he'll adrnit it.

naring

a hallroom with John
was Rowland V. Lee, who
shown his skill at directing good
01
ires.
Gilbert was trying hard
U ige Lee into the Fox lot where
/(
I was then engaged.
3

ert

Lee A. Ochs, perhaps weakunder the burden of

Beyond

who was

pale

*
of

was Clinton

picture busJ. Scollard,

assistant to Joseph P.

Ken-

nedy, general manager at the Fore
River plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., Quincy, Mass. Now

still

was

in

Roy Pomeroy, now developing talhing pictures for Paramount, was
devoting his inventive ability to the
Government's interests.

m

Two

Another Texas schoolgirl of ten
years ago was Corinne Griffith.
*

riew.

Raymond
*

*

info:
Nora Lane
school at St. Louis.
*
*
*

talk to each other.

rade paper publishing calamiies, had resigned as president
if
the Exhibitors Trade Re4>

*

More

Harry Langdon, the funny man,
was starring in a one act play.
with Kennedy at FBO.
The letterheads of the Chicago
Playing here, there and everywhere.
Belting Co. revealed that Ralph
*
*
+
Poucher was its vice-president.
Goldwyn Prod, had acquired a new
Irene Rich was receiving her
general studio manager. His name
l.aptism of camera fire.
was Abe Lehr who was persuaded
On the Goldwyn directorial list
*
*
*
was Frank Powell, who was making
to desert outside business interests
Dorothy Gulliver was at school
"Heart of the Sunset."
in favor of pictures. Abe and Sam
at Salt Lake City.
*
*
»
are still in business and moreover,
*
*
they

ning

the

then

iness

*

*

which Hobart Henley directed.

Griffith ivas seeing the

*

*

*

*

John
Pathe,

*

Universal,

Warner Oland was

practic-

ing screen villainy in "Yellow
Ticket" for Pathe Astra.
*

*

*

Undertaking his first stage
Louis Wolheim appeared
nth Lionel Barrymore in "The
test" in New York.

brows over this
they recall it?

production combination that
ed out very creditable pictures

—

that of Tom Terriss
Alice Joyce.
Tom. did the diing, of course.
Vitagraph was

was

*1 producer.
*

*

*

Universal and
ted as "Eileen
" lie

Human

first

harles Miller,
I
t
'

1

Sedgwick,

the
picture was
Tiger," a two-reeler.

Her

•Utiful."

long

as

many

Wonder

one.

we

The chief supervisor of production for the Lasky organization in
1918
was Frank
Woods. Oh, yes, they had 'em
in those early days, too.

the,

one

of

Our old friend Sam Wood
was assisting Cecil B. DeMille
at

treasurer of
auditor of the company

Scott, short subject
for Pathe, was sales

sales

man-

Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay,
w h headquarters in Chicago.

a r of

*

^

*

Corbiyi, Tenn., but
on occasion to do
the side.

*

In Minneapolis, the

Arthur Lake was in school at

tion

first

run situa-

was sewed up by Finkelstein

&

through purchase of the
some acting on Strand, which gave the firm 13 houses.
Today, the firm has around 145 theaters in Minnesota, western Wisconsin
and the Dakotas.

he took time

off

Ruben,

Harry Pollard was making his own
pictures, starring his wife, Margarita

They

Fischer.

recently teamed again

for the first time in years as director

Howard Hughes now

is

a million-

years ago, he was attending
school at Houston, Texas.
*

*

and featured player, respectively of
"Uncle Tom's Cabin."

*

*

Enrolled in the student body of
high the University of Munich was Ernest
Laemmle. His forte then was the
history of art.

*
*
*
Cochrane then was secretary
of Universal, with which company he
Ayid Alice Lake, let it be recalled,
has remained ever since in various
was a starring cog of some moment
executive capacities.
in the Metro machinery.

P. D.

*

*

*

*

Mary Astor was attending

school

in Illinois.
*

18.

larry

*

*

Famous.

the

Humm, now

onager

Players.

reminisce.

was

of

and has launched a singularly sucproduction company.
Ten
cessful

exhibitor leader, SydCohen, was president of the
M. P. Exhibitors League of New
York, and head of Exhibitors Book-

The veteran

iohn

Famous

if

mdid corps of directors that Tom
e had assembled at Culver City,
directing Madge Kennedy in
i
ie Fair Pretender" in the time of
ich

tising,

president

vice

was then director of adverpublicity and exploitation for

aire

Sedgwick had just signed
was being 24-

ileen

well

subjects which became a problem
after "U" determined to book all
features on the open market.
Bob
Cochrane and Joe Brandt knit their

(•ole,

1918

as

others, had lots of problems what
with the war, fuel shortage, and
the like. However, one of the tough
ones involved distribution of short

Flinn,

*

director!

tudio

lirector.

*

Picture Jean Hersholt as a
That's what he was
doing ten years ago, making
pictures for the American Lifeograph Co., at Portland, Ore.

navy.

Workers at the old Brunton
knew Jack Okey as art

were together

the

world through a porthole, via the

4<

*

favorites

Goldwyn studios, with
Mae Marsh starring in pictures

at

ney

S.

ing Syndicate. At the time, he was
trying to patch up the breach in exhibitor ranks, which became an open
break at Chicago, due to the fact that
Lee Ochs was operating a trade paper.
*

*

*

*

Milton L. Cohen ten years ago was

manager

*

Goldwyn's district manager in
the Middle West was a chap named
H. A. Bandy, ivho headquartered at

in

Cleveland.

to
*

*

*

New

Films with a propaganda rather
Vivacious Laura La Plante was than with a box office angle were
a ending high school in San Diego.
being produced by Leonce Perret,
II, it
tvasn't so far to Universal who was promoting the Allies' cause
C y at that.
via motion pictures.

*

First National was
beginning to exercise an influence
for W. C. Boothby, who then was
treasurer of the First National
Corp., a subsidiary of the First

Bank of Boston. Now, he's
assistant treasurer of First National
Pictures.
*
•
*

I

*

the time was
for Artcraft.
Some years later, she gave up films
and since has devoted her time to the
stage. Who, however, will forget her
Elsie

Ferguson
in

at

"The Lie"

Persons was telling Taylor
Holmes what to do in Metro pictures and also megaphoning Doris work in "Peter Ibbetson,"
Kenyan, Edna Goodrich and Gale she was co-featured with the
lace Reid?
Kane.

Tom

*

41

Sidney Olcott was developing

a

directorial

ace.

He had

completed producing on "The

The name

working

Bee Hive Exchange

of the

York.

in which
late Wal-

in-

just
Bel-

gian."
1*

«

*

Extraing in Paramount pictures

was

the lot of
*

National

*

*

:¥

Guy
*

Oliver.
*

Ronald Colman was receiving an
discharge and preparing

honorable

for a stage career, following
suffered at Ypres.

wounds

I
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SAM BISCHOFF
Offers for the Season
1928-1929

SIX POLICY PICTURES
Insures the
1

Code of the Air
A drama of the clouds

Box

Office!

4 Side Tracked
A story of thundering

steel

Shadow

% Shield of Courage
A mystery melodrama

* '"

3 Midnight Extra

6 Night Alarm
A powerful dramatic story of

A

melodrama of the
newspaper world

*""«

A sensational story of

the under-

world

fire

hazard

Six live wire stories with all star casts
First picture

ready for screening July

1

Produced and Distributed by

BISCHOFF PROD.
TECART STUDIOS, HOLLYWOOD
Foreign rights—

GAUMONT

CO. Ltd.— London

Inc

the

May

24,

IIP"

^r^sday,

"•

May

24,

1928

had just gotten a thrill
Leni created a furore for 1918
~^\th release of "Prince Cuckoo,"
ii»pf the first pictures with atmosjtHin

—

'a!

settings.

)htiic

*

and Wilk

Hiller

The Year Book

*

—Jake—con-

acted for a series of Maurice
oumeur productions, first of
hich was "Sporting Life."
*

*

*
Very Utile

The Hodkinson Co-Partner-

Ditficully

Expected Noti: in Franee

plan for exhibitors, they

lip

aied

and

it,

selling
Duntry.
*
'as

W. W. Hodkinson
throughout the

it

*

*

Filmdom's Book of
Reference: The Story
of Its History and
Development

ies

familiar
that of

name

By

in exhibitor circles

Clemmer
*

*

ant

manager

ter its
daily

of the Majes-

nc.

*

X

T was

!>l

icity
Theaters,
for Miles
Detroit, and acting as assis-

*

*

was a lucky thing for United
no shell found a bull's-eye

J sts that

Vrthur W. Kelly, for the present
of the company's foreign departin 1918 was a major in the Britirmy.

r\

*

*

*

M. Lesser, Sol's big brother,
managing All Star Feature Dis-

iitors in

•

Los Angeles.
*

*

*

C. Levee, good-natured

(.

Mike

—

managing for Robert

studio
(ton.

*

*

-

wising exchanges for Univers1928 or being bonnbed by enemy
s
somewhere in France in 1918.
Uglas Leishman, of whom we
"V, was then with the Royal Air

'»

ewis
''':,

Innerarity,
secretary
of
was practising law in BaltiMd.
His association with

May

he began

1918.
*

20,

*

Charlie Giblyn

was

direct-

*

Paramount was

talking a
dot in those days about Dor\othy Gish.
*

*

Comp-

Even the Park theater in
iStapleton, Staten Island boastboy, and Harry Engwas the guy they called.

ied a call

*

*

ust as everlastingly

*

busy then as

M. H. Hoffman, president of
Square, returned to New York
im a visit to exchanges.
1

V,

^

jr

department

of

*

*

He

holds one of the records for length of service in
an important job.
That's
Paul Gulick, then as now publicity director and editor of
Universal Weekly for Uni-

shortly afbirth as a

newspaper

edition marked the initial effort in trade publishing
to cross section the three major branches of the trade and to dissect the important elements in each such division with some appreciation as to their relative positions in the complete structure.
For producers, the first Year Book and each succeeding edition have
embraced accurate and exhaustive compilations of the work of stars,
players, directors and cameramen, carefully annotated lists of titles,
laboratories, and a myriad array of facts concerning the variegated
elements of which the producer has need in the making of pictures.
first

For the distributor,
theaters by states and by

this

versal.
*

Up

*

where the moose run in

Alberta, little Fay Wray was
learning to read the fan magazines under the desk when the
teacher wasn't looking.
*

Here's an interesting and historic

Edwin Carewe was

fact.

for Metro in

In

directing

May

he had just
finished "The Trail to Yesterday."
Bert Lytell was starred.
'18.

*

*

*

Astra Productions were an important factor ten years ago.
George
Fitzmaurice was the supervising di-

cities,

volume embraces lots of
by owners and by seating capacities.

The

possibilities of foreign markets which, in the last decade, have
evidenced an amazing growth have been sifted for him through an
ever-improved system by which data on the industry in overseas
territories is compiled and presented. Copyright relations, potential
gross revenue as revealed through numbers of theaters, names of
importers, producers, tax imposts, tariff regvdations all of these
vital considerations in international distributon are meticulously compiled, prepared, published and indexed in each Year Book.

—

exhibitor, the scope of this annual

For the

compendium

is for-

ever undergoing eliminations and improvements so that, as conditions within the industry change, those factors in theater operation,
the pulse of which it is essential for the showmen to feel, are highUghted and stressed as their importance rates it.

*

*

statistical

Victor Fleming was an officer in
the intelligence service of the army.
*
*
*

Out Tacoma way, the WashingM. P. Co. had been organized.
Some names you know had much
ton

to do with it. For instance, Phil
Rosen, now active among Hollywood's directors, was studio and

technical director; Tyrone Power
was the star and Larry Trimble,
who, we hear, is turning author
these days, was the director.
*

New

Jersey

*

*

was witnessing

growth of the theater
headed by Jacob Fabian.

For

all

those interested in motion pictures, the publishers have

set the following task for themselves:

To include in each edition an accurate and entirely dependable
array of facts and figures concerning motion pictures and to augment
the scope of the Year Book in those directions where the general
good might be best served.

*

'athe had just signed Betty
for a Pathe Diando serial.
*
*
*

lander

sales

Vitagraph, and also was connected
with Leo Brecher's New York thea-

rapid

ing Pearl White in one of
\her thrillers.
*

*

*

The

*

*

for

rector.

*

ick Storey, of Pathe, was manof Pathe's Kansas City branch.
4i
*
«
hich job is the more exacting?

*

and

vertising

that
The
Film
Daily,
recognized
the pressing need
for a standard statistical work, encyclopedic in scope, in which
would be outlined pertinent facts concerning the business structure
of the industry. In 1918, the business was beginning to shed some
of its swaddling clothes and it was fitting that a yardstick measuring its importance should be struck off. Thus it was the Year Book
came into being.

t

ling

New York

to

Charles Einfeld was in the ad-

*

at Seattle.

Phil Gersdorf was doing a
loubling act, handling pub-

which he brought

ters.

John Q. Clemmer, who

operating the

a

*

*

*

Emmett Flynn had just completed
"The Right Hand and the Left,"

S.

MAURICE KANN

*

ii<

stand.

*

off to star in

of pictures.
*

names you will remember: George
K. Spoor, J. E. Berst, Albert E.
Smith, Harry L. Marvin, George
Kleine. Dick Rowland, president of
Metro at the time, testified on the

release.

at the time, Ethel Clayton was
cting considerable attention, so

st

mount grabbed her

What loomed up as a spectacular
court affair was suit for receivership
brought by genial Percy L. Waters
and James Clark, stockholders of
General Film, against that organization charging wrongful diverting of
funds. The defendants include many

One of the romances in the publishing history of The Film Daily
revolves around the manner in which its Year Books have grown.
It is rather a far cry from 1918 with its 178 page edition to the 1928
edition with its 1,000 or more pages. And it is not immodest to point
out that the growth of the Year Book has been a reflection, on far
smaller scale, of the rise of the industry itself from a period of
immaturity, mushroom activity and uncertainty to an era of dignity, stability

and self-confidence.

*

*

the

circuit

*

Those were the days when
they did things in series. So
Wallace Worsley directed a
series for Goldwyn.
*

With

*

*

Austrian Army,
John Reinhardt was stationed
at the Izonzo River in Italy.
*
«
*
Counter espionage activities within
the Brest (France) area, were the duties
of Arthur Hornblow, Jr., production
assistant to

the

Samuel Goldwyn.
«

«

*

"The Eagle's Eye" was the title of
the picture Earl Hudson, then of
Wharton Bros., took to Washingtoa
for its premiere.
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f^very theatre large or
smally should use your

'

Service

—

typical of hundreds of
letters received from
exhibitors on

The recognized

Ad -Vance TRAILERS
ii

An

actual

The Press Sheet of the Screen'*

animated sales talk on

your screen, bringing glimpses of the
stars, a peek at the story, cleverly
animated titles, beautiful art work
telling just enough to awaken keen
interest without disclosing too much
of the plot.

##%,

Your screen

is

advertising

medium

you owe

f^^-"

it

to

ness to use

it

your best

your

—

busi-

properly.

iile!.:

m

ADVANCE TRAILER SERVICE CORP.
Clip the

Distributing to the entire

country from

NEW YORK—729 SEVENTH AVENUE
CHICAGO-«45 So. WABASH AVENUE
LOS ANGELES— 1928 So. VERMONT ST.
Laboratories— BRONX,

N

coupons for further

1

details-

1.

ADVANCE TRAILER SERVICE CORP.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.
Without obligation on
further detaUs regarding

my

part will you please send

me

ADVANCE COMING ATTRAC-

TIONS TRAILER SERVICE?
Name

(Theatre)

Address

.Y. C.
City

pel

]

am

?#

May

ay,

1928

24,

-^
.na'8 stormy petrel was mUg 'ound in exhibitor affairs then

Camera grinding was new to
George Barnes, who was photoFrank Rembusch with Joe graphing his first picture, "Partners
of Chicago had wandered up Three," at the old Ince studio in

ipolis way to sell the idea of
ted Producers to the assembled
owners. Lee Ochs was there,

$[

r United Picture Theaters.
*

*

*

Reisner, who evenlly became a director, was
g writing and had conted the nationally-popular
Broadway, Hello
)od-bye
Iharles

Culver City.
*

*

*

Colvin W. Brown was billed as
director of publicity and advertising of the Mutual Film Corp., Chicago.
*
*
*

Stan Hatch was branch manager for Metro at Detroit
*

*

"The Whispering Chorus"

ventions.

Artcraft

1

*

*

*

'hey called 'em superindents at that time, and Sol
Wurtzel was the super at

Fox West Coast
*

*

Studios.

*

lous Players-Lasky commanded
rvices of John Emerson as a

F

*

*

she

le

*

*

•

.

Blood"

for

*

*

nee Artcraft Prod., was the

md name

of the
It vehicles,
*
*
iegfried

WiUiam

were

to

—

Loos

*

m

In the Fox cutting room in

Lorelei,

the

—

*

*

*

Production was becoming Joseph

M. Schenck's

forte.

He was

presi-

*

*

*

:^

to

*

warding

*

food-

of

France

during the early days of the
*

*

*

*

most successful
serials ever made was "The
of
the
by
Voice
Wire,"
Eustace Hale Ball. Ben Wilson directed with honor and
of the

shekels.
«

*
lot

4:

School.
*

*

*

hardly

in

4<

Lone Star State

the

Mary Brian was

in

grammar

—

*

*

*

London audience was enjoying

Clive Brook's stage performance in
"Fair and Warmer."
*

*

The famous

*

Lafayette

cadrille overseas

was

him Jimmy Brown.

direction

*

it

"Wings"

of

the

which, they tell us,
well known picture.

if

Es-

teachuirif

William Wellman a lot of valthings which came in
darn handy when he undertook

doing

i^

school

and Hollywood sounded like heaven
and just as far off.
to her

uable

There was a tough soldier boy
his bit at Chateau Thierry
and in the Argonne. They called

e evotion of one Bessie Love a
ears later, but in 1918, Bessie
% loring over Caesar, Cicero and
u
in Los Angeles high schools.

Down

A

*

The Beau Brummel's of Independence, Kansas were all lined up
on Main Street to watch Louise
Brooks trip demurely by on her way
to the sixth grade in the Junior

High

be flattered by

*

4>

*

*

was

out of the mumps and jumpShe was occurope stages.
pied with a grammar school
education.

One

Ince

*

*

O'Day

Molly

stuff.

*

shipments

stuffs to the forces in

O'Brien in this case,
George, was mopping decks in
Uncle Sam's Navy.

*

enjoyed watching Florence Vidor do
her

*

World War.

*

injecting his
into Christie

Thomas

the

*

The Cross of the Legion of
Honor was awarded to Bruno
Weyers for his work in for-

An

was Hope Loring.

cutters

New

gal

York, Charley Brabin was manicurgentlemen preferred
Anita ing film and hoping some day he'd
was writing for Famous be the head manicurist.

was

There was a company known as
Isadore Bernstein Prod, in the halcyon days ten years ago and one of

Visitors

sal's
general counsel, ten
rs ago was with the law firm
Stanchfield & Levy.
*
*
*

teles

*

pictures only.
Veilier

«

ture released.
*
*

S.

Hartman, Uni-

F.

*

Charles Moyer was pounding a typewriter in the interParamount-Artcraft,
of
ests
including a sketch of each pic-

its

acts.

*

as scenario editor.
*
*
*

*

dwyn.
*

whom

firm intention

Bobby Vernon was
own brand of humor

•

"Blue

ducing

*

—

*

Bayard

*

it.

*

*

*

*

Robert Lord in 1918 was wearing
a brand new suit Uncle Sam pro-

The creator of

a professional dancer.

Metro

known

Grubb Alexander and Fred
wrote

*

This was ten years ago. Now Warn- dent of both Norma and Constance
ers are determ.ined that she star for Talmadge Productions and just made
up his mind to forsake vaudeville for
them.

van Abramson was director genfor Graphic Film Co., showing
I that he had his work tuned to
box office.

ton

*

comedies.

*

•

*

J. Mannix was dividing his time
between managing a theater and pro-

E.

Conway had finished direc"Lombardy, Ltd." for Metro.

•

MyrrM Loy had a
of becoming

l

*

productions for Famous were
Primrose Ring" and "The
Bride's Awakening," which Robert
Z. Leonard had made.

"The

now.

Players.
*

At

since has disappeared
:he screen, Madge Evans was a
n ir figure of ten years ago, when
e as making pictures iov World
V

*

since.

*
*

New

laugh

Some casting director in HollyCharlie Logue, who holds a long wood picked a youngster out of the
and distinguished Hollywood career extra ranks and that started Wilas a writer, was then scenarioizing liam, Boyd on the road to fame.
for First National.
*
*

for

R. V. Anderson, who had joined
International Newsreel in January,
had moved to 1600 Broadway, joining forces with Universal. "Dick"
has worked in close co-operation
with the boys of Universal ever

gun city of Chi,
liam Lord Wright was asant general manager of
Selig Fihn Co.
)ut in the

as

tor to Stewart Paton.
*
*
*

appearing in

*

*

*

1^

:<<

who was

even

Out at Universal City, Martin Murphy was assistant direc-

the

Hatton,

Jack
tion of

*

*

rank Rembusch was interd in the business of staging

then

Yes, Charlie Murray was producing giggles under the Sennett banner.
*
*
*

vided

Little did they dream then of
comedy ability of Raymond

Jice."

He was making 'em
heartily

«

is

a

fairly

>*

'

*

*

*

Jscar Apfel was on location at

kewood, N.
e featuring
ty Gordon.

J.,

producing a pic-

Don Alvarado was making the
grade in school at Albuquerque,

N.M.
*

Frank Mayo and

Mae

•

Murray

*

was

one

of
Universal's stellar attractions.
She was apearing in such pictures as "The Bride's Awaken-

ing" and

"Her Body
*

*

*

in

Bond."

Even

ten years ago they
their glass shots, and

had
Ralph Hammeras was making them for a Thomas Heff-

Bob Yost was augmenting Uncle
Sam's ideas of what was going on in
Mexico while serving as an officer
in the Naval Intelligence Service.

ron production at the old Morosco studio.
*

*

*

Tod Browning was going
as a director

*

Clara Kimball

name
over big

and was making "The

Exquisite Thief" for Universal.

in

*

*

Young was

fhe big

Select Pictures.
*

*

4i

was mighty cold where Harry
Zehner was.
He was near Vladivostok, in Siberia, as army field clerk
with the American military forces.
It

*
Know Gerritt Loyd? If we dub
Zanuck
was
a private in
Darryl
him Jack, certainly you will. Ten
Lnfantry,
37th
U. S. Di*
*
*
118th
the
him
jor
picvares
motion
years ago,
Robert N. Bradbury and Antonio
were non-existent. He was a feature vision of the A. E. F., stationed at
He was contrib- Moreno made a pretty good combiBacarrat, France.
the
rumble of newspaper writer on the Los Angeles Times.
and Stripes." nation as director and star respec"Stars
to
articles
uting
*
*
reljs, Hunt Stromberg was knock*
*
*
tively.
the
|jt
stories
daily
newspaper.
with
for
a
popular
g
He was mighty
*
*
*
She was a sensation in those
«
*
«
Hollywood high school pupils, was
she
turned
out
a
A
little girl of 11 was dreaming
when
days,
electbeen
had
who
L)e Velez, destined to eventually Lloyd Corrigan,
string of serials for Univerof becoming Miss Atlanta at the Atla3 opposite
Douglas Fairbanks, ed president of the student body and
lantic City Beauty Pageant. Her
recall her. Helen
You
sal.
school
R.
the
in
captain
as retting her schooling in Mexico also named
name was Estelle Bradley.
Holmes.
i^

It

O. T. C.
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Pictures, Inc*

Announces

THE PRODUCTION OF
AN EPIC PHOTOPLAY

ROADSHOW ATTRACTION
^The Woman Who Was
Under

Forgotten^^

the personal direction of

RICHARD THOMAS
Dedicated to the school teachers of the world

Backed and sponsored by

THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
OF THE UNITED STATES
1201

Sixteenth

Street

Washington, D. C.
Richard Thomas,
SSll Fountain Ave.,

Hollywood,

Calif.

Dear Mr. Thomas:

Your

produce a photoplay adapted from the story "The
Forgotten" by Bess Streeter Aldrich in a dramatic,
artistic and dignified way appeals to me as being by far the best recognition in picture or print of the one whose life is truly consecrated to the
interests of the children of America.
This, coupled with your generous
donation of 25 percent of the proceeds therefrom toward the endowment
of a home for retired teachers, compels my admiration and sincere appreciadecision

to

Woman Who Was

tion.

An enterprise with such an ideal objective will be rewarded.
The
theatre-going public will flock to see your production not only because of
its tremendous theme but also because the story is so replete with heartrending pathos, suspense, and quiet, dignified but dramatic beauty.
I
predict that every teacher in America will enthusiastically cooperate, as
they learn how, to be of assistance. They wnll realize that by so doing they
are elevating the interests of the profession and contributing to the needs
of the teacher who has spent a life in the service.
In conclusion, gentlemen, be assured that you are to call on me and
the profession for such help as merited by the picture and the cause which
it

promotes.

Very

sincerely

J.

yours,

W.

Crabtree,

Secretary.

JWC/BH

STATES CINEMA PROD. CORP.
729

SEVENTH AVENUE

CHAS. GOETZ,

Pres.

NEW YORK

CITY

>--»

I
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MOTHERHOOD
The World*s Most Human Photoplay
Greatest box office road show of all time
The outstanding road show attraction
Most beautiful screen story every told
The life blood of the human race

Breaking box

Now

office records

everywhere

including
playing largest circuits and breaking records

Gray Circuit of

Kinsey

New England

Publix

Wilby

Wesco
Wilmer and Vincent

Griffith

Amuse

Co.

New Jersey Theatrical Ent.

Stanley Fabian

Poli Circuit

Saenger
Sparks

Gorden Theatres;
also

many

others

CORP.
PROD.
CINEMA
STATES
^
-^

729

'*-

SEVENTH AVENUE

CHAS. GOETZ,

Pres.

NEW YORK

CITY

THE
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Bo< OFfice TWetrlyl
:|

FAMOUS AUTHORS—REAL STORIES— STAR CASTS— BIG PICTURES—ALL GO TO MAKE
UP "THE BOX-OFFICE TWENTY" FOR 1928-29. HERE ARE THE TITLES AND AUTHORS
FOR THE RAYART-BUILT-FOR-THE-BOX-OFFICE PROGRAM. THEY ARE DIVIDED
INTO THREE GROUPS AS FOLLOWS:

4

DE LUXE •-ir SPECULS
BUILT FOR THE BOX-OFFICE

THE DIVINE SINNER

SHANGHAI ROSE

With Vera Reynolds

With Mae Busch

THE BILLIONAIRE
With Al

St.

SHIPS OF THE NIGHT
With Tom Santschi

John

BEST U; SELLERS
r^%r

THE MAN FROM
HEADQUARTERS

FAMOUS AUTHORS

THE TWO SISTERS
By

THE CITY OF PURPLE
DREAMS

Virginia T. Vandewater

By Edwin

By George Bronson Howard
SISTERS OF EVE
By E. Phillips Oppenheim

THE BLACK PEARL
By

Mrs. Wilson

HIS THIRD

Baird

MASTER

By Max Brand

Woodrow

ANNE AGAINST THE WORLD

THE DEVIL'S CHAPLAIN
By George Bronson Howard

By

Victor Thorne

8

IMPERIAL Ky PHOTOPLAYS
WITH BIG AIL STAR CASTS

SWEET SIXTEEN
By

Phyllis

Duganne

HANDCUFFED
By Arthur

Hoerl

By

By Bennett Cohen

THE ROMANTIC FOOL
By Arthur

WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE
By

BROTHERS

SOME MOTHER'S BOY

Victor Rousseau

Hoerl

Leota Morgan

ISLE OF LOST

By

MEN

Frederick Lewis Nebel

SHOULD A GIRL MARRY?
By

Leota Morgan

WE ASK THE EXHIBITOR SUPPORT FOR "THE BOX-OFFICE TWENTY" KNOWING THAT
WE ARE ASKING YOU TO BOOK FOR YOUR THEATRE THE BEST THE SCREEN CAN
OFFER IN INDEPENDENT PHOTOPLAYS.

I

RAYART PICTURES CORPORATION
723 Seventh Ave.,

New York, N. Y.

Foreign Distributors: Richmount Pictures, Inc.
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jfarry Brand
Mer Keaton

DAiLV

got a hunch that
could he developed

Al

a star, so he became his pubty director.
*

i

*

jvelyn Brent

*

The Director

dreamed that
she would be clicking
little

'years later
r.mch widely different pictures as

iderworld," "Beau Sabreur" and
),e Last Command.'
*

New Spun m

^

*

News

New

in
*

His Rise to Prominence. Why Film
Daily Began "Directors* Numbers"

fwDsm

Bob Walsh was doing a darn
IJgood job as editor of the M.
,

Fox Theater Construction Plans

York.
*

*

King Bee comBiUy West was mak-

Recall the
edies?
ing 'em.

*

*

*i

^

F.

T was

to

Ion Chaney had in view a role in
lie Miracle
Man," that he hoped
jld prove something worthwhile.
ras.

*

*

*

the old Metro stock company was
jud of Edward Connelly, who was
rking consistently and persistent*

Business was picking up for
Lloyd Hamilton, who was in
his own group of comedies
for Educational, and planning
to start with Jack
White

making

other forms of artistic
endeavor, none possesses that great opportunity which awaits
the genius of direction. For he will be aided with many inventions; assisted by many developments in which lighting, properties, even color, will be but a part.

*
*
*
in Seattle, Warren Burke was
ending grammar school with
re or less enthusiasm.

writin'

scipts
lit

at the

was

racket

Lasky
*

4>

man knows; no one can

*

Geraghty,

that

of

who was

studio.
*

'amera records of Italy were bemade by George Hill as captain
lithe U. S. Army.
II

art of the camera has but found its first developWhat the future holds, what the path ahead leads to, no

For the
ment.

*

*

*

*

Al Wilson drew a tough
break as slate boy with William Fox.
He was on location in the Kentucky mountains, slipped, fell 35 feet, sua-

tainmg a fractured back and
was laid up for weeks. Now
he is a cameraman, and a cred-

£^
Karl
part

in

Dane was playing a

"My Four
*

*

'

*

Nineteen eighteen had its P.D.C.
as well as 1927. Frank G. Hall had
just formed a company so named
to market 12 pictures a year
at
$10, $20 and $30.
*

*

*

Some

Universal
pictures
were being turned out under
supervision of Al Rockett.
*

*

Billed as general manager of
Select Pictures Corp. was Sam

E. Morris, now general manager of distribution for Warner Bros.
*

*

*

.

Millions were thrown around just
as carelessly in 1918 as they are
today. One of the live topics in the
trade then was First National's

guarantee offer

to

Mary Pickford

of $1,000,000 for eight pictures.
*

foretell.

This yearly recognition continued and was followed in June,
1926 with institution of the cumual poll to determine the year's ten
best directors. Ballots from newspapers, fan and trade publications
resulted in 230 votes in the first poll with 93 directors supplementing
the ten chosen on the honor list.
In electing the ten best directors of 1926-27, for the 1927 Directors' Number, 181 publications in 100 cities of 39 states participated, selecting, in addition to the ten best, 119 directors for the
honor roll. Newspapers represented a combined circulation of

small

Years in Germany" and wondering whether he'd
ever get a break in pictures.

New

doing
for Wallace Reid-James Cruze
J.

all

Far, far from the roof studios in downtown
York, with
their meager, impossible appointments of yesterday are tremendous studios of today. And those that are to come will be as
marked in their advancement and improvement as these of today
loom over their predecessors.

!arry Pollard was producing his
I pictures under the
title of Polkd Pictureplays and starring MarTita Fischer. His 1918 products included "The Devil's Assist(ts" and "The Pearl of Paradise."

The

seems for

*

Frank Joyce was doing a song
and dance act in vaudeville as a
member of the team of Joyce, West
and Moran.

effort

public.

Brilliant as the future

!*t

lomas

an

Vast in accomplishment, superb as the newest art has developed, so the path ahead looms portentiously for the director
of motion pictures.

Comedies.

*

in

This came as a climax to the publication's efforts to advance
the position of the director, since its inception in May, 1918, when
but a mere handful of directors were recognized as such by trade

Mermaid

tw»-reel

last

develop the re-

cognition to which
the director is so
justly
due, which
impelled The Film
Daily on April 24, 1921 to begin annual publication of a number
dedicated to the director.

and

the

"Sinbad" in New
York, with his interest focused on
the stage rather than the screen.
of

HYNES

In launching its annual Directors' Number, The Film Daily
stated under title of "The Path Ahead:"

*

weeks

itable one.
*

By

CHARLES

was playing

Jolson

three

I

Remember "Over the Top"? Vitagraph made it with Arthur Guy

Empey.

Wilfred

North,

a

real

veteran, directed.

12,287,946.

from the hectic daysi of early pioneering to the
of duties which the director must face today. His has been
an uphill battle all the way, but the director has made progress
despite odds. Where but a scattered few once were given recognition, today several hundred directors' names are well nigh houseIt is a far cry

maze

hold words.
practical idealist, skilled craftsman who must study
unceasingly to keep abreast of the improved tools of his craft;
student of human nature, sympathetic and understanding, combatting
prejudice, temperament and often ignorance; instilled with the spirit
and qualities of leadership for the most exacting task of the motion
picture. That is the director who today is occupying the position of
importance he has so dearly won, to which he is so justly entitled
and to attain a fuller enjo)mient of which The Film Daily pledges
Artist,

He was sales
for First National in

Carey Wilson.
I

manager

New

Now

York,

I

writing

scripts.

*

The

*

*

old bookers will recall

that Harry Wilson was doing
the stuff for the United Booking Offices of the Orpheum
Circuit.

its

continued efforts.

Petite Alice

White was

trip-

ping daintily to the little r«^
school house on the hill near a
little Virginia town.
4i

«

iti

The Robertson Cole

aggregation took a day off to celebrate
when E^na Williams
signed on the dotted line to

work

for that

company.

*

Here's one about Harold.

Lloyd

was only one of a triumvurate in
those days.
Harry "Snub" Pollard
and Bebe Daniels were pretty nearly as important as Harold in those
one reel Pathe-Rolin comedies.

Nat Nathanson has

the honor to present the most

unique series of two-reelers ever presented,

TWELVE TWOREEL FEATURETTES
ENTITLED

Geim of Gfeal flulhoi*^
r

MIITITJ

I

Jtiti

the stories of which are written by the master
authors and poets of the EngHsh
dramatists
speaking world.

—

These remarkable two-reelers are bound to bring
big profits to Exchangemen and Exhibitors. The
subjects are as follows:

THE BELLS — A

powerful drama of a guilty conscience
Irving's greatest dramatic success.

OURFEW SHALL NOT RING TONIGHT—The
of love

and

sacrifice.

— Sir Henry

immortal poem

^~^

A CHRISTMAS CAROL— Dicken's most human novel.
TAMING OF THE SHREW— Shakespeare's liveliest comedy.
MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR— Shakespeare's merriest play.
SIN OF A FATHER—The immortal play of sacrifice and honor.
MADAME FERMIANI—Balzac's most powerful novel.
LOVE IN AN ATTIC—The original story of La Boheme.
THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL— Sheridan's sublime comedy.
SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER— Goldsmith's comedy of love a^
intrigue.

EUGENE ARAM — Hood's powerful poem of guilt and innocence.
THE MISTLETOE BOUGH—The immortal poem of tragic beauty.

DISTRIBUTED BY HTMARKPRODUCTIONS INC 220V42 ST NXC

THE
May

sday,

of yesteryear

headlines

e

I

1928

24,

Counting the jack for the

Metro organization was a
sweet job, and Joe Engel was

Exhibitor problems were being
heard daily by Morris Safier, who
was a salesman in Cincinnati for

the treasurer.

Selznick.

tell

tuth Roland had signed with
Since
e por another serial.

old

Miss Roland has amassed a

sum

in California real estate,
ugh coast whispers have it she
return to pictures.
*

*

*

*

»

Polly Moran was working with
Charlie Murray in "The Janitor" on
the old Keystone lot.

*
*
*
ok what was discovered about
Now
Warner
star,
Blue.
a
Yet
to
make
"Ben
Hur"
and other
e
ten years ago just a mem.ber notable productions, Fred Niblo was
Bennett in pictures
le cast appearing in "Tarzan" directing Enid
National Film.
for Thomas H. Ince.
*

*

*

*

*

*

—

Butterfield, of Detroit.

Ripley

Arthur

Fox

at the

)

was

cuttiiu<

between Los
lies
that
theater
Angeles and the beach. Fred Mil-

is.

was editing Theda Eara's

*

was a busy year for Al
who was assistant di-

edies at the Christie studio,
*

if

*

just writof Hate."

his search for laurels

*

*

was Hoot

in Universal

William Russell was producing his
pictures and releasing them
through Mutual.

*

own

Destined to be one of the
in the industry to
Did the same job for a decade,

A

Robinson was director
publicity for Charlie Chap-

arlyle
(n.

ilf

%

«

following the vaudeville stage
or trekking to Hollywood for
a picture career. Dorothy Devore chose the latter, and
started making one-reel com-

*

"The House

w men

if

*

He had

serial class.

*

*

*

Pathe's story material was
passing through the hands and
inspection of
Bertram Millhauser, who had not yet determined to graduate out of the

On

Town."

The problem was between

rector to Marshall Neilan.

ten

star-

She was work-

sylvania.

Green,

*

who was

Eddie Phillips, who has since figured in a lot of screen villainy, was a
freshman at the University of Penn-

*

owns it. But ten years ago, he Gibson, hard at work
was managing the Miller's in L.A. westerns.

*

*

It

*

ler

salome."
*

*

Out in Los Angeles today, many
big pictures have their premieres
at the Carthay Circle, that unique
That

studio.

*

*

Santschi was playing with
Geraldine Farrar for Goldwyn and
was being billed in such pictures
as "Shadows," "Stronger Vow" and
"Hell Cat."
*

Dorothy

Phillips
ring in its specials.
ing in "Talk of the
*
*

Tom

*

Then, as now, Ed. C. Beatty was
right bower for the Colonel W. S.
*

*

*

*

name

Universal was proud of the
of

*

*

*

*

James Ryan was picking 'em out
for Fox as assistant casting director
at the company's New York Studio.
*

*

>K

Hetty Gray Baker was with Fox.
*

*

*

*

*

Sol Lesser, today afflicted
William Bertram ivas directing
Stardom had not yet come to Rod
Balaban & Katz, rising Chicago
Daughter
the chain theater bug in the
Rocque. He was headed for the Baby Marie Osborne in "A
La
theater
firm, were building a new
of Principal Theaters, was
the West" for Pathe.
Lawrence Ave. and
top, however, and exactly one de- of
at
theater
*
*
*
active in the state rights field.
a supporting player
was
ago
Chicago.
cade
Broadway,
lad just closed for "The RangDes Moines and Omaha were wit*
*
*
Tom Moore, Mabel Normand,
produced by W. H. Clifford, for
the expansion of A. H. Blank
nessing
in
Kennedy
and Madge
Miljan was learning war
Marsh
Mae
John
ty Hamilton was starred. That
Enterprises, First National franchise
Goldwyn pictures.
stuff first hand as a marine in
ligging back into the past!
holder, who was then completing the
*
*
*
the 11th Regiment, doing duty
*
m
*
2.500-seat Rialto, Omaha.
battlefields of France.
id

mcord, N. H., was the address
^ells Root, who was a student
.t.

Paul's

School,

a

*

*

private

*

theater

of

University of Pennsylvania.
*
cialty of

audiences

in

affiliated

*

you recall that Betty Blythe
playing feminine leads for
Well, it's fact.
graph?
*

*

*

Enjoying the Swiss scenery
tid yodels was Willy Wyler,
ity

was attending the Univer-

lerce.

was studsnng?. ComHonest.
*

ludeville
-y

Imagine

Lausanne.

at

hat he

*

*

Mining

on the

*

*

Central America was
Sarecky's means of earnin

*

spe-

England.

*

*

Seymour, Ind., picturegoers knew
Frank Saunders as manager of the
Majestic.

*
*

*

*

Louis A.
ing his livelihood.

*

Louis B. Mayer, who was
with Metro's offices in New

kholm.

rho

*

Exchange systems was the

Seastrom was hearing the

ctor
luse

Towne

in-

tion.

in his junior year
Scientific School of the

Leo Cahane was

at the

*

*

Sawyer

Organizing a jazz band in
camp to entertain the boys in
training proved at that early
age that James Hall had the
makings of an entertainer.
*

*

You m^y

recall

Our

*

a

*

*

*

Michalove moved up
several rungs on the picture
He had succeeded C.
ladder.

Dan

was

historian

*

Lubin had just closed

deal to handle distribution of a series of Ralph Ince pictures.

*

Vitagraph

&

re-

factor in 1918.
ports that a decade ago Paul Scardon was megaphoning Harry T.
Morey in "The Golden Goal."
*
*
*

Price as New
ager for Triangle.
B.

*

*

*

*

*

Leon D'Usseau was doing
the writing for Mae Murray.
*

*

*

Rooney was taking

fling in pictures

his

first

with his wife, Mar-

They were working in the
Nestor comedy, "Pat Turns Detec-

ion Brent.

*

*

at

Bio-

graph studio with Katherine MacDonald, "the American Beauty," as
his star.
if

*

rt Roach was a hobo
Iniversal two-reelers.

*

*

Sam Rork was producing

own
Orpheum circuits.

*

*

pendents in San Diego was
Oliver Drake's steady occupation in those days.

*

as a producer.
just finished manacts over the Keith
>ii

*

Directing an early variety
of "quickies" for the inde-

tive."

knew him

*

Louis.

Pat

Rapf had

? his

soldiers while attending Mary
Institute, girls' academy at St.

York man*

+

Patsy Ruth Miller was knitting countless pairs of socks for

screen

The year of 1918 saw the
launching of the "It" propaganda. Elinor Glyn was supervising her first book to
reach the screen in England,

"Man and
*

the
*

world with her performance in "1th
Heaven."
*

*

cluded

Clair.

He

*

*

Constance Talmadge was working
for Selznick and had just finished
"The Lesson," under direction of

Moment."

Sennett's writing staff
the name of Malcolm

Mack

will interest you to know, no
ht, that in 1918 Henry B. Waltheaded his own producing unit
was releasing through Paralta.
*
*
*

*

Far from any connection with the
was Janet Gaynor, then a
schoolgirl, who was to charm the

comedian

*

*

in-

Charles Giblyn.
*

*

*

William

A.

(Bill)

Brady,

was

quite active in the picture field, releasing "Stolen Orders" with Carlyle
Blackwell, Montagu Love, George

Kitty Gordon, June
a MacQuarrie,
Perhaps you
His
Madge Evans.
and
Elvidge
PickMinute Kendall?" Well, Jack
the
of
was
director
then
become
Brady,
Alice
scheduled to
production daughter,
pro- ford was working in this
sophisticated Adolph Menjou
starring in Selznick pictures.
Famous Players.
ductions.

didn't

know

he

St.

remember "Mile

was

for
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Eighteen big profit'taking,
office heW'Tingers

taiKvmenty
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everyone audience

S||

everyone hox' office tailored Ni
the titles, read the gist of the stoil
in our year-book just issued Wl
a program to sell to your audient
18, not based on hopes, but
vi^ell'defined policies carefu\
planned and to be just as carefu
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Write for a Copy of Our Year-Book and Learn About

The VicV Of The Pictures

FIRST DIVISION DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
GOLDBURG, President
Treasurer — RAYMOND WELLS,

JESSE

ROBERT

S.

FURST,

J.

723 Seventh Avenue

Vice-Pretident

New

York City
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ry Philbin had a bad case of
ambition and consequently was
ing music and dancing in ChiShe had already appeared be-

camera as a Spanish dancer
newsreel taken by one of Carl

the

mle's cameramen.

Claude Gillingwater was
cud to he a fool, for he
IS one of 'em in "Three
ise Fools" that broke reeds when playing at the Orion.
That was before it
cafne a picture house.
*

*

Handling a camera instead of a
megaphone, Phil Rosen was grinding
on the first "Baby Mine," with
Madge Kennedy.

Short Subjects
Inilu-liy /roii-n.>

,m IIouk

ii!<.<

in

*

*

1

A

Brief History of
Their Progress. Film

*

Daily and the Part

Rawlinson had just com"Come Through," by George

He was

ion Howard.
niversal specials.

*

*

Glazer had a
foreign complex, and was
adapting Continental plays
for New York production.

Do you
non doing

*

*

*

It

Has Played

*

Benjamin

rbert
I

+

"Better Prints" was the slogan of
Watterson R. Rothacker, who was
then operating the Rothacker laboratory at Chicago.

recall
titles

Bert Glen-

and

film edit-

ing at Universal?

starring

Remember?

*

By
W.

ARTHUR

*

:^

EDDY

HE first

attempt to
place before the in'dustry a complete
current record of
activities
in
the
short subject field was made by The Film Daily on Aug. 6, 1922
when there appeared without fanfare or ballyhoo an 80-page weekend edition approximately labeled "Program Building Edition."

®i
I

Rothafel,

L.
y",

was

of
for the

managing

New

n

Florida

in

squad
•es

better

known
in

as

charge

cameramen making
Government. He had
the Rialto and Riv-

York.
*

*

*

King Bag got was appearing in
"The Eagle's Eye" for Four Square
Exchanges. A few years later. King
abandoned make-up and began a
successful career as a director.
*

*

*

George D. Baker was manager of
production for Metro on the Coast.

It is interesting to recall the wide variety in the short subject
even at that date. There were 35 national and state rights distributors listed with their product. Even more interesting it is to
field

read the special articles written by such leaders as Elmer Pearson,
E. W. Hammons, Hal Roach, Al Christie and Mack Sennett and to

how sure and clear was
would be today.

realize
field

National has had the beneE. Bruce Johnson's services
these last ten years, which has
the company grow to a posi'St

f

among the leaders. Bruce
was legal advisor, and now

in
is

of the company's foreign denent.
*

*

*

their vision of

what the short subject

Turning back the files affords a feeling of satisfaction in the
realization that this publication has been consistent champions of
the short subject and all that it stands for. Take as an illustration
this extract from the editorial in the short subject issue of Feb. 18,
1923: "If Mr. Average Exhibitor would only stop and think for a
minute he might appreciate that the proper use of the right sort of
short stuf? is probably the greatest asset he has in the development
and upbuilding of his house." That was written five years ago.

Richard A. Rowland was president of Metro Pictures Corp.
*
gles'

means

advertising

liversal

space

was

purchased by Nat Rothstein,
in the same spot now.
*

*

*

zrtrude Astor was making her
vre
debut in
"The Brazen
Uy," directed by Tod Browning.
*

*

H=

gnes Ayres was appearing in a
is of O. Henry stories for BroadStar Features.
*

*

The camera
LS.
ers.

creasingly popular vogue.

division of the

Army was

lilestone as

*

claiming Levws

one of

its

mem-

That was somewhat behe became familiar with a

ore
ttegaphone.
*

he
le

Many of the important strides in color work are the direct result
of the short subject experimentation. The same thing applies to the
work thus far achieved in the development of sound devices synchronized with film. Another department that must not be overlooked is the animated cartoon. Today there are a half dozen cartoons being issued regularly, and all of them are enjoying an in-

*

*

industry was unaware

that
day would comtnand the serv-

of Al Boasberg, who was wasthis gags as New York city salesof a rubber company.
*
*
*
'orld Film
had signed John
>ers to a two year contract.

This season the short subject demonstrated that it is a vital and
increasingly important part of the industry, for two of the leading
producers entered the lists. The day is passing when the short subject producer complains that his product was looked upon universally by exhibitors as merely "fillers."

Qlrtfl'

Max

Miller,

coming season

will enter

upon its greatest era of popularity. The signs are to be found everywhere. And The Film Daily, original champion of the short subject, expects to continue carrying the banner at the head of the procession, leading the way to greater achievement.

who

is

now

cen-

manager for Warner
Bros., was
southern district
manager for Select.
tral sales

*

Hugo

*

*

Goldwyn studio marvager, had rnade up his mind to installation of a cooling and ventilatBallin,

ing system at the Fort Lee studios.
Yes, pictures were once made there
in droves.
*

Vibtut

*

Banky was

*

in

school

at

Budapest, unaware that one day
within ten years she would be one
of America's leading stars.
*

*

Charles "Buddy" Rogers was being hazed along with the other freshmen at high school in Kansas City,

Mo.
*

It is believed that short subject in the

was Wesley Rug-

of earning his living.

Many important developments in production can be traced to
the short subject. In this department all the g^eat comedians received their training and built up their following, so that when they
stepped into features they were already powerful drawing cards.
The outstanding achievement in this field is without doubt the
ever growing popularity of the newsreel. It exerts a universal appeal
such as no individual picture star ever attained. It never grows old.
Each week it renews its hold as it catches and portrays the great
dramatic events of the world and flashes the pictured events in every
town and city soon after actual occurrence.

*

*

Picture direction

*

«

Roland
was acquiring
Spanish and Mexican atmosphere at
Gilbert

Chihuahua, Mexico.
*

*

Resigning from
B.
A.
Metro,
Rolfc was launching plans for a new

company.

I

an unbeatable combination!
The PUBLIC

The CRITICS
DAILYja
NEW TO»«

With

5

NEWS

iPwCTUIIt

'-

NEWSWfcW

These Clippings from the Motion Picture Tabloid

1,493,034 Circulation Selects This

of This

Picture as the Best of the Six Best

Tell the

on Broadway

Blustery

Some

March Produces
Stuff

Sterling

tough sledding, picking March's best six, for the
ivindy month has been especially productive of sterling
It's

5creep stuff.
However, since even among the good there are

^^'"^

still

better,

well

XTERE

''

•
'

Same Story

th« answer to the bifi^esi question in the industry:
the fellow who pays his money at the bp:
office think of the picture?"
Exhibitors know the value of audience comment as a gui^
to bo(4(ing and exploiting pictures, but never before have the;
been able to get them until they have played the picture.
Here it is. Customers are asked as they leave tiie theal
giving the pre-release and road show exhibitioRs of picUir<
just three questions:
"Did you Uke Ae picture?"
is

"What docs

"Why?"

slate the following as the peers:

"Last Mnmpn^
'Lr&Men oi lilaen.
"The Noose."

New York Newspaper

"What caused you

"Two

Lovers."
"Legion of the Condemned."
^-4%
^-^
"Trail of '98."
place primarily because of its unique^

to

see?"
Here are

to select this picture as

their answers, just as they

one you wanted

were given.

ign^!jvins it?
ihroughout tnewTiole of this extremely modern picture, directed
ness.
Paul Fejos, hitherto unknown, there is but one title. The story
htjr
concerns a young suicide who, at the last

."THE LAST MOMENT."

If

At the
(A

Joseph Layton, Bedford avenue, Brook*
lyn, Musi<^n at the Metropolitan

" 'The Last Moment' is one of the
few screen efforts that one can watch
several times and always finds it

interesting.

Mordaunt

It

is

brilliant."— F.

"I'd Mke to see it
philo*
again. It's a piec eof art
tophic and trrmendous in theme.''

Op«r^ Ho«»se:

Miriam Waller, 539 Ocean Parltway,
Brooklyn: "Excellent. One of the
best pictures I have ever seen. The
photography was magnifioent."
Mrs. A. Jimenez, 504 West 158th

Hall.

New York, Housewife;
"That's the sort of story I like. It
has a good idea back of it and it
was very -well done."
George Curtis, lfil-15 Granville street,
street.

'The Last Mohas a hit.
ment' has been drawing movie-goers
from all over the city." Eileen
Creelman.
last

—

St. Alb»n.s,

J.,

Advertising::

—

"It'i<

teresting."

George Kaufman, 765 Garden street.
Bronx,;. N. Y., Salesman:
"Very

"Here is one of the most unusual
films that has ever been put on the

—Tamar

N.

a wonderful picture one of the best
I have seen. It is very unusual .ind
the few sub-titles make it very in-

THE FILM^RCUKV
screen."

—

—

W.

"The Greenwich Village Theatre
at

€aine»r^
JSakoro Picture.)

uniqua;

TIio filiotosraphy
ceptiojially fine."

Lane.
Ill

,

I

im^,'^

/

I

I

was
_

i

ex-

tl'

PAUL F^EJOS'f \

•(«i^UII^M6Millf

ZAKORO FILM CORPORATION
JOSEPH

H.

ZAROVICH, General Managet

723 Seventh Avenue

New York

City

Ofi

May

uiay,

1928

24,

79

i
The

Now

Then and

YEARS AGO producers
TEN
were
unearthing

t a wallop there was in "The
the Beast of Berlin." It is
w years ago that the picture
at the Broadway, New York
Rupert Julian, Universal di,

attended the premiere.
*

*

*

years of consistent writing
tarked Monte Katterjohn's deIn 1918, he was staff writer
iralta Plays.
*

•,

*

*

harles R. Condon was abDing the fan atmosphere
the New York staff of
iiotoplay."
*
*

new

adjec-

tives to describe the attributes
of stars and players, some of
have had their day in
the public's favor while others
have increased their hold on
the imaginations of picture-

whom

*

*

*

Mack

has

since

;rred his activities back to show
-i^ss, was a vice-president of
yn Pictures.
*
*
*
inis Fox, although unreed, was directing for Fox.
d lots of fans reading the
dit
titles
thought Finis

the whole works.
*
*
*

IS

Just a gob sailing the high
on the Destroyer "Pre-

IS

and Bryan Foy was
at he answered to at mus-

',,"

ed to make a mark in the film
sss, Ted
Schlanger was servn the army at Fort Hancock,
sta,

Ga.
*

4>

*

FBO

was before

s

*

bathing girl in his Keystone ComeCharley Murray, Ben Turpin,
Barney Barnard, Raymond Hitch-

cock

In 1918, the roster of stellar
lights included:

ford,

Ruth

Clifford,

Claire
three
R's
Washington, D. C.

*

*

still

W.

was making
Griffith
rts of the World," with Lilliaii
as star.
*

*

hester

Outing

Igeneral

title

*

Pictures," was
of the series of

pictures Jesse J. Goldburg
offering state right buyers.

\il

*

*

'pervision of stories for
bond Schrock's job.

Fox was

*

A

fairly well
atrical
manager

Metro was Taylor Holmes.

was
in

*

known
and

theactor

Dorothy
Dalton,
Emmett
Viola
Dana,
Lila
Lee,
Davies, William Desmond,

Jack Holt was working hard
"Life Lane" for Paramount.
in

*

Dean, Gaby Deslys, Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Drew, Edward Earle,
June
Elvidge, Madge Evans, Douglas Fairbanks, William Famum, Dustin Farnum,
George
Geraldine
Fawcett,
Farrar,
Elsie
Ferguson,
Margarita
Fisher,
Lucy Fox, Dorothy Gish,
Louise Glaum, Kitty Gordon, Edna
Goodrich. Corinne Griffith, James K.
Hackett, Ella Hall, Creighton Hale,
Lloyd Hamilton, Elaine Hammerstein,
William S. Hart, Mildred Harris,
Sessue Hayakawa, Howard Hickman,
Johnny Hines, Stuart Holmes, Taylor
Holmes, Peggy Hyland, Louise Huff,
Gladsre Hulette, Al Jennings, Gloria
Joy, Alice Joyce, Rupert Julian, Gale
Kane, Madge Kennedy, Doris Kenyon,
Frank Keenan, J. Warren Kerrigan,
Anita King, Jane and Katherine Lee,
Anna Lehr, Gladys Leslie, Mitchell
Lewis, E. K. Lincoln, Bessie Love,
Montagu Love, Bert L3rtell, Francis
McDonald, Wallace MacDonald, Mary
MacLaren, Gertrude McCoy, Douglas
McLean, Mae Marsh, Helen Martin,
Vivian Martin, Shirley Mason, TuUy

apTrail

No relation to Trader Horn,
but he also did a good job.
We refer to Eddie Horn when
ground the camera on
"Other Men's Shoes," direct-

*

girl got

a break

when Louise Fazenda

Mary Pickford, was doing the name
part in "Amarilly of Clothesline
Alley," for Artcraft.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Margurite

Marsh,

Violet
Minter,

Miles
Mary
Mersereau,
Meighan, Tom Mix, Rhea
Mitchell, Colleen Moore, Tom Moore,
Harry Morey, James Morrison, Mae
Murray, Nazimova, Evelyn Nesbit,
Anna Q. Nilsson, Mabel Normand,
Baby Marie Osborne, Peggy Pearce,
Virginia Pearson, Olga Petrova, Dorothy Phillips, Mary Pickford, Jack
Pickford, Charles Ray, Herbert Rawlinson, Wallace Reid, Elizabeth Risdon, Eklith Roberts, Alma Rubens,

Tom

Santschi,

Monroe

Salisbury, Nell

Barney Sherry, Earl
Shipman, J.
Schenck, Milton Sills, Anita Stewart,

Lee Stewart, Roy Stewart,
Pauline Stark, Edith Storey, Emily
Stevens, Lewis Stone, Gloria Swanson,
Lucille

Marion Swayne, Constance and Norma
Talmadge, Olive Tell, Madeline Traverse, Ernest Truex, Charlotte Walker,

Henry

B.

Walthall,

legitimate stage.
*

*

L ._JIH=^

*

*

*

*

Phil Kauffman, general sales mav/ager was helping to put Regal Films,

Sheehan

Winfield

This
*

was

building

Fox Film Corp.
ter

into bigger and betThen, as now, general

things.

manager.
*

*

*

Burke was being directed by
Victor Schertzinger in "Peggy," for

Thomas

Ince.
*

*

*

Bulgaria Michael
Curtiz was making a newsreel for the Ped Cross BeneHe had been assigned to
fit.
this duty after a wound in the
lung invalided him from the
Austrian army in which he
had seen service as a lieu-

In far

States from Australia and was
touring the Orpheum Circuit.
The next year, 1919, he forsook the stage for the screen.
*

star.

*

*

*

Our Lady of the Opera,
Geraldine Farrar, was doing
her screen stuff for Sam
Goldwyn.

*

*

*

*

Out in/ Helena, Montana,
Lane Chandler was undecided
whether he wanted to be a
mining engineer or a lawyer.
He was then in high school,
and starring in pictures was
far from his mijid.
^ti

*

Those were the days when
William Famum was riding
on top of the world as a Fox

*

Charles R. Rogers was New England manager for Select Pictures,
with headquarters at Boston.

off

*

was a deciding year

in the life of Clyde Cook.
He
had just come to the United

Billie

*

*

Dave Bershon was manager of
Film Exchange, Los
California
Angeles.
*

*

m

Reginald Barker was producing
and directing for Paralta Plays, having already won his spurs as a box
office director.
*

1*:

*

Conrad Nagel was making love to
James Seymour had dreams of be- Alice Brady in "Forever After."
coming a general or something of Likewise, it was ten years ago when
He was in his sixth week he made his first picture appearance
that sort.
of training in the French Officers' in "Little Women."
School
at
*
*
*
Training
Automobile
*

Mcaiix,

*

*

France.

Robert

George
Ward,
Fannie
Warwick,
Niles
Washburn,
Bryant
Walsh,
Welch, Emmy Whelen, Claire Whitney, Earle Williams, Margery Wilson
and Clara Kimball Young.

*

Morris Pivar was wearing the
uniform of a sergeant in the Photograhic Division of Medical Corps
at Washington, D. C.

Bessie Barriscale was helping to Ltd., on the Canadian distribution
do her bit by starring in "Patriot- map.
*
*
*
ism" for Paralta.
Pathe had a lot of favorites in the
*
*
*
days of '18, one of the foremost of
John Barrymore was playing in whom was Frank Keenan.
"Peter Ibbetson" on the New York
*
*
*

tenant.
Marshall,

^L

ed by Edgar Lewis.
*

the

Audrey Ferris was attending grammar school in Los
Angeles, but after school she
did some dancing in theater
prologues.

Marion

*

he

"Hit

The servant

Dalton,

*

pearing in
Holiday."
*

Priscilla

*

named George Cohan was

*

Thomas

*

of the bright lights of
stars in "Heaven" for

lot.

had been

is

were

did her famous comedy characterization on the Sennett

President

Victor Fleming
cud of it.

her

*

at last,

when he went abroad.

d

Normand

Ethlyne

Little

George M. Cohan,

*

for

Mabel

the onlookers.

learning

May Allison, George Arthur, Theda
Bara, Bessie Barriscale, Ethel Barrymore, Beverly Bayne, Belle Bennett,
Enid Bennett, Carlyle Blackwell, Mary
Boland, John Bowers, Alice Brady,
Fritzi Brunette, Francis X. Bushman,
June Caprice, Harry Carey, Jewel
Carmen, Catherine Calvert, Dolores
Cassinelli,
Irene
Castle,
Barbara
Castleton,
Margurite Clark, Charlie
Chaplin, Ethel Clayton, Kathleen Clif-

I.

lotographer

and

among

One
the

*

They picked him as chief
ilson

*

goers everywhere.

Schnitzer was
on manager for the Universal.

Joseph

d.

*

Sennett was glorifying the

dies,

Goldwo'n.

*

who

Selwyn,

;ar

Selz-

nick.

iam Seiter was wielding a
hone over Mr. and Mrs. Carin a series for

general manager
Corp.

Norma Talmadge Film
was occupied by one Myron

Icoop" Conlon was whoopher up as publicity direcfor William S. Hart.
*
*
*

Haven

office of the

of the

*

*

*

Victor M. Shapiro, who now directs publicity and advertising for
United Artists, was taking orders
and in the trenches in
himself
France, too.

—
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the East was bean uncertain proposition, so
Goldfish (Goldwyn) head of
ijn Pictures, went to the Coast
k over sites with a view to
<ig a studio, and move from the

81

iduction in

f

S. Barrett McCormick was showing a lot of Middle Western theater
managers hovv to stage a real show.
In 1918, he was manager of the
Circle. Indianapolis.

1

I

R eviews

Lee plant.

,

*

*

*

[People were pointing out a
kiddie appearing in Maulite
ce Costello's pictures, and
edicting a great future for

was Dolores

It

;r.

/•".

&

n.

.\i,!ific.y l'n.\

Thiit .Xortlnvcfi

demure miss was attenda convent school at Ladyiffe Academy on the Hudson.
le was Helene Costello.

Coast stock

didn't

was

in

the

Bud BarAir

S.

[ntone.
*

Film

some
Remember when George
Co.

Ward

\inny

for

was

^itzmaurice

"Common

in

*

*

*

*

Bryant was a member

'larles

of

Metro stock company.

•

*

*

*

vcle Sam's Navy had the adtage of the services of Harry D.
-I

•

kley.

*

*

*

L3dng in a French hospital
vith

serious

la

HIS

business
of
reviewing pictures
from
the
trade
angle in The Film
Daily is a responsibiUty. In a couple
of hundred words you are weighing in the balance the work of
many weeks. You are juggling with the reputations of high salaried
directors and players most of whom have spent arduous years in
building their individual prestige. Not to- mention the author, scenarist, cameraman, and the studio force generally. Thousands of dollars
often several hundreds of thousands are involved in any one
production. So the trade reviewer alive to the significance of his
job never loses sight of these facts every time he clicks a t3T>ewriter key.

wound

shell

duction

is

is

a

*

Among

That brings up to the question of honesty in reviewing. A review is
dishonest if it does not give the exhibitor the absolute lowdown on the
picture from the standpoint of his box office. A review is dishonest if
it does not give the producer a fair break for the time, money and
effort that he has put into his production. This business of fair appraisal applies in like proportion to the director, star, players, author,
scenarist and cameraman. You are dealing with individual reputations,
from the producer right down the line to the humblest worker.

^rgonne. Chateau Thierry and
he Battle of Paris was Larry
D armour, who was a first lieuenant in the Signal Corps.
*

*

were occupying the time
Texas school

'udies

Madge Bellamy,

had just cast Belle Ben"Lonely Wonnan."

riangle
'II

*

*

North

iHied
lur

*

*

*

in

directing

"Over the

>i<

merica hadn't even heard of her,

knew

Berlin

this

personality

Pola Negri was making "Carfor

Ufa
*

he
es

navy's

Germany.

in

*

*

problem
at

be properly

tackled by someone who thinks that Broadway represents the entire
exhibitor field. The writer that steps out to cover pictures for The
Film Daily must know what the salesman knows who is selling product in the sticks. It may be a knockout on Broadway, but a dud in
the territories. The Film Daily reviewer must be and is competent to
weigh this and many other important angles in his appraisal.

Another point. The personal opinion of the reviewer is absolutely
out when he sits down to write his review. The writer has often sat
with a friend and panned the daylights out of an opus—and then gone
back to the office and sent that particular picture in a mile a minute
as a b. o. wow. Why? Because personally it didn't appeal to him, but
as a reviewer for the trade he knew it would clean up. And said so.
significant point of all is that The Film Daily reviewer
rides free and clear on his opinions. Ever since the day on which that
veteran and peer of all the trade reviewers, Joseph Dannenberg,
stepped into the publication, there has been but one single rule strictly
enforced: "Play fair with the producer and the exhibitor, and let
nothing else influence your opinion." That rule is still working.

This brief review of reviews, it is hoped, will serve to keep the records clear. Reviewing pictures for The FUm Daily is not a hit-andmiss affair. Rather is it a serious responsibility to the industry at
large, recognized

had

Hood McFarland had

submarine base

It can't

The most

was

Guy Empey

New

Force,

quite proud

and treated as

ended,
joined

befits

it.

*

*

We

Harry

refer to

i^-. J.JJ

Sinclair

Drago.
*

His

*

*

up the ladder had not begun.
In 1918, Fred Newmeyer was
a property man.
rise

*

working

*

Anna

Stately

Nilsson

Q.

Metro

for

*

*

was

Hollywood.

in

*

A

certain Nancy La Hiff
was beautifying a grammar
school class in New York
City.
she is known as
Nancy Carroll.

Now
*

*

Greta Nissen was studying dancing and dramatic pantomime at the
Royal Opera in Copenhagen.
*

*

Marion
in

*

Nixon

was wearing her
down her back. She was still
Minneapolis.

school in
*

*

*

Frank W. Buhler was beginning a
ten year affiliation as general manager of the Stanley Co., succeeding
M. J. Hennessy.
*

*

German

potato mashers and star
shells were familiar to Hem-y Clay
Bate, assistant to Paul Gulick, who
was doing his stuff with the infuntry
in

France.
*

*

*

Beulah Livingstone, now female Boswell for the Talmadges and Joe Schenck, was
handling Olga Petrova.
*

*

*

In the cheery days of 1918,

Frank Lloyd was directing
William
Farnum in "True
Blue" for Fox.
*

*

Eugene H. Roth was managing
rector of the California theater,

Francisco.

a

*

*

This

Paramount bought

London.

*

returning manuscripts to ambitious authors
as editor of the H. K. Fly
Publishing Co. in New York.

hair
It is too big a job for second-string writers.

*

those present at the

*

was

He was

flop.

vas H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast.
*

us,

tell

*

Flying

Testing parachutes for the
Aviation Service of the U.
S. Navy was not comedy, and
more often tragedy.
But
that's
what Jerry Drew,
Educational comedy star, was
doing ten years ago.

—

no such thing as infallibility. No trade reviewer ever
batted 1,000 in any season. No trade reviewer ever will. But on the
ten-year record of this publication, which is a pretty fair test, its
reviews will show a consistently high average of hitting box office
bull's-eyes.
A production may be pictorially artistic and beautifxil.
The direction may be aces. The story may be adapted from a literary
classic. The cast may be all featured players. But if it does not prove
up from the acid test of box office values, to The Film Daily that proThere

\o Irishmen were co-workers for
afous in 'those days.
Marshall
c'an
was directing George M.
*

they

*

Royal

of J. R. Wilson, now domestic sales manager of Ekiuca-

directing

:iay?"
*

became president, was vice
*

The

JACK HARROWER

—

Bet you haven't heard of
inie.

later

tional.

145th Air Squadron,
crated at Kelly Field in San

iHtra

4:

president and general maruiger.

*

U.

*

*

presided
over
by
Charles Pathe, while Paul Brunei,

in

'ervice,

*

*

was

Pathe

*

chap known as

el

')*".

know

playing

of

Ni

It

who
%r-^

Ernst Lubitsch was diPola Negri for the Ufa corn-

ky

Meet

1918.

in

*

and

mAGOTON.y.

P.erlin,

T

Itself to

''^;JRANSMlfTED'

4c

a general, too.
the
forces at

Attention was being attracted to
"Scenics Beautiful," which Robert C.
Bruce was directing for Educational.

By

Lowe who was
*

Responsibility

*

Motion pictures

I.

nid

A

Glory?" hadn't been

Price

'hat

'

(l/f

How Film Daily Gears

A

*

Director-general
Universal City.
*

>,«

Costello.

Ig

*

Deal

*

II

Henry McRae was

di-

San

was long before
the house.
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Thank

the stars she didn't.

McAvoy was
lege

to

become a

school teacher.
*

*

McGuirk-John

*

— and

J.

—

was

This comedian

and had firmly

mind

her

iviay ^t,

getting

in

his stride by playing on the sta,
and in feature length pictun
Johnny Arthur's work in Educatio,
al-Tuxedo Comedies shows the tl
suits of that early training.

Normal Col-

attending

New York

in

made up

May

Thursday,

*

Sablosky-

*

*

Harry Reichenbach had returned
The Government lost a diplom
After spending three years with
Abe began to hang their hats in
to New York from the Coast after
D. W. Griffith as his secretary and for Roland Asher decided after vn
headquarters in PhiladelStanley
National Film assistant, Monte Blue signed a two- to forsake the diplomatic servi
They had just joined up with working out plans for
phia.
Corp. later to enter the U. S. Diplo- year contract with Famous Players and make his name in pictures.
the late Jules Mastbaum.
*
*
matic Service at Amiens. France. who had a hunch that m,ebbe the
^
His hair was not quite so silvery young feller could act.
Dear old Bob Lieber was
but his wit was just as sharp.
If you ask Cecil De Mille
operating the Circle theater in
*
*
*
*
*
he will tell you that 1918 was
Indianapolis.
the most eventful period of
The girls at the Bay Ridge High
"The Fall of the Romanoffs," was
his career. At the time he
With such names as Floren
the title of the picture Herbert Bren- School in Brooklyn were taking ex-

f;

l«

:*

Hn

Mf

[ml

:^

was

director-general of

Fam-

ous Players and personally directed "Whispering Chorus"
with Raymond Hatton, and
"Old Wives for New." This
latter was one of the first
to be made with the all-star
cast, and the first of a series
to deal with the divorce prob-

on was directing for First National. pert lessons in a new educational
subject called "It," and Clara Bow
*
*
*

Reed,

Louis Brock was with Inter-Ocean was the sophmore who was teaching
'em.
Film, now defunct.
*
*

ducing.

Paralta Plays sold its studios
ten years ago to J. D. Hampton and Robert Brunton.
*

lem.
*

*

*

Ben Bard was on
*

Bradley Barker was doing his
a member of Metro's stock
company.
*

*

*

*

stuff as

*

Harvey E. Gausman was branch
manager of the Four Square Ex-

1

star-

ring for Universal, with Kenneth Harlan playing opposite.

*

*

*

Reeves, general manager
Chaplin Corporation, had
of
the
arrived from London to take over

deville troupe.
*

studios.

He

Joe

ten years later.

Alfred

management of the
previously managed

had

*

*

Dan Campbell was

hot footing it
through the smoke screens of Pittsburgh grabbing off big news stories
for the Tri-State News Bureau.

*

Morgan,

closely

Photographic
Signal Corps.

*

*

*

directorial staff.
*
*
*

fill

*

so much
years ago

renewed her con*

Fox Film, at the time, began
the practice of reissuing pictures.

Abe Frankel then was one

of

Des Moines' theater magnates,
operating two theaters as head
the

He had
Ralston was a newcomer
at Paramount and was appearing in

Esther

*

*

*

Robert Mclntyre was studio manager for World Film at 1918's Eastern Hollywood Fort Lee.

—

*

Victor

*

*

McLaglen was an

the British Army and his
Chief Provost Marshal of

officer in
title

was

Bagdad.
C.P.M. really means chief of police,
you know.
*

*

*

Beach.

action

*

*

Paramount

pictures were being extolled to the world by Jerome Beatty.
*

Shooting

*

*

airplanes
was part of Bogart Rogers' day's
He was a captain in the
work.

Corps,

France as a

tem.
*

Sennett.
*

*
just re-

signing as president of Mutual,
and preparing to auction off the
stars

he

hacj
*

*

dios

Charles Furthman was seeing service as a lieutenant in the

Clifton

was

for

Paramount.
*
tige

for

*

*

Quirk was gaining
Photoplay Magazine,

:*

*

assistant director.
*

*

William Beaudine was lea
the art of putitng laughs in c
dies as director for Christie, so the

*

*

*

*

Walter Lindlar had public"Oh, Boy" to a fare-yewell and had joined D. W.
ized,

directing

*

was acting as

making

release.

intelligence service.
*
*
*

Elmer

*

*

There was a chap on the Chr
lot named Harold Beaudine wm

i

vmder contract.
*

*

*

he could make "The Cohens
Louis B. Mayer was sitting pretty Kellys" ten years later.
*
*
*
with a director named Edwin Carewe who was making a reputation
The gang out on the Sennett
for himself even in those early days. were laughing their heads off at Ches'
*
*
*
ter Conklin's antics, but Chester wa
his later work
An assistant cameraman narri,ed just rehearsing for
such
features as "We're in the Nav
Lee Carmes was at the Griffith stuNow" and "McFadden's Flats."
pictures for Paramount

Roy Del Ruth was megaphoning Ben Turpin for Mack
*

*

Playing on the legitimate
in Los Angeles was
Robert De Lacy, where the
picture bug got into his sys-

*

John R. Freuler was

*

stage

In the land of Dons and
Senoritas a flashing eyed girl
known as Dolores Del Rio
was attending a convent.
*

*

*

pres-

Griffith in

order to focus some

attention

on "Hearts of the

World."
*

*.

*

*

*

A

kid in the high school orchestr.
at Portland, Oregon, was workini,
hard to become a great orchestr,
leader, but Monty Collins wound u]
as a star in Educational Mermaii

comedies.
*

*

*

At the time, Sidney Garrett
was president of J. Frank
Brockliss Prod.
*

*

Harry L. Garsson
arrived in
print of a

had, just

New York

vnth a

new Blanche Sweet

Br

picture.

down enemy

Flying

in

To William Fox, its chairman, was due much of the success of the allied theatrical and
motion picture sections of th^
Red Cross drive.

*

*

Royal

*

was Terry Ramsaye's line
and he was doing it for Mutual.

James

Goldwyn's great authors were being plugged hard, among them Rex

France.

*

stage aspirations,

with hopes some day of doing
Well,
Shakespearian roles.
you all know what Richard
Dix really turned out to be.

Publicity

Hawkeye Amusement

Co.

of

*

*

*

*

doughboy.

*

of

<Mi

Earle Foxe was getting his

"Huckleberry Finn."

Sam Goldwyn thought
of Mabel Normand ten

*

^klil

the

-1:

*

a

the
Division of the

Lois Morrison.

couldn't hold John Ford
down, even in those days. He
was showing Universal that he
had the stuff, and was fighting for his chance as director
of the Harry Carey unit. Ford
now is one of the aces of the

this month that he
tract.
*
*

with

associated

camera as a lieutenant in

They

Fox

officially

known as Ira H. Morgan, was

Arthur Guy Empey's "Over
Top" was in production
for Vitagraph and in it was

Charlie in a vau-

change, Los Angeles.
*

*

*

screen's

—

*

*

Carmel Myers then was

the boards play-

ing the two-a-days.
*

*

*

*

The

most successful bsHj
A cow puncher was riding over the ful boy type was Charles Ray, wl
lonely wastes of an Ontario ranch was making pictures for Thomas
He had just appeared
and dreaming dreams but it's a Ince.
cinch that Gary Cooper didn't vis- "His Own Home Town" and "Pla:
ualize himself in "Beau Sabreur" and ing the Game."
^
*
*
*
"The Ltbion of the Condemned"
if

*

Robert Warwick and Elaii hi'
Hammerstein, Harry Rapf was prMsii

at

«

«

*

i

The picture fans sat up at the
Edith Storey was clicking in big^
Out in Hollywood E. Lloyd Shel- work of Noah Beery in "The Sea time fashion. She had just started
Beauvais, don was an active member of the Wolf."
He has been making 'em work in "The Demon" for Metro
free lance writers' colony.
sit up regular ever since.
ten years ago.

I

May

lay,

1928

24,

were awaiting the re"Eagle's Eye," which Four

ibitors
)f

Doing

aerial photography work
Naval Aviation Service at
San Diego helped Lloyd Bacon to

Exchanges were distributing
tif Marguerite Snow, serial queen,

in

tii

itu d.

*

*

*

Sabolsky and John McGuirk

moving

their

offices

the

to

headquarters,
marking a
consolidation of importance

y

ladelphia.
*

Golf Tournaments

*

*

Ve had a war in 1918. And
eph P. Kennedy, now No. 1

FBO

and likewise irri(« at
tant in Pathe, was assisigeneral manager of the
Ve River plant of the Beth-

am

the

get the military atmosphere into
"Private Izzy Murphy" which he
directed in 1926.
*

:»

*
Court Holds Forcing of Arbitration

Is Impossible

UXTHC MIWS
UlTHE TIME

Shipbuilding Corp.
29

NEXT SEASON

The Short Drive to
Goodwill and Greater
Friendliness Among
Film Folk

t

The man responsible for making
"It" was doing "Don't Get Personal" for Goldwyn. And Clarence Badger has directed many a good boxoffice bet since that early number.
*

*

The big shot of Universal westerns
was Harry Carey ten years ago, when
he had just introduced comedy into
westerns with "Wild

Women."

By

DONALD

M.

MERSEREA U
Deep sea sailing was the calling
which was commanding the attention

problems were bothering

itor

Aloeller, who was operating the
Im theater at Saginaw, Mich.

)

*

of Billy Dooley.

*

*

EPTEMBER

Montague, as in the preswas assigning rejection slips
writers and sending letters
ptance to others.
He was
rd

It

the

ur Selznick Picture Co.
*

*

*

Eastman announced a
of Eastman Kodak at

to aid the U. S. Signal

iris,

rps.

C

*

*

*

Eaton produced "The
iirit of the Red Cross," by
Jmes Montgomery Flagg for
Jack

Red Cross campaign.

r:

*
l>er
l)y

i

the Blue Ribbon features

Vitagraph? Earle Williams

Grace Darmond played op-

1.

"The Seal

1

*

*

ii

of Silence."
*

Darrow then was

n
:

»:

noise then on the Vitagraph

l'!g

-

«

a

page boy

national capitol.

was something about the old
which made them popuFerguson at the time was pro-

;re

serials,
^1

them, turning out such cards
'he Lost City," "Miracles of the
and "The Jungle Goddess."
?

*

tures

*

*

probably were

fa.r

from

nind of E. B. Derr, F. B. O.
Jrer,
then accountant for the
River plant of the Bethlehem
luilding Corp. at Quincy, Mass.
*

*

*

'

Burton King was directing
Iga Petrova for Metro.
*

*

Heyiry King! What do
m think he was doing ten
'.ars
ago?
Directing "Up
omance Road" for Mutual of

remembrance.
*

*

*

tures had' not then heard of one
to become one of its out-

was

drawing

ing
y,

who was

ih air

forces.

cards

— Reginald

serving,

with

Joseph Dannenberg

was

instituted in the industry

that

golf tour-

the

feminine pulchritude, Billie Dove, was unknown to
the screen, at the time studying dancing in New York City.

iarly

known

title

of

Famous

what has since demonstrated itself to
medium through which the bond of goodfellowship has

*

as Al, carried the

manager of
Even in those
awfully funny

general
Players.

he

days,

told

stories.
*

*

*

More important business was
at hand for
ton.

one Louis D. Ligh-

He was

in the flying
school at Dallas. He still takes
flights
of
the
imagination.
How could he write stories for

—

motion pictures
*

if

he didn't?
*

*

The ABC's of algebra, etc.,
were of much concern to Merna Kennedy, now leading wo-

—

slogan of the film golfer.

*

*

— the

aspect of an institution in the business.
In fact, some of the players have arranged their trips accordingly,

bit of

Alexander Lichtman, famil-

held at Tuckahoe, N. Y., and thus

be the chief
been so firmly cemented.
The first Film Daily Golf Tournament proved such a success
that it was decided to hold these events each spring and fall.
From a handful of contestants to as many as two hundred golfers
and a third as many goofers these semi-annual outdoor get-to-gethers
have grown. Pictiu"e people from every branch of the industry have
shown keen interest in this sport that promotes goodfellowship and
better understanding among men.
Names that were just names
have become personalities and friends.
Bosses have found out that their employees were better men than
they thought when met on an equal ground at least in the sports
world.
The heretofore crabby boss has been established as a
regular fellow and so commands more respect. Clean sport with
regular fellows out in the open spaces makes for a better understanding among men.
Since the first event in 1921 there have been 6399 entries. Half of
these winning prizes. Two hundred and eighty cups are now in the
homes of players who have improved their game each year. Some of
those who won the duffer's prize (one fellow went around in 243)
have come to the "fore" as real golfers and have their names inscribed
on the big Film Daily Golf Cup which must be won three times before
it becomes the personal property of any one player.
Men who were goofers years ago are now golfers and, sad but true,
there are one or two who were golfers who are now goofers. But they
never miss a tournament. Each year the players journey to Long
Island or Westchester for this event which now has taken on the

*

*

That charming

conceived

by "Danny"

—was

late

date.

and have come all the way from California, England and South
America to be among those present. Why not? Good, clean sport will
always attract men. For the fellow who has never attended one of
these parties, let us tell him he still has a great treat in store for himself. They are open to any and every one in the industry.
"If business interferes with golf, then give up business." That's the

*

And

<nd

first

nament,

ieorge
t:inch

was the
was then

1921,

*

27,

man

for Charlie Chaplin.

Triangle

mond

assigned

William

Des-

as the lead in "Society for Sale."
*

*

*

Dorothy Dcvore was climbing up fame's ladder, via Nestor comPetite

edies, taking her turn among the list
of beauties introduced to the- public

by Lyons and Moran.
*

4<

>k

Starring in musical comedies was
his ambition, and he was playing in
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine"
in Netv York.. It tvas long after '18
that George Bancroft made his mark
on the screen.
*

Jola

*

4<

Mendez

one

of

some thousands of children

at-

tvas

tending school in

New

York.

But that was ten years ago.
*
*
*
Bringing pictures to towns regardless

of their size,

was

tiie

campaign

undertaken by Ned K. Dcpinct, focussing attention on the South where
he was manager of Consolidated Film
Supply Co., Dallas.
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Universal City
Sistrom, as

Frank Tuttle was doing his bit
by carrying out special government
assignments for the Committee on
Public Information, working under

William
ma! manager.

\itha Sleeper was playing comedy
school productions in New
unconsciously preparing for
01,
id in

The Ten Best Pictures

*

*

*

k about a busy man. Travers
was directing two pictures
taneously for World Films.
*
trice

*

Senate

Cut.-,

Tnx on All A.lmh.sions VpXia

Van, now one of Uni-

*

Mlike Gore,
Ibther, A. L.
citly disposed
at

;s

1

West

An Annual

By

JAMES

*

with his
Gore, but re-

of their holdCoast Theaters to

NTO

00-seat house at Camp Kearry near San Diego, Cal.
2

*

*

James R. (Jimmy) Grainger
hitting the trail, packing a
§ip as a salesman.
Hasn't
Bkpped since.

Turnbull, now associate
at the De Mille plant, was
it out with the 21th Divis-

hctor
/

i

'-

Kent had left
'•ral Film and was serving
Ustrict manager for Fas in Kansas City.
Then
R.

New York, the sales
igership and the rest anyivho
knows pictures,
'

!I'S.

*

*

*

Film was being supplied
with punch by Roy Somer-

I'l

Charbin, China, Nicholas Sousv.as teaching drama.

^
1

Lois Moran had probably
rer heard of "Stella Dal^," in which was going to
y rocket
into
screen
the
niament. She was busy with
'oks and such in France.
*

*

*

Those were the days when

White was pretty much
queen.
Tony
oreno was the handsome
ro of "The House of Hate"
hich Arthur B. Reeve wrote
id George B. Seitz directed.
uirl

e

serial

*

*

*

Pat Dowling, who devotes his
copy to Christie comedies, was
in Uncle Sam's navy. He's liked

*d
]ji

•I

;a

ever since.
*

'
I

*

*

shville's film^going public

'

was

entertained by Tony Sudewho was operating theaters in

vcity.

zz

than
ago,

seven

Film

Ten

Still is.
*
*

*

Barton was three years old

scaring his parents by trying
mb the chandelier. He was only
irsing his stunts for present
vork in Westerns.

*

A

future

*

was

escorting

years

was woven

a
desire to bring to the attention of the industry and the public, the
ten leaders among productions released throughout America and tO'
offer a medium each year through which recognition, well-deserved,
could be awarded to those artists instrumental in creating the best
in motion pictures.

*

if

Western

star

was

in

*

*

The "Stormy

Petrel" of Northwest
exhibition circles was as is today.
W. A. Steffes was operating the
Northern at Minneapolis and was a
candidate for secretary of the N. W.
exhibitor unit.

P. A. Powers was organizing
Powers Film & Camera Co. Incidentally he had acquired Moviette,
Inc., plant at Rochester, N. Y. and
was interested in a new stereoscopic
film.
*

*

*

In two-a-day, James Hall tvas
gaining experience, appearing in a
skit with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Billy

"Swede" Hall.
*

4>

*

The "Ham" comedies were growing in popularity. Lloyd Hamilton
was the star.

Although but few

critics responded to an invitation to vote in the
1921, the contest rapidly grew into a well established
institution, an important outside influence for films assuming the role
of an ambassador plenipotentiary of the industry sent to create a
greater public good-will and appreciation. In the poll of 1927, critical

ing exhibitors of upstate New
York. Now he's in England for

opinion of two hundred and eighty-six publications

M-G-M.

is

represented.

of newspaper critics and editors of fan, trade and
nationally-circulated periodicals is enlisted annually to select the ten
best. The ballots of these voting editors, it is fair to assume, represent
a cross-section of national likes and dislikes in motion pictures.
Newspapers in one hundred and fifty-one cities in 43 states and
Canada cast votes in this year's poll, in addition to nearly fifty trade
and fan magazines and newspaper syndicates. These publications
have approximately 25,000,000 readers truly, an impressive number
to reach with the worthwhile in screen fare.

The cooperation

—

"The Ten Best Poll," it is believed, is a direct aid in bringing additional revenue to the box office. Motion picture editors of more than
one hundred newspapers devoted many columns to the 1927 poll,
pointing out the best in screen entertainment to their millions of
readers. In an effort to arouse further interest in the balloting, critics
of numerous newspapers formed "Ten Best Pictures Clubs," inviting
their reader-members to make the selections. This idea usually results
in considerable space devoted to motion pictures over a period of
several weeks.

Final results of these contests are broadcast throughout the entire
United States and Canada. Eight hundred papers in all important
cities, newspaper syjndicates and magazines receive a flash story
simultaneously with release of "The Film Daily Year Book," in
January. Thus, the gaze of the public is simultaneously focused on
the best in the art of picture-making.
in the
reckoning. There is usually a great deal of pride among directors,
players, cameramen, writers and technicians whose tireless efforts are
expended in creating productions which rate a position in the honor

Holl3rwood studios always evidence considerable interest

*

In view of the fact that each twelvemonth, Hollywood produces
between 700 and 800 features, it would seem that selection of ten
total, would
best pictures, or slightly more than one per cent of the
is. Starting with last year's poll,
usually
it
But
task.
difficult
not be a
pictures released generally
critics are provided with a record of all
through
during the voting year. This makes it necessary merely to go
quality
superior
pictures
of
the
thought,
due
with
the titles and check,
and expedites the selective process. Roadshow attractions, when not
not mcluded.
placed in general distribution at the time of voting, are

*

*

Eckman, New York
Goldwyn manager, was visit-

Sam

*

*

*

A. S. Kirkpatrick, now general manager for Earle Haramons' Educational, had just
decided to join Robertson-Cole.
*

The
plant of

*

Thomas

laboratory
A. Edison at

were

J.,

*

«

and

studio

Orange, N.

*

sold.
*

L-Ko Com.edies, which the Stems
were making for Universal, displayed the name of Mack Swain,
more recently one of the gentlemen
in "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
*

^L

*

Law, rather than pictures, was the
daily task of J. Boyce Smith, who
was practicing in New York.
*

*

*

Paramount-Artcraft publicity
originating with Pete Smith.
«

*

was

*

Lou B. Metzger was gaining
a Universal knowledge out in
Kansas City, managing one of
Carl Laemmle's exchanges.
*

final

list.

the

making.
Bob Steele was attending
Glendale school.

more

initial poll in

France.

Sidney

the inception

of the annual
Daily poll of
Best Pictures,

*

Ats

'I'r

CUNNINGHAM

P.

who

ten years ago opened a

]ix,

Ballot

a Film Daily Feature

string scenario people,
n aspiring young actress, play'Painted Lips" in support of
e Lovely.
*

*

Strayer

duty.
S.i

Cast by Critics, Long

*

first

I's

*

Frank

doughboys across to the big show
in Europe.
He was in transport

important leads on the screen.

:j|

Ernest Poole.

*

*

Fred Kohler, dastardly
of many current
opuses, was playing in
sas City stock.
,
lain

*

*

Stock parts

vil-

day

Kan-

*

legitimate occupied
the time of David Butler ten years
ago, and the big fellow since has
starred in a number of pictures, only
recently hitting his real stride as a
director for Fox.
*
*
in

"General Representative for Para-

mount" was the title worn ten years
ago by Harry Buxbaum, who now is
managing Fox's New York exchange.
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Preachers, editors, bankers are

I

continually advising their audiences

not to gamble...

Doubtless you agree that their
advice is good.

Don't gamble with the lives of
your patrons... Don't gamble with a

which is unnecessary...
Don't gamble with panic...

fire -hazard

;:'V^y
's

In

of

remove the possibility
dread consequences by

brief,

fire's

installing

CONTROL

SENTRY SAFETY
in

your

theatre.

CORPOFJATIOM
13th and Cherry

Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA

And

All

1560 Broadway,

NEW YORK

Branches of

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
The

positive fire preventer.

Can

be attached to

any

projector.

Costs

only

a few

cents

a

day.
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Other guys very

much up

air in those hectic days

/[

/eil.

He was

Tully Marshall was laying the
foundation of a bankroll by working
in the light of the Kleigs on the

was

doing aviation

Advertising

Lasky

*

A iimmnctriKllts

lialjy for

I

in

National affiliation
few years
ahead,
Samuel
was then an attorney in San
a

First

Sales
It

as a

Medium — Why

Maintains Reader

SCO.

ra

a

J

*

*

Stahl,

now
was

y-Stahl,

ifi

w York

.Interest

*

the Stahl part of
making pictures

with Florence Reed.

and director, Ralph
won fame. Ten years ago,
was directing for Advance M. P.
working on "The Battle Cry,"
'ch was released as "Woman."

*

MA R VIN KIRSCH

actor

Is

,

mer Baxter appeared in "LotuLtd." in New York. He has

I,

appearing in lots of pictures
and doing quite well, thank
a

Duncan, a future Fox

Iry

star,

Ihen attending school in Virginia.
*

*

*

Dawson was attending
school in New York City.

|ris

a pri-

id, the real kind,

not a la stuvas important in the schem,e of
ts of James Tinling, then overwith the 63rd Artillery.
*

*

*

porting Life" was in producunder direction of Maurice
•neur.
*

*

*

[ward Sloman's weekly pay en)e contained $60.
He was workn makeup at Universal City.
*

*

*

W.

Smith, Jr., was just out of
army and had'nt thought about

g

films.
*

*

*

>m Tyler was a schoolboy, carbooks to an institution of
J
er learning at Pt. Henry, N. Y.
*

*

France George E. Marwas winning an A. E. F. diploand incidentally flirting with

;er
\

*

in

Destined to become one of the
highest powers in the M-G-M organization, Irving Thalberg was
private secretary to Carl Laemmle.

By

e has

%

star

Lytell.

.S,r;,.,

The Film Daily
V h

*

*

Metro had annexed a new
Bert

/Vorfoc/

lot.

LONG

Army

*

—

—

*

who

has since attained literary and acting stardom on
the stage, was with Goldwyn as scenario editor.

Ruth Taylor, who now has gained
fame as a cinematic blonde, was attending Rose City Park Grammar
School in Oregon.

At New York,
attending

Iris Stuart
school.

lin

and Edivard

L.

ggg

Hyman.

Ten

years ago, Hyman was managing
the Victoria in the upstate city.

Leigh Jason, Universal's new diwho changed his name from

rector,

Jacobson, ivas attending Stuyvesant High School in New York.
*

*

*

Selznick had just placed Marion
Davies under contract, after she completed her last picture for Graphic.
>|i

*

4<

A

second lieutenant in the camouflage section of the U. S. Engineers, Cullcn Tate was seeing action in Cantigny.
*

*

*

Norman Taurog was

in the combusiness,
assisting
Lehrman, then in charge of

rdy-7)uiking

Henry
Fox Sunshine comedies.

the

*

*

England
tilin

*

was grooming another
celebrity. Dorothy Mackaill was

attending school there.

S2S

was

grammar

Buffalo can claim two outstanding shoivmen in Harold B. Frank-

—

Reviews, Foreign Markets, Theater Equipment and Management,
Presentations and Financial service departments which really serve
and it may be seen how advertising in The Film Daily occupies a
place unique in itself, and as a separate institution in the industry.

*

Willard Mack,

and exchanges.
The Film Daily offers a medium for the man or woman with something to sell, whether it be employment service, films, equipment,
architectural services, contracting, stage scenery in short anything
connected with motion pictures or the motion picture theater
whether in the United States or any other civilized country of the
globe. The Film Daily offers a direct road to a buyer.
Advertising in this publication is invested with a reader interest and
reader confidence unique in the field. For ten years, now. The Film
Daily has been serving the industry, giving its readers all the news,
while it is news, concisely though comprehensively presented, with
bunk entirely eliminated.
This policy has been adhered to since the start, and its worth is reflected in the loyal readers established and maintained. Many have been
subscribers since the first issue. All of them read and believe in The
Film Daily, because of its impartial policy.
Add to this. The Film Daily service departments, among them

*

overseas.

with

the
development of the
artistic and technical phases of the
motion picture industry, during the
last ten years, has been a revolution in advertising copy, in which
The Film Daily policies and service have played their part.
In contributing to this development, The Film Daily from the start
has stood four-square for truth in advertising, pointing out in articles
and editorials the short-sightedness and suicidal policy of false and
misleading copy.
It is a far cry from the old days of circus copy, which heralded
advent of "the greatest picture ever known," as often as once a week,
to the present high plane on which advertising is found. This development has not been an overnight change. It is the result of years of
constant plugging, of an educational campaign in the industry, which
had for its object the bursting of the bubble which alleged that trick
advertising was desirable, and elimination of vanity, which often was
insisted upon to the detriment of the advertising.
The very compact and concise nature of The Film Daily focused
attention on the advertising it carried, with a result that it led advertisers to exercise more care in the preparation of copy. Attractiveness
became a sought-after feature, in addition to punch copy and truthfulness. To aid in this development. The Film Daily instituted an
advertising service which it placed at the disposal of its space buyers.
This service embraces complete advertising campaigns, from the outlining of budget, preparation and writing of copy, art work, layout to a
follow-up campaign which assures the advertiser maximum results.
Testimonials from advertisers testify to the aflectiveness of this service.
To carry out this work. The Film Daily advertising staff is
equipped with a thorough knowledge of picture merchandising and
copy preparation. A staff artist, with years of experience in motion
picture layouts, is maintained in connection with this service.
Advertising in The Film Daily is geared to the publication's schedule
of printing news of motion pictures throughout the world six days of
the week. It is prepared with the knowledge that The Film Daily
reaches the buying power of the industry, in the foreign as well as the
domestic field. Exhibitors, purchasing agents, bookers, production
and distribution executives, architects, contractors, equipment dealers,
financial institutions connected with the industry, exporters, importers

*

Fred Thomson was wearing military rather than Western outfits.
He was a chaplain in the U. S.
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he knew all about exJoseph Van Meter was
|gr Charlie Chaplin making the
scenes of- "Shoulder Arms."
was purchasing
itally
he
\at the Chaplin plant.
iiuse

I

*

if

eral for

no hint
several years later,

Art Department

Hf

wing laid aside 'his German
uniform, Conrad Veidt was

Ufa

pictures.

*

*

Texl of French Mol/oti

had

Pictur-a Decree.

Page 4

lal.

Dwan

^Uan

*

then was work-

Famous

on the

*

Moore was dreamstardom and in the

was playing

antime,

which

tures,

bits in

eventually

Na-

ded her

into the First
nal constellation.
*

think

iU

VE

J.

words

fi:

or

more

Film Daily.

'

Farrell

What

an assignment for an artist! I can use that space
much better with pen, pencil or brush than with the type,

*

llace

McDonald

ce,

name was

an

engineer at the
Verdi College, Fier-

Working

*

*

*

and

to

Leagues

*

rtrude Astor was putting the
eSty
3(1
in Universal thrill serials.
ivho

hap-

to be Jola's sister, was
so carrying school books in

is

anhattan.

the

*

*

was secretary

*

*

*

Frank
Keenan was making "Todd of
the Paraltu

lot,

the Times."

New
Service that serves

is

service, is

what we've been read-

ing in institutional ad copy of the paper.

outs or suggested campaigns

ment

is

at

your beck and

On

ideas for lay-

The Film Daily Art Depart-

call,

Mr. Advertiser, Mr. Ex-

down

hibitor,

Mr. Reader.

*

*

Yorkers who wanted the low-

in the field of sports,

read "The

Telegram," whose sporting pages
then were edited by Hy Daab, now
F. B. O. advertising and publicity
head. Hy since has been turning out
plays with surprising regularity.
)i<

Mendez,

Under

*

*

production,

*

her role

Lucila

was

Carl Laemmle.
071

*

*

*

the state rights field

"20,000

of

Mary Miles
*

*

George E. Kann, now with
Metro learning ups and downs

*

Minter, who
in "Social
ust finished
" for American Film Co.
of

A. Lynch.

*

were flashing the

lights

S.
*

was featured.

er Milne, now writing seriousthe Coast, was reviewing picprobably with the idea of learnlow stories were put together.

big

*

Even in those days the b. o. title
was a big problem. So when Lois
Weber completed a version of Mary
Rinehart's story "K," Universal decided to change it to "The Doctor
and the Woman." Mildred Harris

oUywood way.

*

*

*

had a
"Nine

at the receiving end
en as photoplay critic of the
eveland News.
The situa»n
is
reversed and Billy
syser is press agenting out

*

the

at

Sea."

He was

*

Coast.

Ben had Ohio and Michigan rights for "Joan the Wonuin"

jst important role in
(nths of the Law" for AtlanDist. Corp.
*
*

*

tfie

land.

*

Lewis"

on

*

Waxman, acting as general
manager for Ben Barnett of Cleve-

rta.

"Mitch

features

A. P.

Another case of studies:
rbara Kent was in gram^
%r school at Gadsby, Al-

e

own

*

*

*

*

short, stocky, sort-of-Napoleonic
individual was state righting pictures
It wasn't
11 Southern States.
in
until somewhat later that he began
His
to write motion picture history.

McDonald was bombardier

*

*

*

A

Italy.

Big

forceful advertising.
It
the work of John C. Flinn,
the only press agent in captivity
or out who is now dubbed
"Vice-President."
And Pathe
is the company.

Paul Lukas was appearing
theater in Budapest.

Arnold Kent was studying
seph

with

Comedy

Halifax citadel.

be

*

was

*

*

*

*

+

Paramount copy then fast
was
becoming
synonymous

his

What

10th Siege Battery, garrisoned
*

*

Francis Ford was producing

oing 10 years ago. We'll end
ispense: head of the comedy
ment on the Fox lot.
*

*

cheerful.

hundred

on the art department of The

'

*

running Universal, was
running back and forth between Hollywood and New
York. In addition, the early
days of 1918 saw him sending
a "letter of cheer" album to
General Pershing.
Just to
make the war a trifle mx>re

so here goes.

tidbit.

the

to

*

*

an interesting

e's

Woman" was
*

+

By

*

'Colleen

it

Carl Laenvmle, in addition

ROBERT GRIFFITH

agraph pictures. He was
Montgomery part of the
m of Montgomery & Rock
*

to

Budapest.

m'

*

larl Montgomery's antics
producing giggles in
re

of

ally

Alexander Korda was utilizing his sense of huraor on productions for the Corvin Co. in

Layouts

Players-

rorld Film had added WilP. S. Earle to its direcforces.

*

him

"The Two-Soul

lot.

*

led

with P. D. C.

Ready at All Times
to Aid Advertisers
with Suggestions on

stellar light for Select Pic-

*

which

own company, and

*

who

had just signed with First
*

his

*

Talmadge,

stance

form

stirring title of Priscilla Dean's then
current starring vehicle for Universal.

\

ng in

De Mille was director genFamous Players-Lasky, with
of the rift which was to come

Cecil B.

its,

*

*

Fred Dahnkcn of Turner & Dahnken was energetically building up the
California circuit.

THE
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The New Model ''V

PARVO-DEBRIE
many new

has

But

—

features

THE OUTSTANDING ONE
is

POSITION DURING FOCUSSING ON GROUND GLASS

the

'^r FOCUSSING DEVICE

FULL-SIZE

POSITION DURING

EXPOSURE

By simply moving

using the same lens for various distances.

the

tures are:

displacement apparatus on top to the right,
gate slides to the right taking the film with it and the
ground glass comes into position at the aperture. The crank
movement automatically locks and direct focussing may be done
film,

on the ground glass. The image
of aperture, and magnified
nine times to assure accuracy of detail. Not only is
this

feature

valuable

when

changing to lenses of different foci but also when

is

shown

right side up, full size

Pilot register pins, assuring that steadiness

U/IU9d«HBy
no
U.

S.

distinctive fea-

and perfect arrest so

«

necessary for super-imposition work.
Both automatic and hand dissolve. Releasing pressure plate
to
avoid static and film

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET

West

Other

scratches.

Provision

for

tachment of
All

instant

electric

operations

at-

motor.

visible

and

controlled from back.

32"-'St..Ncw;york.N.y.

and Canada

Sales Agents

THE STERN COMPLETE TYPE
lA UNIT

for the

MOTION PICTURE BOOTH

Quality, durability, safety, easy operating, appearance,
at an appealing price.

all

combined and
i

Complete Unit consists of Steel Table, well reinforced and rigid; three
easy moving drawers; safety can; reel cabinet; enclosed rewinder (Magazine) with ball bearing revolving shafts, hand or motor driven; 2-15
Rewinders. All finished in green bronze baked Japan. Our Price 40% less

one pair of No. 1
than any other similar equipment.

steel reels;

J

The Stern

AUTOMATIC IDEAL SAFETY CAN
Size 18" high, 14" in diameter.

Easy to operate, durable and practical.

Price $4.50 each. Parcel Post Prepaid.

STERN METAL WORKS
S.

E.

Cor. 4th and Cumberland Streets
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Manufacturers of Motion Picture Supplies for all

I
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Everybody on the Vitagraph
w Anita Stewart, of course.
8

Vitagraph

lot

A

star.
*
*

*

Stone was living on a
m at Battle Creek, Mich., ading his son, just two months old.
rthur

*

*

ewis Stone was playing oppoBessie Barriscule in "Honor's
ar.

*

*

West Coast Service
M-G-M

Plans to Support Hoover

he picture business held little or
ascination for N. L. Manheim who
secretary to Lee Shubert.
Now
export manager of Universal.
^

sf:

On

the Job Daily

Out

Where They Make
'Em, Keeping Tabs on

^

Progress of Studios

Mann

never expected to
screen fame through "Four
.in
s" so she kept house in Seattle.
[argaret

*
.t

*

Ish was producing a
ida picture for Fox.
*

*

spy propa-

+

*

Orpheum

The

was

circuit

headlining Hobart Bosworth,
jwho was completing a two reel
tour, in a sketch of Jack LonIdon's "The Sea Wolf," and was
Ion his way to join Thomas H.
I

I

|lnce at Culver City to begin
'Behind the Door," his second
big picture success. And what a
I

picture

was!

it

*

*

*

Universal had made another
discovery.
He was Charles
\Kenyon, now doing the script
Then, he
\for "Show Boat."
was touted as the man who
had written "Kindling" in
I

which

Margaret

Illington

achieved stage renown.
*

*

*

Now

Mrs. Milton Sills.
In
1918, she was Doris Kenyon

who had just formed De Luxe
Pictures, Inc. and had made
'The Street of Seven Stars."
*

*

*

The Birth

of a Natioyi" had
ered a lot of fame for him about

years earlier. He is George
'gmann, who in 1918 was workJ in character roles for Universal.
<e

*

*

*

Playing opposite Clara Kimball
rung, Milton Sills was appearing

The Savage Woman."
*

Ben

*

*

knew

Silvey

'.ions.

He was

his property
the Norma

with

•ilmudge Film Co. in
trap" m,an.
*

*

New York

as

*

From booker of the Dallas Vitaaph exchange to head of short prodt and the complete service contract
Universal

is

the

log of

immack, covering the
*

*

Ben Y.

last decade.
*

Comedies
were
ugged by William Steiner.
Jester

'er

the

fans

antics

of

being

*

*

*

Vaudeville

were

laughing

Ford Sterling

en part of the vaudeville act of

cEvoy and Sterling.

*

lot

find,

of the year

*

at

*

Charley Burr was learning all
about distribution as assistant general manager for Famous Players in
New York.
*

*

sex appeal was being
Universal serials by Mae

of

Sam Goldwjm's

*

was Ambassador
•ard's "My Four Years in Gerny," which Harry M. Warner ayid
rk M. Dintenfass produced with
Ham Nigh directing.
ts

Army Department

the

RALPH WILK

most talked of produc-

)ne of the

for

Washington.

put into
Busch.

By

*

Compiling a motion picture hiswar was a sweet job,
and Richard Wallace had charge of

A

*

*

tory of the

*

Biograph studio R. A.

the old

*

it
Schenck Denies

*

Fred C. Quimby was telling exhibitors about the quality of "Moral
Suicide," as sales manager of the
Pathe exchange in New York.

HE
office

G:

West Coast
of The Film

Daily serves as a
clearing house of
infor
a t i o n for
producers,
directors, actors and others interested in production.
Daily it receives
letters from exhibitors and newspapers throughout the country,
asking information regarding pictures, directors and players.
It is a meeting place for motion picture people of the West
as well as the East. Visitors from New York and other portions
of the country, aware of the long standing invitations to visit the
West Coast headquarters, have come to accept it as habit to drop
in while in Hollywood.
There files of the paper are always on
hand while the general use of the office and all its facilities are
willingly thrown open to those who care to use them.
Several stars and featured players, in part, owe their present
prominence to The Film Daily. In its reviews and editorial columns,
the publication has been quick to center attention on new players
who show talent. This official comment and publicity have brought
young artistes to the attention of producers and is known to have
been instrumental in launching new careers well on their way.
The Film Daily was the first publication to give cinematogCameramen have always shown much
raphers credit in reviews.
interest in the paper's criticism of their work, and, in several instances, favorable reviews have won photographers important as-

m

signments.
Directors have always evidenced keen interest in the reviewing policy published by The Film Daily. The national ballot for
the ten best directors instituted by the paper, has attracted attenThe annual
tion in the various producing centers of the world.
contest has resulted in friendly rivalry between directors for honors
in the "ten best."
Directors have always evidenced the keenest interest in The
Film Daily's appraisal of their efforts. Its reviewing record, covering a period of ten years and thousands of pictures, has won the
respect of the Holljrwood colony. Impartiality, yet frankness, in its
printed comment, and analytical, but always constructive, comment
form the cornerstone of this branch of the paper's activities. This
platform in publishing has long since been recognized on the West
Coast and accepted without question.
The national ballot yearly for the ten best directors has developed into an important matter for Hollywood. The results of
this annual competition are awaited eagerly and have served to
stimulate a friendly competition among directors.
Of great interest, too, is the annual poll for the ten best pictures, mention in which is considered a mark of distinction not
only by directors, but players, cameramen and all those production elements which enter in the making of the pictures falluig

with the
France.

wire service which carries to the four corners
of the land telegraphic news of all developments in production as
rapidly as they happen is one of the most important duties of the
West Coast staff. The studios are combed daily for flash stories to
put on the wire for publication the following morning in New York.
The West Coast office, in short, concerns itself with everything and
anything concerning the production of pictures: the lifeblood of the
industry.

British
*

*

forces

in

*

Lowell Sherman, who moves his
makeup box back and forth between
the studio and the theater, was
playing on the legit in "Woman in
Room 13" at the Booth in New
York.
*

+

Lynn Shores was

*

being

college-

trained at Cornell, probably with
never a thought of entering pictures.
*

*

1):

And Norman Kerry,

be

it

known, was active in preparing to wrest victory from our
friends overseas.
He was a
lieutenant in the Tanks Corps
at Camp Reilly, in North Carolina.
*

*

*

Theyi on his way from the
to Brest, en route
after service in the ordnance
department with the 604t/^

Argonne

Engineers. Now, Barret Kiesling is press agent extraordinaire for Samuel Goldwyn.
*

*

*

While his brother Harry handled
the production. Jack Warner took
over the task of booking "My Four
Years in Gernuiny," along with M.
H. Starr.

An old timer even then was
Bryant Washburn, who was doing
his stuff for Pathe.
*

L. H. Mitchell was securing a good
background, laboring with the InterChurch world Movement.
*

*

*

Wearing

the insignia of the U. S.
Air Service was Pell Mitchell,
stationed in Texas.

Army

into the select category.

The Hollywood

1928 British

Walter Byron, was serving

if

*

if

"The Copperhead" en the New
York stage was giving Lionel Barrymore a chance to train for later
work in pictures.
4<

<4<

4<

Paramount was willing to take a
chance 07i a young feller who looked
as if he might make a good leading inan. He did. It was Dick Barthclmess.

niiiiiiiiiiiimiiii

"The

<ffllp>

trade
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iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii

mark has never heen placed

on an Inferior Product/'

The Tremendous

Success Accorded

Panchromatic

<fflp>

but Further Proof
of This Statement*
is

fPl^
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

SMITH

and ALLER, INC-

Pacific Coast Distributors

1056

NORTH CAHUENGA AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD,

GRANITE

6669

CALIF.

Now!
Annual Knabe Sale of
Metropolitan Opera Artists^

PIANOS

Pay only 10% now

worth of *Knabe Pianos used by
famous Metropolitan Opera stars in the season
just ended
now reduced to SllSyOOO*

—

And many

other remarkable bargain groups
of baby grands, uprights and Ampicos for those
who act quickly.

Your piano taken
change any make.

^natie

584 Fifth Avenue
IS

at

47th

St.

^

Co.

BRYant 4020

in

ex-

—

Pianos purchased now stored
free until Fall.

*Knabe guarantee on every
piano

THE *KNABE

rest

over 2 years.

$l47,500

OTm.

—

sold.

Salesrooms open 8:30 A.
to 10 P. M.

M.

THE OFFICIAL PIANO OF THE METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY
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Ten Years

Ago —

The Film Daily family was

As far as Lee Marcus was concerned the World War was not a
private fight.
He was in it, stationed at Vitry, France, with the
A. E. F.
*

Joing this:
the

service.

"Red" Kann was covering
wheat and cotton for the Jourjnal of Commerce.
Don Mersereau was busy
with sextant and charts as an
I

ensign in transport duty.

Harrower

Jack

ipromoting in the
ing

was

field.

Charles F.

Hynes was

in the

Marine Corps.

.

S.

Army
^

wrestling with statistics at the

High School of Commerce.
Ralph Wilk was squadrighting at Camp Dodge.
Marvin Kirsch was assisting
C. B. Price in the sales department at Triangle.

Arthur W. Eddy was passing
through the pains of cub reporting on the Pawtucket (R.
I.) Times.
Bob Griffith made one map
too many for the Signal Corps
in France and ended his artistic
endeavors in a base hospital.

*

*

*

Hugh Trevor was

storing away
knowledge for future use at school
in New York City.

A

*

more or

*

*

Walter E. Greene, who now
is marketing "The Port of Missing Girls," was manager of
distribution for Paramount.
*

*

He's president and general
manager of West Coast Theaters now, but ten years ago,
Harold B. Franklin was hold-

*

*

The boy knows sotnething about
ing. He was second lieutenant in
British Royal Air Force. Name ?
hard Arlen.
*

*

*

Then, as now, Irving Cummings

showing the industry that he
World
had ability as a director.
commissioned him to direct "The
Heart of a Girl," just after he comivas

"The Interloper."

pleted the lead in
*

*

*

He

got tired of being an assistant,
so Kenneth Webb on a memorable
'18 quit as

sistant

and became

Terriss' asa director for

*

*

*

Ralph Graves was loaned by
Universal to Maurice Toumeur
for "Sporting Life," produced
at Fort Lee, N. J.
*

Hippodrome, Buffalo,
•n

*

t

Eddie Adams was assistant cutter at the Triangle Studio in Culver
City.
*

For bookings apply exclusively to

AMKINO CORPORATION

*

^

*

About continued

*

*

Ned Marin,

or rather Lieutenat
at that time, was busy tryto battle his way to Berlin.

who was attending Manuel

Arts in Los Angeles.
*

*

*

*

He was

checking up the supplies
an accountant for Uncle Sam at
Shortly
n-t Sam Houston, Tex.
ter, Robert Agnew was playing
tide time.

*

*

*

Out on the Universal lot in May,
Emory Johnson, director,
1918,
Priscilla Dean, star, and Eddie
Polo were rushing production of
"The Grey Ghost."

*

*

stars

who

One of the few
have flicked through a decade
of

popularity

Thomas

is

He was playing
Meighan.
in '18.
Paramount
with
leads
*

*

at

users of

*

*

school subjects were largely
the attention of Mane

Prevost,

If

pat-

your theatre
you are one of the

ronage

—

then editor of those departments on
the San Francisco Chronicle.

High

City

K^A%Y K^r
DON'T
WORRY!!

was spreading the gospel
naof music and drama among the
tive sons, for Walter Anthony was

*

New York

Bryant 7678

He

iirin,

j

of

occupying

Vitagraph.

fj

the managerial post

down

ing

at Shea's

Tom

day in

Sovkino Mosco'W

723 Seventh Avenue

lieutenant in the Field
*

PRODUCED BY

*

*

laying the groundwork of his later
career as a director.
*
*
*

a first
iillery.

The Terrible

buyers.

He was giving orders then, too,
they were directed at a lot of
k privates. George Archainbaud
^

Czar Ivan

*

Al Christie was writing and directing single reelers, making the
name of Christie famous in the
comedy field; Brother Charlie was
selling the comedies to state right
m

•

*

model student at
high school in Spokane, Wash, was
Glenn Tryon.

William James Craft was a cameraman, although now and then
doing bits before the camera, and
'

Successor to "Potemkin"

less

*

f

H/i

That enterprising and capable
production executive, who has won
his spurs in the industry, John W.
Considine, Jr., ivas an ensign in the
naval reserve, attached to a submarine.
*

The Sensational

for duty overseas.
It

*

James P. Cunningham was

i

U

sales

manufactur-

*

Alan Crosland had just joined

Jack Alicoate was in the aviaition

93

Animated by
Ben Harrison
and
Manny Gould

KRAZY KAT
CARTOONS
and true box
office magnet of the short

The

tried

feature field

*

Lothar Mendes was known

German theatergoers as a
stage actor but an unknown
quantity to American film
to

fans.
*

*

*

Adolphe Menjou didn't

real-

taking a
ize it, but he was
wellthe
course in what
dressed movie officer should
He was a captain in
wear.
the U. S. Army.

PRESENTED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ
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INSPIRATION PICTURES, Inc.
Makers
Tec-Art Studios,

Inc.,

of

Important Productions
565 Fifth Avenue,

Hollywood

Now

in

u

New York

preparation for United Artists'.

"WOMANHOOD''
In association with Victor and

Current United Artists releases

in association

"RESURRECTION'^
with

ROD LA ROCQUE

Edward Halperin
with

EDWIN GAREWE;

E:^

"RAMONA"

and

Starring

DOLORES DEL RIO

DOLORES DEL RIO

V

if

*f

AL ROCKETT

if
*f

#

<'^
sjc

i$
if

West Coast Production Manager

*f
*f
if

if
if
if
if
if
if

First National Studio

if
if
if

if
if
if

if

Burbank,

Calif.

if
if
if

if
if
if
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Words of Commendation on The Paper's Tenth Anniversary
Pour in from Leaders in Every Branch of the Business
Up-To-Date, Live
of the motion picture trade
a weekly into a daily was the natural
Esult of the extreme high pressure of every
That the course was
ngle of the business.
bvious, it is none the less fitting that those
len who first seized upon the obvious idea
nd then developed it to the standard of which

The development

om

'he Film Daily is dedicated, should be offered
he congratulations of the industry they serve,
n this, their tenth anniversary as an up-toate, live and able publishing corporation.

you, for ten years of constructive service
to the giant, infant motion picture industry of
the United States, more power! I am pleasanly
surprised to find Film Daily in all corners of
Europe as I peregrinate in my governmental
film researches.
Only the surface has been
scratched, so to speak, in the possibilities of the
Am.erican film industry in its many ramifications
and contacts, so you have a life work ahead of
you.
George R. Canty, American Trade Commissioner, Paris.

iam Katz, Publix Theaters Corp.
*

*

useful information which comes to an
xhibitor's desk each day in Film Daily is
o convenient and accessible as to make it
ndispensable in the career of an exhibitor.
>pyros P. Skouras, Skouras Bros. Circuit, St.

The

*

.lOuis.

And

*

This

much

*

The Film Daily is the tie that
branches of the industry together and,
in a manner, is the motive power that has
made for greater and more constructive progress in the motion picture industry.
M. B.
Shanberg, Director, Midland Circuit of Thefeel

binds

that

all

Kansas

film organ of
The arrival
States.

*

*

*

In

Rossheim

Felicitates

my

testimony to the many
excellent qualities of your most helpful publication.
It is closely read by all the officials
of the Stanley Company and is of inestimable
value in keeping us informed as to the newEach departest developments in the trade.
ment is efficiently conducted and each contributes importantly to the high standard that
Rossheim, President,
is
maintained. I. D.
Stanley Company of America, Philadelphia.

am

glad to add

London.
*

*

*

instances we have checked up on
statements contained in your paper
and have followed the many suggestions you
have offered, and we have alwaj's found them
Harry L. Nace, Rickards
to be of great value.
& Nace Amuse. Enterprises, Inc., Phoenix,

*

different

Ari^.

A

Proud Record

record of unselfish effort for the good
I conof the business is one to be proud of.
gratulate The Film Daily on the attainment of
this important milestone in its history. Motion
pictures are a little better off because of that
history.
Earle W. Hammons, President, EduIts

cational Film

Exchanges, Inc.

Holds Unique Place
ten years of service. The Film Daily
has become an invaluable asset to the progress
of the industry.
It holds a unique place in the
regard of all who have the best interests of the
screen at heart. Joseph P. Kennedy, President,

In

Looked Forward To
Thousands who are interested in the more
or less rapid evolution of matters in the film
industry and in and of the amusement business, look forward to the receipt of The Film
Daily with much interest. Theodore L. Hays,
Chairman, Executive Board, Northwest TheaMinneapolis.

Inc.,

sure your efforts to give the motion picindustry, particularly the exhibitors, a
wonderful service has proven successful. Your
presentations, exploitations and management
have proven very beneficial to me. M. C.
Clemmons, Supervisor of Theaters, Jefferson

—

Co.,

Pictures Corp.
*

;|c

Port Arthur, Tex.

Radiates Everywhere
Like

a

telegraph

Will

station

collecting
it for

news from everywhere and transmitting
the benefit of the whole industry.
pas, Nalpas Films, Paris.

t-

privilege to have been a constant
reader
your interesting publication as well
as of the Year Book, to which I look forward
eagerly each season. Colleen Moore.

central

Among

*

Vidor.

industry

marvelously,

dent M. P. Exhibitors' Assn., Inc.,

New York

An

*

the Necessities

Institution

To

so select and segregate truths of importance from a maze of unimportant details is in
itself a task calling for the highest order of ediwell The Film Daily
torial intelligence.

How

has succeeded may be judged by its standing
as an institution on this, itj tenth anniversary.
Louis B. Mayer, Vice-President, MetroGoldwryn-Mayer Pictures Corp.

—

Louis Nal-

The Film Daily seems to be classed among
the necessities of the moving picture industry.

— King

served the

and everyone who has any contact at all with
it, realizes and appreciates
the great good you
have done. Herbert R. Ebenstein, Indepen-

Daily

M:

a
of

Served Marvelously
You have

City.

has created for itself a place
unique in the industry and so far as I am concerned, it meets practically every news need.
Col. Fred Levy, Louisville, Ky.

Colleen Reads It Constantly
is

Of Extreme Value
real newspaper containing not only the
news of the day, which is essential in this rapidly changing business, but also constructive
criticisms and facts and figures of extreme
value.
W. A. Bach, General Sales Manager,
First National-Pathe, Ltd., London.

A Place Unique
Film

*

A

am

ture

Amusement

*

*

its

F B O

It

*

*
I

*

Suggestions That Help

—

Circuit,

*

many

In

If in 1918 you set to improve the industrv
not only within itself but also in its constant
contact with the public, then your efforts have
been successful. W. M. James, President, M.
P.T.O. of Ohio.

ter

*

the direct cause of the establishment of other
film dailies in other parts of the world with the
result that the trade as a whole now operates
in closer daily touch with the things of importance which occur in different parts of the
world and which from one angle or another
have such vital effect on the results of the
film business.
John Cecil Graham, Managing
Director, Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd.,

*

I

*

Establishing World Contact
my opinion, your estimable daily has been

*

What Ohio Thinks

leading

a Great Actor

read The Film Daily regularly.
I do so
because I find, through it, it is possible to keep
in close touch with conditions in the trade here
and in Europe. You are thorough. You are
competent.
You are fair. Emil Jannings.
I

Mo.

City,

From Canada

the

*

The Tie That Binds
I

aters,

as
Canada as of the United
jf your paper daily in Montreal, Toronto, Winlipeg and Vancouver is of quite the same importance as its arrival in Philadelphia and Detroit.
John A. Cooper, President, M. P. Distributors and Exhibitors of Canada.
It

is

*

-S;

*

Skouras Congratulates

From

"In All Corners of Europe'*
To

*

*

*

"Doing a Fine Work"

We

look forward to receiving your paper and
in nearly every case there is something of inYou are doing a fine
terest in each issue.
work keep it up.— H. A. Cole, President, M.

—

P.T.O. of Texas.

"Manifesting More and More a Splendid Enterprise"

I
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OSWALD

DIRECTOR

IS

IlMI

A RAREBIT

That might keep you
awake

In Production

BUT—

"The Ghetto"
(Working

at night

It

won't be caused by

in-

somnia
in

Title)

TIFFANY-STAHL

The reason will be a desire

icier

to laugh at the funny antics

of this clever cartoon crea-

PRODUCED
FOR

in

tion

liit

Starring

ksM;

PRODUCED BY

Winkler Pictures

GEORGE JESSEL

INCORPORATED

J

Z/muersammiEll Cartoons.
>'"«B»0«»-0^1»<)-^»0^^l-«^D-«i»(l^V'()4H»()-«

teoi

FRED NEWMEYER

HOWARD KTABROOK

DIRECTOR
Scenario and Continuity of
In Production

"THE

MAN

DISTURBER"

(Starring Reginald

Denny)

WARMING UP"

"DRESSED TO KILL"
$227,500

IN

TWO WEEKS AT ROXY THEATRE

tfi:

WILLIAM FOX PICTURE:

Cummings Production; Story by Wm.
M. Conselman and Irving Cummings; Scenario and Continuity by Howard
Estabrook; Titles by Malcolm Stuart Boylan; Supervised by Wm. M. Conselman; Photographed by Conrad Wells. Cast: Edmund Lowe, Mary Astor, Ben
Bard.

Chas.

Irving

Morton, R. A. Pennell, Robert Perry, Joe Brown,

i,

IC

Tom Dugan.

(Starring Richard Dix)

"ON YOUR TOES"
"THAT'S

MY DADDY"

(Starring Reginald

Denny)

'THE QUARTERBACK"
(Starring Richard Dix)

Continuity of

A ,Q>aramount
NOW

special

-

tai

IN PRODUCTION.

WORKING

TITLE:

"The Perfumed Trap."
Victor Schertsinger Production; Story by Richard Washburn Child; Adapted
by Oliver H. P. Garrett; Screen Play by Howard Estabrook; Supervised by
David O. Selznick; Photographed by Roy Hunt.
Cast: Clive Brook, Mary
Brian,

Wm.

Powell,

Olga Baclatu>va,

Fred Kohler.
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Always

*

consider Film Daily the most valuable of
Donald W.
the trade papers we receive.
instein, Manager Third Street Theater Co.,
c, Easton, Pa.
1

if

^

If

Full of

*

Pep

speaking volumes in a double page
form.
It has furnished me as well as others
all that is wanted in connection with the industry.
Edgar Hart, Manager, Astoria Theater, Astoria, Ore.
*

I
rely on Film Daily more than
of the trade papers.
W. B. Martin,
ater, San Luis Obispo, Cal.

*

*

have subscribed from the first, and reIrvine
as indispensable to our business.
Ackerman, Ackerman & Harris, San Franit

iCO.

*

*

It Starts

The motion

*

the

without

picture executive

who

starts his

*

*

"Very Essential"
The Film Daily

very essential to the film
isiness, as it supplies quick and accurate in)rmation that is not available through any
her
ires,

source.

R.

is

B.

Gorham, Columbia

subscribers

Fills

an Industry Need

paper
is

Theaters,

Inc.,

in a very high class manner
been a credit to the industry. W. Ray
)hnston, President, Rayart Pictures Corp.
*

The Exhibitor's Friend
showman's friend, with its
bits of information, and coming as it
aes daily, I know who and what's going on
the business
Besides, your added helpful
nts and exploitation columns are a benefit to
ly theater man.
Dan Burgman, Saenger Theter, Greenville, Miss.

We would feel lost without Film Daily. In
our opinion the only real issue on the market,
past and present.
R. V. Baasen, Secretary, Arcade Theater Co., Minot, N. D.
*

*

Of Great Benefit
The Film Daily has rendered a very valuable
service to the motion picture industry and has
been of great benefit to us individually. Arthur
Schoenstadt, Piccadilly Theater, Chicago.
*

*

all

personally

spirit,

sound

*

your little paper
always on its

found

in its views,

with the news and constructive in its
Daniel B. Clark, President, American
Society of Cinematographers, Inc., Hollywood.
toes

policy.

join

congratulating you

in

a great deal to bridge
here and the States and

between
eeps me informed, and in touch, with all those
evelopments and news I find necessary to
now for business and other purposes. Walter
lOuld, Manager, United Artists Corp., Cristoal, Canal Zone.
*

Enjoys Film Daily Most
There are a great many reasons why I prefer
Film Daily to any other publication, chief
mong them being that its news is authentic,
does not take delight in minimizing the value
other publications and carries worthwhile
iiformation that is of value to each and every
ne of us in a concise and understandable man'he

if

I get other publications but I feel that
can truthfully say that I enjoy The Film
)aily more than any.
J. A. Dundas, Northvest Theater Circuit, Inc., Sioux Falls, S. D.

It has supplied me with a source of information extremely valuable to every exhibitor.
B. Berger, Berger Amusement Co., Grand
Forks, N. D.
*

An

success.
Edward P. Ciu-tis,
Co., Rochester, N. Y.

on

this

Eastman Kodak

We are very much interested in reading The
Film Daily and certainly miss a copy of same
when it goes astray. This daily information
is
very interesting to us. Sanley Chambers,
Director,

Consolidated Amuse. Co.,

*

"Hews

*

*

ater,

*

*

Record

You have a big job ahead but a wonderful
record behind you. May the most quoted publication in the industry ever continue to prosHarry V. Smoots, Vine Theater, Mt.
per.
Vernon, O., and Fayette Theater, Washington Court House, O.
*

*

*

Like Morning Mail
The Film Daily has been and

is

one of the

my morning

mail and in fact the
only means of keeping abreast with the rapid
changes in the film business. Charles A. McElravy, Managing Director, Auditorium, Memessentials of

phis.
*

An

*

*

Unbeatable Combination

You have

kept ahead of the industry and
I feel
justly deserve the success that is yours.
that every theater manager in the country
Your excellent daily
should have your paper.

combined with your Year Book makes an uncombination. F. M. Boucher, ManEmpire-Colonial-Win Theaters, WinchesVa.

beatable

*

ter,

*

Would Hate

*

ager,

Grand Forks, N. D.
*

Accepted Standard

*

to the Line"

The Film Daily has live, hot news right off
the red hot griddle every day; it is not old news
when it gets to its readers. It is generally first
in getting a beat on all other papers. Film
Daily is alive to the follies, as well as to the
advancement of the motion picture, industry
and "hews to the line and lets the chips fall
where they may." M. C. Cooper, Grand The-

*

One of the accepted standards in this business because of its authenticity and unbiased
reviews. A. H. Kaufman, Big Feature Rights
Corp., Indianapolis.

Very Interesting

Managing

*

A Wonderful

and wish you many more years of

occasion

Bridges a Long Gap

i(

fair in

*

Wish Further Success
We

Your paper helps me

ler.

have

*

Wichita, Kansas.

*

*

Appreciated
*

It is certainly the

*

subjects pertaining to the industry fair and
constructive.
M. C. Levee, General Manager,
Joseph M. Schenck M. P Enterprises, Los Angeles

Cinematographers Endorse

The Only One

"ight

e distance

Fair and Constructive
have been a steady reader of your publication ever since it first appeared and have always found its news concise, reliable and interestingly presented and its comments on all

I

to

*

*

ways been run

id has

*

*

.1

Dallas.

is filling a need in the inno question. The publication has

*

*

*

*

your publication in
our various towns in which we operate theaters, and our managers have advised us that the
information carried in your columns is of real
are

Pic-

Omaha.

That this
Jstry there

We

the most valuable publicaSamuel Goldwyn, Los An-

*

Of Real Benefit

first

*

any other

Elmo The-

is

kind.

its

benefit to them in the operation of their business.
W. E. Paschall, General Manager, Dent

Day

consulting The Film Daily,
arts his day wrong.
Sam E. Morris, General
des Manager, Warner Bros.
ly

*

Relies on It

Indispensable

We

an unfailing guide to current film news.

is

sive values,

*

always look forward to The Film Daily on
A valuable trade paper,
y desk every day.
Jack Fieman, Manager Loew's ElsII of pep.
ere Theater, Bronx, N. Y.

daily

The Year Book
tion of
geles.

Want

Unfailing Guide

Your paper was born in response to a need.
There was a definite place for it in our industry.
It has filled that place efficiently and well. The

The Film Daily has given me comprehen-

I

rd

*

Meets Every

We

1

and conscientious service.
I
sincerely hope The Film Daily grows as in
the past and continues to be an integral part of
the industry.
Lou B. Metzger, General Sales
Manager, Universal Film Exchange, Inc.
of success

*

Ace High
\

Ten years

*

*

An

Ten Years of Success

Fair, Equitable

a great believer in The Film Daily from
news standpoint and its editorials which I
are always based on a fair and equitable
1
jndation.
James R. Grainger, General Sales
anager. Fox Film Corp.

am

I
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to Lose It

I have always found Film Daily a very interesting paper and look for it daily in the
The brief and concise way the news is
mail.
spread before one, makes it most interesting
and a service of information that I would hate
Harry Rapf, Vice President, Metroto lose.
Goldwyn-Mayer Corp., Culver City.

*

*

Goes Everywhere Abroad
the one paper that you find on every
executive's desk throughout the foreign wrold.
In England and on the Continent of Europe
the various film executives swear by your paper and your daily film reports. D. J. Mountan. President, Richmount Pictures, Inc.
It

is

You Have Performed a Very Notable Service"

— Adolph Zukor

J
•
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JOHN STONE

GEORGE NICHOLLS, Jn

(William Fox Writing Staff)
Screen Plays

Film Editor

"ROADHOUSE"
(Working

*'

Title)

Clii

Wife-Savers"

llDDII

Starring Lionel Barrymore

"Showdown'^

Originals

"Fools for Luck*'
"The Street of Sin"

"THE PLAY GIRL"
(Madge Bellamy)
"PREP AND PEP"
(Working

"A WILD
Rex

[in

• -nSJ''?NS
I

JSow Working On
"The Perfumed Trap"

Title)

WEST ROMANCE"

(Working Title)
Bell's First Starring Vehicle

Dai

ficiii

pttd
ip[ai>(

llorl

!»?«
tproi

EDDIE ADAMS

SAM MINTZ

(Now

I

ken

ihriVi

r;.-

with Caddo)

WRITER
Just Finished

«well

k

EDITING

aver

Mo

"THE RACKET"

Paramount-Famous Lasky

ilic

AR

(Lewis Milestone Prod.)

[Slice

Ipeiso

Ai
lave

I

ifeeli

GO-

PONY
CONTESTS
ARE CASHING

IN

EVERYWHERE

Lei us explain
Gentlemen:—
Without obligating me

"v
in

anv

Go-Pony.

greatest

in

Hollywood

\seaSOn,

^

,

lieio

—

Address

J.

S.

Grauman,

Ike

—

Good Food

a Feature

i

A French chef has madt the dining room famous.
Ckib breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
Also a la carte service.
prices.
Write

ii

for

'

i

reservations or free booklet entitled,

— today!

HlTii

The Hollywood

Plaza Hotel

Su

at

to travelers

Hollywood BlivL. Hollywood, California

icat'

ion;

President,
i

The Go-Pony

Co.

713-717 Wells

St.

Milwaukee,

L;

—

—

Vine

Theatre

most

to travelers

—

—tvhcre the duoonvcay means home

blail

^

Name

means home

getter

busiuess
N^

^v

of the
alsO Olir ageilCJ

that

Doorzvayl

personal
of this hotel means home
pleasant surroundings. It also
service
comfort
means that you are convenieiilly located in Hollywood film Capitol of thi world amusement center
of Southern California.

The doorway

"Hollywood,"

please send me full information and circulars pertaining to the

way

tJois

Famous

A.

Wis.

W

—

—
—

—

— ———
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Jay,
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*

Champion

of the

Good

City.
%

*

Of Great Help
Daily has never published gossip it
With excellent judgment, it
given facts.
placed the blame where it belongs and
n praise where praise was deserved. Pubid for the benefit of the exhibitor, it has
a great source of information and help
I
he producer. Henry King.
if

*

Awaited Daily
I
our Film Daily makes a hit with me.
e been running pictures nineteen years and
Iways look forward to your paper every
August Berkholtz, Mermac Theater,
ning.
St Bend, Wis.

*

*

*

Remarkable
ny paper that can come out every day is rekable, but the fact that Film Daily has come
so well must be a source of gratification to

rs.

it

— Howard

Publicity,

Always

Strictly

Honest

Hearty congratulations! All that one has to
do is to look on the desk of any motion picture
executive in the morning and see what he is
reading or has read. Your service has been of
value only because it has been strictly honest
at all times.
H. E. Hancock, Associate Editor,
Kinbgrams.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

A

*

Reflection of Personality

has been fortunate in

.

ry successful
personality.

newspaper

its
is

We

The Industry's Leader
To

producer, distributor and exhibitor alike,
has performed a unique service in publishing

it

publication in the motion picture industry.
F. Barrett, Vice President, Artlee Pictures

Wm.

Corp.

Long May
Your

*

*

*

It

Prosper

,

»lo.

*

One

*

*

of the Foremost

inception I have watched the
)er grow to the point today where it is one
the foremost publications and a real power
the industry.— Thomas W. Gerety, MetroIdwyn- Mayer Pictures Corp.

Vlmost from

its

*

*

Advertising,

have always found The Film Daily an asin keeping in touch with the film trade.
A. Cross, Regent Theater, Battle Creek,
ch.
*

*

*

Fearless
Permit us to take this opportunity to consulate you, not only on the event of this
lestone which you are passing, but on what
J have meant to the trade in the way of a
blicatlon which has had no fear or biased
inions.— Joel A. Levy, Colonial Theater,
:hmond, Va.

This is very necessary in our industry because
it appears to me that about 90 per cent of all
the exhibitors have to read is "bunk."
Frank
J. Rembusch, Secretary, Unaffiliated Independent M. P. Exhibitors of America, Indianapolis.

Endorsed by

New York

You may

well be proud to look back on the
ten years that The Film Daily has served our
industry.
The Film Daily has found its place
of importance to everyone of us. In the The-

Chamber of Commerce we keep
Film Daily because the members,
when they come in, always refer to your paper.
Raives,
Theater Owners
Sol
President,
ater Owners
a file of The

—

Chamber

of

Commerce,

New York

City.

Splendid Service

We

are pleased to take this opportunity to
congratulate you on the splendid service you
have given the motion picture industry through
your medium. C. Bemett, Grand Opera Com-

pany, Herrin,

III.

Warner

Bros. Pictures, Inc.

Conscientious, Straightforward
You have

tried to conscientiously give the
industry straightforward information, and after
all, that is the most admirable requisite of any
good publication.
good publication is a
powerful asset to the industry and should be
supported.— M. A. Lightman, M. P. T. O. of

A

Unbiased and Irreproachable
is no need for me to go on record
regarding the place Film Daily has in the mo-

tion picture field. I believe I was the first man
to use it as an exclusive advertising medium.
That was in 1919. I have never failed to avail
myself of its far-reaching influence when I had
need for trade advertising. There is no questioning the influence your paper has had, and I
believe its prestige grows with every issue. The
fact that you have kept it clean and unbiased
and irreproachable is the basis of its absolute

dominance.

Harry Reichenbach.
*

*

Mark

*

Always an Asset

to me as beof giving the actual news as is.

publication has been a chart, a guide,

compass and a bible to all those interested
Its success has been dein motion pictures.
served.
A. P. Waxman, Director Publicity and
a

There

feeling the vacillating conditions of the
ving picture industry. I have found it truthconservative, and fair. Fred
authentic,

medium

without fear, or favor, the news of the industry.
The Film Daily is unquestionably the leading

Courtland Smith, Fox-Chase

have found Film Daily an unfailing barom-

ing a

Cheers
picture industry should feel gratified at having a newspaper such as The Film
Daily, in their midst.
find it a wonderful
service and we look forward, with great pleasGeorge H.
ure, to the receipt of same daily.
Davis, President, Quality Distributing Corp.

personalities, and
but the reflection

An Unfailing Barometer

Debunked
Film Daily has always appealed

The motion

every day for the whole ten
Dietz, Director of Advertising
*
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A SmaU Town TaHis

lublishers.

have read

—

After breakfast each morning, I scan the
headlines of the daily newspapers to see who
fell in the Atlantic, after which I reach for my
Film Daily to get the live news of the picture
industry.
I
enjoy each and every issue of
both the weekly and daily and can heartily endorse your paper to any small town theater
man who is not a subscriber. Crockett Brown,
Grand Theater, Nashwauk, Minn.

ilm

it

—

Looked for Eagerly
I

—

*

ten years, the changes in the industry
America as well as throughout the world
too numerous to mention, and some of the
iges, all for the better, were either initiated
The Film Daily or its publicity was instruabout. Edward L.
tal in bringing them
If

——

s^n

_

New York

—

look for the latest news from the motion picture industry in The Film Daily with the same
certainty that I look for stock quotations in the
financial page of my favorite New York paper
and, I confess it, with the same eagerness that
I buy a baseball extra on my way home at night.
Lewis B. Jones, Vice President, Eastman
Kodak Co.

The Busy Man's Paper
aim Daily is the busy man's daily newspaper
the first thing he reads
|i great industry
n he gets to the office in the morning.
3elig, Director of Publicity and AdvertisTiffany-Stahl Prod.
*

—

DAILV:

1928

24,

— —

It
It
its

marked

a Milestone Daily

a milestone

has been marking a

growth.

*

When

when

was conceived.
milestone every day of
it

Film Daily divorced pub-

advertising, it created its own
new milestone in the film business. By its policy of printing short, crisp, concise fact news,
it renders a distinct service to busy executives.
Film Daily, constructive, enterprising, resourceful, alert to every trend in the business.
You deserve every good wish of the industry.
You must certainly have ours. Victor M. Shapiro, Advertising and Publicity Director; Bruce
Gallup, Advertising Division, Warren Nolan,
Publicity Division, Fred Schaefer, Exploitation
Division. Charles Moyer, Foreign Division,
licity

bunk from

United Artists Corp.

Well Earned the High Regard of

Arkansas.
*

*

*

Reviews Invaluable
the one and only trade publication that
would not attempt to do without. In the

It is

we

matter of essential news,

and usually

we have found

it

re-

reviews are especially valuable to the small town exhibitor.
Your Year Book alone is worth more than the
annual subscription price.
have a complete file of the Year Books and have occasion
to consult them very frequently.
W. J. Nicholas, Vice President, Paramount Theater Co.,
Fairmont, Minn.
liable,

first.

Its

We

*

A

*

*

Tremendous Factor

Your advocacy during

all these years of constructive measures pertaining to our industry,
merits the most respectful attention and consideration of every one engaged in our business.

The Film Daily

is

undoubtedly a tremendous

factor in the scheme of things as they exist
in the motion picture industry and we earnestly urge you to continue to support all constructive measures and to oppose all destructive measures confronting our industry, with
the same force as you have in the past
Fred Wehrenberg, President, and Louis C.
Hehl, Secretary, M.P.T.O. of E. Missouri and
So. Illinois.

AH"—Joseph

M. Schenck

r
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TOMDIRECTOR
TERRISS
Current Release

"Clothes

Make

the

{Original Story by

Tom

Woman"
Terriss)

Tiffany-Stahl

Now

in

Preparation

"The Naughty Duchess'*
(Original Story by

Tom

Terriss)

Tiffany-Stahl

"Beyond London
{Story by

Tom
FBO

mm

Lights''

Terriss)

Thursday,

May

M
24,

1
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May

lirsday,

24,

A

Time Saver

be able to read all the important happenof the day in the industry in about fifteen
ites proves the value of The Film Daily as
me saver. Harry B. French, Manager,
id Theater, Mankato, Minn,

vour tenth anniversary. Ralph
Theater, Inc., Tulsa, Okla.
*

A

Internationally Respected
am pleased to have the opportunity to

chorus of congratulations you so
rve on this the tenth anniversary of your
internationally
resuccessful because
ted— publication. J. D. Williams, United
P. Producers, Ltd., London, England.

—

*

Successfully Constructive
Film Daily has been interesting and
Its policy
without being sensational.
ul
been successfully constructive. P. A. ParDirector of Publicity, Pathe Exchange,

101

*

Talbot,

can probably no better define the many
that your publication has been to us, than
ay that it is regarded as a sort of business
Your editorials, reviews, general news
es and even the little items of gossip have
and always been of inestimable value.
>. Gallup, General Manager, Delft Theaters,
Marquette, Mich.

Like Metropolitan Daily

*

Standy-by

for current, accurate information regarding pictures and tendencies in the business. Wilton
Barrett,
Executive
Secretary,
National
A.
Boeurd of Review, New York City.

Quite

;.

*

A

*

if.

A
Some

our publication has given the industry the
sure of service which is most needed, that
mbiased news and vital information coning economics in the management and opBen Koenig, Secretary,
ion of a theater.
vaukee Film Board of Trade.

Fim Board
*

*

—Harry
Omaha.

Goldberg, World Realty Co. Theaters,
*

Film Daily has served the industry well,
a bright newsy paper with unbiased inlation, which we look forward to reading
day.
Asher Levy, Orpheum Circuit, Inc.,
ago.

A

*

*

Publication of Service

The Film Daily

ten years old! Quite
accept my hearty
jralulations and believe me when I say
Film Daily is one of those splendid things
we casually accept because it is always
and, and never take the time to realize just
much it means to us! Service? There's
word and how Film Daily serves! Every
ning, shouting to the world of motion picthe news of the day. I cannot at the
8,
aent contemplate a more complete service.
H. Blank, Blank Theater Corp., Des
D,

eteran,

indeed!

is

^erased

fromTop

to

*

*

Lost Without It
cannot imagine what I would do without
your publication. Any day when your paper
arrives late,

I

don't feel right until

I

get

my

hands on it. Furthermore, it goes to my offices in South America, which have on certain
occasions, written me in alarm when they did
not receive your publication on a certain
steamer.— Max Glucksmann, New York City.
*

An

*

Editor's

*

View

Just couldn't keep house, dramatically speakAll that has to
ing, without The Film Daily.
be done is to sweep the tons of picture publicity into the waste basket, and clip from The
Film Daily, feeling assured that you haven't
missed an item of importance. That its fresh,
succinct, and carefully combed as to superlaMotion Picture
tives.— Franklin H. Chase,
Editor,

nes, la.

and
it.

—

New

M.

Hits the Spot
The Film Daily

hits the

spot

—

it

is

concise,

snappy and always presents both sides of an
argument; and it comes to the right source
for its information.
Arthur H. Lockwood,

M.

President,

P. T. O. of Connecticut.
i|c

%

:|c

others Don't Count
On

your tenth anniversary

will

you accept

the hearty congratulations of a theater owner
who has read it almost since its inception?
It is our experience that Film Daily is so far
ahead of all other publications in the industry
as to leave no excuse for their existence.
Harmon Yaffa, President, Heights Theaters,
New York City.
¥

*

*

Indiana Wishes Well

We

extend to you our best wishes for your
continued success and assure you that we have
been most happy to cooperate with you at
any time relative to any matters for the good
of the industry.
Charles R. Metzger, President, Associated Theater Owners of Indiana,
^

^^

if.

Syracuse Journal-American.

A

Wonderful Ally

The

trade should be congratulated upon having had such a wonderful ally as The Film
Daily publication, whose achievements and success have been of great benefit to producers and
theaters.
Ben Blumenthal, President, Export &

Import Film

I

Please

—

*

It would be difficult to measure the usefulness of Film Daily to the motion picture industry.
I read it religiously, and I know that
99 per cent of the industry does. Its influence
decidedly constructive and its editorials
is
highly intelligent. Richard Barthelmess.

*

is

*

Read Religiously

A Bright, Newsy Paper
le

daily has its niche in our industry
of immeasurable service to
Seider, M. P. T. O. of
Jersey.

been

Inc.

believe that most every one, particularly,
the larger exhibitors in the industry, look forward to the arrival of The Film Daily, knowing that all the important events will be published therein in a concise and truthful manner.

*

*

*

*

I

of Trade.

president of the Associated M. P. Advers may I, on behaf of the members, extend
ou the congratuations of the association on
completion of ten years of splendid serto the motion picture industry.
Bruce
up, President, A.M.P.A.

*

*

Looked Forward To

s

*

*

Daily

Of Immeasurable Service
The

glass

National Pictures, Inc.

The A.M.P.A. Congratulates

*

if.

and are always green but you have aged in charred kegs
which have given you the mellowness, the
smoothness, the stimulating effect and the snap
that make your consumption a habit that nobody wants to break. Jerome Beatty, First

Eclipses All Others

City

if.

Daily Habit

*

)ntinue your fair and impartial editorials,
ig the trade the unvarnished truth in your
s columns, as well as editorials, and it is
belief that you will continue to eclipse all
he trade journals. Wallace Walthall, for

homa

Enough

publications' age in

*

*

*

Anniversary congratulations. What more can
I say in ten words?
John J. O'Connor, Morning Telegraph, New York City.

*

Service Most Needed

*

It

could get along without
Woods, Isis Theater, Lynn^
I

*

J.

Your paper has become as much a part of the
people of this industry as the metropolitan papers are to the general public.
Samuel Zierler,
Excellent Pictures Corp., New York City.

*

Opera

ville, la.

has

Film Daily has been one of our stand-bys

Business Bible

don't see how
Film Daily. E. F.

New

&

Starkey,

Berlin, Wis.

Needs

know

A

and Rex Theaters,

I

more

*

Edward M.

Film Daily.

*

Forceful Factor

*

Approved
I like

Ritz

of no single factor that has done
for the general developments of the film
industry than your very valuable publication.
William Massce, Massce
Co., Inc.,
York City.
*
*
*
I

join
richly

A

—

— —— — ——

<XI^

Calls It Excellent
You have made a very excellent magazine
out of The Film Daily.
Congratulations on

*

*

—

DAILV

1928

*

—

—— —— —

New York

Co., Inc.,
*

*

Three Reasons

We

read

The Film

City.

*

Why

Daily,

first,

Read
because

it

is

boiled down, giving only facts and leaving out
the slush. * * * because, in most cases, it prints
all the news from days to weeks ahead of other
trade publications * * * because it is in a position
editorially to make comment on national affairs
and get them correct. J. F. Cubberley, Supervisor of Theaters, Finkelstein & Ruben, Minneapolis.

*

An Agency

*

*

of Goodwill

The Film Daily has kept

us in close touch
with the important events associated with our
business and gives us this necessary information every day in a clear, concise and understandable manner. Your work has been of the
constructive kind and of special aid to all divisions of our industry.
What is most needed
in any line of effort is sane, sensible business
processes with honesty and fair dealing always
prevailing.
This I believe is becoming more
and more manifest in our business and The
Film Daily is doing its share to promote this
M. E. Comerford, Comerford
better feeling.
Theaters, Inc., Scranton, Pa.

Bottom Every Single Day and Once

Weekly"— Roxy

r
May

Thursday,

24, 19i|
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ROY DEL RUTH
Director

"NO QUESTIONS ASKED"
'TOWDER MY BACK"

Now in Preparation
"THE TERROR"

ALL STAR VITAPHONE
SPECIAL
WARNER BROS. PICTURES
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CONGRATULATIONS, FILM DAILY

WEST COAST THEATRES
'One

of the

Fox Film Co,

Units'

Harold B. Franklin, Pres.

The Best Theatres
Everywhere on
the Pacific Coast
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THE
Tarsday,

May

With News

First
I

find, prints all the

news

in

it covers and prints it first.
newspaper man, no higher compliment
^A. S. Kany, Motion Picture
in order.
or, Dayton Journal, Dayton, O.
I

the limitation of time that one has to
up with the latest news in this fast movpicture industry, I find that The Film Daily
most accurate and useful organization.
^ollak, President, National Screen Service,

.

r

New York

,

City.
*
*

*

New York

Corp.,

City.

I

desire

to

publication

of

ss.

*

*

a

*

*

"The Movie Times"
^ay you continue along the same lines, Poland prosperity of the past, filmdom's leadjournal,

—

Times printing all
print.
"Count that day

Movie

the

news that's fit to
whose morning sun, finds not the Daily
its place; and as each morning's task is thus
t

the day speeds on with better grace."
Julian Brylawski, Treasurer, M.P.T.O. of
District of Columbia.

run,
^

editorial

column alone

is

worth

*

Invaluable
cannot begin to tell you of the valuable
ormation I received through your daily.
u are not only fearless in your publication,
t
you get the "newsiest" information first
nd, which makes the writer look forward
h day to your paper. Arthur W. Stebbins,
!w York City.

k

*

*

A

we read

in

*

*

Great, Little Institution

A

great little institution and if you stopped
publishing it tomorrow it would leave a large
void in the industry. Lee Marcus, General
Sales Manager,
Pictures Corp.
*:

it

At Sea Without
We

It

do not know just how we would
conduct our theaters here unless we had your
publication on our desk each morning. Caldwell
H. Brown, General Manager, Brown Theatrical Co., Zanesville, O.
really

*

*

*

Short and Concise
Film Daily gives up-to-date information in
short and concise terms and I believe it is appreciated by the exhibitors in general. C. E.
Williams, President, M.P.T.O. of Neb. and W.
Iowa, Omaha, Neb.
*

*

*

Extraordinary Service
The motion picture industry is greatly indebted to The Film Daily, its owners and editor,
for ten years of sterling integrity and extraordinary service.
You are indeed to be congratulated upon 3'our ten years of enterprise.
Elmer Pearson, Vice President, Pathe Exchange,
Inc.
*

*

*

Heads the

List

As

a chronicler of events, a barometer of conditions, and a forecaster of the trend of this
eccentric business, it heads the list of all motion
picture trade publications.
Mack, ManJ.
aging Director, Kenosha Theater, Kenosha, Wis.

Wm.

Keeps Managers Posted

We

have subscribed to The Film Daily for
every one of our theaters, so that our managers
may be up-to-date on all the important news in
the industry. In addition, they get the benefit of
the exploitation and publicity departments.William Brandt, Brandt's Theater Enterprises,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The dignty, compactness and comprehensiveness of The Film Daily, as well as the intelligence and judicial fairness of its keen editorial
comment, have long had my admiration. J.
Boyce Smith, Vice President, Inspiration Pictures, Inc., and Tec-Art Studios, Inc., Hollywood.
*

*

have always admired the paper, because
it has been fearless and honest, and it has truly
Its news has been aureflected the industry.
thentic, its editorial policy uplifting, and hence
A. S. Aronson,
it has served a useful purpose.
I

Loew-Metro-Goldwyn,
*

Berlin.
*

welcome

tonic every

*

morning

in this

ever-

changing business of ours. R. E. Charles,
Manager, Star Amusement Co., Everett, Wash.
*

*

kee.
*

*

When

*

to

Worry

can't get Film Daily any more, I am
going out of business. It's a 48 page newspaper
with everything cut out but the meat. R. G.
Peltier, Bijou Theater, Mt. Clemens, Mich.
I

*

*

*

Enviable in Repute
Most

heartily endorse your fair and unbiased
opinions and add that personally I find your
news of invaluable assistance. Film Daily is
more than setting up an enviable reputation. J.
McM.anus, Loew's "Theater, Dayton, O.
*

*

*

Of Great Value
consider Film Daily the paper of great value
to the small, as well as the large town exhibitor
and the Year Book is a wonder. Henrietta Eckhart, Palace and Ideal Theaters, Wisconsin
Rapids, Wis.
I

The Morning's Tonic
A

Want

Fills Much-Needed
For a busy exhibitor. Film Daily has always
filled a much needed want.
George Fischer,
National, Capitol, Allis, Ritz Theaters, Milwau-

No Need

Long Admired

many

Ja.

[

^

The Industry's Mirror

the subscription price.
E. W. Johnson,
M. Smith Amusement Enterprises, Tulsa.,
*

^

Minneapolis, Minn.
*

les

*

this

service to the industry has been a
of pleasure as well as of useful and
beneficial information through its national scope
of events
The Minneapolis Film Board of
Trade sends you its heartiest congratulations on
the tenth anniversary of your publication.
Mabel M. Dietz, Secretary, Film Board of

Fulfilled

have more than fulfilled your promise
service to the motion picture industry, which
1 outlined in 1918. Your publication has been
real "daily paper" of information that can
relied on at all times and anyone in the
ustry that is not reading it, is the loser.
i^ou

e

how much good

source

*

Promise

*

We

most

valuable
rce of information and reference guide. It
ainly is a most inclusive encyclopedia of
motion picture world. Elizabeth L. WilMotion Picture Editor, Providence (R.
is,
Tribune.
publication

Berlin

express

publication has done for the industry abroad
and how often in settling disputes The Film
Daily is referred to.
over here fully appreciate the good work you are doing.
I.
Blumenthal, Paramount Film Vertrieb G.M.6.
H., Berlin.

Trade,

Filmdom's Encyclopedia
your

*

Useful and Beneficial

Its cryptic, straightforward critiMona J. Pope,
ns are especially appealing.
tion
Picture
Editor,
Sheboygan (Wis.)

find

*

Your

much your

*

—

^

We

From

Cryptic

*

Absolutely rely upon everything
The Film Daily. Louise Dresser.

FBO

*

*

never miss a single issue of The Film
Daily and read it just the same as we would
read our daily paper. It always has good live
news and many times contains valuable information.
consider it a very valuable magazine
and take a great deal of interest in its contents
every day. Ray A. Grombacher, Managing Director, Spokane Theaters, Spokane, Wash.

^

very

Full Reliance

the paper

ous Lasky Corp.

*

Film Daily occupies a unique place in
otion picture industry.
Informative, conjiLtive and enterprising, it performs a very
:able service in keeping the various phases
the industry in touch with one another.
L. Lasky, First Vice President, Paraje

Ve enjoy
n Daily.

when

started ten years ago. It was fresh, newsy
and struck a new note in trade journalism by
going oijt after the news and getting it. You
haven't in all of your ten years deviated a bit
from that original policy and that, of course,
is the reason for your success.
Charles McCarthy, Director of Publicity, Paramount Fam-

"Very Valuable Service"

Famous Lasky

distinctly

first

*

I'c

jnt

Newsy and New

remember very

We

th

II

— —— ——
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Read Like Newspapers

Accurate and Useful

'!

I

*

*

— — ——

—

<&^

Fresh,

have found Film Daily not only interesting,
William Wellman.
instructive as well.

he Film Daily,
articular field

———

DAILV

24, 1928

Interesting, Instructive
i:

—— —

*

Five Minutes Daily
The writer finds that five minutes a day
spent reading The Film Daily keeps him well
posted on current events in the film and theEvert R. Cummings, Manager,
ater world.
Fort Armstrong Theater, Rock Island, IlL

*

Keeps

*

Him

*

Posted

Film Daily should be found

in

every motion

picture theater office, for its truth about the industry in general. If only one report on a picture comes through each month it is worth the
price.
It pays to keep posted and Film Daily
does that. A. L. Picker, General Manager,
Ironwood Amuse. Corp., Ironwood, Mich.

Notable Achievement in Publishing, States

S.

R.

Kent
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We

Film Daily has given consistent, inter(le
Ten years a mere
onally minded service.
val in many businesses, has been a thrill-

look to your publication as the A. P. of the
film industry for it publishes all the news worth
while and is of untold value to every exhibitor.

progress-filled epoch for the motion picbusiness; and The Film Daily, in compasthat decade, has been an integral part in
growth of the motion picture industry durits most vital years.
he Film Daily can well feel proud of havplayed a commendable part in this accom-

Louis

For ten years it has not only dismere items of news to the many
:utives engaged in the moulding of the inry, but it has for the most part tempered
e items of news with understanding and
tolerance.
Today The Film Daily has an
able supply of world news from countless
ces. It has a fine sense of news values, an
increasing tolerance for the rights and the
oms of the world's countries and an urgent
iment.
inated

Rosenbaum, General Manager, Muscle

Shoals Theaters,

stry.

keep pace-by-pace with the entire film
Emil E. Shauer, General Manager,

Paramount-Famous

Dept.,

eign

Inc.,

Florence, Ala.
*

*

*

Relies on

Busy Man

an ideal sheet for the busy showman,
ng him the news he should have in a conis

*

a decade I have relied on your publication
authentic and reliable information and reports on the motion picture industry and the
value of each production to us from a box office
standpoint. J. E. Alford, Manager, State Theater, McComb, Miss.

CaUs

It

New York

Great Help

No Other

*

"The Best"

Texas.
*

A

*

Remarkable Service

has rendered a remarkable
It is needless
service to the industry at large.
to add that the Year Book has been of tremendous value to all of us. Charles R. Rogers,
Charles R. Rogers Prod., Burbank, Cal.

Good for Endless Run

*

It

that your publication aflforded.
David SeyManaging Director, Pontiac Theater,
ir.
i

anac Lake, N. Y.

the motion picture

meaty publication on the market today.
just right in size, punctuality and news.
Frere, Manager, Rialto and Grand Opera
Westchester, Pa.
*

*

*

A

Loyalty, a Keystone

motion picture industry. Clifford
Hawley, President, First National Pictures,

alty to the

More Roses
Vhat "Queen Elizabeth" means to Mr. Zukor,
at "Oyer the Hill" means to Mr. Fox, what
'Pride of St. Louis" means to Lindbergh

"Tom

Harry Buxim, that's what The Film Daily means and
meant to this industry. W. P. McCartney,
ferson Theater, Punxsutawney, Pa.
what

Collins"

means

to

*

Service Paper

sincere wish for your continued success and
service you are giving the exhibitors and the industry.— Fred B. Pickrel, Manager, Bogan Theaters, Inc., Ponca City, Okla.

I have The Film Daily with my breakfast
every morning.— Frank W. Buhler, Stanley
Company of America, Philadelphia.

In Distinguished

Company
my work
and my
New York

There are three things daily upon
table: a dictionary, a dish of imagination
copy of Film Daily.— Beth Brown,

paper has, at all times, been up to the
lute with news and we look forward to reving it each day. M. A. Nunes, Associated
rfour

eaters, Inc.,

New

Haven, Conn.

the BiU

Completely Satisfied

City.

*

We

find

concise form,

fills

the

*

It

Invaluable

to be invaluable in keeping us inthe trend of events in the film world.

formed on
D. Hoffman,
J.

—

*

it

Coatesville

Auditorium,

Coatesville, Pa.
*

*

*

Film Daily is indeed the newspaper of filmdom. H. M. Crandall, Stanley Crandall Co.,
Washington, D. C.
*

*

*

is small, but mighty, and meaty
Herb L. Weil, General Manager, W.

Film Daily
well.

bill

as
S.

Huron, Mich.

Butterfield Theaters at Port

Helpful
have found your paper very helpful and
look forward to it in the morning mail. Samuel
Goldstein, G-B Theaters Corp., Springfield,
Mass.

Year Book Invaluable
publication

very nicely.

is

one of the

finest for the

industry and your Year Book is also valued.
Edw. Ancin, Interstate Theater Corp., Boston.
*

*

*

Another Bouquet
A

paper and of much interest and
Allen Jenkins, Strand
Theater, Roanoke, Va.
great

benefit in

little

my

business.

*

*

An
feel

hibitor
and as

to our business
it to any

recommending

in

and
ex-

who wants

to keep posted on everything
it
happens in the industry.

soon as
Goldberg, Walbrook and Harford

—tionLouis Rosenzweig, Manager, Victoria Theater,

Thomas D.

Greenfield, Mass.

Theaters, Baltimore,

Have Kept Filmdom Informed and Served Well'*

Asset

Film Daily an asset

take pleasure

For the busy theater manager, your publicain its

*

keep atop the world for a period of ten
years, is indeed a task well done.
I am not
alone in my good wishes, but am joined by our
several house managers, who have expressed
complete satisfaction with the Daily and have
advised of much help gained from your various
departments. Alfred Gottesman, New York

I

Fills

*

To

City.

Awaited Daily

filled

*

*

*

Posted

a most important need
in the motion picture industry.
I read Film
Daily as faithfully as I read the newspapers, and
always feel quite up to date. Sol Lesser, Principal Theaters Corp. of America, Los Angeles.

Your

Morning Act

*

Him

*

We

A

First

Winston-Salem,

Small, but Mighty

Truly, I feel that the motion picture industry
has indeed benefited by your splendid publication and you have kept pace with the advancement of motion pictures. Alfred SantelL
*

Inc.,

*

Keeps

City.
*

Abreast of the Times

*

iy heartiest congratulations and hope that
ad of The Film Daily are many more suc;ful decades of conscientious and constructive

1

*

arrival

Fihndom's Newspaper

Regardless of where it happens, you will read
about it the next morning in The Film Daily.
N. L. Manheim, Export Manager, Universal

New York

Co.,

Your paper has

*

*

*

[ost

Adolphe Menjou.

Complete Coverage

The Meatiest
\/l.

field.

upon

It

Holds

Daily a highly satisfactory,
one of the most useful in

*

Read

to read

keeps me constantly in touch
with the bigger things going on in our business.
Would feel lost without it. A. F. Sams, Jr.,
General Manager, Forsyth Amuse. Co., Inc., and
at the office.

*

One of Most Useful

Pictures Corp.,

use,

*

find The Film
reliable publication,

Quite Like

*

Congratulations!
Your "show" is good for
an endless run, providing that the fearlessness
that has characterized The Film Daily continues
on as it has in the past years. Samuel Baron,
Manager, St. George Playhouse, Brooklsoi, N. Y.

o paper published in the industry gave me
satisfaction, the information or the helpful-

s

*

*

want

I

*

—

We

*

thing

first

N. C.

best trade paper in the field, as it covers
every phase of the industry briefly and quickly.
L. C. Tidball, Isis Theater, North Fort Worth,
*

*

First Thing
The

The

our publication has indeed been a great help
the motion picture business.
A, Luchese,
sident, Liberty Film Corp., Philadelphia.
*

*

Piedmont Amuse.

manner. Incidentally, the Film Year Book
indispensable.
Mark A. Luescher, B. F.
th-Albee Vaudeville Exchange,

Publix Official

Publix Theaters Corp.

Paper

The Film Daily

Ideal for

From A

In the chronology of the fast-moving motion
picture industry, ten years is equivalent to twenty-five years in any other business.
Thus I
presume it would be safe to say you are celebrating your "Silver Anniversary." Sam Dembow,
Jr.,

for

Lasky

—
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light of satire

Daily, the
men of the industry
Imagine the chaos, if The
iroceeds apace.
Donald Campbell,
•ilrn Daily ceased to exist.
[ntemational Film Distributor, New York City.
*

It makes me realize how much
years.
to The Film Daily for its unceasing
leaconlight on matters movie, and its shrewd
searchlight on the problems peculiar to picture
M. Silverstone, Managing Director, Alnen.
ied Artists Corp., Ltd., London.

Ten
owe

—

*

*

The one

*

"Handiest Little Paper"
Congratulations to the handiest little paper
n the film business just enough to read and
May the next
jet the gist of the business.
lecade still see you going strong is the wish
Emma
f the Buffalo Film Board of Trade.
l^bplanalp, Secretary, Film Board of Trade,
Buffalo, N. Y.

me

give

*

*

Pithy and Punchy
A

person can pick up any issue of The Film
Daily and in five minutes will know all the imjortant things that have happened in the film
industry since the publication of the previous
ssue and we consider this a very valuable featjre for a busy man.- E. L. Gale, Secretary,
Film Board of Trade, Atlanta.

Coast Commendation

We

our congratulations on your completing the first decade in the life of your
wonderful motion picture daily publication.
Thomas D. Van Osten, Publisher, Pacific Coast
Independent Exhibitor, San Francisco.
offer

*

*

*

Lines That Speak Volumes
Your Film Daily Year Book is the EncycloBook of Knowledge and the
Webster's Unabridged Dictionary of the motion
picture industry.- David R. Hochreich, PresiVocafilm Corp. of America.
*

*

Prints All the

We

Dope

fellows are always interested in big
deals and the little old paper from New York
Henry Sosgives us all the dope all the time.
little

*

*

Everywhere

Filed

The service rendered by The Film Daily is
complete, authentic and hot, and files of each
issue are to be found in the office of every
important exhibitor everywhere.
These files
are certainly very handy references at all times.
B. R. Keller, Salesman, First National Pictures, Inc., Portland, Ore.
^

FiUs All
The Film Daily
dustry.
Co.,

Max

fills

4=

Wants

all

Schubach,

the wants of the in-

is

no guest more welcome on

The Film

A

*

*

we ask

*

Trade.

is

to

offer

*

*

An

Frank, but Honest

—

Vital, International Interest

read the first issue of Film Daily. On my
From a small
is a copy of the last issue.
local- paper devoted to the gossip around 729
Seventh Ave., it has developed into a publication of vital international interest. Not a single angle of our complicated and vastly growing industry is neglected and all treated in a
broad, constructive way. Could anything more
Could one withhold congratulations
be said?
and sincere wishes for even greater expansion
and success? Edward J. Montagne, Editor-inChief, Universal Pictures Corp., Hollywood.
I

desk

Have

Exhibitor Must

Essential Factor

consider The Film Daily just as essential
as any other phase of our equipment, as it keeps
us informed correctly as to the status of the
entire industry.
Harcol Motion Picture Industries, Inc., New Orleans, La.

—

Places Film Daily First

—

"Of
S.

all

the rest,

I

like

It

forward to on account of its auLooked
news reports and live articles. We also

find its presentation ideas, projection items and
exploitation department to be of great value.
exhibitor can afford to do without The
Film Daily. Ray L. Niles, Manager, Chateau

No

Dodge Theater, Rochester, Minn.

*

H. Monsky, Blizzard Sales
*

*

*

*

Manager,

Lauve-Bodin

Co., Franklin, La.

Success Crowns Effort
think your efforts have been very decidedly
successful and, in my way of thinking, it has
given the motion picture industry the measure
of service which it set out to give in 1918.—
H. C. Farley, City Manager, Publix Theaters
Corp., Montgomery, Ala.
I

*

Serves Great Need
without question of doubt serving a
great need in the field.
H. J. Tondreau, Manager, Lake Theater, Milwaukee, Wis.
It

is

Helpful
Being the youngest theater manager in Wisconsin, The Film Daily has served as a helpful

source

information

of

many

gene Ainstein, Milwaukee Theater
Milwaukee.
Jp

:¥

times.
EuCircuit, Inc.,

*

Awaited Enthusiastically
This little paper has meant a great deal to
me and I always look forward to the next edition with enthusiasm.
E. J. Hall, Manager,
Astor Theater, Miwlaukee.
4=

%

Huge Arc Light"

The Film Daily

is
today one of the most
valuable cogs in the machinery of the industry.
It is like a huge arc light circling the entire
picture world, keeping us all informed as to the
Paul L.
daily progress of picture making.
Stein, De Mille Pictures Corp.

*

Your paper is helpful
well.
Your editorials particularly, are

Lauve,

Edition"

*

You have done
Chas.

*

*

"A Rare

Helpful, Valuable

Amusement

Daily.

Theater, Mil-

tenth anniversary of a paper is a rare
occasion, for a rare edition.
R. L. Gross, Manager, Riviera Theater, Milwaukee.

"Like
The Film

have been truly successful, and have
us, and in fact the entire motion picture
industry, a measure of service that is hard to

and valuable.

— Film

The

to Duplicate

think the efforts put forth by

Daily
given

good.

best."

waukee.

^

Mayer
duplicate.
Co., Omaha.

it

Downer

A. Gross, Manager,

thentic

Hard

*

*

*

*

High Standard

picture industry should feel itself
Your
the congratulations.
paper has not only kept the daily record, but
has also voiced at all times, a sane, helpful
counsel of opinion which has been most valuable.
Fred Baer.

privileged

We

publication has been highly successful
in giving to the industry the most complete
and concise resume of all the happenings, important and otherwise, of each year as it rolls
by in a way that I cannot conceive of anyone
The opinions of your reelse doing better.
viewers are, to say the least, frank, thank
heavens, possibly at times a little caustic, but
always giving praise where praise is due.
Neil Hamilton.

We

*

Sane, Helpful Counsel

*

Your

Of

*

The motion

Germany.

Mid- West Theaters

that your standard for the next
decade be in keeping with that so faithfully
maintained during the past ten years. Duke
W. Dunbar, Secretary, Denver Film Board of
All

Daily.

Denver.
*

Sistrom,
entertainment. William
De Mille Pictures Corp.,

screen

in

+

my desk
True, it is ten days old
and sometimes two weeks, before it reaches us,
but we all rather have a two weeks' old Film
Daily of New York as a true friend than many
another paper reaching us in this country fresh
from the press the day she is printed.- Curtis
Melnitz, United Artists Film Verleih, Berlin,
There

than

—

^

service to those
exhibit motion
pictures is a record that deserves the heartiest
congratulations from everyone vitally interested

Preferred in Germany

nosky, Chisholm Theater Co., Chisholm, Minn.
*

Decade and a Record

To have rendered a decade of
who produce, distribute and

General Manager,
Culver City, Cal.

pedia Britannica,

dent,

all

I
feel that I have left something important
undone, if I miss reading it every day.— Harry
D. Goldberg, United Studio, Chicago.

—

*

A

trade paper that I depend on to
the news, without any guess work.

*

*

Unceasing Beacon Light
'.

107

Never Unread
used by

The Film

brainy editors of
ducation of the 'yes'

— ——

-3^^

Without It^Chaos
he

—— —

—

•

DAILY

1928

k

Under the scorching

—

An

*

*

Ideal Carried

On

measure of service can be determined only by the measure of its rtien. What
Danny started, you certainly are finishing and
don't think that more need be said.
Hunt
I
Stromberg, Associate Studio Executive, Metro-A publication's

Goldwyn-Mayer

Studios.
*

—

*

*

Satisfied Thoroughly
The Film Daily is my medium for news and
I
am thoroughly
General Manager,
versal Pictures Corp., Universal City.

industry movements.
fied.

H.

Henigson,

"None Better— None Fairer—None More Accurate"—Cecil

B.

De

satis-

Uni-

Mille

DAILV
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Thursday,
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24,

1
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iot

NED MARIN
First National Studios

Burbank,

V

WILLIAM SISTROM

General Manager

DeMille Studios
Culver City, California

Calif.

— —— —

—

—
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The One Paper
[

*

*

one of the

*

if
not the livest exiting, to get quick information as to what is
•oing on in the industry. Any live wire exhibitor
r one connected wth the industry that does not
ubscribe for or read this publication, is missing
gold mine of information and progressiveness.
-John S. Evans, Philadelphia.

is

best,

*

*

*

The Industry's Daily
Your most

essential publication is filling its
osition as the daily newspaper of this business
F. E. Shipley, Manager,
lost commendably.

*

on your ten years of inservice to the exhibitor. James

Congratulations

ispensable
President,

ate of California,

National

Theaters

I

have missed scarcely a day

rs,

it

was

first

filled

in

published.

reading Film
I

*

*

New

York.
*

*

*

publication has given this circuit valuable information and we look forward to receiving your Film Daily, as it certainly does
Bert Levy, Bert Levy
print the film news.
Circuit of Vaudeville Theaters, San Francisco.

Film Daily deserves all the success it has
in the past decade and a thousand
imes more. It is indispensable to me. Harry
Silver, Palace Theater, Hamilton, O.
*

No one connected with the film industry
It is a mine of
can keep posted without it.
valuable information and help, besides being
up-to-the-minute on news. Joe Mayer, Advertising Manager, Pailace Theater, Hamilton, O.
*

*

*

Usefulness Grows

duty of keeping the exhibitors, distributors
and producers in daily touch is becoming more
necessary as time passes. Alfred T. Mannon,
President, Tec-Art Studios, Inc., Hollsrwood.
*

*

*

policy
Colvin W.
administration.
dent,
Pictures Corp.,

FBO

*

Read

*

Brown, Vice PresiNew York City.
*

as Daily

Duty

"little" publication in the industry,

*

*

"Continue Good
wish to

Work"

commend you

very highly for
the publication and the special editions and towish you success in the continuation of the
good work you have already put through.
Anthony Shimko, President, Patio Amuse.
Corp., St. Petersburg, Fla.
*

*

*

On the Desk Daily
News at a glance. Brevity, fact and only imThat is how I sum up The
portant news.
Film Daily and that is why I have a copy or»
my desk every morning. Eldwin Carewe.
*

*

*

Of Inestimable Value
It

is

impossible

estimate

to

the

excellent

measure of service which you have so efficiently and thoroughly rendered this great industry,
with your daily paper and that marvelous Year
W. GoUenbeck, Manager, SheboyBook.—
gan Majestic Theater Co., Sheboygan, Wis.

R

*

*

*

Aids Box-OflSces
Film Daily has supplied us with very important matter which enabled us to put our
shows across to the public in a very fine manner.
John G. Newkirk, Manager, Capitol Theater, Reading, Pa.
Ai

ik

^

It Interesting

Finds

W.

Hyde, Liberty Theater, Miles City, Mont.

G.

consider the publication of great imporI
tance to the industry and that the service it
renders is very great. E. J. Sparks, President,
Consolidated Theaters, Inc., Jacksonville, Fla.
*

a constant reader of your publication
find it to be most authentic and interesting.

An

*

*

set

Asset to Players

*

*

The Film Daily is an essential
moving picture industry. Leo
Strand Amuse. Co., Paducah, Ky.

Keiler,

*

Almost Perfect

poria,

Kansas.

A

*

as-

F.

*

Real Paper

It gives us the news when it
us in touch with everything
A.
real paper we would say.

ona Theater

is news, it keeps
and everyone,^ a

C. Smith,

Win-

Winona, Minn.

Co.,
*

The most consistently good trade magazine
Your editorial comment
of the whole bunch.
has always been worth the subscription price,
and you are right 99 9-10 per cent of the time,
which, I believe, Is almost perfect. H. A. McClure, Manager, Midwest Theaters, Inc., Em-

*

think
to the

am

taking this opportunity to congratulate
you and your entire staff on your valuable publication which I feel is a great asset to the
Alice Joyce.
player.

*

Essential

We

Moran.
»

I

Service "Very Best"

am

—

Miles City Approves
The Film Daily very much.

of Information"

*

jnjoyed

It

*

is the only daily film publication
that we read regularly and have been reading
since its beginning.
This is the best proof of
our opinion of its success and the service it
gives to our industry. William M. Vogel, General Manager, Producers Intematicnal Corp.,

I„disp;„sable

Find

*

Only Daily Read Daily

and
—
Lois

chaotic times, prorided advice, secured favors, upheld fairness
rigilantly and above all, has been the one hisorian of this great business. ^Johnny Jones,
Manager, Majestic Theater, Columbus, O.

"I

of Film Daily are a
reflection of the aggressiveness of its
and the ability and personality of its

distinct

We

Film Daily

Your paper has witnessed

like

Accomplishment

Colo.

Pathe News.

itor

I

The One Historian

We

*

*

Its

It is surprising that the sheet is almost the
lame in spirit and personality today and is renlering all the service that it ever gave promise
)f and is a credit to you.
C. C. Burr, Managng Director, B. & H. Enterprises, Hollywood.

*

*

Reflects

am

"A Mine

Has Kept Promise

*

its

last

unless it serves a useful
sure that the entire film
industry will heartily agree that The Film Daily
has done so conspicuously. Ray L. Hall, E^Ib

Its

*

valuable factor in the industry
unbiased dissemination of news that has
given material aid to the trade and materially
helped to eliminate many of the shortcomings
which have from time to time been prevalent
in the industry.
Joe Brandt, President, Columbia Pictures Corp.

by

the biggest
used it many
years.
One of my daily duties reading Film
Daily.— Chas. H. Ernest, Palm Theater, Pueblo,

Useful in Purpose
Nothing can
purpose and I

Holljrwood.

*

Of Material Aid

Always considered Film Daily

Syndi-

have been
ble to keep in touch with everything that is
appening by devoting five minutes of my time
ach day. E. M. Asher, Asher, Small & Rog)aily since

a niche that before 1918 was
a hole.
Ten years of faithful performance in
the line of duty.
Long may you be published.
Film Daily! Jack Lou. Managing Director,
Sheboygan Theater, Sheboygan, Wis.

San Francisco.

Keeps Asher in Touch

—

—

Has been a

Your

*

Necessary
$eatty.

—— — —

The accomplishments

Imparts Valuable Information

ireenwood Theater, Greenwood, Miss.
*

—

You have

is

Informative Gold Mine
It

those of us on the frontiers of the country, the news purveyed from day to day in
The Film Daily is invaluable in keeping us in
touch with the march of motion picture events.
I could not do without The Film Daily, and
it
has been on my desk every morning for
years just as it will be, I hope, for years to
come. Julian Johnson, Paramount Famous
Lasky Corp., Hollywood.

Faithful Performance

small it has filled a
it is with pleasure and
iterest that I anticipate the reading of it every
lorning.
I consider it as one of the necessary
squisites in the conduct of our theaters and
onsider it a factor that has made the motion
icture business great.
John Danz, Sterling
Jhain Theaters, Inc., Seattle.
*

To

*

Has Helped Industry
Although your paper
irge void for me and

——

Couldn't Function Without It

not necessary to tell you how valuable
'Our paper has been to me during all the years
have been associated in the industry as an
xhibitor.
I think every exhibitor as well as
very one in this industry fully realizes this
I am a constant reader of all the
Teat fact.
rade papers but The Film Daily is the one
aper I feel I could not do without and remain
L. O.
well posted man of this industry.
)avis, Virginia Amusement Co., Hazard, Ky.
It is

*

— ——

—

*

*

Reliance
Generally speaking, I have relied more on
your publication than that of any other, which
tells how I have and do regard your publicaBolivar,
tion.
J. C. McKee, Electric Theater,

Mo.

a Newsy Publication,Crisp and Snappy"—E.F.Albee
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SPECIALIZING IN PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECTS

FIRST
(SCIENTIFIC

NATIONAL STUDIOS
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT)

SINCERE CONGRATULATIONS
to

THE FILM DAILY

PHIL ROSEN
Director of

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN"

I
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THE
rsday,

May

Shouldn't
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Be Without

in

—

a Small Distributor
America every morning

to

keep

*

*

A

son R. Rothacker, Vice President and Managing Director, First National Studios, Burbank.

us.

*

*

The Outstanding Daily

*

Of Immeasurable Value

highly in con-

the outstanding
ly newspaper that is eagerly scanned daily
me. Joe Hornstein, Vice President, Naal Theater Supply Co., New York.
is

it

publication has been of great service
S. B. Greiver, Greiver Prod., Chicago.

is

proven by

the fact that today your publication is a necessity.
Emanuel Cohen, Director, Short Feature Production; Editor, Paramount News; Par-

amount Famous Lasky Corp.

A

Of Great Service
Your

Necessity

That you have been successful

service for the industry.
I read it regularly,
and usually, not "cum grano salis." Watter-

to

The Film Daily very

of the staff deserve all the good
things that will be said to you on this day.
Charles C. Pettijohn, General Counsel, Film
Board of Trade.

*

Performs Signal Service

». Chain Theaters, Mt. Morris, N. Y.

jration of the fact that

The members

Distribution, First National Pictures, Inc.

Film Daily no doubt performs a very signal

to-date with what's going on in the indusYour Sunday edition with many of its
tures such as reviewing the week's releases
very important. C. V. Martina, Martina

value

— —

—

Deserve All Good Things

For the ten years of service that The Film
Daily has delivered you deserve a real celebration and many more than three rousing cheers.
^Ned Depinet, Vice President in Charge of

*

^

four paper should be in the mail of every
libitor

——

111

Three Rousing Cheers

It

on picture dope. Your year book is withIt is simply wonderful and most
a peer.
dy and instructive to have on your desk at
show shop. Fred E. Johnson, C. and M.
lusement Co., Cambridge, O.

From

———

DAILY

\o exhibitor should be without a Film Daily
lis office if he wants to keep up to the min-

*

—

-S&^

24, 1928

I

— —

Revelation

has been a revelation to

It

all

producers, dis-

and exhibitors of motion pictures
throughout the while civilized world.
You
have always printed news that is always fresh,
alive and to the point and authentic.
Jack
Warner, Warner Bros.
tributors

have been a subscriber since its first issue
and feel that it is of immeasurable value to
me.— W. C. Hunt, Hunt's Theaters, Inc., Wildwood, N. J.
I

In the Daily Routine
The Film Daily

Must Have
!n

Prints the

It

wishing The Film Daily another ten years

successful as its first, I know that I am
ihing ten minutes out of every one of
Kt 3,650 days.
I
have been reading The
l!m Daily for nine out of its past ten years
d I suppose another ten won't hurt me. Behow could I get along without it?
fes,
Iph Block, De Mille Pictures Corp., Culver

my

*

4:

i):

"A Bang Up Medium"
The Film Daily excellently

agency
the industry in informing us what is going
in a most timely way and as a bang up
:dium for advertising. Joe G. Fine, Advering Manager, Fox Film Corp.
fulfills its

—

Montana Endorses
One

of the most worthwhile trade publicaavailable for exhibitors today.
A. M.
ussell. Manager,
Rialto Theater, Bozeman,
ont.
*
*
*

ns

constructive, always dependable, alWhat better tribute can one pay
ays first.
N. J. Blumten years of honest publishing?

Manager, Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Wis.

General
Inc.,

An Exhibitor's

Theater

*

*

Constructive Force

Most assuredly it has proved a progressive
and constructive force in the business and it
has succeeded beyond a doubt in fulfilling the
Lowell Cash,
policies originated ten years ago.
Manager, Union Square Theater, Cleveland, O.
*

have found The Film Daily a big help
us and sure would miss it, especially the
unday edition. E. L. McDaniel, Manager,
edford Theater, Bedford, Va.

from home

to get

twenty dollar gold

The Film

Daily.

It

about the only way we have here in Europe
of keeping in touch with what is going on at
home. I know that The Film Daily has always
been fair and square in all of its dealings.
Ray Rockett, Deutsche Film Union, Berlin.
is

*

*

*

Finds It Invaluable
as a news distributor and as a
commentator upon the world of motion picture activities.
It is concise and most interHerman L. Dieck, Motion Picture Edesting.

Philadelphia Record.

Frankly, I have enjoyed every issue of The
Film Daily and found it not only fair in its
In fact,
estimates but accurate in its news.
I have borrowed freely from its pages to fill
my own columns and sometimes, you may rest
Wood Soanes,
assured, without giving credit.
Motion Picture Editor, Oakland Tribune, Oakland, Cal.

Authentic and Rapid
Have always found

opinion, The Film Daily has kept in
step with the motion picture business in a most
creditable manner, and has successfully passed
Edward L. Hyman, Mark
the test of time.

New

itor,

*

my

Strand Theater,

*

*

Fair and Accurate

Like a $20 Gold Piece

In

Newsy Messenger

with our own kind of people everywhere.
R. B. Lynch, Secretary, Seattle Film Board of
Trade.

*

*

Tried and Proved

We

*

*

Friendly,

Something necessary is left out of the day
if we have no opportunity to read the friendly,
newsy little messenger which keeps us in touch

Invaluable

A

Big Help

*

Tip

—

—

*

A

*

*

Film Daily has a regular place on my desk
very morning. Just a little tip for quick theget it. John A. Jackson, Jackson
ater news
Enterprises, Lebanon, Pa.

piece

Always

jrg.

Daily, I have found to be the only
trade paper that really digs into the happenings
in this business and prints the dope with the
thorough knowledge of the business that the
Sidney Meyer, President, Wolftrade requires.
son-Meyer Theater Enterprises, Inc., Miami,
Fla.

It is just like receiving a

Always the Leader

ircuit.

Dope

The Film

*

has come to be looked upon
as a part of our daily routine and we
have enoyed the picture reviews and film news
therein contained. J. A. Jones, Saenger Theaters, Pensacola, Fla.

by us

York.

the news in Film Daily to
be authentic and given to the trade "right out
Your Film Year Book is a most
of the can."
wonderful help and hardly a day goes by that
Alma A. Walton, SecreI do not refer to it.
tary,

Memphis-Little

Rock

Film

Board

of

Trade.
*

Usefulness Increasing
The
ent.

success of The Film Daily is self-eviIts usefulness increases each year.

iandolph M. Boggs, Dean, Bureau of
lercial Economics, Washington, D. C.
*

*

Com-

*

Necessary

A

necessary spoke

n the film industry.

in

the wheel of progress
F. Davis, Metropoli-

W.

an Theater, Winnipeg.

"Has Performed

Real,

Talk of Trade
The very

noticeable

success

you

have

—

without it.— Montague Salmon, Managing Director, Boulevard Theater, Los Angeles.

Satisfactory Daily

*

Without Prejudice

at-

The unindustry.
tained is the talk of
biased reports, remarks and criticisms are read
by everyone with interest and truthfully your
valuable publication is looked for on most
everyone's desk daily, just as one would look
personally I would be lost
for their breakfast
the

*

Ten years

of meritorious service dedicated to
interests and ideals of the industry,
marking the completion of approximately 3,650
issues of a publication that day in and day out
has served the film world with authentic information without the slightest touch of preju-

the best

dice.

R.

M.

Foley,

Secretary,

Omaha Film

Board of Trade.

Service"—Winfieid Sheehan
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Clive

Brook

Alice Joyce

ZaSu

Original Stories

Pitts

«

Coney Island"
(FBO)

"Crooks Can't Win"
(FBO)

FRANK JOYCE

In Preparation

Personal Business Advisor

"Homesick"
GL. 3611

(FOX)

BOBBY NORTH
Waldemar Young
J^/rsf

National Studios
Scenarist

Burbank,

Calif.

Fifth Year with

(TWS)

24,

JOSEPH JEFFERSON O'NEILL
SCREEN PLAYS

Warner Baxter

Tom Moore

May

M-G-M

1928

——

—

a ursday

May

,

A

24,

———

wever, you have brought The Film Daily
ough its teething, schooling and now it is
y grown, a respected fixture in the business.
*

best indication of The Film Daily's deserving qualities are the fruits of prestige,
good will and respect which it commands
throughout the motion picture world. Sam
Sax, President, Gotham Prod., Inc.
*

*

An Editor's

Praise

The conscientious effort of the publication to
nt live news of the films and their players,
;hout prejudice or flattery, deserves high
Particularly do out-of-town
mmendation.
matic editors owe thanks to Film Daily and
able and energetic editors. Jack Sullivan,
Dramatic Editor, Providence (R. I.) News.

Must Have

had missed my morning coflfee. WalWalthall, Manager, Home State Film Co.,

Oklahoma

c,

A

City.

Valuable Aid

Your

efforts have
blication is, in

been successful and your

my

opinion, a valuable aid to
people engaged in the making of motion
tures in that it keeps them up to the mo;nt on professional news and does not indulge
wild rumor or scandal. William C. De
*

A

*

*

Dominant Factor

on the industry of The Film Daily,
of dynamic, and to state that
u have been successful, would be unenthusitic.
You have more than fulfilled your promto serve
you have become a real dominant

The

*

—

—

the industry to producers, distriburs and exhibitors, you are part of their daily
istence.

Harry Langdon.
*

*

*

*

We

I

The Very Pulse
the very pulse of film topics.Steinberg, President, Premier Pictures
St. Lcuis.
It

have always with interest followed your
and especially those regarding the new
Kurt Jager, Filmikeskus Osakeyhtio,

articles
films.

is

*

*

*

others clip their

all

Irvin Willat.
*

*

*

ten years, I have found
myself depending almost entirely and in complete confidence upon the matter contained in
its pages to keep me informed.
To me, and I
believe, I but echo the opinion of all your
Curran
readers. The Film Daily is invaluable.
D. Swint, Drama Editor, San Francisco News.
*

The Industry's Ticker

Highly Successful

Awaited Eagerly

The

Your little paper is awaited just as eagerly
as the daily newspapers. Without it we could
not keep up to the times in this business.
Myron C. McLeod, Managing Director, McLeod-Scanlon Amusements, Ltd., Powell River,
British Columbia.
*

*

Here to Stay

*

*

Holds Paper Essential
spirit

of

loyalty

the

to

industry

you

have served has established for you an enviable
and essential position. I. E. Chadwick, Chadwick Prod., Los Angeles.
*

geles.
*

*

)
..

is

and

*

A

From Across
We

Daily Stimulant

not only informs, but to me
serves as a splendid daily stimulant. J. P.
larrison, Hippodrome Theater, Waco, Texas.

The Film Daily

Louis

B.

*

Mayer

It

has a place peculiar to

the Sea
shall
in

have

the fu-

Komedia

Filmi, Helsingfors, Finland.

Institution

on This,

itself in

the industry

and as such is second to none. Long may it
wavel Milton Silver, Universal Pictures Corp.

An

International Influence

Recognizing the problems of the industry, not
only in America, but throughout the world
takes a perspective of the most generous proportions. This, The Film Daily has demonstrated
I hold your publication to be
over the years.
an influence of international importance. Sidney Garrett, London, England.
*

*

hope your excellent publication
good luck and still greater business
ture.— Kurt Jager, Director, O. Y.

— "An

*

Second to None

*

always feel that your criticisms of the
photography, as given in your previews, are
the "last word" and as such make such criticisms authoritative. Virgil E. Miller, Hollywood.

*

*

Film Daily seems to me to be fulfilling its
destiny as a motion picture daily newspaper.

few things have lasted for ten years
This seems to be a measure
in this business.
of the degree of service The Film Daily has
rendered.
The fact that you have been with
us for ten years, are here today, and will be
with us tomorrow, is full tribute in itself.

The

tenth anniversary celebrates a decade
of highly successful efforts to publish authentic
news and unbiased criticism. Beulah Livingstone, Joseph M. Schenck Prod., Inc., Los An-

*

How

*

are the ticker of the industry and the
personnel of your organization is reflected in
the splendid service rendered.
Max Cohen,
Artclass Pictures Corp.

*

*

I

one of the most important papers we
is never overlooked.
It is a great help
us in keeping in step with others. Samuel
Gillith, Strand Theater, Toole, Utah.

It

Success

You

Authoritatively Critical

et

*

Value Hard to Compute

Like Telephone Directory

Great Help

Corp.,

how successful your little paper has been in
giving those interested, the news desired. S.
L. Sturz, Willoughby's, New York City.

Throughout these

I

A

Nat E.

There should be no doubt in the minds of
anyone connected with this industry, as to

Director Speaks

The paper from which
film news.

*

No Doubt About

Helsingfors, Finland.

Johnny Hines.

have been one of your readers for several
:ars and have always found The Film Daily
contain the very latest news in the motion
cture field.
Your Year Book is almost as
!cessary as the telephone directory.
W. D.
[aray, W. W. Kimball Co., Chicago.

for

and I have read it always.
More power to your pen! Sidney L. Bernstein,
Bernstein Theaters, London, England.

nearly ten years

*

From Finland

short

tor in

Read Daily for Ten Years

touch with the rapidly shifting motion picture
industry. What greater service could any publication render?
Leone Matthews, Secretary,
Des Moines Film Board of Trade.

effect

little

*

Have Done Good Work

E

lille.

*

have greatly enjoyed reading your publication and feel that you have done a lot of good
work. Sidney B. Lust, Super Film Attractions, Inc., Washington, D. C.

my

:e

*

Keeps Des Moines Advised

A

I

it

The Des Moines Film Board of Trade looks
to Film Daily to keep its members in constant

Daily

It

satisfaction and worthwhile inforthe daily than all of the other
Film
If I do not get
ide journals.
lily each morning I am as much disappointed
if

congratulate
Daniels.

The Film Daily has reached me weekly

Daily, especially to those of the
industry out in the hinterland, is one channel
of keeping abreast of the times.— P. K. Johnston, Secretary, Dallas Film Board of Trade.
*
*
*

*

get more
ition from

has become such a vital part
it is a sincere pleasure to
on its tenth birthday.- Bebe

of the industry that

*

The Film

Inc., Dallas.
*

*

The Film Daily

Serves the Hinterland

4:

Oustanding

>ii

Vital Part of Industry

The

Christie.

Ve consider The Film Daily the outstanding
>lication of the industry and believe it gives
the motion picture industry a measure of
vice second to none. Both your paper and
H. _K.
jr Year Book are a great assistance.
chanan, Vice President, Home State Film
,,

— ———
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Commands Respect

Respected Fixture

ill

—— — —

——

PAILV

of the pioneer is hard, the first
years are the hardest, just like in married
the first hundred biscuits are the hardest,

\1

—— —

—JXI^

1928

way

The

— — — ——

*

*

Record Enviable
You

are to be congratulated in no uncertain
fashion upon the enviable record established b3'
The Film Daily during the last ten years of
publishing a trade paper throughout the many
developments of the film industry during that
period.
It is particularly commendable when
that The Film Daily set a
it
is considered
which it has consistently followed
policy
throughout that time. Sam S. Eckman, Jr.,
Managing Director, Jury-Metro-Goldwyn, Ltd.,

London, Eng.

Its

Tenth Anniversary"

w

Thursday,
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L0UI5 KING
ROY FITZ-ROY
Assistant General

DIRECTOR

Manager

In Charge of Production

i

To Be Released

"TERROR MOUNTAIN"
(FBO

Special Starring

Tom

Tyler)

(^X3
Just Completed—

A Series of
Tiffany-Stahl Prods.

Six "Buzz" Barton Starring Pictures

In Preparation

Another Series of Features

BERT GLENNON

for

FBO

PAUL FEJOS
Director

Director

Just Completed

''Lonesome"

"The Perfect Crime''

"Gang War"

(

Universal)

(rk3
Management

Lichtig

&

oj

Englander

THE
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HE Bank of America National Association,
the Bowery and East River National Bank
and the Commercial Exchange National

Bank

are

faciHties

now one

institution.

of this institution are

The

world-wide

now brought

rectly to the business centers of the five

of greater

New York

ically located

With

far

boroughs

offices strateg-

and completely equipped.

greater scope, with facilities greatly

augmented, with

and with

through 29

di-

services enlarged

a historic

The Bank

and enhanced

background of 116

of America

is

years,

now, more than ever,

one of America's leading banks.
ESTABLISHED

e%e

1812

BANK^AMERJCA
NATIONAL

^ASSOCIATION

CAPITAL FUNDS OVER

;^6o,ooo,ooo

THE

i&>^
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UR

felicitations

to Film Daily

on

this,

its

Tenth Anniversary

the occasion of

Eastman Kodak Company
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Thursday,

May

24I

Jays Universal

is

Not

Interested in Pooling Deals

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME
ALL THE

i/FILMDOM
OL.

XLIV

No. 48

Friday,

Politics
NTERNAL

downright incom-

and

^ tics

dissension, poli-

petence, evil triplets of the
jsiness, are manifesting
;lves again.

damage

oeful
ice

them-

SOUND FILM SYSTEMS HELD
INTERCHANGEABLE BY RCA

as they careen

what was

to

ess institutions in the industry.

a sorry fact, that the or-

anization referred to has been
lipping badly because of the
aleful influences defined above.

end nobody

Vhere it will all
nows, but what is transpiring
/ithin the ranks should be a
tting example to those on the

how

utside of

easily the con-

tructive

work

be
nonths

undone

an

when

many

of

the

One
in

the

of the largest turnouts
history of Film Daily

the day's

program was a

—

din-

of the tournament
found on Page 6.

Results

operated by C. Goldman
Leventhal, calling to the at-

theaters,

and

J.

(Continued on Page 3)

QUOTA lAW TO BE
STRAND,
Rome— Italy

will

follow

lead

of

will

undoubtedly get

whom

ve are talking about.

to be

FOR VITAPHONE SHOWS

orchestrations.

set.

Educational Closes
Montreal Convention

Showmanship Angles

—

Montreal Educational home office
move over at Colum- officials and managers yesterday conFrank Newman, who should cluded their annual sales convention.
)ia.
md does know exhibition and what A feature of the affair was a lunch:inds of pictures make for bloated eon tendered aboard the liner Montclare by B. E. Norrish of Associated
)ox office grosses, is now at the stuScreen News.
lio where he will attempt to make
interesting

he "Perfect 36" more perfect by inecting
showmanship
into
them
ingles.

A

A

swell idea.

Sales

We're

for

it.

Manager Turns

;iow

supervising pictures for First
Mational.
His first, "The Yellow
Lily" and a good box-office number.
If
supervisors who know little
about exhibitor likes and dislikes in

picture fare can make commercial
wallops, it is entirely reasonable to
assume that ex-sales managers, with
years of theater contact behind them,

can

become successful producers.

KANN

The

first

be

will

"Tenderloin" opening on June 2. The
house is being equipped at night following the termination of regular
The orchestra in the
performances.
pit will be reduced, but not eliminated..
The future policy on stag:e presentations is yet to be determined, but it
is
understood that Vitaphone song
numbers and sketches will replace the
stage units to a large degree,
completely.

if

Carl Laemmle Says on Return
"SAY

IT

Carl Laemmle, president of the
Universal, arrived back in New York

WITH PICTURES"

m

CONFAB SLOGAN

"Say it with pictures" was
slogan yesterday at the Park Central
as Fox continued its 2Sth annual sales
"Win That Girl" was
convention.
screened in the morning, "Street
(.Continued

yesterday from Louisville, and emphatically denied that Universal is
linked up with any pool of film companies, as was reported several days

on Page 2)

West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Winfield

Sheehan yesterday denied making statements regarding Fox and Movietone as reported in the "Los Angeles Times"
which declared the Fox enterprises
were to benefit financially as a result
of Paramount, M-G-M and United
Artists

securing

from Western

Movietone licenses

Electric.

Weisfeldt Spikes Report
of New Sales Connection
Denial that he is to join a national
distributing organization in an important sales capacity is made by M.
Weisfeldt, who with Frank R.
Wilson, head of M. P. Capital Corp.,
is
roadshowing "Simba." Weisfeldt
states he will continue with the company handling the jungle film.

J.

Block Booking Upheld
as

ago.
the

Sheehan Denies Making
Statement on Movietone

not

"U" Not Involved in Any Pool

Ned Marin, having graduated
rem the salesmanship category, is

be installed in June, according to
Boucher, who predicts that 350 sets
a month will be the average produced by next year.
to

and England in enacting
The name? If you can't read aFrance
The Mark Strand, New York, is
quota law, designed to of?set
>etween the lines, never mind. American supremacy and rehabilitate now installing Vitaphone equipment
the domestic industry.
No decision and has contracted with the Warners
Those who know what is going
as yet has been made on the ratio to show 17 features with Vitaphone
>n

the Western Electric process may be
projected with
Photophone equipment, he declares.
About $3,000,000 worth of Photo-

phone equipment now is in production, with the first machines ready

NTOQUIPPING

ENACTED IN ITALY

wrong execu-

ives are placed in charge.

Theaters
installing
Photophone
sound projecting equipment can reSt. Louis
Drive to eliminate all produce with the equipment "any
forms of mechanical music in local sound film which does not impair
theaters and other amusement and the reputation of our sound projecrecreational places has been launched tor system," states E. E. Boucher,
vice-president of
Radio Corp. of
by the musicians' union here.
The drive first came to public at- America. Films made by the Photorecording process
tention when members of the union phone
can be
began to pass out handbills in front shown projected with Western Elcc
of the Senate, Astor and Rainbow trie equipment, and films made by

ner.
will be

Photophone Can Project
Any Sound Film, E. E.
Boucher Says

IN

THEATERjJNDER HUE

Golf Toumamenits took place
Rockville
yesterday
the
at
Country Club, Long Island,
when the 14th semi-annual
event was staged. Concluding

many

as

in

years

NECHANKAL MUSIC

Big Day for Golfers

one of the strongest busi-

It is

Price S Cents

25, 1928

way, they are doing

their

n

And

May

Economic Necessity

not one word of truth in IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Block booking was
the story you published concerning
Universal pooling with any other defended as an economic necessity
company or companies," he said. by Mrs. Laura A. Gentry of the Lo.s
"Such a thing has not even been Angeles Board in a speech at the
(.Continued on Page 2)
iContmuid on Pag$ 2)

"There

is

—

THE

DAILY

Friday,

May

25, 1921

With Pictures" Canadian Intern'l Films
"U" Not Involved
Fox Confab Slogan in Row Over War Picture
In Pool—Laemmll^^'
(Continued from Page
Toronto — Canadian International
(Continued from Page
M
Angel"
the afternoon and "Mother
"Say

It

1)

1)

Films,

ill

Vtl.

XLIV No. 48
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Price 5 Cents
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discussed nor considered."

Machree' 'in the evening. An informal Clarke is experiencing internal difLaemmle witnessed the Kentucl
luncheon was held at noon.
ficulties over "Carry On, Sergeant"
"Chicken a la King" will be shown written by Capt. Bruce Bairnsfather Derby while in that State. He we
thence to Chicago where he w.
this morning with "Red Dance" as and directed by him.
joined by Lou B. Metzger, genei
the afternoon attraction.
The eveOn application of the company, the sales manager, on his way back
ning is left open. Saturday and Sunsheriff of Hastings County has been New York after a month of countr
Sis
day informal meetings will be held
directed to seize the continuity, al- wide sales conventions and specifcid
between Winfield Sheehan and James
leged to be in the possession of exchange meetings.
R. Grainger, and district managers
g
Bairnsfather at Trenton. The court
and on Monday the convention will
order also directed seizure of the
get down to the formal transaction of
negatives of 300 still photographs, Eberson to
Plans
its business, with the added attendvalued at $1,000, declared to be in
ance of salesmen and bookers from
For English House
the possession of Bairnsfather or
the Eastern states.
Bert Cann, photographer.
Plans for several atmospheric th
In applying for the order, E. P. aters are to be prepared by Jol
Johnston of Toronto, president of Eberson, architect who leaves May
the company, declared that Bairns- for Europe.
father was wrongfully retaining the
1
continuity and negatives and was reTo Auction Brooklyn House dime;
The filming
As far as "Jimmy" Grainger is concerned, fusing to return them.
The Knickerbocker, at 153-1(
sales headquarters of the Fox organization
of the one feature started on Nov.
Knickerbocker Ave., Brooklyn, w
He's moved in and
is at the Park Central.
22 last and a considerable number
in between attending sessions, is selling prodbe auctioned by James R. Murpl pis
of
ex-service
men traveled from next Thursday. The theater is a ha tft
uct in big-time fashion, both through personal
conversation and over the long-distance tele- Toronto to Trenton to appear in the
block east of Flushing Ave., and d nileve
phone.
soldier scenes.
The company is said rectly off the northwest corner
*
*
*
Additional big names for the gathering to have been financed by a syndicate
Melrose St. and! Knickerbocker Av *«
will arrive Sunday when
Winfield Sheehan of about 50 business and financial
and Harold B. Franklin come in from the
men of Eastern Canada.
Coast.
I'

Draw

tijil)

—

idiipe

',

Sidelights

not

i

i

Block Booking Upheld
as Economic Necessity
(Continued from Page

1)

convention here of Film Boards of
Trade, attended by secretaries of the
United States and Canada. The secretaries tonight will be guests at a
dinner tendered by the Association
of M. P. Producers.
Harris Bros. Building at McKeesport
Harris
Bros.
Pa.
McKeesport,
Amusement Co. plans a 2,200-seat
combination house here, plans for
which are to be drawn by John Eber-

—

son,

New York

architect.

Mix Luncheon Today
will be guest of
at
lunch today at the Hotel A.stor.
York. Mix ne.xt week completes his
vaudeville tour, after which he is to
return to Hollywood to star in pic-

tures for

New

FBO.

"Simba" Closing for Summer
Roadshows of "Simba," jungle
film which is the first complete roadshow scored entirely by phonograph,
are closing for the summer and will
continue

activity

in

the

fall.

*

*

Earl Wingart, recently arrived in Manhattan to join Glenn Allvine's balljhoo outfit,
was cordially welcomed back East after a
prolonged stay in the Hollywood publicity
realm.
*

*

*

One reason why the luncheon was made
completely enjoyable was the distribution of
copies of

versary
for the

THE FILM DAILY'S

Number

time,

first

10th Anniassembled force which
saw the company's an-

to the

nounccment.

*

Trvman T alley was being
future Fox star, follozving

of as

a

performance

ported that his fan mail has already started
to develop big.

*

Roger Ferri

»

*

gaining sufficient experience
to write a book mi "How to Run a Sales
Convention." He's handling all the arrangements.

Rosenbluh, manager of accessory
was being congratulated on the display
cards and stands in the mez*
*

*

WiU BuUd

dis-

tribution in the New York territory
the eight pictures to be made for the
1928-29 season by Chesterfield M. P.

For

responsible

tenants

de luxe theatres

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Vn*.
for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St.. New York
Bryant 8181

M-

G-M was "The

and of large capacbe seen by appointment.

efficient,

E. S. Rinaldy
Chester,

New

Jersey

Bellamy Trial."

WANTED
An

able person with proven ability to

sell state right

market for a

series of high

Com-

class all star special productions.

municate immediately by wire or

letter.

All communications kept in

C.

Inquire ofSce of

Rosenbaum
Building
New York

L. N.
Flatiron

-<®»-

in

— Spokane

Washington, D.

CaU

in connection with his future directorial work. His last picture for

may

strictest confidence.

Hartford, Conn., and

""^'""*~""

ity,

the Coast to shotv the display to Sol lVu)izel.

Seattle

Corp.

compact,

*

Commonwealth-Chesterfield Deal
secured

New York

zanine auditorium.

Mel Shauer Sailing
Melville A. Shauer, special foreign
representative for Paramount, sails
tomorrow on the Leviathan.

has

in

one-sheets,

With a copy of the annual announcement
Fox product. Lew Seller, megaphone
of
wielder, has said good-bye and departed for

Commonwealth

is

*

Louis
sales,

Bell

is

*

of

M-G-M, Monta

THE RINALDY CABINET
DRYER

*

The conventioneers were expectantly awaiting the arrival on Monday of Janet Gaynor
and her mother, who are en route to New
York via boat.

One

show closes June 3 at Newark, another June 10 at Milwaukee, and a
third June 17 at Atlantic City.

talked
his

"The Nezvs Parade," which, by the way,
opens at the Roxy tomorrcrw.
It was re-

in

»

Completes Contract
Having completed his contract with
Bell

•

In view of the complimentary remarks concerning the product screened, Milton Schwartz
figures he had every right to feel pretty
chesty over his offerings.
*

FBO

Tom Mix

i

Box K-170 % FILM DAILY
N. Y. C.
1650 B'way
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i
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Film Exports Show
lechanical Music in
Increase During March
Theaters Under Fire
Washington Bureau of

{Continued from Page 1)

these
uses were using mechanical niuequipment instead of orchestras
tnposed of union musicians.
ition

of

public

the

This

resulted

:kets,

charged

that

of nine
with littering of the
in

arrest

K^A%Y VAT

THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington Exports of films durMarch totaled 29,345,604 ft., val-

THE SUMMER
SLUMP

ing

ued
ft.,

at

$810,860, against 21,695,625
at $595,895, according to
just compiled by the Com-

valued

figures

merce Dept.
Exports by classes were reported

discharged as follows:
Positives, 20,845,294 ft.,
valued at $525,795, against 16,330,437
ft., valued at $403,747
in February;
given to negatives, 934,793 ft., valued at $126,e dodgers after they were
ssersby.
484, against 661,735 ft., valued at
Published statements that several $77,084; raw stock, 7,565,517 ft., valys prior to the arrests the theaters ued at $168,581, against 4,803,453 ft.,
d dispensed with their union or- valued at $115,064.
eets,

but

they

were

the court held they were not
sponsible for what happened to

Means nothing

len

estras and substituted
The
ere not correct.

tre

fact

is

that

"Hell's Angels" to Open Sept. 15
a
Senate has " always used
"Hell's Angels" will have its world
openwas
it
since
echanical organ
premiere
in New York City Sept. 15,
about two years while the Rain- and subsequently will be roadshowed
mechanical
installed
Astor
jw and
Another two
by United Artists.
gans about five years ago. The months will be required to complete
also operated by Goldman
ivoli,
the aerial sequences, which are beid Leventhal, does not use any mu- ing filmed at Caddo field, Los Anc. Several other of the lower-priced
geles, under personal supervision of
owntown theaters of St. Louis also Howard Hughes. Cost to date of
je mechanical organs but to date the picture is close to $1,500,000 and
ave not been picketed.
it is asserted by Hughes that the ulA short time ago the musicians timate cost will run upwards of
.sisted that Skouras Bros, retain an $2,000,000.
l

rchestra at the Grand Central The;er although that house plays only
itaphone pictures and the services
f a regular orchestra is not needed.

Goldman and Leventhal

are willing

3 dispense with the organs provided
hey are protected on their investThe thealents in the equipment.
ers employ union operators.

Northeastern Pa. Unit Meeting
Pa.
The Northeastern
Pennsylvania unit is to meet May 27,
with President William Quigley in
Secretary Harry Spiegel
the chair.
and Treasurer F. D. Rundell are to
make reports, with a number of announcements expected to be made.
Scranton,

—

manager who feeds

his

patrons a steady diet of

phonographs

le

to the thea-

Animated by

Ben Harrison
and
Manny Gould

KRAZY KAT
CARTOONS
Patrons will troop in to see

,****•-"

KRAZY KAT
Whether

the theatre
hot or cold

is

PRESENTED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

paramount MINTZ Cartoons

FIGHTING MAD

I

At least 70,000 people in
Ne^w York ^will hear my
story In one ^reek— and I'm
full of fight.
C.

M.

U

im-^^^^-

^TENOERLotN IS Available Now/
"GREATEST BUSINESS, EVER ENJOYED"
1

—Roger Sherman

Theatre,

New Haven

r

"PHENOMENAL BUSINESS; BETTER THAN 'JAZZ SINGER'"

— G.

.#
^/

V.

Palmes, Mobile

CI

"TREMENDOUS

BUSINESS, DESPITE STRONGEST
"

—John Hamrick,

OPPOSITION

"MOST THRILLING PICTURE

il

IN

Seattle

YEARS"
—Jack O'Connell, Toledo

r^w^Mi

(The Belle oflheBax Office)
«

hi;

;i

I

Sis! SI g^«V;|
:

:

I

-S?§S

DOliORES COSTELLO

/TENDERLOIN"
Wii
iih

Conrad Na Ael

A WARNER BROSEXTENDED RUN PRODUCTION

Commg: NOAHS

MICHAEL CURTIZ
Story By MELVILLE CROS MAN

Directed

Bi|

SCENARIO BY E.T.

ARK- Made

LOWE.

JR^

to

It

,

Twice

Bell

i

Glorious Betsy'*is Available now!
w^l

"OPENED TO TREMENDOUS BUSINESS"

—Spyros

Skouras, St Louis

111
1

"BUSINESS FAR ABOVE EXPECTATIONS"

—Equity Theatres, Inc,
"'GLORIOUS BETSY'

IS

A

BIG SUCCESS"
—Earl Theatre, Allentown,

|«Ji^

Pa.
5

"AUDIENCE ACCLAIMS

IT

A MASTERPIECE"

—

."S

i
i^s-

//.

E. Yost, Santa

Ana,

Calif.
1

(The Belle

|ss:,.«..i

'

»» %\

oflheBm Office)

DOLORES COSTELLO
^'GU)RIOUS BETSY''
«///(

Conrad Na^el

A WARNER BROSEXTENDED RUN PRODUCTION

Top any

ALAN CROSLAND
BhRIDA JOHNSON YOUNG

Directed

Bi{

Sfori|
SCENARIO BY ANTHOWYCOLOEWAY

Picture Ever
,^

Made/

?i?

i?!i«!«ISl

The Winners:
Daily Cup and
Gates Trophy)

Low Net (Leg on Film
Stebbins, Leterman &

—Jack

Gottfreund.

Low

Low Net Runner-up

LOEW NET SEEN BETWEEN

Trophy)
Low Net

Quotations

— M.

(Pathe Exchange

Spiese.

Runner-up (J.
Trophy) Arthur

Muller

P.

—

Agency

W.

Steb-

bins.

Low

7 AND 8 MILLION DOLLARS
Low

High

Am.

.
4oy2
Seat.
36..
6s
*(c-b) do
Bal. & Katz
(c) Con. Fra. Ind 15J4
24
do pfd.
(c)
(s) East. JKodak
182J4
*(s)
do pfd.
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd.

(s)

Net
fiscal

profit of Loew's,
year endiriR Aug.

Inc., for the
1928 will

31,

.

.

Sales

40'A

Close
40 '/4
1045^
745^

15M

15M

300
700

.

be between $7,500,000 and $8,000,000
after dividends on the $6.50 preferred
stock, according to official estimate,
This
states "The Wall St. Journal."
will be equivalent to between $7.50 (s) Fox Fm. "A", 18254
and $8 a share on the 1,060,780 shares (c) Fox Thea. "A' 29^8
of common outstanding and to around *(c) Intern. Proj
*(b) Keiths 6s 46.
$6.15 a share on the 1,325,925 shares (s) Loew's Inc.
72^8
of common that will be outstanding (c) do deb. rts. 2OY2
(b)
do
6s
4Iww.
after the payment of the 25 per cent
do 6s41x-war. lOOM
(b)
stock dividend recently declared. This (s) M-G-M pfd.
would be a new high record in earn- (s) M. P. Cap. ...
20.>4
(s) Orph. Cir.
ings for the company.
(s)
do pfd.
85
For the 28 weeks ended March 11, (s)
Para. F-L
126
net profit was $4,423,860 after all *(s) do pfd. ...
do 6s 47
166?^
charges, or $4.01 a share on the com- (b)
(b) Par.By.Si^sSl. 101 ->^
mon, against $3,887,654, or $3.66 a (s)
Pathe
7/2
share, earned in the corresponding (s)
do "A"
21
previous
year.
In
full
period of
the
(b)
do 7s 37 .. 71^
30
year ended August 31, 1927, Loew (o) Roxy "A"
32
(o)
do units
earned $6,737,205, or $6.35 a share.
(o)
do com.
6V2
There is now on hand in the treas- (o) Skouras Bros. 39
Stanley Co.
35
ury about $15,000,000 of which $10,(o) Technicolor
2'A
000,000 is being loaned out on call (c) Trans-Lux
and in the next three years an addi- (o) United Art.
14
do pfd.
83
tional $13,000,000 should come into (o)
the treasury through the exercise of (o) Univ. Ch. com. 2
o)
do pfd.
78
warrants, it is stated.
(c) Univ. Pict.
Loew's common sold yesterday at *(s) do pfd. ...
(c) Warner Bros.
307A
nv^.
.

.

.

.

24
2354
182
182
126

28M

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(s)
(c-b)

do "A" ...
do eyis 28
U7y2
.

Quarterly dividend of two per cent
first preferred will be paid
July 2 by Universal Pictures to stock
of record June 15.

—

Costa.

Runner-up
(Hedwig
Laboratories
Trophy) Mitchell May.
Low Gross Morning Round (Morning
Telegraph Trophy) William Rabell.

7254
2054
109^ 1097A
10054 10954
27

1,100
100

'9ii
9H
2054
1954
83
85
125
125 J-g

'166
2,000
300
2,800

7254
20!^

121M
16654 10054
10154 101-54
7
754
19^ 2054
71
7154
33

1

2J4

35

'2J4

17
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was a morning round, a putting connoon, an afternoon round and
the dinner at night at which fun ran
rampant and good cheer flowed
generally all over the clubhouse.

20
97
3054
29J^
3754
3754
11654 11754

6,200
4,700
31

Lee Ochs was the
at

eight

On

deck

arrival.
exhibitor,

first

And from an

bells.

too.

Joe Hornstein appeared one hour before his
clubs which came out in another car.
Fred Herron bowed in exactly at nine o'clock
and began puttering around with that putter
.

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s)

Balaban
St.

& Katz

is

listed

in

Chicago;

Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

.

.

.

.

.

.

FIRM IN

&C0.
STANLEY STIRS COMMENT

.

Advent

of

Goldman, Sachs

&

Co.,
Co., of

the Stanley
America, is the subject of comment
in the industry. There is considerable
speculation as to the import of the
into

affairs

of

new development.

Corporate
Financing

The investment

associated
with Warners,
which is the only company in which
it heretofore has had an interest
firm

No

is

statement has been forthcoming
& Co., Stanley

from E. B. Smith
bankers,

as

There
Sachs

some opinion

to

that

firm's

position.

Goldman,
& Co., is
some distributor other than Warners in the
matter of the Stanley Co., which is
is

that
acting for

reported preparing refinancing.

NeM York

Boston

Sunday Shows at Ashland, O.
Ashland, O. Sunday shows now

—

are being presented here.
No eflfort
has been made to stop them under
the "blue" law.

Gross

Advertising and Publicity
(Associated Publications Trophy)
Jerome Beatty.

men
•

—

the

in

putting
in

contest.

the

putting

And

the

foursome.

with

Bruce Gallup, staged a great plug
M. P. Club before the camera when

the

.

.

.

Alicoate,

movies were shot. Real actorines.
the

bunch

remarked

it

.

was

.

.

real

togetl
i

(

Many
Dan

weather.

Much

interest was manifested
copies
of
the
Tenth Anniversa
Number of
DAIL
which were distributed early in t
day.

(

THE FILM

Sunday Shows Boom Business
Hoopeston, 111. Advent of Sund
shows here has proved a bonanza

—

i

i

the merchants of this community,
thousands of persons from surroui
ding "blue" communities now mot
into Hoopeston for amusement
recreation.

.

.

over the course during the morning. Told
his caddy what a great golfer he was and it
wasn't until the play was over that Al discovered his caddy was not only deaf but also
mute.
.
.
Pat Powers tried to add his
score but it was hopeless.
He finally ended
up by asking for an adding machine.
Fred Wynne-Jones discovered with glee he
did the first nine in 36, but it was only the
all

.

.

.

first column he had totaled up.
.
.
Mack
Sennett wandered all over the course looking
for a pond with a coupla bathing beauties. . .
Paul Gulick did the first eight holes in 40
and then took ten strokes on the ninth. His
language was Universal of what everybody
said about his game.
.
.
Al Grey after
admitting 130 conceded his golf ball had no

EACH R° sERVl^O

.

N(

.

.

POSSESSES

^^T^SS>cxs«

"wings" attached to it.
Al Altman's
first drive was so far to the south by west
that after he discovered the ball, he had to
.

.

.

.

.

VI

L(

mention buying"
Andy Smith socked
a pellet over the green and said "Now if I
had only used my niblick" when the crowd
all joined: "Yes, we've heard that story be.

.

—

fore."
Somebody said Jack Cohn had
.
"stymied" and Jack wrote it on his cuff as a
good title for a future Columbia release.
.
.

.

Artie Stebbins was all set
against the hazards of
many, but when he saw
a graceful retreat.
bridged the night before.
of his pals, Stebbins and
.

.

.

crowd
there were

to insure the

which

the scores he

The

made

committee
Arthur Loew, one
Jack Alicoate made
.

Tl

.

.

.

wi

.

take the bus back to the clubhouse. .
Joe
Fliesler landed in the rough so often he
called for a guide to lead him out of the
wilderness.
And Looie Blumenthal
found himself faced with a film salesman.
"I don't want to buy any of your pictures"
said he.
Said the salesman: "At least you

.

Philadaiphia

—

.

.

mid Btttin Sttek Exehangu

Cup)

Pictures

.

.

NEW BANKING

.

over

.

.

Stock Exchange.

Skouras,

his.
.
all

clubs

(b)

.

Al Ruben was swinging his
Pulling a Babe
the place.
Ruth.
John Spargo certainly was one
busy guy. It was his club, you know, and
so he gave the boys the lowdown on hazards
Charlie Einfeld produced a
and so on.
patented score card but when it rolled up 66
for the morning round of nine holes, Charlie
promptly heaved it into the ditch.
And
Bill Vogel! He sank his putt in one.
But
the gang took oaths that he pushed the ball
in with his foot.
Al Lichtman talked
of

*

NOTE:

EDWARD B. SMITH

There

test at

8754

Runner-up (Columbia
A. L. Pratchett.

Low

Cosman Cup)—

(Jack

to Testify Golf

Yes sir, it was a great party. WitThe 130 odd players who
nesses?
turned out for the 14th semi-annual
golf tournament held at the Rockville
Country Club yesterday under auspices of

l',566

Gerry Kayser.
Driving Trophy
Paul Burger.

Tournament a Great Pari

1

3954
33
4

130 Ready

"is

35
8

Brady.

Dick Brady of Eastman Kodak Co. won the runner up prize
contest which was the Gotham Prod, trophy.

13

8,300
4,100
10

—

Trophy (FBO Cup)—Al Ruben.
Runner-up (Dupont-Pathe Trophy)

Orr of Metro won the Carl Laemmle trophy

Phil

Score (Jules Mastbaum

Birdie

—

14

"U" Dividend Declared
on the

—

1,000

Exhibitor

Trophy)-

Memorial Trophy) Harry Brandt.
Runner-up (Eastman Kodak Trophy)
Lee Ochs.
Putting Trophy (Carl Laemmle Cup)—
William Orr.
Runner-up
(Gotham
Prod.
Cup)
Richard

Ruben

(Al

Trophy) Jack Nolan.
Second
Runner-up
Boulatour
(Jules
Cup)—J. U. Richey, Jr.
Low Net Morning Round (National
Theater
Supply
Trophy) T.
Da

97A

.

.

300

106
182
4,300
2954 23,500

I

.

News Trophy)

P.

Tom Moore.
Low Gross Runner-up

4%
182

(M.

Gross

Runner-up (Wnii Massce
Arthur Kliesrath.

Manas**

—

t

RAMONA
opened at
the

RIVOLI

to one of the

biggest

weeks

in the history

of the

house

then on the

YORK

second

SATURDAY
and SUNDAY
broke
the Record
it

proves that
Inspiration Pictures, Inc. &^Edivin Carewe present

of the

€€L€/ieS

ujith

WARNER BAXTER
Vera Lewis -.Roland Drew
ichael Visaroff - ^ ^ >.

M

EDVt/IN

CAREWE

PRODUCTION

Ij^

^

Helen Hunt Jackson's

Great American Love

MBp.

Classic

"^^

Year's Greatest
No picture in years has caused the country
wide talk as has Ramona.

SEATTLE^DENVER — PITTSBURG — SALT LAKELOS ANGELES—SAN FRANCISCOThe

business

it

theatre.

,.

some
picture !

'-.^
-A»is>^.

^

Box^ Office Buy
ATLANTA—MINNEAPOLIS
NEW YORK—

did in

Is

proof enough that

"RAMONA" should

be on every exhibitor schedule.

nShe best advertised pic
title in the world tcdaq.
UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

and now

ALWAVS

LEAD

al^ways in the lead!
time
with the first of the newsreel dramas
this

THE NEWS PARADE"
^

Opening Saturday,

-

this
is

May 26th at the Roxy,

unusual vogue-starting entertainment

destined for box-office records.

L

Enjoy it with an audience. Play it at
your first opportunity. Cash in on a new
idea while its new.
/

9

William Fox points with pride to

THE NEWS PARADE"
Produced hy David Butler at Lake Placid,
Ne^r York, Palm Beach, Havana, HoUyvrood
with this cast
T-T

Newsreel Nick

Morgan
Dillon Morgan

.

NICK STUART
SALLY PHIPPS

Sally

Prince Oscar

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.°.

.

Mysterious Stranger

BillWalpole

.

.

.

Director-in-Chief Talley

^
Scenario by Burnet Hershey

BRANDON HURST

'

.

,

/

.

.

CYRIL RING
EARLE FOXE

^£fflK

UNDERWOOD
....... TRUMAN TALLEY
.

/ FRANKLIN

Story by William Conselman and David Butler

Technical Editor, Russell

Muth

-

Titles

by Malcolm Stuart Boylan
o

FOX SETS THE PACE FOR THE INDUSTRY

Sunday,

May

27,

1928

Price 25 Cents

.^

\

%
1S^ •

MARY PHILBIN
CONRAD VEIDT

oTARRiNQ
"^ and

with the famous Russian actress Olga
Baclanova, Brandon Hurst, George
Siegmann, Sam De Grasse, Stuart
Holmes, Caesar Gravina

tt^*"^

A PAUL LENI PRODUCTION

Carl laemmks SuperProduction

THE MOST DISCUSSED RECENT
DEVELOPMENT IN
THE INDUSTRY

— VICTQ I^

i

l"in»>

Published Twice Weekly

KEEP ABREAST

Sound Pictures

OF THIS RAPIDLY

a new Film Daily Feature

EXPANDING
FIELD

M

[S
THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM'

and Canada:

Exhibitors of the United States

have just returned from EDUCATIONAL'S sales convention in
the old world city of Montreal. I have returned thoroughly impressed with the unbounded enthusiasm of EDUCATIONAL'S
sales force, thoroughly inspired, and more certain than ever of
I

EDUCATIONAL'S

The men

great destiny in the film industry.

of this convention

know where

belongs the chief credit

development of the Short Feature. You know it, too.
And you know that EDUCATIONAL is the only great independent
to which you can turn as a specialist in Short Features when you
seek the spice of your programs for next season.
for the

Through more than eight years EDUCATIONAL has built'solely
on merit in its Short Features and on keeping faith with you. It is
with every assurance of keeping faith still that I tell you that
EDUCATIONAL'S 1928-1929 program will be the finest that it, or
any other company, has ever offered.

You owe
study

it

to yourself, to

your patrons, and to your

EDUCATIONAL'S Announcement

H

carefully.

m

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,
D
.J__<
President

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

box-office, to

Inc.

w

.

America,

Inc.

— Will

H. Hays, President

1958
nned^

'oset>

iLvNNOUNCES
K THE YEAR'S

to

'''

PICTURES CORPORATION

**

k

unck

C^iiles!

cJmash aJhrk

M

I

^Acknowledged and Acclaimed

j|^:

^Host Practical ^t

Gircuits as the

6 GREAT SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"THE PERFECT CRIME"

"GANG WAR"

with Clive Brook, Irene Rich

with Olive Borden and Jack Pickford

Anna

Ralph

Q. ^ilsson

Ince's Epic of Life Backstage

"THE CIRCUS KID"
Frankie Darro
Directed by Ralph Ince

I

THE SHOW"

"HIT OF

"BLOCKADE"

"TAXI

13"

Chester Conklin
Directed by Marshall Neilan

24 GREATER GOLD BONDS
"CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS"
with Jacqueline Logan
Francis X. Bushman

"SINNERS IN LOVE"

"THE RED SWORD"
Tense

Land

"THE YELLOW BACK"

of

Flaming

of the Czars'.

'™''''

Macfadden Magazines

"TROPIC MADNESS"
with

Anna Q.

'KING OF

"HARDBOILED"

in the

°'°^''™feThTS

Backed by tremendous combined circulation
James Oliver Curivood's

Drama

l^ilsson

THE KLONDIKE"

by Arthur Somers Roche

"HEY RUBE"

Harold McGrath's

Dazzling Thriller of the
Carnival Racket!

"DANGER STREET"
with Warner Baxter
Martha Sleeper
Directed by Ralph Ince

"SALLY'S

SHOULDERS"

by Beatrice Burton

"STOCKS
ivith

Melodrama

Ralph Ince

by Hazel Livingston

"SINGAPORE MUTINY"

"SKINNER STEPS OUT"
by Henry Irving Dodge

"THE AIR LEGION"
Supreme Air Mail Spectacle!

"THE RECORD RUN"
Ralph Ince

of Telephone Service

"STOLEN LOVE"

"THE JAZZ AGE"

tiUtlx,

Jacqueline Logan

"VOICE OF THE STORM"

"THE CONVICT'S SON"
ivith

AND BLONDES"

with Ralph Ince

"LOVE IN THE DESERT"
"LEST WE FORGET"
Tribute to America's Bravest
{

H. C. Witwer's

"DOUBLE CROSSED"
"^IS LAST HAUL"

k4'.Ck»W^r

PICTURE

J0,^

treciors /

one^ c/tars an

.

^oflas 'foremost 'Exhibitors and
nan^s Proposition of the

Season

6 TOM MIX WESTERN
SUPER SPECIALS
7 BUZZ BARTONS (Westerns)
7 TOM TYLER
(

with

FRANKIE DARRO

)

and Pals

STEELES
6 BOBdramas
4 RANGERS {%he ^og
of ^outh and Adventure

Mammoth Program

Star)

of Short Features

Including Four Nationally Publicized

Comedy

Series

H. C. WiHver's

12— BARNEY GOGGLES

12— "RACING BLOODS"

{in the flesh)

Al Cooke and Alberta Vaughn

12— TOOTS

12— MICKEY McGUIRES

AND GASPERS

WALTER PUTTER'S CURIOSITIES
The Movie

Sidle

Show

presented by

Amedee

J.

Van Beuren

Development

m

Was the Most

Dramatic and Farg Achievement in the Recent History of
1927-28

re

mo

^ (Q WILL Witness Even More Amazing
O'^Ly Expansion for FBO in All Branches

of Screen

Showmanship

I

CORPORATION

k
'Bi

Rsoaw

Eitci

tfai
Brain
Ifiiiy'i

iiw
niicti

P
I

1

'itte

istit

SHOWMEN CAN T BE WRONG
ex.

fsnt

on Probe Sought Before Congress Adjourns

iction

iTHE
Ji<* NEWSPAPER

AHDWEEKLY

4/' FILMDOM

FILM DIGEST

I
i
XLIV

V'L.

No. 49

Sunday,

$3 Exemption

IS
IVash.

TERMED CONJECTURAL
Juestion as to how Western Elecsound projectors and films are
ng to work with others, "which are
to be developed, is purely one of
ijecture," J. E. Otterson, president
Products,
Electrical
Research
ich

markets Vitaphone and Movie-

declared in answer to questions
icerning interchangeability of his
fnpany's projection equipment and
and pictures with those of other
nnufacturers.
e,

"The Western Electric system
king pictures used

t

(Continued

the

in

on Page

of

theater

9)

lEE NEWlXCHMES
I)

BE OPENEDBY COLUMBIA

Memphis

—Three

new branches

May

are
the

be opened by Columbia on
csent tour of exchange cities being

by Cecil Maberry, sales manner, who is to hold a week-end sales
invention here attended by southern
anagers. Maberry then is to go to
Louis, to be joined by special
l^resentative A. H. Fischer, who has
With
ist opened an- exchange there.
isciier he will go to Milwaukee to
l>cn a branch there, and then visit
ther Middle West branches, returnig to New York via Albany and
uffalo where new branches will be
|ade

t.

THE FILM DAILY

revenue

Price 25 Cents

1928

WALSH TO PRESS
ACTION ON U. S. PROBE

SEN.

—

Washington
Exemption
from tax on admissions up to
$3 is assured by action of the
conference committee on the
accepting the Sen-

bill,

view of the $1
the
exemption
adopted
by
House. The bill probably will
be passed finally Saturday or
Monday, when it will go to the

ate provision in

President for approval.
While the total tax cut is
somewhat in excess of the limit
set by the administration, it is
not believed that the President
will find any objection to the
will
measure.
Its
passage
eliminate admission tax so far
as motion pictures are concerned.

STANLEY AND LOEW POOL

THEATERS

IN

BALTIMORE

—

PLANS HAVE

FOX AND

OmCERS;

PATHE

PHIUDELPHIA

MURDOCK NAMED HEAD

—

(Continued on Page

THE

(Continued

3)

on Page 2)

A New Era Dawns
EVERYBODY'S

lips

:

FBO
mount, M-G-M,
while a deal is impending with
other
or
the
system
with
one
up
jhis city.
Universal. We ventured the prediction months ago that it would
Pantages Announces 3
not be long before the silent drama found its tongue. It was
suggested then that pictures were going to talk. That day is
Theaters
New Coast
San Francisco

his headquarters in

— Alexander Pantages

states he will build a $1,000,000 theater in the Mission district and houses
at Oakland, Pasadena and possibly

There now are
other valley cities.
69 theaters in the Pantages chain.

i

J.

John

W.
W.

Alicoate Sails
publisher

Alicoate,

THE FILM DAILY,
night

and

on a
Berlin,

production.

trip

to

where

London,
he

will

of

Friday

sailed

Paris
analyze

THE FILM DAILY
will be made
Thomas J. Walsh

of

— Efforts

ing the

—

making

Washington Bureau

Washington

these days there is but one major
sound fihns, their present, their future and their
topic
i^atterson Joins Publix
niche in the entertainment scheme o-f tomorrow.
As Southern District Head
The movement in this new and practically untouched field
Atlanta
Willard C. Patterson.
It is a few months less than two years
like wildfire.
spreading
is
Uniuinthern division manager for
ersal, has become district managei
since the Warners pioneered the way with Vitaphone. Since that
lit
Publix. He will supervise de luxe time Fox made its debut with Movietone.
In rapid order Para'ul)lix
houses around the Atlanta
and Hal Roach have tied
United Artists,
crritory,

Effort to be Made Today
to Induce Senate to
Investigate

Baltimore A theater pool involv- today by Sen.
Stanley Co. and Loew's, is (Dem., Mont.,) to secure considerapractically closed.
It provides for tion by the judiciary committee of his
the pooling of the new Stanley with resolution calling for a senatorial inLoew's Valencia and Loew's Century vestigation of film Boards of Trade
into one operating company with with a view to having his measure remanagement probably vested in ported and adopted by the Senate beLoew's. The three houses will con- fore Congress adjourns, which is exfine
themselves to M-G-M, Para- pected to be on Tuesday.
mount and United Artists' pictures.
Sen. Walsh asks that the committee
The Stanley, a new house, changes be directed to inquire into the in(Continued on Page 3)
vestigations which have been conducted by the Dept. of Justice and
HIS
by the Federal Trade Commission
into Film Boards and Paramount reELECTS
The probe seeks to despectively.
GUESSING
termine what progress has been made
and with what diligence any alleged
illegal practices uncovered have been
Philadelphia Commenting on the
exclusive report appearing in
Murdock has been elected prosecuted.
J.
J.
FILM DAILY that Fox will build president of reorganized Pathe. Other
de luxe suburban theaters in Ger- new officers are:
executive vicemantown and West Philadelphia, president, Colvin W. Brown; vice u. K.

ON

peiied.

Bureau of

27,

about to arrive.

The Future and Sound Films
Mark it down for a red letter occasion in the progressive
inarch of the industry, for it will be all of that and perhaps more.
Sane observers who have been watching the trend are inclined to
believe that in the sound film the industry will find its future
closely entwined. Motion pictures have been speechless for many
Dealing in averages, the standards of quality are
years now.
high. However, theater operators at whom must be pointed the
(Continued on Page 4)

theaterTnrest

CUTS jAUS QUOTAS
London

— With

lightning

forma-

tions of new theater circuits in England, the sales problem is growing.
So rapidly has the theater situation
changed in the last few months that

influenced by
confusion,
exhibitor
rapidly changing line-ups and the
quota bill, has increased to new proportions. Bankers are pulling many
of the strings and doing it so rapidly
owner
theater
average
the
that
doesn't know where he is at.
TheCinematograph
Provincial
aters and the Gaumont British interests have been acquiring houses
so quickly that where the exhibitor
at large has not received an of?er to
sell, he anticipates that he will mo-

mentarily.
Under provisions of the Films Bill,
impossible to book very far
it
is
This circumstance, coupled
ahead.
with the other, has brought about a
condition where operators are sitting
back in order to see what happens
before booking additional pictures for
the latter part of 1928 or the early
months of 1929. Distributors, thcreiContinued on Page 7)
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and
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4
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(o)
(o)
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Trans-Lux
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37
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3454
4
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Arrival of Vernon Keays,
general assistant to James Cruze, is
expected early in June, preliminary
to the making of three Cruze produc-

London

The first Cruze
tions in England.
will personally direct but the other
two will be made by English directors, using all-British personnels.

A

separate foreign branch of Allied
Distributors, Inc., will handle European rights to the pictures, paying
James Cruze, Inc., a flat sum upon
delivery of negatives and making releasing arrangements independently
with distributors in various countries.

United Art.
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com
do pfd
Univ. Pict.
*(s)
...
do pfd.

14

.

83
,

36
2Va,

1,^00

16
87/;

due

is

in

England

in July.

20

20
97
Bros., 32i.i
(c) Warner
3054
iWi.
(s)
do "A"
37
385i
375i
(c-b) do 6}4s 28
118
117
118
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

St.

Gets St. Louis House
Louis A. R. Mason has taken

—

over the Plaza.

2
78

20

200
7,666
4,70u
7

Films, Berlin, said:

of

NOTE:
Skouras,

Balaban & Katz
St.

is listed in Chicago;
Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

FBO Luncheon For
FBO gave Tom Mix a

Improving Palace, Dallas
Improvements costing
Dallas
$200,000 will be effected at the Pal-

—

ace.

si

presidents,
John,
C.
Innerarity;

New

producing
conforms with its temperament a
traditions, and the best films produc
annually in Great Britain, France a:
Germany will be selected for tf^
American market".

treasurer,
are:

—

6

6
6
7

London Criticism of English pr
ducers in connection with product!!
costs is made by G. A. Atkinson
"The London Daily Express."
is sheer nonsense for our film pi
ducers to talk of spending $300,C ^ j
when they have not learned how tm
spend $30,000," he says.
Interest
better pictures, as aroused by t
quota act talk, has created a "millii
I'lkn

President
Page

of

critics"

Form

films,

Atkinson declare!

Subsidiary Producing Firm

's^\

—

1)

Humm.

John
J.

F.

D.

Mur- peared
Mar- starred.

J.

iflLs

Olga Tschechowa, who
"Moulin Rouge", will

in

dock,
Maurice
Goodman,
cus Heiman, E. F. Albee, Richard C.
Hunt,
Elisha
Walker,
George
Armbsy, Cecil B. DeAIille, Paul Ful-

Milbank, Frank
Lester D. Burton, Colvin
W. Brown, Elmer Pearson, Charles
A. Reynolds.

ler,

Jr.,

Jeremiah

Callahan,

"Fatima", 1894 Shimmy
Film Ok'd by Censors

THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO TO BUY

COSTUMES
AND
GOW>4S

I

"'37 BWAY.

UNIFORIMS

NY

ALSO 25.0OO

=

TEL 5580 PENN.
COSTUMES To RENT

I

"With minor deletions, "Fatima" a
motion picture made in 1894, has been
approved by the M. P. Commission
of New York and will be shown at
the 5th Ave. Playhouse beginning to-

The picture is part of a short
day.
called
"Veterans
subject
of
the
Movies" compiled from the historic
film collection of Jean A. Le Roy and
had been rejected by the censors because the dancing of "Fatima" was
held to be objectionable.

A GOLD MINE

Ol

INFORMATION
1000 Page

Boun

FREE
1

TO

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Film Dail

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

SUBSCRIBEE

Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

It

jnle

Pans English Producers

London Tschechowa Films, Lt
Elmer
Pearson
and is the name of a new subsidiary pr
Flinn;
secretary,
Lewis ducing company organized by B

director.s

tor

will concentrate
the type of film which m(

12

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

Mix

luncheon
yesterday at the Astor, New York,
with exhibitors and press attending.
Tom rode into the ballroom on Tony.
Mix plays the Keith-Albee house in
Brooklyn next week and then, following a week in Boston, returns to
the Coast to start production. Irwin
Zeltner is handling his publicity.

[flteG

Wenger

Cloth
* Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market,
(s) Stock Exchange.

::S"

"Each country

12

Murdock

.

Stanley Co..
(o) Technicolor

Wladimir Wengerott,

9

Charles F. Hyncs. .10-11

(.Continued from

Cruze

.

8

Pathe Has Election;

100

5,600
17,800

8

SOMETHING ALWAYS
HAPPENS
SUNSET LEGTON
TEMPEST
YELLOW LILY
SHORT SUBJECTS

200
2,100

4%

*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
(s)

6

CRUZE AIDE TO ENGLAND

.

defee

PAGE

AFTER THE STORM
DAUGHTER OF ISRAEL
DEVIL'S PASSION

22o.

..

"European

mind has not been announced,
Commenting on the project H(

in

REVIEWS

.

.

Telegraph

THE
THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, by
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES. Resume of the News
AND THAT'S THAT, by Phil M. Daly

1650

40 !4
41
40!4
103J4 10354 10354
74 5$
*
Bal. h Katz
15 5^2
15'/^
1554
(c) Con. Fm. Ind.
2344 23
23M
do pfd.
(c)
184 K^ 181^8 183/2
(s) East. Kodak
126
...
do pfd.
*(s)
Seat.
6s 36

5

FROM

DON'T MARRY
INSPIRATION
SPORTING AGE

(s) Am.
(c-b) do

4

6-7

by

A

nit

front" against American pictures
the object of a series of conferenc
being held by any important Em
pean film executives. As yet the pi

1

LOTS," by Ralph Wilk
PRESENTATION FIELD, by Jack Harrower

Broadtfons to
Phone Circle 4736way, New York. N. Y.
.Filmday
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California— Ralph
New York.
Ernest
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. London—
Fredman, The Film Renter, 58, Great
buehne,
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—
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A NEW ERA DAWNS,
FINANCIAL

-.,'X

AGAINST U.S.EIUt

of synchronisation.

Price 25 Cents
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Sonday. May
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field

"Sound Pictures," a new department to appear every
Sunday and devoted to developments in the rapidly

TELEPHONE BRYANT

COVERS
EVERYTHIN'
GOES

EVERYWHER
3040

THE
May

liday,

[ofits
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27,

Up Though
Gross Shows Drop

Sidelights at

—

Fox

london,
Ont. Gross profit for
Jw's theater here for the last fiscal
|- were $82,764, as compared with
]S28 for the previous 12 months.
;r deduction of the general exForsaking the Atlantic City boardwalk,
ses, the net profits stood at $48,- William Fox will enter into
the convention
contrasted with $41,532 for the activities Monday.
*
*
»
bedinp year.
Preferred dividends
West Coast greetings are being conveyed
bunted to $23,619 while common by Malcolm Stuart Boylan,
supervising edijdends of $15,000 were paid. A re- tor, who titled 35 pictures during the past
year.
He
is
on
his
first
vacation
in a year.
|e of $3,697 for Federal taxes was
»
#
ie and a balance of $10,709 was
Fox attaches will have an opportunity to
\ied forward, as compared with the catch a glimpse of Greta Nissen before the
confab
ends. She has arrived in New York
nous balance of $2,408. The balto attend the opening of "Fazil" June 4 at
sheet shows assets at $870,590 the Gaiety. The feminine lead in the
picture
irhich $32,142 is cash.
The Lon- presents her opposite Charles Farrell.
»
*
Loew house therefore showed
Glenn Allvine is even more busy than usual
ler net profit despite a slight drop
if such is possible.

Sales Convention

—

ross receipts.

Java Censor Fee Revised

fanley and Loew
Pool in Baltimore
(Continued from Page
^kly.

1)

So does the Century while

Valencia uses about 26 pictures
|ear.
The combined outputs of the
tt producers will just about meet
needs of the theaters.

Jail

Promoters

—Thomas

Washington Bureau of

Washington

— Fee

THE FILM DAILY

I

L

(Continued from Page

"The Exhibitor" declares the question on minds and tongues
of the
entire Philadelphia trade is what will

"Steamboat Bill, Jr."
United Artists

Fox do next?
It is pointed out that with ground
assembled and plans drawn for a 4,800 seat theater at 17th and Market,

Fox

is

in

a strategical

position

to

compel serious consideration of any
demands he may make. The opinion
is advanced that if the plans for this
downtown theater go through the
section will become so overseated
that none of the first class houses
will

make money, including

the pro-

posed Fox house.
"Whether William Fox," states
"The Exhibitor" further "has come
to realize this and is merely using
the

threat

of building as

a club to

compel action from Stanley, is not
firm importers and distributors for known, but the fact remains that the
censorship of their products has now
been revised from f.7.50 per reel to
f.1.50 per 50 metres of film or part
thereof, the Dept. of Commerce is
advised
by
Trade
Commissioner
Thomas C. Barringer, Batavia, Java.

Newspaper Opinions

1)

payable by local

costly

theater

site

is

still

acrate of

idle,

cumulating interest at the
about $250,000 a year. The most re-

cent report is that Fox is seriously
considering abandoning this project,
having within the last couple of
weeks approached a local department
store with a proposition to sell the

Bromley at L. A.
ground."
Los Angeles
George Bromley,
It is not held
former Chicago exhibitor, has pur- start
the

—

Fleming, theater
chased the Victoria.
lager, of Otley, and Percy Charles
leph Lawrence of Leeds were each
Texas Drive on for Members
Jtenced to four years in prison
|en found guilty of fraud in connecDallas
Extensive
membership
with a "theater circuit in York- campaign for the state exhibitor unit
re and Lawrence".
is under way throughout the state.
[.ondon

Fox and His Plans
Have PhiUy Guessing

likely that

Fox

will

contemplated suburbans un-

til

the

downtown

theater

is

com-

pleted.

AMERICAN — *

Rialto
* we cannot remember

hearing an audience laugh so whole-heartedly
at the new Keaton comedy since the old
Jays when the custard pie era was on. * * *

as

DAILY MIRROR—*
DAILY NEWS—*

*

St.

ter of

—

ceremonies

at the

Missouri.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
the

roars

at

POST — *

the

go over in a Big
*

this

Buster

Way.

hits

genial

Keaton

a
matter,

and

*

*

Judging by
it

will

certain to spend a
half in attendance

which Messrs.
Torrence give

to

Ernest

their most capable attention.

SUN—*

*

yesterday

*

youi are

hour and

worth-while

upon

*

•

Rialto

* *

"Steamboat

—

•

Bill,

thought, was a trifle boring but
adays, one never knows. * * *

I
Jr.,"
then, now-

TIMES—*

*
Mr. Keaton preserves his
stoicism, but while watching this film one
feels that one looked rather like Mr. Keaton
the greater part of the time, which is probably not exactly what Mr. Keaton was aiming at. * * *
* • Mr. Reisner's method in
his story has been to deal in episodes, inflating and elaborating upon
each
separate leg of the narrative until the last
faint shred of movie hokum has been shot
into it. * * *

TO-MORROW
Have Not Told You Who I Am
And Have Signed These Messages C.
I

M. For A Reason * Tomorro^v ril
Give You My Name And Then Look
Out For Fire'HTorks.
C.

Busjer Keaton

all

GRAPHIC—* * * If it were only for
one scene which takes less than five minutes
to show, "Steamboat Bill, Jr." would be an
entertaining picture.
But the current Buster Keaton comedy at the Rialto Theater
has much more to offer. * • *

WORLD—*

Frank Fay at St. Louis
Louis Frank Fay is new mas-

*

will fulfill

it

high with his newest comic ottering, "Steamboat Bill, Jr." There are at least four new
gags whieh make for real laughs, and that's
enough for any movie. * •

making

—

* * All the Keaton

fans should see this one, as
* »
their expectations.

M.

DAILV

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

IN

THE

FAST GROWING FIELD OF

SYNCHRONIZATION

Sound
;By

ms.

SOUND FILM PRODUCTION
Photophone
of
Prodiiction
will be
pictures by F B
started within a few weeks.
The company is the only producer which so far is licensed
to produce Photophone pictures.

O

Meanwhile, "Chicago A f t e r
Midnight" has been scored by
RCA for demonstration pur-

poses.

The synchronization was
completion

done

after
picture.

of

the

Pictures
W.

(.Continued from

Coast

Page

«nt

1)

BE MADE

IN

5 SIZ9

4
Photophone equipment is to
manufactured in five sizes, with pric
ranging from $4,000 to $16,000, i
cording to Elmer E. Bucher, vl
president and general manager
RCA Photophone, Inc.^ subsidiary
Radio Corp. of America
recei
The next innovation logically appears to be sound films. formed to market the equipment
The smallest equipment is
Many of them will be bad, many of them good, but most of them
school rooms and respective sizes
will be far better than the vaudeville junk that trips over the
houses up to 800 seats; from 800
boards of de luxe theaters all over the country today.
1,700 seats, from 1,700 to 2,500 seat
and over 2,500 seats. Price will d
Problems are Manifold
pend upon specifications.
I

j

,

The

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

How

—

also preparing to enter the

KANN

field.

and Paramount have not
as yet announced the titles of their
first
films to have sound synchrothe

film

action.

"The

Awakening," Vilma Hanky vehicle
which Samuel Goldwyn is making
for United Artists, is incorporating
sound sequences and will be the first
production of this type.

Other companies are
enter the field shortly.

expected to

The company

will service the

sel

says Bucher, pointing out, howev«]
that except for major repairs,
regular projectionist will be able
Bucher inai
service the machine.
the
equipment is interchangeaj
stating any sound film
not injure reputation of

which
the

ment can be projected with

d^

eqi
PI:

phone equipment.

"An

important

feature

of

Photophone method is the fact
the sound track will outlast the
of the picture, which surpasses av

|

M-G-M

with

—

finger of accusation for pyramiding the presentation craze to the
point where its economics are no longer sound, justify their stand
by asserting that pictures indulge into too much of the sameness and that, therefore the entertainment deck had to be reshuffled in order to keep the interest of the theater-going public piqued to the proper point.
Presentations may have served
their purpose, but it is a serious question if their usefulness is
not rapidly expiring.

—

nized

AND

NOW

PHOTOPHONE SETS TO

rapidly producers will grasp the new technique involved in the making of sound films is something which the fuLos Angeles Three major com- ture will determine.
The problems are many. There is little
panies will start production of sound
draw
to
upon
by
way
of actual experience. The way, therefore,
pictures within a few months, according to definite announcements. will have to be felt
carefully and slowly, it is to be hoped.
If
They are Paramount, M-G-M and it is not and if orchestrated and sound films are hurled at the
United Artists, which will supple- public
in large numbers before the proper degree of perfection
ment Warner Bros, and Fox, already
is
attained,
there can be but one result and that is to irreparably
far advanced in sound picture work.
K-A-O, which in another way of say- hurt a new field of vast potential prospects.
ing Pathe, Universal and FBO are
West

EQUIPMENT

VARIOUS DEVICES
AVAILABLE

27, 19Sl

EDDY,

A New Era Dawns

HRNS SET FOR

ON

TIPS

ARTHUR

May

Sunday,

Sound Effects Available
Multitone Synchronization
on Three Paramounts Device Placed on Market
Atlanta —

Paramount's sound producing device, developed by Roy
Seattle
Multitone is the new
Pomeroy, and used for effects with synchronization device being offered
"Wings," is to be available on "The by Buch & Lane Piano Co., which
Patriot" and "The Wedding March," manufactures the Magnolia. The inaccording to Scotty Chestnut, local strument will play any type picture,
Paramount manager.
the company claims.

—

"No
age usage," says Bucher.
ficulties are presented in making n
ural pictures, and both music i
voices are reproduced with almost
canny fidelity. There is no trace
mechanical imitation; every shade a
nuance of tone is heard with pleas:
fidelity, and complete synchronizat
without breaks or flaws is assut
by the Photophone's principle.
1

"The superior tone

quality of

Photophone system lies in its supi
ior method of recording sound
That is, the Photophone pro
film.
ess employs the 'variable width'
'serrated edge,' and this accounts
the very fine tone quality which
Q
Photophone system produces.
other system uses the 'variable de
method of recording, which w
abandoned by the Radio Group
their experiments some years back_
sity'

Photophone recordii
the
"In
process, the development of the sous
track is not a serious matter."

Han-a-Phone To Release
52 Pictures This Yes

—

m

Philadelphia With the master
chine improved by the factory, ma:
production will be started about Jul

Tl
15 on Han-a-Phone equipment.
machine synchronizes pictures ai
sound phonographically, and is d<
signed especially for small theater
The company plans to release S
subjects this year on a schedule C
one a week.
CENERAl INSTALLATION LAYOUT FOR TALKING MOTION PICTURES
WESTERN ELECTRIC SOUND PROJECTOR SYSTEMS FOR THEATRES
ELtCTRiCAL BtSEARCM PROOICTS INC., NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Other sound picture yiews will
found on page 9.

I

J

Bai

THE
.•inday,

May

27.
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German

Ban Child Patrons
Angora, Turkey

—

Foreign Markets

Alleging

that motion pictures have a prenicious influence on children's

By JAMBS

minds and morals, Parliament
has- passed a law prohibiting
persons under 16 from attending film shows.

The

Exhibitors Urge
Self-Control System
Berhn—Adoption of a system of

UFA RELEASING

legisla-

was proposed by the President of the Society for the
Protection of Children.

P.

21

self-control of imported product, to
replace the present "kontingent," was
advocated by exhibitors, both organized and unorganized, who met in
Berhn recently. American distributors present are said to have ex-

CUHNINGHAM

SEE INCREASED COST OF

tion

FEATURES THIS YEAR

Berlin— Ufa's program for 1928-29
includes 21 features, including four
Knight to Produce
No
iLondon L. Castleton Knight has Erich Pommer productions.
American pictures are on the list as
jsigned as general manager of the
they are now handled separately by
Jipitol in Haymarket, to enter pro-

—

Parufamet.

Iction.

The program
Lang film and
Henny Porten,

includes one Fritz
featureb from the
Froehlich, Reinhold

Allan Joins Ingram
|Nice Bruce Allan is here to join Schunzel,
Richard Eichberg and
ex Ingram as publicity manager. Harry Piel units.
In addition three
Three German
fgram is making "The
Cine-Alliance
productions
issions" for Allied Artists.
and two French pictures will be released. Twenty-five educationals and
Invite French To Confab
25 comedies are also scheduled.
Berlin The German Ass'n of TheUfa has signed M. Tourjansky, dier Owners has invited the French rector of "Michael Strogofi," to a
jtndicate of Cinema Managers to long-term contract.
tend the summer conference planned

—

—

r

Aug. 18-21

in Berlin.

pressed

U. S.
Paris

—

American

FILMS IN FRANCE
Increase

films

to

in

the

the cost of
exhibitor is

forecast as an immediate result of
the new reciprocity decree.
The
argument is that American companies
will buy French films, as required
under the law, but will boost rentals
proportionately.

full

made by

accord with the proposals

German

their

Lachman Shorts Ready
_

—

London

Harry

Revels", series of 12 onereel travel comedies, are ready.

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,

Protest Against India Fees
Calcutta Theater owners have appealed to the Calcutta Corp. against
the imposition of license fees but
little
hope of revision is expected.
The added expense of supervision is
the reason for the imposition, officials

D.

—

J.

Inc.

New York

MOUNTAN,

Exclusive foreign represenCorporation and other leading independent producers

and
Ufa Signs Moskine

distributors.

Cable Address:

—

Berlin
Ivan Moskine, whom UniBuenos Aires Capitalized at a mil- versal brought to America, has signed
Banks Working In France
lion pesos, a Spanish-American pro- vyith Ufa to star in several producParis Monty
Banks,
American ducing and renting company, known tions. They will be incorporated in
is in
France making exteriors as Hispano Americano Manzanera, a program of 21 pictures, most of
:ar,
er "Adam's Apple", B. I. P. produchas been formed. It will have offices which Ufa already has in production
on.
at Barcelona and here.
or preparation.

—

Cable

Address:

Cable

Address:

Exporting

RICHPICSOC, Paris
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC, N. Y.
nly

the best in

Motion Pictures

Nowl
Annual *Knabe Sale of
Metropolitan Opera Artists'

PIANOS

—

Pay only 10% now

rest

over 2 years.

$l47,500

I

worth of *Knabe Pianos used by
famous Metropolitan Opera stars in the season
just ended
now reduced to SllSyOOO*

—

And many

other remarkable bargain groups
of baby grands, uprights and Ampicos for those
who act quickly.

Your piano taken
change any make.

in

ex-

—

Pianos purchased now stored
free until Fall.

*Knabe guarantee on
piano

every'

sold.

Salesrooms open 8:30 A» M.

584 Fifth Avenue

THE *KNABE

IS

at

47th St.— BRYant 4020

to 10 P.

City

Pres.

tatives for Rayart Pictures

explain.

—

Lachman's

Riviera

723 7th Avenue

Form Spanish-American Firm

colleagues.

M.

THE OFFICIAL PIANO OF THE METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY

H

DAIUV

Length 9300
:

ft.

Length: 5459

Columbia

ft.

Columbia

May

27,

IK

Esther Ralston in

"Something Always
Happens"

"The Sporting Age"

"After the Storm"

"Tempest*'
United Artists

Belle Bennett in

Hobart Bosworth in

John Barryviore in

Sunday,

Length: 5464

ft.

Length: 4792
GOOD ACTION MELLER OF
IN-BETWEEN
NUMBER. Paramount
ADMIRABLE B. O. DRAW THE
GOOD
NUMBER
BUILT FC
HAS
BOSWORTH
SEA.
FROM ALL ANGLES. CLASSY POWERFUL ROLE. STORY GOOD ACTION STUFF TIED THRILLS AND LAUGHS. FO
PRODUCTION CLICKS WITH WEAKENED THROUGH UP TO RAGGED CONTINUITY LOWS "THE BAT" TECHNIQlI
OF
OUTSTANDING WORK
TREATMENTS. THAT SLUMPS WITH WEAK OF THEATRICAL S T A G I N
FLASHBACK
STAR. FINE LOVE STORY.
RATES FAIR DRAW.
CLIMAX. STAR'S WORK FINE. NICE DIRECTION GETS
:

J

John Barrymore gives one
screen performances in
best
of
great lover role that will get the women. Camilla Horn as the princess
fine; acts with feeling and her
is
work is bound to build big following.
Rest of cast, including Louis Wolheim, Boris De Fas and George Fawcett, help send this in.
Cast
his

.Romantic
Story and Production.
drama of the Russian Revolution.
Stands out as a production made with
.

She spurns him,
love of a princess.
pauses his disgrace and imprisonment.
Their
^Then comes the revolution.
'positions are reversed, and he saves
her from the red tribunal. Great love
Atmospheric
suspense.
fine
bits,
Realism occasionally
ishots galore.
sacrificed to effects, and ending too
abrupt and weak. But these defects
swamped by wide audience appeal,
finished

Direction:

team work

Sam

of entire cast.

Taylor,

excellent;

C. Gardner Sullivan; Scenario: C. Gardner Sullivan; Photography: Chas. Rosher, expert.

Author:

.

down-and-outer.
Story

and

Production.

..

.Melo-

Another drama of
of the sea.
The hard fisted
the old sailing ship.

drama
sea

dog who

is

off

the

women

be-

cause he thinks one he married double
crossed him years before, learns that
the gal his son loves is this woman's daughter. And there you have
the gist of the story, which does not
amount to much. In flashbacks the
story of the captain's early life is
told.

It

makes

more
modern

a

interesting

sequence.
than the
action stuff, fine sea shots, especially some good camera angles of
the old square rigger under full sail.
A storm at sea is well done. Good
action stuff on weak story.
The director has got the most out of conventional
material,
and Bosworth
makes it a fair program.
story

Good

Direction: George B. Seitz, good;
Author: Not credited; Scenario: Will
M. Ritchey; Photography, Joe Walker, fine.

Billie

"Don't Marry"

Dove

ft.

First National

Holmes Herbert keep
interesting.
The

this

number

action stuff
is good, showing a spectacular train
wreck, and some stirring shots of
the race track.
The incidental material slumps occasionally with slow
action.
The owner of a famous racing stable forgets the little attentions
fairly

to his sentimental middle aged wife,
and she turns to his secretary for
comfort.
Hubby gets caught in a
train wreck, and loses
his
sight.
Later his sight is restored, and he
keeps the secret from his wife and

watches her

flirtations.

He

brings

niece in, and she vamps the
young secretary away from the wife,
and everything is happy again. Just
his

a

run-of-the-prograra number.

Length

:

7187

The bt
is dying for thrills.
friend frames a lot of wild and thril
adventures in a mysterious house
cure her. Then the girl gets wise, ai'
starts to kid the kidders, and you g
Finally tl
bunch of laughs.
a
Oriental criminal and his gang aft
the jewel turn it into a real crin
and

adventure.

Kenton,
very
Direction:
Frank Tuttle, we
good; Author: Elmer Harold Harris; handled; Author: Frank Tuttle; Sp
Scenario: Armand Kaliz; Photog- nario: Florence
Ryerson; Phot
raphy: Ray June, excellent.
raphy: J. Roy Hunt, okay.
Direction:

Earle

Foed Thomson

Excellent

DOESN'T RATE MUCH.

ft.

Romance

Length: 6763/

UN- Paramount

SNAPPY COWBOY OPU
OUT IN RAGGED CONTINUITY. WILL PLEASE THE FANJ
PRODUCTION VALUES NOT WITH THOMSON AND HI
THERE. ORDINARY CAST.
PONY DOING STUNTS I
Cast
George Walsh has been DUAL ROLE.
CONVINCING STORY WORKED

Cast. ... Billie Dove as appealing
as ever in ideal role for her type. seen to much better advantage. Slight
Clive Brook as the archduke looks action stuff gives him no real chance.
the part and is a great philanderer. Gladys Frazin as Spanish demi monde
Gustav von Seyffertitz clever as his overacts. Marguerite Clayton shows
handy man. Jane Winton scores as little screen personality.
Others
courtesan. Others Marc McDermott, Bernice Vert, Earle Larrimore, BradLight Nicholas Soussanin, Eugenie Besserer. ley Barker, Ali Yousoff.
...

in

"Sunset Legion"

Length: 6600

Story and Production

Drama

that is nicely gaited for light enter- of an Austrian Archduke. The story Just a rehash of the cast-off son
tainment that brings the laughs in is very artificial and it is frankly theme working out his destiny in an
abundance. The girl is handicapped built with studio atmosphere for ef- Asiatic underworld setting, and comBut it sure gets them from ing back triumphant to the home
by an old maid aunt who controls fects.
her fortune. She is a modern flapper the feminine angle, so the picture is folks and the gal waiting for him in
who has to play prim and old fash- bound to please the flappers and their America. The story is unconvincing,
She mammas. Tha archduke is a notor- for the motivation that sends him
ioned when auntie is around.
meets a youth who also has old ious ladies' man, and discards his away from America in disgrace is the
With the help of women carelessly like cigarette butts. shoddiest kind of story construction
fashioned ideas.
Then he that reflects no credit on the author.
his dad. she schemes to palm her- But he does it with class.
self off on the youth as a demure falls hard for the sister of the court Starting with a wobbly foundation,
She physician. He tries a dozen different you cannot give much sympathy to
Priscilla, posing as her cousin.
gets the boy so fed up on her prim- ways to land her, but she outsmarts the heart throbs and heroics that are
It works up to a built upon it. The scenes in the Asiatic
ness that he starts to play around him every time.
cousin.
modern
Very snappy scene in the girl's bedroom, dive are the best part of the picture,
with
the
cleverly handled, working up to a which the archduke invades through a but quite similar -to a half dozen other
In the showdown, the girl recent pictures that take all the kick
snappy bedroom situation where the ruse.
Walsh is rather lost
hero learns of the deception and realizes- that he really loves her and out of them.
Smartly in his artificial role and the rest of
likes it. Dual role gets lots of mirth. isn't just foolin' around.
done, just on the border of being the company- also do the best they
Wil) go over nicely.
risque. Worth a play.
can.
Direction, James Tinliiig, clever;
Direction: Alexander Korda, clever
Direction:
McEveety,
Authors, Phil Klein and Sidney Van- and boxofficey; Author: Lajos Biro; poor; Author: Arthur Hoerl; SceScenario, Randall H. Faye; Scenario: Lajos Biro; Photography: nario: Arthur Hoerl: Photography:
field;
Photography, Joseph .August, Al.
Lee Garnies. fine.
Marcel Le Picard, good.

—

•

loosely constructed story with cles
touches, and built it up into a picte
that frankly goes after the thri
and laughs at any cost. It gets the
and that is the exhibitors' answ
There are three distinct sequenct
The first shows how the Americ
girl visiting the folks of her ri
young British fiance in England
fed up on the quiet, uneventful li

"Inspiration"
ft.

Lois Moran cleverly plays
Cast
a double role as a prim Priscilla and
a modern flapper. Neil Hamilton a
Others Henry
pleasing male lead.
McDowell, Lydia
Claire
Kolker,
Dickson.

Story and Production.

setting

George Walsh in

GETS OVER WITH SEXY
STUFF
CLEVERLY HANDLED.
GOOD
TAINING COMEDY.
KIND
THE
THAT WILL HAVE
SITUATIONS BUILD LAUGHS ALL THE FEMMES GASPING
WITH LOIS MORAN SCORING. AT LOVE SCENES.

original,

Cast. ... Esther Ralston the blp
beauty looks nifty against the bizai

of creeps and thrills.
Hamilton able support as her swig
heart.
Sojin does the heavy with 1
Oriental touch.
Others Charles S
Ion, Roscoe Karns, Lawrence Gra
Story and Production. .. .Modern
Mischa Auer.
drama.
Unusually good direction
Story and Production
Myste|
and the work of Belle Bennett and
comedy. Director Tuttle has handl

in

CLICKS NICELY AS ENTER-

Story and Production
comedy. Here is a breezy

OVER.

Cast. .. .Belle
Bennett does her
usual fine work in part of a romantic
wife.
Holmes Herbert excellent as
the husband who goes blind. Carroll
Nye and Josephine Borio in juvenile
parts make little impression.

"The Yellow Lily"

Length: 5708

Fox

.

.

C. Gardner
care and intelligence.
Sullivan, the veteran writer, cunningly contrived the script to give Barrymore a great play in an unusual and
As a peasant
appealing love story
raised to commission rank in the Russian Imperial army he aspires to the

and

.Boswortb plays his standCast.
ard role of the hard boiled sea capCharles Detain with conviction.
laney and Eugenia Gilbert are the
youthful sweethearts, and neither is
Maude George
out of the ordinary.
does a nice characterization of a

Bernard

Thomson plays
dumb cowboy and town

Cast.... Fred
role as
lante,
all

and keeps the suspense

Edna Murphy

the way.

Courtright, Harry

zippinii

a pleasini

Others Wil

sweetheart of the hero.

Ham

du;
vigil

Woods.

.Wester)
Story and Production.
drama. The original story furnishe
Thomson with a good opportunit;
.

.

to show his ability as a rider an.<
fighter.
It has a lot of the good ol<
hoke in it, but it is done with a snaj
and class that carry it over nicely
The star and his horse first appeal
as just an ornery outfit, with the rid
er pretty dumb and the boss just i
nag.
But the hero is framing to gel
the goods on the gang of outlawsi
for he is really the head of tht

Rangers.

come

Good

action

highlights

a country dance that leads
into a free-for-all fight, and in the
finale at the mine where the star un
covers himself as the law enforcer.
Thomson puts up a fine brand of
riding and fighting, and the action
stuff is the kind that is sure fire with
the fans.
at

Lloyd Ingraham, very
Frank F. Clifton;
Scenario, not credited; Photography,
Direction,

good;

Author,

not credited,

fine.

5^

A

Discussion on

ADVERTISING
By

Mr. Adolph Zukor

Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation, an acknowledged leader in the motion picture industry and
an eminent figure in the world affairs of business.

President,

(Reported by

MARTIN

J\js industry, like an individual,

J.

QUIGLEY)

inclined to go from one extreme to

is

During the past few years the motion picture business in conjunction with its general program of economic readjustment has gone
from the extreme of an extravagant use of certain forms of advertising to
another.

another extreme which has consisted of an unwise and unsound curtail-

ment

of at least one essential

form of advertising: namely, advertising

within the trade.

Under

the stress of a broadcast readjustment which the trend of the

business had rendered necessary, the

pendulum on trade paper

advertising

has been permitted to swing too far in the direction of curtailment.

swing back toward the point of normalcy

now both

is

A

advisable and neces-

sary.
I

regard advertising within the trade as an essential activity of the busi-

The

ness of motion pictures.

trade press

industry and the scene in which
tion

is

to reflect, a

and for

all

C

lONSIDERING
vigorous

it is

a

bad condition

the concerns in the business.
(^

a

the trade press reflects, or tends

quiescent state of affairs in the industry

for the business

see

or should be the voice of the

depicted evidence of the thought, ac-

When

and progress of the business.

is

(^

<!?•

directly the interests of our organization, I

and enterprising trade press; one that

the progressive thought of the business.
press that are well-written

and

is

want

alive

to

with

Advertisements in the trade

effectively displayed serve to stimulate the

exhibitor's interest in his business; such advertisements being properly

and accurately informative are a valuable aid
I

make

When

it

I see

to the

theatreman.

a practice to study the advertisements of all of the companies.

good advertising, whether

it is

[over]

from Paramount or from some

pi

and pleased, because I know that such advertising stimuhites interest in product; is an inspiration to better work
on the part of every other advertising department and that it is contributother company, I

am

interested

;

ing to the spirit of progress in the business.

J jXAMPLE
trade

the

press

one of the greatest influences in

is

showmanship

successful

one

of

efforts

Through the

life.

exhibitor

in

any particular part of the country are held up for the guidance of all
other exhibitors. Here is a sphere of great service for the trade press.
Advertising to the public

but the logical

try

is,

of course, an important activity of the indus-

step of the industry in publicity

first

is

advertising

However important may be any local or national adaimed at the general public it must be remembered that

within the trade.
vertising effort

media for reaching the trade are the trade media. It is in these publications that the producer and distributor is enabled to send his business
message directly and surely into the hands of the man who is most interested in the news of the business, whether it be about product or about
the

something

When

the trade press publishes an important advertisement or an im-

portant article

we know

elsewhere

that the information concerned

whom

to the persons for

it

concerns the business of motion pictures.

else that

we know

the information

that while

it

may

is

is

non-existent for

all

those

T,HE
influence

—

it

appears

reach some small part of the trade

whom
^*

t^^

When

intended.

does not reach the whole trade and, whatever

merit

going directly

is

it

merit

its

may

be, that

does not reach.

t^

trade paper in the motion picture business
either for progress or retrogression.

is

When

bound
I

to

be

a big

read the trade

paper week by week and find a volume of enterprising and effective advertising copy,

and an

the business, I

am

editorial section

stimulated and

throughout the business.

and

If,

I

which

know

is

alive to the progress of

that a similar effect

on the other hand,

I

is

achieved

pick up a trade paper

few advertisements and these indifferently displayed I feel
that the dominant urge of the business is for the moment held in abeyance
and that the industry is foolishly sacrificing an opportunity for advancefind but

ment.

The
flect a

trade press

is

the mirror of the business; at

times

it

picture of initiative, enterprise and intelligent activity.

^
^rV'

all

should

re-

I

THE
,iday,

May

27,

DAILY

1928

Betty Blythe in

A

"Buster Minds the Baby"

Daughter of Israel"
Length: 8300

Pictures-S. R.
•

miscast in
ist.... Betty Blythe
icnish part. Rest of cast European
lts whose names mean httle here,
They
their work is amateurish.

Tod, Ernest Maupin,
ctte Benson, Henriette Delanoy,
ra Nox.
Romantic
tory and Production.
Adapted from the French
na.
Well,"
by Pierre
1,
"Jacob's
The film was produced by
oit.

Malcolm

.

Short Subjects

ft.

european
alls flat.
di>uction crudely di:ted and acted, orital settings and amern titling give it pep.

.

—

Stem Universal
Good Juvenile

(Continued from Page 1)

Type

"Who's Lyin'?"— Mermaid

of production.

Tige
while

is left

Buster,

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

home to mind the baby
Mary Jane and the

Educational
gang go off to have some fun at a
Hotel Gags
neighborhood bazaar.
The colored
2 reel comedy kid, "Oatmeal," gets in a jam with
Type of production
George Davis and Monty Collins the knife thrower, and after much
The
make a strong comedy team in a excitement they rescue him.
kids succeed in having a hilarious
typical goofy comedy that is heavily
gagged and moves along at a fast time, and the fun is of the type which
room in a hotel will be appreciated by the juvenile
pace.

They

next to

There

is

take a
Prince Pogo and his wife.
a connecting bathroom which

fans.

belongs to the jealous prince, and the
two boys start to use it when the

—

"Hectic Days" Lupino
Prince's wife is trying to take a bath.
Lane Educational
cornGerman
a
Productions,
kus
In the last reel they have a lion and
and taken in such authentic a leopard wandering around the place,
,,
Western Burlesque
ics as Constantinople, Jerusalem, which adds
to the general excite2 reel comedy
stine and Paris. The studio work ment.
The Mermaid colored boy is Type of production
done in France, and it is pretty used in these animal sequences, and
This is another bull's eye in Lupino
Following the French school, his fear of the wild animals helps Lane's new series of clever burlesque
ii)Ie.
He is seen as the clerk
must have shot the story almost to pep up the comedy considerably. comedies.
The It's a good number, and will get the in the general store, with ambitions
for page from the novel.
to be a real tough cowboy. Then the
has no technique in the way of laughs easily.
tough gang rides into town, and the
ling suspense, action and climacnew sheriflf starts after them, and
alues. Tells the story of a grand"Spanish Influence"
Lane goes to the
they tie him up.
L,'hter of a rabbi in Constantinople.
Variety Fox
rescue, and his antics in the barroom
winds up as a dancer in a joint
trying to fight a bunch of tough
Vlexandria. Merritt Crawford with
Beautiful
giants brings one howl after another.
editing and titling snapped it up,
novelty
reel
1
Type of production
The comedian does some of his nifty
even his good work could not
throughout is comedy acrobatics, and the sequences
work
camera
The
mess.
hopeless
i: ke a winner out of a
showing the influence are heavily gagged.
It works out
fipelessly outdated, and out of the very beautiful,
architecture as it was with the sheriff collecting all the
Spanish
of
ining.
Cuba,
years ago to
transplanted
credit after Lane has succeeded in
Direction: Edward Jose, hopeless;
The vanquishing the gang single handed.
Florida and lower California.
Scenario:
Benoit;
Pierre
>ithor:
camera has caught some gorgeous
has
ward Jose; Photography: Jacques views and presented them interest- You can book this safely for it
outstandit an
that
makes
stuff
the
Guissart, fair.

—

I

—

•

/

ul

and Rene

inglv and in a manner that will appeal' to all the lovers of the beautiful.
The architectural masterpieces show
the influence of the Roman, Gothic
and Moorish as adapted to the Span-

'*The Devil's Passion"
•/«

Film Corp.

STRONG

Length: 5700

ft.

FEATURE FOR

BIGHBORHOOD

d
t

story.

Story and Production .... Romantic
laina built about an ancient Polish
I,'end.
This feature recommends itIt
as a good buy for neighborhood
u-^es, especially those catering to
foreign elements. It was made in
1,1 nd
by Kolos Film Co., and the
rv is based on a well known Polish
<

concerning a mythical buried
guarded in the mountains by
spirits of an ancient king and his

und

a^^ure
e

Cartoon

HOUSES.

All the players are Polish,
Four leads do

unknown here.
work in unusual

"A Jungle

Triangle"

Fables— Pathe
Animal Comics

Type

— Universal

of production

1

reel

fore,

have not been having an easy

time of

it.

The smaller

circuits, following actions of the larger interests, are taking advantage of the nervous tension
over
houses.
to
buy and take
Through all England circuits are

forming, and where they previously
existed, are

now becoming

larger.

In the last six months, the circuit
situation
has been grown to undreamed of proportions.
P.C.T.,
backed by Lords Beaverbrook, Ashfield and their banking interests, has,
of course, been the leader for some
However, Gaumont British
time.
and the General Theater Corp, have
become active contestants for first
place.
Svarsy and the British Colon-

Trust Co. are behind General
ial
Theaters Corp, and Ostrer Bros, behind Gaumont British.
Both are
banking houses of repute.
Gaumont British has been developed like the German vertical trust. It
produces through Gaumont-British,
distributes features through W. and
F. and short subjects through Ideal.
Gaumont British handles pictures it
produces, in addition to Gaumont
Graphic, a newsreel; Gaumont Mirror, a review similar to Pathe Rein the States, and some odd
short subjects.
W. and F. handle
the
larger
British
pictures either
made or acquired from outside
sources, such as "Dawn."
The first important theater acquisition by Gaumont British was the
Davis circuit which includes the
Marble Arch Pavilion and Shepherds
Bush Pavilion among other London
houses. The former is on the fringe
of the West End at Marble Arch
and gives the company a first run for
British pictures.
Since Ostrer Bros.,
the company's backers, have become
active in the theater field on a large

view

Type of production 1 reel animated
Walt Disney has turned out another scale, purchases have been handled
Oswald cartoon that will through the Denman St. Trust. Toclever
cartoon
Oswald starts day, Gaumont-British and General
please all the fans.

Tells of the adventures of Martin on his horse to take part in the fox
Monk whose sweetie is stolen by chase, but the hoss plays some pranks
Jumbo the elephant. Martin pulls a and gets Oswald's goat. Meanwhile
fast one and slips a sleeping powder brother Fox is pulling all kinds of
stunts fooling his pursuers.
in Jumbo's drink at the Jungle Night funny
Club. Then he beats it back to the By the time Oswald catches up the
cocoanut tree with his sweetie, and fox is cornered, but managers to
everything is hotsy totsy. Good ani- escape by a very original ruse. Good
mal cartoon gags, with a fair share of cartoon number wherever these are
giggles for the kids who love this appreciated.

Theaters are jointly controlled, although operations will be conducted

The combined circuit
individually.
numbers well over 100 theaters.
General Theaters was launched
under the wing of Sir Walter Gibbons who has since resigned. Libson, a former sales manager here for
P.D.C.
theaters
joined.
ing the

series.

lowers.
The modern drama tells
"The Iron Code"— Western
a doctor employs hypnotism on
Featurette Universal
young girl, who leads him to the
Usual Line
iried treasure. The girl's sweetheart
2 reel western
production
of
transType
ki pt in ignorance of what is
ring, and after a series of well deThe story follows the true and tried
sloped dramatic incidents he finally formula and develops nothing that
Pierre Arnaud cut has not been done a dozen times be.ves the girl.
Bob Frazer of the Mounted is
id titled, pepping it into a good pro- fore.
The hypnotic sc- riding to the cabin in the Canadian
•am attraction.
iences are well handled, and the wilds to marry the little French girl.
ispense is built up in a way to hold The bad Baptistc gets there first and
The tech- kidnaps her. This is followed by the
le interest throughout.
ique differs from the Hollywood usual chase, the usual fight and the
rand, and adds novelty.
usual victory. It would give us great
this
Leon Trystan, good; pleasure to vary the monotony of the
Direction:
of
monotony
the
but
veview,
not
Scenario:
credited;
.uthor: not
Edmund Levigard directed standardized westPhotography:
redited;
tern has got us stopped.
ohn, fair.
1

w

"The Fox Chase"— Oswald
Original

POLISH FILM.
Cast

comedy.

ing

ish design.

CARRYING DRAMATIC PUNCH,
i

Theater Unrest in U.K.
Gutting Sales Quotas

"Rah, Rah, Rah"

—

—

also controlled several
the Liverpool territory
Then George Black, operatin

Black circiut in Newcastle,
Today, General dominates the Liverpool section with 27
theaters, but all are suburbans and
no first run is included; conducts
four or more in Edinburgh; has representation in Newcastle and surrounding territory and three first

Devore Comedies was added.

Educational
College

who

Gags

2 reel comedy
Type of production
The girls in a college atmosphere
furnish the excitement, and Dorothy runs in London. These are the PalDevore as the new freshie is the goat. ladium, converted from a vaudeville
They haze the innocent girl plenty, theater; the Capitol and the Astoria,
when she finally decides to do some the latter a new house.
On the other hand, P.C.T. operates
hazing herself. The results are mirth-

key spots such as Edinburgh,
Aberdeen, Glasgow, Newcastle, Sunderland, Leeds, Sheffield, Nottingin
othy covering herself with glory. ham, Manchester, Liverpool, BirmThe girls in their basket ball outfits ingham, Leicester, Cardiff and about
make some snappy picture. The of- 20 spots in London, which the other
group has touched only indifferently.
fering is a good bet.
ful

and the entire proceedings are
gagged and peppy. It winds up
a basket ball game, with Dor-

well

in

•Wl

0/^|LY^

Sunday,

May

27.

1928^

Wa

Educational Program Under
—

on 1928-29 List Now in Production Pneumonia Fatal to Lou Goodstadt
Free Lancing Planned by Doris Kenyon Wilk*s Personality Briefs of Studio Workers
First Pictures

WORK ON NEW
IN FULL

—

Goodstadt Dies After
LINE-UP

A

Little

BLAST SEEN

the 1928-1929 program
has started at Educational. Charles
Lamont is at work on a "Big Boy"
comedy, the first of a series of eight.
Stephen Roberts is directing Al St.
John in the initial Mermaid for the
new season. In addition to St. John,
George Davis, Monty Collins and
Jack Miller are scheduled to play
featured roles in this group.
Lupino Lane is at the studio, ready
to start his series of eight. Dorothy
Devore is still vacationing, but is

By

expected back soon to begin activ-

The

first

of eight Ideal

com-

edies to star Jerry Drew, a new addition to the Educational line-up gets
under way in a few days. Jack White
will supervise.

"City Lights" Is Next
Charlie Chaplin Film
Production on Charlie Chaplin's
next picture, "City Lights," will start
at the Chaplin plant before the end
of the month.
It will run approximately seven reels and will be handed over to United Artists for release
for a late November release. Besides
handling the leading male character,
Chaplin also will direct.

"TT'S

Lou Goodstadt,
ing director at

much

better to view the
-•
hardships of Alaska on celluloid
than undergo them", according to
Wilson Mizner, who prospected in the

studio,

rating on "Mandarin," an original
story for Emil Jannings.
*

*

until recently

the

Pathe-De

dead from pneumonia,
had been associated with De

RALPH WILK

is

for years.

Doris Kenyon Leaving
F. N. to Free Ls

*

John Waters has the distinction
Doris Kenyon is leaving First
of having directed nine Zane Grey
tional
to free lance.
Her husbsiaj
stories.
Jack Holt starred in six
far North in '97. He made this stateMilton Sills, it is understood, i^'^\
ment after viewing 'The Trail of '98'." while Gary Cooper played in two and maining with
the company.
Sid Grauman, who is presenting the Warner Baxter in one.
*
*
*
picture at the Grauman Chinese theater, was in Alaska in 1899, while
Our Passing Show: Archie Mayo,

ROBERT:, LORDi

Alexander Pantages and Pete Carroll, Bob Lord and C. Graham Baker
the latter now with Columbia, have chatting at the Warner studio; Walvivid recollections of their days in lace Worsley and Edfrid Bingham
the mining country.
holding a confab at the Tiflfany-Stahl
*
*
*
lot.
*
*
«
By the way, speaking of
Charles Furthman is busy
mining countries. Dr. "Manat the Paramount studio. He
ny" Woolfan, well known in
wrote the scenario of "Underthe film colony, comes from
world" and was also active on
Hibbing, Minn., "the richest
"The Dragnet". He is a provillage in the world".
duction

recent Hollywood acquisition is Dr. W. H. Empie,
mayor of our old home town,
Virginia, Minn.
George F.
Shea, formerly city attorney
of Virginia, is also a resident
of Hollywood,.

Ralph Parker and Leo Birinski,

who wrote

"Variety," are collabo-

and

veteran

worked on several box
wows.

A

*

is

Writer
Under Contract to Warner Bros..]

The Life of Los Angel*

i

has

Centers at the

office

Ambassador's

*

*

Joe Traub, former
writer,

New York

titling all the

title

William Lac-

key productions.
*

*

*

Famous

Gilbert Warrenton, who handled
the camera on "The Man

Who
Baclanova Signs
Olga Baclanova has signed a contract as a featured player at Paramount.

a Pneumonia Atl

from "Lots"

Hollywood

Work on

ities.

m

Who

Laughs"

photographing
Best," at Fox.
is

and "Lonesome,"
"Mother Knows

Cocoanut Grovi
<»s-

Capra Assigned Melodrama
Robert Agnew Cast
Frank Capra will direct "The Way
Mary Brian Signs
Warners has cast Robert Agnew i
the Strong," underworld meloMary Brian is to remain with Para- of
drama, for Columbia. Alice Day and in "The Midnight Taxi," which John
I Special Nights Tues. and Sat
mount as a featured player. She has Margaret Livingston
have
been Adolfi is directing with a cast injust signed a new contract.
cluding
Antonio
Moreno,
Helene
signed.
College Night Every Fridaj
Costello, Myrna Loy, William RusI
Ralph Spence Sues
sell and Pat Hartigan.
Mary Nolan to be Featured
Suit for $3,000, alleged due him as
Mary
Nolan
will be featured by
the balance on the $5,000 he claims
Universal in "Come Across," from
he was to receive for titling "Tillie's
Punctured Romance," has been in- a story by Charles W. Tyler. William Wyler will direct.
stituted by Ralph Spence against
Film
Christie
Co.
in Hollywood that means home to travelers

—

A Famous Doorway

"U" Renews Lewis Contract
George Lewis, Universal star, has
renewed his contract with the company and is to star in the third series
of "The Collegians" under direction
of Nat Ross.

EARLE SNELL
Continuity

"THE MAN DISTURBER"
Reginald Denny's Next
Production

^

Specializing in originals and

adaptations with Alaskan,
Oriental andSoutJiSea

The doonvay
comfort

means

Noti' with

you

—

— personal
also
It

—

Good Food

a Feature

A

French chef has madi the dining room famous.
Club breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
prices.
Also a la carte service.

Write

for reservations or free booklet entitled,

"Hollywood,"

Paramount -FamousLasky

means home

surroundings.

are conveniently located in Hollywood film capitol of th< world amusement center
of Southern California.

that

settings

RALPH PARKER

of this hotel

— service — pleasant

—today!

The Hollywood
—where
Vine

St.,

at

the

Plaza Hotel

doonuay means (unne

Hollywood

Blvd.,

to travelers

HoUywood, Californu

DAILY
10 Year Franchises

Presen ta tions

That sound pictures are here

By JACK

to stay is indicated by action
of majority of theater owners

Electric
ordering
Western
equipment, in obtaining ten
year leases on the equipment,
according to J. E. Otterson,
Electrical
Represident
of
search Products, which marInstallakets the equipment.

"They're
these

fast

moving
days

the

sound picture
and we're certainly watching dea
velopments.
It's
big development of

the

we're

industry,
starting

and

new department

this
to-

day to give you the
lowdown on. what's
what. Don't pass up
sound pictures but
study them to see

what they mean

to

Our
your business.
aim is to help you

nterchangeability

in

this."

Termed Conjectural
1)

luipment was especially designed by
Bell Telephone Laboratories to

NOW WORKING

PAUL ASH

in

field,

tion costs are determined by
the specifications of the individual theater, with the average cost around $9,000, according to Otterson.

(Continued from Page

H ARROWER

POMEROYINNEWYORK

le

sound from films or discs,
hich have been recorded by our ov^mi
FOR EQUIPMENT CONFAB
boratory methods," he said.
"We
ive been concentrating on the perRoy E. Pomeroy, who is in charge
ction of this system of recording and
of Paramount's sound pictures, is in
;producing which is now in success- New York to hold conferences with
use in 300 theaters and which has Eastern electrical executives concernad nearly two years of successful ing equipment recently designed. He
)mmercial demonstration.
will return to the Coast to resume
"We have had no occasion to either supervision of production within a
y other types of sound films on week. Pomeroy is not only head of
ur projectors or to adopt our own Paramount's sound films department
cords and films to use on other ma- but is also in charge of the technical
roject

SMOOTHLY AT PARAMOUNT
The second week for Paul Ash as m. c.
working very
Chicago
leader
found
the
smoothly with his band, and helping to build
up the various acts with his personality stufr.
He is not attempting to do anything unusual,
seeming to depend on a gradual building of
his intimate line to sell the customers and
build

popularity.

his

"Flapperettes" was the name of the unit
show, produced by John Murray Anderson.
LuUy, Me.iley & Crocker had their rube fireman act with the comedy acrobatics. Billie
Gerber worked in a tuxedo and did some
neat tapping with a pleasing song number.
The Rio Brothers were then on as collegiate
Helen Kane was outstanding with
hoofers.
registered
singing,
which
personality
her
strong. Ash helped her to sell her line, but
she could sell it without any trouble to any
Broadway audience. The m. c. also spent
considerable time working with Milton Watson on his ballad, and seems to be plugging
particular performer. The stage l)and
this
worked well under Ash's competent direction, and they put over the "St. Louis Blues"
'

in

Another
great style.
player featured in

piccolo

work.

The

finale

was

number had
some snappy

the
solo

just ordinary.

I

department.

He

has created such

as

the

as the ethereal effects in "Peter Pan."
At the Coast, Pomeroy recently
a
of
installation
the
supervised
Lasky
sound-proof stage at the
Another one is to be constudio.
There are
structed upon his return.
Parathat
circulation
in
reports
mount, M-G-M and United Artists
will join forces in the production of
sound pictures.
Pomeroy will supervise the installation of sound equipment at the Long
Island studio. The sound films stage
to be erected there will be twice as
large as any modern picture studio

Pomeroy drew
stage, it is claimed.
the plans before leaving the Coast.
Section of Movietone
photoshowing
film,
graphic recording. The
sound track is hetiveen

photographic recording and the sprocket
holes on the right.
the

Experimenting on "Simba"
Frank R. Wilson and M. J. Weisfeldt, handling distribution of "Simexperimenting with the
are
ba,"
picture, minus other units of the
presentation, except the
Four
phonograph synchronization.

"The problem which

this

company

facing today is to produce recording equipment for the studios and projecting equipment for the theaters
fast enough to meet the demands
which are being made upon us. How-

is

The overture at the
followed by "Dance

Roxy was from "Aida,"
of

Hours"

the

'

from

The latter employed the baland the Roxyettes. It covered sequences of "Dawn," "Day," "Evening" and
For each division a string of
"Night."
girls danced onto stage garbed in symbolical
costumes, which were gorgeous and made a
After
great flash when they were all on.
this Helen Eck with the ensemble did the
Lammermoor,"
Mad Scene from "Lucia Di
and her singing was well received.
Nicholas Daks was featured in the Enchanted Lake, he being the Hunter, and
Clyde Cottam the Swan. The latter male impersonation covered a burlesque on the swan
dance, and was about the only bit on the
program that had a comedy slant. The bulk
of the performance was in the classical atmosphere. Von Grona repeated his "Spirit of
Labor" from last week, and the novelty with

"La Giaconda."
let

corps

symbolical

its

interpretation,

the

setting

LIME TRIO HIGHLIGHT OF

AVERAGE CAPITOL SHOW
Easily the highlight of a mediocre bill at
the Capitol was the Lime Trio, or rather that
member of the trio who does a sensational
pollywog dance.
He is Lime and a marvel
at his job.
Lime is apparently without spine
or bones, just like a mass of putty.
The
contortions he goes through are very amusing.
"Russiana" was the name of the presentation.
Just one of those things with the
chorus, in an attempt to vary the monotony,
reaching the stage by parading down the two
center aisles.
The Capitolians were dressed
a la
liusse.
Linda did a Russian dance
and did it well.
Rose Valyda went over
fairly well and the best part of this particular
so-so effort was the side play with Walt

The Happy-Go-Lucky Boys and
Frank Seifert did individual numbers after
which the chorus sang Tschaikowsky's "1812"
overture with David Mendoza rising from the
Roesner.

on a platform to wield the baton.
The
regular orchestra replaced the jazz band for
number and with the chorus as an adjunct finished the overture and the stage
•how.
pit

this

Loew

Building Orchestras
Circuit has inaugurated
a policy of polishing up the pit orchestras in all New York houses. In
some instances entirely new orchestras have been installed, and in others,
special attention to building up the
brass has been the featured change.

The Loew

of

and derricks against a sky background, and the accompaniment of sounds of
iron girders

Standard

VAUDE VI LLE

whistles, steam winches, electric drills, etc.,
was the outstanding number on the bill. "The

was a Hawaiian
atmospheric presentation
episode, opening with the Spirit of the Volcano, interpreted by Jacques Cartier. The
finale was "On the Beach," which gave the
Roxyettes a chance to do one of their im-

for

Moliou Picture Preventation

The FALLY

MARKU8

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

pressive and beautiful routines.

1531

BROADWAY.

NEW YORK CITV

roadshow*

bookings have been made in connecexperiment. They are:
chines.
Why should we? Although tion with theGreat
Neck, L. L, June
Playhouse,
films
other makes of machines and
Rye, N. Y., June
Playhouse,
4
and
5:
have been given public demonstration
Stamford, Conn.,
from time to time, so far as we know, 6 and 7; Springdalc,
picture will
The
10.
and
9
8,
June
not one of them is in commercial use
roadshow
at
daily
twice
in any theater nor even for sale to- be shown
supplied by the
music
with
prices
day.
The question therefore, as to
by
how Western Electric sound projec- special phonograph developed
Weisfeldt.
and
Wilson
with
work
tors and films are going to
others which are yet to be developed
is purely one of conjecture.

HEAVY ON ROXY BILL

ef-

Red Sea sequence in
"The Ten Commandments" as well
fects

CU\SSICAL NUMBERS

with the river and the band dressed as typical
East Side boys. The show was not very long,
but well put together with peppy acts that
clicked. Leon Navara, the m.c, did a nice
bit at the piano impersonating a plugger in
a picture show.
The Novello Brothers came on first as
tumbling clowns, and were back later dressed
as birds, and did a knockout pantomime and
burlesque, the highlight being their imitation
bird calls as they made love to each other.
This bit was the hit of the show and registered heavily on laughter. George Lyons did
his harp specialty, and sang "Ramona" to
strong applause.
Peggy English did two
songs, and the Two Black Dots did some
unique stepping. The Six Tivoli Girls were
on twice in their routines, and were the
lightest unit on the bill. The show had lots
of pep, and was well paced, with enough
variety to please everybody.

are busy increasing our almanufacturing facilities,
large
readv
and "I anticipate that we shall be able
to meet readily this problem of large
scale production to the entire satisfaction of our customers all over the
United States."

ever,

wc

ACtSlET OVER

PEPPY

NICELY

ON STRAND

AMALGAMATED

BILL

1

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

The presentation was devised by Ed Hyman,

The

and labeled "Streets of New York."
showed the Brooklyn Bridge at night,

set

Attractions

for

Picture Theatres
Box OHice Prescriptions

I^

Standard

MURRY LIVINGSTON
Creator

of

Phone me at CANal 6480
at 270 LaUyettc Street. N. Y.

mc

Acts

Box Office Builder!

BARREL O' FUN and
PACKAGE PARTY
Write

Vaudeville

1

1600 Broadway, New York City
Penn. 3580
Phone rtsiiti.
rnont:
I

C.

THE
Sunday,

10

May

27, 192fl

THEATER EQUIPMEm
NEW MODEL SIMPLEX FOR

The Stamp

A

Model "M" Simplex for
announced by Interna-

special

is

which recentannounced the Model "M." The
special model is supplied on specification, built to meet the requirements of Movietone.
The special model is substantially
the same as Model "M" recently antional Projector Corp.,
ly

nounced, but
ditional

is

designed with the ad-

demanded

sturdiness

by

Movietone,

Vitaphone
and other
equipment and novelties. The stand
is

declared to amply take care of the

heavy lamphouses and other equipment which require that the projector be of
struction.

particularly

sturdy

con-

Because of the anticipated demand,
International is prepared to manufacture the special model on a large

will

ular

for the special

model probably

exceed the demand for the regmodel within the next year.

Sound pictures are attracting great
attention in the industry today, and
International Projector is adapting
itself to the situation caused by this

new development.
Anonuncement of

An

and economical means of obtaining a wide range
of illusions is offered by the Brenograph Jr., manufactured by the
Brenkert Light Projection Co., Dfetroit. This reliable firm, which
for years has been a leader in the light projection field, offers this
equipment to obtain beautiful effects by means of light alone. Interchangeable discs, on which the effect scenes are photographed, produce realistically rain, snow, clouds, ocean waves, falling flowers,
flying birds, etc.
Atmospheric theaters use the device to project
a canopy of clouds in the auditorium, to create an out-of-doors illusion, or from the \vings with a back drop.
Special color wheels

may

be obtained.
Because of its simplicity and efficiency the Brenograph
given
FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.
also

THE

the

new

special

widespread comment throughout the
trade.

DAYLIGHT BURNING SIGN

changeable

sign is being
marketed by the Adswin Corp., New
York City, featured as a "daylight

New

announcement

required, a

number

of

stenciled metal letters being supplied

with each sign.

One

of its chief features is unusual
color effects can be obtained by the

MADE

IN

THREE SIZES

SHJPRIEME
WashedJtir

COOLING SYSTEM
SUPREME HEXTERaioVENTUATIIVC
CORPORATION ••<.<•« ST.UMJIS,U.M

is

—

Relieve All Strain
Elimination of possibility of strain
or injury to the eye, through absorption of harmful light rays, is claimed
for a new projection lens, the dis-

Y.
Sunray projecmanufactured by the covery of Dr. Maurice W. Ashman,
Wollensack Optical Co., in three who has for several weeks been cooperating with S. L. Rothafel and
si::es. Series O, Series I, and Series
II.
The first series is for portable testing the lens at the Roxy, New
machines and has tubes of 1 43-64 York.
With the tests completed by Art
inches
outside
diameter.
Focal
lengths are graded in quarter lenses. Smith, head of projection at the theTubes of the Series I are 1 15-16 ater, the lenses have been installed as
permanent equipment on all of the
house's projectors, and arrangements
are under way with Bausch & Lomb

Rochester, N.

for production for the general market.
No distribution as yet has been ar-

ranged.

Dr.

The Sunray Lens
inches,

the

focal

lengths

graded

in

quarter inches from two inches up.
Series II has tubes of 2 23-32 inches
outside diameter, the focal lengths
graded in quarter inches from Al/z
inches up.
The lens is supplied in
plain tube of focusing mount.

The Wollensack Co., also manufactures stereoptical lenses and camera
lenses for both still and motion pictures.

Before you buy, get the facta
on the

and

Ocaso
Gillespie,

111.;

use of vari-colored glass plates which
are a part of the equipment of this
daylight sign. The outfit consists of
an oblong metal box-like construction which carries a mirror set at an
angle which reflects the stenciled
letters through the colored squares
of glass in the top section. Placed on
the marquee or at the theater front,
the daylight is the only motive power
required to set this sign flashing its
message as far as the eye can see.

Well
Re(

Kansas City; Pearl,!
Woodbury, Cedar Rapids, Ia.jj

Aladdin,

Sun, Hildrege. Neb.
Park, Woonsocket, R.
Mt. Pleasant, Cleveland; Lawndale, Chi-I
;

k

I.;

Montgomery Amusement

cago;

Co.,

Cincin-1

aki

'00

1

Rex, Albion, Mich.; Lyric, Harbor)
1
Springs,
Mich.; Fortway Amusement Co.,!
Jemtson an,d Parthenon Amusement Co., king
Brooklyn; G. S. & V., Corp., New York;
;i
Virgin State, Grand Rapids; Seltzer, Palm-|
'Ftom
yra.
Pa.
El
Dorado, El Dorado. Kaj
Zurah, Great Bend, Kan.; Ritz, Gary, In
a
Ohio, Youngstown, O.
Strand, Crawfoi
con
vile,
Ind.
Zenith, Milwaukee; Lakota,
lina, O.; Polar St., Memphis, Tenn.; He.
Providence; Ritz, Ardmore. Okla.; Pantai
and Avon, Birmingham, Ala.
I.
Masil
Racine, Wis.; Smith, Salt Lake City;
ington Amusement Co., Irvington, N. JL,
Colonial, St. Joseph, Mo.; Paramount, Al-|
abc
bany, N. Y. ; Riverside, Medford, Mass.;
iinic
West Shore Theaters, Kingston, N. Y.;
Dreamland, New Haven, Conn.; Band Hot Clarke,
Edythe Totten and Cortland, New Yorr
Sapt
Rivoli,
Schenectady,
N.
Y.
Monogral
office
Chicago; Paramount, Mt. Airy, N. C; B'
jtting
jestic,
Paterson, N. J.; Moody, Walths
Mass.; Capitol, Rockford, 111.; Monomol
Oil Co., Council Bluffs, la.; Capitol, Browi
ville, Tex.
Towson. Towson, Md. En Cs
With
to, Havana, Cuba; Rivoli, San Benito, Tej ,
La Paloma, Encinitas, Cal. Classic, Water- ktte;
town, Cal.
Unique, Santa Cruz, Cal., Gold,
recei
Brooklyn Heights, N. Y.; E. W. Albertson,
Kane,
Pa.;
Leola,
Minneapolis;
Forum,
Philadelphia; Strand and Palace, Stamford,
Conn.; Caton, Catonsville, Md.; Endort's,
nati;

itg.

t:

i

;

IS

;

M

[Ilie

;

;

;

;

r

;

1

Jtf

Crescent City, Cal.; Community, Baltimore;
Strand, Scotdale, Pa.
Strand, Hackettstown,
N. J.; Shelton, Shelton, Conn.; Crown, Low-

Corp,

;

Ever,

Mass.; Wade's. Morehead City, N. C;
Argonne, Bellaire, Md. Citizens Theater Co.,
Brazil, Ind.; Capitol, Portland, Ore.; Westwood, Westwood, N. J.; Strand, Madison,
ell,

rs at

tl

;

izai

fKasu

Ind.

Lubrication Prolongs Life
value of good lubrication tl
prolonging the life and efficiency
booth equipment cannot be overestimated, points out National The-

The

Ashman

has been experimenting in the invention of a lens which
would eliminate the harmful rays of
light, started some twelve years ago. ater Supply Co., in calling attention
He first began to experiment with the to Motor Cup Grease. See that procomposition and formula for a glass jection machines, electric fans, rewhich would permit a sufficiently winds, etc., are kept in the best of
clear visibility and at the same time operating condition through this preabsorb the raj's which are harmful caution.
to the eyes.
After four years of exIf You Are in the
perimental work a formula was submitted to the Department of Physics
Market for Any Kind of
of Columbia University and the U.
S. Bureau of Standards which concurred in the opinion that the new
lens was effective in eliminating the
ultra-violet

toper

Accon

;

Jr.

Lens Claimed to

SUNRAY PROJECTION LENS

letter

burning" sign, adaptable for day oi
night advertising.
Any form of announcement can be made by shifting
the position of the letters to suit the

Seventy-three theaters have iaKilgen organs in the last
months. All of the sales were handli
through National Theater Supply CJ
which last year obtained an exclusi^
contract to handle the organ.
Theaters which have installed
gen organs during the last year are;

;

OFFEREDJN MARKET
A

LAST IS

stalled

efficient

tion lenses are

model comes as a climax to announcement of the Model "M" a few
weeks ago, which has occasioned

IN

Scenic and color effects play a dominant part in providing
proper atmosphere for the theater. Houses, large and small, are
constantly using effective illusions to enhance the value of their
programs. Most appealing effects are those which employ the element of motion.

scale, pointing out that if the present
plans of circuits are carried out, de-

mand

73 KILGENS INSTALLED

Approval

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit
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ND MANAGEMENT
Electro-Magnetic Operation
Feature of New Spotlight
lALKING SHOP
Aim Important

'roper

Electro-magnetic operation of color
frames, which enable change of color
of the light beam at will from a distant point, is a feature of the Kliegel
Spotlight No. 72, just announced by
Kliegel Bros, of the Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., New York.

to

—

Praise
Accomplishment
Well Earned— Kilgen's
Record Installations

^^
1

FS

a pretty hard thing to judge
the ability of a sharpshooter unyou know at what target he is
ling.
The same thing is true in
eking the progress of an organiza-
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Corp., advertising film concern of
enver, was paid by Texas exhibiThe
rs at their recent convention.
•ganization has a hook-up with the
exas unit, but the exhibitor assoation was impressed particularly
ith the fine co-operation the Alexider firm has extended, resulting
putting around $4,000 in the
easury during the last year.
Service is the watchword of the

lexander

headed

firm,

Don

by

lexander, and he instills his workwith loyalty and pep.
s
The
jmpany makes airplanes as one of
s other industries, and is growing
y leaps and bounds. The advertis-

ig film
ine,

and

department
hitting on

an

is

is

efficient

six,

all

chiefly

ecause the organization has somehing to sell of benefit to the exlibitor.
While activities have been
oncentrated in the Southwest, it
von't be long before the Alexander
.ctivities will blanket the country.

;jEVENTY- THREE
J during

the

last

18

installations

months

is

a

ecord of which Geo. Kilgen & Son,
nanufacturers of the Kilgen organ,
nay well be proud. The number of
nstallations

by

a

single

company

mphasizes the vital position that
)ipe organs now occupy as a box ofice

attractions.

company contends, because

hereto-

are
The
terminals
of
electro-magnets
brought out to a small junction block at the
of the magnet casing, and cable outlets
are provided.
Where a number of spotlights
are installed they may be wired so that each

end

color frames are light, circular, metal
made in two sections and provided
To insert or replace
with spring clasps.
gelatin color filters, is simply a matter of
removing the clips and inserting the gelatin
between the two sections, trimming to size
Guard wires protect
and replacing the clips.
the gelatin.

The

frames

spotlight

is

Front view of Kliegl Spotlight No.
with electro-mag netically controlled color frame, showing one of
the frames in position in front of
the lens as when used for color
72

lighting

mounted on a substantial

pivot bearing which permits it to be adjusted
It is set on a shori
to any angle desired.
stand with a heavy cast iron base that provides a firm foundation for the lamp, deIt also can be furclared free of vibration.
nished mounted on a tall pedestal stand where
a greater height is needed; on a horizontal

Special

spotlight and each color frame is independently controlled, or wired in multiple so that
a group of spotlights and color frames can be
There are an unoperated simultaneously.
limited number of combinations that can be
devised to suit individual requirements.

Model

M

it

tain

colors

SIMPLEX

and producing combinations.

spotlight may be wired so that
all the battery or any selected group
may be changed instantly from one
color to another, or all color frames
removed, giving the maximum intensity of white lighting. This operation is performed through a selective
control board with master switches.

Each

spotlight is designed for use with
1,000-watt G 40 or a 2,000-watt G 48 conIt projects a brilcentrated filament lamp.
liant spot of light any distance up to 100 ft.,
gives a widefloodlighting
and when used for
The mogulspread of evenly-diffused light.
screw-base receptacle is mounted on a sliding
base with an extension wing nut for focusconcave mirrored-glass reflector is
ing.
mounted back of the lamp utilizing all the
available candle-power of the lamp and giving the greatest possible illumination at the
maximum efficiency. The housing is of aluminum and rustless iron. The top of the housing is hinged and perniits access to the inThe front is fitted
terior for changing lamps.
with a 6-inch condensing lens, mounted on
an aluminum frame and held in place with
a split ring, allowing unrestricted expansion.
The color-frame-control-magnets are mounted in a casing on the side of the spotlight.
They are ot the plunger type, and actuate
concentric shafts which extend along the side
At the extreme end of each
of the spotlight.

that

A

has been necessary to mainseveral groups of spotlights to
obtain the desired color effects. Since
the color frame of the new spotlight
independently operated, two or
is
more color frames may be used simultaneously, obtaining a blending of
fore

mounting

separate magshaft a color is attached.
Springe hold
net controls each color frame.
in front
position
out
of
the color frames back
of the lens, but when current flows in one
of the magnets, the plunger is drawn d9wn,
and the color frame is thrown into position
in front of the lens where it remains as long
Upon openas current flows in the magnet.
ing the circuit the retrieve spring throws the
Special shock
color frame out of position.
The operaabsorbers take up the rebound.
The magnets, which are
tion is noiseless.
wound for 115 volts, and consume but 44
watts, are liberally designed, and not affected by normal variations in voltage, do
The
and last indefinitely.
not
over-heat,
cover of the magnet-control casing can readily be removed for making electrical connections or for purposes of inspection.

The

The above is an excerpt from first
mmunication sent the trade by H.
Clarke, president of National TheView of Kliegl Spotlight No. 72
Supply Co., since taking over
ir
with cover of magnet-casing reKnowing what you are
office.
;
moved and mechanism, for control of
ooting at is important, and the
the color frame
owledge explains the rapid strides
ide by National, for the company
ows that better equipment makes By means of the new feature, the en:
better theaters, bigger box of- tire service and dimming now are
e receipts and increased business given the advantages of remote control, the company says.
theaters and the company.
By means of the new improvement,
IRIBUTE to Alexander Film fewer spotlights will be needed, the

iron pipe, or any other type of
may be required.

for

MOVIETONE

The new

a

will

be supplied

when

specified

A

International Projector Corporation
New York
90 Gold Street
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Film Board Completes
A Rezoning of K. C.
Kansas

City — Rezoning of this

And

city

has been completed by the Film
Board. Houses are divided into six

Monday

ville.

Tuesday
committee
contract
of
Fxhibitor members
voted for clauses and arbitration rules as
units
exhibitor
trade for financing plan for
to be worked out by distributors, Chicago
report says.
presi\V. A, Steffes, Northwest exhibitor unit
dent, sponsoring new national exhibitor orconvenganization slated to be formed at
tion aboard lake ship.
Educational meets Cleveland protection demand and buying strike lifted so far as

product is concerned; company
convention at Montreal.
Trade Commissioner to decide question of
legality of proposed ban on service to non-

company

sales

holding

theatricals.

Pathe

loss,

in

$2,151,882

There is no
from A to G.
Class B, this having been left open
Class
for anticipated developments.
A are first runs and have 28 days
from closing date over Class C, subsequent runs charging 30 cents, which
have seven days from opening over
Class E,
Class D, 25 cent houses.
20 cent houses, and all pictures
which do not play Class C or
houses, become available to Class
E theaters 35 days after closing of
run. Class F, 15 cent houses,
Class
receive pictures which do not play
intermediate classes, 42 days after
close of Class A run and for Class
G, ten cent houses, 49 days following. Negro houses are placed in Class
N, following close of Class
run in
28 days.
Protection/ is given within
the class according to admission.

company

1927,

re-

D

A

Many Houses

Wednesday
investigation

for

Sale

—

of

Louis For the first time in
jears a considerable number of
the theaters in the St. Louis trade
territory are being publicly advercourt.
of
settled out
Many other houses
Plans on non-theatricals and compulsory ar- tised for sale.
bitration being prepared by proposed ex- are being quietly ofiEered to prospecby
hibitor organization, to be sponsored
tive buyers.
This is a reflection of
W. A. Steflfes, Northwest exhibitor unit
business conditions in the territory.
head.
Toseph P. Kennedy reported negotiating pool
Film Boards of Trade; Cleveland "trust"
suit withdrawn with evidence sent to government; Sidney Samuelson's suit against
Will H. Hays and 60 other defendants

.

.

Universal; latter denies.
Creditors committee handling Cooney Chicago
circuit.

Thursday
Non-theatrical competition growing as national
issue.

Fox announces 52 features and 26 comedies
for 1928; 5,000-seat Minneapolis Fox house
planed.

29 features and 48 comedies for
season.
Hal Poach gets license to make sound films
by Western Electric process.
Gabriel L. Hess of Hays organization deon reported contract
clines to comment
"trade" prior to return to New York, to
examine record.
Stanley Co. passes dividend, with Goldman,
Sachs & Co., bankers, becoming active in
Pathe

lists

new

affairs.

Friday
Sound film systems interchangeable, E. E.
Bucher of Radio Corp. of America insists,
stating Photophone machines will be ready
in June.
Universal not involved in any proposed pool,
Carl Laemmle declares.
Quota law to be enacted in Italy.
St. Louis musicians attempting to end use
of mechanical music in city's theaters.

Sen. Walsh to press action today to obtain
congressional probe of film industry.
Congressional conference committee agrees to
exemotion of tax on admissions up to $3.
Tnterchangeability of sound film reproducing
systems conjectural. Western Electric says.
his
plans
and
have
Philadelphia
Fox
guessing.
Stanley and Loew's Pool theaters at Baltimore.

Sound Films For Oneonta
Oneonta, X. Y. Improvements to

—

made

at

$25,000 and
tion of
tone.

Oneonta

the

will cost
will include the installa-

Vitaphone as well as Movie-

House Closes
The LaGrange has

Illinois

LaGrange,
closed owing

111.

to

—

poor business.

Wanda Hawley
Los Angeles
an

attack

of

Hawley has
engagements.

— Reported

III

stricken by
appendicitis, Wanda

cancelled her vaudeville

DALY ,^^mm
the
feather
to

another

Gotham

Louis.
I

Budd Rogers has

cap, for

closed a contract for a run of
"Hellship Bronson" at the Hippo-

just

drome,

New

York.

Meredith Nicholsov, writer, who

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

was

elected to the city council, is peeved over veto of the daylight saving bill by the mayor, charg-

recently

ing interference by Will H. Hays,
as being responsible. It's too bad
the Hoosier authw can't appreciate
what daylight saving has done to

Photo
Engraving

New York box office since it was
foisted upon New York. He could
write a novel about that.

Specialists

Denver Theater Pool
Deal Now Complete

to the

Motion Picture

Denver— Details have been completed in formation of the largest independent circuit in the Denver territory and Consolidated Theaters, incorporated, with the D.
R. Midwest

Industry

&

Theater

New
at

and

Frank

of the
$1,000,000, are:
officers

Gulp
firm,

interests.

capitalized

Rick Ricketson,
Richard Dickson, viceMax Schubach, secretary,

president;
president;

and Frank Gulp, treasurer.

These

DAY AND NIGHT

of-

Wisconsin Theaters Change Hands ficals, together with Paul Krier and
Dan Lehrburger, comprise the direcMilwaukee Recent
in
changes
torate
of the company, which has 15
ownership of theaters in Milwaukee
and the state include the Comfort, a houses.
In the pool are: D. & R. houses,
Milwaukee neighborhood house which
has been taken over by Frank LTdo- Egyptian, Highlands and Queen, all
in Denver, and houses at Rapid City,
vich, the former owner being Moy
To\'.
Park, another neighborhood, S. D.; Delta, Walsenburg and Mont-

—

has been taken over by E. Wagner.

rose, Col.;

Midwest

250

theaters. Mission,

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 414 1-2-3

The Orpheum at Richland Center Denver; and houses in Sidney, Neb.;
has been taken over by J. Eskin Rock Ford, Brush, Sterling and Fort
from R. J. Theiler, while Mrs. Helen Morgan, Neb.; Frank Gulp houses.
Connelly, widow of a
man- Oriental and Granda, Denver.
theater

ager at Green Bay, Wis., who was
drowned about a j'ear ago, has leased
the Lyric at Peshtigo from D. O.
Larson.

"Gounod" At

Rialto

Gounod," a Technicolor
subject in James A. FitzPatrick's
Famous Music Masters series, opens
"Charles

at the Rialto Saturdaj-.

Saturday

l)e

St.

many

FBO, Keith-Albee-Orpheum and

Pathe

of

DD
^*-

—

A

ports.

Senator Walsh asks Senate

That's That

By PHIL M.

classes

Fox seen as partner in Comerford Pennsylvania expansion.
Pittsburgh territory exhibitors plan to refuse
to arbitrate cases of distributors serving
non-theatricals; subject under discussion at
Film Boards' meeting; Oklahoma unit president says question solved in that state.
Musicians' convention under way at Louis-

Opens Missouri House
Louis Julius Sanowsky, owne
of the Venus, has opened the Kin
loch Airdome at Kinloch Park, Si
St.

Sewnig Succeeds Blumberg
Milwaukee L. G. Sewnig has been
named to succeed N. J. Blumberg,
whose assistant he has been for the
past year and a half, as division manager of the Milwaukee Theaters Circuit, Inc. Otto Lang has been named
as Mr. Sewnig's assistant. The cir-

—

cuit operates thirteen theaters in Mil-

waukee and Wisconsin.

Gets Trinity Franchise
Boston Harry Segal of Royal has

—

secured the franchise for 12 Trinity
pictures. Three of them are: "Better

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS
1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

Days," "The Little Wild Girl" and
"The Age Old Handicap."

New House

for

Madison

—

Madison. Wis. The East Side
Business Men's association is perfecting plans for a theater on Atwood
to cost between $125,000 and $150,000.
It has been decided to start at once
to subscribe
ject

stock for the

new

pro-

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the

world for the purpose of public
instruction.

.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

Pictures

for

Greta Nissen in N. Y.
Greta Nissen has arrived in New
York for a vacation. She will attena
the opening of "Fazil" at the Gaiety
June 4. In this Fox picture she plays
opposite Charles Farrell.

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

D. Opening Exchanges
First Division soon will open exchanges in Boston and New Haven.
They will be directed by Harry G.
Segal, with headquarters at Boston.

Complete reference booklet,

F.

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

'1001 FILMS*'

(Fifth

EdMon)

nearly 3,000 educational films given
at reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

listing

5 South Wabadi Ave,, Chicago,

IlL

»

f

Preference

means
The

Profits

theatre that stresses screen

quaHty is well on the way to
popular preference. And that
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman
Positive— the film that preserves

every
ity for

bit

of photographic qual-

your

screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

VERY WEEK A BIG STAR!

1928-29
DAVIES
3 MARION
Dumb Dora

3 SPECIALS
SHOW PEOPLE

John Gilbert
Greta Garbo

and

4 LON CHANEY
while the City Sleeps
others

Standard

more

and

4 WILLIAM HAINES
Excess Baggage
and 3 more

I

The Bellamy
The Wonder

CODY-PRINGLE
2

more

Women
A

Star

Grease Paint
and I more

2

more

ALL STAR

a M-G-M GREAT
" EVENTS

Our Dancing

1 LILLIAN GISH
'I'he Wind

lo

NEWS
104
•^^^ M-G-M
Twice Weekly

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS
Daughters
Breakers Ahead
Mothers and Sons

lo

OUR GANG
LAUREL-HARDY
CHARLEY CHASE

10
10

g TIM McCOY
"'

Free Soul

HAL ROACH
^n
^^ COMEDIES

FLASH
in

more

Trial
of

more

The Amazing Uog

KEATON
2 BUSTER
The Camera Man

Tiger Skin, Single
1

3

more

The Baby Cyclone

>

SHEARER
4 NORMA
Ballyhoo
and

3 GRETA GARBO

I

}

and

GILBERT
2
^ JOHN
The DeviPs Mask

THE LOVES OF
CASANOVA

and

;

Gold
and I more

LIFE

3

and

RAMON NOVARRO
2
**
Braid

THE CARNIVAL OF

and

Camping Out

and 2 more

Marion Uavies
William Haines

ELECTRIC-LIGHT
HITS

DANE-ARTHUR

Entirely in Technicolor

ODDITIES
26 M-G-M
UFA world-wide gems
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Remains with Pathe for''Indefinite Period"
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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Another for B'zvay ?

lYSTEM OFFERED BY W.E.

Loew's and Publix are reported considering erection of
a New York theater on 49th
running from Broadway to
The project is
Seventh Ave.
viewed as a move to more efcompete with the
fectively
Roxy.
St.,

ron-synchronized accompaniments,
i|ng stock records, with the amplition similar to that employed for
aphone and Movietone projection
)eing offered by the Western ElecCo., through its subsidiary, ElecThe
al Research Products Corp.

similar
to
essentially
$achronous disc reproduction, with
difference that since the record

RECIPROCITY DEAL TO

not have to be synchronized with
film, it is not necessary to drive
jector and turntable by the same
(Continued

on Page

3)

CLOSING MOVE

—

Considerable anxiety
Montreal
felt over the move now under way
close all theaters in the Province
Quebec on Sunday. Sunday busies in Montreal especially is usualvery heavy and theaters have
me to depend upon the Sabbath to
ake up for dull spots throughout
At present, children under
e week.
are kept out of picture houses
hether accompanied by guardian or
'

)t.

Get Interest
In Lithograph Company

^^arners

Reports that Warners have taken
the Continental Lithograph Co.
New York and Cleveland was met

•er

•

Harry M. Warner, company

presi-

with statement that the firm
interested itself in the lithograph
>ncern. He denied further comment.
;nt,

IS

Ian $35,000,000 Merger
of British Theaters

—

London Announcement is expected
be made shortly of the pending
for a merger between Denman
icture Houses and General Thea•rs.
A. C. Bromhead is chairman

Rome (By

Cable)

—

Reciprocity

deal which will assure showing of
Italian films in the United States in
number of American
ratio to the
films shown in Italy is planned by
Recently it
the Italian government.
was erroneously reported that a
quota law was planned but Italy has
had such a law in force for some

Success of France

in

securing re-

ciprocity is the declared purpose of
the new Italian plan, which will require showing in the United States
of one Italian film for every few
American films shown in this country.

The

Gaumont-British Corp. and DenPicture Houses. The proposed
lerger will represent a combine with
capital claimed to be around $35,lan

)0.000.

— Fox

Grainger Expected to Use

Buying Power

in Deals

in Other Sections

Musicians Re-elect Weber
at Louisville Meeting

is

Tremont and Broadway
hundred

feet

Winfield

here, a few
from the Metropolitan.

the project
v/ill

is

completed, the

be housed

in

the

Sheehan and Har-

old B. Franklin arrived in

same

tion and

to

liam
Fox
Grainger.

Arbuckle Reported
as M. C. at Egyptian
West

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles
is

THE FILM DAILY

— Roscoe

Coast

IVest

Los

Arbuckle,

it

ceremonies at Grauman's
of
Egyptian, operated by West Coast
Theaters. Arbuckle pictures, it is said,
may also be shown at the theater
during the engagement.
ter

Beat on Wilkins' Film
Paramount News claims a beat
when John Dored, staff cameraman,
reached New York Friday afternoon
after a 6,000-mile race from Spitzen-

not

Wil-

James

and

R.

THE FILM DAILY

— West

Coast

bought

The-

dollar s
1928-1929 as yet
a

worth of film for
and that nothing will be done pendof several meetings in
between Harold B. Franklin, president of the chain, William
Fox, Winfield Sheehan and James R.

ing

results

New York
Grainger.

Grainger

Paramount News Claims

confer with

Bureau,

Angeles
has

aters

reported, has been booked as mas-

New

York yesterday from Los Angeles to attend the Fox conven-

Fox

building.

exact ratio has not been

determined upon.

say and

will

have

a

good deal

to

may

be expected to use the
buying power of West Coast to advantage in making first run deals
elsewhere throughout the country.
Last year, M-G-M secured about
$1,500,000 from West Coast in rent(Contintted on Page 3)

bergen with pictures of landing of Stanley Cuts Admission
his
after
Prices at Pittsburgh
Marking start of his Capt. George Wilkins
Louisville
utilized
Dored
flight.
polar
epochal
Pittsburgh Admission prices have
thirty-second year as president of
several modes of travel in his dash been slashed by the Stanley Co., in
the organization. Joseph N. Weber
to be the first one in with the picwas reelected president of the Amer- tures, completing the trip character- several downtown houses, in a move
The Grand has
to increase business.
ican Federation of Musicians, at the
Other cut matinee prices in half, the top
ized by ingenuity and thrills.
convention here. Decision was made
films will arrive tomorrow.
now being 25 cents. Prices at the
(Continued on Page 3)

—

—

Firm on Profitable Operating
Basis, Colvin
Joseph

P.

Kennedy,

FRO

president, who has just completed reorganization of Pathe,
continue as special adwill
visor to that company "for an
indefinite period."

;al

f

Fox Reported Planning
To Build Boston House

exchange

BE SOUGHT BY ITATY

time.

WORRYING NONTREAL

WEST COAST HOLDING
OFF ON FILM BUYING

If

is

s

Price 5 Cents

1928

reported planning
to build a theater at the corner of

"Simba".
"'This

28,

Boston

;

now is being given a public test
the National theater, Jersey City,
ere, by means of the special turnle apparatus, it is supplying music

May

Kniphasis to statement made to
stockholders by President J. J. Murdock that Pathe has now "turned the
corner" and is anticipating a satisfactory year, was given at the Chicago sales convention. Colvin Brown.

Brown

States

recently-elected executive vice president, stated on his return to New

Olympic have been cut from 50 to
30 cents, and the Blackstone, grind
house, has dropped to a 15 cents
scale.
The State has been closed
for alterations.
Warners is reported
planning to take over the latter house.

Sound Films Discussed

Company

York. Enthusiasm of convention deleExecutives
by
gates, whose collections during reSound pictures were under discuscent months have taken a decided
sion at a meeting of representatives
spurt, will contribute to a banner
Publix Friday
of Paramount and
year, he predicted.

Reorganization of the company,
completed within the last 60 days,
has placed the company on a profitaas contrasted
witli
the loss sustained last year,
tlirough absorption of P. D. C. and
increased competition in the field of
short subjects.
ble

operating

basis,

night.

Hammerstein Plans to

Show Film Despite U.S. Ban
In defiance of the Federal ban on
Soviet film, "The End of St.
Arthur Hammerstein
Petersburg,"

the

(Continued on

Page

2)

ZS^ES

DAILY

Hammerstein Plans to

Show Film Despite U.S. Ban
{Continued from Page 1)
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Financial
(These quotations are as of Friday.

Exchange was closed on Saturday.)

High
(s) Am.
(c-b) do
*
Bal.

& Katz

-(«)-Con.

Fm. Ind.

Seat.
6s 36

(c)
do
(s) East.

pfd.

.

41

.

103H

.

.

Fm.

"A"
Thea. "A'

Fo.x

15 J4

l5!/2

23M

•

•

4%

....

88J4

'

297/,

87
29^8

72^8
20;4

.

126^

..

do pfd. ..
(b) do 6s 47 ...
Par.By.5J4s51
(b)

23^8
9^8
20 J4

lOOH 100^

..

do units
do com.
Skouras Bros.
Stanley Co.
(o) Technicolor
.

.

.

.

71%

71

30

33
36
8
391^
34}4
4

34
6J^
39
37
2V,

2%

(c) Trans-Lux
(o) United Art.
14
(o)
do pfd. . .
83
(o) Univ. Ch. com .
2
(o)
do pfd. . .
78
(c) Univ. Pict.
20
*(s)
do pfd.
..
(c) Warner
Bros.
32}^
(s)
do "A" ..
38'^
(c-b) do 6i4s 28
118
.

.

.

*

7m

5,600
17,800

NOTE:

2J4

88
20

20
97
30j^
30J4
37
375i
117
118

Skouras,

St.

Louis;

7

2
9,500
1,300
15

Opening Date
Aug. 12

Gaiety

Feb.

"Trail of '98"

M-G-M

Astor
Globe
44th Street

Mar. 20
Apr.
9
Apr. 19
Apr. 26
Apr. 27

Rivoli

May
May
May
May
May

"Street

Fox

Angel"

"Abie's Irish Rose" ..... Paramount
"Glorious Betsy"
Wamere
Warners
"The Man Who Laughs" Universal. ....... Central

"Ramona"

United Artists.
United Artists

"Tempest"

Paramount
Petersburg" Hammerstein
Edgar Selwyn.

.

.

Embassy
Rialto

"Street of Sin"

"End of
"Dawn"

St.

.

.

Hammerstein
Times Square.

.

.

.

13

12
17

26
28
29

Expansion Program Is
"Color Organ" Patent
Suit Against Stanley Planned by Denver CI

Quality

junction,

terflies,"

12 in the following terriCapital Film Exchange, New

—

—

will

be released July

1.

Pioneer Texas Exhibitor Dies
Dallas Funeral services were held
recently at Big Springs for Isaac J.
Robb, 74, pioneer Texas theater owner,
who retired several years ago
with sale of his houses to Robb &
Rowley Theaters, with which his son
is connected.

—

RECCCNIZEC BY THEATRES
EVERYWHERE \% 4B$CL1JTELY
INCISPEMSABEE TC YHEIR SUCCESS

ECAlJSt

IT Ti

1,400

Lindeman Back

in N. Y.
D. W. Griffith's
200 representative, has returned to New
York from a tour of exchanges in the
7,600
Middle West. He attended the United
4,70u
Artists convention while in Chicago.
7

listed in

Chicago;
Stanley, Philadelphia

Canadian Firm in New Quarters
Toronto
Canadian Theater and
Electrical Supplies, Toronto, which
is
aflfiliated
with
Famous-Players
Canadian Corp., has opened in new
premises at 61 Albert St., where 7,000

—

of floor space is devoted to the
display and sale of theater equipment.

ft.

Criterion

Stanley to Produce on Coast
A.
Pam Blumenthal, president of
7,000
200 the Stanley Advertising Co., Indus2
trial Film Division, leaves today on
4
100 his annual trip to the Coast, where
300 the company will start several pro1,000 duction units.
Heretofore, produc1,700 tion has been confined to the East.

(Bid and Asked),
is

Theater

Paramount
Fox

Picture

Lineup of franchise holders of
United States and South America
closed to date is announced by
George H. Davis, president of the
Quality Distributing Corp. on their

Ed

Lindeman,

Rodgers Gets Jannings Film
Rodgers of New York
has acquired for the United States
and Canada, "Everything for Money,"
starring Emil Jannings. Distribution
plans now are being made.
Louis T.

Balaban & Katz

Distributor

"Wings"
"Four Sons"

- . .

Last Prices Quoted.

(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter
(s) Stock Exchange.

entries are added to the important Broadway openings this we
of Sin" at the Rialto; "End of St. Petersburg" at
Hammerstein, and "Dawn" at the Times Square. Two of these replace "Mothe
Machree" and "Steamboat Bill, Jr." at the Times Square and the Rialto respectively

"Street

Denver Extensive expansion
Wilmington, Del. Permanent inan accounting of profits development throughout the
states in which it operates is pla
tories:
and damages for alleged infringement
by Consolidated Theaters,
York; American Feature Film Co.,
New England; Liberty Film Ex- of her patent on "Color Organ," formed chain, formed through
change, Philadelphia; Anthony Luc- used to accompany musical selections ing of the D. & R., Midwest
chese,
Washington; Fischer Film with color and light harmonies in aters, Frank Culp circuit and
The pool embrj
Exchange, Cincinnati; Gotham Pic- mood with the music, is asked in Theaters Co.
The ture
around 30 theaters in Colors
Exchange, Chicago; Celebrated
Players,
Milwaukee; Gotham Pic- suit filed in District Court here by Nebraska, South Dakota and Wj
Sales
Plans are under way fo
tures, St. Louis; First Graphic Ex- Mary Hallock Greenwalt of Phila- ming.
500
new
house at Rapid City, S. D.,
change,
Buffalo;
Favorite
Film
Exdelphia
against
Stanley
the
Co.
She
5
change, Michigan; Arthur C. Brom- asserts that she believes more than the firm is building at Delta
100 berg
Rick Ricketsonf
Melrose.
Col.
Attractions, Southern states;
200
5,000 theaters have infringed her Denver is president of the new
Home
State
Film
Co.,
Dallas;
Pilu2,100
pany, capitalized at $1,000,000.
pont Corp., Latin America.
The patent.
...
company's first picture, "Black But-

36
254

16
87J4

.

Quality Distribution
Deals Are Announced

THREE
They are

12m

100 !4
1013^ 101 5i 101}^
7
734
'A.
754
18-/8
20/4
19J4

Pathe
do "A" ..
(b)
do 7s 37..
(s)
(s)

Roxy "A"

235^
^Vi

21
85
125'^ \2syi

*(s)

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

72J^
21

109^ 10954
lOOK 10054

.

F-L

29^
97^

m

.

Para.

106
88
14

Loew's Inc.
7
do deb. rts..
21
(b)
do 6s 41ww 10934
(b)
do 6s41x-war 100J4
(s) M-G-M pfd. .
26ys
9 '4
(s) M. P. Cap.
(s) Orph.
Cir.
21
*(s)
do pfd.
..
....
(s)

183^
126

>

'

*(c) Intern. Proj.
*(b) Keiths 6s 46.
(s)
(c)

,

2334 23%
184J4 181 7/s
.

.

Fox

40K

103 J4 103/2
74 -^

15H

..

*(s)
do pfd. ..
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

Close

40^^
.

.

Kodak

Low

has notified the State Dept. at Washington that he intends to hold the
premiere tonight at the Hammerstein theater as originally announced.
The state censors also have passed
on the picture, and advised Hammerstein that the picture could not be
shown until the State Dept. gives its
authorization.
Hammerstein's contention is that the government has
no grounds for objection after the
customs authorities have released the
film and he has spent $20,000 in preparing the picture for showing.

The Broadway Parade
new

Q 'fraikr cm &erif Tiehorc Vcu VUmj A

complefe $e^v^ce-H'if^ ArimafeJ openin^cortairing rame cf flieatre- dJaysets
ard Aiiimated clcsir^ to match -

SPECIAL SERVICE DEFARTMENTS
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THE RINALDY CABINET
DRYER
compact,
ity,

may

efficient,

and

'

^v!&\C)>^L SCREEN

of large capac-

be seen by appointment.

E. S. Rinaldy
Chester, New Jersey

ANIMATED LEADERS

Feature, Comedy, News, Erds, Tradeirarks

CHICAGO
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S

WABASH AM.
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liday,

28,
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nchronized Record West Coast Holding
System Is Offered
Off on Film Buying
(Continued from Page

(.Continued

1)

therefore the turntable need
be in the projection room but
be in any part of the theater
re the operator can see the screen
hear the music," the company ex"Since it is not necessary for
ns.
record to play throughout a
|h
le reelj large slow-speed records
not required, and therefore records
the usual type, operating at the
idard speed of about 78 rpm, can
or;

employed.

To permit

continuous playing, two

are employed; these are
by universal motors, and the
nge from one record to the next
nade by means of a fader. It is
;n desirable with this equipment to
titables

ten

y only a portion of a record; a
cial guide is provided for this pure which enables the desired part
be conveniently and accurately
;cted from the record and played as
ired.
By adding the necessary
jaratus to the projectors, a system

any time be
ipped for synchronous reproducin addition to non-synchronous".
this

type

can

at

als;

from Page

Paramount about

1)

mo

HE

tUCKY p/kBBiT

$2,000,000 and

other distributors $600,000 comThe totals are expected to
swing the other way for 1928-1929
in view of the Fox control of Wesco.
However, Wesco will need Paramount, M-G-M and other outputs to
fill
in playing time.
In Los Angeles, Wesco needs 156 pictures for
the Million Dollar, Metropolitan and
Loew's State. In San Francisco, the
same number is required for the
Granada, California and Warfield,
while the St. Francis needs about 26
a year. In Portland, 104 pictures are
needed for the Broadway, Liberty and
People's and in Seattle, the total is
the same, divided equally between the
5th Ave. and Coliseum.
Many of
these houses are owned either by
Publix and Loew's individually or in
partnership arrangements with West
Coast.

0(^

all

bined.

Musicians Re-elect Weber
at Louisville Meeting

Than Hot
IS ewer Than New
Hotter

OSWALD
THE LUCKY RABBIT
CARTOONS
Animated by Artists
with Hot Thoughts
and New Ideas

Produced for

(Continued from Page 1)

to

hold

next

year's

meeting

at

Denver.
Stanley Film Premiere

Today

Wm.

["Deliverance," based on the writ^s of Professor Irving Fischer, and
oduced by the Stanley Educational
llms Division is to have its prelere at 11:00 A. M. today at the
B. K.
Ith St. theater. New York.
lake directed the picture with a
Ist

headed by Earle Larimore.

L. Mayec, New York, vice
president;
J. Kerngood, Newark, secretary; H. E. Brenton, Boston, treasurer; A. J. Greenbaum, San

Winkler Pictures

Wm.

Francisco; A. C. Hayben, Washington; C. A. Weaver, Des Moines; G.
B. Henderson, Toronto, and Fred W.
executive
Minneapolis,
Birnbach,

committee members.

INCORPORATED

UniuersammiEll Cartoons

WHO AM
I

I

Am Capt. McQuigg

-And I Will Soon Be
Here To Clean Up—
For Exhibitors.
C.

M.

V

(LI-

THE

-;xf^DAILV
Alan Crosland to Make
Picture for Columbia

Ho lly w o o d

Alan Crosland has been signed
direct

revolution and

M-G-M

Baxter in "Craig's Wife"

Warner Baxter has been

cast for

"Craig's Wife," which William De
Mille is bringing to the screen from
the George Kelly play.
Irene Rich
has the title role.

Lubitsch Editing "The Patriot"
Ernst Lubitsch is cutting "The
Patriot" which stars

Praise for work done by
Watterson R. Rothacker in re-

to the cast of "The First Kiss", costarring vehicle for Fay Wray and

Gary Cooper.

was written

bj-

Astor— "The

—

—
—

Fifty-fifth— "Berlin"
Fifth Ave.
"Berlin"
Forty-Fourth "Abie's Irish Rose"

titles for "Roulette,"
Richard Barthelmess' latest First National starring vehicle.
It is reported that the
picture will be released under title
of "Wheel of Chance."

——

—

Gaiety "Four Sons"
Globe "Street Angel"

— "End
— "Crooks
Can't Win"
Loew's New York — Monday, "The
Tuesday,
Hammerstein's

of

St.

Petersbui

Hippodrome

Gaud
"The Last Laugh" and
Fame;" Wednesday, "The Escape;"
'

day, "Ladies Xight in a Turkish
Friday, "The Scarlet Dove" and "A
ing Shadow;" Saturday, "Circus Rookiet]
Sunday, "After the Storm"

—

Mark Strand "Lady Be Good"
Paramount "His Tiger Lady"
Rialto
"The Street of Sin"

—

—

— "Ramona"
Roxy — "The News Parade"
Warners —^"Glorious Betsy"
Times Square—-"Dawn"

bon and others.

Rivoli

Jessel Starting Second
George Jessel has returned from a
brief staj' at

the

on his second for
"George Washington

J. Barney Sherry Cast
Barney Sherry has been added
to cast of "The Perfumed Trap" at
Paramount. Clive Brook and Mary
J.

Brian

play

Tiflfany-Stahl,

Jones,

Cohen."

New California House
Buena Park, Cal.— Ralph P.

leads.

key & Co. will erect a
seating 500 here.

Not Waters, Directing

Richard Jones, not John Waters,
"The Water Hole", the
Zane Grey story in which Jack Holt
and Nancy- Carroll play leads for
Paramount.
F.

Ford

W

—
—
—
—

Bess

Vernon Dent Cast
Yale Named Cedar Aide
Vernon Dent has been cast in BusBobby Yale has been appointed
ter Keaton's "Snap Shots," being directed b\' Edward Sedgwick.
The assistant director to Ralph Cedar
who is to handle the Barney Google
cast includes: Marceline Day, Sydney
Bracy, Harold Goodwin, Harry Grib- unit for Larry Darmour.

lowing

Trail of '98"

Broadway "Hangman's House"
Cameo "Youth Astray"
Capitol "Laugh, Clown, Laugh"
Central "The Man Who Laughs"
Criterion
"Wings"
Embassy ^"Tempest"

Graham Finishes Titles
Graham has completed

organizing First National's studio forces, was expressed by
Richard A. Rowland, who was
host at a dinner in Rothacker's
honor.

Married"
Harrison Ford has been chosen for
in "Just

featured role in "Just
Anne Nichols' play.

a

Married".

is

IS

new

1

A Second For Huntingdon
Huntingdon, Tenn. Mrs. Lir

directing

HOUSE

''MY
PRODUCT ions

Scarlet

Garrett

Arrowhead Springs folcompletion
of
"The
Emil Jannings. Ghetto," and will start work shortly

Williams in "First Kiss" Cast
Malcolm Williams has been added

"The

Meredyth.

Lauds Rothacker

Ralph Spence has signed a contract
with M-G-M involving the titling of
26 features to be produced on the
M-G-M program this season. He has
already completed titling of "Beau
Broadw-ay," co-starring Lew Cody
and Aileen Pringle, and will next do
William Haines' "Excess Baggage,'
which James Cruze has just completed.

Putti in

\^A

28,

On Broadway

to

Woman" for Columbia. "The Scarlet Woman" is a story of the Russian

Ralph Spence Signs to
Title 26 for

Lya de

May

Monday,

—

Carter, who operates the
theater, will erect another.

M.

TOUGH!''

KK'^

SAM SAX
Pres.

BUDD ROGERS
Vice- Pres.
1650

^*>

Broadway

New York

City

K^.^^

^
•**^*
Foreigrn

Rights:

British

and Cont. Trading Co.,

J.

C.

Bamstyn,

Pres..

1540

Bway.,

N.

Y.

C.

Ic

.

Commission Rules Ban on

;fe>

Non -Theatricals Illegal
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CODE OF ETHICS READY
15 Resolutions Accepted by

AGAINST ALL TIRN8

IT

Commission; Others Held Up

*L

12

:ngton

Bureau

ashington

{Group

THE FILM DAILY

of

— Adhering

strictly

pinion that block booking

is

The Four Groups

to
il-

Parley in New
has recommended
the Commission proceed at once
ist
every distributor selling in
Trade

last

Practice

and approved by the Federal
Trade Commission.
Group II, those received and accepted by the Commission as expressions of the trade.

Group III embraces one resolution
on no-theatricals which has been dis-

1

was

revealed in
ction with publication of findof the Commission which are
died in the Code of Ethics. The
attitude

Washington

cepted

year,

a s

crs'

Washington Bureau of

The Code of Ethics has been
divided into four sections:
Group I includes resolutions ac-

Abrani F. Myers, Federal
Commissioner, who conducted

c

approved.

Group IV includes resolutions held
abeyance without further action by
the commission as the sharp division
Practice
at the Trade
of the vote
in

agreed upon by distribuand exhibitors in October as a
block booking
tial
solution
to
neither approved or dis'c been
proved by the Commission, pendthe manner in which they actuwork out in the industry. This
flints

Parley in October indicates; a hopeless

ais

lack of agreement among the different
branches of the industry.

r

(Continued

10 RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

on Page 4)

TO

lEFFES PLANNING

AS TRADE EXPRESSIONS"

(Group

REVIVE ALLIED ASS'N

Washington Bureau of

—

Allied
exhibitor

/linneapolis

urgent

States Ass'n.,
organization

med by W.

A. Stefifes and later
banded by him, is to be resurrectto form nucleus of the new nalal

the

organization he is sponsoring,
three day meeting to open
{Continued on Page 4)

)thacker Resigning as
1st Nat'l Studio Head
Angeles

^os

:er will

—

Washington Rules in Group II
the Code of Ethics which_ have
been accepted by the Commission as
of

expressions of the trade of minor importance and are concerned largely
with ethical and personnel policies
of the industry, such as elimination of
ake production schemes, fire regulations for theaters, competition between regular theaters and laymen's
the
organizations, maintenance of

—Watterson

resign as

West

II)

THE FILM DAILy

{Continued on

R. RothCoast pro-

THE FILM DAILY

— Rules

Tomorrow,
Decoration

May

being

30

Day and

holiday, there will be
of

a

no

THE FILM DAILY

lished.

legal
issue

pub-

—

ing three exhibitor resolutions, eleven
distributor resolutions and one from
workings of the results of the
producers, comprise Group I of the
Trade Practice Conference and
Code of Ethics issued by the Federal
the
adherence
to
Code of
Trade Commission yesterday.
Ethics is recommended to the
This section, for the most part,
Federal Trade Commission by
concerns arbitration for the settleM. Markham Flannery, direcment of disputes by distributors an>!
tor of trade practice conferexhibitors through use of a standard
ences.
At the end of that
uniform contract, and define as unperiod, he suggests a report be
air trade practices such acts as the
submitted by his division on
insertion of commercial advertising
the manner in which the reguin pictures, the use of misleading or
lations are being followed, ac"bicycling,"
advertising,
salacious
companied by recommendations
substitution by a producer of the
which may lead to the calling
name of a star or director other than
of a second conference.
the star or director specified when
the film was sold, deliberately retainWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ing a print late, thus securing addiWashington— Rejecting as "illegal
tional exhibition time without payment of the rental therefor, giving and in restraint of trade " Exhibitor
Resolution No. 1, which sought to
gratuities by exhibitors to salesmen
or vice versa in exchange for advan- ban service to non-theatricals, the
Commission today
tages otherwise not procurable, and Federal Trade
other conditions of the purchase, makes public the Code of Ethics debooking and exhibition of films.
veloped at the Trade Practice ConThe gist of each rule follows:
ference in New York last October.
Rule 1 (formerly Exhibitors' ResoAbram F. Myers recommends pro-'
lution No. 6) dealing with arbitraceedings at once against all distribution.
tors practising block booking.
Rule 2 (formerly Exhibitors' ResoSeveral of the most vital questions
lution No. 7) condemning the insertion of commercial advertising, for raised at the conference are held
which compensation is received, in in abeyance in view of the sharp
productions leased as entertainment. difference of opinion on those problems as recorded in the votes polled
{Continued on Page 2)
at the parley.

These matters include resolutions
condemning acquisition of theaters
by producers or distributors for the
purpose of intimidating or coercing

ISSUES NOT DECIDED

rope.

No Paper Tomorrow

THE FILM DAILY
Washington A trial period
of six tO' 12 months to observe
Wash. Bureau of

embrac-

1-15,

head for First

CHfiford B. Hawley, now
route East, intends appointing Al
ckett to succeed Rothacker.

MONTHS RECOMMENDED

I)

Page 2)

National in
July, prior to his departure for

;tion
;

TRIAL PERIOD Of 6 TO

THEATRICAL RESOLUTION

Washington

{Group
Washington Bureau

Washington
tion

No.

1

ricals was
Commission

—

THE FILM DAILY

— Several

of

the

most

III)
important points raised by exhibitors
of THE FILM DAILY at the Trade Practice Parley last year
unsettled.
The Code of
Exhibitors' Resolu- remain

dealing with non-theatrejected entirely by the

as illegal: The text:
That the practice
{Continued on Page 4)

"Resolved.

{Group IV)
Washington Bureau of

Ethics issued yesterday included a
fourth section in which these trade

The Comare grouped.
mission gives as its reason for lack
problems

of

{Continued on Page 2)

exhibitors to book their films; declaring unfair the granting of protection over a theater which is not
in competition with the exhibitor protected; condemning the booking of
films by a distributor to any groui)
of exhibitors' without afifording all
competing exhibitors an equal opportunity to bid for such films; and
declaring unfair the refusal of a distributor to lease a film to an exhibitor for exhibition within a reasonable
time after its prior run, were held
in

abeyance by the Commission.

=^/&»^

Tuesday,

DAILVL

May

29,

Adopt 15 Resolutions; Adopt Resolutions As Many Controversial
Trade "Expressions"
Issues Not Decidet
Others Are Held Up
(Continued from Pape
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do units
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39J4
37-4
Stanley Co.
365^
36/2
4
(o) Technicolor
2/2
'3'"
(c)
(o
(o)
(o)
(o)

i

M
W)n

.

.

Trans-Lux

2%

3

United Art. ... 14
17
do pfd.
83
87J4
Univ. Ch. com. 2
88"
do pfd.
78
*(c) Univ. Pict.
20
*(s)
do pfd.
...
97
(c) Warner
Bros., 31^8
29^ 30/
(s)
do "A" ...
37
iSVi 35/
(c-b) do 6J^s 28.. 118
118
118

100
100
3

12

500
100
1,900
100
5,800

.

Standard

buying pictures.
Rule 15 (formerly Producers' Resolution No. 6) approving the rule of
3,600
4,600
10

the Hays organization prohibiting the
offering of inducements to any actor,
director or employee of a producer
or distributor in an effort to bring
about a breach of contract.

AH

(0)

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),

(s)

Stock Exchange.

Eventually all pictures will be
Movietoned, and the word Movietone
will
be
dropped as unnecessary,

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz

is

listed

in Chicago;

Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

Films to Use Sound
Eventually, Lasky Says

Jesse L. Lasky stated prior to leaving for Europe.

Rule 23 (formerly Producers' Resolution No. 4) dealing with the employment of minors in motion picture
production.

Rule 24 (formerly Producers' Resolution No. 5) approving the "loan-

who

recently comAbe Mack Dies
pleted a deal for handling 12 British
Chicago Abe Mack, 21, who was
International pictures in U. S. and in charge of trailers for the Flimack
Canada, arrives in New York Thurs- Co., died after a six-day illness of
day on the Berengaria.
pneumonia.

D. Williams,

—

WANTED

Producer-distributor wants 1500 to
2000 sq. ft. divided into four or five
rooms. Will rent or buy furniture.
Must be in or near a building with
projection facilities. Address

Box M-394
c-o

Acts

1900 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

FILM OFFICES

Williams Arrives Thursday
J.

1)

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

* Last Prices Quoted.

(c)

(Continued from Page

1)

m

prevent any exhibitor from contract"27 ing for pictures of such distributors,
3
or exacting from an exhibitor a high9,300
er rental than could otherwise be ob4,300
tained in open competition.
S
Rule 14 (formerly Distributors'
Resolution No. 18) condemning the
use of buying power for the purchase
of more pictures than an exhibitor
can consume in order to deprive a
800
competitor of the opportunity of

.

(b)

(Continued from Page

highest moral and artistic standards of decision the fact that the vote C
production, establishment of a the industry indicated that the trad
in
unfair.
non-profit casting bureau for em- was hopelessly divided among itse!
Rule 4 (formerly Distributors' Res- ployment of "extras" in motion pic- on the following issues:
olution No. 1) declaring unfair any ture productions, conditions of emExhibitors' Resolution No. 5 con
requiiement that an exhibitor, as a ployment of minors in production, cerned with acquisition of theaters b
condition of being permitted to pur- and an agreed statement of policy producers and distributors
orcfc
chase any picture of a distributor, concerning block booking practices to intimidate exhibitors into buyiiij
anshall also purchase pictures of
producer-distributor the product of the theater-buildin;
proposed
by
other distributor.
groups and accepted by exhibitors.
or theater-acquiring producer or dis
Rule 5 (formerly Distributors' Restributor.
In brief, these are:
olution No. 4) condemning misleadExhibitors'
(formerly Distributors'
Resolution No. 3-J
Rule
16
ing of salacious advertising.
Resolution
No.
3) condemning fraud- which seeks to throw all product
Rule 6 (formerly Distributors' Resulent enterprises relating to motion the open market so that all exhibi
olution No. 8) condemning bicycling.
tors can bid for such product.
pictures.
Rule 7 (formerly Distributors' ResExhibitors'
Rule 17 (formerly Distributors'
Resolution No. 3-}
olution No. 9) condemning late reResolution No. 5) approving regula- which held that the granting of pri
turns.
Rule 8 (formerly Distributors' Res- tion of exchanges for fire prevention. tection over a theater not in compe
olution No. 10) declaring the giving
Rule 18 (formerly Distributors' tition with the theater thus protecte
of gratuities to be an unfair trade Resolution No. 6) declaring the ad- is an unfair trade practice.
practice.
Exhibitors' Resolution No. 8,
mission of the public, either free of
Rule 9 (formerly Distributors' Res- charge or for an admission charge, companion measure to Resolutii
olution No. 11) prohibiting the use to any picture entertainment or per- 3-B, which
sought to make ut
f signed applications for contracts for
formance operated by any institution reasonable delay in releasing prodm
the purpose of securing higher or is an unfair trade practice and unfair for exhibition after its first run
lower rental prices.
competition to the theater owners.
unfair trade practice.
Rule 10 (formerly Distributors'
(formerly Distributors'
Rule
19
Resolution No. 13) condemning the Resolution No. 7) condemning the
practice of contracting for pictures practice of transferring title to a the- ing" of employees under contract
for one theater and using the service ater without making an honest and one producer to another.
Rule 25 (formerly Producers' Res
at an entirely different house.
sincere effort for the transferring at
Rule 11 (formerly Distributors' the same time of existing contracts. olution No. 7) approving the regii
tration of titles in order to avoid coi
Resolution No. 14) declaring the failRule 20 (formerly Producers' Resure on the part of an exhibitor to olution No. 1) approving the action fiict and publication.
promptly report correctly the results of the Hays organization advising all
ii
bookings an unfair members of books or plays which
of percentage
trade practice.
are not considered proper for the
Rule 12 (formerly Distributors' screen.
condemning
Resolution
No.
16)
Rule 21 (formerly Producers' Resagreements among competing exhibolution No. 2) setting forth terms
itors to allocate among themselves
and subjects which should not be
the motion pictures of distributors,
screened.
thereby eliminating competition in
Rule 22 (formerly Producers' ResAttractions for
their rentals.
Rule 13 (formerly Distributors' olution No. 3) approving the estabPicture Theatres
of
the
central
casting
Resolution No. 16-A) condemning lishment
any agreement among distributors to agency.
Vaudeville
3

,

Financial

(c)
(c)
(s)

1)

(formerly Exhibitors' Resolution No. 9) declaring substitution

Rule

Film Daily, 1650 B'way., N. Y. C.

ARAMOUNT NEWS
first

again!

Exclusive pictures of the Actual

Completion

in

Spitzbergen

of

Capt. Geo. Wilkins'

Great Arctic Flight
300-foot

Paramount News Special
on the screen

Saturday,
at

no extra

cost to

May 26
our customers

heating all competitors!

y

mw

THE

-JX0^.DAIL^
Seek Action Against
Firms Block Booking
(.Continued from

Page

1)

action was taken at the recommendation of Myers, who explains that
the conference did not result in an
with
the
coinciding
agreement

Commission's views on block booking, and that a pledge made by the
distributors, which cannot be regarded
as a formal resolution of the conference, and which modifies the block
booking practice in certain particulars, cannot be accepted as a compliance with the Commission's order
to Paramount regarding block booking.
"The position of the Commission in that
case, as I understand it, is that block bookThat being
ing is in and of itself unlawful.
true, no resolution which recognizes the leand conpropriety
of
the
practice,
gality and
templates its continued observance by the distributors, can be accepted as a compliance
with the order as dispensing with the necessity
for proceedings against the other distributors

employing the practice," said Myers.
"In general, I approve the report of Mr.
Flannery but do not think the Commission
should further postpone action to enforce the
order in the Famous Players-Lasky case. Also,
I think the Commission should at once proceed against the other great distributors, since
it
is hardly fair to pursue only the Famous
Players-Lasky Co. when its competitors are
doing the same thing.

"Attached hereto

is a petition by the sevdistributors to postpone further proceedings in the matter of block booking until a
thorough test has been made under the modifications undertaken by the distributors
at
the conference.
This petition is entitled to
consideration, although, as I have said, I
personally do not favor further delay in the

eral

matter."

In his report of the conference, M.
Markham Flannery, director of trade

practice conferences, cites the conference as the first instance on record
in which the four branches of the
industry have sat together in a common attempt to iron out their diffiHe lists as among chief reculties.
sults with reference to matters vitally
concerning independent exhibitors the
following: modification in five particulars of block booking and provision
for machinery whereby the present
uniform standard contract is to be
and which
or
rewritten
revised
should assure to the independent exhibitor fair and equitable dealing.

Named Manager of
Paramount Ad Sales

"The Dollar Princess," one of the
Fox productions to be roadshowed

six

1929-1930,

night" program following.
Malcolm
Stuart Boylan will be "roast master."
Friday and Saturday a regional
convention will be held at the new
Stevens,
Chicago, with James R.
Grainger presiding. The Dallas meet
will be held on the same days with

Lou

B.

i^^^

aboard a lake ship at Duluth May IC, fi^
SteiTes charges that promises madii.*
by the the M.P.T.O.A. when Alliei|P/
was "buried" have not been kept.

will

company's

Remy, Southern

district

man-

"I understand the scenery is beau
and the service fine so it ough
to be a fine boat ride," was commen'
made by R. F. (Pete) Woodhull, Ml
P.T.O.A. president, on the forthcomj
tiful

ing convention sponsored by

after

to Coast
en route to the coasi
month's vacation in Nev

Jaffe

a

ager, in charge.

cause of delay in receiving a permit
from the censor board for exhibition
of "The End of St. Petersburg,"
Soviet film.

I

is

York. Jaffe is a member of the
mount production department.

Para||

Eight
years of
consistent
efficiency

with

a leading film
organization.
new connection.
Oc-

Seek

cupation

Motion Pic-1
grapher —

—

—

animation
production
trick

titles

—

photography.

Box

M

-

3 9 3,

Film Daily
1650 B'way
N. Y. C.

MEET ME

1

FACE TO FACE
I

Am Capt. McQuigg

and 1^11 be in
York on June

|(ilXL

Steffes|

En Route

Jaffa

Sam

ture Photo

Hammerstein Film Opens Tomorrow
Debut of the Hammerstein, New
ad sales department, succeeding MelYork legit theater, as a picture house,
ville Shauer, who has been named
was postponed until tomorrow beforeign representative.

—

•

(Continued from Page 1)

rOX ALL-MOVIETONE FILM

James (Jim) Clark has been appointed manager of the Paramount

Jacksonville House Reopens
Jacksonville, Fla.
The Palace has
reopened after renovating.

1™
Planning
to Revive AUiei

"DOLLAR PRINCESS" FIRST

Non-Theatrical
Resolution Rejected

Clark

29, 1921

Steffes

be the first of this
product to be entirely
synchronized with Movietone.
concerning this season's
Details
program were discussed by William
Fox, Winfield Sheehan, James R.
Grainger and Jack G. Leo at yesterday's international convention at the
Estimates was made
Park Central.
that bv the middle of September,
fully
50 per cent of the 1928-29
(Continued from Page 1)
schedule will be complete.
distributors contracting tor the exThe regional convention got under
hibition of motion pictures known in
way yesterday with those present
the trade as 'entertainment' as disviewing several pictures. Both gathertinguished from educational or scienings conclude tonight with a beefsteak
tific pictures, at schools or churches
dinner at Cavanaugh's, with a "clown

or an}' other places where motion pictures are shown to the public, found
by an impartial arbitration body to
be in competition with any regularl)'
operated motion picture theater, is an
unfair trade practice."

May

Tuesday,

New

I6th.
C.

M.
i

likev

1

distributors

Not Forced

to Sell

Non -Theatricals
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

l/'FILMDOM
XLIV

OL.

No. 52

Thursday,

SITUATION
TITRATION

IN N.

W.

IS

THE FILM DAILY
Thomas
Washington— Sen.
Walsh (Dem., Mont.), has

Wash. Bur. of

J.

Minneapolis

— Court

action

to

arbitration action, in case
rt is made to act with any board
her than that composed of Film
oard and Northwestern exhibitor

rain

nit

hat

members, will be resorted
is the warning sounded by

to.

xhibitor

arbitrators
by C. C.

isqualified
)ivic

and Commerce

become involved
ersy, and the mayor

o

were declared
Pettijohn. The
Ass'n. declined
in the contro-

lo

jm

PROPOSED TOR WORLD
Cable)

clause

is

COMMISSION PREPARED

In

—An

"automatic
incorporated in

he uniform law drawn up by the InConference
ternational
Copyright
which will be proposed to the Parliaments of the world for ratification.
It provides that the moment a writer,
musician or any other creator sets
down his thoughts on paper they are
automatically copyrighted without the
formalities.
further
of
necessity
Registration of writings and composition in special offices to be established in each country will exist
only as a convenient means of establishing priority, it is proposed. "Oral
largely
defeated
copyright"
was
through the efforts of the American
delegates, headed by Rep. Sol Bloom
of New York.

Van Beuren Now Handling

next

the

18

months Fox

will

spend $50,000,000 for additional theaters. William Fox made this announcement at the sales convention
which closed Tuesday night at the
Park Central.
"There is no place under the sun

where Fox
shown," he

We

to grind.

"We

feel

not be
have no axe

will

pictures
said.

that this organiPage 2)

{Continued on

f.&R.
M inneapolis — Expansion

program
Northwest Theaters (Finkelstein
Ruben), started upon collapse of

of

&
the

Fox

deal, has resulted in acof six new houses, as a

quisition
first step

in

the

campaign which

{Continued on

is

internalIficulties

I

TO ENFORCE CODE

Rumblings

of

the I.M.P.E.A.

—came

—

internal discord in
the Sapiro organiza-

to light on Tuesday when
Elias Mayer of Mayer and Schneider
{Continued on Page 2)

tion

is

pointed out, because the

any

may

MADAlTONnUATEST

JM METHOD

SOUND

Madaltone Corp., headed by Ferdinand von Madaler; S. Cocahs, secretary and general manager; J. Margolis^ vice president, and M. M. Keiladvertising and publicity director, is the latest firm to enter the
Finishing
field.
picture
sound
touches are being placed on the deon
vice which is to be demonstrated

sohn,

Amity

distribution of the Grantland Rice
Sportlights, and will continue to release the single reel subjects through
Pathe. This makes five series of com(Continued on Page 2)

it

that a comrefuse to sell a man because
he has red hair, if it wishes, but if two
companies agree not to sell a redWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY headed man, it savors of restraint of
Washington— Code of Ethics for trade and boycott. Thus, any rescluresolu- tion
of
non-theatrical
accounts
that
the industry, consisting
tions unanimously approved by all should be refused, would immediately
groups will be the basis of such become an agreement in restraint of
complaints against the industry deal- rade.
exchanges, it is exIndividual
ing with the subjects covered, as
may be issued in future by the Fed- plained, may refuse to sell non-theatricals if they so desire, but it is
eral Trade Commission.
pointed
out at the same time that a
brought
cases
such
Respondents in
decision as to conspiracy in restraint
hereafter will be required to show
of trade often is based upon the rethat acts complained of were not in
sults of the acts of a number of inviolation of the rules laid down by
dividuals, rather than proof of any
itself.
industry
the
among them. Thus, if all
agreement
are
rules
the
The manner in which
exchanges in a city individually re"complied with will be checked up by
various fused to sell a non-theatrical account,
through
commission
the
hey would be required, in case of suit,
sources in the industry, including the
to show definitely and conclusively
{Continued on Page 2)
unrelated,
that their actions were
which is regarded as an almost imThe net result of repossible task.
jection of the resolution, which is the
only action the commission could
take, is to leave the situation as it has
been in the past.

Page 2)

Grantland Rice Sportlights
Van Beuren Enterprises, headed by
J. Van Beuren, has taken over

atricals,

Supreme Court has held

THEATERS, FOX ASSERTS

fy

Rome (By

mains the same as at present, so far as distributors are concerned.
The commission, "although fully in sympathy with the predicament of
exhibitors subjected to non-thearrical competition," is bound by the law,
and so could' not accept the resolution.
The commission has no power to
compel a company to sell to non-the-

is

t

:opyright"

mean that a distributor must serve nonmerely that the commission declined to sanction a resolution
which might be interpreted as restraint of trade, in court action which might
be expected to follow approval of such a resolution. Thus, the condition re-

$50,000,000 MORE TOR

likewise, when
to name arbitrators.

THE FILM DAILY

Federal Trade Commission of the resolu-

theatricals, but

reach the floor this session.

expected to
distributors ask

— Rejection by the

tion against non-theatricals, does not

mount. There is little likelihood that the resolution will

Steffes, president of the exhibitors,
bo declined to act on cases of United
.rtists, because of that firm's service
non-theatricals, with result the
)

L.

UNCHANGED
Washington

mission's action against Para-

W.

Price 5 Cents

1928

Washington Bureau of

been unsuccessful in securing
action on his resolution calling
for an investigation of Film
Boards of Trade, the government's probe into the industry
and the Federal Trade Com-

reef-

31,

Commission Couldn 't Approve
Resolution to Restrain Trade

Probe Side-Tracked

STILL AT STANDSTILL

May

Broadway in a few weeks.
The Madaltone has a stylus which
{Continued on Page

2)

Cochrane Disappointed
On Block Booking Stand
"It is disappointing that the report
does not approve the distributors' declaration of purposes relative to block
booking, because such modifications

as are proposed and as are now actuUy in practice under the new contract
eliminate those features of
really
block booking to which objection has
{Continued on Page 2)

DAILY
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to Enforce Code
(Continued from Page
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—

months.
to an}' of the

regulations can secure modification
only by action of the industry itself,
since the resolutions comprising the

code were adopted unanimously by
all groups, and, therefore, no company can contend that any particular
rule was adopted without sanction of
the group of which

$50,000,000

it

is

a

member.

More

for

Houses, Fox Says

—

225.

Cochrane Disappointed
On Block Booking Stand
{Continued from Page

1)

has

a

place

in

and we are determined

industry

the
to

see

that

we get it."
The convention terminated Tues-

day night with a beefsteak at
Cavanaugh's. One of the features of
division of the Trade Practice Con- the final session was a Movietone
ferences, in commenting on the Code subject of stars and directors in
which they discuss the pictures they
of Ethics.
"I
hope Mr. Flannery's recom- are to make. The print may be promendation of a six or 12 months trial jected for exhibitors in all key cities.

been made in the past," states R. H.
Cochrane, chairman of the distributors

period will be adopted, because I am
confident that when the new contract
is in general force and is understood
by both exhibitors and distributors
it will prove satisfactory to everyone."

Open Lowell, Mich,, House
Lowell, Mich.
Callier has openei
the new Strand here, with 514 seats.'

Financial

Call

High
. .
40 J4
(s) Am. Seat.
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Bal. & Katz
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(s)
(c)

*(c)
»(b)

Fm.

Vox
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Intern.
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"A"

Van Beuren Now Handling
Grantland Rice Sportlights
(Continued from Page 1)
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Stanley Co.
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(o) Technicolor
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Warner

.

.

.

Bros.,

30%

do "A"
36/^
(c-b) do 6J^s 28..
.

.
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CONSULT US AND SAVE

400
800

MONEY

7

300
6,800

185^
70 54
33
35

West 32'*St,New>brk.N.y.«*

2,100

Phone Penna. 0330

900

1854
7054

10

U.

3

300

3 'A

on

New Program

(Continued from Page

1)

8754

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
20
97

29.%
35/8

30%
36%

Attractions

1,200
1,700

!

Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),

chain.

Theaters

Corp. to collect dues.
Jt
stated the M. and S. theaters will
be kept in the I.M.P.E.A. ranks "for

was

pheum, Aberdeen, S. D.; three houses
at Huron, S. D., and the Lyric at

their

Mitchell,

named

D.,

are the additions.

for

Picture Theatres

118

Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

\\

i

.

1900 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

1)

own

good."

a director to

Isaac Katz was
fill a vacancy.

Let Us Solve Your Problems

!

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

*WE

NEVER OISAPPOINT'

[MMMFRM

START COOLIMG

INCORPORATED

'

220 WEST 42^-^ STREET

NEW YORK

I
I
i
I

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
BLIZZARD SALES CO. OMAHA.

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

v/m»mf/mmmnm/mmmm//Mff///f/////m////M/y.//////m^

MASCOT PICTURES CORPORATION

L

Announces

"THE VANISHING WEST"
A

Modern Epic
and

Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

\

1

shows.

was removed from the committee on
purchase of film and Harry Brandt
elevated in his place.
Sapiro was

expected to add 50 theaters to the

S.

Debrie

(Continued from Page 1)

instructed
to
begin
legal
action
against the Mayer and Schneider

The Orpheum, Duluth, Minn., Or-

for

AMALGAMATED

!

17

Troubles

R. Embarked

and Canada Agents

36

4

Madaltone
Sound Film Method

&

S.

I

8

3954
35^,

which the firm releases through (0)
Pathe.
Others are: "Topics of the (s) Stock Exchange.
is Latest
Day," "Aesop's Fables," 10 Smitty NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
comedies and "Curiosities."
The Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.
first
Sportlight under the new ar(Continued from Page 1)
ragement will be delivered to Van
picks up the sound from the film
Beuren June 20, and will be released
Colony to Open Week- Ends
itself and conveys it to an amplifying
device from which it is carried to about Aug. 13.
Universal will reopen the Colony
loud speakers.
Saturday with "The Cohens and KelComplete description of Madaltone Internal
leys in Paris" and short subjects, as
will appear in "Sound Pictures" in
the first of a series of week-end
in Sapiro
tomorrow's issue.

Group

1

Motion Picture Department

*
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j

uiiuoo^HBys
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31, 19281
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(Continued from Page 1)

zation

May

1)

delegates to the Trade Practice ConUpon these reports and deference.
mands of the industry itself will be
based any decision as to a second
conference, but it is believed here
that a second conference will be
asked by the industry within a few

Companies objecting

Thursday,

TELEPHONE BRYANT

3040

It

THE FATAL WARNING M
A

Master Mystery
Asrrheir Second and Third Serials for 1928

29

"WOLVES OF THE SEA"
(Now

in

Production)

_

The

Secret's Out!
Two-Fisted C. M.

Fighting Capt. McQuigg
is

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

"The Racket"
From the

sensational Broadway stage
success by Bartlett Cormack. Presented by Ho'w^ard R. Hughes. Produced
by The Caddo Company. Directed by
Lewis Milestone. A Paramount Picture.
'Hrith

Louis Wolheiiii£»^Marie Prevost
Coming To The Paramount
Theatre, N. Y., June 16th

ii

THE

-S&^

DAILV

Coast Wire

"Hell's Angels" to Cost
$2,000,000 Is Claim
More than

OTILIZE

W.

E.

PROCESS

1,000,000 feet of film,
or approximately 1,000 reels of celluloid, have been consumed to date

filming "Hell's Angels," Howard
Hughes' screen drama of the air.
Total cost of "Hell's Angels" will
reach the $2,000,000 mark before it
Oct. 1.
is released for roadshowing
The use of Technicolor for some of
the more important sequences contributes also to the sum spent for
in

With two consecutive productions
set for the use of sound devices, Samuel Goldwyn is taking advantage of
the new deal which gives United
Artists the advantages of Vitaphone

and Movietone. "The Awakening,"
Vilma Banky's starring vehicle, will
be the first United Artists vehicle to
A special stage
use sound devices.
is now being arranged for the purHugo Riesenfeld has been
pose.
signed to write the score and to direct

a

symphony orchestra

of

150

Director Victor Fleming and
Scenarist Carey Wilson are working
on the speaking effects. "The Rescue," the first Ronald Colman starring vehicle, also will use sound

men.

devices.

Forester Film Completed
"The Fighting Forester," first of
a series of 12 pictures written around
the forestry service, has been completed by Universal under the direcEdmund
tion of Joseph Levingard.
Cobb is starred with Vonceil Viking
in the feminine lead.
First

Witwer Subject Titled
"The Wages of Synthetic"

is

the

second of the series of
Berger Signed to
the
Witwer stories featuring Al
Cooke and Alberta Vaughn for DarSix for
Ludwig Berger has been signed to mour.
direct six pictures for Paramount.
Irving in Hines' Cast
George Irving has been signed for
T-S Plans Circus Film
a role with Johnny Hines in "The
will produce a circus

Make

of

which probably will be titled
"The Big Top." No director or cast
has as yet been assigned.

picture,

Wyler to Make Logue Story
"The Shakedown," an original by
Charles Logue, will be directed for
Universal by William Wyler.

Gribbon Signs for Two
Harry Gribbon has been signed
two pictures by M-G-M. One is

Wright Idea," the
C. Burr production.

Cohn

role

star's

Titling

gerie,"

rected

which
with

current

McNeill

is

in

New York

J.

R.

who

Saul,

cent.

Two theaters recently were completed at Chicago and Oroville, Cal.,
and six more are under construction: at Rolph and Mission, and in
the Parkside district of San Francisco as well as houses at Carmel,
Oakland, Pasa Robles and Fruitvale.

Sound Films Discussed

is titling

is

ager, with headquarters at Los Anffp
eles. Edward L. McEvoy, home o
fice representative, has been made a
sistant general sales manager wit

New York. Lar
been named managi
and C. F. McGerigle office managi?
Boston.
at
Jerome Safron, sah
manager for eastern Pennsylvan
and southern New Jersey has bee
placed in charge of the Pittsburg
headquarters
Gardner has

in

I

office in addition to his

at Eastern Pa. Meeting

—

Scranton, Fa. -Sound pictures warrant serious consideration by showmen to meet the new situation they
presage, members of the north-eastern Pennsylvania unit decided at a
meeting held here. William Quigley
presided at the session, attended by
75 exhibitors. Charles L. O'Reilley
of New York was guest speaker.

Pomeroy Leaves For Coast
After conferences with Paramount
concerning sound film production both, at the Coast and in the
East, Roy Pomeroy, who has charge
of sound films for the company, has
left for Los Angeles.
officials

in that of J. Frank She j'"^
assistant general sales mailJl"^'

incorporated

theater broker associated with the chains in which
Fox has an interest of around 36 per

with

other dutie

Metzger Not Resigning
Ever since Carl Laemmle returnt
from Universal City, he has bee
spiking reports.
In a statement,
denies that Lou B. Metzger, sal
manager, is about to resign fro:|
Universal.
1[

Church-Owned Theater Bums

—

Two

Harbors, Minn. Fire has p
an end to career of the Palm, owiw
by a local church, which has been
storm center among exhibitors

age was set at $8,000.

It

was

a fran

structure.

"Lin-

Y,/>AtY \^<r

George Melford diWhite and Mal-

LOADS OF
LAUGHS

in the leading roles.

for
for

Ml
fee

m

Camilla Horn Cast
After a seven weeks' vacation and
tcur of Europe, Camilla Horn will
return to Hollywood by July 1st in
time to play the leading role with
William Boyd in "Nightstick," a
Roland West production for United

ROY D'ARCY

CONTAINED IN

Now

EACH RELEASE OF

KRAZY KAT

FREE-LANCING

Jillv,

»tt
10t(

CARTOONS
Lichtig

and Englander

llei

Personal Representatives

ire
I

Animated By
Ben Harrison
and
Manny Gould

Artists.

D. G.

ijori

section since it opened in cor
petition to the local theater.
Dar

this

tke

Alice

colm MacGregor

in

ALICE

ter circuit.

Establishment of a short subjei
department headed by Cleve Adam
central sales manager, and appoinL
ment of two assistant sales managerl
and office changes have been coni
pleted by Lee Marcus, FBO salt
manager.
Adams' district has bee ^^

C.

"Lingerie"

Ben Grauman Cohn

Buster Keaton's current
comedy, "Snap Shots"; the other
being in "The Tide of Empire,"
which Allan Dwan is directing.
a

Expansion plans of the Golden
State and T. & D., Jr., circuits in
California will increase to about 80
the number of theaters in the chains
by the end of 1928, according to R.
A. McNeill, general manager of the
former and vice president of the lat-

the

Paramount

Tiffany-Stahl

End

celluloid.

title

31, 19J

of Year Is
Cleve Adams Heads FBO
Plan of Coast Chains
Short Subject Dep

80 by

Service-

Goldwyn's 2 Sound Films
COLMAN AND BANKY TO

May

Thursday,

MILLER

PARAMOUNT

».<•**

i]
1.

A

CARTOON

"IRIS"

PRODUCED BY

FOR METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
and

KRAZY KAT
THE

Free-Lancing
NOW PREPARING ADAPTATION AND CONTINUITY

Lichtig

HAVE MADE

Englander

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

k

'4

Personal Representatives

fparatnoanl

MINTZ Cartoon

y.

W. Wondering About Stand on Non-Theatricals
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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When?
\ ELATIVES

and in-laws

of

1%^ the men up front are costing this industry a pretty
There are
'nny each year.
is
it
where
businesses
ir
chalever
nc, but nobody has
hged the statement that in the
n business more than in any
r are important posts filled
individuals whose chief qualiation is a family connection.
When will organizations that
for specially trained, hight.
wered personnels draw from
te well of properly groomed
(.L'cutives and forget the clanImess of the blood? The econi\
order which exists today
•

1,

Price 5 Cents

1928

DISTRIBUTORS HAVE DIFFERENT
SLANT ON NON -THEATRICALS

I.

I

fiunsE smtM

Fox-Poli Deal
Deal of Fox Films for taking

,

:

-Id

work out more effectively
whose job it is would

those

gazing so far afield, overthe $50 a week clerk and
actice head chopping on the
:ompetents who draw ten or
teen times that amount each
ip
i<

iek.

Open Time

on a franchise basis, of
pictures comprising the 192829 output of British International, is
planned by J. D. Williams, it is understood.
Williams is scheduled to
arrive in New York today from London.
An arrangement similar to
the original First National idea, put
into effect by Williams, is planned
for the pictures, it is stated.
Release will be through an existing
distributing organization, with Wil13

A

—

Sad

All the damfools aren't dead

)re.
t.

Spring Cleaning
Got your summer dress on
of folks think the
3nths are going to be

)t

next

few

tuff ones,
will rise or
the degree of

arm weather business
1

with
that surrounds

in direct ratio

your
Brush up and clean up and,
ove all, keep your house cheery,

tractiveness
eater.

will help.

KANN

the

of

deal

About
towns are

theaters in six
volved.

ex15
in-

Washington

— Adjournment of Con-

gress has left pending only about a
half-dozen measures of importance
to the industry. Of the few measures

which were brought into Congress
this session, only two received any
extended consideration, and neither
of these is likely to get any great
distance when Congress reconvenes
next December.

shown by

a letter sent to presiof Film Boards of Trade by
C. C. Pettijohn, head of the organization
The letter was sent out previous
to publication of the Code of Ethics,
based on advance information that the
resolution was to be rejected by the
it

is

.

SISTROM

NOW

IN

CHARGE

commission.

The

OF PATHE PRODUCTION
West

Coast

!

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

He has been connected with the industry since 1914, when he superUniversal's
of
construction
vised
As general
Fort Lee, N. J., studio.
manager of the Metropolitan and De
Mille studios, Sistrom is in charge
of production of the 1928-29 product,
now

decision,
Pettijohn's
letter
that no distributor can
refuse "to sell product to non-theatrical accounts that comply with all
of the safety fire ordinances and regulations and other state or municipal
aws on safety."
The effect of the Pettijohn interpre(Continued on Page 2)

states,

means

GOTHAM OPENSOFHCES
AT BUffALO, ALBANY

well under way.

New

Continuing its expansion program,
Literary Agency
Gotham Prod., has opened exchanges
In 3-Cornered Combine at Buffalo and Albany with Herk
Brandt & Brandt, James B. Pinker Webster in charge of both offices.

& Son, and Ann Watkins, Inc., have
amalgamated their picture interests
and estabhshed a literary agency to
Anglo-American
as
known
be
Authors,

with offices both in
{Continued on Page 2)

New

Laws as Congress Adjourns
THE FILM DAILY

—

Minneapolis Distributors interpret
he F'ederal Trade Commission's action in rejecting the resolution against
non-theatricals passed by the Trade
Practice Conference, as making service to non-theatricals compulsory,
dents

Industry Unscathed by U. S.
Washington Bureau of

yet?

nouncement

Los Angeles William Sistrom, De
Mille studio manager, has been named
Stan- general manager of studios for Pathe.

ley

hibition operations.
Gnashing of
;th?
Tearing of ha.i? That and

New

is

pected momentarily.

liams maintaining his own sales force.
Educational has been mentioned as a
possible distributing agency.

Loew's Stanley Deal At
Baltimore Confirmed

Poli circuit in

near consummation,
Negotiations
it is understood.
yesterday were declared to be
m the final stage, with an-

England

Release

the

Baltimore Management for
here confirms report of deal beof pic- tween Stanley Co., and Loew's Inc.,
es.
to pool interests, saying the policy
)on't get yourself all tangled up change is effective July 2, but Loew
Overbuying is always management will not confirm concontracts.
summation of deal. Publix acts now
i.
presented at the Century will go to
)ift the propositions offered to you
efully. All line-ups are paper line- the Stanley, Loew's vaudeville will
supplant Publix acts at the Century
s. Dealing in averages, about nineper cent of the pictures you buy and acts now offered at the Stanley
not even made at the time you will be out, it is said by Stanley manLong runs will be shown
Don't, therefore, get agement.
sc for them.
First National will
at the Valencia.
zzled by sales talks.
By all means, keep some time open still be used at the Stanley with ParaParathe unknown, but good things mount and M-G-M product.
mount and United Artists will be used
It are certain to come along.
at the Century and Valencia.
No
Story
changes in personnel of houses has
A. producer-distributor who bought been announced.
jaters more hastily than wisely is
iing about $25,000 " week on his

Showmen, remember:
There will be no dearth

over the

PimilED By WIUIAHS

1

j

Action Is
Interpreted as Forcing
Film Service

Commission's
IS

From the point of view of the industry, the outstanding event of the
session was the enactment of the
tax law increasing the exemption for
admissions from 75 cents to $3, thereby saving to the theatergoers of the
country some $17,000,000 a year.
Of the legislation still pending,
the only matter to receive serious
consideration at the hands of the
Congress was the Brookhart bill on
{Continued on Pag* 6)

"Three Passions" First
Ingram for U. A. Release
"Three Passions"

Rex

Ingram

is

being made by

Nice, France, for
Blattner Pictures Corp., which will
release the picture in this country
at

through United Artists. Ingram will
direct Alice Terry, Ivan Petrovitch,
Shayle
Gardner,
Gerald
Fielding,
Clare Fames and Andrews Engleman.
Exteriors will be made in
England.
The picture is based on
Cosmo Hamilton's latest novel.

Sound Pictures
The

new

FILM DAILY

feature devoted to sound pictures appears on page 7, this
issue.

1
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DAILY,

And

Non-Theatricals
(Continued from Facie
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New

British Producing
Firm Plans Issue

—

Ludwig Blattner Film
preparing a public issue of
360,000 shares of stock, valued at
$1,750,000, which will be underwritten by the French, British and ForThe directors arc
eign Trust, Ltd.
Sir Walter Townley, chairman; LudLondon

Corp.

is

information,

oificial

emphatically

state that the rejection of the resolution does not mean that distributors

must serve non-theatricals, but instead
Any inleaves the situation as is.
dividual distributor may continue to
refuse to serve non-theatricals, but
distributors must not act collectively
in dealing with the problem, which,
the commission felt, would constitute
restraint of trade.

Blattner,

That's That

(Continued from Page

By PHIL M.

SAM
Prod.,

SAX,

York and

DALY

Scull}'

president
not one

of

Gotham

who usually
is
gets "het up" over a picture, but he
surely is over "United States Smith,"
and for the first time has wired his
enthusiasm over one of
says

his

produc-

believes it sure-fire and
the first picture he's ever

He

tions.

it's

previewed which

was not necessary

it

to cut or replace a

title.

Gotham

going to be heard from plenty

is

represent the

1)

Mary Alic
new organi

Hollywood and have com

plete charge of the seUing of th
agency's product on the West Coasi
.\Iiss Scully gave up writing to be
come western scenario editor fo
Samuel troldwyn, then came East ti

cpen

a picture department for Otti
Liveright.
This was followed by ai
affiliation whh Columbia as easteri
5 enario editor.

i

this

Schoenstadt in Hospital

year.

—

L'hicago
Arthur Schoenstadt, is a
the Michael Reese Hospital where h
i

—

bidding for pictures
sota
started
against the theater, which account
would get them, if distributors are
bound by the interpretation they cannot refuse service, is a question being
asked.
Non-theatrical service by LInited
Artists
disrupted
arbitration
here,
when exhibitors declined to act on
the company's cases.
The theater
owners are expected to stand their
ground in their fight against nontheatricals, thi: Pettijohn interpretation of the commission's action not-

m

New York

at present."

Tom

Mix, bread and butter ace of
card in
a tremendous
With his noted horse,
Tony, Mix knocked all records for a

pictures, is
vaudeville.

goal at the New
He's to be an F

the

home

office

in

New

exchange centers.

a

pletion
tour.

of

his

of all its real estate inter
ests in the Pittsburgh district witl|l
the exception of the Clark Bldg.
ij

Chaney in New York
York Hippodrome.
Lon Chaney has arrived in Ne^
B O star on com- York following completion of "Whil|

triumphant vaudeville the City Sleeps."

Despite friendly advice and ivarn-

Ezell Recovered

southern and wester
back at his desk i
Daily"
the Warner home office after an ai
tomorrow on the sea of matrimony.
sence of a week caused by an ulcei
'iS too bad.
ated tooth.

ings,

Griffith, arteest of "Film
staff, sacrifices his freedom

"Bob"

With signing of a contract by "The
Philadelphia
Public
Ledger,"
for
4
publication of "Glorious Betsy," the
and
Dave
Bader,
inclusive, and will operate Saturday
accessory manager, have returned to total number of newspapers using
visiting

by the Stanley-Davis-Clark Corp.

manager

—

Netoco Chain Plans Another
Boston Rapid expansion of New
England Theaters Qperating Co.,

will

zation in

Hollywood.

iij

"U" Officials Back
Two-a-Week Policy at La Salle
Morris Safier, head of Universal's
La Salle, 111. The La Salle on June long
run department, Ted Schlanger,
will close from Mondays to Fridays
astern sales director

and Sunday only.

in

j

j

"Wings," which has been knocking records for a goal, under the had an operation preformed.
He
Paraexpected
to be back on the job
Grey,
head
Al
guidance
of
of
locally
amusement
is
some
There
about a week's time.
as to the attitude distributors might mount's roadshow department, was
take, under the Pettijohn interpreta- accorded a new honor when the InNew Real Estate Manager ;'
tion, in cases where a non-theatrical ternational Federation of Catholic
Pittsburgh A. C. Vogeley, man'
account was in direct competition to Alumnae selected it for shotving at
If the Y.M.C.A. located the Catholic Press Convention as Hger of the rental department of thi
a theater.
across the street from the new Minne- "the best and m,ost unusual picture Real Estate Co., has been appointei

managing director;
Charles Thompson and Lupu Pick.
Wilson Gray (brothers is production withstanding.
manager of the new organization.

wig

Literary Agency
In S-Cornered Combim

1)

tation, it is believed here, will be to
pull down the bars on the non-theatrical situation, which undoubtedly
will aggravate the already acute situatition

1928!

New

On

Slant Differs

1,

York, after Warner Bros.' serial service was increased to 600, by A. P. Waxman

and his go-getters, advertising and
publicity staff.
"Blue" Law Repeal Shelved
Ishpeming, Mich. Proposed repeal
is continuing with a new theater for
Lewis and Hill Appointed
of the Sunday closing ordinance has
North Attleboro the latest project.
A. P. Waxman, advertising and
been
shelved
here.
The house is to be started immedipublicity director for Warners has
ately and be completed Oct. 1. When
appointed Warren Lewis to take
Ruth
Dwyer
Signed,
the Elm will be closed for remodelcharge of Vitaphone publicity and adRuth Dwyer has been added to cast vertising. Lewis
ing.. The new house will seat 1,800
takes over the duof
"Annapolis,"
Pathe picture.
The ties of Jack Keegan who has been
and be equipped for Movietone and
Christy Cabanne unit making the proVitaphone shove's.
promoted to the post of New York
duction is at AnnapoHs shooting exbranch manager for the Vitaphone
teriors.
Principal Adds Another
Corp. The place previously filled by
Willows, Cal. Principal Theaters
Lewis on the Warner stafif will be
"Lion and Mouse" Set In
has taken over the Rialto here. The
assumed by Walter K. Hill.
firm now has 37 southern California
H. M. Warner, president of Warhouses and plans a national chain of ner Bros., has announced that the
Going to Coast
small town houses.
A new theater first New York presentation of the
Mildred S. Rosenfield expects to
here is planned.
newest Vitaphone production will leave about June 1 for the Coast, to
take place on June 12, when "The arrange for new product, stopping at
Owner Operating Floral Park House Lion and the Mouse" has its premiere
several points en route.
Floral Park, N. Y.— J. M. McNeil at the Warner.
Holding Corp., has taken back the
Charles Mintz Returns
Floral which since last fall has been
K. C. Exhibitors Approve Zoning
Charles B. Mintz of Winkler Picoperated under lease by the Schwartz
Kansas City Uniform zoning and tures has returned to New York from
interests of New York. McNeil inprotection
plan recently announced the Coast.
tends to operate the theater, with
by
the
Film
Board has been approvWilliam F. Murphy continuing as
ed by local exhibitors, states R. R.
manager.
Call

C. C. Ezell,
sales manager,

is

Virginia L. Corbin Plans Tour

i

Virginia Lee Corbin, star of "Barj
^
Knees," and under contract to Goth!
am Prod., is to make a series of pet;
sonal appearances with the picture.

—

—

EACH R° sERVXtlO

—

POSSESSES

!
.I

i

—

Biechele, president of the Kansas
and Western Missouri exhibitor unit.
Rowson-Anderson Sail
Simon Rowson of Ideal and GauElgin, 111., House Closing
mont-British, and John Murray Anderson, presentations and stage proElgin, 111.— The Rialto will close
ducer, sailed yesterday on the Aqui- May 27 for the summer months retania.

opening

in

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Andrei*
X..

Walter A. Putter, Pre*.
for

Library Stock Scenes
130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

Bryant 8181

Fall.

J

6

NEW YORK?

see what it did in
Biggest 3rd week opening in history of theatre!

Did you

./

In LOS
gross!

ANGELES? 4 weeks to house^s greatest
DETROIT! MINNEAPOLIS! TO-

RONTO! ATLANTA! MONTREAL! BUFFALO! SEATTLE! DENVER! SALT LAKE!
Inspiration

Pictures

PITTSBURG! WASHINGTON! SAN

and

FRANCISCO!

Edwin Carewe present

DOLORES
DEL RIO

\

^^Ramona^^

in

\

Helen Hunt Jackson's
American Cla sic

\
1

"RAMON A"

Any showman who hasn^t got this one in his
Date Book by now — is shutting his eyes on
the Qreatest Box-Office Bet ever made — the

BEST ADVERTISED MOTION
PICTURE TITLE IN THE

Vera Lewis —
Roland Drew —
Michael VisarofF

WORLD TODAY

An
Production

a Big Hit everywhere!

picture with the

with Warner Baxter

EDWIN CAREWE

is

:

/
/

S,— Coming! The greatest line-up of pictures ever seen.
Watch for UNITED ARTISTS PICTURES for 1928-1929

P,

!

N>iav\aV>Ve Hoyi

WV\et\

Need

v\

.

Day and date with Broadway/
at

The strongest
Warner Bros*

produced
Studios, based on one of the

box-office picture ever

strongest stage plays

known

in theatrical history*

Now

playing to capacity audiences at the
Aladdin Theatre, Denver; Lafayette Theatre, Buffalo;
Warner Bros* Theatre, Hollywood*

for

Opens June 15, Warner Theatre,
an extended run, at $2*20 prices*

New

York,

—

Available now, when you need it instead of
being held out for next season, for bigger prices*

Another example of Warner Bros* policy of
giving you big pictures when you need them

DAY AND DATE WITH BROADWAY

!

Cowm^ /'NOAH'S ARK^
MAHP TO TOP AMY P iTTURF FVER MA de/

II

\The
and

LION the MOUSE
MAY N'AVOY
WITH

tONEL

BARKVMORE

WIIIUM COUIEB>
AlKFIUNaS
THE PLAY BY

KLES KLEIN

^WARNER
[

DIRECTED BY

LLOYD BACON

SCENARIO BY
ROBERT LORD

BROS- EXTENDE D RUN PRODUCTION

...

'

II
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Industry Unscathed

L

Financial

Ascher Firms' Creditors
Sending In Their Claims
ChicaKO

— Creditors

Enterprises,

atrical

notified

to

St.,

creditors'

Quotations

Ascher TlieInc., have been
of

69 West WashChicago, before June 21. A

committee

is

now

straight-

by the bankruptcy
sidiaries
Ascher Bros. Theater Corp..
are:
Ascher Theaters Corp., Ascher Bros
Ascher Adelphi Theater Lc.
Inc.,
Ascher Crown Theater Co.. Ascher
Forest Park Theater Co., Asclier Irving Theater Co., Ascher Midway
Theater Co., Ascher Oakland Squsre
Theater Co., Ascher Palace Theater
Co., Ascher Portage Theater Co.,
Co.,
Theater
Rosewood
Ascher
Ascher Roosevelt Theater Co., Ascher
Terminal Theater Co., Ascher Theaters Corp., Ascher Washington Theater Co., Ascher West Engehvood
Theater Co., AcMiller Theater Co.,
Chateau Theater Co., Commercial
Theater, Cosmopolitan Securities Co.,
Drexel Grove Amusement Co., Frolic
Theater Co., Grand Boulevard Theater Co., Lane Court Theater Co.,
affected

Newhafer Prod.

Paramount's Outlook
Best Ever, Says Lasky
"Business outlook of Paramount for
is better than any other year,"
according to Jesse L. Lasky in a
statement issued prior to his depar"Our prospects inture for Europe.
dicate that it will be the best year
1928

the history of the

company."

Close
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40/
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circuit,

ening out the affairs of the hankrui)
concern.
In addition to Ascher Theatrical
Enterprises, Inc., other Ascher sub-

in
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1,000
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1,000
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Last Prices Quoted.

(b)
(c)
(o)

Bond Market.

(s)

Stock Exchange.

Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz

is

listed

in

Chicago;

Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

Home

EDWARD B. SMITH
&C0.
Members

New York,

and Boston

Fhiladilfhia

Stock Exchangis

Closes Two' Deals
Corp., through W.
just sold two terriPaul Fejos' "The Last

Zakoro Film
M. Home, has
tories

for

spect to the picture industry. Senator Walsh late in the session sought
to secure consideration of his resolution by the judiciary committee, but
the committee could not hold their
meeting because of the lack of a
quorum. The resolution provided for
an inquiry into proceedings now
pending before the courts, initiated
by the Department of Justice or
Federal
the
otherwise, or before
Trade Commission, involving the acts
and practices of the Film Boards of
Trade. Its introduction was prompted by the apparent disinterest on the
part of the department in bringing
proceedings after several years spent
in investigation.
Federal regulation was proposed
late in the session by Congressman
Hudson of Michigan, but received
no consideration. The bill was very
similar to the measures which have
been introduced in the past dealing
with this subject, but included also
the provisions of Senator Brookhart's

block booking measure.

Representa-

Lankford of Georgia early reintroduced his Sunday closing measure
tive

for the

Rosebaum with Warners
Sam E. Morris, Warner

and

not likely that
anything will be done next session.
Repeal of the present prohibition
upon the interstate transportation of
this session

it

is

Bros,
general manager of distribution, has
appointed H. G. Rosebaum to his

prize fight films also was sought in a
number of measures introduced early
in the session, but they too were laid

sales staff.

on the

shelf.
It is not likely that imich of anything will be done with respect to

Philadelphia

Boston

meiliocre

Without

*

"The Lion and

phone,
it

*

the

Mouse" would,
With the Vitaplil

the

entertainment.

becomes something of an innovation.

EXPRESS—*
and

The

*

sequences

silent

technique

of

*

*

alternation of

results

are

that

;

V;

a

bit

in

odd

vi

sh I
to r*

difficult

to. The long dialogues
the physical action, causing in
particularly developments for wl

come accustomed
cut

into

ending

HERALD — *

there

is

;

foundation.

insufficient

*

*

*

Considered purely as
tcrtainment, "The Lion and the Mouse"
peals chiefly through its novelty.
A
*

*

(

Barryraore, May
Avoy, Alec B. Francis and William Col
Jr., however, help it as audience fare. *

of

Lionel

favorites,

1

'

RECORD—*

*

*

The

voices of Miss ]
Avoy, Collier and Francis are more or
artificial.
They do not register as well
Barrymore.
Their voices ranged from d
bass in some scenes to near soprano in oth<
*
and the effect was annoying.
* * * The contrast between
-poken and silent sequences is rather gn
There is a tenseness and dramatic power
the former that is utterly lacking in the
ter
a criticism that might well be leve]
at
all
past productions of this nature,
takes a period of time to readjust one's

TIMES —

—

to

*

*

silence.

Grauman's Big Prologue
Los Angeles Sid Grauman

—

a pretentious

stai

prologue for "The

of '98" at the Chinese.

Trl

It is entitl]

'Northern Lights," and is of S'
proportions that it required buildinfj
It represents the c"
super-stage.
acters gathered in a Dawson resi
The cast
during the gold rush.
eludes individual specialties by Chi
Caupolican, Indian baritone; Que
and Harrison, dancing team; Arm
Blackner, tenor; Jimmie Ray, ecce
trie dancer, and Chaz Chase, con
Grauman himself participat
dian.
in the historic gold rush, and li
used his first hand knowledge
building seme realistic stuff into t
pretentious production to introdt
il

the feature.
Split

Week

at

Cleveland

Cleveland— Keith's East 105th
went into a split-week policy stai
ing

May

Under

27.

the policy

fir

run pictures and vaudeville will
shown.

District of Columbia, which,

Shows in Store After Fire
motion picture legislation next sesPanama City, Fla.— W. M. Atkin- sion. The Congress will convene on
son rented a store to present shows the first Monday in December and
when fire destroyed his Panama the- is required by the Constitution to
He plans to rebuild.
ater.
adjourn March 4. This gives it only

New York

EXAMINER—*

Moment." The New England terri- during extensive hearings last sestory was bought by American Feat- sion was bitterly fought, the contro- the first magnitude. While all raea
ure Film Co., Harry Asher, presi- versy at one time precipitating a fist ures pending in Congress at the el
of the present session were conti;
dent, and the eastern Pennsylvania fight between Representative Blanned over until next December, ai
has
zone
New
Jersey
southern
and
ton of Texas and other members and
been sold to Masterpiece Film At- witnesses. No action whatever was measures pending when the Congre
adjourns March 4 sine die, as the f<
tractions, Philadelphia, Ben Amster- taken with respect to the measure at
lowing Congress is entirely new
dam, president.

Corporate
Financing

tion of the oil scandals, which souglit
investigation of the activities of
the Department of Justice with re-

an

"The Lion and the Mouse"
Warner's Theater, Hollywood

.-j

6

2

do "A"
*(c-b) do 6j4s 28..

*

r.eoo
100

.

.

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

(c)
(s)

little consideration thereafter, as Sen1
ator Watson of Indiana, chairman of
'266 the committee, was an aspirant for
5,000 the
Republican nomination for the
1,000
presidential candidacy. The measure,
however, has not been dropped by
author, and Senator Brookbart
its
1,900
announced that upon the reconhas
15,500
vening of Congress he will seek lo
secure the submission of a report by
7,600
the committee.
400
Next in importance was the reso"i lution introduced in the closing days
3
of the session by Senator Walsh of
100
Montana, best known for his prosecu-

12m

.

block booking. This measure, introduced by the senator from Iowa,
and in the House of Representatives
by Congressmen Cannon of Mi.ssouri.
Celler of New York and Hudson of
Michigan, was the subject of lengthy
liearings before the Senate Coiinnittce
on interstate commerce, but received

500

74/

& Katz..

Con. I'm. Ind.
do pW.

(c)
(c)
rs)

40/

Sales

Newspaper Opinions

1)

Peppiatt Convalescing
Charlotte— S. E. Peppiatt, United
Artists manager, is convalescing after
an

appendicitis

operation.

three months in which to consider
and pass the appropriation bills for
all
the Government activities and
leaves very little time for consideration of matters other than those of

ai

starts

from scratch.

Announcing

*'THE

CANDY

KID*'

and

'CHOCOLATES'
All Rights^ to

Stories

and

Titles

Protected and Reserved

By

the Author

DORRELL McGOWAN,
Tiffany-Stahl Studios

jT

Jr."

June

Filay,

1928

1,

Second Choice on
Fox Quota Productions

iG|ts

regulations and which Fox
not deem suitable for release
similar deal is
program.
its
a

,

A

way with Warner

r

thy

Arthur

»'.

contem-

Wat

CAN INSTALL MADALATONE
IN

HAir

Busy on Firnatone

CLAIM

not required
sound picture de-

charge of Firnatone, at the
First National studios at Burbank, plans have received im-

HOUUS

Lewis, formerly with
J.
producers, has joined the
foreign department.

artin
J lip's

M-G-M
F.

"elix

of

r

Officials

Feist,

Return

general sales nian-

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and

\ard Dietz, director of publicity,
rtising and exploitation for this
pany, have returned to New York
attending Pittsburgh and Kansas
regional conventions and a visit
the studio.

Lesserman

—

at Cleveland

Carl Lesserman has
up his duties as local First NaLesseri.il
exchange manager.
who received his appointment
It than a month ago, was detained
Chicago on account of the illness
leveland
II

!

1,

his

wife.

Streator

House Changes Policy
III.
The Majestic now

creator.
ating en

—

is

Saturday, and
This
lav,
(jnly,
each
week.
y will be carried out during the

luer

Friday,

months.

He-man

New

projectors

are

Madalatone,
(on the film) which will be
marketed by the Madalatone Corp.
Its sponsors assert that the system
which uses a stylus and picks up the
sound from the film through amplifiers fits quickly between the uppei
film
magazine and the projector
head, and takes exactly one-half hour
for
vice

coils as the Movietone and Photophone apparatus do. The Madalatone picks up the sound from the film
itself and conveys it to an amplifying
device, from which it is carried to

tric

loud speakers.
"The device will lie marketed
which will make it within reach

at

of

price
even the
a

smallest theaters," says the firm.
"Arrangements are being made with distributors and
producers to record music and effects on

M.
Smashing Capt. McQuigg
offers you ^when you need

of

Walter

J.

Quigley

Schwab, Otto Harbach, Oscar Ham2nd,
Sigmund Romberg,
Frank Mandell and the Malem Corp.,

Studio
equipfrom the

is now being made
Vitagraph studio at Brooklyn,
owned by Warner Bros. There is
little
likelihood of the plant being
used for the production of sound

old

the latter being the producers of the
show. Also from T. B. Harms, music
publishers.
Thus Warners claim
that they control complete musical,

dramatic and mechanical rights for
Vitaphone production, and are not
worrying over the Albertson claim.

it is understood, as the
making of this type of picture is being
concentrated at the Coast.

films,

Irish

—

Besides, an independent combeing organized by a Wall Street
Ijrokerace house to produce short subjects
with Madalatone music."
their

pany

product.
is

Ferdinand von Madaler, the inventor, was, until the last few months,
consulting

engineer

for

Eastman

Kodak and Columbia Phonograph

Tax Under

it

Fire

Dublin The entertainment tax is
under fire in both the North and
South of Ireland. The trade in Ulster
pressing the Finance. Minister for
reduction of the assessment while in the Free State efforts
are being made to bring about total
is

immediate

Co. abolition.

most —

The big melodrama
success of the season!

THOMAS MEI6HAN
**The Racket"

With Louis Woliieim and Marie Prevost. Directed by Louis Milestone.
From the stage success by Bartlett Cormaclc. Produced by the Caddo
Company. Presented by Howard R. Hughes. A Paramount Picture.

L

Vitaphone

merstein,

C.

in

of

Warners bought rights to
"The Desert Song" from Lawrence

states that

\'itaphone

ment

in

show.

Equipment

From Vitaphone
Distribution

THE FILM DAILY
suit

take legal steps to restrain the Warners from using Vitaphone in connection with the film version of the

the company's first pictures to
receive sound effects.

install.
to
A glass-inclosed casing
permits visibility of operation at all
times, while the few parts are said
to be sturdily built and require no
attention other than an occasional
cleaning. The system uses no phonographic records as the Vitaphone,
nor does it make use of photo-election caused by non-theatrical compe-

—A

over the use of
connection with "The Desert Song" is impending.
Lillian Albertson, western
producer of the
operetta, announces that she will

sound

petus for the making of "Lilac
Time" and "The Divine Lady,"

Distribute

Bureau.

Coast

Hollywood

—

Los Angeles With the arrival of Ralph D. Poucher, assistant production manager in

-•d.

man

"DESERT SONG" WARNING

Eddy-,

Bros., with

arrangements

like

r

VITAPHONE UNWORRIED ON

Sound Pictures

Ave. Playhouse Group, Inc.,
completed a deal whereby the
ern will have first choice on all
product made abroad under the

ifth

!

.

Jhe GreatCrusade.of 1928

.

.

.The Big Push

Alone

to

the Poles!
^»*

Could they survive?

w

Fearless adventurers blazing a

the eardi

The

.

—without hope of succor?

.

trail

to the edges of

Would

years of unbelievable hardship rob

them

.

eyes of the world

upon them

of the very
.

.

memory of

their pasts ?

.

Facing a fate terrible in its uncertainty
What
become of them if they were wrecked ?

Would

Trapped in the vast loneliness of the Arctic wastes

love

.

.

they lose even the likeness of

men ?

.

WOULD

.

Would

.

WILL A^NJIVEIV TME QJ^EXTIOM

.

.

TII>Ur

they forget that
.

until

U

.

.

.

Women

are

made

to

?

IM lEVERY

MIND^lVlfM

CAf
l^ffRAMOE
Eoi^mRAMPERI
<The Drama
of a Polar Flight that Failed
,

—a n d

of
the Screen
and

ha

Passion
to

S h oiv

WIM^ JCUWrCW

©pen/
af the
•
/
Member

Strangest
ever Dared

th

^'

Motion Picture Pioducew
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Price 25 Cents

areplayin^

Carl Laemmie,

Jr.'s

THE COLLEGIANS
Junior Jewel 2-ReeIer8
STERN BROS. 52
2-reel

13

Comedies

SNOOKUMS
Newlyweds and
In

"The

Their

Babv" Junior Jewels

13 Mike and Ike
13 Let George Do It
13 Buster Brown
TARZAN the MIGHTY
and 4 Other Amazing Super'Serials

52

D

ACTION FEATURETTES,
2-Reelers

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL
26 Oswald the Lucky Rabbit
One-Reel Cartoons

13 Horace in Hollywood
One-Reelers

13

Laemmie
One-Reelers

Novelties

TS'e Cream.
/
of the,2{arkft I

AGAIN / Carl LaemmU Shows the Way/
ii

The Outlook for

COMING BACK
INTO THEIR OWN
AS BUSINESS
BUILDERS

Short Features
In This Issue

PLAY SHORT
SUBJECTS ON
EVERY PROGRAM
YOU SHOW
^

ADOLPH iKUROR AXD JESSE L.LASRY PRESENT

rue

Qhnunowit Q^ictures
iamQi'tf fflg^^K'i
i

SHORT FEATURES
PARAMOUNT NEWS. The
from the

start.

news

reel leader

Scoop after scoop. 104

BOBBY VERNON COMEDIES. The

issues.

popular

4*4***

college cut comedian in a
Christie Comedies.

new

series of eight.

BILLY DOOLEY COMEDIES. The goofy gob,
the mooney mariner in eight de luxe sparklers.
Christie Comedies.

^

^

a

a

CONFESSIONS OF A CHORUS GIRL.
series of eight

Frances Lee.

snappy,

Christie

girly

gayeties.

a

*

]Vew

With

Comedies beauties.

*

*

SANDY MacDUFF COMEDIES.
Duffy.
leases.

Starring Jack

The grandpop with young
Christie Comedies.

*

8 re-

ideas.
«

*

«

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON COMEDIES.
Two from the screen's most unique comedian.
GREAT STARS AND AUTHORS SERIES, u
unique

productions featuring the biggest
*
*
stars of the stage and headline authors.

KRAZY KAT CARTOONS. 26 releases INKWELL IMPS CARTOONS. 26 issues. The class
cartoon releases of the business.

4

«

«

NINTH
ANNUAL

I

ANNOUNCEMENT

THE SPICE OFTHE
i

amptoty.
It is

no

idle boast to say that

Educational

\% the world's greatest distributor of Short

Features.

Educational stands today as the only
large producing and distributing organization in the world that is truly independent
and that is dealing in Short Features exclusively . . or even primarily.

Thmk ^at

over!

You won't

be misled by unfounded statements about who "made Short Features
You know that
what they are today."
Educational has been the one outstanding
And you know that
pioneer in the field.
every other big company has "other fish to
fry" first; that Educational alone must and
will stand as the champion of quality in the
spice of your program, before all other

considerations.

j^^y^7l/iJt<*<^cM_«L<*i^

PROG

\'v
^

b

^
\J[^.

star

ha$

made

bi^^ei^

stride J in public favor in the
past Year than Zupino /ane
No other fliort features star
offers such splendid

/
.

y^
^

promise

of exceptional entertainment v
value anj2A6tA profits in the next

Cyh^ WORLD^A GREATEST rwORT FEATURE COMEDY ^TAR

MnRMAlD COMSVIES

BIG

BOY

Juvenile

-COMEDIES-

Comediep
Sp\Yi<Z

O

on Millions hnour B
BOY,'
9nd eveq one who know$ him
lovef him .//is ineiistible
ch-aim i$ reflected in an

Millions

I

iriejistible box-office ur^e..

Jack White Productions

Tuxedo G)meclies

t>o5-

a sophistication
and a smartne^j thai-

5e$j

ihem -Par above
the average comedy

lift

subject, featuring

Wallace Lupino and
others who5e name/
will be an additional

^arantee of fun
lively action,.

W

DIRECTED BY

Charles Lamont

.

/

INOGRAMS Came Pi
V^
COMEDIES

.Acclaimed Throughout the Track
as Tirst Jmonq
R££LS

mWS

TheY ^et away with
flYin^ start and pack into
one reel enough lau ^hi
for any program.

^NOGRAMS h^s been acclaimed throughout the trade a/ the new? reel
leader— it hold/ the remarkable
record of three to one over Itr

-r^l

Brief fa^f action
comedie5 with 9
lon^-^wft/ enviable

record T„

neare/t com^eWiov, as aHesfed bi/,
unbiased press comt)arisons ofthe
nem reels, for conri/tent rervice

*^;

te*^^

\\

and entertainment..
KiHooRAMS is the only independent
newj reel on the marhet—-—it ha/
no object to /erve except to provide YOU with the best newj reel
service obtainable.

V—

.^^

KiNOGRAMs pledger it/elf to conlinue in the coming season to
^ive the /ame out/fandin^ service
and enter^:ainment value that

made
over

have

r~^.

a three-to-one favorite
the field
it

nvVice^

A Week!

H.Howe

Lyttian

1)^^

One Reel

'x*

Hodj^e -Podge
I

|r

iir ii

f

t »

I

ii

<i

<r»

i

^zA

ll I

i

Some Sense and
fame //onsense
lau^h or two, a bit"
of wisdom, 'a^limJDie
at the world's beautiey
/Wodditiei, some camera
tricks and clever cartoon

v3

tion

and

sei-ved smartly

..».a delicioui cocktail

Jfor

Your program

ONE PICTURE

.#

clowning; jtirred together

JMSt the ri^ht propor-

WORTH A
THOUSAND
WORDStIS

f

m
-^

F~- ^-p

AKhatevcr i$
moyt interes^tin^
in this old world

^v^H^'

'^

of ourj-piesented
in the most up-todate modern style.

"'
*+H'-^
"^Or,

.^
OneReel

Matjazint

.^^

^

in

ModemScrei

M
i
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Commission
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Ask

Industry to Sign Pact on Code
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Sunday, June

A

EUROPEAN FILMS

iO

Sensation

Hollywood

ON J.
e

pictures
is the big subject of the day at
Coast studios. Feverish preparations to prepare for the
new scheme of things, expected

D. WILLIAMS' LIST

Fifty European-made pictures will
released in the United States and

to follow general use of sound
pictures, are under way.
in
Turn to page 11 for complete
account of Hollywood's reaction to the sound film move-

by World Wide
'ictures Exchanges, said J. D. Wilams, head of the organization, who
anada

rrived

1928-29

in

in

New York

The

Friday.

ompany's output will be increased
o approximately 100 the next year,
declared.

le

With headquarters

in

New York

organization will organize and
branches
throughout
operate
35
During
America, Williams stated.
ais three months' stay in this country
le will contract for physical distribution of his product.
He denied closing a deal with Educational, saying
that as yet no arrangements have
Pictures will be
been completed.
.he

—^Sound

Mintz Back in N. Y. After
Opening New Coast Studio
Charles

B.

Mintz,

president

,

of

Winkler Pictures and producer of the
!"Krazy
Kat"
cartoons
released
.through Paramount, returned to his
New York office on Thursday of this
week after an absence of six weeks

Price 25 Cents

1928

AGREEMENT TO LIVE
UP TO CODE IS SOUGHT
CHRISTIE

AND SENNEH

PLAN SOUND PICTURES

ment.

Contained in Handbook

A

handbook on the

subject,
Practice of

Rcstions for the
mercial Arbitration
States",

in

the

"Sug-

ComUnited

has been prepared by
Arbitration Assn.

the

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

—

Bottoms Up
THEY'RE
meaning

ferences wishes to keep in touch with
actual workings of conference rules,
M. Markham Flannery, director of
the division, points out, soliciting
opinions as to the effectiveness of the
rules, as announced by the commis-

going to stop kicking the dog around, "they," sion.
"In consideration of the abandonsome of our best known theater circuits who,
ment
by others in the industry of
you'd think, would have learned to be more considerate of practices covered
by rules adopted in
(Continued on Page 16)
the luckless short subject long before this time.
Those who have been yelling
It's been some time coming.
themselves hoarse for short subject recognition had just about
DE LUXE
warbled their last feeble note when it happened. Part of the
story was told last week.
BOOSTINUHORT HLNS
The Capitol here in New York is booking the Roach comAlso Metro's Great Events and Oddities. Loew houses
edies.
One of the most interesting develOne-third of all
in nine other cities are following in rapidly.

IWlOUSES

spent covering the Universal and
Paramount conventions.
While in Hollywood, Mintz opened
a new studio for the production of exploitation and advertising space is to go to short features.
(.Continued on Page 16)
Special atmospheric settings on the stage; soloists to blow apMakes one wonder why the change of
propriate selections.

Arbitration Suggestions

Signatures Sought To Put
Industry on Fair Basis
of Competition

Washington Producers, distributors and exhibitors represented at the
Mack Sennett and the Christie Film Trade Practice Conference at which
Co., are "looking into" sound pictures, the Code of Ethics for the industry
Mary and "Doug" Planning and have been investigating the West- was drafted, under auspices of the
Electric system, states Electrical Federal Trade Commission, are being
To Produce in England ern
Research Products, which markets asked to sign an agreement to live
London Mary Pickford and Doug- Movietone, Vitaphone and Firnatone
up to the code, which was made publas Fairbanks hope to make pictures equipment.
Deals for licenses are lic last week by the commission.
in England "before very long," they understood to be planned, with negoThe division of Trade Practice Con(Continued on Page 16)
are quoted as saying here.

sold individually.

The Williams production plan calls
for units in European countries, inIcluding England, where the bulk of
(.Continued on Page 2)

3,

heart.

The answer is very simple. It has been pointed out how
The experience of the
extravagantly high presentations are.
Loew chain is no exception. Whittling becoming necessary,
someone in the outfit had the good sense to realize that Metro

opments

today

is

the

in

short

subject field
at the Capiwhere the Roach

now under way

tol,
New York,
comedies have been placed by M-GM, not as a filler but as an integral
part of each de luxe show.

THE

reported in
FILM
is but one of a series
of similar steps to be pursued in
other theaters of the Loew chain

As

first

DAILY,

this

throughout

East

and Middle
had some tidy commitments in short subjects. So in go the West. The following houses will
book, made possible through interest
shorts and out go a number or two of the sour entertainment shortly include the Roach two-reelof Theater Owners Chamber of Comers, M-G-M Oddities and the Great
merce and the New York Film melange known as presentations.
Events in their programs:
This is a move propelled in the right direction and one for
Board of Trade, is intended as
Midland, Kansas City; State, St.
a guide for the use of the memwhich this editorial forum has been arguing, pleading and cursing Louis;
Ohio,
Columbus;
Allen,

American

The

bers
of
National
Panel
of
the
Arbitrators of the American Arbitra(Continued on Page 2)

M-G-M

Gets Rights To
"Bridge of San Luis Rey"

the

Pulitzer

cellence.

Prize

for

(Continued on Page 2)

over for years.

as it should be. The effect on subsequent runs cannot be
discounted nor disregarded. The vogues and foibles in showmanship set by key city runs are always reflected in the theaters
perched on the lower rungs of the exhibition ladder. It seems
was awarded
assume that with the action of the Loew cirliterary ex- entirely logical to

Thornton Wilder's best seller, "The
Bridge of San Luis Rev", has been
purchased for the 1928-29 M-G-M
program. The novel, which now is
in its fourteenth edition,

Now that the necessity for action somewhere along
the line asserts itself, the change comes about. But it makes no
It is more than sufficient that the facts
vital difference why.
are as they are.
M-G-M will benefit directly from the step. That, naturally,

is

(Continued on Page 4)

the

Desberg Again Denies
He's Leaving Loew's

—

Cleveland Fred Desberg again denied persistent report that he is retiring as general manager of Loew's
Cleveland theaters.
The report has
persisted since Desberg and his associates sold their holdings in Loew's
Ohio theaters to John F. Royal,
Koilh's Palace manager, to the home
office in

New

York.

. ..
.

.

.
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THE PRESENTATION FIELD, by Jack Harrower
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
FLOOD OF SHORT SUBJECTS FOR 1928-1929
NEIV ERA IN SHORT FEATURES DAWNS—SOUND PICTURES ...
EARL HAMMONS SEES GREATER SHORT SUBJECT VOGUE
MORE NEWSREELS MAY TALK
HOW CARTOONS ARE MADE, by Nat L. Mints
UNIQUE THEATER IN ST. LOUIS RAILWAY STA. PROSPERING.
SERIALS ARE THEATER'S 24 Sheets, by Fred J. McConnell
NEW SHORT SUBJECT TIE-UPS FOR SHOWMEN
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SOUND PICTURES, by Arthur W. Eddy

HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, Coast News by Telegraph
-A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilk
THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, by Charles
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(Continued from Page 1)

product will probably be made;
Germany, France, Italy, Denmark
and Sweden. American talent, acting, directorial, writing and technical,
will be imported.
Williams states that he has in
process of development a national exhibitor tieup.
This is understood to
be along lines similar to those of
his

National.

American

sales in Europe dropped
approximately 20 per cent last
year, Williams figures. He partly attributes this decline to the statement
that many mediocre films, pictures
which never play Broadway or the
off

larger houses, are flooding the foreign

Radio Cat

Through

Name

Contest

Widespread publicity for Aesop's
Film Fables has been secured by Van
Beuren Enterprises through a contest to select a new name for "Henry",
the cartoon cat in the series.
News
about the contest has been broadcast
each Thursday afternoon from Sta-

WEAF

New

WRC

tions
in
York and
in Washington.
Henry's new name
will be announced via radio Thursday

afternoon,

June

7.

Syracuse House Ready Soon
Al Kaufman, partner with Mar(i
Buckland in the operation of the NewU
Empire, Syracuse was in town Fri-lf
day. The theater which is being enJ
tirely renovated will open on June 1S,|
Sound picture equipment is being in-]
stalled.
Kaufman is a former district

manager

for the Schine circuit.

Milford,

Chicago,

—

III

til

Has New Ownerl|

Chicago S. M. Meltzer and associates
have purchased from Abel
Tague controlling stock in the Harriett Amusement Co., which operates}
the

nil

'

Milford theater.

BROOKS
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market.

Reception for Janet Gaynor
Emil Fuchs, noted American sculptor, and Winfield Sheehan, general
manager of Fox were hosts Friday at
an informal reception for Janet Gaynor at the Fuchs studio.

Holding Over Chaney
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh," is
held over for a second
Capitol,

New

week

York.

Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).
Stock Exchange
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listec in Ch icago;

Publicize Fables

9

50 European Films
On Williams' List
Boosting Short Films

to be
at

the

YOU'LL USE IT

EVERY DAY
1000 Pages
Cloth

JJs

be'

9

De Luxe Loew Houses

Let

will

as
Consolidated Europear
Laboratories, is being formed tci
solicit film printing in this country,
specializing in prints designed for'
foreign markets.

PAGE

LADY BE GOOD

(c)
(o)
(s)

Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelph la.

company, which probably

known

9

First

an<j|

use

R, Kossman, secretary and|
treasurer of Rapid Film Machini
Corp., has returned to New Yorii
from abroad after closing laborato: _
deals at Paris, Berlin and London

16

PAGE

third of all exploitation, whether in
the form of newspaper advertising,
billboard advertising, window cards
or street car displays is to be devoted
to short subjects.
On the stage, eflForts will be made
to build presentation and atmosphere
numbers around the various M-G-M
For instance,
short features used.
the State, in Syracuse, is tying in the
history of aviation with one of the
Oddities, "Soaring Wings," which
in slow motion reveals liow birds
propel themselves through the air.
During the screening of this onereeler, an aeroplane setting will be
used for the screen to heighten the
effect.
Soloists will be utilized wherever possible in an effort to get a
maximum of results.

commerce, lawyers

who

H.

Hynes.U-lS

News

CROOKS CAN'T WIN

{Continued from Page 1)

1)

organizations,!

Kossman Forming Company

8-9

REVIEWS

Cleveland; Penn, Pittsburgh; Century, Baltimore; Palace, Washington;
State, Boston; Palace, Indiana; and
....
State, Syracuse.
....
5,500
The impetus to the showings of
....
comedies and other short subjects
1
30 in de luxe theater operations is to be
100 carried further than the mere show300
ing.
It has been arranged that one-

3H

3

Resume

trade

arbitration
as a
means of settling disputes and as am
aid to the educational work beiuji
carried on in this field by the Association and as a practice book foi
university and school use.

.
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Presentations
HARROWER\

By JACK

mi[R'S "CONGO" DANCE
ISBIGHITATTHEROXY
Overture

at

the
the

Roxy

employed

a

pro-

white

robed figures of
nuns coming down the balcony stairs on
her side. They assembled on the stage in
lilt of
a scrim, and behind them were the
•

with

sional,

;

The

singers.

incipal

theme

was

"In

a

onastery Garden" by Ketelbey. This was
llowed by the memorial, "There Is No
eath" sung by Harold Van Duzee, assisted
the ensemble. He was in white robes,
ross the stage stood symbolical figures repsenting Uncle Sam and Columbia. They

A

with bowed heads holding wreaths.
in back showed cloud effects, and on
central cloud flashed war scenes from a
ck stage projector. The drums and bugle
unded at the close.
Joyce Coles and Nicholas Daks, assisted
four girls, did the porcelain figure dance
aich is one of the old numbers at this

i)od

rim

porcelain figures come to life
om their positions on the immense antique
>cks, and after the dance return to their
rmer positions. Then came the outstanding
t
of the show, and it was one of the best
ivelties
yet
shown at the Roxy. Called
roiigo," it carried all the weird atmosphere
dark Africa, with the figure of Jacques
irtier in black bronze and i. barbaric headess dancing atop an enormous tom-tom. As
s
feet hit the drumhead rhythmically, the
eps are echoed by a bass drum off stage,

for
idea

put over with class and a lot of ginger.
The crinoline costumes were very effective,
with the center costumes a deep red shading
off to the end girls in pure white.
Then the
jazz age girls countered with white satin
costumes that were very scanty at both ends
and did their neat stepping in contrast to
the stately minuet steps of the crinoline girls.
The specialty acts were light, but they could
afford to be, as the main idea with the
Chester Hale Girls working in great style
was sufficient to hold up the show.

stamping grows ever faster, and
brief flash comes to a climax with a wild

artier's

A

escendo of drum beats.
great flash.
The Roxyettes appeared in white clown
stumes against a black drop and gave their
-ual
fine
exhibition
of
perfect precision
ork. Finished with Varieties, employing variis specialties. The Roxyettes were on again,
my Revere did high kicking, Mildred Hunt
nc;
"Waiting at the Church," and Gladys
ice sang a number.

BURNSIDE ASSEMBlf S

GOOD PARAMOUNT SHOW
Slowly but surely Paul Ash seems
building

a

niche

for

himself

mount as the permanent

m.c.
personality,

at

He

to

the
is

be

Para-

no

riot,

but he sure has
confidence in
himself, and an easy way about him that
makes the audience warm up to him. R. H.
Burnside devised the stage unit, "Seeing
Things," and a catchy theme song of the

OLORrOLSHOWATCAPITOL
A

good

the Capitol with Boris
"Crinoline vs Jazz" which
The idea was
as handsomely costumed.
orked out with KaraviefF of "Take the
ir" company leading the crinoline contingent
ad showing off his dainty ladies, while
flash

at

creation

etroflf's

and

the old vaude team of
did their hoofing hurrah
to a big gob of applause.

routine,

batic

Castleton

& Mack

The

Felicia Sorel Girls got over nicely
their stepping routine, for they are a
classy bunch on looks, and their costumes
were very attractive. Les Klicks had their
illuminated marionettes, which was the hit
of the proceedings.
real novelty for this
house, and they are good for a return any
time. Helen Kane was a holdover, and is
evidently being used as a 'more or less permanent fixture working along with Ash. She
has the stuff, a very engaging personality,
nice appearance, and warbles acceptably. Ash
plugs her on the encores, which is very noticeable, but that is all right, too.
It is part
of the Ash showmanship, and the audience
responds without much urging.
It looks as
if
Helen is set in as long as they care to
keep her with the weekly change units.

with

Standard

VAUDEVILLE

THE STRAND THIS WEEK

for Moli-OD Picture Preeentation

The FALLY MARKUS
Lackawanna 7876

1531

BROADWAY,

NEW YORK CITY

They called the stage show "Graduation
Days" at the Strand, and it was as good as
any other title, for the presentation was minus
and the acts were below the Broadway standard.
These Stanley units are not making
grade, and the present one is about as
ordinary as anything that has been seen on
the big street for a long time.
the

f—

AMALGAMATED

confined to a very unattracbefore which the stage
boys are disguised as
The
band performs.
college students by crowning them with college hats and gowns. Leon Navara as m. c.
had little opportunity to do his mtiniate
stuff and seemed to be effectually stopped by
the poor material they provided him to work
with. One good laugh number was Douglas
Wright & Co. with their goofy prop horse
and a woman trainer. Their stuff was good
burlesque and aroused a lot of mirth. The
only other unit on the bill worthy of mention was the troupe of Ned Wayburn Girls.
They did four routines through the presen-

The setting
campus

tive

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions

for

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

1900 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

AND APPEAL

IN ITALIAN PICTURE

—

—

FOR BRITISH GAUMONT Hoyt Returning Dec. 1
To Produce Three Films

—

London Gaumont British plans
the release of 22 American features,
together with 20 Ufa productions,
during 1928-29. Its schedule includes:
Physician,"
"Mademoiselle
"The
-

London

is

front,

Two

waving, but no cheers from the audience.

in

"Sagusto," with exteriors in Italy,
the

is

first.

London

—

Firms To
Make Four For Jury

—

Houses

Sydney— New South Wales

Two

Permits Per Renter

— Each

German

renter

will

handle two of the seven import permits allowed for each French production, the German Film Renters have
decided. The organization has agreed
to begin releasing the new season's
product in Berlin on July 13 and in
the provinces Aug. 3.

Feyder Joining

—

M-G-M

Jacques Feyder, well-known
French director, will soon leave for
Hollywood to direct for M-G-M. Before departing he will make "Les
Nouveaux Messieurs," based on the
Paris

French stage success.

Get Berlin Firm Control

—

Majority control of Orbis
Film-A. G., has been acquired by
Marie Zach of Munich.
Berlin

exhibiitor* will be asked to aid the "drys"
their campaign for prohibition, it

m
IS

understood.

Australia Passes "Dawn"
has been passed
by the censors.

Sydney— "Dawn"

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

—

theaters.

Inc.

New York

MOUNTAN,

City

Pres.

Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures
Corporation and other leading independent producers

and

distributors.

Cable Address:

Gibbons Promoting Chain
London Reported with backing of
a million pounds capital, Adney Gibtation, and their costumes were snappy and
their precision work very neat. They finished
bons, son of Sir Walter Gibbons, is
the show with a military drill done to tap promoting a new circuit of picture
steps, and then a scrim showed the American
flag

— Harry

O. Hoyt is due
England Dec. 1 to make
three pictures for Film Enterprises.

back

Blattner Organizing
Blattner Pictures Corp.,
recently organized, has signed Lilian
Harvey, who has been appearing in
Ufa productions, as one of its stars.
British
"Jew Suss" will be one of its initial
pictures.
Carl Freund, technician
responsible for "Metropolis", "VaudeLondon
Two well-established ville" and "Berlin", has also been
British companies will each make signed as well as Rex Ingram and
two pictures for distribution by Jury- Alice Terry.
These four will
Metro-Goldwyn.
practically complete Jury's quota reWhitehall Completes Studio
quirements and may even cover its
London— Whitehall Films has comoutput of shorts as many of pleted construction of a studio at
this year's shorts were shown in time Elstree.
to be released as unregistered and
therefore not requiring a quota offset.
Seek "Dry" Aid From

Berlin

POOR STAGE SHOW FOR

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

RECOMMEND CENSORS

fIRMS TO AID

U. S.

CUHNINGHAIi

Parley-Voo," "What Money
Can
Buy," "At the Edge of the World,"
"The Joker," "The Girl from the Resame title was sung by Allan Raymond who
of the East."
put it over strong. Joe Rose had a good acro- vue" and "Secrets

A

ORISIPETROFF STAGES

F.

Turin Pittaluga, leading Italian
Sydney Both a board of censors
producing firm, has completed ar- and an appeal board are recomrangements with First National for mended by the commissioners in the
production of "The Life of Musso- censorship section of their report. It
Roesner had one of his violinists work
lini," it is reported.
The Duce will is suggested that a woman sit on both
a good gag in the form of a dialogue, with
Walt asking questions and the musician lend his aid. Reports concerning the boards and that the industry not be
answering on his violin.
The band boy also project mention Robert Vignola as iiven representation.
did some dialect stuff on his strings, which the possible director.
The position of chairman of the apwas very good. The finale had all the
is the second produc- peal board will be offered to Professor
"La
Tosca"
crinoline and jazz girls on, with a good splash
Wallace, formerly chief censor.
As
executed with some of the girls on an eleva- tion planned by Pittaluga.
98 per cent, of imported films enter
tion in back representing an immense fireworks pinwheel.
Australia through Sydney, the Melbourne censor office will be abolished
according to the plan.
22 AMERICAN FEATURES

The

use.

e

By JAMBS

Walt Roesner, the m.c, stood sponsor
the modern jazzy girls. It was) a good

Cable
Cable

Address:
Address:

Exporting

RICHPICSOC, Paris
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC, N. Y.
nly

the best in

Motion Pictures

—

—
THE

-:xi^DAILV

Sunday, June

192S

3,

f^

Flood of Short Subjects for '28 -'29
Total releases

Comedies in one and two reels
Newsreels
Talking newsreel (Fox Movietone)
Sound pictures (in units)
Vitaphone
Movietone (minimiun figure)
Vocafilm
Han-a-phone

—30

10 Ben Turpin (two reels)
10 Poodles Hanneford (two reels)
10 Snub Pollard (two reels)

4 Serials,

the

first,

Airman,"

ous

"The MysteriWalter

featuring

1,885

(not including sound picture units or serials)

BIG PART IN LINE-UPS
Artclass Pictures

8 Confessions of Chorus Girl
8 Sandy Mac Duff
8 Bobby Vernon
8 Billy Dooley

The Short Subject Line-up

SOUND PICTURES PLAY

Miller and Eugenie Gilbert.
*
*
*

477
624
52
52

Edward Everett Horton comedies

04
26
26
12

Paramount News (one reel)
Krazy Kat cartoons (one reel)
Inkwell Imps cartoons (one reel)

(two

19

Serials

«

20

(.Continued

12 Whirlwind comedies (two reels)
6 "Here's Another One" (one reel)
*

*

*

—

Castle Films 12
6 Color scenics (one reel)
6 Novelties in Tint and Tone (one
reel)

*

*

Columbia
26 Screen Snapshots
*

*

(one reel)
*

—

Educational 212
6 Russ Farrell (two reels)
Lane comedies
8 Lupino
reels)

reels)

8 Ideal comedies (two reels)

Tuxedo comedies (two reels)
Mermaid comedies (two reels)
26 Cameo comedies (one reel)
104 Issues Kinograms (one reel)
12 The World Today (one reel)
12 Howe Hodge Podge (one reel)
6
16

*

1

An

cheers, wild hat

*

*

FBO—74
12 Bainey Google (two reels)
12 Mickey McGuire (two reels)
12 H. C. Witwer's "Racing Bloods"

waving and indiscriminate clinking

of glasses.

The Fall Deluge

*

Sennett

Comedies

(tv

De Luxe
"The Smith Series"
Harry Langdon

approximately 1,300. Imagine! No less than 477 comedies,
some one reel, most of them two. If any type of picture has been
omitted, the staff hasn't been able to figure it out.
Everything that the showman might need to introduce novelty into his program.
All there within his reach if he would
but exercise enough good judgment to sift the good from the
mediocre via the proper selective process. What will happen to
this flood of p;-oduct is a riddle difficult to answer.
It appears
to be a bad case of overproduction.
But that's another story
entirely and certainly not the headache of the exhibitor.

Pointing Into the Future

Man" (two reelsJ!
"Handy Andy" (two reels)
"The Tired Business Man" (two

6 "Dan, the Taxi

6
6

reels)
10 "Smitty" series

62
104
52
52

(two reels)
Pathe Reviews (one reels)
Pathe News (one reel)
Topics of the Day (one reel)
Aesop's Fables (one reel)

26 Sportlights (one reel)
6 Serials as follows:

The

Yellow

Allene

The

Cameo,

^

pC!

Micl

starrin

Ray

Terrible

People,

starrin^
Miller
Eagle of the Night, aviation serial

to

A

*

6 Sennett
3

Hundreds of short subject releases for next season. The
analysis appears elsewhere in this edition. Your attention is directed to it, for therein you will stumble upon an array of facts
which
may perhaps astonish you, but at least interest you. Well
(two
over 2,000 pictures will be available. Newsreels reduce the figure

8 Big Boy comedies (two reels)
6 Dorothy Devore comedies (two

Mack

1)

cuit and with similar moves of other chains which, it now appears, are certain to come about the stock of the quality short
occasion for lusty
subject is moving through a rising market.

*

—26

from Page

(two

reels) as follows:
4 Sennett girl series
6 Mack Sennett series

Bottoms Up

reels)

and Authors

Stars

Pathe—334

—

Bray Productions, Inc. 42
12 Skylark comedies (two reels)
12 McDougall Alley comedies (two

Great

reels)

reels)

16

52
52

i

2

Allene

Ray and Walter

with Frank Clarke

The Fire Detective
The Tiger's Shadow
Queen of the North Woods
*

12
12
6
12
12
1

*

*

—

Pizor Prod. 54
Rib Ticklers (one reel)
Sport and Adventure (one reel)
Fairy Tales (one reel)
Live Wire comedies (two reels)
Comedies not titled (two reels)
serial, ("The House of Terror")
'
»
•

—

iei(

•

Tiffany-Stahl—24
few remarks more. Short subjects in sound will stalk
24
Color
Classics (one reel)
atop of the world next season. There will be a lot of them
»
»
Curiosities (one reel)
several hundreds for the limited number of theaters that can
*
*
*
Vitaphone— 208
*
use them. Somewhere in the immediate future, Hal Roach will Averaging four weekly including Or
Film Exchange, Inc. —82
Vitaphone
Adventures of Roving Thomas blossom forth with comedies accompanied by sound. The mysPresentations
(one
reel) which embrace song and
(one reel)
tery of what a custard pie sounds like at the exact moment it
operatic numbers and Vitaphone h
American Statesmen (one reel)
establishes contact with the human physiognomy has probably
Playlets (one and two reels)
Animal series (one reel)
•
•
»
Famous British Authors (one intrigued millions throughout the land. Not much longer, howVocafilm
(two

reels)

12 Toots and Caspers

26

8
6
12
10

'

reel)

ever.

4 Film Fables (one reel)
34 Novelties (one reel)
8 Picture Poems (one reel)
*

*

*

FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc.

—49

Schubert Centennial (one reel)
18 Famous Music Masters( one reel)
4 Famous Songs (one reel)
10 American
Holiday series (half
5

Other comedy producers will be compelled to follow in
Roach's footsteps, for sound in motion pictures is the big development of the immediate tomorrow. The thinking minds in the
industry have recognized its advent and are preparing to wel-

come

12

Movie Horoscopes (one
*

*

reel)

*

Fox Film Corp.

—224

104 Fox News (one reel)
52 Fox Movietone News (one reel)
26 Fox Varieties (one reel)
10 Imperial comedies (two reels)
8

Animal comedies (two

reels)

8 Sunshine comedies (two reels)
16 (minimum) Movietone Entertain-

ments (one and two
*

*

*

reels)

—

Gotham Productions 52
52 Highlights of Bridge (one reel)

it.

Showmen who

—

52

Hanaphone 52
Hanaphone units comprised

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
of

104

dance and jazz numbers.
This sound picture system uses
the disc arrangement.

26

song,

*

*

*

Hi-Mark—24
12 College Sports (two reels)
12 Gems of
Great Authors
reels)

Mascot— 3

Serials

3 serials

"The Vanishing West"
"The Fatal Warning"
"Wolves of the Sea"

52 Vocafilm
units,
each
to
run
about 25 minutes, including acts,
sketches, song and dance numbers.

(two

6

— 176

M-G-M News (one reel)
M-G-M Oddities (one reel)
M-G-M Great Events (two reels)

40 Hal Roach comedies (two reels)
as follows:
10

Our Gang

10

Laurel-Hardy
*

*

*

*

*

—202

Paramount

32 Christie comedies (two reels) as
follows:

h\
nls,

—

24

26
26
13

tibti

Universal 284
Collegians in two series of
12pitioi],
(two reels)
Oswald cartoons (one reel)
One reel comedies and novelties
Newlyweds and Their Baby (two rkor
«sl
It

in

'fazi

reels)

^"'°^-

comedies (two reels)

CO K'x\^'^'^
bj
Western Featurettes (two reels)
IU4 International Newsreel (one
reel)
5 Serials as follows:

10 Charley Chase
10 All Star
*

This sound picture system

;rt,

uses the disc arrangement.

sing the do-re-mi ditty should get wise.

KANN

reel)

itrtai

—52

«tetl

fci

J^rzan the

Mighty (12 episodes)
Ihe Mystery Rider (10 episodes)
ihe Final Reckoning (12 epi-

ocaC

sodes)

The Diamond Master
sodes)
The Pirate of
sodes)

(10

(

epl

'istril

Panama

(12 epr

'sea;
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Talk

truck equipment with which,

it

HAMMONSSEESGREAe
as-

is

sound is possible, is being
being developed by Photophone, the sound picture device
which RCA, General Electric and Westinghouse have de-

SHORT SUBJECT VOGUE

serted, outdoor recording of

Sound pictures will have a tremenous influence on the short subject
eld during the 1928-29 season. With
ractically all major companies enaged in short subject production,
censed to make sound films, or conuding negotiations, for such license,
era of sound pictures is just beentered into by short subjects.
Through the new development,
ith or without sound, short subcts are expected to benefit mateally.
The sound short subject
romise to win new friends, as well
record virtual deathknell of proigues and presentations, so called.
his move will result in wider use
f
short subjects, through cutting
own of overhead on theater pro-ams, and enabling the short subject
roducer to step out and make their
roduct bigger and better than ever
1

ig

veloped jointly. The apparatus is being especially designed
for newsreel purposes.
Thus, it is not improbable that
other reels, aside from Fox Movietone News, may have
voice in the near future.
It is understood Paramount has had a talking newsreel
in mind for a number of months.
Several hundred theaters, controlled or operated by Publix, the Paramount theater subsidiary, are to be equipped for Vitaphone and Movietone with which, as noted, RCA claims its device is interchangeable.

;

Other developments in the sound picture
be found on pages 10, 11 and 12.

number

efore.

of subjects finished and, ac-

cording to David Hochreich, president, has refrained from entering
Itaphone to Release
actual distribution in order to have
a sufficient supply of product on hand
Subjects a
Borden's Milk, Lifebuoy Soap,
bit,
A-'arying from one reel to two in
jects are one and two reels in length.
ngth, Vitaphone will release sound
Vocafilm, which is a sound picture
ictures at the rate of four a week
using the disc arrangement,
system
ext season.
These will be known
a number of song and
completed
has
Vitaphone Playlets and Vitaphone

Four

Week

;

rcsentations.
X'itaphone Playlets include a

num-

dramatic and comedy sketches
which dialogue and music are used.
itaphone presentations is the brand
ame for a large assortment of prodct, essentially in one reel, in which
included operatic, song and jazz
umbers.
er of

6

One and Two Reel
Movietones Now Ready

field will

52 Units Promised on

Han-a-Phone Schedule

—

Philadelphia
Fifty-two Han-aphone units are to be produced for
1928-29 by the Voiceaphone Co.,

headed by Gene Marcus, which is
marketing the equipment designed
especially

for

small

theaters.

By

E.

W.

MAMMONS

President, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

To many in the industry the season just closing has been one of special interest as far as short subjects
are concerned, because of the changing policies of numerous organizations affecting this type of product.
To my way of thinking, the next season will be an even more interesting
one to watch.
All signs seem to point to a return
to the short subject by the bigger
houses during the coming season.
The crest of the presentation craze
apparently has been passed, and now
we can look forward to the short
subject's return to its proper place
on the programs of the de luxe
houses.
In spite of all the "big news" of
the last few months in our industry,
I consider the most significant of all
to be the announcement that several
of Broadway's biggest theaters have
decided to put the short comedy back
on the screen, one of them even using a short comedy as the basis of
its entire program building outside of
Here is a piece
news over which the entire film

the feature picture.
of

The business

can

feel

elated.

Picture

equipment synchronizes action and theaters for pictures! The cry has
jazz numbers as well as several sound phonographically.
Amplificasketches in which the combination of tion equipment is manufactured by been heard often enough during the
Now, at last,
dialogue and music have been used. the Utah Products Co., which manu- last couple of years.
about
to be aca
fact
it
seems
to
be
will
Hochreich declares distribution
factures the Utah units and loud
whole industry,
The
complished.
Educational.
through
be
speakers used in radio.
and the de luxe theaters in particular,
The subjects, it is planned, are to should profit by the move.
feature
name acts, with releases
For a long time patrons of the de
Roach Preparing to
scheduled at the rate of one per luxe theaters in the bigger cities
Install Sound System week. It is possible that one or have been cheated out of much of

—

Culver City Installation of equipment necessary for synchronization of
sound with pictures will get under

way shortly at the Roach studio folexact number of Movietone lowing the contract signed by the prontertainments to be released by Fox ducer with the Electrical Research
:xt season has not been determined, Products, Inc.
iowever, 16 in one and two reels are
It has not as yet been determined
DW ready and more will be ready what the first productions to carry
Certain alterations
the next few months.
sound will be.
The Movietone studio in New York are necessary on the stages before the
system can be
Electric
jntinues to turn out subjects at in- Western
Tvals, drawing on the leading en- utilized in production, one of the most
srtainers of Broadway for talent. Joe important being the sound-proofing
ook and Will Mahoney are recent of the walls and changes in the lightIditions and will probably make their ing equipment in order to eliminate
:but in connection with the premiere sputtering and other noises.
"There is no reason why the use
f "Fazil"
at the Gaiety theater, New
of sound may not be more effecbrk on June 4.
Fox Movietone News which began tive for comic than for dramatic
weekly release in December will sequences," said Roach, in discussing
"The custard pie
out on the same schedule, once a the new project.
eek.
Crews are active in various of two-reel films has been celebrated
ictions of the United States and in song and story but no one off
urope securing subjects.
the lot has yet been permitted to
enjoy the thrill caused by sound of
the impact of such a piece of pastry
^ocafilm Plans Release
physiognomy.
convenient
with
a
of 52 Units in '28-'29 Perhaps in time the expert will be
Distributing plans for Vocafilm at able to distinguish, by the noise, beresent call for release of 52 units tween custard and huckleberry. The
;xt season.
Each one will run about possibilities of the vichy siphon are
5
minutes.
The company has a equally interesting."
The

Dawns

Short Subject Field

more features may be produced.

"Great Actors" Series in
Production in New York
The second and
of "Great Actors
reelers have been

fourth

is

in

third in the series

and Authors" two
completed and the

production.

The

second,

entertainment the screen
Presentations have
crowded off the screen the works of
outstanding comedians whose talents
have delighted the audiences of
smaller houses.
The most sophisticated audiences, therefore, have been
offered only a part of the screen's
If the screen needs to
best efforts.
make a new bid for a revival of public popularity, as some people seem to
believe, it could do it in no bettf r
way than to build better film prothe

best

has

to

offer.

"Walls Have Ears", an original by
Irvin Cobb, has a cast including
Madge Kennedy, Efrim Zimbalist,
Hamilton,
Roland
Young, grams
Hale
Gladys Hanson, Louis John Bartels,
This new policy on the part of big
William Kent and Ann Shoemaker.
de luxe, theaters, of course, cannot
The third production is "The Home help but have a stimulating effect on
Girl", an original by Edna Ferber. the producers of short subjects. This
.

Included in the cast are Margalo means still better entertainment in
Gilmore, Otto Kruger, Sylvia Fields, the short subject field, as well as betMiriam Hopkins, Alexander, Jr., and ter distribution for it. It is obvious
Vincent Lopez and his orchestra. how the failure of big theaters to
These pictures were produced at make adequate use of short subjects
Cosmopolitan in New York under di- would discourage directors and stars
of these pictures, and equally obvious
rection of Edwin Lawrence.
Fourth of the series "Prancing that a return to the short subject
Prune", written by Rupert Hughes, will be the most inspiring thing that
has in the cast Helen Hayes, Ada could happen for them.
The spectacular growth in the picMay, Hal Skelly, Jefferson De AngeWelford,
Dallas
Humphrey tures-and-sound field offers another
les,
Bogart, Harry Beresford, George Le angle from which the I^rogress of
Guerre, Charles Eaton, Elizabeth Pat- short subjects in the next season
(.Continued on Paae 6)
terson and Josephine Drake.

—

—
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CARTOONS ARE MADE
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Unique Theater in St. Louis
Railway Station Prospering

these days of sophisticated fans
there are, perhaps, few angles to
the screen entertainment field which
prove puzzling to the average movie
goer.
The mystery of studio work
and the secrets of trick photography
have been exposed so many times
that scenes of the hero meeting and
shaking hands with himself, or ocean
liners being sunk at sea, or people
walking on the edge of window sills,
a hundred feet from the sijdewalk
no longer bring puzzled frowns to the
faces of the followers of the silent

IN

— One

the most unusual picture theaters in the world is
operated in Union Station for the
benefit of travelers passing through
the St. Louis gateway to the West,
St.

By NAT. L.
Vice-President Charles B. Mints, Inc.
Producers of "Krasy Kat" Cartoons

Louis

of

Every
Southwest and Northwest.
day persons from all quarters of the
globe sit for an hour or two w'atching
current pictures, many of them short
features, while waiting for train connections.

More railroads use the St. Louis
station than any similar station in
the world, as all sections of the
country meet in St. Louis.
If you have ever waited several
hours for a train in a strange city
you will quickly realize the advantage

drama.
But in spite of this general knowl- of seeing a picture show that protects
against
missing
your train.
edge there still is one phase of screen you
entertainment that very few people That's the sort of service that Billy

Miller, proprietor of the Union Station Picture Show gives his patrons.
It isn't a large and flashy house
one knows, in a general way, that
this
unique theater.
There are no
artists draw the characters in the
cartoons, animate them and the film brass fitting, art works in the lobby
is ready for showing.
But just how or gold-bedecked attendants to anthese sketches are made to move noy you as you seek a seat. But its
about, how many drawings are needed small screen facing a small row of
for each scene, the size of the staff comfortable wooden benches of the

seem to know about. I refer to the
making of cartoon comedies. Every-

needed to create these cartoons, etc.,
all seems to be somewhat hazy in
the minds of the uninitiated.
Before a new comedy is started,
a conference is held and each artist
has the chance to express his views
as to the theme and characters in
the proposed scenario.
All suggestions are taken down by a stenographer and typed, and a scenario is
thus formed by the head of the department. This man then boils down
the score or
a short story.

decided
veloped

and

upon,
in

more suggestions into
With the characters
the

detail.

scenario
Scenes,

deactions
is

are put into proper conthe same manner as a
scenario for a twelve reel picture.
Backgrounds are the first pictures
to be drawn.
These are sometimes
exterior scenes showing woodland
country or mountains.
After the
backgrounds are made the artists immediately set to work animating the
various scenes.
titles

tinuity

in

Each animator

is

assigned a series

of scenes and his drawings are made
on translucent tissue paper. Thus the
animator may see the lines of his
preceding drawing as he places a new
paper over each completed sketch.
On the new paper he traces the previous drawing, but moves the arm or
leg to head, as the case may be, up
or down to give the completed action
of the character.
This means that
each drawing of a character is made
in an entirely different position
and
the mere action of Krazy Kat lifting
his paw may mean a series of forty
to fifty different drawings. After the
picture has been completed by the
total number of drawings being
made
on the tissue paper, these pictures
are handed to the "tracers" who
transfer the drawing from the tissue
to celluloid sheets, which are of the
same size as the paper.
Tracers then fill in the "blacks," or
bodies. As we know, Krazy Kat and
(Corttinued

on Page

13)

Sunday, June

church type probably gives as much
pleasure as the first runs of the big
picture palaces downtown and along

Grand boulevard.

On one side of the small theater
which occupies a part of the second
floor of the big station is a huge clock
that can be seen conveniently from
any part of the house.
Trains are
never missed by patrons as the management sees that each person attending the show is informed of the exact
moment

his or her train will pull out.

Miller

March

the theater on
1922, and in the six years

established

10,

the house has been open it has
ilayed to almost 500,000 patrons. The
theater has gained an international
reputation and many patrons are of
the repeater type. Persons who often
pass through the St. Louis gateway
alvvays attend the shows between
trains.

Miller has also found that travelers
from
California,
Florida,
Maine,

Mexico and Canada have asked for
theater on their arrival at the

the

station,

having been told of the pic-

children who has found the
theater the greatest boon.
lively
comedy or western thriller seems
to be just the prescription to keep
the kiddies quiet between trains. Some
mothers have even checked children
in the theater while doing a bit of
shopping in St. Louis.
The programs at the theater run
for a week and are selected with coniderable care and various experiments
have been conducted during the past
six years to determine the best type
of program to be used.
When the theater was first opened
it
was believed only short sulDJects
could be used.
However, a careful
check revealed that the average
patron stays in the theater for an
hour and a half to two hours.
In
view of this fact six and seven reel
features are now used.
However,
comedies are also featured, as well
as newsreels and educationals. Every
effort is made to keep the screen clean
and pictures with too strong a sex
appeal are not used.
The theater is unique in many
respects aside from its location, for it
probably violates every ordinary rule
for theater success.
The advice of
an expert who attended the opening
of the house has been played exactly
opposite with real success.
The theater must depend entirely
on travelers for patronage since apparently it cannot attract a single
patron from Market or Eighteenth
Sts., outside the station.
An effort
was made to obtain outside business
with large posters, sandwich men and
other forms of advertising but results
were nil. The best season is the summer time when business of regular

A

as

I

subject is the most logical field for
the early use of sound devices.
Until pictures-and-sound devices are in
universal use in all theaters, the short
subject is going to be the most fertile
field
for development of picturesand-sound entertainment.
Acts in
short subject length, and short subjects,
particularly
comedies,
synchronized with voices and sound ef-

should make tremendous strides
during the 1928-1929 season.
And
one needs see a comedy properly
synchronized with sound but once
fects,

to realize

what a

audience appeal

startling increase in

accomplished when
voices and sound effects are added to
is

the antics of the

comedy

stars.

By FRED
Sales

M'g'r,

McCONNELL

J.

and Complete
Universal Pictures Corp.
Serials

Servi.

In discussing the value of a seri;|
with a well-known first-run exhibitc
recently the question was asked
"How would you like to have
thousand walking 24-sheets for vot
theater?"

and naturally, the answer was
"Show me how!"
Every exhibitor will admit that ti
most enthusiastic goodwill builder f(
a theater is a satisfied customer ari
they will also admit that the youd
folks of the family are the best a<
vertisers.
Any exhibitor who wi
bring in a 1,000 youngsters to see tj
first episode of a serial will find thi
he has 1,000 enthusiastic voices tel
ing its praises to the people of t^
city.

Serials

are the only pictures thi
themselves the ability to brir'
people back into the theater agai

have

in

and again; and again. The fact thif'
a person must come back nine |ir>t.
ten times to see the entire pictui
gets that person in the habit of knov
ing the theater's policy and likin
the type of entertainment found ther
After the serial has run its cour;
that strongest motivator of huma
life habit will continue to bring thei
in there week after week to see oth(

shows.

The

old

up to
model

time

serial

new time

but the

the

—

minute

built

to

—the

satisfy

mon

no

is

serial

is

here,

192P"

latest

the

youn

of today.
The old impossih
lurid,
intelligence - insulting,
mel(

folks

'»«*

N
^'!

dramatic gymnastics have been foi
gotten.
They have been supersede
by a type of fast moving action dran:
of a quality that will match up wit
any feature on the market.
When we say that serials have
themselves the power to bring pe< rj
pie back we have told the wholt
of.
serial story.
It simply means mult
The theater plays to an entirely plying the number
of extra peopl
new audience at every performance, that the
exhibitor through his show
makmg its success all the more re- manship brings into
the theater fc
markable.

klioo

_

i

—

votei

the first episode, by the number
episodes.
This shows you the valu
of the serial picture.
Serials are th
essence of exploitation because the

{Continued from Page 5)

be worth watching. I still feel,
have felt all along, that the short

WALKING 24 SHEET

houses falls off.
Also in moderate
and winter its best days are the rainy
ones. Sunday as a rule is not a good
day.
The theater has no orchestra
or pipe organ, depending entirely on
the pictures to put the show over.
Occasionally radio music is furnished,
but didn't tone up attendance to speak

Sees Greater Short Subject Vogue
will

SERIALS ARE THEATER'S

ture show by others who enjoyed it.
About half of the audiences are men,
but it is the mother with a brood of
restless

192

3,

From

the commercial angle, too
the line-up of companies handling
short subjects— the industry should

make

people

come

back

—nothin

ptroE

lint

fath

else.

For ten years exhibitors have don Tke
their utmost to keep the youngster
have much to interest it in the comout of the theaters and they hav Wto
ing months. Last summer announcesucceeded admirably.
Today the King
ments were being made right and left realize
that they have made a fatJ
of changing plans of producers and mistake.
Today they realize ths
distributors in the short subject fielrl. thousands of youngsters that wer W.
Exhibitors, of course, were inter- chased away in the past are heads c
ested, and possibly a Httle upst-t, by families today.
the sudden changes.
The secret is to get the younge^'
Many things
were promised. Much was expected. element into the theater itself it Wtra
Js'j,

"lletiii

—

The next
that the

season,

I

believe, will

show

the secret of building up goodwill.

Six

months from now every

bi

short subjects
theater in the country will begin t
is still going to be the leader in his
realize the tremendous necessity
field, just as the
specialist in any the younger
element and the neces
other endeavor is the outstanding sity for something that will stabiliz
factor in his line.
patronage
specialist

in

fliiatio

lis

a

Hi

\

inters

»

Showmanship

fEST COAST THEATERS

One of the most extensive adverand exploitation campaigns
sing
ver used for a short feature star is
ow under way over the entire cirTheaters,
the West Coast
uit of
It
nc, on behalf of Lupino Lane.
tarted off in April with a concen•ated campaign on the Lane comedy,
Fandango" and will be continued
or 16 weeks on the entire Lane
eries.

Double A poster locations have
een twenty-four sheeted with Lane
laper at strategic points up and down
The first run houses in
he coast.
Angeles, San Francisco and
X)S
'ortland are each scheduled to play
least

louses
•ther

Lane comedies and
by the circuit in
will play four or more

two

operated
cities

or the duration of the drive.
In conjunction with the billboard
ampaign there is also being conlucted a house manager's contest
The theater manor six prizes.
gers having conducted the best camaigns will share the awards. Each
lanager has agreed to keep a comlete campaign book, and the prizes
irill
be awarded after an impartial

DVERTISING

the whole show is a policy which more
or less has been thrown into the discard, during the last
few years, due chiefly to the presentation craze which entirely subordinated or threw out altogether the short subjects of the program.

A

PLUtlGlNG LANE SERIES

This year, however, there is a definite trend back to the
short feature, and particularly the two reel comedy. Big
circuits and individual operators, who have been giving the
shorts the run around, are finding that their course was
unwise. Good business is demanding the return to favor
of the short feature. Wise showmen are heeding the demand and spending real money in putting over the variety
subjects on their program.
In this come-back, short subject producers and distributors are aiding, through the use of box-office names
and investing them with high-calibred production values
which enable them to compare favorably with features.
They are preparing advertising helps, including selling
copy and effective hook-ups. Where heretofore, the short
subject has been sloughed in, it now is given pron-jjfnence
in the billing, with the use of paper up to 24s employed in
the campaign to win for the short subject its due.

''Our Gang" Slated for Nat 'I
Exploitation via Kellogg Co.

ommittee has examined them.
West Coast has sent all its manextensive advertising and exmatter,
feature
gers
promotion
being
is
campaign
ploitation
tories on Lane and his comedies,
launched by the Kellogg Company of
pecial mats and cuts, suggestions for
Battle Creek, in which "Our Gang"
obby and marquee displays, exploi- features.
A similar campaign last
ation and advertising data, press year along the same lines is said to
heets, as well as the full line of have worked out so successfully that
iccessories supplied by Educational. a follow-up was determined upon.
Ml the theaters are featuring Lane's The faces of "Our Gang" will appear
omedies in the marquee electric on 24 sheet stands in -newspapers,
signs and about one-third of the magazines, on car cards and window
lewspaper advertising space is being displays.
ievoted to short feature promotion
Practically 5,000 24 sheet stands
vhenever a Lane comedy is on the will be used to cover every major
The
)rogram.
town in the United States.
It is estimated that this promotion stands will not be used in New York,
ampaign is introducing Lane each Chicago and Boston but in these three
week to nearly 1,500,000 theater cities end space in street cars, elevated
and subways will be used. This postmatrons.
ing goes on the boards in most situaW^indow Displays Issued by tions in June for a period of from

AN

four to six weeks.
Newspaper advertising plans ernbrace in excess of 350 publications in
Canada.
and
States
United
the
Ass'n, active in 700 American cities
Twenty inch advertisements will be
md towns, is assisting Pathe in se- used in this angle of the campaign
;uring display for the window sports
in which the "Our Gang" characters
3ulletins created by Van Beuren Enfeatured on the posters will appear.
terprises for Grantland Rice Sport- Zero hour for the barrage of newsights.
paper space is set for June 18.
Pictures used for the bulletins are
action scenes from the baseball diamond, and swimming pool, gridiron for all editions of the n£.ws-display
ind track striking moments in tense and, in addition, are posting them in
situations that give the prospective theater front frames, bulletin boards
fans an opportunity to study the of gymnasiums and in Y. M. C. A.

*athe for Rice Sportlights
The Playground & Recreation

in

various

athletic

fields.

The exhibitor's "Now Playing"
display line is streamered across the
bottom of each display.
Theater
Dwners are tieing up with merchants

E. J. Freeman, advertising manager
of the Kellogg Company says:

rOR"SNO0KUNS"C0NEDiES
For Snookums, star of "The Newlyweds and Their Baby," there are
tie-ups. The Snookums
doll privilege, given to a doll manufacturer, resulted in these dolls being
put on sale in every part of the coun-

more than 20

They have been used

try.

as prizes

Universal reports, in connection with the run of
the Newlyweds comedies.
One of the most recent Snookums
tie-ups is with a candy firm in Chiin

countless

theaters,

'

"Snookum's
a
marketing
Candy" package all over the world.
With each candy bar there is a celluloid Snookums button.
The Snookums Sunbath Suit is

cago,

new one. It is being widely
advertised by the manufacturer of
It is especially
this child-garment.
suitable for window-displays. In this
another

is a Snookums Sweater
Suit being launched on
the market by a manufacturer serving 10,000 dealers.
Other Snookums tie-up materials

same category
and

a

Swim

Snookums Crayola
sets of
Crayons, Snookums Bi-Knit Sleeping
Garments, a health ball, a Teter RabBorden's Milk, Lifebuoy Soap,
bit,
include

Kiddiemox

shoes,

Snookums Duplex

Safety Pins, Vita-glass for Sun Par-

lors and play-rooms and others.
arrange to have this advertising placed on the theatrical page Universal
of the newspapers and in writing the
f
theater owners, if there is any special Tie-Ups for "Collegians
time that they would rather have this
"The Collegians" (Universal) have
advertising appear other than the
been the backbone of several nationweek scheduled, let us know and we wide campaigns. On that proved efwill reschedule it.
The theater own- fective, nationally and locally was
ers could then place their own adverwith Adler & Sons Co. on Collegian
tisements on the same page."
It is being renewed again
Clothes.
Six national magazines with a total this year and is planned so that
can co-operate with
circulation of 4,500,000 copies appear- Adler dealers
ing during June, July and August will theaters showing "The Collegian"
window drapes
carry a full page, four color process comedies.
Special
advertisement with the same copy ap- and displays are suggested. Contests
peal. Approximately 18,000,000 people with Collegian suits as prizes arc
will be reached.
The magazines to part of the dealer activity.
be utilized are Photoplay, Physical
Dorothy Gulliver the leading woCulture,
Boy's
Life,
Holland's, man in "The
Collegians" is being
Liberty and Cosmopolitan.
publicized by Detecto Scales for local

"We

will

Making Nezv

display.
and
advertising
George Lewis and Dorothy Gulliver
Collegian
has supplied complete details to its have modeled the Whippet
exchange and exploitation forces. model motor car. The pictures have
Snecial newspaper copy is being pre- been used in national ad copy and

To

enable the exhibitor to get the

utmost out of

this

campaign

dealer

M-G-M

pared for exhibitor use in conjunction
with the Kellogg advertising. Under

publicity.

the arrangement the names of the
publications to be used and the dates
of insertion will be available to all
exhibitors.
Similar information will
be available regarding all poster and
car card advertising.

tributing
Gulliver

window display is a part
pearls.
"Durable Sweaters" arc
of the plan.

This, in every way, should he an
advertising campaign tie-up of value
buildings, clubrooms and schools.
every exhibitor
playing "Our
In addition to window displays, to
With little effort
Pathe issues a press sheet on each Gang" comedies.
Sportlight which contains publicity and comparatively small expense any
stories written especially for sports exhibitor can turn the entire cam-

way; getting ready for fall and winter
marketing. Dorothy Gulliver likewise
demonstrated the use of Vim-Ray,
The exElectric Sunshine lamps.
ploitation plan includes beauty lectures for a special matinee or a
beauty week.

—

form of leaders

WIDE VARIETY OF TIE-UPS

pages.

paign to his

own

advantage.

Two

thousand jewelers are disphotographs of Dorothy
Dcltah
wearing
shown

A

worn by all "The Collegian" play-i
The campaign is now under

ers.
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Reviews of Latest Short Subjects
"The Fight Pest"
Hal Roach— M-G-M
A Knockout

Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
They have done the comedy a thousand times in the two-reelers, but it
remained for Charlie Chase to come
along and put a new twist into the
old theme and send it over with a
volley of laughs. The chap who wrote
the original situations into this out-

standing laughology deserves special
mention. We don't know his name,
but would like to. Charley is a fight
pest who sits at the ringside and keeps
everybody from enjoying the bouts.
He insists on buying soda pop and
forcing his neighbors to spend their
evening passing the
bottles
and
change back and forth.
Fight fans
will appreciate
starts razzing

this

one

one.
of the

Charlie
fighters.

His razzing helps the other bird to
win the bout, so Charlie is given a
chance to go in and lick him on a

He

fluke as his reward.
really believes he has licked the other on merit.

Then

the

guy Charlie razzed comes

back for a bout, and after that it
is just one scream after the other.

At the Capitol ^on Broadway the
audience was in a continuous spasm of
laughter.
Here is a wow that will
knock 'em cold wherever it is shown.
Chase

is

made on

Guiol directed

—and

this

one.

Fred

how.

"Charles Gounod"
James A. Fitz Patrick
Technicolor Subject

Type

from Gounod's

best known and most popular
work
the opera "Faust," and is the
latest
ot the Famous Music Masters
series.

1 he film IS m Technicolor, which
is
admirable
for
the
character
of
Mephistopheles with his clothes of

vivid red. The colors lend
effectively
to the gorgeous garden scenes.
The
story
depicts
the
courting
of

tiful

—

.

.

riding and fighting.
Made for
the juvenile trade, and as such will
be found entertaining in
mild way.

Directed by Walter Fabian.

"Jack and Jilted"

—Imperial

Fox

Egg
Type

Frolic

of production.

..

.2 reel

comedy

,

mounted

and done with a fine artistic touch
It will grace any screen,
and appeal
to a wide audience.

A
Type

of

serial.

Pathe
Promising Serial

production

10

"Art Treasures of the Vatican"

Fox

—Varieties

Type

of production

1 reel novelty
intimate study of the Vatican,
being exclusive shots that were taken

An

by
chapter

Type

of production..! reel

special
permission of Vatican
authorities.
see vast halls of the
Papal seat at Rome, and are shown
the priceless art collection
which

We

This new Patheserial starts ofl? with
lots of promise, and looks as if it has been accumulated
through the
is going to prove popular with
all the centuries.
Wonderful marble statues,
serial fans.
Allene Ray is featured priceless paintings these make one
along with Cyclone, the new police of the most interesting reels

animated

A

highly entertaining cartoon idea
gives Felix the Cat a chance to adventure in Arabia. It's a good burlesque on the Arabian Nights Tale
of the Forty Thieves.
Felix finds
himself on a magic rug that transports him to Bagdad. He swaps the
magic rug for a bag of jewels. The
Forty Thieves set out to steal the
jewels, and Felix is kept busy and
the fans will be kept well amused.
As usual, the Sullivan studios have
turned out a cartoon that is done
with class and carries a good percentage of merriment and real entertainment.

of

its

Allene, of course, is allur- class that has yet been oflfered to the
ing as always, and the dog does some screen.
The interior shots are well
really remarkable work.
The plot is handled. There is also presented a
intelligent, and is put over with a soft series of shots showing
the ancient
star.

their

form and

style.

It's

Pathe Review No. 24
Interesting

Type

magazine
Lots of interest is crowded in this
reel, opening with views of the picturesque Devonshire landscape in
England, and then following with
closeups of some lovely girls posing
in
new beach costumes consisting
principally of leg decorations done
with a new stencil process that
leaves artistic patterns in colors on
their shapely limbs. The reel finishes
with a sequence of pictures from the
of production..! reel

recent

Ashton

trip

of

in

the

the explorer Horace
Sahara.
The desert

shots are gorgeous, and you can al
feel the heat rising from the
hot sands, so viyid is the photog'
raphy.

most

I
"Her Haunted Heritage"
Snappy Universal
Spooky

—

Type of production.
comedy

..

.2

reel

thril

Bennie Hall carries the comedy
one of those spooky haunted house
Annie, the handy gal
adventures.
on the country newspaper, has inherited the house.
They all go out
to give it the once over. Pretty soon
things begin to happen.
After thej
all
retire for the night, they are
scared stiff by weird noises. On investigation, they run into each other
and each thinks the other a ghost.
The usual stuff, that has no new angles.
It finally develops that a ba^
boon that has broken loose from
the zoo is the cause of all the trouble,
li

—

"False Alarm"
Newlyweds
Universal
Type of production. .2 reel novelty
Kid
Gags
Presentation of all the arty places
to be found in Hollywood, showing Type of production
2 reel comedy
the various architectural structures
Snookums pulls his line of mis

Diverting

—

.

that copy everything from the Aztec
to the modernistic.
It will prove of
interest to all the fans who want a
close-up of the film center.
The
photography is fine, the shots very
unique, but a lot of wise-cracking
titles cheapen the production which
deserves captions a little more dignified.

—

dog

detail

a well presented study in this particular phase of sport, and will please
all the lovers of this popular series.

"Just for Art"
Educational

Curiosities

.

Splendid

"The Yellow Cameo"— Serial

Clever

tlie

—

production, handsomely

in

A

This is a story of eggs and an egg
farm where the poultry fruit is raised
Marguerite, first by Siebel, and then by the wholesale. The young couple
have worked out an improvised and
by Faust, who with the aid
of
Mephistopheles, tells of his ardor with highly ingenious orchestra to encourage the hens to lay, lay, lay. They
jewels. Marguerite is won by
Faust's
get their prize layers on a Pullman,
'ovemaking
and the jewels
and
Mephistopheles steps out of the pic- and in a general mixup everybody is
throwing the egg fruit around regard}}^^\ ^'""^ music featured includes ess.
Very mussy, but also very funny.
Soldiers'
Chorus," "Jewel Song»
George E.
Flower Song," and "Holy Angels It is well handled.
Marshall has directed a comedy that
in Heaven Blessed." Here
is a beauis bound to click.

—

shows an intimate study of
the footwork of man aiid horse on
the running and racing track, and in
other sporting fields.
Some nice
slow motion shots are presented
of various title holders that shows

kinson

—

of production. .1 reel presenta-

tion.
It features selections

It tells of the tapestry art which has been carried on
pedal on the meller.
the secret within the walls of the Vatican for
holds
yellow cameo which
This reel will prove of
of a buried treasure to be found some- centuries.
where in the vicinity of the old Span- great entertainment value and interest
Summoned by to all art lovers.
ish Mission out west.
her brother, Allene in possession of
"Schubert's Inspiration"
the mysterious ring starts west to join
James A. Fitz Patrick
Things start to happen with
him.
Entertaining
dramatic suddeness, and before Allene
of production. .1 reel presentaType
met
reaches her destination she has
tion.
the hero and also the gang who are
This second in the Schubert Centheir
get
darndest
to
trying their
good tennial Series goes in for more prohands on the buried treasure.
duction than its predecessor. Opening
train holdup is staged, and the dog
with Therese Grob singing upon the
star is called upon to do some clever
theater,
The first three episodes set stage of a little old Viennesefrom
work.
the
the scenes are panoramed
it
can
keep
up,
If
they
a fast pace.
stage, looking at the audience through
It is being
it looks like a winner.
the eyes of the girl. At a Paramount
produced under direction of Spencer
theater showing of the subject, a
Bennet from a story by George
singer behind the screen synchronized
Arthur Gray.
efforts of the girl on the film.
"The
March Militaire" offers a well trained
"The Ride for Help"
troupe in a marital number, which is
Western Featurette Universal
full of opportunity for the musicians.
Ordinary
This chapter of Schubert's life feaType of production. .2 reel western tures the efforts of Therese Grob to
Goes back to the days of the pony popularize the composer's songs.
express, when the gold shipments Through her help, Franz meets three
were preyed on by the outlaws ready of old Vienna's foremost music pato waylay the lone rider.
Newton trons who pledge to aid him in his
House is the rider in this case, and career. The music includes "The Erl
succeeds in outwitting the bandits. King," "Unfinished Symphony" and
His horse goes on alone with ihe "March Militaire." Bound to score big
packet of valuables, and he rides to wherever Schubert's name is known
the army post for help.
They ar- The production also has a wide popurive in time to rescue the hero's sis- lar appeal in addition to its special
ter and her sweetheart, who have appeal to music lovers.
put up a losing fight against the
"Arabiantics"
gang.
The youthful hero is made
Felix Educational
the whole show, and does most of

"Limberlegs"
Grantland Rice Pathe

—

Athletics
Type of production. .1 reel Sportlight
This production by John L. Haw-

time with the help of the
next door.
He takes her
for a ride in his toy motor car, and
manages to upset the neighborhood
and force his daddy to foot the bills
chief,
little

this

girl

for damages.
Then the Newlyweds
take him on an inspection of the new
Snookums
hotel with t'he neighbors.
succeeds in making everybody miserable and causing a lot of damage
to the property. They sneak him out
while the angry proprietor and the
guests are hunting for him. If they
like

Snookums and

should satisfy them.

his

antics,

this

^V

here*

NEW
BAND
WAGON
in

motion

pictures.
-WILLIAM

A.

^^

JOHNSTON

In ''Motion Picture News"

Watch your §tep
in ^ettin^ on !

In the Entertainment Field,

Science Has Always Blazed
the Trail
OUPERIOR facilities
^^

and superior resources automatically

attract superior services.

of entertainment as

it is

This

The box

as true in the

realm

in the realm of business.

In the development of ""talking"
science.

is

office prizes

j)ictures, art will

follow

of the future will go to

those possessing the most advanced and efficient facilities

sound reproduction.

for

Some may seek

to upset this principle, but the public

is

never long misled.

The

selection of the proper

"sound" equipment

the

is

On

most important matter before the exhibitor today.

the efficiency of that equipment ultimately will rest the
quality of the pictures he has to show.

It

behooves him, therefore, to make sure he

is

in right

before he goes ahead.

9^,e

RCA PHOTCPHCNE
Leads the

Way

to

Assured Public Favor

in "^^Talking" Pictures
With the introduction of the
pictures have passed
to previous devices

to the old-time

RCA

Photophone, "talking"

beyond the experimental

state.

It is

what the modern day phonograph

gramophone. Only the resources and

is

re-

search facilities of the world's foremost engineering laboratories could have

made such an achievement

possible.

J

Revolutionary Improvements
While the

RCA

Photophone equipment

is

standardized in that

mits of the interchange of films with other processes,
all

it dififers

per-

from

other "sound film" appliances in these essential characteristics:

TONAL FIDELITY

PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY

The

superior tonal quality of the Photophone
is due to the fact that the Photophone employs the "variable width" or "serrated edge"
method of recording sound on the film, as opposed to the "variable density" process.

There are no limitations

to the Photophone
recording process. Nor are its tone qualities
affected by under-developing or over-developing of the sound track. Full value is obtained
from all musical gradations full advantage
taken of the phonetic quality of a perform-

—

ACOUSTICAL ADVANCES
The Photophone reproducing apparatus embodies

all

Much of the effectiveness of "talking" pictures is dependent upon the skill exercised
in the placing of the microphones. The Radio
Group's vast experience in such work as the
result of its broadcasting activities will be
utilized in the production of all films made
by the Photophone process, assuring the most
satisfactory results in recording.

DURABILITY
RCA

The sound

track of the
Photophone
contrast to other film recording
Photophone films are as well
methods,
preserved after the tenth week of operation
as they are after the first. They will outlive
the picture itself.

lasts.

In

RCA

er's voice.

of the technical improvements

which the Radio Group have developed in
their work in the broadcast field. Photophone
reproduction

is

practically a "straight line"

method, giving equal amplification for all
sound frequencies. Furthermore, Photophone
does not use horns for reproduction. It employs a newly discovered and highly perfected
cone of the electrodynamic type, which gives
a tone quality that can never be approached
by the horn method.

As

it

a result of these

improvements sound

production achieves a fidelity in
phone never before equalled.

re-

RCA Photo-

FULL-SIZED PICTURES
Producers

may put synchronized

orchestral

accompaniment on existing negatives by the
Photophone process without destroying a
portion of the picture.

RCA

Photophone is the only sound film
The
that preserves the normal size of such pictures.
The Photophone Company produces positive
prints with sound track by a special optical
reduction printer which enables it to save the
entire picture record and still leave enough
room on the film for the sound track. Other
methods destroy a portion of the picture
record to accommodate the sound track.

absolutely no suggestion of mechanno over-loading, no disical transference
tortion, no unnatural volume. It is devoid of
metallic sounds, or shrillness, harshness or

Furthermore, there is no distortion of the
holography by reason of the necessity for
§
uping to make possible the introduction of
the sound element. RCA Photophone pictures are printed direct from'the negative on

slurring.

positive stock.

There

is

—

PERFECT SYNCHRONIZATION
accomplished by
RCA Photophone by the projection of both
picture and sound from the same source.

Absolute synchronization

is

—

not on another
is on the film
between the
gap
no
can
be
There
machine.
by jumping
caused
picture
the
and
sound

The sound

disc needles or variations in timing of separate apparatus.

PROJECTION IMPROVEMENTS
The
new

RCA

Photophone equipment embodies

projection improvements that are both
simpler of operation and more effective than
any other existing system.

ECONOMY
The

RCA

saving in

its

Photophone

offers a substantial
installation cost,while mechanical

efficiency assures a

low maintenance

cost.

take no chances in installing RCA Photophone. It gives you all
the improvements of present-day science, plus the assurance of such
improvements as may develop in the future.

You

Equipment that meets every requirement
RCA PHOTOPHONE

projection equipment

every projection booth with

may be

installed in practically

little alteration.

may be used without any
change in the RCA Photophone, as may all types o/""talking films." The
installation of RCA Photophone equipment in no way interferes with
Standard films, without the sound feature,

the projection of the ordinary picture.

In addition to a wide range of feature productions, news reels and

RCA

novelty films, there will be available through
large selection of films of incidental

Photophone,

Inc., a

and non-synchronized music.

For theatres desiring only reproducing apparatus for incidental and
non-synchronized music, there will be available high power reproducers,
providing superlative performances, at moderate prices.

Board of Directors of RCA

Photoploone, Inc.

EDWIN

CORNELIUS N. BLISS
PAUL D. CRAVATH
GENERAL JAMES G. HARBORD
EDWARD W. HARDEN

HERR

DAVID SARNOFF
JAMES

R.

SHEFFIELD

GERARD SWOPE

OWEN

Officers

M.

D.

YOUNG

of RCA Photophone, Inc.

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

GENERAL JAMES

HARBORD

G.

PRESIDENT

DAVID SARNOFF
Vice-President E. E.

BUCHER

ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH
GEORGE S. DeSOUSA
Secretary, LEWIS MacCONNACH
Comptroller, CHARLES J. ROSS
Technical Vice-Pres.,

Treasurer,

ALFRED

N.

Board of Consulting Engineers
GOLDSMITH
C. W. STONE
S. M. KINTNER

Forward-looking exhibitors, when in New^ York, are invited to investigate
at our studio, the business -building potentialities of RCA Photophone.

KCA PHOTOPHONE
411

A

FIFTH

AVENUE

INC

NEW YORK

Subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America
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hon Chaney

in

"Laugh, Clown, Laugh"
I-G-M

Length: 7045

ft.

Sybil Thorndike in

Adolphe Menjoii in

"Dawn"

"His Tiger Lady"

Archie Selwyn

Length: 7500 ft.
LOOKS LIKE REAL MONEY, BEST
THING GREAT BRITVITH
LON CHANEY IN
TRONG SYMPATHETIC PART. AIN HAS SENT OVER. STAR'S
5RENON'S CLEVER DIREC- WORK AND INTERNATIONAL
TION ALWAYS IN EVIDENCE. DISCUSSION OF THEME MAKE
Cast
Chaney does fine work as IT A NATURAL FOR B. O.
entimental clown in love with hfs
Loretta Young has a lot to
earn about acting, but she is very
ppealing and looks like a comer,
lils Asther steps out with a very
leat characterization.
Others Berard Siegel, Cissy Fitzgerald, Gwen
'ard.

>ee.

I

I

CHEAP PRODUCTION VALWEAK CONTINUITY AND
POOR DIRECTION.
MIGHT
HAVE BEEN MADE INTO
GOOD CROOK DRAMA.
UES,

Cast.

..

Brown do

.Ralph Lewis and Joe E.
fair work, but lack of real

values in their respective roles stop
them.
Thelma Hill is personable.
Others Sam Nelson, Eugene Strong,
Charles Hall and James Eagle.

in

Paramount

Length: 6248

ft.

Story and Production. .. .Comedy,
based on Alfred Savior's play, "Super of the Gaiety." In adapting this
clever stage play to the screen, somebody missed by a mile. If Ernest

Vajda was at
it
seems as

fault in his adaptation,
if

the

director

should

have caught the obvious weaknesses
that stand out in a way to make the
offering almost amateurish in spots.
The theme was far fetched to begin
Menjou as a super in a show
with.
The duchess
plays an Indian rajah.
is

the "tiger lady'-

who

is

fascinated

by courageous men. Menjou poses
as a real rajah, and sells the duchess

Cast.... Emil Jannings as a tough
bruiser in the London slums does
finished work, but he's reformed by
a Salvation Army lass and after that
the picture slumps. Part just doesn't
fit
the great Jannings.
Olga Baclanova gives wonderful performance
as slum wench that obscures the star

Others Fay Wray, Ernest
Johnson, George Kotsonaros.
Story and Production.
.Drama of
Limehouse. Reminds you slightly of
"Limehouse Nights," but lacks the
dramatic punch and realism of those
Thomas Burke gems. Jannings is
in spots.

W.

.

.

great in the earlier reels lording

it

over his slum gang and his woman.
Then he suddenly gets converted by
a Salvation Army lass and becomes
mild and harmless. His conversion
comes too abruptly and without sufficient motivation.
Right here the
film slumps, and never quite recovers.
Jannings is not given one outstanding scene where he can be real
dramatic and stage a big thrill punch.

the idea that he is everything her Baclanova as his woman is immense,
romantic mind has pictured him to and does a great characterization.
Played as a straight farce, Men- She has a more appealing part than
be.
Fails to build with susjou could have made it a hummer. the star.
But they slop it up with sentiment tained suspense, and ending weak.
Direction: Mauritz Stiller, good;
and a foolish ending.
Direction: Hobart Henley, ragged; Authors: Josef Von Sternberg and
Author: Alfred Savior; Scenario: Benjamin Glazer; Scenario: Chandler
Ernest Vajda; Photography: Harry Sprague; Photography: Bert Glennon,
okay.
Fishbeck, good.

"The News Parade"

Milton Sills in

"The Hawk's Nest"
Length: 6679 ft.
Length: 7390 ft.
MISSED. First National
CHANCE
BIG
First National
Length 6608
SCREENING
TOUTED
MUCH
FILM CARUNDERWORLD
ENTERTAINING BIT
NEWS CAMERAMAN AND RIES KICK. SILLS SCORES IN
BREEZES OVER WITH CLEVER OF
HIS WORK SLUFFS OFF INTO DOUBLE ROLE.
TOO MUCH
WORK OF DOROTHY MAC- SILLY
STUDIO FARCE MEL- MELLER IN CHINATOWN SEKAILL. HAS THE HEART IN- LER
QUENCES CHEAPENS PROTEREST THEY LOVE. GOOD
Cast.... Nick Stuart the comedy DUCTION.
VAUDE ATMOSPHERE.
has pleasing personality and
Lon
A

ft.

:

Cast. .. .Dorothy Mackaill at last
gets a chance to show that she is one
of
Hollywood's best comediennes.
Her trouping makes light story worth
while.
Jack Mulhall gives smooth
performance, but he doesn't class with
Dorothv in this. John Miljan polOthers Nita Martin,
ished menace.
Dot Farley, James Finlayson.
.

.

Some good
the secretary of the silk mill got him the bookings.
There is also a reporter who atmosphere stuff is shown of life in
It's
is out to solve the silk mill robberies.
boarding house.
theatrical
a
Just another stereotyped crook drama Dorothy's picture all the way, and
that has nothing particular to recom- just about her best work so far.
Direction, Richard Wallace, very
mend it.
Direction, George M. Arthur, weak; good; Authors, Guy Bolton, Fred
Author, Joseph J. O'Neill; Scenario, Thompson; Scenario, Adelaide HeilEnid Hibbard; Photography, Robert bron; Photography, George Folsey,
is

owner.

fair.

ft.

Fox

"Lady Be Good"

.

Martin,

in

OFFERING, LICKED
JANNINGS FAR AHEAD OF
BY INABILITY OF DIRECTOR STORY MATERIAL. GOOD ATTO DECIDE WHETHER HE MOSPHERIC SHOTS OF LONWAS HANDLING A FARCE OR DON SLUMS. LACKS STRONG
A DRAMA. NOT MENJOU'S DRAMATIC PUNCH EXPECTED
FROM THIS STAR.
FAULT.

Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall

Story and Production
Crook
drama.
Joseph J. O'Neill with his
veteran experience as a newspaper reporter had a good idea for glorifying
the police and showing how impossible it is for the crook to come out
Comedy
Story and Production.
on top in the war against organized drama of a vaudeville team.
From
society.
But something happened in the musical comedy by Guy Bolton.
the studio to crab his story. The re- Considering its source, the plot is
sult is a shoddy production that car- thin, but some fine human interest
ries no sense of realism and wanders touches have been added to make it
of? into a hash of sentiment and mel- a number that will please generally.
ler.
The patrolman hero uncovers Mulhall is a ham magician, and when
the crooks, saves his kid brother who his girl partner leaves the act he finds
has gone wrong, and wins the gal out that she was really the draw that

who

Length: 4998

WEAK

Cast. .. .Sybil Thorndike as Nurse
Cast. .. .Adolphe Menjou does his
Cavell dominates picture in one of slick best, but when they try to
the most realistic and moving per- make him act out of his element as
formances the screen has seen. Marie a farceur he flops badly.
Evelyn
Ault as Madame Rappard makes Brent doing a cold duchess gets litminor role outstanding. Rest of cast tle chance to show her natural fire.
unimportant, include
roles
realistic
types of Belgian, French, Other
German and British, include Gordon Rose Dione, Emil Chautard, Mario
Craig, Mary Brough, Richard Worth, Carillo, Leonardo de Vesa. Jules
Rancourt.
Colin Bell, Cecil Barry.

Story and Production .... Drama,
ased on the stage play by David
5elasco and Tom Cushing. It is a
Story and Production .... Drama of
ighly
theatrical
production,
but
one with painstaking care by Her- the World War. Deals with the his•ert Brenon, who has worked in in- toric account of the activities of Edith
mmerable fine touches that build to Cavell, British nurse in Belgium, shot
strong climax.
Chaney, as the by a German firing squad for aiding
lown who is in love with his pretty war prisoners to escape across the
Founded on historical data,
vard, and smiles through his grief border.
tells the story simply and bluntly in
s he sees the romance growing beThe war
ween the girl and the rich young typical British fashion.
It is
nan, does an extremely natural and hatreds are entirely eliminated.
presented as a human document of a
powerful characterization.
It is hunan and tender. Surefire with the woman's sacrifice. It is a tremendous
ivomen. As the lighthearted clown preachment against war. As such is
enlist
to
support
all
of
:he star is a delight, and makes the bound
irtificial story very believable.
The women's organization s everywhere.
:limax is well handled, with Chaney The churches will back it for same
Sybil
Thorndike, British
rehearsing his act in the empty the- reason.
ater and solving his love problem in stage star, gives a moving perforWide discussion of theme
a highly dramatic manner.
Play it mance.
up strong. It has the b. o. elements. will drag 'em in.
Direction: Herbert Brenon, expert;
Direction, Herbert Wilcox, splenAuthors: David Belasco, Tom Cush- did; Author, Capt. Reginald Berkeley;
|ing;
Scenario: Elizabeth Meehan; Scenario, not credited; Photography,
Photography: James Wong Howe, Bernard Knowles, uneven, but genaces.
erally good.

"Crooks Can't Win"
FBO
Lenqth: 6291 ft.
FAILS TO CLICK WITH

Paramoimt

Emil Jannings

"The Street of Sin"

good.

hero
should go well

Cast. .. .Milton Sills does a
given worth while Chaney in makeup and gets good
Montague
Sally Phillips is screen treat punch into thrill scenes.
story.
on looks, but shows nothing in way Love good opposite as gang leader.
Truman H. Talley, Mitchell Lewis, Doris Kenyon, Stutrouping.
of
Holmes and Sojin complete
Editor of Fox News, has small bit. art
Story and Production. ...Farce mel- strong cast.
Story and Production. .. .UnderStarted off with a great idea
ler.
to present in story form the exploits world meller, from an original by
The story was well
of the daring and resourceful news Wid Gunning.
cameraman and his methods for se- put together, and builds up to some
curing hazardous scoops. First shots tense scenes that keep the suspense
practically the
Sills
is
seem promising, with Russell Muth, mounting.
veteran cameraman, doing a daring whole show in strong role that gives
stunt as he manipulates his camera him a chance to do some action work
He runs a
a board projecting that carries a kick.
steated astride
from a window high up on a sky- Chinatown cafe and is friendly with
scraper. From there on it slumps off the Chinks who call him the Hawk.
into just another picture, with the He has a scarred face makeup that is
comedy hero chasing all over the very effective. His partner is framed
country trying to take a picture of a by a rival night club leader for a
noted millionaire who hates to be murder which the gangster did. Good
photographed. Winds up with wild situation works up to Chinatown
meller a little overdone. But carries
meller scene in Cuba.
Direction, David Butler, misses; punch for thrill fans.
Authors, Wm. Conselman and David
Direction: Benj. Christensen, good;
Butler; Scenario, Burnet Hershey; Author:
Wid Gunning; Scenario:
Photography, Sidney Wagner and J. James O'Donohue; Photography: Sol
Polito, okay.
A. Balentine, good.
if
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THE
FAST GROWING FIELD OF
SYNCHRONIZATION

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

IN

Sound
',By

ON EQUIPMENT AND
VARIOUS DEVICES NOW
AVAILABLE

Pictures

ARTHUR

W.

nEMWHmw

CUIIM

IS

West

Coast

Bureau.

to

of their prologuesi
smaller units iE[,
Theaters chain.

the

so

tionists

constructed that regular projecwill be able to service the
apparatus, according to Elmer E.
Bucher, vice-president and genera
manager of R.C.A Photophone Corp.

the

West Coast

He declares R.C.A. will stand readj
to service theaters but he does not
believe this will be necessary.

equipment can be

How

rapidly this will become ef-|
a question at the moment)
because it is doubtful how fast sound);]

fective

Roxy, Gaiety and Globe,
Subjects are

method

tic

the

was

publication in the industry to recognize the revolutionary development, ushered
in

by sound

pictures.

Since

the time Vitaphone first "thrilled the world," at its initial
performance at the Warner in

New York,
DAILY has

THE

FILM

specialized

sound picture news.

in

Climax-

ing a long series of news beats

on sound

DAILY

films,

THE FILM

the first publication
in the industry to establish a
regular Sound Pictures department, which is published twice

weekly.

is

Lutzfflif-

sea-l«»i

flight.

',

—

Simplex Equipped for Western Electric Disc and Film Reproduction

NO PLANS FOR "SIMBA"
DEVICE READY AS

first

novel

'

Hollywood A teacher of elocution;!
now employed at the First Na->
tional plant at Burbank to coach,
young players who are expected toj

First

THE FILM DAILY

the

is

_

Another

testing

F. N. Teaching Elocution

Its

Photophone may
these machines

Paris

plane in which he will attempt toiE2Sl
cross the Atlantic and M. Drouhinflpt"
trying out his big monoplane pre-l
liminary to making the trans-Atlan-

printer which
entire picture record and still leave
room on the film for the sound track.
As noted, Photophone asserts that

all

Marine Trophy to Major

Lieut.

optical reduction
enables it to save the

Electric or

foun-

Secretary Wilbur presenting the Cur4i
tiss

special

operated on
mterchangeably.

Versailles

sole survivor in a post of the G.A.R.;|i

sound on films already
produced and awaiting distribution,
which does not destroy a part of the
picture record.
Photophone has de-

be

the

on the Cornish Coast,,
Kentucky Derby, singing of "Dixie"'
at Columbus by beauties gathered tcm^'^'
celebrate the South's Memorial Dayjp'
Memorial Day observance by theli

of recording

Western

York

gulls

tains,

placing of microphones for
broadcast work has been drawn upon
in the development of the Photophone.

system is standardized with Vitaphone, Movietone and Firnatone and
that films synchronized by either

New

City.

the

a

Aii

An interesting collection of subw.
jects is included in the current issudliiinor
of Fox Movietone News, playing theF"

age life of Photophone. The system
does not use horns for reproduction.
It employs a newly developed cone
type of reproducer of the electrodynamic type, which is claimed to
give a tone quality which never can
be approached by the horn method.
The experience of the radio group

veloped

installed.

"'
lifett

400 times which, he asserts, may be
considered an estimate of the aver-

to be the only

is

Movietone News At Three L
N. Y. Houses Interesting

Bucher likewise claims that the
sound track in the R.C.A. system
will outlive the remainder of the
print and that a single sound print
has been run through the projector

it

DAILil

and MarccJ

all

release

claims

THE FILM

— Fanchon

Los Angeles
will Movietone
for

He

S'

EDDYi

Photophone equipment, sound device developed by R.C.A., General
Electric and Westinghouse has been

in

1928

3,

TIPS

OPERATORS CAN SERVICE
PHOTOPHONE,

Sunday, June

No

YQ

plans have been
made as yet for the synchronization
machine being used in connection
with showings of "Simba." The machine is of special make, developed by
Frank R. Wilson, head of M. P.
Capital Corp., and M. J. Weisfeldt,
who are handling the picture. They
have experimented with several synchronization systems, including the

marketing

non-synchronous Western Electric
equipment, and Orchestraphone, both
of which employ phonograph records
as does the special machine they are
using. "Simba" is the first roadshow
to play with all phonograph music,
and was the pioneer Broadway picture attraction presented with all disc

music.

TWO SOUND HLN DEVICES
IN INTERNATIONAL EXHIBIT
The Hague

—Two

systems of synchronization are being displayed here
at the International Film Exhibition.
One is the invention of Henrich J.
Kuechenmeister, the German gramophone inventor, which is being exploited by Dutch capital.
The other
system involves the softening of an
edge of a film so that an electrically
operated steel needle can make an
impress on it similar to the convolutions in a gramophone record and
then rehardening the film to the consistency of gutta percha.

Equipping L. A. Houses

Los Angeles

—

Publix houses to be
equipped with sound reproducing apparatus.

develop into sound picture talent. A
number of the First National stock
company, including
Milton
Sills,
Charlie Murray, Jack Mulhall, Billie
Dove, Dorothy Mackaill and Doris
Kenyon, have had stage experience.

A Big Factor
Sudden

transition of producers to sound films, with a
number of leading producers

licensed to make films under
the Western Electric process,
recording
sound
either
on
films, or discs, is due in great
measure to the tremendous
popularity enjoyed by Al Jolson in "The Jazz Singer." The
gross rolled up by that picture
demonstrated that sound films
offered advantages to the industry, which are proving revolutionary and paved the way
for what now is assuming proportions of a stampede to

sound pictures.

Studios

Agog Over Sound

Films

Voice Culturist Engaged by Central Casting Bureau, Which Will Register Extras with Stage or Opera
Experience Opinion Divided on Situations, but Producers Prepare to Meet Changed Conditions

—

^ew Era in Film Entertainment
^resaged by Sound Film Advent
Sound

ways

and

pictures

The subject was disstudios.
at a meeting of the
detail
in
issed
and directors' branches of
liters'
Academy of M. P. Arts and
u:

le

where

ciences,

was announced

it

the Central Casting Bureau has
igaged a voice culturist, in prearation for the production of talking
ictures on a large scale.
lat

The announcement was made by

W. Beetson, who says that exwith stage and opera experience
,'ill
be registered for producers,
hairman William De Mille averred
red

ras

hat the inclusion of sound in picures has been accomplished, and
hat the problem now is inclusion of
peech. Talking pictures, he believes,
vill be the dominating entertainment
coming as a
)f the immediate future,

K-W art.
Eastern

managers

grow

sales
lysterical over the popularity of cerain sound pictures, and communiated their hysteria to producers, deBetter silent piclared Al Cohn.

Prologues Out!
Sound pictures will eliminate
prologues, Sid Grauman declared at the meeting of the
Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences, declaring that within two years theaters without
sound film equipment

will

MANY NEW FACES SEEN
IN

NEW STERN

SERIES

be

out of the rurming.

Barthelmess Starting Next
Richard Barthelmess has returned
Saylor and Arthur Trimble, will be from Honolulu and will soon start
work on his new First National starnew/ players.
1928-1929
the
"Newlywed"
Snookums will be supported by
Jack Egan and Derlys Perdue. Sid

For

series

"Girl

"The

Girl

of

exhibitors'

have

states

Sam
who

install

vehicle for

Earl Montgomery has completed
the twelth and final production of
the current series of Darmour Fat
Men Trio pictures.

"The

Ghetto" for TifTany-Stahl.

Taurog

ditected

a

cast

Norman by

including
Lee, Rosa

Margaret Quimby, Gwen
Rosanova, William Strauss and Mary
Doran.

Negri Title Set
from Moscow" has

to

DeMille. Production is scheduled
begin about the latter part of June.

EARLE SNELL

Woman

Higgin Gets Assignment
Howard Higgin is to direct Phylin "Singalis Haver and Alan Hale
pore Sal" for Pathe.

sound equipment.

Gayne

T-S Signs Two
Whitman and

Continuity

"THE MAN DISTURBER"
Reginald Denny's Next
Production

ROBERT LORD
Writer
Under Contract to Warner Bros.

ROY DEL RUTH
DIRECTOR

RECENT RELEASES

Richard

Tucker have been signed by Tiffanyfem- Stahl for prominent roles in "The
starring George Jessel, and
inine lead opposite Monte Blue in Ghetto,"
by Norma Taurog.
directed
"White Shadows in the South Seas," being
recently
were
which
for
exteriors
Al Wilson Hurt
completed by W. S. Van Dyke after
Al Wilson, stunt flyer, was hurt
five months in the Society Islands.
crash while appearing
She has been signed to a long term in an airplane
He
Angels."
"Hell's
of
scenes
by in
player
featured
as
contract
using his parachute.
by
escaped
M-G-M.
Raquel Torres Signed
Raquel Torres, plays the

M-

Coburn with Harry Mar- G-M will be the screen version of
tell as the heavy.
For the "Mike the stage play "Kongo," which will
and Ike" series, Joe Young and Ned be titled "West of Zanzibar." Elliott
LaSalle will play leads.
Harriet Clawson is adapting the play and it
Scott on Roach Lot
Robert Scott has been appointed Mathews and Betty Welsh will be will be directed by Tod Browning.
In the Buster Brown
casting director at the Roach studio. their leads.
He comes to Roach from Paramount. comedies, Lois Hardwick, Mary Jane
Lloyd Adapting Griffith Story
and Oatmeal, a little colored player
Lloyd is writing the
Gerrit
Levigard Gets Assignment
J.
played
who
a small role in "Uncle
Joseph Levigard has been assigned Tom's Cabin" have been added to adaptation and continuity of "The
Pioneer Woman," the next D. W.
by Universal to direct the "Forest the cast.
Griffith picture to go into production
Ranger" series starring Edmund
"The
on the United Artists lot.
Oobb.
Jessel Completes Film
Pioneer Woman" is an original by
Georgie Jessel has completed "The Harry Carr and originally was bought
Darmour Series Completed

IF

Argentine"
accompaniment,

the

voice
Sax, president of Gotham
is awaiting arrival of repProd.,
resentatives of a New York firm to

will

Chaney's Next Set

Lon Chaney's next

Dorothy

from
from

ring vehicle, "Out of the Ruins," by
Sir Philip Gibbs.

Saylor, star of the "Let George Do
It" comedies will have a new lead in

Hurley New Wampas Head
Harold Hurley will assume presibeen selected as title for Pola Negri's
Ludwig Berger is di- dency of the Wampas on retirement
Voice and sound should be used to next release.
Kerry as the of Mark Larkin, who resigned to
Norman
with
reahty,
recting,
of
illusion
•nhance pictures'
become western editor of "Photoplay
Charles
lead.
Frank Woods, but
stated
Magazine." A dinner dance in Lara
as
films
talking
Logue stamped
kin's honor is scheduled for Monday.
Grant Clark With Roach
i)assing fad.
Leo McGarey, supervising director
"We are face to face with a marthe Roach studios, has augmented
of
tremendous
"Out with the Tide" Finished
velous opportunity or
staff of scenarists, with addition
his
De
Wiliam
declared
"Out
with the Tide" has been
catastrophe,"
of Grant Clark, song-writer.
completed by Peerless Pictures.
In
Mille, while Jack Cunningham asked
the cast are Dorothy Dwan, Cullen
what is to be done with the vast
Try
on
for
Me"
to
It
"Leave
Landis,
Mitchell Lewis, Crawford
audience of hero worshippers who
WiUiam Craft will direct "Leave Kent, James Aubrey, Sojin, Ernest
have screen idols."
It to Me," starring Glenn Tryon, for
Hilliard and Etta Lee, directed by
Others in the cast are
Universal.
Charles Hutchison.
Gotham to Use Sound with Patsy Ruth Miller, T. Roy Barnes,
Reade.
Argentine" and Hal
ures is the solution
)roblems, he said.

Josef von Sternberg, director, and
Jules Furthman, writer, have returned to Hollywood from the East
where they obtained data for use in
George Bancroft's next Paramount
picture, "The Docks of New York."

The Stern Bros, will feature a
number of new faces in their various
comedy series for Universal release.
With the exception of Snookums, Sid

and

cans to meet the new situation
aised by the general transition toard sound films are chief topics of
scussion and cause for concern at

Von Sternberg and Furthman Return

"HAM AND EGGS"
"THE FIRST AUTO"
VITAPHONE ALL STAR SPECIALS
"IF

I

WERE

SINGLE" — Featuring May McAvoy, Conrad
Andre Beranger — Myrna Loy.

NOW IN PRODUCTION
"POWDER MY BACK"—with Irene Rich, Andre

Nagel,

Beranger.

Carroll Nye.

WARNER BROTHERS

PICTURES, INC.

,^'

fjg^
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"Redskin" Next For Dix
"Redskin", will be Richard Dix's
next for Paramount.
Schulberg to Europe
B. P. Schulberg, Paramount Coast
production executive, due in New
York early in September prior to
spending a two month's vacation

in

A

By

word "show"
THE
way into many

is

to

find

its

next sea-

son. Universal will make "Showboat",
while First National will do "The

"Follow Through" Is Roach Title
Girl". Pathe-De Mille will pro"Follow Through" is the title of Show
duce "Show Folks" and M-G-M is
the latest comedy completed by the
"Show People".
Hal Roach comedy team of Stan completing *
*
*
Laurel and Oliver Hardy.
enterprising
Credit

Sam

Jacobsen,

publicity director of

the

Universal

of his
to be

*

Evelyn Brent Back
Evelyn Brent is back in Hollywood
after a vacation spent in New York.
She is scheduled to begin work soon
on a Paramount production in which
she will be co-featured with Clive
Brook.
Drier

Hans

Renews

Drier, Paramount
tural expert, has signed a

architec-

new con-

Drier has designed the sets for
the majority of Paramount productions during the 1927-28 season.

tract.

Reisner with M-G-M
Charles
F.
("Chuck")
Reisner,

whose directorial eflforts include sevSyd Chaplin comedies, has been
signed to direct Karl Dane and
George K. Arthur, in "Brotherly

eral

Love."
Josephine Dunn Cast
Josephine Dunn has been borrovved from M-G-M for second lead
Jn "The Singing Fool," starring Al
Jolson at Warners.
Lloyd Bacon
will direct a cast including Betty
Bronson, Reed Howes, Davey Lee
and Arthur Housman.
Bailey in Columbia Cast
Frank Capra has cast William
Norton Bailey in "The Way of the

Strong" for Columbia. In the cast
are Margaret Livingston, Alice
Day
Mitchell Lewis and Theodor Von
Eltz.

Youthful Pair Gets Leads
Sally Phipps and Charles Morton
have the leads in "None But the
Brave," in production at the Fox stu-

*

Ralph Parker

friends finally cautioned him
attentive to the speeches.
*

*

Put this down for future
reference. Joe E. Brown, long
a favorite in New York
musical comedies, is destined
to go far in pictures. His work
in "The Hit of the Show" won
much praise and he is now
considering many offers.

Daredevil",
story vnth

ground.

It

a
a

successful comedies.
*

writing "The
story vdth a
Chinese back-

Many

will

star

*

*

*

attended

stars

the

birthday and house-warming
party LUy Jay Shadur gave at
her new home on North Plymouth Boulevard.

Bebe

Daniels.
*

*

*

*

Several members of the film
This is not a fable. Once upon a
colony are members of "The
time a Southern boy came to HollyMystic 27", an organization
wood and produced a picture. He
of amateur magicians, which
took it to his home town, where it
holds monthly sessions at the
was not as warmly received as he
Hollywood Plaza hotel.
had wished. Then and there, he de*
*
*
terynined to make a picture that
Rollie Asher will do the comedy
would make his fellow townsmen
"sit up and take notice." Now he is construction on "Oh, Kay", Colleen
busily at work on the picture, the Moore's next picture. Rollie was enproduction cost of which will reach gaged by Mervyn LeRoy, who will
direct Colleen, and as Mervyn is a
seven figures.
*
former gag man, it is natural that
*
*
he was rather painstaking in his
Simile As secretive as a
selection of a comedy builder. Rollie
Hollywood preview.
also did the "gagging" on "Classified", "Chinatown Charlie" and other
Elmer Clifton is being kept busy.

—

pictures.

*
*
*
recently finished work at ColumJohn Hilliard is versatile, to say
bia and was imonediately assigned
to direct "The Devil's Apple-Tree" the least.
He recently played the
for Tiffany-Stahl. It is a powerful "heavy" in "The Pride of the Pawnee". He has also sold a story, which
story with a tropical background.
will be picturized, and in collaboration with Gertrude Orr, is working
Big Ben Silvey, long one of
on a novel.
the most efficient assistant di*
*
*
rectors in the East, is accomEvery major studio tossed
plishing things on the Coast.
in a bid for the services of EdBen is a fixture on the First
ward G. Robinson, who played
National payroll and is now
here in "The Racket", 'but
working vdth Bill Beaudine.

He

*

*

*

Directors do not like to have picturegoers sleep through their pictures, but the other night, a director
friend attended a studio banquet, at
which leading executives spoke. Before the banquet was many minutes

the process

of cu

eiti

l:t

*

is

in

ting.

more

*

now

duction

*
*
*
Talmadge Film Completed
studio, loith again urging that the
Our Passing Show: John Adolfi,
Henry King has completed "The
be called "the fifth estate."
Ray
Bretherton
and
Howard
Woman Disputed," new Norma Tal- "movies"
"Motion pictures have as much in- ("Brick") Enright holding a confab
madge vehicle for United Artists.
picfluence on life as humans and
at Warner studio; Jack Mintz prepartures speak the language of the ing "gags" for "The Show Girl",
Directors in Temporary Quarters
senses," Sam points out.
which Alfred Santell will direct.
*
*
*
The M. P. Directors' Ass'n, which
*
*
*
recently sold its clubhouse, now is
Harold B.
Our Passing Show:
Wallace MacDonald is versatile
located in temporary quarters in the Franklin visiting the First National
He had no sooner
to say the least.
Cherokee Bldg.
studios in the company of Clifford completed the direction of "Free
B. Hawley; Al Rockett and Walter Lips", a melodrama, than he started
New Columbia Film in Work
Morosco holding a confab; Ralph directing a com,edy at Educational.
George B. Seitz has started direc- Block giving an appreciative pas- Wally is to direct "Creole Love", a
tion of "Beware of Blondes" for Co- senger a ride on Vine St.; Maurice feature, following the present comlumbia. In the cast are Matt Moore,
!ostello and Dallas Fitzgerald reading edy.
Wally's first directorial work
Dorothy Revier and Roy D'Arcy.
clippings that deal with Maurice's was at Fox, where he mxide several

recent vaudeville tour.

19i)

Kernell to Title "4 Devils"

RALPH WILK

Hollywood

3,

William Kernell will title "T\
Four Devils," F. W. Murnau pri

Uttle from "Lots"

titles for

Switzerland.

Sunday, June

Beaudine Starting Another ,
William Beaudine is beginnq
preparations for his next productid
for First National, "Do Your Duty,

an original by Julien Josephsen
star Charlie Murray.

*

*

t

in Daniels'

{OBI

iinii

Hamilton,

Neil

who

Next

recently

;jordi

n

Ljjjt

newed his Paramount contract, ha
been named to support Bebe Daniel
in her new Paramount picture fo!
"Take
lowing "Hot News."

Home"

is

the

title.

.Sound for Garbo Film
Fred Niblo is considering usin,
the sound devices for pictures in on
sequence of "War in the Dark,"
which Greta Garbo sings several se
lections from favorite operas. Mis
Garbo is said to have a pleasing sing|
i;

ing voice.

Decker Gets
Harry L. Decker,

New

Post

for the past tw(

years an editorial supervisor at Uni
versal, has been promoted to the pos'
of supervisor of production of thi
units presided over

by directors

Rug

gles, Wyler and Craft.
Decker wil
aid in selection of stories, casts ant

personnel.

mount's "Beggars of Life" companj
have left Hollywood for Jacumba Hot
Springs near the California-Mexicc
border where sequences for the Jim
Tully story will be made. Wallace
Beery, Richard Arlen and Louise
Brooks head the "Beggars of Life"
cast. William Wellman is directing,
Miljan Cast

John Miljan

is the latest addition
the cast of "The Terror," War
ner Bros, picturization of the play
by Edgar Wallace which is the first

to

film

in

which

Vitaphone

will

re-

Director Roy Del
Ruth will be ready to shoot the firsti
sequences in about a week. The
place

all

leads are

Everett

titles.

May McAvoy

and Edward

Horton.

i
I

The Life of Los Angeles
Centers at the

I

Ambassador's
j
f

famous
I

George Sidney is making his first
York stage appearance in
"Welcome, Stranger." We were fortunate enough to see George in that
At play and were also at the Palace

Cocoanut Grove
-<-<®>-

dio.

Special Nights Tues.

and

Sat.

I
i

,':"

IH

Paramount Unit on Location
Seventy-five
members of Para

New

old, our friend was sound asleep.
Dorothy Knapp, Farrell Mac- the same banquet, one of the studio last year, when Pat Rooney introdonald, Tom Kennedy, Billy Butts. wits, .a hale fellow
well met, drew at- duced George from the audience.
Tyler Brooke and Gertrude Short tention away from the speakers by Now the Rooneys work in George's
are in the Cast.
"None But the indulging in wise cracks and dex- act at the Palace. We are awaiting
Brave" is adapted from a story by terous manipulation of liquids.
George's return to the Coast and
It
James Gruen and Fred Stanley and was not a case of "even your best his nightly strolls down Hollywood
is being directed by Albert Ray.
friend won't tell you," because one Boulevard.

«

ICtlll

Hamilton Lead

Robinson was tied up with a
Theater Guild contract.
*

!ii!o

College Night Every Friday

—
THE
iinday, June

I

3,

:%g^
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Story On
Making Cartoons flTZPATRfCK ADDS

iside

of his

5t

tional organizations of dealers for exploitation aid to exhibitors.

Of

TWO TO

companions are of a very

His

UNEUP

Water

colors, black and
vite, are always used so that after

k hu€.

New Comedy

"Smitty"

Series on Pathe List

"Famous Music Masters"
"Charles Gounod" is currently playing a run at the Rialto on
Broadway, where it was preceded recently
by "Johann Strauss" and
the

Based on the cartoon by Berndt,
the AyVee Bee Corp. will produce a
series of 10 two reel kid comedies for
release through Pathe. The cartoons
appear in the New York Daily News,
the Chicago Tribune and 50 other
newspapers throughout the United
States.
The "Smitty" group is one
of several on the Pathe roster which
total 48 two-reel comedies for next

series,

{Continued from Page 6)

(i
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James A. FitzPatrick has two new "Stephen
Foster."
of short subjects
the "SchuThe
"American
Holiday Series"
bert
Centennial
Series"
numand the
j e completed drawings are
t-d
by the supervising artist and "Movie Horoscope Series" for the gives the exhibitor a short topical
number of photographic ex- current season, in addition to "Fa- subject such as "Mothers Day" and
Music
ures necessary to register the de- mous
Masters,"
"Famous "Memorial Day." New
subjects are
Melody," and "American Holiday
s :d action is made.
to
be
added.
season.
he ordinary motion picture camera
eries.
celluloids

may

V

have been photographed

—

series

be washed and used again.

—

;

,.

Sit

sixteen pictures, or "frames,"
p second, but the cameras used in
p itographing Krazy Kat are so arr ged that only one "frame," or picis taken with each turn of the
t e,
cnera handle.
Che entire cartoon is handed over
fhe photographers, and is usually
Aeen ten and twenty thousand
t es

ets of celluloid.

s

the

of these sheets

is

,

i

i

c

Rialto.

The "Movie Horoscope Series" offers novelty one-reel subjects.
Each
release is devoted to data handed
down by astrologers, telling what

of

is

two had

first

premieres at the
Paramount and are following at the

placed

those

born under certain planetary

influences may
are
'"People

"People Born

down

effect.

"i>on the completion of the photohing process the exposed nega-

The

scores.

New York

the

nessary

Finston compiled and synchron-

ized the
their

The background

course, the exact distance
a lit as are the pegs on the animati's and tracer's drawing boards. The
fi;t action picture is then placed over
"
background and, as all pictures of
in
are made on celluloid, the
5 kground shows through to give the
a

iel

camera eye and fits the
luloid over two pegs that protrude
ni the camera table.
These pegs
:r

t

first

The "Schubert Centennial Series"
includes
five
one-reel
subjects
"Schubert's Songs," "Schubert's Inspiration,"
"Schubert's
Friends,"
"Schubert's Unfinished Symphony,"
and "Schubert's Serenade." Nathan-

used
stones

in

Born

titles

January,"

in

February," and right
Technicolor is

the calendar.
for sequences

and

The

expect.

flowers

showing
of

the

birth-

in

Hollywood

that

means home

to travelers

—

The dooiwajr of this hotel means home personal
comfort
service
pleasant surroundings.
It also
means that you are conveniently located in Hollywood 61m caphol of dut world—amusement center
of Southern California.

—

—

—

Good Food

a Feature

A

French chef has made the dining room famous.
Club breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
prices.
Also a la carte service.

Write

for

reservations or free booklet eatitledL

"Hollywood,"

—today!

The Hollywood
—vMete

tfie

Plaza Hotel

domvoay means

\\atnt to travelers

month.

Tie-ups have been effected with na-

developed and edited.

A Famous Doorway

Vine

St..

at

Hollywood Blvd, Hollywood. California

Now!
Annual *Knabe

Sale of

Metropolitan Opera

Artists^

PIANOS

Pay only 10% now

—

rest

over 2 years.

$l479500

worth of *Knabe Pianos used by
famous Metropolitan Opera stars in the season
now reduced to SllS^OOO.
just ended

—

And many

other remarkable bargain groups
of baby grands, uprights and Ampicos for those
who act quickly.

Your piano taken
change any make.

584 Fifth Avenue

THE *KNABE

IS

at

Sc (Ha

47th St.— BRYant 4020

ex-

Pianos purchased now stored
free until Fall.

*Knabe guarantee on every
piano

OTm. mnabe

in

—

sold.

Salesrooms open
to 10 P. M.

800

A.

M.

THE OFFICIAL PIANO OF THE METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY
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Sunday, June
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IS

THEATER EQUIPMEN
By

The Stamp
or NATIONAL LISTED

—

Chicago Four major accomplishments in the equipment field, in ad-

One Contract

Plan, introduced by the company, are cited
by H. L. Clarke, new president of
dition to the

National Theater Supply Co., in his
first

communication to the

trade, since

taking over the office vacated by
resignation of H. A. R. Dutton. The
latter resigned to enter another line
of business.
The four accomplishments are: the
new Rock Steady Simplex projector,
recently introduced by International
Projector Corp., the new high intensity arc lamp developed by the
J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co., the improved ventilation system of the
American Blower Co., and introduction of the Orchestraphone.

Automatic Shutters for
Use in Case of Fire
St.

—

Minn. H. B. Cunningmanufacturing a line of pro-

Paul,

hafti is

room shutters, offered in
four sizes. These are said to provide
quick and automatic means of dropping shutters in front of openings,
in case of fire. The shutters are complete, ready to be made an integral
part of the front wall. Doors are No.
16 and backings No. 20 steel.
The Type "O" observation shutter is in four stock sizes, 8 by 10
jection

inches, 8

by

Another

size

12,

10

by

made

14,

for

by 14.
spotlamp

12

porthole, is the 16 by 18. The type
"L" single light ray shutters have
a diameter opening of four inches
while outside dimensions are 12 by
18. The type "LL" double light ray
shutter has diameter opening of four
or five inches, and from center to
center nine or ten inches, with outside dimensions of 18 by 24. The
Type "SL" dissolving stereo shutter has openings of four, five or six
inches, adjustable from 11 to 16
inches and outside dimensions of I25/2
by 30. All Type "O" doors are reinforced and fitted to tracks. The Type
"L" shutters are provided with extra tracks, so the light ray may be
vingetted without interfering with
operation of the shutter.

of

TWO NEW FEATURES MARK

Approval

CHICAGO TICKET CHOPPE

An

endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

—

"M"
first

Simplex
of

the

new

Model "M" Simplex projection machines sold by the National Theater
Supply Co. in this territory went to
the American theater, East Liverpool.
The American belongs to the

—

Boasting two new fea
«
over the Newmanco No. 3, thi
Chicago Model is being offered b]
The ne^i
the Newman Mfg. Co.
model is identical in appearance t<
the No. 3, which is supplied in ma
hogany and verde antique finish, bu|B>has seven rows of cutting knives infimiT
stead of four, thus permitting mon
rapid handling of crowds, and hat
two gears instead of one, making th(
chopping operation easier.
m*,'
i he steel body of the Newmana
j
chopper has aluminum trimmings j,nte
handles on two sides, full lengtl im
emergency door under lock and kej iBt
aluminum hopper, minus square cor m.i
ners or angles, highly polished b t^i
insure proper feeding of the ticket kj
to the knives.
This insures cancel loid
lation of each ticket no matter hoi

Chicago

.,

tures,

Color is a desired and effective factor in the theater sign. The
puts into the lighting increases many fold the value of the
sales message, whether it be merely the name of the theater or anlife

it

nouncement of the attraction.
Inexpensive and effective color effects may be obtained through
use of Reco Hoods, manufactured by the Reynolds Electric Co., of
Chicago.
Manufactured in full
and half sizes, the hoods eliminthe expense of artificially
colored
lamps, and eliminate
messy dipping. The hoods are
made of natural colored glass,
and are available in many colors,
The hoods will last the life of
the average sigru
Because of
ate
\
J
1
'

and economy,
Reco Hoods are awarded the

their effectiveness

cost usually being the
Film Daily Stamp of Approval.
the

first

last,

,'

"*'''

j,|,

many

Automatic Curtain Control
Equipment Offered by Tiffin

|

.

at

are thrown
one time.

into

the

hoppe
[jj

f

^^

„

;

The

regular up-and-down motion ak
it
is said, feeds just enough ticket
at one time, the spring shaft per JsRc
mitting the feed rake to move back rsti
ward when too many tickets ari
thrown in, or some foreign objec Usi
accidentally thrown in.
The sprinf
spreads the knives apart automati
cally, to permit large objects to pasi
through without injury to the latera
cut knives.

fplypi

njivit

O.—Tiffin

Scenic Studios
autois distributing the Junior
matic curtain control equipment. The
device, it is stated, operates the curtain by an even steady movement, instead of the jerky movement which
is the case in a hand-operated curtain. One point control in the booth,
under control of the operator, may be
employed, thus dispensing with an
attendant backstage. The curtain may
also be controlled from two or several points, each point independent
Tiffin,

DK

isift!

'

'

Bj(;

The Newman

Co.,

also

manufac

an electrified No. 3.
equipped with an emergency
tures

to
'

It

ii

hana

wheel.

I

of the others.

Wire cables of the machine are
fastened to the ends of the curtain
cables, with the stops set at the limit
of travel. The electric wires are then
connected and the curtain then ready
for operation. In case of emergency,
the curtain can be operated by hand
by removing a pin in the pulley of
the mechanism, provided for the purpose. No tools are required for this
change.

The Junior

DK

equipment occuby 24 inches,

i
^B

'-ISHM^Hnf''

1^

1

and can be hidden
curtain.

in the folds of the

Operation,

practically

Dr.

it

is

claimed,

is

The Junior

Ememann Dead

—

Dresden, Germany Dr. Heinrich
Tri-State Amusement Co., which op- Ernemann, poineer camera and proerates a chain of picture houses all jection
equipment manufacturer is
through the state.
dead at the age of 78.

INFORMATION
1000 Pages

i

f'

TO

• ••••^

you buy, ^et the
on the

facts

SHJFIKIEMJE

noiseless.

OF

FREE!

DK
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Before

A GOLD MINE

Cloth Boundii

pies a floor space of 8

Delivers Model
Cleveland The
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WhshedMr
COOLING SYSTEM
SUPREME HEATER AND VENmATIN&
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Film Dail]
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GOES
EVERY WHERf
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ND MANAGEMENT

fNES

nAlNNG SHOP
Years of Service and

Going

Still

A
IfHAT
It

Strong

Forward

is

the

life

Step

of a generator?

depends on the make.

.

The

Cicago Engineering Works Review,
T'orts a Roth Bros. & Co., generator
vich has been in constant use since
The generator was
Jirch 26, 1897.
rated to carry 756 watts, so first
connected to a 500 watt load and
r 1 for one-half hour, the publication
norts, continuing: "It did not overand the load was gradually in- ased
to 1600 watts and operated
f
one hour without overheating."
'

-

ilf

*

three

Roth firm long has been a
ler in
the generator field, and
lalizes in
Roth Actodectors to
'ly power for projection.
For 34
rs Roth has been building generair sets
for motion picture arcs.
Ingevity is a feature of the Roth
as the above news clipping emsizes.
The firm also manufactes an emergency lightning plant,
The

;

eiecially

designed for theater use.
*

—

is

suspended from a

swiveled mounting with spring preswhich automatically applies
sure
tension

to

at

belt

all

of

positions

machine. No belt tighteners or screw
adjustments of any kind are needed.
The magazines are of 3000 ft. capacity.
The upper magazine shaft is
mounted in "bearium" metal, and the
lower magazine shaft runs in ball
bearing.

The gearing compartment

*

International Projector Corp., in

M

cngning the new Model
Simplex
use with Vitaphone and Moviet

The company has anticipated
big development in the sound pice field, and is preparing to meet

t

ton Co., as a national distributor, in
a hook-up with a number of leading
theater circuits.
All wires are concealed within the
pedestal and the piston ball bearing
mounted is controlled by a screw
which allows circular adjustment and
affords means for vertically raising or
The
lowering machine and lamp.
longitudinal table carried by this piston and upon which is mounted machine and lamp is provided with a
device for tilting and locking the machine to any desired pitch.

of

the
sys-

mechanism has a visible feed oil
which
BIG forward step was made by tem including a rotary pump
when ma*

^'

Chicago The Fulco projector is
announced as ready for the market
by the E. E. Fulton Co., equipment
The mechanism is of Ernefirm.
mann design. Preparations for marketing of the machine have been under way, since expansion of the Ful-

The motor

*

demand which

will

be

made on

automatically functions
chine is in action. The ball-bearing
intermittent action is a unit assembly, which may be taken out by reremoving
In
moving one nut.
sprockets, feed, take up, or intermittent, only a screw driver is neces-

same
That's enterprise and sary. The
acumen, two features w'hich guide rollers, etc.
The film passes through a very
rays have characterized the comhaving lengthy shoes
gate
long
ly's activities, and established and
removed and
lintained its fine standing in its which may be instantly
replaced if occasion arises. Tension
d.
on the film it is said may be varied

j!

tool will also release

ijectors.

siness

Programs Prepared
for Small Theater Use

;ock

—

A.ppleton, Wis.
Gravure Publicans is specializing in stock theater
Dgrams, especially designed for

houses. The company prepares
eight page program, attractively
inted, as a one-color job, with a
shy cover. Space from insertion of
theater name is provided in a
;
Jrtise on the cover panel.
Two
ges of interesting fan articles, ilitrated, are followed by a center
read, which is to carry the thelall

m's current and coming week's
Jgrams, with ad space to be sold
J
and bottom. Two more fan
:icle
pages, and the back cover,
lich is designed for ad copy, comite

the program.

Many Large Circuits Use
Door Stops Made by Grand

Fulco Projector Placed on
Market by E. E. Fulton Co.
—

|31

15

at will while film is in motion. Special shoes' are provided for accommodating freshly made film which

might tend to

screw

mechanism. Framing does not

affect

A

adjustments.
brake pressure

To

accomplish

this

manufacturer

to

be noiseless.

They

applied to the power are
made in four different sizes in
wheel on the opposite side of mech- cast bronze and brass with levers of
anism and the machine slowed up. four, five, seven and nine inches.
The speed control is located just
above the lower magazine. It is of
the governor type with the automatic
control
elements concealed
within the rotating drums. Five ball
bearings are used in the construction
is

Consultation

of this device.
An idler pulley riding the slack
belt from speed control to mechanism
is
attached to a spring tensioned
lever.
The machine may be started

ONLY

adjusted in advance.
All controls governor, idler release, motor switch and lamp switch
are operative from either side of machine.
In summing up the merits of
the new Fulco projector it is evident
that it is in every sense strictly up to
the minute, a fitting and harmonious
fixture suited to any theater desiring the highest possible projection

—

result.
If You Are in the
Market for Any Kind of

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

Feed and take

men

experi-

in theatre sup-

ply lines find a place on
National's staff, because serving you right is no "handy
man" jab. And shoulder-toshoulder they work with you
to furnish better merchandise,
service

better

—to

cut

costs

without cutting quality. These
things are only possible with
a big, well financed organization like National Theatre

Supply.

Consult the T>^ational on
from
you need
anything
complete equipment and furnishings to replacements on
One of our
smallest parts.
thirty-one branch offices is
near you and it is manned
ready to answer your call,

—

day

or night.

NATIONAL THEATRE

CONSULT US AND SAVE

SUPPLY CO.

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

START COOLING

most

the

enced

from the motor switch or if preferred, motor may be started and
machine started or stopped through
belt idler.
Speed control may be

stick.

wsa

important

of

the shutter but nevertheless an adjusting thumb piece, located above
lens mount permits accurate shutter
adjustment while machine is in action
Ball bearing
the company claims.
shutter is secured to shaft in a manner designed to prevent slippage and
may be set to any position on shaft
DOOR STOP
without loosening or setting a screw.
Ideal Door Stop
Shutter shaft may be extended to suit Peerless Door Stop
lenses of almost any focus, it is said.
stops made by the Grand Specialties
film speed indicator is part of
Co. They are designed to hold doors
the mechanism.
open on any kind of floor, tile, linoAt the bottom of mechanism is a
leum or carpet without inflicting insmall brake lever for slowing up film
jury.
The door stop is lowered or
at titles without disturbing film speed
raised by the feet and are said by the

up sjjrockets are twice the diameter
of the intermittent sprocket and all

NSSSIS

number

Framing control is effected through
a sizeable circular knob, conveniently
placed at the side of glass door of

film gate is constructed with
numerous fins to insure rapid radiation of heat from lamp and the automatic fire shutter is declared sensi-

and responsive.

removable with a

—A

driver.

The

tive

are

Chicago

theater chains, including B. and K.,
Lubliner and Trinz, Rowland and
Clark and others are now using door

Genera/

UIILCQCI^HByS
no sa^s^Ncwybrk.My.^

Offices

624 South Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO,

ILL.

West

Phone Penna. 0330

I

BLIZZARD SAUES

CO OMAHA.

'y/mmm/m'vwmHU^/i/m/M»/w//mm//////////m////////.////'/

i

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agents

for

Debrie

I
I

Offices in all

principal Cities
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Week's Headlines
Monday
Coast
buying.

Loew's

reported

Publix

and

on

film

planning

new

holding

Theaters

West

off

Broadway

theater.
Kennedy remainnig with
P.
Colvin
period,"
"indefinite

Joseph
for

now

Fathe

Brown

on a
declaring company
profitable operating basis.
Western Electric offering record synchronizastates,

is

tion equipment.

Tuesday
rejects resolution
against non-theatricals in announcing code
of ethics; suits against all distributors block
booking pictures recommended; 15 resolutions accepted, others held in abeyance.
W. A. Steffes plans to revive Allied States
Ass'n., at meeting aboard lake ship, leaving

Federal

Trade Commission

Duluth July

12.

Agreement To Live
Up To Code Sought
(Continued from Page

forced

to

sell

to

Christie, Sennett

Plan Sound Films

non-the-

under Federal Trade Commission
situation remaining unchanged,

atricals,

ruling, the

and matter for decision

of

each

company

individually.

Arbitration in Minneapolis territory continues at a standstill, as Civic and Commerce Ass'n., refuses to name arbitrators.
throughout
effective
copyright
Automatic
world, is proposed at International Copy-

Conference

right

at

Berlin.

Friday
spend $50,000,000 for theaters in next
18 months, William Fox says.
Madalatone, a sound-on-film method, which
employs a stylus for recording and reproducing sound, offered on market.
Internal difficulties in Sapiro exhibitor co-

Fox

to

made

operative

public.

Northwest Theaters
Minneapolis, starts

(Finkelstein

& Ruben),

Electric

Absence

from Page

are understood to have been renewed
on return of the Universal chief to
the city.

Dividend Declared
Friday

Keith-Albee-Orpheum

declared quarterly dividend of 1^4 per
cent on the outstanding convertible
preferred, payable July 2 to stock of

record June

19.

—

1)

A

rection of

George Winkler

new

at the

is

working

studio.

Two

J.

Branch Managers in N. Y.
A. McCarthy, manager of

First National's Buffalo branch office,
Lurie Buys at Cleveland
and R. S. Wehrle of the Albany exCleveland
Sam Lurie has pur- change, were at First National's
home
chased the Arion, Kinsman Road and office this week talking over selling
East 130th St., from Max Shenker plans on the new season's product in
and Sam Deutsch. Lurie was for- their territories with A. W. Smith,

—

in Pittsburgh.

Jr.,

—

—

Excellent at Salt Lake
Lake City Excellent Pictures
has opened a branch here in conjunction with the De Luxe exchange.

—

Bard Building Another
Cedar Rapids, la. Calvin Bard,
Omaha showman, is building a new
house here, which is to open June 6.

—

L.

&

Chicago

Buys

T.

—Lubliner

Two More
& Trinz is

re-

ported to have taken over the Jackson Park and Shore. The company
is to start operation of the houses

Aug.

1,

it

is

said.

up and knock you cold are

One learns
irritating film censors.
of this spine-chiller which happened
when a "western" was about to be
The plot concerned a
released.
ranchowner's frau, who was ex-

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Cowboys who adored the
woman because she was kind to them
are shown lending a hand with the
The caption reads:
housekeeping.
"We must be good to Mary she's
pectant.

Photo
Engraving

—

going to have a baby."
The censors, however, shuddered
and switched the sub-title to this:
"We must help Mary. She's in an
interesting condition."

—

New York

Graphic.

One of the best
per we have seen

paa broad-

bits of selling

lately is

to the

Motion Picture
Industry

novelty.

"M. P. News" In Merger
With Trade Publications

DAY AND NIOHT

"M.

P. News", in association with
several publishers and bankers, has
organized the Angus Company to
conduct trade and class journals. William A. Johnston, president and editor
of the "News", heads the new organization, which now comprises "The

250

Spur", and "The Plumbers and Heating Contractors' Trade Journal", in
addition to his own film paper.

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-3

Mohme Here From Lima
Gustav Mohme, general manager of
United Artists' Peruvian office at
Lima, is in New York conferring
with Arthur Kelly.
At a luncheon
given in his honor at the Manger
Grill, the
Joseph M.

54th Street
YORK

—

The Jefferson is to
be closed for improvements to cost
about $3,500. During the dark period

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

Lincoln will operate.

Rebuilding Texas Theater
Palestine, Tex.
A. Cartmell has
purchased the Temple Theater build-

—

W.

ing from the estate of

paying $12,000.

1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

E. Swift,

The house

will

be

rebuilt.

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the

Hawley and Depinet Returning
Clifford B. Hawley, president of
First National and Ned E. Depinet,
general sales manager are expected to
arrive in New York today from the

world for the purpose of public
instruction.

Coast.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

Picture*

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

following attended:

Schenck, Arthur W. Kelly, Al
D. Buckley, Victor M.
Shapiro,
Charles
E.
Moyer, Cresson E.
Smith, Paul Lazarus. Moxley Hill, Fred
Schaefer, Carroll Trowbridge, Arthur Zellner,
N. A. Thompson, Thomas P. Mulrooney,
Frank Beach, H. J. Muller, Norris Wilcox,
R. Sidley, Sumner Taylor, Moe Streimer,
Ed Lindemann, E. J. Dennison, Walter LiebHerbert Weimer, James Mulvey, Guy
Morgan,
Joseph
Moskowitz
and
Patrick
Campbell.

Lichtman,

West
NEW

Improving Ind. House
Goshen, Ind.

eastern sales manager.

Standard Buys Series
Rockford, 111., House Sold
Cleveland Standard Film Service
111.^
Rockford,
The Orpheum a
Co. has purchased a series of six Great States house, has been sold to
two-reelers
called
"The
Liberty the Forrest City Amusement Co., of
Boys of 76" for release in Ohio, which Charles Lamb, owner of the
Michigan, Kentucky, West Virginia Palm, is president. Lamb will close
and western Pennsylvania.
the Orpheum for the summer to open
Salt

AMONG Other things that burn you
the

the

F. N.

Frank

merly a theater owner

the local exchange.

of

Plan Three Pictures
Paris Societe
Cinematographique
des Romanciers Francaise et Etrangthe Oswald, the Lucky Rabbit series ers is planning three
productions, one
released French,
which
are
cartoons
of
one German and one Engstaff of 25
through Universal.
lish.
"The Black Man" is the first.
cartoonists and animators, under di(.Continued

DALY

Specialists

Carl
Laemmle from New York is declared
to have held up negotiations, which
licenses.

K-A-O

Mintz Back in N. Y. After
Opening New Coast Studio

district manager for Paramount
Samuel Henley is new manager oj

side on "Street Angel," which Harry
Blair has turned out for Fox. It
by Charlie Chaplin and Harold Lloyd. has punch with class. Harry has
There have been no new develop- also turned out a vest pocket edition
ments on deal of Universal and
of Fox's year book that is a real
Keith-Albee Orpheum for Western

Saturday

films.

By PHIL M.

new

3, 192}

Braly Heads District
Lake City— H. W. Braly «

(Continued from Page 1)

tiations expected to be closed at an
early date.
Electrical Research states there is
nothing definite yet on reported deals

new expansion program.

Federal Trade Commission seeking signatures
to agreement to live up to Code of Ethics.
European
J. D. Williams plans release of 50

"4

Salt

That's J hat

1)

resolution form at the Trade Practice
Conference held by the Federal Trade
Commission for the Motion Picture
Industry at New York City, Oct. IP
to 15, 1927, inclusive, and for the
purpose of placing as near as may
be all in the industry on an equally
air competitive basis, the undersigned
hearby subscribes to, and the undersigned and such others as now have
subscribed, or in the future shall
subscribe, hereby mutually agree to
abide by, said rules, copy of which
has been received and read by the
undersigned" states the agreement.

Thursday
not

Distributors

And

Sunday, June

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

Harry

FILMS*'

*'1001

Complete reference booklet,
at

listing

reduced rate with

$1,50 per year

-

{Fifth

EdMon)

nearly 3,000 eduofitional films given
eacii

subct^ption

5 South Wabash. Ave., Chicago, lU,

Preference

means
The

Profits

theatre that stresses screen

quaHty is well on the way to
popular preference. And that
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman
Positive— the film that preserves

every
ity for

bit

of photographic qual-

your

screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Star

IN your

got a
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to put

y

/

I

\

\

week

lights every

IN the year—

OH boy, what a grand
AND glorious feeling!

T T
John Gilbert

"The

in

Detil's

Ma$k" and

more

1

Norma

in

"Gold Braid" and

Shearer in "Ba/Nhoo" and

F
Dane-Arthur

IN

3

in

3

r T

T

TT

Marion Davies

more

1

Lon Chanev

more

T T r

T r T T

Greta Garbo in "Tiger

r

Ramon Novarro

T^

in

Skm" and

T T T T 7
in

T r

T

T

T

2

T^

T^

more

T^ T

"Dttmb Dora" and

"WhileThe City Sleeps"

2

more

arid 3

3

Lillian

more

TT T

"Camping Out" and

William Haines in "Excess Baggage" and 3 more

Gish

Buster Keaton in "The

T r T T T T T T

Tim McCoy

more

in 6 thrillin<;

outdoor pictures

in

"The Wind'

Camera Man" and

XT

TT T T

1

more

7 T T T

Cody-Pringle in "The Baby Cyclone" and

2

more
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PRODUCTIONS

Marion Davies

Our Dancing Daughters
Breakers Ahead

SHOW

William Haines

THE CARNIVAL OF LIFE
John Gilbert
Greta Carhn

THE LOVES OF CASANOVA
M-G-M's

Kfeat surprise special

3

ELECTRIC LIGHT
HITS
The Bellamy Trial
The Wonder of Women
The Bridge of San Lms Rcy

Mothers and Sons

104 M-G-M NEWS
6 GREAT EVENTS
2 FLASH
-^

(

Technicolor)

(Dog Slur)

26 M-G-M ODDITIES

40

HAL ROACH
COMEDIES
10
10
10
10

OUR GANG

THE IMPORTANT COMPANY

LAUREL-HARDY
CHARLEY CHASE
ALL STAR
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centering in New York.
spokes of this frenzied wheel of
Irried and whispered consultation
all

s

,

radiating in
ring about
Ive

many
what

pooling

a

familiarly

on

Yes,

cretive?
surprised

directions, for
planned will

is

of

names which

motion

picture

indeedy.

You'd

how secretive it all is.
uv want no slips on this one. Even
the ranks of the organization
reference is here made, sevexecutives with official and highriding titles don't know what's

364 Releases
Features available during the
months, ending
six

current

June

—

test now in the offing with musicians, declared "M. P. Journal," re-

gional publication.
"Because of the spread of the syn-

—

Vitaphonc,
chronized instruments
Movietone, etc., and the lessening demand for musicians in the theaters
on account of these instruments, a
great contest is inevitable," the publication states.
"Demand of the

Guarded Confabs

I

"W WU

Dallas Labor contests which have
perpetuating the individual
occurred in this trade have been
ntity of one of the important minor affairs compared to the con-

ii

Price 5 Cents

1928

FOX, K-A-0, STANLEY, FIRST
NATIONAL, PATHE, FBO DEAL?

have been successful

will

V, 11

5,

the

end,

all

ill

musicians to have
these instruments has

control over
already been made, and it is reported that the International Musicians'
Union has already incorporated in its
by-laws rules to this effect. In Dallas the matter has already been on
the boards as a result of the instal{Continued

M-G-M
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30, total 364,

it is

revealed

in a survey made by The Film
Daily for its Annual Directors'
Number, out this month.

liich

)ir.g

on.

Quaker

rough

the

City
throes of

passing
excitement

is

When you mendays.
Philadelphia, you, of course,
can Stanley.
Fox is busy on one
dr supplying Stanley with business
iKire these

311

Al Boyd ditto.
Watch for something big to pop
jwn that way. It should be soon.
'Ug time on the way, but getting
,jLier by the day.

Kennedy
one of Boston's faorite sons. His specialty is putting
Not finicture companies together.
ihed yet.
Any minute now the pot
P.,

boil over again.
Golly, what a lovely
oing to be!

light

\

Coast

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Merger of Fox and
Keith-Albee-Orpheum, with the com-

LAW PLAN

DROPPED

—

Italian films in ratio to American
These regulapictures shown here.
tions will compel that ten per cent
of first run playdates in Italy be reserved for domestic films it available.
Rentals for such films must be at
least 26 per cent of net receipts.

MAKINCJOOND niMS Cammack

Gets Division;
McCoimell Heads Shorts

{Continued

on

Page 2)

iiwy
"0
"BOB" WELSH NAMED

CITY GENERAL

MANAGER

Robert E. (Bob) Welsh has been
appointed
Universal

general

manager

ot

Culver City— M-G-M is preparing
Ben Y. Cammack has been named
City by Carl Laemmle.
division manager by Lou The announcement, forecast several
to dismantle one of its largest studio eastern
FILM DAILY,
stages to make room for a structure Metzger, Universal sales manager, months ago by
which will house first units of its with Fred McConnell succeeding to was denied at the time, as was resigsound picture equipment. A building post of short product and complete nation of Henry Henigson, which,
70 by 100 ft. will be erected on a service manager. Cammack will have however, was confirmed last week.
with auxiliary charge of the Pittsburgh, Cleveland
piling,
vibrationless
of
composed
walls
sound-proof
and Indianapolis territories, head- Inavailability of Record
acousticallv treated materials, so that quartering at the first named.
on Page 2)

Precludes Hess

{Continued

adaches.

Joseph

West

is

THE

Philadelphia
The

Merger Being Dickered
Claim Made by Paper
at West Coast

bined organizations absorbing Stanley,
and consequently First National, and
with FBO, De Mille coming in
through their K-A-O connections, is
in the offing, although "every effort
is
being made by competing companies to block it," states "Inside
RECIPROCtTY
Facts", which continues:
"This would place three dominating theater-picture organizations in
IN
ITALY
IS
K-A-O group, the
the
field,
the
Publix-Paramount group and the Mlaw
enact
a
Rome Italy will not
G-M group. Relations between Paraseeking to compel reciprocity, as re- mount and M-G-M, with U. A. also
spects Italian films. A set of regula- included, are such as to make their
tions based on the 1927 film law are merger in name as well as operation
to be prepared, it is stated, in lieu something which
can be expected
of the proposed measure to force when advisable, and it is believed the
showing in the United States of K-A-O-Fox tie-up would cause that

in

Li

Offing

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

femtspmn
FFILMDOM
VL. XLIV

is in

summer

it's

KANN

Wages, Working Conditions and
Sound Films to be Discussed
Speak Tonight at
Detroit on Arbitration

Hays

to

—

meeting, has prevented Gabriel L.
Hess,
Hays organization counsel,
from reading them over, and so precludes any comment on the alleged
"trade" made by exhibitors and dis-

Wage scale, working con- tributor members of the committee,
and the changed situation he stated yesterday. A Cliicago discaused by advent of sound pictures patch, printed by "Greater AmuseDetroit

ditions

—

are expected to feature discussions
Detroit Arbitration in the industhe annual convention of Intern'!
at
address
try will be the subject of an
Employees
Theatrical
of
.A.Iliance
H.
Wdl
by
tonight
here
to be given
opened
which
Operators
P.
M.
and
the
Hays, at a meeting sponsored by

Detroit Board of Commerce.

Comment

of his secretary, who has
the record of the contract committee

Absence

{Continued on Page 2)

ments," reported that exhibitors voted
for certain clauses and endorsed arbitration, in
return for distributors'
agreement to arrange a financing
plan for exhibitor organizations.
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.
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for Van Beuren Firm
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Bal & Katz ..
(c) Con. Fni. lud.
do pfd
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Low

tions for start of the "Smitty," new
series of ten two reelers which Pathe
This is a series of
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East.
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Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.
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Vitaphone in the Melba.
In other cities, reports show vigorous demands of the musicians, covering short hours and fabulous pay.
In all those cities where labor unions
have theater contracts, this contest
iation of the

Large or
small
stage,
very well
equjped with lights, scenery and props.
Reasonable Rent.

Vitagraph Studios
1400

Locust Ave., Brooklyn
Tel. Navarre 4800

j'l

is

Tuesday, June

—

contingency."

5,

1928

M-G-M

Prepares to
Make Sound Films

Rosenthal Gets Branch
Lester Rosenthal has been trans-

from the sales force of the no outside noises can exert any
Washington exchange to manager fect.

He succeeds William Esch, who was
forced to resign on account of ill
Goe with Tiffany-Stahl
Goe has been appointed
J.
special
representative
by General
Sales Manager Ed. J. Smith of TilCarl

Carl

Pola Negri in N. Y. Tomorrow
Pola Negri is expected to arrive in
New York tomorrow, en route to
Europe. She plans to sail Saturday.

Bushwick House Closing
Bushwick, Broadway and
Monroe St. is reported planning to

officials

MacLean
THE FILM DAILY

Neilan to Direct
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

— Marshall

Neilan has
Christie-McLean Prod.,
to direct the first Douglas MacLean
feature to be made at the Christie
signed with

studios

for

Paramount

J. R. Rubin Returns
Robert Rubin, M-G-M vicepresident and general counsel, who
J.

made a trip to the West coast a fortnight ago with Irving Thalberg and
Paul Bern, has returned to New York
and plans to sail for Europe.

the

district

all

are

Greenpoint Ave., which
the

new

is

attend-

houses
located on
torn up for
five

Menjou Arrives Today
.Adolphe Menjou and his bride,

— Ed

Reynard was

leased a second time by a jury

r)

dii

agreement when arraigned for opera!
ing the Grand here on Sunday. Tl{
case
time

was heard

last

week.

The

firi

case was heard in Apr!
Both times the juries disagreed.
the

"Fazil"

Has Premiere

"Fazil,"
Fox
production
wii
Charles Farrell and Greta Niss©
opened last night at the Gaiety, N. 1

YOU'LL USE IT

EVERY DAY
1000 Pages

FREE
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for
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Picture Theatres

COVERS
EVERYTHING

Attractions

i

I

Vaudeville

Acts

GOES
everywher!
j

the

former Kathryn Carver, are expected
to arrive today aft(;r a two months'
uiy in I'rance and England.
•

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Standard

line.

Marion, O.

j

Cloth Boun

Greenpoint section of Brooklyn,
in

1)

release.

AMALGAMATED

making serious inroads

at DetroJ

{Continued from Page

Marion
Again

Keith's

Subway Construction Hits Theaters
Construction of the new subway in

of

The capacity of this sound-proof here yesterday. William
Cs
J.
building will be four complete invan plans to retire as president. J|
terior stages. In addition, there will
eph N. Weber, president of
be four monitor rooms housing elec-American Federation of Musicis
trical control panels for recording inis here attending the sessions.
struments, and a special laborator.v
for voice analysis.
"Blue" Trial
Installation of the new recording
apparatus will be supervised by two
Is Deadlockei

New Ward

Harold Noice Returns
Harold Noice of Pathe Review,
explorer and adventurer, has just
returned to New York from an expedition through the wilderness of
Brazil,
Columbia and Venezuela,
bringing with him 40,000feet of film.

Confab

ef-

of Western Electric, J. S.
and Major Thomas Levinson,
York.
Goe was formerly circuit by Professor Verne O. Knudsen of
representative for Pathe, and pre- the University of California and an
vious to that, was contract manager expert technician from the Oakland
for FBO, First National and Uni- recording plant of the Victor Phonograph Co.
versal.

fany-Stahl, with headquarters at

|

Wages a Topic

{Continued from Page 1)

ferred

of

tant part pictures are to play in vaud
houses.
With Fox now ge
erally rated as the best-looking b
for knockout picture production
1928-29,
and K-A-O holding tl
throne in vaude, the merger would
an ace move which competitors wout
have a hard time tying.
"Fox's recent acquisition of tli)
West Coast theaters and Keith-^||
bee's merger with the Orpheum hll
given such a prospective alliance
nation-wide chain of theaters whiJ
would give them top-notch possibi||i
ties for exhibiting their joined proll
ucts to the best advantage, and
program of K-A-O acts with Fn
super features would, it is general
considered, be the best drawing cas
in the country."
i

the time for the organthose who are inized exhibitors
terested in the various state M. P.
T. O. units to get together and
formulate some definite plan to meet

is

learne

increasing

I

will arise.

ance of theaters, for the

Studio For Rent

and make sure
to book them in

(Continued from Page 1)

the

was

important part vaudeville is to pis
during the coming season in pictu
houses and the increasingly impo

Films Is Predicted

close.

(Bid and Asked),

tions in the entire field.
"The looming deal, it
is made in view of the

"War" Over Sound

healtli.

106
88
29

1

ville

.

*(c) Intern. Proj..
*(b) Keiths 6s 46.

(s)

1,800

time to arrive. Thus there would
only two large competing organiz

Check short

of the Universal Indianapolis branch.

16%
126

pfd.

(c) Film
(s)
(c)

500

74 J4

16?/8
26i/i

.

.

405i

103/

•

(s)

Sales

Goa!|)

(Continued from Page 1)

"kid" comedies.

this

Close

Says Paper at

Exhibitors
Daily Reminder

—

Financial

19;i

Six Firms In Merger,

o

Harry Weber, picture and vaudeproducer, has been appointed
ville
for
manager
production
general
Aniedee J. Van Beuren Enterprises.
He is at the Coast making prepara-

"Now

5,

I9OO Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

m
CLALiry
DEPENDABILIXy
STACILIXy
—

Tiffany-Stahl renews the pledge made and carried
out of last year, to give to exhibitors pictures of the
highest quality.

—

W

Tiflfany-Stahl, to carry out this idea, have decided
that instead of spending an enormous amount of
money on elaborate fifty, sixty or seventy page highly
colored and artistic inserts, can convey their message
in a dignified way, and the money used in a manner
that will do the most good in their pictures.

—

Tiffany-Stahl have done

what everyone

said could
results have
proven that they have given to the exhibitors

NOT be done. Many were skeptical — but

MORE

than they even promised.
Tiffany-Stahl delivered to exhibitors program pictures that in many instances EXCEEDED in quality
and box office returns the so-called specials of other
producing organizations.
Tiffany-Stahl presents for the coming year productions that will re-inspire in exhibitors the confidence
bred in delivering box-office pictures that are now

THE TALK OF THE INDUSTRY.
Tiffany-Stahl will produce ten special productions
suitable for extended runs, two of which have already
been completed— THE TOILERS" a Reginald Barker
production and "THE CAVALIER"^both can rightfully be called super-specials. They will also produce
a star series with a total production schedule of thirtyfour pictures and Twenty-four Tiffanv Color Classics
reel gems— AND TIFFANY-STAHL CAN ASSURE EVERY EXHIBITOR THAT THEY WILL PRODUCE AND DELIVER THEIR PRODUCT AS SCHED-

—short
1^

ULED.

—

Tiffany-Stahl stars are world-famous their histrionic screen ability is unquestioned their fame is recognized by motion picture patrons throughout the
world stories by world-renowned authors and playwrights directors of ability and international repute.

—

—
—

Tiffany-Stahl owns no theatres and are not in direct
competition with the theatre owner they have no
interests apart from producing the best pictures of
the highest quality.

—

Tiffany-Stahl, in bringing to the attention of the
exhibitor their offerings for 1928-1929, will again exceed all promises made, with the assurance that they
will live up to the reputation they have firmly established for QUALITY, DEPENDABILITY, STABILITY.

Tiffany-Stahl Productions,
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BELLE BENNETT PRODUCTIONS
"THE QUEEN OF BURLESQUE," by Harry Durant.
A story of a middle-aged T^eu' England woman who yearns for tlie footlights and finds the road to stardom
rough and stormy.

"THE POWER OF SILENCE
How

long can a

woman

'

Xeep a secret?

"GERALDINE LAIRD,

'

suggested by the novel "The Luck of Geraldine Laird" by

Kathleen Norris.

A

3

1

thrilling story replete with mystery, adventure

and

sex.

SALLY O'NEILL PRODUCTIONS
"THE BIG TOP
The

MiA

joys

and sorrows of

the world of ma\e'hclieve.

"APPLAUSE" — Based on the

story "Put

and Take" by Edmund Goulding; Continuity

by Frederic and Fanny Hatton.
The

story of a fearless, fascinating, deviUynay-care girl reared in the free and easy Tenth
rises above her surroundiyigs and reaches the bright lights of Broadway.

Avenue

at-

mosphere who

THE FLOATING COLLEGE,"
The

2

story of a

madcap

—an

by Stuart Anthony.

unchastened flapper.

GEORGE JESSEL PRODUCTIONS
"GEORGE WASHINGTON COHEN —Based on Aaron

Hoffman's stage play

The

Cherr>' Tree."

THE GHETTO —Based
A

on the story "The Schlemiehl."

poor fool who blunders into the

lives

of others

I

and brings happiness

to all.

a supporting cast including Margaret Quimby, Mary Doran,
ova, William Strauss, Gayne Whitman, Gwen Lee, Richard Tucker.

With

J

Rosa Rosan- -

Directed

by Norman Taurog.

3

DOROTHY SEBASTIAN PRODUCTIONS
"THE MILLION DOLLAR DOLL"— by A. M. Williamson.
A girl pampered by luxury and ease see\s an escape from the boredom of wealth.
"THE SPIRIT OF YOUTH —Suggested by the story "Ramsey Milholland

'

by Booth

Tarkington.
Another delightful
and "Seventeen."

story typical of

American

"THE DEVIL'S APPLE TREE"
A romance that began in the Garden
l?^J

"m

2

Life as described by the celebrated

and continued ever

since.

RICARDO CORTEZ PRODUCTIONS
"

Stringer.

A gripping story of intrigue and burning love, plots and counterplots,

with the thrilling exploits of

gun-runners woven into a swift-nuyving narrative.

m-

"THREE KEYS TO A DOOR," by Harry
A baffling mystery.

Braxton.

^WliBligiip^Sgig^WPi M i^
i

I
.1?

of Eden

"THE GUN RUNNER, by Arthur

^.\

author of "Penrod"
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EVE SOUTHERN PRODUCTIONS

3

"HELEN OF LONDON, by Sidney Gowing.
A story that ta^es us from London drawing-rooms and Hyde Parl{ to the Old Bailey and Limelv
"THE TWELVE POUND LOOK, by Sir James M. Barrie.
A picturi&ation of Ethel Barrymore's stage triumph.
A drama of a married woman who fought self-respect with financial independence.
•THE NAUGHTY DUCHESS 'Suggested by the Sir Anthony Hope story "The
"

discretion of the Duchess."

A delightful story of intrigue

4 JACK

m
1.

In
•

in sophisticated

London

society.

LONDON STORIES

"SON OF THE WOLF

A

dramatic masterpiece involving a picturesque character in a romantic love triangle.

"WIFE OF THE KING
A story of a forceful, dominating
2 productions to be

4 PETER

yuan and a

woman who endangered

his reign.

announced.

KYNE STORIES

B.

24 TirrANy ccloc cla/xicx

SUCCT KEEL GEM/
Tiffany Color Classics have been heralded far and wide by exhibitors as the finest type
©f short reel pictures ever shown on a screen. They are photographed throughout in
Technicolor.

OF SPORTS," "MEMORIES,"
"ROAMING ROUND THE CARIBBEAN,
THE BRIDAL OF PENNACOOK,* COM
NORTH OF SUEZ, SCARRADES," "ROMANY LOVE,' ROSE OF KILLARNEY,
MARCHETA,
MISSION BELLS,
A
FACE,' "TREASURE LAND,
SOUVENIRS,
PERFECT DAY and "GIRLS OF TODAY" have played in the leading theatres in the
Within the past year such splendid pictures as "KING

"

United States,

They have been booked consistently week
Stanley, Schine, Skouras, Wilmer &' Vincent,
United Artists Theatres, Finkelstein

&

after week by such circuits as Piihiiv, l.ocw.
A. H. Blank, Sacngcr, West Coast Theatres,

Rubin.

Tiffany Color Classics have gained millions of admirers bc4-aiise of their splendid
They afford all exhibitors the op|M>rliinilv to
artistry and natural color photography.
give

all

an added charm

program.

to their

For 1928-1929 Tiffany will deliver to exhibitors 24 Color Classics -short
different than the ordinary run of short subjects.
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4 J€liN H. $TAHL

PR€DUCTICN/
JOHN M.

SI

AHL

"LOVES OF SAPPHO, by Viola Brothers Shore.
A modern story of a woman who rwns the gamut of love —tJie

was born and

educated in New York City.

He

Bohonian Paris

befian his theatrieal career in 1909
plavinji bits on the lepiliniatc
He entered the movies in
stage.
19I.J as an extra.

His
191

ofTic<'

Men."
Child

THE YELLOW PASSPORT, from
ham Schomer.

to dirc<;t came in
his outstanding box
attractions are "Wives of
"Her (Jode of Honor," "The
Ihe
Thou (,avesl Me,

first

1.

—model—mistress-—courtesan.

chance

Among

toast of

the famous play by Abra-

whidi a good wcmayi in order to ronain in tlte city tnust brand herself
with the marl{ of shame the yellow passport. A gripping inelodrama

Ill

of thrills

and

—
—
shame
tears of

and

passion.

Dangerous Age, "Lovers," "In Old
Kentucky," "Suspicious Wives,"
'

"Why Men

Leave Home."

2 Special Productions to be announced.

Mr. Slahl has made an enviable
reputation in his chosen line of
endeavor and has been endorse<l
as one (<f he outstanding i)roducers of the kind of pictures which
create box ofliee value.

^

^"^S

I

;i

THE CAVALICC'
'^

h

NOW READY FOR

I

SCREENING
I!

Suggested by the novel "The Black Rider" by Max Bi'and
with Richard Talmadge, Barbara Bedford, David Torrence
Directed by Irvin Willat.

—

A

-wC
k.

thrilling tale of a

Km

—
»;!^rgp csatiti~

c

Vv.*ifc.
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4 REGINALD EACrEK)
PCGDIJCTICN/
REGINALD BARKER

"THE TOILERS."

by L. C. Rigby, with Douglas Fairbanks
Ralston,
Harvey Clark, Evelyn Selbie.
Jobyna

Jr.,

An

epic of might, brawn and love, interwoven with the powerful friend'
ship of three men, with a dramatic hacl{groiind of t]\e coal mines, wliere

men spend

their

lir^es

in darkness so that the rest of the world might have

light.

NOW READY FOR SCREENING
THE FORWARD MARCH,"
A
f

•

drainatic

and powerful

by L. G. Rigby.

epic story of two continents.

11^
2 special productions to be announced.

He began
career in

studying

f

his motion picture
1913 as director after

new

technique

under

Thomas H. Ince.
He has had a (riuniphant

box

office hit every year

1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

The Bargain'
"On the Nighl Stage"
'The Coward
•Shell

'

13"

"Carmen of the Klondike
"The Girl from Outside"
"The Bran<ling Iron
"The 01<l Nest"
"The Storm"

"

'

1922
1923
1924 "Hearts Aflame"
192.1

/

has been

actor, stage manager, motion piftiire director and producer.

'The Great Divide"

1926 "I'he Dixie Handicap"
1927 "Body and Soul"
1928 THE T(^»1I.LRS"

1

i

Scenes From The Gripping
Reginald Barker Production

li

NOW READY FOR SCREENING

c.

A SPECIAL PRODUCTION
With Eddie Gribbon and George E. Stone
Comedy Drama of Laughs, Thrills and Human Interest

:tj«*.""
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TirrANT-STAHL rCCDLCTICN/ THAT MADE
Bcx orricc m/TOcr dlcing 1927-28
—

"THE GIRL FROM GAY PA REE

is a gem literally and figuratively.
so trite to life that one feels as if see'
ing a life occurence. It should give 100'}',
satisfaction everywhere.

— Harrison's

—

THE DEVILS SKIPPER

"ONCE AND FOREVER"—
by Houston Branch
With Patsy Ruth MiUer,fJohn

llarron.

Burr Mcintosh.

A

—

E.

•NIGHT LIFE —by
With

Albert

interest

John llarron, Eddie
Walter Hiers. Lionel Braham.

Alice Uay,

<iril>bt>n.

—M.

LeVino

—

Mor-

—

role.

"PROViLERS OF THE SEA —suggested by a Jack London story
directed by John G. Adolfi.
With Ricardo Cortez, Carmel Myers,
George Fawcett, Shirley Palmer.
Story of revolution ayid a ivoman's wiles.

"A

the David Graham Phillips novel
by L. G. Rigby directed by

—

George Archainbaud.

Excellent entertainment.
Wheeling, W. Va., Intelligencer

THE ALBANY NIGHT BOAT"—
story

—

Arthur
Directed by Arthur Gre-

An intriguing
night liner.

—

WOMAN —

CLOl^ES MAKE THE

Tom Terriss— directed by Tom

by

Buster Collier, Claire McDowell.

Terriss.

Zane Grey

the

Brothers Shore;
Frances Hyland.

famous

Viola
continuity by

tragic ex'ents.

DOMESTIC RELATIONS'
Story of modern marriage
dire rcsidts.

and some of its

by A. P. Younger from

Martha Osten8o"s famotis

With Jobyna Ralston, Robert Frazer, Margaret Livingston, Guinn Williams, Pat Harmon.
Unaniviously selected by exhibitors as one of the
best screen productions of 1926'27.

the

Story of a beautiful girl who, despite beiJtg

dumb, causes many

"WILD GEESE —adapted

story.

drama aboard

"BEAUTFUL BUT DUMB —by

A

by

—

Al Raboch.

gor.
ston, Robert Frazer, Josephine Borio,
Shirley Palmer.
film with much colorfid action, ardent
Uyve'mal{ing, and a climax at the end
brings the story to a satisfactory con'
elusion.
Atlantic City, 7\{. J., Press

continuity by Ben
directed by

and

Grauman Kohn

With I^well Sherman, Margaret Living-

Albert Shelby LeVino Directed
by George Archainbaud.
With Warner Baxter. Palsy Ruth Miller,

'LIGHTNING "-suggested by

GRAIN OF DUST "—adapted from

Story of a beautiful secretary who lures
her employer into ciipid's net with
results that are startling.

Gregor

—Variety

—

world's greatest golfer playing the leading

—

—

Kit

Totman directed by Al Raboch.
With WALTER HAGEN, Gertrude
Olmstead, John Harron, Ray Hallor.
Comedy drama of the lin}{S with the
lyn

THE SCARLET DOVE"— by

Albert Shelby LeVino Directed by George Archainbaud.
With Harrison Ford, Georgia Hale,
Gertrude Olnistead, Lee Moran, Harvey
Oark, Walter Hiers, Sally Rand.
The suspense is holding, sometimes a bit
gripping, and a very good picture.

Kaliz,

melodrama with the suspense and
relieved by deft comedy touclies.

thrills

'

—

Mor-

Armand

Harris,

GREEN GRASS WIDOWS —by Wel-

Harry Murray.
Croo){

— Hartford, Conn., Courant
"A WOMAN AGAINST THE WORLD

—

IVIildred

Guard, Victor Potel.
Gripping story of an American dough'
boy and a midinette.

ton Hough Directed by King
Baggott.
With Dorothy Sebastian, Pat O'Malley,

interest appeal.

"THE TRAGEDY OF YOUTH'

E.

Francis Nat-

.

—

Jason Robards.
It is one of those fUms that gives the fans
the thrills they enjoy; itaving a plot that
holds one throughout by its cleverness,

— by

—

.

HOUSE OF SCANDAL —by

powerful drama of the tempests of

teford direcle<l by George Melford
With Alice White, Malcolm McGregor,

by
Directed by

.

— directed by

With Eve Soullurn, Malcolm McGregor,
Roy .Stewart, Shirley Palmer.

"LINGERIE"— by John

Sally O'Neill, Ralph Graves, Eddie
Gribbon, Sylvia Ashton, Jean Laverty,

.

'—suggested by

story

passion.

George Archainbaud.

ed by Louis J. Gasnier.
With Pauline Starke, Kenneth Harlan,
Margaret Livingston, Eddie Cribbon,

''

A

—

Jim Finlayson.
Here's a picture tluxt is funnier than
Chaplin's "Circus" and as perfectly cast
as was "Over the Hill"
In fact, it is
the best cast and best acted picture this
reviewer has got a close-up of in ten years.
And one of thehest directe<i. Worth going
miles to see. Chicago Daily T^ews.

London

Edgar Lewis.

With

—

5I % '4

a Jack

Variety

PARADISE'

Raymond Schrock —

Kews

and hunuxn

"STORMY WATERS

and picture should deliuer.
S

behind the scenes of Broadway

life.

Albert Shelby
by Al Raboch.

— Directed

BACHELOR

'^STREETS OF SHANGHAI
by
John Francis Natteford — Direct-

deft touches

(^errard.

A drama

Reports

:

something trfiich really registers. There
was "Wild Geese," "AJight Life," "Once
Aitd Fcn-ever," and now "The Haunted
"^^

— Harrison's

direction good

ton Hough Directed by Forrest
Sheldon.
With Dorothy Sebastian, Montagu
Love, Tom Santchi, Ray Hallor, Pat
Harmon.
Once again the ambitious, indepenflent
'Tiffany'Stahl company has git'en us

^hip"—H-

by George Archainbaud.

With John Harron, June Marlowe,
Dorothy Sebastian, John Roche.
Is interesting and away from the beaten
trac\ of cinema plots.
Production ayid

P. y^ews

E.

\ept alive uyitil the end.

is

THEIR HOUR' —by

Should score anyivhere. Success for this
TiffanyStahl offering in practically any
theatre. For first class houses.

"THE HAUNTED SHIP —by

aroused from the very begins

is

ning and

of

With Ricardo Cortez, Barbara Leonard,
Lee Moran, Cissy Fitzgerald. Douglas

banne.

Shelby
LeVino Directed by George Archainbaud.

—

—

With Antonio Moreno, CJaire Windsor^
Eddie (^ribbon, Ray Hallor, Sally Rand.
The suspense is tense; the spectator's

—

Anasfo^

LADIES OF THE NIGHT CLIB'—
by Ben Gratiman Kohn — directed

—suggest-

NAMELE.SS MEN —by E. Morton
Hough— Directed by Christy Ca-

gor.
with Evelyn Brent, Bert Lytell, Larry
Kent, Gertrude Short, Richard Tucker.
An excellent picture Harrison's Reports

ing the mysterious Princess
Russia.

ed by a Jack London story Directed by John G. Adolfi.
With Belle Bennett, Montagu Love,
Cullen Landis, Mary McAllister.

—

Morton

Hough— Directed by Arthur Gre-

An absorbing and gripping drama inxKHv

Reports

powerful story of the sea. It is, in fact
as pou^erful as any of the Jacl^^ Londoti\stories that have been filmed.
Harrison's Reports

Pretty httle romance attractively told and
well enacted by a capable cast Film Daily

WOMEN'S WARES —by

<lorliss

It is

Interesting atui every metnher of the cast
a strong player Variety.

il

With Eve Southern, Walter Pidgeon,
Palmer, George E. Stone.

This

by Viola Clark.
With Lowell Sherman, Barbara Bedford, Malcolm McGregor, Walter Hiers,

novel.

With Belle Bennett, Russell .Simpson, Eve SiHithern,
Donald Keith, Anita Stewart, Wesley Barry.
The most outstanding production of the year.
box office money'ma}{ir tt'herever shotvn.

A
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Coast Wire

Howard
I

Seitz Signs to

Three Films

CL08EDJY DIRECTOR
William

Mille

Howard, former De

K.

directorial

ace,

Service-

Signs with Fox

LONG TERN CONTRACT

J_

^E^

has

signed

a

long term contract with Fox Films.
Howard, who directed "The River
story by John
Pirate," from the
Francis Coe, will direct the next
Janet Gaynor production, which will
be an original by Tristram Tupper,
w'ho is writing it especially for the
When the picture is completed,
star.
the story will appear in novel form.

Make
f or

F B O

u

British Combine Said
to Command $40,000,000

—

London Recent merger of 200
theaters throughout Great Britain engineered by the British Gaumont,
Ltd. and the General Theater Corp.
is said to command a capital of $40,000,000, and represents the biggest
theatrical combine ever attempted in

DULY

TIPS VffiiCH

MEAN DOUAOS FOQ SHOWMEN

"The Actress"

(M-G-M)
the West
a collection of
old theater bills, pictures of old San
Francisco playhouses before the fire
of 1906 which destroyed that city,
and old time actors and actresses,

co-operation

In

Coast publicity

with

staflf,

George B. Seitz, director of "The Europe.
F. A. Szarvasy, the chief stockVanishing American," "The Blood
Ship" and "The Great Mail Rob- holder in the General Theater Corp.,
is
associated with Sir Walter Gibbery," has been signed by WilHam
Le Baron, vice president in charge bons, the London theatrical magnate. among which were bills and proThe Gaumont Co., of which Colonel grams of "Trelawney of the Wells,"
of production, to direct three pictures
for FBO.
The first will be "The A. C. Bromhead is president, con- which played at the old TivoH. A
trols
a
large
number of picture display of this material was arranged
Circus Kid," starring Frankie Darhouses
in Great Britain. The theaters in the window of a shoe company,
ro, and the second, "Blockade," with
in the combine represent picture and and another display was made in the
Anna Q. Nilsson as lead.
vaude houses and Colonel Bromhead lobby of the Granada theater Granis the active head.
ada, San Francisco.
O'Donohue Writing "Show Girl"
T. O'Donohue, who recently
J.
"Ramona"
on
scenarized "Companionate Marriage," Start Active
(United
Artists)
in association with Judge Ben LindBritish Wembley Studio
Co-operated with the local newssey, is preparing "The Show Girl,"
London Action at last has been
which is to be Alice White's initial taken to make Wembley the British paper to run a continuity story of
starring vehicle for First National. film center, with announcement that "Ramona."
Five and ten cent store
The story is by J. P. McEvoy.
Victor Sheridan, theater owner, in as- devoted one window to a display of
song "Ramona."
Six music
sociation with a financial group, has the
secured SO acres on which film stu- stores had window displays of recConnelly in Garbo Cast

—

Work

—

Completes "Noah's Ark" Sequences
Exteriors of "Noah's Ark," Vitaphone roadshow which stars Dolores
Costello, have been completed by
Director Michael Curtiz. Thirty assistant directors aided in handling
the mob scenes, in which 5,000 extras were employed.
Lois Leeson with

j

In "Gang War" Cast
Walter Long has been assigned a
role in "Gang War," which Bert
Glennon is directing.
Neilan Signs Astor
Gertrude Astor has been signed for
a prominent part in "Taxi 13." Marshall Neilan is wielding the megaphone at F B O.

Assigned T-S Original

Raboch

will

direct

"The Al-

bany Night Boat" for Tiffany-Stahl,
an original by Wellyn Totman.
Jessel's

Next Ready

Boteler in Paramount Film
Wade Boteler has been cast for a
role in "Just Married" with Ruth
Tajdor and James Hall. Frank Strayis

directing for Paramount.

Marion Byron Signed
Hal Roach has signed Marion Byron to a long term contract to appear in support of Charley Chase,
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy.

M-G-M Hires Professors
Five University of Southern California professors have been assigned
summer jobs at the M-G-M studio.
Bretherton to Direct

Howard Bretherton

is

the Dark," starring Greta
with Conrad Nagel in the
leading male role.
in

Garbo,

to

dios will be built. Work will start at
once, and it is expected that studio
space will soon be available for ac-

production.

tive

Plans

call for facilities for directors

working at once, with a floor space
of 300 x 100 to each director.
The

Darling Adapting "Mutiny"
deal involved $2,000,000.
is adapting his original, "Mutiny," which First National
Overland, Chicago, Open 7 Days
has purchased for Richard Barthelmess.
Chicago Sam Laponi who purchased the Overland has inaugurated
Florence Ryerson to Adapt
a policy of pictures from Monday to
Florence Ryerson, Paramount sce- Friday inclusive, and pictures and
Saturdays and Sundays.
narist, has left Hollywood for a trip vaudeville
East to confer with S. S. Van Dine, For the past few months this house
"The Canary Murder has only been operated on Saturdays
author
of
She has been assigned to and Sundavs.
Case."
adapt the Van Dine story. With exElba Exhibitor Killed
ception of William Powell, no cast
has been selected for the picture.
Elba, Ala.
Police here are seekMalcolm St. Clair will direct.
ing the assassin who shot and killed
Henry Spurlin, operator of the Elba,
Bradbury in M-G-M Cast
while he was en route to his home
James Bradbury, Sr., has been cast from the theater.
for a role in "The Tide of Empire,"
Peter B. Kyne's romance of the CaliFewer Days at Kankakee
fornia Gold Rush, which Allan Dwan
Kankakee, 111. Commencing June
Metro-Goldwyn- 4, the LaPeitite will
for
directing
is
operate only
Mayer.
Saturdays and Sundays until SeptemScott Darling

—

—

—

Isadore Bernstein has completed
adaptation of "George Washington
Cohen," George Jessel's next production for TifTany-Stahl.

er

"War

cast in

T-S

Lois Leeson, co-author with Jiame
Del Rio of the original of "From
Hell Came a Lady," has been signed by Tiffany-Stahl to do continuity
and adaptations of "Times Square."

AI

Edward Connelly has been

direct

Dolores Costello in a Vitaphoned
special, as yet untitled, for Warners.

Irving in Hines' Cast
George Irving has been cast in
"The Wright Idea," next Johnny
Hines' picture for First National.
Starting

New Dove

Film

Billie Dove is preparing to start on
her new starring picture for First
National, in which she is to be directed by Alexander Korda.

ber.

Geneva, O., House Changes Hands
Geneva, O. H. W. Johnson will
lie
owner of the Liberty after June
15.
F. P. Garber was former owner.
Johnson owns and operates houses
at Conneaut.

—

ords of the song. Local broadcasting
station had someone sing "Ramona"
for three successive programs with
explanation of when and where the
picture would play. Ran a trailer of
the picture for two weeks before the
engagement. Had a six-foot ten lobby
display for three weeks in advance.

Also had an orthophonic machine in
the lobbj- the week before the run
playing a record of the song. A card
on the instrument announced date of
the picture engagement.
Street cars
carried double announcement notices
so that they could be read both inside and outside the car. In addition
200 one sheets, 100 three sheets, 200
window cards, one 24-sheet and 25
inserts in frames in hotel lobbies
were advantageously placed. Ray
Brown, Strand, Akron. Ohio.

—

"Red Hair"
(Paramount)
.\n 8x10 photo of Clara Bow in
undies proved a good background for

a ladies' silk

Dallas Meeting June 10 and 11

— Dan

tie-

—

Arnaud Heads Conquest Pictures
Pierre Arnaud has severed his
connections with Cinema Attractions
at 729

Atlanta

underwear window

up with one of the department stores
of the city.
Lettered cards also announced the title.
.\nother 8x10
photo of Miss Bow eating candy was
used to tie in with a local drug store
with an elaborate candy display. W..
H. Hempliill, Rialto, Macon. Ga.

is

Seventh Ave.,

New

now heading Conquest

the

same

York, and
Pictures in

building.

Michalovc, southern
division manager for Pathe, will leave

Ditmar Working on Script
Sunday Shows Win
Harry Ditmar is working on "The Sunday for a tour of exchanges in
Ida
Grove,
la.
By vote of 3 to 2
Gun Runner," adapted from the story his division, winding up at Dallas Sunday shows were legalized by the
regional
where
the
for
convention
Edgar Lewis
by Arthur Stringer.
council here.

—

probably will direct the picture for

the

Tiffany-Stahl.

June

southern
10

and

division

11.

subject sales manager,

Cast in Denny Film
Jocelyn Lee has been signed by
Universal to play a prominent role
in "The Man Disturber," Reginald

Denny's comedy of the prize

ring,

being directed by Fred Newmeyer.

will

be

Harry

held

Scott, short
will attend.

Waycross House Reopens

Newburgh-Poughkeepsie Deal
Newburgh, N. Y. Newpo Theaters

—

has

taken

over

operation

of

the

George Cohen theaters here and at
\\'a.\cross, Ga.
After being closed Poughkeepsie.
Houses in the deal
for about two weeks for remodeling are the State, Cameo and Star, here,
and complete renovation, the New and the Rialto, Best and Strand,

—

Lyric

has reopened.

Poughkeepsie.

i

I
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Chesterfield Will

\by

Arthur

B. Fulton Managing

W.

New Vitaphone Branch
Atlanta—With the announcement

USING NO DIALOGUE IN

fOX rORQGN PICTURES

—

Hollywood Fox will not Movietone foreign prints so far as speaking
parts are concerned, it is understood.
Making of this type of Movietone
production is regarded as unfeasible
for the present at least.

'

Theater Cost for

W.

Swift, general sales manthe appointment of W. B.
Fulton, formerly representative in
branch
as Atlanta
territory,
this
manager for Vitaphone, active operation of the company's new office here

by Paul

ager,

J.

of

has started.
Over $50,000 worth of Vitaphone
records have already been received
by the Atlanta branch and more are
arriving daily.

E.

based entirely upon the
is
specifications of the individual theater, so effort to point out comparative prices between the company's
and other systems, means little or
nothing, according to J. E. Otterson,
president of Electrical Research Prod-

"Noah's
in
Albert Warner, vice
states
president of Warner Bros., who has
York after a
just returned to
visit of two months to the studios.

marketing the equip-

the

ucts,

which

is

Coast, to begin production in July
of the seven remaining pictures on
Practically
the company program.
continuous studio work will be in effect from July on for Chesterfield
as the release schedule calls for a

every six weeks.
production will be "The
Shame," adaptation and
release

of

treatment

which are now under way by Ar-

Casting will be arranged
upon completion of the continuity.
thur Hoerl.

Weil Going East To
Market One-Reelers

Full dramatic

be

will

power

of Vitaphone

demonstrated

Ark,"

New

He

says the picture is the most
undertaken
by
bitious
ever

While the range of Western Electric prices is from $5,000 to $12,000,
with the average around $9,000, each
theater must be regarded separately.
For instance, a new and up-to-date
house probably would have a big advantage on acoustics over an older
theater, and the price of installation
would be correspondingly lessened.
Other factors enter similarly into the

—

am- pany.
Fire

price scale.

May

Damages Sheboygan House

—

Jackson Supervising
Movietone Installations
Ben Jackson, with Fox theaters'
projection department for 20 years,
has be^n appointed supervisor of projection for Movietone and is inspectFox, it is uning new installations.
derstood, is installing Movietone in
its new house at Nevins St. and Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, opening in September, and in the new Detroit house
which will open about the same time.

By PHIL M.

THAT
has

DALY

Fox publicist, Glenn Allvin«l
won our great admiration bl

throwing just about the
party of the season.
art and Janet Gaynor.

ritziest studil

was

It

Glenn

all

Sheboygan, Wis. Fire of unknown
origin did thousands of dollars of
damage to the Van der Vaart here
recently.
John Van der Vaart is
owner of the theater, which was completely redecorated about two years
ago at a cost of $50,000. It is expected that about 90 percent of the
damage was covered by insurance.

fcl

pullel

new one by lining up a half dozef
dazzling artists' models as hostesse
for the tired scribes of the press. Tht
studio was lined with paintings ani
a

We

sculptures.
hazily recall standini
front of a beautiful piece of statuarl
with a new pal who said he was wriil
ing for Satevpost and the Policl
Gazette and was a great art critiJ

in

This gink exclaimed "Look at thfl
wonderful line, that graceful curvell
as he placed an unsteady hand on thi
And shI
knee of the sculpture.
slapped him in the face and got u|
Doggone if
and walked away.
wasn't one of Glenn's hostesses. Yol
fooled us, Glenn, but it was worti

Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Jesse Weil, president
of the Embarrassing Moments Pictures, Inc., leaves tomorrow for New
York to make distribution arrangements for a novel series of "Embarrassing Moments" comedies, which two slaps in the face.
will be released once a week.
The
Don Hancock is ballyhooing
comedies will be one reelers. David
Findlay is vice president of the com- fact that the Orpheum Circuit

company.

ment.

"Breakers Ahead"

The next
House of

West

Problem 'Noah's Ark' to Emphasize
Cost of each installation of WestPower of Vitaphone
ern Electric sound projecting equipIs Individual

ment,

And Thafs Jhat

George R. Batcheller, president,
and Lon Young, production supervisor, leave New York soon for the

W. Eddy^

1921

Resume

Production in July

Sound Pictures

5,

thi

hak

booked "Topics of the Day" avM
"Aesop's Fables'" solid for 1928-21
for all its houses. This is the tentf

consecutive year that the Van Bev
ren product has been so treated bt
Orpheum, which has never give\
~
such a break to any other i
product.

The Fox
one-man
Linow,

The fire started early in the morning Strong
enough
when the theater was unoccupied.

studio has developed
orchestra.
He is Iva|
known as "The Russia;!

Man,"

who

is

powerful

to carry several instrument!
simultaneously. However, Linow rel
stricts his musical ability to playinjf
the harmonica. The Fox conventioil
had an opportunity to appl.aud hil
virtuosity on his instrument wheiT

Ainsworth Shifts Policies
Oshkosh, Wis. W. L. Ainsworth,
president of the Fond du Lac TheHollywood
Having purchased
ater
Co. and operator of the Garrick they viewed a Movietone scene show!
Using
Sound
Comic
Effects
"Breakers Ahead,"
Fannie
Hurst
story, M-G-M will make the picture
Los Angeles -Sound comedy ef- and Orpheum at Fond du Lac, has ing Linow pumping the mouth orl
with dialogue, it is understood, with fects will be used by Buster Keaton taken active management of the gan while Sammy Cohen and Jaclf
the author herself aiding in the super- and Harry Langdon soon in their Grand Opera House, Oshkosh. Ains- Pennick, with whom he appears ill
vision.
M-G-M is planning to keep productions, it is understood. How- worth is closing the Garrick for the "Plastered in Paris," did a burlesquf
visitors out of its studios when pro- ever, they are not planning to use summer and bringing the Garrick Arabian dance from this picture.
Players, of which he is owner and
duction of sound films starts.
their voices.
manager, to the Grand Opera House.
Fred V. Greene, Jr., veteran shovM

Become Sound Picture

—

—

—

Row Over

Building Code
Even Free Shows Out
Demands in San Francisco
on Sunday at Charlotte
Charlotte — City commissioners will
San Francisco— Row between the
Golden State Theater Circuit and the
Board of Public Works, reached a
climax when Thomas Newmann, noboard the circuit would not
comply with certain stipulation made
concerning the new theater at Mission and Rolf Sts.
Newman said
the house will seat but 500 and has
tified the

no place
lation

of

for a fly gallery for instalthe asbestos curtain prosthe board. The stage will

cribed by
not be in use and there is no movable
scenery he points out. He also contends that the stand pipes and automatic fire pump demanded by the
board, are superfluous, stating that
mains near the theater are sufficient
and that there is a sprinkler over the
stage, sufficient to cope with

any

not sanction showing of any pictures
on Sundays, even though the performance is free. Neither will they
permit the use of any theater on
Sundays for any other purpose than
holding religious or memorial services.
They made their stand clear
when the manager of the Charlotte
requested permission to hold a free

performance on Sunday.

William Burkhard Dies
Sheboygan,
Wis. William
N
Burkhard, 59, one of Sheboygan's
first exhibitors and owner of a large
motion picture theater in Detroit, was

—

buried here recently.

New Owners

fire

hazard. The board contends the law
requires the devices specified in all
houses with over 399 capacity.

Painesville, O.

Ochs and

Cangney have taken over the
from Park Amusement Co.
Cangney will manage.

J.

S.

Park

—

of two second run houses,
with purchase ci the Pantages from
R. J. Stinnett.
The other is the
Crystal.
His suburban houses are
the Rosewin, Midway, and Sunset,
which he operates in association with

control

R.

C.

McHenry and H.

B. Robb.

Paula Gould of FBO and ManfreJ
Lee have completed a three-acf
legitimate play entitled "Encore!"
Join Managers' Ass'n.

Glasgow
joined

the

—About 50

managers havJ

recently-formed

Glasgovl
and
District
Cinema
Managers!
Split-Week Policy a Hit
Cleveland New split-week combi- Ass'n.
nation feature and vaudeville policy
New Philadelphia Exchange
introduced last week at Loew's Park

—

—

Philadelphia Success Pictures will
was a success.
Capacity business
open
for business June 11.
Oscal
was reported. The combination polNeufeld is president of the companyl
icy has supplanted the presentation
policy.

Brown Buys Another

—

O.
Caldwell Brownl
Publix Shows at Allen, Cleveland
general manager of the Brown The!
Cleveland Publix shows are now- atrical Co., has purchased
the Grancl
being presented at the Allen. June 3 from H.
Winn and J. Barkerl
S.
was the opening of this policy, m- Brown now controls the New
Lib!
troduced by means of a slogan con- erty,
Opera House, Weller anc|
test.
Grand, all of Zanesville.
Zanesville,

at Painesville

— Herbert

man, who now is managing directoi
Underwood Buys Dallas Pantages of the Colorado theater, Denver, hai
jxist launched a peppy house orgaif\
Dallas W. G. Underwood now has
"Colorado Theater News."

—

open Booking for Williams' Imported Films

ULTHE NEWS

rAcmtspkm
>/FILMDOM
/OL.

XLIV

ALL THE TIMr
Wednesday, June

No. 57

ICTUAL SELLING TO GET

UNDER WAY BY SEPT.
Open

booking will be the sales
Pictures, a
of World-Wide
2,500,000 corporation now in orocess
if formation in Delaware which is to
andle the 50 foreign pictures to be
olicy

nported by J. D. Williams. Release
tarts in September.
Williams stated yesterday there will
The exe no buying restrictions.
libitor will be enabled to buy one or

The total line-up will be
series.
ivided into ten groups of five each to
e purchased as the theater owner
The first year's list inesires.
England
pictures from
lud*s 35
hd 15 from Continental studios. This
represent the output of half
vill
lozen or more producers.
By the time actual selling

is

tarted, Williams expects to have 25
T\yo
lictures ready for screening.
eals are under way for physical dis(Continued on Page 2)

Amendment

of Trust

Law

Sought by Bar Ass'n
of

the

Sherman

Louis Seen Testing Ground
in Musicians Sound Film Drive

St.

leals

A. T. 8. E.

WILL NOT

TAKE FORMAL ACTION

—

Detroit No formal action will be
taken on sound pictures at the convention of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employes and
M. P. Machine Operators, it is indicated at the start of the third day
of the sessions, which will continue
However, the intrountil Friday.
duction of sound into the industry

and

its

effect

upon employment,

the

sessions

opened

were

m

Opening of six new exchanges by
Columbia is practically the final step
in the nationalization plan which the
company started two years ago when

company acquired

its

first

njLake City.
Cecil E. Maberry,

company

sales

on a trip which emer]braces the Middle West and northern
New York keys, upon completion of
which all of the six new offices will
be functioning.
Six branches were
opened by the company during the
last year, five in the Far West and
one at Minneapolis.
i()|

manager,

now

is

Page

8)

House Keeping Orchestra

—

Detroit Musicians will be continued, but the stage band and presentations will be eliminated when
sound pictures make their bow at the
The theater
State, Kunsky house.
will be dedicated primarily "and al-

ex-

change, states Jack Cohen, treascommenting on arrangeurer,
in
'iments recently completed for new
branches at St. Lnuis, Milwaukee.
Buffalo, Albany, Denver and Salt

i

in-

Detroit Sound Picture

NATIONALIZATION PLAN

the

of

troduced various civic officials, including Charles Lougheed, president
of the Detroit Typographical Union,
on

(Continued

on Page

city

expected to

is

theaters.
First steps in

the campaign taken
here some time ago, against mechanical music in theaters, are being
given new impetus by decision of the
American Federation of Musicians at
recent Louisville convention, to
its
raise a war chest of $10,000,000 for
a national protective campaign against

sound
It

is

films.

planned to levy an assessment

of two per cent on the weekly pay
of all musicians affiliated with tlie na(Continued on Page 8)

From

8)

Pat Campbell U.A.
Foreign Representative

Name

Pat Campbell, veteran sales execuUnited Artists as
tive, has joined
special foreign representative, working under Arthur W. Kelly, vice
president and general manager of forCampbell jonicd
eign distribution.
the industry after a number of years
asin the legitimate field, serving as
sistant manager and sales representative of D. W. Griffith, from 1918
{Continued on Page 2)

Definite

Interests identified with First National are seeking services of Joseph
P. Kennedy to operate the organization.
is traceable to the downfinancial groups which are behind First National and Kennedy and
his various motion picture activities.
The plans is similar to the arrangement whereby, at the request, of V.
V. Murdock, Kennedy stepped into
Pathe as special advisor.

The move

town

It

not.

may

happen.

Kennedy

is

again it may
a pretty busy in-

Then

now with FBO,
Pathe and K-A-O engaging his attention, and it therefore, is a question how much time he could devote
dividual these days

to First National.

ARBITRATION IN INDUSTRY

Monday

with addresses of welcome and appointment of committees on resolutions featuring the 29th biennial con-

{Continued

™

is

— This

be the testing ground in campaign of
musicians to ward off threatened
"encroachments" of sound pictures
which, it is feared, may result in
elimination of musicians in a number
of

which contract, it is stated, vention, Harry Griffin, secretary
with past and not future trans- Local 38, opened the meeting and

JCOLUMBIA COMPLETING

Louis

St.

ustice,

ictions.

Groups Behind
Plan— It's All Far

Financial

'

anti-

law
Vmerican
ommittee on commerce. The comnittee says that the only present conact between general business and the
rovernment is through the Dept. of
;rust

Price 5 Cents

1928

KENNEDY ASKED TO TAKE OVER
OPERATIONS OF FIRST NATIONAL

being discussed at secret sessions, it
is understood.
the
by
is
being sought
With 730 delegates in attendance,
Bar Ass'n., through its

Amendment

6,

SYMPATHY STRIKE WEAPON
REVIEWED BY WILL HAYS

USED AT ATLANTA HOUSE
Atlanta

— Sound

cipitated an
has resulted

pictures have pre-

argument

here,

which

the calling out of
union operators at the Metropolitan,
following refusal of the management
to employ three musicians to ciiange
records on the non-synchronizing
in

sound reproducing instrument being
(Continued

U.

S.

on

Page

8)

Union
On Copyright Sought
Entry

into

—

Detroit
The only reason why the
picture industry still has to conduct
"arbitration by self disc'pline," is beFederal
unfortunately,
the
cause,
srbitrtion law ai)))lies only to cases
involving more than $3,000, Will H.
Hays, stated last night in a speech
before the Detroit Board of com-

merce.

The laws of the states and the
moving
are
govermnent
Federal
gradually but definitely toward sup
port of the efforts of iiulustr es "to
lessen the dependence of their component parts on legal machinery to
settle the ordinary frictions of business.
"Six states hive passed laws pro(Coiitiiiucd on Page 2)

Introduction of a bill enabling the
United States to join the Cbpyright
Union is planned by Rep. Sol Bloom,
New York, on his return from the
Rome Conference, at which delegates
Suit
of 30 nations signed the proposed $1,000,000
new copyright law. The proposed law
Started at
is to be the Ijasis for copyright legislaHaven Suit for $1,000,000
New
all
with
countries,
various
tion in the
alleging viola'tio n of the
damages,
members of the union automatically
anti-trust laws and illegal restraint
each
protection
to
copyright
:tcnding
(
against
Automatic copyright, which of trade, has been brouglIt
other.
the
and
Inc.,
Vitaphone,
Fox,
rovides copyright of any work, from
Film Board of Trade
the moment it it set down on paper, New Haven
Inc.,
without further formality, was ap- by the Majestic Theater Co.,
of Hartford.
proved at the conference.

Damage

—

New Haven

\

i

...

'

'

THE

Name Pat

Arbitration in Industry
Reviewed by Will Hays WEHRENBERG PLEASED

Campbell U.A.
Foreign Representatii

¥

{Continued froyn Pa</c
vidiiiff
Vol.
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1928 Price 5 Cants
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tion,

(Continued from Paye

1)
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i?s.

Financial

agree in writinj^ that any future
dispute arising between them during
the execution of the contract shall
be submitted to a board of arbitration.
These laws lay down a system

up arbitration boards and
confirmation of their awards,

for setting

make
when

the rules are followed, obligatory in all courts.
"The states which have already

given legal indorsement to this comprehensive form of arbitration are
New York, New Jersey, Massa-

Oregon,

chusetts,

California

and

Pennsylvania.
I
name them in the
order of their enrollment in the roster

(s) Am.
(c-b) do

Seat.
6.S

40
.102^;

39/,
102

.

.

.,

.

.

.

.

.

36

& Katz

Bal.

Low

Con. Fm. Ind.. i5Ji
25 J
do pfd.
East, Kodak
.179/8
•(s)
do pfd.
•(c) Film Insp.
First
*(s)
Nat. pfd.
(s) Fox Fm. "A", 89
(c) Fox Thea. "A" 29/
'

(c)
(c)
(s)

.

.

.

(c)

Intern.

.

Proj.

13

.

.

.

.

.

iom

do 6s 41ww.
do 6s41x-war. 100 J4

*(s)

pfd.

(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)

M.

Cap.

P.

Orph. Cir.
do pfd
Para.

F-L

178

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'm

24/
87M

Sales

39/

200

102

74/
15/
25/
179/
47/8

86^
28

106
88 Mi 13,600
29
13,400
13
100

96M
72/ 72%
103/ 103/
162/ 109/
100

'9«
22/
87/

100
263/
9J4

24/
87/

128/ 127/ 128/

do pfd
121-/
(b)
do 6s 47
106 Vs 166/ 100/
(b) Par.By.5i4s51. 102/ 102
102
(s) Pathe
6^
6/8
6J4
(s)
do "A"
19.)4
19
18/g
•(b) do 7s 37 ...
70
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

Roxy "A"

.

.

.

.

do units
do com.
Skouras Bros..
Stanley Co
(o) Technicolor
(c) Tran.s-Lux
(o) United Art.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•(c)
•(s)
(c)
(s)

y^

32

35

6/
39
34

2/
4/

34/8
4/8

86

.

.

do pfd.
Univ. Pict.
do pfd

Warner

75

.

.

33 J4
.

34/

41^8

.

32J4
39/8

'•i/

32%
41 '4
120

5,700
7,800

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.

(b)
(c)
(0)
(s)

commission

Curb Market
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),

Stock Exchange.
Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St Louis; Stanley. Philadelphia.

NOTE:

we demand

is

Program

—

the

mdependent

Whelan; "Not Quite a Lady," made
by Thomas Bentley and "Toni,"
Arthur Maude production.

Broadway.
If You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

of

the

of

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAVE
MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

HO

West 32«*St,N«w>brK.Niy.<
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agents

for

I

'WE

B^e

Oebrie

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

[JPIMH'
CABORATORies
INCORPORATED

11.

220 WEST42'1P STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

Call

WAFILMS,

Inc.

A GOLD MINE

Walter A. Putter, Pre«.
for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St.. New York

Ol

INFORMATION

Bryant 8181

1000 Pages T
Cloth Bound!

Let Us Solve Your Problems

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

1540
ymm//M'/(/////mjmn//m^^

resentative, in formation of Feinma:
Strouse, publicity bureau at
14<

absolutely in

exhibitors

Form Publicity Bureau
Feinman has severed his co

nection with Harrj Reichenbach. ar
jonied forces with Irving Strous
theatrical and commercial press re]

Under Way by

Stebbins,
CO OMAHA.

.A.1

for ourselves.

B'WAY

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

telephone bryant

FREE
Film'baily
SUBSCRIBERS

3TOP fOCUHO

DLIZZARO SALES

where he is to remain about a ye
in the company's interest.

it

"The commission

Atkins," directed by Norman Walker;
500
'Tesha," Victor Saville film; "Champagne," Alfred Hitchcock picture;
'Adam's Apple," directed by Tim

20
97

Bros.

exhibitor unit, who was a
delegate to the Trade Practice Conference.
"Perhaps some exhibitors may oljject to the apparently liberal views
toward non-theatrical exhibition of
motion pictures, but as sta.ted by the
Illinois

rights

Hitchcock; "The Farmer's Wife,"
made by Hitchcock; "Moulin Rouge,"
E.
A.
Dupont picture; "Tommy

88"

.

ac-

British International's en- country."
1927-28 program, comprising 12
pictures, will be included in the prodPerkins with U. A.
200
8,000 uct which J. D. Williams' new organiS- D. Perkins, district manager for
300 zation.
World Wide Films, will M-G-AI in
7,300 handle in America.
The films are: pointed by Denver, has been apAl Lichtman as United
"The
White
Sheik,"
directed
by Har- Artists'
"e
Denver
manager. He leaves
ley
Knoles; "The Silver Lining,"
2
New York today for Los .Angeles
2,300 made by Thomas Bentley; "Poppies
and after a fortnight will take up his
4.500 of Flanders,"
Arthur Maude producduties as Denver manager.
tion; "The Ring," directed by Alfred

4

do pfd.
80
Univ. Ch. com. 2

.

in

accord with the views of the indeSept. pendent exhibitors on the various
subjects touched upon in the code
(Continued from Page 1)
of ethics.
It has taken a definite
tributioii.
Williams will maintain his
on block booking and will push
own sales force, but an existing dis- stand
criminal proceedings against those
tributing machine will handle the dewho are guilty of violating the laws
tail.
Williams intends dividing his
in that respect.
On other points at
time between London and New York.
issue It apparently favors giving the
industry more time in which to adEntire B. I. Product
just itself and bring about the reforms desired by the commission and
on Williams'

London

39/

M

heartily

tire

7

16

do "A"
*(c-b) do 6^^s 28.

•

36"

13

.

(o)
(o)
(o)

.

2.900
600

20

*(s)

.

100
2,500
1,700

126

13
'

(b)
(b)

MOM

2.S

.

*(b; Keiths 6s 40.
73'
(s) Loew's Inc
(s)
do pfd
104
*(c)
do deb. rt.s.
.

is/

Close

am

cord with the general attitude of the
Federal Trade Commission as expressed in the new code of ethics
recently handed down by that body,"
said Fred Wehrenberg, president of
the eastern Missouri and southern

1)

Later he joined Pathe

1925.

eastern division sales manager ai
feature
sales
manager.
Campb
leaves in a few weeks for Austral

regards any attempt
of commercial civilization. The sixty- to restrict the purchase of films by
eight Congress passed a federal law- churches, lodges and similar organifollowing the same general lines, and zations as in restraint of trade and
President Coolidge signed it on Feb. subsequently illegal.
"We independent exhibitors have
12, 1925."
Ha.\ s reviewed arbitration in the always contended that a motion picindustry, citing accomplishments in ture exhibitor should be permitted to
settling disputes without recourse to l)uy such pictures as he desired. We
could not consistently endeavor to
court action.
prevent others from enjoying the

Actual Selling to Get
High

St.

Louis — "I

to

3040

COVERS
everything!
GOES
everywhere!

—

—
;;

THE
A^ednesday, June

6,

-<^^

DAILV

1928

to Aubrey & Blood by
.\lr.
Odoni
Sparkman Royal, sold to W. 11. Lester
W. U. Holloway Walnut Ridge ^.Swan,

sold

66 Reels on Schedule
of Van Beuren Company
One hundred and sixty-six reels
(imprise the output of Van Beuren

FILN BOARDS REPORT

jiterprises for the 1928-29 season,
iccording to Amedee Van Beuren.
Comprising the list are:
ircsident.
2 issues of Topics of the Day, 52
vsues of Aesop's Fables, 26 issues of
irantland Rice's Sportlights, 26 isiies of Walter Putter's "Curiosities,"
lid ten "Sniitty" kid comedies.
will distribute "Curiosities"
\nd as heretofore, Topics of the Day,
Aesop's Fables and Sportlights.
utal of 140 reels will be handled by
'athc as well as the "Smitty" corn-

FBO

Theater openings, closings,
renovations and changes in ownership in the exhibition field as
reported by the Film Boards of

THE

Trade and compiled by

to

to

Tony
of which
resident, has purchased two theaers in Alabama City, the Ritz and
he Star, to add to its chain of 140

•

The
heaters which it now owns.
iroperty was purchased from Jack
Martin, who built the Ritz and also
hwned the Star, the deal being
rlosed by J. P. Masters, location man
or the Sudekum firm. The Crescent
company owns the Princess, Gadsden, Ala., and is building anotlicr
:heater, the Capitol, which will be
All four houses
"ipen in a few days.
will be under the general nianagcinent of Lee Castelberry, but tlie
wo recently purchased will he in
:harge of R. Smith who has Ijeen
with the Princess for two and a half
rears.

J.

to

to

W.

to

Baker by

L.

W.

J.

City

— Palace;

A.

P.

—

Changes
La JoUa
liy

F.

—

to

to M. Hoffman by
Hillcrest, sold to E.

ler,

L Cohen; San

Taft

t.j

to

l)y

;

to

Jackson; Pastime, solil to I). C. Smith by
Uoberson, sold to
V. E. Jockson; Dierks
Mrs. L 15. Taylor by E. C. Roberson
Holly Grove— Royal, sold to W. E. MatHot [Springs
thews by L. G. Renfro
Hobson, sold to J. M. Kantifman by R. B.

—

:

—

Sti-and,
;

sold

to

Mammoth

Re-Openings
—-United.

sold

to

Springs

—

—

—

Maricopa

— .Mission;

— America,

sold

—

Construction Co. The property
refinanced and the theater
made ready for operation.

ri.son
is

to be

Closings
Jacksonville

River-Rialto

Lynn

Haven;

Amuse,
to

— The

.Manitcm;

—

Derby

—^Commodore

Gem,

Haven

— IJouglas,

— The

Ownership

in

—

by
A,
R.
House, sold
Villa

;

Neal by

W.

Nashville

Carselle;
E. F.

to

—

Closings

boro

— Opera

Boyd by J. G.
Amusu, sold to B. P.

Rica
D. Warren.

Commerce

Ownership

in

— New

Lynn

;

Sanford

— Colonial

CONNECTICUT
Changes

C.

.\nierican, sold to Buster Miller;
Reliance, sold to John Robinson
Jeffe.'son

Lamb

Closings
Manitou

F.

Suggs:

iO.

GEORGIA
Conyers

Aladdin

to

T.

—

Changes

— Lincoln.

Hall, sold to Mr. Paley
Friend Corp. Derby —The Derliy,
Dziadik by L^nited Theaters
S.

—'Globe

Cordele

;

;

States-

sold to

Midwest Gets Jones' Series
Kansas City Midwest Film DisNew London — Capitol and Crown,
W. T. Murphy Anuise. Co.; by J. tributors has acquired distribution in

Lourie

Theat.

by A.
sold

S.

to

Corp.;

;

Ent.

;

Garde,

sold

to

Al

Gottesman by Walter S. Garde Newton
Blackman's Hall, sold to J. Falls by J. J.
South Manchester Rialto, sold to
Keene
;

;

—

—

this territory of the series of four in-

dependent starring vehicles
made by Buck Jones.

to

be

K^A%Y K-^T-

—

THE PERFECT
CARTOON
is

the General Opinion

of Exhibitors

—

Worcester Project to Be Completed
Worcester, Mass. Mayflower Realty Corp. has purchased the unfinished Plymouth theater and office building.
Erection of the house was started by the A. S. Friend Co., bankrupt, through a subsidiary, the Har-

O.

—

Barron by

F.

Openings

Ownership

in

Koimtree by

F.

Lynn Haven —The Lynn Haven.

Nokomis Venice, sold to W. R. Fleck by
R C. Rice; Tallahassee Capitol, sold to
R. L. Solomon by Wm. Armstrong.

Gem.

— Riant;

Robt.

Columbus- Royal.

Appell Leaves Theaters to Son

Colorado Exhibitor Killed
Holly, Colo.— R. E. Wood, 49," en
route to Denver after inspecting a
theater which he was building here.
was instantly killed when the automobile in which he was riding crashed into the rear of a truck.

;

to

—

Lake Butler— The Lake But

;

COLORADO

post
for Publix, but will retain
with the former company-, which conLyric, Shea's and Cumtrols the
mings' theaters here, under the name
of Allied Theaters Co.
A. L. Lasliway, has been transferred from management of the L>'ric, which has
closed, to the Strand at Dorchester.

Pa.
Lewis J. Api)ell, h s
son, is chief beneficiar>' under terms
of the will of Nathan .'Vppell, who
died recently
He is executor of the
estate and trustee of the theater enterprises, with the right to sell any
of the properites or administer tliem.

Leonard
sold

Circuit

to

.sold

Little

his

York,

Sem'nole
English

Theaters, Inc., by
Semino'e, sold
Theaters, Inc., by J.

Circuit

Homestead

English;

Fellsmera

Closings

——

W.

.Seminilt

to

W.

— .Sun;

Anaheim.

Los Angeles Olympus;
San Gabriel ^Luna.

sold

—

Roy Lane

Mrs. C". A. Robinson by W.
Greig; Mulberry Electric, sold to CC".
E. Alexander by Mrs. W. W. Hargns
Pocahontas Swan, sold to Tri State Tlieaters Corp. by Cotton States Amuse. Ent.
Gem, sold to Tri Statae Theater
Prescott
Corp. by R. H. Hardy; RosborO' iDixie,

Joy,

H. K. Barnes.

by

—

Pueblo— Riallo.

Theaters

Redman

!'\

J.

;

Leslie

Diego-

C. Wills by A.
—-Playhouse
(formerly Home
Circle),
sold to
Rouse by California
Amuse. Co.; Tugunja — Jewell, sokl
C.
F. Rose

Denver

— Folly Hatfield — Star.
Changes in Ownership
Tri State Theaters
Ashdown — Palace, sold
Corp.
Sam & Louise Dudney Bearden
—
^Grand, sold
H. D. Wharton by V. E.

;

—

Theaters; Riverside, sold to Miss
Vernon by J. B. Patters; .Sunshine, sold

Star.

Ethel

in Ownership
Bradenton iLincoln, sold to W, B. Russell
by James M. Wiest; Bunnell Riddle, soM
to Will Richardson by J. .\I. B ddle; Oarwater Ijincoln. sold to L. Marshall by
Mack Dixon; De Funiak Springs Murray's, sold to .-Xlabania i\nnise. (_'o. by H,
E. Murray; HoUyWood -The Hollywood,

Coast

Co. by Universal Theaters; Bijou, sold
Carl D. Thomas by Clias. Williams.

ARKANSAS

FLORIDA

J.

Denver

Closings

Camden

P. Lcviiisofi
Mission, sold

;

Ahrens;

Royal.

Changes

to Mr. Menard by Mr lietz
Los Angeles
—
-Estella, sold to Frank Fonce by Pacific

Changes

ARIZONA

New

K.

to

Newman; Long Beach —

Johnstown

— Pinckard.

—

sold

;

—

Ownership

in

Granada,

Openings

Closings

Fellows

Stephens

;

Little

CALIFORNIA

ments.

Pinckard

— Majestic.
;

.Toe

—

;

Campbell
StamMr. Go dfarb by

.Id

Closings
Castle

Oak—-(Irand;

Black

W.

by

Phaneuf

—

DELAWARE
New

;

— -Dunbar

H.

Al'iambra,
ford
r:igerfeld,
J.

Allen.

— Queen Marked Tree— Grand
Mammoth Springs —Joyland and Picture;
Mountain View — Gem
North
Rock

;

.Sloss

:

Sigman

—

V,

;

Sloss by Joe Steed Amusements; Piedmont
Princess, sold to T. E.
Watson by J. G. X'arnell Wylam Grand,
sold to A. P. Sloss by Joe .Steed Amusesold

by

Ford Quits Publix
Fitchburg, Mass. John J. Ford,
general manager of the Maine and
New Hampshire Theaters Co., has
resigned as New England manager

sold

Lonoke

•Steed

.1.,

Amuse.

Arkansas

field

Amusement
Sudekum is

State

States

Closings

;

Crescent

;

—
Theaters Corp. by (Cotton
Ent.;
Yellvillc — Liberty,
;

sold to Tri

to

—

—

by

FILM DAILY.
A
ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership
Attalla — Liberty,
sold
Marshall County
Enterprises by Geo. P. Walker; Birmingdies.
ham— Lyric, sold
Jimniie Hodges by
Lyric Amuse. Co.
Empire — The Empire.
s<dd
FairE. R. Ware by
R. O'ay
(Two More Houses Are
A.
by
— Gary, sold
North
—
Plaza,
Sudekum
Amuse.
Birmingham
by
Purchased
Mashville

—

Who

Play

KRAZY KAT
Animated By
Ben Harrison
and
Manny Gould

CARTOONS
For They Are Built to
Cause Sustained Laughter
—and They Do Just That
PRODUCED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

'T^HE

bull slinging season

This year, however, I'm wearing ear-muffs.
is

I've

on.

been pumped

full of

air season after season.
I

MUST

straight out

AT.

talk—and

—up,

itor

just a

me.

two theatre exhib-

was

in

game when a two-reeler

was a

feature.

At one time

I

blood of

made a

my two

11

theatres|

What

the hell is anyone
ing to fight the menaces
are stabbing at the hear]

my business?
What's keeping people
from my houses?

profit.

ai

Radio that keeps
glued to their Morris Ght}
Is

I

sapping the

is

talk

down and

—independent.

this

Now

either get help or the

I

Sheriff gets

I'm

hot

What

it

L

every night?

am

I

If it

going to

is,

draw

t

they can hear P
and Goolidge and Dempfe^i
or Al Smith or Hoo^;
What is anyone doing ab

when

ii

In the last two years, I've
made a near living. I'm

spending some of this

now on

money

these ads. to shout

MY battle cry, and to broadcast

"Watch Your Step"

others.

to

this

Radio Menace?

How
ing

can

I fight over-s<&

and over-building?

What about
tion

Graze"

this

"Preserb

—spangled

acrobats, tin pan bands

sitir

£Ms

Just an Exhibitor-\^
1 650

Broadwu

—

—

am

E

Am

hokum?

stage

i|ier

heading?

dthe picture business or
funning a side show?

I

am

sausage grinder yet?

do about the
tit
petition of toy cameras
can

I

homes?

films for the

maybe, and most of the stuff
hasn't been put through the

If

Where

up and coffee
serve beer?

now—must

threats at

hy must

I

be taxed the

salaries

i^erhead

when
l)!k;onomy Wave"
I

]v!ads,

hy must

n^hy

book

fat

I

WANT TO KNOW.

1

guess there must be others

me who want to know

who must know,

or blow up.

things don't get better,
I'm going to take up brickIf

where a
and no gold

laying,

brick's

a

brick,

paint's

on

it.

take a dozen

anyone's got the answer,
for Heaven's sake, shoot
write me personally. I'm
If

desperate.

pay for a

night-

mare of colors to tell me
a)w great pictures may be

M-395

livelihood?

pictures?

HIT?

must

my

their

get one possible

>eluds" to
)x.office

I

for

fat

headmeet these
I

I

like

hat can I do about these
Lizzies on wheels and
ncoln highways?

am

How can I

ing?

ey get movies with their
1^

the Hell

my

rea-

name.
But you can reach me by

sons, I can't sign

addressing

Film Daily

Jew York City

For good

—

DAILY
two weeks prior
Jack
DUIY

TIPS WRICU

MEAM DOUADS FOC SHOWMEN

ledo,

O'Connell,
O.

engagementVita-Temple, Toto

W.
By

"West Point"

(M-G-M)

(M-G-M)

a
with
arrangement
watch was presented

jeweler, a

student

in the

local
to the

"the
carried a daily story on the
contest and printed a ballot which
could be clipped out and filled in
and then deposited in a ballot box
at the Liberty or the Post. Beside.'^
the ballots in the newspaper, spe
ballot slips were printed and
cial
distributed at the theater which entitled the voter to "ten votes|' for
S. R. Nicholtheir favorite student.
son, Liberty, Terre Haute, Ind.
elected

The Post

E.

manager for this
Drumbar, former

territory.
district

manager

here, has been transferred
Atlanta.
Charles
Oswald, of
Jacksonville, Fla., arrived here this
week to take over Hardy's duties as
booker.
to

A special lobby was created and
two days in advance.
presented
Three-foot compo board letters spelling the title were suspended across
In the center entrance
entrance.
four by six foot compo board
a
frame was built to represent a gun
turret with two paper mache guns
Two hand
extending from turret.
painted cut-outs of Haines and Crawford were attached to guns in posture
indicating leaning over the guns and
On the lower
facing one another.

high schools who was
Prince of Students."

District

— Harry

Hardy, formerly
booker for Publix, has been named
Charlotte

district

"The Student Prince"

Hardy Gets

Harry

ran a 3-foot flasher on the screen for

Wednesday, June

Song

for

1'

"Fatty" Arbuckle Heads
Los Angeles Presentati

— Roscoe

Los Angeles

(Fatty)

/

star of the Fanchon
Marco stage idea, "College Caper
playing this week at Loew's State,

buckle

is

Cleveland Tourney June 22
Cleveland The third annual Cle'

—

land golf tournament
place June 22. Oscar

Hanky Film

6,

is

set

to

ta

Ruby. Pat
Irving Berlin has written a newN. Sk
manager
and
W.
exchange
song, called "Marie" after the leadColumbia franchise holder,
ing character of "The Awakening," boll.
which is to be used as the theme handling arrangements.
song of Vilma Banky's first independ"Kings" Opens at Sydney
ently starring picture for Samuel
Goldwyn. The song will be used exSydney Without a vestige of a
tensively in the Movietone accom- tation against it "The King of Kinj
half of the turret compo-board let- paniment to the picture, which is be- opened at the Prince Edward.
ters spelling the billing: "William ing produced as the first use of sound
Weingarten-Thalberg Wedding
Haines and Joan Crawford in 'West and music reproducing devices by a
"We Americans"
The turret United Artists unit.
Dr.
Point' ", were tacked.
Hugo
.Sylvia Thalberg, M-G-M scenar
(Universal)
and guns were stippled in bronze Riesenfeld will be responsible for the and sister of this company's vi
Co-operated with newspaper for
with the cut-outs in natural colors. orchestration of the song and for the president and producing chief, Irvi
Amerprizes on an essay on "We
Lubbock, other music.
Palace,
ClifT
Lindsey,
Thalberg, was married last Sati
Held a morning screening
icans."
Tex.
day
evening to Lawrence Weingc
newspaper?
of
both
for all employes

—

J.

i

—

—

with more than 1,800 present.
.\mericanization department of

Open New Lab

The

—

Building

Pittsburgh
Bromberg Meeting On
Atlanta With Fred C. Creswell, has completed

the
public schools, of factories and stores
worked with the theater in creating
KwA arranged
interest in the picture.
an original score for Vitaphone. Carried an editorial in both papers signed by the manager, personally endorsing the picture. Also had special
all
the foreign
stories planted in
Decorated the front of
newspapers.
theater with flags of all nations, and

ten.

Atlantic Film Corp.
erection of their newstudio and laboratories at 1105 Washington Blvd.

—

M-G-M

took

place

producer. The marria
the home of Irvi
and Norma Shearer
at

Thalberg
Beverlv Hills.
manager, presiding, the sales
Newforce of the Atlanta Charlotte,
1,000 Seats For Lexington
Orleans and Tampa exchanges of
Interstate
Adds
One
Attractions,
toLexington,
Ky. A 1,000-seat hou
Bromberg
Arthur C.
Revere, Mass.
Interstate Theater to cost about $200,000 is planned
day concludes its sales convention
which opened yesterday. The dele- Corp. of which Edward /\ustin is M. Switow & Sons Enterprises, pa
Lafayet
gates, and the entire personnel of the president and E. Harold Stoneman, ent organization of the
local branch last night attended a treasurer, has taken over operation of Amusement Co., which operates t
the Crescent Gardens theater.
Kentucky and Ada Meade, here.
barbecue and dance.
district

—

—

Annual Knabe Sale of
Metropolitan Opera Artists^

PIANOS

Pay Only 10% now

—

rest

over 2 years.

$l479500

worth of *Knabe Pianos used by
famous Metropolitan Opera stars in the season
just ended
now reduced to SllSyOOO*

Your piano taken
change any make.

And many

Pianos purchased now stored

—

other remarkable bargain groups
of baby grands, uprights and Ampicos for those
who act quickly.

—

584 Fifth Avenue

THE *KNABE

IS

at

$c (Ho.

47th St.— BRYant 4020

ex-

free until Fall.

*Knabe guarantee on every
piano

OTm. Unabe

in

sold.

Salesrooms open
to 10 P. M.

SOO

A.

M.

THE OFFICIAL PIANO OF THE METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY

—————

—

—
I

IJ

c/jLnnouncing
It,

2

The 1928

world

to the

Directors'

Annual

Ii

1

Pi

of

THE FILM DAILY
will

be in circulation

July

1st,

1928

Everything for and about the Director

A

volume of tremendous
every
every
every
every
every
every

interest to

director

exhibitor

executive
star

cameraman
writer

in fact everyone in

any way

interested in

production directly or indirectly.

Everything for and about Production

DIRECTORS' ANNUAL

of

THE FILM DAILY

—JX^^

DAILV

Coast Wire Service-

"U" Sound Film Tests

(Continued from Page

PERfECTED BY COMPANY
Universal is experimenting with
sound devices, and if perfected, the
system will be known at Uniphone,
states Carl Laemmle, Jr. Meanwhile,
it is stated. Movietone probably will
be used for Universal sound pictures, if the proposed deal for a li"The Last
cense is carried out.
Warning," Laura La Plante vehicle,
to utilize sound,

is

"Show

will

it

is

declared, as

Boat."

Audrey Ferris is being elevated to stardom, as forecast
FILM
April
by
in
DAILY. She will play the
stellar role in four pictures for
next year.

THE

The

first

"Women They

is

Talk About," with Irene Rich
and William Collier, Jr. This
will be followed by "No Questions Asked" also with young
Collier. Other stories in which
she will appear are "The Little
Wildcat" and "Fancy Bag-

Two Vitaphone Roadshows
Started at

Warner Studio

Al Jolson has started work in "The
Singing Fool," Vitaphone produc-

There are
body.
musicians in the

(.Continued from

F. N. Preparing to Film

Two Sound

Pictures

week in September.
The Grand Central operated by

first

Chase Comedy Titled
"Imagine My Embarrassment"

to be singled out in the drive against
Although no or-

chestra is required in conjunction with
the showing of Vitaphone pictures the
local musicians insisted that an orchestra of seven pieces be employed
by the Grand Central. These musicians play but 90 seconds during each
performance.
It is understood that
this arrangement is unsatisfactory to
leaders of the union.
The next step was placing of pickSenate, Astor and
ets before the

the

title

He further
public."
the
lect
charged that his right of free speech
and lawful use of the streets was
curtailed and that the defendants had
conspired to terrify himself and other
members of the musicians union so
as to present further distribution of
the handbills.
Julius Leventhal has denied that
the theater owners had anything to do
with the arrest or prosecution of the
pickets, saying the police officers
acted entirely on their own volition.
Following the acquittal of the
pickets the musicians' union sent a
of

Titling
is

of Charley Chase's recently-

M-G-M comGene Morgan, Gordon Elliott,
Vivian Oakland and Anita Garvin
comprise the supporting cast.
Hal
completed Hal Roach

edy.

Yates directed.
Boteler Featured
Wade Boteler is playing one of
the featured roles in "Life's Like
That," Fanchon Royer production.

"The Whip"

"The Whip" has

just

been com-

pleted at the First National studios,
featuring Dorothy Mackaill, Ralph

Forbes, Lowell
It
Q. Nilsson.
F.

Sherman and Anna
is

being

titled.

N. Buys "The Milkman"

First National Ijas purchased "The
Milkman," an original by Adele
Comandini, which will be filmed

soon starring Charlie Murray.

111

Use Sympathy Strike!
Weapon at Atlant
{Continued from Page 1)

Skouras Brothers as a Vitaphone used at the house. Non-union ope
house was the first St. Louis theater ators are being employed, followii

_

Willie Gray.

1)

most exclusively" to long run sou|
some 75,000 Dictures.
The 25-piece orchestra

which Lloyd Bacon is directing
Under supervision of Ralph L.
from Leslie S. Barrows' play. Betty Poucher, assistant production manBronson, Josephine Dunn, Davey ager in charge of Firnatone, prepaLee, Arthur Housman and Reed
rations are under way at the First
Howes are in the cast. Roy Del Ruth National studios, for production of
operated by C. Goldman and
has started "The Terror," which will Colleen Moore's "Lilac Time" and Rainbow
which have been using
Leventhal
J.
be the first picture made with all- Corinne Griffith's "The Divine Lady,"
operated organs for sevmechanically
talking
subtitles.
May McAvoy*, first pictures to be produced by the
The pickets passed out
eral years.
Edward Everett Horton, Louise Fa- company utilizing sound effects.
handbills calling attention to the fact
Francis,
zenda, Alec
B.
Mathew
that these theaters were using meBetz, Holmes Herbert, Otto Hoffchanical music instead of orchestras
Leaves
Paramount
Scenarist
man, Joseph Girard and John MilOn
composed of union musicians.
Florence Ryerson, Paramount scejan are in the cast.
May
1 police arrested Emil P. Bafunfor
East,
scheduled
narist whose trip
no of the Novelty theater orchestra
last week, was delayed at the last
Polly Moran Recovering
and eight other pickets who were
route
New
York.
moment,
is
en
to
Polly Moran has left for Elsinore
passing out the handbills on the
where she will spend ten days or two She will confer with S. S. Van Dine charge that they were violating a city
weeks in recovering from a serious in New York on the preparation of ordinance against littering the streets
attack of influenza. Miss Moran was a scenario for his mystery story, and sidewalks with paper and other
stricken during the filming of Lon "The Canary Murder Case," soon to rubbish.
Later all of those arrested
Chaney's "While the City Sleeps," be produced by Paramount with were discharged in police court.
and collapsed upon the completion of William Powell as a lead.
On May 29 Bafunno filed suit for
her work in it.
$40,000 damages against the owners
"Me, Gangster" Started
of the Senate and members of the
"U" Buys "Owl's Eyes"
board
of police commissioners chargRaoul Walsh has started "Me,
Universal has started negotiations
Gangster."
Walsh collaborated on ing they had conspired to effect the
by cable for purchase of film rights
prosecution of
the adaptation of this story with malicious arrest and
to "Owl's Eyes," a mystery play now
The union is backing
Charles Francis Coe, author of the Bafunno.
enjoying a run in Paris.
"Owl's novel. In the cast are Don Terry, Bafunno's suit.
Eyes" is the work of a youthful
Explaining his purpose, Bafunno
young Harvard athlete who is makFrench playwright, Edouard Leroix,
sets forth that he has a constitutional
ing his debut in Fox films; June
and is his first offering.
right to protest against "the abuse
Collyer, Farrell Macdonald, Anders
of the art of music by these devices
Randolf,
Arthur
Robert
Stone,
PerFirst Witwer Finished
and to freely impart his opinion to
"Jessie's James," the first of the ry, Stella Adams and Al Hill.
others, including the patrons of said
H. C. Witwer-Cosmopolitan MagaMechanical music he chartheater."
zine stories of a chorus girl and a
"Plastered in Paris" Finished
acterized as "an abortion of the art
jockey, has been completed by Larry
Sammy Cohen and Jack Pennick and demoralizing and destructive of
Darmour for FBO. Al Herman di- have finished "Plastered in Paris," the art and tending to debase and derected, the cast including Al Cooke, under
direction
Benjamin stroy the technique of music and its
the
of
Alberta Vaughn, Lewis Sargent ana Stoloff.
effect on the emotions and the intelIt is now being edited.
tion

Page

1)

mechanical music.

gage."

lyl

country at being continued in the pit. Vitaphol
present.
The pay of members of and Movietone equipment is beil
theater orchestras range from $48 installed.
Success
of
Vitaphol
to $90 weekly.
On that basis the novelties at the Capitol, and of "Ti
$10,000,000 fund will accrue at the Jazz Singer" and "Tenderloin" at tl
rate of more than $80,000 per week. Madison, led to the switch to soul
The national officers of the federa- films at the State. The Capitol vi|
tion have been empowered to con- continue sound shorts and anoth
tinue the assessment after the fund downtown Kunsky house plans to i|
had been accumulated in the event stall Western Electric equipment.
of strikes, lockouts or other condilarge expenditures.
tions requiring
Tlic initial assessment toward the
$10,000,000 fund will be levied the
union

New Warner Star

b,

Detroit Sound Picture
Testing Ground in
Musicians' Drive House Keeping Orchesti|
tional

UNIPHONETOBENANNf

Wednesday, June

of the

inability

management

to

T

s<

operators the idea to remain, ev«
though they had no quarrel with tl

management.

The theater employs no orchest
organ or piano, receiving its mus
from records projected through Vit
phone equipment, operated from tl
booth, and non-synchronous equi]
ment, located elsewhere. The latti
is operated by two ushers.

I.A.T.S.E. Will

Not

Take Formal Actio
(Continued from Page 1)

who

substituted for the president
the Detroit Federation of Labor.
When Griffin finished presentin
speakers, he gave William Canavai
president, a walnut and silver gavi
made by Detroit cabinet maker
»

Canavan's

remarks

were

jjjj,

informa

dealing in a general way with th
business conduct of .the conventioi
This is the first time delegates hav
met here since 1898, when 45 wei
present.

Another general meeting was hel
with district and speci;
committees holding night sessions.
yesterday

"Lion" Premiere Set Back
H. M. Warner has postponed dal
for the Broadway premiere of "Th
Lion and the Mouse" from June L
until June 15 at the Warner.
Goetz Recovers
Charles

Cinema,

S.

Goetz, president of State

New

York, is expected t
desk soon, followirt
recovery from an attack of grippe.
return

to

Tom

his

Hamlin Recovering

Thomas

Hamlin, publisher c
J.
Curb, New York regional,
recovering from an abdominal oper|
ation.
Meanwhile, Editor Mario
Weber is in charge of the publicatior

Film

i

protest to Governor Sam Baker asl
ing that he conduct an investigatio
into the affair.
The Governor re
ferred the protest to the board c

I

titt

commissioners
The Missouri Federation of Labo

police

Springfield has refused a reques
the musicians that demand b
made on Governor Baker for th
'resignation of the police board.
at

of

i

t

Girding for Mechanical Music Fight

l/lusicians

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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Williams
back in New York
from London with a slightly
British accent and a determition to make a go of imported
itures in the American marTalks at length and very
t.
erestingly about the necessity
the complete internationaliBetion of motion pictures.

AYDEE,

ves

it

must come

siness
:rely

to

is

the entire

if

succeed

the industry as

—not
con-

it is

America but abroad

tuted in
well.

He's right, absolutely right,
ly student of the film has
irned long since that boundano longer exist and that
;s

7,
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MUSICIANS' LOCALS

PUN

TO FIGHT MECHANICAL MUSIC
Two Per Cent Levy to
Supplement War Chest

Soon

Trial of U. S. Suits

Planned by A. F. L.

Prosecution of the suits brought by the Dept. of Justice against
the Hays organizations, ten distributors and, the 32 Film Boards of
Trade will get under way between June 10 and June 15, it is understood. The government is charging conspiracy in restraint of trade.
Trial of the actions have been held up by agreement of plaintiff
and defense, pending return from Europe of Col. (Wild Bill) Donovan, assistant attorney general, who went abroad on a mission for
the government. Col. Donovan has been in charge of the investigation of the industry, on findings of which the actions are based.
The Hays office is ready to stand trial, having previously stated
through its counsel, Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft, that the defendants are willing and eager to test the legahty of arbitration and
rules and regulations of Film Boards of Trade.

England's or France's or
also
is
concern
irmany's

War chest
raised by the

croachments"

^'

^

'Ii

1,

So Jaydee, grabbing time by its
interested a
forelock, has
isive
oup of important British bankers
d producers in a plan to grab off
England and some of the imr
a
producers
Continental
Ttant
For
ice in the domestic market.
ars, this has been the dream of
Europe.
e factors that count in
ow another stab is being arranged.
is sponsors are going to back Wil.ms

to

trough

They
the limit.
experience that they

can

from the American disPromises have been made.

Now
nd forgotten.
ying it themselves.
ct

sound

pictures.

ment, it is understood, to solidify
their position in the fight against replacement of musicians with mechanical music.
Some of them already
have levied this assessment, and will
continue it after the national levy
becomes effective.

Marketing of a color process,
which he claims is revolutionary, will
St. Louis and Atlanta have been
be undertaken soon by Ben M. Gold- chosen
as first cities in the fight. At
mauj part owner of the process, who
{Continued on Page 2)
Fox, Vitagraph (Warner Bros.) and is in New York from Los Angeles
the New Haven Film Board of Trade. to confer with bankers on financing
A test case on the issue is promised of the project.
ENDORSES
The process, Goldman says, is LABOR
by the Film Board. Robinson, Robinson & Cole of Hartford, brought the cheaper than black and white or
black and brown printing, the prinaction in U. S. District Court.
DRIVE AT ST. LOUIS
The plaintiff alleges a profitable ciple being embodied in the emulsion
know

New

restraint of trade is charged in the
suit for $1,000,000 brought by Majestic Theater Co., of Hartford, agamst

BODY

theater

business
{Continued

was reduced

to

a

All artificial lighting
on Page 2)

of the film.

is

(.Continued

on Page 2)

:pect little

ibutors.

of

that

protection.
The $10,000,000 fund is to be raised
by a two per cent levy on the weekly
wages of the 75,000 members of the
organization.
In
addition,
many
locals plans a one per cent assess-

BE OFFERED ON MARKET

NEW HAVEN SUIT
Haven, Conn. — Conspiracy in

being

mechanical music will
result in replacement of musicians,
the federation, it is understood, has
under way a militant campaign of
Fearful

NEW COLOR PROCESS TO
IN

$10,000,000

defense fund raised by many locals
throughout the nation, in the campaign to ward off threatened "en-

s.

His Idea

of

American Federation of
Musicians, will be supplemented by a

lat is

nerica

FUND

worthy

of

they

intend

Which

stressing

is

since

a
it

oves that the new effort will not
abortive, but a serious endeavor
bring about a desired end.

Knows His Market
Williams knows

this

market.

Operators and Stagehands Have
$226,000 in Ass'n Treasury
—

EXHIBITOR CO-OP AT
His

tperience in England gives him an
conditions
into
valuable
insight
lere.
He is, therefore, properly
luipped for his task.

Whether you realize it or not,
lydee bids fair to do a real service
ir the
He
entire American trade.
11 endeavor to break down the anpathy toward
imported pictures
hich, after all, exists largely beause the proper sales steam has
^Continued on Page 2)

ST. LOUIS IS

PLANNED

St Louis— Affiliation with the exhibitor co-operative formed in New
York with Aaron Sapiro as president is under consideration by independent exhibitors of eastern MisEffort
souri and southern Illinois.

being made to induce Sapiro to
is
address the exhibitors association at
{Continued

on

Page 2)

Detroit Operators and stagehands
well fortified for any campaign
they may undertake, it is emphasized
at the convention here. The general
fund contains $109,000 while the convention fund is $115,000, Treasurer
R. J. Green reported to the 730 delegates in attendance.

—

Louis Drive against mechanmusic launched by the local of
the American Federation of Musicians has been endorsed by the Central Trades and Labor Unions. Moral
support to the campaign is pledged
in the endorsement.
An intense drive against mechanical
S't.

ical

{Continued on Page

11)

are

There
Canavan

is

intention

He

is

of

re-

immensely

popular with the delegates, who realize he will be difficult to replace and
who probably will draft him in the
{Continued on Page 2)

750 WORKING BY SEPT.

F.

will

his announced
tiring as president.

out

William

doubt
be permitted to carry
that

400

More than 400 theaters throughout
the country have installed Vitaplioiie
equi]Mnent vvitli indications that the
number will exceed 750 by Sept. 1,
Warners

states.

Installation of the device is under
{Continued on Page 2)

;
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THE

never been generated on their behalf.
If foreign product cuts any kind of
a swath here, watch how generous
will
be the friendly spirit which
toward
develop
abroad
countries
America.

Sound
Particularly will this be true insoEnglish-speaking countries are
concerned because of the bond of
sympathy certain to be developed
through sound pictures. The industry here is sufficiently grown up to
far as

understand

how

logically this

London

Film Renter,
Berlin

I.

— Ernest

Fredman, The
Great Marlborough St., W.

58,

KANN

— Lichtbild-buehne,

Friedrichstrasse,
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Providence Theater

—

Damaged

Providence, R. I. Fire, believed to
have started around a gasoline air
compressing machine, damaged the
roof of the new Loew theater, under
construction on Weybosset St.

Free Shows at Rushmore, Minn.
Rushmore, Minn. G. Sievers of
Wilmont is sponsoring free shows
here and in surrounding towns, it is

—

reported.

United States and Canada and secured numerous benefits for members.
After reports of committees yesterday, the delegates attended the
Detroit-Boston ball game. Trips to
automotive plants and river and lake
excursions also were on the schedule.
Will H. Hays, who addressed the

Board of Commerce on
not

did

1)

appear

{.Continued

losing proposition by refusal of the
defendant distributors to supply films.
"It is impossible," states the complaint, "for any motion picture theater
owner or lessee in Connecticut to
motion picture
sufficiently
secure
films for regular operation without
dealing with one or more members
defendant Film Board of
of
the

Trade."

The

alleged

damaging

acts

of the

constitutes
distributors
defendant
"conspiracy in restraint of trade or

commerce among the several states
within the meaning of the Federal
complaint
the
charges.
The defendants, it is
claimed, refused to deal with the Majestic Co., which has a branch here,
after a contract dispute with Tiffanylaws,"

anti-trust

Stahl.

before

arbitration,
the conven-

from Page

1)

St.

Louis

— Claude

Louis Branch

McKean,

for-

president of Premiere
Pictures Corp. has been placed in
charge of the newly formed branch
office to handle Columbia Pictures in
the St. Louis territory.

merly

Sapiro.
large number of members
the exhibitor unit are considerir
joining the Sapiro organization, »

A

i

cording to President Fred Wehrei
berg.
It is very probable, he dt
Clares, that an exhibitor co-operati\
will be formed here.
Co-operatii

booking is the most effective weapc
independent exhibitors have to con
bat chain and distributor-owned tb
aters, he says.

Plan Fund to Fight
Mechanical Musi
(Continued from Page 1)
the former city, theaters playing
chanical music are being pickete

m

while

at

the

latter,

operators

hai

been called out by the union, becaui
mechanical music is being used e:

AMALGAMATED

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

New Color Process to
be Offered on Market
(Continued from Page

St.

annual convention soon to 1
held.
Dates for the gathering hai
not been set, pending a decision fro:
the

way in the major Stanley houses clusively at the Metropolitan.
throughout Pennsylvania. The majority of Stanley houses in PhiladelGround Broken for Guild Theatei
phia already have been equipped.
Eleven installations have been made
Janet Gaynor officiated at groum
breaking ceremony yesterday for tJ
in Midwesco houses, five being in
Milwaukee theaters.
E. J. Sparks new house planned by Film Ar
circuit has added Vitaphone to its Guild on
West Eighth St., Nei
houses in Ocala, Gainesville and Fort York. The house is to open Sept. 1,
Myers, Fla.
The majority of this
chain's houses in Florida are now
Vitaphone-equipped.
In Baltimore 12 of the Durkee theaters have Vitaphones.
Newest installations are at the Rialto and New,
the city's newest houses.

1)

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft,
by the process, he claims,
New York, which firm is representing eliminated
stating the inventor has perfected a
the Hays organization, distributors
and Film Boards of Trade, in the revolutionary principle of developing.
Goldman, who formerly was attorconspiracy action brought by the government, is representing the Film ney for the Minneapolis Film Board
United Artists and Fox. of Trade, was a guiding spirit in fosBoard,
Solomon Eisner of Hartford has been tering nationalization of film boards
retained by Vitagraph.

McKean Heads

19

(Continued from Page 1)

400 Vitaphones in
Suit
750 Working by Sept.

New Haven
(Continued from Page

Financial

(Continued from Page 1)

event he declines to run for reelection. Canavan's popularity was demonstrated when he made his biennial
report, "stopping the show" to the
wild applause of the delegates.
The president in his report said
the organization has just concluded
its most prosperous year in which
it has gained prestige throughout the

Conspiracy Charged
in

7,

Operators, Stagehands Kxbibitor Co-Op at
Have $226,000 Fund
St. Louis is Planne

tion.

W.

2^5.

(s)

would

follow and should be clever enough
in its business methods and sportsmanlike enough in its attitude to give
Williams a chance.

—

6607."

1)

Thursday, June

Mary and "Doug" Sail
Mary Pickford and Douglas

vice

Gotham Buys 'Among My Souvenirs'
Gotham
Prod.,
has
purchased
rights

to

"Among My

venirs."

ANNOUNCEMENT

for

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
ftioi

Fair-

banks are en route to New York from
Naples, scheduled to arrive June 16.

screen

Attractions

Picture Theatres

Sou-

YOU'LL USE IT

EVERY DAY
1000 Pages
Cloth Bouni

FREE
TO

Emil Jannings'
Picture ** Everything for Money'*
Title of

Changed

to

"THE AGE OF LUST"
Louis T. Rogers
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Film Dail]
SUBSCRIBER
COVERS
EVERYTHINC
GOES
EVERYWHER]

:

To

''Just

Why in

an Exhibitor''—

You Book

Hell Don't
for

Tiffany-Stahl Productions

1928-1929™and head

Apparently you are one

for prosperity!

few exhibitors who are not playing
money-making pictures Tiff any -Stahl's, of course
If you had
played them there would have been no need to tell your troubles
to the world you wouldn't have had any to tell.
of the

—

!

—

DO YOU KNOW THAT TIFFANY-STAHL'S
PROGRAM FOR 1928-1929 INCLUDES 10
SPECIAL

a special production, also
completed and ready for screening will be
one of the year's sensations with a cast of
extraordinary screen players in the principal

SUITABLE

PRODUCTIOiNS,

FOR EXTENDED RUNS
24 STAR SERIES
24 TIFFANY COLOR CLASSICS

roles.

"SQUADS RIGHT"
(Short

Reel Gems)

JOHN

"THE CAVALIER"

M. STAHL, Vice President supervising

productions will personally direct four (4)

another special production
is now being filmed with Eddie Gribbon and
George E. Stone in the principal roles.
In the Star Series consisting of 24 productions
the principal roles will be portrayed by such
celebrated screen artists as BELLE BEN-

specials

"THE YELLOW PASSPORT"
"LOVES OF SAPPHO"
and two others

4

to be announced.

to be announced.

REGINALD BARKER

has already completed
"THE TOILERS" a tremendous dramatic
epic, now ready for screening and is scheduled to produce "THE FORWARD MARCH,"
"THE RAINBOW" and one other to be announced.

NETT, SALLY O'NEILL, GEORGE JESSEL, DOROTHY SEBASTIAN, RICARDO
CORTEZ, EVE SOUTHERN and
JACK LONDON STORIES—"SON OF THE
WOLF," "WIFE OF A KING" and two others

4

PETER B. KYNE stories—"AT THE TOP
OF THE MAST," "A PROPHET WITHOUT
HONOR," "THE MAN IN HOBBLES" and
"MAGGIE MULRENNIN-MUDHEN."

24 Tiffany Color Classics

—short

reel

gems.

We

In announcing the above schedule for 1928-1929 we are not giving you a sales talk but are giving you facts.
are proud that we kept all the promises made for 1927-1928 and the exhibitors who played Tiffany-Stahl productions
gave to the Exhibitor "WILD GEESE" one of the greatest box office atcan readily attest to this statement.
tractions of the year a program picture voted a special by all those who played it and broke box office records

—

We

wherever shown.
Talk to the thousands of WISE exhibitors who have played Tiffany-Stahl productions "Mr. Just an Exhibitor"
and they will tell you that we are not "Throwing The Bull," but have made pictures that brought in the money.

HELL YOU ARE HEADING FOR" IF YOU BUY TIFFANYSTAHL PRODUCTIONS FOR 1928-1929— YOU WILL BE HEADING FOR FAT BOX OFFICE RETURNS
IF YOU ARE CLEVER. GET BUSY IMMEDIATELY AND INSURE YOUR PROFITS BY GETTING IN
TOUCH WITH YOUR NEAREST TIFFANY-STAHL EXCHANGE AND BOOK THE GREATEST LINE-UP
OF PICTURES ANNOUNCED FOR THE COMING SEASON.

YOU WILL KNOW "WHERE

IN

^^J&x PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
Broadway, ^^ vr^V-^^ New York

TIFFANY-STAHL
Home

Office: 1540

City

GJhc

Betteir dnlerlainmenl

Thursday, June

AN
ANSWER
to

Your

humor

Heading}

your sense

either.

analyzed your

lems and those

own prob

of other exhibitors

You also hit many problems
confront the industry. You are

ieai

be commended for your courage.

me answer each one of your ques„«

1.

ris

If

radio keeps them in their

chairs,

you

powerful attractions, more interest
ing entertainments to bring them t
your chairs. Don't fear radio. Ey
entertainment has much stronger ap
peal than ear entertainment. That'
a scientific fact. You can beat radi
by showing great pictures for the eye
big thrill to the ear.

SCHENCK
Exhibitor:

"Where
the Hell Am I Heading?" was unusual and daring. I'm glad I was in
town when your ad. appeared.
entitled

Mor

mer

Ik

|!1V{

k

to give

That

will put|

radio out for keeps as competition.
2.

No

over-seating situation

is

so

bad for the energetic showman that
he can't overcome it by playing and
exploiting good pictures. A good pic
ture will

stadium.

draw people
It isn't

your

to a tent or a
seats,

it's

your

screen.

you're wise, you'll stick to run
ning a picture show and not a side-l
show. Presentations on the stage

3.

If

going to write you perI'll
play you across the
sonally.
boards and answer you in paid space

usually camouflage poor entertainment on the screen. Good pictures
never needed acrobats or spangles in

also.

the past.

I

lik

must have morfl

And now comes Movietone

JOSEPH M.
NOT

lost

—Thank

'

?

am

being

felt

tions individually.

by

\-

human

jiti

I

You have

Let

HELL am

Your advertisement

facts not only inter-i

goodness you haven't
of

apthis

ested me, yet behind your plea, I
the heart of a

1928

like you.

''Where

An

Your

business.

to

Mr. Just

must

peal to constructive thinkers in

that

I

fearless "battle cry"

7,

High-class attractions need

h

lie

%

THE
rhursday, June

7,

no "hokum" today. Get a record of
the houses that consistently run nothing but good pictures and you'll see a
record of consistent profits. Pictures
|are the magnet, the major attraction.

Don't worry about home movies.
Amateur films are no more competition for your theatre than amateur
theatricals are for the speaking stage.

i4.

In fact, good pictures are guides and
Home
inspirations to amateurs.

movies create more movie fans.
5.

Why

miles

that

exhibitor

pictures,

outstanding

attrac-

production executives depend upon the supply and
demand for ability. True, some may

the campaign that

being

waged

You must

is

constantly

to reduce picture costs.

realize,

too,

that

great

and
quality pictures must be produced up
to an ideal, and not down to a destrucBy all means, support
rtive budget.
every producer whose sole aim is to
make good pictures and not to turn

t

pictures

are

quality

pictures,

;

^

out so

Make
price.

if

take the gamble.

Trade paper advertising

factor.

is

a con-

—a powerful economic

reduces our cost to

It

sell.

You do

not pay for picture advertising any more than your public pays
for your theatre advertising.
You
should know the line-up of pictures
every company offers you. Attractive
trade paper advertising helps you and
helps us.

for

Salaries

be overpaid, but I trust to your fairmindedness to recognize the sincerity

(

you want to.
quality your aim instead of
When you buy bulk, you must

individually on merit

fifteen

Give them better entertainment than anyone else can give them.
The Lizzies and Rolls Royces will
stop at yout door.

of

You know you can book good pictures

structive force
let

tions.

6.

This condition will have to be
ironed out between you and them.
You can correct this "buying of a
dozen duds to get one hit" by booking
only those pictures that are suitable
to your theatre.
also.

8.

away draw your people? Run

good

-^m

DAILY

1928

many

cans of

film.

As

to

where you are heading

head the right way

—you'll

your policy is
"The Best Pictures I can Secure at
Any Price." Keep your finger on your
public's likes and dislikes and only
fill your play dates when you are assured you have the best to give your
patrons. Then you need never worry
about Radio, Home Movies, Lincoln
Highways or any of the so-called
menaces.

The answer
menace

is

if

in every industry to

any

Better Product.

le-

26

es

in

question of booking pictures
has been a matter of growth. Some
exhibitors book 20 or 30 or 40 pictures
in one lump thinking they are protect7.

The

d ing themselves.

Some companies

sell

pictures in bulk to protect themselves

J^^ "^ /^^-^
^/

Pres. and

Chairman Board Directors

United Artists Corporation.

1

^TV^

D/
DAILV

Thursday, June

7,

192JP*

A man may be DO
a

Just

An

.yy

Exhihitor^

BoxM'395, Film Daily

YOU may be headed
but
Hell,

brother,

for
if

hands; it is the one w
keeps in step and trav
with the faster movi
world, turning its new hat
to his

own

profit.

Instead of worrying ab(
radio, which hasn't rea
kept many people from

rection.

ing to picture theaters,

j

you use

help

talk" in

your "straight
the Film Daily yes-

exploit

terday.

You

a few straight
questions. When you've anlisten to

swered them honestly, possibly you will have the answers to some of your own
questions.

The world

today, of course,

moving at a pace that
would have staggered our
is

it

w

for your

bt!

oba

i§o

1

ioe\

o^

—perhaps find a way

I listened to

and

M

ley

don't

Now, take off your ear-muffs

lit

i?

.

you've still got four wheel
brakes maybe you can jam
them on, turn around, and
start back in the other di-

cried for help.

e

idii

your own theai
programs through radlttur
Why don't you stop wor:
ing about Tin Lizzies a
ids

idi

se

count the number lined

W

around your theaters?
don't you figure out the

b

ger territory the auto gii
you to work in and advert
to the people who can drj
to your theaters but woi
never walk there?

tyi

1S11

grandfathers. Autos, radio,
flying

the

maybe

some-

new tomorrow! But
fellow who wins is not
one who throws up his

thing

the

—and

Why,

why, don't you
termine for yourself wl
business you are going to
in and get back into the p
oh,

ture business?

Of cour

[i

01

craze
out which you complain
s hurt theaters. But you
e

in't

"presentation

have

to fall for

it,

did

Instead of wasting
mey on "spangled sets and
robats" you could have

u?

money

before

the

Sheriff

catches up with you and you

have

to take

up

brick-laying.

Why the Hell don't you forget about learning

lay bricks

and

how

to

start building

—

n good short film subjects,

programs instead film proand advertising
grams

th better talent for less

them? Short Features may

oney, couldn't

—

not be painted in gold; but

you?

are packed
with entertainment that can
always be counted on to
Educa-tional's

nd if you have had a lot of
uds" among your feature
ctures,
ild

why

didn't

you

up your programs with

ese class Short Features?
your patrons knew that

ey could see a good all
ound show every time

make

a good show better,
and that will help save your
show when you pick one of
the "duds" for a feature. If
you'll build film programs
instead of laying bricks; and

ature before they paid you

good shows instead of worrying about how
fast the world is moving,
more of the world will move
your way and you'll outrun

visit.

the Sheriff.

ey went to your theaters,
ey wouldn't wait till you
uld take an oath that you
id the season's best

super-

ou want somebody to

tell

where the Hell, and
hy the Hell, and how the
[ell, you can begin to make

)u

advertise

President

Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

THE

Coast Wire Service

Making 4
HIS LAST

FBO

HAUL" NEXT

are in production at
They are "Gang
plant.
the
War," based on an original by James
Ashmore Creelman and directed by

FBO

Features

NO RELEASE ARRANGED ON

National release has not been set,
nor will any be negotiated until after
premiere showing of "Companionate
Marriage," which will be roadshowed, states Sam Sax, who is producing the picture in association with
Asher, Small & Rogers.
Gotham

Bert Glennon, with Olive Borden,
Jack Pickford, Eddie Gribbon, Wal"Taxi
ter Long and Frank Chow.
13,"
Marshall Neilan picture with Prod., of which Sax is president, is
Chester Conklin, Martha Sleeper, in no way concerned with production
Lee Moran and Ethel Wales; "Or- of the film, which is being produced
phan of the Sage," directed by Louis under the corporate title of C. M.,
Erie C.
King with Buzz Barton, Tom Ling- Inc., at Universal City.
ham, Frank Rice, Annabelle Magus Kenton is directing the picture and
and Bill Patton; "Dog Law," star- Harold K. Shumate is supervising.
ring Ranger, with Robert Sweeney, Betty Bronson, Jean Nash and RichJules Cowles, Walter Maly and Mary ard Walling play the principal roles.
Miss Nash, 18 year-old stage player,
Mavberry, Jerome Storm directing.
Neilan next will make "His Last has been signed on a long term conHaul," with Seena Owen in the lead- tract by Sax and probably will be
groomed for stardom.
ing feminine role.

Two

Christies Finished
"Slick Slickers" and "Sea Food,"
the last two Christie comedies on the

Last

PUIL

on F. N.'s "Lilac Time"

FOR MARSHALL NEILAN
Four features

Synchronization Started
Witii Nathaniel Shilkret directing
the Victor Symphony Orchestra, the
Victor Talking Machine
Co.
has
started work in its Camden. N. J.,
studios to synchronize its first Firnatone production, "Lilac
Time,"
starring Colleen Moore.
Another Victor crew, headed by
Raymond and Charles Sooy, is gathering special effects for the production, including sounds of airplane motors and machine guns at the Philadelphia Navy Yard.

SEE/
"Thank the

Signed for Dermy Film
George Bookasta, nine years

old,

has been signed for "The Man Disturber," Reginald Denny picture for
Universal.
Fred Newmeyer is directing.

Lionel Barrymore in Sound Film
Lionel Barrymore has been signed to a long-term contract by M-GM, and in all probability, will be seen

and heard

in its first

sound

picture.

Announce Complete Cast
of "Love at Mid-

Complete cast

short

stars

coming more
into their own. Looks like
many bookings from big
subjects

circuits.

are

now

presentation
fallen

"Taxi 13" Near Completion
Marshall
Neilan
is
completing
"Taxi 13," which he is making for
FBO, with Chester Conklin featured
and Martha Sleeper opposite.

Berger to Make Three

More for Paramount

DALY

for

the

has

We're

Great!

flat.

picture

picture

that
bla-a-h

attractions

theaters

all

in

the

time."

"Girl" Film Postponed
"Glorifying the American Girl,
which Paramount planned to produc
in cooperation with Florenz Ziegfek
will not be made this season.
DifiG
culty in obtaining a story adequat
to represent the unusual and sp*
tacular possibilities of the setting i
given as the reason for abandonini
the plan.
Ruth Elder, trans-Atlanti
flight heroine who was signed for th.
leading role in the picture, will in
stead become leading woman fo
Richard Dix in "Moran of the Ma

Ludwig Berger will direct three night," First National's screen ver- rines."
more productions for Paramount, the sion of "The Night Watch," comGriffith Back from Italy
West Coast production office an- prises Billie Dove, who is starred,
Raymond Griffith has returned froni
nounced today.
He has just com- Paul Jones, Donald Reed, Nicholas
Nicholas
Bilo,
George Italy where he had been vacationinj
pleted "The Woman From Moscow", Soussanin,
with Pola Negri and Norman Kerry Periolat, William Tooker and Gus for the past six weeks.
Announce
Partos.
Alexander Korda is direct- ment is expected shortly of Griffith'
Dooley and has been assigned to Emil Jan

current Paramount program, have
Neal Burns is the
been completed.
star of "Slick Slickers" and his supporting cast includes Frances Lee,
Marvin
Barry,
Smith, Eddie
Sid
Lobec, Bert Swor, Gail Lloyd and
Billy
the Christie beauties.
is starred in "Sea Food" and his supporting cast includes Glen Cavender

nings'

next.

ing.

Beaudine's Next Set
"Beggars" Unit on Location
Following
the
completion
of
Wallace Beery with Louis Brooks
and Richard Arlen, head the company "Heart to Heart," featuring Marv
of 75 players which left the Para- Astor and Lloyd Hughes, at First
Next Haver "Singapore Sal"
mount
studio
for
Jacumba Hot National next week, William Beau"Singapore Sal" will be Phyllis
dine will begin production of "Do
Haver's next picture for Pathe. Alan Springs to film the railroad scenes of
Your Duty," starring Charlie MurTully's
Jim
"Beggars
of
Life."
Hale has been signed for the cast.
ray, to be made under the superHoward Higgin is working on the
vision of E. M. Asher and based on
Hans Drier Signs
story.
Hans Drier has signed a new con- an original by Julien Josephsen.
tract which assures him of another
Clifton to Direct Sebastian Film
Keefe in Rayart Cast
several months in the Paramount art
"The Devil's Apple Tree," star- department.
Cornelius Keefe has been signed
ring Dorothy Sebastian, will be difor the featured lead in "The Man
rected for Tififany-Stahl by Elmer
from Headquarters," which Duke
Chandler Cast
Clifton.
Miss Sebastian is to star
Lane Chandler has been assigned to VVorne is slated to direct for Rayart
in a series of pictures for the com- the cast of
Edith Roberts and Lloyd
"Dirigible," an air special Prod.
pany.
being prepared for screening by Para- Whitlock are also in the cast.
mount John Monk Saunders, author
Lighton-Loring Back in Hollywood of "Wings',, and Jean de Limur arc
Kermit Maynard Signed
Louis D. Lighton, one of the ed- collaborating on the story.
William
Kerniit Maynard has signed a five
itors-in-chief of the Paramount stu- VVellman will direct.
year contract with the International
dios, and his wife, Hope Loring of
Producing & Distributing Co. and
Ruth Taylor Gets Role
the writing stafi, have returned to
will be featured in a series of westRuth
Taylor has been cast in ParaHollywood after a three weeks' vaern
productions.
Maynard's last
cation in Europe.
Lighton will as- mount's version of S. S. Van Dine's work
was with the Rayart Pictures,
"The
Canary
Murder
Case."
William for
sist in the production of three Esther
whom he was featured in a series
Ralston
pictures,
including
"The Powell, who will play Philo Vance, of six. "Fires of Fate."
by W. C.
is the only other member of the cast
Case of Lena Smith," now in prepaMalcolm St. Clair will di- Tuttle, will be his first assignment
ration; the Clara Bow film following selected.
under his new contract.
This will
"The Fleet's In," filming of which rect.
i)e
personally supervised bv Clifford
starts soon, and a Charles Rogers'
Elfelt.
Blanche Le Clair Signed
starring picture.
M-G-M has signed Blanche Le
Clair to a long term contract.
Miss Wilson Signed for Movietone Work
Sue Carol Signed
Le Clair recently completed a conAl Wilson, former cameraman with
Sue Carol has been signed to ap- tract agreement with Paramount, and Johnny Hines,
has been signed to a
pear opposite Rod La Rocque in her most recent screen parts were three
year contract with Fox and
"Captain Swagger," his next pic- in "The Spotlight," "Gentlemen Pre- will
be connected with the Movietone
ture for Pathe, which will be jiro- fer
Blondes" and "Love 'em and unit in New York City. He
leaves
duced bv Hector Turnbull.
Leave 'em."
lor the East June 25.

and Vera Steadman. William Watson directed this comedy.

assignment
with
Howan
Hughes, to whom he is under con
next

tract.

"The Braggart," Hersholt's Next
Hersholt, upon the comple
"The Girl on the Barge," wil
next make "The Braggart," an orig
inal by Benjamin Kutler.
The con

Jean

tion of

tinuity

is

being written by

Charles

Kenvon.

"Caught
"Caught
title

Fog" New Title
Fog" is the nev'
by Warners for "Fool;

in the
in

selected

the

Fog." Editing of this produc
has now been completed.
Th*;
story was written by Jerome King
ston and directed by Howard Brethin the

tion

May McAvoy and Conrac
Nagel are co-starred and are sup
ported by Mack Swain, Emil Chau
tard, Holmes Herbert
and
Rut!
erton.

Cherrington.

Cast for "Celebrity"
Robert Armstrong, Lina Basquettc
and Clyde Cook have been cast for
"Celebrity," which Ralph Block wil
produce for Pathe.

Eddie Quillan Vehicle Set
Jack Jungmeyer is writing con
tinuity of "Show Folks," first pic
ture in which Eddie Quillan will be
featured for Pathe. The story is an
original by Phillip Dunning.

"Scarlet Woman," First Crosland
Alan Crosland's first picture for
Columbia will be "The Scarlet Woman," which will star Lya de Putti.

1

tbe
is
Here

Ajjw*^, p,ol»lem-

(To the Exhibitor asking:

^^Where the Hell

3jLTMOIIE T^JCTUIIES CoJlPO^ATIOfT
June

Here

is

the

6th,

1928.

answer to your problem.

EXHIBITOR ASKING WHERE THE HELL AM I HEADING?
We are the proud possessors of the territorial rights of the BUCK JONES PRODUCTIONS
Greater

New York

The following
reputation that

and Northern
is

a letter

BUCK JONES

You can buy

New

BUCK JONES

I
is

for

Jersey.

received from
unsolicited, and
going to fulfill his every promise, and more.

I'm willing to stake

these pictures singly or otherwise as meets with your requirements.

Biltmore Pictures Corporation,
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

my

am

I

Heading?^^)

DAILV
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Racine, Wis., One of
Miles' Oriental, Detroit,
Worst Overseated Cities
in Hands of Receiver
Detroit

— High
to

inability

Racine, Wis.^This city is afflicted
with one of the worst overseating
conditions in the country. Five new
houses have been opened here recently aggravating the situation.

operating cost, and
secure product which

would enable the house

to

meet com-

petition are causes ascribed to the
difficulties
of the Oriental, C. H.
Miles house, which has passed into
Union
the hands of a receiver.
Trust Co., is acting receiver for the
_

Atlantic

City

—

British Canadian Film
May Get "U" Releas|

That's That

—

Calgary, Alberta "Retribution,"
production here for British Canadiai

£

By PHIL M. DALY

FEINMAN

AL who

^

Pictures, Ltd., with Barbara Ken
and Irving Strouse and Neal Hart, may be released b;

ordinarily gather publicity
and night club enterprises, garnered some themselves yeserday and how. Robert Garland detheatrical

Universal,

Kent

is

it

is

understood.

Mis|

under contract to Universa

—

—

Maurice Mouvet, is planning t|
New York dances created h]
her late husband. She now is select
Jane Jennings, who has mothered ing a dancing partner for the pro
7nany of the screen's most notable posed films.
New Owners at Ashland, Neb.
sons, told something about studio life
Ashland, Neb.— Becker & Birdsall from Station WGL Tuesday eveTroy, Ala., House Reopens
are new owners of the B-B theater, ning.
Judging from the resulting
Troy, Ala.— Manager Patrick hsM}^
formerly operated by F. B. Honey. fan mail Miss Jennings clicked 100 reopened
the Trojan, after renovating
per cent.
House
Sold
Lakota, N. D.,
Goldhammer at Minneapolis it a™
Fred Esch, for several years past
Lakota, N. D.—W. W. Arnold has
Minneapolis Nicky
Goldhamme
Mrs. Mary in charge of film distribution and has been transferred from St. Louj
purchased the Lakota.
O'Toole will continue to manage the accessories at the office of Weiss to management of the local Warne n'*'
Brothers' Artclass Pictures
Corp.,
house.
exchange, and is succeeded by Jerr
1540 Broadway, will be married in the
Steele.
Municipal Chapel, Thursday, June 14,
Heywoods Buy at Amery, Wis.
to Miss Carolyn Hanlein. They will
Heywood Amuse- sail on the SS Muenich for Bremen
Bradford Gets K. C. Office
Amery, Wis.
ments of New England, has pur- the same afternoon, where Mr.
Kansas City Guy Bradford h?*'
Esch
chased the Gem here from O. H. will look over the foreign field for been named manager of the Tififa
Carey G. Heywood will Weiss Bros, in Germany, France, Stahl exchange here.
Steindorf.
manage the house.
England and the Scandinavian counThoma in Charge of Watertown
tries.
The combined honeymoon and
New Owners at Estherville, la.
Watertown, N. Y.
John /f
business trip will extend over into
la.— H. S. Waldorf the fall. Office employees of Artclass Thoma, manager of the Avon, ha
Estherville,
and C. C. Johnson, owners of the At- are planning to give a "send-off" been named managing director of a['
lantic, at Atlantic, la., have taken party to the young couple at the Schine theaters here.
Houses are thi'
'ims
Astor on the night before they sail. Avon, New Olympic and Palace.
over the Grand.
ter

Circuit

(Finkelstein

&

Ruben).

He formerly was manager of the
Paramount exchange at Minneapolis.

late

and exploitation.

film in

,

—

Atlantic City

f'''^

tt'v.'

John Roach has

taken over management of the Earle,
Roach
replacing John McCarron.
formerly operated the Towers, Camdent, N. J.

No

1921

Leak Named Huron Manager
Maurice Dances to be Filmed
Huron, S. D. A. B. Leak has been
voted his entire column on "The New
Eleanora
Ambrose Maurice, widovl
named manager of the three houses York Telegram" editorial page to
and
former
dancing partner of thi
TheaNorthwest
here operated by
these hustling exponents of publicity

tained in the same capacity. The receivership resulted upon default in
payment of interest on the $1,500,000
bond issue which helped finance the
Besides forcing Miles out
theater.
of the activity in Detroit, the receivership leaves Pantages vaudeville
without a local outlet.
at

7,

i:

for

American Bond and Mortgage Co.,
and C. J. C. Wodetskyj vice president of the theater company and
manager of the house, has been re-

Roach Managing

And

Thursday, June

Bi'<l«

—

Blue Ribbon for June
Dallas No blue ribbon award is
being made this month by the reviewing committee of the Texas exhibitor unit, because, the committee
states, no June releases are suitable

—

—

—

The same situafor the selection.
tion was encountered in June last
year.

kw.1
Inive

m

Annual Knabe Sale of
Metropolitan Opera Artists^

PIANOS

m

Pay only 10% now

—

rest

am

over 2 years.

$l47,500

worth of *Knabe Pianos used by
famous Metropolitan Opera stars in the season
just ended
now reduced to SllS^OOO.

Your piano taken
change any make.

And many

Pianos purchased now stored

—

fstla:

in

ex-

—

w.

I

other remarkable bargain groups
of baby grands, uprights and Ampicos for those

who

act quickly.

Hi;

free until Fall.

*Knabe guarantee on every
piano

!ley(

Hi

sold.

Esc

584 Fifth Avenue

at

47th

St.

— BRYant 4020

Salesrooms open S'30 A.
to 10 P. M.

M.

Aaro

Hoi

THE *KNABE

IS

tach

THE OFFICIAL PIANO OF THE METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY

His

I

||iursday, June

7,

1928
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ICHRONIZATION FOR

More Montreal Houses
Adopt Saturday Change

—

ALL FILMS

PeiCTED

Complete musical programs, syntonized to the action and recorded
her on records or directly on the
m itself, will in the near future be
part of every important picture, it
IS predicted by Edward E.
Shuaker, president of Victor Talking
achine Co. on his departure for
jrppe.

"The time

not far distant," Shuaker said, "when the smallest picre theater in the country will be
le to show its pictures with a speilly designed musical program comrable to the musical setting given
is

Montreal
Twelve more picture
have adopted the Saturday
changes starting June 2, with all
houses of United Amusements, Ltd.,
directed by George Nicholas, switchtheaters

ing to the new policy.
Houses included are: Rosemount, Corona, Belmont, Papineau, Westmount, Amherst, Plaza, Mount Royal, Rialto,
Regent, Rivoli and Strand.

chosen exclusively
«

Television Station is
Planned for Yonkers

J

Erection of two 100-foot towers,
atop the Proctor theater, Yonkers,
N. Y., for broadcasting of television

One photographic agency — the Paramount News —was permitted to send
Lm^^amen.

pictures is planned by Baird-American Television, Inc.
The proposed
station will be equipped to send and

same picture in the largest metmovie palace. During the receive. Secret tests have been under
St two or three years the public way for several months in the pent,s become
familiar with the use of house of the theater building.
e

PARAMOUNT
NEWS

N. Y. Evening Post, June 4

politan

corded music either in short feares or as an incidental to the prestajion of film plays.
the Vic-

Now

company has gone

it

d

a step further

recording complete synchroned musical programs for big fea:re pictures.
And we are doing the
is

b from start to finish, for we are
only making the records, but are
)1:
sing our experts to prepare the
usical scores and our leading conjctors and their orchestras to play

Joker Series Film Titled
Helene Turner has finished editing
and titling in New York the first of
the Joker series, a group of single
reel novelties produced by Roseland
Pictures.

Macey New

Perry, la., Exhibitor
Perry, la.
Youngclass & Latta
have sold their two theaters here to

—

C. S. Macey.
em.
Rebuilt Montreal House Opens
"This coordination of sight and
Montreal After being rebuilt, the
iund promises to bring film enterinment throughout the country to Arcade, St. Catherine and Maisonuniversal standard of exceptionally neuve Sts., has been reopened under
gh quality. Already this new de- direction of Joseph Cardinal.
irtment of Victor is extremely ac$10,000 Fire at Rochester
ve and promises to develop rapidly
Rochester,
N. Y.
Damage estito one of the important branches of
mated at $10,000 was caused by fire,
ar business."
believed to have been due to defective
wiring at Fay's theater here.

—

—

abor Body Endorses
Drive at St. Louis
{Continued from Page

1)

Metzger's Father Dies
B. Metzger, general sales manager for Universal left New York
yesterday for Rochester, Minn., following receipt of news of the death

Lou

under way in this city. The there of his father.
rand Central, Vitaphone house, has
een compelled to maintain an or"Tenderloin"' to be Held Over
hestra, which plays about 90 sec"Tenderloin,"
Vitaphone picture
nds each performance, and pickets starring Dolores Costello, will
be
ave been posted at the Senate, As- held over for a second
week at the
3r and Rainbow, which for years
Mark Strand, New York, where it
ave used mechanical music.
The has been doing S.R.O. business.
Vestlake Park also has been picktedj for using mechanical music inBrooks Going Abroad
tead of an orchestra on its dance
E. Oswald Brooks, for ten years
lusic is

oor.

Recently,

ommerce

the

Chamber

of

Westlake was induced
musicians to cancel its June 20
at

icnic at the

Fischer

amusement

park.

Meyer Fischer of Fischer Film Exhange, Cleveland and Cincinnati, has
enewed his contract for distribution
f Excellent Pictures.
Sapiro Going to Coast
Aaron Sapiro leaves New York
ay for Los Angeles where he is

toto

aunch the United Jewish Charities
)rive, June 11.
It is probable he
vill

address

exhibitors of the St.
on his return trip.

-ouis territory

START of
LATEST
ATLANTIC
FLIGHT
Airplane ^Triendship
with Amelia Earhart

from

several

Rogers Sailing
Saul E. Rogers, vice president and
general counsel of Fox Film Corporation, accompanied by Mrs. Rogers,
will sail on the Olympic Saturday,
for a vacation in Europe.

Warner and Morris

to

Sam

E. Morris, general manager of distribution, leave
today for Chicago. They will be away

from

New York

the

Chicago

H. M. Warner, president of Warner Bros., and

PARAMOUNT
NEWS —

for a week.

recognized

LEADER
A^.

I

99

with Pathe, recently as eastern production manager, will sail soon for
England to enter into production activities there.
He has under consideration
propositions
British producers.

Renews Contract

to film

y. Times,

June 5

^i

Will Fazil Clean

Like a vacuum cleaner
Let Rose Pelswich
tell yini about this

BROADWAY
Now

SPECIAL

playing twice daily

$2 top

GAIETY THEATRE
NEW YORK

WILLIAM FOX
presents

FAZIL
Hot As Sahara
with

CHARLES
FARRELL

GRETA
Fromthe

NISSEN

PIERRE FRONDAIE
Adaptation by PHILIP KLEIN
Play b^

Scenario by

SETON

I.

MILLER

HOWARD HAWKS

"T~^0 you

always have your

own way?" murmured

Greta

l~y Nissen.

"Always!" replied Charles Farrell. And flappers in the
balcony rapturously swallowed another chocolate marshmallow.
"Fazil," William Fox's latest contribution to cinema art,
opened at the Gaiety Theatre last night. And will the picture,
as a commercialinvestment, clean up? Like a vacuum cleaner.
There are love scenes at which the Philadelphia board of
censors will raise both eyebrows and scissors. There are burning sands, a harem beauty-parade in Arabia, gondolas in
Venice and a gondolier singing a serenade via Movietone.
The ending, boys and girls, is quite extraordinary.
sort of
Romeo and Juliet climax, for Fazil does away with both Fabienne and himself, the idea being that at last they'll be together
without further arguments.
And there you are. Mae Busch and John Boles head the
supporting cast, the backgrounds are lavish and there's Movietone accompaniment. Greta is lovely and Farrell makes a
romantic hero. As to the desert drama itself, receipts of films
like "The Sheik" leave behind them convincing prints in the
shifting sands of the box office.

A

— Rose Pelstvick

in the

New

York Evening Journal.

Production

1

Move to Assure F.N.-FBO Pathe Business Future

ML THE

HEWS
ALL THE TIME

TAemfSPkm
p/'FILMDOM
XLIV
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PLAN SPECIALIZATION
Now

First National Other Franchise Holders
We
a situation
Sought for First Nat 'I Pool
WHAT
wonder how a certain

Each Firm Would Function

executive who could have
wung control of First National
n Fox by selling his organizainn's stock at a nice profit felt
hen he turned down the life
mtract at six fat figures a year
hich would have been his had
Some
^e accepted the offer?
are
him,
we
lay when we meet

Not only First National, but Pathe
and FBO will be kept in business

\

(

\

We're that

n)ing to find out.
iirious.

At any

rate,

this

With

control of First National
vested in the hands of the original
franchise holders through pooling of
ihe stock of the Stanley Co. which
held 22,500 shares with the shares

by Abe Blank, Spyros Skouras,
K., Finkelstein & Ruben and
Harrv Nolan, efforts are under way
lekl

&

B.

bring other franchise holders into
fold.
Cables have been sent to
Robert Lieber of Indianapolis and
E. V. Richards, Jr., of the Saenger
Amusement Co. both of whom are
to

the

vacationing in Europe advising them
of the move and asking them to join.
It is anticipated that they will.
Fox holds about 22,500 shares.

There are a few thousand
of sub-franchise holders.

in the

hands

Clififord B.

Hawley, Richard A, Rowland, Harry
O. Schwalbe and others have blocks
Efforts are to be
varying in size.
made to buv in every share so that
the controlling group will include in
the pool all stock except the large
Ijlock

owned by

the

Fox

organization.

individual

company's weight the
way. Which makes pos-

lirew his
ither

the rejoicings that are
niging out in several quarters
iday. First National is jubilant
or First National's sake that
he organization is to remain inThe franchise holders are
act.
A ell satisfied for several rea-

OFnCERS REELECTED BY

SKOURAS PUBUX SEEKS

,ihle

26 MORE

IN

INDIANA

'

—

Detroit With William F. Canavan, president, and his entire staff
the twenty-ninth biennial
convention of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
reelected,

Even at
ons of their own.
'aramount, of all the seeming- and M.
odd places, there are

y
icd

satis-

smiles.

Some

P. Machine Operators, which
closed here Friday, was voted the
most successful in the history of the

association.

of the Inside

appears
glance,
first
That, at
trange, but not so strange when you
ealize that Fox's chances for nabling First National have now dwin-

Had Fox secured consadly.
roi, First National would have been
And if First National were
10 more.
ID more,
a major line of product

Expected action on sound pictures
and their effect upon the theatrical
crafts failed to develop in the genera!
meetings, but it is understood the
subject

was discussed excitedly
(Continued

on

Page

in se-

6)

lled

have disappeared from the
True, there were contracts
vith plajers and directors to be conthem, however,
All
of
idered.
vould have ended up in the Fox
old.
.\nd instead of one hundred
more pictures which both units
>r
low make separately, the trade probwould have seen sixty or
.bly

$64,000,000 CUliMED

vould

FOX RESOURCES VALUE

narket.

eventy.

A
:ity
ill

lot of chain operators whose key
holdings need several services to
playing time naturally would

{Continued on

Page

2)

Fox Film has expended

$30,000,the last three years in its program of expansion outlined and approved by its board of directors in
the spring of 1925, executives of the
company state. As a result of this
expansion the company now owns
$64,000,000
at
valued
resources

000

in

is
it
1925,
against $16,000,000 in
controlling
and
owning
claimed,
(Continued on Page 6)

—

Twenty-six theater
Indianapolis
acquisitions are called for in expansion plan in Indiana of Skouras PubTheaters, Inc., which was formed
to take over operation of the Circle
lix

Theaters

chain,

headed

by Robert

Negotiations now are under
way with Arthur Jackson for the
Strand at Crawfordsville.
Lieijer.

Distinct Field

in

if

Plan Carried Out

!

if plans now guardedly
discussed are carried through to conclusion.
Discounting proposals to
merge any of the three companies
with each or one another, efforts are
being made to devise a new distribution plan, which will assure the
future of all three as individual en-

permanently,

tities.

The plan calls for a specialization
of effort, which will solidify the position of each firm in the field. First
National, it is proposed, shall function as a feature producer and distributor exclusively, handling Class
A features, FBO, under the proposal,
would specialize in features exclusively, handling product designed for
subsequent

runs

and

small

towns

especially, while Pathe would function only as a short subject organiza-

Pathe, under the plan, would
take over distribution of
shorts,
in addition to handling its own, and
would proffer its facilities to any
other distributors who might wish
to release through the company.
tion.

FBO

SYNDICATE PICTURES IS
Sound Device
To Cost About $2,500?
EORMEDBYtlARRYTIIOMAS
London (By Cable) — Acoustic

British

svnchronization device, incost approximately $2,500, it is estimated by J. Metcalfe,
manager of British Acoustic Films,
Films'

stalled,

will

Harry
pendent

York

E. Thomas, veteran
exchangeman in the

territory,

of a distributing

Expectations are that the device
will be installed in theaters of Gauwhich
is
Pictures,
mont-British
allied with British Acoustic.

by himself and

— Double-featuring

the
problem of the individual exhibitors
and not an association affair, so the
Cleveland exhibitor unit will take no
action on the situation here. George
Erdmann, secretary and manager of
the exhibitor unit, is authority for
the statement.

Cleveland

is

New

announces formation

Ltd.

Cleveland Unit Not to
Act on Double-Featuring

inde-

company

controlled

his associates, to be
(Continued on Page 6)

Poli's Price
Worcester,

Mass.

— Sylvester

Z. Poli is seeking $21,000,000
England
for his chain of
theaters, it is reported here.
Fox has practically closed for
the chain and is claimed to have

New

offered between $19,000,000 and
$20,000,000.

.

THE
D^ZJtOi

-^0^

DAILV

more stamina, far more assertiveness than has appeared in organization policies in several years will evi-

First National
{Continued from Page 1)
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

distributor affiHations and the like.
Fox, then, would simply have become an indispensable factor in many
theaters than he is
more Class

A

now.
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Another Angle
Take Skouras

face.

ros gets

in St. Louis. SpyParamount. But he can't get

M-G-M, because

36/

5,000

121/

Loew chain opFox is pretty
there.

a huge house
and it won't be long before Skouras
He has
will find Fox closed to him.
several Class
houses that cannot
get along on Paramount alone or
even Paramount with a split in the
M-G-M product. He, like others,
Certainly,
needs several services.
there is no dearth of product, but
Skouras feels he must have First
National.
In other cities, the situation is
much the same. In Detroit, Fox is
building in opposition to Kunsky. It
won't be long before B. and K. have
a Fox house to buck in the Chicago
"loop."
F. and R. rather expect a
Fox house in Minneapolis.
It became obvious to these large
chain operators that it was to their
interest, and even necessary in fact,
to keep First National going, but going in a way that made it impossible
for Fox or anybody else to purchase

headed and

is

Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Ph' ladelphia.

Vitaphone a Hit at Savannah
Ga.
Vitaphone entered
Savannah via "Tenderloin" at the
Odeon. The debut of .synchronized
pictures brought out capacity and
overflow audiences and drew enthusiastic comments.

—

&

Hippler

—

Mod-

is

at the

ALEX

DALY

MOSS,

the genial and effidirector of publicity and
advertising for Columbia Pictures,
cient

Chicago

Universal

Peake Buy Another

— Hippler

&

Peake, oper-

Pastime and Orpheum,
Maquoketa, the Fern at Oxford,
Junction, and the Lyric at Preston,
la,
have brought the Galva, Galva,
111., from L. & J. Trever. They will
take possession July

Saffir

Leonid

Philadelphia

recently,

representative

Saffir,

Fox touched
suburbs.

Stanley,

Campbell
same

is

back

in

New

old smiling Pat,
despite his recently-acquired wealth,
the

bequeathed him by an uncle.

Plan Twin Theaters
Mass. Twin

of

feel

—

Sprinj.?field,

pjictu

German producing firms, is theaters identical in every detail a:
in New York to arrange for distri- planned by Barbara and Wadie S
bution of several feature produc- mani.
One will be located at 76]
which he has brought to the Liberty St. and the other at 3
United States.
He is headquarter- Chestnut St. Both houses will sea'
ing with J. H. Zarovich of Zakoro 800 and cost $50,000.
The architect
Film Corp.
and bm'lder is J. W. Foster.
tions,

Albright- Neiser Extends

Mi?es, Detroit, Still

—

N. C.
Albright-Neiser
Amusement Enterprises Co. have
bought a circuit in North Carolina
consisting of houses at Lexington,
Asheville,

Concord and West Asheville.

—

Open

Detroit
Contrary to report, the
Miles Oriental has not closed. Financial difficulties have been overcome,
and the house is operating as usual
under the receivership.

K^AXY \^<r
YOU CAN USE
A

Lengthy Stage Presentation and Still Have Sufficient
Playing

Time

for a

KRAZY KAT
CARTOON

of

kindly disposed toward Fox
digging into Stanley strongholds.
And, feeling as it
did, what was more natural than to
to

Pat
York,

theaters.
the am-

course, didn't like it. Would you if
you had millions of dollars at stake
in a rich theater
territory where,
after years of hard work, your supremacy as theater potentate was almost beyond dispute?
Stanley, therefore, had no reason

and

all

several

munition box again with announcement of two big de luxe houses in
City

1.

are

executives

pepped M/) over "Lonesome," Dr.
Paul Fejos' initial picture for the
company.

Seeks Distribution Deals

The prime factor moving through
the entire surprise deal is the Stanley organization and its president,
Irving Rossheim.
The inside has
been stirring for weeks over the
maneuvers involving Stanley.
Fox

Animated by
Ben Harrison
and
Manny Gould

For This Popular Subject
Takes But Five to Seven
Minutes to Project

—

It

Is

Timed

to

Meet the

Needs of All Types of Programs.

his persistent

move

whatever direction it was
possible to move to checkmate the

Fox
Another Opening at Augusta, Ga.
Augusta, Ga. "The Jazz Singer,"

who

By PHIL M.

KANN

Stanley

Quaker

at the

it

That's That

the

erates the State
nearly finished with

Only

31

Vitaphoned, opens today

holders

downtown

88

(s)

jcska.

franchise

had an entirely different situation to

20
97

85

Bond Market.
Curb Market,
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).

-Savannah,

National

and Publix have been seeking control.
The former has been piling
worry after worry on the heads of
the Stanley personnel in the form of

Last Prices Quoted.
(b)
(c)
(o)

First

"4%

16'

365^

where

knows

company

the

ators of the

"12

l66" 100/
18/8
70

Naturally,

control.

126

(c) Trans-Lux
.

'366

of the sales force, the studio force and, in fact, of the entire
structure, will be stiffened.

—

—

get back to the beginning that is
the explanation for some of the satthe inner
isfaction that exists in
councils at Paramount.

101'/

(s)
(s)

.

2,300

10954
9954
26

(b) Par.By.5^<s51

United Art.

275/8

13

(b)

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

100

74/2
15j4

pfd

Fox Fm. "A" 85
Fox Thea. "A" 27^ 27^

(s)
(c)

Sales

39
102

39

And

dence themselves very shortly. The

backbone

helm.

A

Financial

1928

The period of uncertainty, was married on Thursday, June 7 in
Do you think Mr. Zukor would which has hung over the organiza- Brooklyn, New York, to Miss Shiryou tion like a dismal cloud for months ley Engel, of that borough, and imIf you do,
have liked that?
don't know your motion pictures. is about to be dissipated.
mediately left on brief honeymoon at
But now it won't happen and to
Atlantic City.

THE

—

11,

far

have had to turn to Fo.x where they
don't do it now, what with producerPrice 5 Cents

Monday, June

in

plans.

This is the background of the
National deal.
Insofar as the
company is concerned, it is not covFirst

ering too

much ground

to assert that

PRESENTED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

Iparamount MINTZ Cartoons

ff

THE DRAG NET
one of 1928^8 biggest
r VARIETY

Wednesday, May

Dragnet" at Mel,

•)•)

hits!f

30, 1928

L A, $25,000, Big;

here's why:

BANCROFT

EVELYN BRENT, most

WILLIAM POWELL,

smashing
"Under-

repeals the great performance he gave in "Under-

sought-after leading

"The Last Command" and now "The
Drag Net." Josef von

world" and "The Showdown," his first two
In
starring pictures.
Paramount's Whole Show
Program for 1928-29,
George Bancroft will star
in four smashing productions including "The Wolf

ways a great asset to any
picture, this popular
"heavy" shows why in
"The Drag Net" he will
star in Paramount's Whole
Show Program. See him
as gentleman-detective
Philo Vance in Paramount's mystery thriller,

JOSEF von STERNBERG,
Director. Three
hits in a row:

world,"

Sternberg Productions in

Paramount's Whole Show
Program are ^'The Case
of Lena Sniith,"^ "Tang
War.'' "The Docks of New
York."

GEORGE

of Wall Street."

•

•

woman in Hollywood, getting

more popular by the
You remember

minute.

her great work in "Underworld" and "The Last

Command."

In Para-

mount's W hole Show Program Evelyn Brent will
appear in "The Letter,"
"Interference" and more.

•

.

.

.

the

al-

"The Canary Murder
Case" and in more.

*

•

way

PARAMOUNT
FRED KOHLER,

a player

whose picturesque

roles

have increased his popuand bounds.
In "The White Sin" and
more in Paramount's

larity by leaps

—

Whole Show Prognam.

makes them, they
have to be good!

kS^^>

First

m

th e Field
i<S^^t

ONE
VITAPH

is

established.

Vitaphone

successful operation in approximately

is

in

400

theatres throughout the United States, and

by September

1st,

^IT'ADHDNi^
^

will be in 750.

^^ ^^^^ than

two years

of

operation has brought

about the most revolutionary change in
business that any industry has ever experi-

enced.

VITAPHONE CORPORATION!

^IITApHQIlE
^ • ^

Years of
work have

has passed the elementary stage.
experimenting

and

laboratory

no comparisons can
be entertained. Exhibitors are not asked to experiment and pioneer
with Vitaphone. Vitaphone has done the experimenting and pioplaced Vitaphone so far ahead in

neering.

Vitaphone

^ 1 ^"

that

perfected.

is

%llnrApi|Oli^

its field

^s

backed by the

scientific

knowledge and

laboratory facihties of the world's greatest

group of electrical engineering organizations, and by the production

knowledge and studio
ent producers

facihties of the Industry's foremost independ-

—Warner

Bros. Pictures, Inc.

Vitaphone, with exclusive contracts, brings to the screen the
voices of the world's greatest opera stars and of the leading actors

and actresses

of the

spoken

^fliWA||||||||^

stage.

has been in continuous production for two
years. Vitaphone has more than 400 proven

llr'**''^
yf 1 f
box office attractions available. With its superior facilities and the
advantage of two years of actual production experience, Vitaphone
a
reproduces the voices of the world's greatest entertainers with
the artist.
natural clarity comparable only to the actual voice of

More information of interest
to exhibitors concerning

Wm(^
will appear in subsequent issues

I
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Officers Re-elected

cret caucuses
tion on the

by

officials.

The Broadway Parade
record for top-price shows on New
However, "Abie's Irish
with 13 being listed.
Saturday, and "Ramona" will wind up Friday.
Warners,
with "The Drag Net"
starter
at
an added

A

ac-

is

new development has
been postponed until next year when
operaa better understanding of its
tion and importance will be had.

POSSIBLE

Picture

Distributor

Theater

"Wings"

Paramount

Criterion

M-G-M

Astor
Globe

"Trail

of

'98"

Fox
Paramount

"Street Angel"

unaniAll officers were reelected
Canavan
of
exception
with
mously,
and John P. Nick, sixth vice president, but opposition to both proved

Rose"
Laughs". Universal
United Artists.
"Ramona"
United Artists.
"Tempest"
Paramount
"Street of Sin"
"End of St. Petersburg". Hammerstein
Arch Selwyn
"Dawn"
"Abie's

Irish

"The Man

William E. Monroe of Lovotes
cal No 1, New York, polled 96
balto Canavan's 648, and after the
to
lot was counted it was decided
unanielection
Canavan's
make
Felix Snow, Local 31 of
mous.
was able to garner only
City,
Kansas
trivial.

156 votes

44th

Who

York's big street this week,
is scheduled tc close
"The Lion and the Mouse"
being moved into the Rivoli.

Mar,

.

..

20,

1928

Apr. 9
Apr. 19
Apr. 27

Street

.Rivoli

.Embassy
Rialto

Hammerstein
Times Square.

.

.

May
May
May
May
May

17

capacity of 300,000.
Other develofiiiHments included completion of a lOttorll'
acre modern studio at Fox HilA Tli*
Cal., and establishment of a numb es to
of stars unknown three years agi
In recent years the company has add
con

29

Gaiety

June

"The Lion and
the Mouse"
"The Drag Net"

Warners
Paramount

Warners

June 15
June 16

4

ill

the president.
One of the features of the business sessions
was the raising of the salaries of the presiCanavan s pay
dent and general secretary.
to

was boosted from $17,500 to $20,000
per vear, with Green likewise to draw $20,000.' His salary has been $185 a week.
Numerous resolutions were passed during
check

the sessions, but all pertained to technical
During Friday's closing
points.
business
session addresses of thanks and farewell were
extended by the officers, after which delegates

home.
Joseph N. Weber, president of the American Federation of Musicians, presented Canavan with a gold card, representing a life
A
membership in the musicians' federation.
reciprocal honor is to be bestowed on Weber.
The meeting just closed was the largest in
left

"Fatty" Arbuckle May Be
M. C. at West Coast House

German Houses Playing

(Fatty)
Arbuckle has been given such a big
& Marco's
reception in Fanchon
Idea, playing Loew's State that plans
are under consideration to make him

Berlin
pictures

Los Angeles— Roscoe

C.

a master of ceremonies at one of the
large houses of the West Coast The"Fatty" is proficient as
aters chain.
a drummer and regarded as having
necessary qualifications for an
all

"M. C."

for

association's

his-

the
tory. Approximately 800 delegates were prescovention to be
next
the
of
The site
ent.
held in 1930, is to be selected later by the
An exposition was a
executive committee.
feature of the convention, with new lighting
machines and projection improvements ex-

point

of

attendance

in

hibited.

Syndicate Pictures^ Is

Formed by Thomas
{Continued from Page 1)

known

Syndicate Pictures Corp.
with offices with the New York exchange at 729 7th Avenue.
Under a contract just closed with
El Dorado Prod, of California, the
as

new company
eight
ring Bob

of

serial,

will distribute a series
five reel productions starCuster and a ten episode

"The

starring Joe

A number

Chinatown
Bonomo.
of

sales

Mystery,"

already

made

Suit

first
run outlets in the principal
outstanding of which is the contract
the Roxy, New York.
The company
has contracts with large theaters at Bui
and Washington, with the assurance of
run outlets in new theaters being constr.
for Fox Theaters Corp. at Detroit, Brooi
St. Louis, San Francisco, Newark, Boi
and Los Angeles.
There is no corpori
its

508.
Following is a list of the officers: Canageneral
Richard J. Green
van, president;
Dempsey,
secretary and treasurer; Fred J.
William
vice president; William P. Covert,
S Elliott, Clive Beck, George H. Browne,
lohn P. Nick, William J. Harrer, vice presiHarry Rignan remains as assistant
dents.

the acquisition throai

purchase of the Wesco Corp., whii
controls 232 theaters, with a seatiipiiitv

26
28

Fox

Rivoli

opment was

12

"Fazil"

\}^*

1)

through subsidiary and allied con
panies upwards of 230 theaters.
The expansion program to dc
has resulted in seven major develo
ments from the company's stan
point, according to the executivi
The largest and most recent dev<

Opening Date
Aug. 12, 1927

Central
.

{Continued from Page

Rose"

compared with Nick's

as

ISp^

$64,000,000

1)

Formal

11,

Claimed
Fox Resources Vali|f\.,r

by

Stagehands, Operators
{Continued from Page

Monday, June

Over Russian Film

Double Feature
ly

— To

consume the
now on the market,

German houses

all

Bills

double feature

flood of
practicalare playing

Over-production

bills.

believed to be one of the principal
of the German industry and, with
this in mind, it is expected that the
number of features next season will
be reduced by 200.

is

ills

relationship between
ater Corp.

asir

29

of

Fox Film and Fox

In connection with profits Fox Fill
expected to derive from Wesco, official
mates of the income of the latter are
follows: Gross income $40,000,000 and
annua! income of $2,000,000.
Wesco O
pays out $9,000,000 annually for film rem
Thd profits of Fox Film as a result of
Wesco Corporation will be received

1

resentative for

M-G-M

in the Orient,

|.Con

three separate sources: net profit from
ater operations
its share of the film rei
and its share of the reciprocal business,
is
rental of Fox films to other picture
ducing and exhibiting companies whose
tures are rented to Fox controlled compai

leriii

lich

itittin

If,"

'S."

Profits from theater operation of the Wi
George Robinton, acting for Mrs. has arrived in New York on a com- Corporation,
it is pointed out, accrue to
Ida Plimack, states he has had suit bined business and vacation trip. He Film immediately but profits from the o
for
an
Pictures
two
sources will begin to accrue about
filed against Collwyn
will confer with officials of the comaccounting on "The Russian Revolu- pany and plans to spend about two tember, 1928, when present Wesco contri
expire.
As a result of those developmi

litjl

'ul

!

tion" claimed to be property of Mrs.
Plimack and turned over to Collwyn
It
on a fifty-fifty distribution deal.
is alleged Collwyn has refused to produce the corporation's books on request, but Collwyn denies this, alleg-

ing the books were stolen at the time
of the request and, therefore, could
not be produced. Collwyn also claims
the plaintiff misrepresented in that
some of the sequences in the picture
were offered for purchase by other
parties, that the negative did not
match up with the print and that the
material in the picture was not exclusive as claimed when the deal was

made.

—Film For
Calcutta "Sacrifice"
Indian

"Outside"

first
the
is
all-Indian picture to obtain distribution outside of India.
J. V. Bryson
of European has agreed to aid in
distributing the film, produced by the
Orient Pictures Corp. from the book

by the El Dorado company will be by Aabindranath Tagore, with N. D.
taken over by Syndicate Pictures. Tandhi directing.
Interiors
were
These include the sale of the Cus- made at Bombay.
ters for the South to Liberty Specialty Film Co., for Kansas City to
Four Signed for "U" Cast
Midwest Film Distributors, PhiladelBeatrice Blinn, Adelaide Rondell,
phia to Success Pictures, Chicago to Barbara Barondess and Peggy ShanSecurity Pictures, St. Louis to Pre- non have been signed by Universal
mier Pictures and New York to First for "The Girl on the Barge," Rupert
Division Distributors.
Hughes story which Edward Sloman
is

directing at Whitehall, N. Y.

Rayart Sold, for Canada
Ed J. Smith Returns
Columbia Pictures, Ltd., of ToronEd. J. Smith, general sales manto, with branch offices in Winnipeg, ager
of Tiffny-Stahl, has returned
Montreal and St. John, N. B., have to New York from two weeks' tour
signed for the new Rayart "Box- of the branches which took him as
Office Twenty" for 1928-29.
far west as Dallas.

months

in this

country before return-

ing to the Far East.

Paris

vogue

into consideration the
sion and growth of business.

— Pictures
in

The Olympia will
show between matinee
Nice
and evening performances. The the- gaged
a

'arii

normal

lied

Co

ex;

are gaining a wider
Paris theaters hithertofore

barred to them.
play

Idol

Fox Film for 1928 are expet
to establish a new high record with grei
profits in 1929 when the company recei
the full benefit of the Wesco acquisition,

earnings of

taking

French Houses "Going Films"

film

ater of Porte Saint Martin
transformed into a cinema.

will

Bur el Joins Ingram
1
H. Burel has been enf
as
cameraman for "Threil
be
Passions," Rex Ingram productioil
which United Artists will release ill

Form French Company

—

Films Maurice Sollin has
Paris
formed with offices at 11 Rue de La
Marcel Lesieur, who was
Fidelite.

— L.

America.
He photographed "J'Ac*
cuse" and was technical director oi'l
"Napoleon."
Colas K. Monniott iihis assistant.

associated with the making of "Mare
Nostrum," has been signed, as well
as M.
rector.

Georges

le

Landais as art

di-

^~~--.^

Completes Maria Corda Film

London

— Victor

Saville

has

com-

pleted production of "Tesha," Maria
Corda vehicle for Wardour, and will
next make "Kitty" for Burlington
Films and based on the novel by

War\\ick Deeping.

"Presentations are
about to nose dive

Incorporate Regal Theaters

—

Wilmington, Del. Regal Theaters
been incorporated with 100,000
shares, no par value.
Incorporators
include A. L. Miller, T. L. Fray and
has

A.

25,

;Gi

;

Chamberlin in N. Y.
Frank V. Chamberlin, special rep-

se;

Srsl

out of the picture.
Short subjects and

sound
to

Get
the

long

—

sold the Royal to J. B. Stine of Clinton and J. N. Wycoff of Terre Haute.

place,

the

band

on
other
It'll

bi

fellow

pay

run.

and see."

Sipe Sells Newcastle House
Newcastle, Ind. Rollie Sipe has

are

their

wagon now and
it.

V. Lane.

pictures

take

in

tfl

the

WaU

'

THE
June

Iday,

Coast Wire
«) uality

J^^

DAILY

1928

11,

Second Sound Picture

Service-

House for Birmingham

On Broadway

Signs H. B.Warner

—

With VitaBirmingham, Ala.
phone alread}' established at the
Strand, comes the announcement that

Astor—"The Trail of '98"
Broadway ."A Thief In the Night"
Cameo ^"Shooting Stars"
Capitol
"A Certain Young Man"
Central "The Man Who laughs"
Criterion "Wings"
Embassy ^"Tempest"
"Husband By Proxy"
Fifty fifth

—

——
Gardner James Signed
—
—
TO APPEAR IN rOUR
by Caddo Productions
——
Inspiration
former
Gardner James,
—
star, has been signed by Howard
Jonathan
TURES UNDER CONTRACT Hughes for a role in "The Mating Drew"Ave. —"Strange Case
Rose"
"Abie's
Forty-Fourth
Thomas Meighan's second
Call,"
Gaiety —^"Fazil"
has vehicle under the Caddo banner, Globe— "Street Angel"
Corp.
Distributing
ualitv
directing. Hammerstein's —"End
Petersburg"
ed H. B. Warner for three pic- which James Cruze
—
play Hippodrome "Walking Back"
and
Adoree
proBrent
Renee
Evelyn
1928-29
for the company's
New York— Monday, "Across
Loew's
The company will produce 12 feminine leads.
n.
"Modern Mothers"

1

of

Fifth

Irish

is

ure booked for the

Alabama

is

"Ten-

derloin."

understood that Vitaphone
It
is
synchronized pictures will be used
to
only occasionally at the Alabama and
"Tuesday,
Singapore"
the majority of synchronized picWednesday,
Handicap"
"Old
Age
and
"Speedy"; Thursday, "Hello Cheyenne"; tures will go to the Strand. The AlaFriday, "Crooks Cannot Win" and "The bama is local home of the Publix
Girl He Did Not Buy"; Saturday, "Tillie's
shows, the Strand, a straight picture
Sunday, "Burning
of

s

the Alabama today will inaugurate
both Vitaphone and Movietone. The
Alabama, one of the finest Publix
houses in the Southeast, will be the
first de luxe theater in this territory
to present sound synchronized picThe first synchronized feattures.

St.

;

ures for the new season under
onal supervision of Abe Carlos,
he contract is an exclusive one,
ar as independents are concerned,
ulating that he may not work for
other independents during the
$-29 season.
he first of three is to be "The Roice of a Rogue" by Ruby M.

James W.

es.

on

rk

Home

will direct,
starts about

picture

the

25.

e

;

Lehrman Preparing
Henry Lehrman is preparing an
Original

original
go into

as
soon as

her

finishes

initial

"Vampire

la

Beebe

Marjorie
starring

will

a

vehicle,

"The Farmer's Daughter."

Moran has been awarded

g-terni contract

which she

is

scheduled to appear

release

future

a
Pictures

by Fox.

"Making

are

and

"Speakeasy,"

the

"False

Nita Naldi in Paramount Film
Naldi has been cast for "The
del of Montmartre," to be filmed
Paris by Leonce Perret and disuted by Paramount.

Jita

Romance";

Punctured
Daylight"

Mark Strand

house.

— "Tenderloin

—
Luck"
— "Street
Sin"
— "Ramona"
King"
a
Roxy— "Chicken
—
Paramount

for

^"Foo'.s

Court

of

Rialto
Rivoli

Long

la

Warners

Keaton's Next Titled
"The Cameraman" will be

the re-

"The Lion and the Mouse" (opens

June 15)
Times Square

Buster Keaton's
leasing title for
current comedy, "Snap Shots."

Gives Long Term
Contract to Lois Moran

ide,"
lors."

work

Mode," as

—"Dawn"

Nashville Opening
Nashville

X

ois

by Renee Marie which

—

Today

Vitaphone today

will

debut in Nashville at the
Knickerbocker, the ace house of the
Crescent Amusement chain of which

make

Chase Starts Comedy

its

Charley Chase has started work on
his next for Hal Roach, a society
Tony Sudekum is president. "When
comedy.
The supporting cast in- a Man Loves" is the attraction.
cludes

Ed Kennedy, Gene Morgan,

Vivien Oakland and Anita
Hal Yates is directing.

Garvin.

Charles Scott Starts Company
Dover, Del. Charles A. Scott Pictures Corp. has been incorporated at
$250,000 to deal in motion pictures.

—

Mexican Player with M-G-M
M-G-M has signed Raquel Torres,
Mexican actress, to a long term contract, on the strength of her work
the South
in
in "White Shadows

Sells

Island City

Theater

—

The

recently

completed Kew Gardens theater at
Kew Gardens was sold at auction
pursuant to an order of the Queens
Supreme Court for $153,000. David
Steinberg of Manhattan, the purchaser, will

standing

also

take over the out-

liens.

Danish Film Company Bankrupt
Copenhagen, Denmark Inability

—

to

secure a sufficient outlet for its product has forced Nordisk to the wall.
The firm was the leading producer
of Denmark.
There is said to be
a possibility that it will be taken
over by an American firm.

,.«.,«..•»*..«..•»••*•..•.••»*•••**•*••••••*••*•••

Seas."

Conway to
ack Conway
miy

Direct Haines

make

will

Valentine"

with

"Alias

William

M-G-M.

ines for

New York

Cody-PrinKle Story Bought
'The Single Man," play by Hubert
nry Davies, has been purchased by
G-M as the next co-starring
^

licle

ingie.

Coming East
Johnson, director of Paramount's title department, has left for
Julian Johnson

Julian

Lew Cody and Aileen
Harry Beaumont will di-

for

in

Arlen-Carroll Co-Featured
Paramount's plan to co-feature
Richard Arlen and Nancy Carroll has
taken definite form with announcement that they will do a chorus girl
story to be called "Soubrette."

t.

nnounctng-

search of story material.

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS PICTURES, Inc.

the opening of the

Manhattan Studios
{Formerly Pathe Studios)

OFFER

A NOVEL SERIES OF

"EMBARRASSING MOMENTS

MOTION PICTURE SETTINGS

>>

on

{All Rights Protected)

ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST SINGLE REEL
NOVELTY EVER PRODUCED

A

NOW READY FOR SCREENING

For Further Information

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS PICTURES,
Now At

The

HOTEL ASTOR

JESSE

WEIL— Pres.

&

Inc.

134th Street

Inc.
and Park Avenue

|

I

Pres.

Tec-Art Studios

Hollywood,

Manhattan Studios,

Mgr.

Gen.

DAVID FINDLAY— Vice.

complete service for the

INDEPENDENT PRODUCER

A DIRECT AUDIENCE AND EXHIBITOR TIE-UP
THAT'S A SENSATION

FIRST OF SERIES

a contract basis.

Calif.

"IMAGINE MY EMBARRASSMENT"

7648

Harlem

7649
• .#.^..#. .«..•..-•.. ••"••-• ••-"•"••*•
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Where Are You Being Headed?
Mr. Just An Exhibitor:

trons squirm and turn, keeping them
disgruntled for over two hours?

You've got the wrong caption on
your ad. You're not heading anyyou're being headed and
where
herded by a lot of serious worries
that have you on the run.

—

m

You

"What's keeping people
away from my houses?" Why don't
you find out? Why don't you go out
and ring door bells, if necessary. Ask
them what's wrong.

You

1

ask,

"What

anyone doing
about the radio menace?" You aren't
trying to eliminate it, are you? To
do so would be as futile as trying to
destroy the Great Wall of China
with birdseed. Why don't you compete with radio and the comfortable
Morris Chairs? Are your seats comask,

yourself that. Over
of your patrons' time is spent in

fortable?

90%

is

Ask

your SEATS. Do they even approach the comfortable Morris Chair
beside the radio or do they make pa-

An

Suppose you, Mr. Just

Exhibitor, were straight-jacketed in a poor
seat for two or three hours at the

—

would you feel like
heartily applauding any kind of a
program?
end

of that time,

your seats are comfortable, you
have one of the most powerful advantages on your side
the same kind your patrons get at home or in their motor
This may be one of the ancars.
If

— COM-

FORT! —

<

swers, Mr. Just An Exhibitor. Buy
the most comfortable seat you can
find

and reasonably

afford.

exhibitor, who reseated with
our chairs, reports a 30% increase in
patronage (name on request). This
increase did not come, however, just
because we built the chairs, but because he offered his patrons the same
kind of comfort they had at their
own firesides
good pictures.

One

PLUS

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD COMPANY
Theatre Seating Division
Baltimore, Md.

Chicago,

Detroit, Mich.

Minneapolis, Minn.
York, N. Y.

St.

Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.

New

Louis, Mo.
San Francisco,

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Seattle,

111.

Portland,

Calif.

Wash.

Oregon

^

:

Pantages Expansion on Coast Rousing Interest
ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

;!^€>NEWSPAPER

o/'FILMDOM
VOL. XLIV No.

Tuesday, June

62

Read and Learn
copy
OVERby N.news
W. Ayer and
out
Son,

money

and

spent ill various
media, appears this
Note to Editor

—

on

actually
advertising

material

Pittsburgh —-Considerable

We

submit

this

We

A

interest

junction

The

on

is

that

distributors.
In a controversy
(Continued on

between
Page

P.

human,

locality,

re-

at

suburban theaters,

by daylight saving time. Downtown houses also are playing

Many of
to reduced receipts.
the neighborhood theater ownare considering opening
ers
houses an hour later
their
than at present.

it

QUALITY IS

WHAT COUNTS

3)

Worthwhile pictures properly produced will be readily accepted by the
American public, regardless of coun-

DEEENDANT ABSENT

—

Arbitration is
Cleveland
charting a smooth course here,
exhibitors' unwillingness to
to
on cases when the defendant is
The case then goes to
present.
'

not

due

try of origin, Joe Brandt, president
of Columbia, said yesterday on his
{Continued on Page 2)

One

of the surprises is
Eddie Gribbon, for years in comedies, who plays a major role and
Lila Lee and
does it very nicely.
Kenneth Harlan round out the quartet to a nicety.

called for today when it is expected
that Joseph P. Kennedy, president of
FBO., chairman of the board of directors of K-A-O and business advisor of Pathe, will be named presi-

Sam Morris Month

act

the

First

National pooling

which preserved the identity of
the company, was closed a few days
ago, and Kennedy was named special
advisor of the organization, it had
been anticipated that he would soon
Hawley's conhead the company.
deal,

tract still has about a year to run
but the unexpired portion has been
taken care of by financial adjustment.

CODE OE ETHICS "A.B.C.

27,338 Playdates Is

STUfE," COLE SAYS

Total
was

Total of 27,338 playdates
chalked up by the Warner sales force
Month, observed
plaintiff distributor by default. How- for Sam E. Morris
led the field,
Buffalo
the
May.
during
of
members
ever, the exhibitor
Denver. Salt
board will not sign the award in followed by New York,
Portland, New
Seattle,
City,
do
Lake
if
they
that
declaring
such cases
Atlanta and
Philadelphia,
they may be made liable for Haven,
so,
not
the

Washington.

Dalla.s— "There's nothing new and
everything of importance is rejected
or sidetracked in the Code of Ethics
as announced last week by the FedH.
eral Trade Commission," Colonel
A. Cole charges.

A.B.C. stuff," the colonel
"with practically all subcare
jects mentioned now being taken
have
always
they
as
contracts
nf in
"It's

all

continues,

Combination Chain Adding to
Holdings in West at Fast Pace

profession.

Hawley resigned as
B.
Clifford
president of First National at a meeting of its board of directors yesterAnother session has been
day.

When

NOT 80URCEJAYS BRANDT

IE

Today When Directors
Meet Again

dent.

L.

entertaining
very
damages.
and, it follows, a very good picture.
Another yarn of tlie Marine Corps.
Which,
It's got Gotham all excited.
for the prois easy to understand,
duction is sure to send audiences out
feeling that they have spent their
Mickey Bcimett, child
time well.
performer, is splendid; he's a natural
actor and apparently born to the

Very

office

ceipts

its

gist of the decision

— Box

have been cut from 25 to
50 per cent, depending on the

a temporary inthe distributor has

The final
merits.
hearing will not take place until late
summer or early fall.
case

So. H.
for three

"United States Smith"

Indianapolis

been made permanent until such time
as there will be a final hearing of
the

Expected Action Scheduled

Grosses Hit

whereby
against

Noteworthy Addition EXHIBITORS WON'T ACT

B. Warner joins Quality
A
Well, well.
pictures!
feather in Quality's cap if ever there
was one. Annexing players of the
distinction that is Warner's is a
coup of no mean proportions. Remember him in "Silence," "The
King of Kings" and "Sorrell and
Son"? Of course, you do. Always
a performer whose work is of the
highest order, we anticipate good
things to come from him via Quality.

KENNEDY BECOMING HEAD

being focussed in Pittsburgh where
Common Pleas Judge Thomas D.
Carnahan has rendered a decision in
favor of an exhibitor against a dis-

who have
Terse, pointed and business- is illegal for distributors
no contracts with an exhibitor, to
like.
So dififerent from the mo- send out deposit letters to that extion picture idea that the lesson hibitor. The case infers conspiracy
which the trade might learn and blackmailing on the part of the
from this direct, above-board
and sensible way of doing things
is clear cut and unnecessary of
of further comment.

F. N.;

is

tributor,

sheet for
you to judge solely on the basis
preof its general interest.
sent it with no relation to any
advertising we may have placed
in your publication.
the

HAWLEY OUT OF

IS HIT

IN RULING or COUfiT

advertis-

national

ing agency which ranks with
the greatest in the country in
point of important accounts

handled

DEPOSfT DEMAND

sent

all

Price 5 Cents

1928

12,

West

"My Best Girl" Mary's
Biggest Money-Maker
has grossed mere

"My Best Girl"
than any other Mary

Pickford pic-

Coast

Bureau.

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Expansion

Los
Alexander Pantages
Angcle.s

is

activity

Cole referred to bicycling,
holding of films by exhibitors aiu
ntlicr outlawed practices.
been."

HOME SOUND EILMS HELD

attracting

attention on the Coast, for the combination house operator, is rapidly
This, with
adding to his holdings.

"JUST AROUND CORNER"

Atlantic City— Talking pictures m
C(.rsi)ots
in
key
situation
up"
the "sewed
the home are "just around the
11.
Revivals
is imminent.
television
poin
and
a
ner,"
theaters
Pantages
places the
tlie West
of
Why not? Time cannot dim the
president
vice
Davis,
P.
sition of second importance.
Another
merits of good pictures.
inghouse Electric and Maiiutactuniig
Girl'
Best
I'rcsno,
"My
But
at
exhibitor.
building
the
l.igh'
is
Pantages
instance is that of "Tol'able David."
Co., told the National l-:iectnc
overages on
iiere
houses
convention
iilaiis
and
eight years old and now current in had more and greater
recent
Pa.sadena
its
Ass'n at
than any Oakland.
is an es tai)lished|
Los Angeles wheic it is doing a percentage engagements
of
transmission
cities
other
Sight
and
Francisco
Pick- at San
and it onl
More about this prior picture made by Mary
healthy business.
There now arc 69 houses fact in the laboratory,
state.
,..''*'^'
ford and its total gross is greater, the
(Continued on Page 2)
later.
in the Pantages chain.

K AN N

ture, states

United

Artists.

"Little Annie Rooney" and "Tcss
preof the Storm Country" topped
vious Pickfoid pictures, not only for
for
the producer and distributor but

also.

'

...

Tuesday, June

Says Quality is, What
Counts, Not Source

"The

public is surfeited with the meliocre
and inconsistencies in production, and
favor the interchange of plots between the
producers of different countries in order to
create a form of entertainment more pieas(Continued from page 1)
Ing to the general public.
The legitimate
.stage develops new writers every year, but
return to
York from an extend- in this respect we
are sadly lacking for the
ed stay abroad. Quality pictures will want of co-operation.
"On the theater side some developments
never result from quotas or other
tovvaids the consolidation and grouping of
artificial forms of protection created
theater interests are taking place, and the
by legislation, he believes.
financial world is infusing into the exhibition
"Each country has something to impart side big capital; but here again the protection of these large consolidations can only be
to the rest of the world which is exclusive
found in the quality picture, as there can
of itself; no country is lacking in the atonly
be one viewpoint in the operations of
tractiveness of its environment, its quota of
commercial activity and its percentage of such large combines, that Is, tne perpetual
desire to obtain the quality picture, as there
nature's wonders and splendors," he said.
"At first flush however, one is at a loss can only be one viewpoint in the operations
of such large combines, that is,
the perto understand how any country can hope to
petual desire to obtain the quality picture
accomplish this desired
result
by special irrespective of its
country or origin.
forms of legislation, and especially by the
"The enormous investments of the public
most popular method which seems to be one
in the industry today can only be protected
which tends to curtail directly or indirectly
by constantly giving it the form of enter
the
importation and exhibition of foreign
tamment which is most acceptable to it, and
pictures.
This is the perogative of the nain order to do this there must be
tives of the country concerned, and is
a unanifor
them to say what benefits have been achieved; mous purpose of all nations to create the
highest
type
of entertainment for public conbut on all sides I am forced to realize that
sumption in order to preserve for the inno legislation yet has prevented a form
of
dustry
a
sense
of permanency and to enabuse on the original intent behind such
courage the public to continue to patronize
legislation, namely the manufacture of quanthe motion picture theater.
In my opinion
tities of pictures at the expense
of quality.
no one country is big enough to provide the
"It must be quite obvious that the
indus- necessary variety.
try must be commercial to succeed,
but it is
"I contend that the independent
also niost essential that the artistic
producer
expres- stands as the only
barrier against the monopsion should be a dominant factor
with the olization of picture
interests,
and in support
commercial aspect.
ot this conviction, my present
activities are
"The argument has been advanced that almost wholly
confined to a serious attempt
quantity pictures are made because of
to establish
the
reliable independent distributing
restricted distribution area which
European agencies throughout the world for the inpictures have.
In the main this has been terchange and circulation
of worthwhile picso, i,ue to the short-sightedness
tures of all countries."
of my own
countrymen
not having a more sympathetic
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Seat,
(c-b) do 6s 36 ..
*
Bal. & Katz ..
(c) Con. Fm. Ind..
(c)
do pfd.
(s) East. Kodak
*(s)
do pfd.
...
*(c) Film Insp.
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
(s)

.

.

.

39

35

*(c) Intern.
*(b) Keiths

Loew's,

(s)

15

24 .>i
173/2

25/8

176%

Para.

*(s)

do

F-L
pfd.

...
...

do 6s 47...
*(b) Par.By.S-^sSl
(b)

Pathe
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(b)
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3,666
1,800

69/

69/

69/

1

29

32
34

6

34H

34^

4
16
85

3,300

"America is a ready market for forei'^n
made product of every description, and
no

30

37/

35

30
35

"I submit the view, therefore,
that European producers now enjoying
the impetus
created for picture production
should allow
this point to weigh
heavily with them and
forsake the present popular
policy of quantity

pictures irrespective of quality.
am glad to note that recent develonmen s are tending to divorce the
American
heater owner from an insular
I

120/

118

119

Tu^r'

8,200
5,400
54

°^

part
nothing would give me
greater pleasure than to
receive an interna
producers at the Cokm,.
?/
li°a"ft„dir'*'-"°;i
bia studios in Hollywood
with

he

Bond Market.

P"n'ose and

St^ci

txchX"e."
NOTE: Balaban & Katz
C^)

Skouras, St. Lon.s;

is

listed

ChicagoStanley, Philadelphia
in

Eddie Grainger in Mid-West
Cleveland-E. C. Grainger, of
the

I'ox

sales
department,
has
been
spending a few days here.
He will
also visit Detroit and
Cincinnati before returnnig to
York.

New

Jack Sullivan in N Y
Jack .Sullivan, head of the
booking department of West
Coast The
aters, is in New York.
.

world

f""""'""
"'^*
at '"T""^''large in our

better pictures.

'^'' '"' ^^''^'^>-

view

a

r7efinL"'"f

Curb Market.

pa-

only with that secmotive and atmos^°^'^ ^'^"'^"- '^ ^'its

my

"For

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)
(c)

a

from the world aspect, and the
departs from world ethics and
the simple hu
""^'^''^tood ^V all castes and
rree,l«'"'°"?"creeds
and imparts into his production

"^

*

Films
"Just Around Corner"
(.Continued

days ago, gave

"bluenoses" here a
medicine, when
they prevailed upon police to keep the
theater closed on Sunday.
As jus-

taste

in

to

to

ar-

establish

'"'°

'"'''

^^^''^

'lave

seen a very
^
m-irierl"'^
marked
improvement in theater construction
throughout Europe and the
methods of
re
picture

entertainment

Some magnihcent
ay givmg the

to

to

structures are
people comfort

the

public
ex i'te, ce

i,

and hea Ih
service
This

surroundings and efficient
'Riving an additional fillip to
picture p?o
duction, but quality
hecomes more vital as ^
'
^^ a
consequence.
ful

eJt'^ll"''

."'d"stry
'k''

po tan?e"that""
fivate
t

vate

fhl
the

P°""'

V^ability
latent
I

echn cTan "'t^
enter^nse.^

is

°
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endeavors

within

its

to cul-

borders
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advancement

of

our great

him

i._„o-_
traffic.

,«

L

when

the police declined
stop all activity, including
f

([to

j

His'

Musselman Buys Victor
Chain in West Texas
Pans,

Tex.— C.

tl

Musselman of
Pans has taken over the John Victor
circuit

in

J.

west Texas.

expand the

He

\m-

atk

plans to, U H

circuit.

J

|,

,

Ohio Passes "Streets of Sin"
Cleveland— "Streets of Sin," Emil
Janmngs picture, which was held up
by the Ohio censor board, finally has ""
been

passed

after

eliminations were

several

minor

made

Plunkett Back at
Joseph
Plunkett

*'"

It

Mark Strand
yesterday

kett

also

continues

as

>-

re-

taiA

Kd
'

head of the

the

iai

production department of the Stanley
Co.
If You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

p!

Is-tb

sumed managing directorship cf the
Mark Strand, New York. Mr. Plun-

ill,

CI

lereii

of

new

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

BJIer
I

a lot
iplt

mil

wlant

uiiU9acHByt
••
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I

_

I

c

sible

CONSULT US AND SAVE
MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

110

Sijui

West az^St, New ybrk.MV.
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agents

for

Debrie
'

was injured recently when

tkec;
(ted

a basecrashed through a window
of his
automobile as he was passing
a park
diamond. Spitalny was taken

a

ball

Luke

to

s

St

Hospital.

Lease Norwich Theater
Norwich, Conn.-N. B. Lewis
has
leased he Strand to S. K.
Feld and
M. Later of New York City
and
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1
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
=

"Tl

for

SUBSCRIBERS

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts

lynes,

TO

Picture Theatres

Attractions

tgi'atf

JCllsti

FREE
Film Daily

essentially depena''=
°^ utmost' im-

,<=°^"t'-y

u

n

citizens,

to help

versal office in Charlotte.

would gladK

I

compiling, ^'frou

'A^

own

except of necessity or charity, deputiz-

W

Maurice Spitalny Hurt
Cleveland— Maurice Spitalny, musical
director at Loew's Stillman,

their

.uji

mg

tormerly branch manager of
the Universal exchange at Charleston,
ya., which has been closed,
is now
doing special work out of
the Uni-

acceptable to
general aim for

knowledge of American the
°^ entertainment values
^'^^'^
acceptalile to that country
acceutTl'e"t-

of

tice of the peace, Meyer clamped the
hd down tightly, prohibiting all work,

Tuttle on Charlotte Force
Charlotte, N. C.-T. O.
Tuttle,

'"'^

Furthermore

deputation

The'l;
V''^
the
hrst
hand

^ntmg

I

from page 1)
remains to reduce it to practical form
to make it available to the
public he
said At the start of talking
films for
the home, the device will be
actuated
through use of individual film
records, later as a service of
the broadcasting station, he believes.

there
there should be any disraised against pictures made

voice

aijroad.

ftTd

20
97

31

Home Sound

why

reason

sentient

rochial activity dealing
tion which understands

82

.

have given them courage to pursue
and de'
yelop the latent ability which we
know exists
in every country.

picture
moment he

4

43/8

by

them to make a better grade of
picture by reason of the additional
income
from the United Sta'-es, and greater
still

^!!JT''1
"4 '° ^'^ exhibited in America
Any producer today must make

40

2/

producer

viewpoint and
^^"['hwhile European pictures are

6/

39/
35/

European

the

access to

the important outlet of
the Lmited
States.
Also the argument is
advanced that had American theaters made
in
the past, definite gestures of their
willingness
to
acquire a certain number of European
pictures, It would have given a
financial impetus to the
European producers thereby

IS

19

.

(c) Warner
Bros.,
(s)
do "A"
(e-b) do 6K'S 2

995/8

26

103/ 104
123H 121/ 121/

towards

«*

Westwood, N. J.— E. Alan Meyer,
who opened the Westwood here a few-

m

attitude

giving him

enabling

7,300
10,100

108/ 108/

99/

.

.

25/

'8/

United Art.
13
do pfd.
80
Univ. Ch. com.
7
do pfd.
*(c) Univ. Pict.
*(s)
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...
.

82'

9934

.

.

Sl'A

66^

5/
.

1,900

963/

31
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Co.

Stanley
(o) Technicolor
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(o)

.
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173/
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13

.

..

700
900
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4Vg
106
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6s
46
Inc. . 70?^
41 WW. 109

Orph. Cir.
do pfd.

(s)
(s)
(s)

2,200

74/

.

(b)
do 6s
(b)
do 6s41x-war.
*(s) M-G-M
pfd..
(s) M.
P.
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Sales

35
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Close

mi
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"Bluenoses" Taste Own
Medicine at Westwootf

play-,
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ILY TIPS

DOUADS FOB 9I0WMEN

Deposit Demand Hit
In Court Ruling
(Continued from page

(M-G-M)
bedded batch of flowers
iidiiig from one side of the lobby
box oflie other and above the
crved as a background for the
The letters in the title were
oni compoboard in a Chinese
to lend the proper atmosphere
tliickly

I

i

display.

On

either side of the

entrance were columns upon
ch were painted some Chinese
(Cters, while along the walls of
)\

\

I

were stills from the picture,
and two Chinese parasols.
the top of the box office supA two Chinese parasols of the
icr
W. H. Hemphill,
variety.
Macon, Ga.

-lieets

—

1,

"Dressed to Kill"
(Fox)

wore a full-dress uniform
ling a silk plug hat and carried

-her
le.

As he walked up and down

treets and into stores and other
pass out
places, he would
the size of an ordinary callard.
Copy on the cards read,
-sed to Kill with Mary Astor,

—

ic

Lowe, now playing,
John McKenna,
theater."
Charlotte, N. C.

nd

11

!

.1,

—

"Drums

of

ImIm-

Love"

(United Artists)
)ffered

new

a

prize

endings

a

in

to

the

contest
picture

aller prizes followed. This stirred
a lot of local interest, and got

discussing the picture and
sible endings other than the one
Stillman,
screen.
iwn
on
the
veland, O.
pie

—

"Harold Teen"
(Fiirst Nat'l)

Equipped a collegiate Ford similar
the one used in picture, painted it
nearly every color of the rainbow
with all the stuff seen
1 lettered it
the car in "Harold Teen." Then
rted a girl and boy ofif in this old
jgy to distribute 15,000 heralds
novel "Harold
1
10,000 of the
en" cutouts to every school and
lege in town. The picture features
Gedunk Soindae" and for this tied
with a local chain of thirty drug
res and issued a special two color
)adside which they posted promArranged
ntly about the stores.
:h several local ballrooms to hold
arold Teen Drags" at which the
legiates who rode in the Ford
•nonstrated the dance which is
A.
' William
)wn in picture.
lynes, Allen, Cleveland.

—

"The Patent Leather Kid"
(First Nat'l)

was made with ice cream
Nearly 1,000 dealers put 18
22 inch window cards announca Sunfrezc Children's Matinee of
photoplay a special admission
ce, and a Sanfreze cup free to

rieup
,nt.

;ry child attending.
s
\

The marquee

covered with black oilcloth givit the appearance of patent leath-W. S. Perutz, United Artists

leater, Seattle.

1)

motion picture exhibitor ot
McKeesport, Pa., and United Artists,
11
which Gorris refused to arbitrate,
he
received
deposit
letters
from
FBO, Fox. Pathe, Educational, Universal and Tififany-Stahl.
Charging
Gorris,

"Across to Singapore"

iie

!

;onspiracy,

Gorris

was

granted

—

a

temporary
injunction
by
Judge
Josiah Cohen, restraining the distributors from enforcing their deposit demands and from withholding
service.

In handing down the opinion, the
court declared:
"1 have MO difficulty in determining the
course 1 ought to inirsue in this case as it
is
presented now.
It is only presented
in
a preliminary way.
What is done now is
not done finally.
It
is
not in the course
of our equity rules to treat this as a final
hearing, and there is no short-cut way to
final
hearing by proceeding for
reach
a
two or three days in preliminary hearing.
It
is
not a final hearing and 1 have not
chosen to treat it as such, and would not
lo so.
The only question with me is what
I
ought to do in the meanwhile.
"I intend to continue this injunction until
final hearing.
1 do not want to lie misunderstood; 1 am not criticizing the course of
the defendant.
There are some things that
require very serious consideration, I think.
There are some serious questions to be considered by the Court and which will be
considered at the proper time when a full
and final hearing is heard. There are some
things in these contracts that do not seem
to me to be right, and yet I am not deciding them.
The contracts look to me to
lie
very one-sided contracts.
The contracts
are said to have been made by representatives of the exhibitors as well as the distributors, but the contracts themselves are all
in the interest of the distributor and the
exhibitor does not seem to have very much
to say aliout them.
He has nothing to do
personally with the making of his own contract, not a word.
He can say whether he
will
or will not; these contracts are submitted to him and the business is controlled
iiy an organization
and he is told 'You can
sign this contract or refuse to sign it, just
as you please.' Now that is exactly the situation, 1)ut if he does not sign it, lie does not
do any business, and if he does sign it,*he

agree to what is in that contract, ann
every provision in that contract is in
lavor cf the distributor, so far as 1 can

will

aim

Mr. Hell-Headed Exhibitor:

)St

unilerstand.
"So far as the arbitration is concerned,
there is a provision about arbitration, but
ivhat has the exhibitor to do with that?
He
does not have any choice
the selection
of
the arbitrators at all.
The arbitration
arrangement or agreement or clause is made
by a representative of the exhibitors and distributors and they get together
the national
organization provides for that, the national

m

—

—

—

Two Columns

This whole series of questions and answers sounds
like an advertising scheme or a publicity stunt. But

what

of it?

The question
ing?"

"Where

of

in the Hell

am

I

Head-

intriguing.

is

FILM DAILY

has permitted us (at so

column) to voice our answer.
and our check.

Here's

much

per

our answer

Mr. Hell-Headed Exhibitor:

Are you

a

showman? Or

are

you

just

an exhibitor

heading straight to

You

your experience. You talk about the
grand old days. You were a big-timer when the twoWell, perhaps you are sick
reeler was a super special.
Perhaps you can't stand the
and, tired of this business.
pace.
Perhaps you are still running your house in the
same old manner you did in the days of the two-reelers.
talk about

Those great two-reelers are revived today as comedies.

They

Perhaps your admethods are equally as funnyexploitation and advertising today is THE

give the audience a big laugh.

vertising and exploitation

The keynote

to

UNUSUAL.
occur to you that your audience may be
getting bored, with the flow of program pictures? That
That it will not tolerate the same
it wants to be thrilled.

Does

it

—

two-reelers in ten reel versions. Radio Automobiles
Airplanes
And What-Have-You A R

Lindbergh

—

—

—

E

MODERN AND UNUSUAL. THEY THRILL THE
PUBLIC.

—

organizations
of
they
arrange
each and
these clauses in the contract.
Every one of
them, is for the protection of the distributor,
as tar as I can see.
There is a provision
chat three exhibitors may sit on the arbitration
hoard an4 three distributors and
the three distributors are taken right from
ihe very people who compose that board
(here are only 14 of them
and the other
three are taken from a large organization,
and the exhibitor has nothing to say about
It
at all; he cannot open his mouth about
and he has got to accept their decision
it
or accept none.
Now, I am not saying that the defendants
could not get along with any other kind of
contract; 1 am not saying that that contract
is
illegal
that it is unenforcible; there are
some things in it that seem to me very
inequitable and if it should turn out they
are, this State would not enforce them, but
[
am not deciding that question. I say that
and
situation here fully justifies me,
the
leaves me no course to pursue but to let it
go to final hearing; because I cannot see
now the defendants can be hurt by it, although the attorney for the defendants claims
I am not concerned about other
ihey can.
people who are not concerned in this suit,
hut I cannot see that they are very badly
hurt, if hurt at all, and these, on the other
-.ide,
may be very seriously hurt.
"Now, under the circumstances, it seems
to me that the situation ought to be kept
in status quo until the final hearing."

Just

How
it

about your screen?
something
with
up

Are

you

Do you

ever think of pepping

UNUSUAL AND MODERN?

aware

of

the

success

of

"POTEMKIN"?

"VARIETY"? "CHANG"? "THE LAST MOMENT"?
Perhaps your public wants these pictures. The public
have been thrilled, by these productions.
UNUSUAL and
Here are pictures that are

in other theatres

MODERN—

THRILLING.
Step up Mr. Hell-Headed
answering yourself.

Exhibitor,

JOSEPH

Do

little

N. ZAROVICH
General Manager

ZAKORO FILM CORPORATION

HeldOvekFoiv
Second Week.
DOIORB
COSTEUO

'

TENDERLOIN
with

CONRAD NAGEL
DIRECTED BY

MICHAEL CURTIZ
SCENARIO BY

STOR.Y BY

MELVILLE CROSMAN

t.TLOWE

Jr.

A WARNER BROS
EXTENDED RUN

PRODUCTION

—>.

Coming

NOAH S ARK

ALWAVS

LEAD
always in the lead!
^WO years

ahead of

all

others on Movietone

^ —the only publicly demonstrated vocal film.
Twenty-seven weekly releases acclaimed by public

Fox Movietone News — it

of

''The

News

Parade,"

first

of

speaks for

the

itself!

newsreel

dramas, leads the parade of carbon-copy films

now

in production.

Five specials for release next season backed up

by
at

successful

Broadway showings twice

daily

$2 admission.

Prints of 12 completed pictures for release next

season are

now

in

all

Fox exchanges ready

for

screening.

And
tjie

now,

first of all,

definite detailed

William Fox announces
weekly release schedule

through to January 1929.

FOX SETS THE PACE FOR THE INDUSTRY

A

FROM

ON
FOX

for FILM
CAN ANY OTHER COMPANY

Look

to

Supremacy

SUPPLY SUCH PRODUCT AS THIS

CAN ANY THEATRE AFFORD
NOT TO PLAY THESE PICTURES
OF DEMONSTRATED BOX-OFFICE VALUE

OCTOBER

AUGUST
19 street
Jiinot

I

Angel

Jack Pennick in a

ous comedy directed by Benjamin

riot-

Stoloff.

8 Me, Gangster

River Pirate

William K. Howard's production

of the

Coe with Victor
McLaglen, Lois Moran, Nick Stuart, Earle
Foxe and Donald Crisp.
novel by Charles Francis

Raoul Walsh production of the red-blooded
novel of the underworld by Charles Francis
Coe,\vfth Don Terty,MargaretMann,June
Coliyer, Arthur Stone, Anders Randolf

and Claude Gillingwater.

15 The

Air Circus

Howard Hawks

SEPTEMBER

ing

Johri Ford's greatest picture

Mann, June

ZZ Mother

of flyitig, flam-

Machree

John Ford production with Victor
with Margaret

Coliyer, James Hall, Francis X.

Bushman, Jr., George Meeker, Charles Morton and Earle Foxe.

McLaglen, Belle Bennett, Neil Hamilton,
Constance Howard, Ethel Clay'ton and
Philippe DeLacy.

29 Vampire a la Mode

10 Fazil
HowarJ.

production

youth with Arthur Lake, Sue Carol

and David Rollins.

3 Four Sons

Hawks tempestuous romance

of

Farrell, for !a petite

Parisienne in

the person of Greta Nis.sen.

17 Win
News

Ferber's story of a stage star nianagcil

from infancv to maturity by maTia, movietoned by J. G. Blystone, with Madge Bellamy, Louise Dresser, Barry Norton, Albert

Gran and Lucien

Littleiield.

greatest story

with

Lois Moran, Alfred E.

DECEMBER
3 The Red
Rr.oul

Dance

Walsh production with Dolores

Del Rio, Charles

10 Joy

and Ivan Lir.ow,

Fsirrell

Street

Cummings production with Lionel
Barrymore, Maria Alba, Kenneth ThompIrving

son and Arthur Stone.

17 Dry

Martini

H. D'Abbadie
drama of Paris
Coliyer,

D'.A.rrast's

sophisticated

Boulevards

with

June

Edmund Lowe, Albert Gran, Barry

Norton, Lia Tora. Tyler Brooke.

Lew

Fog

Seller production

of

the story

by

Charles Francis Coe, with George O'Brien

and June Coliyer.

unrise
W.

Murnau's song of two hiimans w?ith
George O'Brien, Margaret
Livingston and Farrell Macdonald.

F.

Janet Gaynor,

12 Prep and
Campus

Life in a

19 The

31 Homesick
Beniamin

Stoloff production featuring the

comedy team Sammy Cohen and Jack Pennick, with Sally Phipps and Nick Stuart.

Pep

prep school, directed by

David Buder with Nancy ,Drexoi and
David Rollins.

Best
Edna

NOVEMBER

Parade."

24 Mother Knows

and

Green production.

24 The

That Girl

David Rollins an<l Sue Carol in a football
comedy directed by David Butler, who
produced "High School Hero" and "The

latest

Edmund Lowe and

IrvingCummings production with Marjorie
Becbe and Tyler Brooke.

the love of an Eastern Prince, played by

Chatles

Z6 Making the Grade
George Ade's

Gayiior and Charles Farreil in Frank

26 The

(cont.)

Plastered In Paris
Sammy Cohen and

Borzage's greatest love lyric.

1'

NOVEMBER

Baggage

JANUARY
7 Riley

the Cop

Smasher

John Ford production with Farrell MacDonald, Nancy Drexel, Warren Burke

James Tinling production of a baggage
smasher who became a railroad king, with

and Mildred Boyd.

Victor McLaglen and Arthur Stone.

FOX — CTour Weekly

Prosperity throughout 1928

>

Need

\\

Right after its long New York run at the Warner
Theatre, at $2.00 top, "Tenderloin" repeats at the Mark
Strand Theatre.
^ Held over a second week!
^ Business so brisk, an extra midnight performance is
given every night!
^ Wires announce it smashing records everywhere!

^ "A

"A

sensation!" showmen say.
most thrilling picture in years!"

You Can Have

natural!"

This Bank-Book Natural

Also available
//

The LION and the MOUSE
Day and date with BroadwayDpenin^ June is.WamerTheatreNY.for Extendedl^un

"The

Now!

now-

'GLORIOUS BETSY'
Held over for third

week- Allentown. Pa.

Smashing' Records everywhere/

lade to top any picture ever made

1

DAILV
John Royal Head of
Keith Eastern Houses PLAN

TWO

Loew's Plans Clubs of
Its Theater Employes

FILMS LOR

—

Cleveland John F. Royal, for 1
years manager of B. F. Keith's leading theaters in Cleveland, has been
appointed general manager in charge
of all Keith houses east of Chicago,
Greater New York.
exclusive
of
Royal will remain in Cleveland for
the present, but expects ultimately to
move his headquarters to New York.
Frank Hines, protege of Royal, and
manager of Keith's in Akron, has
been made manager of Keith's PalHerbert Jennings of
ace, Cleveland.
Detroit succeeds Hines in Akron.
Hines was formerly assistant manager at the Palace.

-Atlanta

JURY-METRO-GOLDWYN

—

to

IVest

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

Marmont

Jones

Made

lead

in

the

—

svstem

is

to continue until Oct.

1.

Omaha Golf Tourney July 16
Omaha — Exhibitors and exchange-

the

at

John men

July 16 for the annual
golf
tournament,
sponsored
by
"Movie Age." It will continue on

Special Representative

off

Incorporate Staley & Howell
Albany, N. Y. Staley & Howell,
Rochester,
has been incorporated
with capital stock of $75,000 to en-

—

gage

in the picture business.

Among

directors are Richard F. Staley
and Mortimer B. Howell of 537
Brooks Ave., and Case F. Staley of
1904 Culver Road, all of Rochester.
the

—

Smithville,

D.

S.

—

as

manager.

local

—

San Antonio, Tex. Walsh & Burney ha'
been awarded the contract {or the MajesI
theater

and

building to

office

East Houston St.

Austin Sailing Tomorrow
William Austin, Paramount player,
arrives in New York tomorrow and

It

will

—

—
—
—

W.

Moffatt at Medina
Y.— C. W. Moffatt of
Wellsville has taken over management of the Diana, succeeding Rae
Kowan who has switched to the

Medina, N.

build-

—

<

—

Made Manager

—

—

—

Pay only 10% now

—

rest

over 2 years.

worth of *Knabe Pianos used by
famous Metropolitan Opera stars in the season
just ended
now reduced to SllSyOOO*

—

And many

other remarkable bargain groups
of baby grands, uprights and Ampicos for those
who act quickly.

Your piano taken
change any make.

Sc CHo.

47th St.—^BRYant 4020

in

ex-

—

Pianos purchased now stored
free until Fall.

*Knabe guarantee on every
piano

IS

is

City, Ind.
G. E. Bradformerly associated with the
Great States Theater Corp. of Chi- (iilchrist.
cago, has been appointed manager
Kinston, N. C, House Sold
of the Fitzpatrick-McElroy theaters
here.
They are the Tivoli, Starland
Kinston, N. C. J. V. Dunn hai
and Willard.
He succeeds Elwyn taken over the palace (colored) fro:
Seymour.
H. F. Stallings.

$l47,500

THE *KNABE

build-

—

dock,

PIANOS

at

is

Morrison, la.
Local capitalists are planning to build a theater.
El Paso, Tex.
Five Points will be the
location of a $20,000 house to be built byy
James L. Marr on Pershing Drive.
Madisonville,
Tex. The Rex has been
opened by Al Stoddard.
Racine, Wis.
The Capitol seating 1,100
has been opened.
It is owned by Matthew
Andis and managed by Don J. Smith.
Lumberton, N. C. ^J. W. Griffin, owner.
of the Pastime, has opened the Carolina.
Trenton, Fla. J. V. Yearty has opened
the first picture house here known as th(
1%^

Annual *Knabe Sale of
Metropolitan Opera Artists^

584 Fifth Avenue

be erected
$2,500,000.

Del Rio, Tex.— R. & R. Theaters
ing a large theater here.
Manchester, la. E. W. Williams
ing a $50,000 theater here.

Lon-

Now!

OTm. Ikmht

cost

Corpus
Christie,
Tex. J.
W. Harper,
owner of the Melba, is building an 800-seat
suburljan house to be called the Agnes.

don and Paris.

Michigan

—

The building owned by
& Sons is being completely

Tenn.

Colvert

—

—

G. E. Braddock

Theaters

—

soon.

C.

1928

been let for a
new theater to replace the Sun which was
destroyed by fire.
Owned by the Sun Theater Corp.
San Antonio, Tex. Victor's Beacon Hill,
a neighboring house, is about ready to open.
Harlingen, Tex. Jack Pickens has opened
the Arcadia.
Kenedy,
Tex.
Hall
Industries
have
opened the New Rialto, with Bill Atkinson

Forest Opening Plant
London Production of about 3,000
feet of film a week, including "topicals," is planned at the new De Forest Phonofilm studio which opens

at night for a vacation in

12,

remodeled into a theater.
York, Pa.
Contract have

Welslville theater.

representative for Tiffany-Stahl, covering the Kansas City, St. Louis,
Dallas and Omaha exchanges.
Guy
L. Bradford has succeeded him here.

a Delegate at K. C.

tee

the 17th.

—

City
Louis B. Mayer is
here as a delegate from California to
the Republican national convention.

De

New

Theater Club No.

of employes of company
theaters, are to be organized among
houses of the circuit.

sails

Kansas City C. A. (Red) Jones,
manager, has been named special

Mayer

the

Cuba Adopts Daylight Saving
Havana, Cuba Clocks were turned one hour ahead yesterday as Cuba
went on daylight saving time. The

local

Kansas

play

first.

and three-

plays will be presented
Belmont, starting Saturday.
Goring will operate the house.

act

will

THE FILM DAILY

— Pictures

— Loew's

has been organized here, on recom1
mendation of Lionel
H.
Keene,
southern and southwestern division
manager of the circuit. Similar clubs,

London Welsh-Pearson -Elder are
make two pictures for Jury-Metro- composed

Goldwyn.
It is expected that they
will be "Yellow Stockings" and "The
:iroken Melody." Theodore KomisarPercy
ievsky will produce them.

Films and Stage Plays
Policy of Belmont, L. A.

Tuesday, June

sold.

Salesrooms open 8:30 A.
to 10 P.

M.

M.

THE OFFICIAL PIANO OF THE METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY

11

——

—

;

;;

THE

DAILV
lOBmm^mSS^

sday, June 12, 1928

R.
sold

M BOARDS REPORT

Laing by Barney
to James Page

Schultz
C. P.

National,

;

&

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

sville

—

Openings

Changes

Ownership

in

— Lyric,

—

sold

to

—

—The

Majestic, sold to
W. T. Gravely; WilIdle Hour, sold to Harry Juett

Majestic
Lindley by

X.

mstown

—

Harry Harrison.
;<

Closings

—

Jeffersontown

^Lyric;

tyville

LOUISIANA
Changes

—

imond

i

sold

^Rialto,

—

Christine Foltz
111 > land,
sold to Mrs.
Saurade.

Castlei

—

Blanchard by

R.

Farmersville

Si.ir;

to

Aldine, sold
Alhambra Theater Corp.
-\.
B. Price, Jr., by Alhambra Theater
;

Alhambra, sold to Real Estate Ho!dArcade,
c Co. by Alhambra Theater Co.
Id to Wm. Bowden by Alhambra Theater
Emmittsburg Victory, sold to W.
Mp.
Raffensburger by R. H. Brown.
:

;

—

;

Closings

Iheast—

G & R

winsville

.'<harby

.

in

by

Hall,

sold

to

A.

Mathieu.

J.

MICHIGAN

—

Changes

in

—

'

;

.

—^Rex,

unman; Howell

to

Wm.

—
J.

by Vernon Locey North Branch
sold to O. L. Albertson by J. D.

Iiulte

;

iiid,

I

sold

Orpheum,

&

Closings
—Universal
Grand
tksburg Garden.

Rapids

;

—

—

Kitz;

'

in

—

Closing^
Boulder
Community

—'The Glacier
NEBRASKA

—

;

Chester

;

Openings

Crystal
—Opera
chester

Arapahoe

—

—

Cortland

;

by

Public

Gilford

;

— Movie
—

—

—

;

n'-Ashby, sold to Vernon Tobolt by
H. Hanson; Austin Eagle, sold to
lin Konz by W. L. Hamilton
Barrett

—

;

187

;

their ballots for

the

Dor-

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

Morrill
E. Kennedy
Gwo. W. Luce by L. E.
hawka Auditorium, sold to
;

R.

J.

PIatte^— The

Blame

Nemaha Opera House, sold to F.
Woodward by O. R. Bennett; Pleasan-

Cook
L.

—

NeM. Palmer

Hanson by

Nels

to

sold

Platte,

to

sold

Stearns;

North

Pollard;

C.

;

—

ton Cozy,
Mauler.

sold

to

Herman

Joe Mauler by H.

C.

Closings
Crab Ordhard — Plaza
— Allen
Legion; Hubbard — Pastime;
—

AUen^The

;

—iOpera

House;

^Moon.

Spencer

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Changes

This poll conducted by

THE FILM DAILY
annually, is of great
importance to the entire

Ownership

in

Laconia— The Laconia,
Intyre by

of the year

—

Ideal,

—

by

Ten Best Directors

sold

to

P.

J.

Mc-

industry

A. Irwin.

L.

sold to Legion Post No. 351 by
Stockton; Bemidji iGrand, sold to
.iinie Berger by Mrs. M. E. Brinkman
lirmont
Finkelstein
State,
sold
to
&
ilien
by Thompson & Gilbert; Hanley
"\ies,

—

Willoughby, O., House Named
Willoughby, O.— The new 900-seat
theater being built by Scoville, Esills
Community, sold to Herb Anderson sick and Reiff, circuit owners of
').
L. Lee; Jackson
Sandon, sold to Cleveland, has been named the WilA. Matuska by Sam Sandon; Moorhead
the end of June.
l.yceum, sold to Benj. Friedman by W. oby, and will open
,1.

—

—

—

sold

to

Prospect, O., House Sold
Closings
Mrs. D. Kohler has
Prospect, O.
i ock
Grand.
purchased the Ohio theater from her
MISSISSIPPI
son, J. L. Kohler, who is acquiring
Changes in Ownership
a chain of houses.
i<]oni
Crescent, sold to H. H. Alexander
K. K. Poffenbarger; West Point Star,
Kalafat Goes West
L.
Id to Tri State Theaters Corp. by
McEachin.
Cleveland John D. Kalafat, offiClosings
of the Ohio Amusement Co.,
cial
lont
KosciRex
CarroUton Majestic
left Thursday for Ash Fork, Ariz., to

—

—

—

—'Amusu.
;

MISSOURI
New Theaters

Tiflfany

;

Kinloch Park

join

his

;

;

;

of

The Film Daily

—

Louis Mauer by A. Fletcher; CleweCleveland, sold to G. O. Ellis;
tcelsior Springs
^Casino, sold to J. L.
anks by R. E. Wood
Gideon Princess,
Id to A. R. Ferguson by H. D. & M. V.
unima
Jamesport The Jamesport, sold
L. E. and Kenneth Caraway & W. E.
ay by F. N. Norris; Kansas City
arlborough, sold to J. M. Trimbel & J.

—

Directors' Annual

family.

— Airdome.

Id to

id— The

appear in

;

Youngstown House Closed
Youngstown, O. The Park is
Changes in Ownership
Ma.x and Joe
kwater — Princess, sold to R. G. Eichman closed for the summer.
Eichman & Griffith Clayton — Airdome, Schagrin, lessees and managers of

—

The

result will

—

—

lark

The

—

lirown; Walnut Grove
Rex,
X. Carver by J. L. Doig.

ko

leading newspapers have cast

;

Ownership

—

senting

Gibbon DreamHouse
The Jansen; Meadow Grove

Jansen
Riverton
Pleasanton Liberty
Grand
New Upland Rex.
Changes in Ownership
Bennett Opera House, sold to Ake & Bart(Wonderlett by D. J. Barnes; Burchard
land, sold to Business Men by American
Legion: Center Community, sold to Frank
Pusle by Wells & Pulse; Crete— Isis
American, sold to B. V. Rose by
Elsie
Lincoln Capitol, sold
American Legion
to Joe Cooper by Nick Paper; Mema
Clyde Farnham by
sold
to
Opera House,
land

Chiowa

MINNESOTA

Changes

187

Casey

J.

Savage Hall Assn.

sold to
Ogelvie.

—

Belgrade
School
Moore.

iioiair.

oit

J.

;

G.

Ownership

Majestic, sold to J. Eubesio by W.
Berkin; Centerville Regent, sold to C.
Detroit
Kimball by J. W. Cechowicz
(Wayne, sold to John Rombalski by E. A.

\llia

to

;

—

Ownership

— Fraternity

sold

W. Adams Neihart— Lyric, sold to
Raymond Robbins by T. Faller Savage

—

Hall.

MASSACHUSETTS

Changes

,

motion picture
critics repre-

Ownership

in

Bainville,

by

Pratt

— Davis; Melville
TuUos — The Tullos.
MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership
iiimore— Acme, sold
Pearce & Scheck
J.

St.

;

Elite.

— The

Closings

Lyric;

;e

1

Closings

Louis —Criterion
— Liberty
Bemie—
MONTANA
Openings
ParkGlacier
Antelope;
Antelope — The

Joseph

Changes

White

;

—

Bainville

Columbia Amuse.

to

by

—

—

St.

To Date

Lake McDonald.

Jefferson.

Ownership

in

;

—

;

Hoben.
&
Derby,
'Rtilly by A. T. Mercer; Latona
F.
Potts;
111
to H. C. Patterson by P.
cDowell The McDowell, sold to Ernest
liner;

—

;

].yi"ic.

Jinsburg

I

A. A. Murphy by Isley & Kincaid
Portageville
Lyric, sold to H. A. Jones by
Chouteau, sold
L. B. Cravens; St. Louis
to H. Rivers by Matlock & Stacy Troy
Colonial, sold to T. E. Barley by W. G.
Van Buren Current River, sold
Wright
to J. M. Harris by D. J. Allison; Worthington Star, sold toi Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Steen by Whiteworth & Cassady.
sold to

KENTUCKY
,t

—

;

Continued

••••#•>*#•••

'.>.>...>..>-...>....>...>..>.....•...>.*>..**.**.*.*•**•*

Tompkins

Tom Clark; Macon Grand, sold to S.
E. Pirtle by C. D. Meadow
Maiden
Liberty, sold to H. Ferguson by Wagner
& Tobin Morley Liberty, sold to Merchants' Asso. by W. E. McQuay
Oregon
Martin, sold to K. B. Marcum by Oregon
Amuse. Co. Osceola Carson, sold to Mrs.
Polo Rex,
Julia Cason by Victori Cason

by

—

—

—

the theater
touring.

will

spend the

sunnner

Anderson Convalescing
Atlanta— W. W. Anderson, Pathe
manager, is recovering from an attack of influenza.

Out

July 1st

m
DAILY

10

Tuesday, June

12,

]'?

Coast Wire Service-

A

Little
from

Mascot Plans 3

*'Lots*'

12

Serials

RALPH WILK

By

HONORS

New Series Under
Way at Sennett Studio

Three

Hollyivood
arc coming thick and
fast as far as Sam Hardy is concerned.
Sam, recently elected head
of the Actors' Equity Coast branch,
lias
been chosen president of the
Mas(|uers' Club. Tony Moreno, Mit-

FIVE

A YEAR

AHER

28-29

SEASON lEVINrS PLAN

new

series of comedies are
in
production at the new Sennett
Johnny Burke
plant at Studio City.
has the leading role of the Handy

Tiiree

Three serials for the 1928-29 sea- Andy series, supported ijy Ethel
Bob Lee and Karle Foxc
son,
and five each year thereafter are Grey Terry and Vernon Dent. Harare anions the new officers, as is
Jack Coopin plans completed by Nat ry Edwards is directing.
Harry ("Joe") Brown, who has l)cen called for
president of Mascot Pictures er, Virginia Vance and Bud Jamieson
Lcvine,
made a member of the "Jestcrate."
Corp. The company now is produc- are playing in the Dan, the Taxi Man
*
*
*
ing at the Metropolitan studio the series, with Del Lord as director.
John Sto7ie is one of the busiest first serial on its current program. Billy Bevan is starring in the Tired
scenarists on the Coast. He recentBusiness Man series, with Natalie
It is "Wolves of the Sea," by Wyndly completed work on "Prep and
In Joyce, Alice Ward, Irving Bacon and
Gittens and William Burt.
ham
Pep" and is now writing the adapta- the cast are: Johnny Walker, Shirley Barbara Pierce in support.
Phil
tion and continuity for "The Fatal
pic- Whitman is directing.
The
Santschi.
and
Tom
Mason
Wedding," which Henry Lehrman
August. Ben

Fan -Maid
COMEDIES

==

chell Lewis,

ivill

ture will be released in

direct.

*

*

Schwalb

*

Josef Levigard, who has directed 19 featurettes for Universal, recently completed the
of
"The Fighting
direction
Forester," which is Vonceil
Viking's first picture.
•1:

*

*

Peverell Marley shows

Jay
the

J.

company.

Hughes Signs Al Roscoe
Roscoe

Al

mnch

raced against Paddock while
Marley, now
in high school.
Cecil B. De Mille's camera-

starring

king.
*

signed

also

Meighan,

have been cast in this screen
Rex Beach's story.
Biro Going Abroad

Lajos Biro, Hungarian playwright,
is

leaving this week for Hungary. It
reported that he will sign with a
studio.

*

Lilyan Tashman in "Craig's Wife"
watching Earle Kenton
Lilyan Tashman has been signed
scenes for "Companionate Marriage"; for "Craig's Wife," which William
William Sistrom, Tay Garnett and De Mille is directing, with Irene
(ieorge Dromgold dining in Culver Rich in the title role. Others in the
City; Schuyler E. Grey, recently re- cast include Warner Baxter, Ethel
turned from the East, being asked re- Wales, Mabel Van Buren, Virginia
garding New York weather.
Bradford, Carrol Nye, Charles Hickman, Jane Keckley and Raida Rhea.
Hugh Herbert, rcqarded as an exhert in writing dialogue for the "U" Contract for Duane Thompson
"talkies," has joined the Fox Movie^
Duane Thompson has been signed
Hugh was to a long term contract by Universal.
tone production staff.
with Warners for several months Miss Thompson has just completed
and wrote the dialogue for "The the feminine lead opposite Bill Cody
Lion and the Mouse," "Tenderloin" in "The Price of Fear," made under
Several of Leigh Jason's direction.
and "Glorious Betsy."
Under the
his sketches have been presented in terms of the contract,
she is to play
vaudeville.
opposite Cody in four more under*
*
*
world dramas.
Clifford Holland, who was
McDowell in Thomson Cast
brought to the Coast by Fox,
Clifford
Nelson McDowell has been assignis now free-lancing.
ed the role of Jim Bridger in Fred
played in "Summer Bachelors"
and "The Secret Studio".
Thomson's "Kit Carson." Lloyd Ingraham and Alfred I. Werker are

Our Passing Show: Eddie

Buzzell
directing

"Racket" Premiere July 14

"The Racket," Caddo's underworld

llliv

Made,

at the

llRTH

PrOVOKINO

'[ovfi

Metropolitan

liV.

Martindale in Jolson Cast

version of

is

New

G

by

"The Mating

Thomas

12

Gibson's production "Clearing the
Trail."
This is the fourth consecutive feature Tarshis has titled for
Universal release.

James Cruze is directing. picture will open
Luke Cosgrave and Cyril Chadwick July 14.

European
*

been
for

Tarshis Titling Gibson Film
Harold E. Tarshis is titling Hoot

which

man,

in addition to track
work, found time to he the
Hollywood high school rooter

has

Howard Hughes
Call,"

interest in the racing records
of Charley Paddock, as he

is production manager and
Bryan, business manager of

Are

Edward Martindale has been cast
for a role in Warner Bros.' "The

iND

Fool," starring Al Jolson.
picture will be a Vitaphone

Singing

The

<i

roadshow.

Vitaphone Picture for H. B. Warner
H. B. Warner has been signed by

Warners
1928-29

for

a

starring

role

in

a

Vitaphone roadshow.

Schildkraut Signing for "Show Boat"
Joseph Schildkraut will be signed
by Universal today for the role of
Gaylord Ravenal in "Show Boat,"
picture version
Edna Ferber's
of
novel.
This ends a three months'
search for a player for the part.

Green

to Direct

screen

is

Ednmnd Lowe
role.

"Making

the Grade."
will have the leading

Production

is

ready to

Directed

COMEDIES

Tlif

Laugh Makers
AnddashingCalifomii
Beauties
Directed by Geo. Jesk

Forrest
Halsey
has
completed
screen adaptation of "La Tosca,"
which First National will iilm with

Being Produced for th

Dove

itr;

a(l(

nil,

n
\k
Ttr

start.

"La Tosca" Adaptation Completed

Billie

(Jitr

lot

With a cast of genuin

Lowe

Fourth story by George Ade which
Alfred E. Green has translated to
the

Ideally

starred.

Two More

for "Last Warning" Cast
John Boles and Margaret Livingston have been added to the cast of
'The Last Warning," starring Laura
La Plante under direction of Paul
Leni.
Roy D'Arcy, Burr Mcintosh,
Mack Swain, Dan Mason, Slim Summervillc, Montagu Love and Carrie

Karl Struss, the cameraman, has directing.
been making an excellent shotving
i7i
the studio terinis tournament. Ince to Direct "Singapore Mutiny"
Ralph Ince is slated to direct "The
Frank Tuttle "directed" his serves
to good effect, while Ralph Block, Singapore Mutiny" as his next on
Edward H. Griffith and Carl Hovey the FBO lot. The story, in which Daumery are in the cast. Al Colin
ivere
among the Pathe-De Mille Ince will also enact the leading male prepared the scenario, from Thomas
studio representatives. By the way, role, is being prepared for the screen Fallon's play.
Johnny Mescal, a Pathe-De Mille by Fred Myton.
cameraman, has a roofn full of
Jean Arthur Signs for Year
trophies won in golf tournaments,
Edith Roberts 111
Jean Arthur, signed by Paramount
while Ira H. ("Joe") Morgan, James
Edith Roberts is under a phy- to play opposite Richard Dix in
Cruze's cameraman, is a mem,ber of sician's care, due to infection of her "Warming Up," has been given a
"The Hole in One" club.
eye.
year's contract as a featured player.

INDEPENDENT MARKE

OPEN FOR OEEERI
com

FAN-MAID CONEDIE
6372 HOLLYWOOD BLVI
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Phone Granite 1528
'Pini

—

federal Injunction Will be Sought Against Co-op
I
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Revivals
OOD

pictures should not
be permitted to die. The
the
Old
canvasses
of
the
throughout
live
ilasters

Monuments

architect
test of time.

ges.

in

ure survive the
not the worthwhile
ilms?
A'^hy

in

No

one can convince us that
Broken Blossoms" or "The

Commandments"

"en

or

have lost their punch
imply because several years
lave passed since first the pub'f- saw them.

others,

Proof
seeped
word
day
hrough from the Coast that "Tol'ale David" was giving the Coast a

The

ew

other

Price 5 Cents

1928

ANTI-TRUST SUIT AGAINST N. Y.
EXHIBITOR CO-OP IS PLANNED
Burkan Plans Action

EW Bovcon sun
DOIIED

IS

"The

Covered Wagon", not to overook such great efiforts as "Over
he Hill" among many unnamed

15,

West

Sapiro's Threat

on COASI

THE FILM DAILY
Members of Actors'

Bureau,

Coast

Los Angeles

—

the studios brand as silly
report that the organization is planning to sue producers for alleged
boycottinig of certain players. The alleged boycott, it is stated, was in
connection with efforts to force salary reductions.
When players' contracts expired,
it is claimed, they either signed at a
reduced figure, or else, the else be-

Equity

ing

at

they

ployment

were unable
at

find

to

em-

Anti-trust law action against
distributors if they refused to
deal with the New York exhibitor co-operative, was promised by Aaron Sapiro, its president, in a recent speech at
Philadelphia. At that time, he
asserted distributors did not
dare to refuse to do business
with his association as a body,
and if they tried to so discriminate, he would go into the
for
relief,
Courts
Federal
stating such a refusal would
be "bad business as well as
bad law."

other studios.

thrill.

Recently, "The White Sister" was
evived at the Capitol, New York,
n the fall it goes out generally.
In New Haven, "Way Down East"
•oiled up $11,500 on the week and
jnder the following circumstances:

Three instances. Only the beginnmg. Wait and see.

Let This Sink
Joe
tures,

Schenck,

big

mogul

in

pic-

says:

"Don't fear radio. Eye entertainment has much stronger apentertainment.
peal
than
ear
That's a scientific fact. You can
beat radio by showing great picAnd now
tures for the eye.
comes Movietone to give a big
thrill for the ear.
That will put
radio out for keeps as a film
competitor."

Get that line? "Great pictures for
Picthe eye."
Absolutely correct.
tures in the first and last analysis are

what

count.

The trimmings may

supply a tonic temporarily, but what
the public sees on the screen is the
All other
basic draw at theaters.

arguments don't mean

a

damn.

K.AN N

Buying Combine
Charging violation of the anti-trust
law, injunction to restrain further
operations of the Independent M. P.
Exhibitors Ass'n., New York exhibitor co-operative, will be sought
Federal court soon by Nathan
in
Burkan, counsel for the Mayer &
Schneider circuit which is defendant
in suit brought by the co-operative
for collection of dues. The co-operative, which is headed by Aaron Sapiro, is seeking $3,000 as dues.
The proposed Federal action, it
stated, will serve as a test case
is

on legality of film buying combines
It will be
throughout the country.
the first action undertaken to stamp
activities of buying combines as restraint of trade, the principals assert.

PLAN SECOND WORLD TOUR

FOX DEAL FOR SITE

IN

MINNEAPOLIS

"Way Down

East," D. W. Griffith
picture, opens June 20 at the United
Artists theater, Los Angeles, on its

IS

OFF
to

—

Minneapolis Deal for the Eighth
and Hennepin Ave., site for a 5,000second world tour, according to Ed- seat theater, presumably sponsored
ward L. Lindeman, D. W. Griffith by Fox, has fallen through, it is reDecision to revive
representative.
the picture is due to the showing
made recently at New Haven, Conn.,
where it grossed $11,500 in a week
the Roger Sherman, 2,200-seat
at
The pictures previously had
house.
played 14 of the city's 20 theaters,
in addition to its roadshow run. Op(Coniinued

on

page

2)

Unaffiliated

ported, because of differences over
Meanwhile, it is reported
terms.
that Northwest Theater Circuit (Finkelstein & Ruben), which controls
the city and major portion of the territory, is ready to negotiate for next
The move, it
year's Fox product.
may forestall reported plan
is said,
of Fo.x to build.

Group

to

Attend

Convention Called by Steffes
l-rank
of the unaffiliated group
of exhibitors, a group which is an
outgrowth of the organization of in-

^fembers

dependents
Conference

at
in

the

Trade

New York

Practice
last

Oc-

attend the convention
will
sponsored by VV. A. Steffes, Northwest unit leader, to be held July 10
aboard a lake ship between Duluth
and Port Arthur, Ont.
Announcement of this is made by
tober,

Burkan has filed an answer
and City Courts,

Municipal
York,
to

against the

FOR "WAY DOWN EAST"

The

picture had previously played
14 of the town's 20 picture houses
Dver a period of years, of course
in
addition to a roadshow engagement, when first released, at $2 top.
Now it is slated for general revival
in the fall.

to

Test Legality of Sapiro

J.

Rcmbusch, secretary

unaffiliated

group,

who

is

in

of the

New

This means that the convention proposed by Rcmbusch, will be
merged with the S'teflfes convention.
The purpose of Steffes is to revive
York.

States Ass'n. which he
disbanded two years ago. He claims
the M.P.T.O.A. did not live up to
its p*-omise to employ a "big man"
at its head, and has been dormant.
the

Allied

the

M.

&

in the

New

complaint

Sapiro
S. chain.

The Sapiro office had no comment
make vesterday on the proposed

suit.

TO BUILD

"II"

MICHIGAN CITIES
Milwaukee

—

Milwaukee Theater

Circuit. Universal subsidiary,

is

plan-

ning an expansion move which will
It is
take the chain into Michigan.
expected that the upper peninsula
will he the first objective, a move
talked of for some time. D. B. Laudman, who has been supervising construction of theaters at Kansas City,
Indianapolis, and Wisconsin cities, is
to return to Milwaukee in summer
when the proposed Michigan invasion is slated to begin.

Park Plaza Wins $100

Damages on Protection
Damages

of $100

were awarded

to

the I'ark Plaza, New York, in its
action against Warner Bros, and the
Bandbox, alleging that the theater
{Continued

on

page

2)

—

—
;;

DAILV
CZECHOSLOVAKIA NAY

Friday, June

Changes
Ada— Liberty, sold

EILN BOARDS REPORT

in

15,

Ownership
Toy White by

T. E
Adair Joy, sold to Bert Cubbit
Fred Lee; Afton Cozy, sold to A
Walker by Frank Smith Jr. Allen Ma
jestic, sold to Frank Nordean by V. A
Hardin
Eakley The Eakley, sold to P
W. Kuhn by Burl Cope; Fairland Cozy
sold to A. Walker by Frank Smith, Jr.

Cook

to

—

;

by

—

—

;

ENACT QUOTA MEASURE
Vol. XLIV No.

Friday, lune 15.

6S

Price 5 Cents

1928

—

Prague (By Cable)
PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and I-ilin
W. Alicoate, President and
Folk Inc.
J.
Publisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
the act
under
post-office at New York, N. Y.,
Terms (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
1650 BroadDAILY,
FILM
tions to
Phone Circle 4736way, New York. N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
6607.
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse,
Berlin
I.

English quota bill as a model, a
quota measure soon will be introduced into the Czecho-Slovakian Republic Parliament, it is stated by
Ing. Novak, Minister of Commerce.
Renting firms must each distribute at
least one picture each year produced
within the country and theaters must
show at least five films per annum
of Czecho-Slovakian origin.

—

—

2?,5.

(Continued from page

Tour

for

"Down East"

(Continued from page

on

position

recent

the

1)

revival

run

was "Hold 'Em Yale," which has

New Haven
night

ing

On

locale.

at

New

the

New York

open-

Richmount Closes World
Deal with Chesterfield
Richmount

with its program to outfit its de luxe houses with sound picture equipment, Publix is installing
Western Electric apparatus in the
In

line

New

Pictures,

York,

world
distribution
rights outside the United States and
Canada, of the eight pictures which
comprise the 1928-29 Chesterfield
program. David J. Mountain, president of Richmount, is en route to
Europe for a stay of several weeks.
George R. Batcheller, Chesterfield

Paramount, Rialto and Rivoli, New president, closed the deal.
York. The equipment will be ready
in all three houses by June 30.
Lasky Has New Find
Paris Jesse L. Lasky and Albert
New M-G-M Foreign Star
Kaufman leave Wednesday for the
A new M-G-M star from Vienna United States, bringing a new screen

—

is

New

York today.
to arrive in
part of her screen name is

first

The find, Lasky
Eva youth, son

intends

to

star.

The

the last part not yet se-

of an English general,
has taken the name of John Loder.

"Lion and Mouse" Opening
"The Lion and the Mouse," Warner production which utilizes Vitaphone to greater extent than any

Roach Opens N. Y. Office
With Mrs. Helen Harris Jones in
charge as eastern representative, Hal
Roach has opened New York offices

picture which, so far as preceded it,
opens tonight at the Warner, New

in

Von with
lected.

York.

—

the Loew State Bldg.
Benjamin
W. Shipman, vice president of the
company, who is on a visit to New

Middle
sales

of

West

in

"The Age

connection
of Lust,"

with

Emil

Jannings' starring vehicle, which he
is

distributing.

brother Charles, will headline

Loew's
June

State,

Harry Brand in N. Y.
Harry
Brand,
co-author
with
Henry Johnson of "The Farmer's
Daughter,"

New

York,

at

starting

25.

this

Fox picture, is in New
week from the Coast. He

en route to Europe, where he
spend a vacation.

is

W.

to

Scales

S.

sold

Lexington

;

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St., New York
Bryant 8181

;

—

—

Closings

—^Gem

Loco

Reidsville
J. D. Needham
sold to W. S. Scales by J. G.
McGehee iStanley ^Palace, sold to W. A.
Harmon by Dr. F. V. Taylor; Wilmington ^Brooklyn,, sold to K. D. Bagnall by
Tom McMillan; Victoira, sold to Geo. W.
Bailey by Howard
Windsor
Wells
The Windsor, sold to Alfred James by F.
C. Wilson.

— Gem,

— Cozy

Shidler

—

—

&

;

Closings
Warsaw

—(Highlands

Wadosboro

— Rose.

;

iiion

Valley

— Liberty

;

Portland

lid

II

Gold
by C.

—

Radtki"

Shorb; Mora -The Mora, sold tc
W. C. Ross by J. B. Sparks; Nyssa-'
Liberty, sold to N. E. Leigh by G. C
Knight
Yoncalla 'Sunset, sold to Chi
ford Thiel by W. J. Thiel.
J.

—

;

|

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes

Crano

—-Movies,

—Auditorium,

Ownership

in

sold to R. E. Vetter; Kulm
sold
to
Bjur,
Brown &

Schorzman by
—
'Movies, sold

J.

W. Woodman

Luveme

;

Jacob Anderson by Geo.
Evanson Pillsbury ^Movies, sold to Jacob
Anderson by E. C. Weidel
Rogers
Movies, sold to Geo. Evans by J. H.
to

;

—

ATTENTION
TALKING MOVIES

;

—

Hanson; Underwood Liberty, sold
Westmiller by O. H. Haggardt.

Amidon

—

to

SOUND

Closings

McVille—iGem;

Grand;

Sharon

Joy.

Theaters

233

;

New

Apply

EDWARD PETIGOR

— Trainor.
Openings
Flushing — Pastime
Spencerville— Princess
Greenville

Theaters

—Trainor.
Changes in
Cincinnati— Boulevard,

PROOF STUDIO

Close to Times Square section
available.

OHIO
New

Fully equipped

Roy

West 42nd Street
Wisconsin 7670

Greenville

Owniership
sold to
Emery

Es-

by Horowitz & Wise; Columbus
Casino (formerly Dunbar), sold to Hill &
Jones by H. Kaplan; Lima Faurot Opera
House, sold to A. Ritzier by W. D. Clark;
Lima ^State, sold to A. Ritzier by Geo.
Settos
Middletown Grand, sold to Geo.
Turkulis by Nick Mailers; New Bremen
Crown, sold to Thos. Broad by R. M.
Becker; Portsmouth Del Mar, sold to
C. D. Howland by R. T. Evans; Sherwood Happiness, sold to Chas. Hahn by
A. Warner
Steubenville Rex, sold to
tate

—

—

—

;

—
C

W.

—

—

—

;

B.

Urling.

Closings

—

—

Circl«ville ^Grand ;
Dayton ^Eastwood and
New Villa; Sardis— High School; Uhrichsville
Opera House Zanesville Rivoli.

—

EACH ^° sERVltK^^

—

;

OKLAHOMA
New

— Nushow

;

Theaters
Walters

TO

0FEICE8

SUB-LET

About 2200 square
ing

projection

— Grand.

feet, includ-

room,

cutting

vault space.

729 Seventh Avenue
Room
Telephone

410

— Bryant

4567

pOSSBSSSJ

tout

litic

—^Peninsula.

Changes in Ownership
HUl— Beaver, sold to H. A.

lied-i

irese

Openings
Newport

|

Waurika^— Rex.

;

OREGON

;

;

—^Pleasant

Schulter

;

;

Mr. Barber by

to

—

;

to

Theaters

CaU

for

—

will

sold

—The LexingGeo. W. Albright by Lina
Pilot Mt. — Princess, sold
Inc.

room and

{• •"'

Walter A. Futter. Pre»

N. Y. Operators Meeting Aug. 21
Rochester, N, Y. Aug. 21 is date
set for the next conference of the
M. P. Projectionists of N. Y. State.

—^Eagle,

—

;

—

Talihina

office.

York

"Sunshine Sammy" in Vaudeville
Sunshine Sammy, the ebony hued
youngster of Our Gang Comedies is
taking a fling at vaudeville and with
his

new

—

;

York, supervised inauguration of the

Rogers Plans Sales Jaunt
Louis C. Rogers leaves New York
in a few days for a sales trip to the

—

;

acquired

has

Sound Equipment for 3
N. Y. Publix Houses

—

board.

a

sale of
at eight o'clock,

was stopped
Lindeman says.

arbitration

Louis Nizor, who represented Warner Bros., argued that his client was
in no way responsible for the incident.
Subsequently the assessment
was levied against the Bandbo.x only.

Haven,

tickets

1)

Ownership

in

—

by

W.

Albemarle Columbia, sold to J. A. Reynolds by B. B, Le Feaux; Amdrews
Dreamland, sold to T. M. Worthey by
Wm. Bradley Brunsville Strand, sold to
W. C. Valentine by W. C. Gillispie
Dunn Opera House, sold to J. L. Lancaster by W. R. Jernigan
FayettevUle
Princess, sold to Harry Lee Townsend by
D.
Hazelwood -Dreamland,
M. Eaves;
sold to Hal Widdiivgton by M. M. Nolin

ton,

broke its protection agreement by
playing "The Jazz Singer" before
its run at the Park Plaza was finished.
The Park Plaza sought $3,000 damages in its action filed with
the

Plan Second World

Changes

—

Amusu, sold to Edw. G. Kaduii
West Harris
Keota Miller, sold tl
D. Tarkington by L. Miller KonowaTerry, sold to J. B. Terry by T. B. Terry
McCurtain Empress, sold to W. D. Tar
kington by D. Miller; Perry— Rozy (for
merly Isis), sold to Mrs. Ella Houston bj
A. D. Hopkins
Sasakwa Liberty, sol<
to S. D. Glascock by L. S. Creason; Shalt
tuck Empress, sold to McDonald & Mc !!•:
Dowell, Inc. by J. R. Davis.
Frederick

NORTH CAROLINA

by Jack Dillard

Damages on Protection

THE

—

Continued

High Point

Park Plaza Wins $100

—

;

Using the

^

1928

THE
June

riday,

1928

15,

Coast Wire Service-

Sound
mt

THELYN GIBSON

Serial

CH^PUR

PLAY TO USE DlftlOGUE
ii

The

serial,

too,

is

to

join

in

the

"Five
frenzy, with
picture
ards," chapter play starring Ethelyn
ribson, announced as the first conlued-in-our-next picture to employ

ftund

Don Meaney,
voice effects.
spresenting Ethelyn Gibson Prod, is
1 route to New York to arrange disibution for the sound-serial.

Sketch to Be Part of H. B.
Warner Film for Tour
Abe Carlos will produce "Drink"
with H. B. Warner starred, for
presentation partly as a picture, and
part in spoken dialogue.
Warner is
to tour with the production in a
sketch to be part of the picture. This
is similar to the plan used by George
Beban for "The Sign of the Rose."

^und

Barrymore and Logan Cast
Lionel Barrymore and Jacqueline
lOgan have been signed for "The
.iver Woman," first of four pictures
esigned as specials on the 1928-29

otham program.
First Scrthern Vehicle Set

"The Naughty Duchess"

will

be

vehicle

;ve Sothern's first starring
nder the Tiffany-Stahl banner.
'erris

is

directing,

the cast

Tom

"U" Role

for Kathleen Collins

Kathleen Collins has been assigned
the leading feminine role in Universal's "The Ridin' Demon," starring
Ted Wells. Lucy Beaumont has also
been cast for a role. Ray Taylor is
directing.

Vitaphone Role for Sarah Padden
Sarah Padden has been signed by
Warner Brothers to enact the stellar
role in "Across the Border," under
the direction of Bryan Foy on Vita-

only from

PARAMOUNT
NEWS
such service
as this:
Film Laboratory in Plane'
Is
!trt

H. B. Warner, Gertrude Astor
id Martha Mattox.

Capra Starting New Film
Frank Capra is preparing to start
irection of "Say It with Sables" for

^

K^AXY \^AT
FEW

MOTION PICTURES
the General Audience

Appeal Evident in the

KRAZY KAT
CARTOONS

pictui'es

and photographs

to disU-ibute prints.
The plane called the Richfleld-Paramount News-Associated Press flying

—
laboratory — arrived

ifoV

at Kansas City and
place with other ships ready
to fly pictures to other sections of the
country. However, it was not revealed
tintil last night that the Ryan plane
had its own laboratory, which meant a
saving of many hours in getting pictures to theaters and newspapers.
The plane was piloted by Bud Gurney, St. Louis air mail pilot. The staff
in the laboratory comprised S. H. Mc-

took

its

Keon, assignment editor; David Sussman, laboratory manager, and Harry
Cuthiaertson,

cameraman,

all

Animated by
Ben Harrison

of Para-

N.Y. Herald
Tribune,

moimt News.
-p to

This Pen and Ink Creation
is Built to Appeal to People

Of

the opening OX the Republican National
Convention will be seen in New York
to-day through the Installation of a
picture laboratory in a Ryan monoplane u^ed to rush East pictures taken
by Paramount News and The Associated Press.
The plane, which is similiar to that
now being used by Colonel Charles A.
Lindbergh, carried all the equipment
necessary for developing, printing and
titling both motion pictures and still
photographs. Stops along the route to
New York \Vere made at various cities

Holland Named Director
William Holland, for years an assistant to William Watson, has been
raised to a full fledged director and
will do as his first assignment a Bobby Vernon comedy for Christie.

Have

Flying Convention Pictures^
for Showing Here To-day

Motion

phone.

includ-

ig

olumbia.

Planned

June 13th,
and 3000
other papers

of All Ages and Nationalities.

and

Manny Gould

PRESENTED BY

CHARLES

B.

MINTZ

paramount MINTZ Cartoons

acknowledged
news reel leader
of the industry!

ZJa&aUk

DAILY

Band Concerts

And

in

That's That

as

Weapon

—

Louis Two free park band
concerts each week for six weeks
DALY
By PHIL M.
will be given by Local Union No. 2
Musicians' Mutual Benefit
of
the
of
treasurer
Jack Cohn,
As a demonstration of proColumbia, is Roing around these Ass'n.
music Steve
days wearing an especially cheerful test against mechanical
smile because J. H. Goldberg, West Butler, business agent for the muCoast sales manager has booked fve sicians, announced at the meeting of
Labor
Trades
and
Central
first runs in eight weeks in Los An- the
Unions.
geles for Columbia productions.
The meeting also adopted a resolucalling upon the board of aldertion
conferred
S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel
men to increase the appropriation
during the week on affairs op the
to
Boston Braves, of which baseball for park concerts from $10,000
appropriated
25
amount
the
$25,000,
club he is a director. His checkered
During the debate on
career includes a period of activity years ago.
resolution
the
it was asserted that the
Marine
the
in
as a baseball player
Corps, the bush and major leagues. annual appropriation was reduced
from time to time as a result of the
opposition of some picture theater
New
in
visiting
Gaynor,
Janet
owners.
York, ended her vacation WednesIn their report of how the musiday when she went to work as a
cians
had succeeded in securing a
seto
store
department
in a

GENIAL

cure training for a role in one of her

forthcoming

pictures.

Financial

Mechanical Music Drive

St.

salesgirl

Friday, June

new contract from
Amusement Park, St.
the

Quotations

GROUND AND RECOVER

victory

in

was the order of
exceptionally heavy
buying among all the film issues.
Except for an instance or two, motion picture shares soared to new
highs since the recent break in the
Higher

yesterday

prices

with

market and recovered a lot of lost
ground after the day's sales were
over.
Loew's Inc. common which
forenoon
issues
in
the
led
film
chalked up a gain of % overnight
and kept up the rally throughout
High for the day
the day's trading.
the Westlake was 69'>:; and closing price was 685^,
Louis County, a victory of 2% for the day. Pathe

the

Pat Campbell, foreign representavealed that the musicians had used After gaining % on resumption of
of United Artists, who leaves
children of the
public schools to trading the stock jumped as high as
Ausin
stay
year's
June 27 for a
divert
public
school
picnics to parks 21% at two o'clock and closed at
tralia, denies that he sent the transemploying
union bands. Picnic com- 20^4 registering one and a quarter
men
advance
ahead
as
pacific flyers
tive

,

to see if

of school
patrons association were flooded with letters by
children, who demanded that only
parks be chosen where real bands
played.
At one school the principal

mittess

everything was okey.

Sarecky of Paramount's Astoria studio with the latest
contribution to picture lingo. Accordreceived 200 such letters. According
ing to Sarecky, with the advent of
sound films, the older silent drama is to Butler 35 picnics were transferred
now designed as "dummy pictures." to parks where union musicians are
employed.
It seems to be inevitable that
when somebody starts to enforce Paramount Newsreel Is
blue laws other people see red.
Developed in Plane
N. Y. Evening Post.
For the first time in newsreel hisCredit

David

—

a flying picture laboratory was
film and newspaper photographs of the opening of the Republican convention were developed and
tory,

If

you ihink you have a tough job used when

think of the man who has to beat the
Roxy theater carpets. "N. Y. Evening Sun."

—

printed while being flown west from

the

to

good.

Spirited

seats 1,800,

is

trading

in

Paramount common was responsible

The stock
a Syi gain.
high for the day at 2:30.
its own for the remaining
business the issue closed at
for

reached

Holding
hour of

Fox Film "A"

while active at

all

The
was not very strong.
opening was the figure at which
most trading was done despite the
fact that high was marked at 80%
Closing price was
and low at 78.
Warner Bros "A" was quite
7914.
times

active opening at the previous day's
closing figure and ending with a net
The issue
gain of 2^ for the day.
Keith-Albee comclosed at 36>^.
mon scored an appreciable gain of
one point going to a high of 24%
and closing at 22%. The preferred
opened and closed at 86}4Money remained at
up to 1:30

to be renovated.

*(c)
(c)
(s)

6%

dropped

back

Low

37>4

36
,.

do
East.

pfd.

...

24^

Kodak ..180

iSVs
24!^
179 J4
137>^

241/^

178

(s) do pfd
*(c) Film Insp
*(s) First. Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

*(c)

(b)
(s)
(s)
(c)

l.OOOl
800|
.

4^

Fox Fm. "A" 80%
Fox Thea. "A" 25
Intern.

Close
37
99

74H

Con Fm. Ind

78
23 J4

Proj

106
7954

24M

6,!

11,'

13

Keiths 6s 46
95%
Loew's Inc. .. 69J4 67M 68%
.102% 102% 102%
do pfd.

10,001

.

.

.

.

(b)
(s)
(s)

Par.By.5^s51.101M lOlM 101%

Pathe
do
(b)
do

(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

...

37..

7s

Roxy "A"
do units
do
com

...
...

21%
69^
30
32

7

Skouras

.

.

.

.

Warner

Bros..

"A"

...

Issue

....
....

3%

4

88

32^

30

38"^

35%

20
97
30 J4
36/2

nsyi

Curb Market.
Over tlie Counter (Bid and Asked),
Stock Exchange.
Balaban & Katz

NOTE:

Skouras, St. Louis;

is

listed in Chicai

Stanley,

Philadelphia.

EDWARD B. SMITH
Members New York, Philadelphia

and Boston Stock Exchanges

Corporate
Financing

—

—

indefinite period.

—

tant manager.

a hospital here.

1,4^

16
85
....

—

—

8,19

361

'.

*(c-b) do 63^s 28
* Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c)
(o)
(s)

8,70C|

'

.

do

6%
20J4
69J4

6

Bros.. 39 J4
Stanley Co.
37
(o) Technicolor ...
3
(c) Trans-Lux
4'A
13
(o) United Art.
... 80
(o)
do pfd.
2
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
... 78
o)
do pfd.
Pict
*(c) Univ.
*(s)
do pfd
(c)
(s)

5%
19J4
69^4
32
34

6'A

"A"

&C0.

developing film as well as a dark
Offered on Coast
room capable of turning out a large
Soul with Netoco
number of stills. Besides the pilot, West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Boston Samuel E. Soul, for many the plane carried
a staff of three men,
Los Angeles— Issue of $225,000
years affiliated with the industry in who at no time in their work interNew England, is now operating un- fered with the operation of the plane, West Coast Theaters of California
cent
der the Netoco banner.
Soul is to and who in spite of the extreme dif- first mortgage serial 6J/2 per
have charge of the East Boston dis- ficulties involved, managed to prove gold bonds on the Riverside site for
a new theater, recently was placed
trict, where the chain operates two
the experiment a success.
on the market here by Schwabacher
theaters and is building a house to
& Co. The bonds are priced to yield
Kaufman Heads Two Branches
open in the fall. He will be assisted
Herbert Kaufman has been ap- from 5 J/2 to 6j4 per cent.
by James Wall and James F. Ray.
The total value of the property
pointed by Sam E. Morris branch
manager
for Warners in the Brook- upon completion will be more than
Change at Streator, 111.
lyn territory.
Kaufman has previ- $373,300, or 65 per cent in excess of
Streator, 111.
Great States has ously been at the head of the New the amount of this issue.
It is esclosed the Majestic and will reopen York exchange but
his jurisdiction timated that earnings of the Riverthe Lyric today.
All of the pictures now is extended over both
branches. side properties upon completion of
booked at the Majestic will be transthe project, will be approximately
ferred to the Lyric.
Sewnig Named District Head
$50,880 a year, or nearly three and
Milwaukee, Wis. Louis G. Sew- one-half times maximum annual innig has been appointed the new dis- terest charges.
Closing House at Bantoul
trict manager of Milwaukee Theater
Bantoul, 111. The Blackstone will Circuit.
Otto Lang has been apSidney 111 at Baltimore
close July 1, remaining dark for an ponited to
succeed Sewnig as assisBaltimore George Sidney is ill at

20CI
4O0l

17
do deb. rts.
16%
109
108
(b)
do 6s 41WW.109
99
(b)
do 6s41x-war. 995
99%
26
(s) M-G-M
pfd.
255^ 26
(s) M. P. Cap.
7^
7/2
7}4
247^ 22!^ 22%
(s) Orph. Cir.
86'4
(s)
do pfd.
85
86J4
..126
(s) Para. F-L
123% 126
126
(s) do pfd.
(b> do 6s 47
99% 99% 99%

.

high for

the day at 126.

Kansas City.
Stops were made by
this Richfield-Paramount News-AssoNetoco Chain Adds Another
Press flying laboratory to perBoston
New England Theaters ciated
mit the distribution of prints along
Operating Corp. has purchased con- the line of flight.
trol of the Central Square, East BosThe plane used on the flight was at which time it
ton, which acquisition will come imagain to Syi.
a Ryan monoplane, similar in design
mediately under the management of to Lindbergh's.
It carried all the
the Netoco chain. The theater, which laboratory equipment necessary for
$225,000 Bond

—

High

Am.

Seat.
...
*(c-b) do 6s 36
*
Bal. & Katz
(s)

new drive "A" came to the fore again because
mechanical music, it was re- of tremendous sales in the afternoon.

first

against
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ROXY

theatre

world*s largest motion pictu
TRYOl^
playing

ais latest
GLENN —
comedy scream "Ho^^^cf^ Handle

Women"— beginning

APnoi
CENIML

June 16th.

playing Carl Laemmle*s powerful drama of youth triumphant

-"WE AMERICANS"- beginning June 16th.

New York

continues to pack them in at $2.00 top

Theatre, Broadway,

with Victor Hugo's

WHO

"THE MAN

LAUGHS," now

in

its

9th

Big Week.

pictures!
Ifs in the air-It's everywhere-Universal has the

FIRST

I

THE

N

FIELD TO GIVE

SOUND

F

I

L MS

THEIR DUE

synchronization
Expert analysis of the

field

Sound Pictures

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF NEWS
AND TECHNICAL
IMPROVEMENTS

published twice weekly

m

E\
THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM'

RED HOT TIP

for

Red Hot Weather
A PEPPY

short novelty on a summer's program
is like a cool breeze when the mercury is over
Educational's one-reel pictures are naturals for
90.
the warm months.

KINOGRAMS
A three-to-one

bet over

Came Pi
V^
COMEDIES

its

nearest competitor in the

News Reel

field.

CuiiositieS

Outdoor Sketches
By Robert

Produced by Walter Futter

C. Bruce

Lyman

Felix fKe Cai

H. Howe^s

HODGE-PODGE

Cartoons
By Pat Sullivan

McCall Colour
Fashion Nei^s

Carter DeHaven
m

u

CHARACTER STUDIES"

M

With

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,
o
President
/

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

*

Inc.

Hope Hampton

m=

—'"^

America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President.

i}

'^e

Baron as Advisor

OL.

XLIV

n

TO USE SOUND

ikNDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST

No. 66

Sunday, June

17,

—

Vrrangements are being made to
dialogue and sound effects to
Id
n additional pictures on the Fox

Chicago Marks
Bros,
on
Friday filed suit against Paramount, Balaban & Katz, and

Le Baron Becomes Advisor
PATHE TO USE RCA METHOD
to F. N. and Pathe on

legal activities.

'

Anti-Trust Papers
Served on N. Y. Co-Op

Proposal

to

against

suit

file

the

M.P.E.A. under the Sherman antiust laws as planned by Mayer &
:hneider is exactly that, insofar as
apiro headquarters is concerned. It
as stated Friday no papers involvg an action of that nature have
;en served on Sapiro or his organiition.

Production
IN

Indicating

HIT NON-THEATRICALS
Cincinnati

— Expressing

resentment

of the Federal Trade
Commission to approve the proposal
to outlaw service to non-theatricals
competing unfairly with exhibitors,
the exhibitor association of Greater

over

failure

Cincinnati recently discussed the new
of Ethics, recently made public.
In future, no cases involving nontheatricals will be heard by exhibitor
members of the arbitration board, it
was decided.

Code

FBO

No Action on Censors
in West
Denver Sidney D. \\^eisbaum has
Chicago Action has been posten promoted from management of poned on proposal to make the city
le local exchange to head of the discensor board independent of the

—

ict

for

FBO.

Sam

Feinstein

—

is

police

will

the

hook up with

companj' probably

RCA

Photophone

Corp., for a license to synchronize
pictures under the Photophone system, Pathe has concluded negotiations for synchronization of "The
King of Kings" and "The Godless
Girl."
The latter picture is to open
at the Gaiety, New York, late in
August or early in September, according to Colvin W. Brown, vice
president.

Robert

Kane,

T.

RCA

who

recently

production chief is
arranging synchronization for "The
King of Kings" with John C. Flinn,
Pathe vice president. The picture
is to be released on the 1928-29 program. A symphony orchestra and a
chorus of church singers are to be
used in the synchronization.
No deal yet has been closed, but

joined

department.

as

(Continued

ranch manager.
Weisbaum is the
^cond local manager to be given a
istrict, Hugh Braley having received
similar post with Paramount.

lammond Exhibitor Goes

MAKING SOUND HLMS

E

eisbaum Made District

Manager for

CLOSE CO-OPERATION

IN

other Paramount subsidiaries,
asking an injunction to restrain
the defendants from alleged il-

Sound for
ic-up for next season.
pictures was previously announced.
Titles of the ten have not been
The company intends
ade public.
jocting sound where it may be
operly introduced to enhance draatic and entertainment value.

Price 25 Cents

1928

FBO-F.N.-PATHETOWORK

Sues Paramount

IN

TEN ADDITIONAL FILMS

N, Studios

F.

FILMDOM

i*/'

|ro

and

at Pathe

on page 2)

West

Coast

SATURDAY

—

THE FILM DAILY

production
forces
is
and
Pathe
planned under the regime of Joseph

Kennedy,

P.

FBO

president,

who

is

serving as special advisor to the two
other companies.
This is emphasized by reported decision to name William Le Baron
as production advisor to First National and Pathe. This, it is stated,
precludes necessity of naming a successor to Watterson R. Rothacker,
who recently relinquished control of
First National's studio, and Cecil B.
De Mille, who is understood to be
planning to join United Artists.
Reduction of overhead at the First
National plant, similar to the drastic
steps undertaken at the Pathe studio,
is expected to be undertaken by Ken-

nedy.

"Darling of Gods" May Be
Directed by De Mille
Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Cecil B. De Mille
is
to direct "The Darling of the
Gods" for United Artists, it is re-

West

The Week

Bureatc,

Los Angeles
Close co-operation
between the FBC*, First National

—

ported.

So the outbound Olympic carries aboard Earle
Williams and John Maxwell. The guesses
Hammons,
Jaydee
Holding Regional
to Trial in Bomb Case
about Educational handling physical distribution of Williams'
Hammond, Ind. Willam Kleihege
Meeting in N. Y. Sunday
wner of the State, has been placed imported product may not be so wild after all. Jaydee spent
Lee Marcus, general sales manan trial for alleged bombing of the exactly one week in New York, ran smack into sound picttires ger, will preside at a regional meetleater, wrecked in an explosion last
sales force to be
discussion everywhere he went, threw a coupla shirts into a bag ing of the
ear.
held Sunday in New York.
Joseph
and off he went for London. One guess what it's all about. Right: I. Schnitzer, senior vice president,
sound pictures.
"Wild Bill" Donovan came tearing down and Edward L. McEvoy, assistant
Netoco Adds Another
the gangplank that leads into New York from Yurrup. Which sales manager, will attend.
ranch manaffcrs, salesmen and bookers
Dorchester,
Mass. The
Liberty
brings the case of the Government vs. Hays members. Film from Boston, Philadelphia, Washington and
as been leased by the New EngHaven will attend the meeting. These
New
First National continued to inehide:
md Theaters Operating Corp. The Boards et al one step closer.
W. Gardiner, sales manager; C. F.
:

FBO

—

FBO

.

.

.

—

I?

.

fetoco organization will take imaediate possession of this newest
pk in their chain, which will be
losed at once for a complete renoation.

Sunday Show Case Up

—

.

.

cop the headlines. The franchise holders did several war dances
immediately after that pool which keeps the company intact
was closed up. The uncertainty is gone now. F. N. stays alive
and kicking for some time to come. At least five years.

Three's

Company

Monday: Naturally much ado about Kennedy and what the

"blue" law for
house at Ash Grove
n Sunday, L. D. Metcalf was scheduled to stand trial in Circuit Court

pride of Boston intends doing. Pencil and pad are out. Much
dickering and figuring and bunking of heads.
Joe has lots of
babies to take care of (We mean business babies, not his own

perating

lere

Mo.
state

his

yesterday.

Haley, C.
Urannan, J.

!•".

Kennedy, salesmen, and J. Downing, booker,
Boston; Jerome Safron, Eastern Pennsylvania and .Southern New Jersey sales manager; J. SchaefTer, S. Rosen, H. W. Tyson,
S. Perlswcig, S. Palan, O. H. Dcrr, salesmen and J. Phelan; F. L. McNamee, manager, K. J. Folliard, G. H. Payne. C. Tyson,
of

and J. H. Kelley, Washington
J. J. Lane,
manager; B. Pitkin, H. S. Eskin, salesmen
and F. Cohn, New Haven.
;

Charged with

Springfield,
Relating the

McGerigle. office manager; K.
Denning, H. F. Goldstein, V.

(.Continued on

Page

4)

Doug, Mary Arriving
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford arrive from Europe Saturday.

——
;
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believed.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

J
t

j

neii

^\

|ory

Vitaphone picture, had its New Yori
premiere Friday night at the Warnet

|j|{fv.

,g(j

Warner a Bank Director
Albert Warner of Warner Brq
has been elected a director of
Seventh National Bank, New Yor
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"Lion and Mouse" Opens
"The Lion and the Mouse,"

10-11
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PERFECT CRIME
SCARLET DOVE

3

Kennedy's partnersffl !*':
ownership of FBi*""
Pathe to swing to tfi« f ^
It.
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CERTAIN YOUNG MAN
CHICKEN A LA KING
CHINATOWN CHARLIE
FOOLS FOR LUCK
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Photophone system,
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communica-

lead

will
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THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, by
THE WEEK^S HEADLINES, Review of the Nezvs

1650 BroadPhone Circle 4736way, New York. N. Y.
Filraday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
Wnk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. London Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 58, Great

Marlborough

by Arthur W. Eddy
MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
HAPPENINGS, by Ralph Wilk

HOLLYWOOD

THE FILM DAILY,

to

Joseph P.
with RCA
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SOUND PICTURES,

1)

number of Pathe pictures for tJK
new season are to be synchronics

a

1

FINANCIAL
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UNIFORM CONTRACT FURTHER ANALYZED,

Publisher

$3

RCA
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Fox Outing Aug. 25
Fox employees in New York

3

hold

4

annual onting and
year at Indian Point,

Idbsesi

their

dav

this

All

25th.

Hencf

BROOKS

Financial
ium

Low
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Am.

(c-b) do

...
Seat.
36
6s

*

& Katz

(s)

Bal.

38

13^

13^

200

24/3

24/2

300
100
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(T)
102M 102?4 10254
IS
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8
99/
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70
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do 7s 37 .. 70
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•
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(o)
(o)
(o)
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.

.

do units ...
do com. ...
Skouras Bros..
Stanley Co. ..
(o) Technicolor ...
...
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(o) United Art. ...
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do pfd.
...
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37 Ji
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1,400
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30
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1,700

118/

Counter (Bid and Asked),
Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;

;

—

to J.

Dob-

Arlington— Y MCA; Seneca
ner The Wagener.

—

— Majestic
BridgeviUe— Liberty
Earnest— Rex
land
;

;

—— Grand
Kempton — Auditor-

Braddock
Caimbrook

;

;

— YMCA;

SOUTH DAKOTA
Openings
Keystone — Consolidated Mines Inc.

to

to

Kundert by
House, sold
McNeely.

J.

to

Moshure;
Chas.

Bronx.

Viennese Star Named
Eva Von Berne is the screen name
selected by M-G-M for its Viennese
star, who has arrived in New York.

J.

—(Opera

Selby

Juillianme by

I
I

Columbia Pictures
Corporation
'ARB

I

Announcei that

f

production a motion picture entitled:

it

has

in

the course of

SB,

LASS

IREL
I

Guaranteed
to Satisfy"
Copyrigh ted—

**

EIGH

Cast,,

talcv

and All Rights Reserved

Patsy
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iitli

1

;

^PictureIi

— Legion.

Closings

1000 Pages

ene

Cloth Bouni

1

isphei

"liar

\t the

FREE \

tiiigei

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Film Dail

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

SUBSCRIBER

Stebbins,
1540

B'WAY

& Gates
Leterman
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

tiha

marr

'ker

tpliii

last

in the

TEL. 5560 PENN.I
C0S1VM6S TO RENT:

White-

;

to

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

"Simba" Playing in Bronx
"Simba" the Martin Johnson African expedition picture which was seen
winter at the Earl Carroll, New
York opens June 24 at the Windsor

Wage-

— Eagle.
Changes in Ownership
Elk Point — Florence, sold
Smith & Colby
by Sumner Bovee; Glencross —^Movies, sold
August Schall by Rev. Frank Besendorfer; Northville— Movies, sold
G.

the

Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

UIVIF-OR.IMS

wood

Closings

Bentleyville

—

Closings

—

Reed Wilson Rialto, sold
by H. L. Barnhart.

—

ford.

—

;

—

—^The

;

Rosenfeld by Harry
Pittsburgh ^Rosedale, sold
H. Comanor
to Mr. Emerald by Robt. Kosmal; Victoria, sold to Harry Hendel by Mr. BenSteve
sold
to
Ranshaw" Melba,
nett
Konetski by Walsh & McFadden; RockB.
Harry
dale—The Rockdale, sold to
Wiseman by Gilbert Fleishman: 'Sunbury
Sunbury
&
Green,
sold
to
Rolling
Selingrove Ry. Co. by Rolling Green Amuse
Tyler— The Tyler, sold to J. B. Kosco
Co.
J.
binsi

Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.

Qver

;

S.

B WAY. N.y

—

Harris by Ruth E. Walker; Union Carolina, sold to S. S. Stevenson by Roy Willi-

;

Co.

14.37

ALSO 25,000

Ownefthip

—

—

—

I

;

—Columbia, sold to F. N. Serio by J. S.
Morrisvale The Morrisvale, sold
Landry
Morto S. J. Egnor by Adkins & Egnor
ton Ideal, sold to Harry H. Comanor by
Tux. sold to Calvert

OOW-NS

— Movie.

Jefferson, sold to H. H.
MungO' by T. F. McCaskill Johnstown
Palace, sold to O. F. Armfield by J. E.
Mibley; Pageland The Pageland, sold to
Roy IJlakeney by M. R. Ingram; Saluda
Pastime, sold to O. F. Armfield by Eugene
Able, Jr.
Sumter Garden, sold to Hattie

;

Dembow Amuse

COSTUMES
AMD

—

Jefferson

—

;

Springs

;

—

;

by

*

(o)
(s)

—

;

Red
in

Medd; Greer— Grand, sold to C. W.
Drace by J. A. Reynolds Inman Amuzu,
sold to J. C. Crowe by E. C. Davenport

—

20

34/

—

;

E. R.

to J. B. Kosco by Russell & Reed;
Chester Drake, sold to Jacob Gorchov by
Johnstown Star, sold to
Jay Emanuel
Linesville
RegI. Griffith by F. Lofaris
ent, sold to H. L. Musser by Mr. Hayes;
Meyersdale Main, sold to C. A. RobertAuditorium, sold
son by A. O. Lorentz
to A. O. Lorentz by P. Reich; Morgaiaza

sold

Rialto

Theaters

—

by

Russell,

M.

A.

;

88

30

to

;

7

40
3754

sold

New

;

—

Marys

THE NAME YOU GO BY
^VVHEN YOU GO TO BUY

;

Tremont — Opera House.
SOUTH CAROLINA

—

— Family.
in Ownership
M. Richman
Braddock — Family,
Rosenbloom; Bymedale—

—

Anderson The Anderson, sold to F. W. La
Foy by F. Menida; Bamberg New, sold
to S. A. Hand Jr. by N. C. Black; Batesburg The Batesburg, sold to A. B.Boatwright by B. L. Hall; Chester Carolina,
sold to F. M. Hamilton by L. D. Eaves;
Florence 'Bijou, sold to J. M. O'Dowd by

Openings

St.

;

—

Changes

Changes

95J4

;

—

Continued
3,800
5,000

;

;

Andrews

PENNSYLVANIA

13

Proj
Keiths 6s 46

Intern.

(b)

106
76
23

—

Unity
brook
Grand

....

4%

Fox Fm. "A" 80
Fox Thea. "A" 2454

*(c)

175
137 J^

FILM BOARDS REPORT

500

.••

do pfd
•(s)
•(c) Film. Insp
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

Sales

SeV^
99
7454

36J4

Ind. 14
Fra.
(c) Con
... 247/i
do pfd.
(c)
..175
Kodak
(s) East.

Close

—

Haven Dreamland
PhiladelOwl and Paschall Pleasant
Liberty
Overbrook The
OveriSt.
Marys Family
Starford

Lock

— Grand.
;

phia

3040

COVERS
EVERYTHIN(
GOES
everywher:

Is

it

"«

iirec

Htlior

THE
inday, June

17,

1928

"The Perfect Crime"
Length: 6331

i;()

"Chicken
ft.

Fox

A La

-.%g>^
DAILV
Tom Mix

King"

Ramon Novarro

in

"Painted Post"

Length: 6417

ft.
for PERFECT SUMMER DIET.
Fox
Length: 4962 ft.
idme time. corking cast LIGHT AND FROTHY. FORD
A
WEAK
NUMBER
THAT
/\id very unusual story STERLING
AND
ARTHUR HAS ONLY TOM MIX AND
HIS
ijilds up to strong mys- STONE
A REAL COMEDY
'sry climax.
RIDING
AND
FIGHTING
TO
TEAM.
3 NIFTY PHRAILS FOR
.Clive Brook as a noted de- THE MALE
Cast.
VOTE.
RECOMMEND
IT. STORY SLOW
live involved in an unusual crime
Cast. ... Nancy Carroll a knockout AND RAGGED.
that
characterization
fine
a

of

«Ne

.

fbo's

best

.

t

Irene Rich as pleasing as
..
Edmund Breese the head of
Others Tully Marshall,
ctives.
licl Wales, Carroll Nye.
Story and Production. ... Murder
Based on the story "The
tery.
Bow Mystery" by Israel ZangHere is a film made from a
kerjack story by a famous auand in the hands of a very
!

,

ble

m

cast

becomes

it

first

class

Clive Brook
entertainment.
famous criminologist who de^
to retire so he can marry the
who objects to his work. He
i|)sessed with the idea of a "perHe finally plans one.
crime."
victim is a drunk, who is found
til his throat cut in a locked room.
ulence points to a j'oung man,
Brook finally
convicted.
is
lo
.'es himself up as the murderer to
va the youth, and proves to the
tectives that they were all wrong
d that there can be a "perfect"
Ends with Brook having
me.
Novel, and
imagined all this.
;t
fries fine suspense.
Direction, Bert Glennon, clever;
Scenario,
ithor, Israel Zangwill;
;

irart

Adamson Photography, James
;

iwe, very good.

for looks, and she can troupe. Then
there's Carol Holloway and Frances
Lee making it a beauty threesome.

ffany-Stahl

5102

wife has a tough time getting money
for a new dress every second season.
But when Ford meets the dazzling
chorus gal he just goes blooey and
blows the works. He starts off with
the honest intention of saving his
sappy brother-in-law, Arthur Stone,
who he believes is in the clutches of
But Ford falls hard
the fizz dame.
gal's
for the chorus
pal.
It's
a
scream as he kids himself into thinking he's only interested in "uplifting"
the poor little gal.
Then wifey
frames a plot with the two wise
babies to cure pa of his philander-

Corking light comedy
done with class. They'll like
ing.

Direction,

.Lowell Sherman does

his

Robert
an ineffectual part.
•azer as the gallant officer is there,

ith

thers Josephine Borio Shirley Paler, Julia Swayne Gordon.

.Drama of
Story and Production.
There must have been some
ussia.
gical reason for Tiffany-Stahl proicing this one, but it appears nohere

The action is
the picture.
of a very artificial brand,
goes for the whole produc-

in

gged and
hich

.

star's final release.
First two reels
are very slow, with
as sheriff
running the town's hotel which he
has attached. He befriends a stranded troupe and the gals repay him by
helping him run the hotel.
Al St.
John acts as cook, and attempts to
supply the comedy, which is pretty
sad, and very forced.
His part was
just dragged into the film.
Gets going when a gang steals a payroll
given to the sheriff to mind.
After
a typical Mix fight, they get away,
steal the gal, and
is
hellbent
after them for the usual finish.

Tom

Tom

Direction,
thor,

Fi)-st

National

Length: 6365

Eugene

Harry

Fields

C.

weak; AuDrago; ScenOxford; PhotogFoird,

Sinclair

ario, Buckleigh S.
raphy, Dan Clark,

W.

fine.

Length: 5482

ft.

OUT OF THE RUNNING.
TWO YEARS OLD, AND LOOKS
NOVARRO MISCAST. HE
IT.
FLOPS BAD TRYING TO DO A
MENJOU ROLE.
Novarro as an
Cast. ... Ramon
English bounder is sunk early and
He looks effeminever comes up.
nate in a man-of-the-world part.
Marceline Day sweet and decora-

ft.

is

..

material that does not even
Fred
give him a fighting chance.
Kohlcr good in small part as gang
in

Louise Lorraine no asset as
Harry Gribbon's comedy
support.
as hero's tough friend is often betSojin and
ter than the comedian's.
Anna May Wong do their Oriental.
leader.

Production. .. .Comedy
the play by Owen
It was fair on the boards
extravaganza, but never in-

Cast
W. C. Fields does a Wallingford role as a slick oil promoter
and gets all the comedy out of his
Chester Conklin as the lovable
line.
goof makes it a good comedy team.
Sally Blane and Jack Luden add the
Others Mary Alden, Arsentiment.
thur Housman, Robert Dudley.
Story and Production.

Story and
meller.

Davis.

From

an
tended for the screen. The material
simply wasn't there, and the gagmen
did nothing to save the situation.
as

..

.Comedy.

They must have had

a tough time
string this out for

the studio to
a 60 minute play. Just heavy enough
on gags for a two-reeler, and that's
giving it a lot. The story is forced,
and sags badly in spots. Fields and
Conklin work heroically to keep it
going, but the material simply isn't
Fields does his pool table
there.
skit and strings it out for all it is
It's
good, and gets the
worth.
The film needed it, for it's
laughs.
Conklin is the
the best it can show.
big pool parlor and restaurant man
His family lives in
in a small town.
a palace with liveried servants, etc.
Fields is
Pure, unadulterated hokc.
the slick guy who hits town to clean
U]) selling piioney oil stock.
Reisncr,
Direction,
Charles
V.
at

tough

assignment;

Fried;

Scenario,

Ruben;

Author,

Harry

Sam Mintz and

Photography,
liam Marshall, smooth.

Walter

decided to resurrect
real ghostly
when you see Willard Louis, stepping around as a smiling butler, when
all the fans know that he has been
dead almost two years. In fact, it's
downright bad taste to have a ghost
walking through this frothy comedy.
Novarro as the English lord with
various affairs with married women
is a total loss.
He doesn't carry the
blase roue stuff.
The situations are
It

becomes

artificial, the comedy forced, and it's
a
general washout from various
angles.
Besides, Adolphe Menjou
did the same theme in "A Gentleman from Paris."

Direction, Hobart Henley, script
stopped him; Author, Doris Burell;

Scenario, Donna Barrell;
Photography, Merritt B. Gerstat, good.

"Walking Back"
Length: 5035

ft.

FAIR ENTERTAINMENT OF

mount
Length: 5852
ABOUT THE WORST HINES Para
MISSES
PLENTY.
HAS DONE. OPENS SLOW, STAND UP ON HEAVY WON'T
GAGGED POORLY, AND ING. COMEDY STARS BILLHANCRASHES INTO CHINATOWN DICAPPED BY WEAK MATESAPPY.
MELLER THAT IS
RIAL. NOT GAITED FOR FEAsunk TURE LENGTH.
Hines
Cast.
.Johnny
badly

M-G-M

the ghost.

Pathe

"Fools for Luck"

ft.

reason

and Chester Conklin
in

There is a lot of Russian "atosphere" worked in, but taken by
id large it is very unimpressive.
Gags are pretty terrible in spots,
he theme' had a kick in it, but the and many so old that they creaked. A
The tough assignment for Johnny Hines,
rector failed to develop it.
from the convent is betrothed and he was helpless all the way.
rl
a Russian army officer who is a Nothing happens in the first reel but
ranger to her. He is a gay blade, a trip in a bus to Chinatown which
He plans Johnny owns. Here the ancient gags
ith a dame on the side.
Then
marry the little convent gal, col- were unloaded unmercifully.
ct her inheritance, and with it still
the meller, with the gal kidnapped
;ep his mistress on the side. Which
for the mysterious ring that the
Then Chinks hold sacred. The mandarin
ts it out for family trade.
)mes the gallant young officer in holds her for the white slaves,
ive with the girl, duel, real love,
Johnny does the rescue amid thrills.
Charles Hines, poor;
Direction,
c.
Owen Davis; Scenario,
Direction, Arthur Gregor, poor; Author,
.uthor,
Arthur Gregor; Scenario, Johnny Gray and Roland Afeher;
Photog- Photography, Wm. Miller and Al
Natteiord;
)hn
Francis
Wilson, ordinary.
iphy, Ernest Miller, fair.

jn.

much

clever;

in

production they did not waste
time or efifort on the western

eral

"Chinatown Charlie"

ft.

Cast. ..
ual cynical role as Russian colonel,
argaret Livingston does wonders

.

Henry Lehrman,

stuff,
it.

Author, Harry W. Gribble; Scenario,
Zola Forrester and Mann Page;
J.
Photography, Conrad Wells, fine.

Johnny Hines

AR BELOW TIFFANY STANDHOLDS NOTHING FOR
ID.
.ASS HOUSES, AND WILL
(VRELY RIDE AS FILLER FOR
EIGHBORHOODS.

Young Man"

Ford Sterling and Arthur Stone do
light comedy.
tive.
Renee Adoree and Carmel
Myers play the married flames of
Story
and
Production. .. .Light
Others
Bert
Roach,
the
hero.
comedy, from the stage play "Mr.
Huntle}' Gordon, Ernest Wood.
Romeo."
all
It's
nonsensical fun
Story and Production. .. .Western.
and a lot of whoopee, but ideal hot
Story and Production. .. .Comedy
weather entertainment for any house. This is the last Tom Mix for Fox, romance.
They shelved this two
Ford Sterling is a tightwad whose and judging by the story and gen- years ago, and for some unknown
the

"The Scarlet Dove"
Length:

Cast.... Tom Mix, as the sheriff
is
forced to do a lot of "acting"
without action in the earlier reels,
and he's not so hot. He's only good
when he gets going in the final reels.
Natalie Kingston a fair lead.
Philo
McCuUough the heavy. Al St. John
supplied artificial comedy.

"A Certain
M-G-M

in

J.

Wil-

YOUTH AND JAZZ. MADE FOR
THE FLAPPER AND COLLEGE
VOTE. SUE CAROL VERY ATTRACTIVE.
Cast.... Sue Carol looks like a
comer, and makes the picture
look better than it really is. Richard
Walling does well as youthful hero,
and creates really a fine part of the

real

typical youth of today.
Robert Edeson as the boy's father. Others Ivan
Lebedeft',
Jane Keckley, Florence

Turner.
Story and Production.
.Drama of
modern youth. From the story by
George Kibbe Turner. They were
making these two years ago along
the same pattern.
Nothing new has
been added, but there is a certain
freshness in the work of Sue Carol
and especially Richard Walling that
.

.

makes

it fairly entertaining.
Walling
the son of a banker who refuses
to let him take his car to a dance
because the boy has failed in his
studies.
The boy goes anyway, takes
his girl, and gets mixed up quite
innocently with a gang of yeggs
who are using him as a blind to rob

is

father's bank.
There is a good
sequence where he battles his rival
with their cars to see who will take
the girl to the dance.
Night club
his

scenes give the usual jazz stuff witii
riot. Okay for smaller houses.
Direction,
Rupert Julian,
good;
Author, George Kibbe Turner; Scenario,
Monte Katterjolin; Photography, Joe Mescall, nice.

youth running

THE
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DAILY
will

The Week
{Continued from page

Look 'em

seven).

K-A-O

over:

Pathe,

National.
First
That's a large order for this blonde
Moses to fill. Anyway, it has_ been
and received seriously
suggested
that FBO, Pathe and First National
remain intact. The former to
all
handle Class B and C features— also

D

E— through its own

exchanges;
First National to sell Class A and
Pathe to expend its energies on short
subjects and nothing else. ... In
an effort to make two loose ends
meet, Spyros of the Skouras clan
and Sam of the Katz clan are figuring on a score of more additional
theaters in Indiana. Then the Skouras Publix holdings will reach from

and

Sound Picture Reviews

1)

FBO,

Union

StaIndianapolis right into
No loops, no gaps.
tion, St. Looey.
Almost ran out of
Interesting?
ciphers in the print shoppe this week.
It happened when Worcester sent
down the price Bill Fox is about to
fork up for the Poli chain. Sylvester
asked $21,000,000, but he probably
won't get more than $18,500,000—
that is when a few irksome details
are cleaned up and the contracts
signed.
To get back to First
National.
Cables have gone overBob
seas to Gene Richards and
Lieber telling them at so much per
word what the crowd had done to
Expected
preserve First National.
they will join the pool and that
finally the only stock on the outside
will be the block held by Fox. Which
is exactly 22,500 shares.
.

.

.

On a Summer's Day
was

a lovely day. In
the First National direcIt

one room,
tors were meeting.
his

—

.

.

.

wild waves

.

.

.

wave comes word from

a feller who ought to know that
sound pictures in the home are "just
around the corner." H. P. Davis of
Westinghouse is the man speaking,

but he failed to say what corner he

had

mind.

in

whom

.

.

Columbia

is

.

Joe
the

Brandt to

gem

of

the

ocean and elsewhere got back from
Europe. Joe doesn't talk much, but
when he does, he usually says something worth listening to. About Europe and the problem it presents to
America, he remarked that only one
factor counted: good pictures. Said
quotas were all wet; didn't bring
forth the best in production efforts
and so on. Quite right.
sub-

We

scribe to his ideas in toto.

Rossheim, Kennedy
Wednesday:

Still

another meeting

National.
Surprise move.
Irving Rossheim who is elected
president and not Joe Kennedy. Not
at

It's

First

iated
be a great trip regardless of business;
the Great Lakes are great in the

and he records clearer
than most performers that have yet

—

worked

Playlet

A highly dramatic playlet featuring
Irene Rich with John Miljan and
Barry Townly, the author of the
play.
It is a story of treachery in
the tropics. The atmosphere is well
worked up with two Englishmen

at

a trading post sitting in their cabin
in the swamps, while the noise of the
native tom-toms can be heard outside.
One of them has just brought
his wife to the post, and the other
man is desirous of possessing her.
He sends the husband out to be ambushed by the natives, then sends
for the wife and tries to make adBut the husband who has
vances.
escaped the natives returns and kills

him.

Heavy drama,

but

this,

will please where they
and lots of thrills.

a

like

it

punch

"The Night Court"
Vitaphone Warners

—

This

comedy

a

is

by Hugh

playlet

— Warners

featured as the
judge who is trying to reconcile a
peevish and spoiled wife to staying
with her husband.
The latter is a
screen player who has been ill and
out of work, and is just getting on
his feet again.
Mcintosh does fine
work in bringing the woman to a
realization of her duty to her husband and child. His voice is ideal
is

Today:

Kennedy's busy. Bill Le
Baron, one of his boys, will probably head production for First National and Pathe.
Pretty soon you'll
see something done by
solidating studios and

Amiisiiig

Herbert, with William Demarest in
the leading role.
It shows a court
scene, with the members of a night
club that has been raided brought up
He calls upon
before the judge.
each one in turn to answer the
charges of disorderly conduct, and
the girls do their stuff to prove to
the court that their act is perfectly
proper.
It is put over with snap,
and a fair amount of comedy. Winds
up by the judge adjourning court to
the night club where he can see the

whole show.

Kennedy won't have

the lion's
But the

share of
He
other companies to which he is
daddy are crying for attention too.
so it's as special advisor that Joe
gxDes into First National now and
the job.

will.

of condistribution.

Man Overhead must

Old

ramblings.
news budget:
.

more

pictures,

program.

RCA

Photophone

tainly.

FBO

RCA

stop

his

The sound picture
Fox to dialogue te)
making 22 on ne:
.

.

year's

Pathe

to use t
process.
Cei
a nice chunk

owns

is running FBO
and Pathe.
Long time ago we
told you Ceebee De Mille world
join Joe Schenck and the big family

and Kennedy
.

.

.

Seems now that De.
Mille will direct "The Darling of t
God,s."
Undoubtedly a roadsho

over at United.

Henry King was once to make
he was in New York, Henry
spent some time with David B

it."

lasco, discussing the play

ways

of

and vario

Even
made on a

treating

Schenck wanted
scale.
So it will

it.

it

be.

th
lavi

KAN

Downing, Charlotte De Lovelace,
Vina, Arthur and Sammy Canton.

They

led

with

off

"Cinderella

Dreams," a monologue by Will Morrissey, and then in order offered "It
Was Only a Shower," "Rosy Posy,"
"Cest Vous," the quartette from
Rigoletto" and "Go Tell 'Em." Plenty
of pep, and good harmonizing with
the voices coming over very clear.

Short Subjects
"Bath Time"
Grantland Rice Pathe
Sport

—

Type

A
that

way

When

—

Playlet

Burr Mcintosh

medium.

this

in

Morrissey & Miller
Vitaphone Warners
Night Club Revue
Nicely balanced offering with the
well known team supported by Harry

"Realization"

Vitaphone

Tying 'Em In

for Vitaphone,

"The Beast"
Vitaphone Warners

In another, Clifwas carrying out

B. Hawley
duties as president.
The directors finished their deliberations. They
walked into Mr. Hawley's room en
masse and calmly told him that he
was through, finished, washed up.
Quick just like that. After which
the meeting adjourned.
Indianapolis
reports
a
serious
worry.
Neighborhood houses declare receipts have dropped from 25 to SO
per cent. All due to daylight saving.
Not the only spot where hell is being
raised.
From down where the

ford

Frank Rembusch hits
and tells us the unaffiltheater group will attend. It'll

develop.

summer.

...

Tuesday:

I

New York

now

and

1928

17,

imwi

Schneider, New York exhibs, says
they are out of Sapiro's buying combine.
Sapiro says that's all wrong.

of production. .1 reel Sportligli
is made to Wakiki
Beacl:

trip

Hawaii, where all the water sport
of the natives are presented in som|
very gorgeous shots.
You see thel
native youths diving from a high cliflfj
into a mountain pool.
Another ex«^
citing bit shows the natives ridinp;
the surf, and doing some thrilling,'
stunts.
Very good, especially now
when swimming is to the fore.

Our daily news
There you are.
budget on sound pictures: Censors
Ohio are thinking seriously of
in
maybe something more later.
reserving the right to pass on diaThe labor problem is serious. In logue. By what right, we fail to see.
Seattle, for instance, the United Ar- Vitaphone throws out its chest and
tists house has closed down.
Union remarks New England will have 70
"The Mouse's Bride"
saj'S you must have
15 musicians; equipments in operation by July 1.
Fables— Pathe
theater says eight's enuff.
Shut- The vogue is spreading fast, my lads.
Very Good
down.
More sound pictures You'd better get in the swim.
Type of production .. 1 reel animate!
stuff: Colunabia getting ready.
Well, well.
So Von Stroheim's has
Old Al has his troubles taking cari
The good folks in Quebec prove to be finished cutting.
"The Wedding
of the various animals that share
dumber than we first thought. Now March" opens its New York run at
his home.
First the goldfish call for
even babies in arms can't get into the Criterion in August. That's pera drink, and then the cat and the
picture houses under the new law. fectly swell. We've been wanting to
mouse insist on being waited upon.
Can you beat it?
United an- see it for a long time.
A clever idea is worked with two
nounces 18 for next year.
Line-up
mice trying to spoon in the parlor,
!
looks very interesting.
Any sound
while
Danny Duck is constantly
pictures?
Certainly.
Everybody's
Friday: Sapiro is suing M. and S. walking in and out and interrupting
doing it.
M. and S. engage Nate the fun. It is well up to the Aesop
over dues.
Burkan, that smart lawyer man, Fables standard.
What's This?
and a suit in Federal courts to test
Thursday: The bankers are pretty the legality of buying cooperatives
"Sailor Boy"
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Whoopee

.

busy

ginks

.

.

these

days.

Now

that

looms.

If

happens,

it

the

.

.

the final set-up.

between

It looks like a deal

K-A-O and

Stanley.

.

.

.

Coast reported Actor's Equity threatsuits against producers alleging
boycotts? Not so, says Hollywood

Won't ened

that be a humdinger?
It will mean,
of course, that the former gobbles
up the latter. No wonder some people we know are waylaying every
share of Stanley stock they can get
their hands on.
.
Mayer and

and all that sort; of
Al Steffes' exhib party
thing.
catching on. Twenty-one states will
now.

Silly

.

attend

Maybe

.

Cameo

decision

Kennedy and Rossheim are to share will get a lot of folks straightened
the same office at First National, out on how far to go and in what
the dopesters are busy doping out direction.
Remember when the

.

the July boat trip, says Al.
a new exhibitor organization

—

Educational
Sailor Gags
of production.
.2 reel comedy

Type
Monty

.

.

I

the sailor boy'
who is a.w.o.l. from his ship and they
send a squad to arrest him. MeanCollins

is

'

Monty
who works

has hunted up his girl
a sanitarium.
The
surgeons grab him and decide that he
has got some strange and violent
disease.
They put him through all
kinds of treatments. Action is fast.
while

in

\

(ri,

F*
'

I

;

:

:
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Hess Completes Contract Analysis

mmm

is

credit of the amount received on account
of such relicense because if the cancelled

made

Complete

WITH OLD AGREEMENT

With

this instalment, publication of the analysis of the

new
Sixteenth: The first paragraph of
lis article is the same as the first paragraph
Article Eig-hteenth of the current conact, excepting that the time for the sending
a notice of cancellation by the exhibitor
n account of delays or prevention of per)rmance by the exhibitor because of the
appening of any of the causes enumerated
the article has been changed.
Unde' the current contract the notice of
incellation had to be sent within] ten days
months'
three
a
expiration
of
fter
the
eriod of delay or prevention of performance.
nder the new contract such notice may be
;nt within a reasonable time after such three
limitation
the ten days'
period,
lonths'
What is a reasonable
aving been omitted.
Board of
the
me must be determined by
.rbitration upon the facts and circumstances
1
each case.
In the second paragraph of this article
missions and changes have been made.
To the causes excusing the distributor
om delays in perofrmance have been added
le delays of the U. S. Postal Authorities
nd from such causes there have been omitted
elays caused by the failure or delay of
ny prior exhibitor in returning or forwarding
rints.
This omission was made to conform
J
the elimination of the provision in the
iirrent contract requiring the exhibitor to
ssert a claim on such account against the
Article

f

f

standard

exhibition

con-

tract by Gabriel L. Hess, general
attorney for the Film
Boards of Trade is complete.

The

initial

section appeared in

THE FILM DAILY

for

May

13.

1

nor exhibitor.
in the current contract which
parties the right to cancel pic-

The provsion
ave

both

which was delayed or
jres
he production of which was prevented for
period of three months because of the
appening of any of the causes stated in
.e article, has been omitted and there has
:en added the provision that paragraph (b)
Article Second shall govern in case any
|<
the delivery

of

,

not generally released
ir such causes during the distributor's reFor example, under the curjasing year.
lent contract if the production of a picture
prevented for three months, both the dis;butor and the exhibitor have the right upon
iving notice within 10 days from the extion of the three months period to cancel
Under the new contract neither
le picture.
e exhibitor nor the distributor have the
If the picture
ight to cancel the picture.
not released within the distributor's reismg year (which must be specified in
laragraph (b) of Article Second of the conract) the exhibitor woud have the right upon
living the distributor notice within 30 days
rom the expiration of the releasing year to
equire delivery of the picture when produced
!as well as all others not released during the
deasing year) or failing to give such notice
he picture (and the others not released in the
eleasing year) will be deemed eliminated from
he contract. If the picture, performance as
o which was prevented, is not released
vithin two years frim the end of such reeasing year then of course under the proi

such

risions

pictures

of

are

paragraph

(b)

of

Article

Second

he picture is eliminated from the contract
wen though the exhibitor has by notice
Jected to take it.
Article Seventcentli: Is the same as Article
Nineteenth of the current contract.
Arbitration
Is
the
Eighteenth:
Article
This Article is substantially the same
Clause.
IS Article Twentieth of the current contract,
Accepting there has been added a provision
[which definitely fixes the time within which
^e distributor must comply with any award
This time is deter'ainst the distributor.
|mined by the location of each Board of
For example, in New York
Arbitration.

San Francisco, it is
the length of time in
localities
see
the second paragraph
Jther
Twenty-second of the new conjf Article
lity,

cwenty

S-act.

seven

days.

days;

in

For

.

Article Nineteenth: Is the same as Article
rwpnty-fir?t of the current contract with the
iddition of the first five words in Article
N'ineteenth of the new contract.
Article Twentieth and Twenty-first are entirely
new and were incorporated in the
new contract to carry out the declaration
>f policy,
in respect to block booking and
pictures offensive to any race or creed, made
by the distributors at the 1927 Motion Picture Trade Practice Conference.
Article Twentieth provides that when an

exhibitor contracts for all of a
pictures which have been offered

group at one time he may

group

of
as a
exclude or cancel

him

out not to exceed ten per cent of the! total
number of pictures so contracted for. For
example, if an exhibitor is offered 50 pictures, and he contracts for all of them, he
is given the right to exclude or cancel not
more than five of such pictures. He would
be entitled to cancel five if the number offered
and contracted for were 45, but only four
if
the number offered and contracted for
were 44, because fractions of less than onehalf must be disregarded.
If the exhibitor
is
offered 50 pictures, and he buys less
than that number, for example, 30, the exhibitor is given no
right
exclude or
to
cancel out any of the 30 contracted for.
Having contracted for all of the total

number

had not b\..;n originally contracted
for by Theater A they would have been
offered and contracted for by Theater B.
For the purpose of Article Twentieth it
does not matter whether all the pictures
of a group offered at one time are specified
in one or more applications.
The total number offered will be considered as an entire
pictures

pictures
which have been offered the exhibitor as a group at one time
to
avail
himself of his right to exclude
or cancel out ten per cent of such number
the exhibitor must give to the distributor
written notice with regard to each picture
he desires to exclude or cancel. This notice
must be given not later than 14 days before the date fixed for the exhibition of
each picture he wishes to exclude and
at the same time such notice is given the
exhibitor must pay to the distributor onehalf of
the rental price specified in the
In
contract to be paid for such picture.
case any of the pictures which the exhibitor elects to exclude! or cancel out have
of

contracted for on a percentage basis,
the second paragraph of Article Twentieth
provides how the one-half of the rental price

been

be computed.
If any picture which the exhibitor has
excluded or cancelled out is relicensed for
the same run as that which the exhibitor
contracted for to another exhibitor to whom
the distributor would not have licensed such
picture had it not been cancelled, the dis-

group.

The

provisions of this article do not apply
short subjects or news reels nor do they
apply to pictures released prior to the 192829 season.
In case an exhibitor agrees to
contract for all of a distributor's 1927-28
product and all of the distributor's 1928-29
product offered as a group at one time the
provisions of this article will apply only
to the number of pictures in the group of
1928-29 product.
An example of computing the amount to
be returned to the exhibitor if a relicense
of a picture is made is as follows:
Is the original rental of the pic$100,

pictures he has contracted for and pays
one-half of the rental price therefor, and the
other second run exhibitor is willing to
and contracts for the second run of the
rental
the
one-half
of
pictures
excluded,
received from the latter second run exhibitor up to the amount paid by the exhibitor first contracting for the second run
must be credited as before stated.
Following is an example of relicensing
a picture when no part of the amount received for such relicense would be credited
to the exhibitor cancelling out or excluding
the picture
distributor offers as a group at one time
one-half of the distributor's output to TheThe
ater A, and such offer is accepted.
distributor also licenses after offer as a
group the remaining one-half to Theater
Each of these theaters would be enB.
under the provisions of this article
titled
to cancel out ten per cent of the number
which they contracted for as a group.
exercises such right and
If Theater
cancels out ten per cent of sucli number
and such pictures are relicensed to Theater
would not be entitled to a
B, Theater

A

A

A

provision that delivery of a print or
furnishing of
advertising
ac/cessolrie*
not be deemed an acceptance of the
application is new.
The time within which
an application must be accepted has in the
following cases been changed
Atlanta, Cincinnati,
Memphis, and Omaha, increased
from 15 to 20 days; Dallas, reduced from
30 to 20 days; Pitssburgh and Washington,
D. C, increased from 10 to 14 days; Salt
Lake and Seattle, increased from 20 to 30
:

days.

A

to

ture.

Is the

$50.

pay

amount the
the
the

to

cancels

exhibitor must
distributor when he
picture, because he
of the rental

must pay one-half
upon cancelling.

Is the rental obtained by the
distributor for a relicense of the
picture so cancelled.
Is the amount which the distributor must repay to the exhibitor in such a case because
one-half of the amount so received for a relicense must be
returned to the exhibitor.

$70.

$35.

Assuming

same

the

facts

as

above

but

that,—

amount

received for a relicense by the distributor instead
of $70 as in the case above.
Is the amount payable to the
$50.
exhibitor because in no case is
the distributor required to return
to the exhibitor more than what
the exhibitor paid.
An example of computing one-half of the
license fee of a picture to be played on
a percentage basis so that the amount the
exhibitor must pay to the distributor when
he cancels such a picture can be determined
follows
Assume that the rental of the picture is
fifty per cent of the gross receipts.

Is the

$120.

Kov.

shall

tributor must credit the exhibitor with onehalf of the rental price the distributor receives upon such relicense up to, but not
exceeding, the amount paid by the exhibitor
when he cancelled out such picture. For
example, if there are three theaters in a
town, one a first run theater, the other two
second run theaters, and SO pictures in a
group are contracted for by the first run
and the same number of the same pictures
are contracted for by one of the second
run theaters, the remaining second run theater
would not also contract for a second run
Therefore if the second
of such pictures.
run exhibitor excludes ten per cent of the

The

the

shall

$70.

1

availability date of the picture which the exhibitor cancels.
Is the average daily gross receipts for a period of 30 operating days immediately prior to

Is

Nov.

1.

This

is

computed by

adding

the receipts for thirty
operating days prior to November 1 and dividing by thirty.
Is therefore the amount that
$35.
must be paid the distributor.
Article Twenty-first: If a picture because
of racial or religious subject matter is offensive to the public in the place where an
exhibitor's theater is located and the e-xhibitor
makes a claim to such effect within a reasonable time prior to the date fixed for the
exhibition of the picture, such claim must be
immediately submitted to the Board of Arbitration, and if the Board of Arbitration
determines that the exhibition of the picture
will be offensive to the public in the place
where the exhibitor's theater is located, such
picture will be excluded from the contract.
If a picture is so excluded the distributor
may exhibit or license its exhibition in another theater in the same locality free of
claimsi of he exhibitor.
This article further provides that if in
the opinion of the distributor any picture
contracted for will be offensive to the public in the place; where an exhibitor's theater
is located because of racial or religious subject matter, the distributor without submitting
the question to arbitration may exclude the
picture from the contract with such exhibitor, but only upon condition that the
all

distributor shall not thereafter contract for
exhibition in such locality unless the
its
racial or religious subject matter is eliminated.
If such elimination is made then the
distributor must furnish such picture to the
exhibitor as first contracted for it.
Pictures excluded under Article 21 do not
reduce the total number of pictures the
exhibitor may exclude or cancel out under
thep rovisions of Article 20.
Twenty-second is the same as
Article
Article 22 of the current contract, but revised in some respects.

further

corporated

in

new
this

provision
article

has

to the
at
the

been
effect

in-

that

applications signed
same time
the exhibitor must all be accepted or
all rejected or all deemed withdrawn.
One
or more of such applications may not be
rejected and the others accepted.
All must
be either accepted or be deemed withdrawn,
unless there is a provision written in the
schedule agreed to by the exhibitor evidenced by his signature permitting the acceptance or rejection of less than all such
applications.
The only case in which such
all

by

an agreement is permitted to be set forth in
the schedule is in respect to pictures produced by a producer independent of the distributor whose contract with the distributor
requires that such pictures be sold separately
and apart from other pictures distributed
by the distributor.
To the direction to salesmen, which is
an expression of the policy of all distributors
and is recognized as a code of ethics in
the industry, there has been added a sentence
to the effect that a violation of such direction will subject the salesman to discharge.

APPROVED ADDITIONAL CLAUSES

Any or all
may be added
must

the five following clauses
to a contract, but if added
appear in the schedule
of

The Cancellation Clause
is
the same as the optional cancelclause of the current contract.
This
clause needs no explanation.
It
is
rarely
used.
This

lation

"Separate Applications" Clause
This clause may be used only upon the
conditions stated in the note following it.

"Road-Show" Clause

The

provisions of the road show clause
give the distributor the right to road-show
not to exceed two of the number of pictures
contracted for before the exhibitor has the
right to exhibit them.
picture will not be
deemed to be a road-show picture unless it
IS shown at theaters at which
not less than
$1.00 admission is charged for a majority
of the orchestra seats at evening performances.
If any picture is selected by the distributor
for road-showing in a territory in which is
located the exchange from which the exhibitor is served such picture is e-xcluded
from a contract and the distributor must
give the exhibitor notice to such effect within
14
days after the road-showing in such
territory commences.
If a picture is not
road-shown in an exhibitor's territory, but it
road-shows in another territory, the distributor may not exclude such picture as a roadshown picture from the exhibitor's contract.
The foregoing conditions do not apply
to pictures road-shown in New York City
or the City of Los Angeles. In those cities
the distributor may road-show as many pictures as the distributor selects to be roadshown, but of such pictures the distributor
may not exclude from the contracts of exhibitors in the New York or Los Angeles
territories more than two.
In the New York
City and Los Angeles territories, the distributor need not give notice of the exclusion of a picture road-shown there until
eight weeks after the commencement of the

A

road-showing.

Any

picture in any territory excluded by
distributor as a road-show picture is
excluded from the contracts of all exhibitors
the
in

such

territory.

Any

picture road-shown in any place in
the United
States which is not excluded
by the distributor from the contract of any
exhibitor by giving the notice above mentioned
will
not become available for exhibition anywhere in the United .States to
any exhibitor until after completion of its
road-showing in all territories which the distributor has selected it to be road-shown.
After the completion of all such road-showings,
a picture then will
be available for
exhibition to exhibitors having contracted for
it.

For every picture excluded for road-showing
by the distributor the exhibitor may exclude any other picture contracted for upon
griving the distributor notice to such effect
(Continued on Page 8)
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THE

FAST GROWING FIELD OF

SYNCHRONIZATION

By ARTHVi

COAST STUDIOS REVAMPING

New

Invention Claimed to
Safeguard Bristolphone

PLANS TO INCLUDE SOUND
West

Bureau,

Coast

—

Angeles The sound
era is apparent at all major
It is understood production plans for

Los

picture
studios.

1928-1929, made weeks ago, are undergoing drastic changes to permit
the use of dialogue and sound effects.
This may result in a temporary
check of production output in view
of the equipment necessary on the
stages before sound can be used.
In view of their activity in sound
for some time past, Warners and
Fox are operating under a distinct
advantage. Some time ago, Winfield

Conn.

Waterbury,

THE FILM DAILY
of

a

new

invention

— Development

William H. Bristol, inventor of the
Bristolphone, a phonographic synchronization device, has been safeguarding his position in the matter
of patents, which has resulted in delay in placing the sound projecting
equipment on the market for

make

the
Picture

will

William H. Bristol Talking
Corp., independent so far as patents
controlled by any other companies is
concerned,

it

is

understood.

to

are

range from $2,000; to |5,000, it
is
declared, with a non-synchronous device to sell for
This latter enaround $700.
ables playing of stock records
for cueing pictures.
Bristol has synchronization

Reviews
Sound
on page
with

disc

pictures are reviewed
this issue.

4,

its

motor and

electric

sy:

chronizer which is connected by
small five wire cable to the drivii
synchronizer on the projector. T!
synchronizing device may be readi
applied to any standard model
projector for theatrical use or to p
table models for homes, schoolrooi
churches, clubs, etc., using safe
standard width or 16 mm. film.
One of the unique features claimed
for Bristolphone is the simple methoi
of
re-synchronizing the film a:
sound while the picture is being pi

jected on the screen.
The most
Music Mas- portant feature
of this system is
produced by James simplicity of construction
and opei
i;

rights of the

Sheehan announced his intention of
building two stages for Movietone.
Since then, developments in the technical aspects of synchronization

Installations

theaters.

first

ii

ters series,

A. Fitz Patrick, a leading short
ation due to the simple design ani
subject independent producer.
the minimum amount of equipme
It is expected the series will be
used to produce synchronization.
ready for release in Fall.
For synchronizing pictures
have
previously
been
that
made.
Bristolphone recording
BIG

work

have been so rapid that it has been
decided to experiment further with
the Movietone cameras before deciding what to do regarding the contemplated stages,
It is understood that it is now possible to photograph sound on the exrecourse to
stages without
isting
This natspecially built structures.
would simplify production
urally
problems to a considerable degree.

SOUND FILMSIaW

equipment and projectors are
electrically connected and operated by synchronization motors so that the music or sound
IS
recorded while the film is
being projected on the screen
in the recording studio.
The synchronizing apparatus
has a turntable for the record

PARAMOUNT STARTS SOUND

ennes.

IN N. Y. ,AND

AT

L. A.

Demonstrating public reaction t
sound pictures despite a generagSK-jjj
falling of? in general theater bust
ness, two Warner- Vitaphone produc
tions have provided the trade in Loi

Angeles and

in

New York

with surB

prises.

PICTURE

WORK

IN

<

^
In Los Angeles "The Lion and the
Mouse" closed Saturday night afteri w
attracting tremendous business to the \ f™
new Warner for three weeks. In its
second week the picture drew about si""
$25,000, or about $1,000 less than its

SUMMER

•'"'i

Indications are that production of
will begin at the Paramount studio at Astoria, L. I., late
Practically the enin the summer.

sound pictures

;

initial

week.

"Tenderloin"

follows,

continued to draw.

considered by Paramount to be
experimental rather than
finished
product.
Construction is nearing completion
on two-sound proof stages on the
lower studio floor.

"THE BARKER", SECOND

be added to picture
negatives either during or after filming of the picture by the Cinephone
process, developed by P. A. Powers,
veteran film executive. The Powers
process, it is claimed, is interchangeable with existing systems of sound
projection. Synchronization of a picture after it is comi)leted does not

harm

the

negative,

it

is

>tated.

isc
ity

SOU;

mzl

is

can

edi

by "Tenderloin" at the Mark Strand
where the gross reached $36,800,
Held for a second week, the film

It is possible that this portion of
the production will ultimately witness distribution, but the work so far

Sound

SOllI

business on Broadway thi
week closing June 9 was registere

Big

second act of "Burlesque" has
been submitted to sound treatment
with Nancy Carroll, one of the principals, singing and talking.
Edmund
Goulding directed.
tire

Cinephone Can Synchronize
During or After Filming

J"^

ter

abli

tier

1ST NAT'L SOUND FILM
West

A

complete B7-istolpho>ie synchronization device attached
projector

to a

Simplex

score.

Burke Plans Sound Film
Hollywood
lohnn\- Burke

—

make

a picture,

will

Aids Voice Training

claimed

\

Actual filming of the picture,
Sills,
has just

Angeles "The Little WildVictor Talking Machine Co., at itsj
cat" with Audrey Ferris, new War- laboratories at Camden, N. J., isj
synchronizing "Lilac Time," Colleen'
ner star, will be made with \'itaMoore vehicle which is First Nationphone.
Ray Enright will direct and al's initial film to be given a sound

"The Speaking Voice," written by
is

THE FILM DAILY

—

Los

AnuMia Sumnierville,

—

Bureau,

Another from Warners
which stars Milton
West Coast Burehu, THE FILM DAILY been completed.

"Dirty Business."

by

Hi" author to contain information of
value to players who desire to train
tneir voices for sound pictures work.

Coast

Angeles "The Barker" will
probably be the second First National picture to have a Firnatone

Los

James
I

star.

Murray

plays

opposite

the

Nathaniel Shilkret
score treatment.
is conducting the orchestra.

ii

;;
;

THE
•nday, June

-<^^

DAILV

1928

17,

PICTURES

EQUIPMENT

ON

TIPS

VARIOUS DEVICES
AVAILABLE

AND

NOW

DDY

mm

AFTER NAMES

rROH LEGITIMATE STAGE

West Coast Theaters to Use
Sound in 25 More Houses
—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles West Coast Theaters has installed Western Electric
Hollywood Vitaphone is making sound projection equipment in 38 houses, with plans made for installations
intensive drive for names for its in 25 more within a short period.

est

Bureau.

Coast

—

securing

eductions,

material

both

The following houses
are
equipped:
now

>m the theater and concert stage.
For a two reel play, "A Regular
Robert Ober has
isiness Man,"
Irene Rich was asen engaged.
talent

Cal.

Alcazar,

Cal.

Fresno,
Lincoln, Glendale, Cal.
Falls,
Great
Lilierty,
Mont.; Liberty. OlymFlorence,
Wash.
pia.
CaliPasadena. Cal.
;

Hollyand
Portland
wood, Portland. Ore.;

Reno; West
San Bernardino,
San
Mission,

Wigwam.
Coast,
Cal.;
Jose,

Fitzexistence,
Patrick intends to specialize in
sound pictures.
in

a r

in

all

fi

St.

San
Ave.

Fifth

e

1

d,

FranFran-

and

Seattle;
at
Seattle
Pedro,
San
Cabrillo,
Stockton,
State,
Cal.;
TaBroadway,
Cal.
Liberty,
conia, Wash.

FitzPatrick

libraries

W

Loew's

Granada and
cisco;

sound shorts for
of
Boasting one of
Paramount.
most complete musical
the

Capitol,
Cal.

Cal.;

Sacramento,

cis,

series

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

Los

Angeles

— Screen

acting will
be revolutionized by sound pictures,
according to Conrad Nagel, who has
acted in four talking films. Real actors are necessary for this type of
production, he declares, and points
out that a player must be letter-perfect in his lines, otherwise the entire
scene will have to be remade, in
case

Talking

films

will

acting more natural and
strained, he believes.

less

of

error.

make

Getting Movietone Experience
Ifest

— THE

Bureau,

Coast

FILM DAILY

Los Angeles ^William Counselman, Fox production supervisor, will
write and direct a two reel Movietone

This

subject.

company's program

is

part

of

the

to

i

imedienne of the Shubert forces, and
Flippen, comedian, Harry
C.
ly
Charles
elf, comedian and author,
ogers, Bert Swor, Klein Brothers.

phone.
FitzPatrick is working with
synFinston on
'Nathaniel
chronization of the first of his
for
series
Schubert
Franz
Paramount release, using the
He is
Movietone method.
considering production of a

IVest

;

Winnie Lightner, star
"Artists and Models," Jack Benny,

been synchronized for Bristol-

PREDICTED BY NAGEL

have its conPomona, Cal.; tract directors make one sound subfornia,
Xivoli, Pendleton, Ore.;
L e w s t n, ject in order to fainiliarize themJudith,
Broadway, selves with the workings of MovieMont.
;

Follies,

ter series is particularly adaptable to musical synchronization, and the first series has

Mont..

Bulte.

State,

Larry Ceballos, director of
Music Box Revue,"
,e dance in "The
he Three Brox Sisters, stars of
The Music Box Revue," The Ininues, who appeared in Ziegfeld's

His Music Mas-

Wash.;

Bremerton,
R.alto,

aby,"

films.

Bell,

BakCalifornia,
Cal.; Campus.
ersfield.
Berkeley, Cal.; Rialto,
Cal.;

Charles Ruggles, star of
Daphne Pollard,
High,"
jueen
egfeld comedienne, Charles Irwin,
ading light of Rosalie Stewart's "A
a Carte," Bailey and Barnum, of
^ady Be Good" and "She's My

sound

Astoria.

Lilierty,

;

Ore.;

:

Declining to tie-up with any
one company in his desire to
remain an independent producer, James A. FitzPatrick,
short subject producer, is "sitting pretty" with advent of
sound films. His well grouiided knowledge of music, which
is coupled with producing ability which made him a prominent figure in the short subject
field before advent of sound
has made FitzPatrick
films,
by companies
after
sought
making or preparing to make

Anaheim.

California,

nator;

127

Los

Circle,

Criter-

Carthay
Angeles;

Figueroa,

ion,

engaged includes:
Dsa Raisa, soprano, of the Chicago
Chief Capoulican,
ivic Opera Co.;
Opera
Philadelphia
of
the
Iiritone,
Karyl Norman, female imperb.

Other

Uptown,

State,

(ned recently to a Vitaphone play:.

Loew's

Metropolitan,

ERA OE BEHER ACTING

tone.

"The Squall"

to

Be Sound Film

Firnatone acSquall," First
National's
screen
version
of
the
Broadway play. If they are carried
out it will be first National's first
picture in which the players speak
their lines.

Present plans

companiment

call for

to

"The

;

;

Sou7id

Projector

Horn and Receiver Used

ivith

Western Electric Equipment.

Wash.
Wenatchee,
Liberty, Yakima, Wash.

Leadership

;

Sound Pictures was the name
by
THE FILM

applied

DAILY

to

all

pictures which

synchronize action and sound,

TO MAKE TWELVE

"U" 1928-29 PROGRAM TO

A-PHONE PICTURES
IV est

Coast

Bureau.

THE FILM DAILY

—

Los Angeles Twelve features
sound will be produced

izing

util-

by

Sierra Pictures for release on the independent market during the 1928-29

season, according to Dale Hanshavv,
Four specials and eight
president.
other pictures are to be synchronaccording to present plans.
ized,
Han-a-Phone is the process to b;

of

will

feature

nationally

known
ma-

The Han-a-Phone
stage stars.
for all classes of
designed
chine is
Philahouses. It is manufactured in
by
headed
company
delphia by a
Gene Marcus.

its

intends

synchronize

to

pictures scheduled for re-

during the 1928-29 season, according to Carl Laemnile. The e.\act
number to utilize sound has not been
The amount,
determined, he says.
lease

states Laemnile, will
vvhicii

pictures

synchronization,

land

depend on
themselves

either

with

just
to

music,

effects or dialogue.

Universal has been dickering for a

eight features will be by na-

star
tionally known authors and with
spefour
The
says.
casts, Hanshaw
cials

Universal

some

sound

used.

The

INCLUDE80UND FILMS

produce Movietone pictures,
and also is experimenting with other
sound projection processes including
If sound pictures are
Madalatone.
adopted by the company, they will

license to

be released as
it

is

Uniphone productions,

understood.

move to eliminate confusion between the various sysThe sudden advent of
tems.
in a

sound-on-film
pictures,
and
other systems which synchronized action by means of phonographic records, necessitated
a general classification, which
FILM
was supplied by
DAILY. Recognizing the importance of the field, a special
department, the first in the industry, was established under
the title of "Sound Pictures."

THE

Now, Western Electric, which
markets Movietone and Vitaphone equipment, through its
subsidiary. Electrical Research
Products, has adopted the name
"Sound Pictures,"

as a classification for its several systems.
Just ar^other indication of the
fact that in this new development, as well as in all others of

the industry

The Film Daily Leads

:

THE

Comparison Is Made
with Old Agreement
(Continued from Page 5)
not later than 14 days before the date fixed

for the exhibition of the picture which the
As to picexhibitor proposes to exclude.
tures which are excluded by either the disor the exhibitor, the distributor,
tributor
may relicense them when and
of course,
where the distributor elects to do so.

Percentage Bookings Clause
clause is based upon the provisions
of Article 5 of the current contract to which
provithere have been added the following
keep
sions (1) obligating the distributor to
confidential any information obtained by the
distributor as the result of the distributors
examination of the exhibitor's books and
records and verification of the sale of tickets

This

admission, excepting if such information
necessary to the distributor in any aris
bitration or court proceedings, it may then
be used and disclosed; (2) the provision
obligating the distributor not to employ as
or a person
its representative a resident of
regularly employed in the place where the
exhibitor's theater is located, unless the exsuch
hibitor consents to the employment of
resident or person, or unless such representative is a regular employee of the disof

tributor.

,

,

^.

.

are two examples under this
clause in respect to a contract which provides for a guarantee of $100.00 against 30%
of the gross receipts, the picture to be played
three days.
(1) // exhibitor fails to play the picture
the
at all, and his average gross receipts for
30 operating days immediately prior to the
for exhibition of the picture
first date set
are $150 daily, the distributor is entitled
$135 as liquidated damages, which is
to
computed as follows:
Total average daily gross for three days,
$450; 30% of $450 is $135.
(2) // the exhibitor played the picture
two days and failed or refused to exhibit it
the third day, and his actual gross receipts
on the second day were $120, the distributor
entitled to 30% of the actual gross reis
For
ceipts for the first and second day.
the third day the distributor is entitled to
$27, computed as follows
75% of $120 equals $90
27
90 equals
30% of
In this latter example the distributor is
receipts for
actual
entitled to 30% of the
the first and second days' exhibition, plus
as liquidated damages $27 for the third
day (the day the picture was not exhibited).

Following

;gBg^DAILV

tion shall set forth the time and the place
of the hearing.
Paragraph (4) is new and is intended to
afford an opportunity for an immediate hearing before the Board of Arbitration when in
the opinion of the Board of Arbitration the
facta of a case justify that prompt relief be
given.
If the Board of Arbitration so decides, 24 hours' notice of the time and place
of the hearing will be deemed sufficient.
Paragraph (7) is added so as to provide
that in the case of an award made upon the
default in appearance of either party, if an
application is made to open such default
within seven days, such default may be openIn such case the Board of Arbitration
ed.

such terms and conditions deemed just for opening the default.
For example the board may determine the
award made by default shall stand untill the
both sides have been heard and the controversy determined upon such evidence.
Rule IV. Paragraph (4) is a new provision.
If a claim is made by a distributor
against an exhibitor or vice versa and the
in its descretion

may

distributor

claim such
as parties
rights and

determined

This new provision in
proceeding.
the same as paragraph (2) of Rule
V heretofore discussed under Article Seven
of the contract, excepting that paragraph (2)
of Rule V can be applied only in the case of
an exhibitor making a claim against the distributor because of the failure or delay in
delivering or forwarding the picture caused
by a prior exhibitor whereas the scope of this
For
paragraph (4) of Rule IV is broader.
in one
effect is

under this paragraph if an exshould claim before the Board of
Arbitration the right to have a distributor
and another exhibitor restrained from delivering and exhibiting respectively a picture in
violation of a run or protection clause such
exhibitor or the distributor may apply to the
Board of Arbitration under this paragraph
to have such other exhibitor brought in and
made a party to the controversy.
In paragraph (6) there has been added a
provision imposing a penalty of 10% of the
example,
hibitor

of

any award against the distributor

each 30 days after the time fixed for
compliance that the distributor fails or reThis new
fuses to comply with an award.
provision was referred to above in connection
with Article 18 of the new contract.
for

Loew Assets Show Big

Assets of $105,204,932, compared
Rule I. The method of selecting exhibitor
representatives and alternates on the Board with $91,631,254 on Aug. 31 last, are
shown in report of Loew's and subof Arbitration has not been changed, excepting

that

Chamber

of

in

case

Commerce

the president of the
or the mayor or other

executive of a city fails ten make such
appointments they are to be made by the
president of the American Arbitration Association instead of by the president of the
Film Board of Trade.
All members of the Board of Arbitration
are to serve one month instead of three
chief

months
Rule II. Subdivision (1) has been added
which provides for a chairman to be designated at each meeting of the Board of Arbitration from among the arbitrators, whose
duty and authority as chairman is strictly
The chairman
limited to maintaining order.
without right to pass upon the admission
of evidence or to make any decision involving
the exercise of judgment, without consultation with and the affirmative vote of aU
In other words the
the other arbitrators.
Board of Arbitration as such must in all
is

such matters act unanimously or by majority vote of its members.
In the second line of paragraph 7 the word
The
"unless" should be changed to "if."
use of the word "unless" was a typographical
error.

Paragraph 8. The time within which a
claim may be filed for arbitration has been
reduced from one year to nine months after
the date of a breach of a contract or of any
act of omission or commission out of which
This does
a dispute or controversy arose.
not mean nine months from the date of the
contract or the date of the playing of the
picture under the contract, but nine
first
months from the date of the Jjreach complained of.
Subdivision (c) of paragraph 9 is new and
simply includes the new Standard Exhibition
Contract among those that are subject to arbitration.

Rule III. Paragraph (2).
The words
"and of the time and place of hearing" have
to
provide
that all notices of
been added
reference of claims to the Board of Arbitra-

By JAMES

March

11.
Profit and
$15,705,774 compared
with $13,647,450.
Current assets were $43,180,441 and
current liabilities $5,074,180, compared with $32,575,985 and $8,887,589, respectively, at end of August,

sidiaries, as of

surplus

loss

is

1927.

F. N. In England
London —-First National will send
several units to England to make
pictures for quota purposes, it is understood.
Five productions are reported to have been completed by F.

N. Pathe in London.

On
London

Blattner's

—

P.

700 HOUSES ADDED BY

BRIT. INSTRUCTIONAL

MAKING EOUREORFO)

—

Berlin Theaters in Germany have
increased by 700 or 19 per cent, since
1925, and the number of seats by
325,000 or 25 per cent. The average
capacity has increased to 372 as compared with 355 in 1925, or five per
cent.

Germany has fewer houses
portion

first

features

to

population

its

in

has

than

There are 45
more than 100,000 in which

France or England.
cities of

are located a quarter of

German

cin-

In all Germany there are 25
seats for each 1,000 inhabitants while
in the large cities the ratio is 39 to
each 1,000 persons.

emas.

in Imports

—

Sydney There is little or no improvement in the standard of films
imported into Australia, according to
the commonwealth censorship report
for 1927.
total

A
of 2,152 pictures were
viewed by the censors and of these
1,725 were passed unconditionally,
336 were passed with cuts, 90 were

rejected in the first instance.

Of

the

90 under that classification 57 were
returned to the country of their
origin and 33 were passed after reediting.

Three Mosjoukines on Program
Berlin
Greenbaum Film has three

—

A'losjoukinc pictures on its program.
They are "The President," which is

already complete; "Red and Black,"
and a third subject based on Russian
society

life

and

tentatively

titled

"The Tsar's Aide de Camp."

The firm will also star a new
player, Kathe von Nagy, whose first
vehicle will be "The Flappers' Republic," a comedy. In production are
"The Flyer of Tsingtau" and "Shooting in Front of Warsaw."
Luce Sets Japan Deal

—

Rome Distribution of Luce's product in the Japanese empire will be
through the Japanese National Cinema Ass'n. All the films are short
and are educational and national
propagandist in nature.

M-G-M

—Allan

Paris
year in

charge

Byre,
of

for the past
distribution for

Gavimont Increases Capital
London Gaumont-British has

—

"Forgotten Faces" is Title
in"Forgotten Faces" has been se- creased its capital to $13,750,000. The
lected as the title of Paramount's firm has been authorized to issue 500,000 additional shares of stock.

originally
called
"The
Perfumed Trap." Clive Brook, Mary
Brian, William Powell, Fred Kohler,
Jack Luden and Balcanova are featured in this production which Victor

in

Schertzinger directed.

started in July.

Balfour For Horn Film
Merlin Betty Balfour is to star
a production for Hom, to be

—

the

— British

Instructional has|

i

first

production

chance with Archiba]
Nettlefold Prod, for which he ma(
four pictures, including "Wild Ci
Hetty,' '"Virginia's Husband" an(

directorial

Ition

of

Iture
Mvill

"Troublesome Wives."

Gordon Reported Leaving,

irtcil

1

to Join Europahai

—

Berlin
Karl Gordon, manager
Ufa, is reported leaving that cor
pany July 1, following failure of Ufa
negotiations to acquire the newl^
built Europahaus in Dusseldorf.
is understood he is becoming indd
pendent manager of the Europahaui
Motion Pictures, organized by h]
brother.

Big And Small French
Theater Men In Merge

,

1

aiK

IR»
fetor

jiit,"

|.\ter.

;t!ii

J'Cel

Ithl
1e.

—

Paris
Both large and small owr
ers are being welded together in
new organization called Syndics
Francais des Directeurs de Theater

Cinematographiques.
The mergel
are the Syndicat Francaij
des Directeurs de Cinematographel
and the Amicale des Directeurs dj
Theaters Cinematographiques.
societies

Carewe To Work In England?
London Edwin Carewe plans to
make a picture here this year and

—

later
produce one in the Orient,
either in China or India, it is reported.
Finis Fox will write the
Oriental
story
which
will
star
Dolores Del Rio.

RiCHMOUNT PICTURES,
D.

J.

MOUNTAN,

^u

Inc.

New York

723 7th Avenue

Promotes Byre

in Paris,"

production

is

into

Ufa

Australia Finds Little

Improvement

London

contracted to produce four quota pictures for Fox. "Little Miss London"!

which immediately goe$|
under direction ofj
Harry Hughes, who wrote the stor;
Hughes was formerly well-kno'
pro- as a film cutter and received his firj

Gaumont-Metro-Goldwyn, has been
"The Keys appointed managing director of the
of Heaven," "La Favorita," "Passions
company.
Paradise" and "The Love Crusader.'

"A Knight

r

CUNNINGHAM

GERMANY SINCE 1925

Program

Among

planned by the recently-formed Ludwig Blattner Pictures Corp., Ltd.,
are

f
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Foreign Markets

Increase in 7 Months
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fix

rights or liabilities of any other
or exhibitor are involved in such
other parties may be brought in
to the proceeding so that the
liabilities of all concerned may be

amount
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Pathe Working on 6 Pictures
Feature Schedule Supplemented by Three Series Under Way at Mack Sennett Studio
Other Wired News From Coast Lots
Seven Pictures in Work at First National Studio

—

Am

AND QyiNlAN

Sound

Pictures

Developments in the field of
sound pictures are discussed on
pages 6 and 7, this issue.

FILMS IN PREPARATION
Two

of

them

are

"Show Folks" and
The first is to 3
Singapore."

preparation,

I

Sal of

Eddie Quinlan and the latr will star Phyllis Haver.
Rod La Rocque's new picture,
Swagger," recently was
Captain
;arted with Sue Carol as feminine
Edward H. Griffith is directad.
ig, and Victor Potel, Ulrich Haupt
nd Richard Tucker are in the cast,
lector Turnbull is supervising.
ature

Another recently started is "Craig's
Vife," with Irene Rich and Warner
William De Mille is directJaxter.
ig this adaptation of George Kel-

The cast includes
ly's stage play.
Virginia Bradford, Lilyan Tashman,
thel Wales, Jane Keckley, Mabel
''an

Nye and Raida

Buren, Carroll

lae.

"Celebrity"
irith

also

is

ole.

Tay Garnett

is

production

in

Robert Armstrong

the

in

directing.

title

Lina

has the principal feminasquette
Clyde Cook, Otto Lederer
ne role.
nd David Tearle are in the cast.
"Annapolis" is being made in the
iast, with Jeanette Loff and John
!«Iack Brown in leading roles. Hugh
Mian, William Bakewell, Maurice
lyan, Byron Munson and Hobart
Christy
Bosworth are supporting.

abanne

is

directing.

Signed by T-S
Olive Borden has been signed by
rififany-Stahl for
oat," which Al

Ralph

"The Albany Night
Raboch is directing.

Emerson and Duke

Martin

ave prominent supporting roles.

Cortez Given Lead
Ricardo Cortez is reported as being
the male lead considered for "The
Gun Runner," which Edgar Lewis
is

slated to direct for Tiffany-Stahl.

New Comedy Series
Under Way at Sennett
Work

has

been

started

on

three

new

series of two reel Pathe comedies at Mack Sennett's new studio.
The titles and stories for all three
series have been selected.
In the
"Handy Andy" series will be "Bun-

galow Scandal," "Dumb Waiter,"
"Bath Tub Mystery," "Night Watchman's Mistake," "Hold My Baby"
and "Betty's Baggage."
Johnny
Burke, Ethel Grey Terry and Vernon
Dent will appear in these comedies.
Harry Edwards directs.
"Tired

Business

Man"

series

at

First

Burbank.

in-

These

Matt

Fox

Astor,

Albert Gran,
Lee,
Sally
Tom Ricketts

Jocelyn

Albert Conti,
Trevor.

Hugh

Completing Hines' Comedy
Johnny Hines is working on

the

scenes for his latest First Na-

final

tional

of the first film contracts offered to a cameraman in Hollywood
with a clause entitling the organization to his services as a director, was
given to Glen MacWilliams this
week at Fox.
MacWilliams was
chief cameraman on the "Plastered

production,

Mary

Moore,

Filers,

and

MacWilliams May Direct

Paris"

are

cast

One

in

Started at

Frank Borzage has started production of "The River" at Fox.
Charles
Farrell and Mary Duncan have the
leads. Ivan Linow and Alfred Sabato
are in the cast.
It is from the novel
by Tristram Tupper. Another picture
under way is "Dry Martini," under
direction of Harry A'Arrast.
In the

National's studios in
are "Oh, Kay!",
starring Colleen Moore; "The Divine Lady," starring Corinne Griffith; "Out of the Ruins," starring
jXicnard Barthehness; "His Wife's
Affair," starring Billie Dove; Harry
Langdon in a new comedy as yet untitled;
"Show Girl," with Alice
White; and "The Glorious Trail,"
starring Ken Maynard.
tion

Six pictures are engaging the at;ntion of Pathe.

Two

7 Pictures in Production
at First Nat'l Studios
Seven pictures are now in produc-

comedy, "The Wright Idea,"

according to an announcement from
Charles Hines
C. C. Burr, producer.
is

directing.

Jannings' Next Set
"Sins of the Fathers" by Norman
Burnstine is to be Emil Jannings'
next picture for Paramount.
E.
Lloyd Shelton now is preparing continuity and adaptation.

co-starring

Sammy Cohen

and Jack Pennick,
wnicli recently was completed.

cludes "Pink Pajamas," "His Latest

Excuse," "The Wrong Flat," "His
Narrow Escape," "His Wife's Vacation"

and "His

New

Stenographer,"

that are in themselves suggestive of the fun possibilities of the
series.
Billy Bevan, Natalie Joyce,
Alice Ward, Irving Bacon and Barbara Pierce appear in these comedies,
with Phil Whitman directing.
The "Dan the Taxi Man" series includes "In a Taxi," "Taxi Gossip,"
"Taxi Sweeties," "Taxi Flirts" and
"In the Park." The title of the sixth
comedy is still to be selected. Jack
Cooper, Virginia Vance and Bud
Jamieson figure in this series, directed by Del Lord.
titles

"Barker" Being Edited

"The Barker," Milton

Sills'

star-

ring vehicle for First National PicThis
tures, is being cut and edited.
film version of Kenyon Nicholson's
play has a cast including Betty
Compson, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
George Cooper, John Irwin, S. S.
Simon and Sylvia Ashton.

New Roach Comedy
"Do Gentlemen Snore?"

"Me, Gangster" Role for Stone
Arthur Stone has been signed for
"Me, Gangster," which Raoul Walsh
is directing for Fox.

Titled
is

the

title

Hal Roach comedy starring Max Davidson.
Davidson is
supported by Dorothy Coburn, Spec
O Donnell, Gene Morgan and May
Wallace.
Arch Heath directed.

of the latest

ROBERT LORD
Writer

Chase Role for Marion Bjnron
Marion Byron, recently signed by
Hal Roach to a five year contract,

Under Contract to Warner Bros.

make her debut in the next
Charley Chase starring vehicle for
Hal Roach.

will

EARLE SNELL

Herman Starts Third
Al Herman has started work on
the third of the H. C.

being produced by
entitled "You Just

Continuity

"THE MAN DISTURBER"

Witwer stories
Darmour

Larry

Know

Reginald Denny's Next
Production

She Dares

Him."

A Famous Doorway
in

Hollywood

that

The doorway

ROY DEL RUTH
Director

comfort

ALL VlTAPnONE SPECIAL

of this hotel

— service — pleasant

to travelers

—

means home

surroundings.

personll
It also

that you are conveniently located in Hollyamusement center
film capitol of th< world
of Southern California.

means

wood

—

—

Good Food

a Feature

French chef has made the dining room famous.
Club breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
Also a la carte service.
prices.

A

Write

"The Terror"

means home

for

reservations or free booklet eDtitled,

"Hollywood,"

— today!

The Hollywood

Plaza Hotel

—wfiere the doortwiy means hom«
Vine St,

at

Hollywood

BlvcL,

to travelers

Hollywood, California
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THEATER EQUIPMEN1/
LOWER INSURANCE RATE

The Stamp

WITH AMER. FILM SAEES

—

Baltimore

An endorsem,ent of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

Insurance companies

make reductions

in rates
laboratories

for

Keeping your theater cool in summer is of prime importance,
secondary on'y to which is selling your patrons the cool idea.
After you get them in with strong copy emphasizing your cooHng systems, it is important that
they be kept in the right frame of mind to fully
enjoy the show.
A practical, economical and effective means
of enhancing the cooling effect is through use of

the-

and exchanges equipped with American
Film Safes, states the American Film
Safe
manufacturer of the
Corp.,
studios,

aters,

equipment. The film safe is labeled
by the Underwriters Laboratories, as
it
protects films and surrounding
property against fire hazards, provides a convenient filing cabinet.

The
sizes,

safe
style

is

manufactured in two
having five com-

1100

A

low cost have

construction
be added to or rearranged

safe

may

is

of

unit

it

NEW EFFECTS PROMISED
IN
Detroit

LIGHTING OF STAGE

— Moving

color

effects or
combination color effects for projection over the entire stage opening

or orchestra pit, with an iris aperture
controlling shutters and vertical and
horizontal framing shutters, controlling the area and shape of projected
light, are provided by the Brenkert
F-3 combination effect projector, a
new product of the Brenkert Light
Projection Co. This enables projection from the booth of animated
scenic and color effects, spot and
flood lighting with animated colors
and lantern slides.

The

vertical counterbalance
and
bearing horizontal swivel allows
the operator to quickly and easily
direct the path of light to any part
of the stage or orchestra pit or follow
performers.
By use of the gelatine
color slides or color wheel single
colors or combination-colors are proball

The American Film Safe
Each

film is housed in a
separate fireproof compartment and
is suspended on a film carriage which
at

The New Gallagher
Novelty Music Stand

reels.

The
and

Not only from this standpoint, but
of cleanliness, sanitation and appearance, the seat cover offers a real bet in making
your house summery and attractive.
specialist in the seat cover line is Textile
Specialties Co., which manufactures the Per-FectFit Covers, whose attractiveness, long life and
won for them The Film Daily Stamp of Approval.
seat covers.

from that

partments for five 1,000 foot reels.
This is designed principally for studios,
laboratories
and exchanges.
Style 1200 is designed principally for
theater booths, holding five 2,000
foot

Approval

of

will.

moves forward when
door to the compartment is
opened. Reels are readily accessible
for handling.
Doors to compartments close and fasten automatically.
Each compartment has a bronze
label holder on the door into which
a card can be inserted so that films
can be catalogued or indexed.
American Film-Safes absorb abnormal heat from films and maintain them at normal humidity, thereautomatically

the

by increasing the

of the films.
Exterior surfaces are finished in
baked enamel. Interior surfaces are
life

protected against rust.

jected.

Moving scenic effects are projected
onto a scrim or drop covering the
entire stage opening or onto the motion

picture

screen.

conforms or two moving scenic

such as moving river with
inoving clouds above, can be projected simultaneously.
Moving scenic effects are used for
prologues while the orchestra or organist is playing or are used to ani-

tures a variety of scenic effects for
use with the F-3 combination effect
projector.

H. E. R. Lab Busy

With

spurt of production activity
in the East in talking pictures and "a
number of important California companies on location in the East, H.
E. R. Laboratories, New York, is
busy developing negative and printing daily rushes.
Universal, under
the direction of Edward Sloman and
the photographic supervision in the
hands of Jackson Rose, is filming
"The Girl on the Barge" in northern
New York. De Mille studios, under
the direction of Christy Cabanne and
photographic supervision by Arthur
Miller is filming "Annapolis" at Annapolis, Md.
Other units are expected in the East soon.

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

One moving

COOLING SYSTEM
CORPORATION

11 <••'> ST. LOIJIS,V.M

—

MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE

SUBSCRIBERS

LIST

Phono Penna. 03S0

..

Motion Picture Department
S.

and Canada Agents

for

EVERY DAY

Film Daily

West 32«*St,New^terk.My.«^

U.

YOU'LL USE IT

TO

UIIUOCICHByS
HO
I

device is
advertisements, together with the time
upon a small auxiliary screen placec
at one side of the regular screen^
The outer circle of the projecte(
image shows the dial figures anc
hands of a clock. In the inner circle, the advertisements appear in al
series.
Each ad is shown for abouti
two minutes, when automatic change
The usual
is made to the next one.
The clock is
capacity is 12 ads.
spring driven and the only current
used is for a 165 watt bulb, used for
The advertisements
the projection.
are made up on slides.

FREE

CONSULT US AND SAVE

SHJPIglEMlE
SUPREME HEATER AND VENTIl/amC

of

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

facts

WashQdJ^ir

FOR THEATERS OFFEREI

1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

If

,^,^^~^,^^^^^^^^^^^^,j^^,^^^.^
you buy, get the
on the

ADVERTISING CLOCK

Chicago National Kei-Lac Co., is
manufacturing an advertising clock^
mate certain parts of the stage scenfor theaters which operates continu-]
ery for vaudeville sketches.
The Brenkert company manufac- ously during the performance. The
automatic, projecting th«

scenic effect can be projected in combination with a lantern slide to which

Before

NEW

effects,

Debri«

I
I

COVERS

EVERYTHING
GOES

EVERYWHERE

^^3¥^M§]!^M:§MMMili&i:§im:p3M^
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AND MANAGEMENT
lYNES

PROJECTOR OPERATES

TALKING SHOP

ARC TROM SOCKET

—

Sydney, Australia The Kalee Indomitable on a pedestal base with
built-in Imperia Transrector now is
being offered on the market, claimed
to be the only standard-size projector
which will operate an arc from an or-

An

Opportunity to Bring
Your Screen Up to a
Hig!h Point of
Efficiency

dinary socket.

TOECAUSE

of the vital relation of
screen to good projection,

M
ncreasing
the

emphasis

is

with

to warrant replacement. Exhibitors who have been considering
such a change, or who need a new
screen simply because the old one
has served its time, will be greatly
interested in hearing that the American Silversheet Co. is now making
a special offer on screen replacements, states National Theater Sup-

enough

ply Co.
"trade-in" value for the old
screen has been established by this

Projection room of the Harding theater, Chicago, Lubliner & Trim
house, showing the method of mounting Strong Change-Over Foot
Switches on a Motiograph Projector

Industrial Film Firms
Period Design Consoles
at Atlanta Are Merged
Is New MoUer Feature
Md.

— Moller

Atlanta

—

Movieads Selling Cleaning
and Polishing Machine
York, is marketing the Filmedor, automatic
rewmds.
film cleaning and polishing machine, which is mounted between

Movieads,

Inc.,

New

I

The
14"

is
machine
by 5" by 6^".

Proof Fabric" screen 25 cents per
square foot less than regular list
prices.
This discount, it has been
announced, will apply only to the replacement of new screens in the
frames now being used. No discount
is offered for new frames.

a

feature.

The

Filmedor

uses a cleaning lotion
ite.

called
It

polishes both sides
of the film with one

o.,

enterprise,

tion,

general pluml)ing fixtures, also
making an emergenc}' light plant for

made the trip to the Kansas
lity Republican convention by plane.
le
was a delegate-at-large from

non-inflammable, dries instantaneously, and restores
proper condition.

theaters,
I

Wisconsin.

Brown Now

at

—

New

Orleans

New Orleans J. C. Brown, formerly head of the Cleveland office,
is new manager of the National Theater Supply Co. branch here.

it

The

is

strengthens,

Kohler of the Kohler
Kohler, Wis., which specializes
J.

111

Film-

cleans and

operation.

I

be

no moving parts, with upkeep

supplied.

transrector

German Formula for Resurfacing
Boston— Fred Lllven is handling

New England
man

process

distribution of a Gerrestoring picture

Theater Architect Returns
Rigaumont, A. I. A., theater architect of New York and Pittsburgh, has returned from a two
weeks' vacation cruise to Jamaica
and is busy at his New York offices
in Loew's State Building.

Industrial

Strickland

organ
Film Corp. has purchased Graphic
consoles now are being manufactured Film Corp. The firm, which has Bell
to
according
designs,
period
in
& Howell equipment, specializes in
Colors to harmonize production of local pictures. Strickspecifications.
with theater decorations also are a land formerly was vice president of
The consoles are carved by Graphic, from which firm he withfeature.
drew to head his own company.
hand.

Hagerstown,

Simplicity of operation is claimed as

Walter

The

can
has

Victor A.

company which, in terms of cash,
makes the price on a new "Tear-

characteristic

contained,

self

is

cost declared negligible.

A

WITH

It

switchboards, generators and

resistances.
It is designed for 12
and 16 amperes, but other capacities

being laid on

he selection of the screen surface
hat will give the best results in use
\ith various light-sources and in varProper
(lus
types of auditorium.
creen selection and installation is of
uiniary importance but the screen,
,,ike every other unit of equipment,
be kept in good repair, if the
inust
jest results are to be obtained.
Without doubt, many a theater
jwner is handicapping the efficiency
jf his projection equipment through
the use of a screen that is not well
dapted to his theater. "Fade out"
.nd "distortion" are two projection
svils that have driven patronage away
rem many a theater. These can
both be largely overcome through
the use of the right kind of a screen.
Every exhibitor should determine
whether or not the installation of a
new screen will improve his picture

all

lo-

claimed
rather

harms,
than
dry brittle film

"Soup

to

Nuts"

Service
Yes, we replace any piece or
part of theatre equipment
from a small projector part to
is
complete designing,
foi-te
equipping, and furnishing, all
on our famous ONE-CON-

TRACT PLAN.
Every dollar you spend with
nets you one hundred cents' worth of sound

NATIONAL
value.

And service! No order is
too small, none too big, to receive the prompt and courteous attention to which every
customer is en-

NATIONAL

titled.

That

superlative

service,

operating through Thirty-one
Branch Stores, has earned the
esteem and firm goodwill of
the whole American Theatre
Industry.

is

to

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.
Genera/

Offices

624 South Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO,

ILL.

for

By means of the formula,
screens.
is claimed, a torn screen can be
it
repaired so that patch will not show.

Offices in all

principal Cities
(410SA)

'
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By JACK
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17,
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Esch Leaves for Europe
Fred Esch, for the last three yea^,
charge of distribution and acces-jl

sories

for

Artclass,

en

is

Europe on a honeymoon

route

trip.

HARROWER
Monday
Move

SPLENDID ROXY SEHING

AT

FBO

A

REVUE GIVEN

HElfN KANE STILL GOING

discussed to make First National producer-distributor of Class
features,
Class B and Pathe short subjects exclusively; other franchise holders being sought
for First National pool.
Officers reelected by stagehands and operators'
union; no formal action on sound

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

pictures.

A very pretentious number on the
Good all round bill at the Paramount carried plenty of entertain- Roxy program was a Spanish revue
by Rimsky-Korsakoffs
ment^ was fast and snappy and had introduced
a fair amount of corned)'. The talent "Capriccio Espagnole," played by the
was above the average for this house, orchestra. The revue, which was an
or at least there seemed more of it. elaborate stage production in miniaHal Sherman was back from a Eu- ture, employed a cast of soloists and
ropean

trip

to

do

his

loose jointed

dance

artists

headed by Pedro Rubin

work and his comedy panto- of "Rio Rita," the Mexican dancer.
mime was immense. He did a waltz Thania Zanou and Asya Kaz did a
The musical
that was a cuckoo and had the house Spanish gypsy dance.
howling. Then came Chester Fred- numbers were "Ramona," "ValenThe revue also
ericks with his hoofing both hard cia" and "Paloma."
He would be had Harry White and Alice Manshoe and acrobatic.
much better if he cut out his forced ning doing their comedy acrobatics.
foot

Von Grona,

the modernistic dangave his interpretation of a
Chopin valse, assisted by Betty
The main draw was Helen Kane, Woodruff. The divertissements inwho has gone over so good that they cluded "Crinoline Days," a silhouette
have her name in lights on the mar- number in which Gladys Rice sang
while Nicholas Daks and Patricia
quee. She comes on to applause and
dance
interpolated
the
goes off the same way, and is set in Bowman
Her songs theme. The Sixteen Roxyettes were
here for several weeks.
assisted by the ensemble in a novare a problem, evidently, for the}'
dug up one she sang the first week. elty called "Spooks" which was very
Paul Ash works with her, and with effective. The singers' heads could
the proper numbers she would be a be seen peeping spookily through a
The Roxyettes meancleanup. Her stuff is inclined to get black drop.
monotonous when plugged for sev- while were down front doing their
But the gal routine in a very unusual costume
eral successive weeks.
suggesting the spooky atmosphere.
is so good that she can override even
The Foster Girls got Movietone formed one of the best
this handicap.
numbers, as usual, the voice of the
a break in the finale, with each girl
Prince of Wales being heard for the
in a framed partition stretching high
first time by an American audience.
up at back of stage, with all of them
hitting the keys of their separate
xylophones. The setting was cheap,

laugh which gets to be annoying,
but his stepping was so good that
the other can be forgiven.

but the effect got over in spite of it.
Paul Ash and his band gave "The St.
Louis Blues" spiritedly, but the number just drew fair applause.

cer,

WALT ROESNER HONORED

Skouras

Publix

Theaters

theaters in Indiana.

Fox resources declared

$64,000,000.

total

to

Photo
Engraving

Tuesday
Pantages

on

expansion

tention.
ClifTord Hawley

Coast

resigns

attracting

National

First

as

aP-

president.

McKeesport,

exhibitor granted permanent injunction against deposit demand of
exchanges to enforce arbitration decision.
Pa.,

Wednesday

Specialists

Irving D. Rossheim, Stanley president, named
head of First National with Joseph P. Ken-

to the

nedy as advisor.
South Carolina admission

tax

declared

un-

sound

pic-

Motion Picture

constitutional.

Columbia

negotiating

for

license

tures.

Industry

Eighteen features on 1928-29 United Artists'
schedule.
Distributors

to

file

conspiracy suits

answer to government's
by June 20.

Thursday
Keith-Albee-Orpheum-Stanley merger seen as
next move by bankers of both firms.
Dialogue in pictures may be censored in
attorney

Ohio,

New

television

general
device

DAY AND NIGHT

rules.

demonstrated

is

at

Chicago.

Mayer & Schneider
drawal from

announces withexhibitor co-opera-

circuit

New York

tive.

Twenty-one

W.

by

declared lined up to supexhibitor association sponsored

states

new

port

A. Steffes.

250

Friday
for
Mayer &
anti-trust
action
exhibitor co-operative.

Nathan

Burkan,
counsel
Schneider chain, plans

New York

against

of Actors' Equity on Coast deny
alleged plan to sue producers for boycotting players.
Second world tour for "Way Down East"'

In

Standard

VAUDEVI LLE
for Motion Picture Presentation

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

1531

BROADWA>,

NE

.\

YORK CITY

t—

celebration

of

Walt Roesner's

months on Broadway, the
show was designated "Roesner's
Yacht Party," and it was good all
the way.
The stage setting showed
six

the decks of a white yacht, with the
stage band in naval jackets. The 16

Minneapolis site declared
planning to invade Michigan

deal

for

Universal

41 41-2-3

off.

in

summer.
Unatfiliated

group

exhibitor

W.

to
attend
A. Steffes.

con-

Saturday
FBO-F. N. -Pathe to work in close
tion; LeBaron becoming advisor

De

Mille

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

co-operaF. N.

1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

to

may next make "Darling

Gods."
Pathe to use

RCA

pictures.
additional

Ten

bills

method

in

of

the

producing sound

sound films planned by Fox.

that are well balanced for color,

Gould Dancers arrived from the pit,
coming up the gangplank. The band

costuming,

did very well with a special arrangement of "Mandalay" which was given
a b'g hand.
Rome and Dunn went

Broadway

big
with
"Laugh,
Clown,
Laugh."
The Collette Twins did
their song and dance numbers and

54th Street
YORK

planned.

Fox

and Pathe on production.
first

West
NEW

Telephone: Columbus

Members

vention sponsored by

WITH PARTY AT CAPITOL

more

26

seeking

that's

the

pep

and comedy.

type

And

show that the
fans seem to want.

of

picture

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the
world for the purpose of public
instruction.

over

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
:=:

Attractions

numbers,

for

audience

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville
_—-___^^-_______

Then there was Cy
Landry who was no mean slouch
with his comedy hoofing.
All good
scored heavily.

and
in a

Mendoza's

all
scoring with the
very decisive manner.

orchestra

did

a

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

itol is

few

hitting a steady stride the last
weeks with consistently fine

Should Subscribe

Pictures

for

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

fine

with selections from "La
Boheme." On the screen was M-GM's "The Czarina's Secret," one of
their color classics, and it is a pip.
It was a great party for Walt, and
the customers enjoyed it.
The Cap-

Clubs

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

overture

Acts

and

FILMS"

'^1001

Complete reference booklet,
at

listing

{Fifth Edition^

nearly 3,000 educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash

Ave., Chicago, ILL

tcy

J

Preference

means
The

Profits

theatre that stresses screen

quaHty is well on the way to
popular preference. And that
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman
Positive— the film that preserves
every bit of photographic quality for

your screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

!

$2 WORTH!
to

any theatre patron
John Gilbert and Renee
Adoree appear together in
''The Cossacks" for the first
time since their unforgettable
love in "The Big Parade."

ANY other company
ROAD show

would

it!

^

METRO-Goldwyn- Mayer
IN

a season

WITH

brings

it

to

memorable

other great

''BEN-HUR"

M-G-M

pictures
V

^^Big Parade^' etc,

etc

BEGIN right now to advertise
JOHN GILBERT in The Cossacks

A giant attraction A giant star
THE hoof-beats of the daring Cossacks
!

LOVERS! fighters! super-men!
WILL echo through

BOX -office

history!

IMPORTANT TRADE NEWS -building

business:

Hundreds of theatres are stimulating business by building presentations
around M-G-M Short Subjects saving money on acts, etc. Capitol Theatre,
N.Y. holds over CharlieChase in "The Fight Pest". Now Playing "TheC;uriiw's
Secret." (Technicolor).

LON CHANEY

in

you

LAUGH CLOWN LAUGH

is

a

current sensation. Two weeks at the Capitol. COMING! Any other company would put it on Broadway at $2. It's as big as "Tell It to the Marines."
You get
It has behind it the greatest nationwide promotion ever conceived.
V^il/iam Haines in "Telling tKe W^orlcf."
it now:

Exhibitors Continue Buying Strike at Cleveland

NEWS
ALLTME TIME

^emfSPkm

/^LLTHE

i/'filmdom
PL. XLIV

Monday, June

No. 67

Novelty
JW 7

yw

ITH

dia-

"The

sequences,

logue

r

WARNERS NOT INVOLVED

generous

its

Lion and the Mouse"

will

Without sound,

just

ijick.

it's

picture and not a very good
I

The opus

he.
!|ill

—with

sound—

IN
Warner

DECISION SOON ON PATHE-

PROPOSED MERGER

F.N.-FBO

linked in financial
circles with Stanley negotiations because of recent accession to the Stan-

board of Waddill Catchings of
Sachs & Co., Warner
bankers, will not join in any pool

B.

ley

jj

First,

everal.
y

apparent

it

to be drawn are
becomes increasing-

how extremely
be

Action
will be recalled that, aside from
magic of their illusion, motion

the
pictures

soon outstripped the stage
the screen had no limita-

because
tions.

about

What
the

the

screen

specials.

and Pathe

"The Street
into McVickers

Angel" goes
June 30 and "Sunrise" opens

at

Roosevelt July 7, both
the
The
slated for extended runs.
deals were closed by James R.

Grainger for Fox.

stage voice told
actually showed.

UPON KENNEDY'S MOVES
interested in First NaPathe, FBO, K-A-O, Stanley and Warners Bros, are progressing slowly in a general move toward consolidation, according to
The
"The Wall Street Journal."
not
yet
it
is
states
publication

Bankers

tional,

benefits would
formation of an accome
tual combination that cannot be obtained simply by an affiliation of in-

clear
from the

entirely

what

terests."

The Journal's analysis of the situation follows:
"Bankers are working on the for(Cotttinued on Page 3)

You
of spoken dialogue.
forcibly
in
"The Lion

get

this

and

the

Actors of the speaking stage will
into their own again if sound
pictures are all that is claimed for
them, in the opinion of Frank Gillmore, executive secretary of Actors'
Equity Ass'n, as outlined in his an-

come

never been called upon," he decLar-^d.
yours and
"Four-fifths of our technique,
(Cotitinued on page 2)

has

Paul Burger Joins U. A.
as Aide to Al Lichtman
Paul Burger lias become assistant
Al Lichtman, United Artists' sales
head, following his resignation from
to

the

M-G-M

sales staff.

{.Continued

Cleveland Exhibitors Urged
to Seek 50/° Cut in Rentals
New

Flasher Display Is
Offered by Paramount

Para-Lite Flasher Display, a frame
to accommodate the regular 11
by 14 photograph is being marketed
at vodt by Paramount, states James
A. Clark, ad sales manager.
The frame is equipped with a metal
shadowbox, a socket, plug, an elecflasher and sufficient wire for
tric

made

—

Cleveland Urging its niem])ers to
on a 50 per cent reduction in
rentals for next season, the
film
Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n,
through George W. Erdman, business manager, is continuing its buyA long manifesto from
ing strike.

insist

Erdman
tion,

to

members

of the associa-

says:

"Real

important

facts

about

the

1928-29 buying season.

situation

on

page

2)

many

angles.

anticipated, in

much

(Continued

on

the

same fashion

page

all-talkIcIm

2)

is

COMPIf TEDjY WARNERS
Marking

"For your information please let
The frame and the flasher
its needs.
that me inform you that the protection
constructed
so
are
arrangement
and
one
is a
for connnittee is working on the matter
it
that will have to be watched very, its manufacturers guarantee
difficult

these two companies with F B O in
order to effect savings in overhead
is a decision which may be expected
to be reached within the next few
weeks.
Joseph P. Kennedy, special advisor
of both Pathe and First National
and president of F B O, is extremely
active preparing a report covering
operations of First National. It will
be ready in about two weeks at which
time First
National directors will
again meet in New York to discuss
its contents.
In the interim, W. C.
Boothby, assistant treasurer at First
National, is compiling figures on the
operations of the organization from

Coast dispatches indicate that William
Le Baron, vice-president in
charge of production at F B O, w 11
act as special production advisor for
nual report, recently delivered.
both First National and Pathe.
A
mothe
for
nothing
but
respect
"I have
consolidation of studio personnel in
tion picture player, but up to now the most
important part of his equipment as an actoi an effort to reduce operating costs is

Mouse."
It

to combine First National
distribution or to merge

the first time that dialogue
been used throughout the picture, "Lights
of
New York" has
been completed by Warners and is
scheduled for an early run on Broadway.
No details in connection with
the showing has been arranged by
the home office, which has previewed
the picture, but it is expected to
follow "Tile Lion and the Mouse"
at
the Warners.
Helene Costello.
Wheeler Oaknian, Cullen Landis and
Gladys Brockwell are in the cast.

has

Now

with sound pictures, production
stands in danger of gravitating toward the stage situation where two
or three characters stand before you,
talk and in so doing stop progresThis resive action on the screen.
sults in a well-grounded impression
that story development is being retarded and that action is being
sacrificed to take care of the inclusion

BOON TO STAGE PLAYERS

HOW WALL STREET LOOKS

Now—Directors

Meet Soon
Whether

in

them.

It

to F. N.

SOUND PICTURES CALLED

careful

the use of
troducers
poken lines. Some of the dialogue
n this particular picture was very
Much of it was bad. For
cod.
For, it
vhich nobody is to blame.
nust be remembered, here is a brand
lew technique. What is, to be learned
:an only come through experience.
Secondly, the selection of players
with voices who record dramatically,
withal pleasantly, presents a problem
which will give producers a rich opportunity for ranting and wild beatFor instance, Lionel
ing of breasts.
Entirely
Barrymore was splendid.
natural in diction, his long stage
training made itself evident at every
turn.
His dialogue so far surpassed
the work of the other principals that,
for this brief discussion, we eliminate

must

Fox

probable that the Stanley chain will
give greater consideration to Warners m the form of added playing
time.

Kennedy Turning Attention

Books Fox

—

that sound pictures means
and instead will retain its own identhe general public.
tity, it is understood.
That, in our opinion, disposes
Merger discussions involving Warl;l
the commercial future of the ners with First National, KeithAs the latest efifort in Albee-Orpheum and Stanley are unllicture.
^nchronization, it provides the authorized, it is understood, for Warners intends to retain their indean interesting pendence, "going it alone" as a prolusiness with
jubject for study.
ducer and distributor. However, it is

Dialogue

& K.

Chicago That Balaban and
Katz aloofness towards Fox
has undergone a change is evidenced by the booking of two

'br

The observations

OPERATING PLAN

Bros.,

go big because of the nov- Goldman,

l|ty

Price 5 Cents

1928

18,

one vear.

(Continued

on

Page

i)

Complete a European
Combine Against America

—

Rome (By Cable) Tiic Italian
government has adopted the Ufa production and loan agreement which
operate through the Film InLuce.
This completes tht
European cartel against U. S. films.

will

stitute

—

H

I

THE

DAILY

Monday, June

18,

19281

The Broadway Parade
parade
THEadded

is

now an odd

11,

with Warner's "The Lion and the Mouse" the

"Abie's Irish Rose" has closed at the 44th Street.
It is
significant to note that all of tJie long-runs on Broadway show a dramatic
tendency, not one of these pictures reflecting a light vein.

—^"The

starter.

Vol.

Price 5 Cents

Monday, June 18, 1928
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at 1650 Broadway,
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London-Ernest

"End of
"Davm"

at

Th.

Fredman

\V.

Berlin— Lichtbild-buehne,

Sales

High

Low

Close

36

36

36

100

^^

74^

....

13/i

.••

;s^)^Eattdak-::i72K. 17li/;i72^^

'sOO
••••

137'/8

do pfd
Film Insp
First Nat. pfd.

4%

Fox Fm. "A" 76Va
Fox Thea. "A- 22^4
Intern. Prop
»(c)
Keiths 6s 46
675/3
(s) Loew's, Inc.
'(s) Loew's, pfd
do 6s 41ww
*(b)
6s41x-war 99/4
do
(b)
pfd
•(s)

(b)

.

'(s)
•(s)
•(s)

MGM Cap

M.

106

....

(s)
(c)

75/8

76^

21

22
1^
•

66/a

95J4

67^
102J4
108/2

99>4

99^
26
8

P.

Orph.
do pfd

22^

Cir

°°y*
Para. F-L .. 125/. 123/. 125/.
(s)
126
do pfd
*(s)
99J4
do 6s 47
*(c-b)
102
(b) Para.By.5/2s51
55/8
5/.
57/8
Pathe
(s)
185/8
1854
do "A"
19J4
(s)
70
•(!))
do 7s37
32
(o) Roxy "A" ... 30
35
3254
do units
(0)
7
6
do com
(o)
40
Skouras Bros. 39;^^
(o)
37/.
375/8
37}4
Stanley Co
(c)
(0)
(o)
(o)
(o)

Trans-Lux

...

United Art.
do pfd
Univ. Ch. com.
do pfr
(c) Univ. Pict
(s) do pfd
(c) Warner Bros
(s)
do "A"
*(c-h)
do 6!^s28
.

.

3J4
13

80

3M

^

16
85

....
....

2,800
2,500

Last Prices Quoted.
(b) Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter

United Artists.
United Artists.

.

.

..

.

"Fazil"

"The Lion and
the Mouse"
"The Drag Net"

Warners
Paramount

Embassy
Hammerstedn
Times Square...

May
May
May
May

28
29

Gaiety

June

4

Warners

June 15
June 16

.Rivoli

Petersburg" Hammerstein

Rivoli

Fifty-fifth

of

17

{Continued from page

as that

Girl;"

Fifty

30
36

2,300

118/

"In conclusion I beg to repeat that any
way you take it the new talking films will
mean increased employment for you but will
never actually replace the regular drama."

U. A. Joint Ownership Deal
Closed at Portland, Ore.
Portland,
Ore.— United
West Coast Theaters and J.

Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.
(s)

Mendelssohn Joins United
Mendelssolin has been
Victor Shapiro to the

William
added by
United Arti.sts' exploitation departMendeLssohn's duties will be
iient.
ronfined to West Coast exploitation,
;overing Los Angeles, 'P'risco, Seatle, Denver and Salt Lake.

Film Exposition at Logan
Logan, Utah— Oreal Saltern suf^
fered burns about the face in a film
explosion which occurred when he
turned on an electric light in the
booth of the Lyric.
Several thousand dollars damage was caused by
resulting

— Ramona"
—
——
'

'

Times Square "Dawn"
Roxy ^"How to Handle Women"
Warners "The Lion and the Mouse"

Novelty

of the Famous Playchain, which started
here yesterday is to close today. N.
L. Nathanson, general manager of
the circuit, is presiding at the meet-

no

—

I

showing vaudeville and
auditorium seats 3,000.

years,
pictures. The

1)

very carefully. It appears to us that
unless sound in its various forms is
dished up in small, careful doses, the
reaction of the public will be injurious to the ultimate growth of
the whole movement.

KANN

Universal

Now Has

Any Kind

Three

Showing on Broadway
Universal

this

week

has

three

showings on Broadway, "How to
Handle Women" at the Roxy; "We
Americans" at the Capitol; and "The

Man Who Laughs"
Next

will

at

the

Central.

week "The Foreign Legion"
be

at

the

Roxy,

and

"Uncle

Tom's Cabin" at the Rivoli. With
the Roxy showing "The Michigan
Kid" the week of June 30, this makes
three in a row for Universal at this
theater.

A GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION
1000 Pages

Bound

FREE

of

TO

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS

EVERYTHING

Mid West Acquires Shriners' House
Oklahoma
City
Mid
West
Amusement Co. will operate the
five

in the

CONSULT US AND SAVE
MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

ings.

for

for

(Continued from page

Cloth

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

managers

Auditorium

fire.

You Are

Market

Canadian

Shrine

be partners in the

Deal for lease of the Majestic was closed by United Artists
after completing arrangements for
construction in another location. This
latter project has been abandoned.
The house is to seat 1,000, when remodeling is completed.

—

ers

Par-

house.

Eastern Canada Managers' Meeting
Toronto Meeting of eastern Canadian

J.

remodeling the Majestic
here, preparatory to opening it Sept.

If

(Bid and Asked),

Artists,

are

the

thi

1)

clusively.

trio will

Make

—

worked out by Kennedy when

The

"Clothes

and "A JVIidnight Adventure;'!
Saturday, "Fools for Luck;" Sunday, "Th^
Big Noise."
Mark iStrand "Happiness Ahead"
Paramount "Ladies of the Mob"
Rialto— "The Drag Net"

he recently ironed out detail of
Pathe'^ deal with C. B. De Mille and
converted some of the F B O manpower to the De Mille studio.
There has been some discussion
concerned with continuance of the iniome of us of the legitimate have been told dividual identities of all three comwonder
I
Me don't possess screen faces.
panies.
As noted, this plan would
low many in the future will suffer from the
give First National distribution of
accusation of being minus screen voices?
"We are aware of the keen business sense Class A features, while F B O would
screen producer, but I handle
the successful
jf
Class B and other feature
wonder if he has foreseen all the difficulties
m his new venture. A speech, a stunt or an product and Pathe, short subjects ex-

15.

Friday,

Woman"

practice it takes to make that sufficient
wonder if some of the
I
jnto our needs.
truly beautiful creatures which float across
.he screen today will be quite as successful
A-hen they have to speak the lines of a long
part.
To do this their voices must be care.uUy modulated without a trace of accent except when the characterization calls for it.

ker

St.

Eden;" Tuesday, "A, Thief in the Dark!
and "Law of the Range;" Wednesday
"Don't Marry;" Thursday, "The Fifty

Sound Pictures Galled Decision Soon on
Boon to Stage Players Pathe-F. N.-FBO Plan
(.Continued from page 1)
depends on the voice, and what years

'

^"

12

Rivoli

that the talent of the inventors will create a
tableau as large as our present stage so that
the characters will not be bunched and have
to hiss their words into one another's ears
as at present.

88
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(Tase of

—

—

20
97
36

St.

Central

.

demonstrated by the Vitaphone is
as
act
one thing, but the drama requires memorizWe usualing and very careful preparation.
....
rehearse four weeks and often consider
ly
5,200 that inadequate without an additional two
.... weeks of actual performing.
That will entail
.••• much preliminary expense to the studios, as
for
those
rehearsals,
to
paid
will
have
be
10 yuu
besides, how will you be able to time your
.... laughs, to regulate your pauses and other
.... effects without testing them out before an
audience.
It will be awkward when the talk7,000 ing machine continues on mechanically thereScreen
by killing several gusts of laughter.
....
directors are accustomed to megaphone their
instructions, but under the new conditions
....
600 they must be silent or the recording in400 struments will give them away.
"As I see it, there will have to be two
directors .a stage one and a screen one
and I hereby and herewith call upon the
American Arbitration Ass'n to settle their
differences.
In the talking film the market
restricted to the English speaking
will be
....
500 countries and profits reduced while the exrecognize
penses will be much increased.
I

2
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Laughs" Universal

of

^"

Mar. 20, 1928
Apr. 9
Apr. 27

A

Financial

*(s)
»(c)
*(s)

Who

Arch Selwfyn
Fox

.nine,

...
(s) Am. Seat.
do 6s 36
*(c-b)
»Bal. & Katz
*(c) Con. Fm. Ind

Fox

"Tempest"

En

St., W
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough
Friedrichstrasse.

f

Astor
Globe

Opening Date
Aug. 12, 1927

Phone Granite

Hollywood Blvd.

6425

M-G-M

'98"

of

"The Man

coramun.ca
Address
?emit with order
1650 Broad
.10™
to THE FILM DAILY,
Circle 4736
way New York. N. Y. Phone
.Filmday
Cable address:
4737.4738-4739.
Hollywood. California-Kalpb
York.
^607.

Criterion

"Ramona"

all

Wilk

Theater

Paramount

"Street Amgel"

ered
tne
May
21, 1918,
matter.
class
second
as
Y., under the ac
post office at New York N.
Terras (Postage free)
of March 3, 1879.
New \ork
United States outside of Greater
3 months
$10 00 one year; 6 months $5.00;
Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
00
$3

Distributor

"Trail

FoT

and EditoV;
Business and Advertising Manager

Picture

"Wings"

Trail

——
—
Capitol "We Americans"
Central —."The Man Who Laughs"
Criterion — Wings"
Embassy — "Tempest"
— "The
Jonathan Drew"
Fifth Ave. — "Violette Imperial"
—
Gaiety
— Fazil"
Globe "Street Angel"
Hammerstein's — "End
Petersburg"
Hippodrome—^"Hellship Bronson"
Loew's New York — Monday. "The Garden
Broadway ^"No Other Woman"
Cameo "The Station Master"

PUBLISHER

)OHN W. AllCOATE

New

Astor

West 32''St,New)brK.NLy.«^
Phone Penna. 0330

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agents for Debrie

,.
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from page

(Continued

reducing the protection that is afthe first run theaters.
season.
"T,et us analyze the 1927-28

rderl

Of

nirse not.

"One reason is because you paid
much for your film.
"The pictures released durniR the

o

up

not

were

season

ist

aridard.

'jockeyed' nito

You were

the

to

buymg

one time from
le
one exlost distributors' especially
you
sold
formerly
which
hange
'Fall'
eir product in 'Spring' and
When they sold
locks in the past.
wice a year your 'Spring' block cost
ou a lot less, you paid no more for
was
he 'Fair block and your average
for the
lot less than your average
entire product

up

at

927-28 season.

"A 50%
son's

your next sea-

Wall St. Looks
Kennedy's Moves

(Continncd from Page

receipts
in forMay
of
that
to
1928
jf
You'll be surprised.
ner years.

compare your gross

"This information was gathered by
alking to many leading exhibitors in
_leveland and elsewhere who know
what they are talking about.
After checking up with several
exhibitors who play first run in their

many

find that
to play in

I

pictures

three times
the 'Fall'
during
paid
they
cost
the
and 'Spring' season. They will not
take in the cost of the picture, say
nothing of the overhead.
"With your gross receipts away
below normal and your film rentals
at prices

June and July

higher than the new Depot Tower,
how can you make money? Personin
ally, I can't see how you can stay
business.

"We know

in

rentals.

"Stop! Stop! Stop!!!
"Again, stop digging into your
pocket and paying your money to the
distributors for the privilege of keeping open your theater and going

On

they have

reduction

film

to 1928.

my amazement

and so does the

indicates at least a working agreement among the companies involved

entitled to:

How

zones, to

Com-

settled (but

broke."
Prove this to yourself, look up
in
you
cost
service
film
vhat your
Then compare this with
\Aay 1928.
for service in the
paid
you
vhat
nonth of May of any other year

Now
May

Protection

"Suppose the protection matter was and should in time lead to combinait is not) and you bought
tions.
now and the first run theaters open
"Bankers are progressing slowly,
their season, say
on Labor Day, however, and it is not yet entirely
these very same pictures would not clear what benefits would come from
be available to you much before Oc- the formation of an actual combinatober 25th, over four months from tion that cannot be obtained simply
by an affiliation of interests.
"So do not even talk about buying.
"Another affiliation seems to be
"By backing up your Protection urgently needed in the moving picConmiittee, you no doubt will have ture field under an aggressive manan opiJortunity of reading up and agement that might be able to regetting criticisms on the new prod- store the declining earning power of
This several independent companies which
from the pre-releases.
uct
surely will help you a lot in your have had hard sledding in the past
selection and you will be in a better year or so.
Dosition to get what you are justly
"Competition in the industry has

^

)rior

your

mitttee.

\)

"Did you make any money?

back

to

Urged to
Seek Gut in Rentals

Exhibitors

di.s-

tributor, that the coming season is
going to be a long siege of tough

\)

mation of a fourth large moving picIt probablv will
ture combination.
be formed out of the group of indeaendent companies which include
Stanley Co., First National Pictures,

Pathe Exchange, Keith-Albee-Orpheum, Inc.. Film Booking Offices,
known as FBO,. headed by Joseph
Kennedy, and Warner Bros. PicPictures

"Universal
tures.
possibilitv.

"Recent
control
nies

of

also

several

"Demand

at

least

a

cut

in

vour film service and then you will
not be any too happy or are you 'demanding' more than you are entitled
to?

Remember

at

least

"Using an ad from one

50%

cut.

of the

new

a

press sheets:

an exhibitors' year."

"This is
"Please remember
demand and get a

this,

50%

if

you don't

cut in

filni

of $1,924,865

ended

in

August

the eight
31,

1927,

$3,813,105 in the full year
1926.
Capital consists of $10,000,000
7% preferred and 1,100,104
Its subsidiary,
shares of common.
Orpheum Circuit, for the full year
1927 showed a net profit of $1,121,469
against $2,086,179 in 1926,
"Stanley Co. of America in 1927
showed a" net of $3,293,582 or $3.64
a share on 904,431 shares against $3,been growing keener, and film com- 148,809 or $5.11 a share on 616,135
panies without large theatrical con- shares in 1926. Its dividend recently
nections, and theater chains without was passed because of a decline in
film producing affiliations, have been earnings in the first quarter of this
meeting with difficulties. The many year,
new theaters recently built have
"Warner Bros, showed a net profit
taken business away from smaller of $30,426 in the fiscal year ended
and older houses.
August 27, 1927, against a loss of
"The three leaders in the field. $279,096 in the five months ended
Paramount, Loew and Fox, with well August 28, 1926, and a loss of $1,rounded and highly organized pro- 337,826 in the fiscal year ended
duction departments and extensive March 31, 1926,
Current earnings
chains of theaters, started to meet the indicate a net this fiscal year of apsituation three or four years ago and proximately $1,500,000."
are now in a strong position where

earnings probably will be comparatively stable.
The independent companies, however, are still in the process of solving their problems.
"Pathe Exchange last year showed
a deficit of $2,151,882 against a net
profit of $899,677 in 1926.
This was
due in great part to the loss of its

against

Fairbanks Arrive from Europe
Mar\' Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks arrived in New York Saturday from Naples. They were accompanied by Lawrence Irving, painter,
who will join the Fairbanks' unit
on the Coast, assisting in the art directioiT^of

"Doug's" next.

The first was
a consolidation.
Albee's holdF.
E.
of
^he purchase
Keith-Albee-Orpheum by
in
ings
Joseph Kennedy for a banking group

ward

the

composed

of
Blair

&

Chase
and

Co.,

Nationa
Jeremiah

Bank,
This places Keith, FBO
Milbank.
and Pathe Exchange in the hands of

same interests.
"The second change was
'luisition by Goldman, Sachs

the

the

&

acCo.,

theater
to pool
First National stockholders,
thus givtheir interests with Stanley,
control of
ing Stanley a working
Irving
film producing company.
that

Rossheim, president of Stanley
president of
Co., has been elected
and a c<inPictures,
National
First
Joseph
tract has been made with
special adas
act
will
who
Kennedy,

D

visor to the management.
"Thus there are two well

will witness a greater

exhibition of

"OSWALD"
LUCKY
CARTOONS
RABBIT

THE

than ever before.

"OSWALD"
is

a proven necessity
to a complete

program

PRODUCED BY

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED

detmecl

Year.
,it will be a 'Producer's
groups— Pathe, Keith and FBO, and
'Which would you rather have?
First National, and Warner
Take your choice. Stanley
It's up to you.
—both 'of which will be under the
A 50% cut or close your theater.
This
supervision of Joseph Kennedy.
"Do not buy now as you agreed
rentals

months

in

realize that this is a Presi-

^
50%

net profit

of

.

to.

most of the important film producers.
Pathe has 251,753 shares of class A
stock and 705,876 shares of common.
"Keith-Albee-Orpheum showed a

a

bankers for Warner Bros., of a subCo. of
stantial interest in Stanley
"Do you
America, which has a chain of thedential election year?
"You bet you do and so do the aters in Pennsylvania and New JerStanley Co. is the largest holdbankers in Wall Street who are be- sey
hind the producers, then don't let er of stock in First National Pictures
Fox
the managers or salesmen tell you Corp. with the exception of
to
that business is going to be better Film Corp., which is understood
control.
this fall.
have been seeking
"Chances are it will be worse be"Change in the banking managefolfore it will be better.
ment of Stanley immediately was
"Therefore, if you do not protect lowed by an agreement with other
which were large
yourself, don't expect the exchanges
chains,
sledding.

of short comedies and news
which are now being made by

the banking
these compaimportant steps to-

changes

have been

is

sales
reels

Vniversal^WmJi^ Cartoons,

out of
New FOX FILMS in '
II MOVIETONE productions
Th«y speak for fhemselvesl
X

street Angel
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell
in Frank Borzage's greatest love
lyric.

"My Angel" by ErnoRapee

the theme song used in Movietone Synchronization.
Released August 19th
is

River

Pirate

3

Four Sons
John Ford's greatest picture witl:
Margaret Mann, June Collyer
James Hall, Francis X. Bushman
Jr., George Meeker, Charles Mo:
ton and Earle Foxe.

William K. Howard's production
of the novel by Charles Francis
Coe with Victor McLaglen, Lois
Moran, Nick Stuart, Earle Foxe

Released September 3rd

and Donald Crisp.

Fazil

Released August 26th

With "Neapolitan Nights" sung
by a Gondolier as a vocal refrain
in addition to the symphonic
score by a 110-piece orchestra.
Howard Hawks' tempestuous romance of the love of an Eastern
Prince, played by Charles Farrell,
for la petite Parisienne in the
person of Greta Nissen.
Released September 10th

7

2 The

Me, Gangster
Raoul Walsh production of the
red-blooded novel of the underworld by Charles Francis Coe, w^ith
Don Terry, Margaret Mann, June
CoUyer, Arthur Stone, Farrell

Macdonald and Gustav Von
SeyfFertitz.

Released October 8th

XO

Know^s Best

W. Murnau's

mans

Plastered in
Paris
Sammy Cohen and

Edna Ferber's story of a stage star
managed from infancy to maturity
by mamma, movietoned by J. G.
Blystone, with Madge Bellamy,

in a riotous

Benjamin

Jack Pennick

comedy

directed by

Stoloff.

Released October

1st

Louise Dresser, Barry Norton, Albert

Gran and Lucien Littlefield.
Released September 24th

8 The

Air Circus

With sensational sound effects and
dialogue.
Howard Hawks production of flying, flaming youth

with Arthur Lake, Sue Carol and
David Rollins.
Released October 15th

9

Mother
Machree
John Ford production with Victor
McLaglen, Belle Bennett, Neil
Hamilton, Constance Howard,
Ethel Clayton and Philippe De
Lacy.
Released October 22nd

11 The Red Dance

Sunrise
F.

6

$ Mother

song of two hu-

Gaynor, George
O'Brien, Margaret Livingston
and Farrell Macdonald.
^vith Janet

Released November 5th

Raoul Walsh production starring
del Rio w^ith Charles
Farrell and Ivan Linow with a
splendid Movietone accompaniment.
Released December 3rd
Dolores

-head and shoulders above

XX

Neifv Sound Pictures
For Immediate Production
will use Spohen Dialogue

Heart hearl-fhey talk profits
12 The

Baggage

Smasher

the Grade

James Tinling production of a
baggage smasher who became a

George Ade's

latest

and

greatest

Albert Gran, Mary Astor, Matt
Moore, Jocelyn Lee, Sally Eilers
and Albert Conti.

Released December 10th

Released November 26th

16

Howard Hawks production from
a magazine story by Alan
Williams, with

Farrell

Captain Lash
John Ford production of the
Mississippi romance by Charles
Francis Coe, with Victor
McLaglen, Mary Duncan and

Macdonald, Nancy

Farrell

dred Boyd.

Macdonald.

Released January 7th

X9 strong Arm

Earle Foxe.

James Tinling production with
Madge Bellamy as a Broadway
cuticle cutie polishing off one
after another.

20 All Velvet

production with
J. G. Blystone
George O'Brien and Lois Moran.

21 Wise Baby
man

Cop

Drexel, Warren Burke and Mil-

Edmund Lowe,

Mary Duncan and

Riley the

X7

John Ford production with

Released December 17th

O^^
X8 '^^^
Woman Idea

Thompson and

Arthur Stone.

production.

Martini

Harry D'Arrast's sophisticated
drama of Paris Boulevards with

Alba, Kenneth

With Edmund Lowe and
Alfred E. Green
Moran,
Lois

Released 'November 19th

Street

Irving Cummings production
with Lionel Barrymore, Maria

story.

railroad king, with Victor
McLaglen and Arthur Stone.

1$ Dry

X4 ^^y

13 Making

22

Howard Hawks production

of a

Broadway spender with Victor
McLaglen and Nancy Carroll.

F^ise Colors
William K. Howard production
of intrigue in Belgium with
Margaret Mann, Edmund Lowe

and Lois Moran.

anything in SIGHT or

SOUNDl

—
3
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Paramount Working

Speed

Fox Plant Operating Under Peak Schedule — DeMille to Feature Alan Hale in Series of Six
College Men to Join Paramount More Short Reel Production Slated from Vitaphone

—

—

ON LOCATION, 4

5 UNITS

WORK, 15 PREPARING

IN

Despite

tlie

different
location trips

fact that five

companies have

left

on

various parts of the country, Paramount is busy on four other pictures
and in preparing 15 others.
Rowland V. Lee with Fay Wray
in

and Gary Cooper, co-stars in "The
First Kiss," are on Chesapeake Bay
working on Tristram Tupper's origCharles Rogers, Chester Conkinal.
lin and Frank Tuttle, director, head
a unit in New Jersey, and Jack Holt
is being directed bv F. Richard Jones
Fred Thomin "The Water Hole."
son is in Tuba City, Ariz., with the
"Kit Carson" company.
Production has started on Clara

Bow's first 1928-29 film, "The Fleet's
In," under direction of Malcolm St.
Clarence Badger is directing
Clair.
Bebe Daniels in "Hot News," and
Victor Schertzinger is directing. Clive
Brook, Mary Brian, Jack Luden and
Baclanova in "Forgottn Faces. "James
Hall and Ruth Taylor are doing the
ship sequences of "Just Married,"
under F"rank Strayer's guidance.
Production of "Interference," costarring Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook
and William Powell, will be under
way this week. Richard Dix will begin work on "Redskin."
Emil Jannings will get into "Sins of the
Fathers"
production,
and George
Bancroft is to start on "Docks of

New

York."

Ten pictures are in course of editing and cutting, among these being
"Ladies of the Mob," starring Clara
Bow, and the Ernst Lubitsch-Emil
Jannings' picture, "The Patriot."

Paramount Grooming Yale

Men
Leo

B.

for Studio Berths
Pride

is

the

first

of Prof.

George Pierce Baker's dramatic department

mount

at

Yale to join the Para-

Other Baker students
be given writing and tech-

studio.

More

Fox Coast Studio Hits
Roach Says Comedy Casts
Peak in Production
Rival That of Feature

for Vitaphone

With "Making the Grade." Fox
has seven features in production and
four more are in the cutting room.
Heading the list now being editetl
is "4 Devils," with Janet Gaynor as
the star.
Shooting has just been

Planning an increase in tworeel comedies and dramas on
Bryan Foy anVitaphone,
nounces starting of "Across the
Border," starring Sarah Pad"How's Your Stock?"
den;
with Eugene Pallette and Patricia Garon, and "A Regular
Business Man" with Robert
Ober.

completed by Howard Hawks on
"The Air Circus," with Arthur Lake,
Sue Carol and David Rollins. Sammy
Cohen and Jack Pennick have fin-

De

week
Rex

Mille Will Feature

Alan Hale

in Six

Films

Leathernecks" under direction
Howard Higgin as soon as Boyd

of
fin-

current picture at ITnited
next will be co-starred
Logan in "The
with
Jacqueline
Spieled," written by Elliott Clawson
and which Ralph Block is to produce. "Sal of Singapore" will be another, while Hale will also do a picture for Eric Von Stroheim, should
the DeMille schedule permit.

He

Two With

June Collyer

June Collyer's next production folwhich
lowing
"Me Gangster,"
Raoul Walsh is directing, will be
"Fog," an original by Charles FranGeorge O'Brien will play
cis Coe.
It is probable she
the male lead.
will also be the girl in "Captain
Lash," which John Ford will make
with Victor McLaglen.

—

Virginia

Roye

in

Feature

Broughton is preparing "The
Dude Wrangler," a feature length
comedy drama starring Virginia
Roye. Craig Hutchinson will direct.
Cliff

Production

at

Tec-Art.

La Plante Cast Selected
Burr Mcintosh, Mack Swain.
Roach,

Slim

Summerville,

Bert
Carrie

are to
nical opportunities at the studio, with
directorial talent also to be gleaned

Daumery and Dan Mason have been
cast in Laura La Plante's new veh-

from Yale men.

'cle,

"The

Last Warning," which
Paul Leni will direct for Universal.

Schildkraut to "U"?
Joseph Schildkraut has signed to
play the role of Ravanel in "Show
Boat," and is about to sign a fiveyear contract with Universal.

D'Arcy Bankrupt
Petition in bankruptcy has been
in
the U. S. District court

Three Added

Benfirst

saw the completion of
second vehicle, "The
Kid," under direction of

Clyde Carruth.

Of
"The

the

pictures

in

production,,

Farmer's
Daughter,"
with
Marjorie Beebe, is nearly completed.
It is being directed by Arthur Rosson.
J. G. Blystone is well along on
"Mother Knows Best," as a Movietone feature.
Madge Bellamy plays
the lead. Victor McLaglen is working in "The River Pirate," under direction
William K.
of
Howard.
Raoul Walsh has started "Me
Don Terr^- (plays the
Gangster."
title role, with June Collyer in the
lead.
David Butler is shooting exteriors from "Prep and Pep." Sally
Ph'pps headed the bathing beauty
parade in a sequence in Technicolor
finished

"None

But

the
Albert Ra}'.
Edmund Lowe is playing
Hoosier in
a
"Making the
Grade." Lois Moran is playing the
girl.
Alfred E. Green is directing.

just

tor

under the

Brave"

Three Under

direction

Way

at

of

M-G-M

Tiiree features go into production
this week at
M-G-M. They are:
"The Devil's Mask." starring John
Gilbert under Victor Seastrom's di•ection: "A Single Man," co-starring
Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle, and
"Morgan's Last Raid," a frontier feature starring Tim McCoy.

Fawcett in Gilbert Film
George Fawcett has been signed
for an important part in John Gilbert's
new picture, "The Devil's
Mask," which Victor Seastrom will

Roy

D'Arcy,

who claims

Shearer in "Little Angel"
"The Little Angel" by Leroy
Scott, will be Norma Shearer's next
picture.

tured.

is

liabilities of $34,531.09 and assets of
Of the assets, D'Arcy asserts
$325.
that $250 is in household goods and
$75 in cash.

Louise Brooks Joins Cast
Louise Brooks will appear in "The
Canary." William Powell and Ruth
Taylor were previously cast
Mal-

colm

St.

Clair will direct.

ng and
equal,

than

featuring our comedies in
not greater prominence,
the dramatic feature on their
if

program."

"The Metropolitan

in

Los Angeles

has recently recognized the value of
intensive exploitation of short subjects.
This showhouse has several
times lately devoted terrific advertising campaigns to our comedies
and they are admitted to have saved
the day more than once, when the
Metropolitan was faced by mediocre

feature bookings.

"The Capitol, New York also is
featuring our product, building a proogue about each comedy, and

this

has already spread to at least
dozen other big cities where the
finest presentation houses are now
following suit.

'dea
"I

"We

put proportionately as much
and effort," he continued,
"into the production of one of our

thought

funfilms, as any producer
a feature production.

allots

to

"It isn't a matter of length, at all.
Just because a comedian or a group
of

comedians

is

funny,

is

no reason

for our surfeiting our audience with
many more reels of their fun. People become weary of laughing
emotion in overdoses is always tiresome.
30 we pack the laughs thickly into
wo reels of film, aiming to put as
nuch 'meat' into footage as a competitor gives his feature-length com-

—

edjf."

Murray in "Do Your Duty"
"Do Your Duty," an original

of

big city policeman, by Julien Josephson. is to be the first stellar ve-

a

hicle for

tract

Murray under

his

new con-

with First National.

direct.

Sam Wood, who
Latest From

"The

her

in

will

also

direct

this.

scenarizing the

directed
Paris,"

Carey Wilson

Philip Strange Signed
Samuel Goldwyn has signed Philip

Strange for i role

which

stars

Sills in

Railroad Story

A

railroad stc5r\', the first he has
made for First National, is to be
Milton
Sills'
next.
It
is
"The
Wrecking Boss," b.v Frank L. Packard.

story.

filed

bv

heavier fare, and ex-

its

hibitors have at last awakened to
the importance and value of the comedy subjects, as is evidenced by the
fact that the greatest showmen in
the country are advertising, exploit-

Bell's

"Beggars of Life"
Budd Fine, Daniel Dix and John
Webb Dillon have been added to
cast of "Beggars of Life."
Wallace
Beery heads the cast with Richard
.^rlen and Louise Brooks also feato

in
Paris."
directed.
The

Stoloff
of June

Cowboy

Six DeMille pictures in the new
season of releases will feature Alan
He will start work in "The
Hale.

ishes his
Artists.

"Plastered

ished

jamin

More and more, Hal Roach says,
is demanding short com-

"the public
edies with

in

"The Rescue,"

Ronald

Colman; with

Lily Dann'ta playing opposite.

Melford with FBO
George Melford will direct two
FBO features for release on the 192829 program.
One will be "Love in
the Desert" and the other "Sinners
in

Love."

T

!

The Candidate

for All Parties-

LEO GETS THE
NOMINATION!
on a straight Prosperity platform
CALIFORNIA! Here they come—
SIZZLING hot from the
NON-stop
1100

NEWSPAPERS

Coast to Coast,
the entire United Press
resources, are behind

from

"TELLINGTHE^X/ORLD"
with serialization

stories,

feature stories and
photos.

Oh

baby!

miracle studios of

WILLIAM HAINES

GRAND

and

M-GM—

in ^Telling

The World"

glorious house-packer

JOHN GILBERT in The Cossacks"
$2 WORTH to any patron—
(Continued)

IMAGINE,

HAS

—

!

[y,onunuea)

made

M-G-M

after

!

John Gilbert and
Renee Adoree

the year so

love

MEMORABLE with "Ben-Hur" and

scene.

in

a

It's

their first time to,

gether since

"BIG PARADE" and a flock of
OTHER big hits, now you get

"The

Big Parade."
Come on, fans!

"COSSACKS" "TellingThe World"
"FOUR Walls" (Gilbert)
"HER Cardboard Lover" {Daviea)
"WHITE Shadows in the South Seas"
EACH one a Big-Time Show!

ANY ONE ELSE WOULD
ROAD-SHOW IT
Get active! Get hot

I

Tell the folks you've got
John Gilbert in *'The
Cossacks,**

tion!

A

A giant attrac-

giant

star.

It is

destined to be an all-time
classic of the screen.

William Haines and Anita Page (watch her!)
in "Telling The World" will fill any theatre.

AS BIG AS "TELL IT TO THE MARINES*^!
Ifs something to cheer about.
Hang out a sign today in advance of
William Haines in ^'Telling The

The more you

World,^*

hind

3

New

Haines)

A

SEASON!

SPECIALS -SHO\X' PEOPLE

Garbo)

(Denies,

CARNIVAL of LIFE Gilhert.
THE LOVES OF CASANOVA
2

GILBERT

p

DAVIES

3

2 NOVARRO
GARBd
1 GISH
4 SHEARER
DANE-ARTHUR
4
2 KEATON
3C0DY-PRINGLE
6 McCOY
2 FLASH (Jo? 5tar) — 3 COSMO3

P0LITAN~Our Danciuii
Breakers
3

Ahead;

Daughters;

Mothers and Sons

ELECTRIC LIGHT HITS— The

liellamy Trial; Wonder
Bridf^e oj San Luis Rev

40

of

Women;

HAL ROACH COMEDIES
10 OUR GANG— 10 LAUREL-

HARDY—

10

CHASE—

10

ROACH ALL STAR
104 M-G-IVl

NEWS

{twice weekly)

GREAT EVENTS (Technicolor)
26 M-G-M ODDITIES (UFA)
6

-G-

profits will

look ahead to

I

'28-^29

(

ruAMcv

,

put be-

up

pile

The

more your

the

it

IT pays
to play

ISN'T

it

the truth

THAT when the final
RETURNS are in
YEAR after year
YOU realize that while
OTHERS have made a

FEW

good pictures

M-G-M clicks, clicks, clicks
REGULARLY, sure-fire, big!
TOPPING em all!

iVrrmO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

and Vaudeville Industries Alleged

Frust in Film

^eMEWSPAPEK

ALL THE MEWS

lyFILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XLIV

OL.
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Tuesday, June

Celluloid
reasons are behind
rHREE
the surprise deal of yes-

Booking

terday.

con-

CHARGED IN MARKS BROS.' SUIT

but not
ften do you come across one as
iiteresting as that Chicago deal,
magine B. & K. booking Fox
No kidnto the Chicago loop

R CA

!

It's fact.

Fox's massed buj'ing power
n the theater field did

)ring

nt

it

about.

The

much

to

ever-pres-

an invasion of
he loop with a huge theater in
ompetition with B. & K. is
veason No. 2. Last and we are
lot any too certain that it is
good
lot the primary motive
possibility of

—

—

Price 5 Cents

1928

CONSPIRACY AND MONOPOLY

racts are closed daily,

ling.

19,

to

Produce

Production of short subjects is planned by RCA-Photophone,
These
is marketing the Photophone sound-on-film system.
will be along the lines of the Vitaphone playlets, with name acts,
bands, opera selections and similar subjects to be featured. The subThe latter
jects will be released through FBO, it is understood.
company, in which RCA, General Electric and Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., have an interest, is to produce Photophone features, and possibly some shorts, with Pathe also expected

which

to

make Photophone

features.

developments in
"Sound Pictures," page 10.
Latest

the

synchronization

field,

appear

in

liad

MD. 'BLUE' LAW APPLIES

K

a number of pictures that B. &
needed. So 15 of 'em are spotted

in.

No
is

matter

how you

look at

to get the recognition in the

Fox
Windy
it,

City for which he has been aching
Which
fur lo, these many years.

makes

Bill

Fox chew

just a bit

more

Corona, while
vigorously on his
Winnie Sheehan's grin becomes a
trifle

more

difficult

to erase.

IN

Newsreels can't shoot the OlymAll cameras barred.
tryouts.
pic
Same procedure will prevail in Amsterdam, for the film rights have
Some of the editors are
been sold.
disturbed. They shouldn't be. That
six reels get together long
to tell the Olympics committee to have its collective head ex-

is,

if

—

Again

The squawks over unreasonable
protection are getting louder.

It's

a

pictures,
the old

Meanarbitrators.
whilcj exhibitors state that they will

defendants are to have a new trial
on a charge of selling merchandise
on Sunday. Baltimore exhibitors are
watching the case with much interest.

to

name

bring court action if any attempt is
inade to arbitrate by any other board.

B.

& K. Book 15 Fox Films
for First

Runs

time in the
Chicago— For the
history of Fox, Balaban & Katz,
dominating factor in the Windy
City theater situation have booked its
product for the loop.
first

A minimum
play

downtown

Fox

pictures will
Seven
next season.

of 15

bad situation. Some day the lid will
or eight will be long runs to be diblow right off the teapot and the by- vided between the McVickers and
ways and by-lanes will be cluttered
The first two are
the Roosevelt.
with the maimed and injured. Why
which opens at
Angel,"
Street
The issue is beg- "Theformer house on June 30, and
wait that long?
the
ging for adjustment now.
"Sunrise," which plays the Roosevelt

K A N N

which were unknown when
statute was passed.
The

Civic and Commerce Ass'n, declining to enter the controversy, when

all

Protection

—

Baltimore Sunday picture shows
Minneapolis Arbitration continues
deadlocked in this territory, with are prohibited by the "blue" laws,
cases piling up before the board, the Supreme Court ruled in sustainwhich can't act because exhibitors ing conviction of John G. Callan,
have been declared disqualified by Charles F. Mules and Walter StierThis was a test case where
C. C. Pettijohn, for refusing to act hoff.
on a case brought by a company programs were sold instead of adwhich is serving non-theatricals. To missions. Contention of defense was
date, distributors have been unable that the law prohibiting an opera
to secure any other arbitrators, the house performance does not include

enough

amined.

M-G-M, Keith-Albee-Orpheum and
The action was

beginning July

7.

last

week.

Refusal to contract, violations and
unlawful combinations to gain conindustry by the detrol
of the
fendants are among charges made in
the complaint, which was filed last
week in U. S. District Court.

TO HLMS, COURT RULES

NORIHWEST CONTINUES

asked

Those Olympics

Bros, in suit for a Federal injunction
against Paramount, Balaban & Katz,
Lubliner & Trinz, United Artists,

filed

the Film

This business of building up mon4i r chains is extremely ambitious.
iUit what does it all mean unless
vdii play attractions that will make
Fox
the public part with its cash?

—

Conspiracy to restrain
Chicago
and establishment of a monopoly in the film and vaudeville inMarks
are
charged by
dustries
trade

21 other defendants.

)ictures.

On

27 Firms Defendants in
Action Brought for
U. S. Injunction

in

Chi "Loop"

Seven or eight other releases will
be divided between the Oriental and
The
the Chicago for week stands.
B. and K. string on the north, west
and south side of the city will follow the loop after the usual protection periods.
The deal is considered by some to
significant from several angles
be
in view of the fact that, aside from
own theater, the Monroe, Fox
its
product has been out of the loop for
many years. James R. Grainger,
sales
manager for Fox,
general
(.Continued on page 2)

SPANISH PRODUCERS SEEK

ENACTMENT OFDOOTALAW
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Domestic

producers
have asked the government to enact
quotas restricting the number of imported films shown in Spain, states
a cable to the M. P. Section of the
Dept. of Commerce from Trade
Commissioner George R. Canty at
Paris.

Two

methods have been proposed.

The first would compel exhibitors to
show five Spanish features for every
{.Continued

SPARKS

IN

on

page 2)

DEAL FOR

"U"

—

Atlanta E. J. Sparks is understood to have concluded a deal with
Universal by which he will take
over that company's circut of Florida
It is understood the deal
houses.
will not involve theaters at Leesburg and Lake City, where Earle
Fain is a 50 per cent partner, nor the
Capitol at Miami, which Universal
(Continued

on

page

2)

.

THE

Sparks

Deal for
"U" Florida Houses
in

(Continued from page

f BO

1)

QUOTA

owns

B.

TO MAKE COLUMBIA

Films for "Loop'

miN ENGLAND

(^Continued from

jointly
with
Wolfson
&
Meyer.
Theaters involved belong to the
London (By Cable)
IBHN W. ALICOATE
Columbia's
PUBLISHER group known as the original Sparks'
quota
pictures will be made by FBO.
circuit, which Sparks sold to UniAt least four production will be made
The under
Published daily except Saturday and holidays versal about three years ago.
the supervision of P. A. findat 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
group includes holdings in Orlando,
ers of FBO, who plans to
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
establish
Plant
City,
Deland,
St. Augustine,
FoIk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
a permanent production unit.
Bradenton, Sarasota, Arcadia, KisPublisher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
FBO will continue to handle the
and Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer, simniee, and Fort Myers.
Business and Advertising Manager.
Entered
Columbia product in England, as in
.'Mthough confirmation is lacking
as second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the
tlie past.
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act
either from the local division headof March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) quarters of Universal
or from NewUnited States outside of Greater New York.
York there is every reason to believe Loew's, Montreal, Robbed
SIO.OO one year; 6 months. $5.00; 3 months,
Vol.

XLIV No. 68
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Prico 5 Cents

Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should
with order.
Address all communications to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y.
Phone Circle 47364737-4738-4739.
Cable address:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood, California Ralph
Wilk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.
London Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., W.
Berlin
Lichtbild-buehne, Friedrichstrasse,
I.
remit

THE

—

—

—

225.

Financial
Low

High
(s) Am.
(c-b) do

Seat.
6s 36

Con.
do

Fm.

Close

Sales

36 K
3654
101!^ 101>^ loi;^

100

36K

.

& Katz

Bal.
(c)
(c)
(s)

.

.

Ind

i3J4

24M

pfd.

East. Kodak
\72V,
*(s)
do pfd.
...
Film
Insp.
*(c)
*(s) First Nat. pfd.
.

.

Fox Fm. "A", 76J4
Fox Thea. "A" 22H

(s)
(c)

*(c)

Intern.

(s)
(s)

do

(c)

do
do

(1))

(b)

*(s)
*(s)

95-54

102^

6s41x-war.

997,4,

pfd...

P.

102

15

108
108
9954
99yi
26

4,700

400
200
10

23

20

20

1,100

86/
123^ 124%

do 6s 47.. 99^
99M 99%
Par.By.5}4s51.101
101
101
Pathe
5%
SM
5/
do "A" ... 20
18/
18J4
do 7s 37 .. 69^
69/ 69/,
...

29

do units ...
do com. ...
Skouras Bros..

31
6
39!/$

Stanley Co.
(o) Technicolor ...

.

.

.

.

3,200

126

::

Roxy "A"

4
5

1,800
1,100
1

i2
34
7

40

37-^

.

3

3j|

United Art. ... 13
do i)fd. ... 80
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
2
<o)
do pfd. ... 78
*(c) Univ. Pict.
"'(s;
do pfd

*/

3M

iV^

700

16
85

.

<c) Warner
Bros.. 303/J
(s)
do "A" ... 35 J^
(c-b) do 6}4s 28 ..120!^

295,^

3314
120

20
97
29iA
34

800
2,100

120/

8

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(s)

Stock Exchange.

NOTE:

the Counter

(Bid and Asked),

Balaban & Katz

is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

Burger Takes Over U. A. Duties
Paul Burger yesterday was installed as an assistant to Al Lichtman, United Artists sales head. In

new capacity he will work in cooperation with Cresson E. Smith,
who also is an assistant to Lichtman!
his

in

Year Mass. Unit

to Continue

Non-Theatrical Figh

-

Boston
Failure of the Federal
irade Commission to
ratify
the
Irade Practice Conference

to out
Arthur Bourassa, doorman, and Miss
lavy service to
non-theatricals, will
A. Lhartier, cashier, as
they were not lessen
efforts of the Massachuleaving the box office. Miss
Chartier se ts unit to stamp
out this "unethi
saved a second cash box by
throw- cal business
practice."
ing It into the box office and
This is emlocking phasized
by a letter sent out to
herself in.
The bandit escaped in tiers,
memasking information as to
the crowds. Some months
ac
ago Man- tivities
to become a district manager for ager James
of
non-theatrical and
Adams was held up in his
the
name of any companies serving
Publi.x.
In view of affiliations now
them
existing between S.parks, Saenger
and Publi.x it is not unlikely that
Westwood Calm on Sunday
Universal holdings in Florida will
Westwood, N. J._No efifort
Paramount News Scoop Press
was!
become a part of the Publix-SaengerFor the first time on record a news- "'ade to open the new Westwood
Sunday, nor did its owner,
Sparks chain.
reel scooped the
E. Alan
newspapers in get- Meyer, who
If
the Universal Florida circuit ting a big
news story before the -seek to clamp,s justice of the peace
goes to the Sparks' interests it will public,
down the lid, as he
Paramount claims, when in did last
week, in retaliation for clos
mean that Universal's holdings in less than ten minutes
alter Hoover mg of his
this immediate territory are reduced iiad been
theater by poHce.
nominated Paramount News
to the minimum. There will be
Washed the word on the screen
left
of a
A. F. Moses Dies
only the Capitol, Atlanta, and a number of California
theaters
by
VVinston-Salem, N C
group of suburbans in the Atlanta means of a previously
p
prepared reel Moses of the
Colonial here died suddistrict, including the Ponce de Leon
of the Presidential
candidate, which denly
last week.
Fairfax, and Madison.
was held until released by
telephone.
Purchase of the Florida Sparks'
Rayart Bought for Pittsburgh
circuit by Universal launched
Browne Opening New Office
that
Pittsburgh
company in chain theater operation.
Columbia Film SerAtlanta—
The buy was made on the recom- a pioneer O. R. Browne, for years yice has acquired distribution in this
theater factor of Raleigh territory of the 20
mendation of Dan Michalove shortpictures to be
in the firm of Aronson &
ly after he became southern
Browne produced by Rayart for 1928-29.
district IS completing
arrangements for openmanager for Universal.
For more ing an office in
connection with his
than two years thereafter,
Reopens
while sales representation of
PI
^Tf. '^T^^^*^'"
Bloomfield
the Typhoon
la.-The Iowa, recentHonda rode high on the real estate tan. He
plans to divide his time
boom, those houses proved a verita- tween
be?"ham 'to Cap:
Atlanta and Raleigh.
>tal
harriel^
Theaters Co. of Ottumwa,
ble gold mine and they survived
has
the
been
remodeled and reopened.
crash of the boom.
Owen Gets Dallas Office

has been negotiating for the sale of
the Florida circuit is the fact that no
successor has been named to fill the
place vacated by former southern division manager Willard C. Patterson who resigned some weeks ago

—

/s^

—

^V

E. J. Sparks is in New York
conferring with Universal officials
on a
partnership deal,
E.
H. Golstein
company treasurer, stated yesterday
declaring the deal is not
vet set

Spanish Producers

Seek Quota
(Continued from page

(b)

Over

Time

with Barney Balaban and
Clyde Eck
the latter Fox division
man;
ager in Chicago. The
Marks Bros
operating the Marbro and
Granada
have been using Fox
product thi
season just closing.
As old custo
iners, Grainger is
expected to makj
some provision for their needs
inso
tar as ^ox product
is concerned

the second time in
a year, i.oews theater
was held up
for equipment to be installed in the
bunday, when a lone bandit took
the
Arcade at Fort Myers.
Another indication that Universal ?lu ^°.f containing $2,240 from

*

(o)

for Second
Montreal— For

1)

hardt,

.

lieii

Trans-Lux

2,400
6,600
....

Cap.,

Para. F-L
do pfd

(c)
(o)
(o)

13

15

2\%

(b)
(b)
(s)
(s)
(b)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

126
74/2
20/,

SO./s
102'

deb.
rts.
15
6s 41ww.. 108

'loo
700
700

4^
74-4
20!4
95-/8

Orph. Cir
'(s)
do pfd.

(s)

171

1

106

SO./s

.

.

.

(s)

*(s)

171

24/,

54^^

M-G-M
M.

24/^

Proj..
6s 46.
955^

Keiths
Loew"s,
Inc.
do pfd

(h)

74^
13M

.

that the deal is set.
One fact pointing in that direction is an order to
the Vitaphone conipany^irom Sparks

page

closed the contract in New
York re
cently
He is here for the greate
part of the week working
out detail

—

$3.00.

& K. Book 15 Fox

Law

—

Dallas
Hugh Owens has just
been appointed manager of
the Parabranch,
succeeding
Oscar
aT""'

Morgan who was recently
transferred to Kansas City as
branch manager.
Owen has been with the company for several years.
The past
''^•^'^^^"t^d the company in
Zu'fUT
south
lexas.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

cordance

with production progress
I he other provides
that one Spanish
teature be purchased for
exhibition
abroad for every 25 features
imported into Spain.

Attractions

attraction,

Kaufman

Buckland, have opened the
here.

'

TO

SUBSCRIBERS
Acts

COVERS
EVERYTHING

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

EVERYWHERE

Standard

Vaudeville

GOES

&

Empire

FREE
Film Daily

for

Picture Theatres

Syracuse House Opens
Syraciise, N. Y.— With
world preniiere of "The Good-Bye
Kiss" as
initial

EVERY DAY
1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

1)

100 exhibited, or five per cent
of the
exhibitor's quota, with the
percentage to be revised periodically
in ac

t^ie

YOU'LL USE IT

«

THE
aesday, June 19, 1928

-S&^.DAILV

decide-

I

"Where
-liy HEN
' '

Hell

realized

it

the

wrote

I

am

my

ad.,

HELL
"Where the

Heading," I never
would kick up such a fuss
I

and sensation.

I'm Heading"

per cent, cut in the coming productions." I'm not interested in tearing
fifty

down.

I

want

to build up.

never imagined producers would answer me in paid advertising.

I

took off my ear-muffs to listen.
Everyone's tongue was wagging. Did
they say anything? Maybe I made the
industry think maybe. But did I get
I

—

MY

answer?

tures,

Judging from the
people

still

Joe Schenck didn't duck the issues. He
at least was square and sensible. Earl
Hammons, Tiffany-Stahl, Biltmore Pic-

replies I got,

most

Buck

Jones, Zakoro and Hey-

wood-Wakefield Company
thanks for their replies.

have

my

use their heads for hat-

racks only. Anyone who wants to see
these answers can at the Ajax Advertising Agency, 232 Madison Avenue.

—

Sime Silverman's "inside

stuff"

says

I'm a gag. Well, I paid five hundred
bucks for my Variety ad., and that's no

gag.

One guy wanted to chain my two
houses to his. Another wanted to manof these hit my probAll have axes to grind.

age them.
lem.

None

Arthur James printed my letter and
gave his answer for nothing. Well, it
was worth it.

Taken

Frank

R., big Indiana exhibitor, tears

off my ad. and writes on the bottom:
"When things get as bad as they can
be, they can't get any worse. So cheer

Cheer up yourself!
sympathy.

up."

I don't

want

all

in

all,

I've decided to face this

thing alone.

My

only solution seems to be to pick
the best pictures I can get, IF I CAN

GET

'EM.

Maybe my

advertising did some good.

Who knows? Who

A

general manager of a Middle West

exhibitors'

should

association

demand and

writes:

"You

receive at least a

ter.

I

I

am

doesn't mat-

choose to remain

JUST AN EXHIBITOR

—

:
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Pathe Super Specials
and Features
O;

""IT^MPTY" names mean empty seats. You hang a name in the electric
lights out front and it may be as colorless as a darkened theatre*
John Patron and Reggie Regular will see it, turn up their noses and move
on to brighter bulbs.

ROD LA ROCQUE

o
o-

For the new season Pathe has cornered the marquee magnets
players with color, dash, beauty, personality! Pathe's stars and players
are youthful
comers typifying today.

—

—

LEATRICE JOY

Q

There's Lina Basquette, Jeanette Loff, Nena Quartaro,

Lili'

Damita,

Sue Carol, Phyllis Haver, Leatrice Joy, Jacqueline Logan, Marie Prevost.
Sure-fire, all of them. The fans follow them like the astronomers follow
the stars.

And Rod LaRocque, WilUam Boyd, John Mack Brown,

Victor

Varconi, George Duryea, Junior Coughlan, Joseph Schildkraut, Robert
Armstrong, John Boles, Eddie Quillan, Alan Hale, H. B. Warner. Boxoffice beacons, gaining in popularity every day.
It's

a

new

season, a

new era

in pictures.

You want climbers

that sparkle, that connote big scenes, fine roles,

—names

worth while pictures.

PATHE HAS THEM.

Note

•fli

Watch for amazing new R. C. A.
^^d effect accompaniment on

PHOTOPHONE

PATHE FEATURE PRODUCTIONS

6Jtf:^^^^m:U

\

'

musical

certain

forthcoming

Season

1928-1929.

^M.

y^ >k

^

W

ALAN HALE

TArnriKi iMC

i

nnAKi

liiMir^D nrtr^ui avt

TRANFTTP

I

npp

H R WARNER

LTNA RASOtlETTE

^^

"THE COP

-iaktSB,^.

with

ALAN HALE, JACQUELLNE LOGAN, ROBERT ARMSTRONG

—

A Donald

—

Crisp Production Screen play by Tav Garnett from the
story by Elliot Clawson— Produced by Ralph Block for DeMille
Pictures Corporation.

LEATRICE
•H

JOY

MAN MADE WOMEN

with H. B. WARNER, JOHN BOLES, SEENA OWEN
Screen play by Alice D. G. Miller from the story by Ernest
Pascal — Directed by Paul L. Stein Produced by Ralph Block
for DeMille Pictures Corporation.

—

—

yst_

TENTH AVENUE
WITH

PHYLLIS HAVER

VICTOR VARCONI and JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
C. DeMille production — from the stage play by
John McGowan and Lloyd Griscom — Continuity by Douglas

A William

Doty— DeMille Studio Production.

JAME5CRUZE PRODUCTION

THE RED
with

MARK

NENA QUARTARO, GASTON GLASS, GUSTAVE VON
SEYFFERTITZ, ROSE DIONE

Adaptation and continuity by Julien Josephson— from the story
by John Russell— Personally directed by JAMES CRUZE.

Three big Pathe specials and a
high -class feature on the program
for 1928-29 are ready for screening now. They are showman's
merchandise, big money-makers

destined to topple

many

a

house record.

"THE RED MARK"
A daring departure
nals,

in

(Special)

motion picture an-

an epic of an unknown

"TENTH AVENUE"

civilized race.

(Special)

Another "Chicago" the sensation of last
season, with the same team, Phyllis Haver
and Victor Varconi, in the sterling cast.

"THE COP"

Pathe
QOPPOP

^^^'^
^Jfc^/

V~'^/
^^^^

V

f

..•

\^m,f

-J.

"^e)^

community.

"MAN-MADE WOMEN"
A smart,

sophisticated

drama of the

foi-

bles and fallacies of that cver-interestinginstitution, marriage.

JMk

"ntu

r

VICTOR VARCONI

(Special)
An exploitation bonanza that oiTcrs a remarkable series of tie-ups in every

W.

3^rfk

GEORGE DURYEA

'^^i^,

.'H

EDDIE QUILLAN

ROBERT ARMSTRONG

JOHN MACK BROWN

LILI

DA MITA

j

I

Has the
Stars
waring's
pen n sylvan ans
i

Two

years of continuous production have brought]
under the Vitaphone banner the foremost stars and entertainers from every branch of the amusement field.

Headliners from the Nevr York musical comedy stage,
world famous artists from the Metropolitan Opera, the
country's leading variety entertainers, jazz bands whose
names are household words! Leading stars of the screen
and dramatic stage!

Al Jolson, Dolores Costello, Fannie Brice, Martinelli,
Marion Talley, Reinald Werrenrath, Waring's Pennsylvanians, Willie and Eugene Howard, Van and Schenck,
Vincent Lopez every name a headiiner in electric lights
on Broadway!

—

Only Vitaphone can bring these stars to your theatre.

VINCENT LOPEZ

ORCHESTRA

VITAPHONE
WEST
3Z1

44"^STA££T

•

t

,1

AL JOLSON
VAN G-SCHENCK.

^AARTINELU

Vitaphone Stars
AL JOLSON
DOLORES COSTELLO
FANNIE BRICE
GIOVANNI MARTINELLI
MARION TALLEY
BENIAMINO GIGLI
IRENE RICH
MAY MacAVOY
MME. SCHUMANN-HEINK
CONRAD NAGEL
JOHN MILJAN
JAY C. FLIPPEN
MISCHA ELMAN
GUISEPPE DE LUCA
PASQUALE AMATO

MONTAGU LOVE
HOBART BOSWORTH
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
MARY LEWIS
REINALD WERRENRATH
ANNA CASE
CHARLES HACKETT
AUDREY FERRIS
BESSIE LOVE

FRANCES ALDA
JEANNE GORDON
JOHN CHARLES THOMAS
ALBERT SPALDING
HAROLD BAUER
ROSA RAISA
GIACOMO RIMINI
VAN and SCHENCK
ELSIE JANIS
HARRY DELF
FLORENCE MOORE
WILLIE and EUGENE HOWARD
LEO CARRILLO
VINCENT LOPEZ AND HIS
ORCHESTRA
JOE BROWNING
WILL OAKLAND
SISSLE and BLAKE

and 159

ABE LYMAN AND HIS
ORCHESTRA
EDDIE CONRAD
VIVIENNE SEGAL
CHIEF CAUPOLICAN
WARING'S PENNSYLVANIANS
WILL MORRISSEY and
MIDGIE MILLER
HAPPINESS BOYS, ERNEST HARE
and BILLIE JONES
ROGER WOLFE KAHN and
HIS ORCHESTRA
BLOSSOM SEELEY

FAMNJE
&RICE

WEBER and FIELDS
OHMAN and ARDEN
AUNT JEMIMA
FRANCES WILLIAMS
WALTER WEEMS

WINNIE LIGHTNER
GUS ARNHEIM'S AMBASSADORS
SALLY FIELDS
SOLLY WARD
BURR McINTOSH

^.V^

RIN-TIN-TIN

CLYDE COOK
THE FOY FAMILY
LOIS WILSON

MITCHELL LEWIS
JASON ROBARDS
HEDDA HOPPER
WILLIAM DEMAREST
GLADYS BROCKWELL
NEELY EDWARDS
HYAMS and McINTYRE
HUGH HERBERT
LYNN COWAN
HARRINGTON SISTERS
NAT CARR
S^RAH PADDEN
HARRY CONLEY
FLORENTINE CHOIR
NOTRE DAME GLEE CLUB

VU\RION

TALLEY

others

CORPORATION
N£W YORK CITY

REINALD

WtRRENRATH

THE

PUIL

Newspaper Opinions
DAILY TIPS WHICH

"Fools for Luck"

SEZ/

"The Drag Net"
(Paramount)
Cut-out letters were placed across
tennis

"Can't get anybody to
about anything else
My
but sound pictures.

what

ment

this

the

following

is

Cut-out

Saturday."

next
both

heads

—

Propose Censorship for
British South Africa

for a test of several human subjects
chosen by them to determine their
reactions to the various
physical
The
high spots in this picture.
campaign also included car cards,

Johannesburg— A censorship board

be estabhshed in South West window cards, window displays and
An ordinance embracing this a Ford car tie-up. Palace, Memphis,
plan will be presented to the legisla- Tenn.
Films already bemg
tive assembly.

mav

—

territory are exempt
from censorship for a year after the
measure becomes effective. The law,
passed, will not apply to any picin

"Heart of a Follies Girl"

the

Thompson"

slippers and buckles. At
a special lobby display
of South Sea curios.—

theater

the

was made
State,

Huffman Sews Up Fox and
Warner Films for 5 Years

(First Nat'l)

painted letters reading. "Billie
in

The Heart

"Speedy"
(Paramount)

declared to
be the largest single contract closed

S.

Dove

E.
C.

Freshfield

Huffman's

city.

Dance Palace

co-

operated

Aladdin

—

quire

new gowns

nual

fashion

for use in her an-

"The Patent Leather Kid"

film.

(First Nat'l)

Carroll and Pierce at

—

Oskalooca

Staak, Carroll exhibitor, and Bruno Pierce of
Atlantic have purchased the Rivola
The houses are
and Strand here.

Oskaloosa,

la.

J.

C.

to be remodeled.

Remodels

Little

Minn.

cut-out tank with a border of
lights stood in the lobby.
tank was tilted at an angle with

electric

The

Falls

— R.

House

the flasher box directly behind it. At
night with the lobby lights off, the
lights flashing and the flashes making a peculiar churning noise all
gave a very realistic effect to the

whole war background.

title

A

in

still

was mounted on

with

from

a card-

copy, "For Speedy Service eat
with us For Speedy entertainment,
see Harold Lloyd in 'Speedy' at the
tive

—

Rialto."— W.

Hemphill,

H.

Rialto,

*

It

good

is

— Emiel

stecker, Lyric, Jackson,

"Steamboat

Bill"

capital of the calliope adjunct of the crack Mississippi river
steamboat, a calliope was mounted
upon a specially prepared float rep-

resenting a steamboat.
This float
toured the streets with a man playing lively airs on the calliope.
The
whole outfit created a stir second
only to that which a circus parade
can excite. Broad, Columbus, Ohio.

—

(M-G-M)

*

of

*

*

*
In case you don't know
already, the Fields- Conklin comedy formula
and, as comis pretty well established now
edy formulas go (and all of them don't), it's
*
a good one. * *
* *
Personally, Mr. Fields and
Mr. Conklin amuse me even when they per*

it

;

SUN—*

their customary drolleries in customary
scenes.
And here both are at the height
of their funmaking * * *

form

TIMES—*

*

Both

*

Mr.

better in

far

Conklin

more

and

intelligent

They are either
stories than this specimen.
In
very furmy in their films or very silly.
*
this one the silly ideas predominate. *

Griffith Bros. Closes

Six Houses for

—

Summer

I

Oklahoma City Because of poor
conditions prevalent in this territory

summer

months,
Griffith
have closed
one house in each of six towns where
they operate two.
The houses are
located at Norman, Elk City, Ardmore, Enid, Henryetta and Miami.
during

chain

Bros.,

operators,

Okla.

(Pathe)
A wrecked automobile was placed
upside down on a small truck. Decorated with banners announcing the

showing of the picture, the truck
traversed the busiest streets and between trips parked in front of theater.
The stunt attracted much attention and tied up with the novel
duel
the
automobile
in
picture,
which ends with wrecked cars.

— New

Hippodrome-

York

City.

Bricker to
Mitchell, S.

Americans"

(Universal)
5,000 librarians who attended
Convention of The American

The

Library Association at West Baden,
Indiana,

had

"We

Americans"

(

Manage Two

D.— Finkelstein & Ru-

Roy Bricker charge of
new acquisition. Bricker
will now manage the Lyric and Met.
He joined the company when the

ben has given
the Lyric, a

ownership

of

the

Lyric

was

pur-

chased.

Operator Prevents Probable Panic
Belmar, N. J. Quick action on
the part of George Bootel, operator,
prevented probable panic at the Riv-

—

oli,

"We
the

"The Patsy"

POST— *

"Walking Back"

Bern-

Tenn.

;

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

Mr. Fields are

Macon, Ga.

—

L. Nedry,
new owner of the Lyric here, has
remodeled the house.
Falls,

A

tied the
service.

Making

by playing the "Laugh,
Clown,
Laugh"
number and featurfoiand America are the only two local ing it on their program every night.
They also had a singer who rendered
houses showing Vitaphone.
It was arthe song each evening.
ranged with the Freshfield Orchestra
Hope Hampton Goes to Europe
singer to broadcast this song over the
Hope Hampton and her husband, radio on Sunday. Announcements
Jules Brulatour are en route to Eu- were made regularly of the picture
Miss Hampton may make a and Chaney in all of the broadcasting.
rope.
Stanley Chambers, Miller, Wichita,
picture in France and Germany in
She also plans to ac- Kans.
Technicolor.
this

*

excellent pantomimist, and Conklin. with his
walrus moustached pathos, are well matched
for each other
with ability born of
foils
long experience in trouping. * »

diverting.

(United Artists)

(M-G-M)
The

speedy

their

Rex,

Whitaker,

"Laugh, Clown. Laugh"

is

Three cafes

Follies Girl with

of a

— E.

Larry Kent.
Spartanburg,

E.

This

•

*

situations.

combination

board on which contained coopera-

A

Huffman has
after closYork
New
from
returned
ing a five vear contract with Fox
and Warners.

New York

"Chuck" Reisner, who
directed Charlie Chaplin for years, wielded
the megaphone for this picture and interpolated some highly amusing "gags" and
*

* * is the usual
Fields and Conklin humor.
With highlights from various plots they have
used before, together or individually this
manages to be a patchwork more or less

Pa.

Erie,

the picture

drug store dressed up its winif
dow
with a display of toilet articles
by
approved
tures which have been
supplies together with
and
make-up
the
an inspector of any province of
a huge heart cut-out on which were
Africa.
Union of South
mounted stills from the picture, and

Denver— Harry

AMERICAN—*

DAILY MIRROR—*

—

Africa.

Little

—

Paramount
Paramount,

of

which
in
hu'j'ness
a
everybody talks whether
he knows what he's talkabout or not. Why
ing
shouldn't the fiUums have
something to say?

shown

ner was printed: "See Inside." This
stunt was put over two days prior
to the showing of picture
and they
covered both the residential and busiGrand, Salina, Kans.
ness districts.

comedy stuff.
Laughs are frequent and
"Sadie Thompson"
hearty.
And the two comedians in their
Miss Brent and George Ban(United Artists)
familiar characters
give their expert performances.
Blane is the charming
Sally
croft were also placed on the nets.
Window displays were obtained at daughter
Chester Conklin. Jack Luden is
Fred O. Slenker, Columbia, Daven- umbrella stores, where the rainy the likableof young
man who wins her. * *
port, la.
* *
DAILY
NEWS—*
It seemed to us
weather scene stills were used efChuck Reisner did not direct with his
A
department store fea- that
fectively.
usual amount of pep.
The story unwinds
"The Gaucho"
tured
"Sadie Thompson" blouses. too slowly to allow the laughs to be never(United Artists)
Novelty and jewelry stores used stills ceasing. There are good situations, and the
scenario is perhaps better than any
A special screening of the picture in which these wares were prominent. actual
*
Fields and Conklin have had to date. *
EVENING JOURNAL— * * * Fields, an
was held for six prominent physicians Shoe stores tied in with "Sadie

excite-

But then

!

carrying

nets

"Look what we caught in The
Drag Net for your "entertainment

copy,

talk

goodness.

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SUOWMCN

when he

shut

himself

in

the

booth to fight flames caused by a
film
explosion.
He was burned
about the face and neck.
Fire

Damages Schenectady House

—

Schenectady, N. Y. Fire originating in the stage wiring damaged
the Broadway, owned by Joseph
Slamweski.

brought to their attention in the only
display of motion picture material
presented during their conference.
There were displays in all of the 38
Petition Theater at Union City
branches and in four of the biggest
Union City Petitions are being
department store libraries.
Photos circulated here asking for erection of
of these displays were taken and a Stanley theater at Elks Square
Peekskill, N. Y.— The Peekskill is velopes with readers inside.
Copy these, together w.ith the displays along the Hackensack Plankroad and
dark for remodeling and is scheduled on envelopes read: "For Women themselves, were sent to the conven- Hudson Blvd. Thousands of signato reopen in August.
Only." In small type in lower cor- tion. Palace, West Baden, Ind.
tures have been obtained.

Merchants Reopen Jesup, la., House
Two girls attired in white duck
Jesup, la. The Grand has reopen- trousers and white blouse, paraded
Across their chest and
ed under management of a group of the streets.
back were ribbons which read: "I am
local merchants.
not 'The Patsy'— See 'The Patsy' at
the Grand." These girls made a disRemodeling at Peekskill
tribution of two thousand of the en-

—

—

—

i

TO THE PRODUCER

POWERS

(JnepHONE
^3ii^^

ONLY EXPERIENCE
CAN PRODUCE QUALITY
THE ORIGINAL PIONEERS IN THIS NEW ART OF THE DIRECT
PHOTOGRAPHY OF SOUND ARE EITHER IN THE POWERS ORGANIZATION OR ARE ASSOCIATED WITH IT.
As a result THE POWERS CINEPHONE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

can record and reproduce sound with greater accuracy than those

are only

To

now

gaining their

first

who

experience.

sound recording, Mr. Powers brings the
experience and the highest technique in the Mo-

this organization, skilled in

vital factor of long years of

tion Picture Art.

This combination eminently qualifies the Powers organization to apply sound
to motion picture negatives either during or after the filming of the picture.

NEGATIVES ARE
NOT INJURED

ABSOLUTE
INTERCHANGEABLE
THE SOUND LINE
DOES NOT DESTROY WITH OTHER LEADING SYNCHRONIZATION
IS ASSURED
A PORTION OF THE METHODS OF SOUND
PHOTOGRAPHY IN
PICTURE
REPRODUCTION

INQUIRIES FROM PRODUCERS
ARE NOW SOLICITED
THE POWERS|
ii^ypHUIlL, EQUIPMENT CORP.
riJePHONt
POWERS BUILDING
723 7TH AVE., N. Y. CITY

"A GREAT

NEW ART

IN THE MAKING"

'»i-

Tuesday, June

DAILY
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Atlanta Newspaperman
Joins Hays Organization
Atlanta— Leonard Roan, news edand
itor of the "Atlanta Georgian"
"Sunday American," has_ resigned
that post to become associated with
the Hays organization and goes to
Los Angeles, the scene of his new
His service

activities.

will be in

New

Warner Nine Seeks Games
organize a baseball
to
Failure
league among the companies in New
York this year leaves the Warner
Havmg
team without opposition.
Warthe
training,
spring
some
had
nerites do not intend to remain idle.
They have thrown the proverbial hat
into the ring, and have issued a
challenge to any corporation or office team that desires to play against

Retchetnick

H.

is

Newport, N. C, House Sold
The Strand has
Newport, N.
been purchased by C. A. Gould. R.
T. Wade, of the Palace and Wades,
Morehead City, N. C, was the for-

C—

mer owner.

McKinney Gets W. E. Post
Dallas— J. L. (Jim) McKinney has
been appointed representative in the
southern district for the Electrical
Research Products, Inc., handling
Western Electric sound projection
systems, Vitaphone and Movietone,
and a non-synchronous attachment
to cue pictures with ordinary phonograph records.
Strand at Creston Robbed
Burglars entered the
la.
Strand and looted the safe of more
than $800, receipts of both the Willard and Strand.

—

Creston,

Kale Bros. Dispose of Holding
la.
George S. Corner,
Des Moines, is new owner of the
New Palace, having purchased the
house from Kale Bros.

—

Merrill,

Grimes

Sample
Manilla, la.
C. A. Semple has acquired control of the Electric from
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Grimes.
Sells

to

—

Legion Closes for
Manly, la. Owners

—

Summer

of the Legion
have closed the house until September.

Coleman

to Build at

—

Sound Pictures
by

ARTHUR

Branch

EDDY

W.

Scope which Warner Bros, are to
give this year to their use of Vitaphone will be greatly extended, states
H. M. Warner, president, for every
picture produced during 1928-29 at
the Warner studio will have Vitaphone sequences. This applies to the
18 Warner Winners as well as the

roadshow attractions.
It was the Warners'

—

Metropolitan,
where it is being
shown with a program of Vitaphone
numbers and a feature. The Rialto
was the first local house to play
Movietone, being equipped for both
systems.

inten-

musical accompaniments but the executives now believe that the public's attitude toward dialogue on the
Vitaphone justifies the use of more
elaborate effects in all of the pictures on their program. Every Warner release, therefore, will have special attention given to Vitaphone sequences.
In addition to the roadshows, Vitaphone will be employed in various
ways in "State Street Sadie," "The
Midnight
Taxi,"
"Women They
Talk About," "Caught in the Fog,"
"Land of the Silver Fox," "No Questions Asked," "Kid Gloves," "From
Headquarters," "Stolen Kisses," "No

Defense," "Hard Boiled Rose," "The
Little Wildcat," "One Stolen Night,"
"F'rozen River," "She Knew Men,"

"Fancy Baggage," "The Greyhound
Limited" and "King of the Wilderness."

Vitaphone in All Fla.
De Luxe Houses of Publix
Jacksonville, Fla.

— Vitaphone

is

to

be installed in every Publix de luxe
theater in Florida in time for the fall
season. This is in line with the Publix intention of installing sound picture devices in their de luxe houses
tjiroughout the country, it is said.

Houses in Florida to receive Vitaphone, and probably Movietone, include the Tampa at Tampa, the
Florida
at
St.
Petersburg,
the
Olympia at Miami, the Florida in
Jacksonville and possibly one or two
other houses that are not exactly
regarded as de luxe operations. The
equipment to be placed in these theaters is reported scheduled to be
ready for operation by September.

Two Sound

Film Houses
Birmingham, Ala. The Alabama,

—

is

Fox Movietone News at Atlanta
Atlanta
Fox Movietone News
yesterday made its debut at the

first

tion to limit the application of Vitaphone in the "Warner Winners" to

Miami, Okla.

Miami, Okla. C. D. Coleman
contemplating erection of a house.

southern

de

Publix house, inaugurated
Vitaphone this week, this being the
second de luxe house in this city to
offer the "spoken drama," following
the
Strand which launched both
Vitaphone and Movietone recently.
The policy of the Strand will not be
disturbed and the house will continue
to present Vitaphone and Movietone
attractions, while the Alabama will
luxe

play

sound

pictures

occasionally.

E(
West

Coast

THE FILM DAILY
B. De Mille

Bureau,

City— Cecil
go to New York

Culver
will

this

week

division

man-

return from Dallas
where he joined John C. Flinn, of
the Pathe home office, for a regional

on

ager,

DENILLE GOING TO N.Y.

EOR ALL WARNER EILNS

at Jacksonville

— Pathe

Michalove,

VITAPHONE SEQUENCES

New

plans to open an
exchange at Jacksonville within the
next few months, according to Dan

Atlanta

Ime

of public relations.
He is the second member of the
paper's stafT to join the Hays organization, Lamar Trotti, several years
York
ago going from here to
to be director of publications.

Sidney
them.
manager.

Pathe Planning

1928

19,

convention which assembled branch
managers and salesmen from the
Dallas, New Orleans, Memphis, and
Oklahoma City exchanges.

in

connection with plans of Pathe to
synchronize "The Godless Girl," usNo
ing the Photophone process.
extended lines are to be spoken, but
various scenes are to employ sound

his

Harris in Theater Deal

—

Union City, Ind.
Edwin C.
Wright has sold his Strand, on Columbia

St.,

to E. T. Harris, of Carlos

City.

The picture is to open simulJones Promoted by Orpheum
taneously Aug. 3 here and in NewSeattle
Ray W. Jones will handle
York.
publicity and act as assistant manPathe, as exclusively announced by ager of the Seattle Orpheum.
He
FILM DAILY, may be ex- was promoted from a post at the Orpected to use Photophone accom- pheum Hillstreet house in Los Anpaniment on its pictures, because of geles.
effects.

—

THE

Kennedy's association
P.
Joseph
with Radio Corp. of America, General Electric and the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co., in
ownership of FBO.

Meaney to Use Han-aPhone in Producing Serial

Another
Hollywood

for

—

Hollywood
Henry Duffy an-

««

nounces plans for a 1,500-seater at
Highland and
Hawthorne Aves.
Duffy also operates the El Capitan
and President.

on Fox House
Cement construction
for the new Fox thebeing built at Grand and Wash-

Start Construction

—

Han-a-Phone is the sound picture
St. Louis
method which will be used by Ethlyn and iron work

Gibson Prod, for production of se- ater
employing sound.
This deal ington Boulevards, has been started.
was closed with Dale Hanshaw of The building will be six stories high
Hanshaw Pictures.
and house stores, offices and a 4,000Don Meaney, vice president and seat theater.
general manager of the company,
also will use Han-a-Phone for "Ann
Hamrick's House to Seat 1,000
of Tin Pan Alley," to be produced
Seattle
Sub-contracts are being
by Radio Screen Classics, of which let for construction of John HamMeaney is president and general rick's new Music Box on Fifth Ave.
manager. Meaney has left for New The house will seat 1,000.
York.
Theater Activities in Texas
rials

—

Takes Over Butler's Duties

W.

Texas

Pittsburgh,

formerly of the
Paramount West Coast Studios, has
assumed the duties of J. W. Butler

owned by H.

construction

with

Fingerlin,

— New

Crystal,

Houston, has opened.
E. G., Callahan will operate the
new theater at Crockett, opening
as manager of the home office pro- about Aug. 1.
A. Martini's Opera
duction department at Paramount House, at Galveston, is being reeastern headquarters.
Butler recent- modeled.
ly was appointed executive manager
of the Paramount Long Island stuBauer Joins FBO at San Antonio
dio which is now in process of reSan Antonio R. D. Bauer, lately
J.

sound

for
pictures.

the

production

of

Kansas and Western Mo.
Unit to Meet June 26

—

Kansas City Sound pictures, tent
show and non-theatrical competition
and the "music tax" are subjected to
be under discussion at the convention of the Kansas and western Missouri exhibitor unit, which is to be
held June 26 and 27 at Wichita. Fox
will give a Movietone demonstration
the opening night and an expert will
discuss sound films.
golf tourna-

A

ment

is

to feature the first day's se-

C.

—

Educational, has joined
working out of San Antonio.

FBO,

White and Partner to Build
Weatherford, Okla. New theater

—

be

will

by L.
dleston.

placed in construction here
A. White and F. H. Hud-

Walthall Quits Home State
Resigning manage-

Oklahoma
ment

of

—

Home

State Film's local exchange, Wallace Walthall will join
National Screen Service as special
representative in Okla., Ark. and
Texas.

sion.

Shaw on Movietone

$40,000

House

—

for

W.

C.

Town

Corning, Cal. City Council unanimously voted to permit W. F. Rodgers to build a theater and building
costing $40,000.
Rodgers operates

Movietone portrayal of George
Bernard Shaw will be seen and heard
at the Globe, New York, on the program with "The Red Dance," which
has its premiere at the house June 25. the Maywood Opera House.

Hi

J'
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Coast Wire Service

Nine

to Start at First National
Sound Effects

I,

EXT FOUR WEEKS TO BE

MARKED BY ACTIVITY
Nine pictures are to be started

with

New

to

Be Used

Jannings Film

Synchronization of "The Patriot,"
new tniil Jannings' picture, is planned by Paramount, with the film to
be released as a special in August.

A

Little
from

Universal

has just

"Why

bought screen

Walk Home"

EDMUND

''Lots''

—

BREESE

in

the

Agnes
Griffith.
Corinne
starring
preparing the conis
Christine Johnston
Walter Morosco will be the protinuity.
duction manager.
"Hard Rock," from Frank L. Packard's
novel, "The Wrecking Boss," starring Milton
play,

Edward

Sills.

Celine

direct

will

and Thelma

Charles
Todd will be the leading woman.
Sam
Kenyon has prepared the continuity.
Rork will be production manager.
"The Haunted House," from Owen Davis's

mystery
will

Benjamin Christensen
with Wid Gunning as production

melodrama.

direct,

manager.
"Scarlet Seas,"
called

original formerly
Scott Darling, star-

from an

"Mutiny," by W.

John Francis
Richard Barthelmess.
ring
Gerald Duffy is writing
Dillon will direct.
Henry Hobart will act as
the adaptation.
production manager.
Sardou's
"La Tosca," from Victorien
drama, Billie Dove will have the leading
Fordirect.
will
role.
George Fitzmaurice
rest Halsey is preparing the adaptation.
"The Squall," from Jean Bart's play.
Lajos Biro
Alexander Korda will direct.
Wid
wrote the continuity and treatment.
Gunning will be production manager.

rights

a story

to

Girls

by Inez Gregg.

is

keeping

Graves in Holt Cast
Ralph Graves has been signed for
a featured role in support of Jack
Holt in his starring vehicle for Columbia, "Out of the Depths," which
Dorothy
Irwin Willat is directing.
Revier will be
feminine role.

seen

in

the

leading

shortly under

the

Within a week work

Soon

will start

on

"The Little Wildcat," a vehicle for
Audrey Ferris who has recently
been made a Warner Studio star.
Betty Compson Signed
Betty Compson will appear opposite George Bancroft in "The Docks
of New York," an original by Jules

Furthman.

Menjou Back

to

Holl3rwood

Adolphe Menjou and his bride, formerly Kathryn Carver, are expected
"His Priin Hollywood June 2.3.
vate Life" will be Menjou's first pro-

direction

of

Vic-

The story is adapted
from Jacob Wasserman's novel, "The
Masks of Erwin Reiner."
Connelly Assigned
Edward Connelly has been cast in
"Brotherly Love," the new Karl
Dane-George K. Arthur comedy,
which Charles Reisner is directing.

Rose and Ernie

:

Buddy

Adams

chat-

ting at M-G-M; Richard Dix
preparing for his part in
"Redskin" ; Clara Bow and
Harold Hurley holding a confab at Paramount; Harry

Hammond

Beall and Oliver
Garver chatting at Tay Gar-

party

nett's
studio.

at

the

Pathe

William Powell, Jack
Luden, Fred Kohler and Baclanova.

principals are

James Hall Joins Cast
James Hall, busy just now in "The
Fleet's In" witii Clara Bow, has been
Garbo in Arlen Story
added to cast of "The Canary Mur"A Woman of Affairs," by Mich- der Case," soon to be made by Paramount. William Powell. Ruth Tayael Arlen will be filmed by M-G-M.
and Louise Brooks have been aslor
and
starred
be
is
to
Greta Garbo
to the S. S. Van Dine myssigned
Brown will direct.
Going to South Seas
Karl Brown, who directed "Stark
Love," for Paramount, is to make a
story

of

next year.

the

South

Seas

islanders

$300,000.

of

Medford,

Mass.

— The

owned by

opened,

New Riverside
Rosenblatt.

I.

has

—

Dunsmore of
Marshalltown, la. C.
C.
the Legion theater plans to build an $80,000
will
It
theater to be called the Capitol.
seat 1,000.
Lake Geneva. Wis.

Community Theaters,

—

W.

-C.

of

Inc.

Nezel

the

of

Milwaukee has

opened the Geneva.

—

Ind.
The Newcastle Building
erecting the Capitol to seat 1,500 and
cost $600,000 in conjunction with a 12-story
office building.

Newcastle.

Co.

is

—

Wayne,
a

Nebr. E. E. Gailey
$50,000 house to seat 550.

is

building

Home Closes Three More Deals
William (Bill) Home of Zakoro
Film Co., has closed three new deals
for territorial rights on "The Last
They are with Fischer
Film Exchange. Cleveland and CinMoment."
cinnati

ment

territories; Carolina AmuseCo.,
Charlotte;
Masterpiece

Film Attractions, Philadelphia. The
^
^
modest as an actor Carolina firm, recently organized, is
headed by Nat L. Royster, who is
seeking screen credit.
manager of the state exhibitor unit.
In "Dry Martini"
Mary Astor's first assignment un- McCoy Operating Clear Lake House
simile

—As

Mayne

in

M-G-M.

Denver Company Changes Name
Denver De Luxe Feature Film
Exchanges has changed its name to

—

Fred Brown con-

Rayart Pictures.

Scenarizing "Synthetic Sin"
J. Geraghty has been assign-

Tom

ed by John McCormick to write the
scenario for "Synthetic Sin," which
Miss Moore is to do upon the com-

Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall,
has returned to Burbank after picking locations on the San Francisco
bay-front.

Fox Signs Ben Markson
Markson, who has been a
freelance scenario writer on the Fox
Ben

lot for some time, has been given a
His first work assignment
contract.
will be adaptation of "Vaudeville."

Armstrong

—

Clear Lake, la. J. C. McCoy has
taken over management of the Uptown.
R. J. Relf has operated the
house for the last two years.

"Tide of Empire"

Eric B. Mayne has been cast in
Peter B. Kyne's "Tide of Empire,"
which Allan Dwan is directing for

Clarence

tery tale.

cost

''fi

A

Hedda Hopper Signed
pletion of "Oh, Kay!"
Hedda Hopper has been signed
Seiter to Direct "Waterfront"
for "Forgotten Faces," now nearing
William
.\. Seiter, who will direct
by
headed
The cast is
completion.
Mary Brian and Clive Brook. Other "Waterfront," which is to co-star

duction after his return.

—

San Angelo. Tex. Robb. Rowley & Jones
building the Texas to seat 1,400 at a

*

Our Passing Show

Forbes with Gilbert
Ralph Forbes will play the role of
five-year contract with
John Gilbert's companion in life and der her new
will
the feminine lead in
Fox
be
opponent in love in "The Devil's
Mask," which goes into production "Dry Martini."
tor Seastrom.

Start "Little Wildcat"

*

i{t

Theaters

are

It will

lumbia to play the ingenue lead in
"Say it with Sables," which Frank
Capra is directing. Francis X. Bushman, Helene Chadwick and Margaret Livingston appear in the cast.

Texas

Jacksonville,
Tex. East
have opened a theater.

busy.
He is playing the parole
be put officer in "Salvage," under direction of
into production without delay.
Wesley Ruggles, who also directed
him in "Finders Keepers." The adCasting for Brice Film
vent of talking pictures should keep
'Waterfront," by Will Chappel and CierCasting is under way for the sup- Breese busier than ever, as he was a
trude Orr, with Dorothy Mackaill and Jack
William Seiter will direct, port of Fanny Brice in "My Man." stage star for many years.
Mulhall leads.
om Geraghty is writing the adaptation and tidna Murphy will play the ingenue
*
*
*
continuity.
Ned Marin will be production
leading
Williams
a
playing
the secRenaldo
is
"Big
Boy"
Duncan
and
manager.
'Do Your Duty," an original for Charlie role.
Others picked are Andre ond lead in "The Naitghty Duchess,"
Murray by Julian Josephson who is writ- De Segurola and Richard Tucker.
which Tom Terriss is directing at
William Beaudine will
ing the continuity.
Tiffany-Stahl. Duncan has been on
direct, with Efe Asher as production manthe Coast for only a feiv months, but
ager.
June Nash Signed
"Outcast," from Hubert Henry Davies
June Nash has been signed by Co- is bagging important roles.
lead and Alfred
vith Alice
James T. O'Donohue is
5antell directing-.
Henry Hobart will be
preparing the script.
production manager.

White

—

Ala.
The Alabama Theater Co.
building a comliination theater and hotel
building on the site of the Wadlington Hotel.
The theater will seat 1,500.

Hollywood

"U" Buys Gregg Story

F'irst

—

Carl and Joe Kennedy
Blackwell, Okla.
and Vern Hays are building a $200,000 theleased to the Griffith
ater which will be
Amusement Co.
The architect is H. H.
Mahler of Tulsa.

Dothan,

RALPH WILK

By

Theaters

is

at

National studios within the
They are:
lext four weeks.
"Show Girl," by J. P. McEvoy's novel,
he

New

in

"Dry Martini" Cast

Will H. -Armstrong has joined the

Badger on Vacation
cast of "Dry Martini." which Harry
D'Arrast is producing for Fox. AIthe
vaon
next
Clarence Badger is
Astor, Matt Moore
cation list. He will leave Hollywood i)ert Gran, Mary
principal roles.
Filers
have
Sally
and
this
week.
for New York

as local manager, and J. R.
Keitz as Salt Lake City manager.

tinues

Wehrenberg
St.

Louis

to Remodel
Wehrenberg plans

— Fred

spend approximately $15,000
improvements and redecorating
Melba. Grand Blvd. and Miami

his

may

be

to

The

policy

of

changed from
a

week with

house

the
five

a stage

to

in

St.

two changes

show.

Receives Organ Pri^e at Capitol
Presentation of a $1,000 award to
Dr. William Berwald was made at
the Capitol, New York, by Joseph
G. Estey, who offered the prize for
the best composition for organ and
orchestra.

Geneseo Refuses Sunday Shows

—

Geneseo, N. Y. Petition of Joseph D'Aprile for permission to run
shows here on Sunday, has been rejected by the council.
Sunday golf
and baseball are permitted. D'Aprile
may run on Sunday to test the legality

of

the

ordinance.
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The Future
quarters, lengthy
discussions on the future of
the business continue to hold

IN

high

Free Shows Again

—

Economies

CUT
BECOMES EFFECTIVETODAY

in

CODE OE ETHICS SEEN BY

MOVeONE NEWS

lealthy

And

situation.

all

will

provide musical accompaniments.
Hearst organization is producer

The
the business, despite
of the reel.
the fact the war has been over
"The M-G-M Movietone will be
for many years, one finds ab- incorporated in many of the features
produced by M-G-M," Schenck said.
lormal valuations.
We also will have M-G-M Movietone
embellish the Hal Roach comedies
to
Points
and our other short features, the
This being the picture, what is to M-G-M Great Events in Technicolor,
Broadside at- and the M-G-M Ufa Oddities.
be done about it?
conditions
existing
four
tacks on
appear to be emerging from the mists
gathering
of uncertainty and to be
Boyd Chain Expected to
Without attempt to
definite form.
Extend Outside "Philly"
place them in their order, they are:
Taken locally to
Philadelphia
Negative costs.

through

Four

—

Exorbitant salaries.
Elimination of presentations.
Closing down of competitive theaters in overseated zones.

The

campaign

inflated

against

much
given
been
has
negatives
If the ordinary margin of
thought.
profit can not be obtained from highpriced pictures, there is but one
move left: To make cheaper pictures.
interest
producing
no
Certainly,
which has the welfare of the industry in mind would willingly sponsor
such a plan. Cheaper pictures might

pictures of less enterunless the most dilivalue,
tainment
On the
Igent care were exercised.
other hand, cutting studio costs, the
He
producer can do many things.
can cut salaries, he can slash over|head, he can eliminate the deadwood
which still clutters many of the Holeasily

mean

He cf»n make his
.lywood plants.
^product more systematicallr and yet
not

necessarily
(.Continued

more
(m

machine-like

page

2)

he probably will extend
eastern
his proposed theater chain to
Pennsylvania spots outside PhilaPerdelphia, Al Boyd has leased the
Allentown, 1,000-seat house.
gola,
Boyd recently broke ground for a
Chestnut
theater here at 19th and

mean

Price 5 Cents

1928

E-K POSITIVE PRICE

Free shows,
Minneapolis
stamped out in Minnesota by
virtue of a state law which

makes their cost prohibitive,
operation
are beginning tO' make their aplie admitted to be necessary by
pearance in Other towns of the
lear thinkers on motion picture
Middle West. Walcott, N. D.,
Verdon. Od,ell and Elkhorn,
How to best bring
natters.
Neb., are towns where free
disrupting
lu-m about without
shows have been announced.
lie ordinary course of trade is
,\hat the best minds of the inlustry are turning their atteninn to these balm-like days.
continues to run M-G-N
Inflation
Negative costs are
anipant.
Salaries are
•xcessively high.
TO BE ISSUED SOON
to the
proportion
all
of
.lit
jHofits received through the efM-G-M Movietone Newsreel soon
forts of those individuals who
be offered for distribution, acwill
Iraw these princely sums each cording to statement of Nicholas M.
The
aeek. Overbuilding in the the- Schenck, company president.
Lter field" is not making for a orchestra of the Capitol, New York,
orth.

20,

that

PiZORASMRDSTEP

Regular Nitrate Stock is
1 Cent Per Foot Under
Revised Scale

—

N. Y. Hundreds of
Rochester,
thousands of dollars will be saved
Philadelphia While the resolutions annually to the industry by a reducapproved are just a step forward, tion in the price of positive stock,
and have not cured all of the in- which is to be put into effect today
dustry's aches and pains, the new by the Eastman Kodak Co.
Regular nitrate positive has been
Code of Ethics recently announced
reduced
from 1.25 cents to 1 cent per
is
Commission
Trade
Federal
the
by
newsreel stock
a great improvement, and the best foot, while the price of
.9 cents per
thing which could have been turned is cut from 1 cent to
for
the makstock
Canadian
foot.
conditions.
out considering present
of prints for export, has been
This is( the opinion of Lewen Pizor, ing
reduced from 1.25 cents per foot to
the exhibitors of eastern

—

president of
Pennsylvania,

southern

{Continued

on

New

page

Jersey

1.15 cents per foot.

2)

Agfa Prepared

New E-K

'TMAPPliPLANSFOR

Agfa
in

SYNCHRONIZING fILMS
While no

license

deal

is

set

company productions. Universal
mapping plans for synchronization

to

for

Meet

Reduction

prepared to meet reduction

is

of

prices

positive

prints

to

be

made today by Eastman Kodak,

acpresident.

cording to Alfred Weiss,
No statement has been forthcoming

from DuPont-Pathe.

is

of
pictures, with the first sound film
scheduled for release to be "Uncle
Tom's Cabin," which will be Movieits

toned.
Josef Cherniavsky, former musical
director at the Colony and composer
and
is to be synchronization advisor
In
scoring expert for the company.
addition, he has signed to produce 52
musical novelties a year for the next
five years, under a contract signed
No name for
with Carl Laemmle.
the Cherniavsky novelties has been
Cherniavsky will be Uniselected.
(Continued on Fage 8)

Sts.

$20,000,000 rOR

THEATERS

IN

NEW
BRITAIN

arrival of the day
the "bigger cinema," more than
$20,000,000 has been spent in theater
construction in (Ireat Britain during
There are now about
the past vcar.

I.ondon^With

of

{Continued

on

page

2)

Appeal Planned in
Maryland "Blue" Case
Baltimore—The

FBO Says
Budget

3- Year Production

to Total

Quebec Exhibitors Form
New Exhibitor Unit

$30,000,000

Production

budget

of

$30,000,000

has been set aside by FBO for the
next three years, the company claims.
Details of the output were worked
FranMontreal— J. L. Patenaude,
out in conferences held in New York
of the newcais theater, is president
Joseph P. Kennedy,
he- with President
presiIv-formed Province of Quebec 1
I- Schnitzer, senior vice
and
JD. A. Burpee,
producBaron,
ater Owners Ass'n.
Le
William
by
dent,
Burpee and We.st, is vice president; tion chief. Le Baron has returned to
United
(ianetakos,
George Nicholas
the Coast.
page 2)
{Continued

on

Sunday pictures
be taken before the
Court of Appeals. This decision was
reached following a conference between attorneys John Philip Hill and
Paul Boyd Mules for the defendants
and those convicted in Criminal
Court on charges, two of which were
upheld by the state Supreme Court.
test

case

will

&

K. Houses to Have
Sound Equipment July

B.

Chicago— All Balaban & Katz

1

theaters will be ready for sound pictures

by July

1.

THE

:%^

Wednesday, June

DAILVL

(^Continued from page

1)

which
mean.s a complete knowledge of what
he wants to shoot before he shoots
by
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more

careful

a move of this magnitude,
it might easily be that an appeal will
be carried to the exhibitor to bear
the burden jointly with the producer by paying higher rentals.

at

THE

—

—

—

225.

Financial

planning

In

it.

point

is,

of

course,

in

house

directions can the economy knife be wielded without drastically
affecting
output either in
quality or quantity. If producers did
nothing further than chop off the
heads of political appointees and
relatives,
the
saving
per annum

(s) Am.
(c-b) do

Seat.
6s 36

.

Low

36

.

..

35/.

100J4

lOOM

& Katz ..
Con. Fm. Ind

•

Bal.

*(c)

do

(c)
(s)

East.

do

*(s)

pfd.

.

pfd.

(s)
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.

170
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Film Insp.

(c)

23^

24J4

.

Kodak

.

.

36
10054

500

74/
13M
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233/8
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170/
137^

600

First Nat. pfd
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75
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'(c) Intern. Proj.
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20
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20J4
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95-/8

95?;^

95H

Loew's Inc.
5034 49/8
49/
do pfd.
101/ 101
101
(e)
do deb. rts.
14
131/4
13M
(b)
do 6s 41ww 10754 106K 107
(b)
do 6s4Ix-war 99/
99^ 99H

(s)
(s)

.

.

.

M-G-M

(s)
(s)
(s)

M.

*(s)

P.

.
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pfd.

25/

.

Cap..

Orph. Cir.
do pfd.
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(b) do
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20/
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86/
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United Art.
13
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80
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75
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29/
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37/
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20
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Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),

Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in ChicagoSkouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

STABT

its

time.

is

I

non-theatrical resolution rejected by the commission is concurred in by Pizor, who says he does
not believe they should not be served,
in cases where they are in competition with regularly licensed theaters.
If You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

UIILCQCIQHByS
110
Phon* Pemna. 03S0
1

1

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agents

for

Debrie

1)

All

officers

Morrison and J. A. Paquette, Quebec
City; M. Dunning, Verdun; T. H.
Trow and A. J. Robert, Three Rivers; A.
Bilodeau,
Drummondville;

Donat Paquin, Hull.

*WE

NEVER DISAPPOINT

[jMLflW FILM
INCORPORATED

The recent one-day convention was
attended by 115 exhibitors of the

220 WEST 42^-^ STREET

Sunday closing and the
new Quebec law prohibiting children

PHONE-CHICKERING 2937

province.

under 16 from attending
were chief topics discussed.

NEW YORK

theaters

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

New

$20,000,000 for

Theaters in Britain

sentiment toward this

sufficiently

to

the site of the

shout

they will

step

into

the

boots

now occupied by presentations. For
him who would but look signs are

famous old
London.

Empire

Increased interest

music-halls
in

in

home produc-

from passage of the
Cinematograph Act of 1927, has led
tion,

resulting

to the organization of 12
with $20,000,000 capital.

new

Let Us Solve Your Problems

firms

I

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

H

COOUHG

Stebbins,
1540
BLI2ZAR0 SALES

It

1)

120 y.

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)

now.

that

treasurer.

Forward Step

West 32«'St.NcwitorK.NLy.^

are of Montreal.
Directors are: Joseph Cardinal, St. Denis;
Harry
Dahn, Capitol; H. Kaufmann and N.
A. Lawandv all of Montreal, and A.

"Enough".
The remarkable rapidity in which
sound pictures have taken indicate
that

88

2Sya
33

{Continued from page

Amusements,

Seen

form of claptrap in picture theaters.
(.Continued from page 1)
And so, aside from the adjustment
4,000 houses which attract an attendin
the
economics of the matter
ance of 25,000,000 a week.
which is so sadly needed, the conWhat is called the largest theater
sumer for whom this alleged glori- in Great
Britain is being erected by
fied form of entertainment was forMetro-Goldwyn Co. at a cost of
mulated has just about organized $3,750,000.
It is on
himself

5

3J4
16
85

realize

expressed

40

37/

Showmen

will

I

not too drastic a statement to
predict that the presentation craze,
influenced by Balaban and Katz and
improved upon by big theater opereverywhere throughout the
ators
land is about to expire.
The pyramiding process has been permitted
flourish for entirely too long.
to

1928

Delaware, who says the code
be made better from time to

and

prevails.

Quebec Exhibitors Form
New Exhibitor Unit

significant.

fortunate for them that they have,
albeit so late.
At various times, in1
stances of presentation foolishness
,5,200
500 have been narrated in this column.
500 Fancy-figured grosses don't mean a
9
thing when the net profit is nil or
2
In many cases, this has
100 next to it.
800 been the situation exactly.
2,200
On the other hand, the public, in
....
7,800 a more or less vague manner, has

68

.

.

5

4%

.

Fox Fm. "A'
Fox Thea. "A'

(s)
(c)

Sales

now

KANN

It is

Close

as

in

ous competition

Presentations
High

happen
whose

of Ethics

(Continued from page

those key spots where they
control several.
What is lending
persuasion to the idea is that, by so
doing, the theaters that continue
functioning will show a greater margin of profit as a result of the elimination of one competitive house.
In other words, rather than have all
houses limping along on a shallow
margin of profit, to increase the
earnings of the others by narrowing
down the first run field where ruin-

many

would be

The

to know that several
interests be in all three
branches of the industry have given
consideration to a drastic move involving theaters.
This is nothing
less than the closing down of one

losses.

In

Theaters
We

very closely with the first.
box-ofhce
salaries
of
Insofar
as
names is concerned, it is not improbable that some not-too-distant day
will see a profit sharing plan adoptThe player and
ed a la wholesale.
director would then share profits
Likewise, his
with the producer.
tied

Code

leaders

Salaries
The second

Jazz bands, singers,
dramatic plaj^lets are
now available in sound pictures form.
There will be more as the mechanics
involved in the new art-form or
whatever name you might have
designated for it, develops.
not lacking.
hoofers and

The Future
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Jannings
Coast visitors who embrace Hollywood previews as part of the life
out there are talking about Jannings'

'The Patriot/' Down for a
roadshow already, Paramount thinks
so much of it. The ponderous German, we are advised in excited
whispers, does about the finest work
latest,

of

illustrious

his

career

— and

that's

Lewis Stone, more
a large order.
often than not, grabs off the symToward the finale when
pathy.
Stone and Jannings play it out across
the boards, the tenseness is said to
do that rare business of knocking
you clean out of your chair.

EMIL JANNINGS

in

an

ERNST LUBITSCH

Production

"THE PATRIOT"

'THE PATRIOT", "WINGS", "THE WEDDING MARCH",
HAROLD LLOYD, "DIRIGIBLE" (sequel to "Wings"), 35 specials,

q With
25

star

hits

(Bow,

Dix,

Daniels,

Bancroft,

A

Paramount News and Paramount Quality

I

WHOLE SHOW PROGRAM,

Ralston,

Shorts, all in

can any business

man

Menjou,

etc.).

PARAMOUNT'S

hesitate

.

.

.

?

DAILY

New

"Chuckfula

yy

interesting

and
instructive

data

Sept.
Oil

1928

progressing on the
scheduled to open

is

which

is

1.

Pa.—The Vemark

City,

15.

M.

will

also

Theater Corp.

Drake which will open July
Marks, manager of the Venango,
manage the new house.
the

building

is

20,

Theaters

— Work

York, Nebr,
$100,000 York,

Wednesday, June

—

A. Craig of InJ.
Crawfordsville, Ind.
dianapolis is planning to build a theater as
Bowell &
part of a new business block.
Beeson are architects for the buildings.
Dan Kelliher has opened
Elkhorn, Wis.
the Sprague, seating 1,300.
The Strand has been comLowell, Mich.
and the opening delayed awaiting
pleted,

—
—

equipment.
Mounds, 111. The Egyptian is being built
on First St. by J. J. Blum with Charles
has been leased to
It
Pare as contractor.
It will seat
the Wagner Tobin Theater Co.
1,000 and cost $30,000.
Work is progressing on the
Philadelphia
Mastbaum at 20th and Market Sts., the

—

—

balcony truss now being in place.
5,000 ani cost approximately
seat
Hofman-Henon Co. are the ar$5,000,000.
160-ton

will

It

chitects.

Adrian, Minn.

new

The

—Work being
Pa. —Work has
is

rushed on

a

here.

theater

commenced
Mary's,
St.
on a 1,000 seat house.
Weatherford, Okja.— F. H. jHuddleston
and L. A. White are building a theater here.
Mason, Tex. Otto Schmidt, manager of

—

nirectoiV Annual

the Star, has let contracts for a new theater to be completed in three months.
EI Paso, Tex.
Five Points will lie the
location of a $200,000 theater which James
The site
L. Marr is planning to construct.
cost $43,500.

—

Exchanging Territory
Exchanges of terriMilwaukee
tory is planned by the local Cohinibia office and the Minneapolis branch.

—

The former

is

to take over the

jl

|

upper

peninsula of Michigan, and the latter the western tier of Wisconsin.

—

Madisonville, Tex.
The Rex has opened,
owned by A! Stoddard.
Chicago Work is under way on the Mont
Clare at Grand and Neva Sts.
It will seat

OF

1,400.

—

Sunday Shows for Maynard, Minn.
Sunday shows
Maynard, Minn.

—

now

Chicago Hungarian Peoples Theater Co.
has been organized, with offices at 2455 Walton St., to build a theater.

THE FILM DAILY

Holbrook House Burns

—

Holbrook, Neb. Fire of undetermined origin destroyed the Lyric.

—

be the most interesting
issue

here,

following

house, unless he, too, could operate

on

S'undaj'.

York House

—

to Seat 1,108

—

Wihnington,
Del.
Harry
Pace,
York, Neb. Contracts have been
Hazel Pace of Pocahontas, la., and awarded for erection of the New Sun,
Jacob Bouman, Lake City, la., have a L108-seater.
The house will reincorporated P. & B. Theaters, with place the old Sun and be ready by
capital of $9,000.
Nov. 1.

we have ever

turned out.

Every one in the picture

Book

the

program MASCOT offers

WOLVES OF THE SEA
shall

business should have a

copy of

permitted

announcement of H. M. Swam,
owner of the Pavillion, who announced that competition in nearby
towns, would force him to close the

Iowa Firm Incorporates

Barring none, this will

are

this

important

edition of

Jammed with

Out June 30 th

your

thrills,

coffers

the cast a corker,

Shirley Mason, Johnnie Walker
Tom Santschi at his best
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echanical Man' Gets Voice,
Efficiency from Sound Film
—

East Pittsburgh, Pa. Sound picjjres have enabled the Westinghouse
"lectric
& Manufacturing Co. to
ive voice to its "mechanical man,"
if Televox.
Photophone is the proc|ss used, having been
developed by
Vestinghouse in association with
loneral Electric and the Radio Corp.
f
America.
,

The Televox is a machine which
nswers the telephone and responds
sounds transmitted through the
sual audio channels of telephone
vstems.
All of the earlier models
ave used an answering signal conisting of a buzzer mounted in front
I

telephone transmitter, this
uzzer sounding various codes to de(He the response of the devices.
the

'f

)wing

to the possibility of errors
calling, there are times when outide persons might call the telephone
1

quipped with the Televox in error,
hould such be the case with the extiiig
equipment, there would be
'ithing but a meaningless buzz to
II
them of their mistake. In order

make

the equipment more suitaIc for use over the public telephone
the Televox has now been
> stem,
iven a voice with which it responds
the
English language or any
ther language that may be desired.
The previous models were not able
originate a call should something
iiuisual happen in the
substation.
A'ith
the
new model', jhowever,
liould a circuit breaker trip autolatically or a machine overheat or
ny of the various protective devices
unction, the machine is automatiilly started and the voice of the
iicchanism speaks to the telephone
'perator giving her the number of
lie dispatcher's telephone
thus putng through a call in the usual
1

—

lanner.

A

piece of film about IS or 20 feet
long is spliced to make an endless
pop to give voice to the Televox.
n the present model two sentences
re spoken.
These are photographed
iiar the two edges of the standard
Ini, the rest of it being left blank.
riie sound appears in the form of
iosely spaced lines of various shades
lud widths and frequency.
Individlal
lamps with special straight filalent are arranged with lenses to
"ucentrate the light on a very nari\v portion
of the film at any one
Hie.

A small motor drives the film
A'henever the voice is required.
A
selecting mechanism in the Televox
ights either one of the two lamps
lepending upon the sentence desired.
The image of the filament is proected through a narrow slot onto
he speech record through which it
)asses to a photo-cell.
A photo-cell
jasses current directly in proportion
,o the amount of light falling on it.
the lines on the film pass in
\.s
Tont of the light, the corresponding
jhange of currents which take place
amplified
n
the
photo-cell
are
;hrough a special shielded three stage
implifier

to

a

volume

sufficient

to

operate a small loud speaker.
This
speaker is placed in front of the
telephone transmitter and is heard
by the person at the other end of
the telephone line exactly as though
a human being were speaking the

words

into

the

transmitter.

When

a call is put through to a
substation equipped with a Televox
having this voice attachment, the
person at the remote end will hear
a voice saying, "Televox speaking at
Randolph 6400."
This will repeat
a second time and if the proper signal is not given by means of whistles
or other musical devices, the Televox will then hang up the receiver
upon the assumption that the call is
a wrong number call.
In the meantime the person at the distant end
has heard the number of the tele-

phone to which he has been connected and should it be a wrong number,
will be able to hang up and signal
the operator again to get the correct
number.
However, should the dispatcher have made this call with the

expectation

of

operating

something

the substation, he listens for the
voice and as soon as he has verified
the correctness of the number of the
substation as indicated by the telein

phone number, he blows
the proper whistle and
ceases and the machine

a blast

the
is

on

voice

then

in

ism can be made to state the height
of water in feet, or it can be made
to say that machine is cold or a machine is hot, or a machine is dangerously hot.
It can be made to
repeat any sort of routine report
that can be selected by electrical circuits.
In order that the exact meth-

may be
following
parallel is drawn between ordinary
manual operation of a station in time
of trouble and operation by means
of the new Televox.
od by which
better

operates

this

understood,

the

In a station where there is an attendant, when a circuit breaker opens
automatically, an alarm bell rings.
The attendant promptly steps to the
telephone and calls the dispatcher.
In this case, the connection between
the opening of the breaker and the

telephone

call

has been by means of

the sound emitted

by the alarm

thus passing the film through the
aperture plate and at the same time
the lamp is lit opposite the proper
strip of sound record.
The loud
speaker then savs, "Televox calling
for Atlantic 9000."
This is repeated
at intervals until the dispatcher answers his telephone.
He immediately blows a blast on the proper
whistle and the voice stops, and
then by further manipulation of the
whistles he discovers that the circuit breaker has opened and causes
the machine to complete the circuit which closes the breaker.
A
further code signal tells him as to
whether or not the breaker remains
closed.
When he has completed
operations, a further blast of certain
whistles causes the distant telephone
to hang up and the conversation is
completed.

bell

functioning through the ears and
brain of the
substation
operator.
When the dispatcher has answered
the phone the operator reports and
receives his orders with regard to
the closing of the circuit breaker. He
closes the breaker as ordered on its
further functioning.
In a station equipped with a new
Televox, the au.xiliary switch on the
circuit breaker which rings a bell
in the previous case is now connected
directly to a special alarm circuit in
the Televox.
This circuit sets up a
combination of relays which energizes

the

solenoid,

lifting

the

L. N.

Flatiron Building

New York

BUY, BUILD, LEASE

AND FINANCE, THEATRE,
OFFICE AND MERCANTILE

tele-

BUILDINGS

phone receiver from the hook and
also

starts

the

film-driving

for further operation by
means of the whistle notes.
Should a circuit breaker open automatically, the Televox is put into
action and lifts the receiver of the

ROSENBAUM
Financing

motor,

^

condition

K>^A%Y K^T*

telephone and immediately begins
saying at intervals, "This is the Tele-

This
for Main 5000."
be continued at intervals until
the central operator is able to comdisthe connection to the
plete
As soon as he
patcher's telephone.
hears this voice, he will stop it by
a blast of the proper whistle and then
proceed to question the machine by
further whistles as to what has hapThe answers to these quespened.
tions will be in the buzzer code
which the dispatcher understands.
As soon as the whistle stops the
voice, the motor is also stopped and
the lamps extinguished so that the
film is in use only a very short time.
The addition of this automatic
voice considerably broadens the possible field of application for the TeleIt is not limited to the speakvox.
ing of the two sentences but may
be made to answer quite a number
of questions correctly when necessity for such answers has been deFor instance,
termined in advance.
where it is not desired to use code

vox calling
will

signals

water

in

amount of
indicating the
the reservoir, this niechan-

MATCHLESS

MERRYMAKER
KRAZY KAT
THE FELINE THAT HAS

PROVIDED
Animated by

Ben Harrison
and

Manny Gould
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MORE
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for
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130 W. 46th St., New York
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Coast Wire

Gotham

Two

for All

WOMr

AND "THE RIVER

"Times Square" a drama of uptown New York by Norman Housbeen placed in its preliminstages of preparation by Sam
Saxe, President of Gotham Producwho directed
Boyle,
tions.
Joe
ton, has

ary

Authorization to increase the Para-

"Broadway Nights"

First

for

Na-

has been given the directorial
Adele Buffing is now
assignment.

tional,

work on the adaptation.
With the signing of contracts for
the engagement of Lionel Barrymore and Jacqueline Logan in the
principal roles, "The River Woman,"'
at

Gotham's first special on the 192829 line-up, goes actively into production.
Joseph Henebery, at the
megaphone, has already departed at
the head of the company for the
Sacramento River region, where the
entire cast will spend a week, utilizing old side-wheeler river boats specially acquired for the purpose. Harold Shumate, who wrote the story,
is

supervising production.

Casting New Bancroft Picture
Oscar Apfel and Budd Fine have
been added to the cast of "The
Docks of New York," George Banvehicle
for
starring
croft's
next
Paramount. Bancroft will have two
leading women in the forthcoming
picture
Betty Compson and Baclanova.
Josef Von Sternberg is di-

Warner Films

which
with
trailers
Vitaphone
Warners experimented when they released "The Jazz Singer," "Glorious
Betsy," "Tenderloin" and "The Lion
and the Mouse," have now been
adopted as a standard accessory on

W"arner

all

Sam

E.

according

pictures,

to

Morris.

Boles and Love Signed
Universal has signed John Boles
and Montagu Love for "The Last
Warning," Laura La Plante's next
starring vehicle which Paul Leni is
Roy D'Arcy also appears
to direct.
in the cast.

Snell Contract

Extended

Contract of Earle Snell, Universal
comedy writer, has been renewed with that organization on a
long term basis.

feature

"Lilac

Time"
Time"

for Carthay Circle

"Lilac
is to have
its premiere July 12 at the Carthay Circle,
the second picture, other than a Fox
release to play the house, the only
other being "The King of Kings."
The picture will be the first to be
synchronized by First National.

Lederman to Direct Rinty
Ross Lederman will return in the
near future to the Warner lot where
he will direct Rin-Tln-Tin.

—

Esther Ralston Back
Esther Ralston has returned to the

recting.

studios
Hollywood
in
With
after a vacation in Honolulu.

Paramount

Evelyn Hall Assigned
Evelyn Hall has been added to
cast of "The Divine Lady," Corinne

"Sawdust Paradise" completed, no
announcement has as yet been made
regard

to

Miss

Ralston's

next

Griffith's

in

First

vehicle.

Marion to Title "Hot News"
George Marion, Jr., has been assigned to title "Hot News," Bebe

Rogers Launching Two Reelers
Charles R. Rogers will start production shortly on "The Sky Rider"
the first of a series of two reelers
starring Reed Howes and authored
by Thomson Burtis. June Nash will

new starring vehicle for
National, nearing completion
under direction of Frank Lloyd.

next
Paramount release,
being edited.
Clarence Bad-

Daniels'

now
ger,

leave

New

who

directed

the

Hollywood for
York sometime

picture,

a

will

vacation

this

1,000,000
to 3,000,000 shares will be asked of
stockholders at a special meeting
called by directors for Aug. 6.
This
will enable distribution on a three for
one basis, it was stated after the directors' meeting yesterday.
Paramount is enjoying the best

year in

history

its

having reported

profits available for common stock
of $2,264,148.96 for the first quarter
of 1928, which is a new record for
any first quarter of the company, and

was

17j^ per cent
available for

Okny TIPS VnOCH MEAN DOUAOS FOR SHOWMEN

more than

the
stock

common

lead.

in

"The Circus"
(United Artists)
During the whole engagement
sixteen
boys were kept on the
dressed as miniature Charlie
Chaplins. These boys, with a clown
leader, paraded through the streets
with banners and cut-out letters
spelling the name of the attraction.
They passed out 5,000 special circus
heralds, made as outlined in the
United Artists campaign book. The
streets

house lobby was decorated with a
corresponding quarter of 1927, specially painted tightrope walking
cut-out of Chaplin.
the previous record first quarter.
This cut-out
was operated by wires to make animated motions. It was such a sucChain of 30 Houses for

profits
for the

"Tabs" Sought in East

—

Harrlsburg, Pa. A chain of about
30 "tab" houses located along the
Atlantic
Seaboard is planned by
Great Northwestern Theater Circuit,
which operates picture and
vaudeville houses in Canada, according to J. Raymond LeStrange, general manager, who is here looking

Houses

are planned at
Washington, WilmingPittsburgh and Trenton, N. J.,

for

a site.
Philadelphia,

ton,
he states.

Pathe

News Claims Beat

Through use

specially installed
City, Pathe
News hung up several record-breaking feats in the handling of pictorial
news of the Republican convention,
Pathe claims. When Hoover's vote
got past 600, Pathe News flashed
the pictorial message on the screen
of the Main Street, and the film was
seen before the roll call had been

laboratories

at

of

Kansas

completed and before newspaper exWithin an
tras reached the street.
hour after the convention opened,
Pathe News was showing in theaters
The enof the immediate territory.
country was blanketed with
tire
the convention
opening
prints of
within 24 hours.

probably portray the feminine

1928

mount no par common from

Vitaphone Trailers
BEGIN "TIMES SdUARE"

20,

Paramount Directors Vote
Increase in No Par Stock

Service-

Starts

Wednesday, June

"U" Mapping Plans for
Synchronizing Films
{Continued from page

versal's contact

man

with

1)

officials

of

Fox-Case which is to Movietone
Erno Rapee
"Uncle Tom's Cabin."

week.

cess that
location.

it

was moved

— Rialto,

h

to a street

Butte, Mont.

"Easy Come, Easy Go"
(Paramount)

A truck filled with white money
bags with the dollar signs imprinted
upon them and printed banners about
the attraction on the sides and rear
formed an interesting spectacle to all
lookers-on.

On

top

of

the

money

bags was a boy attired in a white
uniform holding one of the money
bags which happened to be filled
with pennies. As the boy dug down
in the bag to grab a handful of pennies, he would shout "Easy Come,
Easy Go" and then heave the pennies into the crowd.
Chas. H. Ames,
Riviera, Knoxville, Tenn.

—

"The Last Waltz"
(Paramount)

Made

a tieup with the Virginial
Pilot, offering fifty passes to the best
rc/ply on "What would you do if
you had only one hour to Live."
This man in "The Last Waltz" had
only one hour to live.
In the next
room the girl he loves and was condemned for waited for one last embrace, one last farewell, one last mad
kiss, etc.
What would you do if
you had one hour to live?"
Over
600 answers were turned in and the
talk of the contest created such comments that the engagement of picture
was most successful. Frank
Norton, Tivoli, Portsmouth, Va.

—

Two Programs

Daily

will be in charge.
Alvarado in Columbia Cast
Tried Out at Winnipeg
Decision to Movietone the picture
Don
Alvarado has been signed for
Filming of "Redskin" Postponed
will make it necessary for Universal
Winnipeg
Manager H. Jernberg
"Redskin," listed as Richard Dix' the leading male role in "The Scar- to carrv a double set of prints. Al- of the Province carried out a novel
let Woman," which Alan
Crosland ready the exchanges are in possesnext Paramount picture, has been
arrangement when he presented a
postponed to conform to a revised is directing for Columbia, with Lya sion of their quota of prints, this is double bill for a week but the two
de
Putti
as the star.
production schedule. "Moran of the
in anticipation of general release of
features were not on the same proMarines" replaces the Indian film
the picture.
The first move in this gram. During the afternoons the atMargaret Livingston Assigned
direction is the first showing at popin time order.
It is by Ray Harris.
traction was "Topsy and Eva," the
Frank Strayer has the directorial
Margaret Livingston has been cast ular prices in New York City starting schedule being arranged so that a
at the Rivoli June 2Z.
assignment.
in "The Last Warning," which Paul
complete show was presented after
Leni is
directing
for
Universal.
school hours for children.
The feaPlay
"The
Goes On" Next Veidt
Katz Sends S5,000 to Byrd
Laura La Plante is starred in this
Sam Katz, Publix president, has ture for evening performances was
"The Play Goes On," by James production.
"Under the Tonto Rim," along with
donated $5,000 to the Byrd antarctic
A. Creelman, will be Conrad Veldt's
the usual short subjects.

—

—

next for Universal. Paul Fejos, who
recently completed "Lonesome," will
direct. Carl Laenmile, Jr., will superVeldt's work in "The Play
vise.

Luddy to Direct Lake
Edward Luddy has been assigned
to

direct

"Horace

in

i—

the feminine lead.

Doering Leaves Dallas on Trip

"Wings" Run Extended

Hollywood,"

Goes On" will precede his work in Arthur Lake's starring 'series for
"The Charlatan," heretofore con- Universal. Lillian Gilmore will play
sidered his next.

expedition.

Cleveland

is

scheduled to

Dallas

—

G. A. Doering, president
Southern Pipe Organ Co., has left
still going so strong that
on a trip to New Orleans, Chicago
being continued.
and New York.

close a ten
Colonial, is
it

—"Wings,"

week engagement

at the

of

j

ir

worth of

>

Publicity

William Haines in "Telling the
World". A Sam Wood Production. Story by Dale Van E«^eri(.
Scenario by Raymond L. Schrock.
Titles by Joe Famharn. Directed

by

Sam Wood.

TO HELP YOU MAKE
MONEY!
THE

business of
to see

M-G-Mis

THAT you

remain

its

SATISFIED customer.

YOU will agree that
FEW companies extend
THEMSELVES after the
SIGNING of a contract
THE way M-G-M does in
ITS promotion

HERE again M-G-M does the
OUTSTANDING exploitation.
ITwill help you

make

MONEY. will make a
GREAT picture infinitely
It

THE United

Press

greater.

is

EXPLOITING "Telling The
(confinueJ)

(continued)

WORLD"

for you.

ITS 100 newspaper
IT will cover every
1

With
affiliations

SECTION

of the country
WITH serializations of
THE thrilling story, with

PHOTOS

and feature

stories

CARL Bickel, president of
UNITED Press, is personally
COOPERATING in the publicity
EFFORTS behind this
BIG

HERE IS A PICTURE AS
GREAT AS **TELL IT TO
THE MARINES
^^

Oi

He

has written
each of the 1100 editors
picture.

Backed by the Greatest Tie-up

TO
HE serves extolling the merits
OF the picture and arranging
FOR its promotion.

GREAT product merits great
PROMOTION. M-G'M pictures
ARE created by showmen at the
STUDIOS and sold to your
PUBLIC by showmanship in
PROMOTION. When you sign
AN M'G-M contract yoti sign
FOR the greatest- promotion
SERVICE in the entire industry.
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tor,

par'

Mil

A TIE-UP BETWEEN THE
GREAT UNITED PRESS AND
THE GREAT MOTION PICTURE

COMPANY

Metro-

yn-Mayer

ABOVE:
Showing part of
rhe feature and
news prornqtion
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REMEMBER
With

it,

public!

the

the business goes

Without

forward.
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it

it,

is

sunk deeper than Davy Jones'
There is not and canlocker.

SOUND EQUIPMENT INSTAIiING
BEING SPEEDED EVERYWHERE

not be a more

important job
anywhere in the entire system
of motion pictures than fulfilling
obligations

to

the

man

STniMSWQiaVFtt

the

in

Ready

to turn out

good entertainment. That's

The

his

theater has to

3WEEKS0IIIIII0ADMV

Further than that.
these days thousands of shares
of picture stocks are held by

Their confidence
has been developed over long
years. Bankers have learned to
treat this business with the conthe

public.

sideration

it

rates.

The Unloading Gag
must not be violated.
The public must not be permitted
to hold the bag for any group or
This

trust

groups pulling lightning plays
for the purpose of unloading
enterprises on the guileless
tor.
How long do you think

solely

rocky

invespublic
issues will

participation in picture
continue if the stinging process continues without check?

at the

June

Still is,
a real guy once.
fact, but those who
know him say he has changed. Who
is he?
It wouldn't be exactly fair,
you will agree, to mention his name
in public print, but if and when he
sees this, he may realize that the

and

been delayed

they, therefore, would
available until Fall.

Ten Comedies

not b;

and Movietone equipbeing installed with increasing speed throughout all sections of
Publix is equipping all
the country.
of its de luxe houses and many of
the others, and Loew's has ordered
Vitaphone

ment

in Color

Planned by Sennett

30,

Who

Laughs"

Mack Sennett

Sennett

Girl

Buys

est to Furst, retires as president and
The company will contindirector.
ue as a distributor, with its production handled by its Coast sul)sidiary.

Goldburg,
First Division Producers.
who returns to Hollywood to continue in production,
pleted future plans.

Big

has

not

com-

Columbia Pictures Wins
Pittsburgh Suit on Name
Columbia
to

use
in

title

its

the

I'icturLS Corp.

own name and
Pittsburgli

(^Continued

on

is

tlie

2)

Used by Marks
Bros, and B. & K. in Battle

Name Acts

Chicago— Suit

matter of

against
et

al,

of

Marks

Paramount, Balaban

Bros.,

&

show, playing the other secthe bill day and date with
A bid also is being
the Granada.
made for South Side patrons, the
advertisements pointing out that a 35
minute ride on the "L" will enable
them to take advantage of the bargain shows, which "would cost $4.40
ing

Fifty of these
being equipped.
projecting systems will be
located in New York.
Universal has made no decision yet
as to the system it will use, hence
its houses have not yet placed their
orders, but the company will iiave a

are

sound

number

may

sound films

of

this year,

and

be expected to install e(|uipmcnt.

through
its
expected to
Photophone equipment in its

Keith-Albee-Orpheum,
with

affiliation

instal

FBO,

is

theaters.

Independent

circuits
oit
page

(Coiitiiiued

and

indi-

2)

Netoco Chain Orders 12
W. E. Sound Projectors

—

Boston Twelve \ itaphone, Movienon-synchronous apparatus and
microphone attachments have been
tone,

ordered for installation in theaters of
New Eneland Theaters Operat-

the
ing

Corp.,

chain.

its

Katz tions

charging a monopoly and con-

in restraint of trade, which
today, has
is slated to come to trial
busibitter
the
on
attention
focussed

spiracy

being waged between
ness battle
Marks Bros., Marbro and Granada

of

shoe fits.
This executive is in the saddle, and B. & K.'s North Side houses.
in the loop."
running an important organization,
B. & K. has booked in Belle Baker
Marks Bros., are taking big ads
But he can't in the newspapers headed "The or- at the Uptown, heading a bill of three
handling big deals.
stand power. It's gradually but per- ganization that nothing could stcj),
shows and "Laugh, Clown
stage
acts, which Laugh," to offset the Granada show,
sistentlv turning his head.
to announce its big star
Norshore has Frankie
His 'friends won't tell him. but are being featured above picture* while the
some of them shake their head:; played. This week, the Granada h;ts Masters, a big stage show and "The
Come."
sadly and murmur, "It's too bad."
Leon Errol, Vitaphone and Movie- Little Slienherd of onKingdom
page 2)
(Continued
Hack."
"Walking
and
numbers
tone

KANN

All
machines for its theaters.
Balaban & Katz houses in Chicago
85

entitled

corporate

territory,

page

is

The Marbro has Jack Osterman head-

He was
a

has

chines

intends to make ten
comedies, two reels
{Contimied on Page 2)
each, in Technicolor for Pathe reHis production plans also call
lease.
Goldburg's
Furst
for another feature, the story of
Sennett
he now is preparing.
First Division Holdings which
will leave for the Coast shortly after
and
Robert S. Furst, vice president
a New York business visit of several
has secured control of
treasurer,
He now is considering a
weeks.
First Division Distributors, effective license for production of sound picJune 25, when Jesse J. Goldburg, tures.
who has sold his 50 per cent inter-

is

The Old Story
as

Hippodrome.
"The Man

With a majority of producers
licensed or negotiating for licenses to
throughout
the
produce,
theaters
country now are beginning what is
assuming proportions of a stampede
to sound projection systems.

RCA

Beginning June 16, Universal for
weeks running has three picThis week,
on Broadway.
"How to Handle Women" is at the
Roxy, "We Americans" at the CapMan Who Laughs"
itol, and "The
Next week, the latter
at the Central.

Cabin" begins its pop-priced run at
In the Rivoli and "Good Morning Judge"

vised.

Loew's Many Orders
For Both Systems

installation in July, according
to E. E. Bucher, vice president
His
Photophone.
of
statement is in denial of a report that production of the ma-

three
tures

end of it.
serve up a pleasing show, treat
the public with courtesy and the
picture continues at the same house,
myriad of little comforts which until Monday. "The Foreign Legion"
modern management has de- opens at the Roxy and "Uncle Tom's

—

July

Photophone sound projecting machines will be ready for

street.

The producer has

85 Vitaphones Ordered by
in

DeMilleJoinsU.A.?
West Coast Bur.

'l

Los Angeles

HE FILM DAILY
B. De

— Cecil

United Artists
Aug. 1, it is reported here.
Joseph M. Schenck and Joseph
Mille will join

P.

Kennedy

will finance the

Mille pictures,

William

Le

it

De

understood.
FBO
Baron,
is

production chief, it was previously reported, is to become
production adviser to Pathe

and First National.
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Installing Speeded
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vidual houses in all sections are rushing orders for sound equipment, with
Western Electric and RCA-Photophone systems sought.

Western

Hawthorne

Electric's

(Continued from Page

MUNICH FILM FESTIVAL
Munich

— "Sunrise"

selected to

is

the

picture

open the American

Week

which inaugurates the Munich Film
Chicago has been enlarged
meet the increased demand. There Festival, lasting six days and beginning July IS. It is intended to stage
are
about
375
installed
systems
the festival annually here.
throughout the country, 95 per cent
Dr. Johannes Echhardt, chairman
of which are equipped to show both
of the Bayerviche Landerfilmbuhne,
Vitaphone and Movietone.
Orders
plant at
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are being taken four
vance.
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7iS.

in

ad-

Use Big Name Acts

THE

—

months

In Chicago Battle
(Continued from Page

1)

between B. & K. and
is having a reaction on
other houses of the city, which are
having a hard time of it now in stand-

The
Marks

fight
Bros.,

ing the gaf? of adverse business conWhen patrons for 60 cents
may see such star acts as Errol or
Osterman, coupled with a stage band,

ditions.

Newmeyer

Tryon
Tryon's next "The Kid's

Glenn

to Direct

Clever," now about to go into production, will be the last made by
the star-director combination of Tryon and William Craft, at least for a
while.
Universal wants Craft for
direction of "The Cohens and Kellys
in Atlantic City." Tryon's next after
"The Kid's Clever," will be directed

by Fred Newmeyer. The
be "It Can Be Done."

title

will

Vitaphone and Movietone and a feature picture for 60 cents, or 30 cents
bargain matinee, how are the little
houses to compete,

it

is

asked.

3 Universal Films

Weekly For Broadway
(Continued from Page

1)

who

originated the idea, plans to show
42 of what he considers the best pictures of the world.
Performances
will take place in a Ufa house. Followin gthe American Week, there
will be German, French-Scandinavian,
a second American and an educational week.
The best comedies, including the old Chaplins, will open
each performance.
One picture will
be screened twice daily, with the best
scores by Hugo Riesenfeld, Erno
Rappe and Meisel played.

a featured role
Circus
Kid,"
starring
Frankie Darro, which George Seitz
will direct.
"P>jodles" Hannaford
and his famous troupe of circus per-

"The

yesterday.
Louis B. Mayer, likewise a delegate
from Southern California at the convention, came on to New York and
leaves for the Coast today.

New Our Gang Under Way
Anthony Mack

directing a

is

new

formers have also been added to the
cast.

Mayo to Direct Brice Film
Films
Archie Mayo has been assigned
Ruth Barry, former dancer with to direct Fanny Brice in "My Man,"
Ziegfeld Follies and Earl Carroll's Viaphone roadshow, in which
the
Vanities, will make her debut on the star is to make her picture debut.
screen in the role of an Oriental
dancer in "The Scarlet Woman,"
Shaw in McCoy Film
which Irvin Willat is directing for
Montague Shaw has been signed
Columbia with Lya de Putti.
for a role in "Morgan's Last Raid,"
Ruth Barry

in

Jannings Opening at Cleveland
T. Rogers states that roadshov/ing "The Age of Lust" is to
To Release Alaskan Film
start next week at Cleveland.
A Winfield Sheehan announces the
house for the Jannings picture now
completion of negotiations for the
is under consideration.
releasing of "Lost in Alaska," an
Arctic picture filmed by the H. A.
Lake Starts New Series
and Sidney Snow expedition. It will
Arthur Lake is at work on "Holly- be released by Fox as a special.

Lou

wood
in

or Bust,"

of the
series of

first

"Horace

Hollywood"
comedies
which Edward Luddy

for Universal,
is directing.

Fox Role
Sally

Fox

Eilers

"Dry

for

by

story

D'Arrast
cluding
Jocelyn
Trevor,

for Sally Eilers

has been signed by
Martini," from the

John

Thomas.

Harry

directing with a cast inAlbert Gran, Mary Astor,
Lee, Matt Moore, Hugh
Albert
Conti,
and Tom
is

Ricketts.

Carlos Starting

H. B. Warner

Warner Film

be featured in
"The Romance of a Rogue," adapted
from Ruby M. Ayre's novel by
Adrian Johnson.
Production starts
soon at Hollywood under supervision of Abe Carlos, vice president
and general manager of the recentlyformed Quality Dist. Corp.

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Futter, Prei.
for

Library Stock Scenes
W. 46th St.. New York

130

Bryant 8181

Tim McCoy's
cle.

present

Nick Grinde

is

M-G-M

A GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION

to

restrain

use

Columbia Pictures

of

the

testified

that for the last seven years the name
has identified its product, which has
been advertised internationally, and
that it woud be an imposition upon
the public and exhibitors of the PittsJDurgh territory, and it is a further
imposition for any other firm which
does not distribute the product to use
a name similar to Columbia pictures.

Dewey Bloom Returns
Dewey Bloom, veteran publicist,
has returned to New York, after a
year in England.
He was business

and publicity manager for Gertrude

Lawrence abroad, as well as advertising and publicity manager for a group
of restaurants.

to
be
released
through
United Artists during the next three
years. Howard Estabrook scenarized

the novel.

Barrymore's Next Titled
"Conquest" is title chosen for John
Barrymore's third production for
United Artists, which is to get under

way

in July,

Horn,
Germanv.

milla

following return of Caleading woman, from

Davidson in Colman Film
John Davidson, former De Mille
player, has been signed for "The
Rescue,"
Ronald Colman's initial
starring vehicle.

S^^^^L

ROOM W'^V

EACH J-^\^^^V^^

Cloth Bound

FREE
Film Daily

Midnight Mystery," starring William
Cody.

EVERYTHING

direct.

name.

1000 Pages

SUBSCRIBERS

to

distributors,

vehi-

moted

Fawcett in Gilbert Cast
George Fawcett has been signed
for John Gilbert's new vehicle, "The
Devil's Mask," a story of presentday Vienna,
Victor Seastrom is

1)

western Pennsylvania ruled in denying an injunction i
to Columbia Film service, territorial
of

directing.

TO
Levigard to Direct Feature
Joseph Levigard has been pro-

slated

Court

will

to direction of a feature production and will start soon on "The

Call

Equity

King Casting Inspiration Film
Schenck Leaves; Mayer Going
Henry King now is casting "She
Joseph M. Schenck, who returned Goes to
War," Rupert Hughes story
to New York from the Republican
which he will direct for Inspiration.
National convention at Kansas C'liy,
It will be the first of six Inspiration
a few days ago, left for Los Angeles
pictures

opens for a pop-priced run at the Our Gang comedy
for Roach, as yet
Riaho, "Uncle Tom's Cabin" conHelene Costello in "Circus Kid"
untitled.
Robert P. McGowan is
Helene Costello has been borrow- tinues at the Rivoli, and "The Michi- supervising.
gan Kid" plays the Roxy.
ed by FBO to play

in

Columbia Pictures Wins
Pittsburgh Suit on Name

COVERS
GOES

EVERYWHERE

«°-nHMKs

THE
Tl.

Itl

riday,

June

22, 1928

Coast Wire Service-

h

New

Najit
1

Effects Promised
Denny Story
Denny

ON

IROSLAND WORKING

New

lighting

Woman"

technique

in

"The

Added to Pathe Cast
Tashman and Carroll Nye

Lilyan

"Craig's
of
Wife," which William C. De Mille
is
directing for Pathe.
Irene Rich
portrays the title role, with Warner
Baxter,
Virginia
Bradford,
Jane

Beranger adapted.

Kathrjm McGuire Opposite Wells
Kathryn McGuire, Wampas Baby

which George B. Seitz is diecting for FBO, from an original
y James Ashmore Creelman. Helene
^ostello and "Poodles" Hannaford

"The Border
Ted Wells.

re in the cast.

ing.

[id,"

liratioii.

piration

cast

to

Keckley, Ethel Wales, Mabel Van
Buren, Raida Rae and others. Clara

Brown in Darro Cast
Joe E. Brown has been added to
ast of Frankie Darro's "The Circus
"Sh:

additions

are

the company says have been
lesigned to secure more effective
radations of light and shade.

iv^ho

buy pictures

production.

in

I'hich

Story

a

is

.ya dePutti is star of the picture.
This lighting will be used with the
(iccial color-value costumes and sets

i;

written

second picture on the Jones' schedule, following "The Big Hop," now

promised by Connbia, following experiments conucted by Director Alan Crosland.

:!

has

story, as yet untitled, as a vehicle
for Buck Jones, who now is producing independently.
It will be the

COLOR VALOE COSTUMES
carlet

EXHIBITORS-

for Jones

Reginald

has

Star,

been

assigned

\\'ildcat," in

Ray Taylor

a

role

on a

^^D^ho's in

it''

basis buy them on
a ^^"who directed''
basis also.

in

support of
is

direct-

^^^

lliroBgli

narized

If

iotiii

in

:

Jackson Titling Assignment
Joseph Jackson will write titles
or Warners' "Caught in the Fog,"
o-starring May McAvoy and ConCamera work was read Nagel.
ently completed under direction of
loward Bretherton.

three

:t

New Roach Comedy

lor

Titled

"Do Gentlemen Snore" is title sefor the new Roach comedy

lected

whose cast includes Max Davidson.
Dorothy Coburn, Spec O'Donncll,
Gene Morgan and May Wallace.
Arch Heath directed.

To These Wise Showmen

THE DIRECTORS'

under

from
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ANNUAL
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of
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succeeding
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Greet each
release
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all
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And Thafs That
By PHIL M.

FILM BOARDS REPORT

Financial

DALY

BENJAMIN STOLOFF,

who

has

Paris,"
completed
had a silver jubilee all his own, for
the picture's his twenty-fifth for Fox,
of which 14 were Mix Pictures. Stoloff is recognized among the top-

"Plastered

New
Alcoal— The

Theaters

AFFECTS

Alcoal.

As an exploitation gag for "HellBronson" at the Hippodrome,
Mike Simmons, Gotham's advership

tising and
15 turtles,
letter of the

publicity
each of

head,

obtained

which carried a
and placed them in
the window of Photomaton, operating slot machines in a large Broad-

way

shop.

them

lined

prize

was

title,

To

the

first

person seeing

to spell out the title, a
Mike has just
offered.

up

Photomaton has branches
number of key cities, so he's

learned that
a

in

sending out the first turtle roadshow.
The fast ones will make the track and
the slow ones the soup after the
"run."

A

expected at KuIth,
N. D., where merchants are presenting a free show every Saturday
for visiting fanners, and townsmen
go to the local house on Friday,
paying the regular admission price.
kickback

is

Picture stocks during the last week
Sul- experienced the general decline along
with the other issues.
While most
livan.
film shares held their own during
Changes in Ownership
Anaviralt
Santy, sold to L. C. Little by Pete the slump Loew's common gave way
Huntington Strand, sold to Lake and dropped 16 points while Warner
Santy
LoradO'
Polan by Strand Amuse. Co.
Bros. "A," which was among the
Lorado,
sold to C. N. Staten by D.
The
most active film issues, chalked up
Prino; Mahan The Mahan, sold to D. B.
Morris- a gain of five points over last ThursHanna by Daniels Colliery Co.
vale
The Morrisvale, sold to E. J. Egnor day's closing.
However, considering
by Adkins & Egnor Osage Liberty, sold all results for the week picture stocks
to Reeves & Coda by Ruttenburg & MarThayer ^Arcade, sold to F. R. Scott were least affected in the weak martin
ket.
by W. G. McNamee.
Yesterday's trading started off with
Closings
Beards Fork Tlie Beards a bang with all film issues registerAnstead Lyric
Grumpier— ing appreciable gains on resumption
Fork
Birchton 'The Birch
The Hamlin and Lincoln;
Star; Hamhn
business.
However, after the
King wood —-Arcade; of
Huntington Avenue
opening, a listless period set in and
Laing 'The Laing Layland The Layland
Lillybrook— The Lillybrook; Mt. Hope- all film issues yielded to the setback.
Royal;
New Haven ^Star; Richwood
Late in the day's trading signs of a
Sovereign The Sovereign.
Oal<wood
rally were evident but within a short
time the market turned downwards.
Openings
As on the day previous, a last minChugwater Amusu.
ute rally brought up figures a trifle.
Changes in Ownership
K-A-O common put in its first and
McNeil
Liberty, sold to D. H.
Salt Creek
only appearance with a net loss of J4
by J. G. Kittleson.
over previous closing figure.
WISCONSIN
Fox A on a run up in the afterOpenings
Racine Granada and noon jumped 1^ which resulted in a
Milwaukee Riverside
Venetian.
point victory for the day. Paramount
on a spirited buying wave registered
Changes in Ownership
Pathe "A" on only
Almena Legion, sold to C. A. Hervas by Y% to the good.
Burlington Crystal and Or- one sale gained 5^ while Loew comL. S. Arey
pheum, sold to Community Theater, Inc., mon and Warner "A" closed at their
Crandon Princess, sold
by Frank Fisher
Money continued
Freimuth & Doran by H. D. Mc- opening prices.
to
Chesney Elroy ^Majestic, sold to Maurice throughout the day at 6^ per cent.
Kocher by H. L. Hanson; Hillsboro
M-G-M preferred and K-A-O preMidget, sold to V. E, Sherman by Sinkule
ferred
did not register a single turnsold
to
Orin
Milltown
^Gem,
Worden;
&
over
Kruger by O. H. Steindorf Milwaukee
;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

Completed by Sterns
Twenty-eight of the 52 comedies
scheduled for release by Universal in
1928-29 have been completed by Stern
Film Corp. Six new comedies of the
group have been received at the home
office with prints to be made and
shipped to exchanges, so exhibitors
may preview these and other Stern
Bros., comedies. Four more comedies
are nearing completion and several
more are in the making.
New comedies received are "The
Newlyweds'
Headache,"
featuring

—

WYOMING

—
—

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

Astor,

&

wig

Jackson and Murray, sold
Perlewitz by Milwaukee

Circuit;
mill by

Thorp
J.

—

Theater

BoguWhitewater

Rialto, sold to L. E.

Walsdorf;

A.

Inc.,

— Crystal;
— Victor.

Jefferson

— Idle

"Crushed
George Do

the latest of the "Let
series,
featuring
Sid

Saylor;

"And Morning Came,"

a

It"

for the

Hour;

Minocqua

forces at the last legislative session,

session.

Bickert Leaves Saenger
Mobile, Ala.— B. W. (Bert) Bickert, who resigned after eight years
with Saenger Theaters, as special
representative and district manager,
is here on a vacation.

Hampton

Rejects Sunday Shows
East Hampton, L. I. Proposal to
permil, Sunday pictures here was defeated bv vote of 297 to 254.

—

Tessler, District

Paul

has

Tessler

New

Manager
appointed
manager by

been

Orleans district
Lee Marcus, general sales chief

f

r

FBO.

Now

Mount Vernon
Mount Vernon, Wash. — Waldo
Ives now is managing the Mission
Ives

at

..100

100

8

& Katz

Con.
do

VOi

Era.
pfd.

74J/^

Ind. 14
.

.

.

I

.

*(s)

M.

P.

.

Cap

Orph. Cir.
*(s)
do pfd
(s)

7

20^

...

20J4

Para. F-L
do pfd
(b)
do 6s 47

125

(s)

99Ji

Par.By.5j4s51.102
Pathe
5J4
do "A"
18.5-8
do 7s 37
eiVi
Roxy "A"
30
do units
32
do com.
6
Skouras Bros.. 38^
Stanley Co.
36J4
(o) Technicolor
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Roadshowing British Film
"The Battles of Coronel and Falkland Islands," produced by British
Instructional Films, will be roadshowed by Ameranglo Corp., New
York, the company says. The pic-

Cameo,

New

York,

the

[tes

Corporate
Financing

pr;

coi

Tl,

litv

Support for "Salvage" Chosen
While no star has as yet been
selected for "Salvage," which Wesley
Ruggles is to direct for Universal,
the supporting cast has been chosen.
They include: Wallace MacDonald,
Otis Harlan, and Edmund Breese.

tiii

Uc

lie;

Philadelphia

ul-

erates.

and Aileen Pringle for M-G-M.

Wine-

Fo;

EDWARD B.SMITH

the

Lincoln here.
holt has been made manager of the
Empire, Anacortes, which Ives op-

and
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Beaumont Directing "Single Man"
Harry Beaumont is directing "The
Single Man," co-featuring Lew Cody

Clinton

Close

York.

ture played at the
several weeks.

Coast within a few days to

supervise production.
He will return to New York early in August.

E.

New York for the M-G-M studio yesterday, accompanied by Katherine Albert, fashion expert of the
studios.
left

—

fight against the governor's
amusement tax, at the last legislative

leaves

(c-b) do
*
Bal.

Seat
6s 36

Eva Von Berne Leaves
Eva Von Berne, 17 year old
Viennese girl who was "discovered"
Thalberg and Norma
Irving
Shearer on their recent trip abroad,

and
is Democratic candidate for govnew "Mike who on a "no new taxes" platform.
ernor
and Ike" comedy, with Joe Young
Sen. McCawley successfully led the
and Ned La Salle.
proposed

Young Going to Coast
Lon Young of Chesterfield

Am.

by

Closings
Burlington

*(s)

Lud-

to

Strand, sold to Community Theaters,
by Frank Fisher.

child
the
clever
star;
"Watch the Birdie," "Out at Home"
and "Have Patience" are Buster

comedies,

—

;

Taxes on Amusements Hit
Taxes on amusements
St. Louis
Bell En Route to Coast
were hit by State Sen. A. L. McMonta Bell is en route to
Hats," Cawley, champion of the anti-tax Coast after a business trip to

Snookums,

Brown

;

—

;

Low

High

—^Freeland Dor— Lyric Big Stick
Henlawson — Princess
othy— The Dorothy
Sullivan — The
Lillybrook — Lillybrook

;

28 of 52 Comedies

HLM STOCKS

Openings
;

who has
Davenport,
Charley
wielded the directorial megaphone
over numerous pictures, now is lending his writing talent to Mae West's
next stage production.

Quotations

WEST VIRGINIA
Anstead

notchers.

CENERAL MARKET SLUMP

Continued
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New York

Boston

tra

k

H'C

res

Union Enlists Radio

in

Mechanical Music Fight
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Out

business won't tolerOlympia Macri,

ate
central figure jn

murder

two

sor-

trials,

to capitalize

on crime.

New Haven

papers are reported carrying advertisements for
talent. That smacks strongly of
a public stock issue somewhere
Mr. Hays, who
in the offing.
works closely with Better Business Bureaus, will know what
to do about that.

New

kicajl
1)1.

Faces

No, not on the screen but before
Hays, in his annual rethe screen.
port yesterday, spoke about new
audiences. They are there, but have
to be developed. Grosses and earnings have not yet reached their peak.
Not so long as millions of Americans stay away from picture theaters.

a task that all leaders combined are not too many to tackle.
Hays thinks sound pictures will help.
Fox has been thinking so for over
Any
Both are right.
two years.
kind of pictures so long as they are

Here

is

—

—

wholesome and good will help.
Read what Hays says about

Meet Prices
stock by Eastman Kodak is
being met promptly by the

company's leading competitiors
in the field, with both Agfa
and Du Pont Pathe scaling

down

prices

its

to

Eastman Kodak

the

new

exclusively annoxmced to the trade

DAILY.

THE FILM

by

yesterday

level,

Eastman announced

regular nitrate
cents to 1
cent per foot, newsreel stock
from 1 cent to .9 cents per foot,
and Canadian stock for making
prints for exports from 1.25
cents to 1.15 cents per foot.

reduction
positive

of

from

1.25

HAYS

m

The government

suit

arbitration and
practices approaches.

The
ity

thinker

should

west, M-G-M, First National, Pathe,
Creat States Theaters,
Universal,
Orphemn Circuit and its booking of-

Western Vaudeville Managers'
on

page

2)

EBENSTEINlAYS CO-OP

hundred and fifty million
consumers are reached weekly by

York's exhibitor co-operative
for an opportunity
to prove that its legal, as well as
economic status, is sound," Herbert

Two

the industry, with a great, new audience still to be reached. Will H.
Hays yesterday told the board of dion

iCoiitinued

Paijc

i)

Officers Reelected at

Rossheim,

D.

Irving

and

on

Page

new

filed

welcome

it.

most eager

R. Ebcnstein, secretary, states in declaring that no papers have been
served in the Federal suit threatened
l)y Nathan Burkan against the assoBurkan is urged
ciation a week ago.
by Ebenstein to "begin his action at

once so the matter

may

be disposed

of."

The

association,
(Coniinued

3)

on

says

Eberstem,

page 2)

Louis Musicians Broadcast
Appeal for Support of Patrons

The

KANN

—

With

the

Cross

Keys beginning its Vitaphone career
week and the Kent next week,
territhe number of theaters in this

this

e(|uipped

for

N'itaphone

totals 25.

.

These include the
(Continued

now

on

AUhne,
page

2)

Astor,

—

Louis The Musicians' Mutual
Ass'n has enlisted the aid of
station,
broadcasting
radio
with an international radius to carry
.St.

25 Vitaphone Houses
Benefit
in Philadelphia Zone WIL,

tory

conspiracy and restraint of trade, in
the working of arbitration in the industry. This is the first of two suits
filed by the government, the other involving rules and regulations of Film

Boards.

Answer

in this suit is to

be

soon.
Trial of the government actions is
slated at a nearby date, due to desire
of both sides to speed the actions.
Insisting arbitration does not violate the anti-trust law, the answer
sets forth two major contentions.
filed

They

are;

arbitration
in
inthe
delivery of 11,000.000 separate films under written agreement, aiHuially in the United States, and by
(Continued on page 2)
Provi.sioii
i.s

for

made necessary by

New

"is

St.

Philadcli)hia

anti-trust

is

ganization, ten distributors and the
32 Film Boards of Trade, to suit
brought by the government charging

1.

designed to

several other
The principal

bills of

results.

to book films and vaudeville acts
from the defendants.
Named in the suit are United Artists, Lubliner & Trinz, B. & K. Mid-

WELCOMES^ TEST CASE

(Continued

rights the better a busiOf course.
ness this will become.
It is pointed out that promptness
of arbitration decisions is almost as
important as fairness in decision.
Quite true. Pictures mean the most
when they are new. Existing arbitration makes it possible to move
Resort to legal relief
the goods.
would never bring al)out the same

more

other defendants, is scheduled to get
under way here tomorrow in U. S.
The suit is based
District Court.
on alleged inability of Marks Bros,

WEEKLY ATTENDANCE

18

tion

their answer.
action means a test of the legalEvery right
arbitration.
of

have

—

Sherman

denied and arbitration and
method of enforcing awards defended
in answer filed yesterday in Federal
Court, New York, by the Hays or-

rlustry

Hays Organization Meet

test

X'iolation of the

law

Chicago Trial of the conspiracy
brought by Marks Bros, against
Paramount, Balaban & Katz and 25

(Continued

250,000,000

T

suit

fice;

Officers were reelected at yesterday's meeting of the Hays organiza-

Moving

IN TRIAL

is

Forecast in Test Suit
on Arbitration

Reduction of prices of raw

how tremendous

realize

U.S. SUIT

Early Trial of Action

MARKS BROS.' SUIT

are the stakes and the obligation to
the public.

companies

IS

DENIED IN ANSWER TO

the

You'll find
scope of this industry.
Worthelsewhere in this issue.
it
while and the sort of facts that will

make you

VIOLATION

it.

has a misguided idea that she will make
a go of it in pictures. Plans her
life story and that sort of thing.
No one will waste much time
Clear-thinking exover that.
hibitors will not prostitute their
screens to permit an individual
did

UW

TRUST

Price 5 Cents

1928

21,

the union's fight against sound pictures and all forms of mechanical
music direct into the homes of tiie
American people.
Last week the opening gun of tills
new phase of the union's canijiaign
(Coniinued

on

page

2)

AUC. 15 IS DATE SET

FOR M.P. CLUB DEBUT
15
is
date set for formal
.\\.\g.
opening of quarters of the new M. P.
Club of New York at 1560 Broadway.
Memberships have passed the 200
mark. Remodeling of the building's
sixth floor, which is to house the
Lee
club, is Hearing completion.
Ochs is chairman of the building
committee in charge of the work.
The (|uarters have 14.500 square feet

of floor space.

WILLIAMS MAY HANDLE

PHOTOPtlONEINU.K.
handle
J. D. Williams prohablv will
Photophone, sound iiicture system
marketed bv RCA PIii>fophone, in the
Bucher vice
United Kingdom, H.
I'".

president of the latter
(Continued

on

company
page

2)

stated
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was organized by Sapiro along lines
which have been tested by him in
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FOR KENT ANYWHERE IN U. S.
Airipf irV 7 Lenses, 40 mm. to 17
**^*'*'"'*

in.

Mitchell Legs.

BELL & HOWELL
For Rent to Anyone in the U. S., or to
Game Hunters or Explorers Going Abroad

GAYLORD
124 E.

Market

A.

is

now

being installed.

Capital, Stanley, Colonial.

.^\1-

Logan, Penn, Cross Keys and
Kent are Stanley theaters, while the
Astor, Lindy, Lindley, Model, and
New Park are Equity houses. The

dine,

"

.

Bros..

"A"

85
15

75
16

I)

Forum,

at Lancaster, Stanley' at Chester,
Colonial at Germantown, and the
Roxy at Roxborough. In this number are included the Tower and Admiral theaters in which Vitaphone

The

,

do pfd.
Univ. Pict
*(s) do pfd.

(Continued from Page

Belmont,

equipment

.

(o)
(c)

25 Vitaphone Houses
in Philadelphia Zone

ital

.

.

ciation."

Garden, Jackson,
900 Lindj', Lindley, Logan, Model, New
800 Park, Palm, Roosevelt, Royal, Penn,
1
Tioga, Fa3''s West Philadelphia, Cap2

WOOD

Street, Indianapolis, Ind

of

patients.

Goldstein is in New
the Coast in connection with the benefit.

TrusFLaw Violation
Is Denied in Answer
(Continued from Page 1)
unique to the
conditions

other

period

makes

profitable

others are

independents.

Launches Overcrowding Drive
Chicago William Donaldson, manager of the Capitol, was arraigned on

—

a charge of blocking aisles of the
theater, in the drive of the fire com-

missioner to prevent
of local houses.

overcrowding

Combats Daylight Saving

—

Ont. Changing start of the
feature to 8:30 P. M. and publicizing
the later starting time has proved an
Gait,

aid to E. J. Landsborough in offsetting the effects of daylight saving
time.

to

Louis Musicians
Broadcast Appeal
(Continued from Page

solely

as

dividuals

long-drawn-out litigation unthe winner as well as to the

now enforced in the
as
purpose and effect,
in
operates,
ina legitimate' protection against
corporations who act in bad
or

faith.

,

,',..•

After describing the benefits of arbitration
complexity of the industry and its machinery
the credit
of distribution, the answer stresses
element in the relations between the distributor and the exhibitor.
declares the obligation of the
exhibitor in the event he refuses to arbitrate
his contract is not a burdensome or harsh
It is asserted the use of an arbitraone.
tion clause by all distributors does not re'
The answer states the rule is
strain trade.
that the exhibitor, if he refuses to arliitrate
or refuses to abide by an arbitration award
shall lie required to deposit as security for
the performance of his existing contracts a
sum which does not exceed the rental price
of one picture, but never larger than $500,
until such time as he shall have complied
Whenever
with his arbitration agreement.
he shall have so complied, or whenever he
shall have deposited this security, according
to the answer, the distributor in question is
required under the contract to immediately
renew film service to the exhibitor.
"The purpose of defendant distributors,"
says the answer, "in agreeing upon adopting and observing the rule that when an
has refused to comply with an
exhibitor
arbitration award each distributor having a
contract with such exhibitor shall demand
security for the performance of its contract
is
to
obtain
and
exhibitor
with
such
reasonable protection for the distriliutors in
dealing with financially irresponsible or unscrupulous exhibitors."

The answer

musical

selected orchestra of
union musicians an official from the
local union delivered a talk in which
American people were urged
the
to insist that their favorite picture
theaters and other public amusement
places should employ orchestras of
union musicians instead of substituting mechanical music.
The charge was made that a small
group of men controlling many theaters throughout the country were
responsible for the efforts now being
made to substitute mechanical for
real orchestral music, and that the
only thought of these men was to
enrich themselves at the expense of
the amusement lovers of the country.
The union's speaker asserted that
the Vitaphone, Movietone, electric
p
reproducing piano, mechanically op- "
W
erated organs and player pianos and
phonographs used in substitution for
latM
real orchestras were a distortion of
real music and an imposition of pa- Ife
iiWl
trons of theaters in which such sublarc'l.

Isiribm
eljit

Iv

tki

irilit!

stitution

is

made.
Itir

Williams May Handle
Photophone In U. K.
(Continued from Page

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

lusiis
he
itt-

mol

ill

1)

Williams recently went
to England in connection with the
deal, \\hich now is under considerayesterday.

tion.

Photophone to Make
British Debut Soon
London

— Photophone will

be intro-

duced in this country within a few
months, according to David Sarnoff,
vice president and general manager
of the Radio Corporation of America,
le declined to discuss a reported deal
for distribution of the prodtict in the

United

Kingdom.
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of
in
that all films are produced
a basic
contracts to lease them, involving
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the producer
(b)
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piece of property
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again inwith a high and transitory value,
swiftly diminvolving credit, and, (c) the
promotional
ishing worth of a film after the
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Ebenstein Says Go-op
Welcomes Test Case

3454
100

& Katz
Fm. Ind..

(c) Con.
do
(c)
(s) East.

the institution
cent
per
20

competition

are

Marks' houses, which are the
Granada and Marbro, it is set forth,
but these houses are unable to bid
for films wanted by the B. & K. and
Orpheum houses. Warners and Fox
are the only two major distributors
willing to do business with plainalleged.
and blacklisting of'
keep them out of
houses are alleged.

Seat,
6s 36

will further the

which

to the

tiff,

Am.

Angeles comprise a committee
arranging for a benefit at the
Warner theater, Los Angeles,
on June 30, the proceeds of

al-

York from

Only two houses

.Filmday,

Fredman

W.

the

petitive dates.

Hollywood, Californ.a-Kalph
Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite

London-Ernest

^07

in

defendants in their
leges that
several groups, have hooked iirodnct
in
Chicago, with a stipulation the
plaintiff was not to be served. Publix
has an agreement to book all United
-Artists' product, whether used or not,
Publix and Loew
it
is alleged, and
those houses
acts rotate between
and are not perniitte^d to play com-

Phon^ Circle 4736-

address:

monopoly

other executives interested in
the work of the Jewish Consumptive Relief Ass'n of Los

the
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suit alleges a

and vaudeville industries and

—

Louis B.
Mayer, B. P. Schulberg, Sol M.
Wurtzel, M. C. Levee, Jack
Warner, B. P. Fineman, and

1)

William Morris Agency (Chicago). Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky,
Barney Balaban, Sam Katz, John
Floyd
Stern,
Herbert
Balnhan,
Brockell and Leo Spitz.
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lays Says 250,000,000
s

Weekly Attendance
(Continued from Page 1)

ctors of his association
jjnual meeting.

at

their

industry exed $2,000,000,000 and the industry
ploys more men and women than

Investments

in

the

and General Motors combined,
Exchanges of the United
said.

jrd

ates handle 25,000 miles of film
r day, he said.
The number of consumers is the
rgest of any other industry in
merica, and the amount of investents in the industry, place it unlestionably near the top of AmerHays delargest industries,
's
ared.
from a nationally-known
m of accountants making a survey at
oHywood confirm that the production end
reports

"Adv.iiice

Inisiness gets a dollar in value for
"This con'ery dollar spent," he declared.
tion, plus the fact that law suits between
stributors and exhibitors have been virtuly eliminated through arbitration, has stabFinancing for legitimate
zed the industry.
cpansiou is available steadily at the general
Motion picture selarket rate for money.
rities in relation to those of other indushave been for many months iii a
ies,

the

larkedly

healthy

state.

"Our own growth has reached the point
here we are of tremendous service to all
The interests of other inher business.
stries

are

motion

so inter-related with those of
picture as to make our objec-

Increasing proof
identical with theirs.
seen of the recognition ot trus economic
,ct
both by business leaders and by goves

rnment

The

developtechnical
lieen the perfecting

interesting

of the year has
f talking pictures to a merchandising point,
"his will not negative any progress already
ade, any more than radio abolished newsapers,
phonographs ended symphony conlent

ernments

to lessen the effectiveness of the
Arnerican film industry by practically subsidizing indigenous film production.
However, by revealing the need for our films
abroad, and by proving our sincerity in ex-

worthwhile foreign productions here,
amicable adjustments are being effected iii
foreign countries, which will lead to hap-

hibiting

pier
business
countries."

Who

relations

in

all

European

The industry. Hays continued, was never
more ready for new developments nor in as
good shape in the way of personnel and resources as it is today.
"For several years the industry has been
trying to employ only those directors, writers,

and actors who have

ability

to

make always

best pictures," Hays said.
"Since acting, writing, and directing for the screen are
unique to this business, with a technique of
their own, it has been necessary to develop
men and women to fulfill these duties. By
creating our own creative artists, we have
built up a considerable body of men, trained
workers, who think in terms of the motion
picture art.
Their effort is being felt daily
in the product which is coming from the
studios and their number is constantly increasing.

the

kick over the traces of good taste and
conventions.
There has been such a
decided
improvement in the artistic and
other qualities of the product that 28 organized groups since the first of January this
year reviewing pictures have made recomto

the

mendations

and

endorsements

of

647

pic-

tures."

There is still a great, new audience to be
reached by motion pictures. Hays declared.
continuing to produce the very best possible photoplays, and by preserving an artistic ideal, vast new possibilities, with added revenues, will be realized, he said.

By

Officers Reelected at

Hays Organization Meet
(Continued from Page

\)

First National president, elected to
the directorate, replacing Clifford B.
Hawley. Officers are: Will H. Hays,
president, Carl E. Milliken, secretary,
and Homer Flatten, treasurer.
Directors are in addition to officers: G.
Barnes, Charles H. Christie,
Cecil B. De Mille, R. H. Cochrane,

McL

Fischer Buys Product
for Cleveland Zone

—

Cleveland
Meyer Fischer, president of the Fischer Film Exchange,
just returned from New York, announces that he has purchased for

Ohio and Kentucky
E.xcellent
tures,

the

Pictures,

supervised by

distribution 20
12 Quality PicA. Carlos, and

feature, "The Last Moment" which he bought from Zokoro
Film Corp. This is the same company
that
released
"Potemkin."

special

Fischer also states that he is getting
the latest improved Han-a-Phone in-

strument in, and will shortly hold a
public demonstration for the exhibitors in this

territory.

Fred Sliter Convalescing
Waukesha, Wis.— Fred G. Sliter,
who was taken ill with influenza at

Fox national convention
York City, and later suffered

the

at

New

a nerv-

William Fox, D. W. Griffith, E. W. ous break-down is now recuperating
Hanimons, Joseph P. Kennedy, J. here.
Murdock, Nicholas M. and Joseph
I.
Benefits for Reid Memorial
M. Schenck, A. L. Warner and
Red Bank, N. J. Two special perAdolph Znkor.
formances of "The Woman God Forgot" featuring the late Wallace Reid
Sound Films Cause Strike and Geraldine Farrar, are to be held
at the Strand here June 21 and 22
"This search for new talent is a continuat Des Moines and
for the benefit of a fund being raised
ous one.
New faces, new writers, are conDes Moines
stantly being given an opportunity to find
Vitaphone shows for a Wallace Reid Memorial Bay, in
favor with the public which first, last, and have been stopped at the Riviera and the Cathedral of St.
John, the Divine,
all the time, measures the success or failure
Rialto, due to demands of operators in New York.
of our efforts.

—

—

"The

officials.

most

certs,
or automobiles wiped out railroads.
This industi-y will use this new contribution
of
science without disturbance to further
promote its forward stride.
It
welcomes
these new aids in the pioneer spirit which
has marked our vigorous span of life."
The entire world today. Hays said, is in
the market for pictures, adding that American pictures are used in large numbers
abroad by "foreign invitation."
"Ours is not a foreign invasion at all,"
Hays declared. "Our pictures go abroad by
invitation.
The people of the world want
them, despite the activities of foreign gov-

public has been quick to

reward the

continuous supply of good
at a price within the means
of all," Hays declared.
"It has been particularly quick to reward the voluntary decision of the producers to avoid unpalatable
themes in a day when there is a tendency
industry for
entertainment

its

Omaha

for a scale of $90, as compared with
the present $60 rate.
The operators
are on strike. Movietone shows have
been
discontinued at the
World,
Omaha combination house, for the

Illinois

same reason.

theaters in this district.

New
Ivan

S.

Illinois

Chain

—Joe Desberger
Cohan have organized

Belleville,

111.

Amusement

Co.

are

The Ten

Best

Directors
of the year?

See the

DIRECTORS' ANNUAL

of

THE FILM DAILY
Out June 30, 1928

to

and
the

operate

Thursday, June

New

in Publix
Made
Personnel
Florida

RLN BOARDS REPORT

Changes

Fla.

Jacksonville,

— Changes

Continued

TENNESSEE
Ownership
sold to W. J. League

Changes

in

—

by
CentervUle Regal,
W. O. Thompson Erwin Lyric, sold to
M. V. Barron by J. M. Goebel Jackson
Palace, sold to R. A. Mason by Marks
Manchester Colonial,
Drake
Harris &

—

;

;

—

;

sold

John

to

Adams

P.

Frank

by

Jr.

—

Boswell-Gallaway,
Memphis
sold to J. M. Meadows by Imes & Brown;
Mt. Pleasant Dixie, sold to Cowan Old-

Johnston;

—

ham

by

Williams

Geo.

—

Trimble Isis,
H. Wright.

;

Sullivan by F.

sold to F. J.

Closings

Payetteville

— Princess.

TEXAS

New

—

Theaters

—
—

The Texas Ammansville Lone Star
Big Wells Hora AlArcadia Temple
Corpus
Brookshire Happy Hour
gera

Alice

—

;

—

—
Marble Falls
—
Antonio^—^Beacon Hill; Zun-

;

Agness

;

—
Jacksonville—

;

;

Emory Palza
Le Roy Junction

;

;

Palace
Michel;
;

;

San
Community.

earlier in the year, when
the moving up of J. J. Fitzgibbons
started a climb by other executives
of the organization, are continuing.
Frank Dowler's promotion to be

which began

southeastern district supervisor was
followed by Jesse L. Clark being

v

i

ion

11

Ritz,

to

to

Jr.

sold

Temple

Lloyd,

theaters.

Last week' Lloyd was transferred
to Indiana and given a promotion to
the post of district supervisor in that
territory. He was succeeded as assistant to Clark by Morrison and the
latter's place at the Palace was taken

its

all

to

sold to
sold to

;

;

Jr.

is,

;

Oskar Korn. by Mr. Mitchell
Olympia and Rex, sold to Oskar Korn
by L. Lee Dye San Antonio Royal.
sold

to

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

Palmer—
Odessa— The Odessa
^Palace
The Palmer; Peacock — The Peacock;
Stamford — Joyland Valley View— Home.
;

repairs and the Temple is dark because of the Summer season, it being
used as a roadshow house.

type

of

talent.

It

also

will

Three units are working

at

Robb & Rowley Del Rio by
Robb & Rowley San Angelo by Robb &

Rowley; San Antonio

John

Theaters Planned
Abernathy by W. W. Hardesty
Christie by

Corpus

:

;

;

— Majestic.

UTAH
Changes
Hyrum— Rex, sold

to H. H. Jensen; Kamas
^Opera House, sold to J. C. Maxwell;
Sugar House Forum, sold to L. N. Strike.

—

—

— Ward

directing.

Dave Pincus

als.

dustrial

for

the

is

Business

papers, plan a regional in

York

the

ii

;

silent

pictures.*'

Goodman with Equity
— M. H. Goodman

Philadelphia

New Howard

known as "The
Exhibitor."
The new

territory to be

N.

Y. State
publication will be combined
"Brevity," which the partners
publish.

VIRGINIA
in Ownership
Hampton Scott and Lyric, sold to Virginia
Enterprises, Inc., by F. J. Scott; Phoebus
American, sold to Virginia Enterprises,
Richmond Victor,
Inc., by F. J. Scott
sold to Victor Theater, Inc., by W. F.

Changes

—

—

—

;

Thorpe.

with
also

also

ReifT,

general

is

Exchange Managers!
Here is a man who can
and at present needs a

in-

Training

Well known in

New

.

Changes
Montgomery

Ownership

in

— Community, sold
WASHINGTON

to L.

D.

by Merton D. Craig.

Who Wants Me?

Independent Opens "Cincy" Branch
Independent Pictures
Cincinnati
Corp. of Cleveland has opened a
Hart branch here.
Jack Withers has been
appointed manager.

Openings

— Fraternal

Changes in Ownership
Crocker Lake ^Star, sold to Miss L. M.
Trepina by A. J. Rediske
Pt. Angeles
Capitol, sold to Crescent Amuse. Co. by
Richfield
Charles George
Rainbow, sold
to E. R. Beall; Seattle— Ballard, sold to
J. W. Hurris by Mrs. D. McKay; Yesler,
sold to Mrs. Jessie JI. Denton by Mrs. S.
Williams; Tacoma 'Gem, sold to L.
Z.
Shoemake by Donald Demick Palace, sold
to Circle Theater Co. by L. Drinkwine.

—

;

—

;

—

;

— The

Closings

Cusick
Oaksdale— The
dale; Seattle Atlas and Ballard.

—

;

Salary or drawing account
against commission preferred

Short Subjects Given Break
Cleveland Keith's Palace theater

—

Hall.

now

featuring short subjects for
time since the house adopted the combination policy.
"Pieces
of China," Pathe special in six sections, is the first short subject to be
exploited and featured.

is

the

Territories.

installed.

—

VERMONT

job.

Will go anywhere, anytime
and work.

Closings
Pocahontas

sell

New England

and Canadian

Sam
director;
technical
Klein, art director; George Wilson,
Charles McGuire,
chief electrician;
The studio has
master of props.
been remodelled, with all new equipClements,

ment

first

John O'Neill Dies
Quincy, 111. John J. O'Neill, vetOaks- eran exhibitor, is dead from pneumonia after an illness of one month.

—

t

has'

BOX FDRF
%

manager

interested in the Sco
ville
Essick and Reiff circuit o:
neighborhood houses.
The Almir
is a new house just opened last sea-(
son.
Reiff

Sales Managers!

The studio personnel comprises:
Benny Berk, general manager; Joe

House.

h(

be synchronized with sound
our Coast studio and in the future, as
the past, our major activities will be co:
ducted in Hollywood, both in sound and i
will

Under

making an

re;

—

Corp.

Closings

Circleville

McQutcheon

t

tin:

—

the direction of B. K. Blake, Stanley
Advertising Co., is making industri-

Ownership

in

Am

easier

been named assistant general manager,
director
of
publicity for th
Hugo Ballin has given new evi- and
Equity circuit. He formerly was wit
dence of his versatility with his new
the Feely interests at Hazelton.
novel "STIGMA?" soon to be published by the Macaulay Co. In addition to his ability as a director, Ballin
Cleveland Chain Buys Another
is a painter and musician.
Cleveland
The West 105th In
vestment Co. has purchased the AI
mira, Lorain Ave. and West lOSt
N. Y. Regional Planned
St., from George Folbert.
The Wes'
Philadelphia Barrist & Goodwin, 105th Investment Co. consists oi
publishers of "The Exhibitor," and Joseph Wallner, president; Mathia;
"The National Exhibitor," regional Franzen, secretary and treasurer, an

Man-

Pathe
formerly
Studios,
hattan
Studios at 134th St. and Park Ave.
New York Prince Film Co., is makI?", with
ing a feature, "Who

be

make synchronized productions of stage
shows in the Long Island studio. The
lar Paramount schedule of production.

At Manhattan Studios

;

;

Cusick

"We are reopening the Long Island stu
and are equipping it for pro<luction o
sound pictures because certaiin types ol
stories can best be made here in the
on account of the availabilit~y of a particulai
dio

Three Units Working

;

;

Winthrop

New

run, "Hellship
Bronson," according to Budd Rogers
has been booked by the Stanley.
West Coast, Orpheum, Loew and
Keith-Albee Orpheum circuits into 14

Closings

BrownsAmarillo San Jacinto ond Texan
Dayton
Crescent Temple;
boro Palace;
Sterling
Lueders Lueders Mt. Vernon

—
—

its

York Hippodrome

that

at

to

to
sold

with

Paramount's major producing acboth in synchronized an(
silent pictures, will be conducted iii
Hollywood, it is stated by Adolph
Zukor.
Explaining the reopening O!
the Long Island studio, Zukor says;
tivities,

Universal is stampeding Broadtime city
way
these days. Three pictures this
Beach,
was
Daytona
in
manager
week,
three next ayid three the week
called to Jacksonville to be Clark's
following, is the reason for the
Morrison
was
Charles
S.
assistant.
chesty feeling these days, and with
made city manager in Jacksonville, in reason.
and
Palace
Arcade,
of
the
charge

Walter

to

Ritz,

SIMULTANEOUS

1928

Paramount's Major Sound
Activities on CoastI

ever,

sold

;

DALY

Florida.

for

.

;

By PHIL M.

from management of the key cities, among them New York,
Palace and Temple here, where he Albany, Chicago, St. Louis, Los Anhad been in charge for years, to geles, Newark and San Francisco.
Dowler's post as district supervisor

to
Ft.

;

That's That

moved

—
Openings
Presidio— Pa
by C. C. Chapin, who was brought
Changes in Ownership
Guy A. KenF. E. Whitney; Carth- here from Cocoa, Fla.
Albany—
sold
Worth — Pantages, sold imer, former manager of the Arcade
age— Victory
to
Hamphill — Palace,
Tol Tester
M. A. Connally; HoUand^The Holland, and in charge of the Florida since
—
opening, has been promoted to
La
Vista
Wiley
Booth
sold
Sonora.
M. R. Williams; Lone be city manager of Publix theaters in
B. B. Harris;
Oak —Washington, sold
Jacksonville. His jurisdiction includes
MarUn—
sold
A. Doering
G.
of the houses operated by Publix
M. R. WilMiles— The Miles,
H. G. — the Florida, Palace, Arcade and
Nixon — The Nixon,
liams
McNeese Pearsall — Palace,
John T.
closed for
Temple. The Arcade
Wilson,
Plainvielw—^The IPlainview,
kerville

And

the

Florida

Publix operating line-up in

EXHIBITION CHANGES

in

21,

Film Daily, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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BuUd on a
I

solid, secure

nHmdaticm m/A

'li

«

1
The man who

1

for
more than twenty -two
years has been doing big

1

things for the everlasting profit of the exhibitor.
The man who is giving you the year's two biggest
money-makersTOM'S CABIN and Victor

UNCLE

Hugo's

ii

,1

1
1
WHO

IS

THE FOREIGN LEGION

and many other

WHO

LAUGHS,— who

is

giving

and

box-office attractions.

Build securely, solidly and safely with the man who is showing 26 of the 67 Universal
Headliners for this year in the exchanges
so that you can buy this year with your eyes
open— and that's something that has never been done before by ANY company.

:i^^^

1

THE MAN

THE MICHIGAN KID both booked by Roxy on sight
for the World's largest theatre— THE LAST WARNING, worthy successor to lait year's big
winner "The Cat and the Canary"— THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC CITY
you

NOW

with Carl LafimmlfeUMLhiiiki for security and profit!

Find the answer

THE

BEST DIRECTOR

OF 1927-28?

The

Director's
out next week

in

Annual

225 CRITICS

VOTE

IN

FILM

DAILY POLL

p,

loa

When

the

Sizzles

*

IVlOTHER
because

^0

80—
-70

6(h=

Mercury
MAKE IT SNAPPY:

gave you sulphur and molasses in the spring

warm

weather

a mental stimulus

calls for a tonic

— a stimulant.

And

just as necessary as a physical tonic.

is

Winter is the time for the "heavy stuff." But when the
mercury is sizzling, your program should be sparklingly cool.
As "Roxy" says: "Style, color, change, light, brevity,
contrast.
These are the things that stimulate people's
minds — and speed is largely a matter of mental stimulus."
You can outcall the outdoors if you put that stimulating
style and punch into your program with plenty of the best
short features. And that means plenty of Educational
Pictures. For they are the best. For eight years they've
dominated the field.

-50

4fr

LUPINO LANE COMEDIES

BIG BOY-JUVENILE

HAMILTON COMEDIES

COMEDIES
DOROTHY DEVORE
COMEDIES

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES

MERMAID COMEDIES

TUXEDO COMEDIES

-30

(Jack White Productions)

BOWERS COMEDIES
CAMEO COMEDIES

KINOGRAMS
The News Reel That

20^

Tops the

Field

Lyman H. Howe's
FELIX

10

HODGE-PODGE

THE CAT

CURIOSITIES

Cartoons by Pat Sullivan

The Movie Side-Show

OUTDOOR SKETCHES

Produced by Walter Futter

by Robert C. Bruce

in

10

HOPE HAMPTON

CARTER DeHAVEN
CHARACTER STUDIES

in

"The

and

McCALL COLOUR FASHION

"Love's Springtime"
in Technicolor

NEWS

20—

Call of the Sea"

Educational

is

the

world's greatest

producer'distributor of Short Features

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

America. Inc.

Will H. Hays, President.

—

Paramount Movietone News

'

Is in Preparation

ikNDWEEKLY
FILK DIGEST

^/'FILMDOM

<
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PUNS EXPANSION

U"

PROGRAM

IN

SHOWS 68

P. C.

1928

Price 25 Cents

REPORTED SEEKING
LICENSE FOR PHOTOPHONE

fOX FIRST QUARTER NET

MID-WEST

24,

F. N.

JUMP

Isaac Weinberg is now on his way
Net income of Fox Films for the
the Middle West looking into sev- first quarter of 1928, after
taxes, was
ral situations where Universal plans $1,363,561,
against $806,983 in the
3 extend its theater interests.
"U" corresponding period last year. This
Iso expects to add to its holdings increase of
68 per cent was particu1 Wisconsin and plans to invade uplarly due to the acquisition of the
er Michigan, it is said.
Wesco Corp. during the first quarter
Joe Weil, director of advertising of 1928; but even without Wesco
nd exploitation for the chain, has earnings the net income of the comleturned
to
New York after a pany showed an increase of more
nonth's tour of inspection of the than 20 per cent compared to the first
Southern houses.
quarter of 1927, which was one of
the largest quarters in the company's
D

IS

Features on German-

"U"

List for

Next Year

Twenty-eight features, 14 of which
American importations and 14
iiade in Germany under Universal
uspices, will comprise the 1928-29

're

general manager, who is in
He is here conferring
.vith Carl Laemmle and N. L. Manleim, Universal export manager, and
ilans to stay about a month.
iian,

its

York.

Business

in

Germany

flourishing,

is

iccording to Friedman, with many
lew de luxe houses being built.

Far N. W. ImproveSment
Reported by Van Praag
Business

conditions

show

a "dethe
Far
Vorthwest, due to better conditions
11
the lumber industry, according to
\I. Van Praag, western sales director
or Universal, who has returned to
Vew York after a trip through the

improvement"

icled

in

Exhibitor Wins Round in
Colorado "Blue" Fight

—

Florence,
Colo.
Sunday closing
continues to -occupy the limelight
liere,
following victory of Horbert
L. Kinkaid, Rialto owner, who sucicessfully appealed
to
the District
|Court from a conviction for violating
the law.
Citizens who instituted the
itroceedings are preparing to file a
liill of exceptions to the court's
ruling in dismissing the case.

Officials
(.Continued

Gish Conferring
on Next U. A. Picture

Berlin

(By

Cable)— Lillian

Gish
Reinliardt under whose directions she is

now

is

conferring with

Max

(Continued on Page 12)

state that the
on page 2)

is

believed, following refusal

Balaban & Katz to book
Fox Movietone News for more
than three months, in the recent deal in which Fox "broke
the ice," so far as B. & K.
bookings in Chicago are conof

cerned.

The Paramount News

now

staff

shares now outstanding, compared
with $1.61 a share on 500,000 shares
outstanding in the first quarter of

is

working on the

The

sound

Hearst

newsreel.
organization also has in preparation the M-G-M Movietone
News, so that at least th^ee
sound newsreels will be on the
market within a few months.

full

Comerford Starts Upstate
N. Y. Expansion Program

—

N. Y. Beginning the upstate expansion program announced
Ithaca,

THE

Closing of Deal for RCA
System Declared Slated
for Next Week
Use of the Photophone process in
production of pictures is planned by
First National, it is understood. The
reported deal for a license under the
RCA-Photophone patents is reported nearing consummation and probably will be signed some time next
week.

The swing
buted

to

in part to

association

RCA

Photophone

is

attri-

Joseph P. Kennedy's

with First National, for

and its allies in the radio field
are part owners of FBO. Pathe also
is to use the Photophone system, it
is

declared.

Whether

First National will aban-

don plans for Firnatone productions,
under the Western Electric system,
(Continued on Page 2)

Exhibitor Co-op for N. C.

DAILY

Be Proposed

exclusively by
FILM
at
to
some weeks ago, the Comerford cirProposed buying
Charlotte, N. C.
cuit has acquired an interest in the combination
of exhibitors of the state
Ithaca Theater Co., which operates is expected to be the chief topic unthe three local theaters.
The houses der discussion at semi-annual conare the Strand, Orescent and Lyceum. vention of the North Carolina exForeign managers in New York
Each house is to be remodeled, with hibitor unit, which gets under way
are inclined to discount cabled rethe work to be completed by Oct. 1.
(Continued ofi Page 12)
ports from Berlin that European cartel against American films has been

—

Meet

fORMATIONOFEiOPHN

CARTELDISCOUNTEDHERE

A
Few Flashbacks
MONDAY

Blue. In the offices of some distributing companies.
disturbance was not exactly mild. What is it all about?
:

formed.
Ludwig Klitsch, managing
director of the Ufa, is credited with
making the following statement in
Berlin:
"A European film cartel is actually
established now.
The German-Italian agreement was only an incidental
step in a whole series of general European agreements.
number of
leading film enterprises in important
European film countries have joined
to form a solid front against Ameri(Continued on Page 2)

Well, it seems that one George Erdmann, former branch manager in Cleveland for several national organizations and now busiA
ness manager for the Cleveland exhibitors' outfit, elected himself another Moses by advising theater owners in his association to sit tight,
display no excitement and ask a 50 per cent cut in film rentals. Now,
George, that's not nice. Neither is it good business. A step like that
won't make pictures any better, and Lord knows, we can't afford to
have 'em much worse. Mr. Erdmann is moving in entirely the wrong
direction.
It makes us wonder when the day will arrive when ex- 25
FEATURES
hibitors, producers and distributors will realize that they are all part
of one big family, pulling in the same direction for the common
TO BE SYNCHRONIZED
good.
The silent Mr. Kennedy is a very busy young man. And how Werf Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
he is making W. C. Boothby step over at First National
My good- Los Angeles Twenty-five features
ness, how does Kennedy cook up all of those various ideas for re- of the 1928-29 Paramount will be
In
ports on this and reports on that. Joe is digging into First National synchronized, it is understood.
addition, a number of Christie commighty fast. Wants to find out what can be done to make expenses edies which the company will release

PARAMOUNT

.

Lillian

it

Earnings after taxes were equivato $1.78 a share on 767,216

The

West.

Paramount's Movietone newswrill be ready in October,

lent

1927.

in Oct,?

reel

history.

'Utput of the German Universal organization, according to Joe Fried-

N'ew

Ready

.

.

!

(.Continued on

Page

4)

(Continued on Page 2)
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A FEW FLASHBACKS, An Edito-rial by Maurice Kann
FINANCIAL
REVIEWS OF NEWEST RELEASES, by Jack Harrowcr
SOUND PICTURES, by Arthur W. Eddy

25 Cents

Priee

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
Y., and
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N.
copynght (1928) by Wid's Films and Film
W. Alicoate, President and
Folk, Inc.
J.
PublUher; Maurice D. Kann. Vice-President
aod Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer,
Entered
Business and Advertising Manager.

May

as second class matter,
York,
post-office at

21,

HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, Coast News by
•'A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilk
FOREIGN MARKETS,

—
—

W.

Berlin— Lichtbild-

I.

Low

•

Bal.

& Katz

34^

..

13^

100

do

Kodak
pfd.

.

.

.

24
17054 170J4 170 '4
24
24
23/8

'266

.

13!^

13}4

.

East.

Fox Fm. "A'
Fox Thea. "A'

76J4
23-/8

*(c) Intern. Proj..
(b) Keiths 6s 46..
(s)
(s)
(b)
(b)
(s)

Loew's Inc.

.

.

9S?i
52J4

lom

106
7654
75/2
2354
225/i
13
95 J4

95 J4
52/8
51/8
101/8 1017/^

do pfd
do 6s 41ww.. 106Ji 106%
do 6s41x-war. 99M 99 Vi
26
M-G-M pfd. .. 26
*(s) M. P. Cap. ..
»(s) Orph. Cir. ..
...
*(s)
do pfd.
•(s) Para. F-L ..
...
do pfd.
•(s)
47... 99/8
6s
99/2
(c-b) do
101
(b) Par.By.5!/2sSl. 101
*(s) Pathe
do "A" ...
*(s)
(b) do 7s 37 ..
32
30
(o) Roxy "A"
32
34
do units
(o)
6
7
do com.
(o)
3954
(o) Skouras Bros.. 38^
37
37
Stanley Co.
5
(o) Technicolor
3/2
(c) Trans-Lux
354
13
16
(o) United Art.
80
85
do pfd.
(o)
2
(o) Univ. Ch. com,
do pfd.
78
(o)
Pict.
....
(c) Univ.
(s)
do pfd.
....
28 14
Bros., 29
(c) Warner
(s)
35
do "A" ... 36
*(c-b) do 6!^s 28..
.

.

.

.

.

.

1,300

4%

(c) Film Insp...
*(s) First Nat. pfd
(s)
(c)

Sales

100
74J4

..

*(c) Con. Fm. Ind
...
do pfd.
•(c)
(s)
(s)

Close

106J4
99 J4
26
7

2054
85
124J^
126
99/2
101
5/8
185^
68

400

'"5

.

.

i'J/i

News

12

5
5
5

LION AND THE MOUSE
5
LONESOME
5
NO OTHER WOMAN
5
SOUND PICTURE REVIEWS... 7
OTHER SHORT SUBJECTS .. .7-12

2,100

.

15

97
29
35Ji
118J4

(o)
(s)

Stock Exchange.

NOTE:

Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

On Monday,

THE FILM DAILY

reported by cable from

Rome

that

Ufa had concluded a joint production
agreement with the Institute Naziondeal that
was stated in
Friday that Luce, a semi-

Luce.

Klitsch

It is to
It
refers.

New York

this

official

agreements.
cartel of

motion pictures would

by any means.

(.Continued from

Page

1)

problematical,
although
synchronization of "Lilac Time" by the
Firnatone process, is reported being
held up until
the company "makes
is

up its mind" as to what sound system it will employ.
There is a report that the Western
Electric deal never was consummated
finally, the agreement having been
only a preliminary one.

Announce-

ment

of closing of the deal was made
by First National, which wished to
make the announcement public prior
to its sales convention.
At that time,
the deal was not closed, but was expected to be in a few days.
Firnatone is a disc synchronization method, similar to Vitaphone,
with Victor Talking Machine Co., to
make the records.

Fox First Quarter
Net In 68 P.G. Jump

Director

Wanted

an American-European M. P. Co.
Must be thoroughly versed in high
class production.
Unique opportunity
for the right man.
Write confidentially to 'W

Room

1210,

36

W.

44th

Three specials are included in
group of 25 features.
They awlf'
'

"Abie's

Irish

St.,

N.Y.C.

Rose," "The Weddii'

March" and "The

'•>"

Patriot."

"W

'

Other up-to-the-minute develofV^"
ments in the synchronization fielV
appear in "Sound Pictures" page ( t"
Schlanger in N. Y.

Ted

Schlanger, eastern sales d
rector for Universal, is back at h; mi

desk

New York

in

out in the field.
eludes everything

and

all

two montt
His territory il

after

east of the
of Canada.

M|

(Continued from Page 1)
of the Wesco acquisition will
not be realized until the last quarter
of 1928.
The balance sheet, as to March 31,
shows total assets of $56,438,811, with
total current and working assets of
$19,676,601 compared with current
liabilities of $4,187,087.
Cash was
$3,775,116, and notes payable $1,850,000.

Let

\Js

Solve Your Prohlems

1540

B'WAY

Goldwyn

ing,"

is

which

making

stars

two

.
I

'''

J™.

pictur

Vilma Banky.

Depinet Sells Kumler

Ned

Depinet, general sales ma
ager of First National, has sold
President group and all specials
John Kumler of the Pantheon,
ledo.

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
VyMEN VOU CO TO BUY

root

COSTUMES
AND UNIFORMS
OO-WNS

I I

'

14-37

B'WAY. N.Y.
TEL
__ 5580
„„^
ALSO 25.000 tOSIUtVieS TO puMT
RENT
.

PENN.|L

.

'

'I bh

telephone bryant

A GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION
1000 Pages
Cloth Boun4

TO

1

Film

Dail;

SUBSCRIBER

Leterman
& Gates
INCORPORATED

N.Y.C.

*'

liboii

Goldwyn Making Two

FREE

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Stebbins,

byei
°'

effect

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE
for

mad

skits will be

simultaneously.
They are
Rescue,"
Ronald Colman's mil
starring vehicle, and "The Awal<

be possible only if the complete industry in Germany joined hands with
the entire industry in Italy or France.
500 Ufa, it was pointed out, does not rep2,300
resent the entire German industry

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),

(c)

and a number of

with Publix players.

{Continued from Page 1)
ca in order to be able to negotiate on
terms of equality with the greatest
film factor in the world."

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)

synchronized pictures is
in the East by James A. FitzPatridj

For the first time since he becarn
an
independent
producer
SamUf

A

.

•

5

America in view of the fact that
Paramount and Metro are allied with
Ufa in business deals, while other
American concerns are associated
with a number of German companies
in joint production and distributing

.

.

5

organization sponsored by
1,400
Mussolini, has been making short
100
subjects for some time. The opinion
1
12 was expressed that the arrangement
100 with Ufa was for production of short
subjects only.
The "New York Times" reports
film circles in Paris are considerably
mystified over Klitsch's statement.
The trade here had difficulty in
reconciling talk of a cartel against

.

1)

a series o
to be mad

Report F. N. Seeking
Discount Formation
Photophone License
of European Cartel

ale
7,400

sound,

utilize

sissippi,

.

.

to

11

225.

High
•(s) Am. Seat.
•(c-b) do 6s 36

11

arc

PAGE

CLOTHES MAKE THE WOMAN
FANGS OF FATE
HAPPINESS AHEAD
LADIES OF THE MOB
LAW OF THE RANGE

THE

St.,

10

REVIEWS

Subscribers should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3 00.
Address all communicaremit with order.
1650 BroadDAILY,
FILM
tions to
Phone Circle 4736way, New York. N. Y.
Filmday,
Cable address:
4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood, California Ralph
New York.
Wflk 6425 Hollywood Blvd. London Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 58, Great
Friednchstrasse,

(Continued from Page

.

act

Terms (Postage free)
March 3. 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York.
months
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3

Marlborough

by Charles F. Hynes..%-9
Telegraph
10

Cunningham

DEVELOPMENTS IN PRESENTATIONS
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES, Review of the

of

buehne,

by James P.

7

7-12

1918, at the

N. Y., under the

New

5

6

SOUND PICTURE REVIEWS
OTHER SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS
THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT,

rubKsher

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Paramount Feature!
To Be Synchronizec

1

2

192

24,

3040

COVERS
EVERYTHINC
GOES
EVERYWHERl

THE
unday, June

m

24,

192&

200 MEMBERS

NOW

roni;

MOTION PICTURE CLUB

IN

lobe

The Motion

FitzPi

Picture Club of

New

its doors on Aug.
has over 200 members enolled. The charter membership class
Tit,
as filled with the 200th member,
Weifts noted, 14,500 square feet of space
lave been leased for 15 years in
he Bond Bldg., Broadway and 4fth

which opens

I'ork

now

5

s

ii«t#treet.

f

so
rapid,
uch so in fact, that plasterers have
bout completed their work and are
laking way for woodworkers.

Remodeling

'Him

sale;

;

ack

at

wo mo
Tritorr
tlie';

i

has

been

On

Y.

alighting from the elevator at
he club floor, one enters a spacious
andsomely decorated and furnished
oyer. Here will be found three telehone booths, a switchboard, inormation desk and cigar stand.
At the front of the floor, facing
Jroadway, is a lounge and library

by

'6

56

ft.

in

dimensions,

and

to the ceiling in walnut.
The floor of the lounge will be covred by three huge rugs each 15 by

panelled

Fwo

—

"Bwith

are

M

hh
iler

removed and a dancing floor
A special
provided underneath.
nake of linoleum is being used which
s

proven
las
stages.

suitable

for

theater

the corridor leading from the
oyer to the lounge is the club sec-etary's offices and a check room.
A.nother corridor leads to the ladies'
which will be fitted up as a
Within easy access of the
aoudoir.
foyer and lounge are five card rooms,
outfitted for bridge and other card

In

aki
s

the

:an be

n's

:

are being woven now
These
club monogram.

They

ft.

pictB4

n

I

sold

ipecials

heon,

oom

ames.

A feature will be made of the food
nd service at the club. The dining
room is on the 46th St. side of the
building and is 38 by 68 ft. in dimensions with a table seating capacity
For banquet purposes the
of 240.
tables can be arranged so that 400
be served comfortably.
The dining room walls will be
panelled in English Oak to the full
On the side
height of the ceihng.
of the dining room nearest Broadway one large private dining room
or two smaller ones are arranged for.
The larger private dining room will
seat 70, and the two smaller ones
These are for the
will seat 30 each.
use of various organizations in the
industry and for private parties.
Across the corridor leading past
the dining room is a bilHard room
with ample space for four tables.
Adjoining this is a hand ball court,

jean

!0

ON

Paji

Boa

and back
with the
-

,

Iji

"

RIBE

.IRS

THIN

lES

tVHEl

of this a gymnasium fitted
latest and best equipment

Adjoining
purposes.
gymnasium is a locker room and
shower baths, with three showers.
To celebrate the reaching of the
200th mark in membership, the club
will tender to its members a shore
An entertainment has
dinner soon.
been planned by William Brandt,
chairman of the entertainment committee. The members and those who
have made application for membership will be guests of the club.
for
the

Boyd, Peter

Brady,

J.

Richard Brady, Wil-

Harry Brandt, Joe Brandt, Sol
Brill,
Leo Brecker, Colvin
Brown, Jules
Brulatour,
H. D. Buckley, Paul Burger,
Samuel N. Burger, Nathan Burkan, W. H.
Cadoret, Walter Camp, James A. Carrier,

liam Brandt,

'1)

sent!

Beatty, David Bernstein, George Blair, B.
K. Blake, David Blum, A. K. Bluraenthal,
Louis Blumenthal, Harry A. Bloomberg, Alex

work-out

David Chatkin, J. B. Clark, MUton Cohen,
Jack Cohn, M. E. Comerford, Thomas Conners, J. H. Cooper, Ed. Curtis.

Dembow, Sam
Ned Depinet,

George
Dempsey,

Dembowf,

Howard

Jack

Will Hold Regional

FBO

Cleveland to be presided over by
Lee Marcus, general sales manager.
Joseph I. Schnitzer, senior vice president,

will

"The

"Handicapped," the
for,

Universal release next season,

New York

dio publicity for Universal.
Rollens directed.

Fitzmaurice in N, Y.

to

"Curiosities"
Merritt Crawford, veteran trade
paper publisher, scenarist and title
writer, will contribute titles for the
new series of "Curiosities," which

Amedee

J.

through

FBO.

Van Buren

—

ing over

look-

ALL THE

LINE-UPS.

getting
variety they
their product and giving as
many companies possible a break.
all

the

can

for

at

Chicago,

Minneapolis,

Seattle and San Francisco closing distribution deals now pending. Chesterfield will start "The House of Shame"
early in June. Arthur Hoerl will do
the continuity.

presenting

Advising on Stage Lighting
Eugene Braun, electrical supervisor
of the Roxy, New York, is on a three
months' tour of new Fox houses to
act in an advisory capacity in the
installation of stage lighting systems.

GALES OF

LAUGHTER
Greet each sueceeding release of

the famous
Office

salesmen and

at

M-G-M

in

this

PRODUCED
FOR

Returns to Denver
Perkins is new manager of the United Artists branch
He formerly was district manhere.
territory.

Studying New Dances
principal
a
Alimoff,
Katherine
dancer in the Roxy ballet corps, is

Box

Cartoon

OSWALD

5^

THE LUCKY RABBIT
Produced By

WINKLER PICTURES
INCORPORATED
I

to

to

i

return.

Wise

are

this

— Seth

route

is

MicGinnis Managing Circuit
Gurdon, Ark. R. V. McGinnis has
been appointed manager of Tri-State
Theaters. He formerly managed the
Triangle at Hoxie.

Perkins

en

pressure

talks.

showmen

full

and the
around

Monday

Title

start-

standard contract will be analyzed
the sessions, it is understood.

weeks

high

sales

changes

Crawford

territory meet July
2 for a discussion of business condiThe new
tions in the territory.

ager for

Jacques

are

boys
with

sea-

George Fitzmaurice will arrive in
New York, Monday, bringing with
Closing Distribution Deals
him the first print of "The Barker,"
Lon
Young of Chesterfield, en
the newly completed First National
route to the Coast, will visit exproduction which he directed.

Memphis Meeting July

Denver

is

and was booked on
sight
by Roxy for next week.
"Handicapped" is adapted from an
idea by Sam Jacobson, head of stuin

contract.

bookers of

of the 13

first

selling
on in

is

swring now,

"Laemmle Novelty Reels" scheduled

It will be the second
ing July 12.
picture, "other than a Fox release, to
plav the house. The other was "The
King of Kings." Ned E. Depinet,
general sales manager, closed the

Memphis— Managers,

son

"U" Novelty Reel

"Lilac Time" Premiere Set
National's
First
Time,"
"Lilac
picture employing Firnatone
initial
effects, is to have its premiere at the

Los Angeles,

SEZ/

attend.

Zierler.

Circle,

AV.

Dietz,

D. A. Dobie, Jr., George
Eastman, Herbert Ebenstein, Bernard Edelhertz, Harry Engle, Jack Enslen, E. A. Eschmaim, S. H. Fabian, Ed. Fay, Felix Feist,
L. H. Fields, Harold Franklin, Leo Friedman, Walter A. Futter, H. Gainsboro, Leo
Gafney, Bruce Gallup, W. P. Garyn, J. Louis
Geller, W. J. German, Dr. A. H. Giannini,
Mike Glynne, Jacob Glucksman, Harry Goetz,
Alfred Gottesman, Paul Gulick, Earl Gulick,
Toby Gruen.
E. B. Hatrick, Ed. Halperiin, Barle Hammons, Sam Harding, Clifford Hawley, Will
H. Hays, D. H. Henderson, F. L. Herron,
Moxley Hill, M. H. Hoffman, Joe Homstein,
Frank Hughes, John Humm, William Jacobs,
Emil Jensen, William A. Johnston, Aaron
Jones, Arthur W. Kelly, W. B. KeUy, J. P.
Kennedy, Sidney Kent, Henry King, Leo
Klebanow, George Kleine, Arnold Komicker,
H. P. Krecke, Carl Laemmle, Paul Lazarus,
Irving Lesser, Jules Levy, Julius Lewris,
William Libnxan, Al Lichtman, Arthur Loew,
A. A. Lownes.
John Manheimer, Lee Marcus, Moe Mark,
Fally Markus, William Massee, E. W. Mattson, John McGuirk, Lou Metzger, Carl Milliken, M. J. Mintz, Walter Moore, R. B.
Morgan, Charles Moses, Vivian Moses, Alex
Moss, Herbert MuUer, J. P. Muller, A. J.
Moeller, James Mulvey, J. Normanly, E. V.
O'Brien, Thomas O'Brien, Lee Ochs, L. M,
Olmstead, William Orr, Elmer Pearson, John
Perl, Charles Pettijohn, Joe Plunkett, Joseph
PoUak, Martin Quigley, Joseph Quittner, W.
E. Raynor, Harry Reichenbach, Hugo Riesenfeld, J. V. Ritchey, Herman Robbins, StanI.
D. Rossheim, David Rosenley Rosen,
garten, Douglas Rothacker, S. L. Rothafel,
A, E. Rousseau, R. A. Rowland. Albert G.
Ruben, Lou Rydell, Sol A. Rosenblatt.
Abe Sablotsky, Aaron Sapiro, Chester
Sawyer, E. A. Schiller, Joe Schnitzer, Marty
Schwartz, Charles Schwartz, Samuel Sedran,
William Seligsberg, Victor M. Shapiro, G.
K. Shuler, Moe Silver, Sime Silverman, J,
Simmonds, Cresson Smith, J. Boyce Smith,
John Spargo, Samuel Spring, A. W. Stebbms,
Charles Steiner, Sam Stern, J. E. Story,
Moe Streimer, H. S. Tierney, J. D. Tippett,
Carroll Trowbridge, William Vogel, F. C.
Tom Wiley,
Weinstein,
Charles
Walker,
George G. Williams, Frank R. Wilson, Jack
Woody, Arthur Whyte, iSigmund Weltner,
Herman Yaffa, H. J. Yates, C. Zenker, Sam

Carthay

PHIL

Sales, Meet at Cleveland
Managers of the
Cleveland,
Detroit and Bufifalo exchanges will
attend a sales meeting Sunday at

Thomas Dixon,

Europe to devote ten
studying developments
members are:
the modern ballot which she will
Arthur Abeles, Jack AUcoate, Ben Amster- troduce to Roxy audiences upon h
dam, Lou Anger, R. V. Anderson, Warren

IThe

FBO

I

Uniuersa/VJ\mLE\l Cartoons

iluc;

DAILV

A

—

Pathe? That's different. Kennedy may bring two of his three
companies together. You can't tell.
We'll
In the meantime, sit tight.
hapit
as
fast
as
just
you
it
to
feed
.

.

.

There's
about the

some speculation
been
Warners and how they

L

Few

A pretty good portion of
Broadway has gone Universal. Three
Friday:

Flashbacks

(Continued from Page

pictures on the big street this last
week; three more next week; three

1)

more

week

the

The

after.

WO

fellows

who have their own houses on Broadway are accustomed to this first run

not.

pens.

1928

24,

Universal-way

You see,
lower and profits higher.
the First National directors are to
meet soon in about two weeks and
Kennedy had promised to have an
interesting report ready for them.
Will include his ideas on revamping.
Maybe FBO will figure in. Probably

—

Sunday, June

trouble for Stanley. How
they do harass that company. Now
Boyd steps into Allentown and takes
You know, he and
over another.

Perhaps
Maybe.
do with it?
Balaban & Katz attempted to stave
off a 4,000 or 5,000 first run downCould it be that
Perhaps.
town?
Fox's buying power elsewhere carried some influence with Sam Katz?

phia.

to

It

certainly could.

.

.

More

We
Mr. Zukor are very friendly.
wonder.
Sweet statement from Paramount,
.

.

.

.

incidentally. First quarter of the year
shows net profits of $2,264,148, which
is exactly 17J/2 per cent ahead of the
Some
1927.
first three months of
rumbling of more financing.

Chicago's second excitement configure in the big pool that's ferment- cerns a conspiracy suit filed by the
ing. Goldman, Sachs & Company- Brothers Marks against Publix, Balasome of those banking people who ban & Katz, Paramount and 23 other
have been "daddies" to the Warners defendants. The Marks Bros, oper(Harry Warner says so) now own ate the Marbro and Granada in Chisome Stanley stock. Which gives cago. Two finer theaters there are
them something to say from now on. not in the Windy City. The boys
They claim they can't
peeved.
Naturally, the quick-triggered boys are
get film and they can't get vaudeville.
over
take
would
Warners
had it that
So they sue. And by the way, have
Stanley or Stanley take over War- you noticed how rapidly conspiracy

—

.

.

.

Ominous

week in and week out.
However, whenever the rest of the
gang land, the excuse for excitement
business,

turns legitimate.

The

Vitaphone

.

over

puts

Casi

of sound:

humdinger.

a

equipments

Eighty-five

Loew

.

news budget

daily

sold

le:

the

to

That's an order for

circuit.

DIFI

STE

Fifty will go into New York
houses.
The Capitol and the
Astor are first, so it's whispered to

you.
City

The frenzy over sound is assuming the proportions of a mild stampede. Like the old ditty, everybody's

llOiit

Sto:

us.

wirli

Photophone is making
Labor is girding its plans. Equipment ready for the marThursday:
husky loins for a stiff battle with all ket by July, not a day later the comClaim pany vouchsafes. Talk about leasing
forms of mechanical music.
a theater on the main stem to show
already.
chest
$10,000,000 in the war
its wares.
two
per
taxed
being
musician
is
Each
It was something like that, and monopoly actions are piling up?
ners.
Don't
wage.
weekly
cent of his
It's getting hotter.
Coast wires
they weren't sure. Just forget it. The 'Bout time the dear old film business
know what that figures up in a week, burning up about De Mille again.
least
at
rights
for
is
bills
of
will
stay
as
several
Warners
established
but there are thousands and thou- Looks more like United Artists than
There will itself by law. Apparently, they are sands of chest heavers and violin
that's the present ticket.
ever before.
Two Joes Schenckjven
be a "sympathy" bond between the sorely needed.
ticklers all over this broad land. Now and Kennedy
are to finance CeeThe scene reverts to New York. out in St. Looey, the musicians are bee, according to the latest dope.
two outfits, of course, and that will
mean that the Warners will get a FBO is about to make its debut as carrying their story to the public via The Kennedy angle is interesting.
This, mind you, is only Wasn't so long ago that a tie-up of
better break from Stanley in Phila- a producer in wholesale of sound pic- the radio.
certainly. the beginning.
equipment,
RCA
tures.
Your guess is as that nature was absolutely out of thedelphia and points southeast.
Bob Kane, well versed in production good as anyone's as to where it will running meaning with De Mille, noti
Nary a day passes now without its matters, is down at RCA whipping all end. We do know, however, that Schenck. But changes come swiftly
k
there will be hell popping pretty and this may be one of them.
quota of sound picture developments. this and that into shape.
I.Li
We now travel to Spain where soon.
The Warners are among the busiest
only
aren't the
Revolver
shots
The
continues.
parade
legal
The
Madrid is
of folks. What do you think they've more trouble impends.
doing

iness

it.

.

.

.
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And on

done?

the quiet, too.

An

all-talking film with dialogue effects

and not a solitary written

subtitle. It

New

York" and

is

is

called "Lights of
the first of its kind.

We'd

like to

see it, just to prove or disprove some
ideas we've formed about the place
the now-no-longer
of dialogue in

seeking a quota. It's a popular pasEngland
time overseas these days.
Likewise
has one, Germany, too.
France and Italy. Czecho is considering.

Now

comes Spain.

Who

is

next ?

More Sound
Wednesday:

Hays

organization, coupled in a suit
involving arbitration with 42 other
defendants by the U. S. Government,
has filed a denial of all charges. Declares arbitration is necessary and
agree it is necessary; there
fair.
seems to be slight difference of opinion as to its fairness. But the courts
will decide that, not conversation.
Looks like an early trial here in New
York. This is to be hoped for. Ofttimes have we stressed this point:

We

Sound. Nothing but
sound. Everything else has been releThe gated into the background, just as
Just a line, but significant.
theaters sidetracked all other matters
much - discussed European cartel a year or so ago. Metro announces That the principle of arbitration in
against American pictures is pro- a Movietone newsreel.
Also sound this or any other industry is a sound
gressing When will this blind in- in Roach comedies.
And in the one. The courts of law cannot handustry wake up and take care of its "Great Event" series in Technicolor. dle the thousands of disputes that
foreign problems?
Somebody is not Think of that! Two-reelers in color arise yearly between buyer and seller
with the dispatch necessary to permit
merely asleep at the switch: that and sound. Maybe that doesn't carExordinary business to continue.
ry
the
earmarks
box-office.
of
somebody has simply passed out of
arbitration
why
settlement
actly
by
In the Mid-West, the Balaban &
the picture completely.
Katz chain has been busy installing from within is so vital a trade pracequipment. All houses ready by July tice. On the other hand, if dubious
methods have crept into the machinthe
Rattle 1. The push is on, never doubt it.
ery,
they should be weeded out. This,
Universal makes a deal with MovieTuesday: Chicago, that wonderful
tone to synchronize "Uncle Tom." the Government suit purports to
town, walks away with the whole In addition, the
company will make test. The outcome, therefore, should
front page today.
Now, if we told 52 musical novelties. My goodness, be awaited with great interest. ...
Remember when Jaydee Williams
you that Balaban & Katz had, after such activity.
slipped out of New York so quietly?
all these years, decided that Fox was
Eastman, with nary a warning, Told you then it was sound pictures
entitled to a break in the loop, would cuts the price of positive stock.
It that made him rush back to Lunnon.
you believe it? Your jaw would sag, looks like a mere nothing. Nitrate
Now it's out. Williams has secured
but it's fact cold, hard fact. Jimmy positive goes from 1.25 to 1 cent per an option on Photophone for the
Grainger hied himself to the Middle foot. Multiply that difference by the United Kingdom and is talking to
West to fix up the playing time with millions of feet used annually. Then bankers about the annoying detail of
the Balabans, all three of them, and you will get an idea of how much raising the money to execute that opnow the Chicago public is to see the industry will save in dollars, Ag- tion before it slips away.
fa, not to be outdone, follows in on
The general Will Hays address15 hand-picked pictures out of the
Eastman's footsteps. Du Pont later.
Fox line-up. Half of 'em extended' Bear witness what keen competition ing his members, remarks that "the
industry was never more ready for
runs, the other half in the Oriental
silent

drama.

.

.

.
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Where

Gats
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means.
Mysterious
.

and Chicago
fied

homes

First
of the

of

in

Chicago, the sancti-

Paramount, Metro and

National.

Maybe

the

quality

Fox product had something

.

.

.

.

—

should worry.

theater right in

downtown

Philadel-

you don't agree,
Hays' statement

admit that the
reassuring.

you'll
is

means

It

better

and better shows at low prices. But
imagine what the smaller theater,
sandwiched in between the two big
groups is putting up with.

'

^
,

leti

!eni

More Sound

Still

St

!et=

Movietone newsreel for
Also Paramount. You may
Pathe to use Photophone.

Today:

M-G-M.
expect

Hearst makes International as well
as

M-G-M

national

about

so figure out

will

We

do.

what

Inter-

don't

know

Kinograms but

we'll bet it
Fox, of course,

joins the procession.
has outstepped the whole

gang with

And what

talking newsreels.
they do carry!

.

.

a kick

.

of the little old paper's scouts
Paramount's sound film
dig
up
schedule.
There will be 25 features'

so made.

fall

L
k

Some

Re
ite

ill

Need an adding machine

soon to keep tabs.
Universal's

.

still

.

w

.

after

theaters.

h

Wisconsin sought. Upper w
too.
We thought pro- br
ducers-distributors had their fill of

More

in

Michigan,

chain operation.

new development nor in as good wrong.
man is Al Boyd. Got shape in the way of personnel and
A quiet
guessing what's up his resources as it is today."
Even if

of folks
sleeve. First he starts building a big
lots

,

lie

.

.

.

things fired in Chicago. The Marks,
Bros, are suing B. & K., and pretty
nearly everybody else in the business "f
are firing verbal brickbats at their
If-Glegal adversaries through the col-^
CI
umns of the "Chicago Tribune." Pay- jm
ing for it, too, in the form of news- ,p
paper copy to advertise their shows, inp.
The competition is fierce. Both sides jm,^
are going overboard in their efforts p
to nab high calibred talent. The pub-

day.

Well,

maybe we're

10'

Everybody getting k

ready for weekends.

KANN

THE
June

iinday,

24,

1928

Tryon and Barbara Kent

\i'.en7i

in

"Lonesome"

Warner

Length: 6352

ft.

with sound accompaniment
BECAUSE OF
[worthwhile mainly BE- NOVELTY APPEAL.
WITHmuse of excellent di- OUT IT JUST A PICTURE AND
(ection. story slight but NOT MUCH TO TALK ABOUT.
luMAN AND APPEALING. A
Length: 6,193

niversal

BIG

ft.

different" picture for
jtelligent audiences.

Cast

All do

May

Barryniore,

good work.

Lionel

McAvoy,

Buster

and Alec B. Francis all expeGlenn Tryon and Barbara
Cast
J
rienced
players.
In sound version
fent generally very good. Miss Kent,
Barrymore
tops
all
others by head
awever, has a good deal to learn
and shoulders.
Collier

bout acting.

.

Then the mutual atthe unkind crowd and curbus fate which separates them, their
tstress and the final surprise which
resort.

l-action,

them together only

(rings

to

dis-

As it
attraction.
But they didn't.
stands, the sound accompaniment puts
it into the class of real money-makers, not because of picture merit but
because of novelty appeal for the public for which sound is yet an entirely

along they lived in new innovation.
Without dialogue,
A simple story this can't be handed much. The
Idjoining rooms.
punch scene where Barrymore realizes
ven skimpy, but direction puts it
money isn't everything and where he
over

that

all

the director's
ailure to keep his camera stationary
-lore often in frequent shifting which
|ften makes it trying for the eye.
i^er.

One weakness

is

practically regenerates himself is not
shown at all. This robs the picture
of its principal motivation and makes
the result weak.

fair;
Lloyd
Bacon,
Direction:
Paul Fejos, excellent;
Uthor: Mann Page; Scenarist: E. Author: Charles Klein; Scenario:
Lowe; Photography: Gilbert War- Robert Lord; Photography: Norbert
f.
Brodin, good.
emton, splendid.

Direction:

I

"The

Tim McCoy in
Law of the Range"
Length: 5395

-G-M

ft.

WITH
NEATLY
CLICKS
ERY HUMAN AND DRAMATC STORY, UNUSUAL FOR A
ESTERN. ACTION IS THERE,
ITH GOOD FIGHT SCENES.

Tim
Cast
;lay second to

McCoy

is forced to
Lease, for the
;tory gives latter most of the choice
Lease comes up strong
.cting bits.
this one. Joan Crawford the usual
Others Bodil Rosing,
iretty picture.

Rex

ti

^enen Holtz.
Story and Production
close

ery

human

[n

prairie

Western.

the emotions with a
story of two kid brothers

to

Jets

'

„..,.
ichiiit

Klondike in

Paramount

Length: 6,192

Colleen Moore in

"Happiness Ahead"
ft.

TUST BREAKS FAIR. CLARA
BOW IN A SERIOUS ROLE OUT
OF HER HOTSY TOTSY ELE-

First National

Length: 7100

ft.

HAS EVERYTHING. SWEET
B.
NUMBER FROM ALL
O.
MENT. WEAK UNDERWORLD ANGLES. COLLEEN GETS A
CHANCE TO ACT AND WITH
MATERIAL.
LOWE SENDS IT
Cast. .. .Clara Bow plays the moll EDMUND
to a

yegg and

emote and go

tries to

OVER

BIG.

Cast.
.Colleen has an acting part
dramatic, which will not bring cheers
from her fans who want her to bubble and proves she can troupe with the
sex.
Richard Arlen gives the best best of 'em.
Lowe as a reformed
performance as the youthful bank card sharp immense.
Hand picked
robber, and makes it his picture. cast includes Lilyan Tashman, Edythe
Others Helen Lynch, Mary Alden, Chapman, Charles Sellon, Arthur
Carl Gerard.
Housman, Robert Elliott.
.

.

Story and Production
UnderStory and Production.
Comedy
world drama.
The story was told drama. Beat your competitor to it
originally in "The American Mer- and
sidestep a lot of remorse.
It's
cury" by Ernest Booth, who is serv- a natural, and that goes for direcing life at Folsum Prison, Cal. From tion,
cast, story and just about everya series of authentic incidents, they
thing that spells audience appeal.
pieced together a story of a moll try- Good
bits crowd the reels.
A card
ing to make her yegg go straight and
sharp is turned in by his femme dekeep from getting "burned" under- coy.
He beats it to an upstate town.
world language for electrocution. The Falls for
an innocent high school
lifer knew his stuff, and as you watch
girl.
Marries her just to "make"
vou realize that a lot of original bits
her.
Back in the New York apartare the real goods and not from the
ment her innocence and trust in him
imagination of a Hollywood scenarist.
force his hand.
He determines to
These bits are the best part of the
go straight, gets a job, and chucks
film.
But they mess it up with a lot
his old decoy dame.
She spills everyof the Hollywood brand of underthing to the dicks. Up the river for
world hokum, and the two elements
six months. Wife thinks he's away
simply don't click. Clara tries to get
on business.
Then she learns the
her yegg to go straight, but he pulls
truth.
And a big dramatic punch
a final job and they get him for the
at end will move 'em in their seats.
long stretch.
Star's name will drag
Sweet.
'em in. but it isn't Clara at her best.
Direction, William A. Seiter, aces;
e
Direction: William
man
smooth; Author: Ernest Booth; Scen- Author, Edmund Goulding; Scenario,
ario: Oliver H. P. Garrett-John Far- Benjamin Glazer; Photography, not
row; Photography: H. Gerrard. fine. credited, expert.
.

.

—

W

"Clothes

"Fangs of Fate"

Make

I

1

Woman"

the

Length: 5200

Tiffany-Stahl

,

Dolores Del Rio in

"No Other Woman"

ft.

NOT MAKE THE
Length: 4,476 ft.
Pathe
Length: 5071 /(.
GRADE. POOR PRODUCTION, Fox
ENTERTAINING POLICE LOOSE SCENARIO AND ARTI- VERY ORDINARY. REFLECTS
DOG STORY. SLOW IN GET- FICIAL RUSSIAN ATMOS- NO CREDIT ON THE STAR.
TING INTO ACTION, BUT FIN- PHERE.
O.K. FOR DAILY
LOOKS LIKE OLD NUMBER
ISHES STRONG. STANDS UP CHANGE.
WITH GOOD STORY.
PICKED OFF THE SHELF.
Rusas
Pidgeon
.Walter
Cast.
DOES

..

Klondike is a young dog sian peasant in love with Princess
Cast
Eve
star, but does some good solo work seems stilted and mechanical.
and gets his man in unusual manner. Southern as Princess Anastasia just
Arnold Gray and Kathleen Collins fair.
Mediocre cast includes Corliss
carry the love interest acceptably. Palmer, Charles B><er, George E.
Others Henry Herbert, Robert Re- Stone, Adolph Milar'^ H. O. Pennell.
ault, Alfred Fisher.
Drama of
Story and Production.
.

Story and Production

schooner days who were The

in
the Indian warfare.
separated
Then story jumps 20 years, showing
McCoy the ranger out to get the
'* Solitaire Kid, noted bandit. The latof
k"<"
ter is his brother, but neither
them know it. The girl is held up by
the bandit in stage coach, and he
She happens to be the
falls for her.
From here on
also.
girl
Ranger's
the action zips along, with the girl
seeing a tattoo on Ranger which
seems to identify him as the bandit,

titi

Clara

.

Story and Production .... Drama,
Story and Production. .Romance,
from play of same name by Charles
laul Fejos has taken a boy and a Klein.
If Warners had built this
a big city, shows how life as a straightaway picture with punch
|irl in
the addition of sound
virls about them, tells of their lone- and drama,
would have made "The Lion and the
Iness. has them meet at an amuseMouse" stand out as an extraordinary
lient

Bow in
"Ladies ©f the Mob"

"The Lion and the Mouse"

a

good

Drama. Russian

entirely eliminated, and
straight drama told with a

meller

is

The
pleasing sentimental interest.
brother has completed an invention for detecting oil deposits,

revolution.

"Last
adapted in
of

.

.

The technicjuc
was freely

Command"
this

one, but

it

lacks

all

.Dolores Del Rio evidently
when she was a comer and
had a lot to learn about emoting. It
Don Alvarado
will do her no good.
Cast.

made

fails
is

..

this

to

score.

Ben Bard

as heavy

pretty terrible.

Story and Production. .. .Drama.
Report has it that this one was made
about two years ago, and sidetracked
because Dolores was starting to go
over big in more pretentious productions.
It has all the earmarks of
a film done by an amateur director
and cast who sneaked in on the lot

atmosphere and
went into the
Jaiinings film. Instead of the broken
which his guardian proceeds to steal Russian general landing as an extra
from the cabin. The youth surprises in Hollywood and reenacting his life
the thief, and dies before he can name story, they have the Princess AnThe star is
his murderer. Circumstantial evidence asta.sia do the trick.
The story is
points to the youth in love with the the former Russian peasant who had after regular hours.
The suspense from here on rescued the princess from death one of those impossible kind where
sister.
nicely built up with the murder along with the rest of the Czar's the girl walks out on the man she is
is
heavy
after
the
proceeding while you see the family.
trial
He recognizes the former about to marry
frames him with a dame in his apartthe evidown
tracking
dog
police
gets
and
extras,
the
among
who has a similar marking. The dence. Klondike uncovers the stolen princess
boy friend no
her own ment, and gives the
two brothers because of the girl are plans hidden in the murderer's jacket her to play the part in
chance
to explain. Then she marries
story which his director is filming.
out to get each other, and finally the
the villain, and sticks with him even
in his home, and dashes into the court
sight
Ranger succeeds. Good punch near room with the evidence. Then the Winds up with a wedding in
after she learns how he has tricked
princess safeend with forest fire. Climax unusual guilty man breaks free, with the dog and her identity as the
her.
That lets it out for any fan
Susartificial.
Too
ly concealed.
for Western with sentimental scene
Should
with a grain of intelligence.
to the finish fight.
him
trailing
Just fair program.
pense lacking.
between mother, girl, and her dying
girl's

please the fans easily.

boy.
Direction,

Direction: Noel Smith, smooth;
William Nigh, strong;
Earl W. Johnson; Scenario:
Author:
Scenario,
Houston;
Author, Norman
Photography: Edward
Kelley;
Jack
Richard Schayer;Photography, Clyde

de Vinna, clear.

Snyder, good.

the

fine

gripping

direction,
that

story

Tom Terriss, poor;
Terriss; Scenario: Tom
Terriss; Photography: E. O. Miller,

Direction, Lou Tellegen, very poor;
Author, Polan Banks; Scenario, Jessie Burns; Photography, I'aiil Ivano,

fair.

fair.

Direction:

Author:

Tom

DAILV

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

IN

THE

Sound

FAST GROWING FIELD OF

SYNCHRONIZATION

.By

NOT SACRIFICE ACTION
Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood
periments

—

are

It

THE FILM DAILY
is

understood

ex-

whereby
sound pic-

underway

characters appearing in
tures will be enabled to turn away
from the camera and yet have their
This is
voices perfectly recorded.

sought through a system of
microphones installed in strategic
spots on the set, such as in a flower
vase, a cabinet or behind a picture
hanging from a wall.
being

One of the existing difficulties in
the production of dialogue in dramatic features is the sacrifice of action
So far, this has been unfor sound.
avoidable because a speaking character has to face the microphone
usually somewhere near the camera.
If the sound can be carried from
any part of the set the recording apparatus and at the same time permit
the characters to roam at greater
will without sacrifice of quality or
quantity, it is believed by observers
here that one of the greatest of
problems now facing this new factor
in

TIPS

Pictures

ARTHUR

EQUIPMENT

SU!

24,

1921

AND

II

NOW

W. EDDY',

ALL NETOCO HOUSES TO

"I like your name 'Sound Pictures,' " writes Hal C. Young,
Chicago manager of National Screen Service, in commenting upon
the general term applied by THE FILM DAILY to synchronized
pictures.
The term, by the way, has been adopted by Western

BE EQUIPPED FOR SOUND

Electric.

Boston

"I think this department will be of interest to exhibitors everywhere," continues Young, "but keep in mind, however, that one
important thing in connection with installation of sound projection
systems, is that exhibitors must not take too much for granted.
"They have been sold on the idea of sound pictures through
trade papers, salesmen, and everything else until they get all hopped
up and put in some kind of an outfit at considerable expense.
Ihey cannot, however, expect their patrons to be mind readers
to know what its all about, the effects achieved, etc.
"Exhibitors must sell sound pictures to their audiences to get
the utmost out of their investment.
Live showmen are doing this
with trailers, and the screen is the logical place."

and

art

—

Within

short time, every
rapidly expanding

a comparatively
theater of the

New England
Operating Corp., will be
Electric
Western
with
sound projecting equipment, accord-

ioi

Theaters
equipped

ing to Samuel Pinanski, president.
Pinanski has ordered immediate in
stallation of Vitaphone, Movietone,
non-synchronous apparatus and mic
rophone attachments in 12 houses of
He sees the day of unthe chain.
_

synchronized pictures past, with the

new

era

to

revive

interest

in

pic-

tures.

Immediate installations are to be
in the Jamaica Theater, Jamaica

made

U. K.

ACOUSTICS DEVICE

SUTED rOR OPEN MARKET
London

— British

Central Square, East Boston;
Central Square, Waltham; Milford,
Milford; Marlboro, Marlboro; Capi-

Plain;

tol,

New London; Shawmut, Rox-

Morton,
bury; Rialto, Roslindale;
Rivoli,
Roxbury and
Dorchester;

Acous(tics, 'Ltd., two theaters now under construe^,
sound synchronization tion, the Seville, East Boston antf
device on the open market throughout Community, North Attleboro.
Europe and Great Britain soon, acwill

production will have been solved.

offer

its

The apparaabout $1,500.
The device has been installed in
several English theaters as an experiEfforts are being made to
ment.

cording to

J.

Metcalfe.

tus, installed, will cost

Schubert Film Ready with
Music on 16 Inch Disc

A

16 inch record carrying a synchronized music score for the first of
the five Franz Schubert films made
by James A. FitzPatrick has been
completed by the Victor Talking
Machine Co., at Camden, N. J.
Lambert Murphy sings Schubert's
"Serenade."
This sound picture will be available to all theaters equipped with
Vitaphone.

ON

VARIOUS DEVICES
AVAILABLE

Sound Pictures Must be Sold

HOPE TO USE SOUND AND

West

Sunday, June

A

number
simplify and perfect it.
of short topical films have been made
as well as a record of a London stage
It is expected that later
success.
feature productions will be made.

Warners Continue To
IVest

Coast

Bureau.

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

—Warner

Bros,

TO MARKET PANATROPE
London

con-

— British-Brunswick

the formation of a

planss

new company

to

handle Panatrope, its synchronization
device acquired from a Bristol inventor.

Sign Vitaphone Talent
Heavily padded movable booth
used by Vitaphone cameramen.

BRUNSWICK PLANS FIRM

In

all

probability the firm will

pictures, prepare gramophone
records to accompany them and market the device.
It is expected that the apparatus
will sell for approximately $500. The
synchronizer will be screwed onto
existing projectors and will work with

make

add players to their Vitaphone list. Kenneth Harlan has been
engaged for a part in "The Alibi,"
supplementing Robert Elliott and any Panatrope set.
John St. Polis. George Fawcett and
Claude Gillingwater have been signed First Movietone
tinue

to

to play a pair of cronies in "The
Little Wildcat," which Ray Enright
will direct, with Audrey Ferris, James

Comedy
To be Shown in New York

Tlie rapid strides which are being
Murray, Hal Cooley and Doris Dawin the production of sight and
made
son.
It will be feature length.
sound pictures are shown in "The
Family Picnic," the fir^t two-reel
Han-A-Phone Deal in Pittsburgh Movietone comedy to come out of
This production Has
Pittsburgh Contracts have been Hollywood.
closed for territorial distribution of just been received in the Fox offices
phonographic
syn- in New York and will be a part of
Han-A-Phone,
chronization device, marketed by the the presentation at the Globe, where
Philadelphia, "The Red Dance," has its premiere
Voice-A-Phone
Co.,
Written and directed by
which is headed by Gene Marcus. Monday.
Names of the parties in the deal have Harry Delf "The Family Picnic"
utilizes Movietone completely. There
not been made public.

—

is not a written title in the two reels.
All of the dialogue by Kathleen Kay

Electrical apparatus used in the Vitaphone recording mow.
is e.-.-!..),,
)i(j the surface of a record.

trical expert illitstfated

,:

The

elec-

Booking Sound Film Talent
and Raymond McKee, is recorded on
Jack Livingston, 317 West 47th St., Movietone as well as the words from
is booking players, directors, authors
the two children of the family and
and producers for sound pictures.
the attendant noises of a picnic party.

Jl

THE
Simday, June

jJS^

DAILY

1928

24,

Sound Short Subjects
Giovanni Martinelli
Singing
"Va Pronouncer Ma Mort"
Vitaphone Warners
Splendid Operatic Number
Type of Production. .Sound Picture

—

Wherever audiences appreciate muMartineUi
enthusiasm.
arouse
Metropolitan tenor
this

sic,

subject

will

The

famous

fairly

outdoes

himself in this selection from the
fourth act of "La Juive" in which
fame.
perpetual
Caruso achieved
Martinelli puts feeling, pathos and
drama into that gorgeous voice of

When

this was shown at the
theater before a first night
audience, the applause was long and

his.

Warner
loud

— and

justifiably

"A Man

of Peace"

so.

—Vitaphone

Dramatic Sketch

Type of production. .. .Sound Picture
Here is a strong meller of them
thar Kentucky mountains, with Hobart Bosworth who has got religion
showing how to handle the bad man,
The sketch was writTrigger-Eye.
ten by Byron Foy, and it's a peach
The dialogue is typical
of its' class.
drawling southern mountaineer, and
Set
voices record very clear.
all
shows interior of a log cabin, with
the bad man coming up with a gun
It is tense
to tet the Man of Peace.
and gripping, and the surprise kick
end will get almost any audi-

at the

"Crazy House"
Hal Roach— M-G-M

Sound

Pictures
THE FILM DAILY was
the first paper in the industry
to introduce a special department devoted to sound pictures.
Read this and future
issues for detailed accounts of
the various new steps under-

does not need and leave the husband
broke until his next pay check. Wal-

Fun

Juvenile

lace

.2 reel comedy
of production.
This is a very tricky affair, for the
Gang has a house party in a home

Type

.

.

which has been wired with
of

trick

One

effects.

all

kinds

the kids
the contriv-

of

how

to

operate

and succeeds

in

making

Production. .Sound Picture
usual jazz stuff business, but

of

generally the case, snappy
is
music, well played and tinkling. The
orchestra plays five numbers, all of
The selections
the popular variety.
include "I Ain't Got Nobody," "If
Lak a
I Can't Have You," "Mighty
Rose," "There's Something About a
as

Rose" and "Tiger Rag."
O.K.

Very much

butts in.
The things that happen
when Monty starts demonstrating his

Type of production. .. .1 reel
mit.
He forces the girl to agree to
The further adventures of Milton
her
Mouse show him on his wedding marry him in order to save
father.
But the hero succeeds in getBut
honeymoon.
the
on
day starting
Always Chasing Rainbows" and fol- the two bad cat bandits waylay them ting his hands on a document which
low it with "Back in Your Own and steal the bride. Soon Milton is proves that the girl's father is innoBack Yard," "Kentucky Babe" and on their trail, riding his trusty horse. cent, and all is hunky dory. The
Properly The latter proves a good ally by us- usual line, but the action is fast and
South."
the
"Call
of
dressed in gowns a la crinoline all ing his feet on the outlaws, and the satisfactory.
J
through.
fair dame is rescued and the honey"Hop Off"
moon proceeds. It is a good bur"The Lash"
Charley Bowers Educational
lesque on the western outlaw stuff.
Vitaphone Warners
Clever
Playlet
Type of production
Pictorial Tidbits— Hodge Podge
2 reel novelty comedy
Type of production. .Sound Picture
Educational
This is a playlet by Hal Crane,
Odd Shots
Again Charley Bowers with his
and is highly melodramatic. It has Type of production....! reel novelty secret process has turned out a most
Hal Crane,

a rather pleasing picture for
By way
the eye as well as the ear.
of introduction, the sisters sing "I'm

,

—

—

a cast of three characters,

off

as

a

movie and lecture

attorney the case of a troduced interesting shots of various
being held in con- happenings in different corners of
is
the murder of her hus- the world. The views include tarpon
band. Her son is brought in, and the fishing in the Atlantic; the workinspector starts to third degree him ings of a canal lock; a Scottish bagwith a volley of questions. It works piper; an Indian tepee in Northern
up very dramatically to the point India; floating homes in China; and
where the boy confesses killing his the remarkable Iguazu Falls in South
father to save his mother from his America.
It carries a great
brutal treatment.
punch, and should go well where they
"Big Game George"
like their drama good and heavy.
Universal
district

Florence Moore Singing
"And He Never Said That to

Good Fun

Me"

and
"You'll

Be Sorry You Made

Me

Cry"

of production.
George is a big
the way to Africa.

Type

.2 reel comedy
game hunter on
.

.

But through an

entertaining
unusual and
subject.
Charley has a trained flea act, and
you see these animals greatly enlarged under the microscope doing
their stuff. Charley makes the acquaintance of a scientist who has a
magic fluid for changing things back

So the
to their original condition.
trained flea man starts experimenting
succeeds in developing some
very startling things.
A plate of
hash becomes a pair of rubbers and
Meanwhile
things.
few
other
a

and

Romeo and

Juliet, the trained fleas,
decide to go on a vacation, and CTiarley has a frantic search before he
discovers them doing a skating specialty on a gentleman's bald dome.
This is a real novelty, and the comedy is good for plenty of merriment.
The trick stuff with the animals will

have any audience guessing and talking.
Directed by H. L. Muller.

—

—

— and

played well.

when

an electric washing machine

make

accident he misses his boat, and finds
wandering around the streets
himself
Skit
Song
Hanford
and
Myers
Picture
in his white hunting suit.
city
Sound
the
of
production
Type of
as
The well known comedienne, Flor- Circumstances force him to act as a
"The Arkansas Travelers"
ence Moore, has a high voltage num- street cleaner, until his girl and her
Vitaphone Warners
ber with her songs, comedy and fast dad see him, and she is about ready
Entertainment
Nice
The
patter that keeps 'em on the edge to believe him an impostor.
Type of Production. .Sound Picture of their seats to make sure they do usual gag is worked in about the cop
High trailing George through the picture,
'Very amusing team, this Myers not miss her fast delivery.
Looks trrade material that will go strong in and making life miserable for him.
and Hanford combination.
piclike a sure bet wherever sound
the best houses and has a wide ap- The action moves with snap, and the
This is one of peal for the popular stands where gagging is well timed and gets over
tures are shown.
those country yokel teams which they can enjoy laughs that are not too nicely.
With Gitzlooks the part but puts over its busi- far over their heads.
They open Rice at the piano, it makes a classy
ness like big leaguers.
"The Lost Laugh" Cameo
"And
with "Down in Arkansas." _^ Then presentation. She sings to him
Educational
comes -a stirring rendition of "In the He Never Said That To Me," and
Married Life
of
a
Shade of the Old Apple Tree," "I then gives her interpretation"You'll Type of production....! reel comedy
others singing
Ain't That Kind of a Baby" and "Old chorus girl and
This is a very good travesty on the
Cry."
diverting bit is the Be Sorry That You Made Me
Black Joe."
canvasser pest who
house-to-house
conin
ont had the crowd
use of a saw on which a melody is And this
wife something she
sell
the
to
tries
Can't miss with this.
stant giggle.

played

try-

.

Vitaphone

A

is

breakfast
Monty Collins
at

—

who
Gus Arnheim and His Ambassadors woman with
nection
Type
The

hubby who

himself

—

the

—

selling

the

life

Starts
Bosworth puts it over strong, William Davidson and Richard Tuc- show, and the decorations and art
poand where the fans know his film ker. The scene is the office of a
work carry out the idea throughout
He is discussing with the reel.
lice inspector.
work it will score easily.
In this manner arc in-

Warners
Snappy Jazz

is

machine and friend husband tries to
work it are good for as many laughs
taken in this new field.
as anybody can reasonably expect in
miserabJe for the rest of the bunch.
Directed by Stephen
a single reeler.
It winds up in a spectacular scene
Roberts.
with hundreds of balloons released
Three Brox Sisters
which literally bury the kids. The
Vitaphone Warners
"The Gold Claim"
gags are ingenious, and it moves at
Western Featurette Universal
Songfest Well Done
Robert McGowan dia fast pace.
Action
Type of production. .Sound Picture rected.
Type of production. .2 reel western
This tri-partied sister act is quite
The hero is faced with the probwell known in musical comedy in
"Ride 'Em Cowboy"— Fables
lem of saving the girl's father from
New York, but probably means
Pathe
the villain who is trying to frame the
nothing out in the wide open spaces.
Burlesque
old man for a crime he did not comHowever, they harmonize well and
cartoon
learns
ances,

ence.

Vitaphone

Lupino

ing to enjoy
with his wife

"Oh Mama"
Cameo Educational

—

Married Troubles

Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy
The henpecked husband takes a
much needed vacation, and on the
first

day

him off cleanThings are complicated

his wife starts

ing house.

by the stepchild, who is continually
messing things up and getting dad

The kid is Jackie
in wrong with ma.
Levine, and he has some very original
for making life tough for his
It winds up with a quarstepfather.
rel with the couple next door. Jackie
tries to help his family, but as usual
iCoittiiiiicd on Page 12)
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NEW

The Stamp

8P0T-f LOOD FOR PIT

—

throws a beam having a circular
cross-section eight feet in diameter
at a distance of 100 ft. from the unit,
with an average intensity exceeding
70 foot candles. Beam candlepower
runs from 80,000 at three degrees
from the center of the beam to 400,000 at the center.
Adjustments provided on the unit
permit

beam diameters

of

from seven

12 ft. at 100 ft. distance. The
construction of the spot-flood, it is
claimed, practically eliminates spilled
light and filament images.
The spot-floods are placed above
the ceiling at some point from five to
Round
40 ft. in front of the pit.
holes 14 inches in diameter are provided under each unit, which are concealed from the view of the audience,
wherever possible. Color frames for
gelatin are arranged to lay over these
holes in order to provide the desired
color effect.
Usually six spot-floods are provided in each of three colors for
lighting the pit, although in some de
luxe houses nine units per color are
used.
to

New

GIIICAGO CINEMA FEATURE

A

A

THE

FILM DAILY STAMP OF APPROVAL.

Chicago
lights are

— Hanging

nitrogen spotbeing featured by Chicago

Cinerna Equipment Co., for use in
featuring organists, orchestras, performers or any other special objects
of illumination.
By means of a pipe hanger and
arrn ,the spotlight is mounted on
horizontal pipes at any height, or on
perpendicular pipes.
Unusual flexibility

is

claimed for this equipment.

The spots are made to accommodate Mazda lamps varying from 250
to 2,000 watts,

Para-Lite Flasher, Guaranteed
for Year, Marketed at Cost
Guaranteed by its manufacturer for
one year, the Para-Lite Flasher Display is being marketed by Paramount exchanges at cost to exhibi-

The

display

a

is

frame made to

box, socket, plug, electric flasher and
sufficient wire for its needs.
The
frame is of sturdy construction.

Each display

is

packed

in a corru-

The portion of
the "name top,"

the frame,
will be an
actual part of the frame and there
is no imprint on it, unless so desired
by the exhibitor.

known

The
the

as

new

flasher

advertising

window

display,

requirements

fulfils

for

a

by virtue

of its ilsufficiently decora-

lumination, and is
tive to serve daytime

—

display

requirements.

SPEED INDICATOR

MADE BY AC SPARK PLUG

Flint, Mich.— AC Spark Plug Co.,
a new sanitary
law which becomes effective July 1. a subsidiary of General Motors Corp.,
The measure, which was debated for has just placed on the market a new
five sessions, was enacted last year. precision film speed indicator.
The
Penalty for violation is $25 for each instrument indicates film speed in
offense, each day so violated consti- feet per minute, so the performance
rtiay be kept on schedule.
tuting a separate offense.
It is designed especially for synchronizing
New Projector Awaited
films and music scores.
Chicago No details have been
The manufacturers of the new deforthcoming as yet concerning the vice long has been engaged in pronew projector developed by Enter- ducing precision instruments for the
prise Optical Co., which is to be a automotive industry, such as speedcompanion projector to the Motio- o_meters,_ ammeters, tachometers and
graph De Luxe.
Meanwhile, there similar instruments.
The speed inis
con.siderable interest throughout dicator is the first product manufacthe trade concerning the new ma- tured by the company for projection

made compulsory by

—

use.

rein-

Resonant Base Claimed to
Increase

Volume 20%

— Resonant

platforms

uniform sonorous tone.
claimed to produce a
tone which adds at least
to the tone produced by
is

The Para-Lite Flasher Display
Special prices are
purchases.

offered

on quan-

and

ment played upon these

The

result
of

volume

20 per cent
the instrusections.

tity

Machine Waxes Both Sides Plans New Creations in
Arpo Asbestos Curtains
of Film in One Operation
Los Angeles — New and what is

—

Muncie, Ind. Magic Film Protec- claimed will be distinctive creations
for stage curtains are being manutor Co. is marketing the Magic Waxer,
film
waxing machine, which factured by the Armstrong-Power
waxes both sides of the film in one Studios, manufacturers of Arpo prod-

The company is a specialist
The machine uses wax
manufactured by the company, put- in stage equipment and counterweight
Si'stems.
ting a thin layer of wax on sprocket
holes only, which stays there, the
company claims, without spreading ^V«,Q,>^yW,,,^y^j^j,,,jW,.,^,OJi,^»^,g»,^.j^,,^^^

operation.

I

lieving strain.

Chicago

support the regular 11 by 14 photo.
It is equipped with a metal shadow-

gated box.

and with hoods

forced with heavy iron straps to support the side bracket and thus re-

orchestral bases, sound amplifiers,
are being featured by the Gallagher
Orchestra Equipment Co. Each music stand is placed on one of the
sections, which becomes a part of
the floor of the orchestra platform.
The sections are made of the same
materials as violins or violincellos.
The top is made of spruce pine, and
the sides and bottom are like the
belly or back of a violin, so that the
vibration transmitted to this box-like
space, through the sounding board
top or floor, which has an opening
with a quill over it, sets the enclosed
air in vibration, indulates the mass
of air in this space and produces a

tors.

Francisco Installation of a
toilet and running water in projection booths throughout the state is

chine.

HANGING NITROGEN SPOTS

first and lasting impression on the patron is the appearance
of the ushers, and the courtesy they extend.
In fact, much of the
atmosphere of the house is dependent upon the ushers.
Accordingly, greatest care should be taken in the selection
of ushers' untforms, obtaining attractive and pleasing materials,
with which to enhance the general effect. Skimping on cost is false
economy, for cheap looking materials will give your house a black
eye.
specialist in furnishing ushers' uniforms is the Brooks Costume Co., which combines quality material with effective workmanship and low cost. The firm also is a leader in supplying costumes,
its output recognized, as a standard of excellence, which has

California Sanitary
FILM
Law Effective July 1

San

Approval

An endorsement of product and propositions, bestowed by
The Film Daily, after investigation of qualifications and merit

LIGHTING IS OTfEfiED
Chicago A new spot-flood for orchestra pit Hghting has been developed by the Major Equipment Co.
The new unit, the company says, is
nearly as powerful as an arc, yet it
operates with an incandescent lamp.
All rays of light from the lamp are
reflected and utilized by means of a
spherical mirror mounted in front
of the lamp, and a 12-inch parabolic
mirror reflector in back.
The new spot-flood is designed to
light
the orchestra pit from the
sounding board cover or from some
It is, as
other point in the ceiling.
its name implies, a combination of
It
and floodlight.
spotlight
the

of

ucts.

to the center of the film.
Before

you buy, get the
on the

facts

SIQPMIEME
Washed^ir

COOLING SYSTEM
SUPRtME HEATER AND VENniATING
CORPORATION ^^ !,• A , ST.lOUIS.ll.S.*
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HYNES

How

TICKET BOOTH EDWARDS
an Organ
MEG. CO. SPECIALTY
Outlined by Noted Architect

TALKING SHOP

By

Proper Projection Pays-

to Purchase

JOHN EBERSON

—

The accompanying

— New

PROPER

We've been preaching

better projecyears, even at the risk of
boring readers, but claim extenuation by virtue of the subject's imAccordingly,
we are
portance.
pleased to print this excerpt from
"The Transverter," published by the
Hertner Electric Co., of Cleveland:
tion

for

The

exhibitor

is

pro-

selling

To

jection.

be sure, the patron
comfort, good chairs,

requires

and

ventilating

lighting,

Beyond

liness.

clean-

he wishes

this,

to see the picture perfectly projected.

Beautiful
tractive,

decollations

are

at-

but they lose their draw-

ing power for the individual in
The new house
a short time.
with its super-excellent art effect
will not bring the patron back
night after night. It is the pro-

have found that firms experienced
in building solo organs for theaters
do not experiment with extemporaneous specifications; but have splendid
standard specifications which have
proven satisfactory in the various
I

THOSE

two paragraphs should be
framed by every exhibitor in the
country, and should be hung in every

The

exhibitor

should learn
is

to

stint-

ing on expenditures which his operator

recommends.

Incidentally,

"The

Transverter" is an enlightening booklet on transverters and the important
part they play in obtaining
efificiency in projection.

maximum

SOUND

pictures are presaging revolutionary changes in the entertainment field, and are certain to

equipment.
on
whose
manufacturers,
Equipment
product is affected by the new development, or can contribute to this
development, may be expected to
respond quickly, doing their bit to
meet the situation.

have

their

Already,
has

Corp.,

to,

really only good for accompaniment playing and not solo playing.

such a theater grows rather than
diminishes with repetition.

them by heart, for he often
blame for poor projection by

the exhibitor in helping him
select the best organ for his theater.
Certain rules must be followed to
obtain a satisfactory organ for a moThe organ must
tion picture house.
he built on the unified system which
makes it possible for each set of
pipes in the organ to be used for
solo playing and to be played from
various pitches bringing out the true
orchestral timbre of the instruments.
An organ design or specification
drawn up on the old time "straight
plan" with httle or no unification is
absolutely wrong for, a theater as it
fit

is

jection that exercises that power.
In truth, such is its effect that
the desire of the patron to visit

booth.

ater playing.
It is a pleasure to set forth a few
of the things that I have learned
about organs and to pass them on
in the hope that they will be of bene-

size theaters.
The wind pressure to blow the pipes of a
theater organ must be much higher than
ordinary organs in order to get true orThe organ must be voiced
chestral tone.
has distinctive tonal coloring,
that
it
so
which means that there is great contrast
Some of
between the various instruments.
the cheaper organs I have heard are voiced
poorly that there is barely a distinction
between the strings and reeds and the audience soon grows tired of listening to it
of
is
It
for it always sounds the same.
paramount importance to the purchaser to
see that the firm which builds his organ
employs not only voicers who have had
long experience with unit organs but also
enough voicers so that they have specialists
for each type of organ pipes, particularly
Tuba, Tibia and Kmura
like
the
those
which are used exclusively in theater organs.
The organ must have the circular type of
console or keyboard so that the organist
so

effect

International

designed

"M" Simplex

stand,

Projector

new Model
with demands

its

Vitaphone and Movietone attachments in mind, and, if specified, the
projector comes ready for the inNew
stallation of the equipment.
developments in acoustics, also are

of

expected to follow the more general
use of sound films, with engineers
and architects giving prime consideration to sound
theaters.

films in plans for

new

Ticket selling booths
size specified are a specialty
Edwards Manufacturing Co.,

Cincinnati-

In my extensive experience designing theaters it has been necesSome Practical, Sound
sary for me, not only to advise the
OpporAdvice
exhibitor regarding the design of the
tunity Brought by
building itself, but also to give adSound Films
vice on the proper equipment for the
interior.
For this reason it has been
necessary that I make a thorough
Projection Pays is a study of theater organs, their tonal
slogan which never should be design and the amount of space necIt is a essary for any given style and to
perniitted to be discarded.
basic truth of the industry, and its determine how the various makes
importance cannot be overstressed. stand up under their usage in the-

article

on

in

any

selecting an organ for the the-

of the

ater was written by John Eberson, upon request of Geo. Kilgen & Son, manufacturer of
Mr. Eberson
Kilgen organs.
is one of the foremost designers of theaters, and has to his

which

many

credit

of

the

also manufactures canopies,
ticket boxes, projection booths, brass
railing easel frames, metal roofing,
ornatiiental ceilings, sidings, etc.
Equipment of each Edwards ticket
booth consists of solid statuary bronze
grills, polished plate glass windows,
\% inch thick marble shelves, two

nation's

money drawers,

most beautiful houses.
may

operate

it

exceptional

with

speed.

At

one manual of the organ should have
in
necessary
is
this
for
touch,
double
Care should be taken
playing.
orchestral

least

in i.
is
it
in placing this console so that
with the tone opening where
line
direct
is
it
If
the sound emerges from the organ.
out
placed around an angle in the wall or
its action
of this line, no matter how quick
response
will always sound slow of
it
is
player and thus the best results of
to' the
i
obtained.
playing will not be
picture
deem it of great importance to place the
order
organ console in oblique position in
a prohle
that the audience may get at least
prompting
The inspiration
of the organist.
not
our artists who are playing organs is
expressed by back neck wrinkles, the bakl
hangspot on the head or the long curl

back; but rather by
expression and natural position ot
facial
sweet
the body while exacting harmony and
To give the
tones from the instrument.
audience an opportunity to see the orin
bring about
will
ganist "in action,"
the
natural psychology, a presentation of
obtained
be
cannot
organ, number which
when the organist turns his back to the
This oblique position suggested
audience.

down

ing

the

silk plush curtains
with gold fringe and tassels, complete
wiring for heat and power, large
square or round ventilator, electric
fixture,
marble base, floors
light
equipped with trap doors covered
with battleship linoleum.

at Des Moines
Des Moines Only one equipment
company is maintaining an office
here, the Des Moines Theater Supply Co., which opened last week. A.

One Supply House

—

E. Thiele, formerly with National
Theater Supply Co., heads the office.
If

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

of

artist's

the console will in no way intertere
organist
the
which
attention
the
must pay to the screen, and will opportune
orchesthe organist when playing with the
and observe his
leader
the
see
to
tra,

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

for

with

commands.
of

the

possible date, enabat the earliest
organ builder and architect to
the
work together in placing the instrument
good
and arranging its tone openings.
and with poor
placed
improperly
organ
1
satisfactory.
tone openings will not be
organ
advise my clients to purchase the
placed for the
at the time the contract is
always work
in the building and 1
steel
instruwith the organ engineers so that the
advantageously.
ment is sure to be placed

placed
ling

A

thing to my mind is
firm that specializes in

The most important
select

an

organ

only—one that
the building of fine organs
sincerity
has a reputation for honesty and
business
and
recommendations
their
in
and
dealings; one that has a large enough
work
that
so
well enough equipped plant
buch
can be done to the best advantage.
instruments all
a firm will embody in its
above and provide
features described
the
make
will
that
instrument
of
type
the
splendid
its
for
distinctive
house
your
music.

West ia-'st.NeuuyorK.N.y^
Phone Poima. 03J0

instrument must
For example, only the
be very substantial.
and pure silver contacts
leather
of
best
The magnets should be made
being used.
iron and
with the cores of finest Norway
as this
bases and cups of cold rolled brass,
can be
the only type of magnet that
is
every
used for years at a time, playing
a
Such
cyphers.
without
performance
long
magnet and type of contact insures
instantaneous
life to the organ, and also the
response so necessary for solo playing.
Since it is important that the organ builder
the inbe allowed sufficient time to build
be
should
order
organ
the
strument,

The construction

to
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Speed

Company Busy Completing Present Year Schedule and Setting 1928-29 Program Under
Way — McLaglen Renews His Contract with Fox — Ralph Wilk's Personality Paragraphs
McLaglen Signs

CONINCING WORK ON

A

NEW SEASON PRODUCT
The Tiffany-Stahl studio is working at top speed, finishing the last
productions for the current
four
year's program and commencing five
pictures for 1928-1929.

With "Beautiful But Dumb," 'The
Albany Night Boat," "The Grain of
Dust" and "Domestic Relations"

in
various stages of production this seaPatsy
son is drawing to a close.

from ''Lots"

Little
By

RALPH

Victor McLaglen has been given a
new long term contract by Fox. He

WIl.K

is

in a name? John Waters
and James Flood were not connected with the direction of "Noah's
Orville O. ("Bunny") Dull
Ark."
comedies,
snappy
directs
bright,
while Roy Del Ruth did not direct
George D.
"Babe Comes Home."
Baker has a "roll" and has retired in

Norman Dawn probably
comfort.
never wrote titles, while Alfred E.
Green directed a sophisticated picHusbands and Calico
"Silk
ture,

to be starred in four

new

the

Hollywood

WHAT'S

Directors'

Annual
THE

Number

of
will, as usual,
contain the ten best directors
of the year, as selected by 221
newspaper critics; a number of
articles
pertaining to sound,
which is intriguing the attention of the entire Holl3rwood
fraternity and a complete record of directors and their work,
cameramen and their work,
and scenarists and their work
for several years back, among
other features.

FILM DAILY

season.

They

ander's story, which
direct for

to

Webb

is

E.

—

'feti

cha

"T

i

tio

bi;

in

in!

an

Gi

EARLE SNELL

Indis-

*

'

'Tis

*

wise

a

*

director who
picture when it

Barker expects to start
knows his own
work July 1st on his second special
is assembled.
It is
production for Tiffany-Stahl.
*
*
*
"The Rainbow," an original story by
that
some
stars direct
It is said
Edgar Lewis expects
L. G. Rigby.
their own pictures and that some
to announce his cast for "The Gun
supervisors have more authority
Runner," an Arthur Stringer story,
than directors, but yet we know
any day.
one director who is paid $100,000
Reginald

Lipsitz

Named

as

New

Columbia Scenario Head

a picture and others %vho receive
$50,000 to $75,000 a picture.
*

*

*

Probably, the luckiest directors are
those who are allowed to pick their

Harold Lipsitz has been appointed
scenario editor of Columbia, succeed- own story material, casts and brook
ing John F. Goodrich.
no interference. Yet, the number of
directors who are allowed their own
"Smitty" Series way without supervision and who
George E. Marshall, former super- are given complete authority '--•i be
vising director of Fox comedies, has numbered on the fingers of both your
been engaged to direct the "Smitty" hands.
*
*
*
kid comedies for Van Beuren EnHarry Weber is general
terprises.
Puttees and other articles
manager. James Meehan i&' cameraof wear usually ascribed to
man with James Tynan handling
directors are seldom worn by

Marshall

stories.

Directing

the director of today.

Mayo, Lloyd Bacon and

Wellman

are

directors

"THE MAN DISTURBER"

Bill

who

Reginald Dermy's Next
Production

have or are having experience
with sound and voice pictures.

A Famous Doorway
in

Hollywood
The doorway

that

means home

to traveler*

—

personal
of this hocel means home
service
pleasat)t surroundings.
It also
means that you are conveniently located in Hollywood film capitol of th< world amusement center
of Southern California.

comfort

—

—

—

—

Good Food

a Feature

A

French chef has made the dining room famous.
breakfasts, luncheons or dinners at popular
prices.
Also a la carte service.

Club

Write

lor reservations or free booklet entitled,

"Hollywood,"

—today

The Hollywood
—where
Vine

Sc

at

t/ie

dooruiay means

HoUywood

Blvd..

the

am

—

"The

pre
coi

Columbia.

—

Anthony Hope's novel,
cretion of the Duchess."

(Bt

slated

Murnau Preparing Next
Miller, Charles Byers, George
W'ith "Four Devils" completed, F.
Stone and Shirley Palmer have
W. Murnau, Fox director, has started
been cast for "Beautiful But Dinnb,"
preparations for his next picture,
based on four stories by Viola Wives."
*
*
*
"Our Daily Bread."
Brothers Shore, and camera work
Two well known directors
has started under Arthur Gregor's
D'Usseau to Direct Ranger
were born in Berlin Wiscondirection. "The Albany Night Boat"
Leon
D'Usseau is to direct Ranis
Raboch
William
Nigh
Al
They
are
way.
sin.
well under
is
ger, the police dog, for F B O.
Four
and Luther Reed.
directing Olive Borden, Ralph EmerRanger pictures are on the 1928-29
*
*
*
son and Duke Martin in the leading
schedule.
an
It's a crook melodrama
roles.
Mack Sennett, pioneer of the pie'Tis a fast-shifting business. Many
George throwing comedy days, gave Direc- directors who were "king pins" five
original by Wellyn Totman.
Leyser with Inspiration
Archainbaud has completed "The tor
nickname
his
Reisner
of and ten years ago are now forced
Billy Leyser, former publicity man
Grain of Dust," the David Graham "Chuck."
In his younger days, to sit on the "side-'lines" and watch
with Harry Langdon, has joined InPhillips story enacted by Ricardo "Chuck" threw boxing gloves thick a new batch at work.
Some of the spiration Pictures as director of pubCortez, Claire Windsor and Alma and fast.
former megaphone wielders lost their licity.
*
*
*
Bennett and it is being edited by
places in the procession by failing
Robert Kern.
to do judicious advertising and capiLet's give a big hand to
For the 1928-29 program, George
talizing their successes.
these former song writers
*
*
*
Jessel has completed his first picVictor Schertzinger, Archie
ture, "The Ghetto" and started the
Noiv, more than ever, with
Mayo and Reisner.
*
*
*
second, "George Washington Cohen,"
the advent of "talkies," the
directed
by George Archainbaud,
Henry
director must publicize himWorsley
and
Wallace
with Corliss Palmer, Robert Kdeson
self. With the choicest story
Otto have a popular topic
and Lawford Davidson in the cast.
plums rather limited, the dithe South Sea Islands.
Margaret Quimby and Gwcn Lee
rector who keeps his light un"The
in
support
leading
give
der a bushel, is seldom about
Two offsprings of famous fathers
Ghetto."
when the story "tree" is
are busy at Waryier Brothers' stuTom Terriss has nearly completed dio. Lloyd, son of the famous Frank
shaken and the "plums" fall.
*
*
*
"The Naughty Duchess," in which Bacon, is directing features, ivhile
Eve Southern and H. B. Warner are Bryan, son of the late Eddie Foy,
Alan Crosland, Michael
Continuity
This is an adaptation of is directing Vitaphone subjects.
featured.
Curtiz, Roy Del Ruth, Archie
Ruth

5101

pictures for
are: "The

River Pirate," "The Baggage Smasher,"
"All
Velvet"
and "Captain
Lash."_
Preparing "Trial Marriage"
Millard Webb and Ben Grauman
Kohn are busy on the preparation of
"Trial
Marriage," Elizabeth Alex- t

Out next Saturday, the Directors'

New Long

Term Agreement with Fox

Plaza Hotel
home

to travelers

Hollywood, California

1

—

H

:
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Foreign Markets
By JAMBS

F.

PARIS HOUSES TO CUT

By JACK HARROlVERy

25,000,000 Weekly

—

London

PRICES NEXT WINTER

—

Paris Reduction of Paris admission prices is expected, to meet competition afforded by music halls, the
change to take effect in the winter.

Tlans for this movement will probably take form at French Kinema
Week.
It will be held under the
patronage of M. Herriott and will be
presided over by M. Andrew Francois Poncet, Paris representatives in
the Chamber of Deputies.
Eclair

Again Producing

—The

once-famous Eclair Co.
has been revived with fresh capital
and is at work on its first picture.
Paris

Emmy

"The Foolish Virgin."

featured. Interiors are being
at Billancourt.

is

^Ui

Lynn
made

Britain's
4,000,000 theaters are attracting
a weekly attendance of 25,000000.
Increased theater construction is in evidence throughout the country, with a pro-

nounced

bia has

resumed releasing

its

product

in Mexico. Latest releases are "Opening Night," starring Claire Windsor,

tendency

London
Empire

Empire

—

in

reported that the
It is
Leicester Square is to be

given an atmospheric treatment by

John Eberson.

To

Direct "Hari-Kiri"
Paris— "Hari-Kiri," based on one
of the famous spy stories of the
World War, will be directed by
Pierre Lestrinquez, the scenarist.

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,

N«w York

723 7th Avenue
D.

J.

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

City

Comedies

good peppy bill was lined up
Paramount, opening with an

Berlin

— Current release

schedule of

imposed On cheap

sets

Broadway

is

still

one of

Exporting only the best

Motion Pictures

in

num-

THE CAPITOL PROGRAM

A

The stage review at the Capitol
was by Boris Petroff and styled
Mitzi Mayfair was revealed as a "Gyps\ Trail."
The gypsy atmostiny slip of a girl who was a posi- phere was carried right through the
tive sensation with her remarkably acts, with the band and Walt Roes-

graceful dancing and contortions. The
she
acutter
ease
with
which
complished
the
unusual acrobatic
many for British International. Of- feats resulted in a salvo of applause
Broadway
ficials of the company admit that the that is seldom heard in
Even the popular
matter has been discussed, but de- picture houses.
Helen Kane with her baby patter
clare no deal has been closed.
songs ran a poor second to this surThen there
prising little dancer.
Ufa's Directorial Lineup
Berlin Ufa has engaged the fol- were Bob, Bob and Bobbie, doing
lowing directorial talent for its new their club juggling with the help of
program: Fritz Lang, W. Tourjan- a wonder dog, and the pantomimic
sky, A. Wolkoff, Richard Eichberg, stuff went over with laughter and apPaul Ash is breezing along
Carl Frochlich, J. Guter, Joe May, A. plause.
style,
and the crowd is witli
in
great
Waschneck.
Erich
and
Robinson
him strong. The way his boys put
over the "Song of the Vagabonds"
Ruthenian Soviet Producing
was something to write to Chicago
The Ruthenian Soviet about. Spiffy show, with a bow to
Lenigrad
company
own
Republic now has its
all hands except the guy who nightcalled Belgoskino, which has trans- mared the color effects.
ferred its production to this city for
economic reasons. The unit has just
completed a picture entitled "In a

—

—

ADAGIO TEAM AT ROXY

London British Lion has comThe Roxy came through with a
pleted three pictures on its schedule.
They are, "The Ringer," directed by light entertainment nicely balanced
Arthur Maude with Leslie Faber, for color, harmony and novelty. The
Hamilton, divertissements opened with a scene
John
Benson,
Annette

RICHPICSOC, Paris
DEEJAY, London
RICHPIC, N. Y.

final

apache dance and a serenade.
The
highlight was an adagio by Berinoflf
and Fulalie, which was a show-stopper.
The most sensational and artistic of its kind that we can remember.

mysteries.
trip by
staff to the Roxy where they
know color values would help things
a lot.
the
the

Corporation and other leading independent producers
Cable Address:
Cabl« Address:
Cable Address:

The

the
divertissements
was
"Jumping Jack," with the Sixteen
Roxyettes all dressed in duplication
of an immense painted jack-in-thebox which decorated the side of a
box out of which the girls stepped.
They made a great flash.
The
stage
show
was
"Fete
Boheme," emphasizing the carnival
spirit.
The numbers included selections from "The Count of Luxenburg," "The Barber of Seville," an

Way," and

British Lion Completes

distributors.

background.
of

The acrobatics and contortions of the
did a good girl h.-<d the customers gasping, with
job.
But the sets and lighting were a half dozen of the swings and
not so good.
The effect was just a leaps being absolutely new.
With
clash of discordant colors against a all hands on for the finale in their
futuristic setting.
Oranges, purples, gorgeous costumes, the carnival atgreens and cerises crashed against mosphere was ideal entertainment for
each other, with Ash and his band summer fare.
and the acts working against this
ghastly background which detracted
about 25 per cent from their work.
"Step This

Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures

and

nifty

Paramount persists in specializ- GYPSY ATMOSPHERE FOR
on Current Ufa Schedule Why
ing in these color nightmares super-

Large Town."

Pres.

A

for the

—

—

for

APPLAUDING AT PARA.

unusually pretentious overture for
this house.
It was called "Temple
Bells," with a special staging to interpret the Oriental love story of
Asya in love with Nydha. She goes
Enrique Carreras Is
to the goddess seeking advice, and
in her dream the goddess comes to
Extending U. K. Chain life and tells her to dance for Nydha,
London Enrique Carreras is ex- wiiich she does, and wins his love.
tending his chain. At Bayswater he Two oriental dancers interpreted the
is building a 2,500-seat house of the
parts effectively.
atmospheric type.
He is now comR. H. Burnside staged the show,
pleting the Lido at Islington, this
seating 1,500, and the Lido at Golders
Green, seating 2,100.
He also has
acquired two cinemas at Redhill.
also
enlarging his
Carreras
is
Barnes theater and is understood to
have two important deals pending in

has shown.
Arthur and Jean Lang
sang "Just Like A Melody" with a
ber

towards

—

"Atmosphere"

HAS 'EM

larger houses.

Ufa provides 29 features, 25 short
and "The Swell Head," with Ralph comedies and 25 educational films.
Of this total Ufa itself will make
Graves and Eugenie Gilbert.
nine features and all of the comedies
and educationals.
Protest Against Tax
Warsaw Exhibitors at Lvov and
Pola for German Films?
Stanislavov have closed their theLondon According to persistent
aters in protest against the Polish
report Pola Negri will appear in one
entertainments tax, which they de- or more pictures to be made in Gerclare is too high to permit profitable
business.

MITZI MAYFAIR

Great

the London suburbs.
Resumes Mexican Releasing
Mexico City With business condi- 29 Features, 25
tions considerably improved, Colum-

—

Presentations

CUNNINGHAM

A REAL SHOW-STOPPER

Three Films on Program

ner,

their leader, in appropriate costume.
There was lots of color and
melody, and the various units combined to make a very entertaining of-

fering.

Mitchell and Durant from the

West

Coast made their initial Broadway
apiJcarnce in their eccentric dances
and
a
comedy singing number.

Phcbc Bruns did a nifty acrobatic
and specialty dance that went strong.
(.Continued on

Page 12)

Standard

VAUDEVI LLE
for Moltoii Picture Pre«fntation

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Lackawanna 7876
1531 ElKOADWA), NEft YORK CITY

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

—

Lawson Butt and Hayford Hobbs;
"Chick," directed by A. V. Bramble
with Trilby Clark and Bramwell
Fletcher, and "The Forger," made
by G. B. Samuelson with Lillian
Rich, Nigel Barrie, Winter Hall and
Sam Livesey.

of

an

artist's

studio.

Nicholas Daks

was the artist, and Patricia Bowman
She stepped down from
the model.
her platform and they went into a
neat dance, the artist returning to
his easel and she to her posing. One
of the most artistic bits the Roxy

Attractions

for

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

Acts
'

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

THE
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Sunday, June

Exhibitor Co-op for N. C.

Week*s Headlines

to

Be Proposed

at

{Continued from Page

Monday.
hibitor company
here

A

Gypsy Atmosphere
Meet
For Capitol Program

1)

(Continued from Page 11)

Sparks

J.

"U"

deal

in

take

again

to

co-operative exbeing proposed,

over

band working

Florida houses.

tive to one cent per foot.
Free shows again make appearance

in

in

posi-

North-

west.

preparing to issue Movietone news;
Universal making plans to synchronize

M-G-M

in

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving
Specialists

great form.

Building at Norman, OklaNorman, Okla.— A $150,000 house
being constructed by H. N. Britten

Wednesday
Eastman Kodak announces reduction

1928

Jane Winton Returns to N. Y.
Jane Winton has returned to New
York from Europe. While abroad,
she appeared in a French picture.

This was followed by Elinor Gail,
is
former prima donna in "A Night in
Monday
it is understood.
The new standard Spain," who sang several
numbers
Decision to be made soon on operating plan
contract and compulsory arbitration
of First National, FBO and Pathe; Warwith
the tenor, John Quinlan.
The
ner Bros, not involved in proposed merger. are other subjects slated for considlater is a strong draw at this house
Actor's Equity calls sound pictures boon to eration by the convention.
where he has built up a personal
stage players.
Balaban & Katz book Fox product for first
following.
For the finale the Chestime.
ter Hale Girls and the ensemble were
Cleveland exhibitor unit urges members to lillian Gish Conferring
on.
A male octette of Gypsy Meloseek 50 per cent reduction in film rentals.
Tuesday
dists sang Bohemian and Roumanian
on
Next
A.
Picture
U.
Conspiracy and monopoly against Paramount,
airs and lent some real atmosphere
(.Continued from Page 1)
& Katz and 25 other firms
Balaban
A novelty in
charged by Marks Bros., in Federal in- to star in "The Miracle Woman," to the gypsy setting.
junction suit instituted at Chicago.
the overture was the "Symphonic
ExRCA-Photophone plans to produce playlets to be made for United Artists.
Prelude," the $1,000 prize-winning
teriors will be made in the Tyrol
for release through FBO; Robert Kane is
composition for organ and orchesproduction head.
and in Salzburg.
The story is an tra, which David Mendoza conducted
Maryland "blue" law applies to films, state
adaptation from a Hugo HoffmannSupreme Court rules.
impressively. It was a well balanced
Spanish producers seek enactment of quota stal novel.
program and Roesner had his stage
law.
E.

24,

to the

Coley Building at HoUis
is
Hollis,
Okla.— J. N. Coley has
and the Griffith Amusement Co. It
construction
of a house schedstarted
for
will
equipped
seats 1,100 and
be
uled to open next fall.
stage shows.

Motion Picture
Industry

pictures.

FBO

budget

production

declares three year
involves $30,000,000.

Short Subject Reviews

Thursday
organization, ten distributors and 32
Film Boards of Trade deny conspiracy
and monopoly and uphold arbitration in
answering first of two government suits.
Agfa and DuPont Pathe meet Eastman

Hays

Kodak reduction
radio

D.

J.

in

prices.

positive

musicians' unions enlist aid of
against mechanical music.
Williams may handle Photophone in

Louis

St.

in

fight

United Kingdom.

Weekly

attendance at picture
250,000,000, Will H.

world

theaters

Hays

of

says.

Friday
Sound equipment installations being speeded
throughout the United States; Photophone
to

start

in

De

July.

reported joining United
Aug. 1. with productions financed
by Joseph M. Schenck and J. P. Kennedy.
keen competition between
Suit emphasizes
Marks Bros., and Balaban & Katz, Chicago.
Cecil B.
Artists

Mille

Saturday
Paramount

synchronize 25 of

its

features

1928-29.

for

Fox

to

Film

first

quarter

net

shows

68

per

increase.

cent

Universal plans theater expansion

Middle

in

West.
National understood planning to use
Photophone for sound pictures.
Paramount's Movietone Newsreel expected

First

_

ready in October.

Gove Heads Sales Promotion

(Continued from Page 7)

he gets himself in wrong again,
collects a licking for his trouble.

DAY AND NIGHT

and shoot ducks, and almost sinks him-

Then he is chased
self in his canoe.
kid is good, and with Jack Miller as by various animals, and even the
the dad succeeds in turning out an rocks roll down the hill on him. He
Jules White finishes with a bear, but succeeds in
entertaining comedy.
winning the final bout. Very origdirected.
inal,
and the gags are clever and
laughable.
"In and Out Laws"
Pat Sullivan Educational
The

—

Travel Cartoon
of production. . .2 reel comedy
Felix the Cat comes into possession of a game rooster, and decides
to take it to Mexico and clean up on
He matches his bird
the fights.

Type

Buster

Licht-

Type

siderably.

Hamlin

Still

in

Hospital

publisher of the
New York regional trade paper,
"Film_ Curb," is still confined to the
Hospital for Joint Diseases, where
he was operated on for an abdominal
abcess on May 29.
Editor Marion
Weber is carrying on business while
Hamlin is convalescing.

is

and

Co-operating with 42 Governments and loaning films free
and speakers throughout the

world for the purpose of public
instruction.

will-

by some very ingenious

Oswald

succeeds

in

bringing

work
her

back to earth.
A very entertaining
and clever animated that will please
old and young.
"Tall Timber"
Oswald Universal
Good Cartoon

—

—

the open spaces for a day's sport, and
kinds of queer things happen to
him. He has a tough time trying to

all

1108 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C.

let

Makes Record India Delivery
Type of production....! reel comedy
London
Reducing its delivery
Oswald the rabbit goes out into

time from: three weeks to four days,
Gaumont has sent jts Derby pictures
to India in record time via airplane.

BUREAU OF
COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

him teach her
Oswald hits on

a few fancy
the idea of
using a balloon to keep the girl on
her feet.
She is carried skyward

ing to
capers.

Thomas Hamlin,

who

up with a pretty dame

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-3

—

A moving picture company left a wind machine at the
camp, and before Buster and Tige
"Sleigh Bells"— Oswald
get through with this the scout
Universal
master is a wreck and the rest of the
der direction of Felix F. Feist.
He
Clever
has been associated with Fred C. Type of production....! reel cartoon boys are having a hilarious time. The
Moves fast
Quimby in the short subjects departOswald, the funny rabbit proves kids will eat this up.
ment.
Burger has joined United himself a fancy ice skater, and meets and has some good gagging.
man.

54th Street
YORK

Comedy Universal
Boy Scouts

of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Buster arid Tige land up in a
against the champion Mexican rival, Scout camp where father thinks the
and a hot battle ensues. Felix' bird discipline will do his son a lot of
Of course the pair succeed
wins, a villain steals the bankroll, but good.
Felix manages to turn the tables on in turning the orderly discipline of
him in a very original manner. the camp into a riot in no time.
Cleverly executed as always, and the There is also a monkey at camp
comedy antics of the cat are well up which helps to mess things up con-

to his usual standard.

West
NEW

"Good Scout Buster"

.

Jay Gove, veteran sales executive,
has replaced Paul Burger in handling
sales developments for, M-G-M, un-

Artists as an assistant to Al

250

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

Pictures

7HE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001 FILMS*'
Complete reference booklet,
at

{Fifth Edition)

listing nearly 3,000

educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash Ave., Chicago,

III.

Preference

means
The

Profits

theatre that stresses screen

quahty is well on the way to
popular preference. And that
preference means profits.
Specify prints on Eastman
Positive— the film that preserves
every bit of photographic quality for

your screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

OVIETON

NEWS
Now

in Preparation!

Ready by the time you make your installation

N ICHOLAS

(The following statement reprinted from newspapers throughout country.)

M. Schenck,

president of Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer Pictures,
announced yesterday that the M-G-M Movietone News Reel soon will be
ready for presentation.

"THIS

particular phase of our activity/^

along in its development, and Exhibitors
jects recorded with expert perfection.

"THE M-G-M News

Mr. Schenck

may

said, "is already well

look for the finest of sound sub-

produced for our company by the William Randolph
Hearst Organization, which is the largest individually controlled news agency
in the world. The addition of Movietone subjects will be done with discrimination, and no effort or expense will be spared to achieve the best results.
is

"THE

Capitol Theatre Orchestra will provide the scores and the musical
accompaniment for the M-G-M Movietone News.

"THE M-G-M

Movietone, as recently announced, through contracts with
Western Electric, will be incorporated in many of the feature pictures produced
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. We also will have M-G-M Movietone
to embellish the Hal Roach Comedies and our other short features, the M-G-M
Great Events in Technicolor, and the M-G-M UFA Oddities.

"IN making

this

announcement

I

do not wish

to give the impression that

are rushing into Movietone production. For the past year
careful consideration to the possibilities of this new invention

making preparations

for using

we have

we

given

and have been

it.

"WE

must bear in mind that the success of this new device ultimately will not
be based on its novelty. Tricks soon get old. Sound effects and language only
will be used by us when silence and mere pantomime will not be sufficiently
effective.

"IF producers do not use

this

new medium with

intelligence, the public

is

be disappointed. If theatres are encouraged to provide Movietone
equipment, they must not be discouraged by the productions furnished them.
likely to

That

is

our responsibility.

**IViETRO-Goldwyn-Mayer plans
all its Movietone subjects."

to give the

utmost care to the making of

dropping of California ''Trust" Suit

HEWS
ALLTHE TIME

^yPILMDON
XLIV

No. 74

Tuesday, June

The Red Dance'

rHE

mob

will like

Price 5 Cents

26, 1928

COMPROMISE ENDS CLEVELAND

All

it.

of the passions^-you know,
love, hate, jealousy, and
are rung into
le rest of them
yarn of the Russian Revoluon and the result is typical pic-

—

EXHIBITORS' BUYING STRIKE

entertainment. The villain
it in the neck and the lov-s depart for an unknown land
live happily ever after. Maybe
ou don't think the public will
vallow it. Maybe.

Cutting

ire

ets

ARBITItATION BAN tS

rambles all over
Many of the
Aissia, it seemed.
tuations are forced and the
usiness of executing the hero
ith a blank cartridge, throwing
im into a grave only to have
im reappear at the proper mo-

The

lent
lIso

story

carrying it a bit too far.
putting it on pretty thick.
is

Piffle
Day after day at the receiving
Day after day, running through
id.
of pubUcity junk that would
-ove insulting to the average inlligence, if the staff of the little
d paper didn't have a pretty good
use of humor.

Grab Stock
London— (By

)

'

VOTED AT

PinSBM

18 SOUND PICTIMS ON

1"

1928-29

bitrate until the case
{Continued on Page 2)
is

settled.

Eighteen features and some short
subjects on Universal's 1928-29 pro-

The gram

Careless use of superlatives, violwith adjectives, exit gvmnastics
:tly how do they get that way? Some
the boys pounding out this kind
stuiT would do well by their commies and themselves with a sumer course of journalism at Colum'

Minn.

Grove,

—With

synchronized.

Ten

the

Northwest exhibitor unit prepared to
carry the case to the Supreme Court
necessary, its request for an inif
junction to restrain the local school
from operating as a theater, in competition with the regular house here
{Continued on Page 2)

(Continued

on Page 2)

a.

Formula

The groping about

in

dark

the

some

Mitinues.

verybody
sound
le

time,
It will for
to
is seeking the answer

How
picture problem.
use the voice on the screen,
[ow to use sound without impairing
There's a tough nut to
le action?
you.
for
•ack
advance one theory that should
Regardless of what use
ork out.
ou may put sound to, first make
atDur picture a good PICTURE:

2st to

We

•action.
igue, if

Then add
you

will.

effects

In that

or

dia-

way you

land m
et a production that will
which are
le vast horde of theaters
And in the
ot equipped for sound.
which thus
houses
Dmparatively few
pictures, you
ir can project sound
ill

ox

have delivered
ofifice.

a

cuckoo of
.

amending the complaint, so
Coast

Bureau,

—

THE FILM DAILY

tion

San Francisco Demurrers of defendants were upheld by Judge H. C.
Lucas of Superior Court, Santa
Cruz, in suit brought by J. A. Harvey, Jr., Santa Cruz exhibitor, against
Frank A.

McCauley and Lewis

is

the

ac-

expected to be dropped.

complaint,
to
the
answer
In
Schmulowitz attacked the constituanti-trust
California's
law, under which the action for $100,-

of

tionality

Greenfield, Santa Cruze exhibitor, and
nine distributors. This, according to
Nat Schmulowitz, counsel for the defendants, will have the etTect of a
dismissal of the complaint for the
reason that it failed to state a cause
of action against the defendants. No
leave was granted by the court for

gether

FBO,

to

cut off his film service.
Educational, First Na-

Fox,

D. C, Warners, Paramount, Universal and M-G-M were
companies named in the complaint.
Each of the companies filed a separate answer, denying the charges.

tional,

M-G-M

notified Erdmann that the
(Continued on Page 2)

REORGANIZATION OT 1ST
DIVISION

UNDER WAY

will
Distributors
business, according to
Wells, vice president and

Division

First

continue

in

Raymond

took
who
manager,
production
charge of the New York office yesHe will reorganize the disterday.
tribution end of the business, he
stated, remaining in the East until
this is completed.
Jesse J. (ioldburg, who disposed of
all

his

F.

&

Up

interest in the company,
(Continued on page 2)

P.

i

I

"Box-Office appeal!" chirps

Cotham's

"I.'.

S.

M.

Smith." -Advt.

P.

News, on

re-

R. Expansion Held
by Business Conditions

Minneapolis

— l^xtensive

expansion

Northwest Theater Circuit (Finkelstein & Ruben) has been
postponed indefinitely. -Adverse busi-

program

of

as rea-

North Carolina Postpones
Annual Exhibitor Meeting
Wilmington,
vention
M.

'Very goodi" says Film Daily of (Jotham's
'United States Smith."— Advt.

with

town.
Exhibitors were demanding a limit
of Z'& days, but compromised at 42
days against 56 days, which was
granted last season.

double damages was brought.
Harvey has alleged that the exhib- ness conditions are ascribed
itors and distributors conspired to- sons for the postponement.

000

R.

a

-, ,,
K AN N
^,

Sustaining of Demurrers to
Have Effect of Dismissal
West

strike,

letter

of

the features to utilize sound have
been selected, the first two, "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" and "The Man Who
Laughs" now being Movietoned.
Final decision to go into sound
pictures on an extensive scale was
made over the week-end.
In addition to the two pictures
above named, the following eight
features are announced for immediate
Some
adaptation as sound pictures.
are completed, some are now in the
making, and some are yet to be made.

N.W. Unit Awaits Action
on Stopping School Shows
Spring

will be

buying

their

sent members by George
Erdmann, business manager of the
Cleveland unit, notifying them they
were relieved of their pledge not to
Erdmann's letbuy new product.
ter announced that distributors have
compromised on the first run protection situation, and will release pictures to neighborhood first runs on
the 43rd day after the first run downa

P.

Vigorous prosecution of the case
was voted at a recent meeting of the
exhibitor association, with members
announcing they would refuse to ar-

— Local exhibitors yester-

day ended

exhibitor,

tists.

to

Association
Cleveland

company has been conducting
transmitting
experiments
in
pictures; to America.

L. Gorris,
against the
Film Board. Gorris has secured an
distributors
restraining
injunction
from enforcing the deposit demands
they made when he refused to arbitrate a case brought by United Ar-

Protection

of

Days Accepted by

42
It

subscription list for 1,000,000 shares of Baird InternaThe
Co.
tional
Television

—

McKeesport

—

of

Pittsburgh Members of western
Pennvylvania and West Virginia unit
have served notice that they will decline to act on arbitration pending
settlement of suit of

Issue

Cable)

took just one hour to dispose

lot

A

^

/^LLTHE

<Sf<*NEWSPAPEK

,0L.

Predicted

is

P.

would

—Advt.

N.

C— .\nnual

of the North Carolina
(Continucd on Page 2)

Today says "(lotham's
fit

the

Roxy,

conex-

'V. S. Smith'
or Capitol!

raratm.iiiil.

l
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Tuesday. June
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Iiies

Compromise Marks
Buying Strike End
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must be availal)le to first run neigliborhood houses on the 43rd day.
Pathe and Fox, it is understood are
policy in
this
also
selling under

—
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700
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Free one and three sheet snipes
and slides are being offered by M-GM, to exhibitors who put over Joy
V/eek programs, consisting of all

Shaw Film and "Red Dance" Open
George Bernard Shaw spoke for

"The Red Dance"

of

New

29/

1.100
1,200

34?4
33J4
119
119
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listed

in

ments

Gaiety,

for

the

—

of

of

Remodeling Palestine, Tex., House

—A

MacGregor featured.
"The Cohens and

exclusively'.

.A.tlantic

is

re-

^

Kellys

the

in-,

City."

"Red Hot Speed,"

starring Regin-

Denny.

ald

"Jazz Alad," with Jean Hersholt,
particularly
adaptable
to
sound
treatment because of its musical

idii

theme.

tOlllI

"Man,

"Red

playi

leaii

Woman

and Wife," featuring Norman Kerry, Pauline Starke,
Kenneth Harlan and Marian Nixon.
featuring

Liiis,"

;oa(

fori
der.

Tl

Charles

Rogers and Marian Nixon.
"That Blonde," a Laura La

Arbitration

Voted

Ban

a

in

Planti

min

is

at Pittsburgh

(Continued from

also

page

Here on Honeymoon
Maurice Silverstone, managing

di-

rector of Allied Artists, Ltd., U. A'i

1)

announced

decision to send representatives to the
three day convention called at Duluth
July 10 by W. A. Steffes, president
uf the Northwest exhibitor unit.
its

English

unit,

is

in

New

York.

0{

Sunday he was married to DorothJ
Littman.
Together they return
London when Joseph M. SchencI
sails sometime ne.xt month.

North Carolina Postpones
son
Annual Exhibitor Meeting mo
(Continued from page

of Keota has purchased the Al ai
here.

1)

scheduled to open yesbeen postponed indefinitely.
No reason for the postponement has been given, but it is probal)le tliat a date for the gathering
later in the vear will be set.

Chi

Cliri

Coai

New Owner at New London, la.
New London, la. A. G. Richard

Yorl

pecti

lii.w

hibitor unit,
terday, has

jiicti

\tOOi

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

dislr

Kansas and Mo. Unit Meeting
Wichita, Kan. Kansas and west-

—

ern Missouri exhibitors are slated to
open their two-day convention here
this morning.
R. R. Biechele is expected to be reelected to the presidency.
He is a member of the contract committee named at the Trade
Pracice Conferenre.
golf tourna-

A

scheduled

is

tomorrow

Attractions

bt

for

edie;

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

ly

Acts

ii:

C;

Lf

tatifl

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Wlli(

after-

noon.

Strombergs Sailing

Hunt Stromberg and his wife arrived in New York City yesterday,
and

Europe on the
Berengaria tomorrow for a European
will

sail

YOU'LL US£ IT

EVERY DAY

for

vacation.

^ If

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

summer.

wi

Cloth Bound
of

FREE

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

closed

I

1000 Pages

"Do
»lii(

TO
siipf

Film Daily

CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

ter-

List

1)

feature.

SUBSCRIBERS

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

of

"The Port

Palestine, Tex.
Cartmel!
modeling the Temple.

pictures

;i

Closes Deal

distribution
Missing Girls."

page

"Tlie

George Dromgold, Pathe writer, is
owner of a cocoanut grove in Tahiti.
There are no taxes, the sun furnishes
the heating and help is but $7
month.

film

Lima House Closed
The State here is

Lima, O.

DALY

Joe Friedman, veteran exchayigeman, is back in Neiv York all pepped
up over Universal's prospects in
Germany.
Joe,
with
customary
energy, has put over the Berlin ofIce since taking charge.

golf tournament
to be held here early in July.

Ch icago

Pittsburgh— Harry F. Grelle
Supreme Film Co. has acquired
ritorial

the

Pittsburgh Plans Tournament
Pittsburgh— Max Shulgold, FBO
manager, is in charge of arrange-

for the

Grelle

at

York.

(s)

is

tional

first

15

(Continued from

KUMLER

JOHN

comedy

97

Bond Market.
Curb Market.
Over the Counter (Bid and Asked).

Stock Exchange
NOTE: Balaban & Katz

Free Paper Offered to Put
Over M-G-M Joy Week

time in America last night
Movietone in a sound picture
which was presented at the premiere

88

29/

from page 1)
is still pending.
If the unit is successful, similar actions will be filed
everywhere in this territory where a
non-theatrical is competing unfairl.\with licensed theaters.

"U"

1928-29

Last Warning," now be nff
of the Pan- made by Paul Leni with Laura La'
W.
theon, Toledo, is a firm believer Flante as star; "The Girl on the
.11
First National product.
To prove Barge," the Rupert Hughes story1928-29 out- now being directed at Whitehall, N.
it he has signed for the
This will l)e the Y. by Edward Sloman, with Sally
put 100 per cent.
third year he has played First Na- O'Neil, Jean Hersholt and Malcolni,

association

via

Last Prices Quoted.

(b)

1)

(.Continued

the

85

That's That

By PHIL M.

ment

15

.

putie

bookings.
Arrangements
have been made with manufacturers
of paper and felt pennants, balloons,
5
streamers and confetti to supply these
1,300 accessories on a minimum cost ba200 sis.
A special press sheet has been
prepared to put over Joy Week programs, and the company's exploiteers
are co-operating with exhibitors.

100
2,100

.

(s)
(s)
(b)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)

from

N.W. Unit Awaits Action
on Stopping School Shows

Sales

Close

& Katz..

Con.
do

28

January.

Financial

.

of

the new president. On reorganizing
the business force. Wells will return
to California to continue production.
Furst is a retired steel man and
with Wells has lieen interested in the
production end of the business beftire
buying in on First Division, last

225.

.

demands

tired as president and is en route to
California.
Robert S. Furst, who
now owns the controlling interest, is

—

.

protection

{Continued

—

Seat.
6s 36

TifTany-

Reorganization of
First Div. Under Way

THE

(s) Am.
(c-b) do

Educational,

and the Standard Film Servict
Co. had previously notified the Association that they would meet the
Stalil

exhibitor
days.

And

Sound Film on

1)

firm has first and second runs in the
city with the agreement that they

Cleveland.

at

18
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Fox Assets
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Sound pictures were discussed at
dinner given by Hal Roach to 35
jlayers, directors and departmental
leads, with plans outhned for the
comedies to be made utiHzing sound,
loach has secured a 15 year license
^or production of sound pictures unWestern
Those who

ler

addition to
^nin Shipman,
bn

piij

Electric patents.
addressed the diners,

Roach, were: BenjaWarren Doane. H. M.

Shipman
New York

and Leo McCarey.

'alker
recently returned from
/here "he investigated angles of the

sound

film

already gone into production, will be
incandescent
with
filmed
entirely
lighting.
Oliver Marsh will head
the camera battery with Victor SeaThe cast include
strom directing.
Ralph Forbes, Theodore Roberts,
Alma Rubens, Polly Ann Young and
Frank Reicher.

hristie

Returns to Coast
After Conferences

Charles Christie, vice president of
Christie Film Co., has left for the
ICoast after a month spent in New
While in New York Mr.
York.
jChristie conferred with Paramount

ti,f"S

officials

on sound juctures.

pected to
his

He

is

ex-

make an announcement

of

company's plans regarding sound

pictures as soon as he reaches Holly-

wood.
Seeking Distribution

Kesselman has left for New
York where he will negotiate for the
distribution in the independent market of his series of Fan-Maid comdies,
in

ly

recently
signed a three year contract with
Paramomit, has been loaned to Inspiration Pictures to write the adaptation and continuity, as well as
sui)ervise the research, on Rupert
story,

"She Goes

King,

recently

Hit)

ration of his script for the spectacle
which will be Caddo's next for
United Artists. Del Andrews is assisting with the continuity of the
from
recently
purchased
original

Howard Hughes
Mizner.
the Mizner story
film
to
planning
Jis
on a $1,000,000 basis, using several
Wilson

of his contract stars in the cast,

IT

y

Boun

War."

to

by

signed

Boycc-Smith as director general
Inspiration,

will

direct.

S^ictor

of

Griffith.

Louis
Prival,

Raymond

$867, .154. 22
441,085.73

Miscellaneous

1.308,439.95

Inventories
Released negative and positive residual
XJnreleased necrative and positive
Work in process
Advertising matter
Scenarios unproduced
Investments in stage productions
:

I

14,578,452.63

$19,676,601.24
Total current and working assets
22,724,366.40
Investments in other companies, including proportionate share of profits....
Land, building, machinery, equipment,
$15,158,953.25
Furniture
2,453,593.34
Less reserve for depreciation

and

the production which will
released through United Artists.

King
be

investments
surrender value

in

life

insurance

policies.

$559,807.61
459,587.97

expenses

1,019,395.58
$56,4138,811.09

LIABILITIES
Accounts

and accruefl expenses:

]ia\'able

Sundry trade

and provision

creditors, accrued expenses

$1,569,880.11
1,850,000.00
767,207.00

Total

current

Building,

Inc.

(self

liquidating)

serial

gold

Guaranteed

Corp. maturing serially
Tune
1945
Less retired and cancelled

".'Kdrienne

for the screen.
will go into production
part of July.

The

picture
in the early

1,

1926.

$1,620,000.00

mortgage
Film
Realty

First

1942
Less

Kid's
"The
William James Craft will

Clever."

direct.

Niblo Completing Film
Fred Niblo is nearing completion
of production of

"War

6%

sinking fund gold bonds of the Fox
Corp.
maturing
serially
to
1,
Tan.
$1,700,000.00
and cancelled
51,000.00

retired

1,649,000.00
First

mortgage

6%

Realty Corp.
1 942
1

Less

Kalhrvn

in the

Hughes Gets More Planes
Howard Hughes has purchased

California,

gold bonds of the Fox
maturing up to March

cancelled

$4,000,000.00
120,000.00

sinking

of

fund

and

retired

3,880.000.00

Other

7,149,000.00
111,000.00
88,281.49

mortgages

Reserve

Total

Net worth

income tax

Federal

for

liabilities

11,662,061.98

:

Capital stock of no par value:
.Authorized, 900.000 shares of Class "A" and 100,000 shares
of Class "R."
Issued and outstanding, 667.216 shares of Class "A" and
100,000 shares of Class "I!"
Surplus, per attached account

30.180.000.00
14.596,749.1

44,776.749.11

Dark,"

$56,438,811.00
which is to open about Aug. 1 in CONiSOLIDATED SURPLUS AND PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT MARCH
31, 1928
New York. Greta Garbo is starred, Surplus. Dec. 31, 1927
$14,000,394.92
Conrad
to
surplus
including
Ailditions
the supporting cast
Profit for period from Uec. 31. 1927 to March 31, 1928 $1,451,842.68
Nagel, Betty Blythe and Gustav von
:

Deduct provision

for Federal

income tax

88,281.49

Sevffertitz.

1.363.561.19

McGowan to Make
P. McGowan has
J.
to direct

serial

thriller,

Carr Film
been signed
"The China-

$15,363,956.11

Deductionsl from surplus:
Dividesd payable April

Surplus

March

31,

1928
1928

16.

Francis Ford,

Jr.

"First Kiss" Unit Leaves

"Night Watch" Completed
Hilhc Dove'.s latest

First

National

Night Watch" has
picture,
.Mcxander Korda
been completed.
Donald Reed, Paul Lucas
directed
and Nicholas Soussanin are in the

"The

.

bound.

767.207.00
$14, 596, 749^1

Trem-Carr Prod,

24
York,
After only one day in New
additional war-type airplanes to take
company,
Kiss"
"First
Paramount's
part in final sequences of his $2,000,from Maryland is back ni Hol000 aviation spectacle, "Hell's An- up
Gary Cooper and Leslie cast.
Thirty-two ships, and a Ger- lywood.
gels."
remained for a few
however,
Fenton,
simulman bomber, will take part
"Sliow Boat" Role for La Plante
Manhattan.
in
vacationing
of
taneously in a battle scene of the days
Laura La Plante has been cast for
Lee,
V.
Rowland
Chandler and
Half a dozen camera ships Lane
picture.
role of Magnolia in "Show Boat."
the
Hollywooddirector, are among those
will take the air to photographic the
She will wear a dark wig.
action.

bonds of Fox
by Fox Film
to
June 1.
$1,800,000.00
180,000.00

,

"U" Signs Kathryn Crawford

$4,187,087.11
126.693.38

liabilities

Advance payments for film service
Funded debt;
First mortgage leasehold (>'/•%
"

Lecouvreur" is temporary title of Fred Niblo's next production for M-G-M. It is a French
costume play written by Scribe and
LeGoude. Dorothy Farnum is adapt-

Federal income

for

1927
Notes payable
Dividend payable
tax,

Philadelphia

it

$38,869.58
274.218.38
313,087.96

Deferred charges:
Rriiid
discount and
Prepaid expenses

Next Set

Niblo's

of

town Mystery," for
Beaudine Preparing
This will be
for Syndicate Pictures.
Polly Young Assigned
Director William Beaudine is col- McGowan's first independent producAnn Young has been assignPolly
on
Josephson
by
Julien
with
original
laborating
The story is an
tion
in
John Gill>ert's "The
role
ed
a
title,
cast
"Do Your Duty," temporary
Francis Ford and includes in its
which Victor
which is to star Charlie Murray for Joe Bonomo, Ruth Hyatt, Francis Mask of the Devil,"
is slated to direct.
Seastrom
wdl
Asher
and
E. M,
First National.
Ford, Al Boffert, Paul Malvm
supervise.

$7,008,855.82
4,958.653.73
1,696,004.97
312,715.91
439,030.05
163,192.15

value

in-

Wolheim, Ben Lyon, Lucien
John Darrow and others.

cluding

:

Film customers

are associated with

Edward Halperin

Crawford, former nuisistar, has been signed to
comedy
cal
featuring Jack Cooper, formernext
l)lay opposite Glen Tryon in his
Sennett comedies.

Caddo's Next Is Mizner Story
Lewis Milestone has started prepa-

$3,775,116.16
14,592.50

owned

.\ccoiints receivable- -less reserve

("ash

Howard Estabrook, who

production,
Acti

Cash
Mortgages

12,705,359.91

ing

Wyn

$56,438,811

Sundry

Estabrook Writing Script

Henry

3orei

turn

John Gilbert's new starring picture,
"The Mask of the Devil," which has

Hughes'

possibilities.

u
k.

Plans

Incandescent Lighting
for New Gilbert Film

LICENSE

Now

three months' financial statement of Fox Film Corp. and subsidiaries, as noted, shows a net profit of $1,363,561 after taxes as against
The detailed statement for the
$806,983 for the same quarter of 1927.
quarter ending March 31, 1928, follows:
ASSETS
,
,.,

The

Roach Maps Sound
COMEDY PRODUCER GETS

!!>

Cooper,

Fenton Return to Coast
Gary Cooper and Leslie Fenton,
of "The First Kiss" company have
left
New York to resume work at
the Paramount studios on the Coast.

Theodore Roberts Returning
Theodore Roberts, after an absence
of more than two years, returns to
the screen in John Gilbert's new
starring picture "The Mask of the
Devil."

Louise Brooks Going Abroad
Louise Brooks is leaving soon on
a vacation rip to Europe.
I

Beginning Immediately!!!

UNIVERSAL
WILL
SYNCHRONIZE

18
PICTURES
THE FIRST TEN
OF WHICH WILL BE

"UNCLE TOM^S CABIN^^
"THE MAN WHO LAUGHS"
"THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC CITY"
"THAT BLONDE"
"THE GIRL ON THE BARGE"
"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY"
"RED LIPS"
"THE LAST WARNING"
"MAN WOMAN AND WIFE"
"RED HOT SPEED"

**

UNCLE TOM*S

CABIN**

AND

*'THE

WHO

MAN

LAUGHS**

WILL BE MADE

WITH MOVIETONE
"UNCLE TOM'S CABIN" WILL HAVE
THE WORLD FAMOUS

Dixie Jubilee Singers
ALSO ERNO RAPEE'S AUGMENTED
SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA—AND ALL THE
OTHER EFFECTS MADE POSSIBLE BY THE
EXTRAORDINARY DRAMA OF THIS GREAT
PRODUCTION.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN
Ready July 20
EXTRA—UNIVERSAL WILL ALSO SYNCHRONIZE
ALL SHORT PRODUCT THAT LENDS ITSELF TO
SYNCHRONIZATION.

WATCH FOR

Further Sensational announcements

by

UNIVERSAL

PATHE SETS
Specials to

vellous

be

new

CECIL

B.

\

Sjoiij

RCA

DeMILLE*S

lith

**KING OF
KINGS**
and
t^THE GODLESS GIRL**
by
Macpherson
Jeanie

ton
ith(

icei

ith

i

tal

rod

I
*ith

;or)

lab;

RCA

PHOTO- N
synchronized ^v^ith the sensational
PHONE musical and effect accompaniment.
t
8

OTHER SPECIALS TO BE SYNCHRONIZED
ON THE PATHE 1928*29 PROGRAM

Besides taking the lead in introducing the revolutionary new RCA Photophone by embellishing "The Godless Girl," the most talked about of the forthcoming road show specials, and
the most important individual release of the year "The King of Kings," with the marvellous
new RCA Photophone equipment, Pathe has selected from its program for 1928-29, eight
other special productions for synchronization.

The following spectacular pictures will be enhanced with the unprecedented new
tainment factors introduced by RCA Photophone:

THIS
^

IS

enter-

PATHES YEAR-d

CE

with 10 Big

ronized with mar-

i

HOTOPHONE
"SHOW FOLKS"
Lina Basquette, Eddie Quillan and Robert ArmFrom the original story by Phillip Dunning, coRalph Block Associated Proithor of "Broadway."
ith

'

I

i

"NOISY NEIGHBORS"

rong.

n

cer.

«

(f
ith
jal

THE

"THE LEATHERNECK"

SPIELER"

Jacqueline Logan and Alan Hale. From an origRalph Block Associate
story by Elliott Clawson.

roducer.
))

"ANNAPOLIS"
ith Jeanette

ory by F.

Loff and John

McGrew

Willis.

Mack Brown.
Directed by

W.

Original
Christy

NED McCOBB'S DAUGHTER"
Nilsson, Robert Armstrong. Adapted by
eulah Marie Dix, from the Theatre Guild hit by Sid-

/ith
ay

Boyd, with Lina Basquette, Robert
Armstrong, Alan Hale. Directed by Howard Higgin.
From an original
Ralph Block, Associate Producer.
story by Elliott Clawson.

starring William

"SQUARE SHOULDERS"
From an
with Junior Coghlan and George Duryea.
by Beulah Marie Dix. Directed by Frank
Urson.

original story

'abanne,
0-

with Eddie Quillan and the famous Quillan family. From
an original story by George Dromgold and Sanford
Hewitt. A Hector Turnbull Production.

Anna Q.

Howard.

"LISTEN BABY"
with Lina Basquette and Eddie Quillan from the Red
Book Magazine story by Elsie Janis and Gene Markey.

"The Godless Girl" at the Gaiety Theatre in New York
and the Biltmore Theatre, Los Angeles in August will be the world's first

The premiere

of

demonstration of RCA Photophone, the sensationally perfected equipment created by the combined engineering staffs of General Electric,
Westinghouse and Radio Corporation of America.
er-

•

(

T ON THE BAND WAGON

Tuesday, June

Portland Suburbans Now
Face New Competition

Newspaper Opinions

Portland,

Ore.

changed from a

— The

a split-week policy.
Electric sound projection
is
to be installed, after

Fox
Gaiety

AMERICAN—*

box
the
office l)u!rs-eye, for it contains all the prepie
picture
pretentious
a
of
requisites
•
beauty, action and romance.
*

*

hit

will

DAILY MIRROR—*

*

Highbrows may

*

romantic theme
"Fazil," and the superficial treatment it
resent

extravagant

the

intermarriage.
racial
devotees of the
of
o
school
desert"
^

suljject
of
the
for
the millions
••burnina-sands-c)f-the

cords

But

DAILY NEWS — *

cinema

"Fazil"

art,

is

ot
ac-

simply immense.
*

*

The Movietone

*

*

*

is a n;reat help to this picture,
certainly needs something to enliven
versatility
his
Farrell proves
action.
the
with
liy assuming this role and getting away
nicely, when previously he had done nothit

which

ing
is

but sweet American boy parts.
lovely to look upon, and a good

Greta
actress

* *

too.

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

*

Greta

is

and while Farrel doesn't do any actAs to the
he makes a romantic hero.

lovely
ing,

desert drama itself, it's all rather absurd
receipts of films like "The Sheik" leave
but
behind then; convincing prints in the shifting
**
.sands of the box office. *

—

EVENING WORLD—*

*

Miss Nisscn
and cold.
sincere
*

—

beautiful,
a doubt that she handles her hisbut she didn't move us
trionics passably,
* *
once in the entire length of the picture.
* * * a weak film at its best
spite of an excellent movietone accomin
Farrell
paniment, some striking shots of
draped in princely robes of the desert and
Nissen,
Miss
.several attractive closeups of
draping a period bed or reposing in entrancing splendor while the camera caught patches
shadow lace on nightgowns as
black
of
*
flimsv as the story itself.
is

ravishing,

There

isn't

GRAPHIC —

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * whether you
enjoy a pictorial exposition of the theory or
not it is probable that you will be annoyed
by the imitation "Sheik" quality of the film,
by its general lethargy, by its convention'
ality of manner and by its lack of really upstanding drama. * *
POST * * * It is our unhappy duty this
cheery morning to inform you that "Fazil"
dreary beyond all human apprehension,
is
and further to note that its Araby love is
Parisian reactions worse than
puerile,
its
simple-minded and the penmanship of Allah
an illiterate scrawl. *
TIMES * * * Glamourous scenes on the
waters of Venice, in Parisian nallrooms ana
under Eastern skies fail to atone for the

—

—

WORLD — *

*
narrative. *
the kind which is all
legs and bosom; the kind,

the

inconsistencies of
*

*

neck, shoulders,
in other words, which is designed to make
plenty of money, and to the devil what any
of your silly old snooty friends may have
to

say about

it.

*

*

*

Conduct Sunday Vote Canvass

is

conducting

a

canvass through a vote coupon printed in each edition of the paper.
Elvery member of the family of voting age is entitled to vote. There is
considerable discussion over the issue here.

Remodel Galveston Theater

—

Galveston, Tex.
A. Martini has
completely remodeled the Martini at
a

cost

of

$50,000,

and

installed

Movietone.

Firebug Suspected at Cedartown

—

Cedartovvn,

Ga.
Fire believed to
have been of incendiary origin, caused
damage estimated at $10,000 at tli.e
Grand. Joe Wheeler, who also has
the Capitol, Montgomery, Ala., is
owner.
R. E. Long is manager.

Free Shows at Verndale, Minn.
Minneapolis Free shows are being offered every Saturday evening
at N'erndale, Minn.

—

house probably will go to 35 cents.
The new policy is expected to hit
business of suburban houses, many
of which already have cut to 15
cents from 25 cents, with more exto
follow
suit.
Tebbet's
pected
Oriental has been seeking to boost
business by offering two-for-one admissions to matinees.

Leonard Plans Sound
Film Musical Comedy
IVcst

Bureau,

Coast

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Value

sound

of

like
try
to
out
in
my next prosaid Leonard.
"An idea that is
practicable and would constitute a real
test of talking motion pictures.
"What I have in mind is, briefly, to produce a full length musical comedy in color
with talking pictures.
"Such a production, will of course, require a combination of the technique of the
stage and screen.
It will require an original
book, original songs, and original lines.
It
could be better staged than the usual musical
shows, since the motion picture would permit
us to choose locations wherever we pleased,
exterior or interior, and at the same time
to have many more locations than stage fa-

would

duction,"

now

will

cilities

permit."

Neeper Returns
Creed

manager
poration,

York

A.

Neeper,

of

the

has

"The Drag Net"
(Paramount)
weeks in advance of playdates, a teaser campaign was started
using a card upon which was copy
reading, "24 hours to leave town

—

—

The

police drag net is out
The underworld nmst go."
These cards
were placed in store windows and
tacked on poles, fences and other
conspicuous places.
The police department loaned several pairs of

handcuffs, old guns, etc. for use in
the lobby which made an interesting

display.— T. Y. Walker, Noble, AnAla.

niston,

to

the

"Drums

of

sales

—

E.
in the center of lobby.
E. Whitaker, Rex, Spartanburg, S. C.

placed

"The Gay Defender"

of

two

the Warner publicity
staff, under direction of A. P. Waxman, advertising and publicity head.
Serializations and radio tie-ups have
been placed under Glenn's supervision. He joined the company two
weeks ago. Glenn will make personal contacts with newspaper editors
divisions

of

and
visit
broadcasting
stations.
While he managed the Circle at Indianapolis, Glenn made a number

Standard Buys Trinity

—

Cleveland Jess Fishman of Standard Film Service Co., has purchased
the Trinity franchise for his Cleveland,

Cincinnati,

burgh

and

Pitts-

Harry
Segal,
Royal Film Exchange

president of
of Boston, has purchased the Trinity
Pictures franchises for his territory.

Leo Starting World Tour
Leo, the M-G-M lion, begins his
world tour Wednesday with a banquet and reception at the National
press Club in Washington.
The
trip is an exploitation stunt to boost

M-G-M

(Paramount)

Detroit

exchanges.

pictures.

Mailed a pass to all the high school
graduates on Richard Dix with the
Holbrook Bliim Dies
theater management's compliments
Holbrook Blinn, 56, one of the
The leading actors of the American stage,
on their graduation occasion.
students were pleased and most all of died Sunday in New York of septic
them brought with them the entire poisoning, from an injury to his arm
Frank suffered in a fall from a horse, June
family to see this production.
Norton, Tivoli, Portsmouth, Va.
10.
He formerly starred in several
pictures.

New

Harold Lloyd Corp.
two months' absence. Neeper

attended the sessions of the Paramount convention held in W^ashington, Detroit and San Francisco.
At
the close of the San Francisco meeting he started on a tour of the Parain the

Glerm with Warners
S. Glenn is in charge

Love"

(United Artists)
Featured hearts in lobby to bring
The
out the "love" atmosphere.
hearts were rather large and were
cut out from beaverboard. Stills from
the picture were mounted and copy
about the title and play dates were
painted on in large letters. Two of
the hearts on either side of the lobby
approach rested on easels while another was suspended from the center
of the marquee and still another wa^

"Glorious Betsy"

office of the

after a

Allan

of radio talks.

Harold Lloyd Cor-

returned

board.

Two

—

to N. Y.

assistant

Atlanta Fifty cases, believed to be
a record, were disposed of at the recent meeting of the joint arbitration

pic-

tures will never be completely tested
until sound pictures are staged with
the same care and attention to detail
as is now the case with stage productions, according to R. Z. Leonard,
who, prior to coming to pictures had
a long and varied career on the stage.
He was both actor and producer.
In the latter capacity he produced
140 musical shows.
"I have an itlea in my own mind that I

mount exchanges

—

Peekskill, N. Y.
To determine
how the city is divided on the Sunday show question, the newspaper,

"The Daily Union,"

equipment
which the

ac-

companiment

—

Western

with
"Fazil"

1928

50 Cases Disposed of
in Day by Atlanta Board

Rivoli
has
a second run

first to

26,

West, South

and East.
Cleveland Tourney Postponed
Cleveland The film golf tournament, announced for June 22, has
been postponed indefinitely.
The

—

tournament was called off at the last
minute because it has rained every
day, and there were slight prospects
of getting a big crowd out at this
time. A new date will be announced
for later in the summer.

(Warners)

Worked

a

new

twist

to

the

Broadcast Voice and Television
Chicago
A successful broadcast
of the voice with television was made
over Station WCFL. A view of the
experimenter's head and shoulders
was broadcast with his voice and received
by the inventors of the
process, M. J. Hayes and Ulysses

—

midnight show idea by planning a
Engraved inspecial performance.
vitations were sent out to a selected
of patrons advising them of a
list
special "Buffet Supper Screening"
Tickets were
production.
of
the
charged at the regular advanced rate Znarbria.
but a gala air was given the occasion
by the presence of Mayor Frank X.
J. C. Scott Buys House
Schwab and other municipal officials
Tekamah, Neb.
J. C. Scott of
who occupied the boxes as guests. Washington, D. C, has purchased
At the conclusion refreshments were the Lyric from Will A. Bowker.
served on the mezzanine. The performance was not only a sell-out, but
Organize Ohio Company
was additionally profitable as a pubCleveland Maphion Theater Co.
licity
stunt since it secured many has been
incorporated by O. P.
extra notices in the local news col- Moon, E. L. Heasley and Roscoe M.
umns. William M. Raynor, Lafay- Ewing.

—

—

—

ette,

Royal Goes to N. Y.
Cleveland
John F. Royal, recently appointed general manager of
the eastern division Keith houses, has
gone to New York to make his head-

out

Buffalo.

—

"Laugh, Clown, Laugh"

(M-G-M)
The

Freshfield Dance Palace coby playing the "Laugh,

operated

Starts Summer Policy
Kingston, N. Y.
The summer
policy has been started by the Orpheum, a double feature with three
weekly changes.

—

Clown, Laugh" number and featurBuys Northport Theater
and ing it on their program every night.
Northport, N. Y. James J. Geller,
prior to that, managed the Hippo- They also had a singer who rendered
drome, also a Keith house.
Frank the song each evening. It was ar- New York City newspaper man, has
Hines succeeds Royal at the Palace. ranged with the Freshfield orchestra purchased the Northport.
singer to broadcast this song over
Georgia Theater Burned
AnnounceEllis Recovered
the radio on Sunday.
Cedartown, Ga. — Fire at the Grand
Jacksonville, Fla.
C. B. Ellis, ments were made regularly of the
FBO manager, has recovered from picture in all broadcasting. Stanley caused a loss of $10,000. C. E. Long
is manager
influenza and returned to duty.
Chambers, Miller, Wichita, Kans.
quarters
ager of

there.

Royal

Keith's

Palace

—

was

man-

here,

—

—

.

I

I

:

operators. Stagehands

Mapping So^pd Film Stand

iTHE
i^<*NEWSPAPER

all the news
Iallthe time

/"FILMDOM
rOU XLIV

Wednesday, June

No. 75

Protection
^^ RQWING
time

11
-J-

1^^

tious

jion.

The

slips

more serious as
by is the vexa-

problem
picture

of protec-

is

something

ike this

Class
On one side,
a
representing
theaters, each

you

\.

nillion

find

and upwards

in

invest-

nent, charging sixty or seventyive cents in admission, and pay-

ng anywhere from

four to five

rental.
in
figures
.Practically all of them are tied

They

erests.

are

in-

demanding

ind getting extended clearance
)n every film they play.
The counterweight in the
icale is the vast unorganized exlibitor, the fellows whose theiters are found on the fringe
vvhich surrounds the de luxe
)peration; who charge ten, fifeen or twenty-five cents, show
subsequent runs and pay the
distributor a modest sum for
)roduct. They, too, are entitled
:o some sort of clearance, but
he boys in the big money class

riding high in the saddle and
io the requests of the smaller
brethren more often than not
ire

all

on unresponsive

ears.

In a Few Days
come

to light
a very
which
plan
of
a
detail
he
mportant circuit has concocted to
you
If
theaters.
its
.afeguard
hought Balaban and Katz were getthe
away with murder

Shortly there

will

m

ing
until
.overeign state of Illinois, wait
It's sweet
rou learn about this one.
-for the circuit in question. What
operator on the
s in store for the
But
lutside isn't very apparent.
about
talk
to
supposed
rou're not
hat.

It's

bad

taste to

do

so.

Fresh Film
Class

A

houses

EQUIPMENT INTERCHANGEABLY
ui n ncnniES m
Going Up
W.
However,
Rests on Them,
E.
Statement Says

Responsibility,

Protection, long a subject of
controversy in the industry, is
due to project itself in the
limelight within the next few
days. New extended clearance
demands to be made will turn
former long protection advocates green writh envy, and
prove them to be pikers on the

SOmj NKfi PUH

USE

Synchronization of the 36 features
Classics,
Tiffany
Color
the
scheduled for release in 1928-29 is
called for in plans now being comExecutives
pleted by Tiffany-Stahl.

and

company

the

of

sound picture

"The

are

negotiating

a

the

subject.

Toilers,"

first of

the ten spe-

on the new program,

will be
synchronized, it is
understood.
The production, made
by Reginald Barker, is slated for an
extended Broadway run in fall.
George Jessel, who has just completed "The Ghetto" suggested by
"The Schlemiehl," will, it is said, be
heard and seen in this picture scheduled for early release.
cials

first

picture

Brookhart
Industry

Bill

Up

Probe of
in

SYNCHRONIZATION tOEA
Columbia Pictures

many

pictures

mand, according

will

as

synchronize

exhibitors

to Joe Brandt,

de-

who

says the company is committed to
synchronization idea, but is as yet undecided on the method to be used.
Sen. The first picture tO' be synchronized

Brookhart

(Continued

in-

vestigation of the industry are slated
to come up at the December session
Congress, Chairman A. Julian
of
Brylawski, of the national legislative
committee of the M.P.T.O.A. points
out in a review of the legislative
situation made in his report to President R. F. WoodhuU.
The proposition of having the
(Continued on Page 4)

on

page

2)

on

page

2)

equipment."
This was the official statement
made yesterday by Electrical Research Products, Western El<'clric
subsidiary, which markets Vitaphone,
Movietone and Firnatone equipment.
The "responsibility" referred to is on
results obtained, it is understood.

Western

Electric,

was

it

stated,

has made no arrangement with any
other manufacturer of sound picture
equipment for use of either film or
projection apparatus interchangeably
with W. E. equipment, and any exhibitor who projects on W. E. equip(Continued

page

on

2)

PHOTOPHONTrOBE USED

New

Trial Denied in Suit
of Duell vs. Lillian Gish

U'cjt

Coast

Bureau,

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

— Motion
new

of
in

rOR 10 PATHE PICTURES

Charles

Ten

his suit

program

Duell, Jr., for a
Gish
for
alleged
Lillian
against
breach of contract, was denied by
Federal Judge Marshall McComb.
trial

Local Unions Expected to Deal
With the Problem Individually

pictures of the
will

RCA-Photophone
King

Lasky Optimistic Over

New

Season

Plans for

its

1928-29 Pathe

be synchronized by the
process.

"The

Kings" and "The Godless
previously were announced,

of

Girl,"

eight additional pictures now
slated to utlize sound.
"The King
of Kings" is slated for release Sept.
29, when it is to play around 200
day and date first runs. Other pictures to be synchronized are:

with

"Show

Folks."

Lina Basquctte,
on page 2)

with

(Continued

Ed-

stand on sound pic-

tures are being mapped out by the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees and M. P. Opera-

for the industry generally,
tors through its general executive
No argument andOutlook
itled to protection.
in particular, "is very
Paramount,
howThey will be ready for anoperator,
board.
little
The
ibout that.
encouraging," Jesse L. Lasky, vice
has some
nouncement soon after President
for
ver, is still in business. He
production
of
president in charge
It
shots
William Canavan returns from a
•ights along with the big
Paramount, stated yesterday on his
busigood
and
seems expedient—
t
New York from Europe vacation in St. Louis in about a
ninety return to
Paramount month.
less— to give a first run sixty,
Kaufmann.
Al
with
protection over all
Employment of projectionists in
)r even 120 days
for 1928 should show a gain
earnings
(Continued on Page 4)
But when
(Continued on page 2)
)thers, by all means do it.
talks
which,
matter
no
my circuit,
"A Naturall" says Daily Review of "U. S.
over "Perfectly made," says Daily Review of Smith."— Advt.
ibout nine months' clearance
Advt.
Smith."—
Gotham's "U. S.
{Continued

use various sound

December

and
bill
Walsh's resolution for a general

The

COLUMBIA COMMrnED TO

as

may

Exhibitors

films interchangeably, but, so far as
Western Electric is concerned, burden of responsibility for any exhibitor
endeavoring to make the experiment,
"would of course be his own and not
that of the manufacturer of the

license.

Outlook for

are, of course, en-

MAY USE SOUND

EXHIBITORS

ubstantial

n with producer-distributor

Price 5 Cents

1928

27,

Musicians' Stand Held

Uncertain at Baltimore

—

Baltimore With three first runs
here to have synchronization equipment next season, the Metropolitan,
New and Rivoli, the stand of musiNo
cians is considered uncertain.
contracts with the union has been
signed, with the ok! agreement slated
to expire

by Aug.

"Gotham's 'U. S.
Film Daily review.

—

1.

Smith"
Advt.

delicious,"

sayC

Wednesday, June

And

(Continued from Page 1)

Cents
Vol. XLIV No. 7S Wednesday, June 27, 1928 Price 5

PUBLISHER

JOHN W. ALICOATE

charges ten
ask you what

theater

that

fifteen

we

all

cents,
coming to

anyway?

and
is

it

Films don't mean a damn unless
they reach screens while the public
Fresh product
remembers them.

That's That

(Continued from Page 1)

DALY

By PHIL M.

ji

of the 36 pictures

ESKIND, managing
of the New Kentucky,

BEN
tor

sonville,

to Synchronization

Ky.,

this

direc-

Madi-

week purchased

With one new release FBO's product for the 1928-29 proup on another in the quick gram 100 per cent, the first exhiborder which prevails today, unreason- itor in the country to purchase
and unseasonable protection FBO's complete new line-up.
able
merely means that film is dead, except for the favored circuit house
Gordon White, advertising and
which gets away with an unfair prac- publicity head of Educational, is]
tice merely because the massed buy- vacatioyiing with his
family at San'
ing power of which it is only one Jovite, Quebec.
unit successfully swings the hammer.
means money.
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at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1928) by Wid's Films and Pilrn
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piling

KANN

THE

—

—

—

tts.

Seat.
(s) Am.
(c-b) do 6s 36
*
Katz
&
Bal.
(c) Con. Fm. Ind.
14H
24
do pfd.
(c)
17114
(s) East. Kodak
...
do pfd.
*(s)
Insp.
(c) Film
*Cs) First Nat. pfd. lO-i"
(s) Fox Fm. "A", 23Ji
(c) Fox Thea. "A" 75M
*(c) Intern. Proj..
(b) Keiths 6s 46. 52"
Inc.
(s) Loew's
101
(s)
do pfd.
do 6s 41ww. 107
(b)
(b)
do 6s 41x-war 99?^
*(s) M-G-M pfd.
(s) M. P. Cap.
26"
Cir.
(s) Orph.
do pfd.
(s)
175^
F-L . 125 y2
(s) Para.
(s) do pfd. ...
do 6s 47
(b)
99H
(b) Par.By.5^s51. 101
5'/«
(s) Pathe
do "A"
(s)
18)4
do 7s 37 .. 70
(b)
30
(o) Roxy "A"
(o)
do units
31^
do com.
(o)
5J4
(o) Skour?s Bros.. 38H
38'4
Stanley Co.
4
(o) Technicolor
35^
(c) Trans-Lux
12
(o) United Art.
80
(o)
do pfd.
2
(o) Univ. Ch. com.
75
(o)
do pfd.

345^
997A
74J4

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

23 '/8
75'.'.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

171
124
3Vs
104

23)4
75Vi

500
200
300

100
6,900

700

13

Sl%

95^
51^

100)4 lOOM
106)4 107
99^
99/2
2554

.

.

24

164"

.

.

14

14
24
171

26"

1,300

300
5
1

17 Vz

600
700

USVz

3,100

126
99)4
1005/2 100J4

"4

-

17!4
125

.

99

H

5

5

1834

69%

18)4
70

2

1,600
100
3

32

6-4
3914

Mary Pickford

without her
trade mark.

curls

May Use

appear
that were her
ivill

*(s)
(c)
(s)

do

Pict.

100

15

pfd
Bros.

Warner
do

"A"

.

.

.

.

29/2
3454

•(c-b) do ey^s 28..

97
30
3554
119

(Continued from Page

sibility.

Practicability of so using

sound

film

makes on Western Electric
machines, or of using Western Elecof other

way

Lincoln Hotel, 44th
St. and Eighth Ave., New York, and
starting Thursday its weekly luncheons will be^ held there.

Lasky Optimistic Over

New

Season

The 70
features on the company program
calls for an outlay of $20,000,000, he
at Alliance,

EBSlSSiBS

START COOLIIHG

46th

St.,

New York

'WE

NEVER DISAPPOINT"

CHOMUMH
INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.
:i

CO OMAHA.

'y///////m//ffmHmiiwm//ma/m//////.'m/////.,r//m/M/yM'/////

Let Us Solve Your Prohlems

1540

B'WAY

I

telephone bryant

TO

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS

Leterman
& Gates
INCOBPORATED

N.Y.C.

1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

FREE

Over 20 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

Stebbins,

I

INFORMATION
BLIZZARD SALES

for

W.

AND FINANCE, THEATRE,
OFFICE AND MERCANTILE

A GOLD MINE OF

Neb.

Alliance, Neb.
J. E. Hughes is remodeling the Rialto which is to reopen Aug. 1. He also operates the

Walter A. Putter, PfM.

130

BUY, BUILD, LEASE

1)

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Library Stock Scenes

New York

quarters at the

—

1,200
1,000

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.
NOTE: Balaban & Katz is listed in Chicago;
Skouras, St. Louis; Stanley, Philadelphia.

Inc.

Flatiron Building

tric pictures on any other types of
sound projection equipment in such a

(b)

WAHLMS,

ROSENBAUM
Financing

1)

ment, sound films made by any other
process, or any other make of equipment, does so on ihis own respon-

Imperial here.

CaU

L. N.

BUILDINGS

A.M.P.A. Moving to Lincoln Hotel
The A.M.P.A. is moving to new

Remodeling

85
15

30
35;^

Western

or

understood.

is

Interchangeably-W.E.

said.

85

.

it

The system chosen, according to
Brandt, will be the one the company
is
convinced most exhibitors want.
In order to meet exhibitor preferences, it may be decided to synchronize with both the film and disc
method, he indicates.

Equipment

.

(c) Univ.

RCA-Photophone

Electric,

United Artists' pic-

In another
ture,

is

over last year, he declared.

3854

5/8

the

Rex Ingram's

the Biltmore, Los Angeles in August
will be the first theater demonstration
of Photophone.

(Continued from Page

S'A
3

in

on the 1928-29 pro-

being selected.
One
of two systems will be chosen, either

production,
"The Three Passions," has abandoned for all time the blonde wig that
she wore in recent films and in the
new picture wears her own hair,
shingled in the mode of the day.

pearing

as to attain results equally effective is open to question, the company says.

New

gram now

from
United
Hirsute
Bulletin
Artists states that: Alice Terry, ap-

"Square Shoulders," with Junior Coghlan
and George Duryea, an original by Beulah
Marie Dix.
Direction is by Frank Ursou.
"Listen Baby," with Lina Basquette and
Eddie Quillan, based on the story by Elsie
Janis and Gene Markey.
The premiere of "The Godless
Girl" at the Gaiety,
York and

Outlook for

33H

36H

(Continued from page 1)
and Robert Armstrong, adapted
from the original by Philip Dunning, with
Ralph Block as associate producer.
"The Spieler," with Jacqueline Logan and
Alan Hale, from an original by EllioU
Clawson.
Ralph Block is to be associate
producer of this special also.
"Annapolis," with Jeanette Loff and John
Mack Brown, an original by F. McCjrew
Willis, now in production at Annapolis under direction of W. Christy Cabanne.
"Ned McCobb's Daughter," with Anna Q.
Adaptation
Nilsson and Robert Armstrong,
is
to be
by Beulah Marie Dix from the
Howard.
play
Sidney
Theater Guild
by
"Noisy Neighlmrs," with Eddie Quillan
and the Quillan family of eight; an original
story
by George Dromgold and Sanford
Hewitt, to be produced by Hector Turnbull.
Leatherneck,"
starring
William
"The
Boyd, with Lina Basquette, Robert Armstrong and Alan Hale, is from an original
Direction will be l)y
by Elliott Clawson.
Howard Higgin, with Ralph Block associate
Quillan

producer.

7

20

Photophone Slated
For 10 Pathe Films
die

1928

Columbia Committed

Protection
the

27,

EVERYTHING
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TOM MEIGHAN!

congratulations,

you have your
since

Manslaughter^^ in your

^^

latest— ''THE
^ Your
9fl

finest

best picture

performance as fighting

of your career.

'"''

RACKET'
McQuigg" ranks with the

Captain

In Louis Wolheim, Marie Prevost and the

others you have virtually an all-star supporting

cast

— and

OUB

^

upon

freely

this

tells.

Howard Hughes

Lewis Milestone, your director, did a great job.

and The Caddo Company lavished

class

production

— and

al

m

^ Paramount

you have come through nobly.

"The Racket" because we know

it

will

make

big

is

proud

money

distribute

to

for the Exhibi-

BE8

tors of America!

•

»

••

,

^

^

i

^

-

-
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zjS&sHDAILY
Brookhart
Industry

Bill

Up

in

December

United States enter the International
Copyright Union, which affects the
"music tax" situation, was postponed
until the December session of ConThis
gress, Brylawski points out.
also affects the "music tax" on talking pictures.
No adverse legislation from the
industry's standpoint was passed at
the session, but admission taxes were

removed on ticketsi up to $3.
The Lankford Bill which sought to
close all Washington theaters on
Sunday with a view to extending that
later to the entire nation
Another
in committee.

inhibition

was

held

measure which provided for national
censorship and a commission to control

the

industry

also

was kept

in

committee.

New

Theaters

(Continued from page

Tex.-r-Work will start July 1
on a $90,000 theater and office building to
be operated by Ed. F. Brady of San Benito.
Edenburg,

The theater will seat 1,400.
William Nagle expects to
Gallup, N. M.
have his 1,000 seat theater open by Aug. 1.
Yoakum, Tex. Dr. W. F. Box of Fort
Worth is planning a theater on West Grand

—
—

Ave.
Midland, Tex.
000-seat

—Work

theater

"Ramona" Tops Record
at Rivoli, New York
Rivoli

in

holds the record at the

New

York.

During

six weeks' run, just ended,

it

its

grossed

$14,000 more than "Underworld," the
only other film to play six weeks at
the house.
In Toronto, "Ramona" has set a
record by entering its sixth week at
the Tivoli. In Winnepeg, it was the
first picture ever to play three weeks
at the Capitol.

has started on a 1,$50,000 to be built

cost

to

W. H. Williams.
El Paso. Tex.— J.
$200,000 theater at

Sts.

Marr

L.

build

will

and

Piedras

problem on a national

—

Elkhorn, Wis.
Dan Kelliher has opened
the Sprague.
He is preparing to build a
700-seat house at Delavan also.
Marion, N. C. E. J. House has organized
a

stock

—
company

to

720 to cost $.S0,000.
Acworth, Ga. B.

—

a

build
S.

theater

GoUen

has

the Golden here.
Freeport, 111.
Chicago promoters
ganizing local capital to build a

—

Lynbrook, N.
dicate

Y.

build

will

a

seat

to

opened
are

or-

$65,000

—3.000-seat
A New York City syntheater on the

— The Dreamland has
N.
— The Queen Anne

Ocilla,
Ga.
600.

—

Our Gang Talent
A

search for new juvenile film
talent is being planned by the Hal
Roach studios. This will be inaugurated on July 2, when Loew theaters
25

institute

will

cities

Named

sectional

designed to find out
what children bear the closest resemblance to the members of "Our
The winner in these local
Gang."
contests is promised a contract and
trip to Hollywood, with his parents,
while other promising talent may
also
be signed up for the Our
Gang comedies.

Changes in "Mary and
Doug" Staffs Announced
Arthur Zellner, eastern publicity
representative for Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks, has been transferred to the Coast as director of
their advertising and publicity departBefore leaving he named
ment.
Louis William Smith eastern publicity representative for Miss Pickford, and S. Barrett McCormick for
Fairbanks.

Manager Recovers

Australian

Ralph
United
Sydney,
from an
ear, and

Doyle, general manager of
Ltd.,
(Australasia)
Artists
recovered
has
Australia,

operation on his nose and
returned to duty, state advices received in New York.

Farnol Convalesces
Lynn Farnol, Samuel Goldwyn's

—

•

when

is
publicity representative,
an operation
after
at work
laid him up for several weeks.
_

Titling Canadian

lone

the

—

Film

Charles J.
Trenton, Ont. Capt. Bruce BairnsMcKenzie, 22
who snatched a cash box father, author and director of "Carry
containing $400 from the cashier of on Sergeant," is now completing the
the Strand was shot and mortally titling of the first Canadian produc-

wounded.

p06»»»**; pool-

tion

—

BAttt!:^^G GOV*.

for

Canadian

International

Films.

Martinas Add One
Wayland, N. Y. Martina Bros,
have purchased the Legion under a
12-year lease. This is the sixth in
the chain, two here and one each in
Mt. Morris, Nunda and Niagara
Falls.

Gibson at Chicago Rodeo
Chicago Hoot
Gibson
and

—

troupe

of

ISO

cowboys are

to

a

be

honor guests at the annual rodeo,
which gets under way here tomorrow.

AMERICAN—*

* * Plot, action and even
were sacrificed to Vitaphone
a good cause, for some or-

characterization

and perhaps in
ganization must be pioneer

this

in

new

field

of pictures and Warners are to be congratulated for the attempt. * •
* * At any rate, they
did accomplish one big thing in this production.
are
There
voices which can be
recorded for screen purposes and retain their
full values.
Barrymore has proven it. * * *
* * The spoken
dialogue, because it is still a novelty, is
more interesting than the picture which is
just as well, for the play, an adaptation of
the Charles Klein drama, is a bit creaky
after all these years. * * *
* * In a sense,
"The Lion and the Mouse," the latest Warner-Vitaphone special at the Warner Theater, is both a startling demonstration of the
possibilities of talking movies andl a horrible
example of the things which might happen

EVENING JOURNAL—*

—

EVENING WORLD—*

new

this
control.

if

toy

not

is

And,

as

it

kept within complete
happens, the horrible

*
example sort of outweighs the other. »
GRAPHIC—* * * Mr. Barrymore does

Warner Brothers with

provide

their first ex-

ample of what can be done with a good voice
and dramatic ability, although the role in
this picture is unworthy of him.
So is the
entire

*

vehicle.

*

*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

* * Here is the
try-out the
new institution
has had.
Where in past pictures the spoken
sections have been brief and infrequent, last
night's offering contained dialogrue over more
than half of its course.
The result was a
photographed stage play, made up in the
main of long scenes in which two characters
•
faced each other and merely talked. •
*
*
proved once
more that there is a point at which the
screen's
increasing
garrulity
stops
being
funny and commences to be painful.
If "The Lion and the Mouse" proved less
ridiculous than either "Tenderloin" or "Glorious Betsy" in its audible sequences, that
is
faint praise indeed, and meant for no
more. * * *

complete

most

EVENING POST—*

SUN— *

* * Here, there is more and betspoken dialogue than in the previous
audible movies and there is no question but
that the film is the best of its kind offered
so far.
Yes, it is a cut or two above "Tenderloin" and "Glorious Betsy." * » «
* * Warner Brothers and

ter

TELEGRAM—*

men will learn a lot from "The
the Mouse," and they can use
picture itself is deadly dull and
boring.
The novelty of the spoken sequences
alone saves its side meat. * • *
the

other

and

Lion

The

it.

Montreal Bandit Killed
back
Montreal
The second theater which
hold-up here within 48 hours redisastrously

"The Lion and the Mouse"
Warners

DAILY NEWS—*

National Search for

eastern

sulted
bandit,
years,

de-

is

opened,

Teaneck,
theater
J.
has opened under management of
Frank
Gersten.
Newcastle, Ind.
Newcastle Building Co.
has started work on a 12-story theater and
office building to cost $500,000.
The theater
will be one of a chain to be operated by the
Newcastle Amusement Co. and will seat
1,600.
The incorporators of the two companies are Harry Muler of Anderson; Harry
Goldberg and Joseph Cosco of Detroit; Randall Van Winkle of Anderson; and C. L.
McDorman of Newcastle.

Lou

it

competitions

Sunrise Highway opposite the post office
building.
Walter B. Wills & Son are the
architects and the McAndrews Construction
Co. has been awarded the general contract.
seating

scale,

clared.

in

1928

Newspaper Opinions

to believe. No
to regulate this

said

made

effort

a

Pershing

Jerry Ross at Hamilton, Ont.
Hamilton, Ont. Jerry Ross, forLusty Is
as
merly with the Skouras Bros.' theAssistant
to
Jensen
aters at St. Louis, has become master
Lou Lusty, former director of pubof ceremonies at the Capitol here,
succeeding Eddie Loughton who had licity for the Rivoli and Rialto, New
been at the house for 40 weeks. Prior York, assistant to S. L. Rothafel,
publicity
manager for Hugo
to his departure Loughton was the and
guest of honor at a banquet arranged Risenfeld, has been named assistant
to Emil Jensen, sales manager for
by Robert Knevels.
Art Cinema Corp., which releases
through United Artists.
Lusty will
handle special exploitation and advertising campaigns.
He put over
exploitation for the run of "Ramona".

—

organization
will be

is

27,

1)

houses using sound pictures is strictly a matter for local adjustment, the

by

theater.

"Ramona"

Expect Unions to
Solve Own Problems

Probe of

(Cimtinued from Page 1)

Wednesday, June

TELEGRAPH—*
to

*

Warner's Theater

*
to

It

is

hear

worth a
Lionel

trip

Barrydialogue

more's delivery of the Vitaphoned
throughout the picture it brings to a realization the unlimited possibilities of talking
pictures where an experienced artists of the
speaking stage has the lines to deliver. * * *
» * Mr. Barrymore is marvelously natural and in speaking he really
enhances his characterization.
But it is
quite disappointing to hear the trite and
ineffectual words of his colleagues. * * •
brand new speaking film
* * *
containing the most carefully synchronized
voice and picture sequences seen and heard
here since Vitaphone was a pup. * *

—

TIMES—*

WORLD —

A

Sloman Unit in New York
Monte Blue in Air Tour
Edward Sloman has returned to
Paris The first of the "Europe
New York City from Whitehall, N. from the Air" tours inaugurated for
Y., to continue work on "The Girl
the summer tourists was successfully
Interiors are to be
in the Barge."
accomplished by Monte Blue and his
made at the Paramount Long Island wife. They returned here after a cirHell-

—

studios, and o+her scenes at
gate.
Jean Hersholt, Sally O'Neill

and Malcolm McGregor

Lucas

Now

Tampa —Jack
sistant

manager

at

are featured.

Tampa

Lucas, formerly asof

the

Florida,

St.

Local Newsreel at Ottawa
Petersburg, is new manager of the
Ottawa "Photograms," local news Strand.
weekly produced under direction of
Walter F. Davis, is again being preCleveland House Sold
sented regularly at the Metropolitan.
Reade's Hippodrome
Cleveland
All scenes are local.
closed Saturday for July and August.

—

—

cuit of
tinent.

all

the capitals

on the con-

Minneapolis Leads F. N. Drive
the end of the second week of

At

First National's

summer

billing drive

Minneapolis stood first with Seattle
but a fraction of one per cent behind.
Other leading branches followed in
this order:

Portland,
falo.

San Francisco, St. Louis,
Dallas, Detroit and Buf-

Wire for Unsold Territory

BUCK JONES CORPORATION
489 Fifth Avenue

New York

THE

•;%g^DAILV

Wednesday, June

Gleichman and Horwitz

DAILY TIPS WHICH
"Love

A

Me

and the World

is

Mine"

stump holding an umbrella was

cut-

out of the six-sheet and a real umbrella of small size painted red was
put in place of the one show'u in
This was placed dithe cut-out.
rectly in front of the background.

1928

W. E.

Pool

Sound Film Production

Cleveland

Film Co. has closed conproduction of sound pictures under Western Electric patents.
Electrical Research Producti
Al Christie is
Corp., announces.
the second short subjects producer
to obtain a license, Hal Roach recently having closed a 15 year con-

Horwitz have organized the
United Theater Corp. to operate the
Plaza and the Five Points in an effort to overcome difficulties caused
by neighborhood overseating.
B.

MEAN DOLLAQS FOR SHOWMEN

(Universal)
huge cut-out of a 24 sheet was

Two at Cleveland
— Phil Gleichman and M.

Christie Signs for

27,

Christie

tracts

for

The Five Points formerly belonged
Ohio Amusement Co.. headed tract.
The Plaza bePhil Gleichman
by
along main thoroughfares. This atSpitalny Seeks New Ideas
longed
to M. B. Horwitz, general
tracted attention and proved a quite Two real palms were obtained for
manager
of the Washington circuit.
Pittsburgh Phil Spitalny, master
The cut-out was also an ad from the florist and placed on
novel stunt.
competitive theaters in of ceremonies at the Stanley, leaves
Thev
were
placed on the marquee and illumi- each end of the cut-out hanging
the St. Clair East 152nd St. district. Thursday for Europe to seek new
nated at night, obtaining a prett>' down over the cabin and the whole
the only two talent and new ideas for stage shows
effect
from the street. Montague scene.
Using a spotlight on the As long as they were
houses in the neighborhood, they got for the Stanley-Davis-Clark organiSalmon, Boulevard, Hollywood.
whole scene, it made a pretty disalong all right, but two other houses zation.
play.
R. E. Morriy, Strand, Maihave been built in approximately the
"The Patsy"
den, Mass.
same vicinity, and another house is
Picketing Binghamton House
(M-G-M)
now being built nearby. For mutual
Picketing of
N. Y.
Bingjiamton,
"Ramona"
Two girls attired in white duckprotection, the Plaza and Five Points the Grand has been resorted to by
(United Artists)
trousers and white blouses paraded

made and was
eral

carried througli sevparts of the city by four men,

to the

—

—

—

—

—

Across their chest and
back were ribbons which read: "I
am not 'The Patsy' See 'The Patsy'
at the Grand."
These girls made
distribution of 2,000 envelopes with
readers inside.
Copy on envelopes
read: "For Women C3nly." In smaller type in lower corner was printed:
"See Inside."
This stunt was put
over two days prior to showing of
picture.
Grand, Salina, Kans.
the streets.

—

::

—

have been taken out of their respec-

A

newspaper featured a telephone tive circuits and will be operated by
stunt, in which Miss del Rio started the
newly-formed company.
The
the first run of the film by pushing plan now under consideration is to
a button at the studio in Los Ang- close one of the houses five days a
eles, the action being reproduced by
week, keeping open Saturday and
telephoto and the resulting photo- Sunday only.
This policy has not
graph being published in the news- been definitely determined upon as
paper along with a picture of the
projection booth interior taken as the

was received from
Howard, Atlanta.

signal

—

"We

"Sadie Thompson"
(United Artists)

the coast.

Americans"

(Universal)

Lobby

display consisted of a background T-X.T made with a scene of a
cabin with thatched roof, palm trees,
ocean, wharf and steamer. The picture of the two stars sitting on a

Invited

all

city,

county and state

heads of all civic organizaprincipals of all schools and
teachers of high schools, as well as
officials of Fort Logan to a special
officials,

tions,

the union in an efifort to force hirFor two
ing of union operators.
years, the business agent states, the
union has been negotiating to stop
the practice of employing young boys
The scale
to operate the machines.
for the house, which operates only
at night, is $19 a week.

yet.

showing.

In the letter of invitation
the manager solicited the patronage
of these people on the grounds that
he wanted "everyone in Denver who
is

interested in better pictures, civic

problems and uplift work" to see
"We Americans." At the same time,
the purely entertainment value of the
film was stressed.
Fred V. Greene,

—

Jr.,

Colorado,

Denver.

Montevideo, Minn., House Reopens
McCarthy
Montevideo, Minn.
Bros., which firm operates a string
Minnesota and North Dakota
of
houses,, has reopened the Eagle here.

—

Ashland, Ala., House Reopens
Ashland, Ala. Ernest F. Ingram
has reopened Ingram's theater, after
remodeling.

—

philanthropists
motion picture critics and columnists for important daily newspapers have their
hands full, the little old waste basket is no longer little, the man who takes away
the waste paper from the critics' baskets and sells it will soon be in a position to buy
the newspaper itself, the critic or columnist gets so much bunk each day it ceases
to become a joke, we know, but where the critic has to handle his column practically single handed we have a staff of 27 and special correspondents all over the
world, we gather and boil down the news of the industry so that he who runs may
read, there are 173 critics representing more than 200 newspapers who are paid subscribers to THE FILM DAILY, they appreciate a real service and take advantage
of it for news for their columns and save themselves hours of wading thru the conventional bunk they fill their waste paper baskets with each day to help make the
cleaner wealthy.
there's food for thought in this for the

philanthropic

work

of "helping the cleaner."

companies

who

are carrying on this

i

Wednesday, June
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Coast Wire

4

Service-

King Resigns

Christie Series Start

Edwin
manager,

King, production
has resigned from

C.

FBO.

VARim
NEW

PROMISED

IN

YEAR'S PRODUCT

Producing activity at the Christie
studios is now in full season swing
"with four units making the various

new

series

of

comedies which

will

be released by Paramount beginning early in August this year and
continuing until July 1929. The se-

which have been started include
"Confessions of a Chorus Girl"
with Frances Lee, Billy Engle, S.d

ries

the

"Sutter's Gold"
slated to direct
"Sutter's Gold" upon the completion of "The Girl on the Barge."
Originally intended as one of the regular features, "Sutter's Gold" is reported to be filmed as a super special.
Jean Hersholt will star in the
production.

character comic, and Eva Thatcher,
the veteran character woman. Marty
Martin, who supplied the laughable

production unit has returned to Hol-

gags for

of the comedies Norman Taurog directed, has been advanced to a directorial position, and
directed this fun film.

entirely

new

series,

while

the

Educational

plant,

is

Vernons and Dooley's are being con- other Cameo comedy.

directing

said

is

that

new

the

series

of

the

"Confessions of a Chorus Girl" will
strike

out

into
features,

different

a

line

for

going in for story
and production qualities and
with little or no broad or so-called
short
value

hokum comedy

Dane Signs New Contract
Karl Dane, who has been a very
very popular player since "The Big
Parade," has signed a new long-term
contract with M-G-M.

SAMUEL ZIERLER
bresents

iii

directing.

Denny Film Completed

the

dock, a veteran supporting comedian
for many seasons in two reelers, is
featured, while Lucille Hutton, who
tie product for Paramount this sea- most often is seen in the longer comson as it will range from purely edies, is playing opposite him.

is

"Beggars of Life" Unit Returns
Paramount's "Beggars of Life"

Wellman

Henry Mur-

tinued because of their reception during the last two years.
X^ariety will characterize the Chris-

dressed-up situation comedy to the
broader forms of hokum comedy. It

to Make
Edward Sloman

Sloman

lywood after three weeks in Jacumba,
on the Mexican border, where trackside sequences of Jim Tully's tale
Wallace
of Hobohemia were filmed.
Beery, Louise Brooks and Richard
Arlen head the cast, with William

many

Smith and others; the Sandy MacDuff comedies starring Jack Duffy;
and the Billy Dooley and Bobby Vernon comedies. Of the four groups
Wallace MacDonald, who has apbeing filmed for Paramount, both peared in many feature length picthe Confessions and the MacDuffs tures and who is a newcomer at the
are

t/^PlCTUPES^

ket today is reflected in the casts engaged for the first two of the short
laughmakers to go into production at
ihe Educational studios.
Monty Collins, who will play many
feature roles in two-reel comedies
this season, heads the large cast in
jne of the Cameo comedies.
He is
.supported
by Ruby McCoy, the
titian-haired bathing beauty who attracted so much attention last spring;
Glen Cavender, well known comedy
villain;
Al Thompson, the clever

Production has been completed on
starring
Reginald
Denny's
latest
comedy, "The Night Bird," directed
by Fred Newmeyer. Betsy Lee heads
the supporting cast, while others are
Sam Hardy, Harvey Clark, Michael
Visaroff, Corliss Palmer and Jocelyn
Lee.

Gerald Duffy Dies
Heart disease proved fatal

to Gerald C. Duffy, First National scenarist.

included.

"Skating Home,"

first of the "Confessions of a Chorus Girl" series, is
being directed by William Holland
with a cast including Frances Lee,
Billy Engle, Sid Smith, Cliff Lancaster,
Natalie Joyce, Lorraine Eddy,
Joan Marquis, Patricia Archer, and
a beauty chorus.
The story is by
Jean Arlette.

The

first

SUMMER

SLUMP

Dooley comedy inaugu-

new

idea in taking the sailor
into the submarine -service.
It will be called "The Dizzy Diver,"

rates a

comic

being filmed by William Watson from a story by Hal Conklin.
The interiors of submarines have
been constructed in the studios and
other deep sea apparatus rigged in
glass water tanks, while exteriors are
being filmed in the Catalina channel.
Vernon's first picture will be a situation farce comedy "Stop Kidding"
being filmed by Walter Graham.
Presented with Vernon are Jimmie
Harrison, Billy Engle, and Ella MacKenzie, a new fat girl comedienne.

and

will not cause

is

the Sandy MacDuff
comedies starring Jack Duffy is being filmed by Arvid Gillstrom. With

The

first

of

appear Joan Marquis, Neal
Stella
Barry and
Eddie
Adams. "Hot Scotch" is the first
title, the comedy starting at a Scotch
wedding were MacDuff has taken his
flock of chickens so they can eat the

Duffy

Burns,

rice.

to
determination
White's
Jack
make the twenty-six new Cameo on
reel comedies on Educational's ne

program the equal
any series of two

in

comedy value

reelers

unhappiness

you

if

have

booked

a

conventional

path into realms
of Bohemia..- with
tragedy and the

dominant human
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A step apart from

-SEASON-

I

NoVi^9 ^rhile old-fashioned producers are just discovering sound photography,

modern theatre

FOX

has ready for your

New M©y I KTi^.VKS

every tveeh.

NoiV, ivhile others make vague announcements, FOX
t.

is

r

the only actual producer of sound on film.

Every
It

Week

speaks for

itsfelf

Every Weeh^ New

!

t'-^tfl

Finished Features in

^

MOYIKimVK

Talking Features

in immecliate production

I^lffif^

^0^.^^^

Has the perfected

J^|©VIIi!T®aVIi!

^^a others are

exverimentine with!

Feeling High in

Louis Mechanical Music Fight
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,
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Promising

A

HIGHLIGHT

of the
week. "The Family Picnic," the first two reel

comedy

A

sure-

sure

you

via Movietone.

fire

novelty.

nab

it.

Make
too,

Interesting,

reasons.

Most

for

several

This, in

an innovation since all dramatic dialogue to date has been
studio-made. Fox has been sucin

keeping

moving with
sound.

Advent of Universal, Columbia and Tiffany-Stahl into the
sound picture field, gives indication that the minimum number of sound features to be produced for release during 1928-29
will be 200.
Additions to the
list are expected to raise the
total well above that mark.

W.

little

the

action

sacrifice for

IT

Los Angeles

FOR FIRM'S SOUND FILMS
Mr.

Pathe,

the

All-American

Madison Square
In other words, sound
Garden as the bird most suitable for

combined with

chosen

at

action. Action

screen duty as a replica of the Pathe
trademark, has caught the
animated
is not eliminated to
spirit of the times and had his voice
Get it? It's im- recorded on the RCA Photophone.
date sound.
In future Pathe pictures, which are
portant, for this is pretty much synchronized with the newly-adopted
the perfect formula in the new sound device, he will bring his barnyard war cry to the screen, crowinj^
production vogue.
lustily just preceding the unfolding

is

accommo-

Some

World Figures

will be moved
rousing cheers over the screen
appearance of George Bernard with
Movietone. The mob won't get hnn
or his stuff, but the point is_ that

Mr. Shaw's disciples

of the titles.

Stromberg Signs

to

becomes possible for international figures like Shaw, MussoCoohdge
lini, the Prince of Wales,
and others to appear in theaters and

when

talk,

it

the result is a new interest ui
It is not unreasonpictures.
to assume that new audiences

motion

able
There you
are thus being attracted.
have a something that means a lot.
Of the 110,000,000 and more individuals in the United States, about 15.000,000 are daily adherents of the film.
Oceans of room for improvement,
you will agree.

Protection

We

M-G-M

Before leaving Hollywood for Europe on a vacation trip which began
last night. Hunt Stromberg, an associate producer for M-G-M, had
This ends rehis contract extended.
ports that the company had pur(Contiiiucd

on page

2)

using sound

Impetus to the sale of sound projection systems throughout the country, is expected to be given by Western
Electric's
announcement concerning changeability of its equip-

pictures devices face the prospect of
union demands which will practically
double their projection room overLocal union agents intimate
head.

ment with other systems. The statement, which infers that exhibitors

that their organization will demand a
number of synchronization apparatus
operators equal to the number of
regular projection machine operators.
Exhibitors claim that regular operators now employed can run sound
picture devices without any incon-

sponsible for results obtained, may
be expected to break down a sales
which
has
resistance
heretofore
existed, despite the treniendons rush
throughout the nation for sound

may

use the systems interchangeably,
although the manufacturer is not re-

equipment.

Many exhibitors have been holdFurthermore, they point ing back, undecided on installatiims,
out, they anticipate that the increased fearing that a system which might
(.Continued on page 2)
limit them to pictures made by that
particular process, might prove disadvantageous, in the light of expected
14
'Frisco Houses
developments.
RCA-Photophone has contended
O.
Planned by A., H.
San Francisco Fourteen new San from the start that its equipment was
Francisco theaters are planned by interchangeable with that of existing
versa, but Westthe Ackerman, Harris & Oppen cir- systems, and vice
declined
to comment on
ern
Electric
chain
up
the
This
would
bring
cuit.
this phase until issuance of its stateto 26 houses. Vaudeville and pictures

venience.

New

&

are

planned

for

the

the
others
The mastraight picture program.
jority will be equipped for sound
pictures, it is understood.

while

(Continued

larger houses,
a
feature
will

Appearance of
Union 'Bandwagon at Theater
'

St.

Louis

— First

pitched battle

of

the
sic

certainly stepped into
Our ideas on pro- connection with the fracas.
thing vesterday.
The musicians connected with the
tection are not as some others see
dipped into two separate local unions have taken active part
it.
public of
meetings, both specially arranged, to in selling the music-loving
the
Canada
and
The
States
United
wrong.
the
hear wherein we were
arguments carry weight. In general, advantages of music produced by
with methey pointed out that clearances arc human efforts compared
Part of the
admission chanical reproduction.
preserve
to
necessary
to picket theaprices and maintain the proper com- campaign has been
parks which
Long
amusement
and
ters
exhibition.
mercial level in
arguments. Too long to enter into Mike Simmons says Goth.im's "U. S. Smith"
now, but more of this later.
would inspire even an ad. man to tell the

We

truth.- Advt.

nnisir
h;ive substituted mechanical
for members of the union wliile au-

tomobile trucks carrying banners ;iiul
band have traveled over St. Louis
and St. Louis County to advcrtisi
places that are using mechanical organs and other substitutes for human music.
Recently the Lemay Ferry the-

a

ater,

using
iiisli

Luxemburg,
mechanical

a

music.

opened
organ

Officials

of

and
to
the

2)

FALLS

m

U. S.

FILMS

(By Cable)— Distributors
American films are paving about

.Sydney
of

99 per cent of the
in duty on foreign
ing inauguration of
from three to four

imported

films,

$225,000 increase
pictures.

Follow-

the tariff increase
cents per foot on
except British pro-

ductions, the M.P.D.A. voted to increase rentals five per cent.
Estimate is made by the M.P.D.A.
that S5, 500,000 was paid in rentals
last year.

is

fur-

mu-

sician^' union protested and endeav-

ored to convince Leopold Lau, 61
years old. owner and manager of
the theater, that he should rei)lace
(.Continued on Page 4)
Biidd Rogers promised exhibitors a box-office
knockout in "l'. S. Smith," and oh how he
Advt.
delivered!

—

page

on

DUIY INCREASE BURDEN

'Battle' Follows

musicians' union "war" on muwas fought near Luxemburg. St.
Louis County, the other day. Only
minor casualities were reported by
some- the police who made nine arrests in

KANN

— Houses

—

New

Contract with

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau,

Coast

IVcst

PATHE ROOSTER CROWS

rooster

E. Announcement Seen
as Clearing Issue on
Interchangeability

UNION DEMANDS SEEN AS

itself,

is

Cents

5

IMPETUS TO SOUND FILM
EQUIPMENT SALES SEEN

200

to

of the story takes

place outdoors.

cessful

Up

Price

1928

28,

British-Emelka Deal Is
Now Under Discussion
Berlin
interests

(By

Cable)

—

luiglisli

film

are contemplating arrange-

ments with Enielka of Munich.
exchange deal is being discussed.
M.

P.

News

lauds Coth.im's

'U.

S.

"Far above the average."- -Advt.

An

Smith'

il

M

.

Thursday, June

(Continued from Page 1)

And

The
yesterday.
published
statement points out that no arrangement has been made for interchangeable use of films made by its process
with other sound projection systems,
and even adds that the practicability
of such use is open to question, so
Howfar as results are concerned.
ever, the statement is regarded as
clearing up the issue, so far as W.
E. permitting such interchangeable
nieiit
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tone production, at the Fox studios.
Hen Jacksen, in charge of Movietone production at the West Coast
studios,

is

now

in

New York

and
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Exhibitor Convicted in

morrow.
months

Hammond,

Ind.,

Ind.

Bombing

— Sentence

of

from

ten to 20 years in Joliet prison is
faced by William Kleihege, who was
convicted on a charge of conspiracy
in bombing of the State here last
November.
The $1,500,000 house
was wrecked by the explosion, which
the jury found had been arranged
by the millionaire theater owner, because the house was "in the red."
The jury was out but three hours.
Two others are serving jail terms
for their part in the crime.

Stromberg Signs

New

Contract with
(Continued from Page

85

credit

Considering Production Abroad
Advisability of producing a Ken
Maynard picture in England next
spring will be studied by Charles R.
Rogers, producer of the Maynard

Hammond,

M-G-M
1)

chased the unexpired portion of his
contract and that Stromberg was to
form a new organization with Charles
It is understood StromR. Rogers.
berg's salarv is in the neighborhood

who

Greiver Buys Trinity Product

Last Prices Quoted.
Bond Market.
(c) Curb Market.
(o) Over the Counter (Bid and Asked),
(s) Stock Exchange.

Chicago

(b)

NOTE

:

Balaban

&

Skouras, St. Louis;

Katz

is

listed in

Stanley,

Chicago

;

Philadelphia.

— Cy

Greiver. president of
Greiver Prod., has closed a contract
for the distribution of the Trinity
program for the Chicago and Indianapolis territories.
The Mid West
Film Co. will distribute the program
from Indianapolis.

Blancke and Warner Going
Simmons Buys Stories
Mike Simmons has purchased for
Abroad on Quota Films Sam Bischoff two screen originals
Henry Blancke and Lewis Warner
are going to England and Germany
in the interest of Warner Bros.' foreign quota productions.

entitled "Painted Lillies" and "Ace
of the Air," both bv Austin Packard
to be produced on Bischoff's 1928-29

releasing

schedule.

union demands.

Under agreement with the union
two or three operators are employed
in the average booth, receiving from
§50 to $70 for a six-day week with
with a "swing"

man

Smith on Sales Jaunt
Smith, general sales manager for Tififany-Stahl, has left NewYork for New Orleans on a sales
trip.
On the return trip he will visit

Ed

the

Atlanta,

If

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

Continent. Rogers denies the report
he might become associated in
production with Hunt Stromberg.
The latter continues with M-G-M.

CONSULT US AND SAVE

that

mer is goal set by the A. M. P. A.
Dave Bader, chairman of the membership committee, is calling upon
members to submit candidates, who

Washington

Denver.

for Europe towill be gone three
England and the
visiting

Members Sought by A. M. P. A.
Two hundred members this sum-

Charlotte,

Hickey Here
George Hickey, divisional manager
for M-G-M on the Coast, is in New
York conferring with Felix Feist on
next year's selling plans.
Hickey
handles Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Portland,
Seattle,
Salt
Lake and

sails

200

J.

and Philadelphia branches.

He

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

uiiLCoa^HBys
no

West 32«'St.Neo»yorK.My«^
Phone Penna. OSSO

II

Motion Picture Department
U.

S.

and Canada Agents for Debrie

||
I
I

may

be artists, publicity, advertising
or exploitation men or members of
the staffs of any trade paper.

George Jessel at AMPA
George Jessel, who has just arrived from Hollywood, will be guest
at

the

today

AMPA

at

luncheon to be held
the Hotel Lincoln.

Gest Going Abroad
Morris Gest sails tonight for Eu-

EXHIBITORS

NEED THIS BOOK
1000 Pages
Cloth

rope.

of $125,000 a year.
*

1)

revenue resulting from sound films
will not meet the increased expense
which may result from the expected

a five-hour shift,

with Pincus in about two
weeks to launch an immediate production program of audible film, of
both short and feature length.
leaves

(Continued from Page

The long arm of the law threatens as a substitute.
In some houses,
to reach out and play whoopee %vith owners claim, it will be necessary to
Mike Simmons' liberty. It all hap- enlarge the projection rooms, if more
pened when the Gotham ad chief of- men are emploj-ed.

—

.

(c)
(0)
(o)
(o)
(o)

friends,

double-barreled celebration in Europe. With their wives they will observe Stromberg's birthday, July 12
at Paris, the four going to Deauville
to celebrate Rogers' birthday July 15.

a
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^^» By PHIL M. DALY
STROMBERG and Charles
HUNTRogers,
plan
old-time
R.

Fox

THE

Low

its

under

That's Jhat

fered $500 in a window display to
anyone seeing a group of lettered
to
Pincus Joins
turtles lined up to read "Hellship
Develop Movietone Talent Bronson" and three Scotchmen
Joseph Pincus has joined Fox Film were found dying of starvation in
Corporation to develop material for front of the window. Now, you go
Movietone recording, according to on from here.
an announcement today by Winfield
Have 3'ou got a dog? Paul HowSheehan, vice president and general
manager. Mr. Pincus has established ard of the Karolyn, New London,
an idea. He
temporarj^ offices at the Fox Studio O., had both a dog and
his dog to caddy for him.
in
New York, where he will be trainednow
Howard not only saves
.^nd
until July 10th interviewing talent
fees, but his golf overhead is
and considering literary, vocal and caddy
materially diminished because the
instrumental material for Fox Moviedog locates every ball. Oh yes, to

>

High

equipment or pictures made

use of

1928

See Union Demands
As Raising Overhead

See Impetus to Sound

Film Equipment Sales

28,
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VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
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Attractions

for

COVERS

Picture Theatres

Standard

Vaudeville

EVERYTHING
Acts

GOES

EVERYWHERE
1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

THE
Thursday, June

28,

1928

Coast Wire

Gotham
SIX PICTURES IN

High Peak

at

Buck Jones Picture

WORK,

Utilize

,With six Gotham productions
the

peak

of

in

company has reached
never

activity

before

to

Sound Effects

Synchronization
of
music
and
sound effects is planned for "The Big
Hop," starring Buck Jones. The picture is now in production at Universal City and will be the first to
be made under Buck's own trade
mark as an independent producer.

2 MORE BEING COMPLETED
work

Service-

a
at-

The

sound-on-film method
cording will be used.

tained.

The following are in work: "Times
Square," directed by Joseph Boyle;
"The Head of the Family," directed
by Erie C. Kenton; "Father and
Son," starring Noah Beery; "Through
the Breakers," directed by Scott
Fingers,"
by
"Accusing
Dunlap;
Capt. Ira Longworth; and "Circus
Love," by Courtenay Riley Cooper.
Besides these now in work, Sax
announces both "The River Woman,"
co-starring Lionel Barrymore and
Jacqueline Logan, and "The Man
Higher Up," with Francis X. Bush-

man and

Gertrude
nearly completed.

Olmstead,

of

OF

now, is to be produced by Universal,
according to late announcement. The
airplane will play an important part
the

in

THE FILM DAILY
will

Futuristic Film

"The World Tomorrow," a romance based on time 100 years from

are

ISSUE

re-

Signed for Roach Cast
Thelma Hill and Ruby Blaine have
been signed for the feminine foils for
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy in
their forthcoming M-G-M comedy,
which James Parrott is directing.

"U" Plans

GREAT

production.

Sound

Saturday, June 30th

effects

will be synchronized by the process
Lilyan Tashman Signed
recently adapted by Universal.
Lilyan Tashman has been signed

by Paramount for Bebe Daniels'
"Docks of New York" to Start
next, "Take Me Home," to be diGustav Von Seyffertitz has been
Neil
rected by Marshall Neilan.
signed
by Paramount for "The
Hamilton has the lead.
Docks of New York," with George

Bow Cast
Bodil Rosing has been cast in
"The Fleet's In," being made at the
Addition to

Production is scheduled
during the latter part of this

Bancroft.

Ann

to begin

week under direction of Josef von
Paramount studios under the direc- Sternberg. The cast, now complete,
James includes Betty Compson, Baclanova,
tion of Malcolm St. Clair.
Hall and Jack Oakie are principals.
Clyde Cook, Oscar Apfel and Budd

Madame Schumann-Heink
Madame Schumann-Heink,
famous

tionally

opera

Fine.

Signed
interna-

singer,

Added

has

Barrymore

As

his

first

Warner

studio.

ring vehicle for First National, include Emile Chautard, Rose Dione,
Robert Frazer, General Alexander
Ikonokoff, Tania Achron,
Purnell
Marian
Pratt and Edward Coxen.
Nixon is playing opposite Barthelmess with John Francis Dillon directing.
The story is an original by
Sir Philip Gibbs.

Chaney Cast
under his new

in
role

M-G-M

contract Lionel Barrymore
a featured role in Lon
('haney's new starring vehicle, "West
of Zanzibar."
This film, a story of
South African adventure, will be dieted by Tod Browning, Mary Noan, the heroine of "Sorrell and Son,"
\\ill have the chief feminine role.

have

^vill

Cast

Additions to cast of "Out of the
Ruins," Richard Barthelmess star-

been signed to make two Vitaphone
presentations at the

to Barthelmess

•

Kathryn Williams Signed
Kathryn Williams has been

signthe new
Lew Cody-Aileen Pringle co-starring
This Mvehicle, "A Single Man."

ed

for

G-M

a

featured

direct,

^tage

ber

is

some seasons past.
the only other memsupporting cast selected

comedy

Anita Page
of

the

in

which Harry Beaumont
an adaptation of the

picture,

will

part

studio, has

by

been confined to his home
week. How-

illness for the past

now

starting a comedy
ever, he
under direction of Fred Guiol. Max
is

editor at the

First "Big

Boy" Completed

"Big Boy," Educational's four-yearcomedy star, has completed his

old

Columbia

studios.

Boteler in Sills' Cast
Wade Boteler has been signed for
featured role in "The Wrecking
Boss," starring Milton Sills, which
Eddie Kline is directing.

THE

DIRECTORS'
ANNUAL
chuckablocfull of interesting information

on production

THE TEN BEST
DIRECTORS
as selected by newspaper critics will
be announced in this issue

Davidson, Gordon Elliott and Marion
Byron have been cast.

of

Pivar Named Chief Ekiitor
Ben Pivar has been named chief

:i

Leo McCarey, supervising director
and vice president of the Hal Roach

is

to date.

iilm

McCarey Recovers
I

be out

initial

comedy for the new
Lament directed.

season.

Charles

Bretherton Assigned
direct
Bretherton
will
Dolores Costello in her next Vita-

Howard

phone feature, "The Redeeming Sin."
Conrad Nagel will again play the
male lead.

ITS

GREAT

fs^ES

DAILY

"Battle" Occurs

When

New

Bandwagon Appears
(Continued from Page 1)
the organ with regular musicians.

the automobile "band wagon" of the musicians carrying ten members of the
union was dispatched to the Luxemburg sector to create interest in hu-

man

music.
There are

two versions of what
happened when the "band wagon"
At any
passed the home of Lau.
responding to
a riot call, arrested nine men.
The truck bearing the band and
carrying banners that charged the
Lemay Ferry with being unfair had
been touring the neighborhood.
It
was followed by a touring car from
which handbills against the theater
were being scattered. According to
Butler, Lau and his followers unexpectedly charged from the driveway
along side his home, tore the signs
rate

the

after

police,

from the truck and assaulted the occupants of the touring car.
Lau's
contention was that as the truck
passed his home the occupants made
opprobrious remarks concerning him.
Wihen police reserves arrived a general fist fight was in progress.

Vidors Returning
Altering their plans to arrive home
earlier than had been anticipated,

King Vidor and Eleanor Boardman,
who have been abroad for about two
months, are scheduled to arrive in
New York on Saturday. After a few
days in the East they will go on to
the Coast.

Nonotuck,

Television Test
Park, N. J. A television
test was made from Station
of
Schenectady, N. Y., and received by
the experimental laboratory of the

—

Roe Radio and

Electric

WGY

Shop

N.

Competition Ends
N. J. Stanley-Fox

J.,

Pleasantville,

— Bennett
—

Rockman

plans

1,200-seat theater.

—

Cobourg, Ont.
Famous Players Canadian
Corp. has selected a site on King St. for a
theater to take the place of the Capitol on
which their lease has expired.
Yoakum, Tex. W. F. Box of Fort Worth
expects to construct a theater on West Grand

—

Ave.

—
—
—
O. —The

Wayne, Nebr. A. $40,000 theater is under construction here.
Exeter, Nebr.
J.
W. Mack, Lester Ryan
and Edward Morris are about ready to open
a theater here.
Tulsa. Okla.
Fred Smith has opened the

New

Circle.

Neth Amuse
Real
Columbus,
ment Co. has a $200,000 theater under way.
It will
H. C. Holbrook is the architect.
seat

1,500.

—

Picqua, O.
T. J. Perkas is building a
Perkas
theater to be completed this summer.
also has the Thurmania in Columbus.
Lexington, Ky.
Switow Enterprises, which
own some 30 theaters in Indiana and Kenare
building
tucky,
a theater here.

—

—

has sold the Rialto here to its competitor,
the
Carlton Theater Co.,
which operates the Carlton.

—

Lears Dies
Funeral services for

Sam Lears, pioneer picture theater
operator and equipment man, were
held here Monday. He died suddenly June 23 in Chicago, where he had
made

home

for the past six
six years ago he purchased a large interest in the Arlington Seating Co., of Arlington

years.

his

About

PHIL
M.

DALY
SEZ/
"If only some of
the birds who are
letting out squawks
conditions,
would buckle doiwn
to work, e X p 1 o i t
their
pictures
and
put their houses in
ship-shape c o n d i ticns. it would be a
better
business for
all us of."

about

Peekskill in Sunday Fight
Peekskill, N. Y.— The Board of
Village Trustees has been asked by
church organizations to rescind the

ordinance permitting Sunday shows,

and the theater

interests are fighting

the proposal.

M. P. Art Exhibition Planned
First exhibition of motion picture
advertising art, will be given July 2
to 7 at the Hotel McAlpin, New
York, under auspices of the M. P.
Artists' League of America.

—

—

Florida. Publix house.

department of Paramount,
Saturday for Paris, where he
take up new duties as assistant

foreign

to

M. A. Shauer,

tive

of

special representa-

Paramount's foreign depart-

ment.

MASCOT PICTURES CORPORATION
Florence Strauss Returns

Florence Strauss, First National's
scenario editor, has returned to NewYork from the Coast.

Panama U.

A.

Head

in

Walter Gould, general manager

of

Artistas Unidos (United Artists) in
Cristobal, Canal Zone, is spending a

New York

in

Our Aim and Achievement:
Good Returns

for Faithful Effort

N. Y.

conference

Newark, N. Y.— "Gow," Capt. Eda
chain of
16 ward A, Salisbury's film record of
houses at Lynn, Salem, Gloucester, headhunters and cannibals of the
Chelsea, Cambridge, Somerville, South Seas, is being given a tryout
Newton, Haverhill and Lowell.
run at the Capitol.
Massachusetts

Louis

Publix

BRUTES OF THE SEA
starring Shirley

Masonjohnny Walker and Tom Santschi

THE VANISHING WEST
—with

a Western constellation

including

Des Moines Outing Planned
Des Moines Golf Tournament and

—

picnic will be sponsored here July 5
and 6 by local exchanges. Ralph E.

Peckham, Columbia, and Jack Raper,

Fox manager,

are handling arrange-

ments.

J.

— Two benefit per-

—

Vitaphone, silent at the
Lincoln, for the last six months, has

—a

spell-binding mystery

Sweeping, swirling, Surc'fire Serials

resumed with an engagement of "The
Jazz Singer" and will continue for
a short season of revivals

with Vita-

Max Milder on Stales Trip
Max Milder, central sales man-

trict.

home

Produced by

synchronization.

formances at the Strand here last ager for Warner Bros., is leaving
week for the Wallace Reid Memorial New York for an extended trip takBay in the Cathedral of St. John, the ing in all the key cities in his dis-

Divine, New York, were successful,
the committee in charge reports.

THE FATAL WARNING

Vitaphone Shows Resumed
Cleveland

phone

Benefits Called Successful

Red Bank, N.

1928

Collins Die at St. Louis
M. Blumenthal Sailing Saturday
St. Louis
Patrick E. K. Collins,
Fred Lee Transferred
R. M. (Dick) Blumenthal, for a
50, former local exhibitor and film
Fred Lee has been
St. Petersburg
number of years assistant to J. H. salesman, died
here following a brief named advertising manager of the
of
the
Seidelman, assistant manager
illness.

R.

—

northern

Sam
St.

Heights, near Chicago.
Saunders and Fay Wray in N. Y.
Paramount
Saunders,
John Monk
Richards Back
stafif writer, and his bride, the former
E.
V.
Richards,
arrived
in
New
Wray,
have
Jr., general manFay
York from Washington. They will ager of the Saenger circuit, is back
return to the Coast within a few in New York from a European trip.
At the Astor, as usual.
days.

week in
with Arthur W. Kelly on the new
Cuddy Gets Publix District
Lynn, Mass. Edward A. Cuddy, year's product.
former manager of the Olympic here,
Tryout Run for Cannibal Film
has been named district manager of
houses,

Buffalo Mutual Ass'n of M. P.
Exhibitors,
embracing nearly 100
theaters of this territory, has been
formed as an exhibitor co-operative.
The Schine chain, in which Universal
has a minority interest, and A. Charles Hayman are associated in the
group, which plans expansion to
other cities of the territory.
Sidney
B. Pfeifer is vice president and general
counsel of
the
organization
which plans collective buying of
films and supplies, restriction of overbuilding, stud}' of labor problems and
defense against adverse legislation.

28,

result-

ing in the successful reception of radio images, it is reported.
Pleasantville,

—

Conn. J. J. Yinsky of Union
City, Conn., is planning an 800-seat bouse.
Marshall, Tex.— H. A. Cole will build a

sails

Make

Theaters

Fitchburg, Mass.
theater here.

a

will

Roselle

Schines in Exhibitor
Co-op Formed at Buffalo

He

refused to do so.
On Saturday afternoon

Thursday, June

He

will be absent from
offices about a month.

the

MASCOT
SERIALS

NAT LEVINE
1650 Broadway

N.Y.

a

I
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TODAY

THE FILM DAILY

— Picture

theaters 'of
nation today are operating tax
free, so far as admissions are concerned, under the new revenue law,
passed by the last Congress. Repeal
of the tax on admissions up to $3,

WEST COAST ASKS CLEARANCE
RANGING UP TO NINE MONTHS

the

became

effective

at

midnight

last

under ruling made public by
Bureau of Internal Revenue.

Exhibitors in
Kansas

City

— Issuance

of

"tax

Heretofore, the ten per cent tax apon tickets of 75 cents or more.

free"

Admission tickets sold prior
midnight Thursday for more than
75 cents, are taxable under the old
law, even though such admissions are
for performances to be held sub-

levy of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, is
planned by Willis J. Bennett of Ex-

music on a national scale, in
to an effort to combat the "music tax,"

plied

City Zone

Endors^Free\Music at Meeting

night,

the

Kansas

hibitors Publishing Co.

MOST Of

an emergency war measure, and since
the end of the war has been under
fire as a nuisance tax.

TO USE

IS

NEW

SOUND PICTURE DEVICE
Cortellaphone, a combination disc
and sound-on-film methods, the latter

which is done by incision, is the
newest sound picture device to be
It is being
placed on the market.
offered by Cortella Synchronic Pictures Corp., New York, and, it is
of

made at
The company

promised, installations will be
a

figure

under $500.

SOiD

EFFECTS

of

says.

"According to advices from the
Electrical Research Products, 1,125
theaters in the United States will be
equipped for sound reproduction by
states.
1929,"
Christie
1,
Jan.
"Realizing that thousands of Chris-

Biechele Re-elected Head
of Kan.-Mo. Exhibitors

flung yet developed.
The big coast circuit explains that
the unusual protection sought is necessary to safeguard Class
and the

The company

states

it

will be

ready

—

Kansas City R. R. Biechele has
entered on his "fifth consecutive terrn
as president of the western Missouri

tie

customers

will

to-

gether with the entire slate of officers
reelected at the annual convention
held Tuesday and Wednesday at
Wichita.
The convention was a harmonious
(Continued on Page

PARAMOUNHiPLETES

New Westwood

its

service in

accompaniment.
In addition the company will dissound pictures of the Publix
(Continued on Page 2)

tribute

Ordinance
Sundays"

moss-covered Vice
Act.
Immorality
and
Chicago Voices and pictures were
When the old "Blue Law" was intransmitted to passengers of an airrecently to close E. Alan
voked
a.
from
Chicago,

—

plane cruising over
radio studio several miles away, in
first successful airplane reception of

Film Daily says "Sure-fire stuffi" in praising

television.

Gotham's

(Continued on Page 2)

"U.

S.

Smith."— Advt.

Hawkins
Tunney

\V. Comfort
world rights.
Hawkins, Charles N. Jawitz are vice

curing

—

issue.

Chicago Title and Trust Co., has
been appointed receiver for the ten
theaters of the chain. It is expected
that James Costen, who has been
(Continued on Page 7)

Van Dyke Going to Africa
to Make "Trader Horn"
West

Coast

speech

on

"100%

"Smith"

Bureau,

Los Angeles

was

made by

Box-office."— Advt.

THE FILM DAILY
S. Van Dyke will

— W.

of M-G-M players to
on "Trader
exteriors
Horn," based on the best-seller. The
party will leave for New York in
about one month on the first leg of

unit
for

effects will be
is said.

used

booking "U. S. Smith"
at a stag parly.— Advt.

faster

Sound

trip.

for the picture,

Rindcrman, treasurer.
reviewers.

the

INTOJCEIVERSHIP

presidents of the new unit, Paul A.
Zizelman is secretary and Joseph the
Keynote

but

cInTHROWN

COONEY

Borough Councilmen who passed the Rickard for the forthcoming Tunney- take a
ordinance believe it will prove more Heeney championship fight films, se- Africa
effective than the

Coast,

on Page 2)

Chicago Foreclosure proceedings
have been instituted against National
Playhouses (Cooney Bros.) by the
Guaranty Trust Co., New York, alleging that the circuit has defaulted
sound, and the
payment on its $2,500,000 bond
including its

one and two reel features,
the Christie comedies, will have sound

—

Television Test Proves
Successful in Airplane

(.Continued

SOUND PICTURE PLANS

part of

West

only protects

3)

30 days to install equipment in
Sign
Goldstein,
theaters and has a capacity for manuTightens "Blue
ma3,000
to
2,000
Fight Films
facture of from
Tightening
for
N.
Westwood,
J.
The sound is projected by "Blue Sunday" enforcement, a 1928
president of
chines.
is
Goldstein
Lewis
an attachment to the projector, which model ordinance prohibiting Sunday newly-organized Gold Hawk Pictures,
(Continued on Page 3)
effected. Inc.. which yesterday signed with Tex
been
just
has
shows
in

A

immediate subsequent run houses
from the unfair competition created
by exhibitors who are slashing their
prices from 25 or 20 cents to 15
cents. The clearance plan which embraces all theaters on the Coast not

Between 25 and 30 of the 71 Paramount features to be released on the
not be equipped 1928-29 program will utilize sound.
we have arranged Paramount News will present a large

W. J. for the sound films,
applied for a charter.
Hefifernan, New England manufac- to make sufficient straight prints to
turer and capitalist, is head of the cover the needs of those theaters
company and Russell Parrish, his that do not have sound reproduction
associate, also is a leading figure. Ed. equipment installed during the newT. Turner, former exhibitor, is head film year."
of distribution and sales.
has

Apply Generally

This territory will be the nucleus
of Willis' proposed distribution system, for the proposition was endorsed
and support pledged to it by the Kansas and western Missouri exhibitor
association at its annual convention
Willis
held this week at Wichita.
pledged to the theaters popular music free of license.

and Kansas exhibitor association,
the 32 short features on
the 1928-29 Christie program will be
Movietoned, and pictures now finished will be released with the disc
system of sound accompaniment, according to Charles H. Christie. The
greater number of the company's
players have had stage experience, he

Most

CORTELLAPHONE

CHRISTIE OUTPUT

—

Giving as its motive a determination to maintain the level of admission prices and to "save from themselves" independent exhibitors on the
Pacific Slope, West Coast Theaters
have prepared and is now discussing
with distributors a clearance schedule which, with the possible exception of the protection granted Balaban and Katz in Chicago, is considered to be the most drastic and far-

sequently.

The new law ends the fight on the
tax so far as the industry is concerned, for now all picture houses
The tax was levied as
are exempt.

Necessary to Offset 15 Cent
Houses, Claim To

Gotham

is

than a flask

it

i

DAILY
West Coast Seeks
Greater Cleara!nce
{Continued from Page
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Friedrichstrasse,

225.

Paramount Completes
Sound Picture Plans
{Continued from Page

1)
__
stage unit productions. By this move
.smaller theaters throughout the country will have the opportunity of booking the stage shows that now are a
feature of the de luxe houses in the
larger cities.
The major part of Paramount's
sound activities will be centered in
the company's studio in Hollywood,
but reconstruction of the Paramount
Long Island studio for the production
of sound pictures to be made in the
East, is progressing rapidly.
Among the features with sound,
which either are already in work or

Friday, June 29, 1928

All houses
into well over 30 zones.
are included, not merely those beIn each
longing to West Coast.
case, it is asserted, the protection

1)

has been developed with only one
majority of houses in that territory, consideration in view; the admission
it
is asserted by Harold B. Frankscales prevalent at each house.
lin who is in New York negotiating
While Franklin concedes that West
for product under the new clearance Coast will benefit in generous proscheme.
portions because of the strategic loThe extent to which protection is cation of its holdings as well as its
sought may be gleaned from that four key city operations, all exhibitors
section of the tentative plan govern- will be benefited with the exception
ing San Francisco and the territory of the houses that charge 15 cents
served from that city's exchanges:
or less.
He said it became vital to
the agreement lists the develop a system such as has been
First runs
Warfield, Granada, St. Francis and developed because of the rapidity
California ask seven days' clearance with which many theater operators
over all theaters in the following on the Coast had cut prices from 30
counties, provided pictures are played or 25 cents to 20 cents and less.
He
within three weeks of national re- declared that the exhibitor who felt
lease date:
that the protection as sought was
San Mateo, Marin, Contra Costa, unreasonable merely had to step up
Alameda, Solano, Sacramento, So- his price scale in order to fall into a
noma, Napa, San Jouquin, Stanislaus, division of the clearance plan which
Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, Colusa and would bring pictures to him closer

—

—

Sutter.
First runs are

to

secure 60 days'
clearance over second runs; 120 days
over houses charging 20 and 25 cents
except downtown theaters seating
over 500 which charge 25 cents or
less.
These houses get product
seven months after the clearance accorded the second runs.
to

their

national

release

date.

He

denied that West Coast sought preferential treatment further than buying power and investment made
"After we had started
reasonable.
work on the plan," he said, "we discovered that the Film Board of Trade

o
Exhibitors
Daily Reminder

Get
Decorations
for Fourth of

July

Friday, June 29, 1928

New Westwood

Ordinance
Tightens "Blue Sundays"
{Continued from Page

1)

Los Angeles was likewise at work Meyer's theater on Sundays he used
developing one.
The method now the same device to shut down pracFirst runs are to get nine months" under discussion is the Film Board's tically all places
of business on the
clearance over any other theater method.
Sabbath.
The new ordinance, howcharging less than 20 cents. In other
"I feel that West Coast is doing ever, is aimed directly at Sunday
words, a picture playing any of the a constructive service for the indus^ shows.
San Francisco first runs in January try, not merely that portion of it
cannot, under the proposed plan, which is centered in our own terrireach a theater charging less than tory.
It is not a plan which will
YOUNG THEATRE MANAGER
20 cents until September.
benefit West Coast or any circuit exDESIRES POSITION
Sacramento, San Jose, Fresno and clusively. It is designed to apply to
Steady, reliable, twenty y«ars experience in management of high class
Stockton are each to get seven days' the theater operator at large and its
picture and vaudeville theatres; expert
clearance over all theaters in a radius purpose is to assure him the protecexploiter — presentation
director — press
of 30 miles.
tion over the cheaper theater which
work — buying and booking picture attractions— formerly city manager three
Oakland is to play product ahead his investment and price scale make
theatres — will go anywhere.
of Alameda and Contra Costa coun- necessary if he is to continue suchave been completed are:
Address Theatre Manager
"Wings," "The Wedding March," ties, provided the first runs in Oak- cessfully in business."
320 W. 56th St.
N. Y. C.
"Abie's Irish Rose," which will have land pick up the pictures within two
in addition to the music score, other weeks after they close in San Fransound effects, such as the singing of cisco.
Oakland first runs, in turn,
Offices For
the theme song by Charles Rogers are to secure 45 days' protection over
With Vault Space
and Nancy Carroll.
"The Patriot," second runs; 60 days over 25 cent
Ernst Lubitsch's production which houses; 90 days over 20 cent houses;
Inquire Room 1009
stars Emil Jannings; "The Canary nine months over any theater charg729 7th Avenue
Murder Case," which in addition to ing less than 15 cents and a similar
BRYant 6436
•the music and sound effects, will have period over any downtown theater
a
number of talking sequences; with a double feature policy charg"Loves of an Actress" starring Pola ing 25 cents or less.
Negri and directed by Rowland V.
Portland Ore. first runs the schedLee; "Warming Up," starring Rich- ule lists the Broadway, Liberty,
ard Dix in which sound accompani- Rivoli, Portland and United Artists
ment combines the atmosphere of a
seek seven days' clearance over all
baseball game, singing of the theme towns in the following counties prosong and the music score; and "Bur- vided the product is used three weeks
lesque".
POSSESSES
ahead of national release dates.
Sound effects, voice and the music Multnomah, Hood River, Clackamas,
in

>

Rent

—

—

YOU^L US£ IT
EVERY DAY

be heard in the Christie Marion, Polk, Yalmhill, Tillamook;
first five synchronized
Washington,
Columbus,
Clatsop
with sound in all its phases are:
(Ore.),
Clark,
Skamama, Cowlitz
"Skating Home," "The Dizzy Diver,"
(Wash.), and Wahkiakum (Wash.)
"Oriental Hugs," "Stop Kidding,"
This phase of the contemplated
and "Hot Scotch.
While in New plan would give Portland first
runs
York, Charles Christie announced
seven days over Seaside, a summer
that, in addition to the foregoing, his

score

series.

1000 Pages
Cloth Bound

will

The

company will produce
sound short features.

two

Call

WAFILMS,

Inc.

Walter A. Putter, Pre*.
for

Library Stock Scenes
130 W. 46th St.. New York
Bryant 8181

from May to September. For
the general run of theater, the protection sought is this:
Forty-five days over all houses; 60
days over 25 and 30 cent houses; two
months, three weeks over all theaters charging less than 25 cents; and
resort,

special

six
less

months over

all

houses charging

than 20 cents.

The Los Angeles territory is
handled somewhat differently.
The
city and environs have been cut up

FREE
YEAR

BOOIC

1926

TO

Film Daily
SUBSCRIBERS

COVERS

EVERYTHING
GOES

EVERYWHERE

^^"^

cot^c^^"^^'

\
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Two More Branches
LAUNCH $1,500,000
ENGLISH

And Thafs That
By PHIL M.

MATQICnAIN

Cortellaphone Is New
Sound Picture Device
(Continued from Page

1)

who

sors assert.

Branch offices
in all exchange

In case you haven't heard, or
rather, read, Halsey Rains of the
M-G-M publicity department gets a
by-line in the "New York Times."
He's writing book reviews as well
as publicizing M-G-M stars.

new in press
agents is promised by Lou T. Rogers,
for "The Age of Lust," starring Emil
Something

entirely

Jannings, which he is distributing in
the
United
States
Canada.
and
Reginald DeCovenaux, novelist, has
been engaged to prepare the cam-

be established paign book.

will

cities,

Biechele Re-elected Head
of Kan.-Mo. Exhibitors
(Continued from Page

and a

sales
to

Biechele developed.
Chief action
taken, in addition to the election was
disapproval of the protection and
zoning plan, recently compiled for
to

territory by L.
Board vice president.

the

Dunlap is directing.
is recorded on
between the picture and
Langdon's Next Titled
sprocket holes, so that the side of
"Heart
Trouble" is title chosen for
the picture is not reduced. As many Harry Langdon's new comedy.
In
all
or
same
the
all
scores,
as three
the cast are Doris Dawson, Lionel
the
on
different, may be recorded
Belmore, Jack Pratt and Madge
same film. No special treatment for Hunt.
stated. The

The sound

done.

line

the film

is

sound then

required,
is

"taken

it

completed

last

beefsteak

for

members

of

New York was

night at the Park Central.

adaptation on* the
to be produced in
England, 'The Florentine Dagger", by
Ben Hecht. This will be made with
an all-English cast in London under
the quota law.

Warner

P. Club Gives Beefsteak

P. Club of

the

New

Capitol,

York,

the

other

week when a Charley CJiase fehort filled
in the bill.
Remem-

ber the public never
tires of laughing."

Meighan Completing Film

Thomas Meighan's

current produc-

tion for Caddo, "The
will be completed this
be edited in time for

Mating Call,"
week and will
August release

by Paramount. Evely Brent and Renee Adoree are Meighan's support,
while Gardner James, Alan Roscoe
and Helen Foster have prominent

Meighan

roles.

will

leave

shortly

for the East.

Barrymore in N. Y.
Barrymore has arrived in
York from the Coast. He will

John

New

remain

in the

East only a few days,

making preparations

for his stage
production, "Hamlet," which is to be
given in the Hollywood Bowl.

^

A
THOUGHT TO
GIVE

YOUR PROGRAM

REm£MBER

field

been

M.

gram,
you
should
have heard them at

WHEN ARRANGING

by

"Sound Pictures," regular
Benefit for Olympic Team
department of the Sunday edition of
Joseph P. Kennedy, chairman of
The Film Daily.
the board of directors of Keith-Albee-Orpheum has arranged a midnight show at the Palace, July 6 for
"White Shadows" for Aster
"White Shadows in the South the benefit of the American Olympic
Seas," Cosmopolitan production for team.
M-G-M with Movietone accompaniCondon Writing Scenario
ment, will begin an indefinite enCharles R. Condon is writing the
gagement at the Astor on completion
'98." scenario for the second Warner proof the run of "The Trail of
not duction slated to be made in England,
has
latter
Date of closing of the
Condon recently
as yet untitled.
announced.

M.

Film

"If you don't think
that two-reel comedies have a place in
a de luxe house pro-

is

off the film"

lished in

A

Doty,

SEZ/

KRAZY KAT

Mann in McCoy Cast
a wooden needle, which is part of
Hank
Mann has been signed for a
The
projector.
the attachment to the
comedy
role
in Tim McCoy's current
system is the invention of Professor
vehicle, "Morgan's Last Raid," which
Cortella.
Dorothy
Nick Grinde is directing.
Lawford
Davidson
and
Sebastian,
the
in
developments
Further
Shaw
appear
in the cast.
Montague
pubbe
will
synchronization

DALY

Y^PAtY YAT

that in
a hair

J.

Officers of the association, are, in
addition to Biechele: C. H. Burkey,
Kansas City, A. F. Baker, Kansas
City, Kan., Ben Levy, Joplin, Mo.;
Harrington,
Kan.,
C. L. McVey,
vice president; Fred Meyn, Kansas

Charley Goetz isn't squawking
inaugurated, according
short
about
the hot weather blues these
two
that
declares
who
Turner,
subjects weekly are guaranteed to days, for the genial head of States
Film Co., is continuing to crack
Cortellaphone users.
City, treasurer.
The disc method employed is sim- house records with "Motherhood" dethat
in
spite
the
heat.
ilar to other disc methods,
phonograph synchronization is obGotham Cast Completed
tained through use of a universal
"The Man Higher Up," Gotham's
joint attached to the projector and
An automatic change- latest production, has been completephonograph.
ly cast, states Sam Sax, president of
over, prevents any stop, it is claimed.
Francis X. Bushman,
the company.
on
sound
records
method
incision
The
Gertrude
Olmstead,
Cosmo Kyle Belprocspecial
a
of
the film, by means
to lew, Eddie Buzzell, and Monty Caress, in manner somewhat similar
Scott
which phonograph recording ter are the chief characters.
force

is

1)

and spirited one, and no opposition

can be installed in a few hours, it is
claimed.
The system, which also provides
for non-synchronous music, utilizing
stock records, is interchangeable with
other leading disc methods, its spon-

M.

al

has contributed some splendid dancing
London—With $1,500,000 backing a to both stage and screen producnew company, Union Cinemas, has tions, is now going to teach others
The firm plans to
been organized.
how to do it.
absorb B. E, F. and Bernhard-Tifits
diin
Included
fany Productions.
Teddy Pitts, who holds some lanta branch.
rectorate are John Davis Harries, S.
of the managerial reins at the CapClements
Lawrence
A marked increase in the number
Flateau,
L.
J.
itol,
has relinquished them, long of Vitaphone installations in the Philand C. F. Bernhard.
enough to take a vacation.
adelphia and Dallas territories is
Theaters to be purchased include
Huddersgiven as the reason for the establishGrand,
six:
the following
La Casita Cafe on West 51st St. ment of the new offices. More than
Newcastle-on-theAdelaide,
field;
is
the new address of Lita Lopez, 100 Vitaphone exhibitors in the PhilTyne; Picture Theater, Maidenhead;
who
has deserted the stage and adelphia territory are now serviced
Victoria Hall, Portsmouth; St. James,
screen for the restaurant racket.
by the New York branch.
King's Lynn; and the Electric, King's

Lynn.

PHIL

Be Opened by Vitaphone
Immediate opening of two additionVitaphone branch offices, one in
Philadelphia and one in Dallas, is
planned by Paul Swift, general sales
manager of the Vitpahone Corp. This
will bring the number of Vitaphone
exchanges up to six, the other offices
being New York, Chicago, San Francisco and the recently established At-

DALY

NELLIE SAVAGE,

to

the

given

picture

fi'rst

Animated by

Ben Harrison
and

Manny Gould

A GOOD CARTOON
WILL SEND THEM
AWAY WITH A SMILE
PRODUCED BY

CHARLES B. MINTZ

:
THE
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BUCK JONES
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Says:

We Are HAPPY
We have searched
ten
.

.

of

.

.

.

.

we have run

.

.

we have

ourselves ragged

RIGHT
SYNCHRONIZATION.
.

method

looking for the

'^

'^

writ-

^

We've seen them all
We've listened to most of them and
believe
us, gentlemen—WE'VE GOT IT!
.

.

.

.

^

.^

BUCK JONES
cial

will

.

.

^

in his thrilling spe-

"The BIG HOP,"
be synchronized by CORTELLproduction,

APHONE,

described on the page

opposite.
CJ,

c^

^

WORD

This process is THE LAST
in advanced synchro-sound development. It SOLVES
PROBLEM. You can have this great sightand-sound feature in your theatre
regardless of what type of reproduc-

YOUR

ing equipment

you are

using.

Wire for Unsold Territory

BUCK JONES CORPORATION
489 Fifth Avenue
Theatre Managers: Get Busy,

New York
Telegraph.

f

"^

..J

-1

CORTELLAPHONE

n

Perfect Synchronizcition
and

Perfect

Tone

Qualities

ITHOUT

ballyhoo or blare of trumpets we wish to announce that we have perfected a
synchronizing device that will prove a boon to exhibitors throughout the world. Our
method will speak for itself and we feel no need to crash cymbals or talk fast to prove
our product. ]jWe have developed a combination device, using both the disc and film
incision. The incision scoring is done by hairline on the film between the picture and sprocket
holes, yet does not reduce the size of the picture. There is absolutely no mechanical or scratching noise with this method and the operation is so simple that it can be handled perfectly by
any projectionist using any standard projection machine. IJNon-synchronous music may be
played on CORTELLAPHONE discs. No adjustment is necessary and films not scored therefor
may have suitable accompaniments by making a selection of any standard make records from
Thematic Cue sheets. j| The volume of sound can be regulated to fill the Roxy theatre or a small
projection room. CORTELLA DISC method is interchangeable with other leading disc
methods and is leased, not sold, to exhibitors. ^ The equipment can be installed for less than
$500. The fact that the machine weighs less than 300 pounds shows its advantage for roadshowing. 11 There are branch offices of CORTELLA SYNCHRONIC PICTURES CORPORATION in each film center. An important announcement will soon be made as producer afWe are prepared to furnish two standard short
filiations regarding this remarkable device,
jf
subject presentations weekly at small rental charges which will prove box-office builders for
any theatre.
have expended more than a million dollars in perfecting our product and we

We

are equipped to install 2,000 CORTELLAPHONES between now and December 31st, 1928. We
are in a position to synchronize pictures NOW, and in New York City, with all sound effects,
such as airplanes, firing, street sounds, etc., to pictures already made.

Cortella Synchronic Pictures Corporation
ED. D. TURNER, Distribution Manager

1776 Broadway

New

-

Suite

1111

York, N. Y.

CIRCLE 1997

Ml'

fjg^
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Coast Wire Service-

Sam

Taylor to Direct
Next Pickf ord Picture

Sam Taylor

is

to direct

Mary

Warner

Pick-

The
next picture instead of
is
Griffith
W.
D.
which
Love Song"
This latter picexpected to direct.
ford's

ture

Lupe Velez. A
composed by Irving

be
be

theme song,
Berlin,

to
will

sung by Miss Velez for Movietone
accompaniment.

Paramount Signs Writers
Clark,
T J Ahearn and James Pierce
George
Professor
of
products
have
Baker's drama classes at Yale,
to sign
Hollywood
in
arrived
just
of
contracts making them members
i hey
staff.
writing
Paramount
the
another Baker
will join Leo B. Pride,
two
student signed by Paramount
also
Burnstine
Norman
weeks ago.
yestersigned a Paramount contract

A

Starts Series

Little
from
By RALPH

and
to feature William Boyd

is

Friday, June 29, la^8

''Lots''
IV ILK

Hollywood
Lindsey
CHARLES LAMONT is one of
Productions Are Planned
the busiest directors at EducaTwo new productions are planned tional. He has directed 42 comedies

Two More Judge
fIRST OF 3 FOR QUALITY
IS

"ROMANCE OF ROfiUE"

H. B. Warner has started production of "The Romance of a Rogue,"
first of a series of three he is to
make for Quality Distributing Corp.
Abe Carlos is producing the picture,
which is the second of the 12 on the

by
Companionate Marriage, Inc., on that lot and has guided "Big Boy"
formed to produce Judge Ben Lind- in the 21 comedies the youngster has
This year
sey's "Companionate Marriage." Ed- made for Educational.
ward Small, E. M. Asher, Charles R. Charley will direct the "Big Boy"
Rogers and Sam Sax are co-produc- and Jerry Drew series.
*
*
*
ers in the venture.
"The Revolt of
A little thing like a big auto
Modern Youth" and "The New
Love," both Lindsey works, are the smash-up does not worry our friend,
Edward H. Griffith. T'other day a
two pictures planned.

company's 1928-29 program.
"Into the Depths" Started
Anita Stewart is supporting the
Columbia has placed in production
King Baggott is dir»jcting.
star.
Warner's contract with Quality is "Into the Depths," which Irvin Wilunique in that it provides that the lat is directing with Jack Holt, Ralph
of
"Sins
of
author
is
Burnstine
day
Graves and Dorothy Revier.
screen story three pictures are the only ones he
the Fathers," an original
is
independent
marto
make
for
the
next
Jannings
accepted as Emil
ket, for 1928-29.
Hines Plans Sound Film
Paramount production.
Johnny Hines is preparing to do
"The Girl Friend" with sound effects,
Walsh Seeks Talent for
Ruth Elder Opposite Dix

New

Movietone Picture
with
Ruth Elder, under contract
Raoul
Walsh,
who is to direct "Bestay
her
short
Paramount, will cut
femin- hind That Curtain," Movietone prothe
take
to
order
in
in Europe
in ';Moran duction for Fox, leaves for New York
ine lead with Richard Dix
sail from tomorrow for talent.
will
She
Marines."
the

Tec-Art.

at

Bell Completes

Rex
his

through their paces.
*

*

Jack Chefee

is

*

keeping busy.

work

He

"The Nght
Watch," which Alexander Korda is

recently finished

in

directing.

Two

Bell has completed
seven starring westerns

truck smashed into his automobile,
off three wheels, shattered
all the glass and otherwise ruined
the
machine.
Edward came up
smiling, ordered a taxi and hurried
over to Culver City, where he sent
his
"Captain Swagger" troupers

knocked

*

two of
on the

*

*

Michael Curtiz, who is completing
the
Vitaphoning of
"Noah's Ark," will direct "The
Candle in the Light." Curtiz
also directed "Tenderloin" and
has been active at Warner

1928-29 Fox program and has started
"The Cyclone Lover."
R.
Lee
Cast Opposite Desmond
Derelys Perdue, former Wampus Hough is directing a cast including
M-G-M
Drago with
O'Leary,
George
Meeker,
Baby Star and now in Stern Brothers Patsy
Harry Sinclair Drago has joined Comedies, is to play opposite William Donald Stuart, Ella McKenzie, MarBrothers.
*
*
*
Desmond in that star's next Univer- garet Coburn, Betty Caldwell and
the scenario staf? of M-G-M.
sal serial, "The Mystery Rider." She Joan Lyons.
Our Passing Show: At
"Take Me Home" Daniels Title
Boasberg and Milt Gross
is being loaned to Universal.
Mary Nolan Assigned
Universal
has
exchanging wisecracks with
completed
"The
"Take Me Home" is title of Bebe
Tenen Holtz a smiling, interParamount picture. Night Bird." Reginald Denny's new
Mary Nolan has been assigned the
next
Daniel's
Neil starring vehicle.
The final scenes role of leading lady opposite Lon
ested listener; George DronvMarshall Neilan will direct.
are now in the cutting room.
gold enthusing over the South
Betsy Chaney in his newest M-G-M vehicle,
Hamilton has the male lead.
Lee heads the cast, while others are "West of Zanzibar." Tod Browning
Sea Islands.
*
*
*
Sam Hardy, Harvey Clark, Michael is slated to direct the production.
Lance
Glaser to Free
Visarofif,
Alphonse Martel, Corliss Warner Baxter and Lionel BarryCharley Burr loses little time on
Benjamin Glaser intends to free Palmer, Jocelyn Lee and George more are in the cast.
Sundays.
Last Sunday morning he
Bookasta.
played polo, while in the afternoon
lance, it is reported.
he indulged in tennis, with Cornelius
Last Bowers Finished
Lorayne Duval Signed
Keefe, Tom Carr and George Amy
Columbia to Make "Trial Marriage"
Camera
work
has
been
completed
Lorayne Duval has been placed
among
his opponents.
Millard Webb is to direct "Trial under a long term
contract by Uni- on the sixth and concluding picture
Marriage" for Columbia. It is slated versal for feature production.
in the Charley Bowers series. Bowers
Phil Gersdorf, who is also a tenas a special.
again is taking the star role.
of

Cherbourg today.

Baclanova, recently signed to a
long term Paramount contract as a
in
cast
player has been
feature
George Bancroft's newest Paramount
picture, "The Docks of New York."
Production has been started under
direction of Josef von Sternberg.
.

^^

Farrell

Charles

Starts

"Backwash"
Frank Borzage.
in

New

Film

started work
under direction of
Mary Duncan is co-

Farrell

has

starred. ^

I

New Paramount
Grauman

Scenarist

Kohn

has been
signed by Paramount as a scenarist

Ben

and

title

writer.

Brown

in Daniels Cast

Joe E. Brown, a recent recruit
from the musical comedy stage, has
been signed by Paramount for Bebe
next picture, "Take Me
Daniels'

Home."

assi

j

nis enthusiast, recently dropped his
racquet long enough to rush off and
Lasky
Signs
Three Actors
Albert Ray is directing "None but
be married. Phil writes much of the
Three new actors will appear in publicity matter that emanates
the
Brave," which features Sally
from
Phipps and Charles Morton for Fox. Paramount pictures during the forth- the Pathe studio.
coming season as a result of the trip
abroad from which Jese L. Lasky has
Forrester in Fox Cast
Gary Cooper in Hollywood
Mel S. Forrester has been cast in just returned.
They are Maurice
Gary Cooper has arrived in Holly"Making the Grade," in which Ed- Chevalier, Paul Guertzman, and John wood after a brief vacation in New
mund Loew and Lois Moran have Loder, a former British cavalry of- York. "The First Kiss" completed
the leading roles for Fox.
ficer.
in Maryland, Cooper "remained for a
few days in Manhattan while the
Chase Comedy Completed
Ruth Chatterton in Jannings Cast
Charley
Chase
has put the finish- other members of the company reRuth Chatterton, legitimate actress,
ing
touches
upon
his
latest
Hal turned to the Coast. No announcehas been signed by Paramount to apRoach-M-G-M
comedy,
as
yet un- ment has yet been made in regard
pear opposite Emil Jannings in his
He was supported by Ruby to his next picture.
next production, "The Sins of the titled.
Fathers." an original by Norman Blaine, Ed Kennedy, Marion Byron
"Last Warning" Under Way
and Gordon Elliott, with Hal Yates
Burnstine.
"The Last Warning," Universal's
at the megaphone, under the superpicturization of the play by Thomas
vision of Leo McCarey.
It is a doSue Carol Assigned
F. Fallon is in production with Paul
Sue C^rol has been added to the mestic comedy, with Chase portray- Leni directing and Laura LaPlante
ing
a
village
cut-up.
cast of "A Single Man," the new
starring.
In the cast are Margaret
Lew Cody-Aileen Pringle co-starring
Livingston, John Boles, Bert Roach,
Cast
in
Tryon
Film
vehicle which Harry Beaumont is
Roy D'Arcy, Mack Swain, Burr MacLloyd Whitlock and Russell Simp- intosh,
directing for M-G-M.
Carrie
Mme.
Deumery,
son has been cast in Glenn Tryon's "Slim" Summerville, Torben Meyer
Writing "Nize Baby" Original
current comedy, "The Kid's Clever," and D'Arcy Corrigan.
The picture
Viola Brothers Shore is writing an which William James Craft is diis being made under supervision of
original, "Nize Baby," for M-G-M.
recting,
Carl Laemmle, Jr.

Sally

Baclanova Cast

>

Phipps and Morton Featured

1
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Gooney Chain Thrown
Into Receivership
(Continued from Page

1)

S.

W.

Straus Enters Field

of Commercial Banking

Financial

—

Chicago S. W. Straus and associates, long active in the field of mo-

handling operation of the circuit for tion picture financing, this week enthe creditors, will continue to oper- tered the commercial banking field
ate the houses for the receiver. Some with opening of the Straus National
PICTURE ISSUES
time ago, creditors took over the cir- Bank & Trust Co.
S. W. Straus,
cuit, in an effort to ward of? bankhead of Straus & Co., is president of
ruptcy.
On July 1, 30 days' grace the new bank, which is taking over
was given for refinancing, with the business of the Straus Trust Co.,
GAIN
N.Y.
creditors seeking to raise immedi- organized in 1924.
ately $100,000 of the $500,000 in
The new bank will have $1,000,000
The bulls took the play away from
.debts outstanding.
capital stock, $250,000 surplus and the bears this week which resulted in
$50,000 as a special reserve for con- favorable changes for all stocks intingencies, making total initial assets cluding picture issues. Despite money
Believes "Talkies" Will
of $1,300,000.
soaring to 7^ per cent. Wednesday
Never Invade Westerns
with expectations of jumping to eight
IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
$2,650,000 Bond Issue
yesterday, stocks kept advancing and
Los Angeles Sound pictures never
Chicago S. W. Straus & Co. is recovering ground lost in the recent
will invade the realm of Westerns offering at par and accrued interest recession
movement.
However,
says Nick Grinde, who is now direct- an issue of $2,650,000 first mortgage money did not touch eight during
ing Tim McCoy in his fourth M-G-M fee six per cent sinking fund gold yesterday's session. In the event that
picture.
The prophecy is made de- bonds secured by the land, completed this rate is reached, it will come as
spite the fact that at least two West- apartment and store building and the a casual event without retarding the
erns are planned with sound effects.
Embassy to be erected for the Stan- upward movement.
Tuesday was about the only bad
"The entire motif of western stories ley Co. of America on the Boardwalk,
is
action, action and action," says Atlantic City.
The bonds are dated day witnessed during the entire week.
Grinde. "In fact, any oral assistance June 1, 1928 and mature June 1, 1938. Stocks came back strong in the two
would be entirely superfluous, so far The Colonial Trust Co., Philadelphia days that followed and more than
as telling an action story is con- is trustee.
Interest coupons are pay- made up their losses. Fox Film "A"
came to the fore chalking up a two
cerned.
The biggest thrills of a able June 1 and Dec. 1.
point victory for the week. Warners
Western picture usually occur in the
showed up strong netting an aplong or mediuni shots when hard
Form Theater Company
preciable gain of 1 % over last Thursriding and hard shooting are accomNew Haven With capital of $25,- day's closing figure. Paramount
plished.
Therefore no speech is
000, the New Haven Amusement Co.,
gained 15^ while Loew common addneeded."
has been incorporated. Incorporators
ed y2 on to last Thursday's closing.
are: Morris Hadelman, Minnie HadelPicture stocks displayed unusual
man,
Phillip
Chain
Aleinekoff
Rose
Somes Joins Netoco
and
activity on the market yesterday and
Boston James
R.
Somes has Aleinokoff, all of New Haven.
when the day's trading ended most

SHOW

ON

—

EXCHANGE

—

—

—

joined the Netoco circuit and will act
as special representative throughout

New

England.

For

seven

years

Somes was connected with George
Giles at the St. James here, leaving
to become a district manager of the
For the last seven
Black circuit.
years he has been manager of the
Strand at Pawtucket, R. I.

Set Egypt Distribution
Cairo R. Barki Selection Cinematographiques will distribute in Egypt,
Syria and Palestine all of the Defu
productions which include First Nation product.

—

Fox
"A" increased 1^; Loew advanced
5^ while Warner added Ya to previous
Paramount and Pathe comclosing.

of the issues registered gains.

mon
figure
in

Yi,

Quotations

both closed at previous closing
while Pathe "A" depreciated
value.

Arthur on Way to New York
See
George K. Arthur is now on his Financial Interests
way to New York.
He will stay Warner Position as Strong
Building Sweden's Finest
only a day or two in the East, howPosition of Warners is regarded by
Stockholm What is called Swed- ever, before sailing for Europe, where bankers
as strong, with the rapid reen's finest theater is under construc- he will join his wife and baby.
covery made by the company in overtion for Swedish Biograph.
It is
coming losses the subject of much
called the China and has 1,500 seats.
Buys Texas Theater
The company's outlook
discussion.
A dance hall and restaurant are inGeorgetown, Tex. O. A. Engle- for the current year is seen as the
cluded in the house, which opens
brightest in recent years.
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JOTE: Balaban & Katz
Skouras, St.

Louis;

is

and Asked),
listed in

Stanley,

Chicago;

Philadelphia.

Seek to Kill German Tax

—

Berlin Coincidental with the opening of the Reichstag, the German
industry is launching a campaign designed to reduce or abolish the entertainment tax.
An interview has
been arranged with the Ministry.

Dempseys Coming East
Estelle Taylor leaves the Coast for

New York about July 1 to start rehearsals for "The Big Fight," legit
play in which she
her husband. Jack

is

to

appear with

Dempsey.

Cleveland Sound Film Exhibit
Cleveland
The Public Library
soon is to place on public view an
The exexhibit on sound pictures.

—

Goodlett. The Monarch
oldest picture house in

For the first quarter
the Warners showed a net

is

called

Texas.

U. A. in Seattle Reopens
Seattle
The United Artists, closed
recently on account of demands of
union labor, has reopened as a 25

—

cent house.

—

Partner's

This contrasts
after all charges.
with losses in similar periods in re-

Members

New York,

and Boston

Fhiladelfhia

Stock Exchanges

cent years, and the six months'
period, which ends Aug. 31, is expected to show an even further advance.
The losses sustained were during
the period when Warners were ex-

Interest

—

Norristown, Pa. Dante DiRocco
has purchased the Westmar from the
firm of which he was president.

With

Corporate
Financing

—

Fox "A" in Demand
Fox Film earning running

last year's, according to Wall
authorities, there has been steady
buying of the "A" stock. The trend
toward sound films in the industry,
with Movietone particularly benefiting, is viewed as a cause for this

ahead of
St.,

"Sappho' 'Starting^
development of Vitaphone,
Paris
"Sappho," an adaptation
Western Electric
photographs
of
equipment by means of which Vita- from the Opera Comique. will soon
nhone is produced and reproduced go into production with Claudia Vietrix starred
and actual Vitaphone records.
the

&C0.

'

hibit will consist of descriptive stories

of

of the year,
of $102,687

perimenting with Vitaphone, and reorganizing and expanding activities.
Dallas ^Oscar
Korns has pur- Now with sound pciturcs enjoying a
chased interest of William Hiefs in tremendous vogue, and "The Jazz
the K. & H. circuit, which embraces Singer," particularly, rolling up a
around a dozen Texas houses.
heavy gross, the company's prospects
reported to be viewed with
are
optimism.
Buys Norristown House

Buys

EDWARD B.SMITH

of the Palace, has pur-

chased the Monarch from Mrs. Alice

activity.

"5

7454
15-4

—

—

Sales

35

..101"^ 10114

Philadalphia

New York

Boston

Gives You
William Fox
presents

The Ced Dance
6th of a series
for release
beginning in August

Charles Farrell
"No doubt

that Charles Farrell has

It,

especially in

those Russian uniforms. In 'The Red Dance', supporting Dolores Del Rio, he's the answer to many a

maiden's prayer."

—Variety

Broad^vay
Specials

Dolores Del Rio
"One realizes that beauty is not Senorita Del Rio's
only outstanding screen quality. Her fidelity to characterization, the facile changes of expression and her
ability to catch the fleeting mood of a scene prove her
to be a real actress."
Nciu York Evining Graphic
<•...•••>

1

Sold to the public
Twice Daily
at «2.00

Ivan Linoiv

4

"First acting honors go to Ivan Linow, who plays a
vulgarian in the rough, and who suddenly finds himself a general in the Red army. Linow is sincere, convincing and entertaining. He even plays his unpleasant

moments humanly."
<•••

_j^^^ y^^^ American

••>

or

Raoul Walsh

Silent Prints

"Raoul Walsh, remembered

for his direction of the film

Now Ready

version of 'What Price Glory' and the more recent
starring vehicle for Gloria Swanson, 'Sadie Thompson,'
had done a piece of work that is superior even to those
two.

— New York Evening World

"'The Red Dance'
of its kind which

is
I

one of the most magnificent tilings
have ever seen on any screen."

— Quinn Martin in New York World

for Screening
Street
''

Angel — Four Sons

— Fazil

Sunrise — Mother Machree

rcaivirTcu- ^y^^mmw
only producer of ^w reserved'
only actual
seat specials
i ^K^L
i^
I^^^,^_
^^^^^^ producer of Movietone
^^
• • •

-•

-•
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^ ^S
^^
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